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T, sb. I.Ma. Stf. Der. Shr. Bdf. Nrf. Suf. Ken. Som.
Also written tee I.Ma. Stf. Der. Bdf. Nrf. Suf. Ken.1

w.Som.1
; and in form tye Der. 1. In comp. (i) T-bob,

a T-shaped frame used in pumping mines
; (2) -handle,

a handle ofa spade, &c. having a short cross-bar at the top

;

(3) -headed, of a plough : having a T-shaped head.
(1) Stf. The Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901). (2) Shr.1 (3) s.Bdf.

These are called tee-headed ploughs in the south of the county,
Batchelor Agric. (1813) 162.

2. An iron, shaped like the top of the letter T, with a
chain attached to the centre.

Nrf.1 Suf. 1 Iron holdfasts in the shape of the top of the letter

T, pendant on short chains from the seels of a horse's collar, or
from the thillbells. They are thrust, one end first, through
staples on the shafts. Ken.1 w.Som.1 Tees are at the ends of the
chain to a horse's head-stall or night-halter.

3. The point where a cross vein intersects another at

right angles.
Der. Tee or Tye is where a cross vein approaches another vein

at nearly right angles, whose side it joins without intersecting or
breaking through it, Tapping Gl. to Manlove (1837) ; New Thing,
Old Thing, . . Tee or Pee, Manlove Lead Mines (1653) 1. 44.

4. Phr. that's the tee, that is the right thing, ' that's the
ticket.'

I.Ma. A understandin—that's the tee, Brown Witch (1889) 93.

TA, pron. e.An. Also in forms te e.An. 1
; ter Nrf.;

to e.An.1 Suf. It, that.
e.An.1 Nrf. Ta be the wice 0' my sweetheart, Gillett Sng. Sol.

(i860) v. 2; What on aarth can ter be about, A.B.K. Wright's
Fortune (1885) 6 ; Athout ter be that gude-natured waiter, ib. 45 ;

Common hereabouts (M.C.H.B.). Suf. I didn't know who to-was

(S.J.) ; Suf. 1 ' Dew it rain V ' Is ta dew.'

TA, see Take, The, dem. adj., Thou.
TA(A, sb. Sc. Cum. Wm. Lan. Also in form taw

Sh.I. [te.] 1. A fibre, filament ; a fibrous root ; a thread.

Cf. taave.
Sh.I. Doo sees foo he [fish liver] can be peeled, an' da taas taen

oot afore I pit in da floo'r, Sh. News (June 2, 1900) ; The taws
(taas) o' da liver refers to the fibrous part of the fish-liver, which
was generally extracted before using the liver as an article of diet

(J.S.) ;
Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 32 ; S. & Ork.1

, Cai.1

Hence Taaie, adj. fibrous, full of fibres. S. & Ork. 1

,

Cai.1 2. A stolon, as of couch-grass, sedge, &c. Cai.1

3. pi. Wood split thin with which to make baskets.
Cum. 24 Wm. Aur aud fello is soa leam he can dea nowt but

rive taas for whiskets an teanales, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 52.

ne.Lan.1

[1. Cp. Icel. tcegja, fibre (Vigfusson).]
TAA, see Taw, sb.

1

TAAHELLYIK, sb. Sh.I. One of the flat stones laid

along the lower edge of the roof under the straw for

running off the water. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 88.

[Cp. ON.M thatch, and hella, a flat stone (Vigfusson).]

TAAL, v. Obs. or obsol. n.Cy. Yks. Also written tale

n.Cy. m.Yks.1
1. To settle; to accommodate oneself to

new circumstances, habits, &c. Cf. thole, v.

n.Cy. Grose (1790); (Hall.) n.Yks.1
; n.Yks. 2 'Thor sheep

deeant taal weel to their new haaf,' do not get reconciled to their

new quarters ; n.Yks.4 e.Yks. As a servant in a place, sheep in

a pasture, Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). m.Yks.1

2. To make agree ; to reconcile. m.Yks.1

[Cp- Dan. taale, to bear, stand, support ; to suffer, endure
(Larsen).]

vol. vi.

TAAM,w. Nhb.Cum.Wm. To doze, go to sleep; to faint.
Nhb. 1 He'll syun taam ower. Cum., Wm. Nicolson (1677)

Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX.

TAAN, see Take, Tone, num. adj.
TAAND, sb. Sh.I. [tend.] A firebrand ; a burning

peat ; a live coal. Cf. tend, v?
He lit the remnant of a ' fill ' of Greenland plug with a ' taand,'

Burgess Lowra Biglan (1896) 21 ; The guidwife would seize a
lowin taand [live coal] and chase the uncanny visitor out the door,
throwing the fire after her, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 140 ; S. & Ork. 1

[Cp. ON. tandri, fire (Vigfusson).]
TAANLE, TAAPIE, see Tawnle, Tawpie.
TAAR, TAAS, TAASTRIL, TAAT, TAATIE, see

Tear, v.
1

, Tawsfe, Taistrel, Taut, v.
2

, Tatie.
TAAVE, v. Sc. Also in forms tyaave-(jAM.) ; tyauve

Bnff.1 [tev.] 1. To tease out, as oakum ; to ravel. Sh.I.,

Mry. (Jam.) Cf. ta(a. Hence (1) Taave-taes, sb. pi. pit-

fir, used for making ropes, being split into fibres and
twisted

; (2) Tyaavin-skate, sb. a dish composed of skate
reduced to filaments.

(1) Crm., Inv., Mry., Nai. (Jam.) (2) Bnff. 1
, Rnf. (Jam.)

2. To caulk ; to close up a rent with stuffing.

Sh.I. Yon bit o' rent could a been taav'd up for a while, onywye
fil da drought cam', Sh. News (Dec. 24, 1898) ; S. & Ork.1

TAB, sb.1 Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Lin.

Lei. Nhp. War. Oxf. e.An. Hmp. Also in form twab
Lan. [tab, taeb.] 1. The narrow or pointed end of

anything ; the end of an object intended for insertion in a
hole cut for its reception. Also in comp. Tab-end.
Cum. 1 The narrow end of a field, &c. ; Cum.24 n.Yks. 1 The

lower portion of an iron scraper with one leg, which is to be let

into and fixed by aid of lead or cement in a stone. w.Yks. (J.W.),
ne.Lan.1

2. The end of a strap outside the buckle. N.Cy. 1
, Nhb.

1

3. A label affixed to goods for sale ; a luggage label.

War.3 4. A tatter; a torn piece of a garment; the

waste end cut off a piece of cloth.

Nhb. 1 w.Yks. A hearth-rug made o' worsed tabs Afore the fire

wor spread, Cudwoeth fl((j(. Sketches (1884) 106; w.Yks.3 Lan.

It [i.e. the shirt] dangult, aw bits, o' twabs, cleeur rewnd obewt

him, Paul Bobbin Sequel (1819) 8.

Hence (1) Tabbing, sb. a stripe woven in a different

colour of weft at the end of apiece of calico, &c.
; (2) Tab-

end, sb. the end of a piece of cloth, esp. the first-woven end
to which the strings of the warp are attached.

(1) Lan. Nowt like a smeawch for puttin' a finish upo' things.

It's like a tabbin' at th' eend of a cut, Brierley Red Wind. (1868)

270, ed. 1884. s.Lan. 1 Colloquially it is used in the sense of

'finishing' anything. 'Aw'm just puttin' th' tabbin' on.' (2)

w.Yks. Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1866) 56. e.Lan. 1
,

s.Lan.1

5. The loop by which a garment is hung up. Sc. (G.W.)

Hence Tabbed, ppl. adj. of a cap, &c. : having the

corners folded up.
Abd. Her mither ware a tabbit mutch, Skinner Poems (1809) 79,

ed. 1859.

6. Thelatchet of a shoe; the piece of a shoe to which the

buckle is fastened.
N.Cy. 2

, ne.Lan.1 ,
Der.1

, nw.Der.1
, Lin.1

, n.Lin.
1

, Nhp.1
,
e.An. 1

7 The tongue closing up the front of a boot or shoe.

w.Yks.2
, Not.1

, Lin.1
, Lei.1 8. The metallic tag. at the

end of a boot-lace, &c.

Cum.2
, ne.Lan. 1

, Der.1 , n.Lin. 1
, Oxf. (G.O.), e.An. 1



TAB l>]
TABOR

9. A shoe-string. Hmp.1 10. pi. Obs. Children's
hanging sleeves. n.Cy. (K.), N.Cy.2 11. The ear. Also
in comp. Tab-hole. Cf. tib, sb.

1

Not. ' I'll pat your tab,' I'll box your ears (H.E. B.) ; Not.1 s.Not.
Ooh ! ray tabs is co'd ( J.P.K.). Lin. 1

TAB, sb.2 Dev. Cor. [tseb.] A turf; dried roots and
grass raked up and burnt ; cow-dung dried for burning.
Cf. tabban, 2, tob, sb.

s.Dev. (Miss D.) Cor. If I'd a tab of turf handy, I'd bring it at

your mouth, you greasy cavalryman, ' Q.' Wandering Heath (1895)
21 ; Cor.12S

TAB, sb? Nhb.1 [tab.] Part ofthe entrails ofa sheep
or pig.

TAB, v} e.Yks.1
[tab.] To catch, seize.

He was just off when maisther tabbed him.

TAB, sb* and v? Yks. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] 1. sb. Notice to quit. n.Yks. N. &> Q. (1883)
6th S. vii. 245. 2. v. To give notice to quit.

To tab a tenant, ib.

TAB,adj.andsb.5 Sc.Not.Lin. [tab.] 1. adj. Ofa cat:

striped, brindled ; a shortened form of ' tabby.' Sc.

(Jam. Suppl.) 2. Comp. Tab-cat, (1) a striped or brindled
cat, a tabby cat

; (2) a pet cat.

(1) Not.1 Lin.1 Do yah see that there big tab-cat? (2) Lnk.
My first new hat . . . Sleek and black As ony young tab cat,

Murdoch Lyre (1873) 60.

3. sb. A male cat ; a pet name for a cat. Sc. (Jam.
Suppl.)
TABBAN, sb. Cor. Also in forms tabbtm, tabm

Cor.2
; tabn Cor.1 ; tubban Cor.23 [tas'bsn.] 1. A

morsel, esp. of food ; a slice of bread and butter.
Hen-cock, han-cock, give me a ' tabban,' or else ' Col-perra

'

shall come to your door, Flk-Lore Jm. (1886) IV. 131 ; A tabban

they called a piece, Tregeixas Character (1868) 54 ; Cor.12

2. A piece of turf. Cor.23 Cf. tab, sb.
2

[OCor. tabm, a piece ; a morsel (Williams).]
TABBER, see Tabor.
TABBET, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form tabbit. In

phr. to take tabbet, to take an opportunity of having any
advantage that may come in one's way.

Ayr. I'll tak tabbit wi' you anither time, Edb. Mag. (Apr.

1821) 352 (Jam.).

TABERING, see Tavering.
TABERN,s6. Obs. n.Cy. A cellar. (K.); Grose (1790);

N.Cy. 2 [Lat. taberna, a booth, stall.]

TABERNACLE, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. 1. sb. A wood-
man's hut ; a gipsy-tent, or other similar portable structure.

w.Yks. It was a tabernacle sort o' thing ;
you might have gotten

a stack of hay under it, thack and all (C.C.R.).

2. Phr. to keep up the tabernacle, to continue in a full habit

of body, not to lose flesh ; to use means for keeping thus.

Sc. For a' the sair wark he speaks about, he ay keeps up the

tabernacle (Jam.).

3. v. To camp out.

w.Yks. Thou looks as if thou had been tabernacling out a month
(C.C.R.).

TABET, sb. Sc. Also in forms taebet Fif. ; taipit Fif.

Lfh. (Jam.) ; tapet Sc. n.Sc. (Jam.).; tebbit n.Sc. (Jam.)

Fif. ; teppit Fif. Lth. (Jam.) ;
tibbit Frf. ; tibet w.Sc.

(Jam. Suppl.) [te'bst ; te -

bit.] Bodily sensation, feeling;

strength ; also in pi.

Sc. The man . . . lost his tebbit, Drummond Muckomachy (1846)

18. n.Sc. My fingers lost the tebbits (Jam.). Frf. Lurking in the

burn till there were no tibbits in his toes, Barrie Tommy (1896)

251. Fif. Tennant Papistry (1827) 164. Lth. (Jam.)

Hence Tabetless, adj. (1) destitute of sensation, numb
;

(2) heedless, foolish.

(1) n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. But toil and heat so overpower'd her

pith, That she grew tabletless, and swarft therewith, Ross Helenore

(1768) 25, ed. 1812. Frf., e.Per. My fingers are juist tabetless

wi' washin' in that cauld watter (W.A.C.). w.Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

Fif. Taebetless fingers had to be thawed in loo water, Colville

Vernacular (1899) 18. Lth. (Jam.) (2) Sc. The coof wha believes

angel's visits are few Is nocht but a tapetless loon—I'd droon,

Allan Lilts (1874) 279. w.Sc. (Jam) ; Still used {ib. Suppl).

Ayr. The tapetless, ramfeezl'd hizzie, She's saft at best, and some-

thing lazy, Burns 2nd Ep. to J. Lapraik (Apr. 21, 1785) st. 3.

Lth. The laddie's gane teppitless (Jam.).

TABLE sb and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

[te-bl, tea-bl, tfo-bl.] 1. sb. In comp. (1) Table-board, a

able, esp. the top; (2) -cloot, a table-cloth
; (3) -grave-

stone, a flat gravestone ; (4) -seat, a square pew in church

with a table in the middle
; (5) -tombstone, see (3).

(1) Dor. (W.C. c. 1750). Som. Free quarters for ho se an man,

let alone victuals an' drink, but a <Ws pay on the table-board to

boot, Raymond Smoke, 10. w.Som.1 Ue-v u-kaard uwar dhu ka.

udhudoo-ur* Aaylaef-.muun-eebinaew-taap-dhutae-ubl-boourd.

Dev. Whom he valued so much for their companionable qualities

not only with hounds, but at « table-board/ Mem. ^; /• f^f
(1883) xiv. Cor.1 (2) Ayr. I had clean forgotten the table-cloot,

that tiy way of a daidly was preened wi' a wee siller saumon to

my lapelle, Service Notandums (1890) 28. (3) w.Yks. Grace sat

her dahn on a table gravestun, Yks. Wily. Post (Oct. 24 1896).

(4) Sc. (Jam.) (5) e.Sc. It's a wee like a table-tombstane, Strain

Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 165. Lnk. We had jumped the dyke,

and were seated on a table tombstone, Roy Generalship (ed. 1895)92.

2. Phr. (1) to coup the tables, to retort ; to ' turn the tables '

;

(2) to have one's legs under a very good table, to be very well

off; to have no cause of complaint.
_

(1) Ayr. I coupit the tables by saying it wud be wicer like it she

got her ain guid-brither to pit a halter on sic vicious bruits,

Johnston Congalton (1896) 75. (2) n.Lin.1

3. The table spread for the Sacrament of the Holy Com-
munion ; the Communion table ;

gen. in pi.

Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1 'To gang to the tables,' to partake of the

Communion. Per. She goes forward to the Tables, and the whole

lot of ministers and elders cannot hinder her, Sarah Tytler

Witch-wife (1897) 17. Suf. On the first Sunday of the month the

women-folk remained behind, 'for the Table,' Betham-Edwakds
Mock Beggars' Hall (1902) 29.

4. Obs. A woollen-trade term: an arrangement for

stretching cloth during the process of ' raising.'
_

w.Yks. Nearly automatic gigs in place of hand-raising tables,

Binns From Vill. to Town (1882) 17.

5. A platform.
Con. Divil another thing he done from the first minute he put

his feet on the table, Bodkin Shillelagh (1902) 78 ; I walked up on

the table mesel', as stiff as the best, ib. 79.

6. A hedging term : see below.
Nhp.1 War.3 The two rows of quick in a double hedge are

called the top and the bottom table, the latter being nearest the

ditch. Hnt. (T.P.F.)

Hence Table-hedge, sb. the prepared ground for

planting the quick. Nhp.1
, War.3 7. The side of a

road or path, having an entablature of soil, along which
the water runs ; a kind of gutter. s.Wor. (H.K.) Cf.

tabling, 3. 8. v. Obs. To board.
Fif. He was tabled in the house of ane advocate called Mr.

,

whose wife wes his aunt, Row Ch. Hist. (1650) 468, ed. 1842.
N.Cy.1

, w.Yks. 1 Lan. His wife came to us_about Jany. 7th, and she
had tabled with us till his return out of Ireland with her son and
servant, Newcome Auiob. (1661) in Cheth. Soc. Publ. (1852)
XXVI. 138.

Hence Tabler, sb., obs., a boarder.
w.Yks. 1 Lan. Mr. Bath was wth mee y

s day. I begin to fear
least y

s busynes prove inconvenient about tablers, Newcome
Diary (1663) in Cheth. Soc. Publ. (1849) XVIII. 152.

9. To make a watercourse by the side of a road ; to
clear out a watercourse; gen. in phr. to table the road
Wor. (H.K.)

TABLING, sb. Sc. Yks. Wor. Glo. Bdf. [te-blin.]
1. The stone coping ofa wall or gable.
Abd. Up on the watch-tower riggin' there's a draggled hoodie

craw. . . Up an' doon the tablin' wi' a gloatin' roupy hoast, He
haps, Murray Hamewith (1900) 25. w.Yks. (J.J.B.), Glo.12

2. Obs. A ledge on a bank in which quicks are planted.
Bdf. The plants [quicks] being set on a ledge or tabling on the

declivity, Batchelor Agric. (1813) 271.
3. The side of a road or path, having an entablature of

soil, along which the water runs ; a kind ofgutter. s.Wor.
(H.K.) Cf. table, 7.

TABM, TABN, see Tabban.
TABOR, sb. and v. Sc. Chs. Stf. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor.

Shr. Glo. Also written tabour Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms
tabber Stf. Lei.1 Nhp.12 War.23 w.Wor.1 s.Wor.1 se.Wor.1
Glo. 1

; taber Chs.1 [te-bs(r ; ta'ba(r).] 1. sb. In comb.



TABRAGH [3] TACK
Tabor-and-pipe, obs., a musical instrument consisting of a
tabor, or tambourine, and a small pipe.

se.Wor. 1 The tabor was suspended from the left arm and beaten
with a small stick held in the right hand ; the pipe held to the
mouth and fingered with the left hand.

2. Phr. as hard as a tabber, very hard. Glo. Northall
Flk. Phr. (1894). 3. A knock, rap, tap.
w.Wor. Thur corned a tabber at the doore, S. Beauchamp

Grantley Grange (1874) I. 29.

4. pi. A beating, drubbing. Cld. (Jam.) 5. v. To rap,
tap lightly ; to drum ; to patter.

Chs. 1 Stf. You can tabber on a drum, The Chronicle (Oct. 25,
1901). Lei.1Theer' s rabbits i' this 'ool : doon'tye'ear'ema-tabberin ?

Nhp. 1 How that boy is tabbering the table; Nhp.2 , War. 23

w.Wor.1 Go you up ta the top earner of the coppy, Bill, an' tabber
a the big oak till I cahls to 'ee. s.Wor.1 se.Wor. 1 Ef thee
shuds't want me, come un tabber my winder, look thii. Shr.1

Theer's some one taborin' at the brew-'us window
;
yo'd'n better

see who it is—be'appen it's one o' the chaps after Sally. Glo.
Thaay tabbers wi thairvit on the groun, Cheltenham Exam. (Feb.

12, 1896) 8; Glo.1

Hence Tabberer, sb. (1) one who taps or knocks lightly

Lei.1
; (2) the lesser spotted woodpecker, Dendrocopus

minor. Lei. Swainson Birds (1885) 99. 6. To beat time,
esp. with fingers and feet in dancing.

Chs.1 Shr.1 ' Did'n'ee 'ave a daince at the Club, Sally ?
'

' No,
nod o' the Green, the fine folks wun saunterin' alung, clippin' one
another like a bar 'uggin' a dog,—I dunna call it daincin',—so two
or three on our chaps tooken the room at Clar's, an' then we
coulden tabor away theer.'

Hence Taborer, sb. a country dancer.
Shr.1 A certain man, who had obtained local celebrity as a

dancer in a ' country-footing,' was known as ' Jack the Taborer.'

7. To beat, drub, thrash. Cf. toober.
Sc. (Jam.), e.Sc, Lth. (ib. s.v. Toober). Shr.1 'E'll tabor 'is

jacket fur 'im right well, if 'e ketches 'im. Glo.1

TABRAGH, sb. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) Animal food that is

nearly in a state of carrion.

TA-BRIG, see To-brig.

TABSHAG, sb. Wm. [ta'bfag.] A term ofreproach
for an idle person.
What's that auld tabshag up tull noo ? (B.K.)

TACH, v. and sb. Sc. Lakel. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf.

Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Cor. Also written

tatch Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. n.Yks.4 w.Yks.4 Lan. 1 e.Lan. 1

s.Lan.1 Chs.13 s.Chs.1 Lin.1 n.Lin.1 Rut.1 Nhp.1
; and in

form taich Lakel.2
[tatf, taetf.] 1. v. To drive a nail

just far enough to give it a slight hold. Abd. (Jam.)

2. To fasten on in a slight manner ; to join together

loosely or temporarily; also with in or together. Cf.

tack, v.
2 2.

Abd. (Jam.) Lakel. 2 Tach us a button wi' ta? e.Yks. 1
,

w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan.1 Der. Addy Gl. (1888) (s.v. Tadge).

Hence (1) Tached-end, (2) Tacher'send, (3) Tachet-

end, sb. a cobbler's end of waxed thread ; often used for

the whole thread ; (4) Taching, sb. (a) a slight fastening

or hold [not known to our correspondents] ; (6) the waxed
thread used for sewing the sole of a shoe to the upper

leather; (5) Taching-end, 5*., see (3); (6) Taching-

waxer, sb. a shoemaker
; (7) Tachy, adj. sticky, viscous,

adhesive.
(1) Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 370 ; Lin.1 ,

n.Lin.1

(2) Nhp.1 (3)se.Lio. (J.T.B.), Rut.1 (4, a) Cor. Skilful handsjam it

[an anchor] tightly in the jagged rocks, for a taching on the

flukes guarantees dislodgment when we want to quit, Cornh. Mag.

(Nov. 1900) 629. (b) s.Lan. 1 (5) n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add.

(P.) w.Yks. 124 Lan. I'll lay thee a grey lapstone, an' a tachin-

end to boot, Roby Trad. (1829) II. 207, ed. 1872 ; Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

,

e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1 Chs.1 More correctly it means only the ends of

such threads to which the bristles are attached, after the shoe-

maker has used them as far as he can, and sometimes the meaning

is thus restricted. ' Mester Barrow, would yo gie my mother

tatchin-eends to sew my buttons on wi'?/ Chs.23 ,
s.Chs.1

,
Stf. 1

,

Der.12,
Not. 1

, Lin. 1 Lei.1 Every piece of ' tachin-end ' used in

joining has a hog's bristle fixed at each end so as to act like a kind

of flexible needle. A series of holes is ' stabbed ' with the awl

through both the leathers to be joined. The workman draws his

' end ' halfway through the first hole ; he then passes one end of

it one way through the next hole, and the other end the reverse
way through the same hole, and so on, drawing the work tight at
each stitch. Nhp.1

, War. 23 (6) Lan. You scamp of a tachin-
waxer, Brierley Marlocks (1867) iii. (7) n.Yks.4

3. sb. A fringe; a shoulder-knot. Twd., Slk. (Jam.)
[2. Cp. Wyth tryed tassele3 }>el

"

to tacched in-noghe,
Gawayne (c. 1360) 219.]

TACH, see Tash, v., Tatch, sb.

TACHE, sb. Yks. [tetj.] A rest used for drilling
holes, esp. used by silversmiths.

w.Yks.2 Fixed in the workbench. It sometimes projects from
the edge of the bench ; w.Yks. 4

TACHE, see Tash, v., Teach.
TACHENER, sb. ? Obs. Sus. A young man em-

ployed in a fishing-boat. (F.E.S.) ; Brighton Costumal
(1580) in Sus.1

135. See Takener.
TACHT, adj. Sc. [taxt.] 1. Tight, tense, close.

n.Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1
2. Of persons : strict, severe. Cai. 1

TACHY, see Tatchy.
TACK, sb} and v.

1
Irel. n.Cy. Chs. Stf. Not. Lin. War.

Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Hri. Wil. Also written tacke
N.Cy.1 [tak, task] 1. sb. Obs. Substance, solidity

;

used of the food of animals. Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1787) ; Grose (1790). 2. Fig. Substance, endurance
;

reliability.

N.Cy.1 Chs.12 ; Chs. 3 There is no tack in such a one.

3. Hired pasture for horses, cows, &c. ; esp. in phr. out

to tack, used of animals : put out to pasture.
War. 23 Wor. Horses or horned cattle will be taken into

Westwood Park to tack or ley, Berrow's Jrn. (Apr. 1873).

w.Wor. 1
, se.Wor. 1

, s.Wor, 1 Shr.1 ' Yo'n got a power o' stock fur

yore farm, Maister.
1

' Aye, I mus' get some out on tack.' Hrf.

Duncume Hist. Hrf. (1804-12) ; Hrf. 12
, Glo.12 , Wil.1

4. Stuff, esp. used of food or drink, gen. in a depreciatory

sense ; anything of little or no value, or of inferior quality.

Ker. The foinest tack in the wurld for the kidneys, Bartram
Whiieheaded Boy (1898) 107. n.Cy. (Hall.) s.Stf. This bread is

awful tack, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). Not. Hard tack

(J.H.B.). Lin. 1 This is queer tack. War.23 , se.Wor. 1 s.Wor.

I didn't waant to thraow the milk an' tack i' the yord (H.K.) ;

s.Wor. 1 Shr. 1 ' 'Ow dun yore tatoes turn out this time, John ?

'

' Mighty middlin', theer inna many, an' whad theer is bin poor

tack'; Shr.2 Hrf.2 It's wretched tack. Glo. 'Twun't hurt 'ee, 'tis

some good wholesome tack, Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) vii

;

Glo. 1 Oxf. He sells some very good tack (G.O.). Wil. 1 [And
Martilmas beefe doth beare good tack, When countrie folke doe

dainties lack, Tusser Husb. (1580) 28.]

5. Foolish talk. War.3
, se.Wor.

1
, s.Wor. (H.K.) 6. v.

To hire pasture for cattle ; to put out animals to graze

;

gen. with out.

War. 2
; War.4 I moan tack out some of my stock. Wor.

Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). s.Wor. (H.K.) Shr., Hrf. Bound
Provinc. (1876). Hrf. 1 He has tacked out his horses. Oxf.1 MS. add.

7. To take animals for pasturage on hire.

Shr.1 Mary Cadwallader 'as sent half-a-crown for tackin' the

donkey, an' wants to know if you'll tack 'im a week or nine days

longer.

TACK, sb.
2 Irel. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Dev. [tak,

task.] 1. The tools, implements, or appliances for any
work or trade ;

' tackle.'

War.3 se.Wor. 1 A razor-grinder's machine is his tack ; a

smith's box of tools for shoeing horses is his ' shoeing tack.'

s.Wor. Cider-making tack (H.K.). Shr.1 My tacks bin at

Newport, or I'd soon ketch them rots. n.Dev. Good tack, Horae

Subsecivae (1777) 425.

2. Timber at the bottom of a river. Hrf. 1 Hence
Tacked, ppl. adj. of a fishing-net : caught in the bottom

of a river, ib. 3. Clothes ; a shred of clothes ;
the least

covering.
.

Ir. There won't be a tack on the boy I bring, for fairy clothes

aren't lucky, Bodkin Shillelagh (1902) 177. w.Ir. You won't lave

me a tack to my feet, Lover Leg. (1848) I. 233. s.Wor. Bring

my tack yonder (H.K.).

4. Phr. tack for team, good timber for wagon-making ;

timber cut ready for mending agricultural implements.

Hrf. (W.W.S.), Glo.*

TACK, sb.
3 Irel. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Lin.

Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Ken. Sus. Also written tak Cum.
B 2



TACK [4] TACKET

n.Yks.14 w.Yks. ; and in form take n.Yks. 2 [tak, tsek.]
An unpleasant or strongly-marked flavour.

N.I.1 Ant. Butter is said to have a tack when it is rancid,
Ballymena Obs. (1892). Dur.1 Cum.1 This yel lies a tack o'

t'cask
; Cum.4 n.Yks.1 If two articles of food are cooked together,

and the stronger flavoured one communicates a taste to the other,
it is said to 'have a tak o' t'ither.' n.Yks. 2 It has a queer tack
wi' 't; n.Yks.4

, ne.Yks.1 e.Yks.1 It's getten a tack wiv it.

w.Yks. Theer nah, that's summat like ; it's a bit o tak wi it, hez that
(B.K.). Lan. 1

, n.Lan.1
, ne.Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 This ale's

getten a nasty tack in it. Chs.1 Ale which has been put into
a musty cask is said to have a tack, or a tack of the cask ; Chs.3

,

s.Chs. 1
, nw.Der.1 Lin. Streatfeild Lin. andDanes (1884) 369 ; Lin. 1

n.Lin. Sutton Wds. (1881). sw.Lin^It had a nasty tack about it.

w.Wor.1 The aay'l [ale] 'as a tack a the barrel. Shr. 1 The beer
'as a bit of a tack on it yet ; Shr.2 The ale has got a tack o' th'
barrel. Hrf.2 , Glo.1

, Ken. 1
, Sus.12

Hence (1) neither tack nor twist, phr. oi meat : flavour-
less

; (2) Takt, ppl. adj. having a marked flavour; gen.
used of an acid liquid.

(1) Cum. 4
(2) n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.4 It's a lahtle bit ower takt ti

mah liking.

TACK, v.
2 and si.4 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and

Amer. Also in form teck Cum.14 [tak, tsek.] 1. v. In
phr. don't stitch thy seam before thou hast tacked it, look
before you leap. Chs.13 2. To fasten ; to hold or keep
together

; to fix. Cf. tach, 2.
Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. Jock roosed the auld horse frae his rest, . .

Syne tacked him snugly tae his cart, Orr Laigh Flichts (1882) 39.
Edb. Content eneugh gif they hae wherewithal Scrimply to tack
their body and their saul, Fergdsson Poems (1773) 183, ed. 1785.
Cum. Thur ootside parishes at's just teckt on roond t'edges eh
Cumberlan, SXrgisson Joe Scoap (1881) 89; Cum.4, w.Yks. (J.W.)
Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).

Hence (1) Tacked, />/>/. adj. having the tongue fastened by
a small film

; fig. having an impediment in the speech
;

' tongue-tied
' ; see Tongue-tacked, s.v. Tongue, 1 (27) ;

(2) Tacker, sb. a shoemaker's waxed thread
; (3) Tacker-

grass, sb. the knot-grass, Polygonum aviculare; (4) Tacking,
(5) Tacking-end, sb., see (2).

(1) Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. When their tongues are tacked, and speak
nothing, Dickson Writings (1660) I. 148, ed. 1845. Edb. Their
tongues began at length not to be so tacked, Mom Mansie Wauch
(
l828) ii. (2) Dor. Haynes Voc. (c. 1730) in N. & Q. (1883) 6th
S. viii. 45 ;

Dor. 1 Som. 'Tis zaw cawld, I can't work wi' tha
tacker at all, Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825) 179. w.Som. 1

Dev. This here stuff's so tough as ever was a tacker, Reports
Provinc. (1882). (3) w.Som.1 From its likeness to a ' tacker,' or
shoemaker's wax-end. Dev. 4 (4) Der. 2 (5) Not. (J.H.B.)
3. To nail.

Elg. The coffin, stout, strong, an' weel tackit, Wi' plenty o'
room, Tester Poems (1865) 134. [Amer. The roof, half a dozen
pigeons cooin' on one end, an' her on the other tackin 1 away,
Lloyd Chronic Loafer (1901) 47.]
4. sb. A stitch.

Sc. (A.W.) Cum. 1 A teck i' time seavvs nine ; Cum. 4

5. A slight hold or fastening; that which holds or fastens.
Sc. It hings by a tack (Jam.).

6. Obs. The membrane which attaches the tongue to the
under-part of the mouth.

Slg. The sight of the father's danger brake the tack of a son's
tongue who was tongue-tacked from the birth, Wodrow Soc. Set.
Biog. (ed. 1845-7) I. 247.

7. A shelf ; a mantelpiece; a bacon-rack. See Clavel-
tack, s.v. Clavel, 2 (4).
Hmp. 1 Up on th' tack. Wil. 1 Chimney-tack. How many tacks

are there in the pantry? Dor. Haynes Voc. (c. 1730) in N. if Q.
(1883) 6th S. viii. 45 ; Dor. 1 Pliates an' dishes up 'pon tack, 219.
Som. Cheese-tacks (W.F.R.). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). Dev.
Moore Hist. Dev. (1829) 1. 355. n.Dev. Till un a traunchard vrom
tha tack, Rock Jim an' AW/ (1867) st. 18.

8. The handle of a scythe.
e.An.1 Nrf. All the gang was there, some on 'em fitting new

sticks to the scythes, some on 'em putting in tacks, Emerson Son
ofFens (1892) 131.

9. A coal-mining term : a small prop of coal sometimes
left in ' kerving

'
; a ' gird ' to support it until the ' kerving

'

is finished. Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl.

(1849). 10. A path ; a causeway. Sus. Holloway; Sus.1

11. A time, season, spell, as of weather.
Sc. We had experienced a long tack of wet weather, Wright

Laird Nicoll (28th ed.) 38. Ayr. We had a lang tack of very wat
weather, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 138. Dmf. Frae sun-rise

to sun-set's a dreigh tack o' care, Cromek Remains (1810) 50.

12. A manoeuvre ; an evasion ; an expedient.
Edb. Your nephew . . . canna be up to sae mony shifts an' tacks

as you, Ballantine Deanhaugh (1869) 117.

13. Phr. (1) to keep close tack to a person, to keep close

behind him
; (2) upon some tack, in some way or another.

(1) Don. Billy started . . . off in the diraction of the spot, . . the

goat, as he well expected, keeping close tack till him, Cent. Mag.
(Feb. 1900) 605. (2) Lan. Hoo'd getten him upo' some tack,

Clegg Sketches (1895) 2.

[1. Takkyn, or some what sowyn to-gedur, sululo, con-

sutulo, consuo (Prompt.).']

TACK, v? and sb. 5 Won Som. Dev. Cor. [task.]

1. v. To strike with the open hand ; to slap ; to beat.

s.Wor. A'll tack 'ee, 'ee young 'ound (H.K.). w.Cy. (Hall.)
w.Som. 1 Tommy ! come in this minute, or I'll tack your bottom
vor 'ee, I will ! n.Dev. Chell tack et out wi' tha, Exm. Scold.

(1746) 1. 18. nw.Dev.1
, Cor. 12

2. To clap the hands.
w.Cy. Grose (1790) Suppl. Dev. They little bits of pigsies a-

laughing and a-tacking their hands for joy, Tozer Poems (1873)

77 ; Dev. 1 A laugh'd and tack'd her hands at en, 7. nw.Dev. 1

Cor. The piskies testify their joy by tacking their hands, Brand
Pop. Anliq. (1813) III. 44, ed. 1870 ; Cor. 1 ' Tackhands ' is to slap
hands by way of approval ; Cor.2

3. To pat ; to smooth down.
nw.Dev.1 Idn a a booty? Kom an' tack'n down, my dear.

4. sb. A slap.
w.Cy. (Hall.) Dev. I'll gie thee a giide tack ef thee du'th that

again, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ; Dev.1 n.Dev. Wi' that Jones
gied hissel a tack, Rock/™ an Nell (1867) st. 114. Cor. AT. cV Q.
(1854) 1st S. x. 440 ; Cor. 1

TACK, v.* and sb.e Wm. Not. I.W. Amer. [tak,
task.] 1. v. An aphetic form of ' attack.'
Wm. When it comes to 'tackin' ma puir Wullie, I canna thole

it, Ollivant Owd Bob (1898) vii. I.W. 1 [Amer. (C.D.)]
2. sb. An attack.
Not. Tant warn't no willing party to the 'tack on your house,

Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 288.

TACK, v.
5 Dev. [tsek.] To trim a hedge. See

Hedge-tacker, s.v. Hedge, 1 (46).
Let un go back to his job, which was hedge-tacking, Phillpotts

Sons 0/ Morning (1900) 16 ; Her eyebrows was so ragged as a
hedge as wants tackin', ib. Striking Hours (1901) 158.
[MDu. tacken, to hew, lop (Hexham).]
TACK, TACKAD, see Take, Tacket, sb.1

TACKED, ppl. adj. Cor. Beaten ; brought to a stop
through exhaustion.

I baant tacked yet, but tes oncommon hilly, Tregellas Character
(1868) 84 ; Cor.3 A horse, an engine, or a man is said to be tacked,
i.e. cannot complete its task through exhaustion. ' I'm most
tacked.'

TACKER,^. 1 Dev. Cor. [tse-k3 (r).] Something that
one cannot get over; a ' clincher' ; a great lie ; also in pi.

Dev. Home Subsecivae (1777) 425. Cor. 3 • That's your tackers,
old boy,' meaning ' I have set you an example which I know you
cannot imitate.' ' That's a tacker for you.'
TACKER, sb.2 Dev. Cor. and Amer. [tae-ksfr).! A

small child, esp. a small boy. Cf. tacket, sb.2

Dev. Ever since I was a little tacker, Reports Provinc (1885)
nw.Dev.1 Cor. I was a tiny tacker then, 'Q.' Troy Town (1888}
xi. [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 76.]

;

7i/
A
??

E?'/' o
0fe

-
Ess. To mend apparel. MonthlyMag. (1814) I. 498 ; Gl. (1851) ; Ess. 1

TACKET, sb. 1 and v. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks Also
written tackit Sc. ; and in form tackad Cai.1 [ta'kit 1
1. sb. A small, broad-headed nail, esp. used for boots
and shoes ; a tin-tack.

Sc. (Jam); Thick boots-boots studded with tackets, KeithPrue (1895) 144. ne.Sc. Shoe a horse, ca'a nail, Ca' a tackit in's
tail, Gregor ^-£^(1881) l6 . Cai.1 Per. BotchhV an' borin'and dnvm shoe tackets, Stewart Character (1857) 73 Rnf
I hough our employer many a way May have his mind distracket

. .
We do not care a tacket, M<=Gilvray Poems (ed. 1862) 328

.yr. Rusty aim laps and jinglin jackets, Wad haud the Lothians
Ayr.
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three in tackets, A towmont gude, Burns Captain Grose (1789) st.

6. Twd. The tackets o' his boots maun hae slithered on the stane,
Buchan Weather (1899) 199. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)4,
ed. 1876. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. Tackets To cobble their canny pit shoon,
Allan Tyneside Sngs. (1891) 108. Dur. 1

, Cum.4 , n.Yks.14 , ne.Yks.1

Hence (1) Tacket-boot, sb. a hobnailed boot; (2)
-maker, sb. a maker of hobnails

; (3) -soled, (4) Tackety,
adj. hobnailed ; filled with ' tackets

' ; (5) Tackety-shoed,
adj. wearing hobnailed shoes.

(1) Sc. Wearing his strongest tacket boots, Keith Bonnie Lady
(1897) 171. (2) ne.Sc. The airmy cobblers can hardly keep the
sodgers' soles frae the gran', an' the tackit-mackers, workin' nicht
an' day, can barely supply the demand for tackits, Grant Keckleton,
63. Lnk. Such [women] . . . ought only to be matched with
tacket-makers, tree trimmers, and male taylors, Graham Writings
(1883) II. 148. (3) Sc. He envied the tacket- soled boots that gave
his quarry the advantage, Keith Indian Uncle (1896) 274. (4)
Sc. (Jam.) ne.Sc. The toes of his big tackety boots, Gordon
Northward Ho (1894) 179. Bnff.1 Abd.Tak' affyertacketie beets
at ance, Alexander Ain Flh. (1882) 25. Frf. My feet enclosed in

stout ' tackety ' boots, Barrie Licht (1888) i. e.Fif. The neb n'

Andra's tackety shoe, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) ix. Ayr.
Clattering through the paved yard in his tacketty boots, Douglas
Green Shutters (1901) 298. Kcb. I had my tacketty boots on, Muir
Mimcraig (1900) 104. Nhb. 1 (5) Fif. Merry, chubby-faced,
tackety-shoed jockies, Pryde Queer Flk. (1897) 244.
2. The penis. n.Cy. (Hall.) 8. v. To drive ' tackets'

into boots or shoes ; to fasten with ' tackets.'
Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 e.Sc. Thick-soled blucher boots tacketed for

rough roads, Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) i.

[1. Tacket, clauulas, Levins Matiip. (1570).]
TACKET, sb.

2 Sc. [ta'kit.] A restless, unruly boy.
Cf. tacker, sb."

Are you Adam Gordon, . . the little tacket whose broken bones
I used to have the pleasure of setting ? Keith Indian Uncle
(1896) 258.

TACKIE, s&. Bnff.1 [ta-ki.] 1. A game ; see below.
A game in which one is appointed to pursue and catch the

others. Often played in the stack-yard, and it is then commonly
called ' tackie amo' the rucks.

'

2. The pursuer in the game of ' tackie.'

TACKLE, sb} and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also written tackel Lan. ; and in form tayckle Cor.
[ta'kl, tee'kl.] 1. sb. Gear ; implements, esp. agricul-

tural implements ; machinery ; harness. See Tackling.
Sc. (A.W.) w.Yks. He's o sooarts tackle abeawt him fur his job

(D.L.). s.Lan.1 s.Stf. He'd got his talkin tackle on, PinnocicBM. Cy.

Ann. (1895). Not. (L.C.M.),Der.2 Nhp.1 When any one is going to

repair an article, it is commonly asked, ' Have you got your tackle

ready? ' Wor. The Squire found the cricket tackle for us (E.S.).

Oxf.1
, n.Bck. (A.C.), Sur.1

, Sus. 1 Hmp.1 Cart-tackle; plough-
tackle. Wil. 1 n.Wil. He never brought histackle wi"un (E.H.G.).

Dor. Wonderful tackle our hands do be, zure now! C. Hare Vill.

Street (1895) 26. w.Som.1
, Dev.1 Cor. Maybe you'd like to see

my tayckle, what I work with, Lee Paul Carah (1898) 51.

2. Food or drink, esp. drink ; food for cattle ; stuff or

material of any kind.
Lan. Th' tay itsel wur gradely tackel too, Ferguson Moudywarp,

19. s.Lan.1 Oxf.1 What tackle d'ee call this ? Brks.1 That ther

be precious good tackle. Sur.1 Sus.1 1 calls this here claret wine
about the poorest tackle ever I taasted. Hmp.1 This be capital

tackle. I.W.2 ' D'ye call this treyad beer, you ?
'

' Well, et goos

vor't, mayet, but 'tis darned rum tackle to my mind. ' Wil.1 Haven't

'ee got any gingham tackle ? Jefferies Gt. Estate (1880) iv ; Thaay
[the sheep] be goin' into th' Mash to-morrow. . . We be got shart

o' keep. . . Thur's a main sight o' tackle in the Mash vor um, ib.

Greene Feme Farm (1880) v. w.Som. 1 Nif this idn rare tackle,

missus ; I zim do drink moorish. Dev. Exm. Scold. (1746) Gl., ed.

1778. nw.Dev.1

3. v. To catch with fishing-tackle.

Sc. A fouth o' spotted trout Whilk we had tackled weel, Nicoll

Poems (ed. 1843) 254.

4. To repair, mend ;
gen. with up.

e.Lan.1 Oxf.1 I can't tackle up this old ship's trough. Hmp.1

We can easy tackle-un-up.

5. To equip. Lan. Davies Races (1856) 239. 6. To
attack ; to punish.
Lnk. I'm wae that Brown shou'd ha'e tack'lt ye sae, Hamilton

Poems (1865) 202, ed. 1885. Nhb. He began tacklin' releegion,

ee

Sp.

Pease Mark the Dnl (1894) 125. Lan. I wish't awd ne'er bin
tackelt bi owt woss then a goose i' mi coortin' days, FergusonMoudywarp s Visit, 16. Dev. Lukee, zee yer, Ted, I'll tackle th
tu-tha-truth-ov-music bimbye, zee ef I dawn't, Hewett Pea* <

(1892).

7. To bring to account ; to take to task.
Sc (A.W

) w Wor. He's bin a-tacklin' on him, S. Beauchamp
Graniley (1874) I. 197- w.Som.1 So soon's I yeard o' it, I went
and tackled-n about it. nw.Dev.1

8. To accost. Sc. (A.W.), Nhb.1
9. With to : to set to

work heartily at.

Sc. (A.W.) Lan. Tackle to't reet while yo're yung, Cy. Wds.
No. 17, 262.

10. With with : to grapple with.
n.Yks. Ah tackled wi' t'badger. Ah tackled wi' t'work (I.W

)

TACKLE, sb? N.I. 1
[ta'kl.] A quick and rather

troublesome child.

TACKLE, sb.3 Obs. Sc. Also in form teckle. An arrow.
The swallow-tails frae teckles flew, Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) I.

53; The swallow taill frae tackles flew, Scott Minstrelsy (1802I
I. 162, ed. 1806.

;

TACKLER, sb. Lan. [ta'kla(r).] An overlooker in
a weaving-shed.

For tackier Tom con stond it o', Ramseottom Phases ofDistress
(1864) 34 ; Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

TACKLING, sb. Yks. Som. Dev. [ta'klin, tsklin.]
1. Materials for making a fire. See Tackle, sb. x

w.Yks.5 Wi' tuh gehr ust' tackling thergether lad when tubs
gotten thee supper? 27.

2. Food or drink.
w.Som.1 n.Dev. Whan tha com'st to good tackling, Exm.

Scold. (1746) 1. 11.

3. Deeds, documents, &c.
w.Yks. 3 Well, he's got the tacklin' on it no doubt, somewhere

laid by.

TACKNE, sb. Sh.I. Also in form taikne (Jam.). An
old ridiculous person. (Jam.), S. & Ork. 1

TACKY, adj. Irel. Not. Glo. and Amer. [ta-ki, tee-ki.]

Sticky, as varnish or glue before it is quite hardened.
N.I. 1

, Not. 1

, Glo.1 [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 394.]
TACKY-LACKY, sb. Som. Dev. [tEe'ki-lceki.] A

drudge ; a person at every one's beck and call.

w.Som. Poor maid, her's tacky-lacky to all the tother sarvunts,

Athenaeum (Feb. 26, 1898). Dev.
' 'Owminny zarvints dil Passen

Wadow kep ?
'

' There's Bill Swam tha coachman, Dick Ley the
grume, and George Urdood tha tackylacky, and tii or dree more
besides,' Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

TACT, v. s.Chs.1 [takt.] ? A corrupt form of ' attack.'

1 tacted two women off Willeymoor abowt theise politics, bu'

they gen me a pratty nointin', afore they'd done wi' me.

TAD, si.' Som. Dev. [tsed.] A quantity; a burden,
load. See Tod, sb.5 4.

Dev. Farmer coming in with a very heavy load of hay, said,

' I've a-got a middlin' tad here, sure 'nough,' Reports Provinc.

(1889).

Hence Taddick, sb. a small quantity of anything ; a

measure, &c. partly filled.

w.Som. 1 ' 'Ton't take long to put up thick bit of a taddick,' a man
said of a very small rick of hay. ' 'Tidn boo half loads, they

taddicks what he do draw,' another man said of the work done by
a hired cart.

TAD, sb.
2 Yks. Lin. e.An. Also in form tod Yks. Lin.

[tad ; tod.] 1. Dung, manure. Cf. tath(e.
n.Yks. (T.S.) Lin. Goose tod, cow tod, Streatfeild Lin. and

Danes (1884) 372. n.Lin. N. &> Q. (1852) 1st S. v. 376 ; n.Lin. 1
,

e.Cy. (Hall.) Nrf. Miller & Skertchly Fenland (1878) iv;

Arch. (1879) III. 174.

2. Fig. A person of little use or account.
n.Yks. ' He's gitten a tod for tuppence,' he has married a woman

of little use (T.S.).

[Norw. dial, tad, manure (Aasen).]

TAD, sb.
3 s.Chs.1 [tad.] In phr. on the tad, (1) in

unstable equilibrium; (2) on the point of; (3) ready to start.

(1) A thing is said to be ' o' the tad' when just about to topple

over. (2) Just upii)th taad- ii)th foa-ks gdo'in voa-t = on the eve

of the polling-day. (3) Ah'm just upo' the tad = I may start

any moment.
TAD, see Tat, dent, adj., Toad, Tod(d.
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TADAGO-PIE, sb. Obs. Cor. Also written taddago
pie Cor.2 A pie made of prematurely born pigs ; see below.
The devil of a pye out of Cornwal, made of stratted pigs, i.e.

of young pigs, whereof a sow has miscarried. For tadaliv'd,

tadago'd, i.e. had it liv'd (or been born alive), it wa have gone
upon its legs, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 425 ; Cor.12

TADDLE, v. Shr. 1
[ta-dl.] To pay minute attention

to ; to be very tender with ; to feed carefully, as of a sick

person or delicate young animal. Cf. tiddle, v.
1

After the Doctor 'ad left 'er, I taddled wi* 'er, an' gi'ed 'er some
crame an' waiter.

TADDLE, see Toddle.
TADDLE-COCK, sb. Nhp.1 [ta'dl-kok.] One of the

small cocks into which hay is put to protect it from dew
or rain, before the haymakers finish their dav's work.
TADDY, sb. Sc. [ta-di.] A certain kind" of snuff, so

called from the name of its maker ; also used in comp.
Taddy-snuff.

Sc. Irish blackguard and taddy snuff mixed, Wright Sc. Life

(1897) 5. w.Sc Loading his left nostril with a powerful charge
of Taddy, Macdonald Settlement (1869) 133, ed. 1877. Lnk.

Some tea to the auld folk, tobacco or taddy, Nicholson Idylls

(1870)46.

TADDY, adj.
1 Wor. [tae'di.] Pot-bellied. s.Wor.

(H.K.), s.Wor. 1

TADDY, adj.2 Irel. [ta-di.] Untidy ; tossed about.
Uls. There taddy beads is ill to red (M.B.-S.).

TADE, see Take, Toad.
TADGE, v.

1 Not.3 [tadg.] To scrape along; to get

along with difficulty. Cf. todge, v.

TADGE, v.
2 w.Yks.2 [tadz.] To stitch lightly together.

Also usedy?^. ; see below. Cf. tadgel.
A newly-married couple are said to be tadged.

TADGEL, v. Stf.
1 [ta-dgl.] To tie

; fig. to be married.
Cf. tadge, ii.

2

TADGER, sb. n.Lin.1 [ta'dga(r).] The centre marble
in a game at marbles.
TADGY, sb. Not. [ta'dgi.] The hedge-sparrow,

'

Accentor {nodularis. s.Not. It's on'y a tadgy's ness (J.P.K.).

TADLYOODLY, adj. Cor. Tipsy. Hammond Cor.

Parish (1897) 341 ; Cor.2

TAEK, TAET, see Thack, v.\ Tait, sb.
1

TAFF, sb. Obs. Sc. Turf.
s.Sc. The wish that I hae lang nourished, to see the auld taff o'

the kirk-yard cover the moil that keeps ye frae the sicht o' her ye
hae ruined, Wilson Tales (1S36) II. 45.

Hence Taff-dyke, sb. a fence made of turf.

Gall. I foun' mysell soberin, sat down on a taff dyke, and took

a look o' the lift, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 158, ed. 1876.

TAFF, TAFFATY, see Taft, Taffety, adj.

TAFFEL, sb. Sc. Also written taffil Abd. ; and in

form taifle n.Sc. (Jam.) [ta'fl ; te'fl.] A small table.

n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. There was a four-nooked taffil in manner of

an altar standing within the kirk, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 23.

Per. An old person said, ' Bring in owre the taffel, an' put some-
thing on't for him to eat ; an' mak haste, lassie' (G.W.).

[The same word as OE. twfl (fr. Lat. tabula), a chess-
board (B.T.).]

TAFFEREL, adj. Obs. Sc. 1. Thoughtless, giddy.
Slk. Bessy Chisholm—Heh ! are ye therein? May Chisholm

•—where's your titty ? Poor tafferel ruined tawpies ! Hogg
Perils ofMan (1822) III. 202 (Jam.).

2. Ill-dressed, ib. (Jam.)

TAFFETY, sb. Wil. A toad ; see below.
This use of the word has been noted once or twice at Salisbury

by a correspondent, but we can learn nothing more about it

(G.E.D.).

TAFFETY, adj. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor.

Som. Dev. Also written taffaty Sur. ; taffetty I.W.1
;

and in form tafferty Sus. [tse'fati.] 1. Dainty, fastidious,

particular ; affected ; esp. as regards food.

Ken. (F.E.), Ken. 1
,

s.Sur. (T.T.C.), Sus. (F.E.) w.Sus. He
cannot eat that, he is such a tafferty man (G.A.W.). Hmp.

I suppose you can eat cold pie, Jessie, . . taffety as you've been

bred, Gray Heart of Storm (1891) I. 241; Hmp. 1
,
I.W. 1

,
Wil. 1

Dor. He's so taffety, he won't eat what others will (C.V.G.);

Dor. 1 Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885). e.Som. W. & J.

Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 I never can't abear thick sort 0' pigs, they

be so ter'ble taffety; they'd starve to death 'pon the mait I gees

mine. Dev. Reports Provinc. (1889) ; I niver did zee nobody zo

taffety as yU be
;
yu can't ayte nort like nobody else, Hewett

Peas. Sp. (1892). n.Dev. An' taffety dildrums in es talk, Rock

Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 86.

2. Tender, delicate.

Hmp. I could eat a taffety chicken (T.L.O.D.).

TAFFIAT, sb. Obs. Chs.3 Also in form tafia. Sugar

and brandy made into cakes.

TAFFLE, v. and sb. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Not. Lin.

Nhp. Dor. Som. Dev. [ta-fl, tae-fl.] 1. v. To ravel, en-

tangle ; to ruffle. See Tifle.

Dmf. Her hair's a' taffled—what o' that? Wallace Schoolmaster

(1899) 37°- e.Yks.1 , n.Lan. 1 Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes

(1884) 369; Lin.1 My kite band has got taffled. n.Lin. Sutton

Wds. (1881) ; n.Lin. 1 sw.Lin.1 The rope was in such a taffled

state. Dor. Gl. (1851). w.Som.1 That skein's all taffled up so,

I never sha'n't undo it. Dev. Then es vlies ed taffle in the trees,

Pulman Sketches (1842) 60.

2. Without: to untwist; to become unwoven at the end

;

used of cloth, &c. e.Yks. 1 Hence Tafflings, sb. pi. the

bits of thread which come off a woven fabric when cut.

Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 369. n.Lin. Pick them

tafflin's up off'n th' carpit (M.P.) ; n.Lin.1

3. To throw into disorder ; to beat down crops, grass, &c.

Cum. 1
; Cum.4 Crops looked well, but wheat is a good deal

taffelt in some places with the wet and cross winds. Dor.

Barnes Gl. (1863).

4. To move aimlessly.
Cum.4 Taffling with his hands amongst the chaff.

5. Fig. To perplex, tire, wear out, exhaust with fatigue.

Fif. (Jam.), Cum.14
, Dor. (W.C. c. 1750). 6. To trifle,

idle, loiter.

Not. 8 Nhp.1 My servant goes taffling about and don't get on
with her work.

7. sb. Anything tangled or confused ; a tangle.
n.Lin.1 Th' cat maade all th' silk e' sich 'n a taffle, I was a

nooer, if I was minnit, afoore I could get it reightled. Fo'st he
said, an' then she said, an' then the'r lawyers hed each on 'em a

wo'd or two a peace, till it got to be sich 'n a real taffle I seem'd
to knaw a deal less then when we started.

8. The aimless movement of light matter ; a slight move-
ment on water. Cum. (H.W.), Cum.4

TAFFY, sb. Cum. Wil. [ta'fi, tae'fi.] A weak-minded,
thoughtless, irresolute person ; a simpleton ; also in comp.
Taffy-horn, -noddles, -noodle, -watty.
Cum. 1

; Cum.4 In siv. Taffy describes the character rather than
the individual. n.Wil. (G.E.D.)

TAFIA, see Taffiat.

TAFT, sb. Sh.I. I.Ma. Also in form taff I.Ma. [taft.]

The thwart of a boat. See Thoft.
Sh.I. Strik rouwin faider frae his taft, Burgess Rasmie (1892)

58; S. & Ork. 1 I.Ma. Sortin them out on the taff, Brown
Doctor (1887) 18.

[Dan. tofte, a thwart (Larsen).]
TAFT, TAFTEN, see Toft, Toftin.
TAG, sb.

1 and v.
1 Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Lin. Nhp. Wor.

Shr. Glo. Brks. Bdf. Hrt. e.An. s.Cy. Sus. Hmp. Cor.
Amer. Also written tagg Glo. [tag, tseg.] 1. sb. Any
small object hanging loosely from a larger one ; a tip ; a tail.

w.Sc. 'There's a tag o' clay hingin' at your coat.' Always
applied to something disagreeable and dirty (Jam.). Cld. That's
a gude tag, as the coo said o' its tail (ib.). ne.Lan. 1 The end of a
fox's tail.

2. The white hair on the point of the tail of a cow or an
ox. Mry. (Jam.) Hence Taggie, Taigie, Teagie, or
Tygie, sb. a cow having a white-tipped tail.

Sc. Had taggie by the tail, says the proverb, ne'er quat certainty
for hope, Magopico (ed. 1836) 25. Mry., w.Sc. (Jam.) Fif. An
whare was Rob an' Peggy For a' the search they had, But i' the
byre 'side Teagie, Like Win' lass an' lad? Douglas Poems
(1806) 124.

3. The tail-end of a rump of beef. Cor.12 4. The
twisted and pointed end of a lock of wool as it is shorn
from the fleece.

Shr.l Dunna g6o so avenless about that 661, snip the end off the
tag, an' toze it well as the grace can get among it.
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5. A small piece of material, hanging from a piece en-

closed in paper to serve as a pattern. w.Yks. (R.H.R.)
6. Obs. A disease in sheep : see below.
Lth. A disease, affecting the tail, has been denominated Tag.

It consists of scabs and sores, situated on the under side of the tail,

arising, in warm weather, from its being fouled in purging, Essays
Higfil. Soc. III. 434 (Jam.).

7. The low rabble ; also used aitrib.

e.Lth. Riff-raff rogues, whase victims were ... To such tag
knaves . . . superior, Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885) 7. Nhp. 1

,

e.An. 1

8. A wild, romping girl.

w.Yks.2 He's two daughters, and they're regular tags.

9. Comb. (1) Tag and rag, the whole of anything, every
bit

; (2) -lock, a small canal, or extended lock, cut for the
purpose of connecting two navigable portions of the river
Calder, between Elland and Brighouse

; (3) -mag, the
dung which adheres to a cow's hind quarters

; (4) -rag, (a)

a mean person ; a vagabond ; a low rabble ; also used
atirib. ; (b) rubbish ; bad workmanship

; (5) -rag-day,
May 14th, when servants leave their places

; (6) -ragly,
good-for-nothing; (7) -wool, the long foul 'tags' of wool
on sheep.

(1) Abd. (Jam.) (2) w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 22, 1898).

(3) w.Yks. A woman at Barnsley complained to a solicitor that

another woman had called her 'an old tag-mag,' and when asked
to explain the word did so as above (S.O.A.). (4, a) Cum.4

Nhp.1 There were plenty of tag-rag at the fair. Wor. 'E'd sunner
goo a arbourin' uth anny tag-rag, nar a'd goo alung ov annybuddy
as is respectable (H.K.). Cor. ' Here are father's company,'
cried out Tom ; . .

' and what a tag-rag party !
' Blackw. Mag. (Feb.

1862) 163. (6) w.Yks. 2
(5) Lin. (J.C.W.) (6) n.Lin. Sich a

tagragly crew they is (M.P.). (7) Glo. Home Subsecivae (1777)
426; Glo.1

10. v. To add something to the end of an object.

Brks.1 If us tags on a bit to the ind o' that ther rawpe a 'ooll

rache as vur as us wants un to 't.

11. pass. To have the lower end or point of the tail white.
Mry. (Jam.) Ayr. If the lower part of her tail was white she

was said to be tagged, Agric. Surv. 425 {tb.). Lth. (Jam.) Rxb.

Her little tail wi' white was taggit, Ruickbie Wayside Cottager

(1807) 178.

12. To smear; to saturate with mud, rain, &c. ; esp.used
of dirtying the bottom of a skirt. Cf. taggle, 2.

Nhp. 1 Glo. Well tagged with smut powder, Marshall Review

(1818) II. 454. Bdf. I've tagged the tail of my gown (J.W.B.).

13. Obs. Of a sheep : to cut away the dirty locks of wool
from about the tail.

Hrt. Ellis Shep. Guide (1750). s.Cy. (Hall.) Hmp. Holloway.
14. With after : to follow closely ; to follow at the heels of.

Gall. ' Wha has coupit the boy-hoose [school] ?
' he would say,

as a whole village green came tagging after him and his donkey,

Crockett Kit Kennedy (1899) viii. Lan. (F.R.C.) Nhp. 1 The
children are always tagging after her. e.An.1 He is always tagging

after her. Sus., Hmp. Holloway. [Amer. It don't convene to

one of our free and enlightened citizens, to tag after any man,

that's a fact, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) 1st S. xxix.]

15. To carry on the back. Lin. (J.C.W.)
TAG, sb.2 and v.

2 Sc. Yks. Lin. [tag.] 1. sb. Any-
thing used for tying or binding ; a strap, thong, or piece

of leather ; esp. the strap of a shoe.
Sc. Scoticisms (1787) 90. Frf. He wore tags of yarn round his

trousers beneath the knee, Barrie Licht (1888) ii. Per. He . . .

left behind ... in Girzie's tiger claws Lumps o' his lugs, like tags

of tawse, Spence Poems (1898) 198.

2. A long, thin slice ; a piece.
Sc. (Jam.) ; I wish it may come through you like tags o' skate,

Henderson Prov. (1832) 19, ed. 1881. Sh.I. Shu tried hir best ta

peel a tag o' hard skate fir ta denner, Sh. News (Mar. 9, 1901).

3. A schoolmaster's ' tawse.'

Sc. When any unusual disturbance took place, the master threw

the ' tag'—a piece of a gig trace burnt at the end to make it hard

—at the offender, Cornh. Mag. (Aug. 1861) 224. n.Sc. Punish-

ment on the hands with the tag—a piece of old hard leather, cut

into two or three thongs or tails, or of new supple leather, cut into

five or six narrow thongs which were knotted, Gregor Olden

Time, 53. Bnff.1 Abd. Gin the maisterwud lay on the tag twice

as weel, it wud be fat he's sair needin', Alexander Ain Flk.

(1882)89; (A.W.)

4. A small portion of a horse's mane gathered together
and plaited into a cord.

Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 369. n.Lin.1 The will
of John Sleyght, of Santon, in the parish of Appleby, made in
1551, contains a bequest of ' One blak tagged kowe.' The animal
had probably some of its long hair pleated into tags.

5. A twist of long grass or rushes. n.Yks.14 6. v. Obs.
To tie, bind, fasten.

Sc. (Jam.) n.Sc. A custom which still prevails in fairs or
markets. Young people sometimes amuse themselves by stitching
together the clothes of those who are standing close to each other

;

so that when they wish to go away they find themselves confined.
This they call tagging their tails («'&.), Fif. Hands of unhallow't
men out-draggit Pai's velvet-cods wi' silver taggit, Tennant
Papistry (1827) 211.

7. To beat with a ' tawse.' Bnff. 1
8. To beat with wisps

of long grass or rushes.
n.Yks. 1 In former days when a considerable number of mowers

or shearers chanced to be working together in the same harvest
field, one of the men was not unlikely to be desired by his fellows

to wet—that is to kiss—some young woman or other, either on
the ground of some jesting sarcasm or reflection on their power of

working, or for some other reason. If he demurred about doing
as he was bid, or did it but not to the satisfaction of the others,

the penalty was to tag him, or belabour him with twisted wisps of

long grass ; n.Yks. 4

TAG, v.3 and sb.3 Nhp. Glo. Oxf. Wil. Dev. Amer.
[tag, tag.] 1. v. To drag, tramp ; to walk with difficulty

;

gen. with about, along, or around.
Glo.1

, Wil. (G.E.D.) Dev. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.) nw.Dev. 1

I've bin taggin' about all day. He waz taggin' alung zo well's a

could. [Amer. Yer paw's al'ays bein' a goin' somewhere ever

since I knowed him, an' I've al'ays had to tag along, Cent. Mag.
(May 1902) 129.]

Hence (1) Tagging, ppl. adj. tiring, tiresome; (2)

Tagster, sb. a vagabond ; a scold ; a virago.

(1) nw.Dev. 1 A tagging job. (2) Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777)

426 ; She's a regular tagster, Reports Provinc. (1885); Dev.1

2. sb. The second oftwo persons dragging a cart, pushing
a barrow, &c.

;
gen. in phr. to pull tag.

Nhp.12 Oxf.1 Fill yer barra full o' straa, an' tie this yer piece of

oalter [halter] t' un, an' I'll pull tag. Wil. 1 When a lawn-mower
or barrow is too heavy for one man to manage alone, a rope is

attached for a boy to draw by, who is said to ' pull tag.'

TAG, sb* and v.* Wor. Glo. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp.
I.W. Wil. Also written tagge Ken.12 Sus. [tag.]

1. sb. A one-year-old sheep. See Teg.
m.Wor. (J.C.) Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 426 (s.v. Tagg-

wool). s.Cy. (Hall.) Ken. Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815)

XIX. 75 ; Ken.12 , Sur. 1 Sus. Ray (1691) ;
Sus.12 ,

Hmp. 1

,
I.W. 1

,

Wil. (G.E.D.)

2. v. Obs. To stock a field with yearling sheep. Ken.

Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XIX. 75.

TAG, sb.5 Cor. A small wild narcissus.

(B. & H.) ; Cor.3 They no longer exist, having been transformed

by cultivation into the well-known ' Scilly whites.'

TAG, v.
5 Peb. (Jam.) [tag.] Of the moon : to wane.

The mune's taggin.

TAG, v? Hrf. 2 [taeg.] To make brown, the effect

of high'wind and rain on hops.
_
Hence Tagged,/^/, adj.

unhealthy-looking, out of condition.

TAG, v? Obs. Wil.1 To tease, torment.

TAGANANDRA, s6. Obs. ne.Lan.1 A mode ofconfining

an animal in a place, as by a stake or tether
;
also used jig.

I'll set tha i taganandra. I'll send tha to taganandra.

TAG(G, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. [tag.] 1. sb. Fatigue
;

a burden ; a troublesome labour.

S. & Ork.1 Ir. It was a terrible tag, Barlow Martin s Comp.

(1896) 175.

2. v. To oppress by hard work ;
to exhaust.

Bnff. 1 Gehn they wir weel taggit wee wark, they widd be glaid

t' win t' thir beds seen.

TAGGE, TAGGELD, see Tag, sb.
4

,
Taggelt.

TAGGELT, sb. Cum. Wm. Lan. Chs. Also written

tagalt Lakel. 2
; taglt Wm. ; and in forms taggeld Wm.

;

taglet Cum.24 [ta-glt.] 1. A ragged, dirty person
;
a

vagabond; an idle good-for-nothing ; a rascal, scamp.

Lakel. 2 Cum. 12
;
Cum.3 A taggelt like that sud be hatit like
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puzzen, 55 ; Cum.4 Win. Thor gossipin taggelds, Wilson Lile

Bit ev a Sang, 98; Thae wer arrant taglts an tastrils, Clarke
Spec. Dial. (1865) 15. n.Lan.1 Thow nasty dirty taggelt. Thow
drukken taggelt. ne.Lan.1

, Chs. 1

2. A mischievous little child. s.Wm. (J.A.B.)
TAGGLE, v. Yks. Not. Nhp. [ta-gl.] 1. To tangle.

Not. (J.H.B.) Hence Taggle-rods, sb. pi. a woollen-trade
term : a frame arrangement for keeping teazles in position
for raising cloth. w.Yks. (J.M.) 2. Of women's skirts :

to saturate with mud, rain, &c. Nhp. 1 Cf. tag, sb} 12.

TAGGLE, see Taigle.
TAGGY, sb. Cum. Wm. [ta-gi.] The curfew bell;

gen. in comp. Taggy-bell.
Lakel. 1 So called near Penrith, where the custom of ringing the

taggy is still kept up. Cum. Used in modern -times to frighten
children; if out after eight o'clock, 'Taggy would get them,'
Sullivan Cum. and Wm. (1857) 85 ; (M.P.) ; Cum.4 , Wm. (M.P.)

TAGGY-FINCH, sb. s.Wor.1 The chaffinch, Fringilla
coelebs.

TAGH, see Taugh, sb.
1

TAGHAIRM, sb. Obs. Sc. A mode of divination
formerly used by the Highlanders.

Last evening-tide Brian an augury hath tried, Of that dread kind
which must not be Unless in dread extremity, The Taghairm called,

Scott Lady ofLake (1810) cant. iv. st. 4 ; A person was wrapped
up in the skin of a newly-slain bullock, and deposited beside a

waterfall, or at the bottom of a precipice, or in some other strange,
wild, and unusual situation, where the scenery around him
suggested nothing but objects of horror. In this situation he
revolved in his mind the question proposed, and whatever was
impressed upon hiin by his exalted imagination, passed for the
inspiration of the disembodied spirits, who haunt the desolate
recesses, ib. note.

[Gael, taghairm, a noise, echo ; a mode of divination by
listening to the noise of water cascades (Macbain).]
TAGL, sb. Sh.I. [ta-gl.] Anything trailing behind

one when walking. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 17.

TAGLET, sb. Wm. [ta-glit] The metal tag of a lace.

See Tag, sb.
1 n.Wm. This whang hes neea taglet on (B.K.).

TAGLET, TAGLT, see Taggelt.
TAGNEY, sb. e.An. 1

[tse'gni.] Finery; also used attrib.
' Tagney clothes,' the Sunday best.

TAGRALING, prp. Hrf. Glo. 1. Abusing. Wor.
(R.M.E.), Hrf.2, Glo. (R.M.E.) 2. Courting. Hrf.2

TAGREEN, sb. Nhb. Yks. Also in form tagareen
Nhb. 1 [ta-grln.] Marine stores. Nhb. 1 Hence (1)

Tagreen-man, sb. a man owning marine stores ; see
below

; (2) Tagreenshop, sb. a marine stores' shop ; an
old clothes' shop.

(1) Nhb.1 A ' tagareen man ' has a floating shop which he rows
about the tiers of ships, announcing his presence by a bell. His
dealings are carried on by barter or cash, as may be convenient

;

and old rope, scrap-iron, or other similar unconsidered trifles, are
exchanged for the crockery or hardware with which the boat is

stocked. (2) n.Yks.12 , m.Yks. 1

TAGS, sb. pi. Lin. [tagz.J In phr. to set tags, to

challenge to feats of agility or skill by doing them first

oneself. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

TAGUE, sb. Lakel. 2 A tease.

Yon barn's a reg'lar tague [teg],

TAG-WORM, sb. Cor.2 [tavg-wam.] The earthworm.
TAH, v. Lan. Cor. [ta.] To void excrement ; used

by nurses to little children. s.Lan. (I.W.) Cor. N. <S-° Q.
(1854) 1st S. x. 440.

TAH, int. Yks. [ta.] Used as a command to desist.
n.Yks. Tah ! deean't deea that ! (I.W.)

TAH, TA-HEE, see Taugh, sb.
1
, Tee-hee.

TAHTLE, v._ Wm. [ta'tl.] 1. To idle about, to
dawdle ; to do light work in a listless manner

;
gen. with

about or around.
Set intuit an' nut tahtle aboot as if thoo was flait (B.K.).

s.Wm. (J.A.B.)

2. With about or around: to walk carefully, to step
gingerly so as to avoid mud, &c.

Tahtlin aroond t'fauld yan wad think a bit o' coo shitten wad
puzzen the (B.K.).

TAICH, see Tach, Teach.

TAICKLE, sb. N.I.1 [te'kl.] A randy; a talking,

scolding woman.
TAID, sb. and v. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) 1. sb. The dung

of black cattle. Ags. (s.v. Tath.) Cf. tad, sb. 2, tath(e.

2. v. To manure land by the droppings from cattle,

either in pasturing or folding. Ags. Of black cattle only. Fif.

TAIGIE, see Tag, sb.1

TAIGLE, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Also written

taigel Nhb.1
; and in form taggle n.Sc. (Jam.) [te'gl.]

1. v. To entangle ; to catch so as to hold ; to harass,

annoy ; to tackle ; to weary, fatigue.

Sc. Two irreverent young fellows determined, as they put it,

' to taigle the minister,' Ford Thistledown (1891) 51 ;
She went

out early and returned late, weary and taiglet, as she called it,

Whitehead Daft Davie (1876) 103, ed. 1894. n.Sc, Cld. (Jam.)

Lnk. Others cunningly stretched out their legs to taigle the

wrathful dominie, Phaser Whaups (1895) ii. Edb. Ye taigled

your gown on a nail ; I heard something gang screed as we
whipped through the door, Beatty Secretar (1897) 38.

2. To detain ; to cause to delay; to hinder ; to take up
one's time and attention.

Sc. (Jam.); I was taigled, ye ken, on the road, Ochiltree Red-
bum (1895) xvii. Ayr. We were taigled so long, that the coach

was starting from the door of the Cross-Keys as we got oot to the

causey, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 85. Lnk. Hooever, no to

taigle ye, I'll mak' a lang story short, Fraser Whaups (1895) i.

Edb. Haste ye, I have been taigled long enow, Beatty Secretar

(1897) 230. Gall. They that are trysted to the Bridegroom's work
must taigle themselves with no other marriage engagements,
Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) xxiv. Nhb.1

Hence Taiglesome, adj. retaining, retarding, hindering.
Sc. A taiglesome road, one which is so deep or so hilly that one

makes little progress (Jam.). Ayr. A multifawrious multipleecity
of things that are a wee taiglesome in the telling, Service Dr.
Duguid (ed. 1887) 103.

3. To delay ; to tarry, linger, loiter, dawdle.
Sc. I tell you fairly, there's too much Advocate's door and

Advocate's window here for a man that comes taigling after a
Macgregor's daughter, Stevenson Catriona (1893) vii. e.Sc. I

winna taigle, if you think we can get awa', Strain E/mslie's
Drag-net (1900) 115. Ayr. A sore malady, which soon rose to
such a head that Robin Brown taigled more than two hours for
me

; but still I grew worse and worse, Galt Gilhaize (1823) xxvi.
e.Lth. They mairched on abreist o' the times, an whiles aheid o'
them : no like the Tories, whae were aye taiglin ahint, Hunter
/. Inwick (1895) 98. Dmf. I'll taigle at e'en i' your neuks nae mair,
Reid Poems (1894) 161. Gall. (W.G.), n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks. 2

4. sb. A hindrance, delay ; that which causes it. Cld.
(Jam.)

TAIGSUM, adj. Sc. (Jam. Suppl) [te-gssm.] Hinder-
some, tedious, wearisome, ' taiglesome.'
TAIKEN, see Token.
TAIKIN, sb. Cai.1

[te'kin.] A kind of cloth, ticking.
TAIKNE, see Tackne.

s

TAIL, sb. and v. Van dial, and colloq. uses in Sc. Irel.
and Eng. Also in forms taail Brks. 1 I.W.12

; tahil Wor.

;

teal Sc.
; teale Cum. ; teel s.Chs. 1

; toyle w.Cy
; tyel

Wxf. 1
[tel, teal, tial.] 1. sb. Obs. The posteriors ; the

rump.
Sc. Quo' she, I've fa'n upon a shift, And scratched her tail

Pennecuik Coll. (1787) n. Lnk. No say [so] much judgment as
to wyse the wind frae her tail, but lute it gang afore fouks, Gra-
ham Writings (1883) II. 28. Edb. Erst you've hain'd my tail Frae
wind and weet, frae snaw and hail, Fergusson Poems (1773) iqo
ed. 1785. ' "'

2. The train of a robe, &c.
;
pi. the bottom of a skirt.

Sc. (Jam.)
;

If he had seen a prelate's mitre upon his head, and
their side robes upon him, with some bearing up their tails Kirk-
ton Ch. Hist. (1817) 116. Sh.I. ' Juist view ye mi tails. . . See t

'

shu said, as shii took da blade o'a auld table knife ta scrape affda
gutter, Sh. News (Dec. 4, i891 ). Cai. 1 Lnk. Three-story flounces
o silk roun' yer tails, Watson Poems (1853) 46. Slk. Yowe an'
me's had to buckle up oor tails an' milk the kye at nicht, instead
o dmkin' oor hair, an'gaun to dancin'schules,Thomson Drummer-
dale (1901) 78.

3. A woman's skirt.
Oxf.i-MS. add., Glo. (F.P.T.) Wil.1 Hev'ee got ar' a ould taail

to gie I, Miss ? Som. I should be glad of an old tail (L K L )sw.Dev. Can 'ee give me an old black tail, m' lady ? (J.S.)
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4. A retinue ; a following.
Sc. 'Ah, if yon Saxon Duinhe-wassel saw but the chief himself

with his tail on !

'
' With his tail on ?

' echoed Edward in some
surprise. 'Yes—that is, with his usual followers, when he visits

those of the same rank,' Scott Waverley (1814) xvi. n.Sc. (Jam.)
•w.Sc. We must have the school packed with our people before he
can bring up his tail, Macdonald Settlement (1869) 25, ed. 1877.
n.Lin.1 When cums to a parish meetin's he alus brings a long
taail ahint him.

5. The hind part of a cart, harrow, plough, &c. ; one of
the handles of a plough.

Abd. Wily craws fae the dawn to dark At the harrow tail are
flittin', Murray Hamewiih (1900) 3. n.Lin. 1 s.Wor. Often the
plough is set and let go, and the ploughman does not ' foller
the tahils' but walks among the stubble and leaves the plough to
itself (H.K.). Shr.1 Brks. The uncouth instrument itself, the
strong, patient man at the ' tail,' as he would call it, Spectator
(Oct. 18, 1902) 563. w.Som.1

6. Of a ship : the rear, stern.
Ayr. As the tide was in our tail . . . we streekit a' our claith,

laid our best strength on the lang oars, Ainslie Land ofBums
(ed. 1892) 127.

7. A fish.

Sh.I. Fir every tail 'at wis captered a score escaped, Ollason
Mareel (1901) 63.

8. Obs. A horse-leech.
Gall. Horse-leeches . . . wont, like the others, fall off, but con-

tinue sucking so long as they can get a drop of blood, while the
life-stream flows out of their nether end, whence the name
'towals' .or 'tails,' leeches at either end, Mactaggart Entycl.

(1824) 229, ed. 1876.

9. pi. Inferior sheep drafted from a flock.

Sc. The lambs, dinmonts, or wethers, drafted out of the fat or
young stock, are sheddings, tails, or drafts, Stephens Farm Bk.
(ed. 1849) I. 213.

10. pi. Onion leaves. Sc. Garden Wk. (1896) No. cvi. 136.

11. The stalk of a mushroom. Brks. TV. &• Q. (1880) 6th
S. i. 499. 12. The end of a portion of time.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Abd. They're to be marriet i'the tail o'hairst,

Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 157. Frf. In the tail o' the day I

says, Barrie Minister (1891) xlii. Edb. It's wearin on now to

the tail o' May, Fergusson Poems (1773) 109, ed. 1785. Nhb.1

Tail o' the week.
13. The water which has run beneath the wheel of a

water-mill ; the channel conveying the water from the
wheel. n.Lin. 1

, w.Som.1 14. Of a field: the lower end.
Cai. 1 15. A weaving term : a number of cords extended
over the pulleys in the harness-box, connecting the
' simple ' with the yarn.

Rnf. Making our mounting, tail and tapwark To operate weel,

Webster Rhymes (1835) 152. Lnk. Lang may the tail and
harness-box Support the nation, McIndoe Poems (1805) 12.

16. Obs. A mining term : the waste tin that falls hind-

most in the ' buddle.' Wal. Ray (1691). 17. A kind of

wooden lever at the back of a windmill.
Nrf. ' I shall have to start that mill off.' I went and got hold of

the rope and pulled the gripe up, and made that fast round the

tail so that wouldn't jerk her off, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 336.

18. The lighterpartofgrain; small refuse grain ; 'seconds'

of flour; the awns of grain. Cf. tailinfg, 3.

Cai. 1
, Ayr. (Jam., s.v. Tail-meal), Lei.1

, se.Wor.1, Brks.

(W.H.E.), Brks.1 Hrt. Ems Mod. Husb. (1750) VI. iii. 71.

e.Suf. (F.H.) Sur. 1 There's pretty nigh as much tail as head
corn this season. Hmp. There's three sacks o' tail as 'ull do for

chicken's victuals (W.H.E.). Wil. 1

19. //. Hay left in the field after the bulk is harvested.

e.Lan.1 20. Comb. (1) Tail-band or -been, a crupper;

(2) -barley, refuse inferior barley
; (3) -binder, a long

stone in a building which rests upon the corner stone, and
extends for some distance over the course ofstones that it

is level with, in order to strengthen the wall
; (4) -bottom,

the bottom bar in a cart-tail ; (5I -box, a part of a wind-
mill'; see below; (6) -corn, the inferior part of corn, gen.

consumed at home or given to poultry
; (7) -crab, the

capstan on which the spare rope of a crab is wound
; (8)

-cratch, the rack at the back of a wagon for holding hay,

&c. ; (9) -door, the door or lid at the back of a wagon, cart,

&c.
; (10) -end, (a) the latter part of anything ; the end,
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termination
;
the residue after the best portion has been

taken away
;

(b) the shallow end of a pool of water • (c)
the finishing end of a piece of silk, cloth, &c. ; (n) -en'der
a term of contempt for one who is habitually late in
everything he undertakes; (12) -ends, see (6) ; (13) -goit,
the channel which conveys the water from a mill

; (14)
-head, the root of the tail; (15) -ill, a disease of a cow's
tail

; (16) -ladder, a framework affixed to the end of a
wagon to increase its length

; (17) -meal, see (6) ; (18)
-net, the herring-net first 'shot,' and therefore the one
farthest from the boat

; (19) -pipe, {a) a mining term : the
suction-pipe of a pump

;
(b) to tie a tin or other rattling

thing to a dog's 'tail, and then turn it loose
;

(20) -pole, the
pole which joins together the front and back wheels of a
wagon underneath

; (21) -race, the current of water in its
passage from a mill

; (22) -rackle, incontinent
; (23)

ragecus, lustful
; (24) -rope, a mining term : the rope by,

which the empty set of tubs are drawn back into a mine
;

(25) -rot, see (15) ; (26) -seed, small poor seed
; (27)

shot, the outer skin of the tail of a mouse, rat, Sec, freq.
left in traps

; (28) -shotten or -shotten-soker, (29) -slip,

see ( x5) ! (3°) -slough, see (27); (31) -soak, see (15) ; (32)
•soaken, of heifers : having the 'tail-soak'; (33) -teukit,
having the tail or handle of the wool-card tacked on with
tacks

; (34) -toddle, conjugal rights
; (35) -top, the swingle

or short stick of a flail; (36) -water, see (21) ; (37) -wheat,
see (6) ; (38) -wind, of reaping : see below

; (39) -worm,
see (15).

(1) Wxf.i, n.Cy. (Hall.), Dur.1
, e.Yks.1 w.Yks.1 He click'd

hod o' t'mane wi' ya hand, an tailband wi' t'other, ii. 303.
ne.Lan. 1

, n.Lin.1 (2) Hrf. 1
, w.Som. 1 (3) w.Yks.1

(4) w.Yks.
(J.J.B.) (5) Som. Her foot was upon the ladder to ascend into
the tail-box—one part of that revolving dome at the head of a
stone mill by which the sails are brought to face an ever-shifting

wind, Raymond Smoke, 23. (6) Not. 1
, Lei. 1

, Nhp.1
, Hnt. (T.P.F.),

w.Som. 1
, Cor.1

(7) Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gt.

(ed. 1888). (8) w.Wor.1
, Hrf. 2 (9) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (10, a) Frf.

And in the tail-end they went thegither to look for one, Barrie
Tommy (1896) x. Don. The short an' the long, an' the tail-end

of all, was that she talked over Padh's mother, Macmanus Bend of
Road (1898) 208. Nhb. 1 e.Yks.1 Tail-end o' cart. Tail-end o'

week. w.Yks. (J.W.), Chs. 1
, se.Wor. 1 w.Som.1

I baint gwain
to take the tail-end arter he've a-zold all the best. (4) Nhb.1

Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888). (c) w.Yks. (J.M.),
(S.A.B.) (11) Lakel. 2 (12) ne.Lan. 1

, Chs. 1 s.Chs.1 A name
applied to the small and inferior grains blown to the outside of

the corn-heap in winnowing with a fan. Lin. 1
, n.Lin.1

, sw.Lin. 1
,

Lei. 1
, Nhp. 12

, War.3 Shr. 1 Jim, bring the blind-sieve full o' tail-

ends fur the fowls; Shr.2 Glo. Grose (1790); Glo. 1
, Hmp.1

,

I.W.I wil. Britton Beauties (1825) ; Wil. 1 (13) w.Yks.3 (14)

Cum. ' Nicked at teale-heed,' said of an animal enormously fat

(J.Ar.). Win. Lost,—Three ewes and two lambs. LP. on horn,

pop far hook and near shoulder ; ewes marked across tail-head,

Wm. Gazette (Oct. 12, 1901) 5, col. 3. [The first point handled

is the tail-head, Stephens Farm Bk. (ed. 1849) II. 141.] (15) Sc.

Stephens Farm Bk. (ed. 1849) I. 520. Lth. Cured by letting

blood in the part affected (Jam.). Gall. When a cow takes the

tail-ill, or is elfshot, these females are sent for to cure them, Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 500, ed. 1876. (16) Glo. 1 (s.v. Raves).

w.Mid. It is removable at will (W.P.M.). (17) Ayr. Made of the

tails or points of the grains. As these are first broken off in

milling, they are separated from the body or middle part, which
is always the best (Jam.). (18) Bnff.1 (19, a) Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur.

Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888). (A) Som. (W.F.R.) w.Som.1

Cats are sometimes served the same way. nw.Dev. 1
, Cor.2 (20)

Wil.1 (s.v. Waggon). (21) Sc. Depones, that the refuse at the

Gordon's mill field is discharged into the river by the tail-race of

their mill, State Leslie ofPowis (1793) 164 (Jam., s.v. Race). (22)

Wm. She's nin a bad sooart at boddum, but she's a bit tail rackle

(B.K.). (23) n.Yks.2 (24) Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal

Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888). (25) Sh.I. Ane of Arty's kye is gotten da

tail rot, Sh. News (July 14, 1900). (26) Ken. Tail-seed from my
seed-mill, Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815) V. 114. (27) Lin.1

(28) Chs. 13 e.An.1 The spinal marrow becomes so affected that

the beast is unable to stand. (29) Sc. There is disease in it ;
and

it is called the tail-ill or tail slip, Stephens Farm Bk. (ed. 1849)

I. 520. Lnk. A disease which cold sometimes brings upon cows

—

first appears in the end of the tail, by affecting it in such a manner

that it seems soft to the touch. As the disease proceeds upwards,

c
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every joint has th'e appearance of being dislocated, Ure Hist.

Rutherglen (1793) 191 (Jam.). (30) Lin. 1
, n.Lin. 1 (31) Chs.13 ,

I.W.12 w.Cy. Grose (1790). (32) s.Chs.1 The lowest joint of

the tail becomes loosened and softened, generally from lack of

sufficient nourishment. 'What do you think of my new heifer,

George?' ' Well, hoo looks as ev hoo'd bin teel-soaken an'

poverty-strucken through th' winter.' (33) Sh.I. ' Four-neukit,

tail-teukit, an' teeth oot o' number.' A Guddik, the answer being

wool-cards, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 183. (34) Gall. Each noddle

That scrimps his spouse o' her tail toddle, Lauderdale Poems
(1796) 67. (35) e.An. 1 Norwich Merc. (Nov. 15, 1828). (36)
w.Yks. It works immersed in the tail-water, so that no part of the

fall is lost, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 1, 1875), in Peacock Gl.

(1889) ; n.Lin.1 (37) Rut. 1 To make the earn averages fair,

you've a roight to tek the tail-wheat an' not the best samples only.

Lei. 1
, Nhp.1

, War.24, s.War. 1
, s.Wor. (H.K.), s.Wor. 1

, Hrf. 12
,

Glo. (A.B.), Oxf.1 (s.v. Tailin' whate), Hnt. (T.P.F.), Sus.1 Hmp.
Holloway. w.Som. 1

, Dev.3 (38) Lth. To shear wi' a tail-wind,

to reap or cut the grain, not straight across the ridge but diagon-

ally (Jam.). (39) n.Sc. (ib.) Abd. The tail-worm is also cured
by cutting off a few inches of the tail, which bleeds pretty freely,

Agric. Snrv. 491 (ib.). n.Lin. 1 A disease to which cows that have
recently calved are subject ; believed to be caused by a worm in

the marrow of the tail. It is really paralysis following milk fever.

Ignorant farriers not uncommonly make large cuts in the tail for

the purpose of pulling out the worm, which they profess to show.
The object extracted is a sinew.

21. Phr. (1) neither tail nor horn, not a trace of; (2)

proud as a dog with two tails, very proud indeed
; (3) tail

on end, full of eagerness and expectation
; (4) — over end,

(5) — over nose, topsy turvy, head over heels
; (6)— to tail,

used in making exchanges, gen. of horses and cattle ; see
below

; (7) to be a tail end on, to be an unpaid balance of
an account on

; (8) to flea the tail, to draw near the conclu-
sion of a piece of work

; (9) to get one's tail in the well, to

get oneself entangled in some unpleasant business, affect-

ing either character or interest
; (10) to have the wrong

sow by the tail, to wheedle the wrong person
; (11) to keep

the tail in water, to prosper.
(1) Arg. For weeks on end we saw them neither tail nor horn,

as the saying goes, Mdnro Shoes of Fort. (1901) 316. (2) Cor.
W. Morning News (Apr. 22, 1902). (3) s.Hmp. But you're so tail-

on-end, Verney L. Lisle (1870) xxvi. I.W. 2 They be all taail-on-

end vor't. Dor.1
, Cor. 12 (4) e.Yks. 1 n.Lin. 1 He tumTd taail

oher end doon th' stee. (5) Cor. I seed stars 'nough to fill a new
sky, . . an' I went down tail over nose, Phillpotts Prophets

(1897) 211. (6) w.Som. 1 The precise meaning is even-handed—i.e.

without any payment or other adjustment of value in the animals
or things 'rapped.' 'Mr. Baker chopped way me vor this here
'oss vor a cow and calve what I turned into fair. We was ever so
long dalin, 'cause he wanted to turn 'em tail to tail ; but I wadn
gwain to chop way he 'thout drawin' o' money ; and come to

last I made a sovereign [suuvreen] out o' un.' (7) Wm. He could
nivver shear his awn rig, ther was alius a tail end on owder t'rent,

er t'public-hoose, er someway (B.K.). (8) w.Yks. 1
(9) Sc. (Jam.)

(10) Slk. I've had the wrang sow by the teal, Hogg Poems (ed.

1865) 372. (11) w.Yks. 1 Let what will happen, hee's seure to

keep't tail i' t'watter, ii. 305.

22. v. To cut off or dock the tail of an animal ; to cut off
the roots of turnips. Cf. top and tail, s.v. Top, 19 (2).

e.An. 1 (s.v. Top and Tail). w.Som. 1 1 always tails my lambs to

zix weeks old.

23. With off: to do less
;
to diminish ; to lose ground.

Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. An' then tha con tail off a bit,

Clegg Sketches (1895) 40. Midi. All on 'em a hundred yards ahind,
an'a-tailin' off very fast at that, Bartram People of Clopton (1897)
188. War.3

24. With in : to join in.

Cor. I . . . shall then tail in somewhere in the chowrusses,
Blackw. Mag. (Dec. 1861) 712.

25. Obs. Of a reaper : to come forward to a partner on
the rig, and leave another.

Rxb. Then to she fell an' Rabin tail'd An' tipt the lave a wink,
A. Scott Poems (ed. 1808) 99.

26. With up : to flow back.
Sur.1 The buster under the road is not big enough to take the

water, it tails up on to my land.

27. To make an even exchange of animals. e.An.1

TAILIE, see Tailyie.

TAILIN(G, sb. and ppl. adj. Yks. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.

Wor. Shr. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor Som.

Cor Aus. Also in forms taailin Brks.1
;
taailun I.W. ;

tailen Wil. 1 Dor. 1 1. sb. The latter part ; the end ;
also

Wo'r. It is better to have the frost now [in December] than the

tailings in May (E.S.).

2. The outer edges of a fleece of wool ; the dirty wool

shorn off from around the tail of sheep. w.Yks. (J.M.),

w.Som.1 3. Refuse inferior corn; 'hinder-ends'; gen.

in pi. Cf. tail, 18.

Sc. (A.W.), Lin. 1
, n.Lin.1 ,

sw.Lin. 1
,
Lei.1

, Nhp.12 , War.3,
s.Wor.

(H. K.^Shr. 1 Glo. When light corn or ' tailing' is given to the horses,

an additional quantity is allowed them to make up for its lightness,

Morton Farm (1832) 19; Glo.1
, Brks. 1

, Hmp.1
, I.W.1

,
Wil. 1

,
Dor. 1

Som. Ef yo keps urn alius on tailin, skim and swipes, Agrikler

Rhymes (1872) 57. w.Som. 1 Never zeed whait turn out better

;

there wadn nit a bushel o' tailing in all thick there gurt rick.

Hence (1) Tailing-flour, sb. the 'seconds' of flour.

Wil. 1
; (2) Tailing-wheat, sb. inferior wheat. Oxf. 1

, Wil.
1

4. pi. A mining term : the poorest tin, the sweepings or

refuse of ore.

Cor. 12 [Aus. The boy . . . loved to be burrowing amongst old

tailings, or groping in the sludge of an auriferous creek after little

patches, Longmans Mag. (Sept. 1901) 394.]

5. ppl. adj. Late, drawing towards the close.

Wor. That was the tailing season when the strawberries began
o get small (E.S.).

TAILOR, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs.
Wal. Not. Nhp. Shr. Oxf. Lon. Som. Dev. Cor. Also
written taylor Oxf. 1

; and in forms tailder w.Som.1

nw.Dev.1 Cor. 1
; taillier ne.Lan.1

; taillyer Sc. ; tailyer
w.Yks.1

; taylear Cum.4
; teeler s.Chs.1

; teilwr Wal.
;

tyellior Nhb. [te
-la(r ; te -

lja(r.] 1. sb. In comb. (1)

Tailor-blay, the bleak, Leuciscus albumus
; (2) -body,

used contemptuously for a tailor
; (3) -finish, the lesser

redpole, Linota rufescens
; (4) -'s garters or -'s gartens, the

ribbon-grass, Phalaris arundinacea variegata ; (5) -man, a
tailor

; (6) -'s mense, (a) a small portion left by way of
good manners

;
(b) tailors' cuttings

; (7) -'s needles or
Tailors' needles, the shepherd's needle, Scandix Pecten-
Veneris

; (8) -'s nip, a pinch given to a person wearing new
clothes for the first time

; (9) -tartan, the daddy-long-
legs

; (10) -'s yard or -yard-band, (a) the three stars forming
the belt of Orion

;
(b) the constellation Aquila.

(1) Oxf. (G.O.); Oxf. 1 I have caught nothing but a few taylor
blays, MS. add. (2) Twd. Ye wee, sneck-drawin' tailor-body,
wad ye set up your bit feckless face against a man o' place and
siller? Buchan Burnet (1898) 25. Nhb. The awkwardest o' a'
awkward tailor-bodies an' prentice lads, Jones Nhb. (1871) 33.
(3) Cum. 4

(4) Sc. (A.W.) ; Appleringie, speeriment, tailors'
garters, and nancy-pretty, Wright Sc. Life (1897) 59. (5) Frf.
The tailor-man an' his laddie . . . walkit off fair skeered one
morning, Barrie Thrums (1889) xi. (6, a) N.Cy.1 When a tailor
works at his customer's house and has his meals there, he leaves
a little food on his plate to show that he has had enough. This is
called the tailor's mense, and has come to be applied to all food
left on the plate. Nhb. 1

, w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan. 1 (b) N.Cy.1

(7) n.Dev.
(B. & H.), Cor.12 (8) w.Sc. His faither wad gar him get a guid
taillyer's nip for his new troosers, Macdonald Settlement (1869)
27, ed. 1877. (9) Nhb. (R.O.H.) (10, a) Nhp. 1 The Tailor's Yard-
band, which hangs streaming high, Clare Shep. Cat. (1827'! a-
Nhp. 2

, Shr. 1 (b) Som. (W.F.R.)
2. A townsman, esp. one not used to horses.
s.Not. A lot of tailors, from Nottingham. ' He h'o'ds the reins

like a tailor' (J.P.K.).

3. The best man at a wedding.
s.Wal. 'Madlen is to be my bridesmaid, and Ivor Parry will be the

teilwr.' In olden times the man who made the wedding garments
was always supposed to see his employer safely through the
ceremony, hence the best man is still called the ' tailor ' Raine
Lorn Satis (1898) 42.

4. The bleak, Leuciscus albumus.
Lon. All Thames anglers know that bleak are nick-named tailors

the general impression being that they are good enough for tailors'
to eat, Fishing Gazette (Jan. 18, 1890) 32 col. 1.

5. A caterpillar. s.Chs.1
6. The water-spider, Arsv-

roneta aquatica. Cum.4
(s.v. Tom Tayleor). 7 pi The
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shepherd's needle, Scandix Peclen- Veneris. Cor. 1
, e.Cor.

(B. & H.) 8. v. To practise the trade of a tailor.
w.Som.1

, nw.Dev.1
9. To shoot badly ; to hit birds

without stopping or killing them.
Nhb. After that again the pheasants come wilder, an' gettin'

flurried belike, he tailors them, Pease Tales (1899) 24.

TAILYIE, sb. and v. Obs. or obsol Also in forms
tailie (Jam.) ; tailzie, talyee Sh.I. ; telyie (Jam.). 1. sb.

A cut, slice ; a large piece, esp. used of meat.
Sc. (Jam.), Sh.I. (Coll. L.L.B.) Fif. They denner'd weel, wi'

cheirfu' hearts, On tailyies fat and fine, Tennant Papistry (1827)
185. Rnf. That devour'd a sonsy tailie, An' had a belly like a
Bailie, Picken Poems (1813) I. 59.
2. An entail.

Sc. (Jam.) ; This Shaws-Castle here I'se warrant it flee up the
chimney after the rest, were it not weel fastened down with your
grandfather's tailzie, Scott St. Ronan (1824) x ; Like heirs of
line or heirs of tailzies, Colvil Whigs Supplication (ed. 1796) 1, 1293.
3. v. To entail. Sc. (Jam.)

[2. He seith to me he is the last in the tayle of his lyflode,
the qweche is cccl. marke and better, Paston Letters (c.

1449) I. 89.]

TAIN, TAIN(E, see Town, Tone, num. adj.

TAING, TAINGS, see Tang, sb. 1
, Tongs.

TAINT, v. and sb. Yks. Hrt. Hnt. e.An. Also in form
tent Yks. [tent.] 1. v. Of wood : to decay.

n.Yks. This wood is tented (I.W.).

2. Obs. To infest.
Hrt. Tainted with meece, Cussans Hist. Hrt. (1879-81) III. 321.

3. sb. A very dirty slut. e.An. 1 4. A large protuberance
on the top of a pollard tree. e.An.1 Suf. e.An. N. &° Q.
(1866) II. 325. 5. Obs. The glow-worm. Hrt. Ellis
Shep. Guide (1750) 306.

TAIPIT, see Tabet.
TAIRD,s&. Obs. Sc. Also in forms terd Lnk. Lth.

(Jam.) ; turd Bnff. 1
1. A term ofgreat contempt ; applied

to people and animals. Bnff.1
, Lnk., w.Lth. (Jam.)

2. A gibe, taunt ; sarcasm.
Lth. He cast a taird i' my teeth (Jam.).

TAIRDIE, TAIRENSIE, see Tardie, Tearansy.
TAIRGE, TAIRGER, see Targe, Targer.
TAIS, see Tass(e.

TAISCH, sb. Sc. [tef.] The voice of a person about
to die ; second sight. Cf. task, sb.

2

n.Sc. Some women . . . said to him, they had heard two taischs,

that is, two voices of persons about to die ; and what was
remarkable, one of them was an English taisch, which they had
never heard before, Boswell Jrn. (1785) 150 (Jam.). s.Sc. A
second-sighted man had arrived in the glen conducted by the

power of the taisch, Wilson Tales (1836) II. 247.

[Gael, taibhs, taibhse, the shade of a departed person ; a

vision, apparition, ghost (M. & D.)_|

TAISIE, see Tass(e.

TAISSLE, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Also in forms taisle

Sc. Bnff.1
; taizle Yks. ; tassel Sc. ; tassell, tassle Sc.

(Jam.); teasle Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1
; teazle Lth. (Jam.)

_

[te'sl.]

1. v. To entangle, twist ; to toss, throw into disorder

;

to mix, jumble.
Sc. Applied to the action of the wind when boisterous. ' I was

sair taisslit wi' the wind ' (Jam.). Bnff. 1 She teaslet the twa kynes

o' woo through ither. Yks. Ah saw thee floatin' by on thy rig [back]

taizled like an owd tree, Baring-Gould Pennyqcks. (1890) 141.

2. With among or in : to handle overmuch. Bnff.1
, Cld.

(Jam.) 3. To examine with such strictness as to puzzle

the respondent ; to confuse, bewilder, perplex.
Sc. He taisslit me sae wi' his questions, that 1 didna ken what

to say (Jam.). Bnff.1 Rxb. The leader of a party has need to

keep his head clear and yald, and doesna care to be taisled by a

whale hantle o' fulish questions, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 26.

4. To tease, irritate, vex.
Bnff.1 Dinna teasle the bairn that wye. Lth. (Jam.)

5. sb. The act of mixing or throwing into disorder ; a

state of disorder.
Sc. The effect of a boisterous wind, when the clothes are

disordered (Jam.). Bnff. 1 The act of mixing ; spoken mostly of

fibrous substances, and followed by ' thegeethir ' and ' through ither.'

6. With in or among: overmuch handling. Bnff. 1
, Cld.

(Jam.) 7. A puzzle ; the act of puzzling. Sc. (Jam.)
8. The act of vexing or teasing. Bnff. 1 9. A severe

brush or tussle of any kind.
Sc. A sair taissle (Jam.) ; They got a sair day's tassel amongst

these Ochil hills, Kirkton Ch. Hist. (1817) 358.
TAISTE, see Teistie.

TAISTREL, sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Also
written taystrel Lakel.2 w.Yks. ; and in forms taastril
w.Yks. ; taistril(l Rxb. (Jam.) w.Dur. 1 Lakel.1 w.Yks. 1

Lan.1 s.Lan. 1
; tarestril w.Yks.5 ; tastril(l n.Cy. n.Yks.12

ne.Yks^m.Yks.1
; tea.strelne.Lan.1

; teastrilLan^s.Lan. 1

;

teeasthril e.Yks.1
; testrel Wm. ; testril N.Cy.1 w.Yks.

;

teystrill Nhb. £ ? thistrill Yks. ; tyestral Nhb.1
; tystrill

Rxb. (Jam.) [te'stril, tea'stril.] 1. A passionate, violent,
or sour-tempered person ; a good-for-nothing ; a rascal,
scoundrel ; a loose liver ; a mischievous child ; also used
attrib.

N.Cy. 1 Nhb. Smack at his uncle's jaws struck Ham. Doon went
the teystrill sprawlin', Roeson Evangeline (1870) 357; Nhb. 1

,

Dur.1
, e.Dur.1

, w.Dur.1
, Lakel. 12 Cum. Hadn't he been a taistrel

to both? Caine Shad. Crime (1885) 56 ; Cum.134 Wm.The testrels

leev'd and lusted as usual, Hutton Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 224.
Yks. T'two young thistrills were in a funk, Broad Yks. (1885) 44.
n.Yks.1234 , ne.Yks.1

, e.Yks.1
, m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Aw wor alius to

be fun amang th' warst taystrels i' th' district, Hartley Clock Aim.
(1879) 23 ; Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865) ; Willan List Wds. (1811)

;

w.Yks. 1 ii. 306 ; w.Yks.5 Lan, Dick has often said he wur a
taistril, Staton Loominary (c. 1861) 62 ; Lan.1

, n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan.1

,

e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

Hence Taistrilrig, sb. a mischievous, wicked person.
w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 22, 1898). _

2. Obs. A
light, wanton, dirty, or careless woman ; an idle slut.

Rxb. Often applied to a girl who from carelessness tears her
clothes (Jam.). n.Cy. (K.)

TAISY, see Teasy.
TAIT, sb.

1 and i'.
1 Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Also written taet Sc. (Jam.) S. & Ork.1 N.Cy.1
; tate Sc.

(Jam.) Cai. 1 N.Cy.1 Nhb.1
; and in forms teat Sc. Cum.14

Wm. ; teate Cum. ; teatt Cum. 1
; teeat Yks. ; teeht

Cum. ; tett Sc. ; tyet Nhb. 1 [tet, tiat] 1. sb. A piece

of fluff or down ; a lock of hair, wool, or other fibrous

substance ; a truss of hay or corn. Cf. tat, sb.*, taut, v.
2

Sc. A tait o' woo' would be scarce amang us ... if ye shouldna

hae that, and as gude a tweel as ever cam aff a pirn, Scott Guy
M. (1815) xxvi

;
(Jam.); At ilka tett o' her horse's mane Hung

fifty siller bells and nine, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) IV. 117, ed.

1848. S.& Ork. 1
, Cai.

1 Bnff. 1 Commonly used of what is plucked.

'The coo made oot t'pyoul awa a taitt o' corn a took oot o'

the stathel.' Kcd. Bere an' aits in sheaves or taits, Weel haint

the summer through, Grant Lays (1884) 3. e.Fif. That's very

bonny, Tammy my man— a bonny teat o' hair indeed, Latto Tarn

Bodkin (1864) xiv. Ayr. Teats o' hay an' ripps n' corn, Burns
Death o/Mailie, 1. 34. Lnk. They often sent him . . . a ' wee tait

o' hay,' Fraser Whaups (1895) vi. N.Cy.1
,
Nhb. 1 Cum. And

wheyles I gat her teates o' hay, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808)

197 ;
(Hall.) ; Cum.14 Wm. Thoo's o' covered wi' teats frae

heed ta fiut : whar's ta been ? (B.K.) n.Lan.1

Hence (i)Tatelock, a small matted lock of hair, wool, &c.

Cld. (Jam.) ; (2) tate of gloy, phr. a small sheaf of cleaned

straw. Cai.1 2. An untidy head of hair. e.Yks. Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1788). 3. A small quantity of anything.

Sc. (Jam.) ;
' Barba bifurcata,' quhilk is divided in twa taits or

parts, Skene Dijfiall Wds. (1681) 59. Per. O' winter's snaw

there's but a tate remainin', Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 68.

Fif. Expressions for small quantities—a tate, a cum, a stime,

Colville Vernacular (1899) l8 - Edb - My jacket ... in the sleeves

. . . had retreated to a tait below the elbows, Moir Mansie Wauch

(1828) iv. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 223, ed. 1876. N.Cy.1
,

Nhb. 1
, Cum.14 Wm. 'Will ye hev some mair meat ?

' 'Ah'lljust

hev t'least lal teat ye can think on, thenkye' (B.K.).
_

4. v. To pull or pluck any fibrous substance in small

quantities. Bnff. 1 He taittit the hair oot o's hehd. w.Sc. (Jam.)

Hence Teated, ;!>/>/. adj. matted, uncombed.
Cum. Frowzy beard and visage wan, Teated locks and garments

tatter'd, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1807) 24; Cum.14

[1. Tate, fibra, Levins Manip. (1570). Cp. Ice!, tceta,

shreds (Vigfusson).]
c 2
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TAIT, v? and sb. 2 w.Cy. Dor. Som. Also written tate
w.Cy. [tait] 1. v. To tilt ; to overturn. w.Cy. (Hall.)
2. To play at see-saw. Dor.1 We did tait upon a plank, 62.

3. sb. A game of see-saw.
Dor. 1 Then we went an' had a tait, 61. Som. She had a tait

upon that stool, Raymond Love and Quiet Life (1894) 205.

TAIT, sb? w.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]
The top of a hill. (Hall.) [? Fr. tete, head.]

TAIT, v? Wor. 1. To lift up, raise ; to get into a
high position.

s.Wor. 'E dooes look taited up [of one on a high horse, ladder,

or tree]. To a child it would be said, ' Doan't ee get a taitin' a top
o' thot lather' (H.K.).

2. To shake about ; to stir, toss about.
If cows get amongst hay or straw and ricks themselves it would

be said, ' Thahy caows 'em a got i
1

the rick-yard agen an' 'a bin a

taiting an' to'tin it about' (ib.) ;
' Goo an' tait thot 'ahy about a bit.'

Said of hay in cocks or close together when it wants raising,

shaking, and lightening up (ib.).

3. With off or up : to dress up smartly.
I sin 'em goo by, but jes' gad, 'em wuz taited up surely (ib.).

TAIT, int. Nhb. 1
[tet.] An exclamation of remon-

strance. 'Tait ! man alive, ye manna de that.'

TAITH, TAIVE, see Tath(e, Tave, v.
1

TAIVER, v. and sb. Sc. Also in forms tavar, taver.
[te'vsr.] 1. v. To wander ; to delay. (Jam.)

Rnf. I kenna hoo I hae patience wi' him when he tavers at een
here, Gilmour Paisley Weavers (1876) 6.

Hence (1) Taiversum, adj. tedious, fatiguing; (2)

Ta.ivert.ppl. adj. wandering, exhausted with work, fatigued.

(1) Sc. (Jam.") (2) Sc. For e'en's a bit taivert bird frae the west
shot atowre, Waddell Isaiah (1879) xvi. 2.

2. To talk idly, foolishly, or wildly ; to rave. Sc. (Jam.)
Hence Taivert, ppl. adj. (1) idle, foolish, senseless,

half-witted, raving
; (2) stupefied with drink, intoxicated.

(1) w.Sc. (Jam.) Drat). Keep thought for things o' sense and
lair, And ne'er on taivert clash its treasures ware, Salmon
Gowodean (1868) 12. Ayr. A taivert tawpie, wi' her hair hingin'

doon her back in pennyworths, clashes a gowpenfu' o* glaur in her
Jo's face, Service Notandums (1890) 73; 1 wouldna trust the
judgment . . . o' that tavart body Gibby Omit, Galt Entail (1823)
xviii. Gall. He had a wild tavert look, Crockett Banner of Blue

(1902) x. (2) Ayr. Ye wouldna hae me surely, Mr. Nettle, to sit

till I'm tavert? I fin' the winerinnin in my head already, Galt Sir
A. Wylie (1822) xxviii.

3. sb. pi. Wild, raving words.
Sc. My auntie wi' her taivers gansell'd ye oot o't, Ochiltree

Redburn (1895) x.

4. pi. Rags, tatters, tears.

Sc. They'd dung themsels to taivers, Drummond Muckomachy
(1846)58; (Jam.)

Hence Taivert, ppl. adj. overboiled
; boiled to rags.

Twd., Slk. (Jam.)

TAIZIE, TAIZLE, see Tass(e, Taissle.
TAK(E, see Tack, sb.3

TAKE, v. and sb. Var. dial, and colloq. uses in Sc.
Irel. Eng. Amer. and Aus. [tek, tisk; tak, tek ; te, ti.]

I. v. Gram, forms. 1. Present Tense: (i)Ta, (2)Taake,
(3) Taayke, (4) Tack, (5) Tae, (6) Taen, (7) Taigh, (8)

Taik, (9) Taiuk, (10) Tak, (11) Tay, (12) Teak, (13)
Teake, (14) Teayk, (15) Teck, (16) Tee, (17) Teeak, (18)
Tek, (19) Tey, (20) Teyk, (21) ? Theayk, (22) Tik, (23)
?Toon, (24) Ty, (25) Tyek. [For further examples see II

below.]

(1) w.Yks. Ta it wi the'h, Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865) ; w.Yks.1 Ta
that, and be off ; w.Yks.23 , ne Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1
, Chs.3 , Der.12 , nw.Der. 1

(2) Wxf. 1 Taake heed. n.Lin. 1
, s.Wor. (H.K.) Dev. Phillpotts

Striking Hours (1901) 162. (3) Brks. 1
(4) Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1

,

N.Cy. 1
,
Dur. 1 Cum. An' I med tack my kick amango' thereabout,

Gilpin Ballads (1874) 77. Wm. Aad twa three lile cheeses ta

tack ta aald Aggy Birkett, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 5. n.Yks.
( I.W.) e.Yks. Ah wop you're tackin yer pigs tiv a feyn markit,
Wray Nestle/on (1876) 209; w.Yks.125 , Chs.23 , Stf. 1

, Der.1
, Nhp. 1

,

Oxf. 1 MS. add. (5) Nhb. Taein soun brass oot o' his pouch, Jones
Nhb. (187 1 ) 65. Yks. Tae it out, Howitt Hope on (1840) viii.

e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1 Chs. Owd Peter, iii. Der.2 Not. Tae ode

(J.H.B.). Shr.1 Tell Sal to tae some bread an' cheese to the owd
mon. (6) Gall. Mactaggart iiMcj'c/. (1824). (7) Chs.23 (8) Ess.

Downe Ballads (1895) 41- (9) Ken. (G.B.) (10) Sc. (Jam.;,

S. & Ork. 1
, Cai. 1 Abd. Aw'll tak' the siller, Alexander Johnny

Gibb (1871) i. Ayr. To tak me frae my mammie, Burns Owre

Young, st. 1. Wgt. They say it taks a Iang spune tae sup wi the

deevil, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 51. N.I. 1
,
n.Cy. (B.K.) Nhb.

Sae don your plaid an' tak your gad, Coquet Dale Sngs. (1852) 59.

w.Dur. 1
, Lakel.12 , Cum.1 * Wm. Let us give and tak, Hutton

Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 478. n.Yks.12 * ne.Yks.1 Tak ho d

on't. e.Yks.1 m.Yks. 1 Inirod. 42. w.Yks.3
,

Lan. 1
,

n.Lan.',

ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan.1

,
s.Lan. 1

, Chs.1
, s.Chs. 1 s.Stf. Pinnock Blk. Cy.

Ann. (1895). Der.2 , nw.Der. 1
, Not. (L.C.M.), n.Lin. 1

,
sw.Lin. 1

Shr.1 Tell John to tak the bottle to the fild. Sur. It's the traade

loafers taks to, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. xiii. Hmp. (H.R.)

Dev. Ford Postle Farm (1899) 142. (n) w.Yks. 1 Tay hod on t.

Lan.1
, s.Lan. 1

, Chs.123 ,
s.Chs. 1 Shr.2 Tay hout on it wunne?

(12) Cum. 1 Wm. Caan't teak a plain order? Ward Elsmere

(1888) bk. 1. iii. (13) Sc. Murray Dial. (1873) 208. Dor. To

teake the bread from our mouths, Hare ^s We Sow (1897) 122.

Som. Teake a drop mwore water, Raymond Good Souls (1901)

318. Dev. Te-ake es tha voxes, Baird Sng. Sol. (i860) ii. 15.

(14) Nhb. He might teayk a fancy tiv us, Robson Bk. Ruth (i860)

ii. 2. (15) Cum. Him wad I gladly teck, Rayson Ballads (1858)

4. Lan. Accrington Obs. (Feb. 2, 1895). n.Lan.1 (s.v. Tean).

(16) Chs. 1 (17) w.Dur. 1 n.Yks. Tlia teeak trew pains, Castillo

Poems (1878) 57. (18) Cum.1 e.Yks. Flit & Ko Reel of No. 8,

38. Lan. Kendal News (Mar. 23, 1889). Der. I'ld tek et very

kindly, mam, Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 4. Not. Tek my word
for it, Prior Renie (1895) 177. n.Lin.', Lei.1, War.2 Brks.

When you teks your wages, Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 28.

Dor. Let us . . . tek a walk, Windsor Mag. (Mar. 1900) 420.

e.Dev. Tek yer aies away vrom me, Pulman Sng. Sol. (i860) vi.

5. (19) s.Lan. 1 (20) Nhb. Teyk heed, Robson Evangeline (1870)

Introd. 8. (21) Nhb. Thou theayks a vast oh caaling on, Bewick
Tales (1850) 12. (22) Dor. Tik ut, my bwoy, tik ut, Agnus Jan
Oxber (1900) 59. (23) Yks. Bookfolk tooneth naw heed o' what
we do, Blackmore Mary Anerley (1879) xvii. (24) Lan. He 'ur

to tyth Hoyde [to take the Hide], Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed.

1808) 19. (25) Nhb. Thre bonny Sodgers, canna tyek a buzzum
maker, Dixon Whiilingham Vale (1895) 249; Nhb. 1

2. Preterite: (1) Taaike, (2) Tack, (3) Tade, (4) Taed,
(5) Taen, (6) Taid, (7) Tak, (8) Take, (9) Taked, (10)
Taken, (11) Tane, (12) Tayed, (13) Tayk, (14) Teaak,
(15) Teak(k, (16) Teeak, (17) Teeak'd, (18) Tek, (19)
Teuk, (20) Teuk't, (21) Tewk, (22) Tik, (23) Tock, (24)
Toke, (25) Tooked, (26) Tooken, (27) Tuck, (28) Taik,
(29) Tuk, (30) Tuke, (31) Tyak, (32) Tyuk.

(1) w.Yks. I went back t'next day and taaike a pair o' pincers
wi' me, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 73. (2) n.Lan. Her ald'st

dowterfandit,antackoff wi't, Morris Siege d Brou'ton (1867) 5. (3)
w. Yks. They tade him aht at watter, Tom Treddlehoyle Baimsla
Ann. (1847) 51. Shr.2 Tade him whoam. (4)w.Yks. 3

, ShrMntrod.
55- (5) rrf- Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) 63, ed. 1889. Gall.
(A.W.) n.Ir. We taen him intil the hoose, Lyttle Paddy
McQuillan, 92. (6) w.Yks. As if he taid hizsen for sumbody else,

Dewsbre Olm. (1866) 5. s.Chs. 1 85. (7) Wm. She picked up the
bits as he let 'em fall and tak 'em down, Rawnsley .??>«««. Words-
worth (1884). w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 29, 1898). (8)
w.Yks. After some scruples he consented, an' take it home, Cud-
worth Dial. Sketches (1884) 27. (9) Shr. 2 (10) Nhp.1 I taken it.

War.2
I taken the horse to be shod, isterday. Hrf. 1 I taken it

away
;
Hrf.2 [Amer. Carruth Kansas Univ. Quar. (Oct. 1892).]

(11) Fif. My first visit . . . tane place, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) ii.

w.Yks. (J. W.), Not.1 Lei. 1 Ah tane 'im. (12) Yks.Deeame tayed it

varry mitch ti heart, Fetherston T. Goorkrodger (1870) 17, in
Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 22, 1898). (13) Wm. (E.W.P.) (14) Cum.
Sargisson /oe S«>a/> (1881) 3. (15) Cum. 1

, n.Yks. (I.W.) w.Yks.
Heeame he wistlin' teak his way, Ingledew Ballads (i860) 261.
n.Lan. He teak an aid man up for stealing em, N. Lonsdale Mag.
(Jan. 1867) 270. (16) Cum. Gilpin Ballads ^1874) 216. n.Yks.4

,

ne.Yks. 1 (17) e.Yks. A sparro'-hawk . ..teeak'd lahtle thing
away iv his claws, Wray Nestleton (1876) 85. (18) m.Yks. 1

Inirod. 42. (19) Bnff. Syne a hearty drink we teuk. Taylor
Poems (1787) 64. Nhb. She teuk the lead, Bewick Tales (1850)
14 ;

Nhb. 1
,
Cum.3 1. Wm. Teuk the alarm, Whitehead Leg.

(1859) 7. n.Yks. 2
, ne.Yks. 1 35, e.Yks. 1

, m.Yks. 1 Introd. 42.
w.Yks. 1 He teuk 'em ... for round bits o' leather, ii. 300. (20)
Cum. Dickinson Lamplugh (1856) 5. (21) e.Yks. He tewk
off his hat, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 36. (22) m.Yks.1 Introd.
42. (23) Cum. 3 I tock her seaf heam, 39. (24) Cum. Tha toke an
yilp like mice, N. Lonsdale Mag. (Feb. 1867) 312. Shr. 2 (s.v.
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Quoke). (25) Dor. I be main glad as us tookt the babe to chu'ch,
Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 22. w.Som. 1 Dev. 'Twas for the lad
her tooked the money, Zack On Trial (1899) 247. Cor. The
gentlefolks corned after her . . . and tooked her off, Baring-Gould
Gaverocks (1887) iii. (26) e.Dev. He tooken off his coat, Jane
Lordship (1897) 21. (27) Ir. I tuck his horse, Paddiana (ed.

1848) I. 60. War. (J.R.W.), Ess.1 (28) Sc. Murray Dial.

(1873) 208. Nhb. He tiv whiskey tuik, Oliver Local Sngs.
(1824) 7 ; Nhb. 1 Cum. Tap Caldew tuik my way, Anderson
Ballads (1805 1 66. (29) n.Ir. A gruppit my hat an' tuk oot, Lyttle
Paddy McQuillan, 49. w.Ir. He tuk up the goose, Lover Leg.

(1848) I. 10. Cum. Farrall Betty Wilson (,1876) 3. w.Yks.
Hartley Clock Aim. (1896) 7. Lan. T'walk she tuk, Harland
& Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 60. s.Lan. 1 Der. Gilchrist Peak-
land (1897) 165. Brks. Hughes Scour. White Horse (1859) vi.

Cor. We tuk en to church, ' Q.' Three Ships (ed. 1892) 71. (30)
Sc. (Jam.), Dur. 1

, n.Yks. (I.W.), w.Yks.15 (31) Win. Yesterday
he tyak his bed, Carey Herriot's Choice (1879) II. xii. (32) Nhb.1

3. Pp. : (1) Taan, (2) Taed, (3) Taen, (4) Taend, (5)
Tain, (6) Takken, (7) Tan, (8) Tane, (9) Taned, (10)

Tayn, (11) Teanfn, (12) Teane, (13) Teean(n, (14) Teenn,
(15) Tekken, (16) Teun, (17) Tocken, (18) Ton, (19)
Tooan, (20) Took, (21) Tooked, (22) Tooken, (23) Tuck,
(24) Tuk, (25) Tuke, (26) Tukkan, (27) Tune, (28) Tyen.

(1) Cum. Hutton Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 293. w.Yks.1 Sud
they be taan nappin by't owerlooker, ii. 305. (2) Shr. 1 Introd. 55.

(3) Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Abd. As muckle again as I've ta'en, Alex-
ander Johnny Gibb (1871) v. Slk. Ye hae taen guid care o' her,

Thomson Drummeldale (igox) 11. N.I. 1 Nhb. He's . . . wivhim's
taen maist aw greet folk, Oliver Local Sngs. (1824) 6. Wm.
Wheeler Dial. (1790) 113, ed. 1821. n.Yks.14 ne.Yks. 1 Ah've
ta'en it. e.Yks. 1 m.Yks.1 Introd. 42. w.Yks. 135 , ne.Lan. 1

,

e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Chs.1
, Not. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, sw.Lin.1

, Rut. 1 Nhp.1 The
child was ta'en ill, so I ta'en it home. Shr. 1 They'n taen that

cowtout o' the leasow, I see. (4) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

(5) m.Yks.1 Introd. 42. w.Yks. Tain aht a these humble circum-

stances, Shevvild Ann. (1851) 6. Chs. 2
, Not. 1

, Lin.1
(6) Wm.

Hutton Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 302. n.Yks.124 ,
e.Yks.1

, s.Lan. 1

I.Ma. Nora was that tak'n aback, Rydings Tales (1895) 35. Dev.

Longmans Mag. (Feb. 1899) 335. (7) Sc. (Jam. Suppl, s.v. Ton).

ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 Chs. Hasta tan aw tha wants? CloughB.
Bresskittle (1879) 14. (8)Sc.(Jam.) Or.I. To be tane and hangit be

the craige quhill he die, Peterkin Notes (1822) App. 33. Abd.

He's tane the lassie by the hand, Kinloch Ballad Bk. (1827) 9,

ed. 1868. Cum. Dickie's tane leave at lord and master, Gilfin
Ballads (1874) 92. w.Yks. 1

, Chs. 2
, Der. 1

, nw.Der. 1
, Not. 1

, Rut. 1

,

Lei.1 , War.3
, Shr. 2

(9) Sc. The runner places his hand upon their

heads when they are said to be taned. The game is continued

till all are taned, Chambers Pop. Rhymes (ed. 1870) 124. (10)

Wm. En wen I gat hame, en meh seat I 'ed tayn, Blezard Sngs.

(1848) 18. - s.Lan. 1 (11) Per. If they get me but once tean They'll

have me down to Aberdeen, Smith Poems (1714) 3, ed. 1853.

Cum.1
, Cum.3 13, Cum. 4

, n.Yks. (W.H.), n.Lan.1
, s.Lan.1 (12)

Sc. Murray Dial. (1873) 208. (13) Wm. Spec. Dial. (1877) pt. i.

9. n.Yks.2, e.Yks. 1 (14) Cum.1 (15) Per. McAulay Black Mary,

219. Wm. When t'pi war tekken oot a t'uven, RoBisoN^4aW Taales

(1883) 9. Not. Tekken by surprise, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 118.

n.Lin. 1 se.Lin. He was tekken up last Friday (J.T.B.). Cor. I've

tek'n 'ee back, ' Q.' Ship of Stars (1899) 227. (16) Nhb. Had teun

his-sel off, Forster Sng. Sol. (1859) v. 6. e.Dur. 1 (17) Cum.
(E.W.P.) (18) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) (19) ne.Lan.1 (20) Ayr. The
Laird from wham the Ian' was took, Ainslie Land of Burns (ed.

1892) 185. Ir. Ould Widdy Dempsey . . . had took up, Barlow
Shamrock (1901) 27. Wm. Ollivant Owd Bob (1898) 14. Lan.

I mun hate him if my little baby's took from me, Saunders Abel

Drake (1862) i. s.Stf. Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). Der. He's

been tookfro'me, GilchristPeak/and (189-]) 73. Not.^n.Lin.^Lei. 1

,

Nhp. 1
, War.23, s.Wor. (H.K.), Glo.1

, Oxf. 1 MS. add. Brks. Hayden
Round our Vill. (1901) 87. Suf. Mr. Flindell . . . has took you up in

his gig, Bethau-Edwards Lord ofHarvest (1899) 155 ;
Suf. 1 Ken.

I didn't ought to ha' took it now, Carr Cottage Flk. (1897) 278.

Sur. 1
, Sus. 1

, Hmp. (H.C.M.B.), I.W. 2 Dor. Her be that proud an'

took up wi' the babe, Hare Broken Arcs (1898) 215. n.Wil.

(E.H.G.) Som. Unless that word's a-took back I'll go to once,

Raymond Men o' Mendip (1898) ii. Dev. He will be took, Baring-

Gould Furze Bloom (1899) 22. Cor.3 [Amer. Maybe you'd been

took prisoner, Harris Tales, 164.] (21) Hrt. You've tooked a

lot o' matches, Geary Rur. Life (1899) 48. s.Hmp. He's tookt

hisself off for good, Verney L. Lisle (1870) xxix. Dor. You'd

tookt she a traipsin', Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 30. Som. When

the soldiers had a-tookt my sheep, Raymond Smoke, 69. w.Som. 1

Dev. That there stuff what they've been and took'd dun to the
church, Reports Provinc. (1883). Cor. They do say he's tookt et
weth 'im, Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 116. [Amer. They've tookt
it afore the hoss got it tho', Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) 3rd S.
xvi.] (22) Lnk. Poetry had ' tooken' Johnny's brain, Murdoch
Readings (1895) I. 42. Yks. I've tooken a deal o' pains, Dyke
Craiklrees{\%tj-f) 168. s.Chs. 1 Stf. T'child's tooken what he sent,
Cornh. Mag. (Jan. 1894) 35. n.Lin.1 , Shr. 1 e.Dev. I should beg
pardon, and get tooken on again, Jane Lordship (,1897) 47. Cor.
For fear I should be tooken faint like, Forfar Pentowan (1859) '•

(23) Don. Macmanus Bend of Road (1898) 240. Glo. Gibbs
Cotswold Vill. (1898) 90. (24) Lnk. Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873)
101. n.Ir. A had tuk an early brekfast, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan,
13. Dwn. As if someyin the saddle had tuk, Savage-Armstrong
Ballads (1901) 201. Don. I was tuk by Willie-the-Wisp, Mac-
manus Chim. Corners (1899) 86. Ker. If money's offered it should
be tuk at wanst, Bartram Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 83. Yks. Dyke
Craiktrees (1897) 34. I.Ma. Had to be tuk down to Ramsey for

repairs, Brown Yarns (1881) 23, ed. 1889. Der. Gilchrist Peak-
land (1897) 81. Glo. 'E weren't tuk to the workus, Longmans
Mag. (May 1900) 40. Brks. She war tuk in a carriage, Hayden
Round our Vill. (1901) 57. Ess. Burmester John Lott (1901) no.
Cor. Lee Widow Woman (1899) 56. [Amer. Ef they was a
breastwork to be tuk, Lloyd Chronic Loafer (1901) 9.] (25) Nrf.

Spilling Molly Miggs (1902) 89. Dev. What's tuke 'e? Phill-
potts Sons ofMorning (1900) 63. (26) Cum. 1

(27) e.Dur.1 (28)
Nhb. But then the road's se het, it's tyen, Wilson Pitman's Pay
(1843)3; Nhb. 1

II. Dial. uses. 1. v. In comb, with adv. and prep. : (1)

Take about, (a) to take care of; to make firm and secure
;

to see to ; esp. to nurse a dying person and see to the
funeral

;
(b) to cut and house a crop

;
(c) to kill and make

an end of; (2) — after, (a) to run alter, pursue; (b) to

copy, imitate
; (3) — again(st, to take a dislike to ; to

thwart
; (4) — at, to resemble

; (5) — away, (a) of cattle :

to remove from pasture ; to unstock
; (b) to go fast ; to

make straight for
;

(c) to partake of food
;

(d) to hide from
view; (e) to deprive of sensation

; (/) to take the sheaves
from the wagoner and give them to the man who builds

the stack
; (6) — by, (a) to grieve ; to be much affected by

any melancholy event
;

(b) to put on one side or away
;

see below
; (7) — down, (a) to reduce in circumstances

;

to lessen ; to make bankrupt
;

(b) to reduce in health ; to

emaciate ; to lay low in sickness
;

(c) to weaken by
dilution

;
(d) to launch a boat

;
(«) to take to pieces

; (/)
to convert ; to convince of sin; (8) — for, {a) to go towards;
(b) to be fond of; (9) — hence, to carry off by death ; (10)
— in, (a) to enclose waste land and bring it under cultiva-

tion ; to improve land
;

(b) to store ; to house cattle or

crops ; to strip apples off a tree
;

(c) to take corn into the

barn to be threshed
;

(d) of a stack : to decrease the width
of the courses in order to form the roof ; to make concave ;

(e) to admit water, &c. ; to leak
; (/) see (5, c)

; (g) to

capture, subdue ; (h) to draw in a wagon
; (2) to enter ; of

a congregation : to assemble for service ; (/) to receive

lodgers
;

(k) to get up with ; to overtake ; to get over the

ground quickly
;

(I) to accept as a member of a Dissenting
church or of a society; (m) to understand; (11) — in

about, to bring into a state of subjection ; to bring under
proper management

; (12) — in for, to defend ; 'to stand

up for'; (13) — in o'er, to take to task; (14) — in with,

(a) to associate and become intimate with
;

(b) to over-

take
; (15) —of, (a) see (4) ;

{b) to deserve; to accept as

one's deserts
; (16) — off, (a) to go off hastily or furtively

;

to abscond ; to set out on a journey or expedition; (b) to

leap from a mark
;

(c) to separate lambs, calves, or foals

from the mother ; to reduce the amount of milk received

by a calf from the mother ;
(d) to drink off; (e) to turn

off; to stop
; (/) to cease work

; (g) of the weather: to

clear up ; to cease raining or blowing
;

(h) to diminish

;

of the daylight : to shorten ;
(z) to take a likeness ; to

draw, photograph ; (j) to fail, give way, break down
;

(k)

to match against; (/) to slaughter, murder; (m) to mock,
befool, jeer at

;
(n) to reprove, rebuke, chide; (17) — on,

(a) to grieve, lament ; to get excited
;

(b) to assume ; to

feign, pretend ; to act as a hypocrite
;

(c) of cattle

:
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to fatten
;

(d) to succeed to an inheritance or business ; to

take charge of; (e) to begin
; (/) to buy on credit ; to get

into debt ; (g) to enlist ; to adopt a profession, &c. ;
(h) to

become attached to ; to sympathize with
;

(i) to ache, be
painful

; (j) to begin to get fuddled
;

(k) to be left alone,

to be left to oneself ; to take what may come
; (/) see

below
;
(m) see (15, b)

; («) to engage
; (18) — on with,

(a) to engage oneself to ; to consort with ; to engage ;
(b)

to like ; to be attracted by
; (19) — out, (a) to receive

payment in kind
;

(b) to copy ; to write out; (c) see {16, d)
;

(d) to go, depart
;

(e) to grieve over
; (20) — out from, to

buy from
; (21) — ower, to go, esp. to ascend

; (22) — til,

to like ; to take a liking for
; (23) — to, (a) to shut

;
(b) to

capture, arrest
;

(c) to enter on ; to take possession of

;

(d) to serve as food
;

(e) to countenance, assist
; (/) to

adopt
; (g) to attack

;
(h) to marry

;
(z) to own, acknow-

ledge ; to answer for the truth of anything ; to stand to

a bargain
; (j) to scold, punish

;
(k) to deceive, ' take in '

;

(/) to astonish ; to take by surprise ; to put out of coun-
tenance

;
(m) to detect

; (24) — up, (a) to lift the coffin

and start the funeral procession
;

(b) of cream : to skim
off; (c) of potatoes: to dig, plough up and earth down;
(d) to clean out the ditches of water-meadows

;
(e) to bind

corn into sheaves
; (/) to take on lease

; (g) to prepare
fish for curing or cooking

; (//) to borrow
;

(z) to take in,

as a newspaper
;

(7') to collect, gather up
;

(k) to stop a
runaway horse

; (/) see (16, g) ;
(m) to improve in health

or character
;

(n) to answer shortly and hastily ; to inter-

rupt in order to correct ; to defeat in an argument
;

(o)

see (19, d) ; (p) see (10, m) ; (q) to short-coat a baby
;

(r)

to begin to re-open ; (s) see (10, e)
; (25) — up about, to

interest in ; to absorb
;
gen. in pass.

; (26) — up for, to

defend ; to give surety for ; to protect, assist ; (27) — up
in, (28) — up of, see (25) ; (29) — upon, to take effect on

;

to act on
; (30) — up with, (a) to consort with, esp. with

a view to matrimony ;
' to keep company with

'
; to make

friends with
;

(b) to delight, attract ; to absorb
;
gen. in

pass.; (c) to adopt as an idea; (31) — with, (a) to kindle
;

to catch fire
;

(b) to please, captivate
;
gen. in pass.

;
(c) to

begin to thrive after a temporary decay ; to sprout, take
root

;
(d) to acknowledge as one's own, esp. to acknow-

ledge a child
;

(e) see (23, i).

(1, a) Sh.I. It's little a rivin' storm frichtens me whin my hoose
is ta'en aboot, Stewart Tales (1892) 54. Bnff. 1 The servan' took-

aboot the aul' man wee a' care. Abd. They're crying out for want
o' batter, And I maun jump and take about it. Shirrefs Poems
(1790) 332. Ags. (Jam.) (6) Bnff. 1 The corn crop wiz weel taen
aboot this sizan. (<r) S. & Ork.1

(2, o) Cum. 1 He teakk efter

t'hares; Cum.4 , n.Yks.2 , Sus. (J.S.F.S.), Hmp. (F.E.) (b) e.Yks.1

(3) n.Yks. (I.W.) ; n.Yks.4 Ah've ta'en agaan her. ne.Yks.1 Oor
maastther's ta'en ageean ma. w.Yks. He alius teuk agean him
after that, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 29, 1898). Der. First thing
hoo did . . .were to tek against children. . . Hoo couldna beer the

seet o' other fowk's, Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 182. (4) n.Yks.
He tacks at me (I.W.). (5, a) w.Som. 1 'Tis time they there young
bullicks was a-tookt away, they baint doing no good. Dev. All

stock an' cattle took'd away, An' kip'd atwvim 'pon strow an' hay,
Pulman Sketches (1842) 49, ed. 1853. (i) n.Yks. T'dog teeak
away efter it, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 44. Cor. The
' ugly brute ' took right away down towards the fowling-pool,

Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 112, ed. 1896. (c) Cai. Ye maun
be hungry, lass. Sit doun an' tak' awa', M cLennan Peas. Life

(1871) II. 175. (rf) Sh.I. Doon cam a white mist 'at took awa' da
laand, Sh. News (June 8, 1901). (e) Abd. Suddenly striken in an
apoplexy, and his right side clean taken away, Spalding Hist. Sc.

(1792) I. 19. (/) n.Lin. 1 You can't git women to tak awaay upo'

th' stack as thaay ewsed to do. (6, a) Dev. 1 Her, poor homan,
took by upon the death of her husband, and never gooded arter,

16. (b) Nhb. 1 ' Tyek her bye.' . . A call from the banksman to the
breaksman, meaning that the cages are no longer required, and
may be removed to any part of the shaft most convenient to the
breaksman. n.Yks. Tack t'cups by (I.W.). (7, a) n.Sc. (Jam.),

Cai.1
, Bnff.

1
, Cld. (Jam.) n.Yks. They teeak down wages (I.W.).

(b) Sc. He's sair tane doun wi' that host (Jam.). Cai.1 , Bnff. 1

Per. Gude grant he bena ta'en doon wi' a fivver on the tap o't,

Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 104, ed. 1887. Cld. (Jam.) Gall.

Feed onybuddy on bear-meal and buttermilk, an' it'll tak them
doon, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 64. w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. She wur

takkendounaweeksin',BuRNETTHfl^Y/7'5(i88 7)xl.(C)Sc.(A.W.)

(d) ne.Sc. Not so many years ago the launching or ' takin doon

was invariably accomplished by the fishermen themselves turning

out in scores or hundreds. ' The hail toon is requestit to turn oot

eynoo to tak' doon the boats at Futtrit-neuk,' Green Gordonhaven

'1887) 31 (e) Trf. It's naething ava' the takin'-doon o a clock . .

.

an' Meggie's a din-makin' body to raise sic a sang aboot takin

her doon, Mackenzie N. Pine (1897) 146. (/) Cor.* John Smith

preached up to Wesley las' night. There was one or two took

down, I hear. (8, a) Hrf.2 The fox took for Westhide Wood (b)

I W 2 He takes vor that bwoy terribly, now his mother s dead.

(o) e.Dev. The early days before the taking hence of brother John,

Jane Lordship (1897) 99- 0°, «) Bnff. 1 Frf. ' Taking in in the

dialect of the Mearns means really 'breaking up moorland for

the first time, Inglis Ain Flk. (1895) 78. s.Sc. The moor and

the moss they hae a' ta'en in, Watson Bards (1859) 5. n.Yks

He teeak in a entack (I.W.). w.Yks. A gardin taen in is mah

sister, Littledale Sng. Sol. (1859) v. 12. Chs. 1 Dor. All thik

land wur our common as you took't in, HARE5rofe« Arcs (1898)

100. w.Som.1 (6) Bnff. 1 We took-in twa rucks. He's oot at the

tackan-in o' the nout. w.Som. 1 Mr. Bird've a-tookt en all his

apples, (c) Sc. (A.W.) Sli.I. Da girsie corn aff o' da sooth ditches

. . . hit's a bit skrovlin, an' '11 be da first taen in, Sh. News (Oct. 20,

1900) Brks 1 w.Som. 1 We be gwain to take in a whaiten rick

to-morrow, (d) Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks. Tack t'stack in a bit (I.W.).

s.Not. Y'uv begun to tek in too soon
;
yer waint get all the stuff

on the stack (J.P.K.). («) Sc. That boat taks in water (Jam.).

Cai.1 Ayr. The thatch took in the rain an' all that was vile, Cent.

Mag. (Sept. 1883) 755. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) (/) Dev.3 (^)Abd.

The estates . . . directed the earls of Montrose and Kinghorn to go

to the place of Airly, and to take in the same, Spalding Hist. Sc.

(1792)1.228. nw.Der. 1 (A)Hnip. (H.R.) (;') Sc. The church takes

in at twal'hoors, Wright Sc. Life (1897) 59. Lnk. (Jam.) n.Yks.2

He teuk in. [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 50.] (/) s.Not. P'raps

Mrs. Smith might accommodate you for a night or two ; she takes

in. She thinks to addle a little with tekkin in (J.P.K.). (k) Sc.

(Jam.) Abd. Right cheerfully the road they did tak in, An' thought

that night to their tryst's end to win, Ross Helenore (1768) 86, ed.

1812. (I) n.Yks. They teak her in when ower awd (I.W.).

w.Yks. (S.K.C.) (m) n.Yks. He didn't tack me in (I.W.). (11)

Sc. (Jam.) (12) Sh.I. A'm no gaun ta tak' in fur da dog sae far,

Sh. News (Nov. 20, 1897). (13) Sc. (Jam.) (14, «) Cld. (»».) (A)

N.I.1 You'll soon take in with him. (15) Sc. He disna tak o' his

father, who was a gude worthy man (Jam.). Cai.1 (6)Bnff.1 He's
lost the maist o's siller ; he can tack o't, for it didna cum in an
honest wye. (16, a) Sc. Noo, I maun tak aff hame (Jam. Suppl.).

Ayr. Then homeward all take off their sev'ral way, Burns Cotter's

Sat. Night (1785) st. 18. Ir. If iver I do aught to disoblige it, off

it takes, Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 114. N.I. 1 Nhb. The
horse took off at a rapid pace, Richardson Borderer's Table-bk.

(1846) V. 354 ; Nhb.1 Cum. 1 If he doesn't pay his debts he'll hev
to tak hissel off or lang ; Cum. 4 Wm. We teuk off, Southey
Doctor (1848) 559. n.Yks. 1 ne.Yks. 1 He went ti pleeace ; bud
afoor a week was owered he teeak off. e.Yks.1

, m.Yks.1 Lan.
The bwoath tuk off up stears, Scholes Tim Gamwattle (1857) 22.
s.Not. Yer can tek off; y'are not wanted 'ere (J.P.K.). n.Lin.
He teks off to look fer his hook, Peacock Tales and Rhymes
(1886) 66. sw.Lin.1 Shr.1 As soon as the Bobby shewned up yo'
shoulden a sin 'ow they tooken off. (6) War. 2 Take off, taw.
(c) n.Yks. We've tean t'cow off ti milk her yance a day. We've
tean t'cauf off ti yah feed a day (I.W.). n.Lin. 1 {d) Sc. (Jam.
Suppl.) Abd. Tak off your dram, Dominie, Ruddiman Sc. Parish
(1828) 33, ed. 1889. Per. Tak' off your glasses a', Spence Poems
(1898) 73. Lnk. Black Falls of Clyde (1806) 174. (e) Sc. To tak
aff the mill (Jam. Suppl.). (/) s.Not. He'll dig mappen a few
yards an' then tek off for a hour or two (J.P.K.). {g) Sc. The
rain is taking off (A.W.). Sh.I. Whan is dis gales an' sleet gaein'
ta tak' aff? Sh. News (Jan. 27, 1900). Cai.1

.
(h) Nhb. 1

, n.Yks.
(I.W.), n.Yks.2 e.Yks.1 Days begin ti tak-off. Cor. As the tides
would 'take off' he didn't blame them, Harris Our Cove (1900)
148. (i) Som. Volks never didn live long arter they be a-tookt
off, Elworthy Evil Eye (1895) 86. w.Som.1 Father bin a-tookt
off, but 'tidn a bit like'n. Dor. He took off the church, Barnes
Gl. (1863). Dev. Old and curious enough for . . . sketching young
ladies to visit and ' take off,' Hartland Forest, 189. (j) Shi ' I
faer me back 'ill tak' aff.' ' Lamb, if doo canna boo dee, doo'll
hae ta leave,' Sh. News (July 7, igoo). (k) Cor. The sides [at
' hurling' at St. Ives] are formed in this way—'Toms, Wills, and
Jans, Take off all's on the san's'—that is, all those of the name of
Thomas, John, or William, are ranged on one side, those of any
other Christian name on the other, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng.
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(1865) 400, ed. 1896. (/) Edb. You were in the house at the time

of his taking off, Beatty Secretar (1897) 266. (m) Sc. (Jam.),

S. & Ork.1
, Bnff.1 («) Dor. He took en off, so quick, Barnes Gl.

(1863). (17, a) Sc. John took on very ill about it, Whitehead
Daft Davie (1876) 269, ed. 1894. Sh.I. He's wirkin an' takin on
laek a dog i' da feerie, Sh. News (Nov. 24, 1900). Cai.1 e.Sc.

Dinna tak' on like that, Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) xxiii.

Per. Dinna tak on like this, Drum, Ian Maclaren Auld Lang
Syne (1895) 156. Nhb. Divvent take on like that, Lilburn
Borderer (1896) 335 ; Nhb. 1

, Cum.1 * n.Yks.2 A whent takking

on about it ; n.Yks.4 He did tak on when he gat ti knaw.
ne.Yks. 1 Whisht, honey ; thoo maun't tak on leyke that. e.Yks.1

Deeant tak-on seeah ; it'll all cum reet iv end. w.Yks. Dunnot
tak' on, father, Snowden Tales Wolds (1893) vii. Lan.1 Tha
miinnot tak-on o' thattens—tha'll only mak thisell ill. s.Lan.1

,

Chs.1
, Stf.1 Der.2 Hur ta'es on so. Not. 1

; Not. 2 It's no use

takin' on about it. n.Lin.1 She'll tak' on tremendious if iv'ry

thing is n't just dun to suit her. Lei. 1
, Nhp.1

, War.2 Shr.1 'Er

took on sadly w'en a toud'n 'er as Yedut wuz djed (s.v. On).

Oxf. ]
, Brks. 1 Bdf. Ward Bessie Costrell (1895) 84. Hnt. (T.P.F.),

e.An. 1 Cmb.1 Don't take on so about him. Nrf. (E.M.) Suf.1 'A

take on wemmently. Ess. I earn bear you taikin' on, Downe
Ballads (1895) 41. Ken. He took on for a bit, Longman's Mag.
(July 1891) 272. Hmp. He do take on so (H.C.M.B.). Wil. Her
took on ter'ble 'bout th' ould zow a-dyin' (G.E.D.). Dor. Don't

'ee take on, Susie, my dear. There don't 'ee cry, Francis

Pastorals (1901) 50. w.Som.1 Dev. You was struck all of a heap,

and took on terrible, Baring-Gould Furze Bloom (1899) no
;

Dev. 1 Cor. He says nothing, but takes on, 'Q.' Three Ships (ed.

1892) 118. [Amer. It took on so they took it off, Lowell Biglow

Papers (1848) 118.] (6) w.Yks.1 Shr. 1
' 'Er took on as 'er wuz

mighty bad.' ' 'E took on 'im soft.' ' To take on soft ' is to

assume an air of hopeless stupidity (s.v. On). Hrf. 2 (c) Sc.

Thai stots are fast takin on (Jam.), (d) Sh.I. Am no sae auld—
lest no auld aneugh to tak' on a hoos, Sh. News (May 25, 1901).

Abd. There's sorrow in the mansion, an' the lady that takes on Is

young to hae sae muckle on her han', Murray Hamewith (1900)

25. (e) Sc. Rosmer hame frae Zealand came, And he took on to

bann, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 215. (/) Sc. (Jam.) Fif.

To get into debt was to tak on, Colville Vernacular (1899) 18.

Edb. Thae wha shine Wi' unpaid feasts and ta'en on wine, Mac-
neill Bygane Times (1811) 8. (g) Sc. (Jam.) ; To take on for a

soldier, Monthly Mag. (1798) II. 436. Abd. To be sogers do

take on, Anderson Poems (ed. 1826) 70. Wxf. And get a

protection for having taken on as a true Catholic, Barrington
Sketches (1830) III. xx. e.An. 1 (h) Nhb.1 Bella an' him's tyen

on. n.Yks.2 w.Yks.1 To tack on him. (») e.An. 1 Nrf. My
rheumatics dew take on (E.M.); My missus ha' scrushed her

little finger, it finely ache and take on, Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf.

(1893)74. (jO Sc. (Jam.) (k) Sh.I. We stickit hir [a boat] att far

enough, an' he's [it's] ebbin', so lat her tak' on, Sh. News (July 3,

1897) ; (J . S. )
(I) n.Sc. He'll tak' on to the town loan Fan she takes

on her fickie fickie, Buchan Ballads (1828) I. 250, ed. 1875. (m)

Bnff. 1 (h) w.Yks. (J.W.) Cor. I took on a new servant yesterday

(M.A.C.); Cor. 3 Carriers attend and offer prices for work, the

lowest being taken on, i.e. engaged. Driving ends, excavating,

&c. are let in the same way, the men who will do it for least

per fathom being taken on. (18, a) Cai. Engaged her to take on

with him, Andrews Bygone Ch. Life (1899) 180. n.Yks.14
,

ne.Yks. 1 w.Yks.1 Shoe'l tack on wi ony body. Oxf. I won't

take on with that job at any price (CO.). Suf. I'd like to see

myself a takin' on with you chaps, Betham-Edwards Mock

Beggars' Hall (1902) 148. Dor. The widow Fiander be a-takin'

on wi' the new love before she is off wi' the old, Francis Fiander's

Widow (1901) pt. 11. vii. (6) n.Ir. She wur terbly taen on wi'

M°Gurk, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 93. N.I. 1 They're greatly

taken on with him. (19, a) Ayr. I had to content mysel' with

takin't oot in fother for my horse, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887)

121. w.Yks. (J.W.), Oxf. (G.O.) w.Som.1 I zells my butter to

Mr. into shop ; but I baint gwain to no longer, cause I never

can't get]no money,[I am] always forced to take it out. (b) w.Yks. 1
,

Nhp. 1 War. 3 Take out those accounts from the day book and let

me see them. w.Som.1 Take out Mrs. Jones's bill to once. (c)Kcd.

Bids them a' 'tak'oot their drams,'Grant £0)15(1884) 71. Rnf.Tak'

out yer toothfu', Clark Rhymes (1842) 20. (d) Don. Phelim tuk

out to the fair, Pearson's Mag. (May 1900) 478. n.Yks.2 (e) Wm.
Kitty took it [her lover's death] terribly out, Briggs Remains

(1825) 57. (20) Abd. Ye never saw sic trash : to tak it out frae

R M But troth we'll need to gie him o'er, He's really sic

a fash, Beattie Parings (1801) 31, ed. 1873. (21) Cum.4 It teukk

owerbet'Cleugh-gill, Dickinson Lamplugh{ 1856) 6. w.Yks. (J.W.)

(22) Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks.1
, ne.Yks.1 w.Yks. Ah hevn't ta'en tul 't

yit, onyhah, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 5, 1898). (23, a) Sh.I. Da
strangers rose an' gied oot, takin' tu da door efter dem, Ollason
Mareel (1901) 84. Abd. Fan yer throu' jist tak' ye tee the yettie

ahin ye, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 83. (b) Shr. 2 The bum took

to him clos agen the Bridge, (c) War. 2 We shall take to the other

house next week. Shr. 1 'E'll tak to the farm at Lady Day;
Shr.2 Tak to it as nest Newyus day. w.Som. 1 'Tis all a-signed

'bout takin' o' the farm ; but they baint gwain to take to 'im 'gin

Lady-day. id) w.Yks.3 He's nowt to tak to. s.Lan.1 They
hannot getten mitch to tak' to, 29. Suf. Give me something to

take to (C.L.F.). Ess. I haven't enough to take to (S.P.H.). (?)

n.Yks.2 They teuk tiv him. (/) War.2 I'm gooin' to tek to

Sarah's little boy, now the father's dead. Shr. 1 Uncle Ben said

'e'd take to one ; an' then the three others tooken to the rest.

Glo. Very good it wur o' the parson to take to the child,

Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) ii. w.Som. 1 Her know'd 'twadn

'er own calve, and 'er never widn take to un. (g) w.Cy. Grose
(1790). (h) Shr. 2 He had her afore I took to her. (i) n.Cy.

Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) n.Yks. (I.W.) w.Yks. Aye, Ah'll

tak' to that, Leeds Merc. Suppl. fjuly 1, 1889) ; w.Yks. 1
,
Nhp. 1

,

Hnt. (T.P.F.) (/) Not.1 Lei. 1 Nivver wur so took-to in all my
loife. (k) Nhp. 2 A's got took-to finely with them ship a bote this

marnin. (I) Lan. He'll be takken-to when he comes a-whoam !

He'll scarce know what to think on' t, Longman's Mag. (1896) 262.

Chs. Th' sheep stealin gawfin were just as much takken to as

aw were, Croston Enoch Crump (1887) 15. s.Chs. 1 Ahy woz
too-kn too wen ahy seed im ston-din ut)th doour, un mey thingk'in

ee wilz i Liverpool au - dhu weyl. s.Stf. He was soo took tu at

seein' her, he hadner a word to say, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann.

(1895). War.2
; War. 3 I never was so took to. Shr. 1 I never

wuz so took to in all my life w'en I 'eard they wun gwun clane

away. Glo. 1 Oxf.1 MS. add. Sur.1 Sus.1 I was quite took-to

when you come in. I.W. 2
I thought he'd be took to zomewhen

or nother. Dor. 1 He's a-took-to at laste then, (m) Dev. You
was took-to, young feller, Pulman Sketches (1842) 150, ed. 1871.

(24, a) w.Yks. I wer bidden, an they wer to take up at three

(A.C.). (A) Cor. (M.A.C.) ; The basin of clotted cream,—which
had been ' taken up' with unusual care, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng.

(1865) 375, ed. 1896 ; Cor.3 We scald our cream so that it rises in

a thick solid mass at the top of the pan. It is a great point to

take this up in a neat unbroken piece to fit the basin in which

it is served at table. It is done with a special skimmer, thin, flat,

round, and perforated, (c) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (d) Dor. It was the

season for ' taking up ' the meadows, Hardy Tess (1891) 253, ed.

1895 ;
(C.V.G.) (e) s.Not. Bill's tekkin up for Mester Brown

(J.P.K.). (/) Som. I aimed to gie up a-working undergroun'

an' take up a bit o' lan', maybe, an' live out in the light,

Raymond Men o' Mendip (1898) ix. [Aus. We want it took up
on a proper lease, Longman's Mag. (Nov. 1901) 17.] (g) S. &
Ork. 1 (h) ne.Lan.1

, Chs.1 s.Chs. 1 Dhi aad'n taak- tip u ruk u

mim-i wen dhi wen-tn tu)th plai's, tin dhiir)z ii daayt iv dhi)n

got-n streyt yet. Wil. He was obliged ... to ' take up '—i.e. to

borrow— a thousand pounds, Jefferies Hodge (1880) I. 65. («')

w.Som. 1 We've a tookt up the Magnet 'is tain year. (_/') Kcd. He
got a beggin' paper drawn . . . An' took a soud o' siller up,

Grant Lays (1884) 9. (k) Suf.1 (/) Sh.I. He's [it's] takin' him
up i' da wadder, Sh. News (Oct. 16, 1897). Gall. The weather's

taking up now, For yonder is the weather-gaw, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 468, ed. 1876. Nhb.1 Lakel. 2 Ah wish t'wedder

wad tak up. Cum.2
; Cum. 4 It'll seun tak up, for't wind's gaan

roond. n.Yks.12 ; n.Yks.4 If it dizn't tak up seean, t'hay '11 be

nut wo'th leading. e.Yks.1 We've had a lang spell o' wet, bud

weather seems ti be takkin up noo. w.Yks.2 ne.Lan. 1
,
s.Lan. 1

,

Chs.13 , Stf. 1
, nw.Der.1

, Not.1 n.Lin. 1 It raain'd iv'ry daay e'

Maay-munth, but when Jewne cum'd it took up. Rut. 1 Lei.1 It

lukes loike tekkin oop fur a frosst. Nhp.1 If, after * thaw, there

is an appearance of renewed frost, it is said, ' The frost will not go

yet, it will take up again.' War.2 Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc.

(1876). Hnt. (T.P.F.), Ess. 1
, Wil.1 Dor. It be a-goin to take up

to-night, Francis Fiander s Widow (1901) pt. I. x. (m) Per.

Gin ye dinna tak yersel' up, she'll ne'er be yours ava !
Cleland

Inchbracken (1883) 242, ed. 1887. Wgt. Awake tae a sense o' yer

shame ; Tak' up, and ye'll soon get anither bit hame, Fraser

Poems (1885) 143. Don. Isn't it the rammed shame for ye, ye

oul' grey-headed reprobate, . . that ye wouldn't think of takin'

yerself up ? Macmanus Bend of Road (1898) 228. n.Yks.1 He's

nobbud bin a ragally chap ; bud mebbe he'll tak' oop yet ; n.Yks.24 ,

Chs.3 , nw.Der.1 s.Not. P'raps she'll tek up a bit now it's warmer

(J.P.K.). Suf. 1Ah—yah
—

'a mah take up binebine—tha's nowoo in

'em as yit. (n) Sc. (AW.) w.Yks. He's alius takin' me up i' mi talk
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(S.K.C.) ; To take one up in an argument is to beat them therein

;

also to remind them especially of something of an unpleasant

character. ' Ah'd a goa at him on t'Reights o' Woman, an' then

Ah teuk him up abaht t'Local Veto,' Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 8,

1899). War. 2 Shr. 1 Well, yo' nee'na tak' one up so sharp,

jest gi'e a body time to spake. Yo' touden the paas'n wrang,
Molly—but I didna like to tak yo' up afore 'im. w.Som. 1 Well,

you no 'casion vor to take anybody up so short
;
you mid harky gin

anybody 've a-zaid what they got to zay. (0) Lan. They'd taen

up th moorside, Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) I. 40. svv.Lin. 1

He took up the street as hard as he could go. (p) Sc. I gied him
several hints, but he coudna, or woudna, tak me up (Jam.).

s.Sc. Ye had juist taen up the tale wrang, Wilson Tales (1839)
v - 55- (?) Oxf-

1 MS. add. (r) Abd. Aw hear the skweel's takin'

up neist week, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Nov. 1, 1902). (s) Nrf.

' Dew she [a wherry] take up much, Breezer?' 'She dew suck

a little juice inter her 'tween wind and water,' Longman's Mag.
(Nov. 1902) 42. (25) Sc. He's just real taken up about the

lad, Keith Lisbelh (1894) vi. Sh.I. He wis awfil taen up aboot

his midder, Sh. News (Oct. 20, 1900). Frf. I dinna care to

mention it, but the neighbours is nat'rally taen up aboot it, Barrie
Thrums (1889) vii. (26) w.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan. 1 Cor. When John
come home, like a husband always should, he took up for his

wife, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 318, ed. 1896. (27) s.Dev.

They'm powerful took up in them pickters, Longmans Mag.
(igoi) 44. (28) s.Wor. A wuz alius took up ov 'em [bees],

Vig. Mon. in Berrow's Jrn. (Oct. 1897). (29) Lnk. It took

upon her hameart heart, An' she begoud to spew, Murdoch
Doric Lyre (1873) 53. (30, a) Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Takkin' up wi'

a lipper laek Donal' ? Sh. News (May 28, 1898). Frf. When a man
o' forty tak's up wi' an auld hizzy o' sixty, Willock Rosetiy Ends
(1886) 37, ed. 1889. Per. For this end [she] took up wi' Johnny,
Spence Poems (1898) 184. Ayr. Grannie Dickson, the howdie,
who had ta'en up with him in his younger days, Service Dr.
Duguid (ed. 1887) 113. Gall. To tak' up wi' a silly partan o' a

bairn like this, Crockett A. Mark (1899) xx - * r- She's very apt

to ha' took up wid somebody else, Barlow East unto West (1898)

193. Uls. He'll be taking up with some one else before the

[marriage] day, Hamilton Bog (1896) n. Cum. 3 Does t'e think

I'll tak up wid Ann Dixon's oald sheun? 41; Cum. 4 n.Yks. 4

He'll tak up wi' onny lass. e.Yks.1
, w.Yks. (J.W.) Der. Hoo

tuk up wi' th' chap fro' Gressbrook Dale, Gilchrist Peakland

(1897) 165. Not.1 n.Lin.1 Why, squire, I niver thoht as you'd
hev taa'en up wi' him. Lei.1

, War. 3 s.Wal. If Johnnie George
hadn't took up with me, Longman's Mag. (Dec. 1899) 144. Oxf.

She'll take up with any new face (G.O.). Brks. Jim be wunnerful
changed sence a took up wi' they, Hayden Round our Fill.

(1901) 168. Ken. I'd as lief see her take up with him as with
any one, Longman's Mag. (Feb. 1897) 377. Dor. He's took up
wi' Rosie now, has he? Francis Pastorals (1901) 269. Som.
I've never been able to please ee since you took up wi' her so

thick, Raymond Men 0' Mendi'p (1898) viii. w.Som. 1 Cor. The
giant's last wife . . . thought it the wisest course to ' take up ' at

once with Tom, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 59, ed. 1896.
[Amer. It can't be you're thinking of taking up with David Prince ?

Cent. Mag. (Oct. 1882) 827.] (b) e.Sc. He began to look at Beauty,
an' it was plain he was gey taen up wi' her, Strain Elmslie's
Drag-net (1900) 21. Per. It's thriving weel, its leaves is green,
and it's like to be a paying crop wi' fruit, and he's fair ta'en up
wi' it, Sandy Scott (1897) 31. Fif. Some o' us is that ta'en up
wi' oor particklar kirk, we fair forget our neebour ! Heddle
Marget (1899) 4. Ir. He'd be apt to ha' tuk up wid somebody
else and let your lesson pass, Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 88.

n.Yks. He was sair teean up wi' t'presents (I.W.). w.Yks. (J.W.)
Lan. Aw'm most takken up wi these styem engines, Clegg
David's Loom (1894) ii. Lei. 1 A's that took up wi' them crowlin'
things. War.3 s.Wor. He was quite took up 'uv my John,
Porson Quaint Wds. (1875) 10. Brks. The young 'mis be so
took up wi' one another, Hayden Thatched Cottage (1902) 193.
Ken. I never see a girl so took up with a chap as she was with
him, Longman's Mag. (July 1891) 268. Dor. They be all took up
wi' theirselves—never a thought for we, Cornh. Mag. (Sept. 1900)
311. Som. I can't think why you be so much a-tookt up wi'
he! Raymond Sam. and Sabina (1894) xii. w.Som. 1 Our Jim's
terr'ble a-tookt up way raidin. Dev. You're terrible took up wi'
my brother Tom, Baring-Gould Idylis (1896) 222. (c) Ir. Ne'er
a raisonable body'd ever ha' took up wid the notion of livin' that-

a-way, Barlow Shamrock (1901) 38. (31, a) Sc. The kill took
low, and the mill likewise took wi't, Steamboat (1822) 347 (Jam.).
(A) Sc. I didna tak wi' him (Jam.). Cld. (16.) Ayr. Nanny Fulton
was so ta'en with the sturdy reaver, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887)

9 e.Yks. Jack seems to be takken wi Smith lass (R.S.). w.Yks.

Tha'rt ower ta'en wi' thi' fancy man, Snowden Tales Wolds (1893)

vii. n.Lan. T'auld body was takken wi' a bit o' finery, Wilson

Bacca Oueen (1901) 14. Chs. Chs. N. (f Q. (1881) I. 173 !
Chs.i

Aw'm no ta'en wi' him, aw con tell the. Der. Took wi a devil s

fine cloathes an' rings, Gilchrist Milton (1902) 16. Dor. First he

were quite took wi' the notion, Francis Fiander's Widow (1901)

pt. 11 iii. Dev. I beant a bwoy no longer, tu be takken wi' a

show, Longman's Mag. (Feb. 1899) 335- if) Sc -
lt is sal

.

d th
?j

corn has not ' tane wi' ' when it has not sprung up ; a tree is said

to be beginning to ' tak' wi' ' when it begins to take root (Jam.).

(d) n.Sc. Nabody's taen wi' that buke yet (*'».). Abd. Now that

the child was born, Jock . . . desired to know articulately from the

man himselfwhether he was to tak' wi"t an' pay for't, Alexander

Ain Elk. (1882) 221. Per. She having sworn that it was his only,

he took with the bairn, Maidment Spottiswoode Miscell. (1844-5)

II. 248. Lnk. No even your bystarts to my bairn, for he'll ne'er

tak wi"t, Graham Writings (1883) II. 18. (e) Sc. I was not

drunk.; I'll no tak wi' that (Jam.). Per. ' Will yetak'wi"t then?'

asked the keeper. ' I maun,' said Tam, Haliburton Furth in

Field (1894) 85.

2. Comb. (1) Take-away, a capacity for eating ; an
appetite

; (2) -bannets, a game ; see below
; (3) -off, (a)

a satirical valentine
;

(b) a mimic ; a satirist ; a punster
;

(4) -on, a woman living with a man who is not her hus-

band
; (5) -up, (a) a boy's leather ' sucker ' (q.v.)

;
(b)

a tuck. ,

(1) w.Yks. 1 Ournewsarvant's a good tack-away. s.Chs. 1 Ee)z
u rae -r taak--uwee', aan-i-aay ; un sey dhti mee't fiz ee put aayt u

seyt fit siip ur, yu)d thingk- ee)d bin tlemt fur ii fau-rtnit. Nhp.1

Our servant has got a famous tack-away. War.2 That lad's got a

pretty good take away ; War.3 He has a fairly good take-away.
Shr. 1 That chap's a rar' tak-away, 'e ete two cantle o' suppin' fur

'is supper, an' a great lownder o' bread an' cheese. (2) Knr. A
game in which wads or pledges are deposited on both sides, which
are generally bonnets ; and the gaining party is that which carries

off, one by one, all the wads belonging to that opposed to it (Jam.).

(3, a) s.Not. She hed three vollentines, but they were all tek-offs

(J.P.K.). (6) Sc. (Jam.) N.I. 1 Dear! but you're a sore take off.

Cum. 1 *, n.Yks.1 2 e.Yks.i MS. add. (T.H.) (4) Cam. (E.W.P.)
(5, a) Lan. Leathern ' tak'-ups ' for sucking up stones, Brierley
Cast upon World (1886) i. s.Lan.1 We'n stick true to t'other like

a tak'-up to a dur-flag, 32. (0) Dmf., Gall. (Jam.)
3. Phr. (1) be taen dem wha laiks, whoever may have

taken them
; (2) to be ill taken, to be anxious, disturbed, or

mentally upset
; (3)

—

taken (away, to die; (4)
— back, to

be taken aback, to be surprised, startled; (5)
— bad or

badly, to be taken ill
; (6)

—

by the face, to be put to the
blush

; (7)
—for death, to be seized with a mortal illness

;

(8) — °ff> see (3) ; (9) — on one, to be taken from one by
death

; (10) — to the door, to be taken by surprise
; (n)— worse, to be suddenly seized with illness

; (12) to be well
taken out or (up) with, to be popular ; to receive much
attention; (13) to take a bite, to partake of food; (14) —a
breath, to recover one's breath

; (15) — a Burford bait, to
make a greedy meal; (16) —a draw of one's pipe, to
smoke

; see Draw, 36
; (17) — a heave, a tin-mining term :

to lose the trace of a vein of metal by the shifting of the
earth

; (18) — a person, to take a person's bet
; (19) —a

prayer, to offer up a prayer
; (20) — a spot, to take a situa-

tion; (21) — a talking to, to rebuke severely; (22) —
amends of, to punish

; (23) — bad, to take ill
; (24) — badly

with, to dislike, to get on badly in work, &c.
; (25) — bite

and sup, see (13) ; (26) — boggart or the boggart, to take
fright; used esp. of animals; (27) —by the hand, to
patronize, assist

; to marry ; see Hand, 2 a (44) ; (28) —
by the head, to intoxicate

; (29) — by the heart, (a) to gain
the affections

;
(b) to affect ; to overcome by emotion

;

(30 — by the large, to take as a whole
; (31) — company, to

walk out together when courting; to 'keep company'-
(32) — count of, to pay heed to, to regard; (33) —day
about, to work on alternate days; see Day-aboot, s.v.

ly '
X (7 'J3^~ mse

'
t0 be quiet

; (35)
—fat, to take

offence
; (36) —fear, see below

; (37) —foot or one's feet,
to take one's departure, to make off; (38) —from a per-
son, to inherit from a person, to derive by heredity (39)—good-bye, good-night, &c. of or with, to say good-bye,
&c. to

; (40) —harm, to suffer harm; (41) —hold, (a) to
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undertake an office, &c. ; to help in any work or duty

;

(6) to catch fire ; (42) — hold on, (a) to cause pain or
illness ; to move ; to affect painfully

;
(b) of the soil : to

exhaust
; (43) — ill, see (5) ; (44) — ill with, see (24) ; (45)— tn one's own hand, obs., to make free with ; to use no

ceremony with
; (46) — in over one's chair and sit down,

see below
; (47) — in the preacher, see below

; (48) — it

favourable, to take it as a favour
; (49) — it ill out, to take

offence
; (50) — it to do, {a) to take it in earnest

;
(b) see

below; (51)
— it tul oneself, to accept an innuendo

; (52)— it with a finger, see below
; (53)

—joy, to be pleased
;

(54) — law on, to take legal measures against ; see Law,
s^.1 2 (10) ; (55) — neighbourhood, to accept assistance

;

(56) — nicks at, to take aim at
; (57) — occasion of, to take

advantage of; to befool
; (58) — offa person, see (38) ; (59)— off of one'sfeet, see (37) ; (60) — on hand, to undertake

;

(61) — one, to be necessary for one ; to require an effort

for one
; (62) — one above the knee, &c, of water : to reach

above the knee, &c.
; (63)— one in over, to call to account

;

to bring to trial
; (64) — one in the head, of an idea, &c.

:

to come into one's head
; (65) — one till, to try one's hand

at anything ; to begin upon a job ; to exert oneself, make
an effort

; (66) — one to the knees, &c, see (62) ; (67) — one
with, to require from one

; (68) — one's bag of bones home,
to depart, ' get out

' ; (69) — one's bed or the bed, to go to

bed, esp. on account of illness
; (70) — one's breath, to

deprive of breath; (71) — one's civil, to take one's
departure without ceremony ; see Civil, 1 ; (72) — one's

death, to be seized with a mortal illness ; to expose one-
self to death

; (73) — one's eye, to meet the gaze of one
;

(74) — one's (fair) end at a person, to be amused at him
;

(75) — one'sfling, to do as one likes
; (76) — one's fun off

a person, see (74) ; (77) — one's hands off, to decline or
repudiate a bargain

; (78) — one's harry, to take one's
time ; to wait

; (79) — one's kite, see (37) ; (80) — one's

length, to stretch out at full length; (81)— one's pumps off,

to lay aside all restraint
; (82)— one's purpose, to do as one

thinks fit
; (83) — one's push, to go away ; (84) — one's

wind, (a) see (70); (b) see (14) ; (85) — oneself (again, (a)

to correct one's language ; to recall what one has begun
to say; (b) to bethink oneself; to recollect something
which induces a sudden change of conduct; (86) — one-

self out ofa society, to leave a society
; (87) — order for, to

provide for or against
; (88) — over short, to take up one's

words too severely; (89)— rheumatics, to get rheumatism

;

(90) — scathe, see (40) ; (91) — sick, see (5) ; (92) —
strength, to regain strength

; (93) — that way, to behave in

a certain way
; (94) — the air, (a) to go out for an airing

;

(b) of frost : to turn to rain
; (95) — the better of, to get the

better of; to cheat; (96) — the Book (up, to hold family
prayers

; (97)— the cow, to lose heart
; (98) — the door, (a)

to shut the door
;

(b) see (68) ; cf. Door, sb. 2 (9) ; (99)
—

the door over one's head, to leave a room
; (100) — the floor,

(a) to stand up ready to dance
; (b) to walk

;
(c) a skittle-

playing term : see below; (101) —the foot, of a child: to

begin to walk; (102) — the frunts, see (35); (103)

—

the

gap, to yield, to give in ; to beat a retreat
; (104) — the

hunger, to become hungry
; (105) — the lanes, to rent the

right of grazing the highways and by-lanes of the sur-

veyors of highways; (106) — the nearest, to take the
shortest way

; (107) — the pot, obs., to take the scum off

the liquor in a pot
; (108) — the road, — road, or to the road,

to set out or resume a journey ; to become a vagrant; (109)
— the sands, to flee the country ; to take safety in flight

;

(no)— the shine off
of,

to excel; (in)— the stadh, to become
restive; (112) — the wife, to marry; (113) — through
hands, (a) to reprimand ; see Hand, 2 (45) ;

(b) to under-
take

; (114) — till it, to acknowledge, admit; to confess;

(115) — till one, to apply a censure to oneself; (116) — to

church, to marry; (117) — to do, to rate, reprove; see

Doing, 4 (2) ;
(118) — to one, see (115) ; (119) — to one's

beaters, to run away ; (120) — to oneself, (a) to take a hint

;

to apply to oneself
;

(b) to take everything or too much
;

to steal
; (121) — to the books, to take to reading

; (122) —
to the heather, obs.,to live as an outlaw on the moors; (123)
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— under hands, see (60) ; (124) — up mould and stone, obs.,
to take permanent possession

; (125) — up the psalm, to
start a psalm ; to act as precentor

; (126) — upon one, to
assume airs of importance

; (127) — well, to be attractive;
to command a good price or ready market

;
(128) — with

it, to feel
; to regard it

; (129) — with one, to drink with
one

; (130) — with the ground, of plants : to begin to thrive
after a temporary delay; (131) — witness, to charge to
bear witness

; (132) when a thing takes one, when one feels
inclined to do anything.

(1) Sh.I. Da shaeves is awa, be taen dem wha laeks, Sh. News
(Oct. 14, 1899). (2) s.Lan. 1 Hoo's ill ta'en abeawt loazin' that
chylt. (3) Sc. If I sud be ta'en awa' afore I see ye again, Ford
Thistledown (1891) 97. Ayr. What if it should be ta'en awa' before
it was kirstened ? Johnston Glenbuckie (1889) 107. Don. She
suffered terrible, the crathur, afore she was tuck, Macmanus Bend
of Road (1898) 240. Nhb. Bein' ta'en sae sudden-like, Pease
Mark o' Deil (1894) 25. Wm. Took he was—took in the pride o'

his prime, Ollivant Owd Bob (1898) i. w.Yks. (J.W.) Der.

Gilchrist Nicholas (1899) 16. n.Lin. 1 Buried is he ? Well, I thoht
'at he'd be tooken afoore long when [I] seed him last Scotter-shaw.
s.Cxf. You never knows when you may be took, Rosemary
Chiltcrns (1895) 65. Brks. What hever thee'll do, Thomas, when
I be took, Hayden Round our Fill. (1901) 87. Ess. They were
my mother's, and I got 'em when she was took, Burmester John
Lott (1901) 51. w.Sus. My wife was took two years ago, Gordon
Vill. and Doctor (1897) 105. Dor. He were took very unexpected,
Francis Fiander's Widow (1901) pt. 1. i. Som. Not since poor
mother were a-tookt, Raymond Men n' Mendip (1898) i. Dev.
O'Neill Idyls (1892) 11. Cor. Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 271.

(4) w.Yks. Ah wor reight ta'en back when Ah seed him comin',

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 29, 1898). Dev. I never was so took back
in my life, WindsorMag. (Apr. 1900) 738. (5) Sc. (A.W. ) w.Yks.
Yond childmud be takken badly ageean,HARTLEYi5/ac^!ioo/(i883)i 1.

I.Ma. Tuk very bad, Brown Doctor (1887) 4. Der. Hoo were took
bad wi' the bronkittus, Gilchrist Milton (1902) 22. Not. She's took
very badly, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 282. Lei. 1

, Brks. 1 Ess. I'm

tuk so wonderful bad with the lumbago, Burmester John Lott

(1901) no. Wil. I were took so bad that time, Tennant Vill.

Notes (1900) 63. Dev. Poor Kitty Comer was ' took bad ' more
than a week ago, O'Neill Idyls (1892) 33. Cor. He's took bad,

Lee Widow Woman (1899) 35. (6) Lan. (Hall.) (7) s.Oxf. He's
main an' bad, and I believe as ee's took for death, Rosemary
Chilterns (1895) 163. n.Wil. (E.H.G.) (8) Lnk. Peter an' Kate
were taen off, ane by ane, An' auld Janet was left by the ingle her
lane, Watson Poems (1853) 32. (9) Ir. Me poor father was tuk

on us. . . And we waked him and buried him, Barlow Ghost-bereft

(1901)45. (10) s.Lan. 1 (n) Brks.1 Sur. 1 A person seized with
illness is universally said ' to be took worse.' Dev. 3 (12) Sc.

This must be viewed as primarily denoting the attention paid to

one in the way of frequent invitations (Jam.). Nhb. Tom, there-

fore, was a general favourite, being 'well ta'en up wi,' Newc. Dy.
Leader (Jan. 1, 1897) 5, col. 2. e.Dur. 1 (13) Ayr. Ye wudna
mind me asking him to tak a bite wi us o' what was gaun, John-
ston Congalton (1896) 87. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) (14) Ayr.

Pedlar chaps . . . Here aft sit doon to tak a breath, White Jottings

(1879) 189. (15) Oxf. Murray Hndbk. Oxf. (1894) 202. (16)

Sc, Ir. (A.W.) I.Ma. You'll be takin' a draw of your pipe,

which I see in your coat pocket, Rydings Tales (1895) 25 ;
(S.M.)

(17) Cor. 1
; Cor.2 A mineral lode is said to ' take a heave ' when a

' fault ' has shifted or broken its course. (18) Sc. (A.W.) Nhb.
' I'll . . . gie thoo 3 to 1.' < I'll tak' thoo,' I says. ' An' I'll tak"

thoo,' says he, Pease Mark 0' Deil (1894) 90. w.Yks. (J.W.)

(19) I.Ma. When the Pazon heard it he fell on his knees and he
took a shockin prayer, Brown Doctor (1887) 82. (20) e.Yks.1

(21) e.An.1 I wish, sir, you would be so good as to send for my
Tom into your study, and take a talking to him ; I hope ta would
daunt him. (22) Ayr. It was an awfu' like trick an' ane we could

been ta'en amen's o', Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 204. (23)

N.I. 1 (24) Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks. He tacks badly wi't (I.W.).

(25) Nhb. We'll tak' bite and sup thegither, Clare Love of Lass

(1890) I. 13. (26) w.Yks. Jim Baldwin's horse 's ta'en t'boggard,

an' it's goane dahn Wilsdin like mad, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 5,

1898). Lan. That seet him off as tho' he'd taen boggart, Kay-
SHUTTLEWORTHS«J?-srf«/e(i86o)I.56. (27)Sc.(A.W.),n.Yks.2 (28)

Yks. It took [ti-h'k] him by fhead (C.C.R.). n.Yks.12 w.Som.1 I

never didn drink but about of a pint o' it, but I'll be darned if I

wadn most a-tookt by th' head. (29, a) n.Yks.2 You mun first tak

her by t'heart, an then tak her by t'hand. (b) n.Yks. 1 So :—give
na mair, she's got her part ; She's weak ; 'twill take her by the

D
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heart, Joco-Ser. Disc. 49. w.Yks. (C.C.R.) (30) Gall. Ye had
cuttit yoursel' faa'in' doon thae dreadsome rocks, an' ta'en by the

large, ye werena bonny to look upon, Crockett Dark o' Moon
(1902) 90. (31) Dev. When young fanners first begin to walk out,

their usual mode of address is, ' Will you take company, my
pretty ?

' Reports Provinc. (1902). (32) Sur. Folk here don't take

much 'count on he, Bickley S^?-. Hills(itigo) II. xv. Som. Nobody
took much count of this slip of a maid, Raymond No Soul (1899) 29.

(33) Sc. (A.W.) Nhb. Aw tuik for some time day about, Wilson
Pitman's Pay (1843) 30. (34) I.Ma. He couldn' never take aise

couldn' that chap, Brown Doctor (1887) 141. (35) w.Yks. If a

playmate take offence at another, he will cross or clasp his little

fingers, and, with outstretched hands, will snappishly cry out,
' Tak' fat an' lean, An' niver speyk to me agean.' The one to

whom the remark is uttered then understands that enmity exists

between them, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 29, 1898). (36) Cor. 3

There are occasional cases of miners who suddenly—with or with-

out evident reason—contract a sudden horror of working under-
ground. It is said of such a man, ' He took fear.' (37) Sc. The
children took their bare feet and went to the sands, Glasgow
Herald (Apr. 3, 1899). Kcd. Meerie's men took fit an' ran Whene'er
they saw the lowe, Grant Lays (1884) 29. (38) Ayr. A bit shilpit

callan' of Laird Speckie's, who took the sma' banes from the
mother of him, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 123. (39) Abd.
Now, Johnny, tak good nicht o's an' rin awa to yer bed (G.W.)

;

At the gude nicht taking with sum strangers from Edinburgh,
o/. 185. od., Abd. Burgh Pec. (40) Ir. He's took no harm, only
the pair of thim's frightened out of their sivin sinses, Barlow
Shamrock (1901) 55. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) (41, a) n.Yks.1 He
wur ex'd t'stan' judge, last Cattle Show ; bud he wur desper't shy
o' takkin'ho'd. w.Yks. Ah teuk ho'd an' helped him wi' his books
hauf-an-hahr or more, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 29, 1898). (b)

n.Yks. T'kindlin' tacks hod (I.W.). w.Yks. (J.W.) (42, a)

n.Lin.1 I could n't ha' beleaved 'at onythingwo'd ha' took hohd on
him as bairn's death did. When wind fra th' east cums in at that
kitchen door it taks hohd o' me sorely I can tell ye\ (b) n.Yks.
Lahn tacks hod o't land sair (I.W.). n.Lin. 1 I alius reckon line

takes hohd on th' land moore then oht else we graw. (43) w.Sc.
Mrs. M°Farlane, puir pody, she teuks very ill, Carrick Laird of
Logan (1835) 79. Fif. It was promisin' braw when I took ill,

Robertson Provost (1894) 30. -w.Yks. (J.W.) Shr.2 Tane ill.

Hmp. He was took ill (H.C.M.B.). Dor. Be the maid took ill?

Francis Pastorals (1901) 30. Dev. He took ill hisself wi' burn-
gout, Phillpotts Striking Hours (1901) 155. (44) Sc. He took
very ill wi't at first; but he's beginning to tak better wi't now
(Jam.). Per. Weemen tak ill wi' changes when they're gettin' up
in years, Maclaren Auld Lang Syne (1895) 27. Slg. Ye'll tak
ill wi't for a wee while, but ye maun juist tak' things easy, Harvey
Kennethcrook (1896) 238. (45) Sc. To man I can be answerable :

and for God I will take him in my own hand, Walker Peden
(1727) 48 (Jam.). (46) Bnff.1 A phrase to signify that a person
has got everything prepared for him to settle him in trade, marriage,
&c. 'Nae thanks t'him for bein' weel aff ; he hid naething a-dee
fin he got that fairm bit tack in our's chair an' sit doon. Ony
bodie cud dee that.' (47) w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lin.1 A term used by
members of the Methodist bodies for giving hospitality, bed and
board, to the itinerant ministers. ' I wish you was convarted ; . .

it wad do you a power o' good, an' th' connection an' all, 'cause
then you'd tak' in th' preachers,' Peacock R. Skirlaugh (1870) II.

106. (48) Cor. Us takes it mighty favourable to see your butival
flags a hangin' out, Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 94. (49) e.Lth.

Ye needna tak it ill oot ; . . faithfu', ye ken, are the woun's o' a
frien', Hunter/. Inwick (1895) 200. (50, a) n.Lin. 1 He's straange
an' fierce oher the job, he's real taa'en it to do. (b) When a person
makes a series of blunders, or several misfortunes happen in
succession, he is said to have 'taa'en it to do.' 'Well, if you'll
beleave me, when I cum'd in fra th' barn, George hed tum'led
doon graainry steps, Sarah Ann hed cutten her sen, an' theare
was Polly, she'd fall'd doon wi' her head agean fender, an' I says,
"Well, really, Sarah Ann," says I, "I think all on y& mun ha'
taa'en it to do," ' ib. (51) Sc. (AW.), n.Yks. (I.W.) (52) Win. A
derisive phr. for those who require a great deal of persuasion—an
allusion to the method a very young calf is taught to feed on milk.
' Ah wad'nt bodder wid seek like, next thing they'll want ta tak it wi
a fingger mebby' (B.K.). (53) I. Ma. Allis in a friendly way with
them, and takin joy, Brown Yarns (1881) 219, ed. 1889. (54)
n.Lin. Boggard mun tek law on him, Peacock Tales and Rhymes
(1886) 67. (55) Cum.14 (56) Dmf. Standing tiding at the door-
pin, with Mistress Jennie taking nicks at us the while with her bit

dags, Hamilton'Mawkin (1898) 218. (57) Frf. Dinna ye try to
tak' occasion o' the minister, Inglis Ain Flk. (1895) 80; (J.B.)

(s8) Per. Ye tak' your leanness aff your mither, Haliburton

Dunbar (1895) 88. (59) Sh.I. When I wis flitted da kye, I took

aff o' my feet, an' fir da hill I set, Sk. News (July 2, 1898). (60)

e.Lth. I'll tak on han' to tell ye what your poseetion is, Hunter

/. Inwick (1895) 205. (61) Per. It just takes me no to run round

the town, Sandy Scott (1897) 12. Don. The bank will fall in to-

day and kill two men close beside you ; it'll take you to be on your

guard and watch well, Cornh. Mag. XXXV. 177. (62) Wgt. The

sea took him abune the knees, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 15. (63)

Sc. (Jam., s.v. Ourtane). (64) n.Yks. It teak him 1' t'head ti dea t

(I.W.). (65) Sh.1. Doo niver took dee till ta pit a handle ta da

bit o' fleeter. Sh. News (Feb. 10, 1900) ; Shu hed twise to tak till

her afore shu wan till her feet, ib. (May 15, 1897) ; (J.S.) (66)

Dev. Mrs. Coaker. . . walked slap through the stream, as took her

to the knees, Phillpotts Striking Hours (1901) 77. (67) Sh.I.

Hit 'ill tak him wi' a' his sense ta confuit dee, Sh. News (July 17,

1897). (68) w.Yks. A derisive phr. used to an ill-favoured person

whom it is intended to order away and insult at the same time.

' We want nowt wi' thah here, sooa tak thi bag o booans

hooam ' (B.K.)
;
(J.W.) (69) Sh.I. Shu cam hame frae da bridal,

an' took hir bed, an' niver wis oot fil shu wis taen oot ta be

streekit, Sh. News (Dec. 15, 1900). ne.Sc. He wud actually tak'

the bed an' gie up the ghost for my sake, Grant Keckleton, 10.

Edb. She fell sick and took her bed, Pennecuik Helicon (1720) 162.

Gall. To take his bed for some time after, being so stinged, Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 272, ed. 1876. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) (70)

Sh.I.Ta tink ipun it tak's mi breth, Da nesty snuls, Sh.NewsQan. 29,

1898). Elg. The thocht o' his wraith, . . Amaist took my breath,

Tester Poems (1865) 141. (7i)n.Cy. Ah waited tellAh wasstalled,

than Ah thowt Ah wad tak mi civil if ther was nowt tull it (B.K.).

(72) Don. When Father Eddy . . . took his death, the Bocca Fadh
was one ofthe pickedhalf-dozenwhowerestarted over the mountains
to fetch his brother, whom he wanted to see before he'd close his

eyes, Macmanus Bend ofRoad (1898) 138. w.Yks. (J.W.) Cor.

Tell Gunner Spettigew to put on his hat at once. Ask him what
he means by taking his death and disgracing the company, ' Q.'

Wandering Heath (1895) 43. (73) Ayr. It chane'd his new-come
neebor took his e'e, Burns Brigs ofAyr (1787) 1. 87. (74) Uls.

He looked so queer you would have taken your fair end at him
(M.B.-S.l. Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892). (75) n.Yks. They may
tak ther fling, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 38. w.Yks. (J.W.

)

(76) Wgt. He . . . determined to take his fun off him, Saxon Gall.

Gossip (1878) 58. (77) Chs. 1 He was to have had th' farm ; but
he took his hands off it, and then I took it. (78) Lan. Tay yer
hurry a minute an' we'll gooa wi ye (B.K.). Chs.13 (79) Nhb.1

(80) Slg. He'll tak their length wi' broken croon Upon the sod,
Buchanan Poems (1901) 36. (81) Ir. We took our pumps off,

Carleton Traits Peas. (ed. 1881) 102. (82) w.Yks. He gav him a
gooid sahnd threshing— ' nah,' he sez, ' thah can tak thi purpose,' an'
left him (B.K.). (83) w.Yks.Thah's done, tak thi push (A). (84, n)
Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks. He hat mysahd and teak my wind(I.W.). (b)ib.
Let t'horses rist and tack their wind (ib.). (85, a) Sc. (Jam.) ; He
said, ' But treason is fact,' and taking himself again, he said, ' It is
true, it is but treason in their judgment,' Thomson Cloud of Wit-
nesses(iin) 138, ed. 1871. (6)Sc(Jam.) Abd. When hunger now
was slaked a little wee, She takes hersel, and aff again she'll be,
Ross Helenore (1768) 30, ed. 1812. (86) n.Yks. He teak his sel
outo't'society(I.W.). (87) Sc.(A.W.) n.Cy. Grose (1790) Suppl.
(88) Abd. Gie's nae mair o' that ; Ye tak' the lad o'er short, Cock
Strains (1810) II. 132. (89) Nrf. I don't see why I should take
rheumatics, Forbes Odd Fish (1901) 17. (90) Lnk. The sheep tak'
nae skaith, Fraser Whaups (1895) xii. Edb. Benjie might
take skaith from the night air, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xiv.
(91) Ir. Thin the wife tuk sick, Barlow Bogland (1892) 58, ed.
1893. (92) n.Dev. Mary Amelia was slow to take strength and
one might zay that her niver rightly got back to herzulf again,
Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 244. (93) s.Hmp. I'm main glad
she ve a took that way, Verney L. Lisle (1870) xi. (94 a) Sc.
The tall gentleman who preferred to take the air at that untimely
hour Keith Indian Uncle (1896) 257. Edb. Out they gae a wee
to tak the air, Aikman Poems (1816) 171. Gall. A guid heartsome
evening to you, Betty 1 Ye are takin' the air? Crockett Kit
Kennedy (1899) 116. (b) Lnk. The chitterin' birdies patient wait

J°„
See
^°^Aak the air

>
John

[
Frost

]. Nicholson Idylls (1870)61.
Gall. (A.W.) Uls. The frost has taken the air (M.B.-S.). (9,)Lnk. I canna bear the thocht o'bein' ta'en the better o' a'thegither
by a perfect, even-doon scoun'ril, Fraser Whaups (r8gO m
(96) Gall. Had I bidden more at home o' nights and ever been at
the taking of the Book,' Crockett Love Idylls (1901) 308 : It washer father 'taking the book' up at Lochryan, ib. 227. (97)Cum * (98, a) Sc. She went out and did not take the door with
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her, Ramsay Remin. 100. Abd. ' Tak the door to ye, Mistress

Crathie,' indicating which side he wished it closed from, Mac-
donald Lossie (1877) lxiii. Ayr. Taking the door on my back I

left them, and the same night came off on the Fly to Edinburgh,

Galt Provost (1822) vii. (b) Abd. Some, by chance, the door

had took, Wha scarce cud see, Cock Strains (1810) I. 131. Lnk.

I baud Conscience tak' the door, An' leave me to my fancy,

Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 68. Edb. Mavius gave short salutes,

and took the door, Pennecuik Helicon (1720) 7. s.Lan.1
(99)

Sh.I. Withoot sayin' a word, ye may weel tink he wis blyte ta tak

da door ower his head as fas as he cud, Stewart Tales (1892) 70.

(100, a) Sh.I. A'm tinkin' hit wid a been da trid day afore dey wid

a' been able ta tak da flOre, Sh. News (Dec. 1, 1900). Kcb. When
at Can'lemas he took the floor He tripped to the lilt o' the chanter,

Armstrong Ingleside (1890) 216. Uls. I'm after inviting you to

take the flure with me, Hamilton Bog (1896) 89. (4) Rnf. A
towmont gane, or little mair, The wee things baith had ta'en the

flair, Young Pictures (1865) 51. (c) Nrf. The groom proposed

skittles at eventide. I was fortunate enough to take the floor the

first shot—you must strike the foremost pin on the right or left

cheek. Voila the secret, Emerson Lagoons (ed. 1896) 25. (101)

Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Lnk.He begins to tak the fit, Burning his hands,

and getting clyties, McIndoe Poems (1805) 40. (102) Cum. 3 Many
a fellow wad tak t'frunts if his wife spak till him i' that way, 19.

(103) s.Lan.1 (104) Don. He began to take the hunger, and when
he looked at the fine skillet of ripe strawberries he was carrying

home ... his teeth began to water, Macmanus Chim. Corners

(1899) 23. (105) n.Lin.1 (106) Ayr. She thro' the yard the

nearest taks, Burns Halloween (1785) St. 11. (107) Yks. I've

tane the pot (K.). (108) Sc. So ye hae taen the road again,

Scott St. Ronan (1824) xiv. Sh.I. Shu hed made up her mind fir

ta tak' da road, Ollason Mareel (1901) 9. Abd. Ready to tak'

road again, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 195. w.Sc. What garred

ye take the roadl Buchan Lost Lady (1899) 37. Lnk. Noo,

neebors, ance mair, wi' my stick i' my haun, I'll tak' to the road

—to the northward I'm gaun, Hamilton Poems (1865) 149. Rxb.

We took the road early next morning, Diedin Border Life (1897)

81. Ir. That same [vagrant] must be Nell o' Flynn, sorra a worse

ivir tuk the road, Lawson Sacrifice (1892) 176. (109) Sc. (Jam.

Suppl., s.v. Sands). Ayr. Auld-light caddies bure sic hands, That,

faith, the youngsters took the sands Wi' nimble shanks, Burns
W. Simpson (1785) St. 26. (no) Sc. (A.W.) Cum.1 He teuk

t'shine off o' t'rest; Cum.", w.Yks. (J.W.) (in) Ir. Some of the

young horses took the stadh, Carleton TraitsPeas. (ed. 1881) 58.

(112) Ayr. They tell me, Peter, ye're gaun to tak the wife, Service

Notandums (1890) 122. (113, a) Sc. (A.W.), Nhb. 1 n. Yks. They

teak him through hands (I.W.). (b) n.Yks. He teak t'job through

hands (I.W.). (114) w.Yks. As for mysen, I'Utaktul't an' mak' no

boans abaht it— I've been a reg'lar rascal, Cudworth Dial. Sketches

(1884) 12 ; Wi' ta tak' tull 't Ah seed tha 0' Monda' neeght ? Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (July 1, 1899) ; I tak tult, Yksman. (1878) 151, col. 2.

(115) Sc. (Jam.) (116) Suf. Honour bright, Priss, some day, I'll

take you to church, Betham-Edwards Mock Beggars' Hall (1902)

85. (117) e.An.1 (118) Sc. (Jam.) (119) N.I.1 (120, a) Sc.

(A.W.) n.Yks. David didn't at first tak Nathan's parable tiv his

sel (I.W.). (b) ib. Tack t'pie te yer sel [don't divide it]. He teak

tiv his sel [he stole] (ib.). (121) ne.Sc. Sin' I took to the buiks,

whether I like the place or no', I get on very weel, Grant
Keckleton, 133. (122) Gall. It became at last a word in Scotland

that. ' to take to the heather was to be in the way of getting

grace,' Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) xxvi. (123) n.Yks. He can

tack nowt onder hands (I.W.). (124) Sh.I. (J.S.) (125) Sc.

He tuke up the psalm in the kirk (Jam.). Bnff. To read in the

kirk and take up the psalm every Sabbath, Cramond Cullen Ann.

(1888) 39. Ayr. For ' taking up the Psalm,' Grey received an

allowance of £16 Scots per annum, Edgar Old Church Life (1886)

II. 107. (126) Abd. There's fowk 'at it sets weel to tak upo' them

!

Macdonald Lossie (1877) xv. (127) Sc. She's a braw lass an' taks

weel. Ne'er saw cowts tak better (Jam. Suppl.). (128) Abd. Foo

wud ye 'a ta'en wi't gin onybody had speer't that at you ? Alex-

ander Ain Flk. (1882) 77. (129) Ir. By my song, we took

decently with him, anyhow, Carleton Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) I.

65. (130) Sc. (Jam.) (131) Abd. With the approval of the police

sergeant, and the concurrence of certain persons inside the tent,

who had been ' ta'en witnesses,' Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 112.

(132) Sc. (A.W.) w.Yks. He'll do it when it takes him, and not

before (C.C.R.).

4. Used redundantly with and and another v. ;
in gen.

colloq. use.
Ir. Her cherished Nellie 'took and died onher'ofsome mysterious

malady, Barlow Shamrock (1901) 17. N.I. 1 Take an' do that at

once. w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Stf. He tak's an' gi'es her his hund
friendly like, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). sw.Lin.1 He took
and did. He took and went. Oxf. 1 Take and do it, MS. add.

Brks. Tuk and carried 'un down ther', Hughes Scour. White Horse

(1859) vi. Suf. Dew yew take and give me that 'ere (C.T.). Ken. 1

He'd better by half take and get married. Sur. 1 He'd better by
odds take and give up the farm. Hmp. Taake and goo long to bed
with, do, Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898) 18. Soni. Do take an'

speak out, Raymond Men o' Mendip (1898) xvi. Cor. To think that

they shud take an' rob A widder, Daniel Budget, 28. [Amer. He
took and hit him, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 212.]

5. To take root ; to grow.
ne.Lan.1 w.Som.1 I put on all the grafts, but they did'n take,

not one of them.

6. Of a lamb : to suck from a strange ewe.
Dor. Mistress and man were engaged in the operation of making

a lamb 'take,' which is performed whenever a ewe has lost her

own offspring, one of the twins of another ewe being given her as

a substitute, Hardy Madding Crowd (1874) xviii.

7. To sketch, draw. Not.1 Lei.1 A's tekkin' the choo'ch.

8. To marry ; to accept as husband or wife.

ne.Sc. Folks warna slack to say that I took him for the sake of

a couthie doonsit, Grant Keckleton, 10. Cai. I will take Robert

Oman,HoRNECo«(^o'»'*( l896) 128 - Frf.Wha did he tak? Barrie

Thrums (1889) iii. Slk. He maun look for perfection in the lass

that takes him, Thomson Drummeldale (1.901) 131. Kcb. Whun
women's silly aneuch tae tak men . . . they whiles hae a deal tae

pit up wi', Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 73. Dev. I've . . . axed

Mother Loney's maid to taake me, Pmi.i.-poTTsStrikingHours (1901)

162. Cor. The maidens mus be quait persest, For noan ov imin

wul take ther rest Ontil they take a man, Daniel Mary Anne's

Troubles, 9.

9. To enclose land. w.Yks.2 10. To charge ; to

accept as the price.

Sh.I. Kins doo what Jeemson is takkin' for hit da year ? Sh. News

(Apr. 20, 1901).

11. To cost time.
Frf. It'll tak's, I'm sure, to get them partit, Sands Poems (1833)

87. Lnk. Mony an hour stown frae her sleep My wifie they did

tak', Miller Willie Winkie (ed. 1902) 41.

12. Of fish : to rise to bait readily.

Sc. The trout '11 no tak ava the day (Jam. Suppl). n.Yks. 1

'Weel, d' they tak' at all, the moorn?' ' Neea matters. Ah rose

a few, yah bit, but they's gien ower agen ' ; n.Yks.4

13. Of water: to begin to freeze. Chs.13 14. To smite,

strike ; to deliver a blow.
Sc. I'll tak you over the head wi' my rung (Jam.). Sh.I. Taking

him a crack on the shin, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 51. Abd.

Took him on the chafts therewith, Ritchie St. Baldrcd (1883) 113.

Ayr. My grannie ... got haud o' the tangs, an' took them alang

my mother's cuits, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 202. Lnk. I

takes her a civil nap on the nose, Graham Writings (1883) II. 101.

Gall. A pebble . . . took Bowie Fleemister on the elbow joint,

Crockett A. Mark (1899) xii. N.I.1 A stone just took him in the

eye. n.Cy. N. cV Q. (1880) 6th S. i. 274. Nhb.1 He tyuk him sic

a bat. Ane tuik him on the heed. n.Yks. He teak him a bat ower

t'lug (I.W.) . w.Yks. Shoo dibbled [sic] up her neive as if shoo

worbahn ta tak ma between t'een, Hartley Clock Aim. (1874)31.

Nhp.2 I took him such a flick o' th' yead. Brks.1 I took un a knock

on the yead wi' this yer stick. Dev. It [bullet] took'n in the

shoulder, Norway Parson Peter (1900) 318.

15. To strike against ; to catch in.

Ayr. Something took his foot, and he stumbled and fell to the

ground, Galt Gilhaize (1823) xix. Lnk. When I got tae the door,

losh, ma fute took the mat, An' awa' I gaed sprauchlin' the tap o'

my hat, Thomson Leddy May (1883) 138. Dmf. His tae took

Nelly's corner stane, Whilk gart him i' the gutter grane, Quinn

Lintie (1863) 226. Lan. I think you'd better get on th' box and

see as Gib doesn't take th' stoop, Westall Birch Dene (1889) II.

58. e.An. 1 Driving a carriage arainst a large stone, or taking a

post in brisk motion.

16. To seize, as with pain or sudden illness ; to affect

;

to happen to.

Abd. What's ta'en ye the nicht, 'at ye speyk sae to me!

Macdonald Warlock (1882) 1. Dmf. What can hae ta'en ye— if I

may spier,—That ye suld bide i' the muirlan' here? Reid Poems

(1894) 181. Gall. What's ta'en ye, Rab, since ye gaed awa ?

Crockett Love Idylls (1901) 345. Ir. ' What's took me ?
'
he said,

with a start, Barlow Marlins Comp. (1896) 55. w.Yks. U;W.)

n Lin J It's a munth sin' I was taa'en, an' I've niver been oot bed

p 2
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sin'. Suf. 1 Ken. If you or me, Dimmick, was to be took with a

stroke or a fit, Cornh. Mag. (Jan. 1894) 56. w.Som. 1 The pain

tookt her in the back. Her was a-tookt fust in the zide, and tho

the pain urned all over her. Dev. I b'ain't sure but what death's

a-took me! Ford Postle Farm ( 1 899) 206. [Amer. A month or

two ago, when Peter was first took, Cent. Mag. (Feb. 1885) 554.]

17. To burn brightly. Cai.1 18. To blight ; to blast, as

if by witchcraft ; to infect.

w.Yks. (C.C.R.) Nhp. 1 'The potatoes are tacked again.' 'The
cankers have tacked the gooseberries and currants.' Particularly

applied to the early stage of consumption, ' He's tacked.' Applied

to the effect of heat or frost on vegetation. ' The frost has took

the greens.' 'The blight has took the apple trees.' War.2 The
frost took the blossoms last night. The blight has took the fruit

trees ; War.3 The blight in its course has taken the apple trees.

Shr. 2 The fly has taen the turmits. Hut. (T.P.F.), w.Cy. (Hall.)

19. To go ; to betake oneself to ; to frequent, haunt.
Abd. He taks the hill wi' gun an 1

tyke, Ogilvie/. Ogilvie (1902)

114. Frf. The body who took the hill for twelve hours on the day
Mr. Dishart, the Auld Licht minister, accepted a call to another
church, Barrie Thrums (1889) xv. Per. We took the braes, We
left the toun like hunted raes, Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 13.

Lnk. An eerie path . . . That thro' a plantin ta'en, Orr Laigh
Flic/its (1882) 11. Gall. He took through the door as if the dogs
had been after him, Crockett Standard Bearer (1898) 96. N.I. 1

They took down the old road. w.Yks. An when safe thear besuar
an' tack Throo Temple Bar, Tom Treddlehoyle Thowts (1845) 26.

s.Chs.1 Th)ky'aat- t<5ok aayt u dhu baa-rn tit u praat'i baat -

. Ey
took oa-r)dh ej. I. Ma. If there's ghoses takin anywhere it's in

trees it is, Brown Yarns (1881) 103, ed. 1889. War. The fox

was headed and took along the metals, EveshamJrn. (Dec. 11, 1897).

20. To undertake to do work ; to take a contract for.

Kcb. It was him took thae drains ; . . the factor's gaun tae tak

them fae him if they'r no dune next month, Trotter Gall. Gossip

(1901) 373. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Came and took 20 falls

of delving of me at a 11 shillings, Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 103.

w.Som.1 We tookt it to low. I widn take it again vor double the

money.
21. To contest ; to engage in combat.
w.Yks. We three 'II tak ye three, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 29,

1898). Oxf. (G.O.)

22. To acknowledge.
Wgt. He . . . said he wouldn't believe the wean was his, and

wouldn't take it when it was born, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 224.

23. To understand.
Abd. I hardly take ye . . . but I may, ifye will be plainer, Cobban

Angel (1898) 22. Slk. Do you take me? Hogg Tales (1838) 191,
ed. 1866. w.Yks. Ah teuk it soa (M.'B.). ne.Lan.1 Dev. ' Do
you take me ?

' Young Reed nodded, Phillpotts Sons of Morning
(1900) 161.

24. To think ; to take for granted ; to consider.
Sh.I. Even dan I tak', my lamb, Dey kenna whedder Shem, or

Ham, orjaphethbe'sdir clue, OLLASONMare^(i90i) 95. n.Yks.4

If thoo nobbut taks it this road, 230. w.Yks. (J.W.)
25. To determine ; to induce ; to cause to come.
ne.Sc. Fat i'the name o' Gweed tak's ye here this time o'nicht ?

Green Gordonhaven (1887) 52. Ir. What tuk her to go was her
mind bein' bent To earn us a trifle, Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 43.

26. sb. The amount taken, esp. used of a haul or catch
of fish ; the act of catching fish ; also used fig.

Sc. A gude tack (Jam.). S. & Ork.1 Buff. 1 We hid a gey gueede
tack 0' haddocks the day. s.Sc. The take of herrings appears in

different seasons in different places, sometimes in one loch or arm
of the sea, sometimes in another, Wilson Tales (1836) II. 70.
Lnk. Though ae trout meltit frae a tak, Ye didna often squeel,
Wingate Poems (1862) The Deem Fisher. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 443, ed. 1876. Wgt. The fishings are let to a few
individuals at such rent as necessitates them disposing of their
' takes ' at the highest market, Fraser Wigtown (1877) 192. Nhb.
It was an old habit of mine to carry a book when I went fishing,

and many a long hour's reading I have done on Skelter banks
when the take was off, Graham Red Scaur (1896) 271. n.Yks.2

What kin o' tak hae ye had? Dev. Cider won't gie me my June
swarm back again, nor my next year's take o' honey, Zack On
Trial (1899) 78.

27. A lease ; a renting ; a holding; a small farm; land
demised. Also used fig.

Sc. (Jam.) ; A contract between a proprietor of lands or houses
and a tenant for the use of them is, in Scotland, called a tack; in

England, a lease, Mitchell Scotticisms (1799) 81 ; Nae man has a

tack of his life, Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 662. Sh.I. Ifdoowirks

hard ipo yon tack o' Pettister doo'll be able to mak a good livin'

an no mistake, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 17. Or.I. Hentaiges,

takis, and possiouns, above vrettin, Edb. Anhq. Mag. (1848) 62.

ne.Sc. Ye canna think o' votin' against the Laird, an' you sae near

the end o'yer tack, Grant Keckleton, no. Cai. 1 Frf. Come from

the hills where your tacks are a-grazing, Sands Poems (1833) 154.

Per. Death brings their tack o't to amane, Haliburton Dunbat

(1895) 13. Fif. He has a life's tack o' his present place, Meldrum

Grey Mantle (1896) 294. s.Sc. Enabled them to stock the little

farm of Rummledykes—of which they were so fortunate as to

obtain a tack, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 56. Lnk. A new tack o

life is lent ye, Miller Willie Winkie (ed. 1902) 67. N.I. 1
,
N.Cy.",

Nhb. 1
, Dur. 1

, Cum.4 n.Yks. 1 Almost equivalent to lease, except

that taking for a set term of years is very seldom implied. ' Weel,

he's getten t'faarm, an' a desper't good tak' an' all.' ne.Yks. 1

e.Yks. 1 We've getten farm on a good tak. w.Yks.12 ,
ne.Lan. 1

,

Chs.123 s.Chs. 1 It)s dhu best taak- uz evur ahy seyd. Ee')z

got-n ii taak- on it fur u gild men-i geflr. nw.Der. 1 sw.Lin. 'It's

in two taks,' i. e. the land is in two portions, taken from different

owners or held under different agreements, as e. g. under the

Lincolnshire and Notts, custom as to tenant-right, Sec. (R.E.C.)

Lin. 1 I have got a take of the premises. n.Lin.1 Thomas Windle

must hev gotten a rare cheap tak o' that Greenhoe farm ;
why, it's

as good as thof it was his awn. Lei.1 Called a ' Lady-Day take,'

or a ' Michaelmas take,' according to the time of its commencement.

In the agricultural districts, Midsummer and Christinas 'takes' are

unknown. Nhp. 1 It's a good take. War. The grass opposite his

take, Evesham Jrn. (Aug. 13, 1898). s.Wor. (H.K.), Hnt. (T.P.F.)

Hence (1) Tack-duty, sb., obs., rent
; (2) -house, sb. a

farm-house
; (3) -man, sb., obs., a manorial officer whose

duty it was to collect the rents and fines due to the lord
;

(4) -'s-man or Taxman, sb. a lessee ; a tenant of a higher
class

; (5) Take-rents, sb. pi., obs., rents received by the

manorial ' tack-man
' ; (6) to stand, to one's lack, phr., obs., to

keep to one's bargain.

(1) Edb. Three hundred fifty five pound thirteen shilling four

pennies as tack-duty, Hume Domestic Details (1697-1707) 106, ed.

1843. (2) Arg. We were never near this tack-house before,

Munro/. Splendid (1898) 222. (3) n.Lin. 1
(4) Sc. (Jam.) ; I am

only, in copartnery with others, a tacksman or lessee, Scott Redg.

(1824) Lett. vi. Sh.I. Who was both a considerable landholder
himself and a tacksman, Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 227, ed. 1891.
Or.I. The present farmers and taxmen have it for eighteen hundred
pounds sterling, Wallace Descr. Ork. (1693) 242, ed. 1883. ne.Sc.

Ritchie Cameron, tacksman of the farm of Muirhead, Grant
Keckleton, 108. Abd. The multures of the town's milns ofAberdeen,
whereof he was but tacksman, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 217.
Per. There's Caution, tax-man of Burnhaugh, Nicol Poems (1766)
142. Arg. When a man takes a lease of a whole farm, and pays
.£50 sterling, or upwards, of yearly rent, he is called a tacksman

;

when two or more join about a farm, and each of them pays a sum
less than £50, they are called tenants, Statist. Ace. III. 186 (Jam.).
Kcb. The tacksmen were as ' good ' gentlemen as the lairds, to
whom they were generally near of kin, Sarah Tytler Macdonald
Lass (1895) 2. s.Sc. Sandy Crawford had been promoted to be
tacksman at Gairyburn, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 57. Nhb.1

(5)
n.Lin. 1

(6) Ayr. Now stand as tightly by your tack, Burns
Authors Cry (1786) st. 6.

28. An enclosure on a moor.
Dev. The wall of a ' take ' or enclosure, Evans Tavistock (1846)

163, ed. 1875 ; A house surrounded by fields and new takes,
Baring-Gould Idylls (1896) 65.

29. Piece-work
; work undertaken by contract ; also in

comp. Take-work.
Wm.On-bi-t-tak (B.K.). n.Yks.* 'Hez ta ta'en 'embyvt'yacckker

or by t'week ?
'

' Neea, he wadn't be on byv t'week, seea Ah've
ta'en 'em byv t'tak this go.' ne.Yks.1 A'e ya ta'en it by tak?
w.Yks. It depends whether tha wor on be th' tak or doin day-
wark, Sad Times (1870) 87. n.Lin.1

, War. (J.R.W.) Shr.1
Well, 'e's on'y nine shillin' a wik, reg'lar wages, but the Maister
'e lets 'im 'ave a bit o' tack-work sometimes. Bdf. (J.W.B.)
30. A tin-mining term : a bargain of work.
Cor. I am told it is the habit with dishonest miners when they

have a good ' take
' to hide away, when they have the opportunity,

some of the ore, so that they may not appear to have been getting
too high wages the next setting-day, Bourne Billy Bray (ed.
1899) 97 ; Cor. 2 * J K

31. A situation. Or.I. (S.A.B.) 32. A trick at cards.
Cum.14

, e.An. 1 Suf. 1 I've got six tacks.
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33. A sudden catch in the side, &c. ; a sudden illness

;

esp. an attack of sciatica. Cf. taking, 9.
Nhb.1 Aa've getten atyek i' me side. Wil.1 Dor. Gl. (1851).
34. A whitlow. Dor. (W.B.) 35. A state of excitement,

grief, fluster, &c. Cf. taking, 2.
Sc. The auld leddy was in an unco take when he gaed awa',

Keith Indian Uncle (1896) 64. Bnff.1 The're in an unco tack
aboot nae gettin' awa'. Rxb. He's in an unco take the day (Jam.).
Cor. Oh, my Guy Faux, Polly ! I'm in a reg'lar take to be here,
Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 255.

36. Disposition. n.Yks. 2 Of a queer take.

TAKEFVL,,adj. Dev. [te'kfl.] 1. Capturing, arresting.
n.Dev. Single her is for love o' the corpse that laid a dead and

takeful hand upo' her house, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 190.

2. Comb. Takeful-looking, attractive, captivating.
Twadn't iver moore takeful looking than 'tis now, ib. 93.

TAKEN, ppl.adj. Sc. Yks. Lan. Lin. e.An. Also in forms
ta'en Sc. Lan. Lin.1 n.Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1

; tane Sc. (Jam.)
[te'kan, ta-kan ; ten.] 1. In comb. (1) Taken-away, an
unhealthy, puny child ; a changeling

; (2) -job, work on a
farm, &c. done by contract instead of by the day

; (3)
-like, pleased

; (4) -work, see (2).

(1) Sc. The name seems to have been formed from the vulgar
belief, that the fairies used formerly to carry off, or take away,
healthy children, and leave poor puny creatures in their room
(Jam.). Ayr. I begin to hae a notion that he's ... a ta'en awa

;

and I would be nane surprised that whoever lives to see him dee
will find in the bed a benweed or a windlestrae, instead o' a

Christian corpse, Galt Entail (1823) xl. (2) n.Lin.1 (3) Dmf.
' Oh Johnnie,' says she, rather taen-like, . . ' I'm glad to see you,'

Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 330. (4) Lin.1
, n.Lin.1 sw.Lin.1

He wants it all ta'en-work. e.Cy. (Hall.) Suf. 1 'Tis taken work.
... I dew it by the job.

2. Taken aback, surprised, put out of countenance.
Rnf. Robin seem'd taen An' ne'er spak' a word, Neilson Poems

(j%n) 5°- Ayr. John was terribly ta'en, but he was bent on
some revenge, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 44. w.Yks. (J.W.)
Lan. Yo' never seed nob'dy so ta'en i' yore life, Brierley
Day Out (1859) 49-

TAKEN, see Token.
TAKENER, sb. Sus.1 A person taken to learn a trade

;

a young man employed in a fishing-boat. See Tachener.
TAKER, sb. Yks. Der. Not. Also in forms takker

w.Yks.; tekker Not. [ta"k3(r), te-ka(r).] In comb. (1)

Next-taker, sb., obs., a lead-mining term : the one who
made the cross next after the finder, or who had the next
' mear ' in possession

; (2) Taker-in, the person who
inspects the woven goods as he receives them from the

weavers
; (3) -meer, obs., a lead-mining term : the ' mear

'

allotted by custom to any person who chose to have one
set out to him after those of the founder and farmer had
been allotted

; (4) -off, a boy employed to take off and
examine bobbins of yarn after spinning and dipping; (5)

-up, the man who binds sheaves in the harvest-field.

(1) Der. Tapping Gl. to Manlove (1851). (2) w.Yks. Th' takker

in '11 reward us, an' whisper well done, Hartley Ditties (1868)

1st S. 24. (3) Der. A difference may be taken clear Between a

founder, and a taker-meer, Manlove Lead Mines (1653) 45;
Tapping Gl. to Manlove (1851) ; Taker Meer is the meer taken by
the miner, either next the Lord's Meer or the Founder's Meer or

the next to the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd taker meer or other subsequent

taker meer, Mander Miners' Gl. (1824) (s.v. Meer). (4) w.Yks.

(F.R.) (5) Not.2 s.Not. One tekker-up can't work again three

women (J.P.K.).

TAKIE, adj. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) Of food : lasting.

TAKING, prp., ppl. adj., vbl. sb. and sb. Var. dial, and
colloq. uses in Sc. and Eng. Also in forms taaykin
Brks.1

; tackin(g Sc. (Jam.) S. & Ork.1 Dur.1 n.Yks.

w.Yks.15 n.Lin.; taening Sc. ; takkan Cum.; takkin(g

Cum.14 n.Yks.124 e.Yks.1 ne.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1
; teking Not.8

;

tekkin Not. [te'kin, takin, te'kin.] 1. prp., ppl. adj.

and vbl. sb. In comb. (1) Taking-day, {a) the day on which
a miner takes his cope, or bargains for work with the

overseer; (b) see below; (2) -disease, an infectious illness;

(3) -end, (a) the adapted end; (b) anything which is

troublesome to do or which requires a great deal of

material; (4) -funeral, a funeral at which the corpse is

carried by bearers
; (5) -job, a job taken by contract, not

by the day
; (6) -on-day, the day for engaging miners,

&c. ; the day when jobs in a mine are let
; (7) -side, in

phr. to be at the taking-side, to receive something instead
of paying.

(1, a) Der. Takin-days, when wit and ale were free, Furness
Medicus (1836) 22. (b) Cor. 2 An old custom ... is still duly
observed at Crowan. Annually, on the Sunday evening previous
to Praze-an-beeble fair, large numbers of the young folk repair to
the parish church, and, at the conclusion of the service, they hasten
to Clowance Park. . . Here the sterner sex select their partners
for the forthcoming fair. . . Many a happy wedding has resulted
from the opportunity afforded for selection on ' Taking Day ' in
Clowance Park, Cowman (July 1882). (2) Cum. It's a varra
takkan disease (E.W.P.). (3, a) n.Yks.2 The takkin end of the
wire is the one to be inserted. (6) n.Yks. It's a tackin' end
(I.W.). (4) w.Yks. (S.K.C.) (5) Nrf. Yow look as if yow a got
a takin' job, Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 41. (6) Cor. On
the Friday of that blessed week, it was ' taking-on ' day at the
mine, Bourne Billy Bray (ed. 1899) 93 ; Usually in mines, the
first Monday in the month (M.A.C.) ; Cor.3 Carriers attend and
offer prices for work, the lowest being taken on. Driving ends,
excavating, &c. are let in the same way, the men who will do it

for least per fathom being taken on. (7) n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. sb. A state of excitement, grief, or perplexity ; a fit

of petulance or temper ; a dilemma ; a sorry plight or
condition ; in gen. colloq. use. Cf. take, 35.

S. & Ork. 1
, Cld. (Jam.) Rnf. Our brethern there are in a very

sad taking, and need your sympathy very much, Wodrow Corres.

(1709-31) I. 301, ed. 1843. Gall. She was in a rare taking,

Crockett A. Mark (1899) xliii. N.Cy. 1 To be in a taking about
something. Nhb. She was in a sair takin' tae think it Willie
might get a slur upo' his fair fame, Jones Nhb. (1871) 132. Dur.1

,

Cum.14 n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks. 2 ' She's in a bonny takkin,' in a high

mood; or in great concern. 'A sour takkin,' an ill humour.
e.Yks.1 Ah nivver seed him 1' sike a takkin as when he heea'd on't.

w.Yks. Ah nivver saw a wumman e sich an a tackin e me life,

Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1852) 52; w.Yks. 1 Niwer
war poor woman i' sike a tackin, ii. 301 ; w.Yks.5 I' a bonny
tacking. Lan. In a terrible takkin abeawt this, Waugh Heather
(ed. Milner) II. 34. ne.Lan.1

, s.Lan.1 Chs. Sheaf (1880) II. 27

;

Chs.1 A person who is very angry is said to be ' in a great taking.'

Not.3 O ! they're in sich a teking, they've got the bums in the

house. s.Not. What a tekkin she'll be in to be sure, when she
knows 1 (J.P. K.) n.Lin. I never i' all my born days seed our
Squire in such an a tackin', Peacock R. Skirlaugh (1870) I. 487.

sw.Lin. 1 The house is in such a taking, it's so wet. His clothes

are in a taking, they're ragged up. Lei.1 , Nhp.1
, War.3

, w.Wor. 1

s.Wor. 'Er wuz in hever sich a takin' 's marnin' (H.K.). Shr. 2 In

a pretty taking. Hrf. 1
, Glo.1 Oxf. 1 What a takin' 'er's in surelye !

Brks. 1 She zimmed in a gurt takin' acause I tawld her as herdater

was agwaain out to zarvice. Hrt. They're in a rare taking about it,

Geary Rur. Life (1899) 84. w.Mid. She was in a terrible taking

because she thought she hadn't got her rights (W.P.M.). Hnt.

(T.P.F.), e.An.2 , Sur.1 Dor. There, don't 'ee be in sich a takin',

lad, Francis Fiander's Widow (1901) pt. 11. vii. Dev.1 I was in a

sad taking, 18. Cor. 1 I never saw a woman in such a taking ; Cor.2

3. A capture ; a haul ; a prize.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). n.Yks. 1
;

n.Yks.2 A rare takking o' fish.

4. A swarm of bees. n.Yks.1
; n.Yks.2 A brave takkin o' bees.

5. Food or drink.
w.Yks. Let 'em offer a £500 prize for him 'at con invent a drink

as gooid takin' as ale, an' one 'at willn't mak' fowk drunk,

Hartley Ditt. (1873) 2nd S. 107. s.Lan.1 Good food or drink, is

said to be good ' takkin'.'

6. A lease, letting ; a hiring.

s.Wor. Michaelmas taking (H.K.). w.Cy. The lettings, here

called ' settings ' or ' takings,' are at Candlemas, Longman's Mag.
(Apr. 1898) 546.

7. A particular piece of work, &c. accepted on certain

conditions. Lin.1 That's my taking, and I'll mow it soon.

8. See below.
Gall. When schoolboys catch one another in their games, they

lay their hands on the head of the one caught ; this ceremony is

termed taening or taking, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

9. An attack of illness; a sudden seizure of pain ; a sore,

swelling ; an ulcer, whitlow. Cf. take, 33.

Shr.1 ' Poor Dick 'as bin lame a lungful wilde ;
did 'e 'urt is

leg ? ' ' No, it come on itself—a takin' at the bwun ' ;
Shr.2 Any

pain or uneasinessofbody which cannot be accounted for. 'A taking
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at the stomach.' Hrf. Duncumb Hist. Hrf. (1804-12) ; Hrf.12
,

w.Cy. (Hall.)

10. Death.
n.Dev. I was present at her taking, and though I be partial to

death-beds
. . . there seemed a bit too much human nature about

Susan Fippard's, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 4.

11. pi. Receipts, profits.
Nhb. The postman's pay wad be a great help tae the takin's frae

the shop, Jones Nhb. (1871) 192. w.Yks. T'takkins er nowt fer a
hahse like yond (B.K.); w.Yks.5 Nut mich tackings at this job.

TAL, int. Sc. [tal.] An expletive
; used in the phr.

sal, tal. See Sal(l.
Frf. They limited their comments to ' Losh, losh,' ' a}', ay,'

'sal, tal,' ' dagont,' Barrie Tommy (1896) vii.

TALAFAT, see Talfat.
TALCH,s&. Cor. 2 [tajltf.] Bran.
[OCor. talch, bran (Williams).]
TALE,s6. and v. Sc. Yks.Lan.Not.Lin.War. Wor. Shr.

Pem. Glo. Oxf. Som. Cor. [tel, teal, tial.] 1. sb. In comb.
(1) Tale-lobster, a lobster measuring eleven inches from
snout to tail

; (2) -'s-man, (3) -master, the authority for a
statement, one who brings news or originates a statement

;

(4) -telling-tit, a tell-tale, a tale-bearer.
(1) Cor. 1 All that fall short of this the master of a lobster smack

will only give half-price for. (2) Sc. When one doubts or seems
to doubt as to the truth of any story it is common to say ' I'll gie
ye baith tale and talesman ' (Jam.). Abd. Baith tale and talesman
I to you sail tell, Ross Helenore (1768) 35, ed. 1812. (3) w.Yks.
Ah've towd ye t'tale an t'tale-maister, an' it's aw Ah know abaht it

(B.K.). (4) Lan. He's a tale-tellin-tit, that is, Clegg Sketches
0895) 334.

2. Phr. (1) a tale in a tub, a fable, an old wife's tale
; (2)

all of a tale, all of the same way of thinking; (3) to tell a
tale, to succeed, answer, turn out profitably

; (4) with one's
tale, according to one's own account; in one's own esti-
mation

; always used in derision or contempt.
(1) w.Yks. 2

(2) Not. ' Nay, if yo're all of a tale—' ' We are.'
' Then it's no good for to send the question round any more if it's

alius to get the same answer,' Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 105. (3)
w.Yks. 1

(4) Sc. He's gaun to tak a big farm, wi' his tale. Puir
silly tawpie, she's gaun to get a gryte laird, wi' her tale (Jam.).
3. A number, esp. a specified number or quantity; a

measure.
n.Yks.1 He's livered 'em all, t'full tale ; n.Yks.4 War. 3 Nails are

yet sold in Birmingham by tale— until recent years by the short
tale (750) and long tale (950), but now by tale only. w.Wor.
What do you make the tale of 'em ? S. Beauchamp N. Hamilton
(1875) I. 258. Cor.1

4. The full number of eggs a hen lays before she becomes
' broody.' See Lay-tale.
w.Som.1 I han't a single broody hen to my name, else I let 'ee

'ave one in a minute ; nother one o'm an't a-laid out their tale.

5. A falsehood ; a story of doubtful authority.
n.Lin. 1 Oh, you must n't tak' no noatice on her, she tells taales;

she's a real doon storier, that's what she is. s.Wor. 1 Don't you
listen to what them chaps says, Owner ; 'tis nothin' but tales.
Glo. (A.B.), Oxf. (G.O.)

6. v. To count ; also with out.
War.3 Shr. 1 I tale them ship to forty—W many bin a ?

Hence Taler, sb. a man who keeps count of wedding
presents. s.Pem. Laws Little Eng. (1888) 421. 7. To
gossip; to chatter; to tell a tale.

w.Som.1 Her's always ready to taly way anybody.
Hence Taler, sb. a tale-bearer, ib.

TALE, see Taal.
TALENT, sb.

1 Yks. [talant.J A person with an
overweening opinion of himself. w.Yks. (C.C.R.)
TALENT, sb.2 se.Wor.1

[tse'lant.] A dial, form of
' talon.' [Talant of an hauk, vngula, Levins Manip. (1^70).!
TALE-PYET, sb. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Also written tale-piet Sc. (Jam.) w.Yks.1 ne.Lan. 1
; -pyot

n.Yks.3 ; -py't Sc. ; and in forms tale-pie N.Cy.1
; teaaly.

pyet, teale-piet Cum.; teally-pyet Cum.1
; tealy- Cum.4

;

teealy-pyatt Wm. ; teyl-peyat e.Yks. ; tyel-piot Nhb.1

[te
-
l-, tia'l-paiat] A tell-tale ; an informer ; a tattler.

See Pyet, Tell-piet, s.v. Tell, II. 2 (5).
Sc.(Jam.); Nevermind me, sir—Iamnotale-pyet.ScOTT^M/^afy

(1816) iv. Lnk. Naething will cross my lips. I'm nae tale-pyet,

Fraser Whaups (1895) ix. Lth. An' sic' a steer as granny made
when tale-py'tJamie RaeWe dookit roarin'at the pump, Strathesk
More Bits (ed. 1885) 36. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 406, ed.

1876. N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1 Cum. Neabody can say 'at ah's a teale piet,

Joe and Landlord, 8; Ah niver was a teaaly-pyet eh me life,

Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 81 ; Cum. 14 Wm. Teealypyatt,

teealypyatt, sits o' t'kirk Steele Wi' a scab on his arce as big

as t'mill wheel (B.K.). n.Yks. 3 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1796). w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan.1

TALER, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also written talor and
in form tolor Fif. State, condition.

n.Sc. In better taler. Fif. Anything is said to be in gude talor,

when in a proper state for the purpose in view ; as water when
heated to a sufficient degree for washing.

TALFAT, sb. Cor. Also in forms talafat Cor.2
;

talfoot, talfut Cor.3 [taelfet.] 1. A raised alcove for a
bed. Cf. taller.
A little hut of two rooms and a ' talfat,' Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng.

(1865) 120, ed. 1896; Cor.12

2. A loft over a stable or other building. Cor.8 Hence
Talfut-ladder, sb. the outside stairs for reaching a loft. ib.

3. A bench. w.Cor. (J.W.)
TALIWAG, see Telewag.
TALK, v. and sb. Irel. Yks. Lan. Midi. Der. Lin. War.

Wor. Shr. Oxf. Nrf. Ess. Sur. Sus. and Amer. [t§k,
toak, tak.] 1. v. In phr. (1) to talk a dog's or a horse's
hind leg off, to be very loquacious

; (2) — alike, to come to

terms ; to make an agreement
; (3)

—fine, to speak
affectedly; to use standard English as distinguished
from dialect; (4)

— prettily, to refrain from censure or
calumny

; (5) — shoddy, to talk nonsense
; (6) — straight,

to talk intelligibly or coherently
; (7) — thin, to talk in a

low voice
; (8J

— to a woman, to court her
; (9) — to one's

mommels, obs., to converse in a low voice with oneself.
(1) Lan. N. tY Q. (1868) 4th S. ii. 488. Midi., Nrf. Talk, talk,

talk ; enough to talk a horse's hind leg off, ib. 591. Sur. 1 I never
seesich a fellow to go on, he would talk his dog's hind leg off any
day. (2) Ess. He wanted to put the rents up, and as he and I

couldn't talk alike about it, I wouldn't take 'em on again, Burmester
JohnLott{ 190 1)13. (3)Sc.(A.W.),w.Yks.(J.W.), s.Lan.1 n.Lin. 1

Oor Sabina hes gotten to talkfine nooshe'sbeen to Winterton ; when
ony body tells her oht e'stead o' saayin' ' Aw,' she says, ' I'm
'stonished.' Oxf.1 When thee comes back, I spuse thee'lt talk fine
and say, ' Is this the cat that was the kit when I first went to
taown,' MS. add. (4) w.Yks. Talk prattley—may be if he wor
weighed up he's a better man nor yo, Hartley Dili. (1868)87.
(5) w.Yks. Tha'rt talkin' shoddy, Snowden Tales Wolds (1893) vii.

(6) n.Yks. He couldn't talk straight (I.W.). (7) Sus.1 He talk so
thin that no-one can't scarcely hear what he says. (8) Cav. Pat
is talking to Kate this six months, they'll soon be married (M.S.M.).
[Amer. Judge Jackson's son has been talkin' to my daughter nigh
on a year, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 374.] (9) Shr. 1 ' I thought theer
wuz summat gwein on ; I sid owd Mister Ambler stan'in' i' the
lane talkin' to 'ismommets.' Mr. James Ambler was a man whose
opinion was much respected, but he seldom gave it without taking
counsel with himself, and was noted for ' talkin' to 'is mommets.'
The term mommet, thus employed, would seem to have retained
some lingering sense of the O.E. maumet, an idol to which prayer
would be addressed.

2. To say.

, ™f?'" se -Wor -
1

' Is y°ur ooman a gwain tii Asum to-day, Jums '

'

WeH er talks a sholl, Betty ; uf it keeps dry over yud 'owever '

3. To talk boastfully or falsely. n.Yks. (I.W.), Der 1

4. With over: to wander in delirium. Lin.1
, n.Lin l

5. To talk reasonably.
n.Yks. You talk now (.I.W.). w.Yks. (J.W.), Oxf. (G O )

6. sb. In phr. bad talk, bad language.

n
Ke

/' G
i>

V
N

in ' bad talk to a decent woma"
! Bartram Whiieheaded

rioy (1098) 10.

7. Gossip ; report.

•?:
Yk

f
-

,

4
' ,7',

Yks
-
(JW") s '0x£ This co«ld not go on lonewithout ' talk,' Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 143

TALKATION, sb. Chs.1 A light discourse.
TALKING\ppl. adj. Sc. Cor. 1. In comp. Talking

below
3 h°lly PUt at the t0Pmast head

;
see

Cor. < Christmas is Christmas. When I was young at such times
there wouldn t be a ship in the harbour without its talking-bush.'
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' What is a talking-bush ?

'
'And you pretend to be a sailor ! Well,

well—not to know what happens on Christmas night when the
clocks strike twelve

!

'
' Do—the—ships— talk ? ' ' Why of course

they do ! ' Pall Mall Mag. (Oct. 1901) 182.

2. Talkative.
Ayr. He being loose-tongued, and a talking man, Galt Gilhaize

(1823) xxiii.

TALKY, adj. Yks. Not. [t^ki.] Talkative, esp. when
slightly intoxicated.

n.Yks. (I.W.), e.Yks.1 , w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Not. A know the
gell's very talky (J.P.K.).

TALLACK, see Tallet, Tallock.
TALLAGE, sb. Obs. Dor. In phr. to go tallage, to

go softly. Haynes Voc. (c. 1730) in N. &* Q. (1883) 6th S.
viii. 45.
TALLAN, sb. Sc. Also in forms tallin, tallown. A

dial, form of ' tallow.'

Sc. Duncan Etym. (1595). Sh.I. Afore da yow wis taen up,
her tallin wis cauld sturkn'd, Sh. News (Jan. 13, 1900). Elg. Lasses
braws were spoil'd wi' tallan, Gordon Poems (1828) 217.

Hence Tallowny-faced, adj. sallow.
Ayr. Leezock kent brawlies she was nae great heart-break

hersel',—awful' kin' o' tallowny-faced an' coorse-traited, Service
Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 223.

TALLANT, TALLARD, TALLAT, see Tallet.
TALL-BOY, sb. Lan. Chs. Shr. [t^l-boi, -bai.] A

tall, narrow ale-glass, standing on a stem.
ne.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, Chs.1

, s.Chs.1 Shr.1 Missis, the Maister wants
a jug o' ale at the 'orse-block, an' two tumbler-glasses—'e said nod
to sen' them tall-boys, kigglin'.

TALLENT, TALLERT, TALLER, see Tallet, Tallow,
sb.1

TALLET, sb. Chs. Stf. Der. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Pern.
Glo. Oxf. Brks. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor.
Also written tallat w.Wor.1 s.Wor. 1 Shr.12 Brks. Wil.
Dev. Cor. ; tallit Stf. Der. War.3 se.Wor.1 Dev. ; tallot
Glo. Hmp.1 Wil.1 ; tallut Glo.1

2

Brks. 1 Dev.1
; and in forms

tallackCor.2 ; tallantChs^s.Chs/Shr^Hrf.2
; tallardHrf.1

w.Cy. ; tallart Hmp. ; tallent Shr.2 Hrf. w.Cy. ; tallert
Shr.2 ; tallicCor.

2
; talotSom.; tollardHrf. 1

; tollatPem.;
toilet Hrf.1

; tollit Hrf.2 Oxf. 1
; tullet Brks. [ta'lat,

tavlat, -it ; ta'lant, tavlant.] 1. A hay-loft, esp. one over
a stable ; the unceiled space beneath the roof in any
building ; an attic. Cf. talfat, tarrat.

Chs.1 s.Chs. 1 Gy'et up upujth taalunt, to throa' sum ee - daayn
i)th bing- fur dhu ky'ey. Stf., Der. (J.K.), War.3 w.Wor. Under
the lather, sur, as were agin the tallet, S. Beauchamp Grantley
Grange (1874) II. 45 ; w.Wor. 1

, s.Wor.1, se.Wor.1 Shr.1 That bit

o' clover can gOo o' the tallat, it inna wuth makin' a stack on ; Shr.2

Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876) ; Hrf.12 s.Fem. Is'n't it most time for

yea to come down from the tallet there? (W.M.M.) ; Laws Little

Eng. (1888) 421. Glo. Baylis Illus. Dial. (1870); Glo.12, Oxf.1
,

Brks. (W.H.Y.);iV.6>g.(i87i)4thS. viii. 441; Brks.1 , Hmp. (H.E.),
Hmp.1

, I.W.1 w.Cy. Morton Cyclo.Agric.{ 1863). Wil. I beseechyou
let me lie and die in some hay tallat, Life B. M. Carew (1791) 99;
Wil. 1 Dor. Up in the tallet with ye . . . and down with another
lock or two of hay, Hardy Ethelberta (1876) II. xlvi; Dor.1 Som.
Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885). w.Som.1 The vloor 0' the tallet's

proper a-ratted. Dev. Reports Provinc. (1877) 140 ; Dev.1 Maester
was staunding by the tallut, 4. nw.Dev.1 e.Dev. A truss of hay
up in the tallat, Blackmore Perlycross (1894) xii. Cor. A tallat

—

that is a shed, wattled and roofed with gorse bushes, and with an
open door, Baring-Gould Gaverocks (1887) xliv ; Cor. 12

2. Comp. Tallet-ladder, the ladder leading up to a hay-
loft.

s.Wor. I alius used to have the tallet lather when I was tarring
(H.K.).

[Wei. taflod, s.Wei. towlod, a hay-loft or ' tallit ' ; cp. Olr.
taibled, a story; an early Celtic loan word from Lat.
tabulatum, N. &» Q. (1893) 8th S. iv. 450.]
TALLIATION, sb. Sc. Yks. [ta-li-ejan.] Adjustment

or tally of one thing with another.

Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. Weel wat I that your ellwand would hae been
a jimp measure to the sauvendie o' his books and Latin taliations,

Galt Entail (1823) xxxi. w.Yks. (J.W.)

TALLIC, see Tallet.

TALLICK, sb. Yks. [ta-lik.] A dyer's term : alkali

or soda-ash used in scouring. w.Yks. (H.H.)

TALLIN, TALLION, see Tallan, Italian.
TALLIWAP, sb. Obs. Sc. A stroke ; a blow.
Per. Dugald

. . . general o' the north ; Wha gave the Spaniards
such a talliwap, Donald and Flora, 61 (Jam.).
TALLOCK, sb. Yks. Chs. Fit. Stf. Der. Also written

tallack Chs.1
Fit. ; and in form tallocker w.Yks. [talak.]

A good-for-nothing, idle person ; a ragamuffin ; a slatternly
woman.
w.Yks. Shoo is a tallocker, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 12, 1898).

Chs.1 A dirty tallack. s.Chs. 1
, Fit. (T.K.J.) Stf. Ellis Pronunc.

(1889) V. 417. nw.Der. 1

Hence Tallocking, ppl. adj. idle, good-for-nothing;
slovenly, untidy.

s.Chs. 1 Hoo's a hoozy tallockin' brivit. Didna hoo look tallockin ?

TALLOW, sb.1 Sc. Yks. Lin. Nhp. Glo. Oxf. Also in
form taller n.Yks.4 [ta-la, tae-la.] 1. In comp. (1)
Tallow-cake, (a) the fat of animals rolled up in the form
of a cake ready for the chandler ; (b) a cake made with
the fat from about an animal's kidney

; (2) -core, (3) -craps,

(4) -crawt, the scraps of fat and skin which remain after
the tallow has been rendered

; (5) -hued, pale, wan ; (6)
-jack, a candle

; (7) -leaf, the covering of fat which envelops
the entrails of an animal

; (8) -powk, a bag through which
melted tallow is strained when refining.

(1, a) w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 12, 1898); w.Yks.1
, Nhp.1

(6) n.Yks.4
, ne.Yks. 1 (2) Lin. 1

(3) n.Yks. 14, w.Yks. 1 n.Lin. 1

The tallow-craps are pressed into cakes and used as food for dogs.

(4) Lin.1 Used as food for pigs. (5) w.Yks.1 (6) w.Yks.3
(7)

Gall. When an ox or sheep has a gude tallow-leaf it is considered
to have fed well, and to be deep on the rib, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). (8) 'Hertallow-powkhideshescryng'dinthe tide.' People
with tanny skins are said to hae hides as din as the tallow-powk, ib.

2. Obs. Fat.
s.Sc. Ance I was a fat stark fallow. . . Now I've neither flesh

nor tallow, A'my sap and fushion's gane, T. ScottPoems (1793) 360.

3. Concrete stalactite found in oolitic rock.
Glo. 12 So called from its appearance. Oxf. Beautiful plumose

stalactites are often found in the fissures of the rock, and are
called by the workmen, from an obvious though coarse analogy,
tallow, Woodward Geol. Eng. and Wal. (1876) 185.

TALLOW, sb? Sus. [Not known to our other corre-
spondents.] ? A sapling. (F.H.)

[Cp. OE. telgor, a shoot, twig, plant (Sweet).]
TALLOWN, TALLUT, see Tallan, Tallet.
TALLWOOD, See Talwood.
TALLY, sb., v. and adv. Van dial, uses in Eng. [tali,

tseli.] 1. sb. In comp. (1) Tally-board, a board on which
an account is notched or chalked ; esp. one on which the
record of a weaver's work is kept

; (2) -fellow, a travelling

draper, esp. one who gives secret credit and takes pay-
ment in small instalments

; (3) -husband, a man living

with a woman to whom he is not married
; (4) -man, (a)

a hop-picking term : the man who marks the tallies used
to record the hops picked, and who measures the hops in

a bushel basket
;

\b) see (2) ;
(c) see (3) ; (5) -wife, a

woman living with a man to whom she is not married ;

(6) -woman, a married man's mistress ; a concubine.
(1) Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1 (2) s.Lan. 1
(3) e.Lan.1

, s.Lan. 1
(4, a)

w.Wor.1
, Ken.1 (b) Lakel. 2 w.Yks. Yo didn't tell uz wot t'tally-

man charged yo for that cap yo've gotten on, Tom Treddlehoyle
Bairnsla Ann. (1895) 29. Lan. Thoose tallymen theaw oft may
see Wi' wawkin' stick un wallet, Charlesworth Thrums, 31.

sXan.1
, War.3

, Hrt. (H.G.), Ken. (D.W.L.), Hmp. (H.C.M.B.),

Wil. (K.M.G.) (0 Lakel. 2 Yks. Brewer (1870). (5) w.Yks. 2

n.Lan. Thaar are threescore queens, and fourscore tally wives, an
maads weowt number, Phizackerley Sng. Sol. (i860) vi. 8.

e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1 , Chs. 1

, s.Chs.1
, nw.Der.1 (6) w.Yks.2

2. Phr. (1) to keep tally, to keep count ; to keep accounts

;

(2) without tally, innumerable.
(1) Nhb. 1 In delivering cargoes, one of the porter-pokemen

usually 'keeps tally.' n.Yks. 2 I'm a bad hand at keeping tally.

e.Yks.1 Thoo mun keep tally, MS. add. (T.H.) (2) Nhb. Maidens

wivoot tally, Robson Sng. Sol. (i860) vi. 8.

3. Half of a stick given by the pound-keeper to the

person on whose property the pounded animal has tres-

passed.
Brks. The constable is our pound keeper. When he puts any

beasts into the pound he cuts a stick in two and gives one piece
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to the person who brings the beasts and keeps the other himself;
and the owner of the beasts has to bring the other end of the stick

to him before he can let them out. Therefore the owner, you see,
must go to the person who has pounded his beasts, and make a
bargain with him for payment of the damage which has been done,
and so get back the other end of the stick, which they call the
' tally,' to produce to the pound keeper, Hughes T. Brown Oxf.
(1861) xxix; Brks.1

4. A coal-mining term : a metal or leather label attached
to a tub of coal showing the number of the collier who
has sent it up. Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888).
n.Stf. (J.T.) 5. A reckoning ; a memorandum. n.Yks.2

6. The last unit of a number specified ; see below.
Nhb. 1 The number of bricks, or cheese, or bundles is counted as

they are passed from hand to hand, the last man but one repeating
the figures aloud. If the articles are counted singly they are called

out up to the nineteenth ; but instead of calling out ' twenty

'

the word ' tally ' is substituted ; thus— ' eighteen, nineteen, tally.'

The score is then marked by a simple line drawn with a piece of

chalk. After four strokes are made, the fifth is drawn through
them diagonally from left to right, like the cross-bar of a field gate,

and the symbol one hundred is thus indicated. In counting
articles that can be lifted in groups the tale is thus made— ' five,

ten, fifteen, tally.' w.Yks.2
; w.Yks.4 In counting any articles

sold by the hundred, one is thrown out after each hundred that is

called the tally. Nhp.1 They are usually given in to the purchaser.

Cor. Into this [boat] the fish [mackerel] are counted by two men,
who in turn take up three fish at a time and count them as one.

When forty-one has been counted in this manner the next one says
' Tally

!

' which signifies the completion of a hundred—really one
hundred and twenty-six, or three times forty-two, Good Wds.
(1896) 18.

7. A specified number or weight ; see below ; in hop-
picking : the number of bushels for which the picker
receives a shilling.

Glo.1 25 sacks of corn. Lon. I buy turnips by the ' tally.' A
tally's five dozen bunches, Mayhew Lond. Labour (1851) I. 92.

Sur.1 What's the tally? He was making ninepence a tally of his

cabbages ; the tally in that case was sixty.

8. A match ; a pattern.
w.Yks. 5 Whear's that bit o' tally I gah thuh this morning ?

9. Obs. A company or division of voters at an election.

Cum.24
, ne.Lan.1

, Som. (Hall.) 10. Obs. A term used
in playing ball when the number of aces on both sides

was equal. n.Cy. (Hall.) 11. Traffic, trade, profit.

Cor. Coo, coo, my dear, 'tes poor tally to have to do weth spirits,

Harris Our Cove (1900) 30 ; Coasting was but ' poor tally ' in the
winter months, ib. 168.

12. Fig. Score, ground.
Dev. I ain't got no fault to find wi' him on that tally, Zack On

Trial (1899) 80.

13. v. To reckon by fives ; marking four perpendicular
strokes with another across. s.Pem. (W.M.M.) 14. To
keep count of goods supplied or of work done. Nhb. 1

,

Lan. (S.W.) 15. A hop-picking term : see below.
Sur.1 To tally at seven or eight is to get a shilling for seven or

eight bushels. When they first begin to pick they will say,
' We've not yet heard what we shall tally at.'

16. To match, correspond.
e.Yks. What's tha browt theeas for? They deean't tally,

Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 84 ; e.Yks. 1 Theease gleeaves dizn't

tally, MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks.5 'Ahbowt a remnant at a auction-

saale ; ah thowt it ad du to mend me garn wi' if t'colour didn't

tally like.' ' Does that bit tally ?
'

' Aye, it tallies weel eniff.'

Oxf. (G.O.)

17. To agree, accord.
n.Yks.2 I deeant tally wi' ye. e.Yks.1 Oor idees nivver tallied,

MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. 5 They doan't tally weel together.

s.Lan.1 Him an' her conno' tally t'gether. e.Dev. He an' all th'

workmen tally, Pulman Sketches (1842) 23, ed. 1853.

18. To live as man and wife without being married.

w.Yks. (S.P.U.), w.Yks.3 19. adv. In phr. to live tally,

to live together as man and wife without being married.

See Live, v. II. 1 (4).

Lakel. 2 w.Yks. They're noane wed, they're nobbut livin' tally,

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 12, 1898) ; w.Yks. 2
,
e.Lan.1

, m.Lan.1
,

s.Lan.1 Chs. Sheaf (1879) I. 292. s.Chs. 1 They bin livin' tally.

nw.Der.1

TALLY, see Tally-iron.

Also in form -cheese. ATALLY-CAKE, sb. Som.
kind of trifle. (W.F.R.)

TALLYDIDDLE, sb. Der. [ta'lididl.] A foolish or

untrue tale. _ .

,

Yo may tell her aw t'tallydiddles yo can think on, Ward David

Grieve (1892) I. i.

TALLY-HO, sb. Cor.1 [tavli-5.] A wide, covered

passage between two houses.

TALLY-HOTHEHOUNDS, sb. Sc. A boys' game
Lth Many of their games needed little but swift limbs and good

lungs ; such as ... ' Foot an' a half,' ' Cuddy-loup,' and ' Talley ho

the hounds,' Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) 33.

TALLY-IRON, sb. and v. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. Chs. Der. Lin. Oxf. Dev. Also in forms talian-iron

w.Yks.; talion- Oxf. 1
; tallian- Dev.; tally Ir. Nhb.1

e.Yks.1 w.Yks. s.Lan. 1
; tally-ine Der. ; tallyin-iron Nhb.1

s.Chs. 1
; tally-oiron s.Lan. 1 [tali-, taeli-aien.] 1. sb.

A corruption of ' Italian-iron
'

; see below. See Italian-

iron, s.v. Italian (1).

Ir. (A.S.-P.) s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). Nhb. 1 A hollow,

round cast iron about an inch and a half diameter and nine inches

long, one end open to receive a heater ; the other smoothly

rounded. It is mounted on a stand and used to make the series

of wavy folds in women's caps. 'The pan-lids, an' tallys, an'

snuffers, se breet,' Robson Sngs. Tyne (1849) 236. Lakel.2 , Cum.4

Wm. We keep the tally-iron in memory of my grandmother (B.K.).

e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 12,

1898). Lan. (C.J.B.), e.Lan.1 , s.Lan. 1
, s.Chs.1 Der. They be

SarahAndrew's tallyines, GilchristAWio/as (1899) 178. nw.Der.1
,

Lin.1 Oxf.1 Yet the big talion iron, MS. add. s.Dev. (F.W.C.)

Hence Tally-yetter, sb. a heater for a ' tally-iron.'

Lan. Redden thi nose till it looks like a tally-yetter, Brierley
Fratchingtons (1868) 61, ed. 1882. s.Lan.1

2. v. To crimp the borders of a cap, &c. with a ' tally-iron.'

s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). Nhb.1 e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.)

w.Yks. Summat like Billy Copperpeg's noaze wor when hiz wife

tallied her cap screed on it, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann.
(1846) 14 ; w.Yks.5 96, s.Lan.1

TALLY-WAG, sb. s.Chs.1 nw.Der.1 [tali-wag.]
Membrum virile.

TALTIE, sb. Obs. Ags. (Jam.) A wig.

TALWOOD, sb. Ken. (Hall.) Sus.1 Also written tall-

wood, [to'lwud.] Wood cleft and cut into billets for firing.

[For criarcole and sea cole, as also for thacke, For
tallwood and billet, as yeerlie ye lacke, Tusser Husb.
(1580) 119.]

TALYEE, see Tailyie.
TAM, sb. and adj. Cor. Also in form tame, [taem.]

1. sb. A morsel ; a piece. Cor. 2 2. adj. Short, dwarf.
(B. & H.), Cor. 1 Hence Tarn-Furze or Tame-Furze, sb.

the dwarf furze, Ulex nanus. (B. & H.), Cor.12

[OCor. tarn, a morsel ; a bite (Williams).]
TAM, see Taum, Tom, Turn.
TAME, adj. and v.

1 Lin. Hmp. I.W. Wil. [tern,
team.] 1. adj. In comb. (1) Tame bee, a stingless fly
not unlike a bee

; (2) — flowers, a child's word for garden
flowers as distinguished from wild-flowers

; (3) — flyer,
a tame duck which has been attracted from a farm-yard
by wild-ducks and has joined them in a decoy-pond

; (4)— withy, the rosebay, Epilobium angustifolium, when
cultivated in a garden.

(1, 2, 3) n.Lin.1 (4) Hmp.1
, I.W. (B. & H.)

2. v. Obs. ? To cultivate or till the ground.
Wil. By that time the ground will be tamed, Lisle Husbandry

(1757) 100; Wil.1

TAME, v.
2 w.Cy. Som. Dev. [tern, team.] To begin

to cut ; to cut ; to prune.
w.Cy. (Hall.) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 Rare.

To tame a bush. Dev. Of a rose-bush, ' I think you have tamed
him enough, sir,' Reports Provinc. (1881) 17. s.Dev. We shall
have to tame the rick (J.B.).

[Cp. ME. attamin (OFr. atamer), to pierce, broach (a
vessel) (Stratmann).]
TAMER, sb.1 Sc. [te-mar.] 1. The sharp-nosed eel,

Angmlla acutirostris. Gall. (J.M.) 2. The broad-nosed
eel, Anguilla latirostris. ib.
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TAMER, sb.2 Obs. Nrf. Suf. Also in form taamer

Nrf. A team. See Teamer, sb. 1.

Nrf. I ha' likened yow, O my love, to a taamer o' hosses in
Pharer's charrits, Gillett Sng. Sol. (i860) i. 9. Suf 1

TAMLIN-COD, sb. Cor. [tae-nilin-kod.] A young
cod-fish.

j J s

The young, or tamlin-cod, may be eaten in the summer, Couch
Hist. Polperro (1871) 113.

TAMLYN, sb. Cor. [tse-mlin.] A miner's tool.
Ef I doan slam this tamlyn souse into their jaws, J. Trenoodle

Spec. Dial. (1846) 33; Cor.12

TAMMACHLESS, adj. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) 1. Of a
child : not eating with appetite. 2. Tasteless, insipid.
TAMMAS, see Thomas.
TAMMAT, s6. s.Pem. Also written tammot. [tee-mat.]

A small load ; as much hay or straw as a man can carry.
Laws Little Eng. (1888) 421 ;

(W.M.M.) Cf. tarn.
TAMMIL, v. Obs. Lth. Rxb. (Jam.) 1. To scatter

from carelessness. Lth. 2. To scatter or strew from
design, as money amongst a crowd by candidates at an
election. Rxb.
TAMMOCK, sb. Sc. Irel. Also in forms tomack,

tommack Gall. (Jam.) [ta-mak.] A hillock; a little

knoll in a marsh or in damp grazing land. Cf. tummock.
Gall. Arouchcurrtyke, seated in a comfortable manner on some

foggy tomack, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) Introd. 9 ; (Jam.) Kcd.
Twa herds . . . straught down on tammocks clap Their nether
ends, Davidson Seasons (1789) 5. N.I.1 Ant. It has generally a
boulder in the centre, Ballymena Obs. (1892).
TAMMY, sb. w.Yks.3 [ta-mi.] In comp. (1) Tammy-

board, a thin slab of wood used for folding waistcoatings
or light cloths round; (2) -hall, obs., the place where
goods of tammy were exposed for sale.

TA-MORN, TAMPERY, see To-morn, Temporary.
TAMSIN, sb. Ken. [tae-mzin.] A little clothes' horse.
Ken.1

; Ken.2 Tamsin, or Thomasin, is a woman's name, as if it

did the servant's business called by that name.
TAMSON, sb. Sc. Irel. Also written Thamson Rnf.

;

and in form Thomson Edb. [ta-mssn.] In phr. (1) John
Tamson's news, stale or unimportant news ; (2) Tamson's
mare, ' Shanks' pony,' walking

; (3) to be John Tamson's
bairns or man, to be on an equality ; to be of one stock or
family.

(1) Tyr. (DA.S.) Don. All that's John Tamson's news,
Harper's Mag. (Oct. 1900) 794. (2) Sc. Tamson's mear would
never be the thing for me this day of all days, Stevenson Catriona

(1893) xix. (3) Frf. 'We're a' John Tamson's bairns,' ye say;
Hech, birkies, but I doot ye're wrang, Watt Poet. Sketches (1880)
72. Per. It's o' the Lord's mercies we're no consumed, gentle and
simple thegither ; we're a' John Tamson's bairns sae far as that

gangs, Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 108, ed. 1887 ; Endit were my
misfortunes than, If ye were ance John Tamson's man, Hali-
burton Dunbar (1895) 62. Rnf. We're a' John Thamson's bairns,

In unity let us agree, Webster Rhymes (1835) 19. Lnk. We're
a' John Tamson's bairns, guid wife, Nicholson Hame Idylls (1870)
122. Edb. Women here, as well we ken, Would have us all John
Thomson's men, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 329, ed. 1815.

[(3) God gif 3e war Johne Thomsounis man ! Dunbar
Poems (c. 1510), ed. Small, II. 218.]

TAMTARRIE, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written tamtary
(Jam.). The state of being detained under frivolous pre-

tences ; the state of being hindered.
Sc. To hold one in tamtary, to vex or disquiet him, Ruddiman

Introd. (1773) (s.v. Tary) (Jam.). S. & Ork.1

TAMTEEN, sb. Sc. A corrupted form of ' tontine.'

(Jam.) ; Lucky Dods can hottle on as lang as the best of them
—ay though they had made a tamteen of it, Scott St. Ronan
(1824) i.

TAM-TRAM, v. Bnff.1 [ta-m-tram.] To play; to

play fast and loose.

TAN, s^.
1 and v} Sc. Sti. Ken. Sus. Dev. [tan, teen.]

1. sb. In comb. (1) Tan-flawing, the business of stripping

the bark off trees
; (2) -turves, turfs manufactured out

of tan for the purpose of fuel
; (3) -yard, obsol., a slang

expression for the poor-house.

(1) Sus. (Hall.) ; Sus.1 If I can get a job of tan-flawing I shall

make out very well. (2) Dev.1 (s.v. Turves). (3) Cai.1 Very
common for some years after the Poor Law Act, 1845. The
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paupers had the greatest aversion to indoor relief and called the
Poorhouse by this name.
2. Bark, esp. the bark of a young oak. Ken.12 , Sus.1

3. v. In phr. to tan the land, to walk quickly ; to cover
the land with shoe-leather.

s.Stf. I could tan the land when I was younger, Pinnock Blk.
Cy. Ann. (1895).
TAN, sb? Obs. Lan. A twig.
(K.)

;
Davies Races (1856) 272. s.Lan. Picton Dial. (1865) 15.

[OE. tan, a twig, branch (Sweet).]
TAN, sb.3 Obs. Suf. The stickleback, Gasterosteus

trachurus. (Hall.) Cf. tantickle.
TAN, sb.* Sc. A temporary hut.
Gall. Dirty low reeky tans were set here and there, Crockett

Moss-Hags (1895) ii.

TAN, v? and sb? Chs. Not. Wor. Shr. Som. Also
written tann Not. [tan, tasn.] 1. v. To worry, tease

;

to harp on one string ; esp. in comb. Tan-tan-tanning.
s.Chs.1 Oo)z bin on au - mau-rnin, taan-, taan-, taanin', dhiin

6o)z maid mi uz maad- uz u tup in u au-tur. w.Wor. To tan him
loike and rile him, S. Beauchamp Grantley Grange (1874) II. 251.
Shr.1

I dunna know whad's the matter 06th our Missis ; 'er's bin
tan, tan, tanin' ever sence 'er got up this mornin'.

2. To touch ; to fondle. Not. Tickin an tannin (J.H.B.).

3. sb. A rage ; a tantrum.
Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885) ; I went away without

bidding him good-bye—he was in such a tan (W.F.R.).
TAN, TANBASE, see Take, Then, adv., Tanbast(e.
TANBAST(E, sb. and v. Obs. Som. Dev. Also in

form tanbase Som. Dev. 1. sb. Unruly behaviour

;

scuffling, struggling, pulling about.
e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873I. n.Dev. Than tha wudst ha' enny

more champ . . . and tanbast wi' en, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 219.

2. v. To beat, switch. Dev. Grose (1790) MS. ada.
(M.) ; Dev.1 Cf. baste, v.

TANCEL, v. Yks. Chs. Stf. Der. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf.
Glo. Also written tancil w.Yks.2

; tansel Stf. Shr.2 Hrf.12

Glo. 1 [ta'nsil, ta'nsl.] To beat, thrash ; to ill-use.

w.Yks. 2
, Chs.1 s.Stf. I'll tansel him well for playin' the wag,

Pinnock Blk. Cy: Ann. (1895). Der.2 , War. 2
, ne.Wor. (J.W.P.),

s.Wor.1 Shr.1 Odn yo' lave them apples alone, an' come out o'

that orchut? else I'll tancel yore 'ide for yo' ; Shr. 2 Tansel your
jacket. Hrf.12 , Glo.1

TANCELLOON, v. Wor. Hrf. Also written tansiloon
Wor. Hrf.2 To beat, thrash. See Tancel.
s.Wor. Naow mind 'ee, a'll tancelloon 'ee if hever a ketches 'ee

at it agen. Wot 'e waants is a good tancelloonin' (H.K.). Wor.,
Hrf. I'll tansiloon your hide for yer, mind (R.M.E.). Hrf.2

TANCHIMENTS,s6./>/. Lan. Chs. [ta-nfiments.]
1. Frippery ; articles of finery ; fanciful appliances.

s.Lan. 1
Cf. tanklements. 2. Apparatus or materials

for doing or making anything.
lan. Put a shovel o' sawt on th' fire, for between eaursels I verily

believe my tay tanchiments are o' witch'd, Lahee Bewitched Tea-

pots (1883) 11. Chs. (R.P.)

TANCY, see Tansy, sb.
1

TAN-DAY, sb. Obs. w.Cy. Som. The second day ot

a fair; the day after a fair; a fair for fun. w.Cy. (Hall.)

e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

TANDER,s6. Pern, [ta-nda(r).] A rotten phosphor-
escent stick. s.Pem. (W.M.M.), (E.L.) Cf. tend, v.

2

TANDER, see 'Tandrew.
TANDIDDLED, ppl. adj. Hrf. [tavndidld.] Imposed

upon, bewildered, cheated. Bound Provinc. (1876).

TANDLE, 'T'ANDRA, see Tawnle, Saint-Andrew.
'TANDREW, sb. Nhp. Bdf. Hnt. Also in forms

tander Nhp.2 Hnt. ; tandre, tandry Bdf. 1. The festival

of St. Andrew, Dec. 11, O.S. Nhp.2
183. See Saint-

Andrew. 2. Comp. (1) Tandrew-cake, a cake eaten on

St. Andrew's Day
; (2) -fair, a fair held on St. Andrew's

Day
; (3) -wig, a small bun eaten on St. Andrew's Day.

(1) Bdf. A cake—consisting of little more than bread adorned

with currants and carroway seeds—eaten on St. Andrew's Day

(Nov. 30). Since the lace trade has been so unprofitable, the

manufacture of Tandre cakes has been discontinued in some

places (J.W.B.). (2) Hnt. (T.P.F.); N. & Q. (1851) 1st S. iii.

308. (3) Bdf. N. & Q. (1874) 5th S. ii. 138.

E
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3. Phr. to keep Tandre, to keep the festival of St. Andrew,
the patron saint of lacemakers. Bdf. (J.W.B.)
T'ANDREW, T'ANDRY, see Saint-Andrew.
TANE, see Take, Tone, num. adj.

TANG, si.
1 and v.

1 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Shr. Brks. e.An. w.Cy. Som.
Also in forms taing Sc. (Jam.) S. & Ork. 1

; teang Cum.1
;

teng N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Dur.1 w.Dur.1 Lakel.2 Cum.14 Wm.
n.Yks.12 ne.Yks.1 e.Yks.1 m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.15 ; tyang Sc.
(Jam.)

_

[tan, taerj ; ten.] 1. sb. The prong of a fork;
the spike of a knife or other instrument which fixes into
the handle ; the pointed end of a shoe-lace ; any point.
Cf. ting, sb. 1

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. The taing o' a graip. The taing o' a fow {ib.).

CM. (76.), N.Cy.1
, Nhb.1

, Lakel.2 Cum. Ah like a fork \vi' a langer
teang ner that (E.W.P.) ; Cum.14 Wm. Get the smith to put a
teng on that hook (B.K.). n.Yks. (I.W.), n.Yks. 12 w.Yks.1 A
fork wi three tangs; w.Yks.24

, n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan.1

, e.Lan.1
, Chs. 1

,

s.Chs. 1
, Stf. 1

, Der.2 , Shr.1
, w.Cy. (Hall.) e.Som. W. & J. Gl.

(1873). w.Som.1 Can't put nother 'an'l to thick there 'ook, 'cause
the tang o' un's a-brokt.

2. A pike
; a knife ; a piece of iron used for fencing

;

anything ending in a point.
s.Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. Grose (1790). Wm. The tang wants

sharpening (B.K.). w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781). Lan.
I're whettin' an owd tang upo' th' boiler top, Ab-o'th'-Yates
Dinner (1886) 11. ne.Lan.1

3. The fang of a tooth ; a main root or branch of a tree.
e.Lan.1

,
Chs. 1 Not. It' got three tangs to it tooth (J.H.B.).

Hence Tanged,/^/, adj. forked, as a tree.
w.Yks. 2 Chs.1 A two-tanged tree, a three-tanged tree.

4. The tongue of a buckle or of a jews'- harp.
Cum. (M.P.), n.Yks.14

, ne.Yks. 1 Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and
Danes (1884) 369. n.Lin.1 , e.An. (Hall.) Nrf. Cozens-Hardy
Broad Nrf. (1893)84. Suf. 1 The tang of a shoe buckle used to be
that point which passing through the strop confined it to the rim;
like a harness buckle.

5. Comb. Tango'-the-trump, (1) the tongue of a jews'-
harp. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1
; (2) jig. the active

partner in a firm; the principal person in any popular
outburst, ib. 6. The T-fastener of a cow-chain.
n.Yks. (I.W.) 7. A low tongue of land projecting into
the sea ; a narrow strip of land. Cf. ting, sb. 1 2.

Sh.I. On the east of the Ness a narrow stripe of land stretches
out that is named the Taing of Torness. The word Taing ex-
presses the character of the low projecting cape, Hiebert Desc
Sh. I. (1822) 228, ed. 1891

;
{Coll. L.L.B.)

; Jakobsen Dial
(1897) 95; S. & Ork.1 , Or.I. (J.G.), Cai. 1 nw.Der.1 That feelt
shoots up wi' a lung tang.

8. The tongue of a snake or viper.
n.Lin. 1 People believe it has the power of stinging.

9. A sting ; an acute pain. Cf. ting, sb. 1 3.
n.Cy. Grose (1790); N.Cy.1

, Dur.1
, w.Dur.1

, Cum. (M.P.)
n.Yks.2

, e.Yks.1
, m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781)

w.Yks.12
, ne.Lan.1

, Der.2 s.Not. The fly alius leaves its tang in
(J.P.K.). Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 369. Lin. 1

n.Lin. 1
, sw.Lin.1

10. A disease in cattle affecting the tongue-roots and
causing a large flow of saliva. n.Yks.2 11. v. A cutlery
term

:
to make the tapering part of the blade which fits

into the handle.
w.Yks. He mood'st blade. Then he tangs it, Bywater

Sheffield Dial. (1839) 33. s.Yks. (W.S.)
12. To sting; also used fig.
N.Cy. 1

,
Nhb. 1

,
Dur. 1

,
w.Dur. 1 Lakel.2 Ah gat teng'd wi' a wamp.

Cum. 4 His een was blufted wi' bein' tenged wi' bees, Penrith Obs.
(Nov. 16, 1897). Wm. (B.K.), n.Yks. 124 ne.Yks. 1 T'wasp
teng'd t'dog. e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Eton. (1788); e.Yks. 1

Bees nobbut tengs yance. m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.123^ ne.Lan.1 Der.

Come and tak' the wapses' nest ; . . they wunna tang now,
Verney Stone Edge (1868) vi ; Der.12 Not. The bee's tanged me
(J.H.B.). s.Not. A dunno what sort of a insect it is as tangs it

(J.P.K.). n.Lin. 1 My bitch wastang'd wi' a hetherd. sw.Lin. 1 It
tangs a bit yet. Brks. (M.J.B.)
Hence (1) Tanged, ppl. adj. of cattle: afflicted with a

disease affecting the tongue-roots
; see Tongue-tenged,

s.v. Tongue, 1 (28) ; (2) Tanged-stone, sb. an < adder-
stone ' (q.v.)

; (3) Tanger, sb. (a) anything which stings
;

(b)fig. a deceitful person
; (4) Tang-fish, sb. the sting-fish,

Trachinus vipera
; (5) Tanging, ppl. adj. of a pain, &c.

:

shooting
; (6) Tanging-ether, -edder, -nadder, or -nether,

sb. the dragon-fly
; (7) Tanging-nettle, sb. the common

stinging-nettle, Urtica dioica; (8) Tang-tongues, sb. the
common watercress, Nasturtium officinale; (9) Tangy-
leather, sb., see (6).

(1) n.Yks. Hee's teng'd, hee'l dee, Meriton Praise Ale (1684)
1. 149; n.Yks. 1 Any animal of the ox kind is liable to an affection

which by the Dale's people is attributed to the venom of a small

insect ;
' a small red spider, . . attacking the roots of the tongue.'

The symptoms are swelling of the parts and copious or excessive
discharge of saliva. Tongued-tenged is the customary expression

;

but a tenged Ox or Owse amply conveys its own meaning to

country ears; n.Yks. 2 The spider notion of the complaint is not
now entertained, but the swelling of the tongue often goes further
downwards and proves fatal. To ' slavver like a teng'd owce.'
e.Yks. An egg, broken upon the part, is considered as a remedy,
if applied in time, Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796). (2) n.Yks. 2

(3, a) w.Yks. Hornits 's waur tengers nor hummabees, Leeds Merc.
Suppl. (Dec. 17, 1898). (6) w.Yks. Cudworth Horton (1886)
Gl. (4) n.Yks. (T.S.) (5) w.Yks. T'wind i t'stomach, t'rew-
metism, An tengin pains it goom, Preston Poems (1864) 6;
Troublesome tengin corns, Banks Wkjld. Wds. (1865). (6)
N.Cy. 1

, Dur. 1
, n.Yks. (I.W. ), m.Yks. 1

(7) e.Yks. (B. & H.) (8)
n.Yks. 2 As being pungent to the taste. (9) n.Yks. (T.K.)

13. To deprive an insect or reptile of its sting.
w.Yks. 5 'Catch't a hummle-bee, Bil !

'
' Let's teng it, then !

'

[7. ON. tangi, a spit of land, a point projecting into the
sea or river (Vigfusson).]

TANG, sb? Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Lan. [tan.] 1. A
species of sea-weed ; tangle. See Sea-tang, s.v. Sea, 1 (n).

Sh.I. Curse apo Jeemson an' his dirt o' tabaaka. Hit's as weet
as tang, Sh. News (Oct. 2, 1897). Or.I. (Jam.), (J.A.S.), S. &
Ork. 1

, N.Cy. 1
, Nhb.1

, m.Yks. 1
, Lan.l

2. Comp. (1) Tang-bow, the round hollow growth on sea-
weed

; (2) -cow, a bunch of sea-weed; (3) -fish, the
smaller seal, Phoca vitulina

; (4) -sparrow, the rock pipit,
Anthus obscums; (5) -whaup, the whimbrel, Numenius
phaeopus.

(1) S. & Ork.1
(2) Or.I. Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 797. (3)

Sh.I. There were many of the smaller seals, or Tang-fish, so named
from being supposed to live among the Tang, or larger fuci that
grow near the shore, Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 274, ed. 1891

;

S. & Ork.1
(4) Sh.I. Swainson Birds (1885) 46 ; S. & Ork.1

(5)
Sh.I. From their being found among the tang or seaweed, searching
for Crustacea, Swainson ib. 199 ; s. & Ork.1

[Dan. tang, sea-weed, tangle (Larsen).]

tZA£G'
s*'3 and v ' Sc

-
Vks

-
Lan

-
Lin

- Hrt - e-An. Ken.
I.W. Dev. Cor. [tarj, taerj.] 1. sb. A strong or peculiar
taste or flavour, esp. an unpleasant one. Cf. twang.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), n.Lan. 1
, n.Lin. 1

, ne.Lin. (E.S.) sw.Lin. 1 It
had a bit of a tang, but I weshed and cleaned it well. Hrt Ellis
Mod.Husb. (i 75o)III. i. 127. e.An.1

, Suf. (C.T.) ne.Ken There's
a peculiar tang in this cheese I don't like (H.M.). iwMt leaves
a nasty tang in the mouth

; I.W.2 Dev. Grose (1790) Suppl
Theer s a funny tang to it tu. 'Twas from the cask—eh * Phill-
potts Sons ofMorning (1900) 62. Cor. 12

2. v. To taste unpleasantly. Lin. (W.W.S ) 3 To
contaminate. n.Yks.2

[1. Cp Tongge, or scharpnesse of lycure yn tastynge
acumen {Prompt.).]

J ^"O^ge,

TANG, v.
3 and sb.4 Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Not Lei Nhn

War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Brks. Hmp IW Wil Alioin form tong Sc. Not.1 Lei. 1 Nhp.1 War.* Shr.12 Glo°Hmp} w.Cy. [tan, taerj.] 1. v. To ring or toll a beli-ef a bell : to sound loudly, clearly, or with a measuredsound
;
esp. used of a harsh bell. Cf ting v*

m6aSUred

never put the net o' tatoes i' the biler till 'er 'eard the bell tong"Shr.2 Properly applies ... to a large heavy one the sreat hell'

as h\ H
B'£

'r!
^ the beU ta"e dree «"»**> ut ™/te! man

S H t V
U

'
S customary for 'he bell to ' tang

' three time^onhe death of a man, twice for a woman, and one! for a child andthe tolling of a deeper toned bell follows after. It should bemenfoned that three strokes on four other bells usually precede
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the numbers ' tanged ' as above referred to. Hmp. 1 The bells be
tonged. I.W.1 Tang that bell; I.W.2 , w.Cy. (Hall.) Wil.
Britton Beauties (1825) ; Wil.1

2. To make a noise ; to make ' rough music ' (q.v.).

Glo. (H.S.H.), Wil. 1

3. Obsol. To make a loud noise by beating on shovels,
&c. while bees are swarming

;
gen. in phr. to tang bees.

N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Countrymen tang beeswhen swarming by beating
on shovels, tea-trays, or tin-vessels, to induce the swarm to settle.

Not.1 Lei. 1 To tang bees ... for the double purpose, it is said, of
asserting a claim to the ownership of the swarm and of collecting

the bees together. Nhp.1
, War.23 , w.Wor. 1 se.Wor.1 To call

bees (when swarming) by making a noise, usually with a fire shovel

or warming pan and a door key. It is said that if bees fly away,
whoever follows and tangs them can claim them wherever they
may settle. s.Wor. 1 Shr. 1 Mak' 'aste an' fatch the warmin'-pon
an' the kay o' the 'ouse to tang the bees, or they'n be off, they flyen

mighty 'igh ; Shr. 2 Tang the frying-pan, and they'n soon knitt.

Hrf.12 , Glo.1 Brks. The process in question, known in country
phrase as ' tanging,' is founded upon the belief that the bees will

not settle unless under the influence of this peculiar music, and
the constable, holding faithful to the popular belief, rushed down
his garden 'tanging' as if his life depended upon it, Hughes
T. Brown Oxf. (1861) xxiii. Hmp. 1 I.W.2 Maken a middlen
tangen . . . wi' the zifter and pot led, enough to frighten all the

bees in the parish. Wil. To make a noise with a key and a shovel

at the time of swarming of a hive, not, as is supposed, to induce
them to settle, but to give notice of the rising of the swarm, which
could not be followed if they went on a neighbour's premises,

unless this warning was given, Britton Beauties (1825) ; Wil. 1

4. sb. The sound of a bell, esp. the sound produced by
a slow, single stroke on a church bell ; the stroke itself.

War.3 Shr. Giving a few tongs on the bell, Burns Flk-Lore

(1883-6) xxxvii ; Shr.1 ' The bell gies a tong or two w'en they
comen out o' Church, jest to tell folks to get the dinner ready.'

This was said with reference to a usage which obtained at

Churton Church of sounding the bell as the congregation left, by
way of conveying a timely warning to their respective households
—far or near—that they were ' out,' and to have all things in

readiness for their return. Wil. It's Johnson's flock ; I know the

tang of his tankards, Jefferies Gt. Estate (1880) vi.

5. Comp. Tang-rang, sb. a noise ; an uproar, esp. used
of the noise formerly made when bees were swarming.
War.3 What a tang-rang they are making after those bees.

Wor. Allies Antiq. Flk-Lore (1840) 125, ed. 1852.

6. The timbre of the voice ; a twang.
Gall. A brisk stirring voice followed him with the snell Scottish

scolding ' tang ' in it, which is ever more humorous than alarming

to those whom it addresses, Crockett Kit Kennedy (1899) iii.

7. A sweet- and pleasant sound. Shr.2

TANG, v.* and sb. 5 Pern. Glo. Som. Dev. [tasn.]

1. v. To tie. Cf. ting, v?
Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som. W. & J. Gl.

(1873'). Dev. Moore Hist. Dev. (1829) I. 355.

2. sb. Obs. A large girth used to fasten the load or

panniers on to the pack-saddle. Glo. Home Subsecivae

(1777) 426. Cf. ting, v.3 3. 3. A withe used for tying

;

a bent stick used in thatching.
s.Pem. Gen. in pi. A withe bent double with a special twist and

driven as a double peg into the thatch (M.S.C)
;
(W.M.M.) ; Laws

Little Eng.' (1888) 421.

TANG, adj. Obs. Slk. (Jam.) Straight, tight.

TANGHAL, sb. Obs. Per. (Jam.) A bag, satchel.

Cf. toighal.
TANGIE, sb. Sh. & Or.I. [ta'rji.] 1. A sea-spirit

;

see below.
Sh.I. Ye're no like a bodie ava dat hes duins wi' evil speerits

—

tangies, brownies, witches, Stewart Tales (1892) 5 ; S. & Ork.1

Asea-spirit which frequents the shores, supposed at times to assume

the appearance of a horse, at other times that of an old man*. Or.I.

This imaginary being is supposed to have his origin from the lumi-

nous appearance of the tangle, when it is tossed by the sea (Jam.).

2. A young seal. Or.I. (Jam. Suppl.)

TANGLE, sb., v. and adj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. [ta'rji, tarrjgl.] 1. sb. In comp. (1) Tangle-

backit, long and lean in the back ; (2) -grass, the creeping

buttercup, Ranunculus repens
; (3) -leg(s, strong beer

; (4)

•picker, the turnstone, Strepsilas interpres
; (5) -toad, see

(2) ; (6) -wise, long and slender.

r/) f% J:
W6re

?
ye yln ° the tangle "backit kind, Keith 7«rf,a«

Uncle (1896) 172. (2) se. Yks. (I.W.) (3) e.An.1 Wil. [They! cry
for some more 'tangle-legs '-for thus they call the strong beer
Jefferies Gt. Estate (1880) iv. (4) Nrf. Swainson Birds (1885)
187 ;

Called ... the tangle-picker, from its habit of turning over
seaweed as well as stones in quest of its living, Cornh. Mae- (Anr
1893) 369. (5) w.Yks. (I.W.) (6) Cld. (Jam.)

'

2. All plants of the water milfoil, Myriophylhtm, and the
pondweed, Potamogeton, tribes. Cum.4

3. The long
fibre of a root, as of a potato.

''

n.Yks.4 ne.Yks.i When t'tang'ls is brokken they can't taatie.
4. A lock of hair.
Lan.i s.Lan. Her bonny tangles Were hung wi' star-spangles,

Bamford Poems, 148.

5. An icicle.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. The chilly tangles drippin' fa' In mony an icy
string, Cadenhead Bon-Accord (1853) 314. Frf. The waterspout
that suspends the ' tangles ' of ice over a gaping tank, Barrie
Licht (1888) i. Rnf. Frae ilk buss, the tangles gay, Hang skinklin'
in the mornin' ray, Picken Poems (1813) I. 77.
6. Anything hanging, as a torn piece of a dress.
w.Yks. Her gown was all rives and tangles (C.C.R.).

7. A thriftless, slatternly person ; also in pi. w.Yks.
(C.C.R.), w.Yks.3 8. Obs. A tall, lank person.

n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. We'll behad a wee, She's but a tangle, tho'
shot out she be, Ross Helenore (1768) 20, ed. 1812.
9. Fig. A difficulty

; a state of mental confusion or per-
plexity.

Abd. ' Sir John wha ?
' says he, putting on a show of being in a

tangle, Cobban Angel (1898) 180. Brks.1 I be veelin' in a tangle
zomehow an' wants to thenk a bit. Cor. You ave got yerself in a
putty tangle, T. Towser (1873) 20.

10. pi. The knots of scroll-work cut on Celtic crosses,
&c. Sc. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) 11. v. Fig. To
entangle

; to ensnare ; to embarrass ; also with up.
Arg. You're nothing but a fool to be tangled up with the creature,

Munro Shoes of Fort. (1901) 259. Gall. Our minister will never
tangle himsel' wi' marriage engagements, Crockett Standard
Bearer (1898) 165. Dwn. Mony a lad wud dee tae win ye—Why
sae tangle me? Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 25.

12. adj. Tall and feeble ; loose-jointed ; relaxed in con-
sequence of fatigue ; too weary to stand.

Sc. Mackay. Fif. A lang tangle lad (Jam.). Slk. (ib.)

TANGLEMENT, sb. Lan. Chs. Som. [ta-rjlment,
-mant.] 1. A tangle ; a knot ; Jig. a difficulty ; anything
involved or confused.

Chs.1 s.Chs. 1 Dhisroa'p)s in ii praaH taangg'lmunt. w.Som. 1

However's anybody gwain to get droo these yer brimmles, nif

they an't a-got nother'ook vor to cut 'em—they be all to a proper
tanglement.

2. pi. Fanciful appliances ; frippery ; articles of female
finery. s.Lan. 1 Cf. tanklements.
TANGLENESS,s6. Obs. Sc. Indecision, fluctuation;

pliability of opinion.
(Jam.) ; Donald's the callan that brooks nae tangleness, Hogg

Jacob. Rel. (1819) I. 102.

TANGLESOME, adj. Obs. Suf.1 Discontented,
fretful ; obstinate.

[Cp. tanggyl, or froward and angry, bilosus (Prompt.).]

TANGLING, ppl. adj. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Also written

tangleing n.Cy. [ta'rjlin.] Untidy, slatternly; lounging,
loitering ; esp. used of a woman. Cf. tangly, 2.

n.Cy. A poor tangling sort of a body, Grose (1790) Suppl.

n.Yks.12 , ne.Lan.1

TANGLY, adj. Sc. Yks. [ta-nli.] 1. Entangling,

entangled.
n.Yks. This crowfoot is tangly. A tangly tree (I.W.).

2. Untidy, slatternly; lounging, loitering; esp. used of a

woman. Cf. tangling.
n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks. 2A lang tangly lass, as lazy as she's lang; n.Yks.4

3. Long and slender.
Per. A tangly tappin for a rod He in his nervous right hand

claspit, Spence Poems (1898) 141. Edb. Tanglie taperin' tails,

Forbes Poems (1812) 57. n.Yks. He's a great tangly lad (I.W.).

TANGS, sb. pi. Nrf. [taerjz.] In phr. to be in pretty

tangs, to be in a fine mess. Miller & Skertchly Fenland

(1878) iv.

TANGS, see Tongs.
E 2
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TAN-HILL APPLE, phr. Wil. A' Quarrender' apple.

n.Wil. So called because it comes in about the time of the fair at

Tan Hill (G.E.D.).

TANJAKE, sb. Cor. [tse'ndVek] The house-snail.

(J-W.)
TANK, sb.

1 Nhb. Yks. Lan. Wil. and Amer. [tank.]

1. A piece of deep water, natural or artificial ; a pond.
w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811). ne.Lan.1 [Amer. Drive

your horse into the tank, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 426.]

2. The insoluble sediment from the dissolving tanks in

alkali works ; also in comp. Tank-waste. Nhb. 1
3. A

milk-churn ; a vessel for sending milk by rail.

n.Wil. Defendant came . . . through her garden with an empty
' tank '—that is, a milk churn. . . They took ' tanks ' across it in-

stead of . . . round the road, Devises Gazette (June 20, 1895).

TANK, sb? and v.
1 Yks. Chs. Stf. Not. Lei. Nhp. War.

Wor. Also in forms tenk Chs. 1
; tonk Nhp. 1 [tank.]

1. sb. A blow ; a knock ; a kick from a horse.
w.Yks. Whot didta break that spoon for? Aw taethi a tank fur

that (D.L.). Clis.1 Fetch him a tank o'th' maw; Chs.3 Gee him

a tank o'er the ear. s.Chs.1 Tu faach- fi mon u taangk* upu dhu

yed widh u pahykil. Stf. 1
, Not.2 Lei. 1 Shay gen 'er yead a tank

agen the lather. Nhp.1 He fetch'd him a tank o' th' yed ; Nhp.2
,

War.2 a*

2. v. To strike, knock ; to beat with a switch or other

light instrument.
Lei. 1 Tank at the door. War. To give a tanking [i.e. not so

severe as ' a thrashing'] (C.T.O.) ; War. 23

3. To hit a stone against a basin so as to attract

attention ; to make a ringing noise by striking anything
together.
w.Wor. (H.B.); Didna yer hear maatankin'? S. Beauchamp

N. Hamilton (1875) II. 143.

TANK,s6.3 Dev. [tserjk.] An old-fashioned country
dance.
She was engaged to me for the tank, Baring-Gould Spider

(1887) II. 70.

TANK, v? and sb* Stf. War. w.Cy. [tank.] 1. v.

To gossip, chatter ; to loiter idly about.
Stf. They go tanking around (W.H.). War.2 ; War.3 Get on

with your work—don't be tanking about after those chaps.

2. sb. An idle amusement. w.Cy. (Hall.)

TANKARD, sb. Midi. Wil. [tavnksd.] 1. In comp.
Tankard-turnip, obs., the long-rooted turnip. Midi. Mar-
shall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 2. A sheep-bell.

Wil. It's Johnson's flock; I know the tang of his tankards,

Jefferies Gt. Estate (1880) vi ; Wil. 1 It is said that the whole of

the ' tankards ' in use in England are made at Great Cheverell.

TANKER, sb} Sc. Also written tankar, tankor.
[ta'nkar.] A dial, form of ' tankard.'

e.Sc. I've broken the jug, mother, but I'll fetch the ale in a

tankar', Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 258. Edb. Caused the

emptying of so many ale-tankers, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) ii.

Gall. The smirking lady gay And faeming tankor, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 401, ed. 1876.

TANKER, sb.2 Bnff. 1 [ta-nksr.] Anything large and
ugly, esp. of a person or lean animal.

TANKER, v. Der.2 nw.Der.1 [ta-rjka(r).] To make
a noise.

TANKERABOGUS, see Tantarabobus.
TANKEROUS, adj. e.An.1 [tse'nkaras.] An aphetic

form of ' cantankerous.'

TANKERSOME, adj. Obs. Suf.1 Fractious, fretful,

ill-humoured. ' Haw tankersome yeow dew fare.'

TANKLE, sb. Sc. [ta-rjkl.] An icicle. See Tankling,
1, Tinkel-tankel.

Per. The linn wi' langtankle is hingin', Spence Poems (1898) 18.

TANKLE, v. Lan. Der. [tankl.] 1. To repair,

tinker up. Cf. tinkle, v.
1

s.Lan.1 Aw mun tankle it up th' best road aw con.

2. To idle, trifle. Der.2
, nw.Der.1

TANKLEMENTS, sb. pi. Yks. Lan. Also in form
tankliment w.Yks.3 [ta'qklments.] Implements ; ac-

coutrements ; litter; small ornaments ; articles of finery,

&c. Cf. tanglement, 2.

w.Yks.3 The tankliments of the mantelshelf are its ornaments

;

the tankliments of a gardener, his spade, rake &c. Lan. Let tin

bits o' tanklements stop where they are, Waugh Heather (ed.

Milner) I. 246. s.Lan.1 (s.v. Tanglements).
. . . . -

TANKLET, sb. Nhb.1 [ta-rjklit.] An icicle. See

Tankle, sb. ,. ,

TANKLING, sb. and adv. Nhb. Lan. [ta'rjklin.J

1. sb. A dangling thing ; a pendant. See Tankle, sb.

Lan 1 ' Hello, Dick, what's that bit 0' th' tanklin thou s getten

thrut o'er thi shoolder? ' ' It's a cock-chicken, owd lad, Waugh
Chim. Corner (1874) 216, ed. 1879.

2. Harness, fittings, ' tackle.' s.Lan.1 3. adv. Dangling.

Nhb. 1 He toss'd the grey gyus ower his back, An' her neck it

hung tanklin doon, O, Old Rhyme.

TANNAGE, sb. Sc. [tanidg.] A tannery.

Bnff. There are also in the Parish, a Tannage, a Distillery, and

of late, a Bleachfield, Gordon Keith (1880) 12.

TANNER, sb} Nhp. Glo. Hnt. [tavna(r).] In comb.

(1) Tanner's apron, the garden auricula, Primula

Auricula; (2) -'s clots, (3) -knobs, obsol, bark after it has

been deprived of its astringent properties, made into

small squares, and dried for fuel.

(1) Glo. Apparently confined to the yellow variety (B. & ti.)
;

Glo.1 (a) Nhp.1 (3) Hnt. (T.P.F.)

TANNER, sb? Sc. Nhb. Dur. [ta-nsr.] 1. A small

root of a tree ; the fang of a tooth ; the root of a corn, boil,

&c. Lth. (Jam.), Nhb. 1
, e.Dur.

1 2. That part of a frame

of wood which is fitted into a mortice. Sc. (Jam.)

TANNO, TANNY, see Tino, adv., Tawny, Tino, adv.

TANNYIKS, sb. pi. Sh.I. Also in form tynicks.

The teeth.
' Lat me see if du's gotten dy tannyiks !

' is a Fetlar phrase

addressed to a small child, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 45 ; Wir bairn

is a por ill-triven ting gaain' in his trid year an' no gotten his

tynicks (J.S.).

[Cp. ON. tonn (gen. tannar), tooth (Vigfusson).]

TANO-, see Tino, adv.

TAN-PIN, sb. Chs.1 [ta'n-pin.] A plumber's tool for

stopping a pipe temporarily.

TANRACKET, sb. Dev.2 [tavnraekit.] A racket,

noise, confusion ; a noisy crowd.
TANSEL, TANSILOON, see Tancel, Tancelloon.
TANSY, sb} Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Chs. Nhp. Glo.

Brks. Also in form tancy Cum. [ta'nzi, tavnzi ; ta'nsi.]

1. In comp. (1) Tansy-cake, (a) a girdle-cake flavoured
with tansy ; (b) a merrymaking

; (2) -night, see below
;

(3) -pudding, a pudding flavoured with tansy
; (4) -tea, an

infusion of tansy.
(1, a) Nhb.1 (6) Nhb. Tansy cakes and other merry makings

were held, Richardson Borderer's Table-bk, (1846) VII. 388. (2)
Cum. Tansy nights . . . were presided over by the ladies, who
provided tansy puddings and rich rum sauce, w.Cum. Times (Apr.
26, 1902) 3, col. 3. (3) Nhb.1 A pudding made of flour and eggs
and seasoned with tansy. It is still occasionally met with. Cum.
w.Cum. Times (Apr. 26, 1902) 3, col. 3. e.Yks.1 w.Yks.2 A
sweet pudding in which the juice of tansy is a compound, eaten
on a particular day in spring. (4) Nhb.1 Brks. Patent pills and
soothing syrups have taken the place of calamint and tansy tea,

Spectator (Apr. 12, 1902).

2. Phr. my delight's in tansies, a children's singing game
;

see below.
Sth. ' And my delight's in tansies, My delight's in pansies ; My

delight's in a red red rose, The colour of my Maggie, oh ! Heigh
oh ! my Maggie, oh ! My very bonnie Maggie, oh ! All the world
I would not give For a kiss from Maggie, oh !

' In the .third verse
[? first] you should ' clap your tails ' till the end of the verse.
Take some one out at ' The colour of my Maggie, oh ! ' Nicholson
Golspie (1897) 130.

3. A village feast held on Shrove Tuesday ; a merry-
making in a public-house.
Nhb.1 The fund was expended in refreshments for the (football)

players after the game was ended, consisting of hot ale and cake,
ad libitum, the feast being followed by a dance. This feast the
villagers (of Rothbury) called ' The Tansy,' Dixon Shrove-tide, 4.
Cum." Tansy belongs to the Borders, and amongst other places,
to the neighbourhood of Hesket, Sullivan Cum. and Wm. (1857)
82. There were ' cellar-openings ' and annual suppers . . . and
tancies patronised by the women of the place, Burn Brampton
(1893) 11.
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4. The leaf only of the tansy, the flowers being called

'buttons.' n.Yks. (B. & H.) 5. The silver-weed,
Potentilla Anserina. Cum., n.Yks., Nhp. (B. & H.) See
Goose-tansy, s.v. Goose, I. 2 (11). 6. The common
yarrow, Achillea Millefolium.

Chs. From the finely cut leaves resembling those of the true
Tansy (B. & H.) ; Chs.1

7. The corn-marigold, Chrysanthemum segetum. Glo.1

TANSY,s6.2 Dev. [tavnzi.] The fish, Blenniuspholis.
The smooth shan, shanny, or tansy, of our southern shore-boys,

Good IVds. (1864) 671.

TANT, v.
1 Ken. [taent.] To place anything out of

the perpendicular. (P.M.) Hence to go a tanting, phr.
to play at see-saw. (ib.)

TANT, v? and sb. Sc. Wor. [tant.] 1. v. To argue
or dispute in a captious, quarrelsome manner ; to rage.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) See Tanter. 2. sb. A rage, temper.

s.Wor. A wuz 'mos' ready to be in a despret tant afoer I telled

'e annythin' on it (H.K.X
TANT, v.3 m.Yks.1 [tant] To potter or idle about.
TANT, see Taunt, v.1

*

TANTABLET, sb. Obs. e.An.1 An open tart orna-
mented with strips and twirls of pastry. Cf. tantadlin(g.
TANTABOM1NG, see Tanterboming.
TANTADDLEMENT, sb. s.Chs.1 [tanta'dlmant.]

A trifle. Cf. tantadlin(g.
s.Chs.1 It is often contemptuously used of all mere accomplish-

ments, which seem wanting in solid value, of confectionery as

opposed to plain food, &c.

TANTADLIN(G, sb. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lin.
Lei. War. Hrf. Glo. Also written tantaddlin s.Chs.1

;

and in forms tantaflin Not. ; tantatlin s.Lan.1
; tantat-

lin(g w.Yks. Not. [tanta'dlin.] 1. A small tart ; an
apple-dumpling ; light delicacies, esp. sweets, in contra-
distinction to more substantial food ; also used attrib.

w.Yks. Tan tadlin's, or owt else, e't paistry way, at wor
wanted, Tom Treddlehoyle Exhebishan (1857) 12 ; Hlfx. Courier

(July 3, 1897) ; w.Yks. 2 ' All kinds of tantadlins,' applied to any
small tart made of pastry and jam. nw.Der. 1 s.Not. She made
cakes an' tantaflin sorts o' things. A bit o' that beef for me ; a

don't care for non o' yer tarts an' tantaflins (J.P.K.). Hrf. An
apple dumpling made in circular form, Bound Provinc. (1876).

Glo.1

2. Comp. Tantadlintart, (1) a small, light tart ; any
kind of dainty ; fancy food ; (2) unpalatable food ; see
below; (3) cow-dung.

(1) s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1 The word is not always confined to tarts, but is

sometimes used for all the small sweets at a dinner, such as cheese

cakes, custards, &c, in contradistinction to the more substantial

roast joints and plum pudding. s.Chs. 1 The word has generally

a depreciatory sense. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) War.2 Children are some-
times promised a tantadlin-tart, when there is no intention to

provide a delicacy of any kind. (2) Lin. 1 Lei. 1 The composition

of this delicacy varies considerably, but apples, onions, and fat

bacon are among the most constant of its elements. Unwary
enquirers into its constituents are apt to find themselves the

victims of a curiously unsavoury joke. War.2 A pasty, the true

contents of which have been abstracted and replaced by some
nasty compound. (3) nw.Der. 1

, War.2

3. Fig. A contemptuous term for anything strange,

fanciful, or fantastic. s.Lan.1

TANTAFLIN, see Tantadlin(g.
TANTALLON, sb. Sc. Also written Tantallan. In

phr. to ding down Tantallon, to surpass all bounds.
Bnff. 1 T'ding Tam-tallan [sic]. Hdg. The rhyme, generally

given with a preliminary sort of sneering ' Ou, aye,'— ' Ding doun

Tantallon, An' build a Brig tae the Bass,' indicating something

deemed to be impossible, before the days of dynamite and Forth

Bridges, Montgomerie-Fleming Notes on Jam. (1899) ; Situated

directly opposite to the Bass at a distance of i-J miles across a

frequently tumbling sea, its redoubtableness of character gave

rise to the pithy popular saying ' Ding doon Tantallon ? Mak
a brig to the Bass,' Gazetteer of Sc. (1842).

TANTAMUS, TANTANY, see Saint-Anthony, Tan-

tony.
TANTARA, sb. Dev. Cor. Also written tantarra

Dev. 1 Cor. [tamtaTa.] A noise ; a disturbance ; an out-

cry. Cf. tantaran.

Dev.1 ' Poor dame is amost off her legs ; turmoil'd to death
between wan thing and t'ether : quite a cow'd out.' 'How
happ'd thecca tantarra then ?

' 3. s.Dev. Fox Kingsbridge (1874).
Cor. Nort—no, not the screech o' horns blawed by all the angels
in heaven—could be awfuller than the tantarra o' this gert
tempest, Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 302.

TANTARABOBUS, sb. Som. Dev. Cor. Also in forms
tankerabogus Dev. ; tantarabobs Dev. 1

; tanterabobus
Cor.1

; tantrabobus.tantrumbobusCor.12 [taentarabo'bas.]
1. A name for the devil ; a bogie.
w.Som. 1 Usually preceded by ' old.' It is also used very often

as a playful nickname for any boy or man. A frequent saying in
reply to a question as to the age of any one lately deceased is

—

' Oh! I reckon he lived same's Tantarabobus [tan-turuboa-bus]

—

all the days of his life.' 'Nif thee disn mind and alter thy hand,
th'old Tantarabobus '11 be arter thee ! ' Dev. Now, Polly, yii've

abin a bad, naughty maid, and ef yii be sich a wicked cheel again,
I'll zend vur tankerabogus tu come and car yii away tu 'is pittee-

'awl, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892); Dev.1 The jail take her father,

say I, 'twas his doing; I did'n care if the old tantarabobs had'n,
6. Cor. 1

' Like tantrabobus, lived till he died.' Sometimes, ' like

Tantra-bobus' cat.'

2. A term applied to a noisy, playful child.
Cor.1 ; Cor.2 Oh ! you tantra-bobus

!

TANTARAN, sb. I.Ma. Noise, uproar. Cf. tantara.
A tantaran ... to waken the dead, Brown Doctor (1887) 23.

TANTARA-STILE, sb. War.3 A 'fall-stile ' (q.v.).

TANTARROW, sb. Nhp. War. [tantaTS.] A pie
made of meat, apples, &c, something similar to a ' squab-
pie.' Nhp.1 We shall have a tantarrow for dinner. War.3

TANTARUM, see Tantrum.
TANTASSA, int. w.Wor.1 In phr. tantassa, lantassa

pig, tow a row, a row ! a call to pigs. (s.v. Calls.)

TANTATLING, see Tantadlin(g.
TANTAWDHERLY, adj. Yks. Also in form tan-

tawdhryly. [tant^'tSali.] Tawdry, slovenly. See Taw-
dherly.

e.Yks. What a tan-tawdherly woman Bess Robinson is,

Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 95 ; e.Yks. 1

TANTER, v. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 [ta'ntsr.]

To quarrel ; to argue, dispute in a captious manner ; to

rage. See Tant, v.
2

[Cp. Norw. dial, tandra, tantra, to scold, to rate (Aasen).]

TANTERABOBUS, see Tantarabobus.
TANTERBOMING,^/. adj. Dev. Also written tanta-

homing, [tamtabo'min.] Faulty ; crooked ; out of place.

He had fixed a stone in my garden, and I made him alter it,

after which he said that ' it did not look so tanterboming,'

meaning that it was not so much awry, Reports Provinc. (1889) ;

In common use at this present time among the middle and lower
classes, and is applied to anything which happens to be faulty, or

in any way not as it should be, ib. (1893).

TANTERLICK, sb. Fif. Ayr. (Jam.) [ta'ntarlik.] A
severe stroke.

TANTFELLYIN, sb. Sh.I. A young animal, esp. a

horse, losing its teeth. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 45. Cf.

tannyiks.
TANTHUNDER, sb. Obs. or obsol. Dur. A commo-

tion. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870).

TANTICKLE, sb. e.An.2 Suf.1 [tae'ntikl.] The
stickleback, Gasterosteus trachurus. Cf. stanstickle.

TANTIDDY, see Saint-Anthony.
TANTIVY, sb. and adv. Sc. Lakel. Yks. War. Also

in form tantwivvy Lakel.2 [tantivi.] 1. sb. Quick

speed
;
great haste. See Tivvy.

Lakel.2 He was gaan efter t'hoonds at seek a tantwivvy.

War. (J.R.W.J
2. A rage.
Yks. Here's Jack, an' I guess in a fine tantivy, Holmes

Farquhar Frankheart, 271.

3. adv. Quickly, hastily.

Dmb. Your horn, Jock Griffe, Blaw out tantivy ; blaw, man, for

your life, Salmon Gouiodean (1868) 49.

TANTLE, v. Yks. Lan. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.

Also in form tontle w.Yks. [ta-ntl.] 1. To walk slowly

and feebly ;
to totter, as a young child ; to dawdle, loiter,

waste time ; to trifle, potter about.
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n.Yks. 12
; n.Yks.4 Deean't tantle on leyke that. ne.Yks. 1

,

e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks.1 w.Yks.1 Shoe feels seea leetsome an cobby, an

can tottle an tantle about a bit, ii. 291 ; w.Yks.2
, ne.Lan. 1

, Not.1

Lin. You come tantling about i' my garden, Fenn Cure of Souls

(1889)35.

Hence Tantling-job, sb. a small, trifling job ; one that

does not require all one's energy.
n.Yks. T'Maister set ma ov a bit ov a tantling job till neet

(W.H.). Lin.1 I cannot abear such tantling-jobs. n.Lin.1 I like

sum'ats one can stick to, not a tantlin' job like this here.

2. To dangle after ; to attend officiously.
ne.Lan.1 ' She tantles after him '

; often said of the attentions of

an anxious mother. Lin. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) sw.Lin. 1

Thou tantles after me, and thou hinders me. Nhp.1 When two
persons are particularly attached, and generally accompany each
other in their walks, it is commonly said, ' They are always
tantling after each other.' War.3

3. To pet, fondle, caress ; to humour a child ; to pay
much attention to ; to nurse and feed with care.

w.Yks. Shoo does nowght but tontle wi' t'barn t'day thriff,

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 19, 1898). Lei.1 Nhp.1 I shall buy a

pig and tantle it up by Christmas. War.3

TANTONY, sb. Chs. Nhp. Hnt. Dor. Also written
Tantany Dor. [ta'ntani, taentani.] 1. In comp. Tan-
tonyfs-pig, (1) the smallest pig of a litter. Dor. (HE.)

;

(2) in phr. tofollow one like a Tantony-pig, to stick close to

one. Ghs.13 See Anthony-pig. 2. A small bell ; see
below.

Nhp.1 The small bell over the church-porch, or between the

chancel and the nave : the term is also applied to any small hand-
bell. ' Ring the tantony ' is evidently a corruption of St. Anthony,
the emblem of that saint being a bell at his tan-staff, or round the

neck of his accompanying pig. Hnt. The name given to a bell

which is rung at the entrance gate of the grounds of Kimbolton
Castle to give notice of the arrival of visitors (T.P.F.).

TANTONY, see Saint-Anthony.
TANTOOZLE, v. Not. [tantu'zl.] To whip soundly.
I'm main glad yer tantoozled her as yer did, Prior Forest Flk,

(1901) 86. s.Not. Ah'll tantoozle yer when a cop yer. It wor
a tantoozling 'e gen 'er (J.P.K.).

TANTRABOBUS, see Tantarabobus.
TANTRIL, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Also written

tantrel N.Cy.2 n.Yks.1 ne.Lan. 1 Chs.3 ; trantrell n.Cy.
Chs.2

; trantrill n.Yks.12 [ta'ntril.] 1. An idle person,
esp. a girl ; a vagrant, vagabond ; a gipsy.

n.Cy. Grose (1790); N.Cy. 2 n.Yks. Some tantril has been
here and stown 't away, Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 207

;

n.Yks. 1
, m.Yks.1

, w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan.1

2. A freak ; a whim. Chs.23

TANTRUM, sb. Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also in forms tantarum Dev.; tanterum Der.2

; tanthrum
Ir. ; tantrim Wil. [ta'ntram, tse'ntrsm.] 1. In comp.
Tantrum-fit, a fit of ill-temper.

Lnk. Ba's wee brither when he's sleepy, Soothes him in his

tantrum fit, Nicholson Idylls (1870) 29.

2. A foolish fancy ; a whim, vagary ; a fluster
;
pi. high

or affected airs. See Antrims.
Sc. In his tantrums (Jam.). Arg. If it had been no more than

that, I should have thought it a girl's tantrum, Munro Shoes of
Fort. (1901) 23. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Don. What
was the nixt tanthrum come intil his head but to carry Billy right

slap through the middle of Archie's bee-skeps, Cent. Mag. (Feb.

1900) 606. Dur.1 , Cum.4 , w.Yks.1
, Chs.23 , Der.2 (s.v. Antrims),

Not.1 , Lin.1 , Lei.1 Nhp. 1 My lady was in her tantrums to-day

;

there was no bearing her airs and her whims. Shr., Hrf. Bound
Provinc. (1876). Hnt. (T.P.F.), e.An.1 Nrf. Holloway. Suf.1

He's in his tantrums. Sus. , Hmp. Holloway. Wil. Slow Gl.

(1892). s.Dev. Fox Kingsbridge (1874). Cor. Trapesing about
and gifting in hes tantrums, Exhibition (1873) 108.

TANTRUMY, adj. w.Som. 1 [tavntrami.] Passionate
;

given to bursts of ill-temper.

I can't think hot we be gwain to do way thick bwoy, he's that

there tantrumy 'pon times, I be most afeard to zee un go off

in fits.

TANTRUN, v. m.Yks.1 [ta'ntran.] To potter about

;

to drudge or plod slowly, as old people.
He's tantrunning about in the garth, now.

TANTRUPS, sb. pi. Mid. [tarntraps.] Ill-humoured

disturbances.
Not that we means to make tantrups, you know, Blackmore

Kit (1890) II. viii.

TANTUM, sb} n.Cy. Wm. Yks. Bdf. Also written

tantem Wm. [ta'ntam, tamtam.] 1. A fixed quantity

;

a due proportion ; a stint of work, &c.

n.Cy. In one or two old piecework trades—notably some

branches of the potters and glass bottle makers— a similar

limitation of individual output has prevailed under the name of

stint or tantum. In our light metal shops ... the society has a

tantum fixed which the men are not allowed to exceed, Webb
Industrial Democracy (1901) 447- Wm. Ah've deun mi tantem,

Ah'll gah tu bed (B.K.). w.Yks. ' Hev some mooar puddin ?

' Nay, nooa mooar this tahme ; Ah've hed mi tantum.' ' Hah mitch

hez ta gitten ? ' ' Oh ! t'owd tantum ' (»'».). Bdf. A man drinks his

tantum. A farmer has not got his tantum of men (J.W.B.).

2. State, condition.

Wm. He's back at t'auld tantem, drinkin o' afoor him, it s

shamful (B.K.).

TANTUM, sb.2 n.Cy. Yks. [ta'ntam.] A dial, form

of 'tantrum.' (J.W.)
TANTY-RANTY, sb. Obs. Sc. Fornication._

Edb. Which ever way ane maks a seizure O' the fair, i' the auld

affair Ca't tanty-ranty, Liddle Poems (1821) 34.

TANY-, see Tino, adv.

TANYIE-MAW, sb. S. & Ork.1 [Not known to our

correspondents.] A small species of sea-gull.

TAOWLT, see Tolt.

TAP, v.
1 and sb.

1 Cum. Yks. Chs. Not. Nhp. War. Shr.

Hrf. Glo. w.Cy. Dor. Dev. Cor. Also written tapp Yks.

;

and in form tep Cum.14 [tap, tasp.] 1. v. In comb. (1)

Tap-and-go, 'tip-and-run,' a form of cricket in which the

batsmen run every time they hit the ball ; (2) -it, the game
of ' Up-Jenkins.'

(1) s.Not. Let's play at cricket : let's play Tap-and-go (J.P.K.).

(2) Nhp. (C.W.)
2. To break stone for road metal. n.Yks. (C.V.C.)

3. To re-sole or heel boots and shoes.
Chs. 1

, s.Chs. 1
, War.2 Shr.1 I've made yore boots aumust as

good as new; I've tapped an' 'eeled 'em, but I'd much ado, fur

the in-sole wuz gwun. Hrf.12 , Glo.1 , w.Cy. (Hall.), Dor.1 Dev.
Ef zo be yii taps thews biltes, they'll least awl dru tha zummer,
Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). nw.Dev. 1 Cor.1 Tap a tap shoe, that

would I do, If I had but a little more leather, Old Nursery Rhyme

;

Cor.2

4. sb. A sharp stroke on the head ; a smart blow.
Cum.14 5. A rate of speed.

s.Chs.1 Oo wuz kiim-in daayn)th road aat -
ii praat-i uwd taap -

.

6. The sole of a boot or shoe ; the metal shield on the
heel of a boot or shoe.

Dor.1, nw.Dev. 1 Cor. 1 The tap of your shoe is wearing; it

wants tapping; Cor. 2

TAP, sb. 2 and v.
2 Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

[tap, tap.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Tap and cannel, a spigot
and faucet

; (2) -blash, the refuse of the tap, weak inferior
beer or ale, thin drink

; (3) -dish, a dish with a plug in the
centre, to enable the dish to be emptied without removal

;

(4) -dressing, a custom of decorating wells with flowers,
&c. ; see below

; (5) -droppings, sediment left at the
bottom of a cask of beer, &c.

; (6) -lap, (7) -lash, see (2)

;

(8) -ooze, the wicker strainer placed over the mouth of
the tap in a mash-vat when brewing, to allow the wort to
ooze through, and to prevent the grains passing

; (9)
-tree, a conical pointed stick inserted in the hole in the
bottom of the mast-vat

; (10) -wad, (11) -whisk, see (8).
(1) Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). (2) Lin. Thomp-

son Hist. Boston (1856) 726 ; Lin.1 (3) Nhp. 1
(4) Der. We are

sure all our readers—especially those who have seen a tap dress-
ing—will hail with pleasure the announcement, that steps are
about to be taken to have the taps at Wirksworth dressed on
Whit-Wednesday next. . . It is remarkable that not a single
objection can be made to the custom. Another circumstance is,

that it is strictly local ; it belongs to Derbyshire alone, N. & Q.
(i860) 2nd S. ix. 345 ; In 1855, while passing an evening hour at
a garden-gate in . . . Baslow, a youth arrived bearing ... a very
large basket well garnished with flowers of divers kinds and
colours

; an increase of which he solicited by a selection from my
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friend's garden. . . I was informed that [he] was collecting them
for the Pilsley ' Well ' or ' Tap ' dressing. . . I found that ... the

festival . . . answered exactly to an account in a letter by a

brother in 1851, describing the well-dressing which he witnessed

at the above named place. It was as follows—' In the morning a

procession passed through Baslow on its way to Pilsley. It

consisted of nine carts and waggons of all shapes and sizes,

containing the boys and girls of Eyam school, with their dads and
mams, uncles and aunts [&c], . . a few flags, and headed by some
stout fellows armed with cornopeans and trombones, blowing
discordant sounds. . . They march round the village where the
' well-flowering ' takes place, carrying their flags, and headed by
their bands. In the afternoon we saw them come back, the chaps

in the cart blowing away as fresh as ever. When we went up in

the evening, we found quite a throng in the village. People

come from all parts ; and it seems to be the custom with those

who can afford it to keep open house for the day. A great deal

of taste and fancy is exhibited in the . . .
' tap-dressing.' Behind

two of the taps that supply water to the village,' was erected

a large screen of rough boards ; the principal one was about 20 ft.

square. The screen is then plastered over with moist clay, upon
which the Duke of Devonshire's arms, and a great variety of

fanciful devices and mottoes, are executed in various colours by
sticking flowers and buds into the clay, by which means they keep

fresh for several days. The background to the device is formed

with the green leaves of the fir. Some of the ornaments are

formed of shells stuck into the clay. Branches of trees are

arranged at the sides of the screen ; and in the front a miniature

garden is laid out, with tiny gravel-walks, and flower-beds with

shell borders, and surrounded by a fence of stakes and ropes.

Opposite the principal screen they had . . . attempted a fountain

;

formed by the figure of a duck with outstretched wings, straight

neck, and bill wide open, from which a stream of water shot up

about a yard high. . . There was a . . . flag flying on the village

green, and the same at the inn ; and a pole decorated with

flowers, and a young tree tied to the lower part ; and a few stalls

for nuts and gingerbread. A very large tent in which tea was
served at a shilling, and as much dancing as you liked afterwards

for nothing; or the dancing without the tea for sixpence; and

some third-rate itinerant posturers in the street. There was to

be a grand display of fireworks between 11 and 12 o'clock; and

besides, there was dancing at the inn, ib. 431. (5) n.Yks. (I.W.)

(6) e.An.1 (7) N.Cy. 1 Cum.1 The weakest part of a brewing of

ale; gen. three kinds—yel or yal, smo' beer, and tap lash ;
Cum.4

w.Yfcs. Thoresby Lett. (1703); w.Yks.14, ne.Lan. 1
,
Nhp.1

,
Hrf. 1

,

Glo.1 (8) Nhp.1 (9) Sc. Put a cork or dottle in the under end
;

or you may make use of a tap-tree, and then you need not a cork.

Let the water stand four hours upon the ashes ; then take out

your cork, or tap-tree, and have a tub below to receive the lee

that comes off, Maxwell Set. Trans. (1743) 284 (Jam.). Cai. 1

w.Lth. There is in the brewhous . . . ane maskeine fatt, ane

taptrie and ane maskine rudder, Maidment Spottiswoode Misc.

(1844-5)1.372, (io)War. 3,Wor. (E.S.), se.Wor.1 (n) Lei. 1
,
Nhp. 1

2. v. To change a note or sovereign.

n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks. 1 Nhp.1 It'll soon go now it's once tapp'd.

War.3

3. To begin cutting or consuming.
w.Som. 1 Ididn want to tap thick there cave o' taties vore arter

Kirsmas. Jim, urn out and tap in a cut n' hay, will 'er?

nw.Dev.1

TAP, TAP-AN-TEERIE, see Top, Tapsalteerie.

TAPE, sb? Nhb. Yks. Lin. [tep, teap.] 1. In comp.

Tape-needle, a bodkin. n.Lin.1 2. Phr. to have the tape,

to have authority.

Nhb. 1 'He hes the tape 1 [applied to a farm worker who has

instructions from his superior to order his fellow-workmen].

3 A weaving term : a length of warp used for threading

the machine. w.Yks. (S.K.C.) Hence Tapeworm, sb. a

long warp with about 10 to 20 ends. ib.

TAPE, sb.2 s.Cy. I.W. Also written teype I.W.1 A
mole. s.Cy. (Hall.), I.W.1 Hence Tape-taker, sb. a

mole-catcher. I.W. 1

[Cp. And either shall thees talpes voide or sterve,

Palladius Husb. (c. 1420) 931. Lat. talpa.]

TAPE v. Sc. Also in form teep Lnk. (Jam.) Dmf.

[tep, tip.] To use sparingly ; to make anything go a long

way ; to stint.

Sc (Jam.) ; Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. Lnk. Ramsay Poems

(1721) Gl. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 354.

TAPEE, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. (Jam.) 1. The fore
part of the hair when put up with pins. Sc. 2. A small
cushion of hair worn by old women, in what is called the
open of the head, for keeping up the hair. Ayr.
TAPER, v. and adj. Nhb. Chs. e.An. Also written

taypor Nhb. [te'ps(r.] 1. v. To reduce gradually ; to

diminish the quantity or potency of one's drink ; to dilute

wines, spirits, &c.
Nhb. Gie's a drain, not a drop ! whei aw mun taypor, Chater

Tyneside Aim. (1869) 7. s.Chs. 1 A woman said her cat had been
feeding on milk and ' wiid')nu lahyk tii bi tarpiird daayn tu wee'.'

2. adj. At an end, nearly exhausted.
e.An.2 My purse grows taper.

TAPERED, ppl.adj. Obs. Sc. In form teypard. Of
abuilding: highandfrail. Gall. Mactaggart.£'«0'<:/. (1824).

TAPERELL, adv. Hmp. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Feebly.
s.Hmp. In the month of April He [the cuckoo] singeth taperell,

N. & Q. (1872) 4th S. ix. 447.

TAPER-TAIL, adv. Obs. Sc. Topsy-turvy.
s.Sc. (Jam.); The warl' wad a' gang taper-tail thegither, T.

Scott Poems (1793) 365.

TAPET, see Tabet.
TAPEY, adj. Yks. [tes-pi.] Plastered or stuck together

with size so as to represent the appearance of tape.

w.Yks. (J.G.)
TAPIE, see Tawpie.
TAPLOCH,s6. Obs. Sc. Also in form tawploch. A giddy-

brained girl. Gall. MACTAGGART£«(7y^-(l824)- Cf. tawpie.

TAPLY, adv. Obs. Dev. Also in form tapely. At
break of day, early in the morning

;
privately, quickly.

n.Dev. Chell g' in to Moulton To-marra pritty taply, Exm.

Crtshp. (1746) 1. 630; Horae Subsedvae (1777) 427.

TAPPER, sb.
1 Lei. Also in form tapperer. [ta'pa(r).]

The lesser spotted woodpecker, Dendrocopus minor.

Swainson Birds (1885) 99.

TAPPER, sb.
2 Obs. n.Cy. An innkeeper. Trans.

Phil. Soc. (1858) 174; (Hall.)

[OE. tceppere, a tavern-keeper (B.T.).]

TAPPERER, see Tapper, sb.
1

TAPPET, sb. Nhb.1 [ta'pit.] A piece put on a shoe.

TAPPID, see Tappit.
TAPPIE-TOORIE, sb. Sc. Irel. Also written tapi-

toorie Edb. Ir. ; tappietourie Sc. (Jam.) ;
and in form

tappy-tourock Ayr. [tapi-turi.] 1. Anything raised

very high to a point ; also used altrib.

Frf. Each having a little peg at the top, like the tappie-toone of

a Balmoral bonnet, Inglis Ain Flk. (1895) 94. Ayr. (Jam.) Lnk.

The tappie-toorie fir-tree shining a' in green, Miller Willie

Winkie (ed. 1902) 12. Edb. Chignons, tapitoones, and banmts,

Smith Jenny Blair (ed. 1871) 15. n.Ir. She hadnae a big tapi-

toorie heid o' hair like the maist o' lasses in them days, Lyttle

Paddy McQuillan, 45. . .

2 Anything resting on an insecure foundation and

swinging at the top. Sc. (A.W.) Cf. tappiloorie.
_

3. The knob of pastry which fills up the hole in the

centre of a pie.
.,

Ayr. (Jam.) ; When he's getting his dinner wi you the day,

I would gie him the tappy-tourock o' the pie, G\ur Sir A. Wylie

(1822) lxxxviii.
,

TAPPILOORIE, sb. Sc. Anything raised high on a

slight or tottering foundation ;
also used attnb. (Jam.),

Mackay. Cf. tappie-toorie, 2.
_

TAPPIN, sb. Sc. Also in form taupin Abd. 1. llie

root of a tree ; the tap-root of a turnip, carrot, &c.

Abd. (G.W.) Per. A tangly tappin for a rod He in his nervous

right hand claspit, Spence Poems (1898) 141.

2. Fig. A long, thin person.

Abd. Sic a lang taupin o' a lassie, or o a loon (U.W.).

TAPPIN, see Topping.
.

TAPPISH, v. Der. Also written tapisn. Itapij.j

To waste or pine away ; to begin to be mortally ill.

Der = Hur tappish'd yest' morn. n.Der. He tapished and died

AddyG/ (1891)58. nw.Der.1 Inquiring on Sunday last what ailed

a man who was sick, his brother said he thought he was
_

tap-

nished' with a decline. The word is common in the mining

district near Bakewell, Manch. Guardian (Mar. 1, 1875); ' lappisn
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is current as a neuter verb at Taddington. I am also informed
by a native of Winster that the word is used there in a passive
form, as ' He's tappished ;

' he's poorly or ill. The word is also
used there in reference to an unsound arm or leg, for instance,
' This arm's tappished. ' It is, moreover, applied to a piece of wood
or a board which is decaying, 'This wood's tappished,' ib. (Mar.
29, 1875) ;

When the word ' tappish ' is made use of, and it is
applied to persons, animals, and vegetables, it is understood or
intended to mean that the person, animal, or vegetable is afflicted
with a disease which is probable may cause death. It is very
commonly used with respect to potato crops, as, ' Ahv a good crop
a taters, bur theer tappished,' ib. (Apr. 8, 1875).
TAPPIT, ppl. adj. Sc. Hmp. Also in forms tapped

Cai.
;
tappid Sh.I. ; tappity Sc. (Jam.) [ta'pit, tavpit.]

Crested, tufted
;
gen. used of fowls. See Top, 6, Toppy.

Sh.I. What tinks da o' Mansie's tappid hen 'at haes a egg'i' da
moarnin ? Sh. News (Jan. 28, 1899). Cail Elg. A tappit hen Wi'
yellow spurs lang on her heels, Couper Poetry (1804) II. 56.
Rnf. Pawkie Auld Robin cam up frae the glen, Wi' a dozen o' eggs
and a white tappit hen, Barr Poems (1861) 73. Ayr. His head
powdered and frizzled up like a tappit-hen, Galt Ann. Parish
(1821) ii. s.Hmp. Ursley, as is more like a tappit hen nor aught
else, Verney L. Lisle (1870) xi.

Hence Tappit-hen, sb. a drinking vessel containing a
Scotch quart of ale or claret ; a larger vessel containing
three pints of wine.

Sc. (Jam.) ; A huge pewter measuring-pot containing at least
three English quarts, denominated a Tappit-hen, Scott Waverley
(1814) xi

; It was a pewter measure, the claret being in ancient
days served from the tap, and had the figure of a hen upon the lid.
In later times the name was given to a glass bottle of the same
dimensions, Hislop Sc. Anecdote (1874) 4. Ayr. The tappit hen,
gae bring her ben, Burns On a Tumbler, st. 2.

TAPPY, see Tawpy, Toppy.
TAPPY-LAPPY, adv. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Nhp.

[ta-pi-lapi.] As fast as possible
; at top speed, helter-

skelter
; anyhow ;

gen. used of running.
N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 The twee boxers went ti'd tappy-Iappy, like a

lowse winda shutter flappin i' the wind. e.Dur. 1 Cum. Linton
Lake Cy. (1864) 312. n.Yks. They'd all geean in, tappy lappy
Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 48 ; n.Yks.", m.Yks. 1

, Nhp 1

TAPPY-TOUROCK, see Tappietoorie.
TAPPY-TOUSIE, sb. Sc. (Jam.) A children's game •

see below.
In this sport, one taking hold of another by the forelock of his

hair, says to him, ' Tappie tappie tousie, will ye be my man 1
'

If the other answers in the affirmative, the first says, ' Come to me
then, come to me then,' giving him a smart pull towards him by the
lock which he holds in his hand. If the one who is asked, answersm the negative, the other gives him a push backward, saying
Gae frae me then, gae frae me then.'

TAPSALTEERIE, adv. and sb. Sc. Irel. Also written
tapsalteery Dmf. ; tapsalterie Lnk. ; and in forms tap-
an-teerie Sc.

; tapsalteeries Per. ; tapsee-teerie Rxb •

tapsie-teerie Rxb. (Jam.); tapsill-teerieSh.L; tapsilteery
i-th.

; taupsaleery Edb. ; topsy-teery Uls. 1. adv
I opsy-turvy, upside down ; also used attrib.

a
S
fu

H,
C
WaS "a widower IanS ago. Till he grew tap-and-teerie •

And he has thro' the kintry gane, To seek anither dearie, Kinloch
Ballad Bk. (1827) 77 , ed. 1868. Sh.I. I'll fiddle until my fiddle
an I Baith gengs tapsill teerie, Stewart Tales (1892) 83. Per I
think the year's gane tapsalteeries, Halieurton Ochil Idylls
(1891)111. Ayr. (Jam.) ; May a' gae tapsalteerie, Burns Green
grow the Rashes, st. 4. Lnk. The man's mind's clean reversed an'
turned tapsalterie a'thegither, Murdoch Readings (1895) II ioa
Lth. Dealing round strong punch and joke, Good humoured mad'
near twa o clock Turns a' things tapsilteery, Macneill Poet IVks
(1801) 176, ed. 1856. Edb. A' my fine castles in the air had
been sent taupsaleery, Campbell Deilie Jock (1897) 113 sik
Wi' ae desperate wallop we baith gaed tapsalteerie-frae ae
shddery ledge to anither, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) II 10Dmf Nae madcap schemes turnin' a' thing tapsalteery, Paton
Castlebraes (1898) 144. Rxb. For tapsee-teerie lie the sheaves A
Scott Poems (ed. 1808) 100

; (Jam.) Uls. (M.B.-S.)
2. sb. A topsy-turvy manner ; a state of disorder,

j ?^»
-

,°,
n '" a gIorious tapsalteery, till I led up the rear wi'

daft Meg o the Shields, Paton Castlcbraes (1898) 95TAPTEE, sb. Lnk. (Jam.) [ta-pti.] A state of eager
desire. ' What a taptee he is in !

' how eager he is

TAPTIRE, see Toptire.

TAPTOO, sb. Obs. or obsol. Ayr. (Jam.) 1. A gaudy
ornament on the head. 2. Phr. to put one into a taptoo,

to excite one's wrath ; to produce violent passion. Cf.

tiptoo.

TAPYAH, see Tawpie.
TAR, sb.

1 Var. dial, and colloq. uses in Sc. and Eng.
[tar, ta(r).] 1. In comp. (1) Tar-bant, a thick tarred
string, used for tying sacks, &c, sometimes used for

thatching
; (2) -bottle, a ' hanger ' in copy-book writing

;

(3) -buist, the box containing tar for marking sheep
; (4)

-cord, (5) -mar-band, (6) -marl or -marline, see (1) ; (7)
-pitched, covered with tar

; (8) -rope, rope-yarn ; the
thread of old cables, &c.

(1) Chs. 1 (2) Rut.1 (s.v. Ship-hooks). (3) Twd., Rxb. (Jam.)

(4) War. (J.R.W.) (5) e.Lin. (G.G.W.) (6) Lin.i, n.Lin.i,

ne.Lr'n. (E.S.), se.Lin. (J.T.B.), sw.Lin. 1
, e.An.1 (7) Dev. A grey

stone house wi' the granite white-washed awveran'the slate roof
tar-pitched, Phillpotts Striking Hours (1901) 87. (8) e.Nrf.

Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787).

2. Phr. (1) to be tarred with the same stick, to share un-
desirable qualities ; in gen. colloq. use

; (2) to tar thefingers
to do a thing, to meet with difficulty in accomplishing it

;

to be unwilling to do it.

(1) Sc. I doubtna it has been Rashleigh himsell, or some other
o' your cousins—they are a' tarr'd wi' the same stick—rank
Jacobites and papists, Scott Rob Roy (1817) xxvi ; The allusion is
to the bit of wood used as a brush for putting the tar-mark on
sheep (Jam.). Abd. Mony o' them tarr't wi' the same stick,
Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) vii. Lth. I'm afraid that I am
'tarred with the same stick,' for I am fond of horses, Strathesk
More Bits (ed. 1885) 170. (2) Bnff.1 w.Sc. Generally said
regarding wet, dirty work (Jam.).

TAR, sb.2 Nhb.1 [tar.] In phr. to set on tar, to relieve
any one who has got into low water ; to set him on his feet.
TAR, see Tare, sb.is, Taw, sb.1, Tear, v.

1

TARBLE, adj. Brks. Hmp. Wil. Dor. [ta-bl.l A
corruption of tolerable'; esp. used of health. Cf. torable.

Brks. 1
I be a veelin' pretty tarble now zur, thenk 'e kindly vor

axin. w.Cy. (Hall.), Dor.1

Hence Tarblish, adj. and adv. tolerably
;
pretty well

Brks. 1
, Hmp. (H.R.), Hmp. 1 s.Hmp. My cough he's a deal

worse
;
there's summat tarblish wrong a-goin' on in my inside

Verney L. Lisle (1870) xxix. w.Cy. (Hall.) Wil. Tarblish
middlm

,
thankee, Britton Beauties (1825). Dor. 1 ' How b've 1

'

' Tarblish.'
'

TARBLE, see Terrible.
TARBOR, sb. Nhb. [ta'rbsr.] The frill inside a

child's bonnet. (R.O.H.)
TARBOTTLE, sb. Oxf. [tabotl.] The black knap-

weed, Centaurea nigra. (B. & H.)
TARD, see Tear, v.

1

TARDIE.arf/. Obs. Knr. (Jam.) Also in form tairdie.
reevisn, ill-humoured, sulky ; satirical.
TARDLE.v. 1 Dor. [ta-dl.] To entangle. G/.(i8=;i)- Dor 1

TARDLE,^ Nrf. [ta-dl.] To dress gaily
5 '

'

JawthS' JaT.G.?
' **> ** """"' f<" 'idling' out my

TARDRY, see Tawdry.

n.
T
"^R

-i

DS
a f

6
- $L Sc

' Also written tawrds (Jam.).[ta
.K
d
/-A

A leather strap used for punishment.Abd (Jam.); Whack, Robbie W-sh's tards came down Upontheir shouthers, Roee Poems (1812) 180
P

?£™l'fru 0bS
-

Chs
-
A fine for being late.Chs.

,
Chs s The accounts of the company of smiths cutlerspewterers and cardmakers at Chester contain many simUar e S

fort tardy,^
'-' N°V

- "'^ reCdVed from ReiS»°M W00S
TARE, sb.1 In gen. dial, use in Sc. and Eng Also in

Sh^sCv^n 2°?^ N0t
-
Un * n 'Linl swlin 1

Shr. s Cy Ken.1 * I.W. 1 Dor. ; tor Shr.2 w.Cv Ttertoa(r
; ta(r).] 1. In comp _ (l) Tare .fitchi (a)̂ M

lt^-vetch, var. speaes of wild vetch, esp. the tufted vetchVmacr and.the hairy vetch, V. hirsuta.
'

(1530) 1 (2) ItM Ke^
C
/7 (?

ArHJ Tare
/
ytChe

> 'H#«, PA«G*-
^530>J (2)Stf.', Ken.1 2 (3) s.Cy. (Hall.), I.W.1

, Dor.(B.& H.)
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2. A name given to various species of vetch, esp. the

common vetch, Vicia sativa, and the hairy vetch, V. hirsuta.

s.Sc, n.Cy. (B. & H.), e.Yks.1
,
Chs.1 s.Not. When shall uz

mow that field o' tars (J.P.K.). Lin.1 ,
n.Lin. 1 sw.Lin.1 There's

such a quantity of wild tars to-year. Mid. (B. & H.), Suf. (C.T.),

Ess. (B. & H.)

3. The common bindweed, Convolvulus arvensts.

Wil. Davis Agric. (1813).

TARE, sb.2 Obs. Yks. See below.

•w.Yks. The net weight of sliver obtained from any lather

which had been ' livered out' to the comber. On this tare, pay-

ment was made, so as to prevent waste as much as possible (J.T.).

TARE, sb.a Irel. Also in form tar. [ter.] In phr.

(1) tare an' age{s, (2) — an' ouns or an' onus, (3) — an'

ounty, exclamations ; expletives.

(1) Ir. ' Tare-an-ages !
' said Dan's father, 'and is that the way

of the win' with you ? ' Barlow Idylls (1892) 200. n.Ir. Tare-an-

age 1 Wirrasthrue ! What we say, shure, it's true, Lays and

Leg. (1884) 52. Wxf. Oh ! tare an' ages, that's seven, Kennedy

Evenings Duffrey (1869) 46. (2) Ir. Tar an' ouns! did you see

Father Rafferty lift his hand to his hat? Paddiana (ed. 1848) I.

251 ; Oh! tare an' onus [sic], Bodkin Shillelagh (.1902) 101. w.Ir.

' Tare an ouns,' says I, ' do you tell me so ?
' Lover Leg. (1848)

I !63 (3) Ir. Tare an' ounty, woman ! who ever heerd of sich

a' thing' Lover Handy Andy (1842) ix ;
' And by tare-an-ounty !

'

say she, ' I'm unworthy to be either his wife or yours,' Carleton

Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) I. 45-

TARE, adj. Hrf. Rdn. [tea(r).] Of flies : eager, rest-

less, troublesome.
Hrf.i How tare the flies be. Rdn. Morgan Wds. (1881).

TARE, see Tear, v.
1

TARE1NG-TUB, sb. Nhb. Dur. A coal-mming term :

the tub chosen to be weighed to obtain the average tare.

There are various methods of obtaining the average tare, one

of which is for the weighman and checkweighman to agree when

the tubs are in the shaft which are to be taken, and the tubs so

named are tared as they come to bank, Nicholson Coal Ir. 01.

(1888). _ .

TARE-NATION, TARESTRIL, see Tarnation, Tais-

trel
TARF(F, adj. Or.I. [tarf.] Coarse harsh acrid;

rough in manner. (S.A.S.) ; Dennison Sketch Bk. (1880)

101 (Jam. Suppl.).
.

TARGAT, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written target. 1. A

tassel ; an ornament for the hat.

Sc. (Jam.) ; There hang nine targats at Johme s hat, Scott

Minstrelsy (1802) I. 412, ed. 1848.

2 A tatter shred.

Sc (Tam )
'
Edb. The weight o' ilka codroch chiel, That does

my skin to targets peel, Fergusson Poems (1773) m, ed. 1785.

Kcb. The strings [of her apron] in targets flew, Davidson Seasons

{l

*£
9
Comb. Targat-of-skate, a long dried slice of skate.

A
TARGE, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Cum. Also written tairge

Sc (Tam ) rterdz.l 1. v. To beat, strike, thrash.

Frf. Targed him
S
tightly till he fell, Sands Poems (^ 105.

Per. (Jam.) Cum.1 He'll gi' thee a targm my lad
;
Cum

:t. (Jam. wm.' ne 11 gt u.<=c » «"e- » -•> ~ > M „ ~ ,

Hence Targed-tow, sb. scutched tow. Uls. (M.B.-S.)

2 Obs. To keep in order or under discipline.

Sc. Targed him tightly until the finishing of the job, Scott

Waverley (1814) xlii.
,

3 To scold loudly ; to reprimand severely.
. . . .

Sc Cld Jam.) Rxb. I wadna' hae dared gie him the ta.rg.ng

I did',' only that Whithaugh has but six men riding the night,

Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 47- Gall. A thorough-gaun ta rgin

satisfactory kind of woman is Kirst, Crockett Kti Kennedy (1899)

T.' To cross-examine ; to question closely.

Sc. I was just wissin' o' a' things to see ye a wee gl.ff, that I

micht targe ye, Saxon and Gael (1814) I. 163 (Jam.)- e.F.f

Mr PenmaVtairged him tichtly in the cross-examination, and

A IZ Ihl in's shoon, Latto Tam Bodkin (1864) xv. Ayr.

fTnlhe "question" tairge them tightly Burns Inventory, 1. 41.

Lth Ham.) Bxb. I'll gie him a tairgm (.4.).
Ltn.UAM.j

Cum.4 6. sb. A scold ; a ' vixen.'
5A?Va?

P
wud ve dorf a targe lek her? Horne Countryside

Cl89

a
6) 40

W
Ayr. Bessie Graham was a terr'ble tairge, and had

VOL. VI.

a tinkler tongue in the heid of her, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887)

67. N.I. 1

[3. Cp. OE. tiergan, tergan, to irritate, annoy, afflict

(Sweet).]

TARGED, ppl. adj. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) Shabby in ap-

pearance, tattered.

TARGER, sb. Sc._Irel. Lakel. Cum. Also written

tairger, terjer Sc. [te'rdgsr.] 1. A scold ; a virago ; a

quarrelsome woman. See Targe, 6.

Lnk. Happily rid o' his awful terjer o' a mither-in-law, Murdoch
Readings (1895) II. 59. Gall. O, she's a tairger. . . She wadna gie

ye ony mutton ham, though ye micht hae a chance to get the

shank bane on the side o' your head, Crockett Kit Kennedy

(1899) xxix. Ant. (S.A.B.), Cum.*

2. A person of bad or eccentric character; a rough

fellow ; a mischievous person. Lakel. 2
, Cum.4

3. Any-

thing very large or out of the common; a monstrous lie.

See Targing.
. . . t, . .

n.Ir. A schrouger an' targer, an twinty times larger ihin lver

wis heerd av in Ballyr.ascreen, Lays and Leg. (1884) 45. Cum.4

TARGET, sb. Oxf. 1 [ta-gat.] A leg and breast of

lamb combined. MS. add.

TARGING, ppl. adj. Irel. Cum. Also written targein

N.I.1 [te-rd?in.] Large, monstrous. See Targer, 3.

N.I l A targein' fine horse. Cum.* Thoo is a targin' leear.

TARGLE, sb. Yks. Not. Also written targel Not.2
;

targillw.Yks.2 [ta'gl.j 1. Anythingworthless or inferior.

Not.* This knife is a targel. s.Not. Well, I call this here

anthern a targle (J.P.K.).

2. A despicable person, esp. a dirty, slovenly woman.

w.Yks.2 Tha nasty targill.

TARGUS, adj. n.Lan. 1 Worthless.

TARING, sb. Sh.I. [te-rin.] The common tern,

Sterna fluviatilis. Swainson Birds (1885) 202. Cf. tarrock.

TARKY, adj. Obs. Suf. Dark. (P.R.) Cf. thark.

TARLACK, see Tarloch.

TARLE, v. and sb. Bnff.1 [terl ] 1. v. To work

lazily; to be of a lazy disposition ; a dial, form of trail.

2. To labour under disease.

She tarlet aboot a day or twa or she took the bed.

3. sb. A small, weak person or animal.

TARLOCH, sb., v. and adj. Sc. Yks. Also in forms

tarlack w.Yks.2
; tarlogh Sc. (Jam.) [Sc. taTlax .] 1- sb.

A contemptible fellow ; a person not over-particular ;
a

sturdy, brawling woman ; a dirty female tatterdemalion

Sc. It is commonly applied to beggars and the lowest people

(Jam ). Lnk. Tae loup like a cock at a grosset At ilka bit bod.e

we see May dae unco weel for some tarlochs, But, lad, it 11 no dae

for me!'THOMSON Musings (.881) 44- w.Yks 2 Tha'rt a nice tarlack!

a. A silly, inactive girl- Abd. (Jam.) 3. Any creature

or thing small, weak, and worthless of its kind. Bnff.

Avr ( Tam ) 4. v. To go about in a lazy manner. Bnff.

5
Y
To show symptoms of disease, ib 6. adj. Weak,

peevish, grumbling. Ayr. Gl. Surv. 693 (Jam.).
P
7. Squeamish as to food ; reluctant to eat. Sc (Jam.)

8 Of the weather : stormy. Lni. A tarlogh day (**.).

?lSA
S

N
e
A?k%. Cor. [t

-
a .m3nsk .] A slovenly

P
TARMINED, pp. Yks. Lan. Glo. Nrf. Also in form

ta™an. '

fta-mind.] An aphetic dial, form of

' determined.' . mak reet
,

^.1i89'8r9red
Nri? Two- ?££*t> Le, S.illi.g

Molly Miggs (1902) 40.

TAlTs'b*K"D«r. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
;
also

nl rtarn tan 1. A small mountain lake
;
a deep

Sol'- a sheet of water fed by many small streams; a

fallow pool fringed vnjh «sh«.
£

,

SC
\ (

C
J
S

A
Per Leav,V theirrooks among the tarns o Stormon

aSTfe-r'-oS^r (1857) x«,»£*£%z\°*i
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N.Cy.12
, Dur. 1

, Lakel.12 , Cum.4 Wm. A tarn of melted brimstone,
Hutton Bian New Wark (1785) 1. 239. n.Yks.123 w.Yks.
Hutton Tour to Caves (1781) ; w.Yks. 1

, n.Lan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1 n.Dev.

Grose (1790).

Hence Blind-tarn, sb. a 'tarn' without visible outlet.

Lakel. 1
2. A tear. [Not known to our correspondents.]

Wm. Kirkby Stephen Messenger (Apr. 1891).

[1. ON. tjorn (gen. tjarnar), a small lake (Vigfusson).]

TARN, see Tarnd, Turn, v.

TARNAL, adj. and adv. Irel. Yks. Brks. Ken. I.W.
Som. and Amer. Also written tarnel s.Cy. I.W.12 ; and
in form ternal Ir. [ta'rnl, ta'nl.] 1. adj. and adv. An
aphetic dial, form of 'eternal'; used as an intensitive or
to express strong abhorrence. See Eternal, N-etarnal.

Ir. Matther ! oh, you 'tarnal villains, Lover Handy Andy (1842)
xli. w.Yks. 1

, Brks. 1
, s.Cy. (Hall.) Ken. Dare was a tarnal

sight of meat, Masters Dick and Sal (c. 1821) st. 62 ; Ken.1 I.W. 1

There's a tarnel deeul on't ; I.W.2 There's a tarnal gurt heap on't.

w.Som.1 'Tis a tarnal shame. Her's tarnal fond o' un. [Amer.
It's a scorpion. . . I darsn't skeer the tarnal thing, Lowell Biglow
Papers (1848) 58.]

2. adj. In phr. by the ternal war, an expletive.
Ir. By the 'ternal war! if you say another word, I'll throw the

jug at you ! Lover Handy Andy (1842) ii.

TARNATION, sb., adj. and adv. In gen. dial, use in
Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer. Also written tahnation Suf. 1

;

tarnaayshun Brks. 1
; tarnashun I.W. 1

; and in forms
tare-nation Ir. ; ternation Sus. [tarnajan, tane Jan.]
1. sb. An expletive ; a disguised form of ' damnation

'

;

esp. in phr. tarnation seiseyon. Cf. nation, sb.2

Ir. Tare-nation to the rap itself's in my company, Carleton
Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) I. 26. Don. Tarnation saize ye ; let go me
throat ! Macmanus Bend ofRoad ( 1898) 33. I.W.1

2. adj. and adv. Used as an intensitive.
Sh.I. We've edder made a michty big miscalcalation, or a

tarnation quick passage, Ollason Mareel (1901) 80. Ayr. I was
held as no artist by him, but simply a tarnation sweep-maker,
Hunter Studies (1870) 218. Don. What's this tarnation tom-
foolery about in my front parlour? Macmanus Bend of Road
(1898) 66. n.Cy. (J.W.) e.Yks. 1 Bob's a tarnation seet betther
then Jack, MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. What tarnation
game's this ? Manch. Even. Mail (Aug. 27, 1901) 2. Chs. 13 Der.2

A tarnation big lie. se.Lin. A tarnation fool (J.T.B.). Brks. 1 w.Mid.
I did feel a tarnation fool (W.P.M.). e.An.2 Nrf. There wus a
tarnation roke (W.R.E.). Suf. 1 A tahnashun sight of folks. Sus.
I cum away ternation crass, Lower Tom Cladpole (1831) st. 125.
w.Som. 1 Tarnation ugly. [Amer. He is in a tarnation hurry, Sam
Slick Clock-maker (1836) 1st S. ix.]

Hence Tarnationally, adv. very, exceedingly.
e.An.2 Faaither is tarnationally grumpy to-day.

TARN'D, ppl. adj. Nhb. Cum. Also written tarn't
Cum.14

;
and in form tarn n.Cy. Nhb.1 [tarn(d.] Ill-

natured, fierce, crabbed.
n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. Just pinch'd te deeth they're tarn and

snarly, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 29; Nhb.1 Cum. 1 E'en telt
my tarn'd auld mudder, Anderson Ballads (1805) 44 ; Cum 4

TARNELLY, adv. I.W. 1
[ta-nali.] An aphetic dial,

form of ' eternally.' ' She's tarnelly talkun about et.'

TARPIT.v. Obs. Sc. An aphetic dial, form of 'interpret.'
Per. Giftit intil sic things as the tarpitin a dreams, Monteath

Dunblane (1835) 91, ed. 1887.

TARPORLEYPEACH, sb. Chs. A kind of pear ; see
below.

_
Chs. 1

;
Chs. 3 The Aston town pear is so called, as it is generally

ripe about the time of the Tarporley races and the meeting of the
club, which takes place in the first week in November.
TAR(R, v. and sb. Irel. Yks. Chs. Lin. Wor. Sur.

Also in form thar Wxf. 1
[ta(r).] 1. v. To excite to

anger or violence ; to tease
; also with on. Wxf. 1

, Chs.123
,

se.Wor.1 Hence Tarry, adj. irritable, verging towards
spiteful anger. se.Lin. He got quite tarry (J.T.B.).
2. With off: to put a person off with useless information.

Sur. (T.T.C.) 3. sb. A mischievous character; used esp.
of a child.
w.Yks; We say tut' barn 'Eh, tha'rt a tar!' Yks. IVkly. Post

(July 10, 1897); w.Yks.5

[And like a dog that is compell'd to fight, Snatch at his
master that doth tarre him on, Shaks. K.John, iv. i. 117.]

TARR, see Tor(r.
TARRADIDDLE, sb. Sus. [tavradidl.] A liar.

Squire Darling were a tarradiddle, Blackmore Spnnghavcn

(1887) v.

TARRADIDDLED, ppl. adj. ? Obs. w.Cy. Imposed
upon, as by lies; puzzled; bewildered. (Hall.) Cf.

torrididdle.

TARRAGAT,w. Sc. A corrupted form of 'interrogate.'

Sc. (Jam.) Hence Tarragatin, vbl. sb. a strict examina-

tion ; the act of examining strictly. Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1

TARRAN, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) A peevish, ill-

humoured person. See Tirran, sb. 2.

TARRANT, adj. and sb. Yks. Lan. [ta'rant] 1. adj.

Mean, disreputable ; a corruption of 'the arrant.'

e.Yks. 1 Tarrant awd hussy tell'd ma Ah was a leear.

2. sb. A crabbed, ill-natured person. w.Yks. Thoresby
Lett. (1703). n.Lan. 1

TARRAS, sb. Yks. [ta'ras.] A troublesome, mis-
chievous lad.

w.Yks. He's a regular tarras and nubdy can say him (H.L.).

TARRAS, see Terrace, sb.2

TARRAT, sb. Hmp. w.Cy. Cor. Also written tarret
Cor. [tse-rst] Aloft. The same word as 'tallet' (q.v.).

Hmp. 1 Hmp., w.Cy. A hay tarrat (J.R.W.). Cor. (F.R.C.)

TARRET, v. Obs. n.Cy. To tarry. (Hall.)
TARRET, see Tarrat, Tarrock.
TARRICROOK(E, sb. Sh.I. Also written taricrook

;

and in form taricrocke (Jam.). A bent pitchfork.

(Jam.); JakobsenZJj'u/. (1897)45 ; S. & Ork. 1 A pitchfork having
the prongs at right angles with the shaft, used for gathering and
spreading seaweed as manure.
[ON. pari-, seaweed (Vigfusson).]
TARRIE, sb. Obs. Sc. Trouble.
Gin ye ca' me fairy, I'll work ye muckle tarrie, Chambers Pop.

Rhymes (ed. 1870) 324.
TARRIE, see Terrie, sb.1

TARRIER, sb. Lon. An instrument used to extract a
bung from a turpentine-barrel.

It is made in the shape of three tapering cork-screws,
united at their bases. Any two serve as a handle to the third
(W.W.S.).

[Fr. tariere, an augur (Cotgr.).]
TARROCK, sb. Sc. Yks. Cor. Also in forms tarret

Sh.I.
; tirracke Sh.I. (Jam.) S. & Ork.1

; tirrik, tirrook
Sh.I. (Jam.) [ta'rak, ta'rak.] 1. The common tern,
Sterna fluviatilis.

Sh.I. Swainson Birds (1885) 202 ; Whaar da piltiks bul an da
tirriks dip, Junda Klingrahool (1898) 13.

2. The arctic tern, 5. macrura. Swainson ib. 3. The
kittiwake, Rissa tridactyla

; esp. used of the young bird
before the first moulting.

Sh.I. (Jam.); The querulous cry of the tirracke, and kittiewake,
Scott Pirate (1821) x; S. & Ork. 1

, s.Sc. (R.H.H.) Yks Yks.
Wkly. Post (Dec. 31, 1898). Cor. Rood Birds (1880) 315.TARRON, sb. n.Yks.2

[ta-ran.] A scamp, rake ; lit.
'tar' one. See Tar(r, 3.

TARROODEAL.s*. I.Ma. [ta-rudil.] A kind of beetle

;

lit. devil's bull.'

Maybe flowers for her to look at, or tarroodeals or ladybirds,
Brown Yarns (1881) 235, ed. 1889.

TARROO.USHTEY.s6. I.Ma. [ta-ru-uJtL] A fabulous
water-bull.

Freckened she'd come in some shape or another, like a corpse
or a tarroo-ushtey, Brown Witch (1889) 83.

aV^0W
'Fl

and sb
-

Sc
" [

taT°. ta'«-] 1- v. Obs.A dial, form of 'tarry' ; to delay
; to linger.

Sc. (Jam.); Dalrymple Gl. 32; Be still taking and tarrowing
L lake what you can get, though not all that is due], Kelly Prov
(1721) 63; Lang tarrowing taks a' the thanks awa, Henderson
Prov. (1832) 100, ed. 1881.

2. To complain
;
to find fault with one's food ; to refuse

lood, &c. merely out of peevishness.
Sc. Children are said to tarrow at their meat, when they delay

taking it, especially from some pettish humour, or do it so slowly
that it would seem they felt some degree of reluctance (Jam.)-A tarrowing bairn was never fat, Ferguson Prov. (1641) No
42- Sh.I. The mair he tarrows the less he gets, Spence Flk-Lore
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(1899) 216 ; S. & Ork. 1
, Cai.1 Abd. But she's as weak as very

water grown, And tarrows at the browst that she had brown, Ross
Helenore (1768) 65, ed. 1812. w.Sc. Her tongue never lay frae

mornin' till night; aye tarrow tarrowing, Carrick Laird ofLogan
(1835) 86. Cld. I darena tarrow (Jam.). Ayr. I hae seen their

coggie fou, That yet hae tarrow'd at it, Burns Dream (1786) st.

15. Kcb. Sic was the fate o' norland Gib, Wha tarrow'd at his

coggy, Davidson Seasons (1789) 21.

Hence Tarrower, sb. in phr. beggars or tiggers should
not be tarrowers, beggars should not be choosers. Sh.I.

Sh. News (Aug. 7, 1897) ; Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 212.

3. To be sick and weakly ; used also of ill-thriven

springing corn. Mry. Gl. Surv. (Jam.) Bnff.1 4. sb.

A slight illness. Bnff.1 5. Phr. in the tarrow, of grain :

having the strength of the seed exhausted, before the

plant has power to draw sufficient sustenance from the soil.

The corn's i' the tarrow, ib.

TARRY, v. Yks. Lan. Der. Glo. [ta'ri.] 1. To await,

linger, stay.

Lan. Children are said to ' tarry at noon ' who do not go home
to dinner, but stay in the school-room, N. & Q. (1879) 5th S. xi.

237. Der. 2 Tarrying at home. nw.Der.1 Glo.1 1 don't know who
the gentleman was, but he tarried at the door some time, speaking

to the girl.

2. With by : to linger over.
w.Yks. If we get [another! job this will sooin be done ; if not

we shall tarry by it, Yks. Wkly. Post (Sept. 19, 1896).

TARRY, adj. Sc. Dur. Also in forms taurrie, taury

Sc. [ta-ri.] In comb. (1) Tarry-breeks, a sailor; (2)

-fingered, dishonest, pilfering
; (3) -fingers, a dishonest

hand ; hence a dishonest person ; (4) -handed, see (2) ;

(5) -neives, see (3) ; (6) -towt, a single strand of rope

steeped in tar ; (7) -trick, cheating, pilfering.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) Bch. Tarry-breeks should ay go free, Forbes

Dominie (1785) 43. Ayr. Young, royal Tarry Breeks, Burns
Dream (1786) st. 13. Druf.A tarry-breeks fighting the Spaniards

somewhere in the Southern seas, Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 127.

(2) Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Bnff. To prevent ' tarry-fingered ' customers,

all the wobs were hooked in unison, with a chain or rope of cleeks,

Gordon Keith (1880) 74. e.Fif. Graspin' my solitary saxpence in

my loof that it michtna be abstrackit by some o' the tarry-finger't

gentry, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xviii. (3) Sc. (Jam.) Ayr.

The gipsies hae tarry fingers, and ye would need an e'e in your

neck to watch thein, Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822) 1. Lnk. Wha was't

put a bawbee in the kirk-plate, an' lifted oot the four-penny bit,

eh ? Answer me that, auld taurrie fingers ! Murdoch Readings

(1895) I. 25. (4) Sc. (Jam.) Rnf. Man sets the stamp [trap] ;
but

we can tell He's aften taury haun'd himsel', Picken Poems (1813)

I- 65. (5) Dmf. Tweed-sbaw's tarry neives are here, Cromek

Remains (1810) 98. (6) e.Dur. 1
(7) Edb. Ye'll ne'er gie o'er that

tarry trick, Likewise that way o' cheating folk, Liddle Poems

(1821) 108.

TARRY, see Terrier, sb.2

TARRYMICHIECLAY, sb. Bnff.1 A fine kind of clay.

Cf. tawnymichieclay.
TARSE, see Tas(s.
TARSET, sb. Obs. Nhb.1 In phr. Tarset and Tarra-

bum, yit, yit, yit, a rallying cry ; see below.

Upwards of fifty years ago the old people used to relate how, in

their early days, young men from the districts beyond Bellingham

came to Stagshawbank in groups or clans for no other purpose

than to provoke a fight, which they never failed to do. When
the well understood battle cry of ' Tarset and Tarraburn, yet, yet,

yet!' resounded through the fair, then dogs and human beings

joined in a scene of wild confusion, Forster Corbridge (1881) 45.

TARSIE-VERSIE, TARSY, see Tersy-versy, Tersy.

TART, si.1 Obs. Lan. A meat pie.

We dined upon beef tarts, Byrom Remin. (1734) m Cheth. Soc.

XXXIV. 542.
,

. „ , _
TART, adj. and sb.

2 Var. dial, uses m Sc. and
.

Lng.

Also in forms taat w.Yks.6 ; teart w.Yks.* War.23 w.Wor. 1

se Wor 1 Shr.12 Hrf.2 Pern. Glo.1 Oxf.1 Brks. 1 Hmp. 1 w.Cy.

Wil. 1 Dor.1 Som. ; teert s.Wor.1 Glo. ; tert Brks. 1 Som.

;

tiert Hrf.12 ; tort Wil. ; turt Hmp. [tart, tat
;
tist.]

1. adj. Sour, esp. of beer or cider ;
acrid

;
of cheese :

Sl

Se
P
fAWVCum. (E.W.P.), w.Yks.s, Not. (J.H.B.), War.2

,
Glo. 1

O^f 1 This cheese is very teart. Hmp. (H.C.M.B.) Wil. 1 The North

Wilts horses, and other stranger horses, when they come to

drinke of the water of Chalke-river, they will sniff and snort, it is

so cold and tort, Aubrey Nat. Hist. (ed. 1847) 23-4. Dor. 1
, Som.

(J.S.F.S.) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
2. Ofthe wind or weather: sharp, keen, piercing, bracing.
War. 2 w.Wor. 1 The wind's teart this marnin', an' no mistake !

se.Wor.1 Shr. 1 It's a mighty teart day. Hrf. 2 Oxf. It's tart here
(A.L.M.). Dor. Here were the downs, with their delicious tart

air, Francis Fiander^s Widow (1901) pt. 11. viii.

3. Painful, tender to the touch, smarting, stinging.
War.2 A teart wound ; War.3 A cut or wound which produces

sharp pain is said to be teart. Wor. (W.C.B.) w.Wor.1 I run a

pikel into my fut, 'twas mighty teart. se.Wor.1
, s.Wor.1 Shr.1

My 'and's despert bad ; theer inna much to be sid, but it's that

teart sore I canna bar a fither to touch it ; Shr. 2
, Hrf.12 Glo. My

eye is so teart from the lotion being put in (A.B.) ; Glo.1
,
Brks. 1

,

Hmp. 1
, w.Cy. (Hall.), Wil.1 Som. Cams are very teart—when

you go nigh the fire (W.F.R.). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

4. Brittle.

s.Pem. This calico is awful teart, it wonna do for the jackat

(W.M.M.).
5. Wild.
Glo. The partridges when wild are ' teert,' Gibbs Coiswold Vill.

(1898) 163.

6. Fig. Harsh, severe.
Brks. 1 Dor. 1 A teart miaster. Som. She got a tert temper,

Raymond Gent. Upcott (1893) ii.

7. Of gossip, &c: stinging, striking.

Sh.I. A fleein report Tart as da mind o' mortal can create.

Whin eence a start is made, Da nearer mooth meets lug, da tale's

da tarter, Ollason Mareel (1901) 18.

8. sb. A sharp pain. Wil. N. & Q. (1881) 6th S. iv. 107.

TARTAN, sb. Sc. Yks. [tatsn.] 1. A coarse variety

of woollen or worsted cloth. w.Yks. (M.F.) 2. Fig.

The Scottish Lowland or Highland dialect ; Highland

manners or customs. Sc. Dick Did. (1827).

[1. Cp. Fr. tiretaine, linsie-woolsie (Cotgr.).]

TARTAN-PURRY, sb. Sc. Also written tart-and-

purrie S. & Ork.1 A kind of pudding or porridge
;
see

below.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Cabbage entered largely into the winter

dietary, in such preparations as lang kale, short kale, and tartan-

purry, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 177 ; S. & Ork.1 Porridge made with

the water in which cabbage has been boiled. Bch. Had . . .
Tartan-

purry, meal and bree, Or butt'ry brose, Been kilting up her petti-

coats Aboon her hose, Forbes Dominie (1785) 35. Abd. A sort

of pudding made of red colewort chipped small and mixed with

oatmeal, Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl.

TARTAR, sb. w.Yks. 1 A covetous, grasping person.

TARTLE, v.
1 and sb.

1 Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also in form

tertle (Jam.). . 1. v. To hesitate, esp. to hesitate in

recognizing a person.
Sc. A toom purse makes a tartling merchant, Ramsay Prov.

(1737). Per., Lth. I tartled at him (Jam.). Rxb. I tartle not to say,

Riddell Poet. Wks. (1871) II. 338.

2. Of a horse : to shy, jib. Lth. (Jam.) 3. To recog-

nize, take notice of. Rxb. Her never tertled me {ib.).
_

4. sb. Hesitation in the recognition of a person or thing.

Lth. (Jam.)

TARTLE, v.
2 and sb.

2 Sc. Irel. [ta'rtl.] 1. v. To
rend, tatter. , .

Rnf. Raxin' tae a shot, Braced as ticht's a drum, Tartled a his

tither pair [of 'breeks'] Richt across the bum, Neilson Poems

(1877) 94. n.Ir. The goat wis a divil—repulsive to sight
;
Both

tartl'd an' shaggy, an' thin as a post, Lays and Leg. (1884) 78.

Uls. (M.B.-S.)
.

2. sb.pl. Fringe-like projections from an old torn gar-

ment. Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892).
_

TARTRE, sb. Cai.
1 [tartar.] A noise made by

scrambling about. ' Fat ir ye kickan ip sicna tartre far?

'

TARTUFFISH, adj. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) Sour, sullen,

stubborn.
TARTY, adj.

1 Wor. [ta-ti.] Tart, sour.

s.Wor. The cider's a bit tarty an' ropy; t yeant bad drink else

(H K "1

TARTY, adj.
2 Hmp. [ta-ti.] Dainty, particular as to

food. (H.E.)

TARVE, see Tervee.
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TARVEAL, v., sb. and adj. Obs. Sc. Also in form
taweal (Jam.). 1. v. To fatigue ; to plague, vex ; ? a
dial, form of Fr. travailler.

Sc. Sibbald Gl. (1802) (Jam.). n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Gin yeanes
begin, ye'll tarveal's night and day, Sae 'tis vain ony mair to be

speaking o't, Ross Helenore (ed. 1789) 134 (Jam.).

2. sb. Fatigue.
Sc. Sibbald Gl. (1802) (Jam.). Abd. Shirrefs Poems

(1790) Gl.

3. adj. Ill-natured, fretful.

n.Sc. (Jam.) Bch. The vile tarveal sleeth o' a coachman began
to yark the poor beasts, Forbes Jrn. (1742) 15.

TARVIZZEEN, vbl. sb. Obs. Wxf.1 Also in form
tharvizeen. Struggling; contending, scolding, tormenting.
Cf. tave, V} ' Zitch vezzeen, tarvizzeen,' 86.

TARVY, TARY, see Tervee, Teery.
TARYLUG, v. Wor. To tear and pull about.
s.Wor. Thahy two folks 'a mauled an' tarylugged an' bamboozled

one another about oonderfu' ; a wuz despret rough. The follah

be oncommon rough an' scutchy, a'll a to gie it a good taryluggin'

afoer a'll be hup to much (H.K.).

TASCAL-MONEY, sb. Obs. Sc. The money formerly
given in the Highlands for information regarding cattle

which had been carried off.

Besides tracking the cows, there was another means whereby
to recover them ; which was, by sending persons into the country

suspected, and by them offering a reward (which they call Tascal

money) to any one who should discover the cattle, and those who
stole them, Burt Lett. (1754) II. 243 (Jam.).

[Gael, taisgeal, finding of anything (Macbain).]

TASH, v. and sb.
1 Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Also written

tach(e Sc. (Jam.) ; and in form tass n.Cy. w.Yks.1
[taf.]

1. v. To soil, tarnish, stain, dirty ; to bespatter ; to spoil

slightly. Cf. tashled.
Sc. (Jam.) ; You will hear it said ' The flowers have got tashed

wi' the rain,' but that does not mean either soiled, tarnished, or

seriously or irrecoverably injured. This is another Scotch word
that has no exact English equivalent. It means slightly spoiled, in

such a way that things will come right again, Montgomerie-Fleming
Notes on Jam. (1899) ; They're tash'd-hke and sair torn, And
clouted upon ilka knee, Chambers Sngs. (1829) II. 336. Cai. 1

Abd. In a rubbish heap of ancient and discarded literature I came
across a tashed Bible, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 12, 1901).

Ayr. Her silk gown had been turned, and looked sair tashed,

Johnston Congalton (1896) 299. Lnk. Hasan unco' han'-me-doon
look, an indoor face, no tashed wi' the weather, but sair blotched

wi' the dram, Fraser Whaups (1895) xiii. Gall. Long man with
the tashed coat, say after me ! Crockett Love Idylls (1901) 35.
n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks.1

2. Fig. Obs. To slander; to cast a stain on a person;
to upbraid, taunt.

Sc, n.Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. Their frien's gat word an' gather roun'
Determin'd sair to tease an' tash, Watt Poems (1827) 101.

3. With about : to throw about, so as to injure.
Abd. (Jam.) Lnk. I howked up thae stanes by the Burn, so

they havenae been lyin' tashin' aboot, Fraser Whaups (1895) xiii.

4. To fatigue, weary out.

Ayr. Sair toutit an' tasht, the body came wast, For the gaet it

lay deep in the snaw, Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 243.
Rxb. To tash dogs, to weary them out in hunting (Jam. ). ne.Lan. l

5. sb. A stain, spot, drop, blemish, flaw. Sc. (Jam.)
6. Fig. A blot, stain ; a reproach, affront ; disgrace.
Sc. Her marrying a man commonly judged her husband's mur-

derer, would leave a tash upon her name, Scott Melvil's Memoirs
(
I 735) Introd. 23. Abd. I would sooner die forever than that the
good name of my lord should be sullied by one tache, Cobban
Angel (1898) 165. Enf. This was a new tash put on the Commis-
sioner, as was thought, Wodrow Corres. (1709-31) II. 191, ed.

1843.

7. A dirty, fatiguing journey. w.Yks. 1

_
[1, 2. Fr. tacher, tascher, to spot, blot, stain, blemish

; to
disgrace (Cotgr.).]

TASH, sb? Nhb.1
[taf.] A shortened form of

* moustache.' ' Him wi' the tash.'

TASH, adj. Obs. Dur. Fretful, captious, hard to
please ; ill-natured ; forward. (K.), (Hall.)
TASH, TASHEL, see Tosh, sb. 2 , Tassel, Tassle.

TASHELLIE, adj. Sc. Of animals : having the hair

or wool matted together with dirt.

Gall. A rouch curr tyke seated ... on his am twa tashellie

hurdies, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) Introd. ix
;
(J.M.)

TASHELTON, sb. Obs. Lan. One who in walking

covers himself with mire. Thornber Hist. Blackpool

(1837) no.
TASHLED, ppl. adj. Obs. ne.Lan. 1 Bespattered with

wet. Cf. tash, v.
.

TASK, sb.
1 and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Lng.

[task, task.] 1. sb. A given quantity of work ;
work to

be done by the piece ; also in comp. Task-work.
n.Cy. He sets them [coal miners] their task by the great,

Hunter Georgical Essays (1803) II. 149. Yks. Labourers reap or

mow by the acre, thrash by the bushel, or quarter, or do any other

task work, 1*. II. 141. ne.Lan. 1, Lin. 1

, nXin. 1 Shr. I agree with

my workmen to thrash most of the wheat and barley by task,

Marshall Review (1818) II. 242 ; Shr.2 My present job is task-

work. Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Oxf. (G.O.) Brks. A horse is

kept or shood by the task, i. e. at so much a year (K.). Ken., Sus.

Hollowav. Hmp. The forests, wastes, and woodlands, allure

many to task-work in such places, cutting wood and raising fuel,

Marshall Review (1817) V. 336.

2. A school lesson.

Uls. An Ulster lad, when at school, gets his 'tasks' (a more
expressive word than lessons), N. Whig (May 8, 1901). s.Lan. 1

n.Lin. 1 Have you got your tasksready, boys ?

3. v. To do work by the piece.
Shr. 2 He's left his plack at the pits and gwon a tasking.

Hence (1) Tasker, sb. a labourer who works by the

piece ; a thresher ; a reaper ; (2) Tasker's-corn, sb. a
blow with a whip ; (3) Tasker's-leasers, sb. pi. the wives
and children of 'taskers,' who are allowed to glean in the

harvest-field before all comers are admitted.

(1) Sc. We'll take auld Cuddie, the muckle tasker, wi' us; he
kens the value n' the stock and plenishing, Scott Blk. Dwarf
(1816) vii. Lth. A labourer who receives his wages in kind,

according to the quantity of work he performs (Jam.). e.Lth.

The taskers are those who are employed in threshing out the

corn ; and they receive one boll of every 25, or the twenty-fifth

part for their labour ; and this has been their fixed and stated

wages as far back as can be remembered, Statist. Ace. II. 353 (ib.).

Edb. The meikle tasker, Davie Dallas, Was telling blads of
William Wallace, Mitchell Tinklarian (ed. 1810) 3. se.Wor.1

Shr. 1
; Shr.2 My own men bin a cutting the lent tillin, and the

taskers a-swiving the wheat. Bdf. Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang.
(1809) 145. Hrt. A tasker who threshes out his quota of grain,

Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) IV. iv. 125. Nrf. Grose (1790). e.Nrf.

Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787). Wil. In cutting the Lent corn
few ' taskers ' are employed, the resident labourers being generally
sufficient, Davis Agric. (1811) an; Wil.1 (2) w.Yks.2 This is a
phrase used by a man who drives a horse. (3) Shr. 1

TASK, sb? Obs. Sc. The angel or spirit of any per-
son. Cf. taisch.

Rs. The ghosts of the dying, called tasks, are said to be heard,
their cry being a repetition of the moans of the sick. . . The corps
follow the tract led by the tasks to the place of interment ; and
the early or late completion of the prediction is made to depend
on the period of the night at which the task is heard, Statist. Ace.
III. 380 (Jam.).

•TASKED, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. n.Cy. Also in form
taskit Sc. (Jam.) In full work ; much fatigued with hard
work. Sc. (Jam.), n.Cy. (Hall.) Hence Taskit-like,
adj. having the appearance of being greatly fatigued.

n.Sc. Right baugh, believe it as ye will, Leuks Scotland, taskit-
like an' dull, Tarras Poems (1804) 133 (Jam.).
TAS(S, sb. Sc. Ken. Also in form tarse Ken.1 [tas,

tas.] 1. A small heap of earth. Sc. Mackay. 2. A
mow of corn

; a heap of hay. Ken.12 Cf. toss, v.1 5.
Hence Tass-cutter, sb. an implement with which to cut

hay in the stack, ib. 3. A large bunch ; a cluster of
flowers. Sc. Mackay.

[Tasse, of corne, or ober Iyke, tassis (Prompt.).]
TASS(E, sb. Sc. Yks. e.An. Also in forms tais, taisie

Sc. (Jam.) ; taizie Rxb. ; tassie Sc. A cup, glass ; a
bowl, goblet.

Sc. (Jam.) ; And now, Laird, will ye no order me a tass o'
brandy ? Scott Guy M. (1815) iii. Abd. A pewter tassie doth
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give wine a vile taste, Cobban Angel (1898) 169. Per. The tass
o' pleasure at his lip, Haliburton Dunbar (1895) 34.' Ayr. Go
fetch to me a pint o' wine An' fill it in a silver tassie, Burns My
bonie Mary, 1. 2. Rxb. When we've thegither taen a taizie In
hamely rhyme, A. Scott Poems (ed. 1808) 75. Gall. A tass of
water—nay, no wine, Crockett Lochinvar (1897) 13. w.Yks.
Piper Dial. Sheffield (1825) 18. e.An. 1 A tass of tea, a tass of
brandy.

[Fr. tasse, a bowl or cup to drink in (Cotgr.).]
TASSEL, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lin.

Also in forms tashel n.Lin.1
; tassal w.Yks.4

; tassil
w.Yks.2

; tazzle n.Cy. w.Yks. ne.Lan. 1
[ta-sl.] 1. A

good-for-nothing man or woman; a'taistril'; a drunkard;
a slovenly woman ; a troublesome child.

n.Cy. Grose (1790). w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781) ;

Thah't not a drunken tassel, John, Senior Smithy Rhymes (1882)
64 ; w.Yks.24

, ne.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Hoo's a bonny tassel, hoo is.

Chs.1
, Der.12

, Not. 1 n.Lin.1 You mucky little tashel get awaay
wi' yS.

Hence Tassel-rag, sb. a mild term of reproach.
Chs. 1 Aw'll fettle yo, yo young tassel-rag. s.Chs.1 Kiim aayt

H dhaat-, yii lifl taas-il-raag ! kon)u bi reyt bu wot yii bin i sum
mis'chif!

2. Obs. A silly fellow. n.Cy. Grose (1790). 3. A
shapeless, ugly object ; anything of little value.

w.Yks. 2 A man said of a knife, ' Oh, what a tassil !
' Der.1 In

slight use, 1890.

TASSEL-RAG, sb. Chs. [ta-sl-rag.] The catkins of
the willow, Salix Caprea. (B. & H.), Chs.1

TASSET, sb. Der.2 nw.Der. 1
[ta-sit.] An ill-behaved

woman.
TASSIE, see Tass(e.
TASSLE, sb. Lan. Lin. Also in forms tashel n.Lin. 1

;

tassil s.Lan.1
[ta-sl.] A dial, form of ' teasle,' Dipsacus

Fullonum. e.Lan.1
, s.Lan.1, n.Lin. 1 [Bailey (1721).]

TASSLE, see Taissle.
TASSOCK, 56. s.Chs. 1 [ta'sak] A good-for-nothing

person. ' U drungk-n taas-Qk uv u fel'O.'

TASSY, adj. Cum.14 [ta-si.] Nice, pleasant.
TASSY, see Tazzy.
TASTE, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der.

Brks. s.Cy. Also written taest Sh.L; and in forms
taayste Brks. 1

; teaste Cum. [test, teast, tiast.] 1. v.

In phr. to taste of the water, of beer : to be very poor.
Brks.1

(s.v. Rattletap). 2. To partake of refreshment

;

to take a little drink ; to join in drinking
;
gen. used of

alcoholic drink.
e.Sc. Weelyum, will ye taste ? Strain Elmsliis Drag-net (1900)

20. Per. A wheen bannocks . . . an' aiblins just a drappie o'

something to wash a' down. Will ye taste, hinnie ? Cleland
Inchbracken (1883) 58, ed. 1887. Ayr. He continued to haver with
him, till the ale was ready, when he pressed my grandfather to

taste, Galt Gilhaize (1823) v. Lnk. Tasting an' tipplin' till rag tag

the waur o't, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 92. Dmf. An awfu'
heidache that forbad him ' tastin',' Paton Castlebraes (1898) 20.

Hence Tasting, sb. a small quantity of anything, a

mouthful, a sip, esp. used of food or drink.
Sh.I. A taestin' o' fresh sillocks wid be a rarity, Sh. News (Oct.

2, 1897). Frf. Capital stuff; ye can tak a tastin', Mackenzie N.
Pine (1897) 316. Slk. At the fairs ... all contracts, settlements,

and old friendships had to be sealed with a tastin' ; and . . . these

frequent tastings had a tendency ' to rin to the heid,' Thomson
Drummeldale (1901) 70.

3. To give appetite to ; to please the palate ; to appease
the appetite

;
gen. in phr. to taste the gab or mou'.

Abd. Some stuffs, they said, would taste your gab, Anderson
Rhymes (ed. 1867) 74. Frf. Our bonny [Easter] eggs, 0' ilka hue
... To charm the e'e an' taste the mou', Smart Rhymes (1834)
89. Lth. Bairns may pu', when yap or drouthy, A neep or bean,

to taste their mouthy, Ballantine Poems (1856) 188. Edb. Good
fat geese and turkies dainty To taste our gabs, Macneill Bygane
Times (181 1) 7.

4. Fig. To appreciate ; to relish mentally.
Per. As Lachlan's first effort it was much tasted, Ian Maclaren

Brier Bush (1895) 166.

• 5. Obs. To smell.
N.Cy.2 , Der. 1 s.Cy. It is not uncommon to hear a man desire

another to let him taste his snuff, Grose (1790).

6. sb. A small dainty or delicacy eaten as a relish to
plainer food.

w.Yks. (J. W.) s.Lan.1 Aw've getten a black-puddin' for thee
for a taste to thi baggin'.

Hence Tastely, adj. savoury, appetizing.
Cum. A cut o' dry't salmon's a teastely thing When flesh meat

cannot be hed, Dickinson Cumbr. (ed. 1876) 254.
7. Of drink

: a very small quantity
; a sip

;
gen. used of

alcoholic drink.
Abd. Tho' whiles we're happy owre a ' taste,' We're better far

without it, Ogg Willie Waly (1873) 136. w.Sc. It's no lucky, ye
ken, no to hae a taste ower a bargain, or what may be ane, Mac-
donald Settlement (1869) 221, ed. 1877. Ayr. Gi'e us a refresh-
ment on the road gaun, and maybe a taste on the road hame,
Hunter Studies (1870) 143. Ir. A small taste of the rale good
stuff, Bodkin Shillelagh (1902) 21. n.Ir. Wull ye tak a taste o'
sumthin' ? Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 37. Nhb. I'm tae hae a wee
taste o' the whisky as weel, Jones Nhb. (1871') an. w.Yks.
(J.W.)

;

8. The least portion of anything; a soupcon ; a jot.
e.Sc. I gied a wee taste o' polish to their hooves, Strain

Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 17. Gall. One speaks of giving axles,
&c. a ' taste of oil ' to make them work easily (A.W.). Ir.
' Wasn't there any life in him when he was found ? ' ' Not a taste,'
Lover Handy Andy (1842) vi ; I told you the man was not dead

—

not a taste of it, Barrington Sketches (1827-32) III. vii. N.I. 1 A
taste o' matches. Con. 1 found me mother a taste better, Bodkin
Shillelagh (1902) 90.

TASTEFUL, adj. Nhb. Having many different tastes
or hobbies.

Grandfeythor was. . . a fine spender but an ill saver : . .he was a
tarrible tasteful man—lasses, greyhounds, an' horses, racin',
drinkin', cockin', an' card-playin' were aal hobbies ov his at one
time or another, Pease Tales (1899) 8.

TASTER, sb. Obs. Sc. A dram ; a sip of spirits.
Slg. I kik'd a saxpence frae my master, Then hous'd to get a

morning taster, Galloway Poems (1788) 31, ed. 1792.
[Cp. tastour, a lytell cuppe to tast wine, Palsgr. (1530).]
TASTRIL, sb. Lan.1 [te-stril.] A small keg or

barrel.

TASTY, adj. and adv. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel.

Eng. and Amer. Also written taesty Sc. ; and in form
teeasty n.Yks.2 e.Yks. 1 [te-sti, tea'sti, tia

-

sti.] 1. adj.

Savoury, appetizing, palatable.
Sc. (Jam.) ; This ewe-milk cheese is very tasty, Ferrier Destiny

(1831) I. xviii. Sh.I. Soor fish is mony a time a mair taesty
morsel, as dow'd fish is, Sh. News (May 28, 1898). Frf. It's gey
teuch, teuch, but it's very tasty, Lowson Guidfollow (1890)248.
Ayr. It was just this bit end o' a ham. I thocht maybe it would
be tasty for her, Johnston Glenbuckie (1889) 224. Dmf. A tooth-

some, tempting, tasty haggis, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 73. Ir.

It's uncommon tasty. You might be nearly smellin' them bakin',

Barlow East unto West (1898) 266; I think they're tastier when
their \sic] stinkin', savin' your presence, Bodkin Shillelagh

(1902) 134. n.Yks.2
, e.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.2 Lan. They're a deal

tastier. Boiled and steamed, yo' known, Longman's Mag. (Nov.

1895) 71. Not. 1
, Lei.1 Nhp.1 Plain food is best for her, but she

likes something a little tasty. War.8
,
Hnt. (T.P.F.) Ess. Some

people do say it's more tasty, Burmester/oA« Lott (1901) 256.

Ken. I've got tastier ones in the 'Arrow Road many's the time off

a barrer, Cornh. Mag. (Jan. 1894) 66. Dor. A drap or twothease
marnen would be tasty, Agnus Jan Oxber (1900) 318. Dev.
' Wor the tea to your liking? ' ''Twas tasty tea,' Zack On Trial

(1899) 165. Cor. Brave and tasty these onions are, Lee Widow
Woman (1899) 54. [Amer. They'd make your mouth water, they

sounded so good and tasty, Slosson Foxglove (1898) 13.]

Hence Tastiness, sb. savour, flavour.
Nrf. The bully be a useful sorter plum, but he ain't to com-

parison in tastiness to th' gage, Mann Dulditch (1902) 39.

2. Neat, natty; with dainty habits; attractive; agreeable.
Ayr. Chambers tells us that Willie Wastle's wife, wha was

a dirty drab, was less tasty than the cat, wha washed her face wi'

her loof, Hunter Studies (1870) 28. Gall. The heartsomest,

bonniest, most tasty bit lassie in a' the countryside, Crockett Kit

Kennedy (1899) v. Kcb. Rob would be preferring some tasty

black or brown hizzie from the Cannibal Islands to the shilpit

peaky white lassies hereaway, Muir Muncraig (1900) 245. N.I.1

Oh, he's a very tasty man. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) I.Ma. Any-
thing nice is said to be tasty (S.M.); The tastiest woman there,

Brown Witch (1889) 72.
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3. adv. Tastefully, prettily.

n.Dev. Your hair do grow mortal tasty on your head, mother,

Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 93.

TAT, si.1 ne.Lan. 1 e.An. 1 Suf.1 [tat, ta?t.] A child's

word for ' father,' ' dad.' Cf. tatsy.

TAT, sb.2 Glo.1 [taet.] A year-old sheep.
TAT, sb.3 Nhp.2 [tat.] A child's game on a slate,

the same as ' kit-cat-cannis ' (q.v., s.v. Kit, sb7).

TAT, sb.* and v.
1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Also in form

tot Ant. [tat.] 1. sb. A tuft of hair, wool, &c. ; a

matted mass ; a small quantity. Cf. tait, sb}, taut, v.
2

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Nhb. 1 In tats. Cum.4 A lock of matted wool
clipped off the hinder parts of sheep.

Hence (1) Tatty, adj. tangled, matted, rough, unkempt,
shaggy, ragged

; (2) Tatty-Jack, sb. a sheep with a ragged
and tattered fleece.

(1) Sc. A tatty dog (Jam.) ; Wha wad hae thought there had
been as muckle sense in his tatty-pow? Scott Rob i?qy(i8i7)

xxxiv. s.Sc. An' John the Baptist wad be a youngish man wi'

lang tatty black hair, Cunningham Broomiebum (1894) xiv. N.I.1
,

N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 What a tatty heed Nanny hes. Cum. Her thick

tatty hair is aw leyke a ling besom, Rayson Poems (1839) 43 ;

Cum.14 (2) Nhb.1

2. v. To mat ; to entangle ; to run into tufts, as hair,

wool, &c. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), Ant. (S.A.B.), N.Cy.1
, Nhb. 1

,

Cum.' 4

TAT, sb.5 and v.
2 Yks. Der. Lon. [tat, taet.] 1. sb.

A rag.

Lon. Now I'll tell you about the tat gatherers, Mayhew Lond.

Labour (1851) I. 424-.

2. pi. Odds and ends ; small victuals. Der.2
, nw.Der. 1

3. v. To gather rags.
Lon. He goes tatting and billy-hunting in the country (gathering

rags and buying old metal), Mayhew Lond. Labour (1851) I. 417.

Hence Tatter, sb. a collector of rags, bones, &c. w.Yks.
Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 26, 1898).

TAT, sb.6 and v.a Hmp. [tast.] 1. sb. A very slight

tap or blow. Holloway ; Hmp.1 2. v. To touch
gently. Holloway.
TAT, dem. adj. and pron. Obs. or obsol. Cum. Wm.

Lan. Also in form tad e.Lan.1 A dial, form of 'that.'

Cum.1 A fell-dale word exclusively and nearly obsolete, i860. 'Is

tat tee, Bobby ?
' Cum.4 Whaa's tat ? Dickinson Cumbr. (ed.

1876) 165. s.Wm. Father, what's tat ? Hutton Dial. Storih and
Arnside (1760) 1. 46. Lan. Tat tung o thoine, Scholes Tim
Gamwattle (1857) 23. e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1

TATA, sb. and int. Obs. Dev. 1. sb. Excrement

;

filth. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 427. 2. int. An exclama-
tion used to frighten children when naughty, ib.

TATCH, v.
1 m.Yks. 1

[tatj.] To 'tat.'

TATCH, v? Yks. [tatj.] To set grass, &c. on fire ; to

burn the undergrowth. w.Yks. Hlfx. Courier (July 3, 1897).
TATCH, sb. Glo.1 Also written tach. [taetj.] An

unpleasant flavour. Cf. tack, sb?
TATCHY, adj. Yks. Lin. Nhp. War. Bdf. Hnt. w.Cy.

Dev. Cor. Also written tachy Dev. [tatfi, tartfi.]

Touchy, irritable, peevish, fretful, cross. See Tetchy.
ne.Yks. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, Nhp.1

, War. (J.R.W.), Bdf. (J.W.B.), Hnt.

(T.P.F.) w.Cy. Grose (1790). Dev. 'Er's bad tempered, an' no
mistake; I niver zeed zich a tatchy, ill-contrived little twoad in

awl my life, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). n.Dev. Ya purting tatchy

. . . theng, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 21. Cor. I don't like to be tatchy,

Thomas Randigal Rhymes (1895) 27.

TATE, TATEE, see Tait, sb.1 , v.
2
, Tatie.

TATH(E, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Lakel. Cum. Yks. e.An.
Also written taith Sc. (Jam.) Nrf. ; taythe e.An.1

; and in

forms teath(e e.Yks. e.An.12 Nrf.1
; toath Bnff. (Jam.) ;

toth(e Sc. [taj>, te)> ; tTJ>.] 1. sb. The dung of sheep
and cattle, esp. when pastured on a field in order to

manure it. Cf. tad, sb.2

Sc, Bnff. (Jam.) n.Cy., e.Cy. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).
e.An.12 , Nrf. (E.M.), Nrf. 1 e.Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787) I.

34. Suf. Rainbird Agric. (1819) 3OI i
ed > l849-

Hence Toth-fold, sb. an enclosure made for sheep or
cattle on a place requiring their manure. Sc. (Jam.)
Bnff., Abd. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). 2. Obs. An
ancient manorial right ; see below.

Nrf Suf The lords of the manor claimed the privilege ofhaving

their tenants' sheep brought at night upon their own demesne

lands, there to be folded for the improvement of the soil
;

j
and this

liberty was called Tath, Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 149.

3. A tuft of coarse, luxuriant grass growing up where

manure has been dropped ; springy grass land.

Sc. All grasses, which are remarkably rank and luxuriant, are

called tath, by the stock farmers, who distinguish two kinds of it;

water tath, proceeding from excess of moisture, and nolt tath,

the produce of dung, Essays Highl. Soc. III. 468 (Jam.). N.Cy.1

Nhb.1 Tath, rich soft grass without seed stalks (J.H.). Lakel. ,

Cum. 2 e.Cy. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).

Hence (1) Tath-grass, sb., (2) Tath-heaps, sb. pi. tufts

of coarse grass growing where cattle have dropped dung;

13) Tathy, a<#. of grass: rich, rank, lacking firmness; (4)

Tathy-grass, sb. soft grass growing under trees ;
coarse

grass.

(1) N.Cy.1 (2) Cum.14 (3) Lakel. 2
, Cum. 2

(4) n.Cy. (Hall.),

Cum.14

4. v. To dung ; to manure land by pasturing sheep and

cattle upon it.

Sc. Applied to black cattle only (Jam.) ; The dung of horses is

not proper for sandy grounds, being too hot, as may be observed

from the grounds they tathe upon in summer ; where in place of

throwing up a fresh tender grass, as it does on clay grounds, it

commonly burns up all under and about it, Maxwell Sel. Trans.

(1743) 123 (ib.). Bnff., Abd. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Gall.

Sheep-tathing [is] confining sheep on a piece of land until they

tathe or manure it, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Nhb.1 e.Yks.

Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 128. e.An.1 ; e.An.2 It moreover

includes the idea of 'trampling in.' Nrf. Mr. Coke, of Holkham,

folds no sheep, and finds no want of it; keeps a greater stock

than he could do with it, and finds his lays equally tathed, Young
Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XXXVII. 437; Tathing consists in

carting turnips on to wheat in February and March; they call it

pull and throw on wheat, eating them on that crop by sheep and

bullocks, Marshall Review (1811) III. 381. Suf. Rainbird Agric.

(1819) 301, ed. 1849.

Hence Tothed-fold, sb. a ,' toth-fold ' (q.v.). Mry., Bnff.

(Jam.)

[1. ON. tdS, manure, dung (Vigfusson). 4. ON. teSja,

to manure (ib.) ; Tabin, stercoro (Prompt.).)

TATHE, v. nw.Dev.1
[terS, teacS.] To gather corn

into bundles, to be afterwards bound into sheaves. Cf.

tething. Hence (1) Tather, sb. a woman or boy who
follows the mowers, and forms the bundles from the
swaths; (2) Tathing-crook, sb. an implement used in

'tathing,' shaped like a sickle, but blunt; (3) Tathing-
rake., sb. an implement used in 'tathing,' about a foot

wide and having four long teeth.

TATHER, sb. and v.
1

Irel. Chs. Shr. [ta-(5a(r.]

1. sb. A tangle ; a complicated state of things. Cf.

tether, sb.2 , tother, sb. 2.

Shr.1 Yo'n got this skein o' thrid i' sich a tather, it'll a to be cut.

Hence (1) Tatherum-a-dyal, sb. complicated or unin-
telligible language

; (2) Tathery, adj. unkempt.
(1) s.Chs. 1 A man told me he liked to listen to a certain preacher,

because he had 'noneo' this dicsonary tatherum-a-dyal.' (2) Ant.
Your tathery pow—your uncombed hair, Ballymena Obs. (1892).
2. Frog's spawn. Shr.1

3. v. To entangle ; to twist

;

to knot ; to involve ; also used Jig.
ib. ' The winde's wassled an' fathered the com till it'll be

impossible to rape it, an' I canna bar mowin' w'eat— it looks so
slovenly.' Used chiefly in the preterite or participial form, as of
persons or things. ' I tell yo' whad, Jim, if yo' getten blended up
an' fathered among that lot, I've done 66th yo'.'

TATHER, v.
2 Shr. [ta-cSa(r).] To lay out work.

Bound Provinc. (1876) ; Shr.2 Hence Tathering-chain, sb.

a chain by which work is laid out and planned. Shr.2

TATHER, see Tether, sb.
1

TATHERY-OUTERY, adj. Obs. Glo.1 Tawdry,
flaunting.

TATIE, sb. and v. In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Sc.
Irel. and Eng. Also written tatey Dur. n.Yks.2 Dev.;
taty n.Cy. Nhb. e.Dur. 1 Cum.14 Wm. Yks. Lan. w.Som.1

nw.Dev. 1 Cor. ; and in forms taatie S. & Ork. 1 n.Lin.1
;

taaty Som. Cor.3 ; tatee N.Cy.1 Nhb. ; tater Lan. Chs.1

Not. Lin.1 War.284 se.Wor.1 Hrf. 1 Oxf. 1 Nrf. Wil.1 Som.
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Dev. ; tatoe Sc. w.Yks.1 Lan.1 s.Lan.1 s.Chs.1 nw.Der.1

sw.Lin.1
; tattie Sc. Ir. Dev. ; tatty Chs.3

; tatur Shr.2

Ken. ; tautie, tauty, tawtie, tawty Sc. ; tayter Brks. 1

;

teaty, teddy Som.
; Jtetty Nhb.1 Dev.3 Cor.12 ; tittor

Shr. 1
[te-ti, teati ; teta, tea'ta.] 1. sb. In comb. (1)

Taties-and-dab, potatoes boiled in their skins and eaten
with salt

; (2) Tatie(sand-point, a dish of potatoes with
a small piece offish or meat merely to be pointed at;
see below

; (3) Taties-and-touch, a dish of potatoes and
milk

; see below
; (4) Tatie-apple, (5) -ball, the round

seed-bulb of the potato
; (6) -basket, a basket for carry-

ing potatoes
; (7) -beetle, a potato-masher

; (8) -bing,
a heap of potatoes

; (9) -blots, water in which potatoes
have been boiled

; (10) -boggle, (11) -bogie, (12) -boodie,
a scarecrow in a potato-field ; also used fig. ; (13) -broo,
(14) -broth, potato-soup

; (15) -bury, a heap of potatoes
partially buried and entirely covered with earth, for pro-
tection from the frost

; (16) -cake, a cake made of mashed
potatoes and flour; (17) -champer, (18) -chapper or
•chopper, see (7) ; (19) -crab, the fruit of a potato

; a
potato-top

; (20) -creel, see (6) ; (21) -demmuck, the
potato-disease or epidemic

; (22) -dibble, a potato-dibble
;

(23) -digger, a kind of double mattock
; (24) -doolie, see

(
IO) ; (25) -drill, a potato-drill or furrow

; (26) -field, (27)
garth, a potato-field or plot

; (28) -getten, potato-gather-
ing

; (29) -grab, a manner of grabbing and eating potatoes
;

see below
; (30) -graip, a fork with flat prongs, used for

digging potatoes
; (31) -grave, see (15) ; (32) -ground, see

(26) ; (33) -grubber, an implement for digging up potatoes;

(34) -g«n ) a pop-gun made of a goose-quill
; (35) -hands,

women and children employed in planting, picking, and
sorting potatoes

; (36) -happing, straw used for covering
potatoes

; (37) -harrows, a small convex pair of harrows
to harrow potato-rows

; (38) -hash, (a) see (13) ;• (b) meat
and potatoes boiled together

; (39) -haum or -om, a
potato-haulm

; (40) -heel, a hole in the heel of a stocking

;

(41) -hobbin, see (16) ; (42) -hock, see (15) ; (43) -hoggan,
a potato pasty

; (44) -hon, a nook in a barn where
potatoes are piled

; (45) -house, a house or room in which
potatoes are kept ; (46) -howker, a potato-digger

; (47)
•ingin, the potato-onion, which is propagated from the
bulb and not from seed

; (48) -kail, see (13) ; (49) -kro,
a boarded corner in a house for preserving potatoes from
frost

; (50) -laek, having the look of a potato-field ; (51)
-lifting, the potato-harvest

; (52) -lot, a thousand yards of
potato-drill allotted to a hind as one of his wage pay-
ments

; (53) -market, a market for the sale of potatoes

;

(54) -mowd or -miild, see (26) ; (55) -pairer, a peeler of
potatoes

; (56) -pasty, see below
; (57) -patch, see (26) ;

(58) -peck, a peck measure for potatoes
; (59) -peels or

•pillins, potato peelings
; (60) -pickers, see (35) ; (61)

•pie, (a) see (38, b)
;

(b) see (8) ; (62) -pie-beawt-lid, see

(38, b)
; (63) -pie-talk, conversation between women

sorting potatoes round a ' pie
'

; any loose or foolish

gossip
; (64) -pikers, gatherers of potatoes after they

are turned up on the ground ; (65) -pin, an instrument for

making holes in the ground in which to plant potatoes

;

(66) -pit, see (8) ; (67) -poke, a sack for holding potatoes
;

(68) -pot, (a) a pot for holding potatoes
;

(b) a dish ; see
below

; (69) -pourings, see (9) ; (70) -pudding, see below
;

(71) -rattle, Cornish stew
; (72) -rig, see (25) ; (73) -rines,

see (59) ; (74) -rowzer, ? an instrument for raising

potatoes, a two-pronged mattock
; (75) -sack, see (67)

;

(76) -scoose or -scowse, a dish very similar to ' taty-hash '

;

(77) -settin, potato planting
; (78) -shaw, see (39) ; (79)

sick, of land : exhausted as regards potato-sowing
; (80)

-skep, see (6) ; (81) -skin, a potato-skin
; (82) -soup, see

(13) ; (83) -store, see (45) ; (84) -time, see (51) ; (85) -top,

see (39) ; also used as a term of contempt
; (86) -trap, the

mouth ; the stomach
; (87) -traw, a potato trough

; (88)

•tump, see (15) ; (89) -walin(g, sorting out potatoes
; (90)

•women, women who work as ' taatie-hands ' (q.v.) ; (91)

wushins, water in which potatoes have been washed

;

(92) -zull, a kind of plough ; see below.

(1) Sc. When the potatoes are laid on the table each person

takes a quantity of salt, and lays it in a small heap before him.
Each potato, when peeled, he dabs into this heap. . . When the
potatoes are eaten from the pot, . . it is set on the floor, and the
party sit round it. Salt is placed on a stool within easy reach of
all, and each one helps himself from the supply by dabbing his
potato on it (Jam. Suppl.). Ayr. A guid meal o' tatties an' dab,
Aitken Lays (1883) 45. Nhb.' (2) Sc. Sarcastically said to becommon in Ireland. For this repast a plentiful supply of potatoes
is said to be provided, with a small bit of meat or fish which is
merely to be looked at. For the improvement of the potatoes,
however, each one before it is eaten is pointed at the luxury (Jam
Suppl). N.Cy. 1

,
Lakel.2 Cum.i People too poor or niggardly to

buy flesh meat have been said to provide a very small piece of
butter, or bacon fat, to be placed on the centre of the dinner-table

;

and, having loaded their spoons with mashed potatoes, the diners
were allowed to point towards but not to touch the morsel—hence
the name. Sometimes the piece of bacon was hung up to the
ceiling; Cum.4 w.Som. 1 It is very common to hear old people,
when expatiating upon the hardships of their youth as compared
with the luxury enjoyed by the young of the present day, say,
' Mate, sure 'nough

! we never had'n a-got none, 'twas always
taties and zalt, or taties and point, when father'd a-made shift vor
to git hold 0' a bit o' bacon like for his Zunday's dinner.' (3)
Shr. 'A dish is lined with mashed potatoes, a well being left in the
centre, which is filled with hot milk having a lump of butter in it;

into this each helping of potatoes is slightly dipped. A story is

told of a farmer's wife that, as she placed before 'the men' a
supper of potatoes and milk prepared in the manner here described,
she said—fearing they would help themselves too lavishly to the
buttered milk— ' Now, chaps, yo' maunna tak' it all at wunst, yo'
maun touch it, an' touch it :

' whence arose the term— ' Tittoes an'
touch!' (4) Nhb. 1 e.Yks.M/S. add. (T.H.) War.2 (5) War. 2

,

se.Wor.1 (6) Dmf. Everybody in Castlebraes wanted Tattie
Baskets, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 20. (7) Ayr. She's a boul-
horned guidwife wi' a custroune carl o' a man who kaimbs her
heid wi' the tattie-beetle, Service Notandums (1890) 113. Lnk.
Armed with a sentiment of just wrath, a tattie-beetle in her right-
hand, Murdoch Readings (1895) I. 65. (8) Lth. On a tattie bing
she last did fail To wake one inch more, Lumsden Sheep-head
(1892) 124. (9) Sh.I. Shu emptied da mylk i' da tub wi da tattie

blots, Sh. News (Nov. 13, 1897). (10) Sc. (Jam.); Woman, . . do
you mean to set up for a tattie-bogle or—a Queen of Sheba ?

Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 126. Fif. Standin' up yonder like

tautie-bogles afore the hale kirk, Robertson Provost (1894) 64.
Lnk. Borrow an old lum hat from the nearest ' tatiebogle,' Fraser
Whaups (1895) iv. N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1
, n.Yks.2 (n) Sc. (A.W.)

(12) Sc. A potato field in which the proprietor had put what is

known as a ' tattie-boody ' for the purpose of protecting his crop
from the ravages made by the crows, Jokes, 1st S. (1889) 7. (13)
Lth. She's great at kial and tatty-broo, Or genty things, like pan-
cakes good, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 151. (14) Sh.I. If ye're

ta hae tattie broth fir da supper his [it's] time ye wir tinkin' aboot
hit, Sh. News (Jan. 26, 1901). (15) se.Wor. 1 (16) n.Cy. (B.K.),

Cum.14 , Win. (B.K.), w.Yks. (J.W.) Chs. 3 Tak that tatty cake
out o' th' oon (s.v. Oon). Cor. Fat pork an' tatie-cake, Lee Paul
Carah (1898) 260. (17) Nhb. 1 (18) Abd. Tip-top timmer tooters,

an' trim tawty-chappers, Ogg Willie Waly (1873) 60. Cum. 4
,

Wm. (B.K.) (19) Cum.4, Wm. (B.K.) w.Yks. Thar, we lang

switchers, we slang 'taty crabs, Blackah Poems (1867) 38. (20)

Kcd. Sleeps o' bees, an' sowen sieves, An' skulls, an' tatie creels,

Grant Lays (1884) 3. s.Sc. I'll rin up for a tauty-creel to haud
them in, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 338. (21) n.Lin. 1 What queer
naames them Lunnun chaps does give to the'r newspaapers noo-

a-daays ! why, I lay thaay've called that paaper th' parson's talkin'

on th' Speckt taater all up' accoont o' us hevin' th' taatie-demmuck.

(22) Som. You would have thought it was a ' teddy dibble' running

between your ribs, Raymond Love and Quiet Life (1894) 205.

(23) w.Som.1 (24) Frf. His outward man so stiff and grave, His

arms like tatie-doolies brave, Sands Poems (1833) 49; ' Oh, the

tattie-doolie !
' cried Gavinia, Barrie Tommy (1896) xxx. (25)

n.Sc. ' Gie me a tatie drill, this year,' said Meg, Gordon Carglen

(1891) 195. Per. Broad rigs o' corn an' tatie dreels The braes

bestride, Stewart Character (1857) 120. (26) Frf. The Retery's

in flood ; T'now-dunnie's tattie field's out o' sicht, Barrie
Minister (1891) xxxv. Dmf. For 'tatie fields the craws are bent

aye, An out them pick, Hawkins Poems (1841) V. 42. Don. His

mother toul' him to go out an' start in on the tattie fiel", for it was
full time they'd be gettin' them dug in, Macmanus Bend of Road

(1898)44. (27) Nhb. 1 (s.v. Garth). Dur. Houts man ! thou nivver

dus nowt bit howk about i't tatey-garth (W.H.H.). e.Dur.1
,

n.Yks. 2 (28) w.Cy. Joan and me was worken tatie-getten,



TATIE [4°] TATOO
Cornh. Mag. (Apr. 1895) 394. (29) Sc. In former days— thirty-

years ago—potatoes were boiled and poured, and the pot was
placed within the circle of feasters ; the salt was placed within
reach, and every man, woman, and child seized a tatie, devoured it,

and seized another (G.W.). Per. The last time that we had a
spree He shared the tatie grab wi' me, Spence Poems (1898) 167.

(30) Lnk. Tatoe grapes an' sickles Gae tapsalteerie in the flicht,

Watson Poems (1853) 41. Nhb. 1 (31) n.Lin. 1 Perhaps more
correctly the surrounding hollow from which the covering earth
has been taken. The word is rare. (32) Sh.I. Pieces of tattie
grund here an' there through the parish . . . she generally
obtained for ' dellin' a day in voar,' Stewart Tales (1892) 78.
Per. Like . . . corbie craws on tawtie grun', Ford Harp (1893)
156. Som. I vound . . . thic zixpuns, deggin in my teaty ground,
Agrikler Rhymes (1872) 51. Cor. I got sum tetty ground,
Daniel Budget, 22. (33) Frf. Tearin' up the grund as if it was
a kind o' improved tattie-grubber, Willock Rosetty Ends (1886)
14, ed. 1889. (34) Cum. 1 The quill punches the bullets out
of a slice of potato

; Cum.4, Wm. (B.K.), n.Yks. (I.W.) (35)
nXin.1

(36) When potatoes are picked they are first gathered
into small heaps on the land and ' happed down ' with straw.
When all the potatoes in a close are picked they are then made
into a large heap or ' pie.' This ' pie ' is first ' batted ' down with
a thick coat of straw and then after a time covered with earth ; if

the earth is put on too soon it causes the potatoes to rot, ib. (37)
n.Yks. Harrow t'taties down wi t'taty-harrows (I.W.). (38, a)
Cum. 1

; Cum.4 Made with potatoes whole or cut into slices, cut-up
onions and dripping; sometimes there is no meat. Wm. (B.K.)
n.Lan. She wod ha' warm't me sum taty hash, R. Piketah Forness
Flk. (1870) 14. (b) Lan. 1 What, han we'tatoe-hash again to-day ?

Let's have a bit of a change to-morrow! s.Lan. 1
(39) n.Lin. As

well as taatie-haums, Peacock Tales and Rhymes (1886) 69.
Wor. (H.K.) (40) Cor.3 (41) Cor, 2 (42) S. & Ork. 1

(43) Cor. 2

(44) n.Yks.2 (s.v. Hon). (45) Dev. Hewett Peas.Sp. (1892) (s.v.

Ouze). (46) Ayr. There was a wheen tattie howkers in a field,

Service Notandums (1890) 43. Lth. As wrinkled and stany as
an auld tattie-howker's face, Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) 256.

(47) nw.Dev.i (48) Nhb. (R.O.H.) (49) S. & Ork. 1 (50) Sh.I. I

sew a tattie rig wi' bere-seed, an' sic a job as dey hed whin da
scruffin-time came afore dey got da bere a' pooed out an' da rig
made tattie-Iaek agen, Stewart Tales (1892) 246. (51) e.Lth. We
started to the pleuchin an the tattie-liftin, Hunter /. Inwick (1895)
13. (52) Nhb. 1

(53) Nhb. The tatee-market iv a tift, Ti the Parade
Ground sent it, Oliver Sngs. (1824) 16. (54) Sh.I. I gae him his
lent apo' da tattie miild, an' I tink da maist o' da tar is owre his
ain breeks, Sh. News (Dec. 17, 1898). w.Yks. Thou went away
I' taty mowd to scrat, Twisleton Poems (c. 1876) II. 3. (55)
Sh.I. Diel better tattie-pairer is been i' wir place foar Laeder
Breeks deed, Sh. News (Oct. 8, 1898). (56) Cor. Their favourite
dish being a standing pie made chiefly of potatoes, and which they
call 'Taty pasties,' Tregellas Farmer Brown (1857) 42. (57)
Don. He was workin' in a tattie-patch, Cent. Mag. (Feb. 1900) 602.
Cor. He'd fenced a small 'taty-patch that winter, ' Q.' Wandering
Heath (1895) 8. (58) Lth. A forpit-dish, a tatie-peck, A firlot,

Thomson Poems (1819) 113. (59) Dmf. I snouk aboot For 'tatty
peels and banes o' herrin', That fouk fling oot, Quinn Heather
(1863) 76. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.% War. (J.R.W.) (60) n.Lin.'

(61, a) w.Yks. 1 n.Lan. Wilson Bacca Queen (1901) 77. s.Lan. 1

sw.Lin.1 He had nowt but an old sad 'tatoe pie. (6) n.Cy. Stored
against the wall of a barn or other building and covered with
a sloping roof of sods, straw, &c. (B.K.) w.Yks. (J.W.) (62)
s.Lan. 1 (s.v. Lobs-ceawse). (63) n.Lin. 1 You may tell'em I'm not
a gooin' to hev' taatie-pie-talk like that wheare I'm, maister ; its

real howerly, thaay mud be shaam'd o' the'r sens. (64) n.Yks. 2

(65) Wor. A wooden pin, iron shod, with a cross-piece at the
top, and a foot-rest on one side, held in the hand and worked
by the foot, for pin-setting potatoes. The length varies. A short
one of two feet is worked under-hand : a longer one of 3 ft. 6 in. or
4 ft. is worked from above (H.K. ). se.Wor. 1 (66) Sc. (A.W.) Nhb.1

Carefully thatched with strawor driedfern, and covered with soil to
exclude frost. (67) Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks.2 (68, a) Lnk. Then came
three lusty fiends that swate, Bearing a monster tattie pat, DeiVs
Hallowe'en (1856) 44. (£) Cum.4 Consisting of beef or mutton, cut
into pieces, and put into a large dish along with potatoes, onions,
pepper, salt, &c, and then baked in the oven. ' But something did
come out, and that a most delicious smell of " Begok, it's tatie
pot !" says Ben,' W. C. T.H. (1893)5, col, 4. Wm. (B.K.) (69)
Ayr. A capon her heid that appeared to be washed in the tatie-
pourin's an' bleached up the lum, Glass Tales{i8-]3)qo. (70) Cum.1

Potatoes and groats boiled in a bag among broth ; Cum. 4 Potatoes
are cut up into small pieces, put into a linen bag and boiled in broth,

then taken out, mashed up with pepper and salt ; sometimes butter

and milk are added, but only in quantities sufficient to moisten the

mass,which must be stiff when ready. Wm. (B.K.) (71) Cor.12 (72)

Sc. Though the cornland and the tattie rigs were very fine, she

couldna help missing the quiet green braes, Whitehead Daft Davie

(1876) 205, ed. 1894. Sh.I. Ae dey I sew a tattie-rig wi' bereseed,

Stewart Tales (1892) 246. (73) Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl.

(1885). (74) Dev. Vor Varmer B de zee ad got A gurt big 'tatey

rowzer,' Hare BritherJan (1863) 19, ed. 1887. (75) Sc. (A.W.)

w.Yks. Gi'e us hod o' them tatie-sacks, Nanny, Sutcliffe Shame-
less Wayne (1900) 172. Cor. Maybe you keep the winds put up in

tatie-sacks in your cellar, an' squeeze 'em out to suit yourself ! Lee
Paul Carah (1898) 38. (76) Cum.1

; Cum.4 Differs from Taty hash in

that the boiling has been so long continued that there is no liquid,

but the whole is a stiff mass. Wm. (B.K.) (77) Lnk. I was short

o' workers for the tatie settin', so says I, ' Can ye set taties, think

ye ? ' Fraser Whaups (1895) xiii. (78) Frf. The tattie-shaws

were beginnin' tae fill the drill, Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 89.

Per. The colour of amberor ripe tatie shaw, Spence .Po^ws (1898)

77. Nhb. A pilfered nest, stow'n tatie shaw Oor conscience

grieves, Proudlock Muse (1896) 325 ;
(R.O.H.) (79) War. This

ground is getting tater sick, Anderton Lett, from Cy. House
(1891) 22; War.3

, Wil. 1 (s.v. Sick). (80) n.Yks. 2 (81) Sh.I. Elt

[grovel] i' da dirt o' da eart for a meal bannock or a tattie skin,

Stewart Tales (1892) 17. (82) ne.Sc. ' That's the ticket for 'tatie-

soup !

' cries a burly ploughman, as he stands by the well-set

[turnip] drill that he has chosen. This exclamation expresses the
highest form of approbation, Gordon Northward Ho (1894) 300.
Abd. (A.W.) (83) Frf. A too-fa' at the back, to be used as a
washin'-hoose, coal-cellar, tattie-store, an' sic like, Willock
Rosetty Ends (1886) 130, ed. 1889. (84) n.Lin.1 (85) ib. Be off

wi' y£, you ohd taatie-tops. (86) Lnk. Shut up yer tautie-trap,

ye drucken auld ool, Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) 143. n.Yks. Ah
. . . nivver oppen'd me taty-traptiv him, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes
(1875) 48. e.Yks. 1 Lan. Shut up his tater-trap fur him ! Banks
Manch. Man (1876) xxxiii. Chs. 1

, s.Chs. 1
, nw.Der.1

, Lin.^n.Lin. 1
,

War.2
, Shr. 2

, Brks.1 Nrf. I adwised them fellers at tha pub ter
keep their tater-traps shut, Emerson Wild Life (1890) 38. Dor.
Vlee away, blackie cap, Don't ye hurt measter's crap, While I vill

my tatie-trap, And lie down and teak a nap, AT. ty Q. (1859) 2nd
S. vii. 313. Som. (J.S.F.S.) w.Som. 1 Doa-n maek dheezuul- u
feo'l— taek'-n shuut; dhee tae-udee-traap. Dev. Cureit's tattie-

trap an' muzzle, Like a bwoy's, be smooth an' bare, Salmon
Ballads (1899) 74 ; Dev.3 Shut yer tetty-trap thease minit. (87)
Dev. Auf tha colt wid urn an draw Hiszul rite in tha tetty traw,
Nathan Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1865) 61. (88) War. (J.R.W.),
War.3

(89) Ayr. He fell to sorting out the potatoes, throwing
the bad ones on a heap aside— ' tattie-walin ' as they call it in the
north, Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 233. (90) n.Lin.1

(91)
Sh.I. Yon's as grumly as tattie wushins, Sh. News (June 9, 1900).
(92) w.Som. 1 Called also a ' combing-zull,' used for the purpose of
throwing up a comb or ridge on each side, and so earthing up
ranks of potatoes, or other crops requiring to be so treated.

2. Phr. (1) bless my taters, a mild oath
; (2) just the taty,

just the thing, exact, fit, suitable
; (3) to be not the tatie, not

to be trusted
; (4) to settle one's taturs, to bring one to

account; to give one a sound thrashing; (5) to take a share
of one's tattie, to share one's home ; to marry.

(1) Dev. Bless my 'taters if he ben't right, too ! Mortimer W.
Moors (1895) 113. (2) Nhb. For tipple just the taty, Wilson
Pitman's Pay (1843) 82; Nhb.1

(3) Nhb. 1 He's not the tatie.

(4) Shr.2 (5) Kcb. At length she consented to gang wi' him hame,
An' for life to tak' share o' his tattie, Armstrong Ingleside
(1890) 217.

3. The head
; used as a term of contempt.

Lnk. There's no much in the tatie O' ane that writes havers like
that, Penman Echoes (1878) 19. Lth. The boys said, ' He's a saft
tattie

;

'
' He's a muckle calf'—words which happily only school-

boys use and understand, Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) 24.
Hence Tattie-head, sb. a stupid head.
Edb. Surely noo it's clean, even to your tattie heid, Campbell

Veilie Jock (1897) 174.

4. v. To set, dig, or pick up potatoes.
s.Not Our folks is all busy tatering just now (J.P.K.). War.4

I be gom a taterin
; come an go with me. Wor. (H.K.) Shr. 1

Our little Jack's gwun tittorin' alung wuth 'is faither. Hrf.i,
Oxf. Ken. ' Keptatometugoataturin.' Letter of excuse to school-
master for keeping boy at home from school (W.G.P.).
TATOO, v. Irel. To scold, abuse, ' bally-rag.'
Ir. I should not only have got my full portion of the tatooing



TATSHIE [4i] TAUM
(as they termed it), Barrington Sketches (1827-02) I. xxxv.
Ant. (S.A.B.)

TATSHIE, adj. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) Dressed in a
slovenly manner.
TATSY, sb. e.An.2 [tavtsi.] A child's word for

' father.' Cf. tat, sb.1

TATTA, sb. e.Lan.1
[ta'ta.] A child's word for

' father.' See Tat, sb.
1

TATTARAT, sb. s.Chs.1 An unruly person ; one
wanting in stability.

A farm lad who was continually leaving or being dismissed from
his situations would be called a ' tattarat ' [taat'uraat]. ' Ya
tattarat ' was used to an unruly horse.

TATTENHALL GIRDER, phr. Chs.1 Also in form
Tatna girder. A kind of pear.
Much cultivated about Frodsham. It is considered about the

poorest pear that grows, but it is a wonderfully free bearer, good
looking, and sells well in Warrington and the neighbouring
markets. It is a good pear for stewing.

TATTER, sb.1 , v.
1 and adj} Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. Lan.

Lin. Nhp. Ken. Also in forms tatther Ir. ; tetter
n.Yks.12 m.Yks.1 [ta'te(r, tavta(r).] 1. sb. In camp. (1)
Tatter-clout, (2) -rags, (3) -wallets, a poorly dressed,
ragged person ; a ragamuffin ; a beggar

; (4) -wallop, (a)
fluttering rags ; also in pi.

;
(b) pi. a tatterdemalion ; an

indecorous woman
;

(c) to hang or flutter in rags.
(1) Lan. 1 A mon owd enough to be thi faither—a poor tatter-

clout 'at's nought noather in him nor on him—a clemmed craiter
'at doesn't get a gradely belly-full o' meight in a week's time,
Waugh Chim. Corner (1874) 153, ed. 1879. s.Lan. 1 ^ne.Lan. 1

(3) Nhb.1
(4, a) Abd. That's naethin' gin yer breeks be auld, An'

hangin' in a tatter-wallop, Walker Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 606.
Lth. Upo' their tails there wad be knots, Or in their place a tatter-
wallop, Thomson Poems (1819) 184. N.Cy.1

, ne.Lan. 1

, Nhp.1
(6)

N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Often applied jocosely to one who wears a much-
torn dress. w.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan.1 (c) Bnff. 1

2. v. To tear, rend, tug to pieces.
Sc. (Jam.) ; In kase he raeive my saul— tatterin' it in pieces,

Riddell Ps. (1857) vii. 2. Bnff.1 Dmf. What gars ye tatter At
a dead sheep amang the water? Hawkins Poems (1841) V. 24.
Ir. Tatterin' it he is into nothin' you could give a name to, Bar-
low East unto West (1898) 227. w.Ir. I'm tatthered to pieces,

Lover Leg. (1848) I. 167.

3. To curl or tangle into a confused, intertwined condi-
tion ; to be rough or ragged, as an animal's coat

;
gen. in

pass. n.Yks.12, m.Yks. 1 Hence Tatter-foal, sb. a hob-
goblin which appears under the form of a rough-coated
horse or foal ; also used of other ghostly animals.
n.Lin. 1 4. adj. Tattered, ragged.

n.Yks. That's a tatter jacket (I.W.). Ken.12

Hence Tattery, adj. tattered, ragged, frayed out.

Rnf. They tried to hide their bases Wi' tattery duds, Webster
Rhymes (1835) 24. Nhb. 1 She had on an aad tattery goon. Ken. 1

TATTER, v.
2

, sb.2 and adj. 2 Sc. Irel. Cum. e.An. Ken.
Som. Also in form tatther Ir. [ta'ta(r, tarta(r).] 1. v.

To chatter ; to tattle.

w.Som. 1 Come now, there's to much tatteiin' by half, let's have
less noise and more work ! Her's a tatterin', neighbourin' sort of

a thing; better fit herd look arter her chillern and keep 'em to

school, and tidy like.

2. To scold ; to chide ; to be furious or cross.
Ir. I never see him in sitch a tattherin rage, Lover Handy Andy

(1842) xiv. Cum. 1 She gev him a rare tatteran. e.An.1

Hence (1) Tatter-can, sb. a kicking cow ; a termagant

;

(2) Tatterer, (3) Tatters, sb. a scold.
(i)Cum.14 (2) Nrf. (Hall.), (E.G.P.) (3) Cum. 1 She gev him

a rare tatteran' for she's a fair tatters hersel ; Cum.4

3. To hurry ; to bustle ; to go at a great speed.
Gall. Running fleet-foot ... as though the devil himself had

been tattering at his tail, Crockett Lochinvar (1897) v. Lns.

Away they went tattering along the road, Croker Leg. (1862)

250. Cum.4 A tatterin' day's run on Widdup Fells, C. Pacq.

(June 8, 1893) 5, col. 3.

4. To stir actively and laboriously.
e.An. 1 Commonly used in conjunction with ' tow,' which, if not

equivalent, is closely connected in meaning. ' He is a very pains-

taking man ; always towing and tattering after his business.'
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5. sb. A rage
; a long-continued condition of erumbline

discontent.
_
Cum.4

, e.Ken. (G.G.) Hence Tattery, adj
cross, peevish, ill-natured, ill-tempered. Ken 1 6 A
hurry.

'

Cum. He set off in a tremendes tatter, Farrall Betty Wilson
(1876) 54 ; Cum. 1 In a tatter; Cum.4
7. adj. Scolding, cross, peevish, ill-tempered, grum-
bhngly discontented.
Cum.4 Ken.1 The old 'ooman's middlin' tatter to-day, I can tell

ye; Ken.2

[1. Tateryn, garrio, blatero {Prompt.).]
TATTER, v.

3 Mid. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] To make a fool of any one. (Hall.)
TATTHERATION, sb. Irel. Used to express annoy-

ance in phr. tattheration to some one or something.
' Tattheration to me,' says the big Longford fellow, Carleton

Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) I. 209 ; Oh, tattheration to that thief of a
gardener, Kennedy Fireside Stories (1870) 47.
TATTLIN(G, sb. Yks. [ta-tlin.] Apparatus, tools,

necessary equipment ; small requisites or appliances ; a
dial, form of ' tackling.'

' n.Yks.1
' Ah aimed they wad ha' been wed by now. Ah heared

they'd getten t'tattling a week syne'; of the marriage-license and
wedding-ring

; n.Yks.24

TATTREL, sb. Obs. Sc. A rag.
Rxb. The wind gars a' thy tattrels wallop, A. Scott Poems

(18051 105 (Jam.).

TATTY, adj. Ken.1
[tas'ti.] Testy, cross.

TAU, TAUCH, see Thou, Taugh, sb.1

TAUDY, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written tawdy ; and in

forms todie, towdy (Jam.). A child. Sc. Mackay. Abd.,
Ags. (Jam.) Hence Taudy-fee, sb. a fine for having an
illegitimate child.

Sc. Mackay. Abd. Nor kirk nor consterie, Quo' they, can ask
the taudy-fee, Forbes Dominie (1785) 43.

TAUGH, sb. 1 Obs. Sc. Also in forms tagh, tah

;

tauch (Jam.). Tallow.
Sc. This is properly the name given to the article by trades-

men, before it is melted. After this operation it receives the

name of tallow (Jam.) ; Taugh was sold by Tron weight, merely
to make allowance for the garbage or refuse, which was unavoid-

ably mixed with it in slaughtering the cattle and sheep, Edb.

Even. Courani (Oct. 5, 1805) (ib.)
;
Kaiset up in thair ain taugh,

Riddell Ps. (1857") xvii. 10.

Hence (1) Taughie, adj. greasy, clammy ; of the

weather ; warm and moist or misty
; (2) Taughie-faced,

ppl. adj. greasy-faced.
(1) Sc. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C) ; (Jam.) Gall. Tahie day,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (2) Cld. (Jam.)

[Dan. talg, tallow (Larsen).]
TAUGH, sb. 2 Obs. Cld. (Jam.) The threads of large

ropes. [Cp. ON. taug, a string, rope (Vigfusson).]

TAULEY, see Tawl, 5*.

TAUM, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
Der. Also Dor. Also written tawm Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy. 1

Nhb. 1 n.Yks.12 w.Yks. Der.1
; torm w.Yks. ; and in forms

taam Nhb.1 Cum.14
; tarn N.Cy.1 Cum. n.Yks.1 Dor.;

toam S. & Ork.1
; torn Sc. (Jam.) ; tombe Sh.I. ; tome

Sc. (Jam.) S. & Ork.1 N.Cy. 1 Lakel.2 Cum.14 Wm. n.Yks. 1

ne.Lan.'; toom Cum.14
; toum Sc. (Jam.); towm Sc.

Nhb.1 Dur. [t^m, tarn; torn, torn.] 1. sb. A rope ; a

line ; a partially untwisted cord or string.

Sc. Sibbald Gl. (1802) (Jam.). Lakel. A small piece of wood
called the paillie to which is attached the tome [in a woodcock-

snare], Macpherson Hist. Wild-fowling (1897) 454. Cum.14
,

n.Yks.1

Hence Taumy, adj. untwisted, stringy. Cum. Linton

Lake Cy. (1864) 312 ; Cum. 4 2. A fishing-line, esp. one

made of horse-hair.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Prior to the introduction of iron or steel hooks

fish were caught by means of a small bit of hard wood or a

splinter of bone from two to four inches long, attached to the end

of the tome or skoag, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 128; He tuik da

skuin, an' sneed da tombe, Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 224, ed.

1891 ; S. & Ork. 1 Cai. 1 Toums were made by the fishermen from

horsehair. w.Sc. (Jam.) Slk. Cleekit a hantle 0' ... perches out

of the loch wi' his toum, Hogg Tales (1838) 26, ed. 1866. N.Cy. 1

A lang twine tarn. Nhb.1 Dur. When he wez pullV horsehairs

G
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oot ed tail te mak fish V towms, Egglestone Betty Pod/tins' Lett.

(1877) J3 > Dur.1
, Lakel. 2 Cum. Grose (1790); Cum.14 , Wm.

(B.K.), n.Yks.124 ne.Yks. 1 Short line about nine inches long,

generally of twisted horsehair or worsted, joined to the main
fishing-line and having a hook at the end. These are commonly
used for eel-fishing. w.Yks. (S.P.U.), w.Yks.1 , ne.Lan.1 , Der.1 Obs.

Hence (1) Tome-spinner, sb. a whorl used for twisting

hair-lines
; (2) to throw the long tome, phr. to angle for in-

formation.
(1) Sh.I. A sail needle, a. tomespinner made of peat, Stewart

7a/<?s (1892) 39. (2) Wm. He axt ma o maks a things; beta
thowt he was nobbet tryan ta throw t'lang tome, Clarke Spec.

Dial. (1865) 15.

3. A long thread of any ropy, glutinous substance, as

sealing-wax, half-melted rosin
;

gossamer. Cld., Rxb.
(Jam.) Hence (1) Taumy, (2) Toums, adj. ropy, glutinous,

drawing out like toasted cheese.
(1) Cum.14 Dor. Barnes Gl. (1863). (2) Rxb. (Jam.)

4. v. To draw out any viscous substance into a line ; to

hang in long glutinous threads, as saliva from the lips.

Cld., Rxb. It cam towmin' out. To hing tawmin' down (Jam,).

Lakel.2 ' Linked sweetness long drawn out'—that's tomin taffy oot.

5. Fig. To spin out a tale.

Wm. He could tome a teeal oot as lang as mi leg (B.K.).

[1. ON. taumr, a rein, bridle (Vigfusson).]

TAUM, see Tawm, Toom.
TAUNDEL, TAUNEL, see Tawnle.
TAUNT, v.

1 and sb. Sc. Yks. Wor. Shr. Hrf. e.An.
Also in form tant se.Wor. 1 [t§nt ; tant.] 1. v. To
dare ; to tempt.

se.Wor. 1 ' Why did you run away from school, Johnny ?
'

' Cos
Billy Taylor wanted to run away, un tanted me to goo ooth 'im.'

2. To tease ; to pester with questions or requests ; to

plague, meddle with.
s.Wor. 'Em kep' on a tantin' we a' the time, till a gen 'em

what a exed fur (H.K.). Shr. Bound Provinc. (1876). Hrf.2

e.An. 1 ' How this child does taunt me !
' It conveys no sense of

scoffing or insult.

3. Obs. With at : to mock at.

Edb. Laughs an' taunts at a' the waes I bear, Macaulay Poems
(1788) 123.

4. sb. In phr. to make taunt of, to make fun of.

w.Yks. Tha'U noane ha'e to mak' taunt o' me, Leeds Merc. Sufipl.

(Nov. 26, 1898) ; w.Yks.3

TAUNT, v.
2 Lin. Nhp. [t§nt.] To toss the head.

See Tauntle.
n.Lin. 1 Nhp. The Meadow-sweet taunts high its showy

wreath, Clare Poems (1820) 202.

TAUNT, v.
z Chs. [t§nt] To taint, as butter. (C.J.B.)

TAUNT, v.* Sh.I. Also in form tant S. & Ork.1 To
sicken from eating disgusting food ; to upset the digestion.

Doo's no ill aff, Sibbie. A'm shure I can aet a bit o't wi' a tattie,

an' doo kens foo little taunts my puir waik stammik, Sh. News
(May 28, 1898) ; Food is said to taunt a person when it remains
in the stomach too long undigested (J.S.) ; S. & Ork.1

TAUNT, adj. Ken. Cor. Also in form taant Ken.2

[t§nt, tant.] 1. Tall ; too high in proportion to the
breadth ; an aphetic dial, form of 'ataunt.'

Ken. A taant house, Lewis /. Tenet (1736) ; Ken. 11

2. Fig. Pert, saucy ;
' high and mighty.'

Cor.1 A taunt piece of goods ; Cor.2

TAUNTIFY, v. Dev. [ta-ntifai.] To taunt.
n.Dev. Then I saw what a vool I'd been to tauntify un, Zack

Dunstable Weir (1901) 50.

TAUNTLE, v. Lin. [tg-ntl.] To toss the head. See
Taunt, v 2

There she was, turtling and tauntling (Hall.); Lin. 1 She is

tauntling and playing up.

TAUNTRIL, adj. Obs. Nhb. 1 Bold, impudent. Cf.

tantril.

TAUNTY, sb. Chs. 1
[t^nti.] Human excrement.

TAUPIE, TAUPIN, see Tawpie, Tappin.
TAUPSALEERY, see Tapsalteerie.
TAURD, sb. Sc. [tard.] A large piece.
Abd. That parsley's nae half choppet ; cut these muckle taurds

wi' yer scissors (G.W.).

TAURRIE, TAURY, see Tarry, adj.

TAUT, adj. and v> Glo. e.An. Dev. Also written

tort Glo. 1 Dev.; tought e.An. 1
; and in form tote Glo.

[t§t, tot.] 1. adj. Of a boat : watertight. e.An.

2. Large, fat, inflated, ready to burst. ,,«,.,.
Glo. As tote as a tike or tick, Horae Subsecwae (1777) 43° ;

Gl°-

Dev. Horae Subsecwae (1777) 436-

3. v. To set fast ; to tighten a skein, &c. so that it cannot

be unravelled easily. e.An.1 This skein is toughted.

[2. With bely stif and toght As any tabour, Chaucer

C. T. d. 2267.]

TAUT v.
2 and sb. Sc. Also written tawt (Jam.) ;

and

in form taat Sh.I. (Jam.) S. & Ork.1 Cai.1 [tat.] I. v.

To mat, entangle ; to run into tufts. Cf. tait, sb.
x
,
tat, sb.

S. & Ork. 1
, Cai.1, Cld. (Jam.)

Hence Tauted, ppl. adj. matted, esp. of the hair;

shaggy ; ragged.
.

Sc. God's truth it's the tautit laddie, Stevenson Catrtona (1893)

xix. S. StOrk. 1 Ayr. Nae tawted tyke, Burns Twa Dogs (1786)

1. 20. Lnk. His tautit hair Hung owre his face, Coghill Poems

(1890) 41.

2. To make rugs, &c. with ' taats.'

Sh.I. Persons of artistic skill whose business it was to taat bed-

rugs with wool dyed in blue lit, skrottie, kurkalit, aald man, or

yellowin' girs, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 195 ;
S. & Ork.1

Hence Tawtedrug, sb. a thick bed-coverlid. Gall.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). 3. sb. A mat ; matting ; a

tuft of hair, wool, &c. Sh.I. (Jam.), Cai.1 Hence (1)

Tawty, adj. of the hair, &c. : matted, shaggy ; (2) Tawty-
headed, ppl. adj. shaggy-headed.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) s.Sc. He hotched, an' leuch, An' clawed his

tawtie heid, Watson Bards (1859) 106. Slk. A wee wizzened,

waif-and-stray-lookin cretur—sic a tawty hide, Chr. North
Nodes (ed. 1856) II. 78. (2) Dmf. He is a long, thin, tawtie-headed

man, Carlyle Lett. (1831).

4. pi. Thick worsted yarn for making rugs. S. & Ork.1

TAUT, see Tawt.
TAUTHER, v. and sb. Bnff.1 [ta'tSar.] 1. v. To

abuse by dragging hither and thither. See Tauthereeze,
Tawt. 2. sb. Abuse by dragging hither and thither.

TAUTHEREEZE, v. Bnff. 1 [ta'oarlz.] To abuse by
dragging hither and thither. See Tauther.
TAUZE, see Touse.
TAVAELS, sb. pi. Obs. e.An.1 The claws of a cat

;

the talons of a hawk.
TAVAR, see Taiver.
TAVE, v.

1 and sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. Lin. Glo. Brks. Hnt. Dor. Som. Also written taive
Glo. ; and in forms taave Sc. (Jam.) Som. ; teav(e N.Cy. 1

Nhb.1 Cum.4 Wm. m.Yks.1 w.Yks. n.Lan. 1 ne.Lan.1
;

teavv Cum.1
; teeave Wm. n.Yks.23 ; teauve Elg.

;

tiave Lakel. 2 Dor. 1
; tyaave Sc. (Jam.) ; tyauve Sc.

(Jam.) Bnff.1 ; tyav Dur. 1

; tyeav Nhb. 1

;
pret. tyeuve Bnff. 1

Abd. [tev, teav, tiav.] 1. v. To rage ; to storm ; to
fly at angrily. Cf. tervee, 2.
m.Yks. 1 To act violently, in any way, as to be rampant in speech,

or physically demonstrative. Lin. Skinner (1671) ; Streatfeild
Lin. and Danes (1884) 370; Lin.1 , rx-Lin.1 Som. Sweetman
Wincanton Gl. (1885).

2. To toss ; to throw oneself about, esp. to throw the
hands about wildly as a person in fever does. Also in
phr. tewing and taving. See Tavering.

N.Cy. 1
, Cum.14 n.Yks.1 Applied also to the action of picking

at the bed-clothes, as a delirious or dying person does. w.Yks.1

Shoe teughs and taves about seea mitch, at shoe's seure to poit
aff aw her happin, ii. 291. ne.Lan. 1 Lin. Ray (1691) ; Almost
invariably used with ' tewing

'
;

' tewing and taving ' is gen. used
to express the restless tossing of a sick person, Streatfeild Lin.
and Danes (1884) 370 ; Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1 Tewing and taving aboot is
the restless condition of one in fever. sw.Lin.1 He was taving
about all night. Dor. 1 'E drow'd Hizzuf about, an' tiav'd, an'
blow'd, 143. Som. (W.F.R.) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
3. To struggle ; to tumble or wrestle in sport. Cf.

tervee, 1.

Mry. I saw them tyaavin' and wrestlin' thegither (Jam.). Elg.
Wi' ae fauld heart, and honest joy, They teauve and touzle rare,
Couper Poetry (1804) I. 161. Bch. I was lying taavin an' wamlin
under lucky-minny like a sturdie hoggie that had fa'en into a peat-
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pot, Forbes Jrn. (1742) 3, 4. Abd. Tyauvin' wi' a deevil o' a she-

horse, Macdonald Lossie (1877) iii. Dor. 1 The chile did tiave zoo
to goo to his mother. Som. ' For about a two or a dree hours he
did tave for breath.

1
' It taved to get out' (of anything confined)

(W.F.R.).
4. To strive, toil, labour.
Bnff. 1 Abd. He tyeuve and wrocht hard, late an' ear', Alexander

Ain Flk. (1882) 16 ; But gin ye tyauve at it aboon yer strenth

ye'll be clean forfochten, Macdonald D. Elginbrod (1863) I. I2r.

5. To tumble anything about ; to upset, make a commo-
tion, esp. in phr. taving and tewing.
nXan.1 ne.Lan.1 To fumble in a meaningless manner. Lin.

I beant noways fond o' bairns, they're allost a-tewing and a-taving

about, N. &• Q. (1865) 3rd S. vii. 31. se.Lin. She's always
taving and tewing about (J.T.B.).

Hence (1) Tavin, sb. in phr. tavin and gules, an upset,

commotion ; a fluster
; (2) Tavus, adj. easily excited and

flustered
; (3) Teeaving, ppl. adj. agitating.

(1) Brks. A country farmer's daughter was objecting to travel

in a stage-coach about sixty-five years ago, and said, in support

of her opposition to that mode of conveyance, 'They do drive so

hugeous fast they puts me in a Tavin and gules,' N. <5° Q. (1861)

2nd S. xi. 152. (2) Hnt. I was . . . saying that so-and-so was
much older than he appeared to be : ' Yes, Sir,' replied the woman,
' but he's very tavus.' Then she told me that when the dog barked

he was tavus, and when the children screamed, he was dreadful

tavus, N. & Q. (i860) 2nd S. x. 227. (3) n.Yks. 2

6. To hurry along ; to gad about.
Glo. "Well, Nan, how you da taive along, Young Rabin Hill

(1864) 5. Som. An' where have you bin a-taven about ? Raymond
Men o' Mendip (1898) ix.

7. To sprawl with the arms and legs ; to kick or fidget

with the feet.

n.Cy. Grose (1790); N.Cy. 1
, n.Yks.12 w.Yks. Hutton Tour

to Caves (1781). ne.Lan.1

8. To walk heavily through dirt, snow, &c. ; to wade

;

to struggle on.
Buff.1 Nhb. 1 Tired wi' teavin through the snow. Dur.1

Lakel. 2 We tiaved aboot laiten mushrooms. Cum.24 Wm. I wur
sae teerd wie maanderin up an dawn an teaavin ith ling, Wheeler
Dial. (1790) 40, ed. 1821. s.Wm. (J.A.B.), n.Yks. 3 w.Yks. 1

' To tave in the mud,' to be so entangled as scarcely to be able to

move the feet.

9. To distress ; to over-tire ; to labour under a disease
;

to recover of a very severe illness.

Bnff.1 He tyeuve on a weenter in consumption an' deet i' the

spring. n.Yks. 'T wad teeave t'lass te deeath, Tweddell Clevel.

Rhymes (1875) 46.

10. sb. A difficulty, struggle, pinch ; hard labour ; the

act of labouring hard.
Sh.I., Bnff. To do anything with a tyaave. ' I have a great

tyaave'; applied to means of subsistence, &c. (Jam.) Bnff. 1

11. A hurry, stir, commotion. ne.Sc. (W.G.)

TAVE, v.
2 Sc. Cum. Also in forms taave Sc. (Jam.)

Cai. 1
; tyaave Sc. (Jam.); tyauve Bnff.1 Abd. [tev; tav.]

1. To knead dough; to work up plaster or anything

adhesive. Cai. 1 Cum. Gl. (1851) ; Cum.2 2. To make
anything rough by working it with the hands, &c. Also

fig. to meddle.
Mry. (Jam.) Bnff.1 The act of masticating much

;
spoken in

disgust or dissatisfaction. Abd. A curn ill-fashionet nowt comin'

kirnin' an' tyauvin' aboot his peer remains, Abd. Wkly. Free Press

(Oct. 20, 1900).

TAVER, see Taiver.
TAVERING,#>/.arf> Som. Printed tabering (Hall.).

[te-varin.] Restless in illness. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

Cf. tave, v> 2. „ ^
TAVERN, sb. Obs. Yks. A cellar. w.Yks. Thoresby

Lett. (1703).

TAVERNRY, sb. Obs. Sc. Tavern expenses.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. They had compted and reckoned for their

tavernry with their mistresses, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I- 34°-

TAVORT, see Tovet.

TAW sb 1 and v.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and

Amer. Also in forms taa Sc; tar Nhb. 1
; to Cum.1

;

toy Nrf. [tp, toa, ta.] 1. sb. The marble with winch

the player shoots ; a large, choice marble, gen. streaked

or variegated ; also in comp. Taw-alley.

Lth. The bools were of various sorts and values ; those played
with were called ' taas,

1 Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) 33. Ir.

(P.W.J.) Nhb. 1 Smaller than a 'bullocker' and larger than an
ordinary sized marble. Dur. 1 e.Dur. 1 A boy in playing marbles
always has his fancy marble to shoot with : this he calls his ' taw.'

Cum.14 , w.Yks.24 , Lan. (F.R.C.), s.Chs. 1
, nw.Der.1

, Lei. 1
, Nhp.1 ,

War.23 , se.Wor.1
, Shr.1 Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Glo. Taw

is the marble which boys use for shooting with at the game and
is therefore the specially prized one (S.S.B.). Oxf. (J.E.), Hnt.
(T.P.F.) Nrf. We stood one side of the ring and bowled for the

other with our toys, Emerson Son ofFens (1892) 8. Suf. 1
,
ne.Ken.

(H.M.) Sus., Hmp. Holloway. Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl.

(1885). [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 220.]

2. A game at marbles played with ' taws ' only ; the

game of 'ring-taw.'
s.Lan. 1 War.3 A boy 'shoots' his taw as far as he can: the

object of his opponent, 'shooting' from the same place with his

taw, is to hit the first taw or to pass it for a sufficient distance from

the succeeding shot of the opponent at his taw; when one hits the

taw of the other he wins it. ne.Ken. (H.M.)

3. The mark from which marbles are shot ; the mark or

line from which runners, leapers, or players in any game
start ; also in comp. Taw-line.

Lakel. 2 Stf. Northall Flk. Phr. (1894). Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 'Shoot

from taw.' 'You don't stand at taw.' Termed long or short

taw according to the distance. War.23 Wor., Glo. Northall
Flk. Phr. (1894). Hnt. (T.P.F.) ne.Ken. Another marble called

a taw is flirted at them from the taw-line (H.M.). [Amer. One
may ' knock ' the ' middler ' from ' taw.' The players ' go to taw

'

to ' shoot,' Dial. Notes (1896) I. 24.]

4. Comp. Taw-laking, marble-playing.
w.Yks. Nah scholars, if they could, wod due away wi' tasks,

an' devote ther schooil ahrs to taw-lakin' an' crackit-lakin', Yksman.

(1880) 392.

5. Phr. (1) in taw, between the marble-ring and the
' taw-line

'
; anywhere on the side of the line away from

the ring
; (2) to be down on a person's taw, see below

;

(3) to bring a person to taw, to compel him to do anything
;

(4) to come up to taw, ' to come up to the scratch
' ; (5) to

take offtaw, to leap or start from the line.

(1) Lei. 1
, War.3 , ne.Ken. (H.M.) (2) Ir. When you watched

another boy's taw, following it with your own, seeking for a good

opportunity to get a shot at it, you were said to be ' down on his

taw.' Hence in general when you have an edge on some one,

when you are watching him, on the look out for some opportunity

to pounce on him to punish him—you are said ' to be down on his

taw' (P.W.J.). Lim. (J.F.) (3) Nhp.1 If you don't do so and so

I'll bring you to taw. Hnt. (T.P.F.) (4) Lei.1
,
War.3 (5) Stf.,

War., Wor., Glo. Northall Flk. Phr. (1894).

6. v. To shoot with a ' taw' ; to eject a marble from the

middle joint of the thumb ; to shoot at with a marble

;

also used jig. to pay.
.

w.Yks. Tha mud just as weel ha' taw'd thi brass dahn t causa,

Binns Orig. (1889) i. 3; Get out o' t'gate and let me taw thee

(S.P.U.); w.Yks.3 First they taw up to a hole. . .
When ... the

one who is on for his pizings manages to taw into the hole, the

game is concluded (s.v. Hundreds).
j

Hence Tawer, sb. the player who shoots the taw.

w Yks. If one player knocks out a marble, he is entitled to taw

at the rest in the ring until he misses; and if a sure ' tawer not

one of the others may have the chance to ' taw, Gomme Games

(

7
9
To place the foot on the right side of the 'taw' or

mark in a game. Also with up, and in phr. to taw the line.

Lakel.2 Wm. It is one of the first lessons of childhood to taw

fair' (B.K.).
A . , .

TAW, sb.
2 Chs. [t?.] 1. A mischievous person.

s.Chs. 1 He's a regilar taw—up to aw sorts 0' tricks an weinats.

2. A strange man. Chs.1

TAW, sb.s Sh.I. A streak of light

It was just aboot da first taws o' dayhcht, Stewart Tales (1892)

,-___ j.. j v ™^r,;r,'wi'rla first tawso davhcht, jo. 05.
32 ; Geng du da morn s mornin

TAW, v.
2 and s6.

4 Sc. n.Cy. s.Cy. 1. v. Obs To beat

or dress hemp. s.Cy. Ray (1691) (s.v. Tew). Cf. tew, v 2.

2 To knead ; to work as mortar. Cf. tave, v.
2

,
tew, v. 3.

Ags. Be sure you taw the leaven weel (Jam.).

3 To tumble about ; to spoil by over-handling; to pull,

lay hold of. Sc, Bwk. (ib.) Cf. tew, v> 4. 4. To whip.

Cf. taws(e.
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Per. I would have her tawed through the town at the cart's tail,

Cleland lnchbracken (1883) 126, ed. 1887.
5. sb. The point of a whip ; a whip. Cf. taws(e.
Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. The nippy taw Comes whiskin' whiles athort

US a
'r^TS°N P°emS (l853

)
28

'
n -Cy- Grose ^19°)-

ro t
Ulty

'
3 gI"eat t0 "d °- Abd

" (JAM -) Cf
- tew >

V.
1 13.

12. Iitawe a thyng that is styffe to make it softe, Je
souple, Palsgr. (1530).]
TAW, v? Yks. Stf. Lei. War. [to, toa.] To twist

;

to get crooked or out of shape; to crease, wrinkle; to
entwist, as the end of a rope.
w.Yks. 1

,
Stf. (Miss E.) Lei. 1 Applied more especially to woven

fabrics when the threads do not lie straight. ' This collar taws so,
1 can t hardly cut it straight.' War.3

TAW, v.
4 Rxb. (Jam.) To suck greedily and with

continuance, as a hungry child at the breast.
TAW, v.s Som. To tie, fasten. (Hall.)
TAW, int. Pem. [to.] Silence ! hark

!

s.Pem. Taw! taw! taw! that's bosh (W.M.M.).
TAW, see Thou, Tow, v.

1

TAWBESS, sb. Obs. n.Cy. A slatternly woman.
Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.)

TAWDERED, ppl. adj. Lin. Also in form tawderied.
With up- dressed in vulgar finery. (Hall.), Lin. 1

, n.Lin. 1

Cf. tawdherly, toldered.

TAWDHERLY, adj. e.Yks.1 [t§-&li.] Dressed in
bad taste. See Tantawdherly.
TAWDRY sb and adj. Shr. Hrt. e.An. Also in form

tardry e.An. 1
[to'dri, ta-dri.1 1. sb. Cheap finery;

cheap, sham jewellery. Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).
e" n̂

.'^r^,
2- adj

- Imm°dest
;
loose in conduct. e.An. 1

^WBY, TAWEAL, see Taudy, Towdy, Tarveal.IAWEN, v. and sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also writtentawan (Jam.) 1. v . To pull, lay hold of; to tumble
about

;
to spoil by overhandling. Cf. taw, v.

z 3.
Sc. (Jam s.v. Taw). Bnff. Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882)

304. Abd. I watna fa we'll get to red it : . . They've tawen't sae
till now they ve made it An' unco sight, Cock Strains (1810) II. 89.

™ ?
ead

-
Bnff

- fRancisque-Michel Lang. (1882)
304. Cf. tave, v.

2
, taw, v.

2
2. 3. sb. A difficulty; a

Stance
' (JAM

''
8,V

'
TaW) ' 4

'
Hesitati°n

>

Sc. He callit me sometimes Provost, and sometimes my Lovd
lsic]j but it was ay with a tawan, Prov. (ib.) Abd. lib ) Ags
°^ «1^ng W ' th a tawan O do il reluctantly] lib.).

t

T^?R
/ ?K- -

StA Lei
-
Nh P- Also in f0™ tawyer

cfr
-

M L 9
'3

7
(
Jij ^'^W'] A maker of husbandry harness.

Stf. Moor Wds. (1823). Lei. 1
, Nhp. 1

?aZ™' SL1 °t Don Aftergrass. Gl. (1851).

w.Yt^RHlt [t<?S
'

fi '
]

'

Wat6ry
'
P"Sty -

l^%l^'u
dt °,

bs
-

Sc
' Tame, tractable. Cf. towen.

Rnf. Tho bauld whan at hame, He fand, whan afiel', he wastawie an tame, Picken
< Poems (1813) II. I34 . Ayr. Hamely.tawie,

quiet, an canme, An unco sonsie, Burns Farmer's Salutation,

rj'AT-k-\
sb
\ Brk

?-,
Ken- Also in form tauley Ken.1

1 ¥ a 4?t
] A m?hl

% ; a <taw-' Brks '
1

'
Ken

- (G.B.), Ken.1TAWL w w.Cy. Som. To stroke or smooth down,

w&jgS; 5'"' Wlth <foa'* - W -Cy
-
(Hall -

} e -Som -

TAWL, see Toil, v*
TAWLING, sb s.Cy. Sus. Hmp. [tp-lin.] The mark

.
from which a marble is shot at the beginning of a game •

aC
T A

r^M0n °f<t
l
W

T
line

c'
^Cy. (Hall.), Sus.-, Hmp. 1 '

TAWM, v. and sb. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Yks Lan Also
written taum Sc (Jam. Suppl.) n.Yks.14 w.Yks. 1

; tawmen.Yks.; and in forms tawn Lan.; tome n.Cy. w YksLan.
;
toom n.Cy. Cum.14 Lan. [t§m, torn.] 1. v . To

fall gently asleep
; also used with over.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) N.Cy. 1 He'll soon tawm over. e.Yks. 1 Ahwas just tawmm ower to sleep, MS. add. (T H
)

2 To swoon
;

to fall from faintness' or sickness ; Pen.witn over. ' °
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) n.Cy. Grose

( I7go); N.Cy.= n.Yks. Lsehke to tawme, this day's seay varry warme, Meriton Praise Ale

(1684)1. 169; n.Yks.1
; n.Yks. 2 She tawm'd ower. e.Yks.1 Sha

just tawmed ower, an siled doon, MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks.
Hutton Tour to Caves (1781) ; w.Yks. 1 Then shoe maddles an
taums ower in a sweb. Lan. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) s.Lan.1

Hence Tooming, sb. an aching or dizziness of the eyes.

n.Cy. (Hall.), Cum.14 3. Obs. To vomit. Lan. Grose
(1790) MS. add. (C.) s.Lan.1 4. sb. A fit of drowsiness.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) 5. A fit of faintness or sickness. Sc.

(Jam. Suppl.) s.Lan. Bamford MS. Gl. (1846). 6. Heart-
burn, flushings. n.Cy. (Hall.) 7. An ungovernable fit

of temper.
Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. She never annoy'd me wi' sulks or wi' taum,

Ballads and Sags. (1846) I. 119 ; Wee taums she tak's, wee taums
betimes, Edwards Mod. Poets, 13th S. 368.

TAWM, see Taum.
TAW-MAKER, sb. Obs. e.An. 1 Work in weaving

which makes flowers. Arderon Coll. Dial. (1745-60).
TAWN, see Tawm.
TAWNLE, sb. Sc. Also written taunel, taunle,

tawnel ; and in forms taanle (Jam.) ; tandle, taundel.
[to'nal.J A bonfire; any large fire. Cf. teanlay.

w.Sc. (Jam.) Cld. The custom of kindling large fires or Taanles,
at Midsummer, was formerly common in Scotland, . . and to this
day is continued all along the strath of Clyde, Sibbald Gl. (1802)
(Jam.). Dmb. The news of his douncum was noe shooner known
than tawnels were burning in every dyreckshon, Cross Disrup-
tion (1844) xxxiv. Rnf. Had I our Dochter's [flirds o' gauze] at a
candle, They'd mak' a bein an' rousin' tandle, Picken Poems
(1813) I. 123 ; Any large fire made out of doors is so designated.
It is often an amusement to boys in rural districts to go out into
the fields and collect the cuttings of hedges, dried grass, &c. into
a heap for the purpose of making a taunel, N. & Q. (1868) 4th S.
ii. 547. Ayr. Burning whins on Gilly-flower-bankin', . . bigging
great taunles on the holms o' the Garnock, Service Dr. Duguid
(ed. 1887) 28.

TAWNY, adj. and sb. Sc. Irel. Shr. Wil. Som. Also
written tawney Sc. (Jam.) Wil. 1

; and in forms ta'aney
Wil.1

;
tanny Ir. [tcrni.] 1. adj. In comb. Tawny-

hooting-owl, the tawny owl, Syrnium aluco. Shr. Swain-
son Birds (1885) 129. 2. sb. A dark-complexioned
person

; a mulatto. Sc. (Jam.), N.I. 1
3. The bullfinch,

Pyrrhula Europaea. Wil. 1 Som. Swainson ib. 67.
TAWNYMICHIECLAY, sb. Bnff. 1 A fine kind of

clay. (s.v. Tarrymichie-clay.)
TAWPEN, see Topping.
TAWPENNY, sb. N.I.1 A hen with a tuft on its head.

Cf. topping.
TAWPIE, sb. and adj. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Also

written taupie Sc. (Jam.) Nhb.1
; and in forms taapie Sc.

N.l.
;

tapie Sc. ; tappy Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Ir. Nhb.1
;tapyah Ir

; tawpa Sc. (Jam.) [t§-pi, ta'pi.] 1. sb. A
toolish, giddy, awkward, idle, or slovenly girl.

Sc. (Jajl) ; She formally rebuked Eppie for an idle taupie.
Scorr .S* Ronan (1824) ii. Cai.1 Ben. The tither wis a haave
colourdsmeerless tapie, Forbes/^.

(I742) i 7 . F,f. 'Mother,
she flouted me ! The daring tawpie !

' Barrie Minister (1891) ix
Fif. An awkward girl was reprimanded for a ' muckle tawpie '

Colville Vernacular (1899) i 7 . s.Sc. Tak nae notice o' the idle
taupie that opens the door to ye, Wilson Tales (1836) II 168

til\£ «
Vert taW

,?
ie

' T?'
her hair hinein

'

doon her back in penny-worths Service Notandums (1890) 73 . Wgt. I wadna gie a snipo thread for ane o your smirking sonsiefaced tawpies, Good Wds.
(1 881 403. N.I.1 s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). Nhb. 1 She's agreet tappy, an a canny bit throwother ti boot.
2. A foolish fellow

; a blockhead.
Orl (Jam Suppl.) Lnk . Ye big tawpie! sneevlin' awa' therelike a lassie! Gordon Pyotshaw

( 1885) 99. Cum 14
Hence Taupiet, ppl. adj. foolish. Sc. (Jam.) 3 A

Alexander Johnnv Gibb (1871) xxxv Avr Th* ,™™T I
P

'rM TsTdV^ ffl <** )
xvi.

ta

7e
y
b.

ta

TaJ£
(isfe) sT<w '

c°mmom Iimmer
'
Affleck PoeU ™ks -

[Cp. Swed. tap, a simpleton (Oman).!
TAWPLOCH, TAWRDS, see Taploch, Tards.
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TAWS(E, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Also
in forms taas Nhb.1

; taz Sc. (Jam.) [tqz, taz.] 1. sb.

A leather strap cut into thongs at one end, used as a
schoolmaster's instrument of punishment ; also used Jig.,

and in comb. Pair-of-tawse. See Taw, vp- 5.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Never take the taws when a word will do the turn,

Kelly Prov. (1721) 266. Or.I. Nine-tailed taws, Vedder Sketches

(1832) 105. Abd. Their dread of an application of the tawse,

Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 85. Fif. The tawse which he laid

down were taken up by Walter Raeburn, Meldrum Grey Mantle

(1896) 190. Ayr. Dinna, Lord, . . skelp us oure sair, as at this

time, with the taws of Thy wrath, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887)
2r. Gall. The master's taws were a wholesome deterrent,

Crockett Bog-Myrtle (1895) 185. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. All the subjects

of my taws, Richardson Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) VIII. 102;
Nhb. 1

, e.Dur.1 Cum. When twee bits o' scholars, we'd laik roun
the hay stack, . . But ne'er fan the taws, Anderson Ballads (ed.

1840) 78; Cum.*
Hence (1) Burnt-nebbit-taws, (2) Burnttold-tawse, sb.

' tawse ' having the ends hardened in the fire
; (3) Tawse-

swasher, sb. one who uses the 'tawse'; (4) Tawsetoes,
sb. pi. the thongs into which one end of the ' tawse' is cut.

(1) Edb. I am quite willing to receive any amount of literary

birch and 'burnt-nebbit-taws' castigation which the critics may
be pleased to bestow, Johnston Edhia (1864) xi. (2) Per. Nae
burnt-taed tawse o' strong nowt-hide Need they for paumies,

Stewart Character (1857) 58. (3) e.Llh. This ballad of the . . .

dominie's . . . met with an encore, . but the ancient tawse-

swasher pled weariness, Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885) 142. (4)

Lnk. From the faint odour of burning leather we knew that he

was roasting the tawse taes, a sure method of increasing the

efficacy of his instrument of torture, Fraser Whaups (1895) 18.

2. A few strips of leather tied to a shaft, used by boys

in spinning tops. Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892). 3. A piece

of tanned leather. n.Cy. (Hall.) 4. v. To whip, scourge,

belabour. Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl.

TAWSTOCK-GRACE,s6. Obs. Dev. Theend. (Hall.)

TAWT, v. and sb. Sc. Also written taut (Jam.), [tat.]

1. v. To drag or dash to the ground ; to drag hither and

thither. See Tauther.
Bnff. (Jam.) ; Bnff.1 The ween tawtit the kail plants a day or so

aifter they wir set, an' they niver cam t'onything it signifeet.

2. sb. A heavy dash; abuse by dragging or dashing

about.
Bnff. (Jam.) ; Bnff.1 He ga' the loon a tawt our o' the grun.

TAWT see Taut v?
TAWTIE, sb. Bnfl 1 [ta-ti.] A stupid person.

TAWTREES, sb. pi. Shr.' Also in form toitrees.

[19'-, toitriz.] Swingle-trees.
Two sets tawtrees, Auctioneer's Catalogue (1877).

TAWWN, TAWYER, TAWZY, see Town, Tawer,

sb.
1

, Tousy.
TAX, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. [taks.] 1. sb. lncomp.(i)

Tax-man, a tax-collector ; (2) -master, a task-master.
_

(1) Dmf. Drap snug intae yon taxman's chair, Frae whilk he s

flitted, Quinn Heather (1863) 137. Ir. Duck a taxman or harry a

bum [bailiff], Lover Handy Andy (1842) xiv. (2) Abd. Then was

their tale of brick increast, And tax-masters did more afflict them,

Walker Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 88.

2. v. To find fault with ; to scold.

Abd. He taxed the faults of the parochinars bitterh, Turreff

Gleanings (1859) 76. Fif. He ken'd his choice wad be taxed
;
A

his friends wad at him spurn, Douglas Poems (1806) 103.

TAX-WAX, sb. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. War. Shr. Also

in form taxy-waxy w.Yks. 2 Lan. 1 s.Chs.1 War.23 Shr.1

Any strong tendon in meat
;
gristle ;

a portion of meat

composed mainly of skin or cartilage. Cf. pax-wax.

w.Yks.*, Lan.1
, s.Lan. 1

, s.Chs.1
, Der. 2 War. (C.T.O.) ;

War. 2
;

War.' A children's term for any hard gristle in cooked meat.

Shr.1 Gie the baby that piece o' taxy waxy, it's better than india-

rubber. , ,

TAY, see Take, Tea, The, dem. adj., Thou, Tye, sb.

TA-YEAR, TA-YEERE, see To-year.

TAYOO, sb. Nrf. [te-u.] [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A set or company of labourers on a farm,

&c. Morning Post (Aug. 30, 1897).

TAYSTRA.GGELT, sb. Cum. A loose, idle person.

Linton Lake Cy. (1864) 312.

TAYTHE, see Tath(e.
TAYTY, sb. Obs. Som. A see-saw. Jennings Obs.

Dial. w.Eng. (1825). See Hayty-tayty, s.v. Hayty.
TAZ, TAZIE, see Taws(e, Tazzy.
TAZZ, sb. Lei. Nhp. [taz.] A tangle, esp. used ot

a rough head of hair ; a heap of knots and loose ends.
Cf. tasfs.

Lei. 1 What a tazz you have ! Do put it tidy! Allofatazz. Nhp.2

Hence Tazzy, adj. fuzzy, tangled, knotted. Lei. 1 (s.v.

Tazzled).

TAZZED, ppl. adj. n.Yks.1 [ta'zd.] Overmatched,
defeated ; unable to accomplish one's purpose.

TAZZLE, v. and sb. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. Wil. [ta'zl,

tavzl.] 1. v. A dial. form of ' teazle' ; to entangle. Lin.1
,

n.Lin. 1 Hence Tazzled, ppl. adj. tangled, fuzzy, twisted,

knotted. Not. 1
, Lei. 1

, Nhp. 1
2. sb. A tangle; a state

of disorder; esp. used of the hair.

Wil. 1 Her hair be aal of a tazzle.

TAZZLE, see Tassel.

TAZZY, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Also written tazie

Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms tassey, tassy n.Cy. [tazi

;

ta'si.] A mischievous child ; a foolish, romping girl ; a

silly fellow.

Rxb. Up Parnassus, wi' a tazie, Ye'll leg, A. Scott Poems, 133
(Jam.). n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan. 1

TCHAT, see Chat, sb.
1

TCHEW, int. Irel. [tjiu.] An exclamation used to

drive away a dog or to hound him on to another animal.

s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). Cf. chew, int.

TCHEY, int. Irel. [tje.] An exclamation used to call

or quiet a cow. s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). Cf. chay.

TCHUCHET, see Teuchit.
TE, conj. Chs. Than. See Till, prep.12

Chs. 1
; Chs.3 ' Greater te that ' ; very common.

TE, see The, dem. adj., Thee, pers. pron., Thou, Thy.

TEA, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also in forms taay Brks. 1
; tae Sh.I. ; tay Ir. w.Yks. 2

e.Lan.1 m.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1 Shr. 1 Brks. 1 w.Som. 1 Dev.3

Cor. ; teah Cum.1 w.Yks. ; teea n.Yks.2 w.Yks. [ti, tia
;

te.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Tea-and-eating, a ' high tea,' a

tea-party at which substantial food is provided
; (2) -and-

rum-bagging, a tea-party; see below; (3) -bagging, the

afternoon meal or tea; (4) -board, a tea-tray, esp. a wooden
tray

; (5) -boy, a man-servant ; (6) -bread, var. kinds of

fancy bread eaten at tea
; (7) -cake, a slang expression

for a child's seat or fundament ; (8) -cally or -carry, a tea-

caddy; (9) -chit-chat, cakes, &c. eaten at tea; (10) -dish, a

tea-cup, esp. an old-fashioned one made without a handle;

(n) -do, see (2) ;
(12) -doing, (13) -drink, (14) -drinking,

a tea-party, esp. a public affair
; (15) -feast, a school feast, ot

which tea and cakes form a part; (16) -fight, see (14); (17)

-graithing, the tea-things
;
(18) -hand, a tea-drinker; (19)

-kitchen, a tea-urn; (20) -man, (a) a travelling seller of

tea, &c.
; (6) a tea-drinker ; (21) -meeting, a meeting with

prayer in dissenting chapels, with tea and cake, &c. for

those assembled; (22) -milk, skim-milk with a small

admixture of cream
; (23) -party, see below ; (24) -royal,

tea with spirits in it
; (25) -run, see (19) ; (26) -scent, the

plant Nephrodrium Oreopteris
; (27) -shine, (28) -skittle,

see (14); (29) -soda, carbonate of soda, used in pinches to

make the tea draw; (30) -splash, (31) -stur or -stir, see

(14); (32) -tackle or -tackling, (33) -tattling, see (17); (34)

-tea, tea; (35) -tongs, sugar-tongs; (36) -towel, a tea-

cloth; (37) -treat, a school treat; also used atinb.
; (38)

twine, thin string or twine with which bags of tea are

tied ; (39) -water, water for making tea.

(1) Lth. A ' towsie tea,' or ' tea and eating, followed the

["marriage ceremony], Strathesk Blinkbonny (ed. 1891) 175. (2)

s Lan 1 A popular festivity among women, who club their money

together to buy tea, rum, muffins, &c, and have a jollification at

one of the subscriber's houses. (3) e.Lan.1
,
s.Lan. 1

(4) Cum.

Usually of mahogany or walnut—and formerly accounted a

of gentility; Cum.*, s.Lan.1 , Chs.1
(5) Ir Mrs. Fogarty s

servant or 'tea-boy,' as he was called, Paddtana (ed 1848) ,. *,-.

(6) Lan ' Mowffin,' a generic name for tea bread in all its varieties,

mark
s man-
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Fothekgill Lasses of Leverhouse (1888) xviii. (7) w.Yks. Nah
then, be quahet, wi' ye, er Ah'll slap yer teea-cakes for ye (B.K.).

(8) s.Pem. (W.M.M.) Nrf. His mother took care on't by putting it

into the tea-carry, Spilling Daisy Dimple (1885) 52. (9) Edb.
Leek-rife kail, wi' giiid sheep's pate, Waes-zucks ! that ever tea-

chit-chat Or ghaists 0' meat Soud ever fill your halesome plate,

Learmont Fo«#« (1791) 50. (10) Dev.3 Cor. If you caan't drink

out of the putcher, taake a taydish, Tregellas Tales (1868) 95.

(n) m.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1 (12) Lnk. Flatter the lairds for tea-doin's

an' dinners, Watson Poems (1853) 47. (13) Cor. No popular

movement ever took root in our town without a ' tea-drink ' or

some such public function, ' Q.' Wandering Heath (1895) 220

;

Going up tay-drink I spect, Penberthy Warp and Woof, 163. (14)
Sc. (A.W.) w.Yks. If sum fowk ud nobbud be decent when they
went tuv a teah-drinkin', Cudworth Dial. Sketches (1884) 20. (15)
n.Lin. 1 1 was at a tea-feast at East Butterwick o'must fifty years sin.

(16) Sc. The man's no better than a death's head at a feast, if you
call Merran's tea-fight a feast, Keith Lisbeth (1894) xvii. w.Yks.
The teah-feyt afterwards, everybody said, was the best 'doo' of

the sort that had ever been in the village, Cudworth Dial. Sketches

(1884) 19. Lan. Were you ever at a Lancashire tea-fight?

FoTHERGiLLLassesofLeverhouse (1888) xviii. Cor.3 (17) n.Yks.12

m.Yks. 1 (18) Ayr. The doctor was no tea-hand, he was fond o'

a glass o' toddy wi' the guidman, Johnston Congalton (1896) 168.

(19) Sc. Mitchell Scotticisms (1787) 49 ; (Jam.) w.Yks.2 (20, a)

Shr.1 Some folks thinken they get great bargains off the packmen,
but I dunna like thar flaunty trash, so I never 'arbour 'em nor
taymen (s.v. Packman), (b) Gall. (A.W.) (21) Brks. 1 Cor. I

went to tay-meetin' to Churchtown, an' a purty time et was,
Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 165. (22) e.Yks. 1 (23) n.Yks.1 An
institution in connection with School-feasts, Chapel, or Mechanics'
Institute matters, and the like. Sometimes the object is to raise

a fund, when the tickets of admission are paid for : in this case

the viands may be provided by a committee, and the profits only
be available. But freq.-—and invariably in the case of a school-

treat—the provision is made gratuitously by the farmers and well-

to-do people in the district : and a richly-spread board such tea-table

is ; n.Yks. 4 (24) s.Lan.1 (25) w.Som. 1 My wife told an under-
gardener to go for a large ' tea-urn.' The man not knowing what
that was, said, ' What did you plase to want, mum ?

' Upon which
I said at once, 'The tay-run.' Instantly he answered, ' Oh yes,

sure, mum !
' (26) w.Cum. (B. & H.) (27) Dmf. Frequent little

treats, picnics, and tea-shines betwixt the families, Paton Castlebraes

(1898) 249. (28) Sc. (G.W.) (29) w.Yks. (H.L.) (30) w.Yks.
Leeds Loiners' Olm. (1881) 16. (31) w.Yks. Ruth Racldesum at a
tea-stur i' Bradford, threw all t'cups and saucers intut street,

Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1849) 9. (32) m.Yks. 1 (s.v.

Tackling). Dev. 1 (s.v. Tackle). (33) n.Yks.' 2
, m.Yks.1

(34)
Ir. Ask her guests whether they would prefer ( tay-tay, or coffee-

tay,' Paddiana (ed. 1848) I. 143. (35) n.Yks.4 (36) Nhb. The
guid lady shakes her lap an' rubs an' scrapes at her gown wi' the

tea-towel it the guid wife o' the house haunds her, Jones Nhb.

(1871) 116. (37) Cor. Whas our lil tay-trait to a townser?
Penberthy Warp and Woof 153 ; Go long up tay-trait field, ib.

168. (38) Sh.I. Twa yards o' tae-twine an' a haddock hook
attached, Ollason Mareel (1901) 60. (39) Abd. I gaed doon tae

the stripe for a pan o' tea water, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (June 15,

1901).

2. Phr. (1) a cup of lea, see below
; (2) a dish of tea, a cup

of tea ; see also Dish, sb. 3
; (3) a pitcher of tea, see (2)

;

(4) the tea is fit or is like, the tea is ready
; (5) pi., to have

his, her, or our teas, see below.

(1) n.Lin.1 'You're a nice cup o' tea, you are' ; that is, a very
fine fellow. The phrase is commonly used in irony. A ' sore cup
o' tea' is something sad, painful, or disgusting. ' It's a sore cup
o' tea for her to drink, poor lass, and what's happen'd's been
through no fault o' her's naaither.' (2) Sc. (A.W.) Dev. ' Dish
o' tay?' the girl asked, Ford Postle Faim (1899) 76. Cor. Shall
I fit 'ee a dish o' tay ? Hammond Parish (1897) 338. (3) Don. She
put on what she called a 'pitcher of tay,' for him, Macmanus
Chim. Comers (1899) 88. (4) n.Yks.2 (5) Sc. (A.W.) e.Dur. 1

She haves her teas ( = frequent teas) sometimes at the Sewing
Meeting. No, thank you, we've hadden our teas.

3. v. To take or drink tea with another.
Kcb. He had a substantial tea at Adam Beck the weaver's, and

tea'd again at five with the Widow Milroy, Muir Muncraig (rgoo)

29. n.Lin. 1 He cum an' tea'd wi' us when Sam was buried. Shr.,

Hrf. Will you tea with me this evening? Bound Provinc. (1876).
e.An. 1 We say he is to tea with me. Nrf., Sus., Hmp. Holloway.
TEA, TEAALY-PYET, see Tone, num. adj., Tale-pyet.

TEACH, v. Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. [tltf, tetf, teitf.] I. Gram, forms. 1. Present

Tense : (1) Tache, (2) Taich, (3) Taych, (4) Teich, (5)

Teighch, (6) Teigkh, (7) Teitch, (8) Teych, (9) Teyche,

(10) Teytch.
(1) Ir. Pity ye didn't get Mick to tache ye how to put em an,

Paddiana (ed. 1848) I. 126. Uls. She'll tache him with a stick,

Hamilton Bog (1896) 91. Ker. I'll tache you, Bodkin Shillelagh

(1902) 41. Dev. Now I'll tache 'ee vor viddle, Ford Postle Farm

(1899) 15. Cor. I'll tache en! Lee Widow Woman (1899) 6r.

(2) e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1 w.Som. Elworthy Gram. (1877) 47. Dev.

That beant the way tu taich the people duty, Salmon Ballads

(1899) 49. (3) Lan. Taychin folk, Kay-Shuttleworth Scarsdale

(i860) II. 33. (4) w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865). Der.1

(5) Lan. Some wanted it teighchin, Clegg Gatin tK Warp (1890) 5.

(6) Wxf. 1
(7) Sc. Murray Dial. (1873) 208. (8) w.Yks. Teych

her hoo to play her paart, Spec. Dial. (1800) 19. e.Lan. 1
,
s.Lan.1

(9) e.Dev. Her ed zoon teyche me, Pulman Sng. Sol. (i860) viii.

2. (10) Lan. Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) Reader 11.

2. Preterite : (1) Taiched, (2) Taucht, (3) Teached, (4)

Teight, (5) Teigkh, (6) Teitch't, (7) Teych't, (8) Toht, (9)

Tought, (10) Towt.
(1) w.Som. Elworthy Gram. (1877) 47. Dev. I taiched um

how to read, Salmon Ballads (1899) 79. (2) Sc. Murray Dial.

(1873) 208. Abd. The tongue his mither taucht him, Macdonald
Donal Grant (1883) i. (3) Per. I . . . there the people teach'd,

Haliburton Dunbar (1895) 85. se.Lan.-He teached some o' th'

rest o' us a bit, Cornh. Mag. (Dec. 1898) 829. s.Chs. 1 85.

Brks. Me as bred 'im from a pup an' teached 'im what a knaws,

Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 311. Dev. Bowring Lang. (1866)

I. 26. (4, 5) Wxf. 1 (6) Sc. Murray Dial. (1873) 208. (7) s.Lan.1

(8) n.Lin. 1
(9) Dur. 1

, w.Dur.1 (10) Wm. It towt me this'n, Spec.

Dial. (1877) pt. i. 45. e.Yks.1
, w.Yks.5 (s.v. Moud). Lan. He

towt mi to read out o' this varry book, Banks Manch. Man. (1876)

iii. ne.Lan.1 Der. The curate towt her a new waulse, Gilchrist
Peakland (1897) 32.

3. Pp. : (1) Taeched, (2) Taucht, (3) Teached, (4) Toht,

(5) Toughten, (6) Tou't, (7) Towght, (8) Towt.
(1) Sh.I. Could a taech'd baith dee an' me, Sh. News (Jan. 29,

1898). (2) Abd. The seener ye're taucht the better, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) viii. (3) w.Sc. The pairish schule, Then
teached by Johnny Meek, Macdonald Settlement (1869) 159, ed.

1877. Dwn. Get him teached tae read, Lyttle Robin Gordon, 29.

n.Lin.1 I've teach'd school at Butterwick afoore you was born !

[Amer. I'd been teached to believe, Westcott David Harum
(1900) xx.] (4) n.Lin. 1

(5) e.Yks. 1 (6) w.Yks.1 Lan. This
mon has tou't it me, Byrom Poems (1814)1. 98. (7) n.Yks. (T.S.)

(8) n.Yks. T'best towt wad flinch, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875)
51. w.Yks. Been towt an' browt up to speykYorkshur, Yksman.
Comic Ann. (1889) 37 ; w.Yks. 1 He wad a towt him ... to com to

t'moorside ageean, ii. 303. Lan. We're towt, Harland Lyrics

(1866) 308. ne.Lan.1

II. Dial. uses. 1. In phr. teachyour grandmother to lap
ashes, see below.

Dev. A common variant of the well-known prov. ' Teach your
grandmother to suck eggs.' Used in the 5. of Dev., and apparently
as if ashes = hashes, Reports Provinc. (1895) (s.v. Proverbs).
2. Obs. To preach.
Elg. He . . . causit sum of his brethren to occupy his place in

teaching upon the Sondaye, Cramond Session Rec. (1897) 19.
Abd. Heard sermon in the abbey kirk, taught by Mr. David Lind-
say, Bishop of Brechin, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 23. e.Lth.
I taucht in the fields besyd Chousley, Waddell Old Kirk C/ir.

(1893) 122.

3. To guide, direct.
Suf. 'That will teach it,' i.e. will guide it. 'The rafters will

have to be taught by the gable,' e.An. Dy. Times (1892).
4. Obs. To hand or give. Wxf.1

TEACHING, sb. Oxf. Brks. In form taychin'. [te'tfin.]
Education.

Oxf. (G.O.) Brks.1
1 didn't hev no taychin' when I was a bwoy.

TEACHY, TEAD, see Tetchy, Ted, v?
TEAD(D, TEAD'N, see Toad, They.
TEADY, TEAE, see Teaty, Tone, num. adj.-

TEA-FISH, sb. Som. Salt-fish, salt-cod. (W.F.R.)
TEAGIE, see Tag, sb. 1

TEAGLE, sb. and v.
1 n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Lin. e.An. Som.

Also written teegle ne.Yks. 1
; and in forms teakle n.Lin.1

;



TEAGLE [47] TEANAL(E
teeagle n.Yks.4 e.Yks.1 [trgl, tis'gl.] 1. sb. Tackle.
e.An.12 2. A movable crane or lift for heavy goods.

N.Cy. 1
, e.Yks.1 w.Yks.1

; w.Yks.2 Three posts used as a crane
for lifting stones, &c. Lan. The creaking of a teagle that had seen
better days, Brierley Red Wind. (1868) 40 ; Lan. 1 Som. A block
of a pulley (W.F.R.).
3. Comp. Teakle-poles, a crane.
aLin.1 A machine for raising heavy weights, formed of three

poles meeting at the top, with a pulley at their junction.

4. v. To raise by means of a crane or 'teagle.'
n.Yks.4 ne.Yks. 1 Wa mun start ti teeagle 'em up wi' t'hosses.

w.Yks. Hamilton Nugae Lit. (1841) 355. n.Lin.1 A woman who
had visited Scarborough said that at the Grand Hotel there,
' Thaay teakled iv'rything upstairs, eaven the'r dinners.'

TEAGLE, v? Obs. or obsol. Sc. To hinder, delay,
detain ; to loiter.

s.Sc. Teaglin' bus'ness winna yet allow, T. Scott Poems (1793)
365. Ayr. He . . . forgot all things which might teagle him in the
way. . . Even so should we do—forget things past that would
teagle us, Dickson Writings (1660) I. 194, ed. 1845 ; (F.J.C.)

TEAGLE, v.
3 Yks. [trgl.] To arrange, dress, put

on one's clothing
; to tie. Also with up.

w.Yks. After teaglin Natty a pair o' horns on, Pudsey Olm.
(1876) 25 ; Tommy gat teagled up as weel as he could, an' went
hooam, ib. (1894) 25.

TEAGUE, sb. Irel. Yks. [teg.] 1. A contemptuous
name for an Irishman.

Ir. The admirable Irish portraits drawn by Miss Edgeworth, so
different from the ' Teagues ' and ' dear joys,' who so long . . .

occupied the drama and the novel, Scott Waverley (1814) lxxii.

2. A Roman Catholic. Uls. (M.B.-S.) 3. A plague of
a person. m.Yks.1

TEAK, sb.
1 Sh.I. Also in form tek. [tik ; tek.] An

otter. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 27 ; S. & Ork. 1

TEAK, sb.2 Som. A whitlow. (Hall.) e.Som.
W. & J. Gl. (1873).

TEAKERS, sb. Obs. Nhb. A running of watery
matter from a sore. (Hall.), Nhb.1 See Teicher.

TEA-KETTLE, sb. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Wil.
Som. Dev. Also in forms ta- War.2

; tay s.War.1 Wil.
Dev. [te'ketl.] In comb. Tea-kettle broth, (1) a mess
made of bread, butter, salt, &c, with boiling water ; see
below

; (2) any sloppy mixture of the nature of soup.

(1) Nhp.1
, War.24 s.War. 1 Broth made of bread, hot water,

and an onion or two. se.Wor. 1 Bread and hot water, to which is

added a little butter, herbs, and salt. Wil. Slow Gl. (1892) ;

(G.E.D.) w.Som. 1 A very common and popular mess. It is

made of slices of bread put into a basin, upon which are poured
boiling water. When the bread is well soaked, the water is

strained off, some butter, salt, and a soupcon of pepper are added,

then the basin is filled with boiling skimmed milk, in which is

usually some chopped organ (q.v.). Dev. I likes a dish of licky-

brath or taykittle-brath ov a vrasty marning, Hewett Peas. Sp.

(1892) 97 ; Ingredients : 1 slice of bread cut in dice-shaped pieces,

1 spit-ov-butter, 1 tablespoonful of milk, 1 pint boiling water,

pepper and salt to taste. Sometimes chopped leeks are added,

when it is called Licky-brath, ib. nw.Dev. 1 Tiggitle-brauth. (2)

Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).

TEAKLE, see Teagle, sb.

TEAL, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form teil (Jam.). A
busybody ; a mean fellow.

Bch. Ony peevish near-gaun teal, Wi' a' his girnel's grist,

Tarras Poems (1804) 35 (Jam.).

TEAL, v.
1 Dev. Cor. Also written teel Cor.12

;
and

in form tail Cor.1
[til, tel.] 1. To bury in the earth

;

to bury. Gen. in pp. Cf. till, v.
1

Cor.1 The owld mon was teeled to-day ; Cor. 2 w.Cor. Orig. it

appears to have meant simply to bury in the earth, and in this

sense it is commonly employed in w.Cor., where even the nearest

friends of the deceased speak of teeling a corpse instead of burying

it, N. cV Q- (1854) 1st S. x. 440.

2. To till, dig ; to plant in the ground, esp. to set potatoes.

Dev. 'Aveeteel'd tha wuzzuls 'et, Bill? Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

s.Dev. Fox Kingsbridge (1874). Cor. He tealed in his bit of

potatoe ground, Lowry Wreckers (1893) 61 ; Cor.12 ; Cor. 3 I was

out in the garden, tealin' 'taties.

3. See below.
s.Dev., e.Cor. (Miss D.) w.Cor. With us it is usual for a person,

who has gone through mud or water, to say that ' it teeled himup so high as he was immersed or covered, N. £r> O. (1854) 1st
o. x. 44-0'

TEAL, v? Sc. Not. Also written teel- S. & Ork. 1

Wot. [til.] To entice, wheedle
; to inveigle by flattery.

Gen. with on or up. Ags. (Jam.), Not. 1 Cf. till, v.
2

, toll,
v. rience (1) Tealer, sb. one who entices or wheedles •

also with on Ags. (ib.)
; (2) Teelie, adj. encouraging,

offering an inducement. S. & Ork. 1

[ON. tcela, to entice, betray (Vigfusson).]
TEAL, see Tail, Teel, v.

1

TEAL-BUCK, sb. Sc. Also in form taelduik. The
common teal, Querquedula crecca. Swainson Birds
(1885)158.

TEALEPIET, TEALLY-PYET, see Talepyet.
TEAM, sb.' and v. n.Cy. Yks. Chs. Lin. Glo. e.An.

Ken. Sur. Sus. Also written teem N.Cy. 1
; and in forms

chem, tchem Chs.23
;
pret. tern sw.Lin.1 [tim, tism.]

1. sb. In comp. (1) Team-man, one who drives or has
charge of a team of horses

; see Teamer, sb. 2
; (2)

-system, a method of subdividing workmen in a shoe-
factory

; (3) -work, work done with wagon and horses.
(1) Nrf. Robbud . . . who is first team-man up to Rober'son's

farm, Mann Dulditch (1902) 226. (2) Glo. In 1894 a Bristol firm
was charged . . . with having introduced a new system of working
in Bristol—the so-called team system, Webb Indusi. Democracy
(1901) 403. (3) sw.Lin. 1

2. A litter or a number of young animals of any kind,
esp. pigs.

Ken. Trans. Phil. Soc. (1858) 174 ; Ken. 1
; Ken.2 A team of

pigs. Sur.1 ' A good team of cows ' is the gen. expression for a
nice lot of cows. Sus.1 1 have got a nice team of young pigs here.

3. A brood of young ducks.
N.Cy. 1

, Dur. (K.), Chs. 2 3 Ken. Trans. Phil. Soc. (1858) 1 74 ; Ken.1

4. A chain to which oxen are yoked in lieu of a pole.
n.Cy. Holloway. n.Yks. 1 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788).

n.Lin. 1 Harness for a draught of horses or oxen. [Teame, cheane,
temo, Levins Manip. (1570).]

5. An iron chain ; see below.
w.Yks. An iron chain usually with a ring at one end and hook

at the other. Used for putting round stones to fasten the crane
chain to when lifting (H.V.) ; w.Yks. 1

6. Phr. a team of links, a string or chain of sausages.
e.An. 12

7. v. To drive a team.
Yks. Aw can . . . team, an' arra, Lister Rustic Wreath (1834) 31.

w.Yks. He teams for t'Lanky [Lane, and Yks. Ry. Co.] (J.T.F.).

8. To lead or carry with wagon and horses.
sw.Lin. 1 They started teaming this forenoon. I don't know if

they've gotten all the loads tern. They tem a load after that.

TEAM, sb. 2 Obs. Yks. Chs. Also in forms tem,
theam, theme Chs.23 1. A royalty granted to the Lord
of the Manor for the restraining and judging of bondmen
and villains in his court. Chs.23 2. The right of com-
pelling the person in whose hands stolen property was
found to name the person from whom he received it.

n.Yks. Atkinson Whitby (1894) 280.

TEAM, see Teem, v.
12

TEAMER, sb. Yks. Lin. e.An. [tia-ma(r).] 1. sb.

Obs. A team of five horses. Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1787). 2. A carter or wagoner, who has the care of a

team of horses. Also in comp. Teamer-man.
w.Yks. He's teamer for t'Railway Company (J.T.F.) ; Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 3, 1898). n.Lin.1
, e.An. 2 e.Nrf. Marshall

Rur. Econ. (1787).

TEAMER, v. e.An. To pour out copiously. Also

used fig. See Teem, v.
1

(Hall.); e.An. 1 We use it also of a multitude pouring along

like a stream. Of a thronged congregation issuing from a church,

&c, it is said ' how they came teamering out.'

TEAN, see Teen, sb. 1
, Tone, num. adj.

TEANAL(E, sb. Cum. Wm. ' Lan. Also written

teanel Cum.24 ne.Lan.1
; and in form tennil Lan.1 s.Lan. 1

ftia'nl.] A large basket, esp. a basket used for ' cockling.'

Lakel.12, Cum.24 Wm. Last neet he lickd me wie steal, threw

a teanale wi cockls at me, Wheeler Dial. (179 ) l6> ed -
l82T -

Lan. 1
, ne.Lan.1

,
s.Lan. 1

[OE. tcenel, a basket (B.T.).]



TEANE [48] TEAR

TEANE, TEANER, TEANG, see Tone, num. adj.,

Toner, Tang, sb.
1

TEANLAY, sb. Obs. Lan. Also written teanla.

1. In comb. Teanlay night, the 31st of October, the Eve
of All Saints ; see below. Cf. tindle.
The last evening in October was called the ' Teanlay night,' or

' The fast of All Souls [sic].' At the close of that day, till of late

years, the hills which encircle the Fylde shone brightly with many a

bonfire, . .kindled for the avowed object of succouring their friends

whose souls were supposed to be detained in purgatory, Thornber
Hist. Blackpool (1867) 99 ; Gaskell Lectures Dial. (1854) 15.

2. The bonfire kindled on the Eve of All Saints. Cf.

tend, v.
2

Giles had tried the exorcism of the teanla, a superstition

descending from the earliest inhabitants of the island when the

worship of Bel prevailed, Kay-Shuttleworth Scarsdale (i860)

II. 105; A field near Poulton, in which this ceremony of the

Teanlays was celebrated (a circle of men standing with bundles of

straw raised high on pitchforks), is named Purgatory, and will hand
down to posterity the farce of lighting souls to endless happiness

from the confines of their prison-house, Thornber ib.

TEAP, sb} Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Wm. Yks. Also written

teep Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. 1
; and in forms teeap Wm. n.Yks.24 ;

teaup n.Yks. [tip, tiap.] A ram or tup. Cf. tip, sb?,

tup, sb.

Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. Grose (1790). Nhb.1 Wm. Tornd it sel

intul a girt black teap, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 35 ; Lile Bobby
Deeaker aald black feeast teeap, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 9.

n.Yks. What ails yon teaup? Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 153 ;

(K.) ; Like teeaps an'yowes! Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875)

61 ; n.Yks. 2 The ' ram caught in a thicket by its horns,' as it was
said by a roadside preacher to a country congregation, ' means an

and teeap cowt iv a breer' [a briar] ; n.Yks.4 w.Yks. Leicester

teaps, Lucas Stud. Nidderda/e (c. 1882) 32.

TEAP, sb.2 Som. A point, peak. (Hall.) e.Som.
W. & J. Gl. (1873).

TEAP,w. Wxf^m.Yks. 1 To tip, tilt; to toss, overturn.

TEAR, v.
1 and sb. 1 Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc.

Irel. Eng. and Amer. Also written taer Sh.I. Cor.12
;

tare Sc. (Jam.) Ir. Nhp. 1 Hrf. w.Cy. Dor. Som. Dev.1
; and

in forms taar Sh.I. ; teear n.Yks.2
; teer Nhb. 1 1.W.' Cor.

;

tir Sh.I. [ter, tea(r, tia(r.] I. v. Gram, forms.

1. Preterite: (1) Tar, (2) Tare, (3) Teared, (4) Tord, (5)

Tored, (6) Tuer, (7) Tuir, (8) Tuore, (9) Ture. [For further
examples see II below.]

(1) w.Yks. 1 He tar his breeks to falters. (2) w.Yks. (J.W.)

(3) w.Yks. (J.W.), Stf. (F.R.C.), ShrMntrod. 55. (4) w.Som. 1

Thick there bwoy hained a stone and tord the winder. Cor. He
. . . tord un up in bits, Daniel Mary Anne's Troubles, 9. (5) Glo.

Her run'd and tored her 'air, Buckman Darke 's Sojourn (1890) viii.

Dev. Tim . . . tored off his leather apern, Phillpotts Striking

Hours (1901) 122. (6) Sh.I. Sh. News (June 19, 1897). (7) Sc.

Murray Dial. (1873) 208. Sh.I. Dey loupit up an' tuir an'

peegh'd, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 127. (8) Sc. Murray ib.

(9) Sh.I. Samson tiire a lion within da merest bruck ae time,

Stewart Tales (1892) 259. Frf. I rugg'd, I rave, I stealt, I ture,

Frae high and low, frae rich and puir, Sands Poems (1833) 26.

2. Pp. : (1) Tard, (2) Teared, (3) Tore, (4) Tored.
(il Shr.1 I've tard my throck. (2) Shr.1 Introd. 55. (3) Feb.

Stinking, soil'd, and tore, He got away, Lintoun Green (1685) 33,
ed. 1817. Gall. The stratas stiff by you are tore, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 247, ed. 1876. Ir. They might have tore it to

pieces, Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 191. I.W. 1 Dor. Her
frock an pinny ... all tore to rags, Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 30.

Dev. There's a great piece tore out o' the tail, Baring-Gould
Idylls (1896) 191. [Amer. He's tore three aprons and two dresses
offen me this week, Cent. Mag. (Mar. 1901) 676.] (4) w.Som.
Dhae-ur nuw ! dhee-s u-taord dhu puch'ur [There, now! thou
hast broken (torn) the pitcher], Elworthy Gram. (1877) 32.

Dev. [Of fowls destroyed by foxes] They wad'n all a car'd away,
but they was all a killed and a tor'd abroad, Reports Provinc. (1882)
23. Cor. Just a rag tored off a petticoat, Phillpotts Prophets

(1897) 60.

II. Dial. uses. 1. v. In phr. (1) to tear along, to suc-
ceed or get on ; see below

; (2) — in, to reclaim and
cultivate land

; (3) — over, to stir or poke vigorously
; (4)— soul and body sindry, fig. to work and strain to the

utmost
; (5) — the moor, to get very drunk

; (6)— to mam-
mocks, to tear in pieces.

(1) wCy. ' How do hare tare along?' how does she go on, or

succeed in the world ? Grose (1790) Suppl. n.Dev. Go zee old

ont Nell :—And how do hare tare along? Exm. Crtshp. (174°) •

541. (2) Sc. The waters shall wax, the wood shall wene, Hill

and' moss shall be torn in, Chambers Pop. Rhymes (1890) 217.

(3) Sh.I. Shu took da tengs aff o' da hertstane an' tore ower da

fire, Sh. News (Apr. 13, 1901). (4) Sh.I. I wiss sae hed been da

wye whin we tiler saul an' body sindry wi' da aires [oars], Sh.

News (June 19, 1897). (5) Brks. About Hungerford. 'They tore

the moor bitterly,' Ray MS. add. (U.)
;
(Hall.) (6) Hrf. Dun-

cumb Hist. Hrf. (1804-12).

2. Comb. (1) Tear-away, (a) one who is smart or striking

in any way; (b) one who works or plays with great

energy and violence when gentler methods would_ be

more efficacious
; (2) -back, a romping child ; a romping,

hoydenish person
; (3) -brass, rowdy, boisterous ; (4)

em-rough, see (1) ; (5) -in-two, violent, savage ; (6) -rag,

a rude, boisterous child ; a romp, one always getting into

mischief and tearing his clothes; (7) -tattlers, torn shreds.

(1, a) Ir. Now that lassie's a tear-away, Bullock Pastorals

(1901) 100. (A) Lakel.2 (2) n.Yks.12 (3) Dor. Ah I when I be

gone he won't find another old man to . . . provide goods for his

breaking, and house-room and drink for his tear-brass set, Hardy
T1 umpet-Major (1880) ix. (4) Wm. He's a tear-em-rough an's gaan

ta be owder ower er through (B.K.). (5) Ayr. They stampit an'

fief, at a tear-in-twa rate, An' bann'd whan they couldna win in,

Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 244. (6) Ken. 1
(7) Rxb. Tarn

got naething for his fechtin' but his coat into tare tathers (Jam.).

3. To break. Also with abroad and up.

Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Hmp. Wheelers Mag. (1828) 481.

Wil. 1 In n.Wil. old folk used formerly to tear their crockery, and

break their clothes, but ' tear ' now seems obs. in this sense there.

At Deverill this is still used ofbreaking crockery, &c. s.Wil. Monthly

Mag. (1814) II. 114. Dor. (W.C.), Som. (W.F.R.) w.Som. 1

Mind you don't tear the pitcher. Who've a-bin an' a tord the

winder? He wadn a-tord 'smornin'. Dev. Joan's pitcher is tore,

and cannot be mended again, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 427 ; Dev.1

I . . . ruged away the tea-tackle, or a woud a het all off the board

and tore it all in shords, 4. n.Dev. That cloam buzza . . . was
tored abroad to-day, Rock Jim an Nell (1867) St. 119. nw.Dev.1

4. To pull down ; to demolish. Gen. with down.
Dev. 1 Slam'd the door arter en as thof a wid a tore down the

darns, 5. s.Dev. An old house is always ' torn down,' not ' pulled

down ' ; so is a fence that has to be removed (G.E.D.).

5. To romp, behave boisterously ; to handle roughly in

sport ; to tease. Also with about.
Sh.I. Ifdoo wid gie him less aff-taks, he widna taer dee sae

muckle, Sh. News (Aug. 18, 1900). w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lin. 1 Gi'e

oher tearin' aboot e' that how, bairn ; its enif to sicken a dog to

hear the.

Hence Tearation, sb. romping ; noisy, boisterous play.
n.Lin. 1

6. To move fast ; to hurry along ; to make rapid
progress. Gen. with along. In gen. colloq. use.

Sc. (A. W.) Ir. Tearin' along like that's the veryway to make them
run at him, Barlow East unto West (1893) 199. N.I. 1

, Nhb. 1 Cum.
It's no use tearan like a crazy thing, Caine Shad. Crime (1885) 187;
Cum.1

, w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. They went tearing across th' yort,
Staton Loominary (c. 1861) 18. n.Lin.1 When I met him he was
tearin' along, raate o' five or six mile an hooer. Lei. 1

, Nhp. 1

War.2
; War.3 I tore madly to the station. se.Wor.1 Hrf.

Bound Provinc. (1876). Ess. 1 Hmp. ' I sim'd as if I could just
teer along.' Of the buds coming out on the trees in spring-time,
' If it keeps like this the trees will very soon teer out' (W.H.E.).
I.W.1 Where bee'st thee teerun to? w.Som. 1 Sober! 'tidn no
good to tear along like that is. Dev. Zo vrim the kitchen then es
tares, N. Hogg Poet. Lett. (1858) 1st S. 48. Cor. (M.A.C.), Cor. 2

7. To bustle about ; to make a great stir or commotion.
Sc. (A.W.) w.Cy. Grose (1790) Suppl. Dev. Horae Subsecivae

(1777I 428. Cor.2

8. To work hard and strenuously
; to do anything with

great speed and energy.
Sc. Hoo aften hae I wairned ye no' to tear yersel' dune as ye've

been daein' a' yer days, Swan Gates ofEden (ed. 1895) xiv. Sh.I.
I tore at fil I got da kirn brokkin', an' dan I left hir ta mam, Sh.
News (June 22, 1901) ; I kent shii wis tirrin', fir her face wis
red, ib. (Oct. 26, 1901). Abd. (Jam.) Wgt. They . . . found the
father busy threshing the barley with the big flail, and tearing on
fearful, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 33. Ir. It was well known that
he could not tare off mass in half the time that Father Con could,
Carleton Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) I. 156. Ant. Fishin' an' fightin'
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an' tearin' away, O'Neill Glens (1900) 31. Nhb.1 He's tearin

through wi'd. Hrf. He went taring at it, Bound Provinc. (1876).

s.Oxf. I on't 'ave your mother tearin' and workin' 'erself to pieces

when I'm gone to make a livin', Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 64.

Dev. Wan gude lady come i' tha marnin' . . . When I was tearin'

wi' work, an' wanted ttt zit an' pray, Salmon Ballads (1899) 71.

9. To eat voraciously.
Nht>. 1 He'll tear through his bait. Tearin an' eatin.

10. To knock or ring violently at a door. N.I.1

11. To rage ; to get in a passion or rage.
Drab. He came to me in my laboratory afterwards and raged

and tore about, Strang Lass ofLennox (1899) 34. Cum. T'girt

fella startit noo teh rip, an tear, an curse an swear, Sargisson Joe

Scoap (1881) 20 ; Cum.14 w.Yks. Shoo coom abaht An flang, an

tare an rave, Preston Poems (1864) 8. Midi. She stamped and

foamed, and swore and tore, Bartram People of Clopton (1897)

132. n.Dev. Tha wut lustree . . . and tear and make wise, Exm.
Scold. (1746) 1. 292. Cor. Cussing and sweering, . . and larving

and teering, Trenhaile Dolly Penireath, 43 ; Cor.2

12. sb. pi. Rents, cracks.
Sh.I. I tink hit's grey paper, in place of ledder. See foo hits a'

in taars, Sh. News (Sept. 15, 1900).

13. A great hurry ; a frantic rush. Also in phr. at

full tear.'Vllh lti.lt .

Sh.I. Aald Hackie cam' up in a tear dis mornin', Nicolson

Ailhstin' Hedder (1898) 26. N.I.1 ' There's a tear in yer e'e like a

threv'lin' rat,' saying. w.Yks. (J.W.), Dev.3

14. A passion, rage, temper.
Wil.1 He wur in just about a tear. Dor. I dunno why us be all

in zich a tare, Hare Vill. Street (1895) 203. Som. Me do get in a

fine tare, I tell e'e, Raymond Gent. Upcotl (1893) vi. w.Som.1

Maister's in a purty tear, sure 'nough, 'cause the bulliks brokt out

into the trefoy [trefoil]. Dev. He raged off in a proper tear to

find 'e, Phillpotts Striking Hours (1900) 284. nw.Dev.1 Cor. 1

She got into * pretty taer; Cor.2 Vaather's in a putty taer.

[Amer. He's on one of his tears, Carruth Kansas Univ. Quar.

(1892-) I.]

TEAR, sb.
2 and v.

2 Sc. Irel. Dev. [tia(r.] 1. sb. In

phr. the tears were running down his cheeks like beetles up

a hill, said in ridicule of a child who is crying for nothing.

N.I.X 2. Comp. Tear-blob, obs., a tear-drop.

Dmf. She wiped the tear-blobs frae her ee, Cromek Remains

(1810) 244.

3. v. To shed tears ; to weep.
. t

Abd. I fell in wi' Geordy Brown, And he, poor Saul, was tearin .

I ferlyt fat cud ail the gowk, Cock Strains (1810) I. 103. Hdg.

Mak ane mock of repentance by putting sneishen in his eyes to

mak them tear, Ritchie St. Baldred (1883) 88.

Hence Teared, ppl. adj. in comb. Fluentteared, easily

moved to tears.

Dev. 'A fluent-teared child-bearing woman, she called her,

Zack On Trial (1899) 44.

TEAR, sb.
3 Irel. [ten] In phr. tears and ages or

ayjers, an exclamation or mild oath.

Ir. Tear and ages, but you're going right for the clock, Lever

C. O'Malley (1841) viii. Lns. Tear and ayjers !
what ill luck 1

had, Croker Leg. (1862) 244.

TEAR, see Teer.
TEARANSY, sb. Sh.I. Also written taermcy

;

tairensie S . & Ork.1 [teransi.] Rage, passion ;
violence

;

outrageous haste. Cf. tear, v.
1 14.

.

He can't touch a scaar of dram without Kirstie gettin lntoa

taerincy, Burgess Lowra Biglan (1896) 54 ;
S. & Ork.1 MS. add.

TEARD, see Turd.
TEARER, sb. Sc. [trrar.] A virago, shrew.

Rnf. I shudder to come near her, For faith she is a tearer, bhe

frights the very swine, M^Gilvray Poems (ed. 1862) 56. Kcb.

That minister had a wife o' his ain at hame, if A'm no mistell t

;

an' they said she wus a tearer, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 68.

TEARING, ppl. adj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. h.ng.

and Amer. Also written tairin' Cai. ; and in forms

taerine Cor.2 ; tarin(g Ir. nw.Der.1 w.Cy. Dev.1
;
_tar'n

Ir tefran Wm. & Cum.1
; teerin(g Nhb. 1 Con [te/rin

;

tirin.] 1. Very great, excessive; used as an mtensitive;

alS
Cal

U
Ye
d
rsS'maun be black and blue wi' him. He's a tairin

dancer M-Lennan Peas. Life (r37 i) I. 183. Dmf. What chance

is there of lighting on man, or beast, or biggin in s,c a tearing
,

drow

as this ? Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 200. Ir. If you get Val Blake,

VOL. VI,

little woman, you'll do tarinwell, M"Nulty Misiher 0'Ryan(i8g^)
iii. nw.Der.', Brks.1

, w.Cy. (Hall.) Dev. I tellee whot 'tez, 'er

wuz that tearing mad wi' me, that I widden go a stap varder wi'

'er, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ; Dev.1 How taring fine they were!
8. Cor. Doan't 'e be in a tearin' hurry, Phillpotts Prophets

(1897) 185. [Amer. The bay side is a tearin, rippin fine country,

Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836") 2nd S. xix.]

2. Boisterous, blustering; noisy; bustling.
Sc. Nane 0' yer rantin', tantin', tearin' winds, but an oughin',

soughin', winnin ' wind, Ford Thistledown (1891)48. nw.Der.1

n.Lin. 1 What a tearin' bairn thoo art. Ther' was a straange tearin'

wind caame on all of a sudden yisterdaay. w.Cy. (Hall.) w.Som. 1

A gurt tearin', holler-mouth— the parish idn big enough vor he.

Cor. Tes sitch a teerin' town, Daniel Muse, 44.

3. Active, energetic ; strong, strenuous. See Tear, v.
1
8.

Abd. He . . . was a tearin' worker, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Nov. 8,

1902). Rxb. A tearin' worker ; a tearin' throwga'in fallow (Jam.).

Lnk. I'm past howkin' coal mysel', bit oor Pate's a tearin'

worker, Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) 210. Wm. & Cum. 1 Geordy

Waugh, a teeran haund At berry 'an bigg, 195.

4. Passionate, headstrong ; violent. See Tear, v.
1 11.

Lnk. Tearin', swearin' Johnnie Law, Nicholson Kilwuddie

(1895) 44. Ir. In a tar'n rage, Bodkin Shillelagh (1902) 126.

Don. Bouncin' intil the middle of the skillets, he lets a tearin'-ouns

out of him, Macmanus Bend ofRoad (1898) 66. Nhb.1 A teerin

fella, a headstrong, swearing, tearing man. Cum. When young

tearin' chaps were we, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 1 10. e.Dev.

For all that he seemed in a tearing way, Jane Lordship (1897) 238.

Cor. 2 He was in a taering passion.

5. Wonderful, well. Also used advb.

nw.Dev.1 'Ow be 'ee, Jan?—Aw, nort tearin', thenk 'ee all the

zame. I rack'n he idn a-doin nort tearin", is a, think ?

TEARING, see Tiering.

TEARN, v. Obs. Yks. To compare, liken. (Hall.),

w.Yks.1

TEARN, TEART, see They, Tart, adj.

TEART, adj. Dev. A dial, form of '
tight, firm.

n.Dev. So, Giles, go geese ould Brock up teart, Rock Jim an

Nell (1867) st. 46.

TEARY, adj.
1 Sc. Dor. Amer. [turn.] Tearlul.

Also in comp. Teary-eyed.
Lnk My e'e grew dim an' teane, Miller Willie Winkle (ed.

1002) 55. Dor. It meade me a'most teary-ey'd, Barnes Poems

(1869-70) 3rd S. 51 ; Dor. 1 Thy hangen head an' teary eyes, 120.

[Amer. Kind n' smily round the lips, An' teary round the lashes,

Lowell Biglow Papers (1848) 10.]

[Whan she him saw, she gan for sorwe anoon Hir

tery face a-twixe hir armes hyde, Chaucer J
.

is* Lr.

IV

TEARY, adj.2 Shr. Hmp. Dor. Som. Also written

teery Shr.1 Dor. 1 Som. [tia'ri.] 1. Weak, frail, delicate

;

Tllmp. You're but a teary thing to come o' such a rough 'un as

he, Verney L. Lisle (1870) a. Dor.1 Som. Jennings Obs. Vial.

w.Eng. (1825).

2. Tall, tapering ;
slender.

Shr.1 Said of persons and plants—' a teery girl, &c.

TEASE, v. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Also Som. Also

written teaze Sc. ; and m forms taese Sh.I ;
tais e

,

be.

(Tam. Suppi.) ;
teease e.Yks.1

;
teeaze n.Yks.2 [tiz, ti?z

tez.l 1. To disentangle ; to pick to pieces, esp. to pick

old rope into fibres for oakum. Also used fig. in phr. to

have other tow to tease
&^^

raevr-'d tVeeds si News (Nov. 25, 1899). G-1L To light her pipe

she thought nae sin in-Teazin' her tow, Nicholson Pat. Wks

( 181X128 ed. 1897. Nhb. To pick or tease oakum, Richardson

Wordless Table-bV. (1846) V. 240. n.Yks. 2
' I have other tow to

Vto opfnTptpaVe mStedfo'cks of wool preparatory

^W?

I

b
n
btS

ianVwi
a
n

r

ter

n
ff;enichts we teazed '00, Saxon Gall.

Go7s% (1878) 6. w.Yks. Baines Yks. Past (1858} 632 ;
Now

done by^ revolving cylinders with hooked teeth, it was in old times

done by the fingers (W.T.) ;
(E.G.) ne.Lan.1

3 To handle roughly; to tear; to toss about; also

^S^flAM Suppi.) Sh.I. See doo, shii's inunder da restin shair,

taesin
(

hH [worlted sock] in bruck, Sh. News (Sept. 22, ,900).
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Cai.1 Ayr. His name was teased about in kintra clatter, Ainslie
Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 159.

4. To harass ; to drive.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) w.Som. 1 The only way to get rid o' they

rabbits is to keep on tazin' o'm.

[4. Bi bay were tened at be hyje, & taysed to be wattrej,

Gawqyne (c. 1360) 1169.]

TEASER, sb. Nhb. Yks. Nhp. w.Cy. Som. Dev. Slang.

Also written teazer Dev. ; and in forms teazer w.Cy.;
teeazer n.Yks.2 [trza(r, ti3-za(r).] 1. A tease ; a per-

son who teases.
w.Cy. My Joan alius be a teazer, zur, and when I's wanted to

kiss zhe,zhe zes, ' Noa, it ain't proper,' Cornh. Mag. (Apr. 1895) 395.

2. A young ram allowed to run with the ewes but arti-

ficially prevented from copulation. w.Som.1
3. A difficult

problem ; a puzzle ; a ' poser.' In gen. slang use.

Nhb.1 That's a teaser for ye, noo. w.Yks. (J.W.), Nhp. (F.R.C.)

Dev. It's a teaser, this business, Mortimer W.Moors (1895) 127.

Slang. It's rather a teaser, ain't it? Lytton Paul Clifford (1830)

1017, ed. 1853.

4. A fireman at a glass-house furnace, whose business it

is to keep the fires going.
Nhb. 1 The glass-house teasers wore broad-brimmed felt hats,

with arm-guards and greaves of the same material, to protect them
from the scorching fires. They also wore ' hand-hats ' of thick

felt, to enable them to hold the long iron teasing pokers, &c.

5. pi. Combs ; flax-dressers' implements. n.Yks.2

TEASLE, TEASTRIL, see Taissle, Taistrel.

TEASY, adj. Wil. Cor. Also written teazy Wil.;

and in form taisey, taisy Cor. [ti'zi, te"zi.] 1. Teasing,

troublesome.
Cor. A poor woman wethout a man, an' three gert stramming

maids to keep, es like a cow wethout a tail when the flies is taisey,

Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 164.

2. Fretful, fractious ; ill-tempered.
n.Wil. (G.E.D.) Cor. My owld 'umman was ... so taisy that I

cudden live in the house, Higham Dial. (1866) 5 ; Cor.3

TEAT, sb. Cor.12 [tit] A draught of wind. Hence
Teating, sb. the whistling of the wind.
TEAT, see Tait, sb.

1

TEATA, adv. Obs. n.Cy. Wm. Yks. Overmuch

;

very, exceedingly. Cf. too-too.
n.Cy. Grose (1790). Wm. It is a teata conny verse, Hutton

Bran New Work (1785) 1. 119 ; Lads, poor things, were teata dry,

ib. Dial. Storth and Arnside (1760) 1. 84. w.Yks. Hutton Tour
to Caves (1781).

TEATER, TEATH(E, see Titter, v., Tath(e.
TEATHER, TEATHY, see Tether, sb.

1
, Teethy.

TEATLE, v. Cum. Yks. Lin. Also in forms teeatle
e.Yks. 1

; teutle Cum.4
; tewtle Lin. [ti'tl, tia'tl.] To

dawdle, trifle ; to idle away time.
Cum." He teutles an' daddies about o' t'day and gits laal or

nought done. n.Yks. LeedsMerc. Suppl. (Dec. 20, 1890). e.Yks. 1

He teeatles aboot like mah poor awd granfayther. n.Lin. Tewtling
about (J.T.B.).

Hence (1) Teeatler, sb. a dawdler, trifler
; (2) Teeatling,

ppl. adj. inert, apathetic, without push or energy. e.Yks.1

TEATT, see Tait, sb.
1

TEATY, adj. Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Not. Lin.
Also written teety n.Cy. ne.Lan.1 Not. ; and in forms
teady N.Cy. 1

; tedy se.Sc. ; teedy Bwk. (Jam.) N.Cy.1

Nhb.1
[ti'ti; trdi.] Peevish, fretful, fractious, cross;

used esp. of children. Cf. teethy.
se.Sc. I'd be as tedy as a child, Donaldson Poems (1809) 170.

Bwk. (Jam.) n.Cy. Grose (1790); N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 She's varry
teedy wiv her bit teeth, poor thing. As teedy as a child.

n.Yks.12 , ra.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

, Not. (J.H.B.), (H.E.B.) s.Not. The
child wants to go to bed; it's gettin teaty (J.P.K.). sw.Lin. 1

Babe's so teaty.

TEAU, TEAUP, TEAUVE, see Thou, Teap, sb.
1

,

Tave, v.
1

TEAV(E, TEAW, see Tave, v.
1

, Tew, v.
1
, Thou.

TEAWSLE, TEAWZER, TEAYD'N, see Touzle,
Towser, sb.2, They.
TEAZ, sb. and v. Obs. Sc. 1. sb. The nodule of

earth or prop on which a golf-ball was placed when first

struck off. See Tee, sb.
1
S.

Statumen, the Teaz,
Baculus, Pila clavaria, a goulfe-ball.

Wedderburn Voc. (1673) 37, 38 (Jam.).

2. v. To prop a golf-ball.

Statumina pilam arena, Teaz your ball on the sand, Wedder.

burn ib.
»t> 1. 4

TEAZLE,TEBBIE,TEBBIT,see Taissle,Tibby,Tabet.

TECK, see Tack, v.
2

, Take, Theak, v.
1

TECKLE, see Tackle, sb? .

TECKTAIL, sb. Yks. Also written tectail and in

forms tegtail, ticktail. [te'k-, ti'kteal.] A somersault.

Also used advb.
w.Yks. They wor tumlin' their tectails, Yksman. (Apr. 28,

1877) n ; He had seen some divers ' Topple the'r ticktails when

they louped into t'watter,' Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 18, 1899) ;
He

tumbled teg-tail (J.J.B.) ;
w.Yks.s Turning tecktails.

TED, v.
1 and sb. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also in forms tead w.Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Brks.1
; tede s. &

e.Cy. [ted.] 1. v. To turn and spread abroad new-
mown grass for hay.

Lnk. A maiden . . . Leant on her rake 'mid the tedded hay,

Nicholson Idylls (1870) 148; Ramsay Poems (1721) Gl. Slk.

Spare a few hours from the tedding and turning of their own hay,

ThomsonDrummeldale (1901) 96. Gall. Mactaggart£«o'c;- (1824).

Uls. (M.B.-S.) w.Ir. She was all day teddin' the new-cut grass,

Lover Leg. (1848) I. 188. N.Cy.12 Nhb. Yonnd lads are fond

of the saint [scent] of new-cut hay when . . . teddin' it, Graham
Red Scaur (1896) 132. w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811)

;

w.Yks. 123 Lan. Davies Races (1856) 239. s.Lan. 1
, Chs.13

,

s.Chs.i, Stf.1 , Der. 2 , Not. (L.C.M.), Not.1
, Lin. 1

, Lei. 1
, Nhp. 2

,

War.34, Wor. (W.C.B.), w.Wor. 1
, s.Wor. 1

, se.Wor.1 Shr. 1 I

shouldna ted the 'ay awile the weather's so casertly, it'll keep
better i' the swath ; Shr.2 Hrf. Meadow grass, when mown, is

spread thinly over the whole surface, and this operation is called

tedding, Marshall Review (1818) II. 342 ; Hrf.12 Glo. The hay-

making machine is put to work in the field to ted or shake out

every day's work, the day after it is cut down, Morton Farm
(1832) 14 ; Glo.12 , Oxf.1

, Brks. 1 Bdf. (J.W.B.) ; It is common to

ted the grass, or distribute it regularly over the ground immediately
it is mown, Batchelor Agric. (1813) 441. Hrt. The same morning
the grass is mown, we ted or throw it out as fine as possible,

Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) (s.v. Haymaking). Mid. The business

of the second day is to ted all the grass, Marshall Review (1817)
V. 106. w.Mid. When you've done tedding out here, you can
windrow the further side (W.P.M.). e. & s.Cy. To tede grass,

Ray (1691). Ken. 1
, Sus. 1

, Hmp. 1 w.Cy. Morton Cyclo. Agric.

(1863). Wil.1 Dor. (C.W.) ; Dor. 1 Wher men an' women in a
string Da ted ar turn the grass, 122. Som. Sweetman Wincanton
Gl. (1885). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
Hence (1) Tedder, sb. (a) a haymaker, one who 'teds'

hay
;

(b) a haymaking machine
; (2) Tedding-machine,

sb., see (1, b)
; (3) Ted-pole, sb. a pole used to turn hay.

(1, a) w.Yks. 2
, Not.1 , Lei.1 (6) Ir. The whirr of the mowing

machine, the hum of the tedder, Bullock Pastorals (1901) 95.
Not. 1

(2) Not. (J.H.B.), Glo. (J.S.F.S.), w.Mid. (W.P.M.), Som.
(F.A.A.) (3) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
2. To scatter, spread abroad ; to spill.
Rnf. I wish our fowks meetna some dool ; Megg tedd the saut

upo' the stool, Picken Poems (1813) I. 120. Ayr. Jock's vile
muck fork has ted them out o' a gathering, Ainslie Land ofBums
(ed. 1892) 99. Lnk. Aft teddin' frae their careless hauns, Their
bits o' pieces on the grun, Hamilton Poems (ed. 1885) 264.
3. To turn flax when it has been laid on the ground to
dry ; to dress hair or flax.

N.Cy.12 w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811). w.Cy. (Hall.)
Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
Hence Tedding, or Ted-pole, sb. the long stick or pole

used for turning flax. w.Cy. (Hall.) Som. W. & J. Gl.
(1873). 4. To spread out ; to arrange in order ; to tidy,
smooth.

w.Sc. Ted your hair and tedd up the house (Jam. Suppl.).
5. sb. In phr. to carry hay on ted, to rake hay together

hastily, before putting it into rows, in order to carry it at
once. Sur.1

6. The act of setting right, arranging or
putting in order. w.Sc. Gie the room a ted up (Jam. Suppl).

[1. Item paied for mowyng and teddyng ijs. ijaL Nott.
Rec. (1494), ed. Stevenson, III. 278.]
TED, iv.

2 Obs. Dev. Also in form tet. To have leave
or permission to do a thing; to be bound or under
obligation.
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n.Dev. Zwer thy torn, or else tha tedst net carry whome thy
pad, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 113 ; 'I ted go home,' I am to go home,
Grose (1790) ; Horae Subsecivae (1777) 429.

TED, v? Obs. Lin. To burn wood fires. (Hall.), Lin.1

TED, see Tid, sb.5 , Toad.
TEDD, pp. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) Ravelled, entangled.
TEDDED,//. w.Yks.2 [te-dsd.] Indented, serrated,

teethed. Sickles are tedded to make them cut better.

TEDDER, v. Nhp.2 [te'da(r)'.] To perplex ; to tease.

Don't tedder me.

TEDDER, see Tether, sb.
1

TEDDERY, adj. Cum. Wm. [te'dsri.] Of grass,

plants, &c. : long and matted, entangled.
Cum.4 Said of plants which are liable to be matted together by

means of their tendrils, as the Vetches. ' Locally applied to

Vicia Cracca, and possibly to other teddery plants of the same
order,' Flora, 88. Wm. (B.K.)

TEDDISOME, adj. Sc. Cum. Lan. Also written

teddisum n.Lan.1
; tedisome Slg. ; tedisum n.Sc. (Jam.) ;

and in forms tediousome Sc. ; teidsome Rxb. (Jam.) ;

tiddysom Cum.1 * [te'disam.] 1. Tedious, wearisome
;

formed from ' tedious '
+

' some.'
Sc. It was an unco pleasant show, . . only it was a pity it was

sae tediousome, Scott St. Ronan (1824) xxii. n.Sc. (Jam.),

Per. (G.W.) Slg. Noo, no' to be lang, for a foreword should never

be tedisome, Harvey Scotch Thistles (,1896) 9. Rxb. (Jam.) Dmf.

We'll get through with this teidsome work the t'ane way or the

t'ither, Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 218. Cum.14
,
Lan. 1

, n.Lan.
1

2. Fretful, fractious, tiresome.
Lan.1 ne-Lan.1 T'barn's fearfle teddisome.

TEDDY, TEDE, see Tatie, Ted, v.
1

TEDIOUS, adj. and adv. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also in forms tadious Don. Shr.12 ; tageous

War.24 s.War. 1
; tayjons Cor. ; tayjus Dev. ; teddious

Wrh. w.Yks. 1 ne.Lan.1 Sus.1
; tedy n.Cy. (Hall.) ;

teedus

Suf. 1
; teejous s.Pem. ; teejus Ken. ; teejy e.Dur.1

;

tegious Sus.2 ; tejous Cor. ; tejus Sus. [tidias, te'dias
;

ti-dzas, te'dzas.] 1. adj. Peevish, fretful, fractious, irri-

table, difficult to please ; fidgety, restless.

e.Dur.1
, Wm. (J.M.), n.Yks.1 w.Yks.1 This barn s feaful

teddious. ne.Lan.1 , e.Lan.1
, Chs.1 s.Chs.1 A cross child is said

to be very tedious. Der.2 , War.24 s.War.1 The boy's not well,

he's so tageous. Shr.2 Grows mighty tadious. Suf.1
,
Sus.1

w.Som.1 Gipsy [a cow] do keep on belvin arter her calve
; ^
her's

that tai-jus anybody can't hardly come aneast her. Dev. 'E 'th

agot a black-head pon 'is leg, an' that maketh 'en cruel tayjus,

Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 53.

2. Trying, tiresome ;
unpleasant ; aggravating.

Per The Doctor was tedious Sabbath a fortnicht, Ian Maclaren

Brier Bush (1895) 215. n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks.* ' How's t'barn

this morning, missis ? ' ' Haw, he's better thenk yuh, bud he s hed

a varry tedious neet.' Chs. 1 A long protracted harvest is a

tedious time.' Wor. The nettlerash is very tedious, nights

(H K.) s.Pem. I don't know to my goodness which way shall I

do with her, for she's a teejous old piece, and that's the truth

(M S C ) n.Dev. Go ye rearing . . . tedious cutted Smbblenose,

Exm. Scold. (1746) 1- 107- Cor. Tejous weather, young chap-

frail the world like the back-kitchen on washing-day, Lee

Cynthia (1900) 219.

3. Lasting a long time ; long, slow, but not necessarily

wearisome or tiresome.
_

s.Chs.1 Wi)n got-n u tee-jus job lug-in dhaaf bit u ee* ot Bik-ii

Mos. Ken. He sed dare was a teejus fair, Dat lasted for a wick,

Masters Dick and Sal (c. 1821) st. 8 ; Ken.1 Sus. Poor Sal is

gone a tejus way, Lower Tom Cladpole (1872) st. 7. Cor. I ve

worked out a sort of a plan in my slow tayjous way, Lee Paul

Carah (1898) 220.

Hence Tediousness, sb. slowness.

Don. A horse-baste that gets through considerable odds an ends

iv wark, considherin' his age an' tadiousness, Pearsons Mag. (Mar.

5900) 312.

4. Careful, scrupulous, particular.

Lan. Ask a man if he will have a glass of beer or a glass of

Dorter and he will answer that ' he is not tedious about it, i.e. he

is not particular which kind of drink he takes. The use of the

word is very common, N. V Q- (^74) 5* S. .. i 7 5- s.Chs.1 Yoa-

bin su tee-jus ubuwt yur kleeiin fuwdz.

5. adv. Very, exceedingly ; used as an intensive.

Ken A lad at a cricket-match would say, 'That was a tedious

swift ball,' or ' That was a tedious hard hit,' TV. & Q. (1874) 5th
S. i. 107; Tedious pleasant, Grose (1790); Ken. 1 Tedious bad,

tedious good ; Ken. 2 Sus.1
I never did see such tedious bad stuff

in all my life ; Sus.2

TEDS, sb.pl. Lin. [tedz.] Socks. Miller & Skertchly
Fenland (1878) iv ; Lin. 1

TEDY, see Teaty.
TEE, sb.

1 and v.
1 Sc. [ti.] 1. sb. A mark set up in

playing at quoits, pennystone, &c. n.Sc. (Jam.) 2. A
curling term : a mark made in the ice at each end of a
rink towards which the stones are pushed.

Sc. The stone took the wick exactly, and stood on the tee dead-

guarded, Tweeddale Moff (1896) 164 ; The place for the rink

being chosen, a mark is made at each end, called a ' tee,' 'toesee,'

or 'neitter.' It is a small hole made in the ice, round which two
circles of different diameters are drawn, that the relative distances

of the stone from the ' tee ' may be calculated at sight, Harewood
Diet. ofSporis (1835) (S.v. Curling) ; Gen. a cross surrounded by

a circle (Jam.).

Hence (i) Tee-head, sb. the circle round the 'tee' at

each end of the rink, within which the stones must lie in

order to count in the game
; (2) -shot, sb. a stone resting

on the 'tee' when played.

(1) Slg. The tee-head's a graund leveller. I can order aboot the

very Curnel whan I'm skip and he's playin' third, Fergusson
Village (1893) 159. (2) Lnk. Our hin haun, unrivall'd at drawin',

Sen's up a tee-shot to a hair— Game ! game ! Watson Poems

(1853) 64.

3. A golfing term : a small cone or nodule of earth, &c.

from which a golf-ball is driven or ' teed.' Also used jig.

See Teaz.
Sc. (Jam.) Heb. Each [shell] is seated on a sandy ' tee,' formed

by the wind sweeping away the sand around it, Smith Lewsiana

(1875) I 47-

4. v. A golfing term : to raise a ball on a nodule of earth,

&c. preparatory to driving it. Hence Tee'd-ball, sb. a ball

placed on a cone or ' tee ' preparatory to the first drive.

Sc. Persuaded that I was to fly high and far, they had taken

a word from the golfing green, and called me the 'Tee'd Ball,'

Stevenson Catriona (1893) xviii ; That's a tee'd ba', Henderson

Prov. (1832) 138, ed. 1881.

TEE, sb.
2 and v.

z Hmp. [ti.] 1. sb. In comp. Tee-

hole, the entrance to a bee-hive.

As thick as bees at a tee-hole, Doyle White Comp. (ed. 1901)

vi; Wise New Forest (1883) 185; Hmp.1 [At the bottom of your

little [beehive] doors, make an open square just against the tee-

hole, Worlidge Diet. Fust. (1681).]

2. v. Of bees: to buzz. Wise ib.\ Hmp.1

TEE, sb.
3 Sc. See below.

Sc. The muirland laddie That rides on the bonny grey cowt, .

.

With hair pouthered, and a feather, And housings at curpen and

tee, Chambers Sngs. (1829) II. 584.

TEE, v.
3 s.Lan.1

[ti.] With in : to set in ;
to tide in.

He had th' inflooenzy, an' then breawn-titus tee'd-in, an' that

top't him off.

TEE, see T, Take, Thee, pers. pron., Tie, v.
1

,
To.

TEEA, see The, dent, adj., To.

TEEAF, TEEALY-PYATT, see Tough, Talepyet.

TEEAR, TEEAT, see Their, Tait, sb.
1

TEEATH, TEEATHY, see Tooth, Toothy.

TEEAVE, TEECHY, see Tave, v.\ Tetchy.

TEED,///, adj. Sh.I. [tid.] Of a cow : in full milk

Whether the cow was teed, forrow, or yield, the cog was filled

to the brim, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 166.

TEEDEE, sb. s.Chs.1 [ti-di.] A lump of ordure.

TEEDLE, v. Obs. Sc. To sing a song without words ;

to croon. Cf. deedle, v. 3. . ,

Gall ' Rock your weeane in a scull And teedle Heelan sing,

Old edit, of Had awafrae me, Donald (Jam.) ;
Mactaggart Encycl.

^TEE-DRAW, TEEDY, TEE-FA(LL, see To-draw^

Teaty, To-fall. „ . ,
. ,

TEEGLE, v. s.Chs.1 [ti'gl.] With up : to entice, lead

on from step to step.

TEEGLE, see Teagle, sb.

TEE-HEE, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. ;
also

Som. Dev. Also written te-he(e Sc. Ir. ;
and in forms

tieiie Lnk. ; ti-he w.Yks.1
; ti-hi Per. 1. sb. Foolish,

H 2
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silly laughter; giggling, tittering; a loud laugh. Also

usS as a
S
n int. elpTessfve of loud or densive aug

>

er

Sc. He got up with a tehee (Jam.). Abd. The lasses slurlea^a

loud' tee-hee,' Guidman Inglismill (1873) 4°. Per. Sa»ny syne

will heertsome be, And for lang groans gouf up, Ti

"

h
i. "^

Poems {n66) 20. Ayr. She laughed loudly and vacantly The silly

tee-hee echoed up the street, Douglas Green ShutU^(190 i)j.

Lnk. Tie, hie, Sane

Graham Writings (

he between his teeth, - .

gies a sort o' tee-hee at this oot loud, Pease Tales (1899) 11.

2. v. To laugh in a suppressed manner ;
to giggle, titter

;

to laugh in a silly, foolish manner.
Arg. Tee-heeing till his bent shoulders heaved under his ink-

stained surtout coat, Munro Doom Cas/fe (190 1 )
I12 -

Ayr. ine

two o' them tee-heeing owre the lads thegither, Douglas Green

Shutters (1901) 47! (Jam.) Peb. Ky rout, lambs bleat the dees

[dairy-maids] te-heed, Lintoun Green (1685) 66, ed. 1817. Dmt.

There, boys teheeing, Mayne Siller Gun (1808) 98. Gall. Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824) 444, ed. 1876. Ir. You be aisy there tee-

heein', Pat Lencham, Barlow Shamrock (1901) 250. W-* KS -

w.Som.1 Kas--n keep kwuyut, yu teehee-een yuung feo-1 ? L^anst

(thou) not keep quiet, you giggling young fool ?] n.Dev. Ye tee-

heeing pixy, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. I3°-

3. To laugh loudly. Bnff. 1
.

[1. Cp. ' Tehee ! ' quod she, and clapte the window to,

Chaucer C. T. a. 3740.]

TEEHOSS, v. Dev. [tr-os.] To romp vulgarly or

rudely.
Be quiet thease minit ! I niver did zee sich a gert teehossing

vflle asyii be ! Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ; Dev. 3 Now you chillern,

stap that teehossing or you'll tear all the clothes off yer backs.

TEEHT, TEEJUS, TEEJY, see Tait, sb.
1

,
Tedious.

TEEL, v.
1 Cum. Wm. War. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Hmp. Wil.

Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written teal Glo. Dor. ;
and

in forms tail Dor. Cor.1
; teil Glo. ; tile Cum. Wm. Shr.

Glo.12 Wil.1 Dor. 1 w.Som. 1
; till Hrf.1 Glo. 1 w.Som.1

nw.Dev.1 Cor. [til ; tail, til.] 1. To set up on end ;
to

prop or lean up against a wall, &c.
War.2 Teel this dish agen the sink, to drain. Hrf.1 Glo. The

roll of paper is teeled agen the wall (S.S.B.) ; Glo. 1 The pole was

tilled up against the house. Hmp.1 ' Teel 'un up, ' set it on its end

against something. Wil.1 Gen. used with up, as ' Teel it up agen

th' wall, wull'ee ?

'

Hence Teeling, ppl. adj. sloping, leaning, slanting.

Also used advb.
Hmp. Pliace it a little teelin' (J.R.W.) ; Hmp.1

2. To pile up, as wood against a tree. Glo. (H.S.H.),

(W.H.C.), Glo.1 3. To set open.
Glo.1 To tile a gate ; Glo. 2 Dor. Monthly Pckt. (1874) 180.

4. To place anything so that it may easily fall, esp. to

bait or set a trap, snare, &c.
Cum. In setting the old figure-of-4 trap the slate or flat tile

which in its fall had to kill the vermin, required very nice and

delicate adjustment. The trap had to be 'tiled kittle' (J.Ar.).

Wm. Ferguson Northmen (1856) 201. Shr. 1 To bait a trap by
hanging a morsel of food on a hook. It is said of small eaters

that they ' dunna yet as much as 66d tile a trap.' Glo. HoraeSub-
secivae (1777) 428; Glo. 1 To tile a trap. Dor. You wouldn't like a

gin tiled then, would you? (C.V.G.) ; To tail a trap (C.K.P.)

;

Dor.1 Som. ' Mus Caper he tiled a gin.' ' How did he tile it ?'

' Oh, tiled un—why he tiled un wi' a bit o' cheese—and he catched

three mice' (W.F.R.)
;

Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

w.Som.1 I must till a snap vor thick there want. There's a new
farshin mouse-snap what don't lack no tillin'—he do till 'iszul.

Dev. 1 Took a bard out o' a springle that zumbody had a'teel'd, 5.

nw.Dev. 1 s.Dev. Fox Kingsbridge (1874). Cor.12

Hence (1) Tiller, sb. the part of a trap or gin to which
the bait is attached

; (2) Till-trap, sb. applied to anything
unsteady or unsafe ; also used atlrib.

(1) w.Som. 1 Dhee'uz yuur jiin" ud-n noa geo'd, dhu tee'ulur

oa - un-z a-broa'kt [This here gin is not no good, the tiller

of it is broken]. nw.Dev.1 (2) w.Som.1 An insecure scaffold

would be a ' till-trap consarn.' A rickety chair, a weak ladder, a

broken stool, would all be so described, implying that a person
trusting to their support would be trapped. ' I baint gwain up
'pon no jis till-trap's that there an' tread 'pon nort

!'

5. Fig. To prepare ; to make ready.
w.Som. 1 Dev. A farmer, . . speaking of the sharp practice of

some neighbours, said, ' But there, didn' make no odds, I was a-

tilled vor 'em ' (i.e. prepared for them), Reports Provinc. (1889).

Cor. He and his mates went out and tilled the trammel [fishing-

net], ' Q.' Wandering Heath (1895) 80.

6. To be obstinately set or determined on doing anything.

Cor. So Mary Ann teel'd for to do un harm, T. Towser (1873)

70 • We're plissunt soas, We aren't for fighting teeld, Daniel

Muse in Motley, 28 ; Cor.2 ' He's teeled for it,' i.e. he's ripe for it,

[4 Cp. Tristre is ber me sit mid pe greahundes forte

kepen be hearde, o=Ser tillen be nettes ajean ham, Am.
Riwle (c. 1225) 334-]

TEEL,z/.2 Sc. [til.] 1. To till or prepare the ground

for sowing.
.

Sc. Teel t as ye like ye hae nae rewaird, Waddell Isaiah

( 1879) v, heading. Sh.I. He 'at nedder teels nor saws be bliss'd

•at A'm wun it, Sh. News (Oct. 20, 1900). Per. We teel'd the

laund, An' cuist oor corn into the yird, Halieurton Ochtl Idylls

(1891) 45. [Teele, aro, Duncan Etym. (1595).]

2. To work at, toil. Also usedflg.

Ayr. The thrifty wife she teels the pirns, Thom Amusements

(1817) 36.

[OE. teolian, to till (B.T.).]

TEEL, see Tail, Teal, v.
12

,
Till, sb.\ v.

3

TEELER, see Tailor.

TEELYTOON, sb. Nhb.1 [ti'litun.] A teasing, fretful,

wearisome child.
.

TEEM, v.\ sb.
1 and adj.

1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

s.Chs.1
; teeom s.Lan. 1

; teim w.Yks.5 ; tern w.Yks. ; tim

Dmb. Lnk.; pret. tame m.Yks.1
; tern m.Yks.1 sw.Lin.1

]

tem'd w.Yks. Lan. ; temmed Lan. Not. [tim ; tiam.]

1. v. To pour, pour out ; to empty liquid from one vessel

to another. Also used Jig. Cf. toom.
Sc. Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. Cai. 1

, Inv. (H.E.F.) Kcd.

They an' Davit teem't the stoup Till a' the three were fou, Grant

Lays (1884) 19. Dmb. I'll gang in an' get your paste-pail and tim

it ower your heid, Strang Lass of Lennox (1899) 175. N.I.1

N.Cy.1 Teem out the tea, hinny ; N.Cy. 2
, Nhb.1 Dur. It was just

like teamin' cau'd watter down mi' back, Egglestone Betty Podkins'

Visit (1877) 10 ; Dur.1
, Lakel.2 , Cum. 1* Cum., Wm. Nicolson

(1677) Trans. R. Lit. Soc. (1868) IX. Wm. Seun hed it boilen To
teem doon her throat, Whitehead Leg. (1859) 7. s.Wm. (J.A.B.)

n.Yks.4 Teeam all t'cau'd tea oot. ne.Yks.1 Teeam t'watther oot

o' yon can. e.Yks.1 Noo then, get tha gone and teeam slaps,

m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. He tem'd aght th' teah, Hartley Seets Yks. Lan.

(1895) ii; w.Yks. 2345 Lan. Heaw aw tem'd o mi love an' hope

into four little pages o papper, Clegg Sketches (1895) 90; Lan.1

Come, teem eawt, an' let's be suppin'; aw'm dry. n.Lan. 1
, neian.1,

e.Lan.1
, m.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 Teeom me another dish o' tay eawt.

Chs.12 ; Chs.3 Cum, missis, teem us a sup of tay. s.Chs.1, Der.
12

Not. The sun . . . slanting like it was teemed out of something,

Prior Renie (1895) 76 ; Not.12 s.Not. Teem the watter down the

drain (J. P. K.). n.Lin.1 Th' soft thing team'd a lot o' watter oot o'

th' tea-kettle up o' me. sw.Lin. 1 When I teem him some tea,

he'll tak' and fling it at me. I tem some tea into a cup. Nhp.12

War.2 This teapot don't teem well ; War.3 w.Wor. 1 Canna yii

drink yer tay, lad? Teem it inta the sahrcer [saucer] then. s.Wor. 1

Shr. 1 Theer's summat got i' the spout o' the tay-pot, it dunna
teem well. Glo.12 , e.An. 1 e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). Cor,

Teeming out her licker, J. Trenoodle Spec. Dial. {iB\6) 59 ; Cor.1

Teem out the liquor ; Cor.2

2. To rain heavily ; to pour in torrents.
Sc. It teems wi' rain, Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Dmb. An

awfu' wat day, teemin' doon in bucketfu's, Strang Lass ofLennox

(1899) 170. Dmf. It's just teeming, Wallace Schoolmaster (1899)
354; Teeming and raining is a common expression (Jam.). Ir.

(A.S.-P.) ; Troth, it's teemin' powerful this instiant up there in

the mountains, Barlow Lisconnel (1895) 45. n.Cy. (J.W.) Wm.
It is ' teeming and pouring' means ' raining cats and dogs' (A.T.).

n.Yks.1
; n.Yks.2 It rains and teeams on. ne.Yks.1 It fairteeam'd

down. e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Bi th' time they gat to th' Church it wor
teemin' daan, Hartley Clock Aim. (1890) 39; w.Yks.5 It wur
teiming darn at four o'clock, 37. n.Lan.1 It's fair rainin' and
teemin' down. Chs. 1 Not.1 It fair temmed down. Lin. 1 n.Lin.1

Team down wi' rain. sw.Lin. 1 It tem down with rain ; it did teem.

Rut. 1 Where the slates is broken, the wet teems down ever so.

War.2 Hark at the rain ; it does teem.
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3. To empty or empty out solids.
Nhb. Two banksmen, who take off the corves at the top, and

empty, or, as the workmen call it, 'teem' them, Brand Hist.
Newc. (1789) II. 684, note. Cum.3 T'steans was liggin, aside o'

t'steel, just as I'd teem't them oot, 15. n.Yks.12 ; n.Yks. 4 Teeam't
coals oot at t'backside. w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Th' potatoes wur
nicely dried an' temd, Ab-o' th'-Yale Xmas Dinner (1886) 11. Chs. 1

;

Chs.3 You may teem eggs or corn. s.Chs.1 Shr.1 I axed the
Maister, could 'e change me a sovereign, an' 'e teemed 'is pus,
but 'e 'adna got it.

Hence Teemer, sb. the large bag into which gleanings
are poured out of the smaller bags carried at the waist.
sw.Lin.1

4. To unload a cart, &c. ; esp. to lift hay or
corn from the wagon on to the stack.

Abd. Teem yer cairt, min (G.W.). n.Cy. Morton Cyclo. Agric.

(1863). Nhb.1 Teemin muck, emptying manure from a cart with
a teemin-hack. ne.Yks.1 Com an' help us ti teeam this keeak.
e.Yks. The leader ought to teame the waine, BestRur.Econ. (1641)
46 ; e.Yks.1 w.Yks. 1

; w.Yks.5 Going to teem a load o' coil, an'
nobbud just wesh'd t'door-stans ! ne.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 To shoot out,
as coals from a cart. Not.2 Those men have teamed that load
very quickly. s.Not. Me an' Jim '11 goo on the stack ; but who'll
teem to uz ? (J.P.K.) Lin. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). n.Lin.1

,

se.Lin. (J.T.B.) Nhp. To teem the loaded corn, Clare Poems
1821) 92.

Hence (1) Teamer, sb. the man who empties the grain
rom a laden cart to the stack

; (2) Teeming-hack, sb. a
fork with teeth set at right angles to the shaft, used for

hauling stable manure out of a cart in the field.

(1) Lin.1 The teamer and the stacker are certain officials for

•whom work is plentiful during the harvest season. (2) Nhb. 1

5. Coaling term : see below.
Nhb.1 In loading ships with coals the contents of the waggons

are said to be teemed down the loading spouts. Teemin bye, or

teemin ower, is laying coals aside at bank instead of sending them
away in waggons. Nhb., Dur. Teeming over or teeming bye, when
trade is bad or wagons scarce, Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888).

Hence Teemer, sb. the man at a coal-shipping staith

who lets the coals out of the wagons.
Nhb. A teamer, named John Grierson, 29, of Monkwearmouth,

was killed instantaneously whilst working at the Lambton drops,

Sunderland, Newc. Dy. Chron. (Mar. 22, 1900) ; Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur.

Nicholson ib.

6. To pour molten metals into moulds. s.Yks. (W.S.)
Hence Teemer, sb. the man who pours or 'teems'

molten steel into the ingot-mould, ib. 7. To bale or dip

out water by means of a bowl or scoop.
Sc. (A.W.) Wmh. Teem out the boat (E.M.). Cor. Tregagle

is a giant, condemned 'to team' out Dosmary Pool with a limpet

shell, Flk-Lore Rec. (1880) III. 283 ; Cor.23

Hence Teeming-day, sb., obs., see below.
Cor.3 There was—twenty years ago—a day in Camborne when

the young people flung cups of water at one another. It was
called Teemin'-day.
8. To drain the water off potatoes, &c. when boiled.

s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). w.Yks. (J.W.) Der. Team the taters

or they'll be water squalled. Pour the water off the potatoes or

they will be sodden (L.W.).

9. To strike out a bolt from a bolt-hole with the aid of

another bolt. Nhb. 1 10. sb. A heavy downpour or

long-continued fall of rain. Also usedyzg-.

s.Sc. It s'all be a sooplin teem o' rain, T. Scott Poems (1793)

366. Cld. (Jam.) Ir. Step in out of the teems of rain, Barlow
Martin's Comp. (1896) 113. N.I. 1 I was out in a perfect teem.

I.Ma. In the teems of tears and sobs, Brown Witch (1889) 146.

11. A cart-load to be emptied.
n.Yks.2 'An unheeasty teeam,' a cart load of materials which

cannot be shot forth at once, but require taking out by degrees.

12. adj. Empty. See Toom.
Cai.1 Elg. Is yer muckle greybeard teem ? Tester Poems (1865)

148. Abd. It [the house] o' sic a muckle jamb . . . an' mair nor

the tae half o't '11 hae to stan' teem, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882)

134. Lnk. At length their purse grew bare and tim, Ewing Poems

(1892) 13. Edb. Shaw's your pose ; Forseeth, my ain's but teem

An' light this day, Fergusson Poems (1773) !32, ed. 1785. Rxb.

Rustic brains thus teem o' rhymes, A. Scott Poems (ed. 1808) 15.

Lakel.1 Cum. He was as helpless as a teeam sack, Waugh Lake

Cy. (1861) 186. Wm. Many hands make light wark, Many mouths

a teem ark (B.K.).

13. Phr. to work teem, to work for nothing.
n.Yks. Better sit idle then work teaum, Prov. in Meriton

Praise Ale (1684) No. 22.

14. Thin. Nhb. 1 He's varry teem leukin.

[1. Temyn, or maken empty, vacuo, evacuo (Prompt.).
Icel. tcema, tosma, to empty (Vigfusson).]
TEEM, v.

2
, sb. 2 and adj.2 Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Der.

Lin. Also written team N.Cy.2 Yks. n.Lin.1
; and in

form teeam n.Yks.2 [tim; tiam.] 1. v. Obs. To be
pregnant ; to bring forth ; to produce in abundance.
w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 5, 1889). [(K.)] Hence
(1) Teeming,^/, adj. of a woman: child-bearing, apt to
bear children ; (2) Teeming-time, sb. the time ofparturition.

(1) N.Cy.2 A teeming woman is still in use for one that is apt to
bear children (s.v. Beam teams). w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703)

;

w.Yks." (2) n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.)

2. To overflow ; with up : to fill up to the brim. Also
usedyzg-.

Inv. (H.E.F.) Edb. The least untentit, lowse spoke word, Gars
them draw the duellin' sword ; An' syne infuriate murder teems,
Learmont Poems (1791) 61. Feb. Wi' fury [he] teems, For
being affronted here On sic a day, Lintoun Green (1685) 35, ed.
1817. s.Lin. (C.K.)

Hence Teeming-full, adj. full to running over, brimful.
Cum.4 e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.) 3. sb. A large quantity,
abundant supply.

n.Yks.2 'There's a whent teeam on't,' a great quantity of it

' Teeams o' fooaks,' a large assemblage.

4. adj. Obs. Full.

Yks. If Brayton bargh, and Hambleton hough, and Burton
bream Were all in thy belly 't would not be team, Ray Prov.

(1678) 339.

Hence Teemful or Temful, adj. brimful, full to the brim.
N.Cy. 2

, Cum.14 , n.Yks. 2
, w.Yks. 2

, Der. 2
, Lin. 1

, n.Lin. 1

[1. OE. tieman, to be pregnant (Sweet).]

TEEM, v.3 and sb* Bnff.1 [tim.] 1. v. With on : to

beat with severity. 2. With on : to work with great
energy and speed. 'They teemt on at the cuttan a' day.'

3. sb. With on : a heavy beating.

TEEMONEER, sb. Obs. Suf. [Not known to our
correspondents.] A naut. term: the man on the look-out.
A sea term in common use among the Woodbridge seamen and

prob. elsewhere (Hall.).

TEEMS, see Tems(e.
TEEN, sb., v.

1 and adj. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Chs. e.An.
Also written tean Ayr. ; tene Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms
tein Sc. ; tynd Lnk. [tin.] 1. sb. Sorrow, grief.

Sc. Her flouchtrous heart near brast wi' teen, Jamieson Pop.

Ballads (1806) I. 241. Per. In that hour o' tein, She wander'd to

the dowie glen, And never mair was seen, Ford Harp (1893) 40.

Ayr. The cause o' a' my grief an' tean, Is still thy shy disdain,

Johnstone Poems (1820) 125. e.Lth. I, for dounricht teen, could

greet ! Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885) 92. Gall. I have tried so

mickle of bliss and teen, Crockett Standard Bearer (1898) 2.

N.Cy.1
, Nhb. 1

2. Wrath, anger, rage ; vexation ; revenge.
Sc. He waxed wrath and vowed tein, Aytoun Ballads (ed.

1861) I. 67. Bch. To gar me rise in sic a teen An' pit my tongue

a-scabblin, Tarras Poems (1804) 69 (Jam., s.v. Scabble). Ayr.

Last day I grat wi' spite and teen, Burns Petition ofBruar Water,

St. 3. Lnk. Ramsay Poems (1721) Gl. Rxb. In spite and teen

the beldam mourns, A. Scott Poems (ed. 1808)21. Chs. 23 , e.An. 1

Hence Teenful, adj. wrathful ; troublesome, vexatious.

Sc. Wept in teenfu' mood, Aytoun Ballads (ed. 1861) I. 25.

e.An.1

3. See below.
Chs. ' Good or fow teen,' good or bad taking (K.) ; Ray (1691) ;

Chs.1
; Chs. 2 When any one is in misfortune or bad plight he is

said to be in fow teen ; Chs.3 When any one has come to grief he

is said to be ' in fouteen.'

4. v. To trouble, vex ; to tease, worry. Sc. (Jam.),

e.An.1
, Nrf.1

, Suf.1 5. adj. Obs. Angry. n.Cy. (K.),

N.Cy.1
, w.Yks.

1

[1. Thus liveth fair Anelida the quene For fals Arcite,

that did hir al this tene, Chaucer An. & Arcite, 140.

OE. teona, suffering; injury, injustice. 4. OE. tienan, to

irritate, annoy (B.T.).]
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TEEN, v.
2 Yks. Lan. Ken. Dev. Cor. [tin.] 1. To

close, shut. See Tine, v.
2

w Yks. Teen th' dur to an' keep th cowd eawt (D.L.). Lan.

Hie tho' off ... or th' dur may be teen'd, Waugh Chim. Comer

(1874) 75, ed. 1879; Lan. 1
,
e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 Hast teen't that dur?

Dev. 1 Many many nearts I ha'n't a teen'd my eyes vor thinking o

thee, 22. Cor. 1
I haven't teen'd my eye ;

Cor. 2

Hence (1) Teening, sb., (2) Teening-time, sb. closing

time, lighting-up time.

(1) Dev. 1 Jist bevore candle-teening the passon peep d in upon

us, 18. (2) ib.

2. Obs. To enclose or hedge a field. Lan. (K.) 3. To
make a hedge with 'raddles.' Ken. 12 Hence (1) Teenage,

sb. wood suitable for raddling a hedge ; (2) Teened, ppl.

adj. made with ' raddles
' ; (3) Teener or Tener, sb. a man

who 'teens' or keeps a hedge in order; (4) Teenet or

Teenit, sb., see (i).

(1) Ken. (K.), (W.F.S.) (2) Ken.2 A teened hedge. (3) Ken.1

(4) Ken. (W.F.S.)

4. Fig. Of the moon : to wane, change. Dev. 1

[OE. tynan, to fence, enclose ; to shut, close (Sweet).]

'TEEN, adv. Sc. [tin.] An abbreviation of ' at even.'

Also used subst.

Sc. Ye're aff your eggs for ance, gif ye ettle to come on us the

'teen at unawares, St. Patrick (1819) I. 168 (Jam.). Rnf. On
Saturday teen I'll be there, Webster Rhymes (18.35) 7. Ayr. O
wat ye what my minnie did On Tysday 'teen to me jo ? Burns

wat ye. Lnk. Tryst their lasses to come yon' Twa hours on

Furesday 'teen, Watson Poems (1853) 39. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 484, ed. 1876.

TEEN, see Teind, Tend, v.
2

,
Tine, v.\ Tune.

TEE-NAME, TEEND, see To-name, Teind, Tend, v.
2

TEENGE, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) A colic in horses.

TEENS, sb. pi. 1 Cum. I.Ma. Chs. [tinz.] 1. Tens.
I.Ma. Aw, have you known me these teens of years? Caine

Manxman (1894) pt. v. xiii. Chs.3 Teens of pounds.

2. Something over ten or twelve ; see below.
Cum. The strokes hed oot-growen the'r ' teens,' an' wer' fast

comin' to 'tys,' Burn Fireside Crack (1886) or. Chs. 1 Something
above ten. Gen. applied to money. ' What did So-and-so get for

his cow ?
'

' Au dunno know, but it wur i'th' teens.'

TEENS, sb. pi.2 Pern, [tinz.] Hay-bands. s.Pem.
Laws Little Eng. (1888) 421.

TEENY, adj.1 In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Eng.
and Amer. Also in form teenty w.Yks. se.Lin. Amer.
[ti'ni.] Small, tiny, minute ; also in comb. Teeny tiny,

Teeny weeny.
n.Cy. CJ.W.) Cum.3 That teenie lump 0' land Is t'dearest grund

. . . bowte, 83. w.Yks. Two sich little teenty hands i' little teenty
gloves, Hartley Clock Aim. (1880) 40; w.Yks.24 , e.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1

A teeny, tiny, tinchy bit, 12. Chs. 1 s.Chs.1 A little teeny-tiny
fin. Midi. A teeney-weeney little critter she were at fust, Bar-
tram People of Clopton (1-897) 66. nw.Der. 1

, Not. 1
, Lin. 1

, Lei. 1

War. 2
; War.3 What a dear little teeny lamb. s.Wor. A teeny

martal, . . as teeny as teeny, Outis Vig. Mom. in Berrow's Jrn.
(1896). se.Wor. 1 A little teeny apple. Shr. 1 It's a pretty babby,
but a teeny-weeny thing, yo' met'n put it in a quart jug. Hrf.
Bound Provinc. (1876). s.Wal. That teeny weeny crumb of
comfort! Raine Welsh Singer (3rd ed. ) 289. Glo.^Oxf. 1 Brks. 1

1 awnly yetted a teeny-tiny bit on't but ut maayde I bad. e.An.1

Nrf. A few teeny, witty little things, Emerson Wild Life (1890)
17. I.W.1 He's a poor little teeny buoy. w.Cy. Only teeny
children and almost babies, Hare Broken Arcs (1898) 47. Som.
There was a gurt black rock wi' a teeny white chapel on it,

Leith Lemon Verbena (1895) 165. Cor. A lot of teeny flags, Lee
Paul Carah (1898) 107. [Amer. A teenty, teenty speck o' myrih,
S-losson Foxglove (1898) 16.]

TEENY, adj.2 Lan. Fretful, fractious, said of a little

child. (Hall.), s.Lan. 1 See Teen, sb.

TEEOCK, sb. Sc. Also in form teeuck. [tiak.] The
lapwing, Vanellus cristalus. See Teuchit.

Teeocks bleatin skimmed alang The gladsome yerth, Edwards
Mod. Poets, 7th S. 246. [Swainson Birds (1885) 184.]
TEEP, see Tape, v.

1
, Teap, sb.

1

TEEPLE, sb. and v. Abd. (Jam.) [Not known to our
correspondents.] 1. sb. A slight touch or stroke. 2. v.
To touch or to strike lightly.

TEER, v. Sc. n.Cy. Der. Lei. Nhp. Ken. Also written
tear n.Cy. Lan. ; tere n.Cy. Nhp.1

; and in form tire Lan.
[tia(r.] 1. Obs. To daub with clay. n.Cy. (K.), (Hall.)
Hence Teer-wall, sb. a clay wall. Ken. (K.) 2. To
smear, daub

; to spread
; to dirty. See Teery.

Lei. 1
' Teer the treacle,' spread it on bread. Nhp.1 The child's

face is teer'd all over with treacle.

3. To stir the colours for block calico-printing.
Rnf. A boy or girl employed to teer or stir the colour-sieve

stretched on a frame at printworks, Wallace Schoolmaster

(1899) 354. nw.Der.1

Hence (1) Teer-boy, (2) Tiring-boy, sb. a boy employed
to stir the colours in printing cloth, &c.

(1) Lan. Tear-boys were very common in Lancashire. Their

duty was to attend upon a block printer by hand—one to each

man, but as printing by machine was developed tear-boys had to

find other employment (S.W.). (2) Lan. (Hall.)

TEER, see Tear, v.\ Their.

TEEREN, sb. Nhb. 1 [ti'ran.] The common tern,

Sterna hirundo. (s.v. Sea-swallow.)

TEERIBUS, see Teribus.
TEER WAR, int. Nhb.1 A signal that men at the

bottom of a pit are ready to ascend.

TEERY, adj. Lei. Nhp. War. Shr. Cor. Also written

teary Nhp.2 Cor.12 ; and in forms tary Cor. 2
; terry

War.12 [tiari.] 1. Sticky, smeary; adhesive. See Teer.
Lei.1 Handling the sugar will make your hands teery. Nhp.1

Handling moist sugar and plums will make the hands teery;

Nhp.2 The dressen them ship's made my hands teary. War.12

2. Soft, smooth, mellow ; soft like dough. Also used advb.
Shr. 1 If yo' piitten a spot o' 'ot waiter i' the churn, it'll mak'

the butter work teery. Cor.12

3. Of the ground : easy to work. Also used advb.
Shr.1 The ground works nice an' teery after the fros'. Cor.2

In mining, ground which is easily dug out, because of its numerous
small joints or fissures.

TEERY, see Teary, adj.2

TEES, sb. pi. Cum. Yks. [tiz.] 1. Two small pins
in the tail-board of a cart, which fit into corresponding
holes in the ' ear-brig.' Cum.4 See T. 2. Ties ; studs,

w.Yks. Wee'U meh that arridges o' gode wi' tees o' silver,.

Littledale Crav. Sng. Sol. (1859) i. 11.

TEESICKER, sb. Nhb.1 Also written teeziker.
[ti'ziksr.] An overpowering quantity ; see below.
When a man has got a task that overtaxes him, or an overdose

of medicine or too much drink, it is said, ' He's got a teesicker.'

TEESIE, sb. Fif. (Jam.) A gust of passion. Cf.

teasy, 2.

TEESSIT, sb. Bnff.1
[ti'sit ] The line first shot

from a fishing-boat ; the man whose line is first shot.
TEESTY-TOSTY, see Tisty-tosty.
TEET, v. and sb. Sc. [tit.] 1. v. To peep ; to peep

or pry in a sly, clandestine manner. Cf. toot, v.
2

Sh I. Peerie Aandrew wis sittin' at Arty's side tryin to teet at

Liza noo an' agen, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 75. Cai. 1 Bch.
I can teet an' hitch about, Forbes Ulysses (1785) 36. Frf. Stowlins
teetin' wi' a wishfu' e'e, Morison Poems (1790) 185. Per. Now
like a timid fawn he teets Amang the woods, Stewart Character

(1857) 120.

Hence Teet-bo or Teetie-bo, sb. peep-bo ; a game at

peep-bo. Also used attrib. and fig.
Sc. (G.W.) Bnff. John Grumphie, teet, teet bo, O willawins,

whare art thou, jo, Taylor Poems (1787) 181. Edb. Play teet-bo
fra nook to nook, Fergusson Poems (1773) 224, ed. 1785.
2. sb. A stolen glance ; a peep.
Sc. I saw Eppie stealin' a teet at him, Campbell (1819) I. 331

(Jam.). Cai.1

3. Fig. The smallest sound ; the least word.
Bnff.' He sat i' the neuk wee a face as lang's a rehp, an' nae

ae teet cam oot o's hehd.

TEET, adj. Or.I. [tit.] Nimble. Ellis Pronunc.
(1889) V. 806.

TEE-TAK-UP-O', sb. Cum. Lin. Also in form tee-
tak-'em-all n.Lin. 1 A teetotum.
Cum.1 (s. v. Dally) ; Cuni.s A shap' standin' up like a tee-tak-up-o',

160 : Cum.4 , n.Lin. 1

[So called because the player who spins the tee-totum
so that the side marked T turns up, takes all the stakes.
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The sense of T-totum is the same; from L. totum, the

whole. Strutt Sports, bk. iv. iv. § 6.]

TEETAMATORTER, see Titter-totter.

TEETAN, sb. Sh. and Or.I. [titan.] 1. The meadow
pipit, Anthus pratensis.

Or.I. [So called] from its short and feeble note, Swainson Birds

(1885) 45.

2. The rock pipit, Anthus obscurus. Sh.I. ib. 46.

TEETAWTER, see Titter-totter.

TEETEE, sb. Sc. Dor. A total abstainer, a teetotaller.

Sc. (A.W.) Dor.Convertedvolksbegen'rallyteetees,AGNUs7n«

Oxber (1900) 317.

TEETER, see Titter, v.

TEETER • CUM - TAUTER, TEETERMATORTER,
TEETERY, see Titter-totter, Tittery.

TEETH, sb. pi. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and

Amer. 1. In comp.(i) Teeth-ache, toothache
; (2) -haler,

a dentist
; (3) -rife, palatable, toothsome.

(1) Sh.1. ' Oh !
' gasped Geordie, ' it's dis confoundit teethache,'

Nicolson Aithstiri Hedder (1898) 14. e.Dur. 1 He's getten the

teethache. Nrf. For teethache we rub the inside wi' rum,

Emerson Wild Life (1890) 96. [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 211.]

(2) w.Cor.1 (3) Rxb. (Jam.), Nhb. 1

2. Phr. (1) the run of one's teeth, free board; see Run, 33;

(2) to be after teeth, to be cutting teeth
; (3) to be naught but

teeth and eyes, to be ill-favoured
; (4) to make one's teeth tin

water, to make one's mouth water ; (5) to tack one's teeth

into anything, to set about it heartily.

(1) Ir. Other times 'twould be welcome to the run of its teeth

in the field, Barlow Shamrock (1901) 252. (2) Dev. If he is

after teeth, you rub his gums, Baring-Gould Idylls (1896) 19.

(3) Wm. He's nowt but teeth-an-een (B.K.). (4) Dwn. The smell

o' them was makin' my teeth rin water, Lyttle Robin Gordon, 47.

(5) Chs. 1" (s.v. Tack).

3. sg. A tooth.

Cai.1 Frf., e.Per. I've a sair teeth (W.A.C.). Ayr. What

!

anither teethie through, Aitken Lays (1883) 133. Wgt. A big

drainer . . . came to him to have a teeth pulled, Saxon Gall. Gossip

(1878) 188.

TEETH, see Teth, sb.

TEETHE, v. Sc. Also in form teeth. 1. To fix

teeth in a spiked instrument.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Ayr. O merry hae I been teethin' a heckle,

Burns Merry hae I been, st. 1. Bwk. Out through the mark the

arrows flew, They teeth'd it like a harrow, W. Crockett Minstrelsy

(1893) 153-
, •

,
. . , > ,

2. Phr. (1) to teethe upon, to make an impression on
; (2) to

teeth with lime, see below.

(1) Abd. (Jam.) (2) Sc. To build a wall either dry or with clay

in the inside, using a little lime between the layers of stones

towards the outside (Jam.). Fif. Stone walls teethed with lime,

Statist. Ace. XI. 482 (Jam.).

3. To face ; to venture out of doors. Also with out.

Bnff. 1 They wirna aible t' teethe the blast.

TEETHED, ppl. adj. Sc. Having teeth ;
furnished

with teeth.
Dmb. A lang-teethed heckle, Cross Disruption (1844) xxm.

Ayr. The instrument used for reaping in our young days was the

teethed sickle, White Jottings (1879) 49.

TEETHFUL, sb. Sc. A toothful, a small quantity of

any liquid. Cai.1 To tak a teeth-fu'.

TEETHING-BANNOCK, sb. Sc. [trSin-banak.] A
cake given to a child when first teething ; see below.

ne.Sc. The teethin bannock . . . was baked ofoatmeal and butter

or cream, sometimes with the addition of a ring, in presence of

a few neighbours, and without a single word being spoken by the

one baking it. When prepared it was given to the child to play

with till it was broken. A small piece was then put into the

child's mouth if it had not done so of its own accord. Each one

present carried away a small portion. Such a bannock was

supposed to ease the troubles of teething, Gregor Flk-Lore (1S&1)

9. Bnff.1 It must be given whole to the infant, who, as a matter of

course puts it to ils mouth and breaks it ; and herein lies the virtue

of the bannock to render dentition easy.

TEETHING-PLASTER, sb. Sc. A cake given to a

child when first teething; the same as 'Teething-bannock'

(q.v.). ne.Sc. Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 9.

TEETHLESS, adj. Sc. Toothless.
Cai. Yer stairvin', teethless grannie, M°Lennan Peas. Life

(1871) II. 117. Per. He cannot use them all at once More than

a teethless wife can gnaw hard bones, Smith Poems (1714) 86,

ed. 1853. Dmb. She would be ower runkled an' teethless by that

time, Strang Lass of Lennox (1899*) 167. Edb. An'auld teethless

harrow, a brechem ring rent, Maclagan Poems (1851) 174.

Dmf. Your bloodless cheek an' teethless mou', Johnston Poems
(1820) 133.

TEETHY, adj. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Lin. Also written
teathy w.Yks.14 ne.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 n.Lin. 1

[trtSi.]

1. Fretful, fractious, ' tetchy,' gen. applied to children or

infants. Cf. toothy.
N.Cy. 1 (s.v. Teady).. w.Yks. 1 Shoe begins to be vara tim'rous

an keisty, an as teethy as a steg in a yate, ii. 291. Lin.', n.Lin. 1

2. Ill-tempered, peevish, cross; crabbed; pugnacious;
inveterate.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) s.Sc. ' A teethy answer,' a tart reply (Jam.).

Lnk. She was aye a terrible sherp teethy creatur', Fraser
Whaups (1895) 157. Rxb. At his expense our teethy faes are fed,

A. Scott Poems (ed. 1808) 160. n.Cy. Grose (1790). w.Yks.

A question is asked whether the old man . . . will come down
to-day, when the remark is, that he is very teethy, Hamilton
Nugae Lit. (1841) 311 ; w.Yks.34, ne.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, Lin. 1

3. Having many or large teeth ; biting
;
given to biting.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Rnf. With hero's heart and teethy jaw,

Nane like him could badger draw, Webster Rhymes (1835) 136.

TEETICK, sb. Sh.I. Also written tietick and in

form teetuck. [trtik, -ak.] 1. The meadow pipit,

Anthus pratensis.

Alauda pratensis, Tee-tick, Tit-lark, Edmondston Zetl. (1809)

II. 236 (Jam.) ; Swainson Birds (1885) 45 ;
S. & Ork.1

2. The rock pipit, Anthus obscurus. Swainson ib. 46.

TEETLIN, sb. Cai. 1 [titlin.] 1. The meadow pipit,

Anthus pratensis. 2. The rock pipit, A. obscurus.

TEE-TOLLY, sb. Cum. Wm. Also in form tee-tully

Cum.4 [ti'-toli ; -tuli.] A teetotum ; a small top spun

with the fingers.

Lakel. 5
,
Cum. (J.D.) Wm. Make us a tee-tolly, please (B.K.).

TEETOTAL, sb. Sc. Dur. Yks. Lan. Lin. Dor. Also

written teetottle Dor. ; and in form tee-tot Rnf. [trtotl.]

A teetotaller, a total abstainer ; teetotalism, esp. in phr.

to join or sign teetotal. Also used attrib.

ne.Sc. Neither the ' teetotal,' nor the ' templars,' nor his pledge

to Mr. Love had cured Scorgie, Green Gordonhaven (1887) 112.

Per. I maun join the Teetotal, Stewart Character (1857) 149.

Rnf. Tee-Tots wi' their lecturing lash us, Clark Rhymes (1842)

16. Gall. They join teetotal because when they taste they gane

mad wi't entirely, Irving Lays (1872) 230. Wgt. Teetotal will

prevail in spite of all the durt in h— 1, Fraser Wigtown (1877)

308. Dur. Thoo'll hev nee objection if I sign teetotal, Guthrie

Kitty Fagan (1900) 165. w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. My owd grandam

sent me out wi' th' teetotals on Whit Monday, Antrobus Wilders-

moor (1901) 209. Lin. You know, mother, I'm a teetotal now
(R.E.C.). Dor. I'm teetottle myself, Cornh. Mag. (Sept. 1900) 308.

TEETOTAL, adj. Sc. Irel. Lan. Chs. Amer. [trtotl.]

Perfect, complete, entire ;
used as an intensitive.

_

n.Ir. The Divil knowin' ... his teetotal want av contrition, Lays

and Leg. (1884) 69. s.Lan.1 He's a teetotal foo'.

Hence Teetotally, adv. totally, quite.

Lnk. I'm doonricht teetotally bauld, Murdoch Done Lyre (1873)

102. Lth. ' Darling' was, both for go and beauty, an out and outer,

teetotally, Lims-ovi* Sheep-head {169a) 220. s.Lan. 1
,
Chs. 13 [Amer.

I'm teetotally ershamed of ye, Dave, Cent. Mag. (Mar. 1885) 680. j

TEETOTALLER, sb. Cum.4 The small tortoise-shell

butterfly, Vanessa urtica.

TEETOTUM, v. Dev. [trtotam.] To wheel or whirl

about ; to twist round. Also usedy?^.

There was times when he teetotummed round past Christian

patience, Zack On Trial (1899) 13 1 ; He's been teetotuming in

and out of the house the livelong day, ib. 46.

TEE-TOUCH-WOOD, sb. Obs. Lan. A children's

game. See Tig, v.
.

Another party engaged in the games of prison-bars, tee-touch-

wood, Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837) 90.

TEETY, TEEUCK, see Teaty, Teeock.

TEEV, TEEVA, TEEVER, see Tiver.
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TEEVOO, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written tevoo. A male

flirt. Sc. Mackay. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

TEEWHEEP, sb. Or.I. Also in form teewhoap.

The lapwing or peewit, Vanellus cristatus. See also

Tewit, &c.
,

The Teewhoap, which from the sound it utters, has the name

of the teewhoap here, Barry Hist. (1805) 307 (Jam.); Swainson

Birds (1885) 184 ; S. & Ork. 1

TEE-WHEET, TEEYUM, see Tewit, Toom.
TEEZLE, v. Obs. n.Cy. In phr. to teesle wool, to pull

it asunder with the fingers. Grose (1790). Cf. tease, v. 2.

TEFT, v. Hmp. Wil. [teft.] To try the weight_ of

anything by poising it in the hand. Prob. a corruption

of ' to heft.' Cf. heft, v.
1 6.

Hmp.1 Wil. Teft this, wul ye ? Britton Beauties (1825) ;
Wil. 1

'What heft do you think this bundle is?' 'I don't know, let's teft it.'

TEG, sb. In gen. dial, use in midl. and s. counties.

Also in form tig GIo.1 [teg.] 1. A yearling sheep

before it has been shorn. Also in comb. Ewe teg, Wether
teg. See Tag, sb*

Stf., Der. (J.K.), Der.2 , Not.1 Lei. 1 A Iamb becomes a 'teg

about the first Michaelmas after its birth, and remains so till after

the second shearing. Nhp.1 The Ewe or female lamb, after

Michaelmas or going to turnips, till the first shear-day, is called a

Ewe teg. The Wether or male lamb after Michaelmas is a Wether
teg. The yearling sheep after shear-day is called a Teg (s.v.

Sheep). War.234 , s.War.1
, w.Wor.1

, s.Wor.1
,
se.Wor.1

,
Shr.1

Glo. One o' the tegs wur a-took middling, Buckman Darke's

Sojourn (1890) 138; (A.B.); Glo. 12 Oxf. 1 MS. add. Brks. 1

Bdf. (J.W.B.); The winter keep of tegs, whether consisting of

turnips or grass, Batchelor Agric. (1813) 93. Hrt. Ellis Mod.

Husb. (1750) IV. iv. w.Mid. (W.P.M.), Ken. 1
, Sur.1 Sus. Tegs,

lambs of last yeaning, Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XI. 197.

Hmp. 1
, Wil. (W.C.P.), n.Wil. (E.H.G.), Dor.1 Som. Yo can buy

good tegs and wethers at a half a crown a piece, Agrikler Rhymes

(1872) 65. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 [Sheep bear

the name of Iamb until 8 months old, after which they are ewe
and wether teggs until once clipped, Stephens Farm Bk. (ed.

1849) I. 213.]

Hence Teg-man, sb. a shepherd.
Wil.1 1 am a teg-man (or shepherd) in the employ of Mr. White,

Wil. Cy. Mirror (Oct. 28, 1892) 8, col. 5.

2. The fleece of a yearling sheep. Also in comb. Teg's-

wool or Teg-wool.
Nhp.1 The fleeces of the first shearings amongst wool-dealers

are called indiscriminately Tegs or Hogs (s.v. Sheep). Shr. 1 The
wool known as teg's-wool is distinguished by a little curl at the

end, which that of an after-shearing never has. w.Som.1 This
word is not so often applied to the sheep as 'hog,' but more freq.

to the wool—Teg-wool being the same as hog-wool, i. e. wool of

a year and a half's growth.

TEGGY, adj. Ess. Foggy, damp. (W.W.S.)
TEGIOUS, TEGTAIL, see Tedious, Tecktail.
TEH, see Thee, pers. pron., Thou, Thy.
TEICHER, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Also in forms teigher

Nhb.1
; ticher Sc. (Jam.); tieheer Nhb.1

; tigher Bwk.
(Jam.) [ti'xsr, ti'xar.] 1. v. To ooze from the skin

; to

distil almost imperceptibly.
s.Sc. When the skin is slightly cut it is said to ' teicher and

bluid' when the quantity of blood effused is scarcely sufficient to

form a drop (Jam.). Bwk. Applied to blood and other liquids

{ib.). Nhb.1 Gen. used in the participial form, 'teicherin.' A
newly-broken skin on which matter is just forming is said to be
teicherin, as when maggots are on the skin of a sheep, or when
a watery humour issues from a wounded place.

2. sb. The appearance of a fretted sore. Rxb. (Jam.)
TEIDSOME, see Teddisome.
TEIGHT, pp. Lnk. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Fatigued.
TEIL, v. Obs. Wxf. 1 To ail, to be amiss.
Fade teil thee, zo lournagh, co Joane, zo knaggee ? [What ails

you so melancholy, quoth John, so cross?] 84.

TEIL, TEIM, TEIN, see Teal, sb., Teem, v.\ Teen, sb.
1

TEIND, sb. and v. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Also in forms
teen Dmb. Ayr. n.Cy. Cum.124

; teend e.Yks. ; tein n.Sc;
tiend Sc. [tind, tin.] 1. sb. A tithe ; a tenth part pay-
able to the Church. Also used fig.

Sc. It may be a grant of kirklands and teinds, Scott Nigel (1824)

xxxi. Sh.I.To Urie the udallers came with the 'teinds' or tithes

they had to pay, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 4. n.Sc. There's nane
that comes to gude greenwood But pays to me a tein, Buchan
Ballads (1828) I. 235, ed. 1875. ne.Sc. Every seven years they

[i.e. the Fairies] had to pay 'the teind to hell,' and this they

endeavoured to do by a human being rather than by one of

themselves, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 5. e.Sc. Sooner or later

they that follow the sea maun pay their teind, Strain Elmslie's

Drag-net (1900) 208. Frf. The . . . parsonage teinds of the lands

of Halcortowne and mill lands thereof, Wright Gideon Guthrie

(1900) 148. Dmb. He is raizin a plea against the laird for sum-

thing they call the teens, Cross Disruption (1844) xiii. Ayr.

Claiming out of the teinds an augmentation of my stipend, Galt

Ann. Parish (1821) xxvii ; What would be the sense o' listening

to lang sermons, payin' teens, and a' the rest? Johnston Glen-

buckie (1889) 100. e.Lth. The teinds didna belang to the kirk ava,

but the nation, Hunter/. Inwick (1895) 162.

2. Comb. (1) Teind-barn, a tithe-barn ; (2) -collecting

day, the day on which the tithes are collected ; (3) -free,

exempt from the payment of tithes ; (4) -lamb, -pig, &c,

a tithe lamb or pig, &c.
; (5) -leath, see (1) ; (6) -sheaves,

sheaves payable as tithes
; (7) -skate, obs., a skate or fish

payable as tithes.

(1) n.Cy. Grose (1790). Cum.2 (2) Sh.I. Old teind-collecting

day. Still noticed in Northmavine, Manson'sSh. Aim. (1893). (3)

Sc. (Jam.) (4) Sc. His head mouldy, his tiend lamb and pig all

scouthered, Magopico (ed. 1836) 16. (5) n.Cy. (Hall.), Cum. 1*

(6) Sc. An easy tack of the teind-sheaves, Scott Monastery (1820)

xxxiii. Frf. The tiend sheaves, Wright Gideon Guthrie (1900)

148. Lnk. The tiend-sheaves or parsonage-tiends of the foresaid

lands of Kippelrig, Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1721) H- 76 >
ed- 1828.

(7) Fif. He'd sooner fling them [fish] back i' the sea Than gi'e ae

teind-skate to the bishop, Tennant Papistry (1827) 13.

3. Phr. Court of Teinds, the court of law dealing with the

tithes of the Established Church of Scotland. Also called

Teind Court.
Sc. When a clergyman considers his stipend too small, he may

institute a suit in the Court of Teinds for having it increased,

Outram Lyrics (1887) 75. w.Sc. He was also thoroughly up in

the mysteries of the Teind Court, Macdonald Settlement (1869)

65, ed. 1877.

4. v. Obs. To tithe.

Bnff. From the time that teinding is finished, Cramond Cullen

Ann. (1888) 97. Lnk. When their cornes are shorne, stoukd,

dead, and dry, They cannot get them teinded, Lithgow Poet. Rem.
(1618-60) Scotland's Welcome, ed. 1863. e.Yks. Not to suffer

them [some fleeces] to be teended, Best Rur. Econ. (1641) 26.

[1. ON. ttund, a tithe. 4. tiunda, to pay tithes, or have
one's property taxed for tithe (Vigfusson).]

TEIND, see Tind, Tine, sb.
1

, v?
TEIST, sb. Abd. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A handful.

TEISTIE, sb. Sc. Nrf. Also in forms taiste Or.I.

(Jam.) ; testie ne.Sc. ; tiestie Sh.I. ; tyst(e S. & Ork.1

Cai.1 Nrf. ; tystie Sc. S. & Ork.1 The black guillemot,

Uria grylle.

Sc. Hear the maws and tystie's roar abune, Edwards Mod.
Poets, 7th S. 248. Sh.I. He turned as fat as a tiestie and as round
as a pellick, Stewart Tales (1892) 27; S. & Ork. 1 Or.I. Swain-
son Birds (1885) 218; The taiste or black guillemote builds her

nest in the cliffs, Statist. Ace. XX. 264 (Jam.). ne.Sc. The black

guillemot {Uria grylle), or, as it is there called, the Testie, Smith
Sea Fowls in Moray Firth, in Zoologist (1850) VIII. 2913. Cai. 1

Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nif. (1893) 50.

[ON. peist or peisti, Mod. N. teiste, the sea-pigeon, Uria
grylle (Vigfusson).]
TEITY, adj. s.Chs. 1

[tei'ti.] Squeamish. Also in

comp. Teity-stomached.
Ee)z su des'piirt teyti-stimrukt, yu)kn gy'et nuwt uz diiz forim.

TEJOUS, see Tedious.
TEK, sb. Sh.I. [tek.] A dog. See Tike, sb.

1

Tak' a hair o' the tek that bett dee, Spence.£7£-Z.oj"s(i899) 225.

TEK, see Take, Teak, sb.
1

TELEGRAFT, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. Not. Lin. Rut.
Dor. Amer. Also written telegrapht Lin. ; and in forms
talegrapht Not. ; talligraft s.Lan.1

[te-li-, ta-ligraft.]

1. v. To telegraph.
w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Lan.1 Not. I never heard of talegraphting
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coffins, sir, Prior Rente (1895) 46. Lin. I'm not much for writin'

so I went to th' poiist office an' she [post-mistress] telegraphted to

him (E.P.). [Amer. He'll put in up above, and telegraft to Boston,

Cent. Mag. (Oct. 1902) 865.]

2. sb. A telegram. Also used attrib.

e.Sc. To send awa' a telegraft message, Strain Elmslie's Drag-

net (1900) 270. Rut.1 I reckons that the old beacon wur a tele-

graft. It says in the history as how they was invented by Potelmy.

Dor. I have had a graft, my dear, a telegraft, Francis Fiander's

Widow (1901) pt. 11. ix.

TELESCOPE, sb. Yks. A kaleidoscope. n.Yks. (I.W.)

TELEWAG, sb. Lan. Dor. Also in form taliwag

e.Lan.1
[te'li-, ta'liwag.] A telegram ; a telegraph wire.

Lan. It ud cost him a deeal o' brass, I reckon, if he wur t'come

on th' telewag, Brierley Cotters, xvii. e.Lan.1 Dor. 'Tis tha

[wires] da car the telewags, Young Rabin Hill (1867) 1.

TELFER, see Tilfer.

TE-LICK., adv. Cum. In phr. te-lick, te-smack, as fast

as possible, ' helter-skelter.'

It's Robbie ; . . te-lick, te-smack. . . They are coming down
jumping, leaping, flying, Caine Shad. Crime (1885) 301 ;

Cum. 1

Gen. applied to persons in the act of running ;
Cum.4

TELL, v. and sb. Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc.

Irel. Eng. and Amer. [tel.] I. v. Gram, forms. 1.

Preterite: (1) Tald, (2) Tau'd, (3) Taul, (4) Tauld, (5)

Tawld, (6) Teld, (7) Telled, (8) Tell't, (9) Telt, (10) Tild,

(11) Tole, (12) Tolth, (13) Toould, (14) Toud, (15) Toul,

(i6)Tould,(i7)Towd, (i8)Towld,(i9)Towlt,(2o)Twould.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. He tald mysel, Burns Dr. Blacklock (1789)

st. 2. Lth. I tald to her the hale affair, Thomson Poems (1819) 28.

Edb. I . . . tald her n' my pain, Macaulay Poems (1788) 122. (2)

Dwn. A tau'd ye this wud be yer game, Savage-Armstrong Ballads

(1901) 119. (3) ne.Sc. Here's the man it taul a', Gregor Flk-Lore

(1881) 14. Abd. He taul' me that it sent them up, Alexander

Johnny Gibb (1871) xi. (4) Sc. (Jam.) ; My father tauld me sae

forty years sin, Scott Midlothian (1818) viii; Murray Dial. (1873;

208. Kcd. The shepherd tauld his queerest tale, Jamie Effusions

(1849) 55. Ayr. The Souter tauld his queerest stories, Burns

Tarn o' Shanter (1790) 1. 49. Gall. Scott Gleanings (1881) 53.

Dwn Nivver een in fiel' or toun Tauld a love sae deep as they,

Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 25. (5) Dev. He tawld me

'bout it, Phillpotts StrikingHours (1901) 52. (6) w.Yks. Wright

Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 142. Der.2 ,
Not. 1

,
Lei. 1

,
Hnt. (T.P F.)

(7) Sc. Murray Dial. (1873) 208. Sh.I. Young Lowne Legaboot

tell'd me sae, Stewart Tales (1892) 71. Per. I tell'd ye afore,

Sandy Scott (1897) 86. Twd. I don't know who telled you,

Buchan Weather (1890) 93. Slk. I telled her the story, Thomson

Drummeldale (1901) 19. Dmf. My mither tell d me, Shennan

Tales (1831) I58. n.Cy. (J.W.) Nhb. She tell d how after o the

grandeur oh this it mhead ne mater, Bewick Tyneside Tales (1850)

i4 . Dur.1
,
n.Yks.3, ne.Yks.1 35, e.Yks.1 w.Yks.1 He telld me, n.

o ro • w Yks 3* Lan. I just telled Williams I'd had enough, Long-

man's Mag. (Feb. 1890) 395- .Lan.', Der.i Not. I telled her so.

Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 17. n.Lin.1 Th almanac man tell AI me

on it. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) sw.Lin.1 He tell'd me so his sen. Nhp .*,

sWor (HK.) Shr.,Hrf. The common usage, Bound Provinc.

(1816) Glo. I telled un, Buckman Darkes Sojourn (1890) 11.

Oxf! She only laughed when I telled her that (G.O). Brks.1

Dor. Her telled I she mun go over to the doctor Hare Dinah

Kellow (1901) 19- Dev. Her telled she her shudd n du t Bomms
Lang. (1866) 27. Cor. I tell'd un that night, Harris Wheal Veor

(1001 ) 59. (8) Cai. 1 Abd. Gien ye tell't me, that wad mak a the

differ, Macdonald Sir Gibbie (1879) xxvi. Per He tell t me

yestreen, Aitken Enochdhu (1901) 26. Lnk. Wha tell t it the

road 1 Nicholson Idylls (1870) 16. Gall. I tell't my way o t,

Gallovidian (1901) II. 123. Nhb. The yen I tell't ye aboot Pease

Mark 0' Deil (1894) 1 34- Dur. She tell't me to do that too

Longman's Mag. (Oct. 1896) 586. (9) Ayr. Dr. Congalton telt the

schulemaister, Johnston Congalton (.896) 10. Wgt. Don t say

that A telt ye, Fraser Wigtown (1877) 84. Cum.s Willie furst

telt them, 43. Wm. He telt her what ed happened Br.ggs

Remains (182s) 140. n.Yks.2, m.Yks.1 ,
n.Lan.1

,
s.Not. (J.P.K.)

f/oTm Yks.1 Introd. 42. (11) Der. I want the gowd, as Dick tole

ve Ouida Puck (ed. 1901) vii. Dev. He . . . tole me to come an

let've knaw, Norway Parson Peter (1900) 28 [Amer. He tole

me to go 'long home, Johnston Middle Georgia (1897) 159.J <J"0

Wrf 1 fiV) IW.i 14) e.Lan.1 Der. I tou'd hur that I lov'd hur,

MA Poems (1668) 20 Shr., Hrf. Bound Provmc. (1876). Sur.

ftoud^aXp BicKl
9
ey Sur.Hills (1890) II xv (15 ) Don. His

mother toul' him to go out, Macmanus Bend 0/Road (1898) 44. &)

VOL. VI.

Ir. If you tould him, Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 17. Cor. He
tould th' ould doctor, Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 170. (17) Lan.

Aw towd the captain misel, Clegg David's Loom (1894) 157.

s.Lan.1 Der. As I towd yo' afore, Gilchrist Peak/and (1897) 35.

Lin. An' a towd ma my sins, Tennyson TV. Fanner, Old Style

(1864) St. 3. Shr. Todley Turn was a good while afore he towd

him, Buene Flk-Lore (1883) xiv. Nrf. I up and I towd missus,

Spilling Molly Miggs (1902) 9. (18) Ir. The story ye towld us

wanst about the Indian custom, Blackw. Mag. (Aug. 1822) 197.

Yks. Mind what thee father towld thee, Dyke Craiktrees (1897) 23.

(19) Ir. I towlt them that I found it in wan o' the volumes, Blackw.

Mag. (Aug. 1822) 197. (20) Wil. Slow Gl. (1892).

2. Pp.: (1) Taul, (2) Tauld, (3) Teld, (4) Telled, (5)

Tellen, (6) Tell't, (7) Telt, (8) Tild, (9) Toad, (10) Tohd,

(11) Toul, (12) Towd, (13) Towld, (14) Twold.
'(1) Abd. I've taul ye aft aneuch, Murray Hamewith (1900) 85.

(2) Sc. A' the truth shou'd na be tauld, Ramsay Prov. (1737)-

Frf. Come in whan ye're tauld, Reid Heatherland (1894) 61.

Ayr. I'm tauld ye're driving rarely, Burns Dream (1786) st. 10.

Gall. There tales were tauld, Scott Gleanings (1881) 52. (3)

n.Yks. Sum kahnd frinnd had teld him, Castillo Poems (1878)

19. w.Yks. Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 142. Lan. She can t

bide to be teld of her fauts, Eavesdropper Vill. Life (1869) 79.

e.Lan.1
, Der. 2 ,

Not.1
, Lei.1 (4) Sc. Murray Dial. (1873) 208.

Fif I had no sooner telled her, Meldrum Grey Mantle (1896)

292. Twd. Let it be telled a' ower the toun, Buchan Burnet

(1898) 150. Nhb. If I'd telled ye that he'd tummled into the burn,

Lilburn Borderer (1896) 335. Dur. 1
,

ne.Yks.1 35 e.Yks.
,

wYks 1234 Lan. Tales 'at aw've alreddy telled, Standing

Echoes (1885) 11. s.Lan.1 Der. She's telled tha play-actors,

Ouida Puck (ed. 1901) viii. Lin. Moother 'ed tell'd ma to bring

tha down, Tennyson Owd Rod (1889). n.Lin.1
,
sw.Lin. ,

Nhp.

Glo I've telled Michael, Gissing Vill. Hampden (1890) 1. 1.

Brks 1 e.Sus. Gin you'd telled that chap, Longmans Mag

(July 1898) 261. Dev. The secret what he hed so careful telled

to me, Pall Mall Mag. (Feb. 1900) 158. (5) W -Yl
;

s
;

<>v '

Shotten). e.Dev. Look'ee, have thee tellen she on t? Jane

Lordship (1897) 226. (6) Cai. Noo 'at I've tell t ye a
,
Horne

Countryside (1896) 127. Ayr. She was tell't to tak her w.ther-

shins nine times through a hesp o' unwatered yarn, Service

Notandums (1890) 100. n.Ir. A wush ye had a tell t me suiner,

Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 13. Wm. I've tell't thee afoor, Ollivant

Owd Bob (iS9S) 19. (7) Slg. I'm telt he gaed straucht to the

polis office, Fergusson Village (1893) 135- Ayr. She jealoused

that I had telt you, Galt Gilhaize (1823^ xvn. Kxb. I m telt

there's naebody that'll bide intil't, Dibdin Border Life'(1897) 15.

Uls. You might have telt me sooner, Hamilton Bog (1896) in.

Nhb. Aw've telt the young cheps, Robson Bk. Ruth (i860) x> 9.

Cum. By Jingo, somebody's telt ye, E. C. News (Apr 15, 1893) 8.

n Yks. An've telt tha all as fused te be, Tweddeli.Clevel. Rhymes

(,875) s. n.Lan. I've telt you before partly what there is, Wilson

Bacca Oueeni iqoi)q. (8) m.Yks. 1 Introd. 42. (9) Ess.l
(
IO)

fLZ° 11) n.lr I've been toul' By our" Widdy Gallagher Lays

and Lee V1884) s. (12) s.Lan. 1 se.Lan. Dunna let on as Aw ve

towdSVcV^tfi Dec. 1898) 839. Der As I've been towd,

Gilchrist Nicholas (1899) 7- (*3) Sur. So Ise bin towld

B.cKLEYS»n Hills (i89o) I. xii. Cor. I ve towld the passon

mine, dame, Blackw. Mag. Jan. 1862) 7 . (14) Glw. lhat story

is asy two Id, Barr.ngton Sketches (1830) III. xvu. Dor. I ve

twolcT nobody down to Barleigh about it, Agnus Jan Oxber

(1900) 172.

II. Dial. uses. 1. v. In phr. (1) d'ye tell dt! an excla-

mation of surprise, < you don't say so ! (a)not to 'no

to be told, not to be surmised or guessed at
; (3) tell me!

see below'; (4) tell thee, or / tell thee, «*g" «P«*™
used to commence a statement ; see below , (5) tea your

Sam to puTto one's account when ready money is not

given (<5 to tell a speech, to say a sentence or connected

Dhrase (7) - a tale, (a) to produce an effect, to have

Snsequenles ;
(b) to'answer well, to have a good effect

;

(R) —a tell to say a word, to speak
; (9) —m, to mi up,

10) -of o giveevidence of, used fig. ;
(h) -°»^a)£.

perS.1 knowledge ;
(J) to tell an, one where to find .
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thing; (17) — up, {a) to relate, to narrate with some idea

of exaggeration underlying ; also used subst.
;

{b) to con-

fess
; (18) — up stuff, to talk nonsense.

(1) Dor. 'And 'a can play the peanner, so 'tis said.' . . .
' D'ye

tell o't ' A happy time for us, and I feel quite a new man !

Hardy Madding Crowd (1874) vi. (2) w.Yks. It isn't to tell what

tha'd du if tha fan thisen in a reight tight corner, Leeds Merc.

Snppl. (Dec. 10, 1898). (3) w.Som.1 This is a mere asseveration

and implies a challenge to contradict the speaker. It usually takes

the form 'Nif 'tidnzo and zo, or Nif thick fuller idn a fool, tell me!

(4) w.Yks. Ah'll tell tha what ! mah beleeaf is that if too disn t

mend thoo'll cum ti gallas, Leeds Merc. Snppl. (Apr. 25, 1891).

Brks. Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 30. w.Som.1 A very

common beginning to a statement, either of bucolic wisdom or of

angry dispute. ' Aay tuul- ee haut tai'z ! yiie mus art zum

moa-urbee-f-m tae'udeez fuust' [you must eat some more beef and

potatoes first, i.e. wait till you are older—a very common phrase].

' I tell ee hot 'tis, I do zee purty plain, you've a got a darn sight

more guts-n brains.' (5) Lan. A quart of ale, Mary, and tell yo'r

Sam, Brierley Out of Work, i. (6) Dev. Her [an infant] can

talk, but her ca'nt tell a speech, Reports Provinc. (1885) no.

(7, a) Sh.I. Dis pain 'ill tell a tale yet, Stewart Tales (1892) 42.

s.Lan.1 It's beginnin' for t'tell a tale, 18. (b) n.Lin.1 I guanner'd

sum o' my sweades, an' gev t'uthers noht bud manner, an', my
wod ! th' guanner duz tell a taale ! you maay see wheare it's gone

to a inch. (8) Ir. But niver a tell she'll tell onless she happens to

take the notion in the quare ould head of her, Barlow Lisconnel

(1895) 10. (9) n.Yks. Apples tells in fast (I.W.). (10) w.Som.1

Wuul ! yiie aa-v udras- dhik vee'ul u graew-n praupur, ee-ul

tuul- oa ut pur-tee kwik, aa'l wau-rn un [Well ! you have dressed

that field thoroughly, it will show the effects of it very quickly,

I'll warrant it]. Dev. Reports Provinc. (1882) 22. (n, a) Abd.

Ye winno tell on's? Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 12, 1901). Frf.

I had vexed him by my lang silence. I wadna tell on ye, Paton
Inveresk (1896) 126. Edb. Bobe . . . used to get mair than his fair

share 0' the tawse as it was, without my tellin' on him, Campbell
Deilie Jock (1897) 16. w.Yks. But isteead o' tellin' on ma, he
took ma tul a glass, Speight Craven Highlands (1892) 144. Lan.

(F.R.C.) Lon. Don't tell on me this time, People (Sept. 1, 1889)
6. [Amer. She made him promise he'd never tell on her, Cent.

Mag. (Jan. 1883) 369.] (b) w.Yks. ' Wor ther a lot o' fowk at

t'funeral?' ' Nowght to tell on,' Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 10,

1898). Lan. In days that owd folk tell on, Harland & Wilkin-
son Flk-Lore (1867) 60. (12) Dor. (W.C.) Cor. The first Monday
after Twelfth-day . . . young people . . . disguised, . . visit their

neighbours in companies, where they dance, and make jokes upon
what has happened during the year, and every one is humorously
' told their own,' without offence being taken, Hunt Pop. Rom.
w.Eng. (1865) 392, ed. 1896. (13) Don. I would't tell me name
for the couple o' scraps he's peggin' on them [boots]. Hoots ! ay,
indeed! Macmanus Bend ofRoad (1898) 101. (14) Sh.I. Burning
and toothache were ' told out ' by uttering over the patient
certain formulas of words in Norse, only known to the speaker,
Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 158 ; Persons who professed the healing
art, such as 'telling oof toothache or ringworm, ib. 26; The
religious charmer of Shetland would mutter some words over
water, in imitation of the practice of the Catholic priest, and the
elementwasnamed 'forespoken water' : ..boatswerethensprinkled
with it, and limbs were washed with it, for the purpose of telling
out pains, Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 272, ed. 1891. (15) Wm.
(B.K.),Hrf. (E.M.W.) Sus. Longman's Mag. (July 1889) 269.
(16, a) Not.1 Lei. 1 Will you tell the master to this threepence ?

' Had you ever seen defendant before ?
'

' Not as Ah could tell

tew.' War.3 (b) s.Chs. 1
(17, a) Oxf. No time to hearken to

any such tell-up, Blackmore Cripps (1876) vii. Wil. 1 I mind
thur wur a lot on 'em thur from Ca'an [Calne] as wur a tellin' up
zuch tales as was never about the Cannin's vawk, 214. Dor. Do
ee tell oop how it all corned about, Hare Vill. Street (1895) 124.
Som. I don't listen to all everybody do tell up, Raymond Sam
and Sabina (1894) 95. e.Dev. Some of which letter may have
been a mere telling up, but no matter, Jane Lordship (1897) 310.
Cor. You could tell that up in Devonshire, a Cornish equivalent
for telling things ' to the marines,' Cahill Wheal Certainty (1890)
I05-. iP) Dor. I can't bear et no longer

; I mun tell up what
a wicked lass I've a-bin, Hare Dinah Kcllow (1901) 250. (18)
w.Som. 1

' Do not talk nonsense ' is usually ' Don't tell up such stuff.'

2. Comb. (1) Tell-clack, (2) -clat, (3) -pie or -pye, (4)
-pienot, (5) -piet or -piot, (6) -pie tit, a tale-bearer

; (7)
-post, a direction or finger-post; (8) -tale, the engine-
man s index as to the position of the cage in the shaft

when winding
; (9) -taler tit, (10) -tit or -tale tit, see (6)

;

in gen. colloq. use.

(1) Nhp.1, Hnt. (T.P.F.) (2) n.Lin.i, se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (3) n.Yks. 2,

ne.Yks.1 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 35 r - m-Yks.1,

w.Yks. 1 s
(4) m.Yks.1 (5) Cat.* Gall. It's a lee, I'm no! Ye

wee tell-piet, wait till I get ye oot ! Crockett Banner of Blue

(1902) iv. N.Cy.1 (s.v. Tale-pie). Nhb.1
, n.Yks.124 ,

ne.Yks.1
,

m.Yks.1 (6) e.Yks.1 , m.Yks.1 w.Yks. 2 Children about Doncaster

say : 'Tell Pie Tit Laid an egg and couldn't sit.' w.Yks. 5
(7)

Nhp.1 (8) n.Stf. (J.T.) (9) w.Som. 1 Tuul-tae-ulur-tee-t.
^
(10)

w.Sc. He was greeted by cries of ' Clip-cloots ! Clip-cloots
!

' and
' Tell-tale tit, Your tongue shall be slit, And every little dog shall

have a little bit,' Wood Farden Ha' (1902) 197. w.Yks.2, Lan. 1
,

e.Lan.1
, s.Lan. 1

, s.Chs. 1 s.Stf. Tell-tale-tit, His tongue shall be

slit, And every little dog shall have a little bit, Pinnock Blk. Cy.

Ann. (1895). n.Lin. 1
, Nhp.1

, Oxf. (CO.), Oxf.1 MS. add., Lon.

(A. B.C.), Dev.3 , Cor.1

3. To count ; to reckon up. Also with on and over.

Sc. He . . . pulled out a small bag of gold and . . . proceeded to

tell out the contents, Scott Nigel (1822) iv. Frf. They tell'd ilka cut

[ofyarn] that they ty'd up, PiperofPeebles (1794) 7. Rxb. Now ye'll

hae less [money] to tell, Wilson Poems (1824) 5. Cam. Our butter

tells to fourteen pun, Blamire Poems (1842) 215. n.Yks. (T.S.)

;

n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 Tak tent o' thah brass an tell 't. ' Tell'd ower,'

countedortold ; n.Yks.4 ,
e.Yks.1 m.Yks.i'Goandtelltheewelambs

over; I am afraid one of them is missing.' 'I can'ttellonthemnow;

it's ower dark.' w.Yks. (C.C.R.) Lan. So the moneys collected

was told, Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 21 ;
(S.W.) War.3 w.Wor.

We'll tell them over, S. Beauchamp N. Hamilton (1875) I. 258.

Glo. Have you told the sheep ? (A.B.) Brks.1 Tell them ther ship

'ooll 'e an' let I knaw how many ther be on um. e.An.1 Nrf.

Doan't yow tell yer chickens afore yer hatch 'em, Patterson Man
and Nat. (1895) 123 ;

(W.R.E.) Suf. Did you tell the clock when
it struck ? (M.E.R.) ; Suf.1 Ess. I told the clock every hour of

the night (W.W.M.). Ken.1 Here's the money, will you tell it

out on the table? Sur. 1 Sus. 1 Otherwhiles I be forced to tell

the ship over six and seven times before I can get 'em right. Hmp. 1

s.Hmp. I told the clock, I believe, every hour all night, Verney
X. Lisle (1870) xiii. Som. (F.A.A.) w.Som.1 Hau-n yiie bee
aak-st oaurt, muy-n yiie au-vees tuul vuy-v voa -r yiie du spai-k

[When you be asked anything, mind you count five, before you
speak]. Cor.123

Hence Teller, sb. a counter, one who counts.
Nrf. Merchants, fishermen, tellers, &c, &c, . . all of 'em gettin'

more or less benefited by one little fish, Patterson Man and Nat.

(1895I 128.

4. To pay or pay down ; to -count down in payment.
Also with down.

Sc. If telling down my haill substance would have saved her,
Scott Midlothian (1818) x. Bch. They must tell down good five

pounds Scots, Forbes Dominie (1785) 31. Frf. She down the
clink did tell, Morison Poems (1790) 21. Per. He would have
telled doun twelve pounds Scots, Spence Poems (1898) 192. Som.
Biddlecombe drew a bag from his pocket and told the money out
in gold, Raymond Gent. Upcott (1893) ii.

5. To recognize; to distinguish, know ; in gen. colloq. use.
Frf. A braw cork leg that canna be telt frae flesh an' bluid,

Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) 6, ed. 1889. n.Cy. (J.W.) n.Yks.
Ah couldn't tell him so far off(I.W.) ; n.Yks.4 ne.Yks.1 Them's
varry good 'uns ti tell. e.Yks.i MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. 1 I

couldn't tell him, an I sa him, ii. 192. e.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 He conno'
tell a bitter-bump fro' a gill-hooter, 34. nXin.1 Oxf.1 MS. add.
Hnt. (T.P.F.), w.Som.1

6. To remember ; to recall to mind.
Cum. 1

I can tell sen' ther' was n't sec a thing as a shorthorn
;

Cum.4 w.Yks.1
I can tell sin there war naa turnpike ower't moor.

7. To repeat ; to say by heart.
Cor. 1 Can you tell your lessons ? Cor.3 ' Can 'ee tell yourABC

yet, Willie ?
' To tell the Lord's prayer.

8. To talk, speak, say.
Dor. What you told about= spoke about (G.M.M.). w.Som.1 He

do tell in his sleep ter'ble. Do what I wid I couldn' get'n vor to
tell a word. Dev. 'e's behind telling tu Mr. Baker, Hewett Peas.
Sp. (1892) 21; Dev.1 A told way en as thoft a war telling to a
Christian, 2. n.Dev. There's no direct to hot tha tell'st, Exm.
Scold. (1746) 1. 150. nw.Dev.1 Cor. What are 'ee a-tellen of?
Lee Widow Woman (1899) 34.
9. To advise, warn ; to give advice ; to scold, reprove

;

to 'give a piece of one's mind.'
Wm. He's that masterful he woan't be towd, Ward Helbeck
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(1898) ior. w.Yks. He's gettin a peffing cough that ye could

hear fro' this to Lancashire, but he willun't be telled, Sutcliffe
Shameless Wayne (1900) 170. s.Not. When I seed 'im again I did

tell 'im (J.P.K.). Oxf. 1 Her wunt be telled, MS. add.

10. To sentence, condemn.
Dev. I seed a high judge to Exeter. An' 'twas at the 'Sizes

;

an' he told a man for hanging, Phillpotts Sons ofMorning (1900)
218.

11. To touch bottom when bathing, &c.
Cor.3 Is it deep where you are or can you tell ? The boat sunk

close in, where you could tell.

12. sb. pi. Rhymes used by children to determine who
is to commence any game.

Nhp.1 Those who are going to engage in the play stand in a

circle, or a line, and one of the number repeats a 'tell,' touching

each play-mate in succession with the fore finger as she repeats

each word, spelling the last, and the one whom the last letter falls

to is to commence the game, or to preside over it.

13. A talk, conversation
;
gossip, chat ; tidings, news.

Also in phr. to hear tell. See also Hear, v. II. 1 (9).

Sc.(A.W.l Cum. I'swarn you'll awhevh'ard tello' Billy Brannan,

Silpheo Billy Brannan (1885) 3 ; Cum.1 n.Yks.2 I've heear'd neea

tell (s.v. Heard). w.Yks. ' Have you heard any tell of my lad ?

'

'There's no tell yet' (C.C.R.). Lan. 'Ud flay ony wick soul to

yer tell on, Harland & Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 62. n.Lin.1

We tallygraphted to Doncaster, bud can't hear no tell on him.

Lei.1 ' Nivver 'eerd tell o noo sooch a thing,' means ' I never heard

anything of the kind,' and gen. implies further, ' and I don't

believe it.' Brks.1 e.An. 1 I' ha' never heard tell on. Sur.' I

hadn't heerd no tell of it. Dev. I'm very much wantin' to have

a tell with 'e, Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900) 205 ;
Kom een

an' ha' a tell wan arternoon (R.P.C.). [Amer. As near's I c'n

make out fm Dave's tell, he must 'a' been red- headed, Westcott

David Harum (1900) xxx.]

TELLABLE, adj. Sc. Yks. [te'labl.] 1. Fit to be

told ; used with neg. Cai.1 2. Distinguishable, easily

recognized, conspicuous. n.Yks.2 e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.)

TELLE, v. Dev. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To eat hastily. (Hall.)

TELLER, see Tiller, v.

TELLERS, sb. pi. Nhb. Lei. The successive strokes

on a church bell, rung as a toll for the dead.

Nhb.1 It is usual at village churches to knell the sex of an adult

by nine strokes for a man, or six strokes for a woman, repeated

on each of three bells. For a child three strokes are given and

similarly repeated. Then follow a number of strokes on the treble

bell to indicate the age, each stroke counting one year. Lei. At

Frisby and elsewhere these tolls [for the dead] are called 'tellers,

and it has been suggested that the old saying ' Nine tailors make

a man ' is a corruption of a saying arising from the thrice three

tolls or ' tellers' at the close of the passing bell,— '
Nine tellers

mark a man,' North Church Bells in N. (f Q. (1877) 5th S. vn. 164.

TELLGENCE, sb. Obs. Wxf. 1 Also in form talligence.

Tidings, news, ' intelligence.'

TELLIF, sb. Obsol. Shr.1 A thick tangled crop, said

of weeds. , . ,..,

I shall 'ave a pretty job to 'aw them tatoes-theer s a fine tellii

o' weeds.

TELLING, prp. and sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Stf. Dev.

Also in form talin Sh.I. 1. prp. In phr. to be telling, to

be to the advantage of; to have effect ; see below.

Sc. It was tellin' him that he did as ye did. It had been muckle

tellin' ye that ye had bidden at hame, i.e. it was or it had been to

his or your advantage, &c. (Jam.) ; Raymondsholm is blithe aneuch

for me, and it wad hae been telling some that are now safe trae

skaith gin it had never been blither, Corspatnck ' (1822) II. 8

(Jam ) Sh.I. A'm no tinkin 'at dey'll be muckle talin apo da kye

whin der gotten dem, Sh. News (Dec. 4, 1897). Arg. A long

strong drink too, and that's telling you, Munro Shoes of tort.

(1001) 27. Ayr. It's a gey spite I didna take your advice. It

would have been telling me a ten-pound note, Johnston Glcnbuckie

(1880) 80 Dmf. It wud be tellin' the painsh an' himsel gin

Tosev gaed less aboot the Wallace Arms, Ponder Kirkcumdoon

(181^ 8*. N.I 1 ' It would be no tellin',' i.e. it would not tell or

count in one's favour-would be hurtful. ' It would be tellin' me

a quare dale if I'd knowed that afore,' i.e. it would have been of

great consequence to me to have known. Uls. It would have been

telling you to have been home an hour ago (M.B.-b.).

2. sb. A story, narrative ; talk, conversation ; news,
anything worth revealing or telling ; also in pi. See Tell, 8.

Sc. She threeps, an' threeps, he'slivin' yet, For a' the tellin' she
can get, Outrah Lyrics (1887) 33. Kcb. Oh, what telling, Oh,
what weighing is in Christ, Rutherford Lett. (1660) No. 241.

n.Yks. Ah thank you for your tellins, Munby Ann Morgan's Love

(1896) 16. w.Yks. It's a fearsome tellin', Macquoid Doris Barugh
(1877) xix. s.Lan.1 ' Hooa did it ?

' ' Nay, that's tellin's.' s.Stf.

Ah! that's tellings— ain't it? Murray Rainbow Gold (1886) 78.

Dev. Susanna . . . listened with as much patience as she could

muster to ' passon's tellin',' Longman 's Mag. (June 1901) 147.

3. A scolding, reproof ; warning, advice, esp. in phr. io

take telling, to listen to advice or warning. Gen. with neg.

Sc. She's a clever servant in a house but she taks tellin (Jam.).

Abd. We just took their tellin's, and whiles owned our failin's,

Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 3. s.Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. Mothers

threaten to send for Mary with her besom when their children

' wadna tak' a tellin',' Fraser Whaups (1895) 52. Dmf. I warned

you to hold your wheest, but you wouldna take telling, Hamilton
Mawkin (1898) 242. n.Yks. 1 Weel he's gettin' a bonny telling

noo, onnyways. w.Yks. I gave him such a telling (C.C.R.).

TELLY, see Tiller, v.

TELLY-PIE, sb. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Also in forms tell-

a-pie-tit n.Yks. ; telly-pie-tit Nhb. 1 Dur. 1 n.Yks. ; telly-

piot Nhb.1
; telly-pyepit n.Yks.4 [teli-pai.] A tale-

bearer. See also Tell-pie, &c, s.v. Tell, II. 2 (3).

Nhb. 1 ' Tellypie-tit, yor tongue shall be slit, an' aall the bairns

i' wor street shall hev a little bit,' is the children's rhyme shouted

after a tale-bearer. Dur. 1 n.Yks. (T.S.) ; She's a regular tell-a-

pie-tit (I.W.) ; n.Yks.14

TELYIE, TEM, see Tailyie, Them.
TEMBA, sb. Sh.I. [te'nibs.] In phr. to be upon lemba,

to be upon the alert. S. & Ork.1

TEMBERIN, see Timbern.

TEMBLE, v. Wor. [te-mbl.] With about: to care for
;

to like.

s.Wor. Do you like shrimps? I don't temble about em (H. lv.).

TEME, v. Som. To emit vapour. (Hall.)

TEMES, TEMIS, TEMMING, see Tems(e, Timming.

TEMO, sb. Irel. In phr. by the Temo, an exclamation

or mild oath.

Wxf. Be the Temo, I did not spend an evening these seven years

in such pleasant company, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 109.

TE-MOOAN, TE-MORN, see To-morn.

TEMP, v. Sc. Irel. Yks. [temp.] A dial, form of

'tempt'; to try. ,.,,.„,, . , ,. ,

Sh.I. What tempit you ta come sae shttne an fa till blacktastin !

Sh. News (Sept. 18, 1897). ne.Sc. Seerly it's a tempin' o' Providence

t' dee the like o' that wi's gifts, Green Gordonhavcn (1887) 61.

Abd. It's a tempin o' Providence, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871)

x Gall He wusna gaun a' temp' it wi' brekkin' the Sabbath day

ower it, Gallovidian (1901) III. 72. Wgt. The Deil tryin' tae temp'

me, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 190. N.I.1 It would temp a sant

the way you're gettin' on. w.Yks. So Satan temps ma cos ah m
wake, Ingledew Ballads (i860) 257.

TEMPANUS, sb. Obs. e.An.1 Erysipelas. SeeTempus-

"TEMPER, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. e.An. Wil. Som.

Cor. [te-mpa(r.] 1. v. To mix one thing with another;

to bring to a certain consistency.

w Yk?.3 To make (butter) soft for spreading. ne.Lan. 1 Suf.

Mortar is tempered by adding more sand or water. Wil. 1 Io

temper down dripping,' to melt it and refine with water.

2. To regulate, adjust. Also usedfe
Per. Understanding the great pains and travels of Archibald

Steedman in tempering the knock, Maidment Spothswoode Misc.

("i8.la-<;) II 269. Knf. This birkie bodie can wi speed Temper

ver ilka thrum and thread, Webster Rhymes (i835)x 5f
Lnk.

Come nane o' your impidence, temper your tongue Or 1 11 come

an' temper yer croun wi' a rung, Watson Poems (1853) 47-

3. An agricultural term : see below.

clover- ay, or tare, pea ui uwi. =lu^«. .«. ....---, -

Norfolk is called tempering, here they term casing,,
Young Agric.

181^ I IQ4 Ess. First to clean plough the land shahow, then

to rove across, then stetch up and plough once more, Forby bl.
to

(ed. 1895)



TEMPER-PIN [6oj TEMS(E

4. sb. Applied to soil when easily tilled ; see below.
w.Som. 1 Thick there field o' groun' was in capical temper, we

made-n jis the very same's a arsh-heap [heap of ashes]. Cor.
Land is in good temper when it pulverizes readily, Morton Cyclo.

Agric. (1863) ; Cor. 1 There's no temper in the ground (no moist
heat).

TEMPER-PIN, sb. Sc. Irel. [te'mpsr-pin.] 1. The
wooden screw for tightening the band of a spinning-wheel.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 e.Fif. A hole in her chackit apron claught
hauds o' the temper pin, whan doon gaed Bessie an' the wheel
aboon a', Latto Tain Bodkin (1864) iii. Ayr. She held o'er the
moors to spin . . . And ay she shook the temper-pin, Burns There
was a Lass, st. 1. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). UIs. Uls.

Jm. Arch. (1853-1862) V. 99.

2. Obs. A screw or peg of a violin, &c.
Abd. Gin the temper-pin ye'll screw, And gie's a sang,

Shirrefs Poems (1790) 339.

3. Fig. Disposition, temper.
Bnff. 1 His temper-pin's ooto' order. e.Fif. Mr. Gowlanthump's

temper pin was nae wise improved by the jaw-hole catastrophe,
Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) x. Cld. ' She's lost her temper-pin,' she
has fallen into a sulky or angry mood (Jam.).

TEMPERSOME, adj. Shr.1 Sus. 1 [te'mpasam.] Hot-
tempered, passionate ; hasty-tempered.
TEMPER'T, pp. s.Lan. 1

[te'mpat.] Vexed, out of
temper.

TEMPERY, adj. Yks. [te'mpari.] Short-tempered,
hasty. n.Yks. She was a tempery body (I.W.).

TEMPEST, sb. and v. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. e.An.
Sus. Hmp. [te-mpist] 1. sb. A storm, esp. a thunder-
storm, but without the accompaniment of high wind.
War. 2 w.Wor. 1 My! dunna it look black ! us 'all 'ave tempest

afore night surelie. s.Wor. Tempus' or tempes' is used for thunder
and lightning, never with a before it. ' We'm be gwain to 'a
tempus.' 'The tempus' wuz strung' (H.K.) ; s.Wor. 1

, se.Wor. 1
,

Shr.', Hrf. 2
,
Glo. (A.B.), Glo.' e.An. N. & Q. (1867) 3rd S. xi.

271 ; e.An.', Suf. (C.G.B.), (A.B.C.), Hmp.1

2. v. Of the wind: to blow roughly.
Sus. 1 It tempestes so as we're troubled to pitch the havupon

to the stack.
'

TEMPESTY, sb. and adj. Yks. Sus. [te'mpisti.]
1. sb. A gale ofwind. Sus. 1

2. adj. Stormy, blusterous,
having the appearance of thunderous or stormy weather.

n.Yks. 1 Varry tempesty t'daay ; t'thunnercracks's just flay-
some. It has a tempesty look wi' 't, t'daay ; n.Yks.4

TEMPINS, sb. Lan. Suf. [te'mpinz.] The game of
ninepins; see below.

Lan. We have like others, ninepins, which we rather unaccount-
ably call ten-pins, or rather tempins, Harland & Wilkinson
Leg. (1873) !34- Suf.1

TEMPLE, sb} Nhb. Yks. Lan. Chs. Som. [te'mpl.]
1. A weaving term : an instrument for stretching the

cloth on the loom
; see below. Also in pi. form. Cf.

tenter, sb. z

w.Yks. The temples on looms to day, which consist of wheels
on either side of the woven piece, having projecting pins all
round their circumferences, are quite different from those of the
old handloom days, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 10, 1898); A small
brass wheel with needle-like teeth, to stretch the edges of the
web (J.T.); w.Yks.3

, e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1

, Chs. 1 w.Som.1 A wooden
stretcher of adjustable length, having points at either end, used
by weavers to keep the cloth as woven of the proper width in the
loom. The implement is often called a 'pair o' temples.'

2. Used attrib. in comb. Temple rods, long hazel rods
used in holding down thatch, the ends being held down
by'scoubs.' Nhb. 1

TEMPLE, sb. 2 Obs. Cor. In phr. to send to Temple
Moors, to proclaim an outcast from society ; see below.
The Knights Templar built a church here [at Temple]. . . ' Send

her to Temple Moors,' implied that any female requiring seclusion
might at one time secure it under the charge of these Christian
knights in this their preceptory. . . The church, which was con-
secrated to the great cause of saving sinners, has perished, . . and
to ' send her to Temple Moors,' is to proclaim a woman an outcast
from society, Hunt Pop. Rom. iv.Eju?. (i860 440, ed. 1806.
TEMPORARY, adj. Yks. Lan. Suf. Ken. Sur. Sus.

Som. Also in forms tempery e.Yks.1 Ken.; tempory

Suf. Sus. 1 w.Som. 1 [te'mpari, te'mpri.] Slight, insecure,

weak, frail ; trumpery. Also used advb.
e.Yks. 1 Ah whop [I hope] thoo hezn't gin mich fo' that tempery

thing. s.Lan. 1 My clock-warks are gettin' like owd Gimp's cart-

shafts— rayther temporary, 6. Suf. (C.G. B.) Ken. Dat's a

tempery sort of fence (W.G.P.). Sur. 1 A common expression is

'It's a very tempory old place.' Sus.1 You be naun but a poor
tempory creetur run up by contract, that's what you be ! w.Som. 1

All the place is a-put up tempory, sure 'nough.

TEMPORY,a<#. w.Yks. 1 An aphetic form of ' extem-
pore.' ' I've . . . heeard what ye call tempory prayer,' ii. 312.

TEMPSE, see Tems(e.
TEMPT, v. Yks. s.Cy. I.W. [tempt.] To attempt

;

to essay, try.

w.Yks. 'Which of these apples will you 'tempt?' 'I'll 'tempt

t'least, I think' (C.C.R.)
; (J.W.) s.Cy. (Hall.), I.W.1

[Who shall tempt, with wandering feet, The dark
unbottom'd infinite abyss ? Milton P. Lost, 11. 404.]

TEMPTACIOUS, adj. Sc. Dev. Also written temp-
tashous Lnk. [tempte'Jss.] Tempting, inviting.

Lnk. The display there shown was very ample, . . and indeed
'quite temptashous,'as Mrs. Macfarlan graphically put it, Murdoch
Readings (1895) II. 30. Dev. Lying is a temptacious thing, Zack
On Trial (1899) 144.

TEMPTATION, sb. e.An. Atrial. (W.W.S.)
TEMPTSOME, adj. Sc. [te'mptsam.] Tempting,

inviting.
Rnf. How temptsome maun the wiling bait O' approbation seem,

Clark Poet. Pieces (1836) 23. Lnk. Man, Johnny, yer offer is

temptsome, Thomson Musings (1881) 44. Dmf. Geans . . . Hanging
temptsome owre your head, Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 370.

TEMPTUOUS, adj. Shr.1 [temtjss, te'mjas.] Tempt-
ing, inviting.
Thank yo', Missis, I'll tak' a bit, it looks so tem'tuous—as the

owd sayin' is, ' the proof o' the puddin' 's i' the atin.'

TEMPUS.FIRE,s6. e.An/ Erysipelas. SeeTempanus.
TEMS, sb. Obs. Lin. 1 A wooden vessel for carrying

water.
TEMS(E, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. Der. Not. Lin. Nrf. s.Cy. Wil. Also in forms teems
Rxb. (Jam.); temes Nrf. ; temis w.Yks. 2

; tempse n.Yks.2

e.Yks.1 w.Yks.3 Lan. ; temz Not. ; temzer Wil.1
; timse

se.Sc. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 [temz.] 1. sb. A sieve, esp. a fine
hair sieve used for sifting flour.
Rxb. (Jam.), N.Cy. 12 Nhb.1 A square timse, with a fine hair

bottom, was formerly used for sieving flour or meal. Dur. 1
,

w.Dur. 1
, Cum. 1

, Cum.4 Obsol. Cum., Win. Nicolson (1677) Trans.
R. Lit. Soc. (1868) IX; (M.P.) n.Yks. 123

, ne.Yks. 1
, e.Yks. 1

m.Yks. 1 A coarse hair-sieve, used in dressing flour. w.Yks. 1245
Lan. 25. for a half-bushel and terns we bought of him, Walkden
Diary (ed. 1866) 27 ; Elizabeth came into our house and borrowed
our tempse, lb. 47 ; Lan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, Der. 1 Obs., Lin.1 , Wil.1 Obs.

2. Comp. (1) Temse-bread, bread made of fine white
flour

; (2) Timse-sticks, the small frame supporting two
laths or sticks on which the ' timse ' slides.

(1) N.Cy. 2
,
n.Yks. 2

, w.Yks.i Nrf. Having my table fumish't
with good beef, Norfolk temes bread and country home bred
drink, Chettle & Day Blind Beggar (1600) 1. 844-5. s.Cy.
Bailey (1721). (2) Nhb.1 The timse-sticks were placed on a table
or sometimes fixed on the meal ark.
3. A sieve used in brewing.
w Yks. Still common. Used when speaking of the strainer

used in brewing to separate the hops, &c, from the ale. Thistemse consists of a kind of hoop about a foot in height; across
the bottom part of it is passed two sticks at right angles to each
other, and on the top of these sticks, and entirely covering up
his part, is a woven web of a texture seemingly made of horse-
hair which is woven pretty close, Leeds Merc. Suppl (Dec iq

fl^n 1
W'^S

-

T p^Sed in
'
h°P-We,' a hop sieve. KL3,s.Lan. 1 s.Not. (J.P.K.) Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884)

370. n.Lm. swXini We used to sile the beer thruffagret temse.

tt it
^Hen-trade term

=
a hair sieve used for straining

the liquid used for scouring cloth. w.Yks. (WT)
5. v. To sift.

v /

wantin'' nT^^ "I"
1 il Sl" tS me WeeI

>
°r timsinS fl°<"- whenwantm

, Donaldson Poems (1809) 73. N.Cy. 1
, Dur. 1 n Yks Ionce heard a man say, referring to some material he was riddling,

1 his tempses vary badly,' Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 6, 1890) -



TEMTIOUS [6i] TENANTRY
Fifty years ago flour was not very common with cottagers esp.,

and when they wanted some they would temse some rough meal.
' We ev na flour fer a pudding to-day, b't a'l temse a bit' (W.H.).
w.Yks.1

, ne.Lan.1

Hence (i) Tems'd- or Temmas-bread, sb., obs., bread
made of finely-sifted flour

; (2) Temsings, sb. pi. sittings.

(i)e.Yks. Our own tempsed-breade, Best Rur. Econ. (1641) 104.

Dev. Tems'd or temmas bread, white [bread] made of flour finely

sifted, opposed to Vurried, or made of meal as it comes from
the mill, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 428. (2) Dur. 1 Efter-temsins,

the coarse flour or refuse left after the operation of temsing. m.Yks. 1

[Temze, sive (temse, syue, K., P. ; temeze, S.), setarium
{Prompt.). Swed. dial, tdmms, a sieve (Rietz).]

TEMTIOUS, adj. w.Cy. Wil. Som. [te'mjas.] Tempt-
ing, inviting.

w.Cy. (Hall.), Wil. 1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

TEMZE(R, see Tems(e.
TEN, adj. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. Stf. Der. Lei. War. Shr. Suf. Guer. 1. adj. In

comb. (1) Ten-a-penny, a street cry ; see below
; (2)

-hours, (a) ten o'clock ; (b) a slight feed given to horses
while in the yoke in the forenoon

; (3) -hours' bite, see

(2, b) ; (4) -o'clock, slight refreshment taken about ten

o'clock, esp. by labourers in the field
; (5) -penny, {a) a

coin of the value of tenpence ; (b) a franc
;

(c) strong ale

at tenpence a quart ;
(d) inferior, of a poor description

;

(6) -penny kelp, a felt hat
; (7) -penny nail, a strong nail

;

(8) -penny-piece, see (5, a) ; (9) -pennyworth, in phr. the

height of ten-pennyworth of brass, very small ; in one's

earliest infancy ; (10) -pounding, a punishment inflicted

by harvest-men for breaking one of their rules ; (11)

-sight, ten times
; (12) -tails, the fish Sepia Coligo

; (13)

-toes, the foot
;
gen. in phr. to go on ten toes, to walk

; (14)

-to-one, Irish stew.
(1) Nhb. The timber merchants will ne mare Wiv ten-a-penny

deave us, Oliver Local Sngs. (1824) 16 ;
The price at which

street vendors of theperiod (a.d. 1821), facetiously called ' Timber-

marchints,' sold spunks, i.e. long brimstone matches made of slips

of wood, used with tinder-boxes before friction matches came into

vogue (R.O.H.). (2, a) Sc. (Jam.) Hdg. The auld lord would

hae nae lichts in the house after the ten hours, Longman's Mag.

(Aug. 1902) 310. {b) Sc. (Jam.) (3) Ayr. Dealing thro' amang

the naigs Their ten-hours' bite, Burns Ep. to J. Lapraik (Apr. 21,

1785) St. 2. (4) Nhb. 1 Especially at harvest-time. ' He' ye had

yor ten-o'-clock yit? ' Dur.1 Bread, cheese, and ale given in hay-

time to mowers at 10 a.m. Cum. 4 He had his ten o'clock and did

not feel hungry, C. Patr. (Mar. 31, 1899) 6, col. 7 (s.v. Dowin).

Wm. Noo, lads, will ye come an' hev yer ten-o-clocks? (B.K.)

Der. Betty meanwhile has put up their 'luncheons' or 'ten-o-

clocks '—huge masses of bread and cheese . . . and a bottle of ale

if they are going to plough, Howitt Rur. Life (1838) I. 161.

(5, a) Ir. I threw out a ' tenpenny' in the midst, Lever Martins

(1856) I. xiv. (6) Guer. When I get a bad tenpenny I put it in

my purse and pass it (G.H.G.1. (c) s.Stf. They keepin' some

tenpenny at the Seven Stars as'll mak yer yead rackle, Pinnock

Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). {d) e.Yks. 1 (6) e.Yks.1
(7) Ayr. Some

folk ... are as hard as tenpenny nails, Service Notandums (1890)

33. Nhb. 1 Probably so-called from its weight (ten pennyweights).

(8) Ir. She had given him a tenpenny-piece, Lover Handy Andy

(1842) xxi. (9) n.Yks. 2 I've knawn you iwer sen you were

t'height o' ten pennorth o' brass. (10) Suf. A custom exists

among harvest-men in Suffolk which is called ' Ten-pounding.

In most reaps there is a set of rules agreed upon amongst the

reapers before harvest by which they are to be governed during

its continuance. The object of these rules is usually to prevent or

punish loss of time by laziness, drunkenness, &c, and to correct

. . . any other kind of misbehaviour which might slacken the

exertions or break the harmony of the reap. One of the modes

of punishment directed by these rules is called 'Ten-pounding,'

and it is executed in the following manner : Upon a breach of any

of the rules a sort of drum-head court-martial is held upon the

delinquent, and if he is found guilty he is instantly seized and

thrown down flat on his back. Some of the party keep his head

down and confine his arms ;
whilst others turn up his legs in the

air so as to exhibit his posteriors. The person who is to inflict

the punishment then takes a shoe, and with the heel of it (studded

as it usually is with hob-nails) gives him the prescribed number

of blows upon his breech according to the sentence. The rest of

the party sit by with their hats off to see that the executioner

does his duty, and if he fails in this he undergoes the same punish-
ment, Forby Gl. (1830) 419 ; Brand Pop. Antiq. (ed. 1848) II.

23. (n) Shr. 2 I'd tensight rather. (12) n.Yks. Ferguson Nat.
Hist. Redcar (i860) 8. (,13) w.Yks 1 I marvel at thou sud gang
o' ten taas, ii. 309. Lei. 1 To 'go o' ten-toes.' War.3 He must
have some warm socks for his ten-toes. Suf. 1 (14) w.Yks. It

hints ten pieces of potato to one piece of meat (M.F.).

2. sb. In phr. catch the ten, a card game.
Sc. (A.W.) n.Sc. A hotly contested game of 'three card loo'

or ' catch the ten ' is entered upon, Gordon Carglen (1891) 79.

3. A measure of coals upon which the lessor's rent or
royalty is paid.

Nhb. [In 1602-3] The keel load and the ten were at that time
synonymous, and both represented ten chaldrons of 42 cwt. each.

. . The present ten of 440 bolls became fixed about the middle of

the eighteenth century. This ten of 440 bolls is still in use for

wayleave rents, and in some cases for mining rents [also a ten of

420 bolls]. The boll above mentioned is a suppositious measure,

for it has gone out of use. In practice the number of tens to be

paid for is arrived at by dividing the number of tons to be con-

verted into tens by 48-583 or 46-375, as the case may be, Dendy
Newc. Hcstmen (1901) 45; Nhb. 1 In the seventeenth century the

term meant ten score bolls, barrows, or corves of coal. It now
means usually about fifty-one and three-quarter tons, but varies in

places. Nhb., Dur. It usually consists of 440 bolls, or 48 tons

1 if cwts., but varies much under different landlords, Greenwell
Coal Tr. Gl. (1849).

Hence Tentale, sb. rent paid to the lessor of coal at

so much per ' ten ' of coals.

Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. Colliery rent consists of a fixed or certain

rent . . . and also of a surplus or tentale rent payable for the coal

worked—or worked and rended—above the certain quantity,

Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888) (s.v. Rent).

4. A piece of arable land in a common field. Cf. scribe, si.2

Nhb. 1 To each freehold burgage at Warkworth was attached

one ten and one ' scribe ' of land in Newtown. The tens measure

from eighteen yards long by eight and a quarter yards wide, or

about five perches upwards, to six and a half perches in area.

Their size has varied by gradual encroachments upon road or

waste lands as circumstances permitted.

TEN, TENANDRY, see Then, adv., Tenantry.

TENANT, sb. Sc. In comb. Tenant-stead or -sted,

obs., occupied by a tenant.

Kerse being broken, the rest of the rooms were lying waste and

this was only tenant-sted, Fountainhall Dec. Suppl. (1759)

IV. 793 (Jam.); Methinks, Christ's vineyard is but ill tenant-stead

(as we used to say of our lands), Pitcairn Assembly (1766) 31.

TENANTRY, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Wil. Sus. Also

in forms tenandry, tennendrie Sc. 1. Tenancy ;
the

holding of land by lease ; tenure.

Sc. The king may be thereby prejudged in his tennendrie,

dewtie, and service, Skene Difficill Wds. (1681) 83; Williamson

then sold the tenandry, by a deed to which Lord Torphichen was

a party, Maidment Spottisivoode Miscell. (1844-5) H- 2I -

2. Common-field husbandry. Wil. Reports Agric. (1793-

1813) 14. 3. Comp. (1) Tenantry-acre, a measure ot

land varying in extent but about f of a statute acre
; (2)

-down, (3) -field, a down or field in a state of commonage

on the ancient feudal system of copyhold tenancy
; (4)

-flock, a parish or township flock
; (5) -land, parish land

;

land held as common land
; (6) -road, a road about 8 feet

in width, dividingthe 'laines'of tenantry-land into furlongs.

(1) Sus. 1
; Sus. 2 The proportion between the tenantry and the

statute acre is very uncertain. The tenantry land was divided

first into laines, of several acres in extent, with good roads, some

sixteen feet wide between them ; at right angles with these were

formed at uncertain intervals, tenantry roads, of some eight feet

in width, dividing the laines into furlongs. In each furlong every

tenant had a right to his proportion, which was set out for him,

not by fixing any superficial quantity, but by measuring along the

line of the tenantry road of each furlong a certain number of feet

to each paul, the number of feet being the same, whatever was

the depth of the furlong; thus, if the furlong, for instance,

consisted of what is called a hatchet-piece something like three-

quarters of a square, the part where the piece was two squares

deep would contain double the superficial contents of the P°r"on

at the other end, where the measurement next the road would be

similar but the depth only one half, 65. Wil. In the common,

fields ... the usual rule is, to allow a thousand sheep to fold what



TENANTSHIP [62] TENDER

is called a tenantry acre per night, Davis Gen. Vieiv Agric. (1811)
xii. (2,3") Wil. Davis Agric. (1813). (4) Sus. A tenantry-flock

[of sheep] belonging to Denton parish, Marshall Review (1817)
V. 500. (5) Sus. This term is used rather vaguely. I have heard
it applied to 'waste of a manor' and to 'common lands.' I

think it generally applies to land belonging to a parish or place

and let out in parcels or othei\vise to individual parishioners or
inhabitants, yearly or at other regular periods (E.E.S.); Sus.12

(6) Sus.12

TENANTSHIP,^. w.Som.1 Tenancy.
Why my tenantship [taen-unshup'] will be a-run'd out vore the

work's a-finisht.

TENCH-WEED, sb. e.An. The floating pond-weed,
Potamogeton natans.

e.An.1 Supposed to be very agreeable to that fat and sleek fish,

the tench. Siif. Science Gossip (1883) 113.

TEND, v.
1 Sc. Nhb. Wm. Yks. Stf. Der. Not. War-

Brks. e.An. Sur. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Som. Dev. Cor. and
Amer. [tend.] 1. To attend to, look after, take care of;

to nurse ; to wait upon ; freq. with to. An early aphetic
form of ' attend.' See Tent, v.

Per. Wha has been seeck here that ye haena tendit ? Halibur-
ton Horace (1886) 38. Fif. What better job could Dauvit get
than to tend his ain bonnie floo'ers, Robertson Provost (1894)
36. Lnk. 'Tend to my plaint, ye bonny lasses, Mdir Minstrelsy

(1816) 61. Wm. You tend yer business, I'll tend mine ! Ollivant
Owd Bob (1898) xxii; (B.K.) n.Yks. So . . . Dick tended his

wife himself, Simpson Jeanie o' Biggersdale (1893) 2I 9- w.Yks.
Meary spun an cairded woo, ah' shoo helpt to tend t'shop, Dixon
Craven Dales (1881) 185. Stf. Ye'll get nowt by 'tendin' to 'em!
Cornh. Mag. (Jan. 1894) 39. Der. Men conna stand owd women
a-tendin' o' 'em, Gilchrist Milton (1902) 97. Not. Yo were a
good oad Hasty, to let me tend to the commoners first, Prior
Forest F/k. (1901) 14. Brks. Some folks is alius a-trivettin' arter
other folkseses business an' cassn't be satisfite wi' 'tendin' to their
own, Cornh. Mag. (Nov. 1901) 678. e.An. 1 To wait on company
at table. To take care of children, cattle, poultry. Sur. 1 Hmp.
Did they all . . . tend vathers and mothers in faver ? Gray Ribstone
Pippins (1898) 17. I.W. 1 w.Som. 1 'I must tend my customers or
lost 'em.' A mason's labourer always describes his work, ' I do
tend masons.' Dev. Yer never 'tend to what I tell 'ee, Ford
Posile Farm (1899) 212. Cor.12 [Amer. Tend out on him pretty
sharp, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 22.]

Hence (1) Tendance, sb. attention, care
; (2) Tending-

shop, sb. a room in a mill where the foreman receives
and gives out the weavers' work.

(1) Nrf. I shan't want much 'tendance, as I can very well wait
on myself, Spilling Molly Miggs (1902) 45. w.Som.1 Young
turkeys be terr'bl nash, they wants a sight o' tendance. [Hops
dried in loft, aske tendance oft, Tusser Hnsb. (1580) 128.] (2)
w.Som. 1

2. To be present at ; to go to regularly.
Abd. Clear-blooded health tends ilka sup O' simple diet, Keith

Farmer's Ha' (1774) st. 63. Lth. Our lads are doing little but
tending the drill, Macneill Poet. Wks. (1801) 220, ed. 1856.
Nhb. Aw'd picked up some bits o' lare Wi' tendin' close the skuil
at neets, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 57. w.Yks. (J.W.) Brks.
I 'tends church reg'lar, Hayden Round our Fill. (1901) 168.
[Amer. One 'tends out on church,' 'tends out on' the public
library for the first opportunity to take the new magazines, Dial.
Notes (1896) I. 22.]

3. To watch, esp. to watch and scare away birds.
n Cy. (Hall.), War* s.War. 1 He's gone bird-tending. Sur.1

Rook-tending. Sus. (S.P.H.) ; Sus. 1 He can't sing in church no
more, for he goos to work rook-tending. I.W. 1

4. To provide, supply.
Cor.2 One boy tended the stones as the other threw them at the

apples.

TEND, v? and sb. n.Cy. Wm. Lan. Chs. Stf. Nhp.

light, set fire to. Cf. tind.
N.Cy. 1 Teen the candle. Lan.1

, ne.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 Aw mun
teend that foire, it's gone spark eawt. Chs.23 (s.v. Tin.) Stf.
N. CY Q. (1851) 1st S. iii. 478. Nhp. 2

, w.Wor.1 Shr. N. & Q.
(1851) 1st S. iii. 478. w.Som.1 Yuur, Jiin ! tee-n u kan-I, wul-ur'
Dev. N. tf Q. (1868) 4th S. ii. 335. nw.Dev. 1 Cor. I declare
they'm teening a fire ! ' Q.' Three Ships (1890) ii ; Cor.12

Hence Teening-time, sb. lighting-up time, twilight.

Cor. 12 See Candle-teening, s.v. Candle, 1 (21). 2. With
up : to make up a fire ; to add fuel to a fire.

Wm. To put fuel on a fire at the same time as the ashes are

removed from the grate. ' Tend t'fire up tell ah side aboot t'hoose

'

(B.K.). Oxf. 1 Tend the fires up, to make up the quick fires by

placing the quick around the part that is burning on the fire itself,

MS. add.

3. sb. Fire. ne.Lan. 1

[1. Whanne he shal araye the lanternes, he shal teenden

it, Wyclif Exod. (1382) xxx. 7. OE. on-tendan, to kindle.]

TEND, v.
3 Sc. Der. Hmp. Amer. [tend.] 1. An

aphetic form of 'intend.'

Sc. Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 172. Der. I'm tendin' to

do well for them as he's left behind, Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 95.

[Amer. I didn't 'tend to open it, Lloyd Chronic Loafer (1901) 13.]

2. To attempt.
Hmp. T'robin comes right in onto sink, an' cat she never tends

to touch him (W.M.E.F.).

TENDER, adj., adv., sb.
1 and v. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur.

Lan. Stf. Lin. War. Wor. Glo. Hmp. Dor. Dev. Cor.

[te-nds(r.] 1. adj. In comp. Tender-dear, a term of

endearment.
Cor. So Alice Ann, my tender-dear, Take care what you be at,

Forfar Poems (1885) 3; Pious es she? Tender dear, Harris
Our Cove (1900) 33.

2. Delicate, weak, sickly ; ailing.

Sc. I had been tender a' the summer and scarce ower the door
0' my room, Scott Midlothian (1818) v; A poor Trojan, who was
a widow, and a very tender man, Scoticisms (1787) 118. Lan.

His father was worse and his mother tender, Walkden Diary
(ed. 1866) 95. w.Cor. He looks tender (MAC).
Hence Tenderly, adv. poorly, unwell. Sc. Scoticisms

(1787) 16. 3. Friable, easily broken.
Nhb. 1 The top's varry tender, mind.

4. Of cheese: see below.
Glo. If the milk is not warm enough when the rennet is put into

it, the cheese will be ' tender,' and will bulge out in the edge,
Morton Farm (1832) 31.

5. Of roads : soft, muddy.
Stf., War. (H.K.) Wor. Behand Spetchley the roads was

very tender (ib.).

6. Of the wind: trying, sharp, biting.
Hmp. The wind is very tender, N. & Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 120

;

Hmp.1

7. Of the weather : inclined to rain, threatening.
Cor. Th' sky is tender, and I mistrust me it may come on to

blaw, Harris Our Cove (1900) 16. w.Cor. The weather is looking
tender (M.A.C.).

8. Obs. Circumspect, careful, considerate ; scrupulous.
Sc. I never was a separatist, nor for quarrelling with tender

souls about mint, cummin, or other the lesser tithes, Scott Mid-
lothian (1818) xviii. Rnf. Recommends the Earl of Glasgow as a
person very tender of and acceptable to the Church of Scotland,
Wodrow Corres. (1709-31) I. 3, ed. 1843.
9. Pathetic, touching.
Abd. It was a tender sight yon, sirs, a tender sight, an' ane good

for sair e'en, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (June 15, 1901). Dor. 'Twas
a very tender sight, goin' along by the top of the hedge, Francis
Pastorals (1901) 269.

10. With to : fond of, having a weakness for.
Dev. I always wuz a soft and muty-hearted zort o' chap, An'

vury tender tii tha girls, Salmon Ballads (1899) 61.
11. Obs. Nearly related, akin.
Sc Lodovick, Duke of Lennox, . . whom King James receaved

glaidhe and honorabhe as one who was so tender of kinred and
blood to him, Gordon Hist. Earls ofSutherland, 125 (Jam.). Fit
He lowit him and was his freind and tender of bluid vnto him,
Pitscottie Cron. (ed. 1889) II. 197.
12. adv. Tenderly, gingerly, with care.
nDev My mother . . . went tender in her best boots, Zack

Dunstable War (1901) 62.

13. sb. A term of endearment to a baby.

T„
Cor

:
There, ™y Messed, my handsome ! Look, my tender! ' Q.'

Wandering Heath (1895) r90.

14. A soft or crushed condition of strata. Nhb.1 Nhb.,
Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). 15. v. To make
tender, soft, or delicate.
Sc The quality of the food in the autumnal quarter has a more
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immediate influence in tendering their constitution than at any
other period, Ess. Highl. Soc. III. 467 (Jam.). N.I. 1 As linen
sometimes is in ' the bleach.' ' The fibre [of flax] tendered by
excess of moisture.' sw.Lin.1 It'll tender him for the winter.
Poulticing tenders it so.

16. Obs. To have regard for.
Sc. I advise none that tenders the glory of God to meddle with

them, Thomson Cloud of Witnesses (1714) 206, ed. 1871. Lnk.
All officers of the standing forces, as they tender his majesty's
service and the peace of the country, to give their assistance,
Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1721) I. 344, ed. 1828.

TENDER, sb.2 Nhb. e.An. Cor. Also written tendar
Cor. 1

[te'nda(r).] 1. A waiter. See Tend, v.
1

e.An. 1 Cor. Ev'ry tender what's theere, my dears, es a" real
gen'leman to look upon, Tregellas Tales (1865) 32 ; Cor. 12

2. The guard of a train. Cor. 1
3. Obs. A small rapper

or signal rope in a pit. Nhb. 1

TENDER, sb.3 I.W. Cor. [te'nda(r).] Tinder. I.W.1

See Tend, v.2 Hence Tender-box, sb. a tinder-box. Cor.2

TENDERNESS, sb. Obs. Sc. 1. Delicacy, esp. as
regards health. See Tender, adj. 2.

Rnf. I am grieved to hear of Miss Lillias' tenderness, Wodrow
Corres. (1709-31) II. 476, ed. 1843.
Hence Self-tenderness, sb. care of one's health.
Rnf. My self-tenderness will not allow me to spend time at

night on the records, ib. II. 37.
2. Consideration, regard ; scrupulousness.
Sc. I have a tenderness and scruple in my mind anent them,

Scott Midlothian (1818) xviii. Abd. Iffyee haue anie tendernes to
such as fear the Lord in this place, Stuart Eccl. Rec. (1846) 136.
TENDERSOME, adj. Dor. Dev. [te'ndasam.] Tender,

gentle, sweet ; also used advb.
Dor. When a woman do look zweet and tendersome in her

worken-clothes, Agnus Jan Oxber (1900) 71. Dev. Imploring o'

me to deal tenderzome by ut, Zack On Trial (1899) 227.

TENDLE, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Also in forms
tennel, tennle. Firewood ; dried twigs or furze, &c. used
for fuel. Hence Tendle-knife, sb. a knife for cutting fire-

wood ; a hedge-bill, bill-hook.

TENE, see Teen, sb.1, Tine, v.
1

TENET, sb. w.Som. 1 [tenat.] A tenon. Hence
Tenet-saw, sb. a tenon-saw ; a back-saw.
TENG,TENGS,TENK,see Tang, sb.

1
, Tongs, Tank, sb.2

TENNEL, v. Obs. N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 Also in form tinnel.

Of trees : to die away.
TENNEL, TENNER, TENNET, see Tendle, Tenor,

Tinnet.
TENNIS, v. Rut.1 [te-nis.] To strike with a rebound..
If she'd hit against the corner of the house it would 'a tennised

her agin the soft-water tub.

TENNLE, see Tendle.
TENNRILLS, sb. pi. Sc. Dry twigs ; a dial, form of

'tendrils.' Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

TENON, sb. Sc.Yks. [te-nan.] A tendon. n.Yks.(T.S-)
Hence Tenony-hough, sb. the joint of the hind leg of a

beast.
Sc. I daresay this bit morsel o' beef is an unce lighter than ony

that's been dealt round ; and it's a bit o' the tenony hough, Scott
Bride of Lam. (1819) xxxiv.

TENOR, sb. Sc. Yks. Lin. Also written tenner n.Yks.

n.Lin.1 [te
-na(r.] 1. A tenon.

n.Yks. Thease tenners isn't tight (I.W.)- n.Lin.1

2. Comp. Tenor-saw, a tenon-saw ; a thin back-saw.
Abd. You're just as rough's a tenor saw, An' fu' o' slaps,

Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 116.

3. The cross-bar between the legs of a chair. S. & Ork.1

TENSOME, aa??. and s6. Sc. [te'nsam.] Consistingoften.
Sc. The lut wi the tensome thairms, Waddell Psalms (1871)

xxxiii. 2. Lnk. There durst nae tensome there him take, Ramsay
Poems (1721) 103. Dmf. The glee o' Tensome an' Twalsome
Faimilies, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 284.

TENSORS, sb.pl. Obs. Shr.1 Persons who, not being
burgesses, carried on business in the town as tradesmen
upon payment of certain fines.

1449-50. This yeare the burgesses and tenssars in Shrewsbury
dyd varye, Early Chron. Shrewsbury. The Tensors' fines were
imposed by the Court Leet, which required that they should ' be

levied before the Feast of St. Catherine [Nov. 25th].' ' In the

Corporation Accounts—1519—it is ordered that "Tensors selling
ale should pay vjrf. quarterly,"* Phillips Hist. Shrewsbury, 161, 168.
Hence Tensorship, sb. the fine paid by 'tensors.'
It was objected to his vote that he was no Burgess, in support

of which it was proved that he pd. Tensership several years, Poll
for Shrewsbury (i 747 ) in Trans. Shr. Arch. Soc; This RichardM uckleston ... commenced a suite against theTowne of Shrewsbury
for exacting an imposition upon him which they call tensorship,
and did endeavour to make voyd their Charter, but they gave him
his Burgesship to bee quiet, Gough Hist. Myddle, 128.
TENT, sb.1 Sc. Irel. [tent.] 1. An open-air pulpit.
Sc. A square pulpit of wood erected in the fields and supported

by four posts, which rest on the ground, rising three or four feet
from it

; with a trap leading up to the door and a projection in
front, which is meant to protect the speaker from the sun and rain
as well as to serve for a sounding-board (Jam.). n.Sc.The ' tent'
is still used in the Highlands at open-air services (A.W.). Ayr.
But hark ! the tent has changed its voice, Burns Holy Fair (1785)
St. 14. Dmf. I could fancy a tent and the preachers by turns
Proclaiming salvation by Christ to their flock. Shennan Tales
(1831) 146.

Hence (1) Tent-preaching, sb. preaching from a ' tent
'

;

(2) -reader, sb. one who reads the service from a 'tent.'
(1) Sc. Tent-preaching has been long in use in Scotland,

occasionally at least from the year 1630 (Jam.). s.Sc. At the
next market or the next tent-preachin, Wilson Tales (1839) V.
53- (2) Edb. He was tent-reader of our service book, Pennecuik
Whs. (1715) 345, ed. 1815.

2. A slang word for an umbrella.
Ir. Take your tent with you (M.B.-S.).

TENT, sb.2 Irel. [tent.] 1. The quantity of ink
taken up by a pen at one dip. N.I.1 s.Don. Simmons 67.

(1890). 2. A small quantity of liquor. s.Don., s.Ir.

Simmons ib. Cf. tint, sb.
1

TENT, v., sb.3 and adj. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Shr. Ken. [tent.]
1. v. To attend to, look after, take care of; to watch or
mind animals

; to watch birds to drive them away. See
Tend, v.

1

Sc. He that has but ae ee maun tent it weel, Henderson Prov.

(1832)6, ed. 1881. Abd. At hame a' day My flock to tent, Anderson
Poems (ed. 1826) 21. Per. Ye said ye'd tent her for half-a-crown,
Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 189, ed. 1887. s.Sc. I tentit my
lambs through the blythe summer day, Allan Poems (1887) 16.

Ayr. We'll tent our flocks by Galla Water, Burns Galla Water,
st. 3. e.Lth. Tentin' his flocks, Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885) 5.

Dmf. Her premium-winning flowers She tents wi' care, Quinn
Heather (1863) 40. Nhb. 1

, Cum.4 Wm. I hev duly tented the

flock, Hutton Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 20. n.Yks.1 'Why's
William Dale not at school ?

'
' Please, Sir, he's tenting moother's

lahtle coo o' t'Howe;' n.Yks. 24 ne.Yks. 1 He's tentin' bo'ds.

e.Yks.1
, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1 Dunnot they tent aw neet ? ii. 305

;

w.Yks.235 , Lan.1
, ne.Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1
, m.Lan,1

, s.Lan. 1 Chs.1 Tenting
kye i'th' lone. Tenting crows ; Chs.23 s.Chs. 1 Tent the fire, as

it doesna go ait. Der. 12 Not. The little lad's gone a crow-tenting

(L.C.M.) ; Not.12 s.Not. Sometimes 'e addles a penny or two wi'

pig-tenting (J.P.K.). Lin. 1 A lad must be put in the 10-hoof to

tent the birds. n.Lin.1 Oor Bill's tentin' to'nup-sead e' th' Beck-
boddoms. When I was a lad I spent moast o' my time tentin'

craws an' stock-dews. sw.Lin.1 His feyther wants him to tent

next week. Lei. 1 Ha yo tented the 'osses ? Nhp. 1
, War. 3 Shr.1

'Jack, the Maister wants yo' to tent them cows as 'e's jest turned

i' the leasow.' Ken. He's gone rook tenting (W.F.S.).

Hence (1) Tent-boy, (2) Tenting-lad, sb. a boy who
' tents,' or who looks after animals or drives away birds.

(1) Lin. Here seated in his rustic grace, The ' tent ' boy blew his

horn, Brown Lit. Laur. (1890) 63. (2) nXin.1

2. To pay attention to ; to heed ; to listen to.

Abd. Henever tents sic triflin' matter, WalkerBardsBon-Accord
(1887) 370. Per. Neebourwives, now tent my tellin', Ford Harp

(1893) 112. se.Sc. Tent me, Tam, ye may be sure, We town-bred

lads are unco queer, Donaldson Poems (1809) 34. Ayr. Tent me,

Nanny, I'll see thee bleezin' yet at the Cross o' Killwinning,

Service Notandums (1890) 105. Kcb. An' tents the mavis at ilk

sten, Davidson Seasons (1789) 25.

3. To see, observe, notice.

Sc. This aught days I tented a pyot Sit chatterin' upon the house-

heid, Chambers Sngs. (1829) II. 346. Frf. Tent her when she

hides her face, Reid Heatherland (1894) 86. s.Sc. Wha withouten
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pleasure Can tent thy fame, thy pith an' treasure, T. Scott Poems

(*793) 356. Ayr. They wha scarcely tent us in their way As
hardly worth their while, Burns Ep. to Davie (Jan. 1784) st. 6.

Bwk. Wi' shame I tent the reason For the ruin that I see, Calder
Poems (1897) 83. Gall. Those [charms] still left hae few to tent

them, Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 99, ed. 1897. Cum. 4

4. To beware, take care.

Sc. Tent what you say! Shepherd's Wedding (1789) 15 ; The
neist time ye dance, tent wha ye take by the hand, Ramsay Prov.

(1737). Ayr. Haud awa frae the bonnie lass, I rede you tent her

e'e, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 106. Lnk. I'd wary tent ilk

flattering tongue, Struthers Poet. Tales (1838) 245. Cum. Ye
heedless hauflins that may hap To fa' into their clutches, Tent
ye, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1807) 143.

5. To watch ; to lay in wait for ; to watch for an oppor-
tunity to the disadvantage of another person

;
gen. used

as a threat.
n.Yks.1

; n.Yks.2 I'll tent thee for't. m.Yks. 1 Chs. I'll tent

thee, quoth Wood, if I cannot rule my daughter I'll rule my good,

Ray (1691) ; Chs.1 Th' cat's tenting th' rat-hole; Chs.3 Shr. 1

I'll tent 'im if 'e osses to do that agen.

6. To prevent, hinder.
n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks. (W.H.) e.Yks. 1 Ah'll tent tha fre

comin ti see mah lass. w.Yks. He thinks to come here, but I'll

tent him, Sheffield Indep. (1874) ; Hutton Tour to Caves (1781)

;

w.Yks.15 Lan. To keep 'em i' baonds, an' tent 'em fro' breyking
aot o' th' ranks, Accrington Times (May 16, 1868). Chs.3 s.Chs. 1

I'll tent him from doin' that. Stf. 1
, Der. 1

, nw.Der. 1
, Not.2 Lin.

I doan't knaw how I was to tent him fra it, Brown Lit. Laur. (1890)

63 footnote. n.Lin. 1 I've tented my bairns fra backin' utherfoaks's
bills, fer I've niver hed 'em larnt to write the'r naames. Shr. 1

7. To stop, stay, delay.
w.Yks. Robinson Gl. in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (1884). Der. 1 'I

cannot tent,' I am not at leisure. nw.Der. 1 Lei. 1 Ah caint tent

to stop now, loike.

8. To compare ; to count, tally ; to take account.
nYks. 2 m.Yks. 1 To watch for the purpose of comparing or

enumerating. A term much used in ironical remarks.

9. To show, teach ; to incline.

e.Lth. 'Tis that towards union it wud tent The sisters three,

Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885) 27. w.Yks. Ah'll tent thee, Lucas
Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) Gl.

10. To make hay; to spread and shake about newly-
mown grass.

s.Lan. 1 Chs.1 Tenting th' hay, is attending to the making of
the hay, tedding it, turning it, raking it up, but it does not include
the operations of mowing or leading.

11. With about : to occupy oneself.
Cum. He fettles teah at mworns an' neets, An' tents about,

Dickinson Lit. Rem. (1888) 194.

12. sb. Care, heed
; gen. in phr. to take tent (of or (to, to

take care (of; to be careful, heedful; to beware.
Sc. Grizzle, come up here, and tak tent to the honest auld man,

Scott Midlothian (1818) xxiv. Sh.I. I hed ta tak tent, Junda
Klingrahool (1898) 5. e.Sc. Tak' tent how you quote Scriptur',
Setoun Sunshine (1895) 331. Ayr. I stacher'd whyles, but yet
took tent ay To free the ditches, Burns Death and Dr. Hornbook
(1785) st. 3. Lth. Tak tent o' your feet in that worn windin' stair,
Ballantine Poems (1856) 122. Slk. Dinna mind me—tak' tent
o' Mr. North, sir, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 96. Dmf.
Tak' tent o' the hizzie that's saucy and proud, Wallace School-
master (1899) 24. Nhb. She wad nae tak tent o' me in my sorrow,
Jones Nhb. (1871) 253; Nhb. 1 n.Yks.1 Mind an' tak' tent on 'em

;

n.Yks.2 Tak thoo tent o' t'meeal-pooak yamwards, an I'll hug
t'tatey-skep. ne.Yks. 1 Thoo mun tak tent on 'em. w.Yks. Tak'
tent o' this baking-bowl, sir, Bronte Shirley (1849) xxiii ; w.Yks. 1

Hence (1) Tentless, adj. (a) careless, heedless
;

(b) un-
cared for, untended

; (2) Tently, adv. carefully.
(1, a) Sc. For lonesome lovers they are meet Who saunter forth

with tentless feet, Cunningham Sngs. (1813) 33. Rnf. I saw them
tentless, wander o'er the hight, Picken Poems (1813) I. 20. Slk'.
Aye when ony tentless lammie, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 96. (b)
Cai. Wi' ye, puir tentless loun, an' yer stairvin' teethless grannie
McLennan Peas. Life (1871) II. 117. Rnf. I'm but a stirk Wha
tentless staumers i' the mirk, Webster Rhymes (1835) 91. (2)
Lnk. Fu' tently they are keekin, Watson Poems (1853).
13. A look ; observation, notice, attention

;
gen. in phr.

to take tent (ofor to, to pay attention (to ; to notice, observe.
Sc. But you must take tent that I have admitted naebody but

you, Mr. Trumbull, Scott Redg. (1824) xiii. Or.I. She turned to

tak' a tent, Paety Toral (1880) 1. 139, in Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V.

795, 800. Abd. Tak' tent that sticks and stones ha'e lugs, Cobban
Angel (1898) 28. Ayr. Mrs. Craig, ye'll lake tent of what I have

said, Galt Legatees (1820) viii. Lth. Tak' tent o' me, my word
rely on, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 151. n.Cy. (Hall.) n.Yks. 1

To pay special attention, give watchful heed ; as for the purpose

of reckoning or keeping count of objects passing in succession;

e.g. sheep passing through a gate, bushels of corn measured out,

or the like; n.Yks. 2 Tak good tent o' thahlear. ne.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1
;

w.Yks.2 Thah mun tak tent on it. ne.Lan. 1

Hence Tentless, adj., obs., unnoticed, unheeded, un-

regarded.
Ayr. I'll wander on, wi' tentless heed How never-halting

moments speed, Burns To J. Smith (1785) st. 10; The time flew

by with tentless heed, ib. Rigs 0' Barley, St. 1.

14. An engagement to look after animals or birds, &c.
n.Yks.4 'Tak tent,' to engage oneself to look after, e.g. as a boy

keeping cows off the land.

15. Time, patience ; in phr. to take tent, to take time, have
patience. Sc. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) 16. adj.

Watchful, attentive ; keen, intent.

Kcb. Up started Rosy Dougan As tent as if she had been a puss,

Davidson Seasons (1789) 90 (Jam.) ; As tent upo' the after game
As hound loos'd frae a kennel, ib. 77.

[1. Dat fals traitour bat here was lente, And we trewly
here for to tente Had vndir tane, York Plays (c. 1400) 412.

12. Alle creatures to me take tent, ib. 29.]

TENT, see Taint.

TENTBOB, sb. Obs. Sur. A small red spider. (K.)

TENTER, sb.
1 Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Chs. Lin. Also in

form tenther e.Yks. 1
[te

-nt3(r.] 1. One who takes
care of anything ; an attendant, keeper. Nhb. (R.O.H.),
w.Yks. (J.W.), Chs.1 See Tent, v. 2. One who looks
after a machine or engine ; a weaver's assistant.

Frf. I carena a bawbee For a' the West-end tenters that ever
screwed a key, Johnston Poems (1869) 87. s.Sc. Ye darty
workers at Tweed Mill, Ye ken oor tenters up the hill, Watson
Bards (1859) 72. Nhb. (R.O.H.) w.Yks.2 Generally used in the
phrase engine-tenter ; w.Yks. 3 Lan. Tha's been dreivin' four
looms beawt tenter, Wood Hum. Sketches, 6 ; The name ( tenter'

was formerly applied to any person who attended to cotton
manufacturing machinery, but it is now generally used in a more
restricted sense for the operative who attends to the scutching-
machine (J.B.S.) ; Lan.1 s.Lan.1 A young woman emplo3red in

the card-room of a woollen-factory, or who attends to the 'jack-
frames' in a cotton- factory.

3. A person engaged to look after animals or drive away
birds.

e.Yks. A pig-tenther, coo-tenther, or bod-tenther, Nicholson
Flk. Sp. (1889) 85. e.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, Chs.3 , n.Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1 No

cattle allowed in the lanes without a tenter. They want a bird-
tenter for the seeds.

4. A watcher, watchman ; a watch-dog.
w.Yks. 1 Moor-tenters. Lan.1 s.Lan. Will he do for a tenter ?

will he bark at night ? Bamford Walks (1844) 47. Chs. That
dog's a good tenter (C.J.B.).

5. Obs. One of the players in the game of ' bear and
tenter

' ; see below.
w.Yks. We have, or rather had a few years ago, a game called

the ' bear and tenter.'. . A boy is made to crawl as a bear upon his
hands and knees, round whose neck is tied a rope which the keeper
holds at a few yards' distance. The bystanders then buffet the
bear, who is protected only by his keeper, who by touching one of
his assailants becomes liberated. The other is then the bear and
the buffeted bear becomes the keeper, and so on. If the ' tenter

'

is sluggish or negligent in defence of his charge it is then that the
bear growls and the blows are turned upon the guardian, wholly
or partially as the bear-baiters elect, Hone Table-bk. (1827) II. 364.
6. The player in charge of the stone in the game of

' squat
' or ' stone-stown ' (q.v.). w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl.

(Mar. 26, 1898) ; ib. (June 11, 1898). 7. A person em-
ployed in making hay. Chs. 1 8. Obs. A hired collector
of tolls. n.Cy. (Hall.), Nhb. (R.O.H.)
TENTER, sb." and v. Sc. Yks. Lan. Lin. Nrf. Ken.

Colloq. Also in form tanter- Nrf. [te'nta(r.] 1. sb. A
frame for stretching cloth

;
gen. in pi.

w.Yks.3 Lan. A field . . . which tenters do fence, Tim Bobbin
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View Dial. (1740) 127. ne.Lan.1 Used by dyers and clothiers.

s.Lan. 1

2. Comp. (1) Tenter-bauk, a beam to which a butcher's

meat-hooks are fastened; (2) croft, (3) -field, a field or

enclosure where cloth is stretched on ' tenters ' ; (4)

frames, frames for stretching cloth ; (5) -ground, ground
where linen, skins, &c. are stretched on ' tenters

' ; (6)

-hooks, (a) hooks fastened into a wooden framework for

holding the cloth when being stretched
;

(b) hooks from
which anything is hung

; (c)fig. in phr. on tenter-hooks, in

suspense ; in gen. colloq. use.

(1) n.Yks.2 (2) w.Yks. Cudworth Manningham (1896) 125.

s.Lan.1 (3) w.Yks. Banks Wkfld.Wds. (186515; w.Yks.s, s.Lan.1

(4) w.Yks. 5 The tenter-frames are upright bars placed at a short

distance from each other and connected by other horizontal ones,

top and bottom, having an array of hooks at equal distances on

which the cloth is fastened by the listing of both sides. (5) Ken.1

(6, a) w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865) ; (J.M.) s.Lan. 1
(6)

w.Yks.2 The hooks upon which the valances of a bed are hung.

n.Lin. 1 Strong iron hooks put in ceilingsand the joists of buildings,

on which bacon and other such things are hung, (c) Sc. Aunt

Judith and the household were on the tenter-hooks of impatience,

Scott Nigel (1822) xviii. w.Yks. Ah wur on tenter-hooks aw th

tahme we wor e yond hoil (B.K.). n.Lin.1 To keep on tenter-

hooks. Nrf. What I said about the name on the card had put my
gentleman on the tanterhooks, Spilling Molly Miggs (1902) 112.

3. v. To stretch cloth on ' tenters.'

w.Yks. Returning home perhaps at day-break, the cloth was

'tentered'—that is, if weather permitted, Cudworth Bradford

(1876) 466.

Hence Tentering-machine, sb. a machine used for

stretching and drying cloth. w.Yks. (J.M.)

[1. Tenture, for clothe (tentowre, S.), tensorhim, exten-

soriunt (Prompt.)]

TENTFUL, adj. Hmp. Wil. Som. [te'ntfl.] Careful,

attentive ; also used advb.

s.Hmp. He's a very 'tentful man, Verney L. Lisle (1870) vi.

Wil.1 Som. He was brought up so tentful (W.F.R.).

TENTIFLY, adv. Obs. n.Yks.2 With attention.

TENTIVE, adj. Sc. Der. Attentive, careful.

Edb. Nouther party's tentive how to please, Learmont Poems

(179O 329. Der. Yo're as 'tentive an' as capable as onjone could

be, Gilchrist Milton (1902) 97. -,,,..
[We shullen do so ententif [Harl. MS. tentyf] bisinesse

. . . that ... she shal be hool, Chaucer C. T. b. 2205.]

TENTLE,s6. e.Lan.1 [te-ntl.] A small ' tenter-hook

'

TENTY, adj. and adv. Sc. n.Cy. [te'nti.'l 1. adj.

Careful, heedful, attentive; watchful,cautious. SeeTent,^.

Sc Fower tenty lads were on the tap hauldin' the line, Steven-

son Catriona (1893) xv. Cai.» Elg. Oure moor and moss oure

hill and dale, Right tenty was his ee, Couper Poetry (1804) II. 80.

Per Prudent, douse, an' tentie Throughout thy life Stewart

Character (1857) 57. s.Sc. I'm aye a verra tenty and lrugal body,

Snaith Fierceheart (1897) 65. Ayr. Jean slips in twa, wi tentie

e'e, Burns Hallowe'en (1785) st. 8. Peb. Some to be tenty, some

advisan', Linioun Green (1685) 153. ed. 18,7. Dmf 'Tweed

micht chase ye tae display His tentie care, Quinn Heather (1863)

38. n.Cy. Border Gl.{ Coll. L.L.B.)
.

Hence Tentily, adv. carefully, heedfully, cautiously.

Sc Syne tentily he it bestowed Within the breist o my am

Jean, Allan Lilts (1874) 221. Sh.I. [He] clamb tentily ower,

Burgess Rasmie (1892) 9. Cai.i Ayr. Richt gentihe an tentihe

I bore her to a biel, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 339. Dmf.

Frae mornin' till nicht ye wad tentily gang, Reid Poems ( 1 894) 46.

Gall. Looking tentily to my sheep, Crockett Standard Bearer

(1898) 6.

2. adv. Carefully, attentively ;
cautiously.

Bnff.1 Gang tentie, an' nae lat thim hear's. Slg. There is ane

within your toon Shall tentie watch when ony loon May cater ill,

Buchanan Poems (1901) 36. Ayr. Some tentie nn A cannie

errand to a neebor town, Burns Cotters Sat. Night (.1785) st. 4.

Edb. Sae lassies, tentie hear the chield, M'Dowall Poems

(.rtZ<^ 43-

TEPPEL, sb.
' Der.2 [te'pl.] The leather on a boy's

cap, the ' neb.'

TEPPIT, TEPPY, see Tabet, Tippy, sb.
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TEPPY-TIN, sb. Yks. [te'pi-tin.] A small tin used
for cooking tarts, &c. w.Yks. (H.L.)

TEPTIOUS, adj. Cum. Lan. [te'pjss.] Snappish,
captious ; irritating ; treacherous, changeable, not to be
depended upon.
Cum. It was a teptious kind iv a thing teu, for if fwok gat

t'wrang way on't, it wassen't to tell t'mischeeves it wad ha' deun
them, Richardson Talk (1876) 2nd S. 154 ; Cum.4 , ne.Lan. 1

TER, sb. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Anger, passion, head-
strong resolution. n.Cy. Grose (1790). w.Yks. Hutton
Tour to Caves (1781). Cf. tear, v.

1
II. 14, tirr.

TER, see Ta, Thou.
TERBUCK, v. and sb. Sc. [tarbrs'k] 1. v. To

make a false move in play ; to check an opponent for

making a false move in play ; to catch one tripping. See
Trebuck.

w.Sc. If a person on making a false move in a game of skill

calls out ' trebuck ' or ' trabuck me ' before his opponent he has

the right to move again ; but if his opponent is the first to call

out 'trebuck' or ' terbuck you,' the player is checked and must

pay the forfeit (Jam. Suppl., s.v. Trebuck).

2. sb. A false move in play, a slip ; a check or trip in a

game of skill, ib.

TERCE, sb. Sc. Also in form tierce. A legal term
;

see below.
Sc. A liferent competent by law to widows who have not

accepted of a special provision of the third of the heritable subjects

in which their husbands died infefts, Erskine Instit. bk. ii. tit. 9,

s. 44 (Jam.) ; The mute of ane reasonable terce perteining to

women as lauchfull wives, be reason of the decease of their

husbandes, Skene DifficiU Wds. (1681) 116. Abd. Proper wad-

setters, pensioners, conjunct fiars, ladies terces, and others,

Stalding Hist. Sc. (1792) II. 97.

Hence (1) Terced, ppl. adj. divided into three parts
; (2)

Tercer or Tiercer, sb. a widow who is legally entitled to

the third part of her deceased husband's property.

(1) Sc. With terced estu by mumjanc'd chosen post The

sufferer's restor'd to what he lost With respect to the clame of

right, Maidment Pasquils (1868) 186. (2) Sc. A term still

commonly used in our courts of law (Jam.).

TERD, TERE, see Taird, Teer.

TERECKLY, see Toreckly.

TEREY, adj. Obs. Shr. Tapering to a point. Bound

Provinc. (1876) ;
(Hall.)

. j,

TERI, sb. Sc. [ts'ri.] A name given to a native ot ^>
Hawick. See Teribus.

'

Rxb. Here's to each Teri true, At hame and o er ocean blue

!

Murray Hawick Sngs. (1892) 28.

TERIBUS, sb. Also in form teeribus (Jam.). In phr.

Teribus ye (and) teri odin, the war-cry of the town of

Hawick. See Teri.

Rxb This, according to tradition, was that of the band wlncn

went from Hawick to the battle of Flodden ;
and it is still shouted

by the inhabitants of the borough, when they annually ride the

marches (Jam.) ; The war-cry of the men of Hawick at the battle

of Flodden, and still preserved in the traditions of the town. 1 tie

full chorus is often sung at festive gatherings. . .
'Teribus ye ten

odin, Sons of heroes slain at Flodden, Imitating Border bowmen

Aye defend your rights and common,' Mackay.

TER TER, see Targer.
TERM, sb. and v. Sc. Cum. Wm. Dev. Cor. Also

written tirm Dev. ; and in forms tarm Cum.
;
tearm

Lakel.2 Cum.1
;

teeram Cum. 1
;

tierm Lakel.2 Wm.

[tarm, tarn.] 1. sb. Half-yearly holidays at Whitsun-

tide and Martinmas ;
hiring day.

Sc. At Mairtinmas ; I daursay it micht be suner were I opt the

road ; but I canna get a place till the term, Swan Gates of Eden

(ed J8gO ii. Lnk. Marrit at the term? The morn if je like,

Jean Gordon Pyotshaw (.885) 177. ^kel.2 Cum. Oor man

hed ge^n off to tab his tearm, Willy Wattle (1870) 3 i
He *.dn t

knoa bit he wad a hire't meh, theer an then, well t teeram,

Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 77 ;
Cum. 1

»»,.•„„,..
Hence (1) Term-time, sb. Whitsuntide or Martinmas

;

hiring time; May-day ; (2) -week, sb. a week's ho.iday

observed at Whitsuntide or Martinmas

(1) Per. Here we're

Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891)65. Cum.
at our hin'most neep, An' term-time near 1

Martinmas credit and

K
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Teeram time done, Dickinson Cumbr. (1876) 253. n.Yks. (I.W.)

(2) Wm. Ah'll cum ta see ye at t'tierm week if o bi weel (B.K.).

2. Phr. (1) term an' life or termin life, for ever, finally

;

(2) — of a time, a long time.

(1) Sh I. Der fa'n oot, an' sinder'd for term an' life, Sh. News
(May 28, 1898). Lth. It will last termin life (Jam.). (2) Cor.1

She's bin a term of a time over her work.

3. v. To bound, border.
e.Dev. Yer belly's a wheyte-heap a-tirm'd off wi' lilies, Pulman

Sng. Sol. (i860) vii. 2.

TERM, see Terrem.
TERMAGANT, sb. Obs. Sc. The ptarmigan, Lagopus

mutus. Gl. Sibb. (1802) (Jam.).

TERN, sb. Nhb. Cor. [tarn, tan.] 1. The sandwich
tern, Sterna cantiaca.

Nhb. In the Farn Islands this species is called 'the tern' par
e.xtellcnce, all other kinds having the name ' sea swallows,' Swain-
eon Birds (1885) 204.

2. The bittern, Botaurus slellaris. Cor. 1 2

TERNAL, TERNATION, see Tarnal, Tarnation.
TERNER, sb. Nrf. The common tern, Sterna fluvia-

tilis. Emerson Birds (ed. 1895) 306.
TER-OUSEL, sb. Yks. The ring-ousel, Turdus tor-

quatits.

w.Yks. So the word is pronounced by some in the neighbour-
hood of Sheffield, the two words being pronounced as one word,
and the accent being on the second syllable (S.O.A.).

TERR, TERRA, see Tir(r, Turr, sb.
1

TERRACE, sb.
1 Lin. Wor. [ta'ras.] 1. A raised

footpath by the side of a road. n.Lin.1 2. A slope
or cliff.

Wor. The Avon flows at the foot of the terrace, Allies Antiq.
Flk-Lore (1849) 94, ed. 1852 ; The wide spread terrace that slopes
upward from the river's bank, May Hist. Evesham (_2nd ed.) 363,
in Allies ib. 337 ; The terrace here spoken of is the natural
slope (on the top of which are the traces of a Roman road)
descending from the table land of this part of the Cotswolds to the
Avon, and is known as the Marl Cleeve, or Marl Cliff (E.S.).

TERRACE, sb.2 Yks. Chs. Also written terras
n.Yks. ; and in form tarras Chs. 1

[ta'ras.] A particular
kind of mortar ; also in comp. Terrace-mortar.

n.Yks. A brick floor is laid in terras, Hunter Georgical Essays
(1803) II. 104. Chs. 1 Strong lime and hair mortar, such as is used
for pointing slates. [Lined it throughout with bricks set in terrace
mortar, Hunter ib. III. 276.]
TERRAS, see Terrace, sb.2

TERREM, sb. Sh.I. Also in form term. A long
small gut of a sheep; the wheel-band of a spinning-wheel.
See Tharm.
Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 183; S. & Ork. 1 With [it] the 'posh'

is strung ; used also for bands to a spinning-wheel.
TERRIBLE, adj. and adv. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also written terrable Cum. s.Lan. 1
; terribl'

Sc; and in forms taarble Cum. 1
; tarble Sh.I. N.I. 1 Dev.;

tarrable Cum.14
I. Ma. ; tarr'ble Nhb. ; tarrible Nhb.1

Dur. ; terble Ir. Dur. Lakel. 2 Wm. ne.Lan.1 Brks. 1 Wil.
Dor.

; terraayble Brks. 1
; terr'ble Sc. w.Yks. e.Ken.

Som. ; tirrible w.Yks. ; turble Dor. ; turrabul Dev.
[ta'ribl, ta'rabl.] 1. adj. Used as an intensitive : great,
tremendous, extraordinary.

Per. He was a terrible scholar and a credit tae the parish, Ian
Maclaren Brier Bush (1895) i. Ayr. We took terr'ble traiks on
the Saturdays, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 28. Wgt. She
was an awfu' religious buddy, and a terrible hand at Scripture,
Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 10. N.I. 1 Nhb. 1 Thor's a tarrible site
o' weeds i' that crop. Dur. Meg Toppin's a tarrible comfort,
Guthrie Kilty Fagan (1900) 107. Lakel.2 We've a ter'ble lot
on't doon. Cum. She was a terrable body fer axen questins,
Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 174; Cum.", w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan.
I've a terrible wish to make you known to each other, Gaskell
M. Barton (1848) iv. n.Lin.1 You've gotten a terrible lot o' books
e this here big room o' yours, squire. Glo.1 Brks. 1 Ther be a
terraayble lot o' young rabbuts this year to be zure. e.Ken. A
terr'ble lot (G.G.). Dor. It be a ter'ble lwoad ofT my mind, Agnus
Jan Oxber (1900) 36. Dev. The teaties be all a getten coold, an'
tes a tar'ble pity ! Longman's Mag. (Dec. 1896) 156.
2. Very intimate, ' thick.'

Oxf^They be terrible folks, they be. w.Som. 1 Her's terrible

way my missus, but I baint no ways a-tookt up way her myzul.

They two young osbirds be terrible together.

3. adv. Used as an intensitive : very, very much, ex-
ceedingly, extremely; extraordinarily.

Sc. He . . . misca'd him terrible, Scotch Haggis, 49. Sh.I. Da
fire wis smokin' most tarble, Clark. N. Gleams (1898) 56. ne.Sc.

He's a terribl' clever fallow is P. W., Gordon Northward Ho
(1894) 53. Per. They're terrible disappointed, Sabbath Nights

(1899) 9. Lnk. He was terrible pleased, Fraser Whaups (1895)

149. Ir. She did be terrible short o' company, Barlow Martin's

Comp. (1896) 7. n.Ir. A wuz aye terble fand o' horses, Lyttle
Paddy McQuillan, 10. Nhb. Aa've heard tell he's a tarr'ble fine

scholard, Pease Mark o' Deil (1894) 28 ; Nhb.1 Dur. February's

a ter'ble long time for to wait, Longman s Mag. (July 1897) 257.
Lakel. 2 We're hev'n ter'ble fine wedder fer oor hay. Cum.14

Wm. A wes terble flaete, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 3. w.Yks. I'm

in terr'ble good an' sound health o' body (F.P.T.). Lan. Th' warlt's

gerrin ter'ble wickit, Bowker Tales (1882) 65. ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

,

s.Lan. 1
I. Ma. The cow was still tarrable bad, Rydings Tales

(1895) 114. Chs. 1 I'm terrible glad to see you; Chs.3 Der. I'm
terrible much obliged to he, Verney L. Lisle (1870) iv. nw.Der.1

,

War. 24 s.War.1 He's terrible fond of the little 'un. Oxf. These
be terrible hard times (G.O.). Brks. 'Tis a ter'ble girt way off,

Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 23. Ken.1 He's a terrible kind
husband. Frost took tops terrible. Sur. 1 'How's your missus?'
'Oh! tarrible ornary sure-ligh.' Sus. 1 Hmp. 1 He gets terrible

handy. WiL 'See's terble nippy on young rabbits, Kennard
Diogenes (1893) vi ; Wil. 1 Dor. I s'pose we mun't expect this

weather to last tur'ble long (C.W.) ;
' Terrible comical ' [very un-

well] (C.V.G.). Som. Measter took to the man terr'ble, Raymond
Love and Quiet Life (1894) 50. Dev. Idden Mrs. Joss turrabul fine

til-day? Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 138; So tarble weist, Black-
more Christowell (1881) ii. Cor. Terrible shy he looks, poor chap !

' Q.' Three Ships (ed. 1892) 12.

TERRIBLY, adv. Cum. Lan. Also written terrably
Cum. [ta'ribli.] Much, considerably.
Cum. We hed a cup o' tea, an' fand ooarsels terrably freshened,

Farrall Betty Wilson (1876) no. Lan. He's kept hissel' terribly
to hissel, Waugh Heather {ed. Milner) II. 163.

TERRICK, sb. Obs. Dev. A trifle ; a little thing.
I have another terrick for you to do, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 428.

TERRIE, sb.1 Sc. Also in form tarrie Sc. (Jam.)
[tari ; ta'ri.] A terrier ; also used attrib.

Per. (,G.W.) Rnf. We clamb the braes like tarries, Picken
Poems (1813) II. 124; Picken Poems (1788) Gl. (Jam.) Ayr. A
tarrie dog (Jam.). Lnk. Our wee hairy terrie his courage could
chill, Edwards Mod. Poets, 5th S. 235.

TERRIE, sb. 2 Sh.I. [ta-ri.] A kind of loft or shelf
in the roof of a house. S. & Ork.1

TERRIER, sb.
1 Sc. Cum. Also in form tarrier Cum.

1. A keeper of terriers.
Cum. Theer was tarrier Gash, an' tyelleyer How, Gilpin Sngs.

(1866) 273.

2. Fig. A man ofbad temper and character ; a pugnacious
fellow.

Ayr. Ye're a terrier when in a passion, Charlie, Galt Sir A.
Wylte (1822) v. Cum.Thoo nasty, durty,impident tftrrier(E.H P ).

TERRIER, sb.2 Obs. Chs. Lin. Rut. Sus. Also in
forms tarrier n.Lin.1 Rut.1

; tarry n.Lin.1 A survey and
register of lands

; a catalogue of lands.
Chs. We have required a certificate ... and a true terrier of the

estate, Gastrell Notitia Cesiriensis (c. 1707) in Cheth. Soc. Publ.
(1845) VIII. 351. n.Lin.1 For giuinge in a tarrye of the vickarage
land, mrf., Ktrton-in-Lindsey Ch. Ace. (1638). Rut 1 The survey
of ecclesiastical estates. ' For a tarrier of the gleb land, ss ' Ch-
warden's Ace. (1720). Sus. 1 Two terriers were made at Brighton
in the last century.

[Fr. papier terrier, a court-roll, or catalogue of all the
several names, parcels, rents, and services belonging to
or yielded by, the tenants of a Manor (Cotgr.).]
TERRIER, sb? Cum.' 4 A tuber on the stem of a

potatO'plant. (s.v. Top-'taties.)

TERRIFICATION, sb. Sc. [tarifike'Jan.] Terror,
anything causing terror.

Cai. 1 Bnff. To go scouring the hills in search of adders, or to
bring them home to the ' terrification ' of his neighbours, Smiles
Natur. (1876) 47, ed. 1893. Ayr. There was an outcry and a
roaring that was a terrification to hear, Galt Provost (1822) x
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TERRIFICK, adj. Obs. Sc. Afraid, terrified.
Edb. Made mony guid chiels melancholy . . . And terrifick of

futurity, Liddle Poems (1821) 205.

TERRIFY, v. and sb. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr.
Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. e.An. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. Wil.
Som. Dev. Cor. Also in forms tarrafy Nrf. ; tarrify
Lin. Brks. Cmb. Sus. 1

; torrify Ken. ; turrivy Brks. 1

[ta'rifai.] 1. v. To annoy, irritate ; to tease, worry ; to

importune ; to torment, pain.
Lei. 1 Nhp. 1

1 can't terrify myself with no books. The rash did

terrify me so. War.3 Wor. It is a complaint about amongst
children; it ain't no hurt, only it is so terrifying (H.K.). w.Wor. 1

'E canna get a wink a slip uv a night ; 'is cough is terrifyin'.

s.Wor.1
, se.Wor.1 Shr.1 This cut o' my finger terrifies me

mightily, I canna get on 66th my work. These gnats do so

terrify the child. Hrf.1 Stones ' terrify ' a man digging ; Hrf.2

Glo. ' Terrify him, sir ; keep on terrifyingof him.' This does not

mean that you are to frighten the fish ; on the contrary, he is

urging you to stick to him till he gets tired of being harassed, and
succumbs to temptation, Gibes Coiswold Vill. ( 1898) 164 ;

Glo. 1

Oxf. 1 MS. add. Brks. All them carters and foggers gin up tarri-

fyin' ma fur bein' a shepherd arter that, Hayden Round our Vill.

(1901) 317 ; Brks. 1 What dost want to turrivy the child vor, gie un
back his marvels, an' let un alo-an. Bdf. My bobbins do terrify me
(J.W.B.); Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 146. e.An. 1 A
blister or a caustic is said to terrify a patient. Nrf. How the flies

do tarrafy the poor hosses this showery weather! (W.P.E.)
Suf. He has been terrified all night by those insects, N. (f Q.

(1876) 5th S. vi. 56; Suf. 1 Ess. That hoss, with flies, poor thing,

Look how he's terrified, Clark J. Noakes (1839) st. 100; Ess. 1

Ken. When a boot pinches, it is said to terrify (G.B.); Ken.1

Sur. 1 We've had a good deal of what I call terrifying sickness,

colds and suchlike, but nothing serious. Sus.12, Hmp. 1 Wil. 1

Her husband, who had been out in the fields, came home and began

to 'terrify' her, Marlborough Times (Nov. 26, 1892). w.Som. 1

Uur-z au'vees tuur'eefuyeen ur mau'dhur vur tu lat ur goo -

.

Dhai bwuwyz bee nuuf- tu tuureefuy- unee bau'dee tu dath\

Dev. A workman said his work was so difficult that it terrified

him. Reports Provinc. (1877) 140. nw.Dev.1 s.Dev., e.Cor. A'. &
Q. (1876) 5th S. vi. 6. Cor. ib. i. 434.

2. To damage, injure, destroy.
War.24 s.War. 1 They've been terrifying my cabbages. Glo.1

Brks. Thay wapses do terrify our plums (C.W.). Ken. 1 The rooks
' terrify the beans.' Sns. 1 The meece just have tarrified my peas

(s.v. Meece). Wil. A hailstorm terrifies the apple-blossoms

(W.C.P.).

3. To seize, tear out ; to shake.
War. I terrified the cloth out of the window, N. &* Q. (1868)

3rd S. iv. 126 ; War. 3 More frequently applied to animate things,

such as a dog shaking a rat. e.An. 1 Nrf. I'll terrify your vitals,

N. & Q. ib. 178.

4. To puzzle, perplex.

w.Wor. 1 It's terrifying to knaow what to do far the best. Bdf.

(J.W.B.)

5. To astonish. s.Wor.1 6. To fret, to be anxious about

nothing. Hmp.1 7. To break up land fine ; to hoe con-

stantly.

Glo.1 w.Som.1 You can't never get urd o' that there stuff, nif

you don't keep on terrifyin' o' it.

8. sb. A source of worry or trouble.

Wil.1 A bed-ridden woman who has to get her neighbours to do

everything for her is ' a terrible terrify ' to them.

9. The treacle-mustard, Erysimum cheiranthoides.

Lin. Miller & Skertchly Fen/and (1878) x. Cmb. (B. & H.)

TERRILOO, sb. and v. Lakel. [taTilu.] 1. sb. A
great commotion.

Lakel.2 Set t'dog on amang t'geese, an' ther'll be a terriloo.

2. v. To make a great commotion. (B.K.)

TERRIT, sb. Obs. War. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A clump of trees. (Hall.)

TERRY, sb. Sc. In phr. what the terry ? an oath,

expletive.

What the terry do you mean ? What the terry is this all about?

(G.W.)
TERRY, v. Obs. Nhp.2 To provoke, torment. See

Ter, sb.

TERRY, see Teery.

TERRY-ALT, sb. Irel. See below.
The man was suspected of being a ' Terry-Alt,' or a member of

a local agrarian conspiracy, MacDonagh Ir. Life (1898) 22.

TERRY-DIDDLE, see Terrydivil.
TERRY-DIVIL, sb. Chs. Also in form terry-diddle.

The bitter-sweet nightshade, Solatium Dulcamara. Chs.13

Cf. tether-devil, s.v. Tether, sb.
1 1 (2).

TERSE, sb. and v. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) [Not known to
our correspondents.] 1. sb. A dispute, debate. 2. v.

To dispute, contend.

TERSY, sb. Nhb. Dur. I.Ma. Lin. Also in forms
tarsy Nhb. e.Dur. 1

; terzy n.Lin.1
; turzie Nhb. [tazi

;

ta -

zi.] A round game; the game of 'twos and threes.'

Also in comp. Tarsy-warsy.
Nhb. (R.O. H.) ; For tarsy warsy some did cry, While cricket

balls around us fly, Allan Tyneside Sngs. (1891) 288. e.Dur. 1

The players form a double ring by standing in a circle with a space
between each, while each player has another standing immediately
behind him. There is one odd player who stands, as third,

behind any of the other two. A player standing in the centre

then tries to ' tig ' or touch the inside player who has two behind
him, while the latter, to avoid being caught, must either run behind
the two standing behind him, or behind any other two in the ring.

Thus another is brought to the front rank, and if caught before he
can place himself behind another couple, becomes in his turn the

pursuer, while the late pursuer takes his place in the ring. I.Ma.

They were playin' at tersey, and a big ring of them, and Nora
had the han'kercher and drapt it behint a gel, Rydings Tales

(1895) 39. n.Lin. 1 Any number of players form in a double circle,

except two, one of whom runs in front of any two. The other

outside the circle runs round and touches the back of one of the

three, who in his turn becomes the catcher, and the one who had

been catching goes into the middle of the circle to take the place

of the first.

TERSY-VERSY, adv. Sc. Cum. Also in form
tarsie-versie Rxb. (Jam.) [ta-rzi-varzi.] Topsy-turvy,
in confusion or disorder ; walking backwards.

Slk. Doiting up . . . amang the sheep . . . putting them a'

tersyversy, Hogg Tales (1838) 302, ed. 1866. Rxb. (Jam.), Cum.14

TERT, TERTCHY, see Tart, adj., Tetchy.
TERTIAN, sb. Sc. [taTjan.] A student of the third

session. Sc. (Jam.) Abd. At Abd. University (A.W.).

TERTLE, see Tartle, v.
1

TERVEE, v. and sb. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written

tervy w.Som. 1
; turvee n.Dev. ; and in forms tarve,

tarvy Cor.12 ; turve Som. [ta-vi.] 1. v. To struggle ;

to writhe. See Tave, v.
1 3.

Som. Some one describing an ill—indeed, dying child—said ' he

seemed just to turve and turve and keep on turving' iG.H.L.).

w.Som. 1 Dev. Yu nidden keep on trying to tervee with Jackie

;

'e'll be a gude bwoy ef yu lets 'n bide, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

n.Dev. But thof ha ded vigger and . . . tervee, Exm. Scold. (1746)

1. 216. Cor.12

2. To rage, storm. See Tave, v? 1.

Cor. 1
; Cor.2 Tarving about in a rage.

3. sb. A stir, commotion.
Cor. There's no hurry. There is no reason to be i' such a tarve,

Baring-Gould Curgenven (1893) xlvi.

TERVY, TER'VVEE, see Tervee, Tirrivee.

TERZY, TESMENT, see Tersy, Testament.

TESSY, adj. Sus. [te-si.] Angry, fractious, cross

;

a dial, form of ' testy.'

A tessy child. A tessy cat (G.A.W.) ;
Sus.1

TEST, sb.
i Sc. See below.

Ayr. The first peculiarity of the school days sixty years ago . .

.

is the use and abuse of the test. . . The test was a little bit of

wood of cylindrical form, about ten inches in length, and was

placed in an aperture of the door, and in sight of the master.

When a pupil wished to go out of school ... he went up to the

master and said, 'Please, the test, Sir.' If the test was in the

aperture near the door, the boy was allowed to go, and no

individual could get out till the test was returned to its place,

White Jottings (1879) 66.

TEST, sb.
2 and v. Sc. [test] 1. sb. A will, testament.

Ayr. By an eik to his test he left to Peter Searle the soom of

five shillings, Service Notandums
{ 1890) 13.

2. v. In phr. to test upon it, to bequeath, to leave by will.

Sc. I will test upon it at my death, Scott Pirate (i82i).vi.

K 2
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TESTAMENT, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Also in forms

tesment Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1
;
test'ment Sc. [te'stament]

1. sb. A last will.

n.Sc. (Jam.) ; He made his tesment ere he gaed, And the wiser

man was he, Buchan Ballads (1828) II. 130, ed. 1875.

Hence to make one's tesment in a rope, phr. to be hanged.
n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. To think to lead my life wi' sic an ape, I'd

rather mak my tesment in araip, Ross Helenore( 1768) 36, ed. 1812.

2. The thing bequeathed, a legacy. Abd. (Jam.)

3. The New Testament.
Sh.I. I didna hear what point o' da Bible or Testament hit wis in,

Sh.News(]aD.z6, 1901). Cai. The Testament, and next'the Bible,'

are regular class-books, M'Lennan Peas. Life (1871) I. xvii. Dmf.

The Testament was his school-book, Shennan Tales (1831) 53.

Uls. A' wud like tae commit tae ye'r care a wee bit Taestament,

M 1'Ilroy Craiglinnie (1900) 26. w.Yks. (J.W.)

4. Comp. Testament-man, obs., a Protestant.
Fif. Skail that mad ill-gainshon'd byke O 1 Test'ment-men that

doth us fyke, Tennant Papistry (1827) 103.

5. v. To leave by will ; to bequeath.
Bnff. 1 Ayr. What's cross'd the craig Can ne'er be testamented,

Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 198.

TESTIE, see Teistie.

TESTIFF, adj. Obs. n.Yks.2 Wilful, headstrong.

[Testif they were, and lusty for to pleye, Chaucer
C. T. a. 4004.]

TESTIFICAT(E, sb. Obs. Sc. A certificate, testi-

monial.
Sc. A certificate of character in writing in consequence of which

a person has liberty to pass from one place to another (Jam.) ;

The said commissioners are hereby ordained to deliver to every

such person a testificate—which testificate is to serve as a free

pass to all who have the same, Crookshank Hist. (1751) II. 236
(ib.) ; The attestation given by a kirk session of the moral character

of a church-member when about to leave the district (Jam.). Abd.

With a testificate that their presents were read at their churches,

Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) II. 190. Ayr. No other parish would
admit strangers within its bounds without testificates of character

from the one they left, Johnston Kilmallie (1891) I. 66. e.Lth.

To produce ' testificats ' or ' testimonials,' either of their respecta-

bility, or that they ' had been helpit by uther Kirkis,' Waddell
Old Kirk Chr. (1893) 62.

TESTIFICATION, sb. Obs. Sc. A certificate, testi-

monial.
Per. To bring ane testification from the Minister of Cupar-in-

Fife, Lawson Bk. of Per. (1847) 219. Ayr. It's a great honour
and testification, my lad, that ye should be invited to dine at the

Place, GaltS(V^4. IVylie (1822) lxxxix. Hdg. He has shawin to

me his testification y* he is maryit sen he came out of our parochin,

Ruchie St. Baldred (1883) 174.

TESTORN, adj. Obs. Dev. Testy, quick to anger.
Horae Subsecivae (1777) 429.

TESTREL, TESTRIL, see Taistrel.

TESTY, v. Glo. [te-sti.] To testify.

I can testy to that, Gissing Vill. Hampden (1890) I. xi.

TET, sb. Brks. Hmp. Dor. Som. Dev. Also in form
tetty Hmp. Dor. Som. Dev. [tet.] A teat, the nipple
of a breast or udder. See Tit, sb.3 , Titty, sb.3

Brks. (s.v. Tit). Hmp. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.) Dor.
Barnes Gl. (i863\ Som. Er babby ... for tha tetty cried,

Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825) 176. w.Som.1 One o' Daisy's

tets is so zore I can't hardly tich o' her. n.Dev. Es wont ha' ma
tetties a grabbled 20, Exm. Crtshp. (1746) 1. 376. e.Dev. We've
got a smoal sister, an' her got no tetts, Pulman Sng. Sol. (i860)
viii. 8. [The cow's dug by some is called the tet, Worlidge Diet.

(16B1).]

[On was tette he sone aue^ lagt, Gen. &* Ex. (c. 1250)
2621.]

TET, v. Obs. Glo. To tease, provoke ; to chafe.
Horae Subsecivae (1777) 499. See Tit, v?
TET, see Ted, v.

2

TETAW, sb. Ken.12
[te't^.] A simpleton, fool.

TETCH, sb.1 and v. Cum. [tetj.] 1. sb. Obstinacy,
restiveness

;
gen. in phr. to take t'tetch, to be restive, to

refuse to move. Cf. tetchy.
Nater began to tak t'tetch wid him, an' wadden't be mead ghem

on enny langer, Richardson Talk (1876) 2nd S. 73 ; Cum.14

2. v. To be obstinate or restive. Cum.14

TETCH, sb.
2 Som. Dev. [tetj.] A habit, gait.

w Som.1 Dev. It's a tetch she's got, Reports Provmc. (1886) 101.

[Tetch'e, or maner of condycyone, mos, condicio

{Prompt.).]

TETCH, TETCHUS, see Touch, Touchous.

TETCHY, adj. Sc. Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. War.

Wor Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks. e.An. Ken. I.W. Dor.

Som. Dev. Cor. and Amen Also written techy Der.2

nw Der 1 War.4 s.Cy. Amer.; and in forms teachy n.Lin.

Glo. ; teechy s.Lan.1
; tertchy Not. ; titchy Brks. 1 e.An. 1

I.W.1 Som. [te-tjl] 1. Peevish, irritable, short-

tempered ; easily offended or angered. See Tatchy,

Tetch, sb. 1 , Touchy.
Fif. Her lean-cheek'd tetchy critics, Tennant Anster (1812) 38,

ed. 1 87 1. n.Yks.4 , w.Yks. (W.C.D.), ne.Lan. 1
,
s.Lan. 1

,
Der.2

,

nw.Der. 1
, Not. 1 s.Not. How tertchy the child is, to be sure

(J.P.K.). n.Lin. 1
, Lei.

1 War.4 She be mortal techy about summat.

w.Wor! 1 Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Glo. Horae Subsecivae

(1777) 429. Oxf. There's no need to be so tetchy (G.O.). Brks. 1
,

e.An. 1
, Nrf. (M.C.H.B.), Suf. 1

, Ess. 1 s.Cy. Ray (1691). Ken.

She was so tetchy (D.W.L.). I.W. 1 Dor. Barnes Gl. (1863).

Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885). w.Som.1 Uur-z u maa-yn

tuch'ee oa'l dhing, uur liz- naew. Dev. Reports Provinc. (1883) 93.

Cor. (M.A.C.) [Amer. Them mount'n boys is apt to be a bit

techy with strangers, Bradley Virginia (1897) 220.]

Hence Tetchiness, sb. ill-temper, crabbedness.
w.Som.1 Her's good-lookin' enough, but there's too much

tetchiness about her vor me.

2. Applied to land that is difficult to work or manage.
e.Cy. (Hall.) Nrf. You can't get on that land when yer like,

not ivery day ; if yer plough or roll when 'tis wet yer dew more
harm nor good; that land's wonnerful tetchy, I can tell yer

(M.C.H.B.).

3. Of the weather: changeable, fickle. Nrf. (M.C.H.B.)

[1. And he's as tetchy to be woo'd to woo As she is

stubborn-chaste against all suit, Shaks. Tr. &= Cr. 1. i. 99.]

TETER-CUM-TAWTER, see Titter-totter.

TETH, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form teeth (Jam.).

Temper, disposition ; spirit, mettle. Sc. Mackay. Fif.

(Jam.) Hence Ill-teeth'd, ppl. adj. having a bad temper,
ill-humoured. Fif. (Jam.)

TETH, int. Sc. [teb.] An exclamation.
Sc. But teth ! we'll open't first, I ween, Ballads (1885) 9. Rnf.

Here teth nae langer he durst stay about, Clark Rhymes (1842)
22. Lnk. I . . . began to read, But teth it gart me claw my head,

M cIndoe Poems (1805) 50.

TETHER, sb.
1 and v. Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also in forms tather Shr. 1
; teather Sc. ; tedder

Sc. (Jam.) S. & Ork. 1 Lake!.2 Cum. ne.Lan.1
[te'oa(r.]

1. sb. In comb. (1) Tether-chack, a piece of iron or wood
affixed to a tether by which it is secured to the ground

;

(2) -devil, (a) the bitter-sweet nightshade, Solatium Dul-
camara

;
(b) the bind-corn, Polygonum convolvulus

; (3)
end, (a) the end of a rope

;
(b) the posteriors

; (4) -'s end,
in phr. to run to the tether's end, to go to extremity, to go
as far as possible; (5) -faced, having an ill-natured aspect;
(6) -grass, the goose-grass, Galium Aparine; (7) -herin,
a tether made of hair

; (8) -length, the length of a tether,
a long distance

; Jig. in phr. to run one's tether- length, to
pursue a reckless course which leads to calamity; (9)
-stake, (a) see (1); (b) the upright post in a stall to which
a cow is fastened

; (10) -stick, see (1) ; (11) -stone, a stone
to which a tether is tied

; (12) -string, a tether, rope,
halter ; also used fig. ; (13) -toad, the creeping crowfoot,
Ranunculus repens

; (14) -tow, a hawser, cable.

(1) Bnff. 1
(2, a) Chs. 1" (6) Chs.1

(3, a) Lnk. Tuggin' at the
tether en', Ae nicht as he was ringin' ten, Something played
crash, Watson Poems (1853) n. (6) n.Dev. Tha wut net break
the cantlebone o' thy tether eend wi' chuering, Exm. Scold. (1746)
1. 280. (4) Edb. Shall Man, a niggard, near-gawn elf! Rin to the
tether's end for pelf, Fergusson Poems (1773) 216, ed. 1785. (5)
Sc. (Jam.) (6) Nhb.1

(7) S. & Ork.1 (8) Cai. 1 Rnf. A tether
length he back did gae, Wilson Poems (1816) Ep. to Mr. W. M.
(9,«) Sc. (Jam.) Slk. His tethe are reide-hot tedderstakis, Hogg
Poems (ed. 1865) 318. Lakel. 1 Cum. A tedder styake ov iron,
Ritson Borrowdale Lett. (1866) 3. nw.Der.1

, Ken.1 (6) Sc. (Jam.
Suppl.) (10) Sc. His teeth they were like tether sticks, ShaRpe
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Ballad Bk. (1823) 83, ed. 1868. Abd. Drive this tether-stick

through the spine-bone o' the very saul o' ye, Ruddiman Sc. Parish

(1828)36, ed. 1889. (11) n.Ir. To keep down the baste there's

wan thing needed still—Put a tether-stone up on the face av the
hill, Lays and Leg. (1884) 13. (12) Ayr. Ochiltree Out ofShroud
(1897) 24 ; Gude keep thee frae a tether string, Burns Death of
Mailie, 1. 52. (13) w.Yks.3 (14) Sc. Whistle-Binkie (1878) I. 233
(Jam. Suppl.).

2. Phr. (1) in one tether, married
; (2) length of tether, full

scope ; (3) like a tether, at great length ; (4) to get the wrong
end of the tether, to make a mistake, to misunderstand

;

(5) t° S° the length of one's tether, to use up all one's
resources, to exhaust one's means

; (6) to graze beyond
one's tether, to live beyond one's means ; (7) to live within
the tether, to live within bounds; (8) to make a tether of only
a hair, to make much of a small matter

; (9) to put a tether

to a person's tongue, to restrain from speaking, to reduce
to silence

; (10) to run one's tether, to come to the end of

one's resources; (11) to slip the tether, to throw off

restraint, to break loose; (12) to take tether, to take licence;

(13) to tighten a person's tether, to restrict, restrain.

(1) Lnk. In the hopes that we'll dee in ae tether, Lemon St.

Mungo (1844) 32. (2) Edb. If I gae her length o' tether, M°Neill
Bygane Times (1811) 17. (3) Ayr. He gied them 't like a tether

for twa coos in the Kirkyaird, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887)
284. (4) Lnk. Dinna blether, Ye've got the wrang end o' the tether,

M°Lachlan Thoughts (1884) 49. (5 1 Sc. (A.W.) Shr. 1 It is said ofa
spendthrift that ' 'e'll soon gd5 the lenthon 'is tether.

1

(6) n.Yks. 2

They're grazing beyond their tether. (7) Ken. (Hall.) (8) Sc.
' He wants only a hair to make a tedder o',' applied with respect to

those who seek for some ground of complaint or accusation, and
fix on anything however trivial (Jam.) ; Since that national defection

of taking that bundle of unhappy oaths, . . the swearers have sought
but a hair to make a tether of, against that small handful of non-
swearers, Walker Remark. Passages (1727) 65 (*.). (9) Edb. A
rebuke of this kind would put a tether to his tongue for a wee,
Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) i. (10) Ayr. When they their tether

baith had run, White Jottings (1879) 142. Bwkl I let them rin

their tether, Calder Poems (1897) 254. (11) Gall. Unlike them
skilled in city wiles, That aften slip the tether, Nicholson Poet.

Wks. (1814) 124, ed. 1897. (12) Ayr. The tether ye hae taen,

Sir Knight, Has been baith lang an' wide, Ainslie Land ofBurns
(ed. 1892) 300. (13) Shr.1 It'll tighten 'is tather.

3. A halter ; a hangman's rope.
Sc. What wad I gi'en for sic a crack Upo' the leather 1 I dinna

mind aword I spake When intheteather,PENNECuiKCo//. (1787) 17.

Per. Then in a tether he'll swing from a ladder, Ford Harp (1 893) 58.

4. Obs. A tow-rope.
Slg. I saw her in a tether Draw twa sloops after ane anither,

Muir Poems (1818) 12.

5. A bandage. n.Yks.2 6. The long part of a fence
;

wood put upon a fence to bind it together. ne.Lan. 1

7. Fig. A tie, obligation. n.Yks.a 8. v. To moor ;
to

fasten a vessel.
Bch. A' the barks That tedder'd fast did 1-y Alang the coast,

Forbes Ajax (1785) 1. Abd. (Jam.) Kcb. They wur roozers,—

ye could 'a' tether't a vessel tae ony o' them, Trotter Gall. Gossip

(rgoi) 391.

9. Fig. To confine in any way; to bind, fasten; to

restrain, hold in bonds.
Bnff. 1 She niver gangs oot our the door bit tethers hirsel at haun

wee that bairn o' hirs. Abd. Tether Your lilties in a buik together,

Cadenhead Bon-Accord (1853) 204. Frf. Terror had tethered

her tongue, Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 96. Rxb. Neither wind

nor rain can tether His joy that day, Murray Hawick Sngs. (1892)

27. Cum. Each glowrin' lad semjn'd tedder'd by the ear, Gilpin

Pop. Poetry (1875) 208. n.Yks.2 Tether'd, bound .up. ne.Lan. 1

Hence to tether by the tooth or teeth, phr. to attract by

good feeding, to detain by eating.
_ (

Lakel. 2 Betty, whars your Bob?—He's here si'tha tedder' d-bi-t -

teeth. ne.Lan. 1

10. To marry ; to get married.

Cld. Tethered to a tawpie (Jam.). Edb. The neebours assembled

to see Wattie tether'd, Glass Cal. Parnassus (1812) 53. War.123

Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).

TETHER, sb.
2 Shr.1 [te-oa(r).] A tangle, as of

weeds. See Tather, sb. ..,..,. , ,

The so-called Mountain Flax is said 'to pis n the fikls an jnak

'em all of a tether,' Suppl. (s.v. Mountain Flax).

o
H^ce Tethery, adj. ofweeds, &c. : entangled, entwined,

bee Teddery.
TETHER, sb.3 e.An. See below. Cf. tath(e, 4.
e.An. The refuse of clover planted for sheep-feeding ; usually

with barley. After the harvest the sheep are driven on to the
clover and eat it off. What is left is 'tether' (E.G.P.). Nrf.
Tether includes refuse of roots fed to sheep, dung, wool, and
' jammed

'
ground

;
primarily, it should be applied to turnip, swede,

or mangold refuse only (M.C.H.B.); Fairhead . . . harrows the
pasture crossways to scatter as evenly as possible the 'tether'
left by the sheep which . . . have been penned upon this field,
Longman's Mag. (Jan. 1899) 234.

TETHER, see Tother, adj.

TETHERMENT, sb. Yks. [te-tSa(r)ment.] 1. A
wrapping or bandage of any kind. n.Yks.12 , m.Yks.1

2. Fig. A besetment. n.Yks.2

TETHING, sb. Glo. Wil. Som. [te-rSln.] A stack of
sheaves—gen. ten— set up in a field. See Tithing, 1.

Glo. 1

, Wil.' (s.v. Tithing), n.Wil. (E.H.G.) Som. Men often
engaged to cut for so much the tething. Beans used to be cut at

a penny or sometimes a half-penny a tething (W.F.R.).

TETSAN, see Titsum.
TETSTICK, sb. Not. [te'tstik.] The stretcher in

trace-harness. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).

TETT, see Tait, sb.1

TETTER, sb. Yks. Lan. Chs. Lin. Won Glo. e.An.
Hmp. Cor. Also in forms titter Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Wor. Glo.1

e.An. 1
; titther Chs. 1 [te'ts(r); tita(r).] 1. Ringworm;

gen. in pi.

Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, n.Lin. L w.Cor. N. & Q. (1876) 5th S. v. 434.

2.A small pimple or pustule; asmallulcer; ablister; awart.
Chs.1 Wor. There's two or three titters like come up where

th' swealth is sence I put the powltice on (H.K.). Glo. 1
, Oxf.',

Brks.1
, e.An. 1 Wil. Any small boil, but especially one on the

edge of the tongue, I remember being told by my nurse when
a child that tetters on the tongue were a punishment for lying,

N. cV Q. (1876) 5th S. v. 434. Cor. Charm for a Tetter :
' Tetter,

tetter, thou hast nine brothers. God bless the flesh and preserve

the bone ; Perish, thou tetter, and be thou gone. In the name, &c.

Tetter, tetter, thou hast eight brothers. God bless the flesh, . .

&c.' . . Thus the verses are continued until tetter, having ' no
brother,' is imperatively ordered to begone, Hunt Pop. Rom.
w.Eiig. (1865) 414, ed. 1896.

Hence Tettered, ppl. adj. having sore places ; having
the skin roughened by the wind. Glo.1 w.Cor. N. &-» Q.

(1876) 5th S. v. 434. 3. A white scurf on the skin.

n.Yks. 2 4. Hoar-frost. n.Yks. 2 5. Comp. (1) Tetter-

berry, the berries of the white briony, Bryonia dioica;, (2)

•worm, a cutaneous affection, a series of minute pimples.

(1) Hmp. Children have an idea that the juice of the fruit will,

if it touches the skin, produce tetter (B. & H.). [Skinner (1671).]

(2) e-An.1

[1. GE.. teter, ringworm (Sweet).]

TETTER, v. Or.I. (Jam. Suppl.) [tetar.] To hinder,

delay.. Cf. tether, sb.
1
9.

TETTER, see Tatter, sb.
1

TETTY, sb. Som. Dev. Also in form titty Som.

[te-ti.] A nosegay. See Tutty, sb.
1

Som. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) Dev.l Wid always dole out

zomething—a tetty o' rosen, or ripe deberries, 52, ed. Palmer.

n.Dev. Hand-bk. (ed. 1877) 259.

TETTY, see Tatie, Tet, sb., Titty, adj.2

TETUZ, sb. Obs. Sc. Anything tender ; a delicate

person. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

TEU, TEUCH, see Tew, sb.
1

,
Thou, Deuch.

TEUCHIT, sb. Sc. Also in forms tchuchet Kcd.

;

teuchat Abd. Fif. ; touchet Sc. (Jam.); touchit Bch.;

tuquheit Sc. (Jam.) [tju'Xit, -at.] The lapwing or peewit,

Vanellus cristatus. See Teufit, Tewit.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. The teuchat cries for her harried eggs,

Murray Hamewith (1900) 3. Frf. Swainson Birds (1885) 184.

Fif. The teuchat was followed as it wailed out in circles round

the intruder, Colville Vernacular (1899) 12.

Hence (1) Teuchit- or Tuquheit-storm, sb. a storm gen.

coincident with the arrival of the lapwing or peewit
; (2)

to hunt the teuchit, phr. to be engaged in any fruitless or

frivolous pursuit. Cf. hunt the gowk, s.v. Gowk, sb. 3 (3).



TEUCKIE [70] TEW
(t) Sc. Some days of severe weather, which occur in March

about the time of the re-appearance of the lapwing (Jam.). Abd.
This term is understood as equivalent to the equinoctial storm, as
the tuquheits make their appearance about the time of the vernal
equinox (ib.). Kcd. The green plover or peasweep arrives here
so very correctly about Candlemas term, that the storm which
gen. happens at that season of the year, goes by its name, the
Tchuchet-storm, Agric. Surv. 396 (16.). (2) n Sc. It probably alludes
to the artful means employed by the lapwing, for misleading those
who seek for her nest in order to carry off her young (Jam.).
Bch. The senseless fools, Far better for them hunt the touchit Or
teach their schools, Forbes Dominie (1785) 41.

TEUCKIE, see Tewkie.
TEUD, ib. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A tooth. Hence Teudless, adj. toothless.

TEUDLE.s6.andz/. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) 1. sb. The tooth
of a rake or harrow. Cf. toodle. 2. v. To insert teeth.

'To teudle a heuk,' to renovate the teeth of a reaping-hook.

TEU-DRAW, see To-draw.
TEUFIT, sb. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Also written

tewfit Cum. e.Yks. w.Yks. ; tufit Dur.1 n.Yks.12 e.Yks.
;

tuiffit N.Cy. 1
; tuifit Nhb. 1

; and in forms tea-fit Lakel.2
;

teeafit n.Yks. 4 e.Yks. 1
; teufet Cum.14

; tewfet n.Cy.
Cum. Wm. [tiu-fit] The lapwing or peewit, Vanellus
cristatus. See Teuchit, Tewit.

n.Cy. Grose (1790); N Cy. 1
, Nhb.'.Dur. 1

, Lakel. 2 Cum. (J.Ar.),
Cum. 1 * n.Yks. Science Gossip (1882) 161; n.Yks.124 , ne.Yks. 1

e.Yks. (Miss A.) ; Marshall Rur. Earn. (1788) ; e.Yks.1 w.Yks.
Lucas Stud. Nidderdate (c. 1882) 175.

Hence (1) Teufit- or Tuiffit-land, sb. cold, damp, bleak,
and barren land

; (2) -storm, sb. a storm in the spring,
gen. coincident with the arrival of the lapwing or peewit.

(1) N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 So called from being the common haunt of
the peewit. Cum., Wm. ' Puir tewfet-laand,' sometimes said in
scorn of ill-managed, undrained ground, as of barren soil (M.P.i.
(2) N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1 (s.v. Storm).
TEUG, see Tug, v.

1

TEUGH, int. Sc. Also in form tew. [tjux-] An
exclamation of disgust, contempt, or impatience.

Ayr. Teugh ! what woman wad be sneakin' through public
houses? Hunter Studies (1870) 188; An'rock Boyd's mother, ye
ken

;
but tew

! what need I tell thee she was An'rock Boyd's
mother for ? Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 218.
TEUGH, see Tew, v.

1
, Tough.

TEUGHSOME, see Tewsome.
TEUGS, sb. pi. Sc. 1. Trousers; the thighs of a pair

of breeches. S. & Ork.1
, Cld. (Jam.) 2. Clothes, ' togs.'

Cld. (Jam.)
TEUK, sb. 1 Nrf. Ess. Ken. Also written teuke Nrf •

tuke Ken. 1 [tiuk.] 1. The redshank, Totanus calidris!
Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 47. Ess. 1

, Ken. 1

2. The curlew, Numeniusarquata. Nrf. Cozens-Hardyz'6.
3. The whimbrel, N. phaeopus. ib. 4. The godwit
Limosa lapponica. ib.

TEUK, sb.
2 Sc. Also in forms took, tuik (Jam.). A

disagreeable taste, a by-taste. Cf. tack, sb.3 , tew, v.2
Lnk., Lth., Rxb. 'That meal has a teuk.' 'This maun be sea-

borne meal, it has a vile muisty teuk.' When meal is made from
corn that has been heated in the stack the peculiar taste is
denominated the ' het tuik ' (Jam.). Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster
O899) 354.

TEUKIN, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) [Not known to
our correspondents.] 1. Quarrelsome.troublesome. n.Sc.
2. Of the wind: variable, shifting. s-.Sc
TEUL, TEULY, see Tool, Tewly.

. TEUM, TEUMB, TEUMM, see Toom.
TEVNY,adj. Dor. Weak, sickly, undersized. Cf. tewly
Alway a teuny, delicate piece ; her touch upon vour hand was

as soft as wind, Hardy Woodlanders (1887) I. iv
; Mostly used of

children (T.H.).

TEUP, TEURD, see Tup, sb., Turd.
TEUT, TEUTLE, see Toot, v. 2 , Teatle.
TEUT-MEUT, TEUTTLE, see Toot-moot, Tootle, v>TEVEL, v. Sc. Also in form tevvel (Jam.), [trvl

te-vl.] To confuse ; to put into a disorderly state.
Dmf. Gawn up and down the country tevelling and screechine

like a wild bear, Carlyle Lett. (1828)
; (Jam.)

TEW, sb. 1 Sc. Yks. Stf. Wor. Som. Also written teu

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; tu Stf.' ; tue Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; and in

form too se.Wor. 1
[tiu, tii.] 1. The nozzle or tube of

the bellows of a forge or furnace. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

2. The long pincers with which a blacksmith draws a
piece of iron from his forge, ib. 3. Iron hardened with
a piece of cast iron. Sc. (Jam.) 4. The leather catches

of a drum by which the cords are tightened.
Sc. Often applied to both cords and catches (Jam. Suppl.). Per.

Allows the drummer to get as many new tews as will serve the
drum, Beveridge Culross (1885) II. 90.

5. Comp. (1) Tew-iron or Tuarn, (a) the nozzle or tube
of the bellows of a forge or furnace; (b) the long pincers
with which a blacksmith draws a piece of iron from his

forge
;

(c) one of the stones at the bottom of a furnace
which receive the metal

; (2) -iron bore, iron hardened
with a piece of cast iron for making it stand the fire in a
forge; (3) -iron wall, obs., see (1, c).

(1, a) Per. To be discharged of their worke by stryking out of
their teu iyron, and thair other workloums to be disposed upon
our pleasour, Beveridge Culross (1885) II. 166 (Jam. Suppl.).
w.Yks.2 A tube of iron put on the nose of a bellows to prevent
the nose from being destroyed by fire. Often pron. tewern.
se.Wor. 1 The short iron tube at the back of a blacksmith's forge,
into which the nozzle of the bellows is inserted. w.Som. 1 (A)
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) (c) Stf. In iron works the hearth of the furnace
into which the ore and coal fall is built squere [sic], the sides
descending obliquely and drawing narrow to the bottom like ye
hopper of a mill. At this bottom or bosches there be four stones
set perpendicular that make a square to receive the metal, of
which four stones or walls that next the bellows is called the
Tuarn or Tuiron wall (K.) ; Stf.i (2) Rxb. (Jam., s.v. Lew arne
bore)

; Thro smeekie flame they him addrest Thro pipe and lew
arne (mistake for 'tew arne'] bore, A. Scott Poems, 144 (ib.). fa")

Stf. (K.)
> **\ ) K6)

[1. Fr. tuyere, a blast-pipe (Hatzfeld).]
TEW, sb. 2 . Not. Bdf. w.Cy. [teu, tiu.] A quantity or

crowd.
Not. Such a tew of sheep (L.C.M.). Bdf. A great tew of sheep,

Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 146. w.Cy. (Hall.)
TEW, sb? Som. A hempen string. (Hall.)
TEW, sb.4 Obs. Suf. A ducking-chair.
Women that bene common chiders amonge their neighbours,

and will not chastise their ill tongue to missaye folke, leutt them
be chastized bi the Justice called ye Tew (ducking chair), or else
leutt them make grievous ransome, Liber Secundus, Domesday of
Ipswich, in Catal. R, Acad. (1891) 59.
TEW, sbfi Obsol. w.Cy. Materials for work. (G.E.D.)
TEW, v.\ sb.B and adj.1 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. Der. Not. Lin. Nhp. War. e.An. s.Cy. and Amer.
Also written teugh w.Yks. 1

; tu Nhb.1 Cum. 1
; tue Sc.

a
y-~

Yks
- -R

61"' Lln -
; and in forms teaw e.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1

e.An.
;
too Yks.

; tyaou Abd.
; pret. tew Bnff. 1

; tyu
Abd. [teu, tm] 1. v. Obs. To beat or dress hemp.
s.Cy Ray (1691). Cf. taw, v.2 2. Obs. To dress or tan
leather. See Taw, v.

2

n.Yks 2 'Tewing' the process with animal skins for makingthem into soft leather. ' Item, pro tewing xiiii pellum luporum,
is. 9d., Whitby Rolls (1396). [(K.).]
3. To stir up

;
to mix, blend

; to pound
; to knead. Cf.

tave, v.
2

, taw, v.
2 2.

Abd. She tyu a cyahk an' Jock gyapit it up (G.C.). n Cy^l^A K Ir''
Wee1

'
e 'Yks

-
Best R«r-Ecot ("64?

win
e

MS £ ?TuTr Wi" te" h ''S labourer to tew hi* »ort.r
well MS. add T.H.) w.Yks.' He teugh'd mortar; w.Yks.*that lime wants better tewing.
4. To shake, toss

; to keep in motion ; to rumple, dis-
arrange, tumble

;
to pull about ; with over: to turn over.

L.1. tow, vs, taw, v.
2
3.
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M
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'
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'
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!
C°me much wrinkled: »e ' La"- 1

.nw.Der.i Not. Don t tew it about a' that how (L.C.M.)
; (J.H.B.)



TEW [7i] TEWIT
Lin. 1 n.Lin.1 That haay wants tewin' oher. Hes that mo'ter
been well tew'd ? ne.Lin. (E.S.) e.An.1 To pull, tear, and tumble
about, as hay with the fork and rake, a weedy soil with plough
and harrow.

Hence Tewing, ppl. adj. in phr. a tewing haytime, one
which involves additional trouble in turning over the hay
owing to rain. n.Yks.2 5. To exhaust, fatigue, tire ; to
trouble, harass, bother ; to overcome.

Abd. Sair tewed wi' wark I laid me down, Shelley Flowers
(1868) 54. Dmf. Often used in regard to sickness (Jam.). Gall.
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Kcb. They wud be sair tue't afore
they gat him, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 233. N.Cy. 1 He tues
himself. Nhb.1 ' Tew'd ti bits,' overcome With exertion. Dur. 1

,

e.Dur. 1
, w.Dur. 1 Cum.4 S— went down before K— , who was sair

tewed in the operation. . . . The two giants could not be said to

have tew'd themselves much, C. Patr. (June 30, 1893) 3, col. 3,
n.Yks.4 Ah 'ed'nt need git mysen tew'd at a do leyke this, 59.
ne.Yks. 1 Noo thoo maun't tew thisen wi' t'job. e.Yks. 1 Ah's
ommost tew'd ti deeath. m.Yks.1 w.Yks. 1 I's parfifly teughed
to death; w.Yks.24 Lan. No matter heaw awm teawd wi' th'

child Theaw sleeps, Standing Echoes (1885) 19. n.Lan. 1
,
m.Lan. 1

,

s.Lan.1
, Der.12 Not. 2 Doan't mek 'er tew 'ersen. Lin. Doant

tew th«e-self a that how (J. C.W.). n.Lin.1 What wi' sun, an' what
wi' flees, 1 was fairly tew'd when I got to chech door. sw.Lin. 1

Doctor told me not to tew mysen. [Amer. I'm tewed and fretted,

Carruth Kan. Univ. Quar. (1892) 1.]

Hence Tewing, (1 ) ppl. adj. toilsome, wearying; worry-
ing, tedious

; (2) sb. fatigue, worry.
(1) N.Cy. 1

, e.Dur.1
, n.Yks. 1 ne.Yks. 1 It's tewin' deed. ne.Lan. 1

(2) n.Yks.2 I cannot bide tewing. sw.Lin. 1 Doctor told me . . .

not to do owt to cause any tewing.

6. To annoy, vex ; to tease, importune, pester ; to urge,
persuade.

n.Cy. Grose (1790); (J.L. 1783). e.Dur.1 She fairly tewed his

life out. Cum.1
; Cum.3 Git oot wid the, Jwohnny, Thou's tew't

me reet sair, 41 ; Cum.4 w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781).

Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Lin. 1 n.Lin.1 Mester's straange an' tewed 'cos his

parshil fra Lunnun hesn't cum'd.

7. To tow. n.Cy. Grose (1790). Hence Tewing-rope,
sb. a tow-rope. e.An.2 (s.v. Teaw). 8. To toss, shake
about ; to be restless or constantly moving ; to fidget

;

gen. with about.
Abd. Fat are ye tyaouin'at? (G.C.) n.Yks.1 e.Yks. He was

tewing about in bed (Miss A.). m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. T'poorlass was
desperit bad all yesterday neeght an' tossed an' tewed aboot till

on ti bedtahme, Stonehouse Tom Keld, 26, in Leeds Merc. Suppl.

(Dec. 24, 1899); w.Yks. 1
ii. 291. Lan. It [a tree] tosses, thaa

knows, an' tews i'th' tempest, Mather Idylls (1895) 269. Not.

The dog's had it tewing about in his mouth ever so long (L.C.M.).

Lin.1 n.Lin. 1 Deary me, bairn, do sit still ; I niver seed noabody

tew aboot as thoo duz e' all my life. sw.Lin.1 He always tews

about like that.

9. To toil, labour ; to work hard ; to pull, struggle ; to

contend, strive ; freq. in phr. to tug and tew (q.v.).

Sc. (Jam.) Bnff.1 He tew through a' the logs o's nout (s.v.

Tyauve). Slk.(jAM.) Rxb. To see a lass . . . gae tewin' day and

night to put anither lass in his airms, Hamilton Outlaws (1897)

206. Dmf. (Jam.) Gall. He tue'd at it for an hour or twa (J.M.).

N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Aa've tew'd at the job till aa's paid. e.Dur. 1

Lakel.2 Ye know what 'tis ta hev ta tew an' slave. Cum.

Beath teyke-leyke tuing roun' the barn, Gilpin Sngs. (1866) 204 ;

Cum.14 Wm. The double o' t'wark . . . Wi' riving an tewin' ta

have ther ane way, Spec. Dial. (1880) pt. ii. 31. Yks. The loving

fat mother hawf a mile below, tooingat heryounguns, Fetherston
Farmer, 61. n.Yks.124 ne.Yks. 1 Sha's had ti tew hard, sha'sbrowt

up a stthrong fam'ly. e.Yks.1
, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.2 ; w.Yks.8 He's

tew'd with it long enough ; w.Yks. 5 ' Nobbud to lulc here ! ye may
rive-an'-tug-an'-taew an' yuh can't hardly brek 'em,' says a vendor

ofbootlaces. Lan. O yo pined and teawedfor, ChVGGSketches(i&9$)

18 ; Lan. 1 ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan.1

, s.Lan. 1
, Der. 1

, nw.Der. 1
, Not.1 Lin.

But 'e tued an' moil'd 'issen dead, Tennyson N. Farmer, New Style

(1870) st. 13. Nhp. 1 An old asthmatic patient replied, 'Oh! Sir,

I go tewing and tewing along.' War.2
, Ess. 1

Hence (1) Tewer, sb. (a) a hard worker ; an industrious,

energetic person ;
(b) an agitator

; (2) Tewing, ppl. adj.

hard-working, industrious, energetic.

(1, a) Lakel. 2 He's a tewer is yon. n.Yks.2 w.Yks. In a

world 'at contains a good deal moar idlers nur tewers, Yksman.

(July 1878) 10. (6) n.Yks.2 (2) N.Cy. 1 A tuing soul. Nhb.1

By Jove
!
thou is a tuing sow, Chicken Colliers Wedding (1729).

w.Yks. The blacksmith wor a steady, tewin', sober chap, Yksman
XXXVI. 678. ne.Lan. 1

10. To fuss over work ; to bustle about ; to move about
quickly

; gen. with about.
Wm. She was tewing round like an old hen (A.T.). Not.13

se.Lin. What are you tewing about ? (J.T.B.)
11. With in : to examine

; to look into a matter.
n.Yks. He dizn't like t'matter to be tewed in (I.W.).
12. Phr. (1) to teiv amang it, to work hard; to struggle
on through life

; (2) — one's shirt, to trouble oneself; to
worry

; (3) — up, to give up, abandon.
(1) w.Yks. Ha's yaar Mally ? Tewin' ameng it th' same as me,

aw reckon, Hartley Seets i' Lundun, 135, in Leeds Merc. Suppl.
(Dec. 24, 1899). (2) n.Lin. 1 I'm not agooin to do onything o'
soort, an' soa you nead n't tew yer shet (s.v. Shet). (3) w.Yks.
If he didn't tew it up, Yksman. (Feb. 3, 1877) 10, col. 2.

13. sb. A struggle, difficulty ; a laboured effort ; fatigue,
trouble ; an annoyance, worry ; a disturbed state.

Abd. I've an ahfu' tyaou every nicht to get my shooder stappit
(G.C). s.Sc. Sair tews (Jam.). Dmf. 'Twas in sair tews we was,
Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 279. N.Cy.1 We have got here at last

;

but we had a great tue. Nhb. 1 Aa'd a hiwy tew ti get here.
Man, we'd sair tews amang us to manage wor keel. Cum. 1

He's hed a sare tu on't ; Cum.4 Ey ! it was a sair tew that,

Dickinson Cumbr. (ed. 1876) 71. Wm. She had a hard tew to

bring up her family (B.K.). n.Yks.2 'The last tew,' the final

struggle,— death. e.Yks.1 Ah've had a sad tew wi temptation.

w.Yks. It's been a weary moild an tew, Preston Poems 1,1864) 5 ;

w.Yks.24 Lin.1 I need-na put myself into such a tew. sw.Lin. 1

It puts me in such a tew.

14. A pulley for raising weights. e.An.2 15. adj. Obs.

Fatigued. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

[2. Tewyn lethyr, frunio, corrodio (Prompt). 6. Cp.
OE. idwian, to treat badly, insult, scourge (Hall).]

TEW, v.
2 and sb.7 ? Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) 1. v. Of grain :

to become damp and acquire a bad taste. 2. sb. A bad
taste, esp. that occasioned by dampness. Cf. teuk, sb.

2

TEW, v.
3 w.Sc. (Jam.) To overdo in cooking ; to

make tough.
Meat is said to be tewed when roasted with so slow a fire that

it becomes tough.

TEW, adj. 2 Hmp. I.W. [thi.] Tender, sickly, small,

weak. See Tewly.
Hmp.1 I.W.1

; I.W. 2 That bwoy sims terbul tew vor hes age.

TEW, TEWAT, see Teugh, Tewit.
TEWEL, sb. Obs. Dur. Stf. e.An. Dev. Also written

tuel Stf. Dev. 1. The vent or fundament of a horse.
Stf. Ray (169O MS. add. (J.C.) e.An. 1

, Nrf. (Hall.) Dev.

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 429.

2. A tail. Dur. (K.)

[At his flank and also at his tuell, Fitzherbert Hitsb.

(1534) 37. OFr. tuel, a pipe, tube.]

TEWEL, TEWEN, see Tool, Towan.
TEWER, sb.

1 War. Glo. Oxf. Also written tuer War.
Glo. Oxf.; and in form ture War. Oxf. [tiu'a(r).] A
narrow lane or passage ; an alley. See Chare, sb.

1

War. Go up the tewer to the right (W.K.W.C.) ; War.24

s.War. (E.S.); s.War. 1 'Which Mrs. Hancox do you want?' 'Her
as lives up the tewer.' Glo. My father's grandfather lived in that

'ere houssen up that ' tuer,' Gibbs Coiswold Fill. (1898) 388. Oxf.

A narrow path between two fences (M.A.R.); N.&Q. (1872) 4th

S. x. 476. n.Oxf. The narrow alley or passage between two rows

of houses which is so frequently met with in the villages round

Banbury, ib. (1869) 4th S. iv. 75.

TEWER, sb? War. Wor. Shr. Also in forms tuer

War. Wor. ; tweer Shr.12 The ventilating passage of a

blast furnace ; also in contp. Tweer-hole
;
pi. the bellows

of a furnace. Cf. tew, sb.
1

War., Wor. The aperture surrounded with water in a blacksmith's

hearth through which the air from the bellows reaches the fire

(E.S.). Shr.12

TEWEY, adj. Glo.e.An. [tiu'i.] 1. Delicate, qualmish.

Glo. I be that tewey and narvous, 1 don't know what I be about,

Longman's Mag. (July 1899) 276.

2. Squeamish in eating, dainty. e.An.1

TEWIT, sb. Sc. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Also in

forms tee-wheet Sc. (Jam. Suppl.); tee-wit Sc. (Jam.



TEWITISH [72] THACK

Suppl.) w.Yks. ; tewat n.Lan. 1
; tewet Cum.14 w.Yks.1

;

tewhit Gall. ; tewith w.Yks. ; tuet Wm. Lan. ; tuwit
Chs. [thrwit, -at.] The lapwing or peewit, Vanellus
cristatus. See Teuchit, Teufit.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Slk. The plover whistles in the glen, The
tewit tilts above the fen, Borland Yarrow (1890) 117. Dmf.
Wallace Schoolmaster

(
1 899). Gall. Eggs, somewhat like tewhit

eggs in size and colour, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 383, ed. 1876.
Kcb. Swainson Birds (1885) 184. Cum. 14

, Wm. 1
, n.Yks. 4

,
m.Yks. 1

w.Yks. Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c 1882) 284 ; Land at willal

summer a tewith, Yksman. (1875) 32 ; Swainson ib. ; w.Yks. 1
,

Lan. 1
, n.Lan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, ni.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1 Chs. I shan't

sweep no chimbleys so long as tuwits' eggs is agate, Pall Mall
Mag. (Sept. 1901) 138.

Hence (1) Tiuiters, sb.pl, (2) Tiuit-land, sb., (3) -landers,
sb. pi., see below.

(1, 2, 3) w.Yks. The districts of Hanging Heaton and Earlsheaton
are in derision termed ' tiuit-land ' in Batley and Dewsbury. The
nativesare spoken of as 'tiuit-ers,' or 'tiuit-landers.' In the phr.

—

the use of which is not confined to one locality—reference is made
to the loneliness and barrenness of the places affected by the
melancholy peewit (B.K.).

TEWITISH, o#. Lan. 1
[tiuitij.] Wild, foolish.

TEWKIE, sb. and int. Sc. Irel. Also written teuckie
Sc. ; tukey Ant. ; tukie Sc. [tjuki.] 1. sb. A hen

;

freq. used as a nickname
; also in comp. Tukie-hen ; a dial,

form of ' chucky.'
Sc. Her mither aye flytes at her wee tukie hen, Edwards Mod.

Poets. Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892).
2. int. A call to fowls.
Sc.(A.W.) Cai. At the dairy-woman's feeblest ' Teuckie I ' not

a wing was left aside, M°Lennan Peas. Life (1871) I. 306; Cai. 1

Lnk. Heard ye weans cry ' teuckie, teuckie ! ' Miller Willie Winkie
(ed. 1902^ 10. Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892).
TEWLY, adj. Bdf. e.An. s.Cy. Hmp. Wil. Dor. Also

written teuly Ess. 1
; tewley w.Cy. Wil. 1

; tuley Wil. 1
;

tuly e.Cy. Suf. 1 Ess. s.Cy. Hmp.; and in form tooly Bdf.
Ess Hmp. 1 [tiuTi, tuli.] 1. Weak, sickly, delicate

;

poorly, unwell.
Bdf. A tewly child (J.W.B.). Cmb. Charnock Gl. (i860). Suf. 1

Ess. (S.P.HOiEss.^Ofjapersonfeelingratherpoorly in the morning
and not relishing his breakfast, ' You are rather teuly this m irning.'
e. & s.Cy. Ray (1691)- Hmp. A tuly little thing (H.C.M.B.) ; A
tooly man or woman, Grose (1790) ; Hmp. 1 w.Cy. Grose (1790).
Wil. 1

, Dor. 1

Hence Tewly-stomached, ppl. adj., obs., having a weak
stomach. Suf. 1

e. & s.Cy. Ray (1691). 2. Bad, poor.
Hmp. 'Tis a tuly season for lambs, they say (H.C.M.B.).

3. Improving in health.
Ess. 'Thomas is tuly to-day, he'll soon be at work again'

Getting very uncommon 1 H.H.MA
TEWSOME, adj. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Also written

teughsome w.Yks.1
; tusome Cum. 14 [teusam, tiusam.]

1. Iroublesome, tiresome; restless, unquiet. See Tew
v.

1
6. '

Cum. 1 He's been a tusome bairn ; Cum.4 Wm. A mair tewsome
barn Ah nivver nursed (B.K.). n.Yks.* w.Yks.i For seur this
is a hie teughsome barn, ii. 195 ; w.Yks.s ' Doan't be "so tewsome !

'

a mother says to her baby. ne.Lan. 1

2. Hard-working, industrious.
w.Yks. He's t'moast tewsome chap 'at ivver ah knew (JE B 1TEWTER, v. and sb. Obs. Chs. Shr. I. „. To beator dress hemp

; a dial, form of ' tew-taw.' See Tew v 1 1Shr.' lo beat and break the hemD stalk afior if 1, -

to
Sh^Tobeatandbreakthehemp stalk after it had been subjectedthe action of fire. . Tewtering was the second process ofnemp-dressmg. .

.
Hemp and flax were treated alike. [To tew-taw hemp

^:iz dvTXTr in an ensine mad
*

fo-»—p-;
2
^u

k
,£n implement for breaking flax or hemp.

Chs. (Hall.), Chs. 1 Shr. 1 The tewter consisted of two partsupper and lower respectively
; the latter being a long, narrowoaken frame standing upon four legs, about two feet thfee inchTs

hs wTol ' lenih
rn

T
h
,
edT *^ °f f°Ur Str°^ b™>«'«Sits whole length. These bars were of 'cloven quarter oak '-thetriangular segment of a squared block-and were fixed with hekeen edge topmost. The upper part had three bars of hke kindso set as to fit the interspaces of those beneath. It was joined to

h niTfn Sen
3

'
°ne £nd

"I
a
?
air °f ' gU^e0ns '' which' acted £hinges in such a manner, that it could be plied up and down by

means of a handle, which the operator worked with his right
hand, while he held the hemp with his left, to be tewtered between
the several parts of the implement.

TEWTLE, see Teatle, Tootle, v.
1

TEWTRUMS, sb. pi. e.An. Odds and ends, pieces of
finery ; all sorts of small tools. e.An. 2

, Nrf. (M.C.H.B.)
TEXT, v. ne.Lan. 1 [tekst.] To write an engrossing

hand or German text.

TEY, see Take, Thee, pers. pron., Thy, Tye, sb. 1

TEYA, TEYCH(E, see Tone, num. adj., Teach.
TEYDN, TEYEAR, see They, To-year.
TEYEN, TEYKE, see Tone, num. adj., Tike, sb. 1

TEYL-PEYAT, TEYN, see Tale-pyet, They.
TEYPARD,TEYPE,TEYRN, see Tapered, Tipe, They.
TEYSTRILL, TEYTHER, see Taistrel, Titter, adv.
TH', see Thee, pers. pron., Thou.
THA, see Thee, pers. pron., They, Thou, Thy.
THAAF-CAKE, THAAVLE, see Tharf-cake, Thavvel.
THABBLE, sb. Yks. [ba'bl.] The plug in a leaden

milk-trough.
n.Yks. 1 Having a shank long enough to project above the surface

of the milk, [it] may be removed without breaking the cream, and
on its removal the milk flows away and leaves the cream behind

;

n.Yks. 24 , m.Yks. 1

THACH, see Thac(k.
THAC(K, dem. pron. and dem. adj. Glo. Wil. Dev. Cor.

Also written thak Dev. ; and in forms thach G!o.2
;

thackey Dev. ; thacky Cor. 1
; thact, thakka Dev. [Sa?k

;

Savki.] 1. dem. pron. That. Cf. thic(k.
Glo. 2

, Wil. 1 (s.v. Pronouns). s.Wil. Thac's the way I do do,
Monthly Mag. (1814) II. 114. Dev. Bowring Lang. (1866) I. pt.
v. 27 ;

A taply moment for sich a quandary as thact, Madox-Brown
Dwale Bluth (1876) bk. 1. iv. n.Dev. Britting 0' thick an crazing
thack, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 7. Cor.1

2. dem. adj. That, yonder.
Dev. Down to the caunder o' thackey lane, Ellis Pronunc.

(1889) V. 163.

THACK, v.
1

, sb. and adj. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War.
Wor. Shr. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. Hnt. e.An. Ken. Also written
thak Sc. (Jam.) Nhb.1 Lakel.2 Wm. m.Yks.1 w.Yks.3 Lin •

and in form taek Sh.I. ; thake Nhb.1 [bak, beek.] 1. v.
To thatch, roof

; to cover ; to lay on. Cf. theak, v 1

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. I min see an' get as mony pones oot o' da ert
as can taek wir byre, 5/;. News (Aug. 14, i897 \ ne.Sc. She's nae
able to get her bit hoose thackit, Green Gordonhaven (1887) 122.
Frf. A thackit house upon a muir, Jamie Emigrant's Family (1853)
39. Ayr. Had not Providence been pleased ... to cause a foul
lum in a thacket house in the Seagate to take fire, Galt Gilhaize
(1823) xxi. Lnk. Weel I like the bit wee thackit biggin . .Whaur I first saw hcht, Thomson Musings (1881) 5. Edb. A low
thacked cottage, a but and a ben, Beatty Secretar (1897) 71.

a » D
D
Ji

r
- ?£• eneUgh t0 ha ' thack '

d a Peat m °°. Egglestone
Betty Podkms Visit (1877) " Lakel. 1

, Cum. 1 Wm. Thak it well
UP

,
( K

,U t^t
1?- '

n-Yks -
124

> ne.Yks. 1
,
m.Yks.i, w.Yks.12 345

n.Lan. (W.H.H.), n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan 1 Der.2

7'D"' Not. There's not many left as knows how to thack
(L.C.M.)

;
Not 2 n Lin.1

, ne.Lin. (E.S.) s.Liu. Go and thack yon
hay-stack (F.H.W.). se.Lin. (J.T.B.) sw.Lin. 1 He's agatethackmg stacks. Rut.i The roof's very bad. I must get Johnny
2 f ,w u

a^ks "• Lei1
'
NhP-

12
>
War.«S4

; s .War.i w .Wor.f
Brks. (WRY.) Bdf. (J.W.B.), Hnt. (T.P.F.), e.An.1 Ken. Asmany cloaths as he could thack on (K.).

/ t\Z
nCl {AT*}acker > ^- a thatcher; (2) Thacking, sb.

(a) the
:

thatch of a building; (b) in phr. a (hacking of bread,a bread-creel full of bread, oatcake, &c, hanginf from the
ceiling

; (3) Thacking-peg, sb. a peg used in thatching
;

(4) -rope, sb. a rope of straw used for thatching; (k)
^purkle, sb., obs., a broad stick for thatching with : (6Thackster, sb., see (1).

v '

(1) Sc. Blackw. Mag. (Oct. 1820) 14 (JAM .) ; The thacker said

T,nZ
m
7^ fl

US
,

r^S
f,-'

his ladder
'

if we can
>
Ra«^v Prov.

{

A,y\vu V t0
o
k Wl" le Norry- the thacker

>
inti>e the hoose,Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Sept. i5 , 1900). N.Cy. 1
, Lakel. 2 Wm.

J till V^l" S °n t
'

r
i

uf
'
if he ^°PS up theymak him intul

a thacker (B.K.). n.Yks.124
, ne.Yks. 1

, m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks (T Wl

ne.Lan.l e.Lan.1
, s.Lan. 1

, Chs. 1 ", Not .S Lin .
t) nX , x

' ^ £To work like a thacker (E.S.). sw.Lin. 1 Lei. 1 As 'oongry as a
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thacker. A goos like a thacker. Nhp.1

, e.An. 1 (2, a) w.Yks 3

s.Lan.» (6) w.Yks.3 (3) ne.Lin. (E.S.)
(4 1 s.Lan. 1 (5) Gall'.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (,6) cAn. 1 e.Nrf. Marshall /?«>-.

Econ. (1787).

2. s6. A thatch ; a roof or covering, esp. of straw

;

materials for thatching.
Sc. (Jam.) Kcd. Gin the thack sud catch 'Twill burn like tarry

towe, Grant Lays (1884) 28. Lnk. Wi' velvet fug the thack was
green, Hamilton Poems ^1865) 89. Gall. The thack'saff the byre,
Crockett Raiders (1894") xii. N.Cy. 1

, Nhb.1
, Dur. 1

, w.Dur. 1
,

Lakel.12
,
Cum.1

, n.Yks.123^ ne.Yks. 1

, e.Yks.1 m.Yks.1 As thick
as aud thak to-gedder [said of persons on terms of close intimacy].
w.Yks. 12345 Lan Yo'n a good thack o' yure, Clegg Sketches

C 1 895) 3°8. nlau.1
, ne.Lan.1 , e.Lan.1

, Chs.' 23 Midi. Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1796) II. n.Stf.The swallows as was under the thack,
Geo. Eliot A. Bede (1859) I. 167, Cabinet ed. Der. Th' cottages
es med o' coork, wi' real rye-grass thack, Gilchrist Peakland
(1897) 22. Not.2 It blew the thack off on it. Lin. 1

, n Lin. 1
,

se.Lin. (J.T.B.) sw.Lin. 1 It wanted summas doing at it : it were
oppen reiet away to the thack. Rut.1 Used sometimes of the
hackle covering a bee-hive. Lei:1 This 'ere thack's a very bad un,
it lets the reen in. Nhp. 1 In the old adage: 'Thack and dike,

Northamptonshire like ' ; Nhp. 2
, War.2 ", w.Wor. 1 Oxf. N. & Q.

(1852) 1st S. v. 364. Brks. (W.H.Y.), Bdf. (J.W.B.), Hnt.
(T.P.F.), e.An.1 e.Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787).

Hence (1) Thackless, adj. {a) without a thatch, roof-

less; (b) fig. uncovered; hatless; (2) Thacky,sZ>. a thatched
cottage.

(1, a) Sc. (Jam.) Rxb. The auld Redheuch tower stands thakless

and woefu' this day, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 209. Dmf. Some
priest maun preach in a thackless kirk, Cromek Remains (1810)

284. (6) Sc. Want minds them on a thackless scaup, Wi' a' their

pouches bare, Tarras Poems (1804) 17 (Jam.). (2) Cum.4 T'roof

was offen meade o' streeah, an' than t'hoose was dubbed a thacky.

3. Long, coarse grass, &c. growing on moors.
Lin. In the Lin. sea marsh, ' thack' is used of rushes and grasses

growing in dykes, though never now used for thatching, and esp.

of Arundo Phragmites, Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 370.

n.Lin.1 ' We've so mony snaakes and hetherds we're forced to set

th' thack afire to get shut on 'em.' . . The thack . . . meant was
the rough grass growing around.

4. Waste corn left in the fields unraked. Nrf. Morton
Cyclo. Agric. (1863). 5. Comb. (1) Thack-and-mortar,

fig. in good earnest; with all one's might; (2) and-raip
or -rape, the thatch and rope used in covering a stack

;

fig. cover, shelter; good order; control; (3) -band, a rope

of straw for securing thatch
; (4) -bottle, a bundle of

thatching material ; (5) -brod, a peg used in fastening down
thatch

; (6) -bunch, see (4) ; (7) -cord, thick tarred string

used in thatching
; (8) -covered, thatched

; (9) -gate, the

sloping edge of the gable-tops of a house, when the thatch

covers them
; (10) -lead, obs., a leaden roofing

; (11) -nail,

(12) -pes-, (13) -pin, (14) -preg, (15) -prick, (16) -prod, see

(5) ; (17) -rape, see (3) ; (18) -rovven, roof-damaged ; (19)

-skew, projecting stones walled in to cover the junction

of slating with walling
;
(20) -sparrow, the house-sparrow,

Passer domesticus; (21) -spelk, see (5); (22) -spittle or

•spurtle, a tool used in thatching
; (23) -sting, a thatching

needle; (24) -stob, see (5); (25) -stone, stone used for

roofing houses; (26) -stopple, a handful of straw pre-

pared for thatching; (27) -straw, straw for thatching; (28)

-teng, see (23) ; (29) -tiles, obs., roof-tiles.

(1) Not. 1 Lin. He went at it thack and mortar, Thompson Hist.

Boston (1856) 727 ; Lin. 1 Lei. 1 Ah een't doon mooch woo'k to-dee,

nur ah shain't dew non to-morra ; but ah shall set tew next dee

thack-an'- mortar. Nhp. 1 (2) Sc. If it's your honour, we'll a' be

as right and tight as thack and rape can make us, Scott Guy M.

(1815)1 ; ' In thack and rape,' in order, denoting what is completely

secured or perfectly well regulated. ' Under thack and raip,' snug

and comfortable. ' Out of a thack and raip,' applied to one who acts

in a disorderly way (Jam.). ne.Sc. The corn is all 'in ' now, and

stands safe under' thack and rape 'in the barnyard, Gordon North-

ward Ho (1894) 165. Ayr. An' nought but his han' darg to keep

Them right an' tight in thack an' rape, Burns Twa Dogs (1786)

1. 78. Rxb. Call me cut-lugs if I dinna . . . hae Joan safe under

thak and rape at Hermitage before the first note .0' the gowk

rings through Liddesdale, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 211. Gall.

The crops of corn . . . should be in the stackyards under thack

and rape by the second day of September, Crockett Raiders

VOL. VI.

(1894-) Foreword. (3) n.Yks. 1
, ne.Yks.1 (4) Cum.' 4 (5) w.Yks.A pair a leather galbses teed tut end ov a thack-brod, Tom

JTreddlehoyle Baimsla Ann. (1855) 18; w.Yks. 2 (6- e.Lth.
She

. . . sheltered herself in his huge bosom, like a scared little
mousie under a thackbunch on a thrashing day, Mucklebackit
fhynies (1885) 171. (7 ) s . Lin. We want a new ball o' thack-cord
(F.H.W.). (8) Lnk.Ourhamewasathack-coveredbiel', Nicholson
Kilwuddie (1895) 155. (9 ) RXb. (Jam.) (10) Fif. Capper and
thack-lead aff were tane

; Kirk-guttin' clean was finish't, Te.nnant
Papistry (1827) 214. (11) Sc. (Jam. SuppL), Nhb. 1 (12) s.Lin.
Ye haven't half driven in them tback-pegs 'F.H.W.). (13) Sc.
(Jam. Suppl.) (14) Lin. 1 I'll lay this thack preg about your back.
n.Lin. 1

(15) w.Yks. 1 (16) n.Yks.24
, ne.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan. 1 (17I Sc.
(Jam. Suppl.) n.Yks.2 (s.v. Thack-prodsV (18) n.Yks.2 (19)
w.Yks. (T.H.H.) (20) Lei. 1 Nhp. Swainson Birds (1885) 60;
Nhp. 2 Shr. Swainson ib. 60. (21, 22) Cum. 14

(23, 24) n.Yks. 2

(25) Sc. (Jam.) Hdg. Houses, . . instead of being covered
with straw, deals, or boards, should henceforth be covered with
slates, lead, tiles, or thack-stones, Ritchie St. Baldrcd (1883)
37. Dmf. I have seen these, square slabs of red sandstone on
cottages (A.W.). (£6)Cum. 14

(27) Sc. Lay some wevseso' thack
strae on my house, Donald Poems (1867) 17. (28) n.Yks. 2 (29)
n.Cy., w.Yks. Grose (1790) Suppl.

6. adj. Thatched, made of thatch.
Sc. I think it's been a thack ane, an' there's some o' the stoure

in my throat yet, Ford Thistledown (1891) 127. Rnf. Ye are
undoubted lairdie O' mony a guid thack-house an' yardie,
Fini.ayson Rhymes (1815) 23. Ayr. Ye ken whaur he leeves, in

the wee thack hoose in the Doocot Lane, Service Notandums
(1890) 15. Dmf. I hae a bit thack house, Wallace Schoolmaster

(1899)334. Nhb.1

[1. Thakkyn howsys, sartatego {Prompt?). OE. pacian.
2. pwc, thatch, paca, a roof (Sweet).]
THACK, v.

2 Sc. e.An. Cor. Also in form thock Cor.
[bak, baek.j To thwack, beat, flog.

Dmf. Ye weel deserve a thackin' For tellin Bacchus oft did

blacken Town Jemmy's een, Quinn Heather Lintie ^863^ 22.

e.An. 1 Nrf. He rarely thacked th' old dicky [donkey] lE.M.).

Cor. Likewise a thong to thock thee, ef Thee d'st ever go askew,

Forfar Poems (1885) 7.

[OE. paccian, to pat, flap (Sweet).]

THACKER, sb. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A small open cupboard. {Coll. L.L.B.)

THACKEY, THACKY, THACT, see Thac(k.
THAE, dent. pron. and dent. adj. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum.

Yks. Lan. Also in forms thea Cum.14
; theae s.Sc.

;

thee Nhb. 1
; theea n.Yks. [Se.] 1. dent. pron. Those;

occas. these.
Sc. ' Thir' and ' thae ' have curiously enough not penetrated beyond

the Grampians, the north-eastern Scotch using ' thys ' and ' that ' in

the plural as well as the singular, Murray Dial. 11873' J 84 : Thou
sail hae thae, thou sail hae mae, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) I. 317,

ed. 1848. Elg. Are thae thy mournful cries? Couper Poetry

(1804) I. 175. Bnff. Thae to herry Wha simply trust the h— born

rogues, Taylor Poems (1787) 10. w.Sc. Thae's curus cups thae,

surely ! Wood Farden Ha' (1902) 147. s.Sc. Dynna teake theae,

thay wunna weir weill, Murray ib. 182. Rnf. Meikle mair than

thae, Picken Poems (1813) I. 94. Lnk. Sic cracks as thae were

nichtly tauld, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 1. Dmf. Fie, fau't na

thae for moral's glory Sip tea, na wine, Quinn Heathir (1863) 21.

Cum.14 (s.v. Thur), n.Yks.1
,
ne.Lan. 1

2. dem. adj. Those ; occas. these.

Sc. Thae duds were a' o' the colour o' moonshine in the water,

Scott Midlothian (1818) xvi. Abd. The like o' thae things,

Ruddiman Sc. Parish (1828) 69, ed. 1889. Frf. Ye've pallached

the snoots o' thae yins, \nci.\sAin Flk. (1895^ 25. Per. Thae au'd

men wi' snaw beards, Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 59. Drob.

Thae hempies on the lan' let loose, Salmon Gouodean (1868) 29.

Ayr. Hearken to thae cutty queans, Service Notandums (1890) 1.

Lnk. Brisk, laughin', jokey creatur' in thae days, Fraser IVhaups

(1895) 195. Slk. It was ane o' thae lang midsummer nichts, Chr.

North Nodes <ed. 1856) II. 9. Rxb. He's been gane thae twa

hoors an' mair, Diedin Bolder Life (1897) 96. Gall. I think thae

plants will shift fine, Gallovidian (1901) II. 124. Uls. Oot o'
a'

thae letters ye canna even fin oot whor 'is folk leeves, M'Ilroy

Craiglinnie (1900) 125. Nhb. 1 Thee kye. Thee folk. n.Yks.

Wheea's theea tweea bairns, sa' thee? Murray ib. 184.

[1 Thomas Randell wes ane off tha, That for his lyff be-

come 1 ar man, Barbour Bruce (1375) » 4°3- 2. For he had

drede of thai thre men, ib. vn. 185. OE.>«, pi. of se, the.J

L
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THAF, THAF(F-CAKE, see Though, Tharfcake.
THAFFER, THAFT, see Thoffer, Thoft.
THAGGY, adj. Yks. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Thick and misty. (Hall.)
THAIM, THAIRN, see Them, Theirn.
THAIRSEL(S, THAIT, see Theirselves, Theat, sb.
THAIVIL, THAIVL, see Thavvel.
THAK, see Thac(k, Thack, v}
THAKE, THAKKA, see Thack, v.\ Thac(k.
THALLACK, int. Oxf. 1

[bae-lak.] An exclamation
of surprise

: there look ! (s.v. Yallack.)
THALLURE, adv. I.Ma. [oVljafr).] Enough.
But kind—aw bless ye ! kind thallure, Brown Witch (1889) 3 ;She is grand thallure [Manx, Dy liooar\ with her rings and

watch (S.M.).
&

THALM.'seeTharm.
THALTHAN, sb. I.Ma. Also in form tholthan.

[tolb3n .] A half-ruined cottage.
She needn't be so proud, her father lived and died in that

'qm y°U See up on the hil1 there
t
Manx tholt

<
a barn

]
I.S.M.)

;
She lived in a thalthan up the river, Brown Witch (1889')

16
;

I kno,v about the sad story connected wis that ould ruined
' tholthan' across the ravvar [riverl, Ryding Tales 11895) 26.
THAM, THAME, see Then, adv., Them, They.
THAMP, adj. Yks. Lan. [bamp.] Soft

;
pliable, not

easily broken ; moist.
s.Lan. Lennock meyns thamp, un owt what's raythur lennock

ur thamp mun be sauft, Ormerod Felly fro Rachde (1851) 69-
But little known, and not now in common use (F.E T)
Hence Thampy, adj. damp. Yks. (Hall.), w.Yks.1

THAMSON, see Tamson!
THAN, conj. and adv. Sc. Lan. Chs. Shr. Also in form

thun Lan. [San.] 1. conj. In phr. Deil than, used to
express a wish : would that.
Dmb. Deil than your tongue were hookit neb and root, Salmon

Gowodcan (1868) 10. Ayr. Deil than she may break her neck,Glass Tales (1873) 18.
'

2. Till, until.
Lan. Be qvvatt thun I've done, Why John (Coll L L B )s Lan. 1 Aw conno' do it than neet. Chs. 3 Stop than oi get ho'uton thee, an oi'll tan thoi hoide for thee ! s.Chs ] We delayed

writing than now, because of getting the harvest over. Shr 1

1 run than I thought I'd a dropt, Introd. 82.
3. adv. Else. Cf. thanse.
n.Sc. Come hame sune, or than I'll be angry (Jam )

4. Elsewhere, ib.

THAN, THANDER, see Then, adv., Thonder.
THANE, si. 1 Obs. Sc. A dial, form of ' vane '

Abd. Both these isles had battalines, and buttrages round about
them, with cross thanes of iron on the top of each of them, Orem
Uianonry Abd. (1791) 62 (Jam.).
Hence Cross-thanes, sb.pl. crossed vanes.
The two lesser steeples have both cross-thanes of iron upon

their tops, ih. 60. r

£5^2£' sb
\-

Dor
- Bracken, Pteris aquilina. (G.E.D.)THANE, adj. Obs. Sc. Wm. Yks. Also written

thain and in form thene Wm. 1. Of meat : raw, under-
done. See Thone.
The meat is thain

; raw, little done, Sinclair Obs. (1782) 100
(Jam.) v ' 1 y

'

2. Damp, moist ; esp. used of meal.
Lnk., Lth. I dinna like thain meal, i.e. made of oats that havenot been much dried on the kiln (Jam.). Wm. (K.)
Hence Thany, adj. damp. w.Yks. 1

THANE'S TOWER, phr. Nrf. See below.
Ihe^ tower of the church ... is what is called a 'Thane's

tower, that is a tower such as, according to tradition, Thanes
alone were allowed to build. The peculiarity of Thanes' towersseems to be that

. they have four little windows in them look-ing to the cardinal points of the compass, Longman's Mag. (May
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Hrf. Cor Also in form thenk n.Yks.= e.Yks. 1 [bank,bank

;
Yks. berjk.] 1. v. In phr. (1) be thankit, thank

God
; (2) thank God, thank you, a form of address to the

host at the conclusion of a dinner after grace is said; (3)
thanks tha or lhanksto,thank you; (4) thankyou or thankee,

used in narration, to emphasize a denial or to express
surprise

; (5)
—you for me, used as a form of thanks for

hospitality
; (6) —you for them, used in answering an

inquiry after absent friends
; (7)

—you, sir, a second-hand
article of clothing.

(1) Rnf. Be thankit, I'm meanwhile Safe frae thy stoorie, mad
turmoil, Young Pictures (1865) 159. (2) n.Cy, Grose (1790) MS.
add. (P.) (3) n.Yks. (T.S.I, e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.), w.Yks. 1

(4) Hrf.2 (5) Shr. 1 ' Now, Nelly, inak' the lady a curchey, an'
say thank you for me, an' I'm greatly obleeged fur sich a nice tay.'

This singular expression seems to be an elliptical one, signifying,

I thank you for—what you have given to—me. (6) n.Cy. Grose
(1790) MS. add. (P.) (7) w.Yks. He'd got on a regular ' thank-
you-sir,' you never saw such a guy (H.L.).

2. To suffice.

Ayr. I've eaten ower muckle o' yon fat haggis, . . an' I'll gar the
bouk o' black pea o' either sybo or leek thank me for the feck o'

twa days, Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 69.

3. sb. In phr. (1) in one's thank, in one's obligation
; (2)

to serve one's thank, to be thankful for; (3) thanks be, (4)
thanks be praised, expressions of gratitude.

(1) Don. I didn't wish the poor man dead, but, God forgive me !

I was wishin' that his legacy would come till us afore May, that
we might get Micky the Rogue's farm. Poor man, he died in our
thank after all, Cent. Mag. (July 1901) 433. Cum. 1 He com i' my
thank an' I mun pay him weel ; Cum.* (2) Rnf. Ye . . . that hae
umbrellas aye laid bye To ser yer thank, Young Pictures (1865)
128. (3) e.Sc. Thanks be! he's no in his bed yet, Strain
Elmslie's Drag-met (1900) 140. Cor. Two expressions of every
day occurrence, which spring out of the piety of the people. One
is the abbreviated Doxology, 'Thanks be'; the other an expres-
sion of resignation, ' If it be so pleasin',' Hammond Parish (18071
346. (4) n.Yks.2 V VU

THANKSOMELY, adv. Not. [ba-rjksamli.l Thank-
fully. (J.H.B.)

THANSE, adv. Sc. [&nz.] Else. Cf. than, 3.
Abd. It s geyan ill for makiu' young folk rebellious or thanse

deceitfu', Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 20. 1900). Kcb. The farmer
had tae

. . . set twa o' his men tae carry them tae the next farm
or thanse help tae do't hissel, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 160 '

THAPES, sb. pi. Sc. Yks. Chs. e.An. Also in forms
theabes, thebes Nrf. ; thepes Sc. Nrf. [Not known to
our Sc. correspondents.] |beps.] 1. The fruit of the
gooseberry, Ribes Grossularia. See Feaberry

s.Sc Mackay. e.Yks. (B. & H.), Chs. 2
, e.An. 1 Nrf. Browne

^\ (C
ps IJ™ 233

'
6d B°hn;

(
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,.1869) 188. e.Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787).
Hence Thape-pie, sb. gooseberry-pie.
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, w.Yks. 1 Hence Tharfishadj. sad,' heavy. Nhb. 1
2. Of heavy countenance'lumpish; reluctant, unwilling; hesitatine- shv- slow^

forbidding, cold, unsociable
stating, shy, slow,
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one who comes slowly andreluctantly;

(2) Tharfish, adj. of heavy countenance;



THARF-BREAD [75] THAT
lumpish

; reluctant, urfwilling, backward, timorous, shy
;

forbidding; (3) Tharfly, adv. reluctantly, unwillingly,
deliberately, slowly.

(i)m.Yks. 1 (2)w.Sc.,s.Sc. (]AU.Suppl.),Nhb.'1 n.Yks.1 She's
rather a tharfish kind of a bairn ; n.Yks.24

, m.Yks. 1 (3) Nhb.1

' She's gan varry tharfly ' (said of a clock that appeared to be ready
to stop at any moment). ' He spoke tharfly aboot it.' n.Yks. 1

;

n.Yks.2 She chews her cud varry tharfly. He mends varry thar-
fly ; n.Yks.4

,
ne.Yks, 1 e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.) m.Yks.1

THARF-BREAD, sb. Obs. Yks. Unleavened bread.
(K.) See Tharf-cake.
THARF-CAKE, sb. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der.

Also in forms thaaf-cake Nhb. 1
; thaf(f- Nhb. 1 Dur.;

thar- N.Cy.2 Cum.14 w.Yks.14 Lan. 1 e.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Der.12

nw.Der. 1

; tharth- Nhb. 1 Cum.14
; thauf. N.Cy.1

; thaugh-
Nhb.1 Dur. [paf-, pa-.] 1. An unleavened cake of flour
or meal, mixed with milk or water, rolled out thin and
baked.

N.Cy.12 Nhb. They never gat owse better than thaaf keahyk,
Bewick Tyneside Tales (1850) 11 ; Nhb.1 A thicker tharf-cake was
sometimes made of hinder-end wheat, pea-meal, and dressed
' chisel,' baked in the oven. Dur. (J. H.), Dur.1 Cum. 1 Baked on
the hearth among the embers ; Cum.4 w.Yks. (D.L.) ; Thoresey
Lett. (1703) ; w.Yks. 14 , e.Lan.1

, Der.12

2. A kind of cake made of oatmeal, butter, and treacle
;

' parkin.'
w.Yks.2 * Lan. As thodd'n as a tharcake, Tim Bobbin View

Dial. (ed. 1740) 31 ; Lan. 1 Eaten on the night of the fifth of

November. s.Lan. 1
, Der. 12 , nw.Der. 1

Hence Tharcake-Monday, sb. the first Monday after

Oct. 31.
Lan. I'se be thirty- five next Tharcake-Monday, Waugh Heather

(ed. Milner) II. 276 ; Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

[1. A fewe cruddes and craym and a therf cake, P.

Plowman (a.) vii. 269. OE.J>eorf, unleavened (Sweet).]

THARFY, sb. Nhb. Yks. [ba-fi.] A 'tharf-cake';

stiff, unleavened bread. Nhb. 1
(s.v. Tharf-kyek). w.Yks. 1

THARK, adj. Obs. e.An. s.Cy. Also in forms thurck
e.An.1 Nrf. ; thurk Nrf. Dark.

e.An. 1 Nrf. Hickes A.S. Gram. (1689) ; Browne Wks. (c.

1682) III. 233, ed. Bonn ; Ray (1691).

Hence Tharky, adj. dark, dusky.
Suf. Ray (1691). s.Cy. Grose (1790).

[Therke, or dyrk, tenebrosus, caliginosus {Prompt).']

THARM, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Yks.

Der. Lin. Also written thalm Lin. ; and in forms thairm
Sc. (Jam.) N.I.1 N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 Dur. 1

; thairn Sc. (Jam.);

theim Sc. ; therm Sc. (Jam.) Wm. ; thurm Lakel. 1 [barm,

pam; perm.] 1. sb. The belly or intestines of a man or

beast.
Sc. (Jam.) ; He that has a wide theim had never a long arm,

Kelly Coll. Prov. (1721) !37; Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. Lth.

A wide thairm has seldom a long arm (Jam.). Wm., Yks. (K.),

Lin. (J.C.W.) n.Lin. 1 The colon or large bowel.

2. The intestines twisted into a cord ; catgut ; a fiddle-

string.

Sc. The best fiddler that ever kittled thairm with horse-hair,

Scott Redg. (1824) Lett. x. Or.I. Regularly, as summer returned,

the man of thairms had his peats carted to his door gratis, Vedder
Sketches (1832) 108. Abd. The puir man's thairms [fiddlestrings]

are a' hingin' lowse, an' there's no grip eneuch i' the pegs to set

them up again, Macdonald Malcolm (1875) III. 40. Rnf. The
witching tones o' Patie's therm Maks farmer chiels forget their

farm, Webster Rhymes (1835) 60. Ayr. Hing our fiddles up to

sleep . . . And o'er the thairms be tryin', Burns Ordination (1786)

St. 7. Dmf. [He] Took Dauvid's fiddle on his knee, An' twanged

the haly thairm, Quinn Heather (1863) 146. N.I.1 N.Cy. 1 Used

in spinning-wheels. Nhb.1 As dry as thairm. Dur. 1
, Lakel. 1

Cum. Come ye, who're blest wi' tuneful fire, Who scrape the tharm,

or thrum the wire, Strike up, Dickinson Lit. Rem. (1888) 158

;

Cum.4, n.Yks.3

Hence (1) Cat-tharm-whip, sb., obs., a whip made of

catgut
; (2) Tharm-band, sb., obs., a cord made of catgut

for turning a spinning-wheel ; (3) -inspiring, ppl. adj., obs.,

inspiring by music played on a fiddle
; (4) -whip, sb., obs.,

sec fi)-

(1) Yks. (K.) (2) Sc. (Jam.) (3) Ayr. O had M'Lauchlan,

thairm-inspiring sage, Been there to hear this heavenly band
engage, Burns Brigs ofAyr (1787) 1. 202. (4) Yks. (K.l
3. Intestines prepared for puddings ; sausage-skins.
w.Yks. Thoresby Litt. (.1703) ; w.Yks.24 , Der.1 Obs. Lin. Ray

(\(kji\ ; Lin. 1
, sw.Lin. 1

4. Fig. pi. Bonds.
Frf. Deidly thairms huid her mortal chairms Alow the castle wa',

Reid Hcatherland (1894) 93.
5. v. To play on a stringed instrument.
Dmf. Yer herp again be thairmin', Quinn Heather (1863) 99.
[1. OE.pearm, entrail (Sweet).]
THARN, v. Obs. Dev. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] To mock, scorn. (Hall.)
THARRY, adj. Obs. Suf. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Dark. (Hall.1
THART, THARTH, see Think, Tharf.
THARTH-CAKE, THARVIZEEN, see Tharf-cake,

Tarvizzeen.
THAT, pron., adj., adv. and conj. Var.dial.uses in Sc. Irel.

Eng. and Amer. Also in forms dat Sh.I. Ken. ; thot Lin.
[(Sat, r5a?t; unstressed Sat.] I. Dial. forms. Contractions:

(1) Tha'd, that would ; (2) Tha's, that is or that has
; (3)

Thattle, that will.

(1) I. Ma. The sea tha'd be there, Brown Yarns (1881) 151, ed.

1889. (2) Cor. My ould wumman, thas gone, T. Towser (1873)
J 39- (3) w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Thattle doo, sed I, Tim Bobbin
View Dial. (ed. 1809) 59. Oxf. (G.O.)

II. Dial. uses. 1. dem. pron. This.
Sc. (Jam.) Fif. The usual salutation— ' that's a braw day,'

Robertson Provost (1894) 119. Gall. A Scotchman will say,
' that is a fine day,' when an Englishman would say, ' this is a fine

day,' or simply ' a fine day ' (A.W.). N.I. 1 That's a soft day.

2. Used in place of the personal pronouns, esp. of the

neuter singular it.

w.Yks. 3 Used peculiarly for him, her, it, &c. ; w.Yks.5 That

(says a mother, speaking of her married son) ne'er comes near-

hand now. Patty cawal'd o' Munday, an' ah gav' that what
belonged her. I.Ma. I don't know about gulls, but lekly not

That's a dale more innocenter altogether, Brown Doctor (,1887)

146. e.An. 2 How that du snow! Nrf. ' It looks as if it were
going to rain all day, Mrs. B.' 'That do, Miss' (A.B.C.). Suf.

Of a child, ' That don't fare no butter to-daa.' Of an animal, ' That

on't hurt that, that that on't,' Raven Hist. Suf. (1895) 264 ;

(M.E.R.)

Hence That's, poss. pron. his, hers, its.

w.Yks.5 ' Whoas is that bonnet ? ' ' It's that's,' says the person

asked, with a side inclination of her head towards her daughter.

e.An. That [the fairy] looked out o' the corners o' that's eyes,

Clodd Tom Tit Tot (1898) 12. Nrf. That wagged that's tail

(U.W.). Suf. That looked out of the corners o' that's eyes, Fison

Merry Suf. (1899) 12.

3. Used emphatically to avoid the repetition of a previous

word or sentence.
Sc. It sometimes serves to return the sense ofa word or sentence

going before. ' He was ance a thief and he'll aye be that ' (Jam. ) ;

He asked if he recollected him. ' Weel that, weel that ;
and ye're

welcome hame,' Ferrier Marriage (1818) ii. ne.Sc. 'Do you

understand his sermons ? ' ' Finely that, mem,' Grant Keckleton,

186. Cum.1 It's a gay nice horse that ; Cum.4 w.Yks. (J.W.)

4. Used in emphatic reiteration of an assertion.

Sc. ' She has married somewhat late in life, I think.' 'That has

she mem,' Whitehead Daft Davie (1876; 100, ed. 1894. n.Yks.2

1 did it, that did I. I know I can walk it, tliat can I. I wad, that

wad I. e.Yks. ' He was a good husband II ma as lang as he lived
;

he was that. w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. I mind the day she took leave

of you, I do that, well, Castle Light of Scarthey (1895) 75. Lin.

But a cast oop, thot a did, 'boot Bessy Marris's barne, Tennyson

N. Farmer, Old Style (1864) St. 4. n.Lin. 1 He's a quiet man, bud

a rare un at oht
;
yes, he is that. sw.Lin. 1 Lei. 1

' Do you like

apples?' 'Oi dew that.' ' Can you eat one ?
'

' Oi can that/ 27.

War. 2 Lon. ' I suppose . . . you're in a hurry, Mr. Tinker? ' ' I

am that, mum,' Baumann Londinismen (1887). Suf. Soo she set

to work and eat 'urn all, . . that she did, Fison Merry Suf. (1899)

9. Ken. Used emphatically at the end of a sentence—thus, ' they

have that' (.G.B.).

5. Phr. (1) and that, (2) — the likes of that, and so forth,

et cetera
; (3) ifallwas to that, if nothing else was wanting

;

(4) or that, or such things, or so forth
; (5) that I leave, that

is a point I will not decide; (6) — licks the natives, that



THAT [76] THAT

surpasses everything
; (7) — o't, a crisis, point ; the very

thing
; (8) — 's me lad, an exclamation used to encourage

boys
; (9) — 's the damn, an expletive

; (10) — 's the doll,

(11) —'s what, (12) —'s where 'tis, that's the matter or the

point
;
just so

; (13) — there, (a) an emphatic form of 'that,'

used to point out a thing more definitely
;
(b) obs., a London

rider, one who comes from the east of England; (14)

— thereimy, see (13, a).

(1) Wxf. Father James knew everything about religion, and

prayers, and confessions, and that, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867)

188. w.Yks. (J.W.) War. 2 I've been gardening and that. Wil. 1

Well, he do have a drop tide-times and that. w.Som. 1 Oh !
he do

do middlin' like way little caddlin' jobs, and urnin arrants and

that. nw.Dev.1 (2) n.Dev. (R.P.C.) (3; n.Yks. (I.W.) (4) Ir.

Almanacks, or books of ballads, or that, Kennedy Evenings Dujfrey

(1869) 99. (5) Suf. So folks sah, but that I leave, Moor MS.
(Hall.) (6^ w.Yks. (B.K.) (7) e.Sc. It's an unco thing to confess

ane's sel' a failure in the very thing that was ane's pride. But it

came to that o't wi' me last Sabbath day, Strain Elmslie's Drag-

net (1900) 162. (8) Wm. That's-me-lad, leuk sharp an' gah fer

t'milk (B.K.). (9) ib. Ahr miln's o' fahr—that's the damn. (10)

ib. (n)nCy. Grose (1^0) Suppl. w.Yks. 1 (12) Nrf. (M.C.H.B.)

(13, a) w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. That theer's a graidely big 'un,

Burnett Haworth's (1887) iv. e.Lan. 1
, Not.1 ,

Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1 Put

this here i'to th' pantry an' fling that theare i'to th' swill-bucket

(s.v. This here). Lei.', War. 3
, Shr. 1 50. s.Oxf. There ain't no

call to beat 'im like that there, Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 51.

e.An.2 (s.v. This-here). Ken. That 'ere's my boy that I told ye of,

Carr Cottage Flk. (1897) 17. n.Hmp. (E.H.R.) I.W. 1 I axed
Meyastur about that are last night, 51. w.Som. When the noun,

whatever be its quality or number, has been already mentioned or

is to be named in the same sentence, it is referred to by the neuter

or indefinite form of the demonstrative. ' Ez dhaat dhae'ur yoa-iir

chul-urn ?
' Elworthy Gram. (1877) 32. (b) Lon. Horae Subsecivae

(1777) 429. Dev. (Hall.) (14) Gto. I've never troubled my yead
about such things as that thereimy, Buckman Darke's Sojourn

(1890) xix.

6. rel. pron. Who.
Frf. I am the mother of him that writes about the Auld Lichts,

Barrie M. Ogilvie (1896) iv. Ir. It's he that's the bashful boy,

Paddiana (ed. 1848) I. 27. I. Ma. When it is desired to lay the

emphasis upon the nominative case of the verb, that word is

brought to the front. ' It is I who am here ' becomes ' It's me that's

in' (S.M.). Midi. (J.W.), War. 2 Introd. Shr. 1 A girl that can

milk, 50. w.Som. Dim maa'yd dhutad ur yuung mae'un u-kee-uld

[the maid that had her young man killed], Elworthy Gram.

(1879) 42; w.Som. 1 Dhai - dhut noa'uth bas - du zai aew twaud'n
noa' jis dhing [those who know best say that it was no such thing].

7. dem. adj. Obs. This.
Sc. He and his army saw a vision in the heavens with that motto

upon it, ' In Christ ye shall overcome,' Walker Peden (1727) 84

(Jam.).

8. Those.
Sc. That things, Scoticisms (1787) 93 ne.Sc. Thys beuks and

that pens, Murray Di'a/. U873) 184; That scheen, ib. 81. Abd.

Maybe ye wad like to luik at that anes, Macdonald R. Falconer

(1868) 136 ; That tools (J.M.).

9. Such, so much.
Sc. He was no longer able to go through the business with

that vigour as he wished, Mitchell Scotticisms (1799) 82. Nhb.
He hit wi' that force 'at he broke the shank (R.O.H.). w.Yks.
Very common (J.W). Dev. I felt myself in that alarm that go
away I couldn't, Blackmore Perlycross (1894) 41.

10. Phr. (1) that-a-road or thatta-road, (2) -a-way,-away(s,
or thatta-way, that way, that direction ; that fashion

;
gen.

used advb.; (3)
— how, that manner, that fashion; gen.

used advb. : so
; (4) — lids, in that manner

; (5) — road,

see (2) ; (6) — same, the same, it
; (7) — there, an emphatic

form of ' that,' used to point out a thing more definitely
;

(8) — way, of that kind, like that.

(1) s.Chs. 1 Here, here, cleean yur feyt an' not go off a' thatta

road, 70. (2) Ir. When I sees him that a way the second time,

your Reverence, Spectator (Oct. 26, 1889) ; It's very careless I

hear they are that aways, Paddiana (ed. 1848) I. 137. Yks.
(Hall.), w.Yks.1 (s.v. This-a-way), s.Chs. 1 70. Not. There's a

nice gap hafe a furlong off: it's out o' my road or I'd show yer
;

that-away, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 42; Not. 1 Lin. Down in the

marsh lands, that-a-way, Gilbert Rugge (1866) II. 174. sw.Lin.1

She couldn't hav gotten thruff that-a-way. Lei. 1 , War. 23 w.Wor.
Ween git her in atween us that awaay, S. Beauchamp N. Hamilton

(187s) I. 282. [Amer. They'd . . . come an' snatch 'em up an' bundle

'em off that-away, Harris Tales, 283.] (3) Wo. And so we bu.lt

'em that how, Rawnsley Remin. Wordsworth (1884). e.Yks.

Deeant dee it that hoo. w.Yks. (J.W.) Not. He wanted it done

a that-how (L.C.M.). sw.Lin. 1 It's better that how It s no use

knocking oneself up that how. (4) ne.Lan. 1
(5) Chs.* Whats

th' use o' tawkin a-that-road ? it's aw rubbish ! (6) Ir. But do

you see the big brick house, with the cow-houses by the side ot

that same? Barrington Sketches (1830) I. xii. (7) Wm. Thoos

niver bin the same man . . . since thoo'd that there newmoanin
,

Ollivant Owd Bob ( 1898) 72. w.Yks. A kant eit Sat Sis melt,

Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 124 ; w.Yks. 1 s Lan. 1 That theer

lad o' thine's a born foo'. nw.Der. 1 Not. It don't seem as there II

be much lumber ower that theer gate wi' him, Prior Forest Hk.

(1901) 37. Lin.1 Bring me that there mell. se.Lin. (J. I.B.),

Nhp. 1 War.2 That there whip's mine. s.Oxf. I was 'elpin' the

men build that there new porchugal onto the 'ouse, Rosemary

Chilterns {1805) 14 . Brks.i.HnMT.P.F.) Lon. That there thing,

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 4- Nrf. (E.M.) Suf. The face of that

there Jimmy,' Betham-Edwards Mock Beggars' Hall (1902) 76.

Ken. Grose (1790). Sur. I'd found out a way to clear that thear

pond, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 74. n.Wil. Bean't

you going to yet up that there juicy bit, you ? Jefferies Amaryllis

(1887) 17. Dor. Twas a quare job about that there fire up to

Varmer Yeatman's, Hare As We Sow (1897) 151. w.Som. ' Dhaat

dhae-ur' is used with anything of the indefinite sort, as corn, grass,

lime, to denote its position as more remote than ' dhiish yuur,'i.e.

close at hand. In speaking, however, of any defined article as a

book, a key, or a man, if altogether absent, we should use 'dhaat

dhae-ur.' 'Aa-vfiezeed dhaat dhae-ur nai-v oa muyn? 1 Elworthy
Gram. (1877) 31; w.Som. 1 Referring to some person or thing

absent or out of sight. 'Where's that there book?' meaning a

book not in sight. Dev. All Dick's children have been took to

church in that there shawl, O'Neill Idyls (1892) 85. [Amer. I

give Hiram that there red shote I'd been fattenin' fer a bawrel

o' cider, Lloyd Chronic Loafer (1901) 195.] (8) Ir. He called it

'gauze' or 'gaze,' or something that way, Kennedy Evenings

Duffrey (1869) 115.

11. adv. So, to such a degree ; very.

Sc. Is he that frail that he canna rise ? (Jam.) ; Nae that ill, nae

that wet (ib.) ; The brae is that easy to climb, Whitehead Daft
Davie (1876) 132, ed. 1894. Sb.I. Da folk tell dat mony lees, Sh.

News (July 23, 1898). Or.I. He was a dour deevil, an' no that

canny, Vedder Sketches (1832) 22. Inv. That bad (H.E.F.).

e.Sc. Tam'll no be that lang now, Setoun Sunshine (1895) 128.

Per. A've seen waur ; they're fillin' no that bad, Ian Maclaren
Brier Bush (1895) 61. Dmb. I wasna that ill-fa'ured mysel ance

in a day, Cross Disruption (1844) i. Ayr. She canna have that

muckle saved o' her ain, Johnston Glenbuckie (1889) 76. Edb. The
skaith ye've met wi's nae that sma' Sin Gregory's dead, Fergusson
Poems (1773) 114, ed. 1785. Kcb. He likit her that weel he thocht
anither yin he'd hae, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 82. Ir. I'd

twenty minds in me heart agin quittin' little Katty, and she that

bad, Barlow Lisconnel (1895) 303. N.I.1 He was that heavy we
couldn't lift him. N.Cy. 1 He's not that old. Nhb.1 Cum.1 Ah was
that vex't Ah could ha' bitten't side oot of t'butter-bowl ; Cum.4
n.Yks. 4Ah fund mysel that sho't. e.Yks^Ahwas thatbad. w.Yks. 2

My mouth were that sore that I couldn't abide. Lan.1 He's that

nowt he doesn't know what to do wi' his-sel. e.Lan. 1 We could
have eaten a dog, we were that hungry. s.Lan. 1

I.Ma. He was
that full that he couldn' walk (S.M.). Chs.1 1 were that vexed Idid
not know what I said ; Chs.3 Der. I were that distrowt I daredna
answer, Gilchrist Peakland (iSg-j) 165. nw-Der.1 , Not.1 s.Lin.A'm
that tired a could cry(F.H.W.). sw.Lin^Thelasswasthatpleasant.
Rut.1 She were that drenched, as you might have draw'd the
water from her apurn. Lei. 1 Ah wur that mad, ah wur fit to
boost. His butes was that mauled as his toos coom out atwixt
the leathers. War. 2 This lad's that idle as I can do nothing with
him

; War.34 s Wor.1 'E's got that fat I must be to kill 'im soon.
Shr. 1 'E inna that owd, Introd. 82. Hrf.2, Glo. (A.B.) s.Oxf.
And to think as 'ee's lyin' there that knocked about as she oodn't
know 'im, Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 125. Brks. Lard love 'ee,

he 'udn't be that soft, Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 37. Hrt.
'Ere I be comin' 'ome that wearied, Geary Rur. Life (1899 1 46.
Nrf. I don't know what to dew, I am that out of my latitude
(E.M.). Suf. They was that overbaked, Fison Merry Suf. (1899)
9. Ess. Made me feel that mad I could a swore, Downes Ballads
(1895) II. 10. Ken.1 He's' that rude, I doant know whatever I

shall do with him. Sur. 1
, Sus. 1

, Hmp. (H.C.M.B.) I.W. The
little maid that knowing! Gray Annesley (1889) III. 171. Wil.
I tried to read 'em but couldn't, because I was that weak, Tennant



THAT-A-DONNET [77] THAW
Vill. Notes (1900) 17. Dor. Straw do get that dear, Hardy Jude
(1896) pt. in. ii. w.Som.1 The clay was that there lovin', 'twas
jist the very same's birdlime, eens mid zay. Dev. 'Er wuz that

tearing mad wi' me, that I widden go a stap varder wi' 'er,

Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) (s.v. Tearing). Cor. Her . . . can milkey
that purty, Harris Our Cove (1900) 33. [Amer. He's that sick

he can't speak, Carruth Kan. Univ. Quar. (Oct. 1892) ; Not
that far, j'i.]

12. Phr. (1) all thatmair, all the more, so much the more
;

(2) that much off so knowing; ^clever to such an extent;

(3) — there, to such a degree, so.

(1) n.Yks. It'll smart all that mair (I.W.). (2) n.Yks.4 If you
chaps is sharp eneaaf an' ez that mich off 'at ya can manish ti to'n

tweea coos intiv a hoss, it's neea ewse cumin' ti me, 189. (3)

w.Yks. Ah wor that theare mad Ah could hardlee bide i' mi skin,

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 7, 1899). s.Stf. I was that theer tired,

I couldner crawl, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895).

13. conj. Obs. Because, seeing^that.
Sc. The people were the more incensed at this injury, that

there had been an old grudge between the Asiaticks and
Europeans, Scoticisms (1787) 117.

14. Alas ! that ; used to introduce an apology for an oath.

Frf. The fint a rock, that I should ban, He saw, Sands Poems

(1833) 92. Ayr. The devil-haet, that I sud ban, They ever think,

huRNS2ndEp. to Davie, st. 5. w.Yks. (J.W.) w.Som.1 'That ever

I should say so ! ' This is the commonest of exclamations, half

apologetic, whenever an oath or other very strong expression has

been used in speaking before a ' jin-lmun.' Dhu yuung oa'uzburd !

neef aay doan lat--n ae-u-t, aa'l bee daa-md ! dhut uvur aay shud

zai- zoa ! [The young rascal ! if I don't thrash him well, I'll be

d—d ! that ever I should say so !]

THAT-A-DONNET, sb. n.Cy. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Also in forms that-at-dannat n.Cy. w.Yks. ; -at-t'donnat

Dur. 1
; -au'd Dor not n.Yks.1

; -oal-donnet n.Yks. 2
; -o'

t'donnat Cum. 1
; -o' t'donnot n.Yks.2

;
-oth-donnot Wm. &

Cum.1 The devil; an idle, worthless person. See Donnot.
n.Cy. Grose (1790) ; N.Cy. 1

, Dur. 1 (s.v. Donnat). Cum. When
vile mosstroopers ... By war than that-a-donnet led, Stagg
Misc. Poems (ed. 1807) 61 ; Cum. 1 She's that o' t'donnat (s.v.

Dormat). Wm. & Cum. 1 Tha thout that oth donnot was imma (s.v.

Donnot). Wm. She declared the thing she saw belonged to that

a[uld] donnet, Whitehead Leg. (1859) 43, ed. 1896. n.Yks.12

w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781).

THATCH, sb. Sc. Yks. Chs. Der. Nhp. Wor. Shr.

Som. [batf, baetf.] 1. In phr. (1) as wet as thatch, very

wet
; (2) to lift the thatch, of noise :

' to raise the roof.' See
Thack, v.

1

(1) Chs. 1 'As weet as thatch' is a common simile. The straw

for thatching being partially rotted with water before it is put on

a roof. (2) Som. He was wont ... to make noise enough, as the

saying is, ' to lift the thatch,' Raymond No Soul (1899) 26.

2. Comp. (1) Thatch-gate, the sloping edge of the gable-

tops of a house, when the thatch covers them ; (2) -hooks,

iron hooks, driven into the spars, to hold down the first

layers of straw in thatching a house
; (3) -peg, (4) -prick,

a stick sharpened at one end to fasten down thatch
; (5)

•sparrow, the house-sparrow, Passer domesticus.

(i)Rnf. Fire was also lodged in the thatch-gate of his corn-

barn, Hector Judic. Rec. (1876) 244. (2) Chs.1
(3) s.Chs. 1

Der. Busily whittling thatch pegs, Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 62.

nw.Der.1 , Wor. (W.B.T.) (4) Chs.123 (5) Nhp. Swainson Birds

(1885) 60. Shr.1

3. Any kind of vegetable matter suitable for bedding.

Cf. thetch.
n.Som. The substance might include ferns (bracken), browse

(brambles), rexen, or even leaves (F.T.E.).

4. Fig. A head of hair.

w.Yks. Leet hair, thin blood—that's what they alius say. Ay,

sure, ye can niver trust yond sort o' thatch, Sutcliffe Shameless

Wayne (1900) 46.

THATCH, see Tach, Thetch.

THATCHAVER, sb. Wor. [patjeva(r).] The house-

sparrow, Passer domesticus. (E.S.)

THATCHEN, adj. Dor. [bavtj>n.] Thatched, made
of thatch.

, „
The brown thatchen roof o' the dwellen, Barnes Poems (ed.

1869) 10 ; We did zee the red O' dawn vrom Ash-knap's thatchen

oves, ib. 74.

THATE, see Think.
THATN, dem. pron. Sh.I. Cum. Wm. Der. Not. Wor.

Hrf. Also written that'an Cum.4
; thattan Wm.; thatten

se.Wor.1
; thatun Hrf. ; that 'un Sur. ; and in forms dat

an Sh.I. ; thattins Der. 1. That, that one. Cf. thisn.
Lakel. 2 Cum. Ah think that'n was'nt far aslew that thoo gat,

Sargisson /ck Scoafi (1881) 20; Cum. 1
; Cum.4 Pre/. 28. Wm.

Thool varra seean want a new shaft int, fer thattan et thoo hes
noo nobbet leeaks raedthre waeke, Spec. Dial. (1883) pt. iii. 4.
Der. I tak' no account o' thattins at all, Verney Stone Edge (1868)
viii. Not. A crack'-pot's speech like, thatn may be remembered
agen yer, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) r8. s.Not. Gie me that'n

;

sharp (J.P.K.). se.Wor. 1 Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Sur.
I'll nae lend mysen to that 'un for Miss Fee's saake, Bickley Sur.
Hills (1890) II. vi.

2. Phr. that an a, such a(n.
Sh.I. Sibbie is in dat an a ontack aboot da supper, Sh. News

(Aug. 11, 1900).

THATNA, adv. e.An. Also in form thatney e.An.1

[(5avtna.] Thus, so, in that way. e.An.12 Suf. Raven
Hist. Suf. (1895) 266. Cf. thisneys.
THATNESS, sb. Nrf. That way, that manner. Cf.

thisness, athatn(s.
There bor, don't go on in thatness (W.P.E.).

THATNIN(G, sb. Stf. [cSa-tnin.] That way, that

fashion ; in phr. in thatning. See Athatning.
What d'ye want, to beller at the gell i' thatnin for? Murray

John Vale (1890) xxxix.

THATN^S, adv. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Nhp.
War. Shr. e.An. Also written thaten ne.Lan.1

; thatens
ne.Lan.1 nw.Der. 1

; thatten(s Lan. 1
;
thattuns Ess. ; and

in forms i' that'n Not. Nhp. 1
; o' thatunce Lan. ; that-on

w.Yks. 1. In that way, in that manner, so. See Athatn(s

;

cf. thisn (s.

n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.) ; It's o' thatunce wi' Nathan,

Ackworth Clog Shop Chron. (1896) 107 ; Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

,
s.Lan.',

Chs.13 ,
nw.Der. 1 Not. I' that'n (J.H.B.). Nhp. 1

I shall do it i'

•that'n. War. 23, Shr. 2 , e.An. 1 Ess. You nedn't ha' let me topple

over like thattuns, Burmester John Lott (1901) 205.

2. Phr. and that-on, and so forth, and such matters.

w.Yks. He talkt a lot abaht t'war an that-on (.B.K.).

THATSES, dem. pron. Yks. [oVtssz.] That.
w.Yks. ' Whoses thatses' is commonly used for 'whose is

.that?' (-E.B.)

THAUF, THAUFCAKE, THAUGH-CAKE, THAUR,
see Tharf, Tharf-cake, Thar, Thur, dem. pron.

THAUT, THAUVEL, see Thout, Thavvel.
THAVE, see Theave, They.
THAVEL, THAVELESS, see Thavvel, Thieveless.

THAVVEL, sb. and v. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Also

written thavel n.Yks. 1
; thavvle n.Yks.2

; and in forms

thaavle n.Cy. e.Yks. ; thaivil Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)
;
thaivl

Cum. ; thauvel n.Yks.4 ; thavil Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) [ba'vl

;

be -
vl.] 1. sb. A stick used for stirring or pushing down

the contents of a pan likely to boil over ; a ladle without

a bowl. Cf. thabble, thible, thivel.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) n.Cy. Grose (179°)- n.Yks.124 e.Yks.

Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788).

2. v. To stir porridge. Cum. (J.B.B.)

[2. Cp. ON. pefja (pret. pafdi), to stir porridge (Vig-

fusson).]
THAW, v. Var. gram, forms and dial, uses in Sc. and

Eng. Also in forms tho Chs. 1
; thow Sc. Lakel.2 n.Yks.2

;

tou Or.I. [bo, bqa, bou.] I. Gram, forms. 1. Pret.

(1) Thew, (2) Thowed.
'1) e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. It thew w'en t snaw com,

an*' ther wur a flood (F.P.T.); (W.A.S.) ; w.Yks.13 ,
ne.Lan.1

n Lin J Fust it blew, and then it snew, and then it friz, and then it

thew. Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 59- Saf-' (2 )

Ayr. The whusky thowed their Hielan' bluid, Aitken Lays (1883)

98.
'

Dmf. Lang afore it thow'd I kent the name o' him that lay

Arieth its spotless shroud, Reid Poems (1894) 65.

2. Pp. : (1) Thawen, (2) Thawn, (3) Tho'en, (4) Thone,

(=;) Thowed, (6) Thowet, (7) Thown.
(1) sw.Lin. 1 (2) e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. Ah think it s

thawn a bit to-day (F.P.T.). (3) sw.Lin. 1 It'll be slape where it's

tho'en. (4) Lin. 1 (5) Frf. Storms that time had thowed, Keid

Heatherland (1894) 107. s.Sc. T. Scott Poems (1793) 3<56. Lan.



THAW [78] THE
Well, it's a winterly sort of a day an' aw've noa bin thowed yet,
Brierley Tales (1854) 142. (6) Sc. The gangrel gang hae thowet
awa, Waddell Ps (1871) xviii. 45. Cum. When they gat him
thow't he was oa reeght ageaan, Sargisson /oe Scoap (1881) 156.

(7 }e.Yks.l MS. add. (T.H.)
II. Dial. uses. In comb. (1) Thow-hole, the south; so

called because a south wind gen. accompanies a thaw ;

(2) -lousin, a thaw; (3) -pans, the hollows in the moors,
roads, &c. when filled with melted snow

; (4) -wind, a
wind which brings a thaw.

(1) Gall. The mermaids can ought thole But frost out o' the
thow-hole, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (2) Or.I. (S.A.S.) (3)
n.Yks.2 (4) Lnk. Send forth a thaw-wind, and spring-tide day of
the gospel, to thaw the frozen face of affairs, Walker Biog.
Presbyt. (ed. 1827) To the Reader, xxxvi. Lakel.2 Owt can I bide,
But a cauld thow-wind On a hee fell side. w.Yks. Robin Hood
could stand anything but bud a thaw-wind, Brigliouse News (July
23, 1887). Chs. 1

THAW, see Though.
THAWART, adj. Scn.Cy. Cross, crabbed; obstinate;

forward. Cf. thrawart.
Slg. In anither moment he was in the saddle administering

some 'rib-benders' to the thawart animal, Buchanan Poems
(1901) 143. n.Cy. Border Gl. [Coll. L.L.B.)

THAYKETY, int. w.Yks.2 Also in form thickety.
[tSe'ksti.] An exclamation ; see below. Cf. thiccy.
When a child has been in mischief and got into trouble, another

child will say to him :
' Thaykety !

' meaning ' You'll catch it.'

THE, dem. adj. and adv. Van dial, forms and uses in

Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer. I. Dial, forms. (1) D', (2)
Da, (3) De, (4) E, Ee, or Eee, (5) T', (6) Ta, (7) Tay, (8)
Te, (9) Teh, (10) Th(e [b(e ], (n) Thee, (12) Thi. [Sa ; b(3,

da; t.]

(1) ne.Yks.1 Sometimes (and this is especially the case in the
Holderness district) the ' t" is softened down to ' d',' thus :

' Gan
inti d'hoos,' 19. (2) Sh.I. <Da nicht o' rejoicin' cam', Ollason
Mareel (1901) lo ; S. & Ork. 1 Da man. (3) Ken. 1 Introd. 6. Eus.
I can't swallow it nohows in de wurreld, Egerton Flk. and Ways
(1884) 34 ; Sus. 1 8. (4) Cai. Horne Countryside (1896) 13 j.Cai. 1

,

Wxf. 1 Sur. Let 'ee words as did vor vather do vor son, Bickley
Sur. Hills (1890I II. xv. (s) Nhb. Only heard in the extreme '

s.-west corner of the county (,R.O.H.) ; Thoo's hit t'reet nail on't
heed, -S. Tynedale Stud. (1896) Robbie Armstrong. Cum. 1 Con-
tracting the article ' the ' into ' t" in the southern and central
parts of the county, but not in the north-eastern part. . . 'Twether
an' twasps hes spoilt o' trasps,' Introd. 6; Cum.4 Scarcely used
in the north of the county. . . To follow more correctly its use in
speech, it should be coupled to the word immediately preceding,
spite of the. awkward appearance presented, thus :

' Tak t'bottle

to t'doctor's ' is more accurately represented by ' Tak't bottle to't

doctor's.' Wm. (B.K.) n.Yks. 1 He's getten t'faarm (s.v. Tak');
n.Yks.2 Takken by t'heart (s.v. Takken) ; n.Yks.34 ne.Yks. 1 The
indefinite article should be invariably written ' t' ' whether before
a vowel or consonant ; e.g. T'airm, t'bairn, 19. w.Yks. The
definite article ' t,' the, is generally attached to the following word,
as ' tman,' ' tkoilz.' When the word following the definite article
begins with ' t ' or ' d ' the only trace of the article is that ' t '.and
' d' become suspended or, popularly expressed, lengthened. We
make a clear distinction between ' teabl,' table, and ' t'eabl,\the
table, Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) in; We however always
use ' Sa ' before ' load ' when it means God. ' Da ' (never ' t ') is

also used after ' ua,' who, ' wot,' what, in such expressions as :

' Ua Sa divl did Sat?' ib. 112; w.Yks.13 n.Lan. T'rose, Phi-
zackerley Sng. Sol. (i860) Notes, 3. ne.Lan. 1

, Hrf.2, Suf. (F.A.A.)
Sur. Up here from t'village, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890, I. i. (6)
Sc. The Highlanders could not comprehend what he meant until
one who had picked up a little English, or rather Lowland Scotch,
exclaimed ... ' ta useless baste,' Scott Leg. Mont. (1818) x.
Dmf. (Jam.) (7) War.4 (8) w.Sc. (Jam.) Lan. Tim Bobbin View
Dial. (ed. 1806) Gl. (9) Lan. Tim Bobbin ib. (10) w.Yks. Let's
sit o' th' hearth (JE.B.) ; w.Yks.3 Th' man i' th' mooin. s.Lan. 1

s.Chs. 1 One scarcely ever hears 'th' [th] from persons under
twenty years of age. . . The general rule regulating the use of the
soft and hard ' th ' is that the soft ' Ih ' [dh] is used before a vowel,
the hard ' th ' [th] before a consonant. ' Tak th' bowk i' th' haise

'

[Taak-;th buwk i)dh aays]. But to this rule the exceptions are
not few. I have heard ' I)th' don,' and the soft ' th ' before a
consonant is fairly frequent in the more southern part of my dis-
trict. It seems generally to occur before a liquid. ' Gdoin fur)dh
lefurz ... mi naim)z upu)dh rej-istur,' 54. Der.2 Hast fleck'd

th' beds? (n) s.Chs. 1 'Thee' [dhS6] I have only met with at

Norbury Bickley and the immediately surrounding district. ' Go
i' thee cellar an' fatch thee beer for thee men,' 53. (12) Nhb. 1

II. Dial. uses. 1. dem. adj. Used instead of the poss.

pron. my, his, their, &c, esp. in phr. the wife.

Sc. Your aunt's very infirm in the feet, Keith Lisbeth (1894) ii.

ne.Sc. The wife an' I sat up till past eleven o'clock, Grant
Keckleion, 45. Frf. Fat's the maitter wi' the airm ? Inglis Am
Flk. (1895) 165. s.Sc. What shall I say to the wife ? Wilson
Tales (1839) V. 9. Ayr. He . . . took to the bed. Service Dr.

Duguid (ed. 1887) 176. Kcb. She wud cure him o'lickin the wife,

Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 441. Bun. I couldn't tell you,. . the

wife would know those things, Barry Wizard's Knot (1901) 22.

Nhb. Thor's one thing aul not share wi' thoo, an' that's the wife,

Pease Mark o' Deil (1894) 23. w.Yks. T'wife begins o' me agean,

Yksman. (Xmas. No. 1888) .23. r

2. Used in a general indefinite sense before certain

words, such as—church, school, grace, bed, &c.
Sc. Go to the school, the church, Sioticisms (1787) 95 ; Go to

thebed(A.W.). Inv. He goesto the school. Saythe grace (H.E.F.).
Fif. It's a wearisome thing lyin' f the bed, Robertson Provost

(1894) 71. Ayr. I got .him lyin' in the bed, Service Noiandums
(1890) .16. Edb. Sent my auldest laddie to the school, Moir
Mansie Wauch (1828) vii. n.Cy. (J.W.) Wm. Varra nice an
handy fer oor laal Annie ta ride ta t'scheul on, Spec. Dial. (1885)
pt. iii 38. w.Yks. (J.W.)

3. Used before the names ofdiseases or illnesses.
Sc. He has got the cold, the fever, Scoticisms (1787) 91 ; I've got

the cold, Glasgow Herald (Apr. 3, 1899). Inv. The measles, the
cold, the small-pox (H.E..F.). Ayr. Granin' to himsel' wi' what
he ca'd the rheumatics, Service Notandums (1890) 16. Ir. An old
woman, suffering from the toothache, MacDonagh Ir. Life (1898)
332. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.)

4. Used before the names of sciences or branches of
learning.

Sc. He has studied every part of natural history except the
botany, Scoticisms (1787) 90. Bnff. The Latin puzzles him a bit

but he likes the countin' (W.C.). Abd., Per. Not now common,
but in use. ' He's nae great scholar at the coonts [arithmetic] but
he's getting on first rate at the Latin' (G.W.).

.5. Used before the names of commodities, in a general
sense.

Sc. The sugar is cheaper, but the rum as dear as ever, Scoticisms
(1787) 90. Bnff. The sugar is cheap (W.C.). Abd., Per. In current
use (G.W.).

6. Used before the names of trades with a frequentative
force implying the practice or learning of such.

Sc. (A.W.) Lei. 1 She's teaching me tent-stitch and the lace
mending. He put him to the boot-uppering, Introd. 23. War.2 I'm
teaching him th' paper-hanging. w.Som. 1 One o' my boys do work
the dyein', an' tother's gwain to.larn the paintin'. 'Apprentices and
improvers wanted to the millinery, to the dressmaking, to the
currying,' Wellington Wkly. News (Feb. 3, 1887).
7. Used before the names of the days, months, seasons,

or years, esp. when speaking of any particular circum-
stance connected therewith.

Sc. He was born in the forty-five [in 1745"!, Scoticisms (1787)
87. w.Yks. T'Setterday, t'Sunday, &c. (J.T.) Rut. 1 Shr^Iwuz
theer i' the June 'e died i' the Christmas, Introd. 49.
8. Used before proper names.
Cum. There was t'Enry, an' t'Ebe, an' t'Ant, an' t'Atlas

Dickinson Cumbr. (ed. 1876) 68. w.Yks. Brough's a good bit
aboove

i

th'Hawes(F.P.T.); T'Hawes (J.W.) ; T'Skipton, I'Keigh-
ley (J.T.).

9. Used before the names of persons when qualified bv
an adjective. J

w.Som. 1 Almost always inserted redundantly when speaking of
a person if described as poor, young, old, big, little, &c. ' Who
do d it ? Why twas the gurt Jim Baker.' ' The young Squire
Jones is gwain to be a-married, idn 'er ? ' n.Dev. Nif tha young
George Hosegood had a had tha, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 290
10. Used before ordinals when advb.
Sc. (A.W.) Dur. Denham Tracts (ed. 1892) I. 76. w Yks

Midi. (J.W.) Shr.1 It's a pity as 'eadna done it at the first. Turn
come in the second and Jack the third, Introd. 49.
11. Used before the names of weights in a distributive

sense instead of the indefinite article.

,w"A
H°W mU€h the P°und! (

H - E - F-) B"ff- So much the pound
(W.L..). Abd., Per. In common use. ' If the ounce of tea cost ad.
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how much will the pound cost?' 'The peck of so an so is valued

at so much ' (G.W.).

12. Comb, with day, mofn, night, &c. : this, ' to-.' See
Day, Morn, &c.

Sc. The morn 1 what am I saying?—the day I mean, Stevenson
Catriona (1893) xi ; I winna be married the year, Patie's Wedding

(Jam.). Cai.1
, Inv. (H.E.F.) Abd. We'll gie the sheep a rip-o-'

corn The day—and, ablins, gin the morn, They'll a' win forth to

shift, Beattie Parings (1801) 35, ed. 1873. Frf. It's my last words
to you the nicht, Barrie Minister 0891) viii. Per. We're here

the day and there the morn, Tammas, Ian Maclaren Brier Bush

(1895) 42. Ayr. Before ye gang to the kirk the morn, Hunter
Studies (1870) 13a. Lnk. A bit dander up the glen the nicht,

Fraser Whaups (1895) viii. Bwk. A spate the day, and toom the

morn, Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856) 18. Slk. The achings and

the stitches hae been sair on me the year, Hogg Tales (1838) 18,

ed. 1866. Gall. Ye stand the day. Ye shall be scattered the

morn, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) xlv. Wgt. I'll tae the kyrke

the nicht! Fraser Wigtown (1877) 210. n.Ir. I'll banish the

charm the morrow, Lays and Leg. (1884) 12 ;
N.I.1 Will you go

the day, or the morrow ? Dwn. The-day or the-morra, what luck'll

fly hither, Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 150. Don. Ye
wrought hard in the fiel' the day, Pearson's Mag. (May 1900) 476.

Cav. (M.S.M.), N.Cy.1 (s.v. Day). Nhb.1 The-day, the-morn, the-

neet. e.Dur. 1 Der. What ha' gotten tha morn, Dick ? Ouida

Puck (ed. 1901) ii. Hrf. 1
; Hrf.2 Tyear [lately, or this year],

t'week, t'day. Hrt. The night, Cdssans Hist. Hrt. (1879-1881)

III. Cashio 321. [Amer. The year, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 394.]

13. Comb. (1) The ben, in an inner apartment of a house
;

(2) — both, both ; (3) — butt, in an outer apartment of

a house
; (4) — forth or furth, out of doors ; abroad

; (5)

— piece, apiece, each ; (6) — self, itself.

(1) Abd. But for her we had been bare the-ben r
Ross Helenote

(1768) 54, ed. 1812. (2) Myo. Here is the both of them, Stoker

Snake's Pass (1891) i. s.Chs. 1 62. Shr. 1 I'll tak the both, Gram.

Out!. 46. War.2 I'll buy the both. w.Som. It is most common to

place the article before 'both' when used alone: eeteokdhuboo-iidh.

This form is used habitually even by better educated people,

Elworthy Gram. (1877) 26. Dev. (F.H.), Cor. (F.R.C.) (3)

Edb. In case the judge will not permit That you come ben, bide

still the butt, Pennecuik Wks. (1815) 400. (4) Sc. (Jam.) Abd.

Seein' that neen o' the creaturs wasna restin the furth, Alexander

Johnny Gibb (1871) xl. (5) Sc. We have gained five shillings the

piece, Scoticisms (1787) 89. ne.Sc. Mary an' Nelly hae five an

eleven littlens the piece, Grant Keckleton, 98. Inv. Sixpence the

piece (H.E.F.). Frf. I haetippence, I'll gie ye a penny the piece,

Mackenzie N. Pine (1897) 30. Ayr. A rest for twa three minutes

and a bucket the piece wad be acceptable, Hunter Studies (1870)

14a Lnk. A nate sixpence worth -that's a taste to the piece o us,

Murdoch Readings (1895) I- 7 1 - (6) e.Cy. (Hall.) e.An.' The

child will cut theself, if you do not take away the knite.

14. Phr. (1) the one of us, &c, with a neg. v. : neither of

us &c • (2) what's the clock ? what o'clock is it ?

(1) I. Ma. The one of us hadn a thing on our head, Brown Yarns

(1881) 47, ed. 1889. (2) Inv. (H.E.F.)

15. Omitted esp. before anything to which attention is

called, or after certain prep, to denote a locality which it is

unnecessary to further distinguish.

Ayr. Brews gude ale at shore o' Bucky, Burns Lady Onhe,

St. 1. Cum. Eh, but dog was a fair skeleton hissel when he was

found, Comh. Mag. (Oct. 1890) 39°; Wm I buckled Galloway

into the cart, Hutton Dial. Storth andAmstde (1760) 1. 75. e -Yks -

s s.Chs. 1 ' Pon wunna stond theer.' It may always be omitted

before ' same.' ' Tha't gooin same road as thy fayther, 54- Midi.

We'll hang up th' door at fur end o' the shop, Geo. Eliot A. Bede

(i8sq) i Lei.1 Look at neck ! Whoy, it's all beer [bare]. Very

generally omitted after ' at,' 'on,' or ' under,' Introd 23- War

Sometimes omitted, for emphasis, as ' Look at crows i.e. the vast

number of crows. Brks. 1 Omitted in cases where there can be no

doubt as to what place, &c. may be referred to. 'Hast a-bin to

verm this marnin' ? ' ' A zed as a'd be at crass-ro-ads, 5. Hmp.

Be'est a gwine to vyer [fair] ? You'd best call at house. He was

up agin stable, Introd. 6. Som. He walked up street so big as a

hSuse, an' corned in barton so straight as a arrow Raymond

Love and Quiet Life (1894) 109 ; H£s to hawse (W.F.R) w.Som

Often omitted-Before 'same. ' 'T.s same's I always old ee. In

the phr. ' to doors,' ' to shop,' ' to road,' ' in house to hill, to

harbour,' ' to pound,' ' to load,' &c. Before names of pubhchousM

or Dlaces In phr. 'up in town,' 'in to King's Arms," to fair.
or places, in pm. v

o'clock ' n™. lis went ud to
' 111 be to Half-moon to vower o ciock,

cemetery. He can't put his feet to ground, Reports Provinc.

(1883) 90.

16. adv. Used before adj., gen. with an inversion of the
verb and subject to give special stress : very, so, how.

I. Ma. The sick I am (S.M.) ; Howavar the happy you'll be, it's

well to remember Him, Brown Witch (1889I 61 ; In Kings it's

tellin, ould David's son, the wise he was, ib. Doctor (1887) 8;
That's the man that was the clever, ib. 8.

THE, see Thee, pers. pron., Thy.
THEA, THEABES, see Thae, Thou, Thapes.
THEAD, sb. Lei.1 e.An.1 Also in form fead e.An.1

[b-id.] A wicker strainer placed in the mash-tub over the

hole in the bottom, that the wort may run off clear. Also
called Batwell (q.v.).

[Thede, bruarys instrument, qualusvel calus (Prompt.)?^

THEAE, THEAF, see Thae, Though.
THEAK, v> and sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. Lin. Nhp. Also written theek Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.1

Nhb.1 Dur.1 w.Dur.1 Cum. 1 Wm. n.Yks.3 Nhp.2
;
and in

forms teck S. & Ork.1
; tek Or.I. ; theck Sc. S. & Ork. 1

Wm. w.Yks.2 ne.Lan.1 Lin.1
; theeak n.Yks.24 ne.Yks.1

e.Yks.1
; theick Bch.; theik Sc. (Jam.) w.Yks.5

; thek

Or.I. ; theyk w.Yks. ; thick Lnk. Edb. [bik ; bek.]

1. v. To thatch. Cf. thack, v.
1

Sc. Wi' ae lock o' his gowden hair We'll theek our nest when
it grows bare, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) II. 360, ed. 1848. Or.I.

(S.A.S.) Abd. Item, for thecking the grammar school with hedder,

Turreff Gleanings (1859) 8. Fif. Their house . . . Snug theakit

o'er wi' rushes, Douglas Poems (1806) 90. Ayr. A' the vittel in

the yard, An' theekit right, Burns Ep. to J. Lapraik (Sept. 13,

1785) st. 7.. Lnk. The roof to thick . . . cam' Robin Hill, Wi' lang

wheat strae, IYLIndoe Poems (1805) 65. e.Lth. We had the stuff

a' into the yaird an' the stacks theekit, Hunter /. Inwick (1895)

13. Edb. Neatly thicket o'er wi' lead, Crawford Poems (.1798) 6.

Dmf. The Laird had several Bee Skeps to theek, Paton Castlebraes

(1898) 19. N.Cy.1
, Nhb. 1

, Dur. 1
,
w.Dur. 1 Cum. A weel-theeked

house and bit of a stye, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1815) 85; Cum.1

Wm. The strea theck'd cottage, Hutton Bran New Work (1785)

I.45. n.Yks. 1 234
,
ne.Yks. 1

, e.Yks. 1
,
m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 12

;
w.Yks. 5

Theiking t'hynder-end o't' laithe-time it wor theiked tu. Nhp.2

(s.v. Thack).

Hence (1) Theaker, sb. a thatcher
; (2) Theaking, sb.

thatch, thatching;^, roof; (3) Theaking-band, sb. a tie

or band of twisted straw used in thatching ; (4) -prod, so.

a rod or stick sharpened at one end and used in thatching

for securing the ' theaking bands.'
_

(1) Cai. 1 Frf. A theekerfell aff a hay-soo he was workin at,

Willock Rosetty Ends (1886; 67, ed. 1889. Ayr. Robin Rigging

the theeker, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 132. N.Cy.1 Nhb.

Thous ower bissey tiggen on won Jemmy Grame the theaker lad,

Bewick Tyneside Tales (1850) 12. Dur. 1 Cum. Young Fillys

dung owre the lang stee, An' leam'd peer Andrew the Theeker,

Gilpin Sngs. (1866) 256. n.Yks.' =34, ne.Yks 1
,
e.Yks.1

,
m Yks. 1

w.Yks. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) n.Lin. 1 Obs. (2) Sc. A fire-

side, and theeking ower our heads, Scott Old Mortality (1816) vi.

Frf.''Neath the theekin' o' the ruif, Reid Heatherland ^1894)121.

Slk' N00 Mr. Awmrose has gotten him out 0' the theekin, Ch"

North Nodes (ed. 1856) II. 56. n.Yks.12 , e.Yks. 1
,
Lin.1 (3,

n.Yks.4 (s.v. Thack).

2. Fig. To cover ; to clothe ; to protect.

Sc. Theekit wi' hair, Donald Poems (1867) 22. Bch. Well

theicket in Achilles' graith, Forbes Ulysses (1785) 27. w.Sc.

Theeking the perishing innocents with leaves, Carrick Laird qf

Losan (1835) 275. se.Sc. To theak the caldrif wizend hide O ilk

poor creature, Donaldson Poems (1809) 5* G»»- A P"mP

theekit frae the frost, Crockett Cleg Kelly (1896) 283. N.Cy. 1

A ' theaking snow' quietly but continuously falling, so as to cover

Thickly everything, as thatch does a house, a Yk, You mun

theeak weel this caud weather,' put on extra clothing. A well

theeak'd back,' as that of a person thickly clad or very fleshy.

Hence Thecking or Theeking, sb. clothing, covering to

th
Ayr° Though ance she had a guid theekin' to her banes, she

grew shilpit as she grew auld, Service Notandums, (1890
1

110

,d theeking for the back, Hogg Tales (1838)

,
Chr.

4)

Dev. Us went up to

Slk. Bread . and
n.Yks.2AO^. ed 1866. n. x *».-

. r

3. 'sb.' Thatch, thatching; grass, straw, &c, cut for

'^LShu tried ta shak' da bits o' teck an' moss oot o' Bawby's
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hair, Sh. News (July 29, 1899) ; S. & Ork. 1
, Cal. 1 Frf. Owre it's

braw theek rase the cry o' despair, Reid Heatherland (1894) 128.

N.Cy. 1 Nhb. The riggan o' the barn had broke, The theak had

fa'en in, Proudlock Borderland Muse (1896) 69; Nhb. 1 Cam.,

Wm. Nicolsom (1677) Trans. R. Lit. Sac. (1868) IX. n.Yks.124
,

ne.Yks. 1

, e.Yks.1
, w.Yks. (J. J.B.I, w.Yks.2

, ne.Lan. 1 (s.v. Thack).

4. Comp. (1) Theak-band, a tie or rope of twisted straw
or tarred band used in thatching; (2) -brod, a rod or stick

sharpened at one end and used in thatching for securing
the ' theak-bands '

; (3) -leisher, fig. a comb for the hair
;

(4) -prod, see (2).

(1) n.Yks. 14
(2) w.Yks. 2 (s.v. Thack-brod). (3) w.Yks. A

horn comb (vulgarly called a theik-leisher), Yksman. (Aug. 9,

1879') 88. (4) n.Yks.14, ne.Yks. 1

5. Heather brought to the farm-yard as litter for cattle.

S. & Ork. 1

[ON.pekja, OE. peccan, to cover, thatch (Vigfusson).]

THEAK, v.
2 Not. [blk.] To smart, sting.

s.Not. Did it theak, when 'e whipped yer? (J.P. K.

)

Hence Theaker, sb. a smart, stinging blow.
'E did gi' me a theaker {ib.).

THEAL(E, sb. Obs. Lei. War. A board, plank, joist.

Lei. (K.)
;
(Hall.); Trans. Phil. Soc. (1858) 174. War. Pd.

for two theales for the Church gates. Old Deed, Southam (1609).

[OE. pel, pell, a plank (Sweet).]

THEAM, THEAR, see They, Thir, v.

THEASAMY, dem. pron. and dem. adj. Wil. Som.
Also written theeazamy Som. [tSia'zami.] These. See
Theasum.

Wil. 1 About Malmesbury (and elsewhere in N. Wilts.) (siv.

Pronouns). Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825) 115;
Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885).

THEASE, dem. pron. and dem. adj. Hrf. Glo. Wil. Dor.
Som. Dev. Cor. Also written theas Som. ; thees Wil.
Dev. ; these Hrf. 12 Glo.1

; and in forms deos Dor. 1
; theaze

Som. ; theeuz n.Wil. ; theeze Cor. [Siz, oiaz.] This
;

used of objects having a definite shape ; hie. See He.
Hrf.12 Glo. I can do et thease time, Buckman Darke's Sojourn

(1890) ii ; Glo. 1 Wil. Let's knaa thease very day, Slow Rhymes
(1889) 49; Wil. 1 (s.v. Pronouns). n.Wil. What be gwain to do
wi' theeuz? (E.H.G.) Dor. The demonstrative pronouns for the

personal class [i.e. offormed individual things, as, a man, a tree, a
tooL are ' thease ' and ' thik,' and of the impersonal class ' this ' and
' that.' We say, 'Thease tree by this water,' Barnes Sng. Sol.

(1859) Notes, iii ; ib. Gl. (1863) 21 ; Dor. 1 I da look All down deSs
hangen on the brook, 101. Som. Look in any time you do come
theas way, Raymond Love and Quiet Life (1894) 47; Jennings
Dial'. w. Eng. (1869) . w.Som. When ' dhis ' or 'dhee-uz,' 'dhik'
or 'dhaat' are used alone, the distinction between the kind of
thing referred to is still carefully maintained. Of a knife it would
be said 'Dhee'uz' or ' dhik-ee-z muyn.' . . But of a quantity of
hay or corn, or any substance of undefined shape, it would be said
' dhush yuur-z ' or ' dhaat dhae-fir-z yoa-tlrz.' But when the noun,
whatever be its quality or number, has been already mentioned, or
is to be named in the same sentence, it is referred to by the neuter
or indefinite form of the demonstrative 'dhaat, dhis, 'and not 'dhik,

dhee-uz.' Ue-z au-s ez dhaat ? Ez dhaat dhae'ur yoa'ur chiil-urn ?

Elworthy Gram. (1877) 32. Dev. Not in thees parish, Longman's
Mag. (June 1901) 145. Cor. Theeze Rabbart 'es a rimer, Daniel
Mary Anne's Christening, 6.

Hence (1) thease here (here, phr. this, this one
; (2)

Theaseyerimy, dem. adj. this; (3) Theesum, dem. pron.,
see (1).

(1) w.Som. 1 Twaudn dhik - dhaeur, aay tuul'ee, twuz dhee-uz
yuur [It was not that I tell you, it was this]. (2) Glo. Un arl

theaseyerimy tork a bin putt inta books, Cheltenham Exam. (Feb.

12, 1896) 8. (3) Wil. Slow Gl. (1892).

THEASEM, see Theasum.
THEASUM, dem. pron. and dem. adj. Glo. Hmp. Wil.

Dor. Som. Also written theesum Hmp.1 Wil.1
; theseum

Wil. ; and in forms theasem D -.r. ; theeazam Som.

;

theesem Wil ; theezam Som. ; thesem Glo. 1
; thesum

Wil. Som. [orzam, Sia'zsm.] 1. These. Cf. theseun.
Glo. Jest 'ee heft one o* theasum, Buckman Darke's Sojourn

(1890) 197; Glo. 1
, Hmp. 1 Wil. Slow Gl. (1892

s

); Britton
Beauties (1825) ; Slow Rhymes ,1889) Gl. n.Wil. What be us to

do wi' theesum? (E.H.G.) Dor. The kiare that I've a took All

theasum years, Young Rabin Hill (1867) 2; In theasem gam-

bols, Barnes Poems (1879) 74. Som. (Hall.); (W.F.R.);

Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

2. Phr. theasum here, these.

Glo. 1 Hmp. 1 Theesum here things. Wil. 1 (s.v. Pronouns).

s.Wil. What are theseum here? Monthly Mag. (1814) II. 114-

Som. You'll smile at theeazam here veo lains, Jennings Obs. Dial.

w.Eng. "(1825) 126.

THEAT, sb. Se. Also written theet Sc. (Jam.) Abd.

;

thete Abd. (Jam.) Per. ; and in forms thait w.Sc. ; thet

Sc. [bit.] 1. A rope, chain, or trace by which a horse,

&c, draws a plough, &c. Gen. in pi.

Sc. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Abd. He hed latt'n lm oot

amon"s han's i' the theets, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xv.

Per. Away the wheelless carriage flew As if the thetes the furies

drew, Spence Poems (1898) 92. w.Sc. Crack gaed the thaits

;

and the swingletrees flew ower the craft in splinters, Carrick

Laird of Logan (1835) 163. Fif. Colville Vernacular (1899) 15.

Slg. A muckle cairt horse . . . was yok'd till't wi' rope theats,

Buchanan Poems (1901) 146.

2. Phr. out of theat, fig. (1) applied to any one out of

training from want of practice
; (2) out of order, out of

all reason or bounds. Gen. in pi.

(1) Abd. (Jam., s.v. Thetis). (2) Sc. One is said to be quite out

of thetes when one's conduct or language is quite disorderly, like

that of a horse broken loose from, its harness (Jam.) ; Hence the

ordinary expression in Scotland, 'Ye are out of theet,' i.e. ye are

extravagant or in the wrong, Rudd. {ib.) Ayr. The puir sowls

o' the guard . . . Some o' them loup oot o' the theats a'thegither,

Ochiltree Out of Shroud (1897) 160. Lnk. Mr. G— B— , and
Mr. R— L— , . . had more influence upon that singular good man
Mr. Peden to put his feet out of the theats than all the six and
twenty years tyranny of persecution he endured, Walker Biog.

Presbyt. (ed. 1827) I. 94.

3. Fig. A liking or inclination for.

Frf. The puir body no haein' muckle theat o' siller that was won
in a way she didna ken o', Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) no, ed.

1889. Per., Cld. I hae nae thete o' that fJam., s.v. Thetis).

[The renis and the thetis, Quharwyth hys stedis 5okkit
war in thretis, Douglas Eneados (1513) IV. 134, ed. 1874.]
THEAT, adj. Or.I. n.Cy. Lakel. Yks. Lin. e.An. Also

written theet n.Yks.124 e.Yks.1
; and in forms thight

S. & Ork. 1 Nrf. ; thite e.An. 1 Nrf. ; thyte Nrf. [bit.]

1. Impervious to water, &c. ; close in texture ; not leaky,
watertight or proof. Also used fig.

S. & Ork.1 n.Cy. A barrel is theat, when it holds liquor without
leaking (K.); N.Cy.2 , Lakel. 2 n.Yks.1 Gif t'vessel beean't theet,
t'watter '11 wheeze; n.Yks.24 e.Yks. 1 A theet roof. A theet
cask. w.Yks. (R.H.H.) Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes
(1884

s
! 371. e.An.1 Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787) ; Nrf. 1

2. Tight, close, thick-set, applied esp. to crops, &c.
e.An. 1 As applied to the fitting of apparel. Nrf. Applied to a

wood (AG.); Applied to turnips, or other crops; close, thick-set,
Grose (i 790) Suppl.

;
The happy pair [of reed-pheasants] fly about

the ' thyte reed,' plucking reed- feathers, Emerson Birds (ed. iZq<)
56; Nrf.1

Hence Thightness, sb. of turnips or other crops : close-
ness, the state of being thick-set.

Nrf. There are men who are fully aware that the ' proof of
their turnip-crop depends more on its thightness than on the size
of the plant, Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787) I. 271.

[Thyht, hool fro brekynge, not brokyn, integer (solidus,
P.) {Prompt). ON.fiettr, tight, opp. to leaking (Vigfusson).I
THEAUM, see Thumb.

S

THEAVE, sb. In gen. dial, use in midl. and s.Eng.
Also written theeve Der. ; and in forms thaive Hrt.

;

thave w.Yks. 2 Chs_. 13 Not. 1 Nhp.1 se.Wor.1 Shr.1 Hrf.1

Oxf. 1 Bdf. [blv ; bev.] A young ewe sheep that has not
yet borne a lamb. Also used fig. of a young woman.
Cf. teg.
w.Yks.2

,
Chs.13 Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. Der.

Addy G/.(i888)
;
Der. 1 A sheep of three years; Der.2 , Not. 1 s.Not.

-~aep ot tne first year,
female sheep in the second year which has ceased to be a lamb and
is not yet a ewe. Glo.12

,
Oxf. 1 MS. add. Brks. The mutton is

exceptionally good, and included in this sale are 40 very choice
ripe Southdown Theaves, Oxf. Times {Dec. 1, 1900) 2; Brks.1
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Bdf. Female lamb i£ yr. old, or when sheared, Batchelor Anal.
Eng. Lang. (1809^ 145; (J.W.B.) Hrt. The third year we call
a ewe a thaive, Ellis Experiments (1750) 43. Suf. 1 Ess. Ray
(1691); Ess.1 w.Cy. Ewes that have been shorn once, Morton
Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Wll 1 A ewe of the third year. Dor. 1 A
sheep three years old and therefore having six incisors.

[Item, at a nother tyme, uppon the same ground, iiij
xx

hoggysandxl.theyves,PastowZ.e«ers(Oct.i4,i46s)III.«4.1
THEAWM, THEAYK, THEAZE, see Thumb, Take,

Thease.
THEBES, THEC(CA, see Thapes, Thic(k.
THECK, see Theak, v.

1
, Thic(k, Thick.

THECKA, THECKEE, THECKY, see Thic(k.
THE(E, v. Obs. Sc. Lan. To thrive, prosper ; to grow.
Sc. Let's drink, and rant and merry make, And he that spares

ne'er mote he thee, Ritson Sngs. (1794) II. 132 (Jam.) ; But
wearie fa' the fairy wicht That's tane my bairn frae me ; . . May he
never thee! Edb. Mag. (June 1819) 527 (ib.). Lan. (K.)

[OE. peon,ptcrn, to flourish, prosper (Sweet).]
THEE, sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der.

Lin. Also in forms tee S. & Ork. 1
; theeagh n.Yks.2

;

theegh Kcb. w.Yks. e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1
; theigh w.Yks.1

;

theye Cum.1
[pi.] A dial, form of ' thigh.'

Sc. (G.W.), S. & Ork. 1 Per. I wade the ditches to the thees,

Spence Poems (1898) 71. Peb. Stands wi' his untheeked thees,

Lintoun Green (1685) 168, ed.1817. Gall.(A.W.) Kcb. Histheeghs
an hurdies was punsh't tae a jeely, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901)

443. N.I. 1 Nhb. His hands in his kwoat pockets, beayth thimpt
owr his thees, Bewick Tyneside Tales (1850) 10. Dur. 1

, Cum. 1
,

n.Yks.12 * w.Yks. T'eea theegh kittles (F.P.T.); w.Yks. 12
,

e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, nw.Der.1
, n.Lin. 1

[I shalle toche now thi thee, Towneky Myst. (c. 1450) 47.

Oi..J>eoh, thigh (Sweet).]

THEE, pers. pron. and v. Sh.I. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. Wor. Shr. Hrf. s.Wal.
Glo. Oxf. Brks. Nrf. Sur. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.
Cor. I. Dial, forms. 1. (1) Dee, (2) Die, (3) T, (4) Ta,

(5) Te, (6) Tee, (7) Teh, (8) Tey, (9) Th', (10) Tha, (n)
The, (12) Theh, (13) They, (14) Thi, (15) Thie, (16) Tho,

(17) Thur. [tSi ; unstressed Ss.]

(1) Sh.I. Gude guide dee, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 243. (2)

S. & Ork.1 (3) s Lan. 1 T'. (4) Cum. 1 Fares ta weel (s.v. Fares-

ta). ne.Yks. 1
, m Yks.1 Introd. 24. w.Yks. Sit ta dahn, Preston

Poems (1864) 5. Not. What ails ta? Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 69.

(5) Cum. I send te thisan, Lonsdale Mag. (Feb. 1867) 309. s.Lan.

Bamford Dial. (1846). Lei. 1 26. (6) Cum. Monie . . . Wad like

to sit wi' tee and me, Anderson Ballads (1805) 68 ; Cum. 1
, s.Lan. 1

,

Der.1 Obs. (7, 8) s.Lan. 1 (9) Nhb. How way hehaym wouth th',

Bewick Tyneside Tales (1850) 12. s.Lan. Bamford Dial. (1854).

(10) Cum. We'l mak tha fringes o' gold, Dickinson Sng. Sol.

(1859) vii. Wm. Spec. Dial. (1880) pt. ii. 4. n.Yks.4 ne.Yks. 1

He sent tha, 23. e.Yks.1 imYks. 1 Introd. 24. w.Yks. All i'

t'rahm envyin' tha, Cudworth Dial. Sketches (1884) 6 ;
Wright

Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 116. n.Lan. Off with tha, Wilson Bacca

Queen (1900) 10. ne.Lan. 1 Lin. I clean forgot tha, Tennyson

OwdRod (1889). Shr. 1 Gram. Outlines, 47. Dev. Tha uprite luv

tha, Baird Sng.Sol. (i860) i. 4. Cor. I'll put tha in my Fayther's

spiritual Court, Harris Wheal Veor(igoi) 110. (11) Nhb. Robson

Sng. Sol. (1859) Notes. Cum. 3 Get oot wid the', Jwohnny—I tell

the', be deiin, 41. e.Yks. (R.S.) w.Yks. 1 I'll tell the aw, ii. 303.

Lan. Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) Gl. Glo. 1 Nrf. Far the

well, Gillett Sng. Sol. (1860*1 Notes, 3. (12) w.Yks. Ah'll speik

to theh in a minnit, Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865). (13I m.Yks. 1

Introd. 24. s.Chs.1 Emph. 64. Shr. 1 Gram. Outlines, 47. (14)

w.Yks. Ah'll tak thi hooam, Keighley News (Mar. 16, 1889) 7, col.

7. Lan. Si thi, Bess. Banks Manch. Man (1876) i. s.Lan. 1
,

s.Chs. 1 64. (15) Der.2 Surrie, hie thie doo'not throotch. (16)

Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 Here, get this into tho. (17) Dev. I'll

write thur, deer Jan, a banging girt letter, N. Hogg Poet. Lett.

(ed. 1865) 8.

2. Contractions: (1) Thee'rt, thee art; (2) Thees, (a) see

(1) ; (b) thee hast; (3) Thee'se, thee dost ; (4) Thee'st, (a)

see (2, b)
;

(b) thee hadst ;
(c) see (1) ; (5) Thee't, see (1).

(1) Cor. Behowld, thee'rt feer, Sng. Sol. (1859) 1. 15; Thee'rt

braave and bloody, Tom, Tregellas Tales, Tremuan, 8. (2, «)

Wor. Berrow'sjrn. (Mar. 17, 1888). (b) w.Som. Dhee-s u-broakt

dhi- buurxhes, Elworthy Gram. (1877) 40. (3) Wil. Thee'se

crawl and stretch, Slow Rhymes (1889) 36; Ta baig vnm thay

thee'se know caant speer, ib. ; Wil.1 What's thee'se want to knaw
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vor? (s.v. Pronouns). (4, a^ Der. Hear how Ihee'st fared, and . .

what thee'st done, Good Wds. (1881) 845. Brks. 1 Thee'st best
be aff. I.W. 1 Dev. Wait till thee'st tried a French prison,
Norway Parson Peter (1900) 104. {b) Brks.1 n.Dev. I thort
thee st got et all by heart, Rock/«;i an Nell (1867) St. 3. (c) Wor.Why theest as fussy as a thrush with her young uns. Berrow'sjrn.
(Mar. 17, 1888). (5) Midi. Geo. Eliot A. Bede (1859) I. 11.

II. Dial. uses. 1. pers. pron., ace. sing. You.
Nhb. How way hehaym wouth th', Bewick Tyneside 7nfas(i8so)

12. Cum. 'Tee,' which is emphatic, and is somewhat limited locally,
is employed in place of the ' you ' of standard English, when
contempt or familiarity are to be indicated (E.W P.). Wm. Lile
saaryisable waark et ennybody can git oot o tha, Spec. Dial. (1880)
pt. ii. 4. n.Yks.4 , ne.Yks.1 23. e.Yks. I bids thee get out of my
house, Simmons Lay-Flks. Mass-Bk. 399; e.Yks. 1 m.Yks.' The
forms of the 2nd pers. sing., though naturally the expression of
familiar feeling, is yet associated with contemptuous treatment on
the part of a speaker, Introd. 24. w.Yks. Still extensively used,
but it is not so general now as it was twenty years ago, Wright
Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 118. s.Lan. 1 s.Chs. 1 Implies familiarity,

or at least absence of constraint. . . Also adopted to express anger,
contempt, or strong emotion, 65, 66. nw.Der. 1 Not. What ails ta,

child? Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 69. Lin. I doan't knoa thee,
Gilbert Rugge (1866) II. 63. sw Lin. 1 Used ... in familiar

conversation. 'Thou likest to hear Mr. C. read to thee' (s.v.Thou\
Lei. 1 26. Glo. The laws that govern the use of ' thee ' and ' Ihou

'

amongst agricultural workers are not to be violated. . . A co-mate
or inferior is to be so addressed, but when they quarrel the ' thcu

'

and ' thee ' should not be dropped since that would be an admission
of the adversary's superiority, Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890)
iii ; Glo. 1 Used . . . not only familiarly amongst friends but also

contemptuously and in anger ^s.v. Thou and thee). Oxf. 'Thee' is

used by the boys to each other. Also in quarrels and very familiar

conversation; but not before superiors (A. P.); Oxf.1 It is con-

sidered a liberty for a stranger to say 'thee' to anyone. Nrf.

Almost entirely disused, being only retained in some salutations.

' Far' thg well.' .
' Sam' onto thee,' the constant response to the

toast, ' Here's t'ye,' Gillett Sng. Sol. (i860) Notes, 3. Hmp.
Often used between near relations or old friends (H.W.E.) ; Hmp. 1

Very commonly used. s.Wil. MonthlyMag. (1814) II. 114. w.Som.
Most generally used by seniors to their juniors, by boys to each

other, and by farmers to their servants or labourers. It is used to

express anger, contempt, and also endearment, but it usually implies

much familiarity, and would never except for intentional imperti-

nence be used by an inferior ; but its form is always ' dhee.' ' Thou '

is never heard, Elworthy Gram. ( 1877") 35. n.Dev. Dhu [thee]

is again rather more heard in North Devon than with us, ib. Cor.

I'll get a twig, and drive thee out, Hunt .Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865)

57, ed. 1896.

2. Used for the nom. sing. : thou, you.
Chs. 3 Thee nOan? Midi. Thee't like thy dog Gyp, Geo. Eliot

A. Bede (1859) I. n. Stf. The Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901). s.Stf.

(G.T.L.), Der. 1 Not. Thee can't dream, Prior Forest Flk. (1901)

113. Lei. 1 Not common except in addressing children. 'Will

thee 'av some, love?' Introd. 25, 26. Wor. Thees no more brains

noramaggit, Berrow'sjrn. (Mar. 17, 1888). w.Wor.1 Hrf. 'Thou'

is never used, but often 'thee' is substituted for it. 'Thee hast'

(J. B.). s.Wal. Thee must have paid a lot for that, Raine Garthowen

(1900) 89. Glo. Thee bist a queer un, Gissing Vill. Hampden

(1890) I. xi ; Glo.1 Brks. Thee bist wunnerful cheerful, Phoebe,

Hayden Thatched Cottage (1902) 9; Brks.1 Sur. Thee do look

abon a bit hot, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. i. Hmp. Thee casn't

cast thee (H.R.). s.Hmp. Theebeest a fool (J.B.P.). I.W. 1 Wil.-

If thee cant read, thee knows what a book is, thee gawney, Ewing

Jan Windmill (1876) v; Wil.1 (s.v. Pronouns). Dor. Thee've a-

got a young chile to mind, Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 11. w.Som. 1

Dev. Ef thee dissent mend thee ways, Salmon Ballads (1899) 60.

e.Dev. Thee wast boarn 0' thy mauther, Pulman Sng. Sol. (i860)

viii. 5. Cor. Thee doesn't deserve it, because thee aren't playing

fair, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 58, ed. 1896.

3. Used with an imper.

Cum. Fares-te-weel, Watty, Anderson Ballads (1805) 53 ;
Cum. 1

Far tha weel. Fares ta weel. w.Yks. Thee read it, Lucas Stud.

Nidderdale (c. 1882); (J.W.) Lan. See tha, Jim, Donaldson

Lamin to Sing (1886) 5. s.Chs.1 ' Dhey' is used with an imperative

affirmative when emphasis is required and always precedes the

verb :
' Thee mind thy own business.' With an imperative negative

rdhaa] may also be used, but is less strong than [dhey]. ' Dii)nu

dhaa goa- dheeur' is not so strong as ' Dii)nu dhey goa- dheeur,

but stronger than ' Dii)nu goa- dheeur,' 67. Wil. 1 Neverthee mind

(s.v. Pronouns).
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4. Reflex. Thyself.
Nhb. Thou can get thee on thee sister's shoun, Bewick

Tyneside Tales (1850) 13. w.Yks. Kum forad,lad, an sit Se dan,
Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 120. Lan. Sit tho deawn, Waugh
Tufts (ed. Milner) II. 7. s.Chs. 1 Get thee dressed, 69. Not. Thee
can't dream to hurt thee after 'Jesus Christ's sake, Amen,' Prior
Forest F/i. (1901) 113.

5. Used for the pi. nom. and ace: you.
Lan. Thee men are »' alike, Pail Mall Mag. (Sept. 1901) 123;

Thee men when thee gets together at th' beer-house, Antroeos
Wildersmoor (1901) 216. Brks. 1 6.

6. Phr. thee by thou is a quaker's son, prov. Hrf. (Coll.

[On the disjunctive use of 'thee' see the Grammar.]
7. v. In phr. to thee and thou, to address in the 2nd pers.

sing. ; to talk familiarly with. See Thou, 5.
w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Familiarly he ' thee d ' and thou'd ' the

men, And cheekily they ' thee'd ' and ' thou'd ' again, Doherty N.
Barlow (1884) 28. Oxf. 1

I can't abar'n a thee-in an' thou-in about.
Wil. 1 'He thee'd and thou'd us,' said of a clergyman who was
very familiar with his flock. A man complained of the way in
which his neighbours had been abusing him, the climax of it all
being reached when they began to ' thee and thou' him.
THEE, see Thae, Thy.
THEEA, THEEAF, see Thae, Tharf.
THEEAZAM,THEEAZAMY,seeTheasum,Theasamy.
THEEDLE, sb. Obs. Knr. (Jam.) A stirring-rod for

porridge, &c. See Thible, Thivel.
THEEF, sb. Cai. 1 Also written thief, [bif.] 1. An

escape of wind, flatulence. 2. A stench; a bad smell.
Cf. feff, sb.1

[QN.fiefr, a smell (Vigfusson).]
THEEGH, THEEK, see Thee, sb., Theak, v}
THEEL, sb. Sc. Also written theil (Jam.), [bll.] A

stirring-rod for porridge, &c. See Thivel.
Fif. A vigorous use of the porridge stick or ' theel,' Colville

Vernacular (1899) 41 ; (Jam., s.v. Theivil).

THEENE, v. Obs. Wxf. 1 To close. See Tine, v.
2

THEER, see There.
THEE'S, poss. adj. Dev. [Siz.] Thy, your. Cf.thoo's.
Robert Biles shall be thee's man, Jane Loidship (1897) 40 ; I

don't sense thee's talk, ib. Ever Mohun (1901) 44
THEESEM, THEESEN, see Theasum, Theseun.
THEEST, pers. pron. Cor. Also in form thees. Used

for the nom. sing. : thee, thou.
Theest must larn some traade or 'nuther, Longman's Mag. (Feb.

l893^ 375 ; Pick up, Bill Hosken, an' go thee'st home, Lee Paul
Carah (1898) 32 ; Theest talk of sillin' sheers, thee hoogly zape !

Daniel Budget. w.Cor. 'Thees must.' I have never heard it

without ' must' (M.A.C.).

THEESUM, THEET, see Theasum, Theat, sb., adj.
THEETEN, v. n.Yks.2 [bitan.] To tighten. Cf. theat,

adj. Hence Theetening, sb. the cementing materials in
a building.

[Thyhtyn, or make thyht, integro, consolido, solido
(Prompt.) .]

THEEVE, THEEVIL, see Theave, Thivel.
THEFNICUTE, see Fefnicute.
THEFTUOUS, adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Thievish.
Per. Winked at the theftuous outrages of those under their

command, Monteath Dunblane (1835) 20, ed. 1887. Gall. Like a
theftuous schoolboy, Crockett Lochinvar (1897) 287.
Hence Theftuously, adv. by theft.
Arg. He would hang a Cowal man for theftuously away taking

a board of kipper salmon, Munro /. Splendid (1898) 50.
[Was not the theftuous stealing away of the daughter...

the first ground wherupon all this great noise hath since
proceeded ? King James I, to Bacon, Aug. 23, 1617 (CD)1
THEFTY, adj. n.Yks.2

[be-fti.] Thievish.
THEG, see Thig.
THEGGY, THEGIDDER, see Thicfk, Thegither
THEGITHER, adv. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. Also written

the gither Gall.
; and in forms thegether, thegidder Sc.

[Ssgi-Oar, -ge-oar.] Together.
Sc. A' the time ye are thegither, Scott Midlothian (1818) xx

Mry. When bairns we were a' douk'd thegither, Hay Lintie (1851)
14. e.Sc. The twa aye gang thegether, Setoun R. Urquhart (1896)

iv. Abd.Ca' a bit framie thegidder, Alexander Johnny Gibb (i8t i)

xvii. Per. A' wes juist doin' what a' could tae keep things thegither,

Ian Maclaren Auld Lang Syne (1895) 10. Fif. Twa cronies link'd

in love thegidder, Tennant Papistry (1827) n. Gall. Aye sin syne

we liv'd the gither, Lauderdale Poems (1796) 7. N.I. 1
, n.Cy.

(Hall.) Nhb. We've had three happy years thegither, 5. Tynedale

Stud. (1896) Robbie Armstrong ; Nhb.1 (s.v. The).

'THEGLUM, THEIGH, see Metheslin, Thee, sb.

THEIK, THEIM, see Theak, v.
1

, Tharm.
THEIR, poss. pron. Var. dial, forms in Sc. Irel. Eng.

and Amer. [Ses(r; unstressed Sa(r.] I. Dial, forms.

(1) Aar, (2) Dere, (3) Dir, (4) Dyr, (5) Teear, (6) Teer,

(7) Thaire, (8) Thar, (9) Thear, (10) Theer, (11) Ther,

(12) The're, (13) They, (14) Thir, (15) Thor, (16) Thur.
(1) Wxf. 1 Aar gentrize ware bibbeen, 84. (2) Ken.1 Introd. 6.

Sus.' 8. (3) Sh.I. Dey micht get dir een apo' me, Ollason
Mareel (1901) 17. (4) S. & Ork. 1 Dyr ain. (5) s.Lan. 1 (6) Lan.
An' t'kine drop teer cauves, Kay-Shuttleworth Scarsdale (i860)

II. 36. (7) n.Cy. (Hall.) (8) Shr. 1 It's thar fence. War.2
Introd. 15. (9) Sur. Look at thear hands, Son of Marshes On
Sur. Hills (1891) 217. (10) Lan. Th' farmer's wife at the end
theer yerd seed summat, Harland & Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867)
60. s.Lan.1 'He's gooin' to theer heawse.' No rule can be laid

down as to the distinctive use of 'theer' and 'ther' when used
as possessive pronouns. Their use is entirely a matter of custom.
Ber. The childer'U be off theer yeads at the thowt, Gilchrist
Milton (1902) 6. Dev. Theer mother's brother, Phillpotts
Striking Hours (1901I 50. (n) Wm. When they dra up ther
cortan, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 113, ed. 1821. n.Yks.3 m.Yks. 1

'Dhu' unemph. In the case of this form and corresponding
ones, r is added when a following word begins with a vowel,
Introd. 25. w.Yks. Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 122. sLaa 1

They liv'n i' ther own heawse. s.Chs. 1 68. [Amer. Ther
Sabbath-breakin' to spy out, Lowell Biglow Papers (1848) 27.]
(12) Nhb. The're fingers, Bewick Tyneside Tales (185,0) 13. (13)
m.Yks. 1 Introd. 25. (14) n.Ir. But'll tell thir uncomfort, Lays and
Leg. (1884) 83. Lin. Them or thir feythers, Tennyson N. Farmer,
New Style (1870") st. 13. (15) Nhb. Doon they gans on thor knees,
Pease Mark o' Deil (1894) 30 ; Nhb.1 (16) Lan. Help folk wi' thur
sledges along, Harland Lyrics (1866) 246.

II. Dial. use. In phr. oa their or their oa, all of them.
Cum. (E.W.P.); Cum.4 Denman was oa ther daddies (s.v.

Daddies).

THEIR, see They.
THEIRN, poss. pron. Stf. Lei. War. Shr. Hrf. Glo.

Oxf. Brks. Mid. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. Wil. Amer. Also
in forms thaayrn Brks. 1

; thairn Glo.2 ; them Hrf.2 Sur.
Wil. [iSes-rsn.] 1. Disjunctive use : theirs. Cf. hisn.

Stf. The Chronicle (Aug. 23, 1901). s.Stf. If they thinkin' it's
theirn, let em tak it, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). Lei. 1 26.
War. 2 'Whose cat's this?' 'Theirn next door'; War.* (s.v.'
Hisn), s.War.1 (s.v. Hisn), Shr.1 49. Hrf.2 Most on 'em be theirn.
Glo. 2

15. s.Oxf. It's no business o' theirn, Rosemary Chi/terns
(1895) 146. Brks.1 6. w.Mid. I finished my job, but they hadn't

??,"% ^l™ (WP -M -)- ne.Ken. (H.M.), Sus.1 (s.v. Hisn). Hmp.
(H.C.M.B.)

;
Hmp.1 Introd. 7. s.Hmp. So there were his'n, and

her n, and their'n ye see, Verney L. Lisle (1870) viii. Wil. Slow
Gl. (1892) ;

Wil. 1 (s.v. Pronouns). [Amer. When other folks lost
theirn from the boys, his'n always hung there like a bait to a
hook, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) 1st S. x.]
2. Conjunctive use : their.

c
Sur^?°, PI°

ud t0 tel1 thern name in Christian fashion, Bickley
Sur. Hills (1890) II. vi.
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-
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THEIRSELVES, reflex, pron. In gen. dial, use in Sc.
irel. and Eng. Also in forms thaayrzelves Brks.1

;thatrsel, thairsels Sc. ; tharselves Shr. 1
; tharsilves

ii"

'' t.heerselves Der. Dev. ; theezelves Brks.1
; their-
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S Segre^te. ' Ye maun keip thyr be thair-

sel, Murray Dtal. (1873) I97 ; Folk'll hardly gang the length o'
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thirsel' withoot a train, Wright Sc. Life (1897) 32. Frf. Gin
they wad only reise theirsel's, Reid Heatherland (.1894) 26. Lnk.
Dae ye think for a meenit that they are spendin' a shillin' the less
on thirsel's, Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) 116. Edb. They were puir
bodies theirsels, Campbell Deilie Jock (1897) 155. Dmf. To keep
theirsel's frae cauld, Johnstone Poems (1820) 113. Kcb. The
ministers is no fond o' ' caul kail het again ' theirsels, Trotter Gall.
Gossip (1901) 7. N.I.1 Uls. Amusin' thirsel's for a fortnicht,
M cIlroy Craiglinnie (1900) 27. n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. Ere they
kent thirsells stricken aval Coquetdale Sngs. (1852) 112; Nhb. 1

(s.v. Sel). Dur. Liberty to please theirsel's, Guthrie Kitty Pagan
(1900) 104. Win. T'younger end, amang thersells, meead fun,
Spec. Dial. (1880) pt. ii. 37; Folks leeve in caves ... by their
sells, Hutton Bran New Wark (1785

s

! 1. 196. n.Yks.2 ne.Yks. 1

24. m.Yks. 1 Introd. 25. w.Yks. 1 Help their selles ; w.Yks. 2

Lan. When misfortins are bad o' thirsels, Harland Lyrics
(1866) 287; Lan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, Chs.1 Der. A

bad lot ; as lives for theerselves, Ouida Puck (ed. 1901) v.

nw.Der. 1
, Not. 1 s.Not. They've only theirselves to blame (J.P.K.).

n Lin. They think they'll look big by makin' theirselves look like
our maisters, Peacock R. Skirlaugh ; 1870) I. 275. Lei.1 Nhp. 1

Servants are often told ' to keep theirsels to theirsels.' War.3 Shr. 1

Gram. Outlines, 48. Glo. They can't look after theirselves like
me, Gissing Vill. Hampden (1890) III. ii. Brks.1 6, 7. Nrf. Men
twistering theirselves into all mander o' forms, Spilling Molly
Miggs (1902) 87. w.Sus. The swearers by theirselves, Gordon
Vill. and Doctor (1897) 106. Dor. Let 'em please theirselves,
Francis Pastorals (1901) 40. w.Som. Dhai oan uurt dhae -urzuul-z
or -zuul, Elworthy Gram. (1877) 42 ; w.Som.1 Tidn same's off

anybody could do it theirzels. Dev. Let 'em bide an' find men
for theerselves, Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900) 211. n.Dev.
All of a minute the wuds stopped o' theirzulves, Zack Dunstable
Weir (1901) 25. Cor. They thinks tharsilves quait ansom, Daniel
Muse, 41. [AH mostly sounded to be a-talkin to theirselves,

Dickens Bleak House (1853) xlvii.]

THEIRSEN(S, refl. pron. Yks. Lan. Midi. Not. Lin.
Lei. War. Shr. Also in forms theersens n.Yks. Midi.

;

thersens ne.Yks.1 e.Yks. 1 m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. s.Lan.1
; theseln,

thesen(s w.Yks.; thessen Lin. [Unstressed Sase -n(z.]

Themselves. See Theirselves.
Yks. They sud do it reight theirsens, Taylor Miss Miles (1890)

xiii. n.Yks. Sum of them chaps at went thruf the whole thing
fra the forend theersens, Why John {Coll. L.L.B.). ne.Yks. 1

24,
e.Yks.1

, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 122;
(C.E. F.) Lan. Hoo knows th' company would think theirsen too

good fur her, Antrobus Wildersmoor (1901) 275. s.Lan.1 Midi.

Folks a-fancyin' theersens, Bartram People of Clopton (1897) 37.
Not. (L.C.M.); (J.H.B.); Not.2 They took theirsens off. s.Not.

(J.P.K.) Lin. Says to thessen naw doubt, Tennyson N. Farmer,
Old Style (1864) st 14. n.Lin.1 sw.Lin.1 They do it within their-

sens a deal (s.v. Sen). Lei.1, War.3 Shr. 1 Gram. Outlines, 48.

THEIVEL, THEK(KA, THEKKY, see Thivel,Thic(k.
THEM, pers. pron., dem. pron. and dem. adj. Var. dial,

forms and uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer. [Sem, Sem,
Seam ; unstressed Sam.] I. Dial, forms : (1) Dem, (2)

Tem,(3)Thaim,(4) Thame, (5) Theem, (6) Thim, (7) Thum.
(1) Sh.I. She flang dem i' da peerie grice pan, Sh. News (July

30, 1898) ; S. &. Ork. 1
, Ken. (H.M.), Sus. 1 8. (2) Cum. Wharmen

feeds tern in at, Lonsdale Mag. (Feb. 1867) 310; Cum.1
(3) Sc.

Murray Dial. (1873) 184. Cum. 1
, e.Lan. 1

(4) Cum. Relph Misc.

Poems (1847) 122. w.Yks. Ah'm noan o' thame 'At calls at t'time

by t'clock, Preston Poems (1864) 5. (5) e.Lan. 1 (6) n.Ir. They
ach had a toothful till help thim till wink, Lays and Leg. (1884)

8a. Nhb. She says te thim, Robson Bk. Ruth (i860) i. 20.

m.Yks. 1 Introd. 25. (7) Cor. Knack thum down, Daniel Budget, 13.

II. Dial. uses. 1. pers.pron. Providence, the Heavenly-
Powers ; freq. in phr. Them above.

Per. It's juist a most terrible nicht, though nae doubt them 'at

sent it kens best, Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 9, ed. 1887 ; Them
at sends a' things kens what's for our gude, ib. 75. Ir. Sure 'tis

from far enough it's com', if'twas the likes of Them sent it, Barlow
Martin's Comp. (1896) 25. Cum. And whae, Torquatus, can be

sworn 'At thame abuin 'ill grant To-mworn? Relph Misc. Poems

(1847) 122. s.Stf. There's times when you'd think the very words
we speak was put into our lips by Them Above, Murray Church

ofHumanity (1901) 72. Ken. I don't want to presume to interfere

with Them above, Carr Cottage Flk. (1897) 61.

2. Used for the nom. ' they.'

e.Yks.1 n.Lin.1 Them is a thuskin' pair o' twins. Lei. 1 Them
be dal'd, 26. War. 2 Introd. 15. Brks. 1

o ,

s
»
e ™mstead of ' tneir

'
before participial constructions.

Sc. (A.W.), n.Cy., w.Yks., Midi. (J.W.) Sur. What's the use o'them growing turnips? Hoskyns Talpa (1852) 160, ed. 1857 ; Sur. 1

4. Comp. Them-lane, by themselves, alone. See Lone,
adv. 5.

Abd The lasses left them lane began to won'er, Anderson
Poems (ed. 1826) 102. Gall. It shall never be said that Mardrochat
left twa weel-faured lassies them-lane, Crockett Moss-Hags
(1895) xl.

5. dem. pron. Those.
Sc. As the antecedent of the relative. ' Thaim at dyd it,'

Murray Dial. (1873) 184. Frf. Them as says there's no has me
to fecht, Barrie Minister (1891) iii. Slk. Thomson Drummeldale
(1901) 18. Uls. (M.B.-S.) n.Yks. Them's them (I.W.) ; n.Yks.*
ne.Yks. 1 Them's good uns. Them 'at wants onny may lead 'em
for thersens. e.Yks.1 Them's them. m.Yks. 1 Whether it's urn
or them there's no counting, Introd. 25. w.Yks. Demz vari guid,
bad <5iaz ez or a beta(r) [Those are very good, but these are
better], Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 124; Them's urn fer mah
money (B.K.); w.Yks.3 n.Lan. Such as them enjoys thersells,
Wilson Bacca Queen (rgoi) 89. Chs.1

, s. Chs. 1 69, Der. (J.B.),
nw.Der.1 s.Not. I never thought to 'ear you say words like them
(J.P.K. ). Lei. 1 26. War.2 Introd. 15. Hrf. (R.M.E.), Hrf.2

Oxf. Them's the very ones I wants (G.O.); Oxf. 1 Them be urn.
Nrf. Them cats wor given me, Spilling Molly Miggs (1902) 46.
Sur. Them be my two children, Jennings Field Paths (1884) 39 ;

Sur.1 Sus. Yes, them are the broilers, Wiggin Goose Girl (1902)
33. Hmp. (H.C.M.B.)

; Hmp. 1 Them be'ant the ones we wanted.
Dor. Them be the ways to chuck away good money, Hare As We
Sow (1897) 11. Som. Jennings Dial. w.Eng. (1869). Cor. Them
were times, I tell 'ee, Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 8. [Amer.
Them wasn't our only troubles, Lloyd Chronic Loafer (1901) n.]

6. Phr. them there, those, those ones.
w.Yks., Lan. (J.W.), s.Chs. 1 70, Not. 1

, Lei. 1
, War.3 Shr. 1

Gram. Outlines, 50. Oxf.1 MS. add.

[On the disjunctive use of 'them' see the Grammar.]
7. dem. adj. Those.
Sc. I mind none of them things, Scoiicisms (1787)91 ;

(A.W.)
Ir. The back of me hand to thim blamed ould throopers, Barlow
Martin's Comp. (1896) 57. n.Ir. What's the meanin' o' them riles

laid through the streets ? Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, n. Qco. As
good a chance, at any rate, as them villains, Barrington Sketches

(1830) I. ii. Nhb. Thame days the sarvin' lads was train'd to de
yen's biddin, Chatt Poems (1866) 86; Nhb. 1 Cum. 4 Pref 28.

Win. En them days, Gibson Leg. and Notes (1877) 68. ne.Yks. 1

In order to give ' them ' a more demonstrative force, ' yonder' is

frequently added, as * them bo'ds yonder,' 26. e.Yks. 1 Them
pigs, 6. m.Yks. 1 Introd. 22. w.Yks. ' Dem ' is the only word
used for ' those,' Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 124. Lan. Some
o thaim chaps, Scholes Tim Gamwattle (1857) 25' s.Lan. 1 It wur
them lads 'at made o th' row. Chs. 1 Der. She's partial to them
things, Good Wds. (1881) 850. Not.2 Give us them apples. Lin.

Them words be i' Scriptur, Tennyson Owd Rod (1889). n.Lin. 1

Fetch them plaates off o' th' pantry shelf. War.2
; War.3 What

are you a-doing among them apples ? se.Wor. 1 Them pigs don't

get on much (s.v. They). Hrf. 2 Glo. Them white-feaced divils,

Gissing Vill. Hampden (1890) I. i. e. An.1 Whose are them books?

Nrf. In them days, Cornh. Mag. (June 1900) 817. Ken. Them
sands and lanes be nasty places for a young 'ooman, Carr Ann
of Lord (1899) 30. Sur. How's them sort o' farmers to be put an
end to ! Hoskyns Talpa (1852) 161, ed. 1857. Sus. None of them
things for me, Egerton Flk. and Ways (1884) 4. Hmp. 1 Did 'ee

fetch them tools ? Dor. To carry them flowers, Longman's Mag.
(Aug. 1902) 335. Som. Aunt Joshua did not care so very much
about them pack-fellows, Raymond Tryphena (1895) 67. Dev.

Them little legs is drawed up, Baring-Gould Dartmoor Idylls

(1896) 22. [Amer. See all them bees drownded in the honey

!

Dial. Notes (1896) I. 376.]

8. Phr. (1) them here, these ; those
; (2) —there, those.

(1) War. 2 Introd. 15. [Amer. Them ar' 'cadamized roads,

Bradley Virginia (1897) 138.] (2) w.Yks. Dem Siar aplz kost

tupms, Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 124. Der. If one may
b'lieve them there pennies [penny stories], Ouida Puck (ed.

1901) ii. Not. Them there fower faces, Prior Renie (1895) 10.

Nhp. 1 Who do them there sheep belong to ? War.2 Gi'e me them

therenails. Oxf. 1 Them thar uns, MS. add. Brks.1
, Hnt.^T.P.F.),

e.An.1 Cmb. 1 I'm sure them-there gals of ours must ha' gone

cranky. Nrf. (E.M.) Suf. Goo you and git one of them there

pies, Fison Merry Suf. (1899) 9. Sur.1 Do you suppose he would

sell one o' them there cottages ? Jennings Field Paths (1884) 137.

M 2
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Dor. Them there legs o' yourn should be pretty well stretched by

now, Francis Fiander's Widow (1901) pt. 11. v. Som. The washen
o' them- there broidery collars, Raymond Love and Quiet Life

(1894) 9.

THEM, see They.
THEMMIN, dent. pron. and dem. adj. Glo. Wil. Also

written themen Glo. 1
; themmen Glo. 2 [Se'min, -an.]

Those ; also in phr. themen there. See Mtm, pron.
Glo.i, Glo.2 15. Wil. Britton Beauties (1825); Wil. 1 (s.v.

Pronouns).

THEMMY, dem. pron. and dem. adj. Wil. Som. Dev.
[cVmmi.] Those.

Wil.1 About Malmesbury (and elsewhere in n.Wilts.) (s.v. Pro-

nouns). Som. (Hall.), e.Som. (G.S.) Dev. Themmy zalt-zellar

things, Ford Posile Farm (1899) 114.

THEMS, poss. adj. Dev. In phr. thems own selves,

themselves.
e. Dev. What the Force knows they keeps to thems own selves,

Jane Ever Mohun (19011 202.

THEMSELVES, reflex, pron. Sc. Irel. Also in forms
demsels Sh.I. ; thaimsel', thamesel(f, themsel(f Sc. (Jam.
Suppl.) ; thimselves Ir. 1. In phr. (1) at themselves, in

the full possession of one's mental faculties ; in a state of

mental composure; cf. at, VI. (11) ; (2) to come to them-
selves, to perish, die.

(1) Sc. Such as are at peace with God . . . will be in a very com-
posed frame and at themselves in the height thereof, HuTCHESONon
Job xviii. 4 (Jam., s.v. Himsell). (2) Sh.I. He [a raven] 's awa
ta feast apo' da hjodens o' som' o' da sheep 'at cam' ta demsels
last 00k, Sh. News (Apr. 29, 1899); " was considered unlucky
to speak of death or loss (J.S.).

2. Used for the sing, himself, herself.

Sc. Every ane for themsel (Jam. Suppl.).

3. Used as a nom. : they.
n.Ir. Thimselves . Detannin'd . . till ransack the nation,

Lays and Leg. (1884) 80.

THEN, adv. Van dial, forms and uses in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. I. Dial, forms : (1) Dan, (2) Dann, (3) Den, (4)
Nan, (5) Tan, (6) Ten, (7) ? Tham, (8) Than, (9) Thin, (10)

Thon.
(r) Sh.I. Sh. News (Aug. 20, 1898). (2) S. & Ork. 1

(3) Sh.I.

Stewart Tales (1892) 70. Ken.1 Introd. 6. Sus. 1 8. (4) Ayr.
Nows and nans, Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 34. (5) w.Sc.

Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 2^2- e.An. 1 Nrf. Holloway.
Ken. Now and tan a song, Masters Dick and Sal (c. 1821) st. 70.

Hmp. 1
, Wil. 1 Som. Jennings Dial. w.Ettg. (1869). (6) s.Lan. 1

Obs., e.An. (Hall.\ Suf. 1
, Som. (W.F.R.) (7) Lan. So tham tell

him tha's let ov a job, Laycock Sngs. (1866) 43. (8) Sc. (Jam.),
Cai. • Abd. Weel-a-wuns than, Jinsie, Alexander Johnny Gibb

(1871) iii. w.Sc. Nae wonder than you're like to gang dementit,

Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 263. Kcb. But than, ye see,

women's ay mair resoursfu nor men, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901)
74. Cum. ' Varra weel than,' sez he, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881)
176. Wm. Ivver sen than, Blezard Sngs. (1848) 17. e.An. 1

(s.v. Tan). Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). (9) Ir.

Ah, thin, may be ye an't fat, Lever H. Lorr. (1839) vii. Nhb.
Lie doon thin tel the morn, Robson Bk. Ruth (i860) iii. 13.

Lin. Thin 'e coom'd to the parish, Tennyson N. Farmer, New Style

(1870) St. 8. Suf. 1 (10) Cor. 'Arreah! thon,' replied Mrs.
Brown ;

' that's the way the maggot do jump, es et ?
' Forfar

Wizard (187 1) 8.

II. Dial. uses. In phr. (1) by then, (a) by the time that

;

see 'By, prep. II. 14 (12) ;
(b) obs., in an instant; (2) nows

and thens, now and then
; (3) then abouts, about that time

;

(4) — in or of days, in former times ; some time ago
; (5)— was then, but now is now, circumstances have altered

;

(6) with then, then, thereupon.
(i,a) n.Cy. By then I return, Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.)

Nhp. 1 It'll be done by then you return. Hnt. (T.P. F.) (b) Der. 1

(a) w.Sc. Noos and tans I crackit my thooms like a whip, Carrick
Laird of Logan (1835) 282. Cai. 1 Ayr. Very convenient to

adjourn nows and nans, Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 34. Not.
' Does ta say tha prayers ?

' ' Nows an' thens,' Prior Forest Flk.

(1901) 113. s.Oxf. A game o' criekuts nows and thens, Rosemary
Chiltems (1895) 113. (3) Cum.14 n.Yks. He'll come then-abouts
(I.W.) ; n.Yks.2 e.Yks. 1 It was then or then aboots, MS. add.

(T.H.) w.Yks. (J.W.), e.Lan. 1
,
s.Lan. 1 s.Not. It wor thenabouts

as ah fust begun to tek particlar notice on 'im (J.P.K.). (4)
Sh.I. Dat'll gie you a idee o' what da men guid troo dan i' days,

Sh News (Dec. 9, 1899) ; Folks 'een wirna sae opened dan-a-days

ta da evils o' dram-drinkin', J. H. Da Last Foy (1896) 4. n.Sc.

(Jam ) Cai. The promenade, without which no marriage then a-

days was a marriage, Horse Countryside (1896) 26 Abd. They

had a queer custom then o' days, Michie Deeside Tales (1872) 132.

Oxf 1 MS add. (5) Sh.I. Dan wis dan, bit noo is noo, Sh. News

(June 29 1901). Abd. That's a' true, But then was then, my lad,

and now is now, Ross Helenore (1768) 101, ed. 1812. (6) Gall.

Whan naething mair fra it dis seep, Wi' than they move the

shankie, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 113, ed. 1876

THEN, conj. Sc. Yks. Lan. Lin. ; also Dev. Also in

forms den Sh.I. ; thin Dev. [Sen, tSan.] Than.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Thou hast sent her love tokens More now then twoor

three, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) 1. 12. Sh.I. Mairden I sudsay,

Stewart Tales (1892) 8. n.Yks. They're neea happier then we
wer, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 43. e.Yks. 1 Jack can maw
bether then Jim. w.Yks.2

, e.Lan. 1
,

n.Lin. 1 Dev. Thy luv es

better thin wine, Baird Sng. Sol. (i860) i. 2.

THENDER, THENE, THENK, see Thonder, Thane,

Thank. rr
THENNUM, adv. Obs. or obsol. Suf.1 In phr. by

thennum, by that time.

Dee yeow dew that there job, and by thennum 1 11 be woo ye

aginn.

THE NOW, see Now.
THEOREM, sb. Dev. [bl'rsm.] A theory.

He'd got a theorem as the two Testaments didn't zactly go 'pon

all fours each with t'other, Phillpotts Striking Hours (1901) 243.

THEPES, THER, see Thapes, Thar.
THERE, adv. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and

Amer. Also in forms dere Sh.I. Sus. ; thair Sc. (Jam.) ;

theer Lan. Glo. ; ther Sc. ; thur Glo. Wil.1
; thure Glo.

[cSe(r, tSia(r ; Sa(r).] 1. In comb. (1) Thereabouts, about,

very nearly
; (2) -after, {a) after that

;
(b) at that rate, in

proportion
; (3) -again, an exclamation of surprise or

assent
; (4) -along, there ; used to imply continuance of

direction
; (5) -anent, (a) concerning that ;

(b) thereupon
;

(6) -away(s, (a) thereabouts ; those parts; in that quarter

or direction
;

(b) of time: thereabouts; (c) obs., that way,
to that purpose

;
(d) in phr. out of thereaway, from about

that quarter; (7) —ben, in an inner apartment; (8) —
but, in an outer apartment

; (9) -by, {a) near that place

;

(b) see (6, b)
; (10) — east, in the east ; towards the east

;

(11) -fra or from, thence
; (12) -in, at home, within doors

;

(13) -out, (a) outside ; out of doors
;

(A) out
; (14) -right,

(a) on the spot, then and there; used both of place and
time

;
(b) a call to horses at plough : straightforward

; (15)
-till, (a) thither

;
(b) thereto ; (c) in addition to

; (16)

-with, with it.

(i)Lin. 1 n.Lin.1 Scotter's theareaboots two mile fra Messingham.
(2, a) Sh.I. Derefter . . . Maekie gathered up da slumberin' Oliver
in his airms, Ollason Mareel (1901) 36. (6) I.W. Smith Gl. in

(Hall.). (3) Pem. (W.M.M.) (4) w.Som.1 Dhaiaewzez dhae-ur
lau-ng bee aul oa-m vauyd. (5, a) Abd. Thereanent, sir, I had
a word 0' a proposal to mak', Macdonald Warlock (1882) xlix.

Per. If in this life ye've lairdship sma', The less your fasherie

thereanent, Haliburton Dunbar (1895) 57. Kcb. NLuir Muncraig
(1900) 47. (b) n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.) (6, a) Sc. The
term is used indefinitely, when it is not meant to specify the
particular spot (Jam.). e.Sc. He would belong thereawa?
Setoun R. Urqukart (1896) iii. Per. Brocht t'ey auld manse frae
there-awa, Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 227, ed. 1887. Gall.
They maun 'a been awfu" teegers for fechtin' thereawa yince,
Gallovidian (1901) III. 70. Lakel.2 He was gaan tull a sial at
Kendal er theer-away. n.Yks. They live thereaway (I.W.).
w.Yks. 1 ne.Lan. 1 'Bat! bat! bear away, Here-away, there-
away, Intamyhat.' Said by boys when a bat is flying about.
Lin,' I flung it down in that corner, and it's there aways. Nhp. 1

,

I.W. 1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). (b) Sc. Swagger-
ing about the country with dirk and pistol at my belt for five or
six months, or thereaway, Scott Redg. (1824) xi. Sus. Half a
hundred years agoo or dereaway, Lower Tom Cladpole (1831) 3,
ed. 1872. (c) Sc. Confirming the same by many mighty works
in Scripture tending there away, Guthrie Trial (1775) 210
(Jam.), (d) Sc. (Jam.) (7) Sc. (Jam.) ; He is well boden there
benn Who will neither borrow nor lend, Kelly Prov. (1721) 150.
Lnk. 'Tis ill brought, but that's no there ben, Ramsay Poems (ed.
1800) II. 525 (Jam.). (8) Sc. (Jam.) (9, a) Yks. (CC.R.)
w.Som. 1 Nif I baint there, you'll vind me thereby; I shan't on'y



THEREAST [85] THETCH
be in to Mrs. Ridler's to Crown. (A) Sc. He is thirty years old or

thereby, Mitchell Scotthisms (1799) 81. (10) Sc. Wherefore the

Tables there east thought they should not conjoin but divided

them in four, Baillie Lett. (1775) I. 164 (Jam.), (ii) Sc. (Jam.)

Abd. Carried there frae to his own lodging, Spalding Hist. Sc.

(1792) I. 53. w.Yks.1 Glo. The missus and the vamily went
right away thure-from, Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) 55.

Dor. (C.W.) w.Som. 1 Tud-n neet ubeo' dree guun-shauts dhae'ur-

vraunv. Dev. They took it therefrom, Reports Provinc. (1884).

(12) Slk. Bessy Chisholm—Heh ! Are ye therin ? Hogg Perils of

Man (1822) III. 202 (Jam.). (13, a) Sc. A hen that lays thereout

should hae a white nest egg, Henderson Prov. (1832) 66, ed.

1881 ; To lie thairout (Jam.). n.Sc. If ye'll work -therein as we
thereout Well borrowed should your body be, Buchan Ballads

(1828) I. in, ed. 1875. Abd. It'-s black theroot, an' dingin' oot,

wi' great thuds o' win, Macdonald Warlock (1882) xx. Frf. Rin !

Betty, rin an' look thereoot ! Reid Heatherland (1894) 47. Lnk.

Watson Poems (1853) 35. (6) Ayr. Like caller trout I'd gane

thereout Wi' fresh an' ruddy cheek, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed.

1892) 323. (14, a) Glo. Er picked un up thurrite un went,

Cheltenham Exam. (Feb. 12, i8g6) 8 ; Buckman Darke's Sojourn

(1890) 61. I.W. 1 Begin there-right ; I.W.2 Pitch in there-right.

w.Cy. (Hall.) Wil. 1 Dall'd if I hadden a mine to ha' gien he

what-for thur-right, if 't hadden a bin fur the narration as they'd

a made on't, 214. Dor.1 w.Som.1 I took-n pared-n down, there

right. nw.Dev.1 (b) Hmp.1
, Wil.1 (15, a) Sc.Cauld Carnousie

stands on a hill, And many a fremitane gangs theretill, Chambers
Pop. Rhymes (ed. 1870) 268. (b) Sc. A shower of rain in July,

when the corn begins to fill, Is worth a plough of owsen and a'

belangs theretill, Henderson Prov. (1832) 129, ed. 1881. (c) Fif.

Wi' angry bill, and wing theretill, Tennant Papistry (1827) 63.

(16) Glo. 'Twill be better gwine thur-with, Buckman Darke's

Sojourn (1890) 112.

2. Phr. (1) there and thereaways, approximately ; (2)
—

is, it is; (3) — nowforyou, an exclamation
; (4)— or there-

abouts, (a) see (1) ; (b) in the neighbourhood ; (5) there's

hot it is, how hot it is
; (6) there then haps, an exclamation

of dismay
; (7) —you, an exclamation

; (8) to be there, to

be master of one's wits ; to be equal to the occasion.

(1) e.An.1 Is the horse worth twenty pounds ?—There and there-

aways. (2) s.Wal. Well, indeed, there's missing you I'll be, Gethin,

Raine Garthowen (1900) 8 ; There's glad they'll be to see you at

Garthowen, ib. 9. (3) Ir. MacDonagh Ir. Life (1898) 334. (4, a)

Nhb 1 n.Yks. Is t'well dry?—It's there or thereabouts (I.W.).

(b) Not. (J.H.B.) (5) Gmg., s.Pem. N. V Q. (1887) 7th S. iii. 129.

(6) Ess. (CD.) (7) s.Wal. I have done it, there you (J.Y.E.).
'

(8) s.Not. He is a good scholar; yer can't set 'im fast,
A

out, an' 'e's there in a moment (J.P.K.).

3. Used redundantly at the end of a sentence.

n.Yks. When he wanted ti gan ti t'castle, there (I. W.). w.Yks.

(J.W.) Der. 1 What dun ye co him there ?

THEREAST, adv. e.Yks.1 Approximately in that

place. MS. add. (T.H.) Cf. hereast.

THERECKLY, adv. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Oxf. -Ken. and

Amer. Also written the-reckly Nhb.1
; and in forms

thareckly e.Yks.1 ; the-recklies Nhb.1
;
therectly Ken.;

therickly w.Yks.5
; threkly Oxf.1 [cSarekli.] 1. A cor-

ruption of ' directly.' Cf. toreckly.

Wgr. If ye see them [wraiths] at night, they re gaun tae dee

thereckly, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 175. Nhb. She'll be dry

thereckly, Haldane Geordy's Last (zStf) 8 ; Nhb.' e.Yks. 1 When
va tell him ti deeah owt, he diz it thareckly, MS. add. (i.H.)

w.Yks.5 Therickly Sir, 53. Ken. (G.B.) [Amer. I . . . put im

in a good humor thereckly, Cent. Mag. (June 1883) I9°-J

2. Phr. threkly minute, this instant, at once. Oxf. 1 MS. add.

THEREFORE, adv. w.Cy. Som. Also in form there-

vor. In phr. therefore I say it, that is my argument ;
used

as an int. w.Cy. (Hall.) Som. Jennings Obs. Dial.

w.Eng. (1825).
.

THEREIMY, sb. Glo. [SeTimi.] An emphatic form

of there ' when used subst. after ' that.' See That, 5 (14).

I've never troubled my yead about such things as that thereimy,

Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) 180 ;
Glo^

THERENCE, arfz;. Glo. I.W. w.Cy. Dor. Som. [oe-rans.J

Thence ; from that place.

Glo » I.W.2 Come out o' therence, or else I II be aater thee.

w.Cy.' (Hall.), Dor.1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

THERL(E, THERM, see Thirl, adj., Tharm.

THERN, THERSELS, see Theirn, Theirselves.

Ax 'im

THERSENS, THERT, see Theirsen(s, Thwart.
THERTING, sb. Dor. [ba'tin.] A landmark or

bearing for boats.
w.Dor. To find a spot they take three bearings, offing, therting,

and boat (C.V.G.).

THERY.d*. w.Som. 1 [cVri.] A dial, form of very.'
Aay bee dhuuree zaur - ee, bud aay kaa*n uulp oa' ut.

THESE, dem. pron. and dem. adj. Van dial, forms and
uses in Sc. and Eng. [Siz, tSiaz.] I. Dial, forms: (1)

Dese, (2) Tese, (3) Thaise, (4) Thase, (5) Theas, (6)

Thease, (7) Theeas, (8) Theease, (9) Theese, (10) Theose,
(11) Theuse.

(1) Ken. 1 Introd. 6. (2) s.Lan. 1 (3) Cor. They calth thaise

•parteys pek-neks, you, Daniel Budget, 25. (4) Oxf. (A.P.) (5)

w.Yks. Tha nivver cums theas doors within, Preston Poems

(1864)8. (6) m.Yks. 1 Introd. 22. w.Yks.1 e.Dev. Pulman Sng.

Sol. (i860) Notes, iii. (7) Cum.14 w.Yks. O' one side bein' printed

i' white letters theeas words, Binns Originals (1889) 4. (8) n.Yks.

TwEDDELLCto«/./?/y>mi?s(i875)35. w.Yks. Lucas Stud. Niddcrdale

(c. 1882) 284. (9) Lan. What, upon theese cheears? Brierley

Layrock (1864) iii ; Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) Gl. (10)

w.Yks. 1 (11) Cor.3

II. Dial. uses. 1. dem. pron. Those.
Sc. These, who were present, chose Agamemnon, Scoticisms

(1787) 117. n.Yks. Theease was t'vvods, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes

(1875) 41. w.Yks. (J.W.)

2. Phr. these here, these.

w.Yks. Dus ta laik Siaz i(r)? Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892)

124. s.Chs. 1 70. Shr. 1 Emph. form, Gram. Outlines, 50.

3. dem. adj. Those.
Sc. Helen, the prettiest woman of these days, Scoticisms (1787)

115; 'These regions,' distant counties. 'These ages,' the days

of other times, Monthly Mag. (1800) I. 239. Cum. 14 (s.v. Thur.)

w.Yks. Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882; 284.

4. Phr. (1) these here, these
; (2) — uns or ans, these

ones, these ; (3) —yerimy, see (1).

(1) w.Yks., Midi. (J.W. ), Lei. 1 26. War.3 These ere boots are a

misfit, Introd. 15. Brks. 1 Theuz yer wuts be wuth double o' them

ther, 7. Nrf. (E.M.) Ken. To understand these 'ere things, Carr

Cottage Fik. (1897) 53. Som. It was one o' these here Tussores,

Raymond Tryphena (1895) 34. w.Som. 1 Uez bee dheozh yuur

bee-us ' [Whose be these here beasts I] Dhaiz yuur tae-udeez bee

dhu bas-soaurtu-groa- [These (particular) potatoes be the best sort

grown! n.Dev One of these <here stillish days, Chanter Witch

(1896) 4. (2) Cum. 4 Pref. 28. Oxf. (A.P.) Brks.i Be the-uz uns

thaay ? 7. (3) Glo. I never 'ad no yead fur these-yenmy thengs,

Buckman Darke's Sojourn ^1890) iv.

5. Used with pi. nouns denoting time : for, for the space

of. Cf. this, 6.

Sc. (A.W.) Cor. She's dead an gone now theuse thirty eers,

Penberthy Warp and Woof 9.

THESE, THESELN, THESEN(S, see Thease, Their-

.sen(s. .

THESEUN, dem. pron. Hrf. Brks. Wil. Also in forms

theesen Wil.1
; thesun Hrf. 2

; the-uz-un Brks.1 [Sia-zan,

«rzM».] These. Hrf.12 , Brks. 1
,
Wil. 1

(s.v. Pronouns).

Cf. theasum. . ,

THESS, THESSEN, see Let, v.\ Theirsen(s.

THESTREEN, adv. Sc. [oastrl-n.] Last night,

yesterday evening. See Streen, adv., Yestreen.

Abd They war unco wersh thestreen, Macdonald Warlock

(•1882) x Kcd. A reamin' burn cam' rum'lin' doon Faur burn wis

riane thestreen, Grant Lays (1884) 2. Lnk. I mind it as wed as

I mind thestreen, Edb. Mag. (Dec. 1810) 5°3 (Jam.)- Edb. As

if he gat nae sleep thestreen, Macaulay Poems (1788) 151.

THESUM, THESUN, THET, see Theasum, Theseun,

Th
THETCH, sb. War. Won Oxf. Bck.Bdf.Hrt. Wil

Dor Som. Dev. Also in form thatch War.3 Wor. Oxf.

Bck Hrt. w.Cy. Wil. 1 Dor. w.Som. 1 [betj, baetf
;
w.Cy.

also Setf Satf.
I

1. A dial form of vetch
' ;

applied esp.

to the common vetch, Vicia sativa; and the bush vetch,

B. sepium ;
gen. in pi. Cf. thatch, 3.

War 3 s Wor. A tidy lot o' thatches 'em be (H.K.). Oxf.
,
Bck.

CR a- "HI Bdf (T.W.B.) Hrt. A Thetch will grow through

The bottom of an old shoe, Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) V viii. 242,

JnFlkLore Rec. (1880) III. 35- w.Cy. (B. & H ,
,

WiL 1 All vetches

are known as 'Thetches' or ' Thatches in Wilts, being Blue,



THETE [86] THIBLE

' Yellow,' or ' Red ' Thetches according to the colour ofthe flower.
Dor. (G.E.D.) Som. Sweetman Wincanton CI. (1885). w.Som.1

Mr. Tristram 've a-zend word to zay he can spar-ee zo many
thatches as you be a mind to. nw.Dev. 1

2. Comp. Thetch-hay, dried vetches. Hrt. Ellis Mod.
Husb. (1750) I. i. 59. 3. The meadow pea, Lathyrus
pratensis. Dor. (G.E.D.)
THETE, THE-UZ-UN, see Theat, 56., Theseun.
THEW, v.

1 Cor. 2 [Not known to our correspondents.]
To threaten.

THEW, v.
2 Cum. [Not known to our other corre-

spondents.] To tire. (J.S.O.)
THEW, see Thaw.
THEWED, adv. Obs. n.Cy. 'Towardly'; hopefully.

(K.HN.Cy.1

THEWLESS, adj. Sc. Yks. [bhrlas.] Feeble, in-
active. Also used advb. Cf. thowless.

Abd. Like some puir dwinin' thewless wicht Wi' death in view,
Murray Hamewith (1900) 85. Gall. He was a quiet, thewless,
pleasantly conforming man, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) 1.

n.Yks.2 w.Yks. I seemed to stand thewless, Snowden Web of
Weaver (1896) 72.

THEY, pers. pron., dem. pron. and dem. adj. Var. dial,

uses in Sc. and Eng. Also written thaay jBrks.1
; thay

Wil. Dev. ; theye Nhb. [Se, (Sea ; unstressed (Sa.]

I. Dial, forms. Contractions: (1) Tead'n, they had;
(2) Tear'n, (a) they were

;
(b) they were not

; (3) Teayd'n,
they would

; (4) Teyd'n, see (1) ; (5) Teyn, (a) they will

;

(b) they have; (6) Tey'rn, they are; (7) Tha, see (5, b); (8)
Thame, they are

;
lit.. they am; (9) Thave, see (5, b); (10)

Thay'm, (n)Theam,see (8) ; (12) TJiear, (13) Their, see (6)

;

(14) Them, see (8) ; (15) Ther, see (6) ; (16) They'd'n, {a)
see (3) ;

(b) see (1) ; (17) They'm, see (8) ; (18) They'n,
(«) see (5, b)

;
(b) see U,.a)

;
(c) see (2, a) ; (19) They'rn,

(a) see (2, a)
;

(b) see (6) ; (20) They's, (a) they shall
;

(b)

they are ; lit. they is
; (21) Thid, {a) see (1) ;

(b) see (3)

;

(22) Thi'dd'n, see (1) ; (23) Thi'd'n, (a) see (3) ;
(b) see

(1) ; (24) Thi'n, (a) see (5, a)
;

(b) see (5, b)
; (25) Thir,

see (6) ; (26) Thirn, see (2, a)
; (27) Thor, see (6).

(1) Lan. Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) Gl. s.Lan.1
(2, a)

Lan. So 1 asht him what team far? Tim Bobbin ib. 21. s.Lan. 1

(A) Lan. I'd awlus a notion at tear'n no gonnorheeods, Tim Bobbin
ib. Reader, 11. (3) s.Lan. 1 (4) Lan. Tim Bobbin ib. 23. (5, a)
Lan. Teyn mey no bawks telling fok, Tim Bobbin ib. Reader, 6.

s.Lan.1 (b) Lan. Teyn turned me eawt 0' t'work-heause, Kay-
Shuttleworth Scarsdah (i860) II. 285. -s.Lan:1 (6) Lan.
Teyrn loike a faucon's, Kay-Shuttleworth ib. 33. (7) Wil.
Tha' ael got zwords, Kite Sng. Sol. (1860") iii. 8. (8) Wil. Thame
on the brink, Slow Rhymes (1889") 90. s.Wil., Som., Dev. (E.H.G.)
(9) n.Yks. Thave gitten t'Mell (W.H.). w.Yks. (J.W.) (10) Dev.
If thay'm wulling, N. Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1865) Introd. 1. 18.

(11) Wil. If theam com yer ta buy, Slow September Fair. (12)
Sur. Thear gal's hands, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 217.

(13) Nhb. Meynde what their o toakin about, Bewick Tyneside
Tales {iZ$o) 13. (14) Ken.12 (15) n.Yks. If ther bad, Tweddell
Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 24. (16, a) Lan. They'd'n a foughten a lion
apiece, Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) I. 265 ; Tim Bobbin ib.

Reader, 8. s.Lan.1 (b) Lan. Tim Bobbin ib. s.Lan. 1 (17) Dev.
They'm of a mind, pretty much, Mortimer. W. Moors (1895) 209.
n.Dev. They'm different, Chanter Witch (1896) 42. Cor. They'm
all a-foot, I do b'lieve, Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 93. (18, a)
w.Yks. O think they'n good gin at Beggar'd Choild, Bywater
Gossips, 19. Lan. Iv they'n a table, Laycock Sngs. (1866) 15.
m.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 (b) Lan. They'n be sure to ax me, Waugh
Heather(ed. Milner) 1.6. s.Lan. 1 (c)Chs. 1 (19, a) Lan. They'rn
tellin, Brierley Layrock (1864) iii; An they'rn o meterly greyte
lott then, Ormerod Felly fro' Rachde (1851) i. s.Lan. 1 (b) Lan.
When they'rn brokken deawn, Brierley Layrock (1864) iii

;

They'rn at wark, Kay-Shuttleworth Scarsdale (i860) II. 33.
(20, a) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Cum. They's lig him in irons, Anderson
Ballads (1805) 61 ; Money they's git neane, Gilpin Ballads
(1874) 169. (b) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) (21 a, b) s.Lan. 1 (22) Lan.1

Thi'dd'n just getten a yure o' th' owd dog into 'em, Waugh Life
and Localities (1855) 28. (23, a) Lan. What thidn wear, Scholes
Tim Gamwattle (1857) 8. e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 (A) e.Lan.1
, s.Lan. 1 (24)

s.Lan. 1 (25) ne.Sc. Thir i' the Lord's han's, Green Gordonhaven
(1887) 50. (26) Lan. Aw meyde sur ut thirn laffen, Scholes Tim
Gamwattle (1857) 4. (27) Nhb. Thor as like as two peas, Pease
Mark o' Deil (1894) 27 ; Nhb. 1

, w.Yks. (J.W.)

II. Dial. uses. 1. Used instead of ' he ' or ' she ' when
the speaker does not wish to make known the sex of the

person spoken of. Sc. (W.A.C.), n.Cy., Yks. (J.W.)

2. Used as an indef. pron. : one.
Gall. (A.W.). w.Yks., Midi. (J.W.) s.Chs.1 Excludes the speaker

except when representing 'annybody' [used previously in the sen-

tence]. 'They sen 'atJia'f owd Fakener's jed in Ameriky,' 67;
'Annybody mid see as they'd noo business theer,V6. n.Lin.x When
I fo'st got it thaay could n't tell what it was maade on fer dirt.

w.Som. ' Dhai du zai.' ' Dhai bee gee:gen vaawur-n ziks vur

baa-rlde,' means that 45. 6rf. per bushel is the market price for

barley, Elworthy Gram. (1877) 38; 'Dhai' . . . excludes the

speaker, ib. 39 ; w.Som.1 Anybody widn never believe it, nif

they didn zee it (s.v. Indefinite Pronouns).

3. Emphat. form of the ace. or dat.

War. 3
, Lave thay alooan. se.Wor.1 That's, a no good tu thay, is

it? Glo. I don't understand -anything about they, Gissing Vill.

Hampden (1890) I. iv. Brks. ' Ess. I gave they to she (W.W.S.).
Sur. It 'ud be a sight better if he kept they to hissen, Bickley
Sur. Hills (1890) I. i. Sur., Hmp. She's uncommon fond o' they,

N. cV Q. (1878) 5th S. x. 222. Wil. To thay I zed, Have ye zee'd
he as my zowl do love? Kite Sng. Sol. (i860) iii. 3. Dor. Leave
they to t'other place—not she I Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 23

;

N. tY Q. ib. Dev. As if hur was too proud tu.ztap and look at tha
likes ov thay, Burnett Stable Boy (1888) viii. Cor. The cookin
all left to they ? Penberthy Warp and Woof. 37.

4. dem. pron. Those ; such-like.
Suf. Under they she hid herself, Fison Merry Suf. (1899) 31.

w.Som. In cases where 'those' forms the antecedent to a relative
we always say ' dhai.' ' Dhai dhut diied ut ul ae'u tu paa-y vaur
ut. ' Dhur-z dhai kun -tuul ee au"l" ubaew'd ut,' Elworthy Gram.
( l877) 3 2 - Dev. Ben Lupin be one o' they that things fall to,

Zack White Cottage (igoi)--i3; The devil damn they that keeps
me here, Norway Parson Peter (1900) 108. Cor. The gentry and
they, Daniel Bride of Scio (1842) .227.

5. Phr. they there, those.
w.Som. 1 They things be dearer'n they there. Dhai-zh yuur

aa-plz bee duub-I zu geo-d-z dhai dhae-ur [These apples are double
as good as those].

6. dem. adj. Those.
Rut. 1 They boys ! War. 2 Call they dogs in, Introd. 15 ; War.3

Shr. 1 They pasen, 50. s.Oxf. Scarin' they rewks, Rosemary
Chilterns (1895) 52. Brks. Thaay stwuns that built, Hughes
Scour. W. Horse (1859) vii ; Brks. 1 Sur. They rooks as you see
on barson's place, Jennings Field Paths (1884) 37 ; Sur. 1 She
doesn't give much milk out of they quarters. Hmp. 'Did you
shake the mats, Tom?' 'They three I did, miss' (W.M.E.F.);
Hmp. 1 Drive-they cows- out of that field. n.Hmp. (E.H.R.) Dor'.
There be.a tidy few o' they flints, Hare Dinah Kellow (igot) 13.
w.Som.1 Dhai yuung peg-z mus bee u-teok't ee-n. Dev. Bagger
they pixies, if they bant at they colts again ! Hewett Peas. Sp.
(1892) Pref. 10. n.Dev. If I didn't reckon to have hidden they
boots safe from me in the stick-rick, Zagk Dunstable Weir (iqoi)
65. nw.Dev. 1 Cor.3 Bring they three.

7. Phr. they there, those.
Ken. Look at they there birds (G.B.). w.Som. Used of thin°-s

absent. ' V-ee zoa-ld dhai dhae'ur buuHks ?
' . . . referring to some

that had been previously spoken of but not now present, Elworthy
Gram. (1877) 31. Dev.3 Gie me they-there biites. nw.Dev. 1

THEY, see Thee, pers. pron., Their, Thou, Thv
THEYE, see Thee, sb.

THEYSELVES, refl. pron. Nrf. Dor. Dev. Amer.
Also in forms theysel Nrf. ; theysell Dor. Dev. Them-
selves.

Nrf. Those gents expect you to keep as clean as theysels,
Emerson Lagoons (ed. 1896) 256. Dor. Passon didn' like for
they to be locked in by theysells, Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 2 S s.Dev. They mid talk an' talk theysells hoarse, Longman's Mag.
Dec. !896) i-54 [Amer. They're pretty peart at the game
theyselves, Cent. Mag. (Apr. 1882) 892.]
THEYSEN, refl. pron. Sur. Themselves.
Afore I d take an' ask they as hanna enou' for theysen. Bickley

Sur. Hills (1890) I. i.

THI, see Thee, pers. pron., Thy.
THIBLE, sb. and v. n.Cy. Nhb. Lakel. Yks. Lan.

Also written thybel Nhb. 1 Wm. ; thyble Lan.; and in
forms thibble N.Cy.2 s.Lan.1

; thibbo s.Lan.1
; thorble,

ii, hhi. ,, vi
. thwibble w.Yks.2 [baibl ; bibl

]

thribble w.Yks.



THICCA [87] THICK

1. sb. A smooth stick or spatula, used for stirring broth,

porridge, &c. See Thavvel, Thivel.

N.Cy. 2 Nhb.1 A round stick, usually of willow, peeled or

barked ; about fifteen inches long and three-quarters of an inch

in diameter ; used to stir porridge. Lakel.2 Wm. They gav

him a wooden sword, I thout it wur liker a girt thible, Wheeler
Dial. (1790) 94; (J.M.) n.Yks. 3 w.Yks. Hlfx. Courier (July 3,

1897); (S.P.U.); w.Yks.1235 Lan> I've a new thyble for yo,

Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) II. 239 ; Lan.1 ,
n.Lan.1

,
ne.Lan. 1

,

eXan. 1 (s.v. Slice), s.Lan.1

Hence (1) lean licking of thibles, phr. poverty, penury,

a state verging on starvation ; (2) Tommy-Thibel, sb. a

name given to the first finger. Also called Lick-pot.

(1) w.Yks. They've hed nowt comin' in this nine weeks so there

'11 be lean lickin' o' thibles theare (S.K.C.). (2) w.Yks.2

2 Obs. A dibble or setting-stick. n.Cy. (K.) ;
Bailey

(1721) ; N.Cy.2 3. v. To stir porridge, &c. with a '
thibel

'

or stirring-rod.
Wm. To brew his aan coffee, to thybel his poddish, Bowness

Studies (1868) 61.

THICCA, THICCY, see Thic(k.

THICCY, int. Wm. Der. Also written thikki Der.

[rji-ki.] An exclamation used to call attention to anything,

' there.' Cf. thaykety.
Wm. See, thiccy—his work, Ollivant Owd Bob (1898) 173.

Der. ' Thikki. you'll catch it
!

' Common, especiallyamongst children,

Addy Gl. (1891).

THIC(K, dem. pron., dem. adj. and ado: Irel. Wor. Hrf.

Pern. Glo. Brks. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor.

Also written thik Hmp.1 Wil. Dor. Som. ; and in forms

dhicka, dhicke, dicka, dicke Wxf. 1

; dik Dor. 1
;
thee

IW Dev.1
; thecca Dev. 1

; theck I.W.1 Cor. ;
thecka,

theckee w.Cy. ; thecky Som. Cor. ; theggy Dev.
;
thek

wCy. Dev.; thekka Cor.12 ; thekky Dev. Cor.1
;
thicca

Dev.1
; thiccy w.Cy. Dev. ; thicka s.Dev. ;

thickee Dev.

Cor.2
; thicker Dev.; thickey Dev. 2

;
thicky w.Som 1

nw Dev.1 Cor.1
; thike Pern. ; thikke Dev. ;

thikky Cor.2
;

thiky Som.; thoc Wil.1 ; thock Glo. ; thuc Glo. Wil.

;

thuccy Dev.; thuck Wor. Glo.1 Hmp.1 Wil.1 Brks.;

thuckee Cor.2 ; thucker nw.Dev. 1
;
thuk Hmp. 1 |3ik

;

<Sek, Sek.] 1. dem. pron. This, that; this one, that one.

Cf thac(k.
Wxf 1 Hrf sPem. (W.M.M.) Glo. Home Subsecivae (1777)

c • Glo i'a Hmp. 1 Thic, Thik, this. Never used for ' that
'
in North

Hants. Thuck, Thuk, that. I.W. (Hall.) ;
I.W. 1 Theck that

;

thick this w.Cy. Grose (1790). Wil. Britton Beauties (1825) ;

Wil.1 Thuck always = that, but is mainly a N. Wilts form its

place in S. Wilts being usually taken by Thick. Thic or Thick

often = this in N.Wilts, but far more frequently = that,—in tact,

the latter may probably now be taken as its normal meaning,

although it would appear to have been otherwise formerly In

Cunnington MS., for instance, it is stated that > The old terms_ the

and thoc almost constantly exclude the expressions This and That

(s v Pronouns). n.Wil. Thuck' s our feyther's, Jefferies Gt Estate

(1880-) ix. Dor. (C.V.G.) ; The demonstrative pronouns for the

personal class [of formed individual things, as, a man, a tree, a tool]

are ' thease ' and ' thik.' . .
' Thik cheese,' Barnes Sng. Sri (1859)

Notes^ib. Gl. (X863) ,t. n.Dor. (S.S.B.) Som. Thic That and

Tother (F.A.A.) ;
West of the Parret thecky, Jennings Dial

or ' dhaat ' are used alone the distinction between the kind of thing

referred to is still carefully maintained. Of a knifeitwouldbesaid ...

' Dhikge-z muyn.' . . But when the noun, whatever be its quality

or number, has been already mentioned, or is to be mentioned in

the same sentence, it is referred to by the neuter or indefinite form

of the demonstrative ' dhaat,' ' dhis,' and not ' dhik ' Elworthy Gram.

Ci8t7) 32 Dev. What dee cal thic a-head ? N. Hogg Poet. Lett

fed i8s8) 1st S. 19; Thuccy were Miss Toney's, O'Neill Idyls

f 1802) %T Dev. 1 A . . . takes up the tea-pot and stram-bang thecca

eo'th out of the winda, 4 ; Dev. 2 n.Dev. Britting o' thick an crazing

thack, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 7. nw.Dev. 1 Used as often as

Thick or Thicky. s.Dev. Fox Kingsbridge (1874). Cor. We must

be Lave and theck, Jimmy Trebileock (1863) 6 5
That's thecky

weth the rings, Daniel Budget, 24 ; Cor. 1
; Cor.2 ' Thickee and

thuckee,' this and that.

2. Phr. (1) thick here, this, this one ; (2) — there, (3)
—

% ^'^"00^ ^neighbour's tub to save thick ere in the

pantry, Penruddocke Content (i860) 17; Wil. 1 In ' thick here'

. . . the use of the adverb defines the meaning more precisely

(s.v. Pronouns). (2) Glo. Th' owld wimin couldn't git arf so

much o' thuc thur in to 'um, Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) vi.

Wil. Slow Gl. (1892) ;
(K.M.G.) ; Wil. 1 The use of the adverb

defines the meaning more precisely (s.v. Pronouns). e.Som.

W. & J. Gl. (1873). Dev. I say thiccy there is the gown that

missus wore, O'Neill Idyls (1892) 87. Cor. 2 (3; w.Som. 1 Mine's

a rare knive, but I widn gie much vor thick there there (s.v. There).

e.Dev. When the Devonshire man directs attention to two objects,

for example, he points to one of them as ' thick there there,' and

to the other as ' thease here here,' PulmanSk§-. Sol. (i860) Notes, 3.

3. dem. adj. This, that. See Thease.
Wxf. 1 ' Dhicka poake.' ' Na dicke wye, nar dicka.' Wor. (K.)

Hrf. The vook may laugh at thick news, Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V.

69. s.Pem. Look ye at thike thing (W.M.M.). Glo. We brought

un thuc gurt blue stone to try wi', Buckman Darke's Sojourn

(1890) 167. Brks. Fot I out o' all thuck caddie, Hughes Scour.

White Horse (1859) vi. w.Cy. Thiccy work be turr'ble dry and on-

promisin', Globe (Feb. 23, 1895V Wil. He can't straddle thuck

puddle, Jefferies Hodge (1880) I. 335 ; Ta zee thick two together,

Slow Rhymes (1870) 6. Dor. A small brass dog, found in a barrow

and now in the County Museum at Dorchester, was nailed up over

the door of a sick man, whose mother believed that ' thic brass

dog 'ud do him a power o' good' (J.B.P.) ; Goo under thik tree, an'

zit on that grass, Barnes Gl. (1863) 21. Som. Tes no good to

come wi' thik tale, Raymond Love and Quiet Life (1894) 47.

w.Som. All articles or things of specific shape or purpose which

can be individualized by prefixing a or an, as a cloth, a tree, .

.

may be classed as definite nouns having their own demonstratives

. . . dhee-iiz, . . dhik, or dhikee, Elworthy Gram. (1877) 29;
1 Dhik ' or ' dhik-Se ' corresponds almost precisely to Latin iste. . .

' Lat dhu kaa-fmdur puut dhik stae-ul een-tu dhikee dhae-ur maup

[Let the carpenter put that handle into that (yonder) mop], tb.

31 • w Som 1 Dev. Why, thek blamed sheep o' mine waunt

stop nowhere, Flk-Lore Jrn. (1883) 1.334! They've a-zot upon

thicker poar blid that was a-drownded, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892)

19 ; Dev. 1 Cor. Now thecky night I cudden blink my eyes,

Daniel Portfolio in Pengelly Verbal Pron. (1875) 153 ;
Cor. 2

4. These, those.
Wor. Thuck things (K.). Dev. N. V Q. (1859) 5th S. xi. 6.

5. Phr. (1) thick here, this
; (2) — there, (a) that; {b) those.

(1) Wil Why John be so certain about thick e'er thing, Ellis

Pronunc. (1889) V. 44. Dor. Do 'ee think as I be a-comed to

thik here shameful work o' my own choosing, lass ? Hare Lhnah

Kellow (1901) 11. e.Dev. The lordship, against who thic here

caucus is founded, Jane Lordship (1897) 53. (2, a) rw. 1 Come

tell me, I proy, About theck there rooap, 54. w.Cy. Who lives in

thic thur house now, down agen th* old tree stump? Cornh. Mag.

(Dec 1895) 601. Dor. He wer twice too wide Vor thik there

door, Barnes Poems (1869-70) 138. w.Dor. Rat thick there

cheeldi Roberts Hist. Lyme Regis (1834). Som. (W.r.K.);

Spooase yo wanted thic ther sammon vor ta grow, Agrikler

Rhymes (1872) 101. w.Som. ' Dhik dhae-ur' or ' dhikee dhae-ur

[corresponds] to Latin ille. 'Lat dhu kaa fmdur puut dhik

stae-ul een-tu dhik-ee dhae-ur maup,' Elworthy Gram (1877) 31.

Dev. Thickee there bwoy's 'nuff til drave me mazed
!

Hewett

Peas. Sp. (1892) ; Wat mort'l changes Hath occur d in thic thare

time, N. Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1866) 3. W Dev. N. & Q. (1879)

5th S. xi. 6, 116.

6
n.De^'He°hurried along thic fast I thought he must be wonder-

ful set on zeeing the maid, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 237.

Hence (1) thikketheor aways, phr., (2) Thuck-wise, adv.

th

(§ Dev. When young gentlemen do overlook young ladies

tain't thikketheor aways, I knoo, Kingsley Westward Ho (1855)

5
°[3.Vin\

9
nilkedIy that 'they were children lyte, Chaucer

C. f. a. 1193- OE. fylc, such.]
.

THICK, adj., adv., sb. and v. Var. dial, uses wl Sc .Irel.

Eng. and Amer. Also in forms theck n.Dev.
;
thik Chs.

;

Hcfk Sh I rpik.l 1- adj. and adv. In comb. (1) Thick-

bU th bullfinch Pyrrhuli Europaea (2) - dicks, thick

Dorridge (3) - end, the greater part, the majority or most

f°ll t,\ hois Dorridge made of water and oatmeal; (5)
P
knee te greaf plove? Oedicnemus scolopax, (6) -lifted

Srt-winded, wheezy breathing with difficulty ; (7)

listed??*) ^e (6); [b dull, stupid; (8) -milk, hot milk
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thickened with flour, and then sweetened
; (9) -neck, a

false growth in corn ; the growing of several stalks
together; (10) -pelted, thick-skinned; (11) -podditch or
•porridge, oatmeal porridge

; (12) -set, thick cloth
;
pi.

a suit of clothes made of strong thick cloth
; (13) -set

wheat, see below
; (14) -spinning, fig. bad conduct

; (15)
-thumbed, sluttish, untidy; clumsy; (16) -tollols, a jocu-
lar name for oatmeal porridge

; (17) -wet, of clothes :

saturated with water; (18) -winded, bad at breathing,
husky.

(1) Lan. Swainson Birds (1885) 67. (2
N n.Lan. 1

(3) e.Yks. 1

The thick end of a job of work, MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. We've
waited for the'y cumin heame T'thick end ov hofe an hooer,
Blackah Poems (1867) 241. Stf., Der. Most part (J.K.). n.Lin. 1

I've gotten th' thick end o' th' job finished wi'. Thick end o' last

week we got noht dun, i' a waay n' speakin'. sw.Lin. 1 It's the
thick-end of a mile. They've gotten the thick-end of their
harvest. (4) n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks. 1

(5) Oxf. Aplin Birds
(1889) 142. Sur. That small representative of the noble bustard
. . . the thicknee or great plover, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills
(1891) 68. s.Sus. The stone-curlew, or thick-knee, sometimes
called Norfolk plover, Longman's Mag. (Aug. 1902) 356. (6)
w.Som. 1 Poor old fuller, he's a-come terr'ble thick lifted, sure
'nough. n.Dev. In a tingling vrost than tha art theck-lifted,
Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 126. (7, a) w.Cy. Grose (1790). Dev. 1

(A) Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 255. (8) Don. Norah . . . put
down also the tail of a herring and a bowl of thick milk, Harper's
Mag. (Oct. 1900) 795. Oxf. 1 MS. add. Brks. 1 Milk boiled and
thickened with flour and sweetened with sugar or treacle.
ne.Ken. (H.M.), Sus. 1

(9) Lan. 1 (10) nw.Dev. 1 Thuze sheep be
thick-pilted toads; there's no proof in 'em [they will not fatten
easily]. (11) ne Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, nw.Der. 1 (12) Sc. Our landlord

wore ... a pair of bran new velveteens, instead of his ancient
thicksets, Scott Bride ofLam. (1819) i. Ayr. His breeches, of
olive thickset, were carefully preserved from stains, Galt Sir A.
Wylie (1822) i. (13) Bdf. Velvet-cased wheat, which is called in
this county white-chapped led wheat, and thick-set wheat,
Batchelor Agric. (1813) 362. (14) n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks. 1

What I guess thou's turn'd off for thick spinnin. (15) Ken. 12

(16) s.Lan. 1 Chs. A gret big fat butcher, now wi' thiktollols fed,
Chs. N. cV Q. (Nov. 1881) I. 183. (17) n.Lin.1 (18) ne.Lan. 1

2. Phr. (1) the thicker skin holds the longer out, see below
;

(2) thick and threefold, strongly; (3) — in the clear, see
below

; (4) — of speech, indistinct
; (5) to bite a bit quicker

and run a bit thicker, see below.
(1) Cum.' In law contests a common saying is, ' T'thicker skin

hod t'langer oot '—implying that the heaviest purse will win the
suit

;
Cum.4 (2) w.Yks. 2 Shoo gav it me thick-and-threefold.

(3) Nhp.1 An expression commonly used when any one who is
hoarse and husky from a cold is attempting to clear his voice.
'Why, you are thick in the clear.' (4) w.Som. 1

(5) n.Lin. 1

' Thaay'll bite a bit quicker an' run a bit thicker,' said of well-bred
sheep in contrast with those of base pedigree, and meaning that
the well-born ones will eat a little more, and that the same land
will be able to sustain a greater number.
3. Short, squat, thick-set.
Sc. (G.W.) Fif. Thick Jamie Bud, lang Sandy Kay, Tennant

Papistry (1827) 69.

4. Of the weather: cloudy, misty, foggy.
Sc. (A.W.) Sh.I. Hit wis i' da hommin, an' da lift wis tick, Sh.

News (Aug. S i, igoi). w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lin.iAthick day is a foggy
day. w.Som. 1 Thick wet, a dense mist. ' 'Twas a proper thick wet,
youcould-n zee not a gunshot.' Dev.Ineverzeed it so thickafore or
zince, Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 290.

Hence (1) Thickness, sb. fog, mist
; (2) Thick-set, adj.

cloudy or set in for rain.

(1) Sh.I. We didna ken him i' da tikness, Sh. News (Sept n
1898). (2) n.Yks.2

k V 7 '

5. Stupid, dull, slow of comprehension. Also used advb.
and in phr. thick in the head.

Cai. I was aye thick in the heid, M'Lennan Peas. Life (187 1) I.
108. Frf. I'm thicker i' the heid than I gie mysel' creydit for
Mackenzie N. Pine (1897) 145. Cum. (M.P.) w.Yks. Talking
thick is to talk without reason, Hamilton Nugae Lit. (1841) 356.
ne.Lan.1 s.Not. He's very thick of hearing and very thick of
understanding too (J.P.K.). Oxf. (G.O.), Brks. 1

, Hmp. 1

6. Partially deaf, esp. in phr. thick ofhearing.
Cum.14 n.Yks.12

, e.Yks. 1 m.Yks. 1 A more usual though less
gamly expression is 'thick i' t'lug.' w.Yks.2

, s.Not. (J.P K
)

Lin. 1
, Lei. 1

, War. 3
, s.Wor. (H.K.) Sus. 1 Speak a little louder,

sir, I'm rather thick of hearing. w.Som. 1 Cor. Doubtless I may
be thick o' hearin, ' Q.' Three Ships (ed. 1892) 97.

7. Numerous, plentiful; frequent, in quick succession.
Also used advb.

Gall. As bairns turned thick and thicker, A' her beauties
changed their hue, Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 116, ed. 1897;
Thick, sma' rain—description of much Gall, weather (J.M.).
N.I. 1 n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Lan. 1

Hoo's had childer very thick-on. They're very thick uppo' th' sod.

nw.Der.1 s.Wor. Mine is a good summer-house, the doors be so
thick, Porson Quaint Wds. (1875) 3 1 - se.Wor. 1 Thick on the
ground = crowded. Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Dor.1 The
leazers thick da stoop to pick the ears, 158. Cor. 3

Hence phr. (1) thick and threefold, (2) thicker and faster,
in great numbers or quantity ; thickly, with little inter-
mission.

(1) Sc. Ills come thick and three-fauld on him (Jam.). Lnk.
Thick-an'-threefauld in the trance Bright forms strain'd to be near
The glowing hearth, Miller Willie Winkie (ed. 1902) 41. n.Yks.2

Flocking in thick and threefold. Lan.1 They'd nobbut been
married abeawt three months when trouble begun o' comin' on
'em thick-an'-threefold. e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1 He's a bonny lot

o' childer i' this short time ; they'n com'n thick an' three-fowd.
s.Chs. 1 The bills come droppin' in thick an' three-fowld. (2)
s.Chs. 1

8. Thorough, complete, downright.
w.Yks. I've niver known him tell so thick a lee afore, Sutcliffe

Shameless Wayne (1900) 245.
9. Friendly, intimate, on very familiar or intimate terms.
In gen. colloq. use.

Sc. (A.W.) Sh.I. Dey wir very tic, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.)
72. Frf. Sae thick an' pack wi' yon sour-mou"d whaup, Lowson
Guidfollozv (1890) 34. Ayr. They were fain o' ither, An' unco pack
an' thick thegither, Burns Tua Dogs (1786) 1. 37-8. Lth. He's
fast an' thick wi' Hootsman, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 293. Ir.
Himself and Alec Hardwick always being so thick, Bodkin
Shillelagh (1902) 102. N.I. 1 Nhb. Him an' Charlie wes the
thickest o' marrers tegither, Pease Mark 0' Deil (1894) 19. Cum.4
Win. They wer sea thick, her an t'lile jack ass, Spec. Dial. (1885)
pt. hi. 39. n.Yks.124

, m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.1 * Lan. Thee and me has

alhs been thick, Ackworth Clog Shop Chron. (1896) 227; Lan. 1
,

e.Lan. 1
,
sLan. 1

,
Chs. 13

, Der.2 , nw.Der. 1
, Not. 1

, n.Lin.', se.Lin.
(J.TB.), sw.Lin. 1

, Lei.1
, War.23

, w.Wor.1 Hrf. Bound Provinc.
(1876). Oxf. 1 MS. add., Brks.1 Bdf. Batchelor Anal. Eng.
Lang. (1809) 146. e.An.12 Nrf. Emerson Son of Fens (1892)
190. Hmp.1 Dor. Him and me's very thick, Francis Pastorals
(1901) 200. w.Som. 1 e.Dev. That mighty kewer, but rich
gentleman, Mr. Bolde, was thick in with young Mohun, Jane Ever
Mohun (1901) 230. [Amer. There's others that I should rather
have Ellen thick with, Harper's Mag. (June 1901) 73.]
Hence Thickness, sb. familiarity, intimacy, friendliness.
Lnk. Willie and his father-in-law to be were now, in a manner,

scunnersome wi' their thickness, Roy Generalship (ed. 1895) 171.
10. Phr. (1) as thick as bees, (2) — as blackberries, (3) — as

crowdy, (4) — as Darby and Joan, (5) - as Dick and Leddy,
(6) —as Harry and Mary, (7) —as herrings in a barrel,

W T

f

S
,

W(IWS or -Makers, (9) — as /hack, (10) — as
thick,{n) —as thieves, (12) —as three in a bed, (13) —as
two dogs heads, (14) — as two in a bed, very friendly and
intimate

;
on exceedingly good terms

; (15) to make thick
with, to ingratiate oneself with.

(1) Brks. You an' she were as thick as bees, Hayden Thatched
Cottage (1902) 142. (2) Ir. I thought you an' he were as thick as
blackberries before you went away, M'Nulty Misther aRyan
(1094) 111. (3; Ags In the company o' twa derf looldn' English
cliields as thick wi them as crowdy, Reid Howetoon, 95. (4) LanHoo an its as thick as Darby an' Jooan, Bowker Tales:( 1882)
172. (5) w.Yks. As thick as Dick an' Leddy (J.R.). (6) w Cor.fhey used not to speak

; but now they are ' as thick as Harry and

Lan. They'n be as thick as inkle-wayvers,
Brierley Markets (1866) vii. s.Lan. 1

4, Chs.3 , Der. 2 , nw.Der. 1

nnthi'f
°or - B*RN

,

ES Gf(i863 ). Dev. Adam, you and Miss Dellerought to be as thick as mkle-makers 1 Stooke AW Exactly, vii. (9)

7;Z

*

s-F™-ln BnghouseNews (Aug. 10,1889); w.Yks. 1
, n.Lin i

(10) w.Yks (J.W.) I.Ma. All the lot as thick as thick, Brown
Doctor (1887) 13. Midi. Carter were as thick wi' Rollins as thick
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could be, Bartram PeopleofClopton( 1897) 62. (n)Sc. (A.W.) Gall.

Crockett Stickit Min. (1893") 28. Ir. Your sweetheart an'hersweet-

heart, thick as two thieves, Barlow Bogland (1892) 123, ed. 1893.

Dur. Thick as thieves were the two of them, Guthrie Kitty Fagan

(1900)156. s.Lan.^Not.tJ.H.B.^War. 2
, e.An.2 Dev. She an' Bill

got so thick as thieves afore the picter was out o' hand, Black and
TVhite (J unezT, 1896)824. (i2)Vls.{M.B.-S.),n.Un. 1 ,0xf.'i MS.add.

(13) Nhb. It wasna you nor her jauntin' off to Brantham as thick

as two dogs' heads, Graham Red Scaur (1896) 262. (14) Der. 2

(is) Cld. (Jam.)

11. In love ; criminally familiar or intimate, esp. in phr.

over or too thick.

Sc. She had fa'en a wee ower thick wi' a cousin o' her ain,

Scott Antiquary (18 16) xxiv
; (Jam.) Frf. As the weeks flew by,

Jamie and Miss Smith grew thicker, Willock Rosetty Ends (1886)

60, ed. 1889. Edb. She's ower thick wi' the Auld Ane, Beatty

Secretary 1897) 249. Lakel. 2 Wm. 'Liggint'agiddur will mak swines
thick,' common saying (B.K.). n.Yks. T'talk that cam oop aboot

mah bein thick wi' her, wur set aflooat by sum gooid-for-nowts,

FETHERSTONSmKggws.Fara.41. w.Yks.1 n.Lin. 1 Persons are said

to be 'oher thick wi' one anuther' who carry on an intrigue.

12. sb. Phr. (1) the thick of the thrang, the midst of the

bustle or crowd ; the busiest part or time
; (2) — on it, the

major or principal part
; (3) to have neither thick nor thin

in the house, to have neither meat nor drink.

(1) Cum.14 , n.Yks.2 , -w.Yks. (J.W.) (2) Cum. 1 She browt a heap

o' kelter an' t'thick on't o' hard gold ; Cum.4 (3) w.Yks.1

13. Obs. A crowd ; a mass of people.
Edb. My uncle . . . keeping well among the thick, to be as little

kenspeckle as possible, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) ii.

14. pi. Groves and woods with thick, close underwood
;

thickets. Suf. (Hall.), Suf.1 15. pi. A rag-trade term :

a linsey in which the weft is made of cotton and wool, but

in which the cotton preponderates. w.Yks. (M.F.)

16. v. To thicken.
m.Yks.1 He begins to thick i' t'lug a bit [to grow deaf]. w.Yks.2

T'day's thicking [getting cloudy].

Hence Thicked-milk, sb. milk thickened with flour and

boiled. Dor.1

THICK, THICKA, see Theak, v.\ Thic(k.

THICKEDNESS, sb. Glo. [bi'kidnss.] Thickness.

(W.H.C.), Glo.1

THICKEE, see Thicfk.
.

THICKENING-STUFF, sb. s.Lan.1 Victuals ofany kind.

THICKENS, sb. pi. Yks. Also written thickans.

[bi-kanz.] Oatmeal porridge ; lit. ' thick ones.'

w.Yks. Thickans sweetand we trakle to their breikfast, Tom

Treddlehoyle Matty Muffindoaf (1843) 3°; Let thi thickens keel,

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 3, 1891) ;
w.Yks.s

THICKER, see Thic(k.

THICKET, sb. Dev. [Not known to our correspon-

n.Dev. Yen thick auther thicket, Rock fim ari Nell (1867) st. 9.

THICKETY.THICKEY, THICKSELL, see Thaykety,

Thic(k, Thixle.
.

THICKUMY, dent. pron. Som. Also in form tnick-

emny. [tSi'ksmi.] That ; also in comp. Thickumy-there.

(W.F.R.) ; W. & J. Gl. (1873) ;
(Hall.)

THICKUN, dem. pron. Hrf. Glo. Wil. Som. Also

written thicken Wil. ; thick'un, thicun Glo. ; and in forms

thuck'un, thucun Glo. [cSi'kan.] This one, that one.

Hrf. 1 2 Glo. Thick 'un hut thuck 'un and not thuck 'un hut thick

'un, Lysons Vulgar Tongue (1868) 46 ; Thicun = this one, Thucun

= that one (H.S.H.); Glo.1 Wil. Penruddocke Content (i860)

Introd. 3. Som. (W.F.R.)

THICKY DUDDLE, sb. Dor. Flour and water. Barnes

Gl. (1863) (s.v. Duddles).

THICUN, see Thickun.
THIEF, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng. Also

written theef Dmb. ; and in forms thieve- Dmb.
;
tief

Or.I. [bif.] 1. In comb. (1) Thief-animal, a term of

opprobrium for a thievish person
; (2) -club, an associa-

tion for the prosecution of thieves
; (3) -handsel, see

below
; (4) -like, (a) having the appearance ofa blackguard

;

(b) plain ugly ; hardlooking ; also used in compar.
;
see

below ; (c) applied to dress: unbecoming, not handsome
;

(5) -loon, (6) -never, a thief, thievish rascal
; (7) -thrum'd,
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made of stolen 'thrums'
; (8) Thieves' -hole, obs., a gaol,

prison; esp.aparticularlybaddungeonreservedforthieves.
(1) Frf. I was michtilies beguiled i' the buyin' o't by that thief-

animal, Ratty Mairtin, Mackenzie N. Pine (1897) 276. (2) Wm.
The members of the thief club, as they are commonly called, should

all pay in proportion to the property they wish to protect, Lons-

dale Mag. II. 177. (3) n.Yks. 2 ' That new house has had thief-

handsel,' something stolen from it in the first instance; a bad

omen for the future luck of the house. (4, a) Sc. If ye binna

thief, binna thief-like, Prov. (Jam.) (b) ib. The thiefer-like the

better soldier. Ye're like the swine, the aulder ye grow, ye're

ay the thiefer-like. (c) ib. That's a thief-like mutch ye've on.

(5) Dmf. My stomach fair rebounds at the thought of thae thief-

loons gawping up Buccleuch's mutton, Hamilton Mawkin (1898)

213. (6) Dmf. We tynt the hogs, but we got the thief rievers fast

enough, ib. 273. (7) Dmb. Thieve-thrum'd waft can mak' but

rotten harn, Salmon Gowodcan (1868) 100. (8) Sc. Put the poor

man in arms, and lay him in the dungeon called the Theeves'

Hole, Kirkton Ch. Hist. (1817) 209. Slg. He . . . allowed them

to try him with their thieves hole or axe, Bruce Sermons (1631)

129, ed. 1843. Gall. Instantly thrust into the thieveshole, as

the greatest malefactors, Gallovidian (1901) III. 57.

2. Phr. (1) asfast as a thief in a mill, prov., quite safe,

with no means of escape ; see below ; (2) a thiefs bargain,

a very cheap bargain, such a bargain as a thief makes

with a receiver of stolen goods ; (3) he's such an old thief,

he'd rob Jesus Christ of his shoe-strings, said of a notorious

thief; (4) the black thief, (5) the old thief, (6) the thief of the

world, the devil
; (7) the thief and reaver bell, see below ;

(8) thieftakeyou, an imprecation or oath : the devil take you.

(1) e.Yks. The mill referred to would be one of the old wooden

windmills, built on posts, with only one way of ingress and

egress, and which could easily be surrounded, thus giving no

chance of escape to the thief therein, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889)

18. ne.Lan. 1
,
nw.Der. 1 (2) e.Sc. Ou, ay, ye may weel glower,

it's a thief's bargain an' nae mistake, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net

(1900) 249. (3) War.2 (4) Or.I. The devil [is called] da Auld

Chield,da Sorrow, da ill-healt, or da black tief, Fergusson Rambles^

(1884) '166. (5) Lnk. The pair [Adam and Eve] gat a fa'— Foul fa

the Auld Thief for that sinning o't ! Rodger Poems (1838) 101, ed.

1897. (6) Ker. May the thief o' the wurld turn it all into whishky

an' be choked wid it ! Bartram Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 84. (7)

N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 At the time of sounding the curfew on the evening

of the day on which each fair was proclaimed, the great bell of

St. Nicholas was rung, and called by the common people the 'thief

and reaver bell.' It was meant as announcing that the fair had

begun, all people might freely enter the town and resort to it, no

process being issued from the mayor's or sheriff's courts without

affidavits being made that the party could not at other times be

taken, Richardson Newc. Municip. Accts. 90. (8) Lnk. Ye maun

gar Kate tak me, or thief tak you a' thegither, Graham Writings

(1883) II. 56.
, . , . ,.

3. A term ofcontemptorvituperation used with no implica-

tion of dishonesty; a rascal, scamp. Also applied to things.

Sc. She's an ill-faur'd thief (Jam.). Fif. Mak the thief wallop

out o' sicht, Tennant Papistry (1827) 128. Dmb. The steem-bott

was a dour theef, and snoor't awa and snoor't awa tho the water

was jaupin up to the lum-tap, Cross Disruption (1844") xxix.

4. An imperfection in the wick of a candle which causes

it to gutter and waste. In gen. colloq. use.

nYks (I.W.) e.Yks. Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 4.

s.Lan. 1
, Chs. 1

, s.Chs.
1

, nw.Der.1
, War." se.Wor.1 Shr.

the thief i' the candle, 'ow it's wasting it. Oxf. 1 MS. add.

Suf.1 , w.Som. 1
, Wil. (G.E.D.)

5. A bramble, hawthorn, Rubusfruhcosus.
e Yks. 1 A prick of the hawthorn, briar, &c, only so called when

catching at a passing object or puncturing the flesh, MS. add.

(T.H.) Lei.1 , War.3

THIEFY, adj. Sh.I. In form tiefy. [tffi.] Thievish,

thieving. Also used fig. stealthy, furtive.

Hit's no da first 'at Jonathin Hughson haes gotten his t.efie

haunds ower, Clark N. Gleams (1898) 95 ; Tamy, wi a kind o

tiefy luik at Sibbie, Sh. News (Aug. 21, 1897;.

THIEVAL, see Thivel.

THIEVELESS, adj. Sc. Irel. Also written theeveless

Avr • and in forms thaveless Ir. ; thiveless w.Sc.

rpi-vl'as 1 1. Listless, spiritless, wanting in energy or

force ; aimless, ineffectual, bootless. Cf. thowless

Sc 'A thieveless excuse,' one -that is not satisfactory (Jam., S.V-

N

Yks.2
,

1 Look at

Brks. 1
,



THIEVELY [90] THIMBLE

Thewles). Per. He had a broken-down look and appeared listless,

or, as he himself expressed it, ' rale thieveless,' Fergusson Fill.

Poet (1897) 80. w. Sc. She answered in a gay thieveless-like way,
Carrick Laird of Logan U 835) 289- Avr - At ilka thing I'm

thieveless, And frae seching canna keep, White Jottings (1879)
261. Lnk. Ye thieveless, thowless pack o' ghaistlin's, Murdoch
Doric Lyre (1873) 23. e.Lth. Archie Howden's but a thieveless,

daidlin cratur, Hunter J. Inwick (1895) 45. n.Ir. 'A thaveless

body.' ' A thaveless bit of work.' ' I was thaveless at her,' I

regarded her as acting or talking foolishly, senselessly (M.B.-S.).

Hence Thievelessly, adv. feebly, weakly, aimlessly,

without force or energy.
Ayr. Peter . . . gaed doitin' awa up the road, theevelessly, by

himsel', Service Notandums (1890) n.
2. Cold, bleak. Also usedjig. shy, reserved ; cold, frigid

in manner, forbidding.
w.Sc. 'To look thieveless to one,' to give one a cold reception

(Jam., s.v. Thewles). Rnf. ' It's a thieveless morning,' a phr.

used by old people. ' Thieveless' is applied to weather in a sort of

intermediate or uncertain state. Thus 'a thieveless day ' is one
neither properly good or bad {ib.) ; Used to denote frigidity or

insipidity of manner (ib,). Ayr. Wi' thieveless sneer to see his

modish mien, Burns Brigs ofAyr (1787) 1. 89.

THIEVELY, a#. e.Yks. 1 [pivli.] Thievish, dishonest.

THIF, v. Obs. Wxf. 1 To blow with wind or rain.

THIG, v. Sc. n.Cy. Also in forms theg Abd. ; tig(g

S. & Ork. 1 [pig.] 1. To beg, borrow; esp. to solicit

gifts or alms on certain occasions, such as on setting up
housekeeping, &c.

Sc. Maun gang thigging and sorning about on their acquaintance,

Scott Rob Roy (,1817) xxvi ; At a young Highlander's first setting

up for himself ... he goes about among his near relations and
friends ; and from orie he begs a cow, from another a sheep, . .

till he has procured for himself a tolerable stock. This they call

thigging, Hislop Anecdote (,1874) 99. S. & Ork. 1 n.Sc. One or

more days were given to the thigging of wool from her friends

and neighbours, Gregor Olden Time, 109. Abd. The bridegroom
gaed a theggan' among the friends, an' got presents o' corn an'

ither gear in token o' their well wishes, Michie Deeside Tales

(1872) 132. Ayr. He gaed to the gaits' [goats'] hoose to thig '00'

[wool], Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 262. e.Lth. Ye'll see

them waste their siller on drink or dress, an' syne thig a' they can

get aff the pairish, Hunter/. Inwick (1895I 145. Gall. He tried

to thig it awa' frae his faither, Crockett Bog-Myrtle (1895) 378.
n.Cy. ^Hall.)

Hence (1) Thig, sb. begging, borrowing; (2) Thigger,
sb. a beggar, mendicant

; (3) Thigging, sb. the quantity of
grain collected by begging

; (4) Thigster, sb., see (2*.

(1) Arg. Studying through his horn specs the tale of thig and
theft which the town-officer had made up a report on, Munro
J. Splendid (1898) 315. ^a) Sh.I. Tiggers soodna be tarrowers,

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 2I2
J

S. & Ork. 1 Edb. Scotch penal
enactments against sturdy beggars, thiggers, sorners, and such
like, Lorimer West Kirke (1885) 34. (31 Kcd. I 11 get a thigging

frae auld John Watt, Kinloch Ballad Bk. (1827) 69, ed. 1868.

Per. (Jam.) (4) Sc. (Jam.)

2. Phr. to tig nine mothers' meat, see below.
Sh.I. The mother is further instructed to ' tig the nine mothers'

meat ' for the bairn's restoration, i.e. nine mothers whose first-

born were sons are each solicited for an offering of three articles

of food, to be used during the convalescence of the patient who
has been thus snatched from the power of the trows, Spence Flk-

Lore (1899) 147.

3. To entice ; to entreat ; to tease. S. & Ork. 1

[1. And now me bus, as a beggar, my bred for to bigge
At doris vpon dayes, bat dayres me full sore, Dest. Troy
(c. 1400) 13549. OE.j>icgan, to take, receive, accept ; Dan.

t'SSe i
to Deg (Larsen).]

THIGHT, THIK(E, see Theat, adj., Thic(k.
THIKKE, THIKKI, THIKY, see Thic(k, Thiccy,

Thic(k.
THILK, dem. pron. Glo. [Silk.] That, the same. See

Thic)k.
Gibbs Cotswold Village (1898) 84. ne.Glo. ' Ou haven't come in.'.

.

' I suppose I cowd ha' told thee thilk,' Household Wds. (1885) 141.

THILL, sb. 1 Sc. and in gen. dial, use in Eng. and
Amer. [pil.] 1. The shaft of a cart or wagon. Gen. in

pi. Also used jig. See Fill, sb.
1

, Tills, sb. pi.
1

Gall. Now you yourself are in the thills, Crockett Grey Man

(1896) 316. n.Yks.14 , ne.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1 (s.v. Shill), Lan.1

, Lei. 1
,

Nhp 2 Suf. (C.G.B.),Suf.i,Siis.1 Hmp. Holloway ;
Moses Snow

was sitting on the thill, dangling his legs, Gray Ribstone Pippins

(1898) 27. Wil.' [Amer. I'm like a bronco in a buggy. I want

to bust athill every time I feel the rein, Cent. Mag. (Jan. 1901 \ 452.]

Hence Thilling, prp. working in the shafts. Lan.1

2. Comp. (1) Thill-bells, the chain part of the shaft-

horse's harness, which, fixed on the wooden fore-part of

the collar, hooks on the tugs of the shafts
; (2) -hanks or

Thillanks, (a) the leather thongs fastened into the 'hames'

of the shaft-horse
;

{b) obs., the twist or rope that came

over the saddle of the shaft-horse
; (3) -harness, harness

for the shaft-horse
; (4) -horse, the shaft-horse

; (5) -tugs,

sec (1)*

(1) Suf.1 (2, a) Dur. (K.), Lei. 1
, Nhp.1 (s.v. Filanks). (4) Dur.

(K.) (3) n.Lin. 1
, Oxf.1 MS. add. Brks. A thill harness will be

run for by cart-horses, Hughes Scour. White Horse (1859) v.

Sur.i, Hmp. (H.R.), Dor. 1 e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). (4)

n.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Lin. 1
, Lei.

1
, w.Wor. 1

, Glo. 1 Bdf. Batchelor

Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 126. Suf. iCT.), Suf. 1 Ess. Morton
Cyclo. Agric. (1863) (s.v. Horse). Sus. 1

, Ken.1 Hmp. (H.R.)

;

Holloway. Wil. 1 [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 334.] (5) Brks.

Varmer Mifflin's mare run for and won a new cart -saddle and

thill-tugs, Hughes Scour. White Horse (1859) v. I.W.1

[Thylle, of a cart, temo {Prompt.).]

THILL, sb.
2 n.Cy. Nhb. Dur. Yks. [pil.] 1. The floor

of a coal-seam.
N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 On this, flat deals of beech wood were formerly

laid to form the ' ways ' for the sleds or trams. A ' holey thill

'

was one of these tramways when worn into holes by the passage

of the trams. Nhb., Dur. Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl.( 1849). w.Yks.

(J.H.B.), w.Yks.2

2. A thin bed or stratum of fire-clay.

Nhb.1 The underlayer of a coal seam freq. consists of a thin bed

of fireclay ; hence thin strata of that material are called ' thill,'

irrespective of their position with regard to a seam of coal. ' The
thills or underclays of coals,' Lebour Geol. (ed. 1886) 12. Nhb.,

Dur. Grey thill with water, Borings (1881) II. 4.

Hence Thilly, adj. partaking of the nature of indurated
clay. Nhb.1

[1. pille, a structure of planks ; flooring (Sweet).]

THILLER, sb. In gen. dial, use in midl. and s.Eng.
Also written thillur I.W.1 [prla(r.] 1. The shaft-horse

or wheeler in a team. Also called Thill-horse (q.v., s v.

Thill, sb.
1
). See Tiller, sb.2

Lan.1
, Lei.1 , Nhp. 12 (s.v. Filler), Wa-. (J.R.W.), War.3 Wor.

Deceased was by the thiller's head, Evesham Jrn. (Sept. 18,

1897). w.Wor. 1
, s.Wor. 1

, se.Wor. 1

, Shr.1 , Hrf.2 , Glo. (A.B.),

Glo. 12
, Oxf.', Brks. 1

, e.An. 1 Nrf., Suf. Morton Cyclo. Agric.

(1863); Suf.1 Ess. Trans. Arch. Soc. (1863MI. 187. Sus. 1 Hmp.
Holloway. I.W. 1

, Wil. 1
, Dor.1 e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

[Hole bridle and saddle, whit lether and nail, With collers and
harneis, for thiller and all, Tusser Husb. (1580) 36.]

2. Comb. (1) Thiller's gear(s, harness for the shaft-horse
;

(2) -horse, the shaft-horse or wheeler in a team, &c. ; (3)
-tackle, see (1).

(1) s.Wor. (H.K.) Shr.1 Suit of thiller's gear, Auct. Catal.

tStoddesden) (1870). Glo. N. & Q. (1882) 6th S. vi. 186. Suf.
Rainbird Agric. (1819) 292, ed. 1849. (2) War.4 , Hmp.1

(3)
War. (J.R.W.)

THILSE, adv. Obs. Bch. (Jam.) Else, otherwise,
'the else.'

THIMAL, see Thimble.
THIMBER, adj. Obs. Sc. Gross, heavy, cumbrous.
Thick and thimber was his thie, AvrouNBallads (ed. 1861) II. 332.
THIMBLE, sb. and v. Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also in forms thimal w.Yks.; thimell Der.;
thimmel Lth. Nhb. Dur. 1 n.Lan.1

; thimmle e.Yks. 1
;

thimmy Der.; thumble Sc. (Jam.) [pim(b)l.] 1. sb.

In comb. (1) Thimble-ha', a tailor's workshop
; (2) -pie, a

rap on the head with a thimbled finger; in gen. colloq.
use ; also called Dame's thimble

; (3) -pie making, see
(2) ; (4) -work, needlework, tailoring.

(1) Abd. He . . . ca's their lear but clippings a' ; And bids them
gang to Thimble-ha', Keith Farmer's Ha' (1774) st. 14. (2) Dur. 1

,

e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Missis pullin me ears, broddin me wit knittin

needle, an giein me sa mich thimal-pie, Tom Treddlehoyle
Bairnsla Ann. (1847) 6; w.Yks. 1

, n.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1 Der. Years



THIMMERLY [9i] THING
ago there was one variety which little boys and girls knew as
' dame's thimell.' It was in constant use in the making of ' thimell-
pie' or ' thimmy-pie,' the dame of the little schools then common
in all villages using her thimble—a great iron one—upon the
children's heads when punishment was necessary, A'. &Q. (1890)
7th S. ix. 95. nw.Der. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, War.3

, Oxf. 1 MS. add., Brks. 1

nw.Dev.1 I'll gie 'ee thimble-pie dreckly, if thee dis'n behave the-
zel'. (3) Der. The dame of the little schools then common in all

villages using her thimble—a great iron one—upon the children's
heads when punishment was necessary. This was called ' thimell-
pie making,' and the operation was much dreaded, N. & Q. (1890)
7th S. ix. 95. (4) Nhb. 1 could na settle tae stitchin' an' thimmel-
wark like an' auld-wife, Jones Nhb. (1871) 19.

2. The foxglove, Digitalis purpurea. Wtf. (B. & H.),
Cum.14 3. The sea-campion, Silene maritima. e.An.
(B. & H.) 4. pi. The harebell, Campanula rotundifolia.

Sc. (Jam.) n.Sc. (ib., s.v. Witch-bells
1

!. Lth. Foxgloves, blue-
bells, thimmels, an' spinks, Lumsden Sheep-head (1802) 14s. Glo. 1

,

Wil. 1

5. The iron socket in which any pivot turns ; the ring of
a gate-hook on which the gate turns.

Chs. 1 Midi. Wright. Stf.' Lei.1 The ring which receives the
hook in the hinge of a gate, having two clamps or wings which
clip or go round the wood. Without these last, and when the
ring is only at the end of a spike which runs into the wood of the
gate, it is called a ' band,' ' hooks ' and ' bands,' but ' gate-hooks '

and 'thimbles.' War.3

6. The socket into which a bolt shoots. Chs.1
7. v.

To insert a stone between the axle-tree and the inside of
a wheel. Dur. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870).
THIMMERLY, THIMMY, see Tymerly, Thimble.
THIN, adj., sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also in form tin Sh.I. [bin.] 1. adj. In comb.
(1) Thin cake, see below

; (2) -chopped, small-faced
; (3)— drink, small beer

; (4) — fur or furrow, (a) a shallow
furrow

; (b) to plough land with a shallow furrow ; (5) —
land, land having very shallow soil ; (6) — ncse, a nose
keenly susceptible to smells

; (7) -nosed, keen-scented
;

(8) — pikeing, poor living; (9) -skinned, of land : having
a thin surface-soil.

(1) Wm. A cake baked on a girdle (B.K.). w.Yks. Cake made
from ordinary dough without any fruit or preserves. 'What hev
we fer breckfast ?

' 'Thin cake and bacon' (ib.). (2) Cum. The thin-

chop'd, hawf-neak'd beggars, Gilpin Ballads (1874) 175. (3)
N.Cy. 1

, w.Yks.1 s.Cy. Grose (1790). (4, a) Kid. Then ploughed
these ashes in with a very thin furrow (to avoid bringing up to

the surface the wretched subsoil), Middleton Agric. (1798) 122.

(6) n.Lin.1 I thin-furr'd them seeds fur wheat e'stead o' breakin
'em up, an' ther' wasn't hairf a crop. (5) n.Lin.1 (6) Cum.
(E.W.P.) Wm. He's a gay thin nooaze when ther's owt ta eat

stirrin' (B.K.). w.Yks. Shoe said I'd a thin nose, and ah 'ed a thin

nose to smell a dirtiness like that (F.P.T.). (7) w.Yks. Leeds Merc.

Suppl. (Jan. 28, 1899). (8) w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Lan. 1 It's bin thin-

pikein' at eawr heawse o' lat'. (9) s.Chs. 1

, nw.Der. 1
, Suf. 1

2. Phr. (1) thin of clothes, scantily clothed
; (2) to be thin

ft kit, to break one's word or engagement
; (3) to make

thin linings, of the wind : to be cold and piercing ; lit. to

make one's clothes feel thin.

(1) Dmb. The poor wha're thin o' claise, And pining in starvation,

Taylor Poems (1827) 9. (2) w.Yks. Scatcherd Hist. Morley

(1830) Gl. ; w.Yks.s (s.v. Runs-thin). (3) Chs. 1
, s.Chs. 1

3. Few, scarce.
Frf. John Tamson's bairns— ah ! whaur are they ? Amangusnoo

they're grown sae thin That ye micht search frae Tweed to Spey
Ere ony trace o' them ye fin', Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 73.
Lnk. Originals hae now worn thin, Watson Poems (1853) 20.

4. Of the wind or weather: cold, keen, piercing.
Ir. Barlow East unto West (1898) 315 ; During a cold easterly

wind the clay is said to be thin, FlkLore Rec. (1881) IV. 106.

w.Yks.2 Chs. 1 One frequently hears it said, ' My word ! but it's

a thin wind this morning ; it'll go through you before it'll go round
you.' s.Chs. 1 Der. The wind blows thin, it's in the East (H.R.).

s.Wor. The wind blows thin (H.K.).

5. sb. In phr. the thin of the side, the waist.

Sh.I. Yon pain at shii gits i' da tin o' her side is gaein ta finish

her, Sh. News ^Oct. 5, 1901) ; (J.S.)

6. v. To lessen in numbers ; to diminish.

Sh.I. Dis ill wadder 'ill tin da sheep, i.e. kill them (J.S.). Edb.

They're Satan's traps To thin the Kirk, Learmont Poems (1791) 44.

7. To pick out the bones offish.
Sh.I. lo tin a fish head (J.S.) ; S. & Ork.l To pick the bones

out ot the boiled heads of fish and collect the fleshy parts.
THIN, see Then, adv., conj.

THINDER, see Thonder, Thunder.

o £H,

I1
!

fE^' ^oss ' £ron - ShI - In forms dine's, dyns S.& Ork. 1 Thine.
I saw Robbie Broon, yon chum o' dine's, Manson Aim. (1900)

125 ; S. & Ork.1 * y '

THING, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also in
form ting Sh.I. [bin.] 1. In phr. (1) a bonnie thing, a
fine state of affairs ; used iron.

; (2) a thing and a 'half,
a term applied to a conceited person, as indicative of the
value he sets upon himself; (3) a wee thing, somewhat;
just a little

; (4) Davie do a' things, a Jack of all trades

;

(5) John A'things' shop, the general shop of a village or
small town

; (6) no great things, of little worth ; nothing
to boast of; see Great, 3 (4) ; (7) no the thing, not what it

should be
;
of a person : not what he pretends to be

; (8)
the thing on it, the crucial point, the difficulty of the
whole matter ; the pith or marrow of anything

; (9) thing;

of nothing or of nought, a trifle, next to nothing; (10) up
the thing, 'up to the mark,' well in health.

(1) Cld. A bonnie thing, that I man pay for't a' (Jam.). (2)
n.Yks.2 (3) Per. A wee thingie quiet, maybe, Ian Maclaren
Brier Bush (1895) 24- Fif- If he had a wee thing mair confidence
in himsel' it would be better for him, Robertson Provost (1894)
66. e.Lth. I thocht his voice sounded a wee thing shaky, Hunter
/. Inwick (1895) 25. (4) Sc. (A.W.) (5) Slg. John A'things'
shop was the place for gear, For everything you'd mention,
Fergusson Village (1893) 43. (6) Sc. My hospitality. . . is nae
gryte things in itself. Modem Athens, no (Jam.). Cai. 1 He's nae
great things. (7) Sc. That's no the thing. I doubt he's no the
thing (Jam.). (8) Nrf. To be brief the thing on't is this here,
Cozens-Hakdy Broad Ntf. (1893) 40; (M.C.H.B.) (9) Cum. 1 *

n.Yks. 2 They gat it for a thing o' nowt [bought it . . . for next
to nothing]. e.Yks. 1 Ah bowt that stee for a thing-o'-nowt, MS.
add. (T.H.) Chs. 1 He bought a lot o' taters for his cows, and got
'em for a thing o' nothing. nw.Der.1 (10) Dev. Jan, this here ol'

sow baint lookin' up the thing, Ford Larramys (1897) 5.

2. Used in a depreciatory sense of a person or thing.
Sh.I. Da taen a fail'd body o' a man an' da tidder a ting o' a

lass, Sh. News (Aug. 27, 1898). w.Yks. (J.W.) Not. Spilt it?

Yo thing! All the milk? What next I wunner? Prior Forest
Flk. (1901) 337. w.Som. 1 A bad tool is [u riglur dhing'], with
much emphasis in all cases on ' dhing.' Tiid'-n noa yue's vur tu

maek dhing'z, dhai wiidn buy um [It is no use to make things

(i. e. bad articles), they would not buy them]. A drunken woman
is [u puur'dee oa'l dhing*]. I never heard the word applied to a
man, but very often to a horse. Dhee-s u-gau -

t u dhing - naew,
shoa'ur nuuf' [Thee hast got a thing now, sure enough], is a very
common expression.

3. A gamekeepers' word: ground vermin.
w.Som.1 ' I've a-lost a lot o' birds way thick there thing.' Said

of a fox. ' How we have a-bin a-tcrrified way [dhing'z] the

last vortnight ; we've a-killed up a dizen stoats and varies.'

Complaining of not finding game in a favourite spot, I was told,

' They zess 'tis the [dhing'z] things have a-killed it, but I knows
better'n that.'

4. A term of endearment for a child or girl ; esp. in phr.

my ain thing.

Sc. (Jam.) Per. I ken the precious things at hame Are thinkin'

upon me, Nicoll Poems (ed. 1843) 87. Ayr. She's a bit braw
takin' lass yon, and a wise-spoken thing fort^e, Service Dr.

Duguid (ed. 1887) 102. Lnk. Whan thou art my ain thing, O I

will love thee, I will love thee, Black Falls of Clyde ^1806) 162.

Lth. Saw ye my wee thing? Saw ye mine ain thing? Saw ye

my true love down on yon lea? Macneill Poet. Wks. (1801) 82,

ed. 1856. Dev. Kitty Combe or Betty Butt, an' all they other

purty things, Salmon Ballads (1899) 61.

5. Used with the def art. to express great approbation.

Sc. Aye, that's the thing (Jam.). n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) w.Som. 1

So you'll come too ; that's the thing. Nif mother11 let us come,

'twill be the very thing. Thick there maid's the thing vor me.

6. With the rel. pron. : that ; those.

Abd. Send me mair bukes ; I've read the thing that I hae (Jam.1.

7. An amount, quantity, number; gen. with intensive adj.

Bnff. 1 With the adjectives 'unco,' 'gey,' 'awfou.' Abd. An
ondeemas thing o' siller, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) x. w.Sc.

N 2
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What an awfu' thing o' port the doctor drank yon day, Carrick
Laird of Logan (1835*) 131.

8. pi. Cattle, sheep, live stock.

s.Chs.1 His last duty at night is to ' look his things.' n.Lin. 1 I

hev to stir my sen ; me an' that lad hes oher sixty things to do

ivery day as is. Hrf. 2 Meaty things. Oxf. 1 Sar all the things,

but dwun't gi' they thar pigs n' moor cabbage stoms. w.Som. 1

This noun of multitude always has a singular construction. ' Any-
body wid be a fool vor to keep a passle o' things and starve it.'

Dev. I'll sit down wishin' gude fortune to all at Endicott's—fields,

an' things. an'folk,PHiLLPOTTsSoM5o/Afo?-«!'«^(i9oo)90. nw.Dev. 1

9. pi. Ghostly appearances.
Brks. The more elastic term ' Summat ' or ' Things ' is preferred

[to ' ghost '], as being less personal, and covering spiritual

appearances of any shape and size, Spectator (Feb. 15, 1902).

THINGAM, see Thingum.
THING-A-ME-TOY, sb. Yks. War. Oxf. Also in

forms -tight Oxf. ; -am-tetoy w.Yks. 5
; -em-ti-toy n.Yks.

[I^irjamitoi.] 1. A word used when the name of the

person or thing referred to is forgotten or unknown

;

a curious article, esp. one of unknown use and little value
;

a person of small account.
n.Yks. What soort ov a thingemtitoy's that ta's gitten hod on,

predha? A niver SB sike a thingemtitoy as that i mi life. What's
ta gain to mack ov a thingemtitoy like that, a wundr? (W.H.)
w.Yks. Miss Thing a-me-toy, Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865) ; w.Yks.5

What sort'n a thing am-te-toy's that? Thing-am-te-toys o' awal

soarts. Oxf. (G.O.)

2. A foolish act. War. (J.R.W.)
THINGAMTIJIG, sb. Yks. [bi-rjamtidgig.] A dial,

form of ' thingamejig.'
w.Yks. Side that thingamtijig aht t'gate, Leeds Merc. Suppl.

(Jan. 28, 1899) ; Common (J.W.).

THINGAMY, sb. Cum. Wil. Dev. Also written thing-

ammy Cum.1 [fn'rpmi.] A contemptuous expression
for a worthless person or thing.

Cum. 1 What is yon daft thingammy about? Cum.4 Wil. Slow
Gl. (1892). Dev. Tha thingamy [a crinoline] stared hur irt bang
in tha veace, Nathan Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1866) 2nd S. 14.

THINGEMTY-THANGEMTY, sb. Dur. 'Thingum-
a-bob.'
Gan on wu the stooery, aboot t'Egyptian thingemty-thangemty,

Egglestone Betty Podkins
1

Lett. (1877) 7.

THINGIMENT, sb. Cai. 1 [biTjimant.] Something the

name of which is unknown or forgotten.

THINGOWOLD, sb. e.Yks.1 A paltry, insignificant

person.
Ah wadn't demeean mysen by heven owt te deeah w( sike a

thing-o-wold as thoo.

THINGUM, sb. Sc. Cum. Yks. I.Ma. Also written
thingam w.Yks.5 ; thingem Yks. [^i'rjam.] 1. A non-
descript article ; esp. used of a person or thing whose
name is unknown or forgotten.

Elg. I countit the paper ower to thingum the draper, Tester
Poems (1865) 144. w.Yks. Ther wor a long thingum 'at aw tuk

to be a piece o' stooav pipe, Hartley Clock Aim. (1878) 19.

2. Comb. (1) Thingum-bob, (2) -dairie, (3) -magee, (4)
•stick, (5) -ti-bob, a knick-knack ; a useless, trifling

article ; something the name of which is unknown or
forgotten.

(1) Cum. 1
, w.Yks.5 (2) Bnff. 1

(3) I.Ma. Your face as bright

as a thingummagee, Brown Witch- (i88g) 44. (4) w.Yks.2 (5)
n.Yks. (W.H.) w.Yks. A gurt heigh wooden thingemtibob, somat
like a wardrobe, Saunterers Satchel (1881) 29; w.Yks.3

THINK, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and
Amer. [birjk.] I. v. Dial, forms. 1. Preterite : (1)

Thate, (2) Thinked, (3) Thoat, (4) Thocht, (5) Thoft, (6)

Thort, (7) Thot, (8) Thoucht, (9) Thoughten, (10) Thout,
(11) Thowcht, (12) Thowt, (13) Thowte, (14) Thunk.

(1) Brks. 1 (2) Brks. I was on piquet duty an' I thinked of you,
Hayden Roundour Vill. (1901) 299. (3) Dev. All the maids wuz
mad on Cureit—Thoat'n sich a purty thing, Salmon Ballads

(1899) 75. (4) Sc. (Jam.) ; I aye thocht ye had a wull o' yer ain,

Keith Indian Uncle (1896) 11. Cai. 1 Frf. She thocht I was ower
glib, Barrie Minister (1891) vii. Ayr. He thocht it was gaun to be
a real enterteenin ane, Service Notandums (1890) 5. n.Ir. Yin
Christmas Day a thocht a wad gang tae Bilfast, Lyttle Paddy
McQuillan, 9. (5) Ken. (G.B.), Ken. 1 s.Dev. I thoft ee'd be home

hours agone, Longmans Mag. (1901) 47- Cor. 1 I thoft it was

vou (6) Yks I thort of you all the journey, Dyke Cratktrees

JlLule n Dev. Why es thort you coudent a vortzo, Exm

Crlthl (1746) 333. [Amer. I sorter thort that nothin a mos

wouU St mefsxM Slick Clockmaker (1836) 3*3 «.](,)

Cor I thot you'd be reckoning I waddun comm no more, Fhill-

potts Prophets (1897) 79- [*»«. I thot " ™»J '% l

°J°
mailin' letters, Lloyd Chrome Loafer (1901) 13.] W fA

J
Williams Fairmer's Tint Laddie (1900) St. a. (9) Shr Introd.

s5 (jo) Nhb. 1 Win. I thout tae selt it, Wheeler Dial. (1791)

112 ed i8ai. nLin.(E.P.) (11) Sc. Murray Dial.
(1873J

.aoB.

12 Nhb I thowt he looked a bit uncanny mysel', Rhys Fiddler

of Came (1896) 27. Dur. We thowt, as he'd distinguished h.ssel,

l^Z^mtyFlgan (1900) 26. Cum I thowt I d bidden you

good bye, GwordIe Greenup Anudder Batch
: (1873) 3- Win. He

thowt ye were goin' for to bang the lad, Ollivant Owd Bob

(1898) 19. n.Yks. He thowt 'at he knew Tweddell Clevel.

Rhymes (1875) 60 ;
n.Yks.* e.Yks.1 w.Yks. Th' doctor thowt he

warTamming, Sutclifee Moor and Fell (1899) 1* Lan We'n

thowt o' sendin' him f th' cotton fact'ry, Banks Mamh. Man

(1876) viii. s.Lan.1, chs.1
, s.Chs.1 85. Der. Hoo thowt more on

him nor most women think o' their husbands, Gilchrist Wtllow-

brake (1898) 74- Li"- I thowt to mysen >
TE"NYS

,

0N
n ;
,t ,'*%' f

Sweet-arts (1885) St. 18. Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893)

QS s.Hmp. I thowt as it weren't for nowt as I heerd the old ash-

tree a-groaning, Verney L. Lisle (1870) III. 37- ('3) c™-3

niver thowte he wad finnd owte on t'fells, 2. w.Yks. 1
1 lile thowte

at thou . . . wad ha' been sike a daft fonlin, ii. 302. (14) m.Yks.

Introd. 43.

2. Pp. : (1) Thart, (2) Thinken, (3) Thocht, (4) Thochten,

(S) Thoft, (6) Thoughted, (7) Thoughten, (8) Thout, (9)

fhouten, (10) Thowcht, (11) Thowt, (12) Thowten, (13)

Thunk. ... r

(1) w.Cy. Who ever'd ha' thart o' doin' sich a thing? Longman s

Mag. (Nov. 1897) 10. (2) e.Yks. 1 (3) Sc. (Jam. Suppl), Cai. 1

Abd. Fa cud 'a thocht it? Alexander Johnny Gibb (187 1) 11. Rxb.

Ye should hae thocht o' sic things afore, Dibdin Border Life

(1897) 163. n.Ir. You'd have thocht 'twas the devil gone mad,

Lays and Leg. (1884) 7. (4) Kcb. Ye wud V thochten it wus

craws, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 377. (5) Cor. I wur thoft to

be pretty 'cute, J. Trenoodle Spec. Dial. (1846) 13. (6) Cai.

If ye're mindit tae pit aff yer coat, for am thoughtit the day will

be het, e'en throw it in there, M cLennan Peas. Life (1871) II. 30.

Dor. It was thoughted worthy of being recorded in history, Hardy
Laodicean (1881) bk. 1. iv. Dev. 'Twas never thoughted that the

stuff would work so bad, Reports Provinc. (1882). (7) Shr. 1

Introd. 55. (8) s.Chs.1 85, n.Lin. (E.P.) (9) Nhb.i (10) Sc.

Murray Dial. (1873) 208. (11) Nhb. They've aye thowt they

were a kind o' uncanny folk, Jones Nhb. (1871) 123. Wm. Yis,

mum, . . ya might a thowt it, Ward R. Elsmere (1888) bk. 1. ii.

w.Yks. I may be thowt a brazzened hahnd, Cudworth Dial.

Sketches (1884) 13. e.Dev. If ai mit thee out o' deur ai ked kiss

ee an' nit be thowt laight o', Pulman Sng. Sol. (i860) viii. 1.

(12) e.Yks 1 Ah'd thowten thoo wadn't deean owt si feealish.

(13) m.Yks. 1 Introd. 43.

3. Contractions : (1) Ah 'ink. n.Yks. (I.W.), e.Yks.1
; (2)

I'nk, I think. e.Lan.1

II. Dial. uses. 1. v. In comb. Think-so, a passing
thought, a vague suspicion.

I.Ma. All the dread that I had hitherto felt was no more than a
think-so, Caine Deemster (1887) 253, ed. 1889.

2. Phr. (1) nowt particular to think on, nothing of any
importance

; (2) thought on, esteemed, respected
; (3) to

think back on, to recall to mind
; (4) — bad, to be unwilling

;

(5) — bad on a person, to think him likely to do wrong

;

(6) — black, or black burning, shame, to be greatly ashamed

;

(7) — ill, see (4) ; (8)
— long of'or on, to weary for; to be

long expectant of; see Long, adj. 3 (7) ; (9)
— more, to

remember
; (10) — much, (a) to care, mind ; to bear a

grudge ; to be envious ; see Much, adj. 3 (8) ;
(b) to be

ashamed or bashful
; (n) — no other, to feel sure

; (12) —
on a wife, to think of marrying

; (13) — one on, to remind
one; (14) — one will, to like, choose; to make up one's
mind ; esp. after when

; (15) — on of, see (9) ; (16) — pity

of, to pity ; see Pity, sb} (2) ; (17) — scorn, obs., to scorn

;

(18) — shame, to feel ashamed ; see Shame, 1 (7) ; (19) —
sin, to feel vexed

; (20) — small of oneself, to consider
oneself of little importance ; (21) — summat, to think
something is wrong ; to feel offended

; (22) — to (with
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inf.), obsol, to think of (with prp.)
; (23) — weary, to feel

weary or bored ; (24) — well, to approve, agree.
(1) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (a) Abd. She's a muckle thocht o' 'oman,

Jinse, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xv. Cum.1 He's girtly

thought on about heamm ; Cum.4 , w.Yks. (J.W.) Dev. My old

man was always so much thought on, O'Neill Idyls (1892) 12.

(3) n.Dev. I thought back on the days us had been together,

Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 231. (4) Ir. Would himselfthink bad
of loanin' me the boat for half an hour may be ? Barlow Martin's

Comp. (1896) 86. (5) Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks. They wadn't think bad on
him(I.W). w.Yks.(J.W.) (6) Bnff.1

, Cld. (Jam.) ( 7)Lnk. Some
wha had skill, an' a wheen wha had nane, Thocht ill to let Janet
be lyin' her lane, Watson Poems (1853) 32. (8) n.Yks.1 Aye, Ah
had begun t'think long o' you. -ne.Yfcs.1 Ah thowt lang o' ya
comin'. e.Yks. 1 Noo, bayns, did ya think lang o' ma coming
whom'? n-Lin.1 You'll think long on Mr. Jewlian letters cumin'

fra Americaay. You've gotten here at last ; bud oh, muther, I did

think long on yer cumin'. (9) e.Dev. Bowring Lang. (1866) I. 21.

(10, a) Stf. 1 s.Not. A let 'em goo cheap ; but a didn't think much,
for a'd made such a good price o' the tothers (J.P.K.). sw.Lin. 1

They think much with me for my work. If they gi'e you owt,
they think much with you. (b) Nhb.1 Aa thout much. (11) n.Lin. 1

I think no uther then 'at all Paapists is damned whativer the'r

works maay be. sw.Lin. 1 I thought no other but what I'd come
to my end. We thought -no other but what she would ha' died.

The horse was slape shod, and I thought no other than I should

have had him down. (12) Rnf. Be na shy, an' trowth ! ye'se get

me, For I'm thinkin' on a wife, Picken Poems (1813) I. 104. (13)

n.Cy. Grose (1790) Suppl. ; N.Cy. 1 Nhb. Mind think me on when
at the toun Te get the drop black-beer, Wilson Pitman's Pay
(1843) 16. Dur.1

, Cum.14 Wm. Ill pay the' o' Settherda if thoo'll

think me on (J.M.). n.Yks.2 e.Yks. 1 Think me on ti get sum
taties, MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. 1

; w.Yks.2 Think me on abaht it.

Lan. 1 Tha mun think-me-on to-morn. e.Lan. 1
,
s.Lan. 1 Chs.1 Yo

mun think me on, or I shall be sure to forget ; Chs.23
,

Stf. 1

nLin.1 Mind you think me-on aboot it, and doan't let me forget till

you are gone. (14) n.Yks. They deea as they think they will

(I.W.). Not. He'll pay when he thinks he will (L.C.M.). n.Lin.1

It's to noa ewse botherin', he'll nobbud do it when he thinks he

will. sw.Lin.1 He can do it reiet enough when he thinks he will.

She'd do it when she thought she would. She waan't if she thinks

shewaan't. Oxf.(G.O.) (15) Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks. Think on o' that

(I.W.). (16) N.I.1 1 thought pity o' the chile he was that cowl. (17)

Fif. I houp thou'lt think na scorn to take Some fashery to do richt,

Tennant Papistry (1827) 20. (18) Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Think shame

o' yersel', min ! Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 174. se.Sc. Think

nae shame the truth to tell, Donaldson Poems (1809) 164. Ayr.

She, honest woman, may think shame That ye.'re connected with

her, Burns Answer to Verses (1787) st. 4. Lnk. Ye micht think

shame, Thomson Musings (1881) 118. Rxb. For this they dinna

think nae shame, W. Wilson Poems (1824) 13. Kcb. I thought

perfect shame to be thinking, of such things so soon, Muir Mun-
craig (1900) 53. N.I. 1 Think shame, o' yersel', child! N.Cy. 1

Nhb. 1 Wey, man, ye should think shyem ! n.Yks.2 ,
w.Yks. 1

,
Nhp.^,

Oxf. (G.O.) Nrf. You ought to think shame o' yourself a-screechin'

and a-moanin' there like a Methody, Forbes Odd Fish (1901) 121.

Suf.1 I should think-shame to 'a done -so. w.Som. 1 I should think

shame of anybody belonging to me if they'd a-bin there. (19)

Sh.I. Berry fled inunder da restin' shair yalkin, till I tought sin ta

hear him, Sh. News (May 7, 1898). (20) Abd. Na, he thouchtna

sma* o' himsel' 1 Macdonald Warlock (1882) vii. (21) s.Not. Yer

mun speak t'im, or 'e'll think summat (J.P.K.). (22) Abd. ;He

cudna think to see the knight, Till he sud mak' himsell mair snod

and tight, Shirrefs Poems (1790) 163. Ayr. O Jean fair, I lo'e

thee dear; O canst thou think to fancy me, Burns There was

a Lass, st. 10. (23) Abd. We will mairry at Whitsunday, And
syne we'll ne'er think weary, Greig Logie 0' Buchan (1899) 118.

(24) Not.1 Lei.1 A's sent wan, an' if you think well a'll send

another. Nhp.1 I'll do it, if you think well. War.3
, Hnt. (T.P.F.)

3. Obsol. To feel, experience.
Gall. Dinna think . . . Tho' now I wipe my face, And drop the

heart-felt friendly tear, I think the least disgrace, Lauderdale

Poems (1796) 8.

4. To expect ; also with on.

Frf. Ta same stirks wull putt fin she's no thinkin', Towson
Guidfollow (1890) 187. w.Yks. Theaze not sa nienny things here

az yod think on, Tom Treddlehoyle Trip ta Lunnan (1851) 28;

(J.W.)
5. To think something is wrong; to feel hurt or offended.

s.Not. She would think if yer corned to the town wi'out seem'

on 'er (J.P.K.).

6. At the end of a clause : to wonder.
n.Sc. Fat's that, I think ? (Jam.)

7. Used elliptically for ' to think so.'
Guern. ' Will you be able to go ?

' 'I think ' (G.H.G.).

8. With on : to recollect ; to bear in mind.
Sc. It's weel laid by ; but I canna think on where I put it (Jam.

Suppl). N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Aa didn't think-on. Dur. 1
, Cum.4 , Wm.

(J.M.) n.Yks. (I.W.) ; n.Yks.1 Noo mind and think on and coom
an' see us next time. ne.Yks.1 Ah lay flad's clean forgot, he can
niwer think on. e.Yks.1 Ah didn't think on ti get it. w.Yks. 1

I . . . bensil'd her purely, to mack her think on, ii. 288 ; w.Yks. 23

Lan.1 Mi head's noan worth a rap ; aw connot think-on beawt
[unless] aw put it deawn. ne.Lan. 1 I'se be sewer ta think on.
m.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Think-on an' get mi bacca. Chs.13 Der.2 Think
of it. I will if I think en. nw.Der. 1

, n.Lin.1 , w.Wor. 1
, s.Wor.1

Shr.1 I'll buy some more yarn-o' Saturd'y, if lean think on (s.v.

On). Hrf.2 , Glo. 1
, Oxf. (G.O.) Dev. I think on the past with a

smile and a sigh, O'Neill Idyls (1892) 102.

9. With for: to intend. n.Yks. 4 Ah thowt for ti cum, 230.

10. With up : to arrange, plan, originate.
n.Yks. 4 It'll 'a'e ta'en a lot o' thinking up, will a do leyke yon.

11. sb. Thought, opinion ; esp. in phr. one's own think.

-Abd. He cudna but 'a hed's ain think, Alexander Ain Flk.

(1882) 209. Per. Culzie, who had always his ain think, Monteath
Dunblane (1835) 37, ed. 1887. Edb. He his think to nane wad
tell, Twa Cuckolds (1796) 4. w.Yks. Av me awn think after all,

Tom Treddlehoyle Thowts (1845) n.

THINKING, prp. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Wm. Yks. Chs.

Der. Cor. [[brrjkin.] 1. prp. In phr. I'm thinking, I

think or expect ; I feel certain.

Sc. He is not at home, I'm thinking, Mitchell Scotticisms

(1799) 79. Cai. The waddin' canna gang on wi'oot ye, I'm

thinkin', M cLennan Peas. Life (1871) I. 107. Dmb. Thae wee
anes mak' it a hantle easier for daith an' me, I'm thinkin', Strang
Lass ofLennox (1899") 7. Ayr. He's owre often in his gig, I'm

thinking, Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 5. Rxb. I'm thinking

Mary Samson '11 be in a fine fluster when she hears't, Dibdin

Border Life (1897) 171. Kcb. But I've tell'd ye a' this before, I'm

thinkin', Muir Muncraig (1900) 45. Ir. Francy's went on" some-

wheres wid his gun, after the rabbits, I'm thinkin', Barlow
Martin's Comp. (1896) 83. Nhb. Hoots noo, Master Josh, ah'm

thinkin' you're lafEn', Cornh. Mag. (June 1902) 762. w.Yks.

There's waste somewheer, I'm thinking, Sutcliffe Shameless

'Wayne (1900) 121. Cor. 'Tis you'm most like to be leavin' me to

live a widderman, I'm thinkin', Quiller-Couch Spanish Maid

(1898) 29.

2. Comp. Thinking-work, thought.

Cor. There's more. thinking-work in a picksher than you'd think

for, Xee Cynthia, 71.

3. sb. An opinion.

s.Chs. 1 Yo wunna auter my thinkins. nw.Der.1

4. Phr. to one's thinking, in one's opinion.

Fif. He's ower lassie-like a sodger, to my thinkin', Meldrum
Margredel (1894) 178. Rxb. To my thinking there's neverastyme

to choose betwixt him and James Hepburn, Hamilton Outlaws

(1897) 102. Gall. Porridge . . . that is mair like hen-meat than

decent brose for Scots thrapples, to my thinkin', Crockett Lochinvar

(1897) 71. Nhb. The chestnut -at the Mains is better by at least

ten pund to my thinkin', Graham ftrf Scaur (1896) 261. Wm.
Thoo's niver bin the same man to ma thinkin' since thoo'd that

there newmoanin, Ollivant Owd Bob (1898) 72. w.Yks. I was

reared on hard words .an' haverbread, an' they both of 'em stiffen

a chap, to my thinking, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 55.

Der. An ounce .0' good temper, lass, '11 match the best baccy

as ever were growed, even to a man's thinking, Good Wds.

(1881) 844.

THINKINGLY, adv. Wor. [brrjkinli.] Probably,

seemingly. ,..,,-..
' Well, Tom, you've dug up some nice potatoes there

!
Lroing

to have, them fried for supper to-night?' 'Thinkingly, Sir' (R.L.).

THINKLE, s6. Shr.1 [bi'rjkl.] A dial, form of 'thing-

fur ; a glass- or cupful.

"Ave a drop more drink, Dick.' ' No, thank yo', I'm gwein.'

'Whad 'urry? Jest 'ave another thinkle.'

THINLY, adj. and adv. Sc. Cum. 1. adj. Rather

thin. Cum. 1 2. adv. Sparsely.

Gall. John's groun' was thinly dyket, Nicholson Poet. Wks.

(1814) 48, ed. 1897.
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THINNINGS, sb. pi. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. [brninz.] Trees
felled to prevent overcrowding in a wood.

Sc. (A.W.) n.Cy. Hunter Georgical Essays (1803) II. 23.

w.Yks. (J.W.)

THINNISH.a^'. n.Yks.2 [bi-nij".] Incom/.Thinnish-
deed, a salesman's expression : very little to do.

THINNY, v. Dev. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To whine. (Hall.)

THINTER, see Thrinter.

THIR, v. Obs. Dev. Also in form thear. 1. To
frighten out of the senses ; to hurt ; to strike dead. Cf.

dare, v.
2

n.Dev. And vath, nifs do vail over the desk, twont thir ma,

Exm. Crtshp. (1746) I. 475 ; Grose (1790).

2. To hurry a person. n.Dev. Hovae Subsecivae (1777) 430.

THIR, dem. pron. and dem. adj. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur.

Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Also written ther Wm. n.Yks.3
;

thirr w.Yks.; thur n.Cy. Nhb. 1 Lakel. 1 Cum. 14 Wm.
n.Yks. w.Yks. 1

; thurr Cum.3
; and in forms thaur Nhb.

;

theer e.Lan. 1
; thoer ne.Lan. 1

; thooar Lan.; thoor
e.Lan.'; thoore w.Dur. 1

; thor Nhb.1 Wm. n.Yks. 12

m.Yks.1 w.Yks. ; thore ne.Lan.' ; thour Nhb. [Sir, <Ssr,

Sur.] 1. dem. pron. These ; those.
Sc. Thir was the Days of (he Persecution, Stevenson Catriona

(1893) xv. se.Sc. Thir they'll roar out midst bacco-smoke,
Donaldson Poems (1809) 18. Ayr. I'll make a patch-work quilt

o' thir! Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 312. Edb. Waefu' times

thir, Beatty Secretar (1897) 81. Rxb. Quhat dui-ye thynk o' thyr?

Murray Dial. (1 873) 185. n.Cy. (J. L. 1783). Nhb. Weel pleased

tae hear sic things as thour said aboot him, Jones Nhb. (1871) 66
;

Nhb.1 What's a' thor ? Cum.3 Creunin' away at sec bits of rhymes
as thurr, 23. Wm. He isn't fit et be draan e thor, Briggs Remains
(1825) 167. n.Yks.123 , m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Sic trash as thor, Jabez
Oliphant (1870) bk. m. iii.

2. dem. adj. These, those.
Sc. In thir present days, Scott Antiquary (1816) xxiv ; 'Thir'

[has] curiously enough not penetrated beyond the Grampians,
Murray Dial. (1873) 184. Abd.And by thir presents condescended
That he shall put in execution, Meston Works (1723") 25. Abel., Per.

Almost never now used in Aberdeenshire, although still in use in

Perthshire (G.W.). Per. Here's to the health Of thir new-married
couple, Nicoi-Poems (1766) 50. s.Sc. Hilton's at the bottom o' a'

thir stories, Wilson Tales (1836) II. 1. Ayr. I've been lost amang
thir houses for hours, Galt Sir A. Wylie (1823) xii. Peb. Thi'r

people (A.C.V Slk. Humbled wi' a' thir trials, Hogg Tales (1838)

293, ed. 1866. Rxb. Yt's noa easie geattin aend-ways i' thyr dserk

days, Murray Dial. (1873) 185. Dmf. I write that a' thir three

may ken, Quinn Heather (1863) 32. Gall. You an' him may baith

lauch at thir news o' mine (J.M.). Uls. Hoo afen dae thir letters

come? M cIlroy Craiglinnie( 1900) 125. n.Cy. {Coll. L.L.B.) Nhb.
As she spak thaur words, Jones Nhb. (1871) 115; Come here,

Mary, an' kill thur yetts, Dixon Whittingham Vale (1895) 36; Nhb. 1
,

Dur. 1
, w.Dur. 1

, Lakel. 1 Cum. Thur taxes ! thur taxes ! Lord help
us ! Amen, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 184 ; Thurrans at ah hed
afooar men noo, Sargisson Joe Swap (1881) 59; Cum. 14 Wm.
He war yan o thor fowk war Dixon, Robison Aald Tales (1882) 5;
In thur days nea idle hours Cud there be spar'd at o', Whitehead
Leg. (1859) 14; Will ta put ther shun on? (B.K.) n.Yks. Thur
cael tasts Strang of reeke, Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 55.
m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 285; w.Yks. 1

1' thur hard times, ii. 289. Lan. Just wring thooar bits o' hippins
through, Standing Echoes (1885) 20. n.Lan. Sucked up by thore
sands, N. Lonsdale Mag. (July 1866) I. 8. ne.Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1

[2. Lord forgif me bir angers all ! Leg. Holy Rood, ed.
Morris, 64.]

THIR, see Their.
THIRAW, sb. Irel. A hubbub.
Don. When he was coming near home he finds the thiraw coming

behind him, Macmanus Chim. Corners (1899) 202.
THIRD, num. adj., sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and

Eng. Also in forms thrid Sc; trid Sh.I. 1. num. adj.
In comb. Third-foot-land, obsol., grass land in which the
ownership of the soil is vested in one person, and the
right to the hay grown thereon in another. n.Lin.1

2. sb. In comb. (1) Thirds-man, obs., an arbiter between
two

; (2) -of kin, a relative in the third degree.
(1) Sc. MacCallummore's blood wadna sit down wi' that ; there

was resk of Andro Ferrara coming in thirdsman, Scott Midlothian

(1818I xxiv ; Magopico (ed. 1836) 29. s.Sc. Ye'U never gree, Tho'

fient-haet ye'll make o't I see ; Let me be thirds-man and I'll gie

My mind at ance, T. Scott Poems (1793) 333- (2 ) Sh.I. Auld

Ibbie Bartley dat wis trids o' kin ta my wife's foster midder and

her oey, Stewart Tales (1892) 71.

3. Phr. two part and thridd, obs., see below.

Gall. Anciently the quarter-staff was held ' twa-part and thridd,'

one-third part of it beneath the hand, the other two-thirds above,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

4 A golf-term : a handicap of a stroke deducted every

third hole. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) 5. pi. Coarse flour or

grain ; seconds with a larger proportion of bran.

Sc. A very common name given by cowfeeders to grain got

from brewers and maltsters after having been used by them,

Montgomerie-Fleming Notes on Jam. (1899). w.Yks. 2 Sharps

are sometimes called ' thirds' (s.v. Sharps'). Lei. 1
,
Nhp. 1

6. v. Obs. To do a thing for the third time ; esp. used

of hoeing turnips.
Suf. ' Ar them there tahnups done woth ?' ' No, we are thirding

'em ' (Hall.).
.

THIRDER, sb. Yks. Stf. Coarse flour or gram. See

Third, 5.

s.Yks. A chaff-cutter suffering from the persistent efforts of

seconder or thirder to push more straw through the revolving

wheels than even their fortitude could bear, Fletcher Harvesters

(ed. 1900) 100. Stf. Thirder refers to the quality of oats produced

by the threshing-machine. There comes first good corn. Then
a second quality known as ' seconder,' then—almost valueless

—

'thirder' (.T.C.W.I.

THIRDLE, see Thirl, adj.

THIRDY, adj. Yks. Also in form thoddy n.Yks*
;

thudy. [badi.] A term used by children at play : third

in order of playing ; also used subst.

n.Yks. (R.H.H.) ; n.Yks.4 Bags ah fuggy, bags ah seggy,

thoddy, thoddy, 258. w.Yks.3 (s.v. Furry).

THIRL, v.
1 and sb.

1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks.
Lan. Chs. Stf. Lin. Shr. Also written thirle Sc. Dur.
Lin.; thurl Cum.14 Stf. Yks. [barl, bal.] 1. v. To
pierce, drill, perforate ; to thrill ; to vibrate, or cause to

vibrate ; to shudder ; to tingle. Cf. dirl, tirl.

Sc. Their valiant hearts were thirlit through Athir wi' uthir's

spear, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 245. Bch. Where now
thy groans in dowy dens The yerd-fast stanes do thirle, Forbes
Ajax (1742) 6. Dmb. Yon roof-tree, which had sae often dirled

As Willie's gladsome voice around it thirled, Salmon Gowodean
(1868) 27. Ayr. It thirl'd the heart-strings thro' the breast,

Burns Ep. to Lapraik (Apr. 1, 1785) St. 3. N.Cy.1
, Nhb.1, Dur.

(K.) Cum. Her e'en just thirl yen thro' and thro', Anderson
Ballads (ed. 1808) 153 ; Cum.124, n.Yks.2 , w.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan. 1

Chs. Much used amongst the colliers. . . When a man has bored,
pierced, or otherwise made an opening or connection between a
new and old working, he is said to have thirled, Sheaf \ 1878) I. 22;
Chs. 1 Lin. Ray (1691) ; Lin.1 Shr. 1 Gaffer, we'n thirled out o'

our Top-end into Smith's Level to-day; Shr.2

Hence (1) Thirler, sb. a man whose business it is to cut
a passage in a mine

; (2) Thirling, (a) sb. a passage-way
in a coal-mine ; an opening for air

;
(b) ppl. adj. of the

weather : piercingly cold.

(1) n.Stf. (J.T.) (2, a) Nhb. 1
, Stf. 1

, n.Stf. (J.T.) (A) n.Sc.

(Jam.) Abd. I admire Fat comes o' fok 'at's scant o' fire ; For
really this night's thirlin', I never maist fan sic a frost, Beattie
Parings (1801) 28, ed. 1873.

2. Phr. thirl the pin, obs., slide the bolt. e.Yks. (W.H.)
3. Obs. To pass swiftly through a passage or door; gen.
with along. Dun, Yks. (K.) 4. To turn up, as the
thatch of a roof by the violence of the wind.

N.I. 1 The wun thirled the thatch las' nicht.

5. sb. A hole ; an opening, esp. a sheep-hole in a fence
;

a boring.
Cai. 1 Cum. Hutchinson Hist. Cum. (1794) I. 64; Cum.4

Openings made between a pair of exploring places or drifts, for
the purpose of ventilation. n.Yks. 'E saw a lot o' sheep, an'

wantin' to go threw a thirl at yance, an' they got the'r 'eads stuck
(F.P.T.). Lin. 1 Fetch a nail-passer, and make a thirl through this

board.

6. Comp. (1) Thirl-hole, [a) a sheep-hole in a wall or
fence

;
(b) the hole into which the coulter of a plough is

inserted
; (2) -pin, the pivot on which a door or gate turns.

"

(1, a) n.Yks. Generally between moors and allotments (W.H.).
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(61 Lnk. (Jam.
1

) (2) Cai. 1 In the old cottages the doors had no

hinges, but at the 'hanging side' had a bit of hard wood affixed

which ' played ' in hollows cut in the stone sill and lintel. The
jamb at this side was merely to prevent draught, and at the

' meeting' side for the same purposes as now. The name comes

from the hollow, not from the pin or projection.

7. A nostril. w.Yks.1 See Nose-thyrl. 8. A thrill.

Ayr. Yer sang . . . gied me a thirl, White Jottings (1879) 226.

Edb. ' I kend that,' she said, with a thirl of gladness in her words,

Beatty Secretar (1897) 343.

[1. O'K.pyrlian, to bore through, perforate, pierce, drill.

5. pyrel, a hole, opening, aperture (Hall).]

THIRL, v.
2 and sb.2 Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. Cum. [barl.]

1. v. To attach by some legal tie, esp. to bind by the

terms of a lease to grind at a certain mill ; to subject to
;

to be dependent on ; also used Jig. A dial, form of

' thrall.'

Sc. I'll no thirl myself to ony tradesman [I will not confine my
custom to him, as if I were bound to do itj (Jam.). Cai. 1 Abd.

A kin' o' thirled to the vera rigs, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871)

xliv. Per. The inhabitants were not, of course, thirled to any

particular tailor, as they used to be to a district mill, Haliburton

Fields (1890) 125. e.Lth. Ye've been thirled to them a gey while

noo, Hunter J. Inwick (1895) 78. Gall. This brother of mine,

whom for love I served forty years as a thirled labourer serves for

his meat, Crockett Standard Bearer (1898) 36. Nhb. Richardson

Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) VI. 240.

Hence (1) Heart-thirled, adj. bound by the affections
;

(2) Thirlage, sb., obs., (a) thraldom, bondage ; the obliga-

tion to grind corn at a particular mill ; the ' multure paid

to the miller
;

(b) obs., a mortgage ; (3) Thirlage-man, sb.,

obs., a man bound to grind his corn at a certain mill
; (4)

Thii ling-mill, sb. the mill to which the tenants of a certain

district were bound to bring their corn.

(1) Per I've loved auld Scotland farowre lang, Heart -thirled till

her, Haliburton Horace (1886) 93. (2, a) Sc. (Jam.) Abd. The

service of the miller was paid by ' thirlage,' or multure, the miller

having the right to fix the quantity, which was generally about

five per cent, of the product milled, Abd. Wkly. Fne Press (Aug.

18, 1900). s.Sc. I had a bit guid property wi' a yearly rental o

forty merks guid siller, forby the thirlage o' the mill o Meldrum,

Wilson Tales (1839) V. 123. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

NI 1 Thirtage \sic~\. N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Thirlage to this day means

that service of certain lands, the tenants of which are bound to

take their corn to grind at the lord's mill, Hodgson Nhb. pt. 11. III.

140 (b) Sc. The counsel are of opinion that you should now begin

to stir in the thirlage cause, Scorr Redg. (1824) 11. (3) Gall.

While the thirlage men waited for their grist, Crockett Grey Man

1 1806) xx. (4) Edb. How big a birn maun lie on bassie s back r or

meal and multure to the thirling mill, Fergusson Poems (1773)

164 ed. 178s. Gall. When mills in this country were rare ...

a few lairds subscribed to build and uphold a mill. . .
Al erected

by such compactions are thirling mills, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

Cum. Williamson Etymology (1849) 113.

2 sb. Obs. The obligation to grind corn at a certain

mill- the land the tenants of which were bound by such

obligation ; a tenant bound in that manner.

Sc. Plaguing themselves about baron's mills and thirls Scorr

Pirate (1821) xi. Per. Malt and meal from the mill to which he

was ' bound thirl,' Sarah Tytler Witch-wife (1897) 82.

[1 (2, a). That he put to swylk thrillage, Barbour Bruce

(137s) 1. 101.] .
• , ,

THIRL, adj. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written therl

w.Cy.; therle Dev.1 nw.Dev. 1
;

thirle Dev.; thurl

w.Som.1 Cor.aa ; and in forms thirdle w.Som. 1 Dev;

thorl Cor.; thorle, thurdle, thurrall Dev. [bal
;
ba'dl.j

Of persons and animals: gaunt, lank, thin, hungry-looking;

huno-rv ; of grain in the ear : empty, shrivelled.

wCy Grose (1790). w.Som.1 Dev. (Hall.); He was as thurrall

as a' greyhound Reports Provinc. (1885) ; He's looking as thurdle

as possible, ib. (1887) ; Dev. 1 No wonder a look'th so therle. Wan

a was bound out, a was a perty strugg'd boy 15. n.Dev Thy

buzzom chucks were pretty vitty avore tha mad st thywl therle,

Exm. Scold. (1746) 1- 73 ;
Grose (1790). nw Dev.1 Therle s a

greyhound. Cor! Applied to a man or animal, and means hat they

fre so thin that the belly and back are almost brought together,

N VQ £s54 ) 1st S. x. 440-1; Cor. 1 Our horse is very thirl

;

Cor5 He's looking quite thirl. I'm feeling very thirl
;
Cor.a

Hence Thurdled, ppl. adj. meagre.
Dev. Aw, poor blid ! 'e's a poor thurdled-stommicked theng.

Luke's 'z'of 'e wuz 'a'f-starved, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

THIRL, THIRN, see Thorl(e, They.
THIRS, dem. pron. Sc. Nhb. Also in form thor's

Nhb. These. See Thir, dem. pron.
Sc. When ' thir' is used absolutely without a noun following,

it generally becomes ' thirs ' :
' Thirs is meyne,' Murray Dial.

(1873) 185. Nhb. Thor's is the fem'lies o' Pharez, Robson Bk.
Ruth (i860) iv. 18.

THIRST, THIRSTLE, see Thurst, Thristle, sb.1

THIRSTY, adj. Sc. Yks. Dor. Dev. [bsrsti, basti.]

Causing thirst.

Fif. Slices of the thirsty ham, Tennant Ansier (1812) 82, ed.

1871. Dmf. It's a verra thirsty thing, that saut broth, Paton
Castlebraes (1898) 15. w.Yks. (J.W.) Dor. Thirsty wark, thik

there fun'ral, Hare Broken Arcs (1898) 23. e.Dev. A thirsty walk

up and down terrible bad roads, Jane Lordship (1897) 2.

THIRT, THIRTAUVER, see Thwart, Thwartover.

THIRTEEN, sb. Obs. Irel. Also in form thirteener.

An English shilling which was worth thirteen Irish pence

at the time when the two currencies were different.

Ir. With a bold thirteen in the treasury, Lover Handy Andy

(1842) xiv. N.I. 1 Uls. Uls. Jrn. Arch. (1853-62) VI. 361. s.Ir.

Golden guineas and lily-white thirteens, Croker Leg. (1862)

308. Wxf. Each pupil to pay a thirteen to himself and a tester to

the fiddler, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 133.

THIRTINGILL, adj. Dor. Perverse, wrong-headed.

See Thwart.
. .„

If so be I hadn't been as scatter-brained and thirtingill as a duel,

Hardy Greenwd. Tree (1872) I. 32.

THIRTOVER, THIRZA, see Thwartover, Thursa.

THIS, dem. pron., dem. adj. and adv. Var. dial, forms

and uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer. [Sis.] I. Dial,

forms. 1. (1) Dis, (2) Is, (3) *S, (4) Tis, (5) Thus, (6)

Thush, (7) Uz, (8) Z.

(1) Sh.I. Dis aft occurs, Ollason Mareel (1901) 19 ;
S. & Ork.1

Ker They go dis way an' dat loike the wind, BartRam White-

headed Boy (1898) 131. Ken.1 Introd. 6. (2) Cai. Horne Country-

side (1896) 13 (3) I.W. Poor Eln was terble bad 's morning, Gray

Annesley (1889) I. 29. Dor.1 Al's dae. w.Som.1 Dev. Reports

Provinc. (1886) 100. (4) Cum. What'n manishment s tis, Gilpin

Ballads (1874) 10. e.Lan. 1 Let tis be a warning. s.Lan.1
(5)

n Cy. (Hall.) n.Wil. Thus yer height ur like to a palm-tree, Kite

Sng. Sol. (i860) vii. 7. (6, 7, 8) w.Som. 1

2. Genitive : Thises, Thisis, or This's.
_

w Yks Whoses thises? (^E.B.) Lei. 1 Henry s cat roon off wi

her an' took to her, but shay's thisis kitlin ;
ib. I loike this's head

best 27 War. 2 I like this's book best, Introd. 15.

II Dial uses. 1. dem. pron. Phr. (1) by this and that,

an expletive; (2) -here, (3) - here here, this one, this;

(4) to this and to that, to and fro, hither and thither
; (5)

what's this of it? what's the meaning of this ? what s the

m
fiHr.' By this and that, he's a whopper ! Lover Handy Andy

(1842) xi. (2) Sc. (A.W.) w.Yks. ' Which on 'em are to bahn to

use 1
' ' This here 'at Ah hev ho'd on,' Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 28,

1800') e.Lan.1
, Not.1 n.Lin. 1 Put this here i'to th' pantry, an fling

that t'heare i'to th' swill-bucket. Lei.', War ", sh^ 50. Brks.

This year be on'y filthy lucre, Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 29.

e An 2 Nrf. This here be my beloved, Gillett Sng. Sol. (i860) v.

16 'n.Wil. Dest about some ripping good ale, this yer Jefferies

Amaryllis (1887) 179. Som. They'll lift their eyes to look
:

up to a

wold mill like this-here, Raymond Smoke, 148 [Amer. This

hyeh's the bigges' meal I ever straddled, Fox Vendetta ^900) 81]

I '!) w Som. 1 What's all this here here about ? (4) n.Dev. Swingy to

this and to that till 'twas giddy work keeping count o they, Zack

Durable Weir (1901) i 93- (5) Sc What's this ot now, Mr.

Sampson? this is waur than ever! Scott Guy M-y^5)fju -

plr> What's this of it, Sibbie ?
' he called out wrathfully, Sarah

Tytler Wttch-wife (1897) 48. Arg. Mercy on us
!
what s this of

it? Munro Shoes of Fort. (1901) 279. _

2. Comp. This-ward, in this direction, this way.

Som. God's good angels coom this-ward in a many different

forms !
Leith Lemon Verbena (1895) 179-

3
sW His'feythef would no' ha' stood sighin' an' yammerin'

as this does.
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4. This time.
Sh.I. Whaar's du been aa dis? Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 23.

5. dem. adj. These.
n Sc. This things, Scoticisms (1787) 93; Murray Dial. (1873) 184.

6. Used with sing. or //. nouns denoting time : for, for

the space of.

Per. Ye'se no wag yer pow in a poopit this mony a day,

Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 107, ed. 1887. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.)

e.Lan. 1 It has rained every day this three weeks. s.Lan. 1 Aw
hannot yerd owt on him this four yer. Glo. 1

I haven't seen him

this years. w.Som. 1 Aay bae-un kairmeen airm-z wik- [I be not

coming home this week— i.e. for a. week]. Aay aa-nt u-zee-d-n-z

the- ur dree- daiz [I have not seen him these two or three days].

Dev. He've a-worked to Woodgate in and out 's ten year, Reports

Provinc. (1886) 100.

7. Phr. (1) this-a-road or thissa road, (2)
—

-
a-way{s,

away(s, or thissa-way, this way, this direction ; this

manner
;
gen, used advb.

; (3) — gate{s, thus, in this way

;

(4) — here, this
; (5) — here away or here way, this way, in

this direction
; (6) ~- how, see (3) ; (7) — now, just now

;

(8) — side, less than
; (9) — time, at present ; see below

;

(10) — while {back, some time ago, for some time.

(1) s.Chs. 1 70; (2) It. He went on thissa way for em ever so

long (A.S.-P.). s.Ir. Don't ruinate me this-a-way, Lover Leg.

(1848) II. 322. w.Yks. 1 s.Chs. 1 Thissa way, 70. Not. 1 s.Not.

He just touched the hoss with the whip on th' off side agen the

collar to mek 'im tunn this-away (J.P.K.). n.Lin. 1 Thoo should

do it e' this-a-ways, sitha, not e' that how. sw.Lin. 1 It's a mucky

trick to serve a man this-a-way. Rut.1 Lei. 1 Sane ivver a little

doog this-awee? War. 23 Wor. It be a lot nigher this away
(H.K.). (3) Cum.14 Cum., Wm. Nioolson (1677) Trans. R.

Soc. Lit. (1868) IX. neXan.1 (4) w.Yks. I'll tell yo' a stooary

abaat him an' this here church, Hartley Clock Aim. (1887) 9> in

Leeds Merc. Suppl.t Jan. 28, 1899) ; -Dis iar as wonts o lot a tlianin,

Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 124. Lan. This here 'thus is awful

when it gets a real hold on ye, Francis Yeoman Fleetwood (ed. 1900)

214. s.Lan.iThis-here ale's noan wo'thbally-reawm. s.Chs. 1 This

here cai dunna doe upo' th' same meat as that theer, 70. Der.

He'll niver stir out o' this here beast 0' a wood a' his days, Ouida
Puck (ed. 1901) v. nw.Der.1

, Lin. 1
,
se.Lin.( J.T.B.) War. 2 Introd.

15. Brks. 1 7. Lon. This here thing, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 4.

Cmb. 1 This-here bread's as sad as lead. Nrf. (E.M.) Suf. There's

no other thief in this here company that I knows on, Betham-

Edwards Lord of Harvest (1899) 250. Ken. 1 That there man was
a sittin' on this-'ere wery chair. Sur. It'll never drain so dip as

that through this here clay, Hoskyns Talpa (1852) 18, ed. 1857

;

Sur.1 Dor. Us never seed un leave this here kitchen, Hare As
We Sow (1897) 154. Som. You don't hold wi' this-here putten

all the power into the han's o' Popery, do ee ? Raymond Love and
Quiet Life (1894) 46. w.Som.1 ' Dhiish- yuur.' This— indefinite.

Dhush - yuur uyur oa-n due- ; ee miis bee u-au'lturd [This iron

will not do ; he must be altered]. The use of this phrase, not as

an actual demonstrative, is quite common, and implies something

new, as ' They tell me this here perforated sine is better'n lattin.'

' This here mowing o' wheat idn a quarter so good's the old-

farshin reapin.' Dev. Now this yer chap all smart was dressed,

Pulman Sketches (1842) 12, ed. 1853. Cor. Werry too, Weth
ritin' this here noat to you, Daniel Budget, 29. [Amer. This yer

mountain's too good for such as us, Bradley Virginia (1897) 149.]

(5) n.Lin. 1 I can't saay wheare he is, bud he's sumwheare this

here awaay. [Ainer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 237.] (6) w.Yks. (J.W.)
Not. You see he war standing a this-how ^L.C.M.). s.Not. How
ever did yer dirty yersen this W! (J.P.K.) sw.Lin. 1 When I

put my leg this how. (,7) Ir. Where I'm resting this now, Barlow
Ghost-bereft (1901) 55. (8) Ess. 1 A mile this side. (9) w.Yks.

(J.W.) Chs. 1 'Not this time, thank you,' the usual way of declining

to take any more food at meal times. (10) s.Sc. I hae been
thinkin o' something very particular concerning you and me
this while back, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 84. Ayr. This while ye
hae been mony a gate, Burns Death and Dr. Hornbook, St. 11

;

Ye've heard this while how I've been licket, ib. Poem to Mr.
Mitchell (Dec. 1795) st. 5.

8. adv. So.
Ir. Whatever brought you this far? Barlow Shamrock (1901)

57. n.Yks. About this high (I.W.). w.Yks. '}.W.)
t
War.2

THISAN, THISELN, see Thisn, Thysen.
THISEN, THISENEY, see This, Thisneys.
THISHNEYS, TH1SM, see Thisneys, Thissum.
THISN, dem. pron. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Der.

Not. War. Wor. Hrf. Sur. Also written thisan n.Cy.

Cum.*; thisen ne.Lan.1
; thissan n.Lan.; thissen n.Yks.

w.Yks. Der. se.Wor.1
; thissun Wm. Hrf. ; this un Cum.

;

thisun Sur.; and in form tis'n Cum. 1 [Si'san.] This,

this one. Cf. thatn.
n.Cy. (Hall.), Lakel. 2 Cum. Send me a tail for thisan,

Dickinson Cumbr. (ed. 1876) 60; This un t'lads uset to caw

t'lang walloper, W. C. T. X. (1894) 18 ; Cum.1
; Cum.4 Pre/. 28.

Wm. In a neeak sic ez thissun, Spec. Dial. (1880) pt. ii. 29.

n.Yks.2 w.Yks. Wheea's thissen- 'at cums eouet o' 't wilderness ?

Littledale Crav. Sng. Sol. (1859) iii. 6. n.Lan. We sud put off

thissan, Lonsdale Mag. (July 1866) 18. ne.Lan.1 Der. I'd niver

heard tell 0' thissen, Verney Stone Edge (1868) xxv; Az fur az

this'n, Robinson Sammy Twiicher (1870) 8. Not. Thisn's a nice-

actioned pretty little mouse, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 94. s.Not.

'E wanted this'n (J.P.K.). War.2
,
se.Wor. 1 Hrf. Bound Provinc.

(1876); Hrf. 1 Sur. I'd give it ye for being late loike thisun,

Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. i.

THISNA, dem. pron. and adv. Yks. Also written

thisne w.Yks. 1 [cSrsna.] 1. dem. pron. This, this one.

n.Yks. 2 2. adv. After this manner. w.Yks.1

THISNESS, sb. e.An.1 [Si'snss.] This way, this

manner ; also used advb. See Athisn(s ; cf. thatness.

THISNEYS, adv. e.An. Also in forms thiseney

e.An. 1
; thishneys e.An. 2 [tSrsani.] Thus, so, in this way.

e.An.12 Suf. Raven Hist. Suf. (1895) 266. Cf. thatn a.

THISN(S, adv. n.Cy. Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lei. Nhp.
War. Shr. e.An. Also written thissen Lan.1 nw.Der.' ;

thissens Lan.1 nw.Der.1
; and in form i'this'ns s.Lan. 1

[oi'ssnfz.] In this way, in this manner, so. See Athisn(s
;

cf. thatn(s, thusns.
n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.) Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1
,
Chs.13 ,

Der.

(L.W.), nw.Der. 1
, Not.1

, Lei.1
, Nhp. 1

, War.23 , Shr.12 , e.An.1

THISSEN, see Thisn, Thisn(s, Thysen.
THISSUM, dem. pron. Glo. Hmp. w.Cy. Wil. Also

written thism Glo.2 [Si'sam.] 1. This.
Glo.12 Hmp. Wise New Forest (1883) 190; Hmp.1 w.Cy.

(Hall.) Wil. Britton Beauties (1825) ; Wil. 1 (s.v. Pronouns).

2. These. Glo.2 15.

THISTERDAY, adv. s.Chs.1 In form thisterdee.

[Si'stadi.] Yesterday.
22 ; We won o' the randy thisterdee (s.v. Randy).

THISTLE, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also
in form thizzel I.W.1

[Jri'sl.] 1. In comp. (1) Thistle-

burr, a thistle-head; (2) -cock, the corn-bunting, Emberiza
miliaria; (3) -finch, the goldfinch, Carduelis elegans; (4)

-hemp, obs., a var. of hemp which was early ripe ; (5)

-hook, a hook for cutting down thistles
; (6) -puke, a

donkey; (7) -spitter, an instrument with which to root
up thistles

; (8) -take, obs., a duty paid to the Lord of the
Manor; see below; (9) -top, thistledown.

(1) w.Yks. Th' name, ye'll mark, stuck to him like a thistle-burr,

Sutcliffe Moor and Fell (1899) 13. (2) Or.I. Swainson Birds
(1885) 69 ; S. & Ork. 1

(3) Slg. From its fondness for thistle seeds,
Swainson ib. 58. w.Wor. Berrow'sjrn. (Mar. 3, 1888). Nrf.CozENS-
Hardy Broad Ntf. (1893) 51. (4) n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add.
(P.) Der.1

(5) Nhb. Wielding such elegant tools as a fork, thistle-

hook, or a hoe, Graham Red Scaur (1896) 173. (6) Sur. You do
not catch the asinus harmonious, grass-organ, thistle puke, or
besweet—all these names are given to that animal in our rural
district—eating thistles when he can get better food, Son of
Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 24. (7) I.W.1 (8) Chs. A duty of
a half-penny, antiently paid to the Lord of the Manour of Halton
... for every beast driven over the common, suffered to graze or
eat but a thistle, Bailey (1721) ; Chs.1 In 1375 there was an
officer called the taxator, who was to take an account of the swine
feeding in the lord's woods, and to receive the pannage due for
them. This year the sums received for pannage, thistle- take,
and the perquisites of the halmote were twenty-two pence for
the pannage and thistle-take, and thirteen shillings and three
pence for the Court perquisites

; Chs.23 (9) Dmf. The saft thistle-

tap lines the gowdspink's ha', Cromek Remains (1810) 113.

2. The burdock, Arctium Lappa. Dev.4

THISTRILL, THITE, see Taistrel, Theat, adj.
THITER, sb.

1 Lin. A manure-cart. (Hall.), Lin.1

THITER, sb. 2 n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A foolish fellow

; an idiot. (Hall.)
THITHER, adv. Obs. n.Yks 2 Further off. Hence

Thitherest, adv. furthest off.
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THITTING, sb. Lin. [Jri'tin.] An unpleasant story

concerning a person, not told but held over him as
a threat. n.Lin. It was a thitting I alus held ower him (M.P.).

THIVEL, sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Also
written theivil Sc. (Jam.) ; thivle Dur.1

; thyvel Dur.
Lakel.1 Cum.134 Wm. w.Yks. ; thyvil Wm. ; and in forms
theevil Sc. ; thevil, thieval Frf. ; thivvle m.Yks. 1

[paivl ; Jrivl, Jrivl.] 1. A smooth stick or spatula, used
to stir porridge, &c. See Thible.

Sc, n.Sc. (Jam.
-

) Abd. Soup ladles and theevils, Ogg Willie
XValy (1873) 60; The thivel on the pottage pan, Ross Helenore
(1768) Sng. 292, ed. Nimmo. Frf. The staffwas very short, nearly
a foot having been cut, . . from the original, of which to make a
porridge thieval, Barrie Thrums (1895) vi ; Her ladle was a
skull, . . A shank her thevil too, Lowson Guidfollow (1890 ) 232.
e.Fif. Ye'll may be get a blenter i' the side o' the head wi' the
theevil, Latto Tarn Bcdkin (1864) xxviii. Ayr. (Jam.), n.Cy.

(J.L. 1783), (K.), N.Cy. 12 , Nhb.1 Dur. A little wee winky-spinky
pipe thing nee bigger than a thyvel, Egglestone Betty Podkins'
Visit (1877) 10. Dur.1

, Lakel.12 Cum. 1
; Cum.3 Her man—

a durty tike—Wad bray her wid a besom-stick, a thyvel or sec
like, 69 ; Cum.4 Wm. Tak t'thyvil an' stir t'gruel (B.K.).
e.Wm. (J.M.), n.Yks.23 , n.Yks." (s.v. Thauvel), m.Yks.1 w.Yks.
Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 26. ne.Lan. 1

2. Comp. (1) Theivil-pain, (2) -shot, a pain in the side
;

see below.
(1) Sc. It most prob. received its name from the idea that it is

owing to the stomach being overcharged with that food which is

prepared by means, of the theivil. I have heard that it is thus
denominated, because confined to a particular spot, as if one had
received a stroke on it by a theivil, or some similar instrument

(Jam.). (2) Ags. (tb.)

3. Phr. (1) a queer stick to make a thivel of, said of an
awkward person

; (2) to lick a thivel, to suffer poverty, to

verge on starvation.

(1) N.Cy. 1

, Dur.1
, ne.Lan.1 (2) Cum.3 She'll lick a thyvel 'at

weds you, 203.

4. A cudgel.
Sc. For a thivel they did use A sturdy stump o' knotty spruce,

John o' Arnhd in Mackay.

[1. Thyuil, rubicula, Levins Manip. (1570).],

THTVELESS, see Thieveless.

THIXLE, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Der. Also written thicksell

w.Yks.2
; and in forms thizle Der. 1 nw.Der. 1

; thyzle

n.Cy. nw.Der.1 [jjrksl.] A cooper's adze.
n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) w.Yks. 2

, Der.12 , nw.Der.1

[Thyxyl, instrument, ascia {Prompt.). OHG. dehsala,

ascia,ferrum confertorium (Graff).]

THIZLE, THIZZEL, see Thixle, Thistle.

THO, adv. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written thoa
Dev. [tSo.] Then, at that time.
Dor. Haynes Voc. (c. 1730) in N. & Q. (1883) 6th S. viii. 45.

Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som. I couldn't go

tho, but I went afterwards, W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 We
bide tellin' ever so long, and tho I looked to my watch, and zeed

we 'adn a-got nit a minute to lost, vor to catch the train. Her
told'n he should have his money, but her 'adn a-got it tho. Dev.

Her corned tho', vur I zeed 'er, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ; He
went on a little way and tho he turned round, Reports Provinc.

(1885). n.Dev. Gar, a was woundy mad thoa, Exm. Crishp.

(1746) 1. 351. nw.Dev. 1 Cor. N. & Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 440 ; Cor.1

[To doon obsequies, as was tho the gyse, Chaucer C. T.

a. 993. OE. J>d, then.]

THOAL, THOAN, see Thole, v., Thone.
THOB-THRUSH, THOC(K, see Throb-thrush, Thic(k.

THOCK, v. Nhb. [}>ok.] To breathe heavily or pant

with exertion.
Here cums little Andra Karr, . . thockin and blowin, Bewick

Tyneside Tales (1850) 10 ; Nhb. 1

THOCK, THOCT, THOD, see Thack, v?, Thought,

Thud, v}

THODDEN, adj. n.Cy. Lan. Chs. Der. [fo'dan.]

Sodden; heavy, solid, close; tough; not sufficiently baked.

n.Cy. (Hall.) Lan. Twur as thodd'n as a tharcake, Tim

Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1740) 31; Lan.1 Childer, drinkin'nowt

strunger than churn-milk, till their bones are gradely set an' their

flesh as thodden as leather, Brierley Ab-o'-tK- Yate Lond. (1869)

VOL. VI.

64. s.Lan.1 Chs. 1 Heavy bread is described as thodden. A
waxy, watery potato is also thodden. nw.Der.1

THOER, 1HOF(E, see Thir, dem. pron., Though.
THOFF, conj. Lin. 1

[Sof.] Than if.

It s better thoffhe came.

THOFF, see Though.
THOFFER, adv. and conj. Nrf. Suf. Also in form

thaffer Suf. Therefore, because. (E.G.P.), (Hall.)
THOFT, sb. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lin. Also in form thaft

Sc. (Jam.) Cai. 1 N.Cy. 1
[}>oft ; baft.] The cross-bench in

a boat ; the seat for the rowers. Cf. taft.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. In a boat the thoft where the mast stands is

called the sailing thoft (J. S.). Cai. 1
, N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1
, n.Yks.2 Lin.

Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 371. n.Lin.1

[OE.poft, a rower's bench (Sweet).]
THOFT, THOFTIN, see Think, Though, Toft, Toftin.
THOIGHT, THOIL, see Thwite, Thole, v.

THOKISH, adj. Obs. e.An. Slothful, sluggish, idle,
slow, dull.

e.An.1 Nrf. Browne Wks. (c. 1682) III. 233, ed. Bohn ; Ray
(1691) ;

(K.)

THOKY.tfrf/ Obs. Lin. Slothful, sluggish. (Hall.,
s.v. Thokish.)
THOLE, v. and si.

1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Yks.
Lan. Stf. Der. Also written thoal w.Yks.1

; and in forms
thoil Lakel.2 m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.5 Lan.; thooal n.Yks.2

s.Lan. 1

; thool Lakel.2
; thoyl w.Yks. 4 ;_thwole Cum.14

s.Lan.1
; thwooal Lan.; tole Sh.I. [b51, }>osl, w.Yks.

J>oil.] 1. v. To bear, suffer, endure, tolerate. Cf. taal.
Sc. Weel may yon boatie row or my craig'll have to thole a

raxing, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xiii. Sh.I. Stewart Tales

(1892) 24. Cai. 1 Kcd. He had aften to thole for ithers' fauts

•The dominie's sairest raps, Grant Lays (1884) 117. Per. Nae
mair I'll thole Tib's haughty pride and scorn, Spence Poems
(1898) 38. s.Sc. (A.C.) Ayr. How they maun thole a factor's

snash, Burns Tua Dogs (1786) 1. 96. e.Lth. Dree oot the inch

whan ye've tholed the span, Hunter /. Inwick (1895) 221. Edb.
This was a sore joke against me . . . but I tholed it patiently,

Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xii. Slk. The warst has some
redeemin quality that enables me to thole it without yaumerin,

Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 55. Dmf. The landlord of the

Boar Submits to thole their wicked roar A little time, for sake o'

gain, Shennan Tales (1831) 44. Kcb. He had a perfect horror o'

saip an' water, an' couldna thole to cheinge his claes, Trotter
Gall. Gossip (1901) 41. N.I. 1 LUs. Me, that can't thole the taste

of whisky, Hamilton Bog (1896) 36. Ant. A can hardly thole

the pain o' my finger, Ballymena Obs. (1892). Dwn. A cannae

thole ye! Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 71; (C.H.W.)
s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). N.Cy. 12 Nhb. 1 Aa canna thole nee

langer. Lakel. 1

, Cum.1234 Wm. Nicolson (1677) Trans. R. Soc.

Lit. (1868) IX. n.Yks.1
; n.Yks.2 Bad usage is ill to thole.

m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1 I cud not thoal him at onny sike figure;

w.Yks. 3 Lan. I cannot thooal th' seet on 'em. Francis Daughter

o/Soil{ 1 895) 299; Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Stf.1 Eer. (K.) ; Grose(i79o);

Der. 12 , nw.Der. 1

Hence (1) Tholeable, adj. bearable, tolerable
; (2)

Tholeless, adj. soft, wanting energy; not adaptable,

nearly useless ; (3) Tholemoody, adj. patient ; (4) Thole-

sum, adj., see (1) ; (5) Thole-weel, sb. in phr. a haporih o'

thole-weel, an' a pennorth o' niver-let-on-ye-hae-it, used as

a recommendation for the cure of a trifling ailment.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. A tholable calamity, Murdoch Readings

(1895) II. 96. (2) Cum.4 (3) n.Sc. Ruddiman Inirod. (1773)

(Jam.). Bwk., Rxb. (ib.) (4) Fif. (Jam.) ; N. &> Q. (1871) 4th S.

viii. 156. (5)NI.»

2. To allow, permit, admit of ; to require, stand in need ot.

Sc. He wad thole a mends, he would require to be reformed, or

require a change to the better (Jam.). e.Fif. This was a thing they

cudna an' wadna thole upon ony accoont, Latto 7am Bodkin

(1864) i. s.Sc. ' It'll thole a drap mair waiter,' it will bear to be

farther diluted [of punch]. 'Od woman, yer goun's owr side.'

'
I daursay it is : it wad thole to hae a piece taen aff the boddum,'

N. & Q. (1871) 4th S. viii. 156. Nhb. 1 Used also in rallying one

whose person or character requires improvement. ' We can aa

thole amends.' Wm. (B.K.)

3. To wait, stay, hold out ; to defer or deny oneselt ot

a requirement ; often in phr. to thole a wee, or a while.

Sc. (Jam.) Frf. You had better cross, dominie, and thole out the
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nicht wi' us, Barrie Minister (1891) xxxv. Per. I do bid them
thole a while Till ance the spring come in again, Nicol Poems
(17661 58. s.Sc. Ye'll juist hae to thole a wee till I get my breeks
on, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 95. Dmb. I ken this is nae pleasant
tune, But thole a wee, I'se soon hae done, Taylor Poems (1827)
105. Hdg. Great is our drouth—but thole a wee, Lumsden Poems
(1896) 7. N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 'No, thank ye; aa think aa can thole.'

Stf. 1 Der. Thole a while, Ray (1691) ; Der.12

4. To spare willingly ; to afford ; to bestow cheerfully
and ungrudgingly

; gonnen.
Lakel.2 m.Yks. 1 Thoil us a shilling. An old miser, he can

thole nobody nought. w.Yks.1 I cannot thole t horse at onny sike
price. I could thole him t'meat out o' my mouth; w.Yks. 2 He's
thoiled to pay me at last ; w.Yks.3 She can't thoil her to you

;

w.Yks.4 ; w.Yks.5 He'll thoil thee nowt depend on't, when he
couldn't thoil his awan nevvy's barn t'whoal apple when he went
to ax him for a fairing, bud baat on't afoar he gav t'poor barn it.

Lan. Aw conno thwooal hur . . . under a ginney, Tim Bobbin
View Dial. (ed. 1760) 30. s.Lan.1

Hence .Tholer, sb. a liberal giver.
m.Yks. 1 He's a rare tholer.

5. Phr. (1) to thole, an assise or a trial, to stand a trial;

(2) — off, (a) to admit of a part being taken off; (b) to be
sufficiently warm without some particular article of dress;

(3) — on, (a) to suffer or wait patiently
;

(b to admit of
anything being laid or put on; (4) —through, to 'pull
through ' an illness, &c.

; (5) — to, (a) to admit the addition
of; (b) to admit of anything being shut.

(i)Sc. (Jam.); Putin surefirmanceuntillhehavetholedan assize,
Skene Difficill Wds. (1681) 12

;
(A.W.) Dmb. The wretched man

had 'tholed his assize 'and could not have been tried again, Strang
Lass ofLennox (1899) 302. (2 a, b) Abd. (Jam.) (3, a) Cai. 1

(4) Abd. (Jam.) (4) Frf. She is 'on the mend,' she may ' thole
thro,' if they take great care of her, Barrie M. Ogilvie (1896) 35.
(5 a, b) Abd. (Jam.)

6. To advantage, benefit ; to be to one's gain.
Sh.I. At wan time, in fack, ye wir compell'd ta bluid your fish,

an' hit wid be tolin da fish curers if dey wid pit dat law in forse
nop, Sh. News (Nov. 12, 1898) ; We say to a person ' it wid be
tolin de ' if a certain thing happened or a certain course were
adopted (J.S.).

7. sb. A disposition, esp. a generous one; a free wish
to give ; liberality, generosity.
m.Yks. 1 He's no thoil in 'im. 1 know his thoil. w.Yks. He hes

a poor thoil, Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865) ; w.Yks. 3 ' He gave it with
a thoil,' i.e. willingly

; w.Yks.3 Noa thoil in him. e.Lan. Burnley
Express (June 1, 1901).

[1. OE. polian, to suffer, hold out, endure (Sweet).]
THOLE, sb? Sc. Ess. I.W. 1. One of the two short

handles of a scythe. Ess. (E.L.), Ess.1 2. Comp. Thole-
pin, (1) a peg to fasten a double door

; (2) the pin that goes
into the shafts of the roller by which the horse draws.

(1) Frf. He reached up to the thole-pin which kept the loft
folding-door in position, Inglis Am Flk. (1895) 115. (2) I.W.1

[Cp. OE. pol, poll, an oar-peg, rowlock (Sweet).]
THOLTER, sb. Irel. Cross-ploughing. Uls. (M.B.-S.)

Cf. thwarter, 6.

THOLTHAN, THOM, see Thalthan, Thumb.
THOMAS, sb. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Chs. War. Also

in forms Tammas Sc. ; Tummus s.Lan.1 Chs. 1
; Tummuz

Chs.3 [to-mas ; tamss, tu'mas.] 1. In comb. (1)Thomas's gifts, gifts given on St. Thomas's Day (Dec. 21) •

see below; (2) -tit, the blue tit, Pants caeruleus; (3)Tummus-an'-Meary, broad Lan. dialect ; also used atlrib.
(1) n.Yks. They had gone out ' St. Thomasing,' that is, visiting

the farmhouses on St. Thomas's Day and asking ' Thomas's gifts.'
These were usually pieces of ' pepper-cake ' (or the customary thick
ginger bread\ with perhaps a modicum of cheese or a bite of cake
or maybe a few halfpence, Atkinson Moorl. Parish (1891) 379'.

(2) War.3
(3) s.Lan. 1 The name of the famous comic idyl written

by John Collier ^Tim Bobbin), died 1786. ' Tummus an' Meary
mak' o' talk

' ; the persons who speak it are said to be ' talkin'
Tummus-an'-Meary.'

,HvJhe Puffin >
Fratercula arctica. Nai. Zoologist (i&V>)

VIII. 2908. 3. A toad. Chs.13 a m u£.„. XiJL/
Lakel.2

4. //. Heavy clogs.

THOMASER,s6. w.Yks.3
[to-masa(r).] A gift given

on St. Thomas's Day (Dec. 21).

When the children solicit coppers they ask, perhaps, ' if yo
serve Thomasers ' (s.v. Thommasin').

THOMASING, vbl. sb. Yks. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut.
Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Brks. Also written Thomassing
Not. sw.Lin. 1

; and in form Tummasin Shr. 1 [to'masin.]

1. Going from house to house begging on St. Thomas's
Day (Dec. 21) ; see below ; also in comp. St. Thomasing.
Gen. in phr. going a Thomasing. Cf. gooding.
n.Yks. They had gone out ' St. Thomasing,' that is, visiting the

farmhouses on St. Thomas's Day and asking ' Thomas's gifts,'

Atkinson Moorl. Parish (1891) 379. w.Yks. The widows ask and
commonly receive at the farmers' house a small measure of wheat,
and they call it 'going a Thomasing,' Henderson Flk-Lore (1879)
66-7 ; w.Yks.3 It is still the custom for children to go about on that

day. In Mr. Scott's days, at Woodsome Hall, a sack of wheat stood
at the door, with a pint measure. All comers who chose to take it

were served with a pint of wheat, supposed to be for frumenty. The
same custom, in a different form, was followed at the Wood
afterwards. There they gave pennies to Almondbury people,
a halfpenny each to children, but Farnley folk had twopence.
Wheat also was given away. Stf. The old women went a
Thomassing. Wrapped up in their poor old shawls or cloaks they
went to the houses of the better to do, to get a dole on December
21st. Their old rhyme delivered, often with toothless elocution,

was this :
' Well-a-day, well-a-day, St. Thomas goes too soon

away, Then your gooding we do pray, For the good time will net
stay. St. Thomas grey, St. Thomas grey, The longest night and
the shortest day, Please to remember St. Thomas Day,' The Chronicle
(Feb. 22, 1901). Der. (L.W. ), nw.Der. 1 Not. It's a many year sin'

I first come here a Thomassin' (L.C.M.). n.Lin. 1
, sw.Lin. (R.E.C.),

sw.Lin. 1
, Rut. ' Lei ' Old women are the usual performers. Nhp. 1

War.2
;
War. 3 To go a Thomasing was one of the customs of the

widows and old unprovided for women in the village in which they
were born. Alms and food were given to them by the well-to-do
inhabitants. Wor. ' We be come a Thomasin.' Village children
at my house 21 Dec. 1901. They sang hymns, but did not know
the old Thomasing begging rhyme (E.S.I. s.Wor. 1 Shr. Burke
Flk-Lore (1883) xxix ; Shr. 1

, Brks. (W.H.Y.)
2. St. Thomas's Day, Dec. 21.
War. 3 Next Thomasin' 'ull be time enough, B'ham Wkly. Post

(Apr. 29, 1899).

THOMASMAS, sb. Sh.I. In form Tammasmas. The
teast of St. Thomas, Dec. 21 ; also used attrib.

This is Tammasmas E'en, and the day following is Tammasmas
Day, in which no manner of work can be done. ' Da bairn i' da
midder's wime 'III mak' woeful del, If wark be wrought on
Tammasmas night, Five nights afore Yule,' Spence Flk-Lore
(1899) 197.

THOMELLE-TOE, THOMSON, see Thummel-toe,
Tamson.

r*
THPN '

dem
- Pron - and dem. adj. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur.

[Son.] That, 'yon'; yonder.
Sc. Ca' thon a leddy ? Stevenson Catriona (1893) i ; ' Thon ' is

used to identify an object remote from both [speakers! . ' Thon

'

is alike in both numbers, Murray Dial. (1873) i 79 ; Thys is meyne,
that s yoors, but quhae's auwcht thon ? ib. t86. Abd (A W 1

Ayr. A farmer's wife going for to buy an article like thon, John-ston Congalton (1896) 114. Edb. Was thon the best you can do!Campbell
, Dedie Jock (1897) 2? . n.I.i Uls. There's aye good

reason when a girl stays away from a bit o' sport like thon,Hamilton Bog (1896) 13. Dwn. Tae watch thon birdies' crestso green And red throats glisten, Savage-Armstrong Ballads
(1901)14. s.Don. Simmons G/. (1890). Nhb. 1 Whe's thon « Do
fL

e
r

Sr lt°
n
T°°

Se
^°,
We
L
there

' Nhb
-> Dur '

About Shie)ds and as
far south as Teesdale, Murray Dial. (1873) 186
THON, see Then, adv.
THONDER, adv Sc. Irel. Nhb. Chs. Fit. Nhp. War.

bhr. Hrf. eAn. Also m forms thander Chs. 13 War. Shr.»^Ser/ t
\?vp '

;

J
thinder e.An.1

; thonner Ir.
[Bonder; 8a-nda(r).] Yonder. Also used as adj. and pron
Hdg. Two beautiful girl winches standing down thonder in thepassage, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 295. N.I 1 Dwn A hae awee terrier dug thonner at hame, Lyttle Ballycuddy ('1892) 62.

i'< NhbTTJ
3 ?-&89?Krmb -

HALDANE GeordfsLast
9^)15 ,

Nhb.1 Chs i
; Chs.3 ' Wheere's our Dick ? ' ' Crewdling inthander corner

; hiding away in yon corner. s.Chs. 1 Dhondflr)z

War HallV s£ 1^ ^^ Nhpl He lives °ver thender-

B«™n P -
}

? o *;
°d

- 5°' Hrf
' Tha»der one is the man,Bound Provmc. (1876). e.An.1



THONDILL [99] THORNY

THONDILL, sb. Obs. ne.Yks.1 A measure of land
;

see below.
Plots of ploughing land on unenclosed commons seem to have

formerly been of three sizes, ' broads,' ' narrows,' and ' ihondills,'

the last-named being intermediate to the other two, and about

three roods in extent.

THONE, adj. n.Cy. Dur. Yks. Lan. Der. Lin. Lei.

Nhp. War. Shr. Glo. Nrf. Ken. Also written thoan
s.Lan.1

; and in forms thooan s.Lan.1
; thwooan Lan.

Damp, moist, wet ; soft from dampness. Cf. thane, adj.

n.Cy. Grose (1790) ;
(P.R.) Dur. (K.) w.Yks.2 ' It's thooan

land,'used to express the quality ofland. s.Lan.1 Midi. Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1796) II. Der.1 Obs., Der.2 , nw.Der. 1 Lin. Ray
(1691) ; Lin.1 Lei. (K.) ; Lei. 1 Applied to corn, soil, &c. ' Some
on it's a good bit thone.' ' It's a'most to' thone to groind.' Nhp. 1

Corn is said to be ' thone,' whether in the rick or after it is threshed,

if it be too moist for grinding; Nhp.2 , War.3 Shr.1 Said of corn,

and of heavy, clammy bread. Glo. (E.M.W.) e.Nrf. Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1787). Ken. Ray (1691) MS. add. (J.C.)

Hence (1) Thone-wheat, sb. wheat not dry enough for

grinding
; (2) Thonish, adj. damp, wettish

; (3) Thony,
adj. damp, moist, soft.

(1) Wor. (J.R.W.) (2) Lan. As awr donnin meh thwoanish

clooas, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1740) 28. s.Lan. 1
(3) n.Cy.

Grose (1790). w.Yks.2 Lin. Ray (1691). Lei.1 It's but a thony

haa'vest. Nhp.12 e.Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787).

[OY..pan, moist; irrigated (Sweet).]

THONG, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Shr. Brks. Som. Dev.

Cor. Sc.I. Also in form thung Shr.1 nw.Dev.1 [borj.]

1. sb. A leathern boot- or shoe-lace.

Arg. 'My thong's loose,
1
said he, stooping to fumble with a

brogue that needed no such attention, Munro /. Splendid (1898)

236. Shr.1

Hence Close-thonged, adj. tightly laced.

Arg. His close-thonged brogues that clung to the feet like a dry

glove, Munro /. Splendid (1898) 193.

2. An instrument ofpunishment formerly used in schools

;

see below.
Cor. A leathern strap, about 15 in. by 2^ in., with a hole in one

end to hang it up by, formerly used in schools to strike the palm

of the hand with. The end with the hole in it was brought down

sharply upon the palm, and thus raised a blister (M.A.C.) ;
Like-

wise a thong to thock [thwack] thee, ef Thee d'st ever go askew,

Forfar Poems (1885) 7.

3. pi. Sea-thongs, Himanthalia lorea. Sc.I. (b. & H.)

4. v. To beat, thrash.

N.I.1 n.Dev. Chell thong tha, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 77.

5. Obs. To fling or swing round the skirts or tail.

n.Dev. Ya gurt thonging, banging muxy drawbreech, Exm. Scold.

6
7

.

4
To twine ; to twist together. Brks. 1

7. To become

stringy or viscous ; to become heavy and sodden.

Som. (Hall.) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 Cider is

very often said ' to thongy ' when it gets into a peculiar oily or

treacly state called 'reamed,' or 'ropy.' Dev. It [a rusk] bamt

very nice, sur, it thungeth, Reports Provtnc. (1885).

Hence Thongy, adj. stringy, viscous, tough ;
like dough

0r
S^m.

t

^HALL.) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 Dev In

bread, or like substances, it means the opposite of crisp or crumbly.

Cider is often said ' to be thongy,' when it gets into the peculiar

state known as 'reamed' or 'ropy,' Reports Provtnc. (1885).

nw.Dev.1
, ,

THONGY, adj. e.An. [bo-rjgi.l Oppressively hot, as

between summer showers. e.An.1 Nrf. Cozens-Hardy

BroadNrf. (1893) 2.

THONK, see Thunk.
THONKY, adj. Cum. [Not known to our other corre-

spondents.] Dank, misty, rainy. (M.P.), Cum.14

THONNER, THOOAL, see Thonder, Thole, v.

THOOAR, THOOL, see Thir, dem. pron., Thole, v.

THOOM, THOOMACK, THOOR(E, see Thumb,

Thummack, Thir, dem. pron.
,

THOO'S, poss. adj. Sc. [!5uz.] Thy. Cf. thee s.

Ayr. In Thoo's ain name, Johnston Glenbuckie (1889) no.

THOO-THISTLE, see Thow-thistle.

THOOTLE, v. Nhb. 1 [bu'tl.] To endure ;
to wait.

' Aa canna thootle na langer '-cannot be put off any longer.

THOR, sb.1 n.Yks.2 [bor.] A thundering noise.
It c6m doon with a desperate thor.

THOR, sb.2 Obs. Sc. Durance, confinement. Sibbald
Gl. (1802) (Jam.).
THOR, see Their, They, Thir, dem. pron.
THORBLE, 1H0RE, see Thible, Thir, dem. pron.
THORL(E, sb. Sc. Yks. Also in form thirl n.Yks.2

The fly of a spindle or spinning-rock ; the pivot on which
a wheel revolves. Cf. whorle.

Slg. The lass is frugal, eident turns the thorle, Galloway Poems
(1804) 15. Edb. Three of the buttons have sprung the thorls,

Mom Mansie Wauch (1828) vi. Rxb. (Jam.), n.Yks.2

Hence (1) Thirled, ppl. adj. pinned or pivoted, as a

wheel. n.Yks. 2
; (2) Thorle-pippin, sb. a species of apple

in form resemblingthe fly-wheel of a spindle. Rxb. (Jam.)

THORL(E, see Thirl, adj.

THOR MANTLE, s6. Dev. Also in form thors-mantle.

1. Prob. a corruption of ' tormentil,' Potentilla Tormentilla.

We have . . . the thor-mantle, excellent as a medicine in fevers,

Bray Desc. Tamar and Tavy (1836).!. Lett, xviii. 318; Dev.4

2. The foxglove, Digitalis purpurea.
The Devonshire children make us think of the Thunderer, as

they gather the foxglove, and call it Thors-mantle, Monthly Pit.

(Oct. 1864) 443.
THORN, sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Chs. Lin. War. Wor.

Nrf. Dor. Also in forms tharn Wor. ; thoorn n.Yks.2
;

thurn Lan. Chs. 1 Wor. ; torn Sh.I. [born, pgan.] 1. In

phr. like licking honey offa thorn, see below.
n.Yks.2 ' It's bare wark an poor pay, like licking honey off a

thoorn,' said of an employment yielding but small and uncertain

profit.

2. Comb. (1) Thorn-back, (a) a small river-fish; (b) a

bed of good stone in Swanage quarries; (2) -(s bull, the

thick part of a thorn, the branches being cut off; (3)

-drain, (4) -draining, see below
; (5) -grey, (a) the lesser

redpole, Linota rufescens; (b) the grey linnet, Lmota

cannabina
;

(6) -hurdling, putting up hurdles of thorns

;

(7) -peckled, freckled
; (8) -speckles, freckles.

(1, a) War.3 A small fish with a strong back fin. It abounds in

the Avon, but it is not the stickleback. (6) Dor. (C.W.) fa)

e.Cy. (Hall.) Nrf. Throw the old deke down and use the thorn-

bulls for firing, Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 62. (3, 4)

n.Lin. 1 Before drain tiles became common it was the custom among

farmers to drain their land by digging trenches and burying sticks,

commonly thorns, in them ; these were called ' thorn-drams, and

the process ' thorn-draining.' (5, a^ n.Ir. (J.S.) (6) N.I. 1 (6)

Wor This be just the weather for thorn-hurdling the meadow

(H.K.). (7) e.Lan. 1 (8) Lan. Lotions, drinks, &c. to restore her

yure, remove thorn-speckles, Standing Echoes (1885) 15.

3. The hawthorn, Crataegus Oxyacantha.

Sc. Garden JVk. (1896) No. cxiii. 100. Yks. (B. & H.) Lan.

Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) 16.

Hence (1) Thorn-berries, sb. pi. the fruit of the haw-

t.horn,CralaegusOxyacantha; {zjThom-bush^b.ahawthorn

tree, Crataegus Oxyacantha. . ,

(1) Chs.1 Nrf. I go and get him some berries, '
thorn-bernes,

Emerson Son ofFens (1892) 369. (2) Chs. 1

4. A sharp prickly spine found on certain nsn.

Sh.I. I laid me haands open wi' da torns of da last ane [skate]

'at I peel'd, Sh. News (Mar. 9, 1901). ,

THORN, v. Obs. Sc. To eat heartily; to satisfy

one's appetite ; used of bodily wants.

When they had eaten and well drunken, And a had thorn d

fine, Sc. Ballads (1808) II. 335 (JAM -
Suppl.).

THORNEN, adj. Brks. Wil. Dor. Som. Also in forms

tharnen Wil. Som.; tharnin Brks. [banin, pa'mn.]

Made of thorn ; having the nature or quality of thorn.

Brks. The tharnin tree you med plainly zee As is called King

Alferd's tharn, Hughes Scour. White Horse t i859) ™- Wil.

(Hall.) Dor.'l pass'd the maid avore the Spring, An »h*pherd

ny the thornen tree, Barnes Poems (ed. 1869) 29. e.Som. W. & J.

G
THORNY^'.'and sb. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Glo. Som. Also

written thorney Nhb. 1. adj. In comp (1) Thorny-back,

(a) the stickleback, Gasterosteus trachurus; (b) a small

perch, Perca jluviatilis; (c) the thornback, Rata clavata;

(2) -nvett, the magpie, Pica rustica.
{

(lib) Nhb. Here may be fund the thorney-back, the Poheed
s > > 02



THORO [ioo] THOU
an Tommy Lodjor, Chater Tyneside Aim. (1869) 13. (c) Fif.,

Edb. (Jam.) (2; Cum. (J.D.)

2. sb. The stickleback, Gasterosteus trachurus. Glo., Som.
N. dV Q. (1884) 6th S. ix. 448.
THORO, see Through.
THOROUGH, adj., adv. and sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. Not.

Shr. Glo. e.An. Wil. Dor. Also in forms tharra Suf.';
thorra N.I. 1

; thorow Sc. (Jam.) [bara.] 1. adj. and
adv. In comb. (1) Thorough-cleaning, a spring-cleaning

;

(2) -go, diarrhoea
; (3) -gone, thoroughly good or bad ; (4)

•go-nimble, {a) see (3) ;
(b) small beer

; (5) -grown, of
corn, &c. : sprouted

; (6) -pin, (7) -pole, parts of a wagon
;

see below ; '(8) -stitch, thoroughly, completely.
(I) n.Yks. 1 Thorough-cleaning (s.v. Row). w.Yks. (J.W.)

(2) Shr. 2 (31 e.Yks. 1 He's a thorough-geean raskill, MS. add.
(T.H.) (4, a) Sc. (Jam.), w.Yks.i, Shr.2, Suf. 1 (6) Sc. The small
beer of the college, termed thorough-go nimble, furnished a poor
substitute, Scott Pirate (1821) iv. w.Yks. 1

(5) s.Not. If the wet
keeps on we shall hae the barley thorough grown (J.P.K.). (6)
Wil. 1 The pin which fastens the waggon-bed to the carriage.

(7) Dor. The piece of timber which connects the fore-axle of a
waggon with the hinder one, Barnes Poems '1863) Gl. (s.v.

Waggon). (8) s.Not. I shall have to go thorough-stitch through
the house; it's filthy from top to bottom. She's means to do the
place up thorough- stitch (J.P.K.).
2. Wise, sane.
Rxb. (Jam.) N.I. 1 The poor fellow's not thorough.

3. sb. A spavin which shows itself on both sides of a
horse's hough or hock. e.An. 1

THOROUGH, see Through, Thurrow.
THOROW, THORP, see Through, Throp.
THORP(E, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Lin. Nhp.

Oxf. Brks. Also in forms throp e.Yks. 1
; thrup n.Yks. 1

Not.n.Lin. 1 Nhp. 12 Oxf.Brks. [porp,p9p; prup.] A hamlet;
a village

;
gen. in place-names.

n.Cy. (B.K.) n.Yks. 1 Ainthorpe is Aintrup or Ainthrup, Nun-
thorpe,Nunthrup,&c.

; n.Yks. 2 ne.Yks. 1 Tholthrup.Helperthrup,
Lowtthrup. e.Yks.1

, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (May
x 5i l897) ; w.Yks.2 s.Lan. Bamford £>/«/. (1854). Der. 1 ' In this
thorp.' [Obs. as 'village'; only used in place-names.] Not. (L.C.M.)
Lin. 1 Keep on the trod, and you'll reach the thorpe in time. n.Lin. 1

Obs. as a separate word, but used in the termination ofmany village
names. Nhp. 1 Thrup Malsor, Thrup Mandeville, Althrup, Kings-
thrup, Rothersthrup. Ranstrup, for Ravensthorpe ; Nhp. 2 Oxf
n.Brks. (GO.)
Hence Thorpsmen, sb. pi, obs., villagers. n.Yks. 2

[OE. porp, prop, a farm, estate ; a village (Sweet),]
THOR'S, THORSELS, see Thirs, Theirselves.
THOR'S-MANTLE, see Thor-mantle.
THORT, THORTER, see Thwart, Thwarter.
THORTY, adj. Dev. [og'ti.] Thoughtless, half-witted,

stupid.
They'll have a lopping old 'oss, and a thorty driver, Reports

Provinc. (1895"!.

THOSE, dem. pron. and dem. adj. Yks. Lan. Som.
[56z,oo3z.] I. Dial, forms. 1. (1) Thoase, (2) Thooas,
(3) Thooase, (4) Thoose, (5) Toose.

(1) m.Yks 1 A semi-refined lorm restricted to a corresponding
habit of speech, Introd. 22. Lan. Babby clooas laid by i' lavender
i' thoase drawers, Banks Manch. Man (1876) ii. (2) Lan. Oi'U
noan trust thooas chaps, Kay Shuttleworth Scarsdale d86o)
I"- 73- (3) n.Yks. Thooase 'at follow his perswashin, Castillo
Poems (1878)22. (4) Lan. Look after thoose broth, Sam, Brierley
Marlocks (1867) 86, ed. 1884. e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.' (5) Lan. Tim
Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) Reader, 14 s.Lan.1

2. Contractions : (1) Thoose'n, (2) Thoosn, those will.
(1) s.Lan. 1

(2) Lan. Thoosn naw doo, Tim Bobbin View Dial.
(ed. 1806) 40.

II. Dial. use. In phr. those here here, those.
•w.Som. 1

I baint no ways a-tookt up way those here here
[dheo-zh yuur yuur] taytotal fullers (s.v. This here).
THOSKS, see Thusks.
THOST, sb. Obs. Glo. Dung. Home Subsecivae

(1777) 43°; Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.)
[OE. post, dung (Sweet).]
THOT, see Think.
THOU, pers. pron. and v. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Win,

Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Nhp. Glo. Nrf. Sur.

Hmp. Wil. Som. Cor. I. Dial, forms. 1. (1) A, (2)

Aw, (3) Doo, (4) Dou, (5) Du, (6) T, (7 I Ta, (8) Ta, (9)

Ta, (10) Taa, (11) Tae, (12) Tau, (13) Taw, (14) Tay, (15)

Te, (16) Tea, (17) Teau, (18) Teaw, (19) Teh, (20) Ter,

(21) Teu, (22) Th', (23) Tha, (24) Tha, (25) Tha, (26)

Thaa, (27) Thaaw, (28) Thae, (29) Thah, (30) Thai, (31)

Thau, (32) Thaw, (33) Thaww, (34) Thea, (35) Theau,
(36) Theaw, (37) Theow, (38) They, (39) Tho, (40) Thoo,
(41) Thow, (42) Thu, (43) To, (44) Too, (45) Toil, (46)

Tow, (47) Tu.

(1) s.Sc. DearWillielad, how hasta'been? T. Scott Poems (1793)
315. Yks. Wiltabesaegudeastoexchangecivilities? DYKECraiktrees

(1897) 53. (a) Cor. What art aw knacken for? Forfar Cousin

Jan (1839) st - 2 ! Cor.3 (3) Sh.I. Dat doo sood, Sh. News (July

30, 1898). (4) S. & Ork.1 (5) Sh.I. Believe du me du's gaein' ta

hae trouble, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 242; S. & Ork. 1 (6) Dur.
Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870). Lan. 1ft' does aw'll shake thi

shoon, Brierley Layroek (1864) xi. n.Lin. Why doant t' set

sheaves up ? Peacock Tales and Rhymes (1886) 64. (7, 8) w.Yks.
The strong form ' ta ' and the weak form ' ta ' can only be used
interrogatively and in subordinate sentences, as :

' Wil ta wesit ?'

[wilt thou wash it?] Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 117. (9)
Nhb.1 Cum. Employed when there is no emphasis on the pronoun
(E.W.P.) ; Dis ta think yon was dun for a lark? Farrall Betty

Wilson (1876) 30; Cum. 1 Wm. What was ta doin in theer?
Ollivant Owd Bob (ed. 1900) 19. n.Yks.4 ne.Yks. 1 ' Ta ' is used
after an auxiliary verb in ordinary familiar conversation ; as ' Wilt
ta cum wi ma ?

' and in all questions in the 2nd person, ' ta ' is closely
connected with the verb so as to form part of it, as ' sa'nt ta ?

'

'harks-ta?' 23. m.Yks.1 With the 2nd pers. sg. most verbs,
including the auxiliary, coalesce, and in this form are a marked
feature of conversation as interrogative forms. ' Wilt-thou
[wihtu], munut-thou [muon ut-tu], Introd. 26. w.Yks. Kan ta diut
bi Sisen ? Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 117 ; w.Yks.2 When ta's

said all ta can
; w.Yks.3 Lan. Would it befor us, thinksta ? Clegg

Sketches (1895I 74. n.Lan. 1 Will ta ga ta U'ston fair? ne.Lan.',
s.Lan. 1 Not. Does ta say tha prayers? Prior Forest Flk. (1901)
113. s.Not. The enclitic ' thou ' in inverted construction. Chiefly
in speaking to little children (J.P.K.). n.Lin. 1 Are ta gooin' to
be wed soon, William ? (10) w.Yks.3 What didst taa hit me for ?

e.Lan.1 (11) Lan. Wilt tae have a feyght ? Kay-Shuttleworth
Scarsdale (i860) II. 283. (12) Wm. Nor hes tau followed on,
Hutton Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 126. (13) s.Wm. Taw's varra
sean, man, ib. Dial. Storih and Arnside (1760) 1. 1. (14) w.Yks.
Nut tay, mun (B.K.). (15) Nhb. Stop! where was aw, thinks tej

Jack ? Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 26 ; Nhb. 1 Cum. Employed
when there is no emphasis on the pronoun. The sound is that
of the French ' te ' and may be written indiscriminately ta, te
(E.W.P.)

;
Cum. 3 Hes t'e any foat to finnd ? 62. n.Yks.3 , w.Yks.

(J.W.) n.Lin. What art te doin' on ? Peacock Tales and Rhymes
(1886) 64. (16) Lan. Where has tea been roaming, Kitty? Kay-
Shuttleworth Scarsdale (i860) II. 236. (17) e.Lan. 1 (18) s.Lan. 1

(19) w.Yks. Can teh read writin ? Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865). Lan.
Whear didst teh flee to, Kitty? Harland Lyrics (1866) 76. (20)
s.Yks. Doster know? Fletcher God's Failures (1897) 73. Not.12
(21) w.Yks. ' Wheer at teu for to-neet ? ' Out of use (D.L.). (23)

?~
a
?/„

B
,

AMF0RD Dial < l854)- (23, 24) w.Yks. Wright Gram.
Wndhll. (1892)116. s.Chs.163. (25) s.Wm. Hutton Dial. Storth
and Arnside (! 76o)l. 2. n.Yks.* ne.Yks.1 'Tha' is also used instead
of ' ta, but no rule can be laid down with regard to the interchange
of these forms, 23. e.Yks. 1 m.Yks. 1 Neither ' dhu' nor ' tu ' are
employed emphatically, Introd. 34. w.Yks.3

, ne.Lan. 1 s Lan >

Chs. 1
,
s.Chs. 1 63. Lin. Tha joompt in thysen, Tennyson Spinster's

Sweet-arts (1885). Shr.1 Gram. Outlines, 47. (26) w.Yks 3 e Lan »

'

D
Lâ '

1

PfnThaa '

ltstan ' »' a Press full o' Crown Derby, Gilchrist
Peakland (1897) 94. (27) Cum. Thaaw fooal ! thaaw, DickinsonCumbr (ed. 1876; 92. (28) Lan. Thae sent it, Saunders Abel
Drake (1862) 1. s.Lan.i (29) w.Yks. Emphatic, Banks Wkfld.Wds. (1865); w.Yks. 2 Lan. Thah mun give it summat better
than cowd wayter, Banks Manch. Man. (1876) 1 Chs Thah crurt

r^
fwCL°T GHt£ BTSkite (l879) 3' Chsl (3°) s.Chs.1 63.(3t) Wm. Trust thau then, Maggy, in the great Father of mercies,Hvttox Bran New ^^(1785) 1. 393. (32) w.Yks* (33) Cum.1

(34) s.Lan. 1
(35) Lan. Theau's gather'd flesh, Doherty N. Barlow

1884 1. I7 . s.Lan i
(36) Lan. Theaw knows, Harland Lyrics

(1866) 95 m Lan.1
,
s.Lan. 1 6. Chs. Theaw donders abeawt,

r!v^°
N
q c ???Jt ( ?

887) IO
' (^ Som

'
Theow beas' vair

w- ! 1
g-
S°L (l86o)

'" ' 6
- (38 )

S -Chs-' 64- (39) n.Yks.* Lan.Winnot tho taste wi' mo? Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) II 14e.Lan. 1
,
s.Lan. 1

(40) Ayr. Hunter Studies {1^0) 91. Nhb 1 Dur"



THOU [ioi] THOU
AH the time thoo was away, Guthrie Kitty Fagan (1900) 118.
Cum. 14 Win. Thoo nivver sah sic a bit a pink en white i' thi life,

RoBisoN^4a/rf 7aate(i882)3. w.Yks. Weelthoo knaws, Castillo
Poems (1878) 30. ne.Yks.1

' Thoo ' is always used when it is the
first word in the sentence or elsewhere when special emphasis
is required, as : ' Thoo knaws,' ' Dust thoo think at thoo can
skelp mah bairn ?' 23. e.Yks. 1 m.Yks. 1 In emphasis, Introd. 22.

w.Yks. Thoo knaws, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 285. (41)
Fif. Melvill Autobiog. (1610) 65, ed. 1842. n.Lan. 1 I kna thow
can du it, thow's-like. (42) m.Yks. 1 In sharp utterance there is a
distinct change of vowel [from 00J to [uw], Introd. 22. (43) n.Cy.
(Hall.) w.Yks. 1 Mind to dunnot clap thy hand to papper. Lan. 1

Wilto, hasto, conto ? e.Lan.1 Arto ? s.Lan. 1 Used as a termination
to 'has,' 'will,' 'con,' etc., when asking a question. ' Hasto finish't

thi job yet ?
' (44) Cum.1 (45) Cum. For she, tou kens, can always

feel, Anderson Ballads (1805) 3 ; Cum. 1 Yks. Tou may go back
as tou came, Howitt Hope on (1840) viii. (46) Cum. Things 'at

tow niver saw, Lonsdale Mag. (Feb. 1867) 311. Shr^Astow?
[hast thou?] (47) Nhb. Where has tu John? Richardson Borderer's

Table-bk. (1846) VI. 106 ; Nhb. 1

2. Contractions : (1) Iftle, (2) Ivtle, if thou wilt
; (3)

Teaw'd, thou hadst
; (4) Teaw'U, thou wilt ; (5) Teaw'st,

thou shalt
; (6) Tha'd, thou hadst

; (7) Thae'st, thou shalt

;

(8) Thah'll, see (4); (9) Thahm'd, thou mightest
; (10)

Thah'st, thoushouldest; (11) Tha'll,see (4); (12) Tham'd,
see (9) ; (13) Tha's, thou hast

; (14) Thaww'l, see (4) ; (15)

Theaw'd, (a) thou wouldst
;

(b) see (6) ; (16) Theaw'l,
see (4); (17) Theaws, see (15); (18) Theawst, see (5);

(19) Thoo'd, see (15, a)
; (20) Thoo'll, see (4) ; (21) Thoo's

(a) see (13) ;
(b) thou art

;
(c) see (5) ; (22) Thoul, see (4) ;

(23) Thou's, (a) see (13) ;
(b) thou art

;
(c) see (5) ; (24)

Thou'se, see (5) ; (25) Thou'st, (a) thou art
;

(b) see (5) ;

(26) Thul(l, (27) Tool, see (4) ; (28) Tou's, thou art
; (29)

Tou'st, see (5) ; (30) Tusdoon, thou hast done.

(1) w.Yks.1
, s.Lan. (J.A.P.) (2) s.Lan. Bamford Dial. (1854).

(3, 4) s.Lan.1 (5) Lan. Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) 34.

s.Lan.1 (6) Yks. Tha'd never seen such a lass, Taylor Miss

Miles (1890) xix. (7) Lan. Thae'st tay thi' dinner wi' me, Kay-
Shuttleworth Scarsdale (i860) II. 301. (81 w.Yks. Yks. Factory

Times (Aug. 2, 1889) 8, col. 6. (9) w.Yks. Thahm'd as weel stop

wi' me (^E.B.). (10) w.Yks. Thah'st tak his black coit, Bywater
Gossips, 15. (11) Lan. Tha'll never get vally, Clegg David's Loom
(1894) 132. (12) w.Yks. Tham'd as weel go an' all (iE.B.). (13)

w.Yks. Tha's thi eenoppen, Binns Originals (1889) No. i. 2. (14)

Cum. (E.W.P.) (15, a) Lan. Aw little thowt whatn a blessin'

theaw'd be to us, Banks Manch. Man (1876) xliv. s.Lan. 1 ib)

s.Lan.1 (16) Lan. Theaw'l noa put me in, Brierley Layrock

(1864) x. (17) s.Lan.1 (18) Lan. Theawst yer ! Tim Bobbin

View Dial. (ed. 1740) 14. (19) n.Yks. (T.S.) (20) Nhb. Ef

thoo'll oney sit canny, Robson Evangeline (1870) 335. (21, a)

Nhb. Thoo's done me a right good turn, Pease Mark o' Deil (1894)

36. Wm. If thoo's got owt to say, Ward Helbeck (1898) 336.

(b) Nhb. Thoo's a gran' hand at compliment, Clare Love of Lass

(1890) I. 20. (c) Cum.1 (22) Nhb. Aw warn't thoul leuk as weel

as the best, Bewick Tyneside Tales (1850) 13- Cum. (E.W.P.)

(23, a) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) n.Yks. Ah's pleeas'd thou's cum'd,

Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 31. (6) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Nhb.

Thou's neahn deef, Bewick Tyneside Tales (1850) 12. Dur.1 Sur.

Thou's a selfish lout, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. i. (c) Sc. (Jam.

Suppl.) Nhb. Thou's drink thy tea, N. Minstrel (1806-7) pt. iv. 73.

Dur.1 n.Yks. Thou's stop wi' me, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes

(l875) *5- (
24) Cum. Thou'se neither wesh dishes, nor sarrah the

swine, Halliwell Nursery Rhymes (1842) 246, ed. 1886. (25, a)

s.Yks. Thou'st bahn to scald me to death ! Fletcher Paths of

Prudent (1899) 49. (6) w.Yks. Thou'st have grass, Peel Luddites

(1870) 20. (26) Cum.3 Th'u'll be seun aneuf at heam, 61. Wm.
Thul varra sean hev plenty o' work, Taylor Billy Tyson (1879)

14. (27) Cum. (E.W.P.) (28) Cum. Tou's owther fuil or font,

Anderson Ballads (1805) 2. (29) w.Yks. Nay, tou'st niver hae

it, Howitt Rur. Life (1838) I. 312. (30) w.Yks.1

II. Dial. uses. 1. pers. pron., nom. sing. You.

Sc. The 2nd pers. sg. pron. has quite disappeared from the spoken

dialect, Murray Dial. (1873) 188. S. & Ork. 1 Generally used in

addressing a person. Abd., Per. Almost never used (G.W.).

Ayr. Thoo forgets that thoo'll be a culprit that day, Hunter

Studies (1870) 91. Nhb.1 ' Thoo ' is only used by intimates, or by

a superior or senior to an inferior. Used in any other way it

expresses the greatest possible contempt for the person addressed.

Dur 1 Cum. ' Tou ' in place of the ' you ' when contempt or

familiarity are to be indicated (E.W.P.); Cum." The second person

singular in all its forms betokens familiarity or contempt. Wm.
Thoo 'earse-'orse, thoo ! thoo wormy villain ! thoo melancholy
maggot

! Ollivant Owd Bob (1898) 15. n.Yks* ne.Yks.1 In
familiar speech between equals it is invariably used rather than
the ' you

' of modern English, 23. e.Yks. 1 Used by parents when
addressing children, and superiors their inferiors ; never vice
versa. m.Yks. 1 'Thou,' though naturally the expression of
familiar feeling, is yet associated with contemptuous treatment on
the part of a speaker. .. Towards superiors, the objective case of
the second person plural is as a matter of course employed, but
under circumstances of strong feeling it is apt to be changed for
'thou,' and without that sense of unpardonable vulgarity which
would attach to the form if used in a like manner in ordinary con-
versation, Introd. 24. w.Yks. Still extensively used, but it is not
so general now as it was twenty years ago. When I was a lad
the following was the rule :

' Sa ' was used in every case except
that ' ji' was used (1) in addressing strangers, especially grown-
up people, or as a mark of respect to masters and old people

; (2)
children in addressing their parents

; (3) people "who had made
each other's acquaintance after they had grown up usually

employed ' ji ' in speaking to each other, Wright Gram. Wndhll.

(1892) 118. Lan. He used the homely 'thou,' which with him
betokened tenderness or emotion, Francis Yeoman Fleetwood (ed.

1900) 14. s.Lan. 1 Used by a superior to an inferior person ; by
persons of equal degree to one another ; as abuse or insult; as a

term of endearment. Chs. 1 In constant use. s.Chs. 1 As generally

used implies familiarity, or at least absence of constraint. It is

thus employed by parents to their children [less frequently used

to the daughters than to the sons], and a fortiori by grandparents

to their grandchildren ; by a husband to his wife and vice versa
;

by the children among themselves, by schoolboys, less commonly
by schoolgirls to one another ; by a master to his labourers, though

scarcely ever to his foreman or bailiff; by the labourers to one

another ; by a master or mistress to the maidservants, but this not

so frequently; by sweethearts to each other, &c, &c. Outside

this general use, the 2nd person singular is also adopted to

express anger, contempt, or strong emotion ; in each of these

cases it may be used by persons other than those mentioned.

Towards superiors the 2nd person plural is by rule employed,

and in fact could not, except with intentional impertinence, be

exchanged for the 2nd person sing., 65, 66. Stf. One thing that

strikes a stranger is the use of ' thou ' for 'you,' the true Black

Country man keeping like the Quaker to the older use, The Chronicle

(Aug. 23, 1901). Not. Still used in addressing an equal or inferior

(L.C.M.). Lin. Thou'll be good, won't thou ? Gilbert Rugge (1866)

I. 37. sw.Lin. 1 Eh, lad, thou'st not fun the gainest road across

that field. Nhp. 2 Shr. 1 About Newport, Gram. Outlines, 47.

Glo. The laws that govern the use of ' thee' and ' thou ' amongst

agricultural workers, are not to be violated. . . On no account must
' thou ' be used to a superior ; a co-mate, or inferior, is to be so

addressed ; but when they quarrel the ' thou ' and ' thee ' should

not be dropped, since that would be an admission of the adversary's

superiority, Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) iii. Nrf. Almost

entirely disused, being only retained in some salutations, Gillett

Sng. Sol. (i860) Notes, 3. Hmp. 'Thee' and 'thou' are often

used here between near relations or old friends (H.W.E.). s.Wil.

Monthly Mag. (1814) II. 114.

2. Used etnph. for the ace. or dat. sing.

Nhb. Aa can dee nowt mair for thoo, Pease Mark 0' Deil (1894)

22. Cum.4 ne.Yks.1 ' He's com for thoo ' and ' he's com for tha

'

would have a well understood distinction of meaning, the former

implying that the person sought was one of many, the latter

without regard to others, 23. m.Yks. 1 The use of the nominative

' thou ' for the objective ' thee ' is restricted and general to rural

dialect. ' He shall not go.' ' He will for thoo,' Introd. 22.

3. Used with an imper.

Nhb. Gan thoo back, Robson Bk. Ruth (i860) 1. 15.

4. Phr. (1) thou bad 'un, thou ! a term of reproach
; (2)

— be far, get away with you
; (3) —did, 'at did thou, an

expression of certainty on the part of the speaker
; (4)

— didn't, did thou ? a method of questioning expressive ot

surprise and doubt ; (5)
— never says, an exclamation ot

(1) Cum.14 In frequent use. (2) Lan. Never crooks their backs

fur t'meauw gress or t'may a doike. Thae be far, Kay-Shuttle-

woRTHSra«;rfafe(i86o)II. 213. (3, 4) Cum.14 (5) s.Lan. 1

5. v. To address in the 2nd pers. sing. ; to speak fami-

liarly to ; also in phr. to thou and thee. See Thee, pers.

^r
s!'& Ork. 1 Nhb. Geordy, thou'd Jen Collin- O, N. Minstrel



THOUGH [102] THOUSAND

(1806-7) pt- iv. 79. Cum.4 Ah'll thoo theh, if theh thoo's meh.

'Spiteful thoughts that prompted him to thou John, 'DalbyMayioyd

(1888) I. 77. e.Yks. 1 Farmers in general ' thou' their servants
;

the inferior class (and the lower class of men in general) frequently

their wives, and always their children ; and the children as

invariably ' thou ' each other. Superiors in general 'thou' their

inferiors ; while inferiors ' you ' their betters. ' Equals and inti-

mates of the lower class generally 'thou' one another. These

distinctions are sometimes the cause of aukwardness : to ' you ' a

man maybe making too familiar with him ; while to 'thou' him

might affront him, Marshall Rur. Earn. (1788) ; I did thou her,

and sorry I is to thou my wife mother, Simmons Lay Flks. Mass-

bk. 399. w.Yks. They say 'at it's vulgar to thee an' tha onnybody,

but Yorksher fowk dooan't think soa, nur willn't as long as ther's

a bit ov t'owd dialect left, an' that ull be awlus, Yks. Wkly. Post

(July 10, 1897). Lan. In the district about Goosnargh, near

Preston, prior to 1850, ' the husband and father " thou'd " his wife

and children, but the wife always addressed the husband in the

second person plural ; children did the same to both parents and
all seniors. Persons equal in years and circumstances, and on
familiar terms, always " thou'd " each other. For a young man to

"thou " an old one was an unpardonable offence. A young man
"thouing" his sweetheart served in some sense the part of the

"engaged" ring,' Manet?. Lit. Club (1877) III. 104, in N. if Q.

(1877) 5th S. viii. 259. Chs. 1 Equals ' thou and thee' each other,

and superiors ' thou ' inferiors ; but inferiors always address their

superiors as ' you.' nw.Der. 1 Glo.1 ' He thou'd and thee'd me.'

As a matter of fact the nominative is never heard.

THOUGH, conj. Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc. and
Eng. [(Sou ; So, (Soa ; tSof(t.] I. Dial, forms : (1) Dough,
(2) Thaf, (3) Thauf, (4) Thaw, (5) Theaf, (6) Thofe, (7)
Thof(f, (8) Thoft, (9) Thuf.

(I) Ken.1 Introd. 6. (2) m.Yks. 1
(3) m.Yks. 1

, Wil.1 Som.
Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). (4) w.Yks. Nah, thaw ye
knaw he's nowt bud stoan, Preston Poems (1866; 3. (5) m.Yks. 1

(6) sw.Lin. 1 It's not as thofe I'd a heap of bairns. (7) ne.Sc. A
wark ye will in nae wise believe thof a man declair't intil ye,
Green Gordonhaven (1887) 79. Abd. But thof there was nae
greitin', na but sic a hullybaloo as rase upo' the corp ! Macdonald
Warlock (1882) vii. Lth. (Jam.) Edb. Thof to the weet my
ripened aits had fawn, Fergusson Poems (1773) 111, ed. 1785.
n.Cy. (Hall.), Cum. (J.An), n.Yks.124 ne.Yks. 1 It leeaks as thoff
it wer boun to raan. e.Yks. 1

, m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. (C.F.), w.Yks. 1

n.Lin.1 Thoo wraps thy sen up, as thoff it was snaw time. Glo.1

w.Som.1 Do show as thoff we was in vor a hard winter. Dev. It

sim'd as thof 'twas a dream, Pulman Sketches (1842 58, ed. 1853;
Dev.1 Cor. One arterthe ither as thof they thoft we was going to
part, Blackw. Mag. (Jan. 1862) 7. (8) n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS.
add. (P.) Dev. Thoft 'tis a serious matter, Peter Pindar Royal
Visit (1795) pt. i. St. 7 ; Dev. 1 (9) m.Yks. 1

II. Dial. uses. 1. Although if.

Wil.1 A never vound un, thauf he'd gone dree lug vurder on, a
cudden a bin offseein' on un.

2. Nevertheless, after all ; used to qualify a sentence.
Sc.(A.W.) I.Ma. A peculiarity [of the Manx dialect] is the word

' though,' qualifying a sentence. This expresses the caution so
characteristically Manx. 'It's a foine day though ' = a fine dav
after all (S.M.).

J

3. Used as an intensitive : see below.
e.An.2 ' How it do rain !

' indicates a heavy shower; but, ' How
it do rain, though !

' marks a much heavier.

THOUGHT, sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs.
Der. e.An. Dev. Cor. Also in forms thoch Bnff. 1

; thocht
Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1

;
thoct Der. ; thout N.Cy.1 Nhb.1

; thowt
n.Yks.2 w.Yks. s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1

; tought Sh.I. [p§t, bout

;

Sc. boX t.] 1. In comp. (1) Thought-bone, the breast-
bone or merrythought of a bird

; (2) -rife, having a ready
memory

; (3) -sure, clear or sure in point of recollection
(1) Bnff. 1

,
Abd. (Jam.) (2) n.Yks.* (3) I'm about thowt-seear

on t, tb.

2. Phr. (1) its my thoughts, it is my opinion, I think
;

(2) next thought, on second thoughts
; (3) to have a thought,

to intend
; (4) — a thought to, to provide for, take steps

tor; (5) —thoughts on, to recollect, to think of; (6) to
need a thought, to need to think

; (7) to take (a) thought, to
think, imagine, intend.
U) n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) Lan. An' it's moi thowt

? o* '
5°° Spa eaWt ln no toime

>
Kay-Shuttleworth Scarsdale

(i860) IL 302. e.An. 1 (a) Chs. 1 A very common expression to

indicate that you have suddenly remembered something that you
had almost forgotten. 'Aw'll go buey some baccy; bu' next
thowt aw have na brass enoo.' (3) n.Sc. It'll be a cuittle queistion

that for the lj'er chiels to say whether or no the man had a thocht

tae shoot, Gordon Carglen (1891) 140. (4) Per. We maun hae a
thocht to the services o' the Sanctuary the morn, Cleland Inch-

bracken (1883) 149, ed. 1887. (5) n.Yks. He hez thowts on't

(I.W.). (6) Abd. I'll need a thought, ere ony thing I say,

Shirrefs Poems (1790) 109. (7) Per. I took nae thought that

was siccan a by-ordinar' supper, Sandy Scott (1897) 13. Kcb. Till

even an eyn he took thocht o' a wife To help wi' the warl' an'

the fecht o't, Armstrong Ingleside (1890) 216.

3. Care, grief, sorrow ; a burden ; a cause of trouble.
Sc. That wild son has been a sair thocht and a heavy burden to

his mother (Jam. Suppl.). Sh.I. Fader kens da muck kishie is a

tought lat alaene da spaede, Sh. News (Mar. n, 1899). w.Yks.
It was thought that did for her (C.C. R.). ne.Lan. 1

Hence Thochted, ppl. adj. anxious, concerned.
Cai. She can see ne'er a door at a' for hirin', and she's sair

thochted for it, M cLennan Peas. Life (1871) I. 19. Ayr. I was
geyan thochted 'estreen, when I heard the win risin' the way it

did, Service Dr. Dugitid (ed. 1887) 209.

4. One who is wise or careful beyond his years.
w.Yks. 'An old thought.' Usually employed with reference to

children and youthful people (C.C.R.).

5. A small quantity of anything ; a short distance ; a
short time ; somewhat.

Sc. But ye were a thought doucer than Valentine, Scott St.

Ronan (1824) ii ; 'A wee thought,' in a small degree (Jam.).
Bnff. 1 Abd. Sawney was a wee thochtie sprung, Alexander Ain
Flk. (1882) 150. Frf. They gat weddit, fouk said, just a thoctie

ower sune, Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 52. w.Sc. I hae been a
thocht later than usual, Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 92

;

Maybe I'm a thocht pithless, Snaith Fierceheart (1897) 52. Ayr.
I'm a wee thocht tired, Service Notandums (1890) 118. Edb. It

aften kam ower me that she was a thocht oot o' her time, Beatty
Secretar (1897) 213. Dmf. Nature's been a wee thocht spairin' In
giein' them wit, Quinn Heather (1863) 58. N.I. 1

, N.Cy.1, Nhb. 1

Cum.1 Skift on a thought, will ta? Cum.* w.Yks. He war a
thowt likelier nor th' rest o' th' men-folk, Sutcliffe Shameless
Wayne (1900) 2. s.Lan. 1 Aw could eyt a thowt mooar o' that beef.
Der. Tak a thoct o' brid and cheese, Ouida Puck (ed. 1901) v.

e.An.1 A thing is said to be a thought too wide, too long, too
heavy, &c. Dev. A little mouth . . . always a thought open,
Phillpotts Striking Hours (1901) 90. Cor.3

6. A nicety.
Twd. Sheep's heid, singit to a thocht, Buchan Burnet (1898) 271.

THOUGHTY, adj. Sc. Also written thochty (Jam.).
[po'xti.] Thoughtful, given to reflection ; attentive ; in-
telligent.

Sc. (G.W.) ; Fanny is two years younger than I am, and not
so thoughty, Petticoat Tales (1823) II. no (Jam.). Gall. Just at a
glance he mair wad ken Than half a hunner thoughty men,
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 189, ed. 1876.

THOTJLESS, THOUM, see Thowless, Thumb.
THOUMART, see Thummart.
THOUSAND, num. adj. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan.

Chs. Stf. Oxf. Ess. Cor. Also in forms theawsun,
theawsunt s.Lan. 1

; thoosan S. & Ork. 1 [Sc. Nhb.
pu-zan(d, Lan. pe-zen(t.] 1. num. adj. In comb. (1)
Thousand-flower, the ivy-leaved toad-flax, Linaria Cym-
balaria

; (2) -holes, the hairy St. John's wort, Hypericum
hirsutum

; (3) -leaf, (a) the common yarrow, Achillea
Millefolium

;
(b) the sneezewort, Achillea Ptarmica

; (4)
•leaf grass, (5) -leaved clover, see (3, a)

; (6) -legs, (7)
-taes, the centipede

; (8) — to one, a kind of pasty ; see
below.

(1) Chs. 1 3 (2) n.Yks. (R.H.H.) (3, a) Lan. Nature Notes, No.
ix. s. Lan.1

,
Chs. 1 (b) Chs.3 (4) s.Stf. A hontle o' thousand le'f

grass '11 improve yo'r herb tay, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895).
(5) Bwk., Rxb. (B. & H.) Nhb. 1 (s.v. Hundred-leaved grass).
(6) Oxf.1 MS. add. Ess. The thousand-legs eats and makes them
scabby, Marshall Review ( 1817) V. 179. (7) S. & Ork. 1 MS. add.
(8) Cor. Their pasties called ' A thousand to one,' for folks say
you find a thousand bits of taty to one bit of meat in them,
Sharland Ways Village (1885) 119.

2. sb.pl. Plenty.
s.Lan.1 No mooar for me, thank-yo', aw've getten theawsuns.



THOUSE [103] THRAM
THOUSE, prep, and conj. Dev. Cor. Also in form

th'outs Dev. 1. prep. Without, except. See Athout.
Cor. I ain't had nawthin thouse bad speed never sence, Pen-

berthy Warp and Woof. 10 ; I'd come away Thouse my under-
groun' clothes, Thomas Flooding of Wheal Ovules (,1893) ;

(T.C.P.)

2. conj. Except, unless.
Dev. I bant agwaine vur tu dii't th'outs yfl'll gie me zommat vur

my trubbul, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). Cor.3 I shent go thouse
you go too.

THOUT, v. and sb. Obs. Sc. Also written thaut Abd.
(Jam.) 1. v. To sob. Abd. Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl.

2. sb. A sob.
n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Her heart—Out at her mou' it just was like

to bout Intill her lap at ilka ither thout [thaut, ed. 1768], Ross
Helenore (1768) 22, ed. 1812.

THOUT, TH'OUTS, see Think, Thought, Thouse.
THOVE, v. Ken.1 The pre/, of ' thieve.'

THOW, sb. Sc. Perspiration, a profuse sweat ; a.fig.
use of ' thaw.'

Slk. The night is that muth an' breathless, I'm maist like to

swairf. . . An' for you, ye are joost =\' in ae thow, I see ; an' hae
muckle mair need that I suld dash a sowp cauld water on you
than steek the door, Hogg Tales (1838) 211, ed. 1866.

THOWGHTS, sb. pi. Lin. Pieces of wool matted
together, and hanging down in lengths ofabout four inches.

Not in common use (J.C.W.); (Hall.)

THOWL, sb. Obs. n.Yks.2 In phr. to starve like a
thowl, see below.

He'll spend all his money and then starve like a thowl.

THOWLESS, adj. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Also written

thouless Sc. [bau'las.] Wanting in energy, inactive,

weak, spiritless, lazy ; useless ; insipid. Cf. thewless.
Sc. I will not wait upon the thowless, thriftless, fissenless

ministry of that carnal man, John Halftexl the curate, Scott Old
Mortality (1816) v. Elg. Thy weak hues, thy thowless pow'r,

Hang, languid, oure the town, Couper Poetry (1804) I. 73. Abd.

A blate thouless kind o' a cratur, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Sept. 15,

1900). Per. The thowless wratch, Ian Maclaren Brier Bush

(1895) 190. w. Sc. Ither sic thowless rascals that wouldnae dae

a hand's turn for their native place, Henderson Our Jeames

(1898) 126. Ayr. Ye thowless jad ! Burns 2nd Ep. to J. Lapraik

(Apr. 21, 1785) st. 4. Lnk. Them that deal in tongue-repentance,

A thowless flame, Coghill Poems (1890) 61. e.Lth. I peety ony
man wha gets ane o' the thowless, han'less tawpies, Hunter

J. Inwick ( 1 895) 148. Dmf. Yon great thowless slotch, Hamilton
Mawkin (1898) 22. Gall. A useless, thowless buddy (J.M.).

Nhb. 1

, Cum. 2 n.Yks. 2 A poor thowless creature.

Hence Thowlessness, sb. want of energy, sluggishness.

Lth. She did not quite like some of Bell's remarks about

' wasterfu'ness ' and 'thowlessness,' possibly because they were

only too true, Strathesk More Bits {ed. 1885) 206.

[Prob. a deriv. of OE. f>eaw, custom, manner, behaviour

(B.T.).]

THOWLIE, adj. Obs. Sc. Listless, sluggish. Cf.

thowless.
Edb. Some said he kept tryst wi' the witches, . . Because at

morn he was sae thowlie, An' yokit to his darg but dowlie,

Learmont Poems (1791) 57-

THOW-THISTLE, sb. Yks. Not. Also in form thoo-

thistle w.Yks.2 .'A mispronunciation of 'sow-thistle,'

Sonchus oleraceus. w.Yks.2 (s.v. Sowthistle), Not.2
,
s.Not.

(J.P.K.)
THOYL, see Thole, v.

THRA(A, THRAAME, THRACE, see Throw, Tram,
cA 1 TrflCG 1)

THRACK, v. Nhp.1 [brak] To pack full ; to stow

with care. Cf. frack, v., thrag. ' It was thracked full.'

THRACK, THRAE, see Track, sb.2 , Thraw, adj.,

Thro, prep.

THRAG, v. Bdf. [braeg.] To throng, crowd. Cf.

frag, v.\ thrack.
The streets were thragged with people (J.W.B.) ; As full as it

could thrag, Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 145.

THRAIF, see Thrave, sb.
.

THRAIL, sb. and v. Nhb. Yks. Der. Lei. Nhp. War.

Bdf. Hnt. fbrel, breal.] 1. sb. A flail.

Nhb.', w.Yks.2 , Der.2 , nw.Der.', Lei. 1
,
Nap.* 2

,
War.* Bdf.

Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 145. Hat. (T.P.F.)

2. Comp. Thrail-band, the portion of a flail which con-
nects the two ' cappings.' Bdf. (J.W.B.) 3. v. To
thresh with a flail. War.3

THRAIL, THRAILIN, see Trail, Trailing.
THRAIN, v. and sb. Sc. [bren.] 1. v. To harp

constantly on one subject. Cf. thren(e.
Sc. (Jam.) e.Fif. Juist ane o' Tibbie's raven ringlets ! The very

treasure I'd been thrainin' aboot for lang an' had never been able
to procure ! Latto Tain Bodkin (i864~i xiv.

2. sb. A refrain, constant repetition.
Edb. Ill do sic wanton thrains become the Holy Name ; O sound

His praise in the grand auld strains that fill the kirks at hame,
Edwards Mod. Poets, 6th S. 112.

THRAIP, see Threap.
THRAIVELESS, adj. Irel. Nhb. Also written

thraveless Ant.; and in form threeveless N.Cy.1 Nhb.1

[bre'vlas ; brrvlas.] Useless, bootless ; of a person :

careless ; disinclined to do anything ; silly ; silly-looking.

Cf. thieveless.
N.I. 1 Applied to a person disinclined to do anything, the dis-

inclination arising from weakness. ' I was thraiveless after that

long illness.' Ant. A wus jest thraveless at him [meaning he
(the listener) who did not believe the story some one told, and
was in the nature of a simpleton from astonishment], Ballymena
Obs. (1892). N.Cy. 1 (s.v. Sleeveless). Nhb. 1 'A threeveless

errand,' one where the messenger is sent with ' his fingers in his

mouth '—with insuificient information, and consequently bootless.

THRALAGE, sb. Obs. n.Cy. Nhb. Lin. Also written

thrallage Lin. 1 Bondage
;

pecuniary difficulty
;

per-

plexity. See Thirl, v.
2 1 (2).

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1 Lin. (Hall.) ; Lin. 1 He was in such a thrallage.

THRALDOM, sb. Sc. Also in form traldom Sh.I.

Servitude ; oppression ; trouble.

Sh.I. Tinks I, ' dis maun be sumtin serious. A'll wager Girzzie

'ill be gaein ta yall apo' me tacome ta me efternon, bit dat's diel

stramp, fil I hear da end o' Bawby's traldom,' Sh. News (Nov. 9,

1901). Edb. Eild and thraldom never stays, Fergusson Poems

(1773) 235. ed. 1785.

THRALE, sb. Hmp. [erel ; drel.] The flower of

the oak. (H.E.) Cf. drale.

THRALL, sb.
1 and v. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Lan. Also in

forms thraw Sc. ; traayll Sh.I. 1. sb. Oppression;

restraint ; trouble, worry. See Thirl, v?
Edb. She wha keeps this heart o' mine Deep in her een's be-

witching thraw, Maclagan Poems(i8si) 172. Lan. In my trouble

ai^d thrall, Roby Trad. (1829) II. 26, ed. 1872.

2. Comp. Traayll-fangin, a thrall-captive ; used of an

odd, small, and square-built person.
Sh.I. It may be seen from the use of this word, that the thralls

(war- captives) of the ancient Shetland vikings have been generally

of smaller size than their conquerors and masters, Jakobsen Dial.

(1897) 48.

3. v. To oppress.
Edb. I'm wi' sic a grievance thrall'd, Fergusson Poems (1773)

174, ed. 1785.

THRALL, sb.
2 Midi. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.

Glo. Also written thrawl Lin. 1 sw.Lin.1 War.3 [br^l.]

A stand or frame for barrels, milk-pans, &c. ; occas. a

hand-barrow.
Midi. The dairy thralls, I might ha' wrote my name on 'em, Geo.

Eliot A. Bede (1859) I. 109. Der.2 , nw.Der.
1

,
Not. (L.C.M.), Lin. 1

,

sw Lin. 1
, Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 Beer-barrels and thralls are advertised for

sale in the Northampton Mercury. War. 123 Glo. Northall

Gl. (1896).

THRALLAGE, see Thralage.
THRALLING, sb. Obs. Nhb. A wall which formed

a barrier. Cf. thwartner. . ,

The Roman thralling or barrier wall, Richardson Borderers

Table-bk. (1846^ VI. 240.

THRALLOP, see Trollop, v.
1

THRALLOPS, THRALY, see Trollops, Traily.

THRAM, v. Sc. 1. Obs. To thrive.

Mry (Jam.) Abd. While we honest means pursue, We yet

may chance to thram, Shirrefs Poems (1790) 360 ;
As yon braw

laird, well mat he thram, fand me, Ross Helenore (1768) 43, ed.

1812 ; Ye'll no thram well, as lang's ye lie your lane, lb. 105.

2. In phr. ill thram ye, a malediction. Cai. 1



THRAM [104] THRAVE

THRAM, adj. War. [pram.] Of grain : in a raw,
damp condition. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).
THRAM, see Throm.
THRAMLE, v. Obs. Sc. Also written thrammle.

To wind
; to reel ; also with off. Cf. thrumble.

Bch. Fu' fast she's ca'd the rim about, An !

thraml't aff wi' awfu'
rowt, Tarras Poems (1804) 112 (Jam.).
THRAMMEL, sb} Sc. Also written thrammle Abd.

[bra-ml.] A rope to fasten cattle in the stall.
Cai. 1 Mry., Bnff. Fastened at one end to the bakie, or stake, at

the other to the sele, or yoke, which goes round the neck, having
a swivel at the end which joins the sele (Jam.). Abd. Sells an'
thrammles, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xxvii. Rnf. (Jam.)
THRAMMEL, sb* Bnff. (Jam.) A little meal put into

the mouth of a sack at a mill, having a small quantity of
water or ale poured in, and stirred about. Gen. in comb.
Meal and thrammel (q.v.).

THRAMMON, THRAMP, see Trammon, Tramp, v.
1

THRAMP-WITH, sb. Obs. Chs. Also in form
thrump-. A sliding noose of withy or rope to fasten
cows in their stalls. (K., s.v. Sahl) ; Chs. 1

Cf. frampot.
THRANEEN, THRANG, see Traneen. Throng.
THRANGERIE, sb. Obs. Sc. A bustle

; a busy time.
See Throng, 3.

Ayr. (Jam.) ; She has such a heart for thrangerie, Galt Entail
(1823) 1.

THRANGITY, sb. Sc. Also written thrangatie,
thrangetty. [bra'qgiti, -ati.] Press of work

; the state
of beingbusy. See Throng, 3.

Sc. Ye'll no ha'e been muckle frae hame yoursell, either, wi'
the thrangatie, Ochiltree Redburn (1895) ix. Fif. (Jam.) Ayr.
Now I am near to the gloaming of a lang lifetime of thrangetty,
Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 185. Lnk. In siccan times, baith
air an' late, The thrangity wi' horse was great, Murdoch Doric
Lyre (1873) 25.

THRANK, THRANSMOGNIFY, see Throng, Trans-
mogrify.
THRAP, v. and sb.

1 Ess. [bra;p
Monthly Mag. (1814) I. 498 ; Ess. 1

adj. excessively crowded, ib. 2
(1851) ; Ess. 1

THRAP, sb. 2 N.I.1 [prap.] The windpipe
throat. See Thropple, sb. 1.

THRAP, see Threap, Throp, Trap, sb.Si

THRAPE, sb. Wor. A mark, stripe.
He knew the marrow produced because of the black thrape

round it, Evesham Jrn. (Sept. 28, 1901) ; A knaowed the mallah
alung o' the thrape as thur wuz ov 'im (H.K.)

; (R.M E )

THRAPE,*,. Hrf.2 To kill small birds.
Of an absent Sunday scholar ' He's gone thraping,'
THRAPE, THRAPES, see Threap, Trapes,
THRAPPLE, see Thropple, sb.

THRAPPLE-PLOUGH, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written
thraple-. The old wooden plough with one stilt.
The old Thraple plough is now seldom to be seen except in the

remote Highlands, or in the Orkneys. It was also called the
Rotheram plough, and was entirely composed of wood, with the
exception of the culter and sock, and had but one stilt. It was
drawn by four garrons or oxen yoked abreast to a cross-bar
which was fastened to the beam by thongs of raw hide or ropes of
hair; and he who managed the stilt held- it close and firm to his
right thigh, to protect which he had the skin ... of an animal
wrapt around it. To keep the plough sufficiently deep in the
earth a person was required to press it down, while another
performed the office of driver by placing himself between the two
central animals, where he walked backwards, protecting himself
from falling by placing both arms over their necks. The mould-
board was ribbed or furrowed, in order to break the land, Loral
Gail (ed. 1876) II. 95-6 in (Jam. Su/fi/.).
THRAPSE, see Trapes.
THRAPSING, sb. Stf. 1 [pra-psin.] A thrashing.

THRASH, see Thresh, sb.1 , v., Trash, sb.13

THRASHAL, THRASHAT, see Threshel, sb} 2

Thresh et.
'

JS?"MHllL'lHRASKAT '
see

'

rhreshel-^- 1.Threshet.
THRASSEL, THRAST, see Threshel, sb. 2, Thrust.

1. v. To crowd.
Hence Thrapt-full,
ib. A crowd. Gl.

the

THRATCH, v> and sb.
1 Obs. Sc. 1. v. To gasp

convulsively, as in the death-agony.
Sc. Graenin in mortal agony Their steeds were thratchin near,

Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 245 ; She fainted, thratched and
groaned, Meston Poet. Wks. 84. n.Sc. (Jam.) Frf. Thratch an'

thraw for want of breath, Beattie Arnha' (c. 1820) 28, ed. 1882.

2. sb. The oppressed and violent respiration of one in

the last agony. n.Sc. (Jam.)

THRATCH, v.
2 and sb. 2 Yks. [prat/.] 1. v. To

quarrel. See Fratch.
w.Yks.5 Thuh lead a sore life ;—thratch, thratch, thratch, awlus

thratching!

2. sb. A quarrel.
w.Yks. A little lass in a thratch wi' 'ursel'n, Ellis Pronunc.

(1889) V. 404 ; w.Yks.5 Ah'll goa hev a good thratch wi' t'dolly

!

THRATH, THRATTLE, see Troth, Throttle, Trattle.

THRAVALLY, see Trevelly.

THRAVE, sb. and v> Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Chs. Midi. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.
Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Hrt. e.An. Also in forms thraif Sc.
(Jam.); threave Sc. (Jam.) N.I. 1 Nhb. 1 Dur. 1 n.Yks.a

e.Yks. m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1 s.Lan.1 Midi. Stf.
1 s.Wor.1 Glo.1

;

threeav Cum.14 n.Yks.4 ; threeave Cum. n.Yks.2
; threefe

n.Yks. 2
; threeve Wm. ne.Yks. 1

; threve Cum.14
; thrieve

Sc. (Jam.); thriv- Bnff. 1
; traeve Sh.I. ; trave Sh.I.

n.Yks.4 e.An. [prev, priv, priav.l 1. sb. A measure of
corn, straw, &c, gen. consisting of two ' stooks ' of twelve
sheaves each. Also used fig. Cf. drave, sb.2

Sc. I have thrashed a few thrieves in the minister's barn, prime
oats they were, Lights and Shadows (1822) 214 (Jam.). Sh.I.
What mak's doo o' da twartree traeve o' bare, Sh. News (Sept. 22,
1900). Abd. Coont the sheaves I've stookit, by the thrave,
Murray Hamewith (1900) 26. Kcd. He had thrashed a threave,
Jamie Muse (1844) 92. Per. The Threave was a fixed unit of
measurement, and for oats and barley consisted of two stooks
of twelve sheaves each. Fourteen sheaves composed a stook of
wheat. The sheaf was of course of determinate size. A sheaf
of oats or barley required to be ten inches in diameter measured
at the band, and a sheaf of wheat twelve inches. When reapers
were paid by the piece—that is directly in proportion to the amount
of their work and not by the time for which they promised their
services—their wages were calculated at so much per threave.
Threepence was the ordinary allowance for harvesting a threave
of oats or barley, and fourpence for one of wheat, Haliburton
PmrAuld Scot. (1887) 144-5. Fif. Colville Vernacular (1899) 14 ;Twenty sheaves of wheat, Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). s.Sc.
(Jam.) Ayr. A daimen-icker in a thrave, Burns To a Mouse
(1785) st. 3. w.Lth. Fourteen sheaves of wheat is a threave,
Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863V Dmf. Their corn's put up in
' stampedes ' and in ' thrieves,' Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 339.
N.I 1 N.Cy.' A quantity of straw, consisting of twelve fads or
fauds

;
N.Cy.*, Nhb.i Dur.i A bundle of straw equal to twelve

battens. Cnm.i* Wm. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). n.Yks 1 •

n.Yks.2 Twelve sheaves of corn, or twelve trusses of straw-
n.Yks. 4 ne.Yks.i Twelve loggins or battens of drawn straw for
thatching, each tied with two bands. Sixpence per threeve is the
usual payment for drawing straw, and when similarly paid men
are said to work < by threeave.' e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Earn.
(1788). m Yks. 1 A large pile of sheaves; of wheat, twelve; of
ling, or broom-heath, twenty-four; of straw, twelve 'bats* or

sheaves. w.Yks. 1" Lan. Produce was fourteen threave tQ
'

the
acre, and four bushels in the threave, Young Annals Agric.
(1784-1815) XLIV. 17. ne.Lan.1, s.Lan. 1

, Chs."* s.Chs. 1 A^rmer will speak of having so many thrave to the acre. Midi.Marshall Rur Econ. (1796) II. stf. 1
, Der. 12 s.Not. He paid

his thrashers alius by the thrave (J P.K.). Lin. Streatfeild Lin.

(WW^ ( w 4l Fn n.Lin.i Lei.' Nhp. Ten sheaves of corn(W W.S.). War.s Three shocks, or 24 sheaves of wheat. Thecustom was to put 8 sheaves in the shock, but when 'hackling'was introduced. 12 would be sometimes used, but the thrave was
^
W
v7

S
f
4 ' ™? ^°

r
-
Bu

,

ndU of straw of twenty-four boltings.

nnZlr ' m°M •

Sh
f-

A
,

term aIways used «" the dngutarnumber,-' The Ma.ster's sen' to know if yo' can lend 'im five orsix thrave o straw'; Shr.2 Twenty thrave to the acre. Hrf.12
,Glo. Hrt If every thrave [of wheat) contained four shocks, andevery shock six sheaves, you had at the rate of thirty thrave to

the acre Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) IV. iv. 96. Suf. (S.P.H.)

(CD )

r°W °f sheaves of corn Placed faci"S ea<* other
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2. A portion of tillage ground. Nhb.1

3. A consider-
able number or quantity ; a crowd, throng.

i

Sc. (Jaw.') Sh.I. A pound o' butter is no muckle among a trave
o dogs, Sh. News (Oct 23, 1897). Slg. Our drunken gallows-
slaves, When o'er their gills they meet in thraves, Galloway
Poems (1792) 31. Lnk. In came visitants a threave, Ramsay
Poems (ed. 1800) II. 463 (Jam.). Rxb. Wi' commentators at his
lug, Which he from shelves in thraves did rug, Ruickbie Wayside
Cottager (1807) 130. Cum. They [thieves] wad come i' threeaves,
Dixon Borrowdale (1869) 6. s.Lan. 1

, Stf. 1
,
Nhp.i War.HoLLowAY.

4. v. To put corn into shocks. Ess. (J.W.) Hence (1)
Threaver or Thrivver, sb. a man who is paid according
to the number of thraves' he cuts down

; (2) Threaving,
sh. the method of payment according to the number of
thraves ' cut.

(1) n.Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 Kcd. While a reaper cuts, in the usual
hasty manner of a feed shearer, at the rate of nine threaves a-day,
a threaver will, with less labour to himself, cut ten threaves in
tJhe same time, Agric. Surv. 264 (Jam.). (2) n.Sc. (Jam.) Kcd.
Threaving. This consists of paying each reaper individually
according to his daily work, ascertained by the number of threaves,
of two stooks each, and every stook twelve sheaves, and each sheaf
at the band to fill a fork ten inches wide between the prongs.
The price commonly given is four-pence the threave, Agric. Surv.
264 ((6.).

'
s

5. To throng, crowd.
Nhp.1 How they go thraving along to church ! War.3
[1. Ac I have thoujtes a threve of this thre piles, P.

Plowman (b.) xvi. 55. ON. prefi, a number of sheaves
(Vigfusson).]
THRAVE, v? Obs. Lin. To urge, importune.
Vox agro Line, usitatissima, Skinner (1671) ; Ray (1691); Lin.1

[OE. prafian, to urge (Sweet).]
THRAVE, THRAVEL, see Thrive, v., Travel.
THRAVELESS, see Thraiveless.
THRAW, sb. and v.1 Sc. n.Cy. Also written thra Sc.

[bra.] 1. sb. A dial, form of ' throe.' See Dead-thraw,
s.v. Dead, sb.2 2 (29, a).

Sc. (Jam.) ; To die with a thraw is reckoned an obvious indication
of a bad conscience, Brand Pop. Antiq. (1813) III. 234, ed. 1848.
Ayr. If she winna ease the thraws, Burns Blithe hae 1 been, st. I.

N.Cy.l

2. v. To suffer pain.
Frf. Oor flowrie thraw'd wi' pain, Reid Heather/and (1894) 18.

Ags. (Jam.) Ink. Altho' wi' pains he girn and greet, And thraw,
and twist like any sweevel, M cIndoe Poems (1805) 39. Dmf. I

thought his heart begude to thraw, I thought the tears began to

faa, Shennan Talcs (1831) 37.

THRAW, v? Obs. Lth. (Jam.) To make rapid
growth ; esp. used of young people.

THRAW, adj. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Also in forms
thrae Sc. (Jam.) ; threa Yks. ; throw Lan. ; thry Abd.

;

trae Gall. ; tray S. & Ork.1
1. Awry. Uls. (M.B.-S

)

See Throw, II. 16, Thrawn. 2. Stiff, stubborn ; cross
;

reluctant or unwilling to do anything.
S. & Ork. 1 Abd. He continu'd obstinate and thry, Ross Helenore

(1768) 105, ed. 1812. Per. (Jam.) Ayr. Oor present Duke's nae
thraw man, Lang Poems (1894) 41. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). w. Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781). Lan. Thornber
Hist. Blackpool (1837) no.
3. Obs. Of fortune : adverse.
Abd.Ourfortune'sbeenbutthry,Rossi7«fe«ore(i768) 51, ed. 1812.

4. Comp. (1) Thraw-gabbit, peevish
; (2) -mule, a per-

verse and obstinate person; (3) -neckit, having the neck
twisted (by hanging)

; (4) -sitten, lazy, stupefied.
(1) Cld. My wife . . . ca's me a niggardly thraw-gabbit carlie,

Nimmo Sngs. (1882) 117. (2) N.I.1 (3I Dmf. Buccleuch would
sooner get his forty score hogs than a pair of poor thraw-neckit
corpses, HAmvtotiMawkin (1898) 275. (,4)Or.I.(S.A.S.),S.&Ork.1

THRAW, see Thrall, sb.\ Throw.
THRAWART, adj. and sb. Sc". Also in forms

thrawort Sc. ; traaward S. & Ork. 1

; trawird Sh.I.

[bra/wart, -ward.] 1. adj. Twisted, crooked. Cf. throw,
II. 16.

Frf. His chin an' his nosie . . . Werena sae rosie, Sae hookit,

and thrawart, in days lang awa', Reid Heatherland (1894) 72. I nk.

Man's life's ... A chain o' mony thrawart links, Watt Poems
(1827) 15. Edb. Nature is like a flighty jade, . . and gangs at
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times a thrawart gate, Beatty Secre/ar (i891 ) an. Gall. Nicholson

o -p
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'
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2 Perverse, stubborn, ill-tempered, peevish ; unwilling,

Sc. If you get impatient it [a lamp! '11 turn thrawart, and do
nothing but smoke and smell, Keith Prue (1895) 151. Sh.I. Dat
trawird auld deevil, Sh. News (May 20, 1899) ; S. & Ork.' e.Sc.His thrawart granny, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (iqoo) 168. Frf.He didna care though the warld tumilt overbuird a' thegither

i°l« o"
5
!

h ' S sweetheart is thrawart, Willock Rosctty Ends
(1886 58, ed. 1889. s.Sc. The wicked thrawart loon, Allan(Poems
(18B7) 77. Edb. This sain' lucky Was e'en a dour an' thrawart
bucky Tint Quey (1796) 14. Bwk. When thrawart hearts wad
Irae the ncht, On ill-rades gang, Calder Poems (1897) 281.
Hence Thrawart-like, adj. having the appearance of

ill-temper or reluctance.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Very thrawart like I yeed in by, Ross Helenore

(1768) 37, ed. 1812.

3. Of fate, &c. : adverse, unfavourable.
Sc. Since it's sae 1'se no repent, Nor at my thrawart fate relent,

Shepherd's Wedding (1789) v. e.Sc. In the face o' his granny's
opposeetion an' his ain thrawart circumstances, Strain Elmslie's
Drag-net (1900) 165. Per. Let's tak' occasion fra the day To
triumph owre a thrawart fate, Haliburton Horace (1886) 63.
Edb. Our thrawart lot we bure thegither, Fergusson Poems ( 1 773)
I74> ed. 1785. Bwk. Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856) 169.
4. sb. In phr. head and thrawart, with the head of one
person against the feet of another; jig. in confusion;
pell-mell. See Head, II. 2 (13).
Dmf. The rest of you can streik yourselves doun on the floor,

heads and thrawarts, or just any how you will, Hamilton Mawkin
(1898) 254. Per. Head an' thrawart, back an' face, We sat
promiscouslie, Ford Harp (1893) 156.

THRAWIN, see Thrawn.
THRAWL, v. Lan. To argue hotly and loudly. Cf.

threap, 5.

Thrawlin' an' faytin' abeawt whether reds or blues are th'

better liberals, Standing Echoes (1885) 9. e.Lan. The word has
nearly died out,'threapin'beingsubstituted more frequently (S.W.).

THRAWL, see Thrall, sb.2

THRAWN, ppl. adj., adv. and sb. Sc. Irel. Dur. Also
written thraun Sc. ; and in forms thrawen Sc. ; thrawin
Sc. (Jam.) [Sc. bran.] 1. ppl. adj. Twisted, distorted,
misshapen; uneven; winding; of the brow: knitted. A
dial, form of pp. ' thrown.'

Sc. A toom purse makes a thrawn face, Kelly Prov. (1721) 53 ;

I'll be as thrawn 's you, though you were as thrawn 's the woody,
Donald and Flora, 13 (Jam.). Abd. He was a bit thrawn, too,

and gaylins gyke-neckit, For aft on his shouther his head ye wad
fin', Cadenhead Bon-Aaord (1853) 255. Frf. Juist a wee cripple

laddie, A' his backie humped an' thrawn, Reid Heatherland (1894)
103. e Lth. He was as thrawn as the hint leg o' a cuddy, Hunter
J. Inwick (1895) 68. Ant. As thrawin' as a dug's hin' leg,

Ballymena Obs. (1892).

Hence (1) Thrawn-like, adj. distorted
; (2) thrawn in

the neck, phr. stiff-necked.
(i)Frf. Theirfaces sae thrawnlikewi'girnin' an' greed, Longman's

Mag. (Feb. 1893) 438. (2) Sc. The deil-begotten, cantankerous,

thrawn-in-the-neck, ungrateful pests o' society that would far

raither gang the wrang road than the right ane, Henderson Our
Jeames (1898) 128.

2. Comb. (1) Thrawn-body, a cross person
; (2) -days,

a name for a spoilt, petted child; also in phr. auld thrawen
days

; (3) -faced, having distorted features, surly-faced
;

(4) -gabbit, having a twisted or contorted mouth
;
jig.

peevish, ill-tempered, quarrelsome; contradictory; (5)

-headed, (6) -muggent, obs., (7) -natured, perverse; (8)

rumplet, twisted
; (9) -stick, a queer, obstinate person.

(1) Per. Domsie's a thrawn body at the best, Ian Maclahen
Brier Bush (1895) 32. Uls. (M.B.-S.) (2) Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824); Transferred perhaps to the child itself from the

circumstance of his being occasionally actuated by a perverse

humour for a whole day, whence it might be said ' This is one o'

his thrawn days' (Jam. \ (3) s.Sc. Thrawn-fac't politicians, now as

thick I' mony spats as paddocks in a pool, T. Scott Poems (1793)

365. Gall. Wad ye daur to counter EppieTamson wi' your ill-talk,

ye wee thrawn-faced atomy ? Crockett Dark o' Moon (1902) 105.

(4) Sc. Mackay. Lnk. Sic a tlirawngabet chuck, Ramsay Poems

(1721) 228. Rxb. His shackle-bane bruk by thrawn-gabbit auld
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guidwives, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 103. (5) SIg. Fortune,

that thrawn-headed slut, Has gaen ye your share o' misluck,

Galloway Poems (1795) 11. (6) Ags. (Jam.) (7) Ayr. A set of

thrawn-natured tenants, Galt Entail (1823) xii. (8) Hdg. This

rare stable Patriarch, Ane-e'e'd, thrawn-rumplet, gaunt, and

stark, Lumsden Poems (1896) 14. (9) Gall. Some buiks o' Taminas
Carlyle, thrawn stick as he was, hae garred anither thrawn stick

o' a farmer body lift his een abune the nowtan' the shairn, Crockett
Stickit Min. (1893) 23.

3. Perverse, obstinate; cross-grained; rebellious; morally
wrong.

Sc. (Jam.) ; A thrawin question should have a thrawart answer,

Ramsay Prov. (1737). ne.Sc. For as thrawn as Jock wist' gae t'

the skweel, Green Gordonhaven (1887) 28. Cai. 1 e.Sc. Call to

mind what the thrawn wee cr'ature has cost me first and last,

Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 97. Arg. A fine spinner and
knitter, but thrawn in the temper, Munro J. Splendid (1898) 225.

Fif. She . . . soon got out of patience with the thrawin, contermas-

tius youngster, Colville Vernacular (1899) 17. s.Sc. My ain

opeenion is that the horse is kittle, an' that a thrawn carle sits on
it, Snaith Fierceheart (1897) 66. n.Ir. The farmer, the sowl, was
as thrawn as a mule, Lays and Leg. (1884) 6. Dwn. He's as

thrawin' as a mule, Lyttle Ballycuddy (1892) 24.

Hence (1) Thrawnly, adv. crossly
; (2) Thrawnness,

sb. perverseness, obstinacy, contrariness.
(1) Twd. 'What bird are ye?' he asked thrawnly, Buchan

Weather (1899) 250. (2) Sc. (Jam.) e.Sc. There's just nae end to

the thrawnness o' a woman that's in the wrang ! Strain Elmslie's

Drag-net (1900) 186. Frf. How thoroughly Scotch the thrawnness

!

Inglis Ain Flk. (1895) 130. Ayr. The leg will be stiff for mony a
day to come,and like a timmer ane for vera thrawnness when I want
to set it doon, Service Notandums (1890) 48. Kcb. For pure
thrawnness they may not. For utter dour devilment commend me
to some of your extra-religious folk, Muir Muncraig (1900) 182.

4. Of the weather: disagreeable, bitter.

Sc. Not in a thrawn wind like this. You'll bide at home, Keith
Bonnie Lady (1897) 5^*

5. adv. Angrily, crossly.
Frf. He cried it oot fell thrawn, Barrie Thrums (1889) xix.

6. sb. Obs. Ascolding, chiding; a sharp reproof. Dur.(K.)
THRAWN, THRAWNEEN, THREA, see Throw,

Traneen, Thraw, adj.

THREAD, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also in forms threead w.Yks. ; threed Sc. e.Yks.1

w.Yks. 1

; thrid Nhb. s.Chs. 1
; treed Sh.I.; pret. thrid

Dwn. [bred ; brid, briad, brid.] 1. sb. In phr. (i) from
the thread to the needle, fig. from beginning to end, the
whole, every particular

; (2) thread of blue, any little

smutty touch in song-singing, chatting, or piece of
writing

; (3) — of life, the creeping saxifrage, Saxifraga
sarmentosa

; (4) to run up or sew with a hot needle and
burning thread, to sew hastily and carelessly

; (5) to sing
three threads and a thrum, of a cat : to purr ; see also
Three, 1 (34).

(1) w.Yks. Micky tell'd him all t'concarn fra t'threead ta t'needle,

Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 220; w.Yks.1 (2) Gall. Mac-
TAGGART£wryc/.(i824). (3) Nhp. The threadlike runners giving rise

to new plants having suggested the name (B. & H.). (4) ne.Wor.
(J.W.P.), Sur. (L.J.Y.) w.Cor. This will soon unrip ; it's run up
with a hot needle and burning thread (M.A.C). (5) Ayr. I took
baudrons in my arms, and she sang three threeds and a thrum all

the way to the window, Hunter Studies (1870) 6.

2. Comp. (1) Thread-dry, quite dry, not the least wet

;

(2) -ends, bits of thread; (3) -lapper, a thread-spinner;

(4) -pirn, a reel for thread, &c. ; (5) -thrum, a tangle.

(1) Gall. Standing thread-dry on solid ground, Crockett GreyMan
(1896) 258. (2) w.Cy. Don't throw them thread-ends on the floor,

Cornh. Mag. (Dec. 1900) 749. (3) Abd. A coterie of weavers,
thread-lappers, and hecklers, Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 196.

(4) Ayr. Weavers' ' thread-pirns,' which they turn out in large
quantities from the hard birchwood indigenous to the craggy slopes
of their native hills, Ochiltree Out of Shroud (1897) 8. (5)
s.Chs. 1 Dhis tldokin)z au- in ii thrid'-thrum.

3. Linen thread in contradistinction to cotton. e.Yks.1

4. Fig. The thread of life.

Dev. 'Tis time your wicked thread was cut an' Yeolands did
cease out of the land

! Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900) 39 ;

She'm dead as a nail, an' I'm glad 'twas I as cut her thread, ib. 427.

6. Fig. A slip, stripling.

Dev. There's many a thread of a boy that 'ud beat'ee at playing

the man, Zack White Cottage (1901) 28.

6. The spiral convexity of a screw.
w.Som.' Here, you must cut some more dread to this here bolt.

7. A mining term : a horizontal parting in a stratum.

Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. ' Sandstone roofs ' are subject to fissures of

various sizes and extent, called threads and gullets by the colliers,

the larger ones being called gullets, Trans. Nat. Hist. Soc. (1830)

I. 186.

Hence (1) Threadings, sb. pi. thin layers or strata ; (2)

Thready, adj. in thin layers or streaks ;
filmy.

(1) Nhb , Dur. Red and grey metal threadings, Borings (1881)

II. 150. (2) Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Strong thready white post with

whin and water, Borings (1881) II. 10.

8. Obs. A thin stream of water issuing from a horizontal

parting in a stratum.
Nhb., Dur. The least thread or leak of water, Compleat Collier

(1708) 9.

9. v. Phr. thread the needle, — my grandmother's or the

tailor's needle, or — the needle-eye, a game ; see below.
Frf. Then there was thread the needle-e'e, boys, Inglis Ain

Flk. (1895) 99. N.I. 1 Thread the needle and sew. Ant. [At

Belfast] Open your gates as wide as I And let King George's

horse by ; For the night is dark and we cannot see, But thread

your long needle and sew, Gomme Games (1898) 228. Wm. It is,

or was, the custom at Kendal for young people to assemble in the

Vicar's fields on Easter Tuesday ; and, after spending the after-

noon there, to return in procession through the streets, ' thread-

ing grandy needles,' N. & Q. (1867) 3rd S. xii. 329. Lan.

Engaged in the games of . . . thread my needle, Harland &
Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 255. Stf. Gomme ib. 229. Lin. Hop
my needle, burn my thread, Come thread my needle, Jo hey, ib.

Lei. It was formerly the custom on Shrove Tuesday for the lads

and lasses to meet in the gallery of the Women's Ward in Trinity

Hospital to play at ' Thread the Needle ' and similar games,
Billson Lei. Cty. Flk-Lore, 114, in Gomme ib. 231. War. Northall
Flk-Rhymes (1892) 397; The players after passing under the
clasped hands, all circle or wind round one of their number, who
stands still, Gomme ib. 230. Wor. One custom of the town
[Evesham] is connected with a sport called ' Thread my needle,'

a game played here by the children of the town throughout the
various streets at sunset upon Easter Monday and at no other
period throughout the year. The players cry, while elevating
their arms arch-wise— ' Open the gates as high as the sky, And
let Victoria's troops pass by,' May Hist. Evesham, 319, in Gomme
ib. 231. Shr. [At Ellesmere] the game of 'Thread the needle,'
there formerly called 'Crewduck,' which still survives among the
little girls, though it is not now confined to a special day, Burne
Flk-Lore (1883) 522. Hrt. [In the Harpenden version] the two
first [children] hold up a handkerchief, and the children all run
under, beginning with the last couple, Gomme ib. 230. Lon. The
last line 'To thread my grandmother's needle' is called out in
quite different tones from the rest of the rhyme, ib. Suf. 1

Threading the tailor's needle. Ess. Thread the tailor's needle,
The tailor's blind so he can't see ; So open the gates as wide as
wide, And let King George and his lady pass by, Flk-Lore Rec.
(1880) III. 170. Ken. 'Kiss in the Ring' and 'Threading my
Grandmother's Needle,' too, are sports which receive their full
share of patronage, Dickens Sketches by Bos (1836) Greenwich Fair.
e.Sus. A number of girls form a ring, holding each other's hands,
then one lets go and passes under the arms of two, who still join
hands, and the others all follow, holding each other's hand or part
of their dress, Holloway. Hmp. Gomme ib. 229. Wil. A game
known as ' Thread the needle ' used to be the favourite sport with
the lads and lasses of Trowbridge on the evening of Shrove
Tuesday, N. & Q. (1879) 5th S. xi. 226 ; Wil.1 A very complicated
form of this children's game is played at Deverill, under the name
of Dred-th'-wold-'ooman's-needle. Sam. Jennings Obs. Dial.
w.Eng. (1825). s.Som. At South Petherton, 60 or 70 years ago,
it was the practice of the young folks of both sexes to meet in or
near the market-place, and there commence ' threading the needle

'

through the streets. . . They proceeded still ' threading the needle

'

to the church, which they tried to encircle with joined hands. . .

Old people ... say that it always commenced in the afternoon or
evening of Shrove Tuesday, ' after having eaten of their pancakes,'
Gomme ib. 231. Cor. To ' thread the needle,' now their skill they
try

;
All, joined and rushing, shout ' an eye ! an eye 1 ' The hind-

most stop, the foremost wheel about : ' An eye ! an eye !

!

' more
loudly still they shout. The eye is formed ; the couple in the
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rear Stand wide apart, their hands clasped high in air; This arch,
or eye, the foremost swift pass through, And draw the living
thread as if it flew, Trenhaile Dolly Penlreath, 6. [The children
stand in two long rows, each holding the hand of the opposite

'

child, the last two forming an arch. They sing the lines, and
while doing so the other children run under the raised arms.
When all have passed under, the first two hold up their hands,
and so on again and again, each pair in turn becoming the arch,
GOMME lb. 229.]

10. To pass, follow in succession ; to pass through.
Dwn. He thrid the glimmering woodland tall, Savage-Armstrong

Ballads (1901) 240. Nhb. I could not thrid the window-pane,
Richardson Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) VII. 197. n.Dev. The
months kept threading themselves one 'pon top t'other, Zack
Dunstable Weir (1901) 168.

11. To draw in as upon a thread ; to let out or ' pay out

'

a rope slowly and gradually.
Sh.I. Hit's naethin' noo, dae say, fur dem to treed oot da sax

pakies wi' da sail, an' dan huve der ancher, Sh. News (July 3,
1897). Rnf. Our corruptions, and so our desolation for a season,
are like to be threaded in gradually upon us, Wodrow Corres.
(1709-31) I. 48, ed. 1843 ; Provided we be not gradually threaded
into greater encroachments on the Church's rights this way, ib 6i.
THREADEN, adj. e.An.1 [bredan.] Made of thread.
Within our memory ' threaden stockings ' were an article of

Sunday apparel for village servants and apprentices.

THREADLE, v. Lan. Brks. Ess. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp.
I.W. Also written threaddle Sus. 1

; threddle Brks.1

Ken.12 ; and in form threedle s.Lan.1 [bre'dl ; bridl.]
1. To thread a needle ; to thread, string.
s.Lan.1

, Brks.1 Ess. An Essex woman, who talks about
'threadling' her needle, Cornh. Mag. (Dec. 1898)808. Ken. 12

,

Sur.l Sus. I can't see to threadle my needle (S.P.H.); Sus.1

Hmp. She's threadlin' beads (W.M.E.F.). I.W. 1

2. Phr. to threadle the tailor's needle, a game. See
Thread, 9. Sus.1

THREALY, see Traily.
THREAP, v. and sb. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and

n. and midl. Eng. Also e.An. and ? s.Cy. Also written
threep Sc. (Jam.) Bnff.1 N.I. 1 Dwn. Nhb.1 w.Dur.1 Lake!.12

Cum.134 Wm. n.Yks.3 e.Yks.1 Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Chs. 1 Der.;
thriep Arg. ; and in forms thraep Cai. 1

; thraip Bnff. 1
;

thrap s.Lan. 1 Won; thrape Per. Chs. ,s Stf. Lin. 1 War.23

Wor. Shr. Hrf. ; threeap Wm. n.Yks.24 e.Yks. 1 w.Yks.
e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1 s.Chs.

1

; threip Sc. ; threp n.Cy.
Lin.1 sw.Lin.1

; threpe n.Cy. Nhb.1 Lan. Lin. ; thrip Frf.

n.Cy. Suf. 1
; traep Sh.I. 5 traip Or.I. ; trape, treap

S.Don.; trepOr.I. [_brlp, Jriap, brep ; brip.] I. v. Gram,
forms. 1. Preterite: (1) Threp, (2) Thrept, (3) Thrope.
[For further examples see II below.]

(1) Ant Ballymena Obs. (1892). e.Yks. 1 She threp ma doon she
didn't dee it. n.Lin.', sw.Lin. 1 (2) w.Yks. (J.W.), e.Lan. 1

,

s.Lan. 1 (31 Chs.123

2. Pp.: Throppen. w.Yks.1
, Chs.

123

H. Dial. uses. 1. v. To assert positively, esp. to persist

in or maintain a false accusation or assertion ; to insist

on ; to swear, repeat or reiterate obstinately.
Sc. Monkbarns had threepit on ,them to gang in, Scott

Antiquary (1816) xv. Sh.1. Faider is traepid 'at A'm leepid dem,
Sh. News (Apr. 29, 1899). Cai. 1

, Bnff. 1 Abd. What for sud I

threip 'at I owcht to hae her? Macdonald Donal Grant (1883) i.

Per. Ye needna thrape that gate, Mistress Tirpie, Cleland Inch-

bracken (1883) 60, ed. 1887. Arg. Annapla thrieps there's a

ghaistly flageolet aboot Doom, Munro Doom Castle (1901) 57.

Ayr. She aye threeps that I lose her time when I foregather wi'

you, Galt Lairds (1826) xxi. e.Lth. They're aye threepin that

he's a terrible gran' scholard, Hunter J. Inwick (1895) 20. Slk.

Twa ither shinin characters were in his rettenue as she threeped,

Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) IV. 26. Kxb. I dare threip there's

no a dizzen left, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 5. Dwn. Knox Hist.

Dwn. (1875). s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). n.Cy. Blount (1681).

Nhb. 1 He threaped a lie i' me fyess. Dur. 1
, Lakel. 12 .Cum- Will

te threep a lee to my feace ? (J.S.O.); Gl. (1851). n.Yks. 1

;

n.Yks.2 ' He threeap'd me wi' liquor,' protested that'I was drunk

;

n.Yks. 4 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). w.Yks.124
;

w.Yks.5 He'll threap black's white an' white's noa colour at awal,

will that fellah ! Lan. Davies Races (1856) 273. ne.Lan. 1
, Chs.123 ,

Der.2 , nw.Der. 1 Lin. Vox agro Line, usitatissima,—Redarguere,

Skinner (1671). n.Lin. (E.P.) Nhp.1 Not common. Shr.1
I

knowed as that plough-bottle wunna brought in, but that imperent
bwoy thraped me out as it wuz. Nrf. 1

_
Hence (1) Threaper, sb. one who asserts or insists per-

tinaciously and gen. falsely; (2) Threaping, (a) sb. a
pertinacious reiteration

;
(b) ppl. adj. insisting or asserting

pertinaciously.

(1) Sc. Threepers o' lies again me heis, Waddell Ps. (1871)
xxvn. 12. (2, a) ne.Lan.1 (£) n.Lin. Now we've had that
threapm creed to-day again [i.e. the Athanasian Creed] (M.P.).
2. Phr. (1) to threap down, (2) —down the thrapple or

throat, (3) — one down, (4) — one out, (5) — out, to insist
or assert with pertinacity, esp. to persist in a false
assertion

; to protest or argue strongly; (6) — up, to refer
to bygone mistakes or misunderstandings in an unkind
manner.

(1) Nhb. 1 He threaped doon through. Wm. If Neddy sed craas
wer black, Betty wed threeap doon et thae wer es white es
dripp, Spec. Dial. (1877) pt. i. 28. (2) Frf. Another member
would 'thrip down the throat' of the auctioneer that he had a
right to his former seat, Barrie Licht (1893) ii. e.Fif. Mr.
Pilkhim . . . threapit doon oor very throats that he had never seen
Skrudge afore, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xx. e.Lth. An' yet ye
wad threep it doun my throat that ye're no fit to be an elder !

Hunter /. Inwick (1895) 52. Gall. He wad threep a lee doon
yer throat (J.M.). Ant. A didna' get speakin' a word, as he
threeped, or threp, it doon my throat, Ballymena Obs. (1892).

(3) N.Cy. 1 Nhb. He threapt me down (K.). Cum. 1 He threeps
me doon 'at aa dud say seah. e.Yks.1 She threapt ma doon it

wasn't seeah. w.Yks. 1 He com back ageean, . . an began to threeap
me down how I'd tell'd him aw wrang, ii. 295 ; w.Yks.285 Lan.
' It's nowt o' th'soart.' . .

' An' dunnotyo threep me down as it is,'

Burnett HaworMs (1887) xvi. Chs.3 He thraped me down it

were noine, but I knowed it were a dozen. s.Chs. 1 Stf. Ray
(1691) MS. add. (J.C.) 150. Der. I threaped him down as I

fancied yo' a fat lot more nor him, Gilchrist Peak/and (1897) 75

;

Der.1 n.Lin. 1 She threap'd me doon Sam was dead, bud I seed
him last Setterda'. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) sw.Lin. 1 The bairns threp

her down that it was so. s.Cy. Ray (1691). (4) Wm. If Neddy
sed et breead wossent beeakt anuff, Betty wed threeap un oot et it

wes faer burnt tie a sindre, Spec. Dial. (1877) pt. i. 38. w.Yks.
Shoo tried to threap me aght on it, Hartley Clock Aim. (1885)
40. s.Lan. 1 He'd threeap yo' eawt 'at black's whoite. Chs. He
has threeped him out of it (E.M.G.) ; Chs. 3

(5) Nhb. When aw's
threept out o' what's se clear, Wilson Pi/man's Pay (1843) 48.

Cum. T'girt chaps fairly threep't t'laalens oot ont, at their beucks
war t'reet endup, Sargisson Joe Swap (1881) 2. Wm Lunnoners
wod threap awt intul cuntry fowk, an think they will be soft enuflf

tae swallow awe their lees, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 93, ed. 1821.

ne.Yks. 1 He threeap'd oot 'at he hadn't deean it. (6) n.Yks.4

3. Obs. or obsol. To urge, press.
Sc. Though you have destroyed yourself, threep kindness upon

Him, Thomson Cloud of Witnesses (1714) 350, ed. 1871. Slg.

Thou suld threep kindnes of him, Hrvce Sermons (1631) iv, ed.

1843. Ayr. If any wilt threap love upon God, they shall not be

disappointed, Dickson Writings (1660) 1. 42, ed. 1845. N.Cy.2 To
threap kindness upon one. Cum. 3 Sooa frinds 0' beath sides

threep't it sair 'At partit we sud be, 73. Cum., Wm. Nicolson

(1677) Trans. R. Lit. Soc. (1868) IX. w.Yks. 1 ' To threap a thing

upon one,' is to be urgent and importunate with him to accept it.

Der. These arena goods to threap, Ouida Puck (ed. 1901) xlii.

Lin. (Hall.)

4. To beat down in a bargain or argument ; to brow-
beat, talk down ; to haggle over a bargain. Also with

down.
Sh.I. Lat's turn wiz. If we geng bame, an' spaeks o't neist 'at

we come, he'll traep wiz oot o't, Sh. News (Aug. 26, i899\ Abd.

Johnny offered sax poun',.. after much threepin, as his ultimatum,

Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) i. s.Wm. (J.A.B.), n.Yks.4

w.Yks. A man will say of a clamorous talker, he did not convince

me, but he threaped me down, Hamilton Nugae Lit. (1841) 340;

w.Yks. 2 Lan. I won't be threeped down, Fothergill Healey

(1884) xxviii. n.Lan. (W.S.), Not.3 n.Lin.1 I wean't be threp

by a bairn like thoo.

5. To argue, dispute ; to wrangle, quarrel, contend.

Sc. Ye micht as weel threep wi' a stane dyke, Swan Gates of

Eden (ed. 1895) xv. Sh.I. Efter da bride an' Lowrie wis traepid

a while wi' da bridegroom, we took da rod agen, Sh. News (Dec.

15,1900). Or.I. (S.A.S.) Abd. They hed threepit on a lang time,

Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xiv. Per. There's nae gude

threapin wi' you, Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 76, ed. 1887. s.Sc.

p 2
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Weel, 1 11 no' threep wi* ye, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Dec. 8, 1900)

Ayr. I'll threep it wi' ye, gin ye like, Ochiltree Out of Shroud

(1897) 162. Peb. To threep hard (A.C.). N.I.1 ,
N.Cy.', Nhb.>,

Lakel.2 Cum. He threeps about the nation, Anderson Ballads

(ed 1808) 77. Wm. Naa brawling or threaping is heard, Hutton

Bran New Watk (1785) 1. 4?I- n.Yks.3 w.Yks. He sed he

should go, an shoo said he shouldn't, an' they started o threeapin,

threapin' aboot sum'ats. sw.Lin. 1 We were just threaping a bit.

Shr. 1

Hence (1) Threaper, sb. a contentious, argumentative

person; (2) Threap-ground, sb. a name given to the

' debateable lands' on the Border ;
land the ownership of

which is disputed
; (3) Threaping, ppl. adj. argumentative,

contentious, quarrelsome ;
contradictory ; (4) Threaping-

do, sb. a contention, quarrel, dispute; (5) -fit, sb. a fit of

arguing or disputing; (6) Threap-lands, sb.pl., see (2).

(1) w.Yks. Ah niver knew sich a threaper as thee, Leeds Merc.

Suppl. (Feb. 18, 1899). (2) N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Part of Wooler Common
is still undivided, owing to disputes respecting it. It is called

Threap-ground, Denham Flk-Lore (,1858) 55; From Dead Water,

North Tynedale, 'a long tract of land stretches southward, which

was formerly Debateable Land, or Threap Ground,' Mackenzie

Nhb. (1825) II. 257. (3) Win. Betty, silly body, wes a lile,reedan,

cankert, threeapan paddock, Spec. Dial. (1877) pt. i. 38. e.Yks. 1

She's varry threeapin. w.Yks. 1 Lile, threapen, complin Dannot,

ii. 288. (4) w.Yks. We'd a threapin' do ower mi fatther brass,

an' we all fell aht, an' noane on us 's iver spokken to one

another sin', Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Feb. 18, 1899*1. (5) Lan. Dody's

thrappin fit meltud owey ith warmth oth brandy, Scholes Tim
Gamwattle (1857) 47. (6) Nhb. 1

, Lakel.', Cum. 14

6. To contradict.
w.Dur. 1

, e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. (E.G.) Lan. I never meet thoose two

together but they're certain to be threeapin one another abeawt
summat (R.P.I. Chs. 1

, Stf. 1 sw.Lin. 1 ' I don't want to threap,

but I believe it was.' To a child, ' Don't threap.' Shr. 1

7. To complain, call out ; to reproach.
Per. Ye needna threep, I've the feck o' thretty shillin's after

payin' the doctor, Jacque Herd Laddie, 27. Hdg. Longman's
Mag. (Feb. 1901) 381. e.Yks. (Miss A.) Der. Because my
grandad left his money as he chused . . . and then my feyther

threeps it at me as if it's my fault, Verney Stone Edge (1868) i.

8. To scold, chide, rebuke.
n.Cy. (P.R.); Grose (1790); Blount (1681). Lan. Who

threped an' threped, an' aw to becaw'd me, Shadwell Witches

(1718) v. 103. Chs. Th' owd lass . . . threap'd me foinly,

Clough B. Bresskittle .(1879) 14. s.Cy. Grose (1790).

9. To beat, flog, thrash, punish severely.
n.Cy. Bailey (1721); (Hall.) s.Stf. The news come as he'd

bin seed to thrape his wife, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). War.2
;

War. 3
I shall have to thrape this lad before he will attend to me.

Wor. I'll thrape you finely (R. M.E.); Thrape the young un well,

thot's wot'e do waant (H.K.). Shr.2 Hrf. Bound Proviuc. (1876).

Hence Thraping or Threaping, sb. a beating, thrashing.
War. 3 I'll give you a good thraping for your impudence. Wor.

Come home and give her a ' thraping ' because she was liquor

drinking, Evesham Jrn. (Mar. 25, 1899); (H.K.) Shr. 2

10. In thatching: to drive down a peg or buckle into the
thatch. Wor. fhrap 'im down (H.K.).

11. sb. A pertinacious assertion ; an indictment, charge,
representation of facts.

n.Sc. Let us see what is to be done, and hear patiently all

assertions and threaps, Wodrow Soc. Sel. Biog. (ed. 1845-7) H.
214. Cai. 1 Bch. At threeps I am na sae perquire, Nor auld-
farren as he, Forbes Ajax (1742) 4. Abd. 'Bout onie threap
when he and I fell out, Ross Helenore (1768) 35, ed. 1812. s.Sc.

The threep was fause, an' he gang'd tae the woodie, an' got
a thrawn thrapple for a deed he didna dae, Snaith Fieneheart
(1897) 67.

Hence Thraip-knot, sb. an assertion made without any
foundation, with the object of finding out the truth of what
is suspected or to prevent the doing of a thing dreaded.
Bnff. 1

12. Phr. to keep or stick to one's threap, to adhere
to an assertion or purpose.

Sc. Lady Ashlon . . . will, as Scotchmen say, keep her threep,
Scott Bride of Lam. (1819) xxvii

; (Jam.) Cai. 1 Dmf. Walter

shall see I'll keep my threep, Though it should cost me dear,

Johnstone Poems (1820) 82.

13. An argument, discussion ; a dispute ; a quarrel.

Sh.I. Haud your tongue, Magnus, we're no gaun ta git in

a traep aboot dat da night, Sh. News (July 3, 1897). Abd. I nae

mair sail say this threap about, . . That on my side the bargain

didna fa', Ross Helenore (1768) 136, ed. 1812. Dmf. I had

privately a kind of threap that the brandy should be yours,

Carlyle Lett. (Apr. 1866) IV. 331. Edb. They stop at last, but

still look laith The threap to yield, Har'st Rig (1794) 2 r> ed - l8°l -

Cum. I'll pluck a lock of thy threep, Caine Shad. Crime (1885) 30.

w.Yks. Dyer Dial. (1891) 68 ; w.Yks.1
, s.Lan.1 sw.Lin. 1 We had

a bit of a threap about it.

14. A contentious or quarrelsome person.

n.Yks.4 w.Yks. As often applied to a woman as to a man.
' Shoo is a threeap ; shoo's niver done 1

' Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Feb.

18, 1898).

15. A tradition, legend; an oft-repeated saying; a report.

Sc. They'll . . . hae an auld wife when they're dying to rhyme

ower prayers . . . rather than they'll hae a minister ; . . that's an

auld threep o' theirs, Scott GuyM. (1815) xlv. Rxb. It is a most

senseless and unreasonable thing that our name should be so

yoked with the Armstrongs because of the lilt of a silly old threip,

Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 39. Dmf. (Jam.) Lin. 1 There have

been many thrapes about me.

18. A smart stroke ; a blow causing a mark.
Wor. A gie 'e a smart thrape o' the yed (H.K.) ; I'll give you

a thrape or two across your back in a minute (R.M.E.). Suf. 1 'A

gon em a thrip under the short ribs.

[5. Thei thaste hym full thraly, ban was ber no threpyng,

York Plays (c. 1400) 430. 8. OE. preapian, to reprove,

correct (Hall).]

THREAPEN, v. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Lin. 1. To assert

positively ; to insist on a thing obstinately.

n.Cy.BAiLEY(i72i); Grose(i79o); N.Cy.2 Lui.Skinner(i67i).

2. To reprove, rebuke, chide. N.Cy.2
, e.Yks. (K.)

THREAST, see Thrist, v?
THREAT, v. Sc. Irel. Der. Sur. Dev. [brit, bret.]

1. To threaten.
Sc. Threating, striking, and burning with matches servants to

cause them reveal their master, Kirkton Ch. Hist. 1,1817) Append.

404. Per. Thou threats that Smith by the's be paid, Smith Poems

(17 14) 24, ed. 1853. Rnf. Faither threats tae use the tawse,

Neilson Poems (1877) 16. Ayr. Does haughty Gaul invasion

threat ? Burns Dmf. Volunteers, St. 1. Gall. To threat John
Macmillan with your swords and pistols, as if he were a fearful

bairn, Crockett Dark o' Moon (1902) 457. Dwn. Whun danger

threats, return, Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 64. Sur. 'Ee

threats to chuck pigwash over they, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I.

xiii. e.Dev. I, too, can threat, Jane Lordship (1897) 137.

Hence Threatful, aa[/. threatening; threatening-looking,
ne.Sc. His eyes more sunk, . . his forehead more wrinkled, his

nose and chin more threatful than I had ever before seen them,

Grant Keckleton, 7. Kcd. Threatfulest skies become brichter

When Love is the guide o' the way, Grant Lays (1884) 200.

2. To contend or argue persistently.
Der. 1 Ee thraett- mf daay'n [He thret me down] (s.v. Threap).

[per he wat; breted, & ofte bef called, Gawayne (c. 1360)

1725. OE. preatian, to threaten (B.T.).]

THREATEN, v. Yks. Chs. [britsn, bria-tan.] To
intend, purpose ; to promise.

n.Yks. ' Aw threeatened ti buy my wife a new gown.' In some
parts 'threaten' is used quite as often as ' promise' (T.K.). w.Yks.

(
J.W.) Chs. 1 I've threatened to go and see him many a time ; but

I have never been.

THREAVE, THREBBLE, see Thrave, sb., Thribble.
THREDEGAL, adj. Obs. Suf.1 Unsettled, applied

only to the weather. ' The weather fare ta look thredegal.'

THREE, num. adj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.
and Amer. Also in forms dree w.Som. 1 nw.Dev.1

;

tree Sh.I. Nrf. [bri.] 1. In comb. (1) Three-acre land,
see below ; (2) -bob-square, triangular

; (3) -cocked hat,
a cocked hat

; (4) -cord, three-ply, three strand ; also

used advb.
; (5) -cornered, irritable

; (6) -cross-way, the

meeting of two roads without intersecting
; (7) -cunning,

intensely knowing, peculiarly sharp or acute; (8) -day
aguy, a tertian ague

; (9) -fold, the bog-bean, Menyanthes
trifoliata

; (10) footed, having three legs
;
(n) -four, three
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; (12) -gill bottle, a bottle holding i£ pints ; (13)
•girded, of a cask, &c. : bound or girded with three hoops

;

(14) -go, a measure contained three times in half a pint

;

ix5) -grained fork, a three-pronged fork
; (16) -leaved

grass, the white clover, Trifolium repens
; (17) -leaved

laverocks, the wood-sorrel, Oxalis Acetosella; (18) -legs,

(a) three larch poles fastened together at the top by
means of a slightly-curved iron pivot

;
(b) see below ; (19)

-man, a cluster containing three nuts ; (20) -neuked or
•nooked, (a) see (2); (b) see (5) ; (21) -outs, see below;
(22) -penny, a first reading-book

; (23) -plait or -plet,

three-ply or plaited ; treble, threefold ; (24) -pound-tenner,
see below

; (25) -quarter-bred, not quite full bred
; (26)

•quarter clift, a mischievous fellow
; (27) -quarter coal,

a seam of coal about three-quarters ofa yard in thickness
;

a stratum of coal in Lightmoor Wimsey Pit
; (28) -quarter

man, (a) a well-grown, strong lad ; see below
;

(b) a boy
or man not equal to full work owing to age, infirmity, &c.

;

(29) -releet, (30) -road end, see (6) ; (31) -shear or -tup, a
sheep that has been thrice shorn ; (32) -square, (a) see

(2) ; (6) see (5) ; (c) a triangle
; (33) -staand, in three

layers or portions
; (34) -thrums, the purring noise made

by a cat when pleased ; esp. in phr. to sing three-thrums
;

(35) -toed, having three prongs
; (36) -to-leet, (37) -want-

way, (38) -way-leet, see (6) ; (39) -year-old, (a) a young
animal, applied esp. to cattle ; also used attrib.

;
(b) pi., see

below.

(1) Ess. 1 In the 16th century . . . the owners of Canvey gave

one-third thereof in fee simple to ... a Dutchman ... in con-

sideration of his securing the whole island from the overflowing

of the sea ... at his own costs. . . A third of these lands still goes

to the repairs of the sea-walls ; hence the term three-acre land is

applicable, not only to land held in this way at Canvey, but also

to land held in other parts of Ess., 57. (2) n.Lin. 1 It was a thing

three-bob-square, like th' end on a roof. (3) Suf.1 (4) Sh.I. I

tried da bit o' treecord tidder ower me shooders, Sh. News (Dec.

22, 1900). (5) Chs. 1 s.Chs.1 Yo mun mind what yo sen to th'

mester ; he's in a very three-cornered wee this mornin'. Shr. 1

?Er's in a mighty three-cornered 'umour to-day. (6) w.Som. 1

(7) Hmp.1 (8j s.Not. (J.P.K.) (9) Gall. (J.M.), n.Yks.2 e.Yks.

Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). (10) Nhb., Dur. She next tuke up

a three-footed stule, Denham Tracts (ed. 1895) II. 5. (n) Kcd.

Sometimes a three-four sma' farms to unite As a'e big ane, Kerr
Reminiscences (1890) 101. (12) Lin. (J.T.F.) (13) ne.Sc. A three

girded cog with the girds of wood, Gregor Flk-Lore (i88t) 43.

Ayr. (Jam.) (14) s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). (15) Oxf. 1 MS.

add. (16) Cor. (B. &H.) (17) Yks.(B.& H.) e.Yks. Marshall

Rur. Econ. (1796). (18, a) Chs.1 The legs are spread open at the

bottom, and a pulley is fixed under the apex, they then serve for

hoisting timber or other heavy materials. Smaller ones are in use

to hang scales to when potatoes are being weighed in a field. (6)

Shr.1 A prop to support the shaft of a loaded cart when the horse

is out ; it is made of a strong oak-branch having three forks, which

serve for feet, the branch being inverted (s.v. Nave). (19)

w.Yks. 1 (20, a) Sc. The Captain says a three-nookit hankercher

is the maist fashionable overlay, Scott Antiquary (1816) xxxvi;

(Jam.), Cai. 1 w.Yks. 1 A three-nooked field. Lan. A three-nooked

crinoline hung on to th' end ov a clooas-prop, Accrington Obs. (Feb.

2, 1895I. (b) s.Lan.1 Hoo's getten rayther a three-nook't soart ov

a'temper, 39. (21) w.Som. 1 Used in the very common rustic sar-

casm, 'A ginlman way dree outs—wit, money, and manners.

(22) Sc. Learning was no trouble to him ; and he was reading in

the ' threepenny ' before Jamie had mastered the alphabet, Swan
Gates of Eden (ed. 1895) iv. (23) Abd. Afore a fortnicht they

"doubled. Three weeks mair found them threeplet, Abd. IVkty.

Free Press (Mar. 16, 1901). Edb. Their manes how neat, Wi'

three-plait kues, Liddle Poems (1821) 41. Dur.1
' Three plat,' a

threefold plat (s.v. Plet). (24) Wil. 1 The name given by bird-

catchers about Salisbury to the ' Chevil ' variety of Goldfinch, it

being more valuable than the ordinary kind. (25) Ker. The fast

three-quarter-bred mare between the shafts, Bodkin Shillelagh

(1002) 32 (26) Ir. Bob M'Cann, a three-quarter clift, Carleton

Traits Peas. (ed. 1846) 4 - (27) Nb.b.» The 3 Quarter Coal about

a Ouarters thick or more, all which are foul or bad Coals, and not

worth much, Compleat Collier (1708). Shr.1 92, Shr.* (28, a)

Nhb ! In collieries, the trams were formerly dragged along by a

bov who held two 'soams' in his hand and pulled, whilst a

stronger lad ' put' from behind. The boy in front was called a

'foal
f 'foaley/ or 'quarter-man,' and if there were disparity

between the two the stronger lad behind was known as a ' three-
quarter-man.' If the two lads were of an equal strength they
were called 'half-marrows.' (6) Suf. (M.B.-E.) Ess. Twelve
men who drew full wages, and four lads about sixteen to seven-
teen years old, who went as 'three-quarter-men, 1 Burmester
John Lott (1901) 76. (29) e An. 1

, Suf. (C.G.B.) (30) Lan. A'ch-
boggarts held revel at every ' three-road end,' Hakland & Wil-
kinson Flk-Lore (1867) 60. (31) Der. 2 , nw.Der. 1

, Lin.1
, Suf. 1

(32, a) Wm. A three square bit o' wood (B.K.). n.Yks. A three-
square file (I.W.). w.Yks.1

, e.Lan.', Chs. 1
, s.Chs. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, Lei. 1

,

War.3 , Shr.1
, Snf. (C.G.B.), Suf. 1

, Ess. 1
, w.Som.1 [Aroer. Dial.

Notes (1896) I. 334.] (6) s.Chs. 1 Oo)z in u ver i three--skwae-r
ydo'mur. Shr. 1 The maister seems in a three-squar' temper this

mornin'. (c) Wm. (B.K.) Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).
Ess. A yard it had, in shape A sort ov a three-square, Clark
J. Noakes (1839) st. 16. (33) Sh.I. Irvine begood ta pit a' da
bread— treestaand, i' da sea box, Sh. News (Dec. 9. 1899). (34)
Nhb. 1 D'ye hear pussy singin three-thrums? Dur. 1

, Wm. (B.K.),

n.Yks.14 e.Yks. 1 Ah like ti hear oor cat sing three-thrums,

MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks.12 ^, n.Lin. 1 (35) Cai.1 Ayr. A three-

taed leister, Burns Dr. Hornbook (1785) st. 6. (36) Ess. e.An. (Apr.

!863). (37) Hrt. (H.G.) (38) Suf. (Hall.) (39,0) Sh.I. Doo
kens what owertook Tamy's tree-yirl'd—I can say shu wis a koo,

Sh. News (Aug. 6, 1898). (b) Lim. 'Two-year-old' and 'three-

year-old ' are names of two factions in the co. Limerick, that from

their continual fighting give the authorities much trouble, Flk-Lore

Rec. (1881) IV. 122.

2. Phr. (1) not to be able to say three ivords of a sort, not to

speak coherently ; (2) the three counties, Norfolk, Suffolk,

and Essex, as distinct from the ' shires
' ; (3) — sevens,

the year 1777 ; (4) threefaces under or in a hood, the pansy,

Viola tricolor
; (5) — halfpence and two pence, (6)

— halfpence

for twopence, a slow, ambling canter
; (7) — sheets to or in

the wind, partly intoxicated; (8) —stirs and a wallop, see

below
; (9) to count by threeses, to count three at a time.

(1) Not. AT. <5r= Q. (1868) 4th S. i. 605. (2) e.An. 1 (s.v. Sheres).

(3) Ayr. He biggit himsel', he says, in the three sevens, Service

Notandums (1890) 16. (4) Lnk. Patrick Plants (1831) 124. Yks.

(B. &. H.), Nhp. 1
, Shr. 1 (5) w.Som. 1 Dh-oa-1 au's au-vees geos

lau-ngdree aa-pns-n tuup'ns [The old horse always goes along in

a slow ambling canter]. nw.Dev.1 (6) Nhb. They can hear the

occasional rattle of a pair of wheels, or the ' three-ha'pence for

tuppence' of a cantering horse, Graham Red Scaur (1896) 35.

(7) e.Lth. An'ra had taen mair nor was guid for him
;
he wasna

what ye micht ca' fou, but three sheets in the wind, Hunter

/. Inwick (1895) 235. e.An. He teaches them to swim an' takes

moast trouble with their eddication when three sheets in the wind,

Harris East Ho (1902). Nrf. Arter tea, I was got verry nigh

t'ree sheets to the wind, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 242. (8)

Edb. Eighty years ago in Edinburgh it was the custom for a man

to walk through the town every day bearing a large shin bone of

beef. His cry was ' three stirs and a wallop for a bawbee.' All

the housewives had their vegetables stewing for the soup and

gladly paid their bawbees for the privilege of three stirs with the

bone, which was supposed to flavour the stew, B'ham Dy. Post

(Nov. 26, 1892), in N. cV Q. (1893) 8th S. iii. 86. (9) e.An. 2

3. Comb, and phr. in names of games : (1) Three-card

lant, the card game of ' loo
' ; (2) -days' holidays, (3)

—
dukes, see below ; (4) -holes, (5) -hole-teazer, a game of

marbles; (6) —jolly butchers, (7) —jolly Welshmen, a

children's game
; (8) — knights from Spain, see (3) ; (9)

— little ships, (10) —man's marriage, (n) —old bachelors,

see below ;
(12) -penny morris, (13) -pin morris or merels,

the game of nine men's morris ; see Mernls ; (14)
—

sailors, see below; (15) -stone-ducker, a game of mar-

bles • (16) — straws, a game at pitchback ; see below

;

(I? ) —sweeps, see below
;

(18) — up, a game played by

costermongers.

(1) Cum. Some at three-card-lant wad laak, Richardson Talk

(1876) S9; Three-card lant, an lant oa at's on, an beggar me

naybor, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 26. Wm. Briggs Remams

(1825) 237 ; Lonsdale Mag. (1822) III. 378. (2) Shr. Two players

hold up their joined hands, the rest pass under one by one,

repeating 'Three days holidays!' . . They pass under a second

time, all repeating ' Bumping day, bumping day!' when the

two leaders strike each player on the back in passing. 1 he third

time they say 'Catch, catch, catch!' and the leaders catch the

last in the train between their arms. He has the choice ot

'strawberries and grapes,' and is placed behind one of the leaders

;
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according to his answer. When all have been caught, the two
pull against each other, Burne Flk-Lore (1883) 522. (3) [In gen.

dial, use in Sc. Irel. and Eng. ; see below. Three children, gen

.

boys, are chosen to represent the three dukes. The rest of the
plaj'ers represent maidens. The three dukes stand in line facing

the maidens, who hold hands, and also stand in line. Sufficient

space is left between the two lines to admit of each line in turn

advancing and retiring. . . The alternate verses demanding and
answering are thus sung. . . At the 9th or last verse they [dukes]
' name"1 one of the girls, who then crosses over and joins hands
with them. The game then continues by all four singing ' Here
come four dukes a-riding,' and goes on until all the maidens are
ranged on the duke's side, Gomme Games (1898) 248-9.] (4) Lon.
Gomme Games (1898) 256. (5) Nhb. Bedstocks—that canny gam's
noo duen. An' three hole teazer tee, Allan Tyneside Sngs. (ed.

1871) 397 ; Nhb. 1 A game at marbles, played with three holes
scooped in the ground. (6) Suf. 1

(7) Cm. One child is supposed
to be taking care of others, who take hold of her or of each other.

Three children personate the Welshmen. These try to rob the
mother or caretaker of her children. They each try to capture as

many as they can, 'Gomme ib. 257. (8) [A game somewhat similar

to Three Dukes; in gen. use in Sc. Irel. and Eng. See Gomme
ib. 257-79.] (9) Lon. Two lines of children stand, hand in hand,
facing one another. They advance and retire in line, with dancing
steps alternately. The children sing the lines. When the last

verse is sung a girl from the end of each line advances and the
two dance round together. This is continued until all in turn
have danced in the space between the lines, ib. 280-i. (10) Der.
For this game three ' men ' are used, and the board on which the
game is played contains nine holes or points. . . Two played the
game, laying their men alternately sn any of the points of the
board. The object of each player was to get his men ' all in a row,'
and the game was won, N. (f Q. (1877) 5th S. viii. 218. (n) Yks.
A game resembling ' Silly old man' (q.v.), Gomme ib. 282. (12, 13)
n.Yks. 1 (s.v. Merls). (14) [A game resembling Three Dukes,
&c; m gen. use in Sc. Irel. and Eng. See Gomme (A. 283-9.] (15)
Nrf. (P.H.E.) (16) War. 2 Three rows of earth, sand, &c, are
placed in parallel lines about a foot and a half apart. Each player
is careful not to step or descend ttptm these ' straws' when pitching
over the boy who makes the back, lest he himself should be forced
to take the other's place. . . When the three straws are passed,
and the one ' down ' is told to ' foot it,' he does so by placing one
foot lengthwise against the other resting sideways, and then
bringing the side-long foot, still sideways, in advance, and, lastly,

setting the now rear foot beside, but in front of its fellow ; and
again makes the back. This goes on until the distance is so great
that one leaper, less agile than Ms fellows, fails to reach the
'back,' or steps over or on the last straw to do so, when he is
' down.' . . When the one ' down ' has a foot on each side of the
middle straw—a position which is called 'the fly'—each leaper
must clear his back, and the three straws. (17) Sth. First of all

there is a number of girls that stands in a row. There are other
three girls in front of them. There is another girl at the back of
the row of girls. The three girls sings [sic] :

' Here's three sweeps,
three by three, And on by the door they bend their knee,'NiCHOLSoN
Golspie (1897) 169. (18) Lon. 'Shove-halfpenny' is another game
played by them ; so is ' Three up,' Mayhew Loud. Labour (1851)
I. 12.

THREEAK, THREEDLE, THREEFE, see Trails,
Threadle, Thrave, sb.

THREEK, sb. s.Chs.1
[prik.] A cluster of thistles

growing in a field.

Eeiir, goa- baak- un kut dhaat' three-k uz yfl)n left dheeur.

THREEN, THREEP, THREEPLE, see Threnfe,
Threap, Thribble.

THREEP-TREE, sb. Sc. Cum. Wm. [brrp-tri.] The
wooden bar or beam to which horses are yoked for
ploughing.

Cld. (Jam.) Cum. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863) ; Cum.1 * Wm.
When thoo'syoken up ta plew thoo puts f S-linkon t'swinngletree
throo t'D-link on t'threeptree, than thoo's e' fettle fer owt (B.K.\
THREESH, sb. Obs. Wxf. 1 A trace ; the traces of

a car.

THREESOME, adj. and sb. Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Cum. Yks.
Also written threesum Sc. (Jam.) Cai.1 N.Cy.1

; and in
forms threesam Cum.4 ; thresum Sc. (Jam.) ; thrissome,
thrissum n.Yks.2

; treesim, treesome Sh.I. [brrssm

;

bri'ssm.] 1. adj. Triple
; threefold, esp. in comb. Three-

some reel, a reel or dance performed by three persons.

Ayr. There's threesome reels, and foursome reels, Burns Deil's

awa' ; The lintie is a weel-faured bird, Wi' threesome sangs o'

glee, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 107. Kcb. There wus a

threesome reel, an' Aul' Sandy wus yin o' the set, Trotter Gall.

Gossip (1901) 252. n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. Could bang them a' at

threesome reels, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 42 ; Nhb.1 Cum.
Tou kens we danc'd a threesome reel, Anderson Ballads (1805) 2.

n.Yks. 2

2. sb. Three together ; a party or set of three ; a reel or
game in which only three can take part.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Dey wir a funny lookin' treesome, Ollason
Mareel (1901) 17; Da treesim is staandin' ta der bellies i' da watter,

Sh. News (June 23, 1900). Cai.1 Ags. The threesome were aboot

the laist to leave the tents, Reid Howetoon, 95. e.Sc. You and
Laurie Lugton and Gipsy Johnstone, you were a wild threesome,

Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 61. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 497, ed. 1876. N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1 Cum. Beneath his strokes

a' threesome fell, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1807) 94 ; A threesome
then caper'd Scotch reels, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 172 ; Cum.4

THREEVE,THREEVELESS,seeThrave,s6.,Thraive-
less.

THREE-WEEK, sb. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Also
in forms threewick Chs.1

; threewik s.Chs.1 nw.Der. 1
;

threwik e.Lan. 1
; thruick m.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1

; treek-, trewk-
Lan. [brr-wlk, -wik.J 1. A period of three weeks.
Cf. fortnight.
w.Yks. Two fond stock-doves that I fund nesting a three-week

late up i' Little John's Wood, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900)
221. e.Lan. 1

, m.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1 Chs.1 We speak of a threewick

in the sing, number in the same manner as we speak of a fortnight

;

Chs.3 s.Chs. 1 0o)z bin jed gy'et'in on fur u threywik. Der. 1
,

nw.Der. 1 Not. For full a three-week after what I have bin telling

you, Hooton Bilberry Thurland (1836).

Hence Treeksin or Trewksin, adv. three weeks since.
Lan. Brockett Gl. (1846). 2. Comp. Threeweek-street,
the County Court.

w.Yks. They'n nivver to gooa it threeweek-street—nivver
botherd wit baileys, Bywater Sheffield Dial. (1839) 113; w.Yks. 2

THREFF, see Through, prep.

THREFT, adj. ? Obs. Lth. (Jam.) Reluctant, un-
willing

; perverse. Cf. tharf, 2.

THREHEEN, sb. Irel. The leg of a stocking without
the foot.

Wxf. (P.W.J.) ; A caubeen, threheen, and a sligeen on his
unfortunate head and feet, Kennedy Evenings Duffrey (1869) 306.

[Ir. troighin, a brogue, slipper, a stocking without a sole
(O'Reilly).]

THREISH, THREKLY, see Treesh, Thereckly.
THREN(E, sb. and v. Sc. Also written threen. [brln.]

1. sb. A song or refrain
; Jig. a story or tradition of a

ghostly and gen. superstitious nature. Cf. thrain.
Per. The thren of the dove, and the owl, and the bat, Which an

old minstrel mason was heard to relate, Spence Poems (1898) 171

;

(Jam.) Edb. With mournful ditties sings the drooping thrush,
And tragick Threnes are heard from every bush, Pennecuik Helicon
(1720) 136.

2. v. To tell ghost stories or superstitious tales.
Per. Ae nicht leaning Owre deein' embers, Kate sat threening.

Spence Poems (1898) 184.

THRENG, see Throng.
THRESCOT, sb. Der. Not. Also in forms threscod

s.Not.
;
threscold Der.1

; threskut n.Der. rpre'skatl A
dial, form of 'threshold.'

Der. 1 2 n.Der. 'Wash that threskut.' Common ( S.O.A.), nw.Der. 1

s.Not. She shall niver come across ma threscod again (J.P.K.).
THRESH, sb.1 Sc. Also in forms thrash, thrush.

[brej.] A rush.
Sc. Wi' their teeth green threshes chackit, Wilson Poems

(1822) Twa Mice. e.Fif. It-brocht furth plentifu' craps o' nateral
girss, threshies, spretts an' segs, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) i.
Slg. Phant bends like ony thrash, Muir Poems (1818) 73. Rnf.
Owre the burn 'Yont the green, an' thro' the thrashes, Picken
Poems (1788) IS5 (Jam.). Ayr., Lth. (Jam.) Twd. The frozen
lock and the dowie threshes, Buchan Weather (i899) 182. Rxb.
Ihreshes formed the theekin, Riddell Poet. Wks. (1871) II. 127.
Hence Thrush-bush, sb. a rush.
Sc. Their bare preaching now Makes the thrush-bush keep the

cow, Cleland Poems (1697) 30 (Jam.).
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THRESH, v. and sb.2 Sc. Der. Also in form thrash

Sc.
LbreJ; }>raf.] 1. v. In phr. to thresh otherfolk's corn,

to meddle in other people's affairs.

Der. It's niver no good a-threshin' other folk's corn
; ye allays

gets the flail agin i'ye own eye somehow, Ouida Puck (ed. 1901) vi.

2. sb. A beating, dashing noise, as of rain.
Gall. The thresh of the rain upon the lattice casement, Crockett

Black Douglas (1899) 305.

3. In phr. with a thrash, ' at one blow ' ; immediately.
Ayr. I appeared in the court in Edinburgh wi' a thrash, and had

the case settled in a jiffy, Hunter Studies (1870) 235.
THRESH, see Thrush, sb. 1

THRESHEL, sb.' Lan. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo.
Hmp. Wil. Som. Cor. Also written threshal Hrf. 1

;

threshell Lan. ; threshle Wil.1
; and in forms thrashal

Shr. 1
; thrashel(l Shr.2 Hrf.2 Hmp. 1 Cor.2 ; thrashle Som.

;

throstle War. [Jjre'Jl.] A flail ; also in phr. a pair of
threshels. Cf. drashel, sb}

Lan. (S.W.), (K.), War. (J.R.W.), w.Wor. 1
, Shr. 1 *, Hrf.12

Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 430; Glo. 1
, Hmp. (J.R.W.), Hmp.1

Wil. Davis ^n'e.(i8i3); Wil.' Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). Cor.23

[OE. perscel, priscel, a flail (Sweet).]
THRESHEL, sb.2 Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Lin.

e.An. Also in forms thrashel Abd. ; thrassel Suf.

;

thressel n.Lin.1
; thressle w.Yks.1 Not.2 ; throshel Suf.

;

troshel e.An.1
; trostle Nrf. [bre"JI.] 1. A dial, form

of ' threshold.' See Drashel, sb.2

Sc. Luckie out o'er the threshal goes, Pennecuik Coll. (17,87)

12. Abd. To cross the thrashel o' oor hoose, Williams Fairmer's
Tint Laddies (1900) st. 4* N.I. 1 Don. The house crammed,
kitchen an' room, all the time, from the threshel to the backstone,

Macmanus Bend ofRoad (1898) 90. w.Yks. Ah see yo've gotten

a new thressle on t'door-hoile, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Feb. 25, 1899).

Not. 2 Lin. Vox agro Line, frequens,—Tritorium, Skinner (1671).
n.Lin. 1

, e.An. 1 Nrf. Polly she tumbled over the trostle, Cozens-
Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 15. Suf. (C.T.)

;
(M.E.R.)

2. A wooden bar fixed against the bottom of a door to

keep out rain. e.Lan.1

THRESHER, sb. Yks. [bre-j3(r).] In phr. to pull like

a thresher, to pull strongly. w.Yks. Hallam Wadsley Jack
(1866) viii.

THRESHER, see Thrusher.
THRESHET, sb. Chs.13 s.Chs. 1 Shr. 1 Also written

threshat Chs. 1
; and in form thrashat Shr. 1 [Misprinted

thrasket Chs.13 ] A flail ; occas. in pi.

THRESHFOD, sb. Obs. Yks. A dial, form of

« threshold.' w.Yks. (Hall.), w.Yks. 1

THRESHIE-COAT, sb. Sc. An old working coat.

Sc. My ain auld brown threshie-coat of a short gown, Scott

Midlothian (1818) xvi. Rxb. The seams of the old threshy-coat

I wore, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 172.

THRESHING, ppl. adj. Sc. Irel. Also written

thrashing Sc. [bra-Jin] In comp. (1) Threshing-board,

the board on which grain is threshed with the flail
; (2)

•tree, a flail.

(1) n.Ir. They had the threshin' boards prappit up on fower

barrels, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 88. (2) Edb. Rest your weary

shanks awhile, Come, rest your thrashin'-tree, Maclagan Poems

(185 1) 236.

THRESHWOOD, sb. Sc. Cum.Wm. Lan. Also in forms

threshurt Cum. 1
; threshut m.Lan.1

;
threshwart Fif.

(Jam.); threshwort Fif. (ib.) Cum.; threshwurt Cum.1

[J>re-Jwud, -wad, -wat.] A dial, form of ' threshold '
;
the

sill or wooden beam in front of the door.

Fif. The threshwart is distinguished from the 'dore-stane,' the

former denoting the sill or piece of wood above the ' dore-stane,'

in old houses, on which the door shut, as it was also meant for

throwing off the rain (Jam.). Cum. The threshwort's worn

quite hollow down, Dickinson Lit. Rem. (1888) 234 ;
Cum.1

Win. Upon this thresh-wood . . . cross straws were laid, Briggs

Remains (1825) 215. e.Yks. As long as there's a threshwood to

the door, or a tile on the roof, Wray Nestleton (1876) 148;

(C.E.F.) Lan. Mind thou doesno' tumble o'er that threshut,

Brierley Out of Work, x. m.Lan. 1

THRESKLE, sb. Not. [bre'skl.] A dial, form of

'threshold.' Cf. threshel, sb.2

s.Not. She were stanning on the threskle ; she wouldn t coom

in (J.P.K.).

THRESKUT,THRESSLE, see Threscot, Threshel, sb.2

THRESTLE, sb. Yks. Der. Not. Lin. Also written
thressel n.Lin.' ; and in form thrussle e.Yks. [bre-sl.]A corruption of • trestle.' Also used attrib.

e.Yks. The things fullockt aboot bahn fleear, undher teeable an
atwixt thrussle legs, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 34. Der. 1 s.Not.
For tables they hed boards on threstles (J.P.K.). n.Lin.1

THREUCH, THREVE, see Through, sb.2 , Thrave, sb.
THREWIK, see Three-week.
THRIBBLE, adj. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der. Not.

Lei. War. Wor. Ess. Ken. Also written thrible Ken.1
;

and in forms threbble Nhb.1 nw.Der.1
; threble s.Not.

Ess. ; threeple Abd. (Jam.) [brrbl ; brebl.] A corrup-
tion of ' treble ' from association with ' three

'
; threefold.

Abd. (Jam.) Nhb. Ye've paid just thribble as much for'd as ye
owt. Cum. (E.W.P.), Cum. 1

, n.Yks. 4 w.Yks. ' Double handed
and thribble throated.' Said of a person who, although he may
have a good income, spends a large proportion of it in drink
(S.K.C.) ; w.Yks. 24

, s.Lan. 1
, nw.Der. 1

, Not. 1 s.Not. I'd give
threble the value before I'd loase it (J.P.K.). Lei.1 Yo'll pee
dooble or thribble, an' not so good nayther. War. 3 w.Wor. 1

The b'ys nowadaays is that fast, thaay'll sahce [sauce] a man
thribble thar age. se.Wor. 1

, Ken. 1

Hence Threbled, pp., obs., taking or skimming the
cream off milk for the third time. Cf. fleet, v.

2
II. 1.

Ess. It is then threbled or put into tubs, or still deeper vessels,

where it is occasionally skimmed and kept as long as any appear-
ance of cream or richer milk is found to form upon the surface,

Marshall Review (1817) V. 164.

THRIBBLE, see Thible.
THRIB'LOUS, adj. m.Yks. 1 A mispronunciation of

' frivolous.'

THRIBS, sb. pi. Lin. Suf. Amer. Also in form tribs

Suf. 1 [bribz.] Three, used esp. in playing marbles.
Cf. dubs.

Lin. 1 se.Lin. Make itthribs (J.T.B.). Suf. 1 [Amer. Dial. Notes

(1896) I. 24.]

THRICE-COCK, sb. Midi. Lei. War. Shr. Also in

form throice- Lei. 1 [brai's-, brois-kok.] The missel-

thrush, Turdus viscivorus. A corruption of 'thrush-cock'
(q.V.).

Midi. SwAiNSON.B<V-rfs(i885) 2. Lei. 1
, War.23 Slir. Swainson

ib.; Shr. 1

THRICE-THRUMS, sb. Stf.
1 The purring of a cat.

See Three-thrums, s.v. Three, 1 (34).

THRICHE, THRICKER, see Thrutch, Tricker.

THRID, see Thread, Third.
THRIDDLE, sb. I.Ma. A shiver, a convulsive move-

ment.
The thriddle of thrimblin that shivered the back of this Harry,

Brown Witch (1889) 65.

THRIEP, THRIEVE, see Threap, Thrave, sb.

THRIF, see Through, prep., Thrift, sb.
1

THRIFT, sb.
1 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Wm. Yks. Der. Also in

forms thrif e.Yks.1
; trift S. & Ork. 1 [brift] 1. In

comp. (1) Thrift-box, a money or savings box
; (2) -hod,

the profitable part of a business
; (3) -pot, see (1).

(1) Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. A thrift box, as it is vulgarly called, is put

up against the wall and every customer puts in something,

Brand Pop. Antiq. (edi 1777) 164. Dur. 1
,
Wm. 1

,
n.Yks.12

,

e.Yks.1
, Der.2 , nw.Der.1 (2) n.Yks.2 He's gitten thrift-hod on't.

(3) w.Yks. Yol find all that i' t'tbrift-pot at yod a spent, Tom
Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1862) 54; w.Yks.24

2. Prosperity, success ; luck. Also in comb. Ill thrift.

Sh.I. Ill trift be ta her fiiil face dat put dee aff o't, Stewart

Tales (1892) 86. Bch. Then to his thrift he bid adieu, Forbes

Dominie (1785) 29. Lth. Beauty's e'en a doubtfu' gift, Wi' mickle

shew, but little thrift, Ballantine Poems (1856) 71.

Hence (1) Thriftless, adj. unprofitable, useless; un-

prosperous, unsuccessful; (2) Triftin, sb. in comb. Ill

triftin, bad luck, ill success ; see below.

(1) Ayr. Learmont ... did much to temper and turn aside the

thriftless ordinances of his superior, Galt Gilhaize (1823) xviii.

Dmf Dinna grieve for me Nor wi' a thriftless sorrow murn, Thom

Jocko' Knowe (1878) 90. (2) S. & Ork. 1 ' I'll triftin' on dat face,'

may your face (fig. for the whole person) not thrive.

3. Work, occupation, employment, business.

Sh.I. Huve by your trift ane of you, an' help aunty ta scraep,
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Sk. News (Oct. 8, 1898) ; S. & Ork.1 Work of any kind, but
particularly knitting. Frf. The darger left his thrift, Lowson
Guidfollow (1890) 239. Edb. When night comes on . . . lasses sit

down to their thrift, Crawford Poems (1798) 43.
THRIFT, sb? Yks. Lan. Chs. [Jjrift.] Growing pains

experienced by young people.
w.Yks.2 * Lan. Grose U79°) MS. add. (P.) e.Lan.i, ni.Lan. 1

s.Lan.1 That lad's getten th' thrift. Chs.1 What ails the, pooin
thi face ? It's nowt bu' th' thrift that tha's getten. s.Chs l

THRIFT, sb.3 Obs. Suf. 1 Loose scurf on the skin of
an ill-groomed horse.
THRIFT, see Through, prep.
THRIFTY, adj. Sh.I. Lin. Wor. Glo. Cmb. Suf. Hmp.

Also in form trifty Sh.I. [jjrrfd.] 1. Thriving,
flourishing, in good condition or health. Also used advb.

Lin. Geese are the only animals which are at any time thrifty,
Marshall Review (1811) III. 22. s.Wor. 1

,
Glo. 1 Cmb. Plant

looks thrifty (J.D.R.). Suf. (C.T.), Hmp. 1

2. Thoughtful, considerate, saving of time or trouble.
Sh.I. Doo might a been trifty aneugh til a' come ower wir lent,

an' sav'd me dis vaige, Sh. News (Oct. 14, 1899).

THRILL, sb. Chs. [Jjril.] The shaft of a cart or
wagon. Gen. in pi. See Thill, sb. 1

(K.)
; Chs. 1 Obsol. (s.v. Cart). s.Chs.1 Less commonly used

than formerly (s.v. Cart).

Hence (1) Thrill-bars, sb. pi. two longitudinal pieces,
which are mortised into the 'binders' or end pieces of
the body of a cart and which support the boards forming
the bottom of a cart. Chs. 1

; (2) Thriller, sb. the shaft-
horse. s.Chs. 1

; (3) Thrill-gears, sb. pi. the harness of
a shaft-horse, lb.

; (4) Thrill-horse sb., see (2). lb.

THRILLY, adj. Obs. n.Cy. Thrilling. (Hall.)
THRIMBLE, v} Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Also in forms thrimle Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. 1
; thrimmel Nhb. 1

Lakel.2 Cum.'Wm. & Cum. 1
; thrimmle Sc. (Jam.) w.Yks.

ne.Lan.1
; thrimple n.Cy. [J>ri-m(b)l.j 1. To finger or

handle anything as if reluctant to part with it, esp. to dole
or pay out money grudgingly and reluctantly. Also with
out. See Thrumble.

Slk., Dmf., Gall. (Jam.) Kcb. Taylors, fain the gear to thrimmle
Of coward coofs, Davidson Seasons (1789) 36 (»$.). n.Cy. (Hall.)
Nhb. He thrimmel'd out what he'd to pay, Wilson Pitman's Pay
(1843) 12; Nhb. 1

, Lakel. 2
, Cum." Wm. & Cum. 1 Upstairs an'

down fwoke thrimmelt out Ther sixpenzes, 204. Wm. He
thrimmel't it ower in his hand many a time afoor he gev me't
(B.K.). w.Yks.1 He thrimbl'd out his sixpence wi a deal to do,
ii. 203. ne.Lan. 1

2. To fumble
; to hesitate, trifle.

n.Cy. Grose (1790). Cum. He seemed to 'thrimble' about it,
though, as if he was in no hurry to light up, Dalby Mayroyd
(1888) 135. w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781). Lan. 1

s.Lan. Whot dusto ston thrimblin' theer for ? Bamford Dial. (1854).
3. To crumble bread between the fingers. Lan. (K

)

Lan.1 s.Lan. Bamford Dial. (1854) ; s.Lan.x 4. To
twist or twiddle the thumbs round each other with the
fingers clasped. e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 5. To catch fish bv
clutching them in the hand. Nhb.1 Cf. guddle, v.

1
6. To

crowd, throng, press ; to wrestle. See Thrumble, 5.
Sc. With kind embracements did we thrust and thrimble Adam-

son Muse Threnodie (1774) 23 (Jam.). n.Sc. Applied both to a
crowd collectively and to an individual pressing into a crowd
(Jam.). Abd. Wi' great hamstram they thriml'd thro' the thrang
Ross Helenore (1768; 94, ed. 1812.

.
THRIMBLE, v." and sb. Irel. Cum. Yks. Lan. Also

in forms thrimle Cum.3 e.Yks. ; thrimmel n.Ir. Cum «•

thrimmle e.Yks. 1
[bri'm(b)l.] 1. v. To tremble, shake!

quiver. Also ustAfig. Cf. thrummle.
Ir. Dear, dear, how she thrimbles, Lover Handy Andy (1842)

xxxiv. n.Ir. Thrimmeld with fear, Lays and Leg. (1884) S 7Don. Jack thrimbled from head to foot, Macmanus Chim. Corners

Y, £
5
'os

W 'Ir
'
He thrimbled like a dog in a wet sack, LoverL%-

S-

l8
J
8
) V 42 - Cum.s She's thrimlin' for her butter brass but

willn t thrimle lang, 25 ; Cum." e.Yks. Wi fear an thrimlin hewas quiet oot n breeath, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 4a e Yks 1

Lan.1
, s.Lan. 1 ' ' ' '

Hence Thrimlin-jockies, sb.pl. the quaking or trembling
grass

; Brtea media. e.Yks.1
2. sb; A tremor, fit of

trembling.

Ir. She the craythure woke up all av a thrimble, Spectator (Oct.

26, 1889). Don. There's a thrimble in me han'—see! a mighty
thrimble, Cent. Mag. (Oct. 1899) 959. e.Yks.1

THRIME, sb. Sc. A triplet in verse. Mackay (s.v.

Twime).
THRIMMER, v. and sb. Lan. Also in form thrimmo

s.Lan. 1 [briTna(r).] 1. v. To finger or handle anything
constantly and as if reluctant to part with it. Grose
(1790) MS. add. (P.) s.Lan. 1 Cf. thrimble, v.

1 2. sb.

Ill-spun yarn. s.Lan. Bamford Dial. (1854) ; s.Lan.1

THRIMP, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Also in form thrump
Sc. (Jam.) [primp.] 1. v. To press, squeeze ; to press
as in a crowd.

Sc. Mackay. Cld. I was thrumpit up (Jam.). Nhb. His hands
in his kwoat pockets, beayth thrimpt owr his thees, Bewick
Tyneside Tales (1850) 10; Nhb. 1

2. To push ; see below.
Cld., Rxb. Esp. applied to schoolboys when they push all before

them from the one end of a form to another (Jam.).
3. sb. The act of pushing by schoolboys, lb.

THRIMPLE, see Thrimble, v.
1

THRING, v. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. [brirj.] 1. To press,
push, squeeze ; to press forward, push one's way in.

Sc. Ye sal thring them a' wi a gad o' airn, Waddell Ps. (1871)
ii. 9. Dmf. I shall just thring on here till I get desperate, Carlyle
Lett. (1823). Kcb. That we may thring in, stooping low, Ruther-
ford Lett. (1660) No. 282. n.Cy. Grose (1790). w.Yks. .R.H.H.);
Willan List IVds. (18 11).

2. With down : to throw down.
w.Yks. 2 He'd thring it down as though it didn't belong to him.
[OE. prlngan, to press on, crowd (Sweet).]
THRINKUMS, see Trinkums.
THRINNEL, sb. Lan. Also in forms trinel, trinnel

s.Lan.1 [brinl ; tri-nl.] A boys' outdoor game resem-
bling' hide-and-seek'

; a word of recall used in the game:
see below.
Used as a recall to boys playing ' Hide and seek,' when they

could not be found by the players. At the close of a game it was
shouted loudly and rapidly 'Thrinnel, Thrinnel, Thrinnel,' to
assemble the players together (S.W.) ; A good reaund at thrinnel
or duckstone, Clegg Sketches (1895) 72. s.Lan 1

THRINS, sb. Cum.14 [brinz.] Three at a birth.
[ON.j>rtMMr,j>rettnr, triple, threefold (Vigfusson).]
THRINTER, sb. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Also in forms

thinter Dmf.; thrunter Rxb. (Jam.) Cum. 1 *; trinter
L-akel.12 [bri-nt3(r.] A sheep of three years or winters,
bee Twmter.

Lnk., Rxb. (Jam.) Dmf. 'Twinters' and 'thinters,' sic like
names for sheep

! Wallace Schoolmaster ( 1899) 339. Lakel < 2
Cum. One of our thrunters, or three-winter-old ewes, sold for
butching, Cornh. Mag. (Oct. 1890) 382 ; Cum.", n.Yks. 1

, Lan. 1
,ne.Lan.1

, s.Lan. 1

[0¥..J>rt-wtnter, a period of three years (Sweet) 1

THRIP, see Threap.
THRIPBOX sb Yks. [brip-boks.] A money-box

lor saving
; a ' thrift-box ' (q.v.)

xs^w.YksT
WkM Wds - {l865); Yks

-
Wkly

-
Post w*y '•

THRIPPA, see Thripple, sb.\ v.

p™m PP
c;
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' 56

-a,
Chs'.Stf-

Der. War.Wor. Shr. Hrf.

fhri,^ pk TVuA1f° WrAtten thriPle Chs-; and in formsthrippa Chs. 1 s.Chs.1 nw.Der. 1
; thrippoe, thrippoo Chs. :

brin
P
i?
W
A
ChS

-

J,
thryP°^ Ch s.

:
tripple Pen? fbri pbn pa.] A movable or rail framework attached to a cartor wagon, to extend its surface when carrying hay, corn,&c:. Gen.mpl. See Dripple, Ripple, sb*

o -m carte
J»
n

,

d thriples, Local Gleanings (Feb. 1880) VIIL

rekt^rend^t ^t^ ! <K-> !
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THRIPPLE [113] THRO

THRIPPLE, v. and sb.2 Chs. Also in forms thrippa,
thrippow Chs.lza 1. v. To beat, cudgel.

I'll thrippa thee, Ray (1691) ; Chs.123

2. To labour hard. Gen. in prp.
Chs. 1

; Chs.2 A thrippowing pungowing life is a hard laborious

life; Chs.3

3. sb. The beating part of a flail. Chs.13

[Cp. OE. pripel, an instrument of punishment (B.T.).]

THRIPPOO, THRIPPOW, see Thripple, sb.\ Thripple,
sb.

1
, v.

THRISHELL, THRISSEL, see Thristle, sb}, Thristle,

sb.12

THRIST, sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Lan. Shr. Hrf.

Also in forms thrust Sc. N.Cy.1 ne.Lan.1 Shr.1 Hrf. ; trist

Sh.I. [brist; brust, brest.] 1. sb. A dial, form of

'thirst.'

Sc. Heir learne to suffer thrist with those, sail tortur him for

ay, Maidment Pasquils (1868) 23. Sh.I. Mind a keg o' blaand Tu
slock my trist, Stewart Tales (1892) 92. Elg. Cramond Sess.

Rec. (1897) 203. Nhb. After slockenin' his thrist, Graham Red
Scaur (1896) 334.
Hence Thristy or Thrusty, adj. thirsty.
Sc. The thristie thistle must no longer stay, Else might she suck

my sweetness all away, Maidment Spottiswoode Misc. (1844-5) !•

183. Sh.I. Castin' [peats] wis aye tristy wark, Sh. News (May
22, 1897). Slk. Awmrose, ma man, I'm thrusty— yill, Chr.
North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 199. n.Cy. (Hall.), N.Cy. 1

, ne.Lan.
1

,

Shr. 1 Hrf. I'm very thrusty, Bound Provinc. (1876).

2. Phr. an auld moon mist never dees o' thrist, a mist

round an 'old' moon always foretells rain. Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 212, ed. 1876. 3. v. To cause
thirst.

Sh.I. Yon corne o' saut pork 'ill be tristin' you. Will doo hae

a can o' swatts ? Sh. News (Apr. 27, 1901).

THRIST, v? and sb.2 Sc. Nhb. Also in forms threast

Nhb.1
; trist S. & Ork.1 Or.I. [prist.] 1. v. To thrust,

push ; to press, squeeze, hug ; to wring. A dial, form of
' thrust.'

Sh.I. I wid trist her i' my bossum, Stewart Tales (1892) 248 ;

S. & Ork.1
, Or.I. (S.A.S.) Slk. I heard a kind o' rubbing and

thristing, as a fox or foumart had been drawing himsel through a

hole aneath the ground, Hogg Tales (1838) 663, ed. 1866.

2. sb. A thrust ; a push.
Rxb. (Jam.) Nhb. 1 Esp. applied to the internal sensation of

pain in the bowels felt on pressure. ' Aa feel a thrist.'

3. A squeeze, hug.
Sh.I. I wid trist her i' my bossum ; for I wid gie her a kiss wi'

every trist, Stewart Tales (1892) 248.

4. The action of the jaws in squeezing the juice from a

quid of tobacco.
Rxb. Whiles as thou dries the tither thrist, A. Scott Poems (ed.

1811) 101 (Jam.).

THRIST, v.* n.Sc. (Jam.) To spin, esp. in phr. to

thrist a thread.

THRISTLE, sb.
1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Shr. Dev. Cor.

Also written thrissel Sc. (Jam.) Nhb.1
;
and in forms

thirssle Cai.1
; thirstle Shr. Dev. Cor.; thrishell Dev.1

[bri'sl.] 1. The song-thrush, Turdus musicus. See
Throstle, sb.

1
, Thrustle.

Shr. Swainson Birds (1885) 3. Dev.1 Dev., Cor. Swainson 16.

2. Comp. (1) Thristle-cock, (a) the song-thrush, Turdus

musicus
;

(b) the common bunting, Emberisa miliaria
; (2)

•cock-lairag, see (1, b).

(1) Sc. (Jam.) ; The thristlecock is the bonniest bird Sings on

the evening gale, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) III. 33, ed. 1848. Nhb.1

Dur. The Thristle-cock sings in the glen, Bishoprick Garl. (1834)

57. (b) N.I. 1 (2) Cai. 1

THRISTLE, sb.2 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Also

written thrisle Sc. (Jam.); thrissel e.Fif. Bwk. n.Ir. Nhb. 1
;

thrissill Sc. (Jam.) ; thrissle Sc. Dur.1
; and in forms

thrusle Lnk.; thrussel Nhb.; thrustle Dmf. m.Yks.1

[bri si.] A dial, form of ' thistle.'

Sc. He's nae gentleman . . . wad grudge ... the thristles by the

road-side for a bit cuddy, Scott Guy M. (1815) iii. Frf. Auld

Scotland's burrie thristle Has never lost ae single bristle, Smart

Rhymes (1834) 166. Per. Haliburton Dunbar (1895) 63. Fif.

Nae thrisles here your thumbs to prick, Douglas Poems (1806)

145. e.Fif. It was mair fruitfu' o' thrissels an' weebos than o'aits

VOL. VI.

an' tawties, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) i. Ayr. Paint Scotland
greetin owre her thrissle, Burns Author's Cry (1786) St. 7. Lnk.
Dry't the heads o' whins an' thrusles, Nicholson Kilwuddie

(
l895) 35- Bwk. Calder Poems (18971 8l - Dmf- He knockit aff

the heds o' Iwa or three thrustles. Ponder Kirkcumdoon (1873)
23. n.Ir. Where good corn was planted Big thrissels grew,
Lays and Leg. (1884) 8. Nhb. B'yekt milk is m'yed be boilin the
paps iv a coo in milky thrussels, Chater Tyneside Aim. (1869) 40;
Nhb. 1

, Dur. 1

, m.^ks. 1

Hence Thrissly or Thristly, adj. (1) abounding in
thistles; bristly; (2) jig. testy, crabbed.

(1) Elg. Dapplin' on his camseach chin His thristly honours
grew, Couper Poems (1804) II. 80. Gall. Reapers who have the
bad luck to reap thrisly corn, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 58, ed.

1876. (2) n.Sc. (Jam.)

[Vpone the awfull Thrissill scho beheld, And saw him
kepit with a busche of speiris, Dunbar Poems (c. 1510),
ed. Small, II. 187.]

THRIV-, see Thrave, sb.

THRIVANCE, sb. Obs. Sc. Prosperity, success.
Gall. 'Tis thine the poor man's peace to earn, Wi' thrivance to

each dauted bairn, Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 152, ed. 1897.

THRIVE, v. and sb.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. [braiv, Midi. broiv.] I. v. Gram, forms.

1. Preterite : (1) Thrave, (2) Threave, (3) Threav(v, (4)

Threeve, (5) Throv, (6) Thruv, (7) Trave.
(1) Cai. 1 Abd. Their grandmothers thrave upo' brose, Walker

Bards Bon-Accord(1887 , 329. Ayr. He had gotten a rest from physick

and thrave, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 124. Ecib. 1 thrave

sae ill, Fergusson Poems (1773) 106, ed. 1785. Kcb. They thrave

amain, Trotter Gall. Gosiip (1901) 312. n.Yks.2 They thrave

badly. ne.Yks. 1 34, w.Yks.23 (2) Fif. He never threave nor did

guid efter that, Melvill Autobiog. (1610) 127, ed. 1842. (3)

Cum.14 (4) Abd. Threeve in trade, Anderson Poems (ed. 1826)

51. (5) m.Yks.1 In/rod. 42. Nhp. 2 (6) Ir. No schoolmaster ever

thruv in . . . Findramore, Carleton Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) 204.

Not. 1

, Lei. 1
, War. 2 Introd. (7) Sh.I. Simon o' Gott never trave,

Stewart Tales (1892) 32.

2. Pp. : (i)Threin, (2) Thrived, (3)ThrovenorThrovven,

(4) Thruv.
(1) Sc. Murray Dial. (1873) 208. (2) w.Cy. He've never zo to

zay thrived sence, Hare Broken Arcs (1898) 131. (3I n.Yks.124
,

ne.Yks. 1

34, e. Yks.1 m.Yks. 1 Introd. 42. w.Yks. (J.W.) (4) Lan.

His brass has thruv, Doherty N. Barlow\\88i,) 82. Not. 1
, Lei. 1

,

War. 2 Introd. Ken. We've thruv on it, Son of Marshes London
Town (ed. 1894) 113.

II. Dial. uses. 1. v. To grow ; to grow larger, swell.

Stf. 1 Lei. 1 ' How's your leg, John ?' ' Whoy, Ah verily think

to throives.'

2. sb. In phr. better a late thrive than never do well, a say-

ing applied to one who marries or otherwise prospers

late in life. Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892).

THRIVE, sb.2 Obs. Wxf. 1 A sod of turf or peat.

THRIVEN ,ppl.adj. Sc. Nhb.Yks. Also written thriwen
n.Yks.2

; and in forms throvven n.Yks.2
e. Yks. 1

;
thryne

Gall. ; triven Sh.I. [brivsn.] Thriving, prosperous ;

well-nourished, strong. Used also in comb, with 111 or

Well.
Sh.I. Drink dy mylk, doo ill-triven lipper, Sh. News (June 1,

1901). Gall. ' A weel-thryne beast ' is one reflecting credit on the

breeder (J.M.). Nhb.1 They leuked reed cheek'd an' thriven;

' Weel thrivven,' lusty and strong. e.Yks. 1
' 111 throvven,' puny,

villainous. w.Yks. (J.W.)

THRIVER, sb. Sc. Yks. [brai-vs(r.] A person or

thing that thrives or prospers.
Sc. A farting bairn is ay a thriver (Jam., s.v. Reeze)

;
What

will be our three, boys? Three, three thrivers, Chambers Pop.

Rhymes (1890) 44. Edb. Let us who stay at hame study to be

thrivers, Mitchell Tinklarian (ed. 1810) 10. n.Yks. 1
;
n.Yks. 2

' 111 thrivers,' sickly produce ; n.Yks. 4 ne.Yks. 1 Noo them's been

good thrivers, a' en't tha ? w.Yks. (J.W.)

THRO,^/. and adv. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Not. Ken. Sur.

Sus. Also written throo w.Yks. ; through n.Cy. w.Yks.45

Not.2 ; and in forms thrae Sc. (Jam.) ; thre, thregh Nhb. 1
;

threw w.Yks. [br5 ; bru, briu, bre ; bra.] 1. From.

Cf. fro.

Twd. (Jam.) Slk. There's nae words like oor am words, As

they drap thrae a Scottish tongue, Thomson Drumnuldale (1901)

30. Rxb. To keep him thrae the cauld, Aw'U leave him ma auld skin,



THRO [ii4] THRONG
Murray Hawick Sngs. (1892) 17. n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. 1 Aa kept
'im comin thregh the market. w.Yks. [|>riu] (J.W.) ; w.Yks.23 *

;

w.Yks.5 Tak that stick through him. Not.2 He came through
Newark.
2. Phr. (1) thro by or thrubbe, from ; in comparison with

;

(2) to and thro, to and fro.

(.1) w.Yks. Owd S. '11 want a different chap throo bi thee for
his son-in-law, Hartley Clock Aim. (1876) 34 ; w.Yks. 2 O say,
Jerra, heah's different toimes for prentis lads nah thrubbe wot
they wor when thee an me wer prentis. (2) Ken.12 Sur. 1 He's
to and throa'most everyday. Sus. 1 He goes to-and-thro to Lewes
every Tuesday and Friday.

THRO, adj. Obs. Yks. Eager; keenly interested.
w.Yks. Watson Hist. Hlfx. (1775) 547.
[Men bat pro were to fijt, Wm. Pal. (c. 1350) 3264. Cp.

ON.firdr, stubborn, obstinate (Vigfusson).]
THRO, see Through, prep., Throw.
THROAT, sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Chs. Nhp. e.An.

Hmp. Dor. Also in forms droat Dor. ; throit Yks.

;

throoat Yks. s.Lan. 1 [brot ; w.Yks. proit] 1. In comp.
(1) Throat-cutter, a cut-throat

;
(a) -fever, diphtheria

; (3)
-hapse, the strap of a halter or bridle ; a halter

; (4) -latch,
(a) see (3) ; (b) the strings of a hat, cap, &c. when fastened
under the chin

; (5) -seasoner, a glass of spirits ; a dram.
(1) Sc. I would get more honest men to take my part than he

would get throat-cutters to assist him, Scott Melvil's Memoirs
(1735) 3'°- (2) Chs. 1

(3) Hmp.' (4, a) Nhp. 1

, e.An. 1 Suf.
Rainbird Agric. (1819) 301, ed. 1849. (b) e.An.1 (5) n.Yks.1 2

2. Phr. (1) the belly will think the throat is cut, one will be
hungry

; (2) to ask a person if he has a dry throat, to offer
a person drink

; (3) to run down the wrong throat, of food
when swallowed : to go the wrong way

; (4) to sleek one's
throat, to quench one's thirst.

(1) n.Yks. (T.S.), s.lan.i 24. (2) w.Yks. Yo' can walk thro'
th streets dry maath for a wick an' nubdy 'II ax yo' if yo've a
throit, Hartlev Clock Aim. (1892) 34, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar.
4i 1899). (3) Sc. (AW.) n.Ir. Whun I tried tae swallow it, it run
doon the wrang throat, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 43. (4) w.Yks.
Hartley Clock Aim. (1892) 38, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 4, 1899).
3. A narrow entrance.
Fif. They entered the throat of the Caus'ay, Meldrum Grey

Mantle (1896I 278.

THROAT, v. Obs. Hrt. To cut beans against their
bending. Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) V. i. 68.
THROATY, adj. Obs. Som. Of a bull : having the

skin too profuse and pendulous at the throat. Young
Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XXX. 333.
THROB-THRUSH, sb. Obs. Wm. Also in forms

thob-thrush; throb. A brownie; a household sprite.
Cf. hob-thrust.

F

The servant girls would regularly put the cream in the churn,
and say ' I wish Throb would churn that,' Briggs Remains (1825)
224; I wish' that Throb-thrush was in the mill-dam. Thob-thrush
has got a new coat and a new hood, ib 225.
THROCH, see Through, prep.
THROCK, sb.1 Sc. Chs. Wor. Hrf. Also in forms

frock Sc. (Jam.) ; throuck Chs. ; thruck Chs. 1 [brok.j
1. The lower part of a plough, originally of wood, now

of iron, to which the share is fastened. See Drock, sb l

Chs. (K.), Chs. 1
, se.Wor. 1

, s.Wor. (H.K.), Hrf. 2

2. A term given to certain pairs of oxen in a twelve-
oxen plough ; see below.

ne.Sc. Counting from the pair next the plough, the name of each
pair was :— Fit yoke, hin frock, fore frock, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881)
179. Bch. The names of the six pairs of oxen . . . were . . . 3rd
[pair] fore-throck on land and fore-throck in fur; 4th do.'mid-
throck on land and mid-throck in fur; 5th do. hind-throck on land
and hind-throck in fur, Pratt Bch. in Alexander Notes and Sketches
(1877) vi. Abd. Hind-frock, mid-frock, fore-frock (Jam.).

[1. OE.j>roc, a piece of timber on which the plough-
share is fixed (Sweet).]
THROCK, v. and sb.2 Obs. Twd. (Jam.) 1. v. To

throng. 2. sb. A crowd ; a throng.
THROD, see Trod, sb.

THRODDEN, v. and ppl. adj. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Also
written throden Yks. [pro-dan.] 1. v. To thrive ; to
grow, increase

; to improve by care or cultivation. Cf.
throddle, throddy.

n.Cy. (K.), N.Cy.12 , Nhb. 1
, n.Yks. 1 e.Yks. A lamb will not

'throdenastheshepheardessay,'BEST Rur. Econ. (1641)5. m.Yks. 1

2. ppl. adj. Fat, well-grown, in good condition, well-fed.

n.Cy. (J.L. 1783) ; N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1

, n.Yks.12, w.Yks.1

[Cp. Fast es he throd and thriuen, And mikel grace ai

es him giuen, Cursor M. (c. 1300) 14806.]

THRODDLE, adj. n.Cy. Lan. [bro'dl.] Fat; broad,
bulky

; thriving. n.Cy. Holloway. s.Lan. 1
Cf. throdden,

throddy.
THRODDY, adj. and sb. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Lin. Also in form troddy e.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 [pro'di.]

1. adj. Plump, well-grown, in good condition, sleek

;

dumpy ; occas. flabby-featured. Cf. throdden.
n.Cy. Grose (1790) ; N.Cy. 1

, Nhb.', Cum.14 Wm. Wat hoost
barn? Wat, it's quite throddy, Lonsdale Mag. (1821) II. 446.
w.Yks. 18 ; w.Yks.5 Shoo lukes varry throddy tu. A little

throddy boddy. Lan. A fine fattish throddy gentlemon, Tim
Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1740) 30 ; Lan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1

2. Active, energetic, able to get through much work.
Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 371. n.Lin. 1 She's

a straange throddy woman, I niver knawed a better for gettin' a
wesh oot o' th' waay.
3. sb. A plump, thriving child.
Cum. Wat, it's quite a throddy ; an as like it fadther as owt can

be, N. Lonsdale Mag. (July 1866) 25 Wm. Briggs Remains
(1825) 181.

THRODKIN, sb. Lan. [bro-dkin.] 1. A cake made
of oatmeal and bacon.
Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837) 93; Lan. 1 Throdkin is the

name of a cake peculiar, I believe, to the Fylde district, where it

was reckoned a staple dish a quarter of a century ago. It was made
of meal and water kneaded well together, and afterwards placed
upon a large deep plate, often made of tin, and in depth not unlike
a soup plate. The cake was about an inch and a half in thickness,
and was well pressed with the thumb upon the plate. The
surface was covered with slices or scraps of fat bacon. When
baked the throdkin was cut tart fashion, and served with the slices
of bacon, Manch. Guardian (Jan. 3, 1876). s.Lan.1

2. A sweet currant cake made at Blackpool.
Th' lonlady . . . brought on a thick curran moufin, shape an'

size ov a barrow wheel. . . This is ' throdkin,' the famous Black-
pool delicacy, Clegg Sketches (1895) 443. s.Lan. 1

THROE, sb. Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 Also written throw s.Lan.1

[pro.] A forked stick laid across a mug to support a
sieve through which milk or other liquid is strained.
THROF, see Through, prep.

THROF(F, s6. Nhb. Lei. [prof.] A dial, form of froth.'
Nhb. 1 Lei. 1 Shay av'n't so much throff o' her maouth this

mornin'.

THROG, sb. s.Chs. 1 Also in form throggy. rbroe.lA boys' name for a ' thrush.'
V

THROGGLE.z;. Shr.1
[bro'gl.] To trammel, impede.

Said of any article of dress that impedes free movement. «

I

dunnalikethis 6ollen shawl— I canna bar anythin' as throggles me '

THROGGY, THROGS, see Throg, Trogs.
THROIT, THROLLIBOBS, THROLLOP, see Throat,

sb., Trollibobs, Trollop, v.
1

THROLLY, sb. Chs.1
[broli.] The song-thrush,

1 urdus musicus.
THROLLYBAGS, see Trolly-bags.

.
THROM, prep. Irel. Rut. Lei. Shr. Hrf. Pern. Also

1" f?"n.s thram Ir.; thrum Lei.1 Shr.2 [prom; pram.]A dial, form of ' from.'
N.I. 1 VU.UIs.Jm.Arch. (1853-62). Rot.', Lei.* Shr.1 ; Shr.2Inrum to art Shraden. Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Pern. (E D 1THROME, see Thrum, sb}

™ r

TH5?N?' sb-> v-' adi and adv- Sc - Irel- Nhb. Dur. Cum.Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. War. ? Hmp,

threng w.Yks.
; thrung w.Yks." Lan. 1 e'.Lan.1 s.Lan.1

Lei.'1 ,

:

thrungk Lan.; thrunk s.Lan.1 Chs.12 s.Chs.1 nw.Der.1
;trang S. & Ork. 1 rh,„„ u , ,-_ , , , ,'

A large quantity.
[brorj, prarj, prurj

;
prurjk.] 1. 'sb.

^^,
bd

,'
Ii

I
,

e,S
I

made a throng °' Sll 'er, several thoosans they tal me,
Abd. Wkly. Free Press (May 4, 1901).



THRONG [115] THROP
2. Obs. Friendship ; intimacy.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. It sets them well into our thrang to spy, Ross

Helenore (1768) 16, ed. 1812.

3. Business
;
pressure of work ; a busy time ; bustle

;

confusion ; the state of being busy.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Ye canna get leave to thrive for thrang, Ramsay

Prov. (1737) ; She'll no can be winning awa in the thrang o' the
day, Keith Prue (1895) 61. Sh.I. When da trang o' shaerin
comes, I faer we'll no win, Sh. News (Sept. 16, 1899). n.Sc.

(Jam.) Abd. Dear, loving wife, I'm thinking long, Tho' ev'ry
night I'm in a throng, Cock Strains (1810) I. 141. se.Sc. Your
taylor's up to's ears i' thrang, Donaldson Poems (1809) 159.
Gall. With all this throng of business on hand, Crockett Grey
Man (1896) 349. N.Cy. 1

, Dur.1 Cum. When t'thrang o' t'day
gat on, Farrall Betty Wilson (1886) 159. n.Yks. 1 A desper't
throng on. T'Missis 's in a vast o' throng wiv her cheeses;
t'rattons ha' getten at 'em ; n.Yks.2 e.Yks. An gans off i' height
ov her thrang an her wahk, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 45.
w.Yks.12

4. //. Matters of importance ; a multitude of petty cares.
e.Yks. I have not been able to stir out all morning, the ' throngs

'

came in so fast (E.F.). w.Yks. They're in a peck of throngs,
Sheffield Indep. (1874); w.Yks. 2 n.Lin." Tell missis I can't cum
to-daay, I'm full o' small throngs. Well, Miss M

,
you've fun

us e' oor throngs. e.Lin. He's been so full of throngs (.G.G.W.).

5. v. To become crowded ; to fill with people.
Kcd. The whisky tents began to throng, Jamie Muse (1844) 112.

6. To be busy ; to trouble oneself.
w.Yks. 1 Ye may tackyeryaudtheear yoursel, an ye like, for I'll

nut thrang mysel wi' ye, ii. 293. Lan. I' th' afternoin aw'm
thranged wi' wark, Standing Echoes (1885) 5.

7. adj. Crowded
;
pressed for space ; numerous, thick

;

also used advb. and in comb. Throng-on.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Ten miles through a throng lowland country,

Stevenson Catriona (1893) xi. S. & Ork. 1 Bnff. The kirk now
being throng since the meeting house gave up, Gordon Chron.
Keith (1880) 89. Per. In the thrangest o' the fun, Spence Poems
(1898) 55. Ayr. In such a thrang place, even wi' the ready
bawbees, it taks a time to get a' the wee odds-and-ends that are
needed in a house, Hunter Studies (1870) 144. Dmf. Shennan
Tales (1831) 154. N.I.1 The streets were very throng. w.Ir.

Mighty throng it wuz wid the boys and the girls, Lover Leg.

(1848) I. 181. N.Cy.1 Nhb. I see the trouts are rising thrang,

Proudlock Borderland Muse (1896) 269. e.Dur.1 Cum. Thrang
as three in a bed, they were wedged in that neet, Anderson
Ballads (ed. 1808) 126. Wm. He was ter'ble thrang with visitors,

Rawnsley Remin. Wordsworth in Wordsworth Soc. Trans. (1884)
VI. 167. n.Yks.14 e.Yks.1 Jonathan Martin . . . looked round
the crowded hall and said, ' This is a varry thrang day.' w.Yks.
Ommost as threng as a fair, Yksman. (1875) 5, col. 1 ; w.Yks.124

Lan. Th' kirk wur abaat as thrang as ony spot, Rossendell Beef-

neet, 5. ne.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 Th' markit were very thrunk to-neet.

They weie very thrung-on. Chs.1 As thrunk as Cheddle Wakes,
noo ream areat ; Chs.2, s.Chs. 1

, nw.Der. 1
, Not. 1

, Rut.1 Lei. 1

Nivver see the choo'ch so throng i' my loife afoor.

Hence (1) Over-throng, adj. overcrowded ; (2) Thick-
thrang, adj. thickly crowded; (3) Throng-deed, sb., see
below

; (4) Throngness, sb. a crowded state
; (5) to be

throng in the reed, phr. to be too much crowded.
(1) N.I.1 (2) Lth. Wintry roads, for mony a mile Thick-thrang

wi maist a' classes, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 36. (3) n.Yks.
'Throng deed, this;' spoken by one in a thick crowd and
subjected to the necessary pressure and other consequences of

such situation (I.W.). (4; Lnk. Eight-score and eight of us were
driven into one vault; and yet I never saw throngness, Walker
Biog. Preshyt. (1724-32) I. 276, ed. 1827. (5) Uls. Uls. Jrn.Arch.
(1853-62) V. 105.

8. Intimate, familiar, friendly ; esp. used in a bad sense.
Sc. ( Jam.) ; We're no owre thrang neebors, yet I wadna like to

see him wranged for a' that, Sc. Haggis, 33. Cai.1 e.Sc. Keep
friendly wi' him if ye can, but no' ower thrang, Setoun R.
Vrquhari (1896) viii. Frf. Twa jist like hersel', wi' Satan aye
thrang, Johnston Poems (1869) 123. Per. We've been thrang
this mony a lang, And unco kind thegither, Spence Poems 1898)
17. Fif. Colville Vernacular (1899) 13. Ayr. She was leed on
if she wasna thranger wi' a Captain Gorget that was recruiting in

the town, Galt Lairds (1826) xviii. Lan. Hood d . . . set ewt o'

tele ut wid'n bin thrungk o' bit, Paul Bobbin Sequel (1819) 6.

0. Busy ; occupied ; absorbed in work, &c. ; of work :

pressing.

Sc. Ay thrang, little thing doing, soling the minister's hose,
Prov. (Jam.) S. & Ork.1 ne.Sc. Business wisna very thrang,
Grant Keckleton, 29. e.Sc. I was snod, even when I was thrang,
Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 9. w.Sc. They might pick the
moats out o't at night when they were na thrang, Carrick Laird
of Logan (1835) 209. se.Sc. I'm ay sae thrang Wi' hoeing neeps,
Donaldson Poems (1809) 162. s.Sc. The lasses sang, Wi' bummin'
wheels they aye were thrang, Watson Bards (1859) 10. Ayr.
When you're no owre thrang, Service Notandums (1890) 3.
Rxb. Are ye gaun to be thrang the morn, Jemmy? Murray
Hawick Characters (1901) 6. Kcb. Whut's this ye'r thrang wi' ?

Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 54. Ir. Ask her to lend a hand at
the hay when work was throng, an where was she? Bullock
Pastorals (1901) 294. Uls. The work's been very throng,
Hamilton Bog (1896) 53. Dwn. A hadnae sae thrang a saison
this mony a year, Lyttle Betsy Gray (1894) 14. Don. He'll go to
him the throngest day in Ware, Macmanus Bend of Road (1898)
40. Cav. Harvest is always a throng time with us (M.S.M.).
N.Cy.12

,
Nhb. 1

, Dur.1
, w.Dur. 1

, Lakel. 12 Cum. Quite lish and nit
owr thrang wi' wark, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808' 4; Cum. 14

Wm. I'se be varra thrang spinnin for sure, Wheeler Dial. (1790)
80, ed. 1821. n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.4 T'bairn's thrang gitting its teeth.
ne.Yks l It's thron g with its teeth (of a young horse with its teeth
undergoing change). e.Yks. Desperate thrang, Marshall Rur.
Econ. (1788) ; e.Yks. 1

, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Aw'm to thrung to bother
wi' it just neaw (D.L.) ; w.Vks. 1 Country foak war au asteer An
thrang wi saain corn, ii. 359 ; w.Yks.234 Lan. Tha sees he's
middlin' throng, Harland Lyrics (1866) 171 ; Lan. 1

, n.Lan. 1
,

ne.Lan.1 . e.Lan ', m.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Chs. 1
, Der. 12 , Not.12 , Lin.1

n.Lin.' Harvist's cumin on, sir, an' we shall be straange an' throng.
sw.Lin. 1 It's a good throng club. Lei. 1 War. I suppose you're so
throng because of the fair? (E.P.) s.Hmp. At noonday one's too
throng to heed as much, Verney L. Lisle (1870) xi.

Hence (1) as throng as Beck wife, phr. a common com-
parison for a busy person ; cf. throp

; (2) Throng-deed,
sb. excitement ; bustle and confusion ; any incident of an
exciting or busy character; (3) Throngish, adj. rather
busy

; (4) Throngishdeed, sb. busy doings
; (5) Throng-

som, adj. busy, fully employed
; (6) Thrunk-wife, sb. a

person busy over trifles.

(1) Wm. (E.W.P.) (2) n.Yks.4 ne Yks.1 Ah'll a-warn'd it

there'll be throng deed at Pockli'ton sittins ti-morn. w.Yks.
Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 4, 1899). (3) Wm. We waar thrangish
wi' t'crops, Wilson Bit ev Sng. 99. (4) n.Yks. 2 (5) Cum. 4 An'
oppen Stan's, in weathers aw, TJiis thrangsom kitchen door,
Dickinson Lit. Rem. (1888) st. 5. (6) Lan. Holloway.
10. adv. Busily ; overpoweringly.
Sc. Brushing thrang their wings and noses, Tannahill Poems

(1817) 44. Sh.I. She wrought at her knitting all night so ' throng,'

Junda Klingrahool (1898) 27. Per. Thrang hirslin' haunch-ways
down a brae, Spence Poems (1898) 139. Ayr. I see ye're

complimented thrang By mony a lord an' lady, Burns Dream
(1786) st. 2. Lnk. Thrang loosin' the straps, Fraser Whaups
(1895) xii. Kcb. They hae been a' takin' gie thrang o' late to the

lane kirkyard, Elder Boigue (1897) 28.

THRONGED, ppl. adj. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Also in form
thranged n.Yks.2

1. Crowded ; alsoinco/w/i.Throngedup.
Sc. People dwelt so thronged in these tall houses, Stevenson

Catriona (1893 > i. Rxb. I had no opportunity of doing this the

little time I was there, being so thronged with visits, Wodrow
Soc. Sel. Biog. (ed. 1845-7) I. 456. n.Yks. 2

, w.Yks. (J.W.)
Hence Over-thranged, ppl. adj. overcrowded. n.Yks.2

2. Busy; hurried.
n.Cy. A thronged market (K.). Yks. ' Shall you have time to

assist me?' I asked. * I'm none particular thronged,' Baring-
Gould Oddities (1874) II. 117, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 4,

1899). n.Yks. 2

Hence Over-thronged, ppl. adj. very busy ; over-hurried.

Yks. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.) n.Yks.2

THROO, see Thro, prep., Through, prep.

THROOCH, THROOER, see Through, sb.2 , Througher.
THROOK, sb. Obs. Sc. An instrument for twisting

ropes. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 446, ed. 1876.

THROOP, THRCOTHER, see Throp, Through-other.
THROP, sb. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Der.

Lin. Also in forms Thorp Yks. ; Thrap Yks. s.Lan. 1

Der.2 nw.Der. 1
; Throop w.Yks. 1 [brop

;
prap.] In phr.

as busy or as throng as Throp's wife, used of a very busy
person ; esp. one busied over trifles.

Q2



THROP [116] THROTTLE

Nhb. 1 As thrang as Throp's wife when she hanged hersel wi'

the dish-cloot, Old saying. Dur. 1
, Lakel. 1 Cum.' ; Cum. 4 The

personification of industry and business. Whoever she may
have been, she is reported to have hung herself in her dish-clout,

care and anxiety having preyed too much on her mind. Wm.
Kirkby Granite Chips (1900) 12. n.Yks. N. & Q. (1881) 6th S. iii.

437. e.Yks.' w.Yks. (J.W.) ; w.Yks. 1 As thrang as Throop
wife, when shoe hanged herself in her garter; w.Yks. 2 Lan.
They wur as thrunk as Throp wife together, Waugh Sneck-Bant
(1868) ii ; Lan. 1

, n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
4, Der.2 , nw.Der. 1

n.Lin. 1 Used to describe a woman who is lor ever busying herself

about domestic affairs, but whose house and surroundings are
nevertheless always in a mess.

THROP, see Thorp(e.
THROPIT, v. Sc. To go. Fif. Colville Vernacular

(1899) 19.

THROPPLE, sb. and v. 1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Der. Lin. Also written throple Sc. ; throppal
Wm. ; and in forms thrapple Sc. (Jam.) N.I. 1 n.Cy. Nhb.

;

trapple Sh.I. Or.I. Ir. [Jnropl ; bra'pl.] 1. sb. The
windpipe ; the throat ; the neck.

Sc. [Jam.); Some have their faces and their throples All
scratched with tobacco stopples, Colvil Whigs Supplic. (ed.

1796) I. 1005. Sh.I. Hould in his birse fir sowl an' body, fil his

trapple is cuttid, Sh. News (Dec. 22, 1900). Cai. 1 e.Sc. Man, it

aye tak's me in the thrapple here, Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) iii.

s.Sc. He gang'd tae the woodie, an' got a thrawn thrapple for
a deed he didna dae, Snaith Fierceheart (1897) 67. Lnk. The
like ne'er gade down her thraple, Graham Writings (1883) II.

163. Rxb. Jamie . . . got a lance through his thrapple, Hamilton
Outlaws (1897) 75. Kcb. She got haud o' him by the thrapple,
Trotter Gall. Gossip U901) 446. N.I. 1 Uls. She had a neck on
her as lang as a goose's thrapple, N. Whig (May 8, 1901). Ant.
Ballymena Obs. (1892). s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). N.Cy. 1

Nhb. She's ta'en a gullie keen and bricht, And bled her thrapple,
Strang Earth Fiend (1892) 7 ; Nhb. 1

, Dur. 1
, Lakel. 2

, Cum.14 Wm.
Ah've a sair thropple (B.K.). n.Yks.1234 , ne.Yks. 1

, e.Yks. 1
,

m.Yks.1 w.Yks. He gat it bit thropple, Clayton's Ann. (1878) 23 ;

w.Yks.135 Lan. Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837) no. n.Lan. 1
,

ne.Lan. 1
, Der.2 , nw.Der. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, sw.Lin. 1 (s.v. Throttle).

Hence Open-throppled, ppl. adj. thirsty, ever ready to
drink.
Cum. Loud noise. . .Employed this open throppl'd crew, Stagg

Tom Knott, I. 51-3, in Smith Dial. (1839) 176,

2. Comp. (1) Throppledeep, up to a person's throat ; (2)
-girth, a collar or cravat; (3) -hoarse, hoarse

; (4) -nob, the
lump formed by the thyroid cartilage in a man's windpipe.

(1) Slk. It [the snow] maybe thropple-deep or the morn, Hogg
Tales (1838) 141, ed. 1866. (2) Bnff. In a gizzy big An' thrapple
girth drest up fu' trig, Taylor Poems (1787) 106. (3) Or.I. He
cried while [till] he was trapple-hers' an' he could cry nee mair,
Fergusson Rambles (1884) 248. (4) n.Yks. 2

3. Phr. (1) a bone in the thropple, a thorn in the side
; (2)

A middling slippy thropple, a constant readiness to drink
;

(3) fall to the thropple or the thropple end, having eaten as
much as one can

; (4) over the thropple, down the throat

;

(5) sorrow be in your thropple, a malediction
; (6) tofetch at

the thropple, obs., to gasp ; see Fetch, v. II. 8
; (7) to stop

or shut one's thropple, to cease talking, singing, or making
a noise

; (8) to wet one's thropple, to drink
; to quench one's

thirst.

(1) Abd. This pawtronage'll be a bane that'll stick i' the
thrapple o' the Moderate pairty, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871)
xxii. (2) Cum. (J.Ar.) (3) Cum. Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 68

;

Cum.4 When a guest thrust away his plate, placing his knife and
fork crossways on it, it was the sign that he was ' fu' to th'
thropple.' (4) Abd. De'il a bite or a sups' gangower your thrapple,
Macdonald R. Falconer (1868) 141. Gall. Tossing it ower their
thrapples hand ower fist, Crockett Standard Bearer (1898) 118.

(5) Sc. Sorrow be in your thrapple then ! . . will ye no let me
hear what the man wants, wi' your yaffing? Scott Guy M. (1815) i.

(6) Ayr. Nigh unto death
; See how she fetches at the thrapple,

An' gasps for breath, Burns /. Goudie, st. 3. (7) Ir. Ah, stop
your trapple over there. Is it that ye want to deafen me?
Bullock Pastorals (1901) 166; For the love of heaven, James,
shut your trapple, ib. 118. (8) Sh.I. If A'm ta get da weetin' o'
me trapple come wi' hit afore I begin, Sh. News (Dec. 10, 1898).
Per. He had creamy crapple-mapple,— It hunger stays and weets
the thrapple, Spence Poems (1898) 169. w.Sc. Carrick Laird of

Logan (1835) 281. Ayr. Ye's neither hae bite nor sup to weet
your thrapple frae me, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 77. Gall.

The dominie'll be oot to wat his thrapple, Crockett Stickit Min.

(1893) 84. Nhb. 1 Let's wet wor thropples.

4. v. To throttle, choke ; to seize by the throat.

Sc. (Jam.) ; He had been collared and weel nigh thrappled, Sc.

Haggis, 95. Cai. 1 Abd. Some were maistly thrappl't Wi' grips

that night, Cock Strains (1810) II. 136. Dmb. Nae doot I could

thrapple ye whaur ye staun', Strang Lass of Lennox (1899) 29.

Lnk. Graham Writings (1883) II. 105. Slk. Forbye thrapplin

her, he had bit intil the jugular, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856)
IV. 99. s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). n.Cy. (K.), Nhb.1 Cum.
Thropplan me customer wih t'specs, ah spak white sharp,

Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 31 ; Cum. 4 Wm. Anudthre [cow]
gat t'ringwiddy owert ridsteek an wes naarly throppalt, Spec.

Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 4. Yks. Ray (1691). n.Yks.1
; n.Yks.2 They

throppl'd t'ean t'other ; n.Yks.4, e.Yks.1 , m.Yks.1 w.Yks.1
;

w.Yks.5 Throppled muh wal ah wur ommast choak'd! ne.Lan. 1

Lin. 1 Let go, you'll thropple him. n.Lin. 1

5. Obs. To entangle with cords.
Bwk. Perhaps it has been originally applied to an animal

captured by throwing ropes about its neck or throat (Jam.).

6. Obs. With up : to devour in eating ; to gobble up.
Ags. (Jam.)

[1. Throppil, iugulunt, Levins Manip. (1570). Cp. OE.
prot-bolla, gullet, windpipe. 4. Thropple, iugulare, Levins
ib.]

THROPPLE, v.
2 Yks. [bro-pl.l To topple.

e.Yks. The things fullockt aboot bahn fleear, undher teeable an
atwixt thrussle legs, . . an ommast throppled thersens ower hales
ov a hickin-barra, Nicholson Fit. Sp. (1892) 34.
THROSHEL, THROSSEL, THROSSEN, THROST,

see Threshel, sb.2, Throstle, sb.
1
, Thrust.

THROSTLE, sb. 1 and v. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also written throssel Cum.14 n.Yks.4 ; throssil
Sc ; throssle Dur.1 Cum.3 Wm. w.Yks.; throstel Cor.2

[bro'sl.] 1. sb. The song-thrush, Turdus musicus, or
the missel-thrush, T. viscivorus ; also in comp. Throstle-
cock. Cf. thristle, sb.

1

Sc. Mackay. Per. The throstle^ maiden hymn Wells freely
frae his mirly breast, Ford Harp (1893) 361. Lnk. And in the
gloamin' o' the wood, The throssil whusslit sweet, Motherwell
Poems (ed. 1881) 18. Rxb. Swainson Birds (1885) 2. Dmf.
Spring cam', an' lood the throssil sang In the green woods, Thom
Joct 0' Knowe (1878) 91. Ir. Swainson ib. 3. N.Cy.1

, Nhb. 1
,

Dur. 1 Cum.'; Cum. 3 I hate to . . . hear a throssle sing, 50;
Cum. 4 Wm. Penrith Obs. (May n, 1897). n.Yks. 124 w.Yks.
Throssles and lennets pipe away, Saunterer's Satchel (1897) 15;
w.Yks.34 Lan. I dunno meean a throstle, nor a lark, nor a linnet,
Bkierley Cast upon World (1886) xi. ne.Lan.1

, s.Lan.1
, Chs. 1

,

s.Chs. 1 Midi. Swainson ib. 3. Stf.1 Der. He's tuk to singin' like
a cock-throstle, Gilchrist Nicholas (1899) 137; Der. 1

, Not.12
Lin. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, Lei. 1

, w.Wor.1
, e.An.2 , Snf. 1 Wil. Thurn Bird's

(1870) 15. Cor. 2

2. Comb. Throstle('s-nest, a pet name for Wigton.
Cum. (J.Ar.) ; Cum.4 The inhabitants of the Throstle's nest,

w.Cum. Times Holiday 1^1893) 4, col. 3.

3. Phr. to stare like a choked throstle, a common simile.
s.Chs.1

4. v. Obs. To warble.
Kcb. Gars the buntlins [blackbirds] throstle by thy pow'r

Davidson Seasons (1789) 8.
'

[OE.prostle, a throstle, thrush (Sweet).]
THROSTLE, sb. 2 Yks. Lan. [pro-sl.] A machine for

spinning cotton or wool, or for doubling yarn.
w.Yks. (J.M.) Lan. In the earlier stages of cotton-spinning,

the spinning-jenny was actuated entirely by human power
Shortly after there was brought into use a spinning-frame called a
'throstle, turned by water power (C.T.B.). s.Lan.1

THROSTLE, THROTH, THROTHER, see Threshel,
sb.1

, Troth, Through-other.
THROTTLE, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Not

Lin. War. Shr. Hrf. Also in form thrattle Hrf. rwtl.l
1. sb. The throat; the windpipe.

r,
E1

u i

F°r dryS my throttle
.
Tester Poems (1865) 152. Abd.

Death la!d his hand upon his thirsty throttle, Ogg Willie Waly
(1877) 12. Frf. Wi' stuff we'd warmed our throttles, Sands
Poems (1833) 119. Per. They had them [bottles] glockin' Adoon
their throttles, Ford Harp (1893) 347. w.Yks.1 Wad E lied a
hre-poit ... in his throttle, ii. 306 ; w.Yks.2 Teem it down thy
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throttle. Lan. Itr'e enough te make th' fellow's throttle up,

Waugh Owd Bodle, 261. s.Lan.1 Mi throttle's as reawsty as a

booanhouse dur-lock, 6. Der. I'll hev the truth out o' ye, sin I

wring a' yer throttles for it, Ouida Puck (ed. 1901) viii. nw.Der.1

Not. He'd a het him two inch to the raight, plump i' the throttle,

Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 144. sw.Lin.1 She'd gotten a piece of

to'nup fast in her throttle. War. He pours it down his throttle

like water (C.T.O.). Shr. 1 That's summat wuth 'puttin' down a

fellow's throttle. Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).

2. Comp. (1) Throttle-deep, up to the throat
; (2) -poke,

a grasping, avaricious, selfish person
; (3) -wet, drink of

any kind.
(1) w.Yks. Th' Maister is so throttle-deep i' foolishness just now

that he's ripe-ready to fall into ony snare that's laid for him,

Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 126. (2) w.Yks. A man who
will ' throttle the bag,' i.e. prevent fair measure (of flour, &c.) going

into it. Applied to a man who will take dishonest advantage

(S.P.U.). (3) s.Lan. 1

3. Phr. to moisten, slake, or wet one's throttle, to quench
one's thirst.

Dmb. Bring twa gills to weet me throttle, Taylor Poems (1827)

40. Lnk. If you've ony tin, You'll sune get what'U slake your
throttle, Wardrop /. Mathison (1881) 89. Edb. Tho' it be fast

day, it's nae great sin To wet-our throttle, Forbes Poems (1812)

92. w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Chs. 1 Eyur)z sum'ut tu meysn dhi throt-1,

laad'.

4. v. In phr. to throttle the teapot, to have tea ;

' to squeeze
the pot.'

w.Yks. ' Wah, come,' says Mrs. Wade, who lived next door to

Sally, and oft popped in to help her to throttle t'teapot, Cud-
worth Dial. Sketches (1884) 20, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 4, 1899).

5. To impede ; to check in motion ; to swathe tightly.

Lan. The lower 'portion of the figure' was . . .
' throttled' in

unyielding pantaloons, Brierley Waverlow (1863) 93, ed. 1884.

Lin. The upward tidal wave has acquired a certain momentum,
and although throttled and impeded, Miller & Skertchly Fenland
(1878) vii.

[5. pan entrid this Engist, euyn as hym list, And, with
a thricche in the throte, throtlet the kyng, Dest. Troy
(c. 1400) 12752.]

THROU(CH,THROUCK,seeThrough,^^.,Throck,s6.1

THROUGAL, adj. Sc. Also written throughgal. A
mispronunciation of ' frugal.'

Ayr.They were a' ofan eydent througal turn, SERViczNoiandums

(1890) 13.

Hence Through-gallity, sb. frugality.

Ayr. Wi' her 'conomical through-gallity, GALT£W<w7(i823)lxxiv.

THROUGH, prep., adv., adj., sb.1 and v. Var. dial, uses

in Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer. [bru, briu ; brif, bruf, bref.]

I. Dial, forms: (1) Thorough, (2) Thoro(w, (3) Threff,

(4) Threugh, (5) Threw, (6) Thrif, (7) Thrift, (8) Thro,

(9) Throch, (10) Throf, (n) Throo, (12) Throu, (13)

Throuch, (14) Throuw, (15) Throw, (16) Throwe, (17)

Throwf, (18) Thru, (19) Thruf, (20) Thruff, (21) Thruft,

(22) Thruof, (23) Trew, (24) Trough, (25) Trow, (26)

Truff, (27) Trugh. [For further examples see II below.]

(1) w.Yks. Pendlehill, Pen-y-ghent, and Ingleborojjgh Are the

three highest hills all England thorough, Prov. in Brighouse News

(July 23, 1887) ; w.Yks.24 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng.

(1825). (2) Bnff. A' those Wha pass the Parish thorow, Taylor
Poems (1787) 22. w.Yks. (JE.B.) n.Lin. 1 I shot the hare as she

run thorow the smoochin. (3) w.Yks. There's a hill agean a slack

all Craven threff, Prov. in Brighouse News (July 23, 1887). (4)

w.Yks. Then smackt his brah as if he'd felt A ball go threugh his

brain, Preston Poems (1864) I 4- (5) w.Yks. Walkin' threw

t'tahn, Yksman. (1888) 223. Suf.1 Threwanthrew. (6) w.Yks.

Wot a lot of gooid old tales hes seen dayleet thrif t'saying ' That

reminds me,' Cudworth Dial. Sketches (1884) 118. n.Lin. If iver

we went thrif yard, Peacock Tales and Rhymes (1886) 122;

n.Lin.1 (7) w.Yks. He'll go thrift t'wood an tack a.crewked stick

at last, Cudworth Worstedopolis (1888) 27. (8) Abd. Anderson
Rhymes (ed. 1867) 14. Nhb. Allan Tyneside Sngs. (1891) 5.

Cum. Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 101. n.Yks.4 (9) Sc, n.Sc,

Abd. Throch-and-through (Jam.). (10) Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl.

(Mar. 4, 1899). (n) Dwn. Lyttle Robin Gordon, 23. Cum.14

w.Yks. Aw've nearly cut me thumb off throo' yo, Hartley Clock

Aim. (1887) 23. n.Lan. 1 (12) Abd. Alexander Johnny Gibb

(1871) i. (13) Sc. (Jam.) (14) Abd. I divnot see hoo we cud hae

won throuw the winter, Macdonald Warlock (1882) lvi. (15) Sc.

(Jam.) Nhb. Here cums little Andra Karr, plishplash throw the
clarts, Bewick Tyneside Tales (1850) 10. Cum. Gilpin Pop. Poetry

(1875)62. n.Yks.4 se.Wor.1 Ow as in cow. Shr. 1 Nrf. I'd lulie

her throw and throw, Spilling Molly Miggs (1902) 67. Ken. 1
,

Sus.12, Hmp.1 (16) Slk. Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 78. (17)
Nhb. 1 (18) Lan. Scholes Tim Gamwattle (1857) 1. [Amer.
Peeked in thru the winder, Lowell Biglow Papers, 10.] (19)
Dur.1 n.Yks. Sum of them chaps at went thruf the whole thing,

Why John (Coll. L.L.B.). e.Yks. He thried ti get thruf, Nicholson
Flk. Sp. (1889) 36. Lin. They pricks clean thruf to the skin,

Tennyson Spinster's Sweet-arts (1885) st. 6. n.Lin.1 (20) N.Cy. 1
,

Nhb. 1
, n.Yks.24 e.Yks. 1 Hoo did that oss get thruff yat? w.Yks.1

,

n.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 Aw'm weet thruff-an'-through. Chs. 13 , Der.2

Not. I druv him thruff the ford (J.H.B.). Lin. 1
, n.Lin. 1 sw.Lin.1

It was all thruff drink. Lei. 1 (21) w.Yks.5 Ah couldn't git thruft,

Introd. 11. (22I e.Yks. Dhaid a getten thruof (Miss A.). (23)
Nrf. 'Rye Hist. Nrf. (1885) xv. (24) Nrf. He had caught a ' chronic

cold' . . . 't'rough slapin' wi' th' windy open,' Mann Dulditch (1902)

51. (25) Ollason Mareel (1901)10. (26) w.Yks. Just go truff

Hoam Close (W.F.). (27) Wxf.1

II. Dial. uses. 1. prep. In comb. (1) Through hands,
under consideration or examination

; (2) -the-bows, a
strict examination ; a severe scolding

; (3) -the-muir, (4)

the-wud-laddie, a quarrel, contention ; a fault-finding
;

(5) -time, in the course of time
;
gradually

; (6) -ways,
through and through.

(1) e.Fif. Andra an' me tane the subjeck through han's, Latto
Tarn Bodkin (1864) ix. Cld. (Jam.) Gall. We had ye gye-and-

weel through-hands, Crockett Lochinvar (1897) 290. (2) Bnff. 1

He got a gey through-the bows, an' he geed awa unco lungin-

luggit. (3) Abd. A throu'-the-muir that dreeve leter naar-han

dementit, Alexander Johnny Gibb (187J) xlix. (4) Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 446, ed. 1876; I'll gie him thro-the-wud-

laddie (J.M.). (5) Sc. He will write well through time, Monthly

Mag. (1800) I. 324. Ayr. An' ye thro' time may come to be Frae

a' temptation guided free, Accepted by the Master, Laing Poems

(1894) 26. n.Yks. 1 He'll get deean through time ; n.Yks.4 Ah sail

git better through time. (6) Nhb. Gentle, semple, throughways

nudg'd, Marshall Sngs. (1819) 3 ; Nhb. 1

2. Phr. (1) through one another, pell mell, in confusion ;

see Through-other
; (2) to get through anything, to dispose

of anything ; (3) to get through one's hands, to dispose of

any work or task undertaken
; (4) to marry through each

other, to intermarry ; (5) to take through hands, to repri-

mand, chastise ; see Hand, 2 (45) ; (6) to work through

land, of a horse : to work inthe fields.

(1) Cum. 4 The rival champions of villages had a 'set to' and

'fights through yan anudder' were indulged in, w.Cum. Times

Holiday (1893) 6, col. 2. (2) n.Yks. 1 George C. can't get through

yon horse o' his ; n.Yks.4 Ah've fetched t'coo yam ageean, bud Ah
gat thruff t'sheep. (3) Wm. Some fooaks ower thrang ta git owt

through ther hands, Kirkby Granite Chips (1900) 63. (4) Nhb.

Always married thro' each other, Allan Tyneside Sngs. (1891) 5.

(5) Nhb. 1 Lakel.2 Ah'll tak thi through-hands. Wm. Ah'll tak

thi through hands an!Ah've mitch mair o'thi sauce (B.K.). (6) N.I.1

3. Across ; up and down.
Frf. Throw the floor he gae a trot, Morison Poems (1790) 24.

Kcd. Through the floor he aften jumped, Jamie Muse (1844) 89-

N.I.1 Going through the floor [walking about in a room as a

nurse does with a restless child].

4. On the other side of.

Lnk. Through the wa' there wons a quean, Thomson Leddy May

(1883) 1.08.

5. In the course of ; -during.

Sc. He walks through his sleep, Mitchell Scotticisms (1799) 83.

Abd. She wad flyte thro' her sleep, Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867)

14. N.I. 1 I'll call through the day. n.Yks. 1 'Has she had her

medicine all right?' 'Yes, Sir. I gave it her twice through the

night'; n.Yks.4 Ah'll mebbe deea't thruff t'morning. Cor.3 The

calf was born through the night.

6. adv. In comb. (1) Through-bear, to sustain, provide

for; (2) -bearing, a livelihood ; means of sustenance ;
the

means of extricating oneself from any difficulty or of

accomplishing any difficult work
; (3) -coming, a liveli-

hood
; (4) -ganging, a jockey's term : active, having a

great deal of action; (5) -going, (a) passing through; (b)

transit; (c) a thoroughfare; a passage; (d) a severe

examination ; a thorough reprimand
; (<?) a thorough in-

vestigation or overhaul ; (/) active, energetic; persevering;
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(g) rash, prodigal
; (6) -going close, an open passage

leading from one street to another
; (7) -going entry, a

passage running right through a house ; (8) -grown, of

corn : laid so that the understuff grows up through it
; (9)

•gutted, relaxed in the bowels
; (10) -open, (a) open

throughout; (b) transparently honest and sincere; (11)

-putting, (a) see (5, d) ; (b) a bare sustenance
; (c) see

(5,/) ; (12) -shot, see (5, g) ; (13) -wet, wet to the skin.

(1) Sc. He will perfect His work in me, either to a remarkable
delivery, or through-bearing me as He sees most for His own
glory, Thomson Cloud of Witnesses (1714) 45, ed. 1871; Fleming
Scripture (1726% (2) Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1 Wee hid a sair kyave
t'pit wir laddie t'college ; bit wee the help o' Providence an's ain

perseverance we got a through-bearan, an' noo he keep's us a'

weel. Dmb. I am pinched enough to get a through-bearing, and
have to try strange shifts, Cross Disruption (1844) xxvi. Lnk.
Not trusting to God for through-bearing in a present world,
Walker Biog. Presby. (1724-32) II. 71, ed. 1827. (3) Cai. 1

(4)
Sc. (Jam.); Ye're a gentleman, sir, and should ken a horse's

points
;
ye see that through-ganging thing that Balmawhapple's

on, Scott Waverley (1814) xxxix. (5, a Arg. The through-going
stranger took his pacli there and dwelt cheaply in the attics,

Munro Doom Castle (1901) 164. 'b) Ayr. Foreign commodities,
the throughgoing of which left goud in goupins with all who had
the handling of the same, Galt Provost (182s) xxxiv. (c) Sc.

Each facing the other, forming an avenue through which Wullie
walks like a general inspecting his troops. . . When he reaches
the end of the 'through-gaun,' he tips the newly elected master
of the society on the shoulder, Wright Sc. Life (1897) 8; I lifted

the sneck and by the ' through-gaun/ or lobby leading from the
village street to the garden behind, ib. 59. (d) Sc. The folk that

were again him, gae him sic' an awfu' throughgaun about his rinnin

awa', Scott Rob Roy (1817) xiv. Bnff. 1
, Nhb. 1 (e) Bwk. An tho'

the last present be never sae braw, Before the day's owre wi't the

novelty's tame, Then the cat gets a thro'-gaun that ends in a claw,
Calder Poems (1897) 296. (/) Sc. A throw-gaun man is one
whom slight obstacles will not impede (Jam.). Cai. 1 w.Sc. The
understanding o' a th'rough-gaun theology is no' in everybody's
Une,'HENDERsosOtirfean4es{i8gS)6g. Fif. The throo-ga'n mother
could not endure sloongin, Colville Vernacular (1899) 18. Ayr.
He was a clever and through-gaun lad, Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822)
xcix. Slk. A quick-witted, clever-handed, through-going lassie,

Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 56. Dwn. A rael, kin'-hearted,

smert, clean, throo-gaun buddy, Lyttle Robin Gordon, 23.
f
Amer,

She was allers the through-goin' kind. Things will be well
looked to, Scrilmer's Mthly. (May 1880) 20.] (g) Sc. Mackay.
Cld. (JaM.) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 446, ed. 1876. (6)
Arg. Tall lands or tenements, three storeys high, with through-
going closes, or what the English might nominate passages,
running from front to back, Munro/. Splendid (1898) 28. Lnk.
The wee ane took a througaun close an' vanish d oot oor view,
Orr Laigh Flichts (1882) 28. (7) Ayr. Gie me a guid square
gutsy hoose, wi' a wysse-like but and a ben, and maybe a spence
at the back o't, but, ony way, juist ae straucht through-gaun entry,
Service Notandums (1890) 24. (8) sw.Lin. 1

(9) n.Yks.2 'As
thruff-gutted as a herringsue,' the common heron,—which fable

relates to have such an open passage, that the carp it sometimes
swallows alive, will make its way through into the water again.

(10, a) n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2A thruff-oppen draught. e.Yks. 1 I'summer

tahm ah likes ti sit wi thruf-oppen deears, an get a nice breeze,
MS. add. (T.H.) m-Yks.1 (6) n.Yks. 1 m.Yks. 1 A through-open
sort of person. (11, a) Sc. (Jam.) Dmb. Mr. M. couldna be got
to say onything definite, though he was ta'en back an' forward
an' got an awfu' through-puttin', Strang Lass ofLennox (1899)
253. Gall. (J.M.) Kb) Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 (c) Cld. (Jam.) (12)
Suf. 1 A through-shot sort of a fellow. (i3)Glo.x Brks. Comein,
you must be through wet, Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 154.

7. Phr. (1) core through, thoroughly
; (2) down through,

to the lower part of a town or country ; see Down, adv.
2 (17) ; (3) far through with a dram, thoroughly drunk

;

(4) far through with it, near death ; see Far-through, s.v.

Far, II. 2 (12) ; (5) through among, through
; (6) — and,

obs., thoroughly
; (7) — and out, throughout

; (8) — with
a person, having completed a bargain with him ; (9) to

come through, to come over ; (10) to make to through, obs.,

to make good
; (11) to win through voith, to accomplish,

finish.

(r) Der. He's good, core through, an' 'ud hev care o' ye a' yer
days, Ouida Puck (ed. 1901) v. (a) Sh.I. We jugged awa' doon

trow, an' wir shun mixed up i' da bussel an' skurry, Ollason
Mareel (1901) 10. Abd. He had occasion to ' gae doon throu' on
business, Alexander fohnny Gibb (1871) i. (3) Frf. She ae

morning cam' Unco far through wi' a dram, Johnston Poems
(1869) 146. (4) Abd. I doot she'll never need it. Nelly's richt

far through wi't, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Dec. i, 1900). (5) Sc.

The train sped past the shores of Cobbinshaw Loch, through
among the bleak solitudes of the Lanarkshire hills, Swan Gates of
Eden (ed. 1895) ix. (6) Sc. They were through and satisfied in

their own judgments for the truth, Melvill Mem. 334 (Jam.).

(7) w.Som.1 The piece was scovy all driie - un aewt. (8) ne.Lan.1

(9) Sc. He'll better come through an' see efter things, Swan Gates

ofEden (ed. 1895) xiv. (10) Ayr. Faith ye've said enough, And
muckle mair than ye can mak to through, Burns Brigs ofAyr
(1787)1. 174-5. U 1 ) Slk. To keep iz dancing thrae [from

J
daylicht

to derk to win throwe wit, Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 78.

8. Done ; finished ; esp. in phr. through with ; in gen.
colloq. use.
Abd. Gien ye be through wi' the bairn, Macdonald Sir Gibbie

(1879) xxvi. Per - Sabbath Nights (1899) 8. Ayr. Ifyou're through
wi'yourdennerrin down to the candle-maker's,Johnston Congalton

(1896) 76. Lnk. Wardrop J. Mathison (1881) 72. Nhb. Ye're
through wiv the geese, Richardson Borderer's Table-bk. (1846)
VI. 116. Cum.4 n.Yks. 1 It's about through wiv 'im ; n.Yks.4

Ah's nut thruff wi' 't yet, 231. w.Yks. Ah'm through wi' that job,

onyhah, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 4, 1888).

9. adj. In comb. (1) Through-band, the long stone which
goes right through a wall or dike and holds it together ;

(2) -doors, opposite doors in a barn
; (3) -gang, (a) a

thoroughfare ; a passage ; (b) a thorough investigation
or overhaul

;
(c) labour, difficulty

;
perseverance ; energy

;

(4) -gang close, an open passage leading from one street
to another; (5) -gangings, social gatherings, jollifications;

(6) -g ate, a season of difficulty 5(7) -house, a house with front
and back exits

; (8) -light,(«) afullmoon ; light all night; (b) the
holding of all the trumps at the game of lant

' ; (9) -night,
a whole night of dissipation

; (10) -put, activity, expedition
in doing anything

;
(n) -shot, a rabbit's burrow through

a bank
; (12) -stone, see (1) ; (13) -tang, anything excel-

lent
; (14) -tang knife, a knife with a round tang running

through the whole length of a handle; (15) -way, a narrow
passage between houses.

(1) Cai. 1
,
Abd. (G.W.) Gall. He sought for through-ban's that

wad rike, And capes wad croon, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 191,
ed. 1876. (2) Nhb. When corn was threshed with the flail it was
usual to have doors opposite to each other in a barn for the purpose
of carrying off the dust caused in separating the chaff from the
corn before the invention ofwinnowing machines (R.O.H.). (3, a)
Sc. (Jam.) ; Dinna toot a trumpet afore thee, as the hypocrites
do in the throwgangs, Henderson St. Matt. (1862) vi. 2. (6) Frf.
She [a clock] was just one mass o' stour, gudewife, but I'm
persuadit aifter this through-gang, an' a touch o' whale-oil, she'll
gang as she hasna gane this dizzen o' years, Mackenzie N. Pine
(1897) 145. (c) Sc. Mackay. Bnff. 1 We hid a gey through-gang
afore we got a' thing sattlet up. He hiz some through-gang wee
'im. Cld. (Jam.) (4) Sc. (Jam ) (5) Nhb. What a time we had,
. . . and what through-gangings ! Richardson Borderer's Table-bk.
(i846)VI.ii6. (6) Nhb. 1 What a through gyet that man's had. (7)w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 4, 1899). (8, a) Cum. 'Twas frost
and thro' leet wid a greymin o' snaw, Anderson Ballads (ed.
1808) 101; Cum.1 4 (6) Cum.14 (9) w.Yks. Thah lewks seedy,
hev yo bin hevin a through-neet 1 (B.K.) (10) n.Sc. Through-pit
of wark (Jam.). Fif. They'd hang as long as I like at the plough-
tail, but I want through-put; and so commend me to my own men
and reasonable hours, Chambers's frn. (June 28, 1845) 412. (11)
Suf. 1 It is an expressive word, where the animal was shot through.
(12) w.Sc. Thirty rood of stone dike, five feet high, with two rows

has been and enjoyed himself, or been in at anything good, he will
say I have had a regular through-tang ' (C.V.C.). (14) w.Yks.

in
{

Au
w 'Yks

-
We went U P Dick Smith thoro'way (^E.B.).„ £bs

- Actlve; expeditious. n.Sc. A throuch wife (Jam.).
11. Iiredout. n.Lan. I am fairly throo (A.P.).
12. sb. A hole cut through a hedge to drain water off the

land. Shr. 1 G60 an' cut a throw through the 'edge.
13. A thoroughfare; a public way. See Four-throws,

s.v. Four (28).
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Ken.1 ' The four-throws,' a point where four roads meet.

Sus.12 , Hmp. 1

14. Opportunity to roam or find one's way about ; the

range of a place.
Sh.I. Aence get dey da trow an' da taest, an' dey'll come agen

as shure's doo's sittin' yonder, Sh. News (Sept. n, 1897) ; When
the animals whose ownership was uncertain had an opportunity

of grazing and roaming over the place they would show their

previous acquaintance with the district and thus prove their

ownership (J.S.).

15. A bond or tie-stone going through the entire thick-

ness of a wall, and generally projecting on each side.

Also used _/?£•. ; see below.
N.Cy. 1 A . . . gentleman was accustomed, when claret and port

wine were in circulation together, to take every third glass of port,

which he facetiously called a 'thruff.' Nhb.1
, Lakel.2

, Cum. 14
,

n.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. 1

, n.Lan. 1
, Lei. 1

, Nhp.1 [A through of stone,

quadratus lapis, Levins Manip. (1570).]

16. Obs. A range ; a row.
Dur. A monument supported by five pillars, and above the said

through of marble pillars stood a second shrine, Davies Rites, 76,

in (K.).

17. Obs. A slip or width of corn which a set of reapers,

&c. drive before them at once. Midi. Marshall Rur.
Econ. (1796) II. 18. v. Obs. To advance, go on ; to

carry through.
Sc. In our Assembly . . . we have throughed not only our

presbyteries but also our synods, Baillie Lett. (1775) II. 63 (Jam.).

n.Sc. To get my heart more holy, or to get some special exercise

throughed, Wodkow Soc Sel. Biog. (ed. 1845-7) II. 275.

THROUGH, sb.2 Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lin.

Also in forms threuch, throoch Sc. ; throw n.Yks. 1

;

thruch Sc. (Jam.); thruf Cum.4
; thruff N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1

Cum.14 Wm. n.Yks.12 n.Lin. ; thrugh, troch Sc. ; trou
Nhb. [n.Cy. f»ruf, Sc. brux.] A flat tombstone

;
gen. in

comp. Through-stone.
Sc. Deacon Harlewall thinks the carved through-stanes might

be put with advantage on the front of the new council house,

Scott Antiquary (1816) xvi. Fif. Tennant Papistry (1827) 52.

Ayr. Gooin' aboot amang the thrugh-stanes at twull oors, in a very

dotrified and melancholious condition, Service Notandums (1890)

10. Lth. (Jam.) Edb. Mr. Fanel and me sat down on a through-

stane below an old hawthorn, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xxii.

Dmf. Placed in a group of beautiful 'throoch-stanes,' i.e. the large

flat stones on pillars, Edb. Antiq. Mag. (1848) 113. Gall. An old

troch stone three feet by two, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 302, ed.

1876. N.Cy.' Nhb. Sit doon, Andra—oh the Trou Steahyn,

Bewick Tyneside Tales (1850) 10; Nhb.1 Cum. Then great Job

Bruff gat on a thruff, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1807) 4; Cum.14
,

Wm. (M.P.), n.Yks. 12 n.Lin. I seed him . . . gloarin' at a thruff

stone there is ower th' door, Peacock R. Skirlaugh (1870) II. 106.

[Thurwhe stone, of a grave (thwrwe ston ofa byryinge,

K.), sarcofagus {Prompt.). OE. pruh, a coffin.]

THROUGH, see Thro, prep.

THROUGHER, sb. Yks. Lan. Also written throoer

m.Lan.1
; and in form thruffer n.Yks.2 e.Yks.1 [bru-a(r)

;

bnrfa(r.] 1. Anything thorough and complete of its

kind ; a convincing argument.
n.Yks. 2 I'll hae neean o' your sups and scraps, I like a thruffer

[none of your slop meals, but something substantial]. ' Now that

is a thruffer.' e.Yks. 1 We've been cleanin all day—we've had a

reg'lar thruffer, MS. add. (T.H.)

2. A surprising thing. m.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.

1

THROUGHLY, adv. and adj. n.Cy. Lakel. Cum. Yks.

Also written throoly Cum.4 ; and in forms throwly
n.Cy.; thruffly n.Yks.2 [bru'li; bru-fli.] 1. adv.

Thoroughly. n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks.24 2. adj. Portly

;

strongly-built ; buxom.
Lakel. 2 She's a gay throughly body 'at's well tian care on.

Cum.2
; Cum.3 Throughly? eh, a gud yard through an mair ; Cum.4

THROUGH-OTHER, adv., adj. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb.

Cum. I.Ma. Also in forms thro'-ither Sc. ; throo-ither

Ir. Cum.14
; throo-othars I.Ma. ; throo-other Cum.14

;

throother Sc. N.I.1
; throther Sc. ; throughither Sc.

(Jam.) Bnff. 1 Cum.; -'ther Cai.1
; -tother Cum.; throu-

ither Sc. ; throuther, throwither, throwther Sc. (Jam.)

1. adv. Confusedly
;
pell-mell ; among each other.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Warriors thick Tulzieing a' throwther fierce and

keen, Drummond Muckomachy (1846) 37. Cai.1 Abd. Things
had taken sic a cast, And sae throw ither warpl'd were, Ross
Helenore (1768) 93-4, ed. 1812. e.Fif. Female tongues that gaed
yabblin' a' throughither like a wheen wild-geese, Latto 7am
Bodkin (1864) ii. Rnf. Thrissles an' heather Are growin thro'-
ither, Neilson Poems (1877) 21. Ayr. Till skelp—a shot—they're
aff a' throwther, To save their skin, Burns Earnest Cry (1786) st.

27. Slk. It winna be lang till marriage be out o' the fashion . . .

and the fock that pretend to be Christians a' living through other
like the wild Tartarers, Hogg Tales (1838) 66, ed. 1866. Nhb. All
higgledy piggledy through other drives, To view what is in
preparation, Coronation Sngs. (1822) n. Cum. The fwoak leyke
pez in a keale pot Are yen through other minglin, Stagg Misc.
Poems (ed. 1805) 131 ; But rivin' deed was made o' th' bread, For
that was through ither yeastit, Gilpin Sngs. (1866) 279 ; Cum.14

Hence (1) Through-otherness, sb. confusion, want of
plan

; (2) throu-ither witted, phr. weak or confused in
intellect.

(1) Bnff. 1 Thir's a through-itherness in 'im it y'ill nivver tack
oot 0' 'im. Cld. (Jam.) Ir. There, now, you're angry again!
sure it's enough to give one quite a through-otherness, and not
leave them time to reflect, Lever Con Cregan (1849-50) III. 20.

(2) w.Sc. The kind o' throuither-witted amang us—few and far

between as they are, guid be thankit, Henderson Our Jeames
(1898) 69.

2. adj. Confused, disorderly ; unmethodical ; mentally
confused ; agitated ; harum-scarum. Also used advb.

Sc. I wonder at you, Isabella, sending her to => through-other
house like Marget's, Keith Lisbeth (1894) xii. Inv. (H.E.F.)
e.Sc. I made the dairy pay ; but, losh, what's the dairy when a'

thing else is gaun through-ither? Strain Elmslies Drag-net (1900)
12. Frf. She had a way of ending a sentence in the middle which
gave her a reputation of being ' thro' ither,' Barrie Tommy (1896)
xiv. w.Sc. The hoose a' throu'ither ahint her, Wood Farden Ha'
(1902) 40. e.Fif. She's witless, hallokit, an' throu'ther, Latto
TarnBodkin {i86n)viu. s.Sc. My thoughts are a' throughitherquite,

Watson Bards (1859) 217. Cld. A wild throwither lassie (Jam.).

Rnf. A throther deil-mak-matter birkie, Clark Rhymes (1842) 15.

Slk. When the examination came on he was that throughither wi'

waikness an' want o' sleep, that the nerves got the better o' him,

an' sae he failed to pass, Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 114. Ir.

I didn't know what I was sayin, I was so through other, Carleton
Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) I- 379- ".I. 1 She's a through-other sort o'

buddy. His horse is all through-other. Dwn. Whun my hair's a

bit throoither a tak a kame an' a kame it back an' frunt, Lyttle
Ballycuddy (1892) 35. Nhb.1 A varry through-other place this,

mistor. Cum. 1 I.Ma. Quhare was I ? you've knocked mee thro-

othars laak a tangled skein, Rydings Tales (1895) 107.

3. Living close together ; intimate.
Rnf. Upon a Sabbath night conven'd some douce An' throuther

neibours, in a cronie's house, Finlayson Rhymes (1815) 135.

4. sb. A confusion ; a disturbance.
Slg. For greed to fill your waly purse Them ye did souther,

Quickly you sell them a divorce, Whilk bred a throw'ther, Gallo-
way Poems (1792) 45.

5. pi. Mixed sweets.
Slg. Buying anither package o' sweeties (throothers) for Jenny,

Buchanan Poems (1900) 138.

THROUGHOUT,/^. Lin. Through ; on account of.

ne.Lin. It was throughout him that that happened (E.S.).

THROUT, adv. Sc. []?rut.] Out of doors; a con-

tracted form of ' there out.'

Abd. He has nae will to ly throut, Or tramp the gutter, Beattie

Parings (1801) 30, ed. 1873.

THROUTER, sb. Wor. A ridge of land or balk in

common field running from one end to the other. (H.K.)

THROUTHER, see Through other.

THROV, THROVVEN, see Thrive, Thriven.

THROW, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.

and Amer. Also written throwe e.Lan. 1
; and in form

through n.Yks.4 [prou, Jjr?, }>ra.] I. v. Gram, forms.

1. Present Tense: (1) Tlira, (2) Thraa, (3) Thrah, (4)

Thraw, (5) Thro, (6) Tra, (7) Traa, (8) Trow. [For

further examples see H below; see also Drow, v.
2
,

Thrawn.]
(1) n.Lan.1 (2) Sc. Murray Dial. (1873) 2o8 - Nhb. 1

,
Cum. 1

,

w.Yks. 1 (3I w.Yks. Thrah us that bundle, Twisleton Runaway

Wedding (1867) 91. (4) Sc. (Jam.) ; It's thrawing his daughter's

life awa, Scott Midlothian (1818) xii. Bnff. 1 Gall. May the
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muse her mantle bricht Aboot ye thraw, Scott Gleanings (1881)

75. N.I. 1
, n.Cy. (K.), N.Cy.1 Nhb. Thrawing the flee, Richardson

Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) VI. 254. Dur. 1
, w.Dur.1 Cum. Ifthoo

thraws me ah'll let thoo gan, but if ah thraws thee thoo gangs to

the lock-up, w.Cum. Times Holiday (1894) 2, col. 4. Wm. Pall

Mall Mag. (Sept. 1902) 54. n.Yks.4 e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.3 , s.Lan. 1

,

n.Lln. 1
(5) Cum.14 , Cor.2 (6) Sh.I. Sh. News (Nov. 24, 1900).

(7) S. & Ork. 1 (8) Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 4.

2. Preterite: (1) Thraowed, (2) Thrawed, (3) Threuw,
(4) Threwn, (5) Thro'd, (6) Throwed, (7) Thrown, (8)

Trew.
(1) s.Wor. Thraowed 'un out alung o' the t'other pelf(H.K.).

(2) Bwk. Calder Poems (1897) 82. Nhb. Good Wds. (1896) 735.
Dev. My brothers . . . thrawed it by the wayside, Phillpotts
Striking Hours (1901) 100. Cor. Blackw. Mag. (Jan. 1862) 8.

(3) Sc. Murray Dial. (1873") 208. (4) s.Ir. He threwn himself

off the horse, Lover Leg. (1848) II. 434. (5) w.Yks. Whooa wor
it wot thro'd St. Peter's keys intot Tiber? Shevvild Chap's Ann.
(1848) 17. Cor. Throd my pick right slap into a nugget, Exhibition

(1873) 141. (6) s.Chs. 1 85. s.Stf. I throwed him into his bunk last

night, Murray Church ofHumanity (igoi) 57. War.2 Introd. Shr. 1

Introd. 55. Sur.1 n.Dev. Her throwed a terrible scornful look

out o' her black eyes, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 20. [Amer.
When I throwed my eyes arouud, Johnston Middle Georgia

(1897) 37.] (7) Glo. I thrown a stwun at Earny Mustre, Long-
man s Mag. (May 1900) 43. (8) Sh.I. (J.S.)

3. Pp.: (1) Thraan, (2) Thrawed, (3) Thrawn, (4)
Threuwn, (5) Throwed, (6) Throwen, (7) Thrun.

(1) Sc. Murray Dial. (1873) 2°8. Wm. It wor thirty poond
thraan awa laast month, Ward Helleck (1898) 97. w.Yks. 1

n.Lan. She'd just thraan down a girt leaad o' fire eldin, R. Piketah
Fomess Flk. (1870) 15. (2) Gall. Crockett Grey Man (1896) i.

Dev. They've thrawed '11 down haid fust ! Norway Parson Peter

(1900) 75. Cor. Then corned a scat as mighty near thrawed us

'pon our beam-ends, Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 310. (3") Sc.

(Jam.) Ayr. Bows were bent and darts were thrawn, Ballads
and Sngs. (1847) II. 42. Nhb. Chater's Aim. (1869) 35. Wm.
Pall Mall Mag. (Sept. 1902" 52. n.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1 Heed seure a
bin thrawn, hedn't he click'd hod, ii. 303. (4) Sc. Murray Dial.

(1873) 208. (5) n.Ir. Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 12. Lan. Th'
felly mun ha' snatched yon stick and throw'd it down, Antrobus
IVildersmoor (1901) 9. Shr. 1 Oxf. 1 Throwed back, MS. add.
Hrt. That same teachin

1

ain't niver been throwed away, Geary
Rur. Life (1899) io1 - Sur.1 Cor. Wish I hadn' throwed et

away, Lee Paul Carah (1898) 158. [Amer. Some one 'd throwed
water 'n her face, Westcott David Harum (1900) xxiv.] (6)
Wm. Cum. Wm. Trans. XIII. 266. n.Lan. (W.H.H.) (7) Con.
I leant on the marin' fence, and I thought maybe soon it would be
thrun down, Bodkin Shillelagh (1902) 84.

II. Dial. uses. 1. v. In comb, with adv. and prep. :

(1) Throw abroad, (a) a ploughing term: to turn to the
left at the end of a furrow and return

; (b) of a saw : see
below

; (2) — at, {a) to spring at
;

(b) to struggle against

;

(3) — back, to give discount ; to give back money in
a bargain for luck

; (4) — by, to throw away, cast aside
;

(5) —in, (a) to pay a forfeit; (b) in wrestling or cudgel-
playing: to throw one's hat in the ring as a challenge
given or accepted

; (6) —off, (a) to come off the funds of
a sick club

;
(b) to abate a price

;
(c) to make fun

;
(d) of

hounds : to take up the scent
; (7) — on, to come on the

funds of a sick club
; (8) — out, to break an engagement

;

(9) —over, (a) to upset; to turn over
;

(b) to drink off;

(10) —to, (a) to persevere, to stick to
;

(b) to hit
; (11) —

up, {a) to vomit
;

(b) to repudiate a bargain or engage-
ment

;
(c) to cast in one's teeth

;
(d) of hounds : to lose

the scent ; (e) to release a homing pigeon in order that it

may fly back.

(1, a) w.Som. 1 The result is that the furrows made in going
and returning are turned away from each other, and hence at the
finish of each strip there is a double furrow, called an all-vore.

All this is the precise opposite of ' gather.' Dev. Each plowman
is to . . . throw abroad two-thirds of the 60 yards, Reports Provinc.

(1884) 32. nw.Dev.1 (6) w.Som.1 To set it so as to make it

' carry more '— i. e. cut a kerf large enough for the plate of the
saw to pass readily. ' Kaa-n due noa-urt wai dhee-uz an'-zau
vore aayv u-droad-n ubroaud ' [(I) cannot do anything with this

hand-saw until I have set it]. (2, a) n.Yks. The black dog,
according to the expression used, 'threw at her,' but succeeded
in little more than tearing out some of the fleck of her haunch,

Atkinson Moorl. Parish (1891) 83-4. (b) Twd. Its captors had not

an easy task, for it struggled and thrawed at the rope, and snarled

savagely, Buchan Burnet (1898) 93. (3) War.3
, se.Wor. 1

,
Oxf.i

MS. add. Som. He sold Sophia's cow for ' ten poun' vive,' with

the understanding that he should ' throw back dree half-crowns,'

Raymond Sam and Sabina (1894) 61. (4) Dmf. The gray-beard

solemn-leaging lowns Thraw by the beuk o' God to dawte her,

Cromek Remains (1810) 101. N.I. 1 Throw by that owl hat aff ye.

(5, a) e.An. (Hall.) ib) w.Som. 1 Bau-b wuz tu geo-d vau-r um ;

noaun oa-m wud-n droa- ee-n ugin- un [Bob was too good for

them ; none of them would not ' throw in ' against him]. Aay
vaewn u waudn tu bee noa' kik-een, zoa aay wud'n droa- e -en.

So zoon's I'da-drowed Jim Moles, none o' the tothers widn drow

in agin me. (6, a) n.Cy., w.Yks. Ah'm all abaht reight ageen ; ah

think ah'll throwoff (B.K.). (6)Sc.(A.W.) Oxf. 1 Well look 'ere, I'll

throw off the ten shillin' and make it even money, MS. add. (c)

Dor. Volks be throwen off 'bout it. Vather made vun 'bout it at

tea-time, and old Vickery as he passed I tried to be very vunny,

Windsor Mag. (Aug. 1900) 354. (rf) n.Yks. T'foxhounds throw off

at Guisboro' (I.W.). War.3 Wor. They threw off at Holland's

gorse, Evesham Jrn. (Nov. 18, 1899). Oxf. (G.O.) (7) n.Cy.,

w.Yks. Ah'm nooan fit ta work; ah mun throw on (B.K.). (8)

w.Yks. I was the one that had thrown out, Snowden Web of
Weaver (1896) xv. (9, a) n.Yks. 1 She [a waggon] threw over

just anenst G. N.'s neukin'. w.Yks. If tha leaves go o' t'pram, it'll

thraw ower, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 1 r, 1899). (b) Don. Throw it

over without making faces at it, Pearson's Mag. (Mar. 1900) 310;
Throw over this [whisky] yerself, to put heart in ye, ib. (10, a)

Cor.2 Thraw to un, for theer't sure to have a bundle of a lode

very soon, (b) Cor. I thrawed to un as hard as I could weth this

heere stick, Tregellas Tales (1868) 12 ; Thrawing to un ower
the legs, ib. (n, a) Nhb. Tommy's thrawn up, Chater's Aim,
(1869) 35. n.Yks. (W.H.), w.Yks. (J.W.), e.Lan.1

, m.Lan. 1
,

n.Lan. 1
, War.3 Wor. Evesham Jrn. (Jan. 7, 1897). Ess. He

threw up all his elevens, Atkinson Gl. (1868). [Amer. Dial.

Notes (1896) I. 343.] (b) n.Lin. 1 (c) Lnk. Threw up to beggar
boys their rags, M cIndoe Poems (1805) 67. w.Yks. (J.W.)
s.Oxf. You shouldn't ha' throwed it up at me about my father,

Rosemary Chilierns (1895) 189. (d) War.3 Glo. The hounds
'throw up ' or ' check,* Gibbs Cotswold fill. (1898) 294. (e) w.Yks.
Wheer do ye throw up? They're throwin' up at Shay Cross (B.K.).

2. Comb. (1) Throw-back, (a) anything which retards
progress, esp. a relapse in illness

;
(b) a reversion to the

physical or moral qualities of an ancestor; (c) the dis-

count given on a purchase
; (2) -fall, a trial at wrestling ;

(3) -off, of hounds : the taking up of scent
; (4) -stick,

a knobbed stick for throwing at birds, squirrels, &c.
(1, a) ne.Yks.1 He had a throw-back last neet. Ah've had some

sad throws back sen ah seed ya last. e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.)
w.Yks. (J.W.) (b) s.Wor. Said of an animal (H.K.). Dev.' Twor
a throw-back to his mother, . . who to her shame had been
deceived and cast upon the streets, Zack White Cottage (1901) 164.
(c) War.3

, se.Wor. 1
(2) w.Yks.3 (3) War. The first throw off

was in the gardens, Evesham Jrn. (Nov. 11, 1899). (4) Wil.
Throw-sticks were soon made by cutting some with a good thick
knob, Jefferies Bevis (1882) vi.

3. Phr. (1) not a word to throw to a dog, not a single
word

; (2) to be, or io get, thrown back, to suffer a relapse
in illness

; (3) to be thrown on one's back, to suffer defeat

;

(4) to throw a person a fall, to throw him in wrestling
; (5)— a word to a person as if one threw a bone io a dog, to

speak curtly and seldom
; (6) — batches, to cut up and

destroy ant-hills ; see Emmet-batch, s.v. Bach(e, 5 (2) ;

(7) — it out, to insinuate
; (8) — one in one's calculations,

to upset one's plans completely
; (9) — on one, to put on

one's clothes; (10) — on the fire, to heap on fuel; (11) —
on the town, to get parish relief; (12) — out a rig, to turn
a horse to the left in forming a rig

; (13) — out of gear, to
upset in mind or body

; (14) — the bride-cake, see below;
(15)— the cap up, to take a sudden holiday; see below;
(16) — the door, to fling it open; (17) — the hatchet, 'to
draw the long bow

' ; (18) — the life up, to vomit violently ;

(19) — the shoe, of a horse: to cast its shoe; (20) — the
sign, to give the sign

; (21) — the stomach, to vomit
; (22)— the stone, the athletic sport of putting the weight

' ; (23)— together, obs., see below
; (24) — tongue, of a dog : to

bark while running
; (25) — up the drumsticks, to throw

up a job
;
to cease an attempt

; (26) — up the hand, or the
littlefinger, to drink

; see Finger, 2 (10).
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(i) Dor. Ye haven't a word to throw to a dog, Francis Fiander's

Widow (1901) pt. 11. v. (2) Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks.4 He's gitten

thrown back a lump sen last neet. w.Yks. If tha doesn't tak' care

o' thisen tha'll be thrawn back agean, an' then tha'll happen noane
mend t'next time, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 11, 1899). (3) Nhp.1

(4) Cor. James . . . was looked up to as one who had thi awed the up-

country chap a fale, Blackw. Mag. (Jan. 1863) 8. (5) Sur.1 (6)
Son. Jennings Dial. w.Eng. (1869). (7) w.Yks. He threw it aht 'at

he'd seen me deead drunk, an' Ah'd nobbut hed an odd glass o'

whiskey, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 11, 1899). (8) War.8 (9)
n.Ir. Throw on you, and quick, Lays and Leg. (1884) so. (10) N.Cy.1

(n)w.Yks. (S.K.C.) (ia)n.Yks. (I.W.) (13) Sc. (A.W.) w.Yks.
Aw'm varry sooin thrown aght o' gear, Hartley Ditl. (1868) 1st

S. 26. (14) Nhb. 1 When the bride returned from church and had
arrived at her new home, she was lifted down from her horse
before the door and some cake was thrown over her head for luck.

Sometimes the plate was also thrown along with the cake. (15)
w.Yks. The weather being ideal for outdoor celebrations, it was
early evident in Keighley yesterday that in many of the work-
shops ' t'cap hed been thrawn up.' Ancient local custom pre-
scribes that when reasons are urgent against working a cap shall

be spun into the air, and if it stops up, work is resumed, Yks.

Post (June 3, 1902). (16) Sc. He has thrawn the prison door,
Aytoun Ballads (ed. 1861) II. 28. (17) w.Som. 1 Must-n always take
he's store vor gospel ; Thomas can drow th' 'atchet way anybody.
hw.Dev.1 (18) Dev. He'm thrawin' his life up, an' wrigglin' an'
twistin' like a gashly worm, Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900)
63. (19) War. 3

, Wor. (E.S.) Glo. The mare only threw theshoe
the day before, Evesham Jrn. (Aug. 4, 1900). (20) n.Ir. If ye had
throw'd him the sign he micht a gien ye a free ticket, Lyttle
Paddy McQuillan, 12. (21) Som. To zee how much better thik

poor man were, arter he'd drowed his stomach : it were wonder-
ful (W.F.R.). (22) Edb. Lads gae flocking out bedeen To thraw
the hammer or the stane, Crawford Poems (1798) 41. (23)
e.Yks. When a peece of grownde is made into greate cocke and
the cockes carryed togeather, to say that such a close is throwne
togeather, viz. the cockes in such a close, Best Rur. Econ. (1641)

34. (24) War.3 Hounds running fast do not throw their tongues
as they want all their breath. (25) w.Yks. Aw've made up my
mind to throw up th' drumsticks, an' tak' to honest hard wark for

a livin', Hartley Clock Aim. (1870) 50, in Leeds Merc. Suppl.
(Mar. 11, 1899). (26) w.Som.1 Kaapikul fuulur tu wuurk, neef
u daed'n due 1 zu muuch tu droa'een aup uz an - [Capital fellow to

work, if he did not do so much at drinking]. Zoa yiie bun
droa'een aup yur lee'dl vingur ugeeun, aam ee ? [So you have
been throwing up your little finger again, have you not?] Com.
way of chaffing one who is drunk.

4. To thrown down in wrestling.

Nhb. Aa wes properly vext at that, an' sae aa determined ti gan
in an' throw him, but just as aa'd gripped him he breaks awa',

Pease Mark o' Deil (1894) 44. Lakel. 2 Cum. Think it's time to

give ower, noo, when a bit iv a tailyer can thra' me ! Gilpin &
Robinson Wrestling (1868) 93. Wm. Oh, the sport was rare, an'

ye've thrawn him fair—Ah can wrestle a bit mesel', Pall Mall

Mag. (Sept. 1902) 52. Cor. He went over to Truro yesterday to

the wrastlin', an' got thrawed, ' Q.' Ship of Stars (1899) 225.

5. To throw dice.
Brks. The larst time as I sin 'im wur at the Fox, a-throwin' fur

the goose, Hayden Thatched Cottage (1902) 22.

6. To vomit.
Sc. (A.W.) Nhb. He retched an' he threw i' the hight ov his

anguish, Wilson Tyneside Sngs. (1890) 374. n.Yks. 1 Desper'tly

follered on wiv sickness, our James is. He's thrawn a vast o'

times sen moorn ; n.Yks.4

7. Obs. Elliptical for 'to throw off.'

Abd. Nae langer Bruntie cudna sit, Gat up to throw his jacket,

Cock Strains (1810) II. 135.

8. To fell timber.
Sus. 1

, Wil.1 Som. Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 151. Dev. It was
the wrong season in which to throw oak, Baring Gould Urith

(1891) III. 209.

9. Of a gin or snare : to spring, set off.

Wil.1 w.Som.1 Dhu snaap-s u-droa ud, bud udn noa-urt een
un [The trap is thrown, but (there) is not nothing in it].

10. To produce, bear, bring forth.

Hmp. The ground is said by woodmen ' to throw ' good or bad

timber (J.R.W.); Hmp.1 w.Som. 1 Thick mare'll drow a good

colt. This here ground ought to drow a good lot o' keep,

11. Of an animal : to miscarry.

VOL. VI.

w.Som. 1 The sorrel mare 've a-drowed her colt. Sight o' yoes
about 've a-drow'd their lambs.

12. To turn wood with a lathe ; to shape on a potter's
wheel.

N.Cy.2
, Cum.1* Dur. 1

, Wm. (B.K.), e.Yks.', w.Yks.13
, n.Lan.

(W.H.H.), Der.1 Lin. Three throwen chairs, Inventoiies (1534) in
Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 141.

Hence Thrower, sb. a wood-turner; a potter who
works a wheel.
Wm., n.Lan. (W.H.H.) Stf. A workman called a Thrower is

the man under whose hand this grey dough takes the shape of the
simpler household vessels as quickly as the eye can follow,
Dickens Reprinted Pieces (1858) Plated Article.

13. To clean and prepare silk when in the raw state.
Wor. That branch of the silk trade which is called 'throwing'

(which consists in cleaning and otherwise preparing the silk when
in its raw state for the dyer and the weaver) has been carried on
in Blockley for a considerable period. . . The silk throwing trade
of Blockley is very much dependent upon the ribbon trade of the
city of Coventry, several of the throwsters here throwing for
Coventry manufacturers, Soden Hist. Blockley (1875) 15.

14. To hinder ; to disarrange ; to disappoint ; to defeat.
N.I. 1 It throws us that we can't get the place cleared out.

n.Yks. If Ah deean't hurry Ah shal be thrown (I.W.). w.Yks. 1 2
;

w.Yks.5 Ah went, fair counting o' meeting wi' him thear, bud
when ah gat thear ah wur be mysen— ah wur thrawan ! s.Chs. 1

It)l throa' mi ter'ubli wi dhu wuurk. nw.Der.1
, Not. 1 s.Not. The

parson called, an' that's thrown one a bit ; but dinner'll soon be
ready, now (J.P.K.). Lei. 1 The meshin' throos ye soo. Nhp. 1

I've been so thrown, I sha'n't finish my work so soon as I

expected. War.3 Shr.1 Price an' Jones han bin 'agglin' an'

wranglin' fur 'ears about that r66ad ; at last it wuz brought to

a size trial, an' Jones wuz throwed. Sur. 1 I got throwed over
that job.

15. To clean out a ditch or ' rean.'
Som. We present that Trumblehill Rhine be thrown by Michael-

mas Day under a fine of is. 6d. per rope (W.F.R.).

16. To twist ; to wreath, wind ; to wrench, sprain ; to

wring the neck ; to turn a key ; to torture, esp. by
twisting a cord round the head ; also used fig. See
Athraw, Thraw, adj., Thrawn.

Sc. I've thrawn my kute (Jam ) ; Thraw the wand when it is

green, Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 793. Shi. Da best 'at we can

dii is ta tra' da neck o' da cock, Sh. News (Nov. 24, 1900) ; S. &
Ork. 1 n.Sc. Braw necks were said to have been thrawn in the

lawless days of old, Gordon C'-rglen (1891) 271. Cai. 1
, Bnff. 1

,

Abd. (A.W.) Frf. Rheumatics'nad thrawn his banes, Wait Poet.

Sketches (1880) 57. w.Sc. Thrawing the necks of unfortunate

chuckies, Maclonald Settlement (1869) 165, ed. 1877. Ayr. Her
face was so thrown in the course ofa few minutes that Miss Sabrina

came flying to the Manse for help, Galt Ann. Parish (1821) xxii.

Gall. Hair that wadna keep smooth, but was aye a' kinked and
thrawn into devalls and curliewigs, Crockett Lochinvar (1897)

290. N.I. 1 Them boots would thraw yer feet. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. We
began to throw straw ropes for them, Graham Red Scaur (1896)

78 ; Nhb. 1

, Wm. (K.) w.Yks. Said of threads of warp or skeins

which have become matted or crossed in dyeing (J.G.). ne.Lan.1

17. Comp. (1) Thraw-crook, a crank or instrument for

twisting ropes of straw, &c.
; (2) -hook, a hooked stick

for twisting straw ropes
; (3) -mouse, the shrew-mouse

;

(4) -rope, see (1).

(1) Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Abd. Thraw-cruiks were the only cranks

An' wash-tub girds the only tires, Murray Hamewith (1900) 54.

w.Sc. A hissey, as like to her father as gin she had been twisted

out o' him wi' a thrawcrook, Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 91.

s.Sc. Bearing a stick like a thraw-crook in his hand, Wilson
Tales (1839) V. 322. N.Cy. 1 An instrument on a swivel, fastened

to the waist by a strap for twisting ropes. Nhb. 1 An old sickle is

sometimes made into an extemporized ' thraa-cruck.' (2) N.I.1

Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892). n.Cy. (Hall.) (3. ne.Sc. The field

mouse, called the ' thraw mouse,' running over the foot of a person

was supposed to produce paralysis in the foot, Gregor Flk-Lore

(1881) 127. Kcd. It is thus denominated ' distorting mouse,' from

the belief of its having the power to ' thraw ' or distort animals by

running over them (Jam.). (4) Gall. That silly auld woman
considers that ye are hers as if she had twisted ye oot o' a haycole

wi' a thrawrape, Crockett Bonnet of Blue (1902) xxxv.

18. Phr. (1) to thraw a pin in a person's nose, to do what

one' likes with a person, to lead him at will
; (2) — a rope,

R
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(3) — in a widdie, to be hanged
; (4) — the hellim, to steer

;

(5)
— the law, to break the law; (6)

— the mouth, (a) to

make a grimace
; fig. to complain ; "to express dissatisfac-

tion
;

(b) to pray ; (7) — the words, to speak with an
accent ; to distort the pronunciation.

(1) Abd. Gin ye marry her, she'll thraw a pin in your nose,

Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 56. (2) N.I. 1 The weight of the body
causes the rope to ' thraw.' (3) Edb. Gif I did not thraw in a

widdie, it was not for want of braving it in the open streets,

Beatty Secretar (1897) 156. (4) Ayr. When Guildford good our
Pilot stood, An' did our hellim thraw, Burns Guildford Good, st. 1.

(5) Lnk. What though hethraw'd the law a wee, Murdoch Doric Lyre

(1873) 86. (6, a) Abd. Her mou' she like a buckie threw, Anderson
Poems (ed. 1826) 103. Ruf. There's fat-faced Maggie Heather,
That thraws her muckle mou', Barr Poems (1861) 37. Rxb.
Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 15. Nhb.1 (6) Gall. I sometimes looket

to the lift, An' threw my mouth, Lauderdale Poems (1796) 60.

(7) Abd. ' I spent six months in Edinburgh once.' ' Ow ay ! but
ye see they dinna thraw the words there jist the same gait they
du at Portlossie,' Macdonald Lossie (1877) xxviii.

19. To distort, pervert.
Sh.I. Da skiilemaister wis trawin' his face, Sh. News (June 25,

1898). Abd. Nae wonder though my face I thraw, Anderson
Rhymes (ed. 1867) 116. Per. The friends I lov'd wi' a young
heart's love Ere care that heart cou'd thraw, Nicoll Poems (ed.

1843) 75. w.Sc. Fat ails your parridge the night, Louie, that

you're thrawin' your face? Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 167.
Ayr. Johnston Congalton (1896) 315.

Hence (1) Sense-thrawing, ppl. adj. perverting or con-
fusing the senses

; (2) Temper-thrawing, ppl. adj. souring
the temper.

(1) Lnk. When will ye gie up meddlin' wi' that awfu' sense-
thrawin' dram? Murdoch Readings (1895) II. 103. (2) Lnk.
Suffer, for the bite o' bread, The temper-thrawin' strife, ib. Doric
Lyre (1873) 70.

20. To thwart, oppose ; to dispute, contradict, argue

;

to provoke, anger
;
gen. with with.

Sc. I'll thraw him at every turn (Jam. Suppl.). Bnff. 1 ne.Sc.

Thraw wi' him, an' he was just as stubborn an' rampageous as a
wild ox, Grant Keckleton, 10. Per. Misca's us, an' thraws us,

Hooever it seems fit, Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 56. e.Lth.

Pate had thrawn wi' the laird, I no mind what aboot— drains or
fences, or rabbits spilin his craps, Hunter J. Inwick (1895) 24.
Slk. Jealous of the Stuart race, The English lords begin to thraw,
Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 87. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)
214, ed. 1876. Kcb. I maun dae naething to thraw my master as
lang as I'm eating his bread, MuIk Muncraig (1900) 104. n.Ir. If

his Riv'rance released him he'd thraw him no more, Lays and Leg.

(1844) 11. n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.) Wm. Awr Joan al

nivver feend me awt, Ise quite thraw him, Wheeler Dial. (1790)
si. s.Lfin. 1

21. Obs. To work at the tin-mines. n.Cy. Bailey (1721).
22. To carry any measure with a strong hand/ Sc. (Jam.)
23. sb. A particular method of throwing an opponent in

wrestling.
Dev. He knew right well as he'd been felled with a thraw he

never heard tell of afore in his life, Phillpotts Striking Hours
(1901) 193 ; Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 93.

24. The act of cutting down timber ; the quantity of
timber felled at any one time. Wil. 1 25. Obs. A cast
in sowing.

Hrt. They sow it broadcast in a place by crossing the throw,
Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) V. iii. 7.

26. A turning lathe.
N.Cy. 1

, Dur. 1
, Lakel. 2

, Cum.14 , n.Yks. 124 , ne.Yks. 1
, e.Yks. 1

w.Yks. Wot soart ov a thraw wod it tay ta turn a street corner?
Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1872)23; w.Yks.1 Lan. Never
called a throw if worked by steam power (S.W.). e Lan. 1

, n-Lin. 1

27. A flourish in writing. Cum.14 28. A twist; a
wrench; a sprain; the act of twisting or wriggling; a turn
of the hand; obliquity; also usedy?^.

Sc. (Jam.) ; My mind must ha'e some kind o' thraw, For I could
ne'er believe the half I saw, Good Wds. (1881) 503 ; S. & Ork. 1

Or.I. Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 797. Bnfif. 1 Frf. Morison Poems
(1790) 189. Per. We've gien a thraw To Charlie Cleekum's
chucky, Stewart Character (1857) 190. Ayr. She turns the key,
wi' cannie thraw, Burns Halloween (1785) st. 22. Bwk. Chisholm
Poems (1879) 64. Slk. Gie his mou a thraw, Hogg Poems (ed.
J865) 423. Gall. They wha canna make a thoum-rape O thretty

thraws and three, Is na worth thar mett I wot, Nor yet their

penny fee, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824I 445, ed. 1876. Wgt. The

teeth cam oot wi' the first thraw n* the instrument, Saxon Gall.

Gossip (1878) 188. s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890).

29. Comb. Thraws-spang, obs., part of a plough
; see

below.
Or.I. A rod of iron atlached by the one end to the beam of the

plough, immediately before the insertion of the handle, and having

the other end fastened to that part of the plough which descends

perpendicularly downwards to the merkie-pin. The use of the

'thraws spang' is to prevent the plough from being straightened

by the draught (Jam.) ; S. & Ork.1

30. Phr. (1) by hook and by thraw, by hook or crook
; (2)

out of thraw, square, straight, or plumb; (3) to have a
thraw at a person, to have a grudge against him

; (4) to

look a person out of thraiv, to stare him out of countenance
;

(5) to put a thraw in a neck, to wring it
; (6) to take a thraw

at a person, to take offence at him
; (7) to take the thraw, to

take an obstinate fit.

(1) Kcd. The rest followed aifter, by hook an' by thraw, Kerr
Reminiscences (1890) 44. (2) Lnk. Ance ye ha'e drauchtit your
wrocht oot o' thraw, Chisel it fairly, truly an' squarely, Coghill
Poems (1890) 84. (3) Frf. Her foreman had at her some thraw,

And frae her wark put her awa', Johnston Poems (1869) 146.

(4) Lnk. I . . . cleaned my best specks twenty times To look her

oot o' thraw, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 38. (5) Nhb. His
chickens' necks he puts a thraw in, Strang Earth Fiend (1892)
pt. i. 9. (6) Lnk. She's a nice kind woman . . . but somehoo she's

taen a thraw at me, Fraser Whaups (1895) xi. (7) Kcb. He took
the thraw an' wudna dee, but mendit every day efter't, Trotter
Gall. Gossip (1901) 79.

31. Opposition ; a fit of perversity or ill-humour ; a
quarrel, controversy.

Sc. Lasses were kiss'd frae lug to lug, Nor seem'd to tak it ill

Wi'- thraw that day, R. Galloway Poems (1788) 93 (Jam.) ; S. &
Ork.1 Bnff. 1 There's a thraw in 'im ; an' he'll ha'e's ain wye a
magger o' yir neck. Kcd. Some country chiels . . . Forgathered
o'er the mutchkin stoup, To straight some orra thraws, Jamie Muse
(1844) 70. Lth. Till Willie Craig's lang-nebbit tawse . . . Brocht
me finely out the thraws, Smith Merry Bridal (1866) 33. Wgt.
When he had got it to leeve on three straws a day, it dee't in the
thraw, and made him a loser in the en', Saxon Gall. Gossip

(1878) 362.

32. A reverse of fortune ; trouble.
Dmb. Just Heaven will send but thraw To ane who ne'er to

mortal grace could shaw, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 72. Rnf. Wae
on fickle fortune's thraw! Webster Rhymes (1835) 15. Slk. I've
aye been strong and fell, And can stand a gey bit thraw, Borland
Yarrow (1890) 213.

33. Pressure; a press, crowd ; a rush ; also used fig.
Sc. (Jam.) Dmb. If . . . Luckie Law Could be persuaded, e'en

by gentle thraw, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 95.

THROW, see Thraw, adj., Throe, Through, prep., sb?
THROWER, sb. Suf. A kind of knife used for clean-

ing lath and hurdle stuff. Rainbird Agric. (1819) 301, ed.
1849 ; Suf. 1 See Frower.
THROWF, see Through, prep.

THROWING, prp. and ppl. adj. n.Cy. Yks. Stf. 1. prp.
In comb. (1) Throwing-off note, (2) -on note, the medical
certificate required when a man comes off or on the funds
of a sick-club.

(1) n.Cy., w.Yks. Ah've gitten a throwing-off nooate, an' Ah'll
gooa ta mi wark (B.K.). (2) Thah mun call at t'doctor's an' git a
throwing-on nooate (ib.).

2. ppl. adj. In comb. Throwing-clay, clay which can be
worked on a potter's wheel. Stf. 1 See Throw 12
THROWITHER, THROWTHER, see Through-otherTHROWL, see Troll, v.

1

THROYT, v. Cor. [f>roit.] To cut chips from a stick.He is throytmg, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 436, ed. 1896
;

THRU, THRUCH, see Through, prep., Through, sb 2

Thrutch. '

THRUCK, sb. Won [}m3k.] ' Thrush ' or ' froo- ' in
horses' hoofs. s.Wor. (H.K.)

°

THRUCK, see Throck, sb. 1

THRUFF, sb. Obs. Cum. A table-comb. Grose
(1790) ; Gl. (1851).
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THRUFF, v. Yks. [bruf.] To eat to excess.
n.Yks. He's thrufif'd his sen till he's ommust burssen (T. SO-
THRUFF, adj. Nhp. 1 Also in form thruft. [br-ef(t.]

Loose, spongy, brittle, applied almost exclusively to wood.
See Frough.
THRUFF, see Through, prep,, sb.2, Trough.
THRUFFABLE, adj. n.Yks.2 [bru-fabl.] Open

throughout; also fig. transparently honest and sincere;
a person capable of being ' seen through.' (s.v. Thruff-
oppen). ' A thruffable sort of a body.'

THRUFFER, see Througher.
THRUFFING, sb. Lin. [brufing.] In phr. to know

the whole thruffing ofanything, to know all about it. ne.Lin.
(E.S.) ; a dial, deriv. of 'through.'

THRUFFISH, adj. and adv. n.Yks. 11 [brufir.] 1. adj.
Thoroughly well. ' Thruffish, thank you.'

2. adv. Throughout.
THRUFT, see Through, prep., Thruff, adj.

THRUGGIL, sb. s.Chs. 1 [bregil.] A short, stunted
person ; a dwarf.
Did yii sey dhaat- wensh ? Wot u Iit-1 thriig-il 60 iz !

THRUGH, THRUICK, see Through, sb.2 , Trough,
Three-week.
THRUM, sb.1 and v.

1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also in forms throme N.Cy. 1

; trum Gall. Nrf.
[brum, brem.] 1. sb. A weaving term : the waste end
of a warp, which cannot be woven

;
pi. waste ends of

thread ; see below.
Sc. It's a' moonshine in water—waste threads and thrums, as we

say, Scott Rob Roy (1817) xxvi ; Short threads kept by a weaver
for mending his web (Jam. Suppl.). e.Sc. A rug made of thrums,
Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 207. Fif. The handloom weaver
. . . was coaxed into sparing the ends of his warp or thrums to

make strings for draigens, Colville Vernacular (1899) 16. Ayr.
He took my heart as wi' a net In every knot and thrum, Burns
My Heart was Ance, st. 3. Edb. He had to ply the shuttle from
Monday to Saturday ; . . the thrums were a perquisite of my own,
Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) iv. N.I.1 s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890).
N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Thrums or waste ends of threads were sold as ties

for bags, puddings, &c. Dur. 1
, n.Yks.2 Obs. w.Yks.3 When the

piece of cloth is finished, the weaver leaves one or two yards of

the cloth in the slay or geld. When fresh material is put in, the
new warp is twisted with the fingers to that left in. When the
weaving is commenced the old warp is cut off. The part so cut

off is the thrum. The weavers formerly had the thrum for them-
selves ; w.Yks.5

, Lan.1
, n.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 Midi. It's boiled hard [an
egg] and coloured with thrums, Geo. Eliot Floss (i860) I. 127.

Lin. The tufted part, beyond the tie at the end of the warp in

weaving, Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 372. n.Lin.1 e.An. 2

Refuse twine or thread cut off the end of a web of hemp cloth.

w.Som. 1 When a warp is woven out it is necessary to leave a few
inches of the threads which pass through the reeds and harness,
in order to tie on the ends of the new warp. This part cannot be
woven in consequence of the knot on every thread, it has therefore

to be cut off as waste, and is called a ' thrum.' Dsv. 1640. Dec. 4.

6 high-stooles of thrum or turky work wth frenge, Brushfield
Diary (1631-43) 64, ed. 1901.

Hence (1) Thrummy, sb. a very coarse woollen cloth

with a rough tufted surface ; also used aitrib.
; (2)

Thrummy-cap, sb. (a) a cap or bonnet made of 'thrums'
or weavers' ends

;
(b) a sprite or hobgoblin supposed to

wear a cap or bonnet made of ' thrums ' or weavers'
ends

; (3) -tailed, adj. used contemptuously of women
who wear fringed gowns or petticoats

; (4) -thrum, sb.,

fig., useless, incapable
; (5) -wheeling, sb. coarse worsted

spun on the large wheel ; also used attrib.

(1) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Abd. There's nane like what my granny
wore—My thick and cosy thrummy mitten, Walker Bards Bon-
Accord (1887) 619. (2, a) Kcd. He on his head had got A thrummy
cap, Burness Thrummy Cap (c. 1796) 1. 13. (b) N.Cy.1 Nhb.1

A well-known local sprite who . . .haunted esp. the cellarage of

old mansions. (3
1 Abd. Thrummy-tail'd Meg, Ross Rock and Wee

Pickle Tow (Jam.). (4) Dur. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870). (5)
Bnff. Garterless, my thrummy-wheelin hose O' my lean houghs
haf hap, an' haf expose, Taylor Poems (1787) 4.

2. Comb. (1) Thrum-cutter, a weaver; (2) -hat, a hat

made of ' thrums ' or weavers' ends ; (3) -mat, a door-mat

made of 'thrums' or weavers' ends; (4) -shop, a rag
or odd-and-end shop

; (5)
-ye d, fig. a foolish fellow

; (6)Inrums-an -poom's, the waste made in weaving.
(1) Slk. Hinds, thrashers, and thrum- cutters, Hogg Tales

(1838I 362, ed. 1866. (2) Lan. He'd good thrum hat, WarriYn
Fair, st. 4) in N. &> Q. (1868) 4th S. ii. 101. (3) s Lan. 1 Nrf. I
made some trum-mats for the floor, Emerson Son of Fens (1892)
237- (4) Lon. Receivers of stolen goods, from petty pilferers, at
old iron shops, store shops, rag and thrum shops, Colquhoun
Police of Metropolis (1796) Iutrod. 8. (5) s.Lan. 1 (6) s.Lan.1

3. A thread or loose end of any kind. Also used fig.
and gen. in pi.

Mry. Like clippins, or like thrums, Hay Lintie (1851I 32. Abd.
Wha's to gang leukin' for a thrum in a hay-sow? Macdonald
R. Falconer (1868) 317. Dmf. Wi' spin'les for banes an' thrums
for muscles, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 284. Gall. There will I

wear out life's auld trum, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 353, ed.
1876. N.Cy.1 Cum. 4

' Weaver's thrums ' is a common expression
for threads which are not strong or reliable. ' Buttons black
tack'd on with thrums,' Clark Pudding, 52. w.Yks. You've
been busy sewing, there are thrums all about (F.P.T.). Lan.
Puttin their gowden curls aside o' these owd grey thrums,
Brierley Waverlow (1863) 194, ed. 1884. Chs. 1 Short ends of
worsted, which can be bought from the carpet shops, and which
used formerly to be much used for knitting into hearth rugs and
door mats. s.Clis. 1 Shr. 1 Obs. Linen-weavers' waste, used for
sewing purposes. ' I'll djarn them things no lunger, fur I've
used more thrum o'er 'em than a bin wuth, a power.'
4. Fig. A particle, atom, esp. in phr. not to care a thrum.
Abd. If he could hae gotten hold o' him, he wouldna hae left a

thrum o' him thegither, Miciue Deeside Tales i 1872) 120. se.Sc.
For that we'll never care a thrum, Donaldson Poems (1809) 133.
Nhb. 1

5. A tangle, mess ; a tangled mass of anything; an un-
tidy piece of dress, &c.

Bnff. 1 The threed's a' in a thrum. Cld. Also applied to an
article of dress put aside carelessly (Jam.). Chs. 1 A piece of

tangled string is said to be ' in a thrum ' ; Chs.3 s Chs. 1 Dhis
sk'ai*n)z in ii ihrum.

Hence Thrummy, adj. entangled. s.Chs. 1 6. Coarse
wool loosely spun into a thick soft cord for making mops.
n.Lin.1

7. Phr. a thrum in the graith, fig. a hitch in the
carrying out of an undertaking. ne.Sc. Gregor Flk-Lore
(1881) 180. 8. pi. Twisted ivy stems. Dor. Barnes Gl.

(1863). 9. Fig. Close and loving intercourse.
Bnff. 1 The twa hae an unco thrum thegeethir. Cld. (Jam.)

10. Fig. A senseless, foolish whim ; a fit of ill-humour
or dissatisfaction.

Bnff. 1 He's taen some thrum in's noodle aboot it. Cld. (Jam.)

11. A naughty child. Chs. 1 12. v. To raise a tufted

pile on knitted or woven woollen stuffs ; to cover woollen
cloth with small tufts like ' thrums.'

Sc. 'A thrum'd cap,' a knitted cap with tufted pile (Jam. Suppli).

13. To spin a web, as spiders do.
Mid. ' When spiders go thrumming, there is wild weather

coming,' came clumsily into my half-saved mind, Blackmore
Kit (1890) II. iv.

14. To entangle; to enwrap in a careless manner; to

fold or put aside carelessly.
Bnff. 1 He thrums his nepkin roon's neck. Cld. (Jam.)

15. To act on a foolish whim ; to become sulky or ill-

humoured. Cld. Ye jist thrum an' thraw a' day (Jam.).

16. Of a man or wife: to leave home through disagree-

ment. e.Lan.1 17. To search for in a confused manner

;

to bring out after much search ; to handle overmuch.
Bnff. 1

, Cld. (Jam.) 18. To twirl the fingers in an awk-
ward, shy manner. Bnff. 1

[1. Thrvmm, of a clothe, filamen (Prompt). ON.J>romr,

the brim, edge, verge (Vigfusson).]

THRUM, sb.
2 w.Yks.1 n.Lin.1 [brum.] A small

wicker-work contrivance or bundle of birch or twigs,

affixed to the hole in a mash-tub in brewing, used to pre-

vent the malt from escaping when the wort is run off.

THRUM, si.3 N.I. 1 [bri3m.] A commission of three-

pence per stone on flax, paid by a flax-buyer to a person

who brings the buyer and seller together in open market.

THRUM, v.
2 and sb* Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Chs.

Lin. Nhp. e.An. [brum, br^m.] 1. v. To strum, play
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on a musical instrument ; to drum, make a drumming
noise ; to hum, croon, drone.

Sc. Nocht but gude Scots I'd thrum, Allan Lills (1874) 30.

Abd. She thrummed her lute, Cobban Angel (1898) 30. Ayr.

Thrummin' awa' tae himsel' like the sawin' o' buirds, for he

could sing nane, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 224; I hear

a wheel thrum i' the neuk, Burns Ep. H. Parker, 1. 9. Slk.

Sittyng thrummyng at hir sang, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 172.

Hence Thrummer, sb. (1) a contemptible musician.

Lnk. (Jam.) ; (2) an itinerant musician. Rxb. (ib.) 2. To
repeat, discuss, tell over again ; to make a fuss about.

Sc. He wad thrum them ower and ower to the like o' me,

Scott Antiquary (1816) xxi. Cam. Fwok talk aboot grummelin'

farmers an' thrum ower an auld cuckoo shoot, Richardson Talk

(1876) 149 ; Cum.4

3. Of a cat : to purr.

Rnf. Auld baudrons thrumming on the bink, Webster Rhymes

(1835) 30. Lnk. (Jam.) n.Cy. Grose (1790). Nhb. 1 The cat's

happy; d'ye hear hor thrummin? Cum.4 ,
n.Yks. 12

,
e.Yks. 1

,

m.Yks.1 Lin. The owd cat thrumming at our feet, Brown Lit.

Law: (1890) 84. n.Lin. Sutton Wds. (1881). sw.Lin. 1 She's

such a cat to thrum. e.An. 1

, Nrf. 1

4. sb. A drumming noise ; a musical sound ; ahum.
Sc. Mackay. e.Sc. They went on in silence, the thrum of the

rain hushing them in spite of themselves, Strain Elmslie's Drag-
net (1900) 104. Slg. MuiR Poems (1818) 58. Dmb. They ne'er

get free, Their thrum keels in, Taylor Poems (1827) 60. Nhp.1

Above the wheels unceasing thrum, Clare Poems (1821) 80.

5. The purring sound made by a cat. Also called

Grey or Three thrums.
Sc. The cat's singin' grey thrums (H.C.); Mackay. Fnf.

Webster Rhymes (1835) 109. Lnk. The cat's singing grey

thrums To the sleeping hen, Miller Willie Winkie (ed. 1902) 1.

Wgt. The children want to know what their cat is singing, and
so they are told that it sings, ' Three threads in a thrum, three

threads in a thrum,' which the noise really is like, Saxon Gall.

Gossip (1878) 349. Cum.4, n.Yks.2 , w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Chs. 1
,

n.Lin. 1
, e.Lin. (G.G.W.), sw.Lin. 1

6. A narrow passage or channel between rocks, through
which water runs.

se.Sc. Yon lofty cliffs unfathom'd thrum Does bid a* pryin'

strangers come, Donaldson Poems (1809) 52. Nhb. We'll halt

near the thrum, Newc. Fisher s Garl. (1823) 26; Nhb. 1

[1. Cp. ON.jbruma, to rattle (Vigfusson).]

THRUM, v.
3 Obs. Suf. To beat, flog, chastise.

(Hall.), Suf.1

THRUM, adj.1 Chs. War. Wor. Glo. [brum, brem.]
Of crops, herbage, &c. : strong, vigorous, healthy; thickly
grown. See Frim.

s.Chs. 1 Dhem tuuTmits bin')ii veri thrum. War.3
, se.Wor. 1

,

Glo. (Hall.), Glo. 1

THRUM, adj.
2 Obs. n:Cy. Yks. Blunt, sullen, sour

of aspect ; rough, bearish. n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks. 1

THRUM, see Throm.
THRUMBLE, v. and sb. Sc. Cum. Yks. Chs. Also in

forms thrummil Bnff. 1
; thrummle Cum.14 n.Yks.2 m.Yks. 1

;

thrumm'l n.Yks.4 ne.Yks. 1 [bre-m(b)l, bruml.] 1. v.

To finger, handle ; to work between the finger and thumb
as a means of testing quality, &c. Cf. thrimble, v.

1

n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks. 2 To roll; as, for instance, a pea between the

finger and thumb, or as farmers try the fleshiness of live cattle in

the market for sale; n.Yks.4 , m.Yks. 1

2. To twirl thread between the finger and thumb and
knot it. n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. To handle, esp. to handle
overmuch or awkwardly ; to fumble, grope ; to tie up or

fasten awkwardly. Also with up.

Bnff. 1 He thrummilt i' the hole for't a file afore he got it. Slk.,

Dmf., Gall. (Jam.), n.Cy. (Hall.), N.Cy. 1 s.Chs. 1 Ah)v gofn)th
gy'ee't thrum'bld up widh u chee'n.

4. With out or up : to bring out after much confused
search. Bnff. 1

5. Obs. To crowd, throng ; to press
into or through a crowd with difficulty ; to strive, wrestle,

push. Also used 7?^.
n.Sc. Applied both to a crowd collectively and to an individual

pressing into a crowd (Jam.). Slg. Thou art thrumbled .and

thrusted be the multitude, Bruce Sermons (1631) iii, ed. 1843.

Hence Thrummelt, pp. crowded, confused. Cum.14

6. sb. The act of handling overmuch or of groping or

fumbling. Bnff. 1 7. A large, clumsy lump of a fellow

Chs l 8. A loop in a rope tightly bound round a grooved

iron ring, so that another rope may more easily slip

through it. n.Yks.1
, ne.Yks.

1

.

THRUMMETY, sb. Dur. Yks. Not. Lei. Nhp. Hnt.

Also written thrumaty w.Yks. Not. ; thrumety w.Dur. ;

thrummity w.Yks. 2
; and in form thumety Lei.' A mis-

pronunciation of ' frummety,' sb. 1 (q.v.)

w.Dur.1 w.Yks. Leeds Mere. Suppl. (Nov. 8, 1884); w.Yks.2
,

s.Not. (J.P.K.) Lei. Inlrod. 5. Nhp.1
, Hnt. (T.P.F.)

THRUMMILL'D, ppl. adj. Obs. n.Cy. Der. Stunted

in growth. , ... .

„Cy. A thrummil'd ewe, Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.); (Hall.)

Der.1 A thrummill'd yo.

THRUMMLE, v. and sb. Cai.1 [bnrml.] 1. v. To
tremble. 2. sb. A trembling, tremor. Cf. thrimble, v.

2

THRUMMOCK, sb. s.Chs. 1 [bnrmak] A tangle. Cf.

thrum, sb.
1 5.

.

THRUMMOCKXNG, ppl. adj. Lan. [bnrmskin.]

Helpless.
' Dunnot look so thrummockin* . . . means ' Don t look so help-

less,' Tit-bits (Aug. 8, 1891) 280, col. 1.

THRUMMY, adj. Yks. [bru-mi.] Substantial, fat, in

good condition ; broad, bulky, unwieldy. See Frim.

n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 ' A brave thrummy bairn,' a fine stout baby.

ne.Yks. 1 Sha's a thrummy 'un. e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks.1

,
w.Yks. 1

THRUMP, v.
1 and sb. n.Cy. Yks. [brump.] 1. v. To

gossip. See Frump, v.
2 2.

n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks. Women go thrumping about to their

neighbours, Sheffield Indep. (1874) ; Piper Dial. (1824) 20.

2. sb. A gossip. w.Yks.2

THRUMP,*;.* Nhp. War. [prBmp.] To swell, thicken.

See Frump, v.
3

Nhp.1 How the meat thrumps up in boiling ! War. 3 Bacon

which swells in the process of boiling is said to thrump well.

THRUMP, see Thrimp.
THRUMPER, v. Lan. [bru-mpa(r).] To thump, strike

with the fist.

Hoo poo'd an hoo thrumper'd him, Axon Flk. Sng. (1870) 16.

THRUMP-WITH, see Thramp-with.
THRUNCH,arf/. Obs. n.Cy^HALLO.w.Yks.1 Solemnly

dissatisfied ; much displeased. Cf. frunsh, v.

THRUNG, sb. Yks. [brun.] Trouble.
w.Yks. I told mony a barefaced lee to keep him out o' thrung at

ooam (A.L.K.).

[Cp. OE. preagung, a threatening; reproof, correction
(Hall).]

THRUNG, THRUNK, see Throng.
THRUNTER, see Thrinter.
THRUNTY, adj. n.Cy. Nhb. [pru'nti.] Healthy,

hardy ; sturdy, robust, strong.
n.Cy. Grose (1790) ; N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 ' A thrunty bairn,' ahealthy,

well-conditioned child.

THRUOF, THRUP, see Through, prep., Thorp(e.
THRUSH, sb.1 Irel. Yks. Lan. Wor. Shr. Also in

form thresh w.Wor. 1
[pruf, brBf.] 1. The soft pad or

'frog' of a horse's hoof. w.Yks. (B.K.), w.Wor.1 2. A
tenderness in the soft part of a horse's hoof. Also in pi.
ne.Lan. 1

, Shr.
2 Hence thrushed in the feet, phr. applied to

a horse whose feet have become tender from the effect
of dry, hot weather. N.I. 1

THRUSH, sb.2 N.I. 1 A boys' game.
THRUSH, sb.3 Nhb.1 A sprite, boggle. See Hob-

thrust.
THRUSH, v. Shr.1

[pre/l To thrust ; to press, as
in or by a throng of people. Cf. thrutch.
They wun pushin' an' thrushin' s6o, theer wuz no gettin' alung

fur 'em.

THRUSH, see Thresh, sb}
THRUSH-COCK, sb. War.3 Shr.1 The missel-thrush,

Turdus viscivorus. Also called Thrice-cock (q v )THRUSHEL, sb. Shr. 1
[br«-Jl.] The song-thrush,

Turdus musicus.
[Thrustylle, bryd (thrusshill or.thrustyU, P.), merula

{Prompt.).]
'

'
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THRUSHER, sb. Oxf. Brks. Bck. Also in form
thresher Oxf. 1 Bck. [fTB^a(r)

;
pre -

fs(r).] The song-

thrush, Turdus musicus.
Oxf. Aplin Birds (1889) 214; Oxf; 1 Brks., Bck. Swainson

Birds (1885) 3. Bck. Nature Notes, No. 10.

THRUSHFIELD, sb. Shr. Also in form thrusfleld

Shr.2 [prejiildj The song-thrush, Turdus musicus.

(Hall.) ; Swainson Birds (1885) 3 ; Shr.^

THRUSH-LOUSE, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. [bruj-las, -les.]
""

s.
1

, n.Le
Cf. thurstlaas.

^an. 1
, ne.Lan.

1A wood-louse. n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks. :

e.Yks.1 [pnrJL] The song-thrush,THRUSHY, sb.

Turdus musicus.

THRUSSEL, THRUSSEN, THRUSSLE, see Thristle,

sb.2, Thrust, Thrusten, Threstle.

THRUST, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.
[trust, prest.] I. v. Gram, forms. 1. Preterite: (1)

Thrast, (2) Throst.
(1) Dur.1 Cum. Ah thrast meh neef eh .me brutches pocket,

Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 14. Wm. It [t'.bull] ran at him,

thrast hint up again t'wo, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 41. n.Yks. 2
,

ne.Yks.1 34, e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1 Introd. 43. w.Yks. Wright Gram.

Wndhll. (1892) 133 ; -w.Yks.' 3
, ne.Lan.1 (2) Dur.1

2. Pp. : (1) Throssan, (2) Throssen, (3) Thrussen, (4)

Thrusted, obs., (5) Thrusten.
(1) Lakel.2 Cum. A par o' queer-fittan brutches at he hed

throssan his feet ower far.throo t'legs on, Sargisson Joe Scoap

(1881)52; Cum.14, Wm. (2) n.Cy. (Hall.), Dur.1 Wm. If yu
yance git yer heead throssen inta that collar, Wilson OldMan s

Talk, 95. w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan.1

(3) Nhb. 1
, Dur.1 , w.Dur.1 Cum.

Thrussen into the black whol, Anderson Ballads (1805) 47.

n.Yks.24, ne.Yks. 1 34. e.Yks. 1 Glad if all us poor fooaks could be

thrussen oot o' heaven. m.Yks. 1 Introd. 43. w.Yks. Wright
Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 133 ; w.Yks.24 , w.Yks.5 (s.v. Shotten),

n.Lin.1 (4) Slg. Thou art thrumbled and thrusted be the multitude,

Bruce Sermons (1631) iii, ed. 1843. (5) m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.3

II. Dial. uses. 1. v. To push, shove ; to push with

some force. Also used intrans. ancljig.

Nhb. 1 ' The buds hes thrussen oot'—the buds have appeared.

n.Yks.1 'Throost, Mr. A., throost : wilt 'ee be sae guid ;

'

addressed by the mistress of the house to a visitor on the outside

of the door, which, from damp (or like cause), resolutely resisted

all her efforts to open it from the inside ; n.Yks.2 ' Thrussen

thruff,' pierced through. ne.Yks. 1 He's thrussen't thrufif. w.Yks.

Let me thrust it, Hallam Wadsley Jack (1866) xii.

Hence Throssen or Thrussen, pp. in phr. up met and
down throssen or thrussen, said of a measure neaped up
and pressed down close

; Jig. said of a resemblance in all

details ; closely resembling in physique, character, &c.

w.Yks. He's his father up met an' daan thrussen (S.K.C.) ;

w.Yks.1

2. To crowd, push, squeeze. Gen. in pp.
Lakel. 2 Mi teeas is o throssan up i' these shun. Wm. Wer

throssan-up sair fer hoose-room (B.K.). w.Yks. It's better to be

thrussen for rahm than stopp'd for wark (S.J.C.) ; w.Yks.2

T'alehus is so thrussen i't haliday week. Better be thrussen for

room than thrussen for rent ; w.Yks.4

Hence Thrusten or Thrussen-up, ppl. adj. crowded,

confined ; incommoded by want of space or pressure of

business.
w.Yks. It's sich a little thrus'en-up hoile tha couldn't swing

a cat rahnd in 't, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 11, 1899) ;
(S.P.U.)

3. With out or up : to project, bulge.
n.Yks.1

; n.Yks. 2 'Thrussen out,' projected forward ; n.Yks.4 It

war thrussen up wi' gas, 288.

Hence Throssan or Throssen-up,^/. adj. (1) fat, bulky,

thick-set; (2)Jig. conceited, ' stuck up
'

; forward, pushing.

(1) Cum.14 w.Yks. 1 He's a little, throssen up body, (a)

Lakel.2 A throssan up monkey, she stinks o' pride. Cum. 1 He's

nobbet a throssan up thing ;
Cum.4 Wm. Denham Tracts (ed.

1892) II. 223. w.Yks. Shoo's a little thrus'en-up thing, that's

what shoo is, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 11, 1899); A Yks.

woman, when on a visit to her son in the south, was asked by a

lady, in rather a patronizing manner, what she thought of south-

country ladies. She replied :
' Wa ta tel jat onist triub, be nout

bad stuk up Jirusan up jiinz wi nout mits obat am ;
o'er 931 atsaid

'

(J.W.). n.Lan. Yon's nane o' your throssen-up rabblement,

Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) I. 96.

4. sb. The crushing down of the roof in a colliery when
support has been too far worked out. Cf. thurst, 2.

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888).

w.Yks. (B.K.)

5. An effort.

n.Yks. 2
' Deeant mak sic an a thrust about it,' such a push in

the matter.

Hence Thrusty, adj. hasty, impetuous, ib.

THRUST, see Thrist, sb.
1

THRUSTEN, v. Yks. Lin. Also written thrussen
w.Yks. sw.Lin. 1 [pnrssn.] To thrust ; to push, squeeze,
crowd. Also with up.
w.Yks. Don't come thrussenin' here, Sheffield Indep. (1874).

sw.Lin. 1 We seemed all thrustened up of a corner. They mut
be strange and thrussened up.

THRUSTER, sb. War. Gib. Dev. [pnJ-sta(r).] A
hunting term : one who rides too far forward or too close
to the hounds.
War. Here thrusters are, and pinkers, Mordaunt & Verney

War. Hunt (1896) II. 115. Glo. That somewhat unpopular class

of sportsmen, the ' thrusters', of the .hunting field, Gibbs Cotswold
Vill. (1898) 305. Dev. I have never heard such fulminating,

resonant, mordant curse-phrases, not even from an old-school

master of foxhounds when a thruster heads a fox, Mortimer W.
Moors (1895) 193.

THRUSTINGS, sb. pi. Obs. Chs. White whey. See
Thrutchings.
The thrustings of the previous day are put into it, Marshall

Review (1818) II. 55 ; Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XXVIII.
15; Chs. 1

Hence Thrusting-screw, sb. the screw by which the

cheese-press is actuated and regulated.
In some dairies they use thrusting screws, Marshall ib. 54.

THRUSTLE, sb. Sc. Yks. Shr. Also written thrussle

e.Yks.1 [bru'sl, presl.] 1. The song-thrush, Turdus
musicus. See Thristle, sb.

1

e.Yks.1 Shr. Swainson Birds (1885) 3 ; Shr.1 (s.v. Throstle).

2. Comp. Thrustle-cock, the thrush, Turdus musicus.

Sc. Mackay (s.v. Thristlecock). Shr. 1 Obs. (s.v. Thrush-
cock).

[Bobe be brusch & be brustele bi xxxti of bobe, Meleden
ful merye in maner of here kind, Wm. Pal. (c. 1350) 820.]

THRUT, v. and sb. 1 Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. [prut.]

1. v. Pret. and pp. of ' throw.'

w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 11, 1899). Lan. Hoo could

liket ha' thrut th' loaf i' th' doytch, Brierley Irkdale (1865) 193,

ed. 1868 ; A woman thrut a chamber-window up, Waugh Chim.

Corner (1874) 174, ed. 18.79 ; Lan.1
, e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Hoo thrut it

at his yed. He were thrut off his hawse. Chs.1 He thrut it dain ;

Chs.3 , nw-Per. 1

2. sb. The throw of a stone, &c. ; a throw or fall in

wrestling.
Lan. A gud . . . thrut 'ud do 'em as mich gud as owt else, Dottie

Rambles (1898) 9. s.Lan. 1 Aw'll have a thrut at it.

THRUT, sb.
2 Yks. [prut.] A through shift or turn

of work of more than usual length.

w.Yks. We're on t'long thrut nah (BJC.).

THRUT, THRUTCH, see Thrutcher.

THRUTCH, v. and sb. n.Cy. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf.

Der. Not. Shr. Also written thruch Lan. Chs. ; and in

form thriche Lan. [prutf.] 1. v. To thrust ; to press,

push, shove ; to push or elbow one's way through a

crowd, &c.
n.Cy. [Misprinted Thrucht], Bailey (1721). Wm. At last we

thrutch'd into th' Ship Inn, Blezard Poems (1868)35. w.Yks.

Hutton Tour to Caves (1781); w.Yks. 12 Lan. Yet awn war

thrutcht between two arrant rogues, Tim Bobbin View Dial.

(1740) 1 ; Lan. 1
, e.Lan.

1
, m.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 Chs. Maxfield measure,

heap and thnAch, Prov. , Ray (1691) ; So authrutched in amung and

lookt rind for a form, Chs. N. & Q. (Nov. 1881) I. 182 ;
Chs.3

,

Stf.1 Der. Monthly Mag. (1815) II. 297; Der. 1
,
nw.Der. 1

,
Not. 1

Shr. 1 Weer bin'ee thrutchin' to ?

Hence (1) Thrutcher, sb. one who pushes behind ;
see

below ; (2) Thrutching-match, sb. a pushing or shoving

match. ,
,

(1) s.Lan. 1 Specially applied to the pushers of a rush-cart, and

to the boys who push the corves in a coal-pit. (2) Lan. Th
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wenches shoothert th' lads for elbow-reaum, till it wur like

a thrutchin'-match, Ab-olli-Yale Xmas. Dinner (1886) 11.

2. Topressorsqueezeacheeseinavat. SeeThrutchings.
Chs. Thrutch them in the cheese fate, Holme Heraldry in Chs.

Sheaf, I. 14; Chs. 2 Squeezing or pressing the cheese is called

thrutching it ; Chs.3

3. To crowd, press, squeeze, huddle together. Also
with up.
w.Yks. When you get out at Giggleswick Station we shan't be

so thrutched up (F.P.T.) ;
' Where there's leeost reawm, there's

moast thrutchin.' Commonly used in conversation of some one
who has a great deal to say about the conduct or characters of
other people and is not above suspicion himself (J.W.) ; w.Yks.2

Lan. They olez say'n there's th' most thrutchin' wheer there's th'
least reawm, Waugh Chim. Corner (1874) 40, ed. 1879 ;

Lan. 1
,

s.Lan.1 Chs. 1 I'st be thrutched off here, I shall that ; thrutch up
a bit. s.Chs. 1

' Thriich urn in.' Hence the common phrase 'to
be thrutcht fur rowm.' Der.2

Hence Thrutched, pp., fig. hard pressed with work,
worry, &c. ; distressed or troubled in "rnind. Also with up.

Lan. It made him a little bit thrutched in his mind, Waugh
Chim. Corner (1874) 74, ed. 1879 ; Lan. 1 s Lan.1 He's bin eawt
o' wark for weeks, an' they're gettin' badly thrutch't.

4. sb. A thrust ; a push, shove.
Lan. Try what a good thrutch will do first, Westall Old

Factory (1885) xi. ne.Lan.1
, Chs. (K.)

5. A throng. ne.Lan.1 6. A narrow passage or gorge

;

a thick, dense growth of underwood, &c. through which
it is difficult to push a way.

Lan. Roby Trad. (1872) II. 5 ;
(E.W.P.), Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1

[1. He wasnde mid his crucche us adun brucche,L.A3AMON
(0.1205)19483. OE.J>ryccan, to press, push.- 4. per pre
bro at a brich brat hym at ones, Gawayne (c. 1360) 1713.]
THRUTCHER, sb. Yks. Also in forms thrut, thrutch.

[bru'tfafr).] A term of contemptuous familiarity for a
boon companion. Cf. thrutch-up.
w.Yks. ' Aye ! owd thrut, tak hod an' sup, lad.' ' Is that thee,

thrutcher?' (B.K.)

THRUTCHINGS, sb. pi. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der.
Also written thrutchins Lan. 1 Chs.3 s.Chs. 1 [brutjinz.]
The last pressings of whey in the making of cheese.
Also called Thrustings (q.v.). See Thrutch, 2.

n.Cy. Grose Suppl. (1790). w.Yks. 2 Lan. Aw stown a loyte
wetur porritch, an sum thrutchins, Tim Bobbin Vieiv Dial. (1740)
45 ;

Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1 Whey which is thrutched or squeezed
out whilst the cheese is under pressure. It runs out nearly
white, and is thicker than the first or green whey ; Chs.3 , s.Chs. 1

,

nw.Der. 1

THRUTCHPUDDINS, sb. s.Chs.1 A chubby person
or animal.
THRUTCH-UP, sb. Lan. [bnrtj-up.] A sponger.
Can't do wi' yon, 'oo's a regular thrutch-up (F.P.T.).

THRUTTEN, v. Obs. Lan. To thrust. See Thrusten.
Whene'er they thrutten that into my dish, It strick me dumb,

Byrom Poems (1814) I. 118.

THRUV, THRYNE, see Thrive, v., Thriven.
THRYNT YOU, phr. Obs. Chs. Stf. A command to

a cow to set the left hind leg back for convenience in
milking. Ray (1691) MS. add. (J.C.) 75.
THUC, THUCCY, THUCK(EE, see Thic(k.
THUCKEEN, sb. Irel. [bBkrn.] A pet name for a

young girl.

Ir. If any of you thuckeens go about imitating Anty in her
laziness, Kennedy Fireside Stories (1870) 67. Wxf. I can't abjure
fine words ever since I was a little thuckeen in Rathnure chapel
school, ib. Banks Boro (1867) 236.

THUCKER, see Thic(k.
THUCKSTER, sb. I.W. [bB-ksta(r).] A courser.
Wait in close covert the thuckster's ' so, ho,' Moncrieff Dream

(1863) 1. 26 ; I.W. 1

THUCK'UN, THUCUN, see Thickun.
THUD, v? and sb. 1 Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. Dur. Cum.

Lan. Lin. Hrf. Ken. Also in form thod n.Cy. [bud, bed.]
1. v. Obs. or obsol. To fall heavily; to make a noise in

falling; to move quickly
; of wind: to blow in gusts; to

rush with a hollow sound. Also used trans.
Sc. He thudded away, i.e. went away very swiftly (Jam.).

Per. Ford Harp (1893) 149. Ayr. There, well-fed Irwine

stately thuds, Burns Vision, st. 14. Lnk. Boreas nae mair thuds
Hail, snaw, and sleet, frae blacken'd clouds, Ramsay Poems
(1800) II. 418 (Jam.). Edb. Some half-witted throu'ther Poet,
Wha, wand'rin', hears the wild wind thud, Aikman Poems
(1816) 43.

2. To beat, strike; to beat hard and with a noise; to thump.
Sc. I'll thud you, i.e. I'll beat you (Jam.). Cai. 1 Arg. My

heart thud-thudding at my vest, Munro J. Splendid (1898) 224.
Slg. Houp thuds at my breist, Buchanan Poems (1901) 53. Gall.

Crockett Dark o' Moon (1902) 146.

3. sb. A heavy, sounding blow ; a buffet, thump ; a blow
with the fist. Also used fig.

n.Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Bnff. 1 Wi' an etnach cud Than gae her
Daddie sic a thud, Taylor Poems (1787) 26. Abd. Laddie, gin
ye winna gie ower your ploys, I'll gie ye a guid thud on your
back, N. if Q. (1868) 4th S. i. 232. Rnf. Poor lass, it's a sair

thud to thee, Gilmour Paisley Weavers (1876) ix. Slk. Wi' ae
thud o' your tail, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) II. 4. Gall. He
could hear The thuds mak' the anvil ring, Scott Gleanings (1881)
70. Ant. Patterson Dial. 23. N.Cy. 1

. Nhb.1
, Cum. 14

, n.Lan.1
,

n.Lin.1 Hrf. A person saying ' I gave it a thud ' means that he
struck some one with such violence that the sound was heard at
some distance, Bound Provinc. (1876). Ken. She gave him such
a thud in the chest as sent him reeling against the bank, Carr
Cottage Flk. (1897) 9.

Hence to be paid with or get one's thuds, phr. to be
punished, beaten, chastised.
Abd. Rive our bits o' duds, For whilk, when we gaed hame at

e'en, we were weel paid wi' thuds, Walker Bards Bon-Accord
(1887) 629.

4. A blast or gust of wind. Also used fig.
Sc. It is commonly said ' The wind comes in thuds,' when it

comes in gusts (Jam.). Abd. He hears the win' return wi' thuds,
Walker Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 454. w.Sc. We had sic thuds
o' win', Carrick Laird ofLogan (1835) 234. Ayr. At every new
thud of the blast, a sob arose

t
Galt Provost (1822) xxiv. Lnk.

Hamilton Poems (1865) 102. Kcb. Cold Boreas . . . soon will
blaw . . . wi' angry thud, Jamie Effusions (1849) 64. n.Cy.
(Hall.)

5. The dull and heavy report made by the rending of
the strata far overhead when the coal has been extracted.
Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888).

[1. And as the blastis with thar bustuus sovn From
mont Edon in Trace cumis thuddand doun On the deip
sey Egean fast at hand, Douglas Eneados (1513), ed. 1874,
IV. 121. 3. Scho with a thuid stikkit on ane scharpe
roike, ib. II. 24. 4. Cp. OE. poden, a whirlwind (Sweet). 1

THUD, v.
2 and sb. 2 Obs. Lth. (Jam.) 1. v. To

wheedle, flatter. 2. sb. The act of wheedling or flattering.
THUDDER, sb. Sc. Lan. Chs. [Kda(r.] A heavy

shock or thud accompanied by a loud noise.
Lan., Chs. Ther wur sich a thudder ut I thowt th' heawse wur

comin deawn (R.P.).

Hence Thuddering, ppl. adj. of the wind : blowing in
gusts. See Thud, v.

1

Dmf. The prayer of the Minister of Durrisdeer for more favour-
able weather in a wet harvest : 'Send us not a ranting, tanting,
tearing win', but a thuddering, duddering, drying ane,' N. &> Q.
(1868) 4th S. i. 163.

THUF, THUK, see Though, Thic(k.
THUMB, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Lng. Also written thum w.Sc. Lakel.12 Lan. Lin I W I2 •

and in forms tharm Chs.1 nw.Der. 1
; theaum e.Lan 1 '

theawm Lan.1 s.Lan. 1
; theum Lan. ; thorn s.Chs.1

; thoom
Sc. N.I 1 Dwn. Nhb. 1 Cum. 1 *; thoomb Sc. ; thoum Sc.
Jam.) Cum. w.Yks. 1 n.Lan. 1

; thoumb Wm. ; toom Sh.I.
Lbum f>Bm ; Sc. Ir. n.Cy. bum

; f>am, Lan. also pern.]
1. sb In phr. (1) in half a dozen cracks of a cobbler's
thumb m a moment, almost immediately

; (2) there's mvthumb on it, words used in ratifying a bargain
; (3) to be

able to bite one's thumb, with neg. : to be in an advanced
stage ol intoxication; (4) to be above one's thumb, obs., to
be above one's position, &c. ; to be out of reach ; to be
unattainable

; (5) to clap the thumb on, to keep secret
conceal

;
to remain silent

; (6) to count one's thumbs, to sit
idle; (7) to crack one's thumbs, a mode of expressing
pleasure

; (8) to eat one's thumbs ivith rage, to be very
angry or annoyed

; (9) to fash one's thumb, to trouble,
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worry, concern oneself; gen. with neg.

; (10) to go oier
one's mother's thumb, to break from all control or authority

;

(11) to have one'sfingers all thumbs, to be very clumsy or
awkward ; in gen. colloq. use

; (12) to keep one's thumb on,
see (5) ; (13) to leave one to whistle on one's thumb, to leave
in the lurch ; to give one the slip

; (14) to lick thumbs to

the elbow, see below
; (15) to lick thumbs upon it, to agree

to a bargain ; to agree in an opinion
; (16) to put one's

thumb on it, see (5) ; (17) to speak by rule ofthumb, to speak
at haphazard

; (18) to spit on one's thumb, to ratify or con-
clude a bargain

; (19) to stir one's thumb, see (9) ; (20) to

suck one's thumbs, see (6) ; (21) to wet the thumb, see (18).
(1) Kcb. She'll come to in half a dizen cracks o' a cobbler's

thoom, Armstrong Kirkiehrae (1896) 20. (2) Lnk. 'Ye wull,
Sir?' ' I wull. There's my thumb on't,' as he gave her his hand,
Gordon Pyolshaw (1885I 176; Boys, when making a bargain, wet
their thumbs and place them on each other as a token of good
faith. . .

' Though kith and kin and a' should revile thee, There's
my thumb I'll ne'er beguile thee,' Graham Writings (1883": II. 10.

(3) Frf. They gae staggerin' alang no able to bite their ain
thoombs, Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) 177, ed. 1889. Edb. In
a while the pipes gaed dumb, And Jamie cou'd na bite his thumb,
Crawford Poems (1798) 26. (4) Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Then Lindy
to stand up began to try, But, by your favour, that's aboon his
thumb, Ross Helenore (1768) 45, ed. 1812. Per. Your match is

nane aboon your thumb, Though a' her kin shou'd glour and
gloom, Nicol Poems (1766) 59. (5) Sc. (Jam.) Rxb. Clap your
thumb on a' that I said anent this matter, Hamilton Outlaws
(1897) 48. (6) Kcb. His wife . . . wusna the woman tae sit doon
an count her thooms because Providence had been please't tae
sen misfortin, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 308. (7) Frf. It mak's
them loup, an' crack their thooms, The spunk o' Sandy's airms,
Reid Healherland (1894) 67. Cum. Aye crack'd his thoums for

a bit of a fratch, Gilpin Sngs. (1866) 339. (8) Elg. Our auld
vreet is like to eat his vera thooms wi' rage, Tester Poems (1865)
1 14. (9) Abd. Ye needna fash your thoom, Greig Logie o' Buchan
(1899) 199. Frf. Godly Maister Andra wadna hae fashed his

thoom aboot me, Mackenzie N. Pine (1897) 274. Ayr. Does any
great man glunch an' gloom ? Speak out an' never fash your
thumb ! Burns Author's Cry (1786) st. 5. Lnk. ' Ne'er fash your
thoom,' said the guidman, Eraser Whaups (1895) xii. Kcb.
Never fash their thooms tae fin' oot whuther their stories is

probable or no, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 108. Nhb. Aw
wadn't fash maw thoom about it, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 47.

(10) Per. He's hallicut an' wild, he's gane ower his mither's

thoomb, Ford Harp (1893) 151. (n) Ags. Your fingers is a'

thooms, I'm dootin', Reid Howetoon, 55. Kcb. Trotter Gall.

Gossip (1901) 308. Dwn. ' Hoot, toots !

' sez I, ' my fingers ir

a' thooms the day,' Lyttle Robin Gordon, 12. w.Yks. (J.W.),
n-Lin. 1 w.Som. 1 Au-1 uz ving'urz be dhuum'z. (12) e.Sc. Mind
you keep your thumb on it, lass, or my trade's spoiled in this land

whatever, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 249. Abd. I keepit

my thoom upo' that, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xvii. Lnk.
We maun keep oor thooms on this, and see gin onything can be
dune, Fraser Whaups (1895) vii. Edb. Liddle Poems (1821) 39.

(13) Sc. If you'll be guided by me, I'll carry you to a wee bit

corner in the Pleasance . . . and we'll leave Mr. Sharpitlaw to

whistle on his thumb, Scott Midlothian (1818) xviii. Dmb. He is

a very braw lad, and if you don't behave yourselff I may set up
my kep for him and leave you to whussel on your thoom, Cross
Disruption (1844) viii. (14) N.I.1 'They might lick thooms tae

the elbows,' i.e. the one is as bad as the other. (15) N.I. 1 Uls.

Uls. Jrn. Arch. VIII. 63; Still common (M.B.-S.), (16) Sc.

(Jam.), Cai. 1 (17) Sh.I. Ye see I just spak by rule o' toom, an'

accordin' ta nater, Stewart Tales (1892) 37. (18) Kcb. Spit on
yer thoom. . . We'll chap han's on't, Trotter Gall. Gossip (,1901)

366. (19) Bwk. I wadna stir my thoomb fir a' the Charlies that

ever whistled, Buchan Lost Lady (1899) 35. (20) Frf. He didna
juist stand sooking his thooms, Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) 60,

ed. 1889. (21) Ayr. 'Then that's a bargain,' he said, wetting his

thumb. ' It's a bargain,' she said, putting her thumb to his,

Johnston Congalton (1896) 249.

2. Comp. (1) Thumb-band, (2) -bean, -bind, or -bine, a
rope made of hay or straw twisted round the thumb ; see

below
; (3) -bird, the goldcrest, Regulus cristatus

; (4) -bit

or -bite, a snack, a piece of bread and meat eaten out of

doors ; (5) -bond, see (2) ; (6) -bottle, a vial, small flask

;

(7) -bucka, a thin piece of bread on which butter is spread

with the thumb instead of a knife
; (8) -buttercake, a piece

of oatcake upon which the butter is spread with the
thumb; (9) -cap, (a) a thumb-stall or covering for the
thumb

;
(b) a haunting thing ; an apparition, ghost

; (10)
finger, the thumb

; (11) .flint, a flint implement of circular
shape

; (12) -latch, a latch in which the thumb is placed
to open the door

; (13) -licking, an ancient mode of con-
firming a bargain; (14) -piece, a piece of bread with
cheese or meat, held between the thumb and finger

; (15)
-pieces, two pieces of wood between which a labourer
holds his food when his hands are soiled

;
(16) -poke, see

(9. a) ; 07) -rope, see (2) ; (18) -scall, obs., a piece of
paper or card inserted in a book at the bottom of the
page to prevent thumb-marks

; (19) -shag, see (7) ; (20)
•simman, see (2) ; (21) -sneck or -snack, (a) a 'sneck' or
latch opened by the pressure of the thumb

;
(b) see (2)

;

(22) -syme or -seyme, see (2) ; (23) -tied, tied fast as if by
the thumb

; (24) -toe, the great toe.
(i)Nhp. 1 War.3 Used for securing thatch on ricks. Obs. (2)

Dev. Two or three cows 'ad bruck en, an' 'ad aitun up oal tha
thumb-bins, Reports Provinc. (1887) 18. nw.Dev. 1 Used for
binding short-straw into large bundles after thrashing, and, in
wet weather, for coiling around the men's legs to keep them dry.
Cor. 1

; Cor. 2 A twisted band of straw formed coil by coil off the
thumb. Used formerly by countrymen, coiled round the legs to
keep them dry. (3) Hmp. 1

(4) e.Lin. (G.G.W.\ War.3
, Brks.

(E.G.H.), Suf. (W.F.R.\I.W.12
(5) Nrf. The thatcher come, and

the lord told me and Boy Derrick to sarve him—to carry the
thumb-bonds, and all that, Emerson Son ofFens (1892) 151. (6)
Ir. If I don't cork you in a thumb-bottle for this, I'm not here,
Carleton Trails Peas. (ed. 1843) I. 44. (7) w.Yks.2 (8) Lan.
Aw could eyt hur to a thum-butlercake, Harland & Wilkinson
Leg. (1873) 208. n.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 (9 a, b) n.Yks. (I.W.) (iol
Lan. Davies Races (1856) 276. (11) n.Yks. A number of ' scrapes

'

or so-called thumbflints, Atkinson Lost (1870) xix. (12) s.Wor.
Thur wuz a dooer wi a thumb-latch (H.K.). (13) Sc. (Jam.) (14)
w.Wor. 1

, se.Wor. 1
, Glo. 1

, Brks. (M.J.B.) (15) Hrt. (G.G.) (16)
n.Yks. 2

, w.Yks. 1 (17) w.Sc. I'll no dish them, though they should
boil, till they micht be made thum' raips o', Carrick Laird of
Logan (1835) 86. Gall. They wha canna make a thoum-rape O'
thratty thraws and three, Mactaggart Eucycl. (1824) 445, ed.

1876. Nhb. 1 A short straw-rope, extemporized by twisting it on
the thumb of the right hand whilst the length required is drawn
evenly through the left hand. It is used for securing bottles of
straw as they are brought from the stack. Lan. It geet festurt

obewt me neck us fast us o' theum rope, Paul Bobbin Sequel

(1819) 12 ; Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, Chs. 1

, nw.Der.1 (18) Shr.1

Now, I've put yo' a fescue an' a thumbscall, so mind as theer
inna-d-a mark i' the book. (19) Lakel.2

,
Cum 14

, n.Wm. (B.K.)

(20) Cai. 1 (21, a) n.Yks.1
, e.An. 1 (b) e.An. 1 (22) Gall. Mactag-

gart Encycl. (1824). Lakel.12 , Cum.14 , s.Wm. (J.A.B.) (23)
sw.Lin. 1 He's gotten her money, so she's thumb-tied. (24) n.Yks. 2

(s.v. Thummle-teea).

3. The mousehunt or weasel, Mustela vulgaris.
Nrf. The mousehunt or mousehunter, which is also called the

thumb, from its diminutive size, in Holt Forest, N. & Q. (1854) 1st

S. ix. 385. Hmp. 1

4. A small mug.
Stf. ' Tot,' a small mug, that held a quartern, sometimes also

called a thumb, The Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901).

5. v. To feel or handle with the thumb ; to finger ; to

spread with the thumb.
Abd. He thooms the chanter a' up an' doon, Alexander Johnny

Gibb (1871) xl. Lth. The tither cake, wi' butter thoom'd, Ballan-
tine Poems (1856) 185.

6. Fig. To use roughly.
s.Chs. 1 Of a man who was always getting into difficulties with

his neighbours it was said, ' Ee gy'ets tae-rbli thomd bi won fir

unudh-fir.'

Hence Thumbing, sb. a species of intimidation used by
masters to make their servants vote as they please, on
pain of losing their situations. Not. (Hall.) 7. To
clean or wipe with the thumb.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. The green-horn cutties. . . And frae them
wyl'd the sleekest that was there And thumb'd it round, and gave

it to the squire, Ross Helenore (1768) 128, ed. 1812.

THUMBASING, prp. Chs. 1 Also in form thummasing.
Fumbling with the hands as if the fingers were all thumbs.

See Fummaz.
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THUMBLE, sb. Sc. [fcs-ml.] A whip for driving a

spinning-top. Cf. whummle.
Abd. Fine soonin' taps for his young frien's, the laddies, An'

thumbles to drive them, Ogg Willie Waly (1873) 60.

THUMBLE, v. N.Cy. 1 To handle awkwardly, as with

the thumb, (s.v. Thrumble.) Cf. thumple.
THUMBY, adj. Cav. [bBmi.] Awkward. (M.S.M.)

THUMETY, see Thrummety.
THUMMACK, sb. Sc. Ant. Also in form thoomack

Abd. [Jj-e-mak.] 1. A pinch with the finger and thumb.
Ballymena Obs. (1892). 2. pi. The pegs of a violin.

Abd. A fiddle . . . wi' its guts ootside o't's wame an' the

thoomacks to screw them up wi' an' gar't skirl, Macdonald R

.

Falconer (1868) 49.

THUMMART, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written thummert
and in form thoumart. 1. The polecat, Putoriusfoetidus.

See Foumart.
Ayr. The thummart, wil'-cat, brock an' tod, Burns Twa Herds

(1785") st. 6 ; His cleidin was skins o' the thoumart and tod, Brown
Ballads (1856) 98.

2. A term of contempt applied to a curious or peculiar

person.
Ayr. There never was surely a droller-like thummert o'a creature

seen entering a biggit land, GalT Sir A. Wylie (1822) x.

THUMMEL-POKE,s6. Cum.14 [puml-pwok.] A cloth

bandage to protect a sore finger, made like a glove and
tied with strings round the wrist, (s.v. Huv(v)el.)
THUMMEL-SPIDER, sb. Dev. [Not known to our

other correspondents.] A large spider. s.Dev. (F.W.C.)
THUMMEL-TOE, sb. n.Cy. Dur. Lakel. Yks. Also

written thummil- ne.Yks.1
; thummle- n.Yks.2

; and in

form thomelle- n.Cy. [fm'ml-.] The big toe.
n.Cy. (Hall.), Dur. 1

, Lakel.2 Yks. Yks. N. & Q. (1888) II. ro.

n.Yks 2
, ne.Yks. 1

THUMP, v., sb. and adv. Var, dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also in forms tump Sh.I. ; vump Dev. [pump,
Jremp.] 1. v. To knock, strike, beat, esp. to knock on
the back with the fist.

Lnk. Thump your pows against the wa', Ramsay Poems (1721)
129, ed. 1733. n.Cy. (J.W. ) Cum. He prevented the defendant
. . . from thumping his wife, IV. C. T. (Sept. 14, 1901) 6. e.Yks.
Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 30. w.Yks. Banks Wkjld. Wds. (1865).
Midi. (J.W.) Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Brks. 1 n.Dev.
Chell vump lha, Exm. Scold. (I746) 1. 86.

2. Phr. to thump it with thinking, to be silent in company
while the thoughts are occupied with passing occurrences.
w.Yks.1 Lan. Won mey thump it o' thinkink, Walker Plebeian

Pol. (1796) 68, ed. 1801. ne.Lan.1

3. To walk or dance with energy ; to do any kind of
work vigorously.

Sh.I. Dey wheel da lasses on da flur, An' fast dey a' geng
thumpin', As I go fiddlin', Stewart Tales (1892) 83. Bnff. 1 ' The
twa cam thumpin' up the rod.' Also followed by ' up ' or ' at ' and
the participial noun denoting the action, or coupled with the finite

verb indicating the action. Frf. Fair fa' ye kelt, ye thump it Weel,
Morison Poems (1790) 26.

4. sb. A knock, blow ; esp. in phr. a thump on the back
with a stone, see below.

Sh.I. Shu gae da foal a tump wi' her knee i' da ribs, Sh. News
(Aug. 13, 1898). Lnk. He's warm, there's life, I feel the thump
o't, Watt Poems (1827) 62. Cum. 1

, Not. 1
, Lin. 1 Lei. 1 ' Poo' curate?'

1 Poo' curate be bleamed ! Sixty paoun' a yeea' 's a del better nur
a thoomp i' the back wi' a stooan any dee i' the wik.' Nhp. 1 If a
person receives what he considers an inadequate gift or remu-
neration, he is told, for his consolation, that ' it's better than a
thump on the back with a stone.' Dev. Aw, I knawed twuz yii,

Mr. Shart ; ciide tellee by yer vump, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

5. A feast, fair, ' wake
'

; see below.
w.Yks. About Halifax and Huddersfield, the annual carnival

which we call 'Wakes' in Lancashire goes by the name of
' Thump,' and it appears to be so called because all who on
entering an ale-house refuse to pay for liquor for the jollification of
the company are soundly thumped. Last Halifax Thump, a tee-

totaller . . . was punished, according to custom, by the company
laying him face downwards and beating him on the back of the
body with a heated fire-shovel, Flk-Lore Jrn. (1884) II. 25.

Hence Thump-Sunday, sb. the Sunday after June 24,
on which date the annual Halifax fair commences.

w.Yks. It'll be five year sin come Halifax thump Sunday,

Hartley S«tfs»' Yks. andLan. (1895) \i\Hlfx. Courier (July 3, 1897).

6. Mashed potatoes and beans, ' bean champ.' N.I. 1

7. Very hard cheese,-made of milk several times skimmed.

See Bang, sb.
1
3.

e.An. (Hall.), e.An. 1
, Nrf. 1 Suf. Rainbird Agrtc. (1819) 288,

ed. 1849.

8. A lump, anything rather big of its kind. See Thumper.
Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. His mither wis a bonnie wee lassie an' I wis a

bitthumpo'acallan playin' wi'her, MaCkie Vill. Sketches {i8g6) 36.

9. Phr. like a toad out of a tree-thump / saying. War. 2

276. 10. adv. Indeed, of a truth, used to give additional

emphasis to a statement.
Nhb. For a' wor gud-men hes swore thump they'll assist us,

Robson Evangeline (1870) 368 ; Nhb. 1 He threaped doon thump
(s.v. Threap). w.Yks. Ah'll nooan gooa wi' tha, will Ah, thump
[very common] (B.K.). s.Chs. 1 ' Yoa- wiin)u goa- Mau-pus tu-

neyt?' ' Ahy will, thump.'

THUMPER, sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der.
Oxf. Suf. Cor. [Jju-mpa(r, pB-mps(r.] 1. Anything very
large of its kind, esp. a monstrous falsehood.

Ayr. At the Creel a thumper land, Wi' loud hurrah, White
Jottings (1879) 192. Kcb. The teeth, especially the front teeth,

wus thumpers, Trotter Gall. Gossip (190 1) 166. Ker. He brought

with him a budget of thumpers big enough to last all the rest of his

life, Bartram White headed Boy (1898) 93. Nhb., Dur. Then By-
well's deep pools of some ' thumpers ' we'll drain, Newc. Fishers'

Garl. (1840) 138. Cum. 1
, e.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.23 Lan, Tellin me sich a

thumper about thee, Brierley Ab in Yankeeland (1885) ii. Der.2

Oxf. (CO.), Suf. 1
, Cor.1

2. A name given to the thumb in Sheffield. w.Yks. 2

THUMPING, ppl. adj. In gen. dial, and slang use in

Sc. Irel. and Eng. Also in form vumping Dev. 1 [jju'mpin,

JjB'mpin.] Large, great, big, used as an intensitive of size.

Sc. Thumping luck and fat weans (old toast), Ramsay Remin.
(ed. 1872) 59. Rnf. Vend thumpin' fibs, Young Lochlomond
(1872) 173. Lnk. She's born a bra wally thumping stirra, Graham
Writings (1883] II. 41. Ir. He came out laughing like a thumping
potato from a pot of boiling water, Bodkin Shillelagh (3902) 20.

Nhb. 1
, Cum. (J.S.O.\ n.Yks.4 e.Yks.1 A thumpin fine lass.

w.Yks. 1 Lan. Whoa's gone an' crommed that thumpin lie int'

yo'r yead ? Brierley Waverlow (1884) 206. n.Lan.1 Der.1 A
thumping penn'orth ; Der. 2

, Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1 A thumpin' bairn.

War. 3 Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Oxf. (G.O.), Oxf. 1

MS. add. Brks. 1 Ther be a thumpin' lot o' nuts in the copses
this year. Suf. 1 I. W. 1 He's a thumpun buoy. Som. In buzz'd
a thumpin girt blue bottle vly, Agrikler Rhymes (1873) 51. Dev.
Well, than, ef 'er zaid that, 'er told a thumping gert lie ! Hewett
Peas. Sp. (1892) ;

Dev. 1 8. Cor. Han Jemimer's thoompin' wite
Et nearly made her drap vorerite, Daniel Mary Anne's Christening,

7 ; Cor. 1 A thumping woman. Slang. Having got rid of a
thumping quid. Gilbert Bab Ballads (1869) Nancy Bell

THUMPKIN, sb. Obs. Oxf. A clown or bumpkin.
(K.), (Hall.)
THUMPLE, v. n.Cy. Nhb. Also in form thummel

Nhb. A mispronunciation of ' fumble.'
n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. He thummelled his bead and beat his head,

Richardson Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) VIII 298
THUMP O' DOLLY, phr. s.Lan. 1 See below.
As dirty as Thump-o'-Dolly, 'at dee'd o

1

bein' wesh't.
THUN, dem. adj. Wor. [San.] The ; see below.
w.Wor. Up i' thun ood, an' thin heem agaain to thun 'ouse, S.

Beauchamp N. Hamilton (1875) I. 67 ;
(W.B.) ; The change pro-

duced by the alteration of ' the ' to ' thun ' which is common with
the working classes [in the Teme Valley] when speaking of things
and places. Thus :

' Uz hup i' thun orchard, sur.'. .' Ise agwain to
fill thun hole hup, sur.' . . The change of ' the ' to ' thun ' is peculiar
to the south-west or Herefordshire side of the valley. . . [It] is
confined to words beginning with o, a, and h ; and w by'dialect
(wood, 'ood), N. & Q. (1874) 5th S. ii. 197.
THUN, see Than.
THUNDER, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. Amer.

and Aus. Also in forms thinder Dev.3
; thoonder Cor. •

thundher Ir.
; thunner Sc. Bnff. 1 Dur.1 wDar 1 Cum' 4

Wm. nYks.2 e.Yks. 1 w.Yks.13 ne.Lan. 1 e.Lan. 1
s Lan l

nw.Der. 1 n.Lin. 1
;
thunnor Nhb.1

; tundher Ir. [pun(d)a(r
pB-n(d)a(r.] 1. In comb. (1) Thunder-and-lightning, (a)
brandy-sauce when ignited

;
(b) bread spread over with

cream and treacle
; (2) -axe, a bronze celt

; (3) -ball, a
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thunderbolt ; in phr. to be hit by a thunder-ball, to be struck
by lightning

; (4) -bee, a kind of horse-fly which only
appears before a thunderstorm

; (5) -berries, the large,
heavy drops that fall from a thunder-cloud

; (6) -black,
very black; dark with anger

; (7) -bolt, (a) a belemnite
;

(b) a stone celt ; (c) a lump of iron pyrites
;
(d) to strike

with lightning
; (8) -brattle, the sound of thunder-claps

following one another in quick succession
; (9) -brust, a

sudden thunder-clap
; (10) -bug, a midge

; (n) -clock, any
large beetle

; (12) -flaught, a flickering gleam among
thunder-clouds

; (13) .fly, see (10) ; (14) -gowl, the grum-
bhngofdistant thunder; (i5)-moth,asmaH copper-coloured
butterfly

; a burnet moth
; (16) -mutton, see below

;

(17) -packs, large white clouds having horizontal bases
and pointed summits, always indicative of thunder

; (18)
-pash, a thunder-shower

; (19) -pick, (a) see (7, c)
;

(b)

see (7, a)
; (20) -pipe, see (7, a) ; (21) -planet, ?a comet

;

(22) -plump, a heavy thunderstorm
; (23) -shower, a

thunderstorm
; (24) -slain, struck by lightning

; (25)
-speal or -spell, see below

; (26) -speet, see (23) ; (27)
splats, see (5) ; (28) -stone, («) a quartz pebble

;
(b)

granite
; (c) see (7, c)

; (d) water-worn gypsum
; (29)

-warks, the sick, faint feelings experienced by some
people in thundery weather; (30) -weather, thundery
weather.

(1, a) s.Lan. 1 A plum-puddin' wi' thunner an' leetnin', 24. (b)
Dev. 3

, nw.Dev. 1
, Cor.23 (2) Cor. 2 (3) w.Yks. (S.K.C.) ; A

thunner ball struck a liause i' t' East Riding, Tom Treddlehoyle
Bairnsla Ann. (1858) 18. (4) Hmp.1

(5) Hrf. 2 (6) Dev. Her
page in the judgment-book grawed thunder-black, I reckon, Phill-
potts Striking Hours (1901) 163. (7, a) Sc. (Jam.), N.I. 1

, n.Cy.
(Hall.), N.Cy. 1 n.Yks. 2 These are thunderbolts, we are told,

that have fallen in former times ! and like the British flint arrow-
heads, are applied in the cure of disordered cattle. e.Yks. 1

,

w.Yks. (J.W.), nw.Der. 1
, Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1 It is still the common

notion that these fossils have fallen from the heavens during
thunder. Lei.1 , Nhp.12 , War.3

, Wor. (E.S.) Glo. N. & Q.
( 1877) 5th S. vii. 56. Oxf. 1 MS. add. Hnt. (T.P.F.), Wil.1 (b)

Sc. (Jam.), S. & Ork.1
, N.I. 1 Dev. He saw something, stooped,

and picked up a flint arrow-head—a thunderbolt, he regarded it

—

and put it in his pocket. To find a thunderbolt is as sure a prog-
nostic of good luck as to discover white heath, Baring-Gould
Idylls (1896) 232. (c) Lei. 1

, Nhp. 1
, Hnt. (T.P.F.), Sus. (F.E.S.),

Hmp. (W.M.E.F.), Wil. 1 (d) w.Som.1 The sexton of Minehead
church pointed to some repairs in the tower, and said, ' He [the

tower] was a thunderbolted about of a sixty year agone.' (8, 9)
n.Yks. 2 (10) Ken. 1 The thunderbugs did terrify me so, that I

thought I should have been forced to get up and goo out of church.
Sus.1 Those thunderbugs did kiddle me so (s.v. Kiddle). (11)
s.Wm. So called, I believe, from some dim superstition that to kill

one induces thunder (J. A.B.). w.Yks.3 Lan. Science Gossips 1882)
164. e.Lan. 1 The summer beetle. (12) n.Yks.2 (13) Wil. 1 So
called because they appear mostly in thunder weather. (14)
n.Yks.2 (15) Hmp. (W.M.E.F.) (16) Nhb. Mutton often after a
thunderstorm is found to be tainted. When in this condition, it

is termed ' thunder mutton,' Monthly Citron. n.Cy. Lore (1887) 428.

(17) w.Yks.1 T'element full o' thunner packs, ii. 285. (18) Dur. 1

(19, a) Suf. (Hall.) (6) Suf.1 (20) ib. (21) Dev. A thunder-
planet, for sartain. I can call home when a comet was reigning
fifty years an' more agone, an' 'twas just such open weather as us

have had o' late, Pall Mall Mag. (June 1901) 208. Cor. 'Tis a
thunder-planet, an' till us have a rousin' storm o' crooked forks an'

heavy thunder this rain'll go on fallin', Phillfotts Prophets (1897)
290. (22) Ayr. It came on such a thunder-plump that there was
not a single soul stayed in the kirk-yard to hear him, Galt Annals
Parish (1821) i. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Nhb. Wi' a

great rushin' thunder plump, an' muckle lightnings, Pease Mark
0' Deil (1894) 136. (23) Som. (W.F.R.) (24) Lnk. Deserted their

posts, frighted as if they were blasted or thunder-slain, Walker
Biog. Presbyt. (1724-32) II. 24, ed. 1827. (25) ne.Sc. During
thunder it was not unusual for boys to take a piece of thin wood,
a few inches wide and about half a foot long, bore a hole in one
end of it, and tie a few yards of twine into the hole. The piece

of wood was rapidly whirled round the head under the belief that

the thunder would cease or that the thunderbolt would not strike.

It went by the name of thunner-spell, Gregor Flk-Lore ( 1881) 153.

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Ant. A flat piece of wood like

a rule, or an ox's rib notched on the edges and fastened at one end
to a string by means of which it is whirled swiftly round the head,

VOL. VI.

*£% Pr°duces " sound which boys call thunder, Grose (1700)MS add. (C.) (26) Sh.I. Fader fir sic a vaandlfib ! aless hit been
a thunder-speet, Sh. News (Aug. 5, 1899). w Dur. 1 (27) n.Yks. 2
(28 a) Dur.' Ignorantly supposed to have fallen from the sky.
n Wm. Commonly believed by the children to be formed by
thunder. ' Thoos neea casion ta think becos thoos a bit o' thunner-
stane thi pocket 'at thatmaks t'thunner' (B.K.). w.Yks 1 ne Lan '

Suf. 1
(6) Wm. (J.H.) (e) Wil. 1 Thunder- stones, as the vulgar

call them, are a pyrites
; their fibres do all tend to the centre,

Aubrey Nat. Hist. (ed. 1847) 4o. (rf) n.Cy. (Hall.) (29)n.Yks. 2
(30) w.Yks. This thunner-weather that's coming up fro'

ower Dead Lad's Rigg, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 301.
2. Comb, in plant-names: (1) Thunder-and-lightning,

the common lungwort, Pulmonaria officinalis; (2) -ball,
the common red poppy , Papaver Rhoeas

; (3) -bolt, (a) see
(2); (b) the bladder campion, Silene inflata

;
(c) the evening

campion, Lychnis vespertina; (4) -cup, see (2) ; (5) -daisy!
the white ox-eye, Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum

; (6)
flower, (a) see (2) ;

(b) see (3, c)
; (c) the ragged robin,

Lychnis Flos-cuculi
;

(d) the greater stitchwort, Stellaria
Holostea.

(1) Bnff. 1 (2) War.2 Children believe that to pluck the flower
will draw down the ' bolts of heaven ' on them. (3, a) Chs.13

,

s.Chs.1
, Shr.12

, w.Cy. (Hall.) (6) Ken. Higham, where the
children snap the calyxes, which explode with a slight report.
(<r) Rut. (4) Nhb. 1 (5) Som., Dev., Dev.* (6, a) s.Sc, n.Cy.,
Nhb. 1 Wil. ' Thunder flower ' for ' poppy ' has a more imposing
sound than . . .

' redweed,' Sarum Dioc. Gazette (Jan. 1890) 6,
col. 1; Wil. 1

, Dor. (G.E.D.) (A) Cum." (c) w.Yks. Lees Flora
(1888) 163. (d) Cum.
3. Phr. (1) like thunder, loudly

; (2) to look as foul as
thunder, to put on a grim, menacing expression ; (31/0 turn
up the eyes like a duck in thunder, to show astonishment.

(1) Cor. He'll screech like thoonder, iss he will, Daniel Muse
in Motley, 25. (2) w.Yks. 1 (3) N.I. 1

4. Used in various expletives : (1) how, what, or why in
thunder; (2) name of thunder

; (3) thunder; (4) thunder and
ouns

; (5) — and turf.

(1) Dev. What in thunder be that devil's tune you've been
playing on the panels? Zack White Cottage (iqai) 20. [Amer.
Boys, why in thunder don't you all laugh? Johnston Middle
Georgia (1897) 18. Aus. How in thunder should I know? Long-
man's Mag. (Oct. 1901) 511.] (2) Cor. 'Q.' Three Ships (ed.

1892) no. (3) Nhb. Thunder! I'd done the same thing if I'd

been the bairn, Graham Red Scaur (1896) 112. (4) Ir. Thundher
an' ounze, what's over them at all ? Yeats Flk-Tales (1888) 196

;

Thunder and oons, master! Rh.RR\KG7(m Sketches (1827-33) I. xxxvi.

(5) Ir. Tundher-an'-turf ! is there no wather to be had ? Cari.eton
Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) I. 292. w.Ir. ' Thunder an' turf, captain,'

says I, Lover Leg. (1848) I. 162.

5. A thunderstorm.
' Dev. I zim arter thease mizzle us chell 'ave a thinder, vur 'tez

very fainty zort ov weather ! Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 101.

6. A hailstorm.
Ayr. A thunner of very large hailstones fell on the road,

Hunter Studies (1870) 265.

7. A thundering sound ; a heavy blow.
Ayr. Wi' one thunder o' this hatchet I'll send the chair frae

below your feet, Hunter Studies (1870) 234. Dmf. Ma voice noo
had the thunner o' a storm on the Beacon, Paton Castlebraes

(1898) 48.

THUNDRIFIED, adj. Sur.1 Thundery, (s.v. -ified.)

THUNG, see Thong.
THUNGE, sb. and v. Lakel. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf.

Der. Shr. Also written thunje Lakel.2 [)>ung, Jj'eng.]

1. sb. A loud, hollow sound ; the report of a gun, or of a

loud peal of thunder ; a heavy blow or fall producing such

a sound.
Lakel.2 It fell wi' seek a thunje on t'loft fleear. w.Yks. Sho

wor startald wi a thunge at t'chaimber door, Tom Treddlehoyle
Bairnsla Ann. (Feb. 1849). Lan. Aw leet wi a thunge again

him, at sent him spinnin' like a whim-whaul, Lahee Owd Yem, 9.

e.Lan.1
, s.Lan. 1

,
Chs. 1 s.Chs. 1 It is the word always used to

imitate the sound of a gun. 'Thiinzh! of it goz.' ' Ee kiim

daayn sich- ii thiinzh.' Stf. (J K.), Der. 2
, nw.Der. 1 Shr.1 I came

down sich a thunge.

2. v. To knock heavily ; to thump, bang ; to strike a

violent blow.
Lakel. 2 Thoo's thunjen aboot gayly rough. Wm. Thou kens

S



THUNK [T3°] THUSNS

what a thunging ther war ith' garrat amang th' poteatees, Briggs

Remains (1825) 139. w.Yks.2 Lan. Mi moather coom thungin

at th' chamber dur, Brierley Day Out (1859) 55 ; Lan. 1
,
s.Lan. 1

Chs. 1 What art thungin at th' durr for? Conna thee wait till a

oppen it? s.Chs. 1 Shr. 1 Whad wun'ee doin' las' neet, thungin'

o'er yed?—I thought the flur'd a come through.

Hence (1) Thungeing, ppl. adj.blg, heavy; (2) Thunger,
sb. anything of unusual size, esp. a monstrous lie.

(1) s.Lan. 1 He's a great thungein felly. (2) Lan. Iv yoar

mesheenery [a printing press] shud geteawt o flunter. . . unput in

o wul bundil of arrant thungers, Scholes Tim Gamwattle (1857)

5. s.Lan.' That's a thunger. Chs.1

THUNK, sb. and v. n.Cy. Wm. Lan. Chs. Stf. Lei.

Nhp. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Also in forms dhonk Glo. 1

;

thonk Wm. Chs. 1 [bunk, bunk.] 1. sb. A thong ; the

leather of which whips are made; a leather boot lace;

also in comp. Thunk-leather.
n.Cy. (Hall.) Lan. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.

-

) s.Lan. 1
,

Chs. 1
, s.Chs. 1

, Stf.1 Lei. 1 A whit-leather thunk. Nhp.1 The thong
which passes through the holes in the haames of a horse's collar,

and serves to fasten it. se.Wor. 1 s.Wor. A bit o' thunk-leather

(H.K.). s.Wor. 1 Shr. 1 I give the cobbler a penny fur two
thunks (s.v. Thung) ; Shr.2 , Hrf. (W.W.S.), Glo. 1 Obs.

2. Phr. to undo a thunk, to get into a rage.
s.Chs. 1 Ey bigiin iindoo* u ver*i big thiingk.

3. A hard substance in a cow's udder. s.Chs. 1 Hence
Thunked, ppl. adj. having a stricture.

Chs. 1 When the teat of a cow becomes knotted as if it had a
thong tied round it, and her milk cannot flow freely, the teat is

said to be thunked.

4. v. To thrash ; to ' leather.'
Wm. Ah'll thonk thi hide for thi. He gat a good thonkin fer

his pains (B.K.).

THUNK, see Think.
THUNKEY, adj. War.12 [bB-nki.] Of land ^saturated

with wet so as to be unfit for ploughing or sowing, (s.v.

Stunkey.) Cf. donk, thonky.
THUNNER, see Thunder.
THUNNERING DROUTH, sb. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) A

strong drought ; see below.
Apparently expressing that which is viewed as the effect of fire

in the air, or lightning.

THUNNERY-LIKE, adj. n.Yks." Portending thunder.

THURCK, THURDLE, see Thark, Thirl, adj.

THURDLE-CRUMP, sb. Dev.3 [bidl-kremp.] The
dormouse.
THUR(E, see There.
THURGY-LURGY, sb. Lan. Idleness. Davies Trans.

Phil. Soc. (1855) 275. See Lurgy.
THURINDALE, sb. Obs. Wil. A pewter flagon

holding about three pints. (K.), Wil. 1

[Cp. thriddendele, a third part, Palladius Husb. (c.

1420) 14]
THURK, THURL, see Thark, Thirl, v.

1
, adj.

THURM, THURN, see Tharm, Thorn, sb.

THURRALL, THURRAR, see Thirl, adj., Thurrow.
THURRISH, v. N.I. 1

[ba-rij.] To be friendly, kind,

or accommodating. ' These people wouldn't thurrish together.'

THURROCK, sb.
1 Ken. 1 Also written thurruck.

[ba'rak.] A drain, esp. a wooden drain under a gate ; a
small passage or wooden tunnel through a bank.

In Sheppy, if the hares gain the refuge of a thurrock, before the
greyhounds can catch them, they are considered to have gained
sanctuary and are not molested.

THURROCK* sb? Lei. 1 [Jwrak.] A heap; esp. a
heap of muck.'
THURROW, sb. Yks. Midi. Rut. Lei. Nhp. Hrt. Hnt.

Ess. Also written thorough Midi. Nhp.1 Hrt. Hnt.

;

thurrough Lei. ; and in form thurrar Nhp. 1 Ess.1
[ba'ra.]

A dial, form of ' furrow.'
w.Yks. 2 Midi. Marshall Rur. Ecoii. (1796) II. Rut. 1

, Lei.

(Hall.), Lei. 1
, Nhp.12 Hrt. The next thorough or furrow, Ellis

Mod. Husb. (1750) I. 47. Hnt. (T.P.F.), Ess. 1

THURRUCK, sb. Nrf. [ba'rak.] The lower flooring

of the stern of a boat. Trans. Phil. Soc. (1855) 37 ; Nrf. 1

[OE.J>urruc, the bottom part of a ship (Sweet).]

THURSA, sb. Cor. Also written thirza Cor.3 The
game of ' twos and threes.'

About a quarter past seven they began to play ' Thursa,'

Cor man (Xinas i88r), in Flk-Lore Jrn. (1886) IV. 121; Cor.3 A
great favourite at school-treats.

THURSE, sb. Obs. Lan. Stf. Also written thurs

Stf.
1 1. An apparition ; a goblin. Lan. (K.) 2. Comp.

Thurse-hole, or house, a hollow vault in a rock or hill

which served for a dwelling.

Stf. There is one at Alveton, and another near Wetton Mill,

com. Stf. (K.) ; The one at Wetton is a large cavern in the lime-

stone, and is now known as Thors Cave (T.W.B.) ; Stf. 1

[OE. pyrs, a giant, demon (Sweet).]

THURSE, v. Wm. [bars.] To beat. Gibson Leg.

and Notes (1877) 94.

THURST, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Also in form thirst

Nhb.1 1. v. A dial, form of ' thrust.'

Fif. So many of our worthy brethren are shamefully thurst

out of their places and callings, Scot Apolog. (1644) 118, ed. 1846.

Dmf. Nor thurst my head whar 'twas na wanted, Gif ance I thocht

sae, Quinn Heather (1863) 43. Gall. They tugged, an' thurst, an'

strove for life, Denniston Craignilder (1832) 75.

2. sb. The crushing down of the roof in a colliery,when
support has been too far worked out. Nhb.1 Cf. thrust, 4.

THURST, see Thar.
THURSTLAAS, sb. e.Lan. 1 Also in form thurslaas.

[b§'s(t)las.] The wood-louse. Cf. thrush-louse.

THURT, see Thar, Thwart.
THURTIFER, THURTOVER, see Thwartover.
THUS, adv. Yks. Lan. Ken. [Sus, obs.] 1. In phr.

thus and so, (1) indifferently, not very well ; esp. used of

health
; (2) undecided, insecure.

(1) n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2

I am only thus and so. e.Yks. 1 MS. add.

(T.H.) w.Yks.1 Hees lang been vara indifferent, and hees now
nobbud thus an seea, ii. 286. Lan. (F.P.T.) s.Lan. 1

' Heawsto
bin gerrin' on?' ' Well, nobbo thus an' so.' (2) e.Lan. 1

2. A sea term ; see below.
Ken. Still common here among seamen, and means strictly

'thus and no nearer'; that is, you might go nearer the wind,
but you will then be in danger of rock, shoal, &c, N. if Q. (1867)
3rd S. xii. 204.

THUS-GATES, adv. Obs. Sc. In this way.
Fif. Thus-gates the lairds did tove and crack, Tennant Papistry

(1827) 166.

[And bus gatis he hailsed be croice, Leg. Holy Rood, ed.
Morris, 113.]

THUSK, sb. Lan. [busk.] 1. A blow ; a thump.
He wackent wi' a good thusk at th' top o' the yed, Mellor

Uncle Owdem (^1865) 16. s.Lan. 1 Aw gan him a thusk i' th' yer-hole.
2. Phr. leet thusk, came with a thump.
He pantut an' ran till inneaw he leet thusk agen a rubbin-stump

and knockt hissel dateless, Brierley Day Out (1859) 50; My
heart leet thusk again mi soide at oych word loik a sledge hommer,
Mellor Uncle Owdem (1865) 5.

THUSKER, sb. Not. Lin. [bu-ska(r).] 1. Anything
big and bulky, a ' thumper.' See Thusk, Thusking.

s.Not. A call that turkey a thusker (J. P. K.). Lin. 1
, ne.Lin. (E.S.)

2. A person who does anything with great energy and
spirit.

Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 372. n.Lin.1 George
Thorpe was a thusker at eatin'.

THUSKERS, see Thusks.
THUSKING,/.//. adj. Not. Lin. [buskin.] Large, fine,

bulky. See Thusk, Thusker, Thusky.
s.Not. A thuskin gret rot. Such a thuskin eel (J.P.K.). Lin.

Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 372. n.Lin. 1 Them is thuskin'
to'nups, thaay graw up o' th' wohds. ne.Lin. (E.S.), sw.Lin.1

THUSKS, sb.pl. Yks. Also in forms thosks; thuskers
n.Yks.2 [busks ; bosks.l Mud-worms used for bait in
fishing. n.Yks. (TTs.), n.Yks.2

THUSKY, adj. sw.Lin.1
[bu-ski.] Of a person : big.

See Thusker, Thusking. ' What a thusky woman that is I
'

THUSLY, adv. Lan. [tSusli.] In this way, thus.
He spoke thusly, Dottie Rambles (1898) 113.
THUSNS, adv. Hnt. e.An. Also written thussens

Hnt. Suf. 1
; thussins Ess. 1 In this way, thus. Cf. thisn(s.

Hnt. (T.P.F.), e.An.1 (s.v. This'ns). Suf. Raven Hist. Suf.



THWAIT(E IW\ THWARTOVER

(1895)266; Suf. 1 Yeowmust dew it thussens. Ess. But thussins,

'haps, to let um oaf Is wrong, Clark /. Noakes (1839) st. 10; Ess. 1

THWAIT(E, sb. and v. n.Cy. Lakel. Yks. Lan. [bwet.]

1. sb. A forest clearing ; a piece of land fenced off or

unenclosed ; a low meadow ; a fell
;
gen. used in proper

names.
N.Cy. 1 Lakel.1 We have thwaites or meadows on the margin

of Coniston Lake. . . From being a field-name, ' th waite ' gradually

became applied to farms, and then to villages and parishes, as

The Thwaite near Coniston, Seathwaite, Ormthwaite, Cross-

thwaite, Bassenthwaite. . . Also found as a surname in High

Furness. Cum. Only surviving in place-names. Burnthwaite

(J.Ar.
-

) ; (E.W.P.V, Cum.14 Wm. Kirkby Stephen mid Appleby

Mthly. Messenger (Apr. i89i\ n.Yks.3 A meadow near a river.

w.Yks. Unenclosed land of soft earth, and usually low-lying

(S.O.A.); w.Yks.1
; w.Yks.3 Found in names of places, as Lin-

thwaite, Slaithwaite ; and in family names, as Thwaites, Mickle-

thwaite. Lan. Common in local names in some parts, Brockett

Gl. (1846). ne.Lan. 1

Hence Thwaity, adj. of land : soft, easy to work.
w.Yks. A thwaity, thooany sort of ground, with a scrub here

and there (S.O.A.).

2. The shelving part of the side of a mountain. w.Yks.

Hutton Tour to Caves (1781). ne.Lan. 1
3. A single

house ; a small hamlet. n.Yks.12 4. v. To make a

forest clearing. Cum. Gent. Mag. (Nov. 1856) 530, in N. 6-

Q. (1866) 3rd S. x. 68.

[1. ON. pveit, pveiti, a piece of land ; a paddock (Vig-

fusson).]

THWAKER,s6. Lakel. 2 A dial, form of 'quaker.' 118.

THWANG, sb. and v. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Also in form

twang S. & Ork.1 [bwan.] 1. sb. A leathern thong

;

the latchet or tie of a shoe. Cf. twang, v.
a

,
twank, sb.

S. & Ork. 1
, n.Yks. 2 w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703) ;

w.Yks.*

2. A severe blow ; a bang, thump.
Lan. Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) 34 ;

Lan.1
,
s.Lan. 1

3. A large piece of anything. n.Cy. (Hall.), s.Lan.1

4. v. To beat. s.Lan. 1

[1. OE. pwang, a thong (Sweet).]

THWANKIN, ppl. adj. Obs. or obsol. Ayr. (Jam.)

Of clouds : following each other in thick and gloomy

masses. T .... „
THWART, adj., adv., prep., sb. and v. Sh.l. Nhb. Dur.

Oxf Brks Nrf. s.Cy. Sus. Wil. Som. Dev. Cor. Also in

forms thert Wil.1
; thirtWil. Dev. Cor. 1

; thort nw.Dev. 1
;

thurt Oxf. 1 Brks.1 s.Cy. w.Som. 1 Cor. 7
; twart S. & Ork.

;

twort Sus. 1 [bwart, bwat ; bat, Bat.] 1. adj. and adv.

In comb. (1) Thwart-band, (2) bauk, a cross-beam in a

roof; (3) -eyed, squint-eyed ; (4) -handled, cross-handled;

(5) -ropes, transverse ropes used in thatching :
see below

;

(6) -saw, a cross-saw.
(1) e.Dev. Th'thirt-ban'so'eurheuze beo'ceydar, an ez niters

o' deyle, Pulman Sng. Sol. (i860) i. 17. (2) Sh.l. Da very twart

bauks is neest'rin', Sh. News (Feb. 24, 1900); S. & Ork.1 (3)

Cor. 1 I never seed sich a thirt-eyed fellow ;
Cor 2

(4) e.Som

W & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 Of spades, forks, &c. 'Thurt- an led

tools be better'n they t'others.' (5) nw.Dev. 1 Mows and ricks are

thatched with long-straw (q.v.), which is secured by long ropes

(longitudinal ropes) and thort ropes ;athwart or transverse ropes),

all of straw. . . The thort ropes are twisted around each long

rope, and tied at their ends to large pebbles . . . which press
;

upon

the edge of the thatch and prevent it from being blown off by the

wind (s.v. Thatch). (6) N.Cy. 1 Used in sawing trees into engths

Nhb 1 Dur. Raine Charters Finchale, &c. (1837) 299. Som. (Hall.)

e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 Plase to tich up [sharpen]

the thurt saw.

2 adj. Cross, contrary, ill-tempered ;
pert, saucy.

Brks l Sus Nay, lass, ya must not be so twort, Jackson

Southward Ho (1894) I. 200; Sus.1 She's terrible twort-she

wants a good setting down she do.

3. adv. Crosswise, obliquely. See Athwart. U. quart,

a
Sh I Sibbie aye had a fashion o' pittin' da baand o' her kishie

twart over her broos whin he wis empty, Sh. News:
(Apr. 31, 1900).

Hence (1) Twartlins, adv. crosswise; (2) Twartour,

adv. across, athwart.

(1) Shi A piece o' bane stikkid twartlens 1' da roff o his mooth,

16. (Sept. 23, 1899)- W s
- * O^-1

4. prep. Athwart, across. See Thwarter, 4.
s.Cy. (Hall.) Wil. Slow Gl. (1892). Cor. I runned up thurt

the field, Exhibition (1873) 74; I knacked her down . . . right

thurt the trandiss, Higham Dial. (1866) 7.

Hence thwart and across, phr. across.
w.Som.1 Ee aup- wai uz stik' un kuut--n rai't dhuurt-n ukraas

dhu baak oa un. You be bound vor to car your gutter thurt and
across Mrs. Knight's mead, vor t'have fall'd enough.

5. sb. A cross, ill-tempered person. Brks. Gl. (1852)

;

(Hall.) 6. v. To oppose ; to cross.
w.Som. 1 T'ont never do to thurt he— the fat's in the vire torackly.

7. To cross-plough ; to turn earth which has been once
ploughed.

Oxf. 1 MS. add. Nrf. There is one plough going on All-Hallows

Farm, thwarting for root, Longman's Mag. (Dec. 18981. Wil.1

e.Som.W.&J.G/. (1873). w.Som. 1 Yiie muspluwun un dhuurt-n,

un pluw un ugee-un, vur tu maek' u jau'b oa un. Dev. I thort

[thought] I'd go up thorting Barn's Close thease marning, Hewett
Peas. Sp. (1892). Cor. Land broken for wheat is thwarted in the

spring, Couch Hist. Polperro (1871) 117.

8. To cross-cut.
w.Som. 1 Why, 'tis a wo'th vive shillings to thurt thick there butt

[tree] so well's one shillin's a wo'th another.

[3. ON.pvert, acc. neut. of pverr, athwart, across (Vig-

fusson).]

THWARTER, adj., adv., prep, and v. Sc. Irel. Also in

forms thorter Sc. (Jam.) Ant. ; twarter S. & Ork.1

1. adj. In comb. Thwarter-ill, a kind of paralysis to

which sheep are subject.

Sc; The animal continues leaping frequently during the day,

and the neck is frequently stiff, and turned to one side, Essays

Highl. Soc. III. 390 (Jam.); The disease seems to receive its name

from this distortion of the neck (Jam.). Twd. Palsy, called

trembling or thorter ill, to which those fed on certain lands are

peculiarly subject, Statist. Acc. I. 138 (*.). Slk. The thwarter-ill

(a kind of paralytic affection) came among the sheep, Hogg Tales

(1838) 403, ed. 1866.

2. Cross-grained: esp. used of wood. S. & Ork. 1

Hence Thorter-knot, sb. a knot in wood.
Mry. If you were to look through an elf-bore in wood, where

a thorter-knot ... has been taken out . . .you may see the elf-bull,

N. Antiq. (1814) 404 (Jam.).

3. adv. In comp. (1) Thorter-over, across. Rxb. (Jam.) ;

(2) -throw, to pass an object backwards and forwards, tb.

4. prep. Across, athwart. See Thwart, 4.

Sc. (Jam.) Rxb. You daurna show your face thorter the water,

Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 209.

5. v. To thwart; to oppose.
Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. They [witches] made wee maiks oot o clay

or butter of them that had thortered them, stappin' the maiks fu

o' preens, Service Notandums (1890) 101.

6. To plough or harrow land crosswise.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Edb. Review (Apr. 1809) 145. Bnff.1 The ley s gotten

twa en'langans an' twa thorterans. Cld. (Jam.), -Ant. (M.B.-S.)

7 To go backwards and forwards over anything, as in

sewing. Sc. (Jam.) 8. Fig. Of an argument: to try

backwards and forwards ; to sift thoroughly.

Ags. He thortour'd it weel (ib.).

THWARTLE, v. Sus. Som. Also in form thurtle

Som. [bwa-tl ; Sa'tl.] 1. To cross-plough. Sus. Arch.

Coll. (1848) XXV. 175 !
(F-E.S.) See Thwart, 7.

2 To cross in conversation ; to contradict, bom. (Hall.),

e.Som. (F.T.E.)

THWARTNER, sb. Obs. Nhb.1 A name formerly

given to the Roman Wall. Cf. thralling.

THWARTOVER, adj. Glo. Brks. Sus Hmp. I.W.

Wil. Dor. Also in forms thirtauver I.W. Dor
;
thirt-

over Sus. Hmp. I.W.« Dor.; thurtifer Wil. 1

;
thurtoyer

Brks.1 Sus. Cross, contrary, obstinate, morose, ill-

tempered, unruly, self-willed.

rsio (SSB1 Brks. A thurt-over fellow, Grose (1790); Gl.

(£a\ -Brks.1
'

Sus. (G.A.W.) Hmp. Methodys is too thirtover

vur enjyment t'heirselves, so they cain't abide to see other volks

Injyen of theirselves, Gray Heart 0/Storm (1891 II. 115 ;

Hm*

1 w ! I W 2 He's as thirtover as a mule. Wil.1 D01. 1 have

been living on in a thirtover, lackaday way and have not seen

what it may lead to, Hardy Tess (1891) xlm ;
Dor.1



THWIBBLE [i32
]

TIB(B'S EVE

[And for fifteene long dayes and nights, the thwartover
and crosse north and easterly winde blew, Taylor Workes
(1630) (Nares).]
THWIBBLE, see Thible.
THWITE, v. Sc. n.Cy. Lan. Der. Shr. Glo. Dev.

Also in forms thoight Dev. ; twaet, tweet, twet Sh.I.
;

tweyt Cai. 1
; twiet S. & Ork.1 [jrwait.] To whittle ; to

pare wood ; to cut with a knife, carve
; fig. to thrash

soundly.
Sh.I. Occasionally one sees a placid roadman ' tweetin' ' the

grass in the ditches with a scythe, and dellin' up some turf from
the same, Sh. News (July 24, 1897) ; A'll get dee a auld waer
[wire], an

1

doo needna be a meenint, wi' dy knife twaetin' a heft,

ib. (Nov. 10, 1900) ; I lightid me pipe an' grippin' me joktaleg

begood ta twet aff o' da corner o' ane o' da sides o' da klibber,

ib. (Mar. 9, igox) ; S. & Ork. 1
, Cai. 1 N.Cy. 1

; N.Cy. 2 He hath
thwitten a mill-post into a pudding prick. Lan. Let these lads

thwite at it a bit, Waugh Winter Fire, 24 ; Lan.1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. l

Der. 1 With a Lancashire thwittle I th wited a flail-swipple. Thwite,
obs. Shr. 2 Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 421. Dev. Willee thoight
tii or dree little flip-sticks vur me? Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

Hence Tweytins, sb. pi. chips cut from wood with a
knife. Cai. 1

[OE. pwitan, to cut, shave off (Sweet).]
THWITTLE, sb. and v. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der.

Nhp. Also written thwitel Cum.4 Lan. [Jjwi'tl.] 1. sb.

A large knife, esp. a butcher's knife ; a carving-knife.
N.Cy. 1

, Cum.4 w.Yks. Reach mi that thwittle an' aw'll cut thi

some buttercakes (D. L.). Lan. As good vyel [veal] as e'er deed on
a thwittle, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1740) 12; Lan. 1 n.Lan. He
ran wi' his thwitel afoor him, Morris Lebby Beck Dobby (1867) 7.

e.Lan.', s.Lan. 1
, Der. 1 Obs.

2. v. To whittle, cut, carve.
n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) w.Yks. Dunnot thwittle

that bit o' wood away (D.L.). Lan. He'll not like to dine off

what we'n bin thwittlin at, Waugh Jannock (1874) ii ; Lan. 1 (s.v.

Thwite). s.Lan. 1
, Der. 1 (s.v. Thwite), Nhp. 2

[A Sheffeld thwitel baar he in his hose, Chaucer C. T.
A - 3933- A deriv. of ' thwite,' q.v.]

THWOLE, THWOOAL, see Thole, v.

THWOOAN, see Thone.
THWRICKEN, v. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) To choke with

thick smouldering smoke. See Whirken.
THY, poss. adj. Sh. & Or.I. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. Lin. Not. Wor. Glo. Brks. Hmp. Wil. Som. Dev. Cor.
[ftai ; unstressed Sa, Si.] Dial, forms : (1) Dy, (2) Te, (3)
Teh, (4) Tey, (5) Tha, (6) Thah, (7) Thai, (8) Thaw, (9)
The, (10) Thee, (11) They, (12) They-e, (13) Thi, (14) Thoi.

(1) S. & Ork. 1
(2, 3, 4) Lan. Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806)

Gl. (5) Lan. Keep tha mouth shut about this, Antrobus Wilders-
moor (1901) 297. Not. Does ta say tha prayers? Prior Forest Flk.

(1901) 113. w.Som., n.Dev. Dhii is spoken in the Exmoor district
and in n.Dev. but is not general in w.Som., Elworthy Gram.
(1877) 40. Cor.. I knaw tha tricks of old, Harris Wheal Veor
(1901)60. (6) n.Yks. 2 *, ne.Yks. 1 25. e. Yks. 1 ' Thah ' is the em-
phatic form. w.Yks. Thah luv's better than woine, Bywater
Sheffield Sng. Sol. (1859) i. 2. (7) w.Som. Elworthy Gram.
(1877) 40. e.Dev. Thai leuve's var bedd'r than waine, Pulman
Sng. Sol. (i860) i. *. (8) Nhb. The broad ' thaw ' is almost uni-
versal in the colliery districts of the Tyne, Robson Sng. Sol. ( 1859)
Notes. w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703). (9) Nhb. Duves' een
anunder the corls, Robson Sng. Sol. (1859) iv. 1. Wm. Thoo's
nitwerthsotetathepoddish,S/w. Dial. (1885) pt. iii.6. n.Yks..BIess
the heart, Tweddeix Rhymes (1875) 38. w.Yks.2 All t'days o the
loif. s.Lan. 1

(10) Or.I. Thoo never saw a' thee born days, Fer-
gusson Rambles (1884) 185. Nhb. Is thee muther shoutin out?
Bewick Tyneside Tales (1850) 10. Dur. I'll wag thee hand !

Guthrie Kitty Fagan (1900) 67. Cum. ' Thee ' is only thus used
when not emphatic, as 'Mind thee oan wark, will ta?' (E.W.P.)
Wm. Thee brand new goon, Spec. Dial. (1880) pt. ii. 50. w.Yks.
Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 284. sw.Lin. 1 Haud thee noise.
w.Wor. Here's thee hat ^.B.). Glo. Shut thee mouth, Evesham
Jrn. (May 11,1901). Brks. 1

7. Hmp. 1 What's thee name ? Wil.1

What's thee name? (s v. Pronouns.) w.Som. Elworthy Gram.
(1877) 40. Dev. That zilly smile upon thee face, Salmon Ballads
(1899) 60. (11) w.Yks. Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 284. (12)
Nhb. Occasionally, Robson Sng. Sol. (1859) Notes. (13) n.Yks.
Get out o' thi bed, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 9. ne.Yks. 1

25. w.Yks. Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892)121. e.Lan.1 s.Lan!1

Moind thi own bizness. s.Chs. 1 Unemph., 68. w.Som. Unemph.,

Elworthy Gram. (1877) 40. (14) Lan. Thoi wife, Banks Forbidden

to Wed (1885) x.

THYEA, sb. Nhb.1 The thole-pin of a boat.

THYME-WEED, sb. Lin. The water-thyme, Ana-
charis A Isinastrum.

Anacharis Alsinastrum, to which watermen have given the most

appropriate name of ' Thyme weed,' Miller & Skertchly Fenland

(1878) x.

THYSELF, reflex, pron. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Chs. Shr. Brks. Dor. Som. Dev. [Sise'lf,

cSiseL] Dial, forms : (1) Tesel, (2) Tesell, (3) Teysel,

(4) Thasel, (5) Thazell, (6) Theesel, (7) Theeself, (8)

Theesell, (9) Theezelf, (10) Theezil, (n) Thesel, (12)

Thisel, (13) Thysel, (14) Thyzul.
(1) Cum. 1 Nearly obs. (2) Wm. Thoos droont tesell, Spec. Dial.

(1885^ pt. iii. 8. (3) Cum. 1 Nearly obs. (4) Nhb. 1 (s.v. Sel). (5)
n.Dev. Bit step wayin tha zell, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 51.

(6) Dur. Shake theesel', hinney, Guthrie Kitty Fagan (1900) 57.

Wm. Thee git theesel wed, Spec. Dial. (1880) pt. ii. 31. n.Yks.

Freeat nut theesel', Castillo Poems (1878) 35. (7) Shr.1 Gram.
Outlines, 48. Brks. Thee doesn't feel theeself bad no'ers, Hayden
Round our Vill. (1901) 95. Dor. Now do'ee give theeself a holiday

for once, Hare As We Sow (1897) 28. (8) Nhb. Whe dos thou
tig on wee thee sell aw wonder ? Bewick Tyneside Tales (1850) 12.

w.Cy. To go whirli an' make a vool o' theesell, Hare Broken Arcs

(1898) 89. (9) Brks. 1 7. (10) Wxf. 1 (11) Nhb. Bud divent
meayk thesel' knawn to the man, Robson Beuk o' Ruth (i860) iii.

3. (12) n.Yks. 4 w.Yks. Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 122.

Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, s.Chs.1 69. (13) Ayr. Wha, as it pleases best

thysel, Burns Holy Willie's Prayer, St. 1. n.Yks. 4 , ne.Yks. 1

w.Yks. heeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 8, 1899). (14) w.Som. Elworthy
Gram. (1877) 42.

THYSEN, reflex, pron. Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Lin. Shr.
Sur. Also written thisen n.Yks.4 e.Yks. 1 s.Lan. 1

; and in
forms theesen Lan. Lin. ; thesen n.Yks. ; thiseln w.Yks.;
thissen w.Yks. [<5ise'n.] Thyself.

n.Yks. (T.S.), n.Yks. 4 ne.Yks.1 Mainly confined to parts of the
N. Riding. e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Thoo went thissen, Speight Craven
Highlands (1892) 165; Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 122. Lan.
Thee's bound to lose thysen, Antrobus Wildersmoor (1901) 16.

s.Lan. 1 Der. 2 Soss thysen dy'en,wu't? (s.v. Soss.) Not.2 Thou'llt
hurt thysen. Lin. Git thee sen made smart and pretty, Brown
Neddy {1841) 5. Shr. 1 Gram. Outlines, 48. Sur. Whatever did
'un with thysen ? Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) II. xv.
THYTE, see Theat, adj.

THYURRH, int. Irel. A call to piss. s.Don. Simmons
Gl. (1890).
THYVEL, THYZLE, see Thivel, Thixle.
TIAL, sb. Sc. Also written tyal (Jam.) Cai.1 [tial.]

A tie
; a string with which anything is fastened ; any-

thing used for tying a latchet ; a tying. Sh.I., S. & Ork.1

MS. add., n.Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1

[The great belles clapper was fallen downe, the ty-all
was broken, so that the bishop could not be rung into the
towne, Lattimer Sermons (Nares).]
TIAN, see Tone, num. adj.
TIAWE, v. Sc. To amble, pret. tew.
n.Sc. When the cattle tiawe, an' blinter To the loch for drink

at noon, Tarras Poems (1804) 56 (Jam.) ; He tew an' peghin
stytert hame, ib. 69 (s.v. Tew).
TIB, sb.

1 n.Cy. Lin. Hrf. e.An. [tib.] 1. The ear,
esp. the tip or lobe of the ear. Cf. tab, sb. J 11.

Lin. (Hall.), Lin. 1 Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).
2. The extreme end of a cart. e.An. (Hall.), e.An.1

3. The anus. n.Cy. (Hall.)
TIB, sb.2 w.Som.1

[tab.] Small beer.
Th' old Bob on't never drink nort ; but th' old man's oncommon

fond of his pint or two o' tib [tub].

TIB, sb.a Obs. Wxf.1 A tub.
TIB, int. Dev. 2

[tib.] A call made to ewes.
TIBBET sb. Lin. [ti'bit.] The peak in front of a

bonnet. (Hall.), Lin.1

TIBBET, TIBBIT, see Tippet, Tabet.
TIB(B'S EVE, phr. Sc. Irel. Yks. Nhp. Cor. Nfld. A

day which never comes, never; the Greek kalends. Also
in comb. St. Tibb's Eve.

Sc. N. &> Q. (1872) 4th S. ix. 119. N.I. 1 I'll marry you on Tib's



TIBBY [i33] TICK

eve, an' that's neither before Christmas nor after. Uls. Very
common (M.B.-S.). s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). Yks. Some day
afoar Tib's Eve, Fetherston T. Goorkrodger (1870) no. Nhp. 1

I'll pay you at Tib's Eve. Cor. Promises made, but never in-

tended to be kept, are all to be fulfilled on next St. Tibb's Eve, a

day, some folks say, falls between ' the old and new year ' . . .

'neither before nor after Christmas,' Flk-Lorejrn. (1886) IV. 122-3.

[Nfld. < Till Tib's Eve,' never (G.P.).]

TIBBY, sb. Suf. Also in forms tebbie; tib Suf. 1

[trbi.] 1. A calf; a term of endearment. (C.L.F.),

(M.B.-E.), Suf.1 2. The calf of the leg. (C.L.F.)

TIBBY-LAMB, sb. Dev. [tibi-la?m.] A term of

endearment applied pitifully to a child.

Look at that poor tibby-lamb, Phillpotts Dartmoor Way (1896)
272 ; Dev. 3

Hence tibby-lambs'-tails, phr. catkins. s.Dev. (G.E.B.)

TIB-CAT, sb. Yks. [tib-kat] A female cat. Yks.
(Hall.), nYks. (I.W.), w.Yks. 1

TIBEETHE, sb. Obsol. Cai. 1 [tibrb.] A dial, form of
' toll-booth,' a jail.

TIBRIC(K, sb. Or.I. [ti-brjk.] The young of the coal-

fish, Merlangus carbonarius.
Cod, cooths, and tibrics, which are the small or young cooths.

The time of fishing the young cooths or tibricks begins about the

middle of August, Statist. Ace. XVI. 261 (Jam.) ; S. i% Ork. 1

TIC, int. Pern. A call to poultry. s.Pem. (M.S.C.)

TICCORY, see Ticky, sb.

TICE, v. and sb. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also written tise Sh.I. ; tyce Abd. ian. ; tysse Bnff. 1

;

and in forms tize S. & Ork. 1
; tyshe Wxf.1 [tais, Midi,

tois.] 1. v. To entice; to tempt, allure, attract ; to coax,

wheedle.
Sh.I. I tought I might tise him ta com' as far as he could, Sh.

News (June 24, 1899) ; S. & Ork.1 Bnff. 1 The aul' man's .gey ill

t'pit up wee ; bit she's a. braw sensible lass, an' she tysses awa
wee 'im, an' keeps 'im eye in gueede humour. Abd. To tice them

oot o' the yerd, Macdonald Sir Gibbie (18,79) xxx; A little tycein

induced him to pour forth all that was in his heart, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) xx. Nhb. To 'tice her away .wi' your empty
wiles, Clare Love of Lass (1890) I. 101. Dur. 1

,
e.Dur. 1 Cum.3

Tic't t'poor lass frae* nebbers hooase whoar she'd been fain to stay,

60. Wm. Thae trie o mannars a waes ta tice fooak, Spec. Dial.

(1885) pt. iii. 26. n.Yks. 124, e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.12 ;

w.Yks.*

Doan't 'tice that dog awaay nah ! Lan. T'feorin han 'tyced urn

eawt o' t'leawpholes, Kay-Shuttleworth Scarsdale (i860) II. 84.

n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

, m.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1 IMp.. Wasn he nice this

Jack ?—Aw dear ! and couldn he tice ? Brown Witch (i?&9) .48.

Chs. 123 s.Chs.1 It's yo're faut o' mey pleein'-truant—yo ticed me.

nw.Der. 1
, Not. 1 n.Lin. 1 Can't ye noa waays tice Mr. Jewlian to

stop e' England 1 Lei.1 Shay wanted to toice me into matrimo.ony.

Nhp. 1
, War. 3

, se.Wor. 1 Shr. 1 Tak' a bit o' corn i' the sarver an'

tice the pony, it's better than runnin' 'im round an' round; Shr. 2
,

Hrf. 2 Glo. 1 1 tried to tice the bread and cheese down with a drop

of cider; Glo.2 , Brks. 1 Lon.-She was 'ticed when she was young,

Mayhew Lond. Labour (ed. 1862) IV. 221. Sur. 1
, 1.W. 1 w.Som. 1

I do's my best vor to get-n to school, but they tother boys keeps

on ticin' o' un away. Dev. I wur 'ticed by a pack o' they little

devils, Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 288.

Hence (1) Tice-fools, sb. pi. puff-balls, so -called from

their likeness to mushrooms; (2) Ticement, sb. entice-

ment ; encouragement ; (3) Tice-penny, sb. a catch-penny

;

anything tempting tobuy
; (4) Ticery, sb. entertainments

of all kinds
; (5) Tice-trap, sb. a matter of temptation or

allurement; a glaring display to -entice the beholder; (6)

Ticing, ppl. adj. alluring, seductive, tempting ;
of sweet,

pleasing manners.

(1) s.Wor. 1 (2) w.Yks. (J.W.) w.Som.1 There idn no ticement

vor to keep it tidy, vor tidn a-do'd _u,p vive minutes 'vore they

boys 've a-made it all so bad again. (3) s.Wor. (H.K.), s.Wor. 1

,

Glo. (A.B.), Glo.1
(4, 5).n.Yks.2 (6) Bnff.1 n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.2 'A

ticing bairn,' an engaging child. w.Yks.s 'Ticing weather,' fine,

walk-alluring weather. ne.Lan. 1 Nhp. 1 This book is very ticing.

War.3 This ale is very ticing.

2. Obs. To encourage, incite, as a dog. Wxf.1
3. 5*.

Kind treatment ; the act of treating in a coaxing manner.

Bnff.1 4. See below.

Sur. 1 A tice at cricket is a ball pitched to the block-hole, so

called, because under the semblance of a full pitch it entices you
to hit at it.

5. Advantage, grace given in any game. War.3

[1. Tycyn, or intycyn, instigo, allicio (Prompt.)^
TICH, v. Obs. w.Cy. Dev. Cor. To set up turfs on

end to dry for fuel. Gen. in prp.
w.Cy. Grose (1790). Dev., Cor. Ray (1691). Cor.12

Hence Tich-crook, sb. an implement to turn peat with.
n.Dev. A two-bill, tichcrook an' tormentor, Rock/jot an' Nell

(1867) st. 72.

TICH, see Touch.
TICHEL, sb. and v. Sc. Also written tichil, tichle.

[ti'xl.] 1. sb. A number ; a troop.
Slk. There wasa tichel 0' wallydraggle tup hoggs rinning after

her, Hogg PotVs of Man (1822) I. 246 (Jam.); A tichel o' tikes

set after her to tear her a' to tare-leathers, ib. III. 407 ; Always
used as a term of contempt, applied to a low troop of followers

(Jam.).

2. Anything that is attached to another, whether by
accident or design. Fif. (Jam.) 3. Any article kept

secretly. Cld. (to.) 4. v. To join hands ; to make a

line or string ; see below. Cf. tickle-tails.

Fif. A term used in var. games of children in which every one

takes hold of the hand of his neighbour, when their object is either

to form a circle or to extend like a chain (Jam.).

TICHER, sb. Ayr. (Jam.) Also written tigher. [ti'xar.]

To laugh in a suppressed way ; to titter.

TICHER, TICHLE, see Teicher, Ticker, sb.
12

, Tichel.

TIC(K, sb. Chs.13 [tik.] The foot and mouth disease

in cattle.

TICK, sb.
1 Yks. Not. Lei. Nhp. War. Cor. [tik.] A

louse or parasitic insect, in phr. as full as a tick, a state of

repletion.
e.Yks. Ah's as full as a tick ; Ah've had sike a jawtheram o'

broth, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 93. Not. 1
,

Lei.' Nhp.1 I've

eaten till I'm as full as a tick. War. 3 Cor. W. Morn. News (Apr.

22, 1902). [Ray Prov. (1678) 284.]

TICK, sb.
2 Not. Shr. [tik.] The whinchat, Pratincola

rubetra. Swainson Birds (1885) 11.

TICK, sb? Hrt. Wil. Som. [tik.] A small kind of

horse-bean, a variety of Faba vulgaris.

Hrt. They call the small common field horse-bean small ticks,

and the larger sort great ticks, Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) I. ii. 24.

w.Som.1 There idn no sort '11 beat th' old-farshin ticks.

Hence Tick-fair, sb., obs., a fair at which 'ticks' were

sold.
Wil. Sarum, Feb. 28, 1756.—Whereas the Tick-Fair was kept

in the Blue Boar Yard. . This is to acquaint the Buyers and

Sellers of Ticks, that a Rank of Standings shall be set up opposite

the Blue-Boar, only for the use of the Tick Trade, Advt. in Sarum

Jrn. (1756).

TICK, sb:" Yks. Som. [tik.] In phr. tick for tack, tit

for tat. w.Yks. (J.W.), w.Som.
1

TICK, sb.5 and v.
1 In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Sc.

Irel. and Eng. Also written tic Sc. Cor. [tik.] 1. sb.

Credit, trust; esp. in phr. on tick or on the tick. Cf.

strap, sb.
1 6.

Sc. Sae he his customers secures wi' ' tic, Allan Lilts (1874)

62. Sh.L It used to be said that Shetland was a place of unlimited

tick, because here the individual could be ' weaned from a credit

cradle, clad in a credit coat, .married in a credit gown, and buried

in a credit coffin,' Sh. News (June 29, 1901). s.Don. Simmons Gl.

(i8go) n.Cy. (J.W.) w.Yks. They went up to t Hall at three

awpence on flick, Yksman. (1875) 5- Lan. Na, na brass
1
Na

He niwer pay'th vur nort, he live'th 'pon tick. Cor. Spends all

his Kittens, then goes upon tic, Forfar Poems (1885) 74. [Goes

tick at your Mews For seven-and-fifty bobb, Thackeray Miscell.

(1855) 148.]

2 v. To give credit ; to buy on credit.

Per She . would tick to the extent of a tappit-hen,MoNTEATH

Dunblane (1835) 87, ed. 1887. Fif. I've an awfu' notion o' that

coal but he'll no tick, Robertson Provost (1894) 137-

TICK v.
2 and sb.

e Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. fret.

and pp.' tack. s.Stf. [tik.] 1. v. To touch, to touch



TICKAREE [
J34] TICKLE

lightly, esp. to touch in the game of ' tick ' or ' ticky ' (q.v.).

See Tig, v.

s.Lan. 1 s.Stf. I was the fust in the gaime to be tuck (T.P.).

s.Not. I've ticked you last! (J.P.K.) War.2 The boy . . . is, in his

turn, obliged to overtake and touch (' tick ' or ' tag '

t
another of the

party. Shr. He runs about the playground . . . trying to tick

others, Burne Flk-Lore (1883) xxxiii.

Hence(i)Tick-and-no-den,(2)-and-touchwood, (3)-and-
tumbledown, sb. variants of the game of touch ; see below.

(1) War.2 'Tick-and-no-den' compels the players to keep on
dodging or running, so as to avoid the stroke. (2) ib. To touch
wood (which must not, of course, be carried on the person) affords
sanctuarj'. (3) ib. To tumble down affords exemption for a time.

2. To fondle, caress ; to toy. Also in phr. ticking and
tanning or toying.

s.Stf. I guessed wot 'ud come on it. I seed 'em tickin'an tannin
at the skule trate, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). Not. (J.H.B.)
e.An. 1 Two fond sweethearts are sometimes seen 'ticking and
toying.' Nrf.1

Hence Tick, adj. loving, fond. w.Cy. (Hall.) 3. sb.

A very gentle touch ; a light touch with the hand in the
game of 'tick.'

s.Not. 'I've ticked you last.' ' No, it wasn't a fair tick ' (J.P.K. ).

War. 12
, e.An. 1

, Nrf. 1

4. A children's game of 'touch' or 'tig'; see below. See
Ticky, sb.

Abd. (Jam.) Gall. Like children playing ' tick ' about a preaching
in the open air, Crockett^. Mark (1899) vi. ne.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 An
outdoor game played by children, one of whom is called 'tick'
(sometimes ' it '). This child runs after any of the others that are
not touching wood of some sort, and when it succeeds in touching
another child, then the child touched becomes 'tick' in its turn.
Not. 1

, Lei. 1
, War. 123

5. Phr. tick and tag, a game of bowls. War. B'ham
Wkly. Post (June 17, 1893) ; War. 1

6. Phr. upon tick, in
a state of activity. Abd. (Jam.) 7. A dot of any kind

;

a small speck or spot. See Ticker, sb.
1

Sc. 'The tick above an I,' the dot above the letter I (Jam.).
n.Sc. A very small spot on the skin (Jam.). Cat. 1

8. Phr. not a tick fleid, not the least bit frightened or
afraid.

Frf. ' You hulking man of sin,' cries Mr. Dishart, not a tick fleid,

Barrie Minister (1891) ill.

[1. E.Fris. tikken, to touch lightly (Koolman).]
TICKAREE, sb. Cor. [trkari.] A hawk.
w.Cor. We must take care that a tickaree does not carry off the

'chickens' (M.A.C.).

TICKER, sb.1 Obs. or 0*50/. Sc. Also in form ticher
Gall. 1. A dot of any kind. Sc. (Jam.) 2. A very
small spot or pimple on the skin ; an eruption on the face.
n.Sc. (Jam.) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
TICKER, sb.2 Obs. s.Cy. Also in form ticher. A

single sheaf of oats or barley. Ray (1691) ;
(Hall.)

TICKET, sb} Sc. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Wal. Der. Rut. Mid.
Wil. Cor. Slang. Amer. [tikit, -at.] 1. In phr. (1) the
ticket or the very ticket, (2) the ticket for soup, the exact
thing, the right or correct thing ; in gen. slang use

; (3) to
mucky one's ticket, to misbehave oneself.

(1) Abd. He's nae the ticket. Yon's the ticket for you (G.W.).
w.Yks. Just the varry ticket, lass! Tha couldn't do better,
Hartley Clock Aim. (1868) 42 ; That's just the ticket ; we cannot
do owt better, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1891) 40.
Lan. Well, yo're th' ticket, then, Brierley Irkdale ( 1865) 154, ed.
1868. Rut. 1 'How's your wife?' 'Well, she's joost not the
ticket '(not as right as might be). Used of persons or things.
Mid. ' Does that sound like it ?

' . .
' Why, it is the very ticket

!

'

Blackmore Kit (1890) III. v. n.WIl. He smoked a cutty-pipe,
and drank endless whiskies—just like Raleigh, ' the very ticket,'

Jefferies Amaryllis (1887) 130. Cor. Good old black twist,
smelling of rum and molasses, was the right ticket, Harris Our
Cove (1900) 12. Slang. Aunt Maria's very handsome and she's
very finely dressed, only somehow she's not—she's not the ticket,
you see, Thackeray Newcomes (1854) 65. [Amer. Yes, Sir, that's
the ticket, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) 2nd S. xxii.] (2) se.Lin.
That's the ticket for soup (J.T.B.). (3) w.Yks. Me lukkin as if

awd nivver muckied mi ticket i' mi life, Hartley Tales, and S. 54.
2. A visiting card.
Cor. Mr. Gibbs come in just now and left his ticket over the

chimley, Lee Cynthia, 20; He out with his ticket and write on
the back, ib. 21.

3. A mining term: a sealed tender of the price the agents
will give for the ore at sales.

I.Ma , Dnb., Cdg., Cor. Each mine sends samples of its ore to

the smelters in var. localities, along with a notice to the effect that

tenders or tickets will be received up to a certain day, on which
they will be opened and the highest offer accepted, Percy Metall.

of Lead, 498 (CD.). Cor.2 Agents attend the sales of tin and
copper ore, and hand in sealed ' tickets ' or tenders of the price

they will give for the ore.

Hence (1) Ticketing, sb. the auction for the sale of
copper and tin ore

;
gen. in pi. form

; (2) Ticketing-day,
sb. the day on which the auction for the sale of copper and
tin ore is held.

(1) Der. (Hall.) Cor; We shall rise thousans of ore, and be
into ticketing to waunce, Tregellas Tales (1868) 18. (2) Cor.2

4. An oddity.
Bch., Abd. Ye're a sair [sad] ticket wi' that dress on. O sic a

ticket ! ye're mud a' owre. Her hat mak's her sic a funny lookin'

ticket (G.W.).

TICKET, sb. s Obs. or obsol. Sc. 1. A pat ; a slight
stroke with the hand, &c. ; a smart blow ; a beating. Cf.

tick, v?
Sc. (Jam.) Frf. E'er he kent fat I was doin', I gae the creature

sic a ticket, I gard him flee clean thro' the wicket, Sands Poems
(1833) 121.

2. pi. Phr. to get one's tickets, to be subjected to a scolding
match ; to get a drubbing. Fif. (Jam.)

TICKET, sb. 3 Som. [tikat.] A small load of anything.
A donkey load would be called 'just a little ticket' (W.F.R.).

TICKHILL, sb. Yks. In phr. Tickhill, God help me or
you, a jocular name given to the village of Tickhill. See
God, 4 (4, a).

w.Yks. A Tickhill man, when asked where he comes from, says
' Tickhill, God help me,' N. (jf Q. (1850) 1st S. i. 247; w.Yks. 2 In
speaking to a stranger, or to a third person, a Bawtry man will
say of a Tickhill man, ' Oh, he comes from Tickhill-God-help-him,'
as if nobody need wonder at a Tickhill man's actions, Hunter
South Yks. I. 224.

TICKLE, v. Sc. Der. War. Suf. Som. Cor. [ti'ki.]

1. To stir gently; to rouse, stir up. Also used fig. to
beat, whip. See Tick, v?

Der.1 Tickle the fire. Snf. Let me go below an' tickle 'em up
wi' this, Pall Mall Mag. (Nov. 1900) 400. Som. How the old man
did tickle up his back that time, Raymond Good Souls (1901) 288.
2. Phr. to tickle fish, to catch fish, gen. trout, with the

hands, by groping under the stones or banks of a stream
;

to 'guddle.'
Som. You've been poaching with that Atwood—tickling fish,

Raymond Good Souls (1901) 285.
3. To puzzle, perplex.
Cai. 1 Elg. I've got ye out, but it tickles my brain How the

deuce I'm to pitch ye in again, Tester Poems (1865) 47. Abd.
(Jam.) War.3 It will tickle him up to get through that job in
a day.

Hence Tickly, adj. puzzling, difficult. Cai.1
, Abd. (Jam.)

TICKLE, adj. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also written tikkle Lan. [tiki.] 1. Insecure, unstable,
tottering, easily upset ; ready to fall ; nicely balanced,
sensitive. Also used advb.

n.Cy. (J.W.), e.Yks. 1 w.Yks.*; w.Yks.3 A mousetrap should
be set tickle i.e. easy to go off; w.Yks.* Lan. That wall's very
tickle, you 11 have it deawn if yo'r not very careful (S W 1

ne.Lan. 1
,
e.Lan. 1

, Chs.1
, Chs. 2

(s.v. Coggle), s.Chs.1 Not. Mind
that trap it's set yery tickle (L.C.M.). Lin. Thompson Hist.
Boston (1856),727 ; Lin1.

1 Brks. A trap set very light, so as to go

TVffi
s,Ightest touch

>
1S said tc> be ' set tickle ' (M.J.B )

2- Difficult, delicate, requiring nice management. Cf.

K
A
!f*Atick

'! '?Sk at hagglinS in the language of signs with a
broad-bottomed bargeman, Mui.ro Shoes of Fort. (1901) 32,.

vl 3
S
4 V

C
w
e ^rk is tMs

>
Robison Aald Taales \x882) 4.w Yks.3 A tickle job, one that requires care. Lan. Aw've tickle

jobs enoo beaut larnin fresh, Clegg Sketches (1895) 64. Chs.1Au ve getten rayther a tickle job here. s.Chs. 1
, Der. 2 Not. At

that distance, i that part, it couldn't be so very tickle, Pr.or
Forest Flk. (i9or) 277. n.Lin. 1 I'd a tickle job underwaay. Cor



TICKLE-BUT [135] TICK-TACK

There is a tickle (difficult) bit where I cannot plant a foot, Baring-
Gould Gaverocks (1887) xxx.

Hence Ticklesome, adj. difficult, delicate, requiring care
or tact.

Don. Yis, marriage is a ticklesome subject, Macmanus Bend of
Road (1898) 200.

3. Variable, uncertain, not to be relied on, used esp. of
the weather.

w.Yks.23 Lan. So tikltle as times ar, Chester Chron. (Mar.

=7> 1795); Walker Plebeian. Pol. (1796) 56, ed. 1801. s.Lan. 1

Wark's very tickle just neaw. These are tickle times. Chs. It's

been a very tickle summer (E.M.G.) ; Chs.3 Der. The weaether
looks so vera tickle, Verney Stone Edge (1868) iv. s.Not. The
weather's a very tickle thing (J.P.K.). Lin. Thompson Hist.

Boston (1856) 727. n.Lin. 1 It's alus tickle weather when oor
haay's doon. He's just gotten his seeds doon an' th' weather's
cum'd tickle t'rec'ly. sw.Lin.1 She's always a tickle sleeper.

4. Uncertain in temper, ' touchy,' easily offended. Cf.

kittle, adj. 9.

w.Yks. Theaw'rt rare un ' tickle to shoo ' (D.L.). Lan. We're
both on us of a tickle temper, Waugh Chim. Corner (1874) 90,
ed. 1879; (S.W.) Stf. The Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901). Glo. 12

Dev. The money-spinner is a tickle (touchy) beast, and may take
offence at a godless word, Baring-Gould Red Spider (1887) ii.

5. Shy, nervous, fearful, used esp. of animals easily

taking fright. Cf. ticklish, 3.

w.Yks. (J.W.) Chs.3 Also applied to game, particularly hares,

when wild and ready to move. ' The snow or frost makes the

hares very tickle.' Not. She's a very tickle mare in harness
(L.C.M.). n.Lin. 1 Fish, when they bite very shyly, are said to be
' straange an' tickle.' sw.Lin. 1 The mare's tickle about the heels.

Glo. 12

6. Delicate. Cf. kittle, adj. 10.
e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Thah's a varry tickle stomach, Shevvild Chap's

Ann. (1855) 23- Lan - Hoo's nobbut in a tickle state o' health,

Waugh Sneck-Bant (1868) iv; Lan. 1 s.Xot. A feel very tickle i'

the back (J.P.K.).

Hence Tickle-stomached, adj. squeamish. Chs. 1
,

s.Chs.1 7. Dainty, over-particular, nice ; fastidious.

Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 He's very tickle abeawt what he ates an' sups.

He's vast tickle abeawt it.

[1. This world is now ful tikel, Chaucer C. T. a. 3428.]

TICKLE-BUT, adv. Lan. [ti'kl-but.] Headlong,
impetuously. Cf. sticklebut(t.
At it he went, tickle but, like a bull at a gate, Waugh Chim.

Corner (1874) 115, ed. 1879 ; Lan.1 s.Lan.' Aw'st goo at it tickle-

but when aw start.

TICKLE-PLOUGH, sb. Sus.1 A plough with wooden
beam and handles.
TICKLER, sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. Shr. Lon. Sus. Hmp.

I.W. Dev. Amer. [tikla(r.] 1. the rough seeds con-

tained in hips or the fruit of the dog-rose, Rosa canina.

See Tickling-Tommy.
Dev." Boys put them down one another's backs, when the

tickling sensation is very vexatious.

2. A sharp stroke with a cane or whip ; a smart blow.

See Tickle, v. 1.

w.Som. 1 I gid'n a tickler 'cross the backzide. [Amer. I . . .

have half a mind to give you a tickler in the ribs that will make
you feel monstrous amiable, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) 3rd S.

xi, ed. 1884.]

3. A small poker.
Shr.1 A slender steel rod terminated by a hook at a right angle,

used for stirring the fire slightly.

4. An iron pin used to take a bung out of a cask.

Lon. In the oil trade, an iron implement about 9 inches long

(W.W.S.). Sus. 1 Used by brewers. e.Sus. Holloway.

5. Anything very^puzzling, a difficulty, puzzle; anything

astonishing. See Tickle, v. 3.

Sh.I. That's the tickler Bill can't make out no ways, Stewart

Tales (1892) 157. Cai.1 Abd. Lord, that wad be a tickler, Robb

Poems (1852) It5 ; (Jam.) Wgt. Well, troth, but that's a tickler

at the very first, Fraser Wigtown (1877) 295. e.Yks. 1 Noo this

sum's a reglar tickler. w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Lan. 1 That's a tickler.

Sus.2, Hmp.i
.

6. A shrewd, cunning person or animal ; a difficult person

to deal with.
Ayr. Aul' Gaut's wife was wan o' the greatest ticklers as could

be, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 2I4. ne.Lan.1, I.W.
1

TICKLER, adj. I.Ma. Ken. Sur. Dev. Also in forms
tickelarl.Ma.; tickular Dev. [ i-k(a)la(r).] A dial, form
of ' particular.'

I.Ma. Look at her—the clane she is, and the tickelar, Brown
Witch (1889) 44. Ken. 1

I lay he's not so tickler as all that. Sur.
You must take tickler care as he don't walk about on the roads o'

nights, Comh. Mag. (Nov. 1888) 530. Dev. There's Sally
Skedger ain't 'tickular wher er goes, Salmon Ballads (1899) 69.

TICKLES, sb. pi. Bnff. (Jam.) A dial, form of 'spec-
tacles.'

TICKLESOME, adj. Irel. Sensitive to tickling.
The man's so ticklesome that sorra a tailor in the counthry

can attempt to take his measure, MacDonagh Ir. Life (1898) 313.

TICKLE-TAIL, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Lin. [ti'kl-tel,

-teal.] 1. A birch rod used by a schoolmaster. See
Tickle, v. 1. n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks. 1

, n.Lan. 1

, Lin.
1

2. A loose woman. n.Lan. 1

TICKLE-TAILS, adv. Obs. Sc. See below.
Another game played by a number of children, with a hold of

one another, or tickle-tails, as it is technically called in Sc, is

'Through the needle e'e,' Blaikw. Mag. (Aug. 1821) 36.

TICKLING-TOMMY, sb. Dev.4 The rough seeds
contained in hips or the fruit of the dog-rose, Rosa canina.

See Tickler, sb. 1.

TICKLISH, adj. In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Sc.

Irel. Eng. and Amer. [ti
-

k(a)lij.] 1. Difficult, delicate,

requiring management. In gen. colloq. use. See Tickle,

adj. 2.

Fif. They say it'll be a ticklish fecht, Heddle Marget (1899) 1.

n.Cy., Yks. (J.W.) War.3 You be careful with that underpinning
— it's a ticklish job. Wor. There has been a good deal of ticklish

work, Evesham Jm. (Apr. 17, 1899). Oxf. When things were in

this very ticklish condition, Blackmore Cripps (1876) xli. Brks. 1

T'ull be a ticklish job to perzwaayde un to do what us wants

un to't. w.Som. 1 'Tis a ticklish job vor to load thick there piece

[of timber] mind. Dev. They turney chaps wants ticklish 'and in',

Longman's Mag. (Sept. 1901) 436. w.Cor. ' It's a ticklish bit of

work.' ' They don't get on together, he's standing on ticklish

ground.' Common (M.A.C.). Colloq. It's a ticklish affair, you
may swear, Barham Ingoldsby (ed. 1864) Black Mousquctaire. [Amer.

Guess you must 'a' felt a little ticklish yourself, Westcott David
Harum (1900) xxxi.J

2. Risky, precarious, uncertain; of the weather: change-
able.

N.I. 1
, Der.2 , War.3 w.Som. 1 Ticklish weather vor haymaking.

Ticklish times.

3. Skittish, mettlesome.
Chs. 1

, War.3 Shr. 1
I dunna think the mar' 'as any vice, on'y

a bit ticklish—66nna stan' much w'ip-cwurd.

TICKNEY,s6. Nhp. Shr. Earthenware, esp. a coarse,

common kind, made at Ticknall, near Derby. Also in

comp. Tickney-ware.
Nhp.1 Shr. 1 Obsol. Theer's bin three folks 'ere to-day ooth

tickney, an' w'en I wanted some dishes fur 'arroost nobody

come nigh.

Hence (1) Tickney-man, (2) -woman, sb. an itinerant

vendor of coarse, common earthenware.

(1) Shr. 1 Obsol. Missis, dnn'ee want anythin' off the tickney-

man ?
—

'e's at the door. (2) ib.

TICKSIE, sb. Sh.I. [ti'ksi.] A quarrel, dispute.

(Jam.) ; S. & Ork.1

TICK-TACK, sb. and v. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Wor.
Hmp. Also written tic-tac Cum.14 w.Yks. ; and in form

tick-tock Sh.I. Hmp. [ti'k-tak] 1. sb. The tick or

ticking sound of a clock.

Sc The auld ' wag-at-the-wa',' with its dreamy tick-tak, tick-

tak,' Wright Sc. Life (1897) 55. Sh.I. A round clock, with lead

weights depending from it, hung upon the back wall, and its loud

tick tock could be heard at the but fire, Clark N. Gleams (1898)

21 Cum.14 w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865). ne.Lan. 1

Hmp The tall shining clock . . . struck its seven strokes, and sub-

sided into its steady tick-tock again, Gray Ribstone Pippins

(1898)11.

2. A second ; a moment ; a short space ot time.

Cum. In less ner a tick-tack, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 2;

Cum 1 • Cum.3 Iv anudder tick-tack there was I coontin t'things

ower, 21 ; Cum." w.Yks.34 ; w.Yks. 5 Ah'll be wi' yuh in a tick-

tack. ne.Lan.1
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3. Phr. (1) as quick as tick-tack, in an instant
; (2) tick-tack,

never change back, touch cold iron, see below.
(1) Gall. It came as quick as tick-tack, Crockett Dark o' Moon

(1902) 146. (2) se.Wor. 1 The binding sentence upon the com-
pletion of an exchange or a swop by boys ; at the same time

touching a piece of cold iron with the finger.

4. v. To play a practical joke, on dark nights, upon
country cottagers ; see below.

s.Lan. 1 A button is tied to the end of a short piece of string and
affixed to a window-frame. This is so worked from a distance by
a long thread, as to produce a continuous tapping on the glass

(s.v. Window-tackin').

TICKTACK-TOfE, sb. Sc. Lan. Not. Oxf. Also
written tic-tac-toe Gall. A children's game played on a

slate, somewhat resembling 'fox and geese' ; see below.
Cf. tit-tat-toe, 3.

Sc. (Jam.), Bnfif. 1 Gall. Playing at quoits, tops, marbles, tic-

tac-toe, Jacks, knuckle-bones, Crockett Anna Mark (1899) xii.

Lan.1
, ne.Lan.1

, s.Lan. 1
, Not. 1 Oxf. 1 A game played with the

eyes shut, on a slate with figures on it. The following rhyme is

repeated :
' Tick tack toe, My first go, Three jolly butcher-boys

All in a row ; Stick one up, An' stick one down, An' stick one in

the ole man's crown.' The player scores whatever figure the
pencil rests on when he has completed the rhyme, MS. add.

TICKTAIL, see Tecktail.

TICKY, sb. Yks. Lan. Not. Der. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.
Lon. Nrf. Also in form ticcory w.Yks. 5 [trki.] A
children's game of 'touch'; see below. Also in comb.
Ticky-touchwood, Ticky, ticky touchwood, &c. See
Tick, v.

2

w.Yks.5 Ticcory touchwood. A child's game, in which one
stands guard, while several others are stationed at different posts,

any of whom, if he or she can succeed in ' tigging' as they are
challenged, from time to time, before those touch wood, the gam-e
is out, and the newly-' tigged ' one becomes 'Ticcory.' Lan.
(S. W.), s.Lan.1

, nw.Der. 1 Not.1 ' Tickey-touch wood,' and ' cross-
tickey,' the several varieties of a children's game. s.Not. (J.P.K.)
n.Hn.1 A game played by children, who must touch something
wooden to hinder their being caught. Lei.1 Nhp.1 A game
among children, similar to ' One Catch All.' Touching wood, and
repeating 'Ticky, ticky, touchwood,' protects the players from
being caught. War.3 Lon. One tree or piece of wood was
selected for ' Home,' and the players darted out from this, saying
' Ticky, ticky touchwood,' then running back to the tree and
touching them before ' Ticky 'caught them. 'Parley' or 'fainits'

were the words called out when exempt, Gomme Games (1898) II.

293. Nrf. One child is chosen to be ' ticky,' i.e. to be on the qui
vive to lay hold of or touch any one who is not touching wood.
If played out of doors it must be clearly defined what is wood,
trees and all growing wood being forbidden. The fun consists in

the bold ventures of those who tempt ' Ticky ' to run after them
and contrive to touch ' wood 'just before he touches them. When
one is caught he is 'Ticky' in turn, ib. 292.

TICKY, adj. Lan. [tiki.] Itchy, irritable ; affected
by ticks or lice.

Settin up scrattin-pooasts so ut ticky foak cud'n av the plesshur
ov o gud rubbin ogen um, Scholes Tim Gamwatile (1857) 28.

TICKY-MOLIE, sb. Sc. A boys' trick.
Fif. The long evenings favoured such pranks as ' Tammy-

reekie,' 'Ticky-molie,'and'Guisin,'CoLviLLE Vernacular (1899) 14.

TICKYPIG, sb. Wil.1 [tiki-pig.] The smallest pig
of a litter.

TICKY-TOPE, sb. Dev. The jenny-wren, Troglodytes
parvulus. s.Dev. (F.W.C.)

TIC TAC-MOLLARD, sb. Cor.12 The game of ' ducks
and drakes' (q.v., s.v. Duck, sb. 2 2 (3).).

TID, sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Shr. [tid.] 1. sb.

Season, tide ; the proper time or season, esp. the right
season for agricultural operations. Also used Jig. A dial,

form of tide, sb. 1

Sc. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863) ; A bit braw hairst tid, a fine
harvest time, Montgomerie-Fleming Notes on Jam. (1899). Per.
We hae had a fine tid for the in-pittin, sowing, &c. (G.W.) Ayr.
Theglaikitwee tid o' nature ye've lost,When youth and love's arles
set a' in a low, White Jottings (1879) 263. Edb. I'll watch the
canny tid an' speak for thee, Learmont Poems (1791) 358. n.Cy.
Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.) Shr.1 An old word preserved in
' Luke's-tid.'

2. The suitable condition of ground for cultivation.

Lth. The grund's no in tid (Jam.). N.I. 1 ' That ground is in fine

tid,' pulverised and dry.

3. Phr. tid and quid, obsol, see below.
Fif. A term used by old farmers to denote a farm in a state of

thriving rotation, as ' He has tid-and-quid and fu' bien.' One
might be said to have ' tid-and-quid ' who was in a thriving way
both as to grain and cattle (Jam.).

4. Fig. Mood, humour.
Sc. I'm just in the tid (Jam.). Slg. Permission to address the

bairns when the tid comes on, Buchanan Poems (1901) 142.

Ayr. As to the courtin',—I'm no' i' the tidd the noo, Service

Noiandums (1890)48. Dmf. I'm no exactly in the tid for company
the day, Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 168.

5. A fit of ill-humour or temper, esp. in phr. to take

the tid.

n.Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. Take the tid an' outright fell you, Taylor
Poems (1787) 170. Edb. Take tent case Crummy tak her wonted
tids And ca' the laiglens treasure o' the ground, Fergusson
Poems (1773) 164, ed. 1785.

Hence Tiddie, adj. (1) cross in temper ; uncertain,

crotchety ; eccentric
; (2) of land : of such a quality that

it is difficult to catch the proper season for ploughing.

(1) Sc. Montgomerie-Fleming Notes on Jam. (1899). Lth.,

Twd. (Jam.) (2' Lth., Twd. (ib.)

6. v. To time, to choose the right season or time.
Sc. ' The aitseed has been well tidded,' the proper season for

sowing oats has been taken (Jam.).

TID, sb.2 Yks. Nhp. [tid.] A teat ; the udder. Yks.
(K.), m.Yks. 1

, Nhp. 1 See Tiddy, sb. Cf. tit, sb.a Hence
Tidded,/^. having teats or an udder.

n.Yks. Our Why is better tidded than this cow, Meriton Praise
Ale (1684) 1. 29 ; Wei tidded, [said] when a cow hath a good
udder, and promiseth fair for store of milk, ib. Gl.

TID, sb.3 Obs. or obsol. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Nhp. The
second Sunday in Lent; see below.

n.Cy. The vulgar . . . give the following names to the Sundays
of Lent : Tid, Mid, Misera, Carling, Palm, Paste-egg day,
Brand Pop. Antiq. (ed. 1813) I. 99; N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1 e.Yks. 1

'Tid, Mid, Miseray, Carlin, Paum, an Good-feeast day.' In
N. Holderness the Lenten Sundays were thus designated in
olden times, but the couplet is now only remembered by the
elders as a reminiscence of the past. 'Tid,' the second Sunday,
when Te Deum Laudamus was sung. Nhp.1

TID, sb* Sc. [tid.] A term of affection or endear-
ment. Cf. toad, 5.

Frf. You're the bonniest tid I ever saw out o' an almanack,
Barrie Minister (1891) xv; Very well, then, you thrawn tid, ib.

Tomrny (1896) 359.
TID, sb? Lin. Also in form ted. A small cock of hay.

(Hall.), s.Lin. (E.P.)
TID, adj. ?Wm. War. Hrf. Glo. Wil. [tid.]

1. Lively, sprightly, frolicsome; skittish, restless, fidgety.
War.2 Hrf. 1

; Hrf.2 A Pixley woman said to her child ' Don't
betid.' Glo.12 Wil. Britton Beauties (1825) ; Wil.1

2. Childish, silly, affecting simplicity.
• Wm. Ferguson Northmen (1856) 223. w.Cy. (Hall.) Wil.1 •

Wil. 2 Coom, coom, dwon't'e be tid. n.Wil. (E H G )

TID, v.
2 Nrf. To drift with the tide.

The fishing-boat was then brought up head to wind, and the
vessel allowed to tid on till morning, Emerson Marsh Leaves
(1898) 159.

TID, TIDAL(L, see Toward, Tythal.
TLD(D, adj. and v. Not. Rut. Lei. War'. Won Shr.

Brks. [tid.] 1. adj. Fond of, attached to ; careful of,
solicitous about.

Not. 1
,
Rut.1 Lei. 1 The child's so tidd of her little brother.

War. I'm very tid of my nag (J.R.W.) ; War.3 Shr. 1 Turn Lickus
is despert tid on 'is young 66man, 'e's afeard o' the winde blowin'
on 'er, aumust.

2. Tender
; nice, fanciful. Cf. tiddy, adj.

w.Wor. 1 Father 'oodna like far Susy to go w'ahr 'er '66dna be
used kind, 'er s such a tid little thing.
3. Cunningly reserved.
Brks. 1 I ax'd un what was the matter, but a was maain tid

about ut.

4. v. To bring up, to rear, tend, care for. See Tiddie, v.1

,,,y.
or- l tldded that pony from a sucker [i.e. from his birthl

(W.A.S.). J
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TIDDEN, adj. Cor. [ti'dan.] Tender; painful, hard to

put up with.
Cor. 1 It came somewhat tidden to him, that had helped to main-

tain his mother all along ; Cor. 2

TIDDER, adv. and adj. n.Cy. Lakel. Yks. w.Cy. Also
in formtider N.Cy.2 Yks. Sooner, earlier, quicker; rather.

See Tide, adv. ; cf. titter, adv.
n.Cy. Grose (1790); N.Cy.2 The tider you come, the tider you'll

go (s.v. Astite). Lakel.2 , Yks. (K.) w.Yks. Willan List Wds.
(1811). w.Cy. (Hall.)

Hence tider up caw, phr., obs., an agreement made
between two persons that the one who wakes first shall

call the other. n.Cy. Grose (1790).

TIDDER, see Tother, adj.

TIDDIVATE, v. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written tiddy-

vaate Cor.3 ; tiddyvate Som. ; tidivate Cor. [ti'divet.]

To ' titivate,' smarten up ; to ornament, bedeck ; to put
the final touches to dress.
Som. Mrs. John Culliford have a' gone up to tiddyvate, so you'll

excuse she, wu'n'tee? Raymond Love and Life (1894) 45. w.Som. 1

I s'pose must tiddivate [tiid'ivae'ut] up the garden a bit, avore the

weddin. Dev. 'Er went up tfl clayne 'erzel an hour ago. 'Er du
take a brave while til tiddivate 'erzel, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

Cor. Folks be kept so long a-tidivatin' o' theirselves, Pearse
D. Quorm (1877) 36 ; Cor. 3 I'll tiddyvaate the room a bit.

Hence Tiddivation,s£. smartening, adornment, bedeck-
ment.

Dev. Ha shaw'd mur up intu a rum ? Zich tiddivation and pur-

fum I nivir zeed avaur, N. Hogg Poet. Lett. (1847) 2nd S. 62,

ed. 1866.

TIDDLE, v.
1 Yks. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Rdn. Glo.

Oxf. Brks. Nrf. Sus. Hmp. Wil. Also written tidle Hrf. 2

Rdn. [ti'dl.] 1. To bring up a lamb or young animal b}'

hand.
Hrf.1

, Oxf.1 Brks.1 A young lamb is tiddled from a milk bottle.

Hmp.1
, Wil.1

Hence (1) Tiddler or Tidier, sb. a lamb brought up by
hand ; (2) Tiddling, sb. (a) a young animal, esp. a lamb,

brought up by hand ; a delicate child needing care
;

(b)

the smallest pig in a litter; (3) Tiddling-lamb, (4) Tiddly-

lamb, sb., see (1).

(1) Hrf. 2
, Oxf. 1 (2, a) War.23 , w.Wor. 1

,
s.Wor.1

, se.Wor. 1

Shr. 1 Maister, 66n'ee plaze to come an' look at my tiddlin' as yo'

wun so good to gie me ?
—

'e dunna look much like a ratlin' now,

an' agen 'e's 'ad another bag o' male 'e'll mak' a rar' pig. Hrf. 1
,

Rdn. 1
, Glo. (A.B.), Glo.1

, w.Cy. (Hall.) (6) s.Wor. (H.K.) (3)

Glo., Wil. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Hmp.1 Wil. 1 A tell'd I

as the' had a tiddlin' lamb as wur ter'ble dickey, 215. (4) Hrf.2

2. To tend carefully ; to make much of; to fondle.

n.Yks.4 , War.23 , w.Wor. 1 se.Wor. 1 Prov., 'You may tiddle a

monkey 'till 'e befouls your trenchud.' s.Wor.1 Shr. 1 Nancy, I'll

gie yo' that little ratlin', if yo' can tiddle it up, it might mak' a bit

of a porket. Hrf. 1 2
, Glo.1

2

, Nrf.1 ,
Hmp.1

3. To entice, coax. Hrf.1 To tiddle him on.

4. To kick gently, to ' nurse,' used at football. Hrf.2

5. To fuss, fidget.

w.Wor. 1

, Glo.1 e.Sus. 'Tiddling about' is being busy about

trifles, Holloway. s.Cy. (Hall.)

TIDDLE, v.' War. Wor. Nrf. Ken. Wil. [ti'dl.] To
tickle. See Tittle, v.

1

Nrf.1 A girl says, ' I 'ont be tiddled by you nor no one. Ken.

The thing kept on tiddling me (D.W. L. ). Wil. Slow Gl. (1892)

;

Wil. 1

Hence Tiddler, sb., see below.
War.3 Something used in a playful crowd to gently irritate

others. At ' mops ' and fairs in the Midlands the favourite tiddler

used to be a small toy sold for the purpose, which, drawn rapidly

down the back of any one in a crowd, made a noise resembling

that of the extinct ' rattle ' of the policeman. Now the tiddler has

degenerated into any light weapon of offence which, drawn across

the face or neck, irritates the skin. Wor. Teazers and tiddlers

played aprominent part in the evening, EveshamJm. (Oct. 20,1900).

TIDDLE, v? War. 2 e.An. 2 [ti'dl.] To urinate, used

principally among children.

TIDDLEDYWINKS, TIDDLE(E, see Tiddlywink,

Xidley.
TIDDLER, sb. Sc. [ti'dlar.]

tiddly, adj., tiddy, adj.
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A small trout. Cf.

Dmf. They were mostly ' tiddlers,' it is true, but the size of them
was a matter of small account, Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 22.

TIDDLEWINK, see Tiddlywink.
TIDDLING, adj. e.An. Also in form tittling e.An. 1

Topmost, esp. in comb. Tiddling top, the very highest
point, the summit. -

e.An. (Hall.), e.An.1
, Nrf.1 Suf. 1 Dew look at that there bawd—'kthere—on the tiddlin-top 0' that tree.

TIDDLY, v. Cor. [ti'dli.] To do the lighter kind of
housework.

Cor. 1
' What can you do ?

' said the mistress. ' I can louster and
fouster, but I caan't tiddly,' said the Cornish servant ; Cor. 2

TIDDLY, adj. Oxf. Brks. Dev. [ti'dli.] Very small

;

small and helpless. See Tiddy, adj.

Oxf. 1 Brks. 1 An old woman will say, 'I had un in my arms
when a was a tidly little chap.' Dev. I'd only got but a tiddly bit

o' that mutton left, Shauland Ways Village (1885) 42.

TIDDLY, see Tidley.
TIDDLYWINK, sb. Midi. Nhp. War. Wor. Hrf. Glo.

Som. Dev. Cor. Also written tiddliwink Glo. 1 Cor.2
;

tidliwink se.Wor.1 w.Cy. Cor. ; and in forms tiddledy
winks Midi. ; tiddlewink Dev. [ti'dliwirjk.] 1. A beer-
shop licensed only to sell beer, cider, and tobacco ; an
unlicensed public-house. Cf. kidley-wink.

Midi. N. & Q. (1890) 7th S. ix. 48. War.2 Wor. Beerhouses
licensed by the Excise authorities before the Beerhouse Act of

1869 were known in Evesham as tiddl} winks (E.S.) ; Why the

houses opened under such licenses came to be known as tiddly-

winks no one seems to have any idea, but this was a designation

they received in Evesham, Evesham Jm. (Feb. 12,1901). se.Wor. 1
,

Hrf. (W.W.S.), Glo. 1
, w.Cy. (Hall.), w.Som. 1

,
Dev. (F.W.C.),

nw.Dev. 1
, Cor. 12

Hence Tiddlywink, adj. drunk.
Cor. We was a bit tiddlywink last Michaelmas, when the Young

Susannah corned ashore, ' Q.' Three Ships (1890) ii.

2. A small shed attached to a farm or cottage where
beer is brewed. w.Cor. (E.M.M.) 3. An unlicensed

pawnbroker's shop. Nhp. N. & Q. (1878) 5th S. ix. 264.

TIDDY, sb. Pem. Cor. [ti'di.] 1. A teat. Cor.' 2

See Tid, sb.2 ; cf. titty, sb.3 2. The breast; mother's

milk, applied only to human beings.

s.Pem. Giv'n the tiddy (W.M.M.). Cor.12 w.Cor. To give the

tiddy, is to suckle the child. ' Teat ' is now confined to the

organs of a beast, whereas the word ' tiddy ' is only used with

reference to human milk, N. if Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 441.

TIDDY, adj. and adv. n.Cy. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Oxf. Brks. Hnt. Suf. Hmp.
Wil. Cor. Also in form tidy n.Cy. w.Yks. [ti'di.]

1. adj. Very small, tiny. Gen. in comb, with little.

n.Cy. Grose (1790). Lakel.2 A lal tiddy-wee bit. n.Yks.4

w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781). s.Lan. 1 Not. It war such

a tiddy little thing (L.C.M.) ; Not.1
, Lin. 1 Rut. 1 Her wur the

tiddiest little thing. I know'd her wur not long for the world.

War.2 w.Wor. 1 Miss 'as got such a lovely watch, 'tis such

a tiddy little thing, nat much bigger nur a penny-piece. Oxf.

(G.O.), Brks. 1 Hmp. A little tiddy piece of bread (H.R.). s.Hmp.

Nought but a tiddy bit o' blue sky, Verney L. Lisle (1870) xxn.

Cor.12

Hence Tiddy-iddy, adj. tiny. War.2 2. Puny, weakly,

n.Yks.4 Not. Spoken of a lamb or young child (L.C.M. ). Nhp. 2
,

Wil 1

3. Babyish. War. 2
, se.Wor.

1 Hence Tiddydoll, sb. a

spoilt, babyish, dressed-up girl or woman ;
a slattern,

a woman who is not domesticated.

wYks.2 Apoortiddy-dollofawife. Not. 1
,
Lei.1 Nhp.1 Always

applied to a small figure. ' What a tiddy doll he's got for a wife !

Oxf. 1 MS. add., Hnt. (T.P.F.) Suf. An over-dressed, affected

young woman in humble life (Hall.).

4. adv. Very softly, with very little noise.

Brks. 1 Mind 'e goes into the room vurry tiddy or e med waayke

the baayby.

TIDDY-OBBIN, sb. and v. se.Wor. 1 See below.

' What bist thee a loffin* at ? I sh'd think thee 'adst fund a tiddy-

obbin's nist un wus a loffin' at the young uns/ Or, 'What bist a

tiddy-obby-in' at, I sh'd like to knaow?' Tiddy-obbm is prob.

derived from 'Little Robin 'in the language freq. used in talking to

babies.
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TIDDYSOM, see Teddisome.
TIDDYTOIT, v. Yks. Also in form tiddytoity.

[ti'ditoit.] To loiter, idle ; to waste time.
w.Yks. Whativer er ya tiddytoiting like that for ? Tom duz'nt

like mitch wark, he likes ta tiddytoity aboot (W.H.).

TIDDYWHITETHROAT, sb. w.Wor. 1 The white-
throat, Sylvia cinerea.

TIDDYWHOPPER, sb. Obs. Ken. An untruth, a
falsehood. (H.M.)
TIDDY WREN, sb. Ess. w.Cy. The wren, Troglodytes

parvulus. Cf. tidley, titty, sb.
2 Ess. Swainson Birds

(1885) 35. w.Cy. (Hall.)

TIDE, sb.
1 and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. [taid.]

1. sb. Time, season. Also usedfig. Cf. tid, sb. 1

Sc. My tides are i'yer han', Waddell .Ps. (i87i)xxxi. 15. Slg.
A smile o' love, an' gills o' tide, They'll soften your forehammer,
Galloway Poems (1802) 74. Edb. I wiss that tide had been a
lang lang year, Your company to me's sae very dear, Learmont
Poems (1791) 331. w.Yks. February fire lang, March tide to bed
gang, Prov. in Brighouse News (July 23, 1887). ne.Lau. 1 e.An.2

I will wait my tide.

2. An annual feast or festivity; a fair.

Nhb., Dur. Tides, rush-bearings, revels, gants, which are still

kept, Denham Tracts (ed. 1895) II. 3. n.Yks. Wakes and tides
and fairs (R.H.H.). w.Yks. Attendin, fairs an' tides, Yksman.
('875) 86 ; w.Yks. 1 Cor. The strongest beer, which was intended
to have been kept for a tide, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 62,
ed. 1896.

Hence (1) Tide-beef, sb. beef provided at a feast or
' tide'

; (2) -times, sb.pl. holiday times such as at Christ-
mas, Easter, &c.

; (3) Tiding, sb. a present bought at a
feast.

(i) w.Yks. He'd made up his mind they s'ould hae some
reight tide-beef, Yks. Wkly. Post '(Feb. 29, 1896). (2) Wil. 1 He
do have a drop, tide-times and that. (3) w.Yks. (J.T.) ; Ah've
browght yo' a p'und o brandysnap for a tidin', Leeds Merc. Suppl.
(Mar. 18, 1899).

3. Comp. (1) Tide-race, a strong tidal current ; also used
fig. ; (2) -raiyak, the line of sea-weed, sticks, &c. left by
the sea at high-water mark

; (3) -ratch, high-water mark.
(1) Gall. She had seen her lover go down in the tide-race of

Suliscanna, Crockett Lochinvar 1 1897) 254. Cor. Sail her close
till she strikes the tide-race, 'Q.' Wandering Heath (1895) 188.

(2) ne.Lan.1 (3) n.Yks.2

4. The sea, ocean, used without reference to tidal ebb
and flow.
Abd. Some burnie side That wimplin' wanders to the tide, Still

Cottars Sunday (1845) 134. Lnk. You'll a warlock turn, in air
you'll ride Upon a broom, and travel on the tide, Black Falls of
Clyde (1806) 120. Kcb. Yince it was in the water it wasna lang
or it wun tae the tide, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 428. Wgt.
The haillwur cowpit aff his shouther into the tide, Saxon Gall.
Gossip (1878) 15.

5. The water in a dock or harbour ; the sea-shore.
Abd. The burnie ... Is a' fu' o' mud, an' it stinks like the tide,

Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 3.

6. The quantity of fish taken ashore at one time. Cai.1

7. v. To happen ; to betide, befall.
Lan. They are, tide-death, tide-life, resolved to endure it no

longer, Civil War Tracts (1642-1651) in Cheth. Soc. Pub. (1844)
No. 2. s.Lan. 1

TIDE,s6. 2 Ken. A dial, form of 'tithe.' (Hall.), Ken.1

TIDE, adv. Obs. N.Cy.2 Soon. (s.v. Astite.) See
Tidder, Tite, adv. 2

[Cp. Now t[ur]ne I beder als tyd, be toun to by-holde,
Cleanness (c. 1360) 64.]

TI-DEEAH, TIDER, see To-do, Tidder, adv.

TIDGE, sb. and adj. N.I.1
1. sb. A suitable condition

of ground for crops. 2. adj. Of soil : fit for the recep-
tion of seed. Cf. tid, sb}
TIDIVATE, TIDLE, see Tiddivate, Tiddle, v.

1

TIDLEY, sb. Ess. w.Cy. Som. Dev. Also written
tiddlee, tiddly Dev. ; tidly w.Som. 1 Dev. ; and in form
tiddle- Dev. [ti'dli.] 1. The wren, Troglodytesparvulus.

Dev. (W.L.-P.) ; There is a tidley building in the moo place,
Reports Provinc. (1884) 32.

Hence (1) Tidley goldfinch, sb. the golden-crested wren,
Regulus cristatus; (2) Tidley, (3) Tidly or Tiddle tope,

sb. the wren, Troglodytes parvulus.

(1) Dev. Swainson Birds (1885) 25. s.Dev. Fox Kingsbridge

(1874). (2) Ess. Swainson ib. 35. (3) Dsv. There's a tiddlee-

tope's nest upen tha datch ov tha pigs' lewze, Hewett Peas. Sp.

(1892). s.Dev. Fox Kingsbridge (1874).

2. The tom-tit, Parus caeruleus.

Som. Reports Provinc. (1884) 32. w.Som. 1 U tudleez nas- wai
vaawur ag'z een un [a tom-tit's nest with four eggs in it],

TIDLIWINK, see Tiddlywink.
TIDNEY, adj. Dev.3 [ti'dni.] Small, tiny. See

Tiddy, adj. ' What a tidney cheel yours es tu be sure !

'

TIDY, sb. n.Cy. Lan. Der. Lin. Nhp. e.An. Sur. Sus.
[tai-di, toi-di.] 1. A child's pinafore.

n.Cy. (Hall.), Der.2 , Lin.1
, n.Lin. 1

, Nhp. 1
, e.An.' 2 Cmb. 1 You

had that there tidy on clean this morning, and now it's mucky.
Sur. 1

, Sus. 1

2. A small rug by which to take hold of the handle of a
kettle ; a kettle-holder. ne.Lan.1

TIDY, adj. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also written tydie Sc. ; tydy Sc. (Jam.) ; and in form
toidy Hrt. 1. In comp. (1) Tidy-basket, a basket in

which odds and ends of thread and cuttings are kept to

save them from the rag-bag
; (2) -Betty, a guard or fender

placed in front of and under a grate to keep the ashes
from falling on to the hearth ; an ornamental ashpan

; (3)
pipe, the horsetail, Equisetutn

; (4) -wife, see (2).

^1) n.Lin. 1 (2) e.Dur. 1 w.Yks. Hlfx. Courier (July 3. 1897).
(3) n.Dev. (B. & H.) (4) w.Yks. A tidy wife as black as jet, Yksman.
(1878) 171.

2. Honest, decent, respectable ; thrifty, frugal.
N.Cy. 1 ' A tidy man,' a good sort of man. Cum.4 She's a tidy

swort of a body. w.Yks. 2 Chs. 1 ' A tidy sort o' chap ' is a good
sort of man. s.Chs.1 Der.1

; Der. 2
' A very tidy fellow ' is almost

the highest form of recommendation. s.Wor.1A tidy chap. Shr. 1

'E's a right tidy mon, is John, al'ays stiddy at 'is work i' the wik
an' reg'lar at Church o' Sund'ys. 'Er's sich a tidy spoken 66man.
Hrf. 12

, Rdn. 1 Glo. (A.B.) ; Glo." Er be a tidy, dacent ooman
;

Glo.2 Brks. 1 Usually applied to a woman. e.An. 2 A tidy young
chap, i.e. careful, industrious. Suf. ' A tidy body,' an active,
cleanly person, a good recommendation to a servant, Cullum
Hist. Hawsted (1813).

3. Good, first-rate, highly to be recommended.
s.Pem. He's a tidy man. A tidy little 'ooman and no mistake

(M.S.C.). Glo. Zammun wur very tidy eating, Roger Plowman,
40. Oxf. A tidy sort of girl. A pretty tidy job (CO.). Ken. ' A
tidy house,' a superior house (G.B.). Som. He never chopped
without drawing

; to draw being the essential feature of a ' tidy
chop,' Raymond Sam and Sabina (1894) vi. Dev. I vrites vur ta
zay if tha vair wis ort tidy, N. Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1865) iq
Cor. 2 A tidy house. A tidy dinner.

Hence Tidier, adj. better.
w.Yks. I ne'er saw a tidier fit, Nidderdale Ann. (1877).

4. In good or tolerably good health ; well
; plump, in

good condition ; comely. Also used advb.
Sc. 'A tydy bairn," a child that is plump and thriving (Jam ) •

Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. Lakel. 2 'Hoo's ta blowin'!' 'Oh
tidy fer an' auld un.' w.Yks. (J.W.), e.Lan.1 Lin. 1 I'm tidy to-day.
n.Ha.i Them beas' looks tidy; thaay'U soon be ready for th' butcher
War.2 w.Wor.1 'How be you ta-daay?' 'Pretty tidy' The
oss looks pretty tidy. s.Wor.1

, se.Wor.i Glo. 1 ' Pretty tidv
'

pretty well. Oxf.i ' 'Ow d' ee get an V ' Tidy ' (or pretty tidy).

a \ ™
e
.
P
,

retty
uV

d^ L
kind °' m!ddli ng.' a little more than

moderate. Nrf. I em black, but tidy, Gillett Sng. Sol. (1860I i sSuf ' Mornin How do yew git on ?' 'Oh, sorter half tidy

'

(C.T.). Cor.i 'A tidy little fellow,' well-made
;
plump. 'A tidv

little pig.'
r r J

Hence (1) Tidily, adv. in moderately good health, fairlv
well

;
improving in health

; also in comb. Good tidily see

heTlth
10

'
(2) Tidy-like

'
adJ- fairly well

> ^ moderate

(i) w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 18, 1899). Not (JHB)e-An. 1 I m a-doing pretty tidily now, I'm a-mendin' ; e An.2 ijrfOne often hears of a person unwell, that he is 'very sadly *
and'when his health is improved, we are told that he is 'finely' or'good tidily,' N. V Q. (1865) 3rd S. vii. 406. Suf. (H H ) (2Is.Lan.1

' An heaw arto ?
' ' Well, aw'm tidy-Ioike

'
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5. Well-to-do, prosperous, esp. in phr. tidy to do.
Hrf.1 w.Cor. I have heard she's tidy to do (M.A.C.).

6. Lucky, favourable.
Lnk. King Acol, grant a tydie tirl, Ramsay Poems (1800) II. 201

(Jam.).

7. Intelligent, clever. Cor.12 8. Smart, brisk, quick.
War.3 Wor. The horse ' was coming at a tidy pace,' Evesham

Jrn. (Nov. 11, 1899). Hrt. I always drives a toidy rattle down
them lonely hills, Geary Rur. Life (1899) 76. e An. 1 A good tidy
stroke.

Hence Tidily, adv. handily, smartly, well done.
Der.1 To do a thing tidily, handily. Suf. I call that pretty tidily

done (M.E.R.).

9. Pretty good, above mediocrity ; tolerably good, con-
siderably above the average. Also used advb.

Der. The little public was doing 'a middlin' tidy business,'

Verney Stone Edge (1868) xviii. Lin. 'What muscles you have !

'

' Muscles, mester? Ay, they be tidy,' Fenn Dick 0' the Fens (,1888)

xiii. Shr. 1 Yo'n got a tidy pig theer. s.Pem. Laws Little Eng.
(1888)421. Eur.1 That there oak's coming out quite tidy. Our
paarson's a very tidy preacher. Dor. A tidy smith he be too,

Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 215. Som. Abraham had been a

smartish man in his lime, and a tidy wrestler to boot, Raymond
Love and Quiet Life (1894) 217. Dev. Thickee Trim is a tidy dug
tfl tackle a badger, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 73. nw.Dev. 1 'A tidy

'ouze ' means a moderately good house. Very common.

10. Considerable in size, number, &c. ; large, great,

numerous, esp. in phr. a tidy bit, tidy lot, &c.
Ir. Bringing back a tidy little bit of money, Barlow Shamrock

(1901) 6. n.Cy. (J.W.) e.Yks.1 A tidy bit of money, MS. add.

(T.H.) w.Yks.2 Lan. There's tidy pay at that job, Clegg David's

Loom (1894) 60. ne.Lan. I hed a tidy bit o' brass, Mather Idylls

(1895) 52. s.Lan.1 It's a tidy stretch fro' here to yore heawse.
Chs.1

, s.Chs. 1
, Not.1 s.Not. There's a tidy bit left yet. It's a tidy

depth (J.P.K.). Lin.1
, se.Lin. (J.T.B.) Lei. 1 A pritty toidy lot

on 'em. Nhp.1 There's a tidy mess of apples on the tree. War.84

Wor. There were a tidy few people there, Evesham Jrn. (Apr. 10,

1899). w.Wor.1 se.Wor.1 E a got a tidy way tii walk afore a

gets wum. Shr. 1 They tellen me as 'e's comen into a tidy property.

We'n a tidy tuthree o' pars this 'ear. Hrf.12 , Glo. (A.B.), Glo. 1

,

Oxf.1
, Brks. 1 w.Mid. There's a tidy whack of grass down in the

slanks, but there ain't much on the hills (W.P.M.). Lon. He'd

give him a tidy dose, too, the Crocus would, Mayhew Lond.

Labour (1851) I. 423. Hnt. (T.P.F.) Suf. Good tidy lot (C.T.)

;

Snf. 1 Ess. There's a tidy few on em [seeds] come up (H.H M.).

Ken. 1 It's a tidy step right down to the house, 1 lay. w.Sus. He
had a tidy bit of money put by, Gordon Vill. and Doctor ( 1897)

290. I.W. Davis hev buried a tidy lot, Gray Annesley (1889) I.

179. Wil. Hope ta 'ave a tidy crop, Slow Rhymes (1870) 36.

Dor. There be a tidy few o' they flints, Hare Dinah Kellow (1901)

13. w.Som. 1 There was a tidy lot o' volks there, sure 'nough.

Dev. 'Tis tidy money to the likes of me, Phillpotts Sons of

Morning (1900) 331. Cor. Your Mammy's arms was achin', For

you was a tidy load, Pearse w.Cy. Sngs. (1902) 12 ;
Cor.3

Hence (1) Tidily, adv. considerably ; a good deal ; (2)

Tidyish, adj. considerable ; many ; (3) Tidy-sized, adj. of

a good or considerable size.

(1) Nrf. I goes out on the platform grumbling pretty tidily,

Spilling Giles's Trip, 12. (2) w.Yks. (J.W.), Ken. (W.F.S.) Som.

He'd putten' away a tidyish bit agen' a rhainy day, Leith Lemon

Verbena (1895) 86. (3) Dev. Willee plaize tii gie us zome tidy-sized

ummits ov burd an' cheese, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 139. Cor.

Neckties so voluminous that a woman could make a tidy-sized

waistcoat out of one! Cornishman (Oct. 6, 1894).

11. Pregnant.
Sc. Mackay. Cld., Ayr. Applied to a cow. Also to a woman :

as ' a tidy bride,' one who goes home to the bridegroom's house

in a state of pregnancy (Jam.).

TIDY, see Tiddy, adj.

TIE, v> and s*.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also written ty Sc. Ir. n.Cy. Lan. ; tye Sc. N.Cy.12 Nhp. 1

se.Wor.1 Brks.1 Dor.1
; and in form tee N.Cy. 1 Cum.14

'n.Yks. w.Yks. 1 5 Lan. ne.Lan. 1
ftai ; ti.] 1. y. In phr.

(1) to tie in, to set in ; used esp. of a sickness which follows

in addition to another already there
; (2) — off, to prevent,

prohibit ; (3) — on, to lay the responsibility on
;
to call

upon ; (4) — one's hair without a whang, to deceive one
;

<5) — UP> («) t0 Dind UP sheaves of corn in a band of corn-

stalks
; (b) to place in a difficult position

; (6) — up pooak
affoar it'sfull, to rise up from an insufficient meal.

(1) Lan.1
(2) Stf. Happen your husband tied ye off marryin'

afore he died ] Cornh. Mag. (Jan. 1894) 38 ; If t'mester is tied off
smokin' he's despret darksom, ib. 40. (3) Lnk. They cannilie put
owre a dram, An' tied the crack on Leather Tam, Murdoch Doric
Lyre (1873) 10. (4) Fif. (Jam.) (5, a) Oxf. 1 My ole dooman's
agwain tiein' up far ma. (b) War.3 (6) e.Yks.1

2. Comp. (1) Tie-band, a mining term : a piece of rope
or spun yarn used in securing long timber or rails when
being sent down in the cage

; (2) -pot, a garland ; a rosette
of ribbons worn by women; (3) -tails, herrings, which
being gill-broken cannot be hung up by their heads, and
are therefore tied on to the spits by their tails

; (4) -top,

see (2).

(1) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). (2) N.Cy.1
,

Nhb. 1
(3) Ken. 1 Though they are just as good eating as the

others, they fetch less money. ' Please, sir, mother wants a

farthing's worth of tie-tails for her tea.' (4) n.Cy. Grose (1790)

;

Bailey (1721) ; N.Cy.12 , Nhb.1
, n.Yks.12 , m.Yks. 1

3. To fetter or shackle a cow's legs while milking it.

Cum.14 Hence Tiens, or Tyens, sb. pi. upright poles

behind the cribs in a stall for cows. w.Cy. (Hall.), Dor. 1

4. Fig. To marry. Gen. in pass, and with together or up.

Frf. When ance ye're fairly ty'd, and she your wife, Morison
Poems (1790) 187. Lnk. When I and my Jenny thegither were
tied, Rodger Poems (1838) 7, ed. 1897. Don. I owe ye so much
for tying me up; but, yer riverince, I'll not begridge to owe ye
twicet as much if ye lowse me again ! Macmanus Bend of Road
(1898) 201. Lakel.2 ' Ah's tied ta be theer.' That's what chap

said 'at was gaan ta be wed. ' Nay,' says his mudder, ' thoo's theer

ta be tied.' w.Yks. 1 'Teed to't lag,' married, and under petticoat

government. Chs.3 He's not paid for a quart of ale since I was
tied to him. Brks. I knaws a deal about matreemony, as I did

oughter, seein' how many couples I've tied tergether, Hayden
Thatched Cottage (1902) 137. e.An.1 Suf. I believed what the

young spark said, that the blacksmith had really tied us up,

Betham-Edwards Mock Beggars' Hall (1902I 309. Ess. Tied-up

they now some years ha' bin, Clark /. Noakes (1839) st. 181.

5. Fig. To constrain, oblige, compel ; to bind by moral

compulsion. Gen. in pp.
Abd. ' Is' tie mysel' up till't,' cried the factor eagerly, Macdonald

Lossie (1877) lxiii. N.Cy. 1 He's tied to lose his way. Nhb. I'se

tied tae ken, Jones Nhb. (1871) 213. Dur. 1 He's tied to yan.

Lakel.2 Cum.1 He was ti't to gang, an' ti't to work when he

dud gang ; Cum.* Wm. What hees tied ta knaa weel anuff, Spec.

Dial. (1880) pt. ii. 20. n.Yks. 1 Ah's tied t'gan ; n.Yks.2 ne.Yks. 1

Ah's tied ti leeak efter t'meer. He's tied ti loss hissen ; he dizn't

knaw t'rooad. e.Yks.1 Thoo's tied ti cum an hear oor new
preeacher. m.Yks. 1 Usually associated wilh a pronoun. ' It will

tie nobody to go.' w.Yks.6 Am teed to goa on wi' 't yuh see, as

ah ha' begun ! Lan. For aw'll bi teed to heyet mi owd hat, Wood
Hum. Sketches, 9. Not. 1 Lin. Thompson Hist. Boston (1856)

727. n.Lin.1 He's tied to be here soon, for he sweethearts oor lass.

6. Used impers. in pp. : it is sure to be, it is certain or

bound to happen.
.

n.Yks. 1 It's tied to be seea. ne.Yks.1
' Is't boun ti rain?^ 'It

isn't tied.' n.Lin. If oor Polly weds Jack, an' hes a bairn, it's tied

to fall doon yon well, Peacock Tales and Rhymes (1886) 61.

7. Of wood : to pinch the saw while working. Wil.

8. To exactly equal another in competition. Gen. in pp.

Nhp.1
, Oxf. (G.O.) w.Som. 1 My dog tied yours, so they must run

again.

9. sb. Obs. A tie wig. ^
Sc. Kinloch Ballad Bk. (1827) 79, ed. 1868. Abd. The last

man who wore a tye in Aberdeen was an old man . . .
who was

so taunted and quizzed about it, that for years after every one

had abandoned them he wore his folded up under his hat, Ander-

son Rhymes (ed. 1867) 215.

10. A hair-rope with which to hobble or shackle cows

while being milked.

NCy 1 Cum.14 n.Yks. Bring my skeel and late my tee, Meriton

Praise Ale (1684) 1. 3. ne.Yks. 1 Gen. made of horsehair, with a

spliced loop at one end and a knob of wood at the other. Com-

monly called ' coo-tie.' e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. 1

,
ne.Lan. 1

,
nw.Der. 1

11 A chain with which horses are fastened by the fore-

foot to one spot to feed. se.Wor. 1 Hence Tyebeetle,

5*. a large wooden mallet used to drive the tye-pin into

the ground, ib.
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12. An impediment, obstruction.
Dev. She has got a tie in her speech, Reports Provinc. (1885) 1 13.

13. Fig. Obligation, moral compulsion ; necessity ; con-
straint, burden, care.

Lnk. Useful to ministers, in that it was a tye upon them to be
well versed in the Bible, Walker Biog. Presbyt. (1724-32) I. 165,
ed. 1827. n.Yks. 1 Deean't tew yersel', Thomas. There's nae tie

t'dee't te daay. T'au'd lady's a gret age. She'll be a desper't
tie on em; n.Yks.2 'There's neea tie in't,'no obligation. w.Yks.
(J.W.) Lan. Wee are of kin and so have some ty to helpe her,
Diary H. Newcome (1661) in Chef. Soc. Publ. (1849) XVIII. 32.
Oxf. She finds the children a great tie on her (CO.).
Hence Tiesome, adj. binding or confining, as requiring

constant attention. n.Yks.2 14. A foot-race between
two competitors.

Ken. Sir Dudley Diggs, in 1638, left the yearly sum of £20, to

be paid to two young men and two maids, who, on May 19th,
yearly, should run a tie at Old Wives' Lees, in Chilham, and
prevail, Hasted Hist. Ken. II. 787; (Hall.); Ken. 12

TIE, v.
2 Hrf. [tai.] [Not known to our other

correspondents.] To freeze. (W.W.S.)
TIE, sb.2 Som. Cor. Also written tye Cor.2

[tai.]

A feather-bed
; a bed of any kind. Gen. in comp. Bed-

tie (q.v.).

Som. (Hall.), w. Som.1 Cor. As master-mariner, I say give me
a feather-tie ashore sometimes, Harris Our Cove (1900) 188

;

Cor.2 m.Cor. The bed-tie and pillows she died 'pon . . . was up
High Street in a pawnshop. . . There was the very tie, I knawed
un in a minute, Penberthy Warp and Woof, 13.

TIE, sb.
3 Nrf. [tai.] A pinafore.

(A. P.); Put on the child's tie, and get her ready for dinner
(W.R.E.).

[Cp. Teye, of a cofyr or forcer, leca, thecarium (Prompt.).']
TIE, see Tye, sb.

1

TIED, pp. and ppl. adj. Irel. Cum. Chs. e.An. Som.
Also in form ti't Cum. 14 [taid ; tid.] 1. pp. In phr. (1)

fit to be tied, in a great passion, needing control or restraint;
(a) tied by the teeth or tooth, see below

; (3) — up, consti-
pated.

(1) N.I. 1 He was fit to be tied. (2) Cum.1 Cattle and sheep
stray from a bar* pasture, but are tied by the teeth in a good one;
Cum. 4 Chs. 1

;
Chs. 3 'Tied by the tooth,' a curious expression,

explaining why sheep and cattle do not break through fences,
though they are bad, because the pasture is good, which prevents
rambling. (3) e.An. 1 w.Som. 1

I be terr'ble a-tied up in my
inside

; and all the doctor's stuff don't do me no good.
2. ppl. adj. Of wool : matted in growth.
w.Som. 1 Fleeces are often found like pieces of felt ; these are

tied fleeces. Farmers in bargaining for the sale of their wool
often say :

' Aay aa'n u-gau't u tuy'd vleez tu mee nae-um ' [I
have not got a matted fleece to my name].
TIEFIL, TIEHEER, TIE-HIE, see Tifle, Teicher, Tee-

hee.

TIEL, v. Sh.I. To sail fast. S. & Ork. 1

TIELEDDER, adv. Yks. At a great pace, running
very fast. n.Yks. (I.W.)
TIEND, TIERCE, see Teind, Terce.
TIERING, sb. Cum.14 Win.1 ne.Lan.1 e.Lan. 1 Also

written tearing Cum. 14
; and in form tiring ne.Lan. 1

[tis
-

(r)in.] The ceilingor rendering ofa roof; the plastering
under slates. Cf. teer.
TIERM, see Term.
TIER-RANGER, sb. Lon. A river pirate.
We took no Tier-rangers, nor Truckers, nor Dredgermen, nor

other evil-disposed persons, but went ashore at Wapping, Dickens
Repr. Pieces (1858) Down with Tide; Many of these tier-rangers
or river pirates havea ruffianly appearance, Mayhew Lond. Labour
(ed. 1862) IV. 370.
TIERS, sb. pi. Brks. Dor. Som. [tai'az.] 1. Short

lengths of cord, cut for the purpose of tying the sacks
when measuring up corn. w.Som. 1 2. Persons who
' tie ' or have equal scores in a game or competition. See
Tie, v.

1 8.

Brks. When it cum to playing off the ties, there wur dree
Somersetshire tiers, and two of our side, Hughes Scour. While
Horse (1859) vii. Dor. 1

TIERT, TIETICK, TIEVER, see Tart, adj., Teetick,
Tiver.

TIEVES, sb. Sh.I. In comp. (1) Tieves-geit, (2)

•nicket, the lapwing, Vanellus vulgaris. Swainson Birds

(1885) 184.

TIF, see Tough.
TIFF, sb. 1 and v.

1 In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Sc.

Irel. and Eng. Also in form tift Sc. (Jam.) Cai.1
Ir. Nhb.

Dur. 1 Cum.4 n.Yks. 1 234 e.Yks. m.Yks. 1 w. Yks.1 246 ne.Lan. 1

m.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Chs.1 s.Chs. 1 Lin.1 War. 2 Shr. 1 [tif ; tift.]

1. sb. A slight quarrel or altercation ; a dispute ; an angry
discussion.

Sc. Had you a tift? Tweeddale ^0^(1896) 41. Cai.1 Abd.
I'd heard a' their tiff an' seen a' the makin' up, Abd. Wkly. Free

Press (Sept. 1, 1900). Lnk. We've had oor bits o' trials, wife,

Oor bits o' tifts as weel, Nicholson Idylls (1870) 97. Lth. (Jam.)
Bwk. Jealous tifts an' quarrels Part ye only for a wee, Calder
Poems (1897) 235. n.Ir. Him an' me had haen a bit tift, Lyttle
Paddy McQuillan, 93. Nhb. His uncle an' him had a bit tift,

Graham Red Scaur (1896) 258. Dur. 1
, Lakel.2 Cum. 1 It wasn't

a fratch ; it was nobbet a bit of a tiff; Cum. 4
, n.Yks. 124 e.Yks.

Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 30. w.Yks. They chonced to have a
bit ov a tiff, Hartley Clock Aim. (1894) 9; w.Yks.145 , m.Lan.1

,

s.Lan. 1
,
Chs. 1

, Not.1
, n.Lin. 1

, Nhp.1
, War.23 Shr. 1 The Missis an'

me 'ad'n a bit of a tift, an' I gid 'er notice ; Shr.2 , Hrf.2, Oxf.
(G.O.) Som. The quarrel . . . which might easily have passed as

a mere lovers' tiff, Raymond Sam and Sabina (1894) xiv. Cor.3

2. A fit of anger or ill-humour. Also in phr. to take tiff

or the tift, to take offence.
se.Sc. Next in comes Bettie i' a tift, Donaldson Poems (1809)

135. Nhb. For oft they've been i' plaguy tifts, Wilson Newc.
Railway (1843) 101. n.Yks 3 w.Vks. He went aht in a tift,

Yksman. (Sept. 1878) 171 ; w.Yks. 12 Lan. Th' owd woman flew
into a bit of a tiff, Staton Loominary (c. 1861) 28. s.Chs. 1 Nhp.1

She's taken tiff. e.An. 1 She was in a tiff. Suf. 1 'A fare ta be in
a tiff.

Hence Tiffy or Tifty, adj. given to fits of ill-temper
;

petulant, touchy, irritable, uncertain in temper.
Sc. Mackay. Cld. (Jam.), w.Yks.5 , ne.Lan. 1 s.Chs. 1 Yoa- aan-

mahynd aay yu spee-kn too fir— do)z ii bit tifti. e.An.2 Don't be
tiffy, fair damsel. Brks. 1

, Sur.1
, Sus. 1 w.Som.1 Her widn be so

bad nif her wadn so mortal tiffy.

3. A struggle ; a task requiring a great muscular effort.
See also Tifter, 4.

e.Yks.1 Ah pagged fahve steean o' floor heeam, an a bonny tift

Ah had wi't, MS. add. (T.H.)

.
4. The act of struggling in a wanton or dallying manner.

Lth. (Jam.) 5. v. To quarrel, dispute ; to contend, argue.
n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.2 ' They may tew't and tift it amang 'em,' settle
the subject themselves. w.Yks. They did tift intul't, an' reight
an' ail, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 25, 1899). Shr.2

6. To excite ; to irritate. Lin. (Hall.), Lin.1 , Som.
(Hall.) 7. To scold, rate ; to betray hurt feelings
passionately. Bnff. 1

, Cld. (Jam.), m.Yks.1 Hence Tifting,
sb. a scolding or quarrelling bout ; a scolding.

Sc. Mackay. n.Yks. 1 They gave me a bonny tifting ; n.Yks. 2
8. To hinder, delay, struggle against; to struggle

physically ; to make a great effort.
Cld. (Jam.) e.Yks. 1 Ah carried it, but it ga ma a tiftin, MS.

add. (T.H.) w.Yks. Esp. as one does in trying to force one's way
through a crowd. ' Ther wor some tiftin' on't to get in, an' reight
an' all,' Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 25, 1899).
TIFF sb? and v.

2 Sc. Nhb. Cum. Lan. Glo. Oxf. Suf.
Som. Also in form tift Sc. (Jam.) Cum.4 ne.Lan. 1

itif •

tift] 1. sb. A small draught of liquor.
'

Sc. Skreigh gathered up his mouth, and sipped his tiff of brand v
punch with great solemnity, Scott Guy M. (1815) xi Elg Whawadna like but to be there At sic a tift ? Couper Poetry (1804) II
221. Cum. Monriie a tift o' yell, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1807) vCum.14

,
ne.Lan. 1 Glo. 1 Oxf. Small beer at Christ Church

Oxford, is so called (K.). Suf.1 Som. Jennings Obs.Dial.
w.Eng. (1825;. [A glass of white wine, or a tiff of punch,
Fielding Amelia (1751) bk. vm. x.]

withoff!
bs

'

T
° quaff

; t0 drink off "* a drausht-
Gen -

Sc. Tifted canty wine, Hamilton Horace, 39 (Jam) Fif The
filler stoups on heigh upliftit Were tootit in a whip and tiftit,Tennant Papistry (1827) 101. Nhb. Na remnants I beg. Came
LT/^JV

1?\ ?,
rin

fr
a SeCOnd

'
dear PeS> Cris«n Ad™'e

to Advised (r8p3) 4. Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 43I .
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TIFF, sb.3 Yks. [tif.] In phr. at every tiff and turn,

on all occasions, at every opportunity.
w.Yks. Tha'll happen get one at tha connot heckle at as tha does

at ivvery tiff an turn, Hartley Clock Aim. (1896) 54 ;
Spendin'

brass at ivvery tiff and turn, ib. Grimes' Visit, 11.

TIFF, v.
3 Obs. Yks. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To fall headlong. (Hall.)

TIFF, see Tift, sb.
12

, v.
1
, Tough.

TIFFANY, sb. Yks. [tifani.] 1. Strong, fine-meshed

gauze, out of which sieves are made. n.Yks.14 ,
neYks.1

2. A fine gauze sieve, for separating fine flour. Cf.

tems(e.
n.Yks.12 , ne.Yks.1 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788);

e.Yks.1 A tiffany was used in dressing the white flour of which

puddings and the richer kinds of pastry were made, MS. add.

(T.H.) m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Bran worked through a tiffany, Lucas

Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 15.

Hence Tiffany-cakes, sb. pi, see below.
w.Yks. They also made ' tiffany cakes' of wheaten flour, which

was separated from the bran by being worked through the hair-

sieve = tiffany, or temse, Lucas Zoologist (1879) 3rd S. III. 358.

TIFFEN, v. Obs. Lin. To toughen, make tough ;
to

become tough. See Tough.
n.Lin. 1 The land is better for it, it tiffens it, andbinds it together,

Review Agric. (1800) 318.

TIFFENING, ppl. adj. Ess. [ti-fsnin.] In comb.

Tiffening work, the lighter part of a man's work. Cf.

tine, 5. ._ .

When I was there before, there was Hagger doing the tiffemn

work, and I won't have only the heavy work (S.P.H.).

TIFFIN, sb. Cum.4 A moment of time. (s.v. Twink.)

TIFFLE, see Tine. „, „ .

TIFFTAFFLE, v. Not. [ti'f-tafl.] To talk in a

bantering manner ; to joke ; to make repartee.

s.Not. Wheniver A cums across 'im, A have a bit o tiff-taming

talk wee 'im (J.P.K.).

TIFFYTAFFY, sb. and v. n.Cy. Yks. [ti-fi-tafi.]

1. sb. A trifler, dawdler ; one who works in an idle,

trifling fashion. n.Cy. (Hall.), m.Yks. 1

,
w.Yks. 1 C .

tine. 2. A difficult piece of work. n.Cy. (Hall.).

NCv 1 3. v. To dawdle, trifle. e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.)

TIFLE v. and sb. Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Not. Lin.

Lei. Nhp. War. Glo. Bdf. e.An. Som. Dey. Cor. Also in

forms tiefil n.Dev. ; tiffle Sc. Nhb > Not. 1 Lin. Lei. 1 Nhp.

War.84 Glo. Bdf. e.An.1 w.Som.1 Dev.1 Cor.12 ;
tyfell

N.Cy.1 [tai-fl ; ti-fl.] 1. v. Obs. To entangle; to disorder,

tumble or disarrange ; to ruffle. See Taffle.

HCy 1 - N.Cy.2 Standing corn or grass is tifled when trodden

down. e.Yks. Yow are not to lette it (wette.or greene grasse)

stande above three dayes afore you throwe it out againe and gette

it well tifled in, Best Rur. Econ. (164 1) 33- .
w.Yks. WllaN L,st

Wds. (1811). ne.Lan.i Glo. Home Subsecivae (,1777) 43 1
-

tss -

Monthly Mag. (1815) I. 125.

2 Fie. To tumble or toss about as a restless person does

in bed ; to act as a swivel-joint in a piece of mechanism.

n.Yks.2 Hence Tifling, .ppl. adj. turning from side to

side ; changeable, not to be relied on.

ib.
' A tifling sort of a body,' one of changeable purposes.

3. To unravel or unweave threads of cloth
;
to fray. Gen.

with out.
, , , , , , , „ ii

w Som.1 That there stuff ori't do 'thout he s a-hem d-he 11 all

tiOy out. Dev. Diiee 'old up yer frock ; . . tha bottom aw a 11 be

timed out, and covered wi' mucks, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 140.

Cor. 1 This cloth does not wear well ; it tifles out
;
Cor.

Hence (1) Tiefilled, ppl. adj. unravelled, frayed
;

(2)

Tiffling, sb. the thread drawn from any textile fabric
;
a

small thready fragment ; an unravelling, shred. Gen. in pi.

ffl n Dev Freyed ribbins and tiefll'd rattletraps, Rock>« an

AW/ (1867) 'st. hi. (») w.Som.1 I could not get any cotton -to

match, so I was obliged to hem it with timings. Dev. (L.S.),

CT To wrangle, dispute ; to tussle. Not.1
,
Lei.1

5. To

trifle, kE potter about; to do a little work in a trifling,

idle wav. Gen. with about.

Not » Lei 1 Ah'n bin a tifflin' about the gyaadin a bit I

wonder you didn't hit that hare whi.e she was tiffling along [i.e

trotting off unconcernedly among the turnips]. War." ,
War. 1

be better, but I can only just tiffle about in the garden. Bdf.

Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 146. e.An. 1 Suf. He can

only go tifflin' about (C.L.F.). Ess. 'I tiffle about a little,' i.e.

when too weak to do much (M. R.).

Hence (1) Tiffler, sb. a trifler, idler
; (2) Tiffle-taffle, v.

to work in a trifling, idle fashion ; (3) Tiffling, sb. slight

employment
; (4) Tiffling toity, phr., fig. raining in a

drizzling, slopping .manner ; see below.
(1) Lei. 1 (2) War.3 (3) Cmb. (W.W:S.) (4) Ess. ' It is a bad

day to go out; ' you hear a woman say, ' Childer, stay at home
and don't go to school. It is tiffling toitty,' Baring-Gould Golden

Feather, i.

6. To grow weary ; to .tire ; to become exhausted or

worn out. n.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703) ; w.Yks.45

7. To do any small fidgety job requiring care or nicety.

Nhb.1
, Not.

1
, Lei.

1
, Nhp.1 Hence (1) Tiffler, sb. one who

does little odd jobs cleverly
; (2) Tiffling,///. adj. requiring

care and nicety.

(1) Lei.1 ' Tiffler Jack ' was the nickname of a locksmith at

Congerstone noted for his ingenuity in contriving and skill in con-

structing a number of small appliances. (2) Not.1 Lei.1 A little

tifflin' job. Nhp. 1 You can't get-on fast with such a tiffling job.

8. sb. Any short piece of thread ; an unwoven thread

from a piece of cloth, &c. Gen. in pi.

Dev. Dawntee draw awl they tiffles down ]pon tha floor, else

yu'll 'ave tu pick urn up wan by wan, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ;

Dev. 1 Any light downy particles, such as the flocks of down which

fly about the room when the beds are made up. nw.Dev. 1 Cor. 1
;

Cor.a Your dress is covered with tifles ;
Cor.3

9. A slight breeze or ripple of wind. Cf. taffle, 8.

Ayr. We had run owre wi' a fine tifHe d' win' frae the west,

Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 127.

10. A scuffle, tussle, fight.

Lin. France and Germany were in a bit of a tiffle (I.W.).

[5. I tyfell with my fyngers, or busye myselie Ionge

aboute a thyng to make it well to the countentyng of my
mynde,/e life, Palsgr. (153°)-]

TIFLED, ppl. adj. n.Cy. Yks. [taifld.] Of a horse :

sprained in the back.

n Cy (Hall.) w.Yks. A tifled horse, when broken above the

loyns, Thoresby Lett. (1703) ; w.Yks.14 [It is sometimes hard

to distinguish an inflammation from a sprain, or what is called

' tifled in the back,' Knowlson Cattle Doctor (1834) 203.]

TIFT sb.
1 Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Also

in form tiff Sc. e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 s.Chs.1 nw.Der.1 [tift
;

tif.]

1. Order, condition.; state of mind or body ;
esp. in phr.

in tift, in good condition, in trim or mood. _.,.,.
Sc To keep the temper-pin in tiff, Ramsay Tea-Table Mtsc.^

(n2i) I. 59 ed. 1871. Rnf. When ye feel in lift Lets hear o

your Poetic gift, Webster Rhymes (1835) 74- Gall. A poets

muse is in tift when she sings well ; corn is also in tift wh en> it is

dry Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Kcb. Man, he s in gran tiff,

Armstrong Kirkiebrae (1896) 3 !3. Cum.1 He's 1 girt tift to-^ay.

n Yks 3 In good tift. w.Yks. Ah'm i' rare good tift, Leeds Merc.

Suppl. (Mar. 25, 1899). Lan. Davies Races (1856- 273. n.Lan.1

I'sein rare tift fer owte ta-day. ne.Lan.1 e.Lan. 1 A person stout

and healthy is said to be 'in good tiff' s.Lan. 1 He were just 1

th' reet tiff for a feight. s.Chs. 1
,
nw.Der. 1

Hence Tiffy, adj. in good condition ;
well, healthy

Sc. Jamie was fettle, an' tiffy an' trim, Donald Poems (1867) 62.

2. Mood, humour ; mood of the moment.

Sc. Thrice Bessie farted, gae a rift, Rubbing her head was out

of tift, Pennecuik Coll. (1787) n. Dmb. It taks nae Solomon to

see That this bit moral tift is meant for me, Salmon GW«i«
(,1868)77. Feb. It . . . Inspires the mind wi' rhyrmng tift, Affleck

Poet. Wks. (1836) 88
1

.

3 A short fit ofdoing anything. Cum.4
,
ne.Lan 4. A

ne'riod oftime, esp.with the idea oftediousness or duration
P
Sc° A lang tift,' a long discourse (Jam.). Rnf. Tho' I'm damped

whvles a tift, Webster Rhymes (1835) no.

TIFT v} Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Glo. e.An. Dev. Also

infonn'tiffGlo^e.AVDev. [tift; tif.]
.

1. To.dress

up or out; to array; to decorate, array in ones best

d
n C^GifosE (1790). n-Yks.1 Get thyself washed and lifted up

B W
^

e Yks M
(

arUll Rur. Econ. (1788). Glo You are findy

tiffed off indeed, Grose (1790) MS add. (M ) ;
.Glo 1 e^An.* You

are tiffed out like Sunday. Dev. Horae Subsecivae (i 777) 43 1 -
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Hence Tiftan, vbl. sb. the act of decking or adorning.
With off and up. Bnff. 1 2. To put in good order; to
adjust, put to rights.

n.Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1 Frf. The fidler tifted ilka string, Morison
Poems (1790) 23. n.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Yks.2 'Tifted up,'
cleansed and put into order, e. Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788;.
m.Yks. 1 s.Lan. Picton Dial. (1865) 15.

3. Obs. To spread out grass in the process of haymaking.
e.Yks. Many thinges belonge to the tiftinge of hay, Best Rur.

Econ. ( 1 641) 32.

[1. & j>ay busken vp bilyue, blonkke? to sadel, Tyffen
he[r] takles, trussen her males, Gawayne (c. 1360) 1129.
OFr. Offer, tifer, to adorn (La Curne).]
TIFT, sb? and v.

2 Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
Also in forms tiff, tyiff Abd. (Jam.) [tift ; tif.] 1. sb. A
sudden breeze or gust of wind

; fig. an inspiration, afflatus.
Sc. Wi' yae tift o' the norland wind, Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776)

1. 26 ; The phr. ' a tift of wind' is properly used only in relation
to wind when it stirs or lifts up in the air, dust, straw, &c. (Jam.)
Rnf. Friends and flatterers . . . Says I hae, Lord bless their souls,
O' nature's fire a tift, Webster Rhymes (1835) 208.
Hence (1) A-tift, adv., fig. on the alert; (2) Tiftie, adj.

inspired, uplifted.

(1) Rnf. 'Twas sun and moon that cheered the lift, First rous'd
his sordid mind a-tift, Webster Rhymes (1835) 156. (2) Frf. A
mad poetess . . . Wad prefer a young man for her heart and her
han' Before ane neither tastie nor tiftie, Johnston Poems 1 1860} 184.
2. Obs. A whiff, sniff.

Lth. The Auld Granies took a tift O' guid brown-twist tobacco,
Sae Strang. Bruce Poems (1813) II. 101.

3. A sudden flight
;
great haste, precipitation.

Dmf. Ae night a craw flew in a tift Wi' a great lade amang the
drift, Hawkins Poems (1841) V. 4r. Nhb. Still to extend it in a
tift They're making preparation, Richardson Borderer's Table-bk.
(1846) VIII. 193. w.Yks. 1

4. A state of gasping or panting; a condition of breath-
lessness from exertion.
Cum. 4 It is used of a person being in earnest, breathing short

with earnestness, and so being in a tift means being in earnest.
Wm. There sat the auld witch Mary Beaynes, O' in a tift and
sweet, Whitehead Leg. (1853) 38.

5. A short suppressed cough. Wm. (J.M.) 6. v. To
eject anything from the lips. Abd. (Jam.) 7. To breathe
hard

; to pant.
Lakel.2 Cum. Come tiftan many o' couple, Stagg Misc. Poems

(ed. 1807) 5 ; Cum.4 n.Wm. It maks yan tift, does runnin (B.K.).
s.Wm. (J.A.B.) n.Lan. 1 It's geen me a tiftin clim'in that hill; it's

sooa brant. ne.Lan.1

8. To cough ; see below.
Wm. ' There mun be summat wrang wi' 'er, she's nivver dun

tiften.' ' She hez a laal tiften bit of a cough.' The word in the
Windermere district expresses the short, half-suppressed catching
or hacking cough which is caused by a tickling in the throat, or
even better by the necessity to cough, as in inflammation of the
lungs, accompanied by pain in coughing. It is a very common
word (J.M.).

TIFT, sb.3 n.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]
A small boat. (Hall.)
TIFT, v? Sh.I. [tift.] To beat like a pulse; to

throb ; to tingle with pain.
Da blister brook, an' she wis tinkin' hit [a thumb] wis gaen ta

bael, be da wye 'at hit wis tiftin', Sh. News (Jan. 21, 1800") •

S. & Ork.l ' '

TIFT, see Tiff, sb.
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TIFTER, sb. Sc. Wm. Yks. Lan. [ti-fta(r.] 1. A stiff
breeze with a tossing sea ; a short time ofstormy weather

;

exposure to stormy weather. See Tift, sb.2

Bnff. 1 n.Yks.2 That boat has had a tifter.

2. Fig. A quandary
; a difficult or disagreeable position.

Sc. To be in a tifter, i.e. in a difficult and disagreeable position
where one is likely to be severely reprimanded, Mackay. Rxb.
He's in an unco tifter the day (Jam.).

3. A fit of bad temper or ill-humour ; a quarrel ; a fight.
Bnff.i Wm. But when he'd gitten rid of his bit of a tifter He

oppen'd oot, Spec. Dial. (1877) pt. i. 42. m.Lan.1

4. A struggle, hard endeavour; anything requiring
muscular exertion or effort.

-id
eYks. My word! but it wor a bit of a tifter gettin' in to

t' Mechanics, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 25, 1899) ; e.Yks.1 MS. add.

(T.H.)

5. A hurry, bustle.
n.Lan. 1 Du it quietly now, an' don't be i' sic a tifter ower it.

6. The scrubbing of a house from top to bottom. n.Yks.2

TIG, v. and sb.
1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Cum. Yks.

Lan. Won Oxf. Cor. pret. and pp. tug w.Yks.3 [tig.]

1. v. To touch gently ; to give a light tap or touch, used
esp. in the game of ' touch last ' or ' tig.' Cf. tick, v.

2 '

Sc. He, who has received the stroke, is said to be tiggit till he
gives it to another (Jam.). Ayr. I could tig the 'dividual spot wi'

my wee finger the morn, Service Notandums (1890) 57. Emf.

It's just bairns' play, yon dabbing and tigging with the hands,
Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 254. Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892).
S.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). e.Dur. 1

, Cum.4 n.Yks.4 Ah didn't

hit, Ah nobbut tigg'd him. e.Yks. Thompson Hist. Welton (1869)
171. w.Yks.123 ; w.Yks. 5 Used in the juvenile games of ' Squat

'

and ' Owd-Pig.' Lan.1
, ne.Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1

, Wor. (J.R. W.)
Oxf. ' Tig me if you can,' phr. used in game of ' tig ' (G.O.).

Hence (1) tig and tie, phr. a close shave, 'touch and
go

' ; (2) Tigger, sb. the principal person or ' toucher ' in
the game of'hie-spy'; see below; (3) Tiggings, sb. pi.,

(4) tig me if you can, phr. the game of ' touch last
'

;

(5)
— touch timmer, (6) — touch wood, phr. the game of

'touch wood'; also called Tiggy-touchwood (q.v., s.v.

Tiggy).
(1) Gall. It was tig-an'-tie wi't (J.M.). (2) Wgt. In Hie Spy

there is one boy called the ' tigger,' or ' toucher,' who stays in the
den, shutting his eyes until the others go and hide. They call

out from their hiding-places, whereupon the ' tigger ' comes out of
the den to search for them (AW.). (3) n.Yks. (I.W.), n.Yks.4

(4) Edb. Join the merry ring at ... ' Tig me if you can,' Blackw.
Mag. (Aug. 1821) 38. (5) ib. I can jink as nimbly at ' tig touch
timmer,' ib. 33. (6) Cum. Tig-touch-wood, four corners, or twenty
gams mair, Anderson Ballads (1805) 35. e.Lai. 1 A children's
game of tig or touch, in which one runs after the others to touch
any who do not touch wood ; those so touched taking their turn
in running after the rest. Oxf. 1 MS. add.

2. To dally
; to give a gentle pat or caress ; see below.

Sc. Young people are said to be tigging, when sporting with
gentle touches, or patting each other. It properly applies to those
of different sexes (Jam.).

3. Phr. (1) to tig on with, to make love to ; to ' carry on
with

' ; (2) — with, (a) to trifle with ; to treat in a scornful
or contemptuous manner

;
(b) to meddle, interfere

; (c) to
make love to ; to have intercourse with, either friendly or
criminal.

(1) Nhb. Thous ower bissey tiggen on woh Jemmy Grame
Bewick Tyneside Tales (1850) 12. (2, a) Sc. (Jam.) Frf. It was
nae joke to tig wi' fiends, Beattie Arnha' (c. 1820)41, ed. 1882- Ye
. . .

tig wi' grumphie i' the crue Though she micht' gripe ye' un-
aware, Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 63. (A) Sc. I daurna tig wi'
him, nor I daurna speak o' him, Roy Horseman's Wd (1895) xiii
Abd. I'll learn ye wha to tig wi', Ellis Pronunc. (i88q1 V n*
(c) Bnff. 1

; Cld. (Jam.)
v vj ; 'd'

4. Obs. To work in a careless or trifling manner.
Cld. Ye re jist tiggin at it (Jam.).

5. Of cattle : to run hither and thither when tormented
by flies, &c. Also usedfig.

Sc. To tig an* run when laddies cry 'tig-biz,' Poute Poutery
(1*15) 35- Per. The kye are stan'in i' the linns, Or tiggin' owre
the braes, Haliburton Ochil Idylls (i89 i) 92. s.Sc. £ the cowhad been tigging in the afternoon, he would be tired with chasing
her, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 63. w.Ir. He run undher a stoof,and kept t.ggm about from one place to th' other, LoverZ.^. (1848)
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TIG [i43l TIGHT

Bnff. They were to have an egg and a game at ' Tig,' Gordon
Chron. Keith (1880) 146. Per. The bairns played tig amang the

trees, Ian Maclaren Brier Bush (1895") 6. Fif. The usual round

of games — ' hi-spy,' ' smoogle the gag,' ' tig,' Colville Vernacular

(1899) 12. Ayr. Play with her at tig roun' the stacks, Service

Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 101. DmF, The crowd of boys and girls

playing at tig on the Village Green, Paton Casilebraes (1898) 3.

N.I.1 The one that ' has tig,' chases the others till he ' gives tig

'

to one of them by touching ; the one ' tigged ' then chases the

others, who avoid him as dangerous. ' Cross-tig ' is a modification

of this game. Ant. Ballymena Ol-s. 1 1892). e.Yks.1 w.Yks. Lets

laak at tiggs, an noa touchin wood, Banks Wkfld. IVds. (1865).

ne.Lan. 1
, m.Lan. 1

, Oxf. (G.O.), Cor.12

9. The player in the game of ' tig ' who tries to touch the

others.
Sc. The tig usually catches and touches some one upon the

crown, Chambers Pop. Rhymes (I890
1

) 122. Lth. Among the

players, the lot, by means of the repetition of a rhyme, falls on the

person who is touched with the finger of the repeater at the last

word of the rhyme. The individual thus touched is called Tig.

He runs about, endeavouring to touch another. The moment this

person is touched, he or she becomes Tig (Jam.). Cor.2

10. A slight touch or slap given in salutation. N.Cy. 1

w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811). 11. A sharp blow

;

the last blow in sparring.
.

Sc. Sometimes used to denote a touch of a rougher description,

amounting to a stroke, so as to cause a wound (Jam.). Nhb. 1

w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (181 1).

12. Fig. A hard bargain ; a deal. Cf. tig-tag, v. 2.

Per. They've hed mony a lauch in the train ower ma tigs wi

the dealers, Ian Maclaren Auld Lang Syne (1895) 155.

13. Phr. to take the tig, (i) of cattle : to run hither and

thither when tormented by flies, &c.
; (2) Jig. to take an

idea into one's head.

(1) Sc. It gars Uye tak' the tig, gars them baith fling and kick

and cock their tail straucht, Poute Poulery (1875) 35. (2) Abd.

Ance he teuk a tig o' farmin'—Soon was roupit, but an' ben, Still

Cottar's Sunday (1845) 37.

14. A pet ; a fit of ill-humour, esp. in phr. to take the tig.

Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1 He took some tig, an' geed haim. Abd. It

looked but a hasty ' tig ' at best, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 6.

Edb. What tig then takes the fates that they can thole Thrawart

to fix me i' this weary hole? Fergusson Poems (1773) 180,

ed. 1785.

Hence Tiggy, adj. pettish. Sc. (Jam.)

TIG int. and sb? Nhp. Oxf. Brks. Wil. [tig.] 1. mi.

A call to pigs. Oxf.1 MS. add. Brks. 1 [Hall.] 2. sb.

A little pig. Wil.1 3. Comb. Tig rigs, pigs. Nhp.

TIG, see Teg, Thig, Tyg.

TIG'D,Ppl.adj. Or.I. [tigd.] Tired, weary. Cf.tigsam,

The dinner waits an' we're tig'd,/. Gilpin in Ellis Pronunc.

(1889) V. 807. „ „ _ .

.

TIGER, sb. and v. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Suf. Sus. Also

in forms teeger, teegur Sc. [taiga(r, trgar.]
.
1. sb. in

phr. as brave as or like a Bengal tiger, a comparison as to

fiC

Lnk
n
She'd flee

r
at

V
m7like a Bengal teegur, Murdoch Readings

(1895) I. 115. Edb. As brave as a Bengal tiger, Moir Mansie

Wauch (1828) 29. n , , ,.

2. Comb. Tiger's mouth, (1) the foxglove, Digitalis

purpurea. Sus. (B. & H.) ; (2) the snapdragon, Antir-

rhinum majus. Suf., Sus. (ib.) ; (3) van species of toad-

flax or Unarm. Sus. (ib.) Also called Tiger. 3. tig.

A
L?k^he^s^rale teeger o' a body was Peggy, Fraser Whaups

(1895) 160. Kcb. God guide us ! but she's an awfu teeger yon,

Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 50.

4. Ale or malt liquor of any kind. s.Lan.1
_ 5. Bacon.

Cum.4
, w.Yks. (J.W.) 6. Wood with knots in it. Cum.

7. v. To look fierce.
. .,

.

Lth I saw ye i' yer auld corner, teegenn' wi yer broos, and

glowe'rin aboot ye like a wild cat at ane an' a', Lumsden Sheep.

head (1892) 293.

TIGGA, TIGGERY, see Tiggy.
.

TTrrFT it Obs Sc. To tamper with ; to undermine.

IllKluf^sooty face A
P
„' tiggeVd their foundation,

Forbes Poems (1812) 56.

TIGGY, sb. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Cor. Also in

forms tigaree- w.Yks.8
; tigga Cor.12 ; tiggery- e.Yks. 1

w.Yks. [ti'gi.] 1. The children's game of ' touch last.'

See Tig, v. 8. Nhb. 1
(s.v. Tig), e.Dur. 1

,
Cum. (M.P.),

Cor.12 2. The chief player or ' he ' in the game of ' touch
wood.' w.Yks.2

3. Comp. Tiggy- or Tiggery-touch-
wood, the children's game of ' touch wood

'
; see below.

N.Cy.1 Dur. N. & Q. (1894) 8th S. vi. 155. Lakel.2 Cum.4

Then tiggy-touchwood, rackeps, shinney, Are played and patro-

nised by many, Random Rhymes, 9. n.Yks. (I.W.), e.Yks. 1

w.Yks. A children's game wherein one who ' has the tiggs ' tries

to ' tigg' some other who is not touching wood or does not claim

bail or ' barley,' Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865) ; w.Yks. 2 One of

them who is called Tiggy stands out and each of the other children

takes hold of or touches a piece of wood, such as a door, rail, &c.

One of the children then leaves his ' wood,' and runs across the

play-ground, and if whilst so doing Tiggy can touch him he must

stand out or take Tiggy's place ; w.Yks.3 Tigaree, tigaree, touch

me wood.

TIGGY-HOGS, sb.pl. Nhp.1 [tigi-ogz.] Wood-lice,

millipedes. Also called Pigs and Old Sows. Cf. tig, int.

TIGHER, see Teicher, Ticher.

TIGHT, adj., adv. and v.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

Eng.Amer.and Aus. Also written teight Lin.; titeWm.
Yks. s.Lan. 1 Oxf. 1 Suf. 1 Cor. ; and in forms teet ne.Lan.1

;

thight Nrf. ; ticht Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1 N.I.
1 [tait ; tit, Sc.

and n.Cy. tixt.] 1- adj. and adv. In phr. (1) tight after,

close after
; (2) — as a cup, (3) — as a rat-trap, (4) — as

wax, very close or tight
; (5) — in the bush, (6) — in the

haft, said of a very careful or stingy person ; (7) — up to,

see (1).

U) w.Som.1 The bitch was tight arter'n ; but her wadn quick

enough vor to catch'n vore a come to the gutter hole. Come,

soce 1 you be gwain to zleeup, the wagins be tight arter ee.

nw.Dev. 1 (2) Nrf. ' That dam's sprung a leak.' ' Is t'other

alright'' 'Yes, that's thight as a cup,' Emerson Son of Fens

(1892) 123. (3) Lan. They shut up as tight as a rat-trap, Antrobus

Wildersmoor (1901) 6. (4) Cor. The fokes that I did see Chuck d

up es tite es wex, Daniel Muse, 37. (5) Wm. (B.K.) (6) ne.Lan. 1

(7) [Amer. They was tight up f me all the way, Cent. Mag. (May

1901) 123.]

2 Comp. (1) Tight-bound, strong and well made; (2)

-lock any species of coarse sedge growing in marsh

ditches ; (3) -locked, close bound, very close ; (4) -waisted,

of boots or shoes : tight or narrow at the instep ;
close-

(1) Gall. Strapping hizzies, tight-bound girls, females of a strong

well-knit frame, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (2) e.An. 1 So called,

from its being used to bind the sheaves of beans or oats, growing

very luxuriantly on such land. Nrf. 1 (3) Abd. There were to be

ticht-locked friends and comrades with us in the whirl of troubles,

Cobban Angel (1898) 92 - (4) ".Dev. Off wi' they t>ght-wasted

shoes 0' yours, Martha, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901 )
65.

3 adj. Neat, trim, well-formed, compact
;
good-looking.

Sc. Twa sweet hands Whiter than curds, and tight like willy-

wands, Pennecuik Coll. (1787) 47- Kcd. A better tighter lass

than you, I'm sure there was nae ony, Jamie Muse (1844) 50. Fit.

The tightest waist ye ever saw, Douglas Poems (1806) 4 4- *"••

A tighter, whiter leg was never seen, Picken Poems (1813 II 66.

Ayr/ She was a tight hizzie ! and feth sae was la tight chiel,

Hunter Studies (1870) 19. e.Yks. 1 That's * tight lahtle hoss

MS add (T H.) n.Lin. Well, I niver seed a tighter pony trap

(MPX War. 2 Brks. 1 She be a tight lookin'.httle body.

4 Tidv, neat, in good order. Also used adyb.

Bnff 1 She's a ticht
S
trig, purpose lass. Abd. H,s wordy wife

Hands a' thing tight about the house Walker Bards Bon-

A cord (1887) 607 Dmb. In order dress'd sae clean and tight,

Taylor Poems ( 1827) 39. Feb. Weell rigg'd out, tight, and clean,

house tight and bein, Nicholson Poet. Wis . (1814) 40, ed. 1897-

w Yks W.A S.) Lin. Bud still the childer' throve an' grew-Wer

alius teight an' clean, Smpdley Little Ted (1866) 229. n.Lin. 1

5 In good health, well ; sound, whole,

se Sc After she gat hale an' tight, She'd g.e them battle

Donaldson Poems (1809I 41- Gall. Mactaggart Encycl (.824)

?°ed ,876. e.An>'I am pretty tight again after my trouble,

spoken by a woman after coming out after ch.Id-beanng. Suf.

1 Purely tight,' much amended.



TIGHT
[

J44] TIGHTISH

6. Smart, active, alert ; spruce.
Abd. She's a fell ticht gweed-leukin hizzie tee, Alexander Am

Flk. (1882) 210. Rnf. Larry was as tight a boy, As ever crossed
the sea, M cGilvray Poems (ed. 1862) 134. Edb. Your sons as

tight and braw, M cDowall Poems (1839) 48. Ir. You've no call

to be in a hurry, me tight lad, to find yourself settled in the place
you're bound for, Barlow Idylls (1892) 259. N.I. 1 A ticht, clean
fellow. Cum. Follow tight Andrew to Giggle- down Fair, Gilpin
Sngs. (1866) 268. s.Lan. 1 ' Der. 2 A tight lad. n.Lin. A tight

little tarrier. A tight young man (M.P.). e.An. 1 A tight fellow.

[A tight, good-humoured, sensible wench, Smollett P. Pickle

(1751) vi.]

7. Obs. or obsol. Cunning, clever ; dexterous, skilled,

expert.
Ayr. The tightest physician who has studied anatomy best,

cannot reach to the uptaking of all the veins in the body, Dickson
Writings (1669) I. 33, ed. 1845. e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.)
8. Obs. Prepared, girt or ready for action.
Sc. The tight lads of yeomen, Scott 5/. Ronan (1824) ii. Ayr.

He should been tight that daur't to raise thee Ance in a day,
Burns To his Mare, st. 2. Slk. Lithe an' tight n' lith an' limb,
Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 96.

9. Obs. Ofaleorbeer: pleasingto the taste, good, strong.
Frf. Nappie tart an' tight Ye's get till fit to haul up, Morison

Poems (1790) 19. Ayr. My yill . . . was but sma', Though mony
thought wha had nae skill, It tight an' bra', Fisher Poems (1790) 59.

10. Of dough : stiff in consistency ; inclined to solid.
w.Som. 1 A baker told me, 'We always wets the flour in the

morning double so tight as we do what we wets night-times for
the "sponge."' That is, it is kneaded into a much more solid
paste, or the opposite of ' slack.'

11. Stingy, close.

Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.) Brks.1 A wunt gie 'e nothun, a
alius was a tight man.

12. In financial difficulties, hard up ; of money : scarce.
Sc. (A.W.) -w.Yks. Ah wor tight put tul 't when I started

business, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 25, 1899). Der. It is a hard case,
Miss, a lad o' spirit should be kept so tight. I have'nt a shilling,

Le Fanu Uncle Silas (1865) II. 56. War.3 To be tight for money.
Som. Any man might find himself tight—temporarily, Raymond
Gent. Upcott (1893) xi.

13. Difficult, hard.
Sur. But it were tight work to make up my five pound, Bickley

Sur. Hills (1890) III. vi.

14. Considerable.
Suf. Betham-Edwards Lord ofHarvest (1899) 237. Ess. He've

been acquainted a' me a good tight time, Burmester John Lolt
(1901) 12. Hmp.1 Sometimes used as excess of anything. 'A
tight rot.' 'A tight snob.' ' An awfully tight licking.'

15. Sharp, sudden.
Cor. 1 I gov' her a nice tight slap on the chacks; Cor.* A tight

blow.

16. Tipsy, drunk. In gen. colloq. use.
Sc. (G.W.) Sh.I. We . . . used ta feel a great interest in him

whinever he was tight, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 87. Ayr.
Lamenting when he was tight, to those who frequented the
Loudon Arms, Glass Tales (1873) 36. Edb. Gordon comes the
nicht, And (on the quate) means tae get ticht, M cLaren Chimla-lug
(1881) 84. s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). n.Cy. (J.W.) n.Yks.
T'publican was about tight (I.W.). Der.2 Lin. 1 I should not say
that he was tight, he was sharp fresh. se.Lin. (J.T.B.), sw.Lin. 1

,

War.8 Glo. Drinking all afternoon and was tight, Evesham Jrn.
(Feb. 10, 1900). Brks. 1

, Nrf. (E.M.) Ess. You can go to bed as
tight as a lord every night of your life, Burmester John Lott
(1901) 78. Sus. 1 Dor. Thu'U never zee I tight agen, the Lord
helpin me, and clean watter to hand, Agnus Jan Oxber (1900)
317. Som. I hant bin tight vor forty year, Agrikler Rhymes
(1872) 57. w.Som.', Cor.2 Slang. Where did you get tight last
night, Mr. Eddrup ? Besant & Rice Mortiboy (1872) xxix. [Aus.
Some o

1

the others is sure to roust him out when he's properly
tight, Longman's Mag. (Aug. 1901) 301.]

17. adv. Tightly; smartly, quickly; strenuously, soundly.
Ayr. I charg'd them tight, An' gart them pay o' lawing clink

Mair than was right, Fisher Poems (1790) 61. Lnk. Hard an'
ticht Frae screigh o' day, till aucht o' nicht, Murdoch Doric Lyre
(1873) 26. nw.Der.1 Dev. I'll twink thee purty tight vur that,
sure's a gun, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 138. m.Cor. If I was yer
faather I'd thrash 'ee tight, Penberthy Warp and Woof, 125.
[Amer. A couple of men tearen up the path as tight as they could
foot it, Cent. Mag. (Feb. 1885) 544.]

18. v. Obs. To make close ; to tighten ; to stretch. Also
used Jig. and with up.

Sc. (Jam.) Fif. His lessone was a tichted upe abregment of all

he haid fetched the yeir by past, Melvill Autobiog. (1610) 255,
ed. 1842. Cld. (Jam.)

19. With up: to put in order ; to tidy ; to dress oneself
neatly and tidily.

Bnff. 1
, n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhp. 1 I must tight-up the house, and

then I'll tight-up myself. War. 3 Oxf. 1

I be all in my disabilles,

I ain't tited up it, MS. add. Hnt. (T.P.F.) e.An. 1 Tight yourself

up ; e.An. 2 , Cmb. (W.W.S.) Suf. 1 I tited em up a little. Ess.1

Ken. 1 My missus has gone to tight-up. Sus. 1 'To tight oneself

up ' is to dress or put on clean clothes ; Sus. 2 Hmp. Holloway.
Hence Ticht, sb. a setting in order; also with up.
Bnff.1 She ga' the hoose a kyne o' a ticht.

TIGHT, sb.
1 Ken. A long chain to which the fore-

horses in a plough are attached. Morton Cyclo. Agric.

(1863).

TIGHT, v? and sb? Obs. or obsol. Glo. Hmp. I.W.
Som. Also written tite Hmp. 1 Som. 1. v. To weigh,
poise ; to ascertain the weight of anything by poising it

in the hand.
Glo. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.) Hmp.1 I.W. [A zull] he

wistfully tighted from right hand to left, Moncrieff Dream (1863)
1. 19; I.W. 1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

Hence Tite-tity, v. to balance on the hand ; to play at

see-saw. Som. (Hall.) 2. sb. Weight.
Glo. The tight of a thing, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 424. Som.

The tite of a pin, Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).
TIGHT, see Tite, adv.
TIGHTEN, v. n.Cy. Yks. Ess. [tai-tan.] 1. To

initiate a workman on entry to a new situation ; see below.
n.Cy. When a new hand takes up a situation, the first dinner

hour he spends with his fellow workmen is devoted to ' tightening

'

him. The process is as follows:—A member of the 'order' is

selected by the ' candidate ' to read the rules. It is his prerogative
to command the most absurd attitudes that all must occupy during
the ceremony, and his order is rigorously enforced. Probably he
will order that all present stand on one foot, or suffer the conse-
quence. The ' rule ' is then read and is contained in the following :

' He that laughs, smiles, or shows his teeth, Shall be rannelled
like a thief, After I've said—dumb.' All are silent, and standing
on one foot, and the novice is conducted to his place, surrounded
by the members, prepared to 'ranneF or 'tighten' him to his
heart's content. The action consists of seizing him by the hair of
the head, every time the word ' tighten ' occurs, and giving it an
upward jerk. The ruler then reads out his command :

' O son I

O son ! thou hast transgressed—Tighten, Thou's broke the law
before our face—Tighten, And if thou dost not mend thy manners
—Tighten, The skin of thy arce shall go to the tanners—Tighten,
And if the tanner does not tan it well—Tighten, We'll hang thee
on a nail in hell—Tighten, And if that nail should chance to crack-
Tighten, We'll tie thee on the devil's back—Tighten, And if the
devil should run away—Tighten, We'll tighten thee another day-
Tighten.' The candidate having been almost driven mad by his
enthusiastic colleagues is then ordered to piss, whistle, or count
ten, during which time he is more vigorously ' tightened,' and the
ceremony concludes, only to be repeated on some unfortunate
member who has transgressed the ' rules.' Thus ' tightening '

is
almost continuous (B.K.).
2. To hasten.
w.Yks. Applied to a runaway dog, which was said to ' tighten

down the street,' N. if Q. (1886) 7th S. ii. 268. Ess. ib 910
TIGHTER, see Titter, adv.

9'

TIGHTISH, adj. and adv. Yks. Lan. Suf. Ken. Sus.Hmp. I.W Aus. [tai-tif.] 1. adj. Close-fitting, tight.
Also used Jig.

a; s •

n.Yks.4 It's varra well putten tigether, bud a larl bit tightish i'
t lid. It s a tightish fix. w.Yks. (J.W.), ne.Lan. 1

2. In financial straits, wanting money.
n.Yks.« Ah caan't len' tha ten pound, Ah's a bit tightish heldmysel just noo. °

3. Considerable in amount ; numerous.

A
Ke"- 1

.' Tightish lot,' a good many. Hmp. 1 A tightish heiehtA tightish lot. [Aus. I had * tightish ride to get over before Icaught the mail, Boldrewood Colon. Reformer (1890) III xxix 1
4. Well, in good health.

'J

ne.Lan. 1 Suf. 1
' Kienda tightish,' pretty hearty. Sus. 1 'I'mpretty tightish, thank you,' is not a very common expression



TIGHTLY [H5] TIKE

odbecause it is not considered genteel to be in perfectly go
health ; Sus.2 , Hmp.1

, I.W.1

5. adv. Severely, smartly.
I.W.1 I'll quilt thee purty tightish vor that (s.v. Quilt).

TIGHTLY, adv. Sc. Yks. Lan. Lon. e.An. I.W. Also
written titely s.Lan.1

; and in form tichtly Sc. [tai'tli.]
1. Obs. Deftly, neatly ; cleverly, dexterously; properly,

correctly.
Abd. Fearna but I sail tightly cook my lad, Shirrefs Poems

(1790) 93. Frf. When tightly plet and brawly iron'd out, Morison
Poems (1790) 148. e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.) ne.Lan.1 Lan. Olto
con tell th' tele an seyth' Rimes be rot, titely, Tim Bobbin View
Dial. (ed. 1808) Reader n. s.Lan.1

2. Well; esp. in phr, good tightly, very well ; very much.
e.An. 2 'That will do pretty tightly,' said of things. Suf. I'm

good tightly, thank ye (M.B.-E.).

3. Promptly, quickly ; actively, smartly.
Per. He can trip the spring fu' tightly, Ford Harp (1893) 112.

Lnk. Tichtly he'd get up again, The better for the brunt, Murdoch
Doric Lyre (1873) 47. e.An. 1

4. Thoroughly, closely ; minutely.
Per. A fine bairn ! an' sae was the ither twa. An' didna the

minister lay the vows tichtly on the fathers ? Cleland Inchbracken
(1883) 64, ed. 1887. Gall. He exercised me tightly in the use of
every weapon, Crockett Grey Man (1896) n.
5. Severely, sharply.
Sc. Have they plaid The truant, since you them so tightly paid ?

Maidment Pasquils (1868) 221. Lnk. Questioning them tightly
about their ill manners to the woman, Roy Generalship (ed. 1895)
40. Dmf. Targe him tichtly wha debases Frail human nature,
Quinn Heather (1863) 98. Gall. This pairish needs its releegion
tightly threshed into it wi'aflail, Crockett Standard Bearer (1898)
118. Lon. ' One master . . . leathered him,' to use his own words,
'tightly,' Mayhew Lond. Labour (ed. 1861) II. 249. I.W. 1

TIGLET, sb. Cum.14
[ti'glit.] The metal end of a

shoe- or boot-lace. (s.v. Aglet.)

TIGMATEEZE, v. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) To pull one
about. Cf. tig, v. 2.

TIGRY, sb. Cor. [Not known to our other corre-
spondents.] A yellow hawk with feathers edged with
black; a ' course hawk.' (J.W.)
TIGSAM, adj. Or.I. Also written tigsum and in

form taigsum (Jam. Sttppl.). [ti'gsam.] Hindersome

;

wearisome, tedious. Dennison Sketch Bk. (1880) Gl.

(Jam. Suppl.) Cf. tig'd.

TIGSER, sb. w.Yks.5 [ti'gza(r).] A slang juvenile
epithet used when a person is in quick motion.
One running against another is encouraged by cries of ' Go it

tigser !

' ' Awaay wi 1

thuh, tigser
!

'
' Tigsur al lick him,' &c.

There was in Leeds, not many years ago, a 'James Searle,' alias

' Tigser,' who was a noted walker.

TIG-TAG, v. Obs. Sc. 1. To trifle ; to be very busy
whileaccomplishingnothingofimportance; to shilly-shally.

Sc. They may tig-tag on this way this twelve-month, Baillie
Lett. (1776) I. 404 (Jam.). Dmb. They've fought sic a hard battle

or principle, and been tig-tagit for years, waiting on this Bill and
the other Bill, Cross Disruption (1844) xxxv.

2. To be a long time making a bargain ; to haggle. Also
in form tiggle-taggle. Fif. (Jam.)

TIGTAG,adv. Sh.I. [ti-g-tag.] In suspense. S.&Ork.1

TIG-TIR(E, v. Bnff.1 Cld. (Jam.) To keep in ; to annoy

;

to make sport by teasing.

TIG-TOW, sb. and v. Sc. [trg-tou.] 1. sb. The
children's game of ' tig ' (q.v.).

Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. The noisy glee o' skailin' time, Tigtow an'

ither splores, Lemon St. Mungo (1844) 50.

2. Phr. to play at tig-tow, to pat backwards and forwards,
to dally. Sc. (Jam.) 3. v. To play at ' tig.'

Rnf. That awsome din, That wild tig-towin' out an' in, Bout
closes, lobbies, toom coal cellars, Disturbin' peacefu' tenant

dwellers, Young Pictures (1865) 135.

4. Fig. To play fast and loose with ; to act capriciously
;

to dally with. Gen. with with.

e.Fif. I was tig-towin' wi' Tibbie i' the lobby, Latto Tarn

Bodkin (1864) xi. Dmf. Lassies often tig-tow that fashion with

the very men they like best, Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 13. Gall.

He was tig-towin wi'her that's noo his wife (J.M.).

VOL. VI.

m u ^F'
-1 In Sm - dial, use in Sc. Irel. and n.Eng. toNhp War. Also Bdf. e.An. Amer. Also written tyke

Sc (Jam.) S. & Ork.1 Bnff. 1 Dwn. Lakel.' 2 Cum.14 Win.

mC 1 o*
ne 'Yks -

1 w.Yks.12 *5 Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 Chs.123 n.Lin. 1

Nhp. Bdf. e.An.1 Amer.; and in forms teyke Cum.4
;totke s.Lan.1

; tyk Sc. (Jam.) [taik] 1. A dog, hound
;

a cur.

Sc. Properly one of a larger and common breed, as a mastiff,
a shepherd's dog, &c. (Jam.) ; A toolying tike comes limping
name, Ramsay Prov. (1737). Cai.1 Frf. A brither In his auld
tyke, Smart Rhymes (1834) 117. Ayr. He was a gash an' faithfu'
tyke, Burns Tiva Dogs (1786) 1. 29. Peb. They keep me here as
close as a mad tyke, Buchan Lost Lady (1899) 313. Kcb. He had
a muckle tyke yt gaed wi' him everywhere, Trotter Gall. Gossip
(1901) 23. n.Cy. In common use to denote a dog, or rather a
snarling, ill-tempered dog, N. (J Q. (1872) 4th S. ix. 537. Nhb.
Se widely scowr'd ilk playful tike, Graham Moorl. Dial. (1826) 5.
Lakel. 2 Cum. The tyke com laate, an' bark'd aloud, Anderson
Ballads (ed. 1881) 164. Wm. Ah, if iver I seed a good tyke . . .

He's a reet 'un ! Ollivant Owd Bob (1898) 14. n.Yks.12
,

ne.Yks. 1
,
m.Yks.1

, w.Yks. 1 Lan. A tyke to tak' care on you,
Westall Birch Dene (1889) II. 53. n.Lan. 1

,
Chs. 123 , s.Chs. 1

,

n.Lin. 1
, Lei.1 War. 3 A sheep-dog.

Hence (1) Tyke-auld, adj. very old
; (2) Tyked, ppl.

adj. currish, like a dog
; (3) Tyke-hungry, adj. ravenous

as a dog
; (4) -leyke, adv. like a dog

; (5) -tulyie, sb. a
dogs' quarrel, applied jig. to any coarse scolding match

;

(6) Tykes' testament, see below.
(1) Bnff. 1 Ayr. I fear I am tyke auld, and November's no a

time to saw seed, Galt Lairds (1826) xviii. (2) Sc. For all her
waful cries and greeting . . . (These follows were too tyked),
Watson Coll. Sngs. (1706) I. 46 (Jam.). (3) Sc. (Jam.) (4)
Cum. Beath teyke-leyke tuolian roun' the barn, Stagg Misc.

Poems (ed. 1807) 15. (5) Sc. (Jam.) (6) Rnf. Tykes test'ment
take him for their treat, I needed not my teeth to pike, Sempill
Banishment of Poverty (ed. 1849) 1. 89; An old saying, meaning
that there should be nothing left, ib. 103.

2. Fig. A rough, ill-mannered, churlish fellow, used gen.
as a term of reproach.

Sc. It is said of a stubborn man, ' He's a dour tyke ' (Jam.) ;

If the muckle tikes come in— I mean a' these Maxwells and
Johnstones, Scott Redg. (1824) x. Abd. Ye tike, stand up an'

break the chuckie, Beattie Parings (1801) 9, ed. 1873. Per. It's

no a shilpet tike like yon wad be the lad, Cleland Inchbracken

(1883) 241, ed. 1887. Edb. There's no yjour like, Ye disagreein'

ugly tyke ! M cLaren Chimla-lug (188 1) 60. Slk. Ye impudent,
hempy-looking tike that ye are, Hogg Tales (1838) 68, ed. 1866.

Dwn. They'll show ye nae mercy, the bloodthirsty tykes, Lyttle
Betsy Gray (1894) 26. Lakel.12 Cum. Some wreen ill-natur'd

teykes, Stagg Rosley Fair, in Smith Dial. (1839) 188 ; Cum. 1

;

Cum.3 Her man—a durty tike ! 69. n.Yks.12 , ne.Yks. 1 e.Yks.

Thompson Hist. Welton (1869) 171. w.Yks. 24 ; w.Yks.5 A nasty

tyke. A fat owd tyke. Lan. Peg's feyther wur a savidge owd
tyke, Ferguson Dick Moudywarp, 17. ne.Lan. 1 Chs. A head-

strong, termagant woman, N. V Q. (1872) 4th S. x. 55. Der.1

' A sad tike,' a bad or unlucky fellow. Obs. Bdf. Batchelor
Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) z 45- e.An.1

3. A mischievous, tiresome child or boy ; a term of re-

proach applied half playfully to children.
Sc. A goo and a gitty, my bonny wee tyke, Chambers Pop.

Rhymes (1890) 75. Dur. 1 Wm. Young tykes oft buy pleasure

dearly, Hutton Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 430. n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks. 2

'A nest of hungry tykes,' a family of hearty children. m.Yks. 1

w.Yks. Shoo can remember me when aw wor th' warst little

tyke 'at ivver lived, Hartley Clock Aim. (1879) 23. ne.Lan.1

Chs.1 An epithet applied to a person in mischief. ' Come ite, yo
tike !

' A cross child is often called ' a cross tike ' ; Chs.23 , Not. 1
,

n Lin.1 , Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 Gen. applied to a boy or man-servant. ' He's

a tiresome young tike.' War.3 [Amer. A term of reproach

applied to an ugly or naughty child, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 395.]

4. A sobriquet applied to a Yorkshireman.
Gall. John Bradfield, however, had enough experience of the

dialect of the ' Tykes ' of Yorkshire to master the intricacies of

the nomenclature of the Galloway uplands, Crockett Stickit Min.

(1893) 268. Lakel. 1 n.Yks. A place where the Yorkshire tykes

call a cow a coo, Fetherston Smuggins Fam. 3 ; n.Yks.4 w.Yks.

Bane ta Claapam town-gate lived an oud Yorkshire tike, Dixon

Sngs. Peas. (1857) 209; Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) Gl.

5. A gallant, applied to both sexes.

w.Yks. He is a tyke ; he's alius a toathree o' women i' t'wik.

u
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Shoo is a tyke ; shoo's alius a toathree o' men at her heels, Leeds
Merc. Supph (July 29, 1899).

6. An overgrown man or beast; an awkward, clumsy
fellow ; an odd, queer person.

Dmf. 600 head of Highland cattle—large-horned, tousy tykes,
mostly two-year-olds, Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 56. Wgt.
What a queer-lookin' tyke ! Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 222. n.Cy.
Grose (1790). w.Yks. He's a queer-looking tyke, but a don't
think as he's a bad one, Gaskell Sylvia (1863) xiv ; w.Yks. 1

Hees waxen a gay, . . whelkin, haspenald tike, ii. 289. Lan. The
Gotum tikes at yo complen'n on, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed.

1740)2; Lan. 1
, n.Ian. 1 s.Lan. 1 Applied to an eccentric or can-

tankerous person. ' He's a queer tyke.'

7. An old horse or mare.
n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks. (T.S.) w.Yks. Ah just this minnet left

yer poor awd tyke, Deead as a steean, Spec. Dial. (1800) Awd
Daisy. ne.Lan.1

8. The common otter, Lutra vulgaris. Sh.I. N. &= Q.
(1872) 4th S. x. 55 ; S. & Ork.1

[1. ON. tik, a bitch (Vigfusson). 2. But vnder tribut
and taillage as tykes and cherles, P. Plowman (b.) xix. 37.]
TIKE, sb? Sc. Also written tyke (Jam. Suppl). A

dial, form of ' tick '
; ticking, the case or cover of a bed or

bolster ; the bed or bolster itself. Cf. tyking.
Sc. A guid feather tyke (Jam. Suppl.). Frf. To gar our bed

look hale and neighbour-like, . . I span a tike, Morison Poems
(1790) 157. Lnk. Blankets an' sheets, tikes and braw mads,
Watt Poems (1827) 60 ; I hae lots o' blankets tae, An' twa-three
wabs o' tike, Thomson Musings (1881) 46. e.Lth. The household
gods, . . beds, tikes, an' dails, Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885I 12.

TIKE, sb.3 Obs. n.Cy. Also written tyke. Corn.
(Hall.)

; Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.)

TILAVEE, sb. Sc. A sudden fit of passion. Cf.
tirrivee.

Per. Whiles ye will tak' a bit thrawn tilavee, Edwards
Strathearn Lyrics (1889) 116.

TILD, v. e.An. [tild.] To tilt or incline at one end.
e.An. 1 We also say of anything which stands inclined, and in

apparent danger of falling, that it 'stands tilding.' Nrf. Hollo-
way ; Nrf.1 , Suf. 1

Hence Tilder, sb. a wedge-shaped contrivance used to
tilt a cask, &c. Suf.1

TILE, sb. 1 Sc. Yks. Stf. Not. Hrf. e.An. Sus. Dor. Som.
Dev. Also written tyle- Nrf. [tail.] 1. A slate used
for roofing; pi. the roof.
w.Yks. Law, what a din t'cats is mekkin upo' t'tiles (W.M.E.F.).

w.Cy. Reports Provinc. (1891). w.Som.1 A small builder said to
me of a linhay to be built :

' Wiid yue wee-sh tu kuuvur-n wai
tuyulz ur pan--tuyulz ?

' [Would you wish to cover him (roof)
with tiles or pan-tiles ?]

2. Comp. (1) Tile-shard or -sherd, a piece of broken tile
;

(2) -sparrow, the house-sparrow, Passer domeslicus ; also
called Eave-sparrow (q.v.)

; (3) -stone, (a) a slate; a
roofing slate

;
(b) obs., a brick

; (4) -wright, a tile-maker.
(1) e.An.1 Nrf. Grose (1790). Suf. A very common word

among bricklayers, Cullum Hist. Hawsted (1813) ; Suf. 1 e.Sus.
Holloway. Dor.1

(2) s.Not. There's a tile-sparrer's nest in our
pear-tree (J.P.K.). (3, a) w.Som. 1 You mus' 'ave vower good
tile-stones and put tap o' thick there chimley. The win've
a-blowed down the tile-stone an' a-tord'n all to pieces. Dev. They
ad'n a-brought nother sext, and zo they wad'n able vor to trim
the tile-stones, Reports Provinc. (1891). (b) Sc. A tile-stone or
brick, Wedderburn Voc. (1673) 2I (Jam.). (4) Stf. White
Wrekin (i860) xxx ; In the Potteries the term ' tilewright' is still
used, Bardsley Surnames (1901) (s.v. Telwright).
3. A drain-pipe.
Sc. (A.W.) Hrf.2 'They are so busy in hauling this tile.' 'What

to do ?
' ' Oh, tile for grippin.'

TILE, sb? w.Yks.5 • [tail.] An audacious thief; a
mischievous person, esp. applied to young people. Cf.
file, sb}
TILE, v. e.Yks.1

[tail.] With to: to accommodate
oneself to circumstances, esp. if unpleasant. Cf. taal.
Ah deeant like it at all, bud Ah sal ha ti tile-tiv it.

TILE, see Teel, v}
TILEB, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Dried.
We had a tiled whiting [at Cockenzie], a dish unknown else-

where, Scott/;-k. (June 27, 1830); 'Tiled haddocks ' and 'tiled

whitings ' are now unknown to the fisher-folk of Cockenzie, Jm.
Sir W. Scott (1890) 755 note, ed. 1891.

TILFER, sb. Sh. and Or.I. Also in forms telfer,

tulffer. [ti'lfar.] The loose flooring or boards at the
bottom of a boat.

Sh.I. The boat was partly filled with water ; . . it contained
neither oars, mast, nor sail, and only one telfer, Sh. News (Aug.
18, 1900) ; S. & Ork. 1

, Or.I. (S.A.S.)

[Ictl.pilfar, the deck of a ship (Vigfusson).]

TILINGS, sb. pi. m.Yks. 1 [ta-linz.] Tiles.

TILL, sb} Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Nrf. Sur.
Also in form teel Nhb. 1

[til.] 1. Hard, unproductive
clay; subsoil; see below. Also used fig.

Sc. We're down to the till now, Scott Antiquary (1814) xxiii.

Per. The bottom is a very bad sort of clay, commonly called by
the farmers here mortar or till, Statist. Ace. IV. 203 (Jam.). Fit
' Schistus ' and ' Till ' are words indiscriminately used to denote
the same argillaceous, hard, fossile [sic] substance. The word
Till is, indeed, sometimes vulgarly used to denote a stiff clay,
although in a soft state, Ure Hist. Rutherglen (1793) 252 (ib.).

Ayr. To die an' be laid i' the till Indeed's nae mows, Fisher
Poems (1790) 63. Gall. Till ... is sometimes used to express a
sort of hard, impenetrable clay, mixed with fragments of stone
or gravel, . . The name is likewise applied to subsoils of an
absorbent nature. . . It is often used to denote a retentive subsoil,
abounding with iron ore. In general, it may be taken for any
subsoil, consisting of a mixture of clay and sand or stones, devoid
of the vegetable matter which gives a soil the friability and open-
ness requisite for vegetation, Agric. Surv. 12 (Jam.)

;
(A.W.) N.I.1

Nhb.1 A blue, marly clay, commonly called blue teel, one of the
unstratified clays of the boulder-clay formation. Nrf.1 Sur. It is
seldom possible to plough deeper than five or six inches without
bringing up the till or ferruginous subsoil, Marshall Review
(1817) V. 369.

Hence Tilly, adj. of the nature ot ' till ' or clay. Also
used fig.

Inv. Large pits were dug up of a tilly substance, to give firm-
ness and consistency to a loose mossy soil, Agric. Surv. 112 (Jam.).
Gall. The heart that never felt love is said to be a piece of tillie
clay, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
2. Hard or soft shale.
Sc. All metals, as stone and tilles (which are seems [seams] of

black stone, and participat much of the nature of coal), Sinclair
Misc. Obs. Hydrost. (1672) 26 (Jam.). Lnk. A bed of till above
the main coal, Patrick Plants (1831) Pre/. 18. Nhb. 1 Hard
shale platy or splitting into plates in the lines of the stratification.
3. Comp. Till-band, obs., a name given to pudding-stone

or conglomerate.
Sc. Breccia arenacea, Cronst. Scottish till-band, Headrick View

ofArran (1807) 245 (Jam.).

4. Manure, compost; a compost of earth and lime, mixed
Also called Tillage (q.v.).

n.Cy. (Hall.) Yks. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863) w Yks i
Lan. Reports Agric. (1 793-1813) 27. ne.Lan.1

fieid^'rf

1

1

Till "midden
'
a manure-heap in a ploughed

IjVb sb
\

Nhp.1
[til.] Money. ' Have you got any till ?

'

TILL, v} Som Dev. Cor. til.] To sow seed for acrop
; to plant. Cf. teal, v.

1

w.Som. 1 Thick field's a-tilled to whait ; last year he was in to

and^'p cT n T* ^ & * SenSe °f to WOrk or cuIti™te

(W S? °' 6V
' '

S CG.E.D.) Cor. To till potatoes

TILL,^. 2 Sc.Lei.Nhp.War. [til.] To entice terriDt
to draw on, beguile. Cf. teal, v? '

lemPr
'

Sc (Jam) Lei 1 'Ah dunna loike so much coold wotter ' saida patient who had been persuaded to try the hydremic treat.

bike ' I" !°P
; t\Wanf

3 dr°P °" SOme
'

at A"« h> till it downloike Nhp.i Rarely heard except in the vulgar old adage 'Oneshoulder of mutton will till down another ' War 3
S '

Hence Till-down, sb. a relish, zest ; an inducement
Lei. 1 A ko.nd o' till-daown loike, as meks 'em ate moTvftie[To the scole him for to till, Cursor (c. 1300) 12175. CpO^for-tyllan to lead astray, seduce (Sweet).]

75 P'

i t 1!

v?
a

ev
-
Cor

-
Also in form teel Dev.1

[til 1
1. I o hand over ; to reach

; to give
J

^\'If» hi
i
her''

'"t
hand U t0 me

>
Home Subsecivae (1777)431 ,

Dev.> Her than told me to teel yender her bible, 56. a DelTill un a traunchard vrom tha tack, Rock Jim „„' N'ell (,867) st'
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18. Cor. Anether . . . Ax'd ef Jemimar ded feel dry, An' till'd

her port an' sherry, Daniel Budget, 24.

2. Obs. To come.
Dev. ' Till along,' i.e. come along, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 431;

(Hall.)

[1. Cp. OE. getillan, to attain, reach ; to touch (Sweet).]

TILL, adj. Ken.12
[til.] Tame

;
gentle.

[OE. til, good, apt, fit, suitable (Hall).]

TILL, prep, and conj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also written til Sc. Nhb.1 Dur.1 n.Yks.124 ne.Yks.1

e.Yks.1 m.Yks. 1 Lan. n.Stf.n.Lin.1
; and in forms tie Lan.;

t'll Win. n.Lan.1
; tul(l N.Cy.2 Lakel.2 Cum.184 n.Yks.4

ne.Yks. 1 w.Yks.1345 Der.1 n.Lin.1
[til ; tul, tl.] See To.

I. Contracted forms : (1) Till's, to us ; (2) Tilly, till I

;

(3) Till't or Tilt, {a) to it
;

(b) to the
; (4) Tiltos, till thou

hast
; (5) Tull't or Tult, (a, b) see (3 a, b)

;
(c) used as sb.

in comb, with beer, &c. ; see below.

(1) Per. They're sent till's, Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 54.

(2) w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Monthly Mag. (1815) I. 127. s.Lan. 1

(3, a) Elg. Ae sleeve hangs till't, Tester Poems (1865) 79. Frf.

A burn without a brig till't, Barrie Tommy (1896) 36. Gall. A
wee bit tillt she'll put hersel', Scott Gleanings (1881) 105. (6) Cum.

(E.W. P.) (4) w.Yks. l l'll nut gi the ya penny tiltos doon thy wark, ii.

207. (5, a) Wm. Dry breed an' nowt tult (B.K.). w.Yks. (J.W.),

w.Yks.15 Lan. So hard put tull't, Waugh Heather (ed. Milner)

I. 78. (b) Cum. Yance tult Bishop, Willie Wattle (1870) 4. Wm.
She went tult market, Robison Aald Taales (1882) 3. w.Yks.

Before yo' goa tult' draper's shop lewk twice inlat pantry, Prov.

in Brighouse News (Aug. 10, 1889). (c) w.Yks. Used as one word

and actually written ' tea-tult,' ' beer-tult.' ' Ah had a glass of

t'best beer-tult and it maaide me . . . poorely,' Lucas Stud. Nidder-

dale (c. 1882) 234.

II. Dial. uses. 1. prep. To.
Sc. To bring popish medals in till their very library, Scott Mid-

lothian (1818) xi. Sb.I. Auld Nickey, as da saying is, is aye kind

till his ain, Stewart Tales (1892) 255. n.Sc. He read it till an

end, Buchan Ballads (1828) I. 2, ed. 1875. Cai. 1 Bnff. 1 The

tooshtan o' the beuk till ither an' fae ither wiz eneuch f tear't in

inch-muckles (s.v. Tooshtan). Abd. Pack aff till your bed, Greig

Logie 0' Buchan (1899) 10. Lnk. I'll gar ye dance till a different

tune, Gordon Pyolshaw (1885) 21. Slk. I'm only gaun till Moffat

Hogg Tales (1838) 351, ed. 1866. n.Ir. Get Mickey Mooney till

gie me a lift wi' them, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 85 ;
N.I. 1

,
N.Cy.' -",

Nhb 1 Dur. 1 Lakel.12 Cum.8 They steeak tull their wark like

Britons, 78 ; Cum.4 (s.v. Te). Wm. I said t'll urn, Richardson

Sng Sol. (1859) iii. 3. n.Yks.1 24 ne.Yks.1 Seldom heard save

in the N Riding. ' Thoo mun gan til (or tul) him.' e.Yks. 1
,

m Yks ! w Yks.34 ; w.Yks.5 ' Til ' we have heard freq., but * tul

is'by far the commonest. Lan. I went tie him, Gaskell Lectures

Dial (1854) 23. nXan. 1 n.Stf. Occas. heard. ' I came up til

him '(J TV). nerMJbs. n.Lin.', Nhp.1 Cth. Used in reference

to place (W.W.S.).

2 At.
Frf The Deacon thus wi' satisfaction Looked till himself, Sands

Poem's (1833) 72. Nhb. Look till him noo, Strang Earth Fiend

(1892) 17.

Ayr A Captain till his trade, Boswell Poet. Wks. (1803) II,

ed. 1871. Edb. He was a joiner till his trade, Campbell Deilie

Jock (1897) 133.

4 For.
Kcd They call'd her Eppie' till her name, Jamie Muse (1844) 9°;

w.Yks.5 ' Whear's tuh tul this morning lad ?
' ' Am tul Beverla .

5 Of.
Sh.I.1 warn [warrant] ye saw naethin' till him den, Magnus?

Sh. News (Dec. 4, 1897). Nhb. There was a weel pleased sort

till'a smile upo' Letty's face, Jones Nhb. (1871) 115.

6. Concerning, about; after.

Sh I I wis anxious ta ken if Magnus wis awaar onytnmg till

him when he wis doon, Sh. News (Dec. 4, ^97). Gall. Seem

till that hizzy Meg, Crockett Sunbonnet (1895) iv.

7. Obs. Used elliptically, with v. understood.

Sc He is till that lady's bower, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (iboo)

I o7 Abd. She fills the mug, and till her head, Beattje Parings

e',fi„Tl ao ed 1873 Lnk. Up they till't like twa game cocks,

^MinsteUy^§16) 27. if cLt aff their upper claes An'

til't that day, A. Scott Poems (ed. 1808) 97.

8 Phr. till time, until. ,

Edb There the miller held me still Till time we censured every

sack, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 396, ed. 1815 ; To hald him Till

time their friend was out of strait, ib. 392.

9. conj. While ; during the time. Cf. while.
Sc. (A.W.) e.Yks. He never ate nor drunk nothing, till the

fever was so bad on him, N. & Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 194. Rut. 1

10. Before ; up to the time of.

Gall. It was not long till she had me cosy in bed, Crockett
Moss-Hags (1895) 229. w.Yks. (J.W.) Dev. Two months ago

(the subject of the discourse) was taken with a seizure, and
never spoke till she was buried, Reports Provinc. (1891).

11. By the time that, ' against.'

Som. I've got to get supper till my husband do come home
(W.F.R.) ; I shall be ready till you are (F.A.A.).

12. Than.
n.Yks. Nor niver wish'd, to be na' moor to him Till what I are,

Munby Ann Morgan (1896) 16. Lan. Makken moor enemies to

th' King and Craoon Till onny twenty men besoide, Byrom Misc.

Poems (1814) I. 116. I.Ma. (S.M.); More till one can play at

that game, Brown Doctor (1887) 24. Chs. 1
; Chs.s Oive moore

brass till thee. s.Chs.1 Ton's noo strunger till tother, 60. nw.Der. 1

Nhp.2 He's better till me. Shr.1 Better till that. w.Cy. (Hall.)

[1. He se33de buss till himm, Ormiilum (c. 1200) 803.

ON. til, to (Vigfusson).]

TILL, see Teel, v.
x

TILLADUM, v. Lan. [trladum.] A slang word for

to 'weave.'
He went to learn th' art un mystery o tilladumin, vulgarly cawd

hond-loom weighvin, Staton Loominary (c. 1861) 49. s.Lan. 1

Hence Tilladumoite, sb. a handloom weaver.

Weighvurs thowt there wurnt sitch chaps i' aw Lankishire; . .

they used to have a reawm o purpose forth' tilladumoites to booze

in, Staton B. Shuttle Bowtun, n.
TILLAGE, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. Lin. Nrf. [tilidg.j

1. 56. In comp. (1) Tillage-farm, a farm used for arable

purposes, as distinct from one only pastured
; (2) -job,

arable work ; (3) -soil, arable land.

(1) Nrf. Hunter Georg. Ess. (1803) I. 425. (2) w.Yks. The

right season for a tillage-job, if once it was let slip by, did not re-

turn again, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 54. (3) w.Yks.

Everywhere peatland and tillage-soil . . . opened parched mouths

and cried for drink, ib. 303.

2. Manure ; compost. See Till, sb.
1 4.

Yks. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). w.Yks. 1 n.Lin. 1 Commonly

used of bought manures, such as guano, bones, superphosphates,

and nitrate of soda, not of manure made in the fold-yard.

3. V. To till. .„

Per. The profit and loss o' the rough tillaged ground, Selby

Rhymes (1840) 38.

4. To put ' tillage ' or manure on land.

n.Lin.1 I've sawn it, an' tillaged it, an' iv'ry mander n thing,

an' all to noa ewse.

Hence Tillager, sb. a seller of compost or manure. 10.

TILLER, sb.
1 Nhb. Wor. e.An. Wil. [tila(r.] 1. A

break to a wagon ; see below.

Nhb ! A strong crooked lever of wood, called a Convoy, or

Tiller,'is applied to both the hind wheels of the waggon—which

regulates its velocity, Mackenzie Hist. Nhb. (1825) I. 148.

2 The handle by which the top sawyer guides a long

pit-saw. se.Wor.1
, Wil.

1 3. The wooden handle of a

spade or shovel. „ .„ . . ,

e An Nrf J Suf.1 We have two sorts of tillers—a skuppet and

skaffel have a cot-tiller tenanted on the top for a handle—T—

a

spade an eye-tiller—Y—of one piece.

TILLER, sb.' War. Glo. [ti;te(r).] The shaft-horse

in a wagon, &c. ; the wheeler ; a ' thiller.' Cf. tills, sb. pi.

War.2,!.War.1
, Glo. (A.B.), Glo.12

.

TILLER, sb.
a Obs. Sc. A till ; a box for keeping

"Seels throngVf bags o' cash to buy and til. your tiller,

Galloway Poems (18 10) Sutor'sMag. 4-

TILLER, v. and sb* Sc. n.Cy. Cum Yks. Nhp. War

Hrf Glo Oxf Bdf. e.An. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp.Wfl. Also

written tilla Sur. ; and in forms tellar Sur.1
;
teller Hrf.

Fen Sur 1 Sus.1 Hmp. Dev.; tellow Sur. Sus. Hmp.;

tellv n Yks.1 w.Yks. 1
; ? thiller Oxf.; tillow Sus. 1 Hmp.'

rtila(r) 1 1. v. To spread or throw out shoots
;
to send

out a number of shoots from the same stem. Also wi 1iout.

sSc Clover-plants, when they have room to grow, tiller or
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stool, and employ more ground than those of corn, Maxwell Sel.

Trans. (1743) 24 (Jam.). Slg. When the plants are thin they

keep tillering (or sending forth new shoots), Agric. Surv. 403 {ib.).

N.Cy. 1 Cum. The wheat does not look so thin as it did, it has

begun to tiller out (E.W.P.). Yks. They begin even to tiller, for

I counted seven or eight stalks on one plant, Hunter Georg,

Essays (1803) I. 186. e.Yks. The newly raised mould in the

spring encourages the plants to spread, 'tiller,' and shoot with
greater vigour, Farm Reports, Scoreby (1832) 7. Nhp. 1 War.4

Bless us, how that wheat is a tillering out. Glo. (H.S.H.) Oxf.

Said of growing corn, when the blades spread and multiply from
the same seed (K.). Bdf. The wheat tillered or branched con-

siderably in the beginning of November, Batchelor Agric.

(1813) 293; (W.F.R.) e.An.1 Suf. Young Annals Agric. (1784-
1815) X. 203. Sur. 1 Corn is said to 'tiller' out when it stocks

out well and covers the ground. Hmp. 1
, Wil. 1 Dev. To keep

the fields with room upon them for the corn to teller, Blackmore
Lorna Doone (1869) xxii.

2. sb. A young shoot of corn or grass ; a straw ; a stalk.

Mry. The rising blade of growing corn shooting out several

stems from one seed, Gl. Surv. (Jam.). n.Yks. 1 w. Yks.1 There's
nut ya telly left i'th laithe. Ken. A single shoot springing from
a stub (W.F.S.). Hmp. The young shoots of wheat in the spring,

Holloway.
3. A sapling ; a young tree, esp. a young oak tree.
Hrf. We should always speak of ' the tellers ' or ' one of the

tellers,' never 'a teller' alone (N.G.). Ken. 1 An oak sapling,

or other young timber tree of less than six inches and a quarter in

girth. Sur. Standing trees among underwood, not yet come to

their full growth (K.) ; The lessee covenants not to cut down
tellows and stemmers, N. if Q. (1878) 5th S. x. 22; (T.T.C.);
Sur. 1 Sus. When the underwood has been copsed, the sapling
oaks left standing are called tellers, N. & Q. (1859) 2nd S. vii. 284 ;

Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XI. 195; Sus.', Hmp. (F.A.A.)

[2, 3. Cp. OE. telgor, a shoot, twig, plant ; telgra, a shoot,
twig; branch; sucker (Sweet).]

TILLIE, sb. Sh.l. [ti'li.] In phr. to move like the sun
upon a tillie, said of anything which moves very slowly and
steadily. S. & Ork. 1

TILLIE-LICKIT, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form tillie

lick Gall. 1. An unexpected stroke
; Jig. an unexpected

misfortune or calamity. Fif. (Jam.) 2. pi. Taunts and
sneers. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
TILLIE-SOUL, sb. Obs. Sc. See below.
Lth. A place at some distance from a gentleman's mansion-

house, whither the servants and horses of his guests are sent
when he does not choose to entertain the former at his own
expense (Jam.).

TILLING, sb. Stf. Der. Shr. w.Cy. [trtin.] Crop or
produce; the grain-crops of arable land

;
grain in general.

Stf., Der. (J.K.) Shr. 1 Theer'll be no gwei'n to the wakes, I

can tell yo', if we dunna get the tillin' 'oused afore then, an' it's

'ardly likely this casertly weather ; Shr.2 When the tillin's ripe.

The tillin looks frum like. w.Cy. (Hall.)
[OE. tilung, gain, produce (Sweet).]
TILLIRON, sb. N.I. 1 A crowbar.
TILLIWHILLIE, sb. Sc. The curlew, Numenius

arquata.
Among them were some called whaups or tilliwhillies, Hislop

Anecdote \ 1874) 234.

TILLOW, see Tiller, v.

TILLOWIE, sb. Clc. (Jam.) 1. Tally-ho, a cry to
hounds to encourage them in the chase. 2. Fig. See below.
Used of one who has dealt too freely with intoxicating liquor.

'He has gotten his tillowie' (Jam.).

TILLS, sb.pl.1 Yks. I.Ma. [tilz.] The shafts of a cart,

&c. See Thill, sb.1

n.Yks.2 I.Ma. The hors put to the tills at once, Rydings Tales

(1895) rr9 .

TILLS, sb. pi. 2 Obs. Hmp. A shortened form of
' lentils.' See below.
Wee in English [call it] Lentills, but the country people in

Hampshire, and other countries, where they sow it in their fields

for their Catties foode, call it Tills, Parkinson Theatr. (1640) 1058,
in(B.&H).
TILLUP, v. and sb. Yks. Also written tillip. [ti'lap.]

1. v. To run nimbly ; to trip, dance along. Gen. in prp.
w.Yks. ' Shoo coome tillupin'dahn t'loine at aftermuh.' Common,

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 8, 1899) ; She come bahncin aht o' t'frunt

deur an' started o' tillipun ower t'lawn, Yks. Wkly. Post (Mar. 14,

1896).

2. sb. A light, tripping, dancing movement or motion.

w.Yks. Shoo ran wi' a tillup all t'way, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (tb.)

TILLY, sb. Irel. [ti'li.] Something additional and

of small value given into the bargain, as a gift or bonus.

Ir. A small ewer of milk given to a servant by a milkman over

and above what he serves for the use of the famify(A.S.-P.).

Wxf. It would be the saving of many a stone of butter in the year

given away in tillies, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 201.

TILLY-PAN, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written tillie-. A
skillet.

Mry. (Jam.) Abd. A tillie pan O' white iron, whilk I made my-

sel', Anderson Poems (ed. 1826) 28.

TILLY-WILLY, sb. and adj. Lin. Nhp. War. 1. sb.

Obs. Cloth made of worsted and cotton.

Nhp. Cast away thy twilly willy, Winter's warm protecting

gown, Clare Vill. Minstrel (1821) II. 35 ; Nhp.1 The common
dress of the lower order of aged females half a century ago.

2. Thin beer ; the last drainings from the malt.

War.3 ' The carrier has asked for some ale—draw him some
half ale and half tilly-willy.' Ale, beer, tilly-willy were the three

productions of home-brewing.

3. adj. Thin, slight, wanting in substance.
Lin. Cloth, tape, &c. are said to be poor tilly-willy things when

they are deficient in substance (Hall.) ; Lin. 1

TILT, sb.
1 Sc. Yks. Not. Lin. Wor. Glo. Oxf. Brks.

e.An. Ken. Sur. I.W. Wil. Dor. [tilt.] 1. The movable
top or cover, gen. made of canvas or sail-cloth, of a wagon,
van, stall, &c.

Arg. We were a chittering pair as we drove under the tilt of the

cart that came to the Mearns to meet us, Munro Shoes ofFort. (1901)

15. w.Yks. Me an' twoathry moare wor rowl'd it't tilt as toight as

ifwe wor goain' under a mangle, Hallam Wadsley Jack (1864) xvi.

Not. 1
, Lin. 1

, n.Lin.1 , se.Wor. 1 e.An. 2 A large cloth for covering

stacks or stalls in a fair. Cmb.1 Be sure and keep well under the

tilt when it rains. Ken. 1
, Sur.1

, I.W.1 Wil. Slow Gl. (1892).

Hence (1) Tilted-cart, (2) Tilt-up, sb. a covered cart or
wagon, esp. the kind used by village carriers.

(1) Arg. The tilted cart with my father and me in it, Munro
Shoes ofFort. (1901) 16. Lin. 1 Oxf. 1 MS. add., Brks.1 (2) Glo.

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 432.

2. A sunbonnet. Also in comb. Tilt-bonnet.
Oxf. 1 A garden bonnet kept in shape by being made on paste-

board, MS. add. Dor. The women . . . wore tilt bonnets covered
with nankeen, which hung in a curtain upon their shoulders,
Hardy Madding Crowd (1874) xxiv.

TILT, sb.2 Yks. [tilt.] A forge. (Hall.) w.Yks.
Sheffield Indep. (1874); w.Yks. 2 *

TILT, sb? Sh. & Or.I. Wm. War. Shr. Hmp. Dor.
Som. Dev. [tilt.] 1. In phr. to be on the tilt, to be in
a high-minded state. S. & Ork.1 2. A hasty temper

;

excitement, rage.
Wm. (B.K.) Dev. Jane got into a tilt, and said, ' I will see for

myself,' Reports Provinc. (1884) 32.

Hence (1) Tiltish, adj. (a) obs., easily offended, irritable,
touchy

;
(b) of a horse : apt to kick

; (2) Tiltishness, sb.,

obs., ill-temper
; touchiness, irritability

; (3) Tilty, adj. (a)
see (1, a)

;
[b) of animals : fidgety, restless, disinclined to

stand still.

(1, a) n.Dev. OH the neighbourhooden knowth thee to be a . . .

tiltish hussey, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 42. (6) w.Som.1 1 don't like
thick 'oss

;
I zim is tiltish. (2) n.Dev. With nort bet agging . . . and

tiltishness, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 75. (3, d) War. (J.R.W.) Shr.1

Obsol. I say, Jack, none o' yore tilty temper this mornin'. Dor.
(L.S.), Dor. 1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som.
W. & J. Gl. (1873). Dev. Moore Hist. (1829) 1. 355. n.Dev. The
tilty, twily, preckett toad, Rock Jim arC Nell (1867) st. 90. (6)
Hmp. (H.E.)

3. Trouble, annoyance. Or.I. (S.A.S.)
TILT, v. n.Dev. (Hall.) To totter. See Tittering.
TILT, see Tilth.
TILTER, sb. 1 Suf. Ken. [ti-lts(r).] Condition, plight;

order. Cf. kelter, sb.1
' F * '

Suf. (Hall.)
; Suf. 1 Some ploughmen have affirmed that ' filter'

describes a particular mode of ploughing out of the ordinary line
of draught. Ken. 1 He's left that farm purty much out o' filter, I
can tell ye.
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TILTER, sb.2 Shr.e.An. [tilta(r).] 1. The may-fly,

Ephemera vulgata ; see below.
Shr.1 The ' tilter ' is the green and grey drake of the fly-fisherman

;

it derives its name from the see-saw, up-and-down flight of the

fully-developed insect,—a motion more especially noticeable in

the male.

2. A wedge-shaped instrument for tilting up a cask.

e.An.2 See Tild.

TILTERING, #>/.«<#. Hrf.2 [trltarin.] Tilting, easily

upset, unsteady. A filtering table.

[Cp. OE. tealirian, to stagger, not to stand firm (Sweet).]

TILTH, sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. Not. Lin. Nhp. War. Won
Hrf. Glo. Brks. Bdf. Hrt. Mid. e.Cy. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp.
I.W. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written tylth s. & e.Cy. ;

and

in form tilt Bwk. Rxb. (Jam.) Lin. Nhp.1 Bdf. Hrt. Ken.12

Sur.1 Hmp.1 I.W.1
[tiljj ; tilt.] 1. Cultivation, tillage

;

the state or condition of land as regards cultivation. Also

used attrib.

Ayr. It is impossible to bring the land into the requisite state of

tilth and cleanness, Farm Reports, Kyle (1832) 38. Rxb. The land's

in sae bad a tilth that we canna saw the day (Jam.). Gall. Men
who would wrest away ancient rights of tilth and pasturage,

Crockett Dark o' Moon (1902) 51. n.Yks.2,Not. (L.C.M.) Nhp.1

When a field is in good ' tilth ' it is in good tillage ; Nhp.2 War."

These catching frosteses ull bring the land into a good tilth for

planting. Wor. Difficulty was experienced in getting a proper

tilth, Evesham Jrn. (July 18, 1896). Glo.1 You've got your land

in proper tilth. Brks. 1 Land in good 'tilth ' is land well ploughed

and worked and in a good state of cultivation. w.Mid. It is said

to be a good tilth when the land is in a good state for sowing—

that is, when it is fine enough, wet or dry enough, as the case

may be (W.P.M.). Ken.12 , Sur.1 Sus.1 He's a man as always

keeps his ground in good tilth. Hmp.1 To be in good tilt is to

be in good order or in good tillage. w.Cor. (M.A.C.)

2. Cultivated land or soil.
. ,

Per. Far frae hame I sune may be, ower beildless tilth an tide,

Ford Harp (1893) 364. Bwk. Willie soon got bewildered [in

Edinburgh] . . . and went about . . . frequently exclaiming that he

' could neither see town nor tilt,' Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856)

109. ne.Lan.1 Bdf. Batchelor^ko/. Eng. Lang. (1809) 145. Hrt.

' Tilth ' or ' tilt ' is ground reduced by the plough and harrow to

a fineness or powder, Ellis Pract. Farmer (175°) 5°- s. * e -cy-

Ray (1691). I.W. 1 Dev. Long slopes of rich tilth fust, airth so

sweet as ever bore leaf an' root in season, Phillpotts Striking

Hours (1901) 140.

3. A ploughing.
Nhp.1 The land has had so many tilts; Nhp.2 That piece must

have a fresh tilth over. Nrf. Ploughing is done so easily that.it

is an encouragement to the farmer to give it the more tilths,

which in some measure accounts for the land being so clean,

Marshall Review {1811) III. 338 - Hmp. 1
.

Hence Tilting, prp. ploughing land very shallow, in the

autumn after a corn-crop. Lin. Morton Cyclo. Agnc.

(1863). 4. A freshly-turned furrow. s.Wor. 1
,
Hrt.

5. Land lying fallow. Nhp.1 Hence Tilth grain, phr.

wheat or rye sown on fallow ground. Som. Hervey

Wedmore Chron. (1887) 181.

[OE. tilp, employment, agriculture; gain, produce, crop

(Sweet).]
TILTHALIL-THA, adv. e.Yks.1 Also in form til-tha-

lillill. [ti-l-tSa-lil-tSs.] With great speed.

Didn't we gan til-tha-lil-tha when we walked ti Hornsea ?

TIM, see Teem, v.
1

TIMANS, sb.pl. Ken. Alsoinformtimings. [termsnz.]

Dregs or grounds poured out of the cask after the liquor

is drawn off; lit. ' teemings.' Lewis Tenet (1736) ;
Ken. 2

See Teem, v.
1

TIMARRANY, sb. Obs. Nrf. Two poor things.

There they go timarrany, Holloway; (Hall.)

TI-MAWN, see To-morn.

TIMBAL, sb. Cor.12 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] [ti-mbl.] A mining tool.

TIMBER, sb., v. and adj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and

Eng. Also in forms tember I.W.2 Cor.
;
ternbur I.W. ;

timer w.Yks. ; timmer Sc. (Jam.) Cai.1 Nhb.1 Cum.1 *

n.Yks.4 Som.; timmor Nhb. 1
;
tymmer Abd. (Jam.)

[ti-mba(r, ti-ma(r.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Timber-bob, a

pair of wheels and a pole, on which a felled tree is slung
;

(2) -cart, to go with a team for timber ; to cart timber

;

(3) -falling, the cutting down of timber
; (4) -lifters, legs,

limbs, esp. when wearing wooden clogs
; (5) -man,

a dealer in timber; a timber-merchant; (6) -market, a

market held in Aberdeen on the last Wednesday in

August, formerly for the sale of all kinds ofwooden goods;

(7) -raising, (8) -rearing, a festivity held on the occasion

of putting the roof timbers on a new building
; (9) -sticks,

trees left lying in a heap, in order that they may become
seasoned

; (10) -trees, large heavy trees capable of being

made into timber ; large trees as distinct from fruit-trees;

(n) -tug, see (1) ; (12) -whim, a timber-cart, a ' gill' (q.v.,

s.v. Gill, sb.8 ).

(1) Brks. 1 A timber carriage consisting of a simple arrangement

between two wheels to which part of the tree is chained, the

remainder of the tree dragging along the ground. w.Mid. An
arrangement for carrying timber, consisting of a pair of large

wheels. Midway upon the spindle connecting these there is

fixed a long pole, used as a lever to raise the tree from the

ground (W.P.M.). Hmp.1 (2) Oxf. 1 MS. add. I.W.1 ' We be aal

gwine to tembur keeurt,' we are all going for timber. (3) Sur.

In the woodhouse . . . there was a place for everything. . . Axes

for timber falling and for lopping, Times (Dec. 7, 1894) 13, col. 4.

(4) Lan. ' These owd timber-lifters,' he said, taking stock of his

legs, ' are gettin' as cratchinly as an owd wisket,' Brterley Red

Wind. Hall, 82. s.Lan.1 (5) Abd. (Jam.) ;
Great profanatione of

the Lord's day by timbermen travelling and carrying their timber

from the high lands to the low country mercats, Exercise of Alford

(1662-88) 18, ed. 1897. (6) Abd. The time-honoured institution

of the 'Timmer Market' is being held to-day in Castlegate in fine

weather. . . The timmer goods, which were at one time the chief

feature of this fair, have been almost entirely superseded by toys

and trinkets of German manufacture. . . ' But timmer's scarcely

ever seen In modern Timmer Markets,' Abd. Even. Express (Aug.

26, 1896). (7) Cum.1
; Cum. 4 On Saturday a 'timber raising'

celebration took place at Wythop, where Messrs.W— are building

two cottages, C. Patr. (Mar. 20, 1896) 5. (8) Cum.14 (9) Brks. 1

(10) Chs. Timber-trees are prevented from rising, by reason of

the sea winds, Marshall Review (1818)11.7. Ess.(H.H.M.) (11)

Ken. The carriage of a waggon for conveying timber, with a long

perch which may be adapted to any length by moving the hinder

axle-tree, and fixing it by an axle-pin, Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.)

Sus. He gets crushed with a timber tug in clearing the wood for

the timber merchant, Egerton Flk. and Ways (1884) 138. (12)

e.An. 1
,
Nrf. (M.C.H.B.)

2. Phr. (1) to take timber, to jump ; to clear by jumping
;

(2) to slip the timbers, to die.

(1) Hrt. 'Can he take timber?' 'He could jump over your

head,' Geary Rur. Life (1899) 37. (2) Abd. Whaever slips the

timmers, lippens me to mak' his bed, Murray Hamewith (1900) 24.

3. Wood.
Frf. Her wheels were made o' timmer, Smart Rhymes (1834)

135. Per. Your head's made o' timmer, John Tod, Stewart

Character (1857) 69. s.Sc. A breast o' timmer an' a heart o' stane,

T. ScorrPoews (1793) 364. Som.jENNiNGS Obs.Dial.w.Eng.(i82$).

nw.Dev. 1 Almost universally used instead of ' wood,' except for a

wood or forest, and small wood, such as is made into faggots.

4. A wooden dish or utensil ; a wooden drinking-cup.

Also in phr. to turn the timmer, to drink beer, &c.

Abd. May be auld lucky likes a drap o' drink, . . On some the

timmer works an unco change, Shirrefs Poems (1790) 118. Rnf.

Noo haste ye fast and clean the timmer, Ye ne'er before got sic

a dinner, Barr Poems (1861) 14. Edb. To turn the timmer they're

no sweer, Har'st Rig (1794) 43> ed - i8di -

5. A stick, cudgel.
Ayr. She'll be a sulky kimmer, Gif ye get her ye will be laid,

I doubt, to use the timmer, Fisher Poems (1790) 145.

6 The props, planks, &c. used in a mine. Nhb., Dur.

Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). Hence (1) Timber-

leader, (2) -man, sb. a man whose duty it is to see after

the conveyance, &c. of ' timber ' required in a mine ; (3)

•tram, sb. a tram used for leading ' timber ' or rails in a

mine ; also called homey-tram (q.v., s.v. Horny).

(1) Nhb. 1 (2) Cor. 1
; Cor.3 The man whose duty it is to place

all the timber required in the various parts of the underground

workings to keep the mine from crushing together. Also to put

in ladder roads and tramways in the levels, skip roads in the

shafts, &c. (3) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson ib.
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7. pi. Legs, limbs.

w.Sc. I fand my auld timmers like to dance in despite of mysell,
Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 282. Rxb. Ruickeie Wayside
Cottager (1807) 9. [My timbers are now a little crazy, d'ye see,

Smollett P. Pickle (1751) xxxiii.]

8. An article of furniture ; furniture.
Elg. Our auld rotten timmer lay broken an' strewn, Tester

Poems (1865) 136. Per. Three crippled chairs, . . a table, . . a
pipeless bellows, . . complete your timmers, Stewart Character
(1857) 62.

9. Provision, fare. n.Cy. (Hall.) 10. Fig. Strength;
size ; massive build.

Nhb.1 He's no' the timmer n' that man. Cum. IfJwosep Moore
hed been a soond, sensible mak of a fella, . . wid some timmer in
him, . . he wad nivver hev gone on sec a daft errand, W. C. T. X.
(1893) 11. w.Yks.2 A man who was looking at a picture of
Samson said, ' He's got some timber about him.' ne.Lan. 1

w.Som. 1 Of a horse—stoutness of limb. ' Good sort of a 'oss

—

plenty 0' timber.'

Hence (1) Timbersome, adj. light, active
; (2) Timmered,

pp. in phr. well timmered, well built.

(1) Shr. 2 (2) n.Yks.4 w.Yks. He's ower leet timered for that,
Emsley Poems (1893). ne.Lan. 1

11. v. To beat, chastise, esp. with a stick or cudgel.
Abd. I trow, he timmer'd him weel (Jam.). Gall. Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824). Wor. He did not know how to break a head, but
was good at timbering. He timbered the other about the arms
till he couldn't hold his stick (E.S.).

12. To place in position props, planks, &c. needed to
support or keep in position the roof of a mine. Also in
phr. to timber an end.

Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). Cor. An end could
timber, or a shaft could collar, Tregellas Farmer Brown (1857) 20.

13. adj. Wooden, made of wood. Also usedJig.
Sc. Duncan Etym. (1595); You have the finest timber face—

and you to marry the daughter of a Hieland cateran ! Stevenson
Catriona (1893) vii. ne.Sc. The auld timmer briggie lang sin-syne
rotten, Grant Chron. Keckleton, 28. e.Fif. I was commissioned
to kep the bluid in a timmer caup, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) iv.
Ayr. The leg will be stiff for mony a day to come, and like a
timmer ane, Service Notandums (1890) 48. Cum. Lows'd in
a trice his timmer leg, Gilpin Pop. Poetry (1875) 159. Dor. A
timber tap for a cider barrel (C.V.G.). Dev. He lay in bed wi'
wan o' 'is timber legs sticked out, Stooke Not Exactly, v.

14. Comb. (1) Timber-boots, clogs, wooden shoes
; (2)

breeches or -breeks, a coffin
; (3) -cheek, a term of abuse;

(4) -dish, a wooden platter or trencher
; (5) -head, a wooden

head
; a blockhead ; a term of reproach

; (6) -headed,
thick-headed, stupid

; (7) -hill, a wooden staircase ; cf.

timbern (1) ; (8) -horse, the Wooden Horse, an instru-
ment of punishment formerly used in the Army

; (9) -kiss,
a kick with clogs

; (10) -land, a wooden house
; (11) -lum,

a wooden chimney
; (12) -mare, see (8) ; (13) -street, in

phr. mounting up timber-street, going upstairs to bed.
(1) Cmn.« (2) Rxb. (Jam.) Hmp. I 'lows he'll get a good

settin'-down some day, afore he gets into his timber breeches
Cornh. Mag. (Aug. 1902) 230. I.W.2 I shall be happy one o'
these days when I zees thee gwyne up over the hill in thy timber
britches. (3) w.Yks.5 Thuh doant cawal him timber-cheek fur
nowt, 33. (4) w.Som. 1

I can mind avore was much cloam about,
'most everybody used t'ave timmer-dishes tho. Dev. 1 I've a got
an iron porrige crock, . . a gulamouth, zome timber dishes, 47, ed.
Palmer. nw.Dev.1

(5) Stf. Think o' your own condition, y'ode
timber-head

! Murray Joseph's Coat (1882) 38. (6) nw.Dev. 1

(7) Cor. Mary Ann renn'd down tha tember-hill, T. Towser
(1873) 70. (8) Gall. Ye shall ride the timber horse with a
bit musket at your heels to learn ye how siccarly to sit your
beast, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) xlvi. (9) s.Lan.1 Aw gan him
a leather an' timber kiss, 28. (10) Sc. Monthly Mag. (1798) II.

438. (11) Bnff. A fire was set at the gable of a dwelling; and
above it, in the roof, a hole, or timmer lum, was left for ventila-
tion and for the reek to escape, Gordon Chron. Keith (1880)
Introd. 9. Kcd. Timmer lums, An' rantle-trees wi' cruiks, Grant
Lays (1884) 3. (12) Sc. A timber mare, whereon runagate knaves
and runagate soldiers should ride, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I.

227 (Jam.). (13) s.Lan.1 Aw'U be meawntin'up Timber-street, 13.
15. Having no ear for music or sound ; unmusical.
Arg. So far as music goes as timber as the table there, Munro

Doom Castle (1901) 313. e.Fif. 'Is Mrs. Mac a rhymester too?'
' Na

;
juist as timmer, sir, as you,' Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) x.

Hence (1) Timber-tune, sb. a poor, thin voice
; (2) -tuned,

ppl. adj. having no ear for music ; unmusical ; having a
harsh, unmusical voice.

(1) Ayr. I canna even sing ballats, for Heaven in its displeasure

made me wi' a timmer tune, Galt Lairds (1826) xxxi. Nhb. 1
(2)

Sh.I. Ye ken weel enouch I'm timmer-tuned, Stewart Tales

(1892) 112. Cai. 1 Ayr. The auld wife sometimes comments on
my singing :

' Gude keep us, callant, but thou's timmer-tuned,'
Hunter Studies (1870) 203. Edb. The old flute . . . would not
do unless some of us were timber tuned, Moir Mansie Wauch
(1828) xi. Slk. A shrill, ' timmer-tuned ' old woman, Thomson
Drummeldalc (1901) 40.

TLMBERLING, sb. Obs. Yks. A young timber-tree.
e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) I. 222.

TIMBERN, adj. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also in forms
temberen Cor.; temberin Cor.12 ; tembern Cor.3 ; tim-
berin Dev. Cor.12 ; timmern w.Som. 1 [ta'm(b)an.]
Wooden, made of wood.

Dor. A timbern doll (L.S.). Som. A timmern bowl, Jennings
Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1877). w.Som. 1

Old farshin timmern [turn -urn] buckets be double so good's these
yere galvanize things. Dev. Reports Provinc. (1877) 140. Cor.123

Hence (1) Tembern-hill, sb. the stairs, esp. in phr. to go
up tembern-hill, to go upstairs to bed

; (2) Timbern-sull, sb.

an old-fashioned wooden plough
; (3) -tent, sb. a wooden

erection of a temporary character.
(1) Cor. Tes time to clemb the tembern hill, Thomas Aunt

Kezziah (1894) ix
; Cor. 12 (2) nw.Dev. 1 (3) Cor. We seed two

temberen tents, Weth lamps of deffer'nt hue, Forfar Poems
(1885) 23.

TIMBERSOME, adj. Shr. Glo. [trmbassm.] Very
heavy, weighty ; bulky ; unwieldy.

Shr. 1 Obsol. The Maister's-gettin' too timbersome to ride them
young 'orses ; a stiddy owd roadster 60d be best fur 'im. Glo. 1

TIMBERSOME, see Timmersome.
TIMBER-TOED,^. Chs.1 s.Chs.1 [ti-mba-tod.] With

toes turned inwards.
TIM BOBBIN, phr. s.Lan.1 A term applied jocularly

to an inhabitant of s.Lan. ; see below.
The name under which John Collier (born 1710, died 1786)

wrote and published his humorous works in the Lancashire
dialect. Since then the term has been applied jocularly to the
inhabitants generally of s.Lan.

TIMDOODLE, sb. Cor. [trmdSdl.] A term of con-
tempt applied to a stupid, silly fellow.
'Tha gret timdoodle,' I says, 'how do I know which way the

doctor '11 vote ?
' Cornh. Mag. (Nov. 1894) 517 ; Cor.12

TIME, sb. and conj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.
and Amer. Also written tyme- Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms
tahm n.Yks.*; tahme n.Yks.; toime Ir. Lan. s.Lan.1

[taim, Midi, toim.] 1. sb. In phr. (a) sing.: (1) a fine
time ofday, a pretty pass ; a fine condition of things ; used
ironically

; (2) a time and away, occasionally
; (3) — or two,

once or twice ; (4) a time's price, the market price ; the
current price of the time

; (5) in no time, or in less than no
time, in a very" short space of time, almost immediately

;mgen. colloq. use
; (6) in time, still alive, not yet dead or

in eternity
; (7) many a time, two or three times over •

(8)many a time and oftens, frequently; (9) men's time, man-
hood; (10) not afore time, not before it was necessary or
needful

; (11) out of time, dead
; (12) past (the) time of day,

(a) too late; (b) too old; (13) this side of time, withI tug.

:

never, not in this world
; (14) time about, alternatelyfin

turn; also used subst.
; (15) _ ago, (16) - agone, some

time ago
; (17) — and again, very often, repeatedly

; (18)- and half, extra pay for overtime, half as much as the
regular wage being added on

; (19) _ and quarter, extrapay for overtime, a quarter as much as the usual wagebeing added on
; (20) — and time, occasionally, from time

to time; (31) _ and time again , see (17); (22) — as, at the
.me when; (23) hack, see (16)^(34)- by chance see

tfZl' Tffl TfnouSh ,
m time enough

; (26) - oj day or the
time of (the) day, (a) the time, hour

;
(b) time of life, age

;(c) a greeting or salutation in passing ; see Bid, v. 2
Give, II. 2 (27) ; Pass, v. 1 (4) ; (37) _ out of mind, from
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time immemorial
; (28) — over, occasion, time

; (29)
—

over time, see (17) ; (30) — to come or the time to come, in

future
; (31) — when or the time when, when ; (32) to hold

a time, to be greatly excited
; (33) to keep time between one

and the day, to keep putting off the evil day or an un-
pleasant task

; (34) to take all one's time, to require the

utmost exertion or effort, to be an almost impossible task

;

in gen. colloq. use ; (35) — time, to wait.

(1) Sc. (A.W.) Nhb. It's a fine time o' day for a decent hard-

workin' woman to be likened to thieves and sic-like, Lilburn
Borderer (1896) 18. w.Yks. (J.W.) (2) s.Lan. 1 Aw con do wi'

it a toime an' away, but aw dunno' care for it regilar. (3) Sc.

(A.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lin.1 I hevn't seed her moore than a

time or two sin she was married. sw.Lin. 1 1 ast him a time or two.

Oxf.1 MS. add., Ess. (S.P.H.) *(4)Der.A worthy miller undertook

to buy her corn at a time's price himself, Howitt Clockmaker, viii.

(5I Per. He would be fit to be speaned in no time, Sarah Tytler
Witch-wife (1897)35. Ker.Hesaid good-noight, andwasouto'soight

in less than no toime, Bartram WhiteheadedBoy (1898) 22. n.Cy.,

w.Yks. (J.W.) Sam. He might be home in no time, pockets full,

and ready to marry her out of hand, Raymond No Soul (1899) 28.

(6) Cor.3 (7) Wor. 'Owsumever her tode me when I axed her,

mony a time her did, Why John {Coll. L.L.B.). (8) n.Yks. < Many
a tahm and offens,' said she, ' they used to come down the hill,'

Atkinson Maori. Parish (1891) 52. (9) Sur. None o' us bided in

school in they times, looterin' about nigh on to men's time, same
as they do now, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 120. (10)

Sc. (A.W.) e.Yks.1 Ah see they're beginnin ti mend rooad, an nat

afoor time. w.Yks. (J.W.) (11) Cai.1 ' He's noo oot o' time,' he is

dead. Cor. 3 (12, a) Oxf. Then shalt thou find it past time a day to

thinke of reforming thy guile, Whately God's Husbandry (1619)

II. 60. (A) Dmb. Your auntie is no past the time o' day yet for

jumping at a man if she just has the offer, Cross Disruption (1844)

vii. (13) Dmf. Once lay him on the trail, and I'll wad my soul

he'll no leave it this side of time, Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 142.

(14) Sc. Timeabout's fair play (Jam.). Abd. She has had, and sail

hae baith, time aboot, Macdonald Lossie (1877) i. Cai.1 Gall.

I nestled down with my right and left side time about to the fire,

Crockett Raiders (1894) xlvi. Nhb. We'll tyek 't time aboot

(R.O.H.). w.Yks. (J.W.) Wil. There bean't a veller in all West
Kennett as doan't git drunk time about, Banks Glory (1881) 195.

(15) Chs.1 (16) Hrf. 2 (17) Uls. Sure I've heard you say time

and again that you wouldn't take any money and live anywhere
else, Hamilton Bog (1896) 6. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Chs.1 I've

towd him time an' agen ; bur hey taks no heed o' what I see.

Hmp. You vurry nigh done vor me, wold chap, time and agen,

Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898) 95. [Araer. Time an' agin, the paper

sayd, he asted her to be his own, but she spurned him, Lloyd
Chronic Loafer (1901) 249.] (18, 19) Sc. (A.W.), s.Lan. 1 (20)

w.Yks. I may be wrong, mind ye—there's few as isn't time an'

time, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) in. (21) w.Yks. He's

browt us in a bit o' dinner time an time agean, Hartley Clock Aim.

(1887) 48. Lan. Iv aw'd getten a wife woth her saut we could

ha' saved the brass time an' time again, Clegg David's Loom
(1894) 29. Der. John's paid yo' time an' time again, Gilchrist

Peakland (1897) 142. (22) Sur. 1 Time as Mr. had the Park

Farm. Time as your father was High Sheriff. Sus. Time as I

used to go carrier to the Borough, Egerton Flk. and Ways (1884)

119. (23) s.Chs.1 (24) n.Yks.*, w.Yks. (J.W.) (25) Lan. Which
. . . affords but small hopes of my coming time enough for elec-

tion, Byrom Remains, in Chelh. Soc. Publ. XXXII. 2. (26, a) Lnk.

I coft him a watch ... At least 'twad hae tald him the time o' the

day, Nicholson Idylls (1870) 25. (b) Ayr. We maunna be

separated, you and me. We canna mak' new friends at oor time

o' day, Johnston Congalton (1896) 127. Don. The poor boy, that

isn't come to the time o' day to have sense for the sthreels that

would get roun' him, Macmanus Bend of Road (1898) 205. (c)

Per. He wadna forgather, like he may hae been blate, but juist

gaed by wi' hardly the time o' day to throw til a dug, Cleland
Inchbracken (1883) 67, ed. 1887. Ayr. I gi'ed him the time o' day,

an' speered if he was gaun to lea' us, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed.

1892) 151. N.I. 1
, nw.Der.1 Not. Hosspool seed 'im an' gied 'im

the time o' day, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 71. War.3
, Hrf. 2 42.

Brks. There was a possibility of exchanging the ' time o' day

'

with passing travellers, Hayden Round our Pill. (1901) 31. Bdf.

(J.W.B.), Ken. 1
, Sus.1

, w.Som. 1 Cor. With half the passers-by

[he] broke off work and gave the time of day, leaning on his

hammer, 'Q.' Ship of Stars (1899) 146. (27) Sc. (A.W.) Der.

Time out o' mind th' well's never been oncovered till seven by

th' steeple clock, Gilchrist Willowbrake (1898) 2. (28) w.Yks.

Thenk yo', but Ah think Ah wean't hev ony moofin this time ower,
Ah'll hev a bit o' carse cake atsteead, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 8,

1899). (29) n.Yks. Ah've telt tha tahm ower tahm (I.WA (30)
Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks. Stop here for t'time to come (I.W.). w.Som.1

I do think the 'ood pigeons '11 be more hurt-n the rabbits, time
to come

;
they be more destructive by half. (31) n.Lin.1 I hev'n't

seed her, I doan't knaw th' time when. Oxf. 1 I an't sin Betsy
Adams I dun't know the time when, MS. add. [Amer. Dial. Notes

(1896) I. 426.] (32) Sh.I. Da lasses is hadden dem a time aboot her,

an' what shu hed on, frae dey cam' hame, Sh. News (Aug. 4, 1900).

(33) N.I.1 (34) Sc. (A.W. ) Dur. We've a ticklish job on hand, an',

I'm boond to say, it's taken us all oor time, Guthrie Kitty Fagan
(1900)208. n.Yks. (I.W.) w.Yks. Abetter world he's goan to? I'm

hoping as mich—for it 'ud tak him all his time to find a war,

Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 54. n.Lin.1 As things is noo
it'll tak him all his time to mak that theare public paay it waay.
w.Som. 1 Promise to finish this week, did 'er ? then I'll warn't 't'll

tak-n all his time. (35) Nhb.1 Tyek time, till aa fetch ye the

galloway (s.v. Tyek).

(b) pi. : (1) a couple of times, occasionally ; more than

once
; (2) by times, early

; (3) in times, see (1) ; (4) now a

times, now, in these times
; (5) times about, alternately

;

(6)— out of number, frequently, repeatedly
; (7) upon times,

now and then.

(1) Ir. (G.M.H.) (2, 3) w.Yks. 1
(4) n.Dev. 'Twud take a far-

searching eye now-a-times to zee beauty in old Margarette's

brown, wrinkled vace, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 191. (5)

w.Yks. 1 (6) w.Yks. (J.W.) Suf. He've bin there times out o'

number, I'll be answerable for that, „.An. Dy. Times (1892) ;

(M.E.R.) (7) w.Som. 1 You can meet way a good one 'pon times.

2. Comp. (1) Time-cribbing, working during hours

made illegal by the Factory and Workshop Acts
; (2)

maker, used in a bad sense of one who lies in wait for

the opportunity of effecting a certain purpose ; (3) -mark,

an epoch
; (4) -tables, the dandelion, Taraxacum officinale;

(5) -taker, a shuffling, cheating fellow
; (6) -taking, (a)

tedious ;
(b) shuffling, cheating.

(1) Yks., Lan. (B.K.), s.Lan. 1 (2) Sc. Tyme-makers wold be

now easilie decerned from true friends, Gordon Hist. Earls of

Sutherl. 325 (Jam.). (3) Kcd. Meerie's chrisnin' with survivors

Bides a pleasant time-mark yet, Grant Lays (1884) 74. (4) Hmp.
(W.M.E.F.) (5) n.Yks. He's a regular tahm-tacker (I.W.). (6, a)

ib. It's a tahm-tackin job. (b) ib.

3. pi. Used as adv. : frequently, many times. Cf. day,

sb. 9.

s.Wor.1 Glo. He've told me times that in his young days,

Gissing Vill. Hampden (1890) I. iv ; Glo. 1 n.Wil. I've heard it

times (W.C.P.). w.Som. 1 I knows very well he's gwain 'long

way 'er; I've a-zeed 'em together times. Missus 've a-told you

times her on't 'ave you comin' to back-door. Dev. Times you

won't as much as let me lay a hand on you, Zack White Cottage

(1901) 25.

Hence (1) times and again, (2)— and often, phr. frequently,

repeatedly, many times.

(1) Ir. Times and again asking her to come and live with him,

Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 31. Uls. Times and again I tell

our Ellen it should be a warning to her, Hamilton Bog (1896) 19.

(2) Nrf. I ha' noticed 'em come true times and often, Spilling

Daisy Dimple (1885) 19.

4. Used after ' o'clock ' and other expressions of time,

when speaking somewhat loosely by the hour, &c. ; see

below.
s.Not. A put the pudding in at two o'clock time. He mostly

comes by the eight o'clock time train. It was in November time

(J.P.K.). Suf. Tew o'clock time (M.E.R.).

5. Life ; lifetime ; time on earth.

Sh I. I never enjoyed a veesit ta Lerrick sae muckle i' me time,

Ollason Mareel (1901) 10. Gall. Aboon I will look till my time

wears awa', Scott Gleanings (1881) 133- n.Yks.*, w.Yks. (J.W.)

Oxf.1 In all my time I never see sich a thing afore, MS. add.

6. The time or period of parturition.

Sh.I. Da spungit coo's time is up neist Tiseday, Sh. News (May

15 1897). Dur. Your niece was nigh her time, Guthrie Kitty

Fagan (1900) 121. Wm. Her time's coming on. Gat ower her

time (B K ) Dor. My wife—she be near her time wi' the eleventh,

Francis Fiander's Widow (1901) pt. 1. vi. Cor. I awnly wants

en to forgive me an' let me come to my time wi' no man's anger hot

agin me, Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 268.
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7. Time of death, death-hour.
Frf. The puir gangrel's time had come, Willock Rosetty Ends

(1886) 46, ed. 1889. Lnk. That weird win' warns me My time is

near-han' come, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 14. Lan. It wur to

be as Mr. Ralph wur to die, his toime had coom, Antroeus
XVildersmoor (1901) 39. Brks. * Well, well, her time wur come.'
' Stow that, 'ull 'ee? her time wurn't come no moor nor thine or

mine,' Hayden Thatched Cottage (1902) 91.

8. Season, time of year.
Chs.1 ' A dropping time ' means a spell of wet weather. s.Wor.

I growed some taters this time over a pound weight (H.K.).

9. The duration of an apprenticeship or contract for

service.
Ayr. I served my time as a weaver, Hunter Studies (1870) 156.

Nhb. 1 Aa sarved me time tiv a shoemaker. w.Yks. 1 I am out of

my time. n.Lin. 1 His time wasn't up till Maayda'. Nhp. 1
, War. 3

,

Oxf. (G.O.) Brks. 1 My time 'ooll be up come Martinmas.

10. The regular hours constituting the day's work.
w.Som. 1 'To lose time ' is to be absent from work. ' 'Tis ter'ble

'ard vor to be a-fo'ced to lost time vor to go 'vore the Board, and
then fo'ce to zen' the boy to school arter all.'

11. The journey once across a field in ploughing, &c.
Sc. A time ... is the act of once furrowing between two

ploughings, N. & Q. (1857) 2nd S. iv. 80. Bwk. The completest
narrowing is called a double time ; in which the harrow goes four
times successively over the same range, Agric. Surv. 198 (Jam.).
Nhb.1

Hence Time-about, sb. a double journey in field-work,
extending from 'heedrig to heedrig'and back again. Nhb.1

,

n.Yks. (I.W.) 12. conj. Whilst ; while, during the time.
n.Yks. Let's be off, . . tahme it's seea nice an' leet, Tweddell

Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 22. n.Lin. 1 He cum up time I was gettin'
tea things sided awaay. e.An. 1 'Time I do this,' while I do this.

Nrf. Wait outside time I'm gone in, Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf.
(1893) 27 ;

(E.M.) Suf. He come time I was gitten' o' my wittles
(C.G.B.). Ess. (S.P.H.)

TIMEOUS, adj. and adv. Sc. Irel. Also written timous
Sc. ; timus Ant. [tai-mas.] 1. adj. Timely, opportune;
in proper time or season.

Sc. He sent timeous notice to his brother Agamemnon,
Scoticisms (1787) 116. Cai. 1 Abd. Unless timeous and speedy
remead be taken, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 204. Edb. I com-
mend all for taking timeous recreation, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828)
xxii. Dmf. The Laird was nae mair. His timeous doom Shed
little o' sadness, an' less o' gloom, Thom Jock d Knowe (1878) 11.

_
Hence Timeously, adv. opportunely ; in good or proper

time
; at the right time or season.

Sh.I. That they big their dikes sufficiently and timeously under
the pain contained in the Acts, Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 144,
ed. 1891. n.Sc. It fell about the month of June, On Tuesday,
timouslie, Buchan Ballads (1828) II. 130, ed. 1875. Ayr. Robin
Rory, the carrier, having timeously arrived with it in the Tron-
gate just as it chappit three o'clock, Service Dr. Duguid (ed.
1887) 86. Edb. The twenty guineas you so timeously remitted,
Ballantine Deanhaugh (1869) 174.

2. Time-keeping; seasonable, proper; early.
Sc. ' See that ye keep timeous hours,' i.e. that ye be not too

late (Jam.). Abd. See that ye come hame in timeous hours, Guid-
man Inglismill (1873) 3°- Kcd. Never yet to mortal measures
Raise an' fell sic timous feet, Grant Lays (1884) 112.

3. adv. Betimes, early, in good time.
Sc. Timous in the morning they went to their prayers, Kirk-

ton Ch. Hist. (1817) Append. 430. Frf. Right timeous ye've been
i' the fair, Morison Poems (1790) 17. Ant. A'll be up gye an'
timus in the mornin', Ballymena Obs. (1892).
TIMERISH, sb. Irel. ? Odds and ends, var. little odd

jobs.
Don. To do this an' that little timerish that has to be done about

a house afther night, Pearson's Mag. (May 1900) 476.
TmESOME,adj. n.Yks.2 [tamssm.] Timely, oppor-

tune.

TIMIDSOME, adj. Lan. [ti'midsam.] Timorous,
fearful.

se.Lan. To tell yo' the truth, Aw were a bit timidsome o'
comin' in, Cornh. Mag. (Nov. 1898) 713.
TIMINGS, TIMMAH, see Timans, To, prep.
TIMMER, v.1 Sc. [timar.] With up to set about

anything with energy, esp. any work requiring continued
exertion

; see below.

Sc. From making the midday kail to timmering up the floor with
a dish-clout, Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 69 ; He timmer'd up, tho'

it be lang In guid braid Scots, a' Virgil's sang, Ingram Poems
(1812) 57 (Jam.). Abd. ' To timmer up the baw,' to play briskly

at ball. 'To timmer up the flail,' to ply the flail. 'To timmer
up the lesson,' to be busily engaged in getting one's lesson. ' O,
as he timmers up the Latin !' (Jam.) Kcd. Effie Deans an' Janet
Thow, As soon's the coast was clear, Anent their partners i' the

kirk Were timmerin' up the fleer, That walie fleer ! Grant Lays
(1884) 63. Rxb. Timmer me up a spunk o' fire, Hamilton Outlaws

(1897) 195.

TIMMER, v? n.Lin.1 [trma(r).] To frighten ; to be
frightened.

There's noht timmers craws fra corn like shuttin at 'em.

Th' doctors said she deed thrif heart complaaint, bud I alus Stan'

to it, she was timmerd to dead wi' th' lightnin'.

TIMMER, TIMMERN, see Timber, Timbern.
TIMMERSOME, adj. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also written timersome Ir. n.Yks.14 ne.Yks.1 Chs. 1

nw.Der. 1 Shr. 1 Ess. Sus.2 Hmp.1 Wil.12 Dev. Cor.12
;

timersum I.W. 1
; timmersum Cor. ; timorsome Sh.I.

Not. ; timoursum Cai. 1
; and in forms timbersome Shr.1

Hrf. 1 Brks. Suf. 1 Ken. 1
; timbersum Nhp. 1

; timberzome
Brks.1 [timarsam, ti'masam.] 1. Timorous, fearful

;

timid, nervous.
Sh.I. My conscience ... is as tender as ony man's . . . but she

is som ething of a timorsome nature, cannot abide angry folk, Scott
Pirate (1821) xviii. Cai.1 Ir. Some people are naturally more
timersome than others, Carleton Fardorougha (ed. 1836) 43.
N.I. 1

, Nhb. 1
, Cum. 14

, n.Yks.124
, ne.Yks.1 w.Yks.1

; w.Yks.5

Doan't du nowt to flaay that barn, cos it's varry timmersome !

Lan. 1st habin timmersome, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (1740) 19;
Lan.1

, ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, Chs.1

, nw.Der.1 Not. She's
timorsome just as a high-mettled filly is timorsome, Prior Forest
Flk. (1901) 218. nXin. 1

, Nhp. 1
, War. 3 Shr. 1 Whad a timersome,

frittened little thing yo' bin, to be afeard o' the gonder; Shr.2
,

Hrf. 1 Brks. Gl. (1852) ; Brks.1
, Hnt. (T.P.F.), Suf.1 Ess. Timer-

some John Noakes, Clark /. Noakes (1839) st. 38. Sur.1 Stis. I

was timersome at first, O'Reilly Stories (1880) II. 188; Sus.12
,

Hmp. 1
, I.W. 1 Wil. Vishes be martal timersome, Akerman Spring-

tide (1850) 22 ; Wil.12 w.Dor. Roberts Hist. Lyme Regis (1834).
Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som. W. & J. Gl.

( x873)- Dev.1
I be a cruel moody-hearted timersome boddy, 22;

Dev.3 n.Dev. Wey zich a . . . timersome . . . theng as thee art,

Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 59. Cor. The clerk of Lamorran, in giving
out the psalm, ' Like a timorous bird to distant mountains fly,'

always said, ' Like a timmersum burde,' Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng.
(1865) II. 265 ; Cor.12 [He is a timbersome man . . . and was
afraid of drawing himself into a scrape, Fielding T. Jones (1749)
bk. viii. viii.]

2. Passionate, turbulent ; restless, troublesome, tiresome.
n.Cy. Holloway. Shr.1 Obsol. I amma-d-'afe sharp to-day,

the child's bin so timbersome all night. Ken.1 w.Cy. Grose
(1790). Dor.1 n.Dev. Horae Subsccivae (1777) 432.
TIMMING, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form temming. A

very coarse, thin kind of woollen cloth, somewhat resem-
bling ' durant.'

Frf. Timming, camblet for women's gowns, Statist. Ace. IV.
242 (Jam.).

TIMMY, sb. Som. Cor. [timi, ta'mi.] 1. The stick
with which the ball is struck in the game of rounders.
w.Som 2. Comp. Timmy-noggy, a notched square
piece of wood

; used to support the lower end of the
vargood.' Cor.3 w.Cor. Bottrell Trad. 3rd S. Gl.
TIMMY, adj. Nhp. Hrf. Ken. w.Cy. fti'mi.] 1. Timid,

fearful; nervous. Nhp.1
, Shr.2

, Hrf.1
, w.Cy. (Hall.)

See Tunmersome. 2. Irritable, fretful. Hrf.1
, Ken.1

,w.Cy. (Hall.)
TIMNAIL, sb. Ken. Also in form timnal. [ti'mnel.]A vegetable marrow.
The great vegetable marrows, called in Kent Timnals, perhaps

trom a first grower, Yonge Woman's Outlook (1892) 239 ; Ken.1

e.Ken, (G.G.

)

TIMOROUS, adj. Irel. n.Cy. Yks. Also written
timerous N.Cy.2 Yks. [trmaras.] 1. Bashful, shy

;

unwilling. ' j >

Don. Only I was timorous i' puttin' the good people to much
throuble, Cent. Mag. (Oct. 1899) 957.
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2. Furious, passionate ; difficult to please, fretful ; tire-

some, difficult.

n.Cy. Grose (1790) ; N.Cy.2 n.Yks. She's timerous to please,

and varra fell, Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 600. w.Yks.1

3. Nice, particular in dress. w.Yks. 1

TIMOTHY, sb.
1 Yks. Chs. Lin. s.Cy. Som. Amer.

[ti'mapi.] 1. The cat's-tail grass, Phleum pratense. Also
in comp. Timothy-grass, so called after Timothy Hanson,
of n.Amer., who was the first to recommend it in the early

part of the 18th century.
e.Yks., Chs. (B. & H.), n.Lin.1, w.Som. 1 [Amer. Waving

timothy grass and rank clover had flourished there, Bradley
Virginia (1897) 192.]

2. A child's penis. s.Cy. (Hall.)

TIMOTHY, sb? Sc. [ti'majri.] 1. Haste, bustle ; a

state of agitation or anger. Bnff.1 2. A slang word :

a brew or jorum of liquor.

Ayr. Ony drink fair, pree and pree about, wi' that timothy o'

toddy that you've been hirplin' aboot to mak, Service Notandums

(1890) 87.

TIMOUS, see Timeous.
TIMPERON, sb. Cum* [ti'mparsn.] Any timber or

wooden building.

TIM-SARAH, sb. Hrt. A sledge touching the ground
in front and having wheels behind ; a light ' gambo ' or

cart. Hrf. 1
, Hrf.

2 (s.v. Tom-sarah.)
TIMSE, see Tems(e.
TIMTY, sb. Obs. Sc. Also int orm timidh. A method

of agriculture used in the Isle of Lewis.
Digging the ground with spades, and in most places, they turn

the ground so digged upside down and cover it with sea-ware. . .

This mode of labouring is by them called Timty, Martin West. Isles

(1716) 3 (Jam.); There is a general mode of turning the ground,

called timidh, or making lazybeds, at which two persons are em-

ployed on each side of the ridge ; of these, two are cutting, and

two are lifting the clods, Statist. Ace. Stornaway, XIX. 248 (ib.).

TIN, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Ireland Eng. [tin.]

1. sb. In comp. (1) Tin-bounds, land marked out for

searching for and streaming tin
; (2) -bread, bread baked

in tin moulds
; (3) -can, (a) a water-can or bucket made of

tin
;

(b) in mining : an outer casing of tin with glass panels

into which the Davy and some other gauze lamps are

placed and locked to protect the flame in strong currents

;

(4) -dresser, a man who prepares tin ore for the smelting

furnace ; (5) -gawn, a tin vessel for lading
; (6) -glass,

bismuth
; (7) -kettle, to punish a notorious offender by

means of rough music,' i.e. the beating of tin-kettles, &c;
(8) -loaf, see (2) ; (9) -money, see below

; (10) -pan, see

(7) ;
(n) -pot, not real, temporary

; (12) -stone, a miner's

nameforcassiterite; (13) -stuff, blacktin; (14) -tacket,a small

nail, a tin-tack; (15) -work, in tin-mining : a stream work.
(i)Cor.2 (2) s.Lan. 1

, Chs. 1
(3, a) Sc. (A.W.) Nhb. Carrying with

us every one a tin-can, Dixon Whittingham Vale (1895) 265. (6)

Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). (4) Cor. 1
(5) Lei.1

(6) Cor.2 (7) Hmp. (T.L.O.D.) (8) w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Lan.1
,

Chs.1
, Oxf. (G.O.) (9) w.Yks. In money clubs it is customary to

make a certain contribution for the good of the house, to be spent

in drink, for which a sort of tin token is given. (10) s.Not. He's

married again in less nor three month ; but they tin-panned 'im

for 't (J.P.K.). (11) w.Yks. A man who is 'nobbut tin-pot lan'-

lord ' is one who is only acting in that capacity pro. tern., Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 8, 1899). (12) Cor. Cassiterite, tin-stone, or

tin ore (oxide of tin), contains tin 7862 ; oxygen, 2138, Smyth Cat.

Mineral Coll. (1864) 16. (13) Cor.2 (14) Nhb. (J.Ar. ) (15) Cor.2

2. Phr. (1) to know tin, to be a knowing fellow
; (2) up to

tin, sharp, knowing, not easily taken in.

(1) Cor. ' Go on, booy ; thee's knaw tin, sure,' by which ex-

pression they affirmed their belief that the blacksmith was a very

knowing fellow, Ballantyne Deep Down (1868) 121. (2) Cor.

Doantey take me in, I'm . . . feerly up to tin, Daniel Muse, 15.

3. Any article made of tin, esp. a tin mug or porringer.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1
, N.I.

1 Cf. tinny, sb. 4. A till for money.
Chs.3 5. v. With up : to pay up.

n.Lin. I county-courted him an' then he tinn'd up in a hurry (E.P.).

TIN, com/, and prep. Nhb. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Shr.

[tin; unstressed tan.] 1. conj. Till, until. s.Lan. 1

,

Chs.12
, s.Chs.

1
, Stf.

1
, nw.Der.1 Cf. than, 2.

VOL. VI.

2. Than.
s.Lan. 1

, nw.Der. 1 Shr. 1
' Than ' after a comparative degree is

expressed by ... ' ti'n ' = ' till' in some localities, Introd. 44.
3. prep. To.
Nhb.1 When followed by a vowel or mute aspirate. ' He went

on tin't.'

TIN, see Thin, Tind, Tine, sb}, v.
12

TINCHEL, s& Obs. Sc. Also written tinchill (Jam.);
and in form tinckell Slk. 1. A hunting term : a ring or
enclosure formed by the hunters to encircle the deer.

Sc. Then active assistants spread through the country far and
near, forming a circle, technically called the tinchel, which, gradu-
ally closing, drove the deerin herds together towards the glen where
the chiefs and principal sportsmen lay in wait for them, Scott
Waverley (1814) xxiv. Slk. The last great hunt was held . . . the

tinckell was raised at two in the morning. . . Upwards of 400 men
were gathered that day to ' drive the deer with hound and horn.'

The circle of gatherers still came closer and closer until at last

some hundreds of deers and does were surrounded on the green

hill, Hogg Tales (1838) 121, ed. 1866.

2. A snare, gin, or trap.
Sc. (Jam.) Fif. Settand tinchellisforthe murder of wyld beistes,

Pitscottie Cron. (ed. 1889) I. 56.

[Cp. Gael, timchioll, around ; a circuit (Macbain).]

TINCHY, adj. s.Lan.1
[ti'nji.] Tiny, very small.

Cf. tunchy. 'A teeny, tiny, tinchy bit,' 12.

TINCKELL, TINCKLER, see Tinchel, Tinkler, sb}*

TINCLARIAN, adj. Obs. Sc. Like a tinker, composed
of tinkers. See Tinkler, sb}

Slg. Lords, ladies, beggars with tinclarian mixture, Galloway
Poems (1810) 26.

TIND, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. Chs. Sti. Der. Nhp.
War. Wor. Hrf. Shr. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. e.Cy. s.Cy.

Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written teind Sc. (Jam.)

n.Yks.2
; tynde Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms tin Chs.123 Stf.

1

Wor. Glo.1 Dev.; tine Sc. (Jam.) s.Lan.1 Chs.123 Glo.12

e. & s.Cy. Hmp. 1 Wil. 1 Dor. w.Som.1 Cor.2 [tind ; tin,

tain.] 1. v. To light, kindle. Cf. tend, v.*

Sc. (Jam.), s.Lan. 1
, Chs.123 , Stf.1 s.Stf. It's no joke to ha' to

tind a fire wi'out dry chips, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). Der.

N. & Q. (1868) 4th S. ii. 335. Nhp. 1 Tind up the candles. War.3,

w.WorT1 s.Wor. A'U do to tin' a fier when a's dry (H.K.) ;

s.Wor. 1 se.Wor.1 I tried to tind my pipe, but the wind blaowed

so I couldn't manage it. Hrf. That wood won't tind (W.W.S.).

Shr.1 When lucifer matches were first introduced (about 1834),

an old man cried them about in Ludlow—with the following ex-

tempore rime— ' For lightin' yore candles and tindin'yore fire,

These are the, best matches ! Whad can yo' desire ?
' Shr.2 ,

Glo. 1

2

Oxf. A theefe endureth not the light, and therefore if a candle be

tinded, he flies, Whately God's Husbandry (1619) II. 58. Bdf.

(J.W.B.) e. & s.Cy. Ray (1691). Wil. Britton Beauties (1825)

;

Wil. 1 Dor. (AC); Barnes Gl. (1863). e.Som.W. & J. Gl. (1873).

w.Som.1 Dev. Tin tha kannels an' go to bed dreckly minit

!

Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ; Dev.2 Jan Strad come tind my wad.

Cor.2 (s.v. Teen).

2. To add fuel to a fire. Brks.i Tind the vire else a'll go out.

3. To snuff a candle. Hmp. Wise New Forest (1883) 287

;

Hmp.1 4. To burn, blaze. n.Yks.2 Shr.2 The fire tinds up.

5. To collect and burn couch and weeds in the fields.

Wil. 1 What 'ould thy husband do ... if thee was too vine to

turn hay, or go tinin' or leazin' ? Batson Dark (,1892) xv.

6. sb. A spark of fire. n.Sc. (Jam.) 7. A spark at the

side ofthewickofacandle. 'There's a teind atthe candle,' tb.

[1. OE. tyndan, to kindle, set on fire (Hall).]

TINDA.S&. Sh.I. [ti-nda.] Fleecy wet snow. S.&Ork.1

TINDEL, sb. Obs. Sc. Tinder ; used attrib.

Edb Wi"er pipe and tindelbox, Carlop Green (1793) 134, ed. 1817.

TINDER, sb. w.Yks.2 [ti'nda(r).] Ashes ; the ashes

made by burning paper. See Tind.

It's all burnt to tinder.

TINDLE, sb. Der. [ti'n(d)l.] A bonfire lighted upon

All Souls' night. See Teanlay, Tawnle.
At the village of Findern, in Derbyshire, the boys and girls go

every year in the evening of the 2nd of November (All Souls'

Day), to the adjoining common, and light up a number of small

fires amongst the furze growing there, and call them by the name

of 'tindles,' Gent. Mag. (Nov. 1784) 836, in Brand Pop. Antiq.

(ed 1813) I. 308 ; N.&Q. (1868) 4 th S. ii. 335 ;
Der. 2

,
nw.Der.'
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TINE, sb.
1 In gen. dial, use in Sc. and Eng. Also

-written tyne Sc. n.Yks.2 Not. 2 se.Wor. 1
;
and in forms

teind Sc. (Jam.) ; tin Ayr. ; tynd Sc. (Jam.) Dur. [tain.]

1. The prong of a fork ; the tooth of a harrow ;
the point

of any implement.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). n.Sc. Manufacturing

harrow-tynes of wood, Gregor Olden Time, 22. Cai. 1 Ayr.

They set up their heads like harrow tins, Ainslie Land ofBurns

(ed. 1892) 102. n.Cy. (J.W.) Dur. Raine Charters, &c. Finchale

(1837) 299. n.Yks.2 A fork-tine. e.Yks. (H.E.W.), m.Yks. 1
,

w.Yks. (G.H.), w.Yks. 1
, nw.Der. 1

,
Stf. 1

, Not.12 ,
Lin. 1 n.Lin.

Sutton Wds. (1881); n.Lin. 1
, se.Lin. (J.T.B.), sw.Lin.1 Rut. 1

He run the tine of the fork into my fut. Lei. 1
,
Nhp.2 ,

War.

(J.R.W.), se.Wor. 1 Shr. 1 That fellow's broke one o' the tines of

my sharevil. Scuffle with 11 tines; Shr. 2
,
Hrf.12 Glo. The tines

of the harrow would let the seed in too deep, Marshall Review

(1818) II. 456 ; Glo. 1
, Oxf.1 , Brks. 1

,
Bdf. (J.W.B.), e.An.12 ,

Cmb.1
,

Suf.1 , Ken. (P.M.), Ken.12 , Sur. 1
,
Hmp.1

,
I.W. 1

,
Wil. 1 Dor.

Barnes Gl. (1863). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 Tis

time they drags was a-tookt abroad, and the tines o'm a-draw'd

out. Cor.12

Hence (1) Tined, ppl. adj. having tines or prongs
; (2)

Tineless, adj. without ' tines
' ; (3) Tiner, sb. a pronged

fork or implement
; (4) Tining, sb. (a) the tooth of a

harrow
;

(b) a harrowing, the act of harrowing.

(1) Sc. (A.W.) e.Yks. A three-tined fork (H.E.W.). Lin. 1

sw.Lin.1 He was charged with stealing a steel-tined fork. War.

(J. R.W.) Shr.1 Two five-tined turnip forks. e.An.2 Cmb.1 1 like a

two-tinedfork for trying potatoes with. Suf. 1
,
Ken.1

, Sur.1 [Tynyd,

wythe a tyne (tyndyt with tyndys, K.), carnicatus (Prompt.).]

(2) Elg. A couterless plough, an' a tineless harrow, Abd. IVkly.

Free Press (June 25, 1898). (3) Stf. ' Bring me the proper two-
tiner, not one of these bastard spoons,' was the collier's comment
on a plated fork, The Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901). (4, a) Glo. Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 432. (b) Hmp. 1 To give two tinings, three

tinings, &c, to draw the harrow over the ground twice or thrice

in the same place. Wil. 1

2. The act of harrowing ; a harrowing.
n.Sc. A double 'tynd' or 'teind' is harrowing the same piece

of ground twice at the same yoking (Jam.). Cld. (ib., s.v. Time").

Ken. 'We harr'd dat fil one tine' (or two tine, three tine, as the

case may be), meaning not that only one tine (or two or three

tines were used), but that the field was harrowed once, twice, or

three times (P.M.). Wil. After it is sown, they drag it two,
three, or four times, and harrow it four, five, or six times, viz.

(practically speaking), they give it 'so many tine with the drag,

and so many with the harrow,' Davis Gen. View Agric. (1811) vii.

3. The fang of a tooth. w.Yks.2
, Der.1

4. The branch
of a stag's horn.

Sc. The thrust from the tynes, or branches, of the stag's horns,

was accounted far more dangerous than those of the boar's tusk,

Scott Waverley (1814) xxiv, note. w.Yks.24 Lin. Streatfeild
Lin. and Danes (1884) 372. n.Lin.1

Hence Tine-knife, sb..a knife the haft of which is made
from a branch of a stag's antler. w.Yks.2

[1. OE. find, a prong, spike (Sweet).]

TINE, v.
1 and sb.2 Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Lan.

Chs. Der. Lin. Also written tyne Sc. n.Cy. Wm. ; and in

forms teen, tene Lan. ; tin Chs.1 [tain.] 1. v. To lose.

Sc. Better tyne life since tint is gude fame, Scott Midlothian
(1818) vii. Sh.I. Is doo tint onything? Sh. News (Jan. 8, 1898).
Cai.1 Abd. Ye'll tine yer siller throw that hole i' yer pooch. He
fairly tint himsel i' the mist (W.M.). Per. He's on the sea—they've
tint him, Haliburton Horace (1886) 6. e.Per. ' They're juist tynin'
turssis gaitherin' straes,' i.e. losing far more than they gain
(W.A.C.). Dmb. At this name he tint his reason, Taylor Poems
(1827) 22. Ayr. Tarn tint his reason a' thegither, Burns Tarn o'

Shanter (1790) 1. 188. e.Lth. Binna when I tint my Nell, I've
little pree'd o' care, Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885") 219. Gall. Is

a' tint even unto the uttermost? Crockett A. Mark (1899) Hi.

n.Cy. Border Gl. (Coll. L.L.B.) ; N.Cy. 1 Nhb. For to tine the
gear, Richardson Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) VI. 311 ; Nhb. 1

Cum.4 A share on't was mine, 'at I ne'er thowt to tyne, Powley
Echoes (1875) 148. Wm. When thoo's tynd o' thi teeth thoo'll
wish thoo'd tian better care o' them (B.K.). Lan. (K.), (Hall.)
Hence (1) Tineman, sb., obs., an appellation given to

one of the Lords of Douglas
; (2) Tining, vbl. sb. in phr.

between the tining and the winning, obs., in a critical state

between ruin or safety, having the issue of anything turn

upon a narrow hinge.

(1) Sc. Lord Hailes, after Fordun, says that this was that

Archibald who was killed at Halidon. He was the first of this

name. Godscroft ascribes the designation to Archibald, the third

of the name (Jam.). (2) Sc. Thy pauky wiles nae motion lost,

'Tween tyning aft an' winnin Wi' noise that day, Poet. Museum

(n84) 374 ('*•) ! In the dead-thraw between the tyneing and the

winning, Scott Redg. (1824) xx. Ayr. Richard, a lad that was a

promise of great ability in his youth, . . was just between the

tyning and the winning, as the saying is, when the play-actors

. . . came to the town, Galt Provost (1822) xxxvii. Rxb. I wadna

say but what she's e'en now betwixt the tyning and the winning,

Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 195.

2. Phr. (1) line heart, tine a',aprov., see below
; (2) to tine

conceit, to tire of anything
; (3) — its milh,_ of a cow : to

cease to give milk
; (4) — one's errand, to fail in an errand

or purpose
; (5) — one'sfoot orfeet, to lose one's footing

;

to stumble
; (6) — one's mill, to fall behind in the harvest-

field, to fail to keep pace with the reapers
; (7) to win the

horse or tine the saddle, obs., to risk everything.

(1) Sc. A proverbial phrase urging the necessity of not suffering

the spirits to sink, when one meets with difficulties (Jam.). Abd.

We mauna weary at thir rugged braes, Tyne heart, tyne a', Ross

Helenore (1768) 80, ed. 1812. (2) Sc. Fouk for puir fouk hae tint

conceit, Allan Lilts (1874) 14. Per. They've tint conceit o' what's

their ain, Haliburton Dunbar (1895) 14. (3) Ayr. The beast had

tint her milk for the better pairt o' a week, Johnston Kilmallie

(1891) I. 39. (4) Abd. Gin he wud but seek me this very gude

e'en, He'd no tine his errand, Guidman Inglismill (1873) 43.

Per. They tyne their errand in disgrace, Haliburton Dunbar

(1895) 66. (5) Abd. It wud gar me tine my feet, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) xxxix. Edb. Gart the puir scraper tyne his

feet, New Year's Morning (1792) 12. Rxb. He tyned his foot

nae doot, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 159. (6) Edb. The Bansters

too ha'e tint their mill, And a' gaes wrang, Harst Rig (1794) 24,

ed. 1801. (7) Sc. Either win the horse or tine the saddle,

Ramsay Prov. (1737) ; You must not look to expences when
presently we are either to win the horse or tyne the saddle,

Baillie Lett. (1775) I. 397 (Jam.).

3. To lose a cause in a court of justice, to receive a

decision contrary to one's claim. Sc. (Jam.) 4. To be
lost ; to perish ; to cease.

Sc. An we twa should tine, Ye never mair frae woman kind . .

.

Can hope sic love as mine, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 47.

Sh.I. My love for you never would tine, Stewart Tales (1892) 51.

Ayr. May tyrants and tyranny tine in the mist, Burns Here's a

Health, 1. 15. Nhb. Shall an honest cause e'er loss thee, Or
honour in the bosom tine ? Graham Moorl. Dial. (1826) 8.

5. To lose one's temper. Chs.13 6. sb. A forfeit, fine,

pledge.
n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) Der.1 Lin. Streatfeild

Lin. and Danes (1884) 372 ; Lin.1 Tines and forfeits. n.Lin.1

[1. But for he brake buxumnesse his blisse gan he tyne,
P. Plowman (b.) i. 112. ON. tyna, to lose (Vigfusson).]
TINE, v? Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der.

Nhp. Wor. Shr. Hrf- Glo. Ken. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.
Also written tyne n.Yks. s.Lan.1 Chs.3 Glo.12 Som. ; and
in forms teind s.Dev. ; tin m.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Chs.13 Hrf.
n.Dev.; toine, toyne s.Lan.1 [tain; tin.] 1. To shut,
close. Cf. teen, v.

2

Wxf. 1
, N.Cy. 1

*, Nhb.1 w.Yks.1 He tines it wi' three feaful
Strang bouts, ii. 306 ; w.Yks.24 Lan. It wur one o'clock afore
i cud toyne meh een, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (1740) 28; If ye
rear your back to a door see to it that it be greatly tyned, Roby
Trad. (1829) II. 61, ed. 1872; Lan.1

, ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, m.Lan. 1
,

s.Lan. 1
,
Chs.13

,
Der.12

, nw.Der.1 Shr. The one eye's tinin' and
the other's carryin' trout, Burne Flk-Lore (1883) xxxvi. Ken.1

Dor. I never tined my eyes all night (C.V.G.). w.Dor. Roberts
Hist. Lyme Regis (1834). Som. I hurry whim—tha door tine, An
cheer er wi' a zong, Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825) I2§.
e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873) ;

(F.A.A.) Dev. Tine tha geates as 'e
com'th dru, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). n.Dev. Wi' the tripes 'E
pored down es poor oozle-pipes'E made es peeper tin', Rock Jim
an' Nell (1867) st. 125.

2. To enclose, fence in.
N.Cy. 1 2, Nhb.1 Cum. 1 To shut up a pasture field till the grass

grows again. n.Yks. He must do the tyning or fencing-in with
stoup or stake and wattle, Atkinson Whitby (1894) 53 ; n.Yks.2
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[0 enclose with points or prickles for protection. ' We've been
lining our beeskeps.' ne.Lan.1 , Der. 1

, Nhp.2 Shr.1 The mon's

piittin' goss o' the wall to tine the cats out. Glo. 1
, Ken.1 Wil. 1

ro tine in a piece of waste ground. Som. ' To tine in the moor,'

is to divide it into several allotments, Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng.

;i825). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

Hence (1) Tine-wood, sb. wood used to make a hedge

;

(2) Tining, sb. (a) an enclosure
; (6) obs. a fence of wood,

either brushwood, pale, or quickset.

(1) Hrf. Ray (1691) MS. add. (J.C.) (2, a) s.Wor. (H.K.)

Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 432 ; Glo. 12 ,
Wil. 1 Som. (W.F.R.)

;

Gent. Mag. (1794) no. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). (b) Wil.1
_

3. To repair a hedge or fence ; to close up a gap in

a hedge with dry wood.
Chs.123 s.Chs. 1 He's i' th' feilt wi' the men, tinin' hedges.

Nhp.1 Shr. 1 Tine the glat an' dunna mak' a crow's nist on it

;

Shr.2 Hrf. To finish a new-made hedge by entwining stronger

wood on the top of it, Duncume Hist. Hrf (1804-1812); Hrf.12

Wil. Britton Beauties (1825) ; Wil. 1 To finish off a laid hedge or

stake-fence by weaving in the top-band of boughs.

Hence Tining, sb. wood used to repair a gap in a hedge.

Chs.123 Hrf. Duncumb Hist. Hrf. (1804-1812).

4. Of the moon : to wane.
Dev. Cornh. Mag. (1865) XII. 39. s.Dev. I knawed her was

bound to be a frasty moon, soon as ever I seed 'er teinded over

that there hill (P.W.).

[1, 2. OE.^aw,tofence,enclose;toshut,close(SwEET).]

TINE, sb.a Hrt. Ken. Ess. 1. The common tare, Vicia

hirsuia. Hrt. Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) III. i. 48. 2. The
common tufted vetch, Viccia Cracca. ib. I. i. 142.

3. Comp. (1) Tine-grass, {a) the common tare, V. hirsuta
;

(b) the common tufted vetch, V. Cracca
; (2) -tare, (a) see

(1, a) ;
(b) the tuberous everlasting pea,Lathyrus tuberosus ;

(3) -weed, see (1, a).

(1, a) ib. III. i. 48. (b) ib. I. i. 142. (2, a) Ken. Young Annals

Agrk. (1784-1815) I. 315- (*) Ess. (B. & H.) (3) Hrt. Ellis ib.

VIII. 302.

TINE, see Tind.

TIN-EGIN,s&. Obs. Sc. Forced fire; see below.

w.Isl. The inhabitants here did also make use of a fire called

' Tin-Egin,' i.e. a forced fire, or fire of necessity, which they used

as an antidote against the plague, or murrain in cattle ;
and it was

performed thus : All the fires in the parish were extinguished and

then eighty-one married men being thought the necessary number

for effecting the design, took two great planks of wood, and nine

of 'em were employed by turns, who by their repeated efforts

rubbed one of the planks against the other until the heat thereof

produced fire ; and from this forc'd fire each family is supply'd

with new fire, which is no sooner kindled than a pot full of water

is quickly set on it and afterwards sprinkled upon the people

infected with the plague, or upon the cattle that have the murrain.

And this they all say they find successful by experience : it was

practis'd on the main land, opposite to the south of Skie, within

these thirty years, Martin Desc. w.Isl. (1716) 113 (Jam., s.v.Neid-

fire); It is very probable that the 'Tin-egin,' or forced fire, not

long since used in the Isles as an antidote against the plague or

murrain in cattle, is the remainder of a Druid custom, Borlase

Antiq. Cor. (1754) 13° (*'*•)•
. ,., ,,

[Cp. Gael, teine, fire, and e'iginn, necessity (Macbain).J

TINE-STOCK, sb. Dor.1 One of the two short crooked

handles of a scythe, (s.v. Snead.) See Tine, sb.
1

TINETY, adj. Der. Not. [tai'nti.] Tiny, very small.

See Tunety.
Der. Won't ye hae a tinety bit afore ye go ? Verney Stone Edge

(1868) vii. Not. If I'd knowed it was your brother, may be I

might ha' lowered the muzzle a tinety bit more, Prior Forest Flk.

(1901) 277. s.Not. Oh what a tinety little 'at! (J.P.K.)

TING, sb. 1 and v.
1 Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Glo. Dev.

("tin ] 1. sb. The tooth ofa harrow ; the prong of a fork;

a 'tine.' Cf. tang, sb.
1
1.

Dev. Harrow tings, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 432 - nw.Dev. 1

2 A tongue of land jutting into the sea. S. & Ork.1

Cf! tang, sb> 7. 3. A sting. n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks. 1

Cf. tang, sb.
1 9. 4. A disease of cattle.

Nhb 1 Urticaria, a quick and fatal disease in cattle, formerly not

uncommon, but now almost extinct. In this disease the blood

was found to be curdled or coagulated at death. nw.Dev.1 The

disease of cattle known as ' blain.' The symptoms are formation

of bladders beneath the tongue, and swelling and running of the

eyes. The disease is treated by cutting the bladders, and rubbing

in salt.

5. v. To sting. n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks.3 6. Comp. Ting-
worm, a venomous worm that bites cattle under the

tongue. Glo. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.) ; Glo.1

7. Reflex. Of cattle : to become ' hoven ' or swollen
through eating clover, &c.

Ayr. Did ye hear 'at Mrs. Watt's cauf had tingg't itsel, tat's

brustit t'sel o' 'ts, ye ken, eatin' clover ? Service Dr. Duguid (ed.

1887) 199. Cum.4

TING, v.
2 and sb.2 Sc. Yks. e.An. Dor. [tin.] 1. v.

To ring, tinkle, jingle, to give the sound of a small bell.

Cf. tang, v.
3

Cai.1 e. Yks. 1 Thraw shillin upo' fleer, an see if it tings. e.An. 1

2. To make a ringing noise when bees swarm.
e.An.1 ' To ting bees ' is to collect them together, when they

swarm, by the ancient music of the warming-pan and the key ot

the kitchen-door ; the melody of which is still believed to be very

efficacious. Nrf. To beat a shovel with a key when bees swarm,

Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 84. Dor. So he just stopped to

ting to 'em and shake 'em, Hardy Greenwd. Tree (1872) II. 186.

3. sb. A ringing sound, a tinkle ; the sound of a small

bell or of a clock striking.

Cai.1 Dnib. Since auld Mungo gied a ting, Or music bells could

play a spring, Taylor Poems (1827) 34.

[1. Ting, tinnire, Levins Manip. (1570).]

TING, v? and sb.3 w.Cy. Dev. Cor. [tin.] 1. v. To
tie, bind, fasten together; gen. with up. Also used fig.

Cf. tang, v."
. _,

Dev. 1 Cor. 1 She's alius going about with that man tinged up

to her aipernt string ; Cor.2 I shaan't be tinged up to he.

2. With after: to follow after, to court, woo, make love

to. Cf. tinker, sb.
1 8. Cor.2 Doant'ee come tinging aafter me.

3. sb. Obs. Anything used to tie with, esp. the strap or

girth which fastens a pannier to the saddle.

w.Cy. Grose (1790). Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 43 2 ;
Dev -

n.Dev. A long girt or surcingle, that girds the panniers tight to

the pack-saddle. A tying, usually a long strap of raw hide, Exm.

Scold. (1746) GL, ed. 1879.

TING, sb." Sh.I. [tin.] A meeting for the purposes

of justice, a council. See Tingwall.
.

The meeting of the general 'ting' or law-court of the islands,

Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 114 ; It was in this parish, in a small holm

within a lake nigh to this church, where the principal feud or

judge of the country used to sit and give judgment, hence the

holm to this day is called the Law-ting. We go into this holm

by stepping stones, where three or four great stones are to be

seen, upon which the judge, clerk, and other officers of the court

did sit, Brand Desc. Zetl. (1701) 121, 122 (Jam., s.v. Thing);

Statist. Ace. XXX. 274 (ib.) ; S. & Ork. 1

Hence Ting-man, sb. a member of the ting.

'Skollas' or booths, occupied by the ting-men, Jakobsen Dial.

(1897) 114.

[ON. bins, an assembly, meeting; a gen. term lor any

public meeting, esp.for purposes oflegislation (Vigfusson).]

TING, v.
4 Obs. Dev. Cor. To whip; to scold severely

;

to chide'; to assail with insults.
n ... . „

Dev. Home Subsecivae (1777) 432 ; Dev. 1 n.Dev. Ad
!
chell

ting tha, Exm. Scold. (1746) '• 72 - ,. . ..

Hence Tinger, sb. a smart cut or blow
; fig. a lie,

untruth. Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 432 -

TING, v.
5 n.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To crack, split. (Hall.)

TINGAL, sb. Nhb.1 [ti-nl.] A patch oi wood put

over a rent in a cobble to prevent it from leaking.

TING-A-LING, sb. Sc. Yks. Also in form ting-elin.

[ti-n-a-lin.] A ringing sound, the sound of a bell or of a clock

striking ; occas. applied to a clock itself.

Abel. I hae naething till acquaint yer honour wi sir, but the

ting-a-ling
"' tongues, Macdonald Sir Gibbie (1879) xix. Lnk.

Hark ye weel, auld ting-a-ling ! Nicholson Kdwuddie (^95) 94-

w Yks A child's imitation of a bell, Banks Wkfld. Wrfs. I1865)
{

w Yks's Used by children upon the occasion of the school-bell

ringing- 'Ting-elin, all in.' . .
' Its ommast ting-elin now one

chifdwillsay to another during the play half.hour in the school yard.

TINGE, sb. Obs. Lan^s.Lan.1 A small red bug; a tick.
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TINGE, v.

work over a

w.Yks. 2

ball. Cf.

(tin?.] To work string or net-

tinsl! Hence Tinged-ball, sb. a

ball covered with a coating of string stitches.
_

TINGE BAT, sb. Ken. [trng-bst.] Apiece of wood

between the shafts of a dung-cart used to keep it -in

nosition when not tilted backwards.
P
A piece of wood, about as long as the shafts are apart, with iron

projections which 'pass through the holes in the
.f

lle

f

s
-
a"d s0

keep the cart in position. The tinge-bat is easily slipped out

when it is desired to tilt the cart backwards (P.M. J.

TINGERLARY, sb. w.Yks.2 [trrpleri.] A hurdy-

gurdv; a street-organ. . ,

TINGLE, v. Sc. [ti-rjl.] To_ tinkle, ring; to jingle
,

to make a ringing sound. See Ting, v.

H* La, to sloth it, tingled < Linkum Doddy,' Tester Poems

(i860 112. Rnf. In his pouch still was the jingle O siller pieces

heard to tingle, Yodng Pictures (1865) i47- Edb. Get the town-

crier and gaur him tingle his bell in the midd e n the square,

Ballantine Gaberlunm (ed. 1875) 134- Dmf. The siller- soundin

bell we'd tingle, Until the waiter's lugs wad ring all, Quinn

Heather (1863) 43.

[Tingil, tinnire, Levins Manip. (1570).]

TINGLE, adj. e.Yks. 1 [tirjl.] Flimsy, tragile. MS.

add. (T.H.)
.

TING-TANG, sb. and v. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Der. Not. Lin.

War. Wor. Shr. Oxf. Brks. e.An. Wil. Som. Dev. Also

in form ting-tong N.Cy.1 [tirj-tarj, -tserj.] 1. sb. A small

bell, esp. the smallest bell of a church peal; an unmelodious

bell ; the sound of a bell. Also used attrib. See Ting, v?

Sc. Used among children (Jam.). N.Cy.1 w.Yks.2 The small

bell rung after the peal has been finished. The ting-tang or

Saints' bell of Whittington Church. Der.1
,
Lin.1 n.Lin. 1 Some-

times an ancient sanctus bell, more frequently one of seventeenth

or eighteenth century date, of about the same size, now often

used as a sermon bell. War. A fire-bell or shop-bell (J.R.W.)

;

War.3 Shr.-1 A peal of two bells, the lighter bell being ' ting,' the

heavier, ' tang.' 'We 'ad'n a grand weddin' at 'An'ood o' Mond'y

—the ting-tang clattered away 66th a will.' Oxf. [At Burford

Church] there is a peal of eight very sweet bells, and a ' sanctus

bell,' known locally as the 'Ting-tang,' Murray Handbk. Oxf.

(1894) 198. Brks. (E.G.H.); Brks.1 Rung last of all before

service commences, following the ' zarmon-bell.' e.An.1 A small

and shrill bell, to summon the family to dinner, the congregation

to prayers, &c. Wil.1 Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885)

;

Suddenly he began like a little 'ting-tang' bell, Raymond No
Soul (1899) 30. Dev. Reports Provinc. (1893).

2. Fig. A worthless, useless person or thing.
w.Yks. 2 ' A ting-tang of a horse.' It is applied to inferior cutlery.

Not.1 A can do nowt, a's but a poor ting-tang. s.Not. She's only

a poor ting-tang ; she'll mek no sort of a wife for Jack (J.P.K.).

Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1 Ther' wasn't a good hoss to be seed, noht bud real

ting-tangs.

Hence Ting-tangly, adj. worthless, rubbishy.
n.Lin.1 He's getten a heap o' ohd tingtangly things I wod n't

gie harbour to. se.Lin. A ting-tangly thing like that (J.T.B.).

3. v. To ring with a shrill, high-pitched sound.
Som. As if Wycherney volk had nothing in theas wurld to do

but to listen to hear the parish bell ting- tangey, Raymond Misterton's

Mistake (1888) viii.

4. To ring into church with two bells. Shr. 1

TINGWALL, sb. Sc. I.Ma. Also in forms dingwall
Rs. ; tinwald Sc. (Jam.) I.Ma. ; tynwald I.Ma. A meeting
for the purposes of justice ; a council ; now gen. in place-
names. See Ting, sb.*

Sc. Tinwald Court, . . yet retained in many parts of Scotland,
signifies valis negotii, and is applied to those artificial mounds which
were in ancient times assigned to the meeting of the inhabitants
for holding their comitia (Jam.). Sh.I. Tingwall ... is said to

derive its name from a small island, in a water called the Loch ot

Tingwall, and joined to the nearest shore by the remains of a stone
wall. In this island the courts of law are said to have been
anciently held, Statist. Ace. XXI. 274 (Jam., s.y. Thing) ; The
' ting-men ' assembling for the meeting of the general ' ting ' or
law-court of the islands in Tingwall, Jakoesen Dial. (1897) 114.
Rs. Dingwall (Jam., s.v. Thing). Ayr. Frae the downs o' Tinwald,
Burns Election Ballad (May 1796) st. 4. I.Ma. Promulgation of
the laws must be done from the Hill. No. law is binding unless
proclaimed from Tinwald Hill. It then becomes ' an Act of Tin-
wald.' TheManxlookontheTinwaldHillastheirhillofliberty,and

rightly so. Formerly the promulgation took place usually once a

year on Midsummer-day, June 24, which since the change in the

calendar has been altered to the 5th of July. Of late years the

greater amount of legislation has occasionally necessitated a winter

promulgation as well from the same spot (S.M.) ; The open-air

Parliament is still held in the Isle of Man. It meets once a year,

at St. John's, in the centre of the Island, on the mount known as

Tynwald Hill, Caine Little Man Island (ed. 1902).

Hence Tynwald-day, sb. old Midsummer-day, July 5th.

I.Ma. In the homes of the people everything is counted by Tyn-

wald Day, otherwise christened Midsummer Fair, Caine Little

Man Island (ed. 1902).

[Cp. ON. ping-vollr, the 'parliament-field,' the place

where a ' thing ' sat. Parliaments and courts of old time

were held in the open air, hence the name (Vigfusson).]

TINGY-ENDED, ppl. adj. n.Lin.1 [trngi-.] Of grains

of corn : having the ends discoloured by rain or damp.

Ther's been a deal o' tingy-ended corn at market this last three

^TTNK, sb.
1 Dev. Cor. [tink.] The chaffinch, Fringilla

coelebs ; so termed from its call-note. Dev. N. &» Q. (1886)

7thS. ii. 213. Cor.]2 Cf. twink, sb?

TINK, sb.2 and v.
1 Sc. 1. sb. A tinker; a disreputable

vagabond. A shortened form of 'tinker.'

Kcd. Sae mony tinks and publick dramshops there Gie s rather

aften sober folks a scare, Kerr Remin. (1890) 61. Per. Nae

smearin' tink', nor beggar body That tak's a glass, Stewart

Character (1857) 74.

2. v. To rivet. .

Rxb. Including the idea of the noise made in the act of nvetting.

A gipsy word (Jam.).

TINK, v? and sb? Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. [tirjk.]

1. v. To ring, tinkle.

Sc. (A.W.) Nhb. Lasses learned to be useful when we were

young, and no to tink, tink on their clarty pianos, Graham Red

Scaur (1896) 71. w.Yks. As t'fooil thinks t'bell tinks, Prov. in

Brighouse News (July 20, 1889). ne.Lan.1

2. sb. The sound of a small bell, a tinkle, ring.

Cai. 1 Ayr. From the smiddy, far away, came at times the tink

of an anvil, Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 62.

3. Comp. Tink-tank, a term used to express the sound

of anything jingling, as ot milk falling into a tin pan-

Sh.I. Another riddle, the meaning of which is a woman milking

a cow : ' Tink-tank, twa in a bank, Ten about four,' Spence Flk-Lore

(1899) 182.

[If Y speke with tungis of men and ot aungels, and Y

haue not charite, Y am maad as bras sownynge, or a

cymbal tynkynge, Wyclif i Cor. (1388) xiii. i.J

TINKEARD, sb. Obs. Cor. A tinker.

In walked a travelling tinkeard, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865)

60, ed. 1896.

TINKEL-TANKEL, sb. Nhb.1 [ti'nkl-tarjkl.] An
icicle. See Tankle, sb.

TINKER, sb.
1 and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

[ti-rjka(r.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Tinker-bairn, a tinker's

child ; a gipsy child
; (2) -'s gee, anything worthless ; (3)

lass, a tinker's daughter ; a gipsy girl
; (4) -'s news, stale

news
; (5) -tailor, the rye-grass, Lolium perenne ; (6)

-tailor grass, {a) the ribwort plantain, Plantago lanceolata ;

(b) see (5) ;
(7)-'s toast, the crust at the side of a loafwhich

has been one of the outside loaves ofa batch
; (8) -tongue,

an abusive, vituperative tongue
; (9) -woman, a con-

temptuous term for a woman, a vagabond.
(1) Per. I saw him gi'e a tinker bairn a shillin'on his wayhame,

Aitken Enochdhu (1901) 26. (2) w.Som.1 1 widn gee a tinker's gee

vor-n. (3) Rxb. Ye have mairrit a tinker lass, you, ye splaittering

body, Buchan Lost Lady (1899) 11. (4) ne.Sbr. Flk~Lore Jrn.

(1886) IV. 260. Slang. Barrere & Leland (1890). (5) Dev.4

The Eaver gains this name from the game played by means of it.

(6, a) w.Som.1 So called from a game which girls of the better class

play with it ; striking the heads together, and at each blow saying
in succession, ' Tinker, tailor, soldier, sailor, gentleman, apothe-
cary, ploughboy, thief.' The blow which knocks the head off

marks the one of these professions which is to be that of the future

husband. The same formula is gone through in counting the

alternate buds upon the stalk. (6) w.Som.1
, Dev. (B. & H.) (7)

N.I.1 (8) Sc. (A.W.) Edb. Yer tinker tongue, Immers'd in venom
is its sting, LiddlePoems (1 821) 133. (9) Ess. Having married what
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they calleda good-for-nothing tinker-woman, BurmesterJohnLott
(1902) 19.

2. Phr. to give a -person Bell Tinker, to thrash a person.
See Belltinker.

Stf. ' I will give thee Bell Tinker' is a threat ot a thrashing, a

hammering, such an one as when a tinker makes a kettle ring

with the blows he gives it, The Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901).

3. Obs. A gipsy. Cf. tinkler, sb.
1

Rnf. The place is oppressed with gangs of gypsies, commonly
called tinkers, or randy beggars, Statist. Ace. II. 124, in Brand
Pop. Antiq. (ed. 1848) III. 99.

4. A dirty person. s.Lan.1 Theaw'rt a bonny tinker.

5. A term of abuse applied to persons or animals.
Ir. ' An ould tinker ' is recognised as an appropriate epithet for

any troublesome beast or disagreeable neighbour, Barlow Lisconnel

(1895) 28.

6. A bad bronze or copper coin.
n.Ir. Sarchin' for goold—it was shurely a mock To find only

ashes inside av the pot, And divil a tinker among the whole lot,

Lays and Leg. (1884) 21.

7. The ten-spined stickleback, Gasterosteus pungitius.

Nhb.1 [Satchell (1879).] 8. v. With after: to court,

woo ; to make love to.

Dev. They've been tinkering after each other ever since I can

mind, Phillpotts Sons ofMorning (1900) 13. Cor.1 He's all'ays

tinkering arter her (s.v. Arter) ; Cor.2

TINKER, sb? Brks. [trnka(r).] A small church
bell, the bell rung just before the service begins. Cf.

ting-tang, tinkler, sb?
' They'd all plod off to the fire, so he'd gin up pullin' the tinker,'

as we call the hurry bell in our part of the world, Hayden Round
our Vill. (1901) 250.

TINKERMENTS, sb. pi. w.Som.1 [ti-nkamants.]

Fittings, odds and ends, tools; complicated pieces of

machinery, &c. Cf. tanklements.
TINKLE, v.

1 Sc. Yks. [tirjkl.] 1. To tinker ; to do

anything imperfectly ; to repair awkwardly ; to do odd
jobs. Cf. tankle, v.

n.Yks. He tinkled a bit (I.W.); n.Yks. 2 ' If a man tinkles, he

must expect to be grimed,' those who commit faults must take the

odium as a consequence. w.Yks. Tha wor fond o' tinklin' at all

sooarts o' jobs, Hartley Clock Aim. (1869) 46, in Leeds Merc.

Suppl. (Apr. 8, 1899) ; (J.T.)

2. With on : to trifle about ; to work in a lazy, trifling

manner. Cld. Hit it, man
;
ye're jist tinklin' on't (Jam.).

TINKLE, v? Obs. or obsol. Sc. 1. With on : to ring

chimes about. Lth. (Jam.) 2. Fig. With on : to praise

immoderately.
Sc. If that man now go to tinkle on bishops and delinquents

and such foolish toys it seems he is mad, Baillie Lett. (1775) II.

208 (Jam.). Lth. (Jam.)
_

3. Conip. Tinkle-sweetie, a name given to the bell

formerly rung at eight o'clock in Edinburgh.
Edb. A cant name formerly given in Edinburgh to the bell rung

at eight o'clock p.m., as that which was rung at two o'clock was

called the kail-bell. Both these terms are well remembered by

some yet alive. The aught-hours bell was thus denominated be-

cause the sound of it was so sweet to the ears of apprentices and

shopmen, as they were then at liberty to shut in for the night

(Jam.) ; Hislop Anecdote (1874) 210.

TINKLE, v.
3 Yks. Nhp. 1. Obs. To light, kindle.

Nhp. (K.), Nhp.1 Cf. tind. 2. With up : to become
alight ; to burn up.
w.Yks. ' It'll tinkle up in a bit,' sed Billy, an' in a bit it did tinkle

up for he'd set th' haymoo' o' fire, Hartley Clock Aim. (1870)

22, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 8, 1899).

TINKLE, v.* [ti'rjkl.] To tingle. s.Pem. Laws Little

Eng. (1888) 421.

TINKLER, sb.
1 and v. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan.

AlsoHmp.Cor. Also written tinckler w.Yks.4 [trnkl9(r.]

1. sb. A tinker, esp. a travelling tinker ; a gipsy, vaga-

bond. Also used attrib.

Sc. To dine thereout on the bare grund, like a wheen tinklers,

Scott St. Ronan (1824) ii. Sh.I. A shappin' can 'at shii bought

frae da tinklers for fowerpence ha'peny, Sh. Agra's (July 23, 1898).

Cai.1 The gipsies make part of their livelihood by making articles

in tinplate. Formerly the making of horn spoons was their chief

occupation. Per. It's ... the same wi' a' folk, be they kings or

tinklers, Sandy Scott (1897) 34. Dmb. Tinkler bred, It's no in a'

his beuk ae path to tread, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 13. Bwk. The
tinklers are now extinct in Gordon, Henderson Pop. Rhymes
(1856) 124. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 244, ed. 1876.

Wgt. There were some [rimes] we used to cry at the Tinklers to

make them mad :
—

' Tinkler ! Tinkler ! tarry bags ! Stinkin meal,

and rotten eggs !
' and another to cry at them when their weans

were going past in the creels on the cuddy's back— ' The cuddy an'

the creel, Gaun tae the Deil,' Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 165. Nhb.1
,

Dur. 1
, Cum.4 n.Yks^He sware an'bannedlikea tinkler; n.Yks. 24

,

m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. It is a common custom with children to snatch

up a piece of Italian rye-grass, and pulling off the pieces one by
one from the bottom upwards, they repeat the following lines,

each occupation or position in life that is named representing the

piece of rye-grass that happens to be plucked at that particular

time :
—

' Tinkler, tailor, souldier, sailor, Rich man, poor man,

beggar-man, thief.' As there are more than eight pieces of rye-

grass on one stalk, the words are repeated over again till there is

but one bit of rye-grass left standing at the top, and this the calling,

or person to be married, that will fall to the lot of the boy or girl

who are trying by this means to prognosticate their future, Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 8, 1899) ; w.Yks.1345 ne.Lan.1 If if 's and ans

Were pots an' pans Theyar'd be naya trade for tinklers. e.Lan. 1
,

s.Lan.1 Hmp.1 A field in Eversley parish named in surveys and

terriers Tinker's Croft, is called by the people Tinkler's Croft.

Cor. Fightin' over me like two tinklers over a go-'bout woman

!

Lee Paul Carah (1898) 141.

2. An opprobrious term applied to a man or woman ;

a loud, scolding woman.
Ayr. Yon ill-tongued tinkler, Charlie Fox, Burns Author's

Earnest Cry (1786) St. 19. m.Yks.1 Employed as an epithet

towards unruly or mismanaging persons, young or old.

3. Comb. (1) Tinkler's curse, anything absolutely worth-

less; an atom, jot, whit; (2) -gipsy, a wandering vagabond,

gipsy; (3) -jaw, a loud, scolding tongue; abusive language
;

(4) -'s tippence, see (1) ; (5) -tongue, see (3) ; (6) -tongit,

abusive in speech
; (7) -'s whussel, see (1) ; (8) -('s wife, (9)

-'s woman, a term of contempt for a woman ; a woman of

low associates; a loud, scolding woman.
(1) Bnff. 1 It's nae worth a tinkler's curse, nor a dog's dance.

Gall. A tinkler's curse she did na care What she did think or say,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 39, ed. 1876. (2) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

Ayr. He . . . wad hae spent an hour caressin, E'en wi' a tinkler-

gipsey's messin, Burns Tiva Dogs (1786) 1. 17. (3) Per. When a

Meg wi' her Jo fa's oot, She lowses upon him a tinkler jaw,

Haliburton Horace (1886) 66. Ayr. An' Charlie Fox threw by

the box An' lows'd his tinkler jaw, man, Burns When Guilford

good our Pilot stood, st. 5. (4) Gall. There be nane worth a

tinkler's tippence, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 29, ed. 1876. (5)

Ayr. Bessie Graham was a terr'ble tairge, and had a tinkler

tongue in the heid of her, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 67.

(6) Lnk. A bonny gurry-wurry I had ower't wi' yon tinkler-tongit

Hielant wife, Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) no. (7) w.Sc. I dinna

care a tinkler's whussel whether ye dae or no, Macdonald

Settlement (1869) 212, ed. 1877. (8) nw.Abd. Yon's a tinkler wife,

she'll deave the dogs wi' din, Goodwife (1867) st. 36. Per. He
maunna be fashed wi' a randie auld tinkler wife's daft blethers,

Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 189, ed. 1887. Lnk. Nane can stand

her but tinkler wives, Graham Writings (1883) II. 140. n.Yks.

(9) n.Yks.1

4. Phr. toplay the tinkler, to act as a coward; to run away.

Per. Huntly and Sinclair, they baith played the tinkler, Ford

Harp (1893). 57.

5. v. To tinker; to patch, mend.
m.Yks. 1 I'm going to tinkler that up a bit. w.Yks. (J.W.)

TINKLER, sb? Oxf. Slang. Also written tinckler

Oxf. fti-nkls(r).] A small bell. Cf. tinker, sb?

Oxf [At Yarnton] The ' Sanctus,' Churchwarden 'Sans,

vernacular 'Tinckler,' is the small bell usually hung over the

chancel and formerly tolled during the elevation of the Host at

Mass, Stapleton Three Parishes (1893) 265. Slang. 'Jerk the

tinkler'—these words meant ring the bell, Dickens O. Twist

(1839) xv. . c
TINKLINGBOX, sb. s.Lan.1 A slang expression for

a pianoforte.

TINNEL, see Tennel.

TINNER, sb.
1 Sc. Yks. Dev. Cor. [ti-ns(r.] 1. A tin-

miner. . .,

Dev Whether- these were used as seats ol eminence at the

assembly ofthe tinners, I cannot pretend to say, Bray Desc. Tamar



TINNER [158] TINTER

and the Tavy (1836) I. 7. Cor. 1
; Cor. 11 A workman searching for,

or employed in washing tin in a Streamwork.

2. A tinsmith.
Lnk. Smiths, nailers, founders, braziers, tinners, Rodger Poems

(1838) 165, ed. 1897. n.Yks. (I.W.) w.Yks. Am ban ta bi a

tina(r) (J.W.).

3. The water wagtail, Motacilta lugubns.
Cor. Little birds they call ' tinners ' flit past me, Scribner's

Monthly (July 1880) 430; Cor.12

TINNER, sb.2 Som. Dev. [t3'na(r), ti'na(r).] A
funnel for filling casks. Cf. tinning-funnel, tunnel.
w.Som. 1 Maister lackth to borry the tinner [tiin'ur], 'cause he's

gwain to rack some cider. Dev.2

TINNET, sb. Hrf. Glo. Sus. Also written tinnett
Glo. ; tinnit Hrf.2 ; tynnett Sus. ; and in form tennet Sus.
[ti'nit.] Wood used for filling a gap in a hedge ; brush-
wood. See Tine, v.

2 3.

Hrf. Duncumb Hist. Hrf. (1804-12); Hrf.12, Glo. (W.W.S.)
Sus. Also forasmuch as every tenant is bound to keep closure

against the Lord's common or soile, the said tenants may take
tynnett growing in ye said common or soyl for the making of ye
said closure if the said tenants lack of their own, Customs South-
mawlinge, 5701 add. MS. 168, in Sus. Arch. Coll. XXIII. 311.

TINNING-FUNNEL, sb. nw.Dev. 1 A large wooden
funnel for filling casks, &c. See Tinner, sb. 2

TINNY, sb. Sc. [ti'ni.] 1. A tin cup or porringer

;

a small tin jug. Cf. tin, sb. 3.

Sc. The small jug or porringer . . . used by children (Jam.);
A kiss and a tinnie fu o' cauld water maks a gey wersh breakfast,

Ramsay Remin. II. 61. Sh.I. A canful of blaand, which he
quaffed carefully, looking stealthily across at Liza over the edge of
the tinny, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 11. Ayr. Contentto trudge
wi' tinnies sma' And mealy bags, White Jottings (1879) 189.

Hence (1) Tinnikin, (2) Tinnykit, sb. a small tin cup or
vessel.

(1) Gall. He brought his mistress a drink in a little tinnikin,

Crockett Cleg Kelly (1896) viii. (2) Sh.I. Bring with all speed
some water in a tinny-kit which he observed standing at the barn
door, Clark N. Gleams (1898) 163.

2. A tin box or canister.
Per. Thae shop-biscuits wi' pictures o' the places where they're

made on the outside 0' the tinnies, Sandy Scott (1897) 29.

3. A tinsmith.
Ayr. Tinny Walker's mallet was at rest beside squares of white

metal on the workshop bench, Johnston Congalton (1896) 1.

TINNY, adj. Wm. Yks. Lan. Nhp. Brks. Also written
tinney Nhp.2

[ti'ni.] A dial, form of 'tiny'; also in
comp. Tinny-winny. Cf. teeny, adj. 1

Wm. She cot ma . . . sick lile tinny collaps a bac'n, Spec. Dial.

(1877) pt. i. 11. w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 8, 1899) ;

w.Yks. 1
, n.Lan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, Nhp. 2 Brks. Be 'urn all as hugly an'

as tinny as this 'un ? Hayden Thatched Cottage (1902) 293.
TINO, sb. and v. Or.I. (Jam. Suppl.) 1. sb. A skewer

or spit for fish when drying. 2. v. To spit fish ; to fix

them on 'tinos.'

[1. Icel. teinn, a spit, a stake to hang things on (Vigfus-
son) ; Norw. dial, tein (Aasen).]
TINO, adv. Som. Dev. Cor. Also in forms tanno

s.Devj tanny- Cor.; tano-, tany- Dev.; tine-a- Cor.
[tai'no.] 1. A negative expletive

;
gen. used with ' no

'

in reply to a question : indeed, certainly, lit. ' that I know.'
w.Som. 1 ' Be you gwain to put your name down ?

' ' No, tino !

'

' He on't come, tino !
' Dev. My loaf . . . won't burn to-day ; no

tino ! for I've nothing to do but sit here and watch en, O'Neill
Idyls (1892) 38 ; 'Er gie away a shillerd ov ort ? No, tino ; awl 'er

giv'th away es Munday marnings, an' 'e com'th fust gits nort

!

Hewett Pras. Sp. (1892). nw.Dev.1 s.Dev. ' It doesn't matter.'
' No tanno ' (F. W.C.).
2. Comb. (1) Tanoby, Tine-a-by, or Tinoby, (2) Tanno-

fore, negative expletives used similarly to ' tino.'

(1) Dev. Dii y(i zim that tha passen's wive and tha bettermost
zort ov vokes be agwaine tii 'ave ort til zay tii they ? No, tanoby,
they be awnly cattle- daylers ! Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) (s.v.

Bettermost). Cor. ' Folks now ain't what they used to be in your
day.' 'No, tine-a-by, not they,' Parr Adam and Eve (1880) I.

134 ;
' No tanny bye ! on the trat the whole blessed day !

'

exclaimed the wife, ' and ye luke crewel tender,' Edna Lyall
Donovan (1882) 238. (2) s.Dev. 'Do you want this?' 'No
tannofore ' (F.W.C.).

TINSAL(L, see Tinsel, sb.
1

TINSE, v. Yks. Also written tinze w.Yks. [tinz.]

To cover a ball with a coating of string stitches. w.Yks.

Sheffield lndep. (1874) ; w.Yks.2 Cf. tinge, v. Hence
Tinsed-ball, sb. a child's ball covered with worsted of

various colours. w.Yks.24

TINSEL, sb} Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also written tinsal

Or.I. ; tinsall Sc. ; tynsell Bnff. Loss ; forfeiture. See
Tine, v.

1

Sc. Your winning is not my tinsel, Ferguson Prov. (1641) No.

947. Or.I. Under the pain of 100 lib. and tinsal of thair office,

Peterkin Notes (1822) Append. 41. Bnff. Under pain of 'tynsell

of their freedome burgeschip,' Cramond Cullen Ann. (1888) 36.

Per. Under pain of tinsall of his office, Lawson Bk. of-Per.

(1847) 150.

[Quhen that thai his tynsale mycht se, Barbour Bruce

(
T375) v- 5°3-l
TINSEL, sb.

2 Obs. Chs. n.Wal. Der. Also written

tynsel Chs. 1 s Brushwood, underwood ; also used attrib.

Chs. 1
; Chs.3 In a deed of mortgage, 1637, the mortgager gives

the mortgagee leave ' to take sufficient trouse and tynsel, growing

or to grow, on the premises, for the fencing in and repairing of

the hedges and heyment in and about the demised Close.'

n.Wal. In a report dated in 1620, from a surveyor to the ownerof
an estate in Wales, near the borders of Shropshire, the following

mention of it occurs :
' There is neither wood nor underwood on

the said lands but a few underwoods in the park of hasell, alders,

withie and thornes and such like which the tenants doe take and
use for Tinsel as need requires,' N. £p Q. (1851) 1st S. iii. 478.

Der. Having stone provided in the quay, and tinsel crop for

fencing, Reports Agric. (1793-1813) 45.

TINSEY, sb. Obs. Oxf. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A water-can. (Hall.)
TINSY, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also written tinsey.

Tinsel.
Slk. Ye think the peacock's harl and the tinsy hae slipped frae

your jaws, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 301.

Hence Tinsey-tailed, ppl. adj. having a bright, shining
tail.

Slk. The yellow-bodied, tinsey-tailed, black-half-heckle, Blackw.
Mag. (Sept. 1828) 298.

TINSY-WINSY, sb. w.Yks.2 Small, thin, poor beer.
TINT, sb.1 Sc. Irel. Cor. [tint.] 1. A taste, touch

;

a foretaste ; a scrap; a very small quantity. Cf. tent, sb.2 2.
Sc. The half-taen kiss ... is, heaven kens, fu' sweet amens, an'

tints o' heaven here, Thom Whistle Binkie (1878) II. 43 (Jam.
Suppl.). Sh.I. Robbie got out his Yule bottle and gave them all a
tint each, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 58. Ir. You might be
under buckets of wet in it, and ne'er a tint you'd git whatever,
Barlow Lisconnel (1895) 59. Cor. Not a. tint did he work, 'Q.'

Three Ships (1892) 179.

2. Proof, evidence, indication ; tidings, esp. in phr. tint

nor trial, no information or tidings whatever.
Sc. The beast's awa and ye'll ne'er get tint or witting o't (Jam.

Suppl.). n.Sc. (Jam., s.v. Taint). Abd. Great search for her was
made baith far an' near, But tint nor trial of her cud we hear,
Ross Helenore (1768) 139, ed. 1812 ; But tint nor tryal, she had
gotten nane, Of her that first or him that last was gane, ib. 46.
TINT, sb.2 w.Yks.1 In phr. tint for tant, tit for tat.

[To give one tint for tant, par pari referre, Coles (1679).]
TINT, sb* n.Yks. 2 [tint.] The greater number out

of alot,the longer as compared with the shorter. Cf.dint,4.
TINT, sb."- Obs. n.Cy. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A goblin. (Hall.)
TINT, v. I.W. [tint.] To blend. (J.D.R.), I.W.1

TINT, adj.
1 N.I.1 [tint.] One-third rotten.

Applied to wood that has been kept seasoning till it begins to
decay.

TINT, adj.2 Sc. [tint.] Ot a child : spoilt, petted.
Frf. A fell tint rascal (H.E.F.).
TINT, pret. Obs. Nhb. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Went.
Safe owerthe bara-headwe tint, Gilchrist Sngs. (1824) 8 ; Nhb.1

TINTE,s6. Obs. Sc. Loss. See Tine, v.
1

St. George of England, brave indeed, Who to the Jews wrought
muckle tinte, Chambers Pop. Rhymes (1870) 179.
TINTER, sb. Yks. [ti'nta(r).] In phr. barrel tinter,

a slang expression for beer. A dial, form of ' tincture.1



TINTH [i59] TIP

w.Yks. Nah all this barril tinter iz made a watter aght at river
Tems. Tom Treddlehoyle Trip to Lunnan (1851) 52
TINTH, sb. Obs. Hrf.1 Wood used for filling up a

gap in a hedge. See Tine, v? 3, Tinnet.
TINTIE, sb. Not. [ti-nti.] The wren, Troglodytes

parvulus. Swainson Birds (1885) 35 ; Not.3

TINTOE, sb. Obs. Rnf. Edb. (Jam.) The pin used
in turning the cloth-beam of a loom.
TINTY, adj. Obs. Nhp. Tinted.
Summer glistens in thy tinty flower, Clare Poems (1820) 120.
TINUALLY, adv. I.W. 1 [ti'niwali.] An aphetic form

of ' continually.'

TINWALD, see Tingwall.
TINY-TINY, int. n.Cy. Nhb. The proclamation made

upon finding anything. See Tine, v}
N.Cy.1 The claimant answers, ' Miney, miney.' Nhb. 1

TINY-WINY, adj. ne.Lan. 1 Very small. Cf. tinny, adj.
TINZE, see Tinse.
TIORDIN, sb. Sh.I. Thunder. S. & Ork.1

[Dan. torden, thunder (Larsen).]

TIP, sb} and v.1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Eng. and Amer.
[tip.] 1. sb. The head ; esp. in phr. arse over tip, head
over heels.

n.Yks. (T.S.), Not.1
, Lei.1 , War.3

, Oxf. (G.O.) Dev. I'll knack
thee arse over tip (R.P.C.).

Hence Tip-and-tail, adv. head over heels. War.
(J.R.W.) e.Som. W. & 1. Gl. (1873). 2. The peak of a
cap. Lin. Streatfeild Lin. andDanes (1884) 372. n.Lin.1

See Tippy, sb. 1. 3. A piece of iron fixed on to the toe
of a boot or shoe ; a toe-plate. See Tipped, 2.

ne.Lan.1 Tips, irons for the front of clogs. Oxf. (G.O.) Nrf. Arch.

(1879) III. 174. I.W.1 Tips and Cues, iron for the tops and heels of
the soles of shoes. w.Som.1 To new pair cues and tips, 6d., Shoe-
maker's Bill.

4. Applied to persons or things as a mark of excellence

;

the best or height of anything ; a belle.
Bnff.1 She wiz the tip o' the ball. Cld. The tip o' the family,

the tip o' the market (Jam.). Slg. I . . . couldna weel tell If the
fashion was auld or the tip 0' the new, Muir Poems (1818) 95.

5. An over-dressed person. s. & Ork.1 Yon's a tip.

6. An equal ; a match. Bnff.1
, Cld. (Jam.) 7. Comb.

(1) Tip-full, full to the brim, quite full
;

(2) -tongued, in-

articulate, indistinct in utterance, lisping ; also used advb.
(i)Oxf. (G.O.) (2) Ken. (G.B.) ; Ken. 1 Hetarks so tip-tongued

since he've come back from Lunnon, we can't make nothin' o'

what he says otherwhile. Sus. 1 She talks so tip-tongued and gives

herself such airs.

8. v. To form the top of a rick ; to put a top on to a rick.

ne.Lan.1 Dor.1 To pitch an' Iuoad Ar tip the rick at Harvest
Huome, 164. Som. They had tipped the mow and were all around
a-top, Raymond Men o' Mendip (1898) xvii.

9. To go on tip-toe ; to trip ; to walk mincingly.
Wgt. The sicht o' her prancin' up to the door, an' tippin' up to

her chair, Good Wds. (1881) 402. Sus. He'd go tipping along,

for all the world like a cat over the courtyard when it's puddl'y,

Tennant Fill. Notes (1900) 140. [Amer. Tipping about on her
toes, Barrere & Leland (1890).]

10. To match, equal. Bnff. 1
, Cld. (Jam.) 11. To excel,

exceed ; to overcome. Cld. (Jam.)
TIP, sb.2 and v.

2 Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. [tip.]

1. sb. A ram. See Teap, sb.
1

, Tup, sb.

Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. By ran a black tip maying, Whilk did her
fright, Fisher Poems (1790) 149. e.Lth. They say he could lift a

tip -an' fling it ower his shouther, Hunter J. Inwick (1895) 192.

Gall. Mactaggart Ertcycl. (1824) 375, ed. 1876. Kcb. He gaed
hame dancin like a mad tip, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 62. N.I. 1

n.Cy. Grose (1790). Cum. He was ganging to his oan 'heaf,'

bainest way, was tip, Cornh. Mag. (Oct. 1890) 383 ; Cum. 1 Wm.
In Westmoreland 'The Golden Fleece, 'a common sign for roadside

inns represented by a sheep swung by a broad belt round the

body, is known as ' The Tip in trouble ' (J.Ar.).

2. v. Obs. To serve ewes with the ram ; of ewes : tojake
the ram ; occas. used of other animals.

Sc. ' Tip when you will, you shall lamb with the leave ' • used in

company when some refuse to pay their curbs because they came
but lately in signifying that they shall pay all alike notwithstanding,

Kelly Prov. (1721) 306 ;
' The lamb where it's tipped and the ewe

where she's clipped,' a proverbial rule about tythes ; signifying

that the lamb shall pay tythes in the place where the ewe was
when she took the ram, but the old sheep where they were shorn,
ib. 307. Gall. I hae four-score ewes, twa score n' them's tippet,
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 181, ed. 1876.

[1. Tip, shepe, aries, Levins Manip. (1570).]
TIP, v? and sb? Var. dial, and slang uses in Sc. Irel.

Eng. and Aus. Also written tipp S. & Ork. 1
[tip.]

1. v. To tap; to strike smartly or lightly; to touch lightly.
Cai. 1 n.Ir. A had harly din speekin' whun sumbuddy tippit me

on the shou'der, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 30. Nhb. Monny oh
them keept tippin the Bayrn's cheeks wouth the're fingers, Bewick
Tyneside Tales (1850) 13. w.Yks.2 A cricketer is said to tip a ball
with a bat if he just touches it. e.An. 1 Cor. The ball was thrown
towards him and he tipped it, Flk-Lore Jrn. (1886) IV. 120.

2. To kick, as in football. S. & Ork.1
3. To empty

or unload the contents of anything by tipping it up. Cf.

tipe, 1.

Nhb., Dur. To end up a tub so as to empty it, Nicholson Coal
Tr. Gl. (1888). w.Yks. Sheffield Indep. (1874) ; (J.W.) ' ne.Lan.1

,

e.Lan. 1 Chs. 1 'The devil always tips at the biggest ruck,' is

an old Cheshire saying; Chs.3 s.Not. That fool of a coal-man
tipped 'is load raight across the foot-path (J.P.K.). War. (J.R.W.)
Sus. Yer naiim is lik Intment tipped out, Lower Sng. Sol. (i860)
i. 3. Hmp. Holloway.
Hence Tipping, sb. a railway embankment formed by

tipping wagons full of soil or stone. w.Yks. (J.W.), Chs.13

4. To throw or cast. e.Lan.1
5. To drink ; to drain

a cup
;
gen. with q^or up. Cf. tipe, 8.

Sc. Whatever dangers cam, I tipp't aff a bottle o' whisky, An'
here I am, Outram Lyrics (1887) 141. Abd. They're just the best
0' men For tippin' glasses, Cock Strains (1810) II. 86. Nhb.
(R.O.H.) w.Som.1 Come ! tip it up, don't lef none for manners.

Hence (1) Tipan, sb. a drink, draught; (2) Tipped,//*/.
adj. tipsy ; (3) to tip the bottle, phr. to be given to drinking.

(1) Nhb. ' I'll put a tipan or two of hot brandy into him, never
you fear now !

' The tipan or two . . . proved to be as stiff a
tumbler of brandy and water as had ever been compounded, Rhys
Fiddler of Came (1896) 26. (2) Nhb.1 (3) Ess. If she 'tips the

bottle ' he knocks her about a little more to teach her to keep sober,

Burmester John Lott (1902) 22.

6. To milk a cow when the yield is small ; with down :

to pull upon the teats of a cow preparatory to milking.
Sh.I. I wis mylkid da tidder kye, an' wis juist set me inunder

her an' begun to tipp doon, Sh. News (June 23, 1900) ; (J.S.)

7. To silence ; to disappoint, mortify.
Sc. Used to signify the effect of an expression, action, or event

which disappoints or nettles one. ' That tips him ' (Jam.).

8. Phr. to tip the road, to tramp, walk. [Not known to our
correspondents.]

Ker. I want a change— an' we'll tip the road togither, bouchal,

Bartram Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 81.

9. Comb. (1) Tip-an'-cum-torter, a see-saw ; (2) -and-go,

a game similar to tip-cat
; (3) -and-smash, a game of

marbles
; (4) -cart, a two-wheeled cart made to tip up

;

(5) -sheers, a game played with marbles
; (6) -stick, a bar

used to prevent a cart from tipping up, or from going too

far back when tipped up
; (7) -tap-toe, a children's game

on a slate, the game of noughts and crosses ;
' tit-tat-toe '

;

(8) -trap, an arrangement to close a door; cf. tipe, 9.

(1) n.Nrf. (R.H.H.) (2) n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) Cum." Marbles are

placed in a hole 'howked ' in the ground, then the player pitches his

own marble into the heap with the hope of ' breaking' or ' squander-

ing.' (4) Dor. The working plant, consisting of two well-made and

nearly new timber carriages, with bed for same; tip-cart, W. Gazette

(
l895) ;

(F.A.A.) (5) w.Mid. Two players stand a few yards

apart facing each other. Between them is a small hole in the

ground into which they alternately throw their marbles. One
player says, 'I'll tip you four' (or any other number), and throws

that number at the hole. If an even number fall into the hole they

remain the property of the thrower ; if an odd, the marbles all

pass to his opponent (W.P.M.). (6) ne.Lan. 1 w.Mid. A wooden
bar, with an eye at one end, which is attached to a hook on the

axle of a farm cart, the other end resting on the ground behind

(W.P.M.). (7) Nhb.1
, Dur. 1 n.Yks. Tip, tap, toe ;

three jolly

butchers all in a row (I.W.). w.Yks.2 n.Lin. 1 A square is drawn

having nine smaller squares or houses within it. Two persons

play. They alternately make the one a square and the other a

cross in any one of the houses. He that first gets three of his

marks in a line wins the game. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (8) n.Yks.4 An
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arrangement which closes the door, owing to the weight of the

animal releasing a lever as it passed in.

10. sb. A smart blow ; a tap.

Cai.1 Per.Lo! a tip upon the shouther, Spence Poems (1898) 194.

w.Yks. (J.W.) Lin. A good knock-down blow delivered right

from the shoulder into an opponent's eye is 'a straight tip,'

N. & Q. (1878) 5th S. ix. 498. e.An. 1 Slang. From the touch of

the tip, From the blight of the warrant, . . I charm thee from
each, Scott Nigel (1822) xvii.

11. One of the players in the game of rounders.
Cor. Behind the batsman stands the 'tip,' Flk-Lore Jm. (1886)

IV. 126
; The tip's part in the game was to catch the ball off the bat

and hit the batsman with it before he could reach the first bicken
(one of four sand heaps) and so turn the latter out, Comiskman
(Xmas 1881).

12. A nick, notch. S. & Ork.1 13. A place where
rubbish is deposited ; a rubbish-heap ; the emptying of
carts in railway earthworks.

Sc. (A.W.),n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.), Chs.1 Lin. Brookes Tracts Gl.

[Aus. In the ruined engine-house, on the sides of the grass-grown
tip, Longman's Mag. (Sept. 1901) 396.]
Hence Tip-mount, sb. a mound or heap at the top of a

pit-shaft where rubbish or waste is emptied.
Glo. Keep straight on till you come to the tip-mount and then

turn to the right for the Speech House (A. B.C.).

14. A small quantity of any liquid, a draught, drink.
Sh.I. I'll . . . kirn da tip o' milk, sae dat du gets a aer o' druttle

i' da pig, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 239 ; A tip o' tae, a tip o' whisky
(J.S.); S. & Ork.i, Nhb. (R.O.H.), Glo. 1

, w.Cy. (Hall.) Som.
Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). w.Som.1 Yuur, Bee-ul! wiit

ae-u tup- ? yuur--z dhu vuurkeen [Here, Bill ! wilt have a tip ? here
is the firkin].

15. Anything that fixes, settles, or silences a person, a
* clencher.'

Cld. That's the tip for him (Jam.). n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.)
16. Phr. (1) tips and wands, a game at marbles

; (2) to

give the straight tip, to speak out frankly and decisively

;

to give a final answer, to speak one's mind
; (3) to work on

the tip, to load vessels, to tip ballast or cargo into the hold.
(1) w.Yks.2 (2) Dur. He'd hev given ... a few strife tips to

the lords who claim the royalties, Guthrie KittyFagan (1900) n.
w.Yks. When he said he didn't want to go, Ah gav' him t'straight
tip, an' telled him he'd ha'e to, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 15, 1899).
Lin. N. & Q. (1878) 5th. S. ix. 498. Ess. The ' straight tip' as
given at Dunmow and within a considerable radius not only means
a direct reply without either evasion or reservation, but also a
spirit of indifference and defiance—very often an insult is in-
tended, ib. [I gave him the straight tip ! I told him that if I

couldn't have the barn floor made good ... I should give up the
farm. . . Then she gave him the straight tip !

' If you don't want
me,' she says, ' there's another man as does,' ib. 386.] (3) Cor.
This day week I was up to Fowey, working on the tip, ' Q.' Ship
ofStars (1899) 73 ;

(M.A.C.)
TIP, sb* Obs. Sc. Ale sold for twopence a pint.

See Two-penny, 5.

Lnk. Nor kept dow'd tip within her waws, Ramsay Poems
(1721) 30.

TIPE, v. and sb. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der.
Lin. Rut. Nhp. Shr. e.An. Also written type Lakel.2

w.Yks.5 Lan. 1 n.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 nw.Der.1 n.Lin.1 Nhp. 1
; and

in forms teype Cum.1
; toype Chs.13 [taip.] 1. v. To

tip, tilt ; to empty by tipping anything up ; to throw over.
Cf. tip, v? 3, towp.

n.Cy. To empty liquor from one vessel to another (Hall.).
n.Yks.2

, e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1 (s.v. Towp). w.Yks. Banks Wkfld.

Wds. (1865) ; w.Yks. 5 Type that box off o' that cart. s.Chs.1 Nai,
sey as yo dunna tipe that can o'er wi' yur foot. Lin.1 Tipe it up
and skelp the looad in the muck. n.Lin. To tip up a cart gradually,
Sutton Wds. (1881); n.Lin. 1 se.Lin. Type the cart (J.T.B.).
Rut.1 Shr.1 I tiped the pail o'er ooth my flit ; Shr.2 , e.An. 1

2. To toss with the hand ; to throw.
n.Cy. Grose (1790). w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781).

ne.Lan. 1 Lin. Miller & Skertchly Fenland (1878) iv; Lin.1

Tipe me that ball.

3. Obs. To strike upon the ground with an open hand.
Wm. To tipe a running ball (K.).

4. To tip over, overturn ; to fall over ; to faint, swoon
;

gen. with over.

n.Yks.124 ne.Yks. 1 He's tiped ower. e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks.1 (s.v.

Towp). w.Yks. We generally associate the word with swooning

;

thus a person who was sat on a chair would almost certainly ' tipe

ower' ifhe swooned, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 8, 1889); w.Yks.124
;

w.Yks.5 Stood o't' end o't' plenk an' sum'dy gav it a shuv an' he

typed. Lan. Th' owd chap typed o'er asleep in his cheor in th'

afthernoon, Ferguson Moudywarp,'}; Lan.^n.Lan.^ne.Lan.^e.Lan. 1

s.Lan. 1 A person who has fainted is said to have ' type't-oer.'

Chs.13 s.Chs. 1 Hoo was tooken wi' one on her feenty aitches an'

hoo tiped o'er. Der. 1
, nw.Der.1 Lin. A big thing, such as a

muck-cart when being emptied, tipes. So would a tree, when up-

rooted, tipe over, N. & Q. (1873) 4th S. xi. 174 ; Brookes Tracts

Gl. n.Lin. 1 se.Lin. The cart typed over (J.T.B.). sw.Lin.1 One
of the chimney pots was tipeing over. The pancheons and pots

all tiped up. Shr. 2 e.An.1 To kick up, or fall headlong, from

being top-heavy.

5. Comb. (1) Tipe-brig, a bridge that ' tipes ' up with a
chain and balance-weight

; (2) -stick, the piece of wood
which fastens the body of a cart to its shafts and keeps it

from tipping up
; (3) -window, a window which turns on

horizontal pins in the frame.
(1) Lin. N. & Q. (1873) 4th S. xi. 174. (2) Lin. 1

, se.Lin.

(J.T.B.), swXin.1 (3) w.Yks. (J.J.B.)

6. Fig. To die ; to wither ;
gen. with off, over, or up.

w.Yks. They all tiped off an' deed, Binns Orig. (1889) 3 ; He's
tiped off at last (./E.B.) ; 'Type up,' to die, Leeds Merc. Suppl.

(July 29, 1899) ; Then type in the spring, Nidderdale Aim. (1878)

;

w.Yks.1
; w.Yks. 5 He'll type off i' his turn. Lan. Th' owd lad

type't o'er abeawt a fortnit sin, Waugh Sneck-Bant ( 1868) ii ; Lan.1
,

n.Lan. 1 Chs.1
; Chs.3 Damped off, like an over-watered flower.

7. To turn ; to twist.
s.Lan. 1 s.Chs. 1 Here's Mrs. Jones sent y& a pair o' trai'sers,

an' hoo says hoo thinks wi' turnin' an' tipin' a bit yo con meebe
make 'em do fo' yfi. Der.2 ' To turn and tipe ' is to twist and turn
as a hare. nw.Der. 1

8. To drink ; to drink at one draught.
Lakel.2 Type it up. Cum. 1 Tipe't up, man, we've plenty mair

;

Cum.3 Tipe it up an hev anudder ; Cum.4

Hence (1) Tiper, sb. a toper, one who drinks greedily

;

(2) Tiper-down, sb. strong drink.
(1) Lakel.2 Cum. Full monny a reeght good teyper com', Stagg

Misc. Poems (ed. 1805) 134 ; Cum.1 (2) w.Yks. Thoresby Lett.

(1703) ; w.Yks.4

9. sb. A trap for catching rabbits, mice, &c. Also in
comp. Tipe-trap.

n.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Yks.1 A trap, the springing principle of
which is a floor or bridge balanced or working on a pivot : the
equilibrium is destroyed by the weight of the animal passing over
the bridge, the catch is thus loosened, and the door or doors fall

;

n.Yks. 2 A balanced board over a pit for catching rabbits ; the
animal's weight tilting it when attempting the bait. ne.Yks. 1

e. Yks. Marshall Rur.Econ. (1788). m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.1

, n.Lin. (E.P.)
10. A place with artificial burrows furnished with stops
used for taking rabbits in warrens. n.Lin. 1

11. Anything that moves up and down on a hinge or
pivot ; a lift-bridge

; see below.
n.Lin. The only entrance from the south . . . was over a narrow

wooden bridge, not much unlike a coffin without ends ; . . two
posts, with a cross-piece on theirtops, stood on the further side, not
only suggestive of a gallows but precisely like one. . . The rider
led his horse over the bridge, and before remounting by the aid
of some simple machinery of which he knew the secret, raised the
coffin, so that instead of lying over the drain it stood perpendicularly
between the two uprights. Simple drawbridges on this plan
were once common in the Isle [of Axholme], and two or three
may, or might recently be seen, Peacock R. Skirlaugh (1870) II.

103; (E.P.)
°

12. pi. The pieces of wood projecting at the end of a cart
to protect it when tilted or raised up for the purpose of
unloading. Also in comp. Type-ends. Nhp.1

ib. (s.v.
Pommel.) 13. pi. A kind of lever ; see below.
w.Yks. A kind of lever fixed as a scale beam, to regulate and

permit of the rising and falling of the gears, for shedding or
opening the warp for the passage of the shuttle (W.T.).

[1.1 type over, I overthrowe, or overwhelme, Je renuerse,
Palsgr. (1530).]

TIP-IT, sb. Yks. Not. War. Wor. Oxf. Lon. Dor. Also
written tippet w.Yks. Wor. ; tipput Dor. Tti'pit, -at.l
The game of < Up-Jenkins.' Cf. tippem.
w.Yks. Yks. Wkly. Post (Aug. 22, 1896). Not.2 Played in
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public-houses with a button
;

generally by tour players, two
a side, over a table. The player starting the game has a button,
and his partner and himself then place their hands beneath the
table and hide it in one of their hands, then place them on the
table, one on the opposite side having to say which hand he
thinks holds the button, touching it and at the same time saying
' tip-it.' War. Playing tip it for drinks, B'ham Dy. Gazette (Aug.
28, 1897). Wor. Some of his customers were playing tippet. . .

The game was twenty marks up, and the right guess counted as a

mark, Evesham Jrn. (June 19, 1897). Oxf. (G.O.) Lon. Gomhe
Games (1898) II. 294. Dor. A favourite indoor game (C.W.).

TIPLEY, adj. Shr.1
[ti'pli.] Clean, tidy, smart;

gen. used iron.
' Han'ee sin that 66man—that new comer ?

'
' Aye, 'er looks

a tipley body, I should think 'er hanna weshed 'er face fur a wik
n' Sund'ys.'

TIP'NY, see Two-penny.
TIPPANIZE, v. Obs. Sc. To drink heavily; to

become a toper. Cf. two-penny, 5.

'Your tippanizing, scant o' grace,' quoth she, 'gars me gang
duddy,' Ramsay Poems (ed. 1800) I. 277 (Jam.).

TIPPED, ppl.adj. Brks. Sus. [ti'pid, -ad.] 1. Pointed,

headed. Sus. 1

2

2. Phr. tipped and nailed, of boots :

having iron ' tips ' and hob-nails. See Tip, sb.
1
3.

Brks. 1 Boots for field wear have the soles thus furnished, there

being heavy iron tips at toe and heel, and hob-nails between.

TIPPEM, sb. Wil.1 Also in form tippum. [ti-pam.]

The game of ' Up-Jenkins.' See Tip-it.

Played by six boys, three on each side of the table. The centre

one ' works the piece,' i.e. passes it from hand to hand up and

down under his side of the table. Then all the hands are placed

on the table, and the opposite side guesses which hand the 'piece'

is in, and scores or loses a mark according as the guess is right or

wrong. The ' piece ' may be anything available, from a knife to

a pebble or bean.

TIPPEN, sb. Sc. [ti-psn.] The hair that binds the

hook to a fishing-line. Cf. tippet.

ne.Sc. Lines, hair for tippens, hooks, fish hakes, in later times

herring nets, buoys, and sometimes a boat sail, had their place in

the fisherman's house, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 52.

TIPPENCE, TIPPENNY, see Twopence, Two-penny.
TIPPER, sb. Sc. Yks. [trpa(r.] 1. Anything first-

rate or excellent ; anything great of its kind.

w.Yks.5 A first-rate story is 'a tipper'; an audacious lie 'a

tipper
'

; a fast-trotting horse ' a tipper to goa.'

2. One who dresses finely ; a belle or beau. Cai.1 ,
Bnff.1

See Tip, sb.1 4.

TIPPER, v. Sc. [ti'psr.] 1. To walk on tiptoe or in

an unsteady manner; to totter. Also in comp. Tipper-

taiper. „,. ,.,.

Sc. To tipper up a hill (Jam.). Lnk. Tipper-taiper {ib,).

2. To place in an unsteady position.

Slg. Trust nae mair your nest to tipper On bending twigs, Muir

Poems (1818) 30.

TIPPERD, ppl. adj. Obs. n.Cy. Dressed unhand-

somely. N.Cy.2 [Grose (1790).]

TIPPERTANT, sb., adj. and v. Wil. Som. Also in

form tippertaunt Wil. [ti-pataent.] 1. sb. A young

upstart. Wil. Slow Gl. (1891) ; Wil.1
2. adj. Imperti-

nent. Wil. (G.S.) 3. v. To speak impertinently. Som.

Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885).

TIPPERTIN, sb. Obs. Lth. (Jam.) A small card with

a piece of stick passed through it resembling a teetotum.

To loup like a tippertin.

TIPPERTY, adj. Sc. [ti'parti.] 1. Unstable. Cf.

hipperty-tippertie, s.v. Hippety (8).

n.Sc. An object is said to be tipperty or to stand tipperty-hke,

when it is ready to fall (Jam.). Abd. (G.W.)

2. Walking with a stiff, precise, or mincing gait, or in a

flighty, ridiculous manner ; also used advb.

n Sc. To gang tipperty-like (Jam.). Fif. (ib.)

TIPPET sb. Sc. Wor. Also written tippit se.Wor.1
;

and in form tibbet Fif. Rnf. (Jam.) [trpit.] 1. One

length of twisted hair or gut in a fishing-line. Sc, hit.,

Rnf (Jam )
Hence Tippet-stone, sb. a circular stone

with a hook in the centre used in twisting ' tippets.' St.

{ib.) 2. A handful of straw bound together at one end,

VOL. VI.

used in thatching. Abd.,Cld. {ib.) 3. The fat off a pig's
chitterlings. se.Wor.1

TIPPET, see Tip-it.

TIPPING, ppl. adj. Sc. Yks. Chs. Slang, [ti-pin.]

Excellent, first-rate, ' ripping.' See Tip, sb.1
4, Tipper, sb.

Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Chs.1 They bin tippin' cheers
;

they'n do well for go i' ahr parlour. Slang. Barrere & Leland
(1890).

TIPPITY, adj. Wil.1
[ti-piti, ti-pati.] Easily upset.

Cf. tipperty.

TIPPLE, v. Nhb. Wm. Yks. Lan. Der. Lin. War. Hn.
e.An. Hmp. Dev. Also written tiple n.Yks. m.Yks. 1 Lan.
Lin. [ti'pl.] 1. To throw over ; to cause to fall ; to tip.

Cf. tip, v.
3
, tipe.

Nhb. 1
, m.Yks.1 (s.v. Towp.) w.Yks. Others . . . started o'

tipplin' th' furnitur aght, Hartley Clock Aim. (1887) n, in Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 15, 1899).

2. To touch lightly. N.Cy.1
, Nhb. 1 Hence Tippler,

sb. a light stroke, an accidental touch or tip.

N.Cy. 1 The game of trippit and coit is played either as ' farrest

batter ' or ' tippler saves.' Nhb. In the game of ' trippet and coit

'

an accidental touch of the trippet whereby the ' liggy ' (or ball) is

disturbed. The player immediately calls ' savies !

' to show that

no stroke has been made and to save himself from having a 'miss'

scored against him (R.O.H.).

3. To fall ; to upset, overturn ; to turn a somersault.

Nhb.1
, n.Yks.4 , m.Yks.1 (s.v. Towp.) w.Yks. I scream'd an

tippled back into't midden, Hallam Wadsley Jack (1866) iv;

w.Yks. 2 Lan. Wi' tipplin' an' rowlin' on th' stack, Harland
Lyrics (1866) 191. ne.Lan.1

,
s.Lan.1 Der.1 Now seldom used.

Lin.1 n.Lin.1 Tom John hes tippled taail-oher-end doon graainery

steps, an' 's brokken his bridle-airm. se.Lin. Mind you don't tipple

out (J.T.B.). War.3 He tippled over the side of the cart. Dev.1

Hence (1) tipple a bull-necks, phr. to turn head over heels

;

(2) Tippler, sb. a tumbler pigeon
; (3) Tipple-tail-over, sb.

r\ ^otti f*r"^jni It

(1) w.Yks. Hlfx. Courier (July 3, 1897). (2) War.3 (3) n.Yks.*

4. To do a little of anything ; to do slightly ; to ' dabble.'

Wm. She tipples a bit wi' taffy an' seek like (J.M.).

5. Obs. A method of curing clover hay.

Lan. The expense of tipling did not exceed five shillings a

statute acre, Hunter Georgical Essays (1803) III. 194. e.An. 1
,

Nrf. (Hall.)

6. Obs. To sell ale.

Lin. Certain persons appointed to ' tiple ' country ale and beer,

Corporation Rec. (1575) in Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 303.

Hence (1) Tippler, sb. an alehouse keeper, a person

licensed to sell ale
; (2) Tippling-house, (3) -inn, sb. an

alehouse, a low-class inn.

(1) n.Yks. Rich. Fawcett, tipler, Quarter Sess. Rec. (Apr. 17-18,

1610) in N. R. Rec. Soc. (1884) I. Lin. No vyttaler nor tipler to

sell any ale or beer brewed out of town, Corporation Rec. (1575)

in Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 303 ; In 1577 five persons were
.

appointed ' tipplers of Lincoln beer.' No other tippler or seller

of ale and beer shall sell or draw any beer brewed out of the

borough under severe forfeitures, N. V Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 182

(2) Lin. 1 In 1515 there were twenty tippling-houses in the city of

Lincoln, and their owners had to find surety for the good behaviour

of those who frequented them. Hrf. A tippling-house on the top

of a hill, Marshall Review (1818) II. 271. (3) Lan. Doe keepe

twoe typlynge innes, State Cy. Lan. (1590) in Cheth. Soc. Publ.

XCVI. 46. „ , „ ^ ,

7. With over : of cattle and sheep : to sell when fattened

for double their cost price. Hmp.HoLLOWAY. Cf.topple,5.

TIPPUM, TIPPUT, see Tippem, Tip-it.

TIPPY sb. and adj.
1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan.

I.Ma. Der. Lin. Nhp. Hnt. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written

tippi I.Ma.; and in form teppy Cum.14 w.Yks. [ti'pi;

te-pi.] 1. sb. The brim ofa hat or cap, the peak of a cap.

S
n
e
Cy.

1

GR
S

osE(i79o). n.Yks. 1 2, e.Yks.1
,
m.Yks.1 Lin. Streat-

feild Lin. and Danes (1884) 372. n.Lin.1

2. The height of fashion.

Rnf At the tap of the tippy (Jam.). Ayr. My coat you 11 say s

the tippy and the dandy, O, Goldie Poems (1822) 87. w.Yks.

He's quite the tippy. Nhp.1
, Hnt. (T.P.F.)

3. Comp. (i) Tippy-toe, {a) to go on tip-toe
;

(b) on tip-

toe • (2) -toes or Tippitoes, the tips of the toes
;
jig. the
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height of expectation ; (3) -top, (a) the very top, the top of

everything
;

(b) tip-top, first-rate, excellent.

(1, a) Soni. I tippy-toed out, Pall Mall Mag. (Aug. 1901) 452.

n.Dev. I tippy-toed back to the fire, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901)

232. (b) Som. I vallered behind sort o' tippy-toe, Pall Mall Mag.
(Aug. 1901) 454. n.Dev. The rocking stone stud tippy-toe above

his girt shadder, Zack ib. 216. (2) Don. The whole coort now
stood on its tippy-toes, Cent. Mag. (Nov. 1899) 47. Cum. He
was a gay tedtheran fellow when he steiidd on his teppy teazz

(E.W.P.) ; Cum. 14 , e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Springin up on to me teppy

toes, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1859) 26 ; w.Yks. 2 He
walked on tippy-toes. s.Lan.1 I.Ma. ' Sit still, sit still

!

' says the

Pazon, and down on his tippitoes, Brown Witch (1889) 7.

nw.Der. 1 w.Cor. Walking on tippy-toes. MissTippytoes(M.A.C).

(3, a) Cum. To t'tippy top, Richardson Talk (1876) 2nd S. 15.

(b) ne.Lan. 1

4. adj. Dressed in the highest fashion ; smart, handsome.
Rnf. (Jam.), N.Cy. 1

, Nhb.1
,
ne.Lan.1 Cor.2 A tippy pair of boots.

Hence Tippy-bob, (1) sb. a smart, fashionably dressed

person ; a fop
; (2) adj. smart, showy in dress

; (3) adj.

first-rate, excellent.

(1) N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1 w.Yks. 1 He's tippy bob And a watch in each

fob. Nhp.1 (2) ne.Lan. 1 (3) s.Lan. 1

[Cp. Icel. typpi, a tip, apex (Vigfusson).]

TIPPY, adj.2 Sus. Wil. [ti-pi.] 1. Easily upset.

Wil. 1 Cf. tippity. 2. Comb. Tippy cart, a cart that can
be tipped up so as to unload it.

Sus. An old-fashioned dung-cart which tipped up when
manuring the fields so as to allow the stuff to be easily pulled out

at regular intervals (E.E.S.) ; A fat buff pony and a tippy cart

being my means of progression, Wiggin Goose Girl (1902) 2.

TIPPY-LAPPY, v. Yks. [ti-pi-lapi.] To run or go
in a hurry ; also used advb. n.Yks. (I.W.) See Tappy-
lappy.

TIPSEN, sb. Bck. Dev. Also written tipson Dev.

;

and in form tipsy- n.Dev. [ti'psan.] The St. John's
wort, Hypericum Androsaemum. Also in comp. Tipsen-
leaves. A corruption of ' tutsan ' (q.v.).

Bck. (B. & H.) Dev. Science Gossip (1873) 235. n.Dev.

(B. & H.)

TIPSIE, sb. Obs. Sc. Drink, liquor.
Ayr. Lest frae me ye a lunner get, When I hae got my tipsie,

Fisher Poems (1790) 116.

TIPSY-, see Tipsen.
TIPTEERER, sb. Sus. Hmp. Also in forms tiptearier

Hmp. ; tipteer Sus. [ti'ptira(r).] A Christmas mummer.
Sus. Flk-Lore Jrn. (1884) II. 1 ; Still heard at Chidham near

Chichester (G.W.) ; Sus.1 Mummers who go round performing a
sort of short play at Christmas time. Hmp. Several Tipteariers
go out together (W.M.E.F.) ; This country [about Littlehampton]
abounds in the old customs peculiar to this season. Beside waits
and carollers we have wassailers and tipteerers. . . They appear
to be a species of mummers, consisting of seven characters

—

Father Christmas, the Turk, Maid Marian, etc., Mem. H. Cary, II.

22, in N. & Q. (1869) 4th S. iii. 128.

TIP-TOE, sb. Yks. Midi. Not. Ken. [ti-p-to.] 1. In
phr. a-tip4oe(s, on tip-toe.

w.Yks. I runs a-tip-toe to th' hall-door, Sutcliffe Shameless
Wayne (1900) 120. Midi. (J.W.) Not. Standing a-tip-toes she
whispered in his ear, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 201.

2. An extinguisher. Ken.12

TIPTOO,sZ>. andv. Obs. Ayr. (Jam.) 1. sb. A violent
passion. Cf. taptoo. To put one into a tiptoo (s.v. Taptoo).
2. v. To be in a violent passion.

TIPTY-TOE, adv. se.Wor. 1
[ti-pti-to.] On tip-toe.

TIR, TIRANT, TIRAVIE, see Tear, v.
1

, Tyrant,
Tirrivee.
TIRBAD, sb. Cai. 1

1. The turbot, Rhombus maxtmus.
2. The halibut, Hippoglossus vulgaris.
[Gael, turbot, turbaid (M. & D.).]

TIRD, v. Sh.I. [tard.] 1. To strip, denude; to scatter.
See Tir(r, 1.

He sees da hale screw a' tirded an' torn aboot da eart, Stewart
Tales (1892) 36 ; S. & Ork. 1

2. To work energetically.
Aald Time he sits an tirds awa, Burgess Rasmie (1892) 28.

TIRD, see Turd.

TIRE sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. Yks. I.W. Som. Also written

tyre Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) [tai'a(r.] 1. sb. An aphetic form

of ' attire.' I.W.1 2. A snood or narrow band for. the

hair, worn by women. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) 3. An orna-

mental edging used by cabinet-makers or upholsterers
;

the metallic embellishments of cabinet work. Sc. (Jam.

Suppl.), n.Yks.12 4. The metal edging or ornament of

coffins. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), n.Yks.1 5. v. To decorate a

church with holly at Christmas-time.
Som. I suppose you was all day yesterday tiring the church ?

(W.F.R.)

TIRE, v? and sb? Sc. Yks. Chs. Dev. [tara(r.]

1. v. With off': to grow disinclined ; to become tired of.

n.Yks. They tired off bit an' bit. Ah gat tired off 't (I.W.);

n.Yks.2 I tired off bit and bit.

2. sb. Fatigue, weariness, stiffness.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Frf. Wait till I get the hairst-tire aff me, an'

I'll be wi' ye yet, Mackenzie N. Pine (1897) 278. Per. His wife

an' bairns asleep wi' tire, Ford Harp (1893) 379. Ayr. Pang fu'

o' love, I felt nae tire, White Jottings (1879) 220. s.Chs. 1 My
bones fair achen wi' tire. n.Dev. So she sat near dead with tire

and trouble, Chanter Witch (1896) xii.

TIRE, sb.
3 Obs. Sus.1 Flax for spinning.

TIRE, see Teer.
TIREDFUL, adj. Dev. [tai'adfl.] Weary, tired;

used advb.
n.Dev. The lad stretched hiszult out, tiredful, and died, Zack

Dunstable Weir (1901) 233.

TIRING, see Tiering.

TIRING-IRONS, sb.pl. Lan. Chs. Also in form toirin'-

irons s.Lan.1 A game or puzzle played with iron rods
and rings.

s.Lan. 1
, Chs. 1 [They are not unriddleable riddles and tiring-

irons never to be untied, Lightfoot, VII. 214, in N. & Q. (1851)

1st S. iii. 210 ; The allusion is to a puzzle for children . . . which
consists of a series of iron rings, on to or off which a loop of iron

wire may be got with some labour by those who know the way,
N. cV Q. ib.]

TIRL, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan.

;

also I.W. Also written tirle Sc. (Jam.) ; tirrl Don.

;

tirrle Sc. (Jam.); turl w.Yks. [tarl, tal.] 1. v. To
quiver, vibrate ; to thrill ; to make a thrilling sound. Cf.

thirl, v.
1

Lnk. Tyrants will ne'er care a snuff for your word Till ance
they hear't tirl frae the point o' your sword, Thomson Musings
(i88r) 120. Lth. (Jam.) Dmf. As the auld dear owrecome tirl'd

atween Han' gruppit han' sae leal, Reid Poems (1894) 30. Wgt.
Oor lads shall in the Brass Ban' tirl Like blackbird's whustle,
Fraser Poems (1885) 220.

2. To make a rattling or scratching sound ; to tap, patter,
knock

;
gen. in phr. to tirl at the pin or door.

Sc. Murder tirl'd at the door-pin, Scott Antiquary (1816) xl;

When the wind gowls in the chimney and the rain tirls on the
roof, Stevenson Kidnapped (1886) xxvi. Abd. He tirled upon a
door that was set with iron studs, Cobban Angel (1898) 170.
e.Fif. O when they reached the castle door And tirled at the pin,
Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xiii. Rnf. He tirl't at the door, an'
was shown tae a room, Neilson Poems (1877) 49. Lth. They
tirl the neebors' snecks Like ouphes this nicht, Lumsden Sheep-
head (1892) 44. N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 Doors were formerly provided
with a long, notched, iron handle on which a loose iron ring was
hung. Instead of rousing the house with a knock, the caller
tirled the ring up and down the notches of the ' tirling pin,' or
handle, and produced the sound from which the apparatus took
its name. w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (181 1).
Hence (1) Tirling-pin, sb. an old-fashioned bar of

notched iron formerly used instead of a knocker ; (2)
•ring, sb. the ring which was ' tirled ' round a bar of iron
to make a rattling noise.

(1) Sc. The tirling-pin has no latch. It consists of a piece or
rod of iron about half-an-inch in diameter, coiled or twisted like a
rope. It is placed vertically on the door, the upper and lower ends
of it being bent at right angles and these ends fixed in the door

;

but before being so fixed a ring of iron of the same diameter in
thickness as the rod, also coiled or twisted like it, is slung on the
upright piece. . . The upright part of this door-sneck, not counting
the parts bent towards the door, would be about six inches in
length, and up and down this, round about this, the ring can be
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freely twirled or twisted or set spinning, N. Ej- Q. (1897) 8th S.
xii. 426 ; Your correspondent ... is mistaken in supposing that it

has anything to do with a ' door-sneck,' . . neither is the ring
freely twirled or twisted or set spinning round the rod. On the
contrary, it is held firmly in the hand and drawn sharply up and
down the rod, ib. 478; At a recent sale . . . two tirling-pins were
disposed of : one which came originally from Leith Tower fetched
£5 10s. and another was secured for £2 25., ib. (1878) 5th S. ix.

88. Nht>. I have seen and tirled at an original tirling-pin on the
chief entrance door of the vicarage house at Ovingham-on-Tyne,
Nhb., which has been in use from time immemorial, ib. qiq : Nhb.1

(2) Nhb. 1

3. Phr. to play tirl, to knock loudly
; to cause to rattle.

Abd. Sleety winds that rive and whirl An' gaberlunzie-like
plays tirl At sneck an' lozen, Murray Hamewith (1900) 78. Lnk.
Though beagles play tirl at the door, Thomson Leddy Mav
(1883) 109.

4. To whirl, twirl ; to roll ; to rotate rapidly ; to twist.
Sh.I. Wir bit o glob Gengs tirlin roond da sun, Burgess Rasmie

(1892) 84 ; S. & Ork.i MS. add. Cai.1 Per. When a bool tirled

oot o' oor pooch to the flure, Edwards Stratkearn Lyrics (1889)
35. Dmf. Nane o' thae whirlin', tirlin', close-claspin', lustfu'

lookin' dances, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 65. Nhb. 1 Slates are
said to ' come tirlin doon ' when they are stripped off in a gale.
Dur. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870). I.W. 1

Hence (1) Tirl-grind, sb. a turnstile, a revolving gate
;

(2) to tirl over, phr., obs., to die.

(1) Sh.I. Fae da furthest western extremity idda middle kirk
yard tidda ' tirl-grind,' at the northern extremity of Twagoes, Sh.
News (Mar. 26, 1898) ; (J.S.) (2) Gall. Afore she tirl'd owre my
prayers war fervant, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 109, ed. 1876.

5. Of the wind: to change, veer. Lth. (Jam.) 6. To
cause to vibrate ; to thrill ; to touch the strings of an
instrument so as to produce vibrations of sound.

Sc. (Jam.) Cld. He tirled the strings (ib.).

7. To cause to twirl or move rapidly ; to cause to roll or
whirl ; to turn, turn over ; to overturn.

Sc. Some gouk may tirrl't up wi his rung, an' ferlie at it,

Donald Poems (1867) 7 ; If your honours are thinking of tirling

the floor . ." . I would begin below that muckle stane, Scott
Antiquary (1816) xxiii. Per. Soft wind sighing o'er the waste,
Tirling the seared leaves of December, Spence Poems (1898) 72.

Don. Four of as sweet fiddlers as tirrled a bow in the two baronies,

Macmanus Bend of Road (1898) 23. Nhb.1 Tirled heels up,

suddenly overturned or turned inside out.

8. Obs. To turn over the leaves of a book.
n.Cy. Grose (1790); N.Cy. 1 w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves

(1781) ; Willan List Wds. (1811). ne.Lan.1

9. To strip ; to tear off; also used _/?§•. Cf. tir(r, 1.

Sc. Our folk had tirled the dead dragoons as bare as bawbees
before we were loose amaist, Scott Old Mortality (1816) xx ; Is

it a time for me to be tirling my ilka-day claes and busking myself
in my best? Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 126. Ayr. Tirl the

hallions to the birses, Burns Add. to Beelzebub (1786) 1. 36.

Dmf. O' their fause disguises tirled, Tae open view, Quinn
Heather (1863) 48. Nhb. 1 To tirl the bed-claes. Cum.* Then off

theer duds, their dobbies dofft, An' tirl'd to their bare buffs,

Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1807).

10. To unroof; to tear off the thatch or slates of a roof;

to uncover a house. Cf. tir(r, 2.
Abd. Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl. Fif. Naethingwasprosperin'

there and thrivin', But tirlin' roofs an' rafter-rivin', Tennant
Papistry (1827) 211. Rnf. The lonely cot, an' lordly ha', Wi'
fleesum joy they tirlt, Young Pictures (1865) 13. Ayr. Whyles
on the strong-wing'd tempest flyin, Tirlin the kirks, Burns
Address to Deil (1785) st. 4. Lnk. Ramsay Poems (1721) Gl.

Slk. The deevil's tirlin the kirks outower a' the Synods o' Scot-

land, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) II. 274. N.I.1 , N.Cy.1 Nhb.1

To tirl a stack, to unthatch it preparatory to threshing the corn.

Cum.4

11. Obs. To pare off the surface of the ground when
digging for peats. See Tir(r, 3.

Edb. After removing the surface soil with the roots of the heath,

or ling, growing on it (called the tirling of the moss), Pennecuik
Wks. (1715) 71, ed. 1815.

12. sb. A thrill, vibration ; a tremor.

Sc. (Jam.) Per. Said a good woman of the village, with

a pathetic tirl in her tone, Halieurton Furth in Field (1894) 183,

13. A knock ; a smart tap or stroke ; a push ; a rattle.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. He gae Sibbie a tirl, an' afore I kent, shu wis

apo' da keel 0' her back apo' da rig, Sh. News (Apr. 28, 1900).
Abd. At the lock I heard a tirl, Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 79.
Frf. The temper pin she gi'es a tirl, An' spins but slow, Morison
Poems (1790) 6. Edb. I . . . stepped up to the door and gave a
tirl at the pin, Beatty Secreiar (1897) 171.
14. A twirl, whirl ; a fall over and over ; the act of

rotating.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Awey guid Aandrew, shair, an' a', back ower

wi a tirl, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 77. Cai.1

15. Obs. or obsol. A bout ; a short turn at anything, esp.
dancing.

Sc. She would far rather had a tirrle Ot an aquavitae barrel,
Cleland Poems (1697) 32 (Jam.). Sh.I. Ae time whin he wis
ipa da tap o' ane o' his coortin' tirls, Stewart Tales (1892) 259.
Bch. I hae some for those that tak a tirl Amo' the sheets, Forbes
Shop Bill (1785) 13. Lnk. The young swankies on the green
Took round a merry tirle, Ramsay Poems (1721) 109 ; They took
a tirle of dancing, drinking, &c, ib. Gl.

16. Obs. A gentle breeze.
Sc. King Aeol, grant a tydie tirl, But boast the blasts that

loudly whirl, Ramsay Poems (ed. 1800) II. 201 (Jam.).
17. The wheel of a barrow.
w.Yks. Hez t'barrow turl brokken maks tha hev it on thi rig ?

(B.K.) ; w.Yks.3

18. A substitute for the trundle of a mill.
Sh.I. A round piece of wood, about 4 feet in length and fitted

with 12 small boards, in the same manner as the extremity of the
exterior wheel of an ordinary mill with a strong iron spindle fixed

to its upper end, supplies the place of a wheel in these mills.

The iron spindle passing through the under millstone is fixed in

the upper. A pivot in the under end of the tirl (the piece of wood
above mentioned) runs in a hollowed iron plate. The tirl

occupies the same situation under this mill as the trundles in the

inner part of an ordinary mill; and it performs the same office.

The diameter of the tirl is always equal to that of the mill-stone,

Statist. Ace. V. 195 (Jam.); Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 205, ed.

1891 ; S. & Ork.1

Hence Tirl-mill, sb. a mill in which such a trundle is used.
Sh.I. One of the primitive grinding mills called the ' tirl' mills

of Shetland, Sri. Amer. N. S. LIV. 292 (CD.).
TIRLER, sb. Obs. ne.Lan. 1 A piece of wood put

over the opening of a bee-hive.
TIRLIES, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in forms tirlass (Jam.) ;

tirleisse ; tirless (Jam.). 1. The lattice of a window
;

a latticed grating or rail ; a dial, form of ' trellis.'

Sc. The tirlies that made them to be secret, the king brake

doun with his own hands ; so they sat in the eyes of all, Baillie
Lett. (1775) I. 259 (Jam.) ; Duncan Etym. (1591).

2. A wicket ; a small gate.
n.Sc. That at or near the westmost pole . . . there is a tirlass at

which a single person may enter, State Fraser of Fraserfield, 194

(Jam.).

3. Comp. Tirless-yett, a turnstile. Sc. (Jam.)

TIRLINGS, sb. pi. Yks. [talinz.] The excrement of

sheep or rabbits. w.Yks. (S.K.C.)

TIRLY, sb. Obs. Sc. 1. A waving or ornamental line

in scroll-work or carving ; the ornament itself. Sc. (Jam.)

2. A winding in a path.
Gall. Little circular stoppages in pathways which turn round,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

3. Comp. Tirly-toy, a trifle.

Abd. What can ye be that cou'd employ Your pen in sic a tirly-

toy? Skinner Poems (1809) 13.

TIRLY-WIRLY, sb., adj. and adv. Sc. Also written

tirly-whirly Rnf. ; turlie whurlie Lnk. ; and in form tirly-

wirl Bch. [taTli-warli.] 1. sb. A flourish ; a fanciful

decoration ; a- figure or ornament of any kind ; the clock

of a stocking.
Sc. No so many tirlie wirlies at the end o' yer words, Cobban

Andaman (1895) xx ; Applied to a waving or ornamental line in

scroll-work or carving ; also to the ornament itself (Jam.). Bch.

I hae . . . some [stockings] . . . Wi' mony a bony tirly-wirl About

thequeets, Forbes Shop Bill (1785) 13- Lth. Matthew Riddell
. ..

sang with a great many'tirly-wirlies'andgrace-notesthefollowing

curler's song, Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) 274.

2. An ingenious contrivance ; a whirligig.

Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. Instrument o' the curiousestkind, wi'ever sae

mony engineerical turlie-whurlies aboot it, Murdoch Readings

(1895) II. 63. e.Lth. The weemen's minds were never made for
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followin a' the tirly-wirlies o' the politics, Hunter /. Inwick

(1895) 186.

3. adj. Intricate, twisting, winding.
Sc. They hae contrived queer tirlie-wirlie holes, Scott Antiquary

(1816) xxi ; Conjoining the ideas of intricacy and trivial ornament

(Jam.). Fif. Ilk tirlie-wirlie raawment bra', Tennant Papistry

(1827) 200.

4. adv. Round and round, like a whirligig.
Rnf. I hear in my harns hurly burly, And, Lord, my head runs

tirly whirly, Webster Rhymes (1835) 166.

TIRM, see Term.
TIRMA, sb. Heb. [ta'rma.] The oyster-catcher,

Haematopus ostralegus.

Swainson Birds (1885) 188; The Tirma or Sea Pie, by the in-

habitants called Trilichan, comes in May, goes away in August,

Martin St. Kilda (1753) 35 (Jam.).

TIRN, see Tirran, adj.

TIR(R, v. and sb. Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Also written terr

N.Cy.1
; tor Sh.I. ; tyr Nhb. [tar.] 1. v. To strip ;

to

uncover forcibly. See Tirl, 9.

Sc. To tir one to the skin, Rdddiman Introd. (1773) Gl. (Jam.)

Abd. The wintry winds may tirr the trees, MurrayHamewith (1900)

41. Rnf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 354. Ayr. He shall tirr the

visorne off your faces, Dickson Writings (1660) I. 83, ed. 1845.

2. To unroof; to strip off the roof of a building ; to tear

off the thatch, slates, &c. See Tirl, 10.
Sh.I. A roostid waer 'at we fan among da bissy faels whin wi'

tor da byre, Sh. News (May 5, 1900). Cai.1 Abd. I was jist

gyaun to tirr that bit huickie, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871)
xxxii. Per. (Jam.) Ayr. You tirred kirks and crabbit God, Ser-
vice Notandums (1890) 104. Lnk. Tirr'd the houses and blew
giddy Willie's wig in the wall, Graham Writings (1883) II. 136.

Gall. The hoose was tirred (A. W.). n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)

;

N.Cy.1 To terr the thatch off a roof.

Hence to tirr the kirk to theek the quire or pulpit, phr. a
prov. expression applied to any preposterous act, ' to rob
Peter to pay Paul.'

Sc. He can ne'er theek the poopit without tirrin' the kirk,

Ochiltree Redburn (1895) ix. Fif. These who conform'd to the

Romish rites—as the proverb has it, ' tirr'd the kirk to theek the

quire,'—and cunningly got these on their side to be placed in

the room of the Culdees who died and keep'd the places vacant, till

such time as they got from England and elsewhere some of their

own sentiments to reimplace, Sibbald Hist. Fif. (1803) 193 (Jam.) ;

Here the prov. is not applied with propriety, because the party
referred to obtained their end, which was the subversion of the

Culdees (Jam.).

3. To remove the soil or subsoil from above the stone in

quarries ; to pare off the turf before casting peats.
Sc. Persons are said to tirr the ground before casting peats, as they

first clear off the surface that covers the moss. ' To tirr and burn,'

to cast peats on bad ground and burn them that their ashes may
serve for manure (Jam.); To remove the soil and subsoil from
above a bed of sandstone in a quarry, Montgomerie-Fleming Notes
on Jam. (1899). Cai.1 Nhb. The ground, by reason of castyng
so great numbre of turves [is] so tyrred and maide baire that of a

greate parte thereof groweth no grasse, Survey Shilbottle (1567) in

New Co. Hist. Nhb. (1899) V. 425.

4. Obs. To undress ; to pull off one's clothes.
n.Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. Hame I gaed . . . An' than I tirr'd, an' to

my bed, Taylor Poems (1787) 67.

5. sb. The soil or subsoil removed from the bed of a
quarry. Sc. Montgomerie-Fleming Notes on Jam. (1899).
TIRR, v., sb. and adj. Sc. [tar.] 1. v. To snarl ; to

speak ill-naturedly. Sc. (Jam.) Cf. ter, sb. 2. sb. A
cross, ill-natured, quarrelsome child, ib. 3. An excited,
angry condition. Sh.I. (J.S.) 4. adj. Crabbed, quarrel-
some, in bad humour.

Sc. (Jam.) Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 354.

[1. Cp. Dan. tirre, to tease, irritate, goad (Larsen).]
TIRRACKE, see Tarrock.
TIRRAN, sb. Sc. Also in form tirrane. 1. Obs. A

tyrant. Sc. Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882). Gall.
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). 2. A perverse, ill-tempered
person. Sc. (Jam.)

[1. Och ! quhou dangerus is it til ony sort of pepil til hef
ane cruel tirran ryngand abuf them, Compl. Scott. (1549)
91. Fr. tyran, a tyrant (Cotgr.).]

TIRRAN, adj. Sh.I. Also in forms tirn, tirren.

rti-ran.] 1. Cross, ill-tempered ; angry, enraged.

Sh.I. He . . . looks kind tirn, Burgess Rasmie (1892) 13 ;
Ta

cuil dem doon dey were baith as tirren as dey could be, Sh. News

(June 19, 1897) ; S. & Ork.1
, Or.I. (S.A.S.)

2. Comp. Tirran-spreet, a cross, ill-natured person or

child. S. & Ork.1

[ON. tyrrinn, peevish, fretful (Vigfusson).]

TIRRIK, see Tarrock.

TIRRIVEE, sb. Sc. Also written tirivee, tirrievie

Sc. ; tirrivie Rxb. ; tirryvie Ayr. ; tiryvee e.Lth.
;
and

in forms teryvee Rnf. ; tiravie Per. ; tirravee, tirreveoch

Sc. ; tivee Kcb. ; turryvee Slg. [taTivi.] 1. A passion,

rage ; a fit of temper.
,

Sc. Girzie had ta'en ane o' her tirreveochs, Sc. Haggis, 78 ; So

was the Laird o' Glennaquoich too for that matter, when he wasna

in ane 0' his tirrievies, Scott Waverley (1814) lxix. Dmb. That|s

the cause o' a' this tirivee, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 11. Slg. His

'bung' took a 'turryvee 'near the head o' the brae, Buchanan Poems

(1901) 143. Rnf. When a strong-headed woman tak's a teryvee

there's nae rezzonin' wi' her, Good Wds. (1878) 243. Dmf. Ye
ill-set pake, you andyour cursed tirrivees, Hamilton Mawhn (1898)

230. Kcb. At lang an last the account cam in, an Jean wus in an

awfu tivee about it, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 141.

_

2. A commotion, disturbance ; a state of excitement ; a

stir, bustle.
Sc. I've seen Bassendean in a bonny tirivee at the spring-

cleaning, Keith Indian Uncle (1896) 74. Per.. It's a crooded

place London, and the fouk's aye in a tiravie, rinniu' here an'

rinnin' there, Ian Maclaren Brier Bush (1895) 197. Ayr. Just

a' at a brainge the folk took some tirryvie, an' awa they gaed like

the break o' a storm, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 78. e.Lth.

In the furtherance o' this unco queer tiryvee, Muckleback.it

Rhymes (1885) 188. Dmf. What's a' this tirravee aboot Reform
here an' Retrenchment there ? Paton Castlebraes (1898) 140.

TIR(R-WIRR, sb., v. and adj. Sc. Also in form turry-

wurry Ayr. 1. sb. A quarrel, wrangle, contest ; a com-
plaint, chiding.

Sc. He bore his mither's wild tirwirrs, Edwards Mod. Poets, 6th

S. 218. Ags. I could recount many tirr-wirrs which happened
over the new regulations, Reid Howetoon, 41. Ayr. A steer

begude that ended in a deevil o a turry-wurry between man and

beast, Johnston Congalton (1:896) 146.

2. v. To wrangle.
Frf. Hoo they a' tirwirred an' foucht, Reid Heatherland

(1894) 77.

Hence Tirwirrin, ppi. adj. quarrelsome, fault-finding,

growling. Sc. (Jam.) 3. adj. Quarrelsome, growling,
fault-finding. Sc. As tirwir as a cat (Jam.).

TIRRY, adj. Sh. & Or.I. [ta-ri.] ' Angry, enraged
;

cross, ill-natured. Sh.I. (Jam.), Or.I. (S.A.S.) See Tirr,
Tirran, adj.

TIRRY-MIRRY, sb. Sh.I. 1. A fit ofill-temper. (J.S.)
2. Excited mirth, wild frolic, ib.

TIRSE, sb. and v. Sh.I. Also written tirss. [tars.]

1. sb. A sudden pull or jerk ; a tug.
Sh.I. Du turned dee roond wi sikkan a tirse, J unda Klmgrahool

(1898) 8; S. & Ork. 1

2. Of the weather : a sudden outburst ; a gale.
Aye, lass; he's a tirss o wind, Burgess Tang (1898) 237.

3. v. To tug, to pull with a jerk; to rive, tear. (J.S.)
S. & Ork.1

TIRSE, see Turse.
TIRSIBALD, sb. Sh.I. 1. A torn garment ; a shred,

tatter. See Tirse, 3.

Woven 'ithoot da help o' yon deil's macheeniry at rives hit an'
ivery idder thing in tirsibalds, Sh. News (Aug. 14, 1897) ; (J.S.) ,

2. A slovenly person. (J.S.)
TIRSO, sb. Or.I. (Jam. Suppl.) The ragwort, Senecio

Jacobaea.

TIRVE, see Turf.
TIRY, adj. Cum.14 [taiari.] Tired, fatigued.
TIS, see This.
TISCAN, sb. Obs. Cor. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A handful of corn tied up as a sheaf by a gleaner.
(Hall.)
TISE, see Tice.
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TISH, sb. s.Lan.1 Also in form tishy. [tif: tiii.l A

call to a cat.
J

TISHA, sb. and z>. Lan. Pern. Also in form tisshaw
ne.Lan.1

[ti-Ja.] 1. sb. Sneezing. s.Pem. (W.M.M.)
2. v. To sneeze. ne.Lan.1

TISHUMS,s6.//. w.Som.1
[ti-Jsmz.] A fit of sneezing.

Her'd a-got the tishums so bad her disturved all the church
TISHY, TISICK, see Tish, Tissick.
TISS, v. Som. Dev. [tis, tas.] To hiss ; to fizz.
w.Som. 1 Ee-ul tiis-ee sae-um-z u kauk geo-z. So zoon's the

cider do begin to tissy, 'tis time to rack it. Dev. Es it 'ot down
there? . . Dflee think I shade tissee ef I went there? Hewett
Peas. Sp. (1892).

Hence Tisser, sb. a slow match ; a squib.
w.Som.1 The best thing vor a wapsy's nest is a tisser. I makes

em way some wet powder an' a little brimstone.

TISSERER, comp. adj. Hrt. Dev. More absolutely
existent ; see below. Formed from "tis '= it is.

Hrt. Geary Rur. Life (1899) 24. Dev. Well, 'tis as 'tis, and it

can't be no tisserer, Reports Provinc. (1884) 33.
TISSICK, sb. and v. Lakel. Cum. Lan. Midi. War.

Wor. Hrf. Glo. Brks. e.An. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. Dev.
Also written tisick Midi. ; tisik War.2

; and in forms tisk
Dev. ; tissuck s.Wor.1 Hrf.2 Glo. ; tizick Wor. ; tizzick
Cum.2 Lan. Dev. ; tizzik Cum.14 ; tussick e.An.1

; tyzick
Brks.1

[ti'sik, -ak ; ti'zik, -ak.] 1. sb. A cough, esp. a
dry tickling cough ; a hacking cough.
War. 2

, Wor. (W.C.B.), w.Wor. 1
, Glo. 1 Brks.1 There is a verse

in an old drinking song, ' Brandy cures the gout, The colic an'
the tyzick, An' it is allowed to be The vurry best 0' physick.'
e.An.1

, e.Suf. (F.H.), Ken.1, Sur.1 , Sus.12 , Hmp.1 Dev. I suffers
zo from tissick an' brownkitty, Salmon Ballads (1899) 49. [Tisick,
ptysis, Levins Manip. (1570).]
2. An epidemic ; a slight illness prevailing generally.
Lakel.2 It's neea cauld, Ah's sure, it's a tissick 'at's gaan aboot.

Cum.1 It's a tizzik at's gangan' amang fwok ; Cum.24

3. v. To cough.
War.2 w.Wor.1 Grannie, 'er kips tissickin' ahl the w'ild.

se.Wor.1
, e.An.1 Dev. He came home tisking and groaning like

anything, Sharland Ways Village (1885) 115.

Hence (1) Tissicking, (a) ppl. adj. of a cough : dry,
hacking ; see Phthisickin

;
(b)ppl. adj. ofsound : rasping,

harsh
; (c) sb. irritation of the throat, a dry tickling sensa-

tion in the throat
; (2) Tizzical, adj. asthmatical.

(1, a) Midi. Northall Gl. (1894). s.Wor. (H.K.), s.Wor. 1
,

Hrf.2 , Glo. (A.B.) Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 26.

e.Suf. A tissicking cough (F.H.). (6) Sur. In the bogs snipe

hummed and bleated out a tissicking music to their mates, Son
of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 54. (c) Nrf. I have a tissicken

in my throat, Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 26. (2) Lan.
Missis Tupper is fearfully tizzical, un a whiff o' bacco smook would
send hur into a fit o' cowfin', Staton Three Graces, 8.

4. Phr. to be tissicked up, to have a dry tickling sensation
in the throat ; to be choked with cold.

Dev. I ant abin well latterly ; I bin tizzicked up upon my chest,

Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 135 ; I've ahad tha brownkitty drefful

bad, an' bin za tizzicked up I cude 'ardly breathe, ib. 56. n.Dev.

He had a bad cold on his chestand was terribly tizzicked up (R.P.C.).

TISSICKY, adj. Yks. Lan. Chs. Not. Nhp. War. Hrf.
Pem. Glo. Hnt. e.An. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. Wil. Dev.
Also written tisicky Ken.1 n.Wil. ; tisiky War.24

s.War.1
;

and in forms tizacky Chs.1
; tizaky w.Yks.5

; tizicky
n.Wil.; tiziky Lan.1

; tizzacky s.Chs.1 ; tizzicky Not.1

Dev. ; tizziky s.Lan.1 s.Pem. ; tussiky Hrf.2 [ti'siki,

aki ; ti'ziki, -ski.] 1. Asthmatical, having a dry hacking
cough ; delicate in the lungs ; wheezing, short of breath.
Lan. 1 He's like a tiziky owd mon, tho' he's noan forty yet.

s.Lan.1 Aw'm very tizziky this winter. s.Chs.1
, War.24, s.War.1

s.Pem. The owl man is main tizziky 'pan his breath. A wonna
last much longer, a's gettin' tizziky (W.M.M.). Glo.1 Sur.1

Chickens that gape about are said to be ' tissicky.' n.Wil. Her
wur alius a tisicky sort of a ooman, and the doctor says as her'l

go off in a decline (E.H.G.). Dev. I'm rather tissicky, and when
I come to go against a hill I get bussicky, Reports Provinc. (1884)

33. n.Dev. Terrible tizzicky (R.P.C.).

2. Of a cough: dry, hacking, tickling ; of a pain: causing

a tight, constricted feeling.

Nhp.1 She's troubled with a tissicky cough. War.3, Hrf.2

^fr
e
S\» !?

inna half welI
>

l Sets this tizziky paain across my chest
(W.M.M.). Hnt.(T.P.F.), e.An.1

. Ken.*, Sus. 2
,
Hmp.i

3
' Squeamish, qualmish

; dainty, particular about food.
Chs.

,
Not. 4. Drunk

;
partially intoxicated.

w.Yks. We went on chatterin wal t'bottle wor dun, an off ah
went hoame tizaky enuf ta bed, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla
Ann. (1861) 44; w.Yks.s
TISSLE, sb. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]

? A trifle, gew-gaw.
se.Sc. Aften when he wad hae sought Some useless tissle His

former folly in him wrought About the whissle, Donaldson Poems
(1809) 207 ; Spent his money a' his days In gaudy tissle, ib. 209.
TISSY-BALL, sb. Shr.1 A cowslip-ball. See Tisty-

tosty.
Children playing with a ball of this kind, toss it up and say

:

'Tissy-ball, tissy-ball, tell me true—How many years have I to
go through ?

' Then, if they catch it as it comes down they count
it for ' a year,' and so, on and on, as the ball is tossed up and
caught again.

TISSY-WISSY, sb. Cor.s [Wzi-wizi.] A dry tickling
cough. See Tissick, 1.

TISTY-TOSTY, sb. and adj. Hrf. Glo. Wil. Dor. Som.
Dev. Also in form teesty-tosty Som. [ti-sti-tosti.]

1. sb. A cowslip-ball
; occas. a ball made of primroses.

Also called Tisty-tosty ball.
Hrf.2 Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 434 ; Glo.1 w.Cy. He was

next shown a special device for carrying cowslip balls. ' Oh,
tistie-tosties ! I haven't seen one since I was a little girl,' said
Mrs. Silverton, Bayly /. Merle (1890) xx. Wil.1

, Dor. 1 Som.
Poor old Mrs. Hale bought a pennyworth of cowslips to look at,

to mind her of the time when she ' did use to make tisty-tosties o'

they' (W.F.R.)
; Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). w.Som. 1

A ball made of primroses to amuse children.

2. The cowslip, Primula veris. Wil.1
3. The guelder-

rose, Viburnum Opulus, esp. the flowers.
Wil. What could be prettier or more fanciful than Tisty-tosty

for the guelder rose ? Tennant Vill. Notes (1900) 112. w.Som. 1
,

Dev.4

4. The plant, Corchorus japonicus. Dev.4 5. adj.

Round like a ball ; pleasant.
Dor. ' They say she's a rosy-cheeked, tisty-tosty little body

enough,' she added, Hardy Wess. Tales (1888) I. 58.

TIT, sb. 1 In gen. dial, and slang use in Eng. Also
written titt w.Yks.4 Chs. [tit.] 1. A small horse ; a nag,

hackney.
n.Cy. Grose (1790). Dur. 1

, n.Yks. (R.H.H.) w.Yks. 1 What
mack of a tit did he ride on? ii. 303; w.Yks.24 Lan. One o'th

bowdest riders 'at ever crossed a tit, Waugh Sneck-Bant (1868) ii

;

Lan.1
, e.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 That's a noice tit theaw's getten. Chs. 1

;

Chs.2 Generally one ofan inferior kind. s.Chs.1 Tak th' gentleman's

tit, an' give him a good feid o' curn. Stf., Der. Ray (1691) MS.
add. (J.C.) Der.12 , Not.1 Lin.1 That tit of mine trots well.

n.Lin.1 , Lei. 1 Nhp.1 That's a nice tit of yours. War.3 Shr. 1

That's a smart little tit o' the Maister's. Hnt. (T.P.F.), Suf. 1 Ess.

Four tits, at las, they mounted wor, Clark /. Noakes (1839) st. 109

;

Ess. 1
, Dev. 2

, Cor.3 Slang. 'Now,' cried Paterson, 'put your tits

to it, my boys,' Ainsworth Rookwood (1834) bk. iv. iv.

Hence (1) Tit-back, sb. horseback; (2) -penny, sb.,obs.,

a form of ecclesiastical dues
; (3) -stealer, sb., obs., a horse-

thief.

(1) Lan. O mon o'ertook meh riding o tit-back on Ieeoding

onother, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) 47. s.Lan.1 He went
0' tit-back. Chs.1 ' How was he travelling ?

' 'He were on tit-

back' ; Chs.3 , s.Chs. 1
, nw.Der.1 (2) Chs. Paid a penny a house

for tyth-hay, and penny-half a cow, a penny a h.[orse], called

titt-penny, Gastrell Notitia Cestriensis (c. 1707) in Cheth. Soc.

Publ. (1845) VIII. 162. (3) Lan. I leet o this felly ot I took for a

horse-jockey, on so wur tean up be theese fok for a tit-steyler,

Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1808) 55.

2. A very small person or thing ; a chit ; a morsel, bit.

See Titty, adj.1

n.Yks. She was a little tit (I.W.). War.4 A tit like that is not

worth thinking about. Suf.1 , Som. (Hall.) w.Som.1 A little tit

of a fuller ; why he idn no higher-n a tuppenny loave. Dev. A tit

of a girl, Reports Provinc. (1884).

3. pi. Tales ; in phr. to tell tits.

Som. 'Twas all along o' the other girl a telling tits o' I (W.F.R.).

4. pi. Obs. Small faggots for kindling. Also in comp.

Tit-faggots.
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[Misprinted 'tips' in (Hall.).] Suf.1 What de yeow ax for

them there tits? Ess. Paid for halfe a hund of tits, o. 5. o., Wakes
Colne Overseers Ace. (1690)

.

5. A minute hole or rent in a piece of cloth. n.Yks.2
,

e.Yks. 1
6. A cat ; a call to a cat. w.Yks.15 , Nhp.2 See

Titty, adj.1 3.

[1. Tit, little iade, equulus, equula, Levins Manip. (1570).]

TIT, sb. 2 Yks. Nhp. [tit.] 1. The wren, Troglodytes
parvulus. e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796). See
Titty, 56.2 2. Comp. Tit-fall, a bird-trap made of four
bricks. Nhp.1

[Icel. tittr, a tit (bird), obs. (Vigfusson).]
TIT, sb.s Sc. Yks. Not. Lin. Nhp. Brks. Mid. e.An.

Ken. Hmp. Wil. Also in form tut Ken.2 [tit] A teat;

the nipple of the breast. Cf. tet, sb.,ti&, sb.2 ; see Titty, sb.3

Cai. 1 Lnk. Astarte, wi' her milky tits,[Deil's Hallowe'en (1856)
17. w.Yks. (J.W.), Not. (L.C.M.), Not. 2

, n.Lin. 1
, Nhp. 1

, w.Mid.
(W.P.M.), e.An.2 Ken.2 The child cries for his tut. Hmp. 1 Wil.
Britton Beauties (1825). n.Wil. (E.H.G.)
[OE. titt, a teat (Sweet).]
TIT, sb* Sc. [tit.] In phr. a tit of a temper, a touchy

temper. See Titty, adj. 2

Abd. I hae a tit 0' a temper that gets relief in plain speakin',
Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Aug. 10, 1901).

TIT, v.
1 and sb.5 Sc. Dev. Also written titt Sc. (Jam.)

Bnff.1
; and in form tyte Sc. (Jam.) [tit] 1. v. To pull,

jerk, twitch ; to tap.
Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1 Abd. H00 angry he was when ye tittet his

tails, Ogg Willie Waly (1873) 115. Frf. She realised that Miss
Kitty was titting at her dress, Barrie Tommy (1896) 281. Ayr.
He's a brother o'—eh (tit-tit-titting on his brow)—oh, just
a brother o' Drucken Will Goudie o' Auchterwheeze ! Douglas
Green Shutters (1901) 42.

2. sb. A sudden jerk or pull ; a tug, twitch.
Sc. She gied the tow a clever tit That brocht her out at the lum,

Kinloch Ballad Bk. (1827) 63, ed. 1868. Bnff. 1 Abd. The craetur
gied a tit, an' afore I kent fat I was about, I was lyin' o' the braid
o' my back, Paul Abd. (1881) in.
3. A slight stroke ; a tap ; a slap, smack.
Sc. (Jam.) nw.Dev. 1 I'll gi'e 'ee a tit under the yur.

4. pi. A disease of horses, causing their legs to be spas-
modically contracted. Abd. (Jam.)

[1. And be fete upward fast knytted And in Strang payns
he streyned and tytted, Hampole Pr. C. (c. 1340) 7216.
2. At a titte with al be rotes oboute, ib. 1918.]
TIT, v.

2 Hmp. Dev. [tit.] To twit, teaze. Cf. tet, v.
Hmp. To tit a person about anything (H.R.). nw.Dev.1

TIT, sb.° and v.* Yks. 1. sb. A share.
n.Yks. Naay, what ! thoo mun pay thi awn tit. hooiver (R.B.).

2. v. With up : to pay one's share. n.Yks.4

r,7
I7\ adJ- NhP'' [utJ Attentive, careful ; indulgent.

CI. tid(d.

When a person is particularly attentive to, or indulgent to
another, it is said, ' He is very tit of her.'

TIT, see Tite, adv.2
, To, prep.

TITBOSH, adv. Not. [ti't-boj.] With a heavy fall,
heavily. s.Not. 'E fell tit-bosh from the roof (J.P.K.).
TITBO'-TAT, sb. Lakel.2 A game played with a ball

struck by the hand against the side of a house. Cf. tut,
so.7 3 (2).

TITBOTATBO, sb. Obs. Abd. (Jam.) The game of
'Bo-peep.'

J
'

s

' Titbo tatbo ' is still used by some old people who had been
accustomed in their youth thus to denominate the play of Bo-peep
(Jam., s.v. Titbore).

TITCH, sb. Obs. Wxf. 1 A kid. [OE. ticcen; a kid
(Sweet).]

'

TITCH, TITCHY, see Touch, Tetchy.

JE-'
s
?
-1 Qbs

- G1°' 0xf- A fountain of water ; a
small rivulet or rill dammed across to collect water for
family use.

Glo. Grose (1790) ; Glo. 1 Oxf. I believe the word is now obs.,
but one part of Chipping Norton is, I am informed, still called
Tite-end (Hall.).

TITE, vsb? and adv.1 Sc. Gmg. Also written tyte
Sc. (Jam.) Bnff.1

[tait] 1. v. To totter, fall, tumble

;

to walk with short, unsteady steps.

Bnff. 1 Bch. How aft we've seen yir thrivin stock come tytin

hame, Tarras Poems (1804) 61 (Jam.). Bwk. To tyte o'er (Jam.).

Gmg. Collins Gow. Dial, in Trans. Phil. Soc. (1848-50) IV. 223.

2. sb. Continuous walking with short steps.

Bnff. 1 The word often conveys the notion of weakness and
weariness.

3. A little person, ib. 4. adv. With short steps,

unsteadily. 'The aul' bodie geed tyte doon the brae,' ib.

TITE, adv.2 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Lan.
Also written tight Nhb.1

; tyte Abd. (Jam.) ; and in forms
teyt e.Yks.1

; teyte Cum. 3
; tit Cum.14 ne.Lan.1 [tait

;

tit.] 1. Soon, early ; readily, willingly
;
quickly

;
gen. in

phr. as tite, as soon, as lief. See Astite, Stite, adv.2
,

Titter, adv. ; cf. tide, adv.
N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1
, Dur. 1 w.Dur.1 Ah'd as tite gan this way as that.

Lakel.12 Cum.1 I'd as tite dea't as nut ; Cum.4 , n.Yks. (T.K.),

n.Yks. 124 , ne.Yks. 1
, e.Yks.1 m.Yks. 1 I had as tite go by the

waygate as the Foss. w.Yks.1
I' private, as tite as i' public, ii.

317 ; w.Yks.5 As tite one waay as t'other. ne.Lan.1
, s.Lan.1

2. Straight, directly.

Sc. The reek now rises tyte frae ilka lum, Edb. Wkly. Mag.
(Oct. 28, 1773). Abd. Wi' weet and wind sae tyte into my teeth,

That waslike to cutmy very breath, RossHelettore (1768) 39, ed. 1812.

[1. And he torned hym as tyte and thanne toke I hede,
P. Plowman (b.) xiii. 319. ON. titt, neut. of fi$r, frequent
(Vigfusson).]

TITE, see Tight, adj., v.2

TITEM, sb. Cor.3 [tartsm.] A costume for wear
when neither visiting nor working. Cf. hitem.
TITER, TITEREEN, see Titter, adv., Titter-wren.
TIT FOR TAUNT, phr. e.Lan.1 Tit for tat.

TITHAND, sb. Obs. Sc. Tidings, news.
Fif. Mine be the embassage to carry To guid Lord Bishop and

Queen Mary The tithand o' this fiery-farie, Tennant Papistry

(1827) 107.

[Quhen thai of this deid herd tithand, Barbour Bruce
(1375) vi. 376. ON. fidindi, tidings, news (Vigfusson).]
TITHE, sb. and v. Irel. Cum. Glo. Sur. w.Cy. Som.

Dev. Also written tythe Som. [taitS.] 1. sb. In comp.
(1) Tithe-barn, a barn for holding tithe-corn : (2) -dinner,
a dinner held on the occasion of the collecting of tithes

;

(3) -hen, a tithe-due formerly paid on the poultry-yard

;

(4) -man, (5) -proctor, a collector of tithes
; (6) -stook,

every tenth stook in a field of corn formerly set aside for
tithe

; (7) -stopple, a conspicuous bunch of stubble on the
' tithe-stook.'

(1) w.Cy. We had better have all the things taken to our tithe-

barn, Hare Broken Arcs(x%c$) 139. Som. An ancient tythe-barn,
more massive than the parish church now standing near it, Ray-
mond Misterton's Mistake (1888) i. (2) Dev. Tom Plummer died
forty years ago come next Duddington tithe dinner, Mortimer W.
Moors (1895) 74. (3) Cum.4 (s.v. Reek-hen). (4) Glo. The vicar's
man went into the cornfields and placed a bough in every tenth
'stook'; then the titheman came with the parson's horses and
took the stuff away to the barn, Gibbs Cotswold Vill. (1898) 36.

(5) Ir. The tithe-proctors—the men who collected the impost, or,
in default of payment, seized the stock of the Catholic peasants-
were objects of intense popular hatred, MacDonagh Ir. Life{\&j&)
229. (6) Cum. Every tenth stook, in my recollection, had a sort
of horns twisted through bands from the top or hood-sheaves

;

and these were called tithe-stooks, before the Commutation,
marked by the lessee of tithe (M.P.) ; Cum. 1

(7) Cum. 1
; Cum.4

Half of the band used to be lifted up to form the stopple. Obs.
2. v. To take a large share.
Sur. The lawyers do tithe the money for getting it over from

Australia (T.T.C.).
'

TITHEN, adj. Dev. [tai'San.] Tithe, given as tithe.
To nine good stomachs with our whigg, At last we got a tithen

pig, Browne Lydford Law, in Page Explor. Drtmr. (1880)
Append. 293.

r \ ="

TITHER, sb. Cum. [tai'tSar.] A collector or owner of
tithes.

In one of my father's fields I remember a fine crop of barley or
oats from which he had nine stacks and the tither one (M.P.).
TITHER, v> Ken. [ti'osr.] To trifle ; with about :

to waste time. (G.B.), Ken.1

TITHER, v» Shr.1
[trSa(r).] To pet, fondle.
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TITHER, adv. e.Yks.1
[ti'tSa(r).] Thither, to that

place. ' Let's gan tither an' see what's up.'

TITHER, see Titter, adv., Tother, adj.

TITHERUP, sb. and int. Lan. [ti'tSarap.] 1. sb. A
hand-gallop. Lan.1 Cf. tittup, 3. 2. int. An exclama-
tion used to rouse or quicken any one. s.Lan.1

TITHING, sb. Ken. Hmp. Wil. Som. Also written

tything Wil. [tai'tSin.] 1. A shock of ten sheaves
;

the sheaves of wheat set up together in a double row
;

also in comp. Tithing-shock. See Tething.
Ken. When it was the custom to take tithes in kind, a shock

always consisted of ten sheaves, one of which belonged to the

tithe-owner. Now the number of sheaves in a shock is uncertain
;

but if I wanted ten sheaves I should say ' a tithing shock ' (W. F. S.)

.

Wil. They set up the sheafs in double rows, usually ten sheaves

together (provincially a tything), for the convenience of the

tything-man, Reports Agric. (1793-1813) 76; Wil.1

Hence Tything-man, sb. a man employed to collect the

tithe-corn.
Wil. For the convenience of the tything-man, Reports Agric.

(1783-1813) 76.

2. Obs. An old division of land.

Som. Tithings and hundreds are two very old divisions of land,

Hervey Wedmore Chron. (1887) I. 115.

Hence Tithing-man, sb. a parish constable.

Hmp. The name of Tithingman carries us back to early days,

Capes Rur. Life (1901) 58. Som. One day came the tithing-man

to impress the boy for the King's service, Raymond Smoke, 20.

TITIMOUSE, see Titty-mouse.

TITING, sb. Or.I. [trtin.] The titlark or meadow
pipit, Anthus pratensis. Low Fauna (1813) 67 (Jam.) ; S. &
Ork.1

TITIVATE, v. In gen. dial, and slang use in Sc. Irel.

Eng. and Amer. Also written tittivait Ir. ; tittivate Sc.

Lakel.2 Cum. Wm. n.Yks. w.Yks.2 Lan. 1 n.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1

I.Ma. nw.Der.1 War.3 Shr. 1 Brks.1 Hnt. Cor.18 ; tittyvate

Cum.4 w.Yks. ; and in form tittavate Amer. [trtivet,

titive-t.] 1. To dress oneself up ; to make smart or

spruce ; to adorn. Cf. tiddivate.
Sc. (G.W. ) Dwn. Takin a wee kame oot o' his weskit pokit an'

tittivaitin' aflf his heid at the lukin' gless, Lyttle Ballycuddy (1892)

a6. n.Cy. (J.W.), Lakel.2 , Cum.24 Wm. She . . . tittivated him

generally till she had converted the ungainly hobbledehoy into a

thoroughly likely young man, Oixivant Owd Bob (1898) 28:.

n.Yks. He's titivated hissel up an' of t'fair (W.H.). e.Yks. 1

w.Yks. Ah tittyvated mesen up, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann.

(1847) 43; w.Yks.25 Lan.1 Hoo'll stond tittivating hersel afore

th' glass for an hour. n.Lan. 1
,
m.Lan.1 ,

s.Lan.1 I.Ma. They had

to clane—sartinly—you know I mane—titivatin, Brown Witch

(1889) 43. nw.Der.1 Not. 1 Ah must go and titivate if we're going

to church. n.Lin. 1
, se.Lin. (J.T.B.) sw.Lin.1 I began to titivate

the poor bairns up. Nhp. 1
, War.23 ,

Shr.1 Glo. What a time

you've bin * titivatin' of yourself (A.B.). Brks. 1
,
Hnt. (T.P.F.),

Cor. 1 Slang. Slang Diet. (1865). [Amer. Ridin about, titivated

out real jam, in their go-to-meetin clothes, Sam Slick Clockmaker

(1836) 1st S. xxvi.]

Hence Tittivation, sb. smartening, sprucemng.
Ayr. Many nameless tittivations were strenuously insisted on,

Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) Mem. vii.

2. To tidy, clean, put in order ; to restore, renovate
;
to

repair a building.
Cum.Ye're nigh almost always as thrang asThrop wife, tittyvating

the house and what not, Caine Shad. Crime(i88s) 151. Wm. Let

us tittivate the garden up (B.K.). n.Yks. He'll titivate his shoes

up a bit (I.W.). e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 5 'Then, ye're titivating up a

bit, missis, areyuh ? '—tidying the house. ' Tak'thisan' titivaate it up

a bit an' al fotch it to morn at neet.' Lan. Th' ferry boat, as had

been tittivated up o' purpose, Dottie Rambles (1898) 159. Not.3

n.Lin.1 Hev you seed Ketton chech sin' it was tittivaated up ?

sw.Lin. 1 They've titivated the house up as well as they could. I'm

going to titivate him some things up now. Nhp.1 War. My coat

brushed or my hat titivated up, Midi. Cy. Herald (Nov. 10, 1898)

;

War.2 Shr.1 That bonnet's as good as pew, if yo'n jest tittivate

the trimmin' a bit. Ess. Mr. Deval was glad enough to . .
.' titivate

'

the gardens ofthe small gentlefolks, Baring-Gould Golden Feather,

ii. Cor.3 [Amer. The housens need tittavating, Dial. Notes

(1896) I. 334.]

3. To flatter, tickle, ' butter up.

WjSc. How she titivates his pride till he jalooses that the best
that's gaun is nane ower guid for him or her, Henderson Our
feames (1898) 238.

TITIWIT, sb. Suf. [ti'ti-wit.] The yellow-ammer,
Emberiza ciirinella. (P.H.E.), (E.G.P.)
TITLE, v. Hmp. [tai'tl.] To entitle ; to give a name

or title to.

I don't know who it was 'at first titled 'em (W.M.E.F.).

TITLE, TITLENE, see Tittle, v.
2

, Titlin(g.

TITLIN(G, sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Also
written tittlin(g Sc. ; and in form titlene Sc. n.Cy. [titlin.]

1. The meadow pipit, Anthus pratensis.

Sc. When two persons are so intimate that the one obsequiously
follows the other it is said, ' They are as grit as the gowk and the
titlene,' or the names of these birds are ludicrously imposed on
them (Jam.) ; Curruca, the titling, Wedderburn Vocab. (1673) 16

(Jam.). s.Sc. The gowk and the tittlin, Wilson Tales (1836) III.

221. Ayr. 'The gowk and the titling,' as the two boys were
called, Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822) iv. Ir. Smith Birds (1887) 181.

N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 It consorts with the cuckoo, and is sometimes called

'cuckoo's titlin.' Dur. Cuckoo's titling, Swainson Birds (1885)
46. Cum.14 ne.Yks.1 At Kilvington the young cuckoo and its

foster-mother are still called ' t'gowk an' titling' (s.v. Gawk).
w.Yks.3 When two persons are constantly seen in company to-

gether, the one in somewhat obsequious attendance on the other,

they are said to be ' like gowk and titling ' (s.v. Gowk).

2. The hedge-sparrow, Accentor modularis.
Sc. Lav'rock's legs and titlins taes, And a' sic dainties my

mannie shall hae, Chambers Pop. Rhymes (1870) 26 ; (Jam.)

n.Cy. Swainson Birds (1885) 29. m.Yks.1

[ON. titlingr, a tit, sparrow (Vigfusson).]

TITMAL, sb. Chs. Dev. Cor. Also in forms tittimaw

Chs.1
; tittymal nw.Dev.1 [tttmol, -mi?.] A titmouse,

a bird belonging to the family Paridae, esp. the blue tit-

mouse, Parus caeruleus.
Chs. Science Gossip (1865) 36 ; Chs. 1

, nw.Dev.1 Dev., Cor. So

called from the strong pecking of its beak, Swainson B*Vrfs(i885) 34.

TITMAUPS, sb. Chs.13 [trtm^ps.] A titmouse, a

bird belonging to the family Paridae.

TIT'R, see Titter, adv.

TITSAM, adj. Sh.I. [trtsam.] Short-tempered,

easily offended, ' tetchy.' S. & Ork. 1 Cf. titty, adj.2

TITSUM, sb. Sus. Som. Dev. Also in forms tetsan

nw.Dev. 1
; titsy Sus. n.Dev. ; titzen Cor. [ti'tsam.] A

corruption of the plant-name ' tutsan,' Hypericum Andro-
saemum. Also in comp. Titsy-leaf ; cf. tipsen.

Sus. (S.P.H.), w.Som. 1 Dev. We always calls it titsurn, Reports

Prom'nc. (1883)95; Dev -
4 n.Dev. (B. &H.), nw.Dev.1

,
Cor. (B.& H.)

TITSY, TITT, see Titsum, Tit, sb.
1

, v.
1

TIT-TA, sb. Obs. Sc. A child's name for ' father.'

Abd. To the door Again it runs, ' Tit-ta ' to ca' me, Wi' a' its

power, Still Cottar's Sunday (1845) 144. Ayr. If I blush when
thou shalt ca' me Tit-ta or daddy, Burns Poet's Welcome, st. 1.

TIT-TAT-TOE, sb. Lin. War. Brks. Hnt. Lon. Wil.

Amer. Also written tit-tat-to se.Lin. Wil. ; -too War.3

1. The game of ' noughts and crosses.'

Lin. 1
, se.Lin. (J.T.B.), War.a Brks. 1 ' Tit-tat-toe, My first go,'

being said by the one who first makes three crosses, or noughts

in a row. Hnt. A game among boys on a slate (T.P.F.). Lon.

Peacock Gl. (1889) (s.v. Tip-tap-toe). [Amer. Checkers and tit-

tat-toe, and fox-and-geese, and set down games like those, Slosson

Foxglove (1898) h.~\

2. The game of ' threepenny madell.' See Madell.

Wil. At Deverill this name is applied to the game of 'three-

penny madell,' from the exclamation when the third man is suc-

cessfully placed in the row (G.E.D.).

3. A children's game ;
see below. Cf. tick-tack-to (e.

Lon. A round is drawn which is divided into as many divisions

as is thought necessary, sixteen being generally the least. These

divisions are each numbered, the centre containing a higher figure

than any in the divisions, usually 25, 50, or 100. Several children

can play. They each have a place or square allotted to them on

the slate in which to record the numbers they obtain. A space is

allotted to ' Old Nick' or the ' Old Man.' The players alternately

take a pencil in their right hand (holding it point downwards on

1 and tapping each number with it), and shutting their eyes move

round and round the diagram saying : ' Tit, tat, toe, my first go,

Three jolly butcher boys all in a row. Stick one up, stick one
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down, Stick one in the old man's ground,' stopping and keeping
the pencil in an upright position when the last word is said. The
player then opens his eyes and registers in his square the number
at which the pencil stopped. This number is then scratched
through on the diagram to signify that it is taken ; the other
players proceed in the same manner as the first ; then the first

one begins again. This is continued till all the numbers are
scratched out or till one of the players puts his pencil into the
centre and thus wins the game. If all the figures are taken before
the centre is touched, the game goes to the ' Old Man ' or ' Old
Nick.' Also if one player puts his pencil in a division already
taken he records nothing and loses that turn ; this is also the case
if after the verse is repeated the pencil is found to be on a division

or boundary line or outside the round, Gomme Games (1898) II.

296-7
;
(A.B.C.)

TITTEM-A-TAUTER, see Titter-totter.

TITTER, sb? e.An. 1
[trta(r).] A teat. See Tit. sb.3,

Titty, sb.3

TITTER, v.
1 and sb.2 Sc. Not. Nhp. Wor. Hrf. e.An.

Som. Dev. Amer. Also written tytter Bnff.1
; and in

forms teater Hrf.2 ; teeter Suf. Ess. Amer. ; tyter Dev.
[ti'ts(r; ti-ta(r).] 1. v. To totter ; to shake ; to go on one
side ; to walk with a weak, faltering step.

Bnff,1 Wor.Takecare,thetab)etitters(H.K.). Hrf.2 , Suf.(C.L.F.)
Ess. A watchmaker said of a wheel of which the pivot was bent,
' It teeters,' i.e. it goes on one side (S.P.H.). [Amer. That evening
he teetered into the Senate saloon on his high heels, Munsey's
Mag. (Jan. igoi) 484.]

2. Comb. Titter-ripe, ready to fall, on the verge of
tottering.

Not. She was titter-ripe, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 51.

3. To shiver, tremble. S. & Ork.1
, Suf. (Hall.), (E.G.P.)

4. To quiver ; to twitter.
Lnk. The Iintie's tittering sang, Miller Willie Winkie (ed. 1902)

13. n.Dev. The child gied a little tittering scrit, an' her drawed
un closer, Zack Dunstable IVeir (igoi) 217.
5. To play at see-saw ; to swing up and down.
Nhp. 1 Hrf. 2 To be shaken up and down as on the bough of a

tree. e.An.1 [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 343.]
6. To stutter, stammer.
w.Som. 1 Wuy-s-n zai- haut-s u-gau-ut vur zai-, neet buy-d

tiit-ureen dhae-ur sae-um-z u aa-feol bab-iien? [Why dost not say
what (thou) hast got for (to) say, not bide stuttering there same
as a half-fool baboon ?] 'Tis a terr'ble pity the boy should tittery
zo. nw.Dev.1

7. To work in a weak, trifling manner. Bnff.1
8. To

gossip, ib. 9. sb. A trembling, shaking condition ; a
sorry plight ; ruin.

Bnff. 1 Rxb. An unco titter ye'd hae been in the morn an he
hadna come, Hamilton Ow/fct/s (1897) 278. Hrf. 2 All on the teater
10. A see-saw. s.Wor.1

, se.Wor. 1
, Hrf. (W.W.S.), Dev.

(Hall.) See Titter-totter. 11. A weak, faltering
manner ofwalking ; work done in a weak, trifling manner.
''->* '' 12. Silly gossip, ib. 13. One who gossips, ib.
Bnff. 1

[1. Cp. ON. titra, to shake, shiver (Vigfusson).]
TITTER, adv., adj. and v.2 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.

Yks. Lan. Lin. ?w.Cy. Also in forms teyther e.Yks.1
;

tighter Dur. ; tita Sc. (Jam.) ; titer Nhb. 1
; tither Wm.

n.Yks.2
; tit'r Cum. ; titther Wm. w.Yks. ; titt'r Cum.

[ti'tsr ; ti'Sa(r.] 1. adv. and adj. Sooner, earlier, more
quickly

; rather, more readily. See Tite, adv.2 ; cf. tidder.
Sc. I had titter die than live wi' him a year, Ramsay Tea-Table

Misc. (1724) I. 60, ed. 1871. n.Cy. (K., s.v. Tider),N.Cy.12 Nhb. 1

Titer him nor me. Dur. Gibson Up-Weardale 61. (1870). Lakel. 1
;LakeL2 Thoo'll gang titter if thoo gangs bi thisel. Cum.4 I'd titter

hev't young 'an. Wm. ' It's beath titther an' bainer,' i.e. quicker in
time and a better road (J.M.). n.Yks. He had come titter if he
had knawn, Meriton Praise .,4/e (1684) 1. 287; n.Yks.124 ne.Yks.1

e.Yks. 1 It may be seeah, bud Ah sud think it's teyther tother way.
m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. They agreead, that w'ether deed titther, t'other
were te give 'im a 'oonderd poond wi' 'im (F.P.T.)

; w.Yks.14
Lan. It bungs 'em down, titter or latter—as how strung they are,
Waugh Chan. Corner (1874) 8, ed. 1878 ; Lan.^n.Lan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
,

s.Lan.1 ? w.Cy. Bailey (1721).
Hence (1) Titterer, adv. sooner; (2) Titterest, adj.

soonest, quickest, nearest; (3) Titterly, adj. early, forward;
(4) Tittermost, adj. and adv., see (2).

(1) Cum. I'll be there titterer than thou (H.W.). (2) n.Yks.

This is the titterest way (T.K.) ; n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 I'd titter gan

t'titherest rooad. m.Yks. 1
(3) n.Yks.1 ' A titterly mak',' of peas,

potatoes, &c. ; n.Yks. 2 A titterly crop. ' She was mair titterly wi'
him afoore they were wed, than he wi' her,' the woman was more
forward in the courtship than the man; n.Yks.4 (4)Lakel. 2

, Cum.14

2. Phr. (1) (itter-a-call, an agreement made between
persons that the one who first wakes shall call the others

;

(2)
— and better, the sooner the better; (3)

— gait in, the
first word or start in anything

; (4) — rather, sooner,
rather

; (5) — tae, sooner to hand, more forward
; (6)— call the latter up, (7) — up and call, (8) — up call, (9) — up

call the other tip, see (1) ; (10) — up the sprunt or brant,
hover, the first up the hill must wait for the others.

(1) w.Yks. Hamilton Nugae Lit. (1841) 338. (2) Lakel. 1 Titter
an better. m.Yks. 1 Well, ' titter an' better,' as t'theaker said by
t'dinner. w.Yks.14 (3) w.Yks.1 Thouz nut a morsel o' patience,
thou will hev titter gait in omme, ii. 301. (4) Slk. Still used by
old people (Jam.). (5) n.Yks.1 Thae peas cooms titter tae, than
onny ithers Ah kens ; n.Yks. 2 They come titter-tae than t'others.

(6) Cum. ' How if one should sleep too long ?
' ' Well then, th' titter

co' th' latter up,' Waugh Seaside Lakes (1861) ii. (7) w.Yks. Leeds
Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 15, 1899). (8) n.Cy. Titter up ka (Hall.).
Wm. (J.T.), ne.Yks. 1

, w.Yks. (H.V.), w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

(9)
Cum. (M.P.), Cum.1 Wm. We set dawn that titter up sud coe
tudder up neisht mornin, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 112; (J.M.)
n.Yks. (T.K.) (10) n.Yks. (T.S.); n.Yks.2 T'titter up t'sprunt
mun ower a bit. w.Yks. 1 Titter up' t'brant hovver, ii. 288. Lin.
Brown Lit. Laur. (1890) Introd. 15, footnote.

3. Nearer.
w.Yks. ' Where does Mr. B live ?

' ' Oh ! t'itter door

'

(F.P.T.).

4. v. With up : to agree that the person first awake shall
call the others. w.Yks. (S.P.U.)
TITTER, see Tetter, sb.

TITTER • A - TOTTER, TITTER • CUM -TOTTER,
TITTERAVATE, see Titter-totter, Tittervate.
TITTEREEN, see Titter-wren.
TITTEREL, 56. Nrf. Sus. [ti-taral.] The whimbrel,

Numenius phaeopus.
Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 45. Sus. Swainson

Birds (1885) 199-

TITTERIBUM, sb. Obs. Bdf. A titmouse, a bird
belonging to the family Paridae. (J.W.B.)
TITTERISH>a>-. e.An.12 [titarij.] Tottery, unstable,

ready to fall. See Titter, v.
1

TITTER-TOTTER, sb. and adj. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lin.
Wor. e.An. Also in forms teetamatorter Suf.; tee-
tawter Suf. ; teeter-cum-tauter e.An.1

; teetermatorter
Nrf.

; teter-cum-tawter e.Cy. ; tittem-a-tauter e.An.' •

titter-a-totter se.Wor.1
; titter-cum-totter e.An. 1

; titter-
tatter n.Cy.

; titticumtawta Suf. 1
; tittimatorter Suf. •

tittykumtawtah Suf.1
; titty-ma-torter Nrf. 1. sb A

see-saw. See Titter, v.
1 10.

Rxb. Teesdale 61. (1849) (s.v. Shig-shog). n.Cy. Grose (1790).se.Wor 1 e.Cy. (Hall.), e.An. 1 Nrf. The ship heaved up and
down like a teetermatorter, Spilling Giles (1872) ii ; Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 56. Suf. They was a playin' on the

«
e
f i
W^r

M
(C 'G -B

^-; (
CS - F-); Raven Hist. Suf. (1895) 264;

Suf.1 Children while enjoying this recreation have a song of
appropriate cadence, the burden of which is— ' Titty-kum-tawtah
—the ducks m the water, Tittykumtahtah-the geese follow aater,'
10. (s.v. Tawtah). '

2. adj. In a state of unstable equilibrium, on the balance

;

fig. in a wavering or hesitating condition of mind, w Yks.1
,

n.Lin. '

TITTERVATE, v. e.An. Som. Also in form tittera-
vate e.An. To aggravate, tease, incense ; to perplex.

e.An. w.Som.1 Tis a pity eens they can't get on fbut her do
tittervate-n [tiit-urvaeut] terr'ble

TITTER.WREN.s6. Glo.Suf. Also in forms titereen,

^?,
r
f
en

r
T

i'i [
e'

t?"r5
n -

:i
L The wren

>
Troglodytes

parvulus Glo. Suf. Science Gossip (1882) 215; (G.E.D.)

Snf , }ty
h
S
K- 2

; Jhe, Sorest, Re'gtJs cristatu.
bui. e.An. Dy. Times (1892).
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: 2en e -An
- Dev- AIso in form teetery
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H.'^

n

J

e * lottery, unstable, ready to fall ; easily
upset, shaky. See Titter, v.

1 y

e.An. 2 Suf. That illness made hijn wonnerful teetery (C.G.B.).
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2. Comb. Tittery-tat, with a tapping motion, beating time.
Der. Summat spiritty, summat as'll mek my feet go tittery-tat,

Gilchrist Rue Bargain (1898) 47.
3. Small.
Dev. I don't like the looks on't. It's too tittery to my thinking,

Reports Provinc, (1889).

TITTEST, adj. and adv. w.Yks.1 Soonest. See
Titter, adv. 1.

TITTHER, see Tetter, sb., Titter, adv.
TITTICUMTAWTA, see Titter-totter.
TITTIDOL,s6. Not. [ti'tidol.] A lazy, ill-contriving

woman. Cf. tiddy-doll, s.v; Tiddy, adj. 3.
s.Not. Such, for instance, as will be a slattern at home though

flashily dressed abroad. ' She's such a tittidol ; she meks no sort
of a wife for 'im ' (J.P.K.).

TITTIMATORTER, TITTIMAW, see Titter-totter,
Titmal.
TITTISH, adj. Sc. (Jam.) [ti'tif.] Captious, testy,

ill-humoured. See Titty, adj.2

TITTLE, v.
1 Or. I. Yks. Lan. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.

Glo. Lon. e.An. Sus. [till.] 1. To tickle; to gall,

irritate ; a dial, form of ' tickle.' Cf. tiddle, v.
2

Or.I. Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 806 ; Dennison GL, ib. 810.
w.Yks. As sewer as iver shoo starts 0' black leeadin' on
a Friday afternooin, an' gets her hands as mucky as a sweep, her
nose end's sewer to tittle like mad, Hartley Clock Aim. (1888) 8,
in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 22, 1899). s.Lan.1

, Not. 1
, n.Lin.1

,

Lei.1, Nhp.1
, War.3

, Glo. 1
, e.An.1 Suf. 1 A tittled me ta dead

amost. e. Sus. Holloway.
Hence (1) Titler, sb. an iron pin used to remove a bung

from a cask ; cf. tickler, sb. 4 ; (2) Tittlish, adj. ticklish.

(1) Lon. A name given in the oil-trade to an iron implement
about nine inches long (W.W.S.). (2) Not.1

, Lei.1
, War.3

2. Phr. tittle myfancy, the pansy, Viola tricolor. e.An.1
,

Suf.1 3. To lose time by fiddling about, to waste time
by doing anything ineffectually.
Cmb. I could par' [pare] the fut with a buttress while another

is tittlin' over it with a draw-knife (W.W.S.).
TITTLE, v.

2 and sb.
1 Sc. War. Shr. w.Cy. Dev. Cor.

Also in forms title Sc. (Jam.); tytle Bnff.1
[ti tl.] 1. v.

To tattle ; to talk idly ; to prate.
Sc. Otherwise I should have . . . titled in the queen's ear that

her rebellious subjects . . . should have been exemplarily punished
as rebels and trayters, Melvill Mem. (1683) Author's Add. (Jam.)
Ayr. They were a' tittlin' thegither and talkin' in this manner,
Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 77. Cor. N. Zf Q. (1854) 1st S.

x. 441.

Hence Tittler, sb. a babbler ; a tell-tale. War.3

2. Comb. Tittle-goose, a tattling, foolish person ; a tell-

tale.

Shr.1 ' Han'ee 'eard whad Nancy Bowen's bin sayin' ?
'

' No,
I 'anna, an it dunna much matter whad sich a tittle-goose as 'er

says.' w.Cy. (Hall.) Dev.1 He scrubb'd her off, way, Pray,

Mrs. Tittle-goose, none of your documentizing, 19.

3. sb. Gossip, idle prating; a small talk. Bnff. 1 Cor.

N. cV Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 441. 4. An idle talker. Bnff. 1

[1. Cp. And somme were tituleris and to the kyng
went, And fformed him of foos that good ffrendis weren,
Rich. Redeless (1399) iv. 57.]

TITTLE, sb.2 Obs. Sc. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] In phr. tittles and tattles, clots of dirt hanging
to the tail of a cow or sheep.
The tittles and tattles that hang frae her tail Wad muck an acre

o' land, Kinloch Ballad Bk. (1827) 42, ed. 1868.

TITTLE, adj., adv. and sb? Sc. Brks. [ti tl.] 1. adj.

Little, tiny. Brks. She be's a smart tittle bit better (W.W.S.).
2. adv. Very lightly.

Brks. 1 A gin or trap is said to be set very 'tittle' when it will

strike on the slightest touch.

3. sb. A small thing of any kind. Gall. (J.M.)

TITTLEBAT, sb. Lin. Lon. [titl-bat, -bat.] The
sticklebat, Gasterosteus trachurus.

n.Lin.1 Lon. His true title . . . ought to be stickleback (with its

vulgar London variant Tittlebat), Cornh. Mag. (Apr. 1887) 404.

[Dickens F^zeJ!^ (1837) i ; Satchell (1879).]

TITTLE-TAGS, sb.pl. Hmp. [trtl-taegz.] The gnat

larva found in soft water. (W.M.E.F.)
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TITTLING, ppl. adj. Ess. Dev. Also in form tyteling-
Dev. [ti'tlin.] 1. Shaky, rickety, unsafe.
Dev. 'Tis a tyteling 'ooden burge, by gar ! Pulman Sketches

(1842) 152, ed. 1871.

2. Applied to a horse that stands with its fore-knees
bent. Ess. (S.P.H.)

TITTLING, TITTOR, see Tiddling, Tatie.
TITTUP, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. Not. Lei. Nhp War

Brks. Suf. Also written titup Sc. Lan.1 Brks.1 Suf!
[ti'tsp.] 1. v. To shake; to be unsteady; to upset. Lei. 1

Hence Tittupy, adj. unsteady, shaky, rickety. Not.1
, Lei.

1

2. To canter, gallop
; to trip

; to walk in an affected
manner; to step lightly.

Sc. To notice the ' Dear me's ' and ' Oh laa's ' of the titupping
misses, Scott St. Ronan (1824) xiii. Lei.1 Nhp.1 She went
tittuping along. Suf. (H.H.)
3. sb. A canter ; an easy gallop.
w.Yks.1

, Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Not.1
, Lei. 1

, Nhp. 1
, War.3

4. A large social gathering
; a dance ; a festivity.

War.3 A female factory hand was heard to say to her friend on
one occasion when rejoicings were afloat, and during dancing,
' I hav'nt seen such a tittup as this since father died.'

5. A term in the card-game of Loo.
Brks. 1 When but one player has put into the pool a single card

is dealt round face upwards, and all but the person holding the
winner have to subscribe to a fresh pool.

6. A falsehood, fib. Nhp. 1 You're telling tittups.

7. A moment ; an instant. ne.Lan.1

TITTY, adj. 1 and sb.
1 n.Cy. Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin. Nhp.

War. Hnt. e.An. Ken. Sus. Hmp. Dev. [ti'ti.] 1. adj.

Small, tiny, little. See Tit, sb.
1 2.

Wm. Lile titty Bobby . . . thowt heed swin his waes t'baenast

geeat owert moss, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 10. ne.Lan.1 Nhp. 1

There's only a titty bit o' candle. Hnt. (T. P. F.) e.An. 1 Some-
times pleonastically, little-titty. Nrf. So doant you mind a titty

bit, Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 20. ne.Ken. (H.M.) Sus.

Holloway. Hmp.1 A little titty cat. Dev. A titty piece of cake,

Reports Provinc. (1884) 33.

2. Comp. (1) Titty-doy, (a) a diminutive object
;
gen.

applied to persons
;

(b) small, diminutive
; (2) -tiny, (3)

-totty, very small, extremely tiny.

(1 a, b) e Yks. 1 (2) Ken. (G.B.) (3) Nhp. 1
, e.An.1 Nrf.

Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 56.

3. sb. A cat, kitten ; a pet name for a cat or kitten ; also

in comp. Titty-puss(y. See Tit, sb.
1
6.

n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks. (I.W.), e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.1

, e.Lan.1
, n.Lin.1

Nhp. Now she wails o'er Titty's bones With anguish deep, Clare
Village Minst. (1821) I. 165. War.3 This term would only be
applied to an unweaned kitten.

Hence Titty-paum, sb. the catkins of the willow, Salix

alba.

w.Yks. Si theh what a lot o' titty-paums o' yond tree (JE.3.).

4. A rabbit. w.Yks. 'E's gooin' to snare titties wi' 't (F.P.T.).

5. A louse.
w.Yks. Ah copt six titties on ahr babby's heead (yE.B.).

TITTY, sb.2 Glo. Oxf. Suf. Wil. Som. Dev. [ti'ti.]

1. The wren, Troglodytes parvulus. See Tit, sb.2

Glo.2 Oxf.1 ''Ee's fund a titty's nest and is laughing at the

eggs.' Said of a person that is laughing at nothing, MS. add.

2. Comp. (1) Titty-todger, (2) -wren, the wren, T. par-

vulus. See Titter-wren.
(1) Som. N. cV Q. (1877) 5th S. viii. 358. e.Som. W. & J. Gl.

(1873). Dev. Swainson Birds (1885) 35. (2) Glo. 1 Suf. 1 Cock
Robin and Titty-wren Are the Almighty's cock and hen. Wil. 1

TITTY, sb.3 Yks. Lan. Stf. Chs. Der. Not. War. Wor.
Shr. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Mid. e.An. Ken. Som. Cor. [ti'ti.]

1. A teat ; the nipple of the breast ; a mother's breast.

See Tit, sb.s , Tet, sb.

n.Yks. (I.W.), e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Goa an snoozle to thi titty,

Hartley Dili. (1868) 1st S. 16; w.Yks.2 , Lan.1
,
m.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
,

Chs. 1
, Not. (L.C.M.), s.Not. (J.P.K.), War.23

,
s.Wor. 1

, Shr. 12
,

Glo. (A.B.), Oxf. 1 MS. add., Brks. 1
, w.Mid. (W.P.M.), e.An.12

Nrf. I should think that's a pity mother weaned me—she oughter

let me suck the titty now, Emerson Son ofPens (1892) 335. Ken.

(D.W.L.), w.Som.1
, Cor.12 (s.v. Tiddy).

2. Mother's milk; pap; the contents of an infant's

feeding-bottle.
n.Yks. (I.W.), n.Yks.4 ,

e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. 2

, Lan.1
,
e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1

z



TITTY [170] TO

Gi' that chylt some titty, an' stop it' din. s.Chs.iThe little kitlins

han bin havin' some titty. nw.Der. 1 s.Not. Hes it 'ed it titty?

(J.P.K.) War.", Wor. (J.W.P.), Shr.12 , Oxf. 1 MS. add.,Ken.

(D.W.L.) w.Som.1 Here then, my pretty, mother will give him

some titty. Cor.2 (s.v. Tiddy).

3. Comp. (1) Titty-bottle, (a) an infant's feeding-bottle
;

(b) the bottle from which cade lambs are fed
; (2) -mog,

a child frequently at the breast.

(1, a) w.Yks. (H.L.) Lan. He's suckin' th' sofy bowster i'th

bar an' doesno' know but it's a titty-bottle, Brierley Cotters, iv.

s.Lan. 1
, War.23 (b) War.3 (2) Stf., War., Wor., Glo. Northall

Flk. Phr. (1894).

TITTY, sb.A Sc. Nhb. Cum. Lan. [ti'ti.] 1. A
children's word for ' sister

'
; a young girl.

Sc. I wad get my mither bestowed wi' her auld graning tittie,

Auntie Meg, Scott Old Mortality (1816) xiii. Ayr. It's but your
tittie,—Lass, dinna fright, Fisher Poems (1790) 147. Lnk. His

titties lang mourn't the fate 0' their brither, Hamilton Poems

(1865) 150. Peb. Yonder sty ... My titty built, and I, Lintoun

Green (1685) 44, ed. 1817. Dmf. My titty Meg our joys had seen,

Johnstone Poems (1820) 132. N.Cy.1 Black titty Bet. Nhb. For
wiv his blear-e'ed titty, Grief, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 46

;

Nhb.1 Cum. My titty Greace and Jenny Bell Are gangen bye and
bye, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 1; Cum.4 , ne.Lan.

1

2. Comp. Tittie-billie, an equal ; a match.
Rxb. Tarn's a great thief but Will's tittie-billie wi' him (Jam.).

TITTY, adj.2 Sc. (Jam.) Also in form tetty Rxb.
[trti.] 1. Captious, testy ; having a bad temper. Rnf.,

Rxb. See Tit, sb.* 2. Of the wind : gusty, strong,

boisterous. n.Sc.

TITTY-HAUPS,TITTYKUMTAWTAH,TITTYMAL,
see Titty-ups, Titter-totter, Titmal.

TITTY-MA-TORTER, see Titter-totter.
TITTY-MOUSE, sb.

1 Lan. Nrf. Also written titimouse
Nrf. ; and in form tittymeawse s.Lan. [ti'ti-meus ; Lan.
-mes.] A titmouse, a bird of the family Paridae, esp. the

long-tailed titmouse, Acredula rosea.

s.Lan. Bamford Dial. (1854). Nrf. The long-tailed titmouse, or

'titimouse,' as the fenmen call this moth-like bird, Emerson Birds

(ed. 1895)61.

TITTY-MOUSE, sb.2 w.Yks. 2 [ti'ti-mas.] A small
bundle of corn gleaned and given to a child. Cf. tittynope.
TITTYNOPE, sb. Yks. A small quantity of anything

left over, esp. a small bundle of corn in gleaning. Cf.

titty-mouse, sb.2

•w.Yks. Applied especially in gleaning when a man has a heap
of gleanings and a small handful over (J.S.) ; w.Yks. 2 A small

bundle of corn gleaned and given to a child.

TITTY-OAF, sb. s.Lan. 1
[ti-ti-5f.] A silly fellow.

TITTY TODDY, phr. w.Som.1 Vacillating, undecided

;

silly, fussy, crotchety.
Never look arter a titty toddy [tee'tee taud'ee] old fuller like

he—'tis one thing one minute and another the next way un.

TITTY-TOIT, v. Yks. [ti'ti-toit.] To tidy up.
w.Yks. He goes titty-toiting about in t'garden, it's summat for

him to do. I've been titty-toiting about all this blessed afternoon

(H.L.).

TITTY-UPS, sb. s.Lan.1 Also in form titty-haups.
[titi-ups.] A pert, forward girl.

TITULAR, adj. and sb. Obs. Sc. 1. adj. Nominal.
Ayr. The bulk of deboshed titular Christians do so, Dickson

Writings (1660) I. 94, ed. 1845.

2. sb. A layman who had a legal right to tithes.

Sc. A donee of the Crown called ' the Titular,' Outram Lyrics

(1887) 75; A person who, although a laic, had a donation of church
lands at or after the Reformation (Jam.) ; Titulars of erection are
those who, after Popery were destroyed, got a right to the
parsonage teinds, which had fallen to monasteries because of
several parishes that had been mortified to them, Did. Feud. Law
{ib.). Ayr. They [the teinds] were in the first instance either
seized by rapacious potentates or gifted by the Crown to favourites,

who, under the designation of Titulars, held them on the condition
of paying to the clergy a sufficient stipend, Edgar Old Ck. Life

(1886) II. 2.

TITUS, sb. Yks. Lan. [tai'tas.] Bronchitis. A
shortened form of ' Brown-Titus ' (q.v.).

w.Yks. 'Tis nowt whether we catch th' 'titus, seemingly, Sut-
cliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 172. Lan. This here 'titus is

awful when it gets a real hold on ye, Francis Yeoman Fleetwood

(ed. 1900) 214.

TITUS-FEVER, sb. Sur. Sus. A corruption of typhus

fever.'

Sur. 1 There was three on 'em, all down with the titus fever at

one time. Sus. 1 I was down with the titus-fever (s.v. Hand).

TITZEN, TIU, see Titsum, To, prep.

TIV, TIVA, see To, prep., Tiver.

TIVE,t>. Wm. [tiv.] To slave at work. Cf. tave, v.
1 4.

s.Wm. Tivin' away amang it (J.A.B.).

TIVEE, see Tirrivee.

TIVER, sb. and v. e.An. Ken. Sus. Hmp. Also in

forms teev Suf. ; teeva,teever,tiever,tiva Suf. 1 [trva(r);

t?va(r).] 1. sb. Red ochre used for marking sheep.

Suf. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863) ; Suf. 1
, Ken.1

, Sus.12 Hmp.
Holloway.
2. A composition of which tar is the principal ingredient,

used to colour and preserve boards exposed to the air.

e.An. 1 Nrf. Holloway. 3. v. To mark with red ochre.

e.An. 1 The sheep are tivered across the loins.

[I. OE. tea/or, red pigment, vermilion. 3. OE. tiefran,

to paint (Sweet).]

TIVERS, sb. pi. Bck. A corruption of ' clivers,' the

goose-grass, Galium Aparine. s.Bck. (B. & H.)

TIVERTON RAIN, phr. Dev.3 See below.
Heavy rain brought by an east wind to South Molton, is called

there Tiverton-rain, because it has passed over the Tiverton

district en route.

TIVEY, see Tivvy.
TIVLACK, sb. Sh.I. Also in forms tivlach S. & Ork.1

;

tivlik. [ti'vlak.] 1. A strip ; a small piece of anything.
Lowrie noo pu's oot da lap o

1

his jup an' snee'd aff a tivlik o'

white claith, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 240.

2. A thin cake of coarse meal. S. & Ork.1 3. The tail

of an animal, ib.

TIVVY, v. and sb. Yks. Der. Also in forms tivey
Der.2 ; tivy n.Yks. 2 [ti'vi.] 1. v. To run about actively

;

to go quickly ; to trip or dance about.
n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.2 He wad run tivying about frae cockleet te

sundown athout feeling shankweary ; n.Yks.4 ne.Yks. 1 T'lads is

awlus tivvyin aboot. e.Yks. 1 Let's tivvy away, un we'll seean be
there, MS. add. (TH.) m.Yks. 1 Now, come, tivvy ! We went,
as hard as we could tivvy.

2. sb. Activity, speed. m.Yks. 1
, Der.2 Cf. tantivy.

TI-YEAR, TIZACKY, see To-year, Tissicky.
TIZI, TIZICK, TIZICKY, see Tice, Tissick, Tissicky.
TIZZARD, sb. Nrf. [ti-zad.] A rope from the ship

to the warp.
Then he let go the tizzard, hauled it in, and put it down the

fo'castle, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 62.

TIZZLE, v. Fif. (Jam.) [ti-zl.] To stir up or turn
over ; a dial, form and use of ' teazle.' ' To tizzle hay.'

TLUTHER, T'MORN, see Cludder, Tomorn.
T'NEAD, v. Sc. To exhaust, fatigue ; to dislike, annoy.

See Kned.
Frf. ' I can tell you why they t'nead her,' said the doctor,

Barrie Tommy (1896) xxvii ; We just t'neaded her with our talk
about draughts, ib. M. Ogilvy (1896) 86

; (J.M.B.)
TO, prep., adv.1

, conj. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.
Eng. and Amer. Also in forms t' w.Som.1 Dev. ; ta Dev.

;

tae Ir. ; tee Sc. ; teea Yks. ; tew Suf. ; ti Nhb. ; too Sc.
N.Cy. 1

; tu Dev. Cor. [ta.] I. 1. Before a vowel or"
mute aspirate, occas. also at the end of a sentence or when
emphatic : (1) Tav, (2) Teav, (3) Tev, (4) Tiv, (5) Tuv.
[tav, tiv.]

(1) w.Yks. It's been proved tav a gert fact, Lucas Stud Nidder-
dale (c. 1882) 283. (2, 3) m.Yks. 1

(4) N.Cy.1
, Nhb.1 Dur.

There's neebody knows the lonnen that leads tiv it, Guthrie
Kitty Fagan (1900) 118. Cum. 124 n.Yks. 1 Ah's gannan tiv
(H)ull, t'moorn; n.Yks.24 , ne.Yks.l e.Yks. Gang tiv 'em,
Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788); e.Yks.1

, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Lucas
Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 286. (5) Dur. Ah've cumpar'd the, O
me luv, tuv a cumpany uv horses, Moore Sng. Sol. (1859) i. 9.
Cum. N. Lonsdale Mag. (Feb. 1867) 309. n.Yks.3 Young Tom
Cwoats had a stall tuv his-sel, 4. e.Yks.1

, m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.5

2. Var. contractions : (1) Teeah't, (2) Teeat, (3) Teet, to
it

; (4) Tet, (5) Teth, to the
; (6) Teuh't, (7) Tewt, see (3);



TO [i7i] TO
(8) T her to her

; (9) Tid, (a) see (3); (b) see (5); (10)limmah, (11) Timmy, to me
; (12) Tin 'im, to him ; (13)

Tint, see (3) : (14) Tit, (a) see (3) ; (b) see (5) ; (15) To en,
(a) see (12); (b) see (8) ;

(c) to them; (16) Toot, see (3)

;

(17) To's, to his
; (18) Tot, (a) see (3) ;

(b) see (5) ;
(c) to

do it
; (19) Toy, to you or your

; (20) Toyt, see (3) ; (21)
Tubbe, to be

; (22) Tubbit, to be the
; (23) Tud, see (5)

;

(24) Tumma, (25) Tumme, (26) Tummi, see (11) ; (27
Tut, (a) see (3) ;

(b) see (5) ; (28) Tuth, see (5) ; (29) Tye,
to you.

(1) n.Yks. He . . . tied a band teeah 't, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes
(1875) 44- (2) n.Yks. (T.S.) (3) Sc. (A.W.), Cum.i (4) Wm.
A went tet ' Punch Bowl' an stopt theear, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt.
ni. 1. w.Yks. (J.W.) (5) Wm. They tayke 'im away teth' back
deear, Blezard Sngs. (1848) 34. (6) Cnm." Thoo's meade thy
bed, thoo can ga teuh't. (7) w.Yks. Lucas Stud. Nidderdale
(c. 1882) 284. (,8) Edb. That light limmer, The diel's a mock
t'_ her, Liddle Poems (1821) 34. (9, a) Nhb.1 The kilted lasses fell
tid pell-mell, Selkirk Swallwell Hopping. n.Yks. (T.K.) (A)
Yks. That bonny lass Tid farm did come, Spec. Dial. (1800) 13.
(10) n.Yks. He nivversed owt timmah, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes
(1875) 63. (11) Suf.1 (12) e.Dur.1 (13) Nhb. 1

, n.Yks. (T.K.)
(14, a) e.Yks.1 (A) n.Yks. Ah'll gan out tit dour, Tweddell
Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 34. w.Yks. Me son teeakoff tit seea, Spec.
Dial. (1800) 45. (15 a, b, c) Dor. (W.C. c. 1750). (16) w.Yks.1

(17) e.Dev. Th' king 've teuk me to's chimmers, Pulman Sng.
Sol. (i860) i. 4. (18, a) Ayr. I think gin I had a scone, I could
eat it to't, Service Notandums (1890) 30. w.Yks. We can help
tha to't, Keighley News (Mar. 16, 1889) 7, col. 7. s.Lan.1 Suf. 1

When on't I plah—an to't I sing, (b) w.Yks.1 Gang down first

gait at hods tot' reight, ii. 295. (c) I.Ma. Aw promise to't!

Brown Witch (1889) 34. Brks. 1
I dwoant want to't. (19) Dev.

Go now, ma-deear, toy bade, Ford Posile Farm (1899) 13. (20)
Oh! Loord, I'll zee tay't ! ib. 18. (21) w.Yks. Tubbe shure o will,

Bywater Sheffield Dial. (1839) 1. (22) Webber whooas tubbit
judge ? ib. 32. (23) Dur. Tud fairs, flooer shows, en a' ed gert
meetin's, Egglestone Betty Podkins' Visit (1877) 3. w.Dur.1

(24) Dur. A bundle uv myrrh's me weelbeluved tummah, Moore
Sng. Sol. (1859) i. 13. w.Yks. 1

, n.Lin.1 (25) w.Yks.1 Ye heynot
behaaved tumme in a vara gradely way, ii. 293. (26) w.Yks. An
his fruit wer sweet tummi tast, Bywater Sng. Sol. (1859) "• 3-

(27, a) wYks. (B.K.), s.Lan.1 Nrf. Gillett Sng. Sol. (i860) iii.

10. (6) w.Yks. Ther wor hardly a neet I missed goin' tut Feytin'
Cocks, Cudworth Dial. Sketches (1884) 8. s.Lan. 1 (28) Cum.
He was chain'd tuth spot, N. Lonsdale Mag. (Feb. 1867) 311.
Lan. Aw wapt off weet tuth printer, Scholes Tim Gamwallle
('857) 3- (29) Rxb. A hearty 'here's tye,' Murray Hawick
Characters (1901) 21.

II. Dial. uses. 1. prep. In phr. (1) little to one, little

would induce one
; (2) nought to it, no result ; (3) the last

to one, the last but one
; (4) to a chore, ajar ; see Char(e, sb?

1 ; (5) to be to a person, to come to him
; (6) to blame it to,

to lay the blame of anything on
; (7) to have fault(s to a

person, to find certain fault(s existing in him ; to find fault

with him
; (8) to ward, in the direction of

; (9)

toyou I'll be, I will be with you ; I will come to you.

(1) Abd. He's a sweir howffin ; that's fat he is. . . Little to me
wud pit'im fae the toon, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 94; It wad
be little to me to gie you a lickin' (G.W.). (2) w.Yks. We'en
done ahr best ta git summat aht on him, but ther was nowt tu't

(B.K.). (3) Rut.1 The last letter she wrote—no ! I won't tella lie

if I can help it !—the last letter to one. (4) Som. (W.F.R.) (5)
w.Som.1 Her was to me last night. (6) sw.Lin.1 I'm fit to blaem
it to him. I always bliiemt it to that. He always blaems it to

the watter. (7) Sc. I have no fault to him, Monthly Mag. (1798)
11. 437. Slk. I hae four great faults to that chiel, Hogg Tales

(1838) 220, ed. 1866. (8) n.Lin. 1 He lives to Grimsby ward noo.

She's goan to Lunnun ward, bud she'll be by agean e' th' summer.
c.An.1 To London-ward. (9) n.Yks. 1

, ne.Yks.1

2. At ; esp. before a place-name.
Rnf. A lass that was said to be cleanly and pretty ; But look to

her now, a' sae black round the mou', Webster Rhymes (1835)

43. Slk. You're soon begun to a braw trade, Hogg Tales (1838)

68, ed. 1866. Der. I'm main sorry as Master Broom ain't to home.

... I'd a message for him, Verney Stone Edge (1868) ii. Midi.

I'd had a big job over to Norton Wood, Bartram People Cloplon

(1897) 140. s.Wal. She livin' miles away an' him over to

Jenkinses, Longman's Mag. (Dec. 1899) 144. Glo. Young John,

'ee wur to the fun'rel to-day, Buckman Darke 's Sojourn (1890) 6.

• T.ty waife and children to home, Blackmore Cripps (1876)xxxvm. Hmp.1 He lives over to Gosport. Dor. I be a-goin' to
take thee back hoam, to onst, C. Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 13.
Som. Mrs. Laver up to Hall, Raymond Tryphena (1895) 45.
w.Som.1 Steady chap, he's always to work. I zeed-n 'long way
em to skittles. To the very nick o' time. I'll be ready to dree

clock. To last, the poor thing couldn' stan' it no longer. Dev.
He was blooding to nawse, Reports Provinc. (1884) ; Us gets no
sleep to nights, Gurdon Memories and Fancies (1897) 167.
n.Dev. Nelly, tha day's a-cum ta-last, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867)
St. 52. nw.Dev.1 Cor. I'm harty to my mait, Daniel Budget, 23 ;

Jacob worked to bal, Bottrell Trad. 3rd S. 161 ; Cor.3 Guern.
1 got it to the shop (G.H.G.). [Amer. Married a gentleman to
Yarmouth, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1830) 1st S. xvi.]

3. By ; esp. in phr. to trade.
Sc. To John, she had a child (W.C. c. 1750). Frf. Liars they

are to trade, Barrie Minister (1891) xxxi. Ayr. He was a tailor
to trade, Johnston Glenbuckie (1889) 33. e.Lth. A wricht to his
trade, Hunter /. Inwick (1895) 74. Edb. He was a millwright to
trade, Ballantine Deanhaugh (1869) 70. e.Dur. 1 What are you
to trade ? w.Yks. (J.W.) w.Som.1 He do get his living to tatie
jowling. Anybody can't sar their wages to it [i.e. by working at it

for that price]. Dev. Way I ca'nt sar aiteen-pence a day to it,

Reports Provinc. (1885). nw.Dev. 1

4. For.
Sc. Weel I thocht your wife would hae kaimed your hair lo ye,

Dickson Kirk Beadle (1892) 80. Inv. I had an egg to breakfast
(H.E.F.). Frf. She made it into a richt neat coat to Jamie,
Barrie Thrums (1889) viii. Ayr. She can wash a sark to the
back o' thee ? Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 102. Lnk. Buy
snaps to the weans, Fraser Whaups (1895) xv - Slk - How
would it do to rack his neck to him? Hogg Tales (1838) 194, ed.

1866. N.I. 1 You can't get a bit to yourself. Nhb. A tarr'ble big
bill at the butcher's for steaks tiv his eyes, Pease Mark 0' Deil

(1894) 21. e.Dur. 1 Cum.4 Good to nought. n.Yks.1 What did
you have to brekefast ? w.Yks.5 Fit to nowt. Gotten nowt to

fetching it. Lan. Thi feyther to o'th Woald, Brierley Layrock
(1864) xvi. ne.Lan. 1 Good to nowt. s.Lan.1 What hast' had to

thi dinner? Not. 1 A works to Holmes. Lin. 1 n.Lin.1 Them
carrots is good to noht at all. sw.Lin.1 I couldn't eat many
mouthfuls to my dinner. Rut. 1 Lei. 1 Oi'dtummuts to my dinner.
Nbp. 1

, War. 3
, Hnt. (T.P.F.), w.Som.1

, nw.Dev.1 Cor. 3 She has
no appetite to anything.

5. From.
Dev. 'Er cloase costs a main sight ov money. Where ciide 'er

git et tu ? Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 138.

6. In.

Som. Mother's gurt Bible as laid to best parlour, Leith Lemon
Verbena (1895) 50. w.Som. 1 Dev. Thank ee, sir, her's purty well

to health, on'y ter'ble crippled up like. I'm rather to a puzzle

about it, Reports Provinc. (1884). n.Dev. Her's vit vor live ta

town, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 32. nw.Dev.1 Cor. Maids
should bide tu bed, Cahill Wheal Certainty (1890) 45 ; Cor.8

7. Of; esp. in conjunction with think or know.
e.Yks.1 What d'ye think to that? w.Yks. What dun yoa think

to him? Hallam Wadsley Jack (1866) iii; w.Yks.2 Midi. What
d'ye think to that theer ? Bartram People Cloplon (1897) 43.

Not.1 ; Not.2 I think nowt to it. Lin. (Hall.) n.Lin.1 What do

you think to our new gig? sw.Lin.1 I don't think a deal to him.

Folks ast me what I thought to London, so I tell'd them I thought

Doddington was a very deal prettier place. Rut.1 Lei. 1 What do
you think to it ? Nhp.1 What became to him ? War.2 Introd.

Wor. Will you accept the sea-kale ? It has been given to us, but

we do not think to it much at home (E.S.). s.Wor. 1 Know to a

nest. Shr. 1 I know to a book, Introd. 82. Glo. 1 That un yent the

colour to this un, is he ? Hnt. (T.P.F.) Nrf. He made the pillars

tu't o' silver, Gillett Sng. Sol. (i860) iii. 10. Suf. Think much
to it, e.An. Daily Times ; I di'nt think nothun tew it (C.T.). Dev.

She was flippant on her feet and sharp to her tongue, O'Neill

Idyls (1892) 4. nw.Dev. 1

8. On, upon.
Edb. Herds draw to their breeks, Forbes Poems (1812) 36.

w.Som.1 That one is too heavy to cafry to your back. nw.Dev.1

9. Out of. nw.Dev.1 10. Towards.
Ayr. Blind Chance, let her snapper and stoyte on her way, Be't

to me, be't frae, e'en let the jad gae, Burns Contented wi' Little,

St. 4.

11. With.
Sc. Butter to one's bread (A.W.). Per. Be't mine to kittle

up the string To reamin' nappy, Sinclair Simple Lays (1813)

Z 2
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1 8. Ayr. He would hae milk purritch every mornin' wi'
ream to them, Service Notandums (1890) 14. n.Cy., Yks., Midi.

(J.W.) n.Lin. 1 1 alus tak' sugar to my coffee, but noan to my tea.

Not.1 Shall you take a sup ale to your dinner? Rut. 1 Will you
take any mustard to your beef? w.Som.1 I likes a bit o' sugar to

my tay. nw.Dev.1

12. In comparison with.
Sc. There's nae friend to a friend in mister. There's nae fool to

an auld fool, Ferguson Prov. (1641) 31. Abd. Ye're naething but
ablacks to the pretty men that were in my young days, Deeside
Tales (1872) 57. Per. I'm but a puir man to you, Cleland
Inchbracken (1883) 171, ed. 1887. Lth. Puck himsel's a gowk to
me, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 59. Nhb. The tuppennies they
keep at wor stores wes just muck ti them, Pease Mark o' Deil
(1894) 47. w.Yks. Billy's nowght to Jerry at playin' t'fiddle,

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 29, 1899). ne.Lan. 1 He's nowt to him.
s.Not. I've been at funerals that was lively to her, Prior Rente
(1895) 210. w.Som. 1 Thick there idn nort to tother. He idn
nort to his brither.

13. In response to.

Lnk. Though she was flowerin', she flang by her faderils, And
sprang on the floor to my fiddle and me, Lemon St. Mungo (1844) 88.

14. Used before the gerund, gen. with the sense of ' for
the purpose of.'

w.Som. 1 I've a-tookt all Mr. Bond's grass to cuttin'. Thick
hedge is a wo'th two shillins a rope to makin'. So also *to doing,'
' to digging,' ' to building,' ' to drashing,' &c. Thick there rat's a
wo'th zixpence to killin'. Dev. I be a poor chap to tellin',

Longmans Mag. (June 1901) 154.
15. Used elliptically for ' particular to.

1

n.Cy. (J.W.) w.Yks. Ah'm noane to a copper or two, so let's
hev a gooid un, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 29, 1899); w.Yks.2

Lan. ' Yoar abeawt reet,' says John, ' awm never to a pint of ale,'
Staton Loominary (c. 1861) 45.
16. Used elliptically for ' belonging to.'
Ayr. Seven kin' o' crocks wi' narrow necks and lugs to them on

ilka side to lift by, Service Notandums (1890) 67. w.Som.1 There
never wadn no kay to un. nw.Dev. 1

17. Used elliptically with the v., esp. of motion, under-
stood.

Bnff. He up an' to the dancin, Taylor Poems (1787) 143. Kcd.
They saw their sons to men, Jamie Muse (1844) 108. Edb. ' O
whar's she to?'— I aft did say, Macaulay Poems (1788) 137.
Don. The giant and him to it, and the like of their fight was never
witnessed, Macmanus Chim. Comers (1899) 130. n.Cy., Yks.
(J.W.) Ken. 1 I'm just a going to it [I am just going to do it].

Sur. 1 w.Som. 1 The usual way to set on a dog is 'To un ! to un,
Pinch!' i.e. go at him. Dev. To him again, Grose (1790) MS.
add. (M.)

Wy ;

18. Used as the sign of the inf. where in standard Eng.it
is omitted.

Chs.3 I saw him to do it. Oxf.1 I'll let you to know, MS. add.
19. Before a division of time : this. See To-year.
Lin. For thou'U be twenty to weeak, Tennyson N. Farmer, New

Style (1870) st. 2 ; Lin. 1 n.Lin.1 To-week. sw.Lin.1 To-month.
Ess. (H.H.M.) Dor. I be very busy to-week, Francis Fianders
Widow (1901) 366. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 ' I shall
be sure to zee un t'arternoon.' This form is used with a future
construction, seldom, if ever, with a past tense—in the latter case
it would be ' s'arternoon.' Dev.3 Tar-ter-niine [this afternoon!.
nw.Dev. 1 J

20. prep, and adv. In comb. (1) To-bread, a piece of
bread or biscuit given in ; also used fig. ; (2) -doors, out
of doors

; (3) -gen, against, near to
; (4) -house, at home

;

(5) -look, (a) a look-to
; (b) an outlook, matter of expecta-

tion
; (6) -looker, a spectator

; (7) -luck, something given
in above the bargain; (8) -one, at one and the same
moment

; (9) -part, apart, in pieces.
(1) Sc. The . . . baxter . . . may at times . . . give a farthing

biscuit—as what is called 'too (or additional) bread'—on the
purchase of a shilling's worth, N. &•> O. (1854) 1st S. x. 531Dmb. You were yoursel the 'to-bread' to the gift, Salmon
Gowodcan (1868) 104. (2) w.Som.1 ' Go to doors,' always said to
dogs. ' He turned to, and put em all to doors.' This latter is the
ordinary way of speaking of a publican clearing his house. Dev
Put they dogs to-doors, Reports Provinc. (1885). Cor. You must
dreev'n away, send un to doors, Tregellas Tales, 5. (3) Lei. 1

If yo goo to-gen 'im, a'll boite. (4) Dev. A woman said of her
children she 'has em baptized to house,' Reports Provinc. (1885)
(5, a) Cai. 1 Gie a tee-leuk till ma bairns till I come back, (b) Sc

A puir to look (Jam.). (6) Dev. (Hall.) (7) Sc. I got a penny to

the to-luck (Jam.). (8) n.Dev. He was always on the contrivyhow
to diddle his cowardice and Matthew Morse to wan, Zack Dunstable
Weir (1901) 192. (9) Som. So he tookt it to-part (W.F.R.).

21. adv. In place ; close. See Put-to (s.v. Put, v} 2 (20, a).)

Sc. The dore is to (Jam.). Ayr. Hunter Studies (1870) 279.
N.Cy. 1 'Is the door too?' 'It is too.' Cum. 2 To ' mak to ' the door
is to shut the door ; Cum. 4 T'horses is to. w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lan.
I put t'pig to beside her et keep her company, N.Lonsdale Mag.
(Jan. 1867) 270. Oxf. (G.O.) Suf. 1 Is the door to ?

22. Obs. Down. Sc. Ganging to of the sun (Jam.).

23. After a num. adj. : almost. Hrf.1 She is eighty to.

24. Used redundantly with an adv. of place, esp. at the
end of a sentence.
Som. 'Where is it to?' <Justtothere?'(J.S.F.S.) w.Som.1 1 can't

think wherever they be to. Where's a-put the gimlet to? At a
political meeting at Taunton, Nov. 8, 1885, a man shouted,
' Where's Gordon to ? ' Dev. Where was he to, Mrs. Delve, when he
wrote? O'Neill Dimpses (1893) 29. Cor.3 Where be you living to?

25. Phr. (1) to and again, (a) backwards and forwards

;

to and fro
;

(b) now and again
;

(c) wavering, uncertain
;

(2) — and against, (3) — and avore, see (1, a)
; (4) — and

from, see (1, b).

(1, a) Yks. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) w.Yks. 1
, s.Chs.',

Der.2 , nw.Der.1
, Glo.2 19. Ken.1 See de old pendylum goo to-and-

agin ; to-and-agin
; to-and-agin, all de while. Stir.1 I goes to the

shop to and agin. Sus. 1 She doddles to-and-agin. w.Som. 1 The
hyener widn bide quiet a minute ; there a was gwain to an' again in

the cage all the day. Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 435. (b) Cor. 3

(c) Nhp.1
1 take no notice of what she says, she's so to an' again.

War.3
(2) Brks. (E.G.H.) (3) w.Som. 1 In ploughing, or other

work on land, the implement is said to go ' to an' avore.' Dev.
An work'd et too'n avore, agin Ha com'd ta zau tha barly in,
N. Hogg Poet. Lett. 1st S. 50, in Elworthy Wd. Bk. (1888). (4)
Dev. Her'th abin ill to and from ever since Christmas, Reports
Provinc. (1885).
26. conj. Till, until.
N.I. 1 Come here to I kiss you. Uls. Hame a'll no' go, tae a see

the doctor comin' oot, M cIlroy Druid Lsland (1902) 48. Ant.
Only wait to' I can get the word, O'Neill Glens of Ant. (1900)
22. Nhb.1 Deeth winna come tiv he's ready.
27. sb. In phr. tos andfros, waverings, indecisions.
Slg. After many to's and fro's, and much confusion and fear,

anent the state of my soul, Wodrow Soc. Sel. Biog. (ed. 1845-7)
I. 133. n.Yks. He'd seen eneeaf o' their teeas an' frays (I.W.).
TO-, adv.* Shr. Som. Dev. As a prefix to v. : in pieces,

asunder.
Shr. 1 Mary, yo' see an' bring that stean in to-night ; if it freezes

we sha'n 'ave it to-bost like the tother—it wuz clane split i' two,
like as if it 'ad bin cut. w.Som.1 Dev. ' You'n have yourn holders
t brocked,' i. e. canine teeth broken off—an operation sometimesper-
formed on a sheep-dog when too rough, Reports Provinc. (1881).
TO, see Ta, Thou, Tow, v.

3

TO, sb. Sh.I. Also in form toa. rtce.l Old grass.
Jakobsen Dial. S/t. (1897) 46.
[ON. to, a tuft of grass

; a grassy spot (Vigfusson).]

J«^m1
E

'
/w/

-
CaL1 [toxi] A call to a cow.TOAD sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer.

Also in forms taad w.Yks. 1
; tad Som. ; tade Sc. (Jam.)

Dev.; taed Sc (Jam. Suppl.) N.Cy.1
; taid Sc. (Jam.);

taryad ne.Lan.1
; taud Sc. (Jam.) ; tead Sc. Cum.14 Wm.

Yks. ne.Lam1
; teadd Cum.14

; teahd Cum.; ted Sc.
(Jam) S. & Ork.1

; teead Wm. n.Yks.2 : tiad Lakel.2 ;toard Not.
; tooad e.Yks.1 s.Lan.1 Chs.1 s.Chs.1 I.W. 1

bom.
;
tood Lei.1

; tuoad Dor.1
; twoad Der. Glo. Brks.1

?Tw r^ i\?u°u
r
i
D

r

ev
-
Cor- twud °xf-'; tyad Cum.;

tyed N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1
[tod, toad ; ted, tiad.] 1. In comb.

(i) load-and-battlin-stone, (a) two stones formerly used

/m r»,
ng ne for sPmninS !

now used for beating sand;
(6) a little

:

man on a big horse
; (2) -bit, a disease in cattle,X ,% * P01f°

n of toads
; (3) -'s-eye, (a) a kind of

stone; (b) fig. jealousy
; (4) -fair, see below; (5) -s'-

gender, toad or frog spawn
; (6) .'s-head, part of a flail

;

(7) -holes, a poor class of dwelling-houses in a low, un-
pleasant locality

; (8) -hole-waller, one who builds feAces,

a m~?
W
f k

1S
-

n
?
t

-

a
<lualified mason ; (9) -in-a-pot, obs.,a mode of bewitching any one ; see below

; (10) -in-the-
noie, (a) a dish consisting of meat baked or fried in batter
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b) a small suet pudding cooked and served in broth

;

11) -lodge, the stone loach, Cobitis barbaiula
; (12) -pits,

ibs., certain pits where toads live dry
; (13) -red, -rud, or

rut, (14) -riddings,.(i5) -slubber, (16) -slutch, see (5);

[17) -spit or -spittle, froth formed on plants by the Cicada

spumosa; 'cuckoo-spit'; (18) -spue, see (5); (19) -stabber,

a bad, blunt knife ; a jack-knife
; (20) -stone, (a) see

below; (b) greenstone ; (21) -'s-todder or -tother, see (5).

(1 a, b) Lakel. 2 (2) N.Cy.1 w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811).

(3, a) Dor. Next below the 'white rag' or top layer in Swanage
quarries (C.W.). Cor. Cassiterite, varieties ' Toad's Eye '

and
' Wood Tin ' (fibrous binoxide in concentric laminae), Smyth Cat.

Mineral Coll. (1864) 18. (6) Lth. Yon vile discrimination That

breeds aye the taid's e'e In mony a congregation, Smith Merry

Bridal (1866) 10. (4) Dor. It is not long since that a ' cuning

man ' of great fame used to hold an annual levee in the neighbour-

hood of Stalbridge, the residence of the wise lady. This gathering

was called ' Toad Fair,' because the man sold out to crowds of

admirers the legs torn from the bodies of living toads. These

were placed in a bag which was worn round the neck of the

patient and counted a sovereign remedy for scrofula, the ' over-

looked,' and other maladies, Standard (Sept. 22, 1880) in Flk-Lore

Rec. (1880) III. pt. ii. 288. (5) n.Lin. 1
, Nhp. 1

,
Hnt. (T.P.F.) (6)

nw.Dev. 1 (7) w.Yks. (B.K.) ; He went into partnership with

another person at Toad Holes near Oakenshaw as a cropper,

Peel Luddites (1870) 18. (8) w.Yks. He wor nobbut what wor

called a tooad hoil waller, Hartley Clock Aim. (1893) 17. (9)

n.Lan.1 Formerly a common mode of bewitching anyone was to

put a toad in a jar, and cover it closely ; as the toad dwindled

away, so would the person bewitched. (10, a) Midi. Northall

Wd. Bk. (1896). Lei.1 Nhp. 1 The same name is also given to

bacon cut in small pieces and boiled in a crust. War. 23
,
Oxf.

(G.O.), Hnt. (T.P.F.), e.An.1 Nrf. Next follows toad-in-the-hole,

Patterson Man and Nat. (1895) 138. Suf. 1 Ess. Gl. (1851)

;

That day, they had a toad-in-hole, Clark /. Noakes (1839) st. 67 ;

Ess.1 w.Sus. Holloway. Hmp.1 Wil. On Zaturdays I then ood

buy A piece ta roast, ar beak, ar vry, Ar var a pudden ar a pie,

Ar touad in hole, Slow Rhymes (1889) 112. Dev. Cramming his

mouth with a large forkful of toad-in-the-hole, Ford Poslle Farm

(18091 215. Cor. 12 (b) Wm. 'Can ye fettle a teead-e-t-whol if

Ah mak ye yan apiece?' 'We can that' (B.K.). (11) Hmp. 1

(12) Dev. Upon some of the downs of Devon, particularly Haldown,

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 426. (13) Sc - (JAM - Suppl.), n.Cy. (J.H.),

NCy. 1
, Nhb.1 (s.v. Paddock), Lan. 1

,
s.Lan. 1

,
Chs.1

(14) Nhb. 1

(sv. Paddock), nw.Dev.1 (15) w.Yks. 1 (16) e.Lan. 1
,
s.Lan.1

(17)

Cai.1 , Cum.14 , w.Yks. 1
, n.Lan. 1

, ne.Lan.1
,

n.Lin.1
,
Nhp. 1

,
Hnt.

(T P F ) Hmp. It's toads 'at make that toad spit, an' it be mighty

poisonous (W.M.E.F.). (18) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) (19) Wil. Slow

Gl (1892) • Wil. 1 Som. Sweetman Wmcanton Gl. (1885). [Amer.

Dial. Notes (1896) I. 400.] (20, a) Kcb. For stoppin blind whun

onybuddy wus woundit. They put a taedstane on the wound an

said :
' The water's mud, an rins afluid, An sae dis thy bluid. God

bad it Stan, an so it did. In the name o' the Father, Son, an Holy

Ghost Stan bluid,' Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 128. (b) Der.The

name loadstone is applied to the greenstone which is intercalated

with the carboniferous limestone, Woodward Geol. hug. and

Wales (1876) 377; Greenstone (locally termed 'Toadstone ),irom

a mine near Hartshill Hall, Derbyshire. An intimate mixture of

felspar and hornblende, Ramsay Rock Spec. (1862) 64. nw.Der. 1

(21) Lei.1 , Nhp 1 (s.v. Toad's gender), Hnt. (T.P.F.)

2. Comb, in plant-names : (1) Toad-back, a kind of pear;

(2) -broom, var. kinds of horsetail, Equisetum ; (3) - s-cap,

(4) -'scheese, a fungus ; a toadstool ; (5) -flax, the corn

spurrey, Spergula arvensis
; (6) -flower, the common hedge-

nettle, Stachys sylvatica; (7) -'s-grass, see (5); (8) -s-

heads, the common fritillary, Fritillaria Meleagns ; (9) • s-

or -s'-meat, (10) -paddock, see (3) ;
(n) -pipe(s, see (2)

;

(12) -skep, a fungus ; a little mushroom ; (13) •( s-spawn,

the green scum on ponds, var. species of Confervae ; (14)

-spit the common duckweed, Lemna minor; (15) -stool,

a mushroom; (16) -stowp, (17) -stump, see (3); (18) -tether,

the creeping crowfoot, Ranunculus repens.

fit Chs l (2) Som. (3) Nhp.1 All fungi which have a conical

pileus s.Fem. (W-M-M.), Hnt. (T.P.F.), e.An.1
,
Nrf Suf 1

U) Oxf. (J.E.D.); Science Gossip (1882) 165. Brks. Gl. (1852);

Brks 1 Wil.1 (5) Chs. 1 (6)Yks. (7) s.Chs.1 (8) Wil.1
(9)

Glo. Them there tother things be nowt but toadsmeat^BuCKMAN

Darke's Sojourn (1890) xvii. 1W.«, Wil.1,
Dor. (C.W.), Dor 1

(10) Lan. '(ii) Nhb., Cum, Cam.14 ,
Wm. (B.K.), w.Yks. (W.H.),

w.Yks.1 Lan. Plants are seen adhering to the marl, especially

those which are vulgarty termed Toad Pipes, Thornber Hist.

Blackpool (1837) 138. ne.Lan.1
, n.Lin.1 , nw.Lin., sw.Lin.1 (12)

e.An. 1 A fungus produced from ash-trees. (13) Hmp. 1
, w.Wil.

(G.E.D.) (14) Lin. (15) n.Sc. (Jam.) (16) e.Yks. 1 MS. add.

(T.H.) (17) s.Lan. 1 (18) Yks.

3. Phr. (1) as awkward as a grund toad, said of any one
especially difficult to get on with

; (2) asfull of anger, &c.

as a blown toad, very full of anger, &c. ; (3) as hard as a
fell — , of a peculiarly stout and hardy nature ;

used of

persons and animals
; (4) like or as a — below, beneath, or

under a harrow, in a state of torture
; (5) like a — out of a

tree—thump! used of a person falling awkwardly; (6) to be

like a — dressed in muslin, said of a vulgar woman in fine

clothes ; (7) to come down thump, like a — from roost, see

(5) ; (8) to pine away like a — on a prick, to die of a lingering

illness
; (9) to sit like a — on a shovel, see below

; (10) to

titter take a — by theface than do something, used to express

great dislike for a certain undertaking.

(1) n.Lin.1 (2) s.Chs.1 (3) Cum. Gibson Pop. Rhymes (1861) 19.

(4) Sc. (A.W.) Nhb. Maw life, aw's sure, was full as bad as ony

tyed's belaw a harrow, Wilson Pitman sPay (1843) 30. Cum. Leyke

teades under harrows, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1840) 106. n.Yks.

(I.W.) w.Yks. 1 I's like a taad under t'harrow. n.Lin.1 To lead

the life of ' a toad under a harra',' to be in a miserable or distressed

condition. Nhp.1
, Hnt. (T.P.F.), Oxf. 1 Suf. Betham-Edwards

Mock Beggars' Hall (1902) 95. Ess. Here have you gone on at

me like a toad under the harrows ever since I brought you here,

Burmester John Lott (1901) 65. w.Som. 1 TJn-eebau-dee mud su

wuul' bee u too-ud uundur u aa-ru-z bee u focus tuleevsae-um-z

aa-y bee laung u dhee-— tiiz skan-lus un shee-umfeol aew aay bee-

u-saa-rd. Cor. Like a toad under a harrow, I don't know whichee

corse to steer, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 425, ed. 1896. (5)

War.2 (6) n.Lin. 1 (7) Wor. (J.B.P.) (8) s.Lan. 1 He pine t

away like a tooad on a prick. (9) n.Lin.1 ' He sits like a toad on

a shuvel,' said of anyone who has a very uncertain seat on horse-

back, and sometimes, therefore, by metaphor of anyone who is in

condition of affairs, family, or health, in a very uncertain condition.

(10) Yks. Gin ye knawed sae mich on yon awd lass at ah knaws,

yey'd nut hev ligged her sae negh yursel, ye'd titter tak a teead

by t'feeace, Macquoid Doris Barugh (1877) xix. n.Yks. 2

4. A term of contempt, dislike, or disgust.

Sc. (Jam.) S. & Ork.1 Applied contemptuously to a child. Abd.

He defined Dawvid Hadden as a pushion't ted, Alexander

Johnny Gibb (1871) xvii. Kcd. Peer silly ted, it brak' its string

An' ran upo' the brae, Grant Lays (1884I 13. Ayr. Never sin'

that taid o' a thing, Lieutenant Fairlie o' the Whirtleha', cam aboot

the place, has Rab been the same blythe lauchin' rogue that he

was, Service Notandums (1890) 41. Edb. A swindling, hen-

peckt, poisonous taid, The vilest o' them a', Carlop Green (1793)

127 ed. 1817. Ir. Och, the bould little toad, Did you notice the

dhrive, ma'am, she hit Murty Doyle? Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901)

go Cum. A want neea mare t'dee we sec a durty tyad, Christian

Sailor Lad (1880) 4. w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Chs. 1
' Yii nuwd toofid!

yoa)n bin iipstae-rz ugy'en,' addressed to a cat. Der. Et s spread

all ower th' country-side by naa, thaa dretty twoad, Gilchrist

Nicholas (1899) 88. s.Not. The young toard ! a should like to ha

wrung 'is head off (J.P.K.). n.Lin.1 What a foul-tung d toad she

is War 3 'A regular old toad,' i.e. a cross-grained old woman.

' She is an ugly old toad.' Glo. Darze thy back, thee cussnation

twoad, . . thee's bin an' shot my bird, Buckman Darke's Sojourn

(1890) iii. Brks. 1 A turned out a gallus two-ad, an run awaay

vrom who-am. Suf. An owl he sat in a hollow tree—A proper

spiteful toad was he, Old Song (J.Ar.) ; Now mawther, take that,

111 larn yow to be a toad, Fison Merry Suf. (1899) 34- Ken. She

is such a little toad (D.W.L.). Wil. (K.M.G.) Dor. I'll larn you

to lay your hands on my precious Jem, you ongrateful toad

!

Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 42. Som. I wish the little toad were

dead an' in his grave Raymond No Sou ! f ,899) 4°. Dev Jhats

a rigler jimcrack ol' twoad ov a tabul. '£'11 break down tha fust

timf 'e's used, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). nw.Dev. 1 Cor. My

wife—dirty ou'd toad, han't swept'n up fitty this mornin, Baring-

Gould Curgenven (1893) xlvi.

5 A term of endearment : esp. used of a child ;
a child.

Sc. A bonnie teddie (Jam.). Abd. The coy teds squeal An
' -

N °- Kcd. Ye winna

Flk fisoOri 'Ags.(jAM.,s.v.Taudee). Glo. A twoad of a wife

(

is rather an endearing expression than otherwise, Lysons
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Vulgar Tongue (1868) 46. Wil. A baby is called a ' poor little

twoad,' Akerman Tales (1853) 4. Dev. 'Er's a cute little to-ad !

Ford Larramys (1897) 120. Cor. He's such a hot-headed twoad
of a bwoy, Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 37. [Amer. Two little

orphan children, the prettiest little toads I ever beheld in all my
born days, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) 1st S. xxvii.l
TOAD, see Tod, sb.2

TOADERY, sb. w.Som.1
[tos-dsri.] Rubbish, weeds,

any undesirable object.
Such as dock seed mixed with seed corn, poppies, or other

weeds among the wheat. Dh-eo-1-z veo-1 u toa-uduree dee yuur
[the wool is full of foreign substances this year]. Aay zai-n dhee
vur u baa-ru veol u geo-d duung-, dud-n ees? un neet vur u paasl
u toa-uduree sae-um-z dhiish yuur- [I sent thee for a barrow full
of good dung, did not I? and not for a parcel of rubbish same as
this here is].

TOADY, adj. Nhp. 2 Hrf. 1 Also in form twoady Nhp. 2

[todi.] Hateful ; disagreeable, loathsome. See Toad, 4.
TOADY, a*. Glo.1

[to'di.] Very.
TOAK, v. Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To soak. (Hall.) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
TOALIE, sb. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) Also written tolie.

A small round bannock or cake of any kind of bread.
TOAM, TOAN, see Taum, Tone, num. adj.
TOAR, sb. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. Also written tore

Ken.2 Sur. Sus. 1 Hmp. [toa(r).] 1. Long, coarse grass
remaining in pasture fields in winter and spring ; also in
comp. Toar-grass.

Ken. (K.), Ken.12 e.Ken. Tore-grass is the old stems between
which cattle and sheep have grazed, of any kind of grass, which
has shed its seed and dried as it stands (H.M.). Sur. 1

, Sus.1

Hmp. Holloway.
Hence (1) Toar-hay, sb. hay made from toar-grass

; (2)
Toary, adj. long, coarse, as toar-grass

; full of long, coarse
grass.

(1) e.Ken. If much of it [toar-grass] is left it is sometimes cut as
toar-hay, but is of little value (H.M.). (2) Sur. Some rough 'torey'
grass which was dotted over with thorn bushes, Forest Tithes
(1893) 180

; Sur. 1 There's bin a fox in that old toary field of mine
for ever so long.

2. Grass and rubbish on corn-land, after the corn is
reaped. Ken. Lewis /. Tenet (1736).
TOAR, TOARD, see Tore, Toad.
TOARTHRE, TOAS, see Two-three, Toze, v.

1

TOAST-DOG, sb. Cum.4 An implement for toasting
bread or cakes

; see below.
Small affairs with three or four sets of double prongs, and

sometimes arranged to elevate or lower, according to the heat of
the fire. . . In Cum. they were shaped like a dog and called toast-
dogs, Cowper Hawkshead (1899) 178.

TOAT, TOATHRY, see Toit, v., Two three.
TOATTLER, sb. Lin. [toa-tle(r).] An aphetic form

of ' teetotaler.'

Doctor's a toattler, lass, an a's hallus i'the owd taale, Tennyson
N. Farmer, Old Style (1864) st. 17.

TOATY, v. Cor.3 [to'ti.] To toot.
TOB, sb. and v? Cor. [tob.] 1. sb. A small turf or

clod of earth ; a torn-up sod. See Tab, sb.2

A tooked up sich a g'eat tob and thrawed un ti

Dial. (1866) 17; Cor.3

2. v. To pelt with turfs or clods of earth. Cor 3

TOB, v.
2 Bdf. [tob.] To throw, ' chuck.'

Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 145; Tob it over. Tob
the ball. Our Jack tobbed this great stone at me (J.W.B.).
TOBACCO, sb. Sc. Irel. Also in form tabacca Bnff.1

1. In phr. take your tobacco, don't be in a hurry. N.I.1

2. Comp. (1) Tobacco-flour, (2) -meal, snuff; (3) -night,
a profane expression for a ryke-wake ; see below

; (4)
snipe, see below.

(1) se.Sc. 'Tis hardly i' a body's pow'r To buy this fine tobacco
flour, Donaldson Poems (1809) 113. (2) The price o' this
tobacco meal Has ruin'd mony a dainty chiel, ib. (3) n.Sc. There
was a plentiful supply of new pipes and tobacco, procured specially
for the occasion, and hence the irreverent sometimes spoke of the
lyke as the tobacco-nicht, Gregor Olden Time, 141. Bnff.1 (4)
Lnk. He was sent to work as a ' tobacco-snipe,' so that he might
add one welcome shilling a week to the depressed family exchequer,
Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) 181.

to her, Highah

TOBE, v. Sh.I. Also written t5b. [tob.] 1. To be
talkative. S. & Ork. 1 Hence Tobin,///. adj. talkative,

prosing, making silly speeches, ib. 2. To chide ; to

carp at.' ib.

TO-BE-DONE, sb. Lei. 1 A fuss, disturbance ; a 'to-do.'

Theer wur ivver so mooch to-be-done ovver it.

TOBIT, see Tovet.
TOBRIG, sb. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Also in form ta-brig.

A draw-bridge.
Mostly applied to a movable bridge over a canal or a railway,

constructed of two leaves or sections swung from opposite banks,

and joining or locking in the middle.

TOBY-TROT, sb. Som. Dev. A half-witted person ; a

simpleton.
w.Som. 1 He's a bit of a toby-trot [toa'bee-traat], too, he is ; I

zim he 'ant a-got all 'is buttons. Dev. (Hall.)

TOCH, see Touch.
TOCHER, sb.

1 and v. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Also in

forms togher Cum.14
; toker N.Cy. 1

; tokker Cum.14
;

tougher Nhb. 1
; towgher N.Cy. 1 Cum.4 Wm. [to\sr.]

1, sb. The dowry a woman brings her husband at mar-
riage.

Sc. Better a tocher in her than wi' her, Ramsay Prov. (1737)

;

A gude tocher and no that bad a pedigree, Scott Nigel (1822)
xxxii. n.Sc. When Jeannie was married Her tocher down tauld,

Buchan Ballads (1828) I. 188, ed. 1875. Per. Your minnie too

draws down her brow, And wi' yer tocher taunts me, Spence
Poems (1898) 17. s.Sc. The sum thou mentionest hast been laid

aside for the tocher of Anne, Wilson Talcs (1839) V. 3. Ayr.
Betty Bodle's tocher would hae been better than the Grippy,
Galt Entail (1823) xvii. e.Lth. Maidens' tochers an' ministers'

steepen's are aye less than they're ca'd, Hunter J. Inwick (1895)
161. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783), N.Cy. 1

, Nhb.1 Cum. Ray (1691) ; With
pewter dibler [plate] on her lap, On which her towgher's gethrin,
Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1805) 131 ; Cum.14 Wm. Nicolson (1677)
Trans. JR. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX.

Hence (1) Tocher-band, sb. the articles for the disposal
of a woman's dowry

; (2) Tocher-fee, (3) Tocher-gear, (4)
Tocher-good, sb. a marriage dowry

; (5) Tocherless, adj.
without dowry.

(1) Ayr. My daddie sign'd my tocher-band, Burns The Gallant
Weaver, st. 3. (2) Sc. ' A clerk ! a clerk ! ' the kin^ cried, ' To
sign her tocher-fee,' Kinloch Ballads (1827) 85. (3) Sc. For
tocher gear he did not stand, Maidment Garland (1824) 35, ed.
1868. (4) Sc. Mony fair promises at marriage make few at tocher
good paying, Ramsay Prov. (1737); That part of your father's
spoils which he may be prevailed upon to disgorge by way of
tocher good, Scott Bride of Lam. (1819) xxv. Rnf. My bairne
hes tocher-gud to ge yow, Rnf. Harp (1819) 99. (5) Sc. A land-
less laird with a tocherless daughter, Scott Waverley (1814) Ixvii.
Arg. The ones with the tocher won't have me, and the tocherless
girls I dare not betray, Munro /. Splendid (1898) 229. Ayr.
Miss Betty Graeme was the tocherless sixth dochter of a broken
Glasgow Provost, Galt Lairds (1826) vii.

2. v. To dower. Gen. in pp.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Nor was in the parish another Sae tocher'd, sae

winsome, and braw, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 294. Frf.
Mair he thinks o' kye an' land Than o' ocht aneath the mune,
Winna prize an eident hand Only tochered frae abune, Reid
Heatherland (1894) 29. Ayr. Will cried ' Come tocher Nelly O,'
Sillar Poems (1789) 213 ; Their father's a laird, and weel he can
spare't, Braid Money to tocher them a', Burns Tarbolton Lasses,
st. 2. Slk. It wad tocher a' our bonny lasses, Hogg Tales (1838)
334, ed. 1866. Nhb. A man may win a tocher'd lass, Coquet
Dale Sngs. (1852) 90. Cum. 1 He tokker't his dowter wi' twenty
pund

; Cum.4

Hence (1) Ill-tochered, ppl. adj. poorly dowered
; (2)

Weel-tochered, (3) Weighty-tochered, ppl. adj. richly
dowered.

(1) Sc. I've aye been thankful to Providence that made me ower
lll-faured and ill-tochered to be sought in wedlock, Keith Bonnie
Lady (1897) 96. (2) Sc. Ye are a bonny leddy, and a gude ane,
and maybe a weel-tochered ane, Scott Antiquary (1816) xii.
Abd. Sae mony bonny, weel-tocher't lasses i' the pairt, AlexanderAm Flk. (1882) 149. Ayr. Weel-featur'd, weel-tocher'd, weel-
mounted, and braw, Burns There's a youth, st. 2. (3) Rnf. We
trust a weighty-tochered wife He'll some day claw, McGilvray
Poems (ed. 1862) 95.

[Gael, tochar, tochradh, Ir. tochar, a dowry (Macbain).]
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TOCHER, sb.
2 e.An. A tether.

Nrf. (Hall.) ; You cannot go beyond your ' tocher,' Holloway.
rf., Suf. ' As near as a tocher.' Still in use (E.G. P.).

TOCHIOUS, see Touchous.
TOCK-BELLIED, see Tog-bellied.

TOD, sb.1 Sc. [tod.] A corruption of ' God ' : used in

xclamations of surprise, &c. See Dod, sb. 1

Sc. Tod, Meggie, but ye're richt ; I fear ye're richt, Leighton

>c. Wds. (1869) 21. Frf. Tod, it'll likely be Mr. Skinner, Barrie
Thrums (1889) ii.

TOD, sb.2 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin.

Uso in form toad Sc. [tod.] 1. A fox ; also used fig.

5ee Dodd, sb.
2

Sc. The fox is vulgarly known by no other name throughout Sc.

Jam.) ; There's thirty yonder . . . that ye have turned out o' their

)its o' bields, to sleep with the tod and the blackcock in the muirs !

Scott Guy M. (1815) viii ; The tod keeps aye his ain hole clean,

Henderson Prov. (1832) 13, ed. 1881. ne.Sc. Underneath thy

learth-stane The Tod shall bring her birds hame, Gregor Flk-

Lore(l88l) 112. Cai.1
, Inv. (H.E.F.) Frf. Once Gavin caught

i toad instead of a hare, and did not discover his mistake until it

had him by the teeth, Barrie Licht (1888) xii. w.Sc. Na na, an

auld tod Needs nae tutors, Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 91.

s.Sc. A tod has frighted me, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) III. 40, ed.

1848. Rxb. There's nae airting these tods by the light o' this

feckless auld moon, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 34. N.I. 1 N.Cy.1

He maun be seun up that cheats the tod. Nhb.1
,
Cum.14

,
Wm.

(A.T.), m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.3, Lan. 1

, n.Lan.1 Lin. Obs., Streatfeild

Lin. and Danes (1884) 372. n.Lin.1 Obs.

2. Comb. (1) Tod and (the) lambs, a game played on a

perforated board with wooden pins
; (2) -'s bairns, obs., an

evil brood ; a perverse young generation
; (3) -(s bird, (a)

the skua, Stercorartus catarrhactes
;

(b) pi., obs., see (2);

(4) -brod, a board on which the game of 'tod and lambs

'

is played
; (5) -'(s hole, (a) a fox's den

;
(b) fig. a secret

hiding-place ; the grave
; (6) -hunting, fox-hunting

; (7)

-i'-the-fauld, a game ; see below
; (8) -like, fox-like, crafty,

cunning
; (9) -lowrie, (a) the fox

;
(b) a bogie

;
a hob-

goblin
;

(c) a children's game ; (10) -tail, (a) in phr. to run

tod-tail, a children's game in which they run chasing each

other in single file
;

(b) the Alpine club-moss, Lycopodmm

clavatum ; also in pi.
;

(11) -touzing, a method of fox-

hunting by shooting, 'bustling,' 'guarding,' &c.
; (12)

tracks, traces of a fox's feet
; (13) -'s turn, a sly trick;

(14) -tyke, obs., a mongrel between a dog and a fox.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) ne.Sc. Amusing themselves ... in such games

as ' the Tod and the lam's,' Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 57. (2) Sc.

(Jam ) ;
' The tod's bairns are ill to tame, ' apply'd to them who are

descended of an ill parentage, or curs'd with a bad education

Such are hard to be made good or virtuous, Kelly Prov. (1721)

329 • ' You breed of the Tod's bairns, if one be good, all are good,

spoken of a bad family, where there are none to mend another, tb.

061 (3, a) Yks. Yks. IVkly. Post (Dec. 31, 1898). (6) Sc. Argyle

put some four or five hundred on Kintyre shore, to watch on

Antrim's designs ; the rest on the head of Lorn, to hold the

islanders and those tods birds of Lochaber in some awe, Baillie

Lett. (1775) I. 159 (Jam.). Rnf. It's ill taming tods birds,

WoDRowCorm. (1709-31) H. 276, ed. 1843- (4) Fif. Tennant

Anster (1812) Ixxi, note. (5, a) Sc. (Jam.) Per. By crag tops and

tod holes and green prickly whins, Spence Poems (1898) 3b. (0)

Sc. Ye'll be a' i' the tod's hole In less than a hunner year,

Chambers Pop. Rhymes (ed. 1870) 85. Dmb. We maun . . .
try

to find some tod-hole whaur the Doctor can ne'er get his clauts

owre me, Cross Disruption (1844) vi. (6) Gall. She's a famous

mare, your Black Bess, Tam, I think she has been broke to the

tod-hunting in her youth, she kens the gate sae weel to the cover,

Nicholson Hist. Tales (1843) 161. (7) Per- Form a circle, 'tod

being in the centre. Hands are joined—tod has to break the chain,

which he does at the part of the circle where the slowest runners

are • he thus gets a good start off. The chain being broken and

tod escaped, all give chase; the boy that captures tod becomes

tod in turn (G.W.). Kcd. At brak-o'-the-barhe, or tod-i -

the-fauld, I only micht catch you, when twenty wad try,

Jamie Effusions (1849) 65. (8) Sc. (Jam.) ;
Wae worth that tod-

like clan excise, That jeuk wi' cunnin crafty guise, TarRas Poems

/,«„,, 1 ro,t (ib 1 Avr. We make a proper allowance for his tod-

{Md&tS to other folks' cock/and hens, Galt Sir A. Wylie

(1822) xlviii. (9, a) Sc. (Jam.) ;
Tod-lowr.e, come out o your den,

Scott Nigel (1822) xxxi. Bnff.1 Frf. As some slee todlowne

steals, The laird stole oot an' took his flicht, Watt Poet. Sketches

(1880) 22. Per. Fra' behind a buss, keeks ane wi' sly todlowrie

leer—The loon Autolycus, Halieurton Ochil Idylls (1891) 55.

Ayr. Ha, ha ! tod-lowrie ! hae I yirded you at last ? Galt
Gilhaize (1823) v. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 477, ed.

1876. (6) n.Cy. Denham Tracts (1895) II. 78; N.Cy. 1 Said to

frighten children, ' Here's Tod-lowrey coming !
' Nhb. 1 Lin.

Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 372 ; Lin. 1
(<r) Elg. To see

yer bonny todlin' weans Playing Tod-Lowrie on the greens,

Tester Poems (1865) 121. (10, a) Cai.1 (b) Sc. It seems to

receive its name from its supposed resemblance to the tail of a fox

(Jam.). Gall. (J.M.), Nhb.1 (11,12) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). (13) Sc. This will be very odd, for a Scots Parliament to do

this, or Scotsmen to play their own country sic a tod's turn, Lett,

from CountryFarmer to his Laird (c. I7o6)2(Jam.). n.Sc. (ib.) Rxb.

Who in the world could spae that Trimmie wad play us sic a

tod's-turn as yon ? Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 210. (14) Sc. (Jam.)

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

TOD, sb.
3 Cai. 1 [tod.] A small species of crab, Cancer

locusta.

TOD, sb." w.Yks.2 Also in form toddy, [tod.] A
slang word for a ' fop

'
; a gaily-dressed person.

A well-dressed young man was called ' Toddy M .'

TOD, sb.5 and v.
1 Yks. Chs. Lin. Nhp. War. Glo. Oxf.

Bdf. Hrt. Hnt. e.An. Sus. Dor. Som. Ch.I. [tod.] 1. sb.

The head of a pollard tree ; a pollard tree. See Dod, sb*

e.An.1 Suf. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863); Rainbird Agrtc.

(1849) 301. Ess. Arch. (1863) II. 187.

2. A stump of a tree sawn off or left in the ground
;
an

upright stake of a wattled hurdle; a block of wood.

eAn 1
, Suf. (C.T.), Suf.1 3. A weight of wool

;
gen.

28 lb 'but varying in different localities. See Tad, sb.

e Yks 28.! lb ,
Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Chs. The wool is

fine it sold "in 1792 as high as 305. the tod of 20 lb., Marshall

Review (ed. 1808) 35. Lin.1 28 lb. ;
before the weight was fixed

by Act of Parliament the quantity was uncertain. n.Lin. 1
,
se.Lin.

(J T B ) Nhp. 1 A tod of fleece wool is 28 lb. by stat. 12 Car. I.

cap 32 and it so continues ; but if the fleeces are wound up by

the shearer or shepherd, and not by a sworn woolwinder, an

allowance is made of 1 lb. for filth, and the tod is 29 lb. When
sorted and sold out by the woolstapler to the manufacturer, the

tod whether ofclothing or combing wool, is 30 lb., being the eighth

part of a pack of wool, which is 240 lb. Glo. 28J
lb., Morton

Cyclo Agric (1863) ; A parcel (28 lb.) of wool, Horae Subseavae

f i„,\ 4,=;- Glo. 1 Oxf. In these parts the woolmen buy in 29

pounds to the tod, though they sell out but 28 Kennett Par.

Antia (1695) Bdf. 28 lb., and sometimes a pound over for pitch-

marks, making 29 lb., Morton ib. Hrt. Wool worth a guinea a

tod, Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) IV. 1. Hnt (T.P.F.) e.An.1 Nrf.

Sold wool at Loddon at eighteen shillings the tod, or two

stone Haggard Farmer's Year, viii, in Longman s Mag. (Apr.

1899)507. Sus. 32 lb., Morton ib. w.Sus. Holloway. Ch.I.

32 lb., Morton ib.

4 Any great weight ; a heap ; a bundle of hay

Glo A great tod, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 435- Dor. Zoo all the

lot o' stuff a-tied Upon the plow, a tidy tod, Barnes Poems (ed.

1869) 73. Som. (J.S.F.S.)

Hence Toddy, adj. heavy, weighty.

Nhp. 1 A person weighty either in person or purse is said to be

toddy. War.s

5. v. Of wool: to weigh 28 lb.

Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) si* ^ Them
,

sheap '11 tod threes j that is, the fleeces of three of them will

weigh a tod. ' Mr. Witherel, of Hackington, informed me that of

what was called Lincoln sheep he todded all threes, Young

Agric (1799) 3 11 - e.An.1
.

[3 Todde, weight, sexdecimpondo, Levins Mamp. (1570).

Icel.loddi, atodofwool(ViGFussoN).]

TOD, sb.° Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also in forms toddie,

todie. A small round cake of any kind of bread given

to children to keep them in good humour. Rxb. Hence

Toddle, sb. a small cake or scone. Ud.

TOD sb 7 Sc [tod.] In phr. to take the tod, to take a

fit

Ll!Really thofhfth^ye we il., Or that ye'd ta'en the tod,

Thomson Musings (1881) 117-
.

fnr> sh 8 Cor. [tod/l A confusion, muddle.

they've all gone mlzed together, 'a b'lieve. Such a tod
!

It s
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like a crab goin' to jail—all on one side. I never heerd tell o' the
like ! Lee Widow Woman (1899) 179; Cor.3

Hence Toddy, adj. confused, muddled. Cor.3

TOD, v.
2 Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Also written todd

n.Cy. 1. To tooth sickles. Cf. toodle.
n.Cy. Grose (1790). w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781).

ne.Lan. 1

2. Obs. To cut the teeth.
n.Cy. Soon todd soon with God [when a child hath teeth too

soon], Ray Prov. (1678) 26.

TOD, see Tad, sb.2

TO-DAY, adv. Som. [t3-de\] In comp. To-day morning,
this morning.
Your father brought in a wheat-mow only to-day morning,

Raymond No Soul (1899) 144. w.Som.1 Usually contracted to
' dai' mau-rneen.' ' I zeed-n day mornin' vore breaksus.' ' We
com'd away day mornin 1

'bout o' vive o'clock.'

TOD(D, sb. and adj. Lei. War. Wor. Glo. Also in

forms tad se.Wor. 1
; tott Lei.1 [tod.] 1. sb. A disease

of rabbits, causing swelling of the stomach.
Lei.1 War.2 Superabundance of vegetable food is said to cause

it. se.Wor. 1
, Glo. 1

Hence (1) Tod-gutted, ppl. adj., (2) Toddy, adj. pot-
bellied. Glo. 1

2. adj. Pot-bellied, ib.

TODDER, TODDLE, see Tother, sb., Tod, sb.e

TODDLE, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs.
Not. Lin. Lei. War. e.An. Dor. Som. Cor. Also written
todle Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. Cum. ; and in forms taddle n.Cy.

;

tuddle e.An. 2 [to'dl.] 1. v. To walk with feeble,
tottering, uncertain steps ; to stagger as a drunken man

;

to waddle. Cf. doddle, v. 1
, tottle.

Sc. (Jam.) Frf. Rosy round gaed todlin' hame Ilk loyal guest,
Smart Rhymes (1834) 130. Per. Late-born lambs are toddlin' i'

the sun, Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 67. Ayr. I was come
round about the hill, And todlin down on Willie's mill, Setting my
staff, wi' a' my skill To keep me sicker, Burns Death and Dr.
Hornbook (1785) st. 5. Wgt. A queer aul' woman cam' todlin' in,

Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 231. n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)
Cum. Now todlen down the hill o' life, Anderson Ballads fed.
1808) 20; Cum.i, w.Yks. 1

, s.Lan. 1 Lin.1 Old Joe came toddling
in. e.An.2 Dor. Who should I see but wold B toddlin' along
in front of me, Francis Pastorals (1901) 185.

Hence (1) Toddler, sb. one who walks with a short
step

; (2) Toddlish, adj. slightly intoxicated, half tipsy

;

(3) one's toddling-slring is broken, phr. one cannot walk.
(1) Sc. (Jam.) (2) s.Chs. 1 Nuw, ee wo)nii drungk, bur ee wuz

u bit tod-lish. (3) Cor. 3

2. To walk leisurely ; to saunter.
Sc. She's turned me into an ugly worm. And gar'd me toddle

about the tree, Aytoun Ballads (ed. 1861) II. 364. Per. 'Mang a'
the queer bodies that toddle the road, Stewart Character (1857)
15. Ayr. Ye're a bankrupt, till ye toddle Frae aff this ba', White
Jottings (1879) 153. Kcb. He had joost tae toddle his wa's hame,
Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 390. n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add.
(P.) Nhb.i Aa'll just be toddlin. Cum. 1 It's time to be toddlin'
heamm. w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Lan. 1 Well, good-neet, aw mun toddle
whoam. n.Lin.1 ' Well, I mun be toddlin,' is a common expression
used by onewho has stayed talkinglonger than he ought to havedone.
Ess. Clark/. Noakes (1839) Gl. w.Som. 1 Come, Bill! we can't
bide no longer, 'tis gettin' late, we must toddly 'long. Cor. Now,
I'll toddle; and don't you forget your promise about my bunnet,
Harris Our Cove (1900) 126.

3. Obsol. To purl ; to move with a gentle sound, as a
stream or river.

Sc. (Jam.) Rnf. Whiles my plaint I mamp an' mummle Whar
the burnie todies by, Picken Poems (1813) I. 188. Ayr. Ye
burnies, wimplin down your glens, Wi' toddlin din, Burns Elegy
on Capt. M. Henderson (1790) St. 4. Lnk. Owre hagg or hill,
Whar Irvine todlin rins alang, A wee bit rill, Struthers Poet.
Tales (1838) 78. Nhb. Its brook in front ' wi' toddlin' din,' Dixon
Whittingham Vale (1895) 58.

4. Obs. To make a murmuring noise in boiling, as meat
in a pot.

Fif. (Jam.) ; A junt o' beef ... Aft in your pat be todlin',
Douglas Poems (1806) 66.

5. sb. A child just beginning to walk.
Ags. (Jam.), Not. 1 Lei.' G' long, ye little talkin' toddle ! War.3
Hence Todlich, sb. a child just beginning to walk. Fif.

Jam.) 6. A neat person of small stature. Ags. (Jam.)

TODDY, adj. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Ess. Also in forms
toidy, tuddy Yks. [to-di, w.Yks. also toi'di.] Small,

tiny
;
gen. in comb. Toddy little. Cf. doddy, adj.1

n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks. (J.W.); What a tuddy chap. Sitch a

little, toddy man ah ne'er see'd afore (jE.B.) ; w.Yks. 1 Gie me a

Hie toddy bit. ne.Lan. 1
, Ess. (W.W.S.)

TODDY, see Tod, sb.*

TODGE, sb. Nhp. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Hmp. Wil. Cor.
Also written todg Oxf. 1 [todg.] Anything of a thick,
' stodgy ' consistency, esp. thick spoon-meat, soup, &c.
Nhp. 2 Glo. 1 It's as thick as can be, all run into a thick todge.

Oxf. 1 Dhis yuur uuynuun por'ij iz uz thik uz toj. Brks.1, Hmp.
(H.E.) Wil. Britton Beauties (c. 1825) ; Wil. 1

, Cor. 2

Hence (1) Todged-milk, sb. milk thickened with flour.

Hmp. 1

; (2) Todgey, adj. short and fat. Brks. 1

TODGE, v. Lakel. [todg.] To go at a slow, ambling
pace ; to shamble. Cf. tog, v.

Lakel. 2 He was todgen on nice an' stiddy. Wm. They'd nobbut
bin todgen on varra whiat, Kirkby Granite Chips (1900) 20.

TODGIE,s6. Obs. Bwk. (Jam.) A small, round, flat cake.

TODIE, TODLE, see Taudy, Tod, sb.6 , Toddle.
TO-DO, sb. and v. In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Sc.

Eng. and Amer. Also written to-doo Hrf.2 Oxf. ; and in
forms ta-dea Cum.14 ; ta-deea Wm. ; t'dee Sc. ; ti-deeah
e.Yks.1

; tii-dii Dev.3 [ta-dtr, -diir, -dia\] 1. sb. Ado,
commotion, fuss ; trouble ; lively or excited proceedings.

Sc. Dear, dear, . . such a to-do about nothing, Keith Lisbeth

(1894) ii. Bnff. 1 The're mackin' a t'dee nae coummon aboot that
thing. Edb. In the roushie doucie the guard might have sic a to-

do to save their ain skins, that I might manage to come off with
mine, Beatty Secretar (1897) 89. n.Cy. (J.W.), Cum. 14 Wm.
We hed a bonny tadeea when t'gaffer gat ta know they war ower
thick (B.K.). n.Yks. (I.W.) e.Yks.1 Was there mich ti-deeah at
oss-show? w.Yks. 2

, Lan.1
, s.Lan. 1 Chs.1 What ails him? he's

making a great to-do. s.Chs. 1 Dhur)l bi ii praafi tu-ddo- wen dhii
mes-tur eeiirz on)t. nw.Der. 1

, Not.1 s.Not. What a to-do about
noat (J.P.K.). n.Lin.1 What a to-do you are makkin' all aboot
noht. s.Lin. We hed sich a to-do th' tuther neight, Ah agnt got
o'er it yit (T.H.R.). Lei.1, Nhp. 1

, War.3
, Hrf. 2 Oxf. An tel e

strayt awf, too, athowt much to-doo {Coll. L.L.B.). Brks. 1
,

Hnt. (T.P.F.), e.An. 1 Cmb. 1 And there's such a to-do about
it as you never heard. Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 27.
Ess. 1

,
Ken. (G.B.), Sus.1 , Hmp.1 I.W.1 Here's a pretty to-do.

Wil. They make a fine to-do, Britton Beauties (1825). n.Wil.
(E.H.G.) Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). w.Som.1

Purty to do up to board, wad-n 'er ? I yeard 'em zayW 'most
come to faitin' way 'em. Dev. 3 Ots awl theys tii-du about?
w.Cor. There was a fine to-do when I brok' the basun (M.A.C.).
Colloq. There's a pretty to do in your tower, Bloudie Jack, In
your tower there's a pretty to do, Barham BloudieJack in Ingoldsby
(ed. 1864). [Amer. I'm not gwine to make a great to-do about it,

Johnston Middle Georgia (1897) 20.]

Hence To-doment, sb. a fuss, a ' to-do.' se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
2. v. In phr. to take to doing, to scold.
w.Som. 1 Missus tookt me to doin', sure 'nough, 'bout the milk,

but I could-n help o' it.

TO-DRAW, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. Also in forms

Slk. (Jam.), n.Cy. (Hall.), Cum.1 * Win. When he deed he
left mea a conny hause, a parrak, a garden, an twea conny Hie
mosses, and I feend it varra comfortable teaa draa, Wheeler Dial.
(1790) 22, ed. 1821.

2 A newsmonger's house ; a place or person resorted
to by idlers. N.Cy. 1

, Cum.14
TOE^ sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Midi. War. Wor.

Som. Dev. Cor. Also in forms tae Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1
;teea n.Yks.2

; toer w.Som.1 [to,to3 ; te.tie.] 1. sb. In
comb. (1) Toe-bite, a leech which inhabits stagnant ponds

;

(2) -biter, (a) one of a group of black insects which glide
upon the surface of still water near the banks of ponds,
#c.

;
(b) anything remarkable or surprising

; (3) -breadth,
the smallest possible distance; (4) -caker, an iron toe-
piece on a boot or shoe

; (5) -'s length, see (3) ; (6) -path,
a footpath; (7) -poke, a foot-sock; (8) -rag, (a) a rag
used to fill up a shoe too large for the foot

;
(b) dried salt
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cod-fish
; (9) -scute, (10) -shod, see (4) ; (11) -stone, the

stone at the foot of a grave.
(1) War.2 (a, a) m.Wor. (J.C.) (b) Lan. An' it's a toe-biter too,

Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) II. 81. s. Lan.1 That's a toe-biter.

(3) Bnff.1 He widna pit himsel' a tae-breeth oot o's wye t'dee a
bodie a gueede turn. Cld. (Jam.) (4) n.Yks. Yul ablij ma if yal

put tiakakars ami biuts. Tiakakars siavs biut tias reli (W.H.).

(5) Sc. ' Am I no gaun to the ploy, then ? '—
' And what for should

ye ? to dance a' night, I'se warrant, and no to be fit to walk your
tae's-length the morn, and we have ten Scots miles afore us,'

Scott Redg. (1824) I. 216 (Jam.). (6) Dub. There was no toe-

path at that time, Yeats Flk. Talcs (1888) 109. (7) n.Yks. 2 (8,0)
sXan. 1 Meat when over-boiled is said to be ' boil't to toe-rags.'

(6) w.Som.1 Anybody must have a bit o' mait now and again

—

anybody can't auvis live 'pon toe-rag. Cor. 3 (9) Cor. A glint of

daylight on the toe-scutes of two dangling boots, ' Q.' Ship of
Stars (.1899) 39. (10) Cai.1 Ayr. Heel shod and taeshod and
tacket and pin, Shaemaker, shaemaker, shoo ma shoon, Aitken
Lays of Line (1883) 118. (n) Abd. She can haud her tongue like

the tae-stane o' a grave, Macdonald Lossie (1877) vii.

2. Phr. (1) not to break one's toes, said in ridicule of a
lazy person

; (2) to show a toe, in wrestling : to kick
; (3)

to turn one's toe where one's heel stands, to turn round
; (4)

war toe-ers! used as a warning against a falling weight.
(1) nw.Abd. See an nae brak yer tae, Goodwife (1867) st. 16.

(2) Dev. Hone Table-bk. (1827) II. 416. (3) Sh.I. I canna turn mi
tae whar mi heel staands bit what ye hae somethin' ta set i' mi
rodd, Burgess Sh. Flk. (1902) 65. (4) w.Som.1

3. The part of the ' landside ' of a plough to which the

share is fixed. w.Som.1
(s.v. Landside.) 4. The prong

of a fork, &C. Sc. (Jam.) Gall. The tae o' a graip (J.M.).

Hence (1) Tae'd, ppl. adj. pronged
; (2) Three-tae'd,

ppl. adj. three-pronged.
(1) Sc. (Jam.) (2) Sc. (ib.) Ayr. An awfu' scythe, out owre ae

shouther, Clear-dangling hang ; A three-tae'd leister on the ither

Lay, large and lang, Burns Death and Dr. Hornbook (1785) St. 6.

6. One of the strips forming the end of a tawse. Sc.

(A.W.) Hence Lang-tae'd, ppl. adj. of a tawse : having

long strips at the end.
Edb. A' tremblin', for the lang-taed tawse, Maclagan Poems

(1851) 166.

6. Obs. A branch of a drain.
Abd. Where several branches meet, near the head of a principal

drain, which are provincially named its toes or taes (from some
resemblance to the letter T), these branches generally enter it at

an obtuse angle, Agric. Surv. 42 (Jam.).

7. pi. Obs. The spreading roots of trees. Midi. Mar-
shall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 8. v. To step.

Lan. Go at it, then—an' let's toe fair, Cy. Wds. (Nov. 3, 1866) 7.

TOEN, TOER, TO-FA, see To, prep., Toe, To-fall.

TO-FALL, sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Also

written toofal Sc. (Jam.) ; two-fall N.Cy. 1
;
and in forms

teea-fa Wm. ; teea-faw Lakel.2 ; tee-fa Cai.1 Cum.4
; tee-

faa Nhb.1
; tee-fall N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 Dur.1

; teeo-fo Cum.

;

teu-fo Cum.14 ; t-faw Cum. ; to(o-fa Sc. ; touffa Yks.

1. Obs. Of the day : the close, the fall
;
gen. used in phr.

the to-fall of the day or night.

Sc. (Jam.) ; He has scourM the gude green wood Till to-fall o'

the day, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 197 ; But ere the toofal

of the night He lay a corpse on the braes of Yarrow, Ramsay
Tea-Table Misc. (ed. 1871) I. 238. Ayr. Oh ! I was a waefu' man
Ere to-fa o' the night, Burns John Bushby, St. 2.

2. A small building annexed to a larger, against which

its roof rests ; a 'lean-to'; an adjoining out-house or shed;

a porch ; also used attrib. Cf. tuffold.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. The door was protected by a tefa or porch,

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 170. Cai.1 Frf. A too-fa' at the back, to

be used as a washin-hoose, coal-cellar, tattie-store, an' sic like,

Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) 130, ed. 1889. Dmf. Wallace
Schoolmaster (1899) 354. Gall. (J.M.), N.Cy.1

, Nhb.1
,
Dur.1

, Lakel.2 ,

Cum.14 Wm. N. & Q. (1861) 2nd S. xi. 339. n.Yks. 1 w.Yks.

Willan List Wds. (181 1) ;
w.Yks.2

3. Obs. Fig. A support.

Sc. The Lord my rock, my hainin-towir, an my to-fa, Waddell

Ps. (1871) xviii. 2.

4. Fig. A burden ; an addition.

Ayr. As he wus a sort o' toofa' upon their kindness, it fell his

part to keep their kinches, Ainslie Land ofBums (ed. 1892) 134.
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[2. To-falle, schudde, appendicium, appendix, teges
{Prompt.).}

TOFET, see Tovet.
TOFF, sb? Yks. [tof.] A dial, form of 'trough.'

w.Yks. Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) Gl.
TOFF, sb? Ken. Also in form torf Ken. 1

[tof, tgf]
Ears of wheat, pea-pods, &c, broken during threshing

;

chaff raked off the corn after it is threshed, but before it

is cleaned ; also in comb. Toff and choff.
The horses are ' fed entirely out of the barn, with what they

call toff and choff here ; the chaff and colder of Suffolk,' Young
Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XX. 244; Ken.1

Hence Toff-sieve, sb. a screen or sieve for cleaning
wheat. Ken. 1 Cf. toft-sieve.

TOFFEE, sb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Also in

forms taffy Lakel.2 Cum.14 I.Ma.; toughey w.Yks. 1

[to'fi ; ta'fi.] 1. In comb. (1) Toffee-join or -joining, a

toffee club ; see below
; (2) -stick,fig. the tiller of a boat;

(3) -Sunday, Palm Sunday.
(1) Lakel.2 Cum.1 Young people in the country sometimes

assemble on a winter evening and subscribe a few pence each to

buy treacle for making ' taffy,' and to enjoy the fun of slyly

besmearing each other's faces ; Cum.4 When there used to be a

taffy join, the custom was to ask a lot of young men and young
women. They all paid so much each, for the treacle and sugar,

and that was why it was called a taffy join, W. C. T. X. (1894) 6,

col. 3. Wm. Thear was a lot a young chaps hed med it up tha

wad hev a toffy-join, Taylor Sketches (1882) 15. w.Yks. Lasses

i' ther teens hed corned to hev ther toffy-joins, Wilsden Aim.

(1892) 4, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 29, 1899). (2) I.Ma. My lad

with the taffystick in his fist, Brown Yams (1881) 151, ed. 1889.

(3) w.Yks. (B.K.)

2. Phr. to join for toffee, to club together for the making
of toffee. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783), w.Yks. 1 3. pi. Sweets.

Lan. Mekkin them little toffees loike hailstooans, Ferguson
Moudywarp's Visit, 11.

TOFFEEIKA, sb. Yks. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Toffee.
' I knaw tha'll like it—it's toffeeika.' An' shoo brought aht throu

under her appron a little tin o' toffee, Cudworth Dial. Sketches

(1884) 113.

TOFFER, sb. Yks. [to
-

fs(r.] Promiscuous articles
;

odds and ends of old furniture, &c. ; rubbish ; rags.

n.Yks.12 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 353; e.Yks. 1

Thoo'dbetherbon [burn] all that toffer oot o'awd dhrawer. m.Yks.1

Hence (1) Tofferment, sb. 'toffer'; (2) Toner-shop, sb.

a shop in which odds and ends of furniture and other

miscellaneous articles are sold.

(1) n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks. 2

I wad n't niffer down ninepence for all

t'aud tofferments put together. m.Yks.1 (2) n.Yks.2

TOFFLE, v. n.Yks.2 [to-fi.] To be in a falling con-

dition. 'It's tofflin down,' as a dilapidated building.

[Cp. OE. tb-feallan, to fall in pieces (Sweet).]

TOFIET, see Tovet.
TOFT, sb. Sc. Nhb. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Lin.

Wor. Ken. Hmp. Dor. Dev. Also in forms taft Sc.

(Jam.) ; thoft Sc. (Jam.) S. & Ork.1
; tuft m.Yks.1

[toft.]

1. A homestead, messuage ; the land adjacent and

belonging to a house ; an enclosure ; land on which a

house has formerly stood. Also in comp. Toftstead.

Sc. A' the bonnie baronie 0' Bradwardine and Tully-Veolan

,

with the . . . tofts, crofts, mosses, Scott Waverley (1814) xlii

;

Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Sh.I. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 115.

Or.I. Fergusson Rambles (1884) 167. S. & Ork.1
,
n.Sc. (Jam.)

Per. The house was baith a tavern and a taft, Haliburton Dunbar

(1895) 96. Bwk. Bonny's the sod o' the Goodman's taft, Hender-

son Pop. Rhymes (1856) in. Nhb. 1 Lakel.1 In a Court Book of

the Manor of Derwentwater, Gawen Wren was fined ten shillings

about the year 1640 for having two fires in one toft at the same

time • Lakel. 2, Cum.14 ,
n.Yks.2 ,

m.Yks.1 w.Yks. There in the

toft are the hogs, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) v. ne.Lan.1

Der 2 ' Nor toft nor coft,' very poor. Not. The small holdings in

the Lammas fields were called toftsteads (J.H.B.). Lin.1 Since

the universal enclosure of land, there are no tofts, and they are

only now preserved in the names of Wigtoft, Brothertoft, Fishtoft,

Langtoft, &c. n.Lin. 1 sw.Lin.1 The people who had tofts on

the Moor. ' It went by toft-stead,' i.e. on the enclosure of the

Moor allotments were made to those who had tofts on, or adjoining

a a
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it, in compensation for their rights of grazing, turf-paring, cutting
furze and ling. Wor. In the title deed of an estate in Badsey
. . . dated in 1722, there is a piece of land described as a' toft'. . .

and a close or pasture ground lying in Portway Furlong, Allies
Antiq. Flk-Lore (1840) 336, ed. 1852. Ken.1 s.Hmp. I might ha'
been a comfortable man by this ; and now I'm like to have neither
toft nor croft, Verney L. Lisle (1870) xiii. Dor.1 Dev. Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 435.

Hence (1) Tofter, sb. the owner of a ' toft
' ; (2) Toft-

field, sb. a field belonging to a ' toft,' a home field
; (3) Toft-

house, sb. the house attached to a ' toft.
1

(1) n.Lin.1 All those who are inrolled in the Lord of th« Manor's
ancient burrough rent roll ... are Burghers and Tofters, and have
right of common, Gainsburgh Manor Records, in Stark Hist. 188.

(2) Sc. In a year or two I shall have on the toft field a gallant
show of extensive woodland, Scott Jrn. (Mar. 16, 1826). (3)
Per. Having an pipe playing, and fighting in the taft-house,
Lawson Bk. ofPer. (1847) 267.

2. Land once tilled but now abandoned. Or.I. Memorial,
Jig (Jam. SuppL). 3. Obs. A bed for plants. Cai. (Jam.)
Hence Plant-toft, sb. a bed for rearing young coleworts

or cabbages.
Cai. They mak these nurseries or plant-tofts of small extent,

that the dykes might shelter the young plants from the severity of
the winter, Agric. Surv. 119 (Jam.).
4. A low hill.

Lin. A high toft with the river on one side, and the fen for miles
on the other, Fenn Dick o' the Fens (1888) ii.

5. A small grove of trees. n.Yks.4

[ON. (opt, toft, a green tuft or knoll, a green grassy place

;

a piece of ground ; a messuage, homestead (Vigfusson).]
TOFTIN, sb. Sc. Also in forms taftan, taften (Jam.) ;

thoftin (Jam. SuppL). [to'ftin.j 1. A messuage or
dwelling-house and ground for household uses ; a ' toft.'

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) n.Sc. He . . . scrapt upo' paper at the dissol-
ments an' tanements o' the taftens, an' bad pit to my name, Blyd
Contract, 5 (Jam.).

2. The house built upon a 'toft' of land ; the holding or
using of the said house ; the right of so doing. (Jam.
Suppl.)

TOFT-SIEVE, sb. Ken. 1
[to-ft-siv.] A screen or

sieve for cleaning wheat. Cf. toff, sb.
2

TOFY, adj. Yks. 1. White, yellow, unhealthy-
looking. Cf. doughy. n.Yks. Tofy face (I.W.).
2. Of grass: soft, as when growing under trees, ib. Cf.

tath(e, 3.

TOG,«. Glo. [tog.] Togo; to jog along. Also used
with along and away. Home Subsecivae (1777) 435 ; Glo.1

Cf. todge, v.

TOG, sb. Sh.I. [t5g.] A person whom one likes or
values. S. & Ork.1

TO-GANG, sb. Obs. Sc. An encounter ; a meeting
;

access. Sibbald Gl. (1802) (Jam.).
TO-GAUN, sb. Obs. Lnk. (Jam.) A drubbing.
I'll gi'e you a gude to-gaun.

TOG-BELLIED, ppl. adj. Obs. Glo. Also in form
tock-bellied Glo.1 Pot-bellied, stout. Horae Subsecivae
(1777) 435 ; Glo. 1

(s.v. Tod).
TOGERSUM,^'. Obs. Rnf.(JAM .) Tedious, tiresome.
TOGETHER, sb. Hrt. e.An. Used in addressing one

of a number, or several persons collectively; also used
redundantly for the sake of emphasis. Also in comp.
Altogether. See Bor ; cf. soce.

Hrt. What areyou after, together? (H.G.) e.An. 1 Well.together,
how are ye all ? Cmb.1 And where are you going, together ? Nrf.
'Here's a nice harvest day, together!' would be a salutation to a
company ofmowers, Gillett Sng. Sol. (i860) Notes, 3. Suf. Very
common. No//, significance necessarily (S.J.) ; How doyew fare,
together, as mornin? (C.T.) Ess. Look there, together, good alive'
Downes Ballads (1895) III. 11 ; Ess. 1 Wa ayow gowan altogether?
TOG(G, sb. e.An. [tog.] A crab, esp. a small crab,

under 4* inches across the back. e.An.1 Nrf. Arch.
(1879) VIII. 174.

TOGGER, s6. Som. [to'ga(r).] The movable handle,
including iron-work, fixed by ring and wedge to the
' snead ' of a scythe. Cf. togs, sb. pl.\ toggles.

e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 I've a-got a good snead,

but there idn no toggers to un.

Hence (1) Togger-handle, sb. the wooden handle of a
scythe

; (2) Togger-ire, sb. the iron tang welded to a ring,

upon which the wooden ' togger-handle ' is fixed.

(1) w.Som.1 The best thing you can have for togger-'an'les is a

ivy-drum. (2) ib.

TOGGISH,a^'. e.An.2 [to'gij.] Proud of one's finery.

TOGGLES, sb. pi. Dev. [to'glz.] The two small
handles of a scythe-pole. Cf. togs, sb. pi}, togger.

I can't mow the lawn, sir, till I've got a new snead and toggles

to my scythe, Reports Provinc. (1885).

TOGHER, see Tocher, sb.
1

TOGS, sb. pi.
1 Dev. [togz.] The two small handles

of a scythe-pole. Reports Provinc. (1885). Cf. togger,
toggles.

TOGS, sb. pi.2 Or.I. (Jam. Suppl.) Tails of barley or

TOIDY,' TOIEG, see Toddy, Toig.
TOIG, sb. Sh.I. Also in forms toieg, toyeg, toyik.

[toi'ag.] A small straw basket to hold corn or meal. See
Ta(a, 3.

The toieg was originally made from tree root fibres, Jakobsen
Dial. (1897) 32; In a corner of the looder stood a toyeg (a small
straw basket), containing as much corn as would be a hurd o'

burstin', Spence Flk-Lore (1899) I 72 > Ane °' da lasses wis
carryin' a toyik wi' dry socks, Sh. News (Dec. 15, 1900) ; S. & Ork.1

TOIGHAL, sb. Dmb. (Jam.) A parcel, budget; luggage;
any troublesome appendage.
TOIL, v.

1 and sb.1 Sc. Nhb. Yks. Wil. Som. Also
in form twile Wil. Som. [toil ; twail.] 1. v. In phr.
to toil one's bones, to work hard ; to wear oneself out with
labour.

Rnf. Let others take pleasure in toiling their banes, Maintaining
extravagant wives and their weans, M cGilvray Poems (ed. 1862)
47. Nhb. Aw toil maw byens till through maw clay They peep,
Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 9.

2. To disturb, fatigue.
Wil. He war that weak, I thought as twurn't no good on't a

twilin' un gettin' up (G.E.D.).

3. To be restless. See Twily, adj.
Som. He twiled a good deal in the night (W.F.R.).

4. 5*. In comp. Toil-sprent, obs., marked with signs of
toil ; toil-worn.

Elg. The toil-sprent brow Is rubb'd baith smooth and fair,
Codper Poetry (1804) I. 151.

5. Phr. to keep in toil, to keep in action. w.Yks.3
TOIL, sb.2 Obs. Dor. Of a hill : the top. N.&*0

(1883) 6th S. viii. 45.
v

TOIL, sb.3 w.Yks.3
[toil.] The wheel of a barrow.

Cf. tirl, 17.

TOIL, v.
2 Dor. To set a trap.

[He] . . . locked the chain [of the man-trap] round one of
the trees, . . slid back the guard which was placed to keep the gin
from accidentally catching the arms of him who set it, or, to use
the local and better word, ' toiled ' it, Hardy Woodlanders (1881)
III. xiv. * "
TOIL, TOINE, see Toll, v.2, Tine, v 2

TOISTER sb. Yks. [toi'st9 (r).] A 'taistrel'; a

(S PUT™ ;
a mischlevous bov

5
Ht- a 'toaster.' w.Yks.

TOIT, sb.1 Gmg. Som. Dev. Also written toyte and in
form ti

:
nw.Dev.1

[toit] 1. A small seat or hassockmade of straw
; a cushion or hassock for kneeling upon.Gmg Collins Gower Dial, in Trans. Phil. Soc. (1848-so) IV.

223. Dev.1 nw.Dev.1 From H. Church Accounts, 1637-8 : -Paid

r« ?sF°?rM°/ a t0yt
,
e f°r Mn Churton t0 kneele upon 4rf.'

1647-8 : Paid for a tit for the minister srf

'

2. A settle. Som. (Hall.)
TOIT, v., sb.2 and adj.1 Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

w.Ly. Cor. Also written toyt Sc. Yks. ; toyte Sc. Nhb.1
;

w^/nET.* !? -.
N

-,

hb -
1 Yks"

; t°°at Yks
5

.; tot Nhb.1

to™ ; k
b
V ,

t0it L v
-
To totter

J
to walk feebly

to move about leisurely ; to saunter. Cf. toitle.

da!"' i
JAM

'
Ppl

\ ,

AM
-
Toitin ab00t amo ' th^t rent fowk a'day Alexander johnny Gibb (1871) xxx. e.Fif. I hechle an'clocher an' toyt but an' ben Like a puir feckless gran'sire o' three
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score an' ten, Latto 7am Bodkin (1864) xxi. Ayr. We'll toyte

ibout wi' ane anither, Burns Farmer's Salutation, st. 18. Nhb.1

Hence Toited, ppl. adj. tottering, feeble.

Lth. Your back sair bowed, your pace sair toyted, Ballantine
Poems (1856) 7. Edb. Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) Gl.

2. To take things easily ; to dawdle ; to trifle aimlessly;

to be engaged in foolish or frivolous proceedings ; to play

the fool.

Sc. Mackay. n.Yks.lz,m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Come an' get thi wark

done asteead «' toiting abaht theare (M.A.) ; Banks Wakefield

Wds. (1865).

Hence Toiting, ppl. adj. of work : easy.

w.Yks. That's a nice, toiting little job for you to pass your time

with (L.M.S.).

3. To fall over, tumble, upset.

n.Cy. (Hall.) Cum. Linton Lake Cy. (1864) 313. Lan.1
,

n.Lan.1
, ne.Lan.1

4. To tease.
Lth. Tho' toited by some, and tho' lightlied by mair, She never

compleened, tho' her young heart was sair, Ballantine Poems

(1856) 4-

5. sb. A helpless, dawdling person ; one without managing
capability. m.Yks.1 6. An attack of illness. Cf. tout, sb.

L

Sc. (Jam.) Peb. Puir man, he has had a bit toyte (A.C.).

7. An amusement, hobby, fad.

w Yks. He doesn't mak' mich wi' his garden, but it's a toit for

him (S.K.C.) ; It'll be a bit of a toyt for tha (J.J.B.) ;
(S.P.U.)

8. Phr. to keep in toit, to keep in trim or in practice ; to

beguile the time ; to find occupation or amusement for
;

to occupy one's attention. See In, prep. 3 (25).

w.Yks. ' It'll dew to keep him i' toit wi,' spoken after giving a

toy to a child (J.R.) ; Ta keep her hands i' toit, Hartley Clock

Aim. (1873)48; w.Yks.«

9. A fit of bad temper; a huff; temper generally. Sc.

(Jam.), Lakel.2 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II.

353. Hence (1) Toitish, (2) Toity, adj. flighty in temper,

easily offended, irritable ;
pert ; snappish.

(1) Lakel.2 Cor. But tha answerd'st so toytish, J. Trenoodle

Spec. Dial. (1846) 44; Cor. 1 *
(2 ) S c. Mackay (s.v. Touttie).

H.Cy. 1 A totie body. Nhb.1
, n.Yks. (I.W.) e.Yks. Marshall

Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 353-

10. A tumble ; an upset.

Wm. Gergarth Jim gev Gilpin t' toit, Blezard Sngs. (ed. 1868) 42.

11. adj. Pert, impudent ; curt, snappish.

Cor.1 She's bra' and toit ; Cor.2

12. Proud, stiff. w.Cy. (Hall.)

T0Y£,adj? Gmg. Pern, [toit] Free, untrammelled

;

gay, frisky, wanton.
Gmg. Collins Gower Vial, in Trans. Phi. Soc. (1848-50) IV.

223 ; N. &Q. (1852) 1st S. vi. 152. Pem. ib.

TOIT, see Tote.
TOITCH,*/. Yks. To measure.

t ,,,TT, N

w Yks. Still used by boys in such games as Tip-cat (W.t.).

TOITER.v. ScYks. [toi'ta(r.] To totter; to walk about

aimlessly and feebly. Also used with about. Cf. toit, v.

Per. Stewart Character (1857) 185. w.Yks. Watched him

toiterin' abaht, first i' this place, and then i' that, Deane One of

Kit a' Tatters 's Tales, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Sept. 3, 1892).

TOITLE, v. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Also written toytle

Cum.34 ftoi'tl.] 1. To totter, topple, upset. Cf. toit, v.

Lakel.2 He toitle't off a earful o' hay. Cum.8 T'oald maizhn was

like to toytle of his steul, 4 ; Cum.4

Hence Toytly, adj. shaky, unsteady. Cum.* 2. lo

trifle; to do anything in a slow, apathetic, dawdling

manner. ...
m Yks.1 Poor old man of ninety 1 He goes toithng about at all

ends [incessantly], and never thinks he's d6ne. e.Yks.1 MS. add.

(T.H.)
TOITREES, see Tawtrees.

TOKE v. Obs. Som. To glean apples. (Hall.)

e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
,

TOKEN sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Lng.

Also in forms taiken Sc. ; taken Sc. (Jam.) Yks. ; takin

Sc.CJam.); tokkinYks. [to-ten, toa-kan.; Sc. and n.Cy.

te-kan 1 1. sb. In phr. (1) by the same token, (2) more by,

for, or to token, in further proof, often used merely to add

'emphasis ; (3) no great token of mght not late in the

evening ; (4) to the mair meen token, see below.

(1) Per. Ye ken ye gaed there ae forenicht, it was Sawbith by
the same token, an' ye gied them siller, ye ken that ! Cleland
Inchbracken (1883) 228, ed. 1887. Ir. Be the same token ne'er a

word of thanks have I thought of sayin' to her, Barlow Martin's
Comp. (1896) 24. Don. The landlord was within his rights be
law—for, be the same token, it's many's the wrong to the poor,

the forlorn, an' the friendless that same law covers, Macmanus
Bend of Road (1898) 63. w.Ir. By the same token, it was a knife

with a big handle, Lover Leg. (1848) I. 177. Ker. He gives the

ordher to bury the bones 0' Pether, an' by the same token he wint
an' seen it done, Bartram Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 19. (2) Sh.I.

Yea, an' mair ta da taiken, Sh. News (June 19, 1897). Frf. Sus-

picion pointed to William Geddes. . . More by token Chirsty

Lamby had seen him rolling home a barrowful of firewood early

in the morning, Barrie Licht (1888) ix. Ayr. Ae auld wheel-

barrow, mair for token Ae leg, an' baith the trams, are broken,

Burns Inventory, 11. 30-1. Slk. Mair by token, I dinna think ye

wad steal your neighbour's sheep, Hogg Tales (1838) 201, ed.

1866. Wgt. M cSkimmin . . . poor man ! that hadna been in a kirk

door for years ; mair by token he was kind o' gowfish a wee,

Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 53. Ir. ' It's me, sir, . that has the

black horse.' ' More by token, with a spavin,' Lever Jack Hinton

(1844) ii. Don. Now, more betoken, the same was the fair

evenin' of Ballinthra, Cent. Mag. (Feb. 1900) 605. (3) n.Yks. Neeah

grit taken o' neet (T.S.). (4) n.Sc. A phrase commonly used, . .

when one wishes to give a special mark of anything that is de-

scribed (Jam.).

2. A small metal badge given as a mark of admission to

Holy Communion.
Sc. (Jam.) ; The use of tokens (of metal, oval or square) is

dying out at Scotch Communions : in many of the smaller congre-

gations the Communion is simultaneous : formerly there used to be

relays of communicants at successive 'tables' (A.W.). n.Sc.

Each intending communicant is armed with a token (a neat little

square thing shining like silver), marked first, second, or third

table, as the case may be, Gordon Carglen (1891) 289. Bnff.

' Tokens ' are not a Presbyterian invention, but a Catholic tradition,

Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 242. Per. Jean did not present her-

self for a token on the approaching Fast-day, Ian Maclaren

K. Carnegie (1896) 208. s.Sc. I had great pleasure in putting

a token into her hand, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 171.

3. A coal-mining term : a disk or strip of metal or leather

having a distinctive mark on it ; see below.

Nhb.' In a colliery each hewer attaches his token to the corl or

tub of coals as it is hewed and sent out-bye, in order that his work

may be identified and duly reckoned to his credit on its arrival at

bank. Nhb., Dur. It is from ii to 2 inches long by 1 to iT inches

broad, and either oval, round, or oblong. Each set of hewers and

each putter is supplied with a set, the hewers and putter of each

tub placing a token thereon, which is taken off at bank, Nicholson

Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). e.Dur.1
,
Cum. (E.W.P.)

Hence (1) Token-cabin, sb. an office on the 'heapsteacL

where the 'tokens' are examined and sorted. Nhb.

Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888) ; (2) -lad, sb. a

boy employed to take the 'tokens' off the tubs as they

are 'teemed' by the banksman, ib.; (3) -man, sb. the

person who keeps account of the ' tokens ' sent Up. to.

4. A coin ; a piece of money.
? Yks. Na, na. No tokkins till a' aimed them, Blackmore Mary

Anerley (1879) xvii.

5. A present.

Sus 1 My lad's brought me such a nice token from Kye.

6. A portent, omen, esp. a death-omen ; an apparition.

n.Lin^Noo he's goan I can remember sev ral things that was

sent as toakens, bud I thoht noht on 'em at th time War.

s.War.1 I am certain summat has come to my son, for 1 saw his

token last night ; it was a white dove flew out of the bed curtains,

and was gone in a minute. Hmp. If a person of .11 life be sud-

denl7caUed away, there are generally some who hear his tokens

or se^ his ghost, N. 6V Q. (1854) i« S ix. 242. Glo. Horae Sub

secivae (1777) 435- Oxf. 1 Oh, mam, 661 ee come acrass, for us a

'ad a oken, Jus be frit f death. Brks.1 Ess. You're a-gew.ng

to yer lo"g home, Master French; you'll niver get up off o' tha

•ere bed niver no more, Master French. For I've heerd tokens

of yer end, and the clock hev a-stopped, Longman's Mag-.(Jan

°L"0 31 1. Sus.1 It was no use to make any enquiries about her

son for he was dead, and she knew it because she had seen his

token which had walked across the field before her and finally

disappeared over the stile. w.Som. 1 Dhu vuuree na.; u-voa r ee

duy d, sau-mfeen uurnd u-kraa's dhu roa-ud J.St u-voar mee,
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aay wuz u-kaunveen oa -m laung. Aay noa'us twuz u ae -ur, un
aay dhauTt dhoa - ee-ns twuz u toa'kn; un gin- aay kmd oa'm,
neef ee 1 ad-n u-jis-t u-draap-t u-wai - [The very night before he died,

something ran across the road just in front of me, as I was coming
homewards. I know it was a hare, and I thought then that it was
a token ; and by the time I reached home, if he had not just fallen

down in a fit]. s.Dev. 'Tes a token as I've a-seed, an' yer mark
my words, Sally, us'll yer tell as summun be deyde afore th'

New Yeare's out ! Longman's Mag. (1901) 37. Cor. In this mine
there appears to be a general belief among the men in ' tokens ' and
supernatural appearances, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 350,
ed. 1896. [Tokne, of a thynge to cumme or cummynge, pronosti-
cum {Prompt.).']

7. A sign, mark.
Dev. Poppet owneth to four feet, Carrier, and here be but token

of one, O'Neill Dimpses (1893) 42.

8. Proof, evidence.
Sc. What taiken can ye gie that e'er I kept your companie ?

Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 39.

9. Credentials ; a letter of introduction, &c.
Wmh. If your honour would give me a bit of a token to the

caretaker, it would be mighty convanient (W.M.).
10. A small quantity ; a pinch.
Or.I. A wee takin (Jam. Suppl.). Cai. 1 Abd. (Jam.) ; Gie me

a taik'n o' butter to my piece. Got you a big lump o' fish to
supper?—No, jist a taiknie. I want a taik'n salt to my egg (G.W.).
w.Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

11. A term of reproach ; a fool.

Glo. You token you, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 435. Wil.1 A
'young token ' is a young rascal.

12. Obs. A term of endearment.
Wil. 1 A man would call his children his ' little tokens.'

13. v. To betoken ; to give signs of ; also used with for.
Not. 1 Lei. 1 It tookens for reen. Nhp. 1 It tokens rain. War. 3

w.Som. 1 Her toa-knus, zo her 'on't be long— i.e. she will calve
soon. Uur toa-kn-us s-au'f uur-d kaa'vee voa-r maa'ru mau-rneen
[She give signs as though she would calve before to-morrow
morning]. Du toa-knee vur snoa -

, aay ziim [(It) do betoken for
snow, I fancy]. Dev. Da tokeny raain, don't et ? Pulman Sketches
(1842) 150, ed. 1871. nw.Dev.1 [Toknyn, or make tokene,
signo (Prompt.).']

14. To direct, point out ; to show the way.
Cor.1 He tokened me the way. w.Cor. Can you token me to a

servant? I tokened him to St. John's Hall (M.A.C.).
15. To betroth

;
gen. in pp.

Dev. Polly said that so long as they was married fust, and she
knawed she was safe an' could'n be tokened by her faither to no
other, she'd let un go, Black and White (June 27, 1896) 824.
Cor.12 ; Cor.3 When the formal words have been spoken and
allowed, they are then 'tokened to each other.'

TOKER, sb. Som. Dev. [to-ks(r).] Money ; where-
withal.
w.Som.1 I should like to buy one nif on'y I'd a-got the toker

[toa'kur]. nw.Dev.1

TOKER, see Tocher, sb}
TOKIE, sb.1 Sc. A woman's head-dress.
An old woman's head-dress resembling a monk's cowl (Jam.) ;

It is more a young woman's than an old woman's head-dress^
Montgomerie-Fleming Notes on Jam. (1899).

[Fr. toque, a (fashion of) bonnet, or cap (Cotgr.).]
TOKIE, sb. 2 Obs. or obsol. n.Sc. (Jam.) A pet-name

for a child.

TOKKER, see Tocher, sb.1

TOLC, v. e.An. 1. To tempt, coax, entice; ?a mistake
for'tole." See Toll, v?

e.An.1 Nrf. He tried to tolc his dog into the boat, Cozens-
Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 39.

2. With down : to render food palatable.
e.An.1 Good sauce tolcs down the meat.

TOLDER, v. Lan. [to'lds(r).] With over: to crow
over ; to make fun of.

Never thee be in a 'urry again to tolder ower a chap, when 'e's
tellin' 'is tale, Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 357.
TOLDER, see Tolter.

TOLDERED, ppl. adj. Lin. [to'ldad.] With up-.
dressed in tawdry finery

;
gaudily attired. Cf. tawdered,

toldrum.
(Hall.), Lin.1 sw.Lin.1 How those lasses are tolder'd-up.

TOLDRUM, sb. Yks. Not. Lei. War. Also in form
toltherum Not. 1 Lei.1 [to'ldrsm; to'lcSaram.] 1. Finery,

Cf. toldered.
w.Yks.2 Dressed up in her toldrums. Not. 1 Lei.1 'Come, put

your toldrum by,' said a mother to a daughter, whose work,.

part of a dress, was lying in a chair near her ;
' they think o'

nothing but toldrum now-a-days.' War.2

2. Bombastic talk. Lei.1 Cf. high-toltherum, s.v. High,
1 (43, a).

TOLE, see Tell, Toll, sb.2, v.
2

TOLERABLE, adj. and adv. w.Cy. Dev. and Amer.
Also in form tol'able w.Cy. [to'larabl.] 1. adj. Fairly

well in health.
w.Cy. I be tol'able, thank'ee ma'am, tol'able. Bit stiffish 'bout

the joints, but tol'able, Cornh. Mag. (Apr. 1895) 391.

2. adv. Fairly well.

Dev. She was ' doing tolerable,' although she missed us ' cruel

bad,' Gurdon Memories and Fancies (1897) 163.

3. Rather.
w.Cy. We be tol'able grownupish, but we can root it wi' the

bestest of en, me and Joan, Cornh. Mag. (Apr. 1895) 394.
[Amer. It is a tolerable hot day, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 375.]

TOLERATE, v. e.An.1 [to'lsret] To domineer ; to

tyrannize.

TOLF, num. adj. Yks. Also in form tulf n.Yks.1

[tolf; tulf.] Twelve.
n.Yks. Well, ah wean't wait on him langer than while tolf

o'clock, Atkinson Lost (1870) vi ; n.Yks. 1

[ON. tolf, twelve (Vigfusson).]

TOLIE, see Toalie.

TOLL, sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Lin. War.
Wor. Shr. Suf. Wil. Som. and Amer. Also in forms tow
s.Lan.1 Chs.13

; towl Sc. [toul;tou.] 1. sb. In comb.
(1) Toll-bar, a turnpike

; (2) -batch, a miller; (3) -brass,
toll-money; (4) -dish, (a) the vessel containing the measure
of corn which is the miller's fee for grinding

; (b)ftg. the
head

; the brain ; (5) -free, without payment
; (6) -gate,

see (1) ; (7) -gate road, a turnpike road ; (8) -holy-day,
obs., customs paid for all manner of provisions sold on
holy days

; see. Holy-day-tolls, s.v. Holy (5) ; (9) -house,
a house by a turnpike

; (10) -man, a collector of tolls ; a
turnpike keeper; (11) -nook, obs., a corner of the market-
place where the toll was taken

; (12) -road, see (7) ; (13)
•roup, the sale by auction of the right to collect toll at a
turnpike

; (14) -tax, the toll paid at a turnpike
; (15) -ticket,

see below.
(1) Sc. Evidently from the bar or bars employed for preventing

passage without payment of the toll imposed (Jam.). Cai.1 Kcb.
A whuskey wife . . . leeve't at the Bruntstick Towl-Bar, Trotter
Gall. Gossip (1901) 248. n.Cy. Grose (1790). w.Yks. (J.W.)
Lan. I da' say at th' same time he wish't he're at th' back o' th'
Watchcote towbar, Brierley Waverlow (1863) 165 ed 1884
s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1

,
War. (J.R.W.) (2) Shr. 2 (3) w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan!

iheau 11 get nowt eaut o' me ut ud be wo'th th' tow-brass for a
dobby-horse, Brierley Red Wind. (1868) ix. s.Lan 1 ("4 a)
w.Yks 2, Chs.13

, War. (J.R.W.) Wil. The next time the miller
was absent, his ' voolish ' assistant did not get so much as a toll-
dish of corn ground to flour, Ewing Jan Windmill (1876) iv.
[Amer. The lad tended the mill, and took pay in an oaken toll-
d.sh smooth with the use of half-a-century, Fox Vendetta (1900)
21 J (A) w.Yks. Thah'd think sooa if thah felt ther sledge hammer
fists abaht the toll-dish, Bywater Sheffield Dial. (1839) 272, ed.
1877 ;

w.Yks. 2 ['Take thy staff, Miller, . . and LeP thy head.'

;;„ a <^-Tf
S !Vhe meantime laughing, and crying to their

<£lfX^f*\ '
be
Tare thy toll" disV Scott Ivanhoe (1819) xi.]

(5) Edb. The fient ane there but pays his score, Nane wins toll-free
Fergusson Poems (1773) i48, ed. 1785. (6) s.Lan.1 (7) Suf. The
tollgate road lying between Needham Market and Ipswich was
deserted, Betham-Edwards Mock Beggars' Hall (1902) 95. (8)

fhfrn^T"* Z'TTu
(I,54)

- (9) Frf
'
A level road

• tu™edsharply at an old toll-house toward the town of Inveresk, Paton
Inveresk (1896) 1. (10) Kcd. Grant Lays (!884) 76. Per. Left

£.™ V",
S
-
g 1^'J

T

ORD^a^( l893) 346. Lth.The tollmanhe wauked in a fright, Ballantine Poems (1856) 114. Edb At

LTfMon
1"6

' 5"™^ to * e Sate The toll-man cursing drunkards
late M'DowALiiW

. (1839) 108. n.Un.1 He himself, secretly
sent information to the tollman, Stark Hist. Gainsburgh, 547.(ir) n.Cy. Grose (1790). («) Sc. (Jam.) n.Sc. Travellers on
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the long-winding toll-road, Gordon Carglen (1891) 21. Kcd. Nae
wonder though my heart be wae To see our toll-road slichted sae,

Jamie Effusions (1849) 25. (13) Per. At the toll-roup I had nae

nerve, Ford Harp (1893) 346. (14) Ayr. She levied with kindly

word the toll-tax from passing vehicles, Mackie Vill. Sketches

(1896) 71. (15) Lth. The dating of a square scrap of printed

paper, called a toll-ticket, available for that day only, stating that

it cleared the following toll-bars, Strathesk More Bits (1885) 99.

2. The quantity of corn taken by the miller as payment
for grinding.

s.Wor. Thahy millard folks 'em taakes toll o' the grist like

(H.K.). w.Som.1 Our vernacular version of ' Le jeu ne vaut pas

la chandelle,' is ' Dhu toa-l-z moour-n dhu gree-s' [The toll is

more than the grist].

3. A turnpike.
Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Slg. Frae the ' Gardeners' Ha' ' to the ' toll,'

Buchanan Poems (1901) 143. Ayr. The drink took his head, and

he fell on the road at the toll, Galt Lairds (1826) xxviii. Edb.

Just as he had reached the toll The midnight hour began to knoll,

M°Dowall Poems (1839) 108.

4. Obs. A collector of tolls.

Edb. Toll Roby, like a bottle made, . . Stands staran' like a

ram, Carlop Green (1793) 127, ed. 1817.

5. v. To take toll, esp. to take payment in kind for

grinding cojn.

Per. Whan first my tollin' days began, Ford Harp (1893) 346.

Wil. ' Good day, mother,' he would say. ' Will ye pay or toll it ?

'

' Bless ye, dear love, how should I pay ?
' the old woman would

reply, ' I'll toll it,' Ewing Jan Windmill (1876) xxix.

Hence Tolling-dish, sb., see below. See 1 (4, a).

Wil. Jan would dip the wooden bowl, or tolling dish, into the

sack, and the corn it brought up was the established rate of pay-

ment for grinding the rest, Ewing ib.

TOLL, sb.2 Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. and Nfld. Also

written tole Sus. ; and in form tolt Sur.1 Nfld. [tol.] A
clump ; a row, esp. of trees.

_

Ken.1 There was a toll of trees at Knowlton which was blown

down in the great November gale. Sur.1 ,
Sus. (Hall.), Sus.2

,

Hmp.1 [Nfld. Tolt, a solitary hill, usually somewhat conical, rising

by itselfabove the surrounding country, Trans. Amer. Flk-Lore Soc.

(1894).]

TOLL, v.
2 Nhb. Yks. Lei. Oxf. Brks. e.An. s.Cy. Hmp.

I W. Wil. Dor. Som. and Amer. Also in forms tawl

Wil.1
; toil Nhb. ; tole Oxf. Brks.1 e.An.12 Hmp.1 I.W.12

Dor.1 Som.; towl Som. [toul; tol.] 1. To entice,

allure ; to beguile, talk over ; also used with 0)i. Cf. tole.

n.Cy. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 435- Nhb. Then toiling on his

victim by some bait, Richardson Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) VI.

366. w.Yks.1 , Lei.
1 Brks. 1 Car a bwun zo as to tole the puppy

whoam wi' 'e. e.An.1 s.Cy. Ray (1691). Hmp.1 I.W.1 Ghit

zum wuts, and tole the hos into steyabul. Wil. 1 A cow given to

wandering . . . generally 'tolls' the rest of the herd after her.

Dor. 'Tis all done to tole us the wrong way, Hardy Wess. Tales

(1888) II. 164 ; Dor.1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825)

;

To be toling the boy from his work, Raymond No Soul( 1899) 118

[Amer. I'm afeard I'm tollin' you into a trap, Harris Tales, 172.J

Hence (1) Toll-bird, sb. a trained decoy-bird ;
a stuffed

bird used as a decoy; also used fig.; (
2) Toll-boy, sb. (a)

goods sold cheap to attract custom
;

(b) anything given to

coax a person to take unpalatable food.

(1) Wil.1 'To give anything just as a toll-bird,' to throw a sprat

to catch a mackerel. Tradesmen will sell some one article far

below cost-price, as a toll-bird to attract custom. e.Som. W. & J.

Gl. (1873). (2, a) Dor. Gl. (1851) ;
Dor.^w.Dor^C.V.G.) (6) Dor.

1

2. With away : to draw away ; to persevere in drawing.

e.An.12 Dor. Twould be a thousand pities if he were to tole

her away again, Hardy Tess (1891) 473, ed. 1895.

3. With down : to render food more palatable.

s.Oxf. Jest a drop o' this in your tea 'ill tole it down, Rosemary

ChiUems (1895) 36. Nrf. Good sauce tolls down the meat, Hol-

loway. Hmp. One leg of mutton tolls down another, ib. I.W.2

I wants a inyun or zummet, to tole down this bren cheese. Wil. 1

Hev' a bit o' cheese, to toll the bread down wi', will 'ee? Som.

Ben liked some butter to towl et down, Agrikler Rhymes•
(187a)

9. e.Som. A bit o' cheese to toll down the bread wi ,
W. & J.

[1. It may nat drawen or tollen swiche hertes, Chaucer

Boe'thius, 11. p. vii. 11.]

TOLL, v.
3 Yks. Hmp. [tol.] 1. Obs. To tell, make

known. n.Yks.2 I'll toll him.

2. To count.
Hmp. I toll ten cows, Wise New Forest (1883) 192 ; Hmp.1

TOLLARD, TOLLAT, see Tallet.
TOLL-BOOTH, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. Glo. Also written

tolbooth Sc. ; and in forms tall-booth Glo. ; to'booth,
tolbuith, toubooth, towbeeth, towbooth Sc. 1. sb. A
place where tolls are paid ; a town or market hall.

Sh.I. The accommodation aftermentioned to be granted to them
in the intended new Tolbooth to be erected for the Countrey of

Zetland, Sh. News (May 29, 1897). Frf. They have a good tolbuith,

with a bell in it, Maidment Spoit. Miscell. (1844-5) I. 321 ;

Holyrood's a palace for you : but St. James's here,— it's just like

an auld to'booth, Galt SirA. Wylie (1822) xiii. n.Yks.1
; n.Yks. 2

At Whitby, the building belonging to the lord of the manor in

which his courts are held. m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. 1 Glo. Horae Subse-

civae (1777) 426.

2. The town gaol, gen. forming part of the Town Hall

;

a prison of any kind.
Sc. (Jam.) ; How mony gypsies were sent to the tolbooth \

Scott Guy M. (1815) iii. Frf. Lockin his nainsel and his decent,

honest comrades intil da towbooth, Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 28.

Arg. To wander over the house of Dalness, lit from tolbooth to

garret with lowe, Munro /. Splendid (1898) 246. Lnk. Heth ye

sude a' be put in the toubooth, and tane to the bailies, Graham
Writings (1883) II. 212.

3. Comb. Tolbooth-stair foot, the bottom of the staircase

on the outside of the town prison.

Ayr. At the trough of the cross-well, opposite the tolbooth-stair

foot, Galt Gilhaise (1823) xxi.

4. v. Obs. To imprison.
Abd. I am ne the only poet . . . That ha'e been Tow beeth d,

man, for debt, Anderson Poems (ed. 1826) 91.

[1. And whanne Jhesus passide fro thennus, he say a

man, Metheu bi name, sittynge in a tolbothe, Wyclif

Matt. (1388) ix. 9.]

TOLLER, sb.
1 Cor.12 Also written tollur Cor.2 A

man who inspects ' tin-bounds,' and collects the tolls or

revenues of mines.
TOLLER, sb.2 s.Cy. A dial, form of ' tallow.' (Hall.)

TOLLER, v. Cum. [to'lar.] To speak loudly and

roughly. Cum. 1 Tolleran' like a mad bull ; Cum. 4

TOLLIE, sb} Sc. Also in form towlie. [to'li.] A
person who levies tolls ; a turnpike keeper.

Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 , Abd. (A.W.) Kcd. The Tollman cam an

shook him. . . ' Fan did ye come here ?
' cried Tollie, Grant Lays

(1884) 76. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 452, ed. 1876.

TOLLIE, sb.2 Fif. (Jam.) Cum.4 [to'li.] Excrement

;

*/. horse-dung.
TOLLIKY, adj. Shr.1 [to-liki.] Soiled and tumbled.

These dialogues [doyleys] is very tolliky, Ma'am.

TOLLING, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form towling. The
sound made by bees before they swarm.

Sc. The evening before swarming an uncommon humming or

buzzing is heard in the hive, and a distinct sound from the queen,

called tolling or calling, Edb. Encycl. (s.v. Bee) (Jam.) ;
You will

hear one of them making now and then a very distinguishable

sound from the rest, which he begins to do about forty-eight hours

before swarming, with this difference, that the first twenty-four

hours the sound is much weaker. . . This sound, commonly called

Towling, proceeds, I suppose, from the young king, giving signal

to his company to make ready for a march, Maxwell Bee-Master

(1747) 46 (ib.). Cld. (Jam.)

TOL-LOL, adj. Yks. Not. [toloL] A slang word for

w.Yks. Hlfx. Courier (July 3, 1897). s.Not. Ah got tol-lol last

night (J.P.K.). , „ .,

TOLLOLS, sb.pl. Lan. [tolo'lz.] Porridge.

A little lad . . . pitchin into a plateful thick tollols, Staton

Loominary (c. 1861) 52. . ,

TOLLY-REAR, v. Wor. To tear about ; of animals :

to race about with tails cocked up
;
gen. in prp. s.Wor.

(H.K.)
TOLOR, see Toler.

,

TOL-PIN, sb. Obs. Yks. Lan. Also in form tow-pin

Yks. ne.Lan.1 A pin belonging to a cart ; see below.

w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781). ne.Lan. 1 A pin . . .
put
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through the shafts and withdrawn for unloading. In former times
the ends of the shafts of carts passed through two iron rings,

which were fastened to the hames, and the two pins were passed
through the shafts to prevent the shafts being drawn through the
rings.

TOLSERY, sb. Obs. ? Glo. The penny paid for

licence to buy and sell. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 435.
TOLSEY, si. Obs. Sc. Glo.Oxf. Also written tolzey

Glo. A place where toll was paid.
Rxb. One day at the market he stood by the old ' tolsey ' and

cried out, ' Ah beggars ! I can sell ye all up !
' Cornh. Mag. (Sept.

1901)347. Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 435. Oxf. The ancient
building in the centre of the town [Burford] is called the ' Tolsey.'

The name originated in the custom of paying tolls due to the lord

of the manor in the building, Gibbs Cotswold Vitt. (1898) 190.

[To assemble with all the hole counseill, at the Tolsey,
Eng. Gilds, 421.]

TOLT, v. and sb. Yks. Nhp. War. Wor. Hrf. Also in

forms taowlt, to't Wor. [toult] 1. v. To tilt ; to

raise up. War.3 Tolt it up a bit. s.Wor. (H.K.)

2. To knock down fruit from the tree with a long pole
;

also used with down. s.Wor. (H.K.) 3. To mess, dis-

arrange; to toss about ; to put on in a disorderly fashion.
w.Yks. T'trimmins o' thi bonnet's tolted an' flung on onyway,

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (May 6, 1899). s.Wor. Thahy caows 'em a got
i' the rick-yard agen, an' 'a bin a taitin' an' to'tin it about despret
(H.K.).

4. To be shaken up and down. Hrf. (W.W.S.), (N.G.)
5. sb. A blow ; esp. one caused by striking the head

against a beam, &c. Nhp. 1 You gave your head a rare tolt.

TOLT, see Toll, sb.2

TOLTER, v., sb. and adj. Sc. Lin. Nhp. War. Also in

forms tolder Lin.; toolter Or.I. (Jam. Suppl.) [to'ltsfr.]

1. v. To totter, hobble ; to move heavily and clumsily
;

to be unstable.
Cai. 1

, Lin. (J.C.W.) Nhp. The toltering bustle of a blundering
trot, Clare Village Minst. (1821) II. 69; Nhp.12 , War. 3

2. sb. An insecure erection. Cai.1 Hence Toltery,
adj. unstable, shaky, out of the perpendicular, ready to

fall. ib. 3. adj. Unstable, shaky, out of the perpendicular;
also used advb. Or.I. Dennison Orcadian Sketch Bk. (1880)

119 (Jam. Suppl).

[1. OE. tealtrian, to stagger, not stand firm (Sweet).]
TOLTHERUM, see Toldrum.
TOLYtGIS, sb. Sh.I. In comp. (1) Tolyigis-day,

January 4, O.S. ; December 23, N.S. Manson Sh. Aim.
(1900) 26; (2) -e'en, the day before ' Tolyigis-day.' ib.

TOLZEY, see Tolsey.
TOM, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer.

Also in forms Tam Sc. Nhb.1 Nhp.2 Brks. 1
; Turn s.Lan.1

[torn ; tam.] 1. The one who catches the others in the
game of ' Tom Kay.'

w.Yks. One offers to be ' t'Tom.' He chases the others till he
catches one. The two then join hands, and try to capture another,
and so the game proceeds, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (May 6, 1889).

2. The male of any animal or bird ; also used in var.
comp. Tom-rabbit, Tom-turkey, &c.
War. 2

", s.Wat.1
, Wor. (E.S.) Glo. 1 Tom-bird, torn-chicken,

tom-pheasant, &c. 13 hens and a torn. Oxf. We don't want
so many Toms. I shall have some of them killed (CO.). Brks. 1

How many Toms and how many hens be ther in the brood o'
turkeys ? Ken.1

I bought a torn and three hens off old farmer
Chucks last spring. Sus.1 Hmp. That thrush be nor good—it be
only toms as sings. 'Arry hez got a new torn-pigeon. My torn-
rabbit be larger than thine, he be (W.F.). Wil. 1 Dor. I thought
you med like to have a torn-turkey for a change (C.W.).
3. Bread, meat ; any food requiring mastication. Nhp.2

Cf. tommy, 3. Hence Soft Tom, phr. buttered bread
toasted only on the buttered side. w.Yks.2 4. Remorse

;

an uneasy conscience. w.Yks.2
(s.v. Tommy). 5. pi. A

coal-mining term : a set of empty tubs or small wagons
used for taking the coal from the workings to the shaft.
Dur. (J.J.B.) 6. A kind of rock; see below.
Cum.* Resembles Black Jack, but is more like shale, with but

little organic matter, grayer and more mineralised. The ash
amounts to 84 per cent.

7. A close-stool. Som. (Hall.) 8. Phr. (1) as big a
liar as Tom Pepper, said of one who tells lies

; (2) to be

Tom and Thomas, to be alike, ' six of one and half a dozen
of the other'; (3) Tom Twist and Harry Dingle! used as

an int.

(1) w.Yks. Prov. in Brighouse News (July 20, 1889). (2) Ayr.

They're a gey even match I would say,—Tam and Tummas, vera

seemilar, Service Notandums (1890) 119. (3) Cor.1

9. Comb, (l) Tom-and-Jerry, {a) a cat-call
;

(b) a low
public-house ; a beer-shop ; see Jerry, 2

; (2) -and-Jerry
hole or shop, see (i, b)

; (3) -bacca, the wild clematis,

Clematis Vitalba
; (4) -boy, (a) a wanton ; (b) one who

behaves sillily ; also used attrib.
; (c) a stick used by

fishermen ; see below
; (5) -candlestick, an upright pole

with pincers at the top to hold a rushlight
; (6) -chawdon,

the stomach of an animal
; (7) -coddy, a fool, simpleton

;

(8)— Dockin, a goblin, bogie; an evil being
; (9) — Dock in

scale, a scale cut out of thin rolled iron instead of being
forged

; (10) -flogged, (a) beaten or mastered by anything;
in financial difficulties ; hard-pressed for time

; (b) bash-
ful, shy

; (11) -fool, (a) the fool who accompanies the
morris-dancers; a foolish person

;
(b) foolish

; (12) -hodge,
see (6) ; (13) -holla, a noisy, bragging person

; (14) -kay,
an expression occurring in a game ; see below

; (15) -lad,

a romping girl ; a tomboy
; (16) -loudy, see (8) ; (17)

noddy, (a) see (7) ; (6) see (n,b)
; (18) — o' Bedlam, see

below ; (19) — o' tae end, obs., a haggis
; (20) — Paine,

the oak, Quercus
; (21) -pimpernel, the scarlet pimpernel,

Anagallis arvensis
; (22) -plough, see below

; (23) -podlin,
fussing

; (24) -poker, see (8) ; (25) -pot or -put(s, a kind
of apple

; (26) -rag, a dyeing term : a solution, turmeric ;

(27) -rig, see (15) ; (28) -sarah, a light ' gambo ' or cart

;

(29) -sawl, the dark-coloured inner meat on the backs of
fowls, &c.

; (30) -slate, the third quality of slates ; (31)
'•spade, a large heavy spade with a T-shaped handle used
in taking off the sods and soil in draining

; (32) — Tagler,
a person of ill conduct ; a lazy lout

; (33) -taigle, a hobble
for a horse or cow

; (34) -tawdry, (a) useless or vulgar
finery

;
(b) a ragged person ; a sloven ; also used attrib.

;

(35) ~ thumb, \a) a small insignificant person
; (b) the

bird's-foot trefoil, Lotus corniculatus
;

(c) the meadow pea,
Laihyrus pratensis; (d) the crown-vetch, Coronillacoronata;
(36)—Thumb's honeysuckles, see (35, b); (37)— Thumb's
thousand fingers, the common sorrel, Rumex Acetosa

;

(38) — Thumbkin, (a) the thumb
;

(b) the great toe
; (39)— Ticker's, Tiddler's, or Tinker's ground, a game ; see

below
; (40) -tinker, a small supernumerary bell in

Sheffield parish church
; (41) -tinkler, the smallest bell in

a peal; the sanctus bell; (42) -tit-tot, a fairy; an elf;

(43) -toddy, a game ; see below
; (44) -toe, see (38, b)

;

(
/l
5 ^ I~

Tommv
>
see

(22) ! (46) -trot, (a) a kind of toffee
;

(b) obs., a social gathering of young people at which ' Tom-
trot ' was eaten

; (47) -tut(t or -tit, see (8) ; see Tut, sbfi
;

(48) -urns, a kind of apple.
(1, a) Nhb. 1 (b) w.Yks.2 (s.v. Jerry-shop), Chs.ls, Der.2

,

nw.Der.1 s.Not. Jack's gien up wurk an' gone to keep a Tom
an Jerry (J.P.K.). War.2

, se. Wor. 1 Glo. Northall Wd. Bk.
(1896). Nrf. The licence does not extend beyond ale and beer
(E.M.). (2) w.Yks. Banks Wkfld- Wds. (1865). s.Lan \ w.Som.1

(s.v. Jerry-shop). (3) Sus. [So called] because boys cut it in
pieces to smoke like cigars (B. & H.) ; Sus.1 (4, a) Glo. Grose
(1790) MS. add. (M.) (b) w.Yks.3 A boy looking at a clock said,
Ln

! what en a tombo face !
' (c) Lon. We killed them when we

got to Oravesend by hitting them on the head with tom-boys—the
sticks we hauls the line through, Mayhew Land. Labour (1851)

}}<
S
Z3,'

6
,

•

5
8
?
1

' (5) Nhb '
1

'
Cum '

4
Csv - Tommy's Cannelstick).

(6 e.Yks.1
( 7 w.Yks. Hlfx. Conner (July 3, 1897). (8) w.Yks.

ul j,°m r ?
C
^n wor a Sentleman at soide o' me, Hallam

Wadsley Jack (1866) xvi ; w.Yks.2 In a letter published in the
Snejfield and Rotherham Independent (Dec. 3, i888)Mr.John Wilson
says I asked an old woman, nearly 90 years of age, the other

uh-L £Ver heard the word Tom Dockin. She at once said,
Children were told that if they were not good Tom Dockin

would fetch them." He was a frightful bogey to children. He
was sometimes described as having iron teeth, with which he
devoured bad children.' Tom Dockin is well known as a goblin
about Sheffield. (9) w.Yks.2 (10, a) w.Yks. If Ah pay t'doctor
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bill this week Ah's be tomflogged afore next wage day. He
nivver struck a bat t'fore part o' t'week an' nah' he's tomflogged
(S.K.C)

; (S.P.U.) (b) Dev. When certain contributors to Songs
of the West were asked to sing before Mr. Baring-Gould and others
at Holne, 'they was all tomflogged, 'Reports Provinc. (1902). (n,«)
w.Yks. (J.W.), se.Wor. 1 (b) e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.) (12) Nhp.2

,

War.3 se.Wor.1 A pig]s stomach. (13) Cor.12 (14) w.Yks.A game
that is very common in this district. One offers to be ' T'Tom.'
He chases the others till he catches one. The two then join hands,
and try to capture another, and so the game proceeds till all are
caught. At each fresh sally, the chasersshout out—'Tom Kay,we'd
away 1 Ting, Tom, boiler.' Generally the first line only is shouted
out, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (May 6, 1899). (15) n.Lin. 1 (16) e.Yks. 1

Conjured up to frighten children. (17, a) w.Yks. 1

, e.Lan. 1
, Chs.13

(s.v. Noddy), n.Lin.1 se.Lin. Go on, you Tom Noddy (J.T.B.).
(b) Ir. They wouldn't ha' played such a tom-noddy trick except
on a set purpose, you may depind, Barlow Idylls (1892) 127.

(18) War.3 Tom-o'-Bedlam was generally applied to some known
to be harmless half-witted outcast, who would gain a living in a
few neighbouring villages by selling trifles, such as shoe-laces,
by begging food, and getting his night's lodging in an outhouse
at a farm. I remember one who was never allowed to go into

a barn to sleep unless it was empty, for fear he should set the
place on fire. (19) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (20) w.Yks.
Every 29th May we gat a bit o' Tom Paine to put i wer hats
(S.K.C). (21) m.Yks.1

, w.Yks.3 (22) Suf. A tom-plough is a
plough with a double breast for ridging or for cleaning out furrows,
Rainbird Agric. (1819) 301, ed. 1849. (23) Brks.1A be alius a-tom
podlin' about at whoam when a should be awaa at his work. (24)
e.An. 1 The great bugbear and terror of naughty children, who
inhabits dark closets, holes under the stairs, unoccupied cock-
lofts, false-roofs, &c. Nrf. I tells him them days o' Tom-pokers
be gone ; but there, he fare ter be kinder skeared, Longman's
Mag. (Nov. 1902) 41. (25) Sam. The local name of this favourite

apple is, I am told, a corruption of 'Thomas Potter' (W.F.R.).
w.Som. 1 A well-known red apple, excellent for dumplings. Dev.4

(26)w.Yks.He'snonegettent'Tom-ragon(J.T.F.). (27) Glo.1 (28)

Hrf.2 (29) Lin.1 (30) n.Lan. They [the slates] are chiefly divided

into three classes, viz. London, country, and torn slate, Marshall
Review (1818) 253; (W.H.H.) (31) Cum.1

, Cum.4 (s.v. Top-spead),
ne.Lan.1 (32) Cum.4 (s.v. Taggelt). (33) Cld. (Jam.) (34, a)

Lin.1 Why dress yourself in such tom-tawdry ? n.Lin.1 (b)

n.Yks.2 'A Tom Tawdry squad,' a vagrant lot. (35, a) w.Yks.

(J.W.) n.Lin.1 A real Tom Thumb, fit for noht e' mind or body.

(b) w.Yks. (W.F.), Oxf. (G.O.), (B. & H.), Wil.1 Dev. Science

Gossip (1873) 235- W Brks., Sus. (B. & H.) (d) Oxf. (E.M.W.)

(36) Wil. Lotus at Zeals bears the prettily fancied name of Tom
Thumb's Honeysuckles, Sarum Dioc. Gazette (Jan. 1891) 14, col. 2;

Wil.1
(37) Ken. (38, a) e.Suf. (F.H.) (b) w.Yks.2 (s.v. Toes).

(39) w.Yks. 2 Lan. A line is drawn on the ground, one player

stands behind it. The piece so protected is ' Tom Tiddler's

ground.' The other players stand in a row on the other side.

The row breaks, and the children run over, calling out ' Here we
are on Tom Tiddler's ground, picking up gold and silver.' Tom
Tiddler catches them, and as they are caught they stand on one
side. The last out becomes Tom Tiddler, Gomme Games (1898)

II. 298. Der. I'm on Tom Tinker's ground, I'm on Tom Tinker's

ground, I'm on Tom Tinker's ground, Picking up gold and silver,

Flk-Lore Jrn. I. 386, ib. 298. Brks.1, Suf.1 (40) w.Yks.2 (41)

w.Yks. N. tf Q. (1851) 1st S. iii. 239. (42) e.An. Nimmy, nimmy,
not, My name's Tom Tit Tot, Clodd Tom Tit Tot (1898) 15. (43)
Cor.1 Each person in succession has to drink a glass of beer or

spirits, on the top of which a piece of lighted candle has been put,

whilst the others sing, ' Tom-toddy es coom hoam, coom hoam

;

Tom-toddy es coom hoam ; With his eyes burnt, and his nawse
burnt, And his eyelids burnt also. Tom-toddy es,' &c, Uncle Jan
Trenoodle; Cor.2 (44) Oxf.1 MS. add., Brks. 1 w.Mid. Used esp.

to children. ' He had an old wapse sting his tom-toe, and it laid

him up for a long time ' (W.P.M.). Suf.1 (45) e.An.1
(46, a)

Rxb. (Jam.), N.Cy.1, Nhb.1 Dur.1 A sweetmeat, the ingredients

being treacle, sugar, ginger, &c. ' A joining o' tom-trot is a sub-

scription for making it.' w.Dur.1 n.Yks. Bigow A'l hev a penath

a Tomtrot, A'm redar hfiarsd [hoarsed] (W.H.). Cor.12 (b)

w.Dur.1 (47) Lin. Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 728; Lin.1 (s.v.

Tut). e.Lin. In this district we have a ' Tom tut hole ' in a disused

sand pit (G.G.W.). se.Lin. Tom Tutt will get you (J.T.B.). (48)

Dev.4

10. Comb, in names of birds, fishes, &c. : (1) Tom-barsey,

the stickleback, Gasterosteus trachurus ; (2) -beadle,

•beagle or -beetle, the cockchafer, Melolontha vulgaris;

(3) -breeze or -breezer, the dragon-fly ; (4) -carle, the

bullhead, Cottus gobio
; (5) -cod, a large kind of cod

; (6)

ro\ i.

See ^) > (7)
•ear

i
the common tope, Galeus cams

;

(8) -norry or -hurry, the skua, Stercorarius catarrhactes

;

(9) -m-the-wall, the wren, Troglodytes parvulus; (10)
•noddy, (a) the puffin, Fratercula arctica

; (b) a tadpole
;

(11) -Norry, see (10, a)
; (12) -nouf, the blue tit, Parus

caeruleus; (13) -noup, the great tit, Parus major; see
N-ope, sb.1

; (14) -Painer, (a) the beetle, Telephorus lividus;
(b) see below

; (15) -pot, the guinea-fowl, Numida mele-
agrts

; (16) -pudding, the little grebe, Tachybaptesfluviatilis

;

(17) -spinner, (18) -tarra-legs, the daddy-longlegs, Tipula
oleracea

; (19) -taylor, (a) see (18) ;
(b) the water spider,

Argyronetaaquatica
;
(c)thestormTpetre\,Procellariapelagica;

(rf)see (i4,rt)
; (20) -tee, see (12) ; (21) -thumb, (a) the willow

warbler, Phylloscopus trochilus
;

(b) see (12) ; (22) -tit, (a)
see (13) ;

(b) the British cole titmouse, Parus Britannicus
;

(c) see (9) ;
(d) the tree creeper, Certhia familiaris

; (23)
toddy, see (10, b) ; (24) -tub, var. kinds of titmice, Paridae.

(1) w.Yks.5 (2) Cum. (J.Ar.), Cum.14, ne.Lan.1
(3) e.An. 1

Nrf. A tom-breeze or dragonfly . . . hawks through a cloud of
midges at sunset, snapping them up as he flies through them like

a swallow, Emerson Birds (ed. 1895) 175. (4) Cum. Hutchinson
Hist. Cum. (1794) I. 459; Cum. 4 (5) Dor. (C.W.) [Amer.
Catch herrin and tom-cods, and such sort o' fish, Sam Slick
Clockmaker (1836) 2nd S. v.] (6) Brks.1 , Wil. 1

(7) n.Yks.
(T.S.) (8) Cor.12 (9) w.Yks.2 (10, a) Sc. Swainson Birds

(1885) 219. S. & Ork. 1
, w.Sc. (Jam.) Dmb. Statist. Ace. XVII.

251 (ib.). Nhb. Swainson ib. (b) nw.Dev. 1 Like a tom-noddy,
all head and no body, (n) Sh.I. Numberless flocks of birds, such
as gulls and scarfs ; and along with these . . . the Tomnorry,
Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 158, ed. 1891. (12) Shr. Swainson
ib. 34. (13) s.Chs. 1 Yaan-diir)z ti Tiim-nuwp i)th goo'zbri

bush'iz ; ah daayt ey)z pef'ilin. Shr.1 It is proverbially said of a
swaggering, pretentious little man that, ' 'E's like a Tum-noup on
a round o' bif.' (14, a) w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865) ;

One boy would hold a Tom Painer to another's hand, where it

would bite and exude a brownish fluid from the mouth. The boy
would repeat a ' nominee ' the while (E.G.B.). ib) Lads not
having a sprig of oak in their button-hole on Royal Oak Day
were called Tom Painers (ib.). (15) nw.Dev.1 A name sometimes
given to the guinea-fowl on account of its peculiar cry. (16)

N.I. 1 Ant. Swainson ib. 216. n.Yks. e.Yks. Yks. JVkly. Post
(Dec. 31, 1898). w.Yks. 2

, Shr.1
, s.Pem. (W.M.M.) (17)

w.Yks. Tak thi long legs off t'harstone. Thaa'rt like a tom-
spinner, flingin' 'em abaat as if they didn't belong to tha, Dyer
Dial. (1891) 98; w.Yks.3 (18) w.Yks.2 (19, a) ne.Lan. 1

,

n.Lin.1 (b) Cum.14 (c) Nrf. When we see them ' Tom Taylors,'

Emerson Wild Life (1890) 100. (d) w.Yks. (E.G.B.) (20)

ne.Lan. 1 (21, a) Rxb. Swainson ib. 26. (b) Nhb.1 (22, a) Wil.

(E.H.G.) (b) Ir. Swainson ib. 33. (c) e.Yks. Nicholson Flk-Lore

(1890) 133. w.Yks. 2
, s.Not. (J.P.K.), Lin. 1

, se.Lin. (J.T.B.),

e.An.1 Nrf. Swainson ib. 35. (d) Ir. Swainson ib. 57. (23)

Cor. 1 Tom-toddy, all head and no body; Cor.2 (24) Brks. The
two lesser ones [titmice] being known by the name of blue-bottle

and Tom-tub, Gent. Mag. (1784) 332, ed. Gomme (1884).

TOMACK, see Tammock.
TOMAD, sb. Sh.I. Also written tumald. In comb.

Tomald-of-rain, a downpour. See Toom.
(J.S.); He came on ta Maw, wi a odious tumald o rain, Sh.

News (Nov. 6, 1897).

TOMAHAWK, sb. Yks. Shr. Hrf. Sus. Wil. Also in

forms tommy-hawk Wil.1
; tummy-awk Shr.1 [to'ma-,

to'mi-ok.l 1. A colliery term : a combined pick and
hammer. w.Yks. (S.J.C.), (D.T.) 2. A hoe with a large

handle used in digging clay for brickmaking. Sus. (F.E.S.)

3. Var. kinds of agricultural forked implements ; see

below.
Shr. 1 A dung-fork, carried at the back of the cart, and used to

scrape out the manure, on the land, as it is required. Hrf.2 A
tool similar to a kerf with or without prongs, instead of a hoe.

Wil.1 A potato hacker. n.Wil. A three-grained fork with the

teeth bent at right angles (E.H.G.).

TOMAN, sb. Sc. A hillock ; a mound of earth ; a

thicket.

Sc. Mackay. Slk. The Queen, of the fairies among the tomans

of her ancient woods, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 86.

[Gael, toman, a hillock ; any small heap or tuft (M. & D.).]

TOMBE, see Taum.
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TOMB-HOUSE, sb. Not. A crypt.

s.Not. There's a many coffins i' th' tomb-house (J.P.K.).

TOM(E, TOME, see Taum, Toom, Turn.

TfiMEKINS, sb. Sh.I. Also written tomikins. A
machine for twisting three strands into a rope.

(J.S.) ; A'll hae ta geng doon ta William, an' get der tedders

laid apo 1 da tOmekins, Sh. News (June 10, 1899).

TOMERALL, sb. Obs. Sc. A horse two years old.

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Cf. tomminaul.
TOMMACK, see Tammock.
TOMMATY-TAA, sb. Cum.14 [toTneti-ta.] The

blue tit, Parus caeruleus.

TOMMINAUL, sb. Obs. Ayr. (Jam.) An animal of

the ox kind that is a year old. Cf. tomerall.
TOMMY, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Also in forms Tammy Sc. Nhp.2
; Tomma e.An.';

Tummy s.Lan. 1 Shr. 1 [to'mi; ta-mi.] 1. sb. A simpleton;

a fool.

n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks. He's as big a Tommy as iver I knew,
Leeds Merc. Suppl. (May 6, 1899) ; w.Yks.1 Lan. Thou'll see

what a tummy we'll make o poor Robin, Gaskel Comic Sngs.

(1841) 46. e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1

2. An uneasy conscience.
w.Yks.2 A man who has been drinking hard, and who goes to

work early to make up for lost time, is said to have been fetched

out of bed by Tommy. ' It's Tommy; he couldn't lig i' bed.'

3. A loaf of bread. Cf. torn, 3.

Edb. Living in the course of nature on their usual rations of

beef, and tammies and so on, Moir Mansie Wanch (1828) xviii.

N.Cy.1 A little loaf. Nhb.1 Lin. Somehow boys they get a knack,
And give the tommies such a bit, Brown Lit. Laur. (1890) 51.

e.An. 1 A brown loaf. Dev.3

4. Bread and cheese.
Shr. 1 ' Whad'n'ee got fur yore dinner? ' ' Only tummy.'

5. The last of a batch of coarse girdle-cakes made for

farm labourers. Cum.4 Thicker and more solid than the rest.

6. A small wrench used by engineers. e.An.1

7. A small spade for excavating the narrow bottoms of
underdrains.

n.Cy. Holloway. e.An.1 Suf. Rainbird Agric. (1819) 301,
ed. 1849.

8. A double-breasted plough. Suf. 1 9. Comb. (1)

Tommies and Bessies, Christmas sword-dancers
; (2)

Tommy Artlar, an Arklow fishing-boat
; (3) -axe, a toma-

hawk
; (4) -bag, a bag for carrying food

; (5) -bar, a bar
of iron or steel used as a lever

; (6) -basket, a basket in

which food is carried
; (7) — bod's ark, clouds elliptically

parted into small wavelike forms
; (8) -book, the shop-

book in which goods bought on credit are entered
; (9)

-cupboard, a provision cupboard
; (10) — Dockin, a

goblin; an evil being ; an elf; (11) — Dodd, a salt-making
term : see below

; (12) -hacker, a three-tined agricultural

fork, with the tines bent at right .angles to the handle

;

(13) -hammer, (14) -head, a simpleton ; a foolish person ;

(15) — Kennyfs Club, a society of punsters, blunderers,
or fools

; (16) -loudy, the whistling of the wind ; a high
wind

; (17) -louper, a toy ; see below
; (18) — Mawkison,

see (14) ; (19) — noddy, a person of abnormal appearance
and dwarfish stature

; (20) — Norry, see (14) ; (21) -plough,
a double-breasted plough used for ridging or clearing out
furrows

; (22) -raw-head, see (10) ; (23) — raw-head-well,
see below

; (24) — reekie, see below
; (25) — savelicks,

an excrescence from the brier, placed by boys in their
coat-sleeves, as a charm, to prevent a flogging

; (26) —
Thibel, the first finger; (27) — Thistle, the third finger ;

(28) -time, meal-time
; (29) -toad, a toadstool

; (30) -toddy,
see below; (31) -tottles, the bird's-foot trefoil, Lotus
corniculatus

; (32) — twa-sorts, a variety of the garden
valerian, Valeriana Phu.

(1) Nhb. 1
(2) I.Ma. A Tommy Artlar in the bay, Brown

Yarns (1881) 311, ed. 1889. (3) War. (EAR) (4) Nhp. 2

War.3 The tommy-bag, in which the mid-day meal was carried,
was indispensable to every labourer or schoolboy who had to
walk a distance to work or school. se.Wor. 1

, Glo. 1
, n.Bck (AC)

Wil. 1
, Som. (W.F.R.)

(5) w.Yks. 2
(6) w.Som. 1

(7) n.Lin.1

(8) Sc. Montgomerie-Fleming Notes on Jam. (1899). e.Lan. 1
,

s.Lan.1
(9) w.Som.1 (10) w.Yks.2 (s.v. Tom Dockin). (11)

Chs. 1 A lever used for jumping or sacking the salt in place of its

being done by men. The mouth of the sack is attached to hooks

on a ring fixed at the end of the short arm of a lever. One man
can thus work the lever and jump the sack. (12) Wil.1

(13)

Cum. (J.D.) (14) s.Lan.1 (15) w.Yks. Dicky Duckfooit wor
made a member a Tommy Kenny Club for sayin' at id tumald throo

t'bottamatchaimber-steps tut top, PogmoorOlm. (1847) 19, in Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (May 6, 1899) ; Arthur Thrudd became a member
a' Tommy Kenny Club for sayin' he lathered foaks wi a brush, most

foaks do it wi soap an' watter, ib. (Jan. 1893) 7 ; When Sam Smart

went ta get wed, an' t'parson ax'd him if he'd browt t'ring, 'Ah
hevn't browt wun,' sed Sam, ' for ah Sally hez a splendid ring e

her voice. Use that.' Sam wor eleckted a member a Tommy
Kenny's Club, ib. ir. (16) e.Yks.1 (17) Cai. 1 A bit of tangle 3
or 4 inches long is split at each end for | of its length, the splits

being at right angles to one another. It is then opened out,

twisted over and laid down. After a little it jumps up and resumes

its original form. (18) Cum.8 She'd weddit a Tommy Moakison

for t'seak of his brass, 32 ; Cum.4 (s.v. Mawkison). (19) Nhb.1

' Tommy-noddy ; big heed an' little body '—a street-boy's gibe.

(20) Lth. O ye Tammy-norry ! LuMSDEN Sheep-head (1892) 258.

(21) Suf. Rainbird Agric. (1819) 301, ed. 1849. (22) w.Yks.2

Tha moant go out at neet, or Tommy Raw-head will fetch thee.

(23) There is a well at Hackenthorpe, near Sheffield, which
children call ' Tommy Raw-head Well,' wherein it is said that an

iron man with chains on his body lives, ib. (24) ne.Sc. Armed with
' tammie-reekies '—cabbage stalks hollowed out and filled with

lighted tow—the drenched and vindictive ' guisards ' gave two or

three vigorous puffs at the offender's key-hole, filling his house

with smoke, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Dec. 27, 1902). Fif. The long-

evenings favoured such pranks as ' Tammy-reekie,' ' Ticky-molie,'

and ' Guisin,' Colville Vernacular (i&^cj) 14. Bwk. To it divots

on the lums, Tammy-reekies stuffed wi' thrums, . . Aye set doon to

Yiddum, Calder Poems (1897) 123. (25) Dur. Brockett Gl.

(1846) (s.v. Savelicks). (26, 27) w.Yks. 2 (28) n.Yks. (C.V.C.)

(29) Lan. (B. & H.) (30) Sh.I. A later form of spindle ... is a

short stick nicked at the top, which is stuck into a potato or round
piece of peat. The ends of the horse hair are tied to the top ofthe

stick, which is then twirled till the hairs are sufficiently twisted.

The hairs are then doubled and twirled in the opposite direction.

The implement is now called a ' tammy-toddy,' Sh. News (July 2,

1898). (31) n.Yks. The name is sent us as ' Tommy Tottles

broke his mother's brandy bottles ' (B. & H. ). (32) Wm. , Yks. (ib.

)

10. Comb, in names of birds, fishes, &c. : (1) Tommy-
allans, the Sclavonian grebe, Podiceps auritus

; (2) -bar,

(3) -barse, the ruff, Acerina vulgaris; (4) -'s cannel-stick,
the glow-worm, Lampyris noctiluca ; (5) -cheekie, the
puffin, Fratercula arctica

; (6) — Harper, the crab, Cancer
araneus; (7) -herl, the heron, Ardea cinerea; (8) -loach,
(a) the stone loach, Cobitis barbatula; (b) the bullhead,
Cottus gobio

;
(c) the minnow, Leuciscus phoxinus

; (9)
-loacher, see (8, a)

; (10) -lodger, (a) see (8, a)
;
(b) see (8,c);

(n) -longlegs, the daddy-longlegs, Tipula oleracea
; (12)— Noddy, (13) — Norrie, see (5) ; (14) -nowp, the blue tit,

Parus caeruleus
; (15) -parsy, (16) -rough, the stickleback,

Gasterosteus trachurus; (17) -stint, the dunlin, Tringa
alpina

; see Stint, sb.
1 2 ; (18) -tailor, (a) see (11) ;

(b) a
hairy caterpillar, esp. the caterpillar of the tiger-moth,
Arctia caja

; (19) -tee, see (14) ; (20) -toddy, a tadpole

;

(21) -wake, see below.
(1) Nhb. 1

(2) n.Cy. (Hall.) (3) w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds.
(1865). (4) Cum.4 (5) Frf. The kittywake drapp'd in a swoon,
The Tammy Cheekie fled wi' fear, Sands Poems (1833) 74. Rnf.
(Jam.) (6) Edb. (ib.) (7) Per. Swainson Birds (1885) 145. (8, a)

N.Cy. 1
, Dur. 1 Cum.4 Ther's mennoms, tommy-loaches, Pen. Obs.

(Nov. 23, 1897). n.Yks.14 , w.Yks.3 , Lei.1 (b) Cum.4 (s.v. Tom
Carle), (c) s.Lan.1 (9) Lakel.2 (10, a) Nhb. An Tommy-lodgers
fra the peuls Iv blacking pots she norish'd, Robson Evangeline

(
l87o) 356; Nhb.1

(6) Nhb. Here may be fund the Thorneyback
an' Tommy Lodjor, Chater Tyneside Aim. (1869) 13. (n) n.Yks.1

(s.v. Jenny-spinner), w.Yks. 2 (12) Sc. (Jam.) Or.I. The puffin,

or tommy noddie of this place, is seen very often on our rocks,
Barry Orkney (1805) 305 (ib.); S. & Ork. 1

,
N.Cy.l, Nhb.1 (13)

Sc. Swainson ib. 219; The skreigh of a Tammie-Norie, Scott
Antiquary (1816) vii. Sh.I. Other birds may rarer be than
Tammie Norie, Sh. News (Oct. 1, 1898). Or.I. (Jam.) Nai. Zoologist

(1850) VIII. 2908. Abd. He kendna whether 'twas a duck, A gu'
or Tammie Norrie, Robb Poems (1852). Gall. What I shot of
the puffins or Tatnmy-Nories, Crockett Grey Man (1896) xxxvii.
Nhb. 1 (14) Chs. 1

(is) m.Yks. 1 (16) Not. (J.H.B.), Liu. (B.K.)



TOMMY-HAWK [185] TONE
(17) Yks. Yks. Wkly. Post (Dec. 31, 1898). (18, a) Yks.j'6. e.Yks.1

,

Lin.1, Cor. 2 (6) Yks. Tommy Tailyers we used to throw over our
heads for luck, Yks. N. & Q. (1888) II. 21. Shr. I have been
looking everywhere ... for a tommy-tailor to put in a bag and hang
it round the poor child's neck. They do say there is nothing like

it for the whooping cough, Flk-Lore Rec. (1882) V. 161 ; Shr.1

(19) Cum.4 (20) Cor.2 Like a tommy-toddy, All head and no body.

(21) Sh.I. Your cock-sparrow or Master Tommiewake won't have
a feather pulled, if he keeps his claws stowed, and puts a stopper
on his jaw tackle, Stewart Tales (1892) 165.

11. Phr. up to Tommy, satisfactory, up to the mark.
Lnk. Ye'll find baith him an' his public table up tae Tommy in

a' respects, Murdoch Readings (1895) III. 106.

12. v. A cutler's term : to rivet or fasten together.
Also used with on.

w.Yks.2 Used by cutlers when they are fastening on the scales

of the handles of knives. Advertisements are sometimes seen in

the Sheffield newspapers such as ' Wanted a boy to tommy on,' &c.

13. To force to deal at a ' tommy-shop.'
Shr. I'd rather be tommy'd than huckstered, White IVrekin

(i860) xxv.

TOMMY-HAWK, see Tomahawk.
TOMON, TOMONTAL, see Towmond, Towmondall.
TO-MORN, adv. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Also in forms ta-mornWm. ; te-maun e.Yks.1
; te-mooan

Yks. ; te-morn Nhb.1
; ti-mawn e.Yks.1

; ti-mooan Yks.

;

ti-morn n.Yks.4 ne.Yks.1
; t'moorn n.Yks.1

; t'morn
ne.Yks.1 s.Lan.1

; to-mworn Cum.4 [tamo'rn, tam^'n,
tamps'n.] To-morrow.
Nhb. Te-day he's as brisk as an eel—Te-morn he's a' doon i' the

jaw, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) IX9 i
Nhb.1 (s.v. Ta), w.Dur.1

Cum. I whispered ' Jemmy come to-mworn,' Anderson Ballads
(ed. 1808) 42 ; Cum.4 Wm. Weel ga and leeak eftret tamorn,
Clarke Brigsteear Gooardy, in Spec. Dial. (ed. 1885) pt. iii. 33.

n.Yks. Temooan all be Sunda', Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875)

46 ; n.Yks.14 , ne.Yks.1 e.Yks. Think on an tell blacksmith ti get

mah cowbrake deean bi ti-mooan, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 94

;

e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.23 Lan. We'll see abeaut it to-morn, Clegg

Sketches (1895) 16 ; Lan. 1
, ne.Lan.1 , e.Lan. 1

, m.Lan.1
, s.Lan.1

Hence to-morn at (or of) afternoon, morning, night, &c,
phr. to-morrow afternoon, morning, night, &c.

Cum.4 , n.Yks.14, ne.Yks.1 , e.Yks.1 w.Yks. Bring 'em dahn to-

morn at neet, Binns Yksman's Comic Ann. (1890) 30, col. 2
;

w.Yks.23 Lan. Be sure an' come to-morn at neet an' tell im if it

[the clock] keeps better time, Wood Hum. Sketches, 101. ne.Lan.

Haa long does He keep 'em in, till to-morn t'neet ? Mather Idylls

(1895) 303. s.Lan.1

[But I be to-morn as fair to sene As any lady, Chaucer
C. T. d. 1245.]

TO-MORROW, adv. Sc. Irel. Chs. Lin. Lei. War. Shr.

w.Cy. Dor. Also in form to-morra n.Lin.1 [ta-moT9.]

1. In phr. (1) to-morrow at night, to-morrow night
; (2)— come never, (3) — come never when there's two Sundays in

a week, an indefinite time ; never
; (4) — day, to-morrow

;

(5) — 's morning, to-morrow morning
; (6) — was a year,

a year ago from to-morrow.
(1) n.Lin.1 (2) Chs.1 n-Lin.1 I shan't goa near him, not agaain,

while to-morra' cum niver ; we shall see what'll happen then.

(3) Lei.1 (4) War.2 Now used to children only, as ' You shall go

a ta-ta with aunty to-morrow-day.' Shr.1
, w.Cy. (Hall.) Dor.

I'll be a good maid, an bide to hoam to-morrow day, an help 'ee

wi' the washin', Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 36. (5) Sc. Scoticisms

(1787)95. (6) N.I. 1

2. Obs. The next day : used of past time.

Rnf. To prevent this, a committee for peace was proposed

to-morrow, who heard the ministers and Mr. Anderson upon the

heads of complaint, Wodrow Corresp. (1709-31) II. 344, ed. 1843.

Hence to-morrow morning, phr., obs., the next morning:

used of past time.
Sc. After he had drunk liberally in the Advocate's house that

same day, went to bed in health, but was taken up stark dead

to-morrow morning, Kirkton Ch. Hist. (1817).

TOMPOKE, see Tumpoke.
TOMSHEE, sb. Sc. A fairy hillock.

In the course of the morning she . . . gathered a four-leaved

clover from one of those gently swelling and verdant mounds

called in the language of the country ' Tomshee,' or the ' hillock

of fairies,' Clan-Albin {1815) II. 240 (Jam.).
„ ~ . ,

[Gael, torn, a hillock, and silh, a fairy (M. & D.).]

VOL. VJ.

A spinning-wheel. n.Dev.TON, sb. Obs. Dev.
Holloway; (Hall.)
TON, see Tone, num. adj., Tun, sb.13

TO-NAME, sb. Sc. I.W. Also in form tee-name Sc.
Bnff.1 A name added to the surname or Christian name,
to distinguish individuals of the same name ; a nickname;
a surname.

Sc. Montgomerie-Fleming Notes on Jam. (1899). Sh.I. Bit ye
see it's a to name, for his richt name is Lowrie, Burgess Lowra
Biglan (1896) 52. n.Sc. The tee-name generally gets its start
from some characteristic. . . The change can be rung on the tee-
name even to the third and fourth generation—such as ' Rochie's
Bob,' ' Rochie's Bob's Bobbie,' ' Rochie's Bob's Bobbie's Bobbickie,'
Sh. News (Mar. 8, 1902). ne.Sc. Gordonhaven (1887) 18. Inv.
(H.E.F.), Bnff.1 , Abd. (J.G.) Kcb. Ithers again declare't it was
a to-name like the lave, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 104. I.W.
(CJ.V.)

[How god, as the godspel telleth gyueth hem foul
towname, P. Plowman (c.) xm. 211. OE. to-nama, a
cognomen, nickname (Sweet).]

TONCUER, sb. Nrf. [Not known to our other corre-
spondents.] The sole, Solea vulgaris. (P.H.E.)

TONE, num. adj. and indef. pron. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Lin. Shr. e.An. Also in forms
ta Nhb.1 m.Yks.1 w.Yks.1 ne.Lan.1

; taa w.Yks.1
; taae

Wm. ; taan w.Yks.1
; tae Sc. (Jam.) Nhb.1 n.Yks.2 ; taen

Sc. n.Yks.2 w.Yks. 1
; tahan Wm. Lan. ; tain m.Yks. 1

;

taine Yks.; tane Sc. (Jam.) n.Yks.14 ne.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1
;

taya ne.Lan.1
; tea n.Cy. 1 n.Yks.2 m.Yks.1

; teaa Cum.14
;

teae Sc. ; tean Sc. Nhb.1 Cum.4 m.Yks.1 n.Lan.1
; teane

Sc. Cum.; teann Cum.14 ; tee Sc. ; teea Wm. n.Yks.2

e.Yks. 1
; teean w.Dur.1 Wm. n.Yks.2 e.Yks.1

; teya Yks.

;

teyan n.Yks.2
; teyenNhb.1

; tia, tian Lakel.2
; to Nhb.1

e.An.1
; toan Yks. Lan. Lin.1

; ton n.Cy. Dur. w.Yks.2

ne.Lan. 1 Chs.123 s.Chs.1 Der.2 nw.Der.1
; tooan e.Yks.1

m.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 ; toon Suf. 1
; tya Cum.3 ;_tyan Dur.1

n.Yks.34 neYks. 1
; tyen Nhb.1 [ton, toan ; ten, tian.]

1. num. adj. A contraction of ' that one
'

; often used
tautologically with the def. art. Cf. tother, adj.

Sc. (Jam.); Dead at the tae door, and heirship at the tither,

Ferguson Prov. (1641) 10 ; Murray Dial. (1873) 181. n.Sc. I'll

lea' to you my tee leg, . . I'll lea' to you my tither leg, Buchan
Ballads (1828) I. 266, ed. 1875. Cai.1 Abd. The tae half o' oor

lairds, Alexander Johnny Gibb (187 1) ii. Ayr. If the tae leg had
said they're for Haplands, and the tither had said no, Johnston
Glenbuckie (1889) 23. Lnk. The tae half are coofs, Nicholson
Idylls (1870) 26. e.Lth. He didna mean abune the tae half o' what
he said, Hunter /. Inwick (1895) 162. Slk. Ye'll only hae to

carry the tae end o' the hand-barrow, Hogg Brownie of Bodsbeck

(1818) II. 161 (Jam.). N.Cy.1
, Nhb.1

, Dur. (R.O.H.) Cum.3 T'ya

lug had been rovven an hung like a cloot, 157 ; Cum.4 Wm. A
spur on taae heel, Wheeler Dial. (ed. 1821) 114 ; Frae teea end
tet tudther, Jonny Shippard's Jurna (1865). n.Yks. Ather put it

o't teya side er t'other, which ta likes (W.H.) ; n.Yks.2 Stand at

t'ae side. e.Yks. 1 Teea chap went whom. Tooan leg or tother is

seer ti be fust. m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781);

w.Yks.1 1 . . . hed liked to hev scratted taa ee' out, ii. 296. Lan.

Aw klapt won hond op oth toan ee, Sam Sondnokkur, 11 ;
Lan.1

ne.Lan. 1 Ta thee kittles [the one thigh itches]. Frae taya bank

tull tudder. s.Lan.1 e.An. 1 To thing and tother thing. To side

and tother side (s.v. Ta).

Hence (1) teea hegh, phr. on one side
; (2) the tae day,

phr. every other day; (3) ton end, phr. upright.

(1) Cum. 1 It's o' o' teaa hegh like granfadder wig; Cum.4 (2)

Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 354. (3) n-Cy. It must be set

a t'on end. My wife keeps a t'on end yet [she is not brought to

bed yet], Grose (1790) MS. add. (R)

2. indef. pron. A contraction of ' that one
' ;

gen. used in

conjunction with 'tother.'

Sc. (Jam.) ; Ye cannae tell the tane frae the tither, Stevenson

Cairiona (1893) xxix; Murray Dial. (1873) 181. Cai.1 Abd.

Dinna ye think the tane jist as ill's the tither? Alexander Johnny

Gibb (1871) xlvi. Ags. The tane's as bad's the tither, Reid

Howetoon, 53. s.Sc. What wi' the tean, an' what the tither,

Donaldson Poems (1809) 56. Ayr. Putting the taen in his mouth

wi' a smirk, but skreighing at the sight o' the ither, Galt Sir A
lVylie(i8z2) i. Edb. Theyhad seen the tane of these ne'er-do-weels

soit the other, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) vii. n.Cy. Holloway.
f '

3 b
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Nhb » What wi' the tean, and what wi' the tother. Dur. 1 w.Dur.1
,

Lakel 2 Cum. Some say teane, and some say beath, Anderson

Ballads (ed. 1808) 38; Cum.1 Wm. Atween tahan en tudder,

Robison Aald Taales (1882) 3 ; Teean eftre tudthre, Spec. Dial.

(188s) pt. iii. 5. n.Yks. (T.S.), n.Yks.123 * e.Yks.1 Teean on em
mun hev it. m.Yks. 1 Let ta be at ta side, andtawi ta at tother

w Yks. What taine did tother did, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882)

Gl ; Toane or tuther, Banks Whfld. Wds. (1865) ;
Tuan on jaz

dunt [one of you has done it], Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 126;

w.Yks.1
; w.Yks. 2 Have thy pick; ton or t'tother; w.Yks.3

;

w Yks.5 T'tone o' them two did it. Lan. Thoo can't fo in wi

t'tahan er t'udder, Kendal C. News (Mar. 23, 1889) ;
Lan. 1

,
n.Lan.1

,

neLan.1
, e.Lan.1

, m.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 They're very fond tone-o

-

t'other. Chs. 1 Ton o'th' two ; Chs.23 ,
s.Chs.1 Der. 2 Ton and

t'other. nw.Der.1
, Lin.1 (s.v. Teaner), n.Lin.1 Shr.1 Rarely used.

' Both the tone an' the tother on 'em.' e.An. 12,
Suf.1

Hence Tone-tother, pron. one another.

Cum. As if they'd nut tean tudder seen, Richardson Talk

(1871) 1st S. 42, ed. 1886; Cum. 4 ne.Yks.1 They bazzaked fane

t'other. e.Yks. They beeath luv tee-an t'other, Wray Nestleton

(1876) 242. w.Yks. 1 They're seea thick, at they're nivver fray

taentother, ii. 287. Lan. Yeds wurn bobbin ogen tone tuther,

Scholes Tint Gamwattle (1857) 10. ne.Lan.1 Der. Grose (1790)

MS. add. (P.) nw.Der.1

3. Used elliptically for ' the one or the other.'

n.Yks. Tack 'em, or leave 'em, teean (I.W.) ; n.Yks. 2 It's boun

te be rain or snaw, te-yan. s.Chs.1 Stey ! wtit dhey bi kwai't ?

dhaa)l aa)dhi fdo-t i pot fir pon, ton, jus naay.

[2. He sal be tane hate And te tother luf aftir his state,

Hampole Pr. C. (c. 1340) 1106.]

TONER, indef. pron., adj. and conj. Lin. Also in forms

teaner Lin.1
; toaner Lin.1 n.Lin. 1

; twonerLin.1
; turner

Lin.1 [to
-
n3(r).] 1. indef. pron. and adj. A contracted

form of 'the one or the other.'

Noaks or Thimbleby—toaner 'ed shot 'um as dead as a naail,

Tennyson N. Farmer, Old Style (1864) st. 9; (Hall.); Lin.1

n.Lin. 1 Thaay're Methadisses or Ranters, toner. sw.Lin. 1
1 don't

know whether it's this week or next, but it's toner.

2. conj. In phr. toner . . . or, either ... or.

n.Lin. 1 He's toaner eatin' one, or he's gotten him into a corner

an' durst na faace him.

TONG, see Tang, v.
3
, Tongue.

TONGABLAA, sb. Sh.I. Incessant speaking; a
corruption of ' tongue-gabble.' (Jam.), S. & Ork. 1

TONGS, sb. pi. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Also in forms taings
Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. ; tangs Sc. (Jam.) w.Yks. 1

; tengs n.Yks.2
;

tings Sc. ; tyangs Sc. (Jam.) [torjz; tarjz, terjz.] 1. In
comb. (1) Tongs-legs, or Teng-legs, a long-legged person

;

(2) -of-fire, as much burning peat or other fuel as can^be
lifted and carried in the tongs.

(1) n.Yks. (T.S.), n.Yks.2 (2) Sh.I. I widna winder ta see da
trooker comin' in axin' fir a taings o' fire some mornin' whin I'm
kirnin', Stewart Tales (1892) 44.

2. Phr. (1) to braid ofa pair of tongs, to be long-limbed
;

(2) tofind a thing where [the Highlandman]found the tongs,

to steal ; see below
; (3) to send a person ben to the tongs,

to settle his business, overcome him in argument
; (4) to

tie the tongs together, to unite in matrimony.
(1) w.Yks.1 (2) Sc. (Jam.) ; A Highland man being challenged

for stealing a pair of tongs, said he found them ; and being asked
where ? he said hard by the fire-side. Spoken when boys have
pick'd something and pretend they found it, Kelly Prov. (1721)
383-4 ; Donald Caird finds orra things Where Allan Gregor fand
the tings, Chambers Sngs. (1829) I. 57. (3) Lnk. That sens ye ben
to the tangs for a wee. Ye hinnie made muckle by meddling wi'
me, Watson Poems (1853) 48. (4) Slk. I'll hae thebranks of love
thrown over the heads o' the twasome, tie the tangs thegither,
and then let them gallop like twa kippled grews, Hogg Tales

(1838) 322, ed. 1866.

3. Used as sg. with the indef. art.

Sc, Abd. (Jam.) Ayr. Like a sheep-heed on a tangs, Burns
On Life (1796) st. 7.

4. Part of a handloom : a fixture on a beam. w.Yks.
(S.P.U.) 5. Fig. Clutches.
Nhb. Let them yence get 'im into their taings weel, Tyneside

Sngstr. (1889) 72.

TONGUE, sb. and v. Var. dial uses in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also in forms tong w.Yks.2 se.Wor.1 Dev. ; tongy
w.Som. 1

; tung e.Yks.1 s.Lan.1 n.Lin. 1 Cor. [tun, t«rj.]

1. sb. In comb. (1) Tongue-bang, (2) -battle, to scold,
abuse, berate

; (3) -bleed, -bleeder, or -bluiders, the goose-
grass, Galium Aparine; (4) -deaving, voluble; (5) -doubled,
having the speech made indistinct by drink

; (6) -drubbing,
a scolding ; (7) -('s end, the tip of one's tongue ; (8) -fence,

argument, talk
; (9) -ferdy, obs., loquacious, glib-tongued

;

(10) -grass, (a) the water-cress, Nasturtium officinale ;
(b)

the common chickweed, Stellaria media; (c) the garden
cress, Lepidium sativum

; (11) -lash, (12) -maul, see (2)

;

(13) -of-butter, a flattering, soft-speaking tongue; (14)

•of-the-trump, the wire of a jews'-harp; hence fig. the

person of most importance; (15) -pad, a fast talker; a

loquacious person
; (16) -padding, see (6) ; (17) -persecu-

tion, abuse
; (18) -persecutor, one who gives abuse; (19)

•pie, see (6) ; (20) -pole, the beam by which the fore and
hind wheels of a wagon are connected

; (21) -raik, elocu-

tion ; flow oflanguage
; (22) -roots, see (7) ; (23) -shoiting,

strife of tongues
; (24) -shot, in phr. within tongue-shot, as

far as the voice will reach ; (25) -stir, chatter, senseless

gabble
;
(26) -strabush, obs., see (23) ; (27) -tab or -tabber,

(28) -tabbas or -tavas, a chatterbox ; a noisy old scold

;

a swaggerer; (29) -tack, obs., to make silent
; (30) -tacked,

having an impediment in the speech owing to the tongue

being fastened by a film or membrane : fig. tongue-tied,

slow of speech, mealy-mouthed ; see Tacked, s.v. Tack,

v.
z 2 (1) ; (31) -tenged, of cattle : afflicted with a disease

attacking the roots of the tongue ; see Tanged, s.v. Tang,
sb.

1 12 (1) ; (32) -tethered, silent
; (33) -thief, a slanderer

;

(34) -thrash or -thresh, see (2) ; (35) -tree, the pole of an

ox-cart or wagon
; (36) -walk, (37) -whale, see (2).

(1) Don. The peelers and the magisthrate, they could only

tongue-bang him, Harper's Mag. (Jan. 1901) 328. Der. I heerd

her tonguebanging o' ye as I cum past the house, Good Wds.

(1881)842. Nhp.1 Suf. He never 'tongue-bangs' his children, Mac-

millan's Mag. (Sept. 1889) 361. Ess. (H.H.M.), s.Cy. (Hall.)

Sus. Holloway. Hmp. 1 (2) s.Not. She does tongue-battle 'im

too, when 'e cooms 'um drunk (J.P.K.). (3) s.Cy., n.Cy.(B.& H.)

Nhb.1 , n.Yks. (R.H.H.), w.Yks. (W.F.), Lei. (B. & H.) Nrf.

Nrf. Arch. (1879) VIII. 174. Suf. (B. & H.) (4) Edb. A tongue-

deavin' randy—you'll no find her match, M°Laren Chimla-lug

(1881) 51. (5) w.Yks. (S.P.U.) (6) Yks. A reg'lar tongue-

drubbin, Yks. Comet (1884) III. 36. (7) Sc. Her anger's at her

tongue end, and maun be out, Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 94.

Arg. A man of schooling, with Latin at his tongue's-end, Munro
/. Splendid (1898) 124. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.), Nhp. 1 War.3 Dear

me, I have the lines at my tongue's end, but cannot speak them.

Hnt. (T.P.F.) (8) Chs.1 (9) Sc. Mackay. Ags. (Jam.) Fif.

Carnbee, . . Turnin' tongue-ferdy now and crouse, Gaed stormin'

round frae house to house, Tennant Papistry (1827) 14. (10, a)

It. So called from its hot flavour biting the tongue (A.S.-P.). Uls.

(M.B.-S.) (b, c) It. (B. & H.) (11) Nhb. She was half-greetin',

and it wasna in me to gie her the tongue-lashin' she needed,

Graham Red Scaur (1896) 290. w.Yks. Aw know Aw've done
wrang an' desarve a tongue-lashin', Hartley Clock Aim. (1895) 2,

in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 13, 1899). Dev. Let yourself be led

and tongue-lashed by your housekeeper, Baring-Gould Spider

(1887) ii. Cor. (J.W.) (12) Glo.1 (13) Bwk. The whillie-wha
slid tongues o' butter, I canna bide them, Sutherland Poems
(1821) 26. (14) Sc. He is the tongue of the trump to the whole
squad of them, Scott Redg. (1824) x. ne.Sc. The searching
criticisms of such an one as P. W., the tongue of the trump to us
a', or the new Cock o' the North, Gordon Northward Ho, 53.
w.Sc. Betty's at the lug o' the law noo, and thinks she's the tongue
o' the trump, Wood Farden Ha' (1902) 240. Ayr. Black-lippit
Johnnie, The tongue o' the trump to them a', Burns Election,
st. 2. (15) n.Yks. 1 Hrt. Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) V. iii. 97.
Cor.2 (16) n.Yks.12 (17) Lnk. Tongue-persecution, and assaults
with paper-guns and ink-powder, Shields Renwick (1724) 93, ed.

1827. (18) Lnk. The greater part tongue-persecutors, and some
by hands, Walker Biog. Presbyt. (1724-32) I. 224, ed. 1827. (19)
Cor. Ee git some tongue pie, Thomas Aunt Keziah (1895) ii

;

Cor.3 (20) s.Wor. 1 (21) n.Sc. (Jam.) (22) Sc. It was juist at
my tongue-roots (Jam.). Dmf. It was at my very tongue-roots to
offer to give you a lift, Hamilton The Mawkin (1898) 270. (23)
w.Yks.5 'What's up, maaster?' "Laaking at tongue-shoiting,
doesn't tuh see—bud some hah or other they can't gehr 'em
lowsen'd,' 3. (24) Lan. When my mother had come within
tongue-shot of the bridge, Brierley Cast upon World (1886) 76.

(25) n.Lin.1 It wants a staaid man, like what ohd John Skinner
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was, to goa wi' taatie han's, else theare's a vast deal moore tung-
stir then pickin' goas on. (26) Fif. Frae the Wast-port to

Greg'ry's green, Was naething heard and naething seen, But
tongue-strabush and war, Tennant Papistry (1827) 108. (27)
Cor. I do haate to go along the road weth un, he es sich a owld
tongue-tabber, Higham Dial. (1866) 9 ; Cor. 12 (28) Cor.12 (29)
Sc. It . . . hath tongue-tacked many a valiant hero for Christ,
Shield Society Contendings (1780) 218 (Jam.). Gall. He'll whiles
paysome attention Till fairly tongue-tackedwi' a pension, Nicholson
Poet. Wks. (1814) 97, ed. 1897. (30) Sc. (Jam.) ; You've your
legs, Minto, to defend your own with, if you are tongue-tackit

—

but leave me my freedom of speech, Keith Bonnie Lady (1897)
23. Cai.1 e.Fif. Peggy Pie, dour an' tongue-tackit, Latto Tarn
Bodkin (1864) viii. Ayr. ' Is it like the worl' ? Tell me, is it

tongue-tackit ?
' ' No—it's a lassock !

' Service Notandums (1890)
45. Rxb. Was there ever seen such a tongue-tackit gluntoch as

this? Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 128. n.Cy. Border Gl. (Coll.

L.L.B.) (31) n.Yks. 1 (s.v. Tenged), n.Yks. 2 w.Yks. Lucas
Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) ii. (32) n.Yks.2 (33) Sh.I. Of
slanderers it is said :

' ye may lock afore a haand t'ief, but no afore

a tongue t'ief,' Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 229. (34) N.I.1 Lin. They
two had been tongue-threshing each other, Fenn Cure of Souls

(1889) 12. (35) Dev. Moore Hist. Dev. (1829) I. 355. (36)
Lan. Gan poor Sammy such a tungwalkin' that aw'm sure if onny-
body had o'[er ?]yerd her they would ha' thowt hoo wur gooin' to

gi'e him a good threshin', Wood Hum. Sketches, 8. s.Lan. 1 Hoo
gan him a tung-walkin'. nw.Der.1 Shr. 2 Pretty well tongue-

walked him. (37) n.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Yks.12 e.Yks. Mar-
shall Rur. Econ. (1788).

2. Phr. (1) a dish oftongue(s, a scolding ; see Dish, sb. 2
(2) ; (2) as old as one's tongue and older than one's teeth, an
answer often given in reply to a question as to one's age

;

see Old, 4 (4) ; (3) a taste of (one's) tongue, sharp or strong
language ; a scolding

; (4) hard of tongue, sharp-tongued,
abusive

; (5) his tongue never lies, he never ceases talking
;

(6) his tongue runs o' wheels, he talks fast and without
consideration or accuracy

; (7) on, or upon, one's tongue,

(a) on the tip of one's tongue ; (6) by heart ; by a process

of mental calculation; (8) the length of the tongue, a

scolding ; see Length, II. 1 (12) ; (9) to be all tongue, to be
a great talker

; (10) to butter the tongue, to speak gently
;

(11) to get one's tongue with one, to recover one's power of

speech after being taken aback
; (12) to give a person a bit

of one's tongue, to abuse him ; (13) to give offthe tongue, to

deliver a message, or render an account, verbally, or from
memory only

; (14) to give tongue, to speak
; (15) to have

a tongue in one's head, to have the power of scolding
; (16)

to have a tongue that would clip clouts, iron, or brass, to be

a great talker ; to be sharp-tongued ; see Clip clouts,

s.v. Clip, v? 6 (2) ; (17) to have got one's tongue scraped, to

speak politely
; (18) to have upon the tongue, to mention

;

(19) to hold one's tongue ahind one's teeth, (20) to keep a close

tongue, (21) to keep one's tongue between, or within, one's teeth,

to keep silence
; (22) to keep one's tongue off, to refrain

from attacking with words
; (23) to lay one's tongue on, or

to, (24) to lift the tongue, see (18) ; (25) to oil the tongue, see

(10) ; (26) to put the tongue to, see (18) ; (27) to tie a knot

with one's tongue that one can never undo wi^h one's teeth, to

get married ; see Knot, sb.
1 2 (2).

(1) Nhb. If a dish of tongue was served up hot to me, I'd

certainly give them that served it a taste of something they

wouldn't like, Lilburn Borderer (1896) 30. w.Yks.1 (2) w.Yks.1
,

s.Lan. 1 14. (3) n.Lin.1 I shall gie him a taaste o' my tung ifhe cums

pychin here. Dor. Given their husbands a good taste of tongue,

Agnus Jan Oxber (1900) 294. (4) n.Dev. The men were mostly a

parcel o' dirty-mouthed drunkards, and the women-folk hard o'

tongue, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 235. (5) Sc. (A.W.) Sh.I. In

fact ... his tongue never lay, Burgess Sh. Flk. (1902) 17. w.Yks.

(J.W.) (e)w.Yks.1 (7,a)Cld.(jAM.) (6) n.Sc. (ib.) Abd.Icudna'a

never leernt to get screeds o' things upo' my tongue like that

laddie, Alexander Am Flk. (1882) 191. Uls. He was a poor

hand who could not at a glance calculate to within a pound or two

the quantity of beef contained in a fat cow, as well as make up

the purchase money on his 'tongue' as quickly as the dealer

could with pencil and paper, M°Ilroy Craiglinnie (1900) 55. (8)

Suf Mind I have the things by next Saturday s butterwoman, or

you'll get the length of my tongue, I'll warrant you, Betham-

ZWPX.-DS Lord ofHarvest (1899)204. (9) w.Yks. 1 (10) w.Yks.

I was reared on hard words an' haverbread, an they both of em

stiffen a chap, to my thinking. I doan't know that owt iver
corned o' buttering your tongue, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne
(1900)55. (11) Don. Sez I to him when I got my tongue with me,
sez I, Macmanus Bend of Road (1898) 65. (12) War.3 (13) Sc.
'Did you give it in writing?' ' Na, I gi'edaffmy tongue' (Jam.).
(14) n.Yks. (I.W.) n.Dev. Saving to my father, . . he didn't give
tongue on the matter, Zack Dunstable Weir (igoi) 192. (15) Nhb.
She's a tongue in her heed, like ither folks' wives, hes Nancy
Armstrang, I'se warrant ye, and wag it must at t' hinder end, and
thenwhat'sRobbietodae? TynedaleStudiesii&gd). (i6)Sc. (A.W.),
N.I.1 (17) n.Yks. (I.W.) (i8)Dev. Yougert haggageof a woman.
Who be you to have the man 'pon your tongue—tell me that ?

Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900) 425. (19) n.Lin. 1 (s.v. Cloas).

(20) s.Yks. Be off, then, and keep a close tongue, Fletcher
Harvesters (1900) 209. (21) Sc. Laddie, if you were older, I

would bid you keep your tongue within your teeth, and let that

be which you cannot mend, Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 118. Lan.

Waugh Hermit Cobbler, iii. s.Dev. I'm gormed ef I don't keep
my tongue atween my teeth till the day as I digs the grave fur

her buryin', Longman's Mag. (1901) 51. (22) Sc. She never can
keep her tongue off the man, and 'deed he's a poor-spirited creature

that can't even stand up for his own, Keith Lisbeth (1894) ii.

(23) Nhb. Geordie wes gannin' to lay his tongue tiv a few under-

standable words, Pease Mark 0' the Deil (1894) 28. Wm. I'll not

ha' you and yer likes lay yer tongues on ma wife's name, Olli-
vant Owd Bob (1898) 30. (24) Ayr. He made her tak an aith on
the Beuck that she would haud her tongue forever, and lift it to

no leevin' soul, Service Notandums (1890) 60. (25) Cor. He
would not go to chapel . . . but he sent his wife, so that she might
' oil her tongue a bit,' Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 96. (26) Per. I

canna sae weel rehearse 't, atween what they said, and what they

garred a body think, tho' aiblins they mayna hae puiten their

tongue til't, Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 65, ed. 1887. (27)

w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Lan.1 17.

3. The small sole, Solea minuta.
e.An.1 [So called] from its shape. A distinction used by our

fishermen. Nrf. Holloway. Suf. 1
, Sus. 1

4. A long and narrow enclosure of land. n.Lin.1

5. A long and narrow piece of stuff torn out of a dress, &c.

That sneck's torn anuther tung i' my goon, ib.

6. The projecting part of the cowl of an oast, which causes
it to turn round in the wind. Ken.1

7. Dialect ; manner
of speaking.
Dmf. They seemed tae him tae be strangers frae their tongues,

Paton Castlebraes (1898) 301. Der. A soft sleepy ' tongue of the

Peak ' that slurs over every harsh word, and rolls its phrases all

one in another, Ouida Puck (ed. 1901) ii.

8. Abuse ; violent language.
Ayr. I would try and put up wi' her tongue, Johnston Kilmallie

(1891) I. 40. w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lin.1 My wo'd, bud she did gie

him sum tung.

9. Power of talk.

Som. Well known to have more tongue than sense, and to talk

more than he could stand to, Raymond No Soul (1899) 116.

10. v. To converse ; to gossip.
Cor. I ses doant 'ee tung' about near neighbours, Harris OurCove

(1900) 48 ; She got there and found no one to ' tongue ' with, ib. 69.

Hence (1) Tongueing-house, (2) Tongueing-place, sb.

a place where people gossip.

(1) Cor. In the evening the Tung'in'-house was in its glory,

Harris OurCove (1900) 46. (2) The women called the [barber's]

shop the men's Tung'in'-place, ib. 39.

11. To prate ; to talk immoderately ; to scold, abuse,

vituperate ; to speak pertly and saucily.
j

Sc. Sic anither tongueing as she gied them about the rights o

women, Scotch Haggis, 78. Cai. Putting the minister's action

and Babbie's tonguing alongside of each other, Horne Countryside

(1896) 66. Frf. She is aye tonguing, especially about her teeth,

Barrie Minister (1891) xiv. Gall. She a' the neebours roun'

aboot . . . Weel tongues, up hill an' brae, Scott Gleanings (1881)

104. Ir. Divil a word [has he spoken] since he tongued me

yonder on the street, Bullock Pastorals (1901) 74. N.I.1 Ken.1

Sarcy little hussey ! I told her she shouldn't go out no more of

evenings ; and fancy, she just did turn round and tongue me, she

did ; Ken. 2 w.Cy. (Hall.) w.Dor. Dwunt thee tonguey so,

Roberts Lyme Regis (1834). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

w.Som.1 I zim her do tongy to much vor me. Dev. He sent a

stable boy for the policeman an' tongued Bill proper, Black and

White (June 27, 1896) 825. Cor. The more they parleyvoo d, the

more Our maidens tongue'd away, Forfar Poems (1885) 19-
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TONGUED [188] TOOIDLE

Hence Tongueing-match, sb. a scolding-match.
Cor. They were well used to these ' tungin' matches ' between

Hecka and all-comers, Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 62.

12. To pronounce, articulate.
n.Yks.2 ' I can't tongue V ' Badly tongued,' as from one with

defective utterance. e.Yks.1 Ah can't tung sike big wods.
n.Lin. 1 It's one o' them theare long Latin wo'ds ; I can't tung it.

13. To give tongue, as a hound ; hence to shout, make a
noise.
w.Yks.2 ne.Glo. What's thee tonguing like that for, Dick? . . .

What's amiss ? Household Wds. (1885) 142. w.Som. 1 I yeard the
hounds tongy, and tho' I zeed the fox gwain on under the hedge.

TONGUED, ppl. adj. Cor. Talkative.
He is the tonguedest man in Zennor (J.W.).

TONGUES, sb. pi. Lei.1
[tBrjz.] A dial, form of

' tongs.'

TONGUEY, adj. Sc. n.Cy. Lei. Dev. and Amer.
[tirrji, tB-rji.] Loquacious, glib-tongued ; well able to
defend oneselfwith one's tongue

; gen. used in a bad sense.
Sc (Jam.) Edb. A tonguey woman's noisy plea, Fergusson

Poems (1773) 107, ed. 1785. SIg. Daft Nanny, Tonguey Jenny,
Fergusson Village (1893) 152. n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)
Lei.1 s.Dev. Job's friends said 'they alwes luved tu hear en
prayche, he wer' that tonguey 'twud make a copse laff,' Longman's
Mag. (1901) 46. [Amer. A tonguey feller like himself— he's got
language, John Henry has, Cent. Mag. (Oct. 1902) 863.]
[So a tungy womman to a quyete man, Wyclif Ecclus.

xxv. 27.]

TONGY, see Tongue.
TO-NIGHT, adv. Lan. Dor. Som. Dev. [ta-nai't.]

Last night ; the night of the preceding day.
Lan. I had slept well to-night, Byrom Remin. (1724) in Cheth.

Soc. XXXII. 108. Dor. (C.W.) Som. It's bin a very sharp frost
t'night (W.F.R.). Dev. Up to four and five p.m. people will say,
' We had a lot of rain to-night,' Reports Provinc. (1891).
TO'NIL, sb. n.Lin.1

[to-nil.] The hasp of an old-
fashioned window casement.
TONK, see Tank, sb.2

TON-KEN, sb. e.Yks.1 [to'n-kan.] 1. A turning,
or barrel-churn ; lit. a ' turn churn.' 2. Fig. A fat, un-
wieldy person. ' He's a reglar ton-ken.'

TONKEY, sb. and adj. Midi. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.
Dev. Also written tonky Lei. 1

; and in forms tunkey
Nhp.1 War.2

; tunky Not. Lin. Lei.1 War.3
[tirrjki, te-nki.]

1. sb. A small, short-legged, fat pig of the Chinese build;
any small pig with an upturned snout; also in comp.
Tonkey-pig. ?A corruption of the proper name 'Ton-
quin.'

Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) I. 328. Not. (J.H.B.)
se.Lin. He's like a tunky pig (J.T.B.). Lei.1 , Nhp. 1

, War.23
2. adj. Short and thick-set. Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1796) II. War.2
, Dev. (Hall.)

TON(N, v. Yks. See below.
w.Yks. ' Ton' is in common use in child language, and means to

chastise, to rebuke. Thus, if an elder brother have offended a
child so as to cause it to show its displeasure or to cry, a parent
will try to soothe the child's feelings by gently tapping the elder
brother with the hand, and remarking, ' Hah, tonn naughty boy.
Tonn him for doin' so !

' Leeds Merc. Suppl. (May 13, 1899).
TONNELL, see Turnel.
TONNOCHED, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Covered with a

plaid. See Tunag.
Per. Poor tonnoched Willy, Donald and Flora, 186 (Jam.).
TONNUP, see Turnip.
TON SALE BARGAIN, phr. Obs. w.Yks.1 A certain

piece of ground in a mining field apportioned to the miner
by the Lord of the Manor.
TONSE, v. Obs. w.Yks.1 To dress, deck out ; to

trim. 'Thou's finely tonsed this morning,' ii. 213.
TONSILE-HEDGE, sb. Obs. n.Cy. A hedge cut neat

and smooth. (Hall.)
TONSURE, sb. Obs. Som. The hay-crop.
Agrtc. Surv. (i793-!8i3) 164 ; There are a few low common

meadows, where frequently the hay-crop (provincially, the
tonsure) belongs to one man, and the after-grass to another,
Billingsley Agrk. (ed. 1798) 273.

TONTLE, v. Yks. To play or toy with.
w.Yks. They're tontlin wi't curls ov his golden hair, Preston

Poems (1872) 22, ed. 1881 ; Shoo . . . tontled wi' her frock, Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 19, 1898).

TONTLE, see Tantle.
TONY, adj. n.Cy. Som. Also written tonni Som.

In comp. (1) Tony-hood, (2) -hoop, the bullfinch, Pyrrhula
Europaea.

(1) n.Cy. (Hall.) Som. Swainson Birds (1885) 67. (2) Som.
Swainson ib.

TONY-PIG, sb. Dev. A small pig. s.Dev. (F.W.C.)
See Anthony-pig.
TOO, adv. Irel. Chs. Suf. Guern. 1. In phr. (1) to do

too much to it, to overwork oneself
; (2) too big riggit, of a

boat : over-rigged
; (3) — very, too.

(1) Suf. (SJ.) (2) N.I.1 (3) Chs.1 Dunnot dig it too very deep.

2. Very. Guern. The harvest was not too bad (G.H.G.).

TOO, sb. Sh.I. [tu.] A mound ; a small piece of
rising ground. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 81. Cf. toog.

[OH.Jiufa, a mound (Vigfusson).]

TOO, see Tew, sb.
1
, v.

1
, To, prep., Two.

TOOAN, see Tone, num. adj.

TOOARTI, adj. Lakel.Wm. Easily offended ; touchy.
Lakel. 2 Thoo mun mind hoo thoo talks, he's as tooarti as can be

if thoo comes wrang way o' t'grain. Wm. Thoo needn't be sea
tooarti (B.K.).

TOOAT, TOOATHRI, see Tote, Two-three.
TOOBER, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. [tirbar.] 1. v. To

beat, strike ; to shake. Cf. tabor, 7.
Sc. That bad servan' . . . Sail begin to toober his fallow-servan's,

Henderson St. Matt. (1862) xxiv. 49. w.Sc. (Jam.) Hdg. Our
driver Tam, . . And aften toobers thee for tricks, Lumsden Sel.

Poems (1896) 15. Nhb.1 Aa'U gie ye a good tooberin.

2. sb. A quarrel. w.Sc. (Jam.)
TOOD, v. Sh.I. Of a young animal : to attempt to

suck anything which comes in its way ; to push with the
nose as in seeking for the teat.

(J.S.); Luik at da scunner toodin apo' da side o' da pan! If
dat widna pervok da hert o' a saunt, Sh. News (May 13, 1899).
Hence Toodik, sb. an artificial teat used in feeding a

young pig or lamb with cow's milk.
(J.S.) ; Mak a toodik for hit ta sook o' fill [until] hit gets strent

ta sook da midder, Sh. News (May 14, 1898).
TOODEL, v. Dev. 2 Also written tudel. [tu'dl.] To

whimper, cry.
Her's that moody-hearted that her'd tudel to see a cat go bare-

footed.

TO(0)DELEK, TOODER, see Toudilep, Towther.
TOODLE,s6. w.Yks.1

[tirdl.] A tooth. Cf. tod, v?,
teudle.
Used in speaking to a child when it is cutting its teeth. ' Let

me feel thy toodles.'

TOOFAL, see To-fall.
TOOG, sb. S_c. Also in forms tuack S. & Ork.1

; tuag
Cai. 1 [tug; tuag; tuak.] A small hillock, esp. one
covered with a tuft of grass, or on the top of a height.
S
?;

I '

J
I
^
toucht dat l dang mi fit in a Peer'e to°g, an' awa' I

tumbled headicraw ower da banks, Spence Flk-Lore (1890) 240
S. & Ork.1, Cai.1 '

[Cp. Dan. tue, a knowl, little hillock (Larsen).]
TOOGY adj. Yks [tfl-gi.] Tiny. w.Yks. Dyer

Dial. (1891) 59 ; Yks. Mag. (Dec. 1872) 114.

r
™?-,HOO>.sb-

„
S
U
C

- Also written tu-hu Fif. (Jam.)
Ltu -hu.} 1. A hullabaloo

; a noisy expression ofpleasure
or of pain. r

Sc. Humph
!
be you taking tat, for you was te pekinner of thistamn toohoo, Scotch Haggis, 82. Kcd. The . . . widda . . madean awsome too-hoo ower the loss o' her bonnie man, Trotter

Gall. Gossip (1901) 269. Wgt. Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 323
.2. A spiritless person, one destitute of energy and
incapable of exertion. 8J

u^&kS^TS 1e saft t00 'h00
'

ca
'

ed Jock Broon
'

fo

TOOIDLE, sb. Yks. [tui-dl.] A pet name for a baby's

w.Yks. A', what bonny little tooidles ! (JE.B.) ; Bless it little
tooidles

! Leeds Merc. Suppl. (May x3 , rSgg).
;

'



TOOK [189] TOOM
TOOK, see Teuk, sb.2, Tuck, sb.2 , v.

3

TOOL, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs.
Lin. Ken. w.Cy. Also in forms teul Cum.14 ; tewel Sc.
(Jam.) Yks.; tiul Wm. ; tuel N.Cy.1

; tuil Nhb. Cum.;
tyul Nhb.1

[tiil ; tuil, tiul.] 1. sb. In comp. (1) Tool-
bing, a small room amongst the farm-buildings where tools
are kept

; (2) -skep, a tool-basket.
(1) Chs.1 (2) Gall. Wad hae laid doon his life for theirs as

pleased-like as he lays doon his tool-skep at nicht, Crockett
Banner of Blue (1902) x.

2. A spade with a curved blade. See Hollow-tool, s.v.
Hollow, 3 (7, a).

Chs.1
, Lin.1 n.Lin.1 A hollow wooden spade shod with iron,

used on the Trent-side for digging warp, and other soil that is free
from stones. e.Lin. (G.G.W.)
3. Any small implement used in farm-work.
Ken. He had his tools over his shoulder (D.W.L.). w.Cy.

(Hall.)

4. A ship. Sh.I. (Jam.) 5. pi. Knives and forks.
Lan. Which they called ' tools,' Brierley Layrock (1864) iv.

6. A term of contempt for a poor fellow ; a simpleton ; a
mischievous or wicked person.
Nhb.1 Cum. Lai Ruth, as mischievious a lall teul as ivver 3'ou

saw, Gwordie Greenup Anudder Batch (1873) 5 ; O' mangrel
Wull, that wicked tuil, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 102 ; Cum.*
Wm. Seek a tiul fer brecks as ye nivver saw(B.K. ). w.Yks. Aw
wodn't luk sideways at sich a tewel as Jim, Hartley Clock Aim.
(1878) 42. n.Lin.1

Hence Teulment, sb. mischief, good-humoured devilry.
Cum.1 ; Cum.3 Gi'en to o' manner o' teulment was he, 43

;

Cum.4

7. Phr. to hold tool, to cause trouble or annoyance ; to
tease ; see Hold-tyul, s.v. Hold, v. II. 3 (16).

N.Cy.1 Dinna haud me sic a tuel. Nhb. Thae three guid fallows
hae met To haud the trouties a tuil, Fishers' Garl. (1864) 208

;

Nhb.1 Y'or oney haddin him a tyul.

8. v. To make alevel surface on a stone. w.Yks.1
, n.Lin. 1

Hence Tooler, sb. a chisel for dressing stone. w.Yks. 1

9. To level the sides of a newly-made ditch, drain, or
embankment ; to clean out a ditch with a spade. n.Lin. 1

TOOLIE, see Tuilyie.
TOOLING, sb. Pem. See below.
s.Pem. The appeal for gifts at this season by' tooling," sowling,'

and ' the Cutty Wren,' N. & Q. (1872) 4th S. x. 267.

TOOLTER, TOOLY, see Tolter, Tewly.
TOOLYIE, TOOLZIE, see Tuilyie.
TOOM, adj., v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Cum.

Yks. Also in forms taum n.Cy. ; teeyum, tehuhm Nhb. 1

;

teum Sc. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. Cum.4
; teumm Cum.1

; torn Sh.I.;

tome Sc. (Jam.) ; toum Sc. ; tuim Sc. Nhb. ; turn Sh.I.

Lakel.1
; tume Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.2 Nhb. ; tuom Cum. ; tyum

Nhb.1 [turn ; toem, turn, tium.] 1. adj. Empty ; also

usedy?^. Cf. teem, v.
1 12.

Sc. (Jam.) ; A toom purse makes a blate merchant, Ferguson
Prov. (1641) 3. Sh.I. We kin aisy see dee he'd is turn, Sh. News
(Mar. 12, 1898). Or.I. (S.A.S.) n.Sc. Mony a bed will I make
toom, Buchan Ballads (1828) I. 107, ed. 1875. e.Sc. The ink-

bottle was toom, Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) xviii. Per. A teum
aumbry, Cleland Inchbracken (1883) no, ed. 1887. w.Sc.

Tummas was trying his new steps in the toom garret, Carrick
Laird of Logan (1835) 274. s.Sc. Bacchus' joys ye'llfin', or lang,

A' toom chimeras, T. Scott Poems (1793) 346. Lnk. He cam'
back wi' toom han's, Fraser Whaups (1895) xiii. Rxb. The big

creel was toom, Murray Hawick Characters (1901) 10. N.I. 1
,

n.Cy. (K.), N.Cy.12 Nhb. Maa heed is teum, nee wit is in, Allan
Tyneside Sngs. (1891) 533 ; His bottle's nearly tume, Wilson
Pitman's Pay (1843) 16. Nhb.1 e.Dur.1 Only used of coal-

waggons. Cum. A toom byre, Gilpin Sngs. (1866) 484 ; Cum.4

n.Yks. 1
; n.YkB.2 As toom as an egg-shell. Lots o' bairns an

a toom pantry. m.Yks.1 ,
w.Yks.1

Hence (1) Half-toom, adj. half-empty
; (2) Teum-full,

adj. full to running over
; (3) Toom-like, adj. (a) empty

;

(b) in phr. to be toom-like in one's clothes, to have them hang
loosely about one ; (4) Toom-looking, adj. empty-looking;

(5) Toomly, adv., obs., emptily.

(1) Frf. Biggin' big kirks that are aye half-tume, Longman's

Mag. CFeb. 1893) 438. Lth. Ae half-toom cartridge thou dost

look on Worth a' the lickin", Ballantine Poems (1856) 66. (2)

Cum. (3, a) Abd. My hert's jist toom like, an' wants to be filt,
Macdonald Warlock (1881) xii. (A) Abd. He's skichened wi' his
meat, an' he's toom-like in his claes, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Aug.
2, 1902). (4) Edb. High-roofed an' gousty toom-looking shops,
Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) 114.

(5 ) n.Sc. And every one
?"<. ifi

Sat
'
But Willie

'

s horse rode toomly, Buchan Ballads
(1828) I. 241, ed. 1875. Lnk. Ye're vex'd to see your press Sae
toomly leuk, Watt Poems (1827) 17.

2. Comb. (1) Toom-brained, empty-headed
; (2) -clung,

shrunken, empty from want of food
; see Clung, 2

; (3)
-halter, in phr. to coup oneself to the loom-halter, to come to
the end of one's resources

; (4) -handed, empty-handed
;

(5) -head, an empty-headed person
; (6) -headed, see (1)

;

(7) -set, a coal-mining term : an empty train of tubs
; (8)

-skinned, hungry ; hungry-looking
; (9) -spoon, in phr. to

put a toom spoon in the mouth, of a preacher : to preach
without edifying

; (10) -tail, (a) of a plough : returning
without making a furrow; (b) in phr. to come back, or
home, toom-tail, to go away with a load and return empty-
handed

; fig. to return without gaining one's object.
(1) Ayr. Our toom-brain'd airy sparks, Ballantine & Thom

Poems (1789) 75. (2) Dmf. Wi' banes heich as aul' Causey's sow,
An' toom-clung wame, Quinn Heather (1863) 73. (3) Lnk. A
couper of horses and cows, &c. , and even wet ware amongst
brewers and brandy shops ; until he couped himself to the toom
halter ; and then his parents would supply him no more,
Graham Writings (1883) II. 72. (4) Sc. (Jam.) e.Sc. She hasna
come toom-handed after a', Setoun Sunshine (1895) 68. Ayr.
It wouldna be canny to gang toom-handed, Galt Entail (1823)
xix. (5) Dmf. If I can help it, I wudna sit under sick a toom-
head, Ponder Kirkcumdoon (1875) 10. (6) Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Up
there, you, I' the bow o' the blue, Haud skirlin' on as gien a' war
new ! Toom-heidit laverock ! Macdonald Sir Gibbie (1879) lxii.

Dmf. The toomest-heided loon could tell [it] Was frae the heather,

Reid Poems (1894) 214. (7) Nhb. 1 (8) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). (9) Sc. He rumbled the whole day, touched many things,

but I could gather nothing ; he put a toom spoon in the people's
mouth that could not feed nor nourish them, Walker Peden
(1727) 64 (Jam.). Lth. He's a puir weed, an' it's a toom spune
he pits to oor mooth, Hunter /. Inwick (1895) 171. (10, a) Lth.

The idea seems to be, that it takes up no earth (Jam.). Nhb.1

(6) Sc. The cart disna lose its errand, when it cums na hame tume-
tail (Jam.). Lth., Rxb. (ib.)

3. Phr. as loom as a whistle, entirely empty.
Sc. Breakfast's ready, and you must be as tume as a whistle

after sic a night's work, Keith Indian Uncle (1896) 279. Ayr.
Her mutchkin stoup as toom's a whissle, Burns Earnest Cry
(1786) st. 7. Gall. I'm as toom (empty) as a whistle! Are ye
going to be long with that meat ? Crockett Raiders (1894) xxi.

4. Obs. Thin, lean.

Sc. A lang tume man (Jam.). Slk. His legs that firm like pillars

stood Are now grown toom an' unco sma', Hogg Poems (ed. 1865)

275- '

5. Deficient in mind.
Sc. A toom chield [one who has no understanding]. No a tume

man [a sensible man] (Jam.).

6. Of words, &c. : vain, empty-sounding.
Sc. Mak nae toom ruse, Henderson Prov. (1832) 4, ed. 1881;

Ye hae made but toom roose, Burns Kirk's Alarm, st. 10. Dmf.
Quinn Heather (1863) 43.

7. v. To empty ; to pour, pour out. Also used7?§-.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Boil'd wi sope and hartshorn draps, and toomed
down the creature's throat wi'ane whom, Scott Midlothian (1818)

xxviii. Sh.I. My sowal I tOm lek oil oot, In vain for love o' Sibbie

Guljet, Junda Klingrahool (1898) 31. Or.I. (S.A.S.) Kcd.

Mou's grow mair to toom the larder, Grant Lays (1884) 190.

Slg. In a wonderfu' short time they toom'd the hoose frae tap to

bottom, Buchanan Poems (1901) 181. e.Lth. He has settled on

his lees, an' hasna been toomed oot frae vessel to vessel, Hunter

J. Inwick (1895) 126. Edb. A heap of offal tuimmed in front of a

flesher's stall, Beatty Secretar (1897) 12. n.Cy. Grose (1790).

Nhb. Sail and aw are byeth fast tuimmin The cup o' life, Wilson
Pitman's Pay (1843) 60. Lakel.1 (s.v. Teem). Cum. Some . . .

cud tuom down a yeal flaggon, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1805) 134;

Cum.14 w.Yks. 1 Our Strang drink barrel war quite toom'd.

Hence (1) Toomed, ppl. adj. (a) swayed on one side, as

in pouring water from a pail ; (b) of a woman : delivered

of a child ; (2) Toom-the-stoup, sb. a drunken fellow.

(1, a) n.Yks. 2 (A) Lnk. Wi hae gotten her tum'd and still'd
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again, she's born a bra wally thumping stirra, Graham Writings

(.1883) II. 41. (2) Abd. That tane's toom-the-stoup An tither

some rampagin' randy, Shelley Flowers (1868) 177.

8. Of rain : to pour down.
Sh.I. Furt da rain wis ttimin, Burgess Rasmie (1892) 83.

Hence (1) Doontom, (2) Tumeof-rain, sb. a heavy
downpour of rain.

(1) Sh.I. A'll no firyat da day o' gale an' doontom, an' da weet
hide 'at I got, Sh. News (July 7, 1900). (2) n.Sc. (Jam.)

9. To draw off water from anything boiling, &c.
Ant. Toom the potatoes ; toom them up, Ballymena Obs. (1892).
10. Obs. To discharge.
Sc. Clavers was tooming the shot all the time on them, Kirkton

Ch. Hist. (1817) 443.
11. sb. A place into which rubbish, esp. quarry rubbish,

is emptied.
Sc. (Jam.) e.Lth. The House o' Lords was juist a toom for a'

the rubbish o' the kintra, Hunter/. Inwick (1895) 251. Edb.
' A free toom ' is equivalent to ' rubbish may be shot here

'

(W.W.S.). Gall. Most of these spouts of stones fell on great
tails that spread down the mountain steep like rubble from
a quarry toom, Crockett Raiders (1894) xxvi.

12. The day or time for the dismissal of labourers, when
they are hired afresh ; also used Jig. ; see below.

e.Dur.1 ' A've had-en a sair tume [spell] abune six moonths.'
' He canna bide a tume now ' [a change, of raiment or position,

—

of an invalid].

[1. ON. tomr, empty (Vigfusson).]
TOOM, see Taum, Tawm, Thumb, Turn.
TOON, TOONEY, see Town, Tune.
TOONMALL, TOON-MIL(L, see Town-mail.
TOONY-THRONY, adj. s.Chs.1 [tirni-proni.]

1. In confusion ; in the wrong place.
Dheyz ky'ey bin au- tdo-ni-throa-ni.

2. Inconsistent, captious.
Fost yu sen won thingg-, un dhen yu sen uniidh-ur : ah neviir

seed aan-ibdi su tdo-ni-throa'ni.

TOOP, v. Obs. Nhp.1
1. To tip. 2. Phr. loop it

up, drink it off.

TOOP, see Tup, sb.

TOOPICK, sb. Obs. Sc. A pinnacle ; a summit ; a
dome, cupola, turret, steeple ; a narrow pile raised so high
as to be in danger of falling. See Toopikin.
Abd. Being as evidently driven by the devil upon the highest

toopicks of the dangerous perishing rocks of atheism, Walker
Peden (1727) 4 (Jam.).

TOOPIKIN, sb. and v. Obs. Sc. 1. sb. A pinnacle,
summit ; a dome, cupola, turret, steeple ; a narrow pile
raised so high as to be in danger of falling. Abd. (Jam.)
See Toopick. 2. v. To build high and without stability

;

to place high. Bnff.1

TOOR, s*. 1 Sc. n.Cy. Also written tour Sc. [tur.]
1. A dial, form and use of ' tower

'
; a small heap ; also

used Jig. ;
gen. as diminutive Toorie.

Lnk. He that on fortune's toorie sits May fa' an' fin' the hap o't,

Miller Willie Winkie (ed. 1902) 40. Lth. In the middle o' the
toorie o' ase he fand something hard, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892)
208. n.Cy. The game of ' Paip ' is played with five cherry-stones,
and the five form what used to be called a 'toor,' Athenaeum
(Jan. 7, 1899) 8.

2. A knot of hair ; a worsted tassel, as on the top of a
tam-o'-shanter ; also in comp. Toorie-top.

Sc. Sic an awfu' tourie o' hair as that, Ochiltree Redburn (1895)
iv. Ayr. A not over-clean Kilmarnock bonnet with a tourie which
at one time had been red, Johnston Kilmallie (1891) II. 142.
Lnk. I'll knit ye a grand new worset Tam o' Shanter, wi' a red
toorie on't as big as a turkey's egg, Murdoch Readings (1895) II. 38.

TOOR, sb.
2 Obs. Som. A toe. Jennings Obs. Dial.

w.Eng. (1825).

TOOR, sb? Sc. [tur.] A weed.
Ayr. Is't a toor or a floor, think ye ? (H.C.)

TOOR, adj. Obs. Ayr. (Jam.) Tedious, wearisome,
difficult.

[It were toor for to telle treuli al the sothe, Win. Pal.
(c- 1-35°) 5°66-l
TOOR, see Tother, adj., Tour, sb.

1
, Tower, Turr, sb.

1

TOORALOORAL, adj. Lakel.2 [tu-ral-ural.] Par-
tially intoxicated ; merry with drink. This arose from
a test of drunkenness ; viz. the ability to say ' truly rural

'

distinctly. The ' merry ' man says tooralooral.

TOORCAN, v. Obs. n.Cy. Also written tourcan.
To ponder over what one will do ; to be in a quandary.
(P.R.), N.Cy.12

TOORISH, int. Sc. A dairymaid's call to a cow to

stand still. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 450, ed. 1876.

TOOROCK, sb. Sc. Also written tourock. [tu-rak.]

A small tower ; a little heap.
Lnk. Sooner will . . . moudiewort's wee sandie tourack, Be

turn'd a steeple wi' an hour-clock, Struthers Poet. Tales (1838)
83. Dnif. It is now a 'kailyard,' and a ' tourock' of stones mark
it out, Edb. Antiq. Mag. (1848) 117. Gall. What hae the blasties

dune but gotten a bell to hing in their bit toorock ? Crockett
Shckit Min. (1893) 148.

TOORTHRE, TOOSE, see Two-three, Those.
TOOSEY, TOOSH, see Tushy, Toush.
TOOSHT, v. and sb. Sc. [tuft.] 1. v. To dash

hither and thither ; to toss about ; to roll up in a hurried,
careless manner.

Bnff.1 She tooshtit her claes into the kist. The tooshtan o' the
beuk till ither an' fae ither wiz eneuch t' tear't in inch-muckles.
Abd. Lyin' tooshtin aboot there till it's fooshtit, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) xxi.

2. sb. A heavy dash.
Bnff.1 He ga' the bundle a toosht fae 'im.

3. An untidy heap of straw, rags, &c.
Bnff. 1 Abd. A' the toosht aboot oor toon'll mak' little odds. We

wusna jist seer gin we wud thrash oot the bit huickie or twa't
we hae, or no, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) vi.

4. A dirty, untidy person, esp. a woman. Bnff.1

TOOSKIE, sb. Sh.I. [tu-ski.] A tuft of hair.
Shaved after a fashion . . . designated ' side-lichts,' that was

a ' tooskie ' on each cheek below his ear, Burgess Sketches (2nd
ed.) 31.

TOOSKIT, ppl. adj. Sh.I. [tirskit.] Of the hair

:

dishevelled, untidy.
Mi peerie cotts an tooskit hair, Burgess Rasmie (1892) 26;

Shu pat right her hair, an' shii hed muckle need, fur hit wis sairly
tooskit, Sh. News (Aug. 14, 1897).
TOOSLE, see Touzle.
TOOSSI, sb. Sh.I. [tu-si.] An animal whose upper

jaw projects beyond the lower one. Jakobsen Dial.
(1897) 49.

TOOSSIK, sb. Sh.I. [tu'sik.] A wild, ungovernable
child. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 49-
TOOSSIP, sb. Sh.I. [tu-sip.] A wild, ungovernable

child. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 49-
TOOSY, see Tousy.
TOOT, sb.

1 Lan. I.Ma. Lin. Dev. [tfit.l 1. A lazy,
worthless person ; a fool ; a simpleton.

I. Ma. Be off, you brute ! . . you donkey ! you thundh'rin toot

!

Brown Witch (1889) 118.

Hence (1) Tooting, ppl. adj. foolish; worthless; (2)
Tootlish, ad), weak-minded ; ' dotty.'

(1) Lan. A gradely big, steawt, owd umberell ; nooan o' yer
tootin little umberells as wan't keep a drop o' rain off, Ferguson
Moudywarps Visit 29. (2) Dev. He'm grawin' auld an' tootlish,
I reckon, else he d never set her up afore you, Phillpotts Sons
of Morning (1900) 329.

2. A name for the devil. Lin.1

TOOT sb? Obs. Sc. (Jam.) In comb. (1) Toot-net, a
large fishing-net anchored

; (2) Toot's-man, the man who
gave directions for the hauling of the ' toot-net

'

( 1 )
Ags. The fishing-tackle

. . . sometimes consisted of a common
moveable net or seme

; sometimes of a toot-net, much larger and
stronger than the former, extending to an indefinite length from
the beach into the water, and secured at its extremity by an
anchor, Case of Gray ofCam (1805). (s) ib. A man stands in a
coble, or small fishing-boat ; and when he sees the fish enter the
net, calls the fishers to haul it. He is designed the Tootsman
TOOT, sb? Som. Dev. Also in form tootie Dev.

[tut.] A foot.

Som (J S.F.S ) n.Dev. Jist put her tooties in hot watter, Rock
Jim an Nell (1867) St. 13.
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TOOT, v} and sb* Sc. Nhp. e.An. Dor. Som. Dev.

Also written tout Sc. (Jam.) [tut.] 1. v. In comp.
Toot-horn, anything long and taper, like a cornet or horn.
Som. (Hall.) 2. Phr. (1) to toot on another horn, or— another tune, to change the subject, the tone or manner
of speech, or the mode of action

; (2) — (on) one's ain
horn, to praise oneself; to boast or brag about one's own
affairs.

(1) Sc. Wha can shear the rigg that's shorn? Ye've sung
brawlie simmer's ferlies, I'll toot on anither horn, Whistle Binkie
(1878) II. 340 (Jam. Suppl). Rnf. But let those brosie pack tout
on. . . They'll tout anuther tune I true, Sempills of Beltrees
Foems (ed. 1849) Introd. 65. (s) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) • Cheales
Prov. Flk-Lore, 55.

3. To whistle ; to sing as a bird.
Slk. The storm cock touts on his towering pine, Hogg Poems

(ed. 1865) 343. Nhp.2 e.An.2 Don't sen tooting here.

4. To spread, as a report ; to trumpet abroad.
Fif. It was tootit throw a' the kintry. The kintra clacks war

tootit far and wide (Jam.). Ayr. There were plenty to carry the
news. . . It was tootit owre a' the kintra side in a gliff, Service
Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 258. e.Lth. An' now it's bein' tootit ower
a' the coonty that Tod-Lowrie has the office bearers o' the kirk
for him, Hunter /. Inwick (1895) 197.

5. To cry ; to whine ; esp. used of a child.
Sc. (Jam.), w.Cy. (Hall.), Dor.i, Som. (W.W.S.) Dev. Don't

bide there tooting zo, Pulman Sketches (1842) 150, ed. 187 1.

6. To express dissatisfaction or contempt. Sc. (Jam.)
7. sb. In phr. (1) a new toot in or on an old horn, (2) an

old toot in a new horn, an idea or phrase already heard

;

' stale news.'
(1) Sc. Ferguson Prov, (1641) 7 ; There are, as I have proved

in my book, Puritans of papistical principles—it is just a new tout
on an auld horn, Scott Nigel (1822) xxvii. (2) ib. Kelly Prov.

(1721) 28.

8. A boast, brag ; a puff. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

TOOT, v? and sb.5 Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der.
Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Dor. Som. Also in forms teut
Cum.4

; teutt Cum.1
; tote Nhb.1 Chs.123 Som.; tout

Nhb.1 ne.Lan.1 Dor.; tut Nhb. 1
; tute Sc. (Jam.) Cum.24

;

tyut Nhb. 1 [tut ; tiut.] 1. v. To peep and pry about

;

to spy ; to keep a look out. See hooting and tooting (s.v.

Hoot, v.
2
).

n.Cy. (Hall.), Nhb. 1 w.Yks.2 ; w.Yks.4 My misstress is always
tooting about the house. Lan. Let cheeky folk as come wi' stools

to toot Sit theer an' stare, Doherty N. Barlow (1884) 27 ; Lan.1
,

n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan.1

, e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 We dunno' want him peepin'

an' tootin' here. Chs.123 s.Chs. 1 A man who surprised two
lovers was asked, ' Kiim, naay, wot)n yu waan't tdo'tin eeiir?'

nw.Der. 1
, Lin.1 Rut.1 She come toting in at the window. Lei. 1

Nhp.1 When a child first begins to notice objects it is said, ' He
begins to toot about nicely.' ' Why do you stand tooting there ?

'

is said to a servant who is peeping and looking about instead of

attending to her business. A person who stands idly at a door

or window is tooting about. A child when it looks lovingly up
in the face toots up; Nhp.2 , War. 123

Hence Tooting-hole, sb. a spy-hole ; a loop-hole. Nhb.1

2. Comp. (1) Toot-hill, an elevated place, originally one
on which an outlook against invaders was kept

; (2)

•hole, ? a peep-hole.
(1) Nhb.1 Of frequent occurrence in place-names. The Tuthill-

stairs in Newcastle ascend the eminence (called Tout-hill in

Bourne's map, 1736) from The Close to Clavering Place. A
field on the farm at Ulgham Grange is called the Tyut-hill. In

old formal gardens a tout-hill was an artificial mound formed for

the purpose of commanding a prospect. Cum.14 Chs.1 There

are many hills throughout the country which bear this name.

There is generally the remains of an ancient camp in their vicinity
;

Chs.23 (2) nw.Der.1

3. To jut out ; to project ; to bulge ; to shoot above the

ground, as corn, &c. ; also with out.

n.Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) w.Yks.2

Der. Sown pease or beans, when they first appear above ground,

are said ... to toot, Pegge Anonymiana (1818) 217, in Addy Gl.

(1888). War.3 When that brick toots out from the wall. Som.

(Hall.)

4. To wait upon ; to hang about a person or place.

Cum. 2 He tutes about his laal wife as if she was a barn ; Cum.4

5. sb. A peep ; a glance.
Lan. Wi' mony a leetsome toot, Waugh Sngs. (ed. 1871) 56.

6. A hilly promontory, on which there is a coastguard
watch-station and flag.

s.Dor. There's one of the preventive-men on the tout (C.W.).
7. A jutting out ; a projection. n.Sc. (Jam.)
[1. OE. totian, to peep out ; to protrude (Sweet).]
TOOT, v? and sb? Sc. Also written tout (Jam.).

[tut.] 1. v. To drink copiously ; to drain a drinkine-
vessel. See Tootle, v.

3

Sc. Toot it up (Jam.) ; She sat singing in the nook And touting
at the rosie wine, Cunningham Sngs. (1813) 7. Sh.I. Sh. News
(Aug. 21, 1897). Edb. At thee they toot, an' never spear my
price, Fergusson Poems (1773) 182, ed. 1785. Gall. I hae tooted
it owre in nogginfus now, for mair than a hunner year, Mactag-
gart Encycl. (1824) 4, ed. 1876.

2. sb. A copious draught ; a drinking-bout.
Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1 Abd. Sit doon an' tak a hearty tout,OGiLviE

/. Ogilvie (1902) 96; Were he ay sober, he wad ay be kind, But
then anither tout may change his mind, Shirrefs Poems (1790)
42. Lnk. To your health I'll drink a tout Frae out the whisky
gill, Muir Minstrelsy (1816) 56. Gall. Scott Gleanings (1881) 104.

Hence Tooty, sb. (1) a dram
; (2) a drunkard.

(1) Rnf. A' bodies say that she likes a bit tooty, Clark Rhymes
(1842) 8. (2) Sc. A drucken tootie (Jam.).

TOOT.w.4 Obs. Dev. To try, endeavour. (Hall.)
TOOT, see To, prep., Tote, Tout, v?
TOOTA, see Too-too.
TOOTER, v. and sb. Sc. Lan. Wor. Also written

tootter Bnff.1 [tu'ta(r.] 1. v. To play a pipe or horn.
s.Wor. They comes whistling and tootering up the lane (H.K.).

2. To twitter as a bird. e.Lan.1
, s.Lan.

1
3. To babble,

gossip.
Bnff.1 He toottert it (or toottert it oot, or toottert aboot it).

The tootteran an' spykan it they keepit aboot that wiz oot n* a'

quystin. Per., Ayr. (Jam.)

4. sb. A horn ; a trumpet ; a tin or wooden whistle.
Abd. Tip-top timmer tooters, an' trim tawty-chappers, Ogg

Willie Waly (1873) 60. Fif. The guard's blowing it about like a
blast on his tooter, Meldrum Grey Mantle (1896) 108.

5. Silly gossip. Bnff.1
6. A person given to gossip.

Ye notna tellt it t'hir ; she's naething bit a mere tootter ; and
the hail thing 'ill seen be the claik o' the queentry-side, ib.

TOOTEROO, sb. Sc. [tu'taru.] Unskilful work; a
bad job ; a bungle.

Abd. Sic a tooteroo as ye've made o't. He tried to sing French
[the tune] in the kirk, but it gaed a' to a tooteroo wi' him. Ye'll

only mak a tooteroo o't, lassie, gin ye follow the cooking-books

(G.W.).

TOOTH, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.
Also in forms teeath n.Yks.2 e.Yks.1

; teeth Bnff. Abd.
(Jam.); teuth Cum.4

; teutth Cum.1
; tooath s.Lan. 1

;

tooith Yks.; tuith Nhb. Lakel.1 Cum.1
; tuth n.Yks.3

[tuj>; tuij>, tiujj.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Tooth-hod, good
pasture

; (2) -picker, a toothpick
; (3) -rife, agreeable to

the taste, palatable; (4) -warch, -wark, or -work, (a)

toothache
;

(b) in phr. to have the tooth-wartch all over one's

carcase, to be full of aches and pains.

(1) w.Yks. 1 I've plenty o tooth-hod i my field. n.Lin. 1 Th'

Temple Ings is straange an' bare, ther' 's noa tooth-hohd for noht.

(2) Abd. Teeth-pickers, an' pipe-top, an' painted tea-caddies, Ogg
Willie Waly (1873) 60. (3) Rxb. (Jam.) (4, a) n.Cy. Grose

(1790) MS. add. (P.) (s.v. Belly-wark). e.Dur. 1 Nhb. My cheek

wi the tuith wark hes gettin aal swelled, Tyneside Sngstr. (1889)

108. Lakel. 1 Cum. Cures the tuithwark wi' a charm, Anderson
Ballads (1805) 82 ; Cum.14 n.Yks.2 Ommast ranty i' t' teeathwark

;

n.Yks.3 , e.Yks.3 w.Yks. If ther's ought i th' world at '11 wear

aat a chap's patience it's th' tooith wark, Hartley Budget (1867)

6. Lan. Awm loike th' chap ut used to glory ith tooth-wertch,

Staton Husband's Tea Party, 10 ; Lan.1
, s.Lan. 1

, s.Chs.1 , nw.Der.1

(b) s.Lan.1 14.

2. The edge of a block of stone. w.Yks. (T.H.H.)

3. The fragment of a rainbow appearing on the horizon.

Bnff., Abd. When seen in the North or East, viewed as indicating

bad weather. Also denominated an angry teeth (Jam.).

4. Obs. Maintenance, keep.
w.Yks.1 Times er seea slack, at cow ol niver pay for her tooth.
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5. v. To cut the teeth.

n.Yks.2 ' Seean teeath'd seean bairn'd.' When the last child

cuts its teeth earlier than common, the mother, it is said, will

soon again be in the family way. Der. He fairly beldered, loud

as a toothin' babby, Gilchrist Milton (1902) 67.

TOOTH-AND-EGG, sb. Nhb. Lan. Der. Not. Lin. Also

in form tyuth- Nhb.1
1. A corruption of ' tutenag,' an

alloy of copper, zinc, and nickel ; also used attrib.

Nhb. Buckles real tyuth-an'-egg, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843)

43 ; Nhb.1 A tyuth-an'-egg tea-pot. n.Lan.1
, nw.Der. 1

,
Lin. 1

2. Spoons and other implements made of 'tutenag.'

Not., Lin. (Hall.)
TOOTHER,TOOTHERY, see Towther, sb.,Two-three.

TOOTHFUL, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. Not. 1. sb. The
smallest quantity of anything edible ; a bite.

w.Yks. ( J .W. ) s. Not.A haint hed a toothful sin yisterday (J.P. K.).

2. v. To tipple ; to drink in small quantities.

Sc. It [whisky] maun be awfif slow poison indeed, for I hae

toothfu't at it for mair than a hunner years, and am aye to the fore

yet, Scotch Haggis, 135 ; Ford Thistledoimi (1891) 127.

TOOTHRY, see Two-three.
TOOTHRY-THROOTHY, adv. Yks. In and out.

w.Yks. Platted t'string in an' aht' toothry throothy, Hallam
Wadsley Jack (1866) viii.

TOOTHSOME, adj. Obs. Sc. 1. Easily chewed.
Fif. (Jam.) 2. Having a sweet tooth.

Sc. My auld Auntie sent him for sugar an' tea,—She kentna, douce
woman ! how toothsome was he. . . My auld Auntie's sugar he
lickit it a', Nicoll Poems (ed. 1843") 95.

TOOTHY, adj. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. s.Cy. Also in form
teeathy n.Yks. w.Yks.2 [tubi.] 1. Having many or
large teeth ; biting

;
given to biting. Cf. teethy.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Lth. Though puir folks' bairns are unco
toothie, Their feeding's sma', Ballantine Poems (1856) 188.

2. Pertaining to a tooth.

Hdg. Feckless ... As ony auld wife's toothy stump, Lumsden
Set. Poems (1896) 16.

3. Crabbed, ill-natured
;
given to making biting, sarcastic

remarks.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Ayr. Toothy critics, Burns To Mr. Creech

(1787) st. 6. n.Cy. (K.), N.Cy.2 Yks. Grose (1790) MS. add.

(P.) n.Yks. (I.W.), w.Yks.2 s.Cy. Grose (1790).

TOOTHY-FROOTHY, adj. Der.2 nw.Der. 1 Frivolous.
TOOTIES, sb.pl. Nhp.1 A nursery word for 'children's

teeth.'

Always used plurally. When a child suffers pain from cutting
the teeth a fond mother will often say, ' Let mother feel of its

little tooties.'

TOOTIN, sb. Bnff.1 [tu'tin.] A term of reproach for

a woman.
TOOTING, ppl. adj. Sc. Also in form touting (Jam.).

[tu'tin.] In comp. (1) Tooting-horn, a horn for blowing,
gen. made of an ox-horn

; (2) -trumpet, a pitch-pipe.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) ; It is ill making a silk purse o' a sow's lug, or a
touting-horn o' a tod's tail, Ramsay Prov. (1737). Abd. Hogg
flangbyhis touting-horn, Still Cottar s Sunday (1845) 173. e.Fif.

He tane doon frae the kitchen bauks his toutin horn, Latto Tarn
Bodkin (1864) xxix. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (2) Ags.
I can do't a' wi' my moo, withoot ony o' your nings [tuning-
forks], or yer tootin' trumpets, Reid Howetoon, 36.

TOOTLE, v.
1 and sb. 1 Sc. Nhb. Lakel. Cum. Lan. Not.

Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Also written toottle Sc.
(Jam.) Bnff.1

; and in forms teuttle Cum.4
; tewtle Lakel. 2

[tii'tl ; tiu'tl.] 1. v. To chirp ; to sing ; to whistle ; to
play on a flute, horn, or other wind instrument.
Abd. Robin tootles, ' See to me,' Shelley Flowers (1868) 258.

Ayr. Heralds clad in green tootled glorious musick frae their
siller horns, Service Notandums (1890) 99. Nhb.1 Lakel. 2 He
was gaan on tewtlen up to keep t'boggles off. Lan. He began o'
twitterin', an' tootlin', an gazin' round, Waugh Jannock (1874)
vii; Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 Tootles loike a layrock. Not. 1 Lin.1 Now
then, tootle up, and scar the birds. n.Lin.1

, Lei. 1
, Nhp. 12 , War. 3

Wor. The game was over and the whistle had tootled the last
long shrill blast, Evesham Jrn. (Oct. 29, 1896).
2. Of a baby : to crow and attempt to talk.
Nhp.1 See how the child tootles.

3. To mutter ; to talk to oneself. Knr. (Jam.) 4. To
talk in a foolish way ; to gossip. Bnff. 1

, Per., Ayr. (Jam.)

5. sb. A low, modulated whistle. Cum.4 (s.v. Whewtle).

6. Silly gossip. Bnff.1 7. A person given to silly

gossip ; a weak, gossiping person, ib.

TOOTLE, v.
2 Yks. and Amer. Also in form tooatle

Yks. [tu-tl.] To toddle, walk feebly.

n.Yks. T'little bairn can just tooatle about (I.W.). w.Yks. 1

[Amer. I tootled down to Cooney's a half-hour before time,

Cornh. Mag. (July 1902) 102.]

TOOTLE, v? Lth. (Jam.) [tu'tl.] To drink, tipple.

See Toot, v. 3

TOOTLE, sb.
2 Ir. [tu'tl.] A nursery word for a

' child's tooth.'

n.Ir. Wuz him's wee tootles sore ? Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 64.

TOOTLEDUM-PATTICK, sb. Cor.12 A foolish person;

a great simpleton.

TOOTLIE, adj. Obs. Sc. Unsteady. Gall. Mactag-
gart Encycl. (1824) 452, ed. 1876.

TOOT-MOOT, sb., v. and adv. Sc. Also in forms teut-

meut Bnff.1
; tout-mout Sc. ; tut-mute Sc. (Jam.) [tvrt-

mut.] 1. sb. A low, muttered conversation ; the mutter-

ing which begins a broil ; a dispute.

n.Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 Abd. I thocht I heard a toot-moot o' that

kin' afore I left, Macdonald D. Elginbrod (1863) I. 128. Kcd. It

began, my lord, wi' a laigh tut-mute, and it raise to a heich tuilyie-

mulie (Jam.). Per. Hillock's ' tout-mout ' with Gormack over a pur-

chase at a roup, Ian Maclaren K. Carnegie (1896) 229.

2. v. To whisper ; to carry on a conversation in low,

muttering tones.
Bnff.1 Fouck are beginnin' t' teut-meut aboot it. Abd. Toot-

mootit in's lug, Macdonald Malcolm (1875) II. 266.

3. adv. In a whisper.
Bnff. 1 It's gain' teut-meut amo' them it the maister's taen t' the

drink.

TOO-TOO, adv. and adj. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Also
written too-to Yks. Lan. ; and in forms too-ta, tuta Yks.
1. Very well ; very good ; in a superlative degree.
n.Cy. He has done it too too (K.) ; N.Cy. 2 w.Yks. Sometimes

they say ' too-to, too-to
'

; and when they have a mind to show
that a thing is superlatively singular they say ' too-to, too-to,

too-to ' ; thus expressing the three different degrees of comparison,
Watson Hist. Hlfx. (1775) 547. Lan. That wur clever too too,

Chetham Misc. (1802) III. 19. s.Lan. Yoarn in o good kele too-

to (J.A.P.).

2. Phr. (1) too-too earnest, clamorous, covetous, importu-
nate, insatiable

; (2) — well, too well ; very well
; (3) too-

too well in two, friends too intimate are sure to quarrel.
(1) w.Yks. Thou'rt tuta earnest, Thoresby Lett. (1703). (2) ib.

(3) s.Lan. 1 10.

TOOT(S, int. Sc. Nhb. Also written tout(s. [tut(s.]
An exclamation, esp. of expostulation. Also in comb.
Toot(s-toot(s. See Hoot(s-toot(s, s.v. Hoot(s, 2 (6).

Sc. (Jam.) ; When the bookseller spoke of the propriety o'

binding some of the volumes in morocco, David said, ' Toots no !

just bind them at hame,' Wright Sc. Life (1897) 19. Abd. Toots !

ye're as guid's them ony day, Greig Logie o' Buchan (1899) 49.
w.Sc. Toot man, haud your tongue, Carrick Laird of Logan
( r835) *36 - Lnk. Guillie said, toots, We'll have that there's no
doubts, M cIndoe Poems (1805) 71. Lth. Tout, ye may bather as
ye will, For me I winna tak it ill, Thomson Poems (1819) 124.
Nhb. Tout, Mary, nothing'll spoil in another ten minutes, Graham
Red Scaur (1896) 124.

TOOTTER,TOOTTLE,seeTooter,v.,Totter,Tootle,v.1

TOOTYPOT, sb. Chs. 1 " [tu'ti-pot.] A hole full of
water in a road or pavement.
TOOZLE, see Touzle.
TOO-ZOO,s6. Glo. [tu--zu.] The ring-dove, Columba

palumbus.
[So called] from its cooing note, Swainson Birds (188';') 16s.
TOOZY, see Tousy.

;

TOP, sb., v., adj. and prep. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.
and Eng. Also in form tap Sc. (Jam.) N.I.1 Brks.1 Dev.
[top; tap.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Top-bar, a movable
hanger hooked in front of a kitchen grate ; (2) -bird, in
phr. the top bird of the nest, the flower of the family

; (3)
•bottom, a layer of shelly limestone in the lowest strata
of the Weald

; (4) -burden, the rubble or dead ground
which overlies a stratum of tin-ore, &c.

; (5) -cake, see
'
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below
; (6) -cap, one of the strata of the Purbeck beds

;

(7) -cliff, half a gallon of black tin
; (8) -coal, a particular

kind of coal
; (9) -dirt, surface dirt

; (10) -dressed, smartly
beaten

; (11) -end, (a) the ' far end
'

; the upper end of
a field or room

;
(b) the tip

; (c) see below
;

(d) the latter

part; (e)fig. the upper class
; (/) topmost; (12) -farm, see

below
; (13) -faw, soil that has fallen in or sunk from the

surface
; (14) -flood, high flood

; (15) -folding, a method
of folding sheep so that they occupy the whole field at

intervals
; (16) -full, full to the brim ; also used fig. ; (17)

•gaffer, a mining term : the deputy stationed at the mouth
of a pit

; (18) -garret(s, (19) -knot, the human head
; (20)

knotty, crested
; (21) -land, land on the hills as dis-

tinguished from that in the valleys of the Trent and
Ancholme

; (22) -latch, (a) the thong by which the sales
of the horse-collar are tied together ; (b) the rising and
falling latch which catches the movable part of the cow
' balk,' and confines the animal while being milked

; (23)
-lip, (a) the upper lip

;
(b) a moustache

;
(c) in plir. it's

hard whistling without top-lip, it's hard to pay up without
money

; (24) -lock, see (19) ; (25) -loftical, good, large,

excellent ; aristocratic
; (26) -(s-man, (a) the head man,

the manager, esp. the head man in charge of a drove of
cattle; a bailiff; (b) obs., a ship with tops; (27) -mark,
excellent

; (28) -marker, anything superlatively good ; an
unusually clever person

; (29) -newkelt or -niukled, (a)

of a newly-calved cow : in full milk ; see New-cal ; (b)

fig. overflowing with wit, money, words, &c.
; (30) -nobs,

see (11, e)
; (31) -of-kin, the head of the family

; (32)

-of-lint, the portion of flax or tow put on the ' rock' of

a spinning-wheel; (33) -of-tow, (a) the portion of flax

or tow put on the ' rock' of a spinning-wheel ; hence fig.
a quick-tempered, irritable person

;
(b) a shaggy or tow-

headed child
; (34) -pickle, or -puckle, the grain of corn

at the top of a stalk ; see Pickle, sb.
1

; (35) -piece, see (19);

(36) -price, the highest price
; (37) -rail, the top horizontal

bar in the framework of a door
; (38) -rave, part of the

framework of a cart ; see Rave, sb.
1
1 ; (39) -rib, see (1) ;

(40) -ripping, a mining term ; see below
; (41) -rung, the

highest point ; used fig. ; (42) -sark, a loose overcoat of

coarse grey wool ; a ' carrier-sark'
; (43) -shop, (a) Heaven

;

any exalted place
;

(b) in phr. to go to the top-shop, to die
;

(44) -side, of a tree : the side exposed to the North in

growing ; (45) -skep, a wicker basket, gen. on wheels, used

to carry 'tops' of wool from place to place; (46) -sore,

having an aching head
; (47) -spade, a heavy spade for

turning sods ; (48) -string, the strap which binds the

harness to the horse's collar
; (49) -swarm, (a) the first

swarm of bees from a hive ; also used fig. ;
(b) a body of

people who leave their old communion
; (50) -sweat, a

profuse perspiration
; (51) -tail, upside down

; (52) -tails,

head over heels; (53) -taties, tubers on the stems of

potatoes ; (54) -thrawn, obs., headstrong, perverse

;

argumentative
; (55) -vein, a band of shelly limestone in

the lowest strata of the Weald
; (56) -water, (a) a coal-

mining term : water percolating through the roof; (b)

shallow water
; (57) -wood, the small branches and shoots

cut off the top of a tree or hedge
; (58) -work, a weaving

term ; see below.

(1) w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Lan.1 It's thowin' like a snow-bo on a

top-bar, 6. (2) Rnf. Dinna fear o' Aggie's prudence ; she kens

her place, for ye hae gotten the tap bird o' the nest, Gilmour
Pen-Folk (1873) 37. (3) Sus. At Poundsford the ' Top Bottom,'

' Middle,' and ' Bottom,' with their partings, occupy a thickness of

about four feet, Ramsay Rock Spec. (1862) 146. (4) Cor.2 In

china clay works it is the top ground, from the surface to the bed

of clay which lies below (s.v. Burden). (5) s.Lan.1 A special sort

of cake made for eating at funerals and at Whitsuntide
;

it

resembled a muffin in size and shape, and the top was spread over

with the whites of eggs and grated sugar. (6) Dor. Damon Geol.

Weymouth (1864) 88. (7) Cor. 2 (8) Shr.1 The yard and top

coals contain specimens of the Catamite, Parton Coal-Field (1868) ;

Shr 2 It is the uppermost of the coal measures and considered the

best for fuel. (9) War. 3 It is only top-dirt on my coat—it will

easily brush offwhen dry. Let the child alone—it's only top-dirt;

better top-dirt nor a doctor. (10) Lnk. They [curlers] 've been

VOL. VI,

tap-dressed gey weel By some bit honest muirland chiel, Thom-
son Musings (1881) 34. (1 1, b) w.Yks. (J.W.) Lin. Streatfeild
Lin. and Danes (1884) 157. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (b) Dev. Though
'twas chicken-pox, Joan and me got pitted, each at the top-end of
our noses, Baring-Gould Idylls (1896) 4. (c) Chs. Thah's getten
bad luck top eend, Clough B. Bresskittle (1879) 19. (d) Glo.1

The top end of last summer, or beginning of winter, (e)
w.Yks. I reckon he'd kittled top end on 'em [he had tickled the
upper class of them] (E.L.). (/) w.Yks. T'top end cahnty of
England, Yks. Wkly. Post (Apr. 4, 1896). (12) n.Lin. Instead of
turniping his sheep and mucking his top farm, Cornh. Mag. (Jan.
1899) 85 ; Many of the farmers . . . have land in the valley and
also on the hill. ' My top-farm is rare land for hogs and yows,
but th' low-farm's 0' no manner of use for 'em in a wet time ' (E.P.).

(13) Fif. (Jam.) (14) s.Sc. The river was in tap flude, Abd. Wkly.
Free Press (Dec. 8, 1900). (15) Hrt. The best dressing ... for

wheat is top-folding even so late as May, with sheep fed with oil-

cake in troughs, Marshall Review (1817) V. 33. (16) Cum. Top-
full the kits, Relph Poems (1798) 13 ; Cum.4 , w.Yks. (J.W.),
ne.Lan.1 n.Lin. 1 That lad's top-full o' mischief. He's as top-full

o' larnin' as he can stick. Lei.1 Shr.2 A drinking vessel is said

to be top-full of emptiness when there is not any liquid in it.

Top-full of poverty with twelve children. (17) Cum.4 (18)
e.Yks. 1 He's wantin iv his top-garret. s.Lan. 1 He's noane reet i'

his top-garrets. nw.Der.1 (19) Lan. I doubt it's unsattle't his

top-knot, Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) II. 109. s.Lan. 1 (20)
Ir. He's took up intirely with his little top-knotty hin, Barlow
East unto West (1898) 232. (21) Lin. Streatfeild Lin. andDanes
(1884) 157. n.Lin. 1 (22, a) e.An.1 Suf. Rainbird Agric. Suf.

(1819) 301, ed. 1849; Suf. 1 (b) Suf.1 (23, a) Cor. Men broad and
long, with hairy top-lips, ' Q.' Three Ships (1892) 182. (6)

Lakel.2 Tho'll nut ken oor Jack ; he's letten his top-lip grow.
What's ta growan thi top lip for, thoo gurt silly neddy ? (c)

s.Lan. 1 29. (24) w.Yks. Aw think they're wrang i' they're top

lock, Hoi.royd Garl. Poet. (1873) 50. (25) n.Lin. 1 George hed a

toploftical waaistcoat on, foher or five culers i' it, an' he sent th'

pudding sauce reight doon th' frunt. (26, a) Slk. Topsman on a

drove of cattle, Hogg Tales (1838) 204, ed. 1866. Dmf. The
tapsman of a drove (Jam.). Gall. Gallovidian (T901) III. 149.

N.Cy.1
, Nhb.1

, Cum.14 , Wm. (M.P.), w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan.1

, s.Lan. 1

(4) Sc. The embassador observed at Leith only nine and ten

small topmen (ships with tops) ; . . none were rigged for sea,

except one small topman of about sixty tons, Pinkerton Hist. Sc.

(1797) II. 84 (Jam.). (27) Lan. Yo known he wur a top-mark

shooter, Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) I. 259. e.Lan. 1 (28)

s.Lan. 1 He's a top-marker at pidgin-shootin'. (29, a) Lakel.2 (s.v.

Niukled). Cum.4 Ther was a gay gud market for top-nuickled coos.

Wm. (B.K.) (b) Wm. (B.K.) (30) Lan. Just bin reidin a bit ov

an okeawnt o' th' grand oppenin' an' th' Mayor's speech, an' o' th'

top nobs, Ferguson Moudywarp's Visit, 4. (31) N.I.1 (32) Sc. A
top of lint for his panash, Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1796) I. 257.

(33, «)Sc. He's as soon a-bleezeasa tap oftow, Scott Bride ofLam.
(1819) x. w.Sc. The vera turning o' a strae ... is aneuch to set

her up in a bleeze like a tap o' tow, Carrick Laird ofLogan

(1835) 85. Ayr. (Jam.) ; Lord sake, but ye're a tap o' tow, Galt
Sir A. Wylie (1822) lviii. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

N.I.1 ' He went aff like a tap o' tow,' meaning he got into a flaming

passion in an instant, (b) Lnk. A rousing fire will . . . keep fit"

cosh My tousie taps-o'-tow, Miller Willie Winkie (ed. 1902) 3.

(34) Sc. Green-coated fairies . . . grunding their tap-pickle

melder, Donald and Flora, 190 (Jam.). n.Sc. The inquirer into

the future went to the stack-3'ard, took a position beside a stack of

oats, with the back turned towards it, and from over the head

pulled a stalk of oats. The number of grains on the stalk

represented the number of the family. If the stalk drawn from

the stack by a female wanted the tap-puckle, or top-grain, she

went to the marriage bed deflowered, Gregor Olden Time, 106.

Ayr. But her tap-pickle maist was lost, When kiutlin i' the fause-

house Wi' him that night, Burns Halloween (1785) st. 6. N.I.1

'The top pickle of all grain belongs to the gentry,' i.e. to the

fairies. (35) w.Yks. W.ha but ha mean e the top-peece . . . thade

happan be hevin a soat ov a ead-aik like this mornin, Tom
Treddlehoyle Ben Bunt (1838) 4. (36) Brks. Muster Bartemer

alius astes top price fur his things, Hayden Round our Fill. (1901)

89. (37)w.Yks.(J.J.B.) (38) Bdf. The shelving-frame affixed to the

side of a cart in order to increase its size, which is secured

upon the ' top-rave ' (J.W.B.). (39) w.Yks. Tak' t'top-rib off an'

give it a gooid blackleeadin', Leeds Merc. Suppl. (May 20, 1899).

(40) Gmg. For advance in wages on account of long distance from

coal face and difficulty in top ripping, Labour Gazette (Oct. 1901)

318 (41) Ayr. The tap rung o' his greatness is reached when he
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clears his throat and says, ' If ony body wants to see the corp
before it's screwed down, come this wye,' Johnston Congalton
(1896) 12. (42) Lakel.1 Very commonly used by farmers and their

men servants in the early part of this century. Cum.14 (43, a)
Lan. Yo desarven a comfortable sattlement i'th top shop when yo
dee'n, Owd Bodle, 253. s.Lan.1 (6) s.Lan.1 31. (44) Chs.1 The
top side of a tree is the side of the stem which has been exposed
to the north when growing, and which some consider injuriously
affects the quality of the wood on that side, Sheaf, II. 27. (45)
w.Yks. (F.R.) (46) n.Yks.2 He's topsair about it. (47) Cum. 1 *

(48) w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan. 1

(49, a) Sc. (Jam.) Gall. His tap swarm did
flee out owre Bentouther's buesty fell, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 93, ed. 1876. Cum., Wm. Sometimes figuratively used,
on occasions like the marriage of an eldest son and an heiress :

' Twea topswarms '11 mak' a Strang hive.' Sometimes two small
swarms are put into the same hive (M.P.). (b) Ayr. Mrs.
Buchan's squad, the tap-swarm of the Relief, after traversing
Nithsdale and Galloway, in search of the New Jerusalem, have
returned to their former abodes and occupations, Agric. Surv. 163
(Jam.). (50) Abd. He reached the house 'in a top sweat,' Michie
Deeside Tales (1872) 49. (51) s.Lan.1 (52) Nhb. A Willington
callant, named Gurvy, Was top-tails toss'd over the seat, Allan
Tyneside Sngs. (1891) 113 ; Nhb. 1 s.Chs.1 Ey, mes'tiir, sey mey
tuurn top-tee-lz. (53) Cum.1 " (54) Sc. (Jam.) ; Daft Lindsay, the
tap-thrawn and thrawart, Drummond Muckomachy (1846) 25.

(55) Sus. 'Top vein,' a band of limestone, an inch, or an inch and
a half thick, overlying the ' Fox ' or the ' Upper Mealy,' from
which it is separated by from 8 to 10 inches of shale, Ramsay
Rock Spec. (1862) 146. (56, a) Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson
Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). (6) n.Yks. This spring's nobbut top-water
(I.W.). (57) Lin. Marshall Review (1811) III. 45. (58) Rnf.
There's A—m sae active at our shopwark, In doctering our
draughts an' doupwark, Wha jinks about his nott and loop wark,
Just like an eel, Making our mounting, tail and tapwark To
operate weel, Webster Rhymes (1835) 152.

2. Phr. (1 ) at the top ofthe earth, on earth
; (2)from top tofoot,

from top to bottom
; (3) — to tail, from beginning to end

;

(4) "ght in the top, partially intoxicated
; (5) neither top nor

tail, neither head nor foot ; not a vestige
; (6) never off

one's top, always finding fault with one
; (7) on or upon

one's top, against one
; (8) on the top of one's temper, in the

heat of the moment
; (9) the top and the bottom, the long

and the short
; (10) the top oftheday, (11) — of the morning

a salutation
; (12) to be on the lop of, or— on one's top to

attack
; to scold, abuse

; (13) — up on the top of the house,
to have lost one's temper

; (14) to have neither top, tail, nor
mam, to be unintelligible

; (15) to know or to make neither
top, tail, nor main of a thing, (16) to make neither top nor
bottom of a thing, to make neither head nor tail of it

; (17)
top and mam, the whole, every part; (18) — and tail, (a)
see (17); (b) see (9); (c) topsy-turvy; head over heels;
to)- //^. the chief of; the best of; (20) - of the harvest,
obs the busiest time in harvest

; (21) — ofthe market, the
highest market-price

; (22) — or tail, any part of the body
(23) — over tail, see (18, c)

; (24) to shut the top up, in
ploughing: to make a fresh furrow on each side of the
' veering-out' furrow

; (25) to take one's top in one's lap, or
to up with one's top in one's lap, to pack up and be gone •

to set off in haste. s
'
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) w.Yks.1 eian.i Can see neither top nor tail of it. (6)Sc. She s never aff his tap (Jam.). Cal. 1 Slk. I hae done naethingava that's wrang
;

Sir; but she's never aff my tap, Hogg Tales
1838) 79, ed. 1866 (7 ) Sc. Ye have Kirk and Sta e upon yourtop Thomson Cloud of Witnesses

(I?I4 ) 64, ed. 1871. Lnk Thisset the clergy on.his tap, Graham Writings (1883) I 87 (8)w.Cor. He quarrelled with his family and mlrr ed on the top ofh.s temper. I have said things on the top of my temper that Ihave been sorry for after (M.A.C.). (o) s Chs
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woman cheerfully, Hamilton Bog (i896) f w^/bh the top
0"

the mornin' to you, Sir, Lover Leg. (1848) I. 175. n.Yks. (I.W.)

(12) Sc. (Jam.) Dmf. The lassies an' mysel' were fear'd to speak

for the wife, as we kent fu' weel she wud hae been on the tap o'

the ane that spak, in a minnit, Ponder Kirkcumdoon (1875) 19.

(13) Sus. 1 If you says anything to him he's up-a-top-of-the-house

drackly minut. (14) Sc. He rambled through the whole 58th
chapter of Isaiah ; but his sermon had neither top, tail, nor mane,
he had not onematerial sentence, WALKERPeden (1727) 62 (Jam.).

(15) Sc. I dinna ken tap, tail, nor mane o't (Jam.). Dmf. I canna
make top, tail, nor main of the bit sang you been rhaming over,

Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 124. (16) s.Chs. 1 Ahy kon-)u mai - top
nur bot'um on it. (17) w.Yks. Billy would ha' me tell him just

hah it occurred—top an' main on it, Hallam Wadsley fack (1866)
v. (18, a) Lnk. It's better thrushen, tap an' tail, Than e'er I

saw't yet wi' a flail, Watson Poems (1853) 15. Edb. I ken you
now both tap and tail, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 350, ed. 1815. (A)

Dor. The top and tail o't is this, Hardy Madding Crowd, in Cornh.
Mag. (1874) XXX. 668. (c) w.Som.1 Nuvur zee'd noa- jis dhing
uvoa'ur ; dhu poamee puut liz veot een u rab'ut's oa'l un praup-ur
tuurnd taap--m-taa'yul, aa's oa'vur ard [(I) never seed no such
thing before ; the pony put his foot in a rabbit's hole and proper
turned top-on-tail, ars over head]. Thatchers ask if you want
the roof to be 'thatched,' or if the reed shall be put up taap--m-
taayul—i.e. with the dag or bottom end upwards. Dev. Tu chaps
urn'd in za limp as ails, A turning auver taps an tails, Nathan
Hogg Poet Lett. (ed. 1865) 5. (19) Gall. [I] cursed my life Wi'
tap o' a' things maist unchancy—A haverel wife, Nicholson
Poet. Wks. (1814) 155, ed. 1897. n.Wil. Swede greens be the top
of all physic, Jefferies Amaryllis (1887) 19. (20) Abd. Grievous
to the people, being in the top of harvest, Spalding Hist. Sc.
(1792) I. 261. (21) Sc. (A.W.) Don. The shop-keepers is sendin''
me out word to send in all I can of it, and they'll insure me the top of
the market, Macmanus Chim. Corners (1899) 168. (22) Rnf. While
life's left in tap or tail I'm yours, Clark Rhymes (1842) 19. (23)
Fif. Ilk tirlie-wirlie mawment bra . . . Cam tumblin' tap-owr-tail
Tennant Papistry (1827) 200. w.Yks.1 nw.Der.1 To turn top
over tail. Shr. 1 'E jest gid 'im a bit of a shove, an' 'e went top
o'er tail all down the bonk. Som. Palmer Gl. (1837) (s.v. Tossy-
tail). (24) Wil.1 (s.v. Ploughing terms). (25) Sc. If I were
to take my tap in my lap, and slip my ways hame again on my
ain errand, Scott Midlothian (1818) xxxviii. Frf. They had to up
wi' their tap in their lap, Barrie Minister (1891) ix. Lth., Tev.
Borrowed from the practice of women accustomed to spin from
a rock, who often carried their work with them to the house of
some neighbour. An individual when about to depart, was wont
to wrap up in her apron, the flax or lint-tap at which she was
spinning, together with her distaff (Jam.). Slk. (ib.)

3. The head.
Sc. (Jam.) ; He faun' ayont the tailor's tap, Thom Rhymes, &c.

(1844) 153- Kcd. Eppie got him by the tap. . . Quo' Davit then,
. .

' Lat go my puckle hair,' Grant Lays (1884) 21. Gall. Ribbons
roun his tap he gathers, Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 83, ed. 1897.
4. The tip.

Ayr. The Deil about his tail did fling, Upon its tap there was
a stingy Ballads and Sngs. (1846-7) I. 99. Gall. The tap o' her
nose an her chin amaist met, Scott Gleanings (1881) &l DevA toe tap, a nose tap, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 427.
5. The top of a stag's horn.
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Glo. I can makemy own tails, but I can't manage the tops (F. P.T. ).



TOP [i95] TOPPEST
11. Obs. That part of the spinning-wheel which held the

flax
; the quantity of flax put on the ' rock ' at a time.

Sc. A troch, a trencher, and a tap, Chambers Sngs. (1829) II.

351. Ayr. When the fatal sister spins, Johnie, I steal the life-lint
frae her tap, Boswell Poet. Wks. (1803) 119, ed. 1871. Nhb.1

12. A sliver of wool ready for spinning ; the best part of
wool after combing ; a bundle of spun wool.

w.Yks. 'Top' is the term used to designate the condition of
wool after being washed, carded, or combed, and ready for
spinning into yarn, Cudworth Worstedopolis (1888) 29; (E.G.)
w.Som. 1 Usually weighing about 28 lb. At present the word is

applied to the bundles of combed wool from the machine—hand
combing having been quite superseded. Dev., Cor. The worsted
was spun into tops (R.H.H.).

13. A coal-mining term : the portion of coal that has been
'kirved' and 'nicked,' and is ready to be blasted or
wedged down.

N.Cy.1 Nhb. For ifmaw top comes badly doun, Wilson Pitman's
Pay (1843) 13 ; Nhb.1

14. A mining term : the halo which appears above the
flame of a candle or lamp, indicating the presence of gas
or fire-damp in the air. Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. Greenwell
.Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888). Cum.4 15. A fruit-tree.

Chs.1
; Chs.3 ' Why do you not grow potatoes ?

' ' Au canna
have tops and bottoms as well, and tops pee best.'

16. A term of endearment for a child. Hrf. 1

17. pi. The best sheep or lambs of a flock.
Sth. When the spring sortings take place, the well-bred mids

and paleys are generally found to have advanced themselves to

the tops, Farm Reports (1832) 81. Nhb.1
, Cum.14 (s.v. Draft-sheep).

18. Obs. The surface of milk ; cream. Cf. topping, 9.
Gall. The milk was suppet, taps and a', Nicholson Poet. Wks.

(1814) 116, ed. 1897.

19. v. In phr. (1) to top and but, (2) — and tail, to cut off

the tops and roots of turnips, carrots, &c, for storing, or
of potatoes for setting ; to trim gooseberries for cooking

;

(3) — light, to snuff a candle.

(1) Shr.1 (2) n.Cy. Hunter Georgical Essays (1803) I. 421.
ne.Ltn. (E.S.), War.23, w.Wor. 1

, se.Wor.1
, s.Wor.1 Shr.1 'Er's

workin' i' the filds now, toppin' an' tailin' turmits ; Shr. 2
, Hrf.2 ,

Glo. (A.B.), Glo.1
, Oxf.1 MS. add., e.An. 1 (3) e.Yks. 1

20. A rick-building term : to slope the rick ready for

thatching. Oxf.1 MS. add. 21. To snuff a candle.
s.Sc. We canna tak oor fingers afore the minister to top the

candle, Wilson Tales (1836) II. 167. Nhb. The candle fresh

topp'd, Advice to the Advised (1803) 1. w.Yks. Piper Dial. Sheffield

(1824). ne.Lan. 1
, s.Cbs. 1 Shr.1 Jest top that candle,—it's got a

wick as lung as a fortnit. Dor. (W.C. c. 1750).

22. To lop off the top branches in pruning a hedge ; to

cut off the leaves and fibrous roots of turnips. N.I.1
,

s.Chs.1 23. A golfing term : to hit the ball above its

centre. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) 24. To lead off, as in a dance.
Frf. The ball is now opened, douce old Provost Binnie topping

the first dance with Lady Auchterhouse for a partner, Lowson
Guidfollow (1890) 61.

25. Obs. To walk in style ; to parade.
Abd. At Billingsgate, and such as that, Where bucks and maids

go toppin', Cock Strains (1810) II. 126.

26. With out : to finish building the top of a stack.
n.Yks. He's topt out his stack (I.W.).

27. With up : to complete the top of a stack ; hence to

end, finish off, esp. to finish off a meal; to finish fattening

bullocks ; in gen. colloq. use.
Yks. Running wild all at once, an' then topping up wi' going

to place, Taylor Miss Miles (1890) xiv. s.Lan.1 Aw'll top-up wi'

a sope o' rum. Chs.1 Midi. At the ' Plough' toppin' oop, Bartram
People Clopton (1897) 29. nw.Der.1 , Not. (J.H.B.) s.Not. Isn't it

time yer begun to top up? There's on'y three loads more

(J.P.K.). Lin. 1 nXin. 1 I shall send her to school for anuther

quarter, then she'll be topped-up. Them foher fat beas' '11 be

topped-up e' anuther fo'tnit. seXin. (J.T.B.), s.Wor. 1 Shr.1 Yo'

mun get some rushes an' top-up the stack, it's too flat—we sha'n

a the clover spiled. Hrf.2 Glo. (A.B.) ;
Glo.1 Our vokes topped

up the last rick this marnin', picked enough to stab a crow. Brks. 1

Ater ro-ast be-af an' plum pudden us tapped-up wi' zome good

Stilton chaze. Nrf. We put the two loads inter the middle of the

stack . 'Are you going to top her up now?' my chummy says,

Emerson Son of Fens (1893) 149. e.Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1787). Hmp.i We'll top-up the rick afore night. I.W.l ;I.W 2

If we plaays in mayet, we sholl top up the rick to-night. I'll hay
a little bit o' apple pudden, jest to top up wi'. Som. The rhick
topp d oop an' thatch'd, Leith Lemon Verbena (1895) 67.
28. With up

:
a ploughing term : to plough a fresh furrow

on each side of the ' veering-out ' furrow. Wil. 1

29. adj. Excellent
; in good condition

; first-rate. Also
used advb.

Sc. That's tap yill (Jam.). Frf. I brought them tight and top,
Morison Poems (1790) 13. Edb. The fisher-wives will get top-
hvm, Fergusson Poems (1773) 125, ed. 1785. N.Cy.1 w.Nhb. It
is believed that if the first parings are buried under an ash tree
the child will turn out a ' top singer,' Henderson Flk-Lore (1879) i.

Cum. 1 Top lad [Good boy ! an interjection of encouragement
to a boy]

; Cum.4 Wm. Ise a top hand at a jig an a reel, Wheeler
Dial. (1790) 37.

30. prep. Upon. Cf. atop.
w.Som.1 Short for ' upon the top of.' ' Where's the kay o' the

poun'-'ouse ? I lef'm tap the shilf day mornin'.' Dev. Wat made
Jan tha moast avraid Wis wan cow stannin tap hur haid, Wile,
lite as vethers, tap tha groun Zix pigs wis dancin aul aroun,
Nathan Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1865) 57. nw.Dev.1

TOP, see Tope, v., Towp.
TOPE, si.

1 Nrf. Dev. Cor. [top.] The wren, Troglo-
dytes parvulus.

Nrf. Swainson Birds (1885) 35. Dev. Reports Provinc. (1887).
Cor. Rodd Birds (1880) 315.

TOPE, v. and sb.2 Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also in form top.
1. v. To oppose.
Argyle topes this nomination, as of a man unmeet, Baillie

Lett. (1775) I. 329.

2. sb. In phr. in tops with, in opposition to.

The world was in tops with Christ's Church, having hatred
against his people, Durham Revelation (1739) xi.

TOPE, see Towp.
TOPER, sb. Nrf. [tS-pa(r).] The dog-fish, Galeus

vulgaris.
A young toper, a fish belonging to the shark family, . . grows to a

length of three or four feet, E. EveningNews (Aug. 3, 1889) 3, col. 1.

TOP1N, see Topping.
TOPIT, sb. Nhb. Dur. [to-pit.] An iron instrument

used in boring ; see below.
Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. Like a single brace-head, but much smaller.

It is screwed into the top rod and the runner is fixed under it in

lifting the rods with the jack-roll, Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888).

TOPLIN-BAR, sb. Cum. The removable top-bar of a
field gate.
(E.W.P.); Ayet an' toplin' bar, Rav^nsley Rambler's IVote-bk. 1.

TOPMER, adj. and sb. Cum. Wm. Yks. [to-pma(r).]

1. adj. The compar. of ' top.' Cum., Wm. (M. P.), w.Yks.

(J.W.) 2. sb. The top one ; the one above the other
;

esp. used in wrestling.
Cum.1 Whether hand will ta tack—T'topmer or t'lowmer? (s.v.

Neevy-nack) ; Cum.4 Wm. He twisted roond and fell t'topmer

(B.K.). w.Yks. (J.W.)
TOPPED, #>. Cum. Ken. [topt.] 1. In phr. topped

up, of sound mind.
Ken. He ainl quite topped up, ye know (W.F.S.).

2. Comb. Topped-boots, high boots reaching up to the

knees.
Cum. Whipping his brown topp'd boots, Gilpin Pop. Poetry

(1875) 232.

TOPPER, sb. Yks. [to-ps(r).] A long screed of larch

fir. e.Yks. (CF.)
TOPPERMOST, adv. and ad/. Won Dor. [to'psmast]

1. adv. Uppermost.
w.Wor.A knowd hur'd come roight soide toppermost sooner or

laater, S. Beauchamp N. Hamilton (1875) III. 277.

2. adj. Highest; leading.

Dor. When Pa'son St. Cleeve married this homespun woman the

toppermost folk wouldn't speak to his wife, Hardy Tower (188a) i.

TOPPEST, adj. Yks. Lan. Pern. Also in forms topst

Lan. ; toptest Pern, [to'pist.] Topmost
; fig. greatest

;

most wonderful.
w.Yks. T'toppest house i' t'yard, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (May 13,

1899). Lan. He made th' topst leatheryed of hissel' ut ever

theau see'd, Brierley Red Wind. (1868) 82. s.Pem. (W.M.M.) ;

Laws Little Eng. (1888) 421.

c c 2



TOPPILOW [196I TORBARY

TOPPILOW, sb. e.Yks. 1 A blaze; a bright flame.

See Lilly-low(e.
Only used in the children's saying, ' Lillilow, toppilow, stand

ower end,' addressed to a blazing fire, MS. add. (T.H.)

TOPPIN(G, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also written topin Lan. ; toppen Sc. (Jam.) Ir. ; and in

forms tappen Sc. Ir. ; tappin Sc. (Jam.); tawpen N.I.1

[to-pin ; ta-pin.] 1. The crest of feathers on the head
of a bird ; a horse's forelock ; a curl of hair, esp. on the

forehead or top of the head ; the hair in front of the head,

hence the whole head of hair ; a wig.
Peb. His bonnet . . . has tappin either nane, Linlonn Green

(1685) J54> ed - l8l 7- Dmf. (Jam.) s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890).

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb.1

, Dur.1
, Lakel.2 Cum. Thrast his fingers twice up

through his toppin an yance through his side-locks, Sargisson

Joe Scoap (i88e) 129; Cum. 24 Wm. The barber cut his toppin

(B.K.). n.Yks. 12 ; n.Yks.4 Sha teeak him byv t'topping an'

shuv'd him inti t'hollin bush. e.Yks.1 Thoo's a sthrange rough

toppin ti-day. m.Yks.1 w.Yks. 1 Anto dunnot mind I'll hev hod

o thy toppin ; w.Yks.235 Lan. Yo looken fawse enough, sittin'

there like a row o' poll parrots wi' yor white toppins, Clegg
David's Loom (1894) 158; Lan.1

, n.Lan.1
, ne.Lan. 1

,
e.Lan. 1

,

m.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Hoo laid howd o' mi toppin'. I.Ma. A hen with

a toppin, Brown Yams (1881) 37, ed. 1889. Der. Won little chap
tutchin his toppin, Robinson Sammy Twitcher (1870) 9. nw.Der.1

,

Not. (W.H.S.), ne.Lin. 1
, se.Lin. (J.T.B.), Wor. (J.R.W.)

Hence (1) to carry a grey toppin, pkr. to become old
; (2)

to comb or coul one's toppin, phr. to beat one ; to ' pull one
over the coals'

; (3) Toppined, ppl. adj. crested.

(1) s.Lan. 1 He'll never carry a grey toppin' wheam, 30. (2)

n.Yks.2 I'll coul your topping. m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Else ahr Marthar
'nil comb ma mi toppin when aw get hoam, Hartley Clock Aim.
(1874) 43. (3) s.Sc. (Jam., s.v. Tappit). Gall. She set a couple

of them [eggs] beneath a braw tappend hen to clock, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 286, ed. 1876. Wgt. The pride o' his heart was a

white tappent hen, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 182. N.I. 1 w.Yks.1

A toppin'd hen. ne.Lan. 1

2. The top of the head ; the head.
Dmf. Forbid that thy infernal crown Sud e'er grace Bauldy's

tappen, Quinn Heather Lintie (1863) 253. Gall. Wi' frills and
feathers on his tappin', Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 9 1 ! ed.

1897. s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). w.Yks. Eccles Leeds Olm.
(1879) I2 ! w.Yks. 2 Lan. They couldno' ha' getten a scalp off my
toppin, chus how, Brierley Ab-o'th-Yate Yauheeland (1885) xvi.

Der.2 ne.Lin. Generally of a fowl or bird, applied humorously to

children (E.S.).

3. Obs. A knob of worsted on the top of a cap.
w.Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. My father's thrown his bonnet in the pot !

!

It's buried here amang the sweens, sae clean, That nought o't

but the tappin's to be seen, Black Falls 0/ Clyde (1806) 108.

Hence Tappinless, adj., obs., without a tassel or knob.
Peb. Sae concealed, by dirt a crust For tappinless it's [a cap]

taen, Linloun Green (1685) 154, ed. 1817.

4. A ball, fish, bird, or other ornament put on the top of
a stack. n.Lin. 1

5. The top-stone of a wall. w.Yks.3

6. A high hill. n.Yks. 2 Roseberry topping. Blakey topping.

7. Turf cut with the herbage on ; a sod taken from the
surface of a common.
Cum.14 Lan. Folk hed greavvt toppins an' spreead 'em to dry,

Piketah Forness Flk. (1870) 6, in Prevost Gl. (1899). n.Lan.1
,

ne.Lan.1

8. The last process in dyeing. w.Yks. (J.G.) 9. pi.

The second skimmings of milk.
e.An. 1 Suf. A noggin' of toppings, as the second skimmings

were called, being set now aside for tea, the rest reserved for

churning, Betham-Edwards Mock Beggars' Hall (1902) 17.

10. The finest kind of bran ; also bran and mill-sweepings
ground together.
War.3 ,

Oxf.i, Brks.1
, Hmp. (H.C.M.B.) Wil. Would not even

fatten a pig, because it cost a trifle of ready money for ' toppings

'

or meal, Jefferies Hodge (1880) I. 122 ; Wil. 1

11. Comp. (1) Topping-butter, butter made from the
second skimmings ofmilk

; (2) -fat, (3) -grease, pomatum ;

(4) -mow, see below
; (5) -peat, turf cut with the herbage

on
; (6) -pot, obs., an allowance of beer given in harvest-

time, when a mow was filled to the very top.
(1) Suf. Rainbird Agric. (1819) 301, ed. 1849. (2) Lan. A bit

o' toppin-fat for thi yure, Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) II. 267 ;

Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

(3) s.Lan. 1 (4) n.Lan. 'What's topping mow?'

sed judge. ' It's t'topping mow,' sed t'lad, N. Lonsdale Mag.

(Jan. 1867) 270. (5) Cum. 124 (6) e.Cy. (Hall.) Hmp. Holloway.

[1. pe tayl & his toppyng twynnen of a sute, Gawayne

(c. 1360) 192.]

TOPPINGLY, 'adv. and adj. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Also written toppenly N.Cy.1
;

toppinly Cum. Wm.
[topinli.] 1. adv. Excellently. w.Yks.1

2. adj. In

excellent condition ; in good health ; in a superior way.

N.Cy. 1 He's toppenly to-day. Cum., Wm. (M.P.), w.Yks.1

TOPPLE, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. Nhp. War. e.An. Hmp.
Also in forms touple n.Yks.4 ;

towple ne.Yks.1 e.Yks. 1

[to-pi.] 1. v. In comb. Topple-tail, (1) to turn head

over heels ; a boy's term. s.Lan. 1
; (2) a somersault.

e.Lan.1 2. Phr. (1) to topple over on end, to fall when
standing upright

; (2) — over tail(s, (a) to turn head over

heels
;

(b) to double, as money at compound interest
; (3)

— tip tail, see (2, a).

(1) w.Yks.5 (2, a) e.Yks.1 Jack rolled doon hill, an towpled

ower- tail, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 96 ;
e.Yks. 1 w.Yks.5 Let's

see thee topple-ower-taals, Tom. War. (J.R.W.) (6) ne.Yks. 1

(3) w.Yks. Yks. Wkly. Post (July 17, 1897).

3. To sway and totter and then fall over. Sc. (AW.),-

n.Yks.4

4. To turn head over heels. e.An. 1 Hmp. Holloway.
Hence Toppler, sb. a tumbler; one who throws his

heels over his head.
e.An. 1 Nrf. Some on 'em wor hiking at topplers and men

twistering theirselves into all inander o' forms, Spilling Molly

Miggs (1902) 87.

5. With over : to sell for double the cost price ; esp. used
of sheep and cattle. Cf. tipple, 7.

Nhp. 1 That was a capital bargain, it toppled over. War. 4 Yes,

I did pretty smartish with them ship ; they every one toppled

over. e.An.1

6. sb. In comb. Topple-crowned, of a hen : crested. Suf.

TOPPY, sb. and adj. Sc. Irel. Shr. Dev. Cor. Also in

form tappy Sc. Ir. [topi ; ta-pi.] 1. sb. A crested

hen ; also in comp. Toppy-hen. Cf. tappit.
Ir. She's got Toppy's egg in the windy, Barlow East unto

West (1898) 239. Ant. Did you see the wee tappy hen ? Ballymcna
Obs. (1892).

2. A bush of hair brushed straight up from the forehead.
Cor.2 3. The crown of a child's head.
Abd. Warm him frae the tae to tappie, Cadenhead Bon-Accord

(1853) 252.

4. adj. Of a plant : making a fine show on the top.
Shr. 1 'Yore garrits an Inions looken well, John.' 'Aye, but I

doubt they bin on'y toppy ' (s.v. But).

5. Bright, cheerful, well.
Dev. She looks toppier to-day (H.S.H.).

TOPSOME,arf/ n.Yks.2 [to'pssm.] 1. Uppermost.
2. Fig. Overbearing, ' uppish.' Aninclintobeabittopsome.
TOPST, TOPSY-TEERY, see Toppest, Tapsalteerie.
TOPSY-TURVY, adv. Nhp.2 In phr. topsy-turvy

Moses Webster, used of things in disorder.
TOPTEST, see Toppest.
TOPTIRE, sb. Cum. Also in form taptire Cum.14

Uneasiness
; a great disturbance ; a towering passion.

Cum. 1
; Cum.4 He keept hoos i' toptire.

TO-PUT, sb. Obs. or obsol. Abd. (Jam.) Anything
unnecessarily or incongruously superadded, esp. any
fictitious addition to a true narrative.
TO-PUTTER, sb. Sc. (Jam.) One that holds another

to work. ' 111 workers are aye gude to-putters,' Prov.
TOR, sb. Obs. w.Yks.2 A cheap knife. Cf. tor-

mentor, 2.
' Run steel tors.' This is believed to be aft abbreviation of a

cheap knife, formerly made, called a tormentor.
TOR, TOR, see Tare, sb.1

, Tir(r.
TORABLE, adv. Brks. Cor. [torabl.] Tolerably;

a dial, form of < tolerable.' Cor.3 Cf. tarble. Hence
Torrablish, adj. tolerable, pretty well ; also used advb.

Brks. We both be torrablish, 'ceptin' 'tis fur colds, Hayden
Round our Vill. (1901) 211.

TORACKLY, TORBARY, see Toreckly, Turbary.



TORCAN [i97] TORMENT
TORCAN, sb. I.Ma. [t^kan.] A suffocating fume.
I can't sit in the room with the torcan from that chimney, it

wants sweeping (S.M.).

TORCH, v. Suf. [t§tj.] With up: of clouds: to roll

upwards in heavy smoke-like masses.
Law, how them clouds torch up, we shall ha rain (Hall.).

e.Suf. (F.H.)

TORCHEL, v. Obs. Sc. (Jam., s.v. Torfle). 1. To
pine away; to relapse into disease ; to die. Sc, Rxb. Cf.

torfle. 2. To draw back from a design or purpose. Rxb.
TORD, see Turd.
TOR(E, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. The pommel of a

saddle.
Sc. A horse he never doth bestride Without a pistol at each

side : And without other two before, One at either saddle tore,

Colvil Mock Poem ( 1681) I. 41 (Jam.). n.Sc. And on the tor o'

her saddle A courtly bird to sweetly sing, Buchan Ballads (1828)
I. 219, ed. 1875. Fif. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Gall. O'er
saddle tore the waters roar, And dim their jacks o' steel, Denniston
Craignilder (1832) 68.

[Gael, tbrr, a hill of conic form ; a heap (Macbain).]
TORE, v. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Also written toar

n.Lan.1 e.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1
; and in form tow'r Lan. [toa(r).]

1. To try hard ; to plod or struggle on under difficulties;

to manage just to exist ; to persevere
;
gen. used with on.

w.Yks. ' Heaw's thi mother ?
' ' Oh, hoo keeps toring on as weel

ashoocon'(D.L.). Lan. Ivitawnswers, we kon toar on till I woven
my wough an peese eawt, Walker P/jteaH Pol. (1796) 11, ed.

1801 ; We tow'rt on six week—thinking aitch day wur th' last,

Gaskell M. Barton (1848) iv; Lan.1
, n.Lan.1

, e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1

This is no' livin', it's nobbo' torein'-on. Chs. 1 ' Have you welly
finished?' ' No, bur aw'm toring on.' s.Chs. 1 We san tore on
wi' the borm-dumplin. Der.2 , nw.Der. 1

2. To pull one through ; to tide over a difficulty.

s.Chs. 1 Ahy shaa)nii bai'k tin Set -urdi ; wi)n aa'rdli bred flnuf'

tii laa'st, bur ah)l mai -
ii bauTm diinrplin tii toa'r us on.

[Cp. ON. torn, to lounge, linger (Vigfusson).]

TORE, see Toar.
TORECKLY, adv. I.Ma. Lin. Nrf. Som. Cor. Also in

forms tereckly n.Lin.1
; torackly w.Som. 1

; to-reckoly

Nrf. ; torectly I.Ma. [tare'kli.] A corruption of 'directly'

;

presently. Cf. thereckly.
I.Ma. The other cry was in his heart torectly, Brown Doctor

(1887) 83. n.Lin. 1 Nrf. We'll have it ready to-reckoly, Spilling

Giles's Trip (1872) 31. w.Som.1 (s.v. To). Cor. Granny did give

one groan, and died to-reckly, N. & Q. (1871) 4th S. viii. 322.

TORED, TO-REETS, see Tear, v.\ To-rights.

TORF, TORFEL, see Toff, sb.2, Torfle.

TORFER, v. Cum. [to'rfar.] 1. To die. Cf. torfle.

Cum.1
; Cum.4 He gat moyder't in a snow-storm and torfer't.

2. To fail ; to be defeated. Cum.14

TORFET, v. n.Cy. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Also in forms

torfert Lakel.2 ; torfit Wm. [to'rfat.] 1. To fall down
from exhaustion ; to faint ; to die. Cf. torfle.

N.Cy.2 , Nhb. (K.) Lakel.2 Ah's gaan to torfert Ah's flait.

Cum. 14 Wm. (J.M.M.) ; I shall torfit before night (B.K.).

2. To fail ; to give in ; to be defeated. Cum.14

TORFLE, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. Also written torfel Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Cum.14

Wm. n.Lan.1
; and in forms torfil w.Yks.15

; turfle n.Yks.2

m.Yks.1 [to-rfl ; ta'rfl.] 1. v. To pine away, decline

in health ; to fall into disease ; to die. Cf. torchel, torfer,

torfet, torple.
Sc. Sibbald Gl. (1802). Slk. Better be feared in time than tor-

felled for ever, Hogg Tales (1838) 300, ed. 1866. Rxb. (Jam.),

N.Cy.1
, Nhb.1

, w.Dur.1
, Cum.14 Cum., Wm. Nicolson (1677;

Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX. n.Yks. Ah think he's gannin ti

torfle (T.K.). m.Yks.1 w.Yks.1 Three stirks an a Scotch runt

torfill'd autogither ; w.Yks. 5 Shool nivver get better ; shool torfil

yet. n.Lan.1
, ne.Lan.1

Hence Torfly, adj. failing in health.

n.Yks. That hen leeaks varry torfly (I.W.).

2. To founder ; to fall.

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb.1 n.Yks. 2 They all turfl'd together [the whole con-

cern fell to the ground].

3. To over-exert oneself; to tire out.

w.Yks.5 Am ommast torfild wi' me long wauak.

4. To toss about.
Sc. I am torfellet up an' down as the locust, Riddell Ps. (1857)

cix. 23. Rxb. Their ringlets . . . fluttered ... as if they had Been
torfelled wi" the weather, Riddell Poet. Wks. (ed. 1871) II. 166.
5. To drawback from any undertaking; to turn cowardly

;

to be defeated.
Slk. Fleechyt Eleesabett noore to let us torfell in the waretyme

ofowir raik, Hogg Tales{iS^B) 109, ed. 1866. Rxb. (Jam.), Cum.14
n.Yks.2 He turfl'd on't.

6. sb. The state of being unwell ; a declining state of
health. Rxb. (Jam.)

TORFY, adj. n.Yks.1 [toTfi.] Complaining, pining,
wearing away.
TORIE, sb. and v. Sc. Also written tory; and in

forms torrie, torry (Jam.). [t5-ri ; toTi.] 1. sb. The
grub of the daddy-longlegs, Tipula oleracea ; an insect
that consumes grain.

Bnff. It also fosters that destructive animal called the Tory ; for

that insect, whether it be generated from the corrupted dung, or

be produced by the indisposition of the soil, or whatever be their

origin, experience teacheth that drought infallibly preserveth them
and nourisheth them, Practice of Farmers in Bch. (1735) 29, in

Agric. Surv. 47, Append. (Jam.) ; Bnff. 1

Hence (1) Torie-eat, v. of land : to be eaten by the
' torie ' ; see below

; (2) Torie-worm, sb. the hairy cater-

pillar, the grub-worm.
(1) n.Sc. Poor moorish soil, when exhausted by cropping, and

appearing puffed, and very bare, having only scattered tufts of

sheep's fescue (Jam.). Bnff. If [the soil] be inclined to torry-eat,

it should be turned over as soon as the plough can possibly enter

the mould after frosty weather, Agric. Surv. {ib.) ; Bnff.1 (2)

Abd., Rnf. (Jam.)

2. v. To be eaten by the ' torie.'

Bnff.1 The leg's beginnin t' torie.

TO-RIGHTS, adv. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Oxf.

Brks. Ess. Sus. I.W. Also in form to-reets Nhb.1 Lan.1

s.Lan.1 [ta-rai-ts, -rrts.] 1. Right, straight, in order,

neatly; properly.
Sc. (A.W.) Nhb. 1 Noo Peg, maw bit wife, had kept a' things to

reets, RobsonSx^-s. o/Tyne(ed. 1870) 212. w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan.1

He'll put 'em to-reets if ony body con. s.Lan. 1 He's alius wantin'

t'set everybody to-reets. nw.Der.1
, Oxf.1 MS. add., Brks. 1 Ess.

Clark J. Noakes (1839) st. 24 ; Ess.1

2. Exactly, completely, perfectly.
Not. I got him to-rights (J.H.B.). Sus.1 I had my little boy

into Lewes to get his likeness taken a Saddaday, and the man took

him to-rights, and you'll say so when you sees it. I.W.2 Taailor

maade me a pair o' trousers, and they fits to-rights.

TORIOUS, adj. Cum.1 [to'rias.] A shortened form
of ' notorious.'

TORK, v. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) Also written torque.

To torture or give pain by the continued infliction of

punctures, pinching, nipping, or scratching.

[Cp. Fr. torquer, to writhe (Cotgr.).]

TORKEY, see Turkey.
TORM, TORMAT, see Taum, Turmit.
TORMENT, v. and sb.

1 Sc. Lin. Oxi. Brks. Ken. Dev.

Also in forms tarment Oxf. Brks.; turment n.Lin. 1

[to-rment; ta'ment, ta'ment.] 1. v. To provoke,

irritate, vex.
n.Lin.1 If you turment them wasps thaay'll tang yS. s.Oxf. I'll

tarment'er so, she 'on't keep me at'ome, Rosemary Chilterns (1895)

18. Brks. Hayden Thatched Cottage (1902) 306. Nrf. Poor old

Curly, I ha' tormented on yer, hain't I ? Longman's Mag. (Dec.

1902) 158. Ken. (G.B.)

Hence Tormentatious, adj. troublesome.

Gall. Gin he [Adam] was as useless an' tormentatious a hound

in Paradise itsel' as his kind are unto this day, he gat aff far ower

cheap, Crockett Dark o' Moon (1902) 45.

2. Obs. To sub-plough, or sub-hoe ; see below.

Dev. (Hall.) n.Dev. Tormenting is performed with a subplow

of many shares, which are fixed in a triangular frame, supported

by wheels ; these shares or sub-hoes, working a few inches

beneath the surface . . . separating the roots of weeds, &c, Mar-

shall Rur. Econ. w.Cy. (1796) I. 296.

3. sb. Fig. A severe pain.

Sh.I. I'm hed a torment i' me hed, Sometimes I wiss at 1 wis

ded, Sh. News (Jan. 29, 1898).



TORMENT [198] TORTOISE

4. One who is annoying, irritating, or troublesome.
n.Lin.1 What a turment thoo art, bairn ; I'd raather ride bare

back-side to Linc'n up'n a fur-busk, then be wi'in a mile 0' thee.

TORMENT, sb.2 m.Yks.1 [te'ment.] A shortened

form of lit. E. ' tormentil.'

TORMENTIL, sb. Shr.1 [ta'mentil.] The red dead-
nettle, Lamium purpureum.
TORMENTOR, sb. Sc. Yks. War. Dev. Cor. [to'r-,

t9'ments(r.] 1. An implement on which to toast ban-

nocks, &c.
Ayr. Toasting an oaten bannock on a pair of tormentors, Galt

Gilhaize (1823) i ; The horse-setter withdrew the bannock from

the ribs, and seeing it somewhat scowthert and blackent on the

one cheek, he took it off the tormentors, and scraped it with them,

and blew away the brown burning, ib.

2. A cheap knife. w.Yks.2
(s.v. Tors). Cf. tor.

3. The seed of the wild rose, Rosa canina.
War. 3 So called because of a trick of children, and occasionally

of older folks, to drop these seeds down the nape of the neck of

the person to be tormented.

4. An agricultural implement for breaking up the ground.
Dev. Scarifiers, scufHers, shims, and broad shares, of various

constructions, called by the general name of tormentors, are much
in use here, Cooke Topog. Dev. 49. n.Dev. A . . . tichcrook, an'

tormentor, Gude when vor burn tha pile 'e ventur', Rock Jim
an' Nell (1867) st. 72. Cor.2

TORMIT, see Turmit.
TORMOCHEL,s6. w.Yks.3 [t9-m0t.fl.] A troublesome

child. 'A regular tormochel.'

TORMOIT, sb. w.Yks.3 [t^moit.] ? A dial, form of
' torment.'

TORMUT, TORN, see Turmit, Turn, sb., v.

TORNBELLY, sb. Sc. [to-rnbeli.] A herring having
its belly torn open.

Sh.I. I quote to-day:—Shetland large fulls, 34m to 36m; do.
fulls, 32m to 34m ; . . tornbellies, 20m to 21m—all in bond, Sh.
News (Aug. 12, iSggV ne.Sc. They . . . pitched the individual
herrings into different heaps, according as they were 'full,'

'spent,' 'matties,' or ' tornbellies,' Green Gordonhaven (1887) 45.

TORN-DOWN, adj. and sb. Sc. Lan. Lin. [tern-, t§n-
dun.] 1. adj. Riotous, boisterous, disorderly.

Lin. 1 n.Lin.1 Said of children. Thaay was as torn-doon a lot

o' bairns as could be, alus up to the'rgams. He is'nt quarrelsum,
not at all, bud he is, an' I'll saay it mysen, a straange torn-doon
lad. Well, I will saay I was th' torndoonist bairn ther' was e'

th' lordship. sw.Lin.1 She never see such torn-down bairns in

her life.

2. Reduced in circumstances.
Rnf. He was like some torn-doun play actor, That had sung for

his bread thro' a fair, Barr Poems (1861) 119. e.Lan.1

3. sb. A rough, riotous person.
sw.Lin.1 He's gotten a strange torndown sin' he went to school.

TORNE, sb. Obs. Sc. A tower.
(Jam.); Franciscjue-Michel Lang. (1882)427; Tornes I sal

bigg fornenst yo, Waddell Isaiah (1871) xxix. 4.

[Swed. torn, a tower (Widegren).]
TORNEY, sb. and v. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Der. Som. Dev. and Amer. Also written turney Cum.1

s.Lan.1 nw.Der.1 Som. ; and in forms torna, turna Cum. 1

[ts'rni, ta'ni.] 1. sb. An aphetic form of ' attorney.'
Ir. There's David Curtin, the 'torney, the cutest man in all the

country round, Bodkin Shillelagh (1902) 103. Nhb. The awd man
was feared on him nar the finish, and sent for the 'torney,
Graham Red Scaur (1896) 198. Cum. It'll [a letter] be . . . fra a
'turney for a job 'at's nowt till yan's credit, Farrall Betty Wilson
(1886) 18; Cum. 1 Wm. But the d—1 mead lawyers an' tornies,
Lonsdale Mag. (1820) I. 512. w.Yks. From tornies and lawyers,
good Lord, deliver us ! Everett Blacksmith (ed. 1834) 156. Lan.
A turney's job's abeaut th' most safe an' seaund, Clegg Sketches

(1895) 236. m.Lan.1
, s.Lan. 1

, nw.Der.1 Som. Jennings Dial.
w.Eng. (1869). Dev. Us went into 'torney's, and Granfer an'
'nother ol' man an' Mr. Thimberley did a sight 0' writin', Ford
Postle Farm (1899) 30. [Amer. Missus Punk an 1

the 'strict 'torney
got riled at that, Lloyd Chronic Loafer (1901) 180.]

2. v. To act as an attorney.
Cum. A farmer, speaking of a well-to-do lawyer, said, ' he must

have made a deal o' money wi' 'turneying,' N. if Q. (1888) 7th S.
v. 325 ; Still in common use, ib. vi. 149.

TORPIT, sb. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) A corruption of
' turpentine.'

TORPLE, v. m.Yks. 1 Also in form turple. [t§"pl

;

ti'pl.] Of animals: to die. Cf. torfle.

TORPOT,s6. Yks. [t§-pot.] The ' spell' used in the

game of 'knur and spell' (q.v.). w.Yks. Hlfx. Courier

(July 3, 1897).

TORQUE, see Tork.
TOR(R, sb. Sc. Nhb. Stf. Der. Som. Dev. Cor. Also in

form tarr Cor.1 [tor, tp(r).] 1. A high rock ; a pile of

rocks, gen. on the top of a hill ; a rocky peak ; a hill.

Sc. (A.W.) Edb. Hills are variously named according to their

magnitude ; as . . . Top, Drum, Tor, Pennecutk Wks. (17 15) 50, ed.

1815. Gall. (A.W.) Nhb.1 A conical hill. Kirknewton Tor is

the chief of Newton Tors. ' The towering peaks of the Tors,

conical hills, the highest being 1,762 feet above sea level/ Hall
Guide Glendale (1887) 69. ne.Stf. Duignan Place Names (1902)

155. Der. 1 'Tor' often occurs as the second element in place-

names : In the hundred of High Peak—Chee Tor, near Worm-
hill, . . Mam Tor, a high mountain between Castleton and Edale

;

... in the wap. of Wirksworth—High Tor, Matlock ; Der. 2

Som. Glastonbury Tor (W.F.R.). Dev. The peculiar character

of the moor is derived from its granite tors ; these are mostly

found on the summits of its numerous heights, and lie piled,

mass on mass, in horizontal strata, Bray Desc. Tamar and Tavy

(1836) I. Lett, ii ; Dev. 1 Cor. On approaching a tor of that wild

moor he heard the three hounds beneath it, marking [sic] among
the cavernous rocks that lay at its base, Mem. J. Russell (1883)
vii ; Cor.12 e.Cor. ' Tor ' means a pile of rocks, and is never used
for a hill, or the top of a hill, unless the hill or top is so very
rocky that the whole may be considered one pile of rocks (J.W.).

Hence Tor-ousel, sb. the ring-ousel, Turdus torqualus.
Der. They breed ... all over the Peak of Derby and are called

tor-ousels, Addy Gl. (1888). Dev. Swainson Birds (1885) 8.

2. Obs. Wet, rocky land. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 356, ed. 1876.
[OE. torr, a mountain top, peak, summit, rock, crag

(Hall).]
TORR, see Turr, sb}
TORRAN, int. Cai.1 Also in form torrie. [to'ran;

to'ri.] A call to a bull. [Cp. Gael, tarbh, a bull (Macbain).]
TORRENT, v. Cor.8 [to'rant.] To rain very hard.
Please, Miss, 'tes just torrenting and you can't get out to early

service.

TORRET, see Turret.
TORRIDIDDLE, adj. Dor.1 [torididl.] Bewildered,

distracted. Cf. tarradiddled. ' Ya'll dreve me torrididdle.'

TORRIE, sb. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) Peas roasted in the sheaf.
TORRIL, sb. Stf. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Also in form

torrel Stf.
1 Wor. Hrf.2 [toTil ; to-ral.] Any person or

thing dilapidated, sorry-looking, worn-out, weak, or old
;

applied contemptuously to a wicked person ; a simpleton.
Stf.1

,
War.2 ne. Wor. You never saw such a torril as that farm-

house is (J.W.P.). w.Wor.1 Bill Porter's come out a prison,
is 'e ? Well, it '66na be long afore 'e's back, I should saay ! 'E's
a torril, 'e is. s.Wor.1 Shr.1 Dunna yo' think as I'm gwein to
put up 66th a poor torril like 'im— I'll plaze my eye, if I plague my
'eart. I think yo'n feed yore cauve to djeth—it looks a poor
torril

; Shr.2 Applied in an offensive sense to a female, or to lessen
the good qualities of a horse. ' Such a torril as yo bin.' 'Yonegot
a top of a pretty torril.' Hrf. 2

Hence Torril-looking, adj. poor, weak, sorry, wretched-
looking. w.Wor.1 Them tators is torril-looking things.
TORRIT, sb. Yks. [toTit] A movable shaft or

hook turning round in a socket, attached to a chain, &c.
to prevent twisting ; see below.

e.Yks. A movable hook by which the horses are fastened to a
plough (Miss A.). w.Yks. Most dog-chains have one midway to
prevent the chain twisting. It is used for yoking the horses to
a plough and in the chains by which horses are fastened to carts,
and the collar attached to the shafts (C.T.).

[Colers of gold, and torets fyled rounde, Chaucer C. T.
A. 2152.]

TORRY, TORST, see Torie, Towards.
TORT, see Tart, adj., Taut, adj., Toward.
TORTER, see Totter.
TORTOISE, s&. Ken.1

[t§-tes.j The cuttle-fish, Sepia
officinalis.



TORTOISE-SHELL GOOSE [ J99] TOSS

TORTOISE-SHELL GOOSE, phr. Irel. The white-
fronted goose, Anser albifrons. Swainson Birds (1885) 148.

TORTS, see Towards.
TORTY, adj. Obs. e.An.2 Very small.

TORVES, see Turf.
TORWOODDIE, sb. Sc. [toTwudi.] An iron draught-

chain for a harrow. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).
TORY, sb. Sc. Irel. Lan. [toTi.] 1. In comp. (1)

Tory-rory, obs., a state of hurry or excitement. s.Lan. 1

;

(2) -tops, fir-cones, the fruit of the Pinns sylvestris. Crk.
(B. & H.) 2. Used as a term of dislike and contempt,
esp. to a child ; a disreputable or deceitful person ; a tyrant.

Sc. Mackay. Ayr. Often applied to a child. ' Ye vile little tory.'

Used esp. in the higher parts of Kyle (Jam.). Lnk. You used me
like a Tory, when you sent me into a stye to ly in your sow's
oxter, Graham Writings (1883) II. 98. Wgt. They [lairds] are

mostly looked on as tyrants, or as the country folk call them

—

' perfect Tories,' Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 260. N.I. 1 Usually

applied in banter.

3. A term of endearment to a child.

Ir. Murty, the beautiful Tory, Blackiv. Mag. (Dec. 1821) 620
;

Tory is a kind of pet name. ' Oh ! you Tory,' is the same as,

' Oh ! you rogue,' used sportively, ib. N.I.1 Ah ! you're a right

tory. A rayl tory.

TOSCH, TOSE, see Tosh, adj., Toze, v.
1

TOSH, sb.
1 Nhb. Cum. Lin. Nhp. e.An. [toj.] A

tusk ; a tooth of an animal ; a projecting or unseemly
tooth. See Tush, sb.

N.Cy.1, Nhb.1, Cum. 1 s.Lin. Yon dog has fine big toshes

(F.H.W.). Nhp.1, e.An.1 , Suf. (C.T.), Suf.1

Hence (1) Tosh-mare, sb. a mare having an extra tooth

growing outside its regular teeth
; (2) Tosh-nail, (a) sb.

a nail driven in aslant or diagonally, so as to have the

stronger hold
;

(b) v. to drive in a nail in such a manner

;

cf. tush, v. 2 ; (3) Toshy, sb. a nickname for any one

with a projecting or unseemly tooth.

(1) Nrf. She looks a fine mare. Let's look at her mouth. Why
Bor ! I thought you said she was a five year old ! She's seven, and

a tosh mare too. Don't you know the old saying, ' A tosh mare

never breeds'? Emerson Yarns (1891) 73. (2 a, b) e.An.1 (3)

e.An.2

[Tosche, longe tothe, colomellus, culmus (Prompt.).']

TOSH, sb.
2 Cor. Also in form tash Cor.3 [toj.] A

large bunch ; a cluster of flowers.

Cor.1 She'd a tosh of yellow ribbon in her hat. A tosh of

flowers ; Cor. 23

TOSH, sb.3 Cor. [toj.] A cough.

Cor.3 w.Cor. I've had a bad tosh all night (M.A.C.).

TOSH, adj., sb.*, v. and adv. Sc. Also written tosch

(Jam.), [toj.] 1. adj. Neat, tidy, trim ; smart ;
comfort-

able; tight.
, ,„»,.,

Sc. (Jam.) ; . He would like things kind o tosh for Nansie s

(1827) 56.

the tosh shopwife, Murdoch Readings (1895) II. 9. Edb. Every-

thing looked full tosh and comfortable, Moir Manste Wanch

(1828) ix. .

Hence (1) Toshly, adv. neatly, trimly, snugly; (2)

Toshoch, sb., obs., a comfortable-looking person ;
a neat,

tidy-looking girl ; (3) Toshy, adj. neat, tidy.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) Fif. Coshly an' toshly The earth sits on a rock,

Douglas Poems (1806) 130. Slk. Phrenologists . . . hae nae

slicht o' haun in curlin their hair toshly, Chr. North Nodes (ed.

1856)11.21. (2) Sc. Mackay. Gall. Mactaggart .EH9W. (1824).

(a) Lth. 'Twad do your heart guid to gang into her hoosie, And

see how it's keepit sae toshy and clean, Ballantine Poems

2.
S

Obs'. Happy. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

w.Sc.

„j5. Happy
3 Intimate, familiar, friendly, affectionate.

Or.I. (Jam. Suppl.) Cai.1 'Ey're unco tosh e gither.

(J

4.

M
£^"A* small, neat, trim person or thing. Bnff.1 Hence

Toschod, sb. a small, trim person or thing. Bnff Fran-

cisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 406. 5. v To make neat

tidy ; to smarten, touch up : used with off or up.

fie spent many a long hour in the kirk ' tosh.n' tilings up,

ht Sc. Life (1897) 65. e.Sc. I . . . spent the ma.st feck o

or
Sc,

Wright

the day toshin" them [heifers] up for the market, Strain Elmslie's
Drag-net (1900) 17. Ayr. Her kimmer . . . was raither mair
presentable, being toshed up a wee to come into the toon, Service
Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 170. Kcb. In a short time Tam was
' toshed off' in his guid claes, Armstrong Kirkiebrae (1896) 280.

Hence Toshings, sb. pi. additions to the means and
comfort of any one ; see below.

Dmf. His coo an' quey, an' his hauf-dizzen sheep, an' mibbe his

Shelty powney, an' a' the ither toshins, aboot the craft an' the

yaird that gaed tae mak' a bien hoose an' helped tae rear a
buirdly family, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 282 ; Refers to what
adds to the means and comfort of a family in a croft, and their

respectability, &c. It might, e.g., in reference to the stock

mentioned, refer to pigs and poultry (A.W.).

6. adv. Neatly, tightly.

Sc. (A.W.) Dmf. O had [hold] them tosh on And not athraw,

Mayne Siller Gun (1808) 20.

TOSH, see Toush.
TOSHER, sb. Ken. [toja(r).] A small fishing-smack.

He sails in a tosher (D.W.L.).

TOSHY, adj.
1 e.An. [to'Ji.] Muddy, sticky. e.An.1

,

Nrf. (A.G.F.)

TOSHY, adj.2 Yks. [toji.] Hairy-faced; of masculine

appearance.
e.Yks. Ah likes a toshy man an' a whisht woman, Flit & Ko

Reel ofNo. 8, 114.

TOSHY, adj.3 Cor. [to'Ji.] Over-dressed ; tawdry.

w.Cor. I found it in a toshy bonnet (M.A.C.).

TOSIE.a^'. Sc. Also written tosy,tozie (Jam.) ; tozy;

and in form tossie. [to'zi.] 1. Slightly intoxicated.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. After she's got her Jamnecosie Of well-mull d

sack till she be tosie, Meston Knight (1723) 55. Ayr. Decent

ladies coming home with red faces tosy and cosh, Galt Ann.

Parish (1821) iii. Edb. We sat and drank until I was dazed, and

both my companions were tosie, Beatty Secretar (1897) 430.

Hence Tozy-mozy, adj. slightly intoxicated.

Edb. After which we were both a wee tozy-mozy, Moir Mansie

Wauch (1828) xvii.

2. Obs. Intoxicating.
Sc. A good true Scot, who kept a stabling there ... and brought

them wealth of meat and tosie drink, Hamilton Wallace (1722)

41 (Jam.).

3. Cosy, snug, warm ; cheerful, pleasant.

Sc. Mackay. Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. He kent the toon far better

than I did mysel', and sune took me to as tozie a howff as you

would fin' in a' Glesco or the Gorbals, Service Notandums (1890)

71. Lnk. How tosie is't tae snuff the cauller air, Ramsay Patte

and Rodger (1720) 1. 11.

Hence (1) Tosily, adv. cosily, snugly, warmly. Lid.

(Jam.) ; (2) Tosiness, sb. cosiness, snugness, warmth, tb.

TOSIE, TOSIER, see Tozee, Tozier.

TOSK, see Tusk, sb? .

TOSS, v 1 and sb.
1 Sc. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Lin.

Lon. Ken. Sus. Som. [tos.] 1. v. In phr. (1) toss a ball,

a child's game ; see below
; (2) to toss one, to toss a coin

with one. .. , ,, .

(1) s Chs. 1 School-children very often toss up a soft ball, such

as is used in the game of rounders, and catch it again, repeating-

' Toss abaw, toss a baw, tell me true, Hal m'ny ears shall I g6

schoo'.
' Then they count ' One, two, three,' &c, for as many

times in succession as they are able to catch the ball (a) Abd.

Come awa' in an' I'll toss ye wha stands the next, Abd. Wkly.

Free Press (Aug. 18, 1900). w.Yks (J.W.)

2. Comp. (1) Toss-ball, a child's soft ball
; (2) -pot, (a)

a drunkard; lb) the clown in a company of pace-eggers.

Fi-Tw Som.i \L a) e.Yks. All the awd tosspots wer efther em

soon Some wivoo't oiny hats, an wivoot -ny shoon
,
Lancaster

Ridilt" the Stang, in Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 39- ^-Yks -

fl P U {s.Lan. 1 Der. Most ... had returned to the place of

fel'low-toss-pots, Gilchrist Milton (1902) 3 1 -
Lin.1

,
n.Lin. 1

seLin You're a drunken toss-pot (J.T.B.). w.Som.1 [Bailey

f itoiI ] (!>) Lakel.2 Lan. They there go out in groups of five or

s and are attended by a ' fool ' or tosspot with his face black-

ened Harland & Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 231. e.Lan. 1
,

S

3.

a
To shake in a sheet ; see below.

e Lan 1 By ducking in water, or throwing up and letting fan

with Mi fore* to the "ground. Practised upon -successful lovers

when the persons they wish for get married to others. s.Lan.
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A young man who is jilted by his sweetheart ... is tossed in a

packsheet by his fellow-workmen until he consents to pay for

liquid refreshment for them (s.v. Packsheetin').

4. To drink ; to toss off.

Arg. We went in and tossed a quaich or two of aqua, Munro

/. Splendid (1898) 28. Fif. This is ... a better plan, Than toss

the whisky glass, Douglas Poems (1806) 48.

5. Obs. To discuss, debate.
Lnk. That unhappy argument which was much tossed in that

time, Walker Biog. Pi'csbyt. (1724-32) I. 269, ed. 1827.

6. sb. A heap of unthreshed corn stacked in a barn
;
the

end of the barn where unthreshed corn is put. Cf. tas(s, 2.

Ken. Kennett Par. Antiq. (1695) ; Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863) ;

I'm very thirsty, missus, I've just come down from the toss

(D.W.L.). Sus.12

7. A weight ; see below.
Lon. They [sprats] are sold at Billingsgate by the 'toss, or

'chuck,' which is about half a bushel, and weighs from 40 lb. to

50 lb., Mayhew Lond. Labour (1851) I. 69.

TOSS, sb? and v.
2 Obs. Sc. 1. sb. A toast; a

celebrated beauty to whom toasts were frequently given.

Sc. (Jam.) ; He has chused the Barber's daughter, The toss of

a' that town, Sharpe Ballad Bk. (1823) 91, ed. 1868. Abd. The
toss o' the village already she reigns, Anderson Poems (ed. 1826)

118. s.Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. My bonie sel' the toss of Ecclefechan,

Burns Lass of Ecclefechan, 1. 8.

2. v . To drink to the health of.

Lnk. After two or three healths the ministry was tossed,

Graham Writings (1883) II. 261.

TOSSELL, sb. Obs. Glo. A bobbin. Horae Subsecivae

(i777) 437-

TOSSICATED, ppl. adj. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. Yks. I.Ma.

Chs. Der. War. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Brks. I.W. w.Cy. Som.
Dev. Also in forms tossicatit Cum.1 Wm. ; tosticaayted

Brks.1
; tosticated N.Cy.1 War.4 Hrf.2 Glo. 1 w.Cy. w.Som. 1

Dev.; tostikeyated I.W.1
; tussicated Hrf. 1 [to -siketid

;

to'stiketid.] 1. A corruption of ' intoxicated.'

Cum.1 Wm. Ya wur 'tossicatit whan yur owt ta been duing yur
larful business, Ward R. Elsmere (1888) bk. 1. ii. w.Yks.1

I.Ma. A little tossicated—yes—a little I think ; a little queer ; and
usin language, Brown Witch (1889) 4. War.4 I were raly only
tosticated once in my life, and that were from having some gin in

my beer. Hrf.12 , Glo.1 , Brks. 1
, I.W.1 e.Som. W. & J. Gl.

(1873) (
s -v- Tossity). w.Som.1 Well, William, zo you was a little

bit tosticated, wad-n ee, last night ? Dev. I told 'er 'twuz tha
pisgies, but 'er answered ' Viddle-dee !

' Er zed that I wuz
tosticated til, Salmon Ballads (1899) 57-

2. Tossed about, disturbed in mind, harassed, worried,
puzzled, tormented.

N.Cy.1 w.Yks.1 Thouz been sadly tossicated wi' t'lile window-
peeper. s.Chs.1

, nw.Der. 1 Shr.1 Poor owd Molly looks bad,
'er's bin sadly tossicated lately 66th one thing or tother—Jack
gwei'n fur a sodger, an' the poor owd mon bein' 'urt, an' altogether.

Hrf.12 , Glo.1 , w.Cy. (Hall.)

TOSSIE, see Tosie.
TOSSITY, adj. Som. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Drunken. e.Som.W.& J. Gl. (1873). Cf. tossicated.
TOSSLE, see Touzle.
TOSSY, adj. Not. War. Dev. [to-si.] 1. Untidy.
Not. I'm sorry the house is so tossy (L.C.M.).

Hence (1) Tossy-momble, sb. confusion, disorder
; (2)

Tossy-tail, adv. topsy-turvy.
(1) War.3 What a tossy-momble you have left your clothes in.

(2) Dev. 1

2. Off-hand, careless.
Dev. Argemone answered by some tossy commonplace,

Kingsley Yeast (185 1) vii.

TOSSY-BALL, sb. Shr.1 A cowslip ball. Cf. tosty.
TOST.w. Obs. Sc.(Jam.) Also in form toast. 1. To

teaze; to vex. Cld. 2. To toss. Hence Tosted,
Tostit, ppl. adj. oppressed with severe affliction. n.Sc.
TOSTICATED, see Tossicated.
TOSTINGS'S WELL, phr. Lei. A corruption of ' St.

Augustine's well,' at Leicester. N. £> Q. (1852) 1st S.vi ic;2

TOSTY, sb. Wor. Pern. Glo. Wil. Som. Also written
tostie W1I.1

[to-sti.] 1. A cowslip ball ; also in comfi.
Tosty-ball. Cf. tisty-tosty.
w.Wor. 1

, se.Wor.1
, s.Wor. 1 s.Pem. Laws Little Eng. (1

421. Glo. (A.B/t.Glo.i.Wil.1 (s.v. Tistie-tostie). Som. Jennings

Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

2. The cowslip, Primula verts. Wil.1 (s.v. Tistie-tostie).

TOSY scg Xosic
TOT, 'sb.

1 and v.
1 Sc. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Bck. Bdf.

Hnt. e.An. Cor. Also written tott Sc. Lei. 1 Wor. [tot.]

1. sb. Anything very small.

e.Cy. (Hall.) Nrf. Miller & Skertchly Fenland (1878) iv.

Hence Totty, (1) adj. small, tiny, puny ; (2) sb. a small

person.
(1) Gall. (A.W.), e.An. 1 Nrf. A little totty turnip, Emerson

Son ofFens (1892) 46. Suf. (C.T.), Suf.1 (2) Cor .3 A mere totty.

2. A small drinking vessel of varying size.

w.Yks. 1
; w.Yks.2 Generally made of horn. ' A tot a hooam

brew'd'; w.Yks. 3 Holding a quarter of a pint; w.Yks.3 Lan.

Jenny, fill him a tot, Waugh Tattlin' Malty, 14 ; Lan.1 , m.Lan.1
,

e.Lan. 1
,
s.Lan. 1 Chs. If aw'd ony a tot o' punch, Croston Enoch

Crump (1887) 11. s.Chs. 1 Th) Wes'liiinz bin grjo'in aav dhur

tree-t ii Wen'zdi; tin dhem tiz gon bin tu bring - dhur oa'n tots

widh flm. s.Stf. Come, pass the tot round quicker, it's welly bell-

ringin' time, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). Der. (R.J.B.),

nw.Der. 1 s.Not. Bring the bottle with yer, an' don't forget the

tot (J.P.K.). Lin.1 , Lei.1
, Nhp.12 War. 1

; War.2 Holding from

about a quarter to half a pint. s.War. 1 Wor. Have a tott of

cider (E.S.). w.Wor. 1 Child at school-treat: 'Be we to 'ave

more tea afore we goes oaiim ? Why, us 'ave sent our tots back !

'

s.Wor.1
, se.Wor. 1 Shr. 1 'Talc' a can o' owd beer an' a couple 0'

tots, an' gie 'em a tot apiece jest to finish up.' Harvest-beer is

served out to the men, after dinner and supper, in small tots
;

Shr. 2 , Hrf.2 Glo. 1 Holding about a quarter of a pint. They are

generally given with a jug of beer, possibly to spin out the

number of glasses. Oxf. N. ZJ Q. (1852) 1st S. v. 364. n.Bck.

(A.C.), Bdf. (J.W.B.) Cmb. 1 Holding about the third of a pint.

' Mother, may we have new tots to go to the school treat with ?

'

Nrf. I think I might square 'im with a tot o' rum, Forbes Odd Fish

(1901) 34. Suf. Thank ye kindly, I should like a tot of beer

(M.E.R.)
;
(C.T.)

Hence (1) Totful or Tottle, sb. the amount of liquid

contained in a ' tot
' ; (2) Tot-glass, (3) Totty, sb. a small

drinking-glass ; a little cup or mug.
(1) s.Stf. Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). Shr.1 Jest gie the

men a tottle o' owd beer apiece, after thar supper; Shr. 2 Oly just

a totful o' drink. (2) w.Yks. Holding a fourth of a pint, or less,

Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865). (3) Bdf. (J.W.B.)

3. A jar to hold ointment, &c. w.Wor. 1 4. A small
quantity of liquid ; a drink ; a dram.

Sh.I. In coorse I takes my tot like any other man, Burgess
Sh. Flk. (1902) 86. Frf. (A.W.) Lnk. Gin he but tak' a tot aye,

Coghill Poems (1890) 88. w.Yks. Half a gill and under (J.G.)

;

w.Yks.1 We'll hev a tot together for oud lang syne. Lan. Quift

[quaff] an odd tot off, Waugh Snowed-up, i; Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Stf.1
,

nw.Der. 1
, s.Not. (J.P.K.), Lin.1 , n.Lin.1 se.Lin. Half a pint of

beer (J.T.B.). Suf. (C.T.) Cor.2 A tot of liquor.

5. v. To pour out into ' tots'; to pour steadily
;
gen. used

with out.

w.Yks. Eccles Leeds Olm. (1874) 13. Der. (R.J.B.) s.Not.

The ganger is the one to tot out, and he serves himself fust

(J.P.K.). Rut. 1
, Lei. 1

, Nhp.12 War.2 Tot out the beer; War.3
,

Wor. (E.S.) n.Bcks. Come, tot that beer out (A.C.). Hnt. (T.P.F.)

Hence (1) Totter-out, sb. one who pours out drink; (2)

Totter's-luck, sb. a small quantity of drink left in the
bottle after all have been served.

(1) Rut. 1 Who's going to be totter-out ? (2) s.Not. (J.P.K.)
6. To drink

; to sip spirits ; also used with up.
Lan. An' th' women folk, as well as th' chaps, can tot That

Dunville's Irish whisky when it's hot, Doherty N. Barlow (1884)
36. s.Lan.1 Neaw, tot it up, owd brid, an' have another.

TOT, sb.2 Lan. Sus. Hmp. Som. Also written tott
Som. ; and in forms tooat s.Lan. 1

; tote Lan. [tot.]
1. A tuft, as of grass, hair, &c. ; a bush. Cf. tait, sb.

1
,

totty-land.
Lan. (Hall.), s.Lan.1 Sus. A tuft or 'tot' of hair growing in

the palm of each hand ... is said to be the external denotement
... of ... a miller . . . who deals justly by his customers, Lower
S. Downs (1854) 189; Sus. 1 There warn't any grass at all when
we fust come here ; naun but a passel o* gurt old tots and tussicks

;

Sus. 2
, Hmp.1
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2. A sand-hill ; also in camp. Sand-tot.
Som. Out with the children on the sand-tots, Weston Mercury

[July 31, 1875) ;
(W.F.R.)

3. A brood of chickens ; a covey of partridges. Sus.1

TOT, v.
2 Sc. Nhp. Hnt. Dev. Also in form tote Sc.

(Jam. Suppl.) [tot.] To move with short or weak steps,

as a child or an old, infirm person ; to toddle ; to totter,

sway about. Cf. toit, v., tottle.
Sc. (Jam.) ;

(ib. Suppl.) Per. Stewart Character (1857) 59.

Slg. She tots up and doon stairs, she tots out and in, Buchanan
Poems (1901) 1 16. Dmf. He tots aboot there, frae Cot to Cot,

frae Ferm to Ferm, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 30. Nhp.1 The old

man goes totting along. Hnt. (T.P.F.) Dev. Horae Subsecivae

(*777) 436. n.Dev. Nif zo be tha hadst net let her totee up, Exm.
Scold. (1746) 1. 253.

TOT, v.3 Wm. [tot.] Fig. With up : to comprehend ;

to reckon a person up.
A fella can't tot up a woman like that, Robison Robison en me,

in Kendal C. News (Sept. 22, 1888).

TOT, see Tat, sb.\ To, prep., Tote.

TOTAK, sb. Sh.I. Also written totack and in form

tiitack. Of a person : an object of scorn or derision ;
a

by-word.
(J.S.) ; If doo iver hed a gude advice ta gie, doo's no taen him

ta dysel, or dan doo'd no been datutack'at doo is, Sh. NewsQa.u.

8, 1898I.

TOTAL, sb. Obs. Sc. Used elliptically for 'total

number of.'

Fif. To beat the total bushes of the land, Tennant Anster (1812)

144, ed. 187 1.

TOTAL, adj. Sc. Yks. I.Ma. Sur. Dev. [to'tl, toa'tl.]

A shortened form of ' teetotal.'

Per. Shame fa' the loon that's Total, man ! Stewart Character

(1857) 22. w.Yks. Wee'd a point a total pooarter, Shevvild Ann.

(1854) 6. I.Ma. The miller is total to the backbone, Rydings

Tales (1895) 78. Dev. I ha' been total all these years, Baring-

Gould Furze Bloom (1899) 123.

Hence Totaller, sb. a teetotaler.

Per. Look within the Totaller's hame : A hame is his will please

ye, Stewart Character (1857) 78. Lnk. He's a Templar stanch

and true, A 'Totaler o' the rale true blue, Nicholson Kilwuddie

(1895) 131. w.Yks. These chaps comes to a totaler and tells him,

Shevvild Ann. (1854) 8. Sur. Not a drop, lad, don 'ut 'ee know

as I'm a totaler, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. i. Dev. You m like

tha 'totallers tu,—they argifies just tha same, Salmon Ballads

(1899) 70.

TQTALD, ppl. adj. Obs. e.An.1 Killed, injured.

TOT-BELUEJijppl.adj. Brks.1 [to't-belid.] Corpulent,

pot-bellied. Cf. tog-bellied.

TOTCH, v. and sb. Obs. Sc. 1. v. To toss about.

Cld. (Jam.) 2. To rock a cradle.

Dmt I creeshed weel kimmer's loof wi' howdying fee, Ur a

cradle had ne'er a been totched for me, Cromek Remains (1810) 61.

3. To move quickly with short steps.

Rxb. A totchin' poney (Jam.).

4. sb. A sudden jerk.

Fif , Rxb. (Jam.) Kcb. I hope that ye will not put your hand

to the ark to give it a wrong totch, and to overturn it as many do,

Rutherford Lett. ( 1660) No. 183.

TOT(E, see Toit, v.

TOTE, sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der. Nhp.

War. Glo. e.An. Ken. I.W. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written

toatCor.12 ; and in forms toit w.Yks.1
; tooat Ken. ;

toot

Suf.1
; tot Sc. (Jam.); twote Cum »« [t5t] 1. The

whole ; the sum ; all
;
gen. used in phr. the whole tote.

Sc Sorrow a gardner in the whole tot here ever heard ot sick

a thing, Blackw. Mag. (Jan. 1821) 369 (Jam.). Cai.1 w.Sc. The

hale tot followed me down the Candleriggs crying 'dirty butter

after me, Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 219. Ayr. I haurled

the whole tot of the dishes to the flure [floor], Service-Notandums

twote, Anderson "»'—
£"w" ^i ^1. e.An.2 There's

£££ n
s^rKen?i.'wT

r

s m
G
JEKN.NGS Obs. Dial W.E„g.

182O Dev.*
' cor.i

'

The toat of them were there
;
Cor."

Hence the tot lot, phr. the whole, the total. Cat.1

VOL. VI.

2. Piece-work. Cf. tut, sb?
w.Cy. ' To do work by the tote,' to undertake it by the great,

Grose (1790) (s.v. Tut).

TOTE, see Taut, adj., Toot, v.
2

, Tot, sb.
2

, v.
2

TOTELY, adv. Obs. Shr. 2 Gently, leisurely.
Take it totely, yone got lots o' time.

TOTELY, TOTEM, see Totle, Totum, sb.2

TOTHAN, sb. N.I.1 A silly person.
TOTH(E, T0THELEP, see Tathe, Toudilep.
TOTHER, adj. and indef. pron. Var. dial, uses in Sc.

Irel. Eng. and Amer. Also written tuther Lakel.2 n.Lin.1

Som. Dev. ; and in forms tether Dev. ; tidder S. & Ork.1

m.Yks.1
; tither Sc. (Jam.) Ir. n.Cy. n.Yks.14 ; toor Dev.;

tudder Lakel.2 Cum.3 Wm. n.Yks. m.Yks.1 ne.Lan.1
;

tudther Wm. [tu-«Sa(r, tB-03(r ; troar.] 1. adj. A con-

traction of ' that other
'

; often used tautologically with the

def. art. Cf. tone, num. adj.

Sc. (Jam.), S. & Ork.1 ne.Sc. It may be doon the gate tae the

tither place, Gordon Northward Ho (1894) 283. Cai. 1 Frf. Ye

hae seen it pit its yae fit doon this w'y, an' its tither fit doon this

w'y, Inglis Ain Flk. (1895) 180. Per. An' juist the tither nicht,

man, Haliburton Horace (1886) 20. Ayr. Then on the tither

hand present her, A blackguard smuggler, right behind her, Burns

Earnest Cry (1786) St. 8. Slk. The auld faither left it a' to the

tither dauchter, Thomson Drummeldale(ic,oi) 129. Dmf. Thetither

twae Are rinning heavily away, Shennan Tales (1831) 44. n.Ir.

Crowds o' fowk rinnin' this road an' the tither road, Lyttle Paddy

McOuillan, 9. n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.) Cum. Says.
.

.

t'tallyor to me tudder neet, Richardson Talk (ed. 1876) 2nd S. 1.

Wm. Frae teea end tet tudther, Clarke Jonny Shippard's Jurna

(1865) w.Yks. It wor nobbut t'other daah at it happened, Banks

Wkfld. Wds. (1865). Lan.1, ne.Lan. 1
,

e.Lan.1,
sXan. 1 Not.

They're the tother side the road, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 5.

sNot. (J P.K.) Lin.1 I'm sarn-sure it were him or his tother

brother. War.* I saw the old squire tother day. Shr.1
,
Brks.

e.An.1 Tother thing. Tother side (s.v. Ta). Sur.1 Sus. While

t'other six be sucking, Egerton Flk. Ways (1884) ; Dor She

wouldn' go off lonesome to heaven, an leave they to t other place,

C. Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 23. w.Som.1 Jinny, urn up arter

my tother coat. Dev. (Hall.) n.Dev. Chell ha tether Vinny wi

tha, Exm. Scold. (1746)1. 139-
, ,

., . .

Hence (1) Tothercountry, sb. the next world; (2)

Tother-day, sb. the day before yesterday ; (3) Totherm

or Totherum,/>7W*. the other one ; the others
; (4) Tother-

min, pron. the others ; (5) Tothermy, adj. and pron. the

other; (6) tother road on, phr. the reverse way; (7) tother

way, phr. a carter's call to his horse to turn to the right

;

(8) tother way on, phr., see (6) ; (9) Totherways, adv.

otherwise. . . „ ,

(1) s.Lan 1 He's gooin' to t'other-country fast. (2) nw.Der.1

Brks. Grose (1790). Ken.1 , Sus. (S.P.U) Sus.12
,
Hmp 1 Som.

< When did you see the doctor last ?
'

' We 1L sir ;
twordn t yes-

terday nor yet tother-day, but I think twor o Monday (W.F.R)

(3) Wil. Slow Gl. (1892) ; Wil.1 (s.v. Pronouns). Som (W. r .K.)

,

Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). (4) Som. Will you have

theesum or tothermin? (W.F.R.) (5) Wil. 1 (s.v. Pronouns).

Som. What be all tha tuthermy books you a got? Jennings Ofo

Dial.w.Eng. (1825)186. (6) w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Lan. 1
(7) Shr. 1

(8)

Lin. 'Pa'afthee,' I ses, 'it's t'other-way-on ; it's thou as ough to

pa'av me ' N. V Q. (1865) 3rd S. vii. 31. (9) e.Dev. The which

fancy .made me none themore easy, but rather totherways,Jane

Lordship (1897) 61.

2
ShxTh'ed

d
t

d
at°"la helger fi. da tidder moarin' afore I could

t „ ,„ <ZU N.n,i rNov 2=, 1800). Per. The Sabbath shoon
Ven

Wer
P
e sdt tfge tie tHher'wee^n' C burnin' drink, Stewart

ChaZt:^857) o|. ..Sc. The crake aye jangles at her^ayle^As

she gi'es the tother spang, Watson Bards (1859) ioo. Lnk. Aye

tL ™,t Hip tither slice. Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 94. Pet).

Spe^dn' aye he
6

ither shillin', Affleck Poet. Wks. (1836) x97 .

3 indef. pron. A contraction of ' that other'; gen. used

"^SS Set'naeTeU't&e frae the tither, Stevenson

r £l«(ilk>s\ xxix Cai.1 Frf. The tane was Woo' the tither

B^eave" Mo-so, Poems (I79o) 1. Per. Says he to the tithers

c AWA NiMs fi8Qq) n. Ayr. Neither the tane nor the tither

ff
8
ookfny tent,

'

L time, Service Notandums (1890) 23.

ir He scarc/could set one fut 'fore t'other, Barlow,
Bogland

(xiS Ii
ed. 1893. Dwn. Gang wi' the tithers, an^dmnae be
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yin bit feered, Lyttle Betsy Gray (1894) ng. n.Cy. Border Gl.

{Coll. L.L.B.) Nhb. There noo, Sib, maw woman, we'll just let

the tyen stand for the tother, Dixon Whittingham Vale (1895) 181.
Dur. This endenture made betwix W. Tillyall esquyere on the
tonpart . . . and John Tumour of Pittynton on the tother,
Raine Charters, &c. Finchale (183J) 94. Lakel.2 Cum.3 T'tudder's
hypocrites, 154. Wm. Atween tahan en t'udder, Robison Aald
Taales (1882,) 3. n.Yks. T'ean an' t' t'udder (I.W.) ; n.Yks. 1

;

n.Yks.4 Tha wur all feighling t'ane amang t'ither. e.Yks. 1
,

m.Yks.1 Introd. 21, w.Yks. 135 Lan. If theaw tells any o' th'

tothers abeawt this, Brierley Marlocks (1867) 20. e.Lan.1
,

s.Lan. 1
,

Chs. 1

, Stf. (H.K.), Der.2 Lin. 1 It was nearre one
nor the tother. n.Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1 The one thinks much if the
tother has owt. She says the tothers mut do my jobs. War.
(H.K.), War.2

, s.Wor. (H.K.), se.Wor.1 Shr.i This or the
tother, w'ich yo'n a mind to. Glo. Th' owld squire 'ee steps
in an' offers I more money nor the tothern, Buckman Darke's
Sojourn (1890) vi. s.Oxf. It's your tongue an' your mother's
as ha' druv me to it; I can't never get out o' the sound;
when one's done, tother begins, Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 188.
Brks. 1

, e.An. 12 Suf. Ache one a-thinkin that the tother had gone
and smirched 'em, Fison Merry Suf. (1899) 21 ; Suf.1 (s.v. Toon),
Ess. 1

, Sur.1 s.Hmp. The other t'other's the more nimbler o' the
two, Verney L. Lisle (1870) xx. Dor. An' tothers, slily a-stealen
by, Barnes Poems (ed. 1879) 85. Som. Jennings Obs. Dial.
w.Eng. (1825). w.Som.1 I'll have one or tother o'm, be how
'twill. Dev. What one wull zay the tether'l zware, Peter
Pindar Wks. (1816) IV. 196; Inzide a tha tother, N. Hogg Poet.
Lett. (ed. 1865) 45. [Amer. He stood a spell on one foot first,
Then stood a spell on tother, Lowell Biglow Papers (1848) 10.]
Hence one tother, phr. one another.
w.Som.1

I zeed 'em 'busin' one tother. Dev. I 'opes us chell dii
tha zame tu and not 'ave upstores wen us be got iized tu wan
tuther, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). Cor. What be glazing at one
t'other for like wild cats ? Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 34.

[1. As many as . . . wer of the toder party, Paston
Letters (1454) 1. 292. 3. pei han neither >e ton ne be toiber,
Wyclif Eng. Wks. 190.J
TOTHER, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Chs. Lei. Also written

tothir Bnff. 1

; and in form todder Lei. 1
[to-<Sa(r.]

1. sb. The act of putting into disorder ; rough handling.
Bnff.1 Hence Tottherry, adj. untidy, ragged. N.I. 1

2. A tangle. Cf. tather,k
s.Chs.1 Naay en, yoa)n bi gy'et'in dhaat- thaach'-koa-rd au-1 in

ii todh-ur, tin yoa wiin)ur tinddo it ugy'en-, -ahy noa\
Hence (1) Totherment, sb. (a) a tangle ; a complicated

mass
;

(b) any kind of appendage or superfluity
;

(c)
finery

; (2) Tothery, adj. tawdry, flimsy-fine.
(1, a) s.Chs. 1 Dhurjz u paat-i todtrurmunt ii weydz yaan'dur.

(A) ib. (c) Oo)d sich ii lot u rib-inz tin todtrurmunt ubuwt fir,

60 mid ii bin woth ur thaayzfindz, ib. (2) Ahy mai- noo
fiky'aaynt u sich- todh'uri fol'-dhu-rol, ib.

3. Slime
; the spawn of frogs or toads. Lei.1 Hence

Tothery, adj. slimy, gelatinous, ib. 4. v. To throw
into disorder ; to handle roughly ; to dash, drag. Bnff. 1

TOTLE, v., sb. and adj. w.Cy. Som. Dev. Cor. Also
written toatle Cor. 1

; and in forms totely w.Som ]

nw.Dev. 1

; tottle Dev. Cor. [to-tl, toa'tl ; to'tl.]
1. v. To slouch about idly

; to dawdle ; to work slowly.
•w.Som. 1 Let thee alone, thee 't totly about gin Zadurday night over

thick bit of a job. Dev. 1
, nw.Dev. 1 s.Dev. Fox Kingsbridge (1874).

Hence Toteling, ppl. adj. slow, inactive ; decrepit,
imbecile from old age ; silly.

w.Som. 1 Poor totelin' old fuller, way one voot in the grave
Dev. I'm aveard 'e 've azeed 'is best days ; Vs come tu a tottling
ol bhd now, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). n.Dev. A toteling

""

zlottering yheat-stool, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 53. nw.Dev.1 Cor
rh ole chap was gone reg'lar tottlin' like, Parr Adam and Eve
(1880) III. 235; Cor.12

2. To exhibit imbecility. Dev.1
3. sb. A slow, lazy

person
; a slouching dawdler ; an idler.

w.Cy (Hall.), w.Som.1
, Dev.1 n.Dev. Tha dest thengs vore

and back . . . like a totle, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 120
4. A foolish or spiritless person ; a dolt; an idiot.
Dev. I didn think dame was such a zoft and vare totle, s.n.Dev An old totle,' a gossipy old woman. ' A spare totle,' a

fearful, spiritless woman, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 436. nw.Dev.1

Cor. Then in array of battle marched These Totles full of fear,
Tregellas Tales (ed. 1865) 20 ; Cor. 2

Hence (1) Toatledum-pattick, sb. a foolish fellow ; (2)

Totelish, adj. weak ; foolish ; becoming imbecile through
old age.

(1) Cor. A passel of toatledum patticks they be, Tregellas
Tales (ed. 1873) 112. (2) Cor. Why, thee'rt surely gone toatlish,

Forfar Pentowan (1859) xxv ; Cor.123

5. adj. Foolish ; slightly demented ; dazed.
Dev. Folks sez as I be a bit tottle, yet I cu'd work, Baring-

Gould Idylls (1896) 168. Cor. I reckon, Genefer, the old lady
be gone quite tottle, ib. Furze Bloom (1899) 13.

TOTLE-PONY, sb. s.Chs.1 [t5-tl-p5'ni.] A teetotum.
See Toty-pony.
TOT-NODDLE, sb. Lin.1 [to't-nodl.] A tadpole.

TOTO, sb. Yks. [toa'tS.] A soap-making term ; see
below.

w.Yks. The grease from the raw wool is manufactured into
soap. The refuse from the soap manufacture, after all the alkali

has been extracted, is called toto, and is used as manure (S.K.C.).

TOT O'ER SEAS, phr. Suf. The goldcrest, Regulus
cristatus. Swainson Birds (1885) 25.

TOTT, see Tod(d, Tot, sb.
12

TOTTER, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also written tottre Wm. ; and in forms tootter
Bnfif.1

; torter e.An.2 ; totther Lan. [to'ta(r.] 1. v. In
comb. (1) Totter-arse, one who walks in a tottering^ infirm
manner

; (2) -bobs, the quaking-grass, Briza media
; (3)

bog, a quaking bog ; (4) -grass, see (2) ; (5) -pie, obs., a
high raised apple-pie

; (6) -robin, see (2).

(1) w.Som.1 Th' old Will Jones is proper a-doned up, sure
'nough ; I ant a-zeed no such old two double totterarse 'is longful
time. (2) sw.Lin.1

(3) Cum. Water Blinks holds a place in
almost every ' well eye ' or ' totter bog' among the hills, Hodgson
Bot. Caldew, 130; Cum.4 Wm. A steead trimmelan an doddrean
frae heead ta fooat like a tottre bogg, Clarke Spec. Dial. (1885)
pt. iii. 3. w.Yks. It's nobbut a totter-bog (W.C.S.). (4) Not1

,

n.Lin.1, s.Lin. (I.W.) Rut. (B. & H.) ; Rut. 1 If you want to
gether totter-gress, you med go down Press'on Lane. Lei.1

,

Nhp.12
, Hnt. (T.P.F.), Sur., Sus., I.W. (B. & H.) (5) Oxf. (K.)

(6) sw.Lin. 1

2. To stagger.
n.Cy. Grose (1790). w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781).

Lan. His wife coome tottherin back fro some journey afther
meight, Clegg David's Loom (1894) 30.

Hence (1) Totterdy, (2) Totterish, adj. infirm ; shaky;
unsteady of foot.

(1) War.2 w.Wor.1 I've 'ad the rheumatics very bad this three
wik, an' I be that totterdy I canna 'ardly scrawl. s.Wor l Glo
(A.B.), Glo. 1 (2) e.An. 2

'

3. To work in a weak, trifling manner. Bnff. 1

4. sb. Ruin.
Bnff.1 He's a' t' tootter wee's coo-cowpan. He tellt our monv

lees t' stan' lang.

Hence Totteration, sb. destruction.
Ant. He cursed and sent us all to totteration, Ballymena Obs

(1892).

5. One weak and trifling at work. Bnff 1

TOTTERAY, sb. Obs. Ess. A payment of four-
pence for every bushel and a half of corn sold at Maldon.

TOTTERING,*//, adj. Yks. Lin. Cmb. Hmp.
|to't(a)rin.] 1 In comp. Tottering-grass, the quaking-
grass, Bnza media. Cf. totter, 1 (4).

s

Hmp
Y
(W.M

U
i

S

Y^
erC

-
SuppL O^ 3°' l898 )- Cmb. (B. & H.)

2. Changeable, unsettled, unfavourable, as of weather

:

doubtful; dangerous; unhappy; painful; gen. used in
phr. a tottering time.

n.Yks.1
;
n.Yks. 2

' A tottering time for harvest.' 'We've had
a tottering tune of it,' the sailor's expression after a storm: n.Yks.*
ne.Yks.1 It s a tottherin tahm been this last fo'tnith. e.Yks.' He'sdeed at last

:
they've had a tottherin tahm wiv him, MS. add.

(l.H.) m.Yks. w.Yks. My poor muther had a totterin' toimewi me, for I tuk sum rearin', Hallam Wadsley Jack (1866) iii.
Lin.1 n.Lin.1 She tell'd her gran'muther if she didn't do all as

wt 7an
.5

ed her
>
she sh0llId hev nobud a totterin time on it.What wi maaster an' what wi' bairns she's nobud a totterin' timeon it, poor thing.
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TOTTERY, adj. Sc. [to'tri.] Changeable, fickle.
Abd. Tott'ry Fortune's freaks Sud gar you tine your heart,

Cock Strains (1810) I. 93 ;
(A.W.)

TOTTIE, v. Sc. [to'ti.] To move with short steps
;

to cause to move ; to drive.
w.Sc. Had not the Reverend Tryer Mussell been cast because

one of his trial discourses was discovered ... to be copied from
a book of old sermons, and had been tottied out of existence with
a broken heart in consequence, Macdonald Settlement (1869) i.

Fif. (Jam.)

TOTTINS, int. Gmg. [to'tinz.] A cry for truce :

used by children at play when desirous of a short rest.

ne.Gmg. (J.Y.E.)

TOTTLE, v. and sb. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Nhp. Hnt.
Ess. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written totle Dev.1

[to'tl.]

1. v. To walk unsteadily with quick, short, or feeble steps
;

to toddle, totter; to sway about. Cf. toddle, tot, v?
Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. When they begin to tottle about the house we'll

hae to tie bells to their backs to hear whar they gang, Galt Sir
A. Wylie (1822) ciii. Gall. I was that happy wi' a' my tottlin'

weans aboot my hand, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) xi. Cum.1
,

n.Yks.4 ne.Yks.1 Ah's nobbut waakly ; ah can just tottle aboot
a bit. e.Yks.1 w.Yks. 1 Shoe feels seea leetsome an cobby, an
can tottle an tantle about a bit. ne.Lan.1 Nhp. 1 See how the

child tottles along. Hnt. (T.P.F.), Ess.1 Som. Monthly Mag.
(1814) II. 126; Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). Dev.1 He
was the nestle-draft, an coud but jist tottle about whan his mother
died, 16. Cor. N. & Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 441.

2. To fall ; to tilt on one side ; to overturn, topple over
;

also used with over.

n.Yks. T'oad fella nearly tottied of t'steul 'at he was set on wi'

laughing (W.H.) ; n.Yks.* e.Yks.1 Tottle barrow ower.

Hence Tottly, adj. ready to fall, unstable.
e.Yks.1 Ah's a bit sthranger then Ah was, bud Ah's varry tottly

yit. w.Yks. (J.W.)
3. To go. Cum.1 4. To purl, as a stream.
Lnk. Glancin' bright at ilka turn aye Till it tottl't owre the lin,

Nicholson Kilvmddie (1895) 24. Dmf. (Jam.); The sang o' the

birds whare some burn tottles owre, Cromek Remains (1810) 136.

5. To make a noise in boiling ; to boil, simmer.
Sc. (Jam.) Per. Cast a longing eye at the kail-pot ' tottling on

the fire,' Monteath Dunblane (1835) 32, ed. 1887. Edb. A haggis

fat, Weel tottl'd in a seything pat, Fergusson Poems (1773) 186,

ed. 1785.

6. sb. A term of endearment for a child. Sc. (A.W.)
7. The bubbling noise made by boiling liquids. Sc.

Mackay (s.v. Tottie).

TOTTY, sb. Cor. A pebble ; a stone.

I can . . . shaw ee some of the whit tottys and brocked shills,

Tregellas Character (1868) 68 ; Cor.3

TOTTY, adj. Sc. Yks. Lan. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Shr.

e.An. Dev. [to'ti.] 1. Shaky; staggering; dazed,

dizzy ; muddled in the head, esp. from excessive drinking.

Sc. (G.W.), w.Yks.1 Lan. They'r so totty wi thinkin' thersels

so wise, till they connod see ut an infinitely perfect bein cun be

angry witheat bein discomposed, O Bit ov o Chat (1884) pt. ii. 3.

ne.Lan.1
, Lei.1 Shr.1 ' 'Ow did the Maister come wham las' night

—wuz 'e drunk ? ' ' Oh no ! on'y jest a bit totty
' ; Shr. 2

,
e. An.1

Dev. Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

Hence (1) Totty-grass, sb. the quaking-grass, Briza

media ; (2) Totty-headed, ppl. adj. dizzy, giddy, esp. from

drink ; imbecile from age.

(1) se.Lln. (J.T.B.) (2) Nhp.1
,
War.3

, e.An.1 Dev. I be za

totty-headed I can 'ardly stand, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

2. Of bad character.
; t

Dev. I tellee yu bestways 'ave nort tu da wi' she
;

er s nort

but a totty twoad, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

[1. Myn heed is toty of my swink to-night, Chaucer

C. f. A. 4253.]

TOTTY, see Tutty, sb.
1

TOTTY-LAND, sb. Sus. Hmp. 1. Marsh land on

which tufts of grass grow. Hmp. 1 Cf. tot,s2>.
2 2. High

land, freq. on a side hill. Sus.12

TOTUM sb.1 Sc. Amer. Also in form tottum Sc.

rtStsm ; to'tam.] 1. Used as a term of endearment

for a little child, esp. when beginning to wa k.

Ele His cantie bairnies, toddlin' ben, Their loss the totums

canna ken, Tester Poems (1865) 9°- Abd. Ere his first twa-three

t°tum= • • • Had managed to master the A B C clear, Cadenhead
Bon-Accord (1853) 205. Lnk. Granny was watchin' the stirrin"
bit tottum, Watson Poems (1853-1 49. Edb. Ballantine Gaber-
lunzie (ed. 1875) Gl. [Amer. When de nigger totums cry, De
Lord He gib 'em possum pie, Mackay.]
2. A small person or animal.
Bnff.1 Gen. used when the idea of neatness is intended to be

conveyed. Lnk. Your totum of a taylor it [that] I cou'd stap it

[? into] my shoe, sae cou'd I e'en, Graham Writings (1883) II. 62.
TOTUM, sb.2 Sc. Irel. Lon. Also written totem Ir.

;

and in forms tottum Abd. ; toutom Gall. [to'tsni

;

totsm.] A shortened form of 'teetotum'; the game of
teetotum.

Sc. (Jam.), (A.W.), Cai. 1 Bnff. In Keith the letters are A, N,
D, T. In playing the stake is one pin, and each plays in turn.
If the side with A on it falls uppermost the player wins the whole
stake—'A, tack a'.' If N turns up the player gets nothing— ' N,
nikil [nihil], nothing.' If T . . . one pin falls to the player— ' T,
tack ane.' If D . . . the player has to lay down a pin— ' D, dossie
doon.' At times the game was played by paying a stake to all

the letters except A, and the words used were— ' D, dip it,' 'T,
tip it,' ' N, nip it,' Gomme Games (1898) II. 303. Abd. He turned
caups and bickers, . . Rokes, ladles, an' bobbins, or tottums for

weans, Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 20. Bwk. I'll mak' them
paper kites Or totums oot o' pirns, Calder Poems (1897) 299.
Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 82, ed. 1876. Dwn. (C.H.W.)
Lon. Gomme ib. 303-4.

TOTY-PONY, sb. s.Chs. 1 [t5'ti-p5ni.] A teetotum ;

see below. Cf. totle-pony.
s.Chs.1 The toys were originally marked with Latin letters,

such as : T (totum "1, which gives the derivation of the word ; D
(dimidium); N (nihil) ; P (pone). Pone = put down, pay.

TOU, see Thaw, Thou, Tow, v.*, int.

TOUCH, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also written touche Sc. (Jam. Suppl) ; tuch Sh.I. ; tutch

w.Yks. s.Lan. 1
; and in forms tech Cor. ; titch Dev. Cor. 2

;

toch Lakel.2 [tutj ; tot/.] 1. v. In comb. (1) Touch-
and-catch, the game of ' tig '

; (2) -and-go, (a) a slippery

slide on the ice; (b) jerry-work; anything cheap and
nasty

; (3) -and-heal or -and-hail, (a) the perfoliate St.

John's wort, Hypericum perforatum
; (6) the sweet amber,

H. Androsaemum
;

(c) the common self-heal, Prunella

vulgaris
; (4) -and-take, easily offended

; (5) -bell, an ear-

wig
; (6) -burner, a small vessel of clay in which boys

burn touchwood
; (7) -iron, a boys' game ; (8) -leaf, see

(3> *) ! (9) -me-not, the hairy bitter-cress, Cardamine hir-

sute
; (10) -pipe, a rest from work while a pipe is smoked

;

a short break from work
; (11) -pipe-time, time for a

smoke
; (12) -spale, see (5) ; (13) -wood, a children's game

;

see below.
(1) n.Lan.1 (2, a) w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 30, 1898).

(6) Lan. (S.W.) ; A reed of chep-trip or touch-un-go, Brierley

Layrock (1864) xi. (3, a) N.I.1 (A) Bck. Tutsan {Hypericum An-
drosaemum) is called Touch-and-heal, and is said to be a capital

thing to put to cuts, S«>M«Goss*> (1866) 83. (c) N.I.1 (4) n.Yks. 2

A touch-and-take sort of a body. (5) Sc. Edb. Review (Apr. 1809)

145. s.Sc. (Jam.) (6) w.Yks. 2 (7) Brks. 1 Boys have games

called ' touch 'ood,' and ' touch-iron,' where anyone not touching

either of the substances named is liable to be caught by the one

standing out and has to stand out accordingly. (8) Wal. The still

prevailing Welsh custom, taught by mothers to their children, of

placing its leaves—under the name of touch-leaf— . .
between the

leaves of their bibles (B. & H.). (9) Chs.1 (10) Cor. They

[miners] worked briskly for two or three hours, and then ' took a

touch-pipe,' or, in the language of men of the upper earth, rested

half an hour and smoked, Blackw. Mag. (Dec. 1828) 738 ;
Cor. 1 A

change ofwork is as good as a touch-pipe; Cor.23 (11) Cor. After

supper came touch-pipe time, Lee Paul Carah (1898) 54. (12)

Lth., Rxb. (Jam.) (13) w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Lan.1
,
Brks.1 WiL" A

boy's game, in which the pursued endeavours to escape by touching

wood, i.e. tree or post, before his pursuer can seize him.

2. Phr. (1) to touch a person with a short stick, see below
;

(2)' — a pipe, to smoke ; to stop working in order to smoke

;

to rest a while
; (3) touch wood and whistle, see below.

(1) se.Wor.1 A jocular expression used when speaking in com-

pany of a person who is present, but whose name it is not intended

to mention ;
thus, ' I heerd uv a mon as went to bed one night,

nat long agoo, un forgot to take 'is shoes off ; I wunt say who it

was, but I could touch 'im ooth a shart stick.' (2) Cor. Touch-

d d 2
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your-pipe a bit, comra-ade, I do want to speak to 'ee, Forfar
Pentowan (1859) i. (3) Suf. 1 A boy having been guilty of a certain

indelicacy, subjects himself to be pinched by his offended compeers,
till he do what is noted.

3. To hurt, injure ; to punish. Sc. (Jam.), Uls. (M.B.-S.)
4. To rouse ; to affect ; to stir.

Dev. Vur Bob eszul wis awful titch'd, An went jist like a hoss
a witch'd, Nathan Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1858) 70. Cor. Their
blood was teched that quick ! My dear life, Cap'n, 'twas ' down
comes yer house ' in wan minit, Harris Our Cove (1900) 43.

5. Used elliptically for ' to touch the hat.' n.Cy. (Hall.)
6. Of a dog: to scent game. Brks. 1

7. Fig. To come
up to ; to equal.

Gall. There was nocht in a' her experience to touch that chap,
Crockett Love Idylls (1901) 348. Dev. Longman's Mag. (Sept.

1901) 443.

8. With off: to play a tune ; to declaim ; to preach with
vigour and emphasis.

Sh.I. Willie tuch'd aff da ' Sojer's Joy* upon his new fiddle, Sh.
News (Jan. 29, 1898). Ayr. Let a proper text be read An' touch
it ofTwi' vigour, Burns Ordination (1786) st. 4.

9. With up : to animadvert upon. Sc. (Jam.) 10. Obs.
With with : to meddle with.

Sc. Ye'll no soon green I true To touch wi' ane afore he touch
wi' you, Shepherd's Wedding (1789) 21.

11. sb. In phr. (1) as sharp as touch, quick-tempered
;

firing up like touchwood
; (2) a touch of the old lad, a spice

of devilry ; see Old lad, s.v. Old, 1 (67, a)
; (3) in a touch,

see below
; (4) so near as a touch, very nearly, almost

; (5)
to have a touch at anything, to have a try at it

; (6) to keep
touch, obs., to keep one's promise ; to keep faith

; (7) to

play touch, to touch, attack
; (8) upon the touch, on putting

a thing to the test.

(1) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) (2) w.Yks. 1 He's a touch o' t'oud lad in
h'm - (3) Sc. And other some there are who avouch Them [his
legs] semi-circles in a touch, Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1796) 1. 216.

(4) w.Yks. (J.W.) Som. The berries were as big as Welsh nuts—or so near as a touch, Raymond Tryphena (1895) 82. (5) Lei.1
,

Nhp. 1
, War.3, se.Wor. 1

, Hnt. (T.P.F.) (6) w.Yks. Thoresby Lett.

(1703)- (7) Gall- Pussy made for a lonky hole, and the dog wad
never hae played touch at her, Gallovidian (1901) II. 122. (8)
Dev. I vinds pin tha titch (tho I zes et merzul) Es wis nivir more
ekal ta vrighting za wul, Nathan Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1865) 29.
12. An encounter, fight.
Yks. A pradigious boxin' touch i't Lancashire style, namely up

an' doon, Yks. Comet ( 1844) IV. 51 . s.Not. The sharpest touch ah
ivir had wor with a Ratcliff man (J.P.K.).

13. A severe attack of illness.
ne.Sc. A sair touch o' the roomatics, Gordon NorthwardHo, 81.

n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) w.Som.1 Her-ve a 'ad a middlin' touch n'
the infermation.

14. A time ; a bout ; a season ; an occasion.
w.Cy. (Hall.) w.Som. 1 1 zim I've a-had it purty smart [dhee-uz]

touch. I baint gwain to take no grass to cuttin' this touch.
15. Rotten wood, ' touchwood

'
; cotton band which

smoulders away like ' touchwood.'
Sc. Short for touch-wood, but applied to amadou and other

materials used as tinder (Jam. Suppl.). w.Yks. 5 The wood of
decayed trees, which when once ignited or touched with fire,
smoulders away till it is all consumed. It is in great request
on Bonfire night, to be constantly in readiness for firing off
cannons, &c. Lan. (F.R.C.)

16. Obs. Coarse brown paper, soaked in saltpetre and
dried, used instead of a match ; see below.

Lakel. 2
, w.Yks. (J.W.) Wil.1 Coarse brown paper soaked in

saltpetre and dried, used instead of matches for lighting a pipe in
the open air, the spark to kindle it being struck with a knife and
a flint. Commonly used up to a very recent date.

17. A very small quantity ; a morsel ; a short space of
time.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. I want to crack a touchie wi' you, Skinner
Poems (1809) 92. Ayr. Ye maist wad think, a wee touch langer,
An' they maun starve n' cauld and hunger, Burns Twa Dog's
(1786) 1. 81. Dmf. They were drinking rather much, And wad be
useless in a touch, Shennan Tales (1831) 47. Lakel.2 A toch o'
hay. w.Yks. Th' little en bate off a touch, Hartley Ditties (1868)
1st S. 9. Dev. Cider posset, biling hot, with sugar and nutmeg,
and just a touch o' ginger, Baring-Gould Idylls (1896) 45. Cor.
She were a titch too ould, J. Trenoodle Spec. Dial. (1846) 39.

18. A loop of cord put round a horse's tongue or lip ; a
' twitch.'

N.I. 1 Qco. Howld younmusic, I say, or I'll put a touch on your
nose, Barrington Sketches (1827-32) III. vi.

19. A trick, esp. a humorous one.
N.Cy. 1 That's a clever touch. w.Yks. 2 They played them such

touches that wood legs and crutches, And rag-pokes and matches
and songs flew about, Mather Sngs. (1862) 10. Lan. Awd seen

Oamfrey 0' Matho's play that tutch, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed.

1740)31. s.Lan. 1 [Touche, a crafty dede, tour, Palsgr. (1530).]

TOUCHED, pp. and ppl. adj. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Wor.
Cor. and Aus. Also in forms tiched, titched Cor. [tutft,

tetft] 1. In phr. (1) touched up, vexed; (2) —upon the

breath, short of breath ; (3) — with drink, slightly intoxi-

cated.

(1) Cor. Bin tiched up somehow (M.A.C.). (2) Cor. Titch'd a

mite upon her breth, An' hoaz'd with coff an' cowld, Daniel
Budget, 22. (3) Cum. He was touched with drink, but a long way
off being a drunken man, w.Cum. Times (Dec. 7, 1901) 5, col. 5.

2. Slightly intoxicated.
Sc. In respect to her liquor-traffic, she was seen ' touched ' about

once a week, Tweeddale Mqff (1896) 96. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.)
[Aus. I wasn't no ways drunk ; but I must have been touched
more or less, because I felt myself to be so sober, Boldrewood
Robbery (1888) II. xi.]

3. Distantly related. Wor. They are touched a bit (W.C. B.).

TOUCHEN-LEAVES, sb. Wal. Hmp. Also in forms
touchan-leaves Hmp. ; touching-leaf Wal. A corruption
of ' tutsan.' The sweet amber, Hypericum Androsaemum.
See Touch-leaf, s.v. Touch, 1 (8).

Wal. Placing its leaves—under the name of . . . touching-leaf

—

between the leaves of their bibles (B. & H.). Hmp. 1

TOUCHER, sb.1 Yks. Lan. Nhp. Cor. [tu'tja(r),

te -

tj3(r).] 1. A little ; a jot ; a close hit or miss.
n.Yks. As near as a toucher (I.W.). w.Yks. 1

, Nhp.1 Cor.2

That was a toucher.

2. A bowling term : a bowl that touches, or all but
touches, the ' jack.'

Lan. (S.W.) ; There's a toucher a coming, get eawt o the way,
Collins Poems (1859) 45.

3. Phr. (1) to hit to a toucher, to fit exactly. w.Yks. 1

;

(2) within a toucher, within an ace of fitting. Nhp.1

TOUCHER, sb? Obs. Lan. A great gossip. Thorn-
ber Hist. Blackpool (1837) no.
TOUCHET, see Teuchit.
TOUCHING, prp. and sb. Yks. In comb. (1) Touchings-

iron, (2) -stone, (3) -(s-wood, a game ; see below ; see
Touch-iron, -wood, s.v. Touch, 1 (7), (13).

w.Yks. Touching wood—a child's game at tig, where sanctuary
can be secured from chase by touching wood. We should say,
' Let's laik at tig an' ha'e touchins wood,' or '— an' ha'e touchins
iron,' or '— an' ha'e touchins stoane,' &c, Leeds Merc. Suppl.
(July 30, 1898).

TOUCHOUS, adj. Irel. Nhb. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Lan.
Chs. Der. and Amer. Also written touchus Yks. ; and
in forms tetchus Amer. ; tochious Lakel.2

; touchious
Cum.14

; touchis Nhb.1
[tu-tfss, tts-tfss.] 1. Irritable,

touchy, easily offended.
Wxf. By the time I got home, however, I was very cross and

touchous, Kennedy Banks Bom (1867) 190. Nhb.1 Mind hoo ye
speak tiv him, he's varry touchis. Lakel.2 Thoo needn't be seea
touchious. Cum.1 * n.Yks.1

; n.Yks.2 A touchous body. e.Yks.1

He was a varry touchous chap was awd Bobby. m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.
It isnt advisable to be soa varry touchus at this day, Hartley
Budget (1871) 61 ; w.Yks.a Lan. It's quare how touchous empty-
yeaded folk are, Clegg Sketches (1895) 334. e.Lan. 1

, m.Lan. 1

s.Lan.i Aw didno' think theaw were so touchous. s.Chs.1 Der. 2

[Amer. You are mighty tetchus, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 66.]
Hence Touchousness, sb. an angry, touchy disposition.

n.Yks.2
2. Of matches : igniting easily.

n.Yks. 2 They're varry touchous, they low at yance.
TOUCHY, adj. and sb. Nhb. Som. 1. adj. Difficult,

ticklish
; requiring delicate handling.

Som. An anthem is a particular thing—a very touchy thing,
Raymond Gent. Upcott (1893) 182.
2. sb. A touch-paper

; a ' matchy,' q.v.
Nhb. 1 It is still carried by old hinds, and ignited by using a

frizzle and flint for lighting pipes in the fields.
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'TOUDIE, see Howtowdie.
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u-
A1S0 in forms to(o)delek,

tpithelep. A small light ' keshie,' esp.one used for manure
JAKOBSEN Dial. (1897) 32.

[Cp. ON. tad, manure, dung, and laupr, a box or basket
(Vigfusson).]

TOUFFA, see Tofall.

cJ?TUGJfi
<*<*/• an& adv - Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan.

btf. Not. Won Dev. Also written tuff Dev. ; and in forms
/?
ea
^ e

;X^s
- ; teuch Sc

- AM -); teuf Cum.; teugh Sc.
(Jam) Nhb.; tif Not.

; tiff e.Yks. 1
; towf s.Lan.1 [Sc.

tjnx-J 1. adj. In comb. (1) Tough-cake, see below
; (2)

',
I!
\
0n

' £e
, ^

est klnd of iron
; (3) -rinded, thick-skinned

;

(4) -taff, (5) -tag(s, gristle.

(1) e.Dur.1 A water-cake, or white-cake, baked on the girdle
No currants used. s.Dev. Small cakes or plain buns made of dough
which has been prepared for bread (G.E.D.). (2) Stf 1

(3)
s.Wor. (H.K.) (4) e.Yks.i

(s) e.Yks. The peculiar cartilage
[rag-lad] . . . will split into filaments or ' tags,' hence it is termed
'teeaf-tags,' Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 21 ; e.Yks. 1

2. Phr. tough of heart, hard-hearted.
Cai. It's better tae be thick i' the heid than teuch o' hairt,

faither, McLennan Peas. Life (1871) I. 108.

3. Hard, not easily broken.
Lnk. Our strae's weel keepit an' fu' teugh, An' weel I wat it's

lang eneugh, Watson Poems (1853) r5- Cum. As teuf as pin wire,
Dickinson Joe and Geol. (1866) 5.

4. Ofa fight, debate, &c. : keenly contested
;
pertinacious.

Sc. A teuch debate. A teuch battle (Jam.) ; Here arose the
toughest dispute we had had in all the Assembly, Baiixie Lett.

( r 775) I. 98 (»'£.). Abd. Lang an' teuch the struggle lastit, Still
Cottar's Sunday (1845) 50. Ayr. I saw the battle, sair and teugh,
Burns Sheriffmuir, st. 1. Nhb. That's what I ca' makin' « rare
teugh fight, Graham Red Scaur (1896} 249.
5. Resolute, persevering.
n.Yks. (I.W.) Not. ' There's only one thin' con beat owd uns,

an' that's young uns, an' they went tebby tif.' . . By ' tif the man
meant resolute (his own definition), N. if Q. (1890) 7th S. ix. 425.
6. Tedious, lengthened out ; long in coming to a close.
Sc. The Spring e'enings are lang and teuch (Jam.).

7. Hard to believe. s.Lan.1 8. adv. Obs. or obsol.
Stoutly, sturdily, resolutely.

Fif. At Luncarty they fought fu' teuch, Douglas Poems (1806)
12. Dmb. Frae the clachan to the heugh, The carle he did play
sae teugh, Taylor Poems (1827) 98.

TOUGHEY, see Toffee.

TOUGHISH, adj. Nhb.1 In form teufish. In good
condition, strong.
He stares i' maw fyece an' says ' How d'ye de ?

' ' Aw's teufish,'

says aw, Moor Skipper's Dream.

TOUGHLY, adv. Sc. In forms teuchly, teughly.
[tju'xli.] Strenuously, persistently ; tediously.
Lnk. Our crosses teughly last us mony a year, Ramsay Poems

(1721) 322 ; He ae nicht teuchly graipit for't, An' fand it big in

you, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 58.

TOUGHT, sb. Nhb.1 A struggle ; an altercation.
We hed a sair tought.

TOUGHT, TOUISEY, see Taut, adj., Tousy.
TOUK, TOULZIE, see Tuck, sb.

2
, v.

23
, Tuilyie.

TOUM, TOUMON, see Taum, Toom, Towmond.
TOUN, TOUNIT, see Town, Townit.
TOUP, sb. ? Obs. Kcd. (Jam.) A foolish fellow. Cf.

tawpie, 2.

TOUP, see Towp.
TOUPICAN, sb. Sc. See below.
Abd. Each [rick] with its conical top netted in with straw-rope,

and finished off with what the herd-boy called a toupican—a neatly

tied and trim tuft ofthe straw with which it was thatched, answering

to the stone-ball on the top of a gable, Macdonald Sir Gibbie

(1879) x.

TOUPLE, see Topple.
TOUPS, sb. pi. Obs. ne.Lan.1 Belongings.

TOUR, sb.
1 and v. Sc. Yks. Wor. Also in form toor

e.Yks.1
; tower Wor. 1. sb. In phr. (i) lying in a tour,

obs., in the course of a journey ; (2) to bend one's tour, obs.,

to take one's way ; to direct one's steps.

(1) Sc. 'Thro' Birss and Aboyne,' she says, ' lyin in a tour.

«„// } , al
°

T

Glentanar you'll skip in an hour,' Jamieson Pop.Ballads (1806) I 108. (2) Abd. When to my Meg I bend mytour Ihro Ewden drift, or snawy show'r, Shirrefs Poems
(.179°) 285.

2. An expedition.
Dmf. Thus done he took a second tour Wi' a' the birr was in

nis pow r, James Kennedy Poems (1823) 67.
3. v. To speed, hasten.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Aff I scours Blessing my lucky stars, andhame I tours, Ross Helenore (1768) 40, ed. 1812 s Wor The

bus come towerin' out hever so, but 'em didn't stop, 'em towered
in again afoor lung (H.K.).

4. To come forth in great numbers.
e.Yks. 1 O' fair day fooaks com toorin inti toon, MS. add. (T.H

)w.Yks. They were touring down the road by hundreds (C.C.R.'.
5. To pour forth, as smoke or flame.
s.Wor. The flame (or smoke) came towrin out o' the chimblev

smartish (H.K.).

TOUR, sb.2 Obs. Sc. In phr. (1) by tour, alternately,
by turns

; (2) to take one's tour about, to take one's turn
;

(3) to tour, see (1).

C 1 ) Sc - (Jam.) Abd. He was straitly warded, or kept by tour,
or night and day by his captains, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) II.

119. (2) Lnk. Two of these prisoners took their tour about,
lying upon him with a napkin in his mouth, Walker Biog.
Presbyt. (1724-32) II. 22, ed. 1827. (3) Sc. Francisque-Michel
Sc. Lang. (1882) 415.

TOUR, TOUR(E, see Toor, sb. 1, Turr, sb.
1

TOURCAN, see Toorcan.
TOURKIN, adj. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) In comp. Tourkin-

calf or -lamb, a calf or lamb covered with the skin of
another animal ; see below. Cf. tulchin.

n.Sc. A tourkin-lamb is one taken from its dam, and given to

another ewe that has lost her own by death. In this case the
shepherd takes the skin of the dead lamb, and puts it on the back
of the one that is to suck the ewe which has lost her lamb ; and
thus deceives her so that she allows the stranger to suck.

TOUROCK, see Toorock.
TOURT, v. Obs. Suf. To decay. (Hall.)
TOUSE, v. and sb. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Eng. and

Amer. Also written tauze ne.Lan.1
; touze ne.Lan. 1

Der.2 nw.Der. 1 Not. 1
; towse Sc. I.W.12 Dor. 1 Som. Dev.

;

towze Cor.12 ; and in forms teawse s.Lan. 1
; touss Sc.

(Jam.) Amer. ; tousse Sc. (Jam.) Cor.13 ; towsee, towzee
Dev. [tauz ; Sc. tuz, tus, s.Cy. teuz.] 1. v. To disorder,
dishevel, ruffle up. Cf. touzle.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Gall. With my pale face and towsed hay-
stack of a head, Crockett Grey Man (1896) xx. ne.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1

2. To pull about roughly ; to drag ; to shake ; to beat,
thrash.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Gall. Wi' mighty glee he hameward him dolh
trail, Tells how he tous'd him, Mactaggart Encycl, (1824) 477,
ed. 1876. w.Yks.2

, ne.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, s.Chs. 1
, Der.2 , nw.Der. 1

Not. 1 Touse him, lad. n.Dev. But thof ha ded . . . towsee, Exm.
Scold. (1746) 1. 216. Cor. 1 I want something to stand rowsing
andtowzing; Cor. 2

3. To bustle about ; to hurry, fuss, work briskly; to whirl
round. Cor. 1 What are you toussing about now ? Cor. 2

Hence Towser, sb. a hard-working woman.
Dev. 'Er's a out-an'-out towser, 'er is ! Yii niver did zee any-

body rout an' lowster about 'ouze as 'er da, Hewett .Ffeis. Sp. (1892).

4. Obs. To make a noise. Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777)

437. 5. With with : to do things for a sick person.

Som. (W.W.S.) 6. sb. An untidy head of hair.

Gall. A touse of lint-white locks, Crockett Sunbonnet (1895) v.

7. A blow with the hand, esp. one delivered on some
part of the head.
I.W.1 ; I.W.2 I jest gid 'en a towse in the head. Dor. 1 The

boys da bundle out 0' house A'-lass'n they shood get a towse, 278.

Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885); A touse under the ear

(W.F.R.).

8. A noise, uproar ; a fuss ; a hurry.
Dev. Amongst the derty, lowzy crew, There's zich a touse and

hallibulloo, Peter Pindar Wks. (1816) IV. 182. Cor.1 What's

all the tousse ? Cor.2 Making such a touse. [Amer. Marm Licam

makes such an eternal touss about her carpets, Sam Slick Clock-

maker (1836) 1st S. viii.]
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Hence Toussy, adj. easily irritated.

Cor.3 Goa for un, Bill, wi' thy tongue, he's so toussy as a
whitneck.

[1. Cp. Al to-tused and al to-torn, Havelok (c.1280) 1948.]
TOUSEL, see Touzle.
TOUSER, sb. Dev. Cor. Also written touzer Dev.

;

towser Dev.18 nw.Dev. 1
; towzer Cor.3 ; and in forms

tousser Cor.1
; towcer Cor. [teu'za(r).] A woman's large

coarse apron : also in comp. Touser-apron. Cf. tout-serve.
Dev. Reports Provinc. (1891) ; Dev. 1 I did but clap on a clean

towser, 37, ed. Palmer ; Dev.3 , nw.Dev.1 Cor. I'll take off my
touser, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 435-6, ed. 1896; All the
neighbours with one accord left clouts and sheets and towcers in

the washing-troys, Lee Widow Woman (1899) 175; Cor.123

TOUSH, sb. Sc. Also written toosh (Jam.) ; and in

form tosh, [tuf.] A woman's nightgown; a short gown;
an aphetic form of ' cartoush ' and ' curtoush,' q.v.

Sc. (Jam.); Gave Willie froaks and tooshes plenty, Life of
W. Wiggle (1808) 4. Or.I. (S.A.S.) Slg. Wi' an auld coverlet
aboon him, and a raggit toosh for a pillow, Buchanan Poems (1901)
181. Per. The women wear a short gown, which they call a Tosh,
Monteath Dunblane (1835) 84, ed. 1887. Dmf. Wallace School-
master (1899) 341.
TOUSLE, TOUSS(E, see Touzle, Touse.
TOUSSER, TOUSSIE, see Touser, Tousy.
TOUSTIE, adj. Sc. [tu-sti.] Testy, irascible.
Sc. He was a wee toustie when you rubbed him again' the

hair—but a kind, weel-meaning man, Scott Canongate (1827) iii.

Frf. The maid knew the maister wasa thochtie toustie, Mackenzie
Northern Pine (1897) 271. Lth. (Jam.)
TOUSY, adj. and adv. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Not. Lei. Nhp.

War. and Amer. Also written toosey, toosy Sc. ; toozy
Sc. Nhb.1

; tousey Amer. ; touzy Sc. ; towsy Sc. Ir.

;

towzie Sc. (Jam.) ; towzy Sc. Nhb. 1
; and in forms tawsy

Nhp^War.^tawzyNot^Lei.1
; Ptouisey Nhb. ; toussie

Rnf. [Sc. tu-zi.] 1. adj. Disordered, dishevelled

;

rough, shaggy ; unkempt ; frowzy. See Touse.
Sc. A tousie head (Jam.). Elg. Auld towsie collie gat up frae

the door, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (June 25, 1898). Kcd. On yer
pillows Lay yer toozy sleepy heads, Grant Lays (1884) 115.
Frf. It was toosie at ae end and smooth-skinned at the ither.

Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) 44, ed. 1889. Per. He is tousy and
black, Spence Poems (1898) 26. Fif. He put a hand on each
towsy head, Robertson Provost (1894) 75. Rnf. The cloven-
footed toussie loun, Clark Random Rhymes (1842) 31. Ayr. His
breast was white, his touzie back Weel clad wi' coat o' glossy
black, Burns Twa Dogs (1786) 1. 33-4. Lnk. The cock that
mates wi' ye Til scratch a toozie hen, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873)
35. Dmf. Highland cattle—large-horned, tousy tykes, Wallace
Schoolmaster (1899) 56- Ant- Your towsy pow, Ballymena Obs.
(1892). Nhb. I saw Lew's touisey \_sic\ curly heid, Proudlock
BorderlandMuse (1896) 337 ; Nhb. 1

, Not. 1
, Lei. 1 [Amer. Carruth

Kansas Univ. Quar. (Oct. 1892).]
Hence (1) Tousily, adv. roughly

; (2) Tousy-faced, ppl.
adj. hairy-faced; (3)Tousy-headed,^/.arf?.shaggy-polled;
(4) Tousy-like, adj. ruffled, mop-like, disorderly; (5)
Tousy-pousie, adj. rough, shaggy

; (6) Tousy-tailed, ppl.
adj. having a rough tail

; (7) Tousy-tea, sb. a tea at which
there is rough abundance

; a knife-and-fork tea.
(1) Lth. ' Mr. Lovall,' shortly after, broke out Samuel the First,

tousily awaking from a reverie, . . 'you are a trump-card,'
Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 283. (2) Ayr. Rab Broon was a
porter, a tousy-faced tyke, Aitken Lays of Line (1883) 57. (3)
Heb. A two-year-old stirk is still a tousy-headed baby cow, Smith
Lewsiana (1875) 211. (4) Frf. His tousie-like locks keekin oot
through the croon, Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 15. Edb. A towsy
like spot, and dreary, Beatty Secretar (1897) 71. (5) Sc. I saw
yon muckle mug that stands ayont the hallan Reamin' ower wi'
sowens, aside an auld pirn-wheel To lay the tousie-pousie hair
o' the plaidin', Chambers Sngs. (1829) I. 131. (6) Lnk. The
tousie-tailed collie lap richt on the tap o' me, Wardrop/. Mathison
(1881)9. (7) Abd. (G.W.) Ayr. A cosie will ne'er, if scanty the
fare, Mak' up for a guid tousie tea, White Jottings (1879) 268.
Lth. A towsie tea followed, Strathesk Blinkbonny (ed.1891) 175.
Dmf. Joining him in a 'Tousie Tea' and plenty till't, Paton
Castlebraes (1898) 20.

2. Of clover, hay, &c. : hanging in tangled masses on the
fork.

Not. 1 Lei.1 How tawzy 'tis. Nhp.i How tawsy the hay is. War.3

3. Ruffling, rollicking.

Lnk. Andrew he's a tousy blade, M cIndoe Poems (1805) 21;

Tell him, when in the touzie key, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 57.

4. Of the weather : rough.
Ayr. I was oot gey late ae nicht—a touzie nicht it was,

Ochiltree Out ofShroud (1897) 331.

5. Of a fight: rough, stubborn.
Sc. Ye'U see the toosiest fecht that was ever fochen, Ford

Thistledown (1891) 28.

6. adv. Roughly, rudely.
Lnk. Some o' ye whiles, when ye get boosie, Aft let your

tongues wag geyan touzie, Coghill Poems (1890) 98.

TOUT, sb} and v.
1 Sc. Also written towt (Jam.).

[taut.] 1. sb. An attack of illness, esp. a slight, transient

attack. Cf. toit, v. 6.

Sc. (Jam.) ; The baby had a sad towt with its teeth, Ferrier
Destiny (1831) III. x. Cai.1 Ayr. A wean . . . took a towt of

cauld, and in spite of all my efforts to save its bit spunk of life, it

• dee'd, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 116. e.Lth. She teak the

tout, near Galashiels, . . She dee'd that vera nicht, Mucklebackit
Rhymes (1885) 219.

Hence Toutie, adj. subject to frequent ailments. Sc.

(Jam.) 2. A fit of ill-humour ; a pet, esp. in phr. to take

the tout(s.

Sc. He taks the tout at every . . . word, Scott Bride of Lam.
(1819) xii. Cai. 1 Elg. Couper Poetry (1804) I. 193. Ags. (Jam.)
w.Sc. Leezie was very peevish and discontented, and was subject
to ' bits o' touts now and then,' Carrick Laird of Logan (1835)
262. Lth. (Jam.)

Hence Toutie, (1) adj. irritable ; (2) sb. a person of
irritable temper ; one who is soon vexed.

(1) Cai.1 Lnk. We canna guard oor tongues owre weel. . . A
hunderwecht 0' aim chains Sood tie them when they're towtie,
Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 100. (2) Sc. (Jam.)
3. v. To be seized with a sudden fit of illness. Cld.

(Jam.) 4. To be seized with a fit of ill-humour, ib.

5. To irritate, tease, vex ; to twit.
Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. The guidwife . . . tak's somewhat needless

occasion to towt me with the opposite qualities, Service Dr.
Duguid (ed. 1887) 25. Hdg. Our driver Tam, wha touts thee so,

And aften toobers thee for tricks, Lumsden Sel. Poems (1896) 15.

TOUT, sb.2 Lin. A tunnel under a road ; a ' grip.'

(Hall.), Lin. 1

TOUT, sb.3 Obs. N.Cy.1 The rump ; the posterior.
[The hote eulter brende so his toute, Chaucer C. T. a.

3812.]
TOUT, v.

2 Sc. Also written towt and in form toot
(Jam.), [taut ; tut.] 1. Obs. To toss about ; to disorder.
See Toutie.

Sc. (Jam.) Edb. [He] lang an' sair the claise did tout, Dreaming
o' an invasion, An' fights yon night, Forbes Poems (1812) 38.
Hence (1) Toutie orTouttie,a<#.throwing into disorder;

(2} Toutit, ppl. adj. disordered, blown about by the wind
;

(3) Touttie-wind, sb. a boisterous wind.
C 1 ) s <=- (Jam.) (2) Ayr. Sair toutit an tasht, the body came

wast, For the gaet it lay deep in the snaw, Ainslie LandofBurns
(ed. 1892) 243. Lnk. Losh preserve us, Bess ! Atthys tym ; and swa
towtit

!
Ramsay Gentle Shepherd (Scenary ed.) 718. (3) Sc. (Jam.)

2. To disturb, harm.
Lth. There's nocht to tout ye but a wee drap rain, Smith

Merry Bridal (1866) 54.
TOUT, see Toot, v.

123
, Towt.

TOUTED, ppl. adj. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Followed, pursued.
TOUTHER, see Towther, sb.

TOUTLE, v. Bwk. (Jam.) To put clothes, esp. woollen
clothes, in disorder. See Tout, v.

2

[Cp. Norw. dial, tutla, to crumple, to squeeze (Aasen).I
TOUT-MOUT, see Toot-moot
TOUTOM, TOUT(S, see Totum, sb. 2, Toot(s.
TOUT-SERVE, sb. Cor. A woman's large coarse

apron. See Touser.
She'll do nought but sit 'pon the lime-ash floor wi' her tout-

serve over her head, ' Q.' Three Ships (ed. 1892) 135.TOUW, see Tow, v.
2

TOUZE, TOUZER, see Touse, Touser.
TOUZLE, v. and sb. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. Eng.

and Amer. Also written tousel Sc. w.Yks.2 Dev. ; tousle
Sc. (Jam.) Ir. Cum. I.Ma. s.Chs. 1 Amer. ; touzzle Sc.

;
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towsle Sc. w.Wor.1 se.Wor.1
; towzle Sc. Nhb. 1 e.Yks.1

s.Lan.1 Glo. Suf.1
; and in forms tawwzle Cum.14 ; teaw-

sel, teawsle s.Lan.1
; toazle Yks. ; toosle Sc. (Jam.

Suppl.) ; toozel Sc. Lakel.2 Cum. ; toozle Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)
N.Cy.1 Nhb.' Cum.134 Yks. ne.Lan.1 War.4 Ess. ; tossell,

tossle Nhb.1
; towssel Dev. ; tozzle Lan. ; tuzel Wm.

;

tuzzle Yks. n.Lin.1 Nhp.2 e.An.1 Dev. [tauzl ; Sc. n.Cy.
tu'zl ; s.Cy. tetrzl.] 1. v. To ruffle, dishevel, dis-

arrange ; to toss hay or straw ; to entangle thread, &c.

See Touse.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Maybe it was a' for my sake she loot Tarn touzle

her tap-knots that gate, Scott Old Mortality (1816) xiv. Sh.I. I hae

mair laekin for Annie den ta toozle her bonnie new net mutch,

Stewart Tales (1892) 81. Cai.1 Frf. Willock Rosetty Ends
(1886) 74, ed. 1889. w.Sc. Ye haetouzled a' my hair, Macdonald
Disp. Settlement (1869) 174, ed. 1877. Rnf. Her locks I wad
touzl'd an' plaitit, An' fauldit the ringlets sae sweet, Picken

Poems (1813) I. 193. Peb. Toozle the hay well up (A.C.). Slk.

Hay . . . towsled up that nane might ken, Hogg Poems (ed.

1865) 97. Dmf. Her cockernonny was toozel'd sair, Mayne
Siller Gun (1808) 63. Ir. His cap askew on his tousled hair,

Bullock Pastorals (1901) 68. Nhb.1 Lakel.2 Thoo wants ta

toozel up thi toppin a bit mair. Cum. Got off his pony and

stroked its tousled mane, Caine Hagar (1887) I. 27 ; Cum. 1
; Cum. 3

Thou's brocken my comb, an' thou's toozelt my hair, 41 ; Cum.*

Wm. An rais'd a wind to seek a pitch To tuzel up mankind,

Whitehead Leg. (1859) 13. e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Keep a civil tongue

in thy tousled head, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 148.

s.Lan.1 Sithee, heaw theaw's teawsle't mi yure. I.Ma. The
tousled black head, Caine Manxman (1894) pt. 1. ii. s.Chs. 1

,

Not. 1
, Lei. 1

, Nhp. 1
, War.3 se.Wor.1 To shake or tumble anything

about as haymakers do the hay, or as children playing amongst

hay or straw. Shr.1 Dunna touzle that drawer o'er—it wuz on'y

isterd'y as I fettled it, w'en I put my best gownd away. Ess.

People saved quince-pips and made bandoline, or some sticky

abomination, in those days, to glue themselves together with. . .

And now we can't be touzled enough ! Burmester John Lot/

(1901) 93. Dor. Her yaller hair all frizzed and touzled, C. Hare
Pill. Street (1895) 16. Der. Passen's beard wuz long and vuzzy,

Jist a maze o' tuzzled 'air, Salmon Ballads (1899) 74 ;
The moor

winds had bleached herhair as well as touselled it, O'Neill Dimpses

(1893) is. [Amer. Carruth Kansas Univ. Quar. (Oct. 1892).]

Hence (1) Touselled-looking, adj. dishevelled; (2)

Touzly, adj. ruffled ; shaggy
; (3) Tuzzle-toppin, sb. a

ragamuffin.

(1) Per. Pushing in a damp and touselled-looking youth, who

grasped his ' Tam o' Shanter ' tightly in both hands, Cleland

Inchbracken (1883) 105, ed. 1887. (2) Sc. (Jam., s.y. Tousie).

Kcb Keeping Connie's fingers, not to mention her touzly hair, out

of the jam pots, Muir Muncraig (1900) 288. (3) w.Yks. Shood

noa moor gumpshun nor to wed sich a tuzzletoppin as Jim,

Hartley Clock Aim. (1896) 58.

2. Phr. to tousle all one's top, to make one's hair stand

on end.
Sc. The effect ... [of the ghastly tale] is picturesquely noticed

'it touzles a' their tap,' Halibdrton Puir Auld Scot. (1887) 119.

Edb. Whilk touzles a' their tap, and gars them shak wi tear,

Fergusson Poems (1773) 163, ed. 1785.

3. To pull about or embrace roughly ; to behave inde-

corously with a woman ; to wrestle or grapple with
;
to

romp.
Sc. Ilk gudewife's bottle he had pree'd, And ilka lass had

touzled weel, Nicoll Poems (ed. 1843) 98. Cai.1 Frf. Few

there were that wad hae daur'd Wi' him a second time to tousle,

Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 99. w.Sc. Macdonald Disp. Settle-

ment (1869) 173, ed. 1877. s.Sc. Toozling her for a kiss, Wilson

Tales (1839) V. 50. Ayr. I ance was abus'd 1' the kirk For towzling

a lass V my damn, Burns Jolly Beggars (1785) 1. 113-4- "h.

Ilk lad and lass their glasses pass, And touzzle oure the nappy,

Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 39- Gall. Tho' he towsles me right

aft He never means nae ill, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 29B, ed.

1816 N Cy.1
, Cum.4, e.Yks.1 w.Yks.2 A young dog is said to

tousel things about. Lan. O' this shap I'r tozzle'd un turmoil d

till Pre gredely senseless, Paul Bobbin Sequel {1819) 39- neian. 1
,

s Lan ! s Chs. 1
, Not.1, Lei. 1

, War.3
,
w.Wor.1 Glo. Home Subsecivae

(ivnVw Suf.1 Why don't towzle me so. Ess. Toozhng about

among the wittles in her best gown, Baring-Gould'Mehalah

(188O 328 n.Dev. If thee shaw'st that purty face, Fath, I shall

towsell thee, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 54.

4. To rub sheep when washing or dipping them. n.Yks.
(I.W.) 5. Obs. With out: to ransack, turn out, as a
drawer.
Sc (J^.M.) ; After they had touzled out mony a leather poke-full

o' papers, Scott Antiquary (1816) ix.

6. With down : to pull down ; used fig.
Cum. When Britain's sons are toozelt down, Wi' want o' wark,

an' aw that, Dickinson Lit. Remains (1888) 194 ; Cum.4

7. sb. A state of disorder.
War.3 What a touzle your hair is in.

8. A term of reproach for a slatternly woman. s.Lan.1

9. A struggle, tussle ; a shake ; rough dalliance ; also

usedfig.
Sc. For tho' I be baith blyth and canny I n*er get a touzle at a',

R. Galloway Poems (1788) 214 (Jam.). Kcd. He got them [bag-

pipes] tun'd with thraw and touzle, And gar'd them dance to

Birniebouzle, Jamie Muse (1844) 102. Per. Sae it happened in

this touzle The schemes of Girzie to bamboozle, Spence Poems

(1898) 198. Lnk. His feeling of awe being evidently subsided, a

right hearty touzle he gave her, Roy Generalship (ed. 1895) 79.

Cum. Symy Lock hed a bit ov a toozle wid sum n' them, Dickin-

son Lamplugh (1856) 6. n.Lin. 1
, Nhp.2 , e.An. 1

TOUZY, TOUZZLE, see Tousy, Touzle.

TOVE, v.
1 and sb.1 Sc. Irel. [t5v.] 1. v. To talk

cheerfully, familiarly, and at length ; to chat ; to sound

cheerfully ; often used in phr. to tove and crack.

Sc. Often applied to one whose animal spirits are elevated by

strong drink (Jam.). Ayr. Alang the drowsy bent cam the drone uf

the bumbee toving to the air wi' its lade o' hinney, Service Dr.

Duguid (ed. 1887) 245. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 355.

Hence Tovie, adj. (1) babbling; talking in a silly,

incoherent manner ;
garrulously drunk, fuddled

; (2)

pleasant, warm, comfortable.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) ; Mackay ; Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. Cld.

(Jam.) (2) Sc (Jam.) ; Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. Fif., Lth.

(Jam.) Edb. Gudewife, see if ye can mak us a wee drap tovy

warm stuff, Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) 71. Slk. (Jam.)

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

2. To flaunt about with girls ; to associate as lovers.

Sc. Mackay. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 355.

3. To boast, brag ; to praise ; to fill with conceit.

Cld. (Jam.), N.I. 1 Ant. He toved him up, Ballymena Obs. (1892).

Hence (1) Toved, ppl. adj. puffed up ;
self-important;

silly
; (2) Tover, sb. a boaster ; (3) Tovey, adj., see (1).

(1, 2) N.I.1 (3) N.I.1 Tovy eedyot. Ant He's a tovey fool,

Ballymena Obs. (1892).

4. sb. A chat ; a talk.

Frf. Hendry stopped to have what he called a tove with any

likely person he encountered, Barrie Thrums (1889) xiv. Gall.

I wadna gie yae guid tove wi' auld Anton MacMillan aff the hill-

side o' Bennangow there for a' the lot, Crockett Banner ofBlue

(1902) vi.

TOVE, v.
2 Sc. Nhb. [tov.] 1. To cause to swell

;

to rise in a mass. ' Cld. The heat toved it till it burst (Jam.).

2. To make a dense smoke ; to give forth a strong smell

in burning. .

Slk The reek gangs tovin up the lum, i.e. it ascends in a close,

compact body (Jam.). Rxb. To tove and reek (ib.) ;
The luntain

cutty toving prime, And snishin-box, A. Scott Po«ks (1811) 35

(Jam.). Nhb.1 ' Here he comes, tovin an' smyukin,' said of a man

smoking a pipe.

3. To return ; to fly back.
.

Ayr. Service Notandums (1890) 105. Slk. Tovit to the ayr

again, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 16.

TOVE, sb.
2 Lan. [tov.] A tuft. n.Lan. (C.W.D.)

TOVE, v. and sb. Sh.I. [tcev.] 1. v. To toss.

Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 95 ; A person may be toved with the

wind (J-S.)* , 1

2 sb. A commotion of the sea; a short, cross, heavy sea.

Dere's a tove i de sea, Jakobsen ib. ; Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 14.

TOVET, sb. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Ken. Sus. Also in

forms tavort Sus.1
; tobit Ken.1

; tofet n.Cy. Ken.12
;

tofiet Ken. A measure of half a bushel.

nTy Grose (179°) MS. add. (P.) Yks. (GR.) Ken. Lewis

/ Tenet { 1736); Grose (1790); Ken.12 ,
Sus.12

TCP. 1S2I. Paied for vj busshellis and a tolvett of grene

pesen, price the bushell, x'\sm.,v^, Accounts 0/ St.Johns

Hospital, Canterbury.]
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TOVIL, sb. Obs. Ken. A measure of capacity ; a

peck of two gallons. Holloway ; Ken. 1

TOVIZE, v. Obs. Sc. To flatter ; to cajole.
Ayr. I am doons sweir to let my pen fa' without tovizigg you a

wee for the auld farrant letter whilk ye sent me, Edb. Mag. (Apr.

1821) 352 (Jam.).

TOV'T, ppl. adj. Cum.14 Of a sheep : marked by
having the tip of the ear cut off. (s.v. Stoov't.)

TOW.s^andv.1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Wm. Yks. e.An. [tou.]

1. sb. In comb. (1) Tow-band-tether, a hempen tether
;

(2) -card, a card for carding flax
; (3) -gun, a pop-gun

;

(4) -hards, the refuse of flax or hemp ; see Hards
; (5)

•heckler, a dresser of tow for spinning
; (6) -rock, the flax

distaff; (7) -rope, a hempen rope or halter; (8) -tap, the
portion of flax put on the distaff; cf. top, 11

; (9) -teaser,

a hemp-picker ; a flax-dresser
; fio) -wheel, a wheel for

spinning tow to make hemp yarn.
(1) Edb. Aikman Poems (1816) 237. (2) Rnf. Pair tow cards

. . . £0 18. o. Scots, Hector Judicial Records (1876) 342. Lth. A
hecklin' kame, A pair o' gude tow-cards, Thomson Poems (1819)
114. (3) Lnk. Nane can fire a towgun like oor Wee Kate,
Nicholson Idylls (1870) 53. [So called from 'flax' or tow
being used as material for firing (A.W.).] (4) e.An. 2 (5) n.Cy.

Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) (6) Ayr. The spindle in the tae hand
and the tow-rock in the tither, Chambers Pop. Rhymes (ed. 1870)
82. Lnk. Tugging at their tow rocks, Graham Writings (1883)
II. 19. (7) Gall. Saunders Lennox's tow rape will break mony a

promise on Monday mornin' by nine o' Kirkcudbright clock,

Crockett Dark 0' Moon (1902) 334. (8) Edb. The tears o'er the
tow-tap will whiles fa' like rain, Maclagan Poems (1851) 241.

(9) n.Yks.2 (10) e.An. 2 The employment of the servant-girls in

the Suffolk farm houses in winter evenings, after ' shutting-in.'

2. Phr. (1) other tow on one's rock, (2) other tow to tease,

other business to attend to, ' other fish to fry
'

; see
Other, adj.1 11. 1 (2) ; (3) to give one's rock another tow, obs.,

? to give one something else to think of
; (4) to go like fire

and tow, to go quickly ; see Fire, 4 (5) ; (5) to heckle a
person his tow, to give him a severe scolding

; (6) to set the

low to one's own tow, to bring the misfortune one has
meant for another on to one's own head

; (7) to take one's

tow, to take one's work when visiting a neighbour, &c.

;

(8) tow to tease, employment of any kind.
(1) Sc. (Jam.); From the questions they put to me I judged

they had other tow on the rock, Scott Rob Roy (1817) xxxix.
Edb. Beatty Secretar (1897) 104. (2) Sc. I'll not do that neither,
for I have ither tow to teaze, Scotch Haggis, 52. Slk. The king
has gotten ither tow to tease than persecution, Hogg Tales (1838)
56, ed. 1866. Uls. (M.B.-S.) (3) Rnf. He vows and swears he'll

hae me soon, I'll gie his rock anither tow, And gar the body
change his tune, Rnf. Harp (1819) 163. (4) Wm. Nivver tell a
mucky teeal aboot neabody fer it gahs like fire an' tow, yance it

gits off (B.K.). (5) ib. (6) Edb. Gif she will talk, lat her, she'll

maybe set the low to her ain tow, Beatty Secretar (1897) 226.

(7) Wm. Awr lass hes taen her tow, Wheeler Sngs. (1821) 113 ;

When a person goes out to visit a neighbour and takes work to
do while out, as knitting or needlework, &c, it is said she has
taken her tow. The origin of the expression seems to have
arisen from the practice of spinning or working flax at home, and
when finished taking it to the employer (E.W.P.). (8) Nhb.1

3. Flax or hemp prepared for spinning.
Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Per. Thirty stane o' lint and tow, Spence

Poems (1898) 34. Lnk. Jenny Nettle, spinnin' tow, Nicholson
Idylls (1870) 9. Dmf. Entries are made of tow, showing that the
spinning wheel went round, Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 26.
Gall. Plaff ! ye gang up like a waft o' tow thrown in the fire,

Crockett Standard Bearer (1898) 144.
4. Hair.
Wm. Used mostly with some slyness in it. ' Takt cooam an

streiten that tow oot afoor anybody sees tha' (B.K.).
5. v. With out : to unravel.
n.Yks. T'band will tow out (I.W.).

TOW, v? and sb? Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lin. Wor. GIo. e.An.
Ken. Som. Also written tou e.An.1

; touw, towe Sh.I.
[tou.] 1. v. In comp. (1) Tow-chain, a strong chain for
hauling timber

; (2) -widdy or -wuddy, a drawing rope
made of willow ; the chain by which harrows are trailed.

(1) se.Wor.1
,
Glo.1

(2) Slk. It isna a strae . . . that I hae
grippit at . . . but the tap of a tow-widdy saugh, Hogg Tales

(1838) 44, ed. 1866. Nhb. 1 The ' widdy ' or willow was in former

times used instead of rope.

2. Obs. With down : to let down as with a rope.

Ayr. O row me in a pair o' sheets, And tow me down the wa',

Ballads and Sngs. (1846-7) I. 75.

3. With up : to hand over ; to ' fork up.'

w.Yks. Aw'll have th' difference aght ovhis booans if he doesn't

tow up ! Hartley Clock Aim. (1883) 30
;
(J.W.)

4. sb. In comp. (1) Tow-gravatte, a hangman's halter

;

(2) -man, the man who manages the halyards of a boat.

(1) Arg. But for him we had no doubt got a short quittance

from MacColkitto, who was for the tow gravatte on the spot,

Monro J. Splendid (1898) 186. (2) Sh.I. Another also has a

charge, and on him mainly does our safety depend. This is the

man who holds the halyards (the towman), and has control of the

sail, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 137.

5. Phr. (1) to have in tow, to have under one's influence,

power, or direction ; to have well in hand
; (2) to let the

tow run slack, to let one's business manage itself; (3) to

play tricks on a tow, to be hanged
; (4) to take in tow, to find

fault with
; (5) to wet the tows, to cast the fishing- lines.

(1) w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lin. 1 I think I've getten thease dreans e'

tow noo. w.Som. 1 A person negotiating with another would say,
' I've got him in tow; I expect he'll come round.' Only applied

to persons or to business with persons, not to work or machinery

;

the latter would be ' in track.' (2) Lnk. For a bittock you an' I

sail let the tow rin slack, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 38. (3) Sc.

He'll may be see him in cauld irons the night and playing tricks

on a tow the morn, Scott Rob Roy (1817) xxix. (4) Ayr. Ye'll

wonder what's come o'er me now, To tak' my auld frien' thus in

tow, And run the risk e'en o' a row, A deadly feud, White
Jottings (1879) 226. (5) Sh.I. We'll try ta weet da tows, an' hae
a set if it wis bit oot da lent o' da Vords, Spence Flk-Lore

(1899) 243.

6. A chain for hauling timber ; a link by which the turn-
wrest-plough is drawn ; the chain of a clock.

Frf. Sma' was the cost or care she needit,—Just pou' the tow
up when ye beddit : An' whiles a wee drap oil we gied it, . .

An' round the wheels an' pinions glidit sweetly thegither, Smart
Rhymes (1834) 136. s.Wor.1 e.Ken. The plough there being
drawn by a long large iron link called a tow, Marshall Review
(181:7) V. 436.

7. A rope, esp. a bell-rope ; a ship's cable, or halyard

;

also used jig.

Sc. Duncan Etym. (1595) ; Wi' your help and the tow the-

gither, I'll win at ye, Scott Antiquary (1816) vii. S. & Ork. 1

n.Sc. Wi' tows I'll tie you to a stake, Buchan Ballads (1828)
I. 178, ed. 1875. Cai.1 se.Sc. A better [horse] never hang i'

leather, Nor ever drew i' tow or tether, Donaldson Poems (1809)
63. Ayr. Now Clinkumbell, wi' rattling tow, Begins to jow an'
croon, Burns Holy Fair (1785) st. 26. Kcb. The tows had been
scarce that day, for they tie't his hans an feet thegither wi strips

o' raw hide, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 382. Nhb. 1

8. A coil or twist of hair.
Cai. She haes scarce a towie o' hair, M cLennan Peas. Life

(1871) II. 232.

9. A hangman's halter.
Sc. (Jam.) ne.Sc. An a tow t'hang the baker, Gregor Flk-

Lore (1881) 19. Dmb. If your craig's for that wi' tow infeft I'll

ware my ain on ony tow that's left, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 88.
Edb. Porteous through a tight-tied tow Breathed his last breath,
Maclagan Poems (185 1) 154. Gall. It's a wersh breakfast to
streek your neck in a tow, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) xvii.

10. Fishing-tackle ; a line for deep-sea fishing.
Sh.I. Hit's no a knuckle o' wir towes Set oot upon a haagless

sea, Junda Klingrahool (1898) 51 ; Sense wi laabir koft kens aye da
touw for haaleen, Burgess Rasmie (1892') 84 ; S. & Ork.1 e.An. 1

An angling rod and line is called in Norfolk a fishing tow.
11. Necessary tools, tackle, or apparatus for any purpose

;

snares for taking game.
e.An. 1 A farmer's stock of implements is called his tow.
TOW, v? Yks. Wor. e.An. Also in form to Yks.

[tou.] 1. To make untidy ; to tangle ; to throw about
as hay with a fork ; to tear weedy soil with plough and
harrow. Cf. tew, v} 4.

e.Yks.1 You've tow'd mah kist up finely. s.Wor. Ahter the
rahin as come las' night the clover be that lodged an' towed, till

the machine on't sca'ce cut it (H.K.). e.An.1 (s.v. Tew).
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2. To work.
Yks. Tha's towed reet haard wi' me, Cy. Wds. (Dec. 22,

1866) 124.

3. To harass ; to fatigue. Yks. (Hall.) w.Yks. Piper
Dial. Sheffield (1824).

TOW, v.* Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) To give way ; to fail,

perish ; to die.

TOW, adj. Dev. [Not known to our correspondents.]
Pleasant, delightful. (Hall.)
TOW, int. and v.5 Obs. Glo. e.An. Also written tou

e.An.1
1. int. The word used in urging on a grey-

hound. Glo. Grose Olio (1796) 178. e.An.1 2. v. To
halloo on a greyhound.

Glo. He immediately threw down his cloak and other incum-
brances, and towing on two greyhounds, . . pursued the game,
Grose ib.

TOW, TOWAIRDS, see Thou, Toll, sb.
1

, Towards.
TOWAL, sb. Obs. Sc. A horse-leech. Gall. Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824) 229, ed. 1876. Cf. tail, 8.

TOWAN, sb. Dev. Cor. Also in forms tewen, towin,
tuan, tuyn Cor.2 A sand-hill on the coast

;
gen. pi.

Dev. (Hall.) Cor. Leaving behind him the towans of Hayle,

O'Donoghue St. Knighton (1864) xviii; Cor.123

[OCor. towan, a sandy shore-bank, a strand (Williams).]

TOWARD, prep., adv. and adj. Var. dial, forms and
uses in Eng. [touad, -at ; Yks. tad.] I. Dial, forms :

(I) T'ard, (2) Teoward, (3) ? Tid, (4) Tivvard, (5) Toard,

(6) Toart, (7) Toert, (8) Tooart, (9) Toor'd, (10) Tord,
(II) Tort, (12) Towart, (13) Tuvvard.

(1) Yks. We wor trudgin' on t'ard Wilsden, Yksman. Comic
Ann. (1892) 25, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 12, 1898). (2) n.Wil.

I be my beloved's, an' huz desire's teoward m', Kite Sng. Sol.

(c. i860) vii. 10. (3) m.Yks.1 ' Go, tid it, honey.' ' Tid ' is used

by old people. (4) ib. ($) Lan. Ten shillin' wain't go far toard

fillin' fleaur-pokes, Clegg David's Loom (1894) iii. (6) Lan. It's

neawt toart what's ailin' within, Harland Lyrics (1866) 136.

s.Lan.1 Aw mun be gooin' toart whoam. Chs.23 , s.Chs.
1

,
nw.Der.1

,

Shr.2, w.Cy. (Hall.) (7) Shr.1 (8) s.Lan.1 (9) Dev. Black-

more Christowell (1881) xxxiii. (10) w.Yks. Yks. Wkly. Post

(July 17, 1897). Lan. Off wi' thi tord Weudle, Scholes Abrum
o' Flup's Quortin' (1886) 8. e.Lan.1 (n) Lan. Wi poikt off tort

their heawse, Wood Hum. Sketches, 4. m.Lan. 1
,
Chs.1 (12)

Chs.123 , Brks. 1 (13) m.Yks. 1

II. Dial. uses. 1. prep. In phr. (1) here's toart thee,

here's your health
; (2) Mart as, in comparison with.

(1) Lan. Here's toart thi, Brierley Layrock (1864) vii. (2)

s.Chs.1

2. adv. In phr. to be toord, to come to the matter in hand

;

to speak out.

Dev. I'll be toord, and tell'e, Blackmore Christowell (1881)

xxxiii.

3. Near or leaning towards ;
forward.

Brks.1 When a comes a little tow-art I could zee as t was a

pawle cat. Wil.1

4. To the left, esp. in phr. hold toward; also used as a

call to horses to turn towards the driver.

Glo.1 w.Mid. ' To plough toward ' is to turn to the left at the

end of the furrows. ' Hold toward a little ' (W.P.M.). Hmp.

(H.RO.Wil.1

5. adj. Approaching ; soon to happen ; at hand.

Yks. Ah knawed fower weeks sin
r
at ther war a wedding

toward, Macquoid Doris Barugh (1877) xviii. Suf. 1 Dev. Young

Faith Snowe was toward to keep the old men's cups aflow,

Blackmore Lorna Doone (1869) xiv.

[5. ffor ye haue a werke towarde, and that right grete,

Merlin (c. 1450), ed. Wheatley, I. 315.]

6. A harvest-field term : left hand, near side.

Shr. 1 Theer, now yo'n chucked it down the t66rt way.

7. Gentle, docile, tractable, esp. used of an animal.

e.An.1 Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 8. Suf. That

there cowt is a gitten nicely toward (M.E.R.) ;
Snt1

TOWARDLY, adj. and adv. Lakel. Cum. Lan. Lns.

Der. Lei. Nhp. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Brks. Wil. Also informs

toadly Chs.2 * Nhp.2 ; toartly nw.Der. 1
;
toatly Chs.13

;

toertly Chs.1 Shr. 1
; to'rtly Cum.1 *; towart y Brks. 1

;

towdly Lei.1
;
towertly Lakel.2 Cum. 1

;
tow rtly Cum.

;

twartly Lan. 1. adj. Docile, quiet, easily managed ;

kindly, well-contented ;
also used advb.

VOL. VI.

Lakel.2 Cum. When she'd panged her belly fou, How tow'rtly
she cam heame, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 197 ; Cum.14 Lan.
Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837) in. Chs.12 ; Chs.3 A toatly
young chap. nw.Der. 1 Lei.1 A noist to'a'dly creatur. Nhp. 2 A
toadly cow. Hrf.2 A uncommon towardly pony ; some is so
frangy anduntowardly. Glo. Lewis Gl. (1839). Wil. 1

2. Thriving, promising, doing well.
Lei.1 Shr.1 'That's a toertly "little pig o' yores, Yedart.' 'Aye,

it's a tidy aven fur another 'ear.' Hrf.1 , Glo.1

3. adv. Encouragingly.
Brks.1 She looked at un a bit tow-art-ly.

TOWARDS, prep, and adv. Var. dial, forms and uses
in Sc. Irel. and Eng. I. Dial, forms : (1) T'ards, (2)

T'hards, (3) Tivvards, (4) Toardst, (5) To'arts, (6)

Tohards, (7) Toords, (8) Toowards, (9) ?Torst,(io) Torts,
(11) Towairds, (12) Towarst, (13) Towerts, (14) Towrts,
(15) Tuvvards.

(1) w.Yks. I sal hev done summat t'ards makkin monny a breet

harthstun, Cudworth Dial. Sketches (1884) 5. (2) w.Yks. It

doesn't go far t'hards payin' for furnitur', ib. 5. (3) m.Yks.1 (4)

N.I. 1 (5) s.Chs.1 (6) s.Wor. (H.K.) (7) Ker. I want to see ye
gradtherly wheel round toords myself, Bartram Whileheaded

Boy (1898) 95. (8) Wxf. 1 (9) Don. One day tors't evening,

Macmanus Chim. Corners (1899) 43. Lin. I got up, . . and went
out torst wheer I'd seen the light, Fenn Dick o' the Fens (1888)

xix. (10) Cum.1 Lan. Axin' fur koppers torts th' hexpensis,

Chapman Widder Bagshaw's Visit (187-) 3. (n) Sc. He is

terrabil in his doin' towairds the childer o' men, Riddell Ps.

(1857) 'xv'- 5- ( I2) N '
Ll

(1 3) Cum - His desire's towerts me,

Dickinson Sng. Sol. (1859) vii. 10 ; Cum.1 (14) Cum. In summer
when fwok work at hay, I towrts their meedows steal away,

Anderson Ballads (ed. 1840) 38. (15) m.Yks. 1

II. Dial. uses. 1. prep. In phr. (1) to drink towards a

person, (2) to look towards a person, to drink his health

;

(3) towards as, in comparison with.

(1) Sur. I drinks towards yer all, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) III.

vii. (2) I.W. ' Here's looken towards ee, Jake !
'

' Thankee

kindly, and the zaame to theezelf Moses,' replied Jacob, . . as he

swallowed the humming October not unwillingly, Gray Ribs/one

Pippins (1898) 116. (3) s.Chs.1

2. adv. To the left or towards the driver
;
gen. used as

a call to horses. Hmp. (H.R.)

TOW-BEETH, see Toll-booth.

TOW-BLOWEN, sb. e.An. A blown herring. e.An. 1

,

Suf. (Hall.)

TOWCER, see Touser.
TOW-COAL, sb. Shr. 1 The name of a coal-seam,

(s.v. Coal-names.)
TOWD, TOWDER, see Tell, Towther, sb.

TOWDIE, sb. Sc. A young hen, one that has never

laid ; also jig. a young unmarried woman. See How-
towdie.

Bch. Play, cries the cummer, with a glowr, The wanton towdy,

Forbes Dominie (1785) 44. Slk. Only look at the towdie, sir,

how she swings, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) II. 213.

TOWDLE, v. Yks. [toudl.] To dawdle. n.Yks.

(I.W.) Hence Towdly, adj. dawdling.

This is a towdly job, ib.

TOWDLY, see Towardly.
TOWDY, sb. Sc. Also in form tawdy. The buttocks.

Sc. Mackay. Per., Cld. (Jam.) Cf. tout, sb?

TOWDY, see Taudy.
.

TOWEL, sb. and v. Var. dial, and colloq. uses in Lng.

Also in forms teawil s.Lan.1
; tooel n.Cy. Wm. ;

towil

n.Lin.1 [tau-il,tu-il,ta-il,te-il.] 1. sb. In comp.(i) Towel-

airer, a towel-horse
;

(2) -rail, a round towel, fixed on a

(1) Oxf. Towel-airers and other bedroom appendages, Oxf.

Times (Jan. 13, 1900) 2. (2) w.Yks. Wipe thi honds on t'towel-

T

%. Phr.' (1) to rub down with a blackthorn towel, (2) to rub

(down) with an oak towel, to beat, cudgel.

(1) Nrf. Barrere&Leland (1890). (2) Cum.1
; Cum.4 Rub him

with a yak towel.

3. A cudgel ; an oaken stick.
,

War. (Hall.) Suf. 1 Generally with the prefix of oaken.

4. Any shapeless, ugly thing ; a term of reproach for an

ugly, slovenly, or dirty person ; a wild or bad character ,
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a grumbling, disagreeable person ; a tiresome child ; a

silly fellow.
w.Yks. 2 Of a man who had made some bad knives it was said,

' Oh ! he has made towels of them ! ' w.Yks.5 Th'art a towel

!

He's gehring a reg'lar towel is that lad o' theirs ! Mun, he's a

towel if ivver ther wor one ! He's gotten to be a bonny towel
lies that, ne'er mind if he hesn't ! s.Lan.1 He's a feaw teawil.

n.Lin. 1

5. v. To beat, thrash ; in gen. colloq. use.
n.Cy., Wm. He gevhim a good tooelin ferhis pains (B.K.). w.Yks.

When they turned up at t'next meetin' they gat a towellin, Yks.

Wkly. Post (Oct. 31, 1896). Lan.1
, s.Lan. 1 Not. He got such a

towelling (J. H.B.). Lin. 1
, n.Lin.1 War. 2

; War. 3 I'll towel you
when I get hold of you. s.Wor. 1

, Brks. 1 Lon. I got a towelling,

but it did not do me much good, Mayhew Lond. Labour(i8^i) 1. 421.

TOWELLER, sb.
1 Yks. [ta-ils(r).] A wild or dis-

reputable character ; a silly fellow. Cf. towel, 4.

w.Yks. He is a toweller, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 30, 1898).

TOWELLER, sb.2 Not. [tau-ila(r).] A tiring course.
It was a toweller (J.H.B.).

TOWEN, v. Sc. Nhb. Also written towin Sc. (Jam.);
and in form town Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. 1 [tou'sn.] 1. To
beat, maul ; to subdue by severe means ; hence to tame.
Cf. tawen.
Ayr. Generally used in relation to an animal that is restive or

refractory (Jam.). Lnk. Ye town'd him tightly, Ramsay Gentle

Shep. (1725) 87, ed. 1783. Lth., Bwk. To towin an unruly horse

(Jam.). Nhb. Aw think ... aw wad her towen, Wilson Pitman's
Pay (1843) " ; Nhb.1

2. To tire, weary out. Fif. (Jam.)

TOWER, sb. and v. Sc. Lan. Chs. e.An. Also in form
toor Gall. 1. sb. In comb. (1) Tower-mill, see below

;

(2) -of-London, a children's game ; see below; (3) -wheels,
a salt-mining term : the wheels at the top of the towers
on which the ' flat-ropes ' run.

(1) e.An. 1 If a mill of this [smock] form be mounted on a base-
ment of stone or brick some few feet high, forming a storehouse
under it, it assumes the more dignified appellation of a tower
mill (s.v. Smock-mill). (2) Lan. The Tower is formed by a circle

of children, two of whom constitute the gate. These two join

hands, and raise or lower their arm to open or shut the gate.

The Tower is summoned to open its gates to admit ' King George
and all his merry men,' how represented I can't remember; but
I know that at one point there is a chase, and the prisoner is

caught and brought before the king, when there ensues a scrap
of dialogue in song, Gomme Games (1898) II. 304. (3) Chs.1

2. v. Of hay : to rise on the rake in raking. Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824). 3. Of a fire: to blaze freely, ib.

TOWER, see Tour, sb.
1

TOWERICK, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) A summit ; any-
thing elevated. Cf. towrickie.
TOWERING, ppl. adj. Brks. 1 [teirsrin.] Very great.
Ther 'ooll be a towerin' lot o' tayters vor markut when us hev

got um all dug up.

TOWERTLY, TOWERTS, see Towardly, Towards.
TOWF, see Tough.
TOWFUD, sb. Sc. A term of opprobrium.
Dmf. Gracious goodness ! an' auld towfud, her faither a dirty,

raggit, oogly foumart-een'd cretur, Ponder Kirkcumdoon (1875) 20.

TOWGHER, TOWGHT, see Tocher, sb.1, Towt.
TOWILIN, sb. n.Lin. 1

[tu-ilin.] A baby's napkin

;

lit. 'towelling.'

TOWILLEES, sb. Cor. Also in form turwillee. The
ringed plover, Aegialitis hiaticula. Rodd Birds (1880)
315. Cf. dulwilly.

TOWIN, see Towan, Towen.
TOWK, sb. Obs. Sc. A bustle ; a ' set-to.'
Gall. I had an unco towk wi'a deil's bairn, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824).

TOWK, TOWL, see Tuck, sb.2, v.
3

, Toll, sb.1 , v.
2

TOWLER, sb.
1 Chs.13 [tou-la(r).] An instrument

for breaking flax.

TOWLER, sb.2 Obs. Suf. 1 A towel.
TOWLIE, see Tollie, sb 1

TOWLING, vbl. sb. Obs. N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 The practice
of whipping and teasing horses in the evening of a horse-
fair.

TOWLING, see Tolling.

TOW-LOWE, sb. Cum. A sudden uproar; noisy

confusion ; a state of disorder. Cf. towry-lowry.

(J.Ar.) ; For sek a tow-lowe and sek crashin about, Sek capers

o' bullocks and men, Dickinson Cumbr. (1876) 243.

TOWLY, sb. Obs. e.An. 1 Suf.1 Also written towley

Suf. 1 A dial, form of ' towel.'

TOWM, see Taum.
TOWMOND, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Also in forms toman Sc;

tomon Sc. (Jam.) ; toumon Sc. ; towmon Sc. (Jam.) ;

towmont Sc. (Jam.) ; towmonth n.Cy. [touTnond, -t]

A contracted dial, form of ' twelvemonth '
; a year.

Sc. (Jam.); Toil their towmonds lang an' lanely, Donald Poems

(1867) 57. Elg. I would Ien' them three hunnerfor a towmont or

two, Tester Poems (1865) 144. Abd. Were't a toumon and a day,

I'll mind the trick, Cock Strains (1810) I. 101. Ayr. We leuch

thegither mair last nicht than we hae dune for a towmond,
Service Notandums (1890) 23. Edb. Jock had . . . ser'd three

tomans wi' Jaird Dunstock, Learmont Poems (1791) 56. Slk. It's

no twice in the towmont I venture to call him Kit, Chr. North
Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 154. Dmf. A towmond back, Reid Poems

(1894) 41. Kcb. A towmond's gane syne my lad set sail, Arm-
strong Ingleside (1890) 19. n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)

TOWMONDALL, sb. Sc. Also in forms tomontal,
towmontall; towmontill (Jam.). A yearling cow or colt.

Abd. What is a ' quake a towmont-all ' ? (A.W.). Ayr. (Jam.)

Lnk. The colts, when a year old, are called Tomontals, a provincial

contraction for twelve-month-old, Ure Hist. Rulherglen (1793) 51.

TOWMONTH, see Towmond.
TOWN, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng. Also

in forms tahn Yks. ; tain s.Chs. 1
; tawwn Cum.14 ; toon

Sc. Nhb. 1 Lakel. 2 Cum.14 Wm. 1 n.Yks.4 ne.Yks.1
; toun

Sc. (Jam.) ; tun Lei. 1 [taun, toun, Sc. n.Cy. tun, w.Yks.
tan, Lan. ten, s.Cy. teun.] 1. In comb. (1) Town's-
bairn, a native of the same town or village ; (2) -bodies,

townsfolk; (3) Town-born, born in a town; (4) -bull,

obs., a bull kept by turn in an agricultural village; (5)

•dab, the lemon sole, Pleuronectes microcephalics; (6)

dyke, the dyke enclosing the township
; (7) -('s-end, the

end of the main street of a town or village
; (8) -field, a

field owned by several persons ; see below
; (9) -foot, the

lower end of the town ; the lower extremity of the village

street
; (10) -gate, the main thoroughfare of a town or

village
; (11) -guard, a civic watchman; (12) -hall-clock,

the musk-root, Adoxa moschatellina
; (13) -head, the

upper part of a town ; the upper extremity of the village
street

; (14) -house, the town-hall ; the court-house
; (15)

•husband, a parish official ; see below
; (16) -'s-lad, a

native of the same town ; a citizen
; (17) -land, (a) a

division of land
;

(b) see (8) ; (18) -loan, an open, un-
cultivated piece of ground near a village or farm-house

;

see Loan, sb.2 4 ; (19) -loon, a boy of the town
; (20) -of-

trees, a grove near a dwelling-place
; (21) -pay, parish

relief; (22) -'s-piper, the piper employed by the town to
make official proclamations

; (23) -place, (a) a farm-yard;
(b) the cottages and farm-buildings belonging to a farm-
stead ; a small hamlet

; (24) -rot, obs., a soldier of the city
guard

; (25) -rout, to go gossiping about from house to
house

; (26) -row, in phr. (a) by town-row, see below
;

(b)

to throw oneself out ofa town-row, to forfeit the privileges
enjoyed by the village or community

; (27) -slatering or
slating, traducing among neighbours ; backbiting

; (28)
•song, a number of satirical verses made and sung in
a village

; (29) -stinker, a boys' game ; see below
; (30)

•street, see (10) ; (31) -('s talk, the talk of the town

;

common report
; (32) -term rent, see below

; (33) -wall,
a plot of ground always kept in grass ; cf. town-mail

;

(34) -wife, obs., a town-bred woman.
(1) Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Though nae a toun's-bairn o' yer ain,

Cadenhead Bon-Accord (1853) 184. Per. Toon's bairns an' bodies

!

I could greet To think ye sin an' never see't, Haliburton Ochil
Idylls (1891) 135. (2) Ayr. Town's-bodies ran, and stood abeigh,
Burns Farmer's Salutation, st. 8. (3) Ayr. A Southern, or town-
born body, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 76. (4) Cum. 1 He's
com rworan like a toon bull ; Cum.4 (5) Sus. Yarrell Fishes,
II. 309-10. (6) Sh.I. Cultivation immediately outside the 'toon-
dyke,' Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 105. (7) Slg. Bide in yer ain toon-
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end, Harvey Kennetkcrook (1896) 74. Ayr. Begun to drive it

down the street to the town-end port, Galt Gilhaiee (1823) xxi.
Nhb. At his toon-en' he mak's a pause Beyond the dyke, Strang
Earth Fiend (1892) 11. w.Yks. (J.W.) Not. There used to be a
miln at the town-end (L.C.M.). sw.Lin.1 There's a pinfold at the
town-end. He lives agen the town-end. Rut. 1 (8) Cum.4 A field

often adjoining a village, belonging to, and occupied by several
persons ; each several portion is separated by a strip of unculti-
vated land about 18 inches wide, called a ' rean

'
; each cultivated

portion is a ' rig.' Wm. Obs. (B.K.) ; Wm. 1 Chs.1 In Mobberley
. . . there is the ' Town Field,' a field which formerly consisted of
a number of small allotments, cultivated conjointly, as it were, by
the various inhabitants of the township. (9) Ayr. Carting twees'ht
the quarry and the town foot, Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 135.
Edb. Whose occupations tie him to the town-foot, Moir Mansie
Wauch (1828) 81. Nhb. Dashes over its rocky channel under the
bridge at the ' toon-foot,' S. Tynedale Studies (1896) ; Nhb.1 (ro)

s.Sc. The straggled houses of the village . . . with their gable-ends
. . . turned to the street or toun-gate, Edb. Mag. (May 1817) 55.
Nhb.1

, Lakel. 2
, Cum.14 Wm. They met in t'toon-geayte yan an'

aw, Whitehead Leg. (1896) 63. n.Yks.2, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Wun
day he wor stud e t'tahn-gate, Pudsey Olm. (1877) 23. nw.Der.1

(11) Rnf. Your toon-guard was swept away, Mitchell Wee Steeple

(1840) 41. (12) Cum.4 Name given by children. (13) Ayr. Our
friend came with the cart in at the town-head port, Galt Gilhaize

(1823) xxi. Lnk. Some b—h frae the town head has stown't,

M cIndoe Poems (1805) 62. Nhb.1
, Lakel.2 , nw.Der.1 (14) Abd.

The eleventh hour peals from the Town-house tower, Ogg Willie

Waly (1873) 19. Frf. If you jest see'd the Thrums townhouse

!

Barrie Tommy (1896) i. (15) e.Cy. An,officer of a parish who
collects the moneys from the parents of illegitimate children for

the maintenance of the latter (Hall.). (16) Wgt. Toon's-lads

strutted wi' much pride, Fraser Poems (1885) 219. (17, a) Sh.I.

The Wickings settled upon the cleared land of the Celtic people,

which became the ' tun ' and ' rum ' of the Northmen, the modern
townland, Sh. News (Apr. 30, 1898). Ir. A farmer on the town-
land did her the kindness, Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 4.

w.Ir. In the Aran isles the land is divided into townlands, every

townland containing so many 'quarters,' every quarters [sic] so

many ' croggeries,' every croggery so many acres. Inishmaan

possesses but two townlands, containing six quarters each, with

sixteen croggeries to every quarter, and sixteen acres to every

croggery, Lawless Grania (1892) pt. in. i. Wxf. Townlands felt

right jealous of their neighbours' eminence, Kennedy Banks Boro

(1867)146. (6)Wm. (B.K.) (18) Abd. An old-fashioned toon loan,

Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) i. (19) Abd. The whirr of the

town-loons sliding in a row, Cobban Angel (1898) 2. (20) Cor.2

(21) w.Yks. (J.W.) (22) Sc. (A.W.) Fif. Some say that the

town's piper, wi' a blatter, Whummlet and skailt the halie water,

Tennant Papistry (1827) 7. (23, a) Cor. Grose (179°) !
Cor.12

(A) Cor. O'Donoghue St. Knighton (1864) Gl. ; Cor. 1

2

(24) Edb.

The worthy town-rots (soldiers of the City Guard) attended, and

at every toast fired a volley, Blackw. Mag. (Oct. 1821) 306. (25)

Lei. 1 (26, a) sw.Lin.1 ' By Town-row' was the term for the old

plan for keeping men off the parish when work was scarce, by

finding them
to its size,

a townsong. .

marked by a circle on the ground, and two parties of boys take

possession of it alternately, according to their success in striking

the ball in certain directions. (30) n.Yks.4 , ne.Yks.1 Not. He
war just crossing the town-street (L.C.M.). sw.Lin.1 Having a

frontage on the town-street of the village of Nettleham. (31)

Lnk. He's just a town's-talk—he's a by-ord'nar wean, Miller

Willie Winkie (ed. 1902) 5. w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lin.1 She'd sich

straange waays o' gooin' on she was th' toon-talk wheariver she

went. Oxf.1 MS. add. (32) Cum. The tenants of Birkby . . . pay

a town-term rent every seventh year. The term ' town-term ' is

a corruption from Tenagium, and implies a town-term-rent (or

land rent), which was paid to lords of manors in lieu of boon

services, Hutchinson Hist. Cum. (1794) I- 577- (33) S. & Ork.1

(34) Sc. Town-wives wad rather sleep a day as spin, Shepherd's

Wedding (1789) u.

2 Phr (1) down town, towards the lower end of a town

or village. Lakel., w.Yks. (B.K.), Lei. 1

; (2) town's hall,

the town hall. n.Yks.1
, w.Yks.

23
; (3) up town, towards the

uDDer end of a town or village ; into the village. Lakel.

(6 K.), w.Yks. (J.W.), Lin. 1
, Lei.1 ,

Bdf. (J.W.B.)

3. A village, hamlet ; a collection of houses, however

small. See Church-town.

Sc. (Jam.), Sh.I. {Coll. L.L.B.) Or.I. A Town ... is a portion
of ground, partly arable and partly pasture, separated generally
from the hill, or common moor, by a massy turf dyke around the
whole (unless when bounded on any side by the sea), and
containing a greater or less number of houses, according to the
extent of the town, Peterkin Notes (1822) 5. Rnf. Hector
Judicial Records (1876) 206. Cum.14 , n.Yks.4 , ne.Yks.1 , m.Yks. 1

,

w.Yks. (J.T.), ne.Lan.i, Chs.1 s.Chs.1 Bickley Tain consists of
half a dozen houses. Der. Ye mun hearken for a cottage ... up
and down i' the town (it was the smallest possible hamlet),
Verney Stone Edge (1868) xxi. nw.Der.1

, Not.1
, Lin. 1

, nXin. 1
,

Rut. 1 sw.Lin.1 Used of any village, however small, . . a real town
being distinguished as a Market Town. Lei.1

, Nhp.12 , War.3 .

Bdf. (J.W.B.), Hnt. (T.P.F.), e.An.1
, Nrf. (W.R.E.) w.Som.1

The word would not be used alone to express a . . . very small
hamlet, but is always preceded by the name of the place. . .

'Bridgetown' is [the name] of a public-house, a mill, and about
three cottages nearly a mile from the church and village. It is

usual to speak of any village by its name with ' town ' added.

Thus the village at Exton is always Exton-town, though there are

only the parsonage, schools, and a dozen or fifteen cottages. So
also in all parts of the district the villages are called towns when
the collection of houses is specially referred to. nw.Dev.1

, Cor.1

4. The parish ; the parochial authorities ; esp. used with
reference to parish relief.

w.Yks. He's been on th' town mony a month. Th' town'll hev
to keep him (J.T.). Lan. (S.W.) s.Chs.1 Th' tain 'ull help her.

Hoo gets hafe-a-crain a wik from th' tain.

5. A farmstead ; a farm-house and buildings ; a country
seat; a single dwelling. See Farm-town, s.v. Farm, sb. 1(4).

Sc. I've look'd everywhere ; he's no about the town (Jam.) ;

' He has done naething but dance up and down about the toun.'

. . . Waverley learnt . . . from this colloquy . . . that in Scotland

a single house was called a town, Scott Waverley (1814) ix.

Sh.I. Hibeert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 167, ed. 1891. n.Sc. Gehn the

gueedeman o' a toon Dee i' the fou' 0' the meen, His family 'ill be

rich Till the wardle be deen, Gregor Olden Time, 139. Cai.1

Frf. Piper of Peebles (1794) 5. Per. I wudda been a disgrace to

the laird's toun, Haliburton Furth in Field (1894) 87. s.Sc.

Watson Border Bards (1859) 9. Rxb. Hamilton Outlaws (1897)

32. Nhb. Ritson Garl. (1810); Nhb. 1
, Cum.14, w.Som. 1 Dev.

Page Explor. Dartmoor (1889) v. nw.Dev.1
,
Cor.3

Hence a clean town, phr. used when all the servants of

a farm leave at one term.
Abd. Peter Birse was about to make a ' clean toon ' of his

servants, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) viii ; (G.W.)

6. A farm-yard ; a court. Dev.1 7. An enclosure.

Lei. 1 Ah've finished the toon raound the hovel for the ship.

8. The people of a farm ; the household.
Dmb. The brave young laird and a' his toun Are movin' yonder

through the Pass o' Doun, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 49.

9. Town talk
;
gossip.

Frf. Soon there was a town about it, for one day ladies would

find they had been bowing to the son thinking he was the father,

Barrie Tommy (1896) x.

TOWN, see Towen.
TOWNIT, sb. Sh.I. Also written tounit S. & Ork. 1

The manufacture of wool ; knitting.

If we dunna tak' care, wir hosiery an' townit o' ony kind 'ill

no' be lang cried up, Sh. News (Aug. 14, 1897) ; S. & Ork.1

[ON. to, wool, and knyta, to knit (Vigfusson).]

TOWN-MAIL, sb. Sh. and Or.I. Also in forms -mall

S. & Ork.1
; -mill, tumail S. & Ork.1 [tvcn-mel.] A

piece of grass or arable land in front of a village or farm-

stead ; lit. farm boundary. Cf. town-wall, s.v.Town, 1 (33).

Sh.I. There is generally a piece of green pasturage, never dug

up, that surrounds the Shetlander's farm-house, which he names

the town-mails, Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 177, ed. 1891

;

Clark Northern Gleams (1898) 60; S. & Ork.1 Or.I. Detached

and separate pieces of ground near the houses called Tumails,

Peterkin Notes (1822) 6.

TOWNOP, sb. e.Yks. [til-nap.] The Hull omnibus

;

see below.
The name would seem to have come from the touting cry of the

driver—there are no guards— ' town up,' ' town up ' meaning ' up'

or ' get up for the town.' ' Look out for that townop or he may

run over you.' ' I'd as lief gooa in a townop as ont 'lectric cars

'at gooa sooa fast' (B.K.).
e e2
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TOWNSER, sb. I.W. Cor. [teu'nza(r).] A town-bred
person ; used contemptuously.

I.W. A countryman's aversion to finicking townsers immersed
in ribbons and ignorant of field lore, Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898)

45; I.W.2 Cor. Aw never ta'alk 'bout the townsers, they do
maake out they're men afore they're boys, Penberthy Warp and
Woof, 91.

TOWNSHIP, sb. Sc. Yks. [tvrnfip.] 1. In comp.
Township-field, a common field. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. A
farm occupied by two or more farmers of the same hamlet,
in common, or in separate lots. Frf. Agric. Surv. 561 (Jam.).
TOWP, v. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Lan. ; also Dev. Also

written toup Cum. Yks. ; and in forms top Dev. ; tope
s.Lan.1 [toup, top.] 1. To tip, tilt ; to topple. Cf. tipe.

Lakel. 2 Towp t'car up an' gah hiam. Cum.1
; Cum.4 Toup them

oot inta t'watter, w.Cum. Times (Xmas. 1895) 3, col. 4. Yks.
T'ows towpt ower hedge intil a lang dyke, Spec. Dial. (1800) 24.
n.Yks.12 ne.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 353. e.Yks. 1

MS. add. (T.H.) m.Yks. 1 s.Lan.1 Hoo tope't her yed o' one
soide. Dev. Zo they took'd me up both neck and heels, And
topped me into the zay, Pasmore Stoiies, 5.

Hence Towpy, adj. liable to fall over. n.Yks. (I.W.)
2. Phr. (1) to towp tail over end, to turn head over heels.

n.Yks. (I.W.)
;

(a) towp over tail, head over heels. n.Yks.
(T.S.) 3. With over : to doze, fall asleep ; to die.

e.Yks. Old you'z boon te toup ower (Miss A.). Lan. If her
father ' would just tope o'er ' . . . she could steal out without her
errand being suspected, Brierley Waverlow (1863) 75> e <3- 1884.

TOW-PIN, TOWPLE, see Tol-pin, Topple.
TOWPLY,«a>: Yks. [toupli.] Unsafe, liable to fall over.
n.Yks. This dish is varry towply (I.W.).

TOW'R, see Tore, v.

TOWRAG,s6. Cor. The cod,Morrhuavulgaris. Cornish-
man (Oct. 1883) ;

(M.A.C.)
TOW-RAG, sb. w.Yks.2 [tou--rag.] A slang word for

the female breast.

TOWRICKIE,s6. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) A summit, any-
thing elevated. Cf. towerick.
TOW-ROW, sb. 1 and v.

1 Sc. Nhb. Yks. Not. War.
[tou-rou, tau--rau.] 1. sb. A noisy disturbance ; a
hubbub ; a romp.

S. & Ork.1 Ayr. I like to come doon and hae a tow-row wi' the
bit bairnie, Ochiltree Out ofShroud (1897) 374. Edb. Ye had
bided yer time till ye saw whilk side cam uppermost oot o' the
tow-row, Beatty Secretar (1897) 27. Nhb. Well, there was a
tarr'ble tow-row at this, grandfeythor as red as a bubbly-jock an'
swearin' like a drunken fishwife, Pease Tales (1899) 11. e.Yks. 1

War.8 What a tow-row you are making.
2. v. To go about in a noisy, disorderly manner; to

bustle about.
e.Yks.1 Let's gan yam, Ah's tired o' gyin tow-rowin aboot.

3. To beat severely.
Not. While Tant were inside tow-rowing on 'em, Prior Forest

Flk. (1901) 289. s.Not. (J.P.K.)

TOW-ROW, sb.2 Obs. e.Cy. Money paid by porters
to persons who undertake to find them work. (Hall )TOW-ROW, v.

2 Lei. Nhp.War. [tau--rau.] To clean
out

;
to rout or clear out dirty or disorderly places.

Lei. 1 Nhp.i I've been tow-rowing about all day among the
dust. War.3

TOWRYLOWRY, adj. Lakel. Cum. [tauTi-lauri.]
1. All in disorder. See Tow-lowe.
Cum. He hed them o' feytan togidder, an' o' was towry-lowry

Dickinson Cumbr. (1875) 7 ; Cum."
'

2. Semi-intoxicated. Lakel.2 (s.v. Tooral-ooral).
TOWSE, TOWSEE, see Touse.
TOWSER, sb.

1 Yks. [tou-za(r).] A prison
; a place

oi custody. • r

, ,!'
Yk

1

s
'! A Pl?ce of custody, having an indefinable locality.

1 11 put thee 1 Towser.' w.Yks.3
TOWSER, sb/ Lan! Gl'o. Also in form teawzer

s.Lan. [Lan. te-za(r).] A big dog ; hence the name for

Lan. Yon dug's a towser for soize, Staton B. Shuttle Manch.
60 s.Lan. 1 Glo. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.I

?^i?
R
se

T
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'
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TOWT, sb. and v. n.Cy. Nhb. e.An. Also written

tout Suf. 1
; and in forms towght n.Cy. ; towtch Nhb.1

[tout, taut.] 1. sb. Old rope ; oakum made of old yarn
teased out ; a piece of spun yarn, or a single strand of
tarred rope used as a lashing. Cf. tow, sb.

1

n. Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. Their physic, they say, in a trice, Snaps
every disease like a towt, Gilchrist Sngs. (1824) 12 ; Nhb. 1

Hence Towty,a^?'.ofcord or thread: untwisted, breaking
in working. e.An. 1

, Suf.
1

2. v. Of cotton, silk, thread,

&c. : to become untwisted ; to break in working. Suf.1

TOWT, TOWTCH, see Teach, Tout, sb.
1
, v.2, Towt.

TOWTE, sb. Dor. Som. [teut.] A low, rounded hill.

(G.E.D.)

TOWTHER, sb. and v.
1 Sc. Irel. Also written touther

Sc. (Jam.); and in forms tooder Sh.I. ; toother In;
towder Sc. [tu'cSsr ; tu'dar.] 1. sb. A state of disorder.

Sh.I. And haes da frock doon frae da nail An aa itill a tooder,

Burgess Rasmie (1892) 108. n.Ir. A lump o' a barefitted lass,

wi' her heid a' in a toother, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 22.

Hence Toutherie, adj. disorderly, confused ; slovenly.

Twd., Slk. (Jam.) 2. An untidy, slovenly person.
e.Fif. She's but a glaikit weirdless towther, Latto Tarn Bodkin

(1864) viii.

3. A tussle.
Per. Whether you want a towther or a kiss, Donald and Flora

,

49 (Jam.).

4. //. Dishevelled, matted locks.
Gall. Her grey hairs in towders hung doon, Scott Gleanings

(1881)65.
5. v. To put into disorder. Twd., Slk. (Jam.) Hence
Toodered, ppl. adj. disordered.

Sh.I. Da lang white tooder'd hair, Sh. News (June I, 1901).

TOWTHER, v.
2 Shr.1 [tau-cSa(r).] To flock or stream

out, as sheep breaking pasture, or bees coming out ofa hive.
Them ship han made a glat i' the 'edge, an' a bin towtherin' out

o' the leasow into the lane.

TOWTHRY, see Two-three.
TOWTIL, v. Lakel. Wm. [tairtil.] To topple; to

overturn
;
gen. used with over.

Lakel.2 He towtill'd off his chair on ta t'fleear. Wm. (B.K.)
Hence Towtli, adj. unsteady, easily, upset.
Wm. Sits on a varra towtli chair like t'priest wife, Kirkey

Granite Chips (1900) 128.

TOWTREE, sb. Hrf.2 The horse-chestnut, Aescidus
Hippocastanum.
TOWZE, TOWZEE, see Touse.
TOWZER, TOWZY, see Touser, Tousy.
TOXIE, adj. Obs. Per. Ayr. (Jam.) Also written

toxy. Tipsy.

TOXIFlET>,ppi.adj. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Tipsy, intoxicated.
TOY, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. Lin. Dev. [toi.] 1. sb.

Obs. A trick ; a foolish habit or custom.
Dev. He hath taken a toy to scratch his head, when he is

speaking to a gentleman, Home Subsecivae (1777) 437.
2. A linen or woollen head-dress, hanging down on to

the shoulders, worn by women of the lower class ; also
in comp. Toy-mutch.

Sc. The children . . . pulled the strings of her toy or close cap,
Scott Antiquary (1816) xxvi. Sh.I. Stewart Tales (1892) 50.
Or.I. (S.A.S.), S. & Ork. 1

, Cai. 1 Bch. If once they get a lick o'
you, Tho' by the laird, The toy-mutch maun then gae on, Nae
mair bare-hair'd, Forbes Ajax (1742) 32, ed. 1785. s.Sc. Where
'""" "

'
* " ' ''-'- " ' ' with the ancient dames, in pletted

the 'wee and muckle-wheel,
toys, singing ' Tarry woo '

? Wilson Tales (1839) V. 169. Ayr.
I wad na be surpris'd to spy You on an auld wife's flainen toy,
Burns To a Louse, st. 6. Kcb. Their wives dressed in ill-made
drugget gowns, displaying toys of coarse linen, Elder Borgue
(1897) 24.

s

3
\n

hr
«f°

ke$ l
.

n toy' to keeP in Sood order, temper. &c.
w.Yks.3

(s.v Toit). Cf. toit, v. 8. 4. v. To card wool.
Lm.1

, n.Lin.1

TOY, TOY, see Taw, sb.1, To, prep.
TO-YEAR, adv. In gen. dial use in Irel. Ens and Nfld.

;um.4 Wm.
vl , .. ,, , te-year Cum.
m fc?/iSfU V ^J*** e 'Yks}

5
t'year Wxf-1 Cum.1

Nhp.1 Bdf. Nrf. Hmp.1 Wil.1
[ta-jia-(r.] 1. This year.

Also in forms dy-year Glo. ; ta-year Lakel.2 C
v\ '

ta-yeere n.Lan.1
; te-ere Hrf.; te-'
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Wxf.i, N.Cy.i Lakel.2 We'st hev nin ower mich hay ta-yer.

Cum. She's duin nae wark te-year, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808)
112

;
Cum. 1* Obsol. Wm. Ta year ther izzant seea many apples

asyan'sseen(B.K.). n. Yks.2 It weeant happen te year. e.Yks. 1
,

m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.1 They're a mack a scantish to-year, ii. 304.
n.Lan. 1 ne.Lan.1 We've a rare crop to year. Stf.1 Der. Grose
(1790) Suppl. Not. 1 Lin. Done it ta-year I mean'd, an' runn'd
plow thruff it an' all, Tennyson N. Farmer, Old Style ( 1864) st.

11; Lin. 1
, n.Lin.1, sw.Lin. 1

, Nhp.12, Hrf. 1 Glo. Which grounds
were to be 'clopped into whate, dy-year,' Buckman Darke's
Sojourn (1890) xii; Glo. 1

, Bdf. (J.W.B.) Hrt. There will be no
good hay to year (H.G.). e.An. 1 (s.v. Ta), e.An.2 ,. Cmb. 1 Nrf.
(E.M.)

; Have you dug any potatoes t'year ? Cozens-Hardy
Broad Nrf. (1893) 27. Suf. They has been very troublesome te
year, Strickland Old Friends (1864) 72 ; Suf. 1 (s.v. Ta). Ess.
To-year, howe'er, so fine the day It seem'd quoite an enticer,
Clark J. Noakes (1839) st. 53 ; Ess.1 , Ken.12 , Sus. 1

, Hmp. 1 Wil.
Slow Gl. (1892); Wil.1

I bain't a-gwain' to set no taters to-year.
Dor. (C.V.G.), Dor. 1 Som. Jack had put the barley in most
wonderful well to year, Raymond No Soul (1899) 166. e.Som.
W. & J. Gl. (1873) (s.v. To). w.Som. 1 Maulscrawls be ter'ble
plenty to-year (s.v. To). Dev. Noo apples to-year, Pulman
Sketches (1842) 150, ed. 1871. [Nfld. (G.P.)]

2. Yet ; for a long time ; never.
n.Lan.1 Hrf. I have not seen it te-ere (Hall.).

[1. Yet hadde I lever wedde no wyf to-yere ! Chaucer
C. T. d. 168.]

TOYEG, TOYIK, TOYLE, see Toig, Tail.

TOYNE, TOYPE, see Tine, v.
2

, Tipe.
TOYST, sb. Or.I. Nrf. Also written toist Or.I. The

black guillemot, Uria grylle. Cf. teistie.
Or.I. There are likewise many Toists and Lyres, both sea

fowls, Wallace Desc. Ork. (1693) 69, ed. 1883. Nrf. Cozens-
Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 50.

TOYT, sb. Obs. Per. A fresh-water mussel found in

the Tay.
Now let us go, the pretious pearles a fishing, . . To catch these

muscles, You call toyts of Tay, Muse's Threnodie, 91, in Cant Hist.

Per. ("1774) (Jam.).

TOYT, TOYT, TOYTE, see To, prep., Toit, sb.
1

, v.

TOYTLE, see Toitle.

TOZE, v.
1 Chs. Lin. Shr. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written

toasCor.2
; toseCor.12

; and in form towze n.Lin.1
[toz,

tosz.] 1. To disentangle ; to pull asunder ; to comb,
card, esp. used of wool.

n.Lin.1
, Shr. 1 w.Som. 1 A nurse said to a lady recovering from

sickness, whose hair had become matted, ' You must have
patience, my dear, and let me toze it out, a little to a time.'

Dev. I wish yli'd wash this yer lambs'-tail-'ool. Spreyd et abroad
in tha zin, and when 'tez dry toze it well, Hewett Peas. Sp.

(1892). nw.Dev. 1
, Cor.12

2. To pluck with the claws, as a cat.

Shr. 1 Drive that cat off
—

'er'll toze the cushion all to pieces.

3. To pull and tug about ; to shake ; to turn over ; to

thrash.
Dev. Yer, Sissie, come an' toze up thease yer bedtieandmake'n

plum, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ; Dev.1 ' What art tozing over the

book vor?' ' Turning out the dog's ears,' ed. Palmer, 2. n.Dev.

Vor es tozed en, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 346. Cor.3

4. A tin-mining term : to shake the wet tin in a kieve or

vat, with water, to cleanse and dress it. Cor.23 5. Fig.

To pull through, rub along ; to tide over a difficulty.

s.Chs.1 We con maybe toze on a bit with it (s.v. Cotter).

[1. Toson' wulle or other lyke (tosyn or tose wul, S.),

carpo (Prompt.).}

TOZE, v.
2 Cor. [toz.] To walk quickly ; to hurry.

A man was seen tozing along a lane, T. Toivser (1873) 91 ;

Cor.1 I saw him tozing down street ; Cor. 2

TOZEE, sb. Lth. (Jam.) Also in form tosie. A
curling term : the mark at which the stones are aimed.

TOZIE, see Tosie.

TOZIER, sb. s.Cy. I.W. Also written tosier s.Cy.

[t5-zia(r).] A basket-maker. s.Cy. (Hall.), I.W.1

TOZLE, sb. Yks. [toa-zl.] A teazle. Cf. toze, v>

w.Yks. (J.M.)

TOZY, TOZZLE, see Tosie, Touzle.

TRA(A, TRAAN, see Throw, Trone, sb.
1

TRAAPES, TRAAPSE, TRAAYLL, see Trapes,
Thrall, sb.1

TRAB, sb. Cum.14 [trab.] A long, narrow field. Cf.
tram, sb.3

TRABBIL, sb. m.Yks.1 A housewife's boiler-stick.
Cf. thavvel. Prob. a misprint, with r for h.

TRABOOND, sb. Or.I. [trsbund.] A rebound ; a
blow that moves the object struck out of its position.
Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 794.
TRABUCK, see Trebuck.
TRACE, v.

1 and sb.1 Sc. Irel. Cum. Yks. Lin. Lei. Ken.
Som. Also in forms thrace e.Yks. 1

; traace Lin. [tres,
tress.] 1. v. To track an animal in the snow ; esp. used
of a hare.

Ir. He'll folly Masther Thomas or Masther Francis through sleet
and snow up the mountains, when they're fowling or tracing,
Carleton Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) I. 95. Cum. 4

, w.Som. 1

2. To ramble, trudge, wander aimlessly ; to walk ; to
move in single file. Cf. track, sb.2 9.

e.Yks. 1 Ah've been thracin' aboot toon this hoor [for an hour]
seekin' tha, MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. I lost myself, and went
tracing about for ever so long (C.C.R.). Lin. Streatfeild Lin.
and Danes (1884) 373. n.Lin. 1 Do sit the doon, bairn, thoo's alus
traacin' in an' oot. sw.Lin. 1 Lei. 1 I've noticed the sheep alwa3's
tracing across the field before a storm. Ken. 'Er darter-in-law
came tracin' 'cross the back yard, Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 138.

3. To follow up ; to obey.
Edb. A' wha do his lessons trace, He'll lead them to the devil,

R. Wilson Poems (1822) 74.

4. To tell tales of old times.
Ir. The opportunities which such an occasion affords for

' tracing,' i.e. going back to old times, are irresistible, Art. on
Wakes in Spectator (Nov. 30, 1889).

Hence Tracer, sb. one who tells tales of old times.
The ' tracer ' has also a sympathetic audience, and the stimulus

of competition with other ' tracers,' ib.

5. sb. The footprint of a hare in snow. w.Som. 1

[1. I trace an hare, Je trace, Palsgr. (1530). 5. Trace
of any beest, trac, ib.]

TRACE, sb.2 and v.
2 Wor. Shr. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor.

[tres, treas.] 1. sb. In comp. (1) Trace-harness, the
harness of long chains worn by the leading horse in a
team

; (2) -horse, a horse which draws in traces, as
distinguished from one in the shafts

; (3) -sides, traces

separated.
(1) Dor. (C.V.G.) w.Som. 1 This term is a little fine, rather an

auctioneer's term. 'Nine sets of breeching and trace harness,

waggon lines, picks and rakes, "Booby's" corn screen,' Welling-

ton Wkly. News (Oct. 15, 1885). (2) se.Wor.1
(3) Shr.2

2. Plaited straw around which onions are fastened ; a

rope of onions.
nw.Dev. 1 Formed by binding them regularly around a small

bundle of reed, which has an eye formed at one end to suspend

the bunch by. w.Cor. (M.AC.)
3. v. To plait ; to thread beads.
w.Som.1 1 can't only trace dree, but our Jim can trace zix, or so

many's he's a mind to. Dev. 2
, nw.Dev.1 w.Cor. She always

traces more beads than she wants. She traces her hair every

day (M.A.C.).

TRACE, sb? Cai.1 Also written traess. [tres.] A
trestle for scaffolding.

TRACED, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Laced ; see below.

A traced hat is a hat bound with gold_lace (Jam.).

TRACENS, sb. pi. m.Yks.1 [tre'sinz.] The traces of

harness ; lit. tracings.

TRACER, sb. Sc. [tre-sar.] An extra horse placed

before the horse in the shafts.

Per. It's no a spurt and done wi' it, it's no a tracer to gie ye a

hand at a brae, but it's a living life, Sandy Scott (1897) 17.

TRACE-WAY, adv. Obs. or obsol. w.Yks. 1 A
building term : see below.

Stones built longitudinally in the front of a wall, having little

bond, are said to be built trace-way.

TRACHLE, v. and sb. Sc. Also written trachel ; and

in forms trackle Sh.I. ; trauchel; trauchle (Jam.), [tra'xl,

tra-xl.] 1- v. To draggle; to trail; to spoil through

carelessness or slovenliness.
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Sc. (Jam.) ne.Sc. Birdie Brigg's wife, a puir trauchlt bodie,

Grant Keckleton, 71. Cai.1 Esp. of dress. Abd. We canna hae
the beast's maet trachel't, Alexander Johnny Gibb (187 1) i.

e.Lth. Their coats trauchlin in the glaur ahint them, Hunter
/. Inwick (1895) 148.

Hence Trachlie, adj. (1) dirty, slovenly wet. Cai.1 , Cld.

(Jam.) ; (2) apt to entangle. Bnff.1 2. To drag the feet,

as with fatigue ; to walk slowly and wearily ; to drag
oneself along ; to trudge.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Ithers a' trachlin' ower life's rugged road, Allan
Lilts (1876) 341. Inv. (H.E.F.) Fif. I'll gie Tam'a haun' wi' it

mysel' altho' I've to trauchle sax miles for't, MqLaren Tibbie

(1894) 82. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 355. Gall. Sic

a nicht will sairly weet him, Trauchlin' a' his lane, Scott Glean-

ings (1881) 101.

Hence Trachler, sb. one who is weary with walking

;

one who drags oneself along.
Frf. Means O' helpin trauchlers owre the stanes, Reid Heather-

land (1894) 120.

3. To drudge ; to burden ; to fatigue, overwork ; to

trouble ; to hinder.
Sc. He used him an' trachl'd him sair, Donald Poems (1867) 2.

Abd. That was like to trachel me waur, Alexander Johnny Gibb

(1871) xviii. Frf. Ye trauchle the man, for your lassie is gane !

Reid Heatherland (1894) 128. Per. An' a' sair trachled wi' mony
cares o' this world, Ian Maclaren Brier Bush (1895) 90. e.Fif.

I was naur trachled aff my feet, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxiv.

Ayr. Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 234- Rxb. Hamilton Outlaws
(1897)178.
Hence Trachlie, fatiguing, exhausting; drudging. Cai. 1

,

Cld. (Jam.) 4. To injure corn, grass, &c. by trampling
on it. Sc. (Jam.) 5. sb. A long, tiring exertion, esp.
in walking ; a tramp, trudge.

Sc. It's e'en a lang trachle frae the Kirk Wynd in Anster, to the
Castle Wynd in St. Andrews, Tennant Card. Beaton (1823) 174
(Jam.). Cai. 1 Fif. After a weary oor's trauchle oor frien'

returned, M cLaren Tibbie (1894) 112.

6. A drag, burden, hindrance.
Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1 That bairn o' hirs is a sair trachle. Abd.

Women are a fearfu' trachle on a body, Abd. Wkly. Free Press
(Jan. 1902).

7. Anything causing exertion or fatigue ; drudgery ; a
struggle, toil ; a trouble.

Sc. (Jam.) ; I'm heart sair o' a' this toil and trachel, Ochiltree
Redburn (1895) xix. Sh.I. A' da trackle 'at we hed afore we got
a weet o' mylk o' wir ain, Sh. News (Feb. 19, 1898). Bnff. 1 She
hiz an unco trachle wee that auF cankert currack o' a carle. Abd.
The trauchle o' raisin' a rent faur I canna mak' a livin', Abd.
Wkly. Free Press (Aug. 6, 1898). Fif. We'd had a sair trachle,

and niver prospered, Heddle Marget (1899) 219. Kcb. Trotter
Gall, Gossip (1901) 375.
8. A sloven ; an incompetent person.
Ayr. Mair than ance have I had to ding some useless trauchle

oot of my gate [way], when I saw that her fingers were a'

thoombs, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) T 57-

TRAC(K, sb. Irel. Nhb. [trak.] In phr. to take track

off, of marbles : see below.
N.I. 1 In playing marbles, a boy who hits one marble may ' take

track off it,' i.e. he gets another shot. Nhb. (W.G.), (R.O.H.)
TRACK, v.

1 and sb.1 Sc. Also written trak S. & Ork.1
;

and in forms treck Ayr. ; truck w.Sc. [trak.] 1. v. Of
tea : to draw ; to infuse.

Sh.I. ' Dis tae is trakkit,' Sibbie said, whin shu wis liftid da pot
a bit frae da fire an' smell'd at him, Sh. News (Dec. 1, 1900);
S. & Ork. 1

2. To train an animal. Bnff.1 3. sb. A feature ; a
lineament. Sc. (Jam.) 4. A spectacle ; an oddity

;

anything presenting a remarkable appearance.
Abd. He gaed tae the kirk last Sunday a perfect track—wi'

neither collar nor clean sark on, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Sept. 28,
1901); Sic a track ye've made o' yer claes

;
ye're mud frae heid

to fit. Ye've made an awfu' track o' yersel
;
ye sud gie ower yer

ill wyes. Sic a track's she was, in that red gown o' hers (G.W.).
5. A teapot ; also in comp. Track-pot.
Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 w.Sc. In some parts it seems to be called

truck-pot (Jam.). Ayr. Bring ben the treck-pot, Galt Entail
(1823) lxv. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 305, ed. 1876.
Kcb. The folks are a' drownin' themselves in track pots and tea
broe, Elder Borgue (1897) 31.

Hence (1) Trackie or Trockie, (2) Trackie-pot(tie, sb.

a teapot
; (3) Trackpot-ware, sb. earthenware teapots,

cups, saucers, &c.
(1) Sc. His delivery was just like an ill rinnin' trackie, Ramsay

Remin. (ed. 1861) 61 ; (A.W.) Bnff. 1 Abd. Tak the trockie

doon, Cadenhead Bon-Accord (1853) 182. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824). (2) Bnff. 1 (3) Gall. Pigg-wives, females who
trudge the country with trackpot ware, bowls, plates, &c,
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 381, ed. 1876.

TRACK, sb.
2 and v.

2 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. Lin. War.
Glo. Nrf. Ken. Sus. Dor. Som. Dev. Also in forms thrack
Ir. ; treeak n.Yks. 2 [trak, treek.] 1. sb. A trace.

Ir. There wouldn't be the thrack ofthim on the earth, Carleton
Traits Peas. (1843) 4°5- Don. The divil resave the purtier pair

left the track of their feet on the street of Knockagar since,

Macmanus Bend 0/Road (1898) 221.

2. A vestige. n.Yks.2 3. A pathway across a field.

Sus. 1 Hence (1) Tracklines, sb. pi. banks of earth and
stone found among the traces of ancient settlements ; see
below

; (2) Trackway, sb. a narrow path ; a road across
a moor.

(1) Dev. They mark not only the enclosures pertaining to one
or more hut-circles, but . . . were also for communication and
defence. The design is usually rectangular, Page Explor. Drtm.
(1889) iii. (2) Dor. Stories were afloat of a mysterious figure

being occasionally seen in some old overgrown trackway or other,

remote from turnpike roads, Hardy Wess. Tales (1888) I. 53.
Dev. Trackways were roads, and, perhaps, also boundaries. They
were distinctly marked on the surface of the Moor by being paved,
though irregularly, with stones, Page Explor. Drtm. (1889) iii.

4. Order ; condition ; health.
Glo. 1 It ud cost zum'at to put the land in track. Dor. ' Out of

track,' quite unwell (C.V.G.); Dor. 1 To get things into track.

Som. In good track (J.S.F.S.). w.Som. 1 Mind and zee the
drashin' machine's in track now. Our clock's proper out o' track,

he don't go a bit vitty. The gates 'pon the farm be all out o'

track (s.v. Out of track).

5. Phr. to be in one's track, to do the same as another

;

to follow another's example.
n.Lin. 1 1 mun be 'e Charles Robi'son track, an' hev my taaties

in afoore oht else.

6. v. To tread down ; to mark out the road.
Ken. 1 After a heavy fall of snow, you may hear a person say,

' I couldn't get on, the snow isn't tracked yet.'

7. To search ; to trace.
Lnk. Aff I cam, wadin' fu' deep, The tracket places try'd to

keep, Watt Poems (1827) 13. Dmf. The wuds were trackit, the
moorlan's scoor'd, Reid Poems (1894) 79. Nhb. Unable to track
out the channel, Richardson Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) V. 225.

8. Of the back wheels of a vehicle : to follow exactly in
the mark of the front wheels: Nrf. Arch. (1879) III. 174.
9. To walk in single file. War.3

Cf. trace, v.1 2.
10. Of machinery : to move, work.
Nrf. The machine does not track nicely, Arch. (1879) III. 174.
TRACK, sb.3 Sc. [trak.] A period, 'spell'; gen.

used of the weather. Cf. tract, sb.
1

Sh.I. Dere's been a beautiful track o' wadder, Ollason Mareel
C 1^ 1 ) 58. Per. O' cauld wintry weather we've haen a lang track,
Ford Harp (1893) 189.

TRACK, see Troke.
TRACK-BOAT, sb. Obs. Sc. A boat towed by horses

on a canal.
Ayr. I sailed on the canal in the track-boat to Falkirk, Galt

Steam-boat (1822) 38 (Jam.).

TRACKER, see Tracter.
TRACKINGS, sb. pi. n.Yks.2 In form treeakings.

[tris-kinz.] Tracks.

TRACKLE, see Trachle.
TRACKY, adj. Yks. [tra-ki.] Tracked.
n.Yks. This grund is tracky (I.W.).
TRACT, sb.

1 Obs. Sc. A period, course, succession.
Cf. track, sb.3

Rnf. The forsaids Lawes hes continued in a tract of thieveing,
pyking, and clandestinely away takeing certain goods and geir
fra severall persons, Hector Judic. Rec. (1876) 205. Gall. There
was a continued tract of plunderings, quarterings, spoil, and
depredations, acted in the parish constantlie, Gallovidian (1901)
III. 53-
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TRACT, sb.2 Obs. or obsol. Sc. A dial, form of

track
'

; a path.
Lnk. You made him rin the coward's tract, Mum Minstrelsy

^1816) in. Edb. Keep the tracts of virtue's ways, Liddle Poems
(1821) 169. Exb. Thus far I've wander'd from the beaten tract,

Ruickbie Wayside Cottager (1807) 146.

TRACTABLE,^'. Chs.a [tra'ktabl.] Teachable.

TRACTER, sb. Sc. Also in form tracker Bnff. (Jam.)

[tra'ktar.] A funnel used for pouring liquids into a

bottle, cask, &c. S. & Ork.1
, Bnff. (Jam.)

[Cp. Dan. tragi, a funnel (Larsen). MDu. Irachter, a

tunnill to fill vessels with (Hexham).]

TRADDAH, sb. Cum. [tra'da.] The common tare,

Vicia hirsuta. Cum.4 Hodgson Flora (1898).

TRADDLE, see Treadle.

TRADE, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Also in forms traade I.W. Cor.23 ; tread Dev.; treyad

I.W.12 ; triade Dor.1 [tred, tread, triad.] 1. sb. A
constant passage backwards and forwards ;

used of men
and animals. Cf. trod, sb.

n.Yks.1 A vast o' rabbits here, by the trade they make.

2. A line of conduct, course of action; custom, habit,

practice.
e.An.1 If this is to be the trade. Dev. He has taken up a trade

to lay late a-bed, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 438.

3. That which is traded, bartered, or sold ; see below.

w.Yks. Supposing a person is showing a purchase of his to his

friends, and the article excites the fancy and longing of one of

them, he would remark, ' Hes ta ony trade ?
' meaning, ' Are you

willing to sell? ' Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 3, 1899).

4. A fuss, ' to-do ' ; trouble, difficulty.

Lnk. They that gi'e least trade to the post[man], Shou d get

a doonricht flyting, Thomson Musings (1881) 114. Dmf. The

craws are hauding a great trade— i.e. are busy building theirnests,

Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 355. w.Yks. They'll hae plenty o'

trade on afore they get yon foil to work i' t'shafts. They 11 hae

plenty o' trade on afore they mak' t'business pay, Leeds Merc

Suppl. (June 3, 1899). Rut.1 She made such a trade of it. Nhp.1

They make such a trade wi' me when I goo to see 'em. 1 he

father makes such a trade wi' the child. War. a Bdf. A person

making a great favourite of another is said to ' make great trade

of her' (J W.B ). Snf. He always did drive such a trade about

me, Macmilian's Mag. (Sept. 1889) 359- Ess. Used of one who

complains overmuch about anything (J.W.B.).

5. A handicraft.
w.Yks., Lan. (J.W.) Chs.i He gave th' lad a trade ;

he put

him to a shoemaker. s.Chs.1 ' U yu bringgin im up tQ u trard ?

' Aay, ah)v put im tu u wihreyt.' nw.Der. 1 s.Not. He s larnt a

good trade ; he's a bricklayer (J.P.K.).

Hence Tradesman, sb. a handicraftsman ; an artisan.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Scoticisms (1787) 90. Chs.1 s.Chs. 1 Ahy)m u

tree-dzmun aayt u wuurk. Midi. Used to indicate those who not

being ' gentry ' or professional men, do not work on the land as

labourers. A 'hedge-carpenter' would be described as 'a bit

of a tradesman,' as he would only partially earn his living by

the occupation described, and would occasionally assist on the

land (E.S.). s.Not. There's plenty o' joiners an other tradesmen

not wuth employin (J.P.K.). War.*, Oxf.1 MS. add Hmp. 1 Of

course tradesmen gets higher wages than we I.W. Jim s a good

tradesman (J.D.R.). w.Som.1 A farmer's wife apologized for the

noise a carpenter was making, and said, ' We can't get the trades-

men to come when we wants 'em, and when they do we got to

put up way 'em.'

6. pi. The different bodies of craftsmen belonging to a

borough. , .,,

Sc (Jam ) Dmf. Forth came our trades, some ora saving io

wear that day, Mayne Siller Gun (1808) 14 i
The craftsmen are

here as in other Scotch boroughs, called Trades, ib. Notes, 106

(Jam.) ;
(G.W.) w.Yks. (J.W.)

7. Goods, tools ; material, stuff; lumber, rubbish of all

kl
Sc

iS

iher
1

e

l

'°been mony a moonlight watch to bring a' that trade

thetrither-the folk that are to eat that dinner thought little o

vour game-laws, Scott Guy M. (i8i S) xlvi.
.
Sus.1 He's a man as

hL always got such a lot of trade along with him
;
Sus.2

,
Hmp.1

TWiManv weeds growing in a field. 'That ground's vuU o'

trlvad-TwT w c| A pa'cel o' trade, Hunt Pop. Rom w.Eng.

186S) ;2s7ed. 1896 Dor.1 You'll be bad a-eaten sich tnade.

w.Som.1 A Cockney might call bad beer 'poor stuff,' we should

call it ' poor trade.' ' Whitpot's rare trade.' Inferior materials

would be called ' roughish trade, sure 'nough.' Dev. Whot's cal

this trade ? Orts vrom your dinner ? This trade idden tu my
liking. Gie me a beef-stake and zom ingyens, Hewett Peas. Sp.

(1892) ; Dev. 1 Green trade, garden trade. n.Dev. Hur ait some
greenish trade, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 12. nw.Dev.1 s.Dev.

Weeds and rubbish in hedges (F.W.C.). Cor. But the people are

nothen but hemparunt traade, Forfar Jan's Crtshp. (1859) St. 8 ;

Cor.1 ' Sweet trade,' sweetmeats. ' I wouldn't take sich traade '

;

Cor.23

8. Medicine, physic ; also in comb. Doctor's trade.

Dev. I took some trade, which I had of the doctor for my dis-

order, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 438 ;
Dev.1 Cor. The doctor gave

'im some trade to take away the colic pains, Harris Wheal Veor

(1901) 171 ; Cor.12

9. v. To go ; to send from one place to another.

Ken. There's no call to trade her backwards and forwards to

Dover (W.F.S.). Dor. Where be ye trading o't to to-day, then,

Joseph ? Hardy Madding Croud (1S74) xlii.

10. Phr. to live by trading, to live by prostitution.

sw.Lin. 1 Oh, there's no doubt they live by trading.

TRADE, see Tread.

TRADGY,s6. Nhb.1 [tra-dgi.] The game of 'rounders.'

TRADING-BODY, sb. Sc. A trader; a merchant.

Twd. The Glasgow packmen and low-country trading-bodies,

Buchan Weather (1899) 122. „.-_
TRAE, TRAEP, TRAESH, TRAESS, TRAEVE, see

Thraw, adj., Trape, Treesh, Trace, sb?, Thrave, sb.

TRAFALLOW, v. Hrt. [Not known to our other

correspondents.] To plough land the third time for the

same crop. (P.R.) m . x , „, f

TRAFF, sb. Sh.I. [traf.] The untwisted fibres of a

rope ; oakum. S. & Ork. 1

[Cp. Norw. dial, /rave, a rag, a tatter (Aasen).J

TRAFFICAL, adj. Sc. [tra'fikl.] With much traffic
;

much frequented. Gall. This is a traffical road (A.W.).

TRAFFIC(K, sb. and v. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Lan. Lin.

Wor Hrf. Glo. e.An. Sus. Dev. Cor. Also in forms

trafeck Sc. ; trafeque Sc. (Jam.) Bnff.1
;
traffeck Sc.

(Jam.); traftike, trafflque Abd. ; trafike Cai.; [trafik,

travfik; Sc. also trafHe, -ai'k.] 1. sb. Discussion ;

intercourse, familiarity ;
friendship.

„,„«,.
Sc. (Jam.); Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 406 ;

Our traffic

is settled, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xxvm.
_

2 A pathway; the track or trail of an animal or ot game.

s'.Wor.1 You'd best lay a trap right in the traffic o them rots.

Hrf ^ Glo. 1 ' Shall's try this holt?' 'Well, no ;
there don t pear

to be much traffic' Sus. One day, seeing Mr. Woolmer going

along the blessed traffic on his way to the means of grace (i.e. on

the road to church), I had the impertinence to stop and speak to him,

Crommelin Midge (1890) ix. Cor.3 w.Cor. There s a bra ugly

[disagreeable] traffic in the cliffs. You can't go by that way, there s

"a'small affairs ; a number of light or useless articles

;

lumber, trash ; also used in pi.
, 1Tt

Cai.1 [Trafai-ks.] n.Cy. (Hall.), Cam." w.Yks 1 There wor

deal of oud traffick to sell. ne.Lan. 1 s.Dev. Don't tell me sich

traffic, Fox Kingsbridge (1874); . ... ,„ vto 1

4 Anumberoflow,rascallypersons;therabble. w.Yks. ,

ne Lan.1 5. A mess of food. Cor.a .
6. v. To have

dealines with ; to hold familiar or secret intercourse.

Bnff? Abd. Didnaye traffike men wi' common fowk? Alexander

Johnny Gibb (1871) xiv. Ayr. Ye ken best what trafeckin has

been between you and her, Galt Lairds (1826) xxi.

Hence Trafficker, sb. one who has dealings or inter-

C
°Ha

S

g

e
Sandy Lindsay, that we ken for a trafficker wi' Lethington

and the friends of the accursed woman, Longmans Mag. (Feb.

1901) 381.

7 To freauent ; to tread down.

s Wor Fs great cattle come an' a've trod an' trafficked abou,

as you mahy knaow. Trafficking o'the rots 1' the pig-cots (H.K.).

eAni The new road will soon be trafficked; e.An.* The path

across the ploughed land will be bad till it's trafficked.

8 To walk about aimlessly; to trespass on another

s

^Xstreatfeild Lin. and Danes (i884) 373- »"" Th ' owd
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woman was stall'd past bearin' o' seein' him traffickin' in an oot,

Peacock Tales and Rhymes (1886) 97 ;
n.Lin. 1

TRAFFING-DISH, sb. e.An. 1 A bowl through which

milk is strained into the tray in which it is set to raise

cream.
TRAFFLE, v. n.Yks.2 [tra-fl.] To tread down grass

;

gen. in phr. to trqffle and trample.

TRAG, sb. Sc. [trag.] 1. Anything of little value

or use ; trash, rubbish.
Sc. Geneva trag, an' burnin' brannie, Gang slowly owre wi

Lawlan' Sannie, Tarras Poems (1804) 134 (Jam.) ;
Compared to

you, what's peevish trag, Or beaus wi' cleadfu' triggin ? ib. 48.

S. & Ork. 1
, Bch. (Jam.) Abd. A pack o' vulgar trag o' fairm

servan's, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) x. Ayr. (J.F.)

2. A person of low or mean character ; also in comp.

Ticht-trag. Bnff.1
, Ayr. (JJF.)

TRAGLE, v. Sc. Lin. To wet, bemire. Sc. (G.W.)
Hence Traglin, sb. a woman with long skirts trailing in

the mud. sw.Lin.1

TRAGULLION, see Tregallion.
TRAGWALLET, v. Chs. [tragwa'lit.] To wander

about in a slovenly manner ; to gad about.

s.Chs. 1 Ahy wiin-dur aat - urn goo-in traagwaaWtin iibuvvt dhii

kim'tri u)dhaat'nz.

TRAICH, see Traik.
TRAIGLES,s6. Nhb.1 [tre'glz.] Slovenly, untidy work.

TRAIK, v., sb. and adj. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Lakel.

Also written trake Sc. Ir. Nhb.1
; and in forms threeak

w.Dur.1
; traich Sc. (Jam.) Bnff.1 ; treak Don. Cum.14

;

triak Lakel.2 Wm. [trek, treak, triak.] 1. v. To go
idly from place to place ; to stroll, lounge, ' loaf,' gad about.

Sc. (Jam.); Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 115. Cai.1
,
Bnff.1 Abd.

Herry craws' nests, an' traik aboot for oors i' the feedles deein'

mischief, Alexander Ain Elk. (1882) 89. Rxb. Any that comes
traiking round Redheuch after the maids 11 get their dichals from

Margaret Elliot, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 103. Gall. His night-

hawk traikings and trokings with a dozen hizzies, Crockett
Raiders (1894) xxxv. Lakel. 2 Cum.4 What is ta treaken through
that cworn for ? What is ta treaken about this teyme o' neet ?

Wm. He'd rayder triak aboot wi' a gun anunder his arm than

work (B.K.).

Hence (1) Traicle, sb. an idler, a gad-about; (2)Traikin,

ppl. adj. straggling.

(1) Abd. The Critic Lown will be a traicle, Wha seeks your
native plumes to speckle, Cock Strains (1810) I. 19. (2) Sh.I. I

poo'd twa [a few] traikin' rips oot n' da mane o' a shaef, Sh.

News (Oct. 22, 1898); (J.S.)

2. To wander, stray ; to lose oneself by wandering ; esp.

used of poultry.
Abd. A hen traiks for a nest when she lays abroad (G.W.).

Rxb. Pooh ! I'm none o' the birds that trake, Hamilton Outlaws

(1897) 196. Dmf. Proverbial phr. ' He's nane o' the birds that

traik, he can take good care of himself (Jam.).

3. With after: to follow, gen. in a lounging manner; to

dangle after ; to court.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Writer-lads, prentice-lads, and what not coming

traiking after them, Scott Midlothian (1818) xxiv. Cai. M cLennan
Peas. Life (1871) I. 201. Ayr. Truly, Tibby, ye were then weel
worth the traiking after, Ainslie Land ofBums (ed. 1892) 149.

4 With up : to follow, track, trace.
Ayr. Weel she kent what nichts I'd spent In traikin' up her

tracks To feasts an' foys, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 338.

5. To walk with difficulty ; to tramp, trudge.
Sh.I. Folk da laek o' wis an' a' 'at hae a crop an' twartree

animals, hae sae muckle traikin' oot aboot i' da winter day, Sh.
News(Dec. 18, 1897). Bnff.1 e.Sc. Strain Elmslie's Drag-net {igoo)

249. Cld. (Jam.) Edb. Ye are ower fresh like tae look as gif ye
had traiked a' the way frae Embro', Beatty Secretar (1897) 209.
Gall. Bringin' fowk away through the hoose traikin' to open the
front door to you! Crockett Bog-Myrtle (1895) 267. Lakel. 2

Thoo wad triak yan aboot as lang asyan can git yah fiut by tudder.
Cum. Barnes : At noo tak lang traikins T'gedder lamb-laikins,
W. C. T. (Aug. 2, 1902) 3, col. 7.

Hence (1) Trakit, ppl. adj. fatigued, weary
; (2) Trakit-

like, adj. draggled and fatigued from ranging about.
(1) Sc. (Jam.) Edb. I was so traikit that I scarce waited to

enter it, but just clapped myself down on the nearest bank, Beatty
Secretar (1897) 318. (2) Sc. (Jam.) Abd. A dirty dog comes
home from traikin' a' trakit-like (G.W.).

6 To convey with difficulty or effort.

Cum. Seave him t'bodder o' hevvin' to trake it awt way back,

XV C. T. X. (1900) 6, col. 1 ;
(E.W.P.)

7. To decline ; to waste away ; to be in bad health
;
to

be consumptive or sickly-looking.

Sc It is said of one who is very durable, 'he s the gear that

winna traik,' Ramsay Prov. (1737) 33 ! If l mistake not, this

prov is also applied to one who is of so little use to society, that

his death would not be regretted; as it is generally supposed

that persons of this description survive others whose lives are far

more valuable (Jam.) ; Notwithstanding of all the comfort, the

air and water of these isles could furnish them, many of them

died- and when they went home, the most part of all who

remained traiked pitifully, Baillie Lett. (1775) I. 166 (lb.). Bnff. 1

Ayr My gear is traikit, there's a wadset on my lands, Service

Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 258. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

N.I. 1 N.Cy. 1 He's been traiking lang, poor man. Nhb.1

Hence (1) Traichin, ppl. adj.ha.ving a sickly constitution

;

(2) Traiked, ppl. adj. (a) consumptive-looking ;
{b) in poor

circumstances ; (3) Traikieness, sb. leanness ; (4) Traiky,

adj. in poor or declining health, weak, delicate-looking.-

(1) Bnff.1 (2, a) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (6) Sc. I

dow na bide to see you traiked, Wi' bachel'd shoon, Pennecuik

Collection (1787) 26. (3) Sc. He gaefe them galore for thair

greed ;
but sendet ane traikieniss intil thair saul, Riddell Ps.

(1857) cvi. 15. (4) Bnff. 1
, Rxb. (Jam.), N.Cy.1,

Nhb.1
,
w.Dur.1

8. To droop the wings ; used of birds when out of

health. N.Cy. 1 Hence (1) Traiket, ppl. adj., (2) Traiket-

like, adj. of birds : having wet, drooping, dirty, disordered

feathers
; (3) Traiky, adj. droopy.

(1) Sc. Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 427. (2) Abd. The

hens were huddlin a' thegither, Sae traiket like, they hadna hert To
scart the grun, Shelley Flowers (1868) 176. (3) Wgt. He seem'd

quite traiky, dull an' sad, Fraser Poems (1885) 178.

9. To draw out any sticky, slimy substance. Bnff. 1

Hence Traichie, adj. slimy, ropy. ib. 10. To work
in a dirty, lazy, or slovenly manner ; to handle or work in

liquid or semi-liquid substances.
Sc. Aye, thrang enough with her trokings and traikings, Keith

Indian Uncle (1896) 52. Cai.1 , Bnff.
1

, Cld. (Jam.)

Hence (1) Traichin, ppl. adj. lazy, dirty, and exciting

disgust. Bnff.1 ; (2) Traiket,///. adj. draggled, disordered,

dirty in dress. Sc. Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 427.

11. To nurse in an over-dainty manner. Bnff.1 12. sb.

The act of going idly from place to place ; a stroll ; an
idle saunter.

Bnff.1 Ayr. We took our Saturday's traiks roun' Glesco,

Service Notandums (1890) 87. Wm. (B.K.)

13. A long walk ; a tramp ; a tiring journey.
Ayr. We took terr'ble traiks on the Saturdays, Service Dr.

Duguid (ed. 1887) 28. N.I. 1 s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). Nhb.1

He hed a lang traik efter them.

14. The act of walking with difficulty ; often used to

express weakness. Bnff.1 15. Obs. or obsol. Fatigue,

weariness ; loss, disaster, misfortune ; also used fig.
Sc. Sometimes used in profane language ... as a designation

for the devil (Jam.). Per. The mickle trake come o'er their snouts
That laugh at winsome kissing pouts, Nicol Poems (1766) 20.

Cld. (Jam.) Rxb. He that has nae gear will hae nae traik (ib.).

16. The act of drawing out any sticky, slimy substance.
Bnff. 1

17. The act of working in a dirty, lazy, slovenly
manner ; the act of handling or working in liquid or
semi-liquid substances, ib. 18. The act of nursing in

an over-dainty manner, ib. 19. An idle fellow. Cum.14

20. A person of dirty, lazy, disgusting habits
;
gen. used

of females. Bnff. 1 21. An illness, ib. 22. A person
of sickly constitution, ib. 23. The carcase or flesh of
sheep which have died of disease or through an accident.

Edb. The feck o' every year on traik, Wi's traiket wife that
feeds, Carlop Green (1793) 171, ed. 1817. Twd. The poor, sullen

. . . Tweeddale shepherd fed with his dog upon traik, Pennecuik
Desc. Twd. (ed. 1815) 95 (Jam.). Peb. Lintoun Green (1685) 164,
ed.1817. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 355. N.Cy.1 Nhb.1

It is also known as ' fa'en meat' and ' saf.' ' Traik' is a general
term for all dead mutton, as distinguished from butchered mutton

;

it is often salted and used for food.

24. The worst part of a flock of sheep. Lth. (Jam.)
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25. adj. Weak ; languid ; in bad health or a decline
;

pale ; consumptive. Cf. trek.
Rxb. He's very traik (Jam.). n.Cy. (J.H.)

TRAIL, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Yks. Lan.
Chs. Not. Lin. Nhp. War. Hmp. Also written trale Yks.
Lan. ; treyl Lan. ; and in form thrail e.Yks.1 Lan. [trel,

treal.] 1. sb. A sledge without wheels ; a cart with a
flat top and low wheels.

s.Lan. Made to go down a steep hill with a load ; if it had
wheels a horse would be overpowered by the load. A trail is

often attached behind a cart coming down hill from a stone quarry
which acts as a brake on the cart besides coming with its own
load (S.W.) ; Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 79 ; ib. 102.

2. Obs. The train of a dress. w.Yks.5 3. A railway-
train. s.Lan.1 4. A dog-race in which the dogs follow

a trail laid by artificial means ; see below. Gen. in comp.
Trail-hunt.

Ayr. 'The trail hunt' . . . derived its name from the fact that

a bag containing very strong-smelling ingredients was drawn
over a wide circle of country, and was followed almost immediately

by a pack of the then harriers' hounds, who, pursuing this false

scent, were likewise followed by the gentlemen of the hunt, the

honours of the day falling upon the horseman who came into

the winning-post nearest the dogs, Mackie Vill. Sketches (1896)

92. Wm. Just et twooa tha trail began, Blezard Sngs. (1848)

41 ;
(B.K.) w.Yks. The trail is laid by someone going on a con-

siderable time in advance, and dragging a strong-smelling rag or

such like article over the ground, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 3, 1899).

s.Lan.1 Dogs are specially trained for this sport, and their success

largely depends upon their keen scents, as well as upon their

swiftness and endurance.

5. A journey ; a tramp, trudge
;
gen. used of a long,

tedious walk.
Sc. Hae ye gotten anything for yer trail tae Ravelaw ? Swan

Aldersyde (ed. 1892) 136. Gall. For my poor Master's sake I would
ride to London, let alone the little trail to Edinburgh, Crockett
Anna Mark (1899) vi. n.Yks. 2 w.Yks. 5 Av hed a long traal an'

Stan' 'need on a bit o' rest. Tak 'em awal at once, it al sSave

a traal. m.Lan.1 Aw've fairly hed a trail to find tha. s.Lan.1 It's

a lung trail. sw.Lin. 1 I've saved you that trail, any-ways.

6. Seeds laid on the ground as a lure for birds. s.Chs. 1

7. The male flower of the oak, Quercus Robur. Hmp. 1

8. pi. Rags.
Frf. The shrewd blasts cutting through my thin trails o' claithes,

Barrie Tommy (1896) x.

9. A lazy, dirty person ; a sloven.

Cai.1 Abd. Ye wile trail (Jam.). Gall. Were I a trail like

some I ken, Mair luck I micht hae had, Scott Gleanings (1881) 150.

10. A drawing out ; banter, joking.

w.Yks. Her trail might be clever, but it was decidedly not good-

natured, Bronte Jane Eyre (1847) xvii ; T'watterman look't at

me az if he thowt it wor a bit a trail ah wor after, Tom Treddle-

hoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1858) 43 ; (J.W.)

11. Phr. to rake trails, to rake after the hay-cart.

n.Yks. We reeakt trails all t'day (I.W.).

12. v. To draw, pull ; to drag forcibly.

Sc. Wright Sc. Life (1897) 28. Abd. I s'jist trail him aff o' the

door, an' a bit on to the fire, Macdonald Sir Gibbie, xxvi. Kcd.

Wi' an unco fecht she row't An' trail't him to the settle, Grant
Lays (1884) 19. Slg. The bottle was trailed oot o' his hand,

Buchanan Poems (1901) 148. Ayr. They even sent to Irvine for

the grappling-airns and trailed the mill-dam, Service Dr. Duguid

(ed. 1887) 141. Bwk. She 'trailed them in as he needed them,'

Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856) 86. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). n.Cy. Grose (1790). Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. GI.

(ed. 1888). Dur.1 Lakel. 2 Let's gah trail whins fer oor bian-fire.

Cum. It'll be as wet as if it hed been trailt through t'beck,

Richardson Talk (ed. 1876) 2nd S. 158. Wm. A thowt mappm
it mud be ' Willie-wet-wisps ' et wes traelan ma aboot, Brigsteear

Gooardy, in Clarke Spec. Dial. (ed. 1885) pt. iii. 8. n.Yks.1
;

n.Yks. 2 To drag without a vehicle, as timbers are drawn on the

ground with horses and chains. ' It was not carried, it was

trail'd.' Also to drag the feet in walking; n.Yks.* ne.Yks. 1

Ah's that badly, whahl ah can hardlins tthraal mysen across

t'fleear e.Yks.1 w.Yks. They wor sooin hauf-a-dozen on 'em

trailin Billy up t'loin, Yksman. Comic Ann. (1881) 29; w.Yks.3

To a slovenly man it is sometimes said, ' Tha' looks as if tha d

been trailed thro' a wickthorn hedge." Lan. She started making

a bother through trailing her to Radcliffe for nothing, Manch.

VOL. VI.

Guardian (Jan. 20, 1897). n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

, s.Not. Q.P.K.)
Lin. 1 That horse will near [? ne'er] trail you there. sw.Lin.1 They
kep' a pair of herses to trail the gentry about. The herses did

sweat wi' trailing.

13. To follow the same line or direction.
Nhp.1 As stragglers at the end of a mob or procession. ' See

how they go trailing along !
' War. 3

14. To hunt by track or scent, esp. with dogs on the
scent of carrion, &c. previously dragged over the ground
by hand ; also in comp. Trail-hunt. ne.Lan.1 15. To
walk in a slow, lazy, or slovenly manner ; to loiter, saunter

;

to tramp, trudge, gen. used with an idea of fatigue ; to

gad about.
Sc. Whaur d'ye want to be trailin' to the nicht, lassie ? Swan

Gates of Eden, iv. Frf. Spent maist o' his time trailin' aboot

durin' the day, Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) in, ed. 1889. Per.

Their gyte taupy dochters in cotton-duds trail, Monteath Dunblane

(1835) 114, ed. 1887. Ayr. Ye wouldna like to think of your

mother trailing every week to the like of Wilson for an awmous,
Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 311. Lnk. Trail aboot amang the

hills, Fraser Whaups (1895) xii. Edb. I trailed on, withoot ony
object at all, Campbell Deilie Jock (1897) 159. n.Cy. Holloway ;

(Hall.) Dur. She had been trailin' aboot an' keepin' an eye on
things during all the anxious weeks, Guthrie Kitty Fagan (1900)

255. Lakel.1 Cum. They say our Sargeant trails about As slow

as snails that creep, Rayson Poems (1839) 27 ; Cum.4 s.Wm.
Then we trailed on, Southey Doctor (ed. 1848) 560. n.Yks. 1

;

n.Yks. 4 Hoo that lass diz trail aboot. w.Yks. We trailed abaat,

staring at one thing after another, Hartley Clock Aim. (1890) 39

;

w.Yks.3 Lan. They treyl'd on together, i'th dusk o'th neet,

Standing Echoes (1885) 23. n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 He were

trailin' whoam fro' his wark. Not. What does she want trailin'

about this time o' night? Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 124. s.Not.

A've bin trailin' about all morning, till a feel dead beat (J.P.K.).

se.Lin. (J.T.B.) sw.Lin.1 I'm not a-going to trail up there.

16. With after: to follow in the footsteps of a person.

ne.Yks.1 Sha com tthraalin efther him. e.Yks. 1 What is tha

comin thrailin efter me for? Ah knaw thoo wants summat.

w.Yks. All th' ragamuffins tha has trailin after thi, Hartley
Sects i' Yks. and Lan. (1895) v.

17. To carry hay or corn. Lin. Holloway
;
(Hall.)

18. Fig. To draw out, entice, make game of; to befool.

Also with on.

n.Yks.1 In York Cast. Dep. the following passage is met with,

p. 196 :
' That she and Jane Makepiece of New Ridley had trailed

a horse of the said George downe'a great scarr.' . . Alleged to be

done by witchcraft ; n.Yks. 2 We trail'd him nicely. e.Yks.1 She's

bin thrailin tha a bit. w.Yks. I presently perceived she was
(what is vernacularly termed) trailing Mrs. Dent ; that is, playing

on her ignorance, Bronte Jane Eyre (1847) xvii
; I treald ma on

(J.W.).
Hence Trailable, adj. easily persuaded or befooled.

n.Yks. 2 Varry trailable.

19. Comp. (1) Trail-cart, see below ; (2) -dog, (3) -hound,

a dog used in ' trail ' hunts ; a sleuth-hound
; (4) -jud, a

mining term : an excavation made narrow at first, and
afterwards increased to the required width

; (5) -poke(s,

a corpulent or very slow person; a dirty, worthless

person; (6) -pokely, slatternly; (7) -tengs or -tongs,

an ungainly, slovenly woman ; an idle, gossiping woman ;

(8) -tripe(s, a 'trail-tongs'; a laggard; (9) -wattles, a very

slow person.

(1) Gall. They had taken also with them a trail-cart, being a box

with shafts like a carriage, but without wheels, mounted on a great

brush of branches and twigs, which stuck out behind and scored

the ground with a thousand ruts and scratches, Crockett Grey

Man (1896) xii. (2) Lan. Off aw seet deawn th' fowt, like a thrail

dog, Harland & Wilkinson Leg. (1873) 191. (3) Wm. John

Swan's famous trail-hound, Reiver, was twice tried and twice

failed, Ollivant Owd Bob (1898) xix. (4) Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur.

Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl. (1849). (5) Nhb. (W.G.), Nhb.1,

n Yks z (6) Lin. She's the trailpokeliest woman as iwer I did see

in all my life, Lin. N. & Q. (Apr. 1892) 45. (7) n.Yks.124 ,

ne.Yks.1
, e.Yks. 1

, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865).

n.Lin. 1 A woman decked in dirty and vulgar finery. (8) Lakel. 2
,

n.Yks. 124 w.Yks. Ye've grown sich a trail-tripe, Twistleton

Poems (c. 1876) 19; w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan.1

, Lin. 1
, n.Lin. 1 (9) Nhb. 1

20. Phr. (1) to trail an easy, or light, harrow, to lead an

easy life; (2) — the raip, (a) a Halloween custom: to

F f
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drag a straw rope of peculiar make round the house
;

(b)

see below
; (3) — through, to go through, endure.

(1) ne.Sc. I'm expectin' her to tak' the chairge aff my han', for

a bit, an' lat me trail a lichter harrow in my auld age, Grant
Keckleton, 128. Kcd. If ye will but be my bride, Ye'se trail my
easy harrow, Grant Lays (1884) 198. n.Yks. 2 He trails a light

harrow, his hat covers his family, he leads a life without cares, as

an unmarried man. w.Yks. Brighouse News (July 23, 1887).

(2, a) Abd. He kent auld spells, could trail the rape an' spae,

Murray Hamewith (1900) 10. (4) ne.Sc. There were two other

methods of taking away the luck from a house. The one was . . .

by trailing the raip; . .a rope of straw was twisted from left to

right—the wrang wye-*and pulled round the house contrary to the

course of the sun, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 53. (3) e.Yks. 1 Ah
knaw all aboot slush wark, Ah bin thrailed thruff it fo' fotty year.

TRAILACH, v., sb. and adj. Sc. Also written trail-

loch Gall, ftre-lax-] 1. v. With out: to draw out.

Bnff.1 2. To go about or walk in a slovenly, indolent

manner ; used with about, in, over, or through, ib. Ci.

trallock. 3. With at: to do any work in a slovenly

manner, ib. Hence Trailachin, ppl. adj. dirty, slovenly

;

always drudging, ib., Cld. (Jam.) 4. With with : to

handle or over-nurse in a slovenly or disgusting manner.
Bnff.1 5. sb. Any long, dirty piece of dress, rope, &c.

ib. 6. The act of wandering idly from place to place.

They keep an unco tiailach through the toon, ib.

1. The act of working in a dirty, lazy manner, ib.

8. The act of handling in a disgusting manner, of petting

or over-nursing, ib. 9. A person of slovenly, dirty

habits ; one who trails about in shabby clothes ; esp. used
of females, ib. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

10. A person given to wandering idly about or gossiping.

Cld. (Jam.) 11. adj. Lazy, slovenly. Cai.1

TRAILER, sb. Sc. Lon. [tre'lsfr.] 1. A prowling
cabdriver. Lon. N. &= Q. (1875) 5th S. iii. 157. 2. The
hook at the end of the line in fly-fishing. Sc. (Jam.) Cf.

bob, v.
G

TRAILIN(G, ppl. adj. and vbl. sb. Sc. Nhb. Wm. Yks.
Lin. Suf. Cor. Also in forms thrailin e.Yks.1 ; trailen
Wm. 1. ppl. adj. In comp. (1) Trailin(g-beer, a donation,
gen. of money, given to labourers at hay-time by any one
who walks overgrass grown for hay

; (2) -slade, a crawling
insect.

(1) Suf. Rainbird Agric. (1849) 297 ; Suf.1 It is commonly
asked and given in reference to the desired preservation of such
partridges' nests as may be met with, scythe in hand. (2) Bnff. 1

2. Prolonged, lingering.
Nhb. They gang into the murk nicht wiv a fearfu' trailin' cry

o' pain frae Jamie, Pease Mark o' Deil (1894) 143.

3. Slatternly, slovenly, untidy.
Dmf. She was a trailin' gawky body, but I thocht her honest an'

troothfu', Ponder Kirkcumdoon (1875) 117. Wm. An idle trailen
good-for-nought, Lonsdale Mag. (1822) III. 386. e.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.
(J.W.)

4. Sickly ; nervous ; weary.
n.Lin. Mrs. is alus uncommon traailin'.

5. vbl. sb. In comp. (1) Trailing-in, a weaving term : see
below

; (2) -on, a life of hard struggle ; a hand-to-mouth
existence.

(1) w.Yks. An imperfection in weaving caused by one thread of
weft catching another thread and causing three threads of weft
instead of one to be woven in the edge of the piece (J.M.). (2)
w.Yks. Workin' fowk doesn't live ; it's nobbut just what may be
called a trailin'-on. What wi' short-time an' sickness, we've niver
hed nowght no moare but a trailin'-on, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June
3, 1899)-

6. Fishing from a rowing or sailing boat with a ' spinner.'
w.Cor. (H.D.L.)
TRAILY, adj., adv. and sb. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Lin.

Also written trailie, traillie Sc. ; trailly Cum.4
; and in

lorms thraly, threaly ne.Lan.1
[treli, treali, tria'li.]

1. adj. Slow of motion ; drawling. n.Yks.2 , ne.Lan. 1

.2. Reluctant to work, lazy ; untidy, slovenly.
Cum. They're reet sarra'd for being sae trailly and feckless;

they mud hae corned titter, Linton Lizzie Lorton (1867) i
• Cum » 4

n.Yks.23, w.Yks.8 , ne.Lan. 1

I feel real
3. Languid, weary ; sickly ; nervous.

n.Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1 The lass seems weak and traily.

poorly and traily.

4. adv. Lazily. Cum.14 5. sb. A person who trails

about in shabby clothes ; one who wanders idly about

gossiping. Cld. (Jam.) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

TRAIN, v., sb. and adj. Sc. Yks. Lin. Hnt. Cmb. Sus.

[tren.] 1. v. To dredge.
Lin., Hnt., Cmb. The river was never trained until the present

century, Miller & Skertchly Fenland (1878) vii ; The river was

scoured out, straightened, and trained, ib.

2. To boil down fat for lard. Sus.1
3. sb. A rope

used for drawing.
Or.I. The harrows are drawn sideways, by a train or side-rope

(like that used in a plough), fastened at each end, Statist. Ace. XX.
260 (Jam.). S. ftOrk.1

4. pi. Obs. A counter stream in Lynn harbour. Cmb.
Reports Agric. (1793-1813) Append. 18. 5. A small

quantity of gunpowder moistened and kneaded into a

pyramid to serve as priming for a toy gun. Sc. (Jam.)

6. adj. Clever, apt. Yks. (Hall.)

TRAIN-OIL, sb. Cor. 1 Expressed fish-oil, most com-
monly pilchard.

TRAIPESS, TRAIPSY, see Trapes.

TRAISHUR, v. and sb. Bnff.1 [trejar.] 1. v. To
go about in a lazy, slovenly manner. 2. sb. A dull,

stupid person. 3. A big, ugly animal, gen. old and lean.

TRAISSLE, v. Obs. Sc. Also written traissel Slk.

;

and in form treissle Lth. (Jam.) To tread down; to

trample.
Lth. (Jam.) Slk. The hogg fence . . . has been traisselled till it's

little better nor a drove road, Hogg Tales (1838) 23, ed. 1866.

Rxb. To traissle corn. To traissle gerse, &c. (Jam.)

TRAIT(E,5*. Dev. Cor. [treat.] 1. Very fine bran.

Cf. treet.
Dev.3 Near Barnstaple I heard a farmer's wife say— ' Yii ant

atiiked the traite out fine enough ; there's a glide dayle 0' the ciise

bran long wi' this yer.'

2. Coarser meal. Cor. (Hall.) [Not known to our
correspondents.]
TRAIVEL, TRAIVISS, see Travel, Travers(e.
TRAKE, see Traik.
TRALLOCK, v. and sb. Lakel. Yks. Chs. Also written

trallack Lakel.2
; trallak Wm. [tralak.] 1. v. To

trail
;
gen. used of a dress. Cf. traUach.

m.Yks. 1 s.Chs. 1 Aay it diiz traal-uk

!

Hence Trallockin(g, ppl. adj. untidy, slovenly-looking
;

gen. used of a dress.
m.Yks. 1 A cheap, showy dress is spoken of as a 'tralloking

thing.' s.Chs.1
' Dhem win'dii-kuu'rtinz bin got'n ti'i look ver-i

traafukin.' So a table-cloth was said to be 'too trallockin' ' when
it was too long for the table, and consequently got into the way of
the persons seated at table.

2. To wander about idly or after some questionable object.
Lakel.2 He wad trallack aboot wi' a auld gun under his arm

;we war trallacken aboot amang t'snow. w.Yks. (J.W.)
3. To act in a slovenly, slipshod manner ; to work with-

out accomplishing much.
s.Chs.1 Wot u yu doo-in traal-ukin dheeflr? Gen. used in the

pres. part.

4. sb. A slovenly, untidy person ; a dowdy-looking
woman or girl.

Wm. Thoo's nowt but a gurt trallak (B.K.). s.Chs. 1 If I was a
young wench like yo, I should be ashamed o' annyb'dy seein' me
go alung the road sich a trallock.

Hence Trallocks, sb. a sloven.
Lakel.2 She's a gurt nasty trallacks, 'at is she™^L°£' TRALL°PS, see Trollop, v.\ Trollops.TRAM, sb.

1 and v. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Lan. War.Wor Shr. Hrf. Glo. Dev. Cor. Also in form thraame
Wxf.1 [tram, traem.] 1. sb. Obs. A beam ; a bar.

Sc. (Jam ) Abd. The hangman brake his sword between the
crosses of Aberdeen and betwixt the gallows trams standing there,
and to his perpetual disgrace, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 200.
2. A shaft. ; y

Sc. (Jam.)
;
They sat with reins and whip on the trams of the

waggons, Wright Sc. Life (1897) .a Abd. Anderson Rhymes.
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(ed. 1867) 208. Per. Pins made oot o' barrow-trams, Stewart
Character (1857) 169. Ayr. Ae auld wheelbarrow, mair for token,

Ae leg, an' baith the trams, are broken, Burns Inventory (1786)
1. 31. Lth. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Dmf. A schoolboy
carefully gathered up the larger 'spelks ' of the tram of the broken
vehicle, Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 26. Kcb. Trotter Gall.

Gossip (1901) 159. Nhb. 1
, n.Lan.1

Hence Tramless, adj. without shafts.
Edb. A tramless cart or a couterless plough, Maclagan Poems

(1851) 174.

3. The part of the shaft projecting behind a cart ; also

in comp. Back-tram. N.I.1 s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890).

4. pi. The sides of a car. Wxf. 1 5. A wooden frame-
work or stand for supporting casks, dairy utensils, &c.

Cf. tramming.
War. 2 s.Wor.1 A framework, or a loose arrangement, of stout

parallel rails on short legs, or blocks. se.Wor. 1
, Hrf.2 Glo. The

cheese-tubs are placed on a small tram or bench, Marshall
Review (1818) II. 485 ;

(A.B.)

6. A strong, square frame with four legs, on which
wheels are made. se.Wor.1 7. A strong, low wagon
used for conveying heavy merchandise. Shr.2 Hence
Tram-road, sb. a railroad which is adapted for carriages

double the ordinary size. ib. 8. A mining term : a

wooden carriage on which corves or tubs were formerly

conveyed.
Nhb. Trams now a' run on metal ways, Wilson Pitman's Pay

(1843) 31 ; Nhb.1 Trams and tubs are now made in one. ' The
wages for the barrow-men is usually about twenty pence, or two

and twenty pence a day for each tram (that is to say) for putting

so many loaden corves, as are carried on one sledge, or tram in

one day to the pit shaft,' Compleat Collier (1708) 39. Nhb., Dur.

The term still applies to the part of a tub to which the box is

bolted, Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888). e.Dur.i

Hence (1) a tram of lads, phr. two lads in charge of a

tram
; (2) Tram-plate, sb. a rail on which colliery trams

are run
; (3) Tram-plate-nails, sb. pi. nails used for

securing the rails to the sleepers in a colliery ' tramway
'

;

see below; (4) Tramway, sb. a railway for the conveyance

of ' trams ' in a colliery ; see below.

(1) Nhb.1 (2) An angle-shaped rail on which trams were run

before flanged wheels became general, ib. (s.v. Plates). Nhb.,

Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888). (3) Nhb.' Strong, round

nails, with flat points, having a counter-sunk head, flat or rounded

on the top, and measuring two inches or two and a half inches

long (s.v. Plate-nails). (4) ib. Originally a tramway of timber

;

described as 'square wooden rails laid in two right parallel lines,

and firmly pegged down on wooden sleepers. The tops of the

rail are plained smooth and round, and sometimes covered with

plates of wrought iron. About the year 1786 cast iron railways

were introduced as an improvement upon the tram or wooden

railway,' Mackenzie Hist. Nhb. (1825) 146.

9. Obs. A railway train.

Dev. I got to Lunnun by the tram, Daniel Bride of Scio

(1842) 183.

10. Fig. A limb ; a leg.

Sc. Lang trams (Jam.). Arg. Your long trams of legs and red

shoes are under the table, Munro Shoes of Fort. (1901) 258.

Slk. Lay a plaster ... to the lad's trams, Hogg Tales (1838) 363,

ed. 1866.

11. A very tall, uncomely person ; one with long, un-

gainly limbs. Bnff. 1
, Cld. (Jam.) Cf. tramsach.

12. v. To take a conveyance.
Nhb.1 Liddell, why he from Durham came, Can tell yon best

himsel, But home again he'd better tram, Or, we'll send him to

hell, Election squib (1826).

13. A mining term : see below.
Cor. Commonly used in . . . connection with the mode of convey-

ing the copper, tin, and lead ores from the workings to the shaft,

also changing it from one place to another on the floors during

the various processes of dressing. . . On the floors the wagons

are larger and are usually worked by two men, who, on being

asked their occupation, would say they were ' tramming '
at such

and such a mine, Railway Review (Apr. 9, 1897)

Hence Trammer, sb. a man who attends to the con-

veyance of the wagons of coal, ore, &c. in a mine.

w Yks Harry Danforth and Edward Allen, trammers, who

worked at the Monk Bretton colliery, were charged with having

unlawfully wounded John Grice, miner, Yks. Even. Post (Feb.

24, 1899). Cor. In the mines one man docs the work with a small

iron wagon, and he is designated a 'trammer,' Railway Review
(Apr. 4, 1897).

TRAM, sb.2 Nrf.Suf. [traem.] 1. A tramp ; a march.
Nrf. A party of rats on the march. . . One old fenman once

met between thirty and forty of those ' warmin on their trams, and
they went along as unconsarned as passengers,' Emerson Birds,

&c. (ed. 1895) 355.

2. A long day's work. Suf.1 Hence on the tram, phr.

at work.
Horses are said to be ' on the tram,' when at work. ' Thah ha'

bin on the tram ever sin six o'clock,' ib.

TRAM, sb? Cum.14 [tram.] A long, narrow field.

Cf. trab.

TRAME,s£. Lin. 1 [Not known to our correspondents.]

Deceit, cheating.
TRAMEAL, sb. Obs. Wxf.1 A slothful person.

TRAMHURN, sb. I.Ma. A corruption of ' trombone.'
Rub a dub dub Tramhurns and things, Brown Doctor (1887)

42 ; As loud as a tramhurn, Rydings Tales (1895) 32.

TRAMMEL, sb.
1 Sc. Chs. Suf. Ess. Hmp. Also

written trammal Cai.1 [traml,trarml.] 1. pi. Luggage
used in travelling. Cai.1 2. A pot-hook. Suf. 1 Ess.

Ray (1691) ;
(H.H.M.) Hmp.1 3. A builder's tool.

Chs. 1 In working circular work, a staff of the radius of the circle

is a trammel.

TRAMMEL, v. and sb.2 Yks. Lan. Chs. Shr. Glo. Sur.

Also written trammle Chs. 1
; and in form trammil s.Chs.1

[tra-ml.] 1. v. To trample ; to beat down.
Chs.1

; Chs.3 Th' cows has bin unlucky, and broke fence, and

trammeled the beeans all to nothin.

2. To go, gen. with reluctance ; to tramp, trudge ;
often

used with off.

Lan. If thou's nowt better to do, trammel off t'bed, Brierley

Waverlow (1863) 76, ed. 1884. s.Lan. 1 s.Chs.1 Ahy)sl aa)tu

traam-il au- dhu wee- tu Maa-rbri fur poa-s dhaaflefurumes'turz.

Shr. 1 I maun trammel all the way to Ellesmer' after that tay, I

reckon, fur I conna get non' no nigher.

3. Of dirt : to cling to the feet or lower garments ; to

deposit itself from the shoes, &c.
s.Chs.1 Rae-li, wensh, aay dhu aat traam-ild! Weeurev-ur)st

i bin? Ah wish- yi wiid)nu leyuv au- dhis duurt ubuwt; it diiz

su traam-il i dhu kleyun plai-siz.

4. With up. [Not known to our correspondents.] See

below.
Sur. Trammel up the ' long summer fallow' into the labour of a

day, Hoskyns Talpa (1852) 190, ed. 1857.

5. sb. Dirt clinging to the boots or lower garments.
s.Chs. 1

I have found that ' the trammels of sin ' is taken by some

Cheshire people to mean ' the defilement of sin.'

6. A mixed, confused mass ; rubbish
; fig. nonsense.

w.Yks. Thah does talk some trammel ta that bairn. What's o'

this trammel thah hez e' thi coit pocket? (B.K.) Glo. (H.S.H.)

TRAMMEL-HAWK, sb. Wil. The peregrine falcon,

Falco peregrinus. Wil.1 s.Wil. Smith Birds (1887) 72.

TRAMMING, sb. Wor. Hrf. Glo. [trae-min.] A
framework for supporting casks. s.Wor. 1

,
Hrf.2, Glo.

(A.B.) Cf. tram, sb.
1
5.

TRAMMOCK, v. Lin. [tramak.] 1. To walk about

without settled purpose. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes

(1884) 373. n.Lin. 1 2. To trespass upon another

person's land. ib.

TRAMMON, sb. I.Ma. Also in form thrammon.

[tra-man.] The elder-tree, Sambucus nigra; also used

at/rib.

Her hair got caught in the branch of a tree—atrammon, Brown

Yarns (1881) 78, ed. 1889; The green trammon atop of the porch,

Caine Deemster (1887) 150, ed. 1889 ; Come round to the gate

pas' that thrammon tree, Rydings Tales (1895) 2. [Manx trammon,

an elder-tree (S.M.).]
.

TRAMP, v.
1 and sb} Var. dial, and colloq. uses in be.

Irel. and Eng. Also in form thramp In [tramp, tramp.]

1. v. To trample, tread down ; to compress with the feet

;

to stamp.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Da girse is rotid noo, an' a 'at doo can du is

ta tramp da fljoames o' green doon da best wye at doo can, Sh.

News (Aug. 20, 1898). Abd. Keith Farmer's Ha' (1774) st -
35-

I Per. She would tramp a thick layer ofoatmeal, Monteath Dunblane

F f 2
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('835) 87, ed. 1887. s.Sc. As some ricks are made in a more
compact form by tramping, it is common to say in forming the
ricks, ' Tramp the coil weel ' (Jam.). Ayr. [He] trampit on James
Blameit's taes, Service Dr. Dngm'd (ed. 1887) no. Kcb. Trotter
Call. Gossip (1901) 54. Dwn. A'll niver let ony man tramp ower
me, Lyttle Ballycuddy (1892) 41. n.Cy. Border Gl. (Coll. L L.B.)
n.Yks.4 , ne.Lan.1 , w.Cy. (Hall.)

Hence (1) Tramp-cock, (2) Tramp-coll, (3) Tramped-
pike, sb. a large rick of hay compressed by stamping

; (4)
Trampers, sb. pi. feet ; heavy boots.

(1) N.I. 1
(2) Abd. (Jam.) (3) Sc. The large ricks thus formed

are named tramped pikes, because they are built and tramped,
a man building, and his assistant . . . carrying the hay to him from
the fork of the ploughman. . . Tramped pikes contain from 100
to 150 stones of hay each. Stephens Farm Bk. (ed. 1849) H-
238- (4) Lnk. Guid luck to a' about your toun : Now I maun
set my trampers doun, Watson Poems (1853) 17. Slk. Hawick
rig-and-fur stockins, and Thirlestane trampers a' studded wi'
sparables, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) IV. 181.

2. To wash linen, blankets, &c. by treading on them in
water ; see below.

Sc. In my way from Hopetoun-house to Linlithgow I saw the
process of tramping. . . The washerwoman first soaps the linen,
and next puts it in a tub of cold water ; she then kilts her coats,
that is, raises her petticoats above her knees, and dances round
the tub, with her face outwards, until she presses out the dirt
with her feet; she then rinses the linen in the river or stream,
and dries it on the grass. If the tub is large, and the work much,
two women will dance round, hand in hand, laughing and singing
all the time, Carr Caledonian Sketches (1807) 226 (Jam.) ; Monthly
Mag. ^1798) pt. ii. 438. Cai.1 Elg. The trampin' scene—the
best o' a'—The kilted coats, the limbs like snaw, Tester Poems
(
l865) 156. Ayr. I hae seen baith Jean Armour an' Hielan' Mary
trampin blankets, Hunter Studies (1870) 20. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 78, ed. 1876.

3. To journey on foot ; to walk, esp. to walk wearily
;

to trudge
; often used in phr. to tramp it. fin gen. colloq. use.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. This hour ye mayna see his face, Tho' ye sud
tramp it forward to the place, Shirrefs Poems (1790) 72. Kcd.
The Dominie, alack

! Hed to tramp the weary distance, Grant
Z.<y>s (1884) 75. Gall. I must tramp it from the first step-moss
and mountain, dub and mire, Crockett Standard Bearer (1898)
329. Ir. You could tramp it aisy in a little betther than ten
minutes or so from the corner, Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 21.Wm. I was stalking hameward across Blackwater mosses and
whistling as I tramp'd, Hutton Bran New Work (178s) 1 qqi
n.Yks. 1

;
n.Yks.= ' We tramp'd it.' ' Tramp off! ' begone

; n.Yks.*
e.Yks. Thompson Hist. Welton (1869) 171. w.Yks. 1 *, ne.Lan '

Lin.i I shall tramp there in time. n.Lin. 1 I've tramped 'this road
hve-an -twenty year. Nhp.', Hnt. (T.P.F.), Suf. 1

, Ess. 1

Hence (1) Tramper, sb. (a) a tramp; an itinerant
pedlar; a tinker

; a beggar; (b) a wanderer in search of
work

; (2) Trampess, sb. a female vagrant
; (3) Tramping,

ppl. adj. vagrant. * 5 '

(1, a) Sc. (Jam.) ; D'ye think his honour has naething else to
do than to speak wi' ilka idle tramper that comes about the town 1

bcoTT Midlothian (1818) xxvi. n.Cy. Grose (1790). Nhb. 1 Cum i

n.Yks.' 2 e.Yks. Marshall Rur.Econ. (^88). m.Yks » wYks 1
*'

ne.Lan 1, n.Lin.i Bdf. Batchelor Anal. Ens. Lang. (1809) 146Lon. Moreover there are in London during the winter a number
oi persons called 'trampers,' who employ themselves at that
season in street-finding, Mayhew Lond. Labour (1851) II 108
ed 1861. Suf. Removed from the highway by a couple of
furlongs the fruitless trudge might well make trampers swear
Betham- Edwards Mock Beggars' Hall (1902) ,. lb) n Lin i

Because fewer foreign trampers resort to Axholme, Stone RevAgnc. (1800
) 303 (2) s.Wal. The son of a ' trampess,' whose

husband, if she had one, had never been heard of, Raine Welsh
dinger, 66 ; She was a trampess who died in John Powys' barn

t!'
9
u

(3^ Kcd "7,Turnbull's lodgin'-house for gangril trampin'
travellers Kerr Reminiscences (1890) 15. w.Sc. Maister Watsonnever upneld W1 ony trampi „, body as an e j WoQD p dtia (1902) 142.

'

toirlnp
dTe dUmSiIy

' heaVlIy
'
°r viS°rously ;

als° ^ P^-
Abd. Their soles they were na sweer to claw, But trampit it fu'clean awa', Shirrefs Poems (l79o) 2I3 . Fr

*

f. The Zo' the^im^^s**' *° festive fiddie
>

willock

5. Phr. (1) to tramp flounders, a method of catching
flounders by stamping with bare feet on the sand till they
rise

; (2) — (on) one's foes, fig. to take undue advantage of
one; (3)

— the road, to wander about begging; (4)
— up

and down, to gad about ; to ' trapse.'

(1) Gall. 'I must . . . proceed to the flats and tramp flounders

for our breakfast.' Andrew Allison's feet were manifestly intended
by nature for tramping flounders, being broad and flat as the palm
of my hand, Crockett Raiders (1894) iii. (2) Abd. Dinna tramp
the taylor's taes, Cock Strains (r8io) II. 123; (Jam.) (3) Ir.

On'y for her doin' that on me, the divil a fut 'ud I ever ha' took
to thrampin' the road, Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 138. (4)
Dev. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.)

6. sb. The act of striking the foot suddenly downwards.
Sc. (Jam.) 7. A journey on foot ; a walk ; a trudge

;

esp. a journey made in search of employment ; freq. in

phr. to be on the tramp ; also usedyS^. In gen. colloq. use.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. I'm gaein' a lang tramp the morn, Macdonald

Warlock (1882) lxii. Cum. 1 w.Yks. I lad, I'm on t'tramp for

t'first time i' my life, Preston Yksman. (1880) 298 ; w.Yks.14
,

ne.Lan. 1
,
nw.Der.', Not. (L.C.M.), Nhp. 1 *, Hnt. (T.P.F.), Suf. 1

Sus. , Hmp. Holloway. Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).
Cor. He swor He'd take an' go 'pun tramp, Daniel Mary Anne's
Troubles, 4.

8. A mechanic travelling in search of employment. Sc.
(Jam. Suppl.) 9. The part of a spade on which the foot
is placed in digging. Cai. 1

, Nhb. 1 10. An iron plate
fastened to the sole of the shoe to protect it in digging.

Cai. 1 Abd. He got himself furnished with a new spade, and a
'tramp' to save the sole of his boot while operating as trencher
or drainer, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 188

; (Jam.) Rxb. Worn
by ditchers (Jam.). Nhb. 1 Fastened by straps and buckles to the
instep of a boot sole.

11. A curling term : a piece of spiked iron fastened to the
sole of the boot in order to steady the wearer on the ice.
Cf. crampet.

Sc. The stones have been distributed, assorted, claimed— rinks
measured, tramps fastened, tees fixed, Chambers's Information
(1842) (s.v. Curling). Gall. Wi' tramps on their feet, and besoms
in han', Kerr Maggie 0' the Moss (1891) 61.
Hence Trampet, sb. a ' tramp

' ; used in curling.
.Sc. His feet are ordinarily furnished with trampets, orcrampets,

which help to steady him in taking his aim, Chambers's Information
(1842) (s.v. Curling).

12. Comp. (1) Tramp-clog, an iron plate worn by
drainers as a guard to the boot in digging

; (2) -house,
a lodging-house for tramps and vagrants

; (3) -pick, (a)
a kind of narrow spade used in digging hard soils ; see
below

;
(b) to turn up soil with a tramp-pick

(1) Nhb. 1
(2) n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.* As lilty and lively as tykes in
a tramp-house. w.Yks. A menglwumman mud a goan to a tramp,
hause, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1850) 42 (q, a) ScA hole sufficiently large for a stake may be made in the subsoil
with the tramp- pick used in draining, Stephens Farm Bk (ed
1849) I. 210 Abd. To go to the smiddy and get his tramp-picksharpened Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 213. Kcd. Among thelesser implements may be mentioned the tramp-pick. This is

fn llti T' "'°n '
ab°Ut f°Ur feet lo"S. and an inch square

in thickness, tapering away at the lower end, and having a smalldegree of curvature there, similar to the prong of a dung-fork
It is fitted with a footstep, about eighteen inche! from

"™"*
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TRAMSACH [221] TRANSLATE

TRAMSACH, sb. Bnff.1 [tra-msax .] 1. A tall,

ungainly person. 2. Any large, lean, ugly animal, esp.
used of horses. Cf. tram, sb.1 11.

TRAMSICKS, sb. pi. Sh.I. [tra'msiks.l Ragged
clothes. S. & Ork.1

TRAN,sA
. Nhp. 1 [tran.] A certain number of spokes

and ' fellies ' used in wheel-making.
Twenty- five is a tran of spokes, and thirteen is a tran of fellies.

TRANCE, sb. Sc. Nhb. Also written transe Sc.
[trans.] 1. A passage within a house ; a lobby ; an
entrance-hall.

Sc. Scoticisms (1787) 97 ; He led the way through halls and
trances, Scott Redg. (1824) Lett. xi. ne.Sc. Leaving the kitchen
and opening the door observed on entering, you found yourself
in a long passage or trance, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 52. Sh.I.
Help me ben troo da trance, my head is dat light, Sh. News
(Sept. 4, 1897). Abd. Not yet emerged from the trance, Alex-
ander Johnny Gibb (1871) iii. Fif. The door, secured by a sneck,
opened upon a short passage, the trance, connecting the butt and
the ben, Colville Vernac. (1899) 17. Ayr. (J.F.) Slk. Chr.
North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 306. Nhb. 1 A trance or passage into

a house, Forster Section Strata (ed. 1821) 242.

Hence (1) Trance-door, sb. a passage-door; the door
leading into the kitchen ; also used fig. ; (2) Trance-
window, sb. a passage-window.

(1) Sc. There was no danger of the cattle finding their way ben
by the trans door, Ochiltree Redburn (1895) i. w.Sc. (Jam.) Arg.
Munro Shoes ofFort. (1901) 55. Ayr. The cattle . . . entered by
the same door with the family ; the one turning to the one hand,
by the trans-door to the kitchen, and through it to the spence, and
the other turning the contrary way by the heck-door to the byre,
Agric. Surv. 114 (Jam.). (2) Bnff. Several juveniles had been
locked in on a 'Shorter' Saturday, and attempted to escape by
the ' Trance window ' on to the roof of the Weigh House, Gordon
Chron. Keith (1880) 66.

2. A passage outside a house ; an alley ; a ' close.'

Abd. Caused draw his horse out of the stables into the transe,

and beheld all, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) II. 156. Frf. Remem-
bering that Hendry Munn lived in Coutt's trance, I set off for his

house, Barrie Minister (1891) xxxviii.

3. Fig. Obs. A passage ; a narrow space.
Fif. Narrowin' the ether's bricht expanse Into a black-hung

uglie trance As gloomie as the grave, Tennant Papistry (1827)
219. Kcb. That Lord Jesus, who knoweth the turnings and
windings that are in that black trance of death, Rutherford
Lett. (1660) No. ccxcix.

[OFr. transe, ' passage ' (Godefroy).]
TRANCH, v. and sb. Yks. Lin. Also written transh

m.Yks. 1 [tranj.] 1. v. To walk about ; to walk with
toil and weariness. m.Yks. 1

, Lin.
1

2. sb. A toilsome
walk. m.Yks.1

TRANCHER, see Trencher.
TRANCHEY, adj. Lin. [tra'nfi.] Of the weather:

dirty. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

TRANDLING, vbl. sb. Cmb. Also in form trundling.

Netting small birds by night on the fens.

I am going a trandling (W.M.B.).

TRANEEN, sb. Irel. Also in forms thraneen Dwn.
Don. Wxf. Ker. ; thrawneen n.Ir. ; trawneen. [tranrn.]

1. The crested dog's-tail grass, Cynosurus cristatus ;
also

in comp. Traneen-grass. (B. & H.) 2. Straw used in

plaiting hats.
Tip. To prepare the traneen, Hall Irel. (1841) II. 74.

3. Fig. A rush, straw, scrap ; anything worthless or of

little value.
Ir. Never to be minding about the ould pitaties; they didn't

matter a thraneen, Barlow Idylls (1892) 66; It's a bargain. . . I

don't care a trawneen, Carleton Fardorougha (1848) iii. n.Ir.

Sorra a thrawneen you'll get from us more, Lays and Leg. (1884)

20. Dwn. A dinnae care a thraneen what a man's religion is,

Lyttle Betsy Gray (1894) 16. s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). w.Ir.

A pair of ould brogues not worth three traneens, Lover Leg.

(1848) I. 176. Wxf. He cared not a thraneen when paid for his

labours, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 47. Tip. She never cared

a traneen for him, Hall Irel. (1841) II. 74- Ker - A decent

sthranger to be turrned away from my doore, as if he were no

more value than a thraneen, Bartram WhiteheadedBoy (1898) 87.

4. pi. Fig. Long, thin legs.
Wxf.Histhraneensof legs, Kennedy Evenings Duffrcy (1869) 326.
[Cp. Ir. traithnin, trathnan, a little stalk of grass

(O'Reilly).]

TRANG, see Throng.
TRANGLE, sb. Lei. 1 [trserjgl.] Luck, chance ; way

;

see below.
Turn the pigs out, an' let 'em tek ther own trangle, i.e. let

them go their own gait and eat what they can get.

TRANGLEY, sb. Dor. Rubbishy trinkets, such as
broken ironmongery, bits ofjoinery, &c. ; used by children
as toys.

I am setting his room in order ... so that when he comes back
he may find all his poor jim-cracks and trangleys as he left 'em,
Hardy Two on a Tower (1882) xxxviii

;
(T.H.)

TRANKLE, sb. Obs. Dmf. (Jam.) A small rick of
hay, a ' tramp-coll.'

TRANKLIBOBS, sb. pi. s.Chs. 1 [tra'nklibobz.]
Belongings

;
gear ; odds and ends.

TRANKLIBOBUS, sb. s.Chs. 1 [tra-rjklibSbas.] Any
untidy implement used as a makeshift ; see below.
A farmer ... in want of a cowstrap . . . supplied the deficiency

by piecing together two remnants of cowstraps. This, though
effectual for the purpose, presented a very awkward appearance,
and was therefore called a tranklibobus.

TRANKLIMENT, sb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Chs. Shr. Also
written tranklyment Yks. ; and in forms tranklement
Yks. Shr.1

; trantlement Cum.14 Wm. [tra'rjkliment,

mant.] 1. A trinket, knick-knack, ornament ; a toy ; a

useless article. Cf. trantle, sb.
1
2, trinklements.

Cum. 14 Wm. Thoo mun be a mafflin ta think et I'd knaa what
ta meeak a sick trantlements, Brigsteear Gooardy, in Clarke
Spec. Dial. (ed. 1885) pt. iii. 23. w.Yks. Ah howd it true wi'

him wot sings On golden coorded tranklyment, Pogmoor Olm.

(1896) 3 ; w.Yks. 2 Chs. Chs. Sheaf (1884) III. 178.

2. Gear, belongings, odds and ends
;
gen. used in pi.

w.Yks. It's heigh time at we'd a ockshan sale, an sell off all wir
ships an' feightin tranklements, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairns/a
Ann. (i860) 56. s.Chs. 1 Iv ahy aam - tu weyt-wesh dh)aay's-

plee-s, ahy mun aav au 1 dheyz traangk'limunts tarn aayt ; ahy
mun aav fl tleyiir bongk. Shr. 1 Now then, young uns, clier away
yore tranklements.

TRANKLUM, see Trantlum.
TRANMIRE, sb. Yks. A high moorland plateau.

w.Yks. Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 70.

TRANSAC(K, v. and sb. Sc. Also in form transeck
Sh.I. [transa -k.] 1. v. To dispose of; to finish ; a
dial, form of ' transact.'

Sh.I. Doo'll shurely hae time ta lowse an' transeck a' da papers
afore bed time, Sh. News (Jan. 22, 1898).

2. sb. A transaction ; dealing, trade.

ne.Sc. The followin' conversation wud tak' place in the coorse

o' the transac', Grant Keckleton, 62. Abd. We begin an' clatter

aboot oor nain transacks, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xli.

TRANSE, see Trance.
TRANSELLING, vbl. sb. Yks. [tra'nslin.] A good

beating. w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 3, 1891). Cf.

trounce, v.
1

TRANSER, TRANSH, see Trencher, Tranch.
TRANSHAW, adv. Obs. Stf. An iron-smelting

term : see below.
In melting iron, the furnace at the bottom has four stones to

make a perpendicular square to receive the metall, which stones

or walls may be pitcht less transhaw or more borrow ; if transhaw

or transiring from the blast, the iron will be more cold shear, less

fined ; whereas the iron made in borrow work is much more tough

and serviceable (K.).

TRANSING, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Passing across a

house from wall to wall. Cf. trance.

All middle or transing walls . . . shall be at least ten inches

thick, Spottiswood MS. Diet. (Jam.)

TRANSLATE, v. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lin. Hrf. Rdn. Lon.
Sur. Slang. 1. To change, esp. used of transforming one
kind of garment into another.

Nhb.1 (s.v. Translator). n.Lin.1 Oor parson gev th' ohd com-

munion-taable cloth to th' clerk, an' he's translaated it i'to a

great coat.



TRANSMEW [222] TRANTLE

Hence Translator, sb. (1) a cobbler ; a mender of old
shoes ; see below

; (2) pi. second-hand boots.

(1) Nhb. 1 Worn boots and shoes were bought and cobbled, or
translated, into wearable articles by those now nearly obsolete
craftsmen, whose shops lined the Castle Garth Stairs in Newcastle,
and divided the Black Gate shops with those of the old clothiers.
w.Yks. 1 Lin. Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 728; Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1

A term for a cobbler, who works up old shoes into new ones.
Hrf. Duncumb Hist. Hrf. (1804). Rdn. 1736. Ye father ... is a
translator or cobler, N. & Q. (1882) 6th S. v. 225. Lon. I'm
a translator (a species of cobbler) by trade, Mayhew Lond. Labour
(1851) I. 198. Sur. The occupations of persons mentioned in the
registers are not usually stated until 1687, and then they are of
no special mention, with the exception, that one is called a
'translator,' i.e. a cobbler, Arch. Coll. VI. 52. Slang. The
translator is one who fits old uppers to new soles, while the
shoemaker creates ... the new boot complete, Sat. Review (1888)
LXV. 142, col. 1. [Coles Lat. Diet. (1679).] (2) Lon. He will
part with everything rather than his boots, and to wear a pair of
second-hand ones, or ' translators ' (as they are called), is felt as
a bitter degradation by them all, MayhewLond.Labour{i85i) 1. 51.
2. An ecclesiastical term : to transfer a minister from
one charge to another. Sc. (A.W.)
TRANSMEW, v. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Irel. Also

written transmue Sc. To transmute, transform ; to change.
Sc. Sieeald Gl. (1802) (Jam.); Francisque-Michel Lang.

(1882) 407. Fif. His radiant shape he did transmew Into a
lavernar most true, Tennant Papistry (1827) 163. Dwn. Some
enchanter's druid-spell Had, for mere whim, transmewed him
unaware, Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 227.
[Thou most me first transmuwen in a stoon, Chaucer

Tr. &° Cr. iv. 467.]

TRANSMOGRIFY, v. In gen. dial, and colloq. use in
Sc. Eng. and Amer. Also in forms thransmognify,
thransmogrify e.Yks. 1

; transmogerefy Dev. 1
; trans-

mogrivy Brks. 1
; transmorgorify Nrf. ; transmugrify

be. (Jam.) Pem. 1. To change; to metamorphoze,
transform in appearance.

Sc.(Jam.); He imagined at that instant his Caput transmogrified
into an egg-shell, Magopico (ed. 1836) n. Ayr. See Social life
and Glee sit down, All joyous and unthinking, Till, quite trans-
nr.ugnfy'd, they're grown Debauchery and Drinking, Burns Add.
to Unco Guid (1786) st. 5. Dmf. The tenant wad be transmogrified
intill the owner. Paton Castlebraes (1898) 145 n Cy (J W )e.Yks 1 w.Yks.' Used as a threat. ' I'll transmogrify thee,' I'll
give thee such a beating as will change thy appearance. LanAw lust transmogrified this house into an hotel, Staton Three
Graces, 4. s.Lan.' Chs. 1 A jobbing tailor offered to transmogrify
all ray carpets when I was removing to a new house ; meaning
that he would alter them to suit the new rooms. nw.Der 1 Not 1

Lei.' Nhp.i, War.ss, Brks.i Bdf. Batchelor Anal. En?.' Lan*
(1809) 146. Hnt. (T.P.F.) Nrf. The hull [whole] thing's gSt
transmorgonfied, Patterson Man and Nat. (1895) 77. Ess He's
quoite transmogrified, Clark J. Noakes (1839) st. 19 ; Ess.' Sus 2
Hmp Dey.i Cor.3 [Thou art so transmographied

. . . that thou
mougnt rob thy own mother without fear of information, Smollett
Count Fathom (1754) xxiv. Slanj*. No art can transmogrify truth,Tom Crib's Memorial (1819) 25.]
Hence Transmogrification, sb. a change of appearance •

a metamorphosis
; a transformation.

Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. In the transmogrification that had come ourethem a he could get naebody to hearken to his story, Service
Notandums (1890) 31. Dmf. The transmogrification has begunPaton Castlebraes (1898) 198. w.Yks. I nivver believed i' trans-
moggenfication afoar, Yksman. Comic Ann. (1879) 29 [Amer
If there aint a transmogrification it's a pity, Sam Slick Clockmaker
(1836) 1st S. xxm.]

2. To surprise
; to astonish greatly. Brks.1 3 To

transport, esp. used of a cruel method of killing toads
;see below. ° '

s.Pem. 'Any 'mount of toads knockin' about, let's transmugrifysome of am A long piece of narrow board balanced on a gate

Z SU "ft^ ™y °fa .lever,on one end of which the toad is

fhl fI'd ^ 'S
-

hit hard With a heavy P°le
>
thus S;vingthe toad a surge into the air (W M M )

TRANSMUE, see Transmew.
TRANSOM, sb. Chs. Wor. Som. Also written tran-

sumse.Wor.'w.Som.1 [tra'nsam, travnsam.] A technical

term : the cross-piece of wood which supports the log on
a saw-pit ; a spare support thrown across the pit. Chs.1

,

se.Wor. 1
, w.Som. 1 Hence Back-transom, sb. a spare

' transom ' always kept under the log for safety. Chs. 1

TRANSPORT, v. and sb. Obs. Sc. 1. v. An eccle-

siastical term : to transfer a minister from one charge to

another.
Sc. (Jam.) ; The Reverend D. C. is transported from Glasgow

to Edinburgh, Mitchell Scoitic. (1799) 80. Sh.I. Held out to him
hopes of being ' transported ' later on to some better living on the
mainland, Willcock Sh. Minister (1897) 22. Ayr. The Presbytery
of Ayr had found that Mr. Young 'ought not to be transported,'

Edgar Old Church Life (1886) II. 295.

Hence (1) Transportable, adj. entitled to, or capable
of, transference from one ecclesiastical charge to another;
(2) Transportation, sb. transference from one ecclesiastical
charge to another.

(1) Rnf. That Mr. Lang's relation should be declared to Craw-
ford-John, and likewise upon a call [he] be transportable, Wodrow
Corres. (1709-31) I. 9, ed. 1843. (2) Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Obliged
two ministers to remove to other parishes by transportation,
Willcock Sh. Minister (1897) 21. Per. They were grieved at
their hearts of his transportation, and that they hoped he would
return again to occupy his own place, Maidment Spotiiswoode
Miscell. (1844-5) II. 287. Ayr. Edgar ib.

2. sb. A minister transferred from one ecclesiastical
charge to another.

Rnf. There were but four transports in the Assembly, Wodrow
Corres. (1709-31) I. 5, ed. 1843.

TRANT, v. Wal. Bdf. Hrt. Hnt. w.Cy. Wil. Dor. Som.
Also in form traunt Som. [trasnt, trant.] 1. To
move goods ; to carry goods, as a carrier. Wil. 1

, Dor.1

Hence Tranter or Traunter, sb. (1) a carrier
; (2) obs.,

a hawker of fish
; (3) a corn-factor

; (4) v. to act as a
carrier.

(1) Hnt. Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 212. w.Cy. Lawk-a-massy,
tranter ! Be us like vor to be snowed up ? Hare Broken Arcs
(1898) 199. Wil.1 Dor. Reuben, by vocation ' a tranter,' Hardy
Greenwd. Tree (1872) ii ; Dor. 1 Som. The new parson . . . had
sent on a parcel by the tranter, Raymond Love and Ouiet Life
(1894) 52. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). (2) Wal. Blount (1681).
(3) Bdf. Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 145. Hrt. The
word 'traunter' I take to mean any person that buys wheat in
sacks to sell again in sacks, Ellis Mod. Hitsb. (1750) IV. ii. Hnt.
Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 212. (4) Som. T'ull be the ruination o'
tranterin', Raymond Love and Quiet Life (1894) 26.

2. Obs. To let out a cart or wagon on hire. Dor. (W.C.
c-.i75°)- Hence (1) Tranting-cart, sb. a cart let out ori
hire

; (2) Traunter, sb. one who lets a horse and cart out
on hire.

(1) Dor. (W.C. c. 1750). (2) Som. Traunters seldom get rich,
Marshall Review (1818) II. 509.

[Cp. MDu. tranten, to goe lazely, softly, or a soft pace
(Hexham).] v

TRANTERY, sb. Obs. Hrf. Money raised by fines
on ale-sellers and victuallers for breaking the assize of
bread and ale.
At Luston and other manors, esp. those belonging to theBishopnck of Hereford (K.). 6 5 »*

rt™^?
TL

^' iV-v •?••
Also written trantel Lnk -

trantl.J 1. */ Trifling or superstitious observances.

4AM-)
a -P-

Useless trifles; articles of small value:

Sc
S nl?d

i

S
; accoutrements. Cf. trankliment, trantluml

Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. I jmst bade the Muse lea her trantels ahint her,Hamilton Poems (1865) 293. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)Hence Trantle-bole or -hole, sb. a hole in which
' trantles ' are deposited.

Gall. There are generally boles or holes about, where brokenhorse-shoon, iron nits, auld spikes, and clicks be thrown; thesear
„
e turned trantle-boles, Mactaggart Encycl. (l824) ; (Jam.)
3. pi. Children's toys. s.Lth. (Jam.)
TRANTLE, sb? and v. Obs. or obsol. Sc. (Jam.)

1. sb. A trundle
;
the sound made by the movement oftrundling. Cf. trundle, sb} Cld. 2. A deep rut madeby a wheel

; gen. in phr. the trundle of the wheel. Aes

ro'llingaiong^Cld: * ^ *"*'' t0 "^ a n°ise with



TRANTLIN [223] TRAP
TRANTLIN, ppl. adj. and sb. Sc. Cum. Also in form

trantlan Cum.14 [tra-ntlin, -an.] 1. ppl. adj. Trifling,
useless. Cum.1 Laal trantlan' jobs and things ; Cum.4
2. sb.pl. Articles of little value, 'trantles' (q.v.). Sc. (Jam.)
TRANTLUM, sb. Sc. Cum. Also in forms tranklum,

trantalum Sc. ; trantlem Cum.4
; trantloom Sc. [tra-nt-

lam.] A useless or valueless trifle; a trinket; a toy;
gear ; odds and ends

;
gen. used in pi. Also used attrib.

Cf. trantle, sb. 1

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Abd. He hads his trinkets to the light, . .

They ringer at the trantlims lang, Keith Farmer's Ha' (1774) St.

29. s.Sc. Tak up this bit trantalum o' a thing till him, Wilson
Tales (1836) III. 78. Rnf. Pats, pans, trantlooms, and stools,

Webster Rhymes (1835) 19. Kcb. He . . . order't his men tae gang
at yince an' pu the thack aff the hoose an' fling their tranklums oot
o'the door, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 379. Cum.4 T'play actor
went oot wid his trantlems an' Dinah saw him neah mair,
W. C. T.H. (1893) 10, col. 3 (s.v. Trantlements).

TRANTY, adj. Obs. N.Cy.2 Of a child : forward,
wise beyond his years.
TRAP, S&.

1 Sc. Also written trapp Sh.I. [trap.] A
ladder ; a movable flight of steps ; also in comp. Trap-stair.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. I cam' in an set da trapp ta geng apo' da
laaft, Sh. News (June io, 1899). ne.Sc. Pointing to a trap stair

he motioned Mr. Love and Donald to ascend to the loft, Green
Gordonhaven (1887) 114. Frf. Had climbed up the trap-stair, and
was busy potterin' aboot, Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) 29, ed.

1889. Fif. Colville Vernacular (1899) 17.

[Cp. Swed. trappa, a stair (Widegren).]
TRAP, sb.2 Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]

A short hill. (Hall.)
TRAP, sb.3 and v.

1 Var. dial, and colloq. uses in Sc.
Irel. Eng. and Amer. Also in form thrap Ir. e.Yks. 1

s.Lan.1
; pp. trapted Nhb. [trap, tra?p.] 1. sb. In

comp. (1) Trap-bittle, a small bat used in the game of
trap-ball

; (2) -creel, a basket used for catching lobsters,

&c.
; (3) -door, a frame-door in a pit ; an air-door ; also

used attrib.
; (4) -house, ? a loft, access to which is gained

by a trap-door
; (5) -pit, see below

; (6) -stick, (a) a small
straight leg of equal dimensions throughout

;
(b) in phr.

to say trapstick{s, an expression used with regard to any-
thing done in a short time

;
(c) to shoot into the air by

means of a lever.

(1) Dor.1 (2) Fif. A considerable quantity of lobsters and crabs

or partons (and sometimes a few cray- or crawfish) are taken with
trap-creels let down into the sea upon the rocks near the shore,

Statist. Ace. XVI. 516 (Jam.). (3) Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson
Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). (4) Dev. Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) (s.v.

Ouze). (5) Elg. Reckless man, who . . . Revell'd in hell's trap-

pit—drinking, Blackhall Lays (1849) 84. (6, a) w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan. 1

(b) Ir. While you'd be sayin' thrapsticks, they had the poor boy,

Kennedy Fireside Stories (1870) 95. Don. While ye'd be sayin'
' thrapsticks ' I had the eggs sucked, Harper's Mag. (Jan. 1901)

326. Lan. It ud ha' pummelled 'em o' to spoon-mate bi one could

ha said trapstick, Brierley A Day Out (1859) 41. s.Lan.1 Aw'U
do it afore theaw con say trapstick. {c) s.Chs. 1 A common sport

among boys is ' trap-stickin' a tooad.' A piece of wood is balanced

on a stump or stone, and a toad is placed upon one end of it ; the

other end is then struck sharply, and the unhappy toad is jerked

up many yards into the air, to the great delight of all on-lookers.

2. A trap-door ; a hatch.
Per. Meg . . . closed the trap, an' took the steps away, Hali-

burton Dunbar (1895) ior. Der. We mun get out to th' open at

th' back,—there's a trap o' wattled ash aside o' Ploughin', Gil-

christ Willowbrake (1898) 6.

3. A ventilating door in a pit. N.Cy.1 Hence Trapper,
sb. a boy employed to attend to the trap-doors of a mine.

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl. (1849).

Dur. (J.J.B.)

4. The part of a screen which prevents the coals when
emptied out of the tub from rushing down into the wagon.
Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). 5. //. A salt-

making term : see below.
Chs.1 The holes in the floor between the hothouses and the

lofts, up which holes the lumps are put.

6. Obs. A foot-bridge.

Bdf. (K.); A small bridge, formed of a plank laid across a ditch,

Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 145.

7. Fig. The mouth.
w.Yks. Tha can shut thi trap quick, lad, Snowden Web of

Weaver (1896) iv ; Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 10, 1888). Lan.
Thee keep thi trap shut, Wood Hum. Sketches, 4 ; Shut thy trap,
fayther, Staton Rays Loominary (c. 1861) 90. Som. A quartern
loaf 'ad put into hes trap, Agrikler Rhymes (1872) n.
8. A contemptuous term applied to anything old or
worn out.

n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks. 1 An old trap, an ewe, or a worn-out
animal. [Amer. I'll bate high there hain't a flake o' paint left on
to the blame' ol' trap, Cent. Mag. (Sept. 1902) 701.]
9. A break in the threads of a warp ; a faulty place in
woven cloth.

w.Yks. Ere the loom ceases its motion, what is technically
termed a 'trap' has occurred. . . A large number of ends' are
broken, and must be tied neatly together again one by one before
the work can proceed, Burnley Bradford Life (1872) 197; w.Yks.3

In weaving, when they break a lot of threads close to the cloth,

so that they cannot be ' piecened,' it is usually called a trap; and
the bad place in the cloth which is the consequence is also a trap.

Lan. He stons noane gawpin at a float or thrap, Clegg Sketches

(1895) 232. s.Lan. 1

10. A conveyance of any description on springs ; in gen.
colloq. use. Also used attrib.

Abd. The rig-oot o' his shalt an' trap, Abd. Wkly. Free Press
(Aug. 18, 1900). Lth. We both jumped from the trap, Lumsden
Sheep-head (1892) 204. Gall. Any gig, wagonette, &c. (A.W.

)

Ir. I'd have a horse and trap for you, Bodkin Shillelagh (1902)
121. Nhb. He would have come out when the trap stopped,
Graham Red Scaur (1896) 258. Cum. A very common word in

use now. Only lately introduced since all kinds of spring vehicles

have become so common (M.P.). Yks. (J.W.) Lan. In the
middle of the yard stood a smart yellow dog-cart. .

.
' Thot's a new-

trap, thot is,' Longman's Mag. (Aug. 1895) 401. nw.Der.1 , Not. 1 2

Lei. 1 A two-wheeled, one-horse vehicle on springs. War. 23

s.Oxf. Had hired a 'light trap' to take them to the nearest rail-

way station, Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 180. Brks. Hayden
Round our Fill. (1901) 88. w.Sus. 'E drives up in his trap,

Gordon fill, and Doctor (1897) 246. w.Cy. I haven't been
pleasuring in a trap since 'lection time, Comh. Mag. (Apr. 1895)
396. n.Wil. Jefferies Amaryllis (1887) 43. Dor. Jim Fry's
' trap ' halted outside the little garden-gate, Francis Pastorals

(1901) 221. Dev. Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 209. nw.Dev. 1

Any light two-wheeled vehicle, such as a market-cart, a White-
chapel dog-cart, &c. It is occasionally applied to spring vehicles

generally. Cor. 3 A light two-wheeled spring cart. [Amer. Drags
and smart traps galore at the meets, Bradley Virginia (1897^1 71.]

11. v. To catch, lay hold of; to seize, claim.
Sc. In play. ' I trap you ' (Jam.). Lth. When one finds any-

thing, if there be others present he cries out ' I trap this,' by
which he means to exclude the rest from any share of what is

found (Jam.). Nhb. Ye've heard o' the way aa trapted little

Cantie Joe ? Rhys Fiddler of Came (1896) 274.

12. A school term : to take another's place in class by
answering a question he has missed.

Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. If they'd daur to trap an' pass, They wad
catch't frae Leezie Shaw, Wardrop J. Mathison (1881) 117.

Gall. Kit had won his way to the top by dint of correct spelling

and 'trapping' in the reading lesson, Crockett Kit Kennedy
(1899)87.
Hence Trapper, sb. one who corrects another in class

and gains his place.
Lnk. I was renowned as a trapper, Fraser Whaups (1895) 37.

13. To jerk into the air by means of a lever ; to cause to

fall by the sudden giving way of support, or the tilting of

that which supports.
s.Chs. 1 A common sport among boys is 'trappin' a tooad.'

w.Som.1 ' I must have a better scaffold ; I baint gwain up there vor

to be a-trapped like a toad, and vail down and break my neck.'

A very favourite amusement for cruel boys is to trap a toad. A
straight piece of wood is laid upon some support, so that a part

projects over the edge, the toad is then placed at the other or

long end of the lever thus made, a blow with something heavy is

then given on the projecting end, which causes the toad to be
thrown perpendicularly to a great height.

14. To pinch, nip, squeeze ; to crush, bruise.

n.Cy. (Hall.) n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 I got my finger trapp'd in the

door ; n.Yks.4 , e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks.1 w.Yks.1 Dunnot trap my finger

;

w.Yks.24 , Der. 1 n.Lin.1 Oor Jim hed trapp'd his finger e' th'

staable door.
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TRAP, s&4 and v.
2 Var. dial, and colloq. uses in Sc.

Irel. and Eng. Also in form thrap Don. e. Yks.1 [trap,

traep.] 1. sb.pl. Personal belongings, baggage
;
goods,

tools, furniture. In gen. colloq. use.
Sc. (A.W.) Ir. One fine mornin' off me gentleman sets wi' his

traps, Bullock Pastorals (1901) 113. n.Cy. (J.W.) Wm. Pack
up thi traps an' be off (B.K.). n.Yks. 4 , e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. He shut

t'clock case, hiz traps sam'd up, an aht a t'door full sooin wor he,

Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1859) 48; w.Yks.1 Lan.

Bring your traps with you to stop a few days. He sold all his

traps and left the neighbourhood (S.W.). ne.Lan. 1
,

e.Lan.1
,

m.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, nw.Der. 1

, Not.', Lei. 1 War. Told him to pack
up his traps and go, B'ham Gazette (Sept. 12, 1899) ; War.23

s.Pem. Jimmy Skirms is moving hause, a got a lot of traps to

shift (W.M.M.). Oxf. Let's put up our traps and go (CO.).
Hnt. (T.P.F.) Nrf. Get your traps ready, Forbes Odd Fish

(1901) 187. cSuf. Holloway. Dor. 1 A putten on our woldest

traps, 190. Som. You were eyeing the few traps, Raymond Men
o' Mendip (1898) ix. Dev. < What traps had you ?

'
' I'm darned

ef I knaw. They wuz put up in a little box,' Hewett Peas. Sp.

(1892). Colloq. Cuttle, are these here your traps? Dickens
Dombey C1848) xxxix.

2. v. To deck, decorate.
Fif. Tennant Anster (1812) 34, ed. 1871. Don. Everything was

thrapped out in solid goold, Macmanus Chim. Corners (1899) 94.

TRAP, TRAPAS(S, see Trape, Trapes.
TRAPE, v. and sb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Not. Lin. Nhp.

e.An. Ken. Sus. Som. Dev. Also in forms traep Wm.
;

trap Dev.1
; trawp s.Not. ; trope Nhp.1 e.An. 1

ftrep,

treap.] 1. v. To tramp, trudge ; to walk heavily or
wearily. See Trapes, 1.

s.Not. A've bin lawpin' an' trawpin' up an' down the road all

day long (J.P.K.). Dev.1 'Twas you trapping auver head, was
it? 14. [Skinner (1671).]

2. To walk in a slovenly manner, esp. with the dress
trailing ; to walk through mud.
Cum. 1 Wm. A covetous man trapes to the kirk-garth, Hutton

Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 189. sw.Lin.1 Nrf. To be trapen about
when it smurs of rain, Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 60.

Suf. I een't a goin trapen throu the slush all that way (M.E.R.),

3. To wander, saunter ; to walk aimlessly or idly.
Wm. A . . . traept aboot a top at Grae Moss fer ooars an ooars,

Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 8. w.Yks. 2
, sw.Lin.1

, e.An.1 Ess.
Monthly Mag. (1814) I. 498; Ess.1

, Ken. (G.B.) n.Dev. 'A trap'th

wi' thick stayhoppin vixen, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 88.

4. Of clothes : to trail along the ground ; to drag in
the mud.

e.An.1 Her gown trapes after her on the floor ; e.An.2 A
slatternly woman whose ' things ' trape on the ground. Nrf.

Cozens-Hardy Broad Nif. (1893) 27. Sus. 1 Her gown trapes
along the floor. w.Som.1 Applied only to clothing or the like.
' Keep in the tail o' your gurt coat, eens he mid-n trapy 'pon the
wheel.' ' Her coats trapud every step her tookt.'

5. sb. A long, disagreeable walk.
Nhp. 1 What a fine long trope I've had.

TRAPE, see Threap.
TRAPES, v. and sb. In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Sc.

Irel. Eng. and Amer. Also written traips Cum.1
; traipse

n.Yks.2 Lan. Stf. Der.2 nw.Der.1 Not. w.Wor.1 se.Wor. 1

Hrf.2 Glo. Mid. Hmp. Wil.1 Dor. Som. ; traypse w.Yks.
Chs. 1 Dor. ; and in forms thrapes Ir. e.Yks.1

; thrapse
Ir. e.Yks. ; traapes Lin. ; traapse Cor.2

; traaypess
Brks. 1

; traipass Der.2 nw.Der.1
; traipess s.Not. ; traipse

Amer.; traipsey Wil. 1
; traipsy Cum.1

; trapas w.Yks.2
;

trapassn.Lin. 1 Sus. ; trapess Chs. 3 Lin.1
; trapesyCum.4

Amer. ; trapez Sc. Der. Brks. ; trapse Cum. 1 Wm. Yks.
I.Ma. Stf. 1 Der. Lin. Wor. Shr.12 e.An. 2 Nrf. Suf. Sur.
Dev.3 Cor.1

; trapsy Nhb. ; trapus n.Yks.4 s.Lan.1
;

trapze Sur.j trawpse s.Not. ; treyapse I.W.12 ; tripse
s.Wor. [treps, treaps; tre'pas, trea'pas.] 1. v. To
trudge, tramp, to go on foot ; to walk heavily or wearily,
to plod along.

e.Lth. Oor folk wad come trapezin up the brae, Hunter /.
Inwick (1895) 13. Ir. I thrapsed off up to the House, Barlow
Bbgland (1892) 36, ed. 1893. e.Yks. Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889

s

!

85 ;
e.Yks. 1 D'ye think Ah sail ha nowt ti deeah i heaven bud

thrapesin aboot efther hor ? w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Lan.1 Not. I'm not
going to traipse through the market looking for them (W.H.S.)

;

Not 1 s.Not. She's trawpsed all the town ower begging for

work (J.P.K.). se.Lin. (J.T.B.), Lei. 1
,
War.3 ,

w.Wor. 1 Shr. 1 *E

wuz trapsing alung o'er the follow as if e'd neither lost nur won.

Hrf.2 s.Pem. I had to trapes all over the town afore I could sell

my things (W.M.M.). Glo. 1 Suf. I'm not a-going to trapse right

up there (S.J.). Ess. I ain't going to begin trapesin' about on the

land now, Burmester John Loit (1901) 15. Sur. I must needs

trapze up here from t'village with these mucky things, Bickley

Sur. Hills (1890) I. i. Wil. As for the gip who was stabbed,

nothing more was heard of it ; she ' traipsed ' off with the rest,

Jefferies Gt. Estate (1880) iv. n.Wil. (E.H.G.) Dor. I can

mind the day because they all had to traypse up to the vestry,

Hardy Madding Crowd (1874) viii. Som. She must needs traipse

across the ground at last to hurry up the laggards, Raymond No
Soul (1899) 27. Dev. 'E goed hoff so 'ard's 'e cude trapse 'long

the Princetown Road, Phillpotts Dartmoor Way (1896) 160.

Cor. If you think 'tis for the sake of a twiddling sixteen shilling

a week that I trapse all these miles every day, ' Q.' Ship ofStars

(1899) 194. [Amer. Final e pronounced. The word has a good
use in Jersey ; no idea of ' slackness ' is attached to it, Dial. Notes

(1896) I. 334.]

2. To walk in an untidy, slovenly manner, esp. with the

dress trailing ; to walk through mud or snow ; to tread

about with dirty boots.

Gall. And me trapesin' in a gown like this, Crockett Cleg

Kelly (1896) 109. Cum.14 , n.Yks. (R.B.) m.Yks. 1 Frequent in

angry talk. w.Yks. The use of the word implies censure, Banks
Wkfld. Wds. (1865). ne.Lan.1 Chs. Wet or snowy weather
gives to this word almost, if not wholly, its peculiar significance,

Sheaf (1879) I. 168; Chs. 13 s.Chs. 1 I'd sey if I couldna do
withai't trapesin' off to Maupas of a reeny neight like this. I tell

y6 once for aw, I wunner ha' y6 trapesin' o'er my cleean floors.

s.Stf. Do' yo' come traipsin' wheer I've claned, Pinnock Blk. Cy.

Ann. (1895). Der. (H.R.), Not.3 ,
s.Not. (J.P.K.) Lin. The gell

was as howry a trollope as iver traapes'd i' the squad, Tennyson
Owd Rod (1889); Lin.1 n.Lin. 1 When iver it's mucky, boath
you an' th' dogs is sewer to begin trapassin' in an' oot o' th' hoose.

se.Lin. (J.T.B.) sw.Lin. 1 She goes trapesing in and out in the

wet. Lei. 1 Nhp.1 There she goes trapesing along. War.23
m. Wor. Don't come trapsing in here with your dirty feet ! (J.C)
w.Wor.1 s.Wor. Look at them children a tripesing home in all

this wet, Porson Quaint Wds. (1875) 29. se.Wor. 1 I wunt 'ave

yu a traipsin' in an' out o' this 'ere kitchin look. Shr. 1
; Shr.2

Trapesing in and out of the wet. Hrf.2 Glo. I know what a
mess wet traipsing feet makes in a house, Gissing Vill. Hampden
(1890) II. iii ; Glo. 1

, Oxf. 1 Brks. You had best . . . not go trapesin'

through the snow to Selwood, Hayden Thatched Cottage (1902)
24. Bdf. Children are exhorted ' not to go trapesing in and out,
smothering the house with dirt' (J.W.B.). w.Mid. What d'yer
want to traipse all through that mud for ? (W.P.M.) Ess. I hate
to see Sich trapesin' through the dart, Clark J. Noakes (1839) st.

52. Sur. 1
, Sus. 1 Hmp. Trapesing through the archard grass,

Gray Heart of Storm (1891) II. 184. I.W. 1 Zee how she goos
treyapsun along ; I.W.2 , Wil.1 Som. When he's a traipsen in the
mud, Raymond Gent. Upcoit (1893) 118. w.Som.1 I baint gwain
to trapesy thick way, and get up to my ass in mucks. Dev. Zo 'er
'ad tu trapsee 'ome in tha dark b' 'erzel, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892)
(s.v. Tearing). n.Dev. And ma' be net trapesee hum avore the
desk, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 200. Cor.1 ; Cor. 2 Traapseing about
in the mud.

Hence Trapesed, ppl. adj. draggled, dirty
; fig. poverty-

stricken.

Chs.1 s.Chs. 1 A woman with dirty garments was called 'a
poor trapes't thing.'

3. To wander, saunter, stroll ; to go aimlessly or fruit-
lessly about ; to gad about ; to flaunt.

Sc. What for, pray, may you two be trapesing together here ?

Keith Lisbeth (1894) xx. Per. Where, in the name of all that's
wonderful, are you trapezing to at this hour of the morning 1

Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 22, ed. 1887. Ir. Your father's
ragin' ... at you thrapesin' off that way, Barlow Shamrock
(1901) 278. Nhb. Ye've mair time nor Ah hev to gan trapsying
aboot, Clare Love ofLass (1890) I. 169. Cum.14 Wm. Lasses
et's olas trapsen oot et neets is nivver nowt thowt on, Taylor
Sketches (1882) 17. n.Yks. (R.B.) ; n.Yks. 1 ; n.Yks. 2 Going
traipsing about like a beggar without a parish ; n.Yks. 4 e.Yks.
You'd be a sight better in 3'er own coontry . . . than trapesing off
to them foreign lands, Flit & Ko Suddaby Fewster, 226. w Yks
Hlfx. Courier (July 3, 1897) ; w.Yks. 2 Lan. That's all I get by
traipsing off arter convents, Francis Daughter ofSoil (1895) 96 •
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Lan.1
, n-Lan.1 , ne.Lan.1 I.Ma. You are trapsing around Ballure

and letting that poor girl take notions, Caine Manxman (1894)
pt. 1. i. Stf.1 Der. There's ugly trapezin' mawthers o' gals,

Ouida Puck (ed. 1901) vi ; Der. 2 , nw.Der. 1 Not. It's no night to

be traipsin' back'ards and for'ards i' th' road, Prior Forest Flk.

(1901) 121. Lin. She trapass'd up and down the walks, Brown
Poems (1890) 83 ; Lin.1 , n.Lin.1 sw.Lin.1 I never knowed a

woman go trapesing about like yon. War.23 , Shr. 2 s.Peni.

Laws Little Eng. (1888) 421. Oxf.1 Look at that gret gal

a-trapes'n about the strits ; 'er ought to be at sarvice. Brks.1

w.Mid. I couldn't find 'im although I bin traipsing all the way
over to Staines arter 'im (W.P.M.). Ess. She'll never do no

good trapesing about at home like that (F.G.B.). Ken. (G.B.)

ne.Ken. I've been trapesing about for you all day (H.M.). w.Sus.

No good comes of letting young ladies trapass about the country

by themselves, Gordon Vill. and Doctor (1897) 155. Hmp. 1

I.W.2 I ben treyapsen all round the road vor miles but I can't zee

nothen on 'em. Dor. We've been traypsing and rambling about,

looking everywhere like anything, Hardy Greenwd. Tree (1872)

pt. 1. v. Som. The folk came traipsing down the garden path,

Raymond Men 0' Mendip (1898) viii. Dev. 3
, Cor.12 [Amer.

Calls, receptions, or [aimless trapesing. . . fill her hours, Cent.

Mag. (Nov. 1901) 8.]

Hence(i)Trapser,s6. a tramp, vagabond; (2) Trapesing,

ppl. adj. slow, listless, lazily flaunting.

(1) s.Stf. A pack o' foreign trapsers coming from no man knows

where, and going no man knows whither, Murray John Vale

(1890) xviii. (2) n.Cy. (Hall.), ne.Lan.1

4. Of clothes : to trail in the dirt.

s.Chs.1 Ah dart it'll trapes if yS han it made s6 lung. Ess. Gl.

(1851). Sus.1 As soon as ever they sees the Queen they lets their

dress-tails trapes, because it aint manners to hold 'em up. Dev. 1

5. Comp. Trapes-tail, a draggle-tailed woman ; a dirty,

slovenly woman.
w.Yks. Dusta see yon trapes-tail goin' dahn yonder ? Hartley

Clock Aim. (1874) 19.

6. To walk over or through ; to tramp about.

Cum. It's bad weather to trapes the fells, Caine Shad. Crime

(1885) 146. w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Stf. If you're to begin trapesing the

streets again without a farthing in your pocket, Murray Church

ofHumanity (1901) 80. Hrf.2 He trapesed the house all over.

Oxf. Those children are for ever trapesing the streets (G.O.).

Cor.1 I've been trapesing the streets all day to try and find

my man.

7. To make dirty with muddy footmarks.

Shr.1 That careless wench comen in 60th the pails jest after I'd

swilled the flur, an' trapsed it all o'er.

8. To trail ; to cause to droop.

Nrf. The sitting bird will run or fly off as if wounded, . . flap

and ' trapse ' her wing, trusting you to follow her, Emerson Birds

9. Phr. to trapse one's wing, to set one's cap. Nrf. (P.H.E.)

10. sb. A tiring or dirty walk ; a long tramp; a fruitless,

useless journey.
. .

Cum.4 The ladies would go down the mine ? . . his lass shouldn t

go through such a trapse, Linton Lizzie Lotion (1866) I. 302.

Yks. That's a fine trapse (C.W.D.). m.Yks.1 Lan. We'n had a

trapes as far as Bury to-day for nowt, Brierley Out of Work, 111.

s.Lan.1 Aw've had a lung trapes. Chs. 1 Eh ! bur aw've had such

a traypse, an' aw for nowt. s.Chs. 1 I've had sich a trapes through

the gress after them ducks. Der. It was a weary trapse across

the fields (H.R.). nw.Der.1 n.Lin.1 I'd a straange traapes fra

Corringham to Kexby, th' road was o'must knee deep. War.2

Shr.1 A fine trapes I 'ad fur nuthin' ! the folks wun out w en I got

theer Sur. It be baad enough to come all this trapse without

being bully-ragged by 'ee, Bickley Sur Hills (1890) III i. Dor.

Her be that beat wi' her long traipse, Hare Vill. Street (1895) 8.

w.Som. 1 I widn go another jis trapes, no not vor no money.

Dev. Thee mit's gess twid be a trapse, N. Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed.

1866) 2nd S. 39. s.Dev., e.Cor. (Miss D.)

11. Phr. to be in a trapes, to be in a predicament. Lan.,

Chs. (R.P.) 12- A slovenly, untidy woman ;
a slattern;

one who is draggle-tailed.

Cum' n.Yks.234, w.Yks.24, Lan. (J.D.), n.Lan.1
,
ne.Lan.1

,

s Lan
1' Der. Monthly Mag. (181 5) II. 297. nw.Der.1 ,

Not.1
,
Lin.1 ,

nLin 1 Lei 1 War.23 ,
Hrf. 2

, Oxf. 1
, Ken. (K.), e.An. 2 Ess.

Monthly Mag. (1814) I. 4<g ; Ess-1,
Wil. 1 Som. Monthly Mag.

(1814/1I ?26. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 Dev.

I winder where thickee old trapes hath abin tu !
Lukee, zee tu 'er

gown. Why, e's adugged up tu her knees, Hewett Peas. Sfi.

VOL. VI.

(1892) ; Dev. 1 n.Dev. How! ya confounded trapes, Exm. Scold.

(1746) 1. 65.

Hence Trapesy, adj. (1) slatternly, sluttish. n.Yks.3
;

(2) inferior, not to be depended upon. Cum. (M.P.)
13. A saunterer ; a gad-about.
Cum.14 se.Lin. A regular trapse (J.T.B.).

Hence Traipsey, adj. wandering, loitering. n.Yks.2

TRAPPET, sb. Irel. [tra-pit] A convincing argument.
Mng. Arguing in such a manner as to make the hearer believe

it, whether right or wrong (S.A. B.).

TRAPPING, vbl. sb. Sc. Nhb. Yks. [tra-pin.] In
comb. (1) Trapping-lesson, a lesson during which the boys
change their places in class according to theiranswers; see
Trap, sb? 12

; (2) -price, a small sum of money demanded
for the redemption of stray pigeons

; (3) -trade, in mining :

the occupation of a ' trapper' (q.v., s.v. Trap, sb? 3).

(1) Lnk. The trapping lesson was, however, the most important,

certainly the most enjoyable part of the day's work, Fraser
Whaups (1895) 36. (2) w.Yks. A customary petty blackmail of

a few coppers (3d.) per head exacted from the rightful owners
of stray pigeons for their redemption on identification. Many of

the so-called ' stregs ' are wilfully decoyed. ' If they're his birds

he can have 'em if he pays me t'trapping-price ' (H.L.). (3) Nhb.
The trappin' trade quite crouse te lairn, Wilson Pitman's Pay
(1843) 24.

TRAPPING, sb. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Also in

forms traping, trappan Sc. [tra-pin.] 1. Trimmings,
frippery ; small wares hawked about, such as laces, tape,

&c. Cf. trap, sb* 2.

Sc. Traping, strapping strings, Buttons, bonlace, ribands,

Maidment Pasquils (1868) 56. Frf. Green breeks and trappans

ty'd at ilka knee, Morison Poems (1790) 143. se.Sc. Donaldson
Poems (1809) 141. Slk. ' Trappin,' ' trumpery,' ' humbug,'
' rubbitch,' were the terms he would use at the sight of these

unwelcome additions to his already heavy load, Thomson
Drummeldale (1901) 5. Nhb. Aw'm tell'd they're oft het i' their

trappin [loud and swellish in their dress], Tyneside Sngstr. (1889) 8.

2. pi. Personal belongings; household goods. w.Yks.

(J.W.), Lan. (S.W.) See Trap, sb 4
1. 3. The breeching

of cart-harness
;
gen. in pi.

Cum.4 n.Yks. That part of a horse's harness which is buckled

to the cart-saddle and goes round the buttocks of the horse and
hooked to the shafts for the purpose of preventing the load

crushing the horses as they go down a hill, and also for backing

the load, &c. (W.H.) ; n.Yks. 1 Lan. For a wood seed hopper

and a pair of trappings, Walicden Diary (ed. 1866) 51.

TRAPPLE, see Thropple, sb.

TRAPPY, adj. Dev. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] ? Slender, attenuated.
n.Dev. They thin, trappy hands o' his hanging wistful atween

his knees, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 192.

TRAPSE, v. ? Obs. Lth. (Jam.) To seize as one's

own ; to claim. See Trap, sb? 11.

When one finds anything if there be others present he cries out
' I trapse this,' by which he means to exclude the rest from any
share of what is found.

TRAPSE, TRAPSY, see Trapes.
TRAPTLES, sb. pi. e.An.1 [trae-ptlz.] The small

pellets ofthe dung of sheep, hares, rabbits, &c. ? Misprint

for ' trattles ' ; see Trattle, sb.

TRAPUS, TRAPZE, see Trapes.
TRASH, sb.

1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng. Also

in forms thrash n.Yks.1
; tresh Yks. [traj, traef.]

1. Cuttings from a hedge ; small wood from a copse

;

rough, thorny faggots unfit for the market ; also in comp.

Trash-faggots.
s.Pem. Laws Little Eng. (1888) 421. Glo. (S.S.B.), Oxf.(M.A.R.)

2. A litter. Pem. Shall I clear off your trash? (E.D.)

3. Unripe, over-ripe, or bad fruit.

N.I.1 Green trash. n.Cy. Holloway. w.Yks.1
, s.Lan.1 Pem.

Them apples was all trash every bit (E.D.).

4. Low, disreputable people ; the rabble ; riff-raff.

Sc. 'Gainst Rome's offspring And all their trash, we'll stoutly

fight, Maidment Pasquils (1868) 135. Rnf. Why regard the

clashing trash ? M cGilvray Poems (ed. 1862) 127. Lnk. Ho! ye

poor worthless, thriftless trash, Rodger Poems (1838) 164, ed.

1897. Dmf. Puir worthless, upstart trash, Quinn Heather (1863)

33 w.Yks. (J.W.) se.Lan. If tha means devilment ther's
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plenty o' trash in Cudnow fer thee to tek thi pick fro', Cornh.
Mag. (Nov. 1898) 703. Nrf. Forbes Odd Fish (1901) 92. w.Som. 1

Well, I zim nif I was he I widn be a-mix'd up way no jis trash as
that there is. Dev. Do'e think's I care a farthin'-piece what you
do or what trash you meet? Phillpotts Sons ofMorning (igoo) 425.

Hence Trash-like, adj. worthless, good-for-nothing.
s.Sc. The trash-like ban' O' upstart gentr3', T. Scott Poems

( 1793) 335-

5. A person of worthless character, esp. used of a
woman ; a mischievous girl.

Per. Ye ill-tongued leein' trash—yc durty bezom ! M cAulay
Black Mary, 223. n.Yks.1 She's te nae guid ; she's nobbut a
naasty t(h)rash

; n.Yks.24 ne.Yks. 1 He's a complete bad trash.
m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. When ah's dun for, tha ma wed Yon gooid-fur-
nowt young tresh, Preston Poems, &c. (1864) 9 ; w.Yks.5 , Shr. 1

Hence Trashy, adj. ofbad habits; inclined to immorality.
Lakel. 2 Dick, Ah's flait he's nobbut trashy. Yks. (S.P.U.)

TRASH, v.
1 and sb.

2 Sc. Nhb. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Chs.
Stf. Der. Nhp. Shr. Slang. Also in form tresh Sh.I. Yks.
[traj.] 1. v. To walk wearily or unwillingly, esp. through
dirt or wet ; to tramp about ; to trudge ; to be busied with
dirty or unpleasant work in bad weather; also used with
about.

Sc. (A.W.), Lakel.2 Cum.2
; Cum. 4 To walk quickly over wet

ground. ' Trashan through thick and thin for a heal day togidder.'
n.Yks. 1 w.Yks.1 Trashin i'th' snaw broth eftert' hares. ne.Lan. 1

s.Chs.1 Used of walking with dirty boots over a clean floor. Der. 2
,

nw.Der. 1
, Nhp.1

Hence (1) Trashed,///, adj. having one's garments wet
and dirty

; (2) Trash-mire, sb. a slut.

(1) s.Chs.1 Wot u pdour, traash't uwd thingg- ahy shiid u ldokt,
iigy'en- ahy)d gofn oar dhem feylz, iv ahy)d aad- tu u wau-kt
(2) n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks. 1

2. To lead through dirt or mire.
s.Chs. 1 Ah wiin-dur aat' im traash-in iz os'iz ulimg- dhem lai'nz.

3. To trample
; to injure corn, grass, &c. by trampling

through it.
"

w.Yks.2 Dogs are said to trash about a cornfield. Horses are
said to trash down the grass or corn. Nhp.i Shr. 1 If the French
did come 'ere, they might spile the land a bit— they met'n trash
o'er it, but they couldna carry it away wi' 'em.
4. To walk in a slipshod manner ; to shuffle.
Lan.1

,
e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, Chs. 1 s.Chs.1 Often used actively in the

phr. 'to trash one's shoes off one's feet.' nw.Der. 1

5. To live a hard life ; to fare badly ; to wear out with
work

; to weary, fatigue, harass, maltreat.
Sc. (AW.)

; He hasna a fourfooted creature, but the vicious
blood thing he rides on, and that's sair trashed wi' his night wark
Scott Blk. Dwarf (1816) x. Sh.I. Dir aesier w'ys o' earnin' a
livin' is [than] treshin' i' da face o' da ocean aa your life, Manson
Aim. (1900) 123. s.Sc. I'm sleepy, an' tyert, an' worn-out, an'
trash't, Watson Border Bards (1859) r93 . Ayr. Service Dr
Duguid (ed. 1887) 156. Slk., Rxb. He trash'd that horse terribly
(Jam.). N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 Ye'll trash the life oot on't. Aa's trashed
ti deed. Cum.124 n.Yks. 1 Occurring most freq. in the pass.
w.Yks.5 , ne.Lan.1

Hence Trashed, ppl. adj. worn-out, thinned, as an old
garment. n.Yks.2 6. Topeltwith old shoes at awedding.
Yks. Andrews Yks. in Olden Times (1890) 126. THone Table-

bk. (1827) II. 348.]

7. sb. A tiring walk or journey through dirt and wet

;

a long, weary tramp ; a trudge.
w.Yks. A ! but it is a trash goin' t'fields way to Cottingla, Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (June 10, 1898) ; w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan. 1 s.Chs.' Wot u

traash- it)l bey fur)dh os-iz !

8. Anything wet and dirty. ne.Lan. 1 As wet as trash.
Hence Trashy, adj. wet and dirty, ib. 9. An old

worn-out boot, shoe, or slipper. Cf. trasher.
_

n.Cy. (J.W.), w.Yks.' 5 Lan.1 He'd nowt on his feet but a pairn trashes that let o' his toes through. e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan 1 Chs 13

s.Chs.1 Un uwd paeT u traash'iz. Stf. 1
, nw.Der. 1 Slang With

two old trashes on, and a pair of stockings slipped over themRaby Rattler (1845) xxi.

10. A dirty woman
; a slattern.

^T'
4 s-Chs.WOo)z sich u traash-, ahy wiid)nur aavurubuwt

dhu bongk, iv ahy wuz Mes-tur. Shr. 1 'Er's a reg'lar trash—

I

dunna know ow the Missis puts up with 'er.

11. A feeble-minded, weakly person. w.Yks 5

12. A spectre hound ; a ' guytrash ' (q.v.) ; see below.
Lan. The name is given to it from the peculiar noise made by its

feet when passing along, resembling that of a heavy shoe in a miry
road, Gent. Mag. (Apr. 1880) 494 ; Harland & Wilkinson Flk-

Lore (1867) 91. e.Lan. N. & Q. (1850) 1st S. ii. 52. s.Lan. 1

Supposed to appear in the form of a large dog, with enormous
feet and shaggy hair. When walking, its feet made a splashing

noise, similar to that made by a person wearing bad shoes when
walking through a mud-puddle ; hence the name. Its appearance
was said to betoken a death. It is said by some to be identical

with the apparition ' Skriker.'

TRASH, sb. 3 Cum. Yks. Chs. Also in form thrash
Yks. [traj.] 1. A cord used in checking dogs ; also in

comp. Trash-cord.
Cum. 4 A long slender rope fastened to the collar of a young

pointer (or setter) if headstrong and inclined to run in. This en-
ables the breaker by putting his foot on the loose end to check the
dog for 'down charge.' w.Yks. Scatcherd Hist. Morley (1830)
172, ed. 1874 ; w.Yks.5

2. An iron drag for a wagon-wheel. Chs.1
, s.Chs.1

3. A hindrance. w.Yks. Scatcherd Hist. Morley (1830)
172, ed. 1874.

TRASH, v 2 and sb* Sc. Lakel. [traj.] 1. v. To
thrash ; also of rain : to dash, beat, pour. Sc. (Jam.) Cf.
thresh, v. 2. 2. sb. In phr. a trash o' weet, a heavy fall

of rain. Slk. (ib.) Hence Trashy, adj. of the weather :

rainy, wet, wild. Slk. (ib.), Lakel.2

TRASH-BAG, sb. Irel. Chs. Lin. [tra-J-bag.] LA
series of pockets connected in a long strip, and rolled up.
s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). 2. //. Old shoes.

s.Chs. 1 Ahy)m wae-rin dheyz paer u uwd traash-baags ubuwt
dhii aays.

3. A person with dirty boots or clothes ; a slovenly
person, ib. 4. A worthless person ; also in form
Trash-bags.

Lin. 1
,

n.Lin. 1 se.Lin. He's a regular trashbag (J.T.B.).
sw.Lin. 1 That son of hern's a regular trashbags.

TRASHER, sb. and v. Chs. [tra'Ja(r).] Lsb.pl. Old,
worn-out shoes or slippers. Chs.13 Cf. trash, v.

1 9.
2. v. To shuffle, as with shoes down at the heel.
Chs. 1 His shoon are queit done; he's trashert 'em eawt.
Hence Trashert, ppl. adj. poorly shod. Chs.' 3

TRASHERY,s6. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Yks. Also written
trashyrie Sc. Trash, rubbish, worthless stuff.

Sc. The feck o' their dinner's made up o' jeelies, tarts, and siclike
trashyrie, Sc. Haggis, 123. Edb. Bid sic like their trash'ry
bann, And try the brose, McDowall Poems (1839) 118. Gall
There's nae end to the trashery the daft craiturs wad want
Crockett Banner ofBlue (1902) xxx. Yks. Arch. Wds. in Yks.
IVkly. Post (1883).

TRASHLE sb. Lin. [tra-Jl.] A tiresome child.
bTREATFEiLD Lin. and Danes (1884) 373 n I in 1

TRASHMENT, sb. Yks. Lin. [trajment] 1. A
small article of little value; anything worthless

; rubbish
o
3Sh

-, ^,
n 'Yks -

1

'
nYks '

2
(s -v

- Oddments). w.Yks. 1
, n.Lin. 1 '

2. pi. The testicles. n.Yks. 1

TRASHTRIE, sb. Sc. [tra-Jtri.] 1. Trash, rubbish
;gen. applied to food or drink.
'

Abd.O what a scunner are all sauce, ragouts, andsicliketrashtrie.
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TRATCHEL, sb. Not. 1
[tra-tjl.] A slatternly woman.

Cf. trachle.

TRATCHELED, ppl. adj. Stf.
1

[tra'tfld.] Draggled.
Cf. tratchel.
TRATH, see Troth.
TRATTLE, sb. Sc. Lin. e.An. Also in forms thrattle

e.An.1
; trottle Bnff.1 Lin.1 n.Lin. 1 e.An.2 .[tra'tl ; tro'tl.]

A small round pellet of the dung of sheep, &c.
;
gen. used

mpl.
Bnff.1

, Lin.1 , n.Lin.1
, ne.Lin. (E.S.), e.An.12 Nrf. Holloway.

Suf.1 [Coles Lai. Diet. (1679).]

Hence (1) lamb-trottle tea,phr. a drink made from the
dung of lambs ; used as a medicine

; (2) Trottlick, sb. a
hard pellet of dung, gen. of a sheep.

(1) n.Lin.1 Lamb-trottle tea, taa'en in'ardly, is a very fine thing

for th' whoopin' cough. (2) Bnff.1

TRATTLE, v. Sc. Also in form trattil (Jam.), [tra'tl.]

To chatter ; to prattle.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Mackay. s.Sc. Thy clattering toung That trattles

in thy head, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) III. 185, ed. 1848. Lth. A
tume purse makes a trattling merchant (Jam.).

Hence Tratler, sb. a chatterer ; a prattler.
Sc. (Jam.) ; A tratler is worse than a thief, Ray Prov. (1678) 357.

TRAUCHEL, TRAUCHLE, TRATJF, see Trachle,
Trough.
TRAUL, v. Obs. Yks. To drag.

11 . Yks. Lasses traul'd alang the streets,Browne Poems (c. 1 800) 1 53.

TRAUL, TRAUN, TRATJNCE, see Troll, v.
1
, Trone,

sb.3 , Trounce, sb.

TRAUNCHARD, TRAUNT, see Trencher, Troant.
TRATJNWAY, sb. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Also written

trawnway w.Yks.4 In phr. what is that traunway ? what
is that strange thing you say? n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks.
Watson Hist. Hlfx. (1775) 547 ; w.Yks.4

TRAUTH, see Trough.
TRAVAICK, v. Sh.I. To trudge ; to travel along.

S. & Ork.1

TRAVAIL, sb. and v. Obsol. Sc. Also in form travel.

1. sb. Exertion, work ; trouble.

Sc. Wodrow Soc. Set. Biog. (ed. 1845-7) * 59- , Per - A sore

travail He had afore He set us free, Ian Maclaren Brier Bush

(1895) 170. Gall. Puir beast, ye have had sore travel, Crockett
Moss-Hags (1895) iii.

2. v. To labour.
Edb. Gif the meenisters uprightly travelled to punish vice,

Beatty Secretar (1897) 213.

Hence Travelled, ppl. adj. (1) of soil: worked; (2)

fatigued.

(1) Sc. 'It's travell'd earth that,' said Edie, 'it howks sae

eithly,' Scott Antiquary (1816) xxiii. (2) I jalouse he wad hae

liked to hae ridden by, but his horse . . . was ower sair travailed,

ib. Old Mortality (1816) iv.

[1. The fawt may be in his trawailje, Barbour Bruce

(1375) in. 298. Fr. travail. 2. Thai trawaill for to sauf

thair lifts, ib. iv. 147.]

TRAVANT, see Trivant.
TRAVE, v. n.Cy. Cum. Yks._ Lan. Also in forms

traave Cum. 2
; treave Cum. [trev.] To walk through

long grass, &c. which impedes the feet ; to stride along

as if through grass.

n Cy. (Hall.), Cum. (E.W.P.), Cum.2
,
w.Yks.1

,
ne.Lan. 1

TRAVE, sb. Obs. or obsol. Hrf. e.Cy. Suf. 1. In phr.

to be in the trave, of horses : to be harnessed ready for

work. e.Cy. (Hall.), Suf.1 2. Comp. Trave-harness,

cart-harness. Hrf.1

[1. And she sprong as a colt doth in the trave, Chaucer

C. T. a. 3282.]

TRAVE, see Thrave, sb.

TRAVEL, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng Also in forms thravel Ir. e.Yks. 1
;

traivel Sc.

;

trevel Ir. [tra-vl, trse-vl.] 1. v. To walk; to move

along on foot. ...
Sh I A'll redder travel, da flakky is ower hard fir ony body ta

sit upon, Sh. News (Aug. 13, 1898). Inv. ' How did you come ?

'

'
I traivelled

' (H.E.F.). Per. For near thirty year ye ve gane

traivellin' in an' oot o' this kitchen, Ian Maclaren K. Carnegie

(1896) 245. Hdg. Longman's Mag. (Aug. 1902) 295. n.Ir. A'm

weel used tae trevellin', Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 10 ; N.I. 1 I

travelled it every fut o' the way. Uls. Are you going to travel, or
go by train ? (M.B.-S.) Cav.'l travelled into town but Pat drove
there (M.S.M.). Cum* One who has found the roads slippery or
very rough will say that 'it was varra bad travellinV 'Ah's
gitten ower oal an' feald teh travel to t' kirk.' Wm. We'll be gaan
on, we can't travel as fast as ye (B.K.). n.Yks. 1 (s.v. Trash)

;

n.Yks. 4 Theese steeans mak it bad travelling. ne.Yks. 1 Ah isn't

seea bad when ah git agait o' tthrav'lin (said by a rheumatic man).
s.Wor. 1 This pig bain't to say bad in 'imself, but 'e don't zim to

travel right. Glo. (A.B.); Glo.1 Of animals. ' D'you think the

ca'ves '11 travel ? '— said of calves to be driven a long way to market.

w.Som.1 I've a-travel'd over thick path hundreds o' times. Maister

idn nort the matter to his health, but he can't travel. Dev. ' How
he travels,' said of a dog, running very fast, Reports Provinc. (1884).

Cor. (J.W.) ; Cor.3 ' Will 'ee ride? ' ' No, I'm going to travel.'

2. To go about on foot begging, hawking small wares, &c.
Kcd. . Wgt. (A.W.) Don. Wasn't there a poor thravellin' woman

goin' about, an' doesn't she pitch her camp of a night in Padh's?

Macmanus Bend of Road (1898) 207. Oxf.1 Where be you a

travellin' to ? MS. add. Brks. Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 33.

Hmp. Capes Rur. Life (1901) 343.

Hence (1) Travelling-draper, sb. a pedlar who sells

goods on credit, to be paid for by instalments ; (2) to travel

/feco2<«/ry,^/!r. to go aboutbegging,hawkingsmallwares,&c.
(1) s.Not. (J.P.K.) (2) Lnk. Guidwife, I'm nae beggar, though

travelling the kintry, Lemon St. Mungo (1844) 88.

3. Of a load: to move without falling ; to remain steady.
e.Yks. 1 D'ye think waggin'll thravel all reet wi' that load on it?

4. A mining term : to walk in a pit. Nhb. 1 Hence (1)

Travelling-board, sb. a road for the workmen in a colliery

to go to and from their work without going on to the

engine-plane ; (2) Travelling-money, sb. an allowance

sometimes paid when the working places are a great

distance from the shaft
; (3) Travelling-road, sb., see (1).

(1) Nhb. 1 (2, 3) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888).

5. To lead about, or travel with, cattle, &c.

Sc. (A.W.) Abd. I'll traivel yer stallions or notice yer kyc,

Ogg Willie Waly (1873) 147.

6. sb. A journey.
Per. Ye've had a sore traivel. Hoo's a' wi'ye, Sir? Cleland

Inchbracken (1883) 28, ed. 1887. Wm. En gradely a sowert es ya

wad see in a day's travel, Billy Tyson's Coortin, 3.

TRAVEL, see Travail.

TRAVELLER, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

[tra-vla(r, trae-vla(r).] 1. In comb. (1) Traveller's

comfort, the goose-grass, Galium Aparine
; (2) — ease,

the silverweed, Po/entillaAnserina; (3) — ease, (a) see (1);

(b) the common yarrow, Achillea Millefolium
; (4) —foot,

the greater plantain, Plantago major; (5) — joy, (a) the

guelder-rose, Viburnum Opulus; (b) the common club-

moss, Lycopodium clavatum
; (6) — rest, the common

tansy, Tanacetum vulgare.

(1) Wil. 1 MS. add. (G.E.D.) (2) War. So called be&use

applied to galled feet (B. & H.) ; War.3
(3, a) Wil. 1 MS. add.

(G.E.D.) {b) Wil.1 (4) War.3 (5, a) Tyr. (S.A.B.) (b) n.Yks.1

(6) Wil. Kennard Diogenes' Sandals (1893) vi
;
(G.E.D.)

2. A walker ; a pedestrian.

Ayr. ' Grannie, are ye no wearit daunerin' oot and daunerin'

in ? ' ' O no, I wis aye a gran' traveller a' my days,' Mackie Vill.

Sketches (1896) 73.

3. A tramp ; a travelling beggar ; a travelling packman

or hawker.
Per. Helen Henry, spouse to Thomas Rynd, traveller, . .

accused of the sudden departure of her infant bairn, confessed

her negligence in the same, Lawson Bk. of Per. (1847) 201.

Kcd.Turnbull's lodgin'-house for gangril trampin' travellers, Kerr
Reminiscences (1890) 15. Slk. (Jam.) Oxf.1 I never see so many
travellers go by as I a' sin this winter, MS. add. Nrf. We had to

keep the doors locked when the travellers were about (D.W.L.).

Dev. Be you Mr. B 's travellers? Amid Dev. Alps, 107.

4. A disk revolving in the fork of a long handle; used

for measuring the circumference of wheels. n.Lin.1 Shr.1

(s.v. Trindle.) 5. A boulder-stone. w.Yks. N. fif Q.

(1877) 5th S. vii. 147.
_

TRAVELLING SAILOR, phr. Hmp. The ivy-leaved

toad-flax, Linaria Cymbalaria. (G.E.D.)

TRAVELLYE, see Trevally.
G g2
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TRAVERS(E, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Chs. e.An. Sus.

Hmp. Also in forms traiviss Sc. ; travase Sus. 1

;
tra-

vesse Sc. (Jam.); travis Chs.1 s.Chs. 1 Sus.1
;
travvis

Suf. 1
; trevesse Sc. (Jam.); trevis(s Sc. (Jam.) Cai. 1 Bnff. 1

;

wh»»fi.ti Nhh 1 •• trivage Sc. ; triveetch Nhb. 1
;
triviss

1. sb. A traversing; a journey
tribeetch Nhb. 1

Sc. [tre'vis ; tre'vis.]

across.
Arg. We found no public lamentation such as made our traverse

on Lochow-side so dreary, Munro/. Splendid (1898) 301. Gall.

Just at the weary traverse across the moor of the Bennan,

Crockett Lochinvar (1897) li.

2. Anything laid across by way of a bar, esp. a partition

between two stalls in a stable.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Beyond the treviss which formed one side of the

stall stood a cow, Scott Midlothian (1818) xxvi. Cai. 1

,
Bnff. 1

Frf. The reins are hingin' ower the traiviss there (W.A.C.). e.Fif.

We a' jaump ower the treviss into the ootside fauld, Latto Tarn

Bodkin (1864) iv. Slk. There's my auld master leaning against

the trivage, Hogg Tales (1838) 356, ed. 1866. Nhb.1

Hence Triveetch-post, sb. the post at the rear end of

a stall. Nhb.1 3'. Obs. A retired seat in a chapel, with

a screen across.
Sc. James regularly attended his chapel every fore-noon in his

traverse, Pinkerton Hist. Sc. (1797) II. 83 n. (Jam.)

4. A stall in a stable.
w.Sc. I gaed into the trevis to gie them their corn, Carrick

Laird ofLogan (1835) 162. Slk. (Jam.) Hdg. Her neibor in the

nearer triviss The maist redoubted naig alive is ! Lumsden Set.

Poems (1896) 13.

5. A framework or railed-off place in which horses are

put to be shod ; a smith's shoeing-shed.
Fif. The treviss or framework for restive horses served as a sort

of gymnastic apparatus, Colville Vernac. (1899) 15. Chs. 1
,

s.Chs.1
, e.An.1

, Suf. (C.T.), Suf. 1
, Sus.12 Hmp. Holloway.

[Trevys to shoe a wylde horse in, trauayl a cheual, Palsgr. (1530).]

6. A counter or desk in a shop. n.Sc. (Jam.) 7. v. To
fit up into stalls. Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1

TRAVISH, sb. 1 Sur. 1
[trayvif.] Refuse, rubbish.

Those tiles are not good for nothing ; they are only what we
calls travish.

TRAVISH, sb.2 Som. [trarvif.] A little drain cut to

carry off water. (W.F.R.)
TRAVISH, v. Sc. Cor. 1. Obs. To carry in pro-

cession ; to trail.

Gall. So hae I seen great fuss and caperin', 'Mang mystic
Knighthood o' the apron, Wi' empty pride, in monkish gown,
Travish a Bible through the town, Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814)
93, ed. 1897 ; Mactaggart Encyd. (1824).
2. To pass ; to go.
Cor. Not a tint did he work, but kept travishing back and forth,

' Q.' Three Ships (1892) 179 ; Cor.3

TRAVVISH, v. Cum. 1
[tra'vij.] A dial, form of

' traverse.'

TRAW, TRAWIRD, see Trough, Thrawart.
TRAWL, v. Yks. [tr§l.] To work hard to no purpose.
w.Yks. Ah connot think why Maister do trawl hisself so (F.P.T.).

TRAWLER, sb. Som. A vessel which conveys cargo
from a ship to the shore. (E.H.G.)
TRAWLIE, TRAWN, see Troly, Trone, sb.1

TRAWNCE, TRAWP, TRAWTH, see Trounce, sb.\
Trape, Troth.
TRAWY, sb. Cor. 12 A trough.
TRAY, sb.1 Yks. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. Oxf. Hnt. Ess.

Cor. [tre, tres.] 1. A wooden basket for holding
garden produce, weeds, &c.

Ess. The boy has called, ma'am, for the tray in which he brought
the flowers (A.S.-P.).

2. A wooden hurdle, commonly used in folding sheep

;

also in comp. Tray-hurdle.
w.Yks. (J.W.), Not. (L.C.M.), s.Not. (J.P.K.) Lin. Morton

Cyclo. Agric. (1863) ; Lin. 1
, n.Lin. 1

, ne.Lin. (E.S.) sw.Lin. 1 We
haveto put a tray across. Rut. 1

I'll put a tray to keep the ship
out o' the gap. Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 During the great flood at Peterborough
Fair in 1848, trays were fixed in the ground to prevent the timber
being washed away. Hnt. (T.P.F.)

Hence (1) Sheep-tray, sb. a hurdle used for folding
sheep

; (2) Tray-maker, sb. a hurdle-maker.

(1) Not. Why the fellow dursn't jump a sheep-tray (L.C.M.).

sw.Lin.1 (2) sw.Lin.1 Wheel-wrights and tray-makers.

3. A clothes-horse. Nhp.1 4. A wash-tub. n.Lin. 1

,

Oxf. (G.O.), Cor. (M.A.C.) 5. A gift of food or money
towards a tea-meeting.

Lin. He is also not averse from giving ' a tray ' for that most

cherished of Lincolnshire institutions, the public tea. The tray

includes a noble supply of poultry, ham, and cheese-cakes,

Longman's Mag. (Jan. 1891) 256. Oxf. 'Trays were given by
Mrs. , &c.' The said trays usually consist of a donation of

55. towards cake, &c. from each donor ^G.O.).

TRAY, num. adj. and sb.2 Yks. Shr. Glo. Suf. Som.
Dev. Also written trey Shr.1 Glo. [tre, trea.] 1. num.
adj. In card-playing : three. w.Yks. 2 Shr. 1 Introd.

2. sb. The third branch of a stag's horn.
Glo. A stag with all his rights, ' brow, bray, and trey,' Gibbs

Coiswold Vill. (1898) 261. w.Som. 1 (s.v. Point). n.Dev. Close to

the head a point springs from the beam and is curved upwards;
this is called the brow point. Just over it a second starts, . . this

is called the bay. There is then an interval, till some way up the

beam, or main stem, a third—the tray—appears, Jefferies Red
Deer (1884) iv.

3. A bundle of three faggots. Suf. e.An. Dy. Times
(1892) ;

(C.G.B.)

[OFr. trei, treis, three (Hatzfeld).]

TRAY, TRAYPSE, see Thraw, adj., Trapes.
TRAY-RING, sb. Ken. 1 The fastenings by which a

scythe is secured to its ' bat.'

TRAY-TRIP, sb. n.Yks.2 The game of ' Pallall ' (q.v.).

TRAY-WEDGE, sb. Ken. 1 The fastenings by which
a scythe is secured to its ' bat. 1

TRAZZLE, v. s-Chs.1 [tra'zl.] To walk through wet
and slush. Cf. drazil.
Ahy d<5o wiin-dur aat' yu, kiinrin traaz'lin throo~th milk ii dee -

lahyk dhis\

TREACHEROUS, adj. Sc. In phr. treacherous as
Garrick, a saying applied to a perfidious person. Mackay.
See also Beep, adj. 3.

TREACLE, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also in forms threeacle e.Yks.1

; traacie n.Lin. 1
; trade

w.Yks.2
; traikle, traitle, trakle w.Yks. ; traycle e.Lan. 1

s.Lan.1 Chs. 1
; treckle Dmf. ; treycle Kcb. ; treykle

w.Yks.; triacleAbd. ; trikle Nhb. [trikl, triakl, trekl.]
1. In comb. (1) Treacle-ale, a light, thin beer, made
with treacle

; (2) -balls, balls or cakes of flour in which
treacle has been mixed and then boiled

; (3) -beer, see
(1) ; (4) -bucca, (5) -butter-cake, (6) -butty, (7) -cake, a
slice of bread spread with treacle

; (8) -dip, a pudding of
suet and treacle

; (9) -drink, see (1) ; (10) -foot, the sedi-
ment at the bottom of a treacle-can or jar

; (11) — Jacky,
see (1) ; (12) -legs, thin, shaky legs

; (13) -parkin, a cake
made principally of oatmeal and treacle, eaten esp. on
Nov. 5th

; (14) -peerie, see (1) ; (15) -piece, see (7) ; (16)
-posset, a hot drink, made of cider and treacle or milk and
treacle; (17) -scone, a flat cake or scone baked with
treacle

; (18) -shive, see (7) ; (19) -sop, bread dipped in
treacle

; (20) -stick, a stick of toffy or boiled sugar
; (21)

•sucker, home-made toffy
; (22) -tharcake, see (13) ; (23)

toffy, see (20) ; (24) -town, a jocular name for the town
of Macclesfield

; (25) -waddies, tarts made of stale bread-
crumbs soaked in treacle; (26) -wag, (27) -whuf, (28)
•wow, see (1).

(1) Sc. Geordie would be willing to take 'treacle ale' to his
porridge every morning, Ford Thistledown (1891) 232. (a) w.Yks
Yks Wkly. Post (Feb. 22, 1896). (3) Frf. A few tumblers of
Widow Stables s treacle-beer, Barrie Licht (1888) ii. U) nw.Der. 1

t\,T\
YkS

;

1
'

I
T
an

- (SW ')> e-Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, nw.Der.1 (6) Lan.-
(S.W.), s.Lan. 1

- (7) w.Yks. Here, doy, tak' this traitle cake, an'
be a gooid child, Yksman's Comic Ann. (1879) 24 Lan. (S W 1,
s.Lan. 1

(8) e.Yks. 1
(9) w.Yks. Landlord selled nowt ta sup

nobbud treykle-dnnk, Yksman's Comic Ann. (1881) 26; Bygingo
this licks aur traitle drink inta fits, Hartley Ditt. (1868) nr.
(10) n.Lin. 1 It's as sticky an' stiff as treacle-foot, (n) Lakel.2
(12) w.Yks.2 (13) w.Yks. 'Meyl parkin' contains a greater
quantity of oatmeal than does ' treacle parkin,' and ' flahr parkin '

has a good deal of flour in it in addition to treacle, Leeds Merc
Suppl. (June 3, 1899) ; w.Yks.l (14) Fif. Treacle-peerie, made
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of sweetened water mixed with barm to produce a kind of ale,
Colville Vernac. (1899) 15; Robertson Provost (1894) no'.
(15) Dmf. I didn't bring home the next treacle-piece I got, Saxon
Gall. Gossip (1878) 211. Kcb. Tae hae a great big treacle piece
And eat Jt a' yersel, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 76. (16) w.Yks.
Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 3, 1899). w.Som.1

, nw.Dev.1 (17) Ayr.
She would gie me . . . a daud 0' treacle scone when she was
bakin', Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 26. Lnk. A treacle-
scone whiles for a sneck, Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) 156.
(18) w.Yks.3 (19) w.Yks. They felt detarmined 'at they'd get
Another traitle-sop, Hartley Ditt. (c. 1873) 92. (20) w.Yks. 'Az
fond on a gun az a bairn iz on a treacle-stick, Tom Treddlehoyle
Baimsla Ann. (1857) 55. (21) Suf. A bit of home-made toffee,
called treacle-sucker. Every one here made treacle-sucker, Betham-
Edwards Lord ofHarvest (1899) 55. (22) nw.Der. 1 (23) Chs '

(24) s.Lan.1
,
Chs.i (25) Hrt. (B.K.) (26) w.Cy. (Hall.) (27)

Nhb. Here's a drink o' trikle whuf to slocken you, Graham Red
Scaur (1896) 260. (28) Nhb. 'Tis but comparin' treacle-wow Wi'
Willy Almond's stingo, Wilson Dicky's Wig (1843) 85 ; Nhb. 1

_
2. Phr. (1) as fast as a midge in a treacle-pot, quite fast,

impossible to be moved
; (2) as simple as a ha'porlh of

treacle in a washing mug, said of anything very simple and
straightforward

; (3) ifyou nobud say treacle she'll lick,

prov.
; (4) to be able to do no more than a flee amo' treacle,

to be quite helpless.

(1) s.Lan. 1 2. (2) ib. 4. (3) n.Lin.1 (4) Abd. Cud du nae
mair nor a flee amo' triacle, Macdonald Warlock (1882) xxix.

3. Fig. Flattering treatment or reception.
Ker. If they O'Beirnes had beaten us they would have been

treated to the same treacle, Bartram WhiteheadedBoy (1898) 124.

Hence (1) Treaclesome, (2) Treacley, adj.,fig. pleasant,
flattering, pleasing.

(1) Ir. Thim same sarvices warn't very sweet or treaclesome to
some o' thim, Carleton Fardorougha (1836) 22. (2) Lnk. He
has the awfu'est treacley tongue in his heid ever ye kenn'd,
Murdoch Readings (1895) I. 75.

TREAD, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.
Also written tred Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; and in forms trade
Chs.1 Ken. Sus.12 ; treed Nhb.1 [tred, tred; w.Yks.
treid.] I. v. Gram, forms. 1. Preterite : (1) Thrade,
(2) Threeaded, (3) Trade, (4) Trseddit, (5) Treed, (6)
Tridded, (7) Troad, (8) Trode.

(1) e.Yks. 1 (2) e.Yks. 1 He threeaded uppa mah cooans, MS.
add. (T.H.) (3) n.Yks.2 They trade o' mah teeas. ne.Yks.1 34.
m.Yks. 1 Introd. 43. w.Yks.3 (4) Sc. Murray Dial. (1873) 208.

(5) Lan. For bigger skeawndrills never treed o' brogues, Tim
Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) Reader 5. (6) m.Yks. 1 Introd. 43.

(7) nXin. 1 She's as tidy a lass as iver troad shoe leather (s.v.

Shoe Leather). (8) w.Yks. T'others 'ad got onto it an' trode it

te death (F.P.T.). e.Lan.1

2. pp. : (1) Threeaden, (2) Tredden, (3) Tridden.
(1) e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.) (2) Sc. Murray Dial. (1873)

208. w.Yks.3 (3) m. Yks. 1 Introd. 43.

II. Dial. uses. 1. v. In phr. (1) to tread mortar, obsol.,

to mix lime and sand by treading it with the feet
; (2) —

one's course, to go one's way
; (3) — the mow, to arrange

corn, &c. on the stack or rick
; (4) — the shoe straight, to

conduct oneself circumspectly
; (5) — upon naught, to fall

down from a height.

(1) Chs.1 (2) Kcd. Their parents nae langer can keep them in

bread, an' awa' to the hirehouse their course they maun tread,

Kerr Reminiscences (1890) 49. (3) Dev.1 Unloading the wains as

they return from the cornfield, and handing up their contents to

those who tread the mow (s.v. Putch). (4) nXin. 1 I've hed cause

enif to tread my shoes very stright sin I've been livin' at th'

Warp-land. (5) w.Som. 1

2. Comp. (1) Tread-road, a beaten path or track
; (2)

-way, a path dividing lots in a common field ; see below

;

cf. markway, s.v. Mark, sb.
1
8.

(1) Nhb.1 (2) Oxf. Runners proceed to mark the ' treadways

'

between the lots by running across the grass from fixed stakes,

shuffling their feet along, Stapleton Three Parishes (1893) 309.

3. To make a flat top to a spade as a foot-rest or ' tread.'

s.Yks. (W.S.) 4. sb. An injury caused by treading or

trampling.
Nhb.1 When a horse has injured himself by setting one foot on

another he is said to have ' getten a treed.'

5. The step or part of the stair on which the foot treads.

Arg. Unusually noisy footsteps sounded on the stair, with what

seemed like the tap of scabbards on the treads, Munro Shoes of
Fort. (1901) 185. e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.)
6. A rut in a road

; a track. Also in comp. Wheel-tread.
Ken. The road was very narrow, . . the wheels in ruts (or
trades as they were called) nearly up to the naves, Kent

Messenger (Aug. 13, 1898); Ken.12 Sus. 1 You will never get
your carriage down that laine. for it can't take the trades ; Sus.2

TREADEN,s&. Dor. The sole of the foot. (C.W.B.);
N. & Q. (1852) 1st S. v. 375.
TREADER,s&. Sc. Also written tredder. [tre'dar.] A

male bird, esp. a cock. (Jam. Suppl.)

TREADLE, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. Lan. Chs. Not. Brks.
Cor. Also written treddle s.Lan.1

; and in forms traddle
Lan. Chs.1 Not. ; treedle Cor. 3

; triddle Per. [tredl.]
1. sb. In comb. (1) Treadle-cord, the cord in a handloom

connecting the treadles with the machine
;

(2) -head-pin,
a pin forming a common fulcrum for a whole set of
treadles in a loom

; (3) -heel, a cast-iron bracket for
carrying the treadles or ' heddle-levers ' of a power-loom

;

(4) -hole, a hollow place in the floor under a loom, where
the treadles work up and down

; (5) -hole apple, an old-
fashioned variety of apple ; see below

; (6) -pin, the pin
upon which the treadles of a loom work, and which holds
them in position.

(1) w.Yks. (D.L.), s.Lan.1 (2) w.Yks. (J.T.) (3) Lan.
(O.S.H.) (4) s.Lan.1

, Chs.1
(5) Chs. 1 The tradition is that a

weaver found an apple pip growing in the traddle-hole under his

loom, and planted it in his garden. In due time it bore fruit of

good quality, and the variety was named ' Traddle-hole ' from the

place whence the pip came. (6) s.Lan.1

2. The embryo in a bird's egg.
Brks. Strain your eggs through a sieve to take out the treadles,

Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 287.

3. v. To tread, trample ; to tread down or under foot.

Not. If I donned 'em [shoes] on I suld feel as if I were traddling

on your fingers, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 241. s.Not, (J.P.K.)

4. To trudge, tramp ; to go on, go away ; to go frequently
but with difficulty. Also with on and fig.

Per. A civil body, Pag, Pleasant as his fiddle, Whistle, cry, or

wag, At your beck he'll triddle, Ford Harp (1893") 160. Fif.

(Jam.) Lan. Then we'n be treddlin' toart whoam, Brierley
Irkdale (1868) 99. s.Lan. 1 Well, aw mun treddle-on neaw.
5. To loiter. Cor.3 Hence Treedler, sb. a lazy person

;

an idler, ib.

TREADSTICK, sb. Bdf. [tre'dstik] The stretcher
put between the traces to keep them from rubbing the
horses' skin. (B.K.)

TREAD-WUDDIE, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Irel. Also
in forms tradwuddie Gall. ; tread-widdie n.Sc. (Jam.) ;

tred-widdie Abd. (Jam.) The iron hook and swivel or
chain used to connect a single or double ' swingle-tree

'

with the plough or harrow.
n.Sc. (Jam.), Abd. (ib.) Gall. Used by harrowers and plough-

men to join the treadwuddie to the buck in harrowing, Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 416, ed. 1876. N.I.1

TREAF, adj. Obs. s. & e.Cy. Peevish, pettish

;

froward, apt to be angry, s. & e.Cy. Ray (1691). s.Cy.

Grose (1790). [(K.)]

TREAK, see Traik.
TREASURE, sb. Lin. [tre'za(r).] Applied to any-

thing found, without regard to its being of any value.

e.Lin. (G.G.W.)
TREAT, v. Obs. Sc. To entreat, urge. Pp. treat, tret.

Edb. She soud be treat to tak a look, Learmont Poems (1791)

196. Peb. Willie . . . Tret her to come near the fire, Affleck
Poet. Wks. (1836) 132.

TREAT, TREAVE, TREAWNCE, see Treet, Trave,
v., Trounce, v.

1
, sb.

TREB, sb. Or.I. [treb.J A sort of rampart or longi-

tudinal heap of earth thrown up, resembling an earthen

wall. (Jam.), S. & Ork.1 See Gorback.
TREBAND, sb. Ant. [Not known to our other corre-

spondents.] A crowd. (S.A.B.)

TREBLE, sb. Sc. Nhb. Also in form treple Sc.

[tre'bl.] A particular step in dancing ; a particular dance

tune. Cf. tripple.

Lnk. We'll sen' for fiddling Alic, and the piper he'll play treple,
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M cIiNdoe Poems (1805) '8. Nhb. A variety of step-dancing such
as the 'treble,' the single and double 'shuffle' and the 'cut,'

Dixon Whittingham Vale (1895) 67.

TREBUCK, v. and sb. Sc. Also in forms trabuck,
tribuck. [trabirk.] 1. v. To make a false move in play

;

to catch one tripping or check an opponent for making a
false move in play. See Terbuck.

w.Sc. Still common. If a person on making a false move in a

game of skill, calls out 'trebuck' or 'trabuck me' before his

opponent^ he has the right to move again ; but if his opponent is

the first to call out 'trebuck you,' the player is checked and
must pay the forfeit (Jam. Suppl.).

2. sb. A slip or false move in play ; a check or trip in a
game of skill, ib.

[1. Fr. trebncher, to stumble, or trip ; to offend, misdoe,
mistake (Cotgr.); Norm. dial, tre'buquer, trabuquer (Moisy).]

TRECK, sb, Or.I. [trek.] Fatigue. (S.A.S.)

TRECK, int. Obs. or obsol. Lnk. (Jam.) An exclama-
tion or expletive equivalent to ' troth ' (q.v.).

TRECK, TREDDEN, see Track, v.
1
, Tread.

TREDDLE, sb. Lin. Hrt. Ken. Sur. Also in forms
trettle Sur. 1

; truddle, truttle sw.Lin. 1
[tre'dl.] The

dung of sheep, hares, and rabbits. Gen. in //. Cf. trid-
dlings.

sw.Lin. 1 Hrt. Ellis Experiments (1750) 25. s.Cy. (Hall.),
Ken. 1

, Sur.1 [Skinner (1671).]

[OE. tyrdel, ME. tirdel, /ridel, a dimin. of 'turd' (q.v.)
(Stratmakn).]

TREDDLIN'S, see Triddlings.
TRED-WIDDIE, see Tread-wuddie.
TREE, sb. Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer.

[tri.] I. Gram, forms : pi. (1) Treen, obs.
; (2) Tren, obs.

(1) Fif. Ceiling dark and rafter-treen, Tennant Papistry (18271
210. (2) Wxf.1

II. Dial. uses. 1. In comb. (1) Tree-babbler, the long-
tailed titmouse, Parus caudatus

; (2) -climber, (3) -clipper,
the creeper, Certhiafamiliaris

; (4) -crawler, the nuthatch,
Sitta caesia

; (5) -creeper, see (3) ; (6) -fern, the flowering
fern, Osmunda regalis; (7) -goose, the barnacle-goose,
Bernicla leucopsis

; (8) -magpie, the magpie, Pica candata
;

(9) -moss, the fir club-moss, Lycopodium Selago; (10)
-mouse, see (3); (11) —sow-thistle, the corn sow-thistle,
Sonchus arvensis

; (12) -speeler or -speiler, see (3) ; (13)
stam, the trunk of a tree.

(1) Cor. Swainson Birds (1885) 57. (2) Wil. Thurn Birds
(1870) 41. Dev., Cor. Zoologist (1854) XII. 4255. (3) Oxf.
Swainson ib. (4) Suf. (R.E.L.) (5) Dmf. The tree-creeper is
more common than appears, Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 289.
Nhb.1 Sur. The woodpeckers, . with nuthatches and tree-
creepers, confine themselves to belts of old timber, Son of
Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 294. Wil. Thurn Birds (1870) 41
(6) Wal. (B. & H.) (7) Or.I. So called from the old legend which
declared this bird to be produced from trees, resembling willows,
which grew in the Orkney Isles ; it being also believed that each
end of the branch produced small round balls, which, when ripe,
dropped into the sea, and then appeared as a perfect goose'
Swainson ib. 149. Lan. Harland & Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867)
116. Suf. 1

(8) Wil. The old myth of the existence of two
species,— i.e., the 'Bush Magpie' and the 'Tree Magpie,' is still
firmly believed in here, Thurn Birds (1870) 37. (a) Cum
(B. &H.) (10) Wil.i (11) Shr. (B. & H.) (12) SlgT, e.Lth'.
Swainson tb. 57. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1800). fiq-i
Hmp. (W.M.E.F.) ' v 6>

2. Phr. (1) it's ill meddling between the bark and the tree,
prov. it is unwise to interfere between man and wife

; (2)
lame as a tree, very lame

; (3) to have the right end of the
tree, to have the truth on one's side ; to be right ; to have
the best of an argument.

(Os.Lan.iS. (2) n.Lin. 1
(3) Dmb. I've heard a' that ye've been

sayin to the minister here about the auncient freedom of the kirk
. . . and faith, sir, ye ha'e the right end o' the tree, Cross Dis-
ruption (1844) iv.

3. A plant grown in a pot ; a small bush-like shrub.
w.Yks. (J.W.), n.Lin. 1

, War.' w.Wor. 1
, s.Wor. 1 Shr.1 ' Eh 1

si that mon-'e's plontin' treys,' said an Edgmond child, on seeing
a gardener ' bedding out ' geraniums. Glo.1

Hence Tree-pot, sb. a flower-pot.
Nhb. 1

, w.Yks. (H.L.), Stf. 1
, n.Lin. 1

, War. 2

4. Obs. Wood. Also used altrib. in comb. ; see below.
Sc. Tak down the mast o' goud ; Set up the mast o' tree,

Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 41.

Used attrib. in comb. (1) Tree-clout, a piece of wood
formerly used instead of leather for the heels of shoes

;

(2) -clout shoon, shoes made with wooden heels
; (3)

-ladle, a wooden ladle
; (4) -leg, a wooden leg

; (5) -leggit,

having a wooden leg.

(1) Abd. Some tree-clouts, and foul wisps o' strae, Walker
Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 181. Tev. (Jam.) (2) s.Sc. Till about one
hundred years ago the heels of shoes were made of birch-wood in

the south of Scotland —the heel thus put on was called the ' clout,'

...the shoes 'tree-clout shoon,' Hislop Anecdote (1874) 105.

Rxb. A pair of hose and tree-clout shoon, J. Hogg Poems (1806)
102 (Jam.). (3) Edb. Cutty-spoon and tree-ladle, Carlop Green

(1793) 172, ed. 1817. (4) e.Lth. Many who are * crepill,' and one
man at least 'with a tree leg,' Waddell Old Kirk Chr. (1893)
159. Lei. 1 (5) Lth. The tree-leggit Pensioner, marching fu'

lichtly, Ballantine Poems (1856) 57; Ballantine Gaberlunzie
(ed. 1875) Gl.

5. A staff, cudgel. Also used in var. comp.
Sc. ' There's my faither's tree till ye,' said David Campbell,

handing out the stout crook. Swan Gates ofEden (1895) vii ; He's
gane to the West-muir wood, And there he pull'd a trusty tree,

Aytoun Ballads (ed. 1861) I. 56. Cai.1 Herdin-tree, a stick

which herd-boys use against cattle. Edb. To lie . . . like grain on
a threshing-floor, under the flinging tree of a Bodwell, Beatty
Secretar (1897) 107.

6. A wooden stick or rod for stirring porridge, &c. Also
used in comp.

Sh.I. They that has mael an' a tree, can mak' gruel i' the sea,
Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 220. Cai.1 Porridge-tree, a stick for
stirring porridge. Roolyin-tree, a stick for stirring potatoes in

washing them.

7. Obs. A straight, stout piece of wood, on which the
carcases of slaughtered animals are hung. Suf. (Hall.),
Suf.1

8. Obs. A pole or bar of wood ; an axle-tree ; a
swingle-tree or coupling wood.

Sc. A straight piece of rough timber used as a pole, lever, prop,
or stay is called a tree (Jam. Suppl.). Abd. His ladie was carried
in a coach born upon long trees upon mens arms, Spalding Hist.
Sc. (1792) I. 42. Fif. Tennant Papistry (1827) 114. Ayr. Weel
yoket in a twa horse tree, Fisher Poems (1790) 133.

9. A wooden handle or ' stail,' esp. the handle of a spade.
s.Chs.!, Not. 1

, Lei.1
,
Nhp.1

, s.Wor. (H.K.) Shr. 1 Whad's split
the tree o' the spade ? Hrf.1

, Rdn. 1
, Glo.1 Dor. 1 The handle is a

'critch.' The stem is a ' tree' ('s.v. Speade).

10. The main pipe of a pump; see below. Also in comp.
Pump-tree.
w.Yks.2 A pump-tree in the shaft of a coal mine is a pipe,

whether of wood or iron, in which the water is forced up. Not.1

Lei.1 The ' trees' of a pump are the main pipe through which the
water is drawn from the well. . . The pipe is gen. constructed of
the whole trunks of young trees bored through lengthwise, each
one above the lowest being levelled off at the end to fit' into the
one below.

11. The hard part or foundation of a saddle.
w.Som. 1 A soft kind of saddle, made without a ' tree ' or other

hard foundation (s.v. Pad, 3). [Amer. Bust the tree of the saddle
which he d bin usin' for a piller, Bradley Virginia (1897) 236.]
12. Phr. tree and trantel, a piece of wood used instead of

a saddle ; see below.
Per. A piece of wood that goes behind a horse's tail for keeping

back the < sunks or ' sods,' used instead of a saddle. This it
fastened by a cord on each side, and used instead of a crupper ;but reaching farther down, to prevent the horse from being
tickled under the tail (Jam.).

13. A barrel.
Sc. A barrel for containing ale is vulgarly called a tree, as ' a

ten-gal on tree 'a twenty-gallon tree ' (Jam.) ; In ilka bore they've

r 7/V7T' oJ
KLt

r

bey have made him trail the wine
>
Aytoun

Ballads_(ed. 1861) II. 27 Ayr. A tree of ale, Galt Legatees (1820)
,'.. ^,

tree orbarreI of gudeyill, Hamilton Poems (1865) 182.
14. Obs. An archer's bow.

B^AcTJdt^Z^ thE trUSty t,ee l dreW
'
Walker Bards
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TREEAK, TREEK, see Track, sb.2, Three-week.
TREEN, sb. I.Ma. [trin.] A division of land.
Two principal divisions of land exist under the designations

[treen and quarterland]. . . The number of treens are 180, and
usually contain from three to four quarterlands, though some have
but two and others even less, N. & Q. (1865) 3rd S. viii. 310.
TREEN, adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. n.Cy. Chs. Shr. e.An.

Also written trene Rnf. ; and in forms treein Sc. (Jam.)
Edb.; trein Sc. (Jam.) Cai. 1 Abd. Wooden, made of wood.

Sc. A treein leg (Jam.*) ; Treen trenchers were whiles the best
at our board, Scott Nigel (1822) v. Rnf. Ane trene, truncheour,
Rnf. Harp (1819) 101. Edb. Awa frae luggie, quegh, or truncher
treein, Fergusson Poems (1773) 181, ed. 1785. Snr. 1 Applied to
utensils for domestic purposes, and sometimes used elliptically to
denote the things themselves. Suf.1

Hence (1) Treen-mare, sb., obs., a ' wooden horse ' or
instrument of punishment for immorality, &c; (2) -plates,
sb.pl., obs., wooden trenchers

; (3) -ware, sb., obs., ? earthen
vessels.

(1) Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Abd. He caused big up a trein mare at
the cross for punishing trespassing soldiers according to the
discipline of war, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 249. (2) e.An. 2

(3) n.Cy. (K.), N.Cy.2, Chs.1
V

[1. Treene dishes be homely, Tusser Husb. (1580) 175.
Turnynge, or throwynge of treyn vessel, tornatura
(Prompt.).]

TREEPLE, see Tripple.
TREESE, v. Cor. [trlz.] To idle. Gen. in prp.
Cor. 1 Treesing away your time ; Cor. 2

TREESH, v., sb. and int. Sc. Irel. Also written
treesch Bnff. 1

; and in forms threish n.Sc. (Jam.) ; traesh
Abd. ; trish Ir. [trTJ.] 1. v. To entreat one in a kind
and flattering way ; to court. Also in phr. to treesh with
one. Also used fig.

n.Sc. (Jam.) Bch. My pipe bein' in elegiac tift It needs na
treeshin, Tarras Poems (1804) 9 (Jam.).

2. To call cattle.

Abd. Treeshin an' ca'in' aboot at nowte beasts, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (187 1) xxxvi.

3. sb. Enticement, cajolery ; flattery.

Bnff. 1 They keepit an unco treesch wee Mm afore they got 'im

cuddlet in the wye o' thir dothir.

4. int. A call to cattle.

Bnff. 1
, Abd. (G.W.) Ir. Poor auld Spotty. Trish, trish, now—

trish, trish, Bullock Pastorals (1901) 267.

TREET, sb. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Also written treat
e.Yks. ; trete n.Cy. [trit.] The second quality of bran.
Cf. chisel, sb.2

n.Cy. Chambers Bk. Days (1863) I. 119; N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 The
finest quality is called ' sharps ' and the coarsest ' chizzel.' e.Yks.

Chizell, . . which hereaboutes is called treate, in the South
country, branne, Best Rur. Econ. (1641) 105.

TREETLE, v., sb. and adv. Bnff. 1 [trrtl.] 1. v. Of
liquids : to trickle or fall in very small quantities or drops.

A dial, form of ' trickle.
1

The wattir wiz treetlin' doon the face o' the craig amo' the moss.

2. With at: to work in a weak, unskilful manner.
3. sb. A very small quantity of a liquid ; a trickle.

4. The act of doing work in a weak, unskilful manner
;

a person who is weak and unskilful at work.
He's naething bit a mere treetle wee's wark ; he's eye foorichin

'at something, an' eye ahin.

5. adv. In drops.

TREEVERS, TREEVOLIE, see Trivers, Trevally.
TREFOLD, sb. Sh.I. A corruption of ' trefoil,' esp.

the water trefoil, Menyanthes trifoliata. S. & Ork. 1

TREFOY,s£. w.Som. 1 Also in form trene. [trifoi-.]

A dial, form of ' trefoil,' esp. the annual variety known
commonly as Trifolium.

TREFT, sb. Sus.1 [treft] A trivet.

TREG, sb. Lin. [treg.] A worthless person.

Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 374. n.Lin. Peacock Tales

(1890) il8 ; n.Lin. 1 1 nobbut tell'd him 'at he was a laame ohd treg.

[Cp. ON. iregr, dragging, slovenly, going with difficulty

(Vigfusson).]

TREGALLION, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also in forms

tragullion Dmf. ; tregullion Rxb. A collection, assort-

ment
; fig. a company, used contemptuously of those not

considered respectable.
Rnf., Ayr. (Jam.) Dmf. ' The haill tregallion,' the whole without

exception {ib.).

TREGEAGLE, sb. Cor. Also written tregagle, tre-
paigle. 1. A hunted spirit, used esp. in phr. to roar like
Tregeagle see below.
The devil . . . amuses himself by hunting him over the moors

with his hell-hounds, at which time Tregeagle is heard to roar and
howl in a most dreadful manner, so that ' roaring or howling
like Tregeagle

' is a common expression amongst the vulgar, Hunt
Pop. Rom. iv.Eng. (1865) 143, ed. 1896; Tregeagle, the hunted
spirit^ of Dismary Pool, who is doomed to impossible tasks, as
weaving the sands or emptying Looe Pool, whose ghost was
summoned by a necromancer before a court of justice but could not
be laid again ; he was a steward in the reign of James II, con-
temporary with Judge Jeffrey, who made himself unpopular by
his harshness to the tenantry, who, after his death, linked his
name to a whole group of ancient Aryan myths of horror, and
gave him such fame that to ' roar like Tregeagle ' is a Cornish
saying lasting to the present day, Flk-Lore Rec. (1880) III. 158 ;

Higham Dial. (1866) 16.

2. A regular row. (J.W.)
TREGGS, see Trogs.
TREIH, a<#. I.Ma. Also written treigh. [trei.] Sad,

miserable.
The treih she was, poor thing ! Brown Witch (1889) 94 ; Very

wore [worn] and treigh, they were sayin, ib. Doctor (1887I 73.

[Manx treih, miserable, wretched ; sallow, pale (S.M.).]

TREIN, TREISSLE, see Treen, adj., Traissle.
TREK, adj. w.Sc. s.Sc. (Jam.) Diseased, dying,

lingering. See Traik, 25.

TREKKER, see Tricker.
TRELAWNEY, sb. Pern, [tralfrni.] Meal and water.
(W.H.Y.) s.Pem. They be fed on trelawney and salt (W.M.M.).

TRELOOBING, prp. Cor. 2 Washing the ' Ioobs ' or
slime tin, so as to save the fine ore, which sinks to the
bottom.
TREM, see Trim, v.

TREMBLE, sb.
1 Var. dial, and colloq. uses in Sc. Eng.

and Amer. Also in forms tremel Sh.I. ; trem'l n.Lin. 1
;

tremmelDor.; tremmlew.Yks.1 w.Som.1
; trimble Brks.

;

trimle Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; trimmle Gall. [tre"m(b)l.]

1. In phr. all of or all to a tremble, a fit of trembling or
shaking. In gen. colloq. use.

Fif. I've been a' o' a tremble ever syne, Heddle Marget (1899)
8. n.Cy. (J.W. ), w.Yks. 1

, Lan. (S.W.) Brks. Things what meks
arra-one feel all of a trimble in'ardly, Hayden Thatched Cottage

(1902) 144. w.Sus. He was all of a tremble; bothered if 'e could

speak for shivers, Gordon Vill. and Doctor (1897) 288. Dor. Why
you be all ov a tremmel, Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 231. Som.
I got up all ov a tremmle, Raymond Misterton's Mistake, xii.

w.Som.1 I be that waik 'pon times, I be all to a tremmle.

2. A tremor, shiver. Also in pi.

Sh.I. A kind o' tremel giiid ower his body, Stewart Tales

(1892) 107. Gall. He has pitten me mair in a trimmle than when
I drappit the Psalm buik, Crockett Dark o' Moon (1902) 222.

Brks. An occasional dose of spiritual stimulant, provocative of

'shuckettins and trimbles,' Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 164.

Dor. 'Twould gie I the trembles, Hare As We Sow (1897) 56.

3. pi. Ague, palsy, esp. ague in sheep.
Sc. Walker Nat. Hist. (1808) 525 (Jam.) ;

(Jam. Suppl., s.v.

Shekyls). n.Lin.1 [n.Amer. The disease produced by the use of

the flesh and milk of animals fed in those districts is known under
the name of milk-sickness or trembles, Stephens Farm Bk. (1849)

II. 272.]

TREMBLE, sb.
2 Nrf. ' Pork-cheese ' (q.v.). Cozens-

Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 86.

TREMBLING, ppl. adj. Sc. Yks. Lan. Chs. Suf. Also
in form trimmling n.Yks.24 [tre-m(b)lin.] In comb. (1)

Trembling axies orexies, (2) -fevers, the ague; (3) -grass,

the quaking-grass, Briza media
; (4) -ill, a disease of

sheep
; (5) -jock or -jockies, see (3).

(1) Sc. The cookmaid in the trembling exies, Scott Bride of
Lam. (1819) xi. Lth. (Jam.) (2) Ags. (Jam.) (3) n.Yks.*,

w.Yks.2
, s.Lan. 1

, CUs. 1
, Snf. (B. & H.) (4) Slk. Trembling,

Thwater, or Leaping 111, Ess. High. Soc. III. 385 (Jam.). (5)

n.Yks, 2 ' A trimmling-jock i' t'house An you weeant hev a mouse.'
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TRES-ACE

Dried in bunches, with its brown seeds on a tall stem, it is com-

monly stuck on the mantel-piece, as believed to be obnoxious

to mice.

TREMBLY, adj. and sb. Yks. Dev. Amer. Also in

forms trimmly n.Yks. [tre-m(b)lij 1. adj. Trembling,
shaking. Also used advb.

n.Yks. He is cold and trimmly (I.W.). w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Dev.

Us got outside and walked kind o' trembly to the end o' the

drang, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 239 ; He stretched a trembly
hand acrass, ib. 243. [Amer. She was all shaky and trembly,

Slosson Foxglove (1898) 44.]

2. sb. A tremor, tremble.
Dev. Zu, I am all o' a trembly, Zack While Cottage (1901) 96.

TREMENDOUS, adv. Sc. I.Ma. Sus. Dev. Cor. Amer.
Also in forms tirmendous Slk. ; tremendious Sh.I.

;

tremenjious Sus. ; tremenjous I.Ma. Dev. Cor. Amer.

;

tremenjus Cor. [trame'ndias ; trame ,n(d)g3s.] Ex-
ceedingly, used as an intensitive.

Sh.I. Da maest tremendious aald wife, Ollason Mareel (1901)
14. Ayr. A jovial gang Iang-syne that used to sweer tremendous,
Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 225. Slk. Thomson Drummeldale
(1901) 5. Sus. Makes us pay tremenjious for everything, Black-
more Springhaven ( 1886) xxix. Dev. I'm sure I love 'e tremenjous,
Phillpotts Sons ofMorning (1900) 355. Cor. I be so tremenjous
rich, ' Q.' Three Ships (ed. 1892) 97. [Amer. The rocks cum pilin'

doun that grass lot tremenjous, Bradley Virginia (1897) 236.]

Hence tremenjous itrro' massy, phr. 'tremendous out of
mercy,' extraordinary.

I.Ma. The strings of people that would be comin' from all parts
of this parish and nex' was somethin' tremenjous urro' massy,
Rydings Tales (1895) 28.

TREMENSE, adj. Ken. [trame'ns.] Indefinitely
large, horrible, or amusing ; a corruption of ' tremendous

'

from association with ' immense.' Daily Chron. (Dec. 15,
1902).

TREMMIN, see Trimming.
TREMSKIT, adj. Sh.I. [tre'mskit.] Ill-arranged,

slovenly. S. & Ork.1

TRENCH, v. Sc. Irel. Chs. Wil. [trenj.] 1. Obs. To
drain land with open drains or trenches. Wil. Davis
Agric. (1813). Hence Trencher, sb. one who digs trenches
or drains.
Abd. A new spade, and a ' tramp ' to save the sole of his boot

while operating as trencher or drainer, Alexander Ain Flk.
(1882) 188.

2. To dig land down to the subsoil ; to dig two spades
deep and bury the sod at the bottom. Sc. (A.W.), N.I. 1

,

Chs. 1
, s.Chs.

1

TRENCHER, sb. In gen. dial, use in Sc. and Eng.
Also in forms trancher Shr.1

; transer Som.; traunchard
n.Dev.

; trenchud se.Wor. 1 [tre"nja(r.] 1. A wooden
or pewter plate or dish ; a wooden platter used in cooking.
See Truncher.

Sc. Gude be wi' auld lang syne, when our gutchers [grand-
fathers] ate their trenchers, Henderson Prov. (1832) 112, ed.
1881. Cum.1 Still in use for chipping greens on for salad and
other cooking purposes. w.Yks. 1 A trencher is a platter of wood
scooped hollow, which was both double and single. The double
ones reached across the dining table, and had a small cavity for
salt in the centre, but are nearly out of use. nw.Der. 1

, War.3

se.Wor. 1 Shr.1 ' Yo' can al'ays tell a clane sarvant by the piggins
an' tranchers.' Tranchers (or trenchers) were formerly used for
cold meat ; they are obs. for that purpose, but are still in common
requisition as bread-platters. e.An. 1 The wooden platter, called
a trencher, anciently in universal use, and even its successor of
pewter, is almost totally superseded. Trenchers are scarcely used
but for the cook to chop or mince upon. Suf. 1

, Sus.1
, 1.W. 1 Som.

(W.F.R.) n.Dev. Till un a traunchard vrom tha tack Rock Jim
an' Nell (1867) st. 18.

2. Comp. (1) Trencher-boy, (2) —Dick, (3) -man, (4)
-woman, a term applied to a person with a good, hearty
appetite.

(1) Cor.a (2) w.Yks. 3
(3) Lakel.2, e.Yks. 1

, w.Yks. 1 s.Lan. 1

A great eater is said to be ' a good (or a bowd) trenchermon '

War.3
,
Brks. 1

,
Hrt. (E.S.F.), w.Mid. (W.P.M.), e.An. 1

, ne.Ken.
(H.M.), e.Ken. (G.G.) Sur.1 Mr. he was always a good
trencherman. Sus.1 Sus., Hmp. Holloway. I.W. Ben's a
middlen trencher-man, Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898) 104. (4)

Dor. A' was always a good trencher-woman, Hardy Tess (1891)

288, ed. 1895.

3. Phr. (1) a good trencher, a person with a good appetite.

Hrt. (E.S.F.)
; (2) to play agood tune on the trencher, to have

a hearty appetite. e.An.1

[1. Scissorium, a trenchere, Voc. (c. 1450), in Wright's
Voc. (1884) 610. 2. (3) He is a very valiant trencher-man

;

he hath an excellent stomach, Shaks. Much Ado, 1. i.51.]

TRENCHER-BREAD, sb. Obs. Sc. A kind of
wheaten bread.

[Edinburgh] citizens had four different kinds ofwheaten bread

;

the finest called manchet, the second cheat or trencher bread,

Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 54.

TRENCH-PLOUGH, v. Chs. Wor. To turn over a
very shallow furrow in the first instance, and then cover
it by means of a second plough set much deeper.

Chs. 1 Wor. Breaking up the ground for a fresh plantation by
trench-plowing, Marshall Review (1818) II. 380.

TREND, v. and sb. Obs. Hrf. Glo. Dev. Also in form
trind Hrf. Glo. 1. v. To wind.

Hrf. Winding the wool in tops, ready sorted in some degree
for fine drapers, Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XXVI. 454.
Glo. Trinded wool, wool winded and fastned together with the
' rind of a tree,' Horae Subsecivae (1777) 438.

2. sb. The turning and winding of a stream ; a stream,
current.

Dev. We'd dew best ter palch along ter th' trend i' th' holler

hinder, Madox-Brown Dwale Bluth (1876) bk. 1. iv; Horae Sub-
secivae (1777) 438.

[1. Cp. MLG. trenden, ' rotare ' (Schiller-Lubben).]
TRENDLE, sb. Glo. I.W. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.

[tre'n(d)l ; tra -
n(d)l.] 1. A large, oval, shallow tub, used for

var. purposes ; see below. See Trindle, 7, Trundle, sb.1 8.
Glo.1 A shallow wooden tub for butter, milk, or whey. I.W. 2

Used for cooling beer. w.Cy. A brewer's cooler (Hall.). Wil.1

A circular trough or tray in which bakers mix their dough. Dor.
I walked on and seed a clock with a face as big as a baking-
trendle, Hardy Madding Crowd (1874) xxxiii ; Dor.1 Som. A
large wooden vessel for milk used at milking-time (W.F.R.).
e.Som. A brewer's cooler, W. ScJ.Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 Used chiefly
for scalding pigs. Dev. A large, shallow, oval tub, made of wood
or earthenware, and used for many purposes, chiefly for curing
bacon. In common use. The oval tub in which a pig is ' scalded '

is always called a trendle, Reports Provinc. (1895). [Worlidge
Syst. Agric. (1681).]

2. A circular earthwork.
Wil. Chisenbury Camp, or Trendle, as it is vulgarly called,

Britton Desc. Wil. 1814) 407 ; The term Trendle is freq. applied
to circular earthen works, ib. note ; Wil. 1

[Cp. OE. trendel, a ring, circle (Sweet).]
TRENDLE, TRENNLE, TRENK, see Trindle, Trink.
TRENKET, sb. Obs. Slg. (Jam.) An iron heel put

on a shoe. Cf. tree-clout, s.v. Tree, 4 (1).
TRENNAGE,sZ>. Dev. [tre-nidg.] Board and lodging.
One and sixpence a week apart from trennage, Reports Pro-

vine. (1885) 114.

TRENTALL,s6. Obs. Chs.13 A collection of thirty
things.

[ME. trental, thirty masses for the dead (Stratmann).I
TRENT OTTER, phr. Yks. Not. A steam tug ; see

below.
The three huge steam tugs plying between Hull and Notting-

ham have destroyed an immense amount of spawn and tiny fry.
. . . The wash from these immense ' Trent otters,' as they are
locally termed, has full play on the shallows and the shore, Fish-
ing Gazette (Apr. 2, 1887) 207.
TREP, see Threap.
TREPANNED,//. w.Yks.3 [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Punished. ' I'll have thee trepanned.'
TREPLE, see Treble.
TRES-ACE, sb. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) A game; see below.A game in which gen. six are engaged ; one taking a station

before, two about 12 yards behind him, three 12 yards behind
these two. One is the catch-pole. Never more can remain at
any post than three

; the supernumerary one must always shift and
seek a new station. If the catch-pole can get in before the per-
son who changes his station, he has the right to take his place,
and the other becomes pursuer.
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TRESELTRYPE, sb. Som. The youngest of a litter

of pigs.
About Axbridge they call the youngest of a litter of pigs a

treseltrype, Flk-Lore Jrn. (1883) I. 6a.

TRESH, see Trash, sb.1 , v.
1

TRESPASS, sb. Lin. Wil. [tre-spas.] In phr. on
trespass or on trespass ground, said of any one who has

lived more than seventy years, the allotted years of man.
n.Lin. Tommy has been o' trespass-ground this five year, but

he is hearty yet (M.P.). n.Wil. (G.E.D.)

TREST, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Der. Also in

form tress Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 w.Yks.3 [trest ; tres.]

A trestle ; the frame or support of a table ; a strong

bench or table ; a form ; a butcher's block.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Wee wid need a muckle tress Ta get ipon it,

Sh. News (Feb. 19, 1898). N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 The tyebl tresses.

w.Yks.3 , Lan.1
, e.Lan. 1

,
s.Lan. 1 nw.Der.1 A strong large stool or

bench, oblong, with four legs. Often called a ' pig trest,' because

pigs are placed upon them to be killed, scraped, &c.

[penne bay teldet table} [on] trestes alofte, Gaimyne (c.

1360) 1648.]

TREST, pp. Obs. or obsol. Dev. In phr. trest up a

ground, trussed up above ground, i.e. hung.
n.Dev. Cuzzen Kester Broom chell zee tha a trest up a ground,

Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 305.

TRESTARIG, sb. Obs. w.Sc. A very strong spirit,

distilled from grain, in the Isle of Lewis.
Their plenty of corn was such, as disposed the natives to brew

several sorts of liquor, as common Usquebaugh, another called

Trestarig, i.e. Aquavitae, three times distill'd, which is strong and

hot, Martin W. Islands (1716) 3 (Jam.).

TRESTER, sb. Cor.2 [tre-sta(r).] A beam.
Put in a good big trester.

[OCor. troster (pi. tresters), a beam, rafter (Williams).]

TRESTLES, sb. pi. Sus.12 Also written tressles

Sus.1 [tre-slz.] The dung of sheep, hares, rabbits, &c.

See Treddle.
TRESTREM, sb. Cor.12 [tre-stram.] Bait cut up to

put on hooks.
TRETE, TRETTLE, TREUSS, see Treet, Treddle,

Trouss, v. ...
TREVALLY, sb. Obsol. Sc. Irel. Cum. Also written

trevaillie Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms thravally Ir. ; tra-

vellye Or.I. ; treevolie Sc. (Jam.) 1. A disturbance,

' to-do '
; anything unusual or startling ; a catastrophe ; a

fall, accompanied with great force and noise. Also used

advb.
Sc. Gin ye could airt me tae ane o' them we wad let you see a

fine trevallie, St. Patrick (1819) I. 162 (Jam.). Or.I. Ellis Pro-

nunc. (1889) V. 793. Ir. There was such a thravally ruz . . . about

it, Kennedy Irish Celts (1866) 19. Cum.1

2. A scolding ; a quarrelling.

Sc. Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 407. Ayr. (Jam.), Cum.'

TREVALLYIE, sb. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) A train or

retinue, implying the idea of its meanness.

TREVEL, TREVIS(S, see Travel, Trave_rs(e.

TREW, v. Sc. Also written tru(e. [tru.] To trust,

believe. See Trow, v.*

Sc. Observing, however, that she trewed she had made her

hearth-broom and the auld heathen's pow right weel acquainted,

Scott St. Ronan (1824) xii. S. & Ork.1 Abd. ' Gar me trew,

make me believe. Very common (G.W.). Fif. Gray Poems

(1811) 73. Lth. I slipt my daring perch, an swith cam doun, I

trew, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 127. Slk. Like a wean hidin

itsel for fun in the claes, to mak its mither true it wasna there,

Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) IV. 260. Gall.MACTAGGART Encycl.

(1824) 95, ed. 1876. ,_„.,
[OE. truwian, to trust, believe (B.l.).J

TREW, see Through, prep., Throw.

TREWEL, sb. Lan. Wor. [triuil.] A trowel. Lan.

Davies Races (1856) 279. se.Wor.1

[ME. truele, trulle, OFr. truth, a trowel (Stratmann).J

TREWELL, see Trowel, sb.

TREWES, sb. Obs. n.Cy. Nhb. Also written trews

N Cv » Nhb. ; trewse Nhb. 1 In phr. (1) days of trewes,

,1

J' - '
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the Border, when the commissioners of

both kingdoms met for the redress of grievances
; (2)

laws of trewes, the articles agreed upon at these meetings.
(1) N.Cy. 1 Nhb. The days of Trews, or Warden Courts, had

to be held frequently, Jones Nhb. 162 ; Those March days, or

days of Trewes, did not always pass over quietly, ib. 185 ;
Nhb. 1

(2) Nhb.i

[Truwes [trues], foedus, Trevisa Higden (1387) v. 433.]

TREWET, sb. Suf. Also written trewit Suf. 1
; truet.

1. pi. Obs. Pattens for women. Ray (1691) ; Bailey
(1721). 2. A trivet or iron rest for a kettle or pot over
the fire. Suf. 1 [Coles Lat. Did. (1679).]

TREWS, sb. pi. Sc. Also in form trouse. [truz.]

Trousers, esp. the short trousers worn under the kilt in

the Highland dress. A dial, form of obs. lit. Eng. ' trouses,'

trunk-hose.
Sc. He wore the trews, or close trowsers, made of tartan, Scott

Waverley (1814) xviii. Elg. Donald's still in Donald's trews,

Tester Poems (1865) 97. Abd. Plaidin' to mak coats and trews,

Anderson Rhymes (1867) 19. Per. 1 got new trews and coat,

Spence Poems (1898) 72. Ayr. The rose upon the briar will be

him trouse and doublet, Burns Wee Willie Gray ; The philibegs

And skyrin tartan trews, ib. Sheriff-muir, st. 3. Slk. Now wha
are ye wi' tartan trews ? Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 285. Gall. He
needs one to draw tight the buckle of his trews, Crockett

Standard Bearer (1898) 37.

Hence Trewsman, sb., obs.. a Highlander or wearer of

Highland dress.
Sc. We have a wheen canny trewsman here, Scott Leg. Mont.

(1818) iv.

TREY, TREYAPSE, see Tray, num. adj., Trapes.

TRIAK, see Traik.

TRIAL, sb. Sc. Chs. Also written tryal Sc. [trarsl.J

1. A difficulty ; an effort ; troublesome work, drudgery.

Sh.I. Luik at da trial 'at folk haes ta keep kye cleen in da byre,

Sh. News (Jan. 21, 1899). ne.Sc. It was a great trial to his mother

to get him to go to school, Gordonhaven (1887) 23.

2. pi. Examinations prescribed by Presbyteries for the

licensing of preachers and for the ordination of ministers.

Sc. Still in use (A.W.). Bnff. The Presbytery proceeded to

expede the rest of his tryals, Willcock Sh. Minister (1897) 144.

Abd. They could not admitt the said Mr. William Hay to enter

upon his tryalls in reference to the ministerie, because hie hade

not passed his tryalls as ane expectant, Stuart Eccl. Rec. (1846)

227. Arg. Munro/. Splendid (1898) 53. Ayr. The State says to

a parish, ' Here's a minister for ye, fresh from the hands o' the

patron, take him in' ; but after his ' trials' the parish says, ' No,

we canna bide under this man's ministry,' Johnston Glenbuckie

(1889) 249.

3. Obs. Proof.
Abd. There was no trial found that their matters were true,

Spalding Hist. Sc. (1796) I. 300 (Jam.) ; They were all suddenly

blown up with the roof in the air . . . nor ever trial got how this

stately house was so blown up, ib. 258.

4. A coarse sieve in a winnowing-machine. Chs.

TRIANGLE, sb. and adv. Wm. Nhp. Wil. 1. sb. In

comp. Triangle-ways, cross-cornered. Nhp.1
2. pi.

An apparatus with legs and pulleys, used to hoist trees, &c.

Wm. Thoo'll hev ta hev t'triangles ta that yak tree er thoo 11

nivver skift it (B.K.).
.

3. adv. In phr. to plant flowers, cabbages, &c. triangle, to

plant or set them in quincunx order. Wil.1
,
n.Wil. (E.H.O.)

TRIB, TRIBANT, see Trip, sb.
1
, Trivant.

TRIBBIT, sb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Also written tribbet-

w Yks.5 ; tribet Lan. ; tribit- m.Yks. 1
; and in forms trivet

Cum. ; trivit- m.Yks.1 [tri-bit.] 1. The game of' knur(r

and spell'; the trap or piece of hard wood used in the

game. See Trippet, s*.
1

Cum. Football, hand-ball, trivet and nine holes, Clark Surv.

Lakes (1787) Introd. 21. Lan. A common children's game. . . It is

played with a ' pum,' a piece of wood about a foot long and two

inches in diameter, and a tribet, a small piece of hard wood (Hall.).

2. Comp. Tribbit-stick,the stick or bat used in the game

of'knur(r and spell'; see below.

n Yks.1 Sometimes pr. trivvet or trevvit-stick. It consists ot

a lo'ngish and flexible stick, to the end of which is affixed a small

bat of hard wood, the flat face of which is about five or six inches

long, and about two broad at the widest part, near the end.
. .
The

trap used in conjunction with the Tribbet.stick is, essentially, an
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iron spring which, when liberated from its catch by a touch of the

Tribbit-stick, projects or ' slings ' the knorr or ball into the air to

give the striker his chance of driving it far away ;
n.Yks.

,
m. Y ks.

,

w.Yks.s

TRIBBIT-, TRIBBLE, see Trippet, sb.
3
,
Trouble.

TRIBE, sb. Sc. Lan. Cor. Also in form troibe s.Lan.

[traib ; troib.] 1. Used contemptuously of a set or

crowd of people.
, ,. _

Sh.I. Wif sic a tribe aboot me, witches an hmmers, Stewart

Tales (1892) 42. Lnk. The rhymin' tribe . . . Wi' youky crowns

Watson Poems (1853I 12. Edb. The Embrugh tribe scarce crawl

their lanes ! Har'st Rig (1794) 27, ed. 1801. s.Lan. 1 Ther s a rare

troibe on um.
2. */. Relations, relatives, connexions.

Cor. Th' boys an' th' maidens an' oal their tribes went up,

Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 115.

TRIBEETCH, TRIBS, see Travers(e, Thribs.

TRIBET, sb. Som. Cor. Also written tribbet. A
trivet or andiron stood in front of the fire. Som. (G.S.),

Cor.2 See Trippet, si.
2

TRIBUTE, sb. Cor. Also in forms tribbit; tribut Cor.

[tri-bat, -it.] A tin-mining term : a percentage or share

of the produce of a mine claimed by a miner ; see below.

When a man works on ' tribute ' he receives so many shillings

for every twenty shillings' worth of ore that he raises during the

month, Ballantyne Deep Down (1868) 359 ;
We're workin' pon

tribbit this month, Pearce Esther Pentreath (1891) bk. 1. 111 ;
Cor. 1

A consideration or share of the produce of a mine, either in money

or kind, the latter being first made merchantable, and then paid

by the takers or tributors to the adventurers or owners for the

liberty granted of enjoying the mine or a part thereof called a pitch,

for a limited time ; Cor. 2

Hence (1) Tribute-pitch, sb. a portion of a mine worked

on 'tribute'; (2) Tributer, sb. a miner who works on
' tribute

' ; (3) Tribnting, prp. working a mine on ' tribute.'

(1) The knockers . . . have often kindly indicated to the trusting

miners, where they might take good tribute pitches, Hunt Pop.

Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 347, ed. 1896. (2) Boath tutwork men and

tributers and halvaners, Tregellas Tales (18651 17 ;
A tributer

is a man who agrees with the adventurers in a mine to receive

a certain share of the profits on the ore raised by him in lieu of

wages, Hunt ib. 354 ; Cor." 2 (3) No pitch for me, nor tribbeting,

Nor tut-work will there be, Daniel Muse, 17.

TRICE, v. s.Don. [trais.] To make an agreement

or bargain; ? a dial, form of'tryst '(q.v.). Simmons Gl. (1890).

TRICE, see Trise.

TRICK, sb.
1 Nhb. Lin. [trik.] 1. pi. In phr. to be

in one's tricks, see below.
n.Lin. 1 To be in his tricks is to be mischievous, bad-tempered,

disagreeable, or otherwise objectionable without violently offend-

ing against the popular moral sentiment. A man is in his tricks

who gets drunk, but such an expression would not be used

regarding him if while in that state he beat his wife.

2. Comp. Trick-hole, a trap filled with water or mud and
concealed by a layer of turf, supported by small twigs

;

used by boys when playing a practical joke. Nhb. 1

TRICK, sb.2 Lakel. Yks. Lin. Also in form thrick

e.Yks. 1 [trik.] Intercourse, dealings ; trade, business,

traffic. Also in comp. Trick-track. See Truck, v.
1

Lakel. 2 Ah'll hev neea trick wi' thi ato. Wm. (B.K.) e.Yks.1

Thoo awlas thries ti get ower ma, seeah Ah'll he' ne mair thrick

wi tha. n.Lin.1 He's a shack-bag ; I'll hev no trick wi' him.

TRICK AND TIE, phr. Brks. Hmp. Wil. Equal to or

even with one another.
Brks. Used generally at hay-carting and harvest. When one

wagon comes up full just as the other is emptied, they are said

to be 'trick and tie' (E.G.H.). Hmp.1 Wil. 'I'll keep trick-and-

tie wi' un,' will keep even or level with him, in mowing or

standing pots of beer or anything else (G.E.D.).

TRICKER, sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. Chs. Lin. Nrf. Also
written triker Nrf. ; trikker Lnk. ; and in form thricker
e.Yks.1

; trekker ne.Lan.1 [trrka(r.] 1. A trigger.

. Per. His ready hand was aye a tricker To fire them aff, Stewart
Character (1857) 75. Lnk. The trikker o' John's compleecated
machine, Murdoch Readings (1895) II. 64. Edb. It was an act

of desperation to draw the tricker, Moir Mansie IVauch (1828) xii.

Gall. A feckless wabster chap . . . Can bravely draw the tricker,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 246, ed. 1876. e.Yks.1
,
w.Yks. (J.W.),

ne.Lan. 1
, s.Chs.1

,
Lin. (J.T.F.)

2. Comp. Triker-line, a trigger-line.

Nrf. Pulled on tha triker-line, and thet nipped tha gun right

tight, Emerson Wild Life (1890) 24.

3. Obs. A latch, spring.
.

Bnff. Whan I gaed wi' her to the dwalhn, I heezt the tricker,

An'crost the door, Taylor Poems (1787) 62.

4 */ A curling term : pieces of iron with sharp spikes

to 'fix on the ice to serve instead of a ' hack.*

Sc Gae get your besoms, trickers, stanes, And join the friendly

strife', man, R. Caled. Club Ann. (1869) 275.

5. A wooden leg. Edb. Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed.

1875) Gl. .„ ,

,

[1. Du. trekker, a drawer, trigger (Picard).J

TRICKER, see Trickster.

TRICKET, sb. Obs. Suf.
1 A game of cards, some-

what resembling ' loo.' „.,.,, ,.„ u
TRICKISH, adj. Cor. [trrkij.] Ticklish, difficult,

' kittle

'

We'm putting in the hatmosphere just now [in a picture]—

terr'ble trickish work, Lee Cynthia (1900) 72 ;
Cor. 3

TRICKLE, v. e.An. Also in form trittle e.An.1 Nrf. 1

[tri-kl ; tri'tl.] To bowl, roll.

eAn. (Hall.); e.An. 1 Trickle me an orange across the table.

The crowd was so thick, one might have trickled balls on their

heads. Nrf.1 Suf. Trickling bowls in the game, applied when

the bowl runs smoothly and quietly on, e.An.N. (f Q. (1866) II.363.

TRICKLE-BED, sb. e.An. [tri'kl-bed.] A 'truckle-

bed ' or low bed on wheels or castors. Also used atlrib.

and/z§-. ; see below. Cf. trundle-bed, s.v. Trundle, sb} 2.

e.An. 1 Of a servile sycophant, or hanger-on, it is sometimes said

that he is ' a poor mean trickle-bed fellow !

' Nrf. 1

TRICKLING, sb. Shr.2 [tri'klin.] The smaller in-

testines of a pig or sheep, esp. those used m making

sausages.

TRICKLING, prp. Chs. [tri'klin.] Applied to the

uncertain scrambling of a wounded hare.

Chs. 1
; Chs.3 I seed the hare a trickling along the deitch, through

the brimbles under the boo of yon wicken.

TRICKLINGS, sb. pi. Chs. Shr. [tri'klinz.] Sheep's

dung. Cf. triddlings.
s.Chs.1 Shr.1 It was formerly—before the age of vaccination

—

a popular belief that ' ship's tricklin's,' duly administered, would

cure the small-pox. ' Bessy, yo' mind as Granny dunna put ship's

tricklin's i' my yarb-tay, I canna tak' it if 'er does—nod if I'm

marked ever so.'

TRICKSOME, adj. Brks.1 [tri'kssm.] Of a dog, &c.

:

easily taught tricks, (s.v. Zome.)
TRICKSTER, sb. Yks. Cor. Also in form tricker

Cor.1 [tri-kstajr.] 1. A deceiver. n.Yks.2 2. An
adept ; a proficient, esp. an adept at dancing ; a dancer.

Cor.1 He's a trickster for dancing. w.Cor. N. & Q. (1854) 1st

S. x. 441.

TRICKSY, adj. Yks. Lei. Nhp. Suf. Dev. Also written

tricksey Suf.1 Dev. [tri-ksi.] 1. Tricky, full of tricks,

playful, frolicsome; 'ticklish,' difficult, deceptive.
n.Yks.2 w.Yks. A lass is tricksy handling at sich times,

Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 7. Suf.1 Always in a good
sense. Dev. The spirits abroad on the Eve of St. John were not

such tricksey spirits as these, O'Neill Dimpses (1892) 135.

Hence Tricksical, adj. full of tricks, playful, frolicsome,

mischievous. Lei.1 , Nhp.1 2. Of a girl or young woman:
neatly attired, ' tricked out.' Suf. 1

TRICKUMTRULLY, adv. Oxf. [Not known to our
correspondents.] In phr. to play trickumtridly, to play
false ; to act unfairly.

You've a-knowed me a long time now, ain't you, Mrs. Cook?
Did you ever know me for to play trickumtrully ? Blackmore
Cripps (1876) liv.

TRICKY, adj. Sc. Lin. e.An. [tri'ki.] 1. Mis-
chievous, playful.

Sc. Used without including any idea of dishonesty. ' O, he's a

tricky laddie, that ' (Jam.). e.An. 1

2. Cross, fretful, peevish ; spitefully ill-humoured.
se.Lin. (J.T.B.); e.An. 1 Nrf. He's that tricky, pore little feller,

I concite he's arter some more teeth (E.M.).
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TRICULATE, v. e.An. Also in forms trickielate
Suf. ; tricolate Nrf.1 [tri'kslet.] To adorn, make smart

;

to tidy up, put things to rights ; to clear up.
e.An.1 Used by masons, for putting the last hand to what they

mean to be smart and shewy. Nrf. We are just a triculating up
a bit ; we shall soon be quite smart (W.R.E.) ; Triculate it up like,

Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf, (1893) 12; Nrf. 1 Suf. 'Trickielating

upthelickups,'clearingupthedrag-rakingsinaharvest-field(H.H.).

TRID, TRIDDED, TRIDDEN, see Turd, Tread.
TRIDDLE, v. Hrt. To trickle slowly. (E.S.F.)

TRIDDLE, see Treadle.
TRIDDLE-BAG, sb. Hrt. The stickleback, Gasterosteus

trachurus. (E.S.F.)

TRIDDLING, prp. Cor.12 [tridlin.] Trifling, talking

nonsense.
TRIDDLINGS, sb. pi. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Also written

tridlins n.Cy. w.Yks.1 ne.Lan.1
; and in form treddlin's

ne.Lan. 1 [tri'dlinz.] The dung of sheep. n.Cy. (Hall.),

n.Yks.12 , w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan.

1 See Treddle ; cf. tricklings.

TRIDGE, v. and sb. Dev. [tridg.] 1. v. A dial, form
of ' trudge

'
; to tramp.

Now tridged to aldermen and mayor Sfluire Rolle, Peter
Pindar Royal Visit (1795) 157, ed. 1824. e.Dev. A smokin' pipes

as on they tridge, Pulman Sketches (1853) 18.

2. sb. A trudge, tramp.
Tis a long tridge by the raud, Norway Parson Peter ( 1900) 285.

TRIER, sb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Som. Dev. [trara(r.]

1. A judge or umpire at games, &c.
Cum. At spworts, if I was trier, Relph Poems (1798) 15.

w.Som.1 The umpire at a wrestling, cudgel-playing, or any other

match. There are usually two, and they are commonly old

players who have retired, but who have sufficient vigour left to

insure fair play, vi el armis. Dev. Three triers or conductors of

the lists are appointed, who decide all disputes immediately, and

without appeal, Cooke Dev. 58 ; Reports Provinc. (1881) 19.

2. See below.
e.Yks. Here are a sort of people, called ' triers,' who with a long

piece of iron search into the soft boggy ground hereabouts for

subterraneous trees, which they sometimes meet with of the fir

kind, England's Gazetteer (1790) (s.v. Youle).

3. A corn screen. ne.Lan.1 Cf. trial, 4.

TRIESHON, sb. pi. Obs. Wxf. 1 Traces.

TRIFLED, ppl. adj. n.Cy. Nhb. [trarfld.] Of grass

or grain : beaten down with wind or rain. Cf. baffle, 3.

N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 The corn's that trifled thor's nee gettin't cut.

[Cp. OE. trifolian, to pound, grind (Sweet).]

TRIFLING, ppl. adj. Shr. 1 [trai-flin.] Tedious, tire-

some, troublesome ; said of any employment that takes

up a good deal of time, and has little to show for it.^

Me an' my boys han puck as many as six quarts o' winb'ries in

a day, but they bin mighty trifling [tedious] to gather (s.v. Win-

berry).

TRIFT, see Thrift, sb.
1

TRIG, sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Chs. Rut. War. Wor.

Shr. Hrf. Hnt. e.An. [trig.] 1. sb. A gutter or small

ditch ; a shallow trench. Also in comp. Trig-gutter.

s.Chs.1 There wants a bit of a trig cuttin' theer. s.Wor. (H.K.),

s.Wor. 1 Shr.iYo'nee'nacutitdip— on'yabit of a trig; Shr. 2,Hrf.2

2. A narrow path or track.

Rut 1 War.123 ne.Wor. A narrow footpath or path made by

animals' (sheep, rabbits, &c.) (J.W.P.) s.Wor. (H.K.) Hnt. N.

If Q. (1869) 4th S. iii. 195.

3. A mark in the ground ; a boundary.
_

w.Wor.1 S'pose I puts a trig in this earner, miss ? It 'ull be andy

far you to mark the tennis ground from.

4. The starting line or point in a race, game, &c.

Ir. (A.S.-R), N.I. 1
, Uls. (M.B.-S.) s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890).

Nhb.1 May be either a' stretched cord, a stick, a post, or an

imaginary boundary. 'Toe the trig,' keep your toe on the

starting line. 'Come back ti the trig' is shouted when a false

start has been made. To ' stand her trig,' to ' stand his trig ' to

stand ready to begin either at a social dance or on the bowling

course War. 3 e.An. 1
; e.An.2 A piece of round flat tin or iron,

as a m'ark to bowl from, to the jack, on a bowling-green.

5 A game at quoits. War.13 6. v. To make shallow

trenches or 'trigs' to act as boundaries; to mark out or

define boundaries. •

War.3 Plots of ground let for building are trigged out, i.e. the

boundaries are marked by cutting a small trench in them. Shr. 1

I trigged the ground afore I put the seed in. Hrf.2

7. To arrange the starting line or point in a game, &c,
esp.inthegarneof'booling'or'bowling^q.v^s.v.Bowl,^. 1

).

Nhb. He took up his 20 02. bowl for his last cast; gravely he
consulted with his ' marrow ' [mate] who ' trigged ' for him on
this eventful day, carefully noted the indicated line, Pease Studies

(1893) 36.

Hence Trigger, sb. (1) see below; (2) the place from
which a ' curler ' starts his stone and places his foot to do so.

(1) Nhb. One of two persons in the game of boolin', whose duty
it is to stretch the trig and watch the delivery of the ' bool.' The
player may ' toe the trig,' but may not overstep it. If he does so

the trigger decides that it is 'a ca' back,' and the bowl must
thereupon be played over again (R.H.). (2) Ayr. The second,

third, and fourth players on each side, footed the trigger, and sent

their stones hurtling along the as yet unpolished ice towards the

goal, Johnston Kilmallie (1891) II. no.
TRIG, sb.2 Cor. [trig.] Any kind of shell-fish picked

up at low water. Also in comp. Trig-meat.
Flk-Lorejrn. (1886) IV. 129; Cor.12

Hence Trigging, vbl. sb. in phr. going a trigging,

gathering shell-fish, esp. on Shrove Tuesday ; see below.
Flk-Lore Jrn. ib. ; Cor.1 Large quantities of limpets and peri-

winkles are gathered in Penzance on Shrove Tuesday ; this is

called 'going a trigging.' It was formerly the custom for boys and

women to stand at the corners of the streets on that day, with

blackened hands, which they rubbed over people's faces. After

dusk the men and boys went about, throwing handfuls of shells,

bottles of filth, &c, in at open doors, taking down signs, and un-

hanging gates.

[Cp. OCor. trig,the ebbing.or reflux ofthe sea(WiLLiAMs).]

TRIG, v.
2 and sb.3 Cum. Yks. Glo. Sus. Hmp. I.W.

Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. [trig.] 1. v. To fasten,

make firm ; to block, wedge ; to prevent from moving,

esp. to put a stone under a wheel to prevent the cart, &c.

from slipping back.
Glo.1, Sus.12 , Hmp. 1 I.W. 2 We had to trig up a time or two

gwine up all the shoots. Wil.1
,
n.Wil. (W.C.P.), Dor. 1 e.Soin.

As a door, W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 Trig ope the gate.

Trig the wheel. nw.Dev.1 Cor. 1 To trig the wheel ; Cor. 2

Hence Trigger, sb. anything used to ' trig ' or block ; a

wedge ; the pole attached to a wagon to prevent it running

back while ascending a hill.

Wil. 1 The rod let down to ' trig up ' the shafts of a cart. n.Wil.

(E.H.G.) w.Som. 1 Here! thick gurt stone'll do vor a trigger.

nw.Dev. 1

2. To prop up ; to support or shore up with a wedge, &c.

Gen. with up.
Cum. To shore up to a level by a wedge or under-prop (J Ar.).

Sus. We trig up the bough when the fruit weighs it down (R.B.).

Hmp. (H.E.), Hmp. 1
, I.W.2 Dor.1 Thee miad'st a rick, An' then

we had to trig en wi' a stick, 127. Som. (W.F.R.) e.Som.

W. & J. Gl. (1873). Dev. She made him raise the hearthstone,

and trig it up with a bit of granite, Baring-Gould /. Herring

(1884)100. Cor. 2 To trig it up.

Hence Trigger, sb. a prop or support to anything.

Som. (W.F.R.) Dev. Triggers set even to hold this same in

position and firmly, Baring-Gould Idylls (1896) 250.

3. sb. A stone to block a wheel ; a wedge to stop a

barrel from rolling. n.Yks.4 , Dev.1 4. A patch put on

the sole of a shoe worn at one side. Cor.1

TRIG, v.
a and sb* Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Nhp. e.An. [trig.]

1. v. To trot, run ; used esp. of children; to walk briskly,

w Yks. Mony a mile he had to trig One sweltm summer day,

Hartley Ditt. (c. 1873) 72 ; w.Yks.3 Lan. Hurried off, wi hur

triggin after me, Staton B. Shuttle, 19. e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Hoo

wur triggin' off to t'market. s.Chs.1 Come, nai, trig alung wi y6.

nw Der 1 Nah, trig on, that's a good lad, we'st soon be awuum.

e.An. (Hall.) ; e.An.1 They trigged off together. Nrf.1

2. To evade by movingquickly round corners or obstacles

;

to take a secret or clandestine walk.

Lan. He sprang through a fence, and, crossing the corner of a

meadow, was soon 'trigging' down the very lane, Brierley

Tales (1854) II. 125; Lan. 1 Nhp.1 Where have you been trigging?

3. sb. A trot, not used of a horse's trot ; esp. in phr. on

the tri

Chs
lg.

? ' He's alius uppo th' trig.' Always in a hurry. s.Chs.

Yo mun go at the trig, if yo want'n get theer i' time.

H h 2
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TRIG, v.* Cor.2 [trig.] To trip up, slip.

If falling, a lad would say he had ' trigged his foot.'

TRIG, v.
5 and adj.1 n.Cy. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Lin. w.Cy. Also in form thrig e.Yks.1 [trig.] 1. v. To
stuff, cram, fill to the utmost, used esp. of the stomach.

n.Cy. Trig thy kite, fill thy belly, Grose (1790) Suppl. ;
N.Cy.1

,

Dur.1
, Cum." Wm. & Cum. 1 They're keyte's weel trigg'd wi

solid geer, 14a. n.Yks. c
; n. Yks. 2 Trigg'd with a good dinner;

n.Yks.4 ne.Yks. 1 He's trig'd hissen. e.Yks.1
,
m.Yks.1 w.Yks. 1

' He's trigg'd his hamper,' he has filled his belly ; w.Yks.5 Trig

thee guts weel lad wal tuh art duing! ne.Lan. 1

Hence (1) Trigger, sb. one who supplies with food
;
a

feeder, esp. a feeder of cattle. n.Yks.*, ne.Yks. 1

; (2)

Trig-hall, sb. an hospitable house. n.Cy. Grose (1790).

Yks. ib. MS. add. w.Cy., Dev. (Hall.) 2. To fit out

;

to furnish, supply.
e.Yks.1 Ah's boon ti thrig Jack oot wiv a new suit o' cleeas.

3. adj. Full, distended, stuffed to the utmost.
N.Cy. 1

, Cum. 14 w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811) ;
w.Yks.1

Not common. nXin.1 Thoo mon't shuv no moore i'to that bag, it's

oher trig noo. sw.Lin. 1 It little belly was full, it was quiet trig.

TRIG, adj.2 and v.
6 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also in form thrig Don. 1. adj. True, faithful, reliable
;

to be depended upon.
N.Cy. 1 Nhb. For Geordy aw'd dee, for my loyalty's trig, Mid-

ford Coll. Sngs. (1818) 69 ; Nhb.1

2. Firm ; sound, even. Also used advb.
n.Lin. 1 Said of the flesh. 'I'm mendin' fast; my flesh is all

trig agean.' ' I alus like a pig best when its flesh cuts up nist

an' trig. Hmp. 1
, Dor. (Hall.), Dor.1 e.Som.W. & J. G/.(i873).

[A man will keep so much the greater awe over [oxen when
ploughing], and will make them trig, Lisle Husbandly (1757) 318.]

3. Well, in good health.
Cum.14

, Hrf. (W.W.S.), Glo.1
, w.Cy. (Hall.) Wil.1 'Pretty

trig,' in fairly good health. Som. I'm out and about, thank God.

I'm pretty trig (W.F.R.). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

4. Smart, active, alert ; brisk, nimble
;

quick, clever.

Also used advb.
Sc. As brisk and trig a young fellow of your inches as the sun

needs to shine on, Scott Nigel (1822) xxxv. Sh.I. What bonnie,

bonnie lad is yon sae trig an' braw? Stewart Tales (1892) 82.

Per. My Sandie was the triggest lad That ever made a lassie glad,

Nicoll Poems (ed. 1843) 126. Rnf. Strutting out and in Fu' trig

and braw, M cGilvray Poems (ed. 1862) 94. Ayr. The lads sae

trig, wi' wooer-babs, Weel knotted on their garten, Burns
Halloween (1785) st. 3. Gall. Lads tight and trig stood in rows,

Crockett Cleg Kelly (1896) 16. Cum. The lads baith trig an'

souple, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1807) 5. Glo.12 , Dev. (Hall.)

Hence Trigly, adv. smartly, quickly, briskly.
Lnk. She . . . skippit trigly up the ha', Deil's Hallowe'en (1856)

26. Edb. The barber spark . . . Gangs trigly, faith ! Fergusson
Poems (1773) 126, ed. 1785.

5. Neat, tidy, trim, in good order ; spruce, smart. Also
used advb.

Sc. Mak a' things trig again, Scott Antiquary (1816) xxiv.

Sh.I. Aa ithin wis trig an croose, Burgess Rasmie (1892) 83.

Cai.1 Bnff. Trig an' trim In ilka member, Taylor Poems (1787)
52. Abd. Busk- ye trig's a new-made preen, Cadenhead Bon-
Accord (1853) r 44- e.Fif. A trig, sonsy, speerity young quean,
Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) vi. Ayr. Keeping ever and anon a
watchful eye on trig Leezie, Galt Lairds (1826) xxvii. Twd.
Follow their wark as trig and easy as if they were i' the holms o'

Clyde, Buchan Weather (1899) 178. Gall. That they might go
trig and point-device to the Earl's weapon-showing to-morrow,
Crockett Black Douglas (1899) i. Kcb. Elder Borgue (1897)
33. Don. Rody was warm an' well-to-do, with a snug farm an'

a thrig house, Pearson's Mag. (July 1900) 49. N.Cy.1 Nhb.1

Trig as a lennard (spruce as a linnet), Newc. Prov. Dur.1 Cum.1

Trig as an apple ; Cum.4 Wm. Nippy, clean en' trig, Blezard
Sngs. (1868) 41. w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811). Lin. Trig
as a new pin (J.C.W.). se.Lin. (J.T.B.) Nhp. Trig as new pins,

Clare Poems (182O II. 96; Nhp. 2 Wil. Slow Gl. (1892).
e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 Her's so trig a little

umman's you'll zee in a day's march. Their garden always looks
trig like. Dev. I zim I niver zeedee za trig avore. Yu be agwaine
coorting, I rekkon, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

Hence (i) Triggy, adj. neat
;

(a) Trigly, adv. neatly,
trimly, sprucely, smartly; (3) Trigness, sb. neatness,
orderliness.

(1) Per. The lads and the lasses so triggy and clean, Selby

Rhymes (1840) 33. (2) Sc. Fields were subdivided by trigly cut

hedges, Tweeddale Mqf(i8g6) 14. Abd. Trigly buskit frae tap

to tae, Guidman Inglismill (1873) 39. Edb. She gaes up, an' doun

The doors, trigly drest, Logan Auld Reekie (1884) 49. n.Cy. Border

Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.) (3) Ayr. Well spoken of, for both their civility

and the trigness of their houses, Galt Ann. Parish (1821) ii.

6. Tight or close-fitting.

Sc. Trig as a drum, Scott Antiquary (1816) xxiv. Don. There,

me man, is yer boot, as thrig an' as nate as Toal a-Gallacher can

make it, Macmanus Bend of Road ( 1898) 107. Lakel.2 Not.

Trig and trim, fitting exactly (J.H.B.*. Lin. Streatfeild Lin.

and Danes (1884) 374 ; Lin. 1

7. Quiet, orderly.
n.Lin. 1 In the neighbourhood of Grimsby. ne.Lin. I tell'd 'em

to be trig an' wark fer me noo th' mester was taa'en (M.P.).

8. v. With up : to make neat or trim ; to tidy up, set in

order ; to settle.

Sc. Mine ain house I like to guide, And please me with the

trigging o't, Ramsay Tea-Table Misc. (1724) I- 93. ed - l87 r - Sh.I.

Efter as shii wis trigget up, we jugged awa' doon trow, Ollason
Marcel (1901) 10. Bnff. 1

, Cld. (Jam.), N.I.1

Hence Trig-up,.s6. a setting in order, a tidying up.

Bnff. 1 The kitchie's fool
;
gang, and gee't a trig-up. Gee yirsel'

a trig-up, an' come awa wee's t' the toon.

9. To brace up ; to tighten.

Nhb. 1 A contracted sinew is said to be trigged. A nut screwed

up until it is quite tight is also said to be trigged.

10. To dress, esp. to dress smartly and finely ; to deck,

smarten, bedeck. Gen. with out.

Bnff.1 Edb. She had gotten me into her room to see that I was
trigged out as T should be, Beatty Secretar (1897) 243. Dmf.

Beauty . . . shines divine when seen Trigged oot in love and
charity, Thom Jock o' Knowe (1878) 54. Nhb. He rigged, and
trigged, and rid away, Rnson N. Garlands (1810)71. Dur.^w.Dur.1

,

Chs. 1 Nhp.1 How she is trigged out ! She is going to trig herself

out. War. 3 Shr.1 Sally's gwei'n to the Club—I warrant 'er'Il trig

out in all 'er finery. Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Brks. 1 A girl

when going to a fair is said to be ' trigged out in her best.'

Hence Triggin, sb. decking out, finery.
Abd. Beaus wi' cleadfu' triggin, Tarras Poems (1804) 48^'Jam.;.

[1. ON. tryggr, trusty, faithful, true (Vigfusson).]

TRIGGER, sb. m.Yks.1 [tri-ga(r).] A hard task.

Thou's gotten a trigger at last.

TRIGGERY MATE, see Trigimate.
TRIGGLE, sZ>. se.Wor.1 [trrgl.] The trigger of a gun.
TRIGGS, sb.pl. Obs. Sc. Irel. The traces ofa plough-

team, commonly made of horse-hide cut into strips and
then twisted to the thickness of a rope and dried. Sc,
Ant. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.)

TRIGIMATE, sb. Stf. Dev. Also in forms triggery
mate Stf.1

; trignomate n.Dev. An intimate friend ; a
chum or companion. Cf. trig, adj? 1.

Stf. 1
, Dev. (Hall.) n.Dev. Her's trignomate now to 'un, Rock

Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 88.

TRIKKER, TRIKLE, see Tricker, Treacle.
TRILBYS, sb.pl. War.3 [triTbiz.] Pigs' feet or trotters.
The announcement may now be seen in pork-butchers' shop-

windows in Birmingham, ' Buy our hot Trilbys.'

[Modern slang
; from Trilby, celebrated for the beauty

of her feet ; in the novel of that name by Du Maurier.]
TRILL, sb. Sc. [tril.] Treble.
Rnf. In the kirk he may sing bass or trill, M'Gilvray Poems

(ed. 1862) 63.

TRILL, v. Ken. Som. [tril.]

&c. Cf. troll, v.
1

1. To trundle a hoop,

Ken. 1 e.Ken. There now, let me see how nicely you can trill
your hoop (W.F.S.).

J

2. To twirl. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
[Ye moten trille a pin, Chaucer C. T. f. 316. Cp. Swed.

trtlla, to roll (Widegren).]
TRILLICHAN, sb. Heb. The oyster-catcher, Haema-

topus ostrilegus. Swainson Birds (1885) 188.
[Gael. Mlkachan, trileachan, the pied oyster-catcher

(Macbain).]

TRILTIGO, int. Der. [trHtigo.] A word used at
Lyam, to start boys off in a race. (S.O.A.)
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TRIM, v. and sb.1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also
in forms thritn e.Yks.1

; trem n.Dev. Cor. [trim.]
1. v. To keep neat and tidy ; to put the finishing touches

in arranging or completing anything ; to prepare, make
ready ; to perfect ; to do good to. Also used fig.

Gall. I wat a pleugh he weel could tune, And trim his graith,
Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 41, ed. 1897. n.Yks.14 e.Yks.'
T'slashin' 'at Joseph gat i' t'pit an' i' t'prison, trimm'd him for
t'second chariot i' Egypt, Wray Nestlelon (1876) 113; e.Yks. 1

This rain'll thrim tonnops. nw.Der.1 War.3 Pulling the ricks is

called ' trimming.'

2. To put hosiery or under-garments on a wooden frame
or board to make them lie evenly and flat. Not.1 Hence
(1) Trimmer, sb. one whose business it is to 'trim' hosiery

;

(2) Trim-shop, s&. the place where hosiery is ' trimmed.' ib.

3. A coaling term : to cast in and level the coals as they
are loaded at the hatchway of a ship or into a wagon.

Lnk. The men in the waggons ' trimming ' the coal must perform
their part with regularity also, Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) 85.
Nhb. Wi' trimmin coals an' smokin' ye'll be as stupid as a goose,
Bagnall Sngs. (c. 1850) 5; Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Bailey & Culley
Agric. (1805).

Hence Trimmer, sb. the man who ' trims ' or spreads the
coals in a ship's hold ; a man who delivers coals from a cart.

Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. A set of men called trimmers, who with
shovels and rakes distribute the coal, or trim the cargo, Greenwell
Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888). Lon. The man who accompanies him to

aid in the delivery of the coals was described to me as the
'trimmer,' Mayhew Loud. Labour (ed. 1861) III. 262.

4. To tune an instrument; to 'thrum' or play on a
banjo, &c.

Lan. John o' Clarence, trimmin' on his banjo, Dottie Rambles
(1898)93. •

5. With out : to clear out ; to thin.
Nrf. They [the rails] are never safe anywhere, for the hungry

crows, and buzzards, and hawks, and stoats find them out, and
' trim them out properly,' as the gunners say, Emerson Birds. &>c.

(ed. 1895) 254.

6. To decorate, adorn, applied esp. to church decorations.

Also with out.

n.Lin. 1 Th' yung laadies is throng trimmin' th' chech. sw.Lin. 1

They was trimming the Church. Nrf. Yow have been a-trimming

out the chutch again fer Sunday (W.R.E.).

7. Fig. To beat, thrash, castigate, esp. in phr. to trim

one's jacket.
Cai.1 Abd. Gin I meet her, though I'm auld I swear I'll trim

her, Cadenhead Flights (1853) 166. s.Sc. Be off, or I'll trim you,

Wilson Tales (1836) IV. 187. Dmf. Ay, we'd trim his jacket for

him, Hamilton J/rtw&V* (1898) 241. N.Cy.', Nhb. 1
, Cum.1 w.Yks. 1

I'll trim thee thy jacket. s.Lan. 1 Usually said to children. ' Aw'll

trim thee when aw catch thee.' Chs.1 Aw'll trim thy jacket for

thee; Chs.3 nw.Der.1 Iv tha art no' quiet, aw'l trim thee. Not. 1
,

Lei. 1
, War.123 Shr.1 Yore Mother'll trim yo', if yo' dunna come

back. Brks. 1
, Suf. 1 Sus., Hmp. Holloway. Sora. Jennings

Dial. w.Eng. (1869). Dev. 1 I wish I had the trimming 0' an, I'd

larrup en to the true ben, 15. n.Dev. Chell trem en, Exit:. Crtshp,

(1746)1.515. Cor. Trenhaile Dolly Pmtreath (1894) 44. [None

of your jaw, you swab, . . else I shall trim your laced jacket

for you, Smollett R. Random (1748) Hi.]

8. To scold ; to chide.
Sc. There be among you some that remember . . . how I trimmed

them about the story of hearkening behind the arras, Scott Nigel

(182a) xxxiii. Lei. 1
, Shr. 1 Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876) ;

Hrf. 1

HenceTrimming,s£.ascolding;areprimand;adrubbing.
Sc. (A.W.) Der. I'll be bound he don't get such a trimmin' from

his missus any day ! Good Wds. (1881) 842. Lei. 1

9. sb. Fig. Order, condition ; temper, mood, humour,
state of mind.

Sc. His wife knows his trim, Scott Midlothian (1818) xxxvii.

S. & Ork. 1 Slg. Look sharp, he's made me aft forfairn Wi' his

vile trims, Galloway Poems (1792) 30. Cum. 1 What trim is

t'oald horse in t'year ? Cum.4 w.Yks. When aw felt aht o' trim,

Senior Jerry Slit-Spring's Soliloquy, 1. 12. s.Lan.1 He's i' good

trim. I.Ma. I know his trim ifyou don't, Brown Witch (1889) 15 ;

(S.M.) Oxf. (G.O.) Suf. I'm in just the trim for a kiss, Betham-

Edwards Lord of Harvest (1899) 173.

10. Haste, speed.
Edb. It was managed wi' sic trim, That a was o er or Bell cam

in, Twa Cuckolds (1796) 10.

TRIM, sb* Obs. Sc. A kind of ale.
Hmk-skink and ploughman's drink, And scour-the-gate and trim,

Chambers Rhymes (1890) 392.

TRIM, sb? n.Yks. 1 [trim.] In phr. to take trim for
tram, to misinterpret one's words or meaning either
purposely or through inattention.

TRIM, sbS Dor. Also in form trum. [trim ; trem.]
The whole number of lobster or other fish pots set out in
one place.
(C.W. ); They may have a trim at one reef of rocks, and one at

another. It is not a given number, but might consist of twenty,
thirty, forty, or any number of dozens (H.J.M.).

TRIMBLE, see Tremble, sb. 1

TRIMMEL, sb. Dev. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A large salting-tub. (Hall.) See Trendle.
TRIMMER, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also in

form thrimmer e.Yks.1 [tri-mafr.] 1. A neat person.
Cum.14

2. ? Obs. A man employed in the finishing of
railway carriages.

Dur. The trimmer employed underwent a very painful and
strange operation for the sake of his work. He had the second
and third toes on each foot cut off because they proved an
hindrance when kneeling, which was his daily position, Cy.

Monthly (May 1902) 65.

3. Fig. A lesson ; a warning.
Lan. It's bin a trimmer for one or two as I kno', Donaldson

Tahin th' New Year in (1888) 4.

4. Anything of a superior quality ; anything fine or
pleasing to the eye. Cf. trimming.

Edb. Macaulay Poems (1788) 181. Wm. N00 that galliwa's a

gay trimmer (B.K.). n.Yks.4 , e.Yks.1 Glo. 1 'A proper trimmer'
means a thoroughly good one. Brks. 1 Dor. 1 That's a trimmer.

5. A large, unwieldy person or thing; also applied to

animals. Glo. 1 6. A cleverperson; an astonishing thing.
n.Yks.4 w.Yks. Rhodes is a trimmer for bahlin' on a sticky

witick, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 17, 1899). s.Lan. 1

7. A night-line for catching pike.
Der.2 , nw.Der. 1 se.Wor. 1 A kind of fishing line attached to a

large float, which turns over when a fish is hooked. Brks. 1 Ken.
If a pike ran off with a trimmer, Peter fished it out, Longman's
Mag. (Nov. 1891) 83. Sur. Son of Marshes Stir. Hills (1891) 238.

[Mayer Sptsmn's Direct. (1845) 63.]

8. A vixen ; a scold ; a virago ; a contemptuous term
applied to a woman. See Trim, v. 8.

Sc. Eh, man Edie ! but she was a trimmer— it wad hae taen a

skeely man to hae squared wi' her ! Scott Antiquary (1816) xxix.

Cai. 1 Slk. The trimmers were nothing for all the kick up, Hogg
Poems (ed. 1865) 329. w.Yks. Shoo wor alius a trimmer 0' one,

Hartley Puddin', 112. Nhp. 1
, Hnt. (T.P.F.)

TRIMMIE, sb. Sc. [trrmi.] 1. A disrespectful term
applied to a girl or young woman.

Sc. Mackay. n.Sc. (Jam.) Per. You were a 'smatchit' at six

years old, and a ' trimmie ' at twelve, Ian Maclaren K. Carnegie

(1896) 68.

2. A name applied to the devil. Frf. (Jam.)
TRIMMING, ppl. adj. w.Yks. Midi. Brks. Hmp. Wil.

Dor. Dev. Cor. Also written trimmen Dor. 1
; and in form

tremmin Cor.2 Very good, excellent, very fine or great.

Also used advb. and gen. as an intensitive.

w.Yks., Midi. (J.W.) Brks.1 I've a-bin in the 'oods an' cut a

trimmin' good knobbed stick or two. Hmp. 'Tis a trimmin or

a trimmin hot day (H.C.M.B.). Wil. Slow Gl. (1892) ; A
' trimmin fine gal ' (E.H.G.)

; (G.E.D.J Dor. 1 A trimmen crop 0'

grass. A trimmen girt heare. Dev.2 Cor.2 Now I call that tremmin.

TRIMMLE, see Tremble, sb.
1

TRIMPLE, v. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. w.Cy. [tri'mpl.]

To limp, walk lamely; to tread gingerly, as one with

tender feet, tight boots, &c.
s. Wor. 1 Shr. 1 'Ow that chap trimples alung

—
'e met be walkin'

on sparables; Shr. 2 Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Glo. 1
, w.Cy.

(Hall.)

TRIM-TRAM, sb.
1 Wil. Dev. Cor. [trrm-traem.]

1. A lich-gate.

Dev. There used to be a trim-tram like this at Stockleigh,

Reports Provinc. (1884) 34. Dev., Cor. In some parts of Dev. and

Cor., where lich-gates mostly prevail, they have long been known

as ' trim-trams,' a term which it has been suggested may be a

corruption of ' trim-train,' i.e. the halting-place at the entrance of
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the churchyard where the train . . . might be ' trimmed, or duly

adjusted,' Dyer Ch. Lore Gleanings (1891) 153, in Reports Provinc.

(1893I; N. (y Q. (1863) 3rd S. iii. 29. Cor. (M.A.C.)

2. A gate which swings in a V-shaped enclosure of post

and rail, so as to prevent cattle passing through. Wil. 1

,

Cor. (M.A.C.)
TRIM-TRAM, sb. 2 Obs. Sc. Wm. Also in form

trin tran Wm. A reduplicative term, expressive of

ridicule or contempt.
Sc. Trim-tram, like master like man, Kelly Prov. (1721) 836.

Wm. Trin tran sike, like master sike like man, A lazy life brings

scant or scan, Gibson Leg. (1877) 50. [They thought you as

great a nincompoop as your 'squire—trim-tram, like master, like

man, Smollett Sir L, Greaves (1762) xiii.]

TRIN, sb. Obs. Hrf. 1 w.Cy. (Hall.) A flat tub used
to receive cider from the press. Cf. trendle.

TRINAMANOOSE, sb. Stf. War. Wor. Glo. [tri'na-

msnuz.] A nonentity ; a thing forbidden ; a delusive

expression used as an answer to a child that asks a

question relating to some object, the nature or true name
of which is unfit for him to learn. Cf. lay-overs. War.2

Stf., War., Won, Glo. Northall Flk-Phr. (1894).

TRINCUMS, TRIND, see Trinkums, Trend.
TRINDLE, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Chs. Stf. Der. Shr. Dev. Also in forms thrindle Lan.

;

thrinnle Don. ; trendle, trenle Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ;
trennle

n.Lan.1
; trinle Sc. (Jam.) Ayr.; trinnal Wm. ; trinnel

N.I.1 Stf.
1 [tri-n(d)l ; tre'n(d)L] 1. sb. A wheel, esp.

the wheel of a barrow ; the felloe or wooden portion of a

wheel. See Trundle, sb. 1

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Sh.I. It [a mill] has neither wheel nor
trindle, Scott Pirate (1821) xi. Ayr. Ae auld wheelbarrow . . .

An'my auld mother brunt the trin'le, Burns Inventory (1786) 1. 34.

n.Ir. As a wheelbarra trinnle as big roun' at laste, Lays and Leg.

(1884) 55; N.I.1 , n.Cy. (J.H.), w.Yks. (D.L.) Lan. Compact on
three smooth-running wheels ('thrindles' we preferred to call

them), Clegg David's Loom (1894) 5; Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1

,

Chs.1 s.Chs. 1 Hey g6's wallockin' abowt like a barrow-trindle.

Der.2 , nw.Der.1 Shr. 1 Yo' maun grace the trindle n' that w'eel-

barrow, I conna bar to 'ear it squaikin'.

2. A small wooden wheel, such as is used for a ' trindle-

bed.' Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Hence Trendle- or Trindle-bed,
sb. a bed set on ' trindles ' or small wheels, that it may be
easily moved, ib. [(K.)] 3. A hoop. Lan. 1

4. Obs. Fig. A whirlwind.
Sc. My God, mak them a' like a trinnle, Waddell Ps. (1871)

lxxxiii. 13.

5. A disk used by blacksmiths for measuring the circum-
ference of wheels ; a ' traveller.' Shr. 1 6. The neck-
ruffle of a shirt. Lan. 1

7. A large wooden salting-tub,
gen. round. Cf. trendle.

Stf. 1 Dev. Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ; Dev. 1 I've got an iron
porrige crock, . . a trindle, 47.

8. v. To trundle, roll ; to roll along or move on wheels,
rollers, &c. ; to wheel.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) N.I. 1 Away out an'
trinnel yer hoop. Don. Harper's Monthly (Sept. 1899) 510.
Wm. Thor mafflin cheeses . . . trinnalt reet doon t'broo, Spec.
Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 5. Lan. Clegg David's Loom (1894) 16.
n.Lan.1

, Shr.1

9. Obs. To move with an easy, rolling gait ; to bowl along.
Sc. The . . . French cook, wi' his turnspit doggie trindling

ahint him, Scott Waverley (1814) xlii. Ayr. We came trindling

along in the dewy eye of the morning, Galt Sir A. IVylie (1822)
xxxiv.

10. Fig. With out : to unroll, unwrap.
Lan. Sitch a stock o' stuff uz aw neer seed before trindled eawt

uv a wallet, Staton B. Shuttle, 49.

11. To twirl a mop rapidly, between the hands and arms.
Shr. 1 The wilrit's put sich a rough stale i' the mop, it tars the

skin off my arms to trindle it.

[1. OE. tryndel, a wheel (Sweet). 8. His hevid trindeld
on be sand, Iw. and Gaw. (c. 1400) in Ritson's Metr. Rom.
(1802) I. 3259.]
TRINDLE, see Trinnle.
TRINDLINS, sb. pi. nw.Der. 1

[tri'ndlinz.] Small
pieces ofcoal up to the size ofa person's fist. Cf. trinnilies,
trunlins, 2. ' Fatch toothry trindlins to th' fire.'

TRINE, num. adj. Obs. Midi. Used of var. parts of

a wheel : of felloes : thirteen ; of spokes : twenty-five.

Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796). [(Hall.)]

TRING,s& Bwk.(jAM.) A series; things in succession;

a ' string.'

A tring of wild geese. A tring of stories.

TRINGAL, sb., v. and adv. Bnff. 1 [tri'rjl.] 1. sb.

Anything of its kind long and ugly ; a tall, uncomely
person. 2. v. To walk in a loose, slovenly manner.

3. adv. With loose, slovenly gait.

TRINGLE, v. and sb. Lan. War. Wor. [tri'rjl.]

1. v. To trundle or twirl a mop, &c. Cf. drindle.

War. 2 Wor. The operation of rinsing and partially drying a

mop is known as 'tringling the mop ' (E.S.). se.Wor. 1

2. sb. The wheel or 'trindle ' (q.v.) of a barrow, &c.
Lan. There's o wheelbarrow, but t'tringle's broken, Gaskel

Sngs. (1841) 28.

3. pi. See below.
Wor. In the yards of farm-houses there are often boxes affixed

to a wall or standing in the yard in which this operation of twirling

or tringling a mop is, for purposes of cleanliness, performed. This

is called either the 'mop box' or the ' mop tringle ' (E.S.).

TRINGUM, sb. Bnff. 1 [trrrjsm.] Anything of its kind

ugly and worthless ; a person of loose character. Also
used aitrib. ' They'ir a gey tringum set.'

TRINITY, sb. Yks. Ken. Wil. Dor. [tri'niti, -ati.]

1. Used attrib.m comb. (1) Trinity plant, the yellow flag,

Iris PseudacoYus. Dor. (G.E.D.)
; (2) — violet, the pansy,

Viola tricolor. Yks. (B. & H.) 2. Phr. to have or possess

anything in trinity, to have in partnership amongst three.
Wil. Jack and Tom and I have this field in trinity (R.B.).

3. The Virginian spider-wort, Tradescanlia virginica.

Ken. Given the name about Lee, because they say it blossoms
all the Trinity. No doubt suggested by the three petals of the

flower (B. & H.).

4. A kind of sheep-shear, w.Yks. 2̂

TRINK, sb. and v. Sc. Also written trinck (Jam.
Suppl.); and in forms trenk (Jam.) ; trinkie Sh.I. [trirjk.]

1. sb. A narrow, open drain for the passage of water ; a
narrow channel between rocks on the sea-coast ; the bed
or channel of a river or stream ; the water which flows in

the channel.
Sc. Still used (Jam. Suppl.). Sh.I. Willie, don't, don't geng

doon yon trinkie, Sh. News (Mar. 18, 1899). Or.I. Fergusson
Rambles (1884) 248. Cai. The upper end [of a pole] fixed ... to

the top of the couple, and the lower end in an oblong trink in the
earth' or floor, Agric. Surv. 200 (Jam.). Cai.1 Abd. Turreff
Gleanings (1859) 1^ 1

2. A rut. Bnff. 1 The rod's fou o' trinks.

Hence Trinkie, adj. filled with ruts. ib. 3. In flag
quarries : a long, narrow stone. Cai.1 4. v. To become
filled with ruts. Bnfif.1

TRINK ABOUT, phr. Sc. A trinket, gewgaw, ornament.
Lnk. Nae shoulder belts, nae trink abouts, Nae tartan hose for

me, Donald, Graham Writings (1883) I. 271.
TRINKET, sb} Obs. Sc. A small article of any kind

;

a trifle.

Sc. Let Tim send the ale, with a bit of diet-loaf or some such
trinket, Scott Nigel (1822) xxiii. Bnff. I'se gie her ... A rock
an' reel, pot, pan, an' wheel, An' mony mae usefu' trinkets,
Taylor Poems (1787) 67.

.

TRINKET, sb.2 Obs. Chs. A porringer, esp. in phr.
counterfeits (q.v.) and trinkets. Ray(i69i); (K.) [Tusser
Husb. (1580) 36.]

TRINKET, sb? Irel. [tri-nkit.] A small channel or
artificial watercourse

; an open sewer ; a little stream or
watercourse by the roadside. Cf. trink

n.Ir. N. & Q. (1888) 7th S. vi. 373 ; N.I. 1 Ant. You'll get it
lying in the trinket, Ballymena Obs. (1892). s.Don. Simmons Gl.
(1890). Dub. N. cV Q. ib.

TRINKET, v. Obs. Sc. Also written trinquet. To
correspond clandestinelywith an opposite party;.to tamper
or have dealings with.

Mysell am not clear to trinquet and traffic wi' courts o' justice,
Scott Midlothian (1818) xvii ; It was the Independents study to
cast all the odium of trinketing with Oxford on Hollis, Baillie
Lett. (I776) II. 145 (Jam.).
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TRINKLE, v.
1 and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan.

Hrt. e.An. Dor. Also in form thrinkle e.Yks.1 [tri-rjkl.]

1. v. To trickle ; to fall slowly or in a series of drops or
in a tiny stream ; to drip, flow. Also used fig.

Sh.I. Da tears wid trinkle doon her auld widdered cheeks,
Stewart Tales (1892) 14. Frf. The blood began to trinkle, Watt
Poet, Sketches (1880) 102. Per. A vital stream burst from his
wound, And from his quivering lips it trinkled, Spence Poems
(1898) 61. Ayr. Her yellow hair . . . Comes trinkling down her
swan-like neck, Burns O Matty's meek. Lnk. The herdie's reed
an' trinklin rill, Watson Poems (1853) 75. Wgt. Saxon Gall.

Gossip (1878) 251. NX 1
, Uls. (M.B.-S.) Ant., Ldd. N. & Q.

(1888) 7th S. vi. 373. Nhb. 1 Applied to the action of stones or
earth in running down steep planes. Cum.1 Bleiidd com trinklan'

doun his feass like drops o' rain. e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. (R.H.H.),

w.Yks.is, n-Lan. 1
, Hrt. (E.S.F.), e.An.* Suf. 1 The tares trinkled

down her cheek. Ess. To their chops tares trinkled down, Clark
J. Noakes (1839) st. 155 ; Ess. 1 Dor. Trees, a-hangen overhead,
Do hide a trinklen gully-bed,. Barnes Poems (1879) 65.

2. To sprinkle ; to spread a small quantity of anything
over a surface.

Bnff. 1 There wiz a trinklan o' snaw o' the grun. Nhb.1 To
throw any material in heaps so as to separate or examine it as it

runs down steep planes. e.Yks.1

3. To endeavour to turn the opinion of another by unfair
means. e.An. (Hall.) 4. sb. A trickle or series of
drops falling in a tiny stream ; a continuous dropping or
trickling ; the sound made by trickling water, &c.

Sc. A trinkle of blood (Jam. Suppl.). Bnff. 1 The wattir ran

doon the rock in a mere trinkle.

Hence Trinkle, adv. by drops. Bnff. 1

[1. With terys trynkeland our his chekis and face,

Douglas Eneados (1513), ed. 1874, III. 228.]

TRINKLE, a.2 Obs. Sc. To tingle, thrill.

The main chance is in the north, for which our hearts are

trinkling, Baillie Lett. (1776) I. 445 (Jam.).

TRINKLEMENTS, sb. pi. Yks. Lan. Chs. War.
[tri'rjklments.] Trinkets, knick-knacks ; odds and ends,

miscellaneous small belongings. Cf. trankliment,truntle-
ment.

w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Aw sorts o' quare, owd-fashunt, un valu-

able trinklaments, Staton B. Shuttle, 8. s.Lan.1 , Chs. 1
, War. 2

TRINKLES, sb. pi. n.Lin. 1 [triTjklz.] Creases,

wrinkles, ' crinkles.'

TRINKLETS, sb. pi. Cor. [triTjklits.] Trinkets,

odds and ends of finery. w.Cor. (M.A.C.) See Trinkums.
TRINKUMS, sb. pi. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Lan. Chs.

Der. e.An. Dev. Also written trinckums Nhb. 1
; trincums

Chs. 1 nw.Der.1
; and in forms thrinkums Lakel.2 Cum.

;

trinkiems Abd. ; trinklums w.Cor. ; trinkrums Dev.
[tri'rjkamz.] 1. Trinkets, gewgaws, odds and ends of

finery, frippery ; knick-knacks.

Abd. A big dark oaken kist. . . An' none i' the house . . .

wist What trinkiems were held in its store, Anderson Rhymes
(1867) 66. Nhb.1 Cum. Wi' aw her trinkums on her back,

Anderson Ballads (1805) 3; I mean them new fanglet thrinkums

they trail away behint them, Willie Wattle (1870) 7; Cum.14
,

nw.Der. 1 Dev. I put a vew trinkums about a 'undered yers old

in a smal box, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 136. w.Cor. Common
(M.A.C.).

Hence Trinkum-trankums, sb. pi. trinkets, gewgaws
;

useless finery or fallals. Also used at/rib.

Ayr. Trinkum-trankum flowers and feathers, Galt Ann. Parish

(1821) xii. Cum. Shaff o' sec trinkum trankums, Anderson

Ballads (ed. 1840) 46. s.Lan.1 ,
Chs.1

,
e.An.2

2. Articles ofany kind; tools, tackle.- Lakel.2 ,
Wm.(B.K.)

TRINKYLER, sb. Der.2 nw.Der.1 [tri-rjkila(r).] A
pedlar.

TRINLOCK, sb. e.Lan.1 [tri'nlsk.] A small lump of

coal. Cf. trindlins, trunlins, 2.

TRINNEL, see Thrinnel, Trindle, Trundle, sb.2

TRINNILIES, sb. pi. Nhb.1 [tri-niliz.] Small coal,

but not dead small. Cf. trindlins, trunlins, 2.

TRINNLE, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Also written trinnel

and in form 'trindle Nhb.1 [tri'nl.] 1. v. To fall in a

small, gentle stream ; to fall in small quantities ; to

trickle ; to emit a gentle noise in falling in drops or in
small quantities. Also usedfig.

Bnff. 1 The corn cam trinnlin' oot o' a wee holie in the saick.
Gall. Let despots never dinnle Your manly bosoms— for will then
Nae pleasure through them trinnle, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)
83, ed. 1876. Nhb. 1 Applied to the action of stones or earth in
running down steep planes. To throw any material in heaps so
as to separate or examine it as it gravitates in this manner. ' I

employed two steady men to dig and trindle the earth adjacent,'
Arch. Aeliana, I. 100 (s.v. Trinkle).

2. sb. A slight, gentle stream or fall of liquid, grain, &c.

;

the sound made by such a fall.

Bnff. 1 A dinna ken fat ails the cock n' the brewin' bowie; it

winna lat oot the wort bit in a mere trinnle.

TRINS, sb.pl. Wil. 1 [trinz.] The stomachs of calves,
used in cheesemaking.
TRINTER, see Thrinter.

TRINTLE^ands*.1 Sc. [tri'ntl.] 1. v. To trickle

;

to fall in drops or in a continuous small stream. See
Trinkle, v.

1

Sc. The drops are ' trintlin' ' down his old wrinkled face,

Wright Sc. Life (i8gi) 8. Bnff.1 Ayr. The river was low and
fordable, and trintled its waters with a silvery sheen in the still-

ness of the beautiful light, Galt Gilhaize (1823) iv. Lnk. The
sweat gaed trintlin' owre his cheeks, Orr Laigh Flichls (1882) 13.

2. Fig. To walk or move slowly.
Ayr. Tho' ye should trintle Scotch miles ten Frae east to wast,

White Jottings (1879) 221. Lnk. The Deevil . . . lichted him on
John Tamson's hoose, Cam' trintlin' doon the lum fu' croose,

Deil's Hallowe'en (1856) 50.

3. To sprinkle, to spread a small quantity of anything
over a surface. Bnff. 1

4. sb. A drop, a series of drops
falling in a tiny stream ; the sound made by a continuous
dropping or trickling, ib.

TRINTLE, v.
2 and sb.2 Sc. [tri'ntl.] 1. v. To roll,

trundle. See Trindle, 8.
Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. I played as a bairn in Robin's shop, an' cowpit

his jar o' leeches,- or trintled the pills alang the flure, Service Dr.
Dvguid (ed. 1887) 14. Dmf. Reid Poems (1894) 127.

2. sb. A roll or wheel round ; a turn in dancing.
Sc. They might slide backwards and forwards, and jee awa' to

this side and that side, with a bit trintle and step weel aneuch,

Sc. Haggis, 158.

TRIN-TRAN, see Trim-tram, sb. 2

TRIP, sb.
1 and v.

1 Yks. Lan. Shr. Also in form trib

Shr.2 [trip.] 1. sb. A small, hard, wooden ball used in

a game resembling 'trap and ball'; the game itself; also

called ' knur(r and spell ' (q.v.). See Trippet, sb.
1

w.Yks.2 ; w.Yks.4 A hard ball with a small projecting point,

made of wood or stag's horn, or earthenware, used in the game
called also ' trip.' These balls are first raised from a drop, that

is, a stone placed with a smooth edge at an angle towards the

horizon, and then struck with a pummel placed at the end of a

flexible rod called the trip-stick. Shr. 2

2. Phr. trip and knur, the game of ' knur(r and spell.'

Shr. At Newport the game of the season was ' dog-stick ' or
' trib and nur,' otherwise called ' knurr and spell,' a kind of ' trap-

ball,' Burne Flk-Lore (1883) 319.

3. Contp. Trip-stick, the stick used in the game of 'trip'

or ' knur(r and spell.'

w.Yks. When the ball has been placed in the cup, a small

trigger is struck by the trip-stick, as it is called, which is a piece

of wood like a small sprittle, about 6 ins. long and 4 ins. wide,

and i£ ins. thick in the thickest part, narrowed at the top to

receive a small, round, tapered elastic handle, about 4 ft. long,

made of tough ash, N. tr Q. (1868) 4th S. i. 325 ; ib. 468 ; w.Yks.4

4. v. In phr. trip it miss it, a boys' outdoor game,

resembling ' trap and ball,' played with a pebble and a

stick. s.Lan.1

TRIP, sb? n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Der. Nrf. Sus. Hmp. Wil.

Dor. [trip.] 1. A small flock of sheep.

N.Cy. 1 Nrf. Ray (1691) ; I ha' got a trip of sheep (A.G.F.).

2. A litter of pigs. Hmp. (H.E.), Hmp. 1
, Dor.

1

3. A brood, ' hatching.'

ne.Lan.1 Der. A brood of ducks, Flk-Lore Jin. (1883) I. 124.

Sus. I have never seen a single dotterel on their scapes, much less

a trip of them, Warter Fragments (1853) 362. Hmp. A trip of
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chicken, geese (J.R.W.); Hmp. 1 Wil.1 A vine trip 0' vowels

[fowls]. Dor. 1 A set of goslings.

4. Race, family, tribe; also used contemptuously to a

number of persons or to a large family.
w.Yks. ' There's a gay trip on 'em,' a fine lot of them (C.C.R.)

;

w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan. 1

[Cp. Whan he & alle his trip for nouht fled so tite, Lang-
toft (1330) ed. Hearne, I. 203.]

TRIP.si.3 Obs. e.An. A cheese made of milk, eaten

in its soft and curdy state.

e.An. 1 Suf. It differs from cream cheese in having no cream
and being thicker, Rainbird Agric. (1819) 3or, ed. 1849 ; Suf. 1

' Is that a cream-cheese ?
' ' No, it is only a trip.

'

TRIP, v.
2 and sb.* Sc. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. [trip.]

1. v. In phr. (1) to trip and run, to make haste ;
to hurry,

go offquickly
; (2) to trip over the tether, to prove recalcitrant

;

to refuse to fulfil an engagement or obligation.

(1) e.Lth. Trip an'rin ! Yon's ye bastard Murray, Mucklebackit
Rur. Rhymes (1885) 22a. (2) Gall. ' What if Meg trips ower the

tether? '
' Meg'll trip ower nae tether, an' there can be little fear

o' her,' Gallovidian (1902) IV. 21.

2. To ply, drive.
n.Dev. Her zot under the big fig tree, thripping her lace-bobbins

in and out, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 191.

3. To move on a pivot or fulcrum.
w.Som. 1 A paving stone not evenly bedded when stepped upon

is apt to log—this is to trip. ' Don'ee tread pon thick there stone,
he'll trip and drow the slurry all about ee.'

4. To turn up the body of a ' butt' to discharge its con-
tents. nw.Dev.1 Hence Trip-stick, sb. the stick which
holds the body in position, ib. 5. To ' take off' in

jumping. Wil. 1
6. sb. In phr. a trip of dancing, dancing.

Fif. Let's get a spring, I'm sure a trip o' dancin' Suits best this

night, Douglas Poems (1806) 151.

7. A culvert over a ditch ; a small watercourse. Dor. 1

8. A ' scrape,' difficulty, trouble.
s.Dev. He's got into a pretty trip (G.E.D.).

TRIPE, see Trype.
TRIPES, sb. pi. Sc. Irel. Wm. [traips.] 1. The

viscera, entrails, bowels, guts
; fig. the stomach, ' inner

man.' Occas. in sing.
Sc. Duncan Etym. (1595). Abd. Witchin' the water in a bride-

groom's tripes, Walker Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 456. Kcd. Got
a dram to het his tripes, Jamie Muse (1844) 89. Per. Nicol Poems
(1766) 20 ; A smell Which fear did from his tripes expell, Smith
Poems (1714) 4, ed. 1853. se.Sc. Donaldson Poems (1809) 169.
Lnk. Graham Writings (1883I II. 163. Feb. Cald soor milks-
cheese their tripes congealed, Lintouu Green (1685) 164, ed. 1817.
2. Tripe. Uls. (M.B.-S.) 3. Phr. tripes and trolly-bags,

a term of derision for a very corpulent person.
Wm. Hod oot o' t'way, tripes an' trolly-bags, a body can hardly

gitbythee(B.K.).
[Of Inde the gredy grypes Myght tere out all thy trypes,

Skelton Philip Sparowe, 1. 308.]

TRIPES, see Trapes.
TRIPE-SHOP, sb. Lan. In phr. happy as a cat in a

tripe-shop, quite happy and contented. s.Lan. 1
2.

TRIPING, sb. Sc. Coal brought to the bank of a mine,
large and small mixed, before it has been screened.
To Coal Contractors. Estimates are wanted for supplying best

Screened Climpy Triping, according to sample Advt. in Scotsman
(May 29, 1901); (W.A.C.)

TRIPLESS, adj. Pern, [tri-plas.] Unsteady, easily
upset ; unsafe, rickety.

s.Pem. A three-legged stool is main tripless for to stand upon
(M.S.C.) ; Laws Little Eng. (1888) 421.

TRIPOLIES, sb.pl. w.Som.1 A large kind of winter
onions ; Tripoli onions.

TRIPPET, sb.1 n.Cy. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Yks. Lan.
[tri-pit.] 1. A small piece of wood obtusely pointed,
used as a ball in the game of ' tip-cat ' or ' knur(r and
spell ' ;

the game itself. See Tribbit, Trip, sb.
1

Lakel. 2 Cum. 1
' Deed as a trippet,' quite dead ; Cum." Drive

the buzzing trippet through the sky, Clark Rustic, 15. n.Yks.
Did play in the churchyard ... at a game called Trippett, Quar.
Sess. Rec. (Apr. 27, 1624) in N. R. Rec. Soc. III. 199. w.Yks.1 It
is about three inches long, and an inch and a half in diameter in

the middle, and diminished at the ends in the form of a double

cone. In playing the game it is placed on a flat stone, and the

player, with his bat, called a trippet stick, strikes it smartly at the

end, which causes it to rise in a rotatory motion, high enough to

strike it before it falls. Lan. This game is played in the fields ; . .

practised by colliers. . . The trippet is about two inches long and

is made of holly, Harland & Wilkinson Leg. (1873) 152. •'

2. Comp. Trippet-staff or -stick, the stick used in the

game of ' tip-cat.' Yks. (K.), w.Yks. 1
3. Phr. (1) trippet

and quoit or coil, (2) — and rack, the game of ' trap, bat, and
ball.'

(1) N.Cy. 1 Formerly known as trippets in Newcastle. Nhb.1

The game, . . played with a ball or quoit, called a ' liggy.' . . The
player holds in his hand a flexible hazel-stick or cane, to the end

of which is spliced a heavy wooden head called a 'buck.' The
trippet is tapped smartly, when the quoit or ball springs into the

air, and is struck in its descent, the object being to drive farthest.

The distance is measured by paces or by the number of rigs across

which the quoit or liggy has been driven. e.Dur. 1 (2) e.Dur.1

4. The trap or piece of wood used in the game of 'trippet

and quoit.'

N.Cy. 1 The trippet is a small piece of wood obtusely pointed

—

something like a shoe—hollow at one end, and having a tail a little

elevated at the other, which is struck with a buck-stick. Nhb,1

A trap or piece of wood made with a shallow pocket at one end
for a ball, pointed at the other, and set up at an angle, so that on
being ' tripped' or struck, the ball is jerked up in the air.

TRIPPET, sb? Nhb. Yks. Pem. Glo. Som. Cor. Also
written tripet Nhb. 1 [tri-pit] 1. A trivet or three-

legged stand or andiron placed in front of the fire ; an iron
grating, placed on the top of and across a fire for pans to

rest on. Nhb.1
, Glo. 1

, Som.(G.S.) See Tribet.
2. Phr. as right or as safe as a trippet, as right as a trivet.

w.Yks. As reight as a trippet, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 17, 1899).
Cor. I'll bring ee through ut . . . as saafe as a trippet, Tregellas
Tales (1868) 29.

3. A little three-legged stool.
Pem. (W.H.Y.) s.Fem. Sit down there on that trippet, my

child, there's a hon' (W.M.M.) ; Laws Little Eng. (1888) 422.

[Trippet, tripus, Levins Manip. (1570).]

TRIPPET, sb.3 Sus. I.W. Also written tripet Sus.1
;

and in form tribbit- I.W.1 [tri-pit.] 1. A wicket gate.

Sus. (M.B.-S.), Sus. 1 2. Comp. Tribbit-door, a wicket
or half-door. I.W.1

TRIPPIT, sb. Obs. or obsol. Yks. Lan. Also written
trippet w.Yks.4 A quarter of a pound.

Yks. (Hall ) w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703) ; w.Yks.4 , Lan. 1
,

s.Lan. 1

TRIPPLE, v. Sc. Also in forms treeple, triple.
[tri-pl.] To dance, trip ; to beat time with the feet in
dancing, &c.
Abd. He trippled, he danced, an' he sung, Anderson Rhymes

(1867) 42. Slg. A hunner mair . . . were cutting, shuffling, and
treepling wi' their feet, and hooching, shouting, and harrooing wi'
their mooths, Buchanan Poems (1901) 138. Bwk. Calder Poems
(1897) 93.

TRIPPLE, see Thripple, sb.1

TRIPSE, v. and sb. w.Som.1
[traps.] 1. v. To balance

as upon a pivot ; to balance, swing as on a pivot. Cf.
trip, v.

2 3.
F

Usually applied to a heavy weight, such as a large piece of
timber, mass of stone, &c. 'You oa-n niivur tuurn un neef ee
doa-n trup-s-n aup pun saum-feen.' 'Ee-ul trupsee s-aizee-z u
gluuv

' [he (a tree) will balance so easy as a glove].
2. To prize up with a lever.
To tripse, the fulcrum must be fixed and the long end of the

lever depressed, so as to raise the weight with the end of the lever.
The word would not be used when lifting a weight by raising the
lever. ' Wee mus av u pee-s vur tu trup-s-n au-p wai ' [we must
have a piece (of timber) to prize it (the tree) up with].
3. sb. The state or condition of balancing on a pivot, esp.

in phr. all to a tripse, see below.
Paving stones are often loose, and in wet weather splash the

unwary. This condition is always described as being 'all to a
tripse.' I heard a man on a scaffold say to another, ' Mind, Bill,
thick plank's all to a tripse.* So of a heavy mass it would more
freq be said, ' get'n up to a tripse,' than 'tripse'-n up,' the mean-
ing being identical.
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TRIP-SKIN, sb. e.An. 1 Nrf.1

1. A piece of leather
worn on the right-hand side of the skirt, by spinners, on
which the spindle plays, and the yarn is pressed by the
hand of the spinner. 2. The skinny part of roasted
meat, which becomes tough and dry, before the whole can
be dressed.
TRIP-TROUT, sb. Obs. Knr. (Jam.) A game of

shuttlecock, in which a ball was used instead of the usual
cork and feathers.
TRISE, v. Lin. Dor. Som. Also written trice Lin.1

Som. [trais.] 1. To lift up, raise. Same word as lit.

Eng. 'trice.'

Lin. Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 738; Hn.i Trise up the
shafts of the cart.

2. To throw up one's heels. Dor. Haynes Voc. (c. 1730)
in N. tV Q. (1883) 6th S. viii. 45. 3. Phr. to trise up a
fire, to make up a fire.

Som. You may trice up the fire a bit, Lizzy (W.F.R.).
TRIST, sb.

1 and v.
1 Sc. Also written tryst(e.

1. sb. Trouble, annoyance ; difficulty, laborious work.
Sh.I. Dat's my tanks fur da tryst I'm hed gettin' it ready,

Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 79; S. & Ork.1
, Or.I. (S.A.S.)

2. v. Obs. To afflict, visit with trouble, &c.
Sc. He is sore trysted

; he has met with a heavy trial (Jam.).
Per. In terror a' our days are wasted, Wi' double curses craws
are tristed, Spence Poems (1898) 162. Ayr. A poor man trysted
with a sad dispensation of fyr, Edgar Ch. Life (1886) II. 49.

TRIST, v.
2 and sb.2 Irel. Yks. Lan. Som. Dev. Cor.

Also in form thrist Wxf. 1 e.Yks.1
[trist.] 1. v. To[trust.

See Tryst.
Wxf.1 n.Yks. 2

' Back may trist, but belly weeant.' The saying
of the thrifty in dear times— dress may be deferred, but hunger
cannot. e.Yks.1

, e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1

, w.Som. 1 Dev. If a can't trist

me, he'd better find some-wan else, Norway Parson Peter (1900)
140. Cor.2 100.

Hence Trist-penny wark, phr. the shopkeeper's credit-
system. n.Yks.2 2. sb. Trust; credit. e.Yks.1

, m.Yks. 1

,

e.Lan.1, s.Lan.
1
, w.Som.1 Hence Tristy, adj. trustworthy.

n.Yks. (T.S.)

[To triste in thing that halp me noght, Gower Conf. Am.
1. 1947. ON. treysla (refl.), to trust to, rely upon (Vig-
fusson).]

TRIST, TRIST(E, see Thrist, sb.', v.
1

, Tryst.
TRIT, v. Cum. [trit.] To mark a sheep by an ear-slit.
Every.shepherd's flock hes some variety in ear-marking ; . . ifwe

slit it, we say it is tritted or ritted, Cornh. Mag. (Oct. 1890) 387.
TRITTLE, see Trickle.
TRITTLE-TRATTLES, sb. pi. Sc. Also in form

tritle-trantles (Jam.). Trifles ; children's toys. Cf.

trantle, sb.
1

2.

Sc. (Jam., s.v. Trantles). Gall. Buying of trittle-trattles^at the
lucky-booths, Crockett Grey Man (1896) xi.

TRIT-TROT, v. n.Wil. [tri-t-trot.] To tramp about.

(G.E.D.)

TRIV, sb. Sh.I. [triv.] A push, shove. See Drive, 14.

Just as Girzie taks on da cashie she gies her a most tirmendeous

triv . . . an' afore I knew whaur I wis, I wis fleein' i' da air,

Stewart Tales (1892) 247.

TRIVAGE, TRIVAL, see Travers(e, Trivvle.
TRIVANT, sb. Chs. Lei. Nhp. Oxf. Also written

trivent Nhp.2
; and informs travant Lei.1

; tribantOxf.1

[tri
-vant.] A truant.

Chs. 1 He ticed ahr Jack to play trivant from schoo. Lei. 1 A's

pleein' travant. Nhp.12, Oxf.1

Hence Trivantly, adj. like a truant. Lei.1

[Thou art ... a trifler, a trivant, thou art an idle fellow,

Burton Anat Mel. (1621) Pre/. 7, ed. 1836.]

TRIVEETCH, TRIVEN, see Travers(e, Thriven.
TRIVERS, sb. pi. Sh.I. Also written treevers. In

phr. triddle trivers, the Fates ; used in a charm against

witchcraft ; lit. ' treadle driver.'

Da four, da gospel makers ; Da tree, da triddle treevers, Spence

Flk-Lore (1899) 142; Stewart Tales (1892) 89.

TRIVISS, TRIVIT, see Travers(e, Tribbit.

TRIVVLE, v. Sh.I. Also written trival, trivel, trivil,

trivl ; trivle, trivvil (Jam.), [tri-vl.] To grope, fumble,

VOL. VI.

feel one's way in darkness ; to feel with the fingers ; to
ringer.

I craep oot an' trivelled aboot ta fin a piece o' divet, Stewart
lales (1892) 356 ; Ye can trivil an ye're blinnd, Burgess Rasmie
(1892) 68; Doo'll no say dat if doo comes here an' trivals her
Sp?™ hs

,

Wh 'n A'm dune
'
Sh

-
News (Jan - J 3> l9°°) J S. & Ork.i

ION. pri/la, to grasp at (Vigfusson).]
TRIZZLING, sb. Dev. Also in form trissling. The

slow, lazy trot of horses. (W.L.-P.)
TRO, see Trow, v .

s

TROACH, v. Dev. Cor. [trot/.] 1. To tread; to
trample. Cor.1 The pigs are troaching on the flower-beds ; Cor. 2

2. To step along ; to trudge ; to plod as if with a load on
one's back. Cor.2 3. To hawk smuggled goods ; to
hawkvegetables. Cor.12 Hence Troacher, 56.(1) a pedlar;
a retail seller of butter, eggs, &c. ; a hawker of smuggled
goods

; (2) a rag-and-bone man.
(1) n.Dev. Reports Provinc. (1893). Cor.12 (2) Cor.3

TROAK, TROANCE, see Troke, Trounce, sb.

TROANT, sb. and v. e.An. Dev. Also in form traunt
Nrf. 1. sb. Obs. A foolish, idle person ; a lazy loiterer.

Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 440. n.Dev. Heigo ! sauntering
troant than ! Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 283.

2. A truant.
e.An. 1 (Monosyllable.) Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 440.

n.Dev. Grose (1790).

3. v. To play truant.
e.An.1 Nrf. T'ree or four of us would make up our minds to

traunt, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 14.

TROAP, sb. Ags. (Jam.) A boys' game ; see below.
Played by two persons, with bandies, or sticks hooked at the

end, and a bit of wood called a nacket. At each end of the
ground occupied, a line is drawn. He who strikes off the nacket
from the one line, tries to drive it as near the other as possible.

The object of his antagonist, who stands between him and the

goal, is to throw back with his hand the nacket to the line from
which the other has struck it. If he does this, he takes the place

of the other. If not, the distance is measured between the
striking point and the nacket with one of the sticks used in

striking; and for every length of the stick one is counted against

the caster. It is indeed a trial of strength between the one who
strikes and the other who throws, to see whether the latter can
throw, as far as the other can strike, the nacket.

TROCH,s6. Sc. [trox-] 1. An extraordinary person;
a rough ' customer.'

Ayr. Dr. Plook himsel' ... a terrible troch and a wild swearin'
body, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 113.

2. Anything of little value. Ayr. (J.F.)

TROCH, TROCK, see Through, sb?, Trough, Troke.
TROD, sb. and v.

1 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Lin.

Also in form throd e.Yks.1 Lan. [trod.] 1. sb. Obs. A
tread ; a footstep. Cf. trade.

n.Sc. This is the worst o' a' mishaps, 'Tis war than death's fell

trod, Tarras Poems (1804) 59 (Jam.).

2. A beaten track ; a footpath ; a road. Also in cotnp.

Foot-trod, Sheep-trod, &c.
N.Cy.1 When a thief escaped from Yorkshire northwards, he

was said to have gone the Darnton [Darlington] trod. Nhb. 1
,

Dur.1 Lakel. 1
; Lakel.2 Fiut-trod, rabbit-trod, coo-trod, sheep-

trod, an' seea on. Cum. 14 Win. A foot-trod leads through the

fields (B.K.). n.Yks.124 ,
ne.Yks.1

, e.Yks. 1
,
m.Yks.1

, w.Yks.

(C.A.F.), w.Yks. 1 Lan. The district is so far out of the common
' trod,' as Lancashire people say, Waugh Birthplace Tim Bobbin

(1858) i; Lan. 1
, ne.Lan.1

, e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1 Lin.1 Keep on the

trod and you'll reach the thorpe in time. n.Lin.1

3. Track, pursuit. Cf. hot, 1 (27).

Rxb. The law of the ' hot-trodd ' is this, that, within six days

from the lifting of any cattle, the harried parties may, with certain

formalities, cross the Border without let or hindrance from any
man, and recover their gear unopposed if so be they can lay their

hands upon it, or as the wording of the law has it, ' to follow their

lawful trod with hue and cry, with horn and hound,' Hamilton
Outlaws (1897) 57. Nhb. We'll be het on his trod an' aye set him

in order, Dixon Whittingham Vale (1895) 192 ; Nhb. 1

4. Fig. A course ; a path.

Yks. I'll not see her bairn go the same trod and suffer the same

sorrow that she did, Longman's Mag. (Oct. 1895) 638. n.Yks.2

To ' tramp an ill trod,' to follow an evil course.

1 i
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5. The treading part on a stair. Nhb.1 6. The bearing

or wearing rim of a flanged wheel.
[It] is said to measure so many inches 'in the trod'; that is,

so many inches diameter not including the flange, ib.

7. v. To trace ; to track by the footstep.

n.Sc. One is said to trod a thief (Jam.).

[2. OE. trod, a track (Sweet). 7. Betere is >e bet

trodde? wel & ofsecheS wel ut his owune feblesce )>en he
bet mete^ hu heih is be heouene, Anc. Riwk (c. 1225) 232.]

TROD,i/.2 Obs. Sc. To trot; to half run and halfwalk.
Gall. He trods about wi' his bit halflin trot, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824).

TRODDLE, v. Sc. Cor. Also written trodle Ags.

(Jam.) [tro'dl.] 1. Obs. To toddle.

Ags. (Jam.) Frf. The young things trodlin' rin T'announce th'

approach of their dear dadd, Morison Poems (1790) 46.

Hence Troddler, sb. a toddler; a child just learning to

walk. Cor. 2 A little troddler.

2. To go.
Rnf. May ye to some place better troddle Than Clooty's den,

Clark Rhymes (1842) 26.

3. Obs. To slip ; to tumble.
Sc. The bridegroom gaed thro' the reel, And his breeks cam

trodling doun, Kinloch Ballad Bk. (1827) 85, ed. 1868.

4. Obs. Of a stream: to glide gently ; to purl.

n.Sc. The trodlin burnie i' the glen Glides cannie o'er its

peebles sma', Tarras Poems (1804) 82 (Jam.).

TRODDLER, sb. Lan. [tro;dla(r).] A 'tredaller';

one who works a sewing-machine. Staton B. Shuttle

Bowtun, 53.

TRODE, see Tread.
TRODGE, v. Sc. Irel. [trodg.] ?A dial, form of

' trudge ' ; to saunter, walk.
Sc. (Jam.) Dmf. Wha'd trodged that mornin' ower hillside an'

howe, Thom Jock o' the Knowe (1878) 40. N.I. 1

Hence Trodger, sb. a traveller on foot. N.I. 1

TRODWIDDIE,^. Obs. Sc. The chain which fastens

the harrow to the swingle-tree. Cf. tread-wuddie.
n.Sc. Item, 2. pots, 1 spade, . . one iron trodwoddie, Depred. on

Clan Campbell, 96 (Jam.).

TROG(G, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. [trog.] 1. v. To barter;

to exchange. Cf. troke.
Ayr. His sangs I'se just now wi' you trog For your said lines,

Thom Amusements (1812) 27. Dmf. (Jam.)

Hence (1) Trogger, s6<(n) onewho barters or exchanges;
a pedlar ; also used attrib.

;
(b) a collector of old clothes

;

a vagrant, esp. an Irish vagrant
; (2) Troggin, sb. pedlars'

wares.
(i, a) Ayr. Bless me, here's Joltrie Pea, the trogger body himsel',

a' the way from Kilmarnock, Service Notandums (1890) 74.
Dmf. (Jam.) (b) Ayr. We'll hae nae troggers here at oor yetts,

Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 75. Gall. The Galloway man has
long known the Irish ' trogger,' Colville Vernacular (1899) 3 ;

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Wgt. The people are greatly
oppressed by inundations of poor vagrants from Ireland. . . The
second [class] are those called troggers, who carry on a species of
traffic, unknown, I am persuaded, in most places. They bring
linen from Ireland, which they barter for the old woollen clothes
of Scotland, and these they prefer to gold or silver, Statist. Ace.
III. 139 (Jam.). (2) Sc. Mackay. Ayr. Buy my troggin', Burns
Excellent New Sng. (1796) st. 1.

2. To have underhand dealings ; to use trickery.
Dmf. The weel-earned reward o' scheming and trogging, Thom

Jock 0' the Knowe (1878) 31.

3. sb. Slow and petty dealing in the market. N.I. 1

4. pi. Old clothes ; finery.
e.Lth. For a' that, an' a' that, Their trogs and trains and a' that :

The cottage maiden, in her blume, Is grander dight than a' that,
Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885) 210. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.
(1824).

TROGS, sb. pi. Sc. Irel. Also in forms throgs Ir.
;

treggs Sc. ; trugs Sh.I. n.Sc. (Jam.) Troth ! used as an
oath ; also in phr. by my trogs.

Sc.
'
Bymy troggs,' replied Christie, ' I would have thrust my lance

down his throat,' Scott Monastery (1820) xiv ; ' Treggs is't,' quo'
Geordie Carwell, Chambers Pop. Rhymes (1890) 389.

'

Sh.I.
{Coll. L.L.B.), n.Sc. (Jam.), Abd. (G.W.), Lnk. (Jam.) Edb. By
my trogs, I'm plain to tell, I wish you rightly ken yoursell,

Crawford Poems (1798) 84. Dmf. (Jam.) Don.Throgs.no; I m
thankful to you, Macmanus Chim. Corners, 167.

TROGUE, sb} Obs. Cld. (Jam.) A young horse.

TROGUE, sb.
2 Obs. Der. A mining term : a wooden

drain like a trough. Mawe Mineralogy (1802) Gl.

[OE. trog, a trough ; a wooden vessel (Sweet).]

TROICE, v. n.Yks.2 [trois.] To take away eggs at

different times from a nest, with the object of inducing

the bird to lay more and more. ' We've troiced her eggs.'

TROIL, sb. Cor. [troil.] 1. A feast. Flk-Lorejrn.

(1886) IV. 238 ; Cor.12 2. A short row on the sea. ib.

TROILYA, see Trulya.
TROINSHKET, adj. Sh.I. Also in forms troitsket,

trumsket. Sulky ; cross, snappish ;
depressed in spirits.

Cf. troitshka, trunie.
A ' troinshket ' body is properly a person who makes a tr0ni,

which means a long snout, Jakoesen Dial. (1897) 40 ; (J.S.)

TROINTIE, sb. Sh.I. A snout ; a tip. Cf. trunie.

Dwimishin awa ta a sma trointie at da tap like a flossiecape,

Stewart Tales (1892) 89.

TROISON, sb. Obs. e.An.1 A taste, savour.

TROISTRY, sb. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) The entrails of

a beast ; offal.

TROITLE, v. Sh.I. Also written troyttle S. & Ork.1

To gossip ; to tattle. {Coll. L.L.B.), S. & Ork.1

TROITSHKA, sb. Sh.I. A fit of sulks. Cf. troinshket.
He kjust him up in troitshka, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 38.

TROJAN, sb. Sh.I. Irel. [trS'dgsn.] 1. An over-

grown person ; a giant. S. & Ork.1 2. In phr. like

a Trojan, used as a term of comparison for an active,

sturdy person.
Ir. He steps out like a Trojan. He has legs like a Trojan

(A.S.-P.).

TROKE, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Also written troak,

troque Sc. ; and in forms track S. & Ork. 1
; trock Sc.

(Jam.) S. & Ork.1 Cai.1 Bnff. 1 n.Cy. ; trok Sh.I. Inv.

[trok ; trok.] 1. v. To bargain, barter, exchange. Cf.

trog(g, truck, v.
1

Sc. I wad be ready to trock wi' you, Scott Pirate (1821) ix:

Sh.I. Ta her an aa her trokkin, Burgess Rasmie (1892)- 23;
S. & Ork.1 MS. add. Cai. 1 Bnff.1 Fin I wiz a bit loon, him an'

me trockit watches. Abd. Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 53.

Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. Wi' you no friendship I will troke, Burns To

J. Kennedy, st. 4. Lth. A' the news the country offer'd Crinch for

crinch they trockit lang, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 316. N.Cy.1
,

Nhb. 1

Hence Trocker, sb. one whoexchangesgoods. Slk. (Jam.)
2. To traffic ; to trade on a small scale or in a mean way.
Sc. (Jam.) ; She must go on troking wi' the old carrier, Scott

St. Ronan (1824) xxxi. ne.Sc. Maybe I micht buy or sell a hoose
or a bit lan' at a time, fer I aye like to be trockin, Grant Keckleton,

127. Per. Stewart Character (1857) 67. Edb. Ye lowns that
troke in doctor's stuff, You'll now hae unco slaisters, Fergusson
Poems (1773) 171, ed. 1785. Peb. He has started trokin among
old horses (A.C.).

Hence Troker, sb. a dealer ; a pedlar ; a low trader.
Sc. There were to be found brokers and trokers, those miscel-

laneous dealers in things rare and curious, Scott Antiquary
(1816) Hi. Ayr. On him our Troker coost a look—Jock's mou'
that moment tint the crook, Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892)
183. Slk. (Jam.)

3. With with : to have dealings, freq. of an illicit or
underhand character ; to negotiate ; to associate ; to hold
familiar intercourse ; to be on friendly terms ; often in
phr. to have trokings with.

Sc. I hae nae trokings wi' Lovats, Stevenson Catriona (1893)
xiv. Bnff. [I] wuss me hae never Enbowr see, Nor wi' sic Lady
trockit, Taylor Poems (1787) 132 ; Bnff. 1 Per. The less trokin'
ye hae wi' them the better, Ian Maclaren K. Carnegie (1896) 97.
e.Lth. I hae ne'er had ony trokins wi' the Ia'yers, Hunter /.
Inwick (1895) 134. Twd. The Baillies are aye gentrice and hae
nae trokins wi' sic blaggard tinklers, Buchan Burnet (,1898) 343.
Nhb. 1 He winna troke wiv him.
Hence Troaker, sb. a secret agent ; one who has secret

underhand negotiations.
Sc. Thou troaker, thou traytor, thou false Jamie Wylie, Who

endeavours to break king Fergus' old Tailzie, Maidment Pasquits
(1868) 380.

*
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4. With in : to tamper with.
ne.Sc. Ne'er troke in the truth ; say plainly tae a' men what's in

yer mind, Gordon Northward Ho, 207.

5. pass. To work for money.
Lnk. Twa pounds . . . That I had gotten for my wark, Tho' sair

for't I'd been troket, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) °7-

6. To be busied about trifles ; to potter.
Sc. It would be said that a woman was always ' trokin ' about

from house to house, implying inside visitations, Montgomerie-
Flemino Notes on jam. (1899). Kcd. They're i' the kitchen,

trockin' baith, Grant Lays (1884) 22. Per. He's fair fozzy wi'

trokin' in his gairden, Ian Maclaren Brier Bush (1895) 206.

e.Fif. Though I had been trokin' awa i' the cuttin' depairtment for

maybe auchteen months, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) viii.

7. Fig. To carry abroad ; to spread.
Lth. Awa' ran Sandy, and fell soon The news was trockit thro'

the town, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 152.

8. sb. Barter ; an exchange ; a bargain.
Sc. When the corp an' me were young men, he cheated me out

o' thirty shillings i' the trock o' a watch, Dickson Kirk Beadle

(1892) 129. Kcd. The lairdie reviewed them [horses] , an' wid ha'e

a troak Wi' his ane an' ane o' the best o' the stock, Kerr Remi-

niscences (1890) 41. Lth. Ballantine Poems (1856) 131. n.Cy.

Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)

9. Goods; gear; sundry small articles or wares ; lumber;

trash.
S. & Ork.1 MS. add., n.Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 , Inv. (H.E.F.) Abd.

Is their trock a' in ? Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) i. Frf.

Sellin' orra trokes, a bit string in the day, laces the morn, and

sometimes blackin', Mackenzie N. Pine (1897) 52. Per. Doon she

comes to me for tea an' sneeshin'an'sic like trokes as a puir body can

do wantin' weel eneugh, Cleland Inchbracken ( 1883) 171, ed. 1887.

Hence Trockery, sb. articles of small value ;
miscel-

laneous small articles.

e.Fif. Willy . . . never was at a loss for a story to tempt

customers to buy his trockerie, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) iv.

Gall. In the parlour en', Whar tea and trockery a' was ready,

Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 58, ed. 1897.

10. Business, dealing ; negotiation ; intercourse, freq.

of an illicit, underhand character ; fondling, toying.

Sc. Thae twa hae an unco troke wi' ither (Jam. Suppl). Abd.

I do not like this party's having so much trock with the ministers.

Cobban Angel (1898) 246. Arg. ' It's a woman's way, Mungo.'
' You'll likely ken ; I've had sua' troke wi' them mysei',' Munro
Doom Castle (1901) 202. s.Sc. Canny, decent, honest folk Are

often crushed wi' this world's troke, Watson Border Bards (1859)

11. Rxb. I'll hae no troke wi' the Armstrongs of Whithaugh,

Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 10.

11. A small matter of business, esp. one requiring much
striving ; an odd job ; an errand.

^

Sc. (Jam.) Frf. Sae auld Ebenezer toddled oot an' in, gettm

aye the ither bit troke dune for him, Willock Rosetty Ends

(1886) 141, ed. 1889. Per. I'm but an orra body runnin' efter my
ain bit trokes, a' round the countryside, Cleland Inchbracken

(1883) 146, ed. 1887.

[1. Fr. troquer, to truck, swab, barter ; to exchange one

thing for another (Cotgr.).]

TROKEY, sb. Ant. [tro'ki.] An untidy woman ;
one

wanting in smartness. Ballymena Obs. (1892).

TROLE, TROLIE, see Troll, v.
1
,
Trolly, sb.

23

TROLL, v.
1 and sb.

1 Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Glo. Oxf.

Brks. Nrf. Ken. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Cor. Also in forms

throwl e.Yks.1
; traul Hmp. ; trawl w.Yks. ;

trole Ken.
;

trool Cor.123 ; troul w.Yks.3
; trowal Hmp. ;

trowl

n Yks.12 ne.Lan.1 Hmp. ; trule Cor. ; trull Glo. Nrf. Ken.12

Sus.12 Hmp.1 I.W.1 [troul ; trtsl.] 1. v. To roll; to cause

to circulate; to trundle ; to wheel ; to bowl, as a ball, hoop,

&c. ; to be rolled.

Sc. My father's oaks grow too far from London ... lor me to

troll them down with a die, Scott Nigel (1822) xi. Ayr. Loves to

troll his iniquity like a sweet morsel under his tongue, Galt Ann.

Parish (1821) xlv. Wxf. 1
, n.Yks.124 ,

ne Yks 1 e.Yks 1 w.Yks.

Trawl up a ball, lad, an' look sharp (W.F.) ne.Lan.1 Glo.

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 44i- Brks.1
- Ken. Trolling a hoop

I'D W L V Ken 12 Sus.12 Hmp. To bowl under arm (H.K.)

;

Hmp. 1 I.W. 1 Trull that wheel-barrow. Cor. N. & Q. (1854) 1st

S
"

Hence Tif^oll-egg-day, sb. («) Easter Monday or

Tuesday ; see below ; cf. pace-egg ;
(b) Shrove Tuesday

,

(2) — Monday, sb. Easter Monday
; (3) Troller, sb. (a) a

bowler
; (b) the rocker of a rocking-chair

; (4) Trolling-
hoop, sb. a child's hoop.

(1, a) n.Yks.1 ; n.Yks.2 When children play with dyed eggs by
rolling them on the grass; n.Yks.4 w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl-

(June 17, 1899). {b) e.Yks. 1 Hard-boiled eggs are dyed and
throwled in the fields on that day. The custom is fast dying out.

(2) ne.Yks.1 (3, a) Hmp. 1 (A) w.Yks.3 Lan. Mind thaem
trowlers (A.P.). (4) Oxf. 1 MS. add.

2. To throw. Nrf. N. &> Q. (1853) 1st S. vii. 288.

3. sb. A cricket-ball. Hmp. (H.R.)

[1. Trollyn, volvo (Prompt.).]

TROLL, v.
2 Cor. Also written trowl Cor.2 [troul.]

To turn or twist down, as of the heel of a shoe ; to sprain.

Cor. 2 I've trowled my foot.

Hence (1) Trolled, ppl. adj. twisted, deformed ; having

a deformed foot. Cor.2
; (2) Troll-foot, sb. a club-foot.

Cor.1
; (3) -footed, ppl. adj. club-footed. Cor.12

TROLL, v? Yks. [trol.] To scold.

w.Yks. An' trolled her for net havin' one, Hartley Puddin'

(1876) 250.

TROLL, z/.
4 Nrf. To tire with walking ; to walk too far.

Du yu let them chickens out, and she'll troll 'em to dead,

Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 25.

TROLL, sb.
2 and v.5 Sc. Yks. Lan. Not. Hrt. Dev.

[trol.] 1. sb. A person of slovenly habits ; a woman
of loose life. Cf. trolly, sb.

2
, trull, sb.

1

Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 w.Yks.2 A regular old troll. e.Lan. 1
,
s.Lan.1

s.Not. She looks no better nor a mucky lazy troll (J.P.K.). Hrt.

She be a reg'lar troll (H.G.). e.Dev. The old maniac, the young

bounder, and the troll of a daughter, Jane Ever Mohun (1901) 150.

2. Any long, unshapely thing that trails on the ground.

Rxb. (Jam.) 3. v. To walk, work, or dress in a slovenly

manner. Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1 4. To carry from place to

place in a slovenly manner ; to trail. Bnff.1 ,
Dev.

TROLL, sb.3 Sh. & Or.I. [trol.] 1. A fairy, goblin,

'trow' (q.v.). S. & Ork.1 Hence Troll-houlland, sb. a

hill supposed to be inhabited by ' trolls.'

Sh.I. A knoll shrouded in clouds and mists has long been

dreaded as a domicile for unclean spirits ; hence its name Trol-

houland, or the Hill of Demons or Trows, Hibbert Desc. Sh. I.

(I822
1

) 189, ed. 1891 ; S. & Ork.1

2. The devil. (Jam.)

[ON. troll, a giant, fiend, demon (Vigfusson).J
.

TROLL, sb." Obs. Sc. (Jam.) 1. Any object with

length disproportionate to its breadth. Per. Cf trolly,

sb.3 2. The dung of cows, horses, and men. Dim.

TROLL, sb.6 Wil.1 A small kind of cheese, weighing

about 7 lb. MS. add.

TROLLIBOBS, sb. pi. Yks. Lan. Wor. Suf. Hmp.
Also written trollybobs s.Lan. 1

; and in forms throllibobs

e.Yks.1 ; trollebods n.Yks.2
; trollibods n.Yks.1

;
trolly-

bods m.Yks. 1
; trullibubs Suf.1 Hmp.1 [tro'libobz.] En-

trails ; tripe ;
gen. used in phr. tripe and trollibobs. CI.

trolly-bags. „ ...

.

n.Yks.124, m.Yks.1
, w.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan.1 , s.Lan.1
,
Wor. (J.K.W.j,

Suf.1, Hmp.1
,

TROLLOCK, sb. s.Chs.1 [tro'lok] An old garment,

esp. an old coat.

TROLLOP, v 1 and sb.
1 Var. dial, and colloq. uses in

Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer. Also written trollope Sc. Not.
;

trollup s.Chs.1
; and in forms thrallop, throllop e.Yks. ;

trallop Sc. Lakel.2 Cum.4 n.Yks.12 m.Yks.1 [tro'lap.]

1. v. To hang in a wet state. .
,

Bnff.1 The bairn cam in ass caul's geal wee'ts frockie a trollopin

aboot its leggies. ,

2. To work in a dirty, slovenly manner ; to mess about

,

used with about or at. Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1
,
Yks. (H.W.)

Hence Trolloping, ppl. adj. slatternly, untidy.

Sc. Your trolloping sex, Scott Antiquary (1816) 1. Frf. Mis

gossiping trolloping wife, Johnston Poems (1869) 123. Cld.

(JamO Nrf. Nasty trolloping gipseys that I never could abear,

Spilling Molly Miggs (1873) 87, ed. 1902.

3 To walk in a slovenly way ; to drag the skirts through

mud ; to slouch ;
to gad about idly ; to lead a bad life. U.

tr
Sc°(TAM.), Bnff.1 Ayr. Her wanton mother, that had been

' w " 112
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trolloping in Glasgow, Galt Provost (1822) ix. Gall. A lank,

hobbledehoy gooseherd, who came trolloping along a path
towards a canal bridge, yawning, Crockett Lochinvar (1897) v.

n.Yks. (W.H.), e.Yks.1 w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 10,

1898). Der. A Public bean't tha sort o' place for ye, my dearie
;

there's alius a lot of . . . bad women a-trollopin' about, Ouida
Puck (ed. 1901) vii. War.2 w.Som.1 Dhai du zai- aew uur-z
u-waeth 1 uuivdidz u paewnz, un ee't uur ul traul'upee ubaewt
een u paa-sl u oal koo-uts lin-eebau'dee wud -n gee tuup-uns
vau-r. Dev. To trollop with the men, Peter Pindar Wks. (1816)
IV. 183 ; Dev.3

Hence Trolloper, sb. a clumsy, heavy, ungainly female.
w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 10, 1899) ; ib. (June 17, 1899).
4. sb. A large hanging rag ; a tatter.
Bnff.1 His kilt wiz a' in trollops. Per. The chackit daidle, or bit

brattie, That hings in trollops on your dawtie, Stewart Character

(1857)65.
5. A large, straggling mass of anything. Sc. (Jam.),

Bnff. 1
6. A dirty, idle, slovenly person

;
gen. used of

a female ; a slattern ; a woman of loose morals.
Sc. (Jam.), Cal. 1 Bnff. Te wooer's feyk For sic a clumsy

trollop, Taylor Poems (1787) 130; Bnff.1 Ayr. A long thin
trollop of a woman, with a long thin scraggy neck, seated by the
slatternly table, Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 20. Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824). Ir. The lazy trollop ! . . wasn't it just
like a thing she'd do ? Bullock Pastorals (1901) 125. Nhb. It's

that trollop they fell out about, Graham Red Scaur (1896) 259.
Lakel.2 n.Yks. She's a mucky trollop (T.S.). e.Yks.1 Ah
wondher he should tak up wi a dotty [dirty] throllop like hur.
m.Yks.1

, w.Yks. (S.P.U.), w.Yks. 2
, m.Lan.1

, s.Lan.1 , Chs.1
,

s.Chs.1
, Stf.1

, nw.Der. 1
, Not. 1

, n.Lin. (M.P.) Lei. Northall
Wd. Bk. (1896). War.23 ,

Shr.i, Oxf. (G.O.), Suf. 1
,
Hmp.i

[That impudent trollop, who is with child by you, Fielding /.
Andrews (1742) bk. 1. viii. Amer. It is all her fault, . . hers,
and that bold trollop of a sister of hers, Harpers Mag. (Mar.
1901)522.]
Hence (1) Trollopish, adj. dirty, filthy ; beggarly

; (2)
Trollopy, adj. slovenly, untidy.

(1) ne.Lan. 1
, s.Cy. (Hall.) Sus. Holloway. (2) Cld. (Jam.),

Cum.", n.Yks. 12
, e.Yks.1

, m.Yks. 1
, s.Lan.1 Nrf. All on 'em here

luke so dirty and trollopy, Spilling Molly Miggs (1873) viii.

TROLLOP, v.
2 and sb* Chs. Lin. Shr. Cor. Also

written trollup s.Chs. 1 [tro-lap.] 1. v. To beat ; to
thrash soundly. n.Lin. 1

, Cor.3 2. sb. A heavy fall.
s.Chs.1 Ah seed im goa- u praat-i trol'up upu)th mek'sn. Shr. 1

'E come down wi' sich a trollop.

TROLLOP, sb.a Hmp. The moat at Porchester Castle.
On visiting lately the ruins of Porchester Castle, some boys who

were playing outside the walls called the moat the ' trollop.' On
my asking why they so termed it, one replied, ' Because it is so
often full of water,' N. & Q. (1870) 4th S. v. 342 ; (H.W.E.)
TROLLOPS, sb. and v. Var. dial, and colloq. uses in

Sc. and Eng. Also in forms thrallops e.Yks.1
; trallops

Lakel.2 n.Yks.14 m.Yks.1 Dor. [tro-lsps.] 1. sb. A
dirty, idle, slovenly person

;
gen. used of a female ; a

slattern. Cf. trollop, v.
1

Per. A' for you, ye trollops, Monteath Dunblane (1835) 75, ed.
1887. Lakel.2 , n.Yks. 14, e.Yks.1, m.Yks.1

, w.Yks." Lan. As
soon think 0' gettin' wed to a corn-boggart as sich a trollops,
Waugh Sneck-Bant (1868) iv; Lan.1, n-Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1 Stf.
Northall Wd. Bk. (1896). nw.Der.1

, Lin.1 , n.Lin.1 Lei.
Northall ib. War.2 Shr. Northall ib. Ess. No darty trollops
she, Clark /. Noakes (1839) s '- 31. Sus., Hmp. Holloway.
Dor. Roberts Hist. Lyme Regis (1834). Dev.3 Cor. He goes an'
meets The nasty trollops in the streets, Daniel Mary Anne's
Troubles, 8.

2. A string of horses. Lin.1
3. v. To walk through

mud
; to tramp about the streets ; to trudge. War 2

Som. (J.S.F.S.)
' '

TROLLOWERANCE, sb. Obs. Yks. A teetotum.
n.Yks.12 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. c^q
TROLLY, sb} Nhb. Yks. Not. Lei. War. Shr Hrf.

e.An. Som. [tro'li.] 1. In comp. Trolley-way, a road-
way or tramway for wagons, a ' rolley-way ' (q.v.).
Nhb. (R.O.H.)

; We went by the drift ... an' there we gropes
aboot the trolley-way, Pease Tales (1899) 98. w.Yks (S K C )
2. A low cart, used for the lighter kinds of field-work

;

a sledge used in husbandry.
Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Shr.1 It's no use takin' the

waggin fur them fyeow faggits, the trolly an' a couple o' 'orses

661 bring 'em aisy. Hrf. 1 Suf. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).

3. A market-cart.
Suf. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863); Suf.1 Sich roads! We got

rarely jounced i' the trolly.

4. A long, narrow Yarmouth cart, adapted to go up the
' rows.' e.An. 1

5. A small handcart used by grocers,

millers, &c. ; also in comp. Hand-trolly.
Not. 1 Lei.1 With two small wheels and no sides. War.3 The

miller's trolly has now become the sack-barrow. Shr., Hrf.

Bound Provinc. (1876). w.Som.1

TROLLY, sb? and v. Sc. Dur. Wm. Yks. Lan. Der.
Not. Nhp. Also written trolie Sc. (Jam.) [tro'li.]

1. sb. A slovenly, untidy girl or woman ; a slattern ; a
loose woman. Cf. troll, sb.2

Sc. (Jam.) Dur. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870). Wm. Shoo's
an auld trolly (B.K.). w.Yks. For he's pickt up some idle trolly,

Hartley Puddin' (1876) 164. s.Lan.1 nw.Der.1 Tha's made
thisel a fine trolly. Not. (J.H.B.) s.Not. A'd be ashamed to be
seen talkin' to yer, yer dutty trolly (J.P.K.). Nhp.1 Oh ! what
a trolly she is !

2. Any long, unshapely thing that trails on the ground.
Rxb. (Jam.) 3. v. To call one a ' trolly.'

Not. ' Yo trolly '.'..' Don't trolly me,' Prior Forest Flk.

(1901) 225.

TROLLY, sb.3 Sc. Also written trolie Per., Dmf.
(Jam.) 1. Any object with length disproportionate to

the breadth. Cf. troll, sb.* Per. (Jam.) 2. pi. Entrails.
Gall. Ye rive up Sweden's hard aim wyme, And gars her

trollies flee, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 247, ed. 1876.

3. The dung of cows, horses, or persons. Dmf. (Jam.)
TROLLY, sb* Pern, [tro'li.] A suet-dumpling; an

oatmeal pudding ; see below.
(W.H.Y.) s.Pem. Laws Little Eng. (1888) 422; 'Fat the

fowle and rich the bowle, Trollees large as chees.' A small,
round, flat pudding made of dough mixed with suet and currants,
boiled with meat, potatoes, &c, i.e. in Welsh porridge. In some
parts of Pembrokeshire the 'trolly' is made of oatmeal, and it

forms, together with porridge, part of the principal meal of the
day (W.M.M.).
TROLLY-BAGS, sb. pi. Sc. Nhb. Lakel. Yks. Lan.

e.An. Also written trollibags Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.1 ne.Lan. 1

e.An.1
; trolliebags Sc. (Jam.) ; and in form throllybags

e.Yks. 1 [tro-li-bagz.] 1. Entrails ; tripe. Cf. trollibobs.
Sc. (Jam.) Slk. The small guts of a sheep (ib.). Gall. Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824). N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Tripe and trolly-bags.
Cum.1

; Cum." * Oh ! my tripes and trollybags,' an exclamation
of surprise; if without 'my' then indicative of doubt at some
aspersion. e.Yks.1

, ne.Lan. 1
, e.An.1

2. An old, ungainly-looking cow. Cum. (M.P.) 3. A
corpulent person

; a dirty, untidy, or unshapely person.
Lakel.2 , e.Yks.1

TROLLY-MOG, sb. and v. Stf. Nhp. [troli-mog.]
1. sb. A dirty, slovenly female. Nhp. 2 2. v. To
walk about aimlessly and heavily.

tt^'J? ?^
let

i
S s° troI1y-m°gging about any longer, Northall

Wd. Bk. (1896).

TROLLYS, sb. pi. m.Lan.1
[tro'liz.] A woman's

drawers.
TROLOLLAY, int. Obs. Sc. A term occurring in arhyme used at ' Hogmanay.'
The cry of Hogmanay Trololay is of usage immemorial in this

country.
. . Hogmanay Trololay, Give us your white bread, and

none of your grey (Jam., s.v. Hogmanay) ; Mackay.
TROLUBBER,s6. Obs. Dev. Also written troelubber.A hedger and ditcher; a heavy, clownish person.
Dev.1 In the ne. [of the county] only. n.Dev. Horae Subsecivae

>
77

2 f
4I
J

tee and "SSee W1 ' enny troluber, Exm. Scold.
(1746) 1. 265.

AS Sb
l °u-\ ^gs> (Jam ') A1so in form trawlie.A ring through which the chain or rope passes between

r,rL^°=^ °r °Xu
n neXt the PlouSh >

and which
prevents it trailing on the ground
TRON, v. and sb. Lan. Chs. [tron.] 1. v. To con-

trive, espm joiner's work ; to do odd jobs.
sw.Lan. He trons and fettles a bit (H.M.). Chs.13

2. sb. A contriver in joiner's work.
Lan. A chap that, although a good tron, had never served his
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toime to th' bizziness of a jeiner, Staton Rays fro' Loominary
(c. 1861) 77.

TRON, see Trone, sb.
1

TRONACH, sb. Obs. Rnf. (Jam.) The crupper used
with dorsets' or a pack-saddle; formed of wood, and
connected with the saddle by a cord at each end
TRONE, sb.1 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum.Wm. Yks. Lan. Der.

Lei. Also in forms traan ne.Lan. 1
; trawn e.Lan.1 ; tron

Sc.
; troon Nhb. 1 [tron ; tron.] 1. A steelyard ; a

weighing-machine
; gen. used in pi. Cf. troy.

Sc. An instrument consisting of two horizontal bars crossing
each other, beaked at the extremities, and supported by a heavy
pillar; used for weighing heavy wares. [It] still remains in
many towns (Jam.)

; MoNTGOMERiE-FLEMiNGiVofejoM/aw. (1899).
Wgt. Burgh Farms, Trons, Market and Cross, Fraser Wigtoivn
(1877) 9. N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 Sometimes applied to the common
spring-balance. ' Bring the trones an' let's wee [weigh] this
cabbish.' Dur.1

, Cum.1 *, Wm. (B.K.), (M.P.), n.Yks.s, w.Yks.
(J.J.B.), w.Yks.1 23

;
ne.Lan.1

, e.Lan. 1
, nw.Der.1 (s.v. Troys), Lei.1

Hence Troner, sb.. obs., an official weighman. Sc.
(Jam.), Nhb.1 2. The standard of weight used at the
public steelyard ; also used attrib.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Wi' a weight that is twenty stane tron, Outram
Lyrics (1887) 106. Bnff. The tacksman receives a. meal firlot,

peck, haddish cog, a trone stone weight, Cramond Cullen Ann.
(1888) 96. Lnk. Tee-shots . . . Tho' thretty-punds tron were ca'd
up to the snaw, Watson Poems (1853) 71.

3. Obs. A market ; a market-place.
Ayr. Irville, which is an abundant trone for widows and other

single women, Galt Ann. Parish (1821) xxxvii. Lnk. And win
the vogue at market, trone or fair, For halesome, clean, cheap
and sufficient ware, Ramsay Gentle Shep. (1725) 36, ed. 1783.
4. A pillory.

Sc. (Jam.) ; He shall have his lugs nailed to the muckle trone,
Hislop Anecdote (1874) 20. Edb. Ruddiman Introd. (1773)
(Jam.).

5. Comp. (1) Tron-church, a church situated near the
' trone '

; (2) -lord, (3) -man, a sweep.
(r) Sc. There is a Tron Church in Edb. and another in Glas-

gow, Mackay. (2) Lnk. As if a company of tinkers or trone-lords

should meet in that church, and pass such a sentence, Wodrow
Ch. Hist. (1721) II. 259, ed. 1828. (3) Edb. Because they had
their station at the Trone (Jam.).

TRONE, sb.
2 w.Cy. Dev. Cor. [tron.] LA groove;

a shallow line in the ground ; a furrow ; a trench ; a small
open drain. See below.
Dev.2 w.Dev. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796). Cor. N. c> Q.

(1854) 1st S. x. 441 ; Cor. 1 Qy. a line. In describing heavy rain

a countryman said the streams were ' like trones from the tids of

a cow.'

2. A ridge of hay formed by a rake, previous to its being
made into cocks. w.Cy. (Hall.), Dev. 1

, nw.Dev. 1

TRONE, sb.3 and v. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Lan. Lin.

Also in forms traun n.Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1

; trooan Cum.1
;

troon Nhb.; trouan ne.Lan. 1
; trouen Wm. ; trowan

Cum.1
; trowin Cum. ; trown n.Lin.1

; truen e.Lan. 1

[tron.] 1. sb. A truant
;
gen. used in phr. to play {the)

trone. Cf. troant, 2.

Dmf. No man unless he were clean daft would play the trone

and Marjorie Graeme waiting for him with open arms, Hamilton
Mawkin (1898) 112. Nhb. When fra skeul ye play'd the troon,

Wilkinson Tyneside Sngstr. (1886) 9. Cum. This playing the

trowin leads thousands to ruin, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1840) 8
;

Cum.1 Wm. I played trouen three heeal daes, Clarke Spec.

Dial. (ed. 1885) pt. iii. 47. ne.Lan.1 n.Lin. 1 Let's go in here

and sit down to get out of your mother's way as we were playing

at trown, Gainsburgh News (May 19, 1877) ; He lams fairly

when he is at school, bud he's up to plaayin' traun if not seen

efter. sw.Lin.1 You've been playing traun to day.

Hence Tronie or Tronnie, sb. a truant. Dmf. (Jam.)

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). 2. v. To play truant

;

also in phr. to trone the school.

Ayr. (F.J.C) Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 339. Gall.

The bairnies winna gang tae school, They trone it ane and a',

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 244, ed. 1876. e.Lan.1 Lin. Streat-

feild Lin. and Danes (1884) 374.

TRONE, see Troon.
TRONED, v. e.An.1 [trond.] Pp. of to ' train.'

He have ollost been troned up t'ut.

TRONI, see Trunie.
TRONIE, sb. ? Obs. Sc. 1. Any metrical saw or

jargon used by children. n.Sc. (Jam.) 2. A long, tedious
story. Sc. Mackay. Cai. (Jam.) 3. Trifling conversa-
tion. Cai. {ib.) 4. A darling, ib.

TROO, sb. Obs. N.Cy.1 A step in a staircase.
TROO, TROOAN, see Trow, v.3 *, Trone, sb.3

TROODI, TROOEE, see Trooy.
TROOEN, TROOIN, TROOK, see Troon, Truck, v?
TROOKER, s6. Sh.I. [tru'kar.] A term of contempt

applied to a woman. Cf. trucker.
When a woman suspected of witchcraft entered a house the

inmates—on her leaving—would throw a firebrand after her, at
the same time saying, ' Twee-tee-see-de, doo ill-vam'd trooker '

(J.S.) ; Hit serves her richt, or ony ill-makin' leein' trooker laek
her, Sh. News (Mar. 5, 1898) ; S. & Ork. 1

TROOL, see Troll, v.
1

TROOLIAN, sb. Sc. The common cuttle-fish, Sepia
officinalis.

Nai.The fishermen know them well by the name of 'Troolians,'
Zoologist (1854) XII. 4458.
TROOLY, see Truly.
TROON, sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Lan. Also written

trune Nhb.1
; and in forms trone Sc. ; trooen Lnk. (Jam.);

trooin Cum.13
; trowan Sc.(Jam.) Cum. 1 ne.Lan. 1

; trowen
Sc. Dmf. (Jam.) Nhb.1

; truan, truint Sc A trowel.
Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. Beds it an' sets it, an' levels an' plumbs it

—

Hark hoo the trooens sae cheerily ring! Coghill Poems (1890)
84. Lth. She gaed awa' . . . wi' her wee bit funny-shaped truint,

to gather some bits o' faerns—brackens ye ken, Strathesk More
Bits (ed. 1885) 134. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 355.
Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Nhb. 1

, e.Dur. 1 Cum. Wid
ham'r and trowan in ya hand, Dickinson Cumbr. (1876) 258;
Cum.1

, ne.Lan.1

TROON, TROONCE, see Trone, sb.13 , Trounce, v.
1

, sb.

TROOP, sb. and v. Sc. Sur. Wil. [trvip.] 1. sb. A
brood of ducks. Sur., Wil. Flk-Lore Jrn. (1883) I. 124.
2. v. To march away in a troop.
Sc. (A.W.) Edb. Sair it grieves the Embrugh breed That they

maun troop wi' sican speed, Har'st Rig (1794) 30, ed. 1801.

TROOS, see Trouss, v.

TROOSE, sb. s.Chs.1 [trus.] A commotion, disturb-
ance ; a fuss, noise, stir.

Dhi mid'n ii kimvun in'tu u fau-rtin, bi dhu trdos dhi mai'kn
libuwt it. Wot ii trdos it maiz tu aav ii bit ii kunrpuni

!

TROOSHLACH, sb. Sc. Also written trooshloch.
[tru'Jlax-] Anything worthless ; rubbish.

Arg. Thou'rt not a hochlan scleurach, dear, As many trooshlach

be, Colville Vernac. (1899) 6. Wgt ' He's only a gomeral ; but
we can make a minister o' him.' . .

' But it's no fair tae gie the
Lord a' the trooshloch,' Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 185.

TROOSHTER, sb. Bnff.1 [trirjtsr.] Anything worth-
less ; a thing, used in a gen. sense.

' Ye shive doon that thing, an' it bangs up that thing, an' sync
it blayves inta the bag, an that sets a' the trooshter a-reeshlin.'

Said by an old worthy in describing an organ he was making.

TROOST, 5A. Sc. A term in the game of marbles
;

see below.
Abd. Each player has a favourite ' bool ' with which he plays

;

it is the last to be 'lost,' and is usually lost three times before

being surrendered. The first time lost, the winner has 'ae

troost' on the loser, and so on (W.M.).

TROOT, int. Glo. [trut.] Do it ! (H.S.H.)

TROOT, see Trout, sb.
1

TROOTENS, sb.pl. Nhb.1 [tru'tanz.] Small trout.

Bye ! what a lot o' trootens.

TROOTIE, sb. Sc. Also written trooty. [tru'ti.] A
little trout ; used as a term of endearment to a child.

Cai. 1 Elg. I'se tak a nap as weel As you, my dainty trooty,

Tester Poems (1865) 184. Lth. Cuddle in, my trootie—Mammy's
tootie-lootie, Smith Merry Bridal (1866) 27.

TROOTLE, v. Ayr. Dmf. (Jam.) Also written trutle

Dmf. To walk quickly with short steps ; to move slowly

;

applied by nurses to children beginning to walk.

TROOY, int. Sc. Wal. Also written trooee Pern.

;

truey, trui Sc. ; and in forms troodi s.Wal.; trow Sh.I.

[tru
-

i.] A call to cattle or horses.
Sb.I. Trow Broona! Sh. News (Aug. 13, 1898). Abd. (A.W.)
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Edb. ' Trooy ledy ! trooy !
' she fu' loodly does cry, Logan Auld

Reekie (1864) no. Gall. (A.W.) s.Wal. Troodi, Troodi! come

down from the mountain, Raine Garlhowen (1900) 24. s.Pem.

Trooee ! trooee ! come on ! trooee ! trooee ! (W.M.M.)

TROP, sb. Lin.1 [trop.] A footpath, (s.v. Trod.)

TROP, int. Obs. Som. An exclamation used by riders

to excite a dull horse. (Hall.) e.Som.W. & J. G/.(i873).

Cf. trup, int.

TROPHY-MONEY, sb. Obs. n.Lin.1 See below.
Sir Thomas Meres & ye Lady Irwin used to find a horse to ye

militia for s£ p. an. at Scotton & East Ferry. Ye rector of Scotter

used to find a pikeman for $£ p. an. & ye other freeholders at

Ferry used to find ye same, so yt divide ye whole sum charged

for trophy money into 12 parts ye rector is to pay one 12th part

or 25. 7rf|, ye freeholders of Ferry, excluding ye Lords are to

pay another 12th part or 2s. ^d\, & ye Lords, yt is Sir Thomas

Meres and ye Lord Irwin are to bear ye other 10 parts, or i£ 6s.

3d., Scotton Par. Rcc. (1713-1723). . . Trophy money was a pay-

ment of four pence for every householder or landowner for the

drums and colours of the county militia.

TROSHEL, TROSS, see Threshel, sb.2 , Trouss, v.

TROSSIE, sb. Sc. [tro-si.] In comb. Hoddle-trossie,

bread steeped in water ; see below.
Peb. ' What is your patient getting to eat ?

'
' He gets naething

but hoddle-trossie.' 'What's that?' 'Pour boiling water on

bread, let it steep for some time, press out the water, and repeat

the process a second time. The bread after the second pressing

is hoddle-trossie ' (G.W.).

TROSSLE, sb. Chs.13 [tro'sl.] In phr. to make a

trossle of oneself, to be slatternly ; to turn out disreputably.

TROSTLE, see Threshel, sb.
2

TROT, sb.
1 Yks. Lin. Dor. Cor. Colloq. [trot.]

1. A contemptuous term for an old woman.
w.Yks. 1

, n.Lin.1 Cor. z A moping, cross, and wretched old

woman. Colloq. Dick . . . actually found out the names of these

old trots, Besant & Rice Mortiboy (1872) xxii.

2. A covetous person ; an old miser. Cor.2

3. Foolish talk. Dor. 1 Don't hearken to her trot.

[1. An old trot with ne'er a tooth in her head, Shaks.
T. Shrew, 1. ii. 80.]

TROT, sb.2 Sh.I. [trot] A dial, form of ' throat.'

S. & Ork. 1

TROT, v. and sb.
3 Sc. Lakel. Wm. Yks. Lan. Cor.

[trot.] 1. v. To hurry ; to move quickly.
n.Wm. (B.K.) w.Yks. When t'whalers cum up, ther ships

wor quickly trotted up t'harbour, Hallam Wadsley Jack (1866) xiv.

Hence trotter speed, phr. great celerity.

Abd. He wad ha'e lat you scour your wa's, Wi' trotter speed,

Shirrefs Poems (1790) 242.

2. Of a stream : to flow briskly ; to run, babble.
Bnff. Trottin' rin the crystal rills, Taylor Poems (1787) 18.

Frf. The wee burnie, trottin', Reid Heatherland (1894) 24. Ayr.
The burnie trottin' doon the glen, White Jottings (1879) 73.

Lnk. Trottin' burnies twist an' twine Wi' swingin' swirl, Murdoch
Doric Lyre (1873) 66. Gall. Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 114,
ed. 1897.

3. To play truant.

Cal. 1 Mostly confined to Wick and neighbourhood.

Hence Trotter, sb. a truant. 4. To chaff, joke, tease
;

to make sport of; to make ridiculous.
Lnk. To draw a man out in conversation, especially by the

appearance of being entertained, or of admiration, so as to make
him expose himself to ridicule. Both the term and practice are

well known in Glasgow (Jam.) ; I have already met with well-

bred gentlemen in Glasgow who neither trot nor are trotted,

Lockhart Peter's Lett. (1819) III. 247 (Jam.). Lakel. 2 They
trotted him aboot that caper tell he was crazy mad ower't. w.Yks.

(J.W.), Lan. 1
, e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 They were trottin' him eawt, 22.

Hence (1) Trottee, sb. a person who is made sport of, or
held up to ridicule

; (2) Trotter, sb. one who chaffs or
makes sport of another

; (3) -town, sb. a name jocularly
given to Bolton.

(1) Lnk. I had the good sense to perceive the danger of the

practise, . . and hope never to fill the roll either of Trotter or

Trottee, Lockhart ib. 246 (Jam.). (2) Lnk. ib. Lan. 1 A ' Bolton
Trotter ' is one who practices upon another the kind of chaff

common in Bolton. s.Lan.1 (3) s.Lan. 1

5. To vex, annoy, make angry.

Lan Th' only thing ut grieved us wur havin to pay fourpence

a piece for th' roide ; un that wouldn't ha trotted us but we fun it

eawt that an extra penny had been clapt on, Staton B. Shuttle

Manch. 36. ne.Lan. 1

6. sb. Obs. A raid, expedition.

Abd. The Covenanters, hearing of this trott of Turriff, and that

they were come to Aberdeen, began to hide their goods, Spald-

ing Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 152-

7. The bed of a river. Cor.2

TROTCHEL, sb. Stf.
1 [tro-tfl.] Anything old or

worn out.

TROT-COZY, sb. Sc. Also written trot-cosey, -cosie.

[tro-t-kozi.] A woollen riding-hood.

Sc. A huge cowl, . . which, when drawn over the head and

hat, completely overshadowed both, and, being buttoned under

the chin, was called a trot-cozy, Scott Waverley (1814) xxix
;

A piece of woollen cloth, which covers the back part of the neck

and shoulders, with straps across the crown of the head, buttoned

from the chin downwards on the breast ; for defence against the

weather (Jam.). Ayr. M'Keelevin . . . dressed in his trot-cosey,

Galt Entail (1823) xlvii. Edb. Ye'll bring up after us your

master's trotcozy an' hapwarm, Ballantine Gaberlunsie (ed.

1875) 328.

TROTH, sb., int. and v. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Cor.

Also in forms thrath, throth Ir. ; traath w.Yks.1
;
trath

Cor.; trawth w.Yks.* 1. sb. Truth.
n.Sc. Aweel, aweel, that's ower near the troth, Gordon Car-

glen (1891) 235.

2. Comp. (1) Troth-plight, (a) a betrothal, engagement

;

(b) engaged, affianced
;

(a) -plighted, see (1, b).

(1, a) Per. What was I to hanker to step in and forbid the

troth-plight ? Sarah Tytler Witch-wife (1897) 169. (4) Yks.

That wench will be troth-plight to th' first man as will wed her

and keep her i' plenty, Gaskell Sylvia (1863) x (CD.). (2) Sc.

Allan had complained, . . if they were troth-plighted, of the en-

couragement she gave to others, Whitehead Daft Davie (1876)

267, ed. 1894 ; It was piper's news that the young pair were

troth-plighted, Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 198.

3. Phr. (1) faith and troth, (2) good troth, (3) in good troth,

(4) in troth, (5) troth andbedad, (6) — and soul, exclamations

or asseverations ; indeed, truly.

(1) w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703) ; w.Yks.* Cor. Faith and

trath than ! . . sichy vellan es nat to be found, Trenhaile Dolly

Pentreath, 43. (2) Sh.I. Gude troth, doo cood as weel 'a flung da

money i' da burn, Sh. News (July 23, 1898). (3) Nhb. I' guid

troth, a sort o' cloud o' pain seemed to come owre my heart,

Jones Nhb. (1871) 35. (4) Sc. In troth has she, Scott Midlothian

(1818) v. Edb. In troth ye'er right! Macneill Bygane Times

(1811) 21. Ant. In troth! there's nothin' wrong, O'Neill Glens

(1900) 17. Lns. No, in troth didn't they, Croker Leg. (1862")

243. Wxf. ' In throth, then,' says I, ' it's a purty patthern you'll

see,' Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 105. (5) Ir. Troth and bedad,

if I'd been a half-minyit later grabbin' a hold of him, it's streelin'

a mile down the river he'd be afore now, Barlow Shamrock

(1901) 55. (6) Ir. Troth an' soul we'd be glad o' your company,
Bullock Pastorals (1901) 15.

4. int. In truth, indeed, verily.
Sc. ' I have always thought she was a little touched.'. .

' And troth

it looks like it,' Scott St. Ronan (1824) vii. Elg. Troth, a bonny
bound braw thing, Tester Poems (1865) v. Abd. Troth ! a fine

father ! Macdonald Sir Gibbie (1879) i. Rnf. And troth I've my
share o't ay, Clark Poet. Pieces (1836) 5. Edb. We said we did

na want ony revenge—but, troth ! we took it, Campbell Deilie

Jock (1897) 317. Slk. Troth, I'm wae to see ye sae altered for the

waur, Hogg Tales (1838) 360, ed. 1866. Gall. Troth, I min' the

nicht as weel's I do my frien's, Scott Gleanings (1881) 19. Ir.

Throth he was a sorry han'ful, Blackburne Stories, 7. N.I.1

Troth an' I won't. Don. Och, throth, and it's too kind ye are,

Cent. Mag. (Feb. igoo) 604. w.Ir. Throth, it's yourself that's

right enough there, Lover Leg. (1848) I. 3. n.Cy. Border Gl.

{Coll. L.L.B.) w.Yks.1

5. v. To betroth.
Rxb. So we were trothed, under the open lift of Heaven,

Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 122.

TROTTER, sb. Obs. e.An.1 A woman of the town.
TROTTER-PIE, sb. Obs. Oxf. A round apple-pie

with quinces in it. Ray (1691) MS. add. (U.)
;
(Hall.)

Cf. totter-pie, s.v. Totter, 1 (5).
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TROTTERS, sb. pi. Obis. n.Cy. Curds taken off the

whey when it was boiled. (K.), N.Cy.2 Cf. trouts.

TROTTIE, sb. Bnff. 1 [tro-ti.] In phr. to be on trottie,

to be in bad humour.
TROTTLE.v. Sc. Also written trottel. [tro'tl.] To

bubble ; to make a bubbling noise
; fig. to chatter.

Frf. The cauthron trottelt on the sods, Lowson Guidfollow

(1890) 232. Cld. Keep thy clatherin' tongue That trottles in thy

head, Nimmo Sngs. (1882) 157.

TROTTLE, see Trattle, sb.

TROU, sb. Obs. Chs. Also written trow Chs. 3 A
small cart or dray.
With two wheels, drawn by one horse (K.) ; Chs.1

3

TROU,TROUAN, see Through, s6.
2,Trough,Trone,s6.3

TROUBLANCE, sb. Obs. Sc. Trouble
;
pain.

Fif. The tipsy sutors, . . . Wi' their iron grapples, grippit His

flesh, and unto troublance, Garrin' him scream a hideous nippet,

Tennant Papistry (1827) 127.

TROUBLE, v., sb. and adj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also in form tribble Or.I. w.Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

[tru-bl, trebl.] 1. v. To grieve ; to mourn.
w.Som. 1 Ever sinze father died we 'ant a-bin able to do nort

way her ; her do troubly terr'ble.

2. To go to ; to visit.

Sc. (A.W.) n.Lin.1 1 doanttruble chech much, nivergoasbarnn

at weddin's an' buryin's.

3. To haunt
;
gen. used in pass.

Brks.1 Used with reference to anything supernatural or of

delusions. Sur.1 n.Dev. How hes vauther went agen in shape

of a gurt voul theng . . . and troubled the house so, Exm. Crtshp.

(1746) 1. 439. Cor. N. & Q. (1874) 5th S. i. 434-

Hence Troublesome, adj. (1) inhabited by ghosts;

haunted; (2) restless; given to wandering; used of ghosts.

(1) Dor. Roberts Hist. Lyme Regis (1834). w.Som. 1 Th' old

'ouse up to Park's troublesome 'pon times. (2) w.Som.1 I can t

never bide in th' ouse—the poor old Harry's that troublesome.

4. To handle overmuch ; to damage ; to clutch, finger,

grasp, like a person in death-throes. Or.I., w.Sc. (Jam.

Suppl., s.v. Tribble). 5. To arrest ; to serve with a

warrant ; to summon before a magistrate, s.Wor. (H.K.),

Shr.2

6. Phr. (1) to be troubled, to be frequently subject to
;

used of an ailment ; (2) to be troubled to go, to move about

and work with difficulty ; (3) the troubled time, see below.

(1) Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks., Midi. (J.W.) w.Som. 1 It has a frequen-

tative force. ' He's a-troubled way the rheumatic,' means not only

that he suffers, but is subject to it frequently. (2) Ken. 1 Many a

time he's that bad, he's troubled to go. (3) WW. Formerly, in honour

of this event, a patron was held at break of day on that morning, but

this was stopped in the 'troubled time,' Flk-LoreJrn. (1882) V. 170.

7. sb. An ailment, complaint, illness.

Sc He is much distressed with an inward trouble, Monthly

Mae (1798) pt. ii. 436. Fif. Grown-up people spoke more

gravely of an inward trouble, Colville Vernac. (1899) 18. Ayr.

I was confident it was nae rheumatics, though what his trouble

was I couldna juist say, Service Notandnms (1890) 16. Lnk. lne

trouble maun be swat oot o' ye, guidman, at ony cost, Murdoch

Readings (1895) I. 98.

Hence Troublesome, adj. poorly.

Som. I feel very troublesome to-day (W.l'.K.).

sw.Lin"1 He's a deal of trouble in his body. I've done my work

in trouble ever sin'.

9. A woman's travail ; child-bed.
.

Nhb. Come now, my canny woman, you must try and drink

this or you'll never win through your trouble, Lilburn Borderer

(1896) 219. Dur. There's mony a poor creeter come to her

trouble in worse places nor this, Guthrie Kitty Fagan (1900) 119.

e An i She is now in her trouble. I.W. Only two nights ago he

rode' over the bleak downs to help Daniel Pink s wife in her

trouble, Gray Annesley (1889) I. 245. Dor. When I m.over my

trouble I'll come to see you, Francis Pastorals (1901) 162. Cor.

'O.' Wandering Heath (1895) 192.

l6 A coal-mining term : a fault or hitch in the strata ;

any break or obstruction in the subterranean continuity

°f
Sc

b
OAM •) Lnk. There are many smaller ranges-generally

called dyke's or troubles-of the same metals running . . .
through

the coal-fields, interrupting the regular strata, by sinking them on
one side, and elevating them on the other, Patrick Plants (1831)

17, pre/. N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Troubles may be denominated dikes of

the smallest degree, for they are not a real break, but only an
approach towards it which has not taken a full effect. The strata

are generally altered by a trouble from their regular site to a

different position, Brand Hist. Newcastle (1789) II.68o,«. Dur. 1
,

n.Yks. (J.J.B.), w.Yks. (T.T.) Der. Mawe Mineralogy (1802).

11. An imperfection. w.Cy. (Hall.) 12. Phr. (1) to

fetch trouble, to arrest ; to summons ; to serve with a

warrant. Shr.2
; (2) the troubles, the Irish rebellion of

1641. N.I. 1 13. adj. Troublesome.
Hmp. It's a very trouble thing for one's belongings, Verney

L. Lisle (1870) xxii.

TROUCE, TROUCH(E, TROUEN, see Trouse, sb.,

Trough, Trone, sb?

TROUGH, sb. Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc. and

Eng. [trof; trou.] I. Dial, forms. 1. sing.: (i)

Thruff, (2) Thrugh, (3) Trauf, (4) Trauth, (5) Traw, (6)

Troaf, (7) Troch, (8) Trofe, (9) Troflf, (10) Trou, (n)

Trouch(e, (12) Trouf, (13) Trov, (14) Trove, (15) Trow,

(16) Trowf, (17) Trowh, (18) Truff.

(1, 2) e.Lan.1 (3) Cmb. Hartshokne Salop. Anhq. (1841). (4)

Suf. 1
(s) Brks. 1 Dev. ' You'll find it by the traw.' 'Traw 'rhymes

with 'know,' Reports Provinc. (1889). nw.Dev. 1 (6) Nhp. Harts-

horne Salop. Antiq. (1841) ; Nhp. 1 (7) Sc. Out o' trochs on

garbage, Hislop Anecdote (1874) 181. Cai.1 Gall. A blacksmith

lately thought it might answer him for a troch, Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824) 302, ed. 1876. Wgt. A fill a troch fou o' water,

Fraser Wigtown (1877) 364. w.Yks. Ooncle always calls a pig-

trough a troch (F.P.T.). (8) s.Wor. (H.K.) (9) Cum. 1 {1.0)

Nhb. 1

, Dur. 1 (11) Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Ane o' da gnttest crappin

heads i' da trouch, Stewart Tote (1892) 244. (12) n.Lan.1
(13)

n.Lin.1 (14) Ch.I. Hartshorne Salop. Antiq. (1841). (15) Sc.

(Jam.) Sh.I. Da men 'at's apo da trow o't 1100, Sh. News{]\\\y 10,

1897^. Cld. (Jam."), Nhb. 1
, e.Dnr. 1

,
n.Yks.1

,
w.Yks.2

,
nw.Der. 1

,

Shr. 1
,
Hrf.2 s.Pem. Laws Little Eng. (1888*) 422. Glo.1

,
e.An. 1

,

Suf. (Hall.) Sur. We've got a new trow for the pigs, N. & Q.

(1878) 5th S. a. 222. Hmp. 1
, w.Som. 1 Dev. Reports Provinc.

(1889). nw.Dev.1 (16) Cum. 1
, s.Lan.1 (17) Cum.1 (18) Lei. 1

,

Nhp. 1
, War. 2

, Shr.2

2. pi. (1) Troves, (2) Trowes, (3) Trown, (4) Trows(e.

(1) w.Yks. Faantans squirting watter abaght into troves an little

ponds, Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1853) 4. se.Wor. 1
(2)

Dmb. A queer invention some ca' trowes, Taylor Poems (1827)

109. (3) Dor. Reports Provinc. (1889). Dev. ' The water be

standing in the trown.' Very rare except in Dorset, ib. (4) Sc.

(Jam.) Lth. There's nae water rinnin' . . . down out o' the trows,

Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) 184. Gall. To receive the water

after it leaves the trowse, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 35, ed.

1876. w.Yks.1

II. Dial. uses. 1. Any stone vessel hollowed out to

contain water ; a stone cistern.

Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks.1 The word was applied by the finder to an

'Ancient-British' predecessor of the quern, in the writer's

possession ; being a hard stone with, a dish-shaped hollow wrought

in it. m.Yks.1
, w.Yks. (J.W.)

Hence Trough-stone, sb. a stone trough.

Lth. Doun fa's the thick an' grizly weet, Plout, ploutin' on our

auld trough-stane, Ballantine Poems (1856) 27. Edb. His

smiddie ye'll ken by the twa trough stanes At the auld door-

cheeks, Maclagan Poems (1851) 174- Nhb.1 Sit doon, Andra, on

the trou steahyn, Bewick Tyneside Tales (ed. 1850) 10.

2. A walled drain for carrying away water. e.Lan.

3. The wooden conduit along which water is carried to

a mill-wheel ; often used in pi.

Sc (Jam ) Cai.1 Kcd. At Clinter Mill a mealer lay, . .

unweigh't, unseckit i' the troch, Grant Lays (1884) 5. Dmb Ye

can bring water ower heights and howes And put big wheels in

motion By a queer invention some ca' trowes, Taylor Poems

(1827) 109. Gall. Awse of a mill wheel—Those boards fixed on

the periphery of a wheel, to receive the water after it leaves the

trowse for the purpose of moving machinery, Mactaggart Encycl.

( 1824) 35, ed. 1876. .

4 i>l The holes for holding water round the outside ot

a water-wheel. n.Yks. (I.W.) 5. A long wooden dish

used in common by a family.
.,

Sh I. She lifted ane o' da grittest crappin heads 1 da troucn

an' laid it afore me, Stewart Tales (1892) 244 ; S. & Ork.1
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6. A hollow ; a ditch.

Dev. A hedge trough, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 441 ; The water

be standing in the trown (of the plough ridges\ Reports Provinc.

(1889).

7. A dish or depression in stratified rocks. Nhb. 1
,

w.Yks.2 8. Obs. The lower ground through which a

river runs ; also in phr. the trough of the water.
Cld. The view we had from these heights, of the whole valley,

or strath, or trough of the Clyde upwards, is by far the richest

thing I have yet seen north of the Tweed, Lockhart Peter's Lett.

(1819) III. 299 (Jam.). Lnk. (Jam.)

9. A workman's compartment in a building used for

grinding cutlery. w.Yks. Roberts Tom and Charles (1850)

12. 10. A coffin, of ancient shape. m.Yks.1 Cf.

through, sb.
2

TROUK, sb. Obs. Rnf. (Jam.) A slight but teasing

complaint. 'A trouk o' the cauld.'

TROUL, see Troll, v.
1

TROUNCE, v.
1 In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also in forms throonce e.Yks.1
; throunce Ir.;

trawwnce Cum. 1 * ; treawnce Lan. ; troonce Lakel.2

Cum.14
; trowance Ken. [trauns, trouns, Sc. and n.Cy.

trims, w.Yks. trans, Lan. trens, s.Cy. treuns.] 1. To
beat, thrash soundly ; to punish ; to defeat.

Sc. (A.W.) Don. He's thinking ofthethrouncin'RosieBrannigan
give him with the bisom yon night, MACNANUsBend ofRoad (i8g8)

247. Wxf.I'd go all the way home with you to enjoy the throuncing
you'll get, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 308. n.Cy. (J.W.),
Dur.1 Lakel.2 Ah'll troonce thi a bit fer thi craft. Cum.14

,

m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. 2 Lan. We were in constant fear of his some

day going further than a mere ' treawncing,' and killing us out-

right, Brierley Waverlow (1863) 31, ed. 1884. n.Lan. 1
. Der. 2

,

nw.Der. 1
, Not. (L.C.M.), Not. 13 , Lei. 1 , Nhp.12 , War.3

, Brks. 1
,

Hnt. (T.P.F.), e.An. 1 Suf. 1 Trounce urn right well. Ken. (G.B.)

Sus. Holloway. Hmp.1 Wil. Slow Gl. (1892). Dev. 1 s.Dev.

Fox Kingsbridge (1874). [Flattered them with the hopes of seeing

a bailiff trounced, Smollett R. Random (1748) xxiii.]

2. To scold severely.
e.Yks. 1

, Not. 1
, Lei. 1 War.3 I will trounce her for this.

3. To denounce ; to sue at law ; to punish by legal

process.
Brks. 1

, Hmp.1 Wil^Neverusedofphysical punishment. w.Som. 1

I knows a trick wo'th two o' bein' a-trounced vor a rabbit or two.

4. To bustle about ; to drive off; to hustle roughly.
Sc. They behove to trounce us away to be tried at Carlisle,

Hislop Anecdote (1874) 730. e.Yks. 1

TROUNCE, sb. and v.
2 Sc. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs.

Der. Nrf. Also written trounse Wm. ; and in forms
traunce e.Lan.1 Chs.1 s.Chs.1 nw.Der.1 Nrf. ; trawnce
Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Chs.1

; trawwnce Cum.14
; treawnce s.Lan. 1

;

troance Yks. ; troonce Cum.14 [trauns; tr^ns.]

1. sb. A long, weary walk ; a tedious, rapid, or perilous
journey ; a ramble ; a tramp.

Cum. Ah've just been for a troonce ower t'fells (J.D.); Cum.14
w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 17, 1899). Lan.1 n.Lan.1 We wor
lost on t'moor, an'hedabonny trounce afore we gat yam. ne.Lan. 1

,

e.Lan.1 , s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1 He led me a fine traunce. s.Chs.1 Yoa)n
gy'en mi ii praat-i trau-ns ubaay't dhfl taayn ldo-kin fo)yu.
nw.Der. 1 Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 92.

2. v. To walk with difficulty ; to take a tedious or aimless
journey; to tramp, trudge; to travel fast and far ; to ramble
leisurely.

Frf. Awa James trounced wi' utmost speed To meet his friends,

Sands Poems (1833) 72. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 166,
ed. 1876. Cum. Ah troonstaboot fra mwornin till neet, Sargisson
Joe Scoap (1881) 64 ; Cum.14 Wm. We had to trounse through
the melting snow (B.K.). w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Traunce off, afore
aw lond teh a wherrit, Clegg Sketches (1895) 176; Lan. 1

, e.Lan.1
,

s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1 He said he were on'y goin to Helsby, but he kep
me trauncin abait au dee. s.Chs. 1

, nw.Der.1

TROUNCE-HOLE, sb. e.An.1 A game at ball ; see
below.
Very like trap-ball, but more simple ; a hole in the ground

serving for the trap, a flat piece of bone for the trigger, and a
cudgel for the bat.

TROUNCH,i>. Obs. Dev.1 To tramp or walk in mud.
Cf. trounce, sb.

'Tis eneugh to make a boddy's hart ache to zee the poor wise-

more . . . a-dared up in the morning by peep o' day to trounch in

the mux arter the hosses.

TROUNCING, vbl.sb. Obs. Pern. A custom formerly

observed at deaths ; see below.
s.Pem. An important rite in the obsequies of 150 years ago.

The corpse was placed in the coffin as soon as possible after death,

and then at the wake gathering it was carried around the room

with unearthly noise and clamour. This was supposed to frighten

away evil spirits, and to act magically upon the soul's enemies

(W.M.M.).
TROUNCING, sb. Obsol. s.Pem. A children's game

at horses on four-legged stools. (W.M.M.)
TROUNSE, see Trounce, sb.

TROUSE, sb. and v.
1 Chs. Stf. Der. Not. War. Wor.

Shr. Hrf. Hnt. Ken. Also written trouce Not.3 ; trous

Wor. Shr.2 ; trowse Der.1 w.Wor.1 Hrf.2 Ken. [traus.]

1. sb. Boughs, brushwood, or hedge-trimmings, freq.

used in repairing holes in banks, hedges, &c. Cf. trash, sb.
1

Chs.13 Stf. Ray (1691) MS. add. (J.C) Der. 1 Obs. w.Wor.
Some trous and hetherings to fill the gaps, S. Beauchamp Grantley

Grange (1874) I. 172 ; w.Wor. 1 Shr. 1 Some o' that rough trouse

661 be rar' stuff fur breastin' the 'edge to keep the ship out ; Shr. 2
,

Hrf. (K.), Hrf.12

2. Rubbish, trash ; freq. used of weeds. Not.3, Hnt.

(T.P.F.) 3. v. To trim a hedge.
Stf.1, Der.2 , nw.Der. 1 War. Grose (1790) ; War."

4. To cut and remove the weeds in dikes. e.Ken. (G.G.)

[1. And lay thy small trouse or thornes, that thou
hedgeste withal], ouer thy quickesettes, Fitzherbert
Husb. (1534) 79. Cp. ON. tros, leaves and twigs from a

tree picked up and used for fuel (Vigfusson).]

TROUSE, v? Ant. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To beat ; to flog. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.)

TROUSE, see Trews.
TROUSH, int. Rnf. (Jam.) A call to cattle.

TROUSS, sb.
1 I.Ma. Also in form throuss. [traus.]

1. A sloven, slut ; a disreputable person
;
gen. used of

females.
A dirty old trouss, God forgive me, if he is my grandfather,

Caine Manxman (1894) pt. iv. ii ; Not a public-house goin or
comin that this boosely throuss didn have her dhrop, Brown Witch

(1889) 89; If she wasn't a trouss herself, her sister is one (S.M.).

2. Lumber, refuse, trash.
Did you see the trouss of furniture she sent to the sale? (S. M.)
TROUSS, v. and sb.2 Sc. Irel. Also in forms treuss

Ant.; troos S. & Ork. 1
; tross Sh.I. (Jam.); trowse,

truce Sc. [trus.] 1. v. To tuck up ; to shorten.
Sc. To trouss a petticoat (Jam.) ; What need I truce my petti-

coat ? It hangs even down before, Sharpe Ballad Bk. (1833) 91,
ed. 1868; (G.W.)
2. sb. A tuck ; a hem on a garment.
Sc, Sh.I. (Jam.), S. & Ork. 1 Dmf. Let down a trowse or twa

o' them [kilted coats] yoursel, Cromek Remains (1810) 68. Ant.
(S.A.B.)

[1. Fr. trousser, to truss, tuck, pack, bind, or girt in
(COTGR.).]

TROUT, sb.
1 and v. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. Hrt. Also in

form troot Sc. w.Yks.1 [trut.] 1. sb. In comp. (1)
Trout-fly, the caddis-fly, Phryganea; (a) -height, the
height that a trout can leap from the water; used as a
comparison or standard of height

; (3) -huvie, a basket
used for trout. Cf. huvie.

(1) Hrt. Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) III. ii. (2) N.I. 1 (3) Sh.I.
He taught us to make ships, . . manufacture troot-huvies and
sillock-pocks, Clark N. Gleams (1898) 21.

2. Phr. as sound as a troot, ofgood and sound constitution.
w.Yks.1

3. v. To fish for trout.
Elg. Cramond Sessions Rec. (1897) 211. Abd. A drap curds and

cream would na be amiss after our trouting, Ruddiman Sc. Parish
(1828) 71, ed. 1889. Per. I've play'd by thy stream, Or trouted
thy linns, Monteath Dunblane (1835) "4, ed. 1887. Nhb. What
he could make in the summer by the 'trouting,' Pease Mark o'
Deil (1894) 151.

Hence Trouter, sb. a trout-fisher.
Lth. Embro' trouters there did ca' To drink a dram, Thomson

Poems (1819) 77.

TROUT, sb.2 Lin.1 [Not known to our correspondents.]A truant. ' I shall play trout to-day.'
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TROUTH, TROUTHA, see Trowth.
TROUTS, sb. pi. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Curds taken off

the whey when boiled. Cf. trotters.
N.Cy.2 n.Yks. He give urn some trouts, reach me hither th'

bowl, Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 402.

TROUTSHO, int. and sb. Obs. Sc. Also written
trout-show. 1. int. An expression of contempt.

' Troutsho !
' said the outlaw, affecting an indifference which,

perhaps, he did not altogether feel, 'it's gude French gowd,'
Scott Rob Roy (1817) xxxiv.

2. sb. A Highlander ; see below.
Edb. A' the Trout-shows, in a bang, Do come, and to the barn

they thrang, Har'st Rig (1794) a8, ed. 1801 ; 'Trout-shows'
signifies ' come here.' 'Tis a common tho' absurd appellation
for Highlanders : probably from being in general the only Erse
understood by the Lowlanders, ib. note.

TROV(E, see Trough.
TROVE, sb. Obs. Abd. A turf.
These lands . . . have for centuries been wasted by the practice

of cutting up the sward into turf, for the different purposes of
mixing it with the stable and byre dung . . . for roofing houses,
when the sward is pared thin, and for fuel, which they call

troves, Statist. Ace. XV. 456 (Jam.).

[ON. torf, a turf, sod (Vigfusson).]
TROW, sb.

1 Sc. Nhb. Yks. Not. Wor. Shr. Glo. Som.
Dev. 1. Obs. A double boat, esp. used in salmon-spearing

;

also used in pi. with the same meaning ; see below.
s.Sc. Two pieces of wood, each formed like the half or section

of an ellipsis, fenced with upright boards, so as to prevent the
entrance of water. These two are conjoined by means of iron
hooks, or a cross-board ; the broad part of the one being placed
towards that of the other. An interstice is left between the two
sections, so that the water is seen distinctly through it. . . Used
in . . . night-fishing on rivers for salmon. Through the interstice

by means of the lights the fishers can see and more certainly
strike their prey (Jam.). Rxb. Murray Hawick Characters (1901)
8. Dmf. Three fishers whose rude Annan voices I heard busy in

their trows in the Gallowbank pool, Carlyle Lett. (Aug. 20,
1841). N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 A double boat, consisting of two single,

narrow, flat-bottomed boats, each about ten feet long, fourteen
inches extreme breadth, and twelve inches deep, united at the
stem and diverging by an angular curve towards their sterns,

which are braced together at the top by a piece of flat board.
The trows is or was used in the North Tyne in spearing salmon
in parts of the river where they cannot be taken with a net.

One man usually guides the trows with a pole or bang, whilst
another stands with one leg in each trow, holding a leister in his

hand ready to strike the fish, Oliver (the Younger) Rambles in

Nhb. (1835) 154. Yks. (K.), w.Yks.1

2. A vessel for navigation on a canal or river ; see below.
Not.2 Wor. A sort of barge for the carriage of goods, Horae

Subsecivae-iiTjT) 441. w.Wor.1 s.Wor. 1 Rounded at both ends
;

carries up to 130 tons weight. Shr.1 Obs. A Severn trading
vessel—a barge on a very large scale—wide, flat-bottomed, and
schooner-rigged, usually about 80, or from 80 to 90, tons burthen,

occasionally larger still, and sometimes smaller; there were trows
of not more than 40 tons : they used to navigate up-stream,

beyond Shrewsbury, as high as Pool Quay, but no farther. Trows
have long ceased to ply up and down Shropshire Severn, dis-

charging and taking in cargo at the different wharfs in the course
of their passage, . . but the name of the old vessel is still preserved
as a public-house sign, ' The Trow,' at Jackfield ; Shr.2 Glo.

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 441 ; Glo. 1 A boat of 80 tons used on the

Severn.

HenceTrowman, sb., o&s.,the captain or masterofa 'trow.'

Shr.1 ' This Indenture made . . . Between John Rogers of the

Town of Shrewsbury in the County of Salop Trowman and Martha
his Wife of the one part and Thomas Rogers of the said Town of

Shrewsbury Trowman and Brother of the said John Rogers of

the other part.' Quoted from the preamble to a private deed.

3. A kind of boat used on the coast ; see below.
Som. Used at Bristol. ' The Fanny was a ketch-rigged (two-

masted) trow, of 120 tons, . . and was used for trading purposes,'

Bristol Times (June 17, 1875); (W.F.R.) Dev. On the south

coast about Sidmouth a small fishing-boat is a trow [troa -

],

Elworthy Wd. Bk. (1888).

[Such as bryngeth whete to towne, as wele in trowys,

as otherwyse, by lande and by watir, Eng. Gilds, 424.

OE. trog, a boat (B.T.).J

TROW, sb.2 Sc. Also written trowe and in form
drow S. & Ork. 1

[trou.] 1. A fairy, goblin; an evil
spirit

; see below. Cf. troll, sb?
Sh.I. That chain . . . was wrought by . . . the drows, Scorr

Pirate (1821) x ; The Drows or Trows, the legitimate successors
of the northern duergar and somewhat allied to the fairies, reside,
like them, in the interior of green hills and caverns, and are most
powerful at midnight. They are curious artificers in iron, as well
as in the precious metals, and are sometimes propitious to mortals,
but more frequently capricious and malevolent, ib. note; The
demonology of these islands, according to its more modern form,
is said to include three orders of spirits, the Fairies, the Trow,
and the Trows. . . Trows are described as gloomy and malignant,
even prone to injure men. . . There are two classes, Hill-trows
and Sea-trows. . . It is an article of the vulgar creed that they
often carry off children (Jam.) ; It was generally believed that steel

instruments and silver coins possessed wonderful virtue in coun-
teracting the malevolence of witches and trows, Spence Flk-Lore

(1899) 122. Or.I. (S.A.S.) ; Trowies canna tak' thoo, Hushie ba,
lammie, Fergusson Rambles (1884) 168; It is believed by those
living on the coast that the trows do much injury to fishermen,
and particularly that they destroy the fishing-grounds (Jam.) ;

S. & Ork. 1 Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 183.

Hence (1) Trowie, adj. elfish, belonging to the trolls
;

(2) Trowie-gloves, sb. pi. sponges.
(1) Sh.I. John, while crossing the Hill of Wormidale, had been

taken into a trowie abode, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 151 ; She would
then pretend to have found the very holes which the trowy
arrows had pierced, Manson Aim. (1900) 122 ; S. & Ork. 1 MS.
add. (2) Cai. Sponges are found upon the shore in great plenty,

shaped like a man's hand, and called by the people Trowie gloves,

Statist. Ace. VII. 396 (Jam.).

2. The devil ; also used fig. as a term of compassion in

phr. poor trow.

Sh.I. Yon's pairt o' Gibbie's bottle, puir trow, Sh. News (Feb.

12, 1898) ; Seemun, pur trow, wi his legs in a bing, Burgess
Rasmie (1892) 16 ; S. & Ork.1

Hence Trow tak me, ye, &c, phr. the devil take me, you,
&c; used as an oath.

Or.I. She may refuse me this time, but Trow tak' me if ever she
does't again, Vedder Sketches (1832) 17; Some irate dame may
be heard exclaiming 'Trow tak' thee!' to her unmanageable
children, Fergusson Rambles (1884) 165 ; S. & Ork. 1

TROW, sb.3 and v.
x Sc. 1. sb. A short fit of sickness.

See Drow, sb}
Bnff.1 A took some trow i' the mornin', an' wizna up a' day.

Hence Trowie, adj. sickly. S. & Ork. 1 2. v. To
labour under a slight illness.

Bnff.1 He trowt aboot a weentir at haim, bit he took a place i'

the spring.

TROW, v.
2 and sb* Sc. 1. v. To roll over ; to

descend by rolling or whirling. See Troll, v}
Lnk. To trow down a hill (Jam.). Twd. Buchan Weather (1899)

229. Bwk. (Jam.)

2. To put in rotatory motion ; to cause to roll or spin.
Lnk. Row me and trow me Once more on the plain, Chapman,

in Edwards Mod. Sc. Poets (1882) 4th S. 71 ; To trow a half-

penny (Jam.). Slk. (ib.)

3. To toss up a liquid with a spoon or any small utensil.

Bnff.1 A plan adopted to cool a warm liquid. Used when a

person is dissatisfied with liquid food and turns it up and down
with his spoon.

4. A brewing term : to season a cask by rinsing it with
wort before being used ; also in phr. to trow the brew-looms.

Ags. (Jam.) 5. With with : to nurse with care.

Bnff. 1 The trowan wee that aul' thrawn cankert currack o' a

carle is jest bious.

6. sb. A continued tossing up of a liquid with a spoon
or other small utensil, ib. 7. Careful nursing, ib.

TROW, v.3 and sb.5 Sc. Lin. Also in forms tro Lin.

;

troo, true Abd. [tru.] 1. v. To play truant
;
gen. in

phr. to trow the school.

Cai. 1 Abd. You troo the school ! That's a guid ane, Abd. Wkly.

Free Press (Oct 12, 1901) ; A nickum that thinks naething o'

truein' the skweel ilka ither day, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 88.

Hence (1) Trooie, sb. Abd. (Jam.) ; (2) Trower, sb. a

truant. Cai.1 2. sb. A truant. e.Lin. (G.G.W.)
k k
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TROW, v.* Sc. Nhb. Lan. Bdf. Dev. Also in form
troo Sc. 1. To trust, believe, feel sure ; to think. See
Trew.

Sc. (Jam.) ; He gars him e'en trow that chalk is cheese, Scott
Antiquary (1816) xxi. S. & Ork. 1 'Trow wiz,' believe us. Frf.

Watt Sketches (1880) 26. Ayr. The Poets, too, a venal gang, . .

Wad gar you trow ye ne'er do wrang, Burns A Dream (1786)
st. 2. Lnk. Your warld o' love withoot the wee Bit yellow coin,
I troo Is but a thorny wilderness, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 93.
Rxb. Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 10. Kcb. An' trow the laddie isna
blate, Armstrong Ingleside (1890) 38. Nhb. And I cannot get home
to My Eppie, I trow, Allan Coll. Tyneside Sngs. (1891) 8. ne.Lan. 1

2. To make one believe, esp. in game.
Sc. I'm only trowing you (Jam.).

3. To wonder.
Bdf. Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 146. Dev. Peepel

should practise what they know ; Or where's the use of it, I trow ?

Peter Pindar Wks. (1816) IV. 182.

TROW, TROWAL, see Throw, Troll, v.
1

TROWAN, TROWANCE, see Trone, sb?, Troon,
Trounce, v.

1

TROWEL, sb. Yks. Also in forms trawil ; trewell
w.Yks.2 A truant

;
gen. used in phr. to play trowel.

w.Yks. Ah'd ta houd a long sweepin'-brush e ma maath for
playin' t'trawil, like, Pogmoor Olm. (1847) 6, in Leeds Merc. Suppl.
(June 10, 1898); w.Yks.234

TROWEN, TROWF, TROWH, TROWIN, see Troon,
Trough, Trone, sb?
TROWL, v. Sc. (Jam.) A fishing term : to draw

gently upwards a line with hooks on it, stretched across
a stream, and fastened to a rod at each side.
TROWL, TROWN, see Troll, v.

12
, Trone, sb?

TROWS(E, TROWSE, see Trough, Trouse, sb.,
Trouss, v.

TROWTH, sb. and int. Sc. Nhb. Also written trouth,
and in form troutha Sc. 1. sb. Truth. See Troth.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Ye ha'e lost trowth gien ye ha'e gain't the
warl', Macdonald Lossie (1877) iii. Edb. In trowth I wadna care
Gin ye wad lat's ken hoo ye fare, M cLaren Ckimla-lug (1881) 94.
Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 71, ed. 1876.
2. int. Truly, verily.
Or.I. Fergusson Rambles (1884) 162. Cai. Trowth, ye're ilka

lass's laddie, M cLennan Peas. Life (1871) I. 183. Rnf. M cGilvray
Poems (ed. 1862] 115. Ayr. An' trowth my rhymin ware's nae
treasure, Burns Ep. to Maj. Logan (Oct. 30, 1786) st. 14. Rxb.
Of his honesty, trowth, we may well have oor doots, Murray
Hawick Characters (1901) 9. Kcb. Trowth, Sirs! Yae look at the
real Gallawa natives wud tell ye there wus nae Eerish aboot
them, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 208. Nhb. Donaldson Poems
(1809) 80.

TROXY, adj. Lei. [Not known to our correspondents
1

Frolicsome. (Hall.)
TROY, sb. Yks. Chs. Der. Lin. Also in form trow

Chs. s.Chs.1
[troi.] A steelyard

; a pair of scales : gen.
used in pi. Cf. trone, sb. 1

S
w.Yks. 2

,
Chs. 1,s.Chs. 1,nw.Der.i,n.Lin.i sw.Lin.1 Apairof troys.

TROY-FAIR, sb. Som. Used to describe a time of
household confusion. N. S- Q. (1870) 4th S. vi. 300. Cf
troy-town, 2.

TROYNE.sk Der^nw.Der.1 [troin.] A water-pipe.
TROYT, sb. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) An inactive person.A nasty troyt,' one who is both dirty and indolent.
TROYTLE, see Troitle.
TROY-TOWN, sb. w.Cy. Dor. Dev. Cor. 1. A maze

;

a labyrinth of streets.
Dor. A maze formerly cut in turf on the downs, &c. There is

a hamlet called Troy Town three miles from Dorchester, but no
maze remaining (H.J.M.). Cor. 1

I lost my way; 'twas a regular
Troy town

;
Cor. 2 Like Troy-town.

2. A state of confusion or disorder; a litter. Cf. troy-fair.
w.Cy. If a nurse, on returning after a short absence from the

nursery, found the children ' hay.making,' and uproarious, shewould say, Why, here's Troy Town all over again ! ' or ' You'remaking Troy Town of it I ' (G.E.D.) s.Dev. A room with its
furniture disarranged is said to be 'like Troy Town,' N. tf O
(1870) 4th S. v.. 401 Cor.i She had quite a Troy town round

TDTuV' "'/ & Q - (
l8W 4th S. vi. 401.TRUAN, see Troon.

TRUANT, sb. and v. Sc. [trirant.] 1. sb. In phr.

to take truants play, to play the truant ; to shirk school.

Lth. Twa toun bairns took truant's play, An' to the hills drew
near, Ballantine Poems (1856) 183.

2. v. To play the truant.
Abd. A pang of resentful fear at my heart lest my truanting had

been discovered, Cobban Angel (1898) 2.

TRUB, sb.1 Yks. [trub.] Carbonaceous shale ; a

heavy lump or nodule, of an unconsumable nature, often

found among coal. See Drub, sb.1

w.Yks. Geol. Surv. Vert. Sect. Sheet 43 ; Leeds Merc. Suppl.

(June 24, 1899).

TRUB, sb? Som. Dev. [trceb.] 1. A slut, sloven
;

a wanton ; an opprobrious term applied to a woman.
w.Som. 1 Rare. Dev. 1 The very daps of her mother—another

such a haggagen, maundering, hawk-a mouth'd trub, 7. n.Dev.
Andra wou'd ha' had a trub in tha, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 104.

2. Obs. A dirty man. n.Dev. Horae Subsecivae (177]) 441.

TRUB, adj. Shr.1
[tri3b.] Neat, tidy, trim.

'Is mother wuz a mighty tidy ddman—'er al ays looked so clane
an' trub:

TRUBAGULLY, sb. Obs. Som. A short, dirty,

ragged fellow, accustomed to perform the most menial
offices. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). Cf. trub, sb?
TRUCE, sb.1 and v. Obs. Sc. Irel. Also written

truse Per. 1. sb. A herald or messenger of peace.
Qco. I am a truce, lady ! Barrington Sketches (1830) I. ii.

2. v. Fig. To keep quiet, hush up ; to settle.
Per. O Tom, since ye are best acquaint With th' Captain and

the Laird of Grant, I pray truse up what we have here, Smith
Poems (1714) 3, ed. 1853.

TRUCE, sb? s.Wor. [trus.] A trowel. (H.K.)
TRUCE, see Trouss, v.

TRUCK, sb.1 Sh.I. [trek.] The surface of the best
pasture-land peeled off for the purpose of making compost
manure. S. & Ork. 1

TRUCK, v.
1 and sb? In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. Eng.

Aus. and Amer. Also in form thruck e.Yks.1 [truk,
trek.] 1. v. To exchange, deal, barter ; to traffic, have
business or dealings with. Also used jig.

Sc. My cousin Rachel is not nice on't, when she trucks up with
this 'Jure divino,' Pitcairn Assembly (1766) 11. Per. Monteath
Dunblane (1835) 55, ed. 1887. Lnk. For ane wha wad incline to
truck In frien'ly page, Watson Poems (1853) 99. Ir. The fair
went on quietly enough at first as to buying, selling, and trucking
of cows, Barrington Sketches (1830) III. xviii. .w.Yks. Fer
poppin an truckin he ne'er hed his match, Eccles Sngs. (1862)
131. Lan. I should mind whoa I trucked with, Brierley Cast
upon World (1886) 195. Chs.i He conna sell th' tit ; he'll have to
truck wi' somebody to get beawt it. Der. 2, nw.Der.1 Glo 1 To
truck and trade. Ess. (J.M.)
2. sb. Exchange

; business, trade.
Per. In course of her truck with the wives of Bithergirse,

Monteath Dunblane ^835) 86, ed. 1887. w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan!

rtli , l,"^ .
market to look after mi truck

>
Waugh Hermit

Cobbler-(1876) 16; Lan.i Lon. There's Paddy in the truck too;he makes a good thing, Mayhew Land. Labour (1851) I. 417.Dev. For 30 yards Canvas at 12* a yard, for w<* I set nothing bee
[
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Dev. I never nadmuch
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truck with 'em, Mortimer Tales Moors (1895) 125. Cor. I don't

wish no truck wi' monkeys, Lee Paul Carah (1898) 92. [Aus.
Don't you have no more truck with them boats, miss, Boldrewood
Colon. Reformer (1890) III. xxix. Amer. Anybody that's had truck
'long on 'em kin see that the fust send-off, Cent. Mag. (Sept.

1902) 703.]

5. Odds and ends, rubbish, trash. Also usedy?^. of people.
S. & Ork.1 Cum. Ah want nin o' that swort <? truck here

(J.D.). w.Yks. Aw'm baan to get shut o' sich truck as that as

sooin as Aw can, Hartley Clock Aim. (1894) 34. Lan. She's too
much of a lady to concern herself about such truck, Clegg David's
Loom (1894) 44; Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837) in. Chs.1

Th' sale begun at one o'clock, but they'll ony be sellin truck for

an hour or so. e.An. 1 Suf.1 A field full of docks, &c., would be
said to be ' full 'a truck.' Ess. 1

, Sur.1 Sus.1 There's too much
truck about the floor for the house ever to look tidy. Dev. Whot
truck be yu telling up now? Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). nw.Dev.1

,

Cor.2

Hence Truckey, adj. applied to anything common or
inferior. Cor. N. cV Q. (1866) 3rd S. ix. 400. 6. //.

Smuts or bad grains among corn. w.Yks. Thoresby Lett.

(1703) ; w.Yks.4 7. Wicked language. n.Cy. (Hall.)

TRUCK, v.
2 n.Cy. Der. Lei. Also in form trook Lei.1

[truk.] 1. To diminish, abate.
n.Cy. A cow is said to truck when her milk fails, Grose (1790)

MS. add. (P.) Der. 1 'To truck the cow of her milk,' to cause it

to diminish ; or, ' the cow trucks,' abates of her milk. Obs. ; Der. 2
,

nw.Der.1

2. To give in, give away, ' knuckle under' ; to truckle.
Lei.1 A^s bin ill of a good bit, but a nivver trooked till Thoosday.

[1. Cp. Nulle we be trukien, Lajamon (c. 1205) 4363.]

TRUCK, v.
3 Sh.I. [trek.] To trample, tread down.

Twa o' your young quaiks is laid doon da hill daeks, an' dey're

truckit an' laid doon da best rig o' Scots aits perteenin' me, Sh.

News (Sept. 4, 1897) ; S. & Ork."

[Cp. Dan. trykke, to press, squeeze (Larsen).]

TRUCK, see Track, v.
1

, Trug(g.
TRUCKAMUCK, sb. Dev. Dor. Also in form truckley-

mux Dev. [tre-kam'Ek.] 1. A kind of trolly for carrying
timber and other heavy weights.

Dev. Us mus' have the truck-a-muck to bring the granite from
the yard, Reports Provinc. (1889). Cor. Cor. Mag. (Aug. 1898).

2. A farm-cart ; a shabby carriage.
Dev. The squire drove through the village in a ram-shackle

truckley-mux, Reports Provinc. (1887) 18.

TRUCKER, sb. Sc. Also written trukker Sh.I.

[tre-kar.] 1. A term of contempt, implying that the

person so named has done something offensive ; a deceit-

ful person. Cf. trooker.
Sc. Often applied to a female in contempt, as equivalent to a

• worthless hussy ' (Jam., s.v. Trukier). Sh.I. Kist, ye impitant

trukker! Sh. News (Nov. 13, 1897).

2. A waggish or tricky person. Rxb. (Jam., s.v. Trukier.)

TRUCKERY, sb. Obs. Sc. Miscellaneous articles;

crockery.
Gall. Causing sic an erruction, Owrewhelming the truckery a'

wi' destruction ; The teacups in air were like pearies a' turning,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 305, ed. 1876.

TRUCKLE, sb.
1 Obs. or obsol. N.I.1 Wxf.1 A small

car, in common use before the introduction of the present

farm-carts. Cf. truckamuck.
TRUCKLE, v. and sb.2 Sc. Hrf. Brks. Ken. Wil. Som.

Dev. Cor. Also written truckul Dev. [trekl.] 1. v.

To trundle, roll. AlsoJig. to move on, go off.

Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Wil. 1
, Dor.1 Som. Jennings

Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). w.Som.1 Nif you put thick stone gwain
he'll truckly all the way down gin he com'th to the sea. Dev.

Thay truckl'd en roun like a big caddy bal, N. Hogg Poet. Lett.

(ed. 1865) 20 ; Dev. 1 The tother yenning and truckling stones

arter en, 39. Cor.12

Hence Truckle-muxen, sb.,fig. a dirty drab or slattern.

s.Wil. Get on in there out of the dirt, Nellie, or. thy father'll

wonder whose little truckle-muxen 'tis rinnin' about house

(G.E.D.).

2. To twirl ; to cause to spin round, esp. in phr. to truckle

the trencher, a children's game.
Dor. 'Truckle the trencher' used to be a standard game for

winter evenings. A circle was formed, and each one was seated

on the floor, every player taking the name of a flower, Flk-Lore
Jrn. VII. 238, in Gomme Games (1898) II. 313. w.Som.1

3. sb. A castor or small wheel; anything that can be rolled.
Ken.1

, Wil.1 Som. A globular or circular piece of wood or iron,

placed under another body, in order to move it readily from place
to place, Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). w.Som. 1 The very
chairs 'ad a-got truckles to 'em. Dev.1 , Cor.2

Hence Truckle-bed, sb. (1) a low bedstead on castors ;

also calledTruckle
; (2)fig.an underling orlow-bred person.

(1) Abo.. In a wee truckle filled wi' fusionless strae, Anderson
Rhymes (1867) 143. Brks.1 , Ken.1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial.

w.Eng. (1825). w.Som.1 (2) Ken. Yees, ya shall pay, ye truckle-

bed, Ya buffle-headed ass, Masters Dick and Sal (c. 1821) st. 81

;

Ken. 1

4. pi. Phr. to play truckles, to roll anything, such as a

reel, top of a canister, &c, backwards and forwards from
one player to another. Wil. 1 5. A small, barrel-shaped
cheese, resembling a Stilton in shape, and weighing about
6 or 8 lb. Also in comp. Truckle-cheese.

Wil. Brand Pop. Antiq. (ed. 1813) I. 55 ; Wil.1 Som. She had
picked a double-handful of cowslips as big as a truckle cheese,

Raymond Good Souls (1901) 62. w.Som.1 Dev. The cheese is a
nice piece of truckles made in this parish, Mortimer Tales Moors

(1895) 14.

6. pi. Sheep's droppings. Cf. trestles, treddle.
Wil.1 n.Wil. Swip up them ships' truckles (E.H.G.). Som.

(W.F.R.)
HenceTruckle-poultice, apoultice made of sheep's dung.
Som. I've put un on a truckle-poultice :— there be a deal o'

virtue in em, you see how many yerbs ship do feed on (W. F.R.).

7. A large vat or cooler. Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).

Cf. trendle.

TRUCKLER, sb. Cor. [tnrklafr).] A smuggler, esp.

in phr. cutters and trucklers, an old Cornish boys' game.
w.Cor. (M.A.C.)

TRUCKLY-MUX, see Truckamuck.
TRUCKS, sb. pi. Hmp. Wil. Som. [treks.] A truck

or handcart ; also in phr. a pair of trucks.

Hmp. A truck used for carrying baggage is called a ' pair of

trucks,' or simply ' the trucks ' (H.C.M.B.). Wil. (G.E.D.) Som.
Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885).

TRUDDER, s6. Sc. [tnrdar.] 1. Lumber, trumpery.
Abd. (Jam.) ; There was naething but a lot o' orra trudder sold

at the roup (G.W.).

2. Confusion. Abd. She's aye in a trudder (G.W.).

TRUDDLE, see Treddle.
TRUDGE, sb. Der.2 nw.Der. 1 [trudg.] A hard worker;

a 'drudge.'

TRUDGE, v. Cum. Lan. Glo. Ess. [trudg, tr«dg.]

1. To walk, esp. to walk briskly.

m.Lan.1 Ess. All declared, for Tiptree, it Was high time to be

trudgin', Clark /. Noakes (1839) st. 80 ; Ess.1

Hence Trudgin', sb. in phr. leyl trudgin'', applied to a

little boy following some one. Cum.14 2. trans. To
carry away.

Glo. When I tuck up my turmut hower And trudged it far away,

Sng. in Gibbs Cotswold Vill. (ed. 1899) 97.

TRUDGE-BACK, sb. n.Sc. (Jam.) [Not known to our
correspondents.] A hump-back.
TRUDGET, sb} Lth. (Jam.) [Not known to our

correspondents.] In phr. to dread trudgel of one, to suspect

one of some mischief or of playing some trick.

TRUDGET, sb.
2 Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) [Not known to

our correspondents.] A paste, made of barley-meal and
water, used by tinkers for preventing a newly-soldered

vessel from leaking.

TRUE, adj. and v. Sc. Irel. Cum. Yks. War. Brks. Hrt.

Ken. Also in form tferue Irel. [tru,triu.] I. adj. In comb.

True blue, (a) a term applied to rigid Presbyterians;

also used attrib.
;

(b) a certain stage of initiation in the

Orange system ; (2) — brother, a full brother, born of

the same parents; (3) — love, (4) — love's knot, the herb

Paris, Paris quadrifolia.

(1, a) Sc. Still occas. used. ' A sample of True-blue Presbyterian

Loyalty ' (Jam.) ; Blue was the favourite colour of the covenanters,

hence the vulgar phr. of a true blue whig, Scott Minstrelsy (ed. 1803)

III. 224 (ib.); (A.W.) Ayr. In the teeth they dar'd our whigs And
K k 2
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covenant true blues, man, Burns Shcriff-muir, st. 3. (b) Ir. I am
a true blue, sir—a purple man, Carleton Traits Peas. (ed. 1843)
!• 399- (2) Mun. His ' true-brother '— that is, being interpreted,
son of the same, father and mother, Barry Wizard's Knot (1901)
51. (3) Dmf. That curious plant, ' Oneberry,' or ' Herb Paris,'

or 'True Love,' was growing profusely around. . . The leaves of
' Herb Paris ' have much the appearance of a true-love-knot, and
from this fact the plant has obtained its popular name, Wallace
Schoolmaster (1899) 163. War.3 Brks. Druce Flora (1897) 496.
Hrt. (B.&H.) (4) Cum. (B. & H.) w.Yks. Lees Flora (1888) 441.
2. Phr. (1) to speak true, obs., to tell the truth

; (2) true

foryou or ye, quite true ; a term of assent.
(1) Fif. Poor Paul Craw, for speakin' true, Was brunt wi'

brass-ba' in his mou', Tennant Papistry (1827) 72. (2) Ir. They
would not, thrue for you, Barlow Shamrock (1901) 63. s.Ir.

Croker Leg. (1862) 237.

3. v. To make accurate. Also with up.
Ken. The wheel is uneven, we shall have to true it. It wants

truing up (D.W.L.).

TRU(E, TRUE, see Trew, Trow, v.
3

TRUELINS, adv. Obs. Sc. Also written trulins
and in form trulines. Truly, indeed. Also used as sb.
in phr. my trulins.

Sc. My trulines, gin they had to hurkle down on a heap o'

haver straw, Blackw. Mag. (Nov. 1820) 154 (Jam.). Ags. (ib.)

Frf. Trulins fou'k afore they leap shou'd look, Morison Poems
(1790) 127. Lth., Dmf. (Jam.)

TRUEN, TRUET, TRUEY, see Trone, sb.3, Trewet,
Trooy.
TRUFF, sb.

1 Som. Dev. Cor. [truf.] A trout, esp.
a grilse or salmon trout of the first year.
w.Som. 1 Rare. Dev. They've a-catch't a little truff's mornin 1

but nothin' else, Reports Provinc. (1883) 95. s Dev. ' He s'ealthy's
a truff.' A very common saying applied to an elderly person in
strong, robust health, Elworthy Wd. Bk. (1888). Cor. 1 As fat as
a truff; Cor. 2

TRUFF, sb? Sc. n.Cy. rtruf.] A dial, form of ' turf
'

;

a scd, soft peat, esp. a turf or sod used for fuel. Also
usedjig.

Sc. A green guse that can grow fat upon a green truff, Mago-
pico (ed. 1836) 25. ne.Sc. Be brunt like a peat or a truff for iver
and iver, Gordon Northward Ho, 73. Bnff.1 Abd. There's truffs
aneuch at the barn gate To reist a' the fires till simmer, Murray
Hamewith (1900) 5. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 329, ed.
1876. n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)

TRUFF, v. Sc. Irel. [truf.] To steal ; to pilfer.
Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. Be sure to truff his pocket-book, Ramsay

Poems (1721) 35. Edb. I've truf'd you a ladies shirt from the
hedge, Pennecuik Helicon (1720) 66. N.I. 1 Ant. N. & Q. (1886)
7th S. i. 257. s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890).
Hence truff the ducks, phr. a term applied to tramps and

beggars. • N.I. 1 Ant. N. &> Q. ib.

TRUFF, see Through, prep., Trough.
TRUFFLE-CHEESE, sb. Hmp. 1 The best cheese.

See Rammel, sb. 1

TRUG, sb. Hmp. [trug.] A trull; a low female
companion.
A soldier's trug (J.R.W.) ;

Hmp.l [Dekker Belman (1608) 149.]
TRUG, v. Som. Dev. Cor. [trug.] To trudge; to

haul or carry with difficulty ; to struggle on. Also with
along. Cf. drug, v.

w.Som. 1 'Twas so much as ever her could trug along way i.e.
her load was as great as she could struggle along with. Dev.
Reports Provinc. (1884) 34. Cor.12

TRUG(G, sb. Lakel. Yks. Hrf. Oxf. Ken. Sur. Sus.
Also m form truck Oxf. Ken. [trug, trug.] 1. Obs.
An oblong wooden trough or tray for milk ; a milking-
pail. w.Yks. (G.R.), Ken. (K.) Sus. Ray (1691). 2. A
wooden box with side-handles, used for carrying coal,
peat, &c.

;
a coal-box or scuttle. Cum.14 Hence Trugful,

sb. an assortment of anything. Lakel.2 3. A wooden
basket, used for carrying fruit, vegetables, &c. ; see below.
Also m comp. Trug-basket.

Oxf. 1 MS. add. Ken. (H.W.E.) ; Ken.1 A kind of basket, much
used by gardeners and others; formed of thin slivers ofwood, with
a fixed handle in the middle, somewhat like the handle of a bucket,
and with studs at the bottom to keep it steady. Sur. 1

, Sus. 12

4. A measure of wheat, of which three go to make up
two bushels. Hence Trug-corn or -wheat, sb. a measure
of wheat allowed to a clergyman officiating at some
chapels of ease in Leominster.

Hrf. There is in the parish of Leominster, a payment of the

nature of tithe, which is known as trug-wheat, A^. & Q. (1866) 3rd

S. x. 415 ; Trug or Trug-corn. ' Tres Trug frumenti vel avenae

faciunt 2 bushels infra Prebendam de Hunderton in Ecclesia Heref.'

... At Lempster (Leominster) at this day, the vicar has trug-

corn allowed him for officiating at some chapels of ease (as Stoke
and Docklow) within that parish, Blount Law Dictionary (1717)
in AT. tY Q. (1866) 3rd S. x. 415 ;

(K.)

[1. Cp. Dan. trug, a trough (Larsen).]

TRUGGEL, sb. Sh.I. [tragi.] A small trough or
wooden vessel. See Trug(g, 1.

The pig's box is in Aithsting called ' de grice truggel.'
' Truggel ' signifies orig. a small trough, and is in Aithsting also
applied to a vessel for holding liver-oil, Jakoesen Dial. (1897) 34.
TRUGGS, sb. Cai. 1 [tregz.] A lazy workman, used

chiefly as a nickname.
TRUGS, TRUI, TRUINT, see Trogs, Trooy, Troon.
TRULE, see Troll, v.

1

TRULL, sb. 1 Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Also in
forms thrull n.Yks.; truyll Sh.I. [trul, tnsl.] 1. A
dirty, untidy person ; a slattern, sloven, esp. a dirty,
untidy woman. Cf. troll, sb.2

Sh.I. An untidy person is called a truyll, Jakobsen Dial. (1897)
48. Bnff. 1

, Nhb. (R.O.H.) n.Yks. She's a mucky thrull (T.S.).
n-Lan. 1 s.Chs.1 Hoo's a nasty trull. nw.Der.1

Hence Trully, sb. a dowdy woman. s.Chs. 1

2. A foolish or silly person. Ayr. (Jam.)
TRULL, sb.2 Obs. n.Yks.2 The mattress, as a layer

for the feather-bed.
TRULL, TRULLIBOBS, see Troll, v.

1
, Trollibobs.

TRULLION, sb.
1 Sc. [tralisn.] 1. A low, base,

dirty fellow. Mackay. 2. A foolish or silly person.
Ayr. (Jam.) See Trull, sb. 1 2.

TRULLION, sb.2 Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) A sort ofcrupper.
TRULLYET, adj. Sh.I. Also in form trulshket. Sulky

and untidy ; see below.
' Trullyet

' and ' trulshket' orig. mean ' trowy-like.' . . As the
trows were always supposed to be both sulky and untidy beings,
the words ' trullyet ' and ' trulshket ' have acquired both these
meanings, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 40 ; ib. 38.

TRULY, adj. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Also written
trooly Yks.; trulie Sc. (Jam.); and in form threwly
e.Yks. [truli, triuli.] 1. adj. True, not fictitious.

n.Sc. A trulie story (Jam.).

2. sb. In phr. my truly or by my truly, a mild oath or
expletive : truly, indeed, upon my word or honour.

Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. It's by maw truly quite a byson, Wilson Pit-
man's Pay (1843) 47 . n.Yks. (T.S.) e.Yks. By mah threwly, sor,
he was efter ma mooan, an neean, an neet, Holderness Spec. Dial
7, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 24, 1899). w.Yks. (CCR1TRULYA, sb. and adj. Sh.I. Also in forms troilya,

Ft r"\ c^f « V f*-„
A fairy> a ' tro11 ' °r ' trow.' {Coll.

L.L.B.) S. & Ork.1 Hence Trullascud, sb. a witch awitch -like woman. (A.W.), S. & Ork.1 2. adi Sick v •

« bewitched.' S. & Ork.1 See Trowie, s.v Trow sb 2 l
'

TRUM, see Thrum, sb.1, Trim, sb.*
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- Gordon clro7.'l°*
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Sc. Conceity bodies, that bizz, and fizz, and spit fire like a pery,
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in spite and vexation, whenever they are no made the tung o' the

trump, Sc. Haggis, 155.

3. v. To play on the jews'-harp.
Arg. The sound of piping and trumping and laughing, Munro

J. Splendid (1898) 275.

TRUMP, sb.2 w.Yks.2 [trump.] A common spring
knife of any kind.
TRUMP, v? Sh.I. [tremp.] To fling, as a horse ; to

kick. S. & Ork.1

TRUMP, v.
a Obsol. Sc. n.Cy. To lie ; to boast. n.Cy.

(Hall.) Hence Trumper, sb. a traitor ; a deceiver.
Edb. The man was suspected by him of having dealings with the

other party ; howbeit when that trumper was gone . . . Leding-

ton turned to Grange, Beatty Secreiar (1897) 420.

[Fr. tromper, to cousen, deceive (Cotgr.).]

TRUMP-ABOUT, sb. Obs. Sc. A game at cards.

Cf. trumph.
Abd. Trump-about gade on as snack As we'd been lairds,

Beattie Parings (1801) 22, ed. 1873.

TRUMPERY, adj. and sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. Hrt. Wil. Dor.
Som. Cor. Also in forms thrumpery Don. ; thrumphry
N.I.1

; trumphery Abd. ; trumphy Ayr. [trirmpari,

tre'mpari.] 1. adj. Worthless, insignificant; silly,

capricious, used esp. of persons.
Dor. Be dazed if I believe in such trumpery behaviour of the

folks in the sky, Hardy Two on Tower (1882) i. Som. If you be

zo love-struck wi' a trumpery maid not wo'th her zalt, Raymond
Good Souls (1901) 72.

2. sb. Rubbish, trash ; broken furniture.

N.I. 1 Don. Clear out o' this yerself an' yer thrumpery in double

quick time, Macmanus Bend of Road (1898) 66. n.Yks.2 , w.Som.1

3. A worthless sort of person; a pretentious or dis-

reputable woman.
Ayr. That misleart trumphy your wife, Galt Entail (1823)

lxxiv. n.Yks.12, m.Yks.1

4. Weeds growing on cultivated ground.
Hrt. Burrs, and darnel, or other trumpery, Ellis Mod. Husb.

(1750) III. i. Wil. 1 w.Som.1 Thick there spot o' ground must

be as-pit up so deep's ever can, he's all vull o' trumpery. [The

trumpery of weeds, Lisle Husb. (1757) 102.]

5. Odds and ends, miscellaneous articles or property
;

knick-knacks, trifles.

Sh.I. Gadderin her trumpery aff o' da table, an' pittin' hit i' da

butt bed, Sh. News (Jan. 8, 1898). Abd. There was a lot o'

trumphery mair, I canna min' on, in the aumrie, Anderson
Rhymes (1867) 75. Ir. Bullock Pastorals (1901) 131. Cor. 'A

edn' me they d' want—et's my bit o' money an' trumpery, Lee

W'dow Woman (1899) 56.

TRUMPERY, adv. Hmp.1 A corruption of'temporary.'

He was only took on trumpery.

TRUMPET, sb. Yks. Not. Nhp. Cor. [tnrmpit,

trem-pit.] In comb. (1) Trumpet-flower, the honeysuckle,

Lonicera Periclymenum ; (2) -kecks, the hollow stalks of

the wild angelica, Angelica sylvestris, or some allied plant,

which are made by boys into trumpets
; (3) -metre, a

rousing hymn-tune, a simple, straightforward hymn-tune.

(1) ne.Yks. (B. & H.) (2) Nhp. Though trumpet-kecks are

passed unheeded by, Whose hollow stalks inspired each eager

joy, Clare Poems (1827) 225. (3) Not. He had given out next

hymn (it was only trumpet metre), Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 101.

Cor. The meeting had opened quietly enough with a 'trumpet

metre,' followed by a hearty prayer, Pearse D.Quorm (1877) 43;

We always begin with a good cheerful hymn— one o' them that

do stir up your soul, and a good old tune that you can sing with-

out thinkin' about it, because you do know it so well. Give me a
' trumpet metre ' to ' Arise, my soul, arise

!

' ib. 108.

TRUMPET, v. Brks. [tnrmpit, -at.] To stump or

tramp about noisily. Cf. clumput.
If he could on'y year hisself trumpettin' about the place in they

girt boots o' his'n ! Hayden Round our Fill. (1901) 173; (E.G.H.)

TRUMPH, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Also written trumf Gall.

[trBmf.] 1. A trump; the principal or trump card.

Also in comp. Trumph-card, andjig.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. 'Spades is trumph—da sax o' spades !

' shQ

addid, Sh. News (Mar. 19, 1898). Fif. She has not another

' trumph ' card, Colville Vernac. (1899) 2. Lnk. A lass that has

thatwi'thelads should be trumph, Nicholson Kilwuddie{ 1895) 173-

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 459, ed. 1876. n.Cy. (Hall.)

2. Phr. to play trumph about, obs., to be on an equality or
footing with

; to perform equally valorous actions.
n.Sc. (Jam.) Bch. Achilles played na' trumph about wi' him

he says
; but judge ye, Forbes Ulysses (1785) 29.

TRUMPIE, sb. Or.I. [trBmpi.] Richardson's skua,
Stercorarius crepidatus. Swainson Birds (1885) 210;
S. & Ork.1

TRUMPLEFEYST, sb. Obs. Ayr. Lnk. (Jam.) A
qualm or fit of sickness.
TRUMPOSIE, adj. Sc. (Jam.) [Not known to our

correspondents.] 1. Guileful. Ayr. 2. Cross-tempered,
of a perverse, contrary spirit. Rnf.

TRUMSKET, see Troinshket.
TRUNCH, sb. Oxf.1 [trenj.] A dial, form of ' trench.'

TRUNCH, adj. e.An. [trenj.] Short and thick ; com-
pact and ' squab ' in figure. Also in comb. Trunch-made.
(Hall.), e.An.1

TRUNCHEON, sb. w.Yks.2 [tru-njan.] A slang word
for ' Stomach.' ' He's filled his truncheon.'

TRUNCHER, sb. Sc. Cum. [trenjar.] 1. A dial,

form of 'trencher' (q.v.) ; a wooden platter or dish.

Sc. Duncan Etym. (1595). Sh.I. A truncher o' meal in a nap-

kin, Stewart Tales (1892) 78. Abd. It was upo' the truncher,

Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) viii. w.Sc. Its heed up, an' its

wee short legs set firm on the truncher, wi' a lemon in its mouth,

Macdonald Settlement (1877) 50. Lnk. Pigs, pots, stoups,

trunchers, Graham Writings (1883) II. 15. Cum. A friendly

cousin browt a crate O' trunchers, pots, an' pewder dishes,

Dickinson Lit. Remains (1888) 176; Cum.14

Hence Truncher-lugs, sb. a person with very large ears.

Cum. T'daft truncher-lugs hedn't a wurd teh say fer thersels,

Sargisson ./be Swap (1881) 220; Cum. 4

2. Phr. turn the truncher, a game ; see below.
Cum. 1 A young man lies flat, resting only on his toes at a cer-

tain mark at one extremity, and on a trencher in each hand at the

other ; he then tries to reach out the trenchers as far as possible,

and if not held at the right angle and edgewise, down they go
and he is defeated ; Cum.4

TRUNCHERT, ppl. adj. Sc. See below.
Edb. A bonny flae . . . Had a' the night been hankit, Fast by

the left foot muckle tae, Within Tarn's trunchert blankit, Forbes
Poems (1812) 38.

TRUNDLE, sb.
1 and v. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Dur. Lakel.

Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Lin. Nhp. Shr. e.An. Sus. Som. Dev.
Cor. Also in forms thrunnle e.Yks.1

; trunle Sc. (Jam.

Suppl.); trunnel N.I. 1 Lakel.2 Cum.14 w.Yks. n.Lan.1

ne.Lan.1
; trunnle Dur.1 Wm. n.Yks.2 w.Yks.1 n.Lin.1

[tnrn(d)l, tnz-n(d)l.] 1. sb. Anything globular ; a

wheel, esp. the wheel of a barrow. See Trindle, sb. 1.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), N.I.1 , n.Cy. (Hall.), Lakel.2 , Cum. 14
, e.Yks. 1

,

w.Yks.12 , Lan.1
, n.Laa. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, s-Lan.1 , Chs.1

, s.Chs.1
, Der. 2

,

n.Lin.1 , Suf.1

2. A small wooden wheel or castor. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

Hence Trundle-bed, sb. a small bed set on wheels or

castors, so that it may easily be moved.
Nhb. We hae a trundle bed it yer honour could rest upon,

Jones Nhb. (1871) 202. Der.1 Obs. Sus. 1

3. A hoop; an iron hoop for a wheel. Wm. (B.K.),

m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 24, 1899). Lan.1

Hence (1) Trundle-bowl, sb. a boy's hoop. Chs. 1

; (2)

•stick, sb. a boy's hoop-stick. n.Yks.12

4. Fig. Path, course ; chance, luck.

Nhp.1 Take your own trundle ; Nhp.2 You must take your

trundle.

5. The neck ruffle of a shirt. Lan.1 6. pi. A round,

shapeless figure.
Lin. ' She's gotten to look a strange trundles now.' Said of a

woman advanced in pregnancy (R.E.C.).

Hence Thrunnle-kite, sb. a corpulent person. e.Yks.1

7. A brewing-vessel ; a round cooler.

Shr.1 Better part the drink, it's gettin' too warm—put some i'

the trundle.

8. A large, oval, shallow tub used for var. purposes, but
chiefly for curing bacon. See Trendle.
w.Som. 1 A large oval tub some five to six feet in its greater

axis, used for many purposes, but chiefly for ' scalding ' pigs.

' Vats, tubs, trundles, ladders, poles,' Advt. Wellington Wkly. News
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(Oct. 15, 1885) (s.v. Trendle). Dev. Used chiefly for curing
bacon, Reports Provinc. (1895) (s.v. Trendle). Cor.2

9. v. To roll along ; to move upon wheels or rollers
;

to wheel.
Sc. (A.W.), N.I.1 , Dur.1 Cum. They sumteymes trunnelt pase

eggs, Silpheo B. Brannan (1885) 7. e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Trunnel
t'coop barrow hoot o' t'road, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 30.
m.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 He's trundlin' a sond-barrow. s.Clis. 1 , Der. 1

,

n.Lin. 1
, e.An. 2

, Suf.1

10. To walk with an easy, rolling motion ; to bowl or
whirl along ; to saunter.

Elg. The extremity of this avenue was crossed by a fine little

clear trundling rivulet, Couper Tourifications (1803) II. lai.
w.Yks. We went trun'lin on dahn t'road admired of all t'barns,

Saunferer ,
s Satchel (1879) 43. Lan. Hoo trundled daun t'broo to

Scarsdale yead, Kay-Shuttleworth Scarsdale (i860) I. 119.
e.An.1 Nrf. He come trundlin' along (E.M.). [The next morn-
ing, down trundled her and I to Dirty Park, Fielding Wks.
(1784) IV. 591.]
11. To twirl or brandish a mop.
s.Chs. 1 It's nat a thing ye seyn 'em do so often nai'-a-dees

—

trundlin' a mop. Suf.1 Sur. If I catches that Jennings comin'
agin with any letters, I'll trundle the mop round ee's head,
Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. iii.

TRUNDLE, sb.2 Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Win, Yks. Also in
forms trinnel Cld. (Jam.) n.Cy. n.Yks.2

; trunnel Cum.14

n.Yks.2 m.Yks. 1 [tnrnl.] The guts or entrails of a calf;
the entrails of an animal. Also in pi.

Cld. (Jam.), n.Cy. (J.H.), (K.), Wm. (K.), n.Yks. 2
, m.Yks.1

Hence Trunnel-pie, sb. a pie made of the small entrails
of a calf. Cum.14

TRUNDLING, TRUNE, see Trandling, Troon.
TRUNIE, sb. Sh.I. Also written trbni, trunnie.

[troe-ni, trii'ni.] A snout.
Most often applied to the pig's snout, Jakobsen Dial. (1897)40;

He [a sow] wis begun ta rat [grub] agen, alto' da bluid wis
rinnin' frae his trunnie, Sh. News (Aug. 20, 1898); S. & Ork.1

[Dan. tryne, a snout (Larsen).]
TRUNK, sb.1 and v. Var. dial, uses in Eng. [trunk,

trerjk.] 1. sb. In comp. Trunk-wame,75g\ a fiddle, lit.

a box-belly.
w.Yks. Who's this That tickles his trunk wame ? Dixon Sngs.

Peas. (1857) 174.

2. A box in which fish are sent to the market.
n.Lin. (E.S.) Nrf. Jest stole a trunk o' eels and got six months

for thet, Emerson Wild Life (1890) 103.

3. A rough chest, pierced with holes, in which live fish
are submerged in the water when not wanted immediately
for market. s.Wor. 1

, Glo. 1
, e.An.1 4. A small hoop-

net or ' pot ' used to catch lobsters and crabs ; see below.
N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Each net is about a foot deep, and its mouth is

kept extended by a hoop or ring of the same diameter. The ring
is hung horizontally and the net is suspended just clear of the
ground. A piece of fish, gen. a piece of sand-dab, is placed in the
net as bait. n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.2 Trunk-shaped framings of wand-
work covered with netting, having sufficient ingress for the
captured, but no return. Baited inside, they are sunk in the sea
with lines and weights. e.Yks. (T.H.)
5. A wooden pipe or tube, gen. square, used to convey

water from the eaves-gutters, or to convey the grain or
flour to or from a corn-mill. w.Som. 1 6. Obs. A coal-
spout at a shipping-place. Also in comp. Trunk-staith.

Nhb. 1 In former times a coal-staith was called a ' dyke,' or ' trunk

'

if a shoot or spout was used, and a ' drop ' if the waggon was
lowered and discharged over the ship's deck. 'When the
waggons are emptied into a keel or vessel by a spout, it is called
a trunk-staith,' Brand Hist. Newc. (1789) II. 256, «.

7. Obs. pi. Pipes made to convey air into mines.
Der. Manlove Lead Mines (1653) Gl. ; Wooden spouts to con-

vey wind or water, Mawe Mineralogy (1802) Gl.

8. The part of a water-wheel which contains and
regulates the supply of the water. w.Som.1

9. A long,
narrow trough in which tin or lead ore is dressed; a
mining implement.

Der. Vessels into which are placed smytham, sludge, and slime.
The trunks are agitated with water, and thereby the metals
separated from the base minerals, Manlove Lead Mines (16S3) Gl
Cor.12

v '

10. A bucket used in sinking a shaft in mining.
w.Yks. They descended the shaft at six o'clock this morning,

and had filled several ' trunks,' or buckets, with stone, Yks. Even.

Post (Mar. 24, 1899).

11. A rude kind of bridge.
Dor. Crossing a rude kind of bridge— a tree thrown from bank

to bank of the river—which was always called the ' trunk,' Hare
Dinah Kellow (1901) 249.

12. An arched drain under a road ; a culvert ; a pipe or

watercourse through an arch of masonry, &c. Also in

comp. Trunk-way.
ne.Lan.1 The wooden conduit or sluice used for the mouth of

drains into the sea, to prevent the tide running up the drain.

Chs.1
, e.An. 1

, Ken. (P.M.) e.Sus. Holloway. Hmp. 1

13. pi. A game ; see below.
Nhp. 1 A game played with a long piece of wood or bridge with

nine arches cut in it, each arch being marked with a figure over
it, from one to nine. . . Each player has two flattened balls which
he aims to bowl edge-ways under the arches (s.v. Nine-holes).

14. v. To catch lobsters and crabs in a ' trunk ' or pot. Gen.
mprp. n.Yks.124 , e.Yks. (T.H. ), Nrf.1 Hence Trunker, sb.

a crab or lobster-catcher. n.Yks.12 15. To dress or sepa-
rate base metal from the good in lead and tin mining.

Der. Manlove Lead Mines (1653). Cor. His work was ' trunk-
ing'—that is to say, this innocent had to stir up the metalliferous

slime with a shovel—and his wage was twopence per diem,
Hammond Parish (1897) 46 ; Cor.12

16. To under-drain land. Ken. (P.M.), Sus.12 e.Sus.
Holloway. Hmp. 1 Hence Trunking-tools, sb. pi. tools
used in draining. Sus. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).

TRUNK, sb?- n.Cy. Yks. [trunk] A ' trump ' or the
leading card in card games. Cf. trumph.

n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks. Among the labouring classes 'trunks*
for ' trumps ' is in gen. use. . . ' What are trunks V N. & Q.

(
l873) 4th S. xi. 402.

TRUNKET.5& e.An. Also in forms truncat, trunkat
Nrf. 1. Obs. A kind of game like cricket ; see below.

e.An.1 A game at ball, played with short sticks, and having a
hole in the ground instead of a wicket. ' Two stone trunket,' the
same game, but the boy who wields the stick is put out by one
of the other players throwing the ball between the stones.

2. pi. A game of skittles. Nrf. (C.W.B.N.)
TRUNKEY,s6. Wor. [trerjki.] A small, fat pig. Also

used attrib. Cf. tonkey.
A wuz a lengthy pig. I corn't abear thahy trunky shart-nosed

uns, Outis Vig. Mon. se.Wor.1

TRUNLINS, sb. pi. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
[tnrnlinz.] 1. Sheep's dung or droppings. Wm. (B.K.),
n.Lan. 1 Cf. treddle, triddlings. 2. Coal about the size
of apples ; large coals. n.Cy. (Hall.), Cum.14

, w.Yks.1

Cf. trindlins, trinnilies.

TRUNNEL, see Trundle, sb.
lz

TRUNTLE, v. Obs. Sc. To trundle, roll along. See
Trintle, v.

2

Sc. When ye fell in the snawy flood I truntl't frae aboon you,
Wilson Poems (1790) 61 (Jam.). Cld. (Jam., s.v. Trantle).

TRUNTLEMENT, sb. Obs. n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks. 1

ne.Lan.1 Trifling things of little value ;
' trumpery.'

TRUP, int. Obs. Dev. A carter's word to make his
horse trot. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 170 441
TRUP,*-. Nhb. 1

Preterite of tramp ' zZ1 (q.v.)
TRUPPEN,*-. Nhb. 1 Pp. of tramp,' v.Aq.v)
TRUSE, see Truce, sb}

H '

TRUSH, sb. Obs. or obsol. Ken. A hassock for kneel-
ing in church. Cf. bass, sb. 1 4.
Kennett Paroch. Antiq. (1695) ; Ken. 1 In the old Ch'wardens'

Accts. for the parish of Eastry the entry freq. occurs, ' To mend-
ing the trushes '

; and the word is still occas. used
TRUSH, v Obs. n.Cy. Yks. To run through slush or

dirt. n.Cy.(HALL.) w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (i7r«) ; w Yks *

TRUSHEL,s6. Cai.1
[tr-e-JL] A sloven, one who is

untidy in dress
; a confused mass or heap of things fallen

or thrown together carelessly. See Hirsel, sb.3 6, 8.TRUSHKA, sb. Sh.I. Also in form trutska. [trisjka.]A fit of stubbornness or sulks
;
pride, conceit. S. & Ork 1

Hence Trushkit, adj. sulky, stubborn, ib. Cf. troinshket.
trullyet. '
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TRUSS, sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. Irel. Yks. Chs. Nhp. War.
Hrf. Glo. Lon. Dev. [trus, tres.] 1. sb. A measure or
weight of hay or straw. Also in comp. Truss-weight.
See below.

N.I.1 A truss of hay is twelve score pounds. A truss of straw
is nine score. Chs. 1 For market a ton of hay is cut into forty

trusses, which are supposed to weigh 56 lbs. each. The hay-cutter

cuts the truss as near the required weight as he can guess, and
then weighs it on a steelyard. . . Of course it very rarely happens
that a truss weighs exactly 56 lbs., but whatever weight is under or

over the 56 lbs. is recollected, and the underweight or overweight
of each succeeding truss is subtracted from or added to the pre-

vious total under or over weight, until the whole forty trusses are

weighed. Glo. Bristol, 7 lbs. of hay, Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).
Lon. London, formerly 36 lbs. of hay, ib.

2. Obs. A bundle of corn or straw to be carried on
horseback. w.Dev. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796).

3. A large bundle.
Lnk. A frosty pow Shinin' like an auld wife's rock [distaff]

through its truss o' tow [flax], Nicholson Idylls (1870) 43.

n.Yks.1 Drapery goods rolled together and packed in coarse

canvas form a truss.

4. A bunch of flowers growing on one stalk, such as

cowslips, &c. Nhp.1
, War.3 Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).

5. A dress, frock, costume.
w.Yks. Our Mary Jane looks as if she wanted another truss

(F.P.T.).

6. v. With up: to tidy; to make 'fair and square,' as a
bundle of papers, &C. n.Yks. Truss t'cards up a bit (I.W.).

TRUSS, sb.2 Yks. [trus.] 1. A strong, heavy kind
of table, with a very thick top, used by butchers. w.Yks.
Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 24, 1899). 2. A bench in the

form of a trestle, on the top of which is fixed an iron

roller ; used by platelayers. w.Yks. (B.K.)

TRUSS, v.
2 and sb.a Sh.I. [trBs.] 1. v. To litter

or throw things about carelessly ; to work in an untidy,

slovenly manner, scattering and leaving fragments about.

(Coll. L.L.B.), S. & Ork.1 MS. add. 2. With through

:

to eat in an untidy fashion, so as to break the food into

fragments and scatter them about. S. & Ork.1 3. sb.

Refuse, fragments of food, &c. ; trash, rubbish.
A lock o' auld cashies, flakies, an' meshies, an' ony idder truss

dey cud get, Stewart Tales (1892) 7 ; S. & Ork.1

TRUSSIEVAG'L, sb. Sh.I. A slovenly-dressed, un-

tidy person. (J.S.)

TRUSSING,///. «# Nhb.Sus. In comb.{i) Trussing-

bedstead, a camp bedstead which can be packed for

travelling. Sus.1
; (2) -coffer, obs., a pack-saddle, prob. of

the kind now called a portmanteau. Nhb. 1

TRUST, v. and sb.1 Sc. Lakel. Lan. I.Ma. War. Oxf. Cor.

[trust, trBst.] 1. v. In phr. (1) I wouldn' trust, I rather

think, almost expect
; (2) to trust to, to rely on receiving

;

to expect, reckon with. See Trusten, 2.

(1) I.Ma. Well now, I wouldn trust it'd be runnin in the teens

of years, Brown Indiaman (1889) 169; (S.M.) (2) War.3 If I

catch him in the orchard he knows what he has to trust to.

2. To buy on credit or ' trust.'

Lnk. Wull ye trust me wi' a pair o' shoon for a month or twa ?

Hamilton Poems (1865) 238. Oxf. (G.O.) Cor. When her

stockings wore out . . . she'd go and trust Draper—for a new pair,

' Q.' Troy Town Revisited (1894).

3. sb. Credit.
Edb. Whene'er they gang to hunt for trust, Liddle Poems

(1821) 148. Lakel.2 Wm. He bowt his bacca o' trust (B.K.).

m.Lan.1
, Oxf. (G.O.)

Hence Trustman,, sb., obs., a creditor.

Edb. Their memory's next the trustman's loss, Liddle Poems

(1821) 95.

4. Obs. The charge or care of a turnpike or toll-gate.

Ayr. The turnpike house had been one of his favourite haunts.

The trust of the gate was now in the hands of strangers, Galt

Sir A. Wylie (1822) Ixxxv.

Hence Trust-road, sb. a turnpike road.

Ayr. The king's road . . . was mended . . . some years after . . .

the 'trust-road,' as it was called, was made, Galt Ann. Parish

( 1821) vi. „ , , r ,

TRUST, sb.2 Lan. A boys' game of 'leap-frog.

(C.J.B.), m.Lan.1

TRUSTEN, v. Stf.War.Wor. [tre-ssn.] 1. To trust.

War. All as we've got to do is to trusten, Geo. Eliot S. Marner
(1861) 217. se.Wor. 1

2. With to : to expect, rely on ; to reckon with.
s.Stf. If he trespasses on my ground, he knows what he's got

to trusten to, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895).

TRUSTFUL, adj. Obs. Sc. Trustworthy, faithful.

If the whole supplicants had been so trustful in a matter so
great and universal, Baillie Lett. (1776) I. 42 (Jam.).

TRUSTLE, sb. Yks. Lan. Lei. Wor. e.An. Ken. Som.
Also written trussel(l n.Yks.2 ne.Lan.1 Lei.1 Nrf. Suf. 1

Ken.1
; trussle w.Yks. [tru'sl, trB'sI.] 1. A dial, form

of ' trestle.'

w.Yks. Trussles, stees, an' whitewesh, Tom Treddlehoyle
Bairnsla Ann. (1892) 43. ne.Lan. 1

, Lei.1 , s.Wor. (H.K.) Nrf.

Wright. Suf. 1
, Ken. 1

, w.Som.1

Hence trussell'd up, phr. supported on portable uprights.

n.Yks.2 2. A stand for a barrel. Ken. Grose (1790)
MS. add. (P.) ; Ken.1

TRUSTRE, sb. Obs. n.Sc. Rs. (Jam.) Butter.

TRUT, sb. Sus.1 [Not known to our correspondents.]

A hassock or footstool. Cf. trush, sb.

TRUTCHIE, adj. Obs. Sc. A term of endearment
applied to a cow. Cf. proochy.

Slg. Hail, welcome, sonsie, trutchie Hawkie, Galloway Poems
(1806) 23.

TRUTE, sb. m.Yks.1 [triut.] A dial, form of 'truth.'

TRUTH, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng. Also
written trewth n.Yks.4 Not. Cor. [trub, triub.] 1. In

phr. (1) as straight as truth, (2) as true as truth, quite true

;

(3) the cold truth, (4) the true truth, the plain, unvarnished

truth
; (5) the truth goesfarthest, a common commencement

to a confession
; (6) to the truth of music, thoroughly, com-

pletely, used to describe the completeness of a sound
thrashing, &c.

; (7) worn to a truth, an intensitive phr.

applied to worn-out garments.
(1) n.Yks.4 241. (2) N.I. 1 ' It's as true as truth has been this

long time,' saying. (3) Cor. 'Twas the cold trewth, ' Q.' Three

Ships (ed. 1892) 98. (4) Not. If we don't speak the trew trewth

this time, we are liars, sich un's as yer don't often see, Prior
Forest Flk. (1901) 246. (5) e.Dur. 1 (6) Dev. I'll tan thee tii-tha-

truth-ov-music. 'E'll catch et bimbye tu-tha-truth-ov-music,

Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 138. (7) Nhp. 1

2. Troth.
Frf. Death I'll sooner meet than break my truth, Morison

Poems (1790) 171. Per. Wi' a silent kiss o' love their blessed

paction seal, While sittin' in their truth beside auld Scotland's

spinnin'-wheel, Nicoll Poems (ed. 1843) 81.

3. Accuracy, correctness.
Ken. It's all out of truth, it wants taking to pieces (D.W.L.).

TRUTHY, adj. Obs. e.An.1 Suf. 1 Veracious, truth-

ful ; reliable, faithful in plighted troth.

TRUTLE, TRUTSKA, see Trootle, Trushka.
TRUTTL, v. Sh.I. [tnrtl.] To mutter ; to grumble

or scold in an undertone. S. & Ork.1

TRUTTL, TRUYLL, see Treddle, Trull, sb.1

TRY, v.
1 and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. [trai.]

1. v. In phr. (1) try it on, to make an attempt at some
risk ; to put into practice

; (2) — the candle, to judge by
the appearance of a candle in a mine as to the proportion

of gas present in the air
; (3) — the net, to test the catch of

fish by hauling in a few yards of the net nearest the boat,

before pulling the whole length on board. See also Sight,

sb. 2 (7).

(1) Lth. It's a hard task ... the time is so short. But I'll try

it on, notwithstanding, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 221. n.Yks.

Howsumivver yah day ther war a plan kom intiv hiz heead, an'

he meead up hiz mahnd te try't on, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes

(1875) 82, ed. 1892. w.Yks. (J.W.) (2) Nhb. 1
(3) I.Ma. Isn't

it about time, bhoy, thou were trying the net? (S.M.)

2. To melt or boil down lard in order to purify it. Nhp.1
,

e.An.1
, Ken.12 3. Obs. To 'screen' or cleanse grain

from the chaff'. Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II.

4. To judge, arbitrate, act as umpire. See also Trier, 1.

w.Som.1 I'll bet a sovereign o' it, and be tried by other man in

the fair. Dev. I be safe o't, be tried by other farmer in the county,

Reports Provinc. (1881) 19.
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5. To fare, get on, prosper, esp. in phr. how doyou try?
Ken. Grose (1790). w.Som. 1 Rather rare. Dev.1 Zo, Bet, how

is't? How de try? 1. n.Dev. Hoh ! Cozen Andra, how d'ye try ?

Exm. Crtshp. (1746) 1. 317.

6. sb. A wire screen or instrument used to separate
corn that has been winnowed from the seeds that are
among it. See Trial, 4.

s.Chs. 1 Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. Hrf. Duncumb
Hist. (1804). Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 441.
7. A trace, indication as to where some lost thing may
be found. n.Sc. (Jam.) Cai.1 1 could get nae try o' 'd.

TRY, v.
2 Obs. Nrf. Also in form dry. To drain

fish-livers for oil. Trans. Phil. Soc. (1855) 38 ; (A.G.)
TRYING, ppl. adj. Sc. Chs. Sus. [trarin.j 1. In

comb. (1) Trying plane, a long, heavy plane used for the
careful dressing, levelling, and squaring up of timber after
the first roughness has been taken off with the jack-plane;

(2) — trotty, a trot to test the paces of a horse.
( 1) Chs.1 (2) Lnk. The taylor has nae bridled her, or tane a

trying trotty o' her, Graham Writings (1883) II. 56.

2. Painstaking, persevering.
Sus. Said at Brighton by a grown lad of his young brother,

' He's a very trying little chap ' (CD.).

TRYNTLED, ppl. adj. Sh.I. Of a person : light and
flimsy-looking ; having little stability. (J.S.)
TRYPAL(L, sb., v., adj. and adv. Sc. [trerpl.]

1. sb. A tall, lanky, ill-made person.
Abd. That gawkie trypal, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) x; A

lang trypall there was Snap, Skinner Poems (ed. 1809) 4.

2. v. To walk or work in a slovenly manner. Bnff. 1

3. adj. Slovenly, used esp. of tall, ill-made persons, ib.

4. adv. In a slovenly manner, ib.

TRYPE, sb., v. and adv. Sc. Also written tripe (Jam.).
[treip.] 1. sb. A term of contempt, applied esp. to a
tall, lanky person. See Trypal(l.

Sc. A tall, meagre person is denominated 'a lang tripe o' a
fallow' (Jam., s.v. Trypal). Sh.I. Yon tripes o' lady bodies ridin'

apon a bishikle, Sfi. News (Aug. 13, 1898).

2. v. To walk in a slovenly manner. Bnff. 1 Cf. trape.
3. adv. In a slovenly manner, ib,

TRYSHT, v. and sb. Bnff. 1
[treift.] 1. v. With

with : to coax, wheedle, entice. Cf. treesh.
She tryshts awa wee 'im t' tack a bittie dainner.

2. sb. The act of coaxing or wheedling.
They hid an unco trysht wee 'im afore they got 'im to gang

wee thim.

TRYST, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. Cum. Yks.
Lan. Also written trist(e Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. Nhb.1 ne.Lan. 1

;

tryste Sc. N.I.1 [traist.] 1. sb. An appointment to
meet ; an appointed meeting ; a meeting-place, rendezvous.

Sc. (A.W.), Cai. 1 Abd. I had no tryst wi' him, Macdonald
Donal Grant, xliii. Fif. Leslie had not lingered at their tryst a
minute behind the hour, Meldrum Grey Mantle (1896) 185. Slk.
To the country lads and lasses the fair was a 'tryst' in more
than one sense of the word, Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 70.
Kcb. Their tryst was aye at the auld stane brig, Armstrong
Ingleside (1890) 81. N.I.1 He put in a tryste with his girl. Nhb.
Ye've fooled me twice already by making a tryst and not keeping
it, Lilburn Borderer (1896) 55. Wm. I see what 'tis; she's gie a
tryst, Ollivant Owd Bob (ed. 1900) 208.

2. Phr. (1) to bide tryst, to wait at an appointed place in
erder to keep an engagement to meet ; (2) to break tryst,

(3) to crack tryst, to break or leave unfulfilled an engage-
ment or appointment

; (4) to keep tryst, to fulfil an engage-
ment, esp. an appointment to meet at a certain time and
place

; (5) to set tryst, to make an engagement or appoint-
ment, esp. an engagement for a meeting.

(1) Sc. 'You walk late, sir,' I said, as we met a second time.
'I bide tryste' was the reply, Scott Rob Roy (1817) xxi. (2)
Sc. (Jam., s.v. Trist). (3) Slg. Ye cracked tryst from Wednisday
till Friday, Wodrow Soc. Sel.Biog. (ed. 1845-7) I- 360. (4) Sc. Let
us gang reasonably to work, and keep our tryst, Scott Blk. Dwarf
(1816) ix. Abd. Keepin' tryst wi' a neebour's lass, Murray
Hamewith (1900) 5. Per. Spence Poems (1898) 121. Ayr. They
kept their tryst like men who had something at stake, Hunter
Studies (1870) 270. n.Yks. Keeping tryst with her lover alone in
the dark, SiMPSON/«m/e o' Biggersdale (1893) 36. (5) Abd. Lundie
an' you hae set a tryst, Guidman Inglismill (1873) 31. Kcd. The

tryst was set, an' he maun gang To coort Achattie's Jess, Grant
Lays (1884) 16. Lnk. Come back and set the tryst wi' me, Rodger
Poems (1838) 72, ed. 1897. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 447,

ed. 1876.

3. Comp. (1) Tryst-breaker, a breaker of an appointment
or engagement ; (2) -night, a night on which an appoint-

ment to meet is made
; (3) -stone, obs., a stone anciently

erected for marking a rendezvous ; (4) -word, a pass-word.

(1) Gall. I cannot fail to go whither I have promised without

being mansworn and tryst-breaker, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895)
xiii. (2) Ags. The happiest periods of his life were those ' tryst-

nichts,' when with his betrothed he could exchange confidences,

Reid Howetoon, 151. (3) Sc. The tryst-stanes are commonly on
high ground. . . It is said that ... in times of hostilities, they
marked the places of resort for the borderers, when they were
assembling for any expedition of importance, Statist. Ace. XVI.
512 (Jam.). (4) Dmf. A true heart there made tryst wi' my ain,

And the tryst-word seemed, Kirkbride, Reid Poems (1894) 3.

4. A cattle market or fair, esp. a fixed fair or market
held annually at certain times of the year.

Cai. 1 Frf. At the tryst or the fair, There was nae lack o' fun,

Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 27. Per. He fought horse-coupers at

the tryst, Nicoll Poems (ed. 1843) 91. w.Sc. Well used to dealing
with these men at tryste and feeing fairs, Wood Farden Hrf
(1902) 80. Dmb. Salmon Gowodean (1868) 7. Ayr. He had been
to a Tryst o' Falkirk, Service Notandums (1890) 49. Exb. Fair
or tryst aye proves the best To him wi' a bit o' brawl in't, Murray
Hawick Sngs. (1892) 27. n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. 1 'A crack tryst'

is a first-rate fair (s.v. Crack). Cum.4 Obs. ne.Lan.1

5. Obs. or obsol. A meeting ; a concourse of people ; a
merry meeting among peasants.

Per. This made the lairds a tryst to hold, Smith Poems (1714)
1, ed. 1853 ; A tryst was held at Kerrow there a school to build,
ib. Dmf. The traditional story of a daughter of the Lord Maxwell
. . . accompanying, in disguise, a peasant to a rustic dancing
tryste, Cromek Remains (1810) 3, note. Nhb. 1

6. A betrothal ; an engagement to marry.
Arg. A lover's tirravee about a woman who never made tryst

with him, Munro/. Splendid ^1898) 125. Frf. Reid Heatherland
(1894) 15. Edb. This closed our trist, all was miscarried, And
bonny Maggy's still unmarried, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 351 ,ed. 1815.

7. Obs. A journey undertaken by more persons than
one, who were to travel in company. Gen. in comb. Tryst's
end, a journey's end.

n.Sc. (Jam., s.v. Trist). Abd. And thought that night to their
tryst's end to win, Ross Helenore ( 1 768) 86, ed. 1812. Kcd. Our tryst's
end we can ne'er mak out, Burness Thrummy Cap (c. 1796) 1. 39.
8. v. To engage to meet ; to make an appointmentto meet.
Sc. I asked her . . . where it was that she was trysted with her

father, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xxii. Per. He trysted me one
evening fair, Nicol Poems (1766) 43. Frf. He was pressing me
to tryst with him, Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 72. Ayr. I'm glad
ye didna tryst her, Johnston Congallon(i8g6) 331. Twd. Buchan
Weather (1899) 78. Gall. He had trysted with a maid, Crockett
Bog-Myrtle (1895) 39. N.I. 1 I have trysted to meet him on
Monday. Wm. I wush to tryst wi' Davie, Ollivant Owd Bob
(ed. 1900) 46.

Hence Trysting, (1) sb. a meeting by appointment ; an
engagement to meet; (2) ppl. adj. meeting, used esp. in
comp. Trysting-tree.

(1) Sc. (G.W.) Arg. But still the trystin' gaes on, MunroDoom Castle (1901) 130. Dmf. An awesome trystin' o' dule an'
fear, Reid Poems (1894) 161. Kcb. Manfu' sports an cantie
trysting, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 436. (2) Sh.I. Weel I mind
oor trystin' place, Doon by the bonnie sea, Sh. News (June 15
l£°$; o

Bnff
'
He hasten 'd to ^e trysting spot, Gordon Chron.

Ketth (1880) 123. Kcd. Soon Edwin leaves.the trystin' tree, Jamie
Effusions (1849) 10. Frf. Gin I reached the trystin' stane, Reid
Heather and ^894) 39. Per . To the trystin' spot I rin, Edwards
,
y"c

\ (
.
I°B9) 37- Ayr. For trysting time I weary, White Jottings

(1879) 261. Bwk. To meet beneath the trystin' tree, CalderPoems (1897) 84.

9. Obs. To appoint, fix a time for.
Sc. He trysted my lot to be in a nation where He hath set up

His pure worship, Thomson Cloud of Witnesses (1714) 241, ed.
i«7i. Rnf. Had not God tristed the flight of the rebels just at
that time

, Wodrow Corres. (1709-31) II. 120, ed. 1843.
Hence Trysted, ppl. adj. appointed, fixed, esp. in comb.

trysted hour.
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Abd. At the trysted hour Lady Katherine . . . was conveyed
by Harry Graham and my man, Cobban Angel (1898) 152. Slg.

O weary lags the nicht that brings the trysted hour sae near,

Buchanan Poems (1901) 164. Ayr. My grandfather walked out

alone to pass the time till the trysted hour, Galt Gilhaize (1823) viii.

10. To bespeak, engage, order in advance.
Sc. I trystit my furniture to be hame on such a day (Jam.).

Per. James was trystit ... To mak' the new an' likewise clout the

auld, Stewart Character (1857) 175. Slg. Curran' laif (which

Tarn had trysted frae the baking society nearly a month previous),

Buchanan Poems (1901) 157. Lnk. A farmer in a hurry Cam' to

tryst some Sunday braws, Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) 29. Dmf.

Some favoured young woman was trysted beforehand to carry the

child to the font, Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 148. Gall. Only
decent, sweering, regairdless folk, that wuss the King weel,

tryst shoon like them, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) xxiii. N.I. 1

You can't have them boots, they're trysted. n.Ir. A trystit a pair

o' strong shoon for mysel', Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 60. Ant.

(S.A.B.)

11. To betroth, affiance ; to engage to marry.
Sc. It would have been an ill day for the two of us that saw us

trysted with nothing but leaning on the one side and tholing on
the other, Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 154. Dmb. I may consider

her as gude as trystit, Cross Disruption (1844) v. Ayr. Miss Julia

and Mr. Mordaunt were trysted by their mutual affection, Galt
SirA. Wylie{xZza) xli. Gall. Crockett Standard Bearer {i8g8) 165.

12. Obs. To coincide, fit in with ; to accommodate to.

n.Sc. It is sad when carnal company, and a soul departing from

God, tryst together ! Wodrow Soc. Sel. Biog. (ed. 1845-7) II. 134.

13. Obs. To come to terms with ; to deal or treat with.

Abd. An army . . . whilk he could not resist, . . and was forced

to tryst and give his band, no doubt to their contentment, Spalding

Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 143. Kcb. To tryst with Christ anent your

precious soul, Rutherford Lett. (1660) No. 226.

14. To visit ; to afflict, try. Gen. with with. Also used fig.

Sc. An honest wife she is, but sair she's been trysted with

misfortunes, Scott Old Mortality (1816) xi. Kcd. He was happily

trysted with a virtuous discreet wife, Wright G. Guthrie (1900)

41. Lnk. We may guess at the severities many others were
trysted with, Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1721) II. 79, ed. 1828.

15. To invite, entice.

Sc. Sae cunningly 's I trysted her Unto yon shade o' broom,

Kinloch Ballads (,1827) 157. Frf. What kind o' a rig was yon

ye trysted the young Laird till on Monday nicht ? Mackenzie N.

Pine (1897) 86. Dmb. Ane maist might tryst sic wae sic love to

learn, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 32. Lth. Maggie had herself

gone to tryst him to come to the house after tea, Strathesk

More Bits (ed. 1885) 125.

[1. Lo, holde thee at thy triste cloos, and I Shal wel

the deer un-to thy bowe dryve, Chaucer Tr. &• Cr. 11.

1534. See Trist, v.
2
]

TRYST(E, see Trist, sb. 1

TTHUR, TU, see Turr, int., Tew, sb.1 , v.\ Thou.

TU, TUACK, TUAG, TUAN, see Two, Toog, Towan.
TUB, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also

in form toob Cor. [tub, teb.] '"L sb. In comp. (1) Tub-

butter, butter put away, in salt, in summer, in tubs, to

keep for winter consumption ; (2) -garth, the hoop round

a tub ; (3) -lag(g or -leg, the stave of a barrel ; one of the

wooden sections of which a tub is composed; (4) -thumper,

(a) a cooper ; a barrel-maker
;

(b) an energetic preacher

;

a ranting or ' stump ' orator.

(1) w.Yks. (J.W.), War.3 (2) w.Yks. Ah've brokk'n a lot o'

tub-garths up fer kinlin' (^E.B.) ; Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 24,

1899). (3) w.Yks. If they'd ony sooart ov a owd tub-lagg, or a

piece of a barrel bottom, they browt it to get mended into a new

tub, Hartley DM. (1868) 1st S. 98. (4, a) w.Yks.2
,
s.Lan. 1

,

Chs.1 nXin. 1 The tub-thumper, who lives beside the Unicorn,

has been thrashing his wife. (6) Nhb. Talking like common tub-

thumpers, and living like the immortal gods ! Graham Red Scaur

(1896) 224. s.Lan.1
,
Chs.1

2. A keg or cask containing four gallons of spirit, the

ordinary term used by smugglers.

Sus. This cottage . . . has . . . been as full of tubs from top to

bottom as ever it could hold, Egerton Flk. and Ways (1884) 65.

Hmp.1 Dev. If a man cude git they tubs, twid be a rare good

strauk, Norway Parson Peter (1900) 107. Cor. They do say that

the boatsmen [coastguards] are informed about the toobs, Ballan-

tyne Deep Down (1868) 180.
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Hence Tub-holes, sb. pi., obs., holes under the floor

where smugglers' casks were concealed.
Sus. It is a great comfort to be able now to go into cottages

without the thought that possibly tub-holes are concealed under
our feet, Egerton Flks. and Ways (1884) 66.

3. Fig. The stomach, belly ; esp. a big stomach.
w.Yks. That barn o' yahrs hes a rare tub ; it can side some stuff

into 't, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 24, 1899). s.Lan.1 Bless thi owd
tub, aw wish aw could ate loike thee. Wor. (W.B.)

Hence (1) Tubby, (a) adj. round-bellied
;

(b) sb. a fat

person
; (2) Tub-guts, sb. pi. a pot-bellied person.

(1, a) Chs.1
, Oxf. (G.O.) (A) Wor. (W.B.) (2) Chs. 1 s.Chs.1

Sich a tub-guts of a fellow.

4. A salt-making term : a square wooden box, gen. from
18 to 20 ins. long and 6 to 8 ins. square, in which fine salt

is moulded before drying. Chs.1 5. A cask, cut in two,

for dyeing a certain weight of material. w.Yks. (R.S.)

6. A mining term : a wagon used for bringing the mineral

from the face to the surface of the pit.

Nhb.1 Originally a mining bucket, now specially applied to the

open-topped box of wood or iron, mounted on wheels, in which
coal is brought from the face to the surface. It has supplanted

the old ' corf,' which was a basket carried on a tram. The tram

and tub are now, in most cases, a single structure. The tub,

containing twenty-four pecks, has an inside measurement of three

feet in length, thirty inches in width, and twenty-six in depth.

Dur. (J.J.B.), e.Dur.1
, n.Yks. (C.V.C.)

Hence Tub-loaders, sb. pi. hewers, who hew and fill the

empty tubs at times when the pit is not drawing coal.

Nhb.1 1. Obs. See below; also in comp. Tub-gig.

Cum.4 I once had a seat in a tub-gig. Wm. Rawnsley Remin.

(1884) in Wordsworth Soc. Trans. VI. 191. Not. At the time

when the railway between Nottingham and Grantham was opened,

. . the lowest class, . . third or fourth, were . . . like cattle-trucks

are now, and were known ... as ' tubs,' N. tY Q. (1890) 7th S. x.

470. Nrf. A small carriage for four, somewhat tublike ; nearly

square, but with rounded corners. Two people sit on each side,

all looking inwards; so that the driver sits nearly sideways

(W.W.S.).
8. The top of a malt-kiln. Ess. (Hall.) ; Gl. (1851)

;

Ess.1 9. The gurnard, esp. the sapphirine gurnard,

Trigla hirundo. Also in comp. Tub-fish.

Cum. Hutchinson Hist. Cum. (1794) I. App. 38. w.Som. 1

Always so called along the coast of the Severn Sea. Som., Dev.

Always so called on the coast of the Bristol Channel, Reports

Provinc. (1882) 23. Cor. It is also common round our coast gen.,

but particularly from West Bay to the Land's End, where the

gurnards are called tubs, tub-fish, and in reference to colour, red

tubs, Yarrell Fishes (1836) I. 42, in N. & Q. (1868) 4th S. ii.

357 ; Cor.12

10. A small quantity. s.Wor. (H.K.) 11. v. A mining

term : to hold or keep back water in a pit by means of a

wood or metal casing or lining.

e.Lth. The Coal Company offered to ' tub' or line the faulty pit

with iron plates at their own expense, Sands Tranent (1881) 17.

Nhb., Dur. Two wedging cribs are laid to carry and tub off the

water, Borings (1881) II. 303. w.Yks. (T.T.)

Hence Tubbing, sb. the circular water-tight casing by
which the water is ' tubbed ' or held back in the water-

bearing strata cut through in sinking.

Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. It was formerly put in with planks, properly

dressed at the joints to the sweep of the pit, and kept in their

places by being spiked to cribs behind them. Tubbing was also

constructed of cribs of oak built one upon the other the required

height and afterwards wedged. Metal segments, cast to the sweep

of the pit, are now used in tubbing, Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl.

(1849). w.Yks. (B.K.)

TUBBAL, sb. Dev. Cor. Also written tubal Dev.

;

tubale Dev. 2 [te-bl.] A double-edged mattock or pick
;

a dial, form of ' twybill.'

Dev. Usually a heavy mattock, with a small axe-head, used for

grubbing or rooting. Also a very usual name for the common
mattock or ' taty-digger,' Reports Provinc. (Aug. 1902) ; (Hall.) ;

Dev.2, Cor.123

TUBBAN, sb. Cor. [tB'ban.] A piece of turf ; a clod

of earth.
Cor.1 She thrawed a tubban at me. He was cutting tubbans

;

Ll
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TUBBER, sb. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. [tu'ba(r.] A cooper.

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb.1

, n.Yks. (I.W.), w.Yks.13

TUBBUT, adj. w.Cy. Cor. Also written tubbot w.Cy.
[tB-bst.] Short and thick.

w.Cy. Freq. used, N. & Q. (1868) 4th S. ii. 358. Cor.12

TUBBY-KIT, sb. Nhb.1 [tebi-kit.] A small tub ; a
butter-tub or other small ' kit.'

TUBE, sb. Nhb.1 [tiub.] The upcast from a pit

carried from the shaft, from a few fathoms below the sur-

face, into a separate outlet, surmounted by a high chimney.
Also called Cube and Cupola (q.v.).

TUBLE, sb. w.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]

Earthenware. (Hall.)

TUCHT, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written tught. Vigour.

Slk. (Jam.) Hence Tuchtless, adj. wanting in strength

or vigour, pithless, nerveless, inactive. Cld., Slk. (ib.)

TUCK, s^.
1 Sus. Hmp. I.W. Som. [tele.] 1. A tusk;

a fang.
I.W.1 w.Som. 1 I'll warn the tucks o' un was vower inches

long. I shouldn like thick dug vor to put his tucks into me.

2. Contp. Tuck-shell, a tusk. Sus. (Hall.), Sus.12, Hmp. 1

[He is al kareleas of his tuxes, Anc. Riwle (c. 1225) 280.]

TUCK, sb.2 and v.
1 Sc. Also in forms took (Jam.

Sappl.) ; touck; touk (Jam.); towk (ib. Suppl.) ; tuick(e.

[tnk.] 1. sb. The beat or sound of a drum or trumpet

;

gen. in phr. tuck ofdrum. Cf tuck, v.
s

Sc. Mair especially in arms and by touk of drum, Scott
Midlothian (1818) xii ; With trumpets and with tuicke of drum,
Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) I. 41. Per. The tuck of the guard-drum,
Haliburton Furth in Field (1894) 58. Arg. They advertise the

Greig as by a drum tuck ! Munro Shoes of Fort. (1901) 177. Lnk.
Walker Biog. Presbyt. (1724-32) I. 97, ed. 1827. Gall. The
companies are marching to the tuck of drum, Crockett Raiders

(1894) xiv.

2. v. Of drums or trumpets : to beat or sound.
Sc. (Jam.); To towk a trump (ib. Suppl.). Abd. Aberdeen

carefully caused tuck drums through the town, charging all men
to be in readiness with their best arms, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792)
I. 166 ; On Wednesday trumpets sound and drums tuck, ib. 167.

[1. With the tuk of a trump, all his tore knightes He
assemblit full sone, Dest. Troy (c. 1400) 7107.]

TUCK, sb? Sh.I. Also written tuk. [tBk.] Broken
refuse of hay, straw, &c.

; fig. applied to cheap, poor tea.
Tuss and tuk are old Shetland expressions used to denote

broken parts or refuse of hay, straw, &c, Spence Flk-Lore (1899)
230 ; A'm no plaes'd wi' dis tae [tea]. I tell'd Jeemson ... 'at

I widna preeve his saxpiny tuck, if he wid mak' me a present o'

hit, Sh. News (Nov. 20, 1897).
TUCK, sb.* Nhb.1 [tek.] The fish father-lasher,

Cot/us bubalis.

TUCK, v.
2 and sb.s Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also in forms took Sh.I. ; touk Sc. (Jam.) [tuk, tBk.]
1. v. In phr. to tuck under the daisies, to bury.
Ir. I tuk to it [smoking] as a bit of divarshun after me poor old

man was tucked under the daisies, MacDonagh Ir. Life (1898) 188.

2. To short-coat a baby. Also with up.
w.Som. 1 I was a-frightened to zee the cheel a-tuck'd up a'ready.

Dev. Mother's going to the christening, and then she stays to tuck
up the baby, Reports Provinc. (1889). w.Cor. 'Tuck it in May
Tuck it away,' saying (M.A.C.).

3. To shorten. Sh.I. Lang tongues need tookin' (J.S.).

4. To work in a fulling or ' tucking ' mill. Cor.2 Hence
(1) Tucker, sb. a fuller ; one who mills or finishes cloth

;

see below
; (2) Tucking mill, (3) Tuck-mill, sb. a fulling

mill ; a small factory for weaving flannel and cloth.

(1) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 The word no longer
means a fuller, but one who folds or tucks the cloth into a neat
roll or pleat fit for the shopkeeper. Prob. the entire finishing of
cloth, from the time it left the weaver, was performed by the
tucker at the tucking-mills. Dev. Moore Hist. (1829) I. 355.
n.Dev. Ould Tom tha tucker was strick by dinder, Rock Jim an'
Nell (1867) st. 107. w.Dev. Marshall /?««-. Earn. (1796). Cor. 12

(2) s.Pem. There are three tucking-mills near Robeston Wathen
(M.S.C.). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.' Fuller's stocks,
or beaters for milling cloth. The term is also applied to the
building and machinery as a whole. ' I works to Mr. 's

tucking-mills.' nw.Dev. 1 w.Dev. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796).

Cor.12 (3) Wmh. There was a tuck-mill on the land when I first

knew it (W.M.).

5. Of a hay-rick : to pluck out all the loose hay from the

sides after it is ' pitched ' in order to make it smooth and

even. Also in phr. to tuck a rick.

Oxf.1 MS. add. Brks. 1 A rick is said to be 'tucked' when
raked down so as to take off loose surface straws, and leave the

others neatly lying in the same direction. Mid. The hay-farmer

pays great attention to have the stack well tucked and thatched,

Foot Agric. (1794) 57- w.Mid. Your rickyard would look more

tidy if you were to tuck your hayricks (W.P.M.). Hmp. 1
, Wil. 1

,

Dor. 1 w.Som.1 Now, Bob, don't bethink thy vingers, tuck-n in

tight, mind—i. e. pull it out until you get to the solid mass.

6. To manipulate the ends of straw in thatching. Glo.1

7. To take fish from the seine net into the small or ' tuck

'

net ; used esp. of pilchard fishing.

Cor. And next to tuck go we, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865)

370, ed. 1896; Cor.12

Hence Tucking-maund, sb. a basket used in ' tucking
'

;

see below.
Cor. The 'tucking-maund' is in request—a somewhat shallow

basket, through which water may readily escape, but mackerel

not. Our friend in the stop-net boat . . . dips in the maund, and

brings it out filled with leaping, wriggling, glistening masses of

living silver, Good Wds. (1896J 18.

8. To draw anything in a cart.

Hmp. Tuck it out ; used of drawing out timber (H.R.).

9. To eat largely or greedily \gen.with in. Ing?«.slanguse.
Rnf. Ain't they tucking in ? The crumbs will be finished in a

jiffey, Good Wds. (1865) 147. n.Cy. (J.W.) w.Yks. Nah, tuck

some jock into tha ; tha'U need it afore we get to t' far end, Leeds
Merc. Suppl. (June 24, 1899). s.Lan.1 That's reet, tuck it into

thee. Der.2 Shr., Hrf. At rural feasts, when one is not doing
ample justice, he will receive encouragement to further onslaught

by a sonorous 'Tuck it in ya,' meaning, 'Eat more,' Bound
Provinc. (1876). Suf. It is a pleasure to see him eat ; my, how he
tucks in to be sure, Betham-Edwards Mock Beggars' Hall (1902)
48. Ess. My, how she did tuck in ! Burmester_/oA« Lott (1901)
236. Sus., Hmp. Holloway. Dor. Here be half a crown for 'ee

to go an' tuck in yonder, at the Wool Pack, Hare Dinah Kellow
(1901) 128. w.Som.1 He can tuck it in, and no mistake; why
they do zay how he can zit down and finish off a leg o' mutton to
one go. Slang. Where the strawberries grow so fine and big,

Which our grandmother's uncle tucked in like a pig, Barham
Ingoldsby (ed. 1864) House Warming.
Hence (1) Tuck-in, (2) Tucking-in, (3) Tuck-out, sb. a

feast ; a good feed ; a hearty meal.
(1) Nhb. After what he called 'a good tuck in,' Graham Red

Scaur (1896) 47. Lakel.2 w.Yks. We hed a rare gooid tuck-in
last Bingla Tide, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 24, 1899). Lan. A
glorious tuck-in of toasted cheese and bacon, Brierley Out of
Work, vii. Der.2

, nw.Der. 1
, w.Som.1 Cor. The curate with a bib

beneath his chin Was always ready for a good tuck in, Daniel
Muse, 47 ; Cor.2 Slang. He was hungry and wanted a tuck-in,
Dy. Teleg. (Apr. 8, 1896) 6. (2) w.Yks. T'members sat dahn ta a
good tuckin in, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1891) 12.

(3) Lakel. 2
, n.Yks. (I.W.) e.Yks. Did tha hev a good tuck oot at

your young maisther's weddin ? Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 5.
w.Yks. Ah invite all on yo ta a good tuck aght, Tom Treddle-
hoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1847) Introd. 10. w.Som. 1

10. With in : to set to in earnest ; to ' buckle to.'
nw.Dev.1 Now then, soce, tuck in an' le's git this yur job auver

avore durk.

11. sb. An upper garment or pinafore worn by children.
ne.Lan.1

, e.An. (Hall.), Sus.12 Hence Tuck-apron, sb. a
long apron fastened round the neck and waist. Sus. 1

12. Comp. Tuck-pointing, a building term : see below.
Ken. Tuck-pointing consists in filling the joints of old brick-

work anew with fresh mortar, after which it is trimmed into neat
lines, thus leaving each brick clearly defined in the surrounding
mortar (D.W.L.). 6

13. A post used for holding weiring at a river-side ; an
embankment.

s.Sc. He erected about ten tucks upon the Snodgrass side of the
water of Garnock, in order to prevent the water from encroaching
on the holms

; which tucks were made by driving stobs from the
edge of the bank into the river and filling the same up betwixt
the stobs with brushwood and stones, Proof Eglington v. Taylor
(1807) 3 (Jam.). Rxb. (Jam.), Nhb.i
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14. pi. Iron pins usually put in the upper part of the
blocks of a four-wheeled carriage for timber, to prevent
the timber slipping off. Also called Stucks. e.An.1

15. A net used to take fish from the larger or seine net.

Gen. in comp. Tuck-net or -seine.
Cor. The pilchards being caught in vast quantities ... at a time,

in an enclosed net called a ' seine,' are taken out of it ... in a

smaller net, called the ' tuck net,' and from it loaded into boats,

Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 368-9, ed. 1896 ;
Cor. 12

16. The operation of 'seining' pilchards ; see 7. Cor.12

17. Appetite ; stomach.
Sus., Hmp. ' He has a pretty good tuck of his own,' means that

a man is a great eater, Holloway.
[4. Cloth that cometh fro the weuyng is noujt comly to

were, Tyl it is fulled vnder fote or in fullyng-stokkes . . .

Ytouked, and ytented, P. Plowman (b.) xv. 447.]

TUCK, v? and sb? Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. Oxf. Brks. Hmp.
Wil. Som. Dev. Cor. Also in forms took Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

Nhb. ; touk Sc. (Jam.) ; towkSc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; tuke Sc.

(Jam.) [tuk, tsk.] 1. v. To touch ; to pull, jerk ; to

chuck under the chin ; to pinch severely.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), n.Yks. (C.V.C.), Brks. 1

, Som. (Hall.)
e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). Dev. (Hall.) Cor. And ha tuck't

ma ching, J. Trenoodle Spec. Dial. (1846) 24 ;
Cor.1

2. Of the wind : to blow in gusts.
Wil.1 'The wind is so tucking to-day,' i.e. gusty, veering,

blowing from all quarters, uncertain.

3. To draw the breath with difficulty.

Oxf. 1 That child '11 die, er tucks so, MS. add.

4. To throb, palpitate ; to smart with pain.

Hmp. 1 Of a gathering on the finger : ' He do tuck so.' Of a

dog :
' His heart's a-tucking.' Wil.1

5. sb. A pull ; a jerk ; a hasty and rough pull ; a tug ; a

chuck under the chin.

Sc. (Jam.); He gied her sleeve a bit took (ib. Suppl.). s.Sc.

Whan thou had fairly pass'd the clips An a' the taylor's tukes an'

nips, A. Scott Poems (.1805) 105 (Jam.). Nhb. (R.O.H.) Brks.1

Gie her shawl a tuck to maayke her look round. Cor. 2 A tuck

under the chin.

6. A blow ; a slap.

Sc. Colvil Whigs Supplk. (ed. 1796) II. 203. Ant. If you daeny

let me alane A'll gie you a tuck that you'll feel, Ballymena Obs.

(1892). w.Som.1 Sh-uur- mee ! aa-1 gi dhee u geod tuuk-uun-dur

dhu yuur- neef diis-n wauch ut [Dost hear me ! I will give thee

a good tuck under the ear if (thou) dost not watch it]. Dev.3 Ef

'e 'd agied thee a tuck in the 'ead 'tweed a-sar'd ee right. nw.Dev. 1

[6. Hercules it smyttis wyth a mychty touk, Douglas
Eneados (1513), ed. 1874, in. 166.]

TUCK, v.* and int. Sc. Dev. [tek.] 1. v. Ofpoultry :

to cluck, make a clucking noise.

Dev. Thare thay'd zit, an tuck an craw, N. Hogg Poet. Lett.

(1847) 1st S. 57, ed. 1858.

2. int. A call to poultry. Also in form tuckie.

Per. (G.W.) Lnk. He shouts ' Bow-wow ' tae ilka dug, An'
' Tuck, tuck, tuck ' tae a' the hens, McLachlan Thoughts (1884) 87.

TUCK, see Tick, v?
TUCKED UP, phr. Chs. Lin. Nhp. War. Bdf. Som.

Dev. Aus. 1. Embarrassed or hampered for time, room,

&c. ; exhausted or worn out with over-work, &c.

n.Lin.1 We're terrible tucked up e' this little hoose, wi' faather,

muther, an' eaght bairns, an' nobbut two chaambers. Oats is

ripenin' that fast we shall be tucked up for time to get 'em afoore

thaay begins to shak. Bdf. A person is said to be ' tuck'd up wi'

work' who has too much to do, or is quite worn out after the

day's work (J.W.B.). [Aus. In England you have your bad

seasons in another way, and get smothered and flooded out with

rain •
. . and the poor man . . . gets tucked up a bit, Boldrewood

Colon. Reformer (1890) III. xxvii.]

2. Looking thin and worn out, applied particularly to

animals, esp. horses.

Chs. 1 An animal having very little stomach is said to be tucked

up. s.Chs.1 w.Som. 1 Th' old mare's a bit a-tucked up but her'll

zoon vill herzul out again. nw.Dev.1 [Aus. They all looked

tucked up, what with hard riding and camping out with nothing

to eat, Boldrewood Sydney-side Saxon (1891) xii.]

3. Offended. Nhp. 1 He was quite tucked up. War.3

TUCKER-IN, sb. Obs. w.Cy. A chambermaid. (Hall.)

TUCKETS, sb. pi. n.Yks.2 [tu'kits.] The heads of
thistles coveredwith spinesafter flowering-time. (s.v.Burs.)

TUCKIN(G, sb. Obs. Glo. A satchel or bag in which
to carry beans while setting them.

Each setter is furnished with a setting pin and a tuckin, viz.

a satchell, hung before, by a string round the waist, to carry the
beans in, Marshall Rur. Econ. (1789) I. 144; Glo.1

TUCK-WORK, sb. Som. Piece-work. (W.F.R.)
e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873) (s.v. Tut-work).
TUCKY, adj. Wil. 1

[te-ki.] Sticky.
TUD, sb.

1 Sh.I. Also in form tuddik. [ted.] Avery
small person or child, used jocularly. Jakobsen Dial.

(1897) 49.
[Cp. Icel. tultr, a nursery word for a tom-thumb (Vig-

fusson).]

TUD, sb.2 Glo. [ted.] An apple-dumpling.
Glo. 1

; Glo. 2 ' As round as a tud, and slick as a oont.' Spoken
of a child's cheek.

TUD, sb.3 Sh.I. [ted.] A sudden squall ; a sudden
gust or blast of wind, snow, &c. A dial, form of ' thud.'

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 119; Yea, snaw ! Du ye no hear da
wind. Yon's snawy tuds apo' da lum, Sh. News (Nov. 20, 1897).

TUD, v. Sh.I. [ted.] To talk a great deal ; to rave.

S. & Ork.1

TUD, adj. Suf. [ted.] Tame, easy to handle.
A tud ferret (R.E.L.).

TUDDER, TUDDLE, see Tother, adj., Toddle.
TUDDY, adj. Obs. or obsol. Bdf. Short-tempered,

irritable, ' touchy.' (J.W.B.)
TUDDY, TUDEL, see Toddy, Toodel.
TUDGY, adj. w.Yks. 5 [tu-dgi.] Diminutive, small.

What a tudgy little thing. A tudgy horse. A tudgy loaf.

Hah mich did he gi'e thuh?— Nobbud a tudgy bit.

TUDSET, v. Sh.I. [te'dset.] To drive an animal into

such a position as to prevent its escape. S. & Ork. 1

TUE, TUEFOLD, see Tew, sb.
1

, a.
f,Tuffold.

TUER, TUET, see Tewer, sb.
12

, Tewit.
TUFA, sb. Sh.I. [t-e-fa.] An appendage to anything.

S. & Ork. 1

TUFF, see Tough.
TUFFET, sb. Glo. Brks. Sur. Hmp. Dev. Also written

tuffut Glo. 1 Brks.1 [te-fit, -at.] 1. A tuft, esp. a tuft of

coarse grass ; a dial, form of ' tuft.'

Glo. 1
, Sur. 1

, Hmp. (J.R.W.) Dev. Reports Provinc. (1895).

nw.Dev. (R.P.C.)

2. A hillock ; a lump ofearth ; a grassy hillock, a disused

ant-hill, &c. Brks. 1
, Hmp. 1 Hence Tuffety, adj.ofground:

uneven, full of ' tuffets ' or hillocks. Hmp. 1

TUFFIN(G, sb. Wil. ? Also in form turvin, [te-fin.]

Late hay made of the rough grass left by cattle. Also
called TufEn-hay, Tuff-mowing.

' Turvin ' is the hay made on the leaze, not the meadows, out of

the rough grass and bennets left by the cows, Jefferies Grt.

Estate (1881) 142 ; Wil.1
, n.Wil. (E.H.G.)

TUFFLE, v. Obs. Sc. Lin. Glo. 1. To ruffle, rumple,

put into disorder ; to entangle, ravel. Cf. title.

Sc. (Jam.) Dmf. An' what has tuffled yere gowden locks?

Cromek Remains (1810) 67. Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 43 1 -

Hence Tuffle-pack, sb. a nickname for a pedlar.

Dmf. Tuffle-pack, that gleesome pedder, Hath run his race,

James Kennedy Poems (1823) 77.

2. To bind flax.

n.Lin.1 Tuffle it ; that is making it into a loose sheaf, open at the

bottom, Young Agric. (1799) 164.

TUFFOCK, sb. s.Chs. 1 [tu-fsk.] A tuft of grass, &c.

TUFFOLD, sb. Nhb. Yks. Also in forms tuefold,

twofold Nhb.1 A small outhouse or shed. Cf. to-fall, 2.

Nhb. 1 1664. Reed, of Mark Hobson for a year's rent for a

Tuefold, 2s. 6d. 1673. Paid for draweing of one Lease for

Edward Wilson for the Twofold a back of the church, 2s. 6d.,

Ch'warden's Bks. St. Andrew's Ch. Newcastle. w.Yks.2 A Tuffold

is a shed for cattle, . . often erected in the open fields ; w.Yks.4

TUFFY, sb. n.Lin.1
[tu'fi.] The plant, Sweet William

or London tuft, Dianthus barbatus.

TUFT, sb.
1 Nhb. Cum. [tuft.] A species of rock

formation ; see below.
Nhb.1 A bed of fine-grained, siliceous stone, like ganister, which

L 1 2
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occurs in the carboniferous series below the Great Limestone. It

is also known as water sill. Cum. Tuft (in the middle sometimes

coal two feet), Hutchinson Hist. Cum. (1794) I. App. 48.

TUFT, sb.
2 and v.

1 s.Chs. 1
1. sb. Ill-temper, ill-

humour. Cf. tiff, sb.
1 60 went of in u bit tiv u tuft.

2. v. To vex.

60 wtiz u bit tiif-tid, lahyk, tit iim naat- aas'kin uur, wen dhi

aad-n dhaaf laas't dtfo'munt dheeiir.

TUFT, v.
2 Som. Dev. [tBft.] A stag-hunting term :

to rouse or draw a cover of deer with only a few old steady

hounds.
w.Som.1 Tufted in Long Wood and found several hinds, tufted

Kepscombe Wood and found, Rec. N. Dev. Staghounds, 38.

n.Dev. Drawing the cover is called 'tufting,' Jefferies Red Deer

(1884) vi.

Hence Tufter, sb. an old, steady hound used to rouse or

draw the cover of deer.
Dev. A couple of old hounds, called ' tufters,' Thornton Remitt.

(1897) ii ; The huntsman takes out six or eight couples of hounds

to draw the cover, leaving the rest of the pack still confined. The
hounds selected to draw the wood are called ' tufters,' and are old,

staunch, and steady, Jefferies ib.

TUFT, see Toft.
TUFTIN, sb. Dev. [tB-ftin.] The muffling round a

bell-rope where held by the ringer.

e.Dev. The tenor [bell] needed some drawing to in hot weather,

none the less so in that the tuftin being worn, she hurt a man's
hands a good deal on the sally, Jane Lordship (1897) 66.

TUFWORT, sb. Wil.1 A wasp's nest ; see below.
They observed a large cluster in one of the fir-trees . . . which

turned out to be a wasp's nest. The nest, which was nearly as

large as a quartern measure, was fully matured, and is described

by an expert in taking wasps' nests as what is known as ' the

tufwort ' nest, Local Papers (July 1893).

TUG, v 1 and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and
Amer. Also in form teug Lth. (Jam.) [tug, teg.]

1. v. To toil, labour; to work hard and incessantly, esp.

in phr. to tug and tew. See Tew, v.
1 9.

w.Yks. T'poar slave mun tug an tew wit wark Wolivver shoo
can crawl, Preston Poems (1864) 6 ; w.Yks.5 ' Tugging ar it yet

ah see ?
' ' Aye barn, a body may tug thersens to death, an' ne'er

ha' done.' [Amer. To slave and tug and scrape to get a house
over your head, Cent. Mag. (Nov. 1881) 133.]

2. Phr. (1) to tug and rug, to argue, haggle over a bar-
gain

; (2) — the door, see below.
(1) Abd. They ' tuggit an' ruggit ' to no purpose until at last a

compromise was reached and the bargain concluded, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) i. (2) Abd. Come on and lats tug the door. .

.

The 'tuggin' of the door was quite a simple affair. A sapling,

such as farmers use as supports for corn-stacks, was procured.
This was deftly tied with rope to the ' door-sneck ' or fastening.

The sapling was laid across the door in a horizontal position, so
that any one attempting to open the door from within would find

it impossible to do sc. . . Her father was aroused from his slumber
by the lads 'tuggin' the door, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar.
26, 1898).

3. sb. A suck or pull at the breast. Ant. Ballymena
Obs. (1892). 4. Arduous labour, toil ; a struggle ; a
difficult undertaking. Also in phr. a tug and a tew.

w.Yks. This world's bud a tug and a tue, Blackah Sngs. (1867)
22 ; Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 1, 1899). nw.Der. 1

, w.Cy. (Hall.)
5. A rope, esp. a halter ; a horse-trace ; the chain or rope
between the plough and swingle-tree.

Ayr. Thou wast a noble fittie-lan', As e'er in tug or tow was
drawn

! Burns To his Mare, st. 11. Lth. (Jam.) Wm. Trans. R.
Lit Soc. XIII. pt. ii. 266.

6. A chain or iron attached to the ' hames ' of the ' thiller

'

or shaft-horse, by which the trace is attached. Gen. in pi.
Oxf. 1

, Sus. 1
, Wil.1 w.Som.1 The part of the ' hameses ' (q.v.)

usually jointed, to which the trace is attached.

7. Comp. Tug-ire or -iron, a strong iron fixed near the
end of each shaft of a cart or wagon to hook on the chain-
traces of the fore horse. Dor. 1

, w.Som. 1 8. A name
applied to var. parts of carriage harness ; see below.

w.Som. 1 The hook or other iron on the carriage, or on the
whipple-tree to which the trace is attached. The large loop of
leather which is buckled to each end, and forms part of the back-
strap, by which the shafts of the carriage are supported. The end
of the leather trace at the part where it is attached to the vehicle

to be drawn. A loose loop buckled round the shaft, to which

(when used) is fastened the kicking-strap. The iron stud or hook

on the under side of the shaft to prevent it slipping too far

through the tug. This latter is freq. called ' the tug of the shaft.'

9. A timber-carriage.
Ken. 1 Stts. Sometimes I have seen one tree on a carriage,

which they call here [Lewes] a tug, drawn by two-and-twenty

oxen, and even then this carried so little a way, and then thrown

down and left for other tugs to carry on, Tour through Gt. Brit.

(1724) I. 54, in N. if Q. (1849) 1st S. i. 88; Sus." Hmp. 1 A
timber-wain, called a tug, was slowly emerging, Smith New Forest

(1829) I. 3.

10. The body of a wagon, without the hutch ; a light

farm-wagon. Ken. (W.F.S.), Ken.1 11. pi. The short

crooked handles of a scythe-pole.

Dor. So called near Dorchester (C.W.) ; Barnes Gl. (1863)

(s.v. Snead).

TUG, v? n.Cy. Nhb. Dur. [tug.] To rob, destroy,

spoil, esp. to rob a nest.

n.Cy. (Hall.) ; N.Cy. 1 To tug a nest. Nhb.1
, e.Dur.1

TUGERS, sb. pi. Hrf.2 [tB-gaz.] Rods used in

thatching.
TUGGEMO, sb. Sh.I. 1. A thick swarm as of birds

or midges, in phr. as tick as tuggemo. Jakobsen Dial.

(1897) 47. 2. Obs. Applied jocularly to lean, thin corn.

ib. 46.

TUGGIN, sb. Sc. [te-gin.] The beech or stone marten,

Martesfoina.
n.Sc. The Beech Marten does sometimes, in the Highlands of

Scotland, where it is common, and called Tuggin, take to killing

lambs, Fennell Nat. Hist. (1841) 109, in N. & Q. (1854) 1st S.

ix. 65.

TUGGL, sb. Sh.I. [ttigl.] A kind of forelock or pin

for fastening the ends of a band, such as a humlaband
(q.v.), together, to form a loop. S. & Ork.1

TUGGLE, v. Obs. Sc. To pull by repeated jerks.

Abd. Tuggling and struggling how to get him free, He did great

pyne and meikle sorrow dree, Ross Helenore (1768) 45, ed. 1812.

Hence Tuggled, pp., fig. (1) roughly handled ; tossed

backwards and forwards ; (2) fatigued with travelling or
labour ; overwrought ; kept under.

(1) Sc. Tousled and tuggled with town tykes, Watson Colt.

(1706) III. 16 (Jam.). (2) n.Sc. (Jam.)

TUGHT, see Tucht.
TUG-MUTT0N,s6. War.2 [te-g-mBtan.] Ayoungster.

Cf. tag, sb.*, teg.

TUGS, sb.pl. w.Yks.5 [tugz.] Boots or shoes.
Howsta like me new tugs, Tom ?

TUG-SLUG, v. Lin. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] To make a noise in walking ; to tramp.

If you want to find out anything like that, you mustn't go
splashing about among the reeds, or tug slugging through the bog-
holes, or he hears you coming, and goos and hides, Fenn Dick o'

Fens (1888) xii.

TUGSTER, sb. Obs. Dev. 1 A bold-looking woman.
The measter had thicka stare-bason tugster, 12, ed. Palmer.

TUG-WHITING, sb. Obs. Sc. A whiting caught by
a handline.
Abd. About this time some tug-whitings were taken, Spalding

Hist. Sc. (1792) II. 39.

TUICK, see Tuck, sb.2

TUIK, sb. 1 Mry. Ags. (Jam.) A dial, form of ' cook.'
TUIK, sb.2 Sc. (Jam.) [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A spell ; a turn.
TUIK, TUIL, see Teuk, sb.2, Tool.
TUILYIE, sb. and v. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Also in forms

toolie Sc. (Jam.) Dmf. ; tooly(e Abd. Lnk. Cum. ; toolyie
Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. ; toolzie Abd. Rnf. ; toulzie Bch. Lnk.

;

tailzie Sc. Wgt. ; tiillie Sh.I. ; tully Sc. ; tulye(e Sh.I.
Ayr. ; tulyie n.Sc. (Jam.) Cai.1 Abd. ; tulzie Sc. n.Cy.

;

tuoly Cum.; tweelie, tweelzie, tweillie, twellie Sc.
[tu-lji.] 1. sb. A quarrel, fight, broil ; a skirmish, scrim-
mage, battle.

Sc. He that meddles with tulzies comes in for the redding
streak, Ramsay Prov. (1737) ; It was a pretty affair that tuilzie at
Tippermuir, Scott Leg. Mont. (1818) xvi. Sh.I. {Coll. L.L.B.);
He's awful haesty dey say—an' dey hed a horrid tiillie, Sh. News
(July 23, 1898). Cai.1 Bch. As far as I him excell In toulzies
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fierce an' Strang, Forbes Ajax (1742) 4. Abd. Ellis Pronunc.
(1889) V. 772 ; Himself in that tulyie in the High Street, Cobban
Angel (1898) 152. s.Sc. He'll no let her awa without a fearfu'

tuilyie, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 72. Rnf. At monie a toolzie she
had stood, An' led the warlike swarm, Picken Poems (1813) II.

91. Ayr. In sooth he was a Baron bauld, For toolyies tough in

days o' auld, Boswell Poet. Wks. (1816) 163, ed. 1871
;
Juist for

a' the worl' as if he'd been haein' a tuilzie wi' the cat, Service
Notandums (1890) 16. Rxb. Honest Mause Ee'd the tulzie, A.
Scott Poems (ed. 1808) 68. Dmf. Sae croose the twa set up their

creest Before the toolie, Mayne Siller Gun (1808) 68. Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824). Kcb. But some wi' mair than powder
smel't, Forfairn by the tweelie, Davidson Seasons (1789) 20.

Cum. Here's a row worth a' the rest, Come, we'll attend this

tuoly, Stagg Rosley Fair, in Smith Dial. (1839) 192.

2. Comp. (1) Tuilyiemulie or -muilzie, a quarrel, broil

;

a confused turmoil, disturbance
; (2) -wap, a boys' game

;

see below.
(i)Sc. Somefaintedatthe tuilzie-muilzie, Drummond Muckomachy

(1846) 15. n.Sc. (Jam.) Fif. The Papists and their faes com-
minglet In monie a fecht and tulzie-mulzie, Tennant Papistry

(1827) 4. (2) Tev. A childish amusement, in which a number of

boys take hold of each other's hands, and wrap themselves round
the one who is at the head, clasping themselves as firmly together

as possible and every one pushing till the mass fall over (Jam.).

3. Fig. Toil, labour, trouble.
Edb. Brings them to a canny crisis Wi' little tulzie, Fergusson

Poems (1773) 145. ed - I 785-

Hence Tuilyiement, sb. struggle, toil, effort, great

exertion.
e.Fif. After coontless toils an' tuilyiements, they at length an'

lang drew near to what they thocht was Buttonhole, Latto Tarn

Bodkin (1864) ii.

4. A wrangle, dispute ; a wordy discussion.
Sh.I. A'm juist been in a tullie wi' da maister here. He says

he can only gie me sivenpence, Sh. News (Feb. 18, 1899). Ayr.

The tulzie's sair 'tween Pitt an' Fox, Burns El. on Year ij88

(1789) 1. n. Dmf. Langsome wait or they get hame Where
ensues a skaithless tully Frae a frettin', cankert dame, James
Kennedy Poems (1823") 86. Wgt. They had another desperate

tuilzie ower the head o't, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 272.

5. v. To quarrel, fight, scuffle, skirmish; to wrangle,

dispute.
Sc. They suld let folks tuilzie in their yards, Scott Rob Roy

(1817) xxvi. Sh.I. Ollason Mareel (1901) 24. w.Sc. Sit down,

ye senseless fouk, An' let sic tuilzeing be, Carrick Laird ofLogan

(1835) 235. Rnf. They toolzied mair na tongue can tell, Picken

Poems (1813) I. 130. Lnk. Can there greater pleasure be Than
see sic wee tots toolying at your knee ? Ramsay Gentle Shep. (1725)

35, ed. 1783. Gall. Whaever tweillie about bees, Thae bees will

never thrive, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 96, ed. 1876. Kcb. They
joost settl't doon an cangl't an' tweelzie't like ither folk, Trotter

Gall. Gossip (1901) 139. n.Cy. Border Gl. [Coll. L.L.B.)

Hence (1) Tuolliment, sb. a quarrel, scuffle, scrimmage,

broil
; (2) Tulziesome, adj. quarrelsome.

(1) Cum. You that smudge at merry teales ... Or goff and girn

at tuolliments, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1807) 2. (2) Sc. The
tulziesome tyke comes hirplin' hame, Ford Thistledown (1891) 13.

6. Obs. Fig. To struggle, toil, work hard.

Abd. Ere humble bardies get a name, They toolzie sair, Shirrefs

Poems (1790) 346. Kcd. In springs Watch to fetch the stick, An'

tulzies lang an' sair, Grant Lays (1884) 22. Fif. For our injur'd

Kirk's redress Sail tuilzie like an angel, TennantPapisiry{iSz'j) 104.

7. Of lovers : to struggle or play together. Cf. touzle.

Abd. Tulzie for her brotch or glove, An' sure the day ye'll wun,

Ogilvie J. Ogilvie (1902) 98. Ayr. When tulyin' wi' a bonny

lass, For kisses to be gropin', Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892)

318. Lnk. Toulzie sweet, and press bedeen Thy bonnie lips and

bree, Struthers Poet. Tales (1838) 155.

8. To meddle with ; to play pranks ; to frolic.

Cum. A plague gang wi' them that tooly wi' thee, Gilpin Sngs.

(1866) 263.
.

[5. Cp. Fr. (outlier, filthily to mix, or mingle ; to con-

found or shuffle together ; to intangle (Cotgr.).]

TUIM, TUIN, TUITH, see Tooni, Tune, Tooth.

TUIVE, v. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) To swell or rise, as

dough from the effect of leaven ; of yeast : to work or

ferment in a vat. Also with up. Cf. tove, v.
2

TUK, TUKE, see Tuck, sb.
a

, v.
a
,
Teuk, sb.

1

TUKEE, TUKEY, TUKKEY, see Tewkie, Turkey.
TULCH, sb. Bnff. 1

[tBlJ.] A stout person of a sulky,
stubborn disposition. Cf. tulse.

TULCHIN, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in forms tulcan,
tulchain, tulchan(e. 1. A calf-skin stuffed with straw,
used to make a cow give her milk ; see below. Also
used attrib. and in comb. Tulchin-calf.

Sc. A tulchan is, or rather was, for the thing is long since obs.,

a calf-skin stuffed into the rude similitude of a calf, similar enough
to deceive the imperfect perceptive organs of a cow. At milking
times, the tulchan, with head duly bent, was set as if to suck ; the
fond cow, looking round, fancied that her calf was busy . . . and
so gave her milk freely, Carlyle O. Cromwell (ed. 1857) I. 33, in

A'. cV Q. (1880) 6th S. i. 322; (Jam.); It is an old Scottish

custom among farmers to place the tulcan calf under a cow to

induce her to give milk, Gladstone Speech (Nov. 1879) (Mackay).
Fif. They war named ' Tulchains,' that is, calffs skinnes stuffed

with stra to cause the cow giff milk, Melvill Autobiog. (1610) 31,

ed. 1842.

Hence Tulchanie Bishop, phr. a name given to a bishop

who received the episcopate on condition of assigning the

temporalities to a secular person.
Sc. King James, this time [1617] was returning northward to

visit poor old Scotland again, to get his pretended bishops set into

activity, if he could. . . They were by the Scottish people deri-

sively called tulchan bishops, Carlyle O. Cromwell, ib. Fif. These
bishops of the new forge were called ' Tulchane bishops.' . . The
bishop served to cause the bishoprick yeeld commoditie to my
lord, who procured it to him, Scot Apolog. (1644) 25, ed 1846.

2. A bag or ' budget,' gen. made of the skin of an animal.

n.Sc. (Jam.) Bch. His skin wad mak' a gallant tulchin for you,

Forbes Jrn. (1742) 13.

3. Fig. A chubby, dwarfish child. Ags. (Jam.)

TULEY, TULF, see Tewly, Tolf.

TULFFER, TULGY, see Tilfer, Tulky, sb.1

TULIE-BUDIE, sb. Sh.I. A basket with different

compartments for holding tools. S. & Ork.1 See Buddie.

TULIP, sb. Yks. Wil. Dev. Slang, [tiulap.] 1. In

comp. Tulip-tree, the sycamore, Acer Pseudo-Platanus.
Wil. 1 The smell or taste of the young shoots being supposed

by children to resemble that of the tulip.

2. A smart, jolly character ; a slang term of address.
w.Yks. (S.K.C.) Dev. 'Cos for this, my tulip; work and me

fell out a long time back, Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 67. Slang.

' Go it, my tulip.' A street phr. during the tulip mania in 1842

when one bulb was sold for £640, Barrere & Leland.

TULKY, sb.1 Cor. Also in form tulgy Cor.1

2

[tB'lki.]

A slovenly woman. Cor.1 As black as a tulky ; Cor.2

TULKY, sb.2 Obs. Suf. A turkey.
(Hall.) ; Snf.1 Dew them young tulkies pick yet? (s.v. Mint).

TUL(L, see Till, prep.

TULLET, sb. Lan.1 [tu'lit.] A small gull.

TULLET, see Tallet.

TULLIE, sb. Sh. & Or.I. A knife fixed in the haft ; a

fisherman or sailor's knife.

Sh.I. I'd rip dee open richt Wi' tullie keen, Burgess Rasmie

(1892) 34 ; S. & Ork. 1 Or.I. A knife is called skunie, or tullie,

Fergusson Rambles (1884) 166.

TULLIHOO, sb. Sc. [tB-li-u.] A disturbance.

Lnk. Doon by ye ne'er heard sic a tullihoo, Nicholson Kilwuddie

(1895) 174.

TULLOCH, sb. Sc. [tB-lax .] A hillock
; Jig. a fortune,

legacy ; a sum of money.
Fif. He had the guid tulloch he got from's mither—five thoosand,

they said, Meldrum Grey Mantle (1896) 244.

[Gael, tulach, a hillock (Macbain).]

TULLOCHGORUM, sb. Sc. A well-known Scotch

reel ; a noisy tune. Also called Tulloch and Tulloch's

Rant.
Abd. Aft they cry'd for Tulloch's rant, And well I wat they

didna want Ane that could play't, Shirrefs Poems (1790) 213;

To daff a while, an' shak' their feet At Tullochgorum, Ogilvie /.

Ogilvie (1902) 91. Frf. The fidler tifted ilka string, Play'd tulloch

ev'ry smite o't, Morison Poems (1790) 23.

TULLUNGE, sb. s.Lan.1 [tu'lung.] A child's word
used to express the sound made by the report of a gun or

cannon.
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TULLY, sb? Lakel. Cum. Yks. Lan. [tirli.] A term of
disgust, applied to a troublesome child, a dirty woman, &c.

Lakel.2 Cum.4 T'gurt muckle [sic] tully, 'at is she, Pen. Obs.
(May 31, 1898). w.Yks. Shoo is a mucky tully, Leeds Merc. Suppl.
(July 1, 1899) ; w.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan. 1

Hence Tully-whetsom, sb. a little wretch. ne.Lan. 1

[Cp. Norw. full, a bundle ; tulle, a foolish woman
(Larsen).]

TULLY, sb? Cum. [tuii.] A teetotum. See Tee-
tolly, Tum-tully. Cum. 1 (s.v. Dally), Cum. 4 (s.v.Tee-tak-up-o').

TULLY, see Tuilyie.

TULLYAT, sb. ? Obs. Sc. (Jam.) [Not known to our
correspondents.] A contemptuous term for a bundle.
TULSE, sb. Obs. Wm. A term of contempt applied

to a woman. Cf. tulch.
Shee's groon sic a girt fat tulse es yee nivver saa, Wheeler

Dial. (1790) no, ed. 1821.

TULSHIE, sb. Obs. or obsol. Ayr. (Jam.) A sour-
looking person.

TULSHOCli, sb. Sc. [te-ljax.] A bundle ; a heap
;

also used contemptuously of a person.
Abd. (Jam.) ; That lassie's an orra, ill-shaken-up tulshoch.

Fat gars ye wear sic a tulshoch o' claes at this time o' the year ?

A tulshoch o' bawbees cam till him by his aunt (G.W.).
TULWARD,^. m.Yks. 1 Toward, (s.v. Teav.)
TULY, see Tewly.
TULYIE, TULZIE, see Tuilyie.
TUM, v. n.Cy. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Der. Also

in forms tam n.Yks. 2
; tome Cum.4

; toom Dur. Cum.14

w.Yks. [turn.] 1. To card wool roughly for the first
time, and in preparation for the finer cards.

N.Cy. 1
, Dur. (K.) Yks. An old lady. . .was busytamming, i.e.

roughly carding wool for her spinning, Henderson Flk-Lore
(1879) 203. n.Yks. 1

, n.Yks. 2 Obs. e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ.
(1788). m.Yks.1 w.Yks. 1

; w.Yks.3 In the first process of carding,
to work the wool between 'hand kaerds.' ne.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
,

Der. 2
, nw.Der. 1

Hence (1) Tomy or Toomy, adj. cohesive like tow or
uncarded wool

; (2) Turn, (3) Tummer, sb. a woollen
scribbler

; one who cards wool roughly
; (4) Tumming or

Tooming, sb. wool taken off the cards
;
gen. in pi. rough

cardings of wool.
(i)Cum.2

(3) w.Yks.3 (3) w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 1,

1899). (4) Cum.12 n.Yks. 1 The wool, when taken off the ' cards

'

in what are called Tummings, is in hollow, puffy-looking rolls.
w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703).
2. To separate or tease the fibres of wool preparatory to

carding. Dur.i, Cum.14 elm 1 To open wool by a machine.
3. To mix wool of divers colours.
n.Cy. Grose (1790) ; N.Cy. 2

, Cum. (M.P.) Wm. I thought my
father had a neater method of mixing the black and white wool
in tumming, so as to produce a more beautiful self grey, Lonsdale
Mag. (1822) III. 13.

4. Fig. See below.
Cum. It is said of two persons, or things of opposite qualities,

that ' they sud be tummed (tummit) togidder '—the one to correct
the other (M.P.).

TUM, TUMAIL, see Tom, Toom, Town-mail.
TUMBLE, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Ene

Amer. and Aus. Also in forms toomble Wm. Midi •

tum'le Abd.
; tummal w.Yks. ; tummel Lnk. Nhb. Dur'

Cum.14 w.Yks.; tummil Dev. ; tummle Sc. (Jam.) e.Yks.1

w.Yks.; tumoul Yks.; tumple Sc. (Jam.) [teTn(b)l,
tu-ml.J 1. v. In phr. (1) to tumble again, to fall in with
to meet or come across suddenly

; (2)— down, to descend
upon from a height

; (3) — kitty-cat, to turn head over
heels

; (4) — ut,fig. to blurt out ; to say suddenly ; «\— over the head, of cattle, &c. : to sell for double what thev
have cost

; (6) - over tail,
(7 )- the cran, (8) - the wull-cat,

see (3).
'

(1) e.Yks.1 Ah sowt him all ower, an at last Ah tummled ageeanh>m I mahket. w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 1, rSgg) (2)Wor. When you get to the top of the bank you'll tumble down

Xl h
6

\' T (W£B
;

}
-

(3) ^ Painted carr°™s "heremoun vbanks tummel d kitty-cat, Egglestone Betty Podkins'
V,s,t (1877) 7. (4 ) Nhb. At lang-last tummell'd out maw tyel,

Wilson Pitman s Pay (1843) 49- n.Dev. 'I wudn't ha' brought
her to ruin and left her to die on Dunstable Heath,' I tummil'd

out, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 215. (5) n.Lin. He's tumbled
ower his head twice ower, Peacock R. Skirlaugh (1870) II. 121

;

n.Lin. 1 (6) e.Yks. 1
(7) Sc. N. & Q. (1880) 6th S. i. 394. (8)

Sc. (Jam.)

2. Comb. (1) Tumble-car(r or -cait, obs., a tumbrel; a
one-horse cart ; see below

; (2) -down gate, see below

;

(3) -dung, a large black beetle that lives in dung, Geotmpes
stercorarius

; (4) -tails, one who walks unsteadily or is apt
to fall ; (5) -wheel, obs., a wheel made all in one piece with
the axle

; (6) -wheel'd car, (7) -wheeler, see (1).

(1) Sc. The box was set on wooden wheels fixed on a wooden
axle, which tumbled or turned together (Jam. Suppl.*). N.Cy.1

Cum. We suppose they had the name of tumble carrs from the
axle being made fast to the wheels, and the whole turning or
tumbling round together, Reports Agric. (1793-1813); Cum.14
m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. They have also that very ancient species of
cart, the tumbrel ; or as they call it, the tumble-cart, Howitt Rur.
Life (1888) I. 304. (2) Sus. 1 A gate on a towing-path so con-
structed that horses may pass over it while one end is pressed
down. It recovers its position through being weighted at the
opposite point. (3) n.Lin. 1

(4) Cum. 1 * (5) Cum.4 T'first cars
they gat were on tummel or clog-wheels, C. Pacq. (June 1, 1896) 6.

(6, 7) Cum. The wheels were funny, not to say clumsy, looking
affairs. Without spokes or felloes, they consisted of three segment-
shaped blocks of wood fastened together rudely but strongly with
' dowels ' of the same material so as to form a circle. The wheels
again were similarly fastened to the axle, and the whole revolved
in one solid mass. The harness consisted mostly of ropes or
girthing with loops at the ends, and having cleets like the modern
'coo-tee' to hold them in position, Carlisle Jrn. (Feb. 28, 1899).
3. To throw, toss. Also used Jig. and with up.
Lnk. Wi' his han' He tummeled up the gill, Stewart Twa

Elders (1886) 16. Wm. I'll toomble ye ower t'churchyard wall,
an' t'foaks '11 be there to see, Pall Mall Mag. (Sept. 1902) 53.
w.Yks. These wor sooin tummaled intuv a carpet-beg, Cudworth
Dial. Sketches (1884) 122. Dev. 'Er tummilled pure ol' passen intu
bed, Salmon Ballads (1899) 48.
4. To overthrow ; to cause to fall.

Cum. He'll have enough to do to tummel John Proudfoot, Caine
Son ofHagar (1887) I. 19.

5. To wander about ; to roll.

Abd. Tum'le aboot a haill kwintra side sax month or so here,
sax month or so there, for half o' your life time, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) viii. Cum. 1 A tum'lan' steann gedders nea
moss, Prov.

6. Fig. To perceive, understand, comprehend; gen.
with to. Also in phr. to tumble to the racket. In gen.
slang use.

n.Yks. ' Tumould tera't,' suddenly grasped their meaning (T.SA
w.Yks. Jimmy didn't tummle" tul it yet, Yksman. Comic Ann.
(1828) ^1. s.Lan. (F.R.C.) Midi. A-toomblin' to't at once as the
barnet were goin' to watch the new keeper, Bartram People of
Clapton (1897) 64. Not. (J.H.B.) Lon. ' Tumble to your barrikin,'
understand you, Mayhew Lond. Labour (1851) I. 23. Nrf. Ask
him whether he tumbles to that, or whether he browns to it,
Spilling Arryand 'Arriett (1880) 5. Slang. I soon tumbled to the
tact that . . . the solicitor knew nothing about my movements,
Carew Autob. Gipsy (1891) xxxviii. [Aus. He laughed. 'You
don t tumble quite,' he says, Boldrewood Sydney-side Saxon
(1891) vii.]

7. With to: to agree to; to take to readily ; to take a fancy
to quickly. Also in phr. to tumble to the rig

pa°w,Y°
U d°n>t tUmble t0 the "S, MAVHEwiori. Labour '<;&.

I8&0 111. 205. e.An. 1 He would not tumble to it. n.Dev. I didn't
tummil to none o' em : they was a fast lot, most, Zack Dunstable
Weir (1901) 253. [Amer. There ain't but one way to eat, and I
guessl tumbled to thatalongtimeago, Cornh. Mag. (July 1902) 102.]
8. sb. Phr to guess within two tumbles of a louse, to be
very near the mark, to guess almost correctly.„"' ™eaw gexes within two tumbles ov a leawse, 21.
9. 1 he fall of the roof of a part of a colliery, which is not

being worked. w.Yks (B.K.) 10. A confused mass orheap
; also usedy?g-. Cf. tummals.

Ir. It [a river] whips round the turn wid a lep Through a tumble
of stones, Barlow'Ghost-bereft (,901) 61. n.Dev. John Fry began
again so that his story might get out of the tumble which all
our talk had made in it, Blackmore Lorna Doone (1869) xxxi.
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TUMBLER, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also in form tumler Nhb.1 Lakel.2 [fB-m(b)la;r, ttrmla(r.]

1. Obs. The porpoise, Delphinus phocaena.
Sc. Delphinus Phocaena, Linn.—Brit. Porpesse.—Scot. Pellock,

Tumbler, Walker Ess. Nat. Hist. (1808) 532 (Jam.).

2. The young cod-fish, Morrhua vulgaris. Som. (W.F.R.)

3. Obs. A kind of dog used in sporting. n.Lin.1

4. A boulder or detached block of stone. See also

Tumbling-stones, s.v. Tumbling (5).

Wkl. 'Tumblers,' or lumps of Galena coated with black oxide

of copper, from the shallow levels of eastern part of Cronebane
Mine, Smyth Cat. Min. Coll. (1864) 34. Nhb. 1 The upper portion

of the Great Limestone (in the mountain or carboniferous lime-

stone) is called the tumbler limestone or tumbler beds, from its

loose condition. Nhb., Dur. Strong blue clay with tumblers,

Borings (1881) II. 3. Cum. Great Limestone, six yards of the

top is in detached pieces, called tumblers, Hutchinson Hist. Cum.

(1794) I. App. 48. n.Wal. In the eastern part of North Wales the

boulders are called ' granite tumblers,' Woodward Geol. Eng. and
Wal. (1876) 305.

5. A roller in a carding-machine. w.Som.1 6. Part of

a power-loom ; see below.
Lan. The circus has added its quota to the nomenclature of the

power-loom in that it has given us a tumbler and a juggler. A
tumbler is a piece connected with the underpicking motion of

a power-loom, specially attached to the 'scroll-pick' (O.S.H.).

7. A falling catch. Nhb.1 8. A short spring in a knife-

haft for locking or securing the blade. w.Yks.2

9. A cart, esp. a small, lightly-made cart ; a tumbrel.
Sc. Obs. (Jam. Suppl.) ; The train of laden asses and small carts,

or tumblers, as they were called in that country, Scott Guy M.
(1815) viii. sw.Sc. (Jam.) e.An. (Hall.) ; e.An. 1 A tumbler is

made open behind, and occasionally closed by a tail-board. . . On
the removal of this, and a strong wooden bar before, which, pass-

ing through two iron hold-fasts, secures the body to the shafts,

the carriage tumbles backward and discharges the load. Nrf.

Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 3.

10. Comp. (1) Tumbler-cart, (2) -wheels, obs., a primitive

kind of cart in which the wheels and axle were made in

one and revolved together.

(1) Sc. Wheel-carts began to be used about 1760, and prior to

that time the only wheeled vehicles for common use were
tumbler-carts, which were simply sledges mounted on small

wheels about three feet in diameter, made solid—united by a

wooden axle, and all turning round together, Murray Old Card-

ross, 38 (Jam. Suppl.). (2) Lakel.2

11. A square crib for fodder in a fold-yard. Also called

Tumbril (q.v.). e.Yks. (Miss A.)

[3. As I have seene A nimble tumbler . . . give a checke,

And throw himself upon a rabbet's necke, W. Browne
Brit. Pastorals, bk. ii. sng. 4.]

TUMBLE-TREE, sb. w.Yks.2 [tu-ml-trl.] The cross-

bar forming the fulcrum upon which the ' rock-staff 1 or

handle of a pair of blacksmith's bellows is supported.

TUMBLING, ppl. adj. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Lan. Shr.

Oxf. Ken. Also in forms tumlin' Bnff.1 ne.Lan. 1
; tum-

mellan Cum.14 [tBm(b)lin, tumlin.] In comb. (1)

Tumbling-bay, a weir or fall in a river; a cascade or

small waterfall
; (2) -car, a tumbrel ; a one-horse cart

;

see Tumble-cart, s.v. Tumble, 2
; (3) -kist, a post-chaise ;

(4) -shaft, a spindle-rod in an oatmeal mill ; (5) -stones,

loose, broken stones embedded in clay, &c.
; (6) — Tarns,

obs., thick copper halfpennies
; (7) -trees, obs., wheels in

which the wheel and axle were made in one piece and

all revolved together.

(1) Oxf. A tumbling-bay has given its name to one of the public

bathing-places of the City of Oxford (G.O.). Ken.1 (2) Kcb.

The chief part of what was required . . . was brought from the

sandbeds of Esk in tumbling cars, Chambers's Jrn. (Jan. 11, 1845)

31. (3) Cum.14 (4) ne.Lan.1
, Shr.2 (5) Nhb.1 (s.v. Tumbler).

Nhb., Dur. Strong blue clay with large tumbling stones, Borings

(1881) II. 2. (6) Ayr. I gave him awhole penny—twa new bawbees,

gude weight, for it was then the days o' the tumbling Tarns, Galt

Lairds (1826) iv ; Thick copper halfpence issued in George Ill's

time—very large and thick and heavy. For such coins certain

things were exchanged, not by standard value, but by weight-

such as sweets (A.W.). (7) Bnff.1

TUMBREL, sb. w.Yks.2 The wooden drum ofa wind-
lass, round which the rope coils.

TUMBRIL, sb. Yks. Chs. Not. Lin. War. Won Shr.
e.An. s.Cy. Also written tumbrel m.Yks.1 n.Lin.1 se.Wor.1

Shr.12 s. & e.Cy. ; and in form tumril n.Lin. 1
1. A farm-

cart, esp. a heavy cart used for manure ; a wagon.
Yks. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). 11 Yks.2 A small tilt-cart

for carrying manure to spread about the fields. m.Yks. 1 A rude
kind of cart, with heavy block wheels, in use on the peat-moors.

Chs. 1 A dung cart ; smaller than an ordinary cart ; Chs. 3
, s.Chs.1

,

Not. 1
, War. (J.R.W.) se.Wor.1 A cart without springs, con-

structed so as to be easily removed from its wheels. Shr. 1 A
heavy, broad-wheeled cart, used for carrying manure, for the

most part. 'Broad-wheel tumbrel,' Aud. Catal. (1877). e.Cy.

Ray (1691). Nrf. He'd sent the boy home arter the tumbrils

and horses, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 270. Suf. (C.T.), Ess. 1

s.Cy. Ray (1691).

2. An open rack or crib used for holding fodder for

cattle in the field or fold-yard.

Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 20, 1890). Not. 2 , s.Not. (J.P.K.)

Lin. Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 728; Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1 We went
together into the crew, and found some eggs under a tumbril,

Boston Advert. (June 30, 1840) 3, col. 4. sw.Lin. 1 The hen set

herself under the tumbril in the crew.

[1. Tomerel, tumrel, donge cart, fimaria titubatorium

{Prompt.).}

TUMBUS, sb. and adj. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) Also written

tumbous. 1. sb. Anything large ; a big, inactive person.

2. adj. Large and slovenly.

TUM(E, see Toom.
TUMFIE, sb. Sc. Also written tumphie, tumphy, and

in form tumph. [tB-mfi.] A stupid, dull, awkward person.

Also used attrib.

Sc. A tumph gies me twa bawbees, but a clever weel-put-on

fallow like you are aye gies me a white sixpence, Hislop^4m«>

dote (1874) 638. Abd. She'd liked t'sent the muckle tumphy
aboot her bis'ness, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (May 19, 1900). Per.

Ye're a tumphie—what gar't ye brak' the dish? (G.W.) w.Sc.

(Jam.) Ayr. I hear that tumfie o' a lassock nicherin' an' lauchin'

in the kitchen, Service Noiandums (,1890) 3. Gall. (A.W.)

TUMMALS,s£. Cor. Also written tummels, tummils,

tumuls. [tB-mlz.] A heap, pile ; a quantity of anything.

So hope to have bra tummils soon to grass, Hunt Pop. Rom.
w.Eng. (1865) 462, ed. 1896; 'Good tummels' for a heavy crop

(they will speak of ' tummels of grass' or hay), Hammond Parish

(1897) 342; He has tumuls of money, Grose (1790) ; Cor. 12
;

Cor.3 A man at a public dinner put away some tummels of beef.

[OCor. tomals, quantity, much of anything (Williams).]

TUMMEUS, sb. pi. Dur. [tjfl-mas.] The name given

by coal-miners to a set of empty tubs or small wagons
used for taking the coal from the workings to the shaft.

(J.J.B.) Cf. toom.
TUMMIT, see Turmit.
TUMMOCK, sb. and v. Sc. Glo. Also in form tumick

Bnff. 1 [te-mak, -ik.] 1. sb. A hillock, small mound
;
a

slight eminence or grassy knoll. Cf. tammock, tump.
Bnff. 1 Ayr. A tuft or small spot of elevated ground (Jam.).

Dmf. They talk o' 'tummocks' half grown o'er wi' ' spret,' Wal-
lace Schoolmaster (1899) 339. Gall. A great, lang steep hill, . .

wi' the tap o't dividit inta three geyan' steep tummocks, Gallo-

vidian (1901) III. 70. Wgt. The place was carefully covered up

and a small tummock made over it, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 121.

Glo.1

2. v. To build up to a high point, with the notion of

want of stability. Bnff.1

[Cp. Gael, torn, a hillock (Macbain).]

TUMMUS, TUMMUZ, see Thomas.
TUMMY, sb. Lan. [tu-mi.] A slight protuberance or

hump between the shoulders.

The little betting man took up his position on his friend's

Tummy, Brierley Irkdale (1868) 89.

TUMMY, see Tommy.
TUMP, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Yks. Der. War. Wor. Shr.

Hrf. s.Wal. Pern. Glo. Ken. Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som. [tump,

temp.] 1. sb. A mound, small hillock, esp. such as is

raised by ants or moles. Also used fig.

e.Sc. First he learnt the stepping stones, next the tumps and

tussocks, and last of all the really dangerous bits, Strain Elmslies
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Drag-net (1900) 90. Ir. Nose . . . flattish about the bridge and

rising to a small tump at the end, Paddiana (ed. 1848) I. 49.

Der.2 , nw.Der. 1
, War.3 Wor. Tumps are generally placed

aquincunx, Marshall Review (1818) II. 350. w.Wor. 1
, se.Wor. 1

Shr. 1 I believe the fros' is gweln, fur I see 66nty-tumps throwed
up i' the meadow. Hrf. Duncume Hist. (1804); Hrf. 12 Glo.

(H.S.H.); Glo. 1 An 'emmet-tump,' an ant-hill. Ken. 1 Often,

indeed, nearly always, an old ant-hill. 'Ye caan't make nothin'

o' mowin', all de while dere's so many o' dese here gurt

old tumps all over de plaace.' s.Hmp. Stumbling among the

hollows and 'tumps' of the broken ground, Verney L. Lisle

(1870) xx. Wil. 1
, Dor. 1

Hence Tumpy, adj. of land : uneven, covered with
hillocks or mounds.

Glo. 1
, w.Cy. (Hall.) Wil. Britton Beauties (,1825) ; Wil.12

2. A heap of anything.
s.Wor.1 Hrf. 2 Luston short and Luston long, At every house

a tump of dung. Glo. I knows of another field with a main big

tump of stones, Leg. Peas. (1877) 106. Som. ' Sutton Long,
Sutton Long, at every door a tump of dung.' An ancient saying
in the parish of Long Sutton, N. & Q. (1852) 1st S. v. 375.
3. A store-heap of potatoes, turnips, &c, covered with
straw and enclosed with earth.

Shr. 1 ' Yo'n got a rar' tump o' tatoes, Tummas.' ' Aye, theer's

more fyarn an' mowld than tatoes, maister'; Shr.2 , Hrf. (W.H.Y.)
4. A small hay-cock.
Wor. A tump of hay, Sale Catal. Cleeve Prior (Nov. 1897).

se.Wor. 1 s.Pem. The hay is put in tumps overnight, before it is

made into a rick (W.M.M.).
5. A barrow or tumulus ; an earthwork.
Wor. We saw Whittington Tump—which some call the biggest

tumulus in the realm, White Wrekin (i860) xxxiii. Hrf.2 s.Wal.
There are heaps of tumps and things which I want to have ex-
pounded, Freeman Life (1895) II. 94. Glo. You see those tumps

;

well, the Roman villa was found under just such a tump in the
adjoining field (A.B.) ; Glo. 2

6. A clump of trees, &c. on the top of a hill.

w.Yks. (J.W.), Der. 2
, nw.Der. 1 Shr. 1 ' We can see the tump o'

trees at The Crimps from our 'ouse,' said a Welshampton woman.
Glo. (E.S.) n.Dev. He stopped his little nag short of the crest,
and got off and looked ahead of him, from behind a tump of
whortles, Blackmore Lorna Doone (1869) xxxi.

7. A small, irritating, but non-pustular excrescence on
the skin, caused by overheated blood. Also called a
heat-tump. War.2 8. v. To put potatoes, &c. into a
' tump.'

Shr. 1 I've bin sortin' tatoes an' puttin 'em into the trenches, fur
John to tump w'en 'e laves off work. Shr.2, Hrf.2 Glo. In March
they are again grited, and sometimes tumped, or moulded close
round to make them haddle out, or throw forth side shoots, Mar-
shall Review (1818) II. 459.

[1. Cp. Wei. twmp, a round mass ; a hillock (CD.).]
TUMPET, sb. Pern, [te-mpit] An ant or mole hill

;

any small heap of earth. See Tump.
s.Pem. This field is full of tumpets, them owld mowls are ruinin

'n (W.M.M.).

TUMPH, TUMPHIE, TUMPLE, see Tumfie, Tumble.
TUMPOKE, v. Lin. Also in form tompoke Lin.1

[tu'm-, to-mpok.] 1. To fall head over heels ; to capsize
;

to turn a somersault.
Lin. I made sure 'e'd 'a' tompoked the little lad ower 'is 'ead,

Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 298 ; Lin. 1 n.Lin. Sutton Wds. (1881).
2. To go gadding or tramping about. n.Lin. (E.S.)
TUMPTSNER, sb. Som. A poser ; a settler.
That'll be a tumptsner for the old gentleman (Hall.).
TUMRIL, see Tumbril.
TUM-TULLY, sb. Cum.4 A teetotum. See Tully, sb*
The tum-tully was not necessarily four-sided (s.v. Tee-takup-o')
TUMULT, sb. Or.I. [tB-mlt.] The portion of land

connected with a cottar's house. (Jam.), S. & Ork 1

TUN, sb. 1 and v. Irel. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Ch's. Der.
Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Ken.
Wil. Som. Dev. Also in form ton Lei. 1 Ken. 1 [tun, tun.]
1. sb. The large vat in which beer is worked before it is
tunned or cleansed. Ken.12

2. v. To pour liquor
into casks or bottles

; fig. to put drink into one's stomach-
to drink heartily or greedily.

n.Yks. (I.W.) w.Yks. Give 'em as mich as ivver they can tun

into 'em, Hartley Clock Aim. (1880) 34. Lan. 1 Of a man drink-

ing : 'Eh, he did tun it into him.' s.Lan^s.Chs.1
, Der.1

, nw.Der. 1
,

Lei. 1
, Oxf. 1 MS. add., Wil.1 w.Som. 1 I can't bide no longer, I

must tun a lot o' cider to-night, eens can put up another cheese.

Hence (1) Tunner, sb. {a) a funnel, esp. one used for

filling barrels or bottles
;

(b\ one who tuns beer
; (2)

Tunning-dish, (3) -gaun, sb., see (1, a).

(1, a) Wm. A tin tube with one end made wide and used to

insert meat, &c. into the ' skins ' for sausages and black-puddings
(B.K.). n.Lin.1 w.Som.1 Urn down, Jack, to farm' Perry's and
borry he's tunner. Dev.1 [Cp. tunnowre, idem quod tonowre,
infusorium {Prompt.).~\ (b) n.Lin.1 (2) ne.Lan. 1 Used in brew-
ing. s.Chs. 1 Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. Shr. 1

,

Hrf. 1
, w.Cy. (Hall.) (3) Shr. 1

3. Comp. (1) Tun-bowl, (a) a funnel; (b) a carrying tub
used in brewing

; (2) -dish, see (1, a) ; (3) -gutted, a
disease in rabbits

; (4) -mill, see (1, a) ; (5) -pail, a large
pail with a tube at the bottom used for filling casks.

(1, a) Wil. 1 A ]<ind of wooden funnel, like a small bucket, with
hoops round it, and a tube at the bottom, used for pouring liquids

into a cask. (6) Nhp.2 (2) Ant. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.)

n.Yks. 4 Lan. As fast as a tun-dish ud tak it, Brierley Layrock
(1864) iii. ne.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1 Chs. 1
, Der. 1

, nw.Der. 1
, Not. 1 s.Not.

Yer want to teem it into the bottle with a tun-dish (J.P.K.).
War. (C.T.O.I, s.Wor. (H.K.), s.Wor. 1

, se.Wor.1
, Shr. 1

, Hrf.12
,

Glo. (A.B.), Glo.1
, Wil. 1

, Som. (W.F.R.), w.Som. 1 (3) Oxf.1 A
swelling caused by eating a superabundance of green food, MS.
add. (4) Cum. They mash't t'tun mill heed in wi' cobble steanns,
Dickinson Curnbr. (1876) 285; Cum.4 (5) se.Wor. 1

, Shr. 1

[3. (2, a) For filling a bottle with a tun-dish, Shaks.
M.for Meas. in. ii. 182.]

TUN, sb.2 Glo. Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som. [tun.] A
chimney, esp. the upper part above the roof of a house

;

a chimney-pot.
Glo. (A.B), Glo.12 Hmp. Right up on the tun (J.R.W.)

;

Hmp.1 Up the tun. Wil. Britton Beauties (1825) ; Wil.1 Dor. 1

Till the tun Wi' merry sounds da shiake an' ring, 100. Som.
(W.F.R.)

; Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som. W. & I.

Gl. (1873).

Hence (1) Tunned, ppl. adj. having chimneys
; (2) Tun-

smoke, sb. the smoke proceeding out of a chimney.
(1) Dor. The bright-tunn'd house, Barnes Poems (1863) 41.

(2) Dor. My own tun-smoke rose blue, ib. (1869-70) 52.

TUN, see Town.
TUNABLE, adj. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lin. I.W. Cor. Also

written tuneable Lin.1 n.Lin.1
; and in forms teunable

Cum.14
; tiunable Wm. [tiu'nabl.] 1. Having an ear

for music ; able to sing.
Cum. 1 4 wm. (B.K.) n.Yks. He can't sing ; he's isn't tunable

(I.W.). Lin. 1 I'm not tuneable to-day. n.Lin.1

2. In tune ; musical ; also used advb.
n.Lin. 1 Of constant occurrence in bell-founders' contracts. I.W.

Ef Thunder couldn't whicker tunabler than you blared, ee'd bust
hisself wi' tryen, that a would ! Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898) 79.
Cor. 'Tis given to flutes to make a noticeable sound, whether
tunable or false, ' Q.' Three Ships (ed. 1892) 12.

[2. More tuneable than lark to shepherd's ear, Shaks.
M. N. Dream, 1. i. 184.]

TUNAG, sb. Obs. Sc. A short mantle worn by
women. Cf. tonnoched.

Still worn by old women in some parts of the Highlands (Jam.) ;She was dressed in green, a white tunag flowed from her
shoulders, which was fastened by a gold broach. . . The plaid is
only worn in full dress, but the tunag by way of shawl, Clan-Albin
(1815) I. 57 («*.).

[Gael, tonnag, a woman's shawl or plaid (Macbain).]
TUNCH, v. and sb. Fif. (Jam.) 1. v. To push or jog

with the elbow. See Dunch, v. 2. sb. A jog with the
elbow.
TUNCHY.a^'. Lan. [tunji.] Little, tiny. Cf. tinchy.
Awst not bate one teeny, toiny, tunchy bit, Staton Loominary

(c. 1861) 93.

TUNDER, sb. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Lin. e.An. Also written
tunda Suf.'; and in form tundher e.Yks. 1 rttrndafr.l
Tinder. Cf. tind, v.

Nhb. 1 The tunder was made by burning shreds or cuttings of
linen. These burnt particles glowed when a spark was struck
among them, and by blowing the glow spread rapidly. A 'spile'
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tipped with sulphur was then thrust into the glowing embers and

a flame was thus obtained. Dur.1 , w.Dur.1 n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 As

rotten as tunder. e.Yks. 1 Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes

(1884) 374. n.Lin. 1 Matches an' tunder, When a man's married,

he's fo'st to knock under. ne.Lin. (E.S.), e.An.1
, Suf.1

Hence Tunder-box, sb. a tinder-box.
Nhb.1

, n.Yks. (T.S.) n.Lin.1 As brisk as a tunder-box. Suf.1

[Tundyr, to take wythe fyyr, fungus {Prompt). ON.
tundr, tinder (Vigfusson).]
TUNDEY, adj. e.An. 1 [ttrndi.] Rotten ; of wood :

shining with a phosphoric appearance. Cf. tunder.
It's nothing but an old tundey-log.

TUNDHER, see Thunder.
TUNDLE-BOX, sb. Obs. Lnk. Rxb. (Jam.) A tinder-

box.
TUNE, sb. and v. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der. Lei. Nhp.

War. Hnt. e.An. Cor. Also in forms teen Cai. 1 Bnff. Kcd.;

teunn Cum. 1
; tooney Cor. ; tuin Slk. [tiun, tun ; tin.]

1. sb. In comp. Tune-lines, the words sung to a tune.

Wgt.. Singing masters and precentors all through Galloway

used to make use of popular rhymes for tune-lines, so as not to

desecrate the Psalms of David by using them to teach children to

sing, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 206.

2. A cry, whine ; a fit of weeping.
w.Yks. Heare, tha'll stop that tune, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 1,

1899). Nhp.1 1 thought she'd a' had a tune over it.

3. The tone or twang of a dialect. Cai.1
4. Temper,

mood.
m

Elg. Aint Musie in a glorious tune to-night? Tester Poems

(1865) 2. Bnff. Is the Maister in a gweed teen 1 Gordon Chron.

Keith (1880) 69. Ayr. They're a' in famous tune For crack,

Burns Holy Fair (1785) St. 26. Slk. Sandy's in a tirmendous ill

tuin the day, Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 5. Cum. 1
' Oot o'

teunn,' partly offended—dispirited (s.v. Oot). -w.Yks. (J.W.)

nw.Der.1 Wot soart o' tune art in fer thi work this mornin' ? Nhp.1

He's out of tune to-day. War.3
, Hnt. (T.P.F.), e.An. 1

Hence Tunie, adj. changeable in humour or temper.

Slk. (Jam.) 5. Order, trim.

Lnk. Ithers were soopin' up and doon, And putting a in proper

tune, Deirs Hallowe'en (1856) 21. w.Yks. If I stand by a loom

with my eyes shut I can tell by the sound whether it is in tune or

not (S.J.C.). nw.Der.1 Nhp.1A cold May, good for corn and bad

for hay. A dry May and dripping June brings all things in tune.

War.3 , Hnt. (T.P.F.) e.An, 1 That farm is in good tune.

6. Phr. (1) some tune, to a considerable degree ; with

energy or vehemence ; with a vengeance ; (2) to give tune

to, to make nimble or fit for work
; (3) to take a tune, to

play a tune. .

(1) w.Yks. Ther's lots o' fowk livin' raand abaght here ats

been oppened by 'em, an' to some tune, too, Hartley Clock Aim.

(1870) 30, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 1, 1899). Lan. Hoo's tried

to some tune, Waugh Tattlin' Matty, 18. s.Lan. 1 He drinks to

some tune. Cor. He pitched into me some tune (A.T.Q.-C). (2)

Abd They . . . wu'l their mu'kle fingers beek, To gi'e them tune,

Keith Farmer's Ha' (1774) st. 4. (3) Slk. He's takin a tune to

himsel' at the house-end, Hogg Tales (1838) 73, ed. 1866.

7. v. To play on a musical instrument ; to play tunes.

Cor. You shall hee-ar Jan Beaglehole topney 'pon the clar nite,

Forfar Pentowan (1859) xiv.

8. To hum or sing a tune.

Ayr. As he tuned his doleful sang, Burns Lamentfor Glencairn,

St. 2. Lei.1 My childern could all of 'em tune afore they could

speak. War. 3
.

.

9. To keep in order ; to manage ; to set looms in order.

Gall. I wat a pleugh he well could tune, Nicholson Poet. Wks.

(1814) 41, ed. 1897. w.Yks. He tunes his own loom (S.J.C.) ;

w.Yks.8 (s.v. Tuner).

10. To cry, whine; to weep.
,

w Yks. By ! but he did tune up when Ah telled him he couldn t

goa wi' us. Ah'll mak' thee tune aht, lad, if tha doesn't behave

thisen, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July x, 1899). Nhp. 1
,
War.3

,
Hnt.

f"T P F ^

11. To beat, thrash. w.Yks.3 12. With up : to pick

up in health or spirits.

Cor. Sometimes I says to en, ' You're bound to die, I b heve.

That'll make en feel down for a bit, but after a time he 11 tuney up

again (A.T.Q.-C). .„

13. Phr. to tune one up to, to induce one to do some silly

or wrong action. Cai.

VOL. VI.

TUNER, sb. Yks. Lan. [tiu-na(r).] One who super-
intends the looms and keeps them in order; an overlooker.
w.Yks. A word used in the Huddersfield and in the heavy

woollen districts, where more is required of the man than in Brad-
ford, and where consequently he superintends a smaller number of
' hands' (F.J.N.) ; w.Yks.3 One who sets the looms in order to

weave the pieces perfect. Lan. (S.W.)

TUNETY, adj. Not. [tiu'nti.] Tiny. Also in comp.
Tunety-tinety, Tunety-tiny. See Tinety.

s.Not. Just put a tunety sup o' tar into 't. A tunety-tinety bit

o' meat to this tater (J.P.K.).

TUNGLED,#>. Chs.13 [tu'rjld.] Plagued.

TUNHOOF, sb. e.An. [tB-n-uf.] The ground-ivy,

Nepeta Glechoma. (B. & H.) [Tunhove, herbe, edera ter-

restris [Prompt). See Ale-hoof.]

TUNK, sb. and v. Lei. Nhp. [tunk.] 1. sb. A blow,

knock, gen. with force, so as to leave an impress. Lei.1
,

Nhp.1 Cf. tank.s*.2 2. v. To strike, knock, rap. Lei. 1

TUNKED, ppl. adj. War.3 [tBTjkid.] Stunted in

growth, ill-thriving. See Tonkey.
Applied to a pig that did not fatten well. ' He is growing very

tunked.' 'The pig's food can't suit him, he is very tunked.'

TUNKEY, TUNKY, see Tonkey.
TUNMERE, sb. Obs. e.An.1 The line of procession

in parochial perambulations ; lit. ' town boundary.' [OE.

tun and m&r(e.]

TUNNEL, sb. Sc. Dur. Yks. Lan. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp.

War. Hrf. Oxf. Brks. Hnt. e.An. Ken. Sus. Hmp. Also

written tunnell Sus.1
; tunnil Yks. ; tunnleDur.1 [tu-nl,

tB-nl.] 1. In comp. (1) Tunnel-drain, a round, under-

ground passage for water, built of brick ; (2) -grunter, a

potato
; (3) -net, the movable net in which ducks are taken

at the end of a decoy-pipe ; (4) -tiger, a bricklayer em-
ployed in tunnel-work.

(1) e.Sus. Holloway. (2) Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). w.Cy-

(Hall."! (3) Lin. The tunnel-net ... is open to the small end of

thepipe,MiLLER&SKERTCHLYFc«/a«rf(i878)xii. (4)w.Yks.(F.K.)

2. An arched drain. w.Yks.1 3. A slang word for

' throat.'

w.Sc. Huistan's just clearing his tunnel for the usual overture,

'Tapraiseo' whuskeyj'MACDONALDStftfowfMf (1869) 130, ed. 1877.

4. A funnel.
Dur. 1

e.Lan.'

MS. ac.„. _.....,.
5. The movable net in which ducks are taken at the end

of a decoy-pipe. Lin. Miller & Skertchly (1878) xii.

TUNNELL, see Turnel.

TUNNER, v. Lan. To enclose ale in casks or barrels.

See Tun, sb.
1

Another provincialism, ' to tunner ale,' to shut it up, or enclose

it, Gaskell Lectures Dial. (1854) 15.

TUNNER, conj. Dev. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Either. (Hall.) Cf. toner.

TUNNIGER, sb.
1 Dor. Som. Also written tunnegar

w.Cy. Som. ; tunnigar Som. [te-nigafr).] A funnel.

w.Cy. (Hall.), Dor. (W.C. c. 1750): Dor. 1 Som. (G.S.) ;

Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

TUNNIGER, sb.
2 Som. [tB-niga(r).] A conical heap

of cut turf.

Turf built up into dome-shaped heaps about six or seven leet

high(M.A.R.); (W.F.R.).

TUNNLE, see Tunnel. .,.,._ ,. .

.

TUNNY-BACK, sb. Lei.1 [frrm-baek.] The stickle-

back, Gasterosteus trachurus.

TUNTREE, sb. Cor. Also in form tuntry Cor.12

TtB-ntri, -tri.] The pole of an ox-wagon.

This he did without the oxen moving, as the tuntsy [stc] turned

round in the ring of the yoke, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) I.

34; Cor.12

TUNTRY, see Tuntree.

TVSY, adj. Not. [thrni.] Tiny. (W.H.S.) See Tunety.

TiJOG, sb. Sh.I. A small ling, Lota molva.

Da lazy man comes draiglan ashore wi' twa tflogs an'twa brum-

plicks, Stewart Tales (1892I 14.

TUOLY, TUOM, see Tuilyie, Toom.
Mm

. A tunnel.
Dur. 1

, n.Yks. (I.W.), n.Yks.2 , m.Yks.1 (s.v. Runnel), w.Yks.25 ,

an.1
, sXan.1

, Not.1 , Lin. 1
, n.Lin.1

, Lei.1
,
Nhp.12

,
War. 3

, Oxf.1

3. add., Brks.1
, Hnt. (T.P.F.), e.An. 1

, Ken. 12 ,
Sus.1

,
Hmp. 1
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TUP, sb. and v.
1 In gen. dial, use in Sc. and Eng. Also

written tupp Sc. Chs.3 Nrf. Hmp. 1
; and in forms teup

Cum.1
; toop Sc. ; tupe Sc. n.Cy. Dur. 1 n.Yks. w.Yks.

;

tyup n.Cy. Nhb.1 [tup, t«p.] 1. sb. A ram. See Tip,

sb.2 , Teap, sb.
1

Sc. As soon comes the lamb's skin to market as the auld tup's,

Scott Bride of Lam. (1819) v. Cai. 1 Per. As like him as the bit

black-face lamb is like the tupp it's bred from, M<Aulay Black

Mary, 150. w.Sc. Ance in a pargain o' stots, an' anither time wi'

tups, Macdonald Settlement (1869) 38, ed. 1877. se.Sc. Nae mair

gin they were toops or yowes, Or twa-horn'd stot, Donaldson
Poems (1809) 164. Ayr. O, may they ne'er foregather up Wi'
ony blastit, moorland toop, Burns Death of Mailie, 1. 54. Lnk. A
tupe and a ewe of the highland gaits, Graham Writings (1883) II.

137. n.Cy. Grose (1790). Nhb. 1
, Dur. 1

,
e.Dur. 1

, Cum. 1 (s.v. Tip),

s.Wm. (J.A.B.) n.Yks. Yan's a tupe an' t'other's a gimmer (W.H.)

;

n.Yks.14 , ne.Yks.1 , e.Yks.1
, m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Hutton Tour to

Caves (1781) ; w.Yks.1245 ,
ne.Lan. 1 s.Lan,1 As fawse as a owd

tup, 2. Chs. 1 'Best by hissel, like Lowndes' tup.' Said of a dis-

agreeable, quarrelsome fellow, 447 ; Chs. 3 s.Chs. 1 As mad as a

tup in a hauter. Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796). s.Stf. Pin-

nock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). Der. 1
, Der. 2 (s.v. Surr). Not. 2 Male

lambs are called from 12-18 months shearling tups, after 18 months
2 shear tups, 3 shear tups, and so on. Lin.1, n.Lin. 1

, War.
(J.R.W.), War. 4

, s.War.1, m.Wor. (J.C.), s.Wor.1
, se.Wor. 1

,

Shr.12 Rdn. Morgan Wds.(i88i). Hrf.12 Glo. (A.B.) ; Baylis
Illus. Dial. (1870). Oxf.1 MS. add. Bdf. Batchelor Anal. Eng.
Ling. (1809) 145. e.An. 1 Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893)

84. Suf. 1
, Hmp. 1

, Dor.1 e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

2. Comb. (1) Tup-cat, atom-cat
; (2) -head, (a) a stupid,

foolish person ; a fool
;

(b) shaped like a ram's head
; (3)

-headed, stupid, foolish
; (4) -hog, a male lamb after it has

been weaned until the first shearing
; (5) -horn, a ram's

. horn ; also used attrib.
; (6) -i'-the-wind, in phr. to rin like

a tup-i'-the-wind, applied to a young woman who in-

discreetly and eagerly seeks the company of men
; (7)

•lamb, a male lamb
; (8) -man, a man who rears and lets

out tups for propagation purposes
; (9) -seg, a wether

sheep; (10) -sheep, a ram; (n) -shinned, having protu-
berances in front of the shin-bone

; (12) -yeld or -eild, a
barren ewe.

(1) Chs. 13 , s.Chs.1 , nw.Der. 1
(2, a) w.Yks. What does ta know

abaat Horstraly, tupheead ? Hartley Clock Aim. (1871) 35;
w.Yks.5 , s.Lan.1 (A) Slg. Our Highland lads, in tartan dress,

Their toop-head swords are glitt'rin', Galloway Poems (1804) 65.

(3) S;. Did you ever hear such an old tup-headed ass' Scott
Antiquary (1816) vi. w.Yks. A tup-heeaded, silly owd tailor,

Yksman's Comic Ann. (1890) 58, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 8,

1899). (4) Sc. After a lamb has been weaned until the first fleece

is shorn from its back it receives the name of hogg, which is also

modified according to the sex and state of the animal, . . a male
[being] a tup-hogg, Stephens Farm Bk. (ed. 1849) I. 213. N.Cy.2

Wm. Of tup-hoggs, ewe-tegs in-wool, Ollivant Owd Bob (1898)
20. Not.2 Male lambs are called from 6 months to 12 months
' tup-hogs.' (5) Cld. A tup-horn filled with usquebae, Nimmo
Sngs. (1882) 109. Peb. He . . . Placed every tup-horn spoon
himsell, Lintoun Green (1685) 91, ed. 1817. s.Lan.1 As croot as
a tup-horn, 1. (6) Sc. (Jam.) (7) Sc. A new-born sheep is called a
lamb. . . The generic name is altered according to the sex and
state of the animal. . . When a male it is a tup-lamb, Stephens ib.

Ayr. My poor toop-lamb, my son an' heir, Burns Death of Mailie,
1. 43. Bwk. Monthly Mag. (1814) I. 31. Wm. Strayed, . . one
rough ewe and two half-bred tup-lambs, Wm. Gas. (Oct. 12, 1901)
5, col. 3. n.Yks.1 e.Yks. 1 A young male sheep, which name it

retains twelve months, when, if uncut, it becomes a tup ; if cut,

it is called a wether-hog. Not. 2 Male lambs are called tup-lambs
until 6 months old. (8) Lin. The speeches, arguments, disputes,
and bickerings of tup-men, Marshall Review (181 1) III. 184.

(9) Cum.4 (10) Lan. Sum owd tup sheep had a good wear
eaut on't, Brierley Cotters, xi. (n) w.Yks.2 (12) Sc. Morton
Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Rxb. (Jam.)

3. One of the characters in a Christmas mumming play;
gen. in phr. the Derby tup, or t'owd tup.

w.Yks. A Yule-tide mummer who assumes the character of a
tup. . . About the year 1845 a cousin of my father's, . . living at
Hemsworth, near Pontefract, described to him the Christmas mum-
mers' game as played there. One of the actors in it went by the
name of 'the old tup.' This tup ran about on all fours, and had
. . . rams' horns, either real or imitation, on his head, N. &* Q.

(1898) 9th S. ii. 348; ' Tup o' Derby' ... was represented by a

man going on all fours and wearing the necessary hirsute covering.

The rams' horns were often gilded, ib. 511. n.Not. 'The Darby

Tup '
is in evidence all over the county at Christmas time, and it

is known here in n.Not. and Yks. immediately adjoining. . . In

this district it is called ' t'owd tup,' ' Darby tup,' and ' a little tup

'

by the various bands of boys who each Christmas take it round.

The lads get themselves up as 'guisers' and the ' tup ' wears a dried

ram's head. Most of the boys here begin their ' nominny ' thus ;

' There is a little tup, sir, A-standin' at your door, An' if you'll

have'im in, sir, He'll please you all the more. Fayley Fayley, Laddy

faladdy, iday.' And they end :
' An' aw t'owd women i' Darby

Came beggin' for his tail To ring the Darby passing bell That

hangs upon the nail. Fayley, &c. . . The lads also make ' t'owd

tup ' the centre of a ' mummering play,' in which there are five

chanters besides 't'tup,' one of them in woman's dress. In this

play ... an attempt is made to sell the ' tup,' which was ' bought at

Darby.' The owner fails to make a bargain and says, ' Then Ah'll

hay some mutton fer my supper.' The fourth actor is a butcher,

and here he comes in to ' stick t'tup,' and is allowed to do so, ib.

4. Obs. The last basket or corf sent up out of the pit at

the end of a year ; see below.
n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. Thou's often help'd to buss the tyup,

Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 52 ; Nhb. 1 It originated in the cere-

mony called ' Bussin the tyup,' which accompanied ' sendin away
the tyup ' for the last time before the beginning of the holidays,

or ' gaady days,' then customary at Christmas as well as when the

binding time was over. The tyup was a ram's horn, used as a

token all through the year, and sent up with every twentieth corf,

or the last in every score. But, before laying the pit in for holiday

time, it was usual to draw all the corves to bank to be dried and
fettled. The last corf was half filled with clay, and on this the

tyup was laid, whilst as many lighted candles as possible were
stuck into the clay. The tyup thus ' bussed ' was sent away to the

surface as an expression of rejoicing, and its ascent in the shaft

was eagerly watched.

5. A contemptuous or familiar term applied to a person

;

a stupid, foolish person.
Sc. Sometimes contemptuously applied to an unpolished store-

farmer who is supposed to resemble his property (Jam.) ; He'll be

a Teviotdale tup tat ane, . . tat's for keeping ta croun o' ta cause-

way tat gate, Scott Guy M. (18 15) xxxvi. w.Yks.5 Luke at t'surly

tup ! Lan. Th' blues hez fun' for ther tother member an owd tup

Maden at th' Stubbylee, Accrington Obs. (Feb. 16, 1895). Dar.

Derbyshire men call each other ' Darby tups !
' ' Tha owd tup

tha !
' both in appreciation of a ' mate ' and to express contempt

of some of his doings, N. & 0.(1898) 9th S. ii. 511.

6. A push ; a butt with the head.
m.Yks. 1 Lan. He's for havin' a tup at thee, Brierley Cast

upon World (1886) 56.

7. The head of a forge-hammer or of a heavy rammer.
Nhb.1 8. The falling weight of a pile engine. n.Lin.1

9. A pavier's mallet.
w.Yks. Little undersized munkeys, not much heigher than tups

at thay knock boolders daan we it street, Tom Treddlehoyle
BairnslaAnn. (1848) 46.

10. Obs. A part of the machinery employed in the
woollen trade ; see below.
w.Yks. Employed for shedding the warp, when from its being

unequally divided Types could not be used. So called because
the frames of certain pulleys came down on to a plate with a smart
shock (S.K.C.).

11. pi. Scissor-shanks of a particular shape. w.Yks.
(C.V.C.) 12. v. Of rams : to cover the ewe.

Nrf. Farmer Bacon gave me three half-pence an ewe if I told
him which was tupped, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 19.
Hence Tuppin, sb. a peculiar state of excitement inci-

dental to ewes. Shr.2
13. To butt as a ram ; to knock •

to strike against.
'

m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. I tupt agean a tree boil, Yksman. (1877) 57Lan. I dunno think it [i.e. his head] ud a takken ony hurt if thou'd
tupt it through o' th' windows i' th' neighbourhood, Brierley
Fratchtngtons (1868) ii. Not. (J.H.B.)
Hence Tupper, sb. (1) a piece of iron or steel placed

under a stone on which to break it by lifting the stone up
and letting it fall sharply. w.Yks.1

; (3) the going part of
a loom. w.Yks. (J.M.) 14. Phr. to tup and lamb, to
live together in conjugal amity.

s.Lan. 1 We'n tup an' lamb t'gether as lung as it lasts, 32.
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TUP, v.2 Lan. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To bow to a person before drinking. (Hall.)
TUPE, v. e.An. To drink a quantity at one draught.

? A dial, form of ' tope.' e.An. 1 Nrf. Cozens-Hardy
Broad Nrf (1893) 27.

TUPTACK, TUQUHEIT, see Uptake, Teuchit.
TURBARY, sb. Obs. or obsol. Irel. Yks. Lan. Chs.

Lin. Mid. Cor. Also in form torbary ne.Lan. 1 Land
where peat may be cut ; a peat-bog ; the right of cutting .

peat.
Tip. A bronze bodkin found in his own turbary, Kickham

Knocknagow, 485. n.Yks.2 'Common of turbary,' the farmer's

right of cutting his fuel turves on the moors. w.Yks. Turbary. .

.

was a. valuable privilege, Grainge Nidderdale (1863) 178.

ne.Lan.1 Chs.3 A permission mentioned in many old Cheshire

leases when coal was scarce, or, from bad roads, ur approachable.

In many parishes the bog has been drained and reclaimed where
rights of turbary were exercised, which accounts for many tenants

occupying small fields at a distance from their holdings where
formerly turf was cut. Lin. The number of towns within the

Soke having right of common in the West Fen are 22, with

falkage, turbary, fishing and fowling, Marshall Review (1811)

III. 19. n.Lin. 1 Mid. On estimating the value of commons in

this country, including every advantage that can be derived from

them, in pasturage, locality of situation, and the barbarous custom

of turbary, it appears that they do not produce to the community,

in their present state, more than four shillings per acre, Middleton

Agric. (1798) 103. Cor. The waste land in this county would

produce an annual rent of £37,500 per annum, and leave a

sufficiency of turbary for fuel, Reports Agric. (1793-1813) 58.

(Turbarie is an interest to dig turves upon a common, Cowell
Interp. (1637).]

TURBLIN, ppl. adj. Nhb.1 [teTblin.] Slender, weak.

TURBOT, sb. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Also written turbet Sc.

[taTbat] The halibut, Hippoglossus vulgaris. Cf. tirbad.

Sc. (A.W.) Frf. The fish on this part of the coast are cod, . .

mackerel, hollybot, here called turbot, Statist. Ace. XVI. 171, note

(Jam.V se.Sc. This misnomer is pretty general. It prevails on

the Firth of Forth (Jam.). Edb. Holibut ; Turbot. In our

[Edinburgh] market this is generally, though very preposterously,

named the turbot ; the proper turbot at the same time getting

another name, that of raun -fleuk, Neill Fishes (1810) 11 (16.);

Forbes Poems (1812) 93. Nhb.1 Yks. Gent. Mag. (1785) 333, ed.

1884.

Hence Turbot-reeklins, sb. pi. the flesh of the halibut

cut into strips and dried in peat-smoke. S. & Ork. 1

TURBRAT, sb. Nhb.1 [ta'rbrat.] A corruption of
' turbot,' Rhombus maximus.
TURCUMTINE, see Turkentine.
TURD, sb. Sc. Cum. Wm. Yks. Der. GIo. e.An. Also

written tird e.An.1
; and in forms teard w.Yks. ; teurd

Cum. 1
; tord Sh.I.; trid e.An.1 [tard, tad ; tiad.]

1. Excrement, ordure ; a lump of excrement.
Sc. The mair ye tramp on a turd it grows the broader, Ferguson

Prov. (1641) No. 817. Sh.I. Sun-dried cow-dung used for fuel

(J.S.). Bnflf. 1 Per. Take thou this turd to pick thy teeth, Smith

Poems (1714
1

) 12, ed. 1853. Lnk. Daylight, whan weel ken a turd

by a stane, Graham Writings (1883) II. 31. Gall. Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824) 81, ed. 1876. Cum.1 n.Wm. Mair ye stir an auld

turd an' mair it stinks (B.K.). -w.Yks. Go sam yond horse teard

up (JE.'B.). nw.Der. 1 Glo. A great houskeeper is sure of nothing

for his good cheare, save * great turd at his gate, Smyth Lives

Berkeleys (1066-1618) III. 27, ed. 1885. e.An.1

2. Comp. Turd-clock, (1) the dor-beetle, Geotrupes ster-

corarius. Cum.4
; (2) the beetle, Carabus violaceus. ib.

[Cp. OE. tyrdel, a piece of dung (Sweet). See Treddle.]

TURD, see Taird.
TURDEEVIL, sb. Sh.I. Also in form turdiel S. & Ork.1

The winged beetle, Scarabaeus stercorarius. See Turd, 2.

They [Finns] could assume the appearance of a beetle, hence

we have to this day the witchie-clock and the tur-diel, two kinds

of beetles, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 20
;

S. & Ork.1

[Swed. tordyfvel, a dung beetle (Widegren).]

TURE, see Tear, v.
1
, Tewer, si.

1
, Turr, si.

1

TURF sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs.

Der. Lin. Nhp. War. Shr. e.An. Wil. Som. Dev. Cor.

Also written turfif Sc. ; and in forms tirve Or.I. Cat.1

;

torf ne.Lan.1
; turv Glo. 1

; turve n.Yks." ne.Yks.1 Dev.;

//. torves ne.Lan.1
; turrven S. & Ork. 1

; turven Sc.

(Jam.) [tsrf ; t§f.] 1. sb. A sod or piece of turf cut

from a common or the wayside to put into a lark's cage.

War. 2
2. Peat, a block of peat ; a piece of cut turf

used for fuel.

Sc. (Jam.), S. & Ork.1 Or.I. Every farmer pays a given sum to

the proprietor in proportion to the turf he cuts, Vedder Sketches

(1832) 22. Abd. They have plenty of fewell, both black turff and
burnwood, Turreff Gleanings (1859) 285. Gall. A peat-stack, or

rather a mound of the large surface 'turves 'of the country, for

there are no true peat-mosses upon Suliscanna, Crockett
Lochinvar (1897) 274. Uls. Ellen knelt down on the hearth and

put on some more turf, Hamilton Bog (1896) 3. s.Don.

Simmons Gl. (1890). n.Yks. 1 The surface-matter of the moor,

which, consisting of vegetable matter accruing from the long-

continued growth of the ling, is available as fuel or fire-eldin. It

is cut in large flakes or cakes about two inches thick, the growing

ling having been previously burnt off it. ne.Yks. 1 s.Lan. 1

Square pieces of dried peat, used for fuel. Chs.1 Never applied

in Cheshire to a grass sod. The turf is nicked out into parallelo-

grams about 12 inches by 9 inches, and cut horizontally into cakes

about 3 inches thick ; these are laid on the earth to dry ;
after-

wards reared two together ; then piled into windrows, and lastly

stacked in conical heaps for winter fuel. There are two qualities

of turf, the grey and the black. The grey lies uppermost and is

formed chiefly of white moss {Sphagnum) which is only very

slightly decomposed. It dries spongy. The black turf is under-

neath, and dries very hard. s.Chs.1
, nw.Eer. 1 Lin. Peat is

always called Turf or Moor in the Fens, Miller & Skertchly

Fenland (1878) xv. n.Lin.1 Shr. 1 Each several piece is called

'a turf.' e.An.1 Fuel dug from boggy ground. Nrf. (C. W.B.N.)

Wil. 1 Refuse oak-bark from the tanner's, made into cakes for

firing. Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). Dev. Cut on

all moorlands and stacked to supply the peasantry with fuel

during winter, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

Hence Turfary, sb. a place where peat may be dug.

n.Lin.1
(s.v. Turbary). 3. Comp. (1) Turf-bank, a bank

from which peat is cut ; a peat-bank
; (2) -bass, a variety

of rush growing in damp places
; (3) -cake, a cake baked

amongst turfs
; (4) -cart, a peat-cart ; (5) -clamp, a pile

of peats ; a peat-stack
; (6) -clo&, fig. a rough, untidy mass

of hair; (7) -cot, a turf-boat, broad and flat-bottomed
; (8)

•cutter, one who cuts peats
; (9) -dole, a place where peat

is cut
;

(10) -draining, a method of subsoil draining ;
(n)

•dyke or -deek, (a) a pit whence turfs are taken ; (b) see

below ; (12) -farm, see below ; (13) -fire, a fire made with

peat; (14) -getter, one who cuts and prepares turf for

fuel; (15) -getting, the cutting of turf for fuel; (16) -graft,

see (9); (17) -graver, a spade for cutting turf; (18)

-graving, see (15) ; also used attrib.
; (19) -hole, see (11, a);

(20) -house or Torfus, a peat-house ; a place for storing

peat
;

(21) -moss, a peat-bog ; (22) -mould, (23) -mull, dust

or fine dry mould from peats or turfs ; the ashes from a

turf-fire; (24) -pit, see (n, a); (25) -reek, the smoke
arising from burnt peat

; (26) -skep, the bowless basket

in which turfs are brought from the stack for house-

hold use
; (27) -sod, coarse, soft peat

; (28) -spade, (29)

-spit, an implement used in cutting peats or turfs
; (30)

-stack, see (5) ; (31) -tye, (a) see (9) ;
(b) the bed on which

a stack of peats is piled ; (32) -water, peaty water.

(1) Ir. We were lying in the heather upon a turf-bank,

Bullock Pastorals (1901) 285. (2) Nhp.2 (3) n.Yks. 2 * ne.Yks.1

Baked by being put in a closely-shut pan buried in burning turves.

(4) Uls. A wide-stretching bog, . . deeply rutted by the wheels of

hundreds of turf-carts, Hamilton Bog (1896) 23. (5) Don. When
I was a bit of a chile no higher nor a turf clamp, Macmanus Bend

ofRoad (1898) 238. Wxf. The big stones on the mountain, and

the turf clamps, Kennedy Banks of Boro (1867) 189. (6) Lan.

There's no woman ud tackle thee wi' that turf clod abeaut thi face,

Brierley Marlocks (1867) 17. (7) Wmb, (W.M.) (8) Ir. In the

valley 'be turf-cutters were out, Bullock Pastorals (1901) 45.

(9) e.An.1 (s.v. Dole). .Nrf. (C.W.B.N.) (10) Chs.' Much

practised before the introduction of draining pipes, the sods

being laid grass downwards and used as a lining(s.v. Sod-draining).

(11, a) n.Lin.1 (A) Nrf. They [the eggs of the dob-chicken] were

all laid in turf-deeks in fleet water, Emerson Birds (ed. 1895) 320.

(12) Or.I. The farms, properly speaking, may be termed ' turf-

farms,' as every fanner j>ays a given sum to the proprietor, in

M m 2
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proportion to the turf he cuts, Vedder Sketches (1832) 22. (13)

Ant. I knit beside the turf fire, O'Neill Glens (1900) 3. (14)

Chs.1 (15) ib. Turf-getting is a peculiar industry carried on at

most of the larger peat bogs, and notably at Lindow Common
near Wilmslow. (16) Nhb. 1 n.Lin.1 An allotment on a common
or other place where turves are dug (obs.). (17) n.Yks. We cut

turves wiv a turf-greeaver (I.W.). (18) n.Yks. 1 Turf-graving

time. Autumn ; the period between hay-time and harvest

especially ; n.Yks. 2 (19) Cum. I' th' turf-hole nuik, Gilpin Sngs.

(1866)282. (20, 21) ne.Lan.1 (22) Ir. There's a sidiment of turf-

mould at the bottom of your bucket of wather, Barlow Martin's

Comp, (1896) 130. (23) Wxf. The boiling muddy sweep of the

waters, with the froth and the turf-mull and bog stumps, Kennedy
Banks Boro (1867) 288. n-Yks.1 (s.v. Mull), n.Yks.2 ,

ne.Lan.1
,

e.An.1 (s.v. Mull). (24) n.Lin.1 (25) Ir. The damp drove the

turf-reek back through their smoke holes, Barlow Lisconnel

(1895) 278. n.Yks.12 (26) n.Yks.2 (27) Ir. Be gatherin' up
them few turf-sods for to put on the fire inside, Barlow Sham-
rock (1901) 55. (28) n.Yks. 1 A triangular cutting instrument

with one upright side, to sever the turf sideways as well as from
the subsoil. This is affixed to a long, strong, curved shaft with a

cross-handle, and is urged on by an impulse given by the thighs.

Chs. 1 A thin, sharp spade, made perfectly flat, so that it can be
used either side up, for the purpose of cutting the turf blocks both
perpendicularly and horizontally. nw.Dev.1 A turve-spade used
for cutting turves for burning in the house. It consists of a round
steel cutting-blade, which is secured to a board handle (about 4"

X i|'' x 4')* having a hole at the top for one hand, and a wooden
loop near the middle for the other hand (s.v. Spade). (29)
n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.2 The shovel adapted in blade and handle for

slicing the turves from the ground. (30) Ir. There's a cloud-bank
building in the west As black as a turf-stack, Barlow Ghost-bereft

(1901) 5. Lan. Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 30. (31, a) Dev. Cran-
mere Pool ... is the centre of the ' turf-ties ' or turf trenches in the
district, Cornk. Mag. (Nov. 1887) 523. (b) Cor.1 (32) Uls.The dark
pools of turf-water were full to overflowing, Hamilton.Boj(i896) i.

4. A patch on a garment. GIo. 1
5. v. Obs. To adjust

the surface of sown sward ; see below.
Midi. Out-lands are turfed ; that is, the sods which have been

torn off the plits by the harrows and lie on the surface, probably
with their grass sides upward, and of course in a state of vegeta-
tion, are thrown by hand, or with forks, into hollows, with the
grass sides inverted, Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) I. 159.

6. To gather peat for fuel.

n.Yks. 2 We're turfing, getting our turves for a winter supply.
Dev. Her wants to take the washing . . . and the turving out o' my
hands, Baring-Gould Dartmoor Idylls (1896) 131.

Hence (1) right ofturvee, phr. the right of digging peat

;

(2) Turfey-season, sb. the season for gathering peat.
(1) Dev. 1 To have a rjght of turvee over a common. (2) Cor.

Huey and I are thinking to get married before the next turfey
season, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 396, ed. 1896.
7. To remove the turf from the surface of a quarry.

Or.I. (S.A.S.) Hence (1) Tirvin, sb. the turf or sod taken
from the top of peat. Cai. 1

; (2) Turfing-spade, sb. a spade
for cutting turf Shr.2

8. To unroof; to tear oft" the
thatch of a building. See Tir(r, 2.

Or.I. When the thatch of a cottage is torn off by the wind it is
said to be tirved (S.A.S.).

9. To bury.
Dev. 'Tes niver safe to speak evil o' a man till after he's turfed,

Zack White Cottage (1901) 236.

10. Of the sky : to be covered with spotted, fleecy,
' mackerel ' clouds.

Sh.I. (J.S.) ; Da mune is comin' up as red as a fiery braand,
an' he's begun ta turf da sky i' da sooth, Sh. News (Mar. 4, 1899).
Hence Turfy, adj. of clouds :

' mackerel.'
Sh.I. (J.S.); Da turfy clood-taps never shift, Junda Klinsrahool

(1898) 22.

TURFER, sb. e.An.1 [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A woman of the town.
TURFLE, TURGH, see Torfle, Turr, inf.

TURIN, sb. Obs. w.Yks.4 The nozzle of a pair of
bellows. See Tew-iron, s.v. Tew, sb.1 5.
TURK, sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. Der. Not. Lin. Nhp. War.

Hnt. Ken. Dor. Som. [tark, tak.] 1. A violent, savage
man ; a cruel taskmaster.

Sc. He was a most unfeelin' Turk, As e'er gaed to the gallows,
Vedder Poems (1842) 121. Lnk. Ye're sixty if ye're a day! and

a dour auld Turk, Murdoch Readings (1895) II. 38- n.Yks. He
behaved like a turk. He was a turk (I.W.). w.Yks.1 n.Lin. 1

He behaaved like a real Turk, he did. War.2

2. A tiresome, mischievous child.

Lnk. A perfect wee Turk is the laddie Munro, Penman Echoes

(1878) 19. Wxf. She had a stout-built turk of a son, Kennedy

Evenings Duffrey (1869) 33. Not. I catched Spettigew's Tommy
. . . pelting her door wi' stones, the gallous young Turk, Prior

Forest Flk. (1901) 17. War. 2 e.Ken. A tiresome, noisy little boy,

very rough or of very fierce temper. Sometimes of merely

mischievous habits (G.G.).

3. Used as an intensitive for anything big or formidable

of its kind.
Dor. They have been a-gaying together this turk of a while in

foreign parts, Hardy Laodicean (ed. 1896) bk. vi. 486 ; Dor.1 There's

a turk of a rat.

4. Comb. Turk's-cap, (1) the monkshood, Aconitum
Napellus

; (2) the Martagon lily, Lilium Martagon.

(1) Nhp. 1
, Som. (B. & H.) (2) Der. (M.A.W.) ; The forecourts

were ablaze with asters and dahlias and Turk's-caps, Gilchrist
Willowbiake (1898) 1.

5. Phr. (1) as hard as a Turk, applied to an inhuman
person, or to one who is indefatigable in work

; (2) like a
Turk, with energy or diligence ; violently ; (3) the Turk
a bit, a strong negation :

' the devil a bit
' ; (4) Turk upon

Turk, ? the name given to a certain kind of material ; see

below.
(1) w.Yks. 1 (2) Ayr. He swore like a Turk, Aitken Lays

(1883) 60. Lnk. Nicht an' day toil like a Turk, Nicholson
Kilwuddie (1895) 43. Nhp.1 War.2 To work like a Turk. Hnt.

(T.P.F.) (3) Dor. The Turk-a-bit would you do that Unless that

you wer in the wrong, Young Rabin Hill (1867) 23. (4) Sc. For
any one who's making wabs, It would be little work ; To add some
five or six plies Of good Turk upon Turk, Maidment Ballads

(1844) 62, ed. 1868. Ayr. The last new bits o' furniture they
have been getting—it may be a Turk-upon-Turk bed or a new
piano, Hunter Studies (1870) 77 ; He would put his head through
their Turk-upon-Turk hangings, ib. 78.

TURKAS, sb. pi. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also in forms
turkes(se (Jam.) ; turkis Abd. 1. A pair of pincers.

Sc. His nailes upon all his fingers were riven and pulled off

with an instrument called in Scottish a Turkas, which in England
wee call a payre of pincers, Pitcairn Trials (1829) pt. ii. 222

;

Man's heart on earth is like a teeth in a jaw, the deepe root it

had, the more paine it causeth, when it is drawn out with the
turkesse, Boyd Last Battel (1629) 534 (Jam.). Abd. That turkis

i' the smith's sheein box, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xxvii.

2. Fig. A griping, oppressive man. Abd. (Jam.)
[And wyth the grippand turkas oft also The glowand

lump thai turnit to and fro, Douglas Eneados (1513) m. 182
]

TURKASOT, sb. Sh.I. A disease of animals : having
the skin adhering firmly to the back. Spence Flk-Lore
(1899) 163.

[ON.J>urka, to dry, make dry, and sott, sickness, illness,

disease (Vigfusson).]

TURKEN, v. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) To harden, wax stout

;

a term applied to a young foal.

TURKENTINE, sb. Hmp. Wil. Dor. Amer. Also
written turkintine Hmp. ; and in form turcumtine Dor,
[ta'kantain.] A corruption pf ' turpentine.'
Hmp. Two drpps o' turkintine in a spoonful o' milk cures pains

i' the inside (W.M.E.F.). WiL (W.M.G.), w.Dor. (C.V.G.) [Amer.
Hple his head back, while I pour down some water an' turkentine
outen this bottle, Cent. Mag. (Sept. 1901) 709.]

TURKES(SE, see Turkas.
TURKEY, sb. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lin. Brks. Hit. Suf. Dev.

Also in forms torkey Nhb. ; tukkey Lin. Hrt. [ta'rki,
taki.] 1. In comp. (1) Turkey-bird, the wryneck,
Jynx torquilla; (2) -eggs, (a) the common fritillary,

Frthllaria Meleagris; (b) freckles; (3) -fig, the common
fig-tree, Ficus carica

; (4) -fit, a fit of passion
; (5) -hide,

? a bag or wallet, a pocket-book.
(1) Suf. (Hall.), (E.G.P.) . [(So called) because it erects and

ruffles the feathers of its neck when disturbed, Swainson Birds
(1885) 104.] (2, a) Brks. (B. & H.) (b) n.Lin.1 (3) Dev." (4)
w.Yks. Pay t'owd nipscrew t'penny er he'll hev a turkey-fit
(B.K.). (5) Edb. Your Turkey hide ye HnM it costly, Ilk bag and
hauld, Liddle Poems (1821) 27.
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2. The lectern or eagle of a church. Cf. goose, 4.
Lin. I niver can think that the Bible will sound any better for

being read off an old tukkey's back, Geary Rur. Life (1899) 217.
Hrt. The said parson read the lessons well from the lectern, that
imposing fowl, the eagle, being spoken of indiscriminately by the
villagers, as a ' guse ' or a ' tukkey,' ib.

3. A term of abuse applied to a person.
Sc. (A.W.) Nhb. I cannot face yon auld torkey withoot ye,

Rhys Fiddler of Came (1896) 329.

4. ? A pouch or pocket-book.
Edb. Your turkey that was nabbed wi' what was in her, Liddle

Poems (1821) 30.

TURKIE, sb. Cai.1 [ta'rki.] A small bottle of straw.

TURKIS, see Turkas.
TURKISH FLY, phr. Lon. A peculiar sort of coat.

See below.
My coat was what is called a Turkish fly, in red velvet, cut off

like a waistcoat, with a peak before and behind, Mayhew Lond.
Labour (ed. 1861) III. 105.

TURL, see Tirl.

TURLEHYDE, sb. Obs. Irel. A large species of fish.

Dub. A prodigious number of large sea fish, called turlehydes,
were brought into the bay of Dublin and cast on shore at the

mouth of the river Dodder. They were from thirty to forty feet

long and so bulky that two tall men placed one on each side of

the fish could not see one another, Ace. offamine (1331) in Harris
Hist, and Anliq. Dublin (1766) 285, in N. cV Q. (1854) 1st S. ix. 10.

TURLIE-WHURLIE, see Tirly-wirly.
TURLING, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Also written tirlin w.Yks. 1

[talin.] 1. A round lump of coal of moderate size. Also
in comp. Turling-coal. Cf, tumil, turnling,

n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks. Put some turling coils on, Leeds Merc.

Suppl. (Apr. 13, 1889) ; Thoresby Lett. 1,1703) ; w.Yks, 1

2. A small pebble. w.Yks. 1

TTJRMENT, TURMET, see Torment, v., Turmit.
TURMIT, sb. and v. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also in forms 'mip, 'mit Hrf.1
; tarmit e.An.1

;

tommut Yks.; torniat n.Lan.; tormit n.Cy. Nhb. 1 Shr.2
;

tormut m.Lan.1
; tummit w.Yks. Lei. 1

; turmat Wrn.
w.Yks.1

; turmet Sc. Cum.3 War. Sus. I.W.2 Wil. Som.
Cor.2

; turmop w.Yks.5 ; turmot m.Yks. 1 n.Wil.; turmuck
Ant. ; turmup w.Yks.1 Sur. 1

; turmut Sc. Glo. 1 s.Oxf.

Brks. 1 Sur. 1 Sus. 1 I.W. 1 Dor. w.Som.1 Dev. Cor.1 [ta'rmit,

tamit, -at.] 1. sb. A turnip.

Sc. Garden Wk. (1896) New S. 136. Gall. This hill tyke here

can cut turmuts and clip sheep, Crockett Kit Kennedy (1899) 244.

Ant. (S.A.B.), n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. Some tormits and a leg o'

mutton, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 58; Nhb. 1
, Cum.3 161. Wm.

Boilt turmats er cabbish, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 31. n.Yks.

(I.W.), m.Yks.1 w.Yks. As full o' dreaminess as a tummit is full

o' watter, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 102 ; w.Yks.1 ii.

290 ; w.Yks.25, Lan.1 n.Lan. We stopt in a tormat field, Morris
Siege o' Brouton (1867) 6. e.Lan. 1 I. Ma. Trow'd him over the

hedge as aisy as lifn a turmit, Rydings Tales (1895) 33. Chs.123
,

s.Chs.', Der. 2 , Lei.1 , War. (J.R.W.), War.2
,
s.Wor.' 6, se.Wor. 1

,

Shr.12 , Hrf. 12 Glo. The vly be on the turmut, Roger Plowman,

26; Glo.1 s.Oxf. Be glad as the turmuts are growin', Rosemary
Chilterns (1895) 133. Brks.1

, e.An. 1
,
Sur. 1 Sus. Turmets could

not be had for love or money, Cornh. Mag. (July 1893) 44 ;
Sus.1

,

Hmp.1
, I.W.12 Wil. Slow Gl. (1892). n.Wil. The fly be swarming

in the turmots, Jefferies Wild Life (1879) 147. Dor. (C.W.)

;

How's the turmits? Eclogue (186a) 19. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

w.Som.1 Turmuts be terr'ble short de year. Dev. Reports Provinc.

(1889) ; Dev. 1 Cor. John Morcom do tell lies that nat'ral like a

turmet runnin' downhill, Harris Our Cove (1900) 47 ; Cor.12

Hence Turmopy, adj. tasting of turnips, having the

flavour of turnips.
w.Yks.5 Tha'll like turmopy milk then, ah sudn't wonder?

2. Comp. (1) Turmit-brick,a break or partition in a turnip-

field netted off for sheep
; (2) -head, a stupid, foolish

person
; (3) -headed, stupid, dull

; (4) -hoer, (a) a person

who hoes turnips ;
{b) an instrument for hoeing turnips

;

(5) -hoeing, turnip-hoeing; (6) -lantern, a lantern made
of a large turnip hollowed out

; (7) -morning, one of the

holidays formerly kept by pit lads
; (8) -picker, an im-

plement for picking turnips
; (9) -shaw, (10) -top, a turnip-

top.

(1) Nhb. 1 (2) w.Yks. Aw thowt onny turmop heead knew wot

this wor, Yks. Wily. Post (July 17, 1897). s.Lan. 1 (3) Cor.
' Turmit-headed ' sort of people were Stephen and Margery,
Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 34. (4, a) Glo. I be a turmut hower,
Vram Gloucestershire I came, Gibes Cotswold Vill. (1898) 96. (b)

I tuck up my turmut hower, An' trudged it far away, ib. 97. (5)
Sus.1 'Twas the worst year ever I knowed for a job of turmut-
hoeing. Dor. He went travellin' to Dorchester to buy a turmit-
hoin' machine, Francis Fiandefs Widow (1901') pt. 11. ii. (6)
s.Lan.1 s.Chs. 1 Made by scooping out the inside of a turnip,
carving the shell into a rude representation of the human face,

and placing a lighted candle inside it. It is a common device of
mischievous lads for frightening belated wayfarers on the road—
the popular idea of ' Owd Scrat,' with eyes of fire and breathing
flame, being pretty accurately represented by one of these hideous
turmit-lanterns. Shr. 1 Jack's a dab-'ond at makin' a turmit-lontun.

(7) Nhb. 1
(8) ib. (s.v. Picker). (9) ib. (10) w.Yks. He sliced

th' Lean Man's ear off clean as a tummit-top, Sutcliffe Shameless
Wayne (1900) 119.

3. Fig. A large, old-fashioned watch.
w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. My owd ticker, ut Jack o' Flunter's coes

a turmit, Brierley Ab-o'th'-Yate in Yankeeland (1885) xiv.

4. Phr. to give one turmits, to turn one off; to give one
the sack ; to jilt. Cf. turnip, 2 (2).

Cor. Send him a mitten
;
give him ' turmits,' as they say here-

abouts, Parr Adam and Eve (1880) I. 216. w.Cor. (M.A.C.)

5. v. To prepare land for and sow turnips.
w.Som.1 All my volks and 'osses be so busy turmutin', I can't

attend to it no way, else I'd haul 'em vor 'ee in a minute.

6. See below.
w.Yks.5 'Does thah heit turmops, Bill' 'Aye, what for?'

' Wah thah's as bad as that chap 'at heits cabbidges !—Tha'll like

turmopy milk then, ah sudn't wonder?' 'Well, an' if ah du,

what then ?
'

' Wah t'soiner lhah's i' t'pig hoil an' better !—We'd
turmop thuh reight thear

!

'

TURMJULET, sb. Sh.I. One that moils and toils in

the earth. (J.S.)

TURMOIL, v. Sc. Wm. Lan. Dev. 1. To work hard

;

to toil.

Abd. Monnie a ane can hear him i' the dark Turmoilin sair,

whan he's engaged at wark, Walker Bards Bon-Accord (1887)
456. s.Lan. 1 He has for t'turmoil hard for his bread. Dev. Iss

can't turmoil, an looze one's rest ; Iss can't avoard the trouble,

Peter Pindar Wis. (1816) III. 253. nw. Dev. 1 Accent on 2nd syl.

2. To trouble, pester.
Wm. Ise wae tae see haw thau wor turmoild wie thor varmant

oth sougers, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 33.

TURN, sb. Var. dial, and colloq. uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.
and Amer. Also in forms tarn Nrf. ; ton n.Yks.4 n.Lin.

,

torn Nhb.1 m.Lan. 1 Wil.1 n.Dev. [tarn, tan.] 1. A
spinning-wheel ; a bobbin.

Wil. 1 Obs. This word freq. occurs in the Mildenhall parish

accounts, as : ' 1793. To Box and Spokes to Torn, 15. 2d. . . 1784.

Paid John Rawlins for a Turn, 3s.' In 1809-10 the word turn gives

place to spinning-wheel. w.Som. 1 The hand-wheel and spindle

upon which the bobbin or quill is wound for the weaver's use (s.v.

Quill-turn). n.Dev. Tha henst along thy torn, Exm. Scold. (1746)
X. 255; GROSE ( J 790)- Cor. Sat herself down on the 'turn' . .

.

and cried out, 'Curse the spinning!' Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng.

(1865) I. 275.

2. A term in coursing.
Nhb. Fleet-as-wind wes a nailor ti last, fine at wrenchin',

clivvor as a cat at the turns, Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894) 92.

3. A fall in wrestling.
Wm. ' By gum, but yon turn was nar !

' ' Why, t'collier's nobbut

ut grup en fair,' Pall Mall Mag. (Sept. 1902) 54. Dev. Now let

us finish the weary game with a final turn and a fair back,

Baring-Gould Urilh (1891) li.

4. A dizziness to which sheep are liable. Also in comp.
Turn-i'-t'head.
Wm. (B.K.) w.Yks. A disease in the head of sheep causing

them to turn round and round, from which they generally die

(W.H.). Shr. 1 That ship's got the turn. [Knowlson Cattle

Doctor (1834) 78.]

5. A sudden attack of illness ; a fit of faintness ; a bout

of ill-health.

Sc. ' To take a turn,' to become faint (A.W.). Ayr. If he takes

one 0' these turns—getting into a trance, or the like o' that—he

might fa' in the watter, Johnston Kilmallie (1891) II. 29. n.Cy.,
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w Yks (J W ) Ken. If ever she was to 'ave another turn same as

that she 'ad last winter, Carr Cottage Flk. (1897) 60. Sur. 1 I've

had a smartish bout of it this turn.

6. A surprise, start, fright
;
gen. in phr. to give one a turn.

In sen. colloq. use.
.

Sc It gave me a turn to see it again, Keith Ltsbeth (1B94)

xxxiii Edb. It gied me a turn, to see the faithfu' beast sent

packin', Campbell Deilie Jock (1897) 64. n Cy., Win. (B.K.)

nYks." It gav mah a to'n yance or twice, 58. w.Yks. (J.w.;

Lan. Dear 0' me, it gave me a turn. I skriked out, Francis

Yeoman Fleetwood (ed. 1900) 401. s.Oxf. Me feeling that queer

and fainty-like. It 'ave give me a turn, Rosemary Chilterns (i«95)

no Brks.i Nrf. That gave me a tarn, yer may be sure,

Longman's Mag. (Nov. 1902) 41. Sus. When I think how near

I came to promising the postman it gives me a turn, Wiggin

Goose Girl (1902) H- Dor. 'Twill ha' gied her quite a turn,

Francis Pastorals (1901) i93- Som. It did gie me a turn like to

see her there a-quat in the corner o' the settle, Raymond Men n

Mendib (1898) xi. Dev. Bless me, Zach, you've give me a turn,

Mortlmer IV. Moors (1895) 81. Cor. Passu n turned white; es

sure I giv'd un a turn thiccy time, Harris Wheal Veor (1901) U9.

TAmer. I hain't hed sech a turn in I dunnowhen, Harris Tales,26^\

7. A double quantity of anything, as much as can be

done or fetched with one return; two ridges in ploughing;

two pitcherfuls of water.

Sus., Hmp. Each two ridges are called a turn, as the plough

must turn once to form them; thus a ten-ridge land is called a

five-turn land, a thirty-two ridge one, a sixteen-turn land, and so

on, Holloway (s.v. Land). I.W. 2 'A turn of water,' two buckets

full. 'A turn at plough.' a furrow from one end of a field to the

other and back. Cor.3 To fetch a turn of water (or anything

else). ' We were in a hurry so the master fetched a turn at

cutting the tree down so well as ourselves.' [Amer. A turn of

wood (for example) is an arm-load, a cart-load, or any other quan-

tity that can be transported at one return, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 70.

Nfld. She went into the country for a turn of wood (G P.)-]

8. A piece of work ; a job ; a term of duty ; a business

;

an affair ; freq. in phr. a hand's turn. See Hand, 1 (104).

Sc. She's a lazy queyn, she's no worth her meat, I canna get

her to do a hand's turn (Jam.) ; He that does his turn in time sits

half idle, Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 372. Sh.I. He's a fule's turn

I can tell dee, bit plaese doo dysel, Sh. News (Feb. 18, 1899).

ne.Sc. A few coppers for any turn of work, such as wheeling in

coal, Green Gordonhaven (1887) 128. w.Sc. Ither sic thowless

rascals that wouldnae dae a hand's turn for their native place,

Henderson Our Jeames (1898) 126. s.Sc. At ilka turn his hand

was first, Watson Bards (1859) 11. Ayr. Confabbin' to hersel' as

she gaed aboot her hoose-turns, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887)

67. Ir. There's not one but herself to be doin' a turn in our place,

Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 52. n.Cy. What turn are you on!

On morning turn (B.K.). Nhb. Aa'm on the night-shift this

fortnight, an' aa munna lose a turn, Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894)

47. Cum. (J.Ar.) n.Yks.1 She's nane sae ill but what she can dee

her own to'ns ; make her own bed, wash up, fill the kettle, &c.

w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Stf. Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1894) 24. n.Lin.1

The period of time devoted to a certain piece of work. ' We
shan't get a hand-stir dun this to'n.' Suf. He still can do a hand s

turn, and earns a few pence, Gurdon Memories (1897) n. w.Cy.

(Hall.) Dor. I'll never be fit to do a hand's turn for myself,

Francis Pastorals (1901) 56.

9. A shift; a set of men alternating with another set

when doing a piece of work.
n.Cy. (B.K.) s.Stf. We'd say layin blame on the men who'd

gone whoam, ' It's the opposite turn it ai' we,' Pinnock Blk. Cy.

Ann. (1894) 24.

10. A service, help ; an equivalent ; compensation.
Abd. Burns, wha cheer'd the warld wi' canty turns, Cock

Strains (1810) I. 18. Per. Sae far ye snouk 11a up the burn Unless

to do ane some ill turn, Spence Poems (1898) 142. Ayr. It's np

a friend's turn to tell me in that gait that poverty has debarred

me from looking so high, Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822) xlii. Lnk.

The Wilsons are able an' willin' To do you a fatherly turn,

Watson Poems (1853) 93. Ir. She'd knock saucepans out of her
for thryin' to do her that bad turn, Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896)
108. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) m.Lan.1 It's a bad practice givin' th'

torn to onybody, for it's dooin' nowt but helpin' to mek a mon
lazy. Nhp.' When there is any disagreement in making a bargain,

it is not unfrequently said, ' Let me have my way this time and
I'll give you a turn next.' War.3

, Hnt. (T.P.F.) Ess. Never a

woman near me to do me a turn, come what may, Burmester

John Lott (1901) 64. Cor. If she is ' pious,' the household of faith

give her a turn in due season, Harris Our Cove (1900) 26.

11. A trick ; an escapade, whim.

Sh.I. Dat wis a bonnie turn fir young men ta du. Wis hit no

Sh News (Jan. 21, 1899). ".Sc. If the dead men molested us it

was a shabby turn, Gordon Carglen (1891) »59- Ink He h«I

yielded to the 'bit lassie's' caprice, or 'daft urn as he called it,

Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) 148. Dmf. Thy foolish turns have often

caused me smart, Johnstone Poems (1820) 114.

12 An appearance before a court of law.

Abd. Ou jist lat ye 'im get a turn afore Sh.rra Watson, Alex-

ander Ain Flk. (1882) 98.

13. A check, rebuff.

Kcd When my ewes do gang astray He gies them aye a turn,

Jamie 'Muse (1844) 13* ™b - The spirit that erst gae a turn To

tyranny at Bannockburn, Aikman Poems (1816) 242.

14 Disposition, habit, manner ;
style.

Sh I She would be a graet help to you, being of a particular

turn w'ith bairns, Burgess Tang (1898) 96. Rnf- A furthy turn,

a slee enticing chat, Finlavson Rhymes ( 1815) 46. Ayr Mistresses

of a particular turn did not choose that their maidens should

spend their hours a-field, Galt Provost (1822) xxxviii. Lnk Ye

write . . . Wi' sic a knack an' sic a turn, Watson Poems (1853)

98 Cum. 1 He's of a nargangan turn ; Cum.4

15. Obsol. Bent, bias, liking.

Edb. If I kend ye'r favourite turn I'd try to please ye, Forbes

Poems (1812) 3.

16. Time, season, occasion.

Abd I think we'll aiven be deein' wantin im this turn, Alex-

ander Ain Flk. (1882) 104. Ayr. ' Ye've gottin a braw pickleW
this journey.' ' It was geyan plenty this turn,' Johnston Glenbuckie

(1889) 257. Lnk. Try it on the priestcraft trade ... At antrm

turns Thomson Musings (1881) 42. s.Chs. 1 So and So has made

a jell o' money this turn. Yander feyld was sown wi' wuts last

turn. Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796). nw.Der.1 n.Lin. 1 I

doant see no chanch o' sellin' them 'taaties this to'n. sw.Lin.1 A
many berries there are this turn. Lei. 1 'Any arringes to-dee?

' Noo, not this turn, thanky.' Nhp. 1 Shall you want any cowslips

this turn ? War. 2 There won't be many damsons this turn. Glo. 1

Taters has been rather ockurd this turn. Brks. (W.H.Y.), Hnt.

(T.P.F.)

17. The order in which vessels are arranged to load at

a coal-staith.
,

Nhb. The torns were ready— nyen need wait, Wilson Pitman s

Pay (1843) 59; Nhb. 1

Hence (1) Turn-Act, sb. an Act passed to regulate the

loading of ships with coals at Newcastle
; (2) -book, sb.

a book formerly kept to record the order of loading
; (3)

office, sb. an office for the arranging of 'turns.'

(1) Nhb. The 'Torn Act' laid its palmy pride And wrowt its

utter ruin, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 109; The Royal assent

was given on the 18th inst. to the Bill for regulating the loading

of ships with coals in the port of Newcastle-upon-Tyne. It takes

place on the first day of next month, Tyne Merc. (May 29, 1810),

ib. 164; Nhb. 1 (ai Nhb. The Fitter bizzy as a bee, Wiv a' his

torn-buiks oppen, Wilson ib. 109; Nhb.1 (3) Nhb. 1

18. Phr. (1) .every other turn, (a) every moment or instant

;

(b) now and again ; used of any quickly repeated incident

;

(a) on the turn, (a) of milk, beer, &c. : turning sour; curdling

;

(b) of days : beginning to lengthen
; (3) the turn of the

year, the next marked change in the season, esp. the

spring
; (4) to do the turn or — one's turn, to serve one's

purpose; to meet the occasion; to give satisfaction; (5) to

get the turn, to pass the crisis ofanything ; to begin to mend

;

(6) to have a turn, to get a flogging
; (7) to take a turn, to

change ; to begin to change ; (8) — a turn against, to take

a dislike to
; (9) turns about, alternately, in turn.

(1, a) n.Dev. Why thee art in a ninniwatch e'ery other torn,

Exm. Scold. (;746) 1. 37. (6) ib. Gl., ed. 1778. (2, a) Sc. (Jam.),

n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.), Nhp.1
, War. 3 (6) n.Sc. The day's on the

turn (Jam.), (g) Sh.I. Whin da turn o' da year cam' he nearly

danced wi joy, Clark N. Gleams (1898) 59. w.Som.1 Applied
indifferently to all seasons, and to be explained by the period at

which it is uttered, or by the context. ' I shan't be able to come
till the turn of the year,' would mean till the beginning of

January. ' She won't be no better till the turn of the year,'

would mean the spring, or the advent of finer weather. (4) Sc.

Well, Sirs, I find this will not do the turn, except we fall upon
some new way, Pitcairn Assembly (1766) 39. Abd. For siller
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yes' nae want Enough to do your turn, Cock Straws (1810) I.

109. Frf. We got as much as did oor turn, Johnston Poems
(1869) 210. Ayr. I have enough wi' honest farming to do our

turn, Johnston Congalton (1896) 183. Slk. Oo have eneuch to

dae oor turn, Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 197. Lakel.2 Yan
'at . . . does o his awn turns, is yan 'at minds his awn end at iv'ry

turn. (5) Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.) sw.Lln.1
I understood as

how he had gotten the turn. w.Wor. 1 1 thaowt 'er mun diesurelie,

but 'er's got the turn on it nows. We wuz pinched, and wuz forced

to run in debt far bread an' coals, an' such ; and it 'ull tak we a

long time to get the turn on it. s.Wor. 1 Hrf. 2 'Er's got the turn

on it now. Glo. (A.B.) (6) Cor. s We had our good turn. (7)

Sc. (A.W.) Abd. Fortune at last took a turn, Anderson Rhymes
(ed. 1867) 68. Bwk. Maybe things will tak

1

a turn, Calder
Poems (1897) 226. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) (8) Ir. Men, long

given to drink, had taken a turn against it, Barlow Shamrock

(1901) 165. Dwn. It's the turn ye hae taen agen eatin' beef,

Lyttle Robin Gordon, 55. (9) w.Yks. T'gronfather an' t'barn

eyts porridge aht t'same basin, an' they eyt turns abaht, Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (J uly 5, 1 899)

.

19. A measured space on a fishing-ground.
Cor. When scans are engaged in looking for fish, it is usual for

them to occupy what are called turns, Quiller-Couch Hist. Pol-

perro (1871) 109.

20. A lead-mining term : a subterraneous shaft, a pit

sunk in some part of a drift.

Der. If the mine be deep many of them are sunk one below the

other. A turn goes below the shaft down in the vein and there

are more or fewer of them according to the depth of the vein,

Tapping Gl. to Manlove (1851); Next below that from day,

deeper in the mine or vein, and the turns are more or less accord-

ing to the depth of the vein ; for as twenty, thirty, or forty

fathoms is a common depth for a shaft from the surface, so eight,

ten, or twelve fathoms is common for a turn ; and note that a

vein which is wrought ninety or a hundred fathoms must have

divers turns, Mander Miner's Gl. (1824).

Hence Turn-head, sb. a sump-head. Der. Mander ib.

21. pi. Curved plates used at a branch-off tramway in

the workings of a mine. Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Greenwell
Coal Tr. Gl. (1849).

TURN, v. Var. dial, and colloq. uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.

and Amer. Also in forms tarn n.Dev. ; tonn.Yks. e.Yks. 1

n.Lin. y
; toorn Lan. ; torn Nhb. 1 Cum. 1 [tarn, tan.]

1. In comb, with prep, or adv. : (1) Turn about, to turn

round
; (2) — after, to take after ; to resemble

; (3)— again, (a) to turn back
; (6) see below

;
(c) to give

information against; to betray
;
(d) ofan illness : to return;

(4) — away, (a) to go away, take oneself off; (b) to turn

faint
;

(c) to begin an excavation in a mine
; (5) — in, (a)

to admit a visitor
;

(b) of cabbage : to have the heart begin

to form
; (6) — of, to pass in point of age

; (7) — off, to

spoil or become sour; (8) —out, (a) to let a visitor out;

(b) to put horses or cattle out to grass without housing at

night
;

(c) to go out on strike
; (9) — over, (a) to repeat,

to recall verbally ;
(b) to change ; (10) — up, (a) to over-

turn ;
(b) to rough horses' shoes to prevent them slipping

in frosty weather
;

(c)fig. to examine closely
;

(d) to put

a horse out to grass ; (e) of fish : to have the wrong side

uppermost, as when dead
; (/) to throw over, jilt.

(1) Frf. When life's wheels winna turn about, Smart Rhymes

(1834) 137. w.Yks. (J.W.) (2) Dev. I spose the boy turns arter

'ee, Longman's Mag. (Aug. 1901) 335. Cor. He do turn after

Betsy 'bout the feet, Higham Dial. (1866) 21. (3, a) w.Yks. (J.W),

Chs. 1 (6) s.Wor. (H.K.) w.Som.1 Domestic animals when failing

'to bide'— i.e. to become pregnant, are said to ' turn again.' (c)

Dev. There idd'n nobody in Devon that wid turn agin 'em, Nor-

way Parson Peter (1900) 287. (rf) s.Wor. A 'ad this brontitus a

time baack, an' a's turned agen o' mah (H.K.). (4, a) w.Yks. He
turned himself away (C.C.R.). (6) Dev. 'Er bey that faint to 'er

stomick, 'er turns away like that zo zoon as 'er bey wheer it might

'appen be bit fusty-like, Ford Postle Farm (1899) 24. (c) Nhb. 1

Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). (5, a) s.Pem. (E. D.) (6)

Oxf. 1 MS. add. (6) Kcd. I was a loon But barely turn't o' ten,

Grant Lays (1884) 26. w.Yks. (J.W.) Dev. Now she is turned

of seventy-four, O'Neill Idyls (1892) 82. (7) Dev. I think the

chutney's turned off, sir, Reports Provinc. (1889). (8, a) s.Pem.

« Is Mr. Llewellyn here still ?
' 'No, I've a turn 't'n out this half

hour agone ' (E.D.). (b) w.Som.1 I don't turn out my 'osses most

times 'vore Midsummer-day day, but this year there idn no trefoy,

and the hay's all a-do'd. (c) Sc. (A.W.) Ir. They keep holidays,

are very capricious, and apt to 'turn out,' as it is called, for more
wages, or redress of some grievance, Blackw. Mag. (Dec. 1828)

759. w.Yks. Some stone-masons at Stockport turn'd aght for an
advance a waiges, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (Nov. 29,

1852). Lan. I went to lots o' fact'ries, . . But I couldn't get to

see much there, Because they'd all turn'd out, Gaskel Comic
Sngs. (1841) 25. (9, a) w.Yks. He turned it ower an' ower
agean, 'at he'd seen me yesterneeght, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 8,

1899). Chs. 1 Aw hears so many tales that are na worth turning

o'er again. s.Chs. 1 I've heerd a jell ; but it inna woth turnin'

o'er agen. nw.Der. 1 (6) Nrf. Them puffin-Billies ha' turned all

that over, Patterson Man and Nat. (1895) 61. (10, a) Abd. Ding
down the dykes, And turn up Troy's towers, Forbes Ulysses

(1785) 37. (6) n.Lin.1 War. 2 The gaffer says you must tek th'

'osses to be turn'd-up, afore they'm put in th' wagin (.s.v.

Roughed). w.Som. 1 'Th' 'oss can't stan'
—

'tis all to a glare.'

' Well then, take'n down and let Dan [the smith! turn un up a bit.'

(c) Chs.1
; Chs.3 'It winna bear turning up,' like a smart gown

over a draggle-tail petticoat. Said of a person who really is

not what he seems to be, or what he would wish people to

imagine he was. (d) s.Wor. (H.K.), Oxf. 1 («) Nrf. Sharp-nosed,

or silver-bellied eels— ' turned up ' by frost, Emerson Birds (ed.

1895) 367. (/) Lan. (S.W.); Hoo'd better think Turn's takken

oop wi' some other wench, than ha' th' shame o' knowin' th' lad's

toorned her up i' disgrace, Banks Manch. Man (1881) vi.

2. Comb. (1) Turn-again, money returned on payment
for corn, stock, or other farm produce ; (2) -again-

gentleman, (3) -cap lily, the Turk's-cap lily, Lilium

Marlagon; (4) -card, the card turned up by the dealer,

the trump card ; (5) -deal, a system of holding common
land ; see below; (6) -down cake, a particular kind of cake;

see below ; (7) -down eval, a garden tool for digging
; (8)

footins, small heaps of cut turf; (9) -furrow or -vore,

that part of a plough which turns over the ground to

form the furrow
; (10) -house, a mining term : a turn

made in order to work on the lode itself at right angles

to a drift previously driven to cut across the lode; (n)

-off, a pretext, excuse
; (12) -out, (a) a stroll, walk

;
(b)

a gathering of people ; an assemblage, muster
;

(c) the

Irish rebellion of 1798 ;
(d) a strike of factory-workers

;

(e) a striker, a workman on strike
; (/) a repulse, snub

;

(g) an outfit, costume ;
{h) a show, display ; (0 a specimen ;

anything turned out as a result
; (_/') a collective name

for mast and acorns; (13) -over, (a) a shawl worn by
women ;

(b) an apprentice transferred to a new master

;

(14) -over cake, a cake baked in the oven bottom
; (15)

-pool, a whirlpool, an eddy of water ; also used fig.; (16)

-rice plough, a plough with a movable mould-board ; (17)

-screw, a screw-driver
; (18) -sneck, a latch-handle

;

(19) -spit Jack, a game ; see below
; (20) -stake, obs.,

a mining term ; see below
; (21) -string, a string made of

twisted gut, formerly much used in spinning
; (22) -table,

obs., ? a table with a movable top
; (23) -tail, (a) cowardly

;

(6) the insect, Ocypus olens; (24) -tail Jack, a kind of

beetle
; (25) -thraw, a lathe ; (26) -to, a fight

; (27) -tree,

a mining term : a part of the drawing stower, a wind-

lass; (28) -trencher, a game played with a trencher,
' turn the trencher

' ; (29) -up, a fuss, disturbance, excite-

ment ; (30) -up bed, a bed that can be folded up into

a cupboard-like structure
; (31) -whol, a deep, swirling

pool formed by the meeting of two streams, or by an

obstacle in the river
; (32) -wrest plough or -wrist plough,

a heavy plough with a movable mould-board.

(1) n.Lin.1 At whatever price an article is sold a small sum is

always given back by the seller to the purchaser, as luck or to'n-

agean. (2) Nhp. (B. & H.), War.23,
w.Wor.1

,
Shr.1

, Hrf.

(B. & H.), Glo.1, Bck. (B. & H.) (3) War.' (4) w.Som.1
(5)

Cum.1 In some undivided common fields the ownership of the

parcels changes annually in succession ; Cum. 4
(6) w.Yks. A

cake made from oat-cake batter poured on the bak'-ston' from the

ladle, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 15. (7) Cor. 1 (s.v. Eval).

(8) N.I.1 (9) Oxf. 1 MS. add. w.Som.1 The board in old ploughs,

or at present the bent iron plate by which a sull in ploughing

turns over the sod to form the furrow. (10) Cor.2 (s.v. Turning;

house). (11) Dev. Of course it was all courting, and the book

was just a ' turn off,' Ford Postle Farm (1899) 146. (12, a) ne.Sc.

I wud be the better o' a turn oot, an' sae wud gang alang wi'
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them, Grant Kechleton, 137. w.Sc. Wliat do you say to take a

turnout? MACDONALD.S<?W&mfM/(i869) 73, ed. 1877. (hi) Sh.I. I'd

'a come a farder gaet ower a waur road, redder dan hev missed da
turn oot apo Up-Helly-A', Ollason Mareel (1901) 10. Frf. The
maist feck o' us even now keep up the kindly custom o' seein' ony
respectit neebour decently happit in the moolds, but never was
there sic a turn-oot afore nor since, Willock Rosetly Ends (1886)
14a, ed. 1889. n.Cy., w.Yks.J.W.) w.Sus. Wonder what sort
of a turn-out they'll have at his funeral ? Gordon Fill, and Doctor
(1897) 290. [Amer. A posten away as hard as I could leg it . . .

to a tea and turn-out to Sy Tupper's, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836)
3rd S. iii.] 0) N.I. 1 (d) Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Lan.1

(<?)

Lan. So th' turn outs wur goin about, O lookin for th' short turn,

Gaskel Comic Sngs. (1841) 25. (/) I.Ma. That's the second girl

that has given him the turn-out (S.M.) ; The dirty turn-out and
sent him flyin, Brown Witch (1889) 33. (g) Fif. You'll just gang
to St. Andrews, and git a guid turn-oot, sir. . . I'm fair ashamed
o' your great-coat, Heddle Marget (1899) 233. [Amer. There is

nothing that would not absolutely outrage every tradition of a
sportsman's ' turn-out,' Bradley Virginia (,1897) 83.] (/;) Don.
Pathrick has a gran' turn-out iv stock, Pearson's Mag. (Mar. 1900)
311. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) (0 Cor. Her father es a poor turn-
out, Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 74. (/) Hmp. Wise New Forest
(1883) 183; Hmp.1 (13, a) e.Yks. An thraws a reead ton-ower
atop ov her sank, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 45. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
sw Lin. 1

I clicked the turnover from her. Dev. A small shawl
folded to be crosswise, and when worn coming to the waist only

;

the word is never used of a large shawl (F.A.A.) ; The black turnover
pinned across vitty, O'Neill Idyls (1892) 8. Cor. Aunt Betsey
. . . with her . . . turnover on her shoulders, Harris Wheal Veor
(1901) 162. (b) w.Yks.2 An apprentice who has entered into new
articles of apprenticeship on the death of his first master. Also
a parish apprentice who has been turned over by his master to
a journeyman. Chs.13 (14) w.Yks. Jim sate dahn tuv his basin
o'teaan'a heap't up plate o turn-ovver cake, Yksman. Comic Ann.
(1879) 33. (15) n.Ir. The life av the Priest wis a turnpool av
doubts, Lays and Leg. (1884) 74. n.Yks.12 , m.Yks. 1 (16) Ken.
Old turn-rice ploughs lay about round the door waiting for their
newly pointed shares, Longmans Mag. (Nov. 1891) 81. Sus. 1

(17) Sc. (Jam.) (18) Nhb. The han's wis dreepin' wi' marrh . . .

on the torn-snecks o' the lock, Robson Sng. Sol. (1859) v. 5.

(19) N.I. 1 A game at country balls, &c, in which young men com-
pete by singing for their partners in the next dance. (20) w.Yks.
In the early days of coal-mining the surface-coal was first worked,
and as this was not deep the coal was drawn up in small wagons,
running on iron or wooden runners, by a man at the head of the
pit, who turned a drum by means of a handle, and round the
drum was a rope which was attached at each end to a wagon, so
that as a full wagon was drawn up an empty one descended.
This arrangement was called a turnstake (J.S.). (21) Som.
Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). (22) w.Yks. In hall,
Pleasington's chaire, another chaire and Turne-tables, List ofGood's
and Heirlooms (c. 1710-11) (R.E.L.). (23, a) Abd. Many
Covenanters proved turn-tail through plain fear, Spalding Hist
Sc. (1792) I. 170. (b) Nhp.1 (24) n.Lin.i (25) Nhb. 1

, n.Lin. 1 (26)
Som. (J.S.F.S.) (27) Der. A machine fixed at the top of the
mine, to which the miner affixes his bucket, tub, or corve in
which he puts ore, minerals, or vestry got at the bottom of the
mine, and by means of a rope affixed to the turn-tree draws it
from the bottom of the mine to the top of it, or what is called the
Miner's Hillock, Mander Miner's Gl. (1824) ; Tapping Gl to Man-
love (1851) (s.v. Stowe). (28) Lin. 1

, n.Lin. 1 (29) Sc. I've often
said to Tarn there wad be a grand turn-up among them, Swan
Gates of Eden (ed. 1895) i. Nhb. Did ye hear him, lads, this
afternoon? That was a fine turn-up 1 Rhys Fiddler of Came
(1896) 48. (30) w.Yks. He'd slept a oal year in a turn-up bedTom Treddlehoyle Baimsla Ann. (1863) 18. (31) Win. Thoo'
munnat gah dookin in theer : it's a turn-whol an hez neeaboddum—thoo'll be droonded if thoo does (B.K.). (32) n.Yks
Turn-wrist ploughs are not entirely unknown

; two or three may
be met with in the Riding, Tuke Agric. (1800) 83. Ken The
Kentish turn-wrest-plough is almost the only one used or knownMarshall Review (1817) V. 435 ; Ken. 1 Sus.> With a moveable
mould-board, which turns up the second furrow on to the first.

3. Phr. (1) not to turn one's back upon nobody, not to giveway; (2) to have money to turn one's hands with, to have

£e
h,rM \8°?d

,
business

: (3) turn an arch, to form
or build an arch; (4) - and type, to do up old garments;

(!£n r^h 7V° .

ma
,

k
-

e th,ngs do; (5) -for the heel, to
turn the heel of a stocking or sock in knitting; (6) — go

to let out a visitor
; (7) — one in the brain, obs., to render

one insane, or confused in intellect
; (8) — one's blood, to

alarm one ; (9) — one's cup {down or (over, to turn one's

cup upside down to show that one has finished ; see Cup,
3 (7) ; (10) — one's garters fasting, a charm to recover
a faithless lover

;
(11) — one's head, (a) to make one's head

swim ; to make one dizzy
;

(b) see (7) ; (12) — one's heart,

to cause one to feel sick ; to create a feeling of nausea
;

(13) — one's toes to the sky, to die ; (14) — one's tongue, to

retort; to answer back when rebuked; (15) — over the

leaf, to start a change of system
; (16) — tail to tail, to

exchange things of equal value ; to barter without payment
on either side

; (17) — the corner, see (13) ; (18) — the head
of, to tend, take care of; to direct; to educate; (19) — the

house out at window, to make a great noise or disturbance

;

(20) — themselves over, of cattle : to sell for double the cost
price

; (21) — the tongs, see below
; (22) — the water, to

turn the course of water in irrigation
; (23) — the word, to

contradict ; to dispute the correctness of a statement

;

(24) — to reist, to become obstinate or restive; (25)

—

to
the door, to turn out of the house

; (26) — Turk, (a)
to lose one's temper; (b) to play a treacherous trick;
(c) to change one's opinion or purpose

; (27) — up one's
runners, see (13) ; (28) — up the wee finger, to drink to
excess ; to tipple

; (29) turn at the nook, a bend in the
road ; (30) — cheeses, turn, a girls' game ; see below

; (31)— the plettie, the game of ' turn the trencher
' ; (32) — the

ship, a girls' game
; (33) — thee, a call to a horse or cow to

move to one side.

(1) s.Lan. 1 Aw winno' turn mi back uppo nob'dy, 13. (2)
n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) N.I.1 (4) s.Lan. 1

, Chs. 1 (5) Dev. A spirit of
rivalry as to which should first arrive at the mysterious operation of
' lurnin' for the heel,' Longman's Mag. (June 1901) 149. (6) s.Pem.
Open you the west door And turn the old year go (E.D.). (7)
Abd. For Guid's cause, will ye a' explain, Or ye'll gae near to
turn me in the brain? Shirrefs Poems (1790) 139. (8) Guern.
Oh my good, it turned my blood (G.H.G.). (9) Cum.1 (s.v. Cup
down). Lin. I thowt I'd eaten breakfast well, Soa turned my
cup, and then gev ower, Brown Lit. Laur. (1890) 70. Wor.
(J.B.P.), Glo. (E.W.P.) (10) Cor. Lev her turn her garters
mornings fasting, and that'll draw un, Harris Our Cove (1900)
30. (11, a) Sc. His head's turned (A.W.). Abd. That sour dirt
o' wine's nae like gweed honest fusky ; it'll turn a man's heid
afore he's half-gate on, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 239. (b)
Abd. The trials she has come through has a kin' o' turned her
heid, Greig Logic o' Buchan (1899) 166. Lth. Grief. . . Took her
brain, and turned her head, Macneill Poet. Wks. (1801) 165, ed.
1856. n.Yks. It's good for nowt bud tonnin' foaks heads (I.W.).
(12) Sc. (A.W.) Der. Th' seet o' meat turns my heart, Gilchrist
Peak/and (1897) 160. (13) w.Yks. I'll turn merrier toes to th' sky
nor thee, lad, when it comes to deeing, Sutcliffe Moor and Fell
(1899) 63. (14) s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). (15) Sc. (AW.) ; An
old man, in my native place, who did not read remarkably well, on
taking the book, came to a chapter full of Hebrew names, which
he could not manage. < Marion,' said he to his wife, ' this is an unco
kittle chapter, and we had better turn o'er the leaf.' Hence,
turning oer the leaf is become a phrase, in that place, for any
change of system, Monthly Mag. (1800) I. 322. (16) w.Som.1

Have ee zold your'oss?' ' Ees, I chop'd way Joe Bond for
he s oss, trap, harness and all—we turned 'em tail to tail.' (17)Ga"\ An °ld bachelor, turning the corner, and leaving behind
nothing that will miss him, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 182, ed.
1876. (18) Hrf. 1 My woman's bad a-bed, and there's nobody to
turn the head of her. It ha neither father nor mother nor any
one to turn the head of it. (i9 ) Oxf. 1 MS. add. (20) n.Lin.' (s.v.
Tumble). (21) Nhb. 1 In setting out on tt journey one of the
family turns the fire-tongs for luck.

( 22) w.Som. 1 In irrigating
meadows, the water needs frequently to have its course changed
This requires some skill, and is called 'turning water.' Verycommonly the farmer will not trust a labourer to do this, but
turns the water 'himself. (23) N I. 1

I wouldn't begin to turn theword with you. (24) n.Yks. Mebbe t'lad's tonned t'reist, Atkinson
Lost (1870) v.. (25) Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks.1 (26, a) Nhp. 1 They fell
out about the will, and he turned Turk, and went offwithout his tea.
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(27) n.Yks. (I.W.) (28) Edb. Ye maun keep unco sober, and nobe turnin up yere wee finger sae aften as ye used to do, Ballan-
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tine Deanhaugh (1869) 309. (29) Lakel. (B.K.) (30) Lei. Green
cheeses, yellow laces, Up and down the market places ; First a

penny and then a groat, Turn, cheeses, turn, Gomme^-Games
(1898) 311 ; Lei. 1 Making cheeses is an amusement for children

practised by girls. . . The performers occasionally sing a song of

which the refrain is ' Turn, cheeses, turn !
' (s v. Cheeses).

[This is acted by two or more girls who walk or dance up and

down, turning when they say ' Turn, cheeses, turn.' The green

cheeses, as I am informed, are made with sage and potato tops.

' Green cheese, yellow laces, Up and down the market places,

Turn, cheeses, turn,' Halliwell Nursery Rhymes (1842I 149;
As far as I remember, there were two lines or rows of children.

They danced forwards and backwards, crossing to the opposite

side, and turning round. At the words 'Turn, cheeses, turn,' the

cheeses all turned round rapidly and then sank on the ground.

The players tried to inflate their dresses as much as possible and
then stooped down to the ground so that the dress remained

inflated ; only the head and shoulders surrounded by a ball-like

skirt then appeared, intended to represent a cheese. All joined

hands and danced round at the end, Gomme ib.~\ (31) Bnff. A
trencher, saucer, or plate is used. The players sit in a circle and

one twirls the trencher, at the same time calling out the name of

one of the players. He or she jumps up and tries to catch the

whirling trencher before it falls. If it fall or is knocked over,

a forfeit is lodged, and the player who lodged the forfeit now
becomes the twirler. If the trencher is caught it is handed back

and twirled again, and another name called out. The game con-

tinues till all, or at least most, of the players have lodged forfeits,

Gomme ib. 313. (32) Elg. This is commonly a girls' game. Two
join hands and trip along with hands crossed, turning from one

side to the other, and crossing their arms over their heads with-

out letting go their hold of each other, singing at the same time :

' Tip, tip, toe, London, lo ! Turn Mary Ann and away you go '

;

or ' Tip, tip, toe, leerie, lo ! Turn the ship and away you go ;
A

penny to you, and a penny to me. And a penny to turn the

basket,' ib. 312. (33) Chs.1

4. To pass by ; to turn a corner by.

Kcd. When they turn't the merchant's shop, Grant Lays

(1884) 10.

5. To drive animals.
Sc. (A.W.) Cum. 1 Ga' rawwnd t'hawwse an' torn that aa'd

caww back into t'faald. w.Som.1 Jim ! turn they yoa [ewe]

hogs down in Vuz Close. Dev. I turned a cow and a calf in to

Tiverton, Reports Provinc. (1884) ; You zee we can't turn a head

o' stock over the county bounds, 'thout being a pulled up directly,*.

6. To turn from one's purpose; to hinder, stop ; to sway,

influence.
Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks. 1 He's desput hard to to'n. He's to'n'd wiv

a little ; he's nowght fit for these parts.

7. To resist, keep off.

w.Yks. (J.W.), Not.1 Lei.1 Applied to anything for keeping out

wet. Applied to living things, cattle, &c, it means that they are

too hardy to be hurt by wet. War.3 Nhp. 1 This coat will turn

the weather. Shr.1 'Ere, tak' this shawl, it'll turn the rain if theer

comes on a shower. Hnt. (T.P.F.)

8. To change ; to transform.
Sh.I. O ! Guid 'at hes da pooer o' a', Eence lat dis wadder turn,

Nicols'on Ailhstin' Hedder (1 898) 6. Edb. Quhen he seis that they

cannot be win with lenitie, he turnis his tune, Rollock Works

(1599) I. 409, ed. 1844-9. Shr. That was the only thing the witch

was ever known to turn back again, Burne Flk-Lore (1883) xiii.

n.Dev. They tarns a good job into a bad un, Zack Dunstable Weir

(1901) 3.

9. To transfer.

w.Yks. When you have done with it, turn it to him (C.C.R.).

10. To take a turn for the better ; to recover.

Wm. He was gaan varra whiatly when t'hoose door clashed

teea an' he turned, an' lauve-ins-days ! what he dud gah through

afoort'end(B.K.). w.Yks. (J.W.)

11. To become ; to grow.
Sc. Your son is turning very big, Monthly Mag. (1798) II. 436 ;

He is turned a fine boy, ib. (1800) I. 322. Lnk. Roy Generalship

(ed. 1895) 20. Nhb. It torned quite savidge-like, Pease Mark o'

Veil (1894) 26. w.Yks. (J.W.), e.An. 2

12. To incline ; to have an inclination.

n.Hn. 1 Thaay're all agean his hevin' her, bud he to'ns that

awaays straangely.

13. To curdle ; to turn sour.

Sc. (A.W.), n.Cy. (Hall.), e.Yks.1
,
w.Yks.1 w.Som. 1 The

VOL. VI.

butter 'on't come ; I can't get it to turn a bit. I reckon the 'urnet's

stale, 't'on't turn the milk, zo you can't have no junket.

14. To mix and give air to manure.
w.Som.1 Thick heap o' dressin' ought to be a-turned, else he

'on't be half a-ratted.

15. Obs. To mix wool of divers colours. n.Cy. (K.)

16. To convert wire into hooks and eyes.
Shr. ' Turning,' that is, converting wire into hooks and eyes,

White Wrekin (i860) xix.

TURNA, see Torney.
TURNEL, sb. Lan. Chs. Shr. Cor. Also written

turnell Chs.3 ; turnil s.Lan. 1
;
and in forms tonnell,

tunnell Cor.2 [tanil, tanl.] A large, oval tub, esp. one
used for salting meat or scalding pigs.

Lan. Davies Races (1856) 239. s.Lan. 1 Chs.1 Large ones are

used for scalding pigs and are called 'pig turnels.' Smaller ones

are used for various purposes, such as putting under a cheese

press : kneading bread, salting meat, &c. ; Chs.3 s.Chs. 1 Shr. 1

Salting turnel, Auctioneer's Catal. (1875). Cor.2

TURNER, sb. Obs. Sc. 1. A copper coin worth two
pennies Scots.

Sc. This coin was struck in the reign of James VI (Jam.) ;
If

King James VI gave the name of turner to another copper coin

struck in his reign (1614) it was because the French lournois . . .

was also current in Scotland. Charles I continued the coinage

of the turner. The name was revived and applied to a similar

piece coined after the Restoration, in the beginning of Charles IPs

reign, Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 123. Abd. King Charles'

turners, striken by the earl of Stirling, . . were cried down from

two pennies to .one penny ; King James' turners to pass for two

pennies, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 197.

2. Phr. iaird tumers,co\m\.erkit money issued by tinkers.

Cf. caird.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. The kaird turners simpliciter discharged as

false cuinzies, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792 ) L *97-

TURNER, see Toner.
TURNER-ASIDE, sb. Obs. Sc. One who turns aside

or deviates from a particular course.
His soul . . . shall lead forth such back-drawers and turners-

aside with the workers of iniquity, Mac-Ward Contcndings (1723)

89 (Jam.).

TURNEY, see Torney.
TURNIL, sb. Yks. [ta'nil.] A small, round lump of

coal. w.Yks. Hlfx. Courier (July 1897). Cf. turling,

turnling.

TURNING, prp., vbl. sb. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc.

and Eng. Also in form turnun I.W. 1 [ts'rnin, te'nin.]

1. prp. and vbl. sb. In comb. (1) Turning-house, a mining

term : see below
;

(2) -loom, obs., a turning lathe
; (3)

•out time, the closing time of public-houses
; (4) -stick,

a long, crooked stick to turn layers of corn, &c.
; (5)

•stone, a charm against injury; (6) -the-barrel, a game:

see below
; (7) -tree, a wooden stirring-rod.

(1) Cor. 2 When [in mining] a drift is driven across the country

N. and S. lo cut a lode, they make a right angle from their drift,

and work on the lode itself, which, as it is in a contrary direction

to their past drift, they call ' turning house,' in order to work on

the course of the lode. (2) Gall. Long unmatched at making wee

wheels and chackreels, plying the turning-loom to great perfection,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 99, ed. 1876. (3) w.Yks. (J.W.) Sus.

The husband whose coming home depends more upon turning-out

time—the time, that is, when our public-houses are cleared and

closed, Egekton Flk.and Ways (1884) 91. (4) I.W. 1
(5) Dev.They

treated of turning stones against an enemy ;
of amulets to protect

humanity from the evil eye, Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900)

150 (6) Wil. 1 A game in wh:ch two children stand back to back,

locking their arms behind them, and lifting each other by turns

from the ground. (7) Sh.I. He wis a winderfil haand fir dryin'

burstin', an' never needed a turnin'-tree, bit just used his haand,

Stewart Tales (1892) 249.

2. sb. Obs. Two rounds in knitting a stocking. Oxf. 1

3. Obs. A small row of hay.

n.Yks. About noon, when thought necessary, it [the hay] is

again made into small rows, called turnings, Tuke Agric. {1800) 175.

4. A qualm ; nausea ; a feeling of sickness.

Sh.I. Da very name o' dem pits a turnin i' me stammik, Sh.

Neivs (Nov. 24, 1900).
N n
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6. Obs. Of the leg: the calf; the space between the ancle
and the calf.

Edb. You may see, if so inclined, The turning of the leg behind,
Fergusson Poems (1773) 211, ed. 1785.

TURNIP, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Lakel. Yks. Midi. Der.
Lin. Oxf. Bck. Suf. Wil. Dev. Also written turnep Midi.;
and in forms tonnup e.Yks. 1

; to'nup n.Lin.1 sw.Lin.1

[ta-rnap, ta'nsp.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Turnip-dicky, a boy
employed to do odd jobs on a farm

; (2) -head, a stupid
person ; a blockhead

; (3) -lantern, {a) a lantern made
out of a hollowed turnip

;
(b) a term of abuse

; (4) -oats,
oats sown after turnips

; (5) -shaw, a turnip top
; (6)

-shawer, one who cuts off the tops of turnips
; (7) -sheep,

sheep fed on turnips
; (8) -sick, of land : exhausted as

regards turnip-growing
; (9) -singler, one who thins and

weeds young turnips.

(1) Nhb. 1 (s.v. Odd-Laddy). (2) Dmf. Angell Jean's been ca'in'

me—'a turnip-heid ' and ' a donnert fule,' Paton Castlebraes (1898)
17. e.Yks. 1 Noo, tonnup-heed, stond oot o' gate. w.Yks. (J. W.)
(3, a) Frf. They took a turnip lantern with them, Barrie Licht
(1888) ii. Ayr. The callans were at it already, rinning aboot wi'
their fause-faces on and their bils o' turnip lanthrons in their
hauns, Service Nolandums (1890) 40. Nhb. Graham Red Scaur
(1896) 77. Lakel. 2 O lads gahs through t'lurnip lantern stage i'

ther turns. n.Yks. (I.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.), n.Lin. 1
, Oxf. 1 MS. add.

(A) Nhb. The fond, conceited, wizened old turnip-lantern of a
chap, Lilburn Borderer (1896) 166. (4) Bwk. Henderson Pop.
Rhymes (1856) 37 n. (5) Gall. It was a fine morning, flattering
the turnip-shaws, Crockett Love Idylls (1901) 241. (6) Kcb. Cheap
milkers, an' weeders, an' turnip-single-s, . . an' turnip-shawers,
Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 199. (7) n.Lin. 1 The men who pre-
pare their food for them are said to be among to'nup-sheep.
sw.Lin. 1 He's among the to'nup-sheep. (8) Wil. 1 Jefferies Gt.
Estate (1880) i. (9) Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 199.
2. Phr. (1) a turnip ofa head,a stupid head without brains

;

(2) to give {cold) turnips, to cast off, to jilt. Cf. turmit, 4.
(1) Dmf. Your big, stupit, donnert turnip-o-a-heid canna see't,

Paton Castlebraes (1898) 16. (2) Suf. The gourd forms a favorite
metaphor in common parlance—le ha dado calabazas = she has re-
fused him, is the 'giving cold turnips' of Suffolk, Ford Spain
(1845) 27 n. Dev. The common people here say when a damsel
has cast oil a lover that she has 'given him turnips' N. & O
(1855) 1st S. xi. 501.

3. The charlock, Sinapis arvensis. Bck. (B. & H.)
4. v. Of turnips : to begin to form bulbs.
n.Lin.1 Turnip plants are said to begin to to'nup when they begin

to form bulbs. I have heard, though rarely, ' to to'nup ' applied
to the formation of other roots, as carrots and onions.
5. To feed sheep with turnips.
n.Lin. 1 Shearling wethers turniped by many and sold in the

wool, Young Agric. (1799) 320.

6. To collect turnips. Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1706)
nw.Der. 1

, w.Cy. (Hall.) ^ /y '

TURNLING.sA. w.Yks.4 [tanlinj A round lump of
coal of moderate size. See Turling, Turnil.
TURNPIKE, sb. Sc. Wor. Wil. 1. A narrow spiral

staircase
;
gen. in comp. Turnpike-stair.

Sc. There were, I believe, more than one of those 'turnpike
stairs, as they were called, about the house, by which the public
rooms, all of which entered through each other, were accommo-
dated with separate and independent modes of access Scott
Chron. Canongate (1827) Introd. vi. Abi A turnpike-stair' of slow
sweep and enormous diameter, Macdohald Donal Grant (1883)
xi. Ayr. The lodging . . . was situated on the third flat of a tene-
ment here, and reached by a turnpike stair, two centuries old at
least, Ochiltree Out ofShroud (1897) 63. Edb. A turnpike stair
is the term used in Edinburgh and over all Scotland, to denote a
stair of which the steps are built in a spiral form like a screen
[screw] winding round the same axis in opposition to a straight
(light of steps which are called scale stairs, Arnot Hist Edb
(1779) 246 note (Jam.). Kcb. He knoweth how long the turnpike
is, Rutherford Lett. (1660) No. 299.
2. A wire set by a poacher across a hare's run. Wil.1

d. Lomp. Turnpike-sailor, a tramp.
s.Wor. A sight o' riglar vagabon's about ? Oy, folks ca's thahy

trovellers turnpik' sailors (H K
)

i"«"y

TURPENTINE-SOAP, sb. Cor.1 Yellow soap
TURPIN, s£. Obs. w.Yks. 1 A slang name for a kettle.

TURPIN, adj. Yks. Wicked; alluding to 'Dick
Turpin,' the highwayman. Also used subst.

w.Yks. A wicked lad is said to be ' turpin,' Hamilton Nugae
Lit. ("1841) 348; Ai iz a tspin (J.W.).

TURPLE, see Torple.
TURPS, sb.pl. Rut. 1

[taps.] A dial, form of turnips.'

TURR, sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. Irel. Cum. w.Cy. Som. Dev.
Also in forms terra w.Cy. Dev. ; toor Sc. (Jam.) ; toorie
Sc. ; torr Cum.14

; tour Sc. (Jam.) N.I. 1
; toure Sc. ; ture

Sc.(Jam.); turraCum.14
;
turrahCum.4

; turruh w.Som.1
;

turry Sc. [tu(r ; ta'ra.] 1. sb. A turf, sod, peat ; a dial,

form of ' turf.'

Sc. Ay, man, it's a bonny turr, Ford Thistledown (1891) 98.
n.Sc. O' is my corn a' shorn ... Or is my toors a' won ? Old Sng.
(Jam.) w.Sc. (Jam.), N.I. 1

, Cum. 14 w.Cy. Grose (1790). w.Som. 1

Here, Betty, drow in a turruh— I zim 'tis cold like. Dev. To rise

at five the next morning and ' stool terras' . . . (set the new-cut
peat out to dry in the wind and sunshine), Madox-Brown Dwale
Bluth (1876) bk. in. i. n.Dev. Why twos thee thy own zel up to
stooling o' terra's, Exm. Scold. (1746) I. 175.

Hence (1) Toure-battle, sb. a skirmish among boys, in
which they throw bits of peat at one another

; (2) -dyke,
sb. a wall or -fence of turf or peat; (3) Turrah-car, sb. a
cart used to fetch peat from the bog

; (4) Turruh-heap,
sb. a heap or stack of peat.

(1) Ayr. He was fined 6d. when at school for taking part in a
toure battle among the boys (G.W.). (2) Ayr. O Lord, I ken
Thou canst do everything : if it was Thy wull, I ken Thoo couldst
ca' this toure dyke owre on me eve'noo for my sins ! Service Dr.
Duguid (ed. 1887) 282. (3) Cum. It was t' clog-whiels eh t' Hee
Neuck oald turrah car, mebby at was fassent on t'assel-tree, Sar-
gisson foe Scoap (1881) 59; Cum. 4 (s.v. Tummel car). (4)
w.Som. 1 Aay wuz u-bau-rnd een u deesh-kifl un u-bree-d au-p
een u tuur-u eep [I was born in a dish-kettle and bred up in a turf
heap]. In moorland districts these ' turruh heaps ' are always to
be seen.

2. v. To remove the turf from waste land ; to pare off
the turf before ' casting ' peats. Cf. tir(r, 3.

Per. You must turry before casting peats in the moss (G.W.).
Hence Turryingspade, sb. the spade with which the

surface of soft turf is removed in order to get at the peat
below, ib.

TURR, int. and sb.2 Irel. Som. Dev. Also in forms
tthurN.I.1

; turgh, turrh Ir. [ta(r.] A call to pigs; a
word used to drive pigs ; freq. reduplicated ; occas. a pig
itself.

Ir. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) N.I. 1 Uls. Uls. frn. Arch.
(1853-1862) VI. 102. w.Som. 1 Dev.1 And took the boy wi' me
to cry turr and vease away the pigs, 30, ed. Palmer. nw.Dev. 1

TURR, v? and sb? e.Lan.' [t§(r).] 1. v. To butt with
the head. 2. sb. A habit of butting.
A beast possessing this vicious habit is said to have 'th' turr

ith head.'

TURRA, sb. Obs. Sc. In phr. to ride to Turret, to be
in great glee. See below.
n.Sc.Aince again renew the knack To ride to Turra, Tarras

Poems (1804) 13 (Jam.) ; Turreff, a village in Banffshire, famous
lor merriment

; hence he is said to be riding to Turra who is
merry, ib. note.

TURRA, TURRAH, see Turr, sb}
TURRET, sb. Hmp. Also in form torret Hmp. 1

Lta-rat; to-rat.] The tufted sedge, Carex caespitosa; a
clump of sedge

;
gen. in pi.

The Carex cespilosa,
. . rising into tall hassocks, is called by the

loresters torrets; a corruption, I suppose, of turrets, White

TURRH, see Turr, int.

TURRIEFAX-DAY,^. Bnff.1 A term used to signify
never.' & J

TURRISH,!,. Sc. [tarif.] To stand still ; to be quiet.
wgt. t saw a woman milking a cow, and it wouldn't be quiet,

and she clapped it on the side and said ' turrish ! turrish !
' Saxon

^'tSS^8
-
7^ 2&4

'

Tam
'
wiU the callen n° t^rish ? ib.TURRIVY, see Terrify.

TURSE,,v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Also written tirse Nhb.1
;turs Sc (Jam.)

; turss Sc. Bnff. 1
; and in form turze Sc.

hnnHi f
t3rs '] > v

-
To truss

;
t0 make into a

bundle
;
to pack up ; a dial, form of ' truss.'
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Sc. (Jam.), Cai. x Abd. Auld Daddy having's win'lins turst . . .

retired, Cock Strains (1810) I. 121. Nhb.1 He's tirsin hay.

Hence (1) Tursable, adj., obs., portable ; able to be
packed up ; (2) Tursin, sb., obs., a bundle, pack, baggage.

(1) Abd. The laird, fearing some trouble to follow, displenished

the place, left nothing tursable within, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792)
I. 221. (2I Bch. Gif I them [arrows] in ray tursin had, As I'd the

Trojan weird, Forbes Ulysses (1785) 33.

2. To adjust one's clothes; to take an infant from the

cradle and dress it.

Bnff. 1 Abd. Sawny raise . . . An' turses himsel, wi' staffin hand,

He left the house a' snorin' soun', Anderson Poems (ed. 1826) 45.

Frf. Ilk lass begins her back to lout, Her cotties a' to turse,

Morison Poems (1790) 27.

3. To pack off, send away.
Sc. I schaipe myself within schort quhyle To turse our Ladie in

Argyle, Rogers Reformers (1874) 14.

4. Obs. To take oneself off; to walk.
Bch. Tarras Poems (1804) Gl. (Jam.) Abd. Again they turst

[trust, ed. 1812] as soon 's the day did peep, Ross Helenore (1768)

218, Nimmo's ed.

5. To set to work.
Bnff. 1 Turss, lads ; haud at it, an' lats hae deen wee't.

6. To half drag and half carry a burden along with great

difficulty. Or.I. (S.A.S.) 7. sb. A truss, bale, bundle;

a load. Also usedfig.
Bnff. 1 e.Sc. ' A turs of heather,' as much heath as a horse can

carry on his back (Jam.). e.Per. Tynin' turssis gaitherin' straes

(W.A.C.). Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Nhb.1

8. The act of dressing an infant. Bnff.1 9. Labour
or difficulty in carrying.

ib. We hid a gey turss o' the kist or we got it up the stair.

TURSK, see Tusk, sb?
TURSKIL, sb. Obs. Sc. An instrument used for

cutting peats.
When the peat-moss is not more than from one to two feet deep,

the peat is cut perpendicularly by a spade called a turskill. This

instrument is about nine inches long with a heel at right angles to

the right side, two inches and a half broad, with a perpendicular

socket (being the continuance of the heel) to embrace the wooden
handle about four feet and a half long, and in it is fixed a foot-step

of wood, a few inches above the termination of the socket of the

spade. The peat-cutter, holding the handle with both hands, with

one push of the right foot drives the spade into the moss so as to

cut out a peat, or turf, 12 inches long and two inches thick, Agric.

Surv. 234 (Jam.).

TURT, see Tart, adj.

TURTLE, v. Lin. In phr. to turtle and tauntle, to tease

and tantalize ; to flirt with and then discourage. See
Tauntle.

(J.C.W.); Ther she was, turtling and tauntling (Hall., s.v.

Tauntling).

TURTLE-STONE, sb. Dor. A geological term: a

septarian nodule in the Oxford Clay.

It contains much iron pyrites and selenite, and many septaria

called 'turtle stones,' Woodward Geo!. Eng. and Wales (1876)

198 ; The name Turtle Stone has been given from the supposed

resemblance of the surface when polished to the back of a turtle,

Damon Geo!. Weymouth and Isle of Portland (1864) 25.

TURV, TURVE, TURVEE, see Turf, Tervee.

TURVEY, sb. Pern, [ta'vi.] A children's game.
Their game was played by marching two and two in a measured

step to a given distance, turning and marching back again. As

they did so they chanted these lines :
—

' Turvey, turvey, clothed

in black, With silver buttons upon your back, One by one, two by
two, Turn about and that will do,' N. &* Q. (1864) 3rd S. v. 394.

TURVIN, TURWILLEE, see Tuffinfg, Towillees.

TURY-LURY, adv. e.Yks.1
[tu'ri-luri.] At a rapid

pace.
TURZE, TUS, see Turse, Tush, sb.

TUSCHLICH, TUSDOON, see Tushloch, sb.1
, Thou.

TUSE, int. Bnff.1 An exclamation used to incite a bull.

TUSH, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf.

Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. Wor. Shr. Glo. Brks. Hnt.

Cmb. Sus. Cor. Also in forms tus w.Yks.5
; tuss n.Yks.

Der.2
[tuf, tef.] 1. A dial, form of tusk'; along-shaped

tooth ; the tooth of an animal. Cf. tosh, sb.
1

Abd. Brutes o' swine wi' fearsome tushes, Shelley Flowers

(1868) 60. Edb. The cornet's horse was jist five aff, while mine's
micht have been onything ye please by his tushes, Campbell
Deilie Jock (1897) 66. Gall. As the wild boar gnashes his tushes,

Crockett Grey Man (1896) 115. n.Cy. (Hall.), Lakel.2 ,
Cum. 1

,

w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

, e.Lan.', s.Lan. 1
, Chs. 1

, s.Chs. 1
, Der.2 , nw.Der. 1

,

Not.12 s.Not. Look what big tushes the boar's got! (J.P.K.)
Lin. I've got a tush for you, lad, when I get down to the dreern
again— one I digged out, Fenn Dick 0' the Fens (1888) xii. sLin.

(F.H.W.), Rut. 1 Lei.1 Applied to any long teeth, particularly the

canines. Nhp.1 The teeth between the fore teeth and the grinders.

s.Wor. (H.K.\ se.Wor. 1 Shr.1 'E wuz as foul a fellow as ever

yo' sid'n, 66th two lung tith jest like a bwur's tushes; Shr.2

Brks. (M J.B.), Hnt. (T.P.F.), Cmb. (J.D.R.), Sus. 1

Hence Tushy, adj. having tusks ; also used subst.

s.Not. We call 'im ' tushy' becos 'is teeth's so big (J.P.K.).

2. A tooth ; a child's name for a tooth. See Tushy.
n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks. (I.W.), w.Yks.25 Lan. A tush at pleagues

me, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1740) 123; Lan. 1
,
s.Lan.1

,
Stf. 1

,

nw.Der. 1
, Not. 2 , Lin.

1
, n.Lin.1 sw.Lin.1 He's gotten three tushes

thruff. Cor. 1

3. The broad part of a ploughshare.
s.Wor. Upon the front and pointed end of it [the throck of

a plough] is fixed the share made of wrought-iron, flush with the

throck on the near side but having a tush or cutting part on the

off side (H.K.). se.Wor. 1 Glo. Grose (1790) ;
Glo. 1

TUSH, v. Yks. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. w.Cy. [tuj, tv{.\

1. To draw a heavy weight along the ground ; to push,

drag, or shove anything too heavy to be carried ; to trail.

ne.Wor. When a tree, recently cut down, is drawn along on a

pair of wheels, so that the end of the tree drags along the ground,

the tree is said to tush (J.W P.). w.Wor. 1
,
s.Wor. (H.K.),

se.Wor.1 Shr. 1 If I canna carry 'em, be 'appen I can tush 'em

alung; Shr. 2
, Hrf.12 Glo. 1 To tush and lug about. w.Cy. (Hall.)

Hence Tushing-wheels, sb. pi. a pair of wheels between
which heavy trunks of trees, &c. are slung for removal.

se.Wor.1 2. To drive in a nail diagonally or not at

right angles to the surface.
w.Yks. Nails are said to be tushed when in fastening one piece

of wood to another they are driven in obliquely so as to make the

work more secure (S.O.A.).

TUSHALAGIES, TUSHALAGY, see Tushalan.

TUSHALAN, sb. Nhb. Also in forms tushalagies,

tushalagy. The coltsfoot, Tussilago Farfara. A cor-

ruption of ' Tussilago.' Cf. dishilago, tushy-lucky gowan.
Nhb. 1 sw.Nhb. The forms Tushalagy and Tushalagies are

heard in sw.Nhb. (R.O.H.)

TUSHER, sb. Som. [tB-Ja(r).] A coarse mushroom.
The mushroom crop has been a failure in some parts of Somerset

this year, the only kind of edible fungus picked being the variety

known as horse mushrooms, or ' tushers,' and these reach a very

large size (W.F.R.).

TUSHKAR, see Tuskar.
TUSHKARRUE,s&. Obs. Sh.I. Alsowritten tuskaro.

A confused struggle ; a noisy rabble. (J.S.), S. & Ork. 1

TUSHKER, see Tuskar.

TUSHLOCH, sb.
1 Sc. Also in form tuschlich Bnff. 1

[tB'Jlax.] 1- A small truss or bundle.
Bnff. 1 Of rags, hay, straw, or any fibrous substance. Abd. Gie's

a tushloch o' yarn, hay, &c. (G.W.)

2. A small cock of hay, grass, straw, &c. Bnff. 1

TUSHLOCH, sb.
2 Sc. Also written tushlach 'Jam.).

[tBflax-] The dung of oxen ; also called Cow-tushlach.
Dmf. A cake of cow-dung, so dry that it may be burned (Jam. ).

Gall. (J.M.)

TUSHY, sb. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Lan. Not. Lin. War.
Also written tushi- n.Lin. 1 sw.Lin.1

; tushie Cum.24 Lan. 1

;

and in forms toosey War.2
; tussy e.Yks. 1 w.Yks.5

I tu-f i,

tTsJi.] A child's name for a tooth
;
gen. in comp. Tushy-

peg or -meg. See Tush, sb. 2.

Lakel.2
, Cum.24 , e.Yks.1 w.Yks.5 ' Gehring his tussies nicely,'

says a woman of an infant. Lan.1
, Not. (J.H.B.), n.Lin.1

, se.Lin.

(J.T.B.) sw.Lin.1 Let mammy feel it little tushipegs. War. 2

TUSHY-LUCKY GOWAN, phr. Sc. The coltsfoot,

Tussilago Farfara. Cf. tushalan.
Dmf. The first half of the Dumlries name for the coltsfoot,

'Tushy-lucky gowan,' is doubtless from the Latin Tussilago,

Science Gossip (1869) 28.

N n 3
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TUSK, sb.
L Yks. [tusk] 1. In comp. Tusk-tooth,

an eye-tooth. e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.) 2. pi. The
projecting ends of the lintel of a door. n.Yks. (I.VV.)

TUSK, sb.2 Nhp.2 [tusk.] A tuft of grass or weeds.
See Tussock.
TUSK, sb.3 Sc. Also in forms tosk, tursk Heb.

[tBsk.] The torsk, Brosmius brosme. Also used attrib.

Sc. 'I he torsk, often called the tusk and brismac, is the most
valued of all the cod kind, and when dried, forms a considerable
article of commerce, Essays High/. Soc. III. 15 (Jam.). Sh.I. Along
with the ling that is caught, there is a much less quantity of cod
and of the Gadus Brosme or tusk, Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822)
223, ed 1891 ; Sh. News (Apr. 9, 1898). Cai.1 Heb. The tursk
or tosk is perhaps the finest of the Gadidae when fresh. . . It is

wholly a northern fish, Smith Lewsiana (1875) 237. w.Sc. The
fish called ' tusk ' abounds on the coast of Brassa. . . This fish is

as big as a ling, of a brown and yellow colour, has a broad tail ; it

is better fresh than salted, Martin TV. Isl. (1716) 385 (Jam.).

TUSK, v.
1 Bnff. 1 [ti2sk.] To cut peat from above.

Cf. tuskar. Hence Tusk-spade, sb. a spade used in cutting
peats.
A kind ofspade with a tuskatright angles to the plane of the spade.

TUSK, v.
2 Sc. [tBsk.] 1. To change the contents

of one bag into another. Also used fig.
Per. Ye'll need to tusk the bags at the Railway Station. I was

eident a' day luskin' corn. ' Gie him a tuskin',' i.e. coup him up
so that his money drops from his pockets (G.W.).
2. To pluck or pull roughly as when a horse tears hay
from a stack. Fif. (Jam.)
TUSKAR, sb. Sc. Also written tusker Sh. and Or.I.;

and in forms toysker Sh.I. ; tushkar S. & Ork.1
; tushker

Sh.I. [tB-sksr.] A spade for cutting peat.
Sh.I. An ancient Scandinavian implement of husbandry is used

for casting the peats, named a tuskar ; its shaft is rather longer
than that of a common spade, whilst to the bottom of it is affixed
a sharp iron plate, styled a feather, which projects from one place
seven inches, and from another a little more than an inch, Hibbert
Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 179, ed. 1891 ; Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 45 ; The
peats are cut by an instrument peculiar to the country, termed a
toysker, which is a long narrow spade, with a sharp iron plate
about seven inches long, placed at right angles to the blade, on
its left side, Cowie Shetland'(1871) 166 ; Sh. News (May 29, 1897) ;

S. & Oik. 1
,
Or.I. (S.A.S.) Cai. 1 Peats cut downwards with the

ordinary 'peat-spade' are square in section, those cut with the
'tuskar' are broad and thin. "Bnff. (W.C.)
[ON. torf-skeri, a turf-cutter (Vigfusson).]
TUSKARO, see Tushkarrue.
TUSKY, sb. Obsol. Yks. A straw hat. w.Yks. (J.N. L.)
TUSKY, adj. Obs. Sc. Having tusks.
Sc. The spoils of brindled lions and tusky boars, Magopico (ed.

1836) ir. Gall. Boggles queer . . . Ranked in raws, wi' tusky
jaws, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 121, ed. 1876.

TUSOME, see Tewsome.
TUSS, sb. and v. Sh.I. [tus.] 1. sb. The broken

parts or refuse of hay, straw, &c.
'Whaar there's tuss there's buss.' . . The inference of the

proverb is that one having numerous things passing through his
hands is likely to succeed in ' feathering his nest,' Spence Flk-Lore
(1899) 230.

2. v. To toss about carelessly ; esp. to toss paper, straw,
or any other light substance. Also used fig.

' I diinna juist understaand some o' yon hard wirds 'at ye mak
iise o'.' ' Why, ill helt—dues doo no tuss trow yon winderfil
dickshinar o' dine?' Sh. News (Dec. 18, 1897) ; (J.S.)

TUSS, TUSSACK, see Tush, sb., Tussock.
TUSSEY, sb. Obs. w.Yks. 1 A low, drunken person.
TUSSICATED, see Tossicated.
TUSSICK, sb. Yks. Also written tussik. [tu'sik.]

A struggle, tussle.

^

There was a tussick all over the floor, Fetherston Farmer, 80;
I'll back Tom in a tussik aginlawyur ony deeay, ib. T. Goorkrodger
(1870) 112.

TUSSLE, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. [tu'sl, tB'sl.] 1. sb.
In phr. all on a tussle, struggling, having a tussle.
w.Yks. 5 Yon fowkV awal on a tussle, what's t'smatterAh wonder

!

2. v. To exhaust by tussling.
w.Yks. 5 Tussled await' stren'th art o' me boans ommast.

3. To seize ; to embrace roughly ; to tumble, ruffle.

Also used fig.
Cai. She played pranks on him at the steading, assailing him

and tussling him at unawares, M cLennan Peas. Life (187 1) I. 28.

Lth. Thy wee bit neck and bosom bare, Though tussled by the

cauld raw air, Ballantine Poems (1856) 70. ,

TUSSOCK, sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei.

Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Brks. Bdf. Hrt. Hnt.
e.An. Sur. Sus. Wil. Dor. Dev. Nfld. Also written

tussack w.Yks. ; tussuck se.Wor. 1
; and in form tussick

Sus. 1 [tu'ssk, te-sak.] 1. A tuft of coarse grass or

heather, &c. ; a clump of sedge or rushes.
Sc. Cast me on a tussock of bent, Stevenson Catriona (1893)

xiii. e.Sc. The tussocks quaked as if they were to sink bodily

under their feet, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 108. Lth.

(Jam.) Twd. Buciian Weather (1899) 13. Gall. Isobel ... sat

down to recover herself upon a convenient tussock of dry heather,

Crockett Love Idylls (1901) 10. Ir. He was seated on a tussock

of tawny weed, Barlow Shamrock (1901) 227. w.Yks.2
, Der. 2

Not. The fox laid asleep on one of the tussocks (L.C.M.); Not.12

Lin. 1 The first is remarkable for the several tussocks or bunches
of thorns wherewith it is armed round. n.Lin.1

, Rut. 1

, Lei. 1
,

Nhp. 1

, War.2
, s.War. 1

, s.Wor.1
, se.Wor. 1

, Shr. 12
, Hrf.12

, Glo.12
,

Brks. (M.J.B.) Bdf. A clump of polyanthus, violets, grass, &c. is

called a 'tussock' (J.W.B.). Hrt. Cussans Hist. Hrt. (1879-81)
III. 321. Hnt. (T.P.F.) e.An. 1 A thick tuft of coarse grass in

pastures, or of rank growth in corn. Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad
Nrf. (1893) 3. Suf. 1

,
Sur.i sus. 1 A passel o' gurt old tots and

tussicks (ib., s.v. Tot). Dsr. Barnes Gl. (1863). Dev. He leapt
from tussock to ridge, Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900) 412.
[Nfld. Trans. Amer. Flk-Lore Soc. (1894).]

Hence Tussocky, adj. overgrown with ' tussocks,' full

of tufts of coarse grass.
w.Yks.2

, Not. 1
, Lei. 1

, Nhp.1
, War.23, Shr.12 Nrf. It has now

settled upon a tussocky promontory that runs out from between
the reeds, Patterson Man and Nat. (1895) 32. Dor. Summat
jumped i' the tussocky grass, C. Hare Broken Arcs (1898) 97.
Wil. Just behind a 'tussocky' bunch of grass, Jefferies Game-
keeper (1878) 151, ed. 1887.

2. Fig. A tuft of hair.
Gall. The tussock of grey bristles which covered his head,

Crockett Dark o' Moon (1902) 57. w.Yks. A tuft o' hair i' t'shape
ov a tussock stuck on each corner ov her chin, Hallam Wadsley
Jack (1866) viii.

[1. Cp. Swed. dial, tuss, a bottle of hay (Rietz).]

TUSSOME, sb. Ken.12 [t^-sam.] Hemp or flax.

TUSSY, see Tushy.
TUSSY-MUSSY, sb. Der.2 nw.Der.1 Confusion. Cf.

tuzzy.

TUT, sb. 1 Wor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written tutt,
tutte Dev. [tet] 1. A hassock, footstool. Also in comb.
Tut-sub. Cf. toit, sb. 1

*

Som. (W.F.R.); (Hall.) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). Dev.
1751-2. For three tutts for the parson, is., E. Budleigh Ch'wardens'
Ace.

;
Reports Provinc. (July 1902). n.Dev. A tut turned young

Giles topsy turvey, Rock Jim an" Nell (1867) st. 106. Cor. 123
2. A small pad or cushion.
Wor. There's a bit of a tut between the points of a carriage-

spring (H.K.).

TUT, sb.2 Der. I.W. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also
written tutt Der. [tut.] 1. Piece-work. Cf. tote 2
•

WX
J" 1° d

,°
W0

,

rk by the tut
'
Grose

( r 79°). D°r. A little more

'n,?,o y
s

Ult
' °r P'ece -work at h3y and corn harvest, Good

Wds. (1870) 99 ; Dor. 1 234. Som. (J.S.F.S.)
2. Comp. (1) Tut-man, one who works by the piece

(a) -money, pay for piece-work, overtime in harvesting'
&c.

; (3) -work, piece-work
; also used attrib. (4) -worker

see (1).
'

(r) Cor. The tut-man (or piece-work man) . . . cuts out the rock
at so much per fathom and obtains wages at the rate of from
£2 10s. to ^3 a month, Ballantyne Deep Down (1868) 359 ; Cor. 2

-^ ~~..Wanged
no, mine s tutwork pace, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 7. Cor i 2

(4) Cor. In regard to ' tributers ' and ' tut-workers ' ... the w
both is

hard rock

. the work
of both is

.
that of hewing, picking, boring, and biasHng" the

,
Ballantyne Deep Down (1868) 359.
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3. Phr. tut and tit, obs., the whole of anything complete
in every detail. Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 436. Cf.

tote, 1, tit, sb} 2.

TUT, sb.3 Yks. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Bck. Bdf. Also
written tutt Lei.1 [tut, tat.] Offence

;
gen. in phr. to take

tut. Cf. tout, sb.
1 2.

Lei. 1
, Nhp.12 n.Bck. He took tut at it (A.C.).

Hence Tutty, adj. apt to take offence, touchy ; testy,

irritable.

n.Yks.12 , m.Yks. 1
, Lei.1 Nhp.1 How tutty he is to-day ; there's

no pleasing him ! War.23 , se.Wor. 1 Bdf. Batchelor Anal.

Eng. Lang. (1809) 145.

TUT, sb* Nhb. Chs. Lin. Also in- form tutty s.Chs.1

Lin. [tut.] 1. A tooth. Cf. tooties, tuttle, sb.
1
1.

Nhb. It's startin to cry again, Aw see tuts throo its gum, Wilson
Siigs. (1890) 3.

2. A child's name for the foot or toe. Cf. toot, sb.
3

,

tuttle, sb.1 2.
s.Chs. 1 Keep it little tutties warm. se.Lin. (J.T. B.)

TUT, sb.5 Lin. [tut, tBt.] A ghost, hobgoblin. Also
in comp. Tutgut. Cf. Tomtut(t, s.v. Tom, 9 (47).

This spectre is recognized in and near Spilsby, but not in all

parts of the county (Hall.); Lin.1 e.Lin. A man coming home
late one night saw something white on the road, and as he told

me, ' I thowt I'd happened of a tut' (G.G.W.).

Hence Tut-got(ten, ppl. adj. seized or overtaken by a

ghost ; carried away by fairies.

(H.W.), (Hall.) , e.Lin. I thocht I was tut-gotten (G.G.W.).

TUT,s2>.6 Cor.12 [tBt.] A stupid person.

TUT, sb.
7 and v.

1 Yks. Lan. Shr. Dev. Cor. Also

written tutt w.Yks. [tut, tBt.] 1. sb. Obs. A boys' game.
Dev. A sort of stool ball much practised about the Easter

holidays, particularly at Exeter, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 443-

2. A stopping-place in the game of rounders; a stone or

anything set up for a mark or bound.
w.Yks. Then run to a tutt, and then to t'next, and then home

(A.C.) ; w.Yks.2 Shr. Three brick-bats called ' tuts,' which were

set up at equal distances on the ground, in such positions that a

player running past them all would describe a complete circle by

the time she returned to the den, Burne Flk-Lore (1883) 524.

3. Comp. Tut-ball, (1) a game of ball ; the game of

rounders
; (2) a child's ball.

(1) e.Yks.1 Now only played by boys, but half a century ago by

adults on Ash Wednesday, believing that unless they did so they

would fall sick in harvest time. This is a very ancient game, and

was elsewhere called stool-ball. w.Yks. 2 Shr. Tut-ball; as

played at a young ladies' school at Shiffnal fifty years ago. The

players stood together in their ' den,' behind a line marked on the

ground, all except one, who was ' out,' and who stood at a distance

and threw the ball to them. One of the players in the den then

hit back the ball with the palm of the hand, and immediately ran to

one of three brick-bats, called 'tuts.'.. The player who was 'out'

'

tried to catch the ball and to hit the runner with it while passing

from one ' tut' to another. If she succeeded in doing so she took

her place in the den and the other went ' out ' in her stead. This

game is very nearly identical with rounders, Burne F
(1883) 324 ; Shr.1 Chiefly played by girls. (2) e.Lan. 1

4. v. To bat at cricket. Cor.3

TUT, v.
2 Nhp. War. [tBt.] To be uneven in length

or height ;
gen. with up.

Nhp. 1 The use of this word is restricted to any article of dress

which'stands up disproportionately or irregularly; a gown tuts

up that is shorter in one part than another, so as partially to shew

the under-garment ; a bonnet tuts up that is too much elevated

either in poke or crown. War.3

TUT, see Tit, sb. 3 , To, prep., Toot, v.
2

TUTA, see Too-too.
.

TUTCHOCK, sb. s.Lan.1 [tu-tjak.] A small piece ot

anything; lit. a little touch.

TUTE, TUTH, see Toot, v.
2
, To, prep., Tooth.

TUTHER, TUTHRE, see Tother, adj., Two-three.

TUTIE, sb. Obs. Sc. A woman addicted to drinking;

a child who drinks a great deal. See Toot, v 3

Now all ye men, baith far and near, That have a drunken tutie

O Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) II. 14= (Jam.); < Drunken tutie, a

name given to a female who is addicted to drinking (Jam.).

TUTIE-TA, TUTIETATIE, see Tutti-taiti.

TUTMUTE, see Toot-moot.

Flk-Lore

TUT-NOSE, sb. Obs. e.An. A snub-nose. Trans.
Phil. Soc. (1858) 175; e.An.1

TUTOR, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. Lan. 1. sb. Obsol. The
legal guardian of a minor. Also in comp. Tutor-of-law.

Sc. Edb. Revieiv (Apr. 1809) 145 ; He appointed Messrs. A. B.

and D. C. the tutors and curators of his children, Mitchell
Scotticisms (1799) 87 ; Such a guardian was invariably designed
from the name of his estate put under his. charge (Jam.). n.Yks.

Math. Owderson, her grandfather and lawfull tutor, Quarter Sess.

Rec. (Oct. 6, 1615) in N. R. Rec. Soc. (1884) II. 109.

2. v. To manage, handle; to humour, coax.
Lan. Dunnot injure it. . . Just tutor it gradely, it'll goo up if it's

made, Wood Hum. Sketches, 16. s.Lan. 1 He knows heaw t'tutor

a fiddle.

[2. Wilt thou tutor me from quarrelling ? Shaks. 7?. S°

J. in. i. 32.]

TUTORY, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written tutorie and in

form tut'ry. 1. Tutorship, teaching.

Sc. The tutory of Mr. Salathiel, who is as profess'd an enemy to

poor Priscian as he is to King James, PiTCAiRN^5«mi/y(i766) 56.

2. Guardianship.
Sc. To quhome likewise perteinis the lauchfull tutorie of his

said second brother's sonne, Skene Difficill Wds. (1681) 47. n.Sc.

Take not the tutory of thyself in this hazardous sea upon you,

Wodrow Soc. Sel. Biog. (ed. 1845) II. 214.

3. Care, tutelage.

Sc. Tender care exercised about an infant (Jam.). Abd. Gryte

was the care and tut'ry that was ha'en, Ross Helenore (1768) 10,

ed. 1812.

4. The period of life spent under guardianship or tutors.

Sc. (Jam.)

TUTS, int. Sc. Irel. Also in forms tets Kcb. ; tyuts

Ayr. An exclamation of impatience. Also in comp.

Tuts-tuts. See Toot(s.
Ayr. Tyuts ! folk should be kind to folk, Douglas Green Shutters

(1901) 226. Edb. But tuts-tuts—hech how! my day has long

since passed, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) vi. Kcb. Tets, man!

Dinna be sae red-headed about it, Muir Muncraig (1900) 72. Uls.

(M.B.-S.)

TUTSAN, sb. Bck. e.Cy. Suf. Also written tutson

e.Cy. Suf.1 1. In comp. Tutsan-leaf, the tutsan, Hypericum

Androsaemum. s.Bck. (B. & H.) 2. The small peri-

winkle, Vinca minor. e.Cy. (Hall.), Suf.1

TUTT, TUTTA(H, see Tut, sb.
1237

,
Tutter, sb.

TUTTER, sb. and v.
1 e.An. Also written tutta(h

Suf. 1 [tB-ta(r).] 1. sb. Trouble, work, fuss.

e.An.1 What a tutter he make of it ! Suf.1

2. v. To complain, find fault ; to object. Nrf. (M.C.H.B.)

TUTTER, v.
2 Som. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To stutter. (Hall.)

TUTTING, sb. Obs. Lin. 1. A tea-party ; a feast.

A tea-drinking for women, succeeded by stronger potations in

company of the other sex, and ending, as might be expected, in

scenes of ribaldry and debauchery (Hall.) ; A sort of evening

party among the humbler classes of females, in which tea is

succeeded by a dance. . . Objectionable gatherings of this kind

do no doubt take place, but the stigma must not be applied

too indiscriminately, Brookes Tracts Gl.\ Lin. 1 A landlady

who wished to have a ' tutting,' gave notice of her intention

to all her female acquaintance, whether married or single. On the

day and at the hour specified the visitors assembled and were

regaled with tea, . . but on the removal of that the table was re-

plenished with a bowl and glasses, and exhilarated with potent

punch, when each guest became anew creature. About this time

the husbands and sweethearts arrived, paid their half guineas each

for the treatment of themselves and partners, joined the revelry,

and partook of the amusements proposed by their dear loves. .

.

This custom, which was confined solely to the lower orders, is

now very properly almost abolished.

2. An inferior description of ball. (Hall.)

TUTTI-TAITI, sb. and int. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also

in forms tutie-ta, tutie-tatie (Jam.). 1. sb. The sound of

a trumpet ; a child's name for a trumpet.

Sc. When you hear the trumpets sound Tuttie tatti to the drum,

Hogg Jacob. Rel. (ed. 1874) I. 1 10. Per. Clappin' his wee whorl'd

hand to his mouth, As if toutin' a trumpet—a trumpet forsooth !

The cock turn'd his lug to the queer tutie ta, Stewart Character

(1857) 28.
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2. int. In phr. Hey tutii-taiti, the name of an old tune.
Sc, The name of one of our oldest Scottish tunes. This, ac-

cording to tradition, was Robert Bruce's march at the battle of

Bannockburn. The words ' tutti taiti ' may have been meant as

imitative of the sound of the trumpet in giving the charge (Jam.).

Ayr. Hey tutti, taiti, how tutti, taiti—Wha's fou now ? Burns
Landlady, count the Lawin.

3. An exclamation of impatience: pshaw.
Sc. (Jam.); 'Tutti-taiti man,' said the old lord, Scott Nigel

(1822) ix.

TUTTLE, sb} Nhb. Yks. Also written tuttil Nhb.
[ttrtl,tB-tl.] 1. A child's name for a tooth. See Tut,sA.*l.

Nhb. Wiv a mooth minus tuttils but not minus tung, Chater
Tyneside Aim. (1869) 16; Haldane His Other Eye (1880) 7.

2. A child's name for a foot. e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.)
See Tut, sb.* 2.

TUTTLE, sb.
2 and adj. Yks. Lan. Chs. [tu'tl.]

1. sb. A term of contempt ; an awkward, ill-tempered
person. Cf. tut, sb. 3

e.Lan. He wer a bonny tuttle to be sure, Almond Watercresses,

19. s.Lan. l

2. A worker.
s.Chs. 1 Only used in such expressions as ' a poor tuttle,' which

always refers to a person's capacity for work. ' Hoo'sapoor tuttle.'

3. A mess. m.Lan.1 4. adj. Excitable, short-tempered.
e.Yks. 1

TUTTLE, v.
1 n.Cy. Yks. Lan. [tu'tl.] To whisper

;

to carry tales. n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan.1

[Te deouel leie^ his lutel adun to his earen, & tutele^
him al bet he euer wule, Anc. Riwle (c. 1225) 212.]

TUTTLE, v.
2 Lan. [tu'tl.] To catch birds by bird-

lime. ' Aw seed 'im tuttlin' brids ' (H.M.).

TUTTLE, v.
3 Yks. [tu'tl.] To arrange the dress ; to

adorn ; to titivate. w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 15, 1899).

TUTTLE-BOX, sb. e.An. [tBtl-boks.] A piece of
wood used to keep apart the horses of a plough.

e.An. 1 Used by ploughmen to keep the horses apart from each
other, that they may see forward and between them to make a
straight furrow. Nrf. A piece of wood, sometimes with a sharp
point at the side, suspended between horses at plough to keep them
from ' crowding' each other, Arch. (1879) III. 174.
TUTTO, see Tutty, sb.

1

TUTTY, sb. 1 and adj.1 Brks. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. Som.
Dev. Also written tuttie Hmp.; and in forms totty,
tutto Wil.1 [tBti.] 1. sb. A nosegay ; a flower. See
Tetty.
Hmp. (K.), I.W.12 , Wil.1 Dor. (C.W.) ; Dor.1 Vasten'd in the

button-hole A tutty, 60. Som. When spreng, adresst in tutties,

Calls all tha birds abroad, Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825) 128.
Dev. Moore Hist. Dev. I. 355. n.Dev. Why did 'a . . . bother Me
wi' cs tutties an' es vlother, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 82.

Hence (1) Tutty-man or Tuttiman, sb. a tything-man
of the town of Hungerford ; see below

; (2) -more, sb. a
flower-root

; (3) -pole, sb. the pole carried by a ' tutty-man.'
(1) Brks. The ancient Hocktide customs are being observed in

Hungerford this week. Yesterday the commoners were sum-
moned by the blowing of a horn, and the proceedings opened with
the despatch of tithing or tutty men on their arduous but pleasant
duly. In accordance with a charter granted in the days of John
of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster, the duty of the tutty men includes a
call at every house in the town and the demand of a toll from the
male members. Furthermore, the women folk have to undergo the
ordeal of being kissed by the tutty men. These were Messrs.
Taylor and McKerlie, both young and not ill-looking, Dy. Mail
(Apr. 17, 1901) 3 ; Hocktide at Hungerford, which takes place in

April each year, has long gained notoriety. It has been the im-
memorial custom for the two chosen ' tuttymen,' or bailiffs, who
collect the penny-tax on that day from every house, to claim a kiss
from one lady at least of each family that they visit. As a rule,
this claim is allowed, and duly carried out. . . The tuttymen carry
staves decorated with ribbons of many colours, and they are usually
men of influential standing in the town, Answers (Mar. 8, 1902)
319; Brks.1 The ' tithing-men,' or in common speech, 'tuttimen,'
are selected from the tradesmen of the town. . . Before the estab-
lishment of the county police, they had to act as constables, and
assist in preserving order in the town. In addition to this, on
' Hockney Day'—which is the Tuesday following Easter week—
they have to visit each house in the borough and demand a coin of

the realm from each male ; and have the privilege of taking, if not

freely given, a kiss from each woman. . . The said tithing-men

carry each a staff about six feet long, bedecked with choice flowers,

and having streamers of blue ribbons ; the whole being surmounted

with a cup and spike bearing an orange, which is given with each

salute, and then replaced by another one, Chambers's Jrn. (2)

e.Som, W. & J. Gl. (1873). [(,Hall.)] (3) Brks. Dartnell &
Goddard IVds. (1893).

2. Phr. all {of) a tutty, in full bloom.
Biks.1 A tuft or bunch of flowers is described as being in bloom

' all of a tutty.' Wil. 1 An apple-tree in full blossom is 'all a totty.'

3. pi. The flowers of the wild cherry-tree, Prunus Cerasus.

Dor. (C.W.), (B. & H.) 4. adj. Tufty. Brks.1

[1. She can wreathes and tuttyes make, T. Campion
Madrigals, &*c. (1613), in Arber's Eng. Garner, III. 283.]

TUTTY, sb.
2 and v. Yks. Lan. [tu'ti.] 1. sb. Hair-

oil
;
pomatum.

w.Yks. Put a extra dooas o' tutty on his toppin, Hartley Paris,

113 ; Hlfx. Courier (July 3, 1897). Lan. He's fond of puttin'

tutty on his yed (A.P.).

2. v. To put hair-oil on the head.
w.Yks. If iver yo tak noatice of a couple 'at's coortin, yo'll see

what pains th' chap taks wi hissen ; ha he tutties his toppin,

Hartley Budget (1871) 134.

TUTTY, adj.2 Wor. [tB'ti.] Taking short steps,

pottering. Cf. tot, v.
2

ne.Wor. 'E'll never walk all that way, 'e's so tutty (J.W.P.).

TUTTY,a^.s Shr.1 [tB'ti.] Neat, snug. 'A tutty bonnet.'

TUTTY, see Tut, sb*
TU-TU, sb. Suf. [Not known to our other correspon-

dents.] The redshank, Totanus calidris. (H.O.H.)
TUV, see To, prep.

TUVA-KEUTHIE, sb. Obs. Sh.&Or.I. Also in forms
Tevakudda,T6vakudda,-kuddie Sh.I. Certain partsof the
sea-shore, where webs of home-spun cloth were fastened
and exposed to the action of the waves. See Tove.

Sh.I. (J.S.) ; Some of the 'kuddas' go by the name of Tava-
kudda or Tevakudda. . . The Tovakuddas are places at the sea-

shore where people used formerly to fasten 'wadmel,' the old
Shetland cloth, in order that it should shrink and consequently
grow thicker and closer by the action of the flowing and ebbing of
the sea, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 94-5 ; Sh. & Or.I. (Jam.)
TUVVARDS, TUWIT, see Towards, Tewit.
TUYN, see Towan.
TUZ, sb. Lei. [Not known to our correspondents.]

A knot of wool or hair. (Hall.) Cf. touse, 6.

[And then thou kemb'st the tuzzes on thy cheek, Dryden
tr. ofPersius, Sat. iv. 90.]
TUZEL, TUZZLE, see Touzle.
TUZZY, adj. e.An. 1 [tB-zi.] 1. Ruffled, ragged,

dishevelled. Cf. tousy, 1. 2. Very intoxicated.
TUZZY-MUZZY, sb. and adj. Yks. Glo. e.An. Wil.

Also written tuzzi-muzzy e.An. [tB-zi-nrezi.]
1. sb. Applied to a person much wrapped up.
n.Wll. A girl waddled up in a mantle, boa, muff, &c, would be

said to look ' a reg'lar tuzzy-muzzy ' (G.E.D.).
2. The female pudendum. n.Yks. (I.W.), Wil. (G.E.D.)
3. A burr

; the fruit of the burdock, Arctium Lappa.
Glo. 1 n.Wil. (G.E.D.) 4. The wild clematis, Clematis
Vitalba. Glo. 1

5. The feather hyacinth, Muscari como-
sum. Nrf. (B. & H.) 6. adj. Rough, ragged, dishevelled.
e.Cy. (Hall.) See Tuzzy.
TWA, TWAAL, TWAB, see Two, Twelve, Tab, sb.1TWACHEL, sb. e.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] The dew-worm, Lumbricus terrestris. (Hall )TWACK, v. Obs. e.An.1 To turn quickly ; to change
ones opinion.

TWADDLE, v. Nhp. e.An. Also written twadel
e.An. 1 [two-dl.] To walk with a feeble, uncertain gait.

Nhp. 1 He goes twaddling along.

Hence Twadeling, ppl. adj. slow, inactive, spiritless.
e.An.1

TWADDLE-PEG, sb. n.Lin.1 An earwig, Forficula
auricularia.

TWADGERS, sb. pi. Yks. [twa'dgsz.] 1. Small
round gingerbread cakes, thick, puffy, and tough.flavoured
with lemon. n.Yks.124 2. The common vetch, Vicia
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sativa. (B. & H.) 3. The bush vetch, Vicia sepium
;

gen. used of the seeds, (ib.)

TWADLE, sb. e.An.1 [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A long whistling. Cf. tweedle.
TWAE, TWAEREE, see Two, Two-three.
TWAET, see Thwite.
TWAG, sb. w.Yks.3 [twag.] A dial, form of ' twig.'

TWAGE, see Tweag, v.

TWAGGER,s6. Sus. [twaj-ga(r).] A lamb. w.Sus.
(G.A.W.)
[And I have brought a twagger for the nones, A bunting

lamb, G. Peele Arraignment of Paris, 1. i. 9.]

TWAHBLE, TWAINGE, see Twible, Twinge, sb.2

TWAINS, sb. pi. Cor. [twenz.] Twins.
I remark in 1699 three entries of 'twains' out of 76 births,

Hammond Cor. Parish (1897) 199; Instead of 'twins,' [we say]
' two twains,' ib. 344.

[OE. twegen, two (masc.) (B.T.).]

TWAIT(E^ sb. s.Wor. 1 Glo.12 Also written twayt
s.Wor.1 [twet.] A fish of the shad kind, Alosafinta.

TWALL,s6. Suf. 1 [Not known to our correspondents.]

A whim.
The word occurred ... in the speech of a farmer, . . referring to

one disposed to experiment and improvement, ' Ah, 'tis one a' his

twalls.'

TWALY, see Twarly.
TWAM, v. Obs. n.Cy. To swoon. Grose (1790).

See Dwam.
TWAN, v. Chs.1 [twan.] With about : to go about

aimlessly.
What hast bin doin aw day ? Aw've seen the do nowt bu' twan

abeawt, aw o'er th' place.

TWANG, v.\ sb.
1 and int. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum.

Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Lin. War. Wor. Pern. Glo. Brks.

[twan, twaerj.] 1. v. In phr. to twang a bow, a hatting

term : see below.
Chs. 1 In 'bowing' the materials for hat bodies the bow is taken

in the left hand, and the bow peg in the right. The string of

catgut is pulled by the end piece of the bow peg and then let go
;

the effect is to spread and open out the materials upon which it is

laid.

2. sb. A dialect accent ; the vernacular of a district by

which a native is known.
Arg. There's whiles a twang o' the M earns in your speech,

Munro Shoes of Fort. (1901) 399. Lnk. I'll sing tae ye in Doric

twang An extra guid auld hamely sang, M cLachlan Thoughts in

Rhyme (1884) 51. Twd. The broad twang of the fishermen, the

shrill yatter of the fishwives, Buchan Burnet (1898) 188. Ir.

(P.W.J.) Dur. When the blacklegs' spokesman ventured speech,

his 'twang' caused general laughter, Guthrie KittyFagan (1900)

137. Cum.14 Wm. You can tell by his twang where he belongs

to.
' He talks a different twang now (B. K.). w. Yks. The sweetest

music is to me, Mi own, mi native twang, Hartley Ditt. (1868)

67. n.Lan.1 I cud tell by his twang he wosn't a Forness fella.

ne.Lan.1 , e.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 The Lancashire dialect is sometimes

called 'th' owd twang.' nw.Der.1 n.Lin.1 She speaks wi' a

sooth-cuntry twang. War.3 se.Wor.1 They be two young Jar-

mans as be a stoppin' at ower vicar's : they be come over 'ere just

to get aowt [hold] uv ower twang. s.Pem. That there chap is an

Irishman, for a's got the Irish twang (W.M.M.). Brks. 1

Hence (1) Twangily, adv. of speech : affectedly; (2)

Twangy, adj. affected or odd in speech or intonation ;
also

used advb.
(1) n.Yks. 2 (2) n.Yks.1 She talks rather twangy; n.Yks.24

,

m.Yks.1

3. A lie. Nhb. (W.G.) Hence Twanger, sb. a bare-

faced lie. n.Lin. 1 Glo. Home Subsecivae (1777) 432.

4. Phr.for everlasting twang, for ever.

Nhb. Thou'll hae the cowpin' word thysel Or talk for iverlastin'

twang, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 48.

5. int. A rude exclamation used when a person accuses

another of uttering an untruth. Lin. Thompson Hist.

Bos/on fi8s6) 728.

TWANG, sb.
2 n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Stf. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp.

War.Oxf.Hnt. Ken. Dor. Som. Cor. Amer. [twan. twaerj.]

A flavour, taste, ' tang' ;
gen. used of a disagreeable taste.

N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1
, e.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.2 , Stf. 1
, Not. 1 Lin. 1 This tea has

a nasty twang about it. n.Lin.1 This tea's gotten th' twang o'

sum'at's it shouldn't hev. Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 Applied almost exclusively

tostrongcheese. ' Whata twangthisCheshirecheese has!' War.3
,

Oxf. (CO.), Hnt. (T.P.F.),Ken.' Dor. A customer had complained
that the butter had a twang, Hardy Tess (1891) xxii. w.Som. 1

I don't like this here cider a bit ; there's a nasty twang way it.

Cor. 2 [Amer. I don't think she put enough of the twang into it,

Harris Tales, 17.]

TWANG, sb.a and v.
2 Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Der. Lin. Nhp. Hnt. e.An. [twarj, twaerj.] 1. sb. A
quick pull ; a tweak ; a twitch ; a sudden seizure.

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1

, ne.Lan. 1 Suf.1 A pull, esp. by the nose.

2. A sudden, acute pang ; a twinge or paroxysm of pain.

Sc. The only ane, wha Pity's twang Loved to record, Allan
Lilts (1874) 24- s.Sc. I fear some bonnie lassie 'S gi'en ye'r

youthfu' heart a twang, T. Scott Poems (1793) 357. Ayr. My
curse upon your venom'd stang, That shoots my tortur'd gums
alang; And through my lugs gies mony a twang, Burns Add. to

Toothache, st. 1. Slk. That roused up the twangs and terrors of

sin, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 374. N.Cy.1
, Nhb. 1

, Cum.14 ,
e.Yks. 1

,

w.Yks. 1
, ne Lan. 1

, nw.Der. 1 Lin. 1 I had such a. twang just now
from rheumatize, I reckon. Nhp.1 My tooth gave me such a twang.

Hnt. (T.P.F.)

3. v. To twist, turn ; to wear down a shoe on one side;

to turn out the toes in walking. Cf. twank, v.
2

Lakel.2 Thoo's twang'd thi shoe heel o yah side. Cum.4 Wm.
He twangs that left feut mair ner Ah like. He'd a pair o' auld

slim slam shun on o' twang'd doon at t'heels (B.K.). w.Yks.3 A
woman . . . placed [her boots] on the wrong feet. She habitually

turned in her toes, and being therefore surprised at the appearance

of her feet . . . was heard to say, ' Why what the hangman do I

ail? I used to twang but now I shale ' (s.v. Hangman).

Hence Twang-toed, ppl. adj. used of one who turns in

the toes in walking. s.Lan.1
4. To chew.

Cmb. I can'ttwangabito'beefnow-a-daysasl used t'ut (M.J. B.).

TWANG, v? Obs. Glo. Sus. Dor. 1. To tie. Sus.

Holloway. Cf. thwang. 2. To beat ; to whip. Cf.

twank, sb. Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 432 - Dor.

(W.C. 1750). Hence Twanger, sb. a violent blow ; a smart

cut. Glo. Horae Subsecivae, ib. 3. To assail with insults.

Glo. ib.

TWANGER, sb. n.Lin.1 [twa'na(r).] Anything very

large or excellent.
Them to'nups e' th' foherteen aacre is twangers.

TWANGLE, v. Yks. War. Suf. [twa-rj(g)l.] 1. To
twist, entangle, ruffle. Cf. twingle, v.

1

War.3 How it is twisted and twangled. Suf.1 How yor line is

twangled.

2. To writhe from pain.

n.Yks.2 'She raather moans and begins to twangle,' the cow.

TWANGLES, sb. Yks. Lan. [twarjlz.] A weak,

sickly person ; a small-legged horse.

n.Yks. He's nobbut a twangles (EX.). w.Yks.1
,
ne.Lan.1

TWANGLING, ppl. adj. Obs. w.Yks. 1 Small, weak;
having small legs. Cf. twangles.

TWANK, sb. and v.
1 Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lin. e.An.

I.W. Dor. Also written twanc Yks. ; twangk Lakel. 2

Wm. ; and in form twenk e.Yks.1 [twank, twaerjk.]

1. sb. A blow ; a beating. Cf. thwang, 2, twang, v.
3
2,

twink, v.
2

Nhb. 1 w.Yks. Ah '11 gie thee t'twanc, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale

(c. 1882) 30.

2. v. To slap smartly ; to beat with a cane, strap, &c.

;

to thrash.
Nhb. 1

, Lakel. 2 Cum. T'maister used t'twank them When they

gat him on his ire, Denwood Scheul Days ; Cum.4 Wm. He was

twangked for lying (B.K.). n.Yks. Lad, thou wants twanking

(I.W.) ; n.Yks.4 , e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. T'maister hed twank't him hiz

jacket, Tom Treddlehoyle Eairnsla Ann. (1853) 49; w.Yks. 2
,

n.Lin. 1
,
ne.Lin. (E.S.), e.An. 1

,
I.W.2

3. To beat or sound, as a stationary steam-engine.

n.Yks. T'engine twanks away (I.W.).

4. To let fall a carpenter's chalk-line with a smart slap.

e.An.1 5. To rattle.

n Yks. She twanks and knits (I.W.).

6. To utter peevish sighs ; to whine, complain.

Dor. (Hall.) ; A poor twanking woman like her, Hardy Mayor

of Casterbridge (1886) xiii ; To ' querk ' is to complain without

good cause ; to ' twank ' is to complain with real cause (T.H.).
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TWANK, v? n.Yks. 2 [twarjk.] To twist. Cf.

twang, sb? 3. ' 111 twank him,' take him by the nose.

TWANKER, sb. Cum. Yks. Lan. [twa-nka(r.]
1. A virago. n.Yks.2 2. A large, bulky person ; any-

thing specially large or fine.

Cuai. 4 There were two pigs charged for, a couple of twankers
they are. w.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan. 1

TWANKING, ppl. adj. n.Cy. Yks. [twa'rjkin.]
1. Keen, biting. n.Yks.2 A twanking frost.

2. Great, large, bulky, unwieldy. n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks. 1

TWANKLE, v. Lei. 1 War.3 [twa-nkl.] To twang
with the fingers on a musical instrument.
TWARBLE, TWARIE, see Twible, Two-three.
TWARL,n. Shr.1 [twal.] To wrangle ;? a dial, form

of 'quarrel. 1 'Dunna twarl yo' two.'

TWARLY, adj. Chs. Stf. Wor. Shr. Dor. Also in
form twaly Shr. 2 [twa'li.] Cross, peevish, irritable,

fractious, quarrelsome ; vexed
;
poorly. See Twarl.

Chs.123 s.Chs. 1 Applied to a child. ' It)s kiit'in its teyth, ahy
rek'n, tin it mai'z it dhaat- twaa-rli ahy)kn doo nu gild widh it.'

Stf. 1 s.Wor. Porson Quaint Wds. (1875) 18. Shr. 1 Wether it's

the child's tith, or w'ether 'e's gwei'n to sicken o' the maisles
—

'e's

bin that twarly all day, I canna get 'im out o' 'and a bit ; Shr. 2

Dor. I should'n never a-called she a lusty babe, vor her wur
allays twarly an' whindlen, C. Hare Broken Arcs (1898) 262.

TWARN-EYED, ppl. adj. Glo.1 Squinting. Cf. twer-
eyed.
TWARRIE, TWART, see Two-three, Thwart.
TWARTHREE, TWARTLY, see Two-three, To-

wardly.
TWARVLE, TWASOME, see Twible, Twosome.
TWASPUR, v. Sh.I. To gallop. S. & Ork. 1

TWATCH, v. Wor. [twast/.] To mend a gap in a
hedge. s.Wor. (R.M.E.)
TWA THRY, see Two-three.
TWATTLE, v.

1 and sb. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. e.An.
Cor. [twa-tl, two'tl.] 1. v. To prate, chatter ; to talk
rapidly and foolishly

; to gossip.
N.Cy. 1

,
e.Yks. 1 Lan. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) e.An.2

, Cor. 3

2. To loiter ; to trifle.

s.Chs. 1 Wot fir yi doo -in dheyfir twaat-lin yiir tahym uwee- *

3. To chide. m.Yks. 1
4. To pat, stroke, fondle ; to

coax, entice ; to humour ; to make much of.
N.Cy. 1 n.Yks. Twattle t'dog a bit (I.W.) ; n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.2
' They twattled it frev him,' got it from him by fine words; n.Yks. 11

e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788) ; e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1

5. To tickle. n.Yks. 2
6. To pat down a haycock when

finished. n.Yks. Ah'll twattle t'haycock nicely down (I.W.).
7. sb. Foolish talk, ' twaddle '

;
gossip. n.Yks.4 , e.Yks. 1

,m.Yks. 1
,
e.An.2

8. Persuasive talk ; coaxing; enticing
behaviour. m.Yks. 1

[1. Twattling and talking idly, Baxter Self-Denial
xxvn (CD.)

]

Obs. Lan. Cacare. Grose (1790)

Der. To twist. Monthly Mag.

TWATTLE,
MS. add. (P.)

TWAY, see Two.
TWAZZLE, v. Obs.

(1815) II. 297.
TWAZZY, adj. Yks. Lan. [twa-zi.] Cross, bad-

tempered, irritable, quarrelsome, snappish.
e.Yks. (Miss W.) w.Yks. Hahivver ill-tempered and twazzy a

chap may be when he comes hooam throo his wark, Hartley
Clock Aim. (1891) 9 ;

(E.G.) Lan. I knew a little twazzy loo legt
kur, Walker Plebeian Pol. (1798) 41, ed. 1801. s.Lan. 1

Hence Twazzyness, sb. crossness, ill-temper.
w.Yks. They wor all workin thersen up into a state o' twazzy-

ness an awkwardness, Hartley Clock Aim. (1880) 40TWEADLE, see Twiddle, v.TWEAG sb. Shr.2
[twig.] Doubt, perplexity. See

Tweagle, sb. 1 To be in a tweag.
[I fancy this put the old fellow in a rare tweag, Arbuth-m
liSv\n

U
'
Pt U

n W? Arber '

s EnS- Gamer, VI. 594.]TWEAG, v .n.Cy Yks. Shr. Alto in form twage
n Cy. Shr. 2

twjg.l To ' tweak,' pinch, squeeze. n.Cy.
(Hall.), m.Yks. 1

,
Shr.2 [Coles Lat. Diet. (1670) 1

*

TWEAGEN, see Twiggen, v
( 19> '

}

TWEAGLE, sb.
1 Stf. 1 [twrgl.] Doubt, perplexity,

indecision. See Tweag, sb.

TWEAGLE, sb.2 Shr.2 [twrgl.] A thin hoop which
binds the head of a broom.
TWEAK, v. and sb. Chs. Lei. Nhp. War. Shr. Dev.

[twik.] 1. v. To squeeze ; to press down. See Queek.
Shr. 1 'I canna get any more i' the ampot, Naint.' 'Yo'mun

twaik it down, it use't to 'oud 'afe a strike, an' mus' now.'

2. To twitch, quiver.
n.Dev. The upmost end o' me tweaked from sheer nervousness,

Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 69.

3. sb. A sharp, severe pain ; a sharp attack of illness.

s.Chs. 1 I'd a bit of a tweak o' bally-warch. It was rather a
sharp tweak to get th' tooth drawn. Shr. 1 Poor 66man ! 'er

hanna got o'er that las' bout o' sickness — it wuz a very 'eavy tweak.

4. A fit of peevishness, anger, or irritable impatience.
Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 What a tweak she's in ! War.3

TWEAN, TWEASOME, see Tween, Twosome.
TWEAT, see Twet, v.

TWEATLING, sb. Dev. [twrtlin.] Twittering,
chirping. See Tweet.
There was a silence in which no sound was save the tweatling

of the birds, Jane Lordship (1897) 307.

TWEAZLE, TWE(E, see Twizzle, Two.
TWEE, sb. Lin. 1 [twi.] A state of trepidation.
I was put into such a twee.

TWEEDLE, v. Sc. Yks. Glo. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dev.
Also in form twiddle Sc. Hmp.1 I.W.2 [twrdl ; twrdl.]
To sing ; to pipe ; to whistle ; to play the bagpipes ; to
fiddle carelessly or awkwardly.

Fif. Tennant Anster (1812) 84, ed. 1871. w.Yks. Tweedlin'
t'owd tune, Hallam Wadsley Jack (1866) xviii. Glo. Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 443. Hmp. The robins are twiddling, Wise
New Forest (1883") 287 ; Hmp. 1 I.W. 2

I heerd the robins tvviddlen
in copse. Wil. When the spring comes and the long warm days,
he do tweedle terr'ble, Tennant Vill. Notes (1900) 48. Dev.
Horae Subsecivae (1777) 443.
Hence (1) to tweedle-dee and tweedle-dum, phr. to play at

random ; to strum
; (2) Tweedle-dee, sb. (a) an indifferent

musician
; a sorry fiddler

; (b) a musical sound carelessly
made

; (3) Tweedle-dum—tweedle-dee, phr. awkward fiddling.
(1) Or.I. They tweedledeed and tweedledum'd away according

to fancy, Vedder Orcadian Sketches (1832) 108. (2, o) Sc. (Jam.
Suppl.) Ayr. Wi' ghastly e'e poor Tweedle-dee Upon his hunkers
bended, Burns Jolly Beggars (1785) 1. 211 2. (6) Lth. Gin . . .

an outlandish opera-singer Gie's tweedl'dee A rousing sum they're
sure to bring her, Bruce Poems (1813) II. 183. (3) Nhp ]

TWEEDLE, see Twiddle, v.

TWEEK, sb. War.3 [twik.] A faint chirp. See
Queak.

'T WEEL, phr. Sc. A contr. form of ' wat weel,' wot
well

;
gen. used as an int. : truly, indeed, assuredly. See

Atweel.
Sc. Tweel no (Jam.). Fif. Tweel, ye'll dae naething o' the

kind. The bairn's been hashed enough already, Pryde Queer
Flk. (1897) 228. Dmb. 'I doubtna' ye've cam' yont for Pate S

'

' 'Tweel aye,' Salmon Gowodean (1868) 2. Lnk. 'Tweel, I'm unco
ta'en up wi't, they mak a' sae plain, Miller Willie Winkie (ed.
1902) 5. Dmf. He gathered wi' mony, I trow, an' I 'tweel Frae
gentry an' farmers, an' cottar folk, Thou Jock 0' Know* ( 1878} 1

TWEELIE, TWEELZIE, see Tuilyie
'

'TWEEN ,prep Sc. Yks. Lan. War. Hrt. Nrf. Ken.
bur. bus. Dev. Cor. and Amer. Also written twean
Ken. 1 [twin.] 1. An aphetic form of ' between ' See
Atween.

Sc. (G.W) Dmb. To 'riest a' lair 'tween Lun'on and himsel,
Salmon Gowodean (1868) 13. w.Yks. (J.W.I, s.Lan. 1 Hrt (H G )Nrf. I watched the light 'tween mast and shroud, Spilling\ Molly
M'ggs (i813 ) 101, ed.1902. Dev. Salmon Baltads (1899) 49 Cor
Phillpotts Prophets (1897) ,06. [Amer. 'Tween you an' me, I
reckon it is, Westcott David Harum (1900) xli.]
Hence (1) Tween-stick, sb. a stick used to keep horses'

heads apart when working two abreast. Sus. 1
; (2) -whiles,

between times. War.3
, Ken. 1

, Sur. 1 2. Phr. 'tween the
late and early, shortly before dawn.
Ayr. Beneath the moon's unclouded light I held awa to Annie-

the time flew by, wi' tentless heed, Till 'tween the late and
early, Burns Rigs 0' Barley, st. 1.
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TWEEND, v. Chs. 1 [twind.] To wind or twist round.
TWEENY, sb. War. Dev. Cor. [twlni.] A maid of

all work ; a servant who assists both cook and housemaid

;

gen. in cotnp. Tweeny-maid. See 'Tween.
War. N. & Q. (1888) 7th S. vi. 367. Dev. Wanted a young,

strong girl as Tweeny-maid.—Apply Proprietor, Angel Hotel,
Tiverton, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). nw.Dev. 1 e.Dev. These two
had as tweeny-maid one Amy Stoneman, Jane Lordship (1897) 8.

Cor. N. £/ Q. (1888) 7th S. vi. 458.

TWEENY-LEGS,TWEER,seeTwiny-leg(s,Tewer,s6.2

TWEESH, prep. Sc. Irel. Also in forms tweesht,
tweest Sc. ; twish Sc. Wxf. 1

[twTJ.] Betwixt, between.
See Atweesh, Betweesh.

Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. Keen a' feught 'twish despair and houp,
Taylor Poems (1787) 26. Rnf. 'Tweesh the sound o' ilka smack
I'll ca' thee ay my Davy, Picken Poems (1813) I. 176. Ayr. What
do ye say to the feck of a year's carting tweesht the quarry and
the town foot? Douglas Green Shittlers (1901) 135. Lth. On past
joys I'll silent ponder Tweest dear thee an' me, Mary, Bruce
Poems (1813) II. 151. Wxf.i

TWEET, v., sb. and int. Yks. I.Ma. War. Shr. [twit.]
1. v. To make a low, mournful noise, as a bird ; to
warble slowly and gently.

w.Yks.2 War. Birds are tweeting, chirping, and piping all day
long, Midi. Herald (Mar. 1, 1900).
2. sb. A chirping.
I.Ma. Itwaslikethetweet o fa young duck, B rown IVilcli ( 1 889) 48.

3. int. In phr. tweet, tweet, tweet, a call to chickens. Shr. 1

(s.v. Call-words to Poultry).

TWEET, see Thwite.
TWEETACK, sb. Sh.I. [twitak.] The rock pipit,

Anthus obscurus. S. & Ork.1 Cf. teetick, 2.

TWEETCH, see Twitch, sb.1

TWEETLE,s6. Obs. Sc. A public assembly; see below.
Mry., Nai. 'The tweetles an' the pleasant rant, Sae common as

they used to be.' The tweetle was a public assembly much
frequented by young people, who each paid a halfpenny for every
dance in which they indulged, Rampini Hist.Mry. andNai. (1897) 315.

TWEEZE, v. Sc. Yks. Lan. [twlz.] To pinch ; to

twist.
Edb. In wooing an' cooing, Scotch folk wi' eident ettle, Keep

tweezing an' teasing, To try ilk ithers mettle, M cDowall Poems
{\% ,

i<)\ 217. w.Yks.2 s.Lan. 1 Aw'll tweeze thy nooase for thee.

TWEEZEL-NUT,s6. w.Yks.2 Also in form tweezeled-.
[twrzl-nut] A double nut.

TWEEZERS, sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. [twrzs(r)z.] Pincers;
hair-curlers. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 454, ed.

1876. w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Lan. 1
'

TWEEZLE, see Twizzle.
TWEGGING, ppl. adj. Lan. Of a woman : coquettish

;

fond of swaggering about in male company.
Manch. City News (Feb. 21, 1903) ; I whisk'd rewnd to a little

smart tweggink lass, Paul Bobbin Sequel (1819) 15.

TWELFTH, num. adj. and sb. Irel. Yks. Also in form
twelft w.Yks.3 1. num. adj. In comb. Twelft-e'em,
Twelfth Night. w.Yks.3 2. sb. With the def. art.

:

July 12th, the anniversary of the battle of the Boyne, kept
as a festival by the Orangemen.

Uls. The greatest excitements of her life—next ahva3's to 'the

twelfth'—had been occasional Methodist or Plymouth Brethren

meetings, Hamilton Bog (1896) 57.

TWELFY-DAY, sb. w.Som. 1 Twelfth Night, O. S.

;

Jan. 18th, N. S.
This day is kept up still in country places, where even now the

reformed calendar has not taken root. ' Dhai d-auvees g-aew't-n

shuuf tu dh-aa'pl-trees pun twuulfee-dai' [They always go out

and shoot at the apple-trees on old twelfih-night]. This was an

Epiphany custom, and I find it was, and is, oftener kept up on
the anniversary of the old style than the new.

TWELL, v. and sb. Lan. Chs. Der. Also written twel
e.Lan.1 [twel.] 1. v. A dial, form of ' twirl.'

Lan. Thou should see that wench of ours delve. No potterin'

with her toe ; . . gies a stamp on th' shoe . . . an' twells th' clod

o'er like bakin' wut-cakes, Brierley Cast upon World (1886) 280.

e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1 Twell it reawnd. nw.Der. 1

2. sb. A twirl ; a turn. Lan. 1
, s.Lan.

1 Hence (1) Twell-

pool, sb. a whirlpool. s.Lan. 1
; (2) Twelly-gig, sb. a child's
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toy, consisting of four cross-arms with paper sails attached
which spin round on a pivot at the end of a stick, ib.

TWELLIE, see Tuilyie.

TWELTER,s6. Glo.1 [twe'lta (r).] Anything very
big

; a ' whopper.' See Quitter, sb.2

TWELVE, num. adj. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and
Eng. Also in forms twaal Sh.I. ; twal Sc. (Jam.) ; twall
Sc. ; twel Yks. Sus. ; twove Sus. ; twull Sc. [twelv

;

twel, Sc. twal.] 1. num. adj. In comb. (1) Twelve-
apostles, (a) a kind of dark blue campanula

; (6) a bobbin -

wheel
; (2) -at-e'en, midnight

; (3) -cup, ? a cup taken at
noon; (4) -days, a Christmas game ; see below ; (5) -foots,
obs., a kind of ironstone

; (6) -hours, (a) noon ; also used
atlrib.

;
(b) lunch, or any refreshment taken at noon; (c)

see (2) ; (7) -hundred, of linen : very fine
; (8) -man, obs.,

one of the twelve men who formed a kind of parish
council at St. Austell's; (9) -monthing, a yearling calf

;

(10) o'clock, the mid-day meal; (n) -o'clock(s, the
common Star of Bethlehem, Orntthogalum umbellatum

;

(12) -o'night, see (2) ; (13) -oxen plough, obs., a heavy
wooden plough drawn by twelve oxen

; (14) -pence, one
shilling; (15) -pennies, obs., one shilling Scots; a penny
sterling

; (16) -penny, costing one shilling
; (17) -penny-

worth, obs., the value of a penny sterling
; (18) -piece,

obs., a twelve-sided field ; (19) -pint Hawkie, a cow which
gives twelve pints at a milking

; (20) -some, consisting of
twelve.

(1, a) Sus. 'What's the name of that flower in your garden,
that dark blue one?' 'Twove Apostles, mum' (S.P.H.). (&)

Yks. Many men still thought that women should stop by the
' twelve apostles ' (the bobbin wheel), Co op. News (Sept. 15, 1900)
1052. (2) Rnf. To wail the hour o' twall at e'en, Picken Poems
(1813) I. 79. Ayr. To be out at twal at e'en, Would be an unco
shame, Ballads and Sags. (1846-7) I. 95. (3) Sh.I. I'm fear'd ta

ax me neebir wife in ta tak a twal-cup a tae wi' me, Sh. News
(Jan. 15, 1898). (4) Lon. ' My lady's lap-dog, Two plump par-

tridges and my lady's lap-dog ; Three grey elephants, two plump
partridges, &c. ; Four Persian cherry trees, &c. ; Five Limerick
oysters, &c. ; Six bottles of frontignac, &c. ; Seven swans a-

swimming, &c. ; Eight flip-flap, floating fly boats, &c. ; Nine mer-
chants going to Bagdad, &c. ; Ten Italian dancing-masters going
to teach ten Arabian magpies how to dance, &c. ; Eleven guests
going to celebrate the marriage of the Princess Baldroulbadour
with the Prince of Terra-del- Fuego, &c. ; Twelve triumphant
trumpeters triumphantly trumpeting the tragical tradition of

Telemachus.' The 'Twelve Days' was a Christmas game. Itwasa
customary thing ... to play ' The Twelve Days '

. . . every Twelfth
Day. . . The com pany were all seated round the room. The leader of

the game commenced by saying the first line. The lines for the 'first

day' of Christmas was [sic'] said by each of the company in turn
;

then the first 'day' was repeated, with the addition of the 'second'

by the leader, and then this was said all round the circle in turn.

This was continued until the lines for the ' twelve days ' were said

by every player. For every mistake a forfeit . . . had to be given

up. These forfeits were afterwards ' cried,' Gomme Games (1898)
II. 315-21. (5) Sus. Small balls, provincially twelve foots,

because so many feet distant from the first to the last bed, Agric.

Surv. (1793-1813) 13. (6, a) Sc. (Jam.) Per. She furnished

drink to him until twelve hours, Maidment Spott. Miscell. (1844-5)

II. 279. Ayr. Gooin' abcot amang the thrugh-stanes at twull

oors in a very dotrified and melancholious condition, Service

Notandums (1890) n. e.Lth. Sittin doun on the bieldy side o'

the stooks, haein oor baps an' yill at the twal-hoors, Hunter

J. Inwick (1895) 11. Emf. Paton Castlebraes (1898) 19. (6) Sc.

(Jam.) ; She sat down and took her twal-hours at a quiet bit of

the road, Whitehead Daft Davie (1876) 205, ed. 1894.' Sh.I. No
ower wi' dy twaalhoors yit? Sh. News (Oct. 14, 1899). Lth. I

keppit him at my twal' hours gaun south, Strathesk More Bits

(1885) 136. Edb. Was it to be expected . . . that such friends

could . . . separate without their ' twal hours," Ballantine

Deanhaugh (1869) 30. (c) Frf. Douf the twall-hours bell crys

clink, Then aff a' wallop in a wink, Morison Poems (1790) 7.

(7) Abd. I'll hae nae tearing o' good twal-hundred sheets in this

house! Cobban Angel (1898) 55. (8) Cor. Every principall

inhabitant . . . under the denomination of a twelve-man shall be

an acting manager and trustee, Hammond Cor. Parish (1897) 80.

(9) Stf. She was 11 months old, viz. 3 weeks and some odd days

before she was a twelve-monthing, Plot Hist. Stf. 261. Sus,

o o
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Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XXII. 232; Sus. 1 (10) Lei. 1

(11) Oxf. (B. & H.), w.Som. 1 (12) Luk. When the cock, at twal'

o' nicht, Erects its scarlet kame, . . there's some lane soul Gaun
to its lang, lang hair.e, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 15. (13)
ne.Sc. Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 179. Abd. Alexander Notes and
Sketches (1877) vi. (14) Dmb. Poortith's lash will nae mair feel

When twallpence buys a peck 0' meal, Taylor Poems (1827) 87.

Lnk. Ae room was jist twal'pence a week, Nicholson Kilwuddie

(1895) 156. (15) Sc. (Jam.) ; Lend us twal pennies to buy
sneeshing, Scott Redg. (1824) Lett. xiii. Ayr. I'll gie ye twal-

pennies gin ye like to tak it, Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822) x. (16)

Per. In a twalpenny leather purse, Haliedrton Furlh in Field

(1894) 54. (17) Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. Whyles twalpennie-worth o'

nappy Can mak the bodies unco happy, Burns Twa Dogs (1786)
1. 1 15-6. (18) e.Yks. The Mannor Howse hath belonginge to it

. . . the twel-piece, Best Rur. Econ. (1641) 4r. (19) Ayr. An
dawtet, tvval-pint Hawkie's gane As yell's the Bill, Burns Address
to Deil (1785) st. 10. (20) Ayr. My mother had a twullsome
family, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 198. Dmf. The glee o

1

tensome or twalsome faimilies, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 284.

2. ib. Obs. With the def. art. : midnight.
Ayr. Some wee short hour ayont the twal, Burns Death and

Dr. Hornbook (1785") St. 31. Edb. It was pit mirk, and about the

tvvall, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xv.

TWENK, see Twank, sb.

TWENKLE, ft Cor. [twe'nkl.] To shiver.
How he ded groan an' twenk'l, T. Tozvser (1873) 8.

TWENTIETH-E'EM, sb. w.Yks.3 Also in form
twentit-. The twentieth evening after Christmas ; see
below.
Once a notable day . . . and regarded as the real termination of

the Christmas festivities. It is still spoken of. Forty years ago
it was much observed. It corresponds with the 13th of January,
which is now, as in the ancient English calendars, observed in the
churches of the Roman Obedience as the Octave of the Epiphany.

TWENTY, num. adj. Sc. Irel. Oxf. Nrf. Som. Cor.
Guern. Also in form twinty Sh.I. Ir. [twe'nti.]

1. In comb. (1) Twenty-eight, a weight of twenty-eight
pounds

; (2) -fives, a card game
; (3) -leben weeks, an

impossible time ; never ; (4) -minutes rattle, pork boiled
very fast

; (5) -one, in phr. to be all twenty-one, to be quite
ready ; to be all fit

; (6) -penny, a two-franc piece.

(1) w.Som. 1 Ax Mr. Wood to lend me a twenty-eight. A
twenty-eight vailed down tap my voot. (2) Ker. You niver saw
six that were able to play twinty-foives wid 'em—every one was
chatin', an' they all so good at it not wan could bate the other,
Bartram Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 11; I saw the six bhoys down
at Rooney's playin' the twinty-foives, ib. 25 ; They would set
down to play three-handed twenty-fives, while I looked on and
kept a tally of the game, ib. 26. (3) Oxf. 1

(4) w.Cor. I don't like

stew cooked slowly, I like a twenty-minutes rattle (M.A.C.). (5)
Nrf. I had put on my duck trousers . . . t'morning, and arter I got
the hat, I was all twenty-one, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 130.

(6) Guern. I thought it was a twenty-penny (G. H.G.).
2. Used indef. : numerous, plentiful.
Sh.I. Mam bids me gie dee an' your folk her twinty blissins,

Sh. News (Sept. 4, 1897) ; Gie dem wir twinty tanks, ib. (May 13,
1899).

TWER,s6. Glo.1 [twS(r).] Small beer.
TWERDLE, see Twirl.
TWER-EYED, adj. Glo.1 Squinting. (s.v.Twarn-eyed.)
TWERTEN, v. Hrf. 2 [twa tan.] To stir up.
Get a bit of twig and twerten him up.

TWERTY, see Twirty.
TWESELTY, adj. Hrf. 2 [twizlti.] Poor-looking.
TWET,ji. War. Sus. Also written tweat Sus. [twet]

To sweat.
War.2 I'm like Tommy Daddle-'em, I twet, Flk. phr. Sus. I say

Puck, I tweat ; do you tweat? Lower 5. Downs (1854) 162.

TWET, sb. Sh.I. [twet] A fatiguing turn of work.
S. &Ork. 1

TWET, TWEYNE, see Thwite, Twine, sb. 1, v.
2

TWEYT, see Thwite.
TWI, TWIBIL(L, see Twy, adv., Twybill.
TWIBLE, v. Dur. Cum. Yks. Also in forms twahble,

twarble Yks. ; twarvle n.Yks.2 [twai'bl ; Yks. twabl.]
To walk with an unsteady, tottering gait ; to twist, twirl

;

to sway. Cf. dwable, 3, dwaffil.
Dur.1 n.Yks. These laths twarble about (I.W.) ; n.Yks.2

Hence (1) Twarvled, ppl. adj. twisted out of an orifice,

as by the turning of a corkscrew ; (2) Twarvlement, sb.

circumlocution in narration; (3) Twarvling, ppl. adj.

twisting in zig-zags, as a wall about to fall
; (4) Twibles,

sb. {a) unsteady walking; (b) a person who twists or

crosses his legs in walking
; (5) Twibly, adj. twisting,

swaying.
(1) n.Yks.2 (2) It was ower lang, and had owermickle

twarvlement in't, ib. (3) ib. (4 a, b) Cum. (E.W.P.) (5) n.Yks.

Theease is varry twahbly lats (I.W.).

TWICE, adv. Glo. Oxf. In phr. (1) twice at once, twice

over without any pause
; (2) — in a place, see below.

(1) Oxf. 1 'E doos it twice at once and then agen th'reckly, MS.
add. (2) Glo. The heavy drags ... go over the land ' twice in a

place,' in the same directions in which it was ploughed. . . The
drag-harrows follow after the heavy drags, and go over the land

obliquely ' twice in a place ' also, Morton Glo. Farm (1832) 10.

TWICER, sb. Lin. War. [twarsa(r).] Anything more
than enough for one occasion ; a thing worth two of some-
thing else.

Lin. 1
, n.Lin.1 War. 3 'I have given him a twicer' [I have

thrashed him sufficiently for two offences], said of schoolboy

fights. ' That's a twicer,' said of an unusually large apple.

TWICET, adv. Sc. Irel. Lan. I.Ma. Lin. Shr. Oxf. Brks.

Dor. and Amer. Also written twiced Lin. ; twict N.I. 1

Amer. ; twist Shr. 1
; twiste Ir. ; twyst Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

s.Lan. 1
; twyste Ir. [twaist.] A dial, form of 'twice.'

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Lnk. My summer 'straw' has been turn't

twice't, Murdoch Readings (1895) II. 29. Ir. He twyste her

own size, Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 99 ; I struv to see her
twiste, Carleton Fardorougha (1836) 73. N.I. 1

, s.Lan.1 (s.v.

Twy). I.Ma. Jack . . . bore it wanst (once) and bore it twicet;

and then he danced with ragin fury, Brown Manx Witch (1889)
80. Lin. I'd owed him twiced as much, Fenn Cure of Souls

(1889) 26. Shr. 1 Introd. 81. s.Oxf. On'y catches it twicet as

bad after, Rosemary Chillerns (1895) 18. Brks. Down the lane

she goes twicet every Sunday, Hayden Thatched Cottage (1902)
76. Dor. I did see oncet or twicet as they did say : ' So-and-so,

stated to be missin', is now found to be dead,' Francis Pastorals

(1901) 53. [Amer. The sun is twict as near to 'em, Cent. Mag.
(Dec. 1881) 201.]

TWICEY, adv. Pern, [twarsi.] Twice over; used
only of names ; see below.

s.Pem. Thomas Thomas would be called Thomas twicey. 'I hard
as Thomas twicey is gwayin to get marrit' (W.M.M.).
TWICHILD, TWICHIN, see Twychild, Twitching.
TW1CK, sb.

1 Hmp. Dev. [twik.] In comp. (1) Twick-
band. Hmp. (B. & H.), Hmp. 1

; (2) -bine, the mountain-
ash, Pyrus Aucuparia. n.Dev. (B. & H.) See Quick-
beam, s.v. Quick, adj.1 3 (1, a).

TWICK, v. and sb.2 w.Cy. Som. Dev. [twik.]
1. v. To twist or jerk suddenly ; to tweak. Cf. twitch, v.2

Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). w.Som.1 Bide vast,

what's keep twickin' zo vor ? Dev.1
; Dev.2 He twick'd it right

out of my hand. nw.Dev. 1

2. sb. A sudden twist or jerk.
w.Cy. (Hall.) Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

Dev. 'Er laid holt to th' 'andle, as 'er 'magined, an' gi'ed 'un a
proper good twick to pull 'un out, Stooke Not Exactly, v ; Dev.2

,

nw.Dev.1

[1. Twykkyn, or sum-what drawyn, tractulo (Prompt.).]
TWICKERED OUT, phr. I.W. Tired, exhausted,

done up.
A must be purely twickered out wiv het and doust and drouth

and all, Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898) 39; I.W.2 My wold dooman
sim prid near twickered out.

TWICROOKS, see Twycrooks.
TWIDDICK,s6. Dor. [twidik.] A little twig. Barnes

Gl. (1863).

TWIDDLE, v. and sb} In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel.
Eng. and Aus. Also in forms tweadle n.Yks. ; tweedle
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) w.Yks.2 War.2 Dev. 1 [twi'dl; twfdl.j
1. v. To twist ; to twirl ; to turn about with the tongue.
Gall. She had scolded me that morning for making holes in my

socks by twiddling my right great toe, Crockett Banner of Blue
(1902) xxxv. Ir. Andy had recourse to twiddling about his toes,
Lover Handy Andy (1842) xxxviii. w.Yks.2 I can tweedle him
round my thumb. Not.', Lei. 1

, War.3
, Brks.1 e.An. He is
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imploring now, and she twiddles her hat in her hands, Harris
East-ho (1902) 42. w.Som. 1 Dev. 'Er'll twiddle 'ee round 'er

thumb avore a week be out, Longman's Mag. (Mar. 1899) 459 ;

Dev. 1 [Aus. Will you stop twiddlin' those cursed feet o' yours,
an' listen to me ! Longman's Mag. (Oct. 1901) 511.]

Hence Tweedletoe, sb. a person who crosses the feet

in walking. War.2 2. Of a tail: to wag.
Dev. To see a hound . . . twiddle his tail, Mem. Rev. J. Russell

(1883) 92 ; Dev.1 The dog run out to the hatch, tweedling es tail

to meet en, 12.

3. Obs. To stroke with the fingers. Glo.,Dev. HoraeSubse-
civae (1777) 443. . 4. To be busy about trifles ; to work
in a trifling, careless, or slovenly manner. Cf. quiddle,

v.
1
, widdle.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), Nhp.1 e.An. 1 What are you twiddling about

there? Nrf., Sus. Holloway. Hmp.1 I.W.2 The wold dooman
zets in the corner o' the winder, twiddlen about wi' her knitten all

day long.

Hence (1) Tweadly, adj. finicking over work, &c. ; (2)

TwiddMng, ppl. adj. trifling, paltry.

(1) n.Yks. He's varry tweadly about his wark (I.W.). (2)

s.Hmp. She's but a twiddling little thing, Verney L. Lisle (1870)

xiii. Cor. I used to make up such poor twiddling pretences, ' Q.'

Ship of Stars (1899) 147.

5. To see-saw ; to oscillate. Der.2 See Queagle.
6. To loiter, saunter.
s.Hmp. If I could but twiddle down to the Woodhouse . . .

'twould fresh me up a bit, Verney L. Lisle (1870) xxix. Cor.

Tha wouldn' be twiddlin here pon the baich, T. Tozvser

(1873) 101.

7. With out : to cozen out.

Sc. He tried to twiddle me out of my money (Jam.).

8. sb. A slight twisting or turning.
Lei.1 Hang 'em [fieldfares] afoor the foire wi' a bit o' wo'sted,

an' joost gin it a bit o' a twiddle to begin wi', an' it'll kip on

twiddlin' till they're roosted foine. War.3

9. Anything which one twists or turns in the fingers, as

a toothpick or penknife. Lei.1
, War. 3 10. Awkward

handling. Dev. Bowrikg Lang. (1866) I. 27. 11. pi. The
veining in wood.

Cor. 'Rale meoginny, I suppose?' . . 'No: painted, wi' the

twiddles put in so artfully you'd think 'twas rale,' ' Q.' Three Ships

(1890) iv.

12. Comb. (1) Twiddle-cum-twaddle, idle, unmeaning
talk

; (2) -of-the-sea, a succession of small waves caused

by a light breeze; (3) -twaddle, idle, trifling.

(1) Nhp.1 (2) Sh.I. (J.S.) ; I tink I see da colour o' da sky, an'

da cross tweedle o' da sea whin da wind did shift, Sh. News (Apr.

23, 1898). (3) Lnk. No insipid tea-drinkings with idle young
ladies of relaxed sentiment, nor twiddle-twaddle talk with

amiable old ones, Murdoch Readings (1895) II. 50.

TWIDDLE, sb.
2 e.An. [twi'dl.] A pimple. e.An.1

Suf. Grose (1790) ; Suf. 1 Cf. quiddle, sb.\ widdle.

TWIDDLE, see Tweedle.

TWIDGE, v. Nrf. With off: to take one's way with-

out loitering, though not necessarily at a very rapid pace.

(M.C.H.B.); He twidges off to work on the farm, Cozens-

Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 85.

TWIET, see Thwite.
TWIFER, sb. Obs. Nrf. A parting in two of the

fibres of a root, Trans. Phil. Soc. (1855) 38.

TWIG, sb.
1 and v.

1 Nhb. Yks. Lan. Chs. Nhp. Hnt.

e.An. Som. Dev. [twig.] 1. sb. A stout walking-stick.

Nhb. Aw danced a jig an' swung my twig that day aw went to

Blaydon, Allan Tyneside Sngs. (1891) 452. Lan. Owd 'Siah

would still ' feight ' . . . but could not see that his ' twig ' would

stand any chance against a bayonet, Brierley Sketches (1842) 87.

2. A divining-rod for finding water.
Som. At one spot the twig was so violently affected that it flew

out of his hands, Flk-Lore Jrn. (1883) I. 28.

S. pi. The common osier, Salix viminalis. Chs.13

4. Phr. (1) a hvig of a person, a small person
; (2) io ivork

the twig, to use a divining-rod.

(1) n.Dev. There was one little twig o' a woman, Belle Hart

was her name, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 5. (2) Som. I sent

for a labouring man in the village who could 'work the twig,'

Flk-Lore Jrn. (1883) I. 28.

5. v. To give a slight but smart beating as with a twig
;

to flog; to administer a slight but not unduly severe re-

proof.
w.Yks. A good stiff burch at ah thowt ad be good stuff for gien

sum a ar rakes a good saand twiggin we, Tom Treddleiioyle
Trip ta Lunnan (1851) 31 ; w.Yks.1

,
Nhp. 1

, Hnt. (T.P.F.), e.An. 1

6. To do anything strenuously ; to work with might and
main. w.Yks.1

[5. Twig, verberare, Levins Manip. (1570).]

TWIG, sb.
2 Sc. [twig.] A glance.

Kcd. The Piper gied a stowen look, And mony a twig at her he
took, Jamie Muse (1844) 103.

TWIG, v 2 and sb? Sc. Cum. Wm. Yks. [twig.]

1. v. To pull with a jerk ; esp. to pull the hair ; to twitch,

tug ; to lay hold of.

Sh.I. The bladder danced along without much twigging from the

line, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 60. n.Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Frf.

Let rantin billys twig the string, Morison Poems (1790) 78.

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 333, ed. 1876. Lakel. 2
,
Cum.' 4

Wm. Punishment inflicted on some boy who commits an offence

against good manners. When the offence is committed if he does

not condone it by calling out 'pass Jack' before some one else

calls out ' twig him ' the others seize him by the short hairs at the

back of the neck and pull them till he calls out ' pikaby ' (peccavi

no doubt is meant). 'Twig him, twig him ' (B.K.).

Hence (1) Twigging, ppl. adj. of frost : hard, laying hold

of land and water
; (2) Twigum, sb. a boys' game : pulling

one another's hair.

(1) Cum. 1 It's a twiggan neet o' frost; Cum.4 (2) w.Yks.

Hlfx. Courier (July 3, 1897).

2. To wound the skin of a sheep in shearing. Slk. (Jam.)

3. With round: to turn round.
Per. The modest lass, bein' rather shy, Twigged round her

head and looked awry, And gae her dandy nae reply, Spence

Poems (1898) 24.

4. sb. A quick pull ; a twitch ; a tug.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Gi'ein da fettle a twig til shu nearly lifted da

maeshie frae da grand, Sh. News (Sept. 3, 1898^.

TWIG, v? e.An.12 [twig.] To sway sideways as

timber on a 'gill.'

TWIG, v." Hmp. [twig.] To drink deeply or

continuously ; to ' swig.'

He kept twigging away at the bottle (W.H.E.).

TWIG, v.5 Sc. [twig.] To contain, hold in.

Per. I canna comprehend, O Linn, how ever Your narry chops

can twig this mighty river, Fergusson Vill. Poet (1897) 140.

TWIG, v.B Obs. Slk. (Jam.) To put cross-ropes on

the thatch of a house. Hence Twig-rape, sb. a cross-rope

put on the thatch of a house.
TWIGGEN, adj. Chs. Not. War. Shr.2 [twigan.]

1. Made of twigs or wicker-work. Chs.',n.Not. (J.P.K.),

War.3 2. Comp. Twiggen-wallet, a hamper. Shr.2

TWIGGEN,!;. . Wor. Also in form tweagen. [twi'gan;

twlgan.] To wriggle about. (H.K.) Cf. twig, v.
2

TWIGGEN DICK, sb. Chs. 1 A coarse kind of cheese,

with very little fat in it.

Servants when not satisfied with the furnishing of the table

used very frequently to repeat the following rhyme . . at

Middlewich :

—
' Browan bread, mahley pies, Twiggen Dick full o'

eyes ; Buttermilk instead o' beer ; So I'll be hanged if I stay here.'

At Wilmslow the rhyme varies thus :
—

' Barley bread, and barley

pies, Twiggen Dick and full o' eyes, Sour milk and smaw beer,

Maks me stop no lunger here.'

TWIGGER, sb. Not. [twi'ga(r).] A man who cuts

the twigs off the birch-tree and makes them into bundles.

See Twigging.
.

The twiggers let the bottles lie till March, Marshall Review

(1814) IV. 161 ; Not. 2

TWIGGERY, sb. Chs. [twi'gari.] An osier-bed. See
Twig, sb.

1 3.

A friend of mine hunting with harriers . . . asked a labouring

boy if he had seen the hare. The boy answered, ' Oo was
making for th' twiggery,' AT. & Q. (1886) 7th S. i. 128 ; Chs.13

TWIGGING, sb. Not. War. Won [twi"gin.] The
practice or right of cutting twigs of birch or other trees,

or osiers, for various purposes.
Not. I first let the twigging to the besom makers, Marshall

Review (1814) IV. 161. War., Wor. In the districts in which

002
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asparagus is grown there is a sufficient demand for these twigs,

which are sold in bundles of 100, to make twigging a remunerative
process. In the meadows on the Avon side, on the farm on
which I live, a workman is now employed (January 1902) in this

operation. But there is also an illegitimate trade carried on. A
few nights ago men were observed to be trespassing over this

farm, and it was supposed that they had come with the intention of

twigging. Men who can steal twigs in this way find a ready
market for them, and twigging in this sense is regarded as
analogous to poaching (E.S.).

TWIGGITOP, sb. Obsol. Hrf. The top of a tree, &c.
Bound Provinc. (1876).

TWIGGLE, v. Wor. Cor. Also written twi^le Won
[twi-gl.] To wriggle about. s.Wor. (H.K.), Cor.2

TWIKE, sb. 1 Nhb.x [twaik.] A pointed stake used
in the game of ' twikes.' Hence Twikes or Twikey, sb. a
game; see below; called also 'Sticky-stack' (q.v., s.v.

Sticky, adj. 1
2).

The game is played by throwing a twike, which sticks into the
turf. The opponent has to dislodge his adversary's twike and at
the same time to fix his own into the soil. In another form of the
game each player selects his home or base at ten or twelve yards'
distance from a central spot. They then stand in the centre, and
proceed to throw their pointed twikes until one fails to stick into
the ground. The misser must then run to a fixed spot, whilst his
companions commence to dig up the turf from his base, and to
carry it to their own. At the end of the game each player has
presumably a hole and a heap of this acquired turf at his base,
and if the turf when laid down fails to completely fill the hole
a fine is inflicted.

TWIKE, sb? w.Djr.' [twaik.] A slender person

;

used contemptuously.
TWIKE, sb.a Lin. Also written twyke. [twaik.]

The couch-grass, Triticum repens. Thompson Hist. Boston
(1856) 728 ; Lin. 1 Cf. quick, adj. 1

17, Twitch, sb.
1

TWIKIN, see Twokin.
TWIKLE, v. Obs. Nhb. To walk awkwardly, as if

with a twist in the legs. (Hall.), Nhb.1

TWIL, prep. Obs. e.An.1 Until ; a dial, form of
' while.'

TWILL, sb. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin. Also
in form twull Nhb.1 [twil.] 1. A dial, form of 'quill.'

n.Cy. (K.), N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1 Dur. Pull a twill oot ed geaise wing,

Egglestone Betty Podkins' Lett. (1877) 11; Dur. 1
, Lakel.2 118.

Cum. Ah gat a bit o' paper, a twill pen, Farrall Betty Wilson
(1886) 34. Wm. I wanted sum twills ta rite wie, Close The
Satirist (1833) 160. n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks. 2 A geease-twill ; n.Yks. 34
e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788); e.Yks. 1

, m.Yks.1 w Yks
Thoresby Lett. (1703) ; (J.W.) ; w.Yks.1

, ne.lan.'
Hence Twilly, adj. pen-feathered

; used of a plucked
iowl, when the feathers are short and bristly. n.Yks.2

n.Cy. (Hall.) 3. The spool of a spinning-2. A reed.
wheel

;
the spool or bobbin on which to wind" yarn.

N.Cy. 12
, Nhb. 1

, n.Yks. 2
, n.Lin. 1 See Quill, sb?

4. Thread upon a reel. Lin.1

TWILLEY-HOLE, sb. Wil. An opening in a hurdle
for the insertion of a pole. See below.
(G E.D.)

; A ' twilley ' hole is left in the centre of each hurdle
for the insertion of the . . . pole on which the shepherds carry
them, Kennard Diogenes' Sandals (1893) vi.

TWILLY, v. n.Cy. Yks. Der. [twrli.] To turn the
toes in.

n.Cy. He twillies his toes, Grose (1790) MS. add. (P \
Der.12, nw.Der. 1 v ''

Hence Twilly-toed, adj. having the feet turned inwards.
w.Yks.2

TWILLY, see Twily, adj.

TWILLY-WILLY, sb. Obs.
material ; a stuff gown.

Cast away thy < twilly willy,' Winter's warm protecting gownClare Village Mwst. (1821) II. 35; Nhp.=
TWILT, sb. 1 and v. 1 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Pnm 14 Vf -il'l
A

l
S° '," f°rmS tWOlt Gal)

- ;
tWUlt Nhb. 1

C™'. [twill.] 1. sb. A dial, form of 'quilt.'

wvf'
(

irfH°A ? °f state
'
twilts

'
ScoTT Bride ofLam. (1819)

fn ~,« v' f
C
f

"y
D
mouse then Placed Ws g«est On a rich twil

to grace his feast, Pennecuik Wks. (171s) 347, ed 181* GallMactaggart £„,,,/. (l8a4 ). „.Cy. Grose (,790) ; kLCy.i Nhb!

Nhp. Woollen dress

The bed, wiv its twilt snawy white, Chater Tyneside Aim.
(1869) 10; Nhb. 1

, Dur. 1
, w.Dur. 1

, Lakel. 2 118, Cum.1 Wm. A
scooar a bed twilts, Spec. Dial. (1885) 18. n.Yks.1234, ne.Yks. 1

,

e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.1235 , ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, Lin. 1

,

n.Lin. 1
, e.An. 1

, Suf. 1

2. v. To quilt.

Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. Her twilted pettikit se fine, Wilson Pitman's
Pay (1843) 44 ; Nhb.1

, Cum.4 Wm. Mary is gaain ta twilt a
yallow linsey twilt, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 48. n.Yks.124

,

e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Banks IVkfld. JVds. (1865) ; w.Yks.3, n Lin. 1

e.An.1 Boys used to show with pride balls they had twilted, that
is, quilted with twine.

Hence (1) Twilter, sb. a quilt-maker
; (2) Twilting-

frame, sb. the large frame on which quilts are stretched
while being made.

(1) Nhb. 1
, n.Yks. 2 (2) Nhb. 1 Cum. She's t'twiltin-frame in

t'parlour loft, Dickinson Lit. Rem. (1888) 175. n.Yks. 1
, n.Lin.1

TWILT, v.
2 and sb.2 Cum. Yks. Lan. Der. Lin. e.An.

Also in form twult Cum.14 [twilt] 1. v. To beat,
thrash, chastise. See Quilt, v.\ Welt.
Cum.14, n.Yks.124 , ne.Yks. 1 e.Yks. Twilt his jacket for him,

a pawky young raskil, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 30; e.Yks.'
m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. He did twilt me (jE.B.) ; w.Yks.235 Lan!
He'd twilted sum on em fur cummin neer th' heawse afther he'd
towd 'em they wornt wantid, Ferguson Moudywarp, 17 ; Lan.',
e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, Der.2 , Lin.1 n.Lin.1 I'll twilt thy mucky bastard

bairn aboon a bit th' fo'st time I clam hohd on it. e.An. 1 Nrf. If
yow twilt him I'll twilt yow, so mind yer that, Cozens-Hardv
Broad Nrf. (1893) 85.

2. sb. A blow.
m.Yks.1 w.Yks.5 That's him 'at wur twilting ar Jim !—let me

goa an' gi'e him a twilt ont' lug mother!

TWILTER, v. Obs. n.Cy. To spin thread unevenly.
HOLLOWAY.
TWILY, adj. Cum. Wm. Hit. Som. Dev. Also written

twiley, twyly Som.; and in form twilly Cum.4 Hrt.
[twaili.] 1. Toilsome, troublesome, wearisome ; rest-
less, fretful, ailing ; of a horse : restive. A deriv. of ' toil.'
Cum. (E.W.P.) Wm. Ferguson Northmen (1856) 201. w.Cy.

(Hall.) Som. The child is twily, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 444;Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885) ; (W.F.R.) Dev. Moore Hist.
Dev. (1829) I. 355. n.Dev. The tilty, twily, preckett toad, Rock
Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 90.

2. Of an animal: having a delicate appetite. Hrt. (E.S.F
)TWILY, sb. Obs. Suf. 1 A towel, (s.v. Towley.)

TWIME, sb. Sc. A couplet. Mackay.
TWIN, sb. 1 and v> Sc. Nhb. Yks. Nhp. Wor. Glo. Dor.

[twin.] 1. sb. In comp. (1) Twin-bairns, twins ; (2)
-fruit, double fruit. '

W
(1) Fif. Globe-cheekit Fun, . . And Comus, his renownit brither

(Twin-bairns o' Revelry, their mither), Tennant Papistry (1827")
18. Gall. (A.W.) (2) Nhp. 2 V '

/?' D
A double fruit

' esP- used of apples. s.Wor.1
, Glo.

(A.B.^Glo.1 Cf.twinny-uns. 3. With the def. art.: twins.
Dor. The 'twin,' a fine healthy pair of four-year-old boys,

iRANCis Pastorals (1901) 142.

4. pi. The kidney vetch, Anthyllis vulneraria. w.Yks.
Lees Flora (1888) 190. 5. v. To give birth to twins.
Nhb. For as she s myed a start wi' twinnin*, She'll mebby neist

time bring me three
! Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 57. Dor ' Are

the sheep doing well, shepherd, this season ] ' ' No ! they don't
twinny nothing to-year' (C.W.).

[5 Ewes yeerly by twinning rich maisters doo make,
1 he lamb of such twinner for breeders go take, Tusser
Husb. (1580) 81.]

'

TWIN, v.2 and sb* Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Chs. Shr. w.Cy.
Also written twinnShr. 2

; and in forms twine Sc. S. &
Ork. 1 Yks.;twyne Sc..(JAM.) [twin ; twain.] 1. v. To
divide into two

; esp. used of a field or building.
Nhb.' Lan A lot o little places twinned off fro one another bywooden partishuns, Staton B. Shuttle Manch. 25. e.Lan 1 Chs 123

2. To separate one from the other ; to part, sever. Cf.
twine, sb. 1 8.

Sc. By little and little cam to very ill words, and twined in
anger, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xv. Sh.I. Sh. News (Sept. 23,

"1 £"-, Fr
J-
N°r COuId the yellow Austral S°wd E'er twinemy thochts frae hame, Reid Heatherland (1894) 15. Ar=- What

ails the laddie, new twined frae his mither? Munro Shoes of Fort
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(1901) 157. Lnk. The waves and cruel wars hae twinn'd my
winsome luve frae me, Motherwell Poems (ed. 1881) 103. Rxb.
Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 120. Gall. What cause is guid that

twines a woman frae her ain man? Crockett Moss-Hags (1895)
iii. Nhb.1

3. Obs. To divide, share ; to part with.
Abd. Narrow's the saul wha winna twin his gear To smooth

misfortune's brow, or help the poor! Shirrefs Poems (1790) 74.

4. To steal. S. & Ork.1 5. To separate the weeds
from newly-ploughed land.

Shr.2 Twinning to tak away the scutch.

6. With of: to deprive of.

Sc. I'll lie twin'd of my marrow, Aytoun Ballads (cd. 1861) II.

78. S. & Ork.1 n.Sc. Maun ye be twin't o' that blythe neukie

Whar ye hae win't sae lang? Tarras Poems (1804) 28 (Jam.).

Bch. I get baith the skaith an scorn Twin'd o' my brither's gear,

Forbes Aja.x (1742) 6. Per. He's ta'en out his wee penknife . . .

An' he's twyned himsel' o' his ain sweet life, Ford Harp (1893)

30. s.Sc. She had twined the dominie o' the ket On whilk he hed
thrie times dyned, Watson Border Bards (1859) 105. Ayr. It was
juist like twinning him of his very life to part with a plack,

Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 103. Edb. Fergusson Poems

(1773) 107, ed. 1785. Dmf. Cauld maun the heart be, twin'd o'

its joys, Reid Poems (1894) 159. Nhb. A man may have a hidin'

neuk, An' yet be twined o' a' his brass, JVcastle Fishers' Garl.

(1832) 91.

7. Phr. (1) to be twined of, obs., to be delivered of in child-

birth
; (2) to twin one out of a thing, to get it out of one,

esp. by means of repeated solicitation or by stratagem.

(1) Lan. Alas ! . . one of our sisters has fallen, . . she cannot be

received into our bosom, till she be twin'd of the bloody offspring

of that Anakite, Lett. fr. Quaker (Sept. 19, 1715) in Cheth. Soc.

Publ. (1845) V. 174. (2) n.Sc. (Jam.)

8. sb. A revolving table by means of which coal-trucks

are diverted to the various tram-lines in a mine. Cf. twine,

sb.1 5.

w.Yks. Tram lines were laid in the pit, and it was necessary

from time to time for the turn-tables, or ' twines ' as they were
called by the men, to be moved, Yks. Evening Post (Oct. 5, 1901).

9. pi. An agricultural implement for breaking the clods

and uprooting the weeds of ploughed land.

Shr. 1 Twins have two rows of deep, curved, broad teeth—

a

blacksmith said, ' the tines wun duck-fatted.' The implement has

no wheels or guides of any kind, and in this respect differs from

the modern 'cultivator'; it is either single or double, and in the

latter case is spoken of as ' a pair of twins,' the several parts

being coupled together; Shr. 2
, w.Cy. (Hall.)

[1. There were twenty and too, to twyn horn in sonder,

Dest. Troy (c. 1400) 2747.]

TWINDLE, TWINDLING, see Twinnel, Twinling.

TWINE, si.
1 and v.

1 Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Lin. Hrt. Dev. Also in forms tweyne Cum.14
; twoine

s.Lan.1 [twain.] 1. sb. In comp. Twine-spinner, a

rope-maker. Lth. (Jam.) 2. A curl.

w.Yks. Ther hair hasn't lost its Sundy twists, an' twines, ther

faces luk ruddier, Hartley Puddin' (1876) 241.

3. Fig. A tie, bond.
Per. Preserve the cordial twine that binds us baith, Haliburton

Ochil Idylls (1891) 91.

4. A contortion. Bnff. 1
5. A twist ; a turn

; fig. an

intricate vicissitude or turn of fortune.

n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Vain I may be now, whan a' that's past, By
unco twines has fa'en sae weel at last, Ross Helenore (1768) 140,

ed. 1812. e.Yks. (R.S.)

6. v. In comb. (1) Twine-grass, the common tufted vetch,

Vicia Cracca
; (2) -toed, having the toes pointing inwards.

(1) Hrt. Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) VI. ii. 48. (2) Lan. (C.J.B.)

7. Phr. to twine the tail, to twist a cow's tail in order to

turn her into the required direction ; alsofig. to turn the

helm of a ship.
Lakel.1 Cum. Twine tail on't, as tha dua swine or bulls, N.

Lonsdale Mag. (Feb. 1867) 310.

8. To turn ; to twist, esp. to twist the strands in making
straw-rope, &c. ; to wriggle.

Sc. Twine out his lugs, root out his tongue, Ballads and Poems

(1885) 213. Lnk. If I was as gleg as you, I'd twine mysel' up,

like a screw, Richt tae the tap, Thomson Musings (1881) 224.

Wgt. The wean twining and kicking and swearing most viciously,

Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 290. Nhb. 1 Cum. Next he twin't an'
screw't his feace, Richardson Talk (1876) 2nd S.90; Cum.14 Win.
Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 2. n.Yks.1

; n.Yks.4 He twisted an' twin'd
uz aboot. w.Yks. Studying Euclid or twining a mengle, Eccles
Leeds Olm. (1874) 2. n.Lan. I es't 'im if he twin'd thor waggins
upt'brow wi'amasheen,R. PiKKTAaFomessFlk. (1870)8. s.Lan. 1

Iv aw catch him, aw'll twoine his neck reawnd. n.Lin.1 I'll twine
thy neck roond for the. Dev.1 I'd lerrick thee till I made thee
twine like an angle-twitch, 17. n.Dev. But thof ha ded viggee . .

.

and twined, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 217.

Hence (1) Twiner, sb. a hook-shaped instrument used
for twisting straw-rope

; (2) Twiners, sb. pi. the wheel by
which straw-rope for corn-stacks is made

; (3) Twiner-
up, sb. a boy employed to adjust the 'lifter' after 'doffing';

(4) Twiney, sb. a rope-maker.
(1) Nhb. 1 (2) n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) w.Yks. (F.R.) (4) Nhb. 1

He waaks backwards like an aad twiney gan doon the grund.

9. To wind, meander; to deviate from the direct course
or line of flight ; also used fig.

Sc. Whare Don from the Highlands comes hurlin', In mony a
willsome roun', Ay twinin', and wimplin', and swirlin', Jamieson
Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 292. s.Sc. Whare thy blue deep rivers

twine, T. Scott Poems (1793) 351. Ayr. Nae gowden stream
thro' myrtles twines, Burns Pastoral Poetry, st. 7. n.Yks. 1 Thae
partridges flew straight doon for t'beck an' then they twined
round under t'bank. w.Yks. Just thee watch 'em, an' Ah'll bet

they twine in t'Brahn Cah when they get theare, Leeds Merc.

Suppl. (July 22, 1899). n.Lin. 1 She was broht up chech, but alus

twined to chapilwards.

10. To fasten, bind ; to join
;
gen. fig.

Abd. Aff they went to bid Mess John Twine the marriage
tether O, Still Cottar's Sunday (1845) 182. Dmb. Sib by our
sires, and twice in marriage twined, The Gowodeans and Howes
ha'e lang been joined, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 36. Lth. Ye'll

ne'er reproach the day ye twine Wi' Ailie in the marriage knot,

Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 150. Dmf. Reid Poems (1894) 48.

Cum. As thick as three auld mears twined tugidder, N. Lonsdale
Mag. (Feb. 1867) 310.

11. To spin ; to weave.
Sh.I. This twisting together of the strands, called 'twining,' is

the most wearisome part of the spinning, Sh. News (July 2, 1898).
Rnf. Twine it weel, my bonny dow, And twine it weel, the
plaiden, Rnf. Harp (1819) 8. Gall. Dundrennan lasses turn 3'our

wheels, Lick aff the schowy stoor. . . Twine winning sheets for

gallant chiels, Denniston Craignilder (1832) 76. Nhb. Nae mair
her warm fingers'll birl the big wheel, Her last hank is twined on
the crazy knack reel, Proudlock Borderland Muse (1896) 7.

w.Yks. When yarn is in process of being spun, it is drawn out

a certain length and then subjected to a process of turning or

twining or twisting, which gives strength to the yarn (J.M.).

12. To go away ; to make off.

w.Yks. It deead o't neet a broker com An aht wi't traps he
twined, Preston Poems, tfc. (1864) 23 ; w.Yks.5 18.

13. Obs. To stretch out ; to prolong.
Sc. Wult thou twyne owt thine angir til' a' genaeratians ?

Riddell Ps. (1857) lxxxv. 5. Lnk. When I thought to hear A
grace like yours, twin'd out for ha'f a year, He mum'led twa
three words, Black Falls of Clyde (1806) 108.

14. To represent ; to state or put a case.

Edb. 'Jean, there's a chance for ye, and only one,' for that was
the way I twined it to her, Beatty Secretar (1897) 281.

15. With in : to twist the ends of a new warp to the

thrums of an old one. s.Lan. 1 16. Withj</ : to wind up.

w.Yks. Ah mun hev mi watch twined up, Nidderdill Olm. (May
!873)-

TWINE, v? and sb.2 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Cum. Yks.
Lan. Nhp. Also in forms twahn n.Yks. ; tweyne Cum.14

[twain.] 1. v. A dial, form of ' whine '
; to cry ; to be

fretful or peevish. Cf. dwine, v.
1

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb.x Cum. For still 't mun rather ease my meynde,

At is bit owr dispwosed to tweyne, To ruminate on aul lang

seyne, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1805) 144; Cum.14, n.Yks. 24
,

e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1

, w.Yks. 1
,
ne.Lan.1

,
Nhp.1

Hence (1) Twined, ppl. adj. cross ; fretful, ill-tempered
;

(2) Twine-wallets, sb. a cross, peevish child
; (3) Twiney,

adj. fretful, complaining; sickly, ailing; (4) Twiny-bags,
sb., see (2).

(1) Cum. He was as twined as could be because they were

stripping him, Carlisle Patriot (Dec. 6, 1901) 6, col. 3. w.Yks.
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Ovvd Jemmy Edmison were varra twined at us (F.P.T.) ;
w.Yks. 1

(2) Cum. (M.P.) (3) N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 She's but twiney, poor body.

Dur. 1 Lakel.2 That barn's seea twiney Ah can deea nowt fer

frabbin wi' 't. Cum.1 She's nobbet varra twiny to-day; Cum.4

n.Yks. This bairn is twahny (I.W.) ; n.Yks.124 ne.Yks. 1 e.Yks. 1

Bayn's varry twiny ti-neet, what's mather? m.Yks. 1
,
w.Yks.15

Lan. I'm a bit twiny like, and out of sorts, Fothergill Healey

(1884) xxviii. ne.Lan.' She's nobbut a twiny body. Nhp. 1
(4)

n.Yks. Wativarz matar widha, dhu twainibagz ? azfer taird ahiarin

dha (W.H.).

2. To pine and languish in sickness.
n.Cy. (Hall.) n.Yks. She twahnd away (I.W.). ne.Lan.1

3. sb. A fretful complaint ; a whine.
Cum.4 My judgment's wrang, an' aw my twines an' frets Seems

1100 like silly, empty, false regrets, Whitehaven News (Jan. 5, 1899)

3, col. 2. m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Poor barn ! it's all of a twine t'day

long, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 22, 1899).

4. An attack of illness, esp. one of short duration ; a

twinge of pain ; the weakness resulting from disease.

Cf. twine, sb. 1 5.

Bnff. 1 She hid a twine 0' sair teeth. He took the mirles, an'

they ga 'im a gey sair twine. Frf. Twines 0' the gripes and the

cholic, Sands Poems (1833") 39.

TWINE, v.
3

, sb.
s and adv. Sc. [twain.] 1. v. To put

a person to the utmost stretch in working ; to labour to

the full extent of one's powers.
Cai. 1 Bnff. 1 The gaitheran o' the taties gars them twine.

2. To walk with great difficulty. Bnff. 1

3. sb. Hard labour ; a difficult task.

They got an unco twine at the cuttan o' the laid corn, ib.

4. adv. With great difficulty, ib.

TWINE, v.* Obs. Abd. (Jam.) To chastise.

TWINE, num. adj. Irel. Yks. Also in form tean Yks.
Two. Wxf.1 e.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 3, 1898).

TWINE, see Twin, v.
2

TWING, sb. Cum. 4 [twin.] A small, red, spider-like

insect, probably Oonops pulcher, reputed to give cattle

chancing to eat it the disease of ' red-water.'

TWINGE, sb.
1 and v . Lan. Dev. [twing.] 1. sb. Fig.

? A sharp or telling point.

Dev. ' It says how women should hold their awn men in special

reverence.' 'Theer's the twinge, an' I'd have 'e put that in for

sartain. If her reverenced un, her wouldn't go about in high-

wheeled, cranky dog-carts with t'other,' Phillpotts Sons of
Morning (1900) 382.

2. v. To pinch, nip, squeeze.
Lan. He's a fox, lad; a cunning fox! But I'll twinge his tail

for him yet, Clegg David's Loom (1894) 34. s.Lan. 1

Hence Twingers, sb. pincers. s.Lan.1

TWINGE, si. 2 n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Ken. Also in form
twainge w.Yks.2 [twing.] 1. An earwig.

n.Cy. Grose (1790) Suppl. w.Yks. These twinges cause death

by entering a person's ear, Yks. N. & Q. (1888) II. 114;
w.Yks.12345 , s.Lan. 1

, Ken. 12

2. The common millepede, Julus terrestris. w.Yks.3

TWINGE, sb.a Wil. 1 [twins;.] A long flat cake or
loaf of bread ; a piece of dough moulded for making into

bread. Cf. twining.
TWINGE, sb.A Yks. [twing.] A peevish, spiteful child,

esp. a girl. w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 22, 1899).
TWINGLE, v 1 Sc. Nhp. Cor. [twi-n(g)l.] To twist

closely round ; to turn ; to wriggle. Cf. twangle.
Abd. (Jam.) ; They had nae jack, but this [the lingle to swing

the roast] would twingle wi' little cost, Beatty Parings (1801) 4,

ed. 1873. Nhp. 1 The bindweed twingles about the hedges. Cor.

I seed un [a snake] twingle too his tail, Higham Dial. (1866) 23 ;

Cor.12

TWINGLE,!;.2 Cor.2 [twi'ngl.] To tingle as from cold.

TWINGLE-TWANGLE, v. Sc. To twang.
Ayr. Ballads and Sngs. (1846-7) I. 22. Gall. When he had tied

his string and finished cocking his viol and twingle-twangling it to

his satisfaction, Crockett Black Douglas (1899) 327'

[Cp. Pipes and tabors, Hotch-potch of Scotch and Irish

twingle-twangles, Ford Perkin Warbeck, in. i. 5.]

TWING'T, ppl. adj. Cum.4 Also in form twin't.
[twingt.] Suffering from the disease ' hawk ' (q.v.).

TWINGY, adj. Dev. [twi'ngi.] Having twinges of
pain. Also used advb.

Then tlia litt'l pigs wid zook, An twingy in tha jaw wis took,

Nathan Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1865) 52 ;
Dev. 2

TWINING, sb. Wil. [twinin.] A large flat cake or

loaf of bread. n.Wil. (G.E.D.) See Twinge, sb.3

TWINK, sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Stf. Der.

Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. e.An. Dor. Som. Dev. [twink.]

1. sb. A twinkle ; a wink.
Lei. 1

, War.3 Dev. Yu may zee be tha twink uv ez eye, Thit vur

vury glee as ha pufth an blaw'th, Nathan Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed.

1866) 2nd S. 6.

2. The shortest possible space of time; a twinkling;

gen. in phr. in a twink.

Fif. So were their bagpipes in a twink, like tinder Fired under-

neath their arms, Tennant Anster (1812) 86, ed. 1871. n.Cy.

Ah'll be theer in a twink (B.K.). Lakel.2 Cum.4 In a twink or

two. w.Yks.5 He wur splauadering ont' floor in a twink ! Stf. 1
,

nw.Der. 1
, Lin. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, Nhp. 1 s.Wor. 'Er was took bad and 'er

was gone in a twink (H.K.\ Suf. 1 Dor. An twerden much

I seemed to drink, Eet I wur done up in a twink, Eclogue (1862)

1. w.Som. 1 Urn down and zay I'll be there in a twink. e.Dev.

In a twinkey he had pulled Miss Josephine into his room, Jane
Ever Mohun (1901) 239.

3. v. To twinkle. Suf.1 The stars twink.

Hence Twinking, sb. the shortest possible space of time.

Ess. They sturted in a twinkin' then, An' down the coas they

went, Clark /. Noakes (1839) St. 109 ;
Ess. 1

[Twynkyn, wythe the eye, nicto {Prompt^
TWINK, sb.

2 Chs. Shr. Gmg. Glo. Som. Dev. [twirjk.]

The chaffinch, Fringilla coelebs. Cf. tink, sb.
1

Chs. The name . . . has been given to the bird on account of its

sharp, musical, chirpy note, N. & Q. (1886) 7th S. ii. 117 ; Chs.13
,

Shr. 1 Gmg. N. & Q. ib. 49. Glo.12 , Som. (W.F.R.) e.Som.

W. & J. Gl. (1873). se.Dev. N. V Q. ib. 213.

TWINK, sb.3 Ken.1 [twirjk.] A sharp, shrewish,
grasping woman.

Ye've got to get up middlin' early if ye be goin' to best her,

I can tell ye
;
proper old twink, an' no mistake

!

TWINK, v.
2 Dev. [twirjk.] To chastise. Cf.twank,s6.

Zo yu bin stayling awpels, 'avee. Well, than, I'll twink thee

purty tight vur that, sure's a gun ! Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 138.

TWINKLE, sb. and v. Yks. Som. Dev. Cor. [twrrjkl.]

1. sb. In comb. Twinkle-eyed, having a twinkle in the eye.
Som. He smiled so merry and so twinkle-eyed too, Raymond

No Soul (1899) 288.

2. An instant; the shortest possible space of time; also

in phr. twinkle ofan eye. Cf. twink, sb. 1

e.Dev. The policeman, contrary to his expecting, was after him
in a twinkle, Jane Ever Mohun (1901) 193. Cor. They all took
fright, an' vanished away in the twinkle of a eye, Phillpotts
Prophets (1897) 61.

3. v . To twitch ; to tingle.

Yks. The candles were promptly restored the next morning, but
the thief 'twinkled ' ever after, Henderson F/k-Lore (1879) vii. Dev.
' Thickee wan there, vather, that twinkleth 'is tail got um turrabul
bad.' This is applied to the quick twitching, or shaking, of the
tails of animals, but especially of lambs when they are in the act
of feeding,' Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

TWINKLING, sb. Sc. [twi-nklin.] 1. In phr. in
the twinkling ofa cafs tail, in an instant.

Frf. I'll be ready in the twinklin' o' a cat's tail, Mackenzie
Northern Pine (1897) 128.

2. A tingling.
Kcd. It spread till reverend grannies felt A twinklin' i' their

toes, Grant Lays (1884) 55.

TWINLING, sb. Lan. Lin. Wor. Nrf. Also in form
twindlin' s.Lan.1 [twi-nlin.] A twin, esp. one of twin
lambs.

s.Lan. Bamford Dial. (1854). Lin. They will keep none but
twinlings, Hilman Tusser Redivivus (1710) in Tusser Husb. (ed.
1878) 262. Wor. (W.C.B.) Nrf. Hilman ib.

[For twinlings be twiggers, encrease for to bring, Tusser
Husb. (1580) 81. Norw. dial, twinnling, a twin (Aasen).]
TWINNEL, sb. and v. Lan. Also in form twindle

Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 [twrnl.] 1. sb. A twin.
Lan. May 29 was buryed a twindle of John Leylands. May 31

was buryd the other twindle of John Leylands, Lowe Diary
(1674) 40, ed. 1877 ; Lan.1 , s.Lan.1

2. v. To bring forth twins.
Mother Cowburne has twinnelled, and farmer James, her
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husband, is in luck to have a family o' at one birth, Thorneer
Penny Stone (1845) M> e^- 1886.

Hence Twindlet, ppl. adj. twin-born. s.Lan.1

TWINNET, sb. Cmb. [twi'nit] A gimlet. (W.W.S.)
TWINNY, v. e.An. [twi -

ni.] To rob a cask before it

is broached by tasting it through a reed, pipe, &c.
e.An. 1 A thievish wench twinnies her dame's cask of mead or

made wine. Suf. e.An. N. & Q. (1866) II. 327.

TWLNNY-TJNS, sb. pi. w.Wor.1 Of fruit or flowers :

two growing on one stalk or in one shell. Cf. twin, sb.
1
2.

TWINT, see Twing't.
TWINTER, sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Chs. Midi. Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. Nhp. Oxf. Bdf. e.An. Also
in forms quinter Sc. (Jam.) ; twinty n.Lin. 1 [twi -

nta(r.]

A sheep two years old ; used also of cattle and colts ; a
sheep which has been shorn not more than thrice ; also

used attrib.

Sc. (Jam.") ; 'Twinter ewe,' a ewe three times shorn, N. & Q.

(1856) 2nd S. i. 416. Lnk. Ramsay Gentle Shep. (Scenary ed.) Gl.

Dmf. A sheep from fifteen months up to four years old, Morton
Cyclo. Agric. (1863). N.Cy.1 A female sheep of two winters old

;

N.Cy.2 Nhb.1 Applied [also] to a two-year-old steer. Dur. Raine
Charters,trc. (1837)233. Lakel.12 , Cum.4 Wni. Strayed, from Skel-

witli Fold, a half-bred gimmer twinter, Wm. Gazette (Sept. 29, 1900)

5, col. 1. n.Yks.1
; n.Yks.2 A twinter stot. w.Yks. Hutton Tour

to Caves (1781) ; w.Yks. 1 Two stirks, an three twinters, ii. 289.

Lan. 1
, ne.Lan.l, e.Lan.1, s.Lan.1 , Chs. 1 Midi. Kennett Par. Antiq.

(1695) (s.v. Hekfore). Stf. A sheep that has been shorn once,

Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Der. 1
; Der.2 A yearling sheep.

n.Lin. 1 Lei.1 A cow-calf is called a twinter or stirk during its

third year. Nhp.1
, Oxf. (K.) Bdf. Bailey (1721). e.An. 1

[Bimus, uel biennis, uel bimulus, twi-winter, Voc. (10th

cent.) in Wright's Voc. (1884) 116.]

TWINTER, v. Chs. Shr. [twi-nta(r).] To wither ; to

shrivel.
s.Chs. 1 Dhis fuwlz leg)z au- twin-turd. Dhem tai-tiiz bin gon

twin-turd wi beyin fros-t-bitn. Shr.1 It's likely to be a sharp fros'

to night—I'm afeard it'll twinter the tato-tops. Yo'n 'ad the oven

too sharp, an' it's whad I call spllin' good mate to twinter it up
like that. They tellen me as the Squire's gwun sich a little

twintered up owd mon, an' 'e wuz used to be a right brocky fellow.

TWINTLE, v. Lin. [twrntl.] To hew; to chip.

(Hall.), Lin.1

TWINTY, see Twenty, Twinter, sb.

TWINY, adj. e.Yks.1 [twai'ni.] Very small, ' tiny.'

A twiny bit, MS. add. (T.H.)

TWINY-LEG(S, sb. Dev. Also in form tweeny-legs.

The marsh painted-cup, Bartsia viscosa ; also the hen-

gorse, B. Odontites.

Dev.4 n.Dev. (B. & H.) ; Skeerings o' wormeth, tweeny-legs,

Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 75.

TWINZY, sb. Lakel. [twinzi.] A dial, form of
' quinsy.' Lakel.2 118.

TW1PPY, adj. Nhp. 1 [twi'pi.] Knotty, full of small

protuberances, as uneven thread or silk.

TWIRDLE, TWIRDLY, see Twirl.

TWIRE, v. Brks. Wil. [twai'a(r).] To gaze at any-

thing wistfully and beseechingly.
Brks.1 Wil. Britton Beauties (1825) ; Wil. 1 How he did twire

an' twire at-she, and her wouldn't so much as gie 'un a look !

[To see, the common parent of us all, Which maids will

twire at 'tween their fingers thus ! Ben Jonson Sad Shep.

11. i. Cp. Germ. dial. (Bavarian) zwiren, zwieren, to take

a stolen glance at a thing (Schmeller).]
TWIRG, sb. Brks. [twag.] The hooked stick used

to gather up corn in ' fagging.' (W.H.Y.)
TWIRK, sb. Lth. (Jam.) [twark.] A twitch.

TWIRL, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Lan. Nhp. War. Nrf. Dor.

Som. Dev. Also in forms twerdle Dor. Som. ; twirdle

w.Som. 1 Dev.; twirdly w.Som.1 [twarl, twal ; w.Cy.

twa'dl.j 1. v. In phr. twirl the trencher, the game of

' turn the trencher.'

Ir.' The players take names of towns or beasts, Gomme Games

(1898} II. 313-

2. To spin round.
e.Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885). w.Som.1 What s the

matter, Tommy, can't 'ee twirdle your top? I know'd thick bird

was dead zoon's ever I zeed'n begin to twirdly. I'll gee thee
zomefin to make thee twirdly, s'hear me ! Dev. Norway Parson
Peter (1900') 197.

3. To roll the eyes ; see below.
Nrf. She had 'twirled' her eyes on poor Mary Squorl to some

purpose ! She had bewitched the poor husband ! Mann Dulditch
(1902) 146.

4. sb. A state of confusion.
Dor. Da zet my brains all in a twerdle, Young Rabin Hill (iS6-;)

10. Dev. When I tries til thenk etout I gets complately in a twirl,

Salmon Ballads (1899) 162.

5. A turn, bout ; a round in a fight.

Lan. Who's th' foo' this time ? It's not Sammy 0' Nancy's an'

his wife Peggy this twirl abeawt, Wood Lan. Sketches, 102 ; 'Eh !

aw wish this battle wur o'er,' Bowzer sed. ' Un aw wish it had
never started,' moaned Burdock, ' for aw've welley had enuff this

twirl,' ib. Hum. Sketches, 21.

6. A flourish of words ; a grace-note in singing.

Cai. Peter used till haud oot a lang time at 'e end o' every line,

an' then slide doon softly wi' a twirl till 'e next line withoot

haltin', Horne Countryside (1896) 212. Abd. 'And there is no

other clash going, Sir Andrew ?
' said Lady Balgownie, merely by

way of a polite twirl of words at parting, Cobban Angel (1898) 25.

7. A walk ; a ramble.
Nhp.1 Come, let's have a twirl. War.3

8. A twinge.
ne.Sc. He had been feeling a sma' twirl 0' the roomatics in his

legs, Gordon Northward Ho (1894) 219.

TWIRLER, sb. Lan. [twa-la(r).] A person who joins

the new ends of a warp to the old ones.

He had once been a twister-in, or twirler of threads, Westall
Old Factory (1885) iii

;
(S.W.)

TWIRM, v. Sh.I. [twarm.] To pine away; to wither,

decay. S. & Ork. 1 See Quirm.
TWIRNE, sb. Obs. Glo. A spinning-wheel. Grose

(1790); Glo. 1

TWIRTER, sb. Obs. n.Cy. Cum. A sheep a year

old ; occas. one of two years ; a ' twinter.' n.Cy. Grose

(1790) ; (J.L. 1783). Cum. Gl. (1851).

TWIRTY, adj. Wor. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Also written

twerty Glo. 1 [tw5 -

ti.] Cross, easily put out ; nervous,

pert. Cf. thwart, 2.

s.Wor. (H.K.) Hrf.2 He was quite twirty about it. Glo. She
is so twerty [of a small girl] (J.W.) ;

Glo. 1
, Oxf. 1

TWISCAR, sb. Obs. Sh.I. Also written twysker.

An instrument for cutting peats. See Tuskar.
The peats are cut with an instrument called a twysker, which

resembles a narrow spade, having a sharp plate of iron called a

feather, about seven inches long, projecting from the bottom on

its left-hand side ; and it determines the form and sire of the peats,

Edmonston Zetl. (1809) I. 177 (Jam.); Being now. arrived where
the rude and antique instruments of Zetland agriculture lay

scattered ... his thoughts were at once engrossed in the de-

ficiencies of the one-stilted plough—of the twiscar, with which

they dig peats, Scott Pirate (1821) xii.

TWISH,m£ ne.Lan.1 [twif.]An exclamation ofcontempt.

TWISH, TWISLE, see Tweesh, Twizzle.
TWISN/TWISSENTWISSYjSeeTwistenedTwy.si. 1

TWIST, v. and sb. Var. dial, and colloq. uses in Sc.

Irel. Eng. and Aus. [twist.] 1. v. To toss hay about.

s.Wor. (H.K.) 2. ? To twist yarn for weaving.

Ayr. Twisting's gey bad the noo, Johnston Congalton (1896) 218.

3. To prune, lop. w.Yks. Grainge Nidderdale (1863) 137.

4. To hold a crowbar or tamping-rod in the operation of

' twisty and beaty ' ; see below.
Cor.3 To hold a crowbar while another strikes it, at the same

time giving it frequent twists ; the whole operation being to

' twisty and beaty.'

5. To whine ; to cry ; to be peevish and out of temper

;

esp. in phr. to twist and twine. See Twine, v.
2

Nhb. 1 Cum. 2
; Cum.4 She tweyns an' twists on, peer laal body.

n.Yks. T'bairn twists and twines (l.W.\ e.Yks. 1
,
m.Yks. 1

Hence Twisting, ppl. adj. discontented. e.Dur. 1

6. With in : to join the new warp on to one that is in

the ' gears.'

w.Yks. (S.K.C.) Lan. He went about twisting-in for weavers

round the neighbourhood, Erierley Day Out (1859) 47. s.Lan. 1
,

Chs. 1
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7. Obs. With in: to swear in or initiate a new member
into the Luddites' Society. See Luddites.
w.Yks. M'Donald told Gosling he had got ' twisted in,' and the

remainder confirmed it, Charles Milnes adding that he had intro-

duced him, Pekl Luddites (1870) 96. s.Lan. 1

8. Obs. With out : see below.
w.Yks.3 After the trials at York, an order in Council directed

that by a certain time the Luddites, who had taken a secret oath,

should go before a magistrate, and be 'twisted out,' as it was
called ; that is, they took the oath of allegiance.

9. Phr. to twist something down one, to eat with good
appetite. War.3 10. sb. In comp. (1) Twist-bobbin, the
bobbin on which the warp yarn is wound by the twisting
and doubling frame, ready for making into warps

; (2)

•wood, the mealy guelder-rose, Viburnum Lantana.
(1) w.Yks. (F. R.) (2) Hmp. Used by ploughboys to twist into

handles for their whips, which are called 'twists' (B. & H.);
Hmp. 1

11. Phr. (1) to have a twist, to be something of a fool ; to

have a tendency to insanity
; (2) to take a twist, to take a

bias or inclination
; (3) to take the twist out of, to take

stock of.

(1) e.An. 2 (2) Ayr. Then our spirits took the twist That they
maun aye retain, Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892)212. (3)
w.Yks. Applied more especially to taking mental stock of human
beings. ' He reight teuk t'twist aht on me afore I'd getten past
him,' Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 5, 1898).

12. A turn of the halter put round a horse's jaw. Cum. 14

13. The handle of a carter's or ploughboy's whip, made
of tough twigs twisted together. Brks. 1 Hmp. (B. & H.,
s.v. Twist-wood). 14. Obs. The straggling roots or
stem of the dodder, Spergula arvensis.

Hrt. The bind or twist of dodder, Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) IV.
iii. 129.

15. The turns put into the end of thread by the rotation
of thespindle. w.Yks. (F.R.) 16. The peculiar screwing
of the arms known as 'frog's march,' q.v. Gall., Ir.

(S.R.C.) 17. Obs. Fig. A bond ; a tie.

Ayr. Sair's the rive that breaks the twist Which binds our
hearts in ane, O, Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 223.
18. The junction of the inside of the thighs of sheep or

cattle
;
the white surface of hair between the udder and

the tail of a cow.
Nhb. 1 n Yks. This cow hez a great twist (I.W.). w.Yks. 1

Tliis cow's a mortal good twist [the perinaeum is prominent
with fat]. Sus. A projection of flesh on the inner part of the
thigh . . . shut well in the twist, Young Annals Agric. (1784-
1815) XI. 198.

19. Griping, twitching in the bowels ; heartburn. Nhb. 1

20. A quarrel, disagreement.
n.Ir. He and.his neighbours had a stiff twist (A.J. I.). e.Dur. 1

Hes thoo hadden a twist?

21. See below.
Ir. It's the misthress's health we'd be drinkin'. Faix, myself

wouldn't be much surprised if she had a hard twist in quen-
sequence, Carleton Fardorongha (1836) i.

22. An appetite ; in gen. colloq. use.
n.Cy. (J.W.), Lakel.2

, Cm", e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Bill then had
an 'enormous twist,' Cudworth Dial. Sketches, 58; w.Yks. 1

e.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 He's getten a rare twist. Chs.1 Eh ! which
a twist thou's getten ; Chs.3 , s.Chs. 1

, Der.2 Lin.1 What a twist
that man has, he could eat a peck of taters. Lei. 1

, Brks. 1

e.Ken. He has a twist and no mistake (G.G.). [Aus. If I've got a
good twist, I can do a day's work, Boldrewood Miner's Right
(1890) I. iv.]

23. pi. Rags with woollen warp and a spiral wrapping
of cotton thread. w.Yks. (M.F.)

TWISTED, ppl. adj. Not. Nhp. [twistid, -3d.]
1. In phr. (1) as twisted as a ram's horn, very much

twisted
;
also used fig. (2) to have the tongue ready twisted,

to be on the point of speaking.
(1) Nhp. 1

(2) Not. Yo can answer too, George, for I see yo've
gotten your tongue ready twisted, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 105.
2. Cross, perverse. Nhp. 1 She's a twisted piece of goods.
TWISTENED, pp. Yks. Lin. Also in forms twisn

n.Lin.1
;
twissen Lin. ; twissened sw.Lin.1

; twizzened
Lin. [twi'san(d.l Twisted, entangled.

n.Yks.2 Lin. Wi' haafe o' the chimieys a-twizzen'd an' twined

like a band o' haay, Tennyson Owd Rod. (1889) ; Twist un again,

mun ! Get well twissen ! Fenn Dick o' the Fens {1888) x. n.Lin. 1
,

sw.Lin. 1

TWISTER, sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. Lan. War. Glo.

Brks. Som. Dev. Cor. [twi'sta(r.] 1. In comb. Twister-
in, a person who joins the threads of the new warp to the
one already in the 'gears.'
w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 29, 1899). Lan. He had once

been a twister-in, or twirler of threads, Westall Old Factory

(1885) iii.

2. A person who twists yarn for weaving.
Ayr. Who should come in but Pate Willock, the twister,

Johnston Kilmallie (189O II. 24.

3. An implement used for twisting straw-rope.
Sc. (A.W.) Ir. Annie his wife . . . put down the hay-twister,

Bullock Pastorals (1901) 97 ; Jem began work again with the rope
twister, ib. 108. War. 3 Glo.1 An implement used for twisting
straw ropes for thatching, resembling a brace and bit, except that

the bit has a hooked end.

4. A blow with a whip or other instrument.
w.Som. 1 Such as to make the victim twist or writhe. Aay ad -

dhu wuop' een mee an -

, un aay gid --n u twus'tur [I had the whip
in my hand, and I gave him a twister.] nw.Dev. 1

5. A difficulty ; a puzzler.
Nhb. 1

, Brks. 1 Cor.2 That's a twister.

6. An appetizer. w.Yks. Eccles Leeds Olm. (1878).

TWISTER, v. e.An. [twi -

sta(r).] To twist ; to turn.
e.An. 1 2 Nrf. How bewilderingly the river ' twisters,' Patter-

son Man and Nat. (1895) 46; Straight on as ever you can go in

these tvvistering streets, Spilling Giles, 17. Suf. 1

TWISTERLY, adj. Yks. [twrstsli.] Cross, bad-
tempered ; out of sorts.
w.Yks. Dr. Ling of Keighley was about to operate on a patient,

when the patient said—'Nay, doctor, not to-day, I hope; for
ah'm nobbut twisterly ' (J.N. L.).

TWISTIFIED, ppl. adj. Shr.1 Of affairs : entangled,
involved. * 'E's left everythin' sadly twistified.'

TWISTLE, see Twizzle.
TWISTY, adj. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Nhp. Wor.

Brks. Dev. [twi'sti.] 1. In comb. (1) Twisty-thraws,
pains

; colic
; (2) -twiney, a constantly crying child.

(1) Gall. May it give thee twisty-thraws and sit ill on thy
stomach ! Crockett Grey Man (1896) ii. (2) Nhb.1 (s.v. Twine).
2. Twisted, distorted.
Dev. They twisty limbs o' yers 'ud take a deal o' straightening,

Zack On Trial (1899) 224.

3. Winding ; curling.
Brks. You can get to Cateswick by this year road, but 'tis a

fairish twisty 'un, an' easy to lose, Hayden Round our Fill.

(1901) 141. n.Dev. Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 78.

4. Fidgety. ne.Lan.1
, Wor. (J.R.W.) 5. Uncertain,

devious ; cunning.
Dev. I just chucked 'un into a pool of waiter, for to kape 'un

out o' sight of twisty volk, Blackmore Perlycross (1894) xxxviii

;

Zack On Trial (1899) 177.

6. Cross, peevish, fretful, whining.
Cum.", n.Yks.12 ", m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Shoo's been as twisty an'

twmy all t'day as could be, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 29, 1899).
ne.Lan. 1

, Nhp.2
, Wor. (J.R.W.)

>>»< *»/

[6. Dan. tvistig, at variance ; disputable (Larsen).]
TWIT, sb.1 Sc. Yks. Lan. [twit] A weaving term :

anything entangled
; that which gives resisting power to

the thread.
Lth. 1st a cursed wab o' yarn That winna work, for knots and

twits? Thomson Poems (1819) 27. w.Yks. (J.M.) ; w.Yks. 1

There's a twit ith' yarn. ne.Lan. 1

Hence (1) Twitty, adj. of yarn : uneven
; (2) Twitty-

end, sb. an end which has the appearance of being cut or
broken in the process of spinning or ' roving.'

(1) w.Yks. When woollen thread is carelessly drawn in
spinning, or when it is attempted to be drawn beyond what its
fineness allows, thin places appear, which become very hard
twisted, and these soon break under the strain of weaving.
Twitty warp is therefore disliked by the weaver (W.T). (2}
w.Yks. (F.R.)

^ ' K '

TWIT, sb? Wil. [twit] The washings after the best
cider has been made.

Wil. 1 n.Wil. After the apples, in cider-making, have been
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ground and pressed once, the pulp is watered and pressed again.
The result is a pleasant, sweet, weak unfermented drink, known
as twit, which is drunk by the labourers before the cider is readv
(E.H.G.)-

TWIT, sb.3 Obs. w.Yks.1 An acute angle.
TWIT, v.

1 and sb* Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Nhp. War. Glo.
Oxf. Hnt. e.An. Sus. [twit.] 1. v. To tease; to sneer at.

Sc. (A.W.), Cum. 1
,w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. He twitted me wi' gooin

a' coortin Sally Jackson an hoo'd ha' nowt t'say to mi (S.W.). Sus.1

2. To repeat confidences ; to tell tales ; to blab.
Nhp.1 If he knows he'll twit. War.23 , Glo. 1 Oxf. I shall

remember you
; you have been twitting about me again (CO.).

Hence Twitter, sb. a tale-bearer.
Nhp.1 Don't tell him anything, he's a twitter. Hnt. (T.P.F.)

3. sb. A tell-tale.

War. 2 You are a twit. Glo.1 Oxf. You're a nasty little twit

;

I heard what you said (CO.).
4. A fit of hasty ill-temper ; snappishness. Nhp.1

,

War.8
, e.An.

1 Hence Twitty, adj. cross, snappish ; ill-

tempered ; snappy. ne.Lan.1
, e.An.1

TWIT, v.2 and sb.5 Sc. Nhp. War. Wor. Oxf. Dev.
[twit.] 1. v. To chirp, twitter.
Bwk. The wee wren is chirping and ' twitting,' Chisholm

Poems (1879) 9.

Hence (1) Twit-lark, sb. the meadow pipit, Anthus
pratensis

; (2) Twit-me-dick, sb. the quail, Coturnix com-
munis

; (3) Twitting-bird, sb. the yellow-ammer, Emberisa
citrinella

; _ (4) Twitty-bird or -lark, sb. the bird which
accompanies the cuckoo, generally a hedge-sparrow.

(1) Wor. It was called twit-lark from its cry of 'twit-twit'
(E.S.). (2) Oxf. Aplin Birds (1889) 214. (3) War.3 (4)

nw.Dev. (R.P.C.), nw.Dev. 1

2. sb. The short, intermittent chirp of a bird as dis-

tinguished from continuous song.
Sc. (A.W.) Nhp. With impatience she heard The flap of a leaf

and the twit of a bird, Clare Poems (1820) 210 ; Nhp. 1
, War.3

TWITCH, sb.
1 and v.

1 In gen. dial, use in Eng. Also
written twytch Chs.3 ; and in form tweetch Suf. 1 [twit/.]

1. sb. The couch-grass, Triticum repens ; occas. used of
the fine bent-weed, Agrostis vulgaris. See Couch, sb.2

,

Quitch, Squitch, sb.
1

Lakel.2 , Cum.4 Wm. Gang an' riak twitch an' set fire tul't

(B.K.). w.Yks.2
, Lan. (W.H.T.), ne.Lan. 1

, Chs.13 Midi. Mar-
shall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. Der. Young Annals Agric. (1784-
1815) XVII. 38; Der.2 , Not.2 s.Not. The field's a reglar twitch

bed (J.P.K.). Lin.1 , n.Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1 It's g'en them a good
chanch to get twitch off-on the ground. Lei. 1

, Nhp.12 , War.3
,

Wor. (B. & H.), Glo. 1 s.Oxf. It's that foul o' twitch it'll take

ears to get it clean, Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 133. Bdf.

Batchelor Agric. (1813) 115. Hrt. (G.H.G.), e.An. 1 Cmb.1

Them-there fields down Laddus Drove's full o' twitch. Suf.

Science Gossip (1883) 113; Suf. 1 Ess. Science Gossip (1869) 26.

w.Som.1 Thick field's vull o' twitch; he must be a worked out dree

or vower times over.

Hence Twitchy, adj. (1) infested with twitch
; (2) made

of twitch.

(1) Not.1 nXin.1 I niver seed a twitchier peace then Hall's

Middle Naathan Land was
;
you mud hev hung hosses to it an'

traail'd it oot o' th' parish anearly. Lei.1 (2) n.Lin.1 Nhp. How
beautiful to see thee soar to rest, Winnowing thy russet wings
above thy twitchy nest, Clare To the Lark in Peacock Gl. (1889).

2. Comp. (1) Twitch-fire, a bonfire of weeds
; (2) -grass,

(a) the couch-grass, Triticum repens ; (b) the slender fox-

tail grass, Alopecurus agrestis
; (3) -rake, an iron rake for

hoeing weeds.
(i)Hrt. The place stinks like => twitch-fire (R.H.R.). (2, a)

n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) Cum. (B. & H.), Chs.3 , Der. 1
,

nw.Der.1
, ne.Lin. (E.S.), Lei.1, Nhp.1

, War. 3 Hrt. Ellis Mod.

Husb. (1750) VII. i. 96, in Flk-Lore Rec. (1880) VIII. 85. Hnt.

(T.P.F. ), e.An.1 Nrf., Sus. Holloway. (4) sw.Cum. (B. & H.)

(3) Lakel. 2

3. v. To gather and root out couch-grass.

n.Lin. 1 sw.Lin. 1
I must twitch and do my land for wheat.

TWITCH, sb.
2 Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Also

in forms twitchy Nhb.1 m.Yks.1
; twutch Nhb.1 [twit/.]

1. In comp. (1) Twitch-ballock, (a) a large black beetle
;

(b) an earwig
; (2) -bell or -belt, see (1, b) ; (3) -hillock,

see (1, a) ; (4) -clock, (5) -clog, the common cockroach.

VOL. VI.

(r, a) Lan. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) (b) n.Cy. N. tf Q.
(1871) 4th S. viii. 462. (2) n.Cy. Grose (1790); N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1
,

Dur. 1
,
e.Dur.', Cum.'* n.Yks.1

; n.Yks. 2 As brown as a twitch-
bell. ne.Yks.1 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788); e.Yks.1

,

m.Yks. 1
,
Lan. (H.W.) (3) Lan. Grose (I7go) MS. add. (C.)

(4) w.Yks. Boxes full o' butterflies an buzzards an twitchclocks,
Hartley Clock Aim. (1877) 40. Lan.1 It's nobbut a twitch-clock,
or cricket, or summat, Waugh Chim. Corner (1879) 325- s.Lan. 1

This heawse snies wi' twitch-clocks. (5) Chs. 13

2. An earwig. n.Cy. Grose (1790) Suppl, (s.v. Twinge).
Yks. ib. MS. add. (P.)

TWITCH, sb? Yks. Lan. [twit;.] A narrow way or
passage ; a short, steep twist or bend in a road. See
Twitchell.
w.Yks.2 Lan. For they com'n swarmin in at the dur Like

midges in a twitch, Clegg Sketches (1895) 31. s.Lan. 1

TWITCH, v.
2 and sb." Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. [twit/.] 1. v. To snatch; to pull or jerk suddenl}'.
See Twick, v.

se.Sc. The Warld's a witch, an unco bitch, A jade that will

beguile, An' gif ye dinna mind, she'll twitch, While at ye she does
smile, Donaldson Poems (1809) 142. w.Yks.4, n.Lan. 1

, Not. 1

2. To squeeze ; to pinch ; to fasten or draw tightly
together

; to tie in a knot.
se.Sc. The shoon indeed did leuk fu' weel, . . Ye'd twitcht them

weel thegether, Donaldson Poems (1809) 191. N.Cy. 1 n.Yks.
Twitch that knot tight (I.W.) ; n.Yks. 2 e.Yks.iTwitch thi shavs
tighther. w.Yks.2 A twitched waist. Here, my lad, twitch it up;
w.Yks.4 s.Lan. 1 A woman is said to be ' twitch't-in ' when her
stays are tightly laced. Lin.1 Twitch it up. n.Lin. 1

Hence (1) Bed-twitch, sb. an instrument for tightening
the cords of a ' twitch-bed

'
; see Twitcher, sb. 1 ; (2)

Twitch-bed, sb., obsol., see below.
(1) Cum.4 (s.v. Cord-bed). (2) In place of the laths of the

wooden beds, a sheet of strong canvas supported the mattresses,

and this was connected with the framework by short cords ; the
cords were tightened at will by means of a bed-twitch. Sometimes
there was no canvas, and the cords ran across from side to side,

and from head to foot, ib.

3. To seize with a sudden pain or twinge.
Sc. (A.W.) w.Som. 1 The rheumatic do twitch me terr'ble,

same's off anybody 'd a-urnd a knife into me.
4. To fasten a loop of cord round a horse's nose in order

to keep it still during any operation
;
gen. in phr. to twitch

a horse. Lei. 1
, Shr.2 (s.v. Twitchel), w.Som. 1 5. To

castrate by means of a cord. n.Lin. 1 6. Obs. A lead-

mining term : of hard stone : to press in upon and con-
tract or close the vein of ore.

Der. Where wough or rider, twitch'd a leading fast, Furness
Medic. (1836) 17.

7. To put a person in the County Court. w.Yks.3

8. With up : to truss up a bundle of hay or other material.

Nhb.1 9. sb. A sudden shooting pain.
Nhp.1 My tooth gave me such a twitch. Hnt. (T.P.F.) w.Som. 1

Her's a-troubled way twitches in the inside, eens 'pon times her's

a-drawd most two double.

10. An instrument consisting of a stick and loop of cord,

used for holding tight the nose of a restive horse while
any operation is performed.

Sc. (A.W.) Ir. Ifshe needed shoeing, she was to have a' twitch'

on her nose, Lever Con Cregan (1849-50) III. 19. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1

A short staff having a loop of cord at the end. This is passed over

the upper lip or nose of a horse and twisted until it becomes tight,

and by it the horse is held during an operation. Cum. 1
, w.Yks.

(J.W.), Chs. 1
, s.Chs. 1

, nw.Der. 1
, Not.12 , Lin. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, se.Lin.

(J.T.B. ) Lei.1 The twitch is sometimes used when driving a

kicking horse, the stick being made fast to the head-stall. Nhp. 1
,

War.12 , Shr. 2 (s.v. Twitchel). Brks. Gl. (1852) ; Brks. 1
, w.Som. 1

11. A spinning term: the small piece of wood wound
round the forefinger of the left hand from which the yarn
is spun.

Suf. She straight slipp'd off her walland-band, And laid aside her

lucks and twitches, Bloomfield Richard and Kate
;
(E.G. P.)

12. A lead-mining term : the contracted or straight part

of a vein caused by the presence of hard stone.
Nhb.1 The twitch, when the sides of the vein come together, is

either total or in part. Some of these twitches carry a small rib

of solid ore right through, Forster Section Strata (ed. 1821) 236.

pp
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Der. Manlove Lead Mines (1653) 1. 265 ; Tapping Gl. to Manlove
(1851).

13. The County Court ; also in comp. Twitch-court.
w.Yks. If shoo winnat pay tha thi waige, put hur i' t'twitch,

Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (i860) 50 ; w.Yks.3

Hence Twitch-paper, sb. a summons.
w.Yks. It's a twitch-paper, izzant it, at you left uz? Tom Treddle-

hoyle Bairns/a Ann. (1862) 49.

14. Phr. (1) at every twitch and tan, every now and then
;

(2) in a twitch, in a moment.
_
W Wil.i (s.v. Tan), (2) Cai.1 , Fif. (Jam.) se.Sc. Gin ye get at

him i'a twitch Ye'll burn his tongue, Donaldson Poems (1809) in.
TWITCH, v? Sc. Wor. Glo. w.Cy. [twit/.] A dial,

form of ' touch.'
Sc. Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. n.Sc. (Jam.) se.Wor. My

elbow's that sore, I can hardly bear to twitch it (J.W.P.). Glo.12
,

w.Cy. (Hall.)

TWITCHEL, sb. and v. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Fit. Der.
Not. Lei. Nhp.War.Shr. Also written twitchell War.18

;

twitchill Not. [twi-tfl.] 1. sb. A cord or other instru-
ment fastened round the nose of a restive horse. See
Twitch, v.

2 10.
Lan. 1 The rope is put round the lower jaw of an unruly horse,

and the stick is twisted round so as to get a tight hold of the jaw
and subdue the horse. s.Lan. 1

, Chs.3 , War.123 , Shr.2

2. A stout stick ; a hazel rod ; see below.
w.Yks. 2 War.3 A hazel rod bent at the end and fastened back

to itself so as to form a loop to hold a wedge for driving.

3. v. To confine in a noose ; to pinch, nip ; to catch in
a spring-trap

; to control a restive horse by means of a
loop of cord placed on the upper lip ; to tie up an animal
with a cord.

Lan. There he stoode . . . starin' like a twitchelt earwig,
Waugh Chim. Comer (1879) 9 ; Lan. 1

, e.Lan.1
, s.Lan.1

, Chs.23
,

Lei. 1
, Nhp. 1

, War. 12
, Shr.2

4. To fasten a tin-kettle, &c. to the tail of a dog or cat.
See Twitcher, v. 2.
Lan. Juddy has twitchel't his gronmother's cat wi' an owd tin

kettle full o' brokken pots, Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) II. 292.
e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 If that dog o' thoine comes nee eawr fowt, aw'U
twitchel him. Chs. 12

, Fit. (T.K.J. ), Der. 2, nw.Der.1 Not.
N. fy Q. (1877) 5th S. viii. 179. War. 12

5. To castrate by means of a cleft stick.
n.Cy. (Hall.) Chs. 1

; Chs. 2 To geld a bull or ram by forcing
the chords of his testicles into a cleft stick, so that the chords rot
and the testicles fall off; Chs.3 , Shr. 2

6. To beat, esp. to beat with a switch.
Not. The man who chastises his dog with a whip, holding him

the while with the other hand by the collar, is giving his dog ' a
twitchilling,' N. & Q. (1877) 5th S. viii. 179.
TWITCHEL, see Twychild.
TWITCHELL, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Lei.

Bdf. Hrt. Sus. Also written twitchel n.Cy. n.Yks.2

w.Yks. 2 Not. n.Lin. 1 Bdf. ; twitchil w.Yks.4 ; twitchill
Der. [twi-tjl, -il.] A narrow footpath between hedges

;

a narrow passage
; a blind-alley ; a short cut. See

Twitch, sb. 3

>

n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks.2 w.Yks. I* t'porch, i' t'twichell, an' i'

t'fowd, Like wand'rin minstrels sang, Senior Smithy Rhymes
(1882) 43; w.Yks.2 *, Stf. (J.C.W.), Der.2 , nw.Der. 1

, Not.13
,

n.Lin. 1
,
Lei. 1 Bdf. All persons passing by this twitchel are re-

quested to go up or down directly, ^V. & Q. (1889) 7th S. vii.

275. Hrt. Cussans Hist. Hrt. (1879-81) III. 321. Sus. Grose
(179°) Sufipl.

[It is in bred on ye northe syd al ye bred of ye comon
twechelP yat lyges on ye northe syd of ye Fleshusse,
Noll. Rec. (1435) ed. Stevenson, II. 357 ; The dore bat is
in the Draperie pat gothe into the twychell' betwix be
Shaumelles and be Draperie, ib. (1484) III. 229.]
TWITCHER, sb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Lon. [twrtfa(r).]

1. A piece of wood having a nick and a hole, used to
tighten the cords of a cord-bed. Cum.4 See Bed-twitch,
s.v. Twitch, v.2 2 (1). 2. A severe blow ; a twinge or
attack of pain.
w.Yks 1 Lon. 'The rheumatis' had, in his own phrase, 'caught

him on the hop and given him a twitcher,' Sunday Mae. (1877) 18a.
3. pi. Pincers.
s.Lan. 1 Tight boots are colloquially called ' twitchers.'

TWITCHER, v. Lan. [twi-tja(r).] 1. To pinch,

compress. s.Lan. 1 See Twitch, v? 2. 2. To fasten a

tin-kettle to the tail of a cat or dog. See Twitchel, 4.

Judd has twitcher't his gronmother's cat, Waugh Sphinx

(1870) III. 296.

TWITCHINESS, sb. n.Yks.2 [twitfinas.] Tightness;

a twinge or griping sensation.

TWITCHING, ppl. adj. and sb. Sc. Yks. Chs. Dev.
Also written twichin Dev. [twi'tjin.] 1. ppl. adj. In
comp. Twitching-spot, a short steep twist or bend in a
road. w.Yks. 2

(s.v. Twitch). 2. sb. In comb. Twitching-
up, St. Vitus's dance.

Dev. She was always afflicted with a twichin-up, Reports
Provinc. (1885) 114.

3. A twinge.
Rnf. At sic times does thy conscience no gie thee a twitching?

Gilmour Pen-Flk. (1873) 21.

4. pi. Obs. The ends of horse-shoe nails cut off. Chs. 1

TWITCHY, adj. Yks. Lan. Nhp. War. e.An. Dev.
[twrtfi.] 1. Irritable, nervous, impatient ; uncertain,
acting by fits and starts.

ne.Lan. 1
, Nhp.1

, War.3
, e.An; (Hall.), e.An.1 Dev. I'm gettin'

that twitcby in my nerves I can't a-bear myself 'ere no longer,

Ford Postle Farm (1899) 222.

2. Of the wind blowing in gales : unsteady. e.An.1

3. Greedy. n.Yks.2

TWITCHY, see Twitch, sb.2

TWITE, sb. Nhb. Yks. Chs. [twait.] The mountain
linnet, Linotajlavirostris ; also in comp. Twite-finch.

Nhb.1 n.Yks. Swainson Birds (1885) 66. w.Yks. Yks. Wkly.
Post (Dec. 31, 1898). Chs. The lovable, easily tamed little twites
haunt the place, Pall Mall Mag. (Sept. 1901) 140.

TWITE, v.
1 Dor. Som. [twait.] To reproach, taunt.

The same word as Twit, v.
1 Dor. 1

, Som. (W.F.R.)
[I twhyte one, I caste hym in the tethe or in the nose,

Je luy reprouche. This terme is also northren, Palsgr.
(I530).]

TWITE, v.
2 Chs.13 [twait.] To cut, whittle. Cf.

thwite, white.
[How vngoodly they on theyre mete twyte, Babees Book

(c - I475) ed. Furnivall, 256 ; Twytyn, idem quod telwyn,
abseco, reseco (Prompt.).}
TWITE, v? Lakel.2 [twait.] To requite. See

Quite, v.

Od twite-ta, thoo's ower mich auld buck aboot thi fer tweea.
TWITHER, see Twitter, v.

1

TWITTEN, sb. Sus. [twi'tan.] A narrow path
between two walls or hedges ; also used attrib.
We den cum to a twitten place All overhung and dark, Lower

Tom Cladpole (1831) st. 100, ed. 1872 ; Sus. 12

TWITTER, sb. 1 Yks. Lin. [twi'ta(r).] 1. A hard
tumour or gathering on a horse's foot just above the hoof;
also in comp. Twitter-bone. A dial, form of ' quitter.'
n.Yks.(I.W.),n.Yks.2,w.Yks.1 Lin. Lin.N.&Q. (Apr. 1892) 45.
2. pi. The condition of a horse's foot that has been

pricked in shoeing. w.Yks. (B.K.)
TWITTER, sb.2 Cum. Lan. In phr. (1) in a twitter,

(a) in a very short space of time
; (b) on the very point or

edge ; very near
; (2) within a twitter, see (1, b).

(1, a) Lan. So in I bowted, un I'r ready in o' twitter, Paul
Bobbin Sequel (1819) 18. (A)Cum. 1 Just in a twitter ; Cum.4 (a)
Cum. 4 Oor dog was within a twitter o' clickin' t'hare.
TWITTER, sb.3 Lan. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] The tether of cattle. (Hall.)
TWITTER, v.

1 and sb.* In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel.
Eng. and Amer. Also in form twither e.Yks.1 [twi't9(r.]
1. v. To tremble, shake, as with cold or fear ; to be

agitated.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) n.Cy. (J.L. 1783), N.Cy.l Lakel.2 His lip

was twitteren when he telt 'at his lass hed gi'en him t'sneck
possett. s.Lan. 1

,
Der. 1 Lin. My heart twitters, Ray (1691) ; Lin. 1

Nhp. I twittered like a leaf, Clare VillageMinst. (1821) II. 92. I.W. 1 2

2. To be nervous and affected in speech.
Shr.1 I canna bar to 'ear that 60man talk, 'er does so mince an'

twitter—like as if 'er couldna open 'er mouth.
3. Of a muscle, &c. : to twitch rapidly.
Lei.1 The neck or flank of a horse twitters when the animal en-
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deavours to get rid of a fly by a peculiar tremulous motion of the

platisma myoides.

4. To chatter ; to titter, giggle ; to laugh quietly.
s.Lan.1 , Nhp.'jHnt. (T.P.F.) n.Dev. Folks would have twittered

louder had they known whose fancy he was like to take, Zack
Dunstable Weir (1901) 11.

5. To give way to fretful complaints or forebodings ; to

be angry or envious.
e.Yks.1 They'll be fit to twither thersens [they will be ready to

die of envy]. m.Yks.1

6. To glitter, sparkle ; to flicker.

Gall. Tinted little rainbows shine Twittering like dewdrops on

the thorn, When early sunbeams paint the morn, Nicholson
Poet. Wks. (1814) 82, ed. 1897. Nhp. When the sun-beam
twittered on the wall, Clare Village Minst. (1821) I. 46.

7. sb. A state of nervous trembling, excitement, or

apprehension ; a flurry, fluster. Freq. pi.

Dmf. Her heart had got a. twitter, M cNay Poet. Wks. (1820)

116. Ir. I tell him that whenever he puts me into a twitter by his

tantrums, Barrington Sketches (1827-32) III. 368. n.Cy. Grose

(1790), n.Yks.4 , ne.Yks.1
, m.Yks.1

, n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Aw

wur o ov a twitter. Der.12, nw.Der.1
, Not. (J.H.B.) Lin.1

nXin. 1 He's in a straange twitter along o' thease bad times. Not.1
,

Lei.1 , Nhp.1 Shr.1 Theer wuz talk o' the Fenians comin' las' night,

an' it put everybody i' the town o' the twitter an' tremble.

Brks.1 She was all ofa twitterwhilst uswas waaitin' vor urn to come.

Hnt. (T.P.F.), Suf. 1
, Ken.1 Sus. Holloway. Hmp.1 I.W. 1

;
I.W. 2

It upset me zoo, I be all of a twitter. w.Cy. My nerves is all of a

twitter, Longman's Mag. (Dec. 1897) 98. Som. I veels aal in

a twitter, till I gets my glass o' bitter, Agrikler Rhymes (1872)

36. w.Som.1 There, hon I yeard n' it I was all of a twitter, you

mid a hat me down way a veather. [Amer. He didn't seem to

be'n as much of a twitter's I was, Westcott David Harum
(1900) xxxix.]

Hence Twittery, adj. trembling.

Dor. Poor Mary did go all white and twittery, Francis Pastorals

(1901) 257.

8. Phr. (1) to be all at twitter, to be uneasy ; (2) to be all in

or upon twitters, to be in a state of nervous impatience ; to

be upon tenterhooks ; (3) to be on the twitters, obs., to be in

great doubt.

(1) w.Yks. 1 (2) ne.Yks.1 He's all i' twitters ti be off. e.Yks.1

(3) n.Cy. Grose (1790). w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781).

9. A fit of laughter.
w.Yks. (J.W.), nw.Der.1 Ken. He is in a mighty twitter, Lewis

/. Tenet (1736) ; Ken.2

•10. The time of twilight.

m.Yks.1 He came about the twitter of day.

TWITTER, v.* and sb.5 Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Yks. Lan.

[twrts(r.] 1. v. To spin thread unevenly ; to twist up,

as thread after being knitted or unevenly spun ; to

entangle. n.Cy. (K.), m.Yks.1
, w.Yks.

1
2. sb. The thin

part of unevenly-spun thread.

Sc. Yarn is said to be twined to twitters, when twined too

small (Jam.). Cai.1 Per. The good wife's yarn broke at the

twitter, Spence Poems (1898) 181. Lnk. Her waist was like

a twitter, had nae curpen for a creel, Graham Writings (1883)

II. 221. e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788).

Hence Twittery, adj. spun very small.

Sc. Far afore the twittery worn—wabs made now-a-days, tdb.

Even. Cour. (July 1, 1819) (Jam.).

3. Fig. Anything very slender, small, or feeble.

Sc. She's a mere twitter (Jam.) ; You are as small as the twitter

of a twin'd rusky, Kelly Prov. (1721) 395- Cai.1 Ant. She

thought hirsel' nae twitter, Ballymena Obs. (1892).

Hence (1) Twittering, ppl. adj. small, thin, attenuated
;

(2) Twittery, adj. slender; of no strength or substance.

(1) w.Yks. He's a little twitterin' thing, Leeds Merc. Suppl.

(July 29, 1899). (2) Sc. (Jam.) Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892)

4 pi. The twisted entanglements into which unevenly

twisted thread, &c. is apt to run
; fig. complications of any

kind. n.Yks.12, m.Yks.
1 5. pi. Obs. Shreds, fragments.

n.Cy. Broke all in twitters (K.). ne.Lan.1

TWITTER, v.
3 Yks. Der. Ken. [twi'ta(r).] To tease

;

n Yks
'

She twitters me out of my life, Browne Poems (1800)

155.' m.Yks.1 Der.1 To taunt and twitter. Always twittering

me about that. Ken.1

TWITTER, v.* w.Yks.2 [twrta(r).] A knife-making
term : see below.
When the ' scale ' of a pocket-knife does not fit firmly and

evenly upon the thin brass sheet which separates it from the blade,

it is said to be twittered. . . When the metal lining does not
' pan ' or fit along the edges of the covering of a pocket-knife it is

said to twitter.

TWITTERTY-SNIP,flrfw. Dev. Restlessly, nervously.
n.Dev. I marked that her fingers went twitterty-snip, just for

all the world after the fashion of her tongue in days gone by,

Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 169.

TWITTLE, sb. Sh.I. [twi-tl.] The sound made by
a person's fingers in water. (J.S.)

TWITTLE, v. Obs. Glo. To twitter, as a small bird.

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 444.

TWIVELLING,^. Hrf.2 Ploughing for the first time.

TWIX(T, prep. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. Der. Lei. War.
Shr. Dev. Cor. and Amer. [twiks(t.] 1. Between ;

an

aphetic form of ' betwix(t.'

Per. A marriage twixt wee Nanny And Jock the Tinkler,

Seley Rhymes (1840) 46. Dmf. I am as tall as any man twixt

Glenzier and Esk, Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 3. Ir. The tree-

stems and roots Loopin' out 'twixt them wide wall-faced slabs,

Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 62. Nhb. Rhys Fiddler of Came

(1896). 101. w.Yks. All body . . an' no head-piece worth

naming to come 'twixt victuals an' their appetites, Sutcliffe

Shameless Wayne (1900) 118. Der. Gilchrist Peakland (1897)

169. Shr.1 1 think i' my 'eart, twix one thing an' another, yo'n

drive me kyimet. Dev. Seems there's sommat missing 'twixt he

and me, Zack White Cottage (190 1 ) 2°- Cor
-
If ort were to come

wrong 'twixt you and he, Baring-Gould Curgenven (1893) xxx.

[Amer. I was twixt thirteen an' fourteen, Westcott DavidHarum

(1900) xix.]
. . ,

2. Comb. Twixt-whiles, adv. from time to time ;
in the

meanwhile. Lei. 1
, War.8

TWIZZENED, see Twistened.
TWIZZLE, v. and sb. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also written twizle Nhb.1 Chs.3
;
twizzel Chs.2

;

and in forms tweazle Dev. ; tweezle Cum.14
; twisle Sc.

(Jam.); twissle Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Glo.12 Brks.1 Dev.;

twistle Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Chs.2 sw.Lin.1 w.Cy. Som.
;

twussle Sc. (Jam.) [twi'zl ; twi'sl.] 1. v. To twist
;
to

turn round quickly ; to twirl ; to entwine ;
to twiddle ; to

plait, fold. A deriv. of ' twist'

Sc. I'll twussle your chrapple in a jiffy, St. Patrick (1819) 11.

191 (Jam.). Rnf. Picken Poems (1788) Gl. (ib.) Ir. (A.S.-P.)

n.Cy. He twizzles his hair (J.H.). Nhb.1 n.Yks. To twizzle

amang mud (I.W.). w.Yks.2 Chs.1 A chicken is said to have its

neck twizzled when it is slaughtered in that manner. The bind-

weed is said to 'twizzle round the corn' ; Chs.23 s.Chs.1 Oo
semz tu aav nuwt doo bu sit tin twiz'l ur thomz. Aay dhti thp-

mi-dik twiz-lz raaynd dhii kuurn ! s.Stf. Do' twizzle about soo,

yo' makin' me nervous (T.P.). nw.Der. 1
, Not.1 Lin.1 I have

twizzled all the cotton. n.Lin. 1
,

se.Lin. (J.T.B.) sw.Lin.1 The

wind seems to twistle the straw out on the crew. Lei.1 Nhp.1

To fall down spirally, like a wing feather from a bird in the air.

' It came twizzling down.' Corn that is beat about by the wind

in different directions, till it is twisted and entangled, is said to be

twizzled. War. 2 Twisted and twizzled; War. 3 Shr., Hrf.

Bound Provinc. (1876). Glo.12 , Brks. 1 (s.v. Twiddle), e An. 1 He

came twizzling down. Cmb.1 You musn't twizzle your hat round

bv the strings. Nrf. Broken boughs entangled together are said

to be all 'twizzled up' (W.W.S.). Suf. 1 Ta fared dunt, an ta

twizzled about stamminly. Ken. Longman's Mag. (Nov 1891)

88. Dev. Just twizzle it round this way, Reports Provinc. (1891).

nw.Dev.1

2. To meander, as a stream.

Der. Your next way is by th' rooad ; dunnot goo by th wayter

side, it gooes twizzlin' in and eawt so (C.J.B.).

3. To shake or ruffle violently.

Cum. 1 ' Theer ! tweezle't up,' as the man said when the wind

was blowing a gale and he had secured his own crop
;
Cum.4

4. sb. A twist ; a turn.

s Chs.1 s.Not. Give 'is tail a twizzle (J.P.K.). Lei. 1 There be

so many turns and twizzles ! War.3 Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc.

(1876).
,

. ,

Hence Twizzly, adj. of wood : knotty; cross-grained.

w.Som.1 This here stuff's shockin' bad to work, 'tis so twizzly s

the devil ; I'd zo zoon plane the road.

P p 2
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6. A flourish, curl.

s.Chs. 1 A flourish at the end of a MS. is a twizzle. s.Not.

Lawk, yer 'air's lost all its twizzle (J.P.K.).

6. A tangled mass.
w.Som. 1 Nobody can't never wind off this here yarn, you've

a-got it all to a twizzle. nw.Dev. 1

7. A shaking, tossing ; a grip ; a wrestling.
Sc. A shaking, tossing (Jam. Suppl). Abd. If he but ance come

through thy twissle He'll rue sic gamin', Milne Sngs. (187 1) 59.

Ayr. The Lord's cause ne'er gat sic a twistle, Sin' I hae min',

Burns Twa Herds (1785) St. 3.

8. The part of a tree where the branches divide from
the stock.

w.Cy. (Hall.) e.Som. W. & J. 67. (1873). w.Som. 1 Ue--d u
dhau-rt u vuyndeen uv u rab'ut aup dhae'ur een dhu twiiz'l u

dhik dhae-ur paul-urd? [Who would have thought of rinding

a rabbit up there in the twizzle of that there pollard ?] Dev.

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 444.

9. A boundary. Wm. Gibson Leg. (1877) 94.

TWIZZLER, s6. Yks.Der. [twi'zlsfr).] 1. Anything
entangled ; see below.

Der. There were many formulas and observances in the game of

'cob-nut.' . . If a couple of waxed-ends became twizzled, the boy
who first could shout— ' Twizzler, twizzler ! My fost blow,' took
the first stroke when the waxed-ends were untwisted, N. 6° Q.
(1890) 7th S. ix. 138.

2. A rather smart and jolly character. w.Yks. (S.K.C.)

TWO, num. adj., sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

Eng. and Amer. Also written too e.Lan.1 ; and in forms
tew Yks. ; tii Dev. ; twa Sc. (Jam.) S. & Ork. 1 Bnff. 1 Yks.

;

twae, tway Sc. ; twe Nhb.; twea Nhp.1
; twee N.Cy^1

;

tweeah e.Yks.1 [tu ; Sc. twa, n.Cy. twi, twia, w.Cy. tu.]

1. num. adj. In comb. (1) Two-armed chair, an armchair;
(2) -bail or -bill, a double-ended mattock ; see below

; (3)
-bar, the loose top-bar or hanger of a kitchen-grate

; (4)
•beast tree, the swingle-tree of a two-horse plough

; (5)
bout furrow, see below

; (6) -bout ridge, a ridge formed
in land cultivation by the plough going twice around it

;

(7) -bowed chair, see (1) ; (8) -bydle, an implement for

digging potatoes
; (9) -cord, two-ply ; having two strands

;

(10) -double, (a) double ; bent so completely as to bring the
ends together

;
(b) fourfold

;
(c) bowed down in figure from

age or infirmity
; (11) -eyed beefsteak, a slang expression

for a herring; (12) -faced, hypocritical, deceitful, insincere;

(13) -facedness, duplicity, deceit
; (14) -fisted, awkward,

'left-handed'; (15) -fisted thing, a human being; (16)
fold, (a) double

;
(b) see (10, c)

; (17) -fold yarn, yarn
which has gone through the extra process of being doubled

;

(18) -foot, a carpenter's rule
; (19) -foot carpenter, a slang

expression for a dogger
; (20) -foot coal, a particular

seam of coal
; (21) -furrowing, double ploughing

; (22)
-hand barrow, a barrow propelled by two persons

; (23)
-hand boy, a smart fellow

; (24) -hand(ed crack, a tete-a-
tete; (25) -handed, (a) double

;
(b) strong, powerful, lusty;

(26) -handed work, work so imperfectly done that it has
to be performed over again ; (27) -heads, a term of con-
tempt

; (28) -horse farm, a farm that requires two horses
to work it

; (29) -horse tree, a swingle-tree stretcher of
a plough, drawn by two horses; (30) -horse work, see
(28) ; (31) -lofted, two-storied

; (32) -meal cheese, (33)
-meals, cheese made from the skimmed milk of the
evening's meal and an equal quantity of the new milk of
the morning's meal ; see Meal, sb. 1 2

; (34) -milk whey,
whey made of a mixture of ' sweet milk ' and buttermilk

;

(35) -minded, undecided ;
' in two minds '

; (36) -mun, a
period of two months; (37) -part, two-thirds

; (38) -shares,
a defect in a growing crop of barley, caused by dry
weather

; (39) -shear, a sheep that has been shorn twice

;

also used attrib.
; (40) -shorts, see below

; (41) -skippit,
of a cap, &c. : having two peaks ; see Skip, sb.2

; (42)
•spitch, to dig the depth of two spades, in order to bring
fresh soil to the surface; see Spitch; (43) -stave net, a
' spirt-net

' (q.v.)
; (44) -storeyed, see (16, a)

; (45) -teeth,
or -tooth(s, sheep of from one to two years old ; also
used attrib.

; (46) -times, twice
; (47) -toothed, of sheep :

two years old
; (48) -twins, twins

; (49) -vore sull, a

double plough ; one which turns two furrows at once

;

(50) -way sull, a plough which can turn a furrow either

to the right or left hand ; see below; (51) -week, a fort-

night
; (52) -wheel, a two-wheeled conveyance

; (53) -year-

olds, the name of a faction ; see below.

(1) s.Lan.1 (2) w.Som. 1 Sometimes both ends are alike ; in this

shape it is lighter in make, and is often called a taty-digger.

Another two-bill is when one end is turned to form a kind of long

axe used in grubbing out roots. Dev. Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

nw.Dev. 1 (3) s.Lan. 1 (4) Or.I. The swingle-tree in the Orcadian

plough, by which two horses draw, each having its own peculiar

swingle-tree attached to one ofthe ends of the twa-beast tree (Jam.).

S. & Ork.1 (5) Ess. In most of the western part of the county

wet land is laid on the two-bout furrow, or four-furrow work,

Young Agric. (1813) I. 199. (6) Nhb. In the autumn as soon as

the corn crop was off he ploughed his land into two-bout ridges,

Marshall Review (1808) I. 85; (R.O.H.) (7) Shr.1 A wooden
arm-chair, of the kind often seen in old-fashioned farm-house

parlours and kitchens, having a low back, which, combining with

the bows, or arms, forms a commodious, half-circular rest for the

person. ' The Maister wuz sittin' in 'is two-bowed-cheer,

smokin' 'is pipe.' w.Cy. (Hall.) Dev.1 Half a score trigging

along her two-bowed chair, 51, ed. Palmer. (8) Dev. They had
to dig the dirt off the floor with a two-bydle, Reports Provinc.

(1891). (9) Sh.I. William is wantin' da tows laid tre'cord. He
says dey'll no haud a 00k if he mak's dem twa-cord, Sh. News
(June 11, 1898). (10, a) s.Chs.1 Lap it up two-double, an' put it

rai'nd yur neck, it'll help keep th' cowd ait. War. 2 Shr.1 A
certain person was directed at Clunbury, to go up the village

' tell ' he came to ' two-double doors,' i. e. double, or folding-

doors. ' I never wuz out in sich coud winde—I'd a thick jacket

an' cloak, an' a shawl two-double, an' it was like nuthin'.'

w.Som. 1 Th' ire bar was a-bowed two double. nw.Dev. 1 (A)

ne.Lan. 1 (c) N.I.1 Bent two double. Going two double.

w.Yks. Yks. IVkly. Post (July 17, 1897). Lan. 1 Tha'U never
have a mon loike that, wilto? Why, he's nearly two-double.

e.Lan.1, s.Lan. 1
, s.Chs. 1

, nw.Der.1
, War. 2

, s.Wor. (H.K.), Shr.1

w.Som.1 Poor old man ! he's a-come to go just two double.

nw.Dev. 1 w.Cor. He was bent two-double with pain (M.A.C.).

(n) N.I. 1 (12) Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Abd. A' kin' 0' greed an' twa-
fac't chaetry, Alexander Johnny Gibb (187 1) xxxiii. Per.

Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 49, ed. 1887. Bwk. You're like the

Dog o' Dodha', Baith double, and twae faced, Henderson Pop.
Rhymes (1856) 104. Slk. Wha wad hae thought o' him playing
us sic a trick! Twa-faced dog that he is, Hogg Perils ofMan
(1822) I, 263 (Jam.). N.Cy.1 , e.Yks.1

, w.Yks. (J.W.), m.Lan. 1

s.Chs.1 Oo)z u fau -

s, tbo'-fai'st brivit, dhaat)s au - -6o iz ! ey)l bey
saad-li chee'tid iv ey aaz 1 ur. nw.Der.1

, Nhp. 1
, se.Wor.1 Shr. 1 If

yo' wanten to know a'ollow, two-faced fellow, yo' can see one in

Turn any day. Oxf.1 MS. add., Brks.1 (13) Sc. (Jam.) Bnff.1 A
nivver hard tell o' sic twafacetness. e.Dev. 'Twas the . . . deceit,

the two-facedness, that sent me nearly mazed with wrath, Jane
Lordship (1897) 220. (14) w.Yks. She was what we call a two
fisted one—she couldn't do anything straight ; if she made a cap,

one side was twice as long as t'other, one up there and t'other

down here (E.L.). (15) n.Stf. As poor a two-fisted thing as ever
I saw, Geo. Eliot A. Bede (1859) I. 108. Lei.1 (16, a) Lnk.
She . . . lay twa fauld o'er a stool in a swoon, Graham Writings

(1883) II. 19. Chs.1 (b) Sc. (Jam.) ; She had been at one time
a very tall woman, but when I knew her she went, as the villagers

said, 'twa-fauld,' Wright Sc. Life (1897) 17. Sh.I. I'm gaein
twa-faald wi age, Burgess Rasmie (1892) 31. Abd. E'en hirplin'

twafauld, auld an' frail, Ayont fourscore, Still Cottars Sunday
(
l845) 9°- Ayr. Ye noo gang maist twa-fauld, White Jottings

(1879) 283. Slk. He gangs twa-fauld ower a steeck, Hogg Tales

(1838) 262, ed. 1866. (17) w.Yks. (F.R.) (18) w.Yks. (J.W.)
Chs. 1 Han yo seen my two-foot? s.Chs. 1

, nw.Der.1 (19) Nhb.
Robson Sngs. of Tyne (1849) 67. (20) Shr.1 92, Shr.2 (21)
e.Nrf. Marshall Rnr. Econ. (1787). (22) Kcd. On a twa-han'
barrow Luckless Tammie Tod was borne, Grant Lays (1884) 45.
(23) N.I.1 (24) Sc. (Jam.) ; Now, Mr. David, sit ye down here
and let us have a two-handed crack, Stevenson Catriona (1893)
xix. Abd. My lord then said he would have ... a twa-handed
crack on the matter, Cobban Angel (1898) 148. Lnk. Davie
dearly loves a twa-handed crack, Fraser Whaups (1895) 5.
e.Lth. Archie . . . haein a twa-handit crack wi' the wife, Hunter
/. Inwick (1895) 143. Rxb. We maun have a twa-handed crack
thegither, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 44. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 454, ed. 1876. (25, a) Sc. I could not but admire
the twa-handed way in whilk the milk of charity was squeezed
frae the human heart, and made like a refreshing shower, to fall
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ower a far wider surface than the wee clud in the sky would at

first betoken, Scotch Haggis, 152. {b) w.Som. 1 Gurt two-handed

fuller fit vor a granadeer. (26) Sc. (Jam.) (27) Cor. They
called him ' great Two-heads ' and ' Addle pate,' and told some

queer tales of his grandfather, Harris Faith, 192. (28) Sc.

(Jam.), Bnff.1 (29) Sc. (Jam.) Rxb. The plough is drawn by a

strong stretcher commonly called a two-horse-tree, Agric. Surv.

50 (ib.). (30) Abd. A twa-horse wark, may be ? or dee ye make it

oot wi' ae beast an' an owse? Alexander Ain Flk, (1882) 51.

(31) Sc. (Jam.) ; If I lived in a twa-lofted . . . house, Scott

Bride of Lam. (1819) xxiv. (32) nw.Der.1
, Nhp. 1

,
War.2

, Glo.1

(33) Wor. Marshall Review (1818) II. 373. (34) Ir. Two-milk

whey, made by a mixture of sweet milk and buttermilk.

The usual way to make it, is to warm the sweet milk to a certain

temperature and then to add an equal quantity of buttermilk, or

less (A.J.I.) ; Two-milk whey is given as a mild drink to

persons in a weak or delicate state of health (P.W.J.) ;
Mrs.

Kilfoyle stayed only long enough to suggest, as a possible

remedy, a drop of two-milk whey, Barlow Lisconnel (1895) 36.

(35) Cor. You'm a two-minded maid, Harris Wheal Veor (1901)

32. (36) e.Lan.1 (37) Sc. Wants arms for the two-part of our

men, Kirkton Ch. Hist. (1817) 359. Sh.I. I ran daglesstwappirt,

Sh. News (Jan. 20, 1900). Or.I. Orknay being a two part and

Zetland a thrid part of the Shrye, Peterkin Notes (1822) 152.

n.Sc. The twa part and third [two-thirds, and the remaining one]

(Jam.). Gall. The twa-part didna ken o't, An didna' ken what

fetcht them there, Lauderdale Poems (1796) 88. (38) s.Wil.

In a dry season the barley sown on the sand land frequently

comes up in two-shares and ripens unequally, Marshall

Review (1817) V. 219. (39) Sc. After the second shearing ... the

shearling tup is then a two-shear tup, Stephens Farm Bk. (1849)

I. 213, ed. 1851. Wm. A girt grown two shear as could maist

knock ah'ox, Ollivant OivdBob (1898) xvii. ne.Yks. Marshall

Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 251. Der. 2
, nw.Der.1 Lin. Raise turnips,

&c. to support the lamb hogs and fatten the two-shears, Mar-

shall Review (1811) III. se.Wor.1 Two-shear-sheep. Oxf.1

MS. add. Bdf. Agric. Surv. (1793-1813) 32. Suf.1 Dor. The

rams, old ewes, and two-shear ewes had duly undergone their

stripping, Hardy Madding Crowd (1874) xxii. (40) Shr. Owing

to the irregular germination of the seed at spring, the crops

presented at harvest what to agriculturalists is known as * two

shorts '—i.e. a crop composed of ripe and also unripe grain,

Evesham Jrn. (Sept. 26, 1896). (41) Lnk. Hoo I wished for ma twa-

skippetbannetjist then, Thomson LeddyMay( 1883) 138. (42) Sc.

(A.W ), e.An.2 (43) w.Som.1 (44) Abd.Weel-favoured an' flabby

her two-storeyed chin, Ogg Willie Waly (1873) 165. (45) Wm
The talk of the men of the land is of wethers and gimmers; of

tup-hoggs, ewe-tegs-in-wool ; of four-crops, two-tooths, Ollivant

Owd Bob (1898) ii. Brks.1 I hev got a hunderd two-tooths as I

mus' zell to paay my rent. Wil. 1 In the article of sheep what

strange nomenclature ! ... We have . . . two-tooths, and four-

tooths, and six-tooths, Wil. Arch. Mag. XVII. 303 (s.v. Sheep).

Dor (C.V.G.) (46) Nhb. A yes ; twe times a yes !
Richardson

Borderer'sTable-bk. (1846) VIII. 201. Yks. Ah'struppedtwatahmes

oopsteers,MACQBOiD£>on'sS«>-«^(i877)xviii. [Amer.Isawidder,

even a two-time widder, got nothin' else to do but this set down

or go about grievin' for them that's gone ? Johnston Middle

Georgia (1897) 113.] (47) Dor. They are called two-toothed

four-toothed, and six-toothed ewes, Marshall Review (1817) V.

280 (48) Yks (J W.) s.Chs.1 Dhfir wuz too twin'z fit u buurth.

DM bin fiz lahyk fiz too twin'z. Midi. (J.W.), Shr.1
,
Oxf.1 Cor.

Hammond Cor. Parish (1897) 199. (49) w.Som.1 (50) A plough

made with shifting parts, so that it can be used to turn a furrow

at will either to the right hand or the left. The use is, that upon

coming to the end, the ploughman can turn his horses sharp

round, shift the 'turnvore,' and immediately return upon his

tracks, turning a fresh furrow against the one he made in coming

forward. This is of much advantage in ploughing sloping land,

where it is desired to throw each furrow up the hill, ib. (51)

w.Yks. It's a two-week come yesterday sin' they fought 1 th

kirk-yard, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 119. (52) Som.

Drove the little low two-wheel to Marston that morning, Ray-

mond Gent. Upcott (1893) iv. (53) Lhn. 'Two-year-olds' and

' three-year-olds ' are names of two factions in the co. Limerick,

that from their continual fighting give the authorities much

trouble, Flk-Lore Rec. (1881) IV. 122.

2 Phr (1) no tivo ways, no doubt, no uncertainty
;
no

change;' (2) to be two folk (s, to be at variance; (3) -two

men, to be different from one's usual self; {$ to carry two

faces under a hat, to be deceitful ; (5) to have gotten of two

sides, see (2) ; see Side, sb.
1 2 (10) ; 6 to havetwo words about

a thing, to discuss it
; (7) to look two ways for Easter, or

for Sunday, to be bewildered or confounded ; to be hard
put to it ; see Sunday, 2

; (8) to tell a person one thing that's

not two, an emphatic preface to a statement
; (9) twofaces

under a hat, the common columbine, Aquilegia vulgaris ;

(10) twofaces under the sun, the pansy, Viola tricolor; (11)

—or three prices, extraordinarily dear ; two or three times

the right value.

(1) Sc. (A.W.) Per. There isna twa ways as to that, Sabbath

Nights (1899) 85. Lnk. John's a born genius, there's nae twa

ways aboot that, Murdoch Readings (1895) II. 63. n.Cy., w.Yks.

(J.W.) Som. There's no twa ways about love, Raymond Sam
andSabina (1894) xv. [Amer. You are jist about half right, and

there isno two ways aboutit, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) 3rdS.vii.]

(2) Chs.1 John an' James are two folk. s.Chs.1 Yo an' mey 'un

be two folks, 62. War.2 We shall be two-folks if you are rude.

se.Wor.1 Now, Jack, yfi lazy rascal, uf thee doosn't get on o' thy

work, thee un I sh'll be two-folks. (3) Ken.1
;
Ken.2 ' My husband

will be two men' [so different from himself, i.e. angry, that he

won't seem to be the same person]. (4) se.Wor.1 Here's wishing

the mon may never get fat, as carries two faces under one hat

(s.v. Two-faced). (5) sw.Lin.1 (6) Dmb. Saying this she began

to move away. ' Stop, stop ! Luckie ; we maun ha'e twa words

aboot that,' Cross Disruption (1844) xxvi. (7) Cum.* T'pooar

fellah sed nowt, bit leuk't two ways for Easter Sunday, Farrall

Betty Wilson (1886) 152. s.Wor. He'll have to look two ways for

Sunday [said of one who spends his week's wages early in the

week] (H K.). (8) s.Lan.1 Aw'll tell thee one thing—an' that's

no' two, 14. (9) Sus. (B. & H.) (10) Shr.1 (11) Ir. (A.J.I.),

(P.W.J.) n.Ir. ' Hoo wuz the hay sellin' ?
' 'It wuz twa or three

prices', an frae that doon,' Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 47.

3. Used indef.: a few.
.

Sh.I. Try da grice wi' a aire o' blaedig wi' yon twa tatties, Sh.

News (July 3°, 1898) ; (J.S.)
'.

4. sb. In comb. Two's-ammel, the larger swingle of a

plough, to each end of which a smaller one is attached.

Cai. 1 5. Phr. (1) both the two, both
; (2) m two, to

pieces ; cf. atwo
; (3) to be at two(s, to be at variance

;

to be enemies
; (4) to be two, (a) see (3) ;

(b) to be great

friends
; (5) to come, fall, or get to twos, see (3) \ (6) hvo

and eight penny halfpenny, an Irish half-crown piece
; (7)

— a penny, a term of contempt ; (8) — catch all, a game
;

(9) twos and ones, favourites
;

(10) — and threes, the game

of 'round tag' (q.v.).

(1) Bwk. The arry pods o' Blackhill Will neither sing nor pray,

But the wife o' Muckle Whitfield Is good at baith the twae
;

Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856) 38. (2) w.Yks. He's pooin th

owd clock i' tew (D.L.). (3) Abd. The Maister cam to mak aye

ane o' them 'at was at twa, Macdonald Sir Gibhe (1879) xxvn.

n Lin. 1 Thaay've been at twos fer years an' years. Sus. 1
(4, a)

Lei 1 War.3 Oxf.1 If you d66s that we shall be two. (£) Oxf. 1

Urn be two, urn be. (5) n.Lin.1 Him an' her fell to twos aboot

edicaatin' yon bairn o' theirs. (6) Ir. Laying a two-and-eight-

penny-half-penny over the hole, Barrington Sketches (1827-32)

HI 373 (7) NnD - A reg' lar two-a-penny sort 0' chap for a bit

chaff, Pease Mark o' Deil (1894) 38. (8) Hrt. The games apper-

taining to the playground consisted of prisoners' base—two catch

all, Wickham Hrt. School (1841) x. (9) Dev. He hath his twos

and ones, Reports Provinc. (1885). (10) Lan., Hmp. Gomme

Games (1898) II. 144. Cor. He played at ' kissing-nng, 'twos

and threes,' Lowry Wreckers (1893) 48.

6. A pair ; a couple.

Sc. Mackay. n.Sc. They were a comely tway, Buchan Ballads

(1828) II. 39, ed. 1875. Hmp. We always said as they d be a

little two, Blackley Wd. Gossip (1869) 168.

7. With the def art. : both.

s.Chs. 1 I'll tak th' two on em, 62. Shr.1 I cannad afford the

two, Jntrod. 46.

8. v. To attack one person with two.

Lan. I'll have law on yo' for this, ye owd tyrant, or-we 11 two

yo* some neet and give yo' a good hiding, Westall Old Factory

(1885) ii. s.Lan. 1

TWOAD, see Toad.
TWO-FALL, TWOFOLD, see To-fall, Tuffold.

TWOKIN, sb. Obs. Yks. Also in form twikin. Two
apples growing together. (K.), (Hall.)

TWOLT, see Twilt, sb?

TWOPENCE,s£. Sc. Irel.Yks.Der.Nhp. Also written

tuppence Ir. Nhp.1
; and in form tippence Sc. [ttr-, te'-,
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ti'psns.] 1. In comb. (1) Two-pence halfpenny, a
large sum

; (2) — three-halfpence, the canter or jog-trot

of a horse ; in phr. to go hvo-pence three-halfpence
; (3)

worth, two pennyworth.
(1) Der. ' Hur is a beauty. . . Could I get one like un? but it'll

cost twopence ha'penny ! '—an expression of magnificent meaning
in the north. ' And I hanna got but ninepence,' Verney Stone
Edge (1868) vi. (2) Nhp. 1 (3) Ayr. They hae to gi'e him tippence
worth o' laudanum, juist to keep him quate, Service Notandums
(18901 37. w.Yks. (J.W.)
2. Phr. (1) as tight as hvo-pence in a rag, very tight

; (2)

to give hvo-pence and a plack, to give a good deal ; (3) to

make a thing two-pence better, to improve it in the slightest
degree.

(1) Ir. Bui-lock Pastorals (1901) 150. (2) Ayr. Wad gi'e

tippence an' a plack To hae the deeds to do, That's done that
night, John Kennedy Poet. Wks. (1818) 46. (3) Yet nane o'

them e'er mak it tippence better, ib. 103.

3. Obs. A silver coin of the value of two-pence.
Sc. A wheen silver tippences to the poor, Scott Bride of Lam.

(1819) xxxv.

TWO-PENNY, adj. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. Chs.
Stf. Not. Lin. War. Wor. Dor. Also written tuppenny
Sc. N.I. 1 Nhb. s.Chs. 1

Stf. ; tuppeny War.3
; and in forms

tip'ny, tippeney, tippenny Sc. ; tippeny, twapenny Sc.
(Jaw.) [tu--, tv-, ti-psni.] 1. adj. In comb. (1) Two-
penny ale, (2) -beer, weak ale or beer sold at two-pence the
Scotch pint

; (3) -herb, obsol., the wood loose-strife, Lysi-
viaehia nemontm

; (4) -house, an ale-house
; (5) -reel, used

to express anything cheap, base, or worthless
; (6) -ticket,

(rt) obs., a tradesman's copper token of the value of two-
pence

;
(b) in phr. not worth a two-penny ticket, quite

worthless
; (7) — two-shoes, a facetious term for a small

child.

(1) Hdg. The consumption of herring with village tuppenny ale,
during the night watches, was considerable, Ritchie St. Baldred
(1883) 45- Gall. They maun frequent publics and drink tippenny
yill, Crockett Banner ofBlue (1902) i. (2) Lth. A' your nappies,
cheap or dear, Frae champagne down to tip'ny beer, Lumsden
Sheep-head (1892) 142. (3) n.Yks. (R.H.H.) (4) Sc. (Jam.)
(5) Sh.I. (J.S.) ; Nanny an' da Satan's instrimunt wir dancin' a
tippeney reel a' roond da place, Ollason Mareel (1901) 12.

(6, a) N.I. 1 These 'tickets' were copper, tradesmen's tokens,
value two-pence, of which considerable numbers were issued in
the north of Ireland in the eighteenth century. They were about
the size of farthings. (6) ib. (7) se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
2. Cheap, insignificant ; contemptible, worthless.
Sc. A twapenny cat may look at a king, Ramsay Prov. (1737).

Slg. The Poet Laureate himsel' was only a tippenny rhymer in
comparison, Buchanan Poems (1901) 169. Ayr. Widow Mack-
leerie's my name, Mine's a tippeny eatin house, Boswell Poet.
Wks. (1816) 151, ed. 1871. e.Yks. 1 (s.v. Tenpenny). Not. He
. . . has given his life to save me from the twopenny disgrace of
being caught in his company, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 201.
War. 3

,
s.Wor. (H.K.) Dor. He'd no longer get his living by

curing their twopenny souls o' such d— nonsense as that, Hardy
Tower (1882) i.

3. sb. Obs. A two-penny piece; also in form twa-pennies.
Sc. They are called . . . two pennies ; and . . . were continued

. . . till the union 1707, Spottiswoode Law Did. (s.v. Bodel)
(Jam.). Ayr. Service Notandums (1890) 10.

4. Any article costing two-pence; esp. a child's first
reading-book.

Sc. (A.W.) Frf. Smokin' seegars—a fact, hooever, that appar-
ently did nae guid to the only merchant that dealt in tobacco in
oor pairish, for there never was ony diminution in the bundle o'
'tippenys' that had adorned the shop window at a' times in the
memory o' the auldest inhabitant, Willock Roseity Ends (1886)
in, ed. 1889. Lnk. A more advanced pupil who for some weeks
had been tackling with the first few pages of the 'Tippenny,'
Fraser Whaups (1895) 21. Gall. (A.W.) Nhb. He oots wi'
some cigars, ' true blue Have-anuthers ' he called them, . . the
tuppennies they keep at wor stores wes just muck ti them, Pease
Mark 0' Deil (1894) 47.

5. Weak ale, sold in England at two-pence the quart ; in
Scotland at two-pence the two quarts ; used also for weak
liquor of any kind.

Sc. (Jam.) Frf. They make their own malt, and brew it into
that kind of drink called Two-penny, Statist. Ace. VIII. 250 (Jam.).

Ayr. Try the whiskey, it's nane o' your tippenny that. Man,

hoo it bells i' the caup, Service Notandums (1890) 27. Gall. Ye
spilled the jug o' tippenny doon your breeks, Crockett Kit

Kennedy (1899) v. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Stf. He could drink

anuff tuppenny to swim a barge, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895).

6. A slang word for the head. War.3 Tuck in your tuppeny.

7. A term of familiarity or endearment.
s.Chs.1 Well, owd tuppenny.

TWORT, see Thwart.
TWOSES, sb. pi. e.An. In phr. by or in fwoses, two

at a time.
e.An. 2 Count them by twoses. Nrf. The year round you may

see them [blue titmice] ' in twoses,' Emerson Birds, tfc, (ed.

1895) 64.

TWOSOME,,adj., adv. and sb. Sc. Nhb.Dur.Lakel.Cum.
Yks. Also written twosum Lakel.2

; and in forms twae-
some Sc. Nhb.1

; twasome Sc. (Jam.) ; tweasome N.Cy. 1

;

tweeasome n.Yks.2 ; tweesome Nhb.1 Cum.4 [twa -

-,

twr-, twia'ssm.] 1. adj. Performed by two persons.
Sc. A twasome walk, a twasome interview, Mackay. Edb.

Ha'e a twa-some reel wi' Caesar, Maclagan Poems (1851) 319.

2. Double, twofold. Also used
fig.

Lnk. When yince a woman's been in the twa-some traces, life's

a wearisome journey wantin' the bit man, Murdoch Readings

(1895) I. 35. Edb. It's just a twasome bicker Wi' painted lugs,

Forbes Poems (1812) 34. n.Yks.2

3. Two.
Lth. Twasome dainty strappin' callants, Twasome lassock twins

we hae, Ballantine Poems (1856) 144.

4. Comp. Twasome-town, a village containing two
churches, two schoolmasters, &c.

Slg. They speak o' a twasome toun, but there are some twa-
faced folk that bide in't, Harvey Kennethcrook (1896) 22.

5. adv. Obs. Doubly.
Bch. Now Maggy'stwasome ina swoon,Forbes Domim'e(i 785) 41.

6. sb. Two together ; a couple, pair.
Sc. (Jam.) ; The twaesome then part, Ballads and Poems (1885)

324. Bnff. The twasome o'ercam and killed the four, Leg.
Strathisla (1851) 79. s.Sc. The puir laverock and hawk—the
twasome didna drift down this way for naething, Wilson Tales

(1836) IV. 62. e.Lth. I heard the twasome crackin thegither,

Hunter /. Inwick (1895) 144. Rxb. The twosome attended
church, Murray Hawick Characters (1901) 17. Dmf. (A.W.)
Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 272, ed. 1876. N.Cy.1

, Nhb.1

Dur. The two-some's only been married a twelvemonth, Guthrie
Kitty Fagan (1900) 116. Lakel.2 Cum. The twosome together

—

two birds of a feather, Burn Ballads (ed. 1877) 138; Cum.4

TWOT, adj. Stf. War. [twot] In phr. to be twot of
or on, to be fond of; to be sweet on.

s.Stf. Anyboy could see he was gettin' twot on her, Pinnock
Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). War.3 He is courting Smith's daughter
and is very twot on her.

TWOTH, num. adj. Dev. Second.
They zaut [sat] abrood the twenty-twoth of April, Reports

Provinc. (1891).

TWO-THREE, adj. Sc. Irel. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lei. War. Shr. Hrf. w.Cy. Dev. and
Amer. Also in forms tew-three Stf. ; toarthre w.Yks 3 -

toathre Yks.
;
toathry w.Yks.5 ; tooathrim.Lan.1 s.Lan.1

:

toorthre w.Yks.2
; toothery Chs. ; toothrey Lan. ; too-

thn s.Lan. 1
; toothry Lan. s.Chs.1 nw.Der.1

; tu-dree Dev. •

tuthre War.=
; tuthri e.Lan.1 Chs. ; twae'ree Sc. (Jam.) ;twae-three Sc. ; twarie Sc. ; twarrie Sc. (Jam.) ; twar-

three Sc.
; twar-tree Sh.I. ; twa-three Sc. (Jam.) Ir.Wm.

;
twa-thry Cai. 1

; twea-three Cum.; tweea-three
Yks.; two-thre Lan.1

; two-thri s.Lan.1
; twothry Chs.13

[tu-bn; to-bri, tos'bri.] Lit. 'two or three'; a few;
occas. a large quantity.

Sc. (Jam.); They would likely send two-three lively, brisk
young birkies, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xi. Sh.I. A'm seen a
braw twartree o' dem spleet i' da kettle, Sh. News (Sept. 3, 1898).
Cai. e.Sc. Twa-three stots got into the field, Strain E/mslie's
Vrag-nct (1900) 43. Per. Haliburton Horace (1886) 9. Rnf.
Iwane broken shards, Young Pictures (1865) 121. Ayr. Hire
two-three thackers, Galt Legatees (1820) vi. Slk. Thomson
Vrummcldale (1901) 196. Dmf. Twa'r three men. Shennan
lales (1831) 73. Gall. Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) ix. Kcb.
I rotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 2. uis. He gets « guid twa-three,
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M°Ilroy Craiglinnie (1900) 124. Cum. Theer twea-three mair I

willent neam, Richardson Talk (1876) 2nd S. 164. Win. Twa-
three Hie cheeses, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 5. n.Yks. Tweddell
Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 65. w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865)

;

w.Yks.23 ; w.Yks.5 It's nobbud a toathry daaj's sin, 42. Lan.
Toothrey of thoose crumbs, Staton B. Shuttle Bowtun, 5 ; Laycock
Sngs. (1866) 64 ; Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1
, m.Lan.1

, s.Lan.1 Chs. Aw reckon
theer's been a good toothery glasses agate, Clough B. Brcsskitlle

(1879) 16; For nowt but tuthri coal or a lump o' stone, Owd
Peter, iv; Chs.13 s.Chs.1 Han y6 toothry chips spare [to spare]?

Stf. 1 s.Stf. Theer's allays a tew-three people as ud suner believe

the wust nor the best o' others, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895) 27.

Der. Toothry wicks, Robinson Sammy Twitcher (1870) 8. nw.Der. 1
,

Not. 1 Lei. 1 Ah hed oon'y a sooch a tew-thray on 'em, ah kep 'em
all mysen. War.2 Gi'e us a tuthree nuts ; War. 3 Shr. 1 A tidy

tuthree; Shr.2 , Hrf. (C.J.R.), w.Cy. (Hall.) s.Dev. Her've
tu-dree fine voos, Longman's Mag. (1901) 44. [Amer. Dial. Notes

(1896) I. 76.]

TWOVE, see Twelve.
TWO-WIT, sb. Shr.2 The lapwing, Vanellus vulgaris.

See Tewit.
TWUD, see Toad.
TWULL, TWULT, see Twill, sb., Twilt, sb.

1
, v.

2

TWUSSLE, TWUTCH, see Twizzle, Twitch, sb.2

TWY, adv. n.Cy. Lan. Der. Hrf. Glo. w.Cy. Wil. Dor.

Som. Also written twi s.Lan.1 w.Cy. Wil.1 Dor.1 Som.
[twai ; twi.] 1. Obs. Twice ; also in phr. at twy. n.Cy.

Grose (1790). s.Lan.1
, Der.1

, nw.Der. 1
2. Comb. Twy-

eyed, cross-eyed; squinting; (2) -fallow, (a) obs., to

plough fallow land the second time ; (b) second, or cross,

ploughing; (3) -lade, to load a wagon lightly, unload,

return for second load, and take up the first again
; (4)

-o'er, twice over
; (5) -ripe or -ripy, unevenly ripe

;

ripening at different times ;
partially ripe ; stunted in

growth
; (6) -too-much, too much by half.

(1) Glo.1 (2, a) Wil. (K.) [Tusser Husb. (1580) no.] (£)

Hrf. 2
, Glo.1 (3) Dor. This is done on hilly or broken ground, Gl.

(1851) ; Dor.1 (4) s.Lan. 1 . (5) w.Cy. (Hall.) Wil. Arch. Rev.

I. 35; Wil.1 Som. Especially used of fruit which falls prema-

turely (W.F.R.). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). (6) s.Lan. 1

[OE. pref. twi-, two, double (B.T.).]

TWY,sb} Yks. Also in form twissy. A brass button

;

one used in the game of ' cots and twissies ' (q.v.). Cf. lite,

adj. 3.

w.Yks. The cots are small in size, the twissies are large. A
twissy is worth two cots (S.K.C.); w.Yks. 3 The twy [was a.

button] ... off the coat (s.v. Cots and twys).

TWY.sJ.2 w.Dur. 1 [Not known to our correspondents.]

A turn ' He hesn't done a twy ' [he has done nothing].

TWYBILL, sb. Stf. Nhp. Hrf. Glo. Bdf. Ken. Som.

Dev. Also written twibil Hrf. Ken. 1

;
twibill Som. Dev.

[twai'bil.] 1. A double-headed axe or mattock. See

Two-bail, s.v. Two, 1 (2).

Stf. 1
, Nhp. 1 Hrf. Bound Provmc. (1876); Hrf. 2 A tool like a

pick-axe, cutting two ways with ends 3 inches broad ;
one cuts in

a line with the handle and the other at right angles to it. Glo. 1

Bdf. Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 145. e.Som. W. & J.

Gl. (1873). Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 2 77-

2. A reaping-hook, esp. one used for cutting beans.

Ken. It is cut in the harvest with a hook, called a twibil, Mar-

shall Revieiv (1817) V. 441 ; Ken. 1

TOE. twi-bill, a two-edged axe (Sweet).]

TWYBITTLE,s&. Hrf. A large mallet. Bound Provmc.

(1876). See Beetle, sb.; cf. twybill.

TWYCHILD, sb. Chs. Hrf. Glo. Also written

twichild Hrf.1 Glo.2
; and in form twitchel Chs.123

rtwi'tfil(d, twi-tjl.] 1. Second childhood, dotage.

Hrf x Glo. I thought it was but a deception o' my twichild, for

I be getting aged, Gissing Both of this Parish (1889) II. 175 ;
Glo. 1

2

2 A person in his dotage. Chs.123 Hence Twychildy,

adj. doting, childish through age. Glo.1

.

TWYCROOKS, sb. pi. Obs. Glo. Also written twi-

crooks. Little crooks bent contrary-ways in order to

lengthen out the trammels on which the pot-hooks were

hung. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 443 ;
Glo.

TWYEE, int. Nhb.1 A coaxing call to a horse; also

in comb. Twyee-ah-ha. ,._,., j •

TWYKE, TWYLY, see Twike, sb?, Twily, adj.

TWYN, v. Lan. To fence, enclose. Cf. tine, v.
2 2.

The Lancashire expression for taking in a bit of ground, ' to

twyn it off,' Gaskell Lectures Dial. (1854) 15.

TWYNE, TWYSKER, see Twin, v.
2

, Twiscar.
TWYVALLY, v. Obs. Glo. To bother; to puzzle.

(Hall.) ; Gl. (1851) ; Glo.1

TWYVIL, sb. Obs. Nhp.1 A flail.

TY, sb.
1 Obs. Wxf.1 A drink, esp. in phr. a ty 0' letch,

a drink of small beer.

TY, sb.2 Wm. [ti.] A cottage. Gibson Leg. (1877) 94.

TY, TYAAVE, see Take, Tie, v.\ Taave, Tave, v.
12

TYAL, TYAN, see Tial, Tone, num. adj.

TYANGS, TYAOU, see Tongs, Tew, v}
TYAUCH, v., sb. and int. Bnff.1 Also written tyach.

[tjax-] 1. v. To besmear with any greasy or viscid

substance. Hence Tyauchie, adj. viscid, greasy. 2. To
masticate much and swallow with reluctance through

disgust. 3. To be in a weak state of health. Hence
Tyauchie, adj. weak in health. ' 4. sb. A short fit of

bad health. 5. int. An exclamation of impatience or

disapprobation.
TYAUVE, see Taave, Tave, v.

12

TYBURN, sb. Sc. Lei. Lon. In comb. (1) Tyburn
ticket, obs., a premium given for the apprehension and
prosecution of burglars, &c.

; (2) — tippet, obs., a hang-

man's halter
; (3) — top, obs., a style of wearing the hair,

a ' close ' or ' prison cut.'

(1) Lon. For apprehending, and prosecuting to conviction, every

person privately stealing to the value of 5s. from any shop, ware-

house, or stable, a Tyburn ticket, average value, about £20,

Colquhoun Police 0/ Metropolis (1796) 203. (2) Lei.1 (3) Rxb.

The lawyers too, become a crop, Instead of tails, a tyburn top,

Wilson Poems (1824) 23.

TYCE, v. Obs. Sc. To move slowly and cautiously
;

to go slowly or warily about.
Abd. My ewie never played the like, But tye'd [printed teesed,

Chambers Sngs. (1829) I. 196] about the barn wa', Skinner Misc.

Poet. (ed. 1809) 144 (Jam.) ; ib. Gl.

TYCE, see Tice.

TYD, sb. Lin. [tid.] A delicate morsel; a 'tit-bit.'

Miller & Skertchly Fenland (1878) iv
;
(Hall.)

TYDIE, TYDY, see Tidy, adj.

TYE, sb} Suf. Ess. Ken. Sus. Also written tie Ess.1

Ken.1
; and in forms tay Ess.1

; teage Ken. ; tey Ess.1

[tai, tei.] 1. An extensive common pasture or field
;

a large common.
e.An.1 There are several tyes a few miles 5. of the central part of

Suf. Also some on the n. border of Ess. ; but in no other part

of e.An. Suf. Cullum Hist. Hawsted (1813). s.Suf. A parish . . .

where were some ' Tye housen,' cottages built on the ' Tye,' and

a ' Tye meadow.' The Tye and other commons in the parish had

been inclosed. . . I am satisfied that each was a lacinia prati,

N. & Q. (1858) 2nd S. v. 298. Ess. Many parishes have a place

called"' the tye,' which I believe is always an out-lying place

where three roads meet, ib. (1851) 1st S. iii. 263 ; Ess. 1 Ken. 1

1510. A croft callid Wolnes Tie, MS. Accounts, St. Dunstan's,

Canterbury. Sus.12

2. A close or enclosure.
Ken. Tigh or Teage in old records, a close or enclosure, a croft

:

in Kent the word Tigh is still used in the same sense, Phillips

World of Words (1706) in N. & Q. (1858) 2nd S. v. 298.

OE.fea bond, chain; an enclosure, paddock (Sweet).]

TYE, sb.
2 Dev. Cor. Also written tie Dev.2 Cor.12

[tai.] 1. A pit ; a deep well. Also in comp. Tie-pit.

Dev. A turf tye, that is, a pit from which they dig turfs for fuel,

Bray Desc. Tamar and Tavy (1836) I. 348 ; Dev.2 Be careful now

and don't go near the tie-pit.

2. A large wooden trough or box, through which a stream

of water runs, used for washing ore.

Cor. Whether twas in the stone or in the tye, Tregellas Tales

(1865)156; Cor.12
,

3. Obs. An audit or drain. Cor.2

TYE, ? adj. Sus. In phr. and tye, used at the end 01

var. phrases without any particular meaning ;
see below.

(E.E.S.) nw.Sus. The clerk in a parish in nw.Sus. freq. makes

use of an expression . . . which he is unable to explain himself. .

.

' Well, master, how are ye to-day ?
' He answers, ' Middling,
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thanky'e and tye.' He brings in these two words at the end of

most sentences. If you ask him whether there are many people

in the church, he will say, ' Fairish number and tye,' or ' No, not

many and tye,' N. & Q. (1852) 1st S. v. 395.

TYE, TYEAV, see T, Tie, v.
1
, sb.

2
, To, prep., Tave, v.

1

TYEL, TYELLIOR, see Tail, Tailor.
TYEL-PIOT, TYEN, see Tale-pyet, Take, Tone, num.

adj.

TYENT, phr. Wor. Glo. Brks. Also in form t'yeunt

s.Wor. [tjsnt, tjiant.] A contraction of ' it ain't,
1

it is not.

s.Wor. Porson Quaint Wds. (1875) 7. Glo. Tyent livin and

lettin to live, Leg. Peas. (1877) 59. Brks. 1

TYESTRAL, see Taistrel.

TYESTY, sb. s.Lan. A shortened dial, form of

'testament.' Bamford Dial. (1854).
TYET, see Tait, sb}
TYFE, sb. e.Yks. 1

[tei'fl.] A horse sprained in the

back. Cf. tifled.

TYFELL, see Tifle.

TYG; sb. and v. Yks. Stf. Cmb. Ken. Sus. Also
written tig w.Yks. Stf. Cmb. ; and in forms tygo, tyko
Ken. Sus. 1. sb. Obs. or obsol. A drinking cup with two
or more handles, gen. made of earthenware.

Stf. Bosworth says that the potters (1801) called their cups and
porringers tigs, N. & Q. (1891) 7th S. xii. 393 ; The tig, or more
correctly ' tyg,' was made in the Stf. potteries in large quantities in

the 17th and 18th centuries, ib. (1869) 4th S. iv. 144 ;
Stf.1 Cmb.

There was in use at Cambridge, about the beginning of the 17th

century, a three-handled silver cup containing about a quart. The
handles were equidistant from one another, and the cup was
called a ' tig,' N. & Q. (1869) 4th S. iv. 74. Ken., Sus. A three-

handled earthenware drinking mug, called a ' tyko ' or ' tygo,' ib.

(1891) 7th S. xii. 307.

2. v. In phr. as full as he can tyg, said of any one who
has drunk as much ale as he can. w.Yks. Banks Wkfld.
Wds. (1865).

TYKE AND TRYKE, phr. n.Sc. (Jam.) Higgledy-
piggledy ; in an intermingled state.

TYKE, see Tike, sb.
12

TYKING, sb. Sc. Also written tykan e.Fif. ; tyken
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) [tei'kin, -an.] 1. The case or cover
of a bed or bolster; the bed or bolster itself; lit. 'ticking.'

Cf. tike, sb.2

Sc. That's the tyken o' the bed ; a guid feather tyken (Jam.
Suppl.). e.Fif. Makin' her tykan, blankets, sheets, codwares, an'

a' the ither nameless nick-nacks included in the inventory o'

a bride's plenishin, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxiv.

2. A kind of striped cloth of which the cover of a bed is

made.
Sc. He . . . wrought gude serge and tyken, Wilson Poems (ed.

1876) 42; (Jam. Suppl.); I was at Glasgow, wanting some
tyking, or Osenbrugs, or what the fiend ye ca' them, what ye mak
pillows and bowsters o', Sc. Haggis, 133.
TYLD, v. Obs. or obsol. Sc. To cover.
n.Sc. (Jam.) Ags. A window is said to be tyldit, when it is

covered in the inside with a cloth or curtain (ib.).

[Reparrellit was that godlike plesand wone Tyldit
abone, and to the eirth adoun, Douglas Pal. Hon. (1501)
ed. 1874, 1. 18. Cp. ON. tjalda, to pitch a tent (Vigfusson).]
TYLED, pp. Cum. Also in form tyl't Cum.14 [teild

;

teilt] Wearied, exhausted, tired out; distressed, troubled,
annoyed.
Cum.1

; Cum. 3 He was terrably tyl't wid a gedderin thumb, 160
;

I's tyled to deeth wid this kurn, ib. 228 ; Cum.4

TYLTH, see Tilth.

TYMERLY, adj. Cum. Stf. Der. Also in form thim-
merly Stf. Der. [tai'msli.] Defective ; insecure.
Cum. 1 It's a tymerly consarn—it's badly putten togidder ; Cum.4

Stf., Der. (J. K.)

TYMPANY, sb. Sc. Also in form timpan (Jam.).
[ti-mpsni.] The gable end of a house ; see below. Also
in comb. Tympany gavel.

Sc. (A.W.) n.Sc. The middle part of the front of a house,

raised above the level of the rest of the wall, resembling a gable,

for carrying up a vent, and giving a sort of attic apartment in the

roof (Jam.). Mry. (ib.), Abd., Gall. (A.W.)

[Fr. tympan, the gable end of a house (Cotgr.).]

TYNAN, v. Obs. or obsol. Chs.13 To provoke, enrage,

anger.
[Cp. OE. tienan, to annoy, irritate (Sweet).]

TYND, TYNDE, see Tine, sb.
1
, Tind.

TYNDTON, sb. Hrf.2 A fenced-in place. See Tine,

v.
2 2.

TYNE, sb.
1 Pern, [tain.] A cow's collar.

s.Pem. Car' the tyne 'ere that I med tie the cow (W.M.M.).

TYNE, TYNICKS, see Tine, sb.
1

, v.
12

, Tannyiks.
TYNNETT, TYNSEL, see Tinnet, Tinsel, sb.2

TYNSELL, TYNWALD, see Tinsel, sb. 1
, Tingwall.

TYOR, sb. Cor. 2 A thatcher or slater. [OCor. tyor

(Williams).]

TYPE, sb.
1 Obs. Sc. Fig. A sign, picture.

Fif. His stockins, o' het haste the types, Cam' flappin' owr his

shoon in flypes, Tennant Papistry (1827) 66.

TYPE, v. and sb.
2 Sc. Lan. [taip.] 1. v. To walk

with difficulty owing to weakness or weariness ; to trail

about in a slovenly manner.
Bnff. 1 There's that dabblet bodie awa typin' aifter hir drunken

swab o' a maw. Lan. Aw'm gettin weel tired o' this typin'

abeawt, Standing Echoes (1885) 13.

2. To struggle, toil, labour hard. Bnff.1 Hence Typit,

ppl. adj. exhausted by hard labour, ib. 3. sb. Hard
labour with the idea of much walking, ib. 4. A weak,
hard-working person.

ib. Commonly applied to females. The word conveys the idea

of poverty, weakness, want of skill and hard labour.

TYPE, TYR, see Tipe, Tir(r.

TYRANNY, sb. Yks. [tarrani.] A tyrant.

w.Yks. She's a complete tyranny in the house (C.C.R.) ; (J.W.)

TYRANT, sb. and adj. Lin. w.Cy. Som. Dev. Also
written tirant w.Cy. Dev. [taiTant.] 1. sb. A tiresome
child.

n.Lin. 1 I niver heard tell on sich tyrants as yon bairns is e' all

my born daays.

2. One especially capable in anything.
w.Som. 1 They zess how her's a tyrant vor butter and cheese.

Dev. (F.W.C.), nw.Dev.1

3. adj. Special, extraordinary.
w.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Dev. Bet a tyrant maid vor work, Exm.

Crtshp. (1746) 1. 568; 'A tirant creature for work'—a mighty
bustling stirring girl, as it were furious about her work, Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 433.

TYRE, TYSHE, TYSSE, see Tire, sb.
1

, Tice.
TYST, v. Sc. To entice, allure ; to stir up. Lnk.

Ramsay Gentle Shep. (Scenary ed.) Gl. See Tice.
TYSTE, TYSTIE, TYSTRILL, see Teistie, Taistrel.
TYTE,TYTELING, see Tit, y.STite, v., adv.2, Tittling.
TYTER, see Titter, v.

TYTHAL,sZ>. Oxf. Also in forms tidal(l, tydal. See
below.

Certain enclosures marked out with stones and called 'Tydals,'
that is 'Tythals,' belong to the rectories of Yarnton and Begbroke,
Stapleton Three Parishes (1893) 308 ; The Tidalls are pens of the
best land stoned out in each meadow for the tithe-owner, to dis-

charge the rest from tithe, ib. 309 note.

TYTHING, see Tithing.
TYTLE, v. and sb. Bnff.1

[tei'tl.] 1. v. To walk
with short steps. 2. sb. The act of walking with short
steps.

TYTLE, see Tittle, v.2

TYTY, sb. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) A grandfather.
TYU, TYUK, see Tew, v.

1

, Take.
TYUL, TYUM, see Tool, Toom.
TYUP, TYUT, see Tup, sb.

1
, Toot, v.

2

TYUTH-AND-EGG,TYUTS, see Tooth-and-egg,Tuts.
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U
UI. Apart from the influence of neighbouring

sounds, the normal development of OE. u in the
modern dialects is :

—

1. u (like the u in standard Eng. fell) in w.Cum., Yks.,
n. & ne.Lan.
2. 13 (like the u in standard Eng. but) in Sc, Sh. & Or.L,
Nhb. (see 4), n.Dur., Wm, se.Lan. (also u„), nw.Der. (also

uj, Rut., n.Nhp., ne., m. and sw.Nhp. (also uc ), s.War.
(also u„), Wor. (see 3), Shr., Hrf., Pem., Glo., Oxf., Brks.,
Bck., Bdf., Hrt, Hnt., Cmb., Nrf., Suf., Ess., Ken., Sur.,
Sus., Hmp, I.W., Wil., Dor., Som., Dev., Cor.
3. u (a sound formed with the lips more open than for

u) in s.Lan., I.Ma., Chs., Wal., Stf., Der., Not., Lei., Nhp.
(this is a mixed region, see 2),n., w. and e.War., n.Wor.,
Shr.
4. u, (a very low or deep form of u) in s.Nhb., Dur. (see

2), Cum. (see 1), Lin.
II. The normal development of OE. u is :

—

1. u in Sc. (but in s.Sc. it has become bu when final, as
ki3u, nsu), Sh. & Or.I., Nhb., Dur., Cum. (also uiu), n.,

ne., m. and e.Yks., n.Lan., n.Lin.

2. U|U (see I. 4) in Cum. (alsou), Wm., nw.Yks., ne.Lan.
3. bu in se.Lan., I.Ma., Wal., Stf. (see 6), nw.Der., Rut.,

Lei., sw.Nhp., e., w. and s.War., Wor., Shr., Hrf., Pem.,
Oxf., Brks., Bck., nw.Nrf., Wil., Dor., e.Som., Cor.
4. eu in s.Lin., Nhp. (also «u, this is a mixed region),

n.Wor., n. and s.Bck., Bdf., Hrt., Hnt., Cmb., ne. and
s.Nrf., Suf., Ess., Ken., Sur., Sus., w.Som.
5. au in Glo., Hmp., I.W. 6. ai in Chs., n.Stf.

7. a/e in Not. (n.Not. also au). 8. aii in Dev.
9. a(also£eore3)inw.ands.Yks.,s.Lan.,e.Stf.,e.andw.Der.

UAG, sb. Sh.I. A large shell-fish of the mussel kind.

{Coll. L.L.B.)
XJAN, adv. Sh.I. All over, everywhere. S. & Ork.1

UBAADOUS, adj. Sh.I. Also written oobades.
[aba-das.] Of little value, useless. (Coll. L.L.B.), S.& Ork.1

UBBEN, see Oven.
UBDEE, adv. Sh.I. [Bbdi.] Out.
Dan I draas him wi forrce ubdee by ta da door, Burgess

Rasmie (1892) 16.

UBIT, sb. Sc. A hairy caterpillar. The same word
as Oobit, q.v. Wallace Schoolmaster (1800) 325.
UBIT, adj. Sc. Dwarfish. Ayr. (J.M.) ; Gl. Surv.

693 (Jam.). Hence Ubitous, adj. extremely small, useless.

Ayr. (Jam.) Cf. wobat.
UCKLE.v. Oxf.1 To cover in. MS. add. Cf. hackle, sb?

UCK-MAUL, see Hackmal.
UCKSHEBAH, sb. Cor.3 [ra-k-JT-ba.] Human ex-

crement.
UD, see Od, Of.

UDAL, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written uddall Or.I. ; udel

S. & Ork.1
; and in forms odal S. & Ork. 1

; uthall, uthel

Or.I. 1. The tenure of land held by uninterrupted suc-

cession, without any original charter and without subjection

to feudal service or the acknowledgment of any superior.

Sh.I. Hibeert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 37, ed. 1891 ; The land was
held originally according to the Norse ' udal ' system, or system

of absolute property and free transmission from father to son

without deed of inheritance. But soon after the Islands were

VOL. VI.

handed over to Scotland, the feudal system was more fully

introduced, i.e. the system of stipendiary property, by which the

'udallers' (udal-farmers) became tenants of landlords, Jakobsen
Dial. (1897) 4 ; S. & Ork.1 Or.I. The richt and tytil of 6 mark
land uthel, lyand in the town of Gruting, Peterkin Notes

(1822) Append. 40. Dmf. Only holding good in the four towns
barony of Lochmaben, Hislop Anecdote (1874) 578.

Hence Udaller, sb. a holder of ' udal' land.
Sh.I. Cases of importance were, at stated periods, tried by the

Grand Foude, and at an annual court, at which all udallers were
obliged to attend ; new legislative measures were enacted,

Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 39, ed. 1891 ; S. & Ork.1 Or.I. ' Sae
thrive I, Sir,' replies the prudent uddaler, ' that's just gin ye hae
sillar eneugh,' Vedder Orcadian Sketches (1832) 19.

2. Comp. (1) Udal-born, the next heir of an ' udaller
' ; (2)

-fence, a fence surrounding a piece of ' udal-land
' ; (3)

•land, land held by ' udal' tenure
; (4) -man, a man holding

property by 'udal-right'
; (5) -right, the right of holding

land by virtue of succession without any charter or

acknowledgment of feudal superior.

(1) Sh.I. There was a law in Shetland empowering the

possessors of udal lands, with the consent of their heirs, to dispose

of their patrimony to any person who would undertake their

support for life. Such disposers were then received into the

house of their maintainer under the name of his opgester ; whence
the law by which estates could be alienated from the udal-

born for such a purpose, was named the custom of opgestery,

Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 128, ed. 1891. (2) These dignitaries

divided between them in equal shares the tenth part of the corn

that was enclosed within the udal fence, ib. 39. (3) S. & Ork. 1

Or.I. Wallace Desc. Ork. (1693) in, ed. 1883. (4) Sh.I. (Jam.) ;

The udalmen were likewise called Rothmen or Roythmen ; that

is self-holders, or men holding in their own right, by way of

contradistinction to feudatories, who hold derivatively, or by a

dependance on others, Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 44, ed. 1891 ;

S. & Ork. 1 Or.I. Spulzeit diuerss of the uthallmen and heretors of

the said cuntrie of Orknay and Zetland, Edb. Antiq. Mag. (1848)

60. (5) Or.I. Such as are possessed by the udall-right, a posses-

sion the natives have successively, without either charter or

seasin, Wallace Desc. Ork. (1693) in, ed. 1883.

[ON. dial, a law term, an allodium, property held in

allodial tenure, patrimony (Vigfusson).]

UDDER, sb} Sc Som. Also in form uther Sc. (Jam.)

[B -
d3(r.] In comp. (1) Udder-clap, a kind of schirrous

tumour affecting the udder of ewes, caused by a return of

milk after being 'eild '
; (2) -ill, a common ailment of cows

;

(3) -lock, to pluck the wool from the udders of ewes for

the sake of cleanliness, or to allow the lambs free access

to the teats
; (4) -locks, wool plucked from the udders of

ewes.
(1) Sc. The only complaint the ewe is subject to is inflammation

in the udder, or udder-clap, or garget, Stephens Farm Bk. (1849)

I. 604, ed. 1851. Tev. (Jam.) (.2) w.Som.1 (s.v. 111). (3) Sc. A
small quantity of wool [should be] pulled from their udders, to

give the lambs more easy access to the teats ; but others condemn
this practice of udder-locking, as unnecessary and dangerous. . .

I never saw one lamb die for lack of its dam being udder-locked,

Essays High I. Soc. III. 343 (Jam.). Cld. (Jam.) Rxb. All sheep

are udder-locked . . . that being thought refreshing and salutary,

Agric. Surv. 156 (ib.). (4) s.Sc. (Jam.)

UDDER, sb.
2 Yks. War. [u'da(r.] 1. A heap of

rubbish, &c. See Howder, v.
1

n.Yks. Here's a udder 0' ass (I.W.).

eq
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2. Comb. Udder-mucking, untidy, slovenly, dirty, mud-
dling. War. 2 An udder-mucking job.

UDDER, see Other, adj. 1

UDDERSOME,^/o«. and adj. Lakel.2 l.pron. Others.
The same word as Othersome, q.v. 2. adj. Queer.
Ah's as uddersome as o' that.

UDDERWAYS, adv. and adj. Lakel. Cum. Also in
form udderwas Lakel.2

1. adv. Otherwise. The same
word as Otherway(s, q.v.

Lakel. 2 He'd yah faut, he liked yal, udderwas a better fellow
yc nivver could leet on. Cum. He wadn't say udderways, e.Cum.
News (Nov. 9, 1901) 8, col. 4.

2. adj. Contrary, disagreeable.
Lakel. 2 Thoo's neea casion ta be sa udderwas ower 't.

UDGE, see Urge, v.
2

UDGIT, sb. Lan. [u^it] 1. The letter s. See
Izzard. s.Lan. 1

2. A term of reproach for a person.
Tho udgit, quo' he, Warrington Fair in N. & Q. (1868) 4th S.

ii. 100.

UDJIACK, sb. Cor.' 2 [B^isk.] A small movable
block of wood used by builders in fitting the planks of a
boat.

UFFKIN, see HufFkin.
UFFLER, sb. e.An. A bargeman who assists occa-

sionally in towing, but who is not in constant employment.
The same word as Huffier. (Hall.)
UFRONGIE, sb. Sh.I. Also in form ufrungie. A

grotesque object ; a person offorbidding aspect. S. & Ork. 1

UFT, sb. Ess. [13ft.] A toilet utensil.
Spare-bedroom, lot 106, caraft and uft, Auctioneer'sCatal. (Mar.

17, 1 888).

UG, sb.
1 Cai. 1 [eg.] The pectoral fin of a fish and its

adjacent parts. [Icel. uggi, a fin of a fish (Vigfusson).]
UG, v. and sb.2 Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Also written ugg

Sc.
; and in form oug Sc. (Jam.) [ug, -eg.] 1. v. To

feel abhorrence or disgust ; to loathe ; to cause disgust or
nausea ; to vomit.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Her shame at last he uggs as the dire door o' hell,
Wilson Poems (1722) 65. Bnff. 1 Frf. Morison Poems (1790)
15. s.Sc. Ane aye seekin' what another ugs, T. Scott Poems
(1793) 36 7- Lnk. It's no the wife that uggs at lang-kail, Hamilton
Poems (ed. 1885) 100. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 355.
Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 He was ugged
wi' eatin the stuff.

Hence (1) Ugfou, adj. disgusting
; (2) Uggin, ppl. adj.,

(3) Ugsome, adj. disgusting, loathsome, nauseating;
frightful; horrible

; ghastly
; (4) Ugsomely, <«fo. savagely;

(5) Ugsomeness, sb., obs., loathsomeness, repulsiveness.
(1) Sc. (Jam.), Buffi 1 (2) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) (3) Sc. (Jam.);

An auld dog that trails its useless ugsome carcass into some bush,
Scott Antiquary (1816) xxi. Cai.i Abd. It was ugsom to
hear them in the daytime ! Macdonald Warlock (1882) xlv.
Dmb. Salmon Gowodean (1868) 49. Ayr. Let slip an ugsome
aith, Service Noiandums (1890) 29. Edb. An ugsome dream,
Beatty Secretar (1897) 60. Slk. Ugliness mair ugsome, Chr.
North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 182. Rxb. Hamilton Outlaws
(1897) 144. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1

'He's an ugsome body.' Applied familiarly to any nasty, dis-
gusting habit, as when a child is reproved :

' Leave off that, it's

ugsome.' n.Yks.2 An ugsome beast. An ugsome sair. (4)
n.Yks. 2 It Ieuk'd at us varry ugsomely. (5) Slg. The infinite
ugsomeness of the cup of wrath, Wodrow Soc. Scl. Bios, (ed
1845-7) I. 273-

2. sb. A feeling of repulsion or dislike ; a feeling of
nausea. Bnff. 1 He took an ug at's meht. Nhb. 1

3. An object of disgust
; a bad or grotesque appearance

;

a person of disagreeable, disgusting manners.
Bnff. 1 Nhb. 1 What an ug ye've myed yorsel.

4. A surfeit. Nhb. (Hall.)
[1. Vggone, or haue horrowre (vggyn, K., H.), homo,

exhorreo (Prompt). ON. ugga, to fear (Vigfusson).]
UGERTFOW, see Ogertful.
UGG t;. Sh.I. [eg.] To take a slight repast. S. &

Ork. Hence Uggin, sb. a lunch
; a slight repast, ib.

UGGIN-WOY, int. Nhp. 2 [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] A call to a horse or plough-ox to turn towards
the driver.

UGGLE, v. Sh.I. Also written ugle. [B'gl.] To soil,

besmear.
Lass, doo'll ugle dy cleen cot, couldna da tooel dii— ? Sh. News

(Aug. 27, 1898) ; S. & Ork. 1

UGGLEDY-MUGGLEDY, adj. Stf. 1 In confusion.

See Muggle, v.
1

UGGLE-MUGGED, adj. w.Som.1 Of a horse : having
a badly-shaped ' muggle.' [Cp. vggely (vgly, S., vggyll,

P.), horridus, horribilis {Prompt.).]

UGGY, adj. Yks. [u'gi.] Angry. Cf. ug, v.

w.Yks. If he gat uggy abaht it he'd niver hear t'last on it,

Pudsey Olm. (1886) 20.

UGIOVOUS, adj. Sh.I. [BgjS-vss.] Destitute, having
nothing left. S. & Ork.1 [Cp. ON. ugasvr, luckless (Vig-
fusson).]

UGLY, adj., adv., and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

Eng. and Amer. Also in form oogly Cor.2
[u'gli, e'gli.]

1. adj. In comb. (1) Ugly bird, a suspicious character

;

(2) -fat, a double chin
; (3) -mouthed, foul-mouthed

;
given

to bad language
; (4) -tempered, ill-tempered, passionate;

(5) — whisper, a scandal, slander.

(1) Der. 2
, nw.Der. 1 (2) w.Wor.1 'Asn't the baby got a t'rrible

ugly-fat ? (3) n.Lin.1 She's th' ugly-mooth'dist woman I iver

heard speak. (4) Ir. Th' ould General was an ugly-tempered
man, Barlow Martin 's Comp. (1896) no. n.Lin. A ugly-tempered
brewte, Peacock Tales (1890) 2nd S. 75. Cor.1 (5) Myo. Mind
how ye thrate me or shpake to me, here or where there's others
by

; or be th' Almighty ! I'll send the ugly whisper round the
counthry about ye, Stoker Snake's Pass (1891) xiii.

2. Huge ; uncouth.
w.Yks. Yo' mun goo on till yo' see a girt ugly hole, a lane, in

t'hillside. Did yo' see a girt ugly staan by t'roadside ? (A.C.)

3. Awkward, inconvenient.
Nhp. 1

, War.3 w.Wor. 1 An ugly country [bad roads]. 'How
do you manage to get over that stile in your garden, Mrs. Harris?
It must be very awkward for you, as you are so lame ? ' ' 'Tis a
ugly stile, surelie, but I gits over 'im some W.' Hnt. (T.P.F.)

4. In bad condition.
Ken. When we have a piece of meat that, as we call it, looks

ugly, we put it in salt (D.W.L.).

5. Ill-tempered, sulky; angry, threatening; disagreeable.
Sc. (A.W.) n.Lin.1 You nead n't to'n ugly aboot it, fer I

weant stan' an' listen. sw.Lin. 1 He's a nasty, ugly temper. Lei. 1

Nhp.1 He looked so ugly at me. War.3 He is in an ugly mood.
Hnt. (T.P.F.) w.Som.1 Holloa, Bill ! hot-s the matter ? Maister
corned out benow lookin' so hugly's the devil. Dev. Twant make
thengs better by putting out yer putch and luking ugly ! Hewett
Peas. Sp. (1892) 82. Cor. 1 She's fine and ugly to-day; Cor. 23

[Amer. I don't know as ever I felt so ugly afore since I was
raised, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) Jntrod.]

Hence Ugliness, sb. bad temper, disagreeableness.
n.Lin. He's full o' his ugliness, Peacock Tales (1890) 2nd S. 76.

sw.Lin. 1 Oh, the oogliness ! I don't wonder she don't like it.

6. Horrid ; dangerous
; nasty

; underhand.
Dmf. Chairge him never tae come back, as I wad hae nowther

his buiks nor his prayers ! That was ugly, I maun alloo, Paton
Castlebraes (1898) 31. e.Yks. That's a ugly spot ti drahve past on
a dahk neet, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 87. nw.Dev.1 Twaz an
ugly trick, sure 'nough.

7. Depressed, sad.
w.Cor. I felt bra' and ugly when Uncle John died (M.A.C.).

[Amer. I ax your pardon, I feel very ugly at havin' given you
offence, but I didn't mean it, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) 1st S.
xxvi.]

8. Of the weather : see below.
Cor. You know the weather is going to be ' ugly,' which means

anything from tricky to downright bad, Harris Our Cove (1900) 14.
9. adv. Severely.
Cor. I'm punished ugly enough, Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 344.

10. sb. Ugliness
; an ugly person or animal ; see below.

Wm. Spend hoaf-a-crawn on a lairly ugly, Wheeler Dial. (1790)
17- n.Lin.1 ' Goa tell thy mother to chean ugly up,' is a remark
often made to a pouting, ill-tempered child. Lei. 1 ' Ugly ' used to
be a common name for a dog, especially of the brindled bull-dog
breed, and this circumstance has given rise to a very common bit
of advice. ' Yo' g;oo wum an' toy oop Oogly ! ' [Keep your own
ugly face or temper out of other folk's wayj.
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11. A kind of shade worn in front of a woman's bonnet
to shade the complexion ; a large sunbonnet.

Nhb. She would not wear an 'ugly' or large sun-bonnet, as the

bondagers do, Graham Red Scaur (1896) 98 ; Nhb.1

12. An abuse ; a beating. e.Cy. (Hall.)

UHU(H, see Umph.
UI, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) An isthmus or neck of land.

Cf. O, sb.2

Heb. Every such neck of land or isthmus, whether formed by

creeks of the sea, or by the approximation of fresh-water lakes, is

in Lewis called Ui, Statist. Ace. XIX. 255.

UIKNAME, sb. Or.I. (Jam. Sappl.) A nickname.

The same word as Eke-name, q.v.

UILY, sb. Sc. Also in forms tily (Jam. Suppl.) ;
ulyie.

1. Oil. The same word as Ollie, q.v.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; Would ye creesh his bonny brown hair, wi'

your nasty ulyie ? Scott Antiquary (1816) x.

2. Comp. Uily-pig, an oil-jar.

Abd. The meal girnel, . . hit 'at never wastit, ye ken, an' the

uily-pig an' a', Macdonald Warlock (1882) liii. Edb. Your neither

kin to pat nor pan, Nor uly-pig, Fergusson Poems (1773) 166, ed.

1785.

UIM, adj. Or.I. Mad, furious. (S.A.S.), S. & Ork.1

UIM, UKE, see Oam, Ouk, Youk. _ _

UL, sb. Sh.I. Also written ule S. & Ork.1
[eel, til.]

Moist heat, steam, vapour.
{Coll. L.L.B.) ; Da ill wis staandin' fae dy head ta da rufe laek

da reek frae a kettle o' fish, Sh. News (July 24, 1897).

Hence Ule-ofheat, sb. the mist which rises from the

ground on a warm summer day. S. & Ork.1

[Cp. ON.jy/r, warmth, esp. vital warmth, bloodheat

(Vigfusson).]

ULAGON, ULICAN, see Ullagone.
ULL, ULLACK, see Will, Hullock.

ULLAGE, sb. Hrf. Ken. [B'lidg.] The refuse of cider ;

the lees of port-wine, put into bottles and laid down
until drinkable. Hrf. (W.W.S.), Ken. (H.K.)

ULLAGONE, sb. and v. Irel. Also written ulagon,

ullaghone, ullagoane ; and in forms hullagone, ulican.

[elago-n.] 1. sb. An exclamation or cry of sorrow
;
a

lament over the dead.
.

w.Ir. Ever and anon a wild burst of the uhcan would arise trom

the throng, Lover Leg. (1848) I. 47 ; He set up a hullagone . . .

that ud split the hurt of a stone, ib. Leg. (1848} II. 5°3- s-Ir-

(P.W.J.) Wxf. Sing with me her ullaghone, Kennedy Banks

Boro (1867) 120. Man. It was a dirge, an ulagon, over Cathal,

and his ruined walls, Barry Wizard's Knot (1901) 219 .

2. v. To lament ; to utter a ' keen.'

s.Ir. The poor woman began to cry and ullagoane, Croker Leg.

(1862) 22r. Crk. (S.A.B.)

ULLAPSE, int. Nhp.2 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] An exclamation made when anything goes wrong.

ULLARD, ULLAT,ULLERT, ULLET(T, see Howlet.

ULLIE, ULLIER, see Ollie, Ullya.

ULLOT, ULLUM, see Howlet, Haulm, sb.

ULLYA, sb. Sh.I. Also in forms ullier (Jam.) ;
ulftre

S. & Ork.1
; ulyar. Black, slimy mud ;

the liquid that

drains from a dunghill. (Jam.), (Coll. L.L.B.), (J.b.),

S. & Ork.1
, ,

ULLYA-PLUCK, sb. Sh.I. 1. Wool, hair, or feathers

as remains of the carcase of an animal or bird. Jakobsen

Dial. (1897) 47. 2. Lean, thin corn. ib. 46.

ULPH, see Olf.

ULSTER-THROAT, sb. Hrf.2 A corruption of

' ulcerated throat.' . „

ULYET, ULYIE, ULZIE, see Howlet, Uily, Ollie.

UM pron. Wm. Yks. Lan. War. Wor. Glo. Oxf. e.An.

Sus. Hmp. I.W, Wil. Som. Dev. Cor. [am.] Them
;

also used in the nom., and occas. for the sing. See Em.

Wm. Richardson Sng. Sol. (1859) v. 3. w.Yks. Ah wodn t

bother wi' um, shoo's a mucky owd powse (B.K.). Lan.', War.

(TRW) seWor.1 Glo. Buckman Darke s Sojourn (1890) xn.

Oxf.1
'

Umi Wis, um goes. Suf. 1
, Ess.

1
, Sus. 2

9 . Hmp. (H.C.M.B.),

IW 1 nWil.jEFFERiES^>««0'tf's<l88'7) 18 -
w-Som.i Dev. Salmon

Ballads (1809) 49. Cor. Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 9.

UMBER sb.
1 War. Suf. Dev. [«-mba(r).] A number.

Cf. imber.

War. (J.R.W.) Suf. 1 I've got my umber. e.Suf. In only one
connexion. It is said of a woman who is breeding fast, ' she is

having her umber' (F.H.). n.Dev. Grose (1790).

UMBER, sb.2 and v. Lan. Chs. [uinba(r), T3'mbs(r).]

1. sb. Shade. See Oumer.
Chs. 1

; Chs.2 Corn does not ripen well if it is in the umber ; Chs. 3

2. v. To shade ; to overshadow. ne.Lan.1

[Or floures sweete of vyne or other tree In umber dried

may reserved be, Palladius Husb. (c. 1420) 198.]

UMBERSORROW, adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also in

form numbersorrow (Jam.). 1. Hardy; resisting disease

or the effects of severe weather.
Sc. Mackay. s.Sc. An umbersorrow bairn (Jam.).

2. Rough, rude, uncultivated ; of a rugged or surly dis-

position. Sc. Mackay. Lth. (Jam.) 3. Weakly,

delicate. Rxb. (Jam.)

UMBESSY, sb. Dev. [trmbssi.] Etcetera.

e.Dev. I, Bill Baston, master-carpenter, joiner, umbessy, have

herein put down some story, Jane Lordship (1897) 1 ; And your

parishioners do ever pray, umbessy, ib. 58.

UMBETHINK, v. Nhb. Lake]. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs.

Der. Lin. Shr. Dev. Also in forms onbethink n.Yks.28

w.Yks.2
; unbethink N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Lakel.2 Wm. n.Yks.12

ne.Yks.1 e.Yks.1 m.Yks.1 w.Yks.1 Lan.1 ne.Lan.1 e.Lan.1

s.Lan. 1 Chs.123 s.Chs.1 Der.12 nw.Der.1 n.Lin.1 Shr.12

Dev. To bethink oneself; to recollect, reflect, recall to

mind
;
gen. used with the reflex, pron.

N.Cy.1
, Nhb.1

, Lakel.
2 n.Wm. I unbethovvt mi, I owed him for

a pint (B.K.). n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 Unbethink thysel ;

n.Yks.34

ne.Yks.1 Ah can't unbethink mysen. e.Yks. I unbethought myself

on't, Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788) ; e.Yks. 1
,
m.Yks.1 w.Yks.12 ;

w.Yks * When I come to unbethink me, I was wrong in saying, &c.

Lan. I've been bethinkin'my sel' and unbethinkin' mysel', Longman's

Mag. (Nov. 1895) 65; Lan. 1
, ne.Lan.

1
,
e.Lan.1

,
s.Lan.1 Chs. It

invariably takes the accusative case of the pronoun after it
;
Chs.

s.Chs.1 Ah noa-d iz fee-chiirz, but ah kud-)nii lahyk un-bithingk"

misel- un iz neem. Der.12 , n.Lin. 1 Shr. 1 I should a done that

wrung if I 'adna jest unbethought me in time ; Shr.2 Dev. Well,

I'm baggered ef I ant ajist unbethowted o' 't, Hewett Peas. Sp.

(1892) 139.

Hence Umbethinking, sb. a reminder ; a sudden act of

reminding; often used of a reproof or sudden punishment.

n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks. 2 I gav him an unbethinking.

[patt te birrb ummbebennkenn &•#, Ormulum (c. 1200)

1240. OE. ymbedencan, to think about, consider (Hall) ]

UMBLE, sb. Sh.I. A choking sound made in the

throat of a cow. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 164.

UMBLEMENT, sb. Ken. [u-mblmant.] Complement;

average quantity ; a quantity only just sufficient.

For the last three years I have only had my umblement of

stone [for the roads] (W.F.S.); Ken. 1 Throw in another dozen to

make up the umblement.
_

UMBOTH, s£. Obs. Sh.&Or.I. Also in form umbxth

(Jam.). 1. A tithe given by rotation or alternately.

Sh.I. The corn teind is divided between the minister and the

proprietor of the crown rents, and the share of the latter is

denominated umbith or umboth duty. . . The following is the

tradition respecting it. When the bishop received one half ot

the tithes, and the parson the other, the former, apprehensive

that, as the parson was constantly on the spot, he might appro-

priate to himself the best half of the tithes, directed that they

should change shares alternately, and what fell to the bishop one

year should become the share of the parson the following one,

Edmonston Zetl. (1809) I. 164-5 (Jam.); The collection of skatts,

mails [rents], umboth, wattle, and all other duties Sh. News

(Feb. 12, 1898); S. & Ork.1 Or.I. Wallace Desc. Ork. (r6g3)

J

2' Procurators factorship. S.&Ork.1 Hence Umboths-

man, sb. an agent, procurator; an advocate. Or.I,

Memorial, 119 (Jam. Suppl.).
_ _ . .

[ON. umboff, a charge, commission ; an administration

by a delegacy (Vigfusson).]

UMBRELLA, sb. Sc. Yks. Chs. Lin. Also in form

umbrell Sc. [umbre-ls.] 1. In comp. (1) Umbrella-

leaves, the -butter-bur, Peiasites vulgaris
; (2) -rain, ram

which comes straight down ; (3) -weather, wet weather.

(1) Yks. (B. & H.) (2) Chs.1
(3) n.Lin. ' It's real fine umbrella

weather,' a jest often used (E.P.).

sq 2
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2. pi. An honour paid to a person by drinking his health
and then inverting the glasses.

Sc. The name was probably suggested by the resemblance of

the upturned glasses to umbrellas, or the small round fans which
were called ombrelles (Jam. Suppl.). Lnk. Umbrells to Deacon
Wiggles, Whistle Binkie (1878) I. 272.

UMBYE, see Anby.
UMCAST, v. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) To bind, wrap round.
To umcast a splice [to fasten it by a wrapping of cordj.

[Cp. Al be cuntre was umbe-cast with clene men of
armes, Wm. Pal. (c. 1350) 4693.]
UMER, sb. Cor. A dial, form of ' ember.'
Hot ' umers ' (embers') and pure water are absolutely necessary

in these divinations, Flk-Lore Jm. (1886) IV. 124; Cor. 1 (s.v.

Emmers).

UMERT, sb. Cum. 1 A place shaded by trees, (s.v.

Oomert.) See Oumer, Umber, sb.
2

UMFREY, sb. Der. The lungwort, Pulmonaria
officinalis. N. 6° 0. (1890) 7th S. ix. 347.

UMHIM, UMHUM, UMIST, see Umph, Eemost.
UMLE-JUMALD, ppl. adj. Yks. Mixed or jumbled

together. The same word as Hummel-jummel, q.v.
w.Yks. T'claads wor soa umle-jumald wun agean anuther, at

ivvery drop a wet at fell at owt to a been regular rain, wor
squeazd aht on em befoar it time, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla
Ann. (1861) 52.

UMLlBUSH, sb. Cor. A corruption of 'omnibus.'
Cf. omligus.

I wudn't ride in no van nor umlibush, T. Towser (1873) 103.

UMLIK, sb. Cum.14 The common hemlock, Conium
maculatum. For other forms see Hemlock.
UMLOCK, UMMAN, see Hemlock, Woman.
UMMIT, sb. Dev. [s'mit.] A large piece. Cf. nammet
Willee plaize tii gie us zome tidy-zized ummits ov burd an'

cheese vur vornoons tii-day ? Us chell be mortal 'ungry avore
dinner-time, Heweti Peas. Sp. (1892).

UMPERLODGE, v. Bdf. To contradict, bicker, dispute.
The same word as Omperlodge, q.v.

Two men wrangling are said to be umperlodging one another
(J.W.B.).

UMPH, int. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Nrf. Sus. and Amer. Also
in forms uhu, uhuh Sc. (Jam.); umhim N.Cy.1

; umhum
N.Cy.1

; umph'm Sc. ; umphum Cum. ; umps Sus.2

1. An exclamation,gra.of doubt, disapproval, or contempt.
Sc. They have words that Johnson could not spell, as umph'm,

which means—anything you like, Leighton Sc. Wds. (1869) 6.

ne.Sc. An occasional Oich! Oich ! from John, and a sympathetic
Umph ! Umph ! from Eppie, Gordon Northward Ho (1894) 87.
Ayr. Umph'm, that was clever, Johnston Congalton (1896) 20.

Slk. Best man ? Umph ! The leein' scoondril ! Thomson Drutn-
meldale (1901) 4. Cum. When short and sharp and pronounced
with a strong nasal aspiration, something like Umph, only with
the aspiration at the beginning instead of the end— it expresses
contempt or anger, Carlisle Jrn. (Feb. 14, 1899). Nrf. Umph

!

the old sinner isn't aboard, then, Forbes Odd Fish (1901) 5.
[Amer. Umph! youunderstand,JoHNSTON.M*(W/(;G«»-

-g
,<Vj(i897)26.]

2. A murmur of assent.
Sc. Especially used by children (Jam.). Cai.1

, N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1

Close the lips and try to say ' um-hum ' or ' uh-hu,' and you have
this very curious localism. This is a shibboleth by which a
Northumberland man frequently discovers himself to a stranger.
Cum. ' Umphum ' is only used to express assent, and at the same
time impatience at the question, Carlisle Jrn. (Feb. 14, 1899).
3. Certainly, assuredly. Sus.2

UMPH, see Hump.
UMPLIST,s6. Sh.I. Asudden outburst ofwind and rain.
Some o' wis is no sae vogerous for umplists o' dis kind, Spence

Flk-Lore (1899) 247 ; (J.S.)

UMPS, see Umph.
UMPSOUZE, sb. Dev. A dial, form of ' almshouse.'
Whot dttee thenk? That dear old Mr. G. 'ath agied me a

umpsouze
! I be that glad I be zwetting vur thankvulness an' j'y,

Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 139.

UMPSTRIDDEN, see Umstrid.
UMPTUOUS, adj. Suf. [trmjas.] A shortened form

of ' presumptuous.'
Though it was umptuous, I thought of Balaam and his ass,

Strickland Old Friends (1864) 362
; (H.H,)

UMQUHILE, adj. and adv. Obsol. Sc. Also written

umquhil(l ; and in form umwhile. 1. adj. Former

;

whilom ; of old.

Sc. The leader of the Psalmody, as umquhile precentors are

now termed, Hislop Anecdote (1874) 725. Abd. Your umwhile

chief, the Marquis of Huntly, is come from France within the

hour, Cobban Angel (1898) 169. Arg. Munro Doom Castle(igoi)

310. Lnk. Ramsay Gentle Shep. (Scenary ed.) CI. Rxb. Robert

Elliot o' the Redheuch, umquhile Deputy Keeper o' Liddesdale,

Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 217.

2. Late, deceased.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Henry Bertram, son to Godfrey Bertram, umquhile

of Ellangowan, Scott Guy M. (1815) lv. Sh.I. Hibbert Desc.

Sh. I. (1822) 125, ed. 1891. Or.I. Peterkin Notes (1822) Append.

39. Abd. Eldest son to the said umquhile Angus Williamson,

Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 4. e.Fif. Maybe we were as like his

umquhile faither-in-law—the nabob Ramagrumphy, Latto Tarn

Bodkin (1864) xii. e.Lth. Spous to umquhile James Freeman.

He was slain in Ireland, Andrews Bygone Ch. Life (1899) 157.

Gall. Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) Hi.

3. adv. Formerly.
Ayr. Her white cheek, umquhile red, Service Notandums

(1890) 88.

[3. Oute in be erth of Egipt enhabet vmquile pe wysest
of the werd, Wars Alex. (c. 1450) 23.]

UM'RAGE, sb. Sc. Spite, ill-feeling ; a dial, form of
' umbrage.'

Abd. Fowk sudna keep up um'rage, Alexander Johnny Gibb

(1871) xxx.

UMSTRID, adv. Obs. or obsol. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Also
in form umpstridden w.Yks. 1 Astride. N.Cy.2

, n.Yks.12,

m.Yks.1
, w.Yks. 1

, s.Lan.
1 See Hump-stridden, s.v. Hump,

1 (3)-

UMTION, sb. n.Yks.2 [u-mjsn.] An aim, object.

I deean't ken your umtion.

UMWHILE, see Umquhile.
UN-, pref. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer.

[on.] Gen. in form on-.
Sc. (Jam.) Ir. Onknown, Lover Handy Andy (1842) vi. Der.1

Ondo me ; onpin it. nw.Der.1 Nhp.1 Onbearable. Shr.1 On-
merciful, ontidy, &c. ; Shr. 2 w.Som. 1 In all words compounded
with ' un ' the sound is ' on.' Dev. Oneasy, Phillpotts Striking
Hours (1901) 297. Cor.3 [Amer. Ongodly, Johnston Middle
Georgia (1897) 19.]

UN, see En, pron., On, prep., One.
UNABLE, adj. Sc. [«ne-bl.] Infirm.
Gall. Shot ... in the kernel of the thigh, so that he . . . was

ever thereafter unable of his legs, Crockett Grey Man (1896) iv.

UNACCOUNTABLE, adj., adv. and sb. Yks. Lan. Stf.

Not. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Hrf. Glo. Brks. Hnt. Ken. Sur.
Sus. Som. Also in form onaccountable Wor. Glo. 1 Sus.

;

on-countable w.Som.1
1. adj. Remarkable, unusual;

excessive.
Stf.1

,
Lei.1

, Nhp.1 War.2 Unaccountable weather ; Wax.3
s.War.1 It's unakeowntable weather. Glo.1 Brks.1 Ther be a
onaccountable crap o' apples this year to be zure. Hnt. (T.P.F.)
Ken.1 You've been gone an unaccountable time, mate. Sus. A
most ' onaccountable ' liar, Egerton Flk. and Ways (1884) *38-
Hence Unaccountably, adv. excessively.
w.Wor. The sun corned on him, sur, most onaccountably, an'

he hanna been well roightsince, S.BEADCHAMpGraH#<?y(i874)I.29.
2. Irresponsible, failing in memory; esp. used of old

people.
w.Yks.3 w.Som. 1 You mus-n look arter he, poor old fuller,

he's proper on-countable [aun-kaewntubl].
3. adv. Exceedingly, uncommonly.
s.Not. It is warm—unaccountable (J.P.K.). Lei.1 It wur

oonaccaountable coold lasst noight ! Nhp.1 It's unaccountable bad
weather. He's an unaccountable bad un. War. 2 He did that job
unaccountable well; War. 3

, s.Wor.1
, Hrf. 2

, Glo. (A.B.), Glo.1
,

Sur. 1 Sus.1 He's got an unaccountable bad dog

!

4. sb. A remarkable or eccentric person.
s.Lan.1 He's one o' God's unackeawntables, 36. Nhp. 1 He's

quite an unaccountable.

UNACQUAINT, adj. Obsol. Sc. In phr. unacquainl in,
or with, ignorant of; not familiar with.

Sc. Because he was unacquaint in the town when the search
was begun, came running into ... as unsafe a house as was in



UNACQUAINTEDNESS [301 ]
UNBERRIED

Edinburgh, Kirkton Ch. Hist. (1817) 281. Ayr. We were un-
acquaint with the character of the man, Galt Provost (1822) xxvi.
Lnk. Graham Writings (!&&?>) I. 96.

UNACQUAINTEDNESS, sb. Obs. Sc. In phr. tm-
acquainledness with, ignorance of.

Lnk. Pretended it was his unacquaintedness with Scots forms
and laws, Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1721) III. 313, ed. 1828.

UNACQUANTED, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Used advb.
Unwittingly.

Edb. Unacquantit she has wooet Wi' ane that is his fae,

Learmont Poems (1791) 15.

UNADDLED, ppl. adj. Yks. [una'dld.] Unearned.
See Addle, v.

2

n.Yks.2 w.Yks. We should call money that had been acquired
without effort, ' unaddled brass,' Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Aug. 5, 1899).

UNAFEARED, adj. Sc. Unafraid. See Afeard.
Arg. Down at the shore, unafeared of man, would be solitary

hinds . . . sniffing eagerly over to the Cowal hills, Munro /.
Splendid (1898) 77.

UNAISE, see Unease.
UNAMENDABLE, adj. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Irremediable.
Because of . . . the Independents miserable unamendable design

to keep all things from any conclusion, it is like we shall not

be able to perfect our answers for some time, Baillie Lett. (1775)
II. 216.

UNAPPROVEN,^/. adj. Obs. Sc. Not approved.
Per. Our unapproven hand may loss them and tyne our travells,

Wodrow Soc. Sel. Biog. (ed. 1845-7) I. 105.

UNASSEL, v. n.Yks.2 [una'sl.] 1. To throw a

cart off the axle-tree ; only in pp. See Axle. 2. Fig.

To cause to break up, as the constitution after illness.

This last bad bout has ommost unassel'd me.

UNBAIN, adj. Yks. Lan. Also written unbane
w.Yks.1 [unbea'n.] 1. Uncivil. ne.Lan.1 See Bain.

2. Awkward, inconvenient ; of a road : distant, lonely.

w.Yks. T'doors is as unbane as can be, Leeds Merc. Suppl.

(Aug. 5, 1899) ;
(E.G.) ; w.Yks."1 Th' gaite fray'th moor is seea

dree, unbane, an parlous, ii. 286.

[1. He sal find mani bern vnbain, Cursor M. (c. 1300)

I7735-]

UNBARE, v. Yks. Chs. Nhp. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Also in

forms onbare Nhp. 1
; onbear Shr.12 Hrf. [Bnbes-(r).]

1. To uncover, strip, lay bare.

w.Yks. (J.W.) Chs. 1 He'll unbare th' prato hog morrow
morning if it does na freeze. Nhp.1 s.Wor. The roots were all

rotten when I unbared them (H.K.).

2. A quarrying term : to remove the surface soil in order

to get at the stone. w.Yks. (J-W.), Nhp. 1
, Shr.12, Hrf.

(W.W.S.) See Bare, v. Hence Onbearing, sb. the

surface soil in a quarry which lies above the stone.

Shr.2 There's a dhel uv onbearing. Hrf. (W.W.S.)

UNBARK, v. Dev. [>nba'k.] To disembark.

Hevin yer'd hur wid unbark, Nathan Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1866)

2nd S. 33 ; Twiz thort thit hur wid thare unbarkj ib. 34.

[Where they . . . doe vnbarke themselues and vnlade

their goods, Hakluyt Voy. II. pt. i. 214.]

UNBARN, see Unboun.
UNBATE, v. Nhp. 1 |>nbe't.] A quarrying term : to

remove the surface soil in order to get at the stone. See

Abate.
There is a good piece of ground unbated, ready for getting out

the stone.

UNBATED, ppl. adj. n.Yks.4 Not repressed. See

Bate v.^

UNBAULD, adj. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) Humble, self-

abased. See Bold, adj.

UNBEAR, adj. Obs. n.Cy. Also written unbeer.

Impatient. (K.) ; Grose (1790).

UNBEHOOKED, pp. Obs. n.Yks.2 Unhooked ; fig.

run away with.
,

UNBEKENT, adj. Sc. Nhb. Sur. Also in form un-

bekant Sur. 1 [Bnbike-nt.] 1. Unknown.
n.Sc. (Jam.), Nhb. 1 (s.v. Unbeknaan).

2. Illegitimate ; of unknown parentage. Sur.1

UNBEKNOWN, ppl. adj. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also in forms onbeknowed Brks. 1
;

onbe-

known Nhp.1 Hrf.2 Hnt. ; unbeknaan Nhb.1 ne.Lan.1
;

beknawn n.Yks.2 e.Yks.1 Dev. ; -beknowed w.Som. 1
;

beknownt War.2 s.War.1
1. Unknown, unperceived

;

secret, unwitting ; also used advb. See Beknow.
Sc. (G.W.I Sh.I. Time slips by Laek sleekit teef, aal unbeknown,

Sh. News (Mar. 30, 1901). Ir. Openin' it at the breakfast-table,
unbeknown, to set people passin' remarks, and risin' a laugh on
him, Barlow Shamrock (1901) 215. Nhb. 1

, n.Cy. (J.W.) Wm.
He slipt oot unbeknown ti t'cumpany (B.K.). n.Yks. 2 I did it

unbeknawn te them. ne.Yks. 1 e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks.
Watching her with a sly delight unbeknown, Snowden Web of
Weaver (1896) vii. Lan. 1

, ne.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Aw did it unbeknown
o' my owd woman. Chs. 3 If he drinks, it's unbeknown to me.
Lei. 1

, Nhp.1 War. 2 He is quite unbeknownt to me. s.War. 1
,

Hrf.2 , Oxf. (G.O.*l Brks. 1 I be come to vaair unbeknowed to my
Missus. Edf. Ward Bessie Coslrell (1895) 107. Hnt. (T.P.F.)

Nrf. Gratefulness is a thing unbeknown to them, Forbes Odd
Fish (1901) 92. Suf. Such 'havious would be unbeknown to me
perhaps till too late, Betham-Edwards Lord ofHarvest (1&99) 16.

Ess. (W.W.S.), Ken. (W.F.S.) Sur. Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills

(1891)86. Hmp.1
, I.W.12 Dor. He got my Susie vor to marry he

unbeknown, C. Hare Broken Arcs (1898) 261. w.Som. 1 Her
tookt up the things unbeknow'd to he, and he zess he ont never

pay it. Dev. 'Tez unbeknawn tii vather, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

Cor.1

Hence Unbeknown-like, adj. unperceived.
e.Dev. 'Tis a compliment us be a paying on you—all unbeknown

like, Jane Lordship (1897) 116.

2. Phr. unbeknown to oneself, unconsciously.
Edb. Unbeknown to myself I was aiming at the Secretar's, Beatty

Secretar (1897) 40. Ess. Well, if I did say so, it was quite

unbeknown to myself (S.P.H.). w.Som. 1 Neef aay-v u-gaut--n,

tuz aunbeenoad tu mee\ n.Dev. La, Jane, if I haven't taken off

my bonnet unbeknown to myself, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901I 59.

UNBEKNOWNST, adj. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel.

Eng. and Amer. Also in forms onbeknowns Amer.

;

onbeknownst Stf. Wil. ; unbeknawnst Dev. Cor. ; un-

beknawst Dev. ; -beknowns se.Wor.1
;

-beknownsd
War. ; -benoans Dur. Unknown ; without one's know-
ledge ; also used advb. See Beknow ; cf. unknownst.

Per. Do you ever feel as if 3
Tou could read folks thoughts as

plain as print unbeknownst to your neighbours? Sarah Tytler
Witch-wife (1897) 83. Ir. Bridget told inquirers, 'that he might

be after gettin' a sort of stroke like unbeknownst,' Barlow
Lisconnel (1895) 152. n.Cy. (J.W.) Dur. Were sendin' this

roond robbin' unbenoans to the men, Guthrie Kitty Pagan (1900)

215. w.Yks. He passed through it unbeknownst, Hartley Sts.

Yks. and Lan. (1895) xii. Lan.1
, Chs.1 s.Stf. Sendin' me a sov

a week, onbenownst to anybody, Murray Aunt Rachel (ed. 1889)

213. Lei. 1 War.2
I slipp'd out of the house unbeknownsd;

War.3 se.Wor. 1 Unbeknowns-to-him. Shr. 1
,
Hrf. (W.W.S.)

Glo. Missus Dash . . . had a-dropped it 'erself unbeknownst,
Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) 27. s.Oxf. Managed to hoard

a small sum 'unbeknownst,' Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 179.

Sus. 1 If he comes here, it's quite unbeknownst to me. s.Hmp.
Had . . . slipped out 'unbeknownst' to her mistress, Verney L.

Lisle (1870) xxiv. n.Wil. I wur a lookin at un onbeknownst
(E.H.G.). Dor. Et mid a slid down hill unbeknownst to I,

Hare Vill. Street (1895) 124. Dev. They kept comp'ny unbeknawst,

Black and White (June 27,1 896) 824 ; Phillpotts Sons ofMorning

(1900) 277. Cor.3 [Amer. Onbeknowns to any body I ontied

my bag ov reptiles, Cent. Mag. (Apr. 1882) 887.]

UNBELIEVING,^/.^. Brks. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Also

in forms onbelavin Brks. 1
; onbelieving Hmp.1 Of a

child : disobedient, unruly, obstinate, heedless.

Brks.1 That ther bwoy be got onbelavin an' wunt mind what
I tells 'un zo I be agwaain to gie un a larrapin. Hmp.1 You
onbelieving child, don't tell lies ! I.W.1 That are's a mooust

miseryeabul unbeleevun buoy, 50; I.W.2 Wil. 1 He be that un-

believin', I can't do nothin' wi' un.

UNBELIKED, adj. War. Disliked. See Beliked.

s.War. Aye, he was very much unbeliked (A.J.M.).

UNBEMEANING-LIKE, adv. Dev. Unintentionally.

e.Dev, He did good even if unbemeaning like, Jane Lordship

(1897) 10.

UNBENEEATH,^r«/. n.Yks.2 In phr. unbeneeath one,

beneath one ; derogatory to one.

UNBENOANS, see Unbeknownst.
UNBERRIED, ad/. n.Yks.2 [unba'rid.] Of peas, &c.

:

shelled ; of currants : stripped from the stalks.
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UNBESEEN, adv. e.Yks.1 [unbisrn.] Unobserved,
secretly. MS. add. (T.H.)

UNBETHINK, v. Yks. Lan. Nhp. War. Suf. [•enbi-

bi'rjk.] 1. With the reflex, pron. : to forget.
Lan. I must not unbethink me ... to tell you how I was

delighted, Briggs Remains (1825) 18.

Hence (1) Unbethinking, ppl. adj. thoughtless
; (2)

Unbethought, ppl. adj. (a) forgotten
;

(b) unpremeditated.
(1) e.Yks. 1 It was a varry unbethinkin thrick on him, MS. add.

(T.H.) (2, a) e.Yks.1 w.Yks. Sheffield Indep. (1874). (£) Nhp. 1
,

War. 3 Suf. 1 'Twas wholly unbethowt 'a me.
2. To take unawares by word or conduct. m.Yks. 1

UNBETHINK, see Umbethink.
UNBIDDABLE, adj. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. [Bnbidsbl.]

Perverse, obstinate, intractable, not to be advised. See
Biddable.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Gall. A great ram-stam, unbiddable, un-

hallowed devil he is, Crockett Black Douglas (1899) 153. N.Cy. 1

,

Cum.14 , Wm. (B.K.)

UNBIDEABLE, adj. Yks. [unbai'dabl.] Unbearable,
intolerable. See Bide, II. 2. n.Yks.2

, e.Yks. 1 MS. add.

(T.H.)
UNBIGGIT, ppl. adj. Sc. (Jam.) Not built upon. See

Big, v?
UNBINGE, v. Lei.1 [/enbi-n(d)z.] To loosen anything

which has been made watertight, as a tub or barrel. See
Binge, v.a

The toob leaks, bein' in the hot reum oonbinges it soo. It ollus

meks ye fale onbinged, loike, when it gives affter frosst.

UNBODDEN, pp. n.Yks.2 [unbo'dsn.] Uninvited.
See Bid, v. 1.

UNBODING, adj. Dmf. (Jam.) [Bnbodin.] Unpro-
pitious, unpromising.
UNBONNET, v. Sc. [>nbo-nit.] Of a man : to take

off his cap. See Bonnet, 1.

Frf. Even in that hour many of the people unbonneted, Barrie
Minister (1891) v.

UNBONNY, adj. Sc. Also in forms onbonny, oon-
bonny. 1. Ugly. See Bonny.

Fif. Colville Vernacular (1899) 19. Slk. That's no unbonny,
Che. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 71. Gall. I'm nane sae

unbonny yet, Crockett Sunbojinet (1895) iv.

2. Unhealthy.
Abd. He insisted on my looking at his leg, which he said was

' very ill faurt twa or three days syne, but wasna that oon bonny
noo,' Paul Abdnsh. (1881) 111.

UNBOUN, v. Obs. n.Cy. Lan. Also in form unbarn
Lan. To undress. n.Cy. (K.), N.Cy. 1

, Lan. (W.H.T.)
See Bonn, ppl. adj., v.

UNBOUSOME, see Unbowsome.
UNBOWED, ppl. adj. Obs. Cum. Of a pig : without

the bow-shaped piece of wood which restrains its move-
ments. See Bow, sb.

1 13.
The tenants are subject to pains . . . for swine going unbowed in

time of harvest, Hutchinson Hist. Cum. (1794) I. 163.

UNBOWSOME, adj. Sc. Nhb. Also written unbou-
some Bwk. Stiff, unyielding ; unable to bend or stoop

;

also used fig.
s.Sc. (Jam.) Bwk. So said Tarn o' Crumstane, unbousome and

baggie, Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856) 77. Slk. Ye hae a dour,
stiff, unbowsome kind o' nature in ye, Hogg Tales (1838) 3, ed.

1866. Nhb.1 Applied to corpulent people or others who are stiff

in the back or unable to stoop down. ' He's byeth ungainly an'

unbowsome.'
[The synfulle that tylle God war unbowsom, Hampole

Pr. C. (c. 1340) 8596.]

UNBRIZZED, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. A dial, form of ' un-
bruised.'
The callant had come off wi' unbrizzed banes, Scott Antiquary

(1816) viii.

UNBROKEN-FOG, sb. Yks. [unbro-kanfog.] Un-
touched aftermath.
w.Yks. 23 acres unbroken fog, Sale Bill; (J.W.)
UNBRUSSEN, adj. n.Yks. 2 [unbrtrsan.] Unbroken.

See Brust, v.
1

UNBUSKED, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Unadorned. See
Busk, v.

3

Lth. Tween past'ral Tweed and wand'ring Ayr, Wharunbusked

Nature blooms sae fair, Macneill Poet. Wis. (1801) 241, ed. 1856.

UNBUTTON, v. Lan. Dev. In phr. (1) to unbutton the

ears, to listen
; (2) — the eyes, to open the eyes wide

; to

strain them.
(1) s.Lan.1 40. (2) n.Dev. Us over at the Red Lion used to

unbutton our eyes, but us never saw nought worth seeing,

Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 8.

UNC, UNCA, see Unco.
UNCA'D, ppl. adj. Sc. |>nka-d.] Uninvited.
Fidlers' dogs and flies come to a feast unca'd, Ferguson Prov.

(1641) 12 ; He that comes unca'd sits unserved, ib. 14 ; (G.W.)

UNCALLOW, v. and sb. e.An. [unkavla.] 1. v. To
remove the upper stratum of earth in order to reach the

bed of gravel, chalk, &c. beneath it. e.An.1 Suf. Morton
Cyclo. Agric. (1863). See Callow, sb.

1 2. sb. The
upper stratum of earth which is removed to get at gravel,

marl, &c.
e.An.2 Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787). Ess. Phillips

Geol. (1871) 471.

UNCAN, see Unkin.
UNCANNY, adj. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Also written unkanny Sc. ; and in form ooncanny Abd.
[•enka'ni.] 1. Awkward, unskilful ; careless ; im-

prudent ; inconvenient. See Canny.
Sc. He would not suffer it to be spoiled by the imprudence of

many uncanny hands which are about it, Baillie Lett. (1775) I.

77 (Jam.). N.Cy.1 Wm. He was varra uncanny wi' nags (B.K.).

Hence (1) Uncannily, adv. awkwardly, thoughtlessly

;

(2) Uncanniness, sb. awkwardness ; a state of general
unsatisfactoriness.

(1) N.Cy. 1 (2) Dur. She was sair mortified wi' his general

uncanniness, Guthrie Kitty Pagan (1900) 44.

2. Unearthly, ghostly, dangerous from supernatural
causes ; ominous, unlucky ; of a person : possessed of

supernatural powers ; also used subst.

Sc. A child was always considered in imminent danger until

baptised, and was spoken of as being uncanny, as its presence
rendered the house liable to the visits ofthese unearthly intruders,

Edb. Mag. (Mar. 1819) 219 (Jam.). Sh.I. Henry was deemed a

wizard, and awfully 'uncanny' to come against, Manson Aim.
(1900) 123. Or.I. An old dame . . . won for herself the notorious
character of an uncanny body. . . She was reputed to possess
superior wisdom—even that of 'second sight,' Fergusson
Rambles (1884) 71. n.Sc. Nothing uncanny happened, Gordon
Carglen (1891) 127. Frf. This is a gey mysterious world, and
women's the uncanniest things in't, Barrie Minister (1891) viii.

w.Sc. Yon uncanny barn o' a castle, Wood Farden Ha' (1902) 148.
Ayr. Gourlay was aware of his uncanny gift of visualization—or
' seeing things in the inside of his head,' as he called it, Douglas
Green Shutters (1901) 182. Twd. It was an uncanny place at that

hour, and one little to be sought by those who love comfort and
peace, Buchan Burnet (1898) 233. Gall. It was an uncanny
night, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) xlii. N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1 Dur.
Hetty cam' out looking as skeered as if she had getten a gliff of
summut uncanny, Longmans Mag. (July 1897) 254. dim.4

,

n.Yks. 2 w.Yks. 'Tis uncanny. . . I dare not pass the vault down
yonder, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 14.

Hence Uncannily, adv. weirdly, unnaturally.
n.Sc. Uncannily solemn, Gordon Carglen (1891) 41. Ayr.

All was still, uncannily still, Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 63.
Twd. Ye have the Birkenshaw glower maist uncannily in your
een, Buchan Lost Lady (1899) 292. Nhb. Grinned yet mair
uncannily, Pease Mark 0' the Deil (1894) 141.

3. Dangerous, unsafe to meddle with ; unruly, mis-
chievous ; suspected of evil doings.

Sc. (Jam.) ; You're an hawk of an unkanny nest, Pennecuik
Collection (1787) 36. Cai.1 Abd. The edges o' that ooncanny
banks, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) v. Frf.' It was uncanny
wark To rake the ruif-trees in the dark, Reid Heatherland (1894)
123. s.Sc. The ane that's left may sairly feel, Amidst a world
uncanny, Watson Border Bards (1859) 172. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 248, ed. 1876. Cum.4 Times was raderly uncanny
than, An' laal better now, Dickinson Lit. Rem. (1888) 193.
Hence Uncannily, adv. dangerously.
Lnk. Slates an' tiles an' chimla cans Uncannily were fa'in,

Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 98.

4. Harsh, unkind, rude; severe, esp. used ofa blow or fall.

Sc. (Jam.) ; An uncanny coup I got for my pains, Scott
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Waverley (1814) lxvi. Abd. Ae day on the muir of Affort He got a
maist uncanny sclaffort, Walker Bards (1887) 280. Edb. Whin-
stanes . . . May thole the prancing feet o' naigs, Nor ever fear
uncanny hotches, Fergusson Poems (1773) 176, ed. 1783. Nhb. 1

An uncanny fall.. An uncanny knock. ne.Lan. 1

UNCAP, v. Obs. Hrt. To uncover a shock of wheat
at the top. Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) VI. i. 28. See Cap, v.

1

UNCARED, ppl. adj. Irel. Untended ; uncared for.

(G.M.H.) See Care, sb? 5.

UNCARING, adj. Sc. [unke'rin.] Free from care

;

careless, heedless. 'He's an uncarin servant' (Jam. Suppt.).

UNCAWKET, adj. Sc. Without an account being
sent ; a dial, use of ' unchalked.'

Per. Weekly, uncawket, as Monday comes roun, There's
tippence sent wi' them, Stewart Character (1857) 19 ;

(G.W.)
UNCHANCE, sb. Obs. A misfortune, calamity.
Ayr. (Jam.) ; The end of my brother's widow had been at

peace, and not caused by any of those unchances which darkened
the latter days of so many of the pious, Galt Gilhaize (1823) xxvi.

[That no vnchaunce thaim achefe, Wars Alex. (c. 1450)
822*.]

UNCHANCY, adj. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Also in

form onchancy Sc. |/entfa -

nsi.] 1. Unlucky, ill-omened,

ill-fated ; unfortunate. See Chancy.
Sc. The devil any other sight or sound in that unchancy place,

Stevenson Cairiona (1893) xiii. Sh.I. The sign of the cross was
considered an antidote against the intended evil, and the spittle

an emphatic expression of contempt for the unchancy hag,

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) in. n.Sc. The terrible and ' onchancy'
things that had been seen, Gordon Carglen (1891) 271. s.Sc.

Hoot, it's an unchancy spot, Snaith Fierceheart (1897) 66. Ir.

That was a rail unchancy thing to go happen a body, Barlow
Martin's Comp. (1896) 120. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. You might get a lift in

ane o' the mill cairts, though some would ca' it unchancy to take

a coffin wi' meal, Graham Red Scaur (1896) 248. n.Yks.2

e.Yks. A cluster of small tumble-down cottages, whose . . . forlorn

appearance denoted the unthrifty and ' unchancy ' character of

their occupants, Wray Nestleton (1876) 22. w.Yks. It seemed
the -folk were right when they named the day unchancy,
Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 314.

2. Mischievous; dangerous, risky; notsafetomeddlewith.
Sc. We gang-there-out Hieland bodies are an unchancy

generation when you speak to us o' bondage, Scott Rob Roy
(1817) xxiii. ne.Sc. She [a barometer] was looked upon as being

on the whole an unchancy and improper thing to have, if not indeed

as absolutely sinfu', Green Gordonhaven (1887) 49. Ayr. There's

lasses there wad force A hermit's fancy, And down the gate in

faith they're worse And mair unchancy, Burns J. Kennedy, St. i.

Edb. A mighty unchancy enterprise, Beatty Secreiar (1897) 210.

N.Cy. 1 Nhb. I have been mair nor yence bothered mysel' wi' that

unchancy plan, JoNEsNhb. (1871) 84. w.Yks. Sutcliffe Barbara

Cunliffe (1901) 173.

UNCHANGE, sb. Obs. Suf.1 In form on-change. A
re-changing ; see below.

In clinching a bargain between two boys the following formula

renders it irrevocable. ' Wha's yar shews made on ?
' Ans.

' Lutha.' 'Bahn—bahn for ivva—nivver onchange no more.'

UNCHOKE.z;. Som. Dev. Informonchuck. [ontjB'k.]

To unstop, free ; to give vent to ; to clear.

w.Som.1 Joe, the gutter's a-stapped again ; mus' go down an'

onchuck'n. nw.Dev. 1

UNCLE, sb. Sc. Stf. Lin. Lei. Wor. Shr. Glo. Oxf. Ken.
w.Cy. Som. Cor. [u-rjkl, 'e-rjkl.] 1. In comp. Uncle-
owl, the shagreen ray, Rata chagrinea. Ken. 1

2. Phr.

(1) better have the queenfor one's aunt than the king for one's

uncle, a phr. used to express the relative value of male
and female influence

; (2) I wouldn't call the king my uncle,

in a certain improbable contingency, I should be so happy
that I wouldn't change places with any one ; (3) / wouldn't
thank King George to be my uncle, I am quite independent
of any one ; (4) like Uncle Acky Stoddern, the picture of ill-

luck, a comparison
; (5) to be all Uncle Reeve and Cousin

Putch, of needlework ; to be puckered
; (6) to live with

one's uncle, to have a kind master
; (7) Uncle John is ill in

bed, (&) Uncle Tom is very sick, a singing game ; see below.

(1,2) Lei. 1
(3) n.Lin. 1 When I was a aable-bodied woman I

wo'dn't hev thenk'd King George fer to be my uncle. (4) Cor.

Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865)425, ed. 1896. (5) Glo. You must

unpick this work, child, it's all 'Uncle Reeve and Cousin
Putch ' (A.B.). (6) n.Lin. 1 That theare poany lives wi' his uncle.

(7) Shr. [Played in] a ring moving round. ' Uncle John is ill in
bed, What shall I send him ? Three good wishes and three good
kisses And a race of ginger. Who shall I send it by ? By the
carrier's daughter ; Catch her by the lily-white hand And carry
her over the water.' (They stoop down and the last must tell her
sweetheart's name.) 'Sally goes a-courting night and day,
Histal, whistal by her side, Johnny Everall by her side,' Burne
Flk-Lore (1883-6) 511. (8) Nai. ' Uncle Tom is very sick, what
shall we send him? A piece of cake, a piece of bread, a piece of
apple dumpling. Who shall we send it with ? Mrs. So and So's

_ daughter. She is neither without, She is neither within , She is up
in the parlour romping about. She came downstairs dressed in

silk, A rose in her breast as white as milk. She pulled off her
glove, she showed me her ring. To-morrow, to-morrow the
wedding shall begin.' . . The players stand in a row. They sing
the first five lines, then one player is chosen (who chooses
another) ; the other lines are sung, and the two shake hands,
Gomme Games (1898) II. 322. Kcb. ib.

3. A term of respect or familiarity used in speaking of
or to an elderly man, not necessarily implying relationship.

Cf. aunt, 1.

s.Wor.1 Oxf. I knew a man who was chiefly addressed as
' Uncle.' He was the eldest man in a workshop (G.O.). w.Cy.
Longman's Mag. (Nov. 1897) 12. w.Som.1

I yeard th' old Uncle
Joe Moggs, down to quay, tell o' it. Cor.12

4. A magistrate.
s.Stf. If he strikes me, I'll tak' him afore his uncle, Pinnock

Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895).

UNCLIPPED, ppl. adj. n.Yks.' w.Yks. 1 ne.Lan. 1

[unklipt.] Unshorn.
UNCLISBACK, sb. Sh.I. A fingerless glove covering

only the back of the hand. S. & Ork. 1

UNCLOWRED, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Unbeaten, un-
wounded. See Clour.
Lnk. Be thy crown aye unclowr'd in quarrel, Ramsay Poems

(1721) 201.

UNCO, adj., adv. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. Chs. Der. Also written unko Sc. Cum. 1

; and in

forms unc Nhb. 1
; unca Sc. (Jam.) ; uncow Chs.13 ; uncu

n.Yks.2 ; unk Nhb.1
; unka Sc. Nhb.1

; unkar n.Yks.2

[B-rjko, -B-rjka.] 1. adj. Unknown, strange ; foreign
;

altered so as to be scarcely recognizable. The same
word as ' uncouth ' (q.v.). Cf. unkid.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Nae safe wading in unco waters, Ramsay Prov.

( z 737)- Abd. Makin' the uncoest styte o' the writing, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) xviii. Per. Our land its beauty tines Wi'
unca fashions, Nicol Poems (1766) 95. Ayr. She was however
at times a little unco and fey, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 129.

Lth. The no-doubt unco creature ca'd man, Lumsden Sheep-head

(1892) 287. Dmf. It's an unco thing nooadays, Wallace School-
master (1899) 332. N.I. 1

, N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1
' What he' ye unc at

Rotbury?' At the flitting term (May 12) it is often remarked,
' Ther'll be mony a yen iv an unka place thi neet.' Cum.14

,

Chs.13

Hence (1) Uncolike, adj.(a) strange
;
(b) strange-looking;

(2) Uncolins, adv. in a strange or odd manner
; (3) Uncoly

or Uncolies, adv. strangely ; very much ; to an extreme
degree

; (4) Unconess, sb., obs., strangeness
; (5) Unco-

some, adj. awkwardly or perversely disposed.
(1, a) Abd. (Jam.) ; The kirk was unco-like to me yesterday

for the want o' you, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Dec. 1, 1900). Ayr.
It's an unco-like suspicion, I'm sure, Johnston Kilmallie (1891) I.

58. Dmf. Wi' an unco-like deafenin' din, Reid Poems (1894) 197.

Gall. She gied an unco-like cry, Crockett Bog-Myrtle (1895) 176.

(£) Sc. Rax doon the nuts, ye uncolike loon, Vedder Poems'

(1842) 139. Bnff.1 Kcb. He looked fremmed and unco-like upon
me, Rutherford Lett. (1660) lxix. (2) Fif. (Jam.) (3) Sc. Isn't

this world uncolie chang't ? Hislop Anecdote (1874) 620. Abd.

(Jam.) Ayr. She's uncolies afflickit with a diarrhcea of words,
Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 159. Wgt I'm uncoly astonished

at Treasurer M makin' a noise aboot us, Fraser Wigtown

(1877) 185. (4) Kcb. Niceness, dryness, and unconess in friends,

Rutherford Lett. (1660) clxxix. (5) n.Yks.2

2. Awkward. n.Cy. (Hall.), Chs.13 3. Weird, un-

canny ; terrible ; unlucky.
Sc. It's an unco thing to see too far in front, Stevenson

Catriona (1893) iii. e.Sc. Will I ever forget it? Yon was an unco
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night, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 114. Abd. There war
unco things aboot the affair—things 'at winna weel bide speykin'
o', Macdonald Warlock (1882) vii. Edb. It was an unco thought
and garred all my flesh creep, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) x.

Cum. Burn Ballads (ed. 1877) 43.

4. Distant, reserved in manner. Sc. (Jam.) 5. Out of
the common, extraordinary

; very great.
Sc. Ye tak an unco concern in that Captain Brown, Scott Guy

M. (1815) xlv. Bnff. Robie gat an unco fright, Taylor Poems
(1787) 92. Abd. (A.W.) -w.Sc. She thinks an unco heap o' Mr.
Ochertyre, Macdonald Disp. Settlement (1877) 67. se.Sc. Your
comrades, Davie, when you're dead, May raise an unco splutter,
Donaldson Poems (1809) 33. Lnk. It fills an unco corner o' my
heart, Thomson Leddy May (1883) 159. Nhb. The unco benefit
tailorin' was tae me in my future life, Jones Nhb. (187 1) 34.
Lakel. 1 Cum.3 A hungry care's an unco care (proverb).

6. Comb. (1) Unco body, (a) a stranger
;

(b) a simple,
unimportant person

; (2) — folk, strangers
; (3) -looking,

having a wild, strange look
; (4) — man, see (1, a).

(1, a) Sc. What for did ye come creepin' to your am house as if

ye had been an unco body? Scott Old Mortality (1816) xxxix.
Ayr. Paidlin' up and doon here like some unco body, Ochiltree
Out ofShroud (1897) 160. (b) Ags. John's an elder o' the kirk,
ye ken, an' it disna become an unco body like me to say onything
contrair till 'im, Reid Howetoon, 125. (2I Abd. Unco' fouk he
cannae brook Within the house, Keith Farmer's Ha' (1774) st.

17, ed. 1801. Lnk. I am my mammy's ae bairn, Wi' unco folk I

weary yet, Black Falls of Clyde (1806) 129. (3) Bnff. 1 (4) Sc.
(Jam.) Abd. Certainly the ' unco ' man, Alexander Ain Flk.

(1882) 35.

7. Phr. to be unco, to feel oneself a stranger. Sc. (Jam.)
8. adv. Very, extremely.
Sc. (Jam.) ; It's now unco dark, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xi.

Or.I. Fergusson Rambles (1884) 245. ne.Sc. Gin she were unco
busy, Grant Chron. Keckleion, 36. Cai. 1 Frf. She was snod,
but no unca snod, Barrie Minister (1891) vi. w.Sc. An unco slow
feeder, Carrick Laird ofLogan (1835) 58. s.Sc. Winter snaws
fell unca Iicht, Watson Border Bards (1859) 209. Slk. Unco
crouse, Cur. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 329. Kcb. Lasses at
the kirk look unco trig, Elder Borgue (1897) 33. Dwn. Ye'll fin'

it unco cau'd By Gransha shore, Savage-Armstrong Ballads
(1901) 82. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 He was unco lang i' comin'. Lakel. 1

Unco gude. Cum. 1 " w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 20, 1890).
Der. She hev a half-cousin, an unco' decent man, Ouida Puck
(1870) vii.

Hence Unco guid, phr. used ironically of those who
make a great profession of piety and strait-lacedness.

Cai. 1 w.Sc. His character was being discussed by the 'unco
guid,' Henderson OurJeames (1898) 20. Rnf. The 'unco guid,'
with sturdy wrath, Hae sworn to banish drinkin', Barr Poems
(1861) 206. Ayr. Burns Address to the Unco Guid, or the Rigidly
Righteous (1786). Wm. I kent him a hecpocrite, ain o' yer unco
gudes

;
a man as looks ae thing, says anither, and does a third,

Ollivant Owd Bob (1898) xv.

9. sb. A strange thing; a wonder; a curiosity; a novelty.
Sc. Montgomerie-Fleming Notes on Jam. (1899). Kcd. Grant

Lays (1884) 70. Rnf. [He] maks to mount the winnock sole, As
we'd some uncas to be seen, Young Pictures (1865) 136. Ayr.
I'll gae out and look at the ferlies and uncos o' Glasgow, Galt
Sir A. Wylie (1822) x. Edb. I have set down, in black and white,
a good few uncos, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) Prelim. Dmf. Reid
Poems (1894) 47. Cum. 1

10. Wonder, excitement.
Ayr. Gang na to the toun, for a' yon'er's in a state 0' unco wi'

the news o' what's being done the day at Cartsdyke, Galt
Gilhaize (1823) xx.

11. Obs. A stranger.
w.Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. We advised her of our coming and intend-

ment to lodge with her as uncos and strangers, Galt Ann. Parish
(1821) xx.

12. pi. News ; strange tidings.
Sc. Oh, sweet are the uncoes they bring me! Ballads andPoems

(1885) 109. n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. A' the uncos relatin', Anderson
Rhymes (ed. 1867) 4. Ayr. Each tells the uncos that he sees or
hears Burns Cotter's Sat. Night (1785) st. 5. Lnk. The uncoes
1 11 tell ower the toast an' the tea, Nicholson Idylls (1870) 21
Dmf. What's the uncos to-day? Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 355.
N.Cy.

,
Cum. 1

,
n.Yks. 2 Lan. Jone knew all the ' uncos ' that were

afloat, Brierley Cast upon World (1886) xi.

Hence Uncus-poke, sb. a gossip ; ' windbag.' n.Yks.2

UNCOD, see Unkid.
UNCOFT, adj. Obs. Sc. Unbought. See Coff.

(Jam.) ; Ye cangle about uncoft kids, Ramsay Prov. (1737);
You strive about uncoft gait, Kelly Prov. (1721) 388.

UNCOIF, v. Yks. [unkoi'f.] To tear offan adversary's
head-gear in a quarrel. See Coif.
n.Yks.2 They uncoifd teean tother.

Hence Uncoifing, vbl. sb. cap-pulling
; fig. quarrelling.

n.Yks. 12

UNCOME, sb. n.Cy. An ulcerous swelling. (Hall.)
Cf. ancome, income, 4.

UNCOME, ppl. adj. Sc. Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin. Also in

forms uncomed n.Lin. 1

; uncomt Wm. ; uncumd Yks.
Unarrived.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Their naughty reasons alledged for withholding
of the nobles uncome to the king, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) 1. 188.

Wm. They talkt n' comin' at Martinmas an' they're uncomt yut
(B.K.). n.Yks.2 e.Yks.1 Ah've been waitin for him this hoor
past, an he's uncome yit. w.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, n.Lin.1

UNCOMFORT, sb. Irel. Discomfort.
n.Ir. But'U tell thir uncomfort clean bates me all double, Lays

and Leg. (1884) 83.

UNCOMMON, adv. In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Sc.
Irel. and Eng. Also in form oncommon Sc. Irel. Nhb.
Shr. 1 Brks. 1 Sur. Wil. Dor. Cor. Uncommonly; gen.
used merely as an intensitive

; occas. elliptical for ' un-
commonly well.'
Abd. He's deein' oon-com-mon weel, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882)

16. Frf. They set a body aff oncommon, Barrie Thrums (1889)
viii. w.Sc. It's maist uncommon curus! WooDFardenHa' {igo2)n.
Ir. Thetrainsdo be oncommon convenient, Barlow Martin's Comp.
(1896) 35. Nhb. It was an oncommon difficult thing tae mak' out
in any kind o' a way, Jones Nhb. (1871) 214. Dur. Guthrie
Kitty Fagan (1900) 221. Yks. (J.W.), e.Lan. 1 s.Stf. Her's
uncommon flighty, Murray Aunt Rachel (ed. 1889) 170. nw.Der.1

,

War. 2 Shr. 1 Yore puddin's oncommon good. Hrf.2 She takes
my eye uncommon. Glo. 1

, Brks. 1
, Sur. 1 n.Wil. 'Tis oncommon

cowld, yunnit? (E.H.G.) Dor. I be oncommon fond o' Richard,
Francis Fiander's Widow (1901) pt. 11. viii. w.Som.1

I zim' the
wind's uncommon sharp s'mornin'. Dev. Baring-Gould Idylls

(1896) 5. Cor. Daniel Budget, 38.

UNCON, see Unkin.
UNCONTENTED,^/.^'. Glo. Discontented.
It beunt truth as us ought all to be uncontented, Gissing Vill.

Hampden (1890) I. xi.

UNCONVENIENT, adj. Irel. Yks. Lin. Som. Also in
form onconvenient N.I.1 A dial, form of ' inconvenient.'

N.I. 1 (s.v. Il-convainient). w.Yks. (J.W.), n.Lin. 1
, w.Souj. 1

UNCORN, sb. Obs. Sc. Wild oats.
In some places of Scotland they say, that one hath sown his

uncorn, Ruddiman (Jam.).

UNCOTTERED, ppl. adj. n.Yks. 2 Unravelled. See
Cotter, v.

2

UNCOUCH, adj. n.Yks. 1 [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] Strange, awkward, ? misprint for ' uncouth.'
UNCOUNSELFOW.aa)'. Obs. n.Sc.(JAM .) Unadvisable.
UNCOUS, adj. Ken. jVrjkas.] Melancholy. (Hall.),

Ken.1
Cf. unco.

UNCOUTH, adj., adv. and 5*. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan.
Also in forms oncouth, onkouth Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; un-
coth n.Yks.3 w.Yks. 1 Lan. ; uncuff n.Cy. ; uncuth Nhb. 1

n.Yks.2 w.Yks.i Lan.1 ne.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1
; unkath Yks.;

unkuth e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1
; unquoth Yks. [Bnkiib -ku'b,

•ke-b.] 1. adj. Strange, unfamiliar ; unusual ; unseemly.
Sc. Uncouth

' implies peculiarity of appearance, dress, manner,
or bearing, and 'unco' refers to the nature or character of a person
or thing (Jam. Suppl.) ; It is nae chancy thing to tak a stranger
traveller for a guide, when you are in an uncouth land, Scott
Redg. (1824) Lett. xi. Dmb. The Doric tongue uncouth has grown,
Salmon Gowodean (1868) x. Ayr. Is an uncouth sight to see,
Burns Dream (1786) st. 1. Hdg. We war' thrust furth on this
world uncouth, Lumsden Sel. Poems (1896) 214. n.Cy. Grose
(1790). Nhb. 1 (s.v. Unco). n.Yks. An unquoth dog hes monny
barkers at, Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 522 ; n.Yks.3 w.Yks.
Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 6, 1890) ; w.Yks.1 There com a fine mack
of a prossin

. . . uncoth fellow, ii. 292. Lan. As unkuth a thing
as ever wur seen, Staton Bobby .Shuttle Manch. 36-7; Lan. 1

,

e.Lan. ', s.Lan. 1
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2. adv. Very, uncommonly.
Lan. Aw'm uncoth fain to yer it, Clegg Sketches (1895) 174.

3. sb. A quaint or novel anecdote
;
pi. news, tidings.

n.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Yks. What uncuths hes ta brought?
Meriion Praise Ale (1684) 1. 138; n.Yks. 2 (s.v. Uncus). w.Yks.1

Lan. I'd ax him for th' wonst whot uncuths he'd yerd sturrin,

Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1740) 24; Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1

He con tell some uncuths.

4. A stranger. s.Lan.1
5. Phr. to take uncouth at, or

to, to take offence at ; to dislike.

w.Yks. (T.T.) ; w.Yks.1 Girt like, shoe'I tack uncuth tul't at

first, ii. 292.

[1. OE. uncup, unknown, uncertain (Sweet).]

UNCOUTHY, adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. 1. Under the

influence of fear; ' eerie.' n.Sc. (Jam.) See Couthie.
2. Dreary, causing fear.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. We'll even tak sic bield, As thir uncouthy
heather hills can yield, Ross Helenore (1768) 81, ed. 1812.

3. Unseemly. Fif. (Jam.) 4. Unfriendly.
Rnf. Think ye the auld uncouthie byke Wad wish them parted ?

Webster Rhymes (1835) 25-

UNCOVER, v. Obs. Sc. To drive a fox out of cover.

Gall. The hounds could not uncover him, so the ron was set in

flames about his lugs, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 414, ed. 1876.

UNCOW, see Unco.
UNCRUBEET, adj. Nhb. 1 A dial, form of ' uncurbed

'

;

unrestrained ; uncropped, untrimmed.
The hedge is uncrubeet.

UNCTION, sb. Sc. [B-rjJan.] An auction.

Sh.I. Ta be sauld be unction, Sh. News (Aug. 19, 1899). Abd.

(A.W.) Ayr. His wife reminded him severely that such language

was . . . more descriptive of an unction mairt, Johnston Congalton

(1896) 281.

Hence Unctioneer, sb. an auctioneer.
Sc. (A.W.) Sh.I. Da unctioneer wis a daft kind 0' sheeld, an'

when I cam' in wi' da coo he says, 'Noo, here's a bonny lass an'

a guid coo. Ony man 'at's in need o' a wife bid oot da pair !

'

Sh. News (Oct. 30, 1897). Abd. (A.W.) Ayr. ' You're bidding

again' yourseiy says the unctioneer, JohnstonCo»^«Wo« (1896) 114.

UNCU, UNCUD, see Unco, Unkid.
UNCUMBER, v. n.Yks.2 [unktrmbar.] To remove

obstacles.
All's uncumber'd [there are no difficulties in the way].

UNCUNNING, adj. n.Lin.1 Ignorant, stupid. See
Cunning, 3.

UNCUSTOMED, ppl. adj. Sc. Yks. Smuggled, not

having paid duty.
Sc. Ye'll get nae saints to be searchers for uncustomed goods,

Scott Midlothian (1818) xvi. Wgt. Smuggling all kinds of pro-

hibited and uncustomed goods, Fraser Wigtown (1877) 34.

n.Yks.12 w.Yks. 1

UNCUT, UNCUTH, see Unkid, Uncouth.
UNDALA, adj. Sh.I. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Mean, despicable.

UNDARKEN, v. n.Yks.2 In phr. to undarken the blinds,

to draw them up.
UNDECENT, adj. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Der. Lin. Hrf.

Glo. Sur. Som. Dev. Nfld. A dial, form of ' indecent.'

Rnf. 'Twas a shamefu' undecent remark, Barr Poems (1861)

108. Edb. To sing yet meikle does remain Undecent for a modest

strain, Fergusson Poems (1773) 214, ed. 1785. n.Cy. (J.W.),

n.Yks.2 , w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan.1 Der. It's undecent to speak o' that,

Gilchrist Peahland (1897) 76. n.Lin. 1
, Hrf.1 (s.v. Un), Glo. 1 ib.

Sur. 1 He went on most undecent. . w.Som.1
I calls it proper

ondacent, way so many o'm in thick there scram 'ouse—maidens

an' all to a heap. nw.Dev.1 [Nfld. (G.P.)]

Hence Undecentness, sb. indecency.
w.Som.1 Th'ondaicentness goes onin there's shameful. nw.Dev.1

UNDEEDY, adj. n.Yks.2 Helpless, incapable. See

Deedy.
UNDEEMINT, adj. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) Incalculable.

Undeemint money [a countless sum] (s.v. Undemus).

UNDEEMIS, adj. Sc. Also in forms ondeemas, oon-

deemas Abd.; oondomeis, oondbmious, oondumious,

oondumis Sh.I. ; undeemous Sc. ; undemus n.Sc. (Jam.) ;

undbmious Sh.I.; undoomis S. & Ork.1
;
undiimious

undiimmus Sh.I.; undumous Sc. (Jam.) S. & Ork.

Extraordinary, incredible, fabulous; incalculable, 1m-
* VOL. VI,

mense ; what cannot be reckoned ; also used advb. See
Dooms.

Sh.I. He comes oot wi a undiimmus roar, Burgess Rastnie

(1892) 16; Whin ye hear oondumis noise, ib. 120; Stewart
Tales (1892) in ; Dey wir an oondOmious yuk i' my head, Spence
Flk-Lore (1899) 114 ; I felt a' in a vimmer, wi' a undomious yuck
ower da sma' o' mi back, ib. 240 ; He's comin' a night at'll be

oondOmeis, Sh. News (Dec. 24, 1898) ; S. & Ork.1 n.Sc. Undeemis
money [a countless sum] (Jam.). Bnff.1 (s.v. Up-stan'an). Abd.

An ondeemas thing o' siller, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) x.

Kcd. An undumous sicht [an immense quantity or number] (Jam.).

Ags. (ib.)

Hence Undeemously, adv. excessively.
Dmb. It's grown just undeemously since we came to Embro,

Cross Disruption (1844) xiv.

UNDEGRATE, adj. Obs. Abd. (Jam.) Ungrateful.

It's a tint gueed that's dane to the undegrate, Prov.

UNT)'EMrr,ppl.adj. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also written un-

demmyt. Uncensured. See Deem. Sibbald Gl. (1802).

[patt mann iss all unndemedd, Ormulum (c. 1200) 16725.]

UNDEMUS, see Undeemis.
UNDENIABLE, adj. and adv. Sc. Chs. War. Wor.

Shr. Hrf. e.An. Sus. Also in form ondeniable Shr.1 Suf.1

[Bndinai-abl.] 1. adj. Unmistakable, absolute.

Chs. 1 He's an undeniable rascal. e.An,2 An undeniable fool.

Suf. 1 An ondenyable foot-path.

2. Excellent, unexceptional.
Sc. His public character is undeniable, Mitchell Scotticisms

(1799) 87. Chs.1 ; Chs.2 An undeniable road is not only a long-

established road, but also one in perfect repair; Chs.3 War.2

Undeniable butter. w.Wor.1 'E's an undeniable gardener. Hrf.2
,

e.An,1 Nrf. Holloway. Suf. 1 An ondenyable plant [plenty of

young clover, carrots, corn, &c.]. e.Sus. Holloway.

3. adv. Very, extremely, unquestionably.
War.2

; War.3 It's undeniablegood. Shr.i'Er's ondeniable spicy.

UNDER, prep., adv., adj. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc.

Irel. Eng. Amer. and Aus. Also in forms onder Sh.I.

Cum. 1 n.Yks. 2
; ondher Ir. ; undher Ir. e.Yks. 1

;
un'er

Abd. ; unner Bnff. 1 [u'nda(r, e-nd3(r.] 1. prep. In

comb. (1) Under-arm bairn, the corpse of an infant taken

to the grave under a woman's arm
; (2) -board, dead, but

not yet buried
; (3) -foot peat, peat dug beneath the feet,

instead of being cut in the ordinary way ; (4) -foot salve,

dung applied as a poultice to horses or other animals

;

(5) -hand, a method of carrying a coffin ; see below
; (6)

•head, a minor official
; (7) -leg, (a) to throw a thing under

the leg ; see below
;

(b) in phr. to get a thing itnderleg,

see below
;

(8) -night, by night, under cover of darkness

;

(9) -sod, in phr. to lie undersod, to be buried
; (10) -thumb,

secretly ; in an underhand manner.
(1) n.Yks.2 (2) Ir. It's to help to bury my poor wife . . . that's

lyin' undherboord in Mickey M'Ginn's barn, Carleton Fardorougha

(1836) Introd. 13, ed. 1848. N.I.1 s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890).

(3) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 454, ed. 1876. (4) N.I. 1

(5) Dev. It is the custom in this town, for young women clothed

in white, with a handkerchief drawn through the coffin rings

(underhand, as it is called) to act as bearers at a child's funeral,

Bray Desc. Tamar and Tavy (1836) I. Lett. xi. (6) n.Yks.2

(7, a) Wm. ' Hoo far can thoo throw that bo' ?
'

' Farder ner thoo

can underleg' (B.K.). (b) Som. The men . . . were working with

a will, pitching and loading with all the pride of their strength.

They had got it underleg, as they say. They could see the end

of it, and every mote would be to mow by dark, Raymond Men o'

Mendip (1898) xvii. (8) Gall. To sing undernight for bawbees in

the large towns on their way, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 450,

ed. 1876. (9) w.Yks. Small wonder that th' ghosties stir up an'

dahn, time an' time, when them as lig undersod fall to thinkin' o 1

th' unquiet things that hev happened just aboon their heads,

Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 212. (10) Sh.I. (Coll. L.L.B.)

Gall. A little trick projected in secret is said to be done under

thoum, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Nhb. 1 She's a cunnin bairn

that ; she's aye workin underthoom.

2. Phr. (1) not to have a leg to put under one, to be tired

out
; (2) to be under cover, to be hiding from the officers of

the law ; (3) — under hand of, to be engaged upon
; (4)

— under the roof, to be in the same house
; (5) to get under

one's wind, to begin to recover from the stitch in the side

caused by fast running
; (6) to go under the air, to go into

r r
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the open air
; (7) to have under hand, to have in hand

;

(8) to put the horse under the cart, ivagon, Sic, to harness
him

; (9) under one, at the same time
; (10) under one's

favour, by one's leave
; (11) — the top, the place in a coal-

mine where, in consequence of a bad ' roof,' a part of the

coal is left cut in the form of an arch
; (12) — the weather,

(a) sheltered from the wind
;

(b) in poor circumstances,
down in the world

; (13) — the wind, (a) see (12, a)
;

(b)

secretly, by underhand means.
(1) Ir. (A.J.I.), (P.W.J.) Tip. I hadn't a leg to put ondher

me, Kickham Knocknagow, 194. (2) Uls. Uts. Jrn. Arch. (1853-
62) VI. 106. (3) e.Yks.1 We're undher hand ov a lang job, MS.
add. (T.H.) (4) Lin.1 I thought that he was under the roof.

n.Lin. 1 I wo'd n't be under th' roof wi' a brewt like that at noht.

(5) ne.Lan.1 I's gitten under my wind. (6) Ir. Go out under the

air, childer, and play, MacDonagh Life and Char. (1901) 332.

(7) e.Yks.1 We've a lang job o' wahk undher hand noo, MS. add.

(T.H.) (8) Ir. Put the horse under the car, MacDonagh Life

and Char. (1901) 332. w.Mid. The term applying only when
the horse is a thill-horse and is between the shafts. ' Put the

old mare under the yeller waggin.' The use of the word ' under'
in this sense seems to have arisen from the fact that farm-carts are

usually left tilted backwards so that the shafts are high in the

air, and when the horse is backed against the cart to be harnessed
it appears to be under the shafts of the vehicle (W.P.M.). (9)
nw.Der.1 Nhp.2 You must du't all under-one. Hrf. 1 w.Som. 1

Mid jis so well do it all under one. nw.Dev. 1 (10) Dmb. ' Under
your favour,' Laird, the venerable Kirk o' Scotland is in nae
danger, Cross Disruption (1844) xxiv. (n) Nhb. 1 (12, a) w.Yks.
Ay, it's under the weather yonder, it's wahm theer w'en it's

cowd elsewheer (F.P.T.). {b) Chs.1 , s.Wor. (H.K.) (13, a)

n.Yks. This field's onder t'wind (I.W.). nw.Der.1, Suf.
1 w.Som. 1

Famous linhay vor young stock, he lies so well in under the wind.
nw.Dev.1 (6) Nhp.1 Used metaphorically for obtaining any in-

formation secretly. ' She got that under the wind.'

3. Not up to.

sw.Lin. 1 1 doubt he's under his work. I was always under my
places in service.

4. Used elliptically for ' under the age of.'

s.Not. She's got two under Johnny, and he's only four (J.P.K.).

5. Obs. Used elliptically for ' under pretence of.
1

Abd. Under speaking this William Forbes shoots this gentleman
dead with a pistol, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) II. 226.

6. adv. In comb. (1) Under-anenst, on the opposite side
below

; (2) -bit or -bitted, a sheep-marking term
; (3)

build, to build in new material under an already existing
wall

; (4) -creep, to overreach ; to take a mean or under-
hand advantage of; (5) -creeping or -croping, (a) under-
hand, sly, sneaking

;
(b) slyness, underhand ways ; (6)

-cut, undermined ; (7) -draw, to cover the balks and joists

of a ceiling or floor with lath and plaster; (8) -drawing, a
plaster ceiling ; the space between the lath and plaster
work of a room, and the floor of the room above ; (9)
-folded, of a sheep : marked by having a bit cut out of the
under-fold of the ear; (10) -grip, to underdrain, as a field;

(11) -grub, to undermine
; (12) -halve, to mark a sheep by

cutting away the under-half of the top of the ear
; (13)

•handed, short-handed; (14) -happed, not sufficiently

clothed
; (15) -held, ofthe foundations of a wall : deepened

with additional masonry when disturbed below their
previous level

; (16) -lay, of a vein of ore : to incline, dip
;

(17) -lie, to be subjected to ; to undergo
; (18) -reckon, to

undervalue
; (19) -ruled, secretly counteracted

; (20)
-set, see (3); (21) -sough, see (10); (22) -spindled, see
below; (23) -subscriber, obs., a subscriber

; (24) -wrought,
(a) see (6) ;

(b) underworked.
(1) m-Yks.1

(2) Cum. (s.v. Underfold bittet). Wm. Lost, . .

three lambs, . . underbit ear, Wm. Gazette (Oct. 12, 1901) 5, col. 3 ;

Lamb, ear mark underbitted, ib. (Dec. 7, 1901) 5, col. 1. (3)
s.Chs.1

(4) Wil.1 (5,0) Wil.1 Dor. Barnes Gl. (1863). w.Som. 1

Who'd harky to thick there under-cropin' son of a bitch? (A)

Som. Above everything he hated undercreeping, Raymond Gent.
Vpcott (1893) ix. (6) ne.Lan.1

(7) n.Yks.1
; n.Yks.2 ' Not under-

drawn,' the beams and boards bare, as in some old country houses
;

n.Yks.4
,
ne.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 5 When roofs have ceilings, they are

' under-drawn.' It is in very common use, though less so than
formerly, when the first question put to a landlord by house-
applicants was generally, ' Is it under-drawn ? ' s.Lan. 1

, Der. 2 (8)

n.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Yks.12, e.Yks.1 w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl.

(July 9,1899); w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan.1 , n.Lin.

1
(9) Cum. Every shepherd's

flock hes some variety in ear-marking. . . Sometimes we snip a

bit out of the upper or under fold of the ear, and we say it is

under-folded or upper-folded, Cornh. Mag. (Oct. 1890) 387-8.

(10) Lin. Brookes Tracts Gl. n. (n) e.An.1 (12) Cum. Every

shepherd's flock hes some variety in ear-marking. . . We cut one-

half of a top of the 'ear clean away, and we call it under or upper

halving, Cornh. Mag. (Oct. 1890) 387. (13) n.Yks.2 e.Yks.1

MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. (J.W.), Not.1
, Lin.1 n-Lin.1 We're alus

underhanded on threshin' daays ;
catch-men isn't to be gotten noo

at noa raate. w.Som.1 Can ee come down to-marra and help

drash a rick o' whait, we be terr'ble underhanded ? (14) n.Yks.2
,

w.Yks. (J.W.) (15) n.Yks.2 (16) Der. Mawe Mineralogy (1802).

nw.Der. 1 (17) Sc. (Jam.) Or.I. To underly the law thairfoir as

stowt, Peterkin Notes (1822) Append. 34. Bnflf. 1 A wid clear

masel o't at aince, an' nae unnerlie the blame o't. Slg. How
unable I am to undertake and underly such a journey and charge,

Bruce Sermons (1631) 131, ed. 1843. Ayr. I'll underlie a rightfu'

law That pairs wi' heav'n's decree, Ainslie Land of Burns (ed.

1892) 132. Bwk. Maidment Spott. Miscell. (1844-5) I- 20. Gall.

Shall we rebel when for a little time we underlie His chastening

hand ? Crockett Kit Kennedy (1899) xix. (18, 19) n.Yks.2 (20)

Cum. 1 n.Yks. They onder-set t'damp wall (I.W.); n.Yks.2
,

ne.Lan. 1
, Chs.1 (21) Lin. Brookes Tracts Gl. n.Lin. 1 sw.Lin.1

It wants undersoughing badly. (22) Ken. The wreest is ' supported

by a piece of iron called a spindle ; if this be not strong or stout

enough, it is impossible they should plough the land as it ought
to be ploughed : and hence is it usual here to say of a man who
has not stock sufficient to carry on his business, "He is under-
spindled," ' Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XXVII. 518 ; Ken.1

(23) Sc. We the under subscribers, Mitchell Scotticisms (1799)
88. (24, a) n.Yks. 2 (b) w.Yks. He lewked white an' pinched,

as if he hedn't been ower-fed an' under-wrowt at any rate, Pudsey
Olm. (1894) 27, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 9, 1898).

7. Phr. under and over, (1) a method of sewing; see
below

; (2) frequently, over and over again.

(1) Wm. A method of sewing followed by saddlers, shoemakers,
&c. The edges of the material to be repaired are first whipped
together, and then to strengthen the loops of the stitches the
thread is passed over them and under the material. ' Tak thi end
an run it doon under an ower' (B.K.). (2) e.Lan. I've told her,

and I've showed her under and over, N. cV Q. (1874) 5th S. i. 6.

8. Obs. Below.
Fif. At anes the bells baith up and under Begoud to rattle on

like thunder, Tennant Papistry (1827) 49.

9. A stag-hunting term : see below.
w.Som. 1 In speaking of a stag, he is said to have ' his rights

under ' when he has the regular three projections or points upon
the side ofeach horn (called bow, bay, and tray), without reckoning
the one or more points on the top of his horns.

10. adj. In comb. (1) Under-back, a broad shallow tub
used in brewing to receive the wort from the mash-tub

;

also used to cool the beer after boiling
; (2) -bearer, a

bearer at a funeral
; (3) -bed, a flank of beef

; (4) -bod, the
swelling of the sea under a floating object ; see Bod, sb.*;

(5) -bree or -breet, a bright light appearing under clouds
;

(6) -brigg, an arch under a road to open communication
between two fields

; (7) -brushings, underwood
; (8)

butter, butter made of the second skimmings of milk

;

(9) -carriage, the framework which supports the body of
a wagon

; (10) -carter, a man or youth assisting a carter,
and ranking second in the stables of a farm

; (11) -cast,
a mining term

: an air-crossing made in the floor
; (12)

•coat, a petticoat
; (13) -cold, a chill generally affecting the

lower parts, occasioned by the wind blowing up under the
clothes

; (14) -corn, obs., short, weak corn, overhung by
the crop

; (15) -crook, see below
; (16) -deck, see (1) ; (17)

-easing, the under-slates of the double row of slates
usually laid at the eaves of a roof

; (18) -fold bittit, having
a triangular piece cut out of the under-side of the ear

;

(19) -foud, obs., a parochial official representing the judge
or governor

; (20) -fur sowing, obs., sowing in a shallow
furrow; (21) -gate, see (11); (22) -grip or -grup, an
under-drain

; a concealed watercourse in wet soils
; (23)

-growings, trees growing under others
; (24) -growth, {a)

apples that grow on the under-side of the tree, or hidden
beneath the leaves

; (6) the short hair about the nape of
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the neck ; (25) -hand, the assistant to afore-hand puddler;

used attrib. ; (26) -horse, the wheeler
; (27) -house, the

lower story of a water-mill, in which the water-wheel is

built
; (28) -lay or -lie, a mining term : the deviation of the

lode from the vertical in descending into the earth ; (29)

-level drift, a drift driven from a pumping-pit ; to unwater

dip workings
; (30) -lout, (a) a drudge ; an underling ; the

lowest boy on a farm; a lazy servant-boy; (b) anything

weak or inferior to the rest; used esp. of animals and

trees
; (31) -moor, a peat-cutting term : see below ; (32)

-rug, the backwash or outward under-current near rocks

against which the waves beat
; (33) -scalings, the surface

of milk containing a slight proportion of cream, left after

skimming; (34) -side, the under-surface ; (35) -sills, a

hard freestone, a stratum overlying the burning lime-

stone of Caldbeck
; (36) -skimmings, the thin cream which

lies under that of thicker quality
; (37) -sook, an under-

current flowing in a direction opposite to that of the

surface water ; (38) -sort(s, people of inferior degree ; (39)

stone, the nether millstone ; also used fig. ; (40) -tow,

a back current
; (41) -viewer, a colliery official ; see

below
; (42) -water, water about the foundations of a house.

(1) Nhp.1 , e.An.1 (s.v. Under deck), Sus.1 (2) n.Stf. All th'

under-bearers and pall-bearers as I'n picked for my funeral, Geo.

Eliot A. Bede (1859) II. 190. [Amer. The ' underbearers,' who
carried the coffin, walking with their heads and shoulders covered

with the pall-cloth, Cent. Mag. (July 1885) 394.] (3) Oxf.1
(4)

S. & Ork.1 (5) w.Yks. 1
, Lan. 1

, ne.Lan.1 (6) w.Yks.1 ,
ne.Lan.1

(7) sw.Lin.1 The underbrushings were not very good (s.v. Under-

brush). (8) Oxf.1 Bdf. The inferior kind, which is called under-

butter, or after-butter, is taken at the regular price, Batchelor

Agric. (1813) 526. e.An.1 It is kept for domestic purposes, or

sold to near neighbours for prompt use ; never put up in firkins

and sent to market. Though good for present consumption it will

keep but a short time. Suf. Rainbird Agric. (1819) 301, ed.

1849. (9) w.Som.1 (s.v. Wagon). (io)Brks., Hmp., Wil. (W.H.E.)

(11) Nab.1 Nhb., Dur. Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl. (1849, ed. 1888).

(12) Gall. Myunder-cotie'shienow.MACTAGGART Encycl. (1824) 228,

ed. 1876. Dev. Et burn'n nearly droo Nat uny hur gown bit hur

undercoat too, Nathan Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1858) 1st S. 52.

(13) n.Yks.12 , m.Yks.1 (14) e.Nrf. Marshall Rur. Ecou. (1787).

(15) n.Yks. 2 'I gat a leeam ankle frey an onder-crewk,' when I

fell with my legs bent under me. (16) e.An.1 (17) Nhb.1 (18)

Cum.4 (19) Sh.I. When Orkney and Shetland became integral

parts of Scotland, the under-foud was superseded by the bailie

(Jam. Suppl.). (20) Sc. Sow the rye above the dung, plow it

down with an ebb fur (which is termed under-fur sowing),

Maxwell Set. Trans. (1743) 34 (Jam.). (21) Nhb.* (s.v Under-

cast). Nhb., Dur. Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl. (1849, ed. 1888) {tb.).

(22) Lin. (J.C.W.), Lin. 1
,
e.An.' (23) pe.Lan. 1 (24, o)Lakel.2

Wm. Ther's a few under-growths on t'trees yet (B.K.). (b)

n.Yks. 2
, w.Yks. (J.W.) (25) s.Stf. When I worked underhond

down at Darlaston Green, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1894) 24.

(26) w.Som. 1 (s.v. Sharp-horse). (27) Sh.I. (J.S.) ; He's tilt da

underhoos o' da wattermill wi' waar an' tangles, Sh. News (Feb.

10, 1900). (28) Cor.3 [Aus. Allowin' for the underlay, we should

strike her about fifteen feet in, Longman's Mag. (July 1901) 273.]

(29) Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. An underlevel drift is driven perfectly

level in the stone beneath the seam, between the lowest point of the

standage and a point above the bottom of the sump, Greenwell Coal

Tr. Gl. (1849, ed. 1888). (30, a) n.Cy. Grose (1790) Suppl. n.Yks.

Thou's nut think that He be thy underlout, Meriton Praise Ale

(1684) 1. 464; n.Yks.2 , Not.3 , Lin.
1

, n.Lin.1 (b) n.Lin.1 sw.Lin.1

Said of the weaker pig in a sty, as opposed to the master-pig;

' The blue pig is the underlout
;

' or of the smaller and weaker

trees in a plantation, 'We kep' drawing and cutting out the

underlouts.' (31) Sh.I. If the moss is deep two persons cut—the

one below the other. The one that cuts on the top is said to cast

da upper mor; the other cuts or casts the onder mor, i.e. the

under or lower moor (J.S.). (32) Nhb.1 (33) e.Yks.1 (34) Sc.

( A.W.), n.Yks.2 (35) Cum. Hutchinson Hist. Cum. (1794) II. 39°-

(06) n.Lin.1 The underskimmings are used for tea and coffee. (37)

Shi (} S )
(38)nYks. 2 e.Yks.iUsundhersooatmoantexpectsike

things. " w.Yks.1 '

(39) Sh.I. (J.S.) ; Hit wis da want
.

o' backbone

wi' da leebrals i' da past 'at wis da understane o dis war, £,n.

News (Sept. 29, 1900). (40) Sc. (A.W.) Cor.A great undertoe, that

takes the sand out to sea, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 201, ed.

1806 (41) Nhb. 1 One immediately under the viewer at a colliery,

who has general superintendence underground, and to whom the

overmen and deputies report. He is the responsible manager of a

colliery in the absence of the viewer. e.Dur. 1 (s.v. Viewer). (42)

Sh.I. (J.S.) ; It's ill ta sit inonder da drap, lat alane under-watter,
Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 226. Bnff.1 The day o' the spait, the

hoose wiz jist a svveem o' unner-wattir. Abd. Through lack of

drainage of any sort there appeared a worse evil in the shape
of ' un'er water ' below, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 24.

11. sb. In phr. (1) at an wider, beneath the real value.

w.Yks.1
; (2) to be at a girt under, to be in a state of thral-

dom ; to be subdued. ne.Lan. 1 12. An underground
drain. Lin. (Hall.), Lin. 1

UNDERBETHINK, v. s.Chs. 1 To remember, recollect.

Cf. umbethink.
UNDERCOAT, v. Obs. Also written -cote ;

and in

form -cot (Jam.). See below.
Slg. The outward scroof, suppose it appeareth to be whole,

where the inward is festered, availeth nothing, but maketh it to

undercoat again, Bruce Sermons (1631) xiii. . Lnk. A slight way
of healing indeed, which now is undercotted, and seems to be

incurable, Walker Biog. Presb. (ed. 1827) I. 226; The allusion

seems to be to a sore which festers under the superficial scurf

brought over it, from being healed too hastily (Jam.). Kcb. I find

old sores are bleeding of new : so dangerous and painful is an

undercoted conscience, Rutherford Lett. (1660) No. 66.

UNDERCUMFUND, v. Der.2 Lin.1 Also in form
cumfun Lin. 1 To understand. Cf. undercumstand,
underfind.
UNDERCUMSTAND, v. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der.

Lin. and Amer. Also written -comestand Yks. n.Lin.1
;

and in forms -comestond s.Lan. 1
; -comstond nw.Der.1

To understand.
N.Cy.1 Cum.3 Nowder t'mistress nor t'parson cud undercum-

stand, 164. n.Yks. I undercomestand you now (I.W.). w.Yks. 1

I undercumstand the vara weel, ii. 324. s.Lan. 1
,
nw.Der. 1 n.Lin.1

Them west-cuntrysarvantlasses talks thatfine I can't undercumstand

what thaay saay. [Amer. Do you undercumstand? Sam Slick

Clockmaker (1836) 3rd S. iii.]

UNDERCUMSTUMBLE, v. Irel. Lan. Der. Not. Lin.

Lei. Nhp. War. Oxf. Brks. Lon.Dev. Also written -come-

stumble s.Lan.1 n.Lin. 1
; and in forms -constumble N.I.1

Der. 2 Oxf. Dev. ; -cunstumbleWar.23
; unnerconstumble

Brks.1 1. To understand
;
gen. used facetiously. Cf.

undercumstand.
N.I.1 , s.Lan. 1

,
Der.2 (s.v. Undercumfund), Not. 1

, Lin.1 (s.v. Under-

cum-fun). Lei.'Ahmedasifahcouldnoonderconstoomble. Nhp.1
,

War.23 Oxf. I can't underconstumble that at all (G.O.). Brks. 1
,

Lon. (W.W.S.) Dev. I won't have him a marryin' a drunkard's

daughter, do 'ee see, comprehend, underconstumble, eh ? Ford
Larramys (1897) 8.

2. To flounder in speech.
n.Lin. 1 He undercumstumbled aboot soa I could get th' reight end

0' noht.

UNDER-EXED, adj. Sus. Undermanned and under-

horsed ; used of a man who has not sufficient capital to

carry on his business ; lit. ' under-axled.' Parish & Shaw
Diet. (1887) (s.v. Under-spindled).
UNDERFIND, v. Der. Lin. To understand, find out.

Der.2 , nw.Der. 1 n.Lin. 1 He was here last neet, I underfind,

though thaay did n't want me to knaw.

[Hie cann hwatliche underfinden, an hwos half he is

icumen, Vices and Virtues, ed. Holthausen, 99. Du. onder-

vinden, to experience (Calisch).]

UNDERGANG, v. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Also in form

ondergang Cum. [Bnd3(r)ga'rj.] To undergo, endure.

Sc. (A.W.) Cum. Fie, Roger, fie !—a sairy lass to wrang, And
let her aw this trouble undergang, Relph Poems ( 1 743) 22 ; Linton

Lake Cy. (1864) 308. n.Yks.12 , m.Yks.1 ,
ne.Lan. 1

Hence Underganging, sb. the act of undergoing or

enduring ; anything endured.
n.Yks.1 ; n.Yks. 2 A desperate underganging [a severe operation

or humiliation]. m.Yks. 1

UNDERGANG, sb. Yks. An archway ; a tunnel or

passage beneath a railway, &c. n.Yks.12 , m.Yks.1

UNDERGORE, adj. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) In a state of

leprous eruption. Sibbald Gl. (1802).

UNDERGROUND, adj.1 and sb. Yks. Glo. Wil. Dor.

Som. Dev. Cor. Also in forms onderground Dev. ;
under-

grund n.Yks.2 1. adj. In comp. (1) Underground-book,
r r 2
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obs., a book on geology; (2) -captain, the official who
overlooks the miners while at work in the mine

; (3)
•clothes, a miner's working clothes

; (4) -jobbler, the
wheatear, Saxicola oenanthe; (5) -kitty- cat-weaver, ? the
chiffchaff, Phylloscopus rufus, or the willow-warbler, P.
irochilus

; (6) -nut, the earth-nut, Bunium flexuosum ; (7)
-onion, a variety of onion which grows entirely under-
ground

; (8) -oxeye, see (5) ; (9) -shepherd, the early
purple orchis, Orchis mascula.

(1) n.Yks.2 'Dr. Young's undergrund beuk,' his Geological
Survey of the Yorkshire Coast ; enquired for at the printer's in

those words. (2) Cor.2 (3) Cor. A man in his underground clothes
dancing like one possessed, Harris WhealVeor (1901) 14. (4, 5)
Dor. W. Gazette (Yeb. 15, 1889) 7, col. 2. (e)nw.Dev.1 (7)w.Som. 1

(8) Glo. (S.S.B.), Glo.i (9) Wil. 1

2. sb. pi. The anemone, ? Anemone Nemorosa. Dev.
(Hall.)

UNDERGROUND, adj.2 I.W. Undergrown, short,
dumpy.

I.W.-1 He's a miseryeabul little underground chap ; I.W.2

UNDERHA NDED, adj. Cum. Yks. Lin. Also in form
onderhand Cum.14

1. Short, undersized, poorly
developed.
Cum. 1 A laal onderhand creter ; Cum. 4

, n.Yks.124 ne.Yks. 1

It's nobbut a iahtle un'erhan'ed thing. m.Yks. 1 Lin. Thompson
Hist. Boston (1856) 728; Lin. 1

2. Scarce. Cum.4

UNDERLING, sb. and adj. Yks. Chs. Nhp. War. Wor.
Bck. Hrt. Also in form underline Hrt. [undslin.]
1. sb. A sickly or stunted child ; a dwarf; the weakest
animal of a herd, &c. which is bullied by the rest ; esp.
used of the smallest pig of a litter; a small or inferior
fruit or vegetable.

n.Yks. 124 Chs. 1
; Chs.3 'That is a little underling,' said a farming

man pointing to a cow in a straw yard, ' and the others run it.'

s.Chs. 1 Nhp. 1 The least thriving in a litter of pigs, or brood of
chickens, is frequently called 'a poor little underling.' Fruit or
vegetables smaller than the rest of the crop are called underlings.
War.3 Wor. See what poor little underlings these apples are
(E.S.);(H.K.)
2. adj. Obs. Not fully developed ; inferior, weak.
ne.Yks. The flax plant remains weak, short, and underling,

Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 68. Bck., Hrt. The fourth
skimming is ... to be churned alone, for making an underline
butter, worth a penny a pound less than the prime sort made
with all the first three skimmings, Ellis Mod. Hush. (1750) IV. i.

167. Hrt. Some [perky wheat seed] is rubbish : some may be
attended with underline corns, ib. II. ii. 127.

UNDERLINGS, adv. and prep. m.Yks.1 Under.
UNDERLY,arfy: e.An. 1 [B-ndsli.] Backward, behind

time.

UNDERMAN, v. Dev. To demean, degrade.
I wouldn't underman myself like that, Reports Provinc. (1889);

Shaan't tell you nothin'— shaan't underman myself to talk to 'e
at all, Phillpotts Sons ofMorning (1900) 425.

UNDERMER, adj. and adv. Cum. Wm. Also written
ondermer Cum. 14 [Bndsrmsr.] The comparative of
'under'; also used subst.
Cum.14 Wm. A wrestling term. ' It's neea dog fo, nut it, barn;

hoo can't, when Geordie's undermer ?' (B.K)

UNDERMIND, v. Sc. Yks. Lan. Lin. Lei. Cmb. Sur.
Also written undermined Lei.1 |>nd3(r)maind.]
1. A dial, form of ' undermine.'
Sc. The churches undermynded and fired, Maidment Spotl.

Miscell. (1844-5) I- 146. Edb. Ye hae not found the weakest side,
By whilk to undermindit Minnie's pride, Learmont Poems (1791)
339- n.Yks. 1 *, w.Yks. 1 n.Lin. 1 The watter's underminded th'
beck side agean th' gravil pit soa as it's sewer to fall in. Lei. 1

,Cmb. (W.W.S.) Sur.i There was a great flood and the house
was underminded.
2. Fig. To deceive ; to try to take away a person's

character.
w.Yks. He reight underminded her wi' his sauvy tales, Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (July 9, 1899). ne.Lan. 1 n.Lin. 1 He's a mean soort'n
a man, alus tryin' to undermind sumbody.
[Vndermyndyn, idem quod vnderdelvyn : vnderdelvvn,

suffodio (Prompt.).]
J

'

UNDERMINDED, ppl. adj. Lei. War. Hrf. Glo. Under-
hand, mean, treacherous.

Lei. 1 A oondermoinded nassty trick. War.23 , Hrf.
2

,
Glo.1

UNDERMING, v. Obs. e.An.1 Suf. 1 A corruption of
' undermine.'

UNDERN, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs.
Stf. Der. Lin. Wor. Shr. Also in forms aandorn N.Cy.2

Cum. ; ander Der. 2 nw.Der. 1 Lin. 1
; andern sw.Lin. 1

;

andorn Nhb.; andra n.Lin.1
; andren Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1

;

andrew Lin. 1
; andrum, anterin, antrum Sc. (Jam.

Suppl.); aunder N.Cy.2 w.Yks. 1 Chs.123 ; aunterin,
auntrin, auntrum Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; awnder Der. 1

;

earnder n.Cy. Yks.; eender Der.; horndoon Cum.14
;

oander s.Chs. 1 nw.Der.1 Shr. ; oandurth Lan. 1
; onder

Stf.1 Shr.1
; oneder Chs.13 ; ontron Sc. ; orndarn Cum.

;

orndinner n.Cy. Cum.4
; orndorn N.Cy. 1 Cum. ; orntren

Sc. (Jam.); ounder Der.2 nw.Der. 1 Stf. 1 w.Wor. 1
; ownder

Yks. Chs.' 23 Shr.2 ; wonder Stf.1
;
yeandurth Lan.;

yeender Yks. Stf. 1 Der.
;
yender Der. 2 nw.Der.1

;
yoan-

durth Lan.1
;
younder Der.2 1. sb. Obs. The forenoon.

n.Yks. It comes ith' earnder, wife, or else by neaun, Meriton
Praise Ale (1684) 1. 195. w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703). Lan.
Davies Races (1856) 236; Lan.1 s.Lan. Picton Dial. (1865) 17.

Stf.1 Der. Ray (1691).

2. The period between noon and sunset ; the evening.
Ayr. Gl. Surv. 693 (Jam. ). n.Cy. Grose (1790) ; N.Cy.2 Cum.

Gl. (1851). n.Yks. To morn ith' ownder we mun dod our sheep,
Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 197. w.Yks.1 Lan. Th' last oandurth
boh one me measter hah lik't o killt meh, Tim Bobbin View Dial.
(ed. 1806) 16; Lan. 1 Chs. Ray (1691) ; Chs.123 s.Chs. 1 Come
i'th' oander, if y6 conna get afore. Stf. A fair morn, but a foul

wonder (K.); Stf. 1 Der.1 06s. nw.Der.1 w.Wor. 1 Us'ad a raayny
aounder, o' Maay daay. Shr. He came this oander (G.H.) ; Shr. 1

In places where this term obtains the day is divided into morning,
middle of the day, onder, and night. ' I thought to a finished the
fiit o' my slockin' this onder, an' now it's aumust six o'clock at
night, an' it inna done' ; Shr. 2 To'ert to-morrow ownder.
3. A light luncheon

; a light meal partaken of in the
middle of the morning or the afternoon

; the time allotted
to such a repast; occas.pl. See Down-dinner, Downdrins.
Sc, w.Sc, s.Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Gall. (Jam.) n Cy. (J.L. 1783) ;

- - John
Dent?' Bailiff: 'He's hevin' his andra.' sw.Lin.1 'They are going
to get their andren ;

' nearly obs.

Hence (1) Anders-meat, sb. luncheon. Lin. 1
; (2)

Anterin-time,s6.the time ofthe afternoon or early evening
repast. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

; (3) Onder's-bayte, sb. the
farm-labourer's meal between dinner and supper. Shr.1

4. v. To work in the after-part of the day.
Shr. 1 'E's a rar chap for work i' the mornin', but 'e dunna onder

well.

[1. OE. undern, third hour, nine in the morning:
morning (Sweet).]

UNDERNEAN, prep., adv. and adj. Yks. Lin. e.An.
Also written underneen Nrf.

; and in forms ondernane

Underneath
rneean S 'YkS '

1 L prep
->
adv

-
and adJ'

e^k
i'^

Lin "
1

".f"-
1 II Iigs yonder undernean them trees.

sw.Lin.1 The ground s moist undernean. Her undernean clothes
are all raggd. e.An. 1 It expresses, not only that one thing isbelow another but that at the same time, it is near it; e.ln.2

Li ,v?r °0t
.'
he

, ^f ! ' 'Idimno, the tide is rarely high,

« LI hZ\Z \??V
H She

r°
n

'
We '

JI st°P her underneen andshake her through, Emerson Lagoons (ed. 1896) 90.
2. prep. In phr. to get undernean an antagonist to cope

with, outwit, or get the upper hand of him
e.Yks.1 There's neeah gettin undherneean him

3. adj. Deceitful, treacherous, underhand
n.Lin.l I haate undernean wark; let him saay all he knawsafoore one s faace, not when one's back's to'n'd. se.Lin. Suchundernean wo'k (J.T.B.).

uc"

UNDERNEYTH-WARK,^. Yks. Secret, underhand
business or ways.

T^m' Th
c
r
'lw1

}
a

,

deal °' underneyth wark goin' on just lat'lyLeeds Merc. Suppl. (July 9) iS99).

y '



UNDERSTAND [3°9l UNFASHION

UNDERSTAND, v. Yks. Stf. To hear.
Yks. (Hall.) Stf. An elderly person applied to Mr. Baron

Garrow to be excused serving as juryman, on the ground that he
was ' rather thick of understanding,' Gent. Mag. (ed. Gomme, 1884)

5 ; Stf. 1

UNDERSTRAPPER, sb. e.Yks.1 In form undher-
sthrapper. A child, in contradistinction to an adult.

MS. add. (T.H.)
UNDERVOKE, v. n.Lin.1 To undermine.
If you undervoke that side oher far, it'll all cauve in an' bury you.

UND_HERLUDE, v. e.Yks.1 Also written undherlood.
[unSalu'd.] 1. To make game of ; to banter ; to bully.

Hence Undherlcot, sb. one who is befooled, bullied, or
made game of.

Ah wadn't he' nowt to deea wiv it ; they're makkin a undherloot
n' tha.

2. To give a false pretext.
UNDIGHTED, ppl. adj. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Also in forms

undeet Yks. ; undicht Sc. 1. Undressed ; undecked
;

unprepared. See Dight, v.

Sc. (Jam.) Peb. Wi' ray dumbarton yet undight, Lintoun Green

(1685) 166, ed. 1817. N.Cy.1 w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811).

2. Unwiped.
Kcd. Never parlour, never kitchen, Enter wi' undichtit feet,

Grant Lays (1884) 45.

3. Undefiled ; used subst.

w.Yks. Mah luv, mah duv, mah undeeted, Littledale Sng. Sol.

(1859) v. 2.

UNDOCH, UNDOCHT, see Undought.
UNDOFFED,^/. adj. w.Yks. (J.W.)Nhp.1 Undressed.

UNDOMIOUS, see Undeemis.
UNDONE, ppl. adj. Lin. Dor. Distressed, at a loss.

ae.Lin. He was quite undone when he heard of it (J.T.B.).

sw.Lin. 1 I felt quiet undone about it. His daughter was very

undone about his marriage. Dor. He were quite undone about

her, Francis Fiandeis Widow (1901) pt. 1. ix.

UNDOOMIS, see Undeemis.
UNDOOTFA, adj. Nhb.1 Doubtful.

UNDOUGHT, sb. and adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also in

forms oindroch, ondocht ; undoch, undocht (Jam.).

1. sb. A weak, puny creature ; a silly, incapable, worth-
less person. See Dought.

Sc. (Jam.), Sh.I. {Coll. L.L.B.), Cai.1 Fif. Mr. George Grahame,
the undought of Bishops, had gotten the Bishoprick of Dumblane,
Scot Apolog. Narration (1644) 239, ed. 1846. Lnk. Wodrow Ch.

Hist. (1721) IV. 501, ed. 1828. Rxb. (Jam.)

2. adj. Sickly, puny, feeble ; contemptible.
Sc. The oindroch flock I ca', You see to skin an' bane are dow'd

awa, Wkly. Mag. (Oct. 28, 1773).

UNDRAIKIT,//*/. adj. Obs. SIg. (Jam.) Not drenched.

See Drawk, v.

UNDUMIOUS, UNDUMMUS, UNDUMOUS, see Un-
deemis.
UNE, adj. Obs. n.Cy. Wm. Even.
n.Cy. (Hall.) Wm. I was gaily une wie him, Wheeler Dial.

(1790) 12, ed. 1821.

UNE, see Oven.
UNEASE, sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. Also in form unaise N.I.1

An uneasy state ; uneasiness.
Sc. These deeds o' Johnny couldna please, But held the parish

in unease, Watson Poems (1853) 12. N.I. 1 They got into an

unaise when they heard about it. w.Yks. In the suddenness of

her going I found a certain cause for unease, Snowden Web of

Weaver (1896) xiii ; w.Yks.1

Hence Unaisement, sb. an uneasy state.

N.I. 1 It caused a great unaisement in the village.

[To knowen of my greet unese, Rom. of the Rose, 3102.]

UNEASY, adj. Irel. Cum. Dev. Also in forms onaisy

Ir. ; oneasy Dev. [Bni'zi.] 1. Difficult.

Ir. The conthrairiness of things is onaisy enough for anybody

to contend wid, Barlow Shamrock (1901) 251. Dev. 'Tis a damn
oneasy job, Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900) 323.

2. Hilly, irregular, not level.

Cum.4 It's a varry uneasy rwoad frae Armathwaite to Cum-

whitton.

UNEATHILY, adj. Obs. e.An.1 Hard to move;

corpulent, unwieldy. See Eath.

[Applied] to huge overgrown corpulent persons, to whom
motion is difficult and uneasy. ' A great huge uneathily fellow !

'

UNEAVE, v. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written uneeve
Cor. ; and in form unheeve w.Som. 1 nw.Dev. 1 [onev.]
To show condensation ; to thaw. See Eve, v.

w.Som. 1 nw.Dev. I was certainly told that it was in use, but I

think it is doubtful (R.P.C.) ; nw.Dev.1 Jis take out a drap o' hot

watter an' onaive the pump. Cor. It is uneeving, Monthly Mag.

(1810) pt. i. 435 ; Cor.2

UNEDGE, v. s.Chs.1 [Bne-dg.] To mow round the

sides of a field, so as to prepare the way for the mowing
machine.
UNEDICAT, />/>/. adj. Sc. A dial, form of ' uneducated.'
Abd. An unedicat taupie chiel in a kwintra shop, Alexander

Johnny Gibb (1871) xxxv.

UNEEVE, see Uneave.
UNEITH, adj. Obs. Sc. Not easy. Lnk. Ramsay

Gentle Shep. (1725) GL, Scenary ed. See Eath.

UNEMPT, v. Nhp. Hrf. Oxf. Bdf. Wil. Also in forms

anemt Oxf. 1
; onempt Nhp. 1

; unempty Bdf. Wil. 1

[Bnempt.] To empty ; to unload. See Empt.
Nhp. 1 On-empt that cart directly ; Nhp.2 , Hrf. (Hall.) Oxf. In

constant use near Woodstock (M.R.) ; Oxf.1 MS. add. Bdf.

Help me to unempt the cart (J.W.B.). Wil. 1

Hence Unempter, sb. the man who unloads a wagon of

corn, hay, &c.
Oxf. (M.R.); Oxf.1 I a got a pitcher and loader, but narra

anempter, MS. add.

UNENT, v. Wil.1 [Bne-nt] To empty, (s.v. Unempty.)
See Ent, v.

1

UNEQUAL, adj. Obs. Sc. Unfair, unjust.

Lnk. This step was very unequal as well as ungrate and illegal,

Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1721) I. 72, ed. 1828.

UNERAN, adv. Sh.I. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Everywhere, over all. S. & Ork.1 Cf. uan.

UNEVEN, adj. Sh.I. Out of sorts. Also used advb.

He went down to the house, feeling very sorrowful, and mad,

and altogether uneven, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 48 ; (J.S.)

UN-EVER, aefo. Obs. Mry. (Jam.) Never, at no time.

UNFAA, sb. Nhb.1 [e-nia.] A severe cold ; a

shivering fit ; complete prostration from cold.

Attended with stiffness in the joints and general soreness over

the body, often accompanied by feverish symptoms. ' She's tyen

an unfaa.'

UNFACE, v. Chs. 1 [•enfe's.] To expose.
To ' unface sand ' would be to dig away all the soil so as to

expose a face of sand.

UNFACEABLE, adj. Sc. e.An. 1. Ugly, not fit to

be seen. See Faceable.
Gall. I hae seen mony queer-lookin' and unfaceable ministers,

but gin they mak yin oot o' that callant, I'll say that the day o'

miracles is no bygane, Crockett K. Kennedy (1899) xxxiii.

2. Undefensible, unreasonable.
e.An.1 A proposal, or an assertion, which a man could not have

the face boldly to make or to maintain, is said to be an unfaceable

one.

UNFAIN, adj. Sc. Yks. Reluctant ; having a feeling

of dislike ; unfond. Sc. Whistle Binkie (1878) I. 204 (Jam.

Suppl). n.Yks. 2 See Fain, adj.
1

UNFANDRUM, adj. Obs. Ags. (Jam.) Bulky, un-

manageable.
UNFANKLE, v. Obs. Sc. To disentangle, unwind.

See Fankle.
Gall. The auld fowk left now closer draw, O' care their sauls

unfankle, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 113, ed. 1876.

UNFARRANT, adj. Sc. Also in form onfarant (Jam.

Suppl.). Ill-informed, senseless, without quickness of

apprehension ; rude, unmannerly. See Farrand.
Sc. He's aye been an onfarant body (Jam. Suppl.). Slk.

(Jam.) ; A great unfarrant beast, Hogg Tales (1838) 193, ed. 1866.

UNFARRANTLY, adj. s.Lan.1 Not nice, unseemly.
See Farrantly.

UNFASHION, sb. Obs. Sc. Unfashionableness.
Ayr. I have fallen in, notwithstanding the unfashion of my

apparel, with some creditable acquaintance, Galt Sir A. Wylie

(1822) xxv.



UNFEARY [3io] UNGAIN

UNFEARY, adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Nhb. Also written

unfiery Sc. ; and in forms onfeirie, unfeiroch Sc. (Jam.)

1. Feeble, infirm, weak, unfit for action. See Feerie,

adj.
1
, Unfierdy.

Sc. (Jam.) n.Sc. Onfeirie is the more common pronunc. (ib.)

Lnk. The auld beast being unfiery o' the feet, she fundred before,

the girth and curple brake, Graham Writings (1883) II. 32. Slk. I

doubt he's rather unfeiroch to stand it, Hogg Tales (1838) 412, ed.

1866. Nhb. 1

2. Unwieldy. Sc. (Jam.)

UNFEEL, adj. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Also written unfeil and
in forms onfeel, onfeelin Rxb. (Jam.) Uncomfortable,
unpleasant ; coarse, rough. See Feil.
Rxb. An onfeel day. Onfeel words (Jam.). Nhb.1 Applied

generally to the state of the weather.
Hence Unfeelsome, adj. disagreeable, unpleasant. N.I.

1

UNFEIROCH, see Unfeary.
UNFETTLE, v. Nhb. Lei. [unfe-tl.] To disarrange,

disturb, undo, unsettle, put out of gear. See Fettle, sb.
1

Nhb. Put up yer gad an' unfettle yer reel, Crawhall Sng.
Coquetside (1889). Lei. 1 Shay wur very very restless an' unfettled

all noight. Ah wur in a frighful unfettled wob when ah wur
gooin' t'America.

UNFEUED, ppl. adj. Sc. Not disposed of in ' feu

'

(q.v.)

Sc. (Jam.), (A.W.) Abd. The unfeued and unproductive property
would alsobe exposed to sale in way of feu,Abd.Jrn. (Jan. 20, 1819)
(ib.).

UNFEWSOM(E, adj. Cum.Wm. [trnfivrssm.] Awk-
ward, unbecoming, unsuitable. See Fewsome.
Cum.14 Wm. A box hat is unfewsome wi' =< pair o' clogs

(B.KA
UNFIERDY, adj. Sc. Also written unfiardy Or.I.

[•enfia
-

rdi.] 1. Feeble, infirm, unfit for action. Sc.

(Jam.) See Feerdy. 2. Overgrown, unwieldy. Sc.
(ib.), Or.I. (S.H.S.), S. & Ork. 1

UNFIERY, see Unfeary.
UNFISKALEE, adj. Sh.I. Unlike a practical fisher-

man. S. & Ork. 1 See Fiskalee.
UNFLEGGIT, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. n.Cy. Unalarmed,

not frightened. See Fleg, v.
1

Sc. (Jam.) Edb. Thou canst charm Unfleggit by the year's
alarm, Fergusson Poems (1773) 202, ed. 1785. n.Cy. Border Gl.

(Coll. L.L.B.)

UNFOND, adj. Sc. Not fond.
Sc. (A.W.) Rnf. Tho' I'm unfond of giving praise, And as

unfond of gathering faes, Webster Rhymes (1835) 106.

UNFORBIDDEN, ppl. adj. Sh.I. n.Cy. Lan. War. Wor.
Hrf. Ken. Sus. Also written unforbiddan Lan. 1 n.Lan.1

[Bnfa(r)bi'd3n.] Unrestrained, unruly, disobedient, spoiled,
troublesome.

Sh.I. Da's doo hear ta lie doon ! Isna dat a unforbidden brOt ?

Sh. News (Apr. 14, 1900). N.Cy.1
, Lan.1 n.Lan.1 Thou's a varra

unforbidden barne. War. 3 The school is not kept in good
order. The children are an unforbidden lot. w.Wor. 1

I shall tell

the maaster to beat them childern, thaay be so unforbidden.
Hrf.2 The most onforbiddenest ronkest young rascal as ever was.
Ken.1 He's an unforbidden young mortal. Sus.1

UNFORDERSOME, see Unfurthersome.
UNFORLATIT, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. 1. Not forsaken.

Rudhimak Introd. (1773) (Jam.). SeeForleet. 2. Fresh,
new, esp. used of wine. ib.

UNFORMAL, adj. Obs. Sc. Irregular; not according
to form. The contract was unformal, Mitchell Scottic. (1799) 87.

UNFORSAIN'D,^/. adj. Obs. Sc. Undeserved.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Wrang unforsain'd and that we never bought,

Ross Helenore (1768) 29, ed. 1812.

UNFORTUNATE, sb. Irel. An idiot.
Do you see that 'innocent ' or ' unfortunate' or ' object? ' Flk-

LoreRec. (1881) IV. 113.

UNFREELIE, adv. and adj. Sc. [tmfrrli.]
1. adv. Very. Bnff.1 She's unfreelie weighty to lift.

2. adj. Heavy, unwieldy. n.Sc. (Jam.) 3. Frail,
feeble, ib.

UNFREMD, adj. n.Cy. Yks. Also in form unfremdish
n.Yks.2 [-enfre-md.] Unkind, unneighbourly. N.Cy.1

,

n.Yks.2 See Fremd.

UNFRIEND, sb. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Not. Hrf. Dev. Also

in forms unfreen, unfreend Sc. An enemy ; an opponent.

Sc. (Jam.); A great unfriend to malignants and scandalous

ministers, Kirkton Ch. Hist. (1817) 109; It's like we may fa' in

wi' some 0' his unfreends, Scott Rob Roy (1817) xxvii. Per. The

friends are but broken reeds to lean upon in getting one in, but

the unfriends are omnipotent in keeping him out, Cleland

Inchbracken (1883) 260, ed. 1887. Rnf. His worst un-friends

admitted that he never swore, Gilmour Pen-Flk. (1873) 23.

n.Yks. 2 If they ar'nt your enemies, they're your unfriends.

s.Not. They uster be so great wi' one another, but now they're

unfriends (J.P.K.).

Hence (1) to be unfriends with one, phr. to be on un-

friendly terms with one; (2) Unfriendship, sb. enmity;

ill-will
; (3) Unfriendsome, adj. unfriendly.

(1) Nhb. He was wishful to vex Tam, wi' whom he was gey

un-friends, Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894) no. s.Not. I won't

speak to yer; I'm unfriends with yer (J.P.K.). Hrf.2 (2) Sc.

(Jam.) Rxb. There's mair in it . . . than the auld unfriendship

betwixt the twa houses, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 125. (3)

Dev. It do zim a bit unfriendzome spying on him after he acted

that thoughtful, Zack On Trial (1899) 109.

UNFURTHERSOME, adj. Sc. Irel. Also in forms
unfordersome N.I.1 Uls. ; unfothersum Dmf. (Jam.)

1. Ofweather: unfavourable to vegetation ; unpropitious.

See Furthersome.
Sc. Applied to the weather if too cold or too rainy, and

preventing the due ripening of the crops, Mackay. Dmf. (Jam.)

2. Unmanageable.
N.I. 1 Uls. Applied to a horse that cannot be got to go quickly

(M.B.-S.).

3. Obs. Difficult.

Slk. To render walking very unfurthersome, Hogg Tales

(1838) 142, ed. 1866.

4. Unfortunate. Dwn. (C.H.W.)
UNFYLT, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Also in form unfylet.

Undefiled, unsoiled. See File, v.
1

Sc. Blisset ar the unfylet an' perfite, Riddell Ps. (1857) cxix.

1. Edb. Gentry chaps wi' unfylt shoon, Learmont Poems (1791)57.
[Ure drihten him shop of eortie bat was unfiled, Old

Eng. Homilies, ed. Morris, II. 133.]

UNGADRENGEN,s6. Sh.I. Also in form ungadrengar.
A young man ; the young men of a community. (A.W.),
S. & Ork.1

[Cp. Dan. ung, young, and dreng, a lad (Larsen).]
UNGAIN, adj. Var. dial, uses in Eng. Also in forms

ongain War.3 Shr.12 Nrf. Suf.1

; ungeen Stf. [-enge'n,
-gea'n.] 1. Not near at hand, indirect, roundabout,
difficult of access ; inconveniently situated : gen. used of
a direction or road. Also used advb. See Gain, adj.

Lakel.2 That's a ungain way o' gaan aboot thi wark min.
n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks. 2 A varry un-gain spot.. ne.Yks.1 Yon's a varry
ungain spot o' yours. e.Yks. 1 Thoo may mannish [manage] it,

bud it's a varry ungain way o' deein it. m.Yks.1
, w.Yks.1 Lan.1

He's taen th' ungainst road he could find. ne.Lan. 1
, Chs. 1

,

s.Chs. 1
, Not. 1 sw.Lin.1 The land lies so ungain. Nhp. 1 The

garden lies very ungain for the house. War.3 Shr.2 An ongain
road. Hnt. (T.P.F.) e . An.1 The land lies ungain for me. Suf.
That fare a very ungain way (C.G.B.). Sur.1 It always was an
ungain sort of place.

Hence Ungainable, adj. not easily available. n.Yks.2
2. Awkward, inconvenient, unfavourable

; unprofitable
;

unsuitable.
n.Cy.GROSE(i 79o). n.Yks.124 w.Yks.12 ; w.Yks.3 Everything

is ungain there. Lan.1
, ne.Lan.1

, e.Lan.1, s.Lan. 1
, Chs. 1 s.Chs.1

nw.Der. 1
, Not. 1 Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 374!

n.Lin.1 It's a real ungaain plaace ; all th' rooms oppen one thrif
anuther. sw.Lin.1 , Lei. 1 , Nhp. 1

, War.23 , s.Wor.1
, se.Wor.1 Shr.1

Yo'n find that ampot mighty ongain I doubt ; for whad yo' wanten
it's too big a power. Glo.1

, Bdf. (J.W.B.), Hnt. (T.P.F.) e.An.1
Nrf. Are you all alone in that wherry ? isn't she ongain'for the
bridges? she look a rare height, Emerson Lagoon (ed. 1896) 168.
Suf.1

, Ken.1 Sur.1 It's a very ungain sort of job.

3. Clumsy, inactive, ungainly ; inexperienced, unhandy,
unskilful

; loutish ; disproportioned, ill-shaped.
n.Cy. Grose (1790). e.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.23 , ne.Lan. 1
, s.Lan 1 Chs 1

s.Chs. 1
,
Stf. (Miss E.), nw.Der. 1

, Not. 1 n.Lin.1 She's that ungaain
she'll niver be noa good to noabody, lass, wife nor wida'. Lei. 1
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War.23,s.Wor. 1,se.Wor.i Shr.2An ongain lad. Glo.^Bdf.CJ.W.B.),
Suf.1 Ken.1 He's so very ungain. e.Som, W. & J. Gl. (1873).

Hence Ungainness, sb. clumsiness, unwieldiness.
War.3 Their lovely ungainness when at play [of cattle], Midi.

Herald (May 28, 1896).

4. Of boots, &c. : ill-fitting. s.Chs. 1
5. Disagreeable;

intractable, troublesome ; unsteady, wild ; stupid.
Nhp.1 My horse is very ungain. War.23 Wor. 'You ongain

varmint, you flirty maggot' (said to his mare by a Naunter
Beauchamp farmer) (H.K.). Shr.1 This pony's so ongain I canna
get it nigh the 'orse-block ; Shr.2 , Hnt. (T.P.F.), e.An. 1 Nrf. His

sons was very ongain (E.M.). Suf. Raven Hist. Suf. (1895)

263; Suf. 1

UNGAINLY, adv. and adj. Sc. Yks._Lin. Hrf. Wil.

Dor. Also in form ongainly Wil. [enge'nli.] 1. adv.

Circuitously ; with difficulty. e.Yks.1 Cf. gainly.

2. adj. Awkward, clumsy ; inconvenient, unhandy ; un-

steady ; not going or working well ; insufficient.

Sc. Mackay. Lin.1 What an ungainly lad thou art. Hrf.2

Wil. Britton Beauties (1825) ; Slow Gl. (1892). Dor. Barnes
Poems (1863) Gl.

3. Unprepossessing in aspect. e.Yks.1

UNGANED, ppl. adj. Sc. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Inappropriate. Mackay (s.v. Ungainly).

UNGANG, v. Obs. Sc. In phr. it ungangs me, I am
deceived, I am mistaken.
Abd. It ungangs me sair, gin at the last To gang together binna

found the best, Ross Helenore (ed. 1768) 85 (Jam.). Ags. (ib.)

UNGASTO, sb. .Sh.I. [tmgastoV.] A contrary wind.

Cf. stew, sb.
1

Dis [is] only a loor atween wadders. We'll hae a ungastO afore

sun-risin', Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 245 ; (J.S.)

UNGEAR, v. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Der. Nhp. War.
Hnt. Also written ungeer Yks. ; ungeir Sc. (Jam.)

[«ngi3-(r.] 1. To undress, unwrap ; to strip off the

clothes ; to make naked.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl. Rnf. Picken Poems

(1788) Gl. (Jam.) n.Yks.2 w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Sept. 16,

1899).

2. To unharness.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl. Rnf. Picken Poems

(1788) Gl. (Jam.) N.Cy.i, n.Yks. 2
, w.Yks.1

, ne.Lan. 1
, Der.2

,

nw.Der. 1 Nhp.1 Restricted to husbandry horses. War. 3
,
Hnt.

(T.P.F.)

3. Of a mill : to turn off the water, to displace the

machinery. w.Yks. 1
, Nhp.1

, War.3
, Hnt. (T.P.F.)

4. Obs. To castrate, geld. Rnf. Picken Poems (1788)

Gl. (Jam.) Ayr. ib.

UNGED, see Hang.
UNGEEATLY, adj. n.Yks. 2 [ungia-tli.] Clownish,

ungainly, ' ungaitly.'

UNGEEN, ppl. adj. n.Yks.2 [ungrn.] 1. Not given

to, indisposed, disinclined. 2. Unrelented ;
unthawed.

See Given.

UNGEEN, see Ungain.

UNGIRTH, v. Obs. Sc. To take off a hoop. See

Girth, sb.
1 Also used jig.

Bnff. You hear, an e'en ungirth their laigen ;
OHowdie,o three

shapes an' names, Taylor Poems (1787) 100.

UNGIVE, v. Lan. Chs. Lei. Nhp. Bdf. Hnt. Also in

form ongive Nhp.1 Hnt. ['engrv.] To relax, give way,

loosen ; to melt, thaw.
e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.
1 Chs.1 When glue does not stick it js said to

'ungive.' 'when a thaw begins to set in, the frost is said 'toungive

a bit.' Salt ungives or becomes moist in damp weather. Lei. 1

Nhp. 1 Gingerbread losing its crispness [is] said to ' ungive.' Bdf.

Bacon, in damp weather, is said to 'ungive' (J.W.B.). Hnt.ELUS

Prouunc. (1889) V. 212.

[He could not be thaw'd to ungive anything of the

rigidness of his disposition, Fuller Camb. Univ. VII. 2

UNGLAURED,///. adj. Sc. Unsoiled. See Glaur.

Slk. Hands always unglauered, Blackiu. Mag. (Sept. 1828) 280.

Gall. (A.W.)
n T

UNGODLY,^'. w.Yks.1 [ungo-dli.] Insatiable; nice;

squeamish : used of the stomach or entrails.

UNGONE, ppl. adj. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Lin. Also in form
ungeean n.Yks.1 e.Yks. 1

1. Not gone ; not sent.

n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks. 2 e.Yks. 1 Ah was here a bit sin, an Ah's
ungeean yit, MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. 1

; w.Yks.5 What! ungone
yet ? n.Lin.1 He cum'd twohooers sin' an' th' idled fella' 's ungone yit.

2. At the point of death.
w.Yks. 1 He's just ungone. ne.Lan. 1

UNGRAITH, v. Sc. Yks. Also in form ongraithe
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) To unharness. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) See
Graith. Hence Ungraith'd, ppl. adj. unequipped ;

un-
furnished ; unadorned. n.Yks.2

UNGRATE, adj. Obs. Sc. Ungrateful.
n.Sc. (Jam.); Oh, ungrate wretch (said I to myself), Wodrow

Soc. Sel. Biog. (ed. 1845-7) I 1 - 225- Rnf> if * should entertean ill

thoughts of you for your kind freedom with me, I were both

ungrate and unjust, Wodrow Corresp. (1709-31) I. 134, ed. 1843.

UNGREEABLE, adj. e.Lan. 1 Disagreeable.

UNGRUND, ppl. adj. Yks. Also in form ungrunded
n.Yks.2 [ungrtrnd.] Not ground ; unbroken. n.Yks.2

(s.v. Unbrussen), w.Yks.1

UNGUIDEABLE, adj. Yks. [ungai-dabl.] Not
amenable to reason ; unmanageable, unruly. n.Yks.2

e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.)
UNGUILED, ppl. adj. Sc. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Not caught by guile.

Bwk. The trouts that sport aneath its wave Unguiled may live

for me, W. Crockett Minstrelsy (1893) 150.

UNHAD, ppl. adj. n.Yks.2 Not yet obtained.

UNHAGLY, adj. Sh.I. Unthrifty, untidy. S. & Ork.1

[Cp. ON. hagligr, fine, handy, skilful (Vigfusson).]

UNHALSED, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Unsaluted. See

Halse, sb.
1 9.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. It shall never be said ... my kinswoman sat

. . . unhalsed, Scott Pirate (1821) xxi.

UNHANDY, adj. Pern. Glo. Ken. Dor. Also in form

onandyGlo. 1. Of little use with the hands ; incapable.

Glo. The most onandiest, nothingly child you ever see—always

a-scribblin' and a-messin'and moonin'

,

Longman 'sMag. (May 1900).

Dor. Tell Hannah to stir her stumps and serve supper, . . the poor

soul is getting so unhandy, Hardy Tower (1882) ii.

2. Difficult of access, inconvenient.
s.Pem. A house with no back yard is real unhandy. It is unhandy,

working so far from home (M.S.C.). Ken.1 Ya see 'tis a werry
unhandy pleace, so fur away fro' shops.

UNHANK, v. Nhb.1 w.Yks.2 To uncouple, unfasten,

unhook. See Hank, sb.1 13.

UNHANTY, adj. Obs. Sc. Also in form unhavmty.
1. Inconvenient. Lth. (Jam.) See Hanty. 2. Over-

large, unwieldy. Also used advb.

Rnf. Picken Poems (1788) Gl. (Jam.) ; The hirpling pining gout

Swall't baith his legs unhaunty, Wilson Poems (1719) 201 (ib.).

UNHAP,w. Yks. To uncover, make naked. See Hap, v.
2

n.Yks.2 w.Yks. He's goane an' poolled t'clo'es off, an' all un-

happed that barn, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Sept. 16, 1899).

UNHASP, v. Yks. Som. Dev. In forms on-aps Dev.

;

unhapse w.Som.1 nw.Dev.1
; unasp Dev. ; unhesp n.Yks.2

To unfasten, unlatch. See Hasp, sb.
1

n.Yks. 2 w.Som.1 Bill, onhapse [amraa-ps] the door and let thy

father come in. nw.Dev. 1

UNHEAL, v. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Also written

unhale Dor. Dev. [one'l, oneaL] To strip, uncover,

unroof. See Heal, v.
s

Wil. 1 A house is said to be ' unhealed,' or uncovered, when the

thatch has been stripped off by a storm (s.v. Heal). Dor. They
were busily unhaling the rick, that is stripping offthe thatch before

beginning to throw down the sheaves, Hardy Tess (1891) xlvii

;

Dor.1 w.Som.1 T'ont never do vor t'onheal [aun -ae-ul] the mangels

vore the vrost have a-gid out. Dev. Diiee unhale my heyd, or

yu'll steffel me, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) (s.v. Steffel). nw.Dev.1

[And yf hus hous be unheled, and reyne on hus bedde,

P. Plowman (c.) xx. 301.]

UNHEARTSOME, adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Yks. 1.

Withoutaffection. n.Yks.2 2. Cheerless, melancholy, sad.
Sc. (Jam.) Gall. This is an uncanny and unheartsome journey

for ye, my lassie, Crockett Lochinvar (1897) xx'- Kcb - i' 1S an

unheartsome thing to see our Father and Mother agree so ill,

Rutherford Lett. (1660) No. 131.
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3. Of the weather : bad, uncomfortable. Sc. (Jam.)
4. Slightly ailing, esp. used of the sensation of cold. ib.

UNHEARTY, adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. 1. Dis-
heartened ; cheerless ; wretched, sad.

Sc. (Jam.) n.Sc. I . . . lost my assurance, peace, and strength,

and became very unhearty and indisposed, Wodrow Soc. Sel.

Biog. (ed. 1845-7) II. 181.

2. Ailing somewhat, esp. used of the sensation of cold.

Sc(Jam.) 3. Ofthe weather: unpleasant, uncomfortable.
'An unhearty day,' a day that is cold and damp, ib.

UNHECKXED,^/. adj. w.Yks. 1 ne.Lan. 1 Disordered
in dress. See Hackle, sb} 7.

UNHEEAF, v. n.Yks.2 [unia-f.] 1. To remove from
a place ; to flee.

Are ye boun te unheeaf ? T'nest's empty ; they're all unheeaf'd.

2. To unsettle. ' It quite unheeafd me.'

UNHEEASTY, adj. n.Yks.2 [uniasti.] Indolent;
unready; 'unhasty.'
[From her unhastie beast she did alight, Spenser F. O.

1. iii. 4.]

UNHEER, adj. Obs. n.Cy. Impatient. Bailey (1721);
N.Cy.2

UNHEPPEN, adj. n.Cy. Yks. Lin. Also in forms
uneppen Lin. ; unhappen n.Cy. [une'psn.] 1. Awk-
ward, clumsy, unskilful ; without contrivance or manage-
ment. See Heppen.
n.Yks. 12

,
m.Yks. 1

, Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1 He's th' unheppenist bein' at

han'lin' a tool 'at I knaw on. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) sw.Lin. 1 Yon's a

real unheppen chap. He can use his arm all right, but it looks
unheppen.
2. Out ofplace, unfitted for anything; helpless; unaided.
n.Yks.2

, e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1 sw.Lin. 1 I'm so unheppen about a

garden : I know nowt about it.

3. Slatternly, untidy ; unbecoming. n.Cy. Grose (1790).
n.Yks.12 , w.Yks.1

UNHINE, adj. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also written unhyne.
1. Extraordinary, unparalleled, unprecedented ; used in

a bad sense. Abd. 2. Excessive, immense
;
gen. used

in a bad sense. Mry.
UNHINGE, adj. s.Chs. 1 [Bni'ng.] Inactive, stiff-

jointed. See Hinge.
UNHITCH, v. I.W. Dev. Amer. Also in form on-

hatch I.W. To unharness. See Hitch, v.
2

I.W. Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898) 33. Dev. When the last

horse was unhitched, O'Neill Idyls (1892) 121. [Amer. Dial.
Notes (1895) I. 395.I
UNHIVE, v. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To deprive of shelter.
Sth. Beginning with the lamb when unhived at speaning time,

he will show how each sort of sheep is treated from that time until
it go to market, Farm Reports (1832) 79.
UNHOMED, ppl. adj. Cum. Lan. 1. Awkward,

unlikely. Cum. Gl. (1851). 2. Unpolished. Lan. 1

UNHONEST, adj. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Lin. Hrf. Dev.
Also in form oonhonest Abd. [Bno'nist] Dishonest,
dishonourable ; also used advb.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Wid doo say 'at A'm come bi my twartree
craturs o' sheep in a unhonest wye? Sh. News (July 31, 1897).
N.Cy. 1

, n.Yks.2
, w.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan.1

, s.Lan. 1 (s.v. Un).
sw.Lin. 1 She as good as said I was unhonest. Hrf.2 n.Dev. What
wud it feel like to come by the money unhonest ? Zack Dunstable
Weir (1901) 48.

Hence Unhonesty, sb. dishonesty.
Abd. Sic creaturs wi' oonhonesty, Alexander Johnny Gibb

(1871) viii.

[Take noon unhoneste tale, Babees Book (E.E.T.S.) 4.]
UNHOODER, v. Chs. 1 s.Chs. 1 Also in form unhudder

Chs. 1 To take off the top protecting sheaves from corn-
stooks. See Hooder.
UNHOUSENED,^/.tf#. Sc. Unburied. Cf. housen.
e.Lth. Let thy bones unhousen'd rot, Mucklebackit Rhymes

(1885) 84.

UNHUMAN, adv. Shr.1 Also in form onhuman.
Extraordinarily. ' Poor fellow ! 'e's onhuman thin.'

UNICORN, sb. Sc. Brks. Bdf. 1. Obs. A coin.
Sc. A gold coin struck in the reign of James III ; and thus

designed as exhibiting a unicorn supporting a shield with the

royal arms (Jam.). Frf. Angels, testoons, unicorns, bonnet pieces,

Sands Poems (1833) 37.

2. See below.
Ayr. The mair haste the waur speed— bridle the unicorn o'

your impatience, and I'll tell you all the outs and ins o't, Galt
Lairds (1826) vi.

3. A snail. Bdf. (J.W.B.) 4. Comp. (1) Unicorn-fish,

the narwhal, Monodon monoceros
; (2) -team, a team with

two abreast and one in front.

(1) Sc. Walker Essays on Nat. Hist. (1808) 527. (2) Brks.

Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).

UNION, sb. Yks. Cor. In comp. (1) Union-box, a

pauper's coffin ; (2) -clog, a Yule log.

(1) m.Cor. To . . . lev hes awnly sister to be haled away in a

Union box, well I cudden clunk that ! Penberthy Warp and
Woof, n. (2) Yks. Yks. N. & Q. (1888) II. 29.

UNJUN, see Onion.

UNK, UNKAIMED, see Unco, Unkembed.
UNKALLOWED, adj. Sh.I. Uncalved. S. & Ork. 1

See Callow, v.

UNKAMED, UNKAR, see Unkembed, Unco.
UNKARD, UNKAT, see Unkid.
UNKATH, UNKED, see Uncouth, Unkid.
UNKEEASE, v. n.Yks.2 [unkia's.] To undress,

uncover; to 'uncase.'

UNKEMBED, adj. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Also in forms
unkaimed Sc. Nhb. 1

; unkamed Sc. ; unkemmed Lan.
Uncombed ; untidy, 'unkempt.'
Abd. Upon his brow there sat a gloom,, besides his hair un-

kamed, Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 47. s.Sc. Here I sail lie,

unkamed and unwasht, Watson Border Bards (1859) r94- Ltn -

Wi' hair unkaimed and beard unshorn, Macneill Poet. Wks. (1801)
169, ed. 1856. Nhb.1 (s.v. Unkempt), w.Yks. 1 Lan. Gaunt, lean,

ungroomed and unkemmed strings of gals,' Kay-Shuttleworth
Scarsdale (i860) II. 28. ne.Lan.1 Said of an undressed cart of hay.

UNKEN, v. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Also
in forms onken Sc. (Jam.) ; oonken Abd. Kcd. ['Bnke'n.]

To fail to know or recognize ; to be ignorant. See Ken, v.

Edb. Unkenning how to carp or mourn, Their joy to spoil,

Macaulay Poems (1788) 130. Rnf. Webster Rhymes (1835) 91.
Lnk. Wheeze me to unken mysell, Orbreadth I stan' on, Struthers
Poet. Tales (1838) 83.

Hence (1) Unkennable, adj. (a) not recognizable
; (b)

imperceptible, inconspicuous
;

(c) innumerable
; (2) Un-

kenned or Unkent, ppl. adj. unknown, strange, unfamiliar;
of no repute

; (3) Unkensome, adj. unknown
; (4) unkent

by, phr. unknown to
; (5) unkent in, (6) unkent to, phr.

ignorant of, unfamiliar with.
(1, a) n.Yks. 2 To me he was varry unkennable. e.Yks.1 MS.

add. (T.H.) (b) n.Yks. 2 (c) Cld. We war surprisit wi' the soun'
of an onkennable nummer of sma' bells, Edb. Mag. (Sept. 1818)
!55 (Jam.). (2) Sc. (Jam.); Her backbane wanders through her
sark In an unkenned corkscrewity, Outram Lyrics (1887) 34.
Sh.I. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 2°9- Bnff.1 He geed awa on-kent
o's father. e.Sc. Onkent outside o' Henkelvie, Setoun R. Urquhart
(1896) xxvi. w.Sc. An unkenned fact, Wood Farden Ha' (1902)
45. Slk. Into unkenned space, Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 157.
n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.) Nhb. And leuk on many an
unkend face, Ritson Garl. (1810) I. 48. Dur. 1 Cum. He reach'd
a public-house, Unkend to Tib, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed 1807) 89
Wm.(B.K.), n.Yks. 2

, ne.Lan.1 (3) Sc. (Jam.) ; For it's unkensome
we wad be, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) II. 118, ed. 1848. (4) s.Sc.
That this could hae a' been unkenn'd By our bigs-wigs I canna
believe, Allan Poems (1887) 93. Dmb. She has been offen here
unkent by her father, Cross Disruption (1844) xxxii. Nhb. She had,
unkenned by hersel', a kind o' notion o' the sour-faced youngster'
Graham Red Scaur (1896) 291. Cum. Unkent by aw th' extremes
of fate, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1807) 146. (5) Per. Unskuil'd in
books, unkent in ballants, Stewart Character (1857) 64. (6) Kcd.
I watch'd him in his tender years, Unkent to grief or pain, Jamie
Effusions (1849) 33. Frf. They lived an' lo'ed thegither A'unkent
to walth or fame, Reid Heatherland (1894) 103. Dmf. Unkent
tae either care or dool, Quinn Heather Lintie (1863) 230
UNKENNED,^/. adj. n.Yks.2 Unchurned. See Kirn.
We're unkenn'd yet [our butter is not yet churned].

UNKENSPAK, adj. n.Yks.2 Inconspicuous, obscure.
See Kenspeck.
UNKER, UNKERD, UNKERED, see Unkid.
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UNKERSTENED, ppl. adj. Sc. Yks. Also in forms
unkessen'd n.Yks.2 ; unkirsen'd Sc. A dial, form of
' unchristened.'

Rnf. Even we youngsters were assailed by our school-mates as
' unkerstened heathens,' Gilmour Pen-Flk. (1873) 36. Lnk. For
want o' a cock, a cat, or some unkirsen'd creature to gi' him,
they could na get [the devil] laid again, Graham Writings (1883)
II. 136. n.Yks.2, w.Yks. (J.W.)

UNKEST, adj. Obs. n.Yks.2 Not yet accustomed or
adapted to one's surroundings.
UNKET, UNKETTY, see Unkid.
UNKID, adj., adv. and sb. In gen. dial, use in Irel.

and Eng. Also in forms hunck'd Nhp.1
; hunked War.

Bck. Wil.1
; hunket Glo.1

; hunkid Nhp.2 Glo.1
; hunkity

Lei. 1

; oncot Glo. ; oncud Nhb. 1
; onked Rut.1

; onket
Som. ; onkid Ess. ; uncod e.Yks.1

; uncud n.Cy. ; uncut
Yks. Som. ; unkard n.Cy. Dur.1 w.Dur. 1 n.Yks.12 Glo.12

;

unkat Cum. ; unked Nhb. 1 Wm. e.Yks.1 s.Lan.1 Stf. Der.
Not. Lei.1 Nhp.2 War.123 w.Wor.1 Shr.1 Oxf. Brks. Bck.
Bdf. Hrt. Sus.12 Hmp.1 Wil.1 Dor. Som. Dev. ; unker Stf.

Glo.1
; unkerd m.Yks.1 Wil.1

; unkered Yks. ; unkert
Lan. s.Lan.1 Chs.123 Shr.2 Hrf.1 Wil.1

; unket Wxf.1 N.Cy. 1

Nhb.1 Lakel.1 Cum.1234 Wm. & Cum.1 Shr.1 Hrf.2 Glo.12

Oxf. Wil. 1 Som. Dev. ; unketty w.Som.1
; unkit Lei.1

War.3 Shr.2 Glo. Brks. Som.; unkward Glo. ; unky Ken.12

[All dialects have the accent on the first syllable. The
prefix is pronounced urj- in the n. and midl. dialects, and
en- or Bn- in the southern. Hence the types are u'rjkid,

•ad, -it, -at ; B-nkid, BTjkid, -ad, -it, -at. The forms with
•ard, -ard, &c. are due to association with the ending
-ward in words like 'awkward ' (usually pron. ij'kad).]

1. adj. Unknown, strange, unusual, odd, unfamiliar. Cf.

unco, uncouth.
Wxf.i, n.Cy. (J.L. 1783), N.Cy.1 (s.v. Unco). Nhb.1 Keep off

that bullock, bairns ; he kens yor unked. Dur.1
, w.Dur. 1

, Lakel. 1
,

Cum.1234 , n.Yks. (T.S.), n.Yks.12 e.Yks. A servant is unkard
on his first going to a fresh servitude, Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1788) ; e.Yks, 1 m.Yks.1 When a person is necessitated to

perform duties he is not accustomed to, he will apologise for their

performance by saying he is unkerd to them. Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

,

Chs.123 (s.v. Unco). War. 2 Kip away from the dog; he knows
you're unked. s.Wor.1 Glo. Us has some unkid villages here-

abouts, up Winchcombe way however, but the population beunt
such curious specimens as ye up the hills, Gissing Vill. Hampden
(1890) II. v; Glo.2 Oxf. That wonderful unkid thing about the

Squire's daughter, Blackmore Cripps (1876) vi.

2. Uncouth, awkward, shy, ill-behaved ; untidy ; ugly

;

unpleasant, uncomfortable, inconvenient.
Wxf.1 Go gaame abuth Forth, thou unket saalvache, 100. n.Cy.

(J.L. 1783). Cum. Reet unkat figures did they cut, Gilpin Sngs.

(1866) 278. Wm. He's an unked customer (B.K.). n.Yks.12

w.Yks. He's uncut at the job yet, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 6,

1890). Chs.123 (s.v. Unco). Stf. Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901). Der.

It would have been unked to have begrudged her those little

mirthful frivolities of a girl's earliest youth, Ouida Puck (1870)
vi. Lin. Brookes Tracts Gl. Rut.1 Everything went onked. It's

the onkedest road as ever you see. War.2 w.Wor.1 The missis

took a dill a paayns uv our 'Becca, but 'er couldna never larn 'er

to be tidy. 'Er sims reg'lar unked, 'er do. s.Wor.1
, Shr.12 , Hrf.1

s.Pem. Her house is as unkid as unkid can be (W.M.M.) ; Laws
Little Eng. (1888) 422. Glo.12 Brks. 'Twould be unked for I to

be caught, Hughes T. Brown Oxf. (1861) xxxix. Bck. Holloway.
Hrt. I shouldn't like 'em to get making a mistake. That would be
unked, that would, Geary Rur. Life (1899) 77. Cor. (J.W.)

3. Weird, uncanny ; insane ; ominous of evil ; horrid,

ghastly, terrible.

Lakel.2 He telt us a unkid tial aboot his broughtins up. m.Yks.1

Unkerd noises will be heard about a house by bed-listeners.

Nhp.1 It's very unkid to see 'em take the poor people to the

hospital. War.2 The chaff-machine laid hold on his fingers, an'

his hand's an unked sight. s.War. 1 Wor. The cat was making
a ' most unkid noise ' (E.S.). Glo.1 s.Oxf. I shu'n't like to do

grave-stones neither—that'd be so unked, Rosemary Chilterns

(1895) 80. Brks. There's queer sights and sounds by the river o'

nights, too, I 'ool say, sir, let alone the white mist, as makes
everything look unket, Hughes T. Brown Oxf. (1861) xxxvi;

(F.P.T.) Bdf. Yesterday an old woman of 80 was burnt to death

at Haynes. 'Quite unkid, sir, isn't it?' (J.W.B.) Hrt. The
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thunder and lightening was unked last night (G.F.). w.Mid. It's

an unkid shame. He's an unkid cantankerous fellow (W.P.M.).
Ken. (W.F.S.), Sus. 12 Wil. What be the matter with thuck dog?
How he do howl—it sounds main unkid ! Jefferies Green Feme
(1880) ix. Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885). e.Dev. The
night was cruel cold, . . and everything looking weist and unkid,

Blackmore Perlycross (1894) viii. Cor. 2

4. Of a place : lonely, dreary, desolate ; of a person :

feeling lonely ; dull, depressed, miserable ; out of sorts.

Nhb!1 , Dur. 1 Wm. ' I feel unked an queer,' i.e. out of sorts

(B.K.). e.Yks. 1 Thoo's reet ; it is a unked pleeace, is this awd
hoose. Stf. Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901). Not. I war so unked
when ye wor away (L.C.M.). Lin. Brookes Tracts Gl. Lei.1

Nhp. 1 A person would say of a house that stands alone in

a dreary situation, ' How unkid it looks, I should not like to live

there.' A child is ' unkid ' when it is first sent from home till it

gets 'wonted,' as it is termed. War.1
; War.2 It's [I'm] very

unked here, with no company. w.Wor.1 se.Wor. 1 Thay lives

right up at the top o' the common, where there be no more
housen enny wer' near. It's a unkid sart of a place. s.Wor.1

Shr.1 I shall wait till the moon's up, fur the road's nation unket.

Hrf.2 , Pem. (W.H.Y.), Glo.12 Oxf. Holloway. Brks.1 The little

gal veels unked like now her brother be gone to schoold. n.Bck.

(AC.) Bdf. Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lane;. (1809) 146. Hrt. An
unkid way (H.G.). Hnt. (T.P.F.) Ess. Trans. Arch.Soc. (1863)

II. 186. Ken. 1 Don't you feel a bit unky otherwhile, livin' down
here all alone, without ne'er a neighbour nor no one to come
anigh? Ken. 2

, Sus.12 Hmp.1 It's an unked road to travel by night.

Wil.1 But always with an idea of uncanniness underlying it.

Dor. (C.J.V.) Som. Gent. Mag. (ed. 1884) 26
;
(J.S.F.S.) e.Som.

W. & J. Gl. (1873). Dev. Home Subsecivae (1777) 452. n.Dev.

'Tis'n unket e'th way-out un, Rock Jim an' Nell (i86tf st. 84. Cor. 12

Hence Unkedness, sb. (1) loneliness, strangeness
; (2)

gloomy weather.
(1) n.Yks. Ah felt a deal ov unkedness when Ah went away

(I.W.). (2) Hrt. The unkedness overcomes the lissomeness (J.W.).

5. Cross, out of temper ; silent, sulky.
Nhb.1

,
Lakel. 2 Not. He looked very unked, I thought (L.C.M.).

6. Betokening bad weather ; stormy.
War. Unkid night (W.S.B.). Oxf., Brks. (A.H.St.M.), Sus.12

7. Of the weather : close, sultry, depressing.
Som. 'Twas a wet September, unket and dreary, Leith Lemon

Verbena (1895) 114. w.Som. 1 We've had a lot o' this yer unketty

weather de year.

8. adv. Very. Cum.14 9. sb. A strange thing. N.Cy. 1

10. News, esp. strange news
;
gen. in pi. n.Cy. Grose

(1790) ; N.Cy. 1
, Wm. & Cum.1

, s.Lan.
1

[1. ME. unkid, not made known, where -ktd=OE. cy'tled,

pp. of cydan, to make known.]
UNKIN, adj., adv. and sb. Sh. & Or.I. Also in forms

uncan S. & Ork. 1
; uncon Sh.I. ; unkan Sh.I. Or.I.

[e'nkin, -an.] 1. adj. Unknown, strange. Cf. unco.
Sh.I. Gie a gOd bite ta da unkan koo, Junda Klingrahool (1898)

24 ; I saw an unkin maiden dere, Nicolson Aithslin Hedder

(1898) 51 ; S. & Ork. 1
, Or.I. (S.A.S.)

2. adv. Very, unusually.
Sh.I. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 39 ; Things were beginnin' to luik

unkin Mate wi' you at da schule, Stewart Tales (1892) 17.

3. sb. pi. News, tidings.

Ony unkins i' da toon, lass? Sh. News (Apr. 28, 1900). Or.I.

Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 808.

UNKIND, adj. Yks. Chs. Lin. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf.

Rdn. Oxf. Hrt. Sur. Wil. Also in forms unkeind s.Chs. 1
;

unkyind se.Wor.1
1. Unnatural.

Yks. They [hens] do lay in th' unkindest places, Price Little

One (1891) I. 47.

2. Of animals : unthriving ; of plants, &c. : in poor
condition, not properly ripened. See Kind, adj. 5.

Chs. 1 ' Unkind corn ' is corn which, from some circumstance,

such as being shaded with trees, does not come properly to

maturity, and is ill-fed ; Chs. 3 War.2
; War.3 The apples have

grown very unkind this year. w.Wor.1 The banes dunna graow
one bit, thaay sims so unkind. se.Wor. 1

, Shr. 1
, Hrf.12 , Oxf.1 MS.

add., Hrt. (E.S.F.)

3. Of soil : ungenial, cold, cloddy, heavy.
s.Chs.1 n.Lin. 1 That wood-cloase o' yours is straange unkind

land ; I oht to hev sum rent knock'd off o' accoont on it. War. 2

Shr.1 Theer's a power o' unkind, clayey sile on that farm, nod fit

fur anythin' but ofiats. Oxf.1 MS. add., s.Wil. (C.V.G.)

S S



UNKINDLY [314] UNLIVERABLE

4. Of the weather : unseasonable, ungenial. Rdn.1
(s.v.

Kind), Sur.1
(ib.) 5. Rough, crooked.

Lin. 1 These poles are very unkind. n.Lin.1 Them eshes graws
real unkind.

6. A cloth-making term : harsh and stiff to the touch.
w.Yks. (J.M.) 7. Strange, lonely. n.Cy. (Hall.), Lin.1

UNKINDLY, adj. Chs. Som. Also in form unkeindly
s.Chs.1 Unnatural ; unthriving ; undesirable ; of soil

:

cold, clayey, hard to cultivate.
s.Chs.1 Them plants i' the window looken very unkeindly

;
yo

shouldna let the cowd air in upon 'em s6 much. w.Som. 1 A
nasty, cold, onkindly farm. I calls it a very onkindly lot o'

yearlins.

UNKIRSEN, adj. Sh.I. Unfit for food. S. & Ork.1

See Christian, 3, Kirsen.
UNKNOBBED, adj. Lei.1 In phr. as nasty as a devil

unknobbed, dangerously spiteful ; see below.
' Shay's as nassty as a devil unknobbed,' i.e. she is as danger-

ously spiteful as a devil who has either never had any knobs
fastened on his horns, or else has succeeded in getting rid ot

them. The phrase well illustrates the bovine character of the
popular ' devil.'

UNKNOWING, ppl. adj. n.Cy. Som. Dev. Also in
form onknowing w.Som.1 nw.Dev.1 Unknown.

n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Som.1 If he said so, 'tis onknowin [aun--
noa -een] to me. All I can zay is, that nif 'tis eens you do zay,
twas onknowin to me. nw.Dev.1

UNKNOWN, ppl. adj. n.Cy. Lan. Der. Lin. 1. In
comp. Unknown-land, see below.

n.Lin.1 When lands were unenclosed, if a person had a right to

a certain number of acres, but had not any merestone or other
mark to shew where they were, his property was called unknown
land, and he was required by the manorial or parochial authorities

to take his crop, from year to year, in such parts of the field as
were allotted to him.

2. Strange ; unaccountable, incomprehensible.
s.Lan.1 Theaw'rt an unknown woman.

3. Doing good secretly. n.Cy. Grose (1790). nw.Der.1

UNKNOWNST, adj. Irel. I.Ma. Shr. Also written
unknownced I.Ma. ; and in forms onknownst, onknowst
Ir. ; unknownce N.I.1 1. Unknown ; without any one's
knowledge ; also used advb. Cf. unbeknownst.

Ir. By the powers ! I'll pop in a ball onknownst to him,
Lover Handy Andy (1842) iii. N.I.1 Wxf. Unknownst to his
Reverence, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 130. Mun. 'Tis un-
knownst what'll you get, Barry Wizard's Knot (1901) 193.
I.Ma. You'll sleddher unknownced, Brown Doctor (1887) 43. Shr.1

2. Ignorant.
w.Ir. He was quite onknowst who he was spakin' to, Lover

Leg. (1848) II. 431.

UNKO, UNKUTH, see Unco, Uncouth.
UNKWARD, UNKY, see Unkid.
UNLAIGHT, ppl. adj. Obs. s.Lan. 1 Also in form

unleawght s.Lan.1 Doleful, serious, woebegone ; lit.

' unlaughed.'
UNLAP, v. Yks. Lan. Chs. [unla-p.] To unfold,

unwrap. See Lap, v?
w.Yks. Jerrymia wodn't be content until he'd seen th'

talescope, soa Sammy unlapt it, Hartley Seets Yks. and Lan.
(1895) xiv. Lan. Hoo'd unlap it an show 'im, Francis Daughter
of Soil (1895) 28. e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1 , s.Chs.1

UNLARED, ppl. adj. Obs. n.Yks. 2 Also in form
unleear'd. Unlearned. See Lair, sb.

3

UNLAW, sb. and v. Obs. Sc. 1. sb. A transgression
of the law ; an act of injustice; an injury. Sc. (Jam.)
2. A fine fixed by law.
Sc. The un-law or amerciament of a court, for absence in law-

full time, for a fault, trespas, or ony uther cause, Skene Difficill

Wds. (1681) 5. Lnk. Who must produce them at the day
assigned for their compearance, or else pay their unlaw, Wod-
row Ch. Hist. (1721) III. 60, ed. 1828.

3. A law which has no real authority.
Sc. These cleared, that what the high commission had done to

them was not only for righteousness, but that their sentences
were evidently null, according to the bishop's unlaw, Baillie
Lett. (1775) I. iai (Jam.).

4. v. To fine.

Sc. The absents decerned to have tailzied, and therefore suld

be unlawed, Skene Difficill Wds. (1681) 74- Bnff. William

Douglas unlawit in 40s. Sc, Cramond Cullen Ann. (1888) 48.

e.Lth. The absents to be censurit and unlawed, Waddell Old

Kirk Chron. (1893) 76.

5. To pay a fine.

Rnf. Ilk ane o' them ought to unlaw to the Pror-Fiscal, Hector

Judic. Rec. (1876) 54.

UNLEAD, sb. Obs. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Also written

unleed N.Cy. 2
; and in form unlete N.Cy. 1

1. A crawling,

venomous creature ; a destroyer of farm produce. N.Cy.1

2

2. Fig. A wicked person with evil intentions
;
a scan-

dalous fellow ; an outlaw.
N.Cy.2, Nhb. (K.) Cum., Wm. Nicolson (1677) Trans. R.

Soc.Lit. (1868) IX.

UNLEEZE, v. Sc. [•Bnli'z.] To disentangle. See
Lease, sb?

Ayr. The hank she had left me to unleeze was truly a tangled

one, Johnston Glenbuckie (1889) 51.

UNLEGAL, adj. Yks. Midi. War. Hrf. Nfld. Illegal.

Yks., Midi. (J.W.), War. (J.R.W.), Hrf.1 (s.v. Un-). [Nfld.

(G.P.)]

UNLEISUM, adj. Obs. Sc. Unlawful, illegal. See
Leisom(e.

Sc. Skene Difficill Wds. (1681) 32 ; (Jam.) e.Fif. The authorities

. . . left nae stane unturned to fin' oot the loons wha had received

the unleisum stoutherie, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) vii.

UNLESS, ^re/. Sc. Also in forms aless Sh.I. ; onless

Rxb. Dmf. Except.
Sh.I. Shu's fine, aless her fingers, Sh. News (Aug. 11, 1900).

Rxb. There's nae a man in Liddesdale can sickerly lead a party at

night thro' the Foulbogshiel and Rodrihaugh onless Will Elliot of

Hartsgath, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 27. Dmf. I am as tall as

any man twixt Glenzier and Esk, onless maybe Black Andra of

Canobie, ib. Mawkin (1898) 3.

UNLESSEN, conj. w.Som.1 [onle'ssn.] A dial, form
of ' unless.' Aa-1 bee dhae'ur aun-laes-n oa'urt shiid aa-p.

UNLETE, see Unlead.
UNLIFE-LIKE.ad/. Sc. Not likely to live ; not having

the appearance of living, or of recovery from disease.
Cai.1 Slk. I see the chaps are living, an' no that unlife-like, as

a body may say, Hogg Brownie ofBodsbeck (1818) III. 75 (Jam.).

UNLIFTY, adj. Som. Dev. Awkward, clumsy, un-
wieldy.
w.Som.1 n.Dev. Ya unlifty ill-hearty untidy mea-zel, Exm.

Scold. (1746) 1. 103.

UNLIGHT, v. GIo. Som. Dev. [onlai't.] To alight,

dismount.
GIo. 1 w.Som. 1 Mrs. Warren drov'd over s'arternoon, but her

widn onlight, vor all 'twas rainin' hard. nw.Dev.1 e.Dev. She
unlighted and walked, pushing her machine, Jane Ever Mohun
(1901) 218.

UNLIKE, adj. Yks. Lin. War. [unlaik.] 1. Unlikely;
improbable.
w.Yks. (J.W.) War.3 ' Shall you go to the Fair ?

' ' It's not
unlike.'

2. Bad, displeasing.
w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lin.1 It's all o' a peace wi' thease unlike

times.

UNLIKELY, adj. n.Lin.1 Bad, displeasing, (s.v.
Unlike.) See Likely, adj.1

UNLIMBER, v. n.Yks.2 [unlrmar.] To tighten the
carriage-fastenings of a ship's cannon. See Limber, sb.1

We unlimber'd her guns.

UNLINK, v. Sh.I. [Bnli-rjk.] To rise up from a
stooping position. S. & Ork.1

UNLISTENED, ppl. adj. n.Yks.1 [unlisand.] Disin-
clined, not disposed, (s.v. Unlisting.)

UNLISTING, adj. Yks. [unli-stin.] Disinclined,
spiritless, unwilling. See List, v.

2

n.Yks.1 I feel unlisting to stir ; n.Yks.2 Unlisting te gan.
m.Yks.1

UNLISTY, adj. Obs. Nhb.1 Listless.

[Onlysty, or lystles, Deses (Prompt.).]

UNLIVERABLE, adj. n.Lin.1 [unli'varsbl.] Unfit
for delivery ; used of farm produce, esp. of potatoes. See
Liver, v.



UNLOASE [3i5] UNPROPER

UNLOASE, v. Lan. Lin. Also written unlohse n.Lin.1

[unl5"z.] To loose.
s.Lan.1 n.Lin.1 Unlohse that bull an' let him goa i'to th' gress

cloas' wi' th' heifers.

[To unlosen his fynger, P. Plowman (b.) xvii. 139.]

UNLOVESOME, adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Yks. Also in

forms unloesome, unloosome, unluesome Sc. ; unlusum
Sc. (Jam.) 1. Unlovely, disgusting, repulsive.

Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. Ramsay Gentle Shep. (1725) Gl., Scenary ed.

Lth. O ! Poortith ! Ye unlo'esome hag, Bruce Poems (1813) II. 176.

Hence Unluesomelike, adj. unattractive, unpleasant.
Ayr. Condemned to mak' her bread by such unluesomelike

thumping and kicking, Ainslie Land ofBums (ed. 1892) 34.

2. Without affection. n.Yks.2

UNLUCKY, adj. Var. dial, uses in Eng. Also in form
onlucky Shr.1 I.W. [unhrki, Bnre-ki.] 1. Bringing ill-

luck.

e.An. He was a first-rate seaman, but ' unlucky ' most woyages,
so that the skippers, knowing him, gave him a wide berth,

Harris East Ho (1902) 25.

2. Mischievous, troublesome.
Cam.1 Yon's an unlucky brat of a lad ; Cum. 4 n.Yks. Some

unlucky lads plagued them (I.W.). Chs.1 A cow which has a

propensity for breaking through fences is said to be unlucky.

s.Chs. 1 Iv dhaat' ky'aay goz on beyin su unliik'i, wi)sn bi foa'st

put ur ii yoa-k on. War.24 Shr.1 ,Theer's that onlucky bwoy
bin chuckin' stwirns agen at them gis. Hrf.2, Ken.1

, Sus. 1
, Hmp.

(T.L.O.D.)

3. Depressed, miserable.
I.W. Darned if I ever zeen Mr. Merten look onluckier than a

did that day, Gray Annesley (1889) III. 236.

UNLUESOME, see Unlovesome.
UNLUSTY, adj. Cor.12 Unwieldy, very fat. See

Lusty.
UNMACKLY, adj. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Also written

unmaklyDur.1 n.Yks.2 [unma-kli.] Ill-shapen, deformed;
clumsy in appearance. See Make, sb.

1 1 (6).

Sc. Mackay. N.Cy.1 , Nhb.1
, Dur.1 , w.Dur.1 n.Yks.2 As clothes

ill adapted to the wearer. w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (181 1).

UNMAIDENED, ppl. adj. Obs. n.Yks.2 Married.

UNMAKE, v. Yks. Lan. Chs. Lin. Also in form

unmay s.Chs.1 To unfasten, unlock ; gen. used of a door.

Yks. Just leave the door unmade, Howitt Hope On (1840) ix.

Lan. Scholes.7V>« Gamwattle (1857) 14. s.Chs. 1 Did-s)nu eyur

u nok- ? goa un unmai - dhu ddour, tin sey 6our)z dheytir. Lin. 1

(s.v. Unsneck).

UNMANNERLY, adj. Yks. Untidy.
w.Yks. Bairn's gettin an unmannerly brat on, N. & Q. (1854)

1st S. x. 211.

UNMAY, see Unmake.
UNMEANSOME, adj. Lin.1 [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Ragged, untidy.

UNMELLED, ppl. adj. Sc. Yks. Lan. Also written

unmeled Sc. Not meddled with ; gen. used with on. See
Mell, v?

Slk. That all whose minds unmeled remain, Hogg Poems (ed.

1865) 35. w.Yks.15 , ne.Lan.1

UNMENSEFUL, adj. Sc. Yks. Lan. Lin. Also written

unmenceful Sc. (Jam.) [imme-nsn.] 1. Disorderly;

unmannerly ; unseemly ; indecent. See Menseful.

s.Sc. (Jam.) Slk. What's the meanin' o' a' this unmensfu"

rampaging ? Hogg Tales (1838) 19, ed. 1866. Dmf. Sirce me

!

and so they is, the daft, unmensefu' things, Hamilton Mawkin

(1898) 268. n.Yks.1 24, ne.Yks.1
, m.Yks.1

, w.Yks. 1
,
ne.Lan.1

,
n.Lin.1

2. Without discretion or generosity.

Bwk. He is a neetie unmensefu' body ; he did not even offer

me meat in his house (Jam.).

3. Unbecoming, ill-dressed, shabby, untidy. n.Yks.14
,

m.Yks.1 4. Of the weather: rough, unseasonable.

Dmf. Cooling my cuits out here on sic a gourly, unmensfu'

night as this, Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 219.

UNMERCIFUL, adj. Not. Lei. Nhp. War. Shr. Glo.

Hnt. Also in form onmerciful Shr.1 [enma-sifl.] Ex-

cessive, extreme ; also used advb.

Not.1 Lei.1 Onmussifle 'ot it is shoo-loy. War.3

Hence Unmercifully, adv. extremely, extraordinarily,

very.

Nhp.1 It's unmercifully bad. Shr. 1 I should think yo' han got
a rig out this May—yo' bin onmercifully fine. Glo.1 , Hnt. (T.P.F.)

UNNATURABLE, adj. Yks. Lan. Lin. Nhp. Also in

formunnatterablene.Lan.1 [unna'tarabl.] 1. Unnatural,
unfeeling. See Naturable.
w.Yks.1 Shoe's an unnaturable mother. n.Lin.1

2. Of the weather : ungenial.
w.Yks.1

, ne.Lan.1 Nhp. 1 Unnaturable weather.

UNNATURALITY, sb. Obs. Sc. Imbecility.
Ayr. Watty's unnaturality, Galt Entail (1823) Hi.

UNNEATH, prep. Som. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Beneath. (Hall.) See Aneath.
UNNISH, see Honish.
UNOPEN, v. Cor.1 [-enS-pan.] To open.

UNPASSABLE, adj. Sc. Yks. Som. Also written

unpassible Sc. Impassable.
Lnk. He was told by some that the water was unpassible,

Walker Biog. Presby. (ed. 1827) I. 159. n.Yks.2, w.Yks. (J.W.)
w.Som.1 Thick road's onpassable—the mud's up to your backzide.

UNPATIENT, adj. Sc. Dur. Lan. Also in form oon-

patient Sc. Impatient. e.Dur.1
, e.Lan.1 Hence Oon-

patientfu', adj. impatient.
Frf. Dinna be ower oonpatientfu', Mackenzie N. Pine (1897) 278.

UNPEACEABLE, adj. Yks. Som. Irritable, quarrel-

some.
n.Yks.2 w.Som.1 Dh-aun-pai-subls voa -ks uvur aay kau'md

unee-us.

[Away, unpeaceable dog ! Shaks. Timon, 1. i. 280.]

UNPERFECT, adj. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Som. Also in

forms unparfit n.Yks.2 ; unperfeit Sc. Imperfect; un-

skilled or not thorough in work ; unfitting.

Per. From one that's thriftless, nasty, unperfeit, Nicol Poems

(1766) 14. n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks.2 , ne.Lan.1 w.Som. 1 Car back

thick there gin again, an' zay I baint gwain to keep'm, 'cause

he's onperfick.

UNPIE, v. Lin.1 [Bnpai\] To unearth. See Pie, sb.1

UNPLESH, sb. Sur. 1 A corruption of 'nonplus.'

See below.
Speaking of having to leave his cottage, a labourer said,

' Sometimes it comes on one all in a unplesh, just like mother's

death did.'

UNPLIGHT,s6. n.Yks.2 [unpli't.] A state of disorder.
They caught me in an unplight.

UNPLUNDER, see Unpunder.
UNPLUNGE, sb. Not. Lin. Hrt. [trnpre-ng.] In phr.

at, in, or of an unplunge, suddenly, unexpectedly.
Not.3 The news came on me all of an unplunge. Lin. 1 He

came upon me all at an unplunge. se.Lin. (J.T.B. ) sw.Lin.1 If

I were to see her all of an unplunge. Hrt. (H.G.)

UNPOSSIBLE, adj. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also in forms onpossible Nhp.1 Suf.1 Hmp.1 Wil.1

w.Som.1 nw.Dev.1
; oonpossible Sh.I. ; unpossable Dur.1

Cum.1
e.Yks.1 w.Yks.1

; unpozzible I.Ma. [un-.Bnpo'sabl.]

1. Impossible.
Sh.I. Hit's no oonpossible fir ony annamil to be a curse instead o'

a blissin', Sh. News (June 3, 1899). ne.Sc. It appears to be utterly

unpossible, Grant Keckleton, 73. Dmb. It's unpossible the heart

and head can baith rin owre at ance, Cross Disruption (1844) i.

Gall. (A.W.), N.I.1 Lns. I knew it was unpossible, Croker Leg.

(1862) 250. N.Cy.1
, Dur.1

, Cum.1
, n.Yks.2 , e.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.15
,

ne.Lan.1
, e.Lan.1 I.Ma. But no ! unpozzible, Brown Witch (1889)

II. Chs.1
,
nw.Der.1

, Not. 1
, Lin. 1

, n.Lin.1 , Lei.1 , Nhp. 1
,
War.3

,

Hnt. (T.P.F.), Suf.1 , Hmp.1
, Wil.1 Dor. It was quite unpossible,

Francis Fiander's Widow (1901) pt. 11. ix. w.Som.1
, nw.Dev.1

Hence Unpossibility, sb. an impossibility. n.Lin.1

2. Droll, mischievous, queer.
n.Yks. He was a queer unpossubble lad (I.W.) ; n.Yks. 2 An un-

possible creature.

UNPOWER, sb. Dor. Som. The position of a sheep

when on its back and unable to get up ; helplessness.

See Nonpower. Dor. (Hall.), w.Som.1

UNPROPER, adj. Sc. Yks. Lan. War. Hrf. Glo. Som.
Dev. Nfld. Also in form onproper Nfld. [Bnpro -

p3(r).]

Improper ; indecent ; also used advb.
Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.), neXan.1, e.Lan.1, War. (J.R.W.),

Hrf.12 ,
Glo.1, w.Som. 1

, nw.Dev.1 [Nfld. (G.P.)]
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UNPUNDER [316] UNSCAPE

UNPUNDER, v. Nhp. Bdf. Cmb. Also in form un-
plunder Cmb. [BnpBnda(r).] To remove the bar of

wood which secures a cart to the shafts. Nhp. 1
, Bdf.

(J.W.B.), Cmb. (W.W.S.) See Plunder-stick, Punder, sb.
1

UNPURPOSE, adj. Sc. Awkward ; inexact ; untidy
;

useless.
Cai. 1

, Abd. (Jam.) Slk. It turned an unpurpose and beggarly

ram, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 364.

Hence (1) Unpurpose-like, adj. awkward, unfit, untidy.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai.
1

; (2) Unpurposeness,s6. slovenliness. Bnff. 1

UNQUIT, ppl. adj. Sc. Unrequited.
Per. Tho' service may gang lang unquit, Rewaird at last we'll

surely get, Halieurton Dunbar (1895) 66.

UNQUOTH, see Uncouth.
UNRAG, v. n.Yks.2 Glo. 1 A slang word for to strip

off the clothes ; to undress.
UNRAY, v. Dor. Som. Dev. To undress. See Ray, v.

1

Dor. 1 e.Som. I do ston to ray, and I do ston to unray, W. & J.

Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 Look sharp and unray [aun-raa-y] yerzul.

Dev.1
I didn't unray mysel vor the neart, 3, ed. Palmer. n.Dev.

Zum . . . chap 'II help thee to unray, Rock Jim an
%

Nell (1867) st.

79. s.Dev. Fox Kingsbridge (1874).

[I unray one, I put his garmentes from his backe, Je
despouille, Palsgr. (1530).]
UNREADY, adj. 1 Lin. Suf. I.W. Wil. [Bnre'di.]

1. Not cooked enough. See Ready, adj.1 I.W.1 Wil.

Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) 2. Not dressed. Lin.1
, Suf.

1

UNREADY, adj.2 Lan. [unre'di.] Untidy. See
Red(d, v.\ Unrid.

Hoo's goon an' telled folk what an unready heawse aw had,

Standing Echoes (1885) 17.

UNREAF, see Unreave.
UNREAM, v. Sc. Cor. [Bnrrm.] Of milk : to skim

off the cream. See Ream, sb}
Cor. 1 Have you unreamed the milk ? Cor. 2

Hence Unreamed,///. adj. unskimmed.
Fif. Rarely was the sweet or unreamed milk used for drinking,

Colville Vernacular (1899) 15.

UNREAVE, v. Sc. Yks. Glo. Also in form unreaf
Glo. [Bnrrv.] Of a rope, yarn, &c. : to unravel, unwind.
See Reeve, v.

2

Gall. They unrove the nether rope and drew little Margaret up
to the bank, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) li. n.Yks.4 Glo. Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 356.

UNREDDABLE, adj. Sc. [Bnre'dabl.] Incapable of
disentanglement. Cf. red(d, v.

1

Lnk. This yarn she had . . . left in the cat's way, who . . . left it

in one mass of unreddable raivels, Roy Generalship (ed. 1895) 34.

UNREGULAR, adj. Sc. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan. Suf.

Ken. Dor. Som. Dev. Amer. Also in forms onreglar
Suf. Dor. Amer. ; unreglar Cum.1 Lan. [«nre'g(a)l3(r.]

Irregular, uneven ; unpunctual. Also used advb.
Cai. 1

, Dur. 1
, Cum.1

, w.Yks.1 Lan. Them aw corn'd tell heardly
hao to describe, they'll walk so unreg'lar, Accrington Times
(May 16, 1868). ne.Lan.1 , Suf. (C.T.), Ken. (W.F.S.) Dor. Ye
must expect things to be a bit onreg'lar for a bit, mum, Francis
Fiander's Widow (1901) pt. 1. hi. w.Som.1 Jum-z dhu moo'ees
aun-rig-lurs fuulur pun au-1 dhu faa'rm. nw.Dev.1 [Amer. Sich

an onreglar creeter as that, Johnston Middle Georgia (1897) 20.]

UNREMEADFU(L, adj. Obs. Sc. Irremediable. See
Remeid.

Gall. A' their joys prove unremeadfu' For want o' want, Nichol-
son Poet. Wks. (1814) 118, ed. 1897.

UNREST, sb. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Pern. Oxf. Dev.
Amer. Also written unrhest Pem. ; and in form onrast
Amer. 1. Disquiet, trouble.

Cai.1 , n.Yks.2 Oxf.1 You'd better get your bonnet out from
under the bed, or else t'morra you'll be in a state o' unrest, MS. add.

Hence (1) Unrestful, (2) Unrestless, adj. restless, un-
easy

; (3) Unresty, adj. (a) see (2) ;
(b) restive.

(1) n.Yks.2 Varry unrestful. Dev. He talks in his sleep, and is

unrestful, Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 88. (2) Nhb.1 He's had a
varry unrestless neet. s.Pem. (W.M.M.) [Amer. He was
onrastless. He was onhappy, Lloyd Chronic Loafer (1901) 32.]

(3 a, b) Cai. 1

2. A person or thing that causes disquietude.
Sc. For our private matters in the college, this twelvemonth

we have been at peace, our unrest [Mr. P. Gillespie] being quieted,

Baillie Lett. (j 775) 447 (Jam.). s.Lan. An' ifto will jabber like a

un-rest, tawk wi' that white woman at theaw sees folloin the,

Bamford Walks (1844) 90.
_

UNRID, v. and adj. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Also in form

unrudYks. [un-, «nrid.] 1. v. To rid. N.Cy.1
,
ne.Lan. 1

2. adj. Disorderly, untidy; filthy. See Rid, v.
1

,
Unready,

adj.
2

, „
n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks. (E.G.) ; w.Yks.1 Our house is vara

unrid and grimy.

Hence (1) Unriddy, (2) Unridsome, adj. untidy ; slow

in motion or speech. n.Yks. 2 3. Entangled.

Gall. When cloth is in unrid folds, it is said to be in a fankle,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 202, ed. 1876.

UNRIFE, adj. Obs. n.Yks. 2 Slow, sluggish.

UNRIG, v. Sc. Yks. Shr. Also in form onrig Shr.1

[en-, unri-g.] 1. To unroof. See Rig(g, s*.
1

Edb. Wi' roof unrigget, Maclagan Poems (1851) 162.

2. To undress.
e.Yks.1 Ah'd just getten unrigged fo' bed, MS. add. (T.H.)

Shr. 1 'Now, Missis, dinner's waytinV 'Well, gie me time to

onrig
;
yo' bin in a despert 'urry.'

UNRIGHT, adj. Sc. Also written onricht Fif. ; un-

richt Cai.1 Bnff.1 Cld. (Jam.) [on-, t3nri-xt.] Dishonour-

able ; unjust ; wrong.
Cai.1 Bnff.1 It's a real unricht thing t'lat thim gang on as th'ir

deein'. Fif. Wasna that rale onricht 0' the man ? (W.A.C.) Cld.

(Jam.)

UNRIND, v. Dor. To undress. See Rind, sb.1 9.

I've been forced to go upstairs and unrind myself, Hardy
Greenwd. Tree (1872) pt. iv. ii.

UNRINGED, see Unrung.
UNRIP, v. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Ken. Som. Cor. [un-,

enri'p.] 1. To rip.

N.Cy.1
, ne.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.
1 w.Som.1 They curtains must be all a-

onript avore they can be a-dyed. Cor.1 My dress is unripped in

the seams.

2. Of a roof: to take off the slates, tiles, &c. Ken.1

(s.v. Rip).

UNRIPED, ppl. adj. Sc. Unexplored, unsearched

;

unrobbed. See Ripe, v?
Abd. In ordinar havings it would be the part of an honourable

gentleman to send back this cloakunriped, Cobban Angel{i8g8) 105.

UNRUD, see Unrid.
UNRUDE,«#. Obs. Sc. 1. Rude; hideous, horrible.

Ruddiman Introd. (1773) (Jam.). 2. Base, detestable,
diabolical, vile.

Ayr. Unrude bleeries, abominable falsehoods (Jam.).

UNRUDSOME, adj. n.Yks.2 Pale-faced. See Rud, sb.^

UNRULEFUL, adj. Sc. Irel. Also in form onrulful
Ir. Unruly ; lawless.

Lnk. Spilling the country by unreasonable and unruleful men,
Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1721) II. 445, ed. 1828. Don. Onrulful
notions in yer wife's head, Macmanus Bend ofRoad (1898) 219
UNRUNG, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Lin. Nrf. Also in form

unringed Sc. Of pigs : without a ring in the nose. See
Ring, sb.

1 20.
Bnff. Peter Wiseman fined 20s. Sc. for keeping eleven unringed

swine, Cramond Cullen Ann. (1888) 83. n.Lin.1 No swine were
to be put in the fens unrung, Document of 1548 (s.v. Ring).
Nrf. Men were often prosecuted . . .for keeping unrung pigs
Rye Hist. Nrf. (1885) 114, in Peacock Gl. (1889).
UNSATE, adj. Obs. n.Yks.2 Unsatisfied, unappeased.

See Sate.
UNSAUCHT, sb. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) Trouble, dis-

quietude, ' dispeace.' See Saught.
UNSAWNEY, adj. Obs. Yks. Unlucky, unfortunate.

(K.), (Hall.) See Sawney, adj.2

UNSAYABLE, adj. Cum. Yks. [unsea'bl.] Unruly,
wilful, self-willed

; not to be advised or controlled.
Cum.14 n.Yks.1

;
n.Yks.2 An unsayable lot. m.Yks. 1 w.Yks

(J.W.)
UNSAYED, pp. n.Yks.2 Unconvinced ; unsubdued.

See Say, v.
1 4. ' They're unsayed yet ' (s.v. Unsayable).

UNSCAPE, sb. Obs. Yks. In phr. to setyan on unscape,
to put one in mind of a thing that is not convenient.

n.Yks. You set yan on unscape, and than you rewe, Meriton
Praise Ale (1684) 1. 73,



UNSCRIFE [317] UNSOUND
UNSCRIFE, v. Obs. n.Cy. Also written unscriff

(Hall.). To put in mind of. ? A mistake for ' unscape.'
Grose (1790) ; (Hall.)

UNSEEN, adj. sw.Lin.1 [unsrn.] Unheard of.
It's an unseen thing.

UNSEL(L, sb. Obs. Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Also
in forms unseal-, unseel- Sc. A self-willed, naughty,
worthless person

; a term of opprobrium, gen. applied to
a child. Cf. seal, sb.2

Dmf. Still used. ' Scoury unsell ' is a contemptuous designation
applied to a child by one who is in a bad humour (Jam.). N.Cy.2

,

Nhb.1 Cum., Wm. Nicolson (1677) Traits, R. Lit. Soc. (1868) IX.
Hence Unseally or Unseely, adj. worthless, wretched

;

unfortunate, unlucky.
n.Sc. There fell a rousing them among On an unseally time,

Buchan Ballads (1828) II. n, ed. 1875. Elg. My bacon ham, my
table's pride, Th' unseely tyke has ta'en,CouPERPo«^j'(i8o4) II. 84.

UNSENSE, v. e.An. Also in form onsense. [ense'ns.]
Torendersenselessorinsensible; to stunwithabloworfall.

c.An.1 , Cmb. (W.M.B.) Nrf. I let her get nigh enough, so I

could kill her, so I on-sensed her and gathered them up, Emerson
Son ofFens (1892) 217 ; Nrf.1 Suf. He was quite onsensed with
the fall (M.E.R.); Suf.1 Ess. A knock o' th' head onsensed him
(H.H.M.).

Hence Unsensed, ppl. adj. (1) stupefied as by excess of
drink. e.An.1

; (2) insane, demented, delirious. e.An.1
,

Cmb. (W.M.B.), Suf.1

UNSENSIBLE, adj. Sc. Dur. Yks. War. Sur.
[Bnse'nsibl, -abl.] Insensible, senseless ; destitute of
sense or reasoning power. See Insense, v.

Sc. Lest he should be condemned as unnatural, disloyal,

unsensible, Kirkton Ch. Hist. (1817) 65 ; The poor lad was not
so unsensible but he knew to do his bidding, Discipline (1814) III.

26 (Jam.). Cai.1 , Dur. 1
, w.Yks.1 War. When the drink's out of

'em they aren't unsensible, Geo. Eliot S. Marner (1861) xiv.

Sur. 1 I was unsensible from loss of blood.

UNSET, ppl. adj. e.Lan.1 [unset.] Unable.
UNSEY'D, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Untried, unproven,

' un-assayed.' See Say, v.
2

A' things are good unsey'd, Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 144.

UNSHACKEN, ppl. adj. Obs. w.Yks. 1 Not cracked.
See Shake, v. 6.

UNSHER, adj. s.Pem. [Not known to our other
correspondents.] Privy to, participating in, in phr. I
sha'na be unsher to it. (W.M.M.)
UNSHILL, v. n.Yks.2 [unji-l.] To remove the shell

or husk from peas. See Shill, v.
1

UNSHIP, v. Nhb. Lan. [Bnji'p.] To upset, disturb
;

to unhorse.
Nhb. Unshipped his rider, Richardson Borderer's Table-bk.

(1846) V. 165. s.Lan. 1

UNSHOE, v. Cum.14 In phr. unshoe the horse, the

moonwort fern, Botrychium lunaria. (s.v. Shoe the horse.)

UNSHOOLED, ppl. adj. w.Yks. 1 [unju'ld.] Not
shovelled ; uncleansed. See Shool, v.

1 6.

UNSHUT, v. Shr. Also in form onshut Shr. 1 [sn-,

onfe-t.] To unyoke or unharness horses from a team,
&c. See Shut, v. 7.

His team's unshut, his whip's laid up, Bltrne Flk-Lore (1883)
xxxvii. Shr.1 Yo'd'n. better onshet an' g6o wham ; it inna fit for

mon or 'orse to stond out i' this rain.

UNSICKER, adj. Sc. Insecure, unsteady, not to be
relied on. . See Sicker, adj.

Sc. (G.W.) Fif. Thou flaff't thy wings, and in a crack Flew
frae th' unsicker stance, Tennant Papistry (1827) 5. Ayr. Oh !

flick'ring, feeble, and unsicker I've found her still, Burns Poem on

Life (1796) st - 3-

UNSIDED, ppl. adj.
1 n.Cy. Yks. Lan. [unsai'dad.]

In disorder, disarranged, untidy, not cleared or tidied up.

See Side, v.
1
8.

n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks.23, e.Yks.1 w.Yks. Tha's niver done a

bat o' cleanin' i' this hahse sin' I left ; it's just as unsided as it can

be, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Aug. 26, 1899) ; w.Yks.1 , e.Lan.1, s.Lan.1

UNSIDED, ppl. adj.2 Obs. n.Yks.2 Undecided, un-

settled. See Side, v.
2 ' Unsided i' mah awn mind.'

UNSIGHT, v. Nrf. Sur. Also in form onsight Nrf.

To get out of sight or view.

Nrf. But he [the heron] is only to be got there when ' onsighted
'

by the wary gunner, Emerson Birds (ed. 1895) 201.

Hence Unsightable, adj. not in sight, invisible.
Sur.1 Speaking of some trees, the woodman said, ' This 'ere lot

is very unsightable from anywhere.'

UNSIGNIFIED, ppl. adj. N.I. 1 Insignificant.

UNSKILLABLE, adj. Yks. [unskrlsbl.] Difficult

to understand. n.Yks.2 , w.Yks. (J.W.) Cf. skill, v}
UNSLATED,//>/. adj. Lan. Crazy, demented, mentally

deranged.
He's gone clean off his head, unstated, Brierley Cotters ofMoss-

burn (ed. 1886) xxiv.

UNSLOCKENABLE, adj. Sc. Unquenchable, in-

extinguishable. See Slocken, v.

He will burn up the caff wi' unslockenable fire, Henderson St.

Malt. (1862) iii. 12.

UNSLOT, v. Sc. Yks. To unfasten or unbolt a door,

&c. by pulling back the bolt or ' slot.'

Fif. Dan Andrew, at his biddin', Unslott his yett, Tennant
Papistry (1827) 46. n.Yks.124, w.Yks. (J.W.)

UNSNARRE, adj. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) Blunt, not sharp.
Cf. snar, adj.

UNSNECK, v. Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Wm. Yks. Lan. Not.
Lin. e.An. Also written unsnek Edb. ; and in forms
onsneck Nrf. ; unsnack e.An.2 ; unsnick Cld. (Jam.)
[•ensne'k.] To unlatch or unfasten a door, &c. See Sneck.

Sc. She drew the bar, unsnecked the door, Jamieson Pop.
Ballads (1806) II. 339. Cai. 1

, Bnff.1 Abd. Heunsnecksthedoor,
Anderson Rhymes (1867) 106. Cld., Lth. (Jam.) Edb. Gang an'

leave the dore unsneket, Tint Quey (1796) 15. N.Cy.1
, Nhb.1

Wm. The girl unsneck'd the raddle heck, Hutton Bran New
Wark (1785) 1. 199; A unsneck't dewer an wokt reet intet

hoose, Spec. Dial. (1877) pt. iii. 17. w.Yks.12 , Lan.1 , ne.Lan.1
,

s.Lan. 1
, Not.1 Lin. 1 Unsneck the door, and let the gawmaw in.

sw.Lin.1 You go and unsneck yon door (s.v. Sneck). e.An.2 (s.v.

Snack). Nrf. I riz up to onsneck for my beloved, Gillett Sng.
Sol. (i860) v. 5.

UNSNED,^. Sc.(Jam.) Not pruned or cut. See Sned.
UNSNIB, v. Sc. [Bnsnrb.] To unbolt, unfasten, undo.

See Snib, v. 2.

Sc.(A.W.) Frf.Unsnibbing the shutters, BARRiEMi«('sfe>'(i89i)ix.

UNSNOD, adj. Obs. Sc. Untidy, out of order. See
Snod, adj. 3.

Lth. My claise aye unsnod, and my face seldom clean, Macneill
Poet. Wks. (1801) 204, ed. 1856.

UNSOFT, adj. ne.Lan.1 Hard.
UNSONSY, «rf/. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Also written

unsoncy N.Cy.1
; unsonsie Sc. (Jam.) Bnff.1

; and in

form unsawncy n.Yks. [Bnscrnsi.] 1. Unlucky, un-
fortunate ; ominous, fatal, causing ill-luck or misfortune.

See Sonsy, adj.1

Sc. The unsonsy fish gets the unlucky bait, Ramsay Prov. (1737).
Elg. Wae betide th' unsonsy rung 1 It met his luckless niz, Couper
Poetry (1804) II. 83. Edb. As unsonsy a place as I could have
chanced on, Beatty Secretar (1897) 105. Dmf. The road ye wad
gang is unsonsy, I fear, Johnstone Poems (1820) 130. Gall.

(W.G.), N.I.1 , N.Cy.1
, Nhb.1 n.Yks. You are unsawncy, I think,

by my life, Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 653.

2. Mischievous ; disagreeable.
Sc. Wha hast thou brought here, thou unsonsy villain thou ?

Scott Waverley (1814) lxiii. Abd. 'Tis only senseless, sa'nless

sotts . . . Wha frae their foul unsonsy throats Sic venom skyte,

Walker Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 323. Lnk. He leugh, and with

unsonsy jest, Ramsay Poems (1800) I. 146 (Jam.). N.Cy.1

3. Ill-looking, plain.

Gall. I'm nane so unsonsy yet, though I be auld eneuch to be

the laddie's mither, Crockett Raiders (1894) xxi.

4. Slovenly, untidy.
Bnff. She keeps an unco unsonsy hoose (W.G.); Bnff.1

UNSOOTERLY, adj. Som. Dev. Also written un-
souterly Dev.1 [onsfl'tsli.] Awkward, ill-contrived

;

shiftless, used of persons.
w.Som. 1 Dev. 1 Much-how a coud leke zuch a zokey molkit,

such an unsouterly malkin, 7.

UNSOUND, adj. Yks. Said of sprouted corn, or the
flour or bread made from it, which bakes badly and is

sweet and soft. Cf. mattent.
n.Yks. This flour is unsound (I.W.).



UNSPOKEN [3i8] UNTHOLEABLE

UNSPOKEN, ppl. adj. Sc. Yks. In comb. Unspoken
water, see below.
Abd. Water from under a bridge over which the living pass and

the dead are carried, brought in the dawn or twilight to the house
of a sick person, without the bearer's speaking either in going or
returning. Sometimes the invalid takes three draughts of it before
anything is spoken ; sometimes it is thrown over the house, the

vessel in which it was contained being thrown after it. The
superstitious believe this to be one of the most powerful charms
that can be employed for restoring a sick person to health (Jam.).
Yks. What you do when any one who is dying has to be cured, is

to go and fetch unspoken water, Longman's Mag. (Oct. 1895) 643.

UNSTECK,t>. Yks. [unstek.] To undo the fastenings
of a door ; to open, unclose. See Steck, v.

2

n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks. 2 ' Unsteck thy een,' open your eyes ; n.Yks.4

Hence Unstoken, pp. unshut. w.Yks.1

UNSTICK, v. n.Lin.1 [Bnsti-k.] To take down the

decorations in a church or chapel. See Stick, v.
1 II. 6.

Th' young ladies is all throng unsticking th' chech.

UNSTILL, adj. Obs. Suf. Restless, in motion.
(Hall.) ; Suf. 1 A maid undressing an unstil child will say ' don't

jiffle about so ' (s.v. Jiffle).

UNSTINTED, pp. Sc. Dev. Also in form unstint Sc.
Unchecked, unrestrained ; without limit or restrictions.

Also used attrib. See Stint, v.

Sc. Her tongue wagg'd with unholy wit, Unstint by Kirk or

gospel ban', Cunningham Sngs. (1813) 6. Per. Winter owre the
Ochils drear Drivin' unstintit, Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 63.

Dev. There is an unstinted right of Common of pasturage and
turbary appurtenant to the property on Bursdon Moor, Advt. in

11.Dev. Herald (June 6, 1891), in Reports Provinc. (1893).

UNSTOMACHABLE, adj. Dev. Also written tin-

stomickable. Unappetizing, uninviting.
I don't like vor 'ee put things 'vore in a unstomachable manner,

Ford Postle Farm (1899) 115; If I'd a-married a vine-vingered
lady, her mid 'ave a-zend tha game tii table in a most unstomickable
fashion, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 33.

UNSTOUT, adj. Sc. Not stubborn. See Stout, adj. 4.
Lnk. Long to resist they seem'd unstout, Graham Writings

(1883) I. 107.

UNSTOWLY, adj. Nrf. Unruly, not to be controlled.

Trans. Phil. Soc. (1855) 38
;
(A.G.), Nrf.1

UNSTRAIGHTED, adj. Obs. Sc. Of a corpse : not
laid out for burial. See Streek, v.

1

Lnk. Many shall be buried unstraighted, Walker Biog. Presby.

(ed. 1827) I. 98.

UNSTRIP,z>. Yks. Suf. To strip. w.Yks. (J.W.), Suf.1

UNSTRONG, adj. n.Yks.1 In weak health ; not having
recovered health after an illness.

' I doubt Willy has not mended well o' this last bout.' ' Nay,
Ah's seear he's varrey unstrong, puir chap.'

UNSUITY, adj. Wor. Hrf. Glo. w.Cy. [>nsirti.] Ir-

regular, not uniform ; unequal, uneven.
w.Wor.1

, s.Wor.1 Hrf.1 This barley is so unsuity that it will not
do for malting. Glo. (A.B.), Glo. 1

, w.Cy. (Hall.)

UNSURE, adj. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Lin. Also written
unsuer ne.Lan.1

[/en-, unsiu'a(r.] Uncertain ; insecure,

unsafe.
Lnk. A very loose unsure Foundation, Walker Biog. Presby.

(ed. 1827) 1. 225. Dwn. Oot-wanderin' far wi' aim unsure, Savage-
Armstrong Ballads (1901) 148. w.Yks. (J. W.), ne.Lan. 1 nXin.1

It's just as well to be sewer as unsewer, soa goa look this minnit.

UNSWACK,««#. Obs. Sc. Stiff, not agile or nimble.

See Swack, adj.2

Abd. My feet were swell'd maist out of size, Yet I gade o'er nae
that unswack, Beattie Parings (1801) 6, ed. 1873.

UNSWEEL, v. Sc. [enswil] To unwind, unwrap.
See Sweel, v.

1

Slg. After . . . unsweeling a row o' flannen frae her chaffs,

Buchanan Poems (1901) 156.

UNT, see Want, sb.
2

UNTACKLE, v. Som. Dev. [ontavkl.] To unharness
a horse. See Tackle, sb.

1
1.

w.Som.1 1 shan't look arter ontacklin' th' 'osses. nw.Dev. 1 [But
vse to vntackle them once in a day, Tusser Husb. (1580) 62.]

UNTAIN, adj. Yks. [unte-n.] Satisfied, content.
w.Yks. For he's a bane that's ne'er untain, SsmoRSmithyRhymes

(1882) 47; w.Yks.2 Thar't neer untain.

UNTANG, v, Som. Dev. [ontae-n.] To untie. See

Tang, v.*

Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som. W. & J. Gl.

(1873). Dev. Moore Hist. Dev. (1829) I. 355. n.Dey. When 'e

be jined . . . Not e'en the passon can untang 'e, Rock Jim an' Nell

(1867) st. 59.

UNTASTY, adj. Obs. Sc. Not tasteful, wanting in

good taste.

But camblet's an untasty thing, Maidment Ballads (1844) 62,

ed. 1868.

UNTEEL, v. Cor.3 [entrl.] To fire a gun ; to set off

a trap. See Teel, v.1 4.

UNTELL, sb. Obs. n.Yks.2 A large sum.
UNTELLABLE, adj. Sc. Irel. Also in form on-

tellible Ir. Impossible to tell ; unfit to be told.

Cai.1 w.Ir. But the darkness of mankind is ontellible, Lover
Leg. (1848) I. 3.

UNTELL'D, pp. Yks. Lan. [unte'Id.] 1. Untold.
ne.Lan.1 2. Of a price : not estimated. n.Yks. 2

UNTELLING,///. adj. Sc. |>nte"lin.] Impossible to

tell ; beyond words
;
past reckoning.

Lnk. Muir Minstrelsy (1816) 7. Lth. It was untellin' what Tibbie
did for poor Mrs. Gemmell, Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) I4-

Slk. It was untelling what land that man possessed, Hogg Tales

(1838) 295, ed. 1866. Peb. Affleck Poet. Wks. (1836) 66. Rxb.
Blackw. Mag. (Mar. 1823) 315 (Jam.).

UNTENDED, ppl. adj. Sc. Not watched over, un-
guarded, uncared for.

Leave untended the herd, Scott Pibroch of Donuil Dhu (1816)
St. 3 ; While I, unkent, unnamed, untended, Am here, the last,

Allan Lilts (1874) 22.

UNTENTED, ppl. adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Yks.
1. Heedless, careless ; unconsidered. See Tent, v.

Or.I. The straight pathes of virtue and untented honesty,
Peterkin Notes (1822) 223. Edb. The least untentit lowse spoke
word, Learmont Poems (1791) 61.

2. Disregarded ; unattended. n.Yks.2

UNTENTIE, adj. and adv. Sc. [Bnte'nti.] 1. adj.

Careless, incautious. See Tenty.
Sc. I would never be so untenty as to commit myself, Stevenson

Catrwna (1893) vii ; If Gustavus . . . should be lamed among their
untenty hands ! Scott Leg. Mont. (1818) x.

2. adv. Noisily, incautiously.
Bnff.1 He cam untentie ben the fleir.

UNTENTIVE, adj. n.Yks.2 [unte'ntiv.] Heedless,
inattentive. See Tentive.
UNTHACK, v. Sc. Yks. Also in form untheek Sc.

To uncover ; to take off the roof or thatch ; also used fig.
See Thack, v.

1

Peb. His bended back presenting, stands Wi' his untheeked
thees, Lintoun Green (1685) 168, ed. 1817. n.Yks.2 'Come near
me and I'll unthack thee !

' a threat [I will pull the hair off your
head]. <Gan heeam and unthack thysel for a whent braying'
[go home and strip yourself for a good beating].

UNTHAW, v. Bdf. s.Cy. I.W. Wil. Som. Dev. Also
in forms onthaw w.Som. 1 nw.Dev.1

; unthaa I.W.1 pen-
onbp-.] 1. To thaw. s.Cy. (Hall.), I.W. 1

, Wil.1

2. To cause to thaw ; to unfreeze.
Bdf. Go and unthaw the pump (J.W.B.). w.Som.1 We was

fo'ced to light a vire, vor t'onthaw the plump. nw.Dev.1

UNTHEEK, see Unthack.
UNTHEWED, ppl. adj. Obs. w.Cy. Unmannerly.

Bailey (1721).

UNTHINKING, ppl. adj. Sc. Yks. Thoughtless, in-
considerate ; also used advb.

Ayr. See social life and glee sit down All joyous and unthinking,
Burns Add. to Unco Guid{^S6) st. 5. n.Yks. He did it unthinkin"
(I.W.). w.Yks. (J.W.)
Hence Unthinkingness, sb., obs., thoughtlessness, want

of thought.
Elg. The little cobweb which unthinkingness and humour had

spread over our friendship, Couper Tourifications (1803) II. 139
UNTHOLEABLE, adj. Sc. [tsnbo-labl.] Unbearable

intolerable. See Thole, v.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Ayr. Her scoorin' and her soopin' have been
juist untholeable, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 159.
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Hence Untholeably, adv. intolerably, insufferably, un-

endurably.
Slk. He got untholeably divertin', and folk complained 0' pains

in their sides, Mackay..

UNTHOUGHT, ppl. adj. Sc. Also in form unthocht
Sc. Bnff.1 [Bnf>o -

xt.] 1. In comp. Unthocht o', carelessly
done, done without thought.

Bnff. 1 It wiz an unco unthocht-o' thing, that it he did.

2. Phr., obs., to hand one unthocht lang, to keep one from
being weary.

Sc. She's ta'en twa o' her mither's Marys To haud her unthocht
lang, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) II. 131.

UNTHOUGHTEDLY, adv. Yks. Amer. Thought-
lessly, without thinking.

w.Yks. Ah unthoughtedly blarted it aht'at Ah warbahn (B.K.).
[Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 395.]

UNTHOUGHTFUL, adj. Sc. Yks. Also in form un-
thochtful. Thoughtless, inattentive.

Gall. A thing particularly unthoughtful and discourteous of my
lord, Crockett Black Douglas (1899) 331 ; Was he ever unkind
or unthochtful ? Surely no, ib. Banner of Blue (1902) x. w.Yks.
(J-W.)
UNTHRAW, v. Sc. To untwist ; to turn so as to

unlock. See Throw.
Ayr. She gently slipt out, and the key did unthraw, White

Jottings (1879) 274.

UNTHRIFT, sb. Sc. Yks. 1. Wastefulness.
Sc. ' Many one blames their wife for their own unthrift. ' I never

saw a Scottish woman who had not this at her fingers ends,
Kelly Prov. (1721) 250. n.Yks.2 There's unthrift in that.

2. A good-for-nothing person ; a thriftless squanderer.
n.Yks.2 A desperate unthrift.

UNTHRUM, adj. Ken.12 [>nj>r«-m.j Awkward,
unhandy. Cf. thrum, adj.2

UNTIDY, adj. n.Cy. Der. Wor. Shr. Hrf. e.An. Also
in form ontidy Shr.1 ['en-, ontai -

di.] 1. Dirty, unclean.
nw.Der.1

, e.An.1 2. Dishonest ; loose or depraved in

habits and morals.
N.Cy.1

, Wor. (W.C.B.) Shr.1 ' Gallus,' ' onlucky,' ' ontidy ' are

the three degrees of comparison as regards ill conduct, ' ontidy

'

being the superlatively bad. ' Turn's right ontidy ; I doubt 'e'U

stretch a auter some day.' Hrf.12

UNTITLED, ppl. adj. Cor.2 Frayed out, unravelled by
wear. See Tifle.

UNTIGHT, adj. Obs. Sc. Fig. Of the mind : wan-
dering, infirm.

Rnf. Like some poor bodie, in his mind untight, Finlayson
Rhymes (1815) 27.

UNTIL, prep, and conj. Sc. Yks. Lin. Som. Also
written untill Sc. w.Yks.1 [Bnti'L] 1. prep. Unto, to.

Sc. The Laird of Killancureit . . . had devoted his leisure untill

tillage and agriculture, Scott Waverley (1814) x. Bch. He . . .

set the heft to the ground, The nib until his breast, Forbes
Ulysses (1785) 38. n.Yks.2, m.Yks. 1

, w.Yks. 1 n.Lin.1 I've been
until him scoores o' times, bud could get no sattlement.

2. Into.

Sc. (G.W.) n.Yks. He crept until his streeahy bed, Broad
Yks. (1885) 18. n.Lin.1 Chuck sum moore stoans until her. She'll

carry iver soa much moore yit.

3. prep, and conj. Before.
Sc. She hadna ridden half thro' the town, . . Until her heart's

blood stained her gown, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 70.

Som. If she's not dead until Wednesday I am going to see her

(J.S.F.S.).

[1. And durst no mair on-till him say, Barbour Bruce
(i375) iv- 3°3-J
UNTIMEOUS, adj. Sc. Irel. Also in forms ontimeous

Frf. ; oontimeous Abd. Fif. ; untimous N.I.1
; untymous

Sc. Untimely, early; unseasonable; also used advb.

See Timeous.
Sc. Of untymous persons, Ray Prov. (1678) 377. Abd. His

bonny bairn, the last o' his flock, oontimeous ta'en, Macdonald
Warlock (1883) lii. e.Fif. Wondering at the oontimeous steer

aboot the hoose, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) iv. s.Sc. Were it

not for exposing myself at this untimeous hour, Wilson Tales

(1839) V. 10. Edb. He came to some untimeous end hereaway
about, Mom Mansie Wauch (1828) xiii. N.I.1

Hence Untimeously, adv. prematurely, unseasonably.

Abd. Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) II. 104. Lnk. The gusty cock
. . . Untimeously was heard, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 15.
Slk. Her hair, untimeously grey, is neatly braided, Chr. North
Nodes (ed. 1856) II. 420.

UNTINE, v. Lan. To unfasten. See Tine, v.
2

H00 told me hoo'd untined th' door, Donaldson Takin' th' New
Year in (1888) 8.

UNTO'ARTLY, see Untowardly.
UNTOCHERED, ppl. adj. Sc. [Bnto'xsrd.] Without

a dowry.
Rnf. Many poor untochered lasses, M cGilvray Poems (ed. 1862)

77. Dmf. A young, blithe, brisk, untochered bride, Thom Jock o'

the Knowe (1878) 21.

UNTOWARD, adj. Obs. Suf.1 In form ontoward.
Unsteady.

UNTOWARDLY, adj. Chs. Shr. Hrf. Also in forms
unto'artly s.Chs. 1

; untoertly Shr. 1
; untowertly Chs. 1

1. Unpromising ; not thriving. See Towardly, 2.

Chs.1 s.Chs. 1 I dai't it wunna yild very well—it looks so
unto'artly. Shr.1 1 never thought it odd come to much, it looked
untoertly from the first.

2. Unmanageable, reckless.
Chs. 1 My sister, who utterly defied the powers above, was

described as 'an untowertly baggage.' s.Chs.1 Noob'dy can do
116 good with him ; he's a unto'artly yowth, an' he's gotten his

mother's mester. Hrf.2 An uncommon towardly pony ; some is

so frangy and untowardly.

UNTRIG, adj. Sc. [tintri-g.] Untidy. See Trig, adj.2 5.
Rnf. She is so big, and so untrig, McGilvray Poems (ed. 1862)

318. Ayr. His wife kept an untrig house, Galt Ann. Parish
(1821) xvii.

UNTRIM, adj. Sc. [imtri-m.] Dishevelled, untidy.
Arg. His hair was untrim, Munro /. Splendid (1898) 148.

UNTRUSTY, adj. Sc. [BntrB-sti.] Untrustworthy.
Dmb. Get quat o' the untrusty domineering Iaun' Stewart,

Cross Disruption (1844) xxix.

UNVAMPED, ppl. adj. Cor. 1 [envse-mpt.] Not em-
bellished or added to.

UNVITTY, adj. Dev. Cor. [>nvi-ti.] Unfit, unsuit-
able

; awkward ; untidy. Also used advb. See Fitty, adj.1

Dev.1 Gingerly, gingerly, how unvitty and cat-handed you go
about et, 20. Cor.3

UNWADY, arf;. s.Chs.1 [enwe-di.] Soon consumed,
uneconomical.
UNWARLY,«rf;'. Cai.1 [>nwaTli.] 1. Supernatural;

a dial, form of 'unworldly.' 2. Uncouth, unwieldy, clumsy.
UNWAUKIT, ppl. adj. Bnff.1 Also in form onwaukit.

Unwatched, unguarded. See Wake, v.
1

Ye winna lat yir cleas lie oot a' nicht unwaukit.
UNWEEL, adj. Sc. [enwrl.] Sick, ailing, ' unwell,'

of an ailing constitution ; used attrib.

Sc. (Jam.) Gall. My granfather got it frae him for mendin an
unweel wean, Gallovidian (1901) III. 74.

Hence Unweelness, sb. ill-health, illness, an ailment.
Cai. 1 Bnff. 1 A've hid an unco unweelness a' the spring.

UNWEMMED, ppl. adj. Obs. n.Yks.2 Unstained,
unblemished ; without a wrinkle. See Wem, sb.

UNWILLIE, adj. Bnff. 1 [enwi'li.] Illiberal. Cf.

ill-willy, s.v. Ill, II. 1 (188).

UNWILLING, adj. Obs. n.Yks.2 In form annilling.
Unrepentant ; unsoftened.
UNWING, v. n.Yks.2 [unwi'rj.] To shoot down a

bird flying.

UNWINNABLE, adj. Obs. Sc. Invincible, impreg-
nable.

Abd. The assailants finding the place unwinnable, by nature of

great strength, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 228. Fif. Maid all

massie wark to that effect that it sould be unwinabill in times

comming to ony enemies, Pitscottie Cron. (ed. 1889) I. 333.

UNWINSOME, adj. n.Yks.2 [unwi'nsam.] Uninviting,
repulsive.

UNWISHFUL, adj. n.Yks.2 [unwi-Jfl.] Reluctant,
undesirous.
UNWITTING, adj. Sc. Also in forms onweetin, un-

weeting (Jam. Suppl.). 1. Unknowing, involuntarily.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Ayr. The bursting sigh, th' unweeting groan,

Burns Farewell, thou stream, st. 2.
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2. Unknown; with of: unknown to.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Ayr. Reseaving Alexr Kennedy, excommu-
nicat, unwitting of her husband, Wodrow Soc. Sel. Biog. (ed.
I 845-7) I- 47-

UNWITTY,flrfy. Sc. Inform oonwutty. Wanting inwit.
Abd. It wusna that oonwutty o' the earlie, Alexander Johnny

Gibb (1871) xviii.

UNWORDY, adj. Obs. Sc. Also in form unwerdy
Fif. A dial, form of ' unworthy. 1

Fif. The scarlet limmer Has . . . worn th' unwerdy crown,
Tennant Papistry (1827) 27. Edb. A bonny speech indeed To
come frae your unwordy head, Tint Quey (1796) 16. Slk. Ah!
the unwordy rascal! Hogg Tales (1838) 148, ed. 1866. Gall. To
learn us V for to retract Frae our unwordy gaits sae black,

Lauderdale Poems (1796) 78.

Hence Unwordily, adv. unworthily.
s.Sc. It wad vex me sair to see ye spendin your siller unwordily,

Wilson Tales (1839) V. 52. Bwk. Unwordily he wore the crown
Till fifty years were gane, W. Crockett Minstrelsy (1893) 304.

UNWROUGHT, ppl. adj. n.Yks.2 Of land : not yet
worked or cultivated.

UNYED, v. n.Yks.2 [unjed.] To unearth.
UNYOKE, v. Som. In phr. to unyoke in the sherd, to

leave at a critical time.
'Well, I won't unyoke in the sherd,' I won't quit the business

at a critical point (W.F.R.).

U.P. Lei. Nhp. War. Hnt. In phr. (1) U.P. spells

foslings, an exclamation made when a piece of work is

nished or an object attained
; (2) U.P. spells goslings

with a person or animal, it is all up with him.
(1) Nhp. 1

, Hnt. (T.P.F.) (2) Lei.1 Always . . . appl. to death.
' How's Ted going on ?

'
' Eh, poor chap, I think it's U.P. spells

goslins wi' him. ' War.3 It's U.P. spells goslings with my jackdaw.
They've sold every stick of old Jones's and it's U.P. spells goslings
with him.

UP, adv., prep., v., int., adj. and sb. Var. dial, and colloq.
uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer. Also in forms hup
Dev. ; oop Nhb. Cor. ; op Sh.I. ; ope Not. ; opp Lan.

;

oup Not.2 [up, Bp.] 1. adv. and prep. In comb. (1) Up-
bang, obs., to force to rise, esp. by beating

; (2) -bear, to
bear out ; to confirm ; (3) -big, having a high opinion of
oneself; (4) -birl, to rise quickly ; (5) -boil, of water : to
spring up from the bottom of the well or drain so violently
as to give an appearance of boiling to the surface water

;

(6) -brak, in phr. the up-brak of a thaw, the beginning of a
thaw

; (7) -bring, training, education ; maintenance during
youth ; also the cost of such maintenance

; (8) -brought,
educated, reared, brought up; (9) -brow, uphill; (10)
•buckled, buckled or fastened up

;
(n) -buller, to boil or

throw up ; see Bulder
; (12) -choked, choked up

; (13)
come, (a) an ascent ; the act of coming up

;
(b) advance-

ment in stature, bodily growth ; (c) the outcome
; (14)

•coming, (a) see (13, a)
;

(b) adolescence
;

(c) rising

;

growing
; (15) -country or -the-country, some part of the

country removed from the speaker ; esp. used of a district
north or east of the speaker ; also used attrib.

; (16)
•dales, up the dale or valley

; (17) -draw, (a) to overtake,
come up with

;
(b) to pick out and draw forth a sheep

from a flock
;

(c) to understand
;

(d) to overthrow, cap-
size ; to turn a somersault ; cf. cap-draw; (18) -drinking,
an entertainment given after the recovering of a woman
from childbirth

; (19) -fanned, of a turkey's tail : spread
out; (20) -feshing, (21) -fess or -fessing, see (7); see
Fetch, v. II. 4 ; (22) -gabble, obs., to gobble up

; (23) -gaen,
(a) rising ; (b) wild, reckless

; (24) -get, to rise up
; (25)

•getting, see (18) ; (26) -giving, obs., a legal term : the act
of giving or delivering up

; (27) -glaze, a knife-making
term : to glaze finely ; to finish the glazing process

; (28)
-go, a hilly ascent

; (29) -growing, growing ; (30) -grown,
adult

; (31) -headed, (a) of cattle : having the horns
nearly perpendicular; (b) arrogant, despotic; ill-tempered,
peevish

; (32) -heady, see (31, b)
; (33) -heaped, (a) heaped

up ; crowded
;

(b) in phr. up-heaped and down-thrusten,
completely, fully, ' out-and-out

' ; (34) -heese, to lift up
;

(35) -hill, north ; esp. used of wind
; (36) -home, up to the

hilt; (37) jumlet, jumbled up; (38) -keck or -keg, to

upset; to tip up; (39) -knocker, a man employed by
workpeople to wake them in the morning; (40) -layer,

the person who loads the ponies with peats at a peat-hill

;

(41) -lead, a hilly ascent ; an upward path or tendency

;

(42) -lep, to rise or leap up
; (43) -light, the brightening at

the end of a shower
; (44) -loaden, fully laden

; (45) -long,

one of the sails of a windmill ; (46) -look, an upward
glance

; (47) -looking, bright and courageous-looking
;

(48) -made, elated ; renewed, refreshed ; freed from pain
;

(49) -make, (a) to build up ; to compensate ; to supply a
deficiency ; to elate ; (b) see (38) ;

(c) making ; style
;
(d)

a contrivance ; an invention ; a fabrication ; an original

composition
;

(e) compensation ; (50) -met, (a) having full

measure
;

(b) in phr. vtp-met and down-thrusten, filled

above measure
; fig. thorough ;

' out-and-out
' ; (51) -raise

or -rise, to church a woman
; (52) -rake, (53) -reap, to

rake up
; fig. to bring up an old grievance ; (54) -red,

cleaned or tidied up
; (55) -ride, to cause to ride a-cock-

horse
; (56) -rin, to come up to by running

; (57) -rise, a
rising in social position

; (58) -risen, standing erect ; (59)
rising, (a) a rising up ; a removal ; (b) see (57) ;

(c) in

phr. to know the uprising and downsetting of a person, to

know all his private affairs
; (60) -roven, torn up by the

roots ; in a disorderly state
; (61) -rucked, rucked up

; (62)
•scores, in phr. to be up-scores with a person, to be even
with him ; (63) -scud or -skid, to spill ; to upset

; (64)
-seated, seated aloft

; fig. raised, exalted
; (65) -shak, a

commotion
; (66) -sighted, having a defect of vision which

renders it difficult to look down
; (67) -sitten, callous,

indifferent, listless
; (68) -sitting, (a) see (18) ; (b) obs.,

indifference, callousness, listlessness
; (69) -sitting time,

the time when a woman gets up after childbirth
; (70)

-skail, to scatter upwards
; (71) -speak, obs., to speak up ;

(72) -sprout, an upstart ; a plant just appearing above
ground

; (73) -sprung, sprung up
;
grown, matured

; (74)
staring, somewhat presuming

; (75) -sticked, stuck-up
;

over-particular
; (76) -stir, (a) disturbance ; tumult

;

excitement; (b) to throw into confusion; (77) -stirring,
(a) on the move

;
(b) obs., quickening of the spirit

; (78)
-store, (a) see (76, a)

;
(b) a report, scandal

; (79) -street,
(a) the upper part of a town or village ; also used attrib.

;

(b) along the main road through the village; into the
village

; (80) -streeter, an inhabitant of the upper part of
a town

; (81) -stroke, (a) the end, conclusion ; {b) in phr.
to play the upstroke with, see below

;
(82) -strut, to strut

proudly
; (83) -throssen, forward

; (84) -throw, the
elevated side of a fault, smaller than an ' up-cast

' ; (85)
-tip, see (38) ; (86) -top, to run up against a person, as in
turning a street-corner

; (87) -town or -town way, see
(79, b)

; (88) -waxen, see (30) ; (89) -wind, against the
wind

; (90) -with, (a) see (28) ;
(b) in phr. to the up-with, in

an upward direction
; (91) -wreil, obs., to wriggle up.

(1) Sc. By sting and ling they did up-bang her, Watson Coll.
(1706) I. 48 (Jam.). (2) Per. My waefu' tale upbears the truth,

— upbring £.„
da tryst shu s hed ta hadd her oot o' herm's wy, Burgess Sketches
(2nd ed.) 29. Bnff.1 Frf. I prayed to Heaven for strength to
toil That decent upbring I micht gie't, Watt Sketches (1880) 44
(8) Dev. Yu belongs tu tha chapel an' I be church up-brort, Salmon
Ballads (1899) 73. (9) ne.Lan.1 (10) Lnk. Wi' breeks up-buckled
owre the knees, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 58. (11) Sc. (Jam.)
(12) Ayr. Burns, wi' snawy wreeths up-choked, Burns Winter
Night (1785) st. 2. Lnk. The hedges wi' weeds were up-chokit
Rodger Poems (1838) 150, ed. 1897. (13, «) Bnff.i We geed
doon the rocks t' the beach ; bit the upcome we hid wizna fun
(A) Sc. I hae nae doubt 0' his abilities, for he promises fair
according to his upcome, Campbell (1819) I. 27 (Jam.). (c)
n.Lin. Seein' as it's you as wants to hear th' up-cum on it all
Peacock Tales (1890) 2nd S. 65. (14, a) Bnff. 1 (s.v. Upcome)!
(6) Sh.I. I da days o' my upcomin, Sh. News (Jan. 29, 1898)
(0 n.Yks.2 (15) N.I.1 Up the country people [persons from any
part of Ireland, except the north-east of Ulster]. Uls. He was
from somewhere ' up the country ' (which was our way of desig-
nating the South), M°Ilroy Craiglinme (1900) 1. s.Wor.1 Applied
to North Worcestershire and Staffordshire. Glo. (A.B.) s Oxf
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They was moving away up-country, and I didn't want to go so

far from 'ome, Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 87. w.Som.1 ' Up-
country volks don't do same's we do do.' ' I can't tell 'ee where's

a-go to, some place up the country.' This may mean anywhere
beyond the immediate neighbourhood if to the eastward. ' Her's
a-married up-the-country zome place.' Dev. The Londoners, and
all the up-country spies, Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 123. Cor. 3

Vague term for all places up the line—beyond the Tamar generally.

(16) n.Yks.2 They live updeeals. w.Yks. 1 (17, a) Sh.I. A'll hae

to bid blissing be wi' you, hit'll tak' me a' mi time to updraw da
boys, Sh. News (Sept. 10, 1898). (b) Gude feth an' he [a sheep-

dog] could faa i' my haands, ane ta nickie o' a hug [hogg] iver he
sood updraw agen ! ib. (July 24, 1897). (c) I dunna tinkhe updrew
what William wis meanin', for he said naethin', ib. (June 25,

1898). (d) s.Pem. (W.M.M.) (18) Per. The feast given on my
mother's recovery, which in that part of the country was termed

the up-drinking, Campbell (1819) I. 13 (Jam.). (19) Gall. The
sound a turkey cock emits when in wrath, with his tail up-fan'd

and bubble red, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) Introd. 15, ed. 1876.

(20) Abd. The edification an' richt upfeshin o' affspring, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) xix. (21) Bnff. 1 Abd. He got a rale bare

upfessin', Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Feb. 28, 1903). (22) Fif. Twa
fiery dragons . . . dash their hissin' heads thegither, As if

t'upgabble ane anither, Tennant Papistry (1827) 143. (23, a)

ne.Sc. There is aye this feelin' in an upgaen market. Ye're

inclined to hang on an' on, Grant Keckleion, 66. (&) Sh.I. An
up-gaen fellow (J.S.). (24) Lnk. A hizzie, Venus, then upgat To
stretch her leggies, DeiVs Hallowe'en (1856) 42. (25) Nhb.1 (26)

Sc. (Jam.) ; As to my Insprech and silver wark I refer to my
wifis aith and vpgeving, Rogers Reformers (1874) 10. Abd.

They subscribed rolls of the tenths given up by the oath of every

subscriber, as they who had commission to receive and see the

upgiving of the same, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 259. (27)

•w.Yks.2 (28) n.Yks.2 (29) Sh.I. Whin I wis a upgrowin' sheeld,

Sh. News (Oct. 16, 1897). (30) e.Dur. 1
, n.Yks.14 ne.Yks. 1 Sha's

an up-grawn woman noo. w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Hoo's a widow
now, an' childer is all upgrown an' settled, Longman's Mag.
(Nov. 1895) 66. nXin.1 Thaay're all upgrowd noo an' one of 'em

is e' 'Merica. Ken.1 He must be as old as that, because he's got

upgrown daughters. Sur.1 We never get above eight or ten up-

grown persons at church of a morning. (31, a) w.Yks. 1
(6)

n.Yks.2 w.Yks. 1 Shoe's an up-heeaded an, shoe war sarra'd in

a strait piggin. nw.Der.1 (32) s.Lan. 1
(33, a) n.Cy. The produce

was sixty-four bushels, each bushel up-heaped, Hunter Georgical

Essays (1803) I. 379. n.Yks.2 , Chs.1 (A) w.Yks.5 He wur a

rascal upheaped and downthrussen, 4. (34) Fif. The kettle

upheese frae the kleek, Tennant Papistry (1827) 75. (35) Wor.
It is very remarkably warm, considering that it is an uphill wind
(E.S.). s.Wor. 1 Hrf. Her's gon' up 'ill (C.J.R.); Hrf. 2 (36)

Dev. Shet'n in uphome tii tha hannel, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

(37) Hdg. The feck o't is but scum an' brock An' dregs up-jumlet

from below, Lumsden Sel. Poems (1896) 122. (38) Chs.1 To
upkeck a cart is to tip a cart up so as to shoot out the contents

;

Chs.3, s.Chs.1 Shr. 1 They fund the barrel caved o'er, an' all the

drink upkegged. (39) w.Yks. A person who goes about in the

early morning armed with a long small pole, at one end of which

is a suitable contrivance for gently beating or tapping the bedroom

windows of clients who have arranged ... to be aroused in this

manner, so that they will be in time for their work, Leeds Merc.

Suppl. (Sept. 2, 1899). (40) S. & Ork.1 (41) n.Yks.2 (42) Dwn.

Sir Rowlan' frae his grave upleps, Savage-Armstrong Ballads

(1901) 23. (43) Cai.1 (44) n.Yks.2 (45) Nrf. That uplong have

got loose, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 356. (46) Nhb. With a

sudden up-look he sees me stannin' motionless by, Pease Mark o'

Deil (1894) 113. (47) m.Yks. 1 She's nought but one bairn, and

a fine uplooking young dog he is. (48) Cum.4 What he was that

upmead wid t'gift o' t'oald cwoat. Wm. Ah's upmiad again sen

Ah hed mi corns doctored (B.K.). (49, a) Sc. (Jam.) (b) Cum.

It was nobbut yah vwote efter oa, an couldn't up-mak owder side,

Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 151; Cum.4 (<r) Abd. The material

and 'up-mak" of the bride's dress, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882)

178. (d) Sh.I. Is yon true, or is hit a upmak o' dy ain? Sh.

News (Jan. 19, 1901). n.Sc. Wi' catchie glees, some o' his ain

up-mak, Tarras Poems (1804) 6 (Jam.). Abd. (ib.) («) Sh.I.

Seekin' upmaks for his corn, Sh. News (Sept. 11, 1897). (50, a)

w.Yks.1 (b) w.Yks. (S.P.U.) ; w.Yks.1 He's a rogue, up-met and

down throsten. (51) Dev. Please, sir, can Mrs. Smith be uprose

this afternoon ? Reports Provinc. (1888). s.Dev. When a woman
comes to be churched, it is always for her ' upraising,' or to be

' upraised ' (G.E.D.). Cor.1 A woman churched is uprosed ;
Cor.2

(52) n.Yks. 2 (53) ib. Aud upreeapings [old disagreements]. (54)

VOL. VI.

Cld. The wark a* negleckit, the house ill upred, Nimmo Sngs. and
Ballads (1882) 118. (55) Sh.I. Upride, upride, upride da bairn,

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 180. (56) Sh.I. Frodin' wi' wraeth 'at he
could no uprin Geordie, Sh. News (May 7, 1898). (57) n.Lin.1

Th' uprise o' that fam'ly was th' inclosures. (58) n.Yks.2 (59, a)

Sh.I. ' A weary an' ill luckit flittin' for him.' ' Dey said hit wis
da wife, Meggy, at wis ta wyte for dat oprisin',' Sh. News (Apr.

9, 1898). n.Lin.1 It was time for uprisin' afoore ony on us was
e' bed. (b) n.Yks. 1 (c) n.Lin.1 See Psalm cxxxix. 1 (Prayer Book
Version). (60) n.Yks.2 (61) s.Not. Y'ave left the table-cloth all

up-rucked (J.P.K.). (62) n.Yks.2 I'll be upscoores wi' them.

(63) Cor.1 She broke the petcher and upscud the water. (64)
n.Yks.2 Will he get upseeated this time, aim ye? (65) m.Yks.1

(66) Som. (Hall.) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). (67) Sc. (Jam.) ;

The sister of the gardener who kept house for him had shown
herself upsitten, Stevenson Weir of Hermisfon (1896) v. Lnk.

This backsliding and upsitten Church, Walker Biog. Presby. (ed.

1827) I. iv. (68, a) Sc. (Jam.) ; It was enacted in 1581, ' that no

banquets shall be at any upsitting after baptizing of bairns,'

Andrews Bygone Ck. Life (1899) 207. n.Yks.2 Has she had her

upsitting yet? w.Yks.1 It is customary for each guest to bring to

the entertainment a pound of sugar or butter. w.Som. 1 They be

gvvain to hold a upzittin' to Farmer Osgood's a-Zinday, and th'

old maister's comin' a purpose. Dev. 1 n.Dev. Darathy Vuzz's

Up-setting, Exm. Crtshp. (1746) 1. 379-80 ; Suke died to grubby

Sam's upsetting, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 107. (A) Sc. The
Lord hath rubbed shame on all our faces, because of many back-

slidings and upsitting in duty, Thomson Cloud of Witnesses (17 14)

105, ed. 1871. Rnf. There is a remarkable upsitting among us in

mutual freedom one with another, Wodrow Corrcs. (1709-31) I. 55,

ed.1843. (69)Yks. (P.R.); RAY(i6gi). (70) Sc. (Jam.) (7!)F'f-

Let him up-speik as best he may, Tennant Papistry (1827) 103.

(72, 73) n.Yks. 2 (74) Suf. (Hall.) (75) Sh.I. Ye're a' far ower
upstikked noo, Sh. News (Aug. 12, 1899). (76, a) Nhb. Judge ye,

my friends, what an upstir there was amang us when we fand

out, Jones Nhb. (1871) 214. w.Yks. (J.W.), n.Lin.1 , Lei.1 Nhp.1

There was a great upstir over it. War.3 Som. She found the

kitchen in an upstir, Raymond Men o' Mendip (1898) xiii. (b)

n.Lin.1 Commonly used of houses or household goods. 'All th'

rooms was upsteer'd thrif th' sweeps cumin'.' (77, o) Lakel. 2 We
mun be upstirrin afooar t'sparrows i' t'moornin'. n.Yks.2 (b)

Rnf. To give you occasion to signify your thoughts about things

for my up-stirring and instruction, Wodrow Corres. (1709-31) I.

47, ed. 1843. (78, a) Som. The country's all to a upstore, Ray-
mond Love and Quiet Life (1894) 27. w.Som. 1 Dev. Whotiver

diiee make thease row vor ? Awl tha upstore in tha wurdle wunt
make et better, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). (b) w.Som. 1 Dev.

Tid'n likely I was gwain vor to zay ort about it to she, arter all

this here up-store, Reports Provinc. (1885). (79, a) Dur. The
annual football match between the 'up-street' and 'down-street

1

inhabitants of Chester-le-Street took place on Shrove Tuesday.

The ' up-street ' people, it need scarcely be said, live on the level,

Flk-Lore Jrn. (1884) II. 124. w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865).

(6) Oxf.1 (s.v. Up-townd), Brks.1 Som. Tryphena had embraced

the recent opportunity to run up street, Raymond Tryphena (1895)

33. (80) Dur. The ball . . . was driven up the bank, and the * up-

streeters' for the time were successful, Flk-Lore Jrn. (1884) II.

124. (81, a) w.Yks.12 , Lan.1, e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 That were th'

upstroke on it 0'. nw.Der.1 n.Lin.1 Th' upstroake on it all was

'at thaay ton'd him oot o' his farm, (b) Lan. Hoo'd ha' played th'

upstroke wi' me if I'd letten yo go by, Waugh Snick-Bant (1868)

iv. (82) Fif. Up-struttin' in their pride o' pow'r, Tennant
Papistry (1827) 214. (83) Wm. Up-throssen young 'uns, Wilson

Old Man's Talk, 94. (84) Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. Greenwell Coal

Tr. Gl. (1849, ed. 1888). (85) Hmp.1 I.W. 2 I got uptipped last

week, keert and all, into deetch. Som. You'll up-tip the boat,

Raymond Sam and Sabina (1894) 51. (86) Gmg. (W.M.M.)

(87) Oxf. 1 Nrf. The old man shouldered stick and umbrella and

came 'uptown way' in search of society, Mann Dulditch (1902)

47. (88) w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan.1 (89) Not. He . . . stopped half-way

and looked up-wind, as if interested in the weather, Prior Forest

Flk. (190 1 ) 62. War.3 Glo. Creep up wind, sir, without a sound,

Gibbs Cotswold Vill. (ed. 1899) 50. (90, a) Sc. Will ye see how
the're spankin' leng the side o' that green- upwith, an siccan a

braengal o' them too ? St. Patrick (1819) II. 91 (Jam.). (6) Sc.

(Jam.) (91) Fif. A tumbler at a fair . . . Up-wreils and whummles

i' the air, Tennant Papistry (1827) 150.

2. In comb, with adv. and prep. : (1) Up aboon, above ;

(2) — again, (a) against ; adjacent to
;

(b) over again ; (3)

— along, (a) in an upward direction ; a little way up the

street or road ; towards home; (b) of people: see below;
T t
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(4) — by(e, («) up yonder ; up the road or valley ; also

used attrib.
;

(b) in phr. to come up by, to come above
others ; to mount and approach the speaker ; (5) — by
yonder, up yonder ; a little further on or higher up ; (6)— long, (a) see (3, a)

;
(b) in the regions east of Cornwall

;

(7) — of, upon, up in
; (8) — over, (a) over there ; (6) at

;

during
; (9) — through, (a) inland ; to the north ;

' up-
country ' ; also used attrib.

;
(b) upwards, so as to pass

through to the other side
; (10) — to, (a) skilled in ; equal

to
;

(b) compared with
;

(c) upon
;
(11) — with, (a) on an

equal or superior footing to ; equal to
;

(b) upwards.

(1) Cum.14 , n.Yks.23 , w.Yks. (J.W.) (2,0) w.Yks. (J.W.)
s.Lan.1 Rear it up-agen th

1 wo. He lives up agen th' church. (b)

Sh.I. Dat's juist fader up agen. I winder if a' da men is da sam'?
Sh. News (June 2, 1900). (3, a) Hmp. I've just a-been up-along
where that gipsy runned away, Cornh. Mag. (Aug. 1902) 236.

I.W.12 , Wil. 1 Dor. I be glad that you've stepped up-along at last,

Hardy Greenw. Tree (1873) 1. 17. w.Som. 1 Come on ! 'tis time we
was gwain up-'long. Dev. Wait a bit, I chell shet away up-along
purty zune tii, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). nw.Dev. 1

, Cor. (J.W.)
(A) Hmp. ' Up-along volk ' are the inhabitants of Surrey and Sussex
in opposition to the ' down-along volk' of Dorsetshire and Somer-
setshire (J.W.R.) ; Hmp. 1 (4) Sc. (Jam.) ; He lives upby at the
Cleikum, Scott St. Ronan (1824) xxx. Sh.I. Unfolding his plans
for executing vengeance upon the merry-makers ' up-bye,' Clark
Gleams (1898) 158. n.Sc. (H.E.F.), Cai. 1 Frf. There seemed to

be something oncanny afit upby at the manse, Willock Rosetly
Ends (1886) 11, ed. 1889. Fif. They'll no keep her long up-bye,
Meldrum Margre'del (1894) 147. s.Sc. I'll juist get a pock and set

up by to Sandy Laing's, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 90. Cum.4

Hallbank is upby from Brampton. ' Yen o' th' queerest weddin's
I iver kent happen 'd upbye,' Fireside Crack (1896) 62. (A) Sc.

(Jam.) ; When asking any one to come upstairs ' come upby

'

would be used (J.W.M.). (5) Sc. Ye'll want Siller up by yonder,
Scott Bride of Lam. (1819) xviii. Slk.Whacan see the thousand-
year-auld cairn up-by yonder? Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III.

37. (6, a) Dev. He was comin' up-long to his cottage, Phillpotts
Striking Hours (1901) 64. Cor. Lee Widow Woman (1899) 135 ;

Cor. 3 (A) Cor. 3 1 forget where he said he a come from. 'Tisuplong
somewhere. (7") e.Yks. A lot mare uppov another booad, Nichol-
son Flk. Sp. (1889) 34. w.Yks. They'd seeame reight as us up ov
Hardcastle Moor, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 270. Lan.
Every mon has his surd up uv his theegh, Staton Bolton Sng.
Sol. (1859) iii. 8. Not. 1

, n.Lin. 1 sw.Lin. 1 Up of the mend. Up
of foot. Rut.1

, Lei.1 e.Suf. As black as the hake up of the
chimney (F.H.). (8, a) n.Dev. I live to Combe, up over long
with Nance Darvel, Chanter Witch (1896) 54. (A) Though twas
the beginning of June, twas sharpish up over night times, ib. 32.
(9, a) Sh.I. Mally Tullock is sellin' hay ta some o' da neebeers
uptroo, Sh. News (Feb. 12, 1898). Cai. 1 Abd. A particular
friend from up-throu', Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xi. Abd.,
Cld. (Jam.) (A) Cld. (ib.) (10, «) Lnk. Draw on a face o' great
importance, Like them that's up to spaein' fortunes, Watson
Poems (1853) 15. Gall. Dominies, wi' great pretences, Because
they're up to verbs and tenses, Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 91,
ed. 1897. .n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lin. 1 He's up to enterin' on
a farm of foher or five hunderd aacre. ib) w.Yks. Thine's nowght
up to mine, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Sept. 9, 1899). (c) Cor. A man
weth a cloth cooat up to un, Higham Dial. (1866) 17. (n, a) Sc.
I'se be up wi' him for that (Jam.). Cai.1 Ayr. We'll gar our
streams an' burnies shine Up wi' the best, Burns To W. Simpson
(1785) st. 9. Lnk. So Willie, lad, ye're up wi't noo, Watson
Poems (1853) 14. Ant. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) N.Cy. 1

Cum. 14 He was up wid him than, (A) Sc. As meikle upwith, as
meikle downwith, Ferguson Prov. (1641) 40. Abd. They'll be an
upwith market shortly, Alexander Ain Flk, (1882) 99.

3. Phr. (1) loud up, aloud
; (2) neither up nor down, (a)

nowhere
;

(b) in the same state
; (3) to be up a man, or a

woman, to be grown up
; (4) to do up, to ruin ; to outdo

;

(5) to keep up, of the weather : to continue fine
; (6) to

flay ' up ' with, to hang
; (7) to read up, to read aloud

; (8)
to stick oneselfupfor, to set oneself up for; (9) to wear up,
to wear out; (10) up account, on account; (11) —a field,
round the fields; (12) —and down, (a) hilly; (b) every-
where

; (c) obs., of unequal height
;

(d) upside down
;

(e) of a fight : using the feet as well as the hands ; also
used subst.; (/) thoroughly, fully; (13) — and downer,
a person who does a thing thoroughly; (14) — and off,
then and there ; at once

; (15) — at Ml, uphill
;
(16) — at

[on the] club, on the funds of a sick club
; (17) —fore-days,

up before sunrise; (18) — heaps or — ofheaps, in disorder;

(19) — hill and down dale, thoroughly ; in unmeasured
terms

; (20) — in her gear, see below ; (21) — in life,

advanced in years
; (22) — in one's silting, sitting up

in bed
; (23) — in the body, obs., slightly intoxicated

;

(24) — in years, see (21) ; (25) — Jenkins, the game of
' Tip-it ' (q.v.) ; (26) — major, a rural game

; (27) — o'

course, of course ; of a certainty
; (28) — ofa man, grown

up
; (29) — o' foot, going about in good health, esp. used

of one recovering from illness
; (30) — on anything,

delighted with it; having a good opinion of it; (31)— on end, (a) upright
;
perpendicular ; the right way up

;

(b) in a sitting position, esp. used of sitting up in bed

;

(c) see (29) ; (32) — on height, (a) on high
;
perpendicular

;

(b) a call to oxen
; (33) — on land, inland, rustic ; 'upland'

;

(34) — or down, one way or another
; (35) — sun, obs.,

between sunrise and sunset
; (36) — the hill, (a) see

(31, a)
;

(b) towards; in the direction of; usedy?g-.
; (37)— the house, further in the house ; away from the door

;

(38) — the road, in a region removed from the speaker

;

(39) — the streets, a child's singing game ; see below
; (40)— to nothing, (41) — to nought, worthless, good for nothing;

see Nought, 3 (37) ; (42) — top, at the top
; (43) — to

Pimlico, (44) — to the door, up to the mark
; (45) — to the

heft, full of anger
; (46) — to the nines, splendid, first-rate

;

see Nine, 2 (3) ; (47) — to the rigs, (48) — to trap, knowing,
' up to date.'

(1) w.Yks. ' Ther's a. drop o' stingo at yond tother shop,' he
whispered, an' then laad up, as if nubdy heeard him, he says,
' Nah then, come on !

' Hartley Clock Aim. (1880) 30, in Leeds
Merc. Suppl. (Sept. 2, 1899). (2, a) Sc. (A.W.) w.Yks. 1 1 can find

him nayther up-ner-down. n.Lin. 1 I've been lookin' for th' offil ohd
thing all th' mornin', an' can't findit naaither up nor doon noa-
wheare. (A) Sc. (Jam.) (3) n.Yks. (I.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.) (4)
w.Yks. Luk at th' paaer looms ; when they wor started all th' hand-
loom weyvers struck wark, becos they said it 'ud do 'em all up,
Hartley DM. (c. 1873) 2nd S. 105. (5) Sc. (A.W.), n.Cy., Midi.

(J.W.) Dor. 'Twill keep up for a bit yet, Francis Fiander's Widow
(1901) pt. ii. x. (6) Abd. A piece o' the rope that played ' up ' wi'
M cPherson, Ogg Willie Waly{i^z) 60. (7) w.Yks. (J.W.), Not.l

(8) Nhb. He shud hev taken after his feythor, an' not stuck hissel'

oop for somethin' different, Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894) 74.
w.Yks. (J.W.) (9) w.Yks. (J.W.) Laa. I must go on wearing
this dress until it is worn up (E.M.M.). (10) ne.Yks. 1 e.Yks.1

Bricklayers is stopt up-o'-coont-o' weather, MS. add, (T.H.)
w.Yks. It wor up acahnt ov his wahde throit he gate done (B.K.).
Lan. Oppokeawnt o so monny foke axin for it, Ormerod Felley
fro' Rachde (1851) Title-page. s.Lan.1 (n)Oxf. 1 (12, a) w.Yks.
(J.W.) w.Som.1 'Tis a proper up-m-down road, (b) Gall. Trade
up an' doun is unco bad, Scott Gleanings (1881) 158. (c) Edb.
Leean' Dobie, Dickie's son, Wi' shoothers up and doon, Car/op
Green (1793) 119, ed. 1817. (rf) w.Som.1 Thee's a-put the thing
up-m-down. Dev. I'd za zune du 't 's I turn my 'and up-an'-
down, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). (e) w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. A
fierce ' up and down ' fight, in Lancashire fashion, followed. They
plied both fists and feet, Westall Old Factory (1885) v. s.Lan. 1

Chs.1 Applied to a Lancashire method of fighting, where kicking,
&c, is resorted to, in contradistinction to a Cheshire ' stand up '

fight. w.Wor. A good hup an down, an a towslin", S. Beauchamp
N. Hamilton (1875) II. 292. (/) Ir. God bless him up and down

!

Barrington Sketches (1827-32) II. v. Cum. 1 He's eb'm up an'
down honest

; Cum.4 Lan. An' the next day I give it to her up
an' down, Burnett Haworth's (1887) xxxiv. n-Lin.1 He's his awn
faather's sun up an' doon, boath f' looks an' waays. (13) Cum.4An up-an-dooner at shinny, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 2. (14)
Dev. Then up'n auff ha tole how hard, Be ole Nan Tap Nathan
Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1865) 63 . (i5) n.Wil. 'Tis aal up at hill
from here to Cleeve (E.H.G.). (16) w.Yks. Scores at hed been
up a t club for munths, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann (1864)
29. (17) Rxb. (Jam.) (18) e.Yks.1 Room was all upo-heeaps, an
you couldn't find nowt. 1 doan't knaw whether you can get in or
not, we're all upo' heaps. sw.Lin.1 We're all up of heaps. I
seem all up of heaps. The kitchen's all up heaps. (19) Frf. He
misca'd them a' up hill an' doon dale for cooards, an.' landlubbers,
an' cross-e'ed sons o' seacooks, Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) 187'
ed. 1889. (20) w.Yks. Of a prancing skittish horse, but used
derisively of a female of inordinate vanity. ' By gow, but shoo's up
in her gear an' reight ano ' (B.K.). <2 r) Ayr. Though up in life-,
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I'll get a wife, Boswell Poet. Wks. (ed. 1871) 205. (2a) Hrf.1

(23) Dor. (W.C. u. 1750). (24) Sc. As they were both getting up
in years, they couldna be long spared to make a home for her,
Whitehead Daft Davie (1876) 169, ed. 1894. Chs.1 , Dev.3 (25)
Lin. (C.W.), War.3 (26) w.Yks. Yks. Wkly. Post (Aug. 29, 1896).

(27) n.Yks.2 Ay, ay, up-o-coourse, up-o-coourse ! e.Yks. 1 Up-o'-
cooarse Ah'll gan if thoo wishes ma, MS. add. (T.H.) (28)
ne.Yks.1 He's ommost up of a man noo. w.Yks. (J.W.) (29)
Wm. Going about in good health. ' Hoo's your fooak !

' ' Oh,
they're o' up-afiut' (B.K.). e.Yks.1 Poor awd fella, helaidalang
time on his back, bud he getten upo'-foot ageean. (30) n.Cy. He
was up on his new hoose (B.K.). w.Yks. They wor fearful up o'

ther parson at t'first, but they reckon nowt on him nan (JE.B.).

(31, a) n.Yks. (I.W.) w.Yks.5 Straight up-an-end it wor. Sehr
it up-an-end. n.Lin. 1 I.W.2 Rare the ladder upon end. Dor.
Vail down he coulden, he did lie, When he were up on-zide, so
high As up on end, Barnes Poems (ed. 1869-70) 136. w.Som. 1

Stik'-n aup'-m-ee'n [stick it up-on-end]. (6) Lin. I slep i' my
chair hup-on-end, Tennyson Owd Roa (1889) ; Lin.1 , n.Lin. 1

sw.Lin. 1 She's been up on end once or twice. se.Wor.1 I heerd
summut a makin a craking naise last night, atter we'd gwun to

bed, and so I sat up-an-ind and listened, (c) Cum. 1 Is't wife up
o' end yet? Cum.4 , Wm. (B.K.), w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lan. 1 I wos
varra badly for a while, but I've gitten uponend again. (32, a)

Nhb.1 The fiddler up-a-heet, Wreckenton Hopping. Wm. ' Set them
powls up-a-heet.' Used in comparing persons who are growing
tall rather than stout. 'He's gaan up-a-heet gaily fast' (B.K.).
n.Yks.3 (6) Edb. Shouted myself as hoarse as a crow, crying,
' How, haik, up-on-hicht ' to my father's steirs, Beatty Secretar

(l897) 58 - (33) Sc - (Jam.) Per. At the Abbeys up-o'-land,

Haliburton Dunbar (1895) 94. (34) Dmf. Her body chesnut,

nearly brown, (But colour's little up or down), Shennan Tales

(1831) 159. (35) Sc. The precise question was, If an ejection may
be executed in the nighttime, at least before sunrising; or if it

must be done with up-sun, Fountainhall Decisions (c. 1700) IV.

562 (Jam.). Gall. It was upsun (Jam.). (36, a) w.Yks. Thah
wants ta tee that tree up an' let it grow up-t'-hill mooar (B.K.).

(6) ' What time is't ?
' ' Gooin up-t'-hill ta six.' Signifying that it

is turned half-past five (16.). (37) Sc. (A.W.) s.Don. Simmons Gl.

(1890). (38) Suf.That may do for the people in the shires, and them
as live up the road, but we Suffolk folk . . ., Strickland Old Friends
(1864) 272. (39) Lan. ' Up the streets and down the streets, The
windows made of glass ; Is not [naming one of the children] a

nice young lass ? She can dance, she can sing, She can show
her wedding-ring. Fie, for shame ! fie, for shame ! Turn your
back behind you.' In [this] Liverpool version the children stand

"in a ring and sing the words. At ' Fie, for shame,' the child named
ceases to sing, and the others address her particularly. When
the verse is ended she turns her back to the inside of the ring.

All do this in turn. The Montem game is played the same as

'kiss-in-the-ring' games, Gomme Games (1898) II. 323-4. (40)

w.Yks. (J.W.) War.3 I shall not plant this sort of potatoes again

—

they are up to nothing. (41) w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Lan.1 s.Stf. I feel

up to nowt this mornin', Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). n.Lin. 1

He'll be keepin' them theare taaties on an' on till thaay're up to

noht. War.3 (42) Wil. Up-top-on-un, Slow Gl. (1892). Sotn.

Abraham, who was up-top o' parish, Raymond Love and Quiet

Life (1894) 161. Dev. Hits her on the curve up top, Phillpotts
Striking Hours (1901) 48. (43) n.Cy. (B.K.) (44) Bdf. (J.W.B.)

(45) w.Yks.5 Tha'Il ha' to mind how thah speiks tul him to neet lad,

he's up to t'heft. (46) I.Ma. The wedding brekfas' was up to the

nines, I can tell you, an couldn' be bet (S. M.). s.Stf. I'm yermon.
1 feel up to the nines to-day, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). (47)
I.Ma. Thinkin her aunt was nobbier far till her, lek much more
spicier, lek up-to-the-rigs, Brown Manx Witch (1889) 116. (48)

Edb. Seeing that my uncle was up to trap, followed his example,
Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) 11. Cor. The gentleman was not

up-to-trap, Forfar Pentowan (1859) iv.

4. adv. Used redundantly after a verb.

w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lin. 1 To repair up, to reightle up. Ken.2 To
hide a thing up. To heal up a sore. Wil. Wen people . . . can't

let we volk bide up alone, Swinstead Parish on Wheels (1897) 16.

5. Obs. Above.
Fif. At anes the bells baith up and under Begoud to rattle on

like thunder, Tennant Papistry (1827) 48.

6. Of the wind : in the north, north-east, or east. GIo.1

7. In the south.
s.Not. Do they talk very broad up theer ? [of a more southerly

country] (J.P.K.).

8. Open. Sc. Set up the door (Jam.).

9. Of a bird : in full breeding plumage.
e.An. 1 Nrf. A bird is said to be ' up,' or have his ' bloom up,'

when in full breeding plumage, Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf.
0893)48.
10. Grown up.
ne.Sc. The bairns are only half up yet, Grant Kcckleton, ill.

Slk. Ma ain [bairns] are up and away, Thomson Drummeldale
(1901) n. n.Yks.1 Seven childer in a'; but tweea iv 'em's oop.
w.Som.1 Her've a-got zix chillern, but then dree o'm be op out o'

the way.

11. In a state of excitement or irritation.

Fif. Crail town was up wi' gashin' gabs, Tennant Papistry

(1827) 12. Rnf. Now faith ! she's up— she's at it fairly, Webster
Rhymes (1835) 71. n.Cy. Nay, mun, he wor up in a minute if a
body spake (B.K.). w.Yks. (J.W.), Lan. (S.W.) Oxf. 1 He's up
in a minute, MS. add. Brks. 1 Ken. Her temper had been ' up '

at the slight, Carr Cottage Flk. (1897) 39.

12. In prosperous circumstances ; elated by prosperity.
s.Nct. They're up, but not for long I reckon. They've bin very

high up sin they come into that bit o' money (J.P.K.).

Hence short of up, f>hr. in distressed circumstances.
Them bein such bad payers it looks as if theywas short ofup (16.).

13. Tired out ; exhausted.
Cbs.3 I seed the run hare, and she was welly up.

14. Belonging to a secret society.
Ir. And those who are not up, and even many who are, take

themselves and their property home as quickly as may be
convenient, Carleton Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) I. 135; There war
none wid us, you may be sure, but them that war up, ib. 207.

15. Quite, fully; upwards of; esp. used before num.
w.Som.' Her do look op forty ; I should'n never a-tookt her not

vor so young's her is. Dev. Jinny had gaun to bed hup a hower
avaur this, Giles N. Dev. Jrn. (Aug. 20, 1885) 6, col. 3. n.Dev.

Up vour-an'-twenty maids an more, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st.

64. Cor. Up ten days, or avortnight, Pasmore Stories (1893) 3.

16. Used verbally with ellipsis of v. ; in gen. colloq. use.
Cai. 1 Bnff. We up an' to the dancin', Taylor Poems (1787)

143. Frf. They had to up wi' their lap, Barrie Minister (1891)
ix. Ayr. He up wi' a dirty washing-clout, Douglas Green

Shutters (1901) 40. Ir. Then a man upsand followeth Him on the

White Horse, Macmanus Silk of Kine (1896) 130. w.Ir. With
that he ups with his knife and fork, Lover Leg. (1848) I. 42.

Nhb. 1 He ups wiva stone an' hat him. Cum.124 Wm. A upswi'
mi grippan neeaf, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 24. n.Yks. (I.W.),

e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. He ups like a shot fro' fling, Sutcliffe Moor
and Fell (1899) io5- s.Lan. 1

, Chs.1 s.Stf. He ups an' hits him,
Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). Der. I ups an' looks at mester's

watch, Gilchrist Peakland {i&g-j) 100. Lei. 1 Ar gel up [our girl

came up from the kitchen]. War.3 Wor. He upp'd with his fist,

and knocked him down, Evesham Jrn. (Oct. 25. 1902). Hrf.2 He
upped and got him a stick. Glo. 'Er up and shook I in the bed,

Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) xi. Nrf. I up gun, and knock
her over, Emerson Son ofFens (!892) 215. Suf. She upped and
oped it, Fison Merry Suf. (1899) 12. Ken. I tried it on a bit

when we was fust wed, and blessed if 'e didn't up and off it for a

week! Carr Cottage Flk. (1897) 33. Sur. 1 Generally implying

hurriedly or passionately. Eus. 1 His missus she ups and pulls

his hair. s.Hmp. When ye vex it, it ups as if 'twould like to

sting, Verney L. Lisle (1870) xiv. w.Cy. (Hall.) Dor. (W.C.
u. 1750). w.Som.1 He op way his vice [fist], and meet way un jis

under the year. Dev. 1 4. n.Dev. The idee kind o' growed in my
heart to up and marry Mary Amelia, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901)

253. Cor. 'Ee ups and petches th' thing overboard, Harris Our
Cove (1900) 48. [Amer. I up an' put for the village lickity-out,

Westcott David Harum (1900) xix.]

Hence to up and say, tell, &c, phr. to speak boldly and
unhesitatingly ; to speak at once.

Per. I up an' telled her hoo our Davie was down wi' the jandies,

Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 210, ed. 1887. e.Lth. I ups an'

says to them, Hunter /. Inwick (1895) 223. Dmf. I'll up an' say,

Thom Jock o' the Knowe (1878) 14. Ir. Their ould rapscallion of

a doctor ups and sez me sight wasn't good enough for them,

Barlow Shamrock (1901) 280. w.Ir. The bishop ups and he tells

him that he must mend his manners, Lover Leg. (1848) I. 94.

Wxf. She up and told him all about it, Kennedy Banks Boro

(1867)33. Nhb. He ups to me and. says, Graham Red Scaur

(1896) 127. n.Yks. 1 Bud he oops an 1

seeas— ' nowght o' t'soort.'

w.Yks. Th' young Maister 'ud up an' gie me a talking-to, Sutcliffe

Shameless Wayne (1900) 61. ne.Lan. 1 Chs. 1 I upped and towd

im ; Chs.23 Midi. I ups and tells the truth, Bartram People of
T t 2
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Clopton (1897) 144. Der. My master he ups and says so kind,

Verney Stone Edge (1868) xviii. s.Not. Prior Rente (1895) 227.

Nhp. 1
, War.12 w.Wor. He sot down, an' then he up and telled

ma, S. Beauchamp Grantley (1874) I. 30. Oxf. I up and told her
pretty quick what I thought about it (CO.). Brks. I ups to

parson an' telled 'im about it, Hayden Round our fill. (1901) 176.

Hnt. (T.P.F.) Nrf. Spilling Giles (1872) 5. Suf. Fison Merry
Suf. (1899) 39. Sur. Well, I ups and ax's 'ee, Bickley Sur.
Hills (1890) II. i. Sus. She'll up and speak to the gentry them-
selves, O'Reilly Stories (1880) I. 239. Dor. Up and told me
straight out, Francis Fiander's Widow (1901) pt. 11. vii. w.Som.1

Dev. 1 I'd a gurt meend to have up and told the passon just now-
raret what arant-a-come-scour we had to our houze to-day, 3. Cor.

He up an' sez No ! Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 19. [Amer. A
body that ups and tells the truth when he is in a tight place, Cent.

Mag. (Feb. 1885) 564.]

17. v. Fig. To upset ; exhaust, fatigue.
Cum.1 This het weather an' hard wark fairly ups a body ; Cum.2

,

Cum.4

18. int. A cry used in driving oxen ; also in phr. up on.
Not. 2

, s.Not. (J. P. K.) Cor. So-hoa ! Oop Comely Vean ! oop,
then—o-oop I

' Q.' Splendid Spur (ed. 1893) 180.

19. adj. In cotnp. (1) Up-block, a horse-block
; (2) -folks,

the upper classes
; (3) -gang, an uphill path or track ; the

act of ascending.
(1) Glo. Gl. (1851% (2) e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.) (3) Sc.

(Jam.) ; Our minny here's rather dreigh in the upgang, Scott
Midlothian (1818) xxix. n.Yks.124, ne.Yks.1

, m.Yks.1

20. sb. In phr. (i)/air ups, a fighting term; see below;
see Fair, adj. 1 (23) ; (2) the up and the long, the long and
the short

; (3) ups and downs, a fighting term ; see below.
(1) w.Yks. Fair ups . . . limits the blows to such time as the

combatant remains on his feet (H.L.). (2) n.Sc. The up an' the
lang o't is this, Gordon Carglen (1891) 109. (3) w.Yks. In ups
and downs ... a man may not only be hit when he is down but
also kicked, without any imputation of foul blows resting on
his adversary (H.L.).

UP, see Hoop, sb. 2

UPADRILGEY, sb. Cor.3
[>padrHdgi.] A hubbub

;

a state of noisy excitement. See Drilger, Hubba; cf.

upadrilzey.
UPADRILZEY, sb. Cor.3 [BpadrHzi.] A hubbub;

a state of noisy excitement. See Drilsy, Hubba; cf.

upadrilgey.
UPALANGST, adj. Sh.I. 111.

Wir Aertie is upalangst tu day (J.S.).

UPATO, adj. Sh.I. In phr. to have something upato,
to have something laid by ; to have a little secret hoard.
Wir Gibbie can marry whin he laekes, he has somtin' upato

(J.S.).

UPAZET, adv. Dev. Also in form uppa-zit. [opszo't.]

Opposite ; set before one in full view. See below.
n.Dev. Tha hast tha very daps o' thy old Ount Sybyl Moreman

upazet, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 230; Halliwell's definition, 'In
perfection,' (copied from old Gloss.) is an absurd invention. The
phrase means ' set up in view.' I heard a man say of another,
whom he recognized, ' I be so safe 'twas he, as auf I'd a got-'n

now avore me, up-a-zot,' ib. Gl., ed. Elworthy; Grose (1790);
(Hall.)

UPBANK, adv., adj. and sb. Cum. Wm. Yks. [u-p-,

E'pbarjk.] 1. adv. Upfiill ; upwards.
Lakel. 12 (s.v. Bank). Cum. 3 They hod him i' toak, till he can

hardly tell whedder end on him's upbank, 7 ; Cum.4 Wm. If

Neddy sed t'wattre ran doon-bank, Betty wed be sewer ta sae it

ran up-bank, Jonny Shippard at Heeam, pt. ii, in Clarke Spec.

Dial. (ed. 1877) pt. i. 38
;
(E.W.P.) s.Wm. A deadly blaw laid it

belly up-bank, Hutton Dial. Storth and Arnside (1760) I. 55.
w.Yks. When t'chimla wants sweSpin', ah'll goo on t'top o't'

next 'ouse, an' sweep it downbank, i'stead o' upbank (F.P.T.).

2. Southwards.
Cum., Wm. We used to hear of labourers 'gangin upbank to

maw,' after our harvest-time was over (M.P.).
3. adj. Uphill

; fig. difficult.
Lakel. 2 Upbank wark's tryen ta git on i' t'world.

4. sb. A coal-mining term : a working driven to the rise
in the coal ; a dip rise. Cum.4

, w.Yks. (T.T.)
UPBRAID, v. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Lin. [up-, Bpbre'd.l

To rise on the stomach ; to vomit ; also in phr. to upbraid
one. Cf. abraid, v.

2
, braid, v.3

n.Cy. My dinner upbraids, Grose (1790); N.Cy.1
,

Nhb.1

e.Yks. 1 Ah niwer eeats onions bud they upbraids ma. w.Yks.12
,

ne.Lan. 1 Lin. Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 729 ; Lin.1 se.Lin.

Anything one has eaten upbraids one when it repeats in the

mouth (J.T.B.).

UPBRAY, v. n.Yks.* A dial, form of ' upbraid.'

UPCAST, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks.

Also in form upkest Nhb.1 Cum.14 n.Yks.2 ; pp. upkessen
n.Yks.2 [-epka-st, -ke'st ; Bpkast, -kest] 1. v. To
raise up.
Lnk. I'll sweer it, wi' up-casted loof, Murdoch Doric Lyre

(1873) 101.

2. To turn over. Bnff., Cld. (Jam.) 3. To reckon,

calculate. See Cast, v. VII. 1.

Rnf. To an hour she could upcast How long a ton of coals

should last, M cGilvray Poems (ed. 1862) 12.

4. Of clouds : to gather. Bnff.1 See Cast, v. X. 4.

Hence Up-casting, sb., obs., a gathering of clouds above
the horizon, generally a precursor of rain.

Sc. (Jam.) Fif. V the wastern weddir-glim A black up-castin',

with ane rim O' darkness, lace'd the yerth, Tennant Papistry

(1827) 185. N.Cy. 1
, Nhb.1

5. To bring up against ; to taunt, reproach, cast in the
teeth ; to upbraid with. See Cast, v. X. 5.

Cai. 1
, Bnff. 1 Abd. He could not have sat supine under more of

that hard, youthful ' upcasting,' Abd. Wkly. Free Press (June 21,

1902). Cld. (Jam.) Don. It'll not be upcast to me that I was the

first to disgrace me family, Pearson's Mag. (July 1900) 52. N.Cy. 1
,

Nhb.1
, e.Dur. 1 Cum. 1

; Cum.4 Her daughter used very bad
language, and upcast men at her, Carlisle Patriot (June 2, 1899)

7, col. 3. n.Yks.2 You needn't upkest ought about it. It was all

upkessen.

6. sb. A mining term : a fault, dyke, or rise-hitch where
the further strata are thrown upward. Also in comp.
Upcast-dyke. Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl.

(1888). 7. An air-shaft up which the return air is drawn

;

also in cotnp. Upcast-shaft.
Lnk. Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) 222. N.Cy.1 , Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur.

Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl. (1849, ed. 1888). Dur. (J.J.B.)

8. The outcome or result of anything. Cum. (E.W.P.)
9. Obs. Fig. An upset.
Sc. (Jam.) ; What with the upcast and terror that I got a wee

while syne, Scott 5/. Ronan (1824) xxviii.

10. A reproach ; a taunt ; an occasion of reproach.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Ye are an upcast to poor sufferers, Thomson Cloud

of Witnesses {zin) 205, ed. 1871. Cai.1 Abd. There's been nae
wrang seen, an' there'll be nae up-cast till then, Abd. Wkly. Free
Press (Oct. 20, 1900). Lnk. I'm sair mista'en if it'll no be an up-
cast .to me as lang as I leeve, Fraser Whaups (1895) xiii. N.I.1

Don. To be an upcast to them wherever they'd go, Macmanus
Chim. Corners (1899) 38. N.Cy.1, Cum.14

UPDORROK, adj. Sh.I. Also written updorruck.
Worn out, exhausted ; decayed, useless ; bankrupt. (Coll.
L.L.B.), S. & Ork.1

UPEND, v. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Not. Lin.
Wor. Pem. Brks. Suf. Sur. Dev. Also in forms upeend
s.Lan.1 Chs.1

; -ind Brks.1
; -innd Suf.1 [up-, Bpe-nd.]

1. To set upright ; to stand on end ; to raise an invalid
in bed.

Nhb.1 Upend the bar'l. Cum. We . . . upendit ooar girt stee,
Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 224. Wm. T'auld jade, though sea
feckless, her trunk gat upended, Whitehead Leg. (1859) 6.
n.Yks.4 When ah'd gitten mysen upended agaan, 291. w.Yks.2

,

Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Aw pike't him eawt o' th' gutter an' up-eended
him. Chs.1

, Not.2 n.Lin.1 We've got the corn cut, but not up-
ended yet. Brks. 1

, Suf. 1 n.Dev. Not up-ended the zame as thic,
Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 275.

2. To stand or sit upright ; to sit up in bed ; esp. with
the reflex, pron.

n.Yks.2 Up-end yourself. w.Yks. He upended hizsenn i' bed,
Yksman. Comic Ann. (1878) 7. Lan. I left him about two minutes
sin' up-ended i' bed, Waugh Chim. Corner (1874) 123, ed. 1879

;

Lan.1 n.Lin. 1 When the toast of ' The Queen ' was proposed, only
two or three of the company up-ended themselves.

3. Phr. to upend about it, to get on one's legs and find fault.
n.Lin.1 Some one is sure to up-end about it.

4. With the reflex, pron. : to get up.
w.Yks. T'owd fowk generally uphended thersen abaht that
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time, Cudworth Dial. Sketches (1884) 119. Wor. Up-end your-
self (R.M.E.).

5. To fight.

Sur. If you tells me agin ... as he didn't catch that varmint fust

by its tail, and then by its head, you'll hev to upend yerself,
Forest Tithes (1893) 99.

6. To turn bottom uppermost ; to overturn, upset.
Chs. 3 s.Chs. 1 Iv dhu sez aan'i mdoiirtu mey, ah)lup-en -ddhi.

7. To confound an opponent, esp. in an argument.
s.Pem. (W.M.M.)
UPGANG, sb. Sh.I. Also in forms upgaing, upgeng.

[e'pgarj.] A sudden storm, accompanied by a high sea

;

also in phr. upgangofweather. {Coll. L.L.B.), (J.S.), S. &Ork.*
UPGASTANG, sb. Obs. Or. I. Also in form upsta-

gang. A species of loom.
Good strong black clothes . . . wrought in a loom called

upstagang, Statist. Ace. XIV. 326 (Jam., s.v. Vadmell) ; S. & Ork.1

UPGESTRY, sb. Obs. Sh.I. (Jam.) A legal custom
according to which an ' udaller ' may transfer his property
on condition ofreceiving sustenance for life. See Opgestry.
UPHAND, adj. Obs. Sc. With uplifted hand.
w.Sc. Girzie . . . was apt to enforce her commands with uphand

emphases, Carrick Laird 0/ Logan (1835) 85.

UP-HELLY-A, sb. Sh.I. Also in forms uphellia, up-
helya. The twenty-fourth day after Yule ; see below

;

also in comp. Uphellia-day.
On . . . Uphelya, the twenty-fourth day after Yule, and that on

which the Holy or holidays are supposed to be ' up,' the youths
of Lerwick, attired in fantastic dresses, go 'guising' about the

town in bands, visiting their friends and acquaintances, and
reproducing in miniature the carnival of more southern climes,

Good Wds. (1884) 747 ; I'd 'a come a farder gaet ower a waur
road, redder dan hev missed da turn oot apo Up-Helly-A',
Ollason Mareel (1901) 10 ; The principal Festival of the season

to Lerwegians, namely ' Up-helly A,' which brings to a close the

orgies and festivities which have more or less been the rule for a

month, is now celebrated with all the ' glorious pomp and circum-

stance '
. . of Norse galleys, torch-light processions, and guizing

galore, Sh. News (Jan. 5, 1901) ;
(A.W.)

UPHOLD, v., sb. and adj. Van dial, uses in Sc. and
Eng. Also in forms apod Cum. 1 Win. ; apowd Lin.1

;

pode Lakel.2 Cum.14
;
powd Yks. Lin.1

; uphad Sc. N.Cy. 1

Nhb. 1 Cum.1
; uphadd Sc. (Jam.) ; uphaud Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.1

Nhb. Lan. ; uphod Lakel.2 Cum.134 Wm. n.Yks.24 m.Yks. 1

w.Yks.15 Lan.1 n.Lan. 1 ne.Lan. 1

; uphode Lin.; uphohd
n.Lin.1

; uphoud w.Yks.1 Shr. 1
; uphould I.Ma. ; uphowd

N.Cy. 1 Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 Chs.1 s.Chs.1 Der. Lin. 1
; upod e.Yks. 1

;

uppal, uppil Sc. (Jam.) ; upple Sc. ; uppoud Lan. [epou'd,

•a -
d, -o

-

d.] 1. v. To support; to maintain, provide for

;

to defend.
Sc (Jam.) ; Pride an'sweerness take meikleuphadding, Ferguson

Prov. (1641) No. 695. Abd. I's uphaud Ma'colm again the haill

poustie o' ye, Macdonald Lossie (1877) xlvii. Ayr. To uphad them
. . . Is no for sicken fouk as me, Fisher Poems (1790) 155. Lnk.

A slate up-hauden by a twig, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 58.

N.Cy.1 n.Yks.4 It'll tak summat ti uphold t'waay 'at he's gahin'

on, i. e. living. ne.Yks. 1 Ah doubt he weean't upho'd hissen mich
langer. w.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan.1 Der. Mester Green uphowded us i'

leavin' him when he wouldna' turn fro' his evil courses, Gilchrist
Peakland (1897) 17a. sw.Lin.1 She upholds it [a cottage hospital]

herself : no one else pays anything to it. She wants a wage to

uphoud the three on 'em. w.Som. 1 All they boys do mind is their

impudence ; and 'tidn no good to spake to 'em, vor their mothers
on'y upholds 'em in it.

Hence Uphoddings, sb. pi. means of support.
n.Yks.2 All their bits o' up-hoddings.

2. Obs. To furnish horses for a coach, &c.
Sc. (Jam.); It's Jamie Martingale that furnishes the naigs on

contract and uphauds them, Scott Antiquary (1816) i.

3. To keep in repair or good order.
Elg. James Forsyth, glasier, agrees to uphold the glass windows

of both churches for £20 Sc. per annum, Cramond Session Rec.

(1897) 320. w.Yks.1 I'll uphod this brig for seven year, ne.Lan.1

I'll uphod t'job for 3 year.

4. To raise.

Edb. The whure o' Babylon . . . uphaudin' her heid amang the

ruins, Buchan Lost Lady (1899) 107.

5. To affirm, maintain in argument ; to warrant, vouch
for

;
gen. in phr. I'll upholdyou.

Sc. To uphadd a horse sound (Jam.) ; I'se uphaud it's been
Robertson that learned ye that doctrine, Scott Midlothian (1818)
xx. Cai.1 e.Sc. I'll uphaud Essie as the best baker o' cakes i'

the parish, Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) ii. s.Sc. I'se uphaud ye
Owr the lugs in love to be, T. Scott Poems (1793) 356. Slk. I'se

uphaud them for a croon, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 212.

n.Cy.GROSE(i790); N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 He uphadded the varry opposite.
Lakel.2 He'll pay thi Ah'll pode him 'at will he. Cum. I'll uphod
ye, we's 'gree, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 143 ; Cum. 1 Aa'l pode
ta it's true ; Cum.4 Wm. A proper Grey Dog, I's uphod thee

!

Ollivant Owd Bob (1898) i; Thool tuch his sore spot I'll apod
tha, Robison Aald Taales (1882) 8. n.Yks.1

; n.Yks. 2 I'll up-hod
ye it is seea. ne.Yks.1 e.Yks.1 That Ah'll upod, whativver they
may say. m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. O'l powd ya yo'l be betten, Bywater
Sheffield Dial. (1839) 145; w.Yks.1 I'll uphodto I wor feaful fain;

w.Yks.2345 Lan. Yoah're too raskots I'll uppoud yoah, Walker
Plebeian Pol. (1796) 65, ed. 1801 ; He's dry enough, I uphaud
him, Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) I. 80 ; Lan. 1 n.Lan.1

I'll uphod
the' he'll du it. ne.Lan.1

, s.Lan. 1
, Chs.123 , s.Chs. 1

, nw.Der.1
, Not.1

Lin. She'll be all right to-morrow, I'll upho'de, Gilbert Rugge
(1866) I. 31 ; Lin.1 I'11-powd-it she will come betimes. n.Lin. 1

He'll findthings different sum time or anutherl'll uphohd it. se.Lin.

(J.T.B.), Lei.1 Nhp. 1 I'll uphold the horse to be sound. War. 8

Shr.1 Yo' 66dna see a prettier nor more useful tit twix 'ere an'

Lunnon, I'll up'oud it. Oxf. I'll uphold that (GO.).

6. To boast of.

I.Ma. Uphoulding the days she lived with Quine, Brown Yarns

(1881) 274, ed. 1889.

7. With with : to believe in.

w.Sc. I'm no ane that uphauds wi' a' the tales I hear, Wood
Farden Ha' (1902) 12. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.)

8. Of the weather : to clear.

w.Sc, s.Sc. (Jam.) Rxb. See, it's uppling already, Hamilton
Outlaws (1897) 187. Gall. If the flitchers [flakes of snow] be

broad it will upple sooner, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 206, ed.

1876 ; When the weather at any time has been wet, and ceases to

be so, we say it is uppled, ib. 454.

9. sb. Support, maintenance ; a prop ; a person who
maintains another.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Abd. The death o' wives, and the luck o'

sheep, are a puir man's uppal (Jam.). Frf. Wha'll cast the end
gin aince ye try To pu' oor uphauds doon ? Reid Heatherland (1894)
16. Edb. Learmont Poems (1791) 142.

10. The act of maintaining a building in repair; the
obligation so to do. Sc. (Jam.) 11. That which requires

maintenance ; that which is requisite to supply a person's

wants ; hence a person's demands.
Lakel. 2 He's a chap at's at a ter'ble gurt uphod sen he was seea

badly. Cum.4 He's of a parlish girt uphod an' can swallow two
basonfulls o' poddish to t'breakfast. n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.2 ' Of a des-

perate up-hod,' said of a great eater or a spender.

12. A state of confirmed waywardness.
m.Yks. 1 He's of a desperate upho'd.

13. Chief delight, ruling desire. Sc. (Jam.) 14. adj.

Of the weather : fine ; clearing up.
nw.Abd. It's nearhan' uppil noo, Goodwife (1867) st. 46.

Hence uppil aboon, phr. clear overhead. n.Sc. (Jam.)

UPHOUG, sb. and adj. Sh.I. Also in form uphoga.
1. sb. Ruin ; bankruptcy. S. & Ork. 1 2. adj. Of a

boat: worn out, unfit for sea. (J.S.) 3. Of an animal:
fatted and ready for the knife, (ib.)

UPKEEP, sb. Sc. [B-pkip.] Maintenance, charge.
Sh.I. If da muckle boats win money, dey need a lok o't fir upkeep,

Sh. News (Apr. 14, 1900). Flf. Heddle Colina's Island (1900) 39.

Dmb. The only money for the upkeep of the house would be her

small wages, Strang Lass of Lennox (1899) 44. Ayr. Johnston
Glenbuckie (1889) 65. e.Lth. It wasna justice to be taxin folk for

the upkeep o'a kirk they didna gang til, HuNTER././Mafl'r£(i895) 1 17.

UPKESSEN, UPLAG, see Upcast, Upslaag.
UPLAND, sb. and adj. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Lan. Der. e.An.

Ken. Sus. Dev. Also written uppland Sc. [upland.]

1. sb. Hilly country ; a plateau
;
gen. in pi.

Arg. In the uplands of our shire, Munro Shoes ofFort. (1901) 25.

Rnf. Where the Kelvin rows down Frae the uplands aboon, To
glide wi' the Clyde to the sea, Webster ifhymts (1835) 17. Ayr.

The Queen was on the upland when they drew near the fields,

Galt Gilhaize (1823) x. Gall. Dressed like any other ploughman
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of the south uplands, Crockett Stickit Min. (1893) 2. Ir. Look at

them uplands, if there's one acre all great ugly stones, there's

hundred-thousands, Barlow Kerrigan (1894)112. n.Cy. (Hall.)

ne.Lan. Afrolic across the dewy uplands, Mather Idylls (1895) 33

;

ne.Lan.1 Der. The water from the uplands added a pungent whiff

of peat, Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 149. e.An. 1 Higher and drier

ground, as contradistinguished from fen-land ; e.An.2 Bungay
Uplands.

Hence (1) Uplander, (2) Uplandman, sb. an inhabitant

of the 'uplands.'
(1) Twd. The bronzed and seasoned uplander with an indescrib-

able glamour of the poetic in his air, Buchan Weather (1899) 162.

e.An. 1 (2) e.An. 1

2. adj. On high or hilly ground ; occas. inland, ' up-
country ' ; rustic.

Sc. The minister of an upland parish, stretching southward to

the Cheviots, Dickson Auld Precentor (1894) 56. n.Sc. Dwellers

in the upland and the lowland straths, Gordon Carglen (1891) 21.

Per. The cartroad to Whinnie Knowe and the upland farms, Ian
Maclaren Brier Bush (1895) 5. Dmf. Yon hoary cairn that like

a ghaist Glowr's owre the upland braes, Reid Poems (1894) 86.

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Ken., e.Sus. Holloway. Dev.

She'd been used to an upland farm, Phillpotts Striking Hours
(1901) 119.

UPLIFT, v. Sc. Cum. I.Ma. Der. Opli-ft] 1. To
raise up

; fig. to cheer, lighten.

Per. This bonnie bairn uplifts my heart As health were mine
ance mair, Ford Harp (1893) 357. Dmf. On bended knees, and
hands uplift to heav'n, James Kennedy Poems (1823) 129.

Hence (1) Uplifted, ppl. adj. elated, greatly pleased

;

excited ; rendered proud
; (2) Uplifting, (a) ppl. adj.

elevating, inspiring ; (b) sb. elation, pride.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. I ken shu wid be upliftit ta get hit ta mak'
a shaedid border till a hap or twa, Sh. News (Oct. 16, 1898).

Cai. 1 e.Sc. He was just as far uplifted as he had been dooncast,

Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 273. Enf. Barr Poems (1861)

131. Edb. Being so uplifted at the part I was like to play,

Beatty Secretar (1897) 325. Cum. When we fand oa that gowld
he wasn't at oa upliftit, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 238. I.Ma.

Uplifted scandalous, and settin their face like a flint, Brown
Doctor (1891) 67. Der. I'm a bit uplifted, an' my fingers arena
stiddy, Gilchrist Peakland (1897) ai. (2, a) Dmf. Truly, Jock,
that was maist upliftin', Paton Castlebracs (1898) 33. (b) Frf.

Ye'll get a' the sharper a doush doon on accoont 0' this upliftin',

Mackenzie Northern Pine (1897) 213.

2. To collect dues, fines, &c.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. The Laird that paid the stipend out of the

tithes uplifted by him, Willock Sh. Minister (1897) 21. Or.I.

Wallace Desc. Ork. (1693) 73, ed. 1883. Abd. Leaving his son
. . .behind him to uplift the prices thereof, Spalding Hist. Sc.

(1792) I. 20. Ayr. To levy and uplift such a stint as was necessary
to entertain the poor in their parish according to their respective
needs, Edgar Old Church Life (1886) II. 45. Wgt. The right to uplift

these dues was set to Anthony Conning, Fraser Wigtown (1877) 34.

UPLINS, adv. Sc. [irplinz.] Upwards.
Bnfif.1 Fif. She [Aurora] skeygit uplins throu' the air, Tennant

Papistry (1827) 132. Cld. (Jam.)

UPLOPPEN, ppl. adj. Sh.I. Also written uplopen.
Applied to a person who is easily excited, or who jumps
in a hurry at conclusions. See Loup, v.

1

Da uplopen fillies, Sh. News (Jan. 29, 1898) ; (J.S.)

UPLOS, v. Sh.I. Also in form uppleuse S. & Ork.1

[eplce'z.] To disclose ; to discover. See Loose, v

}

Daa, doos no ta uplos yon [whisky bottle] fil we've gotten wir
cup, Sh. News (Jan. 20, 1900) ; (J.S.) ; S. & Ork. 1

UPOD, see Uphold.
UPON, prep, and adv. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also in forms apo 1

, apon Sh.I. ; upo' Sc. Cum.1
;

uppo s.Lan. 1 [apo'(n.] 1. prep. In phr. (1) out upon thee,

see below
; (2) to be upon a person, to be insistent with

him ; (3) to draw breath upon a thing, to mention it
; (4) to

fall upon sleep, to fall asleep
; (5) to sit upon a wind, to sit

in a draught
; (6) upon a person's mind, of the same mind

with him
; (7) — the go, on the point of going ; going

about from place to place ;
' on the spree

' ; (8) — times,

now and then ; sometimes ; see Time, 1 (b) (7).

(1) Cum. 1 Out upo' tha for a good-to-nought. (2) Sh.I. Da
lasses wis apo' Willie ta sing dem a sang, Sh. News (Dec. 10,

1898). (3) Wir folk kens nae mair aboot hit is da dead 1' da

grave an' fir da Loard's sake, whin doo comes in, doo's no ta draw

braeth apon hit, ib. (May 12, 1900). (4) Ayr. He would fa' upon

a rosy sleep, Service Notandums (1890) 100. (5) Sc. She

wondered why Miss Clara didna wear that grand shawl, and her

just sitting upon the wind of a door, Scott St. Ronan (1824) xxii.

(6) Sh.I. Doo's apo' my mind, Sibbie, I tink 'at da laad 'at coudna

twin wi' a saxpence or a shillin' fir suntin' ta gie da lass 'at he

wis gaein efter, is no wirt ta hae a lass, Sh. News (Sept. 23, 1899).

(7) s.Lan.1 (8) w.Wor.1
, s.Wor. 1

, Hrf.2 ,
Glo.1

2. On.
Sh.I. Apo da Fursday nicht afore last, Ollason Mareel{igox) 9.

3. With ; about.
Sc. Have you a knife upon you ? Monthly Mag. (1800) I. 324.

Sh.I. I tink shu wisna plased apo' Sibbie, Sh. News (May 22, 1897).

N.I.1 1 take the medicine upon milk. Nhb.1 Cor. Which eye can

you see me upon ? Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) I. 105.

4. To ; esp. in phr. to marry upon.
Abd. Just keep yer hands upo' yoursell, Beattie Parings (1801)

30, ed. 1873. Ayr. My marriage upon my own cousin Miss Betty

Lanshaw, Galt Annals Parish (1821) i. Nhb. Married upon a

Willowle'e, Richardson Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) VI. 191.

Dev.1 I wud a treated tha upon some special buns and toping ale

at the Pigeons, 8.

5. At.
Sc. Say a grace upon a pinch, Nicoll Poems (ed. 1843) 99.

Sh.I. I shook my neive apon him, Sh. News (July 10, 1897).

6. In.

Sh.I. Will ye hae ony mair tae, bairns ? Der plenty apo' da pot,

Sh. News (July 7, 1900).

7. adv. Almost ; about.
Dev. I just upon come for upset this 'ere boil-hot kettle o' watter,

Ford Postle Farm (1899) 39.

UPPAL, see Uphold.
UPPA-MURRA,s6. Sh.I. The action of a cat washing

with the paws about the head. S. & Ork. 1

UPPEN, v. Obs. e.An. To mention, reveal, disclose.

e.An. (Hall.) Suf.1 Yeow didn't uppen it, did ye? Be sewer
don't uppen it ta nobody.

UPPER, adj., adv. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and
Eng. [u -pa(r, T3'ps(r.] 1. adj. In comb. (1) Upper-back,
a vessel in which beer is put to cool ; (2) -end, obs., the
head

; (3) -flint, strata in Lightmoor Wimsey pit
; (4)

-garret, see (2) ; (5) -hand, to take into custody ; to

apprehend; (6) -mealy, see below ; (7) -mes, obs., persons
sitting above the salt-vat

; (8) -moor, in phr. to cast the

upper moor, a peat-cutting term ; see below
; (9) -sole-

buird, the plank adjoining the ' sole-buird,' q.v.
; (10)

•works, see (2).

(1) Sus. Holloway. (2) Edb. He's no right i' the upper end,
Liddle Poems (1821) 203. (3) Shr. Marshall Review (1818) II.

199. (4) e.Yks. 1 He's a bit wake iv his upper-garret. (5) e.An.1

(6) Sus. ' Top Vein,' a band of limestone, an inch, or an inch and
a half thick, overlying the 'Fox' or the 'Upper Mealy,' from
which it is separated by from 8 to 10 inches of shale, Ramsay
Rock Spec. (1862) 146. (7) Sc. The upper mes instead of porridge,
had a pullet with some prunes in the broth, Francisque-Michel
Lang. (1882) 44. (8) Sh.I. If the moss is deep, two persons cut—the one below the other. The one that cuts on the top is said
to ' cast da upper mor,' i.e. the surface moor (J.S.). (9) S. & Ork.1

(10) Lan. O'im i' gradely fettle i' th' upper warks, Kay-Shuttle-
worth Scarsdale (i860) II. 299.

2. Exhausted, done up ; at the end of one's strength or
resources ; downhearted.
Cum.1

; Cum.* ' It's aboot upper wid 't,' said of a dying horse.
Also said of a man in financial difficulties, or of one scarcely able
to walk through drink. ' He's just about upper.'
3. adv. In comb. (1) Upper-bittit, (2) -folded, sheep-
marking terms ; see below ; (3) -halve, to mark a sheep
in a certain way ; see below

; (4) -hatch, obs., to under-
stand, comprehend.

(1) Cum.4 Double upper bitted near ear, cropped far, w.Cum.
Times (Apr. 15, 1899) 4, col. 1. (2) Cum. Every shepherd's flock
lies some variety in ear-marking. . . Sometimes we snip a bit out
of the upper or under fold of the ear, and we say it is under-
folded or upper-folded, Cornh. Mag. (Oct. 1890) 387-8. (3) Cum.
We cut one-half of a top of the ear clean away, and we call it under
or upper halving. ' It hes upper-hauved nar, far stuffed,' ib. (i\
Nrf. Holloway. '
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4. sb. In phr. to get the upper, to get uppermost.
Sc. (G.W.) Fif. Ilk fallow's heels clean gat the upper, His

back-neck down upon the crupper, Tennant Papistry (1827) 145.

w.Yks. (J.W.)
UPPERMER, adj. Cum. Wm. Yks. Also written

ttppermor Cum. [u-pa(r)ma(r.] Upper, higher ; also

used subst.

Cam.1 ; Cum.3 It ola's bead by him—his uppermor" thowte,

164 ; Cum.4 Wm. He fell t'uppermer, when they biath co' doon
(B.K.). w.Yks. (J.W.)
UPPERTER, adj. Hrf.2 [Not known to our corre-

spondents.! Taller.

UPPIN(G, adj. Yks. Lin. Glo. Brks. Hmp. I.W. Wil.

Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. and Amer. Also written uppen
I.W.2 Dor.1 [B-pin.] In comp. (1) Uppingblock, (2)

-chock, (3) -steps, (4) -stock, (5) -stone, a horse-block

;

steps by which to mount a horse. Cf. hepping-stock.

(1) n.Yks.2 (s.v. Horsing-stone), Glo.1 Hmp., Som. Holloway.
[Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 426.] (2) I.W. 1 (3) n.Lin. 1

(4)

Brks.1, Hmp.1
, I.W.2 , Wil.1 Dor.1 A plock O' wood's so big's an

uppen-stock. w.Som.1 In the days of pillions these upping-stocks

were a necessity, and without them even now farmers' wives and

daughters who ride to market could not mount unaided. Dev.

Standing there by the upping-stock holding his horse, O'Neill

Idyls (1892) 29; Dev.8 , Cor.
1 (5) nXin. 1

UPPING, sb. Yks. Lan. [u'pin.] L The conclusion
;

the upshot ; the crisis.

w.Yks. T'upping on't wor, he hed to goa, Leeds Merc. Suppl.

(Sept. 2, 1899) ; w.Yks.1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1

2. pi. The closing hours of life.

w.Yks. We'st all ha' to come to us last uppings, if we live long

enough, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Aug. 2, 1891).

UPPINGS, sb. pi. Sc. Som. Also written upings Sc.

[B-pinz.] Perquisites ; new or repaired clothes, &c.

Rxb. Ye're o'er like our ain when they Come hame to get their

up-ings, Riddell Poer. Wks. (1871) II. 145. Som. (Hall.) e.Som.

W. & J. Gl. (1873).

UPPINS, adv. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) A little way upwards.

UPPISH, adj. Sc. Yks. Glo. Suf. Sus. Dor. Dev.

[u-pif, e-pif.] 1. Raised up.
w.Yks. It wor as thick rahnd t'body as a engine boiler, an wor

varry uppish i' t'hinnd pairt, Yksman. Comic Ann. (1891) 39.

2. Obs. Fig. Aspiring, ambitious ; bold, audacious.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Anderson Poems (ed. 1826) 9. Lnk. The

rebels are far more uppish than before this last attempt, Wodrow
Ch. Hist. (1721) I. xxv, ed. 1828. Peb. That sty This uppish

scraper holds so dear, My titty built, Lintoun Green (1685) 44,

ed. 1817.
.

3. Pettish, easily provoked; passionate; also used advb.
;

and in comb. Uppish-like.
Glo.1 , Suf.1, Sus. 1 Dor. Windsor Mag. (Aug. 1900) 354. Dev.

'What 'ast a-dued wi' Polly, than?' ' I ant a-dued nort tii 'er,

unly 'er's za uppish-like. Got tha munkey 'pon 'er showlder,'

Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 149.
.

VPPIST, adj. Wor. [B-pist.] In phr. uppist o' the top,

at the top ; uppermost.
w.Wor. [He] putted 'em i' the waater, as the fust as be uppist

o' the top, S. Beauchamp N. Hamilton (1875) II. 297.

UPPOAD, see Uphold.
UP-PUT, v. and sb. Sc. Also in form up-pit Bnff. 1

1. v. Obs. To erect.

Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. Anent upputting and edifeing the tolbuitn,

Cramond Cullen Ann. (1888) 41. Abd. Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792)

I. 246.

Hence Up-putter, sb. a builder ; an erector.

Bnff. As upputters at the first and proprietors of the sd. loft,

Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 97.

2. sb. Lodging, entertainment. Bnff.1 See Up-putting.

UP-PUTTING, sb. Sc. Nhb. Also in form up-pittin

Sc. (Jam.) 1. Accommodation ; lodging ;
entertainment

for man or beast. , ,
"

Sc. (Jam.); You, that have free up-putting-bed, board and

washing-arid twelve pounds sterling a-year, Scott Guy MjiSiS)

ix. s.Sc. ' Be so kind as to open the door to us. I will do nae

sic thing ; I hae nae uppitting for ye,' Wilson Tales (1839) V. 47.

Lnk. Mony's the meal o' meat they got frae the wife no to speak

o' the up-pittin' they got in the barn, Fraser Whaups
; (1895) *....

Dmf. The up-putting of the house was scanty enough for all of us,

Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 134. Nhb.1 They hae ne upputtm.

2. A place, situation.
Sc. I've gotten a gude up-pittin now (Jam.).

UPPY, adj. and sb. Cum. Yks. [u-pi.] 1. adj. Cross.
w.Yks. 5 Is shoo a uppy body ? 20.

2. sb. See below ; also in comp. Uppy-gates.
Cum. On Easter Tuesday every year, for time out of mind, a

football match is played at Workington between the down-street
folks, consisting of sailors and ironworkers, and the up-street men,
mostly colliers, or, in the language of the players, between the

uppygeats and the downigeats (J.Ar.) ; Cum.4 On the one side

are colliers—the uppies, whilst the sailors or doonies are the

opposers.

UPRIGHT, adj., adv. and sb.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc.

and Eng. Also in forms upreert Dev. ; uprit Hrf.2

1. adj. In comb. (1) Upright bur, the fir moss, Lycopo-

dium Selago
; (2) — jack, the upright piece of wood in a

gate, parallel with the ' head ' and ' hinge-tree.'

(1) Cai. The upright bur, which grows in flat bogs, . . is

lycopodium selago, Agric. Surv. 197 (Jam.). (2) s.Wor. (H.K.)

2. Phr. upright and down-straight, (1) straight up and

down ; (2) honest, straightforward, fair in dealing.

( 1) Cum. 4 It's oa upreeght an doon-streeght like a yard eh pump-
watter, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 179. (2) w.Som.1

,
nw.Dev. 1

3. Sound in health ; not lame.
s.Wor. My horse is quite upright (H.K.).

4. Proud. Hrf.2 5. Independent ; living on private

means ;
gen. in phr. to live upright.

n.Cy. (J.W.) w.Yks. Let him alone; he'll grow upright in

time (C.C.R.). n.Lin. 'What does Mr. Jones do for his living?'

'Oh, nothing; he is an upright man' (M.P.). Nhp. N. &> Q.

live upright on 'a's forten. Ess.1

6. adv. Obs. In phr. to lie a rope upright, to tell any

amount of lies.

n.Dev. Tha wut lee a rope up-reet, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 151.

7. Entirely. e.An. (Hall.) 8. sb. A perpendicular.

w.Som.1 Thick there wall's a little bit out of an upright.

9. A stake. Rdn. Morgan Wds. (1881). 10. A golf-

club whose head is at nearly right angles to the shaft.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) 11. The main stem of a stag's horn.

w.Som. 1 A male deer of one year old has in general one straight

horn each side only, which we term his ' upright.' At two years

old he would probably have bow and uprights above this point

;

at three years old he should have bow, bay, and uprights; and at

four years old bow, bay, tray, and uprights.

UPRIGHT, sb? Obsol. Shr.1 A chimney-sweep.

UPROAR, sb. Dur. Wm. Yks. Hrf. w.Cy. and Nfld.

A state of confusion and disorder.

e.Dur. 1 To ' be in an uproar,' is to have an untidy room, as on

washing-day, &c. Wm. Ivv'rything's in a uprooar at oor hoose

becos o' t'whiteweshin' an' sec like bodderment o' t'wimmen

(B.K.). w.Yks. (J.W.) Hrf.1 The garden is all in an uproar

with weeds. w.Cy. (Hall.) [Nfld. (G.P.)]

VPS,int. s.Chs.1 [>ps.] An exclamation of reproof: fie.

UPSET, v., ppl. adj. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and

Eng. Also in forms oopset Lin. ; upzet Brks.1 [u-p-,

TJ-pset.] 1. v. In phr. to upset afire, to revive it.

Cor. Two men went up the hill upsetting the fire [reviving a

heath fire which had died down] (J.W.).

2. To knock down.
Sur.1 I didn't like to tackle him, because there were two on

'em, and I was afraid they would upset me. Don't do that again,

or I might upset you.

3. To scold, find fault with ; to put out of temper.

Brks. Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 42- Nrf. We must have

'is 'elp Pity to upset 'im, Forbes Odd Fish (1901) 28. Ken.1 I

upset her pretty much o' Sunday mornin', for she kep' messin'

about till she got too late for church. Sus.1 _

4 Obs. To recover from a wound, calamity, &c.

Sc (Jam.) Fif. Folk as stout an' clever As ony shearin' here,

Hae gotten skaith they never Upset for mony year, Douglas

Poems (1806) 123.

5 **/. adj. In phr. (1) to be upset with, to be greatly

pleased or elated with ; (2) upset{ten and downthrussen, (a)

full to repletion ;
(b) in every respect.

(1) n.Yks.1 He's desper'tly upset wiv his new wife. ne.YKs.
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He's weeantly upsetten wi gannin ti skeeal. (2,0) Wm. Sista
thoo's upset an' doonthrossen wi' filth. He'd o' his pockets full,

they war upsetten an doonthrossen wi' nuts (B.K.). (b) Cum. 1

Used in identifying a person ; as, ' It's his varra sel upsett'n an'

doon thruss'n'; Cum.4 n.Yks. He's like his father, upset and
downthrussen (I.W.).

6. Obs. Intoxicated. Stf. Monthly Mag. (1816) I. 494.
7. Pointing upwards ; tip-tilted.
Gail. Puir Girzey, wi' her upset chin, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)

362, ed. 1876. Wgt. To see yon woman come wauchlin' ben, wi'

her upset chin an' yammarin' tongue, Good Wds. (1881) 402.

8. Conceited, ' stuck up.'
w.Cor, She always was an upset woman (M.A.C.).

9. sb. A state of disorder
; fig. a disturbance ; a mis-

understanding, quarrel, 'row'; esp. in phr. a bit of an
upset ; in gen. colloq. use.
w.Yks. Things [furniture, &c] wor in an awful upset, Hartley

Clock Aim. (1879) 48. s.Chs.1 Dhur)z bin u taerbl up-set i

Paa-rliment. Midi. Northall Gl. (1896). nw.Der.1 Lin. He'd
forgive me if it hadn't been for that oopset wi' my bairn Jackie,

Fenn Cure of Souls (1889) 24. War. 2
; War. 3 He doesn't speak

to his brother ; they have had a bit of an upset over the father's

will. w.Wor.1
, s.Wor.1

, Glo.1 Oxf. Our neighbours have had a

bit of an upset over nothing at all (CO.). Brks.1 We was all in

a upzet wi' the washin' when a come to zee us. Sur.1 They'd
both been a-drinking, and they had a reg'lar upset.

10. A cross ; an obstruction.
Ess. Clark J. Noakes (1839) st. 37 ; Ess.1

11. A block of iron, &c, used in ovens to keep the bread
up. Nhp.2 12. A round loaf of bread, baked like a cake
on the oven-bottom. Lan.1 13. The upshot. s.Lan.1

UPSETTING, ppl. adj. and sb. Sc. Irel. Ken. I.W.
Also in form upzettun I.W.1

1. ppl. adj. Proud, ' stuck
up

'
; forward, ambitious ; also in comb. Upsetting-like.

Sc. He's a proud, upsetting-like puppy, Ferrier Inheritance

(1824) II. 362 (Jam.). Abd. A' the upsettin' trash i' the pairis',

Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xii. w.Sc. He's a gey upsettin'

ane 1 And Mrs. Hamilton'll no tak' airs and graces aifony leeving

man, Wood Farden Ha' (1902) 36. s.Sc. Wilson Tales (1839) V.
115. Slk. Low-bred folk are unco upsetting when they chance to

forgather wi' nobility, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 74.
N.I. 1 The're the most upsettinest people in the country.

2. Vehement.
Sc. The minister's aye sae upsetting about riches an' gryte

fouk, Glenfergus (1820) I. 340 (Jam.).

3. sb. Assumption of right ; aspiring or ambitious con-
duct.
Ayr. Partly with upsetting and partly by the eating rust of

family pride, Galt Ann. Parish (1821) xxix ; Weel, I declare if

e'er I heard the like of sic upsetting. I won'er what business
either you or him hae to consenting or none consenting, ib. Entail

(1823) II. 268 (Jam.).

4. A disagreement ; a quarrel, row ; a scolding.
Ken.1 His missus give him a good upsettin', that she did.

I.W.1 There'll be the deuce o' one upzettun.

UPSHARD, sb. Glo.1 [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A stop-gap.
UPSHAW, sb. Lakel. Wm. Yks. Also written upsha

n.Yks.2 [u'pja.] A finish ; a catastrophe, esp. in phr.
upshaw with, all up with.

Lakel.2 It's aboot upshaw wi' him. Wm. It's upshaw wi' him
at last. It war varra near upshaw wi' me (B.K.). n.Yks.2

w.Yks. We often express our opinion after the slightest attack of

illness that we ' thowt we sud never get better agean,' and that

we ' thowt it wor all upshaw,' Binns Village to Town (1882) 90.

UPSHLAAG, see Upslaag.
UPSHOOT, sb. Yks. Chs. [irpjut, -Juit.j 1. The

upshot, issue.
w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Chs.1 Dh)upsh<5ot on it woz iiz ee tuwd im

ee wo)nu tu kum iibuwt dhu bongk ugy'en.

2. An uproar ; a row.
s.Chs.1 Wot wuz au - dhu iipshdot ubuwt i dhu neyt

?

UPSHOT, sb. Obs. Lakel. Cum. Glo. 1. The amount
of a reckoning. Glo.2 2. A merrymaking got up by
subscription ; see below.

Lakel.1 A . . . festive gathering ot general entertainment and
merriment usually held upon Fassen's even. . . It seems to have
taken its name ' upshot ' from paying up the ' shot ' or expenses
described in the following lines : ' At teyme when nwote bit teeth

was gaun, An' aw by the chafts was tether'd, Wull Brough an'

Ritson tuik in haun, To see 'at shot was gether't.' Cum.* A
benefit-night party held at an inn when the landlord was about to

leave, called also a ' drinkin' oot neet.' An Upshot was also

frequently held in a barn, when the arrangements were made by

a small committee of the young men who were their own caterers.

UPSHOW, sb. and adj. n.Yks.2 1. sb. A display.

All's in a stoor and an upshow.

2. adj. Showy ; having high notions. ' Upshow fooaks.'

UPSIDE, sb. and prep. Cum. Lin. Cor. [B-psaid.]

1. sb. In comb. (1) Upside-down, a hard stone ; see below;

(2) -turvy, topsy-turvy ; in disorder.

(1) Cum. One old man remembers that in working a limestone

quarry there was a substance of a very hard nature lying upon the

limestone which he calls 'upsidedown/ and was hardly breakable

until turned right side up, when it was easily broken (E.W.P.).

(2) s.Lin. A be all upside-turvy wi' my wuk this morning (F.H.W.).

2. prep. Above.
Cor. ' She lives upside me,' that is, she who lives at the house

or hamlet higher up than ours (J.W.).

UPSIDES, adv. In gen. dial, use in Sc. and Eng. Also

in forms opzides Dev. ; upsahds Yks. ; -soides s.Lan.1
;

-zides Brks. 1 I.W.2 Wil. Dor. 1 Som. |>-psaidz, Midi,

-soidz.] On the same level ; equal with ; up to ; a match
for

;
gen. in phr. to be upsides with ; also in comb. Upsides-

down.
Sc. I'se be upsides wi' him ae day, Scott Antiquary (1816) xxi.

Cai.1 e.Sc. There's no a butcher, nor baker, nor candlestick

maker, but is upsides wi' you, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 6.

w.Sc. The wicked scounrel, a'll be upsides wi' him for this

!

Macdonald Disp. Settlement (1869) 25, ed. 1877. Lnk. The taste

o't '11 be, if onything, upsides wi' the smell o't, Murdoch Readings

(1895) I. 15. Kcb. A' his gran' stories is aboot gettin upsides wi'

somebuddy, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 186. N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 He
thinks he's deun the trick ; but aa'U be upsides win him, ye'll see.

Cum.14 Wm. Ah'll be upsides wi' that sciapgrias afoor lang

(B.K.). n.Yks. Ah's upsahds wiv him now (I.W.). Lan.1

n.Lan. 1 I'll sarra the' owt ; thou'U see I'll be upsides wi' the' some
day. s.Lan.1 Aw'll be upsoides wi' thee, afore aw've done, mi
lad. Chs.1 23

, s.Chs. 1
, nw.Der. 1 Not. 'Twas just upsides with him

at the turn [of a race] (L. C. M.). sw.Lin.1 I'll be upsides with him
before I've done. Nhp.12 , War.23 Shr. 1 'E's al'ays cuttin' at me
about summat, but I'll be upsides 60th 'im one o' these first days.

Hrf.2 , Glo. 1 Oxf. 1 Maik aist, uuy sez tuon ; an u sez, Maik aist's

ded, Mis'is ! bt uuy wuz uupsuuydz win ; uuy sez, If u iz, Bee
kwik s kuum in iz plais. Brks.1 'T 'ool be hard to be upzides wi'
zuch a rawgue as he be. w.DUd. (W.P.M.), Hmp.1 I.W. 1

;

I.W.2 I can't be upzides wi' he noohow. Wil. 1
, Dor.1 w.Som.1

They thort to a-comed over me, but I show'd 'em purty quick I

was upzides way 'em. Dev. 1 Cor. I'll be upsides wi' the man if

it takes me fifty year to do it, Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 346.
UPSLAAG, sb. Sh.I. Also in forms uplag ; upshlaag

S. & Ork.1 [B-pslag.] A sudden thaw.
He's makin for upslaag da morn ; dis mOn brouch is a shOr sign

of dat (J.S.) ; {Coll. L.L.B.) ; S. & Ork.'

UPSOME, adj. Dev. Opsam.] Froward, ' uppish.'
He was in a very upsome vein then. He talked big words, an'

wouldn't take ' No ' for an answer, Phillpotts Striking Hours
(1901) 91 ; Dev. 23

UPSOTMENT, sb. w.Som.1 [opzotmant.] An upset;
a disturbance.
'Twas a terr'ble upsotment [aupzaufmunt] hon th' old maister

died.

UPSPIEL, v. Obs. Sc. To climb up. See Speel, v.
1

Fif. The mauchty fisher-knicht Upspiel'd his staircase fleet and
licht, Tennant Papistry (1827) 47.

UPSPRAET,s&. Sh.I. [e-pspret.] Thread unravelled
from a knitted stocking, &c. (J.S.)
UPSTAGANG, see Upgastang.
UPSTAIRS, adv., adj. and sb. Yks. Chs. Oxf. Wil.

1. adv. In phr. (1) to be upstairs, to be confined to one's
bed

; (2) to go upstairs, of a woman : to be about to be
confined.

(1) w.Yks. Shoo's better, but shoo's upstairs yet (S.J.C.V Oxf.
(G.O.) (a) Wil. (G.E.D.)

2. adj. High, considerable.
s.Chs.1 Ahy)v gotn ii gild, iipstaerz prahys fur mi cheez.

3. sb. Any story above the ground floor.
n.Yks. Have they onny upstairs? (T.S.) w.Yks. (J.W.)
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UPSTAND, v. and sb. Yks. Ken. 1. v. To stand up.

m.Yks.1
, Ken.1 2. To remain, esp. to remain alive ; to

continue in the same state and circumstances
;
gen. in prp.

n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 Is the old woman upstanding? [still living].

3. sb. pi. Live trees or bushes cut breast high to serve
as marks for boundaries of parishes, &c. Ken. (Hall.),
Ken.1

UPSTANDER, sb. Sh. & Or.I. Yks. Also written
upstaander Sh.I. 1. A parish minister.

Sh.I. Here was a prayer to God . . . more comprehensive and
sincere than that uttered by the learned upstaander, Spence F.Ik-

Lore (1899) 133. Or.I. Ministers must not be spoken of either.

They are mentioned as upstanders, hoydeen, or prestingolva,

Fergusson Rambles (1884) 165.

2. pi. The legs. w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Sept. 9, 1899).
UPSTANDING, ppl. adj. and sb. In gen. dial, use in Sc.

IreL Eng. and Aus. Also in forms upstan'an Bnff. 1

;

standen w.Cy. ; -stannin Nhb.1
; -standing Chs.1

1. ppl. adj. Standing up ; on one's feet. Also used advb.
m.Yks. 1 Chs.1 Aw drank his health upstonding. Ken.1 That

the members shall address the chair and speak upstanding, Rules

of Eastry Cottage Gardeners' Club. Cor. His health was drunk
upstanding and no heeltaps, Harris Our Cove (1900) 210.

2. Continuously, without a break.
Nhb. To Newcassel, for three weeks up-stannin On Permanent

Duty they're gannin', Allan Tyneside Sngs. (1891) 70.

3. Tall, erect, well-made.
Rxb. She was a fine bonnie upstanding lass, Hamilton Outlaws

(1897) 77. Gall. Taking off his bonnet to the sonsy upstanding

fishwife, Crockett Black Douglas (1899) 299. Ir. Isn't himself

grown the bigup-standin' man? Barlow East unto West (1898)

281. Chs.1 A good upstonding crop. War.3 Wor. Three up-

standing cart horses, Auctioneer's Catalogue (Sept. 1900). s.Oxf.

'Ee be so tall an' up-standin', Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 108.

Ken. He's a fine upstanding chap (W.F.S.). Sur. 1 Of some new
cows that I had bought my cowman said, 'They are longer,

higher, more upstanding than our'n be ?
' Sus. The young man a

fine upstanding fellow, Egerton Flks. and Ways (1884) 36. w.Cy.

A vine upstanden set o' men, C. Hare Broken Arcs (1898) 254.

w.Som.1 Gurt upstan'in' two-handed fuller. Dev. 'Es fust wive

wuz a vine, upstanding, glide-looking body, Hewett Peas. Sp.

(1892) 122. nw.Dev.1 [Aus. You remember what an upstanding

good-looking chap he were, Boldrewood Miner's Right (1890)

II. xxvii.]

4. Honourable, upright ; determined ;
lofty.

Ayr. Templandmuir gave this fine dour upstanding friend of his

a twelve year tack of the Red Quarry, Douglas Green Shutters

(1901) n. Gall. The lad is yet honest, up-standing, true,

Crockett Lochinvar (1897) 39. w.Yks. He . . . stays to drink my
health i' his proud upstanding way, Sutcliffe Barbara Cunliffe

(1901) 230. Der.2 Sus.1 They're such an upstanding, down-

sitting family, you wont find their match, search England through.

5. Comp. Upstanding-wage, a standing wage paid

continuously whether work is done or not ; a fixed weekly

wage which includes overtime.
Nhb.1 ' Upstannin wages,' a term in harvest when a labourer

hires to be paid full wages whether prevented from working by

rain or not. Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). e.Dur. 1

[The Company are prepared to arrange a suitable upstanding-wage,

Railway Review (Jan. 1, 1897).]

6. sb. A coal-mining term : an old working where the

roof has not fallen. Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal

Tr. Gl. (1888). 7. Phr. stock and upstanding, the buildings

and appliances for carrying on a business. n.Yks.2

8.' Pith, substance, strength.
, i

Bnff.1 Applied most commonly to crops. ' The nout are gam

through an undeemous thing o' neeps : ye see th'ive nae up-

stan'an.' Abd. I wis thinkin' it [fodder] widna hae muckle

upstannin'. Beasts'll need a lot mair o't nor gin it had been

sappier, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Nov. 1, 1902).

UPSTART, v., ppl. adj. and sb. Sc. Cum. Yks. Wor.

Glo. e.An. Sur. 1. v. To rear as a startled horse. n.Yks.2

Hence Upstartish, adj. somewhat excitable, tb.

2. ppl. adj. ' Stuck-up,' bumptious, domineering.

s.Wor. (H.K.), Glo.1 Sur.1 He's a wonderful upstart sort of a

man, I can tell you.
, , . , ..

3 sb Obs. A hole made by a horse's hoof in clayey soil,

which fills with water and splashes up when trodden in.

See Start-up, 3.
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e.An. 1 These up-starts were a great nuisance some forty years
ago in the rich district called High Suffolk, in which it was then
almost impossible to travel otherwise than on horseback. Suf.

Rainbird Agric. (1819) 302, ed. 1849.

4. A stick set upon the top of a wall, but not reaching the
summit, in forming the woodwork of a thatch-roof.

Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. Over these were hung sticks about the thick-

ness of a man's arm, called ' cabbers '
; and smaller ones set on the

top of the wall were termed 'upstarts,' Agric. Surv. 114 (18.).

5. A beginner in any occupation. Cum. (E.W.P.)
UPSTRAPELOUS, adj. Ken. [-epstrEe-pslss.] A

corruption of ' obstreperous.' (W.F.S.)

UPSYDAISY, int. In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Eng.
and Amer. Also written upsidaisy e.Yks.1 w.Yks.2

; and
in forms oop-a-daisy e.An.2

; upadaasy Yks. ; up-a-daisy

nw.Der.' Not. 1 Lei.' Nhp.1 Hnt. e.An.12 Cmb.1 Dev. and
Amer. ; up-a-day Nhp.1 Hnt. e.An.1 and Amer. ; upsa-

daesy w.Yks.5 ; upsadaisy Lan. Not. ; upshadaisy Yks.

;

upsiahsy Yks. [Bpsidezi; Bpade-zi.] An exclamation

made to a child when tossing it in the arms, bidding it

rise after a fall, &c.
n.Cy. (J.W.), n.Yks. (I.W.), e.Yks.1 w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds.

(1865); w.Yks.", Lan. (F.R.C.), nw.Der. 1
, Not. (J.H.B.), Not.1

,

Lin.1 , n.Lin.', sw.Lin. 1
, Lei.

1
, Nhp. 1

, War.3
,
Oxf. 1 MS. add., w.Mid.

(W.P.M.), Hnt. (T.P.F.), e.An. 12 Cmb. 1 Now, then, baby ; up-a-

daisy. Dev. 'Up-a-daisy!' said Annie, as the fat little legsstruggled

to mount the steps, Ford Postle Farm (1899) 43. [Amer. Dial

Notes (1896) I. 381.]

UPTAKE, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Cum. Yks.

Lan. Lin. Also in forms uptack Sc. N.Cy.1 Dur. 1 Lakel.2

w.Yks.15 ; uptak Sc. (Jam.) S. & Ork. 1 Nhb. 1 Lakel. 1

Cum.14 n.Yks.12 e.Yks.1 m.Yks.1 n.Lan.1 ne.Lan. 1 n.Lin. 1
;

uptauk Sc. ; uptyek Nhb.1 [u-ptak, Bptak ; upta-k,

Bpta-k.] 1. v. In phr. (1) to uptake oneself, to reform
;

(2) —the psalm, to start the psalm ; to act as precentor.

(1) Dmf. He has himsel' uptaken Frae sic like vices, Quinn
Heather (1863) 22. (2) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Abd. Item, given to

Patrick Walker, for the uptakin of the psalms in the new kirk,

Turreff Antiq. Gigs. (1859) 12.

2. Obs. To levy, collect, as money, fines, &c. Cf. up-

lift, 2.
Sc. (Jam.) ;

Qua hes maist iniustlie occupietand uptakin ye haill

proffitis yairof, Edb. Antiq. Mag. (1848) 61. Or.I. The rentis . . .

war intromittit with and uptaine be the said umquhile Hew
Sinclair, Peterkin Notes (1822) Append. 97.

Hence Uptaker, sb. a collector.

Sc. James Sym, uptaker of the casualties that intervenes in the

Kirk, Andrews Bygone Ch. Life (1899) 39.

3. Obs. To make an inventory or list.

Abd. (Jam.) ; Commissions should ... set down instructions in

write about all thir businesses, whilk bred great trouble in uptaking

of the rental, and number ofmen and others above written, Spalding

Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 103.

4. To understand, comprehend.
Sc. (Jam.) Per. What a pity the Laird is so dull

! . . For certes

he doesna uptak' what I mean, Spence Poems (1898) 32. N.Cy.1

Hence Uptaking, sb., obs., understanding, compre-

hension.
.

Rnf. One half hour's uptakings of the mystery of Christ,Wodrow
Corres. (1709-31) I. 96, ed. 1843. Lnk. Few in this present

age . . . can or will have an uptaking of what he . . . contended

so earnestly for, Walker Biog. Presby. (ed. 1827) I. 208.

5. To astound. m.Yks. 1 6. sb. The taking up or

entering upon anything; the taking possession of a pur-

chased article, esp. of a weight of wool.

n.Lin.1 It's to be hoaped his brass '11 be ready when th uptak

cums. Uptak daay fer land here aboots is Laady Daay, fer hooses

Maayda'. ' Mr. Tompson for the uptak money £1 10s. od.,' Northorpe

Ace (1782). .

7 The fixed price of anything ; a deposit paid on the

purchase of timber, &c. n.Lan.1
, n.Lin.

1 8. The finding

and taking up of anything lost ; the reward given for

finding anything.
, ...

Dur.1 Lakel. 1
; Lakel.2 They gat a croon fer t uptack o that

hoond. Cum. 1 Aa fand his watch on t'rwoad, and he ga' me

summat for t'uptak ; Cum." w.Yks.1 When a man, having found

any article which had been lost, restores it to the owner, he demands

something for the up-tack. n.Lan.1
, ne.Lan.1
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9. The upshot, conclusion, result.

w.Yks. T'uptack on't wor at he went ta sleep e abaght three
seconds, Yksman. Comic Ann. (1828) 19. nXin. 1 The uptak on
it 'all be that them two'll fall oot aboot that theare shootin, as
sewer as th' season cutns on.

10. The climax ; of a person : the foremost in any way.
Cam. ' He was t'uptak. ' That is t'uptak.' Said of any one

remarkable, or an extraordinary occurrence (M.P.). n.Yks. 1
;

n.Yks.2 He's t'uptak on 'em all. e.Yks. 1 As for Tom, talk aboot
mawin or dikin or theeakin, why he's uptak on em all. m.Yks. 1

What a tuptak he is! w.Yks.1 This Boany's t'uptack; w.Yks.5
' Av seen some capping things i' my time, bud this is t'tuptack.'
' Th'art tuptack,' a mother says to her disobedient child, after much
vain talking to. ' It's noa use tawaking tul her, for shoo's t'tup-

tack o' awal I've ivver seen.' A man who has contradicted himself
in argument frequently, and issues a last gross contradiction, gives
occasion for his opponent to say, with a look of eager triumph,

—

' Well nah, that's tuptack
!

' n.Lin. 1 I've knaw'd a many bad
seasons afoore noo, bud this is th' uptak on 'em all.

11. Intelligence, comprehension, undefstanding
;
gen. in

phr. in, or at, the uptake.
Sc. (Jam.) ; No that gleg i' the uptack, Ramsay Remin. II. 75.

Cai.1 Inv. He has a good uptak' (H.E.F.). e.Sc. I'm gey an' dull
i' the uptak', Setoun Sunshine (1895) 66. Per. Ye may get
shairper fouk in the uptak', Ian Maclaren Brier Bush (1895) 43.
w.Sc. If ane o' them be na ready i' the uptak, Carrick Laird of
Logan (1835) 81. Ayr. Awfu' dull o' the uptak that day, Service
Notandums (1890) 69. Edb. Simple in the uptake, Moir Mansie
Wauch (1828) xix. Gall. Ye mauna pit sic a strain on yer uptak.
It's no human to understand a' that ! Crockett Raiders (1894) xi.

N.Cy.1, Nhb.1
, Cum. (M.P.)

12. Comb. (1) Uptakeand-felling, total cost; (2) -of-
weather, a gale of wind ; a storm.

(1) Lin. 1 No one knows what it will be until they come to the
uptake and felling. (2) S. & Ork.1

UPTEEAN, pp. n.Yks.2 [uptis-n.J Taken up with

;

captivated. See Take, II. 1 (3).

UPTION, sb. n.Yks.2 [u-pjan.] A commotion, dis-
turbance ; a ' kick-up.'

UPWARD, adj. and adv. Sc. Yks. Lan. Wor. Ken.
Also in forms uppard Lan. ; upwart Sc. 1. adj. Obs.
Elevated.

Fif. Barns spy'd, frae his upwart place, That lamp o' learnin',
George's face, Tennant Papistry (1827) 79.
2. Of the wind: in the north. Ken.12 3. adv. In phr.
upward and downward, uphill and downhill. s.Wor.
(H.K.) 4. Upwards.
w.Yks.(J.W.) Lan. Heel uppard, Ainsworth £aK. Witches(i&A8)

bk. n. iii.

UPWARDS, adv. Var. dial, and colloq. uses in Eng.
Also in forms upards Not. Oxf. 1

; uppards Sur.1 Sus.
[u-psdz, -e-padz.] 1. In phr. upwards of, before a number:
(1) nearly

; approaching almost ; not quite
; (2) about the

number, as near as can be guessed.
(1) [Inquiries sent to correspondents in various parts of the

country have elicited the fact that this use of 'upwards of is rather
owing to a misinterpretation of the phrase among all classes than
purely dialectal.] Wm. Yks. Post (Feb. 26, 1902). Yks. ib. (Feb.
28). e.Yks. In Hull commercial circles ' upwards of 100' might
mean anything between 75 and 100. But if you say ' upwards of
100,' meaning 74, you are guilty of misrepresentation, ib. (Feb. 22).
w.Yks. ' Upwards of fifty' would mean 45 or so, ib. (Feb. 27).
Not. (J.P.K.) Lin. A man may own 90 sheep, and if asked how
many he has, he will say ' Oh ! upwards of 100,' Yks. Post (Mar.
4, 1902). n.Lin. ib. (Mar. 1). s.Wor. (H.K.), Glo. (S.S.B.), e.An.
(E.G.P.),Suf. (C.L.F.), Ken. (H.M.), Wil. (G.E.D.), Dev. (R.P.C.)
(2) Sus. (E.E.S.), Som. (G.S.)

2. Up the country. Oxf. 1
3. In or to the north ; esp.

used of wind.
Sur.1 They will say the wind is uppards. ' He lives somewhere

uppards,' in the phraseology of these parts, means he lives between
here and London.
4. In or to the south.
Not. Yo're from somewheer up'ards, I reckon, Prior Forest Ftk.

(1901) 6. s.Not. A dunno as it's i' London, but it's upards
somewheer. The wind blows upards (J.P.K.V
UR, see Her, Our.
URBISH, v. Chs.1

[5-biJ.] To plague, tease, harass.
See Hurbished.

URCHIN, sb. and v. In gen. dial, use in Sc. and Eng.
Also written erchin Abd. Fif. (Jam.) n.Lan.1

; urcheon
w.Yks. ; urchion w.Yks.4 ; urchon Wm. m.Yks.1 s.Lan.1

;

and in forms hurchent w.Yks.3 ; burcheon Sc. Nhb.1

Lan. ; hurchin Sc. N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 w.Yks.3 Chs. ; orchen
ne.Lan.1

; orchunt w.Yks. ; otchen n.Lin. 1
; otchin w.Yks.

n.Lin.; otchun m.Yks.1
; urchant Lakel.2 s.Lan.1 Chs.13

;

urchint w.Yks.3 ; urchont w.Yks.2
; urchunt s.Lan.1

[a'rtfan, s'tfan.] 1. sb. A hedgehog. Also used attrib.

Sc. Clew'd up like a hurchin, Scott Leg. Mont. (1818) xiii. Abd.
The erchins whiddit hyne awa; Shelley Flowers (1868) 56. Fif.

(Jam.) s.Sc. The hurcheon's waesome cheep, Watson Bards
(1859) 197. Ayr. Haurl thee hame to his black smiddie, O'er
hurcheon hides, Burns El. Capt. Henderson (1790) St. 1. Dmf.
Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 349. n.Cy. Grose (1790) ; N.Cy.1

,

Nhb.1 Dur. Urchins have still imputed to them the offence of
sucking the milk of cows as they sleep, Denham Tracts (ed. 1895)
II. 57. Lakel.2 Cum. She milks the kye, the urchin's bleam'd,
Anderson Ballads (1805) 82. Wm. (E.C.) n.Yks.2 If I had my
choice, I would sooner tackle an urchin ; n.Yks.s, m.Yks.1 w.Yks.
We had no more to liven us than an urcheon has in winter time,
Snowden Web of Weaver (1895) x; (W.M.E.F.); w.Yks.1 His
harl sticks up, for aut' ward, like an urchin back, ii.289; w.Yks. 2S4s

Lan. The mole, the weazle, and the hurcheon wandered at will,

Waugh Chim. Corner (1874) 5, ed. 1879; Lan. 1
, n.Lan.1

, neXan. 1

s.Lan.1 Hoo's getten a tung sharp enough for t'shave a urchant,

39. Chs. (E.F.), Chs.13, s.Chs. 1
, Stf.1 , Der.2 n.Lin. Th' otchins

ligs hid i' winter, Peacock Tales (1886) 129; n.Lin.1 , Nhp.1

War. B'ham Wily. Post (June 17, 1893) ; War.12 , s.Wor. (H.K.),
s.Wor. 1

, se.Wor. 1
, w.Wor.1

, Shr.1
, Hrf.12 , Rdn. 1

, Glo. (H.S.H.),
Glo. 1

, Oxf. (M.A.R.) n.Wil. Still in use at Chute, &c. (G.E.D.)
Dev.That's just what the urchin (hedgehog) said to the little rabbits,
Baring-Gould Red Spider (1889) xvii.

2. A humpbacked person. w.Yks.2 Tha art a urchont

!

3. A little, dirty child.
Nhp. 1 Urchin with us is used in commiseration for a child bare-

footed and clothed in rags, ' Poor little urchin.' Hrf.1
, Oxf. (G.O.)

4. A salt-making term : see below.
Chs.1 Pieces of salt scale are so called when they have been

allowed to form over the fires. A man is said to have ' an urchant
in his pan' when he has 'scaled.his fires.'

5. v. To thrill ; to shrug up the shoulders, shiver.
n.Yks.2 It made me urchin.

[1. I shal putte it in to the possessioun of an irchoun,
Wyclif Isaiah xiv. 23; As ane hyrcheoune, Barbour
Bruce (1375) xn - 353- OFr. ericon, hericon (Burguy).]
URCLE, see Hurkle, v.

URE, sb.
1 Sc. Also written uer S. & Ork. 1

[rer.J
1. Soil, esp. barren, ferrugineous soil.
Shi. (Coll. L.L.B.) Ags. < An ill ure,' a bad soil (Jam.).

2. Mud, clay. S. & Ork. 1 Hence Uer-red, sb. small
stones of a reddish colour in muddy soil. ib.

[ON. aurr, wet clay or loam ; mud, wet soil (Vigfusson).]
URE, sb? Sh. & Or.I. Also in forms eyre, ore Or.I.

(Jam. Suppl.) [cer.] 1. An ounce. Or.I. (Jam. Suppl.)
2. One-eighth of a mark of land; 200 fathoms.
Sh.I. In these parishes there are 1618 merks 4 ures of land

Statist. Ace. XXI. 278 (Jam.); (Coll. L.L.B.),S. SOrk.1
, Or.I.(JAM.)Hence Urisland, sb. a denomination of land value equal

to I of a mark-land or 18 penny-lands. Or.I. (Jam. Suppl.)
.
URE, sb? Sc. Also in form eer Abd. L Colour

tinge ; a stain. '

:
n
;
SC

V(/
A
«; \

Abd- Iron -eer is used ofthe stain on linen in ironing
it, &c. (A.W.) 6

Hence Ureie, adj. coloured, stained.
Gall Carpets o' queer ureie hues, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824I

119, ed. 1876.
J K ^>

2
u-T

h
v

fu
-

r or metallic scum which adheres to vessels inwhich liquids have been allowed to stand. n.Sc. (Jam )Hence Urie, adj. furred, encrusted with scum, &c. ib.
URE, sb? Obs. or obsol. Sc. 1. A haze in the air

esp. a coloured haze ; see below.
'

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Cld. The mune be this was shinan clearly
abune a ure, Edb. Mag. (Sept. 1818) 155 (Jam.). Gall. A kind of
coloured haze, which the sunbeams make in the summer time in
passing through; that moisture which the sun exhales from 'the
land and ocean ; the appearance is most obvious on the sea, andwhen very dry weather, on the moors ; when such is seen, it is
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called the dry ure. 'The east was blae, dry ure bespread the

hills,' Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 455, ed. 1876.

Hence Urey, adj. hazy, filled with moisture or haze.
Mactaggart ib. 365. 2. Sweat, perspiration. Ags.
(Jam.) Hence Ury, adj. clammy, covered with perspiration.

ib. 3. Slow heat, as that proceeding from embers

;

a suffocating heat. Twd. (ib.)

URE, see Ewer.
UREEN, sb. Sh.I. A ewe. (Jam.), S. & Ork.1

UREN, sb. Sh.I. A scythe. S. & Ork.1

URF, sb. Sc. Cum. Also written urph Cum.124 ; and
in forms warf Lnk. ; wurf Dmf. 1. A stunted, ill-

grown, and ill-conditioned person ; a dirty, insignificant

person, applied esp. to children ; a dwarfish person.
See Orf.

Lnk. (Jam.) Slk. Ye bit useless weazel-blawn urf that ye are,

Hogg Tales (1838) 19, ed. 1866. Rxb., Dmf. (Jam.), Cum.124

n.Cum. Yon lad's bit a peer urf (E.W.P.).

Hence Wurf-like, adj., obs., having a stunted, puny
appearance.

Dmf. Let go my arm this meenit, ye wyle wurf-like wuddiefu'

o' sin, St. Patrick (1819) II. 191 (Jam.).

2. A crabbed or peevish person of a diminutive size.

Slk., Rxb. (Jam.) 3. A fairy ; see below.
Lnk. An allusion to the ugliness of the elvish race, but more

prob. to their diminutive size (Jam.).

URF, see Hurf.
URGE, v} Chs. War. Bdf. e.An. Ken. [adg.] 1. To

shove, push. s.Chs.1 Wot- ii)yu uu'rjin fit mey fuur]

2. To annoy, provoke, irritate, aggravate.
War.24 s.War.1 That 'ooman always do urge me so. Bdf. I

war that urged. It urged my blood, it did (J.W.B.). Ken.1 It

urges me to see anyone go on so.

Hence Urgeful, adj. importunate, teasing. e.An.1

URGE, v.2 Yks. War. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also
in forms hurge Dev. ; odge, udge Yks. [adg.] 1. To
retch ; to strain as in vomiting.
War. Heave, to urge in vomiting (J.R.W.). Wil. Er just went

out vur a walk, and broke a blood-vessel ; then 'er got the urgins,

Swinstead Parish on Wheels (1897) 228. Dor.1 Som. He was
urging and purging the whole night through (W.F.R.). w.Som. 1

The smell was so bad it made me quite urge. Dev. Zo I went ta

tha side, en than ... I hurg'd ver a bit, en than had a gude spu,

Hare Brilher Jan (1887) 33; Dev.3 , nw.Dev. 1 Cor. For aw got

chucked, and gasped, and urged, and rolled his eyes, Thomas
Randigal Rhymes (1895) 3; Cor.12

2. To surge or shake convulsively with laughter, &c.
n.Yks.1 ; n.Yks.2 ' Udging and nudging,' joking and poking

with the elbow. 'We all udg'd at it.' m.Yks.1

3. Phr. (1) to odge and trot, to trot slowly and clumsily

;

(2) to udge and pudge, to strain or exert oneself to the

utmost.
(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) ib. The man udged an' pudged to carry

the clown on his back in a bag (ib.).

URGEE, int. w.Yks. Also in form wurgee. [a
-
dgl.]

A call to horses to turn to the right or off side. Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 17, 1891). See Gee, int.

URGEOUS, adj. Not. [§-dgas.] Urgent.
s.Not. It was a very urgeous case (J.P.K.).

URGIN, sb. Obsol. Yks. A strong youth. Also used

attrib. Cf. hurgin.
n.Yks. He keeps twSa men an' a urgin. He's gannin ti hire a

urgin-lad (T.K.).

URK, sb. Nhp.2 [Not known to our correspondents.]

A small child or diminutive person.

URL(E, v. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. To be pinched or starved

with cold ; to draw oneself together as when cold ; to look

sickly or to go back in health. See Hurl, v?
n.Cy. Grose (1790) Suppl. n.Yks. What ails our Tibb, that

she urles seay ith' neauke, Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 241.

w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781) ; w.Yks.1

VRLED,ppl. adj. n.Cy. Dur. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Also

written url't Cum. 1 *; and in form orled n.Yks.2 ne.Lan.1

[arid, aid.] 1. Stunted in growth, ill-thriven, used of

persons, plants, &c. Cf. knurl, 5. See Urling.

N.Cy.12 Lakel.2 He's a laal url'd stunt ; he's set on an '11 niver

grow neea bigger. Cum.1
, Cum.4 (s.v. Knur't). Wm. It is an

urled plant it will make nothing out (B.K.). n.Yks.2, w.Yks.1
,

Lan.1
, ne.Lan. 1

2. Pinched or starved with the cold. n.Cy. (Hall.),
Dur.1 See Url(e.
URLING, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. Yks. Also written

urlin Cum.14 Wm. & Cum.1
; and in form orling w.Sc.

(Jam. Suppl.) n.Cy. n.Yks.14 e.Yks. [a'rlin.] A dwarfish
person or child ; a puny, stunted, sickly child ; ill-thriven,

weakly stock. Cf. knurl, 5. See also Wurlin.
w.Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), N.Cy.12 , Cum.14 Wm. & Cum.1 O thou's

a menseless urlin ista, 177. n.Yks.124 e.Yks. Marshall Rur.
Econ. (1788). m.Yks.1

, w.Yks.1

URLUCH, adj. Sc. Also in forms hurloch, urlich.

[u'rlex.] 1. Cloudy, dull, gloomy. Cf. oorlich.

Sc. Mony a cald hurloch eenin, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806)

I. 295. Abd. An 'urluch day' is still a common description of a

cold and wet day (G.W.).

2. Fig. Stupid, silly-looking, dazed.
Abd. Drouked and looking unco urlich [urluch, Nimmo ed.] like,

Ross Helenore (1768) 42, ed. 1812.

URLY, adj. Obs. n.Cy. Chilly. Grose (1790). See
Url(e.
URN, sb. Sc. [arn.] Fig. A tomb, grave.

Abd. They're hurry'd into early urns ! Cock Strains (1810) I. 18.

Kcd. The body when laid in the urn, Jamie Muse (1844) 69. Per.

I . . . sigh and cry a well a day At his cold urn, Spence Poems

(1898) 76. Ayr. White Jottings (1879) 210. Peb. Her dear

remains lie in the urn, Affleck Poet. Wks. (1836) 36.

[Let him be regarded As the most noble corse that ever

herald Did follow to his urn, Shaks. Cor. v. vi. 146.]

URN, v.
1 Glo. Som. Dev. [an.] To run. Pp. urned.

See Run.
Glo.1 e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 Always. Dev.

Reports Provinc. (1881) 19. n.Dev. Well, Jim, how be ? Urn in,

man, urn, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 51.

Hence (1) Urnabout, sb. an itinerant, vagabond, tramp ;

(2) urned out, phr. spent, exhausted.
(1) Dev. Her've a-got somethin' like a voice ; tidn' a bit same's

most of thase yer urnabouts, Reports Provinc. (1884) 27. (2)

w.Som.1 They cowcumber vines be proper a-urn'd out. This here

ground's a-urn'd out eens 'font bear nort.

[OE. iernan, to run (Sweet).]
URN, v? Obs. Ags. (Jam.) To pain, torture. Cf. ern.

Still used. ' To urn the ee,' to pain the eye, as a mote or grain

of sand does.

URN, pron. Glo. [an.] Any, any other. See Ever
a one.

'Tis uncommon heavy—and 'ull come out better nor 'urn in the

parish when 'tis dreshed, I war'n, Buckman Darke's Sojourn

(1890) xxii ; I don't believe as you'd be alive if yer've ate urn of

thaay, ib. xvii.

URNET, see Runnet.
URP.v. Abd. (Jam.) To become pettish. SeeErp,Orp.
URPH, see Urf.

URR, v. Chs. [a(r).] To snarl, growl.
Chs.1 What's th' dog urrin at? Chs.3

URRA, see Orra, adj.2

URR'D,/#. n.Yks.2 Shrivelled, as stunted shrubs. Cf.

urled.

URRY, sb. Yks. s. & e.Cy. [a'ri.] Blue clay dug out

of coal-mines. See Ure, sb* 2.

w.Yks. (G.R.) s. & e.Cy. Ray (1691). [The blew clay that is

digged out of the coal-mines, and lies next the coal, being crude

and immature, and used for soiling of land, Worlidge Diet. Rust.

(i68x).]

URSTY, URZULS, see Rusty, Ussels.

US, pers. pron. Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. [Stressed •bs, uz, Sc. hBz ; unstressed as, az.]

I. Dial, forms : (1) As, (2) Az, (3) Ehz. (4) Es, (5) Ess,

(6) Ez, (7) Hess, (8) His, (9) Hiz, (10) Hus, (11) Huz, (12)

Iz, (13) Ouse, (14) S, (15) ? Ust, (16) Uz, (17) Z. [See Wis.]

(1) w.Yks. Tak a great deeal a wark aht an as hands, Bywater
Gossips, 23. (2) e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.) (3) w.Yks. Banks
Wkjld. Wds. (1865). (4) Yks. We sat daen to es teea. Give es

a cup, Yksman. XXXVI. 667. w.Som.1 Dev. Es aul av es dood,

N. Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1865) 30. Cor. How many shall es be ?

Forfar Poems (1885) 1. (5) Dev.Thow zin a David, ha macy on

ess, Baird S. Matt. (1863) ix. 27 ; Dev.2, nw.Dev.1 (6) w.Yks.

u u 2
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(J.W.), w.Som. 1 (7)Dev. 2 (8) Frf. Are ye thinkin tobe preachin'

for his the day ? Inglis Ain Flk. (1895)213. Lnk. Gordon Pyotshaw

(1885) 49. (9) Cai.1 e.Sc. It's no hiz that's geisand, Setoun
Sunshine (1895) 30. Abd. Burn... hiz a' to white aisse, Macdonald
Warlock (1882) xv. Per. Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) iii. e.Lth.

Ony man that gets the place wi' hiz disna need to care though

he dees the morn, Hunter/. Inwick (1895) 64. Cum. 1 (10) Abd.
It may begin at hus, it canna en' there, Alexander Johnny Gibb

(1871) vii. Nhb. Hus ladies o' Warkworth (R.O.H.). (11) Sc.

Murray Dial. (1873) 187. Abd. Tell 'im fat gate her an' huz tee's

been guidet, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 224. s.Sc. Huzbairnies
by the ingle sat, Watson Bards (1859) 101. Slk. There's naeyuise
fer huz trailin' a' the gaet, Thomson Drummeldale (rgoi) 2.

N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 He's been wi huz aall neet. Dur. 1
, Cum. 1 w.Yks. 1

It seurely cannot be wrang for huz, ii. 313. ne.Lan. 1 Not. What's
other folks's cows an' coughs to huz ? Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 12.

Nhp. 1 Huz won't go. (12) Cai.1 When not emphatic. ' He tellt

'iz we michtna fash.
1

Slk. Will Grannie be expeckin' iz? Thom-
son Drummeldale (1901) 1. (13) Wxf. 1 (14) Sc. Murray Dial.

(1873) 187. Per. The lave o's here, Haliburton Ochil Idylls

(1891) 24. Nhb. For gie's a drappie till our cheek, Coquetdale

Sngs. (1852) 58. w.Yks. The weak form s is only used when it

is attached enclitically to a preceding voiceless consonant, Wright
Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 117. (15) Nrf. The sea kept breaking over

ust, Emerson Yarns (1891) 38. (16) N.Cy.1
, ne.Yks. 1 22. e.Yks.

Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 37. m.Yks. 1 Introd. 23. w.Yks. The
z in the strong form uz is never voiceless as it is in lit. Eng.,
Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 117; w.Yks.123 Lan. It wur uz
as got him eawt o' th' wayter, Banks Manch. Man (1876) viii.

Chs. 3 Aw dunna want any moore leez, tell uz th' truth. s.Chs. 1

68. Not. Prior Renie (1895) 83; Not. 1
, Lei.1

, Nhp. 1 (17) Sc.

Murray Dial. (1873) 187. Cai.1 Tss is for hiz, and 'at's for 'em.

Three o' 'z hiv come.

II. Dial. uses. 1. In comp. (1) His anes, us
; (2) Us-

ward, towards us.

(1) Lnk. Maybe ye'll gie orders for his anes to get it, Gordon
Pyotshaw (1885) 49. (2) n.Dev. The chime o laughter would
travel down the hill us-wards, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 132.

2. Re/I. Ourselves.
Sc. (A.W.) w.Yks. Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 120 ; We

sat us dahn on a wall top, Yksman. Comic Ann. (1892) 25, in Leeds
Merc. Suppl. (Sept. 16, 1899). Lan. We sat and dried us, Walkden
Diary (ed. 1866) 45. s.Chs.1 69.

3. Unemph. form for the nom. pi. we.
N.Cy. 1 m.Yks. 1 Introd. 23. w.Yks.2 Lan. Should us tell th'

yung shantledurt? Staton B. Shuttle Manch. 41. s.Lan. 1 Whot
mun us ha' t'drink ? Chs. 1 Must us go now ? Stf. The Chronicle
(Oct. 25, 1901). Der. Us was theer, me an' Jane, Pall Mall Mag.
(Apr. 1900)438. Not. (L.C.M.) s.Not. Shall uz goo! (J.P.K.)
Lin.1 Lei. 1 Occasional. ' Way gen it em, didn't us ?

' 26. Nhp.
When us is busy (F.P.T.) ; Nhp. 1 Us are agoing ; Nhp.2 Us did,

didn' us? War. (N.R.) ; War.2 We're 'avin' some fine weather,
ain't us. Wor. Us likes to hear 'em, Berrow's Jrn. (Mar. 17,
1888). w.Wor.1 se.Wor. 1 We've 'ad a fine summer, aint us?
Glo. Us wants making more joysome, Gissing Vill. Hampden
(1890) I. iv. Oxf. In the villages around Woodstock, Hand-
borough, Freeland (A.P.). s.Oxf. Wot be us to do wi' un?
Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 33. Brks. 1 w.Mid. I think us'll have
a wet day (W.P.M.). Nrf. Us can't imitate ter say as we be o' th'

same pattern, Mann Dulditch (1902) 43. Suf. Us don't belong to
she (C.G.B.). Sur. 1 Wil. Will be better in another world, shan't
us? Tennant Vill. Notes (1900) 16. Dor. We be three agen,
bain't us? Francis Fiander's Widow (1901) pt. 11. vi. Som. An
epitaph to be seen in many a churchyard :

—
' As us am, so must

you be, Therefore prepare to follow we,' Dy. Chron. (Dec. 16,

1902). w.Som. Seldom used, except interrogatively, ' Shl-uus
bee-n tuym ?

' Elworthy Gram. (1877) 36 ; w.Som.1 Com. in the
Exmoor dist., but in Somerset it is heard less frequently. ' Us be
gwain t'ave a new paa'son.' Dev. Us live at Exeter, Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 454 ; Dev.2 Ess be gwain ta merkit. nw.Dev. 1

Cor. Us seed . . . poor things in rags, Daniel Budget, 23.

4. Used for the poss. pron. our.

m.Yks. 1 Introd. 23. w.Yks. Let's be off t'l us dinners (J.T.F.) ;

w.Yks.2 He makes us bring us lessins to skule ; w.Yks. 3 Used
when not emphatic. 'We mun get us drinkin'. ' Lan. Wi us
noses just above th' ridgin, Brierley Day Out (1859) 49; Lan. 1

We's be best off at us own fireside. s.Lan.1 e.Lan. 1 Let's have
us own. s.Chs. 1 More frequently in the northern half of my
district, 68. Not. (H.E.B.), Not.1

, s.Not. (J.P.K.), Lin. 1 Lei.*

Way had uz dinners early. Nhp. 2, War.12

5. Unemph. form of the ace. sing. me.
Sc. Murray Dial. (1873) 188. N.I. 1 Nhb. He tripped us, an'

ower aa gans backwards, Pease Mark o' Deil (1894) 44 ;
Nhb.1

,

Cum.14 e.Yks.1 Give az yan, MS. add. (T.H.) m.Yks.1 Occas.,

Introd. 23. w.Yks. Hug us this canful o' watter, wi' ta ? Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 5, 1889) col. 5 ; w.Yks.1 Give us some breod

;

w.Yks.5 Wakken us up soin i't' morning. Chs.1
; Chs.3 Nan, gie

us a kiss, that's a good wench. n.Lin.1 Mammy, gie us sum
bread an' butter, I'm that hungry I could eat a hoss-collar. Nhp. 1

Give us some tay. War.2 Give us that hommer ; War.3, Oxf. (G.O.),

Brks. 1 6. w.Mid. Please do it for us (W.P.M.).

[On the disjunctive use of us, see the Grammar.]

USAGE, sb. Sus. 1 Provisions given to workmen in

addition to their wages. Also called Lowance (q.v.).

USE, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also in

forms ewse n.Lin.1 ; uze w.Som.1 n.Dev. [jus, ius, w.Cy.
jiiz.] 1. In phr. (1) to be in use, of a cow, mare, &c. : to

be ' maris appetens
' ; (2) — in use to, to be accustomed

to ; to be wont to
; (3) — no use to tell, to be needless to

say ; to go without saying
; (4) to come into use, see (1)

;

(5) to make use of, to eat ; (6) to no use, useless, worthless,

of no use.

(1) n.Lin. 1
, sw.Lin.1 (2) Lnk. Leper was in use to give his lads

their Sunday's supper, Graham Writings (1883)11. 122; Glasgow
Herald (Apr. 3, 1894). Edb. Lang had the thristles an' the

dockans been In use to wag their taps upo' the green, Fergusson
Poems (1773) 112, ed. 1785. (3) Dev. Way if I wis thare vathers,

et es no use ta tul, Bevaur I wid zee et, I'd drash em aul wul,

N. Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1865) 26. (4) sw.Lin.1 (5) Som.
Won't you make use of this cake. There's more than you will

make use of (W.F.R.). s.Dev. I have made use of nothing since

eight o'clock, N. ty Q. (1869) 4th S. iv. 47. (6) n.Yks. 1 Gin a
man can nowther wark nor show off, he's to nae use ; n.Yks.4

ne.Yks. 1 It's ti neea use ; ah can't finnd it. w.Yks. It's all to no
use tellin' him to du owght, for he'll just du his awn way, Leeds
Merc. Suppl. (Sept. 16, 1899). Oxf. I've searched for it every-
where, but it's all to no use (G.O.).

2. Power of action or movement.
Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.) Nhp. 1 ' To have her use again,' to

recover the use of her limbs. n.Lin. 1 I've niver hed noa ewse e'

thease fingers sin I got 'em laamed e' th' cuttin' machine. Hnt.
(T.P.F.)

3. Custom, habit.
w.Som.1 'Twas the poor old mother's uze zo long's I can mind.

n.Dev. 'Twos olways thy uze, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 229.
4. Interest on money ; esp. in phr. out at use.
Rxb. (Jam.) Dur.1 Out at use. w.Yks. 2

, ne.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1

nw.Der.1 Ee's some money out et th' use. Lin.1 Overend Gurney
& Co. promised good use. sw.Lin. 1 She has the use of it for her
life. Nhp. 1

, Hnt. (T.P.F.) Som. (J.S.F.S.) ; To put your money
. . . away in yur own neame . . . till times be a bit better, and then
we'll vind a way to put ut to use, Raymond Misterton's Mistake
(1888) 138.

Hence (1) Use-brass, sb. interest on money
; (2) -in-

drum, sb. interest on a small sum lent out ; (3) -money,
sb., see (1).

(1) Cum.14, n.Yks.2 (2) Lakel.2 Ah've three hauf croons put
oot ta use, An' sixteenpence beside ; An' Ah just draw the use-in-
drum, An' let the heeal stock bide, Old Sng. (3) Dur.1 , Cum.14

,

n.Yks. 1
, nXin.1 Dor. 'Twas only last Purification Day, . . when

the use-money is given away to the second-best poor folk, you
know, Hardy Madding Crowd (1874) viii. Som. Wi' all the use-
money since the day you took it in han', Raymond No Soul
(1899) 192.

USE, v. Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc. Eng. Amer.
and Aus. [juz, iuz, w.Cy. jiiz.] I. Gram forms.
1. Preterite : (1) Eest, (2) Hewst, (3) Use, (4) Usen, fa)
Usened, (6) Uset, (7) Usit, (8) Ust, (9) UstedJ (10) Youst,
(11) Yust.

(1) Abd. Oor 'Liza an' you ees't to be heid-y-peers, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (187 1) vii. Kcd. The howdie eest to brag, Grant
Lays (1884) 11. (2) n.Lin. 1 (3) Cum. Theer nowt at ivver yan
can see 'At's hofe like what it use' to be, Richardson Talk (1876)
1stS.31.ed. 1886. n.Yks.4 , e.Yks.1 w.Yks. He use to could raceme
Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Sept. 16, 1899). Lan. Owen GoodOwd Toime'a
(1870) 12. s.Not. (J.P.K.), War.a, in.Wor. (J.C.), Oxf. (G.O.),
Ess.i Ken. My man useter say, Longmans Mag. (July 1891)
266. Hmp. (H.C.M.B.) Dev. 'Eras I useter nuss, Cornh. Mag.
(Mar. 1895) 268. [Amer. I use to go there often, referring to past
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time, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 237. Aus. He useter have hisself

rubbed all over wiff rosum, Longman's Mag. (Aug. 1901) 295.]

(4) Sur. He dunno go as 'ee usen, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) II. i.

[Amer. Mammy usen to call me ' Miah,' Scribners Mag. (June

1890) 721.] (5) Midi. I can't think as it usened to smell so, Geo.

Eliot S. Marner (1861) 268. (6) n.Yks. Thou uset te sing te me,

Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 30. Lan. That uset to be at th'

left hond side, Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) II. 88. s.Lan. 1
(7)

Hdg. Ritchie St. Baldred (1883') 64. (8) n.Yks. His mudher ust

te tawk tiv him, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 16. Lan. Nubry
seems to see 'em neaw-a-days as they ust, Bowker Tales (1882)

50. ne.Lan. 1
, Ess.1 (9) Brks. Ther' usted to be two on 'um,

Hayden Round our Vill. ( 1901) 50. (10) n.Yks. Ah youst te knaw
Awd Gab varry weel, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 11;

n.Yks.4 (11) Cum. Lang wully wands for hoops I yust te bay,

Gilpin Pop. Poetry (1875) 14.

2. Pp.: (1) Eesed, (2) Eest, (3) Osd, (4) Use, (5) Usen, (6)

Usend.
(1) Inv. Hogg Tales (1838) 262, ed. 1866. (2) Abd. Alexander

Johnny Gibb (1871) viii. (3) Sh.L We're a' ower weel Osd wi'

gutter, Sh. News (Jan. 5, 1901). (4) Not.1
, Lei.1

,
War.3 (5)

e.Dev. I be not usen to it yet, Jane Ever Mohun (1901) 167.

[Amer. Lots o' decent going folks hev got usen to the idee, Fox
Vendetta (1900) 28.] (6) Lan. Byrom Misc. Poems (1814) I. 119.

II. Dial. uses. 1. In phr. (1) didn't use, used not
; (2) to be

used, followed by an infin. : to be wont, to be accustomed to

do anything
; (3)— used of, (4) — usedwith, to be accustomed

to anything ; (5) to have use, see (2) ; (6) to use diligence, obs.,

to prosecute by law ; (7) — women, to commit fornication

or adultery
; (8) use{d to could, or — at could, used to be

able to, could once ; (9) — to was, used to be
; (10) — to

would, would.

(1) Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.) sw.Lin

-

1 It didn't use to mak' me
at this how. [Amer. That tree didn't useter stand in the northeast

corner, Slosson Foxglove (1898) 77.] (2) Lnk. Lay weekly by

what money Ye're used to waste, Rodger Poems (1838) 167, ed.

1897. w.Yks. (J.W.) I.Ma. There was no house the Doctor was

useder to go till to this Sir John's, Brown Doctor (1887) 32.

a.Stf. Her was used to say the gell's heart was fixed on somebody,

Murray Aunt Rachel (ed. 1889) 14. (3) I.Ma. ' I've lost the habit

of beds,' he answered. ' Always used ofthe Gable loft, you know,'

Caine Manxman (1894) pt. v. xv. (4) Sc. (A.W.) Sh.I. Dem 'at's

Qs'd wi' da sea is juist as kebbie ta hear a' da news as lver dey wir,

Sh. News (Mar. 5, 1898). Rnf. I had little been used wi' sic resolute

foes, Webster Rhymes (1835) 115. Dmf. The lasses used wi'

kye and wheels, Shennan Tales (1831) 35. e.Dur.1
(5) Not. 1

Lei.1 You hadn't use to put 'em a-thatn's, you'd alius use to put

'em a-thisn's. War.3 (6) Sc. Mitchell Scotticisms (1799) 87.

(7) n.Lin. 1 (8) n.Yks.4 w.Yks. He use to could lift a fifty-six

ower his heead wi' one hand, but he can't nah, Leeds Merc. Suppl.

(Sept. 16, 1899). ne.Lan.1 I us't at could dance as weel as any-

body when I was young. Chs. 1 Aw used to could a done it, but

aw think aw'e welly forgotten heaw neaw. Not. I can't work as

I used to could (L.C.M.). Lin.1 n.Lin.1 I ewsed to could rip

along as well as ony man, bud I can't noo. I ewsed to could n't

read a line e' th' book. sw.Lin.1 1 used to could do it as well as

any one, one while. Lei.1 War.2 I can't run as I use to could.

Oxf. I can't do it now like I use to could (G.O.). Ess. 1 [Amer.

Dial. Notes (1896) I. 237.] (9) Hmp. (H.C.M.B.) s.Hmp Things

ain't, nor can't be, as they used to was, Verney L. Lisle (1870)

xxix Colloq. They isn't what they used to was, Sharpe's Jrn.

XIII. 346. (10) w.Yks. (J.W.) nXin. 1 He niver went to chech

at that time o' daay, 'cos he did n't ewse to would.

2. Followed by a prp. instead of an inf.

Lan. Little Jacob used being fond o' them cakes, Hamerton

Wenderholme (1869) xi; Stanburnes o' Wendrum Hall doesn't use

wantin' sixpences, ib. xxxi.

3. Comp. Use-pole, a pole thicker than a hop-pole and

strong enough to use for other purposes. Ken.1
4. To

work or till land ; to farm.
Ken.1

; Ken.2 He uses it himself. Who uses this or that farm ?

Sus. A farmer ' uses ' so many acres (S.P.H.).

6. To treat.

Abd. Weel ees't in the way of food, Alexander Johnny Gibb

(1871) viii. Ayr. Jamaica bodies, use him weel Burns On Sc.

Bard St. 9. Edb. I's no be slack To use you brawly, For 1 m

your friend, Macaulay Poems (1788) 194- Dmf. Shennan Tales

(1831) 49. Lan. Byrom Misc. Poems (1814) I. "9- [Where

men are well used, they'll frequent there, Ray Prov. (1678) 27.]

6. To injure, spoil.
w.Yks. It does use me ta hev ta run. It uses a good machine

ta let it get weet (B.K.).

7. To frequent, haunt ; to live at ; to make one's home.
Hdg. To ane woman clairshocher who usit the home in my lord

his times, Ritchie St. Baldred (iSSs^ 64. ne.Lan. 1 n.Nrf. The
piwipes use here (P.H.E.). w.Som. 1 [Yue-z,pt. yiie'z,pp. u-yiie'z.]

Very com. in speaking of both animals and persons. ' The
bullicks 've a-use there to thick pit gin they've a-trode the ground

all to a pux.' ' They zess how he do use in to Green Dragon
purty much.' Slang. They used to use at a pub in Shoreditch,

Horsley Jottings (1887) i. [Amer. These chickens uses round

the place, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 375.]

8. To accustom, familiarize.

Lnk. Unwilling to use them to this custom of selling water,

Wodrow Ck. Hist. (1721) IV. 328, ed. 1828. n.Cy. (J.W.)

w.Yks. 'Ahr Jimmy wean't eyt porridge.' 'Haw, but yo' want

to use him tul 'em, an' then he will,' Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Sept. 16,

1899). Midi. N. &f Q. (1874) sth S. ii. 312. Hrf. I'll use him to

it (W.W.S.). Hrt. I don't use 'em to come into my room, they'd

always be in and out if I did (G.H.G.). Ken.1 It's what you use

'em to when they be young. Sur.1 He has never been in harness,

but you'll soon use him to it.

9. To give interest on money.
Lin.1 They have not used us well after all.

10. To borrow money. Ken.1 11. To grow accus-

tomed to a place.
Dmf. You will use, you will use, and get hefted to the place, as

all creatures do, Carlyle Lett. (1836) in Atlantic Monthly (1898)

295. Cor. 3 Used by pigeon-keepers to signify that a pigeon has

got accustomed to a new home and may be trusted not to fly

away when let out. ' I should like to see that one fly.' ' She edn

used yet, and I can't afford to lose her.'

USED, ppl. adj. Sc. n.Cy. Dur. I.Ma. 1. Accustomed,

tried. _
Sc. Dick made twa, but he was an auld used hand, Scorr St.

Ronan (1824) iii. Ayr. Some auld us'd hands had taen a note,

BuRNs£>./oy..ffaM&«e(i784)st.9. I.Ma.BROWN Witch (1889) 131.

2. Handy, at a convenient distance for carrying.

Dur. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870). N.Cy.1

USELESS, sb. Sc. The crab's claw or Lady's thumb,

Polygonum Persicaria.
Per. The Virgin Mary (the blotch on its leaves are the marks of

her fingers) plucked up the plant and threw it away, saying

' that's useless
'

; and Useless has been its name ever since (G.W.).

USEMENT,s6. Dev. [juzmant.] A habit, custom, way.

Practise city usements, Pulman Sketches (1842) 26, ed. 1853.

USEN, v. Dev. [ju'zsn.] To accustom, familiarize.

See Use, v. 8.
.

e.Dev. A temporary measure to usen you to music, Jane Lordship

(1897) 131-

USENS, sb. Dev.2 A manger.
I want a fresh usens for the cow.

USER, sb. w.Yks.1 [iu'sa(r).] A useful animal, as a

cow that gives abundance of milk.

USH, v.
1 Obs. Sc. A shortened form of ' usher ' ; to

escort, attend ; to lead, guide.

Sc. Three valets or four, To . . . ush me throw the toun, Sharpe

Ballad Bk. (1823) 11, ed. 1868
;
(Jam. Suppl.) Cld. Nimmo Sngs.

(1882) 198.

USH, v? and sb. Sc. Also written usch Fif. [bJ.J

1. v. To issue ; to flow out in large quantities.

Cai.1 Fif. Hendrie Hamiltone ushes out of a hous, Melvill

Autobiog. (1610) 273, ed. 1842.

2. Obs. To clear, empty ; to cleanse.

Sc To order the house to be ushed and cleared, Act Sederunt

(Feb. 3, 1685) (Jam.) ; To ushe the belly (Jam. Suppl.). Fif.

Melvill Autobiog. (1610) 317, ed. 1842.

3. sb. The entrails of a slaughtered animal. Cai.

USHEAW, adv. Lan. Also in form uzhaa e.Lan.1

No matter how, anyhow, in any case ;
lit. ' as how.' See

Choose, 4 (1), Shus (1).

Lan.1 Yo needn't fear ; he'll come usheaw it is. ne.Lan.1

USING-THINGS, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 Domestic articles,

such as crockery, &c.

USQUEBAUGH, sb. Sc. Irel. Also written usqueba

Lnk. ; usquebagh Fif. ; usquebah Dmb. ; and in forms

iska-behagh Ir. ; usque Per. ; usquabae, usquebae Sc.

;
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usquebey Rnf. ; usquibae Edb.; usquibuidhWxf. [e'skwi-
ba, -be.] Whisky.

Sc. A glass of brandy or usquabae, Scott Redg. (1824) xx.
Frf. Who indeed supplied nearly every household with potent
usquebaugh, Inglis Ain Flk. (1895) 6. Per. Good ale and usque
ga'd about In healths, Nicol Poems (1766) 50. Fif. M cLaren
Tibbie (1894) 125. Dmb. O' . . . Yill and usquebah, ev'n tak' the
best, Salmo'n Gowodean (1868) 66. Ayr. Wi' usquebae and
blankets warm, Burns Jolly Beggars (1785) 1. 19. Edb. Learmont
Poems (1791) 81. Ir. To get a sample of Nancy's Iska-behagh,
Carleton Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) I. 17. Ant. The good man
insists on our tasting some usquebaugh, Hume Dial. (1878) 24.
Wxf. Drinking claret and usquebuidh, Kennedy Evenings Duffrey
(1869) 285 ; Wxf.1

[Gael, uisge-beatha, whisky, lit. water of life (M. & D.).]

US'S, poss. pron. Yks. Glo. Oxf. Also written usses
Glo. Our. Cf.us, 4.
m.Yks.1 Occasional, and (but to a less extent) in town as well

as rural dialect, Introd. 23. Glo. Usses country upgrans do reddle
un reg'lar, Murray Nov. Note-bk. (1887) 272. Oxf. Please m' may
us have us's sugar (S.A.K.).

USSEL, sb. Nhb.1 [b-zL] The short cords in a
herring-net that attach it to the ' balk.'

USSELS, refl. pron. Lan. Chs. Som. Dev. Also written
ttsels Dev. ; and in forms urzulsw.Som.1

; uzsels e.Lan.1

Chs.1
[Bz-se-lz, az-se'lz.] Ourselves.

Lan. Putting ussels forrud, Brierley Layroch (1864) vii. e.Lan.1
,

mXan.1
, s.Lan.1, Chs.1

, s.Chs.1 w.Som.1 Wee-kn due- ut urzuulz.
Dev. That'll be a' round usel's, Madox-Brown DwaleBluth (1876)
bk. 1. iv.

USSEN(S, refl. pron. Yks. Lan. Stf. Not. Lei. War.
Also in forms ehz-senz w.Yks. ; ussuns Stf. ; usuns,
uz-sens Not. [uz-, Bz-se-nz.] 1. Ourselves ; we.

w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865) ;
(E.G.) ; w.Yks.2 , s.Lan.1

Stf. Ussuns have nothing to do with hern, The Chronicle (Aug. 23,
1901). Not.1 3, s.Not. (J.P.K.), Lei.1 War.3 Unusual.
2. Myself, I. w.Yks. Us-sen '11 go (C.C.R.).

USSES, see Us's.
USSET, sb. Chs.1 The letter z. See Izzard, Udgit.
UST, v. Sh.I. [dest.] To heat sweet milk with a

small quantity of buttermilk till the curd separates from
the whey. S. & Ork. 1 Hence (1) Usted, sb. the curd of
buttermilk heated with sweet milk. ib.

; (2) Ustin or
Usteen, sb. rennet, a preparation of sweet milk in which
the curd is separated from the whey without the use of
rennet. (Coll. L.L.B.), S. & Ork.1 [ON. ysta, to curdle
(Vigfusson).]
USTLEMENTS, 5*. pi. Obs. Yks. ? Odds and ends.
Tubs and other ustlements, Inventory (1690) (J.J.B.).
USUAL, sb. Sc. Irel. Dur. Wil. Also in forms bswil,

iiswil Sh.I. The usual state of health ; gen. in phr. in
one's usual.

Sc. (A.W.) ; Aunt Susan is in her usual I know, Swan Gates of
Eden (ed. 1895) xix - Sh.I. Shu's juist in her flswil, Sh. News
(July 7, jgoo) ; ib. (Feb. 25, 1899). Frf. Haste ye, umman, an'
get back to your auld usual, Mackenzie N. Pine (1897) 239. Ant.
' How are so and so 1

' ' They are in their usuals ' (S.A. B.).
Dur. I've been me usual, off an' on, Guthrie Kitty Pagan (1900)
260. Wil. Mother ? O thank you, she's in her usual, Tennant
Vill. Notes (1900) 92.

USUALLIES, adv. Nhb. Usually.
There was stubbles an' beanfields usuallies beyond, Pease

Tales (1899) 19.

UT, UTCH(Y, see At, rel. pron., I, pron.
UTERAL, adj. Sh.I. [u'taral.] Strange, foreign.

(J.S.), S. & Ork.r

UTGIE(N, sb. Sc. (Jam.) Expense, expenditure. See
Outgie.
UTH, UTHAGE, see Of, On, prep., Utick.
UTHALL, UTHEL, UTHER, see Udal, Udder, sb.1

UTICK, sb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lei. War.
Shr. Oxf. Also written utic Lei.1

; and in forms hutic
nw.Der.1

; uthage Shr. [ju'tik, jhrtik.] 1. The whin-
chat, Pratincola rubetra.

Cum.4 w.Yks.2 Thou jumps and skips about like a utick upon
an hard-iron. Lan. Science Gossip, XVIII. 164. s.Lan. 1 Chs.1

The note of this bird is ' Utick, tick, tick.' s.Chs. 1 So called from
its note. nw.Der.1 Not. Swainson Birds (1885) 11. Lei.1, War. 3

,

Shr.1 Oxf. Aplin Birds (1889) 214.

2. A term of reproach for a lad.

s.Lan.' Ger eawt, theaw young utick. Chs.1 Tha young utick.

3. A worker at a loom in a mill.

m. Lan. 1 Aw towd him as a utick could ' mek booath ends meet

'

an' be gooin' back'ards rooad o'th' time. s.Lan.1

UTIS, sb. Won [ju'tis.] Noise, confusion, din.
w.Wor.1 s.Wor. The hounds kicked up a deuce of a utis,

Porson Quaint Wds. (1875) 26; s.Wor. 1

[By the mass, here will be old Utis, Shaks. 2 Hen. IV,
11. iv. 22 ; Utas of a feest, octanes, Palsgr. (1530).]
UTOLE, sb. Obs. Sc. A legal term : the symbol

used for the infeftment or resignation of an annual rent.
Abd. Resignations are said to be made in the town of Aberdeen

by delivery of a penny utole for staff and baton, Law Case, E. of
Aberdeen v. Duncan (June 25, 1742) (Jam.) ; The lords found that
the resignation of an annual rent out of a tenement in Aberdeen
in the year 1720, being made with the symbol of a penny utole
and not with the lawful symbols of staff and baton, was therefore
under the act of sederunt 1708 void and null, Kilkerran, 504 (ib.,

s.v. Penny).

UTS, int. nw.Dev.1 A term ofencouragement to dogs,
esp. to incite them to fight.

UTTER, v. Lin. [trta(r).] To discharge.
e.Lin. The spouts couldn't utter the water (G.G.W.).
UTTERANCE, sb. Obs. Sc. Extremity of distress.
They would all be afraid of him where now both divers lords

and all the clergy seem to be at utterance with him, Sadler's
Papers (1809) I. 126 (Jam.) ; If those things come to any utterance
here among themselves, they will be strong enough for their
adversaries as he trusteth, ib. 15 r.

UTTERIDGE, sb. Obs. Sc. Utterance.
Cai. I ne'er had utteridge to mak a phrase, Wkly. Mag. (Oct.

28, 1773).

UTTIL, see Hottle, sb*
UVART, adj. Sh.I. [uvaTt.] Unfrequented, lone-

some; clumsy. (J.S.), S. & Ork. 1

[Cp. ON. uvarr, unaware, unwary (Vigfusson).]
UVEILTER, v. Sh.I. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To welter, wallow. S. & Ork. 1

UVELTEE, adj. w.Yks.3 [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] In phr. all uveltee shawvs, all at sixes and
sevens.
UVVERS, sb.pl. Lin.1 Ridges separating the land of

one tenant from another. See Huvvers, sb pi 2

UVVIL, sb. e.Yks.1 w.Yks. 1
[trvil.] A finger-stall,

a piece ofrag protecting an injured finger. See Hovel sb 2

Y£2£5l UYN' ?Z'
see °xter

>
£ye >

sb *< This, Us.'UZBIRD, sb. Sus. [irzbad, -bad.] A term of re-
proach

;
gen. applied to children. See Hosebird 2

w.Sus. A farmer nursing a puppy said 'You little uzbird' (R.B.IUZZARD, UZZEL, see Izzard, Oozle, sb.
''

UZZIT, UZZLE, see Izzard, Oozle, sb., Ousel, sb.1
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V. Note. Words beginning with V in e.Hrf., Glo.,

w.Brks., w.Hmp., Wil., Dor., Som., and n., ne. and
se.Dev., will generally be found under the letter F.

VAADLE, VAAIL, see Vaddle, Vail, sb.1

VAALESS, adj. Sh.I. [va-las.] Awkward; handless.
S. & Ork. 1 Cf. valeen.
VAAM, see Vamrn, sb.

VAAV, sb. and v. Sh.I. [vav.] 1. sb. A wrapping
of coarse wool securing the wooden pin formerly used in
fishing.

This pin [vaarnakle] with the bait was held in position by a
wrapping of coarse wool called vaav. . . Long after the introduc-

tion of the modern hook, fishermen still used vaav when fishing

with very soft bait, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 128.

2. v. A fishing term : to fasten a soft bait on a hook by
tying a thread round both ; to bind ; to tie.

He vaav'd his hidmist huik an' hov'd him ower da gunn'l, Sh.
News (Nov. 3, 1900) ; S. & Ork.1

[2. ON. vefja, to wrap, fold (Vigfusson).]

VAAVL, v. Sh.I. [va/vl.] To strap securely ; to

secure with knotted ropes. S. & Ork.1 Cf. vaav.
VACANCE, sb. Obsol. Sc. Also written vacans

Gall. 1. A vacancy.
Sc. Scoticisms (1787) 99. Ayr. The school was given up and

there was nothing but wailing among the bit lassies, for getting

the vacance, Galt Ann. Parish (1821) viii.

2. A vacation ; holidays ; also in comp. Vacance-time.
Sc. (Jam.); During the vacance, Mitchell Scotiic. (1799) 88.

Abd. The consistory had no vacance at this yool, Spalding Hist.

Sc. (1792) 1. 331. Edb. Their stamachs aft in tift In vacance-time,

Fergusson Poems (1773) 151, ed. 1785. Kcb. Give them
[children] vacance to-morrow, Trotter Gait. Gossip (1901) 338.

[Fr. vacance, vacancy; vacation (Hatzfeld).]

VACCARY, sb. Obs. or obsol. Lan. Hmp. Also
written vacary Hmp. 1. A cow-pasture.

Lan. Vaccaries, or great upland pastures, were laid out, Har-
land & Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 202 ; (Hall.) ; Great upland

pastures ; for breeding young, and depasturing lean cattle, Potts
Discovery of Witches (1613) in Cheih. Soc. Publ. (1845) VI. Introd.

ne.Lan.1 , Hmp. (P.R.)

2. A cow-house. Hmp. (P.R.)
[Vacherye, or dayrye, vaccaria, armentarium {Prompt^
VACENTRARY, adj. Cor. Also in form vassentary.

[varsantreri.] Subject to fits ; contrary, perverse.
(J.W.) ; They be oal sa vassentary ; they've tooked after our

ould he, Hammond Cor. Parish (1897) 343.

VACKEL, sb. Sh.I. [va'kl.] A reef of rocks in the

sea ; a ' skerry.'
S. & Ork. 1 A reef on the coast of Dunrossness is called the

' Vackels.'

VAD, sb. Dev. [vaed.] The beam of a cider-press.
Moore Hist. Dev. (1829) I. 355. n.Dev. An' vump a cum on

tha vad, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 106.

VADDE, see Fady.
VADDLE, sb. Sh.I. Also in form vaadle. [va'dl

;

va-dl.] A wading place ; a shallow pool at the head of a

bay or creek. S. & Ork.1

[ON. vafcll, vofiull, a shallow water, esp. places where
fiords or straits can be crossed on horseback (Vigfusson).]

VADDLIN, sb. Sh.I. [va-dlin.] Wadding. S. & Ork.1

VADEE, VADEY, VADMELL, see Fady, Wadmel.

VADY, sb. Sus. Dev. [ve'di.] A shortened form of
' vade-mecum.' See below.

Sus. A small leather cylinder, containing change of raiment,
and other small comforts of the traveller, Blackmore Alice
Lorraine (1875) II. i. Dev. Got something in my vady, that will
make your pretty eyes flash, ib. Perlycross (1894) xxvii.

VADY, VAEDGE, see Fady, Vaudy, Vage.
VAEDIK, sb. Sh.I. Also in form vyaedick S. & Ork.1

[vedik.] A small stream ; a stream of filth.

Be dis time hit [spilt milk] wis run in vaediks ta da hert-stane,
Sh. News (June 1, 1901) ; S. & Ork.1

VAEGE, VAEGWIL, VAEL, see Vage, Vaigle, Veal.
VAG, v. Dev. [vaeg.] 1. To bend, give, yield. Cf.

bag, v.
1

'The floor's vagged a little.' Said of a floor that had sunk in

the middle through weakness of the joists, Reports Provinc. (Aug.
1902) No. 18.

2. To trail on the ground.
Dfiee 'old up yer frock, an' not let 'n vag along like that,

Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

3. To flap. Dev.1 Flimzy gownds vagging in the wind, 17.

VAG, see Fag, sb.
1

, v.
3

, Feag, v., Vaig.
VAGABONDIZE, v. Lin. Brks. [va-g-, vavgabondlz.]

With about : to wander about idly.

Lin. 1 Don't vagabondize about the streets. Brks.1

VAGABOND'S-FRIEND, sb. Lakel.2 The Solomon's
seal, Polygonatum officinale.

[It] cures black een, brossen snoots, bruises, an' sec

!

VAGABONE, sb. Sc. Irel. Lan. Dor. Dev. Also in
form vagabooan s.Lan.1 [va'g-, vavgabon.] A corrup-
tion of ' vagabond.'

Sc. (A.W.) Kcb. Rogues an vagabons an sorners, Trotter
Gall. Gossip (1901) 188. Ir. An' is it there you are again, you
unlucky vagabone ? Lover Handy Andy (1842) ix. Don. Sweet
sarra saize him for a vagabone I Macmanus Bend of Road (1898)
65. s.Lan.1 Dor. You vagabones ! You foul-mouthed scoundrels,

you! Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 13. Dev. Talkin' all night wi'
a passel o' idle vagabones, Norway Parson Peter (1900) 18.

VAGE, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Lin. w.Cy. Som.
Dev. Also written vaedge Cai.1

; vaege Sc. ; vaidg S. &
Ork.1

; vaige Sc. Dur. ; vayge Dev.3
; and in forms vege

Dev. ; veyage w.Sc. (Jam.) ; viage w.Sc. (Jam.) Nhb.1
;

vige w.Cy. [vedg.] 1. sb. A voyage ; a journey by
land or water ; a walk ; an errand ; esp. used of any
expedition attended with toil.

Sh.I. Stewart Tales (1892) 257 ; S. & Ork. 1 Cai.1 A short
journey, for the purpose of fetching or carrying something. Abd.
Mains of Puddleweal sent his carts on a weekly ' vaege ' to the
burgh of Innerebrie to fetch his supplies of lime, Alexander Ain
Flk. (1882) 195. w.Sc. (Jam.), N.Cy. 1

,
Nhb.1 Dur. There was a

poor little lad that had come a trial vaige to sea, Bishoprick Garl.

(ed. 1834) 52 ; Dur.1 n.Yks.2 ' An ower-sea vage.' ' Back-
vage,' the voyage homeward. s.Lin. Yks. Post (June 9, 1900).
w.Cy. (Hall.) Som. Jennings Dial. w.Eng. (1869) ; That war a
pretty good vage fur he, from the Golden Lion to the New Inn
(W.F.R.). Dev.3 I've abin to Barum market, walked vore 'n back.

Tez a terrabul vayge I kin tellee. s.Dev. Fox Kingsbridge (1874).

2. v. To go on an expedition, esp. for the purpose of
fetching something.

Abd. By and bye the time of ' vaeging ' was over for a season,
Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 197.

[1. For he was late y-come from his viage, Chaucer
C T. a. 77. OFr. veiage.]
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VAGE, see Fage, v.
1
, Vaig, Vege.

VAGGLE, sb. Sh.I. [va -

gl.] A place where meat is

hung to be smoked. S. & Ork. 1 [ON. vagi, a beam, esp.
an upper cross-beam (Vigfusson).]

VAGGY, adj. e.Yks.1 [va'gi.] Debased, low, of evil

propensities.

VAGIL, see Vaigle.
VAGRAL, adj. Sc. [ve'gral.] Vagrant, wandering.
Fif. The wairdless vagral body found no favour, Colville Ver-

nac. (1899) 18.

VAIG, v., sb. and adj. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. Also written
vage Sc. n.Yks.2 ; vague Sc. (Jam.) Nhb.1

; and in forms
vag, veg Irel. ; veig- N.Cy. 1 [veg.] 1. v. To roam,
stroll, wander ; to idle about.

Sc. (Jam.); Chambers Pop. Rhymes (ed. 1890) 72. S. & Ork.1

Per. Through the country I went vaguing, Nicol Poems (1766) 2.

Ayr. Vaiging on the Lord's Day, Johnston Kilmallie (1891) I. 66.

N.Cy.1
, Nhb. J

, n.Yks. 2

Hence Vaiger, sb. a wanderer, rover, vagrant.
Sc. An act against vaigers from their own ministers ... is past

the committee without a contrary voice, Baillie Lett. (1775) II.

257 (Jam.). S. & Ork. 1
, Rnf. (ib.), N.Cy. 1

2. sb. A wanderer ; a vagabond ; an idle person.
Frf. I . . . had as muckle lear and knowledge As ony vaig

bound at a college, Sands Poems (1833) 101. Rnf. (Jam.) Ayr.
What's the meaning o' conduct like yon, ye vaig, ye ! Johnston
Kilmallie (1891) I. 118. N.I.1 Don. Ye natarnal veg ye! bad
luck to ye, an' his Lordship listenin' ! Macmanus Bend of Road
(1898) 33. s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890).
Hence Vaigish, adj. vagrant.
N.I.1 A vaigish looking person.

3. Obs. adj. Wandering, roaming
;
quickly swept away.

Also used advb.
Edb. When death comes wi' his snell nay-says, The mask fa's

aff, An' his grim hydra form displays Them vague as c'aff [chaff],
Learmont Poems (1791) 54.

[1. Fr. vaguer, to wander, roam (Cotgr.). 3. vague,
wandering (ib.).]

VAIGE, see Vage, Vege.
VAIGLE, sb. Sh.I. Also in forms vaegwil, vagil,

veegwil, vegle ; vegwal S. & Ork. 1
; vegwil. [ve'gl,

ve'gl ; ve'gwil.] A stake in the wall of a cow-house to
which a cow is tied.

A'm gotten a lok, an' hOv'd hit at da veegils o' da tree [cows]
'at's mylkin', Sh. News (Aug. 18, 1900) ; Foo hiegh du ye want
da wa' afore da vaegwils geng in ? ib. (Sept. 18, 1897) ;

{Coll.

L.L.B.) ; S. & Ork. 1

Hence Vagil-band, sb. a rope by which a cow is fastened
in the cow-house.
The noralegs are stuck into the byre wall near the vagil baand

of the cow, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) x43 J
Sk. News (Oct. 21,

1899).

VAIK, v. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also written vake; and
in form veak. 1. To become or remain vacant or un-
occupied ; to close for a time.

Sc. The school vaiks for the hairst (Jam. Sufipl.). Or.I. Wal-
lace Desc. Ork. (1693) 60, ed. 1883. Abd. Dr. Forbes' place still

vakes, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) II. 54. Lnk. The bishops are
appointed to plant the kirks which have vaiked since the year
1637, Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1721) I. 265, ed. 1828.

2. To retire or withdraw from ; to disperse, empty ; to
be dismissed.

Sc. ' He vaikit the kirk,' i.e. he scattered the congregation.
' When the kirk vaiks ' (Jam. Suppl.).

[Fr. vaquer, to be at leisure ; to be vacant, empty, void
(Cotgr.).]

VAIL, sb. Sc. Lin. Lei. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Brks. Nrf. Sus.
I.W. Som. Also written vale Lei.1

; and in forms vaail
Brks.1 I.W. 12

; vile Glo.1
; weil Nrf. [vel.] 1. Dispatch,

progress. An aphetic form of ' avail.'
s.Cy. (Hall.) I.W.1 Thee dosn't zim to meyak much vaail

;

I.W.2

2. A gratuity, tip, perquisite
;
gen. used in pi.

Sc. The vails I was to give to the domestic servants, Stevenson
Catriona (1893) xx. Hdg. To my lady as she went to dine with
my Lord Hadington (for vails to the servants), ane .dollar and
four shillings, Ritchie St. Baldred (1883) 63. Lin. 1

, n-Lin.1
, Lei.1

Shr.1 They dunna gie very big wages, but theer's a djel o' com-

pany kep', an' the vails maken up. Hrf.2 In former times when
a man was hired as cow-herd, he arranged with his master to

have a fee or tip (vail) when he took a cow or a pig from home

;

it was his recognised perquisite. Glo.1 The malter did always get

the malt-dust for his vails. Brks.1 Nrf. The gal ha' good wages,
besides weils (W.R.E.). Sus.1, I.W. 1

, Som. (W.F.R.)

VAIL, adj. Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]
Empty. (Hall.)

VAINFUL, adj. w.Som.1 Useless, deceptive ; in vain.

Also used advb.
'Tis vainful [vaa'ynfeol] vor-n to think her'll ever have he.

[Tusser Husb. (1580) 10.]

VAINSOME, adj. s.Lan.1 [ve-nsam.] Conceited,
proud, vain.

VAIR, sb.
1 Sh.I. [ver.] A bird ' skerry.' S. & Ork.1

VAIR, sb.
2 Irel. Gmg. Pern. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor.

Also written vare Som. Dev. ; and in forms fairy Dor.
Som. Dev. Cor. 12

; fare Som.; vairy Dev. ; varey Dor.
Som. ; varie Dev.2

; vary w.Som. 1
; veer Pern. ; veyre

Dev. 1
; viare Dor. 1

; vier, wyer Wxf.1 [vea(r) ; vea'ri.]

1. The weasel, Mustela vulgaris.
Wxf.1 Gmg. Collins Gower Dial, in Trans. Phil. Soc. (1848-

1850) IV. 223. s.Pem.Theveeris the fella for a rabbet (W.M.M.);
Laws Little Eng. (1888) 422. Dor. (C.V.G.), Dor.1 Som.W. &J.
Gl. (1873) ; A small species of weasel (F.A.A.). w.Som.1 A
weasel, not a stoat. Dev. Yfi'd best ways ltike arter yer little

ducks. I zeed a vairy urn intii tha linhay jist now, Hewett Peas.
Sp. (1892) ; Dev.12, nw.Dev.1

, Cor. 12

2. Comp. Vare-widgeon or -wigeon, the smew, Mergus
albellus.

Dev. Smith Birds (1887) 494. n.Dev. Young females and males
of the smew, from resemblance of their head to a weasel's, Swain-
son Birds (1885) 165.

3. The stoat or polecat.
Gmg. Collins Gower Dial, in Trans. Phil. Soc. (1848-1850) IV.

223. Dor. (C.V.G.) w.Dev. Not the squirrel but the polecat,

(J.S.) in Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796).
4. Obs. The squirrel, Sciurus.
Dev. Moore Hist. Dev. (1829) I. 354. w.Dev. Marshall Rur.

Econ. (1796).

[1. pere beeb veyres litel of body and ful hardy and
strong, Trevisa Higden, I. 335. In the same passage the
Caxton ed. has ' ther ben feyres,' &c. OFr. vaire, sorte de
pelleterie (Didot), vair, 'murium Ponticorum species,'
Scaliger (Ducange) ; MLat. varius : Varius est bestia
parva paulo amplior quam mustella, Dialog, creatur. (ib.).}

VAIR, adj. Or.I. [ver.] Having no appetite. (S.A.S.),
S. & Ork.1

VAIRGE, sb. Obs. or obsol. Nhb. A barge.
When the Mayr's vairge, an' whurries an' keels iv thor pride,

Was seen, biv glad croods, thro' maw arches to glide ! Robson
Sngs. of Tyne (1849) 104 ; Nhb.1

Hence Vairge-day, sb. the day on which a procession
of barges takes place on the Tyne ; also called ' Barge
Thursday.' See Barge-day.

Suin after, 'twas on the Vairge Day, Midford Sngs. f 1818") 11 •

Nhb.1 & \ 1 ,

VAIRY, VAISE, see Vair. sb?, Fease, v}
VAISHLE, see Vassal.
VAITY-KABE, sb. Sh.I. See below.
5. & Ork. 1 An upright piece of wood fitted into the gunwale of

a boat, far aft, on the top of which a notch is cut to enable the
fishing-line to travel freely.

VAKE'^' Dev '

3
tvSk -] A Piece of business

; a
muddle. Cf. fakement. ' A purty vake thee'st a made o' it

'

VAKE, see Fake, v.
1

, Vaik, Veak, sb.2

VALANCE-STICK, 56. n.Lin.1 A flat thin rod,
running in a slot at the top of a bed-valance, and used for
keeping it in place.
VALARA, sb. Cum. The common valerian, Valeriana

officinalis. sw.Cum. (B. & H.)
VALAWISH,a#. Obs. Abd. (Jam.) Lavish, profuse.

Cf. volage, 2.

VALCH, v. Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]
To thrust with the elbow or fist. e.Som. W. & J. Gl
(1873).

VALD, see Weld, sb.
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VALE, sb.

1 Brks.1 In form vaayle. [vail.] The coun-
try along the Thames valley, about Didcot, Moreton, &c.
VALE, sb.2 nw.Dev.1

[vel.] The socket for the
handle of such tools as mattocks, shovels, &c.
VALE, sb.3 Ken.1 The vole, Arvicola amphibius.
VALE, see Fall, v., Vail, sb.

VALEEN, adj. Sh.I. Benumbed. (Coll. L.L.B.) Cf.
vaaless.
VALENT, sb. w.Som.1 [vas'lant] A dial, form of

' valance
' ; a short curtain ; the upper or fixed part of

window drapery.
Please, 'm, the foot valent of the blue bed's a-broke down.
VALENTIA, sb. Obs. Suf. 1 A tin instrument used

for getting out beer, &c. from the bung-hole of a cask, by
pressing on a small hole at the top.
VALENTINE, sb. and v. Sc. Rut. Nhp. 1. sb. In

comb. (1) Valentine-buns, a kind of buns eaten on St.
Valentine's Day, Feb. 14th; also called Shittles (q.v.,

s.v. Shittle, sbs 4) ; (2) -s' deal or dealing, a choosing
of sweethearts on St. Valentine's Day.

(1) Rut.1 Nhp.1 In Peterborough and in some of the villages
in the northern part of the county sweet plum buns were formerly,
and I believe are still, made, called Valentine buns ; and these
buns . . . are in some villages given by godfathers and godmothers
to their godchildren on the Sunday preceding and the Sunday
following St. Valentine's day. (2) Sc. The names of the various
members of the company were written on separate slips, and
were then selected by lot : and the person whose name was so
drawn was the drawer's valentine for the year (Jam. Suppl.).
Ayr. Yestreen at the Valentines' dealing My heart to my mou' gied
a sten, Burns Tarn Glen, st. 6.

2. v. In phr. to go valentining, to go from house to house
on St. Valentine's Day, singing and begging ; see below.
Rut 1 At Lyndon (1889) children go round to various houses,

as on May Day, singing songs and asking the inmates to
' Remember Saint Valentine.' Nhp.1 The children of the village
go in parties, sometimes in considerable numbers, repeating at

each house one or other of the following salutations, which vary
in different districts: ' Good morrow, Valentine, first it's yours and
then it's mine, So please give me a valentine.' ' Morrow, morrow,
valentine ! First 'tis yours, and then 'tis mine, So please to give
me a valentine. Holly and ivy tickle my toe, Give me red apple
and let me go.' ' Good morrow, Valentine 1 Parsley grows by
savoury, Savoury grows by thyme, A new pair of gloves on
Easter day, Good morrow, Valentine !

' Nhp.2 On St. Valentine's
day it is the custom for children of both sexes to go round to the
doors of the principal houses in the villages, singing : ' Good
morrow, Valentine ; Plaze to give me a Valentine : I'l be yourn,
if ye'l be mine : Good morrow, Valentine.'

VALIANT, adj. Sus. Wil. [vae-liant.] 1. In comp.
Valiant sparrow, the wryneck, Jynx torquilla. Wil.
Smith Birds (1887) 257 ; Wil.1 2. Stout, well-built.

Sus.1 ' What did you think of my friend who preached last

Sunday '
'

' Ha ! he was a valiant man ; he just did stand over
the pulpit ! . . what a noble paunch he had !

'

VALLACE, v. Dev. [vas'las.] To 'ballast'; to put
porous material under the metal in road-making.

I reckon another load o' hellen [slate] chips'U do for vallacing

the road, Reports Provinc. (1889) No. 11.

VALLAL, see Fallal(l.

VALLEAT, sb. Obs. Wxf.1 Also in form volleat.
A kerchief for the head.
VALLERT, sb. Obs. Wxf.1 A corruption of ' value.'

VALLEY, sb. Bck. Bdf. Nrf. Wil. Also in form velley
Wil.1 [vaeli.] 1. Any small channel or hollow, as a
drain or gutter in a roof. e.Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1787). Wil. 1 2. pi. The leaves of the lily of the
valley, Convallaria majalis. Bck., Bdf. (B. & H.)
VALLEY, VALLIATE, see Value, Valuate.
VALLIDOM, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan. Lin.

.Also written validum w.Yks.1 ne.Lan.1 ; and in form
valuedom n.Sc. (Jam.) [va-lidam.] Value, worth ; size.

n.Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. Grose (1790). Dur.1 Not t'vallidom of a

fardin. Cum. 1 I wadn't give t'vallidom of an oald sang for o' t'set

o' them ; Cum.4 w.Yks.1 A lile wee nook on't, nut validum o' my
thoum naal. ne.Lan.1 Net th' validum o' th' black o' my nail.

n.Lin. 1 It's not th' vallidom of sixpence.

VALLIMENT, sb. Stf.1 [valiment.] Value.

VOL. VI.

VALLOW, sb. Obs. e.Cy. s.Cy. Sus. Also in forms
valler Sus.2 ; vallor e.Cy. s.Cy. ; voller Sus.2 A concave
mould in which cheese was pressed ; a large wooden dish
used in dairies. e.Cy. Ray (1691), s.Cy. [ib.), Sus.2

VALLY, sb. Hrf.2 [varli.] A litter of pigs.

VALLY, see Felloe, Value.
VALSEN, sb. pi. Obs. Cor.2 Freshwater eels.
VALUATE, v. Der. Lin. e.An. Som. Also written

valliate n.Lin.1 [vee'li-eat.] To estimate the value of
anything.

n.Lin.1 When all things is valuaated, it will cum oot he awes
me munny.
Hence Valuation, sb. an amount in quantity or time.
nw.Der.1 e.An.1 I lost the valuation of eight sacks of potatoes.

Let it stay there the valuation of two days. w.Som.1 ' Nif any-
body'd on'y a-had the valliation [vaaKae-urshun] of about o' two
showelvulls o' clay, could 'a stap'd it all to once.' Said of an im-
portant outburst of water.

VALUE, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Eng. Also in
forms valley Chs.1 Glo.2 ; vally Der. Not. 1 n.Lin. 1 Lei. 1

Nhp.1 Bdf. Sus. ; valour e.An. 1 [va'liu, vae'lju ; va-li,
varli.] 1. v. To care for ; to think much of.

Der. Ghosts, indeed ! I don't vally them, not I, Le Fanu Uncle
Silas (1865) I. 314. Sus. I be'nt a bit affeard, I shouldn't vally
three, Lower Tom Cladpole (1831) st. 10.

2. sb. An amount ; used of measure and quantity.
Chs,1 ; Chs.2 When you come to the value of 5 feet deep ;

Chs.3 , Not.1 n.Lin.1 Not th' value of this here brick. It was
maaybe th' value o' that theare taable top, bud a bit thicker.

Lei. 1 A steam draining-machine ' *ud roon threw stiff clee-sile a
vally o' noine or ten inch dip loike noothink.' Nhp. 1 There
was only the vally of a bushel of apples in all the orchard. I

want the vally of two or three spunful of milk. War. 1 The value
of five loads; War.23 Glo. 2

I went the vallie of foive maile.

Bdf. Bring the value of a sackful, Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang.
(1809) 146. e.An.1

Hence Valuable, adj. large in amount.
w.Yks.1 He ate nout valable.

3. A space of time.
Lin.1 I was not there for the value of five minutes. n.Lin.1 I

waaited for him, maaybe the vally of ten minutes. e.An, 1 It might
be about the valour of three hours.

VALUEDOM, see Vallidom.
VAMM, sb. Sh.I. Also in form vaam. [vam, vam.]

A flavour, odour, scent.
The swart bird . . . detected the vaam of any unseen presence,

and announced the same by crowing at any hour, Spence Flk-Lore

(1899) 165 ; (J.S.) ; S. & Ork.1

VAMM, v. Sh.I. [vam.] To bewitch. (A.W.), (J.S.)
VAMP, sb.

1 and v.
1 Var. dial, and colloq. uses in Sc.

and Eng. Also in forms vampt Sur. ; vomp nw.Dev.1

[vamp, vaemp.] 1. sb. A sock ; a short stocking ; the
foot of a stocking. Cor.123 Hence Vamplets, sb. pi.

gaiters. Brks.1
, Hmp. 1

, Wil.1
2. A flounce ; a pleat.

Cor.3 3. A font ; also in comb. Christening vamp,
Church vamp, Vamp-dish. Dev. Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).
Cf. vant, sb. 4. v. To mend, patch, repair

;
gen. used

with up.
Sc. (A.W.) Wm. Vamp it up a bit (B.K.). w.Yks. I'll get t'shoe-

maker to vamp these booits up a bit, and they'll last me ever so long

(S.P.U.). ne.Lan.1
, s.Lan. 1 s.Chs.1 Ahy)v sent mahy bahysikl

tu)th smidh'i tu bi vaanrt up. War.3 Dev. Reports Provinc.

(\%<3?£) No. 13. nw.Dev.1 'Tis onny an oal' gown new vomp'd.

5. To knit new feet, soles, &c. to stockings ; to increase

in knitting.
Dev. Yfl must vamp eight stitches in tha ca've ov yer stocking

ef yfl want'th til make'n a gude shape, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892)

(s.v. Vamp-dish). Cor.2 ; Cor.a I must vamp this stocking as it's

too short.

6. With down : to make up a fire that it may burn some
time. Wil. 1 MS. add. 7. To fill up a glass, teapot, &c.

when partially empty ; to sip slowly.
Dev. ' Vomp the tay-pot,' put in fresh tea, Reports Provmc.

(1893) No. 13. Cor.2 Tipplers who desire to make the most of

one glass of grog, first drink a little, then add some spirit, then

sip again, next add some more water, then drink again, so repeating

the trick known as vamping; Cor.3 The tea wants vamping, i.e.

to have more tea, or water, or both, added,
x x
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8. To sprinkle with water. Dev. Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).
9. To accompany a singer by ear ; to improvise or play
on a musical instrument.

Sc. (A. W.) w.Yks. What I looked out for was a chap that could
vamp, Yksman. (Aug. 1878) 134. Lan. An' larn't to vamp afore
he'd breeches worn, Clegg Sketches (1895) 222. s-Lan.1 War.3

' Wanted, a pianoforte player—one who can vamp well.' Not an
unusual announcement at one time in Birmingham. s.Wor. (H.K.)
Lon. As soon as I could get in to vamp the tunes on the banjo a
little, I went at it, Mayhew Land. Labour (1851) III. 191, ed.

1861. Sur. We'd be laughed at a someness if it got about that
there wer a 'monium an' it were dumb 'cos there worn't no one
to vampt it, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. iv.

HenceVamper, sb. an accompanist by ear ; an improviser
on a musical instrument.

w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Geet a piano an' a vamper, Clegg Sketches

(1895) 207.

10. With up : to concoct a false charge, &c. ; to fabricate
;

to trump up.
Lan. (F.R.C.^s.Lan. 1 Nhp. 1 It's a vamped-up story altogether.

War.3
, Oxf. (G.O.)

11. Fig. With up : to improve, mend.
Ayr. A prologue, epilogue, or some such matter, 'Twould vamp

my bill, said I, if nothing better, Burns Add. sp. by Fontenelle

( r 795) 1- 4- w.Yks. I'd just advise yo all ta tack stock o' yorsens,
vamp up a bit wheer yo seem to be short, an act up tut dictates o'

concience, Back at Mooin Olm. (1878) 3.

12. To recover in health.
Wm. He's vampin' up again nicely (B.K.).
VAMP, sb.2 Shr. Glo. [vamp.] A wooden prop;

see below.
Shr.1 To support the shaft of a cart when the horse is taken

out; also to serve as a rest for a temporary bench, or a table
made of loose planks. Such a bench or table would have a vamp
at each end. It is a rude contrivance, consisting simply of a
three-forked branch of a tree, cut to the requisite length and
inverted. Glo. Vamps on the riverside (E.W.P.).
VAMP, v.

2 Yks. Lin. Wil. Dor. [vamp, vamp,]
1. To walk about ; to tramp.
Wil. 1 I zeed she a-vamping half round the town. Dor. Well,

vamp on to Marlott, will ye, Hardy Tess (1891) i; (E.C.M.)
2. With about: to follow or hang about; to waste time
on small errands.
w.Yks. 2 Wherever I go, she's always sure to vamp about.

n.Lin. 1 Sometimes connected with the idea of flaunting idleness.

3. With about: to jump about in a half playful, half
menacing manner. n.Lin. 1

VAMP, v.
3 Wm. Lin. [vamp.] To boast, brag, vaunt.

Cf. vamper, v.
1

Wm. Gibson Leg. and Notes (1877) 95. nXin.1 I niver heard
onybody vamp consarnin' the'r bairns as she duz.
VAMP, v.* Obs. N.Cy.1 To pawn.
VAMPER, v.

1 Sc. n.Cy. Wm. Yks. Lan. Also written
vampor n.Yks.2

; and in form vomper Wm. Yks.
[va -mpa(r.] 1. To boast, bluster, swagger; to bully.
Cf. vamp, v.

3
, vapour, 3.

N.Cy.1 Wm. Thoos neea casion ta vomper an' shoot at yan like
that, yan's nin deef (B.K.). w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781) ;

w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan.1

2. To present an ostentatious appearance ; to go into
attitudes, as an orator; to pose. s.Sc. (Jam.), n.Yks.2

VAMPER, ».
2 Som. [va?'mpa(r).] Tobeatdowntheprice.

An old word often used in the yearly bargainings of farm
servants (W.F.R.).

VAMPERN, sb. Wor. Also in form vamprey.
[vavmpan.] The mud lamprey, Petromyzon branchialis.
The third species found in the Severn. . . Known to ichthy-

ologists as the sand pride or mud lamprey, and locally in Wor-
cestershire as the ' vampern,' Longman's Mag. (Apr. 1892') 640.
s.Wor. (H.K.)
VAMPISH,v. Irel. [va'mpif.] To brandish a weapon

threateningly. UIs. (M.B.-S.)
VAMPISHNESS, sb. Ken.1 [vaympijnas.] Froward-

ness, perverseness. Cf. vamp, v.
3

VAN, sb.1 Cor. 1
[vaen.] A kind of omnibus entered

from the front part.

VAN, sb.2 Suf. 1 A fan-shaped flat basket for winnowing
corn. The same word as Fan (q.v.).

VAN, see Fan.
VANCE-ROOF, sb. Obs. e.An. Also in form vaunce-

roof Suf.1 A garret.
e.An. 1 Nrf. Marshall flKciicoK. (1787). Suf. Grose (1790); Suf. 1

VANDAVIL, sb. Sh.I. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A trifle ; a thing of little value. S. & Ork.1

VANDIE, see Vaunty.
VANDLOB, si. Sh.I. Also in forms vaandlob, van(di)-

lup, vanlup. A downpour of rain.

Da kye is half fantin', an' if he [it] sets in wi' storms an'

vandlobs o' watter, dey'll be nae okrigaard for dem, Sh. News
(Oct. 2, 1897) ; Gaen ta be a vaandlob fra da sood waast, I tink,

ib. (Oct. 1, 1898) ; Cross a soond in boats, mebbie wi' a gale an'

vandlob, ib. (Dec. 1, 1900) ;
Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 86.

[ON. vatnhlaup, lit. water-leap, Jakobsen, I.e.]

VANDT, v. Sh.I. To become a person ; to fit ; to suit.

S. & Ork.1

[Cp. ON. vandi, a custom, habit, want (Vigfusson).]

VANDYKE, sb., v. and adj. Glo. Wil. [vsendaik.]
1. sb. A flaunting figure.

Wil.1 What a vandyke her wur ! MS. add.

2. v. To dress flauntingly.
How her wur vandyked off 'isterday ! ib.

3. adj. Flaunting, careering. Glo.1

VANE, int. Sc. [ven.] A call to a horse to come
towards one.

In towns one hears frequently wynd or vane, Stephens Farm
Bk. (ed. 1849) I. 160.

VANE, see Vein.
VAN-FENCE, v. Suf. [vavn-fens.] To make a hedge

with long, pliant sticks, to ' edder ' (q.v.). e.Suf. (F.H.)
VANG, sb. Cor.2 [vasrj.] A notion, conceit.
One of his new vangs.

VANG, see Fang, sb., v.

VAN-JOTTHERY, sb. Yks. [va-n-dgob(3 )ri.] A
miscellaneous collection.

e.Yks. Ah went ti see what sooat o' things he'd getten, bud
sike a van-jotthery Ah nivver seed afooar, Nicholson Flk. Sp.
(1889) 92.

VANKISH, VANLUP, see Wankish, Vandlob.
VANNOCK, sb. e.Yks.1 [va-nak.] A considerable

portion ; a large fragment.
Clifl com doon i sike vannocks as was nivver seen afoor.

VANQUISH.si. Obs. Sc. A disease ofsheep: seebelow.
Sc. The young sheep were attacked by the vanquish, which

consumed them entirely away, Essays Highl. Soc. III. 405 (Jam.) ;A disease among sheep and lambs, caused by their eating a certain
unwholesome grass, Mackay. Kcb. The peculiar disadvantages
of it are . . . the pernicious quality of a species of grass to the
.health of the sheep on two or three farms on the side of the Dee,
infecting them with a disease called the vanquish, i.e. it weakens,
wastes, and would at last kill them, unless removed to another
farm

; but [they] are no sooner removed than they recover their
health, and gradually their strength and fatness, Statist. Ace. IV.
267 (Jam.) ; In one or two farms a disease also prevails termed the
vanquish. It arises from feeding on dry barren moss, void of all
nourishment, to which the creatures are so attached, that they
will not leave it till they die of emaciation. In this disease the
horns usually become red, ib. VII. 518.
VANT, sb. Obs. or obsol. Som. Dev. Cor. Also

written vannte Cor.1
; and in form vaunt Dev. A dial,

form of ' font.'

Som. (Hall.) Dev. Entries are made in the Ilsington Parish
Old Church Rate Records of payments annually from 1783 to
1864 to the Lord of the Manor for ' vaunt water.' In 1865 it is
'font'; in 1868 again 'vaunt'; and in the last entry, in 1874
' font,' Reports Provinc. (Aug. 1902) No. 18. Cor.1

VANT, v. Oxf. [vaent.] To vault, as in the game of
' leap-frog.'

' Show us a back, Dick, and I'll vant over it.' The customary
word for vaulting amongst boys (G.O.).
VANT, see Callyvan, sb.1

VANTAGE, sb. Nhb. Dur. Also in form vantish Nhb. 1

A coal-mining term : see below.
Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. The side of a board which has been kirved,

nicked, and shot down, the remaining half being called the back-
end, Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888).
VANTEAG, VANTIE, see Fantigue, Vaunty.
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VAPORATE, v. n.Lin. 1 An aphetic form of evaporate.'

VAPOUR, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
Lin. I.W. Also written vaaper Wxf. 1

; vaiper S. & Ork. 1
;

vaper Cum. Wm. ; vayper Cum.14
; and in form veyapur

I.W.1 [ve-pa(r, ve3'p3(r.] 1. sb. Bullying ; exulting in

actions and words. Cum.4 2. A caper ; a leap. to.

3. v. To brag, boast, swagger, exult ; to bully; to flourish

menacingly ; to threaten with violence. Cf. vamper, v.
1

Ayr. In wrath she was sae vap'rin, Burns Halloween (1785) st

13. Wxf.1
, Cum.1 * Wm. Theer he was vamperen an' vaperen

ower ivv'rybody aboot what he hed an what he cud deea (B.K.).

e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.), w.Yks. 1 (s.v. Vamper), ne.Lan.1 Lin.1 She
was in the kitchen vapouring about, so I left her to hersen. I.W.1

4. To caper ; to frisk about.
Dmf. When he puts on his Sunday dress He vapours lighter

than a ghaist, Hawkins Poems (1841) V. 25. Cum.14

5. To pose ; to go into attitudes as an orator. n.Yks.2

6. To saunter ; to stroll. S. & Ork.1

VAPOURED, ppl. adj. Obsol. e.Cy. Inclined to yawn.
(Hall.), (E.G.P.)

VAR, see War.
VARDAS, sb. pi. Yks. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Speech, talk. (Hall.)

VARDLE, sb. e.An. [va-dl.] The bottom hinge of

a gate. Cf. vartiwell.
e.An.1 Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 86 ; A common

eye or thimble of a gate, with a spike only, Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1787).

VARDLE, see Fardel.
VARDLOKUR, sb. Obs. Sh.I. (Jam.) A magical song.

VARDY, adj. Hmp.1 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Speaking so as to interrupt conversation.

VARDY, see Verdict.
VARE, v. I.W.1 [vea(r).] With out: to plough the

first two furrows of the different lands or ridges of a field.

Goo and vare out that ground.

VARE, see Fair, adj., Fare, sb}, Vair, sb?, Voar.
VARECH, sb. Ch.I. A sea-weed, used for fuel and

manure. The same word as Wrack, q.v.

The gathering of varech in Herm commences to-morrow, Clerk's

Guernsey News (Feb. 1, 1889) ;
(G.H.G.)

VAREEZ, v. Sh.I. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To notice, observe. S. & Ork.1

VARE-NUT, VAREY, see Fare-nut, Vair, sb.2

VARGE, v. Chs.13 [vadg.] To quarrel. Cf. barge, v.
1

VARGE, see Verge, sb.
1

VARGOOD, VARIE, see Fargood, Vair, sb.2

VARIEGATED, ppl. adj. Yks. Chs. In comb. Varie-

gated nettle, the spotted dead-nettle, Lamium maculatum.

n.Yks. (B. & H.), Chs.1

VARIETY, sb. Sc. Chs. Der. [vararsti.] Anything

out of the ordinary ; a rarity.

Wgt.(A.W.),Chs.123 s.Chs.1 A Cheshire housewife, apologising

to her guests for the plainness of the food set before them, will tell

them that she has no variety for them : meaning ' nothing out of

the common way,' nothing but simple and ordinary fare. nw-Der. 1

VARIORUM, sb. Sc. [vari-5ram.] 1. A constant

change ; a continual variation ; a medley.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; Life is all a variorum, We regard not how

it goes, Burns Jolly Beggars (1785) 1. 333 ;
Thom Amusements

(1812) 51.

2. A variation ; a diversion, variety.

Sc. A little chit-chat with cuttie is an excellent variorum to

exhilarate a man who has wasted his spirits with talking so long on

serious subjects, Magopico (ed. 1836) 32. Kcb. They [Cameronians]

wudna let the Paraphrases be sung in the kirk, or tunes wi'

variorums aboot them, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 11.

3. pi. Odds and ends.
Frf. She had made it sae to sheen 'Mang 'ither variorums she d

gat, Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 21.

VARLET, sb. Obs. Sh.I. A warlock ; a wizard.

There is a house called Kebister, where a varlet or wizard lived,

commonly designed Luggie, Brand Zetland (1710) no (Jam.);

S. & Ork.1 _
VARLEY-GRASSEY, adj. Wil.1 Gone green; a

corruption of ' verdigris.'

VARM, VARMENT, see Farm, v.2 , Vermin.
VARMENT, sb. Dev. A corruption of ' preferment'
She zayeth, Nathan is boarn to great varment, Gent. Mag. (1733)

331, ed. Gomme.
VARMER, sb. I.W. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A large hawk. (Hall.)
VARMER, VARMERIC, see Farmer, v., Farmeric.
VARNAGGEL, sb. Obsol. Sh.I. Also in forms

vaarnakle ; varnicle S. & Ork.1 A wooden peg or pin
;

see below. Also in comp. Varnaggel-pin.
Now most often called ' de klibber pin

'
; a wooden pin for

keeping the two parts of the wooden pack-saddle or klibber

together on the back of the horse, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 19; The
vaaving that held the vaarnakle or berjoggel ... in an upright

position now relaxed, and it turned horizontally across the mouth
or throat of the fish, Spence FlkLore (1899) 129; S. & Ork. 1

[ON. varda, to guard or protect, and nagli, pin, Jakob-
sen, I.e.]

VARNISH, v. Der. Lei. [vanif.] To fill out, to grow
sleek and fat. Cf. barnish.

Der.2 , nw.Der.1 Lei. 1 A farmer's wife said that a ' gel' that she

had taken in quite thin was become ' fat an' varnished.' ' That

oss'll vaa'nish i' the spring.'

VAR-PIG,s6. Sus. A boar-pig. (F.W.D.) Cf. fare, si.1

VARPNEY, sb. Dev.4 A kind of apple.

VARSAL, adj. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lei.

Nhp.War. Won Oxf. Suf. Sur. Also written varsel War.

;

and in form varsed s.Chs. 1 [va-sl.] A shortened dial.

form of ' universal
' ;

gen. used in phr. the (or this) varsal

world.
Sc. (G.W.), n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703);

w.Yks.14 n.Lan. 1 Ther niver,wos his marra i' o' this varsal war'd

[world]. ne.Lan. 1 s.Chs.1 6o(z nuwt i dhu vaa-rsiid wuurld til

d6o. Der.1 Obs. Not.1
, Lei.1

, Nhp. 1 War. B'ham Wkly. Post

(June 17, 1893) ; War.123 , s.Wor. (H.K.) Oxf.1
1 ant got a single

aipemmy in this yer varsal world, MS. add. Suf. 1 I'm sewer I

heent a farden i' the varsal wald. Sur. They know nothing in the

'varsal world about it, Hoskyns Talpa (1852) 91, ed. 1857.

VARTER-KNOT, sb. Nhb. Also in form verter-.

The knot nearest the ground in straw ; the ' bartle-knot.'

(R.O.H.)

VARTFUL, adj. Obs. Wxf.1 Artful.

VARTH, see Farth.
VARTIWELL, sb. Obs. Lin. The eye of a gate in

which the crook works. Cf. vardle.
Lin.1 nXin. 1 March 30th [1763], crookes and vartuales, and

bands, is. 8d., Northorpe Ace.

VARY, v. and sb. Obs. Sc. Also written vairie Slk.

(Jam.) 1. v. To begin to show symptoms of delirium

in illness. Slk. I observe him vairyin' the day (Jam.).

2. sb. In phr. to be at a vary, to be at a loss ; to feel

uncertain.
Per. I'm at a vary Whether to keep free, or marry, Nicol Poems

(1766) 54.

VASSAL, sb. Sc. Also in form vaishle Bnff. 1
1. A

tenant holding land under an overlord for payment of

a fixed annual sum of money in name of feu-duty. Sc.

Montgomerie-Fleming Notes onJam. (1899). 2. A maid-

servant. Bnff.1

VASSENTARY, see Vacentrary.
VAST, adj., sb. and adv. Van dial, and colloq. uses in

Sc. Irel. and Eng. Also in form varst Cum.134 Wm.
[vast, vast.] 1. adj. Great; numerous: followed by

a sb. of amount or number.
Sc. (A.W.) Cum. Theer's a varst deal mairteh deuh (E.W.P.).

n.Yks.24 , w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Lan.1 There wur a vast seet o' folk

theer. Lin. 1 se.Lin. A vast sight too many (J.T.B.). Oxf. There

was a vast number of people present (G.O.).

2. sb. A great amount, number, or quantity
;
gen. in phr.

a vast of, or a vast.

Cai.1 A vast o' money. Ags. He has a vast o' grand (Jam.).

Frf. A* vast o' foak a' round about Came to the feast, Piper ofPeebles

(1794) 14. Lnk. The old woman bestowed a vast of presents on

Tom, Graham Writings (1883) II. 79. N.Cy. 1 A vast of news.

Nhb. 1 Sixpence did not seem a vast. Thor wis a vast o' folk i' the

chepil. Dur.1 e.Dur.1 A ' vast o' years,' the only expression for

a long time. Lakel.2 Cum. Ey, he buys a varst o' tow on ye,

X X 2
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Dickinson Cumbr. (1876)85; Cum.14 n.Yks. 1 There was a strange
vast o' folk at Mally D.'s burial ; n.Yks. 2A vast o' things. ne.Yks.1

There's a vast on 'em cum'd. e.Yks.1 It was a vast tl gi for sike

a naud oss as that. w.Yks. 1 It'll do the a vast o' good, man

;

w.Yks.23 Lan. Hoo's browt her a vast o' jelly an' things, Lake
Longleat (1870) III. vii. ne.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 Ther's a vast o' gnats
i' th' air. Chs.123 s.Chs.1 Dhiir)z u vaas't u foa'ks kiimn eeur
evrieeuri)thsimrur. Der.2

, Not 1
, Lin.

1
,
nXin. 1 sw.Lin.1 There's

a vast of folks comes to their do. Lei. 1 Nhp.2 That field ull take

a vast a' muck. War.12 Shr. 1 A vast of timber. Glo. He always
took a vast of pleasure in talking of bygone times, Gissing Vill.

Hampden (1890) I. iv. e.An. 1 We had a vast of rain in the last

quarter of the year 1824. e.Sus. Holloway. I.W. She was a

vast too good vor'n, Gray Annesley (1889) I. 180.

Hence Vasting, sb. a large quantity.
n.Lin. 1 Theare's a vastin' o' pears to year.

3. Obs. A great distance ; a long way.
Wm. Whitch miad fowks cum a varst about, Close Satirist

( x833) I5S-

4. adv. Exceedingly, very.
w.Dur.1 ' Vast set by,' highly thought of. w.Yks. They're vast

ready to thro't jail e yer face, Gossips, 18. Lan. Aw wantid to goo
wi' him vast badly, Ferguson Moudywarp, n. ne.Lan. 1

, e.Lan.1
,

s.Lan. 1
, nw.Der. 1 Bdf. A vast little, Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang.

(1809)146. Ken. 1
; Ken. 2 It is vast little.

5. Phr. to be vast against any one, to be very much opposed
to any one. N.I.1

VASTAGE, sb. Obs. Sc. Waste ground. See Waste,
adj. 2.

' The old vastage called the Millhillhouse on the east.' Title of

old property in Kilwinning, Montgomerie-Fleming Notes onJam.
(1899).

VAT, sb. Dev. [vset.] A cider-making term : the
shallow vessel upon which the 'cheese 1

(q.v.) is pressed,
and from which the expressed cider runs into large tubs;
the bed of a cider-press. nw.Dev.1 w.Dev. Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1796).
VATCH, sb. Glo.1 A dial, form of ' thatch.'

VATCH, VATH, see Fetch, v., Faith.
VATIK, sb. Sh.I. [va'tik.] A water-pail. Jakobsen

Dial. (1897) 33. Cf. flddack, sb.
1

VATSGAARI,
,
adj. Sh.I. [va-tsgari.] Rainy.

Vatn . . . occurs in the expressions ' a vatsgaari day : day of
nasty rain, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 85.

VATSGAARIN, sb. Sh.I. [va-tsgarin.] A halo round
the sun, supposed to indicate bad weather. S. & Ork.1

VATTABAND, sb. Sh.I. Also in form vaytaband.
A fisherman's term: a string by which a pair of sea-
mittens are tied together and suspended round the neck
when not in use ; a band round the wrist to keep the
sleeve tight ; lit. ' waterband.' S. & Ork.1

VAUDY, adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also written vaudie
(Jam.) ; and in forms vady Frf. ; waddy Sc. ; wadie
Abd. ; wady Sc. (Jam.) 1. Great, powerful, strong

;

uncommon.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), Ags. (Jam.) Frf. Cummers sled, an' hurl'd

as weel On ice, as ony vady chiel, Piper ofPeebles (1794) 7.

2. Gay, showy.
Sc. Mackay. n.Sc. (Jam.) Per. I got new trews and coat, And

stalked about in trappings vaudie, Spence Poems (1898) 72. Rxb.
In blue worset boots that my auld mither span, I've aft been fu'

vaudy sin' I was a man, A. Scott Poems (ed. 1808) 222.

3. Proud, vain ; forward ; elated, cheerful, gay, merry.
Sc. Thus must we be sad, whilst the traitors are vaudie, Till we

get a sight o' our ain bonny laddie, Hogg Jacob. Rel. (1819) II.

70 (Jam.). n.Sc. Was there e'er a young laddie sae waddie, as I ?

Buchan Ballads (1828) II. 230, ed. 1875. Bch. Then all the giglets,

young and gaudy, Sware ... I might be wady, Forbes Dominie
(1785) 40. Abd. (Jam.); I'm glad 'at ye're sae wadie, ye sat

sae douff an' dowie a' day, Beattie Parings (1801) 8, ed. 1873.
Per. I got astride our collie dog, And off I cantered crouse and
vaudie, Spence Poems (1898) 71.

VAUGHT, see Fet, v.

VAUKIE, adj. Sh.I. Proud, well-pleased. S. & Ork.1

VAULTS, sb. pi. s.Lan.1
[volts.] A place where

intoxicating liquors are sold at the counter only.
VAUNCE-ROOF, see Vance-roof.
VAUNK, VAUNT, see Funk, sb}, Vant, sb.

VAUNTY, adj. and sb. Sc.Won Also written vauntie

Sc. ; and in forms vandie Knr. Fif. (Jam.) ;
vantie Sc.

[vp'nti.] 1. adj. Boastful, proud, vain; exultant;

ostentatious, showy ; also used advb.

Sc. (Jam.) Mry. Fu' vaunty be thy looks, ma'am, Hay Ltnlie

(1851) 61. Per. Wi' bonnet sae vaunty, an' owerlay sae clean,

Ford ;/«>-/!> (1893) 164. Knr. (Jam.) Slg. I trowye needna craw

sae vantie, Towers Poems (1885) 178. Ayr. Wow, but your letter

made me vauntie ! Burns To Dr. Blacklock (Oct. 21, 1789) St. i.

Lnk. Syne she'll grow vauntie an' brag o' hersel, Coghill Poems

(1890) 166. Edb. Unco vauntie . . . I'm o' bonnie wee Kate,

Logan Auld Reekie (1864) 16. Dmf. Talked loud an' learned, an'

lang an' vaunty, Thom Jock o' the Knows (1878) 19. s.Wor. A
vaunty dame, Porson Quaint Wds. (1875) 19.

2. sb. A boastful, vain person; a braggadocio. Sc.

Mackay. Fif. (Jam.)
VAUR, sb. Sh.I. [van] Care, heed.
Hit'Il learn me ta tak' mair vaur agen, Sh. News (May 22, 1897).

Hence Varless, adj. careless, heedless.
He's set doon 1897 in place 0' 1898. Dat's juist laek what he

wis wint ta dQ at da skule. He wis awfil varless dat wye, ib. (Jan.

22, 1898).

VAUR, VAUTY, see Fore, adj., Faulty.
VAVVL, v. Sh.I. [va-vl.] To flutter; to waver.

S. & Ork. 1 See Waffle, v>
[Cp. ON. vajla, vafra, to hover about (Vigfusson).]

VAW, int. Sc. A call to a horse to come towards one.
Used in towns by carters, N. & Q. (1856) 2nd S. i. 395.

VAWSIL, see Fold-sail, s.v. Fold, sb.1 1 (7).

VAWTH, sb. Som. [vab.] A 'farrow' or litter of
pigs. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). See Farth.

VAWTH,VAY,VAYGE, see Foth, Fay, w.SVagcVege.
VAZ, v. War. Glo. [vaez.] With out : to fray. Cf.

fazle.
War.2 This cloth is beginning to vaz out. Glo. Northall Wd.

Bk. (1896).

VAZE, see Fease, v.
1

VAZEN, sb. pi. Som. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A dial, form of ' faiths.' (Hall.)
VAZZLE, see Fazle.
V-BOB, sb. Nhb. Dur. A spear or beam working with

a pumping engine ; so called from its shape. Nhb.1

Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888).
VEACH, see Veak, sb.1

VEAG, sb. Som. Also written veague (Hall.), [veg.]
1. A strong burst of temper. Sweetman Wincanton Gl.

(1885). The same word as Feag, sb. (q.v.) ; cf. veak, sb?
2. A. freak, whim. (Hall.)
VEAG, see Feag, sb.

VEAGUE, sb. w.Cy. (Hall.) A teasing child. The
same word as Feague, sb.1 (q.v.)

VEAK, sb.
1 w.Cy. Cor. Also in form veach Cor.12

A gathering near the fingernail ; a ' whitlow
' ; an ulcer.

w.Cy. (Hall.) Cor. When the deep tissues and bone of the
finger are implicated, the disease is called a veak, N. tf Q. (1857)
2nd S. iii. 240; Cor.12

VEAK, sb.2 and v. Hmp. Dev. Cor. Also in form
vake Dev.1 nw.Dev.1 [vik ; vek.] 1. sb. A fit of ill-

temper
; a passion, rage ; a sudden capricious freak ; a

vagary ; a whim. Cf. feag, sb.
Dev. He is in one of his veaks, Reports Provinc. (1877); Dev.1

To be in a veak. nw.Dev.1 He waz in a proper vake, I kin tell
ee. Cor. N. V Q. (1857) 2nd S. iii. 473.
2. v. In phr. to go veaking about, to be fretful.
Hmp. Holloway. Dev. 'Er dawnt do nort but go veaking about

and suffing awl day long, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).
Hence Veaking, ppi. adj. fretful, peevish ; blaming,

carping.
Dev. Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ; Dev.1 n.Dev. Oil the neighbour-

hooden knowth thee to be a veaking . . . hussey, Exm. Scold.
(1746) 1. 42.

VEAK, see Vaik.
VEAL, sb. Sc. Yks. Amer. Also in form vael Sh.I.

[vil.] 1. A calf; the carcase of a calf.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Hit's wi' da vael o' a calf, gudewife, Sh. News

(Aug. 11, 1900). Bnff. For each beef sold in the shambles 3d., each
mutton id., each veal {d., Cramond Cullen Ann. (1888) 104. Lnk.
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The feeding of veals for slaughter, Graham Writings (1883) II. 80.

[Amer. Jim brought three or four veals into town one spring to

sell, Westcott David Harum (1900) xvii.]

2. Phr. married in the veal bones always a calf, one who
marries young never becomes a physically strong man.
w.Yks.2

[1. Veale, calfe, vitulus, Levins Manip. (1570).]

VEAN, adj. I.Ma. Cor. Also written veen I.Ma. ; and
in form vyan Cor.2 [vin.] Little

;
gen, used as a term

of endearment, esp. in comp. Child-vean (q.v.).

I.Ma. Aw boy veen ! boy veen ! Caine Manxman (1894) 84, ed.

1895. Cor.12

VEAND, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Superannuated. Sc.
Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 409. Rxb. (Jam.)
VEAR, sb. Cor.3 A young pig. The same word as

Fare, sb.
1
(q.v.)

VEASE, VEAST, see Fease, v.
1

, Feast.
VEATH,s6. Dor. [Notknowntoourcorrespondents.] A

Strikingthe limbs about ; a 'funk.' Barnes Poems(i86^) Gl.

VEATHERVAW.VECKLE.seeFeatherfew.Fettle.sk 1

VEDGE, VEEF, see Vege, Vive.
VEEGWIL, see Vaigle.
VEEK, v. Or.I. [vik.] To move ; to veer. (S.A.S.)
VEELVARE, see Fieldfare.
VEEM, sb. Obs. Sc. 1. A close heat over the body,

with redness of face, and some perspiration. Ayr. (Jam.)
Cf. fame. 2. A state of ecstasy, excitement, exultation.

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

VEEN, see Vean.
VEEPERIT ,ppl. adj. Sc. [vrpsrit.] Vicious,venomous.
Abd. She wis a veeperit craitur, Abd. Wkly, Free Press (Jan. 17,

1903)-

VEER, adj. Wil.1 [via(r).] In comb. Veer weather,
chopping, changeable weather.
VEER, v.

1 Pern, [via(r).] To hunt, as a dog ; to quarter.

s.Pem. Laws Little Eng. (1888) 422.

VEER, v.
2 Mid. [via(r).] With out : to draw two

furrows in opposite directions in ploughing so as to leave

a trough of double width. w.Mid. (W.P.M.) The same
word as Feer, sb.

L
(q.v.)

VEER, see Fare, sb.
1

, Farrow, Feer, sb.
1

, Vair, sb.2

VEERDONS, sb. pi. Dev. A dial, form of 'ferns.'

n.Dev. (B. & H.)

VEESE.VEESICK,VEEVE, see Fease, a.SVissik/Vive.
VEEZE, v. Dor. To turn or drive out. (W.C. c. 1750).

The same word as Fease, v.
1
(q.v.)

VEG, see Vaig.
VEGE, v. and sb. w.Cy. Som. Dev. Also in forms

vage w.Som.1
; vaige nw.Dev.1

; vayge Dev.3
;
vedge

Dev.1 [vldg ; vedg, vesdg.] 1. v . To push ; to butt, as

an animal; to sidle. Cf. fease, v.
1

w.Som.1 One o' the old yoes vage me and hat me arse over head.

Dev.1 They never left edging and vedging till they'd a shoulder'd

themselves up to me, 16, ed. Palmer.

2. To move or run about in such a way as to agitate the

air. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). 3. sb. An impetus ; a

rush ; a short run before taking a leap.

w.Cy. (Hall.) Som. Jennings Dial. w.Eng. (1869). Dev.

Vetch a vaige, Jack, 'vore's jump, Pulman Sketches (1842) 153,

ed. 1871 ; Dev.1 ; Dev.3 In the 'ossmanship tother night the clown
tooked a bit of a vayge and jumped awver six osses all to wance.
nw.Dev.1 Take a gude vaige now, or thee'lt nivver clear the gallis.

VEGE, see Vage.
VEGETLES, sb. pi. w.Som.1 Also in form vegebles.

A dial, form of ' vegetables.'
You can't have no sprouts to-day, vegetles [vuj"utlz] be terr'ble

[skee - us] scarce.

VEGLE, VEGWAL,VEGWIL,VEIG, see Vaigle,Vaig.

VEIGLE, v. Wm. [via'gl.] An aphetic form of
' enveigle.' Gibson Leg. and Notes (1877) 95.

VEIL, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Chs. Shr. Amer. [vel, vesl.]

The caul of a child, calf, &c. ; the thin membrane round
the intestines of a pig. Cf. veil.

n.Cy. The lady elicited that her servant had been born with a

vail over her head, which was now presaging evil to her, Hender-
son Flk-Lore (1879) i. w.Yks.2 Chs.1 Supposed to confersafety,

especially from drowning. ' I had a uncle as had a charmed life
;

he was born with a veil over his face.' s.Chs.1 Persons who are
born with a veil [vai-1, vee'l] over their faces are accounted lucky,
and are sometimes said to bear a charmed life. Shr.1 [Amer.
He was born with a veil over his head, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 426.]
VEIN, sb. Irel. Also written vane Wxf. [ven.] In

phr. with all the veins, or with all the veins of my heart or
soul, used to express great willingness.

Ir. To be sure, Father Ned, you must get a slice with all the
veins of my heart, Carleton Traits Peas. (1843) I. 20 ; I'll do it,

with all ' the veins,' whenever yer coming this way again, Lever
C. O'Malley (1841) xxii. w.Ir.With all the veins o' my heart, Lover
Leg. (1848) I. 8. Wxf. 'Wid all de vanes o' me sowl,' says I,

Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 221.

VEL, sb. Dor.1
[vel.] In phr. to see vel nor mark, see

below. The same word as Fell, sb.1 (q.v.)

'I can't zee veil nar mark o't,' i.e. ' I can see no traces of it.'

Seems to have been originally applied to lost cattle.

VELDEVARE, VELDEVER, VELDWER, see Field-
fare.

VELGE, sb. Pern. Also written velg. [veldg.]

Fallow land.
s.Pem. Laws Little Eng. (1888) 422 ; How many aacres of velg

'ave yea this year, Tom ? (W.M.M.) ;
(W.H.Y.)

VELL, sb. Glo. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. [vel.] 1. A
membrane ; a film over the eye. Cf. veil ; see Fell, sb}

Dor.1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som.
W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1

I be afeard the poor old man's
gwain blind, he've a-got a veil all over one of his eyes.

2. The stomach of a calf or cow, used in making rennet.
Glo. Rennet or runnet is made from the stomachs of calves,

called here ' veils.' Irish veils are the best ; they are cured, and
sent to England, and sold by the grocers to the dairy-farmers,

Morton Farm (1832) 32 ; Glo. 1
, Wil. 1

, Dor.1 Som. Itis prepared

with vinegar and other things (W.F.R.) ; Jennings Obs. Dial.

w.Eng. (1825). w.Som. 1
, Dev.1

VELL, see Fell, sb.
1 and v.

2

VELLA, sb. Cor. [ve'la.] A whirlpool.
w.Cor. He was drowned whilst bathing in a vella, Comishman

(Aug. 1880). Cor.3

VELLUM, sb. Pem. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written
vellam Pem. [ve'lam.] A film ; a membrane. w.Som. 1

,

Dev.3 , Cor.3 Hence (1) Vellum-broken or -brokt, ppl. adj.

ruptured ; (2) Vellum-sieve, sb., obsol., a sieve made of

sheepskin.
(t) w.Som. 1 A common injury to ewes and sows is to be vellum-

brokt. Dev. Can't rear'n ; he's vellum-brock'd, Reports Provinc.

(1883). nw.Dev.1
, Cor.2 (2) s.Pem. Hear maid ! emp' out the

meal that's in the vellam-sieve (W.M.M. ).

[Velyme, membrana {Prompt.).]

VELLUM, see Volume.
VELLY, sb. Dev. [ve-li.] A tuft of grass ; a turf.

See Fell, v.
2

' He turned up the scads.' ' The what ?'...' Well, the vellies.'

... It was not for some time that Father made out 'twas tufts of

grass she meant, Peard Mother Molly {1889) 35.

VELLY, see Felloe.
VELM, sb. Pem. [velm.] A vein ; a dry-vein ; an

inner cavity of the body.
s.Pem. The wind is got into the velms with yea, and the cowld

is gone drew yea (W.M.M.).
VELT, see Felt, sb.

2

VELTERIN,s6. Sh.I. [veltarin.] A half-grown cod.

Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 23.

VELTIVER, see Fieldfare.

VELVET, sb. Var. dial, uses in Eng. [ve-lvit, -at.]

1. In comp. (1) Velvet-dock, (a) the great mullein, Ver-

bascum Thapsus ;
(b) the elecampane, Inula Helenium ; (2)

-runner, the water-rail, Rallus aquaticus
; (3) -tongue, a

deceitful, smooth-spoken person.

(1, a) Dev. (W.L.-P.) n.Dev. Clum, limp'skrimp, velvet-docks,

Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) St. 75. nw.Dev.1 (b) I.W. (B. & H.)

(2) Wil. Hence, I suppose from the softness of its tread on the float-

ing herbage which it traverses so nimbly, it is provincially known
as the ' velvet runner,' Smith Birds (1887) 444. (3) n.Lin.1

2. Phr., obs., he's a velvet true heart, meaning unknown.
Chs. Ray Prov. (1768) 60, ed. Bohn. 3. The soft covering

of the new horns of a deer or stag.
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w.Som. 1 [As the new horns grow on the stag's head they are at

first soft and even flexible. . . They are covered with a skin called

the velvet ; it is of a brown colour, soft like plush, Jefferies Red
Deer (1884) iv.]

Hence to be in (his) velvet, of a stag : to have the horns
covered with the 'velvet.'
w.Som.1 Pity to ha' killed-n in his velvet.

VEN, VENAIG, see Fen, sb.\ v.
2
, Fainaigue.

VEND, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Der. [vend.]
1. v. To sell ; to set forth ; to offer for acceptance. Cf.

vent, sb.2

Ayr. Ev'n Ministers, they hae been kenn'd, In holy rapture, A
rousing whid, at times to vend, Burns Death and Dr. Hornbook
(1785) st. 1. Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888).

n.Yks.2 ' Nut boun te vend, but boun te ware,' I am not going to

sell, I am going to buy.

2. sb. A sale ; in the coal trade : a limited sale of coal

from each colliery ; see below.
Nhb. 1 It is now applied to the whole quantity sent from a

colliery. Nhb., Dur. This policy of restricting the output has,

under the name of ' Limitation of the Vend,' long been characteristic

of the coal trade. From 1771 to 1844 . . . the colliery owners [of

the Tyne and Wear] met annually and agreed upon what was
called the basis, that is, the proportion which each colliery should
sell of the total vend, Webb Industrial Democracy (1901) 448.
Dur. There is also a vend of lime to a very considerable amount
from this county to the North Riding of Yorkshire, Marshall
Review (1808) I. 142. Der. The smaller poles find a vend for

making fleaks, ib. (1814) IV. 132.

VEND, see Vent, sb.1

VENDER, z>. Sh.I. [ve'ndar.] To wander. S.&Ork.1

VENDUE, sb. Sc. Amer. An auction.
Sc. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896)

I. 6.]

[Fr. vendue, a sale, or selling (Cotgr.).]

VENGA, sb. Sh. & Or.I. Also in forms vengi, vengie
Sh.I. ; vengla Or.I. [ve'rjga.] A ' haaf ' term : a cat.

Sh.I. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 27; Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 121;
S. & Ork.1 Or.I. Fergusson Rambles (1884) 166.

VENGEABLE, adj. and adv. Bnff. 1 [ve'ngsbl.]
1. adj. Cruel, destructive.
Rottans are vengeable craiturs on young deuks.

2. adv. Excessively, very.
He's vengeable greedy; he can hardly be honest.

VENGEANCE, sb. Sc. Yks. Som. Dev. [ve-n(d)gans.]
1. In phr. what the vengeance ? used as an oath.
Lnk. What the vengeance, uncle, sudna fouks die when they're

auld? Graham Writings (1883) II. 40.

2. Revenge ; vindictiveness.
Sc. (A.W.) w.Yks. 'He'll have his vengeance yet, you'll see.'

' That barn is full up o' vengeance.' ' He's past vengeance about
him,' i.e. is spiced with vengeance, or, is ofa vengefulspirit(C.C. R.).
3. Energy, vehemence.
w.Yks. He pummeled intul him wi' some vengeance, Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (Sept. 23, 1899).
4. A name for the Devil.
w.Som. 1 Haut- dh-oal Vai-njuns bee baewt? n.Dev. O! the

very vengance tear tha ! Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 35.

VENGEM, see Venom.
VENGENCE, sb. Obs. Wxf. 1 Venison.
VENGEVUL, adj. I.W. 1 An aphetic form of 're-

vengeful.'

VENGI(E, VENGLA, see Venga.
VENISON, sb. Sc. [ve'nisan.] Goat's flesh.
Sc. Common among the lower classes (A.W.). Fif. They haurl'd

and draggit out Great hams and legs o' sheep and nowt, And
venison and veal, Tennant Papistry (1827) 83.

VENN, see Fen, sb.1

VENNEL(L,s6. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Also written
venal Nhb. 1

; venall Sc. (Jam.); venel n.Cy. ; vennal
Sc. Cai. 1

; and in forms vinell Sc. (Jam.) ; vinnel Sc.
[ve -

nl.] 1. A drain, gutter, sewer.
n.Cy. (J.H.), N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1 Cum.* Carry't t'watter off beaath
ways inteh t'vennels, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 93.
2. An alley ; a narrow lane or passage.
Sc. (Jam.) ; She aye stood at the pump-well when the sun was

shining and lookit doon the vinnel, Wright Sc. £1/6(1897) 39.
Sh.I. Paid for digging and laying vennals, laying floors, Sh. News

(May 29, 1897). Cai. 1 Abd. N. V Q. (1879) 5th S. xi. 198.

Per. Met ye our Robin last week in the vennel ? Spence Poems

(1898) 77. Lnk. Some through Preston vennal fled, Graham
Writings (1883) I. 101. Gall. Even with the scaffold looming

down the vennel, it pleased me to say this to him, Crockett
Moss-Hags (1895) lv. Ir. In the town of Strabane, there are a

number of narrow passages, called vennels, from the main street

to the river shore, between or through the intervening houses.

They are public rights of way about six feet wide, N. & Q. (1879)

5th S. xi. 137. Uls. (M.B.-S.), N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 Vennel in New-
castle was a chare or narrow thoroughfare. n.Yks. A man walk-

ing round Richmond Castle, was accosted by another, who took

him into a vennel, or underground passage below the castle,

N. &> Q. (1853) 1st S. viii. 573.

[2. Fr. venelle, a little street (Hatzfeld).]

VENNER, v. Lin. [ve-na(r).] 1. To scowl; to

snarl ; to draw up the lips in a snarling manner.
n.Lin. Reuben cums snarlin' an' vennerin', like the dog, as he is,

to get munny oot'n his muther, Peacock Tales (1890) 2nd S. 53 ;

n.Lin.1 Th' ohd dog niver tuch'd pup, he nobbud venner'd at him.

2. With up : to become angry or spiteful. n.Lin.1

VENNY, adv. Obs. Hrf. Rather, sooner. Bound
Provinc. (1876); (Hall.)

VENNY, see Fenny.
VENOM, sb., v. and adj. Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also in forms vemin Yks. ; vemon n.Yks.2 Chs.1

sw.Lin. 1
; vengem Wxf.1

; venim Sh.I.; wemon Suf.

[ve'nam.] 1. sb. The discharge from a sore or wound.
Cf. fenom-water.

w.Yks. (J.W.) War. 3 Rub the nettle sting with a dock leaf, it

will take the venom out. That wound will never heal until the
venom is out.

2. A gathering in the finger, esp. one not near the top
;

a whitlow. Dev. (Hall.), Cor.12 3. Fig. Malice, spite.

Sc. (A.W.), Wxf.1
, n.Yks.2 Hence Vemonous, adj. spite-

ful. n.Yks. 2 4. Obs. Fig. Fullness, strength.
Wxf. 1 Wi' vengem o' core, Address to Lord Lieutenant (1836).

5. Fig. A spiteful, vicious person.
Sh.I. He begood an' guid up ta Ibbie an' her midder—idle venim,

Sh. News (May 21, 1898). Cor.3

6. v. To infect with venom ; to poison ; to sting.
Dur. Let some kind of an ether-thing venom 'er, Egglestone

Betty Podkins' Lett. (1877) 8. n.Yks. 2 w.Yks. Cows is all vemined
along on a' askard (W.F.). Chs. 1 He's vemont wi' a tooad. Not.
Don't touch that toad, it'll venom you. He's got a bad finger,

something's venomed it (L.C. M.). se.Lin. It will venom you
(J.T. B.). sw.Lin.1 I've venom'd my finger ketlocking.

7. adj. Fierce, malicious, savage.
Suf. A man remarked to two boys fighting, ' You-a-munshy

[you amongstyou] fare as wemon as harnets,'e.An.Dy. Times(i8g2).

8. Dry, hard, harsh, hot.
Lei.1 Ah wur quoite mauled wi' walkin', the graound wur that

venom. War. (Hall.)

VENOMLESS, adj. Nhb. 1 A corruption of'venomous.'
VENOMSOME, adj. Yks. Not. Also in form vemon-

some n.Yks.2 [ve'nsmssm.] 1. Venomous.
s.Not. Like a raivenous roaring lion or a venomsome sarpent,

Prior Rente (1895) 71 ; (J.P.K.)

2. Spiteful. n.Yks.2

VENT, sb.1 and v.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Also in form vend n.Yks.1 [vent.] 1. sb. In comp.
Vent-spill, a wooden peg to close the air-hole of a cask.
Sus. Holloway. 2. A hole ; an opening ; usedJig.

Slk. Forrit I sets wi' a' the vents o' my head open, Hogg Tales
(1838) 7, ed. 1866.

3. A chimney.
Sc. (Jam.), Inv. (H.E.F.) Frf. See if the spare bedroom vent

. . . is gaen, Barrie Thrums (1889) ii. Suf.1

4. Of a fowl : the anus. Dmf. (Jam.) 5. v. To dis-
charge, throw out, as of material in an excavation.

n.Yks. He and the mason . . . had 'a great vast of masons'
rubbish,' which they were glad to be able 'to vent' anywhere,
Atkinson Moorl. Parish (1891) 312 ; n.Yks.1

6. Of a chimney : to draw ; to smoke.
Sc. That lum vents very ill (Jam.) ; The Green Room disna vent

weel in a high wind, Scott Antiquary (1816) xi Cai l Per
Monteath Dunblane (1835) 82, ed. 1887.
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VENT, sb.
2 and v.

2 Sc. Yks. Wor. Glo. Suf. Som. Cor.
[vent.] 1. sb. A sale ; a demand for goods ;

means of

disposal. Cf. vend.
n.Yks. 2 There's neea vent for 'em. e.Yks. Two or three yeares

in the pile before they gette vente for them, Best Rur. Econ.

(1641) in. s.Wor.1 No vent for apples this year. Glo.1 ' How's
ye getting on wi' the taturs?' 'Well, there yent much vent for

'em this turn.' Suf.1 w.Som.1 Tidn trade enough ; we could

turn out ten times so much nif on'y could get vent vor-'t.

2. Progress, speed.
Rxb. ' Are ye comin' ony thing gude vent the day ?

' Borrowed
perhaps from the sale of goods (Jam.).

3. v. To sell.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Tak' ye tent, How, and to whom your bills ye

vent, Shirrefs Poems (1790) 316. Ayr. Ye'll . . . sair . . . repent

it, That ever whisky free was ventet, Sillar Poems (1789) 43.

Cor. O'Donoghue St. Knighton (1864) Gl.

[1. Fr. vente, a sale, or selling (Cotgr.).J

VENT, sb.a Yks. Lan. Som. [vent.] The wrist of a

shirt ; any opening in a garment. The same word as

Fent, sb.
1

(q.v.) w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan.1 e.Som. W. & J. Gl.

(1873). Hence Vent-hole, sb. a buttonhole in the wrist

of a shirt. Som. (Hall.) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

VENT, see Went, sb.1

VENTURE, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Also in form venter
Sc. [vents(r.] 1. v. To expect, hope for, suppose.

m.Yks.1
I shall venture on [or of] his coming ; he said he

would. w.Yks. ' I ventures so,' I suppose so (C.C.R.).

2. sb. A hope ; a supposition.

w.Yks. It's nought but a venture of his (C.C.R.).

3. Anything driven to shore by the tide or wind. Gall.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824); (A.W.) Hence Venterer,

sb. one who looks for articles driven to shore by tide or

wind. ib.

VENTURELESS, adj. Som. Cor. [ve-ntslis.] Ven-
turesome, foolhardy, rash.

w.Som.1 Our Bob's the [vai-nturleesee's] venturelessest fuller

ever I corned across. Cor.3

VENUS, sb. and adj. Sc. Brks. Ess. Dev. 1. sb. In

comb. (1) Venus'-chariot-drawn-by-doves, (2) Venus'-

doves, the monkshood, Aconitum Napellus.

(1) Brks. Monkshood, . . the name of Venus's-chariot-drawn-

by-doves, by which we children knew it, Hayden Round our Vill.

(1901) 65. Ess. The two long-stalked upper petals are concealed

in the hooded sepal. When the hood is pushed back, these petals

protrude, and are supposed to resemble doves, the flower repre-

senting the chariot (B. & H.). (2) Dev. (ib.)

2. adj. Impure, immoral.
Edb. Your venus jobs now's a' kend thro' The Loudins braid,

Liddle Poems (1821) 26.

VENVILLE, sb. Dev. Also in forms fenfield, feng-

field, venwell, wenwill. [ve-nvil.] A certain tenure in

Dartmoor Forest ; see below ; also used attrib.

The name is peculiar to Dartmoor Forest, and is applied chiefly

to certain ' vills' and to certain tenements within them which pay

fines to the Duke of Cornwall. The fines are supposed to be due

in respect either of rights of common on the forest or of trespasses

committed by cattle on it, N. cV Q. (1851) 1st S. iii. 152 ;
The

four most prominent incidents to the tenure are (1) payment of

fines, (2) situation in an ancient ' vill,' (3) attendance on the lord's

court, (4) enjoyment of certain rights of common, ib. 355 ; A
right enjoyed by the tenants of land adjoining to Dartmoor of

pasturage and cutting turf within the limits of the forest, Risdon

Survey Devon (1714) 223, ed. 1811 ; Many of them belonged to

parishes lying in what is called venville, which paid annually for

the cattle, when trespassing within forest bounds, certain com-

pensations, entitled ' fines villarum,' thence corrupted into ' fin vil

'

and 'venville,' Moore Hist. Dev. (1829) I. 330 ; Every parish that

is contiguous on Dartmoor has what are termed ' venville ' rights,

the right to feed sheep and oxen and horses on the moor, the

right to cut turf for fuel, and take stone for building, Baring-

Gould Idylls (1896) 203 ; Venville tenants pay an acknowledg-

ment of threepence a year for as many sheep as they choose to

send, and subject to the drift. . . It is customary to take from

those not in venville one shilling, Reports Agric. tin93-rtiz) 49 !

Slocombe had Wenwill rights, an' might taake whatsoever he

pleased from Dartymoor as could do un gude, 'cordin to the auld

writings, Phillpotts Striking Hours (1901) 159-

[Walter Bradmore amerced for entering on the King's
moor without licence and digging for turves and coal for
eight years last past, and selling the same and carrying it

off from the moor to places without Venville, Extractfr.
Court Rolls of the Manor of Lidford (1468) in Rowe's
Perambulation ofDartmoor (1848) 275.]
VEO, see Few, adj.

VERABLES, sb.pl. Dev. [va-rablz.] Veritable facts.
All the verables of it, Reports Provinc. (1887).
VERDICT, sb. Yks. Lin. Som. In forms vardit

n.Lin. 1
; vardite w.Yks. 1

; vardy ne.Yks. 1 n.Lin.1
; verdi,

verdit Som. 1. In comb. Vardy dinner, see below.
ne.Yks.1 At Helmsley there is still held once a year what is

called the Vardy dinner. In the days before the Government
appointed sanitary officers, Helmsley elected its own local com-
mittee to inspect the town once a year as regards sanitary matters.

In the evening the inspectors met, supped, discussed, and gave

their 'verdict.' Hence Vardy Dinner. The form ... is still kept

up, but chiefly for social purposes. The dinner is held annually,

the committee having earlier in the day gone through the form of

walking through the main streets, scrutinising at least the outside

of dwellings as they pass, 232.

2. An opinion.
w.Yks. 1 1 paid her ... an gav her . . . my vardite. n.Lin.1 I think

we shall hev snaw; what's your vardit? Ho'd thoo thy noise,

thoo's alust poakin' in thy vardit. Som. Jennings Obs. Dial.

w.Eng. (1825). e.Som. That's my verdit therefore I zay't, W. &
J. Gl. (1873).

VERDLE, see Ferrule, sb.

VERDURER, sb. Yks. Hmp. Also in form verderer

Hmp. 1 [va-darafr).] 1. Obs. A keeper of grass-lands,

the property of Whitby Abbey. n.Yks.2
2. A land-

holder or magistrate of the New Forest who tries all causes

punishable by the forest laws. Hmp.1

VERE, VEREL, see Feer, sb.2 , Virl.

VERE-STRAP, sb. Brks. Hmp. See below.
A strap passing round the neck of a horse and used, when three

horses are attached to a plough—one in front of the other two

—

on each of the hinder horses in order to support the whippins by
which the front horse draws (W.H.E.).

VERG, v. and sb. Sh.I. [varg.] 1. v. To soil ; to

defile. S. & Ork.1 Hence Vergit, ppl. adj. striped with

dirt, ib: 2. sb. A mess.
To steer [stir] da verg, Burgess Rasmie (1892) 35.

VERGE, sb} Sc. Lei. Nhp. Also in form varge Lei.1

Nhp.1 1. The projecting edge of a roof overhanging a

building. Lei.1
, Nhp.1 Hence Verge-board, sb. the

wooden edging in front of a gable, ib. 2. A belt or

stripe of planting. Cld. (Jam.)

VERGE, sb.
2 Chs. [va-dg.] An idea, opinion, view.

Fowk as ud set God's great universe by their cranky bits o'

verges, Owd Peter, x.

VERGEN, sb. Pern, [va'gan.] A burrow of a fox,

rabbit, &c.
s.Pem. The rabbets' vergen goes in a long way into the yerth.

Obs. (W.M.M.)
VERGIN, sb. Suf. [va-dgin.] An edge

;
prop. ' verge

'

with -in, from ' margin.' (C.T.)

VERILIES, adv. Sc. Verily.

Abd. Aw h'ard verilies o' a man gyaun intil th' kirk drunk th'

ither Sunday, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Sept. 20, 1902).

VERMIN, sb. and adj. Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.

and Amer. Also in forms vahment e.Yks.1
;
vament

Dev. ; varmant Glo. Dev. ; varment Ir. N.Cy. 1 Cum.
n.Yks.2 Chs.13 n.Lin.1 War.23 Wil. Cor.; varmin Not.;

varmint Nhb. Dur. Lan. Lin.1 Nrf. Suf. Lon. Sur. Sus.

w.Som.1 Dev. Amer.; verment Glo. 1
;
vermint N.I.1

;

warment Suf. ; warmint Nrf. [va-rmin(t, va-min(t.]

1. sb. Any animal or bird destructive to game.

Sur. 'Varmints,' as they [keepers] have it, include falcons,

hawks, owls , ravens, crows, rooks, magpies, jay s, butcher birds, and

the poor harmless goatsucker, the heave-jar or fern-owl in many

cases, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 65. w.Som.1 In the

sense of foxes, stoats, weasels, rats, cats, hawks, magpies. . . The

word is never applied to snakes, creeping things, or parasites.^

' Nobody widn never believe the sight o' varmint we've a-put o'

one zide in the last dree mon's.' Dev. There's a sight ov varmints

about tha varm, vather, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).
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2. Used as a term of abuse ; also applied playfully to a
mischievous child.

w.Sc. It's you, you vermin ! What are ye daein' here ? Wood
Farden Ha' (1902) 158. Glw. The varment generally gulps it

down mighty glib, Barrington Sketches (1827-32) III. xvii.

N.Cy. 1 Nhb. It's well kenned you're a sneaking varmint, Graham
Red Scaur (1896) 293. Dur. Guthrie Kilty Fagan (1900) 105.
Cum. The varment '11 niver come back, Anderson Ballads (ed.

1805) 88. e-Yks. 1 Get oot o' hoose, ya vahment. w.Yks. (J.W.)
Lan. Them varmint is up to all sorts o' manks, Westall Birch
Dene (1889) I. 290. Not.123 Lin.1 Oh! you little varmint, I'll

warm you if I catch you. n.Lin.1 se.Lin. To a dog : Come here,
you varmint (J.T.B.). War.2 Be off, you young varment. Glo.
Home Subsecivae (1777) 450. Nrf. Th' po'r ol' chap were a bad
ol' warmint, Mann Dulditch (1902) 255. Suf. We shall have no
manner o' rest ... for that varmint of a ghost, Fison Merry Suf.

(1899) 60 ; Suf. 1 An ill-bred dog would be stigmatised with the
character of ' downright varment.' w.Sus. You are the Wittering
varmint who unscrewed the 'andle of the pump so that it would
not draw, Gordon Vill. and Doctor (1897) 55. Wil. Master
Salter . . . alluding to these in indignant terms as young varments,
gallus birds, and so forth, Ewing Jan Windmill (1876) ii. Dev.
Yfl beastly dugged-tailed little varmint. Zee whot a muck yu be
in! Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892); Home Subsecivae (1777) 450. Cor.
Ah ! would 'ee, ye varment ? ' Q.' Three Ships (1892) 58. [Amer.
I'll teach you to call names agin, . . you varmint, Sam Slick
Clockmaker (1836) 1st S. xxv.]

Hence Varmently, adj. used to express contempt.
n.Yks.2 A varmently fellow.

3. Phr. a vermint o' rats, a great quantity, or plague, of
rats. N.I. 1 4. adj. Knowing ; savage ; wicked.

N.Cy.1 A varment chap. Glo.1 Nrf. I met old Jimmy Todes,
the varmintest horsedealer about these parts, Emerson Yarns
(1891) 92. s.Dev. How varment a be now, sure ! (F.W.C.)
Hence Varment-looking, ppl. adj. (1) sporting-looking;

(2) ill-looking.

(1) Chs.13 (2) Lon. And they were ' the fonder on 'em the
more blackguarder and varmint-looking the creatures was,' May-
hew Lond. Labour (1851) II. 55, ed. 1861.

VERN, sb. Hrf. Glo. [van.] A partner in a mine.
Hrf. 1 Glo.1 This word is used in the Forest [of Dean], though

not often, meaning 'a partner in a mine.' It is used in all Courts
of Mine Law.
VERRA, VERREL, see Farrow, Ferrel.
VEKRID,ppl.adj. Obs. Hrf. A dial, form of ' feared.'

Bound Provinc. (1876).

VERSANT, adj. Obs. Sc. A shortened form of
' conversant.'

Versant in all polite learning, Scoticisms (1787) 99.

VERSE, sb. and v. Lin. Dor. Som. Dev. Also in forms
veasy Som.; vess n.Lin.1 ; vessy Dor.1 Som. Dev.1

[vas.] 1. sb. pi. Hymns repeated by children at their
Sunday-school anniversary.

n.Lin.1 I'm gooin' to chapil to hear the bairns saay the'r vesses.
2. v. To read verses in turn.
Dor.1 Som. Come an' vessy wi' yer zister, Jennings Obs. Dial.

w.Eng. (1825) 184; Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885). w.Som.1

'Tis so wet can't go to church, must bide 'ome and versy. Dev. 1

VERSION, sb. Sc. A technical term in Aberdeen
University for a translation from English into Latin.
Abd. He . . . had some practice in ' versions ' with Mr. Adam

Mitchell, rector of the Old Aberdeen Grammar School, before
essaying the Bursary Competition, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (May 18,

1901) ; Formerly the Bursaries (q.v.) were gained at the two
Abd. Universities by excellence in Versions, or translations of
English prose into Latin ; now in the united University many
other subjects may be chosen by competitors (A.W.) ; Walker
Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 629.

VERT, adj. Sus.1 Green, Fr. vert; see below.
Still retained in the names of fields, as The Lower Vert Field,

at Selmeston.

VERTER, VERTER-KNOT, see Virtue, Varterknot.
VERTIE, adj. Obs. Bch. Also in form vairtie (Jam.).

Cautious, prudent, careful; industrious,wide-awake, eager.
Archie, fu' vertie, owre the moorlan' spangs Ilk strype and

stank, Tarras Poems (1804) 2 (Jam.).

VERTIES, v. Sh.I. An aphetic form of < advertise
'

;

to warn. S. & Ork.1

VERY, adv. and adj. Var. dial, uses in Eng. Also in

forms var Oxf. 1
; vara w.Yks.1

; varry n.Yks.2 ne.Yks.1
;

ver Sus. ; vurry I.W. ; werr Ken. [va'ri ; va'ri.]

1. adv. In phr. (i)/or the very most, mostly
; (2) very like,

very likely
;
probably, perhaps

; (3) — likelins, very likely;

(4) — most, generally
; (5) — not well, very unwell

; (6)
—

weel, very much.
(1) n.Yks. He comes for t'varry meast at neet (I.W.). (2) Yks.

Yks. Wkly. Post (July 24, 1897). e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Oxf.1
, Ken.

(G.B.) Sus. Gooin this afternoon verlike, Egerton F,Ik. and Ways
(1884) 137. I.W. Vurry like thee'U tell the young uns about the

wold gal, Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898) 17. (3) m.Yks.1 (s.v.

Great likely). (4) w.Yks.1 (5) n.Lin.1 ' Well, John, how's your
missis ?

'
' Thank you, she's very not well this mornin'.' (6) ne.Yks.1

2. adj. Used as an intensitive with nouns of quantity

;

see below.
n.Yks. 1 ' Nobbut a varra trifle,' a very small or insignificant

portion or quantity. 'A varra deeal,' a large quantity; n.Yks.2

'A varry bit,' a minute portion. w.Yks.1
; w.Yks.3 A very deal

of corn, fruit, &c. n.Lin.1 My missis is a very deal better this

mornin'. s.Hmp. And a very deal o' trouble he were, Verney
L. Lisle (1870) xxiv. Dor. That's saying a very deal, Good Wds.
(1881) 844. w.Som.1 'Twas but a very trifle.

VESCAN, see Besgan.
VESE, sb. Wor. [viz.] A rush. The same word as

Fease, v.
1

s.Wor. The hounds kicked up a deuce of a utis. What a vese
they did go, surely, Porson Quaint Wds. (1875) 26.

VESEY VASEY VUM, phr. Cor. Also in form vexy-
vazy-vumfru. A children's game ; see below.

Children in that district [Newlyn], even within the memory of
the old inhabitants, played at Pedn-a-meen (heads-and-tails) and
Vexy-vazy-vumfru, W. Morning News (Apr. 22, 1902) ; This game
can be played by any number. One of the players is blindfolded
whilst a small article is hidden. The bandage is taken off and
the hiders chant, ' Vesey, vasey, vum, Buckaboo has come. Find
if you can and take it home. Vesey, vasey, vum.' A search for
the thing is made, and if found another child is blindfolded and
the game goes on (M.A.C.).

VESKIN, sb. Cor.12 [ve'sksn.] A protection for a
sore finger ; a glove. The same word as Besgan (q.v.).

VESSEL, sb.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. [ve'sil,

ve'sl.] 1. A pail or bucket. Ess.1
2. A cask for

holding fermented liquors. Hrf.2
, Glo.1

, e.An. 1 3. A
tub or wagon used in the ' groves ' or lead-mines about
Allendale. Nhb.1 4. The instruments used in a dairy,
as cans, tubs, &c. Chs. 1

, s.Chs.1 Hence (1) Vessel-
cleaner, sb. a dairy-maid, whose duty it is to clean the
' vessels ' used in the dairy. Chs. 1

, s.Chs. 1
; (2) Vessel-

maid, sb. a post formed of a bough, having the smaller
branches cut down to serve as pegs, upon which the
dairy 'vessels' are hung after being scoured ; also called a
' dairy-maid.' Shr.1

5. Dishes, plates, &c. used at a meal.
Nhp.1 ' Wash the vessel up.' Never applied to a tea-service or

to glasses. Wil.1 To wash up the vessel is to wash up plates,
dishes, &c.

6. A cow's udder.
e.Sc. The curved horns, an' the way they tapered to a point, an'

the lines o' the vessel, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1000s

! iq Gall
(A.W.)

S K y ; 5

VESSEL, s£.2 Irel. e.An. Ken. Slang, [ve'sl.] A
sheet of writing-paper, about 7 x 4J inches

;
gen. used in

phr. a vessel ofpaper.
n.Ir. When I was at school in the north of Ireland, not very

many years ago, a piece of paper, about the octavo size, used for
writing exercises, was commonly known amongst us as a vessel
of paper, N. &> Q. (1854) 1st S. ix. 401. e.An. 1

; e.An 2 It was
used for theme-papers formerly at Bury School, and p^haps at
others. Ken. Grose (1790). Slang. Wrench Winchester Word
Bk. (1901).

VESSEL, sb? Dur. Yks. [ve'sl.] A Christmas gift
of money. See Wassail.

e.Yks. At Christmas time children go round to house doors
saying ' Please to give us a vessel' (E.F.).

Hence (1) Vessel-cup, sb., see below; (2) Vessel-cupper
sb. a wassailer

; (3) Vessel-cupping, vbl. sb. the custom of
wassailing; see below; (4) Vessel-cup-woman, sb. a
Christmas carol-singer.
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(1) Dur. Vessel-cups were formerly carried about shortly before

Christmas. They consisted of small boxes, containing figures

dressed up to represent the advent of the Saviour. Songs of

rude and simple rhyme were sung by the persons (generally

females) who carried them. n.Yks. Throughout the district of

Cleveland they carry about with them a ' vessel-cup,' or more pro-

perly a wassail cup, together with figures of the Virgin and Child,

placed in a box, and surrounded with such ornaments as they can

collect, Henderson Flk-Lore ( 1879) ii ; n.Yks.1 ; n.Yks.2 Christmas

being announced beforehand by the carol-singers, who chaunted

from house to house with a wassail-bowl in their hands, as a sign

for something to be given. The bowl-carrying has ceased, but

the carols are heard and the same good wishes expressed; n.Yks.4

e.Yks. A box with two dolls representing the Virgin and Child,

carried round at Christmas (Miss A.). (2) e.Yks. Leeds Merc.

Suppl. (Sept. 23, 1899). (3) e.Yks. Sometime before Christmas,

children come round 'vessel-cupping.' They carry a box con-

taining a couple of dolls or figures, supposed to represent the

Virgin and Child—and sing round at the houses an ancient carol,

in one version of which the word 'intepunk' (q.v.) occurs,

Thompson Sp. Holderness, 60, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Sept. 23, 1899).

(4) e.Yks.1

VESSES, sb. Obs. Suf. A kind of cloth made in

Suffolk. Bailey (1721).

VESTER, sb. Cum. Glo.Dev. Also in forms vestraw,
vesture Glo. [ve'sta(r.] 1. A straw. Glo., Dev. Home
Subsecivae (1777) 451. The same word as Fescue (q.v.).

2. A crop of grass, hay, straw, &c.
Cum. The hay, straw, &c. that a tenant must leave behind him

on leaving his farm. ' Ah thowt ah wad leave vesters on grund

'

(E.W.P.). Glo. N. & Q. (1882) 6th S. vi. 186 ;
' Lot 2. The first

math, vesture, or cutting in ' a piece of meadow land, Advt. in

Evesham Jrn. (Oct. 24, 1896) ;
(E.S.)

VESTER, see Fescue.
VESTRY, sb. Cor.12 [ve'stri.] The smiling of infants

in their sleep.

VETCHER, sb. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) A man of very

suspicious appearance.
VETCHES-GOAR, sb. pi. Hmp.1 [Not known to our

correspondents.] Early ripe or summer vetches.

VETH, VETHERVOW, see Faith, Featherfew.
VETING, vbl. sb. Dev. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Courting. (Hall.)
VETTY, see Fitty, adj.1

VEW, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Also written

vewe Chs. ; view n.Cy. w.Yks.24 s.Lan. 1 Chs.23 Der.12

[viu.] The yew, Taxus ; also in comp. Vew-tree.
n.Cy., w.Yks.124 n.Lan. N. & Q. (1884) 6th S.ix. 234. w.Lan.

ib. s.Lan.1, Chs.123 , Der.12

VEW, see Few, adj.

VEWER-COW, sb. Obs. or obsol. Dev. A barren or

dry cow ; one that has calved. The same word as Farrow

Reports Provinc. (1893) ; In ' the ancient customs ' of the manor

of Bideford— 1597. 'The parishioners did always pay att Easter

... for every cow giving milk, not being a vewer cow a penny
;

for every vewer cow one half-penny,' Watkins Hist. Bideford

(1792) iv; A vewer cow, in the Devonshire farmer's dialect, is a

cow kept for milking after having calf, and not put to the bull

again, ib. note.

VEX, v. and sb. Sc. War. Wor. Shr. I.W. Cor. Amer.

Nfld. Also in form wex I.W.1 [veks.] 1. v. In phr.

as vexed asfire, greatly vexed, very angry.

Cor. So I went away as vexed as fire, Higham 'Liebeth Jane s

Crtshp. (1869).

2. To fret, grieve, lament, worry ; to be troubled.

Ags. I was like to vex (Jam.). s.Sc. It wad vex me sair,

Wilson Tales (1839) V. 5a. Lnk. There was a . . . loon ... fair

useless in the legs. . . Hooever his crack was unco' guid, and folk

were vext for him, Fraser Whaups (1895) xiii. War.3 Wor.

'Er little girl died, and 'er vexed and vexed so (H.K.). Shr.1

Poor Will Speake's vexin' sadly, 'is wife's djed o' the faiver, an

lef 'im 60th three or four little childern. I.W.1
1 wexed wery

much about un. [Amer. I'm terribly vexed about the boy, Dial.

Notes (1896) I. 381. Nfld. Denotes sorrow or grief, but sometimes

also worry (G.P.).]

Hence Vexsome, adj. grievous, sad.

Rnf. The poor wee lambs, wi' vexsome lays, Ran ithers tou),

Fraser Poet. Chimes (1853) 136.
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3. sb. A trouble; a vexation; a cause or state of vexation
or worry.

Cai.1 He's a vex to his freens. Abd. Her man's in a sair vex
'at ye winna tell a wordless lee aboot the black mere, Macdonald
Lossie (1877) iii. s.Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. Ay, there's the sairest vex
o' a', Coghill Poems (1890) 108.

VEXIOUS, adj. Ess. In form wexious. [we'kjas.]
Very vexing. (J.M.)

VEYAGE, VEYRE, see Vage, Vair, sb?
VEZE, VEZZE, see Fease, v.

1

VEZZEEN, vbl. sb. Obs. Wxf. 1 Driving or striking

a ball hard. The same word as Fease, v.
1
(q.v.)

VIAGE, see Vage.
VIAND, sb. Sh.I. Mood, disposition ; temper. S. &

Ork.1

VIARE, see Fare, sb.
1

. Vair, sb.2

VICARANT-SURGEON, sb. Chs.3 A farrier; a cor-

ruption of ' veterinary surgeon.'

VICAR OF BRAY, phr. Brks.1 A term of contempt
applied to a turncoat ; see below.
The Vicar of Bray lived in the reign of Henry VIII, Edward VI,

Mary, and Elizabeth. He was first a papist, then a protestant,

then, under Queen Mary, became a papist again, and at length, in

Queen Elizabeth's reign died a protestant. When accused of being

of a changeable turn he replied, ' no, I am steadfast, however other

folk change I remain Vicar of Bray.'

VICE, sb.
1 Som. Dev. Cor. [vais, pi. vai'stss.] A

dial, form of ' fist.'

Som. Jennings Dial. (1869). w.Som. 1
, Dev. (R.P.C.) Cor.

Trenhaile Dolly Pentreath, 46.

VICE, sb? Glo. See below.
Many parishioners leave sums for the glorious south porch,

or parvise, still locally known as the ' Vice,' Cornh. Mag. (Nov.

1901) 689.

VICE.sfi.3 n.Lin.1 [vais.] Apart of a spinning-wheel

fitted with wire hooks, for conducting the thread to the

spool which is put upon it.

[Cp. Fr. vis, the vice, or spindle of a presse (Cotgr.).]

VICE, sb* I.W.1 Also in form vize. An aphetic form

of ' advice.'

VICTOR-NUT, sb. Cor.12 A hazel-nut.

VICTORY, sb. Cor. Conversion ; salvation. See
below.
Some singing, some praying, some shouting, some dancing,

scenes that were once frequently to be witnessed when the Cornish

people got what they called the ' victory,' Bourne Billy Bray (ed.

1899) 30.

VICTUAL, sb. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Eng. and Amer.
Also written vittal Sc. (Jam.) Yks. Glo. ; vittel Sc. War.
Dev. ; vittle Sc. Der. War.2 Shr.1 Hrf. Brks. 1 Nrf. Hmp.
Dor. Dev. Cor. Amer.; and in forms viddle Som.; veetle

Sc. ; wittal Suf. ; wittle Mid. e.An. Sur. 1 [vitl.]

1. Food, provision, rations
;
gen. in pi. See Fittle.

Sc. Glasgow Herald (Apr. 3, 1899). Rnf. They [trouts] 're no

disposed to tak' their vittles, Young Lochlomond (1872) 44. Ayr.

He divided five load of victual among all the needful in the parish,

Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822) xlii. Edb. I soon foraged some veetles

thegither, an' fetched them to her, Campbell Deilie Jock (1897)

137. w.Yks. To beg vittals, Sutcliffe Barbara Cunliffe (1901) 49.

Der. It's a pity you've no stomach to yer vittle, Good IVds. (1881)

846. War. (J.R.W.), War.2 , Shr.1 Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).

Glo. I never wanted for vittals, Gibbs Cotswold Vill. (1898) 78.

Brks. 1
, w.Mid. (W.P.M.) e.An. They got their milk and moast of

their wittles, Harris East-ho (1902) 151. Nrf. I can't enjoy my
vittles, Forbes Odd Fish (1901) 2. Suf. Have a bit of wittals,

BETHAM-EDWARDsZ.<Wo///an«^(i899)i7o. Sur.1 Sus.Egerton

Flk. and Ways (1884) 28. s.Hmp. Verney L. Lisle (1870) xi. Dor.

C. Hare Vill. Street (1895) 311. Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl.

(1885) Dev. Et brings a passel o' vittels an' winter clothes,

Salmon Ballads (1899) 69. Cor. All these vittles cryin' out to be

ate, ' Q.' Three Ships (ed. 1892) 106. [Amer. Scribner's Mthly. (Mar,

1880) 683] .

2. Phr. to be its mother's victuals, of a child : to be its

mother's pet. Som. (Hall.) 3. Grain of any kind ; a

standing crop.
Sc. (Jam.) Or.I. Wallace Desc. Ork. (1693) no, ed. 1883.

Cai.1 Bnff. In Muirlan' fields, frae Currie south, Whare vittal has

less bleedin', Taylor Poems (1787) 22. Slg. By yon bank whaur
vy
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the vittle stan's to win, Taylor Poems, 129. Ayr. An' a' the vittel

in the yard, Burns To J. Lapraik (Sept. 1795) st. 7. e.Lth. Eight

bolls of victual, Waddell Old Kirk Chr. (1893) 80. Wgt. The
backwardness of owners of victual to expose the same to publick

Mercat, Fraser Wigtown (1877) 44.

Hence (1) Buchanvittal, sb. (a) meal consisting of two-

thirds oats and one-third barley
;

(b) Jig., a person on
whom no dependence can be placed

; (2) Victualler, sb. a

dealer in grain ; a corn-factor.

(1, a) n.Sc. (Jam.) (A) He's Buchan vittal that (ib.). (a) Sc. (ib.)

VIDDICK, VIDDY, see Fiddick, Fitty, adj.1

VIDE, v. s.Cy. I.W. [vaid.] An aphetic form of
• divide.' s.Cy. (Hall.), I.W.1

VIDER, see Voider.
VIDIE, adv. Obs. Wxf. 1 Also in form fidi. Where;

only used in interrogation.

VIDI-MENT, sb. and adj. Or.I. [vi'diment]
1. sb. The least particle.

(Jam. Suppl.) ; S. & Ork. 1 I hae no a vidiment.

2. adj. Insignificant. (S.A.S.), S. & Ork.1

VIDNAN, sb. Cor.12 [vi'dnan.] A sand-eel. (s.v.

Visnan.)
VIDUAL, adj. Obs. w.Yks.1 An aphetic form of

'individual.'

VIE, sb. Dev. The game of ' prisoners' base.' (Hall.)
VIE, v. Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To go. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
VIE, VIER, see Fay, v.

1
, Fire, Vair, sb.2

VIERN, VIEVE, see Fern, sb.1, Vive.
VIEW, v. and sb. Sh.I. Cum. Yks. Lan. Lin. Glo.

Som. [viu, w.Som. vu.] 1. v. A hunting term : to see
the quarry.
Cum. T'hoonds viewt him sa hard at he teukt' Broadwater, an

swam cross t'hee end ont, Lamplugh (1856) 6. Glo. The gardener
has ' viewed' a cub within a hundred yards of the house, Giebs
Cotswold Vill. (1898) lai. w.Som. 1 He had viewed a good stag
away towards Pool, Wellington Wily. News (Aug. 19, 1886).

2. A cloth-making term : to examine the material by
passing it over a ' perch.'
w.Yks. The tentering, straining, viewing, searching, and sealing

by officers appointed for that purpose, Peel Luddites (1870) 33.
3. To value.
Lan. Viewed the horse with packsaddle and woontak at £2 jos.,

Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 56.

4. To consider, guess.
Sh.I. I view yun wis a jig, Burgess Rasmie (1892) 70.

5. sb. In phr. in view, a hunting term : in sight of
the hunt. w.Som.1 The fox jumped up in view.
6. A quantity, number.
n.Lin. 1 Ther' was a straange view o' wild ducks went oher oor

hoose last neet.

VIEW, see Vew.
VIEWER, sb. Nhb.Dur.Stf. [viirafr.] The manager

of a colliery.

Nhb.1 Officials and men have each their distinct duty, clear and
unmistakable. They rank much in the following order:—Viewer,
under-viewer, overman, back overman, deputy, hewers, ' offhanded
men,' putters, drivers, and boys. The viewer is supreme, and the
under-viewer sees that his orders are carried into effect, Trans.
Tyneside Nat. Field Club, VI. 203. e.Dur.1

, n.Stf. (J.T.)

VIEWLY, adj. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Der.
Lin. [viu-li.] Sightly, good to look at, handsome, comely

;

also in form Viewlysome.
N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 It's nowther viewly nor useful. Dur.1, Cum.14

Wm. A gay viewly mack ov a laal body. Ah co a bit o plewin
like that viewly (B.K.). n.Yks.12 ne.Yks.1 Them's as viewly
a pig as onny man need wish ti see. e.Yks. 1 Put best apples at
top, an mak em leeak viewly, an then mebby thoo'll sell em.
m.Yks.1 w.Yks.1 Our mack o' foak mennot be all out seea viewly.
Lan.1

,
he.Lan.1 Der. 'Tis very viewly for to be clean, Verney

Stone Edge (1868) xxii. nXin.1 Butchers blaws meat to mak it

look viewly. That calica looks viewly, bud why, what's it doctor'd
up wi' ?

VIEWSOME, adj. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Also
written yiewsum ne.Lan. 1 [viirsam.] 1. Commanding
•a fine view.

n.Yks. 2 Chs.1 A house overlooking a very beautiful prospect
was spoken of ... as ' a viewsome house.'

2 Comely, handsome, pleasing to the eye.

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1

, Cum. 1 *, ne.Yks. 1
, m.Yks.1

,
Lan. 1

,
ne.Lan. 1

VIFDA, VIG, VIGE, see Vivda, Fig, sb.
1

,
v.

1
,
Vage.

VIGGER, v. Dev. To reckon, do arithmetic. See

Figure, 4.

And can vigger, and cast countz main well, Cent. Mag. (1733)

331, ed. 1884.

VIGGLE, see Figgle.

VIGILOUS, adj. Ken.12 [vi'dgilas.] Fierce, angry

;

of a horse : vicious.

VIGO-BUTTON, sb. Obs. w.Yks. 2 A kind of button

formerly made at Sheffield.

VIKE, v. Or.I. To move, budge. (Jam. Suppl.) Cf.

fikc i).

VILBURD, VLLDEVER, see Filbeard, Fieldfare.

VILE, adj. and adv. Sh.I. n.Cy. Yks. Chs. Also in

forms vild Yks. ; vyld S. & Ork.1
; vylde n.Cy. [vail(d.]

1. adj. Dirty, filthy. S. & Ork.1 Hence Vyldness, sb.

dirt, filth, ib. 2. Worthless.
S. & Ork.1 Yks. Looks as vild as a pair of Yorkshire sleeves in

a goldsmith's shop, Flk-Lore Rec. (1880) III. pt. ii. 174.

3. Devilish, cunning. n.Cy. (K.) 4. adv. Very, ex-

ceedingly.
Chs.1 Aw'm vile bad wi' th' toothache. He's vile nowt.

VILE, see Vail, sb.

VILIP, sb. Dev. Also written vylip. [vailap.] A
corruption of 'violet.'

(B. & H.) ; Vilips white, Pulman Sketches (1842) 2, ed. 1853.

VILLERA, sb. N.I.1 The great wild valerian, Valeriana

officinalis, (s.v. Fillaira.)

VLLLVARE, VILLY, see Fieldfare, Felloe.

VILLYAROO, sb. Sh.I. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Foolish talk, chatter. S. & Ork.1

VILT, VILTRY, see Felt, sb.
2
, Filtry.

VIMMER, v. and sb. Sh.I. [vimsr.] 1. v. To
quiver, tremble. S. & Ork.1 2. sb. A tremor.
As I fell I felt a' in a vimmer, wi' a undomious yeuk ower da

sma' o' mi back, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 240.

VINCIBLE, adj. Obs. Sc. Conquerable.
Lnk. Tho' some were left in ignorance . . . yet their ignorance

proved vincible, Shield Renwick (1724) vii.

VINCUS, v. Sc. [vi'rjkas.] A dial, form of ' vanquish.'
Frf. Still used. ' We've been fair vincust the hail day wi' the

kye comin' in amo' the corn' (W.A.C.).
VINE, s*.1 Yks. Hrt. e.An. Ken. Som. Dev. Amer.

Also in form varn n.Yks. [vain.] 1. In comp. (1) Vine-
garth, a vineyard

; (2) -knife, obs., a knife with which to

prune vines:
(i)n.Yks.Theymeead me the keeper of the varngarths, Robinson

Whitby Sng. Sol. (i860) i. 6. (2) w.Yks.2

2. Any trailing plant, esp. a fruit-bearing one.
Hrt. The vines, or binds of Hellweed, Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750)

IV. i. 56. e.An.1
, Ken.1 w.Som.1 The plant of the cucumber.

' Must make up a new bed, they vines be a-urn'd out.' Dev.4 The
stems, stalks, or runners of peas and beans. [Amer. (CD.)]
3. A rope of twisted straw.
n.Dev. The farmers place stakes in the hedges, and hang a vine

of straw along from stake to stake a foot or so above the top of
the hedge. A vine is a rope of twisted straw, Jefferies Red Deer
(1884) v.

VINE, sb? Nhb. Dur. Cum. [vain.] A lead pencil
;

also in comp. Vine-pencil. See Keelyvine.
N.Cy.1 Nhb. His hands were blue as ony vine, Proudlock

BorderlandMuse (1896) 304; Nhb. 1 Len' us yor vine. Dur. (J.H.)
e.Dur.1 'Pencil' always means slate-pencil. 'A piece of vine.'
Cum." r

VINE, VINELL, see Fine, Vennel(l.
VINEROUS,«# Obs. n.Cy. Hard to please. (K.),

VINNY, adj^sb.1 and v. Glo. Brks. Hmp. I.W. Wil.
Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written vinney Glo.12 Hmp.1

Wil.1 Dev.1 Cor.2 ; and in forms finnery, finney, vinew
w.Cy.

; vinney Dev. ; vinnery Glo.1
; vinnew Cor.2 ;

vinnow Hmp.1
[vi'ni.] 1. adj. Mouldy, mildewed,

musty
; esp. used of bread or cheese. See Fenny.

Glo. 1
2, Brks. 1

, w.Cy. (Hall.), Hmp.1
, I.W.1 Wil.1 It is only

used of white or blue mould, never of black or rotten mould. It
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was said at Hill Deverill of a woman feigning to be bed-ridden,
that * she would lie there abed till she were vinney.' Dor.1 The
stwones be vinny. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). Dev - Moore
Hist. Dev. (1829) I. 355; Dev.1 w.Dev. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1796). Cor.2

Hence Vinney-ore, sb. copper ore that has a blue or
green efflorescence upon it. Cor.2 2. Of beer : sour.
Cor.2 3. Roan-coloured.
Hmp. A vinney heifer, Wise New Forest (1883) 190 ; Hmp.1

4. Nervous ; affected ; of a child : spoilt, full of humours.
w.Cy. (Hall.) Wil. 1 Do 'ee stop telling about they ghostises,

or 'tull make I vinny. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
6. sb. Mouldiness. Hmp.1 6. A particular kind of

hard, blue-moulded cheese. Hmp.1 See Blue-vinny.
7. Nervous irritability. Wil. N. &* Q. (1881) 6th S. iv.

107. 8. v. To become mouldy or mildewed.
w.Som.1 Be sure-n drow [dry] they zacks, else they'll vinny and

ratty in no time. Dev.1
, nw.Dev.1

Hence (1) Vinned, Vinnid, or Vinnied, ppl. adj. (a)

mouldy, mildewed
;

(b) of beer : sour ; (c) peevish,
querulous, bad-tempered ; affected

; (2) Vinnewed-ore,
copper ore that has a green or blue efflorescence upon it

;

(3) Vinnidness, sb.,fig., crustiness, fitfulness.

(1, a) Glo.1 Hmp. Holloway. I.W.1 That's a nice vinned
cheese; I.W. 2

, w.Cy. (Hall.), Dor.1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial.

w.Eng. (1825). w.Som. 1 I'd a put my best hat in the cubbid, an'

hon I come vor to put'n on vor to go to church, nif he wadn a-

vinned zo whit's a lime-bag. Dev.1 The cheese was a-buck'd and
vinned, 12. nw.Dev.1 Cor. They was vinney'd and rotten, Daniel
Wit and Humour, 12, in Pengelly Verbal Pronunc. (1875) 163;
Cor.12 (6) Cor.2 (c) w.Dor. Rat thick there cheeld ! her's so
vinnid, her will go uppen chimmer, Roberts Hist. Lyme Regis

(1834). Som. People . . . called her ' vinnied,' meaning that the

blood in her veins was blue and that she lacked generosity like a

skim-cheese, Raymond Gent. Upcott (1893) 73. e.Som. W. & J.
Gl. (1873). Dev. Yu vinnied little twoad, git out ov my zight

thease minit ! HewettP«is. Sp. (1892). (2) Cor.2 (3) Dev. Can
it be vinnidness leads me to grieve, Pulman Sketches (1842) 71,

ed. 1871.

VINNY, sb.2 Obs. or obsol. I.W. w.Cy. .Also in form
finney I.W.1 A brisk attack ; a scolding-match ; a ' cut-

in,' a share in something going on, a frolic. Cf. whinny.
I.W.1 I'll hey a bit of a finney at that. w.Cy. Grose (1790).

n.Dev. Chell ha tether vinny wi' tha, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 139.

[Playing at sword and dagger with a master of fence ;

three veneys for a dish of stewed prunes, Shaks. Merry
W. 1. i. 296. Fr. venue, a coming on, a venny in fencing
(Cotgr.).]

VINSS, sb. Obs. Dor. The ruffling of the open part

of a shirt-sleeve, near the wrist. (W.C. c. 1750.)
VINSTER, sb. Sh.I. [vi-nstar.] A disease in sheep;

inflammation of the stomach and bowels ; also in comp.
Vinster-sickness. See Winster.

I tought my grey lamb wisna right da night, whin I pat dem in.

I wiss he bena middlin' in wi' da vinster-sickness, Sh. News (Oct.

15, 1898) ; S. & Ork.1

[Icel. vinstr, the third stomach in ruminating animals
(Vigfusson).]

VINY, adj. Or.I. Old, high-tasted ; esp. used of game
which has been kept too long. (Jam. Suppl.) Cf. vinny, adj.

VIOLET, sb. Lin. War. [vai-alat.] 1. In comp.
Violet-plum, a sweet, dark purple plum, shaped like a
pear; a Lincoln plum. Lin. (Hall.) 2. The pansy,
Viola tricolor. War. (B. & H.), War.8

VIPER, sb} Nrf. Sur. Sus, I.W. Also in form wiper
Nrf. [vai'pa(r).] In comb. (1) Viper-blessing, a charm
said over a person bitten by a viper

; (2) -'sgrass, the

viper's bugloss, Echium vulgare
; (3) •fs-oil, see below.

(1) Sus. You're the best friend I ever had, for I shouldn't be

here now but for your viper-blessing, Henderson Flk-Lore (1879)

y. (2) I.W. (B. & H.) (3) Nrf. 'Wiper's oil' is a reputed

specific for ' screwmatics,' Emerson Birds (ed. 1895) 396, Sur.

Viper-oil . . . you would find in all the woodmen's cottages. The
bottle containing it is always suspended by a leathern thong

fastened round its neck, just under the gun that hangs above the

fireplace. . . This oil is most highly valued by them as a sovereign

remedy for many complaints. ' I wouldn't take two suvrins for

that ere lot of ile ; . . it takes a menjous lot o' adders tu git that

lot o' ile frum.' The oil was clear and limpid— it had the look of

the best olive-oil. With a little laudanum added to it, and
briskly rubbed in and about the part bitten, it is very efficacious,

Son of Marshes Ok Sur. Hills (1891) 61-2.

VIPER, sb.2 Lei. 1 A dial, form of ' fibre.'

VIPER'S-DANCE, sb. Rut. Glo. Oxf. Hr't. e.An. Sur.
A corruption of ' St. Virus's dance ' ; also in phr. St. Vipers
his dance; also called 'The Vipers.'

Rut. 1
, Glo.1, Oxf. 1

, Hrt. (H.G.), e.An. 1
, Cmb. 1 Sur. N. & Q.

(1890) 7th S. x. 285.

VIPOROUS, adj. Obs. Sc. Venomous.
Lnk. This is a viporous, groundless, wicked story, Walker

Biog. Presby. (ed. 1827) I. 270.

Hence Viporously, adv. venomously.
Who in his dotted old age wrote so viporously and maliciously

against him, ib. I. xxv.

VIPPICK, sb. Sh.I. [vi-pik.] A small fishing-rod.

S. ckOrk.1

VIR, sb., v. and adv. Sc. Also written virr (Jam.)

Bnff.1
[vir, var.] 1. sb. Force, vigour; activity, im-

petuosity. Cf. birr, sb.

Sc. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) n.Sc. (Jam.) Bch. Syne we
laid our heads together an' at it wi' virr, Forbes Jrn. (1742) 16.

Frf. Now Swith wi' vir, he whirl'd him round, Beattie Arnha'
(c. 1820) 49, ed. 1882. Lth. ' Indomitable Nanny !

' shouted Sam
sympathetically, and with terrible virr and energy, Lumsden
Sheep-head (1892) 246. Dmf. Wi' double vir the drummers drum,
Mayne Siller Gun (1808) 35.

2. v. To move or walk with force. Bnff. 1 Cf. birr, v.

3. adv. By force. Sh.I. Sh. News (June 25, 1898-. Bnff. 1

VIRE, sb. Or.I. A great beauty. S. & Ork. 1

VIREPAN, sb. I.W.2 A fire-shovel. See Firepan,
s.v. Fire, 1 (45).

VIRE-SPANNEL, sb. I.W.2 A dog given to lying

before the fire. See Fire spannel, s.v. Fire, 1 (59).

VIRGIN, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
[vaTgan, va'gan.] 1. In comb. (1) Virgin's bower, the

traveller's joy, Clematis Vitalba; (2) -coal, unwrought coal

;

(3) -'s garland, obs., a garland of white paper flowers

carried at the funeral of a young unmarried woman ; see
Garland, 2 ; (4) -honey, honey produced from the hive of

the second swarm from the parent stock ; (5) — Mary,
the common lungwort,Pulmonaria officinalis; (6) — Mary's
candle, the great mullein, Verbascum Thapsus; (7)— Mary's cowslip, see (5) ; (8) — Mary's fistle, the milk
thistle, Carduits Marianus

; (9) — Mary's honeysuckle,
(10) — Mary's milkdrops, see (5) ;

(n) — Mary's nut,

obs., the molucca bean, Caesalpinia Bonducella
; (12)

— Mary's pinch, the spotted persicaria, Polygonum
Persicaria; (13) — Mary's tears, see (5) ;

(14)— Mary('s
thistle, (a) see (8) ;

(b) the blessed thistle, Carduus
benedictus; (15) -ore, malleable or native copper; (16)

•swarm, a swarm of bees in the same season from a

swarm ; (17) -'s thistle, see (8).

(1) Ir. (B. & H.), War.3 (2) Nhb., Dar. Nicholson Coal Tr.

Gl. (1888). (3) N.Cy. 1 w.Yks.1 Many of the churches ... are

adorned with these garlands, which were made of flowers, or of

variegated coloured paper, fastened to small sticks, crossing each

other at thetop, and fixed at the bottom by a similar hoop, which
was also covered with paper. From the top were suspended two
papers, cut in form of gloves, on which the name and age of the

deceased virgin were written. One of these votive garlands was
solemnly borne before the corpse by the girls, who placed it en the

coffin in the church during the service. Thence it was conveyed

to the grave in the same manner, and afterwards was carefully

deposited on the screen dividing the choir from the nave, either

as an emblem of virgin purity or of the frailty and uncertainty of

human life. Der.2 , Shr.1
(4) Frf. Twenty pints o' virgin honey,

Sands Poems (1833) 88. s.Chs. 1 Shr. 1 ' Mother, whad did Mrs.

Gilpin mane ?
—

'er said as Baby wuz to 'ave the powder in virgin-

'oney.' ' Well, it's 'oney from the cast, an' it's quite w'ite, an' as

clier as clier.' (5) Lakel.
2

, Hmp. (W.M.E.F.) Cor. She made him
herb tea of elder blossoms and Virgin Mary, Harris Our Cove

(1900) 62. (6) Lim. (B. & H.) (7) w.Wor. (B. & H.), Shr. 1
,

Glo. 1 (8) Chs.1 (9) Chs.1
, s.Chs. 1 Shr.1 A Welshampton

woman explained, that the local name given to this plant arose

from a legend of the Virgin-Mother's milk having been dropped

upon it
—

' the laves,' she said, ' han bin spotted ever sence.' (10)

y y 2
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Mon. The tradition that the spots on the leaves were caused by

drops of the Blessed Virgin's milk is very widespread (B. & H.).

Wil. I had an old woman weeding in my garden, and proposed

to her to turn out a plant or two of it, to which she strongly

objected, and said, ' Do ee know, sir, what they white spots

be?' 'No, I don't.' 'Why, they be the Virgin Mary's Milk!

so don't ee turn'em out, for it would be very unlucky' {ib.). (11)

w.Sc. All his cows gave blood instead of milk. . . One of the

neighbours told his wife that this must be witchcraft, and it

would be easy to remove it, if she would but take the white nut,

called the Virgin Mary's nut, and lay it into the pail into which
she was to milk the cows, Martin West. Islands (17 16) 38-9

(Jam., s.v. Molucca Nut). (12) Brks. (B. & H.) (13) s.Dor.

(C.W.) (14, a) Chs.13 , Bck. (B. & H.) e.An. She gave the girl

a slice of the Good Friday loaf to cure her of a sick fancy, and

put dried leaves of the Virgin Mary thistle under a pillow, and

hung a flint with a hole in it over her bed to keep away evil

influences, Harris East-ho ! (1902) 78. (b) Suf. 1 Our Lady,

when thirsty, met with a cow ; and being at a loss for a vessel

for receiving the milk, perceived this species of thistle—but not

then variegated—and using its broad leaf . . . willed that the

species should . . . ever . . . retain the marks it then received . . .

and bear also the name of its pure patroness. Hmp.1 (15) Cor.2

So called because of its purity. (16) w.Yks. 1 (s.v. Swarm),
ne.Lan.1

, Nhp.1 (17) Nrf. (B. & H.)

2. pi. A kind of apple. Chs.1

VIRK, see Firk.

"VIRL, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. Also written virle Sc.

(Jam.) ; and in forms verel w.Yks.1
; virrel Sc. [varl

;

vaTal.] 1. sb. A ferrule. Cf. worrel.
Cai. 1 Ayr. To put a new virrel on my staff, Service Noiandums

(1890) 115. Edb. Wooden legs, and brass virls at the end of

them, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) iii.

2. An encircling band of any kind.
Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. He walked with slow and tottering steps,

wearing a virl of fur round his neck, Galt Gilhaize (1823) xii.

Lnk. A winsome flute Of plum-tree made, with iv'ry virles

round, Ramsay Poems, II. 67 (Jam.). w.Yks.1

3. v. To ring round.
Sc. A staff . . . Cut frae the gallows wood, Weel virled about wi'

murderer's banes, Vedder Poems (1842) 227. Ayr. It was of the
Indian cane, and virled with silver, and headed with ivory, Galt
Gilhaize (1823) xxii. Lnk. Murdoch Readings (1895) II. 128.

[1. Fr. virole, an iron ring put about the end of a staff,

&c, to strengthen it (Cotgr.).]

VIRPA, sb. Sh.I. [Not known to our correspondents.]
A thin kind of sowens. S. & Ork.1

VIRREL, see Virl.

VIRTUE, sb. Sc. Irel. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Oxf.
Also in forms vahtyn.Yks.; varter Cum.4 Wm.; vartiay
Ir. ; vartue s.Lan. 1

; verter Sc. (Jam.) Ir. 1. In comp.
(1) Verter-water, water found in the hollows of tomb-
stones and rocks

; (2) -well, a medicinal well, one
possessing healing powers.

(1) Sc, Ir. Warts were washed with water that had accumulated
in the hollows of gravestones. . . I have above noticed the
' verter ' water found in hollows of tombstones and rocks, Black
Flk. Medicine (1883) vi. (2) Slk. (Jam.)

2. Strength, life, energy.
Com.4 We would use varter about the ' aul man ' if he was

sprightly and lively ; if a fire got low and we failed in an
endeavour to get it roused up again we would say ' it hed nae
varter in 't,' and of a man thoroughly beaten'in a fight it would be
said that ' he hed aw t'varter knock't oot on him.' Wm. Ther's
neea varter in a kesh (B.K.). n.Yks. It hez neea vahty in't

(I.W.). s.Lan. 1 Theaw's stewed o' th' vartue out o' this mayt.
Chs.1 It's noo use puttin more wayter on th' tay leeaves, aw th'

vertcha's gone eawt. s. Chs.1 Yoa" munkau'rkdhaat'med'sn-bot'l
up wel, els dhu vuu -rchu)l au - goa - aayt)n it. Oxf. (G.O.)

3. Thrift. Lth., Rxb. (Jam.) 4. A charm ; a super-
natural quality.
Don. ' Ye'll find a vartiay in that little pipe,' says I, Macmanus

Bend ofRoad (1898) 13.

VIRTUOUS, adj. Obs. Sc. Thrifty, industrious.
Her daughter was the most virtuous woman in the parish, for

that week she had spun sax spyndles of yarn (Jam.).

VISFIGURE, v. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] To disfigure. (Hall.)

VISGY, sb. Dev. Cor. Also written visgay Dev.

Cor. 2 ; visgee Dev.; visgie Cor.123 ;
vizgee Dev.2

;
and

in form viskey Dev. [vizgi.] A double-headed pick;

a ' twybill.' See Bisgy.
.

Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 45 1 ; Morton Cyclo.Agnc. (1863)

;

Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 137; Dev.2 ,
nw.Dev. 1 Cor. A visgy

close behind him on a heap of disturbed sand, ' Q. Ship ofStars

(1899) 35 ;
Cor.12 3

VISION, sb. Sc. Cor. Also in form veesion Sc.

[vi-gan.] 1. In comb. Vision-blind, unable to see super-

natural appearances.
Cor. They were ' vision-blind,' Mrs. Tresize used to say to her

silent husband, Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 100.

2. A thin, meagre person or animal.

Sc. Puir thing! she's grown a mere vision (Jam.). Sh.I.

Stewart Tales (1892) 89. Cai.1 Abd. It's an unco veesion o' a

creatur ; aw doot sair it winna store the kin lang, dee wi' 't fat

he likes, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 67. w.Sc. Wood Farden

Ha! (1902) 271.

VISIT, v. Sc. In form veesit Sc. Used fig. : to punish.

Wgt. Only for him I wud 'a veesited ye a while langer yet,

Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 47.

VISITATION, sb. Sc. In comb. Visitation-acquain-

tance, a visiting acquaintance.
Ayr. Many would fain hae had me to cultivate a visitation-

acquaintance with him, Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822) xc.

VISK, sb. Sh.I. A twist ; a perverse disposition.

S. & Ork.1

[Cp. Icel. visk, a wisp of hay, or the like (Vigfusson).]

VISKEY, see Visgy.
VISKLE, sb. Sh.I. Also written viskal. [vi'skl.]

A bundle ; a wisp. See Visk.
Da skipper wis sittin' wi' a viskal o' gloy winding fytlins fur da

cappies, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 242; He took anidder viskle o'

gloy an' led inunder his limb, Sh. News (Dec. 1, 1900) ; (J.S.)

VISNAN, sb. Cor.12 A sand-eel. Cf. vidnan.
VISNOMY, sb. Sc. n.Cy. War. Also written viznomy

Sc. ; and in form visomy War.3 A corruption of
' physiognomy.'
Abd. When I looked up I failed to make out the viznomy of the

man, Cobban Angel (1898) 167. Edb. Who ever saw a sheep's

head with straight horns, and a visnomy all colours of the rainbow ?

Mom Mansie Wauch (1828) xxiii. n.Cy. (J.W.) War.3 ' Oh
what a visomy ' [to a crying child, ' Oh what an ugly face you are

making'].

[Each of the Gods, by his like visnomie Eathe to be
knowen, Spenser Mniopotmos, 310.]

VISSIK, sb. Obs. Sh.I. Also written viseck, vissack;
andinformveesickS.&Ork.1 Asong; aballad; see below.
He [St. Ola] was one of the kings of Norway, ofwhom strange

things are reported in the songs they have made of him, called
' Vissiks.' These ballads or ' vissiks ' were kept up for centuries,

to a great extent as accompaniment to dance, an old mediaeval
dance, in which all the persons taking part joined hands and
formed a compact circle on the floor, moving forward and keeping
a certain time with the feet. There was no need of any musical
instrument. A fore-singer or precentor began every verse, and the
others joined in, singing the chorus, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 7 ;

Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 103, ed. 1891 ; S. & Ork.1

[A deriv. of ON. visa, a strophe, stanza (Vigfusson).]
VISSUCK, v. Glo.1 [vi-sak.] To fumble.
VIST, see Fist.

VISTA, sb. Or.I. Also in form vistie. [vi'sta, -i.]

A short journey.
We'll mak a vistie dan, U'to the Bell at Edmunstoun, Ellis

Pronunc. (1889) V. 804 ; S. & Ork.1

VIT, see Fit, sb.
1

VITAL, adj. Sc. Having vitality.
Gall. He is much more vital the last two or three days (A.W.).
VITCH, v. Sh.I. [vitf.] To visit ; to make a prolonged

stay.
_

Dat inquisitive ill-makin lipper. Her time is spent in vitchin*
an' carryin' stories frae wan neeber till anidder, Sh. News (Jan.
8, 1898) ; S. & Ork. 1

Hence Vitcher, sb. a visitor.

Everyday vitchers are tiresome guests, Spence Flk-Lore (1899)
222.

[ON. vitja, to call on, visit (Vigfusson).]
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VITIOUS, adj. Sc. Hrf. w.Cy. Som. [vrjas.] 1. In
comb. (1) Vitious intromission, a law term : an un-
authorized intermeddling with another's affairs

; (2)— intromitter, one who takes possession of the property
of a deceased relative without legal authority.

(1) Sc. I then attempted Vitious Intromission, And was im-

mediately conveyed to prison, Outram Lyrics (1887) 95. Lnk.
Those who enjoyed the forfeiture were not able to repay their

vitious intromissions, Wodrow Cfi. Hist. (1721) III. 420, ed.

1828. (2) Sc. Outram Lyrics (1887) 216.

2. Spiteful, revengeful, bitter, implacable. Hrf.2
, w.Cy.

(Hall.) Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

3. Of the weather : stormy. Cld. (Jam.)
VITIOUSNESS, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Fierceness,

unmanageableness.
VITPENCE, sb. pi. Som. Dev. Fivepence ; the same

word as ' fitpence ' (q.v.). Som., e.Dev. Reports Provinc.

(Aug. 1902).
VITRIT, adj. Chs. Also in form vitrid. [vi'trit,

-d.] Angry, malicious, vicious, bitter ; a shortened form
of ' inveterate.'

Hoo's very vitrid at him, Sheaf (1885) III. 207; Chs.1 s.Chs.1

Dhai bin ver -

i vit'rit figy'en- dhu mes'ttir. Oo)z bin des'purt vifrit

wi mey evur sin 60 left Lod'murz ; 60 will aav it ahy towd tarlz

on ur tu)th mis-iz.

VITTA, sb. Obs. Or.I. A wooden bit.

Dat trot becam' a spunder soon, In spite o' vitta an' rein, Ellis

Pronunc. (1889) V. 806.

VITTEL, VITTEN, see Victual, Fitten, sb., adj.

VITTERY, adj. Som. [vi'tari.] Quick-tempered,
spiteful. See Fitter, 4.

They [the Welsh] are so vittery—they'd knock you down and

kick you when you was down, if you said a word to 'em (W.F.R.).

VITTIFUL, adj. Obs. Suf. 1 Single. ? A corruption

of ' individual.' ' He's so weak 'a can't dew a vittiful thing.'

VITTRE, sb. w.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A whim ; a pretence. (Hall.)

VITTY see Fitty, adj. 1

VIVDA, sb. Sh. & Or.I. Also in form vifda S. & Ork.1

Beef or mutton dried without salt ; also used attrib.

Sh.I. Here, Laurie, bring up the vifda, Scott Pirate (1821) xxx

;

Hit'll be vivda flesh in place o' fresh mutton, Sh. News (Jan. 22,

1898) ; S. & Ork. 1 Or.I. Flesh dryed in a skeo, without being

salted, Wallace Desc. Ork. (1693) in, ed. 1883.

VIVE,, adj. Sc. Also written veev(e; vieve S. & Ork. 1
;

and in form veef Sc. (Jam.) [viv.] 1. Vivid ; lifelike
;

clear ; also used advb.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. I saw da auld mone sae-veeve f da skurt o' da

new ane, Sh. News (Feb. 10, 1900) ; S. & Ork.1 MS. add. n.Sc.

(Jam.) Abd. In thought as veev as fan't took place I see anither

scene, Davidson Poems (1861) 119. Frf. This sight brought back

old times so vive to him, Barrie Tommy (1896) x.

Hence (1) Vively, adv. clearly, vividly ; to the life
; (2)

Vive-prent, sb. letterpress which can be read easily.

(1) Sh.I. Stewart Tales (1892) 88 ; S. & Ork. 1 Abd. That ye

car'd naething it would vively seem Whether poor I sud either

sink or swim, Ross Helenore (1768) 101. Slg. Made my conscience

to see time, place, and persons as vively as in the hour I did them,

Bruce Sermons (1631) 8, ed. 1843. (2) n.Sc. (Jam.)

2. Obs. Living ; brisk, vigorous ; fresh.

Sc. (Jam.) Tif. He said that God haid callit him to use his

toung and vive voice yet, Melvill Auiobiog. (1610) 279, ed. 1842.

Edb. They little think they some day may Get a lick o' sulphur

vive Frae Clootie, Liddle Poems (1821) 126. Rxb. (Jam.)

[1. Fr. vi/, fern, vive, quick, alive ; lively (Cotgr.).]

VIVER, sb. Sus.1 [vi-va(r).] A fish-pond. Fr. vivier,

a fish-pond.
VIVERS, sb. pi} Sc. Also written vievers Sc. (Jam.)

S. ScOrk.1
; vivresSc. Food, provisions. Fr. vivres, food.

Sc. (Jam.) ; I'll join you at three if the vivers can tarry so long,

Scott Waverley (1814) xli. S. & Ork.1 Abd. What for do ye not

throw a tow or cord of some kind, to haul up the vivers we bring?

Cobban Angel (1898) 54. Arg. There was nae rowth o' vivers,

Munro Doom Castle (1901) 282. Slk. A heavy load o' the

necessaries o' life, sic as vivers, pots and pans, and ither house-

hold utensils, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 98.

VIVERS, sb. pi.
2 Chs.13 s.Chs. 1 [vai'vaz.] Small

roots; a dial, form of 'fibres.'

VIVUAL, adj. Obs. Ayr. (Jam.) 1. Living, alive.

Hence Vivuallie, adv. in life. 'Vivuallie seen."

2. Identical, self-same. ' The vivual person.'

VIXTER, sb. Sh.I. In phr. there is a vixter upon one,

one has grown stout. S. & Ork.1

[Cp. ON. voxtr, growth, increase (Vigfusson).]

VIZARD, sb. Chs.1 [vrzad.] A mask, visor.

VIZ'D, ppl. adj. n.Yks.2 Visaged, complexioned. See
Avised, ppl. adj. 2

VIZE, see Vice, sb*
VIZEEN,ppl.adj. Obs. Wxf.1 Contending, struggling.

The same word as Fease, v.
1
(q.v.)

VIZZY, sb. and v. Sc. Also written vizy, vizzey ; and
in forms veesy, veezy ; vesie (Jam. Suppl.) ;

visie ; vissy

(Jam.), [vrzi ; vrzi.] 1. sb. A look, view ; a scrutinizing

gaze.
Sc. Tak' a vesie o' the Ian' (Jam. Suppl.) ; Ye had best

take a visie of him through the wicket before opening the gate,

Scott Bride of Lam. (1819) xvi. Cai. 1
, Abd. (A.W.) Ayr.

Turnin' owre the rakin' coal, I took a veezy through the hoose by

the scadd o' the lowe, Service Notandums (1890) 19. Edb. We
could by putting out our heads have a vizzy of the grand ancient

building, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) vi. Slk. The spectawtor

has a comprehensive visey o' the attributes «' his outward man,

Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) IV. 138.

2. The sight of a gun ; also in comp. Vizzie-drap.

Sc. (Jam.) Slk. Thus too the vizy generally inclined unduly

to one side or the other, Blackw. Mag. (Sept. 1828) 288. Gall.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

Hence Vizyless, adj. of a gun : not sighted.

Slk. Restore thee [a gun] butless, lockless, vizyless, Blackw.

Mag. (Sept. 1828) 300.

3. Phr. (1) to take a vissy, to take aim
; (2) vissy backward,

a retrospect.

(1) Sc. Logan took a vizy, and fired, but his gun flashed in the

pan, Steam-boat (1822) 143 (Jam.). Cai. 1 Dmf. Took but ae

vizzy wi' his eie, The bullet flies Clean thro' the target to a tee,

Mayne Siller Gun (1808) 52. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

(2) Abd. Gar Sir Simon tak a vizzy backar't, Alexander Johnny
Gibb (1871) xxxiv.

4. v. Obs. or obsol. To look ; to view closely ; to

examine, inspect.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. He blindi'd his left e'e, an' vizzied laek a

joiner luikin' at da edge o' a clift, Sh. News (Apr. 29, 1899). Abd.

When first your castles I did vizzey, Shirrefs Poems (1790)

256. Per. Wives . . . wi' grains and raxing 'gan to blink And
vizzy a' things round, Nicol Poems (1766) 47. Lnk. It's Symon's

house
;
please to step in And vissy 't round and round, Ramsay

Gentle Shep. (1725) 64, ed. 1783.

5. Obs. or obsol. To take aim.
Sh.I. A'll vissie as even as some o' da volunteers, Sh. News

(Sept. 28, 1901). Peb.The saul's the mark at which I vizzy, Affleck
Poet. Wks. (1836) 90. Slk. Trying how weel they could vizy at

the wild ducks, Hogg Tales (1838) 27, ed. 1866. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 442, ed. 1876.

[1. Fr. vise'e, a levelling, or ayming at with the eye

;

a level, or aym taken (Cotgr.).]

VLAITHENS, sb. Obs. Gmg. Pern. A kind of

porridge. N. &• Q. (1852) 1st S. vi. 152.

VLANNEN, sb. Nhp. 1 Flannel. The same word as

Flannen (q.v.).

VLANNEN, VLAP, see Flannen, Flap, v.
1

VLARE, sb. and v. w.Som. 1 [vlea(r).] 1. sb. A
fracture in glass, &c. when the cracks radiate from a

centre ; a defect or flaw in anything.

A vlare is always a visible damage, whereas a craze may be

imperceptible, except that the article will not ' ring.' Might be

even used in speaking of a horse.

2. v. To crack with a ' vlare ' ; gen. used in pp.
Dhu wee -ndur-z au-1 u-vlae'urd; dhaat-s dhai bwutryz ugee'un!

[The window is all starred ; that is those boys again !]

VLECK, see Flack, v., Flick, sb.3

VLEER, sb. Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]

A flea. (Hall.)
;

Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). See Flea, sb}

VLEM, VLENG(D, see Fleam, sb}, Fling.

VLET, v. Dev.2 [vlet] To drip.
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VLETCH, v. Dev.2 [vletf.] To bleach.
VLEW, VLEX, see Flue, adj.

1
, Flax, sb.12

VLEY, sb. Brks.1 Pig's fat used for making lard. Cf.
flare, sb.1

VLID, v. and sb. w.Som.1 nw.Dev.1 [vlid, vlad.] A
dial, form of ' flood.'

VLINTER, see Flinder, sb.
1

VLONKERS, sb.
J>1.

Wil. [vlo'rjkaz.] Sparks of fire.

Slow Gl. (1892) ; Wil.1 Cf. flank, sb*
VLOOK, VLOSH, see Fluke, sb.

1
, Flosh.

VLUCKER, v. I.W.12 [vlB-ka(r).] To flutter ; to fly
about.

VLUY, VLY, VOACH, see Fly, v., sb.1 , adj., Fooch.
VOALER, sb. Sh.I. [vo-lar.] A ' haaf ' term for a cat.
' De voaler ' means the wailer, from the cat's wailing cry,

Jakoesen Dial. (1897) 27; Spence F/£-.Z.o«?( 1899) 121 ; S. & Ork.1

Hence Voalers-crammacks,.s6.^/. streaky clouds, having
somewhat the appearance of hairs streaming from an
animal's tail ; also called ' Cats-crammacks.' S. & Ork. 1

[Cp. ON. vdla, mod. Icel. vola, to wail (Vigfusson).]
VOAMD, ppl. adj. and sb. Sh.I. Also written vomd

;

and in form vam'd. 1. ppl. adj. Tainted.
[Fish] heads dow'd, vam'd an' draven, affectin' da nose, Spence

Flk-Lore (1899) 178.

2. sb. Tainted fish or meat. {Coll. L.L.B.), S. & Ork.1

[Cp. ON. vamm, a blemish (Vigfusson).]
VOAR, sb. Sc. Irel. Also written vohr, vor Or.I.

;

vore Sh.I.; and in forms vare Dmf. ; wair Sc. (Jam.);
ware Sc. Don. ; waur Gall, [vor, ver ; wer.] 1. The
spring ; seed-time.

Sc. The ware evening is long and tough, the harvest evening
runs soon o'er the heugh, Kelly Prof. (1721) 334; There ware
an' hairst ilk ither hawse Upon the self-same tree, Edb. Mag. (Oct.
1818) 329 (Jam.). Sh.I. Fifty voars I'm dell'd an set da taaties,
Burgess Rasmie{ 1892) 38 ; The operations of 'Vore' (as the seed-
time is called in Shetland) do not commence until the end of March,
Cowie Shetland (1871) 159. Or.I. (S.A.S.), S. & Ork.i, Cld., Ayr.
(Jam.) Dmf. It is as cold as a day in vare, Wallace Schoolmaster
(1899) 355. Gall. Ere the winds o' ware were blawn, Part o's
peace and health were gane, Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 113,
ed. 1897. Wgt. They call the months of February, March, and
April, the ' ware quarter,' Fraser Wigtown (1877) 89- Don - He'll
go to him the throngest day of Ware, an' the warmest day in
Harwust, Macmanus Bend ofRoad (1898) 40.

2. Comp. (1) Voar-day, the beginning of seed-time
; (2)

-fee, wages for work done at seed-time; (3) -season,
(4) -time, the spring-time.

(1) Don. Macmanus Chim. Corners, 159. (2) Sh.I. We hed da
half o' her ta da voar, an' she haed fir her voar-fee tree shillins,
twa pair o' rivlins, an' her haands, Stewart Tales (1892) 247!
(3) s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). (4) Or.I. It has long been remarked
in Orkney, that if a man and a dog land upon some of the islands
in vor-time, i. c . spring, almost all the pregnant sheep take to
running, and run till they fall down dead, Neill Tour (1806) 58
(Jam.). Twd. (Jam.) Slk. I . . . fleechyt Eleesabett noore to
let us torfell in the waretyme of owir raik, Hogg Tales (1838) 109,
ed. 1865. Rxb. (Jam.) Gall. Many a farmer leaves pieces of work
in spring and the summer to be done inthebacken; but when
that period arrives, they are still left undone, perhaps to the next
waurtime, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 37, ed. 1876.
[ON. vdr, Mod. Icel. vor, the spring (Vigfusson).]
VOAR,VOARD,VOATHY, see Foor.s^.Vord.Forthy.
VOCABLE, sb. Obs. Sc. 1. A word; a term.

Scotiasms (1787) 99. 2. pi. A vocabulary.
The boy has lost his vocables, ib.

VOCATE, v. Obs. or obsol, Glo. w.Cy. Dor. Som,
Also in forms voccate Som. ; voket Dor. 1. To ramble
about idly ; to gad about ; also used with about.

Glo. 1
,
w.Cy. (Hall.), Dor.* Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng.

(1825). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
2. To fidget about. Dor. Barnes Poems (1863) Gl.
VOCE, VODD, see Vouse, Void.
VOE, sb. Sh. & Or.I. [vo.] A narrow inlet of the

sea ; a creek.
Sh.I. On the western side of the picturesque voe of Hellierswick

stood a little cottage, Clark Gleams (1898) 11 ; In shape they are
very irregular

; and being much intersected by voes, or arms of the I

sea,
. . appear to form the skeleton of a former country or continent,

Cowie Shetland (1871) 1. Or.I. Fergusson Rambles (1884) 18.

S. & Ork.1

Hence Voe-head, sb. the head ofa narrow inlet of the sea.

Sh.I. He was not long in walking round the voe-head, Nicolson
Aiihstin' Hedder (1898) 25.

[ON. vagr, a creek, bay (Vigfusson).]

VOG, sb. w.Som.1 [vog.] A dial, form of ' bog
' ; a

Swamp. ' In thick there place 'tis a proper vog.'

Hence Voggy, adj. boggy, swampy.
'Tis terr'ble voggy ground all drough there.

VOGA, sb. Sh.I. [v5 -

ga.] In phr. in voga, in atoms,
in a crushed state. S. & Ork.1

VOGEROUS, adj. Sh.I. [vS'garas.] Boastful; elated;

keen. Cf. vogie.
Der as vogerous follows as edder dee or me setting da fit afore

dem i' da moarnin', Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 243; Some o' wis is

no sae vogerous fir umplists o' dis kind, ib. 247.

VOGGET, v. Cor. [vo'gat, -it.] To hop on one leg.

N. &> Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 441 ; Cor.12

VOGIE, adj. Sc. Nhb. Also in forms voggie Rnf.
Dmf. ; vokie Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. ; voky N.Cy. 1

; vougy Sc.

;

vyokie Abd. [vo'gi ; vogi.] 1. Proud, vain; vaunting.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. Frf. When ye cam back

right braw was ye, Of you I then was vogie, Morison Poems
(1790) 86. Rnf. There's our Jock has grown sae voggie, He luiks
like stink upon his coggie, Picken Poems (18 13) I. 123. Ayr. And
vow but I was vogie! Burns My Hoggie, st. 1. Dmf. Though
voggie now you vaunt ay What you've made poor Jamie dree,
Johnstone Poems (1820) 98. n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)
2. Elated ; contented

;
glad, happy, merry, gay.

Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. We gree't, an' than a bride did mak her, Wow

!

sae vogie I Taylor Poems (1787) 66. Abd. Gin it war lawfu' to
be vyokie owre sairious maitters, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871)
xviii. Per. An uncle's hansel, and an aunty's blaw, Mak' little

callants vogie, Stewart Character (1857) 178. Ayr. They were
both blithe and vogie when he was chosen, Gavi Provost (1822)
xlii. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 344, ed. 1876. N.Cy.1

Nhb. He's harmless as yon vogie lamb, That loups beside its

sleeping dam, Proudlock Borderland Muse (1896) 323.
3. Fondly, kindly, or lovingly caressing ; also used advb.

Sc. Whistle Binkie (1878) II. 111 (Jam. SuppL). 4. In
fair health. Bnff. Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 309.
VOICE, v. Yks. [vois.] To call, speak to ; to ex-

press ; to say.
n.Yks. Ah voiced him (I.W.) ; n.Yks. 2 I would try to voice him.

It was seea voiced.

VOID,ffl^\ Sc. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Som. Also in form
vodd S. & Ork.1 [void.] 1. Of a building: empty,
untenanted.

S. & Ork. 1
, w.Wor.1

, se.Wor.1 Shr. 1 Theer's rows an' rows o'
'ousen.void i' the town. Hrf. 2

, Glo. 1
, Som. (W.F.R.)

2. Of sores, &c. : raw.
w.Wor. 1 Our Bill's 'ad the most awful'est broken chilblains.

. . . Thahr's on'y one plaayce about as big as a pin's 'ed that's
void now.
VOIDER, sb. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Chs. Nhp. Suf. Ken. Cor.

Also written voyder Cor.1
; and in forms vider Lan

voidyer Chs.1 [vorda(r.] 1. Obs, A butler's tray. '

'

N.Cy.» Nhb.* A kind of table basket for dishes, plates, knives
&c. taken away from the table. Chs.1 Nhp.1 Nearly obs. Suf >

A pail-like article, of wood or wicker, into which bones &c are
shelved or thrown, during a meal. [Voyder, lanx, ancis, LevinsMamp. (1570).]

2. A large open basket ; a clothes-basket.
n.Cy. Grose (1790). Nhb.i Paid for a voider for ye sirplices

1 s. sd., Boyle Church of St. Nicholas, Newcastle
{ 1 707) 04 n Yks 2

e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). w.Yks. I catched'a ladrunning off wi ahr voider, Saunterer's Satchel (1870') sz • w Yh 23
Lan. (SW ), Ken. (K.) Cor.i A large basket for holding unmended
linen sold by gipsy women ; Cor.2

3. A small wicker basket of the finer kind Cor l

VOITCH, VOK, see Fooch, Folk.

™Vi??E'
V
o

e-An '
1

tv5k '] To make an effort to vomit.
Li. boke, v.

2

VOKE, VOKET, VOKIE, see Folk, Vocate, Vogie
VOKY,arfy. Nhb. Also written vokey n.Cy. Tvo-kiTDamp, juicy, moist. Cf. weaky.

L '
J

n.Cy. Grose (1790) ;
N.Cy.i Nhb. 1 ' The aad body used elways
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to put the loaves o' breed on the floor to keep them voky.' Bread
made of maslin is called ' voky breed,' from its moist character.
' He always oiled his flute to keep't voky.'

VOKY, VOL, see Vogie, Fold, sb.1

VOLAGE, adj. and v. Obs. Sc. Also in form volish
Cld. (Jam.) 1. adj. Giddy, inconsiderate.

Sc. Some doubted how far such volage expressions inferred
treason, being but lubricum linguae, Fountainhall Decisions of
Lords (ed. 1759) I. 484 (Jam.).

Hence Volageous, adj. very giddy and light. Cld.
(Jam.) 2. Profuse, prodigal. See Valawish.

Abd. He's unco volage o' his siller, ib.

3. v. To talk ostentatiously. Cld. (ib.) Hence (1)
Volageous, adj. very boastful, ib.; (2) Volisher, sb. an
ostentatious talker, ib.

[1. That nas not yit twelve yeer of age, With herte
wilde,and thought volage, Chaucer R. Rose, 1284. OFr.
volage, giddy.]

VOLD, VOLE, see Fold, sb.\ Fall, v., Foal, sb.
1

VOLE-MOUSE, sb. Sc. [vo'l-mus.] The short-tailed
field-mouse, Arvicola agrestis.

Sc. Edb. Mag. (July 1819) 505 (Jam.). Or.I. The Short-tailed
Field Mouse, which with us has the name of the vole mouse, is

very often found in marshy grounds that are covered with moss
and short heath, Barry Orkney (1805) 314 {ib.). S. & Ork.1

VOLISH, see Volage.
VOLK, v. Pern. To boast ; to speak admiringly of any

person or thing ; to flatter.

s.Pem. ' A was so full av it, a must a volkt av it.' He was so
full of admiration, that he could not refrain from boasting, or
speaking flatteringly (W.M.M.).

VOLLER, see Follower, Vallow.
VOLLEY, v. War.3 [voli.] To clang a peal of bells.

They are volleying the bells.

VOLOWTEN, vbl. sb. w.Cy. (Hall.) [Not known to

our correspondents.] A dial, form of ' flouting.'

VOLUME, sb. Dev. In form vellum. A large quantity.
' My dear, whot a vellum ofpillum there is on thaHolserry rawd !'

'What's that?' 'Why, dawntee knaw" vellum" is volume, and
" pillum " is mucks adrowed ?

' Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) (s.v.

Pillum).

VOLUMOUS, a#. n.Yks.4 [vo'lamas.] Bulky, large.

It's a maist volumous consarn, yon is. Ah deean't tak ti sike

volumous things.

VOMP, VOMPER, see Vamp, sb.1, Vamper, v.
1

VONK, sb. Pem. [vorjk.] A spark. s.Pem. Laws
Little Eng. (1888) 422. The same word as Funk, sb.1 (q.v.)

[MDu. vonck, a sparkle (Hexham).]
VOOCH, v. Cor. [vutf.] To drag together in sewing.

(F.R.C.) The same word as Fooch (q.v.).

VOOCH, see Fooch.
VOODY, adj. Dor.1 Having a good appetite. Cf.

foody.
VOOG, see Vug, sb.

1

VOOR, sb. Obs. Glo. Som. Also written vore Glo.

A teazle plant which does not flower the first year.
Glo. There are always some which do not run till the third year,

these are called vores, Marshall Review (1818) II. 458. Som.
(W.F.R.)
VOOR, VOORE, see Foor, sb.

1

VOOST, VOP, VOR, see Voust, Whap, Voar.
VORD, sb. Obs. Sh.I. Also written voard. A watch-

tower ; a high hill. Cf. ward, v.
2 6.

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 36 ; Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 159, ed.

1891 ; S. & Ork.1

[Cp. Icel. varfra, a beacon (Vigfusson).]
VORE, see Foor, sb. 1

, Fore, adj., Voar, Voor, sb.

VOREIGHT, VORIGHTS, see Foreright.
VORLUS SNORLUS, adv. and adj. Glo. Wil. Also

in form vorus-norus Wil.1 1. adv. At random, negli-

gently ; a corruption of ' nolens volens.'

Glo.1 Wil. 1 At Deverill to do a thing vorus-norus is to do it

negligently, not caring whether you do damage or not, MS. add.

2. adj. Blustering, rough. Wil.1
(s.v. Nolens volens).

VORRAGE, sb. Obs. Dev. Earth collected for mixing
with lime. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796).

VORRID, sb. Dev.2 [vo'rid.] The outside edges of
a ploughed field. Cf. voryer.
VORYER, sb. Gmg. Pem. Cor. Also written vorrier

Pem.
; and in forms ? vorion Gmg. Pem. ; vorver Cor.2 ;

voyer Cor.s w.Cor. [V9'j3(r).] 1. The strip of un-
ploughed land round the edges of a ploughed field ; a
horse-way.
Gmg.,Pem. N.& Q. (1852) 1st S. vi. 152. s.Pem. Don' leave sooch

a wide vorrier, Jack, plaw furder awt (W.M.M.V Cor. (J.WA
Cor.123

2. A path or track of fowls. Cor. 12

VOSS, VOSSLE, VOT, see Foss(e, Vustle, Fet, v.

VOTEEN, sb. Irel. [v5trn.] A 'devotee 1

; a very
religious person.

Ir. Up near the altar . . . you might perceive a voteen, repeating
some new prayer or choice piece of devotion, Carleton Traits

Peas. (1843) 1- J6 j All strictly religious people on the Protestant
side are called ' swaddlers ' ; while, on the other side, Roman
Catholics are called 'voteens,' A''. i5r= Q. (1870) 4th S. v. 212.

Don. Macmanus Bend of Road (1898) 151. Wxf. It belongs to

Jemmy F., one of the class that is called in Scotland ' The unco
guid ' and 'Voteens' among ourselves, Kennedy Banks Boro
(1869) 184.

VOTING-BOUT, sb. n.Yks.2 In form vooating-bout.
An election.

VOUR, v. I.W.1 An aphetic form of ' devour.'

VOUSE, adj. w.Cy. Som. Also written vouce ; and
in form voce Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]
Nervous ; forward ; strong. w.Cy. (Hall.) Som. Jennings
Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

VOUSS, sb. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) The liquor of chaff

and hay boiled.
This term does not seem to be descriptive of the particular

composition, but to be the ancient word, denoting what is liquid

in general, retained in a particular sense.

VOUST, v. and sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also in form
voost Sh.I. 1. v. To boast, brag, vaunt. Cf. woust.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Sh.I. If yon is da wye
at dey geng ta wark, his [it's] a puir trade ta voost o', Sh. News
(Aug. 7, 1897). Ben. Yet as he did o' slaughter voust I len'd him
sik a dird, Forbes Ajax (1742) 9. Abd. For mysel', I sanna voust

my kin, Walker Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 314.

Hence (1) Vouster, si. a boaster; abragger; (2)Vousty,
adj. vain, given to boasting.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) ; Of vousters or new upstarts, Ray Prov. (1678)

373; Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) (2) Abd. And chiels shall

come frae yont the Cairn-a-mounth right vousty, Beattie Address
to Ross, st. 16.

2. sb. A boast ; vaunting.
Sc. (Jam.) Elg. Ye dames o' Scotland ! sik your voust, And

sik your fame sae sair, Couper Poetry (1804) I. 159. Bch. Whare
then was a' your windy vousts? Forbes Ulysses (1785) 23.

[2. Thair sail thou se, thar sail thou knaw onone,
Quhamto this wyndy glore, voust, or avantis, The honor,
or, with pane, the loving grantis, Douglas Eneados (1513)
ed. 1874, iv. 63.]

VOUSTY, see Fusty.
VOUT, sb. Sc. Also written vowt Ayr. Kcb. [vaut]

A vault ; a deep hole. Cf. wowt.
Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 Ayr. I would slip roon the back way by the

Vowts, Service Notandums (1890) 18. Edb. Feint a hair cared he
about auld kirks or kirkyards, or vouts, or through stanes, Moir
Mansie Wauch (1828) x. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

Kcb. He. . . cam on a vowt biggit wi' stain an' lime, Trotter
Gall. Gossip (1901) 239.

[Vowte, of a howse, testudo, lacunar (Prompt). OFr.
voute, volte.]

VOUTERISH, adj. Obs. n.Yks.2 Adulterous, lewd.

[Cp. Thanne sholde I lede mylyf in avoutrye, Chaucer
C. T.e. 1435- OFr. avouterie.]

VOW, int. Sc. Irel. Also in form vo Don. [vau.]

Used to express admiration, surprise, sorrow, &c. ; also

used in phr. vow me. Cf. wow, int.

Sc. Vow but his heart was as light as a feather, Vedder Poems
(1842) 205. Abd. At view o's gowd, vow, he was vokie, Ander-
son Poems (ed. 1826) 50. Ayr. And, vow ! Tam saw an unco

sight! Burns Tam 0' Shanter (1790) 1. 114. Lnk. When I saw
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that ye were weel, Vow, man, but I was gled, Thomson Musings
(1881) 117. Gall. Vow ! ye're grown gaudy and grand, Nichol-
son Poet. Wks. (1814) 194, ed. 1897. Don. But, ah, Vo ! Vo ! it's

I must go For the shores of Amerikay ! Macmanus Bend ofRoad
(1898) 249.

Hence to think vow,phr. to be astonished
; to wonder.

Rnf. Wi' round-about lang-nebbit words, Losh ! I made them
think vow at my learning, Webster Rhymes (1835) 82.

VOWBET, sb. Sc. Also in form yeubit Bwk. A
caterpillar, esp. the caterpillar of the tiger-moth. Cf.
oobit, woubit.

Sc. A hairy worm (Jam.). Bwk. Very common. . . It does not
however imply, that the insect is hairy. The ' hairy vowbet,' or
'yeubit,' ... is the name given by boys to the caterpillar of the
tiger-moth, Edb. Review (Apr. 1809) 143.
VOXY, adj. Dev. [vo'ksi.] Of the weather : deceptive,

uncertain. The same word as Foxy, 1 (q.v.).
Dev. 'Tis a voxy day tho' ; but I pray the Loord to kape it off a

bit, Ford Postle Farm (1899) 172.

VOYAGE, sb. and v. Lan. Chs. Cor. Nfld. Also in forms
vowage s.Lan. 1

; v'yage Cor. 1. sb. A journey by
land or sea.

s.Lan. 1 s.Chs. 1 Ahy)v ofn thuwt ahy shiid lahyk goa 1

ii vahyij
uniting- dhu Welsh muwntinz. [Nfld. (G.P.)]

2. v. To travel.
Cor. V'yaged thousands of miles, 'a b'lieve, working at my trade,

Lee Paul Carah (1898) 30.

VOYDER, VOYER, see Voider, Voryer.
VRACK, VRAN, VRAP, see Wreck, Wren, Frape, v.

1

VRATCH, sb. Sc. [vratj.] A dial, form of ' wretch.'
ne.Sc. (G.W.), Cai. 1 Abd. Whaur birselt vratches fain, I trow,

Wad dreep a bottle, Murray Hamewith (1900) 20. Lth. Up the
poopit stairs the vratch did slink, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 108
VRATH, s6. Bnff. 1 A dial, form of ' wrath.'
VREACH, adv. w.Cy. Som. Dev. [vre'tj.] Care-

fully, diligently, earnestly, actively ; with spirit or violence.
w.Cy. Grose (1790). w.Som. 1 They must a-worked purty

dapper and vreach to ha' finish'd a'ready. Dev. 1 Dant e make a
game of a body, nor go on so vreach, 35, ed. Palmer. n.Dev.
Tha wut net take et zo vreache, ya sauntering troant, Exm. Scold.
(1746) 1. 282.

VREE,VREET,VREETH, see Free, adj.1
, Write, Frith.

VREX, sb. w.Som.1
//. vrexen, vrexens. [vreks.]A rush.

VRICHT, VRIG, VRIT, see Wright, Frig, sb.\ Fright.
VRIZ, VROAR, VROPE, see Freeze, Foap.
VROR(E, VROW, VROZZY, see Freeze, Frough,

Frawsy.
VRUM, VRUNT, VRY, see Frim, Front, sb., Fry, sb*
VUDDICKS, sb. w.Cy. Dor. [Not known to our

correspondents.] A coarse, fat woman. w.Cy. (Hall.),
Dor.1 Cf. fuddick, sb.2

v ; '

VUDDLE, v. Hmp. Wil. Also written vuddel Wil.1

[vB-dl.] To spoil a child by petting. Hmp.1 Hence
Vuddles, sb. a spoilt child. Hmp. 1

, Wil. 1

VUG, sb.1 Dev. Cor. Also written vugh Cor.1
; and

in form voog Cor.2 [vug.] A mining term : a natural
cavity in a rock ; a hollow ; a cleft. Cf. fogo, sb.2, hugo.

Dev. It is not uncommon in deep mines, where there are what
the miners term 'vugs,' ... to hear loud and frequent explosions

;

... the true cause is the bursting open of some of these crystals,
hollows, and vugs, where the air or gas has been confined under
very high degrees of pressure, Bray Desc. Tamar and Tavy
(1836) III. Lett. 39. Cor. Ef from the vugs they shud come out,
Tregellas Tales (ed. 1865) 55 ; Cor. 123

Hence Vuggy, adj. full of cavities.
Cor. The lode is full of cavities, or ' vuggy ' (as the Cornish

miners term it), Smyth Cat. Mineral Coll. (1864) 12 ; Copper
pyrites, crystallized and massive, ' vuggy ' portion of the lode,
tb. 13.

[Cp. OCor. vooga, a cavern (Williams).]
VUG, v. and sb.2 Som. [vBg.] 1. v. To strike with

the elbow. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som.
W. & J. Gl. (1873). 2. sb. A blow or thrust with the
elbow, tb.

VULCH, VULCK, see Fulk.
VULLER, v.,sb. and adj. w.Som.1 [virla(r).] A dial,

form of ' fallow.'

I do mane to vuller thick piece o' ground, and let-11 bide vuller

gin the fall. A clane vuller's the kay o' the work.

VULVER, sb. Dev. Cor. [vB-lvs(r).] A dial, form of
'fieldfare ' (q.v.). s.Dev., e.Cor. (Miss D.)

VUMFRA, sb. Cor. [vB-mfra.] A blow, a heavy slap.

Cor.8 w.Cor. Bottrell Trad. (1870) 3rd S. Gl.

VUMP, see Thump.
VUNG, v. and sb. Obs. Sc. 1. v. To move swiftly

with a buzzing sound. Cf. fung.
Abd. (Jam.) ; Ye mauna think that ane sae young . . . Can up

Parnassus glibly vung Like Robbie Burns, Shirrefs Poems
(!79°) 337-

2. sb. A buzzing or humming sound.
Abd. Denoting the sound made by a stone discharged from a

sling, or any similar sound, as that of a humming-top when
emitted from the string (Jam.).

VUNG, VUR, see Fang, v., Far, adv., Fur(r, sb.

VURRID, adj. Obs. Dev. Made of meal.
Vurrid brid, household bread, made of meal as it comes from

the mill without the bran being taken from it, Horae Subsecivae

(!777) 453-

VUSS, sb. w.Som. 1 [vbs.] A building term : the
ridge piece, or piece to which the rafters are fixed at the
apex of the roof.

Plase to mind and zend on a piece for a vuss [vuus -

].

VUSSOCK, see Fussock, sb 1

VVSTIN{G,ppl.adj. Obs. w.Cy. Dev. Furious; mighty,
violent ; used in phr. a vustin(gfume.
w.Cy. Grose (1790). Dev. In a vusting fume wi' hisen back

zet up vinely, Madox-Brown Dwale Bluth (1876) bk. iv. iii
;

Dev.1 n.Dev. Vor why vore be ye in zitch a vustin vume ? Exm.
Crtshp. (1746) 1. 521.

VUSTLE, v. Glo. Som. Dev. Also in forms fossle,
vossle Glo.12 [vb-s1.] 1. To entangle. Glo.12 The
same word as Fustle (q.v.). Hence vustled up, phr.
bundled or wrapped up untidily.
w.Som.1 As a slovenly parcel, or a woman huddled up in loose,

ill-fitting garments. n.Dev. Th'art olways a vustled up in an old
jump, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 107.

2. To bustle ; to fuss.
Glo. 12 Dev. 'Er cudden zit still wan minit tiigether. 'Er

keeped on vustling about till I wuz ready tu gie 'er a darned giide
scat in tha heyde, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

VUSTLE, VUSTY, see Fustle, Fusty.
VUXEN, ppl. adj. Sh.I. [vB-kssn.] Well-grown.

S. & Ork. 1 [Swed. vuxen, full grown (Widegren).]
VUYA, int. Wxf. Used as an exclamation of distress.
' Oh vuya, vuya,' says he, one of my maes is not longer nor the

other now, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 105; Oh Vuya! Vuya!
it's no wonder that there should be a blast on the wheat, ib.

Evenings Duffrey (1869) 180.

YJJZZY, adj. Dev. [vb-zi.] Of hair: rough, tangled,
unkempt. The same word as Fuzzy, 4 (q.v.).

Passen's beard be long and vuzzy, Jist a maze o' tuzzled 'air,
Salmon Ballads (1899) 74.

VUZZY,VYAEDICK,VYAN, see Furzy, Vaedik, Vean.
VYAUG, sb. Bnff.1 A woman of rude manners.
VYEADIE, sb. Sh.I. [vje-di.] An open drain.
The nettles are buried in the gulgraave o' da vyeadie of the

byre, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 143.
VYND, sb. Sh.I. [veind.j Shape ; manner.
Notic'd doo her vynd, Tamy ? Shii shiirely tought 'at hit wid

gripe wis ta see her white cots 'at shii held da tails o' her goon
sae high, Sh. News (Aug. 4, 1900) ; S. & Ork.1

Hence
:

Vyndid, ppl. adj. made, shaped
; mannered. Cf.

ill, II. 1 (178).
He says 'at dir claes wis awfil ill-vyndid an' ill-shakken-up laek

Sh. News (May 19, igoo) ; Ollason Mareel (1901) 76
'

VYNDABLE, sb. Sh.I. An article, a thing; a small
morsel. S. & Ork.1

VYOKIE, see Vogie.
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W
WA, see Wale, v.

2
, Wha, Woe.

WA(A, WAAF, see Wall, sb.1 , Waff, v.
1

WAAG, sb. Obs. Yks. A lever.
Yks. Trans. Phil. Soc. (1858) 176. w.Yks. Thoresby Lett.

(1703) ; w.Yks.4

[Cp. OE. wage, OHG.w«,gw,abalance, scales; aweighing-
machine (Kluge).]
WAAGE, WAAGH, see Wage, sb., Weigh.
WAAH, sb. S.&Ork.1 [wa.] Anything that occasions

admiration or surprise.

WAAK, see Walk.
WAAKLE, adj. e.Yks. 1 [wakl.] Weak, feeble,

tottering. [Swed. vackla, to totter (Widegren) ; MHG.
wackeln, to shake, totter (Kluge).]
WAAL, WAALAQUYTE, see Well, v?, Wyliecoat.
WAALIPEN(N, v. Sc. Also in form wallipend Sc.

(Jam.) To contemn, slight, undervalue. Sc. (Jam.), BniT. 1

A dial, form of ' vilipend.' Cf. wilipend.
[On vther side thocht thay me vilipend, I considder

prudent folk will commend The veritie, Douglas Pal.

Hon. (1501) ed. 1874, I. 48. Fr. vilipender, to contemn,
despise (Cotgr.).]

WAALY, see Waily, Wally, adj.

WAAM, WAAMEL, see Wame, Wamble.
WAANT, adv. Yks. [went.] Very, exceedingly.

The same word as 'queint ' (q.v.).

It's a waant long waa to t'toon, Munby Verses (1865) 55.

WAANT, WAAP, see Want, sb.2 , Whap.
WAAR, see War, adj.12 . Ware, sb.

12
, v.3

WAARIE-BUG, sb. Cai. 1 A tumour on cattle caused
by the larva of the gadfly, Oestris bovis, deposited under
the skin. Cf. warrabee.
WAARSCHE, WAART, see Wairsh, Weight, si. 1

WAASTER, WAAT, see Wester, Wat, v.
1

WAAT, WAAYZE, see Welt, sb.
1
, Weeze.

WAB, sb. and v. Lin. e.An. Som. Dev. Cor. Also in

form wob e.An.1 Som. Dev. Cor.3 [wab ; wob.] 1. sb.

An artificialteat, used in rearingyoungchildren and animals.
e.An.1 A piece of linen containing sugar or some sweetmeat,

which is given to an infant as a substitute for the breast ; e.An.2

2. A lump.
Dev. A slammicking young hussy ! 'Er'th a-got 'er frock awl

up in a gert wob behind ! Hewett Peas. Sp. (189a).

3. The tongue
;
gen. used in phr. holdyour wab.

Dev. Hold thy wab, wi't, Bet ! Hewett Peas. Sp. (189a). n.Dev.

n.Dev. Handbk. (ed. 1877) 259.

4. Foolish clatter, nonsense.
n.Lin.1 Sich wab as sum on 'em talk at love meatins ! It's enif

to mak a dog sick to hear 'em. Dev.1 , Cor. 3

5. v. To chatter; to gossip.

Som. She an' my meesus do mostly wab together of an evening

(W.F.R.).
WAB, WABBLE, see Web, Wobble, v.

12

WABRAN-LEAF, sb. Sc. Also in forms waberan-,
wabert-, wabron-. The great plantain, Plantago major

;

? a corruption of ' waybread.' Also used in pi.

Sc. I thought the grey whin was gaun frae below me—it shook

like a wabron-leaf, Blackw. Mag. (Nov. 1820) 202 (Jam.). s.Sc.

It is not only called, in the singular, waberan-leaf, but wabert-

leaf(<6.).

WABSTER, see Webster.
VOL. VI.

WA-CAST, sb. Sc. [wa'-kast.] Anything contemp-
tible or worthless ; a castaway ; a piece of extravagance.
Gen. used with a neg. ; a shortened form of ' away-cast.'

Sh.I. A saut herrin' is no a wacast in a winter day when he [it]

snaws i' da door, Sh. News (Aug. 13, 1898). Cai. 1 Nae wa-cast.

Abd. I dinna consider my son sic a wacast as a' that, I can tell you,
Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 20, 1900).

WACE, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Yks. Also written
waice w.Yks.3 A dial, form of ' wax.'

s.Sc. Yet gae ye to the market-place, And there do buy a loaf

of wace, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) III. 173, ed. 1848. w.Yks.3

WACH, WACHEL, see Wack, adj., Wauchle.
WACHT, sb. Ayr. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A watch, guard.
' Keep the wacht o' him, or it,' keep him, or it, in view, do not

lose sight [of him].

WACHT, see Waught.
WACK, si.

1 Chs.1 [wak.] A hatting term : materials
stolen by workmen during the course of manufacture.

WACK, adj. and sb.2 Sc. Yks. Also written wak Sc.

(Jam.) ; and in forms wach Sc. (Jam.) ; wauch Edb. [wak]
1. adj. Damp, moist, clammy, watery.
Sc. (Jam.); Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. Sh.I. 'Is dy socks

dry ?
' ' Der a come wak wi' wadin, bit der no to ca' weet,' Sh.

News (Aug. 26, 1899 . Cld. Applied to cake or scone not properly
baked (Jam.).

Hence (1) Wachie, adj. clammy, wet ; foggy; (2) Wak-
ness, sb. humidity.

(1) Cld. (Jam.) Edb. Cauld as it seips frae the wauchie well-e'e,

Edwards Mod. Sc. Poets, 3rd S. 396. (2) n.Sc. (Jam.) [Duncan
Etym. (1595).]

2. Rainy. Sc. A wak day (Jam.).

3. sb. Prepared flour and water.
w.Yks.5 Skilley an' wack,—gaol fare.

[1. Als swift as dalfin fische, swymand away In the
wak see of Egip or Lyby, Douglas Eneados (1513) ed.

1874, II. 259. MDu. wack, flexible, liquid, moist, or soft

(Hexham).]
WACK, WACKEN, see Walk, v.

2
, Whack, v.

1
, Waken,

ppl. adj., v., Whacking.
WACKER, adj. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Ken. Also written

wakker n.Cy. s.Lan.1
; whacker w.Yks. 1 [wa-ka(r.]

1. Easily awakened; wakeful. n.Cy. Grose (1700).

w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan.1

, s.Lan. 1 Cf. waken, ///. adj. Hence
Wackersome, adj. wakeful, wideawake.

n.Cy. Trans. Phil. Soc. (1858) 176. n.Yks. (H.M.), w.Yks. 1
,

ne.Lan.1

2. Active. Ken.1 He's a wacker little chap !

3. Pleased.
Ken. That made him look wacker. Wasn't he wacker over it ?

(D.W.L.)

4. Angry, wrathful.
Ken. 1 Muster Jarret was wacker at his bull getting into the

turnip field.

[1. OE. wacor, watchful, vigilant (Sweet).]

WACKER, see Quaker, Whacker.
WACKET, sb. Ken. [wavkit] In phr. wicket for

wacket, tit for tat. Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V, 139.

WACKHEEAD, WACKING, see Whack-head,
Whacking.
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WACK-ROWDY-DOW, sb. Stf. Weak beer, broth,

tea, &c.
s.Str. Tack this wack-rowdy-dow away—I'll ha' none ef I ca'

have it strong, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895).

WACKY, see Whacky, sb.

WAD, sb> and v} Van dial, uses in Irel. and Eng.
Also in form wodDev. [wad ; wod.] 1. sb. A bundle;
a small pad; a thick piece or mass of cloth, &c, tightly
pressed together ; the rubber used by French polishers.

Ir. Barlow Idylls (1893) 39 ;
' It'll be a terrible risky thing,' he

said, 'trusting that way to a wad of old rags,' ib. Kerrigan (1894).
n.Yks.2 Nhp. 1 We also use it for a wad of sticks, an indefinitely
sized bundle. Hrf. 1 He be rubbing the table with a wad of cloth.
Glo. 1

, w.Cy. (Hall.), Dev.2
, Cor.2

Hence Wadded, />//. adj. cushioned. n.Yks.2 2. A
bundle or wisp of hay, straw, &c. ; a small hay-cock ; a
handful of thatch.
Wxf. 1 Nhp. 1 The portion of corn laid on the barn-floor ready

for threshing is called a 'wad.' se.Wor. 1
, s.Wor. 1 Hrf. 1 He has

got a wad of hay on his shoulder ; Hrf.2 , Glo. 1
, Brks. 1

, e.An. 1

Ken. A portion of cut corn, two of which go to make a sheaf; and
ten sheaves make a shock (W.F.S.). Sus. I wont thresh out
another wad, Lower Jan Cladpole (1872) st. 10. I.W.2 A double
wisp of hay or straw. w.Cy. (Hall.), Dor. 1 w.Som.1 A bundle of
straw tied up by a thatcher. A bundle of reed less than a full
sheaf of 28 lbs. weight is also called a ' wad.' Dhur-z dree-
ur vaawur waudz u ree-d aup-m taal

-

ut—aay spoo-uz tuz mau-s
unuuf. Dev. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). nw.Dev. 1 The smallest
bundles of reed are called wads. Six of them are bound into a
knitch. Cor. Jack the lantern, Joan the Wad, That tickled the
maid and made her mad, Light me home the weather's bad,
Quiller-Couch Hist. Polperro (1871) 134; Joan the Wad is the
name of a Pisky, ib. 185 ; Cor.12

Hence (1) Grass-wad, sb. a small hay-cock. s.Wor.1
;

(2) Ridge-wad, sb. a long, narrow bundle with which the
thatcher forms the ridge of a hay-rick. w.Som.1 3. A
heap or ' swath ' of beans, peas, or vetches. Cf. swad, sb?

Shr. 12
, Glo. 1

, Oxf. 1 MS. add., Bdf. (J.W.B.) Hrt. Cock
[vetches] in little wads, Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) IV. iii. 51.
Mid. The grey, and other late peas, stand to ripen their seed

;

they are then cut up with hooks, rolled into wads, Middleton
Agric. (1798) 195. Hmp. The long lines in which the mower
leaves the peas after he has cut them are called 'wads' (H.C.M.B.).
4. A large quantity.
w.Yks. 1 We've a wad o' hay to year. ne.Lan. 1

5. v. To stuff with food ; to gorge.
Lakel. 2 Wad thisel wi' some beef an' taties. Cum. 4

6. To make cut beans, peas, &c. into heaps ready for
carting.
s.Wor. The beans be wadded, they beant stilched (H.K.).

Bdf. The process of wadding, and gleaning beans, . . is rather a
tedious one, Batchelor Agric. (1813) 108

; (J.W.B.)
WAD, sb.2 and v? Cum. Lan. Der. Not. Lin. Nhp.

[wad.] 1. sb. A mark, gen. a stick or white wand, set
up to guide the plough, measure land, &c. ; also in comi>
Wad-staff, -stick.

r
Not. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). s.Not. Generally a stick,

with occasionally perhaps a bit of paper stuck on it to make it
more perspicuous. ' Yer mun goo by yer wads' (J.P K ) Lin 1

n.Lin.', ne.Lin. (E.S.)

2. A line, esp. one marked out between parcels of land.
ne.Lan.', sw.Lin. 1 Nhp. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) (s.v.
Axwaddle). 3. Way, direction

; fig. order, position
;way of thinking; manner of life.

Cum. It lies in the same wad, Sullivan Cum. and Wm. (1857)
80 ; Cum.4

, ne.Lan.1 Der. A neighbourhood ; as such and such
places lie in the same wad or beat, Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.)
s.Not. ' All them Smiths are 0' the same wad.' ' How am a
gettin on? Ah, the same oad wad ' (J.P.K.). sw.Lin. 1 They get
out of wad a bit, when they're so long away. We shall kill a pig
next week, and that'll put us in rather better wad. Nhp.i He
goes on in the old wad.
4. v. To mark out a line by setting up sticks, &c.
ne.Lan. 1 s.Not. The doss e'ent wadded out yet (J.P.K.).
WAD, sb.3 Sc. n.Cy. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Also

written wadd Sc. ; and in form waud Sc. [wad.]
1. Black lead ; a lead-pencil.

- Dmf. Slate-pen is ' caum —a black-lead pencil 'waud,' Wallace

Schoolmaster (1899) 339. Gall. Indian rubber . . . used for de-

facing the marks of wadd, or black lead, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 89, ed. 1876. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783). Dur. 1
, w.Dur.1

, Lakel.2,

Cum. 14
, s.Wm. (J.A.B.), n.Yks.23, w.Yks. (C.W.D.), ne.Lan. 1

2. Comp. (1) Wad-eater or Wadditer, india-rubber;

(2) -mine, a black-lead mine ; (3) -pencil, a lead-pencil.

(1) Lakel.2, Cum.14
, n.Yks.2 , ne.Lan. 1 (2) Cum. This year the

wadd-mine had been opened, which is done once in five years,

Guide to Lakes (1780) 210. (3) w.Dur.1 Lakel.2 Len' us a bit o'

wad pencil. Cum. Ah teaak oot me wad pen eel, Sargisson/o*
Scoap (1881) 39. Wm. (B.K.) w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl.
(Sept. 30, 1899).

WAD,WADDEN, see Wed, sb., v.", Will,Woad,Would,
Wuden.
WADDER, sb. w.Yks.2 [wa'da(r).] Anything very

large ; a ' whopper.'
A man who dug up a large potato, exclaimed ' My word, that's

a wadder !

'

WADDINER, see Weddinger.
WADDING, sb. Yks. [wa-din.] Any thick, black

thread, larger than piping. n.Yks. (I.W.)
WADDIOCK, sb. Shr. Also in form waddock Shr.2

[wo'diak, wo'djak.] A large piece.
Shr. 1 'Er cut me a waddiock o' pork-pie ; Shr.2

WADDLE, sb.1 Cor.3 [wo'dl.] A sloppy mess.
That tea's all cold, I can't think how you can drink such

waddle.

Hence Waddly, adj. thinly diluted. ' Waddly broth.'

WADDLE, sb.2 Obs. Som. The wane of the moon.
Sow or set beans in Candlemas waddle, Ray Prov. (1678) 343.
WADDLE, v.

1 Wor. [wa'dl, wo'dl.] Of ducks: to
trample grass, &c.
s.Wor. Thahy ducks gits into the lung grass, an' waddles it

about (H.K.).

WADDLE, v? Wil. Dev. [wo'dl.] To wrap up
clumsily ; to swaddle ; to entwine.

Wil. 1 Dev. (Hall.); Dev. 1 I've a waddl'd en up vor vear of a
scud, 20, ed. Palmer.

WADDLE, v? Dev. [wo'dl.] To drag a river.
They've been waddling the river with a great chain to find the

body, Reports Provinc. (1885) 116.

WADDLE, v.* Obs. n.Cy. Nhb. To bargain. Nhb.1

Hence Waddler-wife, sb., obs., a woman who kept a
servants' register office. N.Cy. 1

, Nhb.1

WADDLE, WADDLER, see Wattle, Walder.
WADDY, adj. Yks. Glo. Cor. [wodi.] 1. Matted

;

used of hay after rain. Glo.1 2. Tough and insipid, as
hard meat without flavour. n.Yks.2 3. A fisherman's
term ; of the wind : puffy. Cor.3

WADDY, see Vaudy.
WADE, sb.

1 and v.
1 Chs. Stf. Wor. Shr. Mtg. Rdn.

e. & s.Cy. Also written waid Shr.1
; wayd Shr.2 ; and

in forms wead Shr.12
; wed Mtg.; weed Shr.1 ; weiehd

Chs.3
; whead Chs.' 23 Stf. Shr.2 e. & s.Cy. ; whed Rdn.

[wed
;
wid.] 1. sb. Endurance

; power of lasting.
s.Chs. 1 Dhur)z fi gild jel u ward in it [of something which is

economical in use, and so lasts a long time].
Hence Wady, adj. long-lasting

; tedious ; interminable

;

measuring or containing more than was expected
Chs.' 2

;
Chs.3 Expresses good weight, or that a stack of hay, a

1 °u,°
r
.u

P *
&C" turns out more weighty and consequently

valuable than was expected. s.Chs.' The application of this word
is very wide . . Generally speaking, it is applied to anythingwhich exceeds expectation in point of quantity. Thus it it
specially used of articles of consumption. A cheese is said to
eat very wady when only a small portion is consumed at eachmeal. Cloth which wore an unusually long time would be calledwady. A wady mile is a long or tedious distance

; and generally,wady as applied to a specified distance would imply the speaker's
belief that it was greater than it was said to be. A wadywalker would be one who took long strides, and so got overa good deal of ground without any appearance of hast! Stf.1w.Wor.i Shr. A wheady mile, Ray (1691) ; Shr.i ' Yo'n find it amighty waidy road, if yo' bin thinkin' o' walkin' from Soseb'ry tobtretton, though it dunna look so fare.' 'These lung sems bindespert waidy sewin'-it inna like summat as yo' can get on 66th '

1 hats a weady bit o' bif-it 'ouds out well, and theer's bin 'apower o cuttin at it
; Shr. 2 Mtg. ' That's a weddy bit ofwalking
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from Newtown to Abemarle.' ' That fild was a deal weddier than
I thought it was before I begun to plough it.' ' Ay ! it is a weddy
bit of ground' (E.R.M.). Rdn. Morgan Wds. (1881). e.Cy.,

s.Cy. Ray ( 169 1).

2. v. With away : to diminish gradually ; to cause to

diminish. Cf. wede.
s.Chs. 1 Money or provisions are often said to ' wade awee,' and

I have heard a cough spoken of as ' wadin' awee.' ' Boa -nz fin

goa"aan'ti wai'dn fiwee" wi dhu miini.' Shr.1 I did 'ope as my
coal 66d a lasted till nigh Chris mas, but I see as it's weedin'
away sadly too fast.

WADE, sb.1 Sh.I. Also in form wed S. & Ork. 1

[wed.] The part of the boat aft, into which the fish are
drawn.

Geordie wis i' da wade takkin' aff, Sh. News (June 16, 1900) ;

S. & Ork. 1 ' To sit in the wed '— to sit by the man who is hauling
fishing-lines, and to assist him in taking the fish off the hooks.

WADE, v.2 Sc. Yks. Lei. Nhp. Oxf. e.An. Also
written waid Oxf.1 [wed, wead.] 1. In phr. to wade
the water, to go through the water.

Abd. Ca' hawkie throu' the water : hawkie wadna wade the

water, Beattie Parings (1801) 62, ed. 1873. w.Yks. Thoresby
Lett. (1703) ; (J.W.)
2. To bathe.
Lei.1 A 'edn't got no cloo'es on, so ah mek caount as a wur

a-weedin' when a got draounded. Nhp.1 He's gone to weead.
Oxf. 1

3. Of the sun or moon : to gleam intermittently through
clouds or mist.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; The moon . . . was, . . in the phrase of that

country, wading or struggling with clouds, Scott Blk. Dwarf
(1816) iii. Ayr. MacQueen Gloaming Am. (1831) 21. Lnk. 1 saw
my Meg, but Meggy saw nae me ; For yet the sun was wading
through the mist, Ramsay Gentle Shep. (1725) 369, ed. 1733. N.Cy. 1

n.Yks.4 It'll rain afoor t'neet, t'sun waded sadly. w.Yks. 1 Nhp. 1

The sun wades, we shall have rain.

4. To have liberty, as the tension in a mortice or other

joint, when the wood has shrunk. e.An. 1

WADEABLE,™//. Sc.Yks. Lan. Also in form weead-
able n.Yks.2 [wedabl.] 1. Fordable.

Ayr. As soon as the fugitives were within wadeable reach of

the bank, they jumpit out of the boat and ran, Galt Gilhaize (1823)

xxii. n.Yks.2 , w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan.1

2. Phr. that water's not wadeable, that difficulty will not

easily be overcome. n.Yks.2

WADEN, adj. Sh.I. n.Cy. Nhb. Also written waiden
S. & Ork.1

; and in forms waaden Nhb.1
; wadden n.Cy.

;

waddin Nhb. 1
; wauden N.Cy.1 Nhb.1

; waudon Nhb.1

[we'dan.] Young and active ; supple ; soft.

S. & Ork.1 n.Cy. (Hall.) ; N.Cy. 1 A wauden lad. Wauden of

her age. Nhb. (J.H.) ; Nhb. 1 He's a bang, yawl, waddin chep.

WADER, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Yks. Also in form
weeader n.Yks.2 1. A person who forages on the beach

forwreck materials. n.Yks.2 2. Theheron,Ardeaa'nerea.
Abd. Among the resident birds may be reckoned ... the wader,

a bird frequenting running water, Statist. Ace. IX. 108 (Jam.).

WADGE, v.
1 and sb. Sc. Also in forms waidge Fif.

;

wodge Bnff.1 [wedg.] 1. v. To shake in a threatening

manner ; to brandish.
n.Sc. He wadg'd a stick at me (Jam.). Bnff. 1 He wodget's nivv

in's face. Fif. Began to waidge his steekit neive close to my nose,

Latto Tarn Bodkin ( 1 864) vii.

2. sb. The act of shaking in a threatening manner. Bnff. 1

WADGE, v? Som. Dev. To bet ; to wager.
w.Som. 1 I'd wadge [wauj] my life o' ut. I'll wadge a quart 'pon

it way any o' the comp'my. nw.Dev.1

WADGE, see Wedge.
WADGEOCK, sb. Lei. Nhp. War. Also written

wadjock Nhp.1 [wodgak.] A loose bundle ; a burden.

Cf. wedget, 2.

Nhp.1 A quantity of flour in a sack would be termed a good

wadjock of flour. War.3 She gave me a rare waj-uk of bread and

meat to take with me. Lei.1 ' You've got a good lot of coals there !

'

' Yes, Ah'n gotten a little wojuk."

WADGET, see Wedget.
.

WADGIKING, prp. Wor. [wodgakin.] Walking

awkwardly in an undrilled manner. (W.K C.-C.)

WADIE, WADJOCK, see Vaudy, Wadgeock.

WADMEL, sb. Obs. Sh. & Or.I. Yks. Oxf. e.An.
Ken. Also written wadmil Sh.I. ; and in forms vadmell
S. & Ork.1

; wadmaal Sh. & Or.I. (Jam.) n.Yks.2 ; wadmal
Sh.I. e.An.1

; wadmoll Nrf. ; wadmul Suf. 1
; woadmel

Nrf. Suf. Ken.1
; woadmell Suf. ; woddenel Oxf. ; wod-

mell Or.I. ; wodmole Ken. 1
; woodmail S. & Ork.1 A

species of coarse woollen cloth manufactured in Iceland,

Shetland, and Orkney ; a coat made of such material.
Sh.I. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 95; The manufacture of wadmil

had long ceased, Spekce Flk-Lore (1899) 195; The fair damsels

of Sound, clad in petticoats of red wadmal, Cowie Shetland (1871)

114. S. & Ork. 1 Or.I (Jam.); The summe of 20 aingell-nobillis;

20 schillingis wodmell, 9 leispunds butter, Peterkin Notes (1822)

App. 31 ; The old men and women . . . still continue to wear good
strong black clothes without dying [sic], called by the ancient

Norse, Vadmell, Statist. Ace. XIV. 326 (Jam.). n.Yks.2 Coarse

thick woollen cloth for pea-jackets. Oxf. Kennett Par. Antiq.

(1695). e-An.1 What is thus called by us is only the winter

clothing of rustics. Nrf. The of yards of green ' wadmoll ' also

used for it [Mrs. Seman's pew] may have been for curtains, Nrf.

Antiq. Misc. II. pt. ii. 325. Nrf., Suf. Ray (1691). Suf. Ord MS.
Coll. (c. 1760) ; Suf. 1 A great coat made of the stuff called ' duffle.'

Ken.1 One yeard of greene wodmole for an aprune at xijrf, Sandwich

Bk. of Orphans.

[ON. vad-mal, vaS-mal, measured stuff, standard cloth,

from vad, stuff, and mat, a measure. In the old Scandi-

navian communities the va^-mal was the standard of all

value and payment before coined gold or silver came
into use (Vigfusson).]
WADSET, sb. and v. Sc. Also in forms wedset (Jam.) ;

wodset. 1. sb. A mortgage ; a legal debt by which

a debtor makes over his lands, &c. into the hands of his.

creditor, in order that the latter may draw the rents in

payment of the debt. See Wed, sb.

Sc. (Jam.) ; The rental book, Jeanie—clear three hunder sterling

—deil a wadset, heritable band, or burden, Scott Midlothian (1818)

xxvi. Or.I. Peterkin Notes (1822) 157. Bnff. The lands of

Auchanachie had been held in wadset or other mode of security,

Gordon Keith (1880) 416. Ayr. The wadset he has on the

Kilmackeckle estate, Galt Entail (1823) xx. Kcb. There wus a

wadset, an' afore lang a roup, an' anither new laird, Trotter Gall.

Gossip (1901) 325.

2. A pledge.
Ayr. Here's a little wadset, Buittle's scrap o' truth, Pawn'd in a

gin-shop Quenching holy drouth, Burns Heron Ballads (May 1796)

IV. st. 6. Dmf. It's a wadset i' the town, CroviekRemains (1810) 90.

3. v. To alienate land or other heritable property under
a reversion ; to mortgage ; to pawn.

Sc. (Jam.) ; More riches wears O'er her e'e-bree, Than would

wadset any baronie, Cunningham Sngs. (1813) 44. Abd. Showed
a spen' thrift king how to wadset's throne, Murray Hamewith

(1900) 35. Kcb. Howbeit ye should sell, wadset, and forfeit your

fewyears'portionofthislife'sjoy, Rutherford Lett. (1660) No. 200.

Hence Wadsetter, sb. one who holds the property of

another in 'wadset.'
Sc. (Jam.) ; Your father . . . kept himself close from wadsetters

and money-lenders, Scott Bride ofLam. (1819) vi. Abd. Titulars,

proper wadsetters, pensioners, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) II. 97.

WADY, see Vaudy.
WADY-BUCKETY, sb. and adv. Irel. Also in form

-buckedy Wxf. 1. sb. A see-saw. Ir. (A.S.-P.)

2. adv. See-saw fashion.
Wxf. My brogues were off and I was holding up my legs wady-

buckedy, to get the benefit of the hate, Kennedy Banks Boro

(1867) 283.

WAE, see Way, int., Woe.
WAEFLEED, sb. Abd. (Jam.) [we-flld.] The water-

of a mill stream, after passing the mill ; lit. way-flood.

WAEG, sb. Sh.I. Also in form weeg S. & Ork. 1

[weg.] The kittiwake, Rissa tridactyla. Swainson Birds

(1885) 206 ; S. & Ork.1

WAEK, WAEN, WAER, see Waik, Wean, sb., Waur.
WAESE, WAEST, WAESTHRAL, see Wase, sb.;

Waist, Wastrel, sb.
1

WAFF, v.
1

, sb.
1 and adj.1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Lakel.,

Cum. Yks. Lan. Lin. Also written waf Lakel.2 Cum.
m.Yks.1

; whaff Slk. Nhb.1 Cum.4 n.Yks.2 m.Yks. 1 s.Lan. 1

;

and in forms waaf S. & Ork. 1
; waif Sc. (Jam.) ;

wauf Sc.

z z 2
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Nhb. ; wauff Sc. (Jam.) ; wuff Yks. [waf. ] 1. v. To
wave; to fan, flap ; to flutter; to fluctuate. Cf. waffle, v.

1

,

waft, v.

Sc. (Jam.) Per. The waffin' o' her wings Wi' music fills the air,

Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 33. Ayr. Waning her wan face

wi' a claith, As she began to get her health, Ainslie Land ofBurns
(ed. 1892) 190. Lth. The rags waffin' round her, Ballantine
Poems (1856) 59. Slk. Rover begins snokin and twinin himsel in

a serpentine style, wi' his fanlike tail whaffin, Chr. North Nodes
(ed. 1856) IV. 97. Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 8. Nhb.1

n.Yks. Deean't waff t'bed cleeas so (T.S.). e.Yks. Nicholson
Flk. Sp. (1889) 87. w.Yks. (J.W.)
2. To pass by swiftly.

e.Yks.1 Sha wafFd past ma, MS. add. (T.H.)

3. With about: to go about telling tales.

n.Yks.2 To go ' whaffing about.'

Hence Whaffy, adj. full of news.
m.Yks.1 'A whaffy body,' a newsy person.

4. sb. A flapping ; a waving ; a wave of the hand, &c.

;

a hasty motion.
Sc. (Jam.) Per. Wi' ae waff o' my wings I soar, Haliburton

Horace (1886) 72. Slk. That wadna understand the repulse o'

neglect or even o' a waff o' the haun to be aff wi' theirsels, Chr.
North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 177. Uls. 'The waff of her tail is like

an other body's day's work, 'said of a bustling woman who professes

to do a great deal but does little (M.B.-S.). Nhb. 1 To put out a

candle with a waff, caused by a rapid movement of the flat hand
or of some fan-like article. Cum. Thou med ha' knocked ma doun
wid a waf o' thy neet-cap, Dickinson Joe and Geol. 3 ; Cum.4,

n.Yks.2 , w.Yks. (J.W.)
5. A flag; a signal.
Sc. (Jam.), Or.I. (S.A.S.), S. & Ork.1 n.Yks. 2 Used at sea for

assistance to the ship from the shore.

6. The movement of a flame from side to side. Nhb.
(Hall.), ne.Lan. 1 7. Of wind: a puff, breath, gust; a
current of air caused by the swift passage of anything.

Sc. The wauf o' the breeze And the sough o' the sea, Wright
Scot. Life (1897) 74. Per. Like the waffo' a thaw wind on winter's

hoar head, Stewart Character (1857) 26. Ayr. Ye may get a waff
o' their goodwill, Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822) 1. Slk. A wee,
wizened, wrinkled, crunkled, bilious bit body, that the wund could

carry awa wi' a waff, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) IV. 181. Gall.

Wi' a waff the lowe blew aff the cruisy on the wa', Gallovidian

(1901) III. 175. Ant. (S.A.B.) Nhb. 1 The waff o' the train.

Lakel.2 , Cum.14 n.Yks.2 ; n.Yks. 4 Ther hezn't been a waff o'

wind ti-daay. e.Yks.1 w.Yks. Ah felt a waff o' my cheek, Banks
Wkfld. Wds. (1865). ne.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1

8. A whiff; an odour, esp. one borne through the air.

Sc. Mackay. Sb.I. Ollason Mareel (1901) 35 ; S. & Ork.1 Fif.

A canny waff o' sweet perfume, Tennant Papistry (1827) 29. Ayr.
Fin' the waff o' their sweet breath, as if their tongues were moss
roses an' their lips a pair o' pinks, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed.

1892)139. Nhb.1
, Cum.4 n.Yks.2 ; n.Yks.4 NooAh've 'ed yah waff

o' thi silidge, an Ah want na mair on't. e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. (J.W.),

ne.Lan. 1 n.Lin^Ther's a nasty waffo' new paaint aboot. sw.Lln.1

The waff of the door was enough to smittle one. Wi' John getting

a waff from the body he fainted reiet off.

9. A slight stroke from any soft body, esp. in passing.
Sc. (Jam.) 10. A sudden affection, producing a slight

bodily ailment, esp. in phr. a waffof cold.

Sc. (A.W.), (Jam.) Sh.I. Dey canna bide da laestest waff o'

cauld, Sh. News (Mar. 26, 1898). Ayr. Just a waffo' cauld, Galt
Entail (1823) xxxviii. Nhb. A' ower he hez a cawdrife feel, But
thinks it's but a waff o' cawd, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 16

;

Nhb.1

11. A passing view ; a glimpse.
Sc. (Jam.) ; I sought every glen and cleuch . . . but teil a wauff

of his coat-tail could I see, Scott Midlothian (1818) li. Ayr.
Willie has been so desperate thrang, that it is but seldom . . . that

we get a waff of him ava, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 242.
Lnk. O Love, thou'rt a queer ane, thou gi'est each maid A waff o

1

the bright robe in which thou'rt arrayed, Miller Willie Winkie
(ed. 1902) 60. Gall. Juist e'en the waff o' your ain coat-tails,

Crockett Bog-Myrtle (1895) 203. Nhb.1 Aa just gat a waff on him.

12. A good or bad influence.
Sc. Used to denote the contagious and fatal influence of a sinful

course ; in allusion to the effect of bad air, or of a suffocating wind
(Jam.). Ayr. We maun gie something to the young woman, and
the bairns, that we may get a waff o' their good will likewise,
Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822) II. 162 (Jam.).

13. The apparition of a dying person ; a wraith.

s.Sc. Your honour forgets I fand my dear maister mysel, an

saw him laid in the cauld grave. It's been his waff, Dangerous

Secrets (1815) II. 163 (Jam.). n.Cy. Denham Tracts (ed. 1895) II.

79 ; N.Cy. 1 Nhb. A wraith or wauf, Richardson Borderer's Table-

4^.(1846) VI. 36; Nhb. 1 When a person is dying his waff or

apparition is believed to appear to near relations or to friends at

a distance, sometimes in remote places. The apparition is a

portent that the person thus seen is about to die. A man is said

to have spoken to his own waff without receiving an answer, and

to have died next day. Dur. 1 Yks. Henderson Flk-Lore (1879) i.

m.Yks. 1

14. adj. Brief, fleeting, short-lived.

Bwk. True frien'ships in this warl', I fear, are rather hard to

find, The best o' them are unco wauf, Calder Poems (1897) 232.

Dmf. Wauf glisks o' the muirlan' and mountain, Odd blinks o' the

corrie and glen, Reid Poems (1894) 44.

WAFF, v.
2 and sb.2 Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Lan.

Not. Lin. Also written waf Yks. ; whaff Lakel.2 Cum.4

n.Yks.2 m.Yks.1
; and in forms waugh n.Cy. Cum.14

;

weaugh e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1
; weff Yks. ; wheffw.Yks.5 [waf.]

1. v. To bark or yelp as a puppy or small dog; to snarl;

also used fig. Cf. waffle, v.
2
, wough.

n.Cy. Grose (1790). Nhb.1 A dog 'woughs,' but a puppy
waffs. Dur. 1

, Lakel.2 Cum. Gl. (1851). n.Yks. Little weffing

beast (T.S.); n.Yks. 124, ne.Yks.1
, e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.)

m.Yks.1 Dogs bark till they can but whaff in an exhausted state.

w.Yks.1 Lan. O whole swarm o grinnin hobble-te-hoys . . .

weaughing un wherrying at im, Scholes T. Gamwattle (1857) 46.

ne.Lan.1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 s.Not The fox has a wafEng sort o'

bark (J.P.K.). sw.Lin. 1 It ran waning at the horse's heels.

2. To puffin the act of boiling.

n.Cy. (Hall.) n.Yks. 1 As a boiling pot, especially when the

contents are thicker than simple water ; n.Yks.2 The lid of the pot
' whaffs up.' w.Yks. 1 Lutho bud, how't' thick-hots waff. ne.Lan.1

3. sb. The barking or yelping of a puppy ; the low, sup-
pressed barking of a dog.

Nhb. 1
, Cum.14, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1 The noise, half bark, half

snarl, but both suppressed, with which a dog greets the appearance
of a stranger ; or, the singing noise, and cough-barks, with which
it greets its master.

"WAFF, adj.2
, sb. 3 and v.

3 Sc. Nhb. Wm. Also in

forms wauf(f Sc. ; wawf Per. ; wouf Dmb. ; wowfAbd.;
wuff Gall, [waf.] 1. adj. Obs. Strayed, wandering
alone. Cf. waif.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. Lnk. Three waffews
stray'd on the bog, Ramsay Gentle Shep. (1725) 24, ed. 1783.

2. Solitary ; melancholy, woebegone. Also used advb.
Sc. Used as expressive of the awkward situation of one who is

in a strange place where he has not a single acquaintance (Jam.).
Abd. Sae wowf gat the lawyer, he bade folks agree, Guidman
Inglismill (1873) 41. Dmb. Salmon Gowodean (1868) 78. Lnk.
He lookit sae waff and dowie-like that she took him ben to the
fire, Fraser Whaups (1895) xiii.

3. Vagabond-looking ; disreputable, wild, worthless

;

immoral.
Sc. (Jam.), Or.I. (S.A.S.), Cai.1 Frf. Wauf-lookin', gangrel

bodies, wha gang stravaigin' through the country, Willock
Rosetty Ends (1886) 32, ed. 1889. Per. Wi' the rabble ye tak' up,
And wi' wauf vagrants drain the cup, Spence Poems (1898) 79.
Ayr. A great number of wauf customers no doot cam roon' me,
but with no intention in the wort' of ever paying me a fraction,
Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 121. Edb. Eirish students—alang
wi' some resurrectioners as waff and wild as themselves, Moir
Mansie Wauch (1828) x. Twd. Often applied to one who' is . . .

unprincipled, or not to be trusted (Jam.). Kcb. Trotter Gall.
Gossip (1901) 352.
Hence (1) Waffinger, (2) Waffipoke, sb. a vagabond ; a

worthless, good-for-nothing person; (3) "Waffish, adj.
disreputable; immoral; (4) Waff-like, adj., (5) Watf-
looking, pfl. adj. of a disreputable, suspicious appearance.

(1) Rxb. (Jam.) (2) Wm. He's nobbut a waffipoke (J.M.). (3)
Bnff.1

, Cld. (Jam.) (4) Sc. (Jam.) ; Wauf-like painted women,
Stevenson Catriona (1893) xxiii. (5) Sc. More than one waff-
looking character she set down as a body-snatcher, Whitehead
Daft Davie (1876) 209, ed. 1894. Lnk. Ye'll see some geyan
waff-lookin' creatur's yonder, Fraser Whaups (1895) i. Edb.
Two wauf-looking fellows that we had got smoking in a corner,
Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xx.
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4. Shabby

;
poor in quality.

Sc. Mackay. Ayr. It is waff paper. Ye wad never write your
letters on huxtry tea-paper, Galt Lairds (1826) xxix. Rxb. Our
wa's atweel are waff enough, yet teugher Than they look like,

Riddell Poet. Wks. (ed. 1871) II. 129. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 347, ed. 1876.

Hence (1) Waff-like, adj. having a shabby appearance

;

(2) Waffness, sb., obs., a shabby appearance.
(1) Sc. (Jam.) (2) Sc. Put on your braws, and let us see nae

mair of your dourness ; and let nae . . . Miss Scott. . . be wiping
my chafts wi' your waffness, Saxon and Gael (1814) III. 72 (Jam.).

6. Feeble, insignificant, paltry ; weak, worn-out.
Ayr. Some waff desire Wi' nought o' reason in't, Ainslie Land

ofBurns (ed. 1892) 214. Turd. Often applied to one who is feeble

in mind (Jam.). Bwk. They spread thin sugared wares, Till

quaffin', some wauf ane Fa's in their cursed snares, Chisholm
Poems (1879) 88. Gall. As some poor waff detested scunner,
Lauderdale Poems (1796) 91.

Hence (1) Waffish, a^?'. ofthings: of no value, worthless;

(2) Waff-like, adj. weak.
(1) Bnff.1 , Cld. (Jam.) (2) Ayr. Though the folk afore the house

are but a wee waff-like, ye ken . . . the race is not to the swift,

nor the battle to the strong, Galt Gilhaize (1823) xxvii.

6. Low-born, ignoble, without pedigree or honourable
connections.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Is not it an oddlike thing that ilka waff carle in the

country has a son and heir, and that the house of Ellangowan is

without male succession? Scott Guy M. (1815) xxxix. Per. All

classes, 'wauf and well-to-do alike, were found among the

guisards, Haliburton Furth in Field (1894) 28.

7. Difficult, unpleasant.
Elg. Ye'll find it some gey waff to spell, But ye can spell it,

Chancy, Tester Poems (1865) 116.

8. sb. A waif, vagabond, vagrant ; also in form Waffle.
Ags. (Jam.), Nhb. 1 9. A worthless person; a rascal;

one addicted to idleness or low, immoral company ;
also

in form Waffle.
Cat.1 Bnff. 1 The new ferrier's naething bit a perfit waff. Per.

I wud ship thae wawfiesafftae a desert island, Ian Maclaren Brier

Busk (1895) 190. Ftf. (Jam.) ; The ill-set rascal, the ill-doin'

waffie, Colville Vernacular (1899) 18. Gall. Siclike waffs and
runagates as Philip Stansfield that slaughtered the daddy o' him,

Crockett Anna Mark (1899) xxvi.

10. v. With about: to wander in an idle manner. Bnff. 1

WAFF, see Waugh.
WAFFEL, adj. Sur. Sus. Som. Also written whaffle-

Som. [wae-fl.] In comp. (1) Waffel-gate, the gate

leading into a ' waffel-way
' ; (2) -way, a bridle-road ; a

green road ; a road for horses but not for wheeled traffic.

(1) Sur., Sus. N. £f Q. (1854) 1st S. ix. 479. (2) Sur., Sus. ib.

Som. (P.R.)

WAFFER, sb. Sc. Dur. [wa-far.] A mining term

:

a break, dip ; an elevation ; a fault ; a strong hole. Sc.

(Jam. Suppl.) Dur. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870).

WAFFER, adj. Obs. Sc. Strayed, wandering. Cf.

waff, adj.2 1.

Ayr. Like a waffer sheep I wander, Quite uncaress'd, Ballan-
tine & Thom Poems (1789) 81.

WAFFLE, v.
1 and adj. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Lin. Dev. Also written whaffle m.Yks.1
; and in forms

waffil, weffil Sc. (Jam.) ; weffle Cai.1 [wa-fl.j 1. v. To wave
about ; to flap, as in the wind. Cf. vavvl, waff, v.

1
, wavel,

Sc. Allan Lilts (1874) 229. n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb.1 He waffled

his hankerchor. n.Yks.2

Hence (1) Waffler, sb. (a) the green sandpiper, Helo-

dromas ochropus
;

(b) anything small or insignificant
; (2)

Waffly, adj. easily blown about by the wind, unsubstantial,

without stamina ; shaky, unsteady.

(1, a) N.Cy.1 So called from its undulating odd flight. Nhb. 1

(b) w.Yks. It's nobbut a waffler, that, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Sept.

30, 1899). (2) Sc. Thistledown might be called ' waffly
' ; so also

a ' reed shaken with the wind' (A.W.). n.Yks.4 Thoo'd best

prop it up wi' summat ; it leeaks a bit waffly. n.Lan. (C.W.D.)

2. To walk hesitatingly. Nhb.1 He waffled on.

Hence (1) Waffler, sb. a person unsteady in gait
; (2)

Waffly, adj. dizzy and weak from illness.

(1) Nhb. Here wafflers need nut mind their steps, Wilson
Pitman's Pay (1843) 83 ;

Nhb. 1 (2) n.Yks."

3. To be undecided ; to hesitate ; to vacillate.
n.Cy. (Hall.), Nhb. 1 Lakel. 1

; Lakel.2 Thoo'l waffle aboot an'
say owt. Cum.1

*, n.Yks.12 *, ne.Lan. 1

Hence (1) Waffle-bags, (2) Waffler, (3) Waffles, sb. one
who hesitates or vacillates ; a weak, undecided person

;

(4) Waffling, ppl. adj., (5) Waffly, adj. hesitating, unde-
cided, vacillating

; weak.
(1) nXin. 1 What a waffle-bags it is; can't bide e' th' saame

mind two daays togither. (2) Ayr. Service Dr. Duguid (ed.
1887) 173. Nhb. 1 Lakel. 1

; Lakel. 2 Thoo's nowt but * silly

waffler. Cum. 4
, ne.Lan. 1 (3) n.Yks.3 (4) Sc. The wafflin'

creatur' feelin' unco crouse An' prood o' hae'n a freen, Allan
Lilts (1874) 107. Nhb. 1 Wm. He's nowt nobbut a wafflin' mak
ov a body (B.K.). n.Yks. 1 A windy, waffling soort o' chap,
wheea nivver kens his ain mind ; n.Yks.23 (5) Ayr. Let the
waffly body tak ocht I hae written and mak a kirk or a mill o't as
pleases himsel', Service Notandums (1890) 125. Nhb. 1 n.Yks. 1

;

n.Yks. 4 Ez waffly ez a mill-sail. T'wind's all roads, it'll nobbut
be a waffly sooart ov a daay.

4. To go about gossiping.
n.Yks.2 Dev. White C'yman's Conductor (1701) 128.

Hence (1) Waffle-bags, sb. a person who talks much
and foolishly

; (2) Waffler, sb. a tale-bearer
; (3) Waffly,

adj. given to chattering and gossiping.
{1) Lin.1 n.Lin. 1 He's sich'n a waffle-bags ; iverybody e' th'

toon's stall'd to dead wi' listenin' to him. (2) m.Yks.1 (s.v.

Whaff). (3) n.Yks. He's a varry waffly talker (I.W.) ; n.Yks. 1
;

n.Yks.4 Ah reckon nowt of her waffly ways.
5. adj. Flexible, limber, pliant. Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1

Hence Weffilness, sb. limberness, pliability. Sc. (Jam.)
6. Changeable, irresolute ; feeble, weak ; worthless.
Sc. We set him down as feckless and waffle, and not altogether

right in the head, Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 72; She was as

waffel's ony clout, Donald Poems (1867) 249. Rxb. A waffil dud
;

a person who is without strength or activity (Jam.). Nhb. My
name's no' like the hame I had, My wife's gey waffle noo, Proud-
lock Borderland Muse (1896) 105.

WAFFLE, v.
2 and sb.

1 Yks. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.
Ken. Also written whaffle w.Yks.2 Ken. ; and in forms
weffle n.Lin. 1

; wheffle w.Yks.5
; wuffle Lin. 1. v. To

bark as a small dog ; to yap, yelp, growl ; to bark in a
suppressed manner. Cf. waff, v.2

w.Yks.2 A little whaffling thing, barking at its own shadow. Not.

It's alius waffling (J.H.B.) ; Not. 1
, n.Lin. 1 se.Lin. What are you

wafflin' about? (J.T.B.) sw.Lin^Adogranwafflingout. Lei. 1
, Nhp.1

,

War. 3 Ken. Gen. used of a dog when much distressed (W.F.SA
2. sb. The bark of a small dog ; a suppressed barking.
m.Yks.1

, w.Yks.5
, n.Lin.

1

WAFFLE, sb.2 War. Amer. [wa-fl, wot] A kind
of cake ; see below.
War.3 The cakes were made of thin paste or batter, placed

between the blades of the waffle iron, which were then closed and
held in the smokeless portion of an open fire until the cakes were
baked. The cakes were eaten hot, with butter. [Amer. She
broke the dishes, she burned the waffles, she flung the dish-water
into the yard, Harris Tales, 386.]

Hence Waffle-iron, sb. an implement used in baking
' waffles

'
; see below.

War.3 Composed of two small blades of oblong form with long

handles, hinged together near the blades, and used for baking

waffle cakes in an open fire. The insides of the blades were
rudely ornamented so as to impress a pattern, usually a series of

small squares, on the cakes.

WAFFLE, v.
3 Nhp.1 [wo-fl.] To masticate and

swallow with difficulty. ' It's so dry I can hardly waffle it down.'

WAFT, v. and sb.
1 Sc. Irel. Dur. Yks. Lan. Chs. Lin.

Lei. Nhp. YJar. Also written woft Lin. ; and in forms
weft Lei.1 Nhp. 1 War.3

; whaft s.Lan.1 [waft, woft.]

1. v. To move quickly about ; to pass quickly by. Cf.

waff, v.
1

w.Yks. Foaks at yov nawn for years an befriended, waftin past

yo withaht speikin, Pogmoor Olm. (1863) 8. s.Chs. 1 A housemaid
bustling about her work will describe herself as ' waftin' an'

draughtin' abai't.'

2. sb. A puff of air, wind, &c. ; a blast.

Sc. Mackay. Edb. The thistle-down gangs at the first waft of

the storm, Beatty Secretar (1897) 79. Ir. The waft of smoke
there up her ould chimney that went fluttherin' out on the width
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of the air, Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 8. n.Yks.124 , ne.Yks. 1

,

m.Yks.1 w.Yks.1 There's not a waft o' wind. ne.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1

,

Chs. 1 n.Lin.1 Ther' was thunner e' th' air, an' he could n't get a
waft o' wind. ne.Lin. (E.S.)

3. A whiff; a passing smell or taste ; a 'twang.'
Sc. Mackay. Dmf. My father takes up the bottle and took a

waft and says he—'Ay, that's rael fine chlorodyne,' Good Wds.
(1882) 498. n.Yks.2 'I gat a waft on't,' I caught the scent of it.

w.Yks.2 Chs. 1 Sitch a waft o' stinking fish. Not.1 Lin. Thomp-
son Hist. Boston (1856) 729 ; Lin. 1

, Lei.1 Nhp.1 A musty taste,
generally applied to beer or wine that tastes of the cask. ' The
beer has a weft of the barrel.' War.3

4. A rapid movement ; energy.
s.Chs. 1 Oo duz)niir aav waaft tinuf- fur ky'eep fir waa -rm.

Sum foaks semn tu aa noo waaft in um—nee -dhur waaft nur
shift

5. A passing glimpse.
Sc. Mackay. Gall. I got a waft of it with the tail of my eye,

Crockett Grey Man (1896) ix.

6. A wraith ; a supernatural appearance of one whose
death is imminent.

Dur. I seed my own waft (wraith) go into the kirk last

St. Mark's Eve, and it never cam' out no more, Longman's Mag.
(July 1897) 252. n.Yks. There was too much on his hands and
on mine to admit of our ' hoddin' pross ' . . . about such matters as
' wafts,' Atkinson Moorl. Parish (1891) 59; n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks. 2 'I
saw his waft,' the semblance of the living person of whose death
the waft was a denotation. We have heard of the wafts of
people being seen, who were living at a distance, when the
death news to their friends at home were found to agree with the
time of the shadow's appearance ; n.Yks.34, m.Yks. 1

7. Fig. A benevolent influence.
Ayr. If I get a favourable waft o' your good will, I can bide a

wee for an answer, Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822) II. 321 (Jam.).
8. One who under the appearance of friendship holds

another up to ridicule. Sc. (Jam.)
WAFT, sb.2 Som. (Hall.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A barrel.

WAFT, see Waught, Weft.
WAFTER,s6. Nhb.1 [wa-ftar.] A sword made with

a blunt edge for performances.
The swords used by Northumberland sword-dancers are of this

character, with handles at each end.

WAFUR, adj. Obs. Wxf. 1 Also in form waafur.
Uneasy. [Cp. OE. wcefre, wandering, restless (Sweet).]
WAG, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and

Aus. Also written wagg Sc. ; and in form weg Yks.
[wag, waeg.] 1. v. To move ; to stir ; to go ; to rock

;

also used^a^.
Sh.I. Sh. News (Mar. 30, 1901). Frf. He scarcely had maucht

left to wag his bit loom, Watt Sketches (1880) 33. Rnf. Lang
may ye wag about wi' the pleugh and the cart, Webster Rhymes
(!835) 48. Lnk. Lang may ye wag about the doors, An' aye be
keepit thrang, Thomson Musings (1881) 173. Gall. 'Twaspowther
caus'd them [castles] first to wag, As they sat on the towering
craig, Mactaggart Encyd. (1824) 246, ed. 1876. Nhb. Se time
wagg'd on, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 56. w.Yks. He woddunt
weg a hand ur fooit If ah wur all bud deead, Preston Poems
(1864) 6; w.Yks.5 Glo.1 'He couldn't wag' ; of a person ill in
bed. Brks.1 Dwoant 'e wag vrom yer till I tells 'e to 't. Hrt. So
lame I can't e'en wag (H.G.). Ken. 1 There he goes wagging
along. Hmp.1 I.W. 2

I be zoo tired I can hardly wag. Wil. 1 I
be that bad I can't scarce wag. Dor. 1 Hitch'd her lag In brembles,
that she coodden wag. Som. I've the rheumatics terrible in my
pin-bone, it do yek so that I can scarce wag myself (W.F.R.).
Dev.Don'tyouwagfrom there, Vm.w\n Sketches (1842) 155, ed. 1871.
2. To wave; to shake.
Sh.I. Wi' wink, an' nod, an' mutch-strings waggin' loose

Ollason Mareel (1901) 18. Abd. Shirrefs Poems (1790)
53. Frf. Though a warlock had waggit his weirdly wand To
bring doon the lift on my head, Watt Sketches (1880) 19. Ayr.
May the tapmast grain that wags Come to the sack, Burns To
J. Lapraik (Sept. 1785) st. *. Bwk. We'll teach oor children to
revere The land where wags the thistle, Calder Poems (1897)
141. N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Yor dress's waggin ahint. The fiddler's
elbow wagged aa neet.

3. To beckon
; to make a signal with the hand or head

;

gen. with on or at.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Bnff.1 Wag yir father haim, Rnf. He was a

proud man when Lizzy Sharp wagget him first, Good Wds. (1878)

184. Slg. Buchanan Poems (1901) 172. N.I. 1 I wagged on him

to come across the field to me. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. Thoo wags me on

the road, aw just wis gan, Robson Evangeline (1870) 368. n.Yks*
Ah wagg'd on him, bud he w'u'dn't cum. ne.Yks.1 He wagged
ti ma as he passed. Let's wag on him. e.Yks. 1 Ah wagg'd o"

Bill, Ah didn't wag of Aaron ; he's a chap Ah sud nivver a thowt

o' waggin on. w.Yks. (J.W.), ne.Lan.1 nXin. 1 I'll wag of ye if

I want oht.

4. Of the tongue : to move fast and continuously ; to

chatter.
Sc. (A.W.) Nhb. She's a tongue in her heed . . . and wag it must

at t'hinder end, South Tyneside Stud. (1896) ; Nhb.1 w.Yks. A
woman's tongue wegs like a lamb tail, Prov. in Brighouse News
(Aug. 10, 1889). Oxf. (G.O.) Brks.1 Her tongue wags too much.
Som. Raymond No Soul (1899) 28.

5. Of grass, &c. : to shoot.
Hmp.1 These showers 'ull set everything a-wagging.

6. Comb. (1) Wag-at-the-wall, (a) a hanging clock with
pendulum and weights exposed ; also used attrib.

;
(b) a

spectre ; see below
; (2) -by-the-wall or -in-the-wall, see

(i, a)
; (3) -saw, in phr. one's tongue goes like a wag-saw, one

is a chatterbox
; (4) -string, obs., one who is hanged ; (5)

tawse, a jocular name for a schoolmaster
; (6) -wits, a

waggish person.
(1, a) Sc. Whaur is the auld ' wag-at-the-wa',' with its dreamy

'tick-tak, tick-tak'? Wright Sc. Life (1897) 55. Sh.I. Nicolson
Aithstin' Hedder (1898) 39. Cai. 1 e.Sc. I'll buy ye a braw Dutch
wag-at-the-wa', Setoun Sunshine (1895) 160. w.Sc The silence
was broken only by the tick, ticking of the wag-at-the-wa' clock,
whose pendulum, exposed to the gaze of all men, conveyed,
somehow, the impression of the self-righteous, Wood Farden
Ha' (1903) 37. Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. To cheat the auld wag at'e wa
in the corner, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 132. Dmf. The
wag-at-the-wa' aboon ma heid struck Twal, Paton Castlebraes

(1898) 98. n.Ir. It wis twelve b'd the wag-at-the-wall an' the
sun, Lays and Leg. (1884) 50 ; N.I.1

, N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1

(6) Sc. A
spectre supposed to haunt the kitchen, and to take its station on
the crook, wagging backwards and forwards before the death of
one of the family. ' Wag-at-the-wa' went out i' the night, To see
that the moon was shining bright ; The moon she was at the
latter-fa'; "Gang to your bed," cry'd Wag-at-the-wa'. O! why
do ye wag the witch-nickit crook, While the piet's asleep and the
ravens they rook ? Hell's een shimmer'd on you i' the moon's
latter-fa'. Gae o'er your wagging, for I maun awa ' (Jam.). (2)
Lakel.2

, Cum.1 Wm. They'd a wag-bi-t'-wo i' t'kitchin (B.K.).
w.Yks. (S. P.U.) Lan. Set agate like a little Swiss wag-by-th-wo,
Brierley Out of Work, ix. (3) s.Wor. (H.K.) (4) Sc. An euill
lad is in the way to proue an olde wag-string, Boyd Last Battell
(1629) 982 (Jam.

-

). (5) s.Sc. Wag-tawse rose sune that mornynge,
Watson Border Bards (1859) 107. (6) Ayr. In Ayr, wag-wits nae
mair can have a handle To mouth 'a Citizen,' a term o' scandal,
Burns Brigs ofAyr (1787) 1. 182-3.

7. Phr. (1) to have more to wag on, to have a more
plentiful store

; (2) to wag hand(s, to shake hands
; (3)— horse, see below

; (4) — it, to play truant ; (5) — one's
paw, see (2) ; (6) — the bells, obsol., to set the bells ringing
or tolling

; (7) wag along, a driver's call to his oxen
; (8)— on, the order given to the boy who ' wags horse.'

(1) w.Yks. Poor foaks are soa mitch better off, Fur they'n moor
to wag on a lot, Warty Rhymes (1894) 28. (2) N.Cy.1 Nhb 1

Let's wag hands. Dur. Man, an' I'm pleased to see tha ! I'll wag
thee hand, Guthrie Kilty Pagan (1900) 67. Yks. (J.W.) (3)n.Wil. In hay-time or harvest—when carrying hay or corn— the
boy who stands at the horses' heads and moves them on as the

,£
yu°!r.c?rn 1S 'P'tched ' UP °n the wagon is said to 'wag 'oss'

(L.H G ). WH.1
( 4) Lan. He's wagging it (S.W.). (5) w.Yks.Aw [1J shud like to 'wag his paw,' Bickerdike Beacon Aim.

^1874). (6) Wil.1
( 7 ) w.Sc. N. & Q. (1856) and S. i. 439. (8)

8. sb. A shake
; a waving motion ; a signal made by the

Sc. (Jam.)
;

I gied Wull a wag an' slippet a bawbee into his
hand an telt him to haud his tongue, Wright Sc. Life (1897) 33.
Bnff. Gang up t the know, an' gee a hoy an' a wag t' the loon
t less haim the nout. Lnk. Struthers Poet. Tales (1838) 157.
9. O&s. A fellow

; used contemptuously.
Slg. E'en that ne'er satisfies thir waggs, Galloway Poems

(1792)42.
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10. A truant. Nhb.1 11. pi. Tricks ; behaviour.
Rnf. My rhymes shall row free as the blast frae Dunyun, When

wailing the wags o' the washerwife's son. He drinks and he

swears, he revels and rants, Webster Rhymes (1835) 115.

12. Phr. (1) on the wag, (a) on the spur of the moment

;

(b) of the tongue : chattering
; (2) to play the wag, to play

truant
; (3) to stir a wag, to make the slightest movement

;

(4) wag of air, a breath of air; a slight wind ; (5)
— of the

fist, or — the hand, a shake of the hand
; (6) —of the pen,

a scrap of writing.

(1, a) Oxf. You told me to ask of him, and I were a-goin' on the

wag to do so, Blackmore Cripps (1876) xvi
;
(A.P.) (6) Dur.

When his tongue's on the wag she durna play cheep, Guthrie
Kitty Fagan (1900) 221. Oxf. (G.O.) (2) Nhb. For his heed's byeth

thick an' dull an he plays the wag frae school, Wilson Tyneside Sngs.

(1890) 216; Nhb.1
, e.Dur.1 , Lan. (S.W.), s.Lan. 1

, Oxf. (GO.),

Oxf. 1 (s.v. Trivant). Lon. A cane . . . used by schoolmasters for

the correction of boys who neglect their tasks, or play the wag,

Mayhew Lond. Labour (1851) III. 87, ed. 1861. [Aus. They
were 'playing the wag,' and to be playing the wag under any

circumstances is a guarantee of pure felicity to the average

healthy boy, Longman's Mag. (July 1901) 255.] (3) w.Yks. He
wodn't stir a wag whativer Ah said, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 7,

1899). (4) Hmp. 1 (5) e.Yks.1 Give uz a wag o' thi fist, MS.
add. (T.H.) w.Yks. Let's hev a weg o' thi hand, Leeds Merc.

Suppl. (Oct. 7, 1899). (6) ne.Sc. It's sax months sin' I had a

wag o' the pen frae either Glaisgo' or Liverpool, GrantKeckleton, 97.

WAG, see Weg.
WAGE, sb. and v.

1 Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs.

Der. Not. Lin. Lei. e.An. Dor. Also in forms waage
Lin.; weage Cum.; weeage e.Yks.1 n.Lan. [wedg,

•wesdg, wiadz.] 1. sb. Wages.
Sc iV. & Q. (1880) 6th S. ii. 387. Wgt. An' they maun hae

their meat an' wage, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 61. N.Cy. 1

Cum. What weage dus te ax? Anderson Ballads (1805) 54.

n.Yks.1 Tweea groats, an' nobbut a bite o' breead, wur all t'wage

Ah getten. e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks.1 w.Yks. As I'd getten my wage I

followed t'lass on, Cudworth Dial. Sketches (1884) 2; w.Yks. 1

Lan. They putten hawve their wage onto their backs, Clegg

David's Loom (1894) 31. ne.Lan.1 , Chs. 123 ,
nw.Der.1 Not. They

give her such a small wage (L.C.M.) ; Not. 1 n.Lin. Th' waage

'at she's arn'd, Peacock Tales and Rhymes (1886) 134 ;
n.Lin. 1

sw.Lin.1 He takes a great wage to-year. Lei. 1 Dor. Why not

take wage from your own flesh and blood ? Francis Fiander's

Widow (1901) pt. 11. ii.

2. Phr. to give one his wage, to beat him. w.Yks.1

3. v. To induce by promise of payment
;
gen. used in a

bad sense.
n.Cy. They wag'd him to do it, Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.)

n.Yks.4 Ah cu'd'nt wage him ti staay. nXin. 1 You sea, he was

rich, an' she was nobbut a poor lass; he waaged her to it. If

you'll beleave me, I would n't be waaged to hev a loongin theaf

like that oher my door stoan. e.An.' I would not do it, if you

were to wage me to it.

4. With on : to urge on.

e.An.2 I should not have fit (i.e. fought) if he had not waged

me on.

WAGE, v.
2 Sc. Suf. Dor. Dev. Cor. Also written

wadge. [wedg, wesdg.] To wager.

Slg. I'll wage the globe (wer't mine), French knaves will run,

Galloway Poems (1804) 45. Suf.1 Ill wage fi' pound. Dor.

(W.C. c. I75°)> Dev.1
, Cor.

1

WAGE, v .

3 Obs. Stf. A pottery term ; see below.

The clay, when prepared in rolls, is brought to the wageing

board, cut into thin pieces by a wire, and the gravel picked out,

after which they wage it, i.e. knead or mould it like bread, and

make it into round balls fit for the wheel (K.).

Hence Wageing-board, sb. the board on which clay was
' waged.' ib.

WAGEL, sb. Nhb. Cor. Also in form waggle Nhb.1

A grey gull ; the young of the greater black-backed gull,

Lams marinus ; also in comp. Wagel-gull.

Nhb. 1 Cor. Rodd Birds (1880) 315; Cor.12

WAGGER, s*. Obs. N.Cy.1 A cheap wooden hanging

clock. See Wag-at-the-wall, s.v. Wag, 6 (1, a).

WAGGERINGGRASS, sb. Yks. The quaking-grass,

Briza media. n.Yks. (B. & H.)

WAGG1TY, sb. Sc. Also in form waggity-wa. A
hanging clock having the pendulum and weights uncovered.
See Wag-at-the-wall, s.v. Wag, 6 (1, a).

Sc. For five minutes ye can hear naething but the tick-tack o'

the waggity-wa, Smith Archie and Bess (1876) 60. Lnk. Haud
still a wee, auld waggityl Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) 89.

WAGGLE, v., sb., adj. and adv. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Lan.
Der. Lon. Also in forms waigle Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1

;

weggle Yks. ; wuggle Sc. (Jam.) [wa'gl ; we'gl.] 1. v.

To waddle ; to stagger along unsteadily. Cf. wiggle.
Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. She's waigled owre Knockgirron Moor,

Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 37. Edb. It was really a pain

... to see the worthy man waigling about, being when weighed
in his own scales, two and twenty stone, ten ounces, Mom Mansie
Wauch (1828) ix. Slk. We waggle thro' life as weel as we can,

Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 265. N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 'Aa could hardly

waigle wi' the poke.' ' Tyek care, Tom, yor waiglin ' (said to a

man walking out of step in carrying a heavy weight with a mate).

Cum.1 (s.v. Wabble). w.Yks. Yer legs rayther weggle at t'knee,

Saunterer's Satchel (1879) 8. s.Lan. 1
, nw.Der.1

Hence (1) Waggly, {a) adj. unsteady; (b) adv. un-
steadily

; (2) Wegglety, adj., see (1, a).

(1, a) Bnff. 1
, w.Yks. (J. W.) (6) Nhb.1 (2) w.Yks. Be suar and

hod fast for theaze back wheels o' mine's rayther wegglety, Yksman.

Comic Ann. (1877) 47.

2. sb. The act of shaking; motion from side to side.

Bnff.1 3. A bog ; a marsh.
n.Sc. He knows the place called the Waggle, between which

and the water there was a bog ; . . he remembers a high point of

land projecting into the Allochy grain, nearly opposite the Waggle
or bog above mentioned, State Leslie of Powis (1805) 74 (Jam.).

4. pi. A form of the game of ' tip-cat
'

; see below. Cf.

whack, v.
1 8.

Lon. Four boys stand at the corners of a large paving-stone
;

two have sticks, the other two are feeders, and throw the piece

of wood called a 'cat.' The batters act much the same way as in

cricket, except that the cat must be hit whilst in the air. The
batter hits it as far away as possible, and whilst the feeder is

fetching it, gets, if possible, a run, which counts to his side. If

either of the cats fall to the ground, both batters go out, and the

feeders take their place, Strand Mag. in Gomme Games (1898)

II. 329.

5. adj. Shaky, loose. Der.2 6. adv. With motion

from side to side ; also in comp. Waggle-waggle.
Bnff. 1 The string wiz hingin' waggle, waggle, doon hir back.

WAGGY, sb. Sc. Nhb. [wa-gi.] The pied wagtail,

Motacilla lugubris. e.Lth. Swainson Birds (1885) 43. Nhb. 1

WAGH, see Waugh.
WAGHORN, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form waughorn.

1. A fabulous personage ; the king of all liars ; see below.

Sc. As false as Waghorn, and he was nineteen times falser than

the Dee'l, Kelly Prov. (1721) 55 ; Mackay. Abd. A fabulous

personage, who being a liar nineteen times (or according to others,

four and-twenty times) greater than the devil, was crowned king

of liars. Hence extravagant liars are said to be as ill as Waghorn,

or waur than Waghorn (Jam. ).

2. A name for the devil.

Sc. Gin I while the time awa, Auld Waughorn himsel' may
come to rock his son's cradle and play me some foul prank,

Chambers Pop. Rhymes (ed. 1870) 71.

WAGMIRE, sb. Obs. Glo. Dev. A quagmire. Glo.

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 457. Dev. Grose (1790) MS.
add. (M.)

[For they bene like foule wagmoires overgrast, Spenser

Sh. Kal. (1579) Sept.]

WAGON, sb. and v. Nhb. Dur. Lan. Chs. Lin. Wil.

Som. Dev. [wa'gan, wae'gan.] 1. sb. In comb. (1)

Wagon-and-horses, the constellation of the Great Bear,

Ursa major; (2) -bed, the bottom part of a wagon; (3)

•blade, the longitudinal piece of wood upon which the side

of a wagon rests ; (4) -calf, a calf brought without its

dam from a large dairy, and sold in a local market for

rearing purposes ; (5) -hoop, part of a wagon ; see below;

(6) -linhay, a cart-shed
; (7) -rider, a man who rides with

a set of wagons on an incline
; (8) -stangs, the shafts of

a wagon ; (9) -way, a colliery line of rails ; a ' rolley-

way ' ;
(10) .way-man, the man whose business it is to

keep the ' wagon-way ' in order.
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(1) n.Lin.1
(a> 3 ) wiL i

(4 ) nw.Dev. 1 (5) Wil. 1 The Dripple

is the strip running along the top of the side of the waggon from

which over the hind wheels project the waggon-hoops. (6)

w.Som. 1 (s.v. Linhay). (7) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl.

(1888). (8) ne.Lan.1
(9) Nhb. This last, we presume, may be

reduced in some situations by adopting canals instead of waggon-

ways, Marshall Review (1808) I. 26. Nhb., Dur. Nicholson

Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). e.Dur. 1 (10) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal

Tr. Gl. (1888).

2. Phr. to get along like a wagon and wheels, to live in

sympathy and harmony. Som. Raymond No Soul (1899)

109. 3. v. To groom ; to be a groom or wagoner.
s.Chs. 1 ArOm waaginin ut Mes-tur Doa-nz dhis eeur.

4. With through : to struggle through.
Lan. I don't think I could waggon through a sung of ony sort,

Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) I. 228.

WAGONER, sb. Midi. Lin. Ken. I.W. [wa'gan(r),

wae-gana(r).] 1. The head man among a farmer's yearly

servants ; a carter ; a head ploughman.
Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. n.Lin. 1

, Ken. (W.H.E.)
e.Ken. The waggoner or head ploughman pays an early regard to

his horses, Hunter Georgical Essays (1804) V. 501.

2. Comb. (1) Wagoner-boy, a wagoner
; (2) -'s mate,

the boy who leads and tends the horses of a wagoner's
team.

(1) I.W. Oh, the waggoner-boy hath a life of joy, His team is

his wife, 'tes the pride of his life, Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898)

79. (2) Ken. (W.W.S.)

WAGTAILS, sb. pi. Wil.1 The quaking-grass, Brim
media.
WAGUE, sb. Lan. [weg.] A pole used to draw a

'rush-cart' (q.v.).

I'm noane gooin' to poo i'th
1 same wague as thee, Brierley

Weaver had. 36. s.Lan. 1

Hence Waguer, sb. one of the men who drag the ' rush-
cart.' s.Lan.1

WAG-WANTS, sb. pi. Bck. Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som.
Also written -wonts Wil. ; and in forms -wands Som.

;

-want Dor. Som. ; -wanton Bck. Dor.1
; weg-wants,

wig-wants Wil. 1 [waeg-wonts.] The quaking-grass,
Briza media.

Bck. (B. & H.), Hmp. 1 Wil. Slow Gl. (1892); Wil. 1
, n.Wil.

(E.H.G.), Dor. (B. & H.) Som. Among 'em there was rhattle-

caps an' wag-wands, Leith Lemon Verbena (1895) 39; Sweetman
Wincanton Gl. (1885). Dor.1

WAH, WAH DAY, see Ware, v?, Warday.
WAHPUS, sb. Suf. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A mouth ; used contemptuously.
Shut up yar great wahpus, N. &* Q. (1874) 5th S. ii. 326.

WAHTS, see Worts.
WAIBLE, v. Twd. (Jam.) [we'bl.] To walk feebly

and unsteadily. Cf. wobble.
WAICE, WAICHLE, WAICHT, WAID, WAIDEN,

see Wace, Wauchle, Weight, sb.2, Wade, sb. 1
, v.

2
, Waden.

WAIF, sb. and adj. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Chs. Also
written waifif Sc. ; and in forms wave Nhb.1

; weef Cum.1

[wef.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Waif-and-stray or -and-straif,
flotsam and jetsam ; strayed cattle of unknown owner-
ship ; homeless vagrants

; (2) -beast, obs., a stray animal
of unknown ownership

; (3) -child, obs., a waif ; a
foundling

; (4) -woman, a woman with no possessions or
connexions.

(1) Com.1 n.Yks.2 Articles, by chance, washed up on the beach
by the sea, as wreck materials ; here they are the property of the
manor owner. (2) Sc. Skene Difficill Wds. (1681) 142. (3) Nhb. 1

Mantayning a wave child in Dilston, il. 8rf., Radclyffe Household
Bks. (1681-2). (4) Sc. Wi' her I will get gowd and gear, Wi' thee
I sail get nane; Ye came to me as a waif woman, I'll leave thee
as the same, Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) in Mackay.
2. A stray animal ; see below.
Ayr. Wha will tent the waifs and crocks, About the dykes?

Burns Two Herds (1785) st. 1. w.Yks. 1 Strayed cattle, &c.
claimed by the Lord of the Manor, who, after a limited time, due
notice being given, sells them for his own benefit. Animals are
not called waifs till they are absolutely in possession of the Lord.
Before this they are denominated strays.

Hence Waift, ppl. adj., see below.

w.Yks. After this solitary pinfowd confinement hez expired, he

(the animal)'s waift—that is, heze turned aght into sumadys cloise

we a white feather teed to hiz tail, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla

Ann. (1853) 50.

3. Obs. Goods dropped by a thief; goods and chattels

lost which have become the property of the lord of the

manor because not claimed within a year and a day. s
Chs.13 4. adj. Solitary ; esp. used of a person in a

strange place. Sc. (Jam.) 5. Obs. Paltry, weak,

inferior ; worn-out.
Lth. It will be but a waiff kind of happiness—very different

from her two sisters, who want for nothing, and both keep their

carriages, Ferrier Inheritance (1824) III. 164 (Jam.). Edb. Waes
me, auld clootie ! for your waif defence, Learmont Poems (1791)

218. Dmf. (Jam.)

WAIF, see Waff, v.
1

WAIFINGER, sb. Obs. N.Cy.1 ne.Lan.1 A waif; a

stray. Cf. waffinger, s.v. W_aff, adj. 2 3 (1).

WAIG, sb. nw.Der. 1 [weg.] A strong spar or piece

of wood used as a lever in moving heavy stones, &c.

[Norw. dial, vaag, a lever, pole for lifting weights
(Aasen).]

WAIGHT, see Weight, sb.
2

WAIK, adj. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also written waek Sh.I. ; wake Sc. Ir. Dur.1 w.Dur.1

Cum. Wm. n.Yks.14 ne.Yks. 1 e.Yks. 1 w.Yks.125 s.Lan.1

I.Ma. Chs. 1 n.Lin. 1 Brks.1 Nrf. w.Som. 1
; wayk e.Yks.1

s Lan.1
; wayke Dev.3

; and in forms waak n.Yks.4 ; wek
Shr.12 ; weyke Abd. ; wyke n.Sc. [wek, weak.] Weak.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Du por, waek, empty fol 'at du is, Burgess
Sh. Flk. (1902) 94. n.Sc. He wiz unca wyke i' the prehyer,

Gregor Olden Time, 67. Frf. Did'na I in a waik moment tak

doon Meggie's aucht-day clock? Mackenzie Northern Pine (1897)
148. Dwn. Too wake tae knit, or spin, or sew, Savage-Armstrong
Ballads (1901) 18. Don. Neil Og thried to rise himself up in his

bed . . . but he was too waik, Pearsons Mag. (May 1900) 480.
Nhb. The waik gan a'ways te the wall, Wilson Pitman's Pay
(1843) 48. Dur. 1

, w.Dur.1 Cum. Ah gev them ther glasses varra
wake, Farrall Betty Wilson (1886; 47. Wm. (B.K.), n.Yks.14

,

ne.Yks. 1
, e.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.12 Lan. Th' heart were a wake spot,

Clegg Sketches (1895) 196. ne.Lan.1
, s.Lan.1 I.Ma. The men

would come, but very" wake, And a kind of silly, Brown Doctor
(1887)80. Chs. 1 n.Lin. 1 Th' poor bairn's nobbut wake yit. Lei.1

,

Nhp. 1
, Shr.1 Nrf. She's so wake, she 'ont take much, Mann Dul-

ditch (1902) 79. w.Som. 1 I 'sure 'ee I be so wake's water. Dev. 3

Cor. He's waik as waik can be, Daniel Mary Anne's Christening, 3.

Hence (1) Waikly, adj. weakly
; (2) Waikness, sb.

weakness
; (3) Wake-handed, ppl. adj. short-handed

; (4)
wake in the heead, phr. of a knife-blade : insecure, wobbly

;

(5) Wake-leggit, ppl. adj. weak-legged
; (6) Wakeling,

sb. a weak child
; (7) Waukling, adj. weak.

(1) Per. Whar did yon wakely body come frae ? Ian Maclaren
Brier Bush (1895) 201. Fif. Setoun Skipper of Barncraig (1901)
24. n.Cy. (J.W.), Dur.1 Cum. That's a varra wakely teaal o'
theh, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 9. ne.Yks.1 Sha's nobbut a
varry waakely soort ov a body. e.Yks.1 , w.Yks.1 Lan. Wakely
chaps mun suffer, Clegg David's Loom (1894) iii. ne.Lan. 1

s.Lan.1 Nhp.1 A poor little waikly child. Shr.1 'E wuz al'ays
wekly from a child; Shr.2, Hnt. (T.P.F.), w.Cy. (J.W.), Cor.3

(2) Sh.I. His waekness fir bash hats an' crimp biits wis terrible
Ollaspn Mareel (1901) 25. Abd. Ye ken we've a' oor weyknesses
Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xvii. Ir. Woman's my wakeness,
Lever H. Lorrequer (1839) *1. n-Cy. (J.W.) w.Yks. Wakeness
sooin'll put a burr ontul her nagglin' tongue, Binns Yksman. Xmas
No. (i888j 23. (3) n.Yks. They were wake-handed for harvest
(I.W.). (4) w.Yks. Mi knife blade's wake i' t'heead (iE.B.). (5)
Rnf. Nae glaur hae ye ha'en, Like the claes o' the wakeleggit sot,
Thomson Leddy Mary (1883). (6) Brks. 1 (7) Lin. (Hall.)
[How may this wayke womman han this strengthe

Hir to defende agayn this renegat ? Chaucer C. T. b. 932.
ON. veikr, weak.]

WAIKEN, v. ne.Lan. 1 To weaken. See Waik.
WAIL,WAIL-A-WINS, seeWale, si

-

1
, v.

2,Well-a-wins.
WAILOW, see Wallow, v.

2

WAILY, adj. Obs. Yks. Lan. Also in form waaly
w.Yks.1 ne.Lan.1 Oppressed with woe.
w.Yks.1 I'se flaid, an a mack a waily i' times mysel. ne.Lan.1



WAIME [361] WAIRSH
WAIME, sb. Suf. [Not known to our correspondents.]

A flaw ; a tear. (Hall.)
WAIN, sb. and v. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Eng. and

Amer. Also in forms waan n.Yks. ; wan Suf.1 Ken. 1
;

wean Sus.12 Hmp. 1

; wine Nhb.1 [wen, mean.] 1. sb.

A wagon, esp. a long, narrow, two-wheeled wagon ; an
ox-cart without sides.

Sc. She was awa again in the wain wi' Vich Ian Vohr's walise,
Scott Waverley (1814) xliv. N.Cy.1 Nhb., Dur. A cart used for

conveying coals to the staiths previous to the introduction of rail-

ways, Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). n.Yks.1 The veritable

wain, now never seen, was a narrow, long-bodied vehicle, with
two wheels only, and these at the hinder end. The front or fore-

most end trailed along the ground ; n.Yks.234 e.Yks. A large

ox-cart with an open body and furnished with shelvings, Mar-
shall Rur. Econ. (1788). m.Yks. 1

, Der.1 n.Lin. 1 Used very
rarely. Hrf. Duncumb Hist. Hrf. (1804-12). Glo. Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1789) ; Glo.1

, Suf.1 , Ken. 1 Cor. Morton Cyclo. Agric.

(1863). [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 334.]

Hence (1) Wainage, sb., obs., the drawing of wagons
;

(2) Wainer, sb. a wagoner.
(1) n.Yks. Draught-horses set apart for wainage, Atkinson

Whitby (1894) 273. (2) n.Yks.2

2. Comb. (1) Wain-and-horses, the constellation of the
Great Bear, Ursa major

; (2) -flakes, the movable side-

boards of a wagon, used to increase its carrying capacity
;

(3) -gate, (a) a wagon-gate ; (b) the tail-board of a wagon
;

(4) -gear, the fittings of a wagon
; (5) -house, a wagon- or

cart-house
; (6) -man, (a) a wagoner

;
(b) obs., a collector

of tolls on wains
; (7) -money, obs., tolls collected from

wains
; (8) -rope, the rope used for lashing down corn,

hay, &c, on a wagon ; (9) -stang, the pole projecting in

front of a wagon used for carrying stone blocks, on each
side of which the horses or oxen are yoked

;
(10) -thofts,

obs., the seats in a wagon
; (11) -trees, the axle-beams

supporting the wagon
; (12) -tyre, obs., metal for wagon-

wheels.
(1) Shr.i (2) n.Yks.2 (3,0) Sus.12 (6) Hmp. Wise New

Forest (1883) 288; Hmp.1 (4) n.Yks.2 (5) n.Yks. 124 e.Yks.

Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). w.Yks.1 Wor. Jarge, thur be thot

bit o' fother thur anearst the wain-us, Outis Vig. Mom. Shr.1

Tell the waggoner to put the drill inside the wain-'us, nod to get

wet. Hrf. After supper, the company all attend the bailiff . . .

to the wain-house, Brand Pop. Antiq. I. 30, ed. 1848. Rdn.

Morgan Wds. (1881). Glo.1
, Sus.12 , Hmp.1

(6, a) n.Yks.2 (A)

Nhb. 1 (7) 1626. Ite Recaved of the hie ward ffor wane money,
16s., Gateshead Church Bks., ib. (8) Nhb. The moon at her full

slowly rising behind the Long Crag was transformed in their eyes

to a huge red cheese, and imagining they could haul it down set

off to the hill with ' wine ropes ' to do so, Dixon Whittingham
Vale (1895) 150 ; Nhb.1

, Dur. 1
, n.Yks.2 (9, 10, 11, 12) n.Yks.2

3. v. Obs. To remove.
Slk. But so swift they wained her through the light, Hogg

Poems (ed. 1865) 34.

[1. OE. wcegn, ween, a carriage, cart (Sweet).]

WAIN, WAIN-COCK, see Wean, sb., Weyn, Wind-
cock.

WAINDER, int. Not. [we-nda(r).] An expression
of bewilderment, esp. used when the speaker cannot find

something that he wants. (L.C.M.)

WAINGLE, see Wingle.
WAINISHT, ppl. adj. Sc. Also in form wynish'd.

[we'nift.] Pinched, thin; a dial, form and use of 'vanished.'
Abd. The wynish'd spindle-shankit loons, Milne Sngs. (1871)

59 ; He's luikin rael wainish't like aboot the queets, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) xxxv.

WAINSCOT, sb. Sc. Also in form wanscot. Oak
;

also used attrib.

Sc. Scoticisms (1787) 102. Edb. A green pulpit cloath with silk

fringes, six wanscot stools for the Collections, Lorimer West Kivke

(1885) 64.

WAINT, adj. s.Lan.1 [went] Clever ; stout. The
same word as Queint (q.v.).

WAIP, WAIR, see Wap, v.
2
, Voar, Ware, sb.

12

WAIRAWONS, int. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) Well-a-day

!

WAIRCH, WAIRD, see Wairsh, Ward, sb), v.
2

, Weird.
WAIRIBREE, see Warrabee.

VOL. VI.

WAIRIN, sb. Sc. [weTin.] The strip of wood which
forms the top of the gunwale of a boat. S. & Ork. 1

, Cai.
1

WAIRSH, adj. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan,
Lei. Nhp. War. Oxf. Dev. Also in forms waarsche Sc.

;

waarsh N.I.1
; wairch Nhb.1 Dur. Cum. ; wairesh Nhb. 1

;

warchie S. & Ork. 1
; warish w.Yks.1 ne.Lan.1

; warsche
Sc. (Jam.) ; warsh Sc. (Jam.) e.Dur.1 w.Dur.1

; wearch
N.Cy. 1

; wearish Lei. 1 Dev.; wearsh Nhb. 1
; weerish

Dev. ; werch N.Cy.1 Dur. ; werrish Lei.1 Nhp. 1 War.8
;

wersh Sc. (Jam.) Ir. N.Cy.1
; ? worgish Oxf. ; worsh N.I.1

[werf, weaf ; we'rij, we'rif.] 1. Not sufficiently salted

;

tasteless, insipid ; also usedy?^.
Sc. 'What for do ye r.o sup your kail? '

' I dinna like them
;

they're unco wersh
;

gie me a wee pickle saut' (Jam.); A kiss

and a drink of water is but a wersh disjune, Ramsay Prov.

(1737) ; The Worcester man was but wersh parritch, neither gude
to fry, boil, nor sup cauld, Scott Old Mortality (1816) ix.

S. & Ork.1
, Cai. 1 Abd. Min' ye pit saut eneuch i' them the day,

Grizzie. They war unco wersh thestreen, Macdonald Warlock

(1882) x. s.Sc. Cunningham Broomiebum (1894) xi. Ayr. Man,
John, want's a wersh meal, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 226.

Edb. He callis it not simplie and bairlie with ane wairsche word,
Rollock Works (1599) I. 398, ed. 1844-9. Bwk. A mixture

fushionless an' wairsh, Calder Poems (1897) 211. Dmf. The
cauld warsh tide o' time maun scurry between Oor separate lives,

Thom Jocko' the Knowe (1878) 18. N.I.1 Ant. Ballymena Obs.

(1892). N.Cy. 1 Nhb. Life wad be varry wairch without 'em,

Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 43 ; Nhb. 1 Dur. Gibson Up-
Weardale Gl. (1870). w.Dur.1 Cum. Ther cheese was teugh as

kezzlup skin, An' wuntry wairch it teastit, Gilpin Sngs. (1866)

279 ; Cum.4 , w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan, 1

, Lei.1 , Nhp.1
, War.3

, Oxf. (K.)

Dev. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.)

Hence (1) Wairsh-bread, sb. bread not sufficiently

salted
; (2) -crop, sb., obs., the last crop sown before the

land was allowed to lie fallow ; the third crop from the
' outfield

' ; (3) Wairshless, adj. insipid
; (4) Wairsh-

like, (5) Wairsh-looking, adj. insipid, sickly-looking

;

' washed out
' ; (6) Wairshly, adv. in a sickly manner

; (7)

Wairshness, sb. a feeling of sickness, accompanied by
a desire to taste something strong-flavoured or salt

;

(8) Wairsh stomached, adj. squeamish.
(1) N.Cy. 1 (2) Sc. There are four breaks of the outfield in

tillage. The first out of ley. The second, what they call Awald,
where the produce will not exceed two bolls, or two bolls and a

half, an acre. The third, or warsh-crop, where the return may
be much as on the second, Maxwell Sel. Trans. (1743) 214

(Jam.). ne.Sc. Then came the second bar-reet crap, and last of all

the waarshe crap, Gregor Flk-Loie (1881) 179. (3) Ayr - Man's

lot would be h wershless thing, If 'twerna for the wooin' o't,

White Jottings (1879) 256. (4) Sc. Come mornin', hoo wersh-

like her plicht, Allan Lilts (1874) 317. Abd. I thocht she was
lookin' warsh like, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xli. Nhb.1

He's varry wairsh like. (5) Lnk. Her laddie . . . ashilpit, wersh-

lookin', sma', shankit creatur', Fraser Whaups (1895) i. Dmf.

A youngwersh-looking person with her, Jane Carlyle (July 31,

1843). (6) Gall. One or two of the presbytery smiled rather

wershly, Crockett Banner of Blue (1902) xiii. (7) N.I. 1 (8) Sc.

(Jam.) Bch. It was enough to gi' a warsh-stamack'd body a

scunner, Forbes Jm. (1742) 14.

2. Squeamish ; feeling a desire for dainty food ; having

a griping in the bowels.
Sc. Our cheeks are bleer't; our hearts are wersh and raw,

Tarras Po?)«5 (1804) 8 (Jam.). n.Sc. (Jam.), N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 'A
wairsh tyest i' the mooth '— a sickly taste experienced by an

invalid. Dur. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870).

3. Weak, delicate, wanting in stamina; faint, as from

want of food ; sickly-looking.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Peer, warsh, blinterin' thing, Alexander Ain

Flk. (1882) 157. Rxb. I mountit m3' poetic filly, But troth, the

beastie was but silly, An' unco warsh, A. Scott Poems (1808)

164. s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890*!. Nhb. Wiv huz i' the North,

when aw'm wairsh i' my way, Midford Sngs. (1818) 69; Nhb. 1
,

e.Dur. 1
, Cum.4 , Lei. 1 Nhp.1 She's very werrish at present. She

has a poor, werrish constitution. War.3

4. Raw.
Gall. The yellow mist . . . had a wersh (raw), unkindly feel

about it, Crockett Raiders (1894). Der.2 , nw.Der.1

[1. Werysshe as meate is that is nat well tastye, mal
sauoure, Palsgr. (1530).]

3 a



WAIRTY [362] WAKE

WAIRTY, WAIRY, WAIS, see Warday, Weary, adj.,

Wase, sb.

WAIST, 5*. Sc. Nrf. [west] 1. In comp. Waist-
leather, a leather belt.

Gall. Casting an eager eye at the fine waist-leather which Jean
Gordon had sent me, Crockett Standard Bearer (\&a&).

2. The side of a vessel. Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf.

(1893) 99.

WAISTCOAT, sb. Yks. Ken. Dev. 1. In comp.
Waistcoat-piece, a breast of mutton. w.Yks. 2 2. An
under-coat worn by either sex ; a woman's short jacket
reaching just below the waist.

Ken. 1 Item more paid (for Thomasine Millians) to George
Hutchenson for iiij. yeardes of clothe to make her a petticote and
a waste cote, at ij

s
. vj

d
. the yarde . . . xa

, Sandwich Bk. of Orphans.

n.Dev. Thy waistcoat oil horry, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 155; This

was not always a man's garment. The short jackets stiil worn
by peasant women, just reaching below the waist, are still [1879]
called waistcoats, ib. Gl.

WAISTER, see Waster, sb}
WAISTIWAY, adj. Yks. Written waastiwaa.

[westiwe.] Up to the waist in water, &c.
e.Yks. Jane: 'Ah was waastiwaa.' Mary: 'An' Ah was

waastiwaa an' all' (A.J M.).

WAISTREL, WAISTRIL, see Wastrel, s^.
1

WAIT, sb.
1 Cai. 1 Also written wate. [wet.] A

mill-race ; the watercourse from a mill.

[Cp. Norw. veit, a drain, ditch (Larsen).]

WAIT, v.
1 and sb.2 _Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Also

written waite Yks. [wet, weat.] 1. v. In phr. (1) to

wait for more, of snow : to linger on the ground
; (2)— one's time, of a woman : to expect her confinement.

(1) N.I.1 (s.v. Snow). (2) Fif. She was what her neighbours
called ' w'akly an' waitin' her time,' Setoun Skipper of Barncraig
(1901) 24.

2. To sit up with a person all night ; to watch by a corpse.
w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811). 3. With on : to serve
at table.

w.Yks. Is anybody waiting on at this table? (B.K.) s.Lan. 1

4. With on : to wait for. ne.Lan. 1 See On, prep. II. 10.
5. With on : to be dying or expecting to die ; to expect

a person to die ; to watch by a dying person.
s.Sc. I did hear tell that his faither was waitin on, but I hope

he's no that far gane yet, Wilson Tales (1836) II. 377; Kcb.
Jean M°Dill . . . had taen a stroke, an' they wur joost waitin' on
her, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 268. Wgt. He's just a waiting
on (A.W.). N.I. 1 He was waited on last night. He's just a
waitin' on. TJls. She's jest a waitin' on, an' she thinks hersel, 'at

she'll har'ly pit ower the turn o' the nicht, M cIlroy Craiglinnie

(1900) 137.

6. With of: to wait for. See Of, II. 11.

Nhb. He'd a herdin' ov his ain, while Tarn wes waitin' of one,
Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894) no.
7. sb. In phr. to lay one's wait, to lie in wait.
Gall. Taking counsel of no man, he laid his wait one day for

Bourtree, Crockett Stickit Min. (1893) 19.

WAIT, v.
2 Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) [wet.] To befall; to

happen, (s.v. Qwaite.)
WAIT, int. n.Cy. Nhb. Wm. Also in forms wat

N.Cy. 1 Wm.; weet, we-yet, wyet Nhb. 1 Surely! indeed!
? A dial, use of ' Wait,' v.

1

N.Cy. 1 Nhb. Ki' Geordy, We leve i' yen raw, weyet, I' yen
cot f we byeth gan belaw, weyet, N. Minstrel (1806-7) pt. iv. 76;
Nhb. 1

' Wait ye war, noo ? '—surely you were, now ? ' Wait
was't'—indeed it was, or truly it was. 'Wyet will he'—doubt-
less he will. 'Ye're no gaun there thi day, weet?' Wm. Wy
wat I hwope ya mend nicely. Wat yer middling gaily? Briggs
Remains (1825'! 181.

WAIT, WAIT(E, see Wite, Wit, Wat, v.
1

WAITER, sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Lan. Not. Cor.
[we-ts(r.] 1. In comb. (1) Waiteron, (a) a waiter; (b) a
banksman at a sinking-pit ; one who attends to the signals
and other work about the shaft-top in the absence of the
banksman ; (2) -wench, a female servant.

(1, a) w.Yks. They'd nawther be bite nor sup for t'waiters-on,
she wor sewer, Cudworth Dial. Sketches (1884) 20. e.Lan.1

(A) Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). (2) Kcd.
My waiter wench was turnin' auld, Kerr Reminiscences (1890) 96.

2. One who waits for another.
Not. Dick's waitin', miss. And 'e's a bad waiter, like most men,

Prior Forest F/k. (1901) 290.

3. Obs. A person to whom the charge of the gates of

Edinburgh was given.
Sc. (Jam.) ; The insurgents . . . rushing upon the waiters (as

the people were called who had charge of the gates), Scott
Midlothian (1818) vi.

4. A tea-tray. Cor. 1

2

WAITH, sb.
1 Obs. Sc. Cloth made into garments;

a woman's plaid ; a ' weed.'
Sc. ' Claith nor waith ' seems to have been a prov. expression

(Jam.). Abd. Bannocks and kebbocks knit up in a claith, She had
wiled by and rowed up in her waith, Ross Helenore (1768) 56, ed.

1812 ; The worth o't twice in claith or waith yese get. . . Your
claith and waith will never tell with me, ib. 87-8.

WAITH, sb?, v.
1 and adj. Obs. Sc. 1. sb. That

which is stray and unclaimed; flotsam and jetsam; a
wandering ; a straying.

Sc. Mackay. Or.I. Opressioun in wraik or waith, Edb. Antiq.

Mag. (1848) 8. Slk. Wraik, waith, wair, venison, Hogg Tales

(1838) 513, ed. 1866.

2. v. To wander. Sc. Mackay. 3. adj. Wandering,
roaming.

Sc. ' A waith horse,' i.e. a horse that wanders in pursuit of mares,
Ruddiman Gl. (Jam.) n.Sc. Ye'll take out yon wild waith steed And
bring him to the green, Buchan Ballads (1828) I. 125, ed. 1875.

WAITH, sb.3 n.Cy. Dur. Yks. [Not known to our
correspondents.] The spectral appearance of a person
just before or after death ; a ghost. N.Cy.1 Dur., Yks.
Grose (1790) Suppl. Cf. waff, v.

1 13.

WAITH, v.2 Obs. Wxf.1 Also written waithe, and
in forms weithe, wiethe, wythe. To look ; to seem,
appear. 78 ; Th' weithest all cwcagh, 84.

Hence Wietheen or Wytheen, sb. looks, countenance,
features ; also used attrib. ' A gaay wytheen midhe.'

WAITH, WAITHE, see Wath, Weath.
WAIVE, v. Sc. 1. Obs. To wield.
Ayr. To drive the cart or haud the plough, To waive the scythe

or sickle, Ballantine & Thom Poems (1789) 100.

2. With up : to raise up.
Sc. To waive up a window (Jam. Suppl.).

[2. To wayue vp the wiket that the womman shette,
P. Plowman (b.) v. 611.]

WAKE, v.
1 and sb. 1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.

and Amer. Also in forms waak Cai.1 ; walk Sc. (Jam.) ;

wauk Sg. (Jam.) ; weeak w.Dur.1 [wek, weak.]
I. v. Gram, forms. 1. Preterite : (1) Woe, (2) Wok,

(3) Wokt, (4) Wuk.
(1) WU.1 (s. v. Preterites). (2) Hmp. 1

(3) w.Som.1 The cheel
wokt us dree or vower times iu the night. (4) Brks. 1

2. Pp. : (1) Woke, (2) Woken, (3) Wokt.
(1) Der. Hannah's woke, Gilchrist Nicholas (1899) 166. Nrf.

The noise those guns made must have woke old Pikey, Cornh.
Mag. (Dec. 1902) 782. n.Dev. I wouldn't have her woke sudden
for worlds, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 249. Cor.3 (2) Cum. I
sleep, bit my heart's woken, Dickinson Sng. Sol. (1859) v. 2.

(3) w.Som. 1

n. Dial. uses. 1. v. To keep watch ; to watch ; to
be or keep awake.

Sc. (Jam.) ; I insist on your wauking when God's word is
preached to you, Ramsay Remin. (ed. 1872) 28. Sh.I. Clark
Gleams (1898) 77. Cai.1 Abd. Ir ye waukin, Cosmo, my bairn

»

Macdonald Warlock (1882) vii. Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. Ay waukin
O, Waukin still and weary. Burns Simmer's a pleasant time, St. 1'.

Slk. I'm to wake the ewes the night, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 363.'
w.Som.1 A traction engine was snowed up and a labourer was
left in charge. He said as to his duty, ' Was a foo-ust vor to
light up a vire and waky by un all night.'

Hence (1) Wauker, sb. a watchman, esp. one who
watches clothes during the night

; (2) to wauk the claise,
phr. to watch during the night clothes spread out on the
grass to dry or bleach; (3) to wauk the fold, phr. to keep
watch over the sheepfold

; (4) to wauk the kirkyard, phr.
to keep watch over the dead after interment, to prevent
the inroads of resurrection-men.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) (2) Sc. (ib.) Frf. Quhan lads and lasses wauk
the clais, Narby yon whinny hicht, Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 242.



WAKE [363] WAKE
(3) Sc. (Jam.) ; Shepherds keep awake all night to keep the lambs
of the fold apart from their dams when weaned (G.W.). Abd.
Twas there the Muse first tun'd his saul To lilt the Wauking o'

the Fauld, Shirrefs Poems (1790) 8 ; Ramsay Gentle Shep. (1725)
18, ed. 1783. (4) Sc. (Jam.)
2. To keep watch over a corpse ; to hold a funeral wake.
Sc. For naebody cared to wake Sir Robert Redgauntlet like

another corpse, Scott Redg. (1824) Lett. xi. Wgt. We hae
a' ready for wakein ye, an' it'll just be wastit if ye dinna come,
Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 113. Ir. The 'waking' was kept up
in all the barbarous style of old times ; eating and drinking in

profusion went on in the house, and the kitchen of the hall rang
with joviality, Lover Handy Andy (1842) xxxv ; The custom of
'waking' the dead, . . though by no means existing in its ancient
glory and vigour, still obtains in a modified and shorn form in

many country districts. . . Among the lower classes. ' wakes ' are
still very prevalent ; . . even little children are ' waked,' Spectator
(Nov. 30, 1889). m.Yks. 1 To carouse from night to morning in a

house containing a corpse—a custom lingering more especially

amongst the Catholic peasantry found in some of the villages and
market-towns. w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811). ne.Lan. 1

w.Som.1 Me and Mrs. Giles, we laid-n out so nice . . . and we be
gwain to wake-n gin the mornin'.

Hence (1) Waukan, sb. the night-watch kept over a
corpse ; (2) to wake the piper, phr., see below.

(1) ne.Sc. Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 209. (2) s.Ir. Waking the

piper was an ancient usage. When he got too drunk to play any
more, he was treated as a corpse— stretched out and candles

placed round him : while in this insensible state, they put the

drone of his pipe into his mouth, and blew the bellows till he was
bloated. This was called blowing up the piper with false music,

Barrington Sketches (1830) I. vi.

3. To sit up at night with a sick person.
w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (181 il; We waked wi' owd Jim

when he'd t'rewmatic fayver (iE.B.); w.Yks.23 Lan. They have
waked with him for several nights, N. & Q. (1865) 3rd S. vii. 84.

nw.Der.1

4. To attend a ' wake ' or fair.

Der. She . . . did all as was wanted to be done 'cause Avice was
away, waking somewheres, Ouida Puck (1870) vi.

Hence Waking-time, sb. the period or time of the
' wakes.' Lan.1 5. Of a fire : to keep it ' up.'

Cor. Keeping a good waking fire on the pie for an hour or

more, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 395, ed. 1896; (TCP.)
6. Comb. (1) Wake-at-noon, the Star of Bethlehem,
Ornithogalum umbellatum

; (2) Wake Robin, (a) the

cuckoo-pint, Arum maculatum ;
(b) the purple orchis,

Orchis maculata ; (c) the red campion, Lychnis diurna.
(i)I.W.(B.&H.), Wil. 1 (2, a) Sc. (Jam.) Rxb. Used as a charm

against witchcraft (ib.). n. & e.Yks. (B. & H.), Chs.1 ,
War.3

,

Wor. (E.S.1 Brks. Druce Flora (1897) 509. Sus. (B. & H.),

Dor. (G.E.D.1, Cor.1 (s.v. Lords and Ladies). (A) Chs. 13 (c)

w.Yks. Lees Flora (1888) 162.

7. sb. The watch held over the dead between death and
burial ; a feast held on the occasion of a death. Cf.

lyke-wake.
e.Lth. Waddell Old Kirk Chr. (1893) 67. Ir. The neighbours

of the deceased assemble, and spend the night in the room with

the corpse, chatting and telling stories: in the meanwhile, of

course, taking ' a blast av the pipe ' and a drop of ' the craythure '

to sustain them during their vigil. The conversation on such

occasions naturally turns to a large extent on the virtues of the

departed. . . Among the lower classes, 'wakes' are still very

prevalent ; beggars have their own 'wakes.'. . A 'wake' is quite

an expensive ceremony to a poor struggling workman ortradesman

;

but he feels he would lose caste without holding it, Spectator

(Nov. 30, 1889); 'There's a wake in the family,' an euphemistic

expression for death (M.B.-S.). Nhb. 1
, n.Yks.123 e.Yks. A

company of neighbours sitting up all night with the dead, Mar-
shall Rur. Econ. (1788). ne.Lan. 1

8. An annual festival and holiday ; a fair held at such a

time.
Lnk. Come, Molly and Dolly, let's away to the wake, There the

plowboys will treat us with beer, ale, and cake, Graham Writings

(1883) II. 85. n.Cy. The feast of the dedication of the parish

church, Grose (1790). Nhb. Once at a country wake was seen,

Allan Coll. Tyneside Sngs. (1891) 5. Nhb., Dur. Wakes, . .

fairs, vigils, all feasts, . . &c. . . . are anniversary feasts . . . still

kept in all their primitive glory and rude yet hearty hospitality,

Denham Tracts (ed. 1895) II. 3. w.Dur. 1
,
n.Yks.12 m.Yks. 1

Superstitious rites performed on the eves of St. Agnes and
St. Mark. w.Yks. A year cum next Heetown wake (C.A.F.).
Lan. The annual fairs held in Lan. towns and villages are called
Wakes. The towns are in a state of festivity approaching, in
some degree, the carnivals of continental towns. All workshops
and mills are closed

; and those working people whose means are
adequate for the purpose pay visits to seaports and places of
amusement, Sec. Those who remain in the towns and villages
frequent the fairs, theatres, &c. (S.W.) ; They were the
Waverlow church bells that were ringing, for it was 'wakes'
time, Brierley Waverlow (1863) 121, ed. 1884. ne.Lan.1

, s.Lan.1

Chs. Held twice a year and at different times in each township.
They always begin on Sunday, and last throughout the week,
N. if Q. (1878) 5th S. x. 49 ; Chs. 1 The wakes are generally held
on or about the Saint's day to whom the Church is dedicated;
though I know of no wakes which are held at any other season
than the autumn. . .The wakes are one of the grand events of the

year from which dates are often reckoned ; and it is customary
for friends from a distance to visit each other during ' Wakes
week.'. . I have very often heard people lamenting that the

Wakeses are beginning, as it is a sure indication that winter is

not far off. Bowdon Wakes are the earliest, I think, and they
have given rise to a proverbial saying— ' When Bowdon Wakes is

at Bowdon winter is at Newbridge Hollow.' Newbridge Hollow
is about a couple of miles from Bowdon. It is or was the custom
for farmhouse servants to be re-hired in Mobberley at the Wakes,
though they did not actually change their places till Christmas.

s.Chs.1 Mr. Holland is wrong in supposing that the Wakeses are

held only in the autumn ; I know of at least two that are held

much earlier in the year. . . At Wybunbury Wakes, held at the

beginning of March, fig-pies are eaten. At Bunbury Wakes rye-

grass and clover should be ready to cut. . . At Wrenbury Wakes
early apples are ripe. Stf. T/ie Chronicle (Feb. 22, 1901); Stf. 1

Der. Theer's things i' season an' things aat o' season, an' hymns
at Wakes time es among th' last, Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 123.

nw.Der. 1
, Not. (J.H.B.), Lin. 1

, Lei.1
, Nbp. 1

,
War.", s.War. 1

,

se.Wor.1
, Shr. 1 Hrf. Duncumb Hist. Hrf. (1804). Hnt. (T.P.F.)

Hmp. Encouraged Whilsun Ales or Wakes or Stage players,

Capes Rural Life (1901) 197. [Amer. A ' wake,' not for the dead
but for the living, was in full blast, Cent. Mag. (Sept. 1884) 653.]

Hence (1) to make (a) wakes of anything, phr. to make
an end of anything ; to demolish ; to make a disturbance

;

(2) Wake-beef, sb. apiece of beef eaten during the 'wakes';

(3) Wake-cake, sb. in phr. as short as Marchington wake-

cake, used of a woman's temper; (4) Wake-clubs, sb. pi.,

see below; (5) Wakesin(g, sb. a present brought from
a 'wakes' ; (6) Wake week, sb. the week during which
a ' wake' is held.

(1) Yks. Yks. Wkly. Post (July 24, 1897). m.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1

Eawr Sam'll mak' a wakes iv his baggin' is no' ready. Bith mass,

theaw's made a wakes o' that reawnd o' beeof. (2) Stf. To have

a noble piece of Wake-beef was a source of pride for which men
would save first and pinch afterward. . . A well-spiced prepared

round of Wake-beef was not to be despised, The Chronicle (Feb.

22, 1901). (3) Stf. 1
(4) e.Lan. Clubs at workshops and mills,

where weekly contribui ions are made to a fund, which is disbursed

at the annual holiday or wakes, chiefly for the purpose of a visit to

some watering place. Also known as going-off clubs (B.K.).

(5) s.Lan. 1
, s.Chs. 1 (6) Der. It was ' wake-week' at a little town

some twelve miles away, Ouida puck (1870) vi.

WAKE, sb. 2 and v.
2 Irel. Glo. e.An. w.Cy. Wil. [wek.]

1. sb. A piece of open water, in the midst of a frozen

lake, river, &c.
e.An. 1 Nrf. I passed a 'wake'—or open space in the ice

—

where the swans were swimming like sentries on duty, Emerson
Birds, &c. (ed. 1895) 379.

2. A line or roll of raked-up hay.
Glo.1

, w.Cy. (Hall.) Wil. 1 Broader than a hatch or wallow.

3. Fig. Obs. A consequence.
Wxf. '

' Constitutional agitation ' ye wakes o' hopes ee-blighte, 116.

4. v. To rake hay into 'wakes.'

Wil. Hay is waked when raked together in rows, Davis Agric.

(1813); Wil.1

[1. Swed. vak, a hole in the ice (Widegren).]

WAKE, sb? and v? n.Cy. Yks. Lan. [wek.] . 1. sb.

The wick of a candle; a candle; a dial, form of 'wick.'

n.Cy. N. &° Q. (1865) 3rd S. vii. 114. s.Lan. 1
2. v. To

work by artificial light, esp. by candle-light.

w.Yks. (N.T.), w.Yks.3, s.Lan.1

3 A 2
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WAKERIFE

Hence Waking-time, sb. the time of year when artificial

light is used during work-hours. n.Cy. N. &Q.ib. s.Lan. 1

WAKE,i;.4 Obs. Sc. To wander. Sibbald Gl. (1802)

(Jam.).

WAKE, see Waik, Walk, v.
2

, Wick, sb. a

WAKEFIELD, sb. Yks. Short for ' Wakefield jail.'

w.Yks. Sent to Wakefield, Burnley Sketches (1875') 358 ; Common
(J.W.) ; Repaying th' compliment bi gerring him into Wakefield
fer fourteen days' hard labour, Bickerdike Beacon Aim. (1875) Pref.

WAKEMAN, sb. Obs. m.Yks.1 Formerly the title

of a chief magistrate, as at Ripon.
WAKEN, ppl. adj. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs.

Der. Not. Lin. Also in forms waaken ne.Lan. 1
; wacken

n.Cy. Yks. Lan. nw.Der.1 Not.3 Lin. 1 sw.Lin. 1
; wakken

Wm. n.Yks.24 ne.Yks. 1 e.Yks. 1 m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.23 e.Lan.1

s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1 nw.Der. 1 Not.3 n.Lin. 1
; wiuken Sc. Ir.

[weksn ; wa'kan, wokan.] 1. Awake ; disinclined for

sleep.
Cai. If they had only been wauken a' the time ! Horne Country-

side (1896) 198. Frf. I'm no sure if I was wauken or sleepin',

Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 61. Edb. Ye've wauken been this

mony a day, M cLaren Chimla-lug (1881) 84. Dwn. Davy wuz
lyin' wauken, Lyttle Ballycuddy (1892) 68. n.Cy. (J.W.) Wm.
Aye, by dayleet, wide wakken, Spec. Dial. (1877) pt. i.41. m.Yks. 1

w.Yks. Th' childer went hopping back to bed, to lig wakken an'

indulge in arehearsal, Bickerdike Beacon Ann. (1872)9 ; w.Yks. 23

Lan. We fund him asleep, but he were soon wakken enough
whan aw started talkin', Clegg David's Loom (1894) 220. ne.Lan. 1

s.Chs. 1 Bin')u yu wai'kn yet, laad'z? n.Lin. I couldn't seem to

keep mysen noahow wakken, Peacock Tales (1890) 2nd S. 105.

Hence Wakensome, adj. easily roused from sleep

;

sleepless.
n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks. 2 A genning wakkensome bairn. ne.Yks. 1

e.Yks. 1 Ah pass'd a varry wakkensome neet. m.Yks.1 Lin.
Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 729; Lin. 1

2. Alert, brisk, lively ; sharp; intelligent, quick-witted.
n.Cy. (Hall.), ne.Yks.1 e.Yks. 1 He's a wakken chap; he

ltnaws a thing or two. w.Yks.2 He's a wakken young dog;
w.Yks. 3 Lan. We'st ha' to look as wakken as a cat on a wot
backstone, Brierley Marlocks (1867) vii. e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 It's

no use tryin' t' do him, he's to' wakken. Chs. 1 ' He's a wakken
un ' is said of a very cute lad. It also rather implies that the lad
lias a spice of harmless mischief in him. nw.Der. 1 Not.3 'E's

a wacken little nipper. Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1 As wakken as a witterick.
ne.Lin. (E.S.), se.Lin. (J.T.B.) sw.Lin. 1 She's a wacken little lass.

Hence (1) Wackener, sb. a sharp, quick-witted person
;

(2) Wackenish,(3) Wackensome, adj. lively, quick-witted,
shrewd, ' wide-awake.'

(1) w.Yks. He wor a wackener I can tellyo, Back at Mooin Olm.
(1878) 10. (2) Lin. Although he seemed a wak'nish blade, Brown
Lit. Lanr. (1890) 50 ; Lin. 1

, n-Lin. 1 se.Lin. He's a wakkenish
sort of a boy (J.T.B. ). (3) ne.Yks.1 e.Yks. 1 Jack's a wakkensome
chap, MS. add. (T. H.) n.Lin. He 's oher wakensum to suit me,
them as is as sharp as him cums to noa good (M.P.).

3. Wanton. n.Cy. (Hall.)
[1. Ore he be wakyn, I schall the tell soche a tokyn,

Tor. Portyngale (c. 1435) 280.]

WAKEN, v. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Cum. Wm.Yks. Lan. Chs.
Der. Not. Lin. Also in forms waaken n.Lan. 1

; wackan
Yks. ; wacken w.Yks.* ne.Lan.1 sw.Lin. 1

; wakin n.Cy.

;

wakkan Wm. ; wakken Wm. n.Yks.24 ne.Yks. 1 e.Yks. 1

m.Yks. 1 e.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Chs. Der. Not. ; walken Sc. (Jam.)
;

wauken Sc. (Jam.) Ir. ; waukin n.Cy. ; wecken ne.Lan. 1

;

wekken Not.; woken Cum.Wm. ; wokken Yks. [we'ken

;

wa-ksn, wo'ksn.] 1. To awake from sleep ; to cease
sleeping.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Fif. I had waukened up to find mysel at hame,
Pryde Queer Flk. (1897) 83. Ayr. Sweetly blythe his waukening
be, Burns Jockey's ta'en the parting kiss, st. 3. Rxb. A bonny
fricht they got when they waukened and saw where they were,
Dibdin Border Life (1897) 60. Uls. Whun a' wauken't, the tears
were coursin' doon my cheeks, M cIlroy Craiglinnie (1900) 37.
n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.) Wm. Nivver wakkand while we
gat varra naar ta Lunnan, Clarke Jonny Shippard's Jurna, in
Spec. Dialled. 1877) pt. i. n; (B.K.) n.Yks." ne.Yks.1 Lad, thoo's
asleep, wakken up. e.Yks. Wakken up, thoo greeat sleepy heead !

Nicholson Flk. Sp. ( 1889) 87. m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. (S.P.U.), w.Yks.3

Lan. Jack, wakken! DonaldsonLamm to Sing{ 1886) 8. s.Lan.1

Der. I'd just wakkened an' turned raand i' bed, Gilchrist Peakland

(1897) 100. sw.Lin.1 Wacken in the same mind as you go to

bed on.

2. With on : to become animated, earnest, or excited ;

to become violent in language.
Sc. He wauken't on his sermon. Oh ! how she wauken t on

him (Jam.).

Hence (1) a cauld waukening, phr., usedfig. of a very bad

farm
;

(2) Waukening, sb. a violent scolding.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) (2) My certie, that is a waukenin ! {ib.)

3. To awaken ; to rouse from sleep.

Sc. (Jam.) Per. Haliburton Dunbar (1895) 60. Dmb. I can

gang by a keeper's hoose at deid o' nicht wi'oot as muckle as

waukenin' a sleepin' dog, Strang Lass ofLennox (1899) 26. Twd.
They waukened me every six hoor, and put a spoonfu' o' brandy

doon my throat, Buchan Weather (1890) 189. Gall. The birdies,

wauken'd frae their sleep, Across my path went flyin', Scott
Gleanings (1881) 8r. n.Ir. It's nae joke tae be waukened up in

the middle o' the nicht, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 64. n.Cy.

Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.) Cum. Aa forbid ye, . . 'at ye disturb

nut, ner woken my leuvv, Dickinson Sng. Sol. (1859) ii. 7. Wm.
Suppose . . . that this varra neet the trumpet shoud wakken ye ?

Hutton Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 233. n.Yks.4 ne.Yks. 1 Ho'd
thi noise or else thoo'U wakken t'bairn. e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.)

m.Yks.1
, w.Yks.34 , nXan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 s.Not. The noise

wakkened 'im up (J.P.K.).

Hence (1) Wakken-beggar, sb. a jocular name for snuff;

(2) Wakkener, sb. (a) one who awakens another
; (6) a

stunning blow ; also used Jig. ; (3) Wakkener-up, sb., see
(2, a).

(1) e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1 (2, a) Lan. They're wur no mistak abeawt

sum flees uz they showed uz. Awd no noshun thir wur soa
monny diffrent sorts o' wakkeners, Ferguson Preston Eggsibishun
(1865) ix. (6) w.Yks. Ah copped him a wokkener fair i' t'earhoile.

It wor a wakkener for him when he heeard 'at t'owd chap hed
deed an' nivver left him a meg, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 14, 1899),

(3) w.Yks., Lan. (J.W.) Chs. Awm th' wakkener-up, OwdPeter, ix.

4. Fig. To stir up ; to cause to effervesce.
n.Yks.2 ' It wants wakkening up a bit,' said of stale porter.

5. To hoe wheat with a horse-hoe. n.Yks. (R.H.H.)
6. Phr. to try to wakken a dead horse, said of one who is

working in vain, or receiving no pay. e.Yks. Nicholson
Flk. Sp. (1889) 5. 7. A law term : to revive an action
which for some time has been dormant.

Sc. (Jam.) ; She dee'd of a process o' Wakenin'.OuTRAM Lyrics

(1887) in; When a suit in Court remains for a year without
procedure taking place, it is technically said to fall asleep. It may
be resuscitated by raising a summons or suit of ' wakening,' ib.

note. Slg. To revive the process before the Session while he was
absent at his mother's burial. The process was wakened in his
absence, Bruce Sermons (1631) 81, ed. 1843.

8. To watch over.
Elg. On summer nichts, wauken the claes Wi' maidens fair,

Tester Poems (1865) 156.

WAKERELL-BELL,s6. Obs. Ken. 1 A bell for calling;
people in the morning.

Still rung at Sandwich at five a.m. ' Item for a rope for the
wakerrel . . . iij

d
, Churchwardens' Accounts, St. Dunstan's, Canter-

bury, a.d. 1485.

WAKERIFE, adj. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Also in
forms wakrife Sc. (Jam.) Yks. ; walkrife Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. 1

;

waukerife N.I. 1

; waukreyfe Cum. ; waukrife Sc. (Jam.)
Nhb.

; wokerife Cum.4 [wekraif; w§kraif.] Wakeful,
sleepless, easily wakened ; alert, vigilant. See Wake, v.1

,and Rife, adj.
Sc. (Jam.)

;
Fleas and a girning wife are wakerife bedfellows,

Ramsay Prov. (1737). Abd. Eh, ye waukrife mannie : are na ye
sleepin' yet? Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 184. Per. With a half-
muttered curse to some wake-rife cushat, Haliburton Furth in
Field (1894) 80. s.Sc. Wide and wakerife ware his een, T. Scott
Poems (1793) 358. Ayr. Gart me weet my waukrife winkers,
Burns Ep. to Maj. Logan (Oct. 30, 1786) st. 10. Edb. Ballantine
Gaberlunzte (ed. 1875) Gl. Kcb. In my infant years I lay In
waukrife moments tossin', Armstrong Ingleside (1890) 134. N.I.1
Nhb. He'll ba' the waukrife, fashious weans, Strang Earth Fiend
(1892) pt. iii. st. 11 ; Nhb. 1

, Cum.4 n.Yks. Ah was as wakrife as
a backbearaway i' t'glooaming, Atkinson Moorl. Parish (1801)
137 ; n.Yks. 2 \ v >
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Hence (1) Wakerifelie, adv. wakefully

; (2) Wakerife-
ness, sb. the state of wakefulness ; sleeplessness.

(i)Sc.(Jam.) (a)Sc.(ii.) Ayr. During thisperiodofwakerifeness
hehad longed for action ofsome sort, Johnston Kilmallie (1891)11. 19.

[And to the walkryf dragon meit gaif sche, Douglas
Eneados (1513) ed. 1874, II. 205.]

WAKKEN,WAKKY, seeWaken, ppl. adj.,Wh&cky,sb.
WAKLE, v. Wm. [we'kl.] To deceive with smooth,

flattering talk.

She's waklan him up wi some sooart o' rubbish (B.K.).

WALAQUYTE, see Wyliecoat.
WALAWAY, int. and sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. n.Cy.

Nhb. Cum. Yks. Also written wallawae S. & Ork.1
;

wallaway, wally-wae Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms wala-wa
N.Cy. 1

; wala-ways Sc. ; wallowa Or.I. ; well-a-wa Sc.

;

well-away N.Cy.2 Nhb. 1. int. An exclamation of
sorrow. Cf. waly, int.

Sc. (Jam.) ; There's not a farmer but shall sing well-a-wa over
a burnt barnyard and an empty byre, Scott Rob Roy (1817) xxxii

;

Alake, Alake ! I dow to do ! Walaways ! I dow to do, Ramsay
Tea-Table Misc. (1724) 1. 130, ed. 1871. s.Sc. Now we're frae ane
anither, O wala-ways, T. Scott Poems (1793) 315. N.Cy.12

,

Nhb. (K.), Cum. (M.P.) w.Yks. Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne
(1900) 37.

Hence Wally-waeing, sb. a lamentation.
Ayr. She made a dreadful wally waeing, Galt Provost (1822) ix.

2. sb. A lamentation.
Ayr. In her wally-wae about her father's cow and Auld Robin

Gray, Galt Entail (1822) II. 160 (Jam.).

3. Obs. An object of contempt or pity.

Lnk. Thou art now Galloway, but thou wilt become a Wallaway,
and I fear other Shires in the South and West of Scotland be

little better, Walker Biog. Presby. (ed. 1827) II. 34.

4. A nameforthe devil. S. & Ork. 1
, Or.I. (S.A.S.)

[OE. wa la wa, alas ! (Hall).]

WALCH, see Wallowish.
WALCHING, sb. Der. 2 nw.Der.1 Also written

walshing Der.2 [waljin.] Tarred string.

WALD, see Wield, Wold, World.
WALDER, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form waddler.

See below.
Wishers and walders are poor housholders, Kelly Prov. (1721)

358 ; Wishers and waddlers were never good house hauders,

Ramsay Prov. (1737)-

WALDINGHEAT, sb. Cld. (Jam.) Phr. to be in a
walding-heat, to be in the right frame of mind to accomplish

anything ; lit. ' welding-heat.'
He's in a braw waldin heat for courting.

WALDRITCH, see Eldritch.

WALE, sb. 1 and v.
1 Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Der.

Lin. e.An. Ken. Dor. Som. and Amer. Also written wail

m.Yks.1
; whaile Sc. (Jam.) ; whale Sc. N.I.1 n.Cy. Cum. 1

n.Yks.23 w.Yks. 1 s Som. Amer. ; and in forms weal
m.Yks.1

; weale Dor. Som. ; weeal n.Yks.4 ;
wheal N.Cy.1

Lin. w.Som. 1
; wheel Som. ; wiale Dor.1 [wel, weal,

wial.] 1. sb. A long ridge of fresh-cut hay. Cf.

wally, sb.
1

Dor. In parrock there the hay did lie In weale below the elems,

dry, Barnes Poems (ed. 1879) 63 ; Dor. 1 124. Som. The great

yellow wagon slowly proceeded between the weales, as they

used to call the long ridges of fresh-made hay, Raymond Love and

Quiet Life (1894) 20
;
(E.H.G.)

2. The edge or verge of a mountain. Heb. Hogg Poems
(ed. 1865) 55 note. 3. The forefront of a horse-collar.

e.An.1 4. A tumour ; a large swelling. Ken. (Hall.),

Ken.1 5. pi. A severe beating. m.Yks.1
6. v. To

make a pointed ridge on a spade or any piece of iron ;
to

make a bright margin round the edge. s.Yks. (W.S.)

7. To mark with a blow from a whip or cane ; to thrash,

w.Sc. (Jam.) Gall. His first instinct was to ' whale ' the boy

nw.Der.1 Lin. I whealed him, Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 730.

Nrf. (A.G.F.) w.Som. 1 Zee waeur aay doa-n wae-ul dhee

!

shuur? [Amer. Cent. Mag. (Mar. 1885) 681.]

Hence (1) Waler, sb. anything very large of its kind ; a
' whopper '

; (2) Waling, ppl. adj. very large, ' whopping.'
(1) m.Yks.1

(2) m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. In cums a bobby Throo a
lobby. Carryin' a gert walin tin, Nidderdill Olm. (Nov. 1871).

8. To hurry away ; to be quick over anything ;
gen. with

away or on.
n.Yks. ' Wale away,' be quick in work. Said when leading

corn or hay once (I. W.). m.Yks.' Didn't us wail away ! w.Yks.
Seea [so] ah waled on as fast as 1 cud, Blackah Poems (1867) 27.

9. To drive away ; to cast out with violence or exertion.

w.Yks.1
, Lin.

1 10. To gather, suppurate. N.Cy. 1

[5. Cp. OE. walu, a weal, mark of blow (Sweet).]

WALE, v.
2

, sb.
2 and adj. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.

Yks. Lan. Also written wail Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.1 Yks.;
waile Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; whale Dur. ; and in forms wa'
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; wael S. & Ork.' ; waele Cum. ; wal
Sc. ; wall Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; waul Sc. ; waule Sc. (Jam.

Suppl.) ; weal Sc. N.Cy. 1 Dur. Cum.1Wm. w.Yks. 1 s.Lan.1
;

weale Cum. ; weeal Cum.1 Wm. ; weel N.Cy.2 Nhb.
Cum.2

; weil Sc. ; weyel Nhb. 1
; whele Dur. ; wile Sc.

(Jam.) ; wyel Nhb. 1
; wyell Nhb. ; wyle Sc. (Jam.)

[wel, weal, wial.] 1. v. To choose, select ; to pick or

sort out ; hence to court ; to woo. See Hand-wailed, s.v.

Hand, 1 (105), Out-wale.
Sc. (Jam.) ; A lass that has mony wooers oft wales the warst,

Ramsay Prov. (1737). S. & Ork.1 ne.Sc. A bodie canna aye wyle

his werds, Grant Keckleton, 30. Cai. 1 e.Sc. Wale a wife, Setoun

R. Urquhart (1896) xxviii. Frf. To see the kindly faither priest

Wi' reverend air the chapter wale, Reid Heatherland (1894) 74.

Per. Gin ye should wale a lad. atweel, Ye micht hae waled a waur

ane, Haliburton Horace (1886) 74. Ayr. When ye tak a wife

see an' waul for a guid ane, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 213.

Slk. I grippit twa o' the best I could wale, Hogg Tales (1838) 9,

ed. 1866. Kcb. Eppie M c Fetrick had tae wale anitlier lad tae

hersel, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 396. N.I. 1
,
Ldd. (M.B.-S.),

N.Cy. 12 Nhb. Through and through the bowl they wyell—For

raisins, how they stritch and strive, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843)

59; Nhb. 1
, Dur. (J.H.), Lakel. 1 Cum. He that fain wad wed a

weyfe May waele yen out o' twenty, Anderson Ballads (ed 1808)

89; Cum.12 Wm. Weeal yan oot at ye think'll sewt ye (B.K.).

w.Yks.1
, s.Lan.1

Hence (1) Wa('d-, Waled-, or Wall-wight, adj., obs.,

chosen ; strongest ; bravest and best
; (2) Waler, sb. (a)

a man or boy employed to pick out stones, pyrites, &c.

from coal
;

(b) obsol., a handloom silk-weaving term : a

man employed to determine the number of ' picks' in a

piece and to see that uniformity is maintained; (3) Waling,
sb. the picking of slate and stones out of the coal brought

to the bank ; (4) Waling-glass, sb. a weaver's magnifying

glass for counting the number of threads to the inch.

(1) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; If fifteen hundred waled wight men You'll

grant to ride wi' me, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) I. 317, ed. 1848. n.Sc.

O where are all my wall-wight men? Buchan Ballads (1828) 1. 103,

ed. 1875. Rnf. He counted was a weil'd wight-man, Sempill

Piper Kilbarchan (ed. 1849) 1. 47. (2, a) Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur.

Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl. (1849). Dur. 1
,
Wm. (J.H.) (b) w.Yks.

(S.A.B.) (3) Dur. (J.H.) (4) N.I.1 Lan. Con ti lend me thi

walin' glass? (S.W.)

2. Phr. (1) to wale the grain from the caff, to use judg-

ment ; to make a good bargain
; (2) — things through, to

go through a number of things in order to make a selection

of the best.
(1)' Frf. Ye've wyl'd the grain frae dry caff, Morison Poems

(1790) 17. (2) Ayr. I dinna ken what the folk'll say to thir

notandums ava, or gin they'll ever be fashed to waul them through,

Service Notandums (1890) 124.

3. Obs. With by : to choose and put apart.

Abd. Bannocks and kebbocks knit up in a claith She had wiled

by and rowed up in her waith, Ross Helenore (1768) 56, ed. 1812.

4. With/or : to look out for.

Sb.I. I's tak dy haand in mine An wale for da saftest hedder,

Junda Klingrahool (1898) 26.

5. sb. A choice ; the act of choosing ; the most choice
;

the best ; the pick
;
gen. in phr. the wale of.

Sc. (Jam.) ; The Bertrams were aye the wale o' the country side,

Scott Guy M. (1815) lv. Cai. 1 e.Sc. Bargaining for the ' wale,'

or first choice, of their catch, Strain Ehnslie's Drag-net (1900)

210. Fer. for wind o' winds the wale To chase his ship an'
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sink it, Haliburton Horace (1886) 7. se.Sc. The wale she was
n' a' her kin, Donaldson Poems (1809) 91. s.Sc. The vera wale
o' joy ware ours, T. Scott Poems (1793) 317. Ayr. It was the
waul o' places for students to dern in, Service Notandums (1890)
71. Lnk. There's no a guid wale among them, Gordon Pyotshaw
(1885) 122. Slk. Her flowers of every flower the wale, Hogg
Poems (ed. 1865I 267. Kcb. His crops were the wale o' the
county, Armstrong Ingleside (1890) 216. N.I. 1

, N.Cy. 1 Nhb. Ilk

village brags it has the wale O' bards, Proudlock Borderland
Muse (1896) 161 ; Nhb. 1 Lakel

-

1
, Cum. 1 Cum. , Wm. Ferguson

Northmen (1856) 201.

6. Phr. (1) never the wale of a person, never his equal
; (2)

will and wale, free choice.
(1) Sc. There was never the wale of him sinsj'ne, Stevenson

Catriona (1893) xv. (2) Sc. (Jam.) ; Lat him then now tak will an'
wile Wha nane at first wou'd wear, Forbes Ajax (1742) 6. Edb.
Gif ye'll come down whar I dwell Ye'll get baith will and wail,
Forbes Poems (1812) 18. Peb. I've sheets and blankets, will and
wale, I'm nae deaf nit, Affleck Poet. Wks. (1836) 81,

7. adj. Choice, picked.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Rnf. I hae bought a house wad please ye,

Caps an' luggies, rowth an' wale, Picken Poems (1813)1. 105.
Ayr. Ae simmer e'en baith wale an' trig, About the mirkning,
Fisher Poems (1790) 102. n.Cy. (Hall.)

[1. For many seerties we seet bat sysed all be werde,
And wrojt be will of ilk we to wale as him likid, Wars
Alex. (c. 1450) 4655. 5. Soche as happit hym to hent,
hade he no wale, Best. Troy (c. 1400) 11952. OHG. wala,
choice. 7. penne wat$ he went, er he wyst, to a wale
tryster, Gawayne (c. 1360) 1712.]

WALE, v? Der.2 nw.Der.1 [wel.] To turn a gar-
ment.
WALEY-GALEY, adj. and sb. Shr. 1 [weligili.]

1. adj. Unsteady ; tottering. 2. sb. In phr. all of a
waley-galey, all of a shake.
Come yo' childern from the stack, the lather's all of a waley-

galey— it'll be down on some o' yo'.

3. The game of see-saw.
They bin playin' waley-galey i' the stack-yard.

WALGAN, sb. and v. Obsol. Sc. Also in form
walgie (Jam.). 1. sb. A pouch ; a wallet ; a leather
woolsack ; a calf-skin bag. Cf. tulchin.

n.Sc. The Writer's walgan is not empty, Gregor Olden Time, vi
Abd. (Jam.)

2. An ill-made or dirty article of dress. Bnff.1 3. v .

Of an ill-dressed person : to go about in an idle, slovenly
fashion, ib.

WALING, sb. Yks. Lin. Also written whaleing
n.Lin.1

;
and in form weealing n.Yks.4 [we'lin, wia'lin.]

Horizontal planks or beams used to strengthen the banks
of a drain or river. n.Yks.4, ne.Yks.1

, n.Lin.1

[Cp. Wale, of a schyppe, ratis (Prompt.).]
WALK, v.

1 and sb.1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also written wauk Sc. s.Chs. 1

; and in form waak
Nhb. 1 [w9k, woak ; wak.] 1. v. In comb, with prep.
and adv. : (1) Walk along of, or on, to keep company
with

; to walk with as a lover ; (2) —off, to cause to depart •

to drive away
; (3) — out, of a lover : to take his lady out

;

(4) — together, to keep company as lovers ; (5) — up see
below; (6) — with or — out with, see (1).

(1) Nrf. Th' young chap ha' axed me to walk along on 'im and
I ha' said 'm yes, Mann Dulditch (1902) 108. (2) w.Som l They
wad'n there very long arter Maister zeed 'em ; he walked 'em off
purty quick, lean tell 'ee. (3) Sc. (G.W.), n.Cy., Yks., Midi. (J.W.)
Dor. Caleb was ' walkin' a maid out,' Agnus Jan Oxber (1900) 171.
(4) Der. Em said et 'Id be no use aar walkin' together onless yo''
gev leave, Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 51. Hrt. The courtship of
the rural classes . .

.
usually commences with the practice popularly

known as ' walking together o' Sundays,' Geary Rnr. Life (1899)
103. Som. We never haven't a-walked together, but we've been
acquainted all our lives, Raymond Good Souls (1901) 174 Dev
Battishill an' Thirza walked together for six months, or might have
been more

;
then question of fixin' the date was in the air

Phillpotts Sinking Hours (1901) 50. (5) Nrf. On many ' shoots !

the birds are 'walked up' in the early part of the season, and
later on are driven over the guns, Standard (Nov. 12, 1902) 7 •

When shooters and beaters walk in a line over the fields and
shoot the birds (partridges or pheasants) as they rise the birds

are then said to be ' walked up ' (M.C.H.B.). (6) n.Yks.1 Ay, she's

gien t'ither chap oop an' walks wiv oor Willy noo. ne.Yks.1

They've been walkin' wi yan anuther a good bit, ah lay they'll be

gittin' wed i-noo. Der. Yor craftiness i' walkin' wi' him, when
yo' knowed I dedna approve, Gilchrist Nicholas (1899) in.
War.3 Wor. A dressmaker with whom he was ' walking-out at

the time,' Evesham Jrn. (Dec. 24, 1898). Oxf. They have been
walking out with one another for a long time now (G.O.). Brks.
You won't get walkin' wi' no other chap? Hayden Thatched Cottage

(1902) 125. Suf. Your boy I see walk with Rose (M.E.R.). e.Ken.

He walks with Mary (G.GA Sus. Who do you walk with?

(J.W.B.) Som. She had walked with William now for more than
a twelvemonth and was almost like one of the household, Raymond
No Soul (i8gg) 51. Dev. When her young man had 'walked 'with
her all a long summer through . . . she thought it was about time
to do something more than walk to church together, O'Neill Idyls

(1892) 3.

2. Phr. (1) to walk a minuet, &c, to dance a minuet, &c. ;

(2)— back andfore, to walk to and fro
; (3) — down one'sback,

to take one in ; to make a fool of one
; (4) — the court,

to go through the Bankruptcy Court
; (5) walk back! a call

to the foremost horse of a team to come nearer the
driver ; (6) — the moon, a boys' game ; see below.

(1) Sc. Monthly Mag. (1796) II. 436. (2) Cth. I saw him walking
back and fore on the pavement in front of his house (W.W.S.).
(3) Wxf. Oh the young thief; . . how neatly he has walked down
my back, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 212. (4) s.Not. They
were very high folk, but they've had to walk the court (J.P.K.).
(5) Chs. 1

(6) War.2 One player is blindfolded, and stands astride.
The other players cast their caps between his legs, from the front,
and one cries ' Walk the moon !

' He walks at pleasure, until he
treads on a cap, when the others buffet its owner, who afterwards
becomes ' Walker.'

3. To walk together as lovers; to court.
Sur.Amusin'thysen always meant, in my day, goin' out a walkin'

(courting), Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) II. xv. Dor. This here be
real foolish talk between you and I, as has been a-walkin' ever
since Christmas, Francis Pastorals (1901) 200.

4. To take a journey ; to make a visit. Cor.1 5. To
leave a situation.

Gall. Certes, lass, but ye shall walk at the term. I rede ye tak'
your warnin' noo, Crockett Kit Kennedy (1899) ix.

6. Of a shoe : to be loose at the heel. Cai.1 7. Of a
lover : to take his lady for a walk.

Som. Young men did walk their maids, Raymond Tryphena ' i8g$)
35. w.Som. 1 Be sure your Tom idn gwain t'ave th'old Hooper's
maid! I zeed'n walkin'o' her a Zinday t'arternoon. Dev. Then git
yer lass ta tek yer arm An' walk her, lovin', roun' the farm
Pulman Sketches (1842) 24, ed. 1853.

8. Of a flagstone or other heavy body : to move it by
setting it on end and advancing it one corner at a time.
Cum. 1 n.Yks. He walked that flag to where he wanted it

(I.W.). Chs.13
, s-Chs. 1

9. Jo take charge of and bring up a young animal ; eso.
used of foxhound pups.

'

^Vu 1,1
?;
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13. Unenclosed land, esp. unenclosed corn-fields ; also

in comp. Walk-land.
e. An. 1 A large extent of country so circumstanced is called ' The

Walks.' The name is, no doubt, from the ancient manorial right

of sheep-Walk over such lands, during a considerable part of the

year. Suf. The church stands at the extremity of a fine sweep of

heather-clad common. To the wanderer over these ' walks,' as

they are sometimes called, .. it forms a bold and impressive object,

Cornh. Mag. XLVII. 182 ; The use of crag is dropped, except

for taking in new walk-land, Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815).

14. The scent of a hunted animal's passage from his

feed, found by the hounds before the quarry is started.

w.Som. 1 Tufted Longwood for a hind and got upon a stale walk,

which the Tufters carried on to South Radworthy, where they

found two deer.

15. Phr. at, on, or to walk, of a young hound or other

animal : put out to be brought up in some house.
ne.Lan.* When a fighting-cock is sent into the country at

a distance from other cocks it is said to be ' sent to walk.' War.

A hound ' who had been taught to sit up and beg when at walk,'

Mordaunt & Verney War. Hunt (1896) I. 38. w.Som. 1 The
young hound is said to be on the walk.

16. pi. Steps.
Dev. I've a been down to within a few walks of the station,

Reports Provinc. (1889).

WALK, v.
2 and sb.

2 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Lin. Lei. War. Wor. Hrf. Also

written wauck Gall. ; wauk Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. 1
; waulk Sc.

(Jam.); wawk Sc. n.Yks.8 ; and in forms waak Sh.I. ;

wack Nhb.1
; wake Sc. ; wauch Gall, [wok, woak

;

wak.] 1. v. To full cloth.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (182a) 187, ed. 1891.

Cat 1 Abd. His coat an' breeks were . . . weel waukit, an' the pick

o' hamegrown woo, Guidman Inglismill (1873) 37. Heb. Last

night Lady Rasay shewed him the operation of wawking cloth,

that is, thickening it in the same manner as is done by a mill.

Here it is performed by women, who kneel upon the ground, and

rub it with both their hands, singing an Erse song all the time,

Boswell Tour (1773) V. 178 (ed. Birkbeck Hill). Arg. Women,

who at the waulking or washing of woollen cloth new spun, pull

out the fabric to tunes suited tosuch occasions, Munro J. Splendid

(1898) 37. Cum.> Wm. (M.P.), n.Yks.3,
m-Yks. 1

Hence (1) Walker, sb., obs., a fuller
; (2) Walker's-clay,

sb. a kind of fuller's earth
; (3) -('s-earth, (4) -'s soap, sb.

fuller's earth
; (5) Walking-mill, sb. a fulling-mill

; (6)

Walkster, sb., obs., see (1).

(1) Sc. (Jam.); John Parker was a waulker in East Kilbride,

Thomson Cloud of Witnesses (1714)566, ed. 1871. Rnf. Hector

Judicial Records (1876) 103. Lnk. Scour'd their din skins as a

wauker does worsted blankets, Graham Writings (1883) II. 149.

N Cy 2 Nhb », Dur.i, Cum. 1
, n.Yks.12 e.Yks. Marshall Rur.

Econ (1788). m.Yks. 1 Lan. 1 In the early Manchester directories

all the fullers and cloth-dressers were called walkers. e.Lan.

s.Lan 1 Der. 1 (2) War.3 Wor. A species of fuller s earth called

Walker's-clay, which is found in some places in this county,

Allies Antiq. Flk-Lore (1840) 100, ed. 1852 (3) w.Yks. Thoresby

Lett. (1703) ;
Common (J.W.). n.Lin. 1 Obsol., Hrf. 1

(4) Hrf. 1

(5) n Yks ' 2 m. Yks.1 (6) Elg. Johne Stewart, walkster, accusit tor

playing at the bowallis on the calsaye the tyme of the evening

prayeris, Cramond Sessions Rec. (1897) 57- Buff. David Clerk,

walkster at Keith, Gordon Keith (1880) 97.

2. To mat together ; to render hard and callous, as the

skin of the hand by hard work. Gen. used in PP-

Sc. Waukit skin (Jam.). Sh.I. What sail dey be, waakid laek

a ox lug » Sh. News (Mar. 10, 1900). Ayr. My waukit loof, Burns

Vision st. 6. Lnk. The waukit cord o' life wears thin, Murdoch

Doric Lyre (1873) 15. Edb. MTJowall Poems (1839) 217. Slk.

A waukit woo'd wedder, Hogg Tales (1838) 302, ed. 1866. Gall.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Nhb. 1 ' Walkeet,' a very common term

for long hair that has matted or 'tatted' and has to be cut out.

e.Yks. The fleece is at it weare walked together, Best«m>". Leon.

Hence Waukitness, 5*. callousness. Cld. (Jam.)

3. Of flannel, &c. : to shrink after being wetted
;

also

^sf HAMO^Sh.!. Sh. Ntws (Oct. 9, 1897V NX1 The flannen's

as walked an' hard as a cas lug. Lakel.2 Ifs a mack o flannm

'at walks up wi sweet an' weshin (s.v. Run-up). Cum., Wm. It

is common to hear of flannels, &c, having walked up in washing.
' You see, it's walked up till it's a fair strait jacket ' (M.P.).

4. Comp, (1) Walk-apron, a hatting term : the apron
used by workmen to keep themselves dry when working
at the kettles

; (2) -mill, a mill for fulling cloth ; (3) -miller,

a fuller
; (4) -pin, a hatting term : a round piece of wood

tapering off at each end., used to press the water out of
hat bodies.

(1) Chs. 1 (2) Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. There were originally no
walk-mills in the country, and the web was thickened with the

hands and feet, Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 187, ed. 1891. Elg.

James Mylne at the Walkmylne of Barmukattie, Cramond
Sessions Rec. (1897) 124. Abd. 'Walk-mills' for the pressing of

cloth were also instituted here and throughout the country, Abd.

Wkly. Free Press (Aug. 18, 1900). Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). Kcb. The dunner o' a wauk-mill, Trotter GalL Gossip

(1901) 61. N.Cy. 12
, Lakel. 2 , Cum., Wm. (M.P.), n.Yks. 13

e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). w.Yks.24 ,
Lan. 1

, e.Lan.1
,

s.Lan.1
, Chs. 1

, Der.1 , Lei. (K.) (3) Sc. (Jam.) tan. He wur a

walk-miller when he're young, Waugh Ben an' Bantam (1866) 59.

s.Lan. 1
(4) Chs.1

6. To beat, thrash.
Sc. Let howlet Whigs do. what they can . . . We'll wauk their

hides and fyle their fuds And bring the Stuarts back again,

Chambers Sngs. (1829) I. 279. m.Yks.1

6. sb. Fulled cloth ; felt. n.Yks.3

[1. OE. wealcan, to roll, whirl ; to twist, wring (Sweet).]

WALKER, sb. I.Ma. War.Oxf. [w9'ka(r).] In comb.

Walker's-bus, ' Shanks' mare.'
Oxf. I'm going home in Walker's bus (G.O.).

2. Obs. A pauper ; a beggar.
I.Ma. It is customary for these walkers ... to enter a house

without knocking, and take a seat by the fire. . . Some still retain

the good old custom of keeping up a bed for the walker, Denham
Tracts (ed. 1892) I. 193.

3. The blindfolded player in the game of ' walk the

moon' (q.v.). War.2

WALKING, /p/. adj. and vbl.sb. Irel. Yks. Lin. Suf.Ken.

Som. [w^kin.J In comb. (1) Walking billet, an order

to go away
; (2) — boss, an overseer or superintendent of

one department of a mill 5(3)— fish, a small, silvery insect

;

(4) — gaffer, see (2) ; (5) — gentleman, a man without

occupation
; (6) — pay, the allowance made by a sick club

to a man able to get about, but too ill to go to his regular

work
; (7) -stick, a person with whom to walk out as a

lover.

(1) w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 14, 1899V (2) w.Yks.

(S.K.C.) (3) n.Lln.1 (4) w.Yks. (J W.) (5) Ir. Nothing, on the

other hand, could induce me to remain a walking gentleman,

Barrington Sketches (1827-33) I- iv- (6) w.Som.' We gits vifteen

shillins a-wik bed-pay, and ten shillins walking-pay, to our club.

(7) Suf. A young man who is ' keeping company ' or walking with

a girl is said to have got a ' walking-stick ' (C.T.). Ken. She did

not tell them that she might have had the handsome miller for a

'walking-stick' without any trouble at all, Carr Cottage Elk.

(1897) 241.

WALKRIFE, WAL(L, see Wakerife, Wale, v?

WALL, sb.
1 and v.

1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Also in forms wa' Sc. (Jam.); waa Cum.' 4
;
waw Abd.

[wpT, wpal; wa.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Wall-ball, a game
of hand-ball in which the ball is made to strike the wall

;

the ball used in the game; (2) -bird, the spotted fly-

catcher, Muscicapa grisola; (3) -brown, a species of

butterfly; (4) -cape, a coping-stone; (5) -drop, water

dropping from the eaves
; (6) -face, a mining term : the

face of a working place
; (7) -ginger, obsol, (8) -grass, the

biting stonecrop, Sedum acre; (9) -head, the top ol a

wall, esp. of the side wall of a house ;
the vacant space

on the top of the inside of a cottage wall
; (10) -louse, the

wood-louse; (11) -moss, see (7); (12) -pan, a piece of

timber lying on the top of the wall to which the timbers

or spars are attached ; (13) -pepper, see (7); (14) -plat,

(a) see (2) ;
(b) a shelf fixed in the wall

; (15) -plot, the

part of a cottage wall immediately under the roof; (16)

•rae, («) the green growth on damp walls ; (b) freshwater

Algae
; (17) -roots, (a) a foundation ;

(b) the bottom part

of the room, usually covered by a skirting-board ; (18)
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•sage, the pellitory of the wall, Parietaria officinalis; (19)

•scot, a tax for the maintenance of the sea-walls in the

Hundred of Hoo ; (20) -tea, a tea at which the guests sit

round the room instead of at the table
; (21) -tile, a brick

;

(22) -water, water that penetrates or runs down an inside

wall
; (23) -wort, (a) the dwarf elder, Sambucus Ebulus

;

(b) see (7) ; (24) Walls of-Troy, a labyrinth.

(1) Gall. (Jam.) ; Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 353, ed. 1876. (2)

w.Wor. Berrow's Jrn. (Mar. 3, 1888). Biks., Bck., e.An. ["So

called] from the site of its nest, which is generally placed against

a wall, Swainson Birds (1885) 48. e.An. 1 Nrf. Cozens-Hardy
Broad Nrf. (1893) 52. e.Suf. e An. Dy. Times (1892). Hmp.
Swainson ib. (3) Glo. They came with butterfly-nets and caught

Tortoiseshells and Wall-Browns, Longman's Mag. (July 1899)

275. (4) w.Yks. Wi a gurt wall-cape fair i' t'middle, Yks. Wkly.

Post (Feb. 22. 1896). (5) Sc. A legal term. One may not build

so near an older house which has a Wa'-drap on that side, as not

to leave a space for it (D N.). (6) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr.

Gl. (1888). (7) n.Yks. (R.H.H.) (8) Dev." (9) Cai. 1 Fif.

Pitscottie Cron. (ed. 1889) II. 83. Rxb. Your house has na wa'
heads, to lay harrow teelh and bits o' odements on, Scott of

Liddesdale Beauties (Jam.). Dmf. Rax me that bit rope that's lying

in the wall-head yonder, Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 226. (10)
Cum." (n) ... & e.Yks. (B. & H.) (12) w.Yks. 1 (13) Or.I.

Wallace Desc. Ork. (1693) 180, ed. 1883. n.Yks. Obsol. (R.H.H. ),

Glo. 1 (14, a) Shr.2 , w.Cy. (Hall.) Dev. Swainson ib. (b)

Shr. 2
(15) Pem. (W.H.Y.) s.Pem. (W.M.M.) ; Laws LiltleEng.

(1888) 422. (i6,a)Sc, Abd. (G.W.) (b) Abd. (ib.) (17,0)
n.Lin. 1

(6) Oud Billy Keal salted his pig e' oor parlour, an' th'

wall-roots hes been damp agean raain iver sin, ib. (18) War. 3

(19) Ken. (W.F.S.) (20) Sc. There's nothing I'd like better than
a good, old-fashioned, sitting-down tea. Not a 'wa' tea,' mind,
Keith Indian Uncle (1896) 152. (21) n.Cy. Grose (1790). Yks.
ib. Suppl. (22) Sh.I. Dat wis only wa'-watter, wumman. I wis
meanin' rOff drap, Sh. News (Jan. 5, 1901). (23, a) Edb. Penne-
cuik IVks. (17 15) 267, ed. 1815. Shr. 1 (b) w.Yks. (B. & H.)
(24) Abd. Explorin' the maze o' the famed walls o' Troy, Caden-
head Flights (1853) 205.

2. Phr. (1) one's back is at the wall, ? obs., one is in a state
of trouble or financial embarrassment ; one is in exile or
in hiding

; (2) to be thrown to the wall, to be worsted
; (3)

to go to the wall, to die.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) ; It was said of any one, who had been engaged
in the rebellion a. 1745, although remaining in the country, as
long as he was in a state of hiding, that his back was at the wa'
(Jam.). (2) Ayr. Yon day we were thrown tae the wa' Beyond
a' comprehension It grieved us sair, baith ane an' a', Laing Poems
('894) 39 ;

What tho' we're whiles thrown to the wa', A day 0'

reckoning shall come, ib. 40. (3) Hnt. (T.P.F.)

3. An artificial earth embankment.
Lin. 'Wall,' in fen lands, the artificial bank or ridge ofclay raised

to keep back river, drain, or sea, Fenn Dick o' the Fens (1888) iv.

e.An. 1 Nrf. He ran down the wall, Emerson Marsh Leaves
(1898) 179.

4. The outside of a rick ; the rick-stem ; also pi. Midi.
Marshall Rut: Econ. (1796) II. Nhp.2 5. The face of
coal; the side of a layer of stone.
Nhb. Aw's at the coal wall a' the day, Wilson Pitman's Pay

(1843)9. Nhp. 2

6. A coal-mining term : an opening made between each
board ; the end of a pillar ; an excavation which runs
parallel with the winning headway.

n.Cy. (J.J.B.), N.Cy. 1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr Gl
(1888).

7. Of cheese : the crust, esp. that round the width. Abd.
(Jam.) 8. v. To build a wall ; to enclose with a wall.
Cum. * Wm. Or ditching, or walling a cottage, Rawnsley Remin.

Wordsworth in Trans. Wordsworth Soc. (1884) VI. 178. w.Yks
(J.W.) I. Ma. Just a bit of a crof . . . that was wallin off from the
farm, lek separate, Brown Manx Witch (1889) 67.
Hence Waller, sb. a mason ; a wall-builder, esp. one

who builds rough, mortarless walls. Cum. 1 Introd. 14-
Cum.*, n Yks. 1

, w.Yks. (J.W.), Lan. (S.W.) 9. To put
unburned bricks into a wall to enable them to dry.

Chs. 1
' What art doin i'th' brickfielt ? ' • Why, aw'm walling '

WALL, sb.2 and v? Sc. Wm. Chs. Midi. Stf. Der. Shr.
w.Cy. Also written wal Sc. Wm. [wal.] 1. sb. A
spring of water ; a well.

Sc. Tak me to yon wall fair ; You'll wash my bluidy wounds
o'er and o'er, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 61. Cai. 1 Frf.

Mrs. Robertsonne . . . was before the Session for charming of her

chyld, by going from the Bonnettowne to the Kirktowne wall,

and washing of her daughter's eyen, and saying y* ' Fish beare

fine, and fulle beare gall; All ye ill of my bairn's eyen in y8 wall

fall,' Edb. Antiq. Mag. (1848) 152. Wgt. Saxon Gall. Gossip

(1878) 108. Wm. T'horrator war prayan fer a girt wal et he cud
drop intul, Robison Aald Taales (1882) n. Chs.123, Der. 2

,

nw.Der.1

2. Comp. (1) Wall-ee, the part of a quagmire in which
there is a spring

; (2) -girse, (3) -girs-kale, the water-
cress, Nasturtium officinale ; (4) -spring, a spring ; cold,

wet, boggy land
; (5) -well, obs., a spring well.

(1) Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 nw.Abd. Haud weel fae the wall-ee,

Goodwife (1867) St. 51. Edb. Forby being a' nearly tumbled into a
wall-e'e, Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) 331. Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 29, ed. 1876. (2) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) (3)
BnfT. 1 (4) Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. nw.Der. 1

, w.Cy.
(Hall.) (5) Stf. Ray (1691) MS. add. (J.C.)

3. A wave. n.Cy. (Hall.) 4. v. With up : to spring
up as water. Cai. 1

, Chs.12a, Shr.2, w.Cy. (Hall.)
[1. Cp. EFris. walle, a well, spring (Koolman). 4. As

wallande water got3 out of welle, Pearl (c. 1325) in Allit.

Poems, 11.]

WALL, v? and sb? Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Chs. Wor. Shr.
Som. Also written walle N.Cy.1

1. v. To boil, esp. to
boil brine in salt-making. Cf. well, v?

Sc. (Jam.), N.Cy.1 w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811). Chs. Ray
(1691) ; Chs. 1

,
Wor. (K.) Shr. 1 Them cheese-cloths stinken o'

soap enough to pisen anybody, I toud yo' to wesh 'em i' the walled
w'ey. Som. I reckon our voak walled it [some rice! this moraine
(W.F.R.).

6

Hence (1) Waller, a boiler ; a salt-maker; see Lead-
waller, s.v. Lead, sb. 1 5 (3) ; (2) Walling-lead, a salt-pan.

(1) Chs. The Leads for boiling the brine at Nantwich are attended
by certain women called Wallers, who with little wooden rakes
draw the salt out of the bottom of them, and put it into pans, out
of which the liquor runs, but the salt remains and settles (K.);
Chs. 1 At present the men call boilers those who make stoved and
butter-salt, and the others wallers. Formerly they were all called
wallers; Chs. 3, s.Wor. (H.K.), w.Wor. 1 (2) Chs. ii Wallinge
Leads wch Robte. Wilkes hathe, 161 1 Inventory in Local Gleanings
(Feb. 1880) VIII. 303.

2. sb. A whirlpool in the sea. Cai.1 Cf. weel, sb. 1

[1. OE. weallan, to boil, be hot (Sweet).]
WALL, see Wauall.
WALLA, WALLACE, see Wallow, adj., Wallis.
WALLACH, v.

1 and sb. 1 Sc. Also written walloch
(Jam.), [wa-lax-] 1. v. To cry as a child out of humour;
to wail: to scream. Bnff.1 Ags., Slg., Cld. (Jam.)
Hence Wallaching, ppl. adj. noisy, demonstrative in
manner. Bnff. 1

2. To use many circumlocutions.
Ags. (Jam.) 3. sb. A scream ; a howl ; a wail. Bnff. 1

,
Cld. (Jam.) 4. A noisy, blustering, demonstrative
person; also in comp. Walloch-goul. Sc. Mackay. Bnff.1

,Ayr- (Jam.) 5. The lapwing, Vanellus vulgaris ; also in
comb. Wallachie-weit. Sc, Mry. (Jam )WALLACH, v.*, sb* and adv. Sc
walloch (Jam.). [wa-lax .] 1,

CU
-ll
y
i-« Tallow

J
Bnff-' 2. 56. The act of walking

with difficulty
; the act of wallowing, ib. 3. A noisv

step, thump or fall Bnff., Cld. (Jam.) 4. Comp.
Walloch-goul a female of slovenly appearance. Ayr. (-ib.)

5. adv. With heavy, labouring gait. Bnff.1

WALLADAY, see Well-a-day.
WALLA GE, sb. w.Cy. Som. Dev. Also written

Also written
To walk with diffi-

wallige Dev.1
[wo'lidg.] An untidy bundle ; a mass ; a

large quantity. ' '

w.Cy (Hall
) w.Som.1 'We've a-got wallages,' equivalent to

the politer, We have oceans.' I 'ant a-zeed no jis wallage ©'
sheep to market not's longful time. Dev. What a wallage o't 'er
th a made of tha gathers ov thease frock ! Hewett Peas.Sp. ( 1802)

;

TiZ'n °A??7
T
; Q^y

e drawed a walIage on °' smaI1 Owl], RockJim an Nell (1867) st. 24.
L J

WALLAN v. and adj. Sc [wa-lan.J 1. v. To wither,
fad e. Cf. wallow, v. 3
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Abd. (Jam.) ; As dwebble an' fushionless as a wallant leaf,

Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xlvii.

2. adj. Withered, faded.
Abd. Spring may revive the wallan flowers, Shelley Flowers

(1868) 58.

WALLANEERING, see Well-aneer.
WALLAS, v. Obs. ne.Lan.1 To munch or lap up

greedily as dogs do porridge.
WALLASHY, adj. Glo. [wo-laji.] Of potatoes:

breaking and becoming moist in cooking. Glo. (H.S.H.)
Cf. wallowish.
WALLAT, sb. Lakel.2 [walat.] A corner field ; a

dial, use of ' wallet.'

WALLAWAE, see Walaway.
WALLAWALLA, int. S. & Ork.1 Hush ! silence !

WALLBAND WHIP, sb. Obs. Yks. A whip of

plaited leather thongs.
w.Yks. A driver, wi' hiz white smock an' wallband whip, Tom

Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1864) 39.

WALLER, sb.
1 and v. Sc. Nhb. [wa-lar.] 1. sb. A

confused crowd in a state of quick motion.
Rxb. A waller of birds, a waller of bairns (Jam.). Dmf. How in

reason can any beast hit a cold trail with sic a waller of sweaty-

hided swabs gilravaging about up wind of him, Hamilton Mawkin

(1898) 155.

2. v. To struggle confusedly.
Nhb.1 It was a teugh job ; but he wallered through.

WALLER, sb? Chs. Stf. Shr. Also written wallow,
wallur Chs. Stf. Shr.2

; woller Shr.1
; and in form wuller

Shr. 1
; wullow Shr. [wa-la(r),wo-la(r).] 1. Thecommon

alder, Alnus glulinosa. See Aller. Chs., Stf. Hartshorne
Salopia Antiqua (1841). Shr. (B. 6k H.), Shr.12 Hence
Wallers, sb. pi. clogs.

Shr. This [alder] is the wood of which clogs are made, and one

man will say to another in the street ' Why, you've got your wallers

on' (K.B.).

2. The common willow, Salix alba. Stf.1

WALLER, see Wallow, v.
12

, adj.

WALLERD, sb. Ken. [wo'lad.] The wind.
De Folkston galslooked houghed black, Oldwaller'droar'd about,

Masters Dick and Sal (c. 1821) st. 23; De sun and sky begun

look bright, An waller'd stopt his hissin', ib. 25; Ken.1

WALLERS, see Wallis.
WALLET, sb. 1 Sc. Dur. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs.

Nhp. Wor. Dev. Also written wallat Lakel.2 ; and in

forms wally Chs.1
; wullet Sc. [wa'lat, wo-lat.]

1. A long bag open at the middle and closed at the ends;

a workman's bag ; a handbag.
w.Dur. 1

, Lakel.2 , Cum.1
, m.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.2 Lan. Matty 'II tumble

in thi arms like beef in a wallet, Brierley Marlocks (1867) 28.

Chs.1 A boy carries his dinner to school in a wallet; a shoemaker

also carries shoes to his customers in a wallet. As a hatting term

it is a workbag with the entrance in the centre and made up at

each end. s.Chs. 1
, Nhp. 1

, se.Wor. 1

2. Phr. (1) scant in the wallet, poor
; (2) to toom one's

wallet, to come to the end of one's store or resources.

(1) n.Yks. 2 (2) Ayr. A little of a' thae things in their proper

place would be vera guid, but surely, man, that doesna toom your

wullet? Service Notandums (1890) 5.

3. A framewith abagforcarryingsand,&c.,on pack-horses.

Dev. The bag is open at both ends, the bottom being tied, when

required, with string. These wallets are used in pairs, one on

each side of the pack-saddle, Reports Provinc. (1893).

4. A mass ; a quantity.

Dev. Down his long droat, Lord, zich a wallet, He stuffd of

vlesh and vish, Peter Pindar Wks. (1816) IV. 213.

WALLET, sb? Som. [wolat] Brushwood ;
under-

wood when cut.

e.Som.W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 It is generally understood

to be brushwood, without the strong sticks usually to be found in

a faggot. Wallet is an intermediate description between mere

brambles and shearings (which are generally tied up in bundles,

called ' nickies,' or ' nicky wads ') and faggot-wood, known always

as "ood feo-d] simply. ' Rafters, firewood, ricks of wallet, oak

posts.' Wellington Wkly. News (Oct. 15, 1885).

WALLET, sb.
s Bnff. 1 [wa-lat] A small, neatlr-

made person
;
gen. used as a term of endearment. A dial,

form and use of' valet.'

VOL. VI.

WALL-EYE, sb. Sc. Lakel. Wm. Yks. Lin. War. Shr.
e.An. [w§'l-ai.] An eye the iris of which is streaked,
parti-coloured, or different in hue from the other eye.

Shr.1 Hence Wall-eyed, ppl. adj. having a ' wall-eye '

;

squinting.
Sc. (A.W.J, Lakel.2 n.Wm. A wall-eyed dog (B.K.). w.Yks.

(J.W.), Lin. 1
, War.2

, e.An. 1

WALLFLOWER, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. 1. The sunflower, Helianthns annuits. Shr.1

2. pi. A children's singing game ; see below.
[For rhymes, &c. see Gomme Games (1898) II. 329-42.] Sth.

' Water, water, wallflowers, Growing up so high : We are all

young maidens, And we shall all die— Excepting Maggie Stuart,

She's the youngest of us all : She can dance, and she can sing,

And she can knock us all ! Fie ! fie ! for shame again ! She'll turn

her back to the wall again.' When they mention the name of the

girl, it is supposed that she is the youngest, and she has to turn

her back to the wall, Nicholson Golspie (1897) 174. Nai. After

all the players have turned their faces outside the ring, they all

throw their arms over their heads, and turn so as to face inwards

if possible without disjoining hands, Gomme ib. Elg., Bnff., Abd.,

Arg., Gall., Kcb., Ant., Dub., Wtf. ib. w.Yks. In the Wakefield

version ... a child stands in the middle, and at the fifth line all

the children say their own name, ib. Crn., Stf., Not., Lin., Nhp. ib.

Shr. The players form a ring and move round. Chorus. ' Wall-

flowers, wall-flowers, growing up so high ! We shall all be

maidens, [and so] we shall all die ! Excepting Alice Gittens, she

is the youngest flower, She can hop, and she can skip, and she can

play the hour! Three and four, and four and five, Turn your back

to the wall side ! ' Alice Gittens turns her back to the inside of the

ring and continues the game facing outwards, and they repeat the

dance and song, naming the next youngest girl, and so on till all

the party have their backs to the middle, when they go through

them all again, till every girl faces inwards again. At Wenlock,

instead of this they summon each in turn to face inwards by adding

to the chorus : ' O Alice I your true love will send you a letter to

turn round your head!' Burne Flk-Lore (1883-6) 512-3. Oxf.

'Wallflowers, wallflowers, growing up so high, We're all ladies,

and we shall have to die, Excepting [naming a girl's name], she s

the only one ; She can hop, and she can skip, and she can turn the

candlestick.' On this the player named turns round rapidly, and

rejoins hands with her face turned away from the ring. The

rhyme is repeated until all the players have ' turned the candle-

stick,' when the whole is gone through again inversely, and all

the girls stand with their faces inwards again (G.O.). Brks. At

Enbourne School it is the tallest child who is first named, and who
turns her back, Gomme ib. Lon. The child named leaves the ring

and turns with her face to the wall, ib. Cmb., Nrf., ib. Suf. One

child stands outside the ring; the ring sings the first four lines,

and the child outside sings the rest, ib. Ken., Sur. ib. Sus. At

Hurstmonceux a girl chooses a boy after her face is turned to the

wall, ib. Hmp., I.W. ib. Wll. The children at Ogbourne . . . clap

hands when singing the last two lines of the verses, ib. Dor. ib.

WALLIDRAG, -DRAGGLE, -DREG, see Wally
draigle.
WALLIES, sb. pi. Obs. Ayr. (Jam.) The intestines.

WALLIES, WALLIGE, see Wallise, Wallage.
WALLIMAN,"s2>. Or.I. [wa'liman.] A familiar spirit.

A witch was formerly accused of meeting her Walliman or

familiar spirit (S.A.S.).

WALLING, vbl. sb., sb. and ppl. adj. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Wm

.

Yks. Lan. Stf. [w^'lin.] • 1. vbl. sb. In cbmb. (1)

Wallingcrib, a mining term : a crib or circle of masonry

faced round a shaft where the strata are without sufficient

cohesion to form the plane of the sides
; (2) -hammer, a

'beet-hammer.'
. ,,,.,.

(1) Nhb.1 (2) n.Yks. He's lost his walling-hammer (I.W.).

Lan. Them as has walling hammers comes next, and next again

them wi' stone-breakers' hammers and hand-hammers, Westall

Old Factory (1885) x.

2. Obs. A cementing.
Lnk. The reall design is either to corrupt them to a walling with

Episcopacy, and so to divide them from thehonest people,Wodrow
Ch. Hist. (1721) I. xxi, ed. 1828.

3. sb. A mining term: a partition of earth and coal; a

lining of stone, &c, built in where the stratum is loose

and unsafe. Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888).

Stf. (K.) 4. ppl. adj. Building ; acting as mason.

Wm. I 'member there was a walling chap just going to shoot a

3B
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girt stoan to bits wi' powder, Rawnsley Remin. Wordsworth in

Wordsworth Soc. Trans. (1884) VI. 178.

"WALLINK, WALLIPEND, see Wellink, Waalipen(n.
WALLIS, sb. pi. Obs. or obsol. e.An. Also in forms

Wallace, wallers Nrf. The withers of a horse or other

animal.
e.An. 1 Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787") ; Emerson Marsh

Leaves(i8g8) 156. Suf. Rainbird Agric. (1819)301, ed. 1849; Suf.1

WALLISE,s6. Obs. Sc. Also written walise, wallees,

wallies (Jam.). 1. A dial, form of 'valise' ; saddle-bags.

Sc. (Jam.) ; I maun keep the naig and the walise for damage,

Scott Waverley (1814) xxx. Ayr. To guide us and our wallise to

Widow M cVicars, Galt Ann. Parish (1821) xx.

2. pi. Pockets to an under-waistcoat. Ayr. (Jam.)

WALLISH, see Wallowish.
WALLOCH, sb. Sc. Also in form wallock (Jam.).

[wa-lax] A Highland dance ; a fling ; a kick.

Sc. O she was a cantie quean, Weel could she dance the

highland walloch, Roy's Wife (Jam.). Abd. Ye wasna dancin'

the Hielan' walloch thestreen, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xl.

s Sc. A name applied in the Lowlands to the Highland fling, or

other dance, and not to the reel, which is less active and boisterous,

Mackav.
WALLOCK, v. Lakel. Chs. Nhp. War. Also written

wallik Lakel. 2 [wolsk.] To roll in one's gait ; to walk
unsteadily.

s-Cbs.1 Wol-ukin iibuwt lahyk u baar'ii-trhrdl. Nhp.1 Applied

almost exclusively to a corpulent female. ' How she goes wallocking

along !

'

Hence (1) Wallikur, sb. anything very big
; (2) Wallock-

ing, ppl. adj. (a) corpulent and walking with an awkward,
rolling gait

;
(b) very large.

(1) Lakel.2 That's a wallikur. (2, a) Wa'.3 A great wallocking
feliow would be a corpulent man with a rolling or slovenly gait.

Applied quite as commonly to men as to women, (b) Lakel. 2 A
gurt walliken chap.

WALLOP, sb.
1 Sc. Also written wallap- Abd. [wa'lap.]

The lapwing, Vanellus vulgaris. Also in comb. Wallopy-
week, -weep, or -weet.

ne.Sc. When the lapwing, ' peeweet,' . . . ' wallop,' kept
screaming and flying round one, he used to call out :—

' Wallopie,
wallopie, weet (or weep), Harry the nest,, an rin awa' wee't,'

Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 143. Bnff. ' Wallop-a, wallop-a-weet,
Hairry ma nest, an' rin awa wee't. Abd. Down they came upon
mewi'askailachlikewallapy-weeks,MicHiE.D««S!'rf«7ate(i872)i7o.

WALLOP, v.
1

, sb.
2 and adv. In gen. dial, use in Sc.

Irel. and Eng. [wa'lap, wo'lap.] 1. v. To move fast,

gen. with much agitation of the body or clothes ; to gallop
;

to dance.
Sc. (Jam.) ; He vows that he'll wallop twa sets with the howdie,

Tannahill Poems (1817) 257. Abd. (G.W.) Frf. Their wither'

d

hurdies wallop, Beattie Arnha' (c. 1820) 49. Ayr. I'll dash about
the country in a gig wi' two dogs wallopping ahin', Douglas
Green Shutters (1901) 59. Bwk. Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856)
183. Slk. With an energy that made all liis accoutrements wallop,
Hogg Tales (1838) 668, ed. 1866. Wmh. Bullock Pastorals (1901)
102. N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1 Cum. Whar was sec wallopin' an' wark As
varra few hev seen, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1807) 2. w Yks.1

Not.1
, Lei. 1

, e.An.1

2. Obs. Of the heart: to beat violently.
Sc. My. heart will . . . wallop, as Meg i' the Skeel, In jolly

nature, Nicol Poems (1766) 21. Rnf. Whan the tide o' youthfu'
bluid Thro' =•.' yer heartstrings wallops, Picken Poems (1813) I. 97.
3. To flounder

; to tumble over ; to kick about ; to move
heavily ; to waddle or bend in walking ; to be slatternly.

Sc. It's a wonder he ever got off again, for he walloped an' he
walloped an' whiles turned up his een just like a deein' cauf,
Dickson Kirk Beadle (1892) 101. Abd. The hapless geet crowed
and ' walloped

' its small limbs in the superabundance of its joy,
Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 227. Per. He wallop'd o'er wi' heavy
wince, An' boked brose, Monteath Dunblane (1835) 122, ed. 1887.
Slk. A heap o' bashed and birzed paddocks walloped intil the
ditch, Chr. North Nodes (1856) III. 16. Ir. If she got e'er a
wrong slant on her, it's under the tide she'd be wallopin' herself,
Barlow Kerrigan (1894) 139. N.I. 1 A certain lake had over-
flowed its banks, and it was said that 'the eels were wallopin'
through the fields.' N.Cy.i, w.Yks. 1

, Lin. 1
, Suf., Som. (Hall.)

Hence (1) Walloping, ppl. adj. awkward in gait;
slatternly, slovenly

; (2) Wallopy, adj. loose-limbed.

(1) n.Cy. Grose (1790). w.Yks. 1 Girt lither, ingy, wallopin

gammer-stang, ii. 287. Hrf.2 A shambling, wambling, wal oping

oaf. s.Dev. Yu girt wallopin' maiden ! Longman s Mag. (1901)

47. (2) N.I. 1

4. To dangle loosely ; to flutter, as rags, &c. ; to flap

with anything soft.

Sc (Jam.) ; His West of England frock-coat so rent . .
.
that the

loose half walloped in the dust or mud, Haliburton Fields (1890)

32. Bnff.1 The screen o' the windaw wiz wallopin' oot at a broken

lozen Abd. Maybe ... ye wad tie up my airm, for it gangs

wallopin' aboot, Macdonald R. Falconer (1868) 228. Fif.TENNANT

Papistry (1827) 64. Cum. 1
,
ne.Lan. 1

5. Phr. to wallop in a tether, or tow, to be hanged.

Abd. I'd rather wallup in a tether Than lightly thee, Walker
Bards (1887) 607. Ayr. And or I wad anither jad, I'll wallop in

a tow, Burns Fund 0' Tow, st. 4.

6. To move the tongue with rapidity; to chatter; to scold.

Slg. Fergusson Village (1893) 142. Gall. Her tongue she

wallops wi' a birr Ilk 'oor in a' the day, Scott Gleanings (1881) 105.

7. To dash with swinging force. Bnff.1
8. Of the

waves : to dash, surge.
Ir. 'Twas wallopin' itself agin the wall, back of our place, fit to

swally all before it, Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 51.

9. sb. A quick movement such as agitates one's clothing;

the noise caused by such a movement ; a gallop ; a dance.

Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 Dmf. Thae heathenish wallops, less than

half decent, an' mair than half deidly, tae a' delicate-minded

men an' women! Paton Castlebraes (1898) 65. Lei.1

10. Obs. A beat of the heart or pulse.

Ayr. Gies now and then a wallop, Burns Unco Guid (1786) st.

4. Gall. Everything was quiet but my heart, I thought it wad hae

jumped clean out o' my brisket; lord! what wallops it gaed,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 484, ed. 1876.

11. A leap ; a sudden, heavy plunge.
Per. A leap Jock gaes, confused jump, or wallop, Selby Rhymes

(1840) 43. e.Fif. I made a desperate jump an' landit on the tap o'

the wa'. Another wallop an' 1 wad be ower the railin' an' aff to

the hills, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xii. Slk. Wi' ae desperate

wallop we baith gaed tapsalteerie, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856)

II. 10.

12. The act of dangling loose ; the act of fluttering. Bnff.1

13. A fluttering rag.
Bnff.1 Abd. Beggars they come in gelore, Wi' wallops flapping

in great store, Keith Farmer's Ha' (1774) St. 34.

14. Phr. (1) a wallop of a horse, a loose-limbed horse

;

(2) to play wallop, to come down with a crash
; (3) two

dips and a wallop, see below
; (4) wallop of the tongue,

a scolding.

(1) N.I.1 (2) Abd. I gar'd it play wallop roun' his lugs [struck

him with it on the ears] (G.W.). Kcd. On the road gar'd him
play wallop, Burness Garron Ha' (c. 1820) 558. (3) Edb.
Carlines sell at stands frae stoups, Offeran' for twaepence,
heapt, Twae dips and a wallop to gi'e, Carlop Green (1793) 133,
ed. 1817 ; Two dips of the stoup measure, and a few skimmed
from the top of the basket of nuts, or small fruit, with the measure
besides, ib. note. (4) ne.Sc. Ritchie Cameron had to bide the
wallop o' Bell's tongue mornin', noon, an' nicht, Grant Keckleton,
no. Kcd. The general wallop o' his tongue We cheerfully wad
bide, ib. Lays ( 1 884) 66.

15. adv. With a quick, fluttering motion ; with a lurch
or plunge ; in a heap ; esp. in phr. to go wallop.

Bnff.1 He geed wallop on's back. Slg. Souple Tam Gaed
wallop ower the stile, Towers Poems (1885) 182. War.2

[1. To this word thai assentyt all, And fra thaim walopyt
owyr mar, Barbour Bruce (1375) n. 240. OFr. galoper.]
WALLOP, v.

2 and sb.3 Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Chs. Not. Lei.
Nhp. War. Shr. Hrt. Hnt. Suf. Ken. Sus. Also written
wallup N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 Sus. [waisp, wolap.] 1. v. To
boil violently with a bubbling sound.

Ayr. Sheep, as fat as ever walloped in a pat, Ramsay Woodnotes
(1868) 100. Rxb. Deil thank your pot to wallop brown While
mine boils thin and bluely, Ruickbie Wayside Cottager (1801) 160.
N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 Howay to yor yetlin here ; the poddish is wallopin
an' boilin. Chs.i, Not.1

, Lei.' Nhp. 1 How the pot wallops! it
wallops away. War.2

; War.' Move that pot away from the fire

;

don't you hear how it wallops. Shr.1 'Do them tittoes bile,
Nanny V. .

.
' They dunna bile, Missis, fur they wallopen.' Hnt.

(T.P.F.), Suf.1 Sus. A fired gurt oP porridge pot . . . Did hus an
wallup all dey long, Lower Jan Cladpole (1872) st. 80.



WALLOP [37i] WALLOWISH

2. sb. A quick boiling.

Lei.1 Nhp.1 Give it a good wallop. Hrt. Ellis Mod. Husb.

(1750) III. i. 128. Ken. (K., s.v. Wauling

WALLOP, v.
a and sb.* In gen. dial, and colloq. use in

Sc. Irel. Eng. and'Amer. Also written wallap Wm. Yks.

;

wallup N.Gy.1 Som. Dev.1
; whallop n.Yks.4 Stf. ; wollop

Ir. Yks. Lan. Chs. se.Wor. 1 Hrf.2 Cor.; wollup I.W.12 ;

and in form wullup Yks. [wa'lap, wo'tep.] 1. v. To
beat, thrash"; to knock.

Sc. (A.W.) Sh.I. Bey wid turn to an wallop awey at it time

aboot, till deevil a grain o sense wis left ithin it, Burgess Tang

(1898) 30. Bnff.1 w.Sc. He is not disposed to allow anybody

else to wallop him with impunity, Macdonald Settlement (1869)

123, ed. 1877. CW. (Jam.) Wgt. Snatching up the waistcoat [he]

began to whup An' wallop at the sleeper's faces, Fraser Poems

(1885) 238. Wmh. Be the King, I'd wollop her! Bullock Ir.

Pastorals (1901) 87. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. He can wallop a' the bruisers

an' greet bullies on the Kee, Allan Tyneside Sngs. (1891) 422.

Dur. 1
, Lakel.2 , Cum.1 Wm. Mappm yusta wallap es noos an

thans, Spec. Dial. (1880) pt. ii. 9. n.Yks.4,
w.Yks.15 ,

n.Lan. 1
,

m. Lan. 1, s.Lan. 1
, Chs.13 s.Stf. I'll get his feyther to whallop him

when he gets whoam, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895).. Der.2
,

Not. 1

2

, Lin. 1 n.Lin.1 I'll wallop his hide for him. Lei.1 ,
Nhp. 1

,

War.2
, se.Wor.1

, Shr.12, Hrf.2 , Glo.2 , Brks. 1 Lon. Mayhew
Land. Labour (1851)1.420. Hnt.(T.P.F.), Sus.2 Hmp. I wallops

at the door wi' my stick, Foresters' Misc. (1846) 163. I.W.12

Wil. Slow Gl. (1892). Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

w.Som. 1
, Dev.12 Cor. Penberthy Warp and Woof, 54. [Amer.

I am bothered to death with my boys, and will wallop the first one

I catch, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) 3rd S. vii.]

Hence (1) Walloper, sb. (a) one who beats or thrashes ;

(b) a cudgel ;
(c) anything very large ; an astounding lie ;

(a) Walloping,^/, adj. large
;
powerful, strong ; also used

advb.
(1, a) Ct»m * (6) Ir. Armed with his ' walloper,' Barrington

Sketches (1827-33) III. xviii. (c) Lakel. 2 That's a walloper. Cum.

She's a walloper ! just leyke a house- en, Anderson Ballads (ed.

1840)47. Wm. That potatoe is a walloper (B.K.). w.Yks.8 , Not.1
,

Lin.1 n.Lin.1 That sow o' thine 'is a wallopper. Lei.1 ,
War.23

(2) N.Cy.1 A great walluping chap. Lakel.2 e.Yks.1 Them's

wallopin big taties. w.Yks.25 , nw.Der.1 , Not.1 se.Lin. A great,

big, walloping fellow (J.T.B.). Lei.1 , Nhp.1
,
War." Shr., Hrf.

Bound Provinc. (1876). Brks. 1
, Dev.1

2. To surpass ; to get the better of.

w.Yks.5 My eye! it is a wolloper tu 1—bud av seen one at

wallop'd that—Dick Smith hes it,—it wallops awal 'at ivver I've

seen ! Lan. Wood Hum. Sketches, 73.

3. sb. A blow ; a resounding stroke ; a thrashing.

Abd. (Jam.) Kcd. Davie cud the kelpie guide Wi' mony a

wallop on his hide, Grant Lays (1884) 103. Dmf. Paton Castle-

braes (1898) 246. N.Cy.1 Cum.4 Bit flicker ov aw was a souple

hezzel, an' this un t'lads uset to caw t'lang wallop, w.Cum. Times

(Xmas 1894) 18, col. 1. w.Yks. 1 ".Lan. 1 A wallop ower t'lug.

n.Lin. 1
, Snf.1

4. A row ; a quarrel.
. ,.,_„_.

w.Yks There were soomfearful wallops ; sa spiteful (*.P.I.).

5. A lump. - Brks. 1 6. Phr. by the wallop, in the lump,

bv guess-work, without precision.
.

n.Wm. He went bi t'wallop (B.K.). w.Yks. ' He didn t weigh

that bacca, ah think 1 ' ' Nooa, he gev mi a lump bi t'wallap. ' Tak

nooa nooatis on her, shoo talks bi t'wallap' {ib.).

7. pi. Obsol. A game; see below.
n.Yks. A game in which a man gives a youth four sticks like

besom shafts for a penny to throw at four pegs with a penny each

on them, to knock one down, and giyes a penny or two for prizes
;

and the man says ' Hit my legs and miss my pegs, wullup, wullup

away'(I.W.V
WALLOP,, v.* s.Lan.1 e.An.1 [wo-lap.] To wrap

up, esp. to wrap up hastily and clumsily.

WALLOW, v.
x Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. Also in forms

waller Sc. (Jam.) Yks. ; wullaw Wxf.1 [wa'la.] 1. In

phr. to wallow in wealth,, to be very rich.

n.Yks. He's fair wallering i' wealth (T.S.).

2. To roll on, the ground ; to toss about, as a. fish on c!ry

Cld., Twd. (Jam.) Wxf.1 Caules will na get to. wullaw to-

3.' To'roll in walking ; to walk in. a lumbering, helpless

manner.

Sc. S3 my Haw gat lamed of a leg And syne ran wallowing
hame, Scott Minslrelsy-(i8o2) II. 89, ed. 1848. Nhb. 1

WALLOW, v.* Sc. Nhb. Der.; also Som. Also written
waller Der.2 nw.Der. 1

; and in forms wailow, wally Sc.

[wa'la, wo'la.] 1. To fade ; to wither ; also used fig.

Cf. wallan.
Sc. (Jam.

-

) ; In thraws of death, with wailowit cheek, Ramsay
Tea-Table Misc. (1724) I. 233, ed. 1871 ; Indeed after that day his

flower begane to wallow, Kirkton Ch. Hist. (1817) 269. Lnk.

Hamilton Poems (1865) 102. Gall. Custom genteel—is the devil

in,troulh, It has wallow'd the Binwud tree, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 71, ed. 1876. Nhb.1
, Der. 2

,
nw.Der. 1

, Som. (Hall.)

2. To dwindle.
Frf. The wallow't burnie scarce ye see—Ye driblet sma', in

crook an' thraw, Reid Hiatherland (1894) 40.

[1. OE. wealwian, to fade, wither (Sweet).]

WALLOW, adj. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin.

War. Hrf. Glo. Also written walla Cum.14 Wm. n.Lan.1

ne.Lan.1
; waller Lin.1 n.Lin. 1

; and in forms wally Lin.
;

wolley Lin. Glo.1 [wala, wo'la.] 1. Tasteless, insipid,

weak and watery. Cf. wallowish. See Waugh.
N.Cy.1 Broth and water, and pottage without salt, are wallow.

Nhb.1
, Cum.4 n.Wm. This breed's wallow, thoo's fergitten ta put

sotein (B.K.). s.Wm. (J.A.B.) n.Yks. Thias tatis tiast vara wallow

withut sot [salt] (W.H.). w.Yks. 1
, Lan.1 n.Lan. 1 These poddish

er varra walla; ther's neea sauti' them. ne.Lan.1 Lin. Brookes

Tracts Gl. ; Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1 That rice-puddin' taastes soa blew and

waller, sw. Lin.1 How wallow this here bread is ! War.2
,
Glo.1

2. Nauseous ; having a sickly taste ; also in form

Wallowy, and in comb. Wallow-like.
N.Cy.1 Lakel. 2 Ah've a nasty wallow tiaste i' mi' mooth like

rotten eggs. Wm. He smells walla-like when he's been amang

t'rabbits an' hedge-hogs an' sec like (J. M.). Hrf. 1

Hence to feel wallow or — wallow-like, phr. to have a dis-

taste for one's food. Wm. (J.M.) 3. Pinched-looking ;

faint from want or illness. N.Cy.1
, Cum.

1
4. Of colour :

faint, indistinct.

Wm. ' Wallow coo,' i e. a cow of a colour which is neither dun

nor red, but between the two (J.M.).

5. Of the weather : blowing a cold, strong, and hollow

wind. N.Cy.1

WALLOW, WALLOWA, see Waller, sb.2 , Wally, sb.1
,

Walaway.
WALLOW-CRQP(S, sb. Obsol. Cum. An expression

of contempt applied to physical or mental infirmity.

A feckless auld wallow-crop, Roll Bk. (1832) 34 ;
Cum.4

WALLOWISH, adj. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. Der. Lin. Wor. Hrf. Glo. e.Cy. s.Cy. Also written

wallouish e. & s.Cy. ; and in forms walch n.Cy. nw.Der.
tir . n„i»v, no T on ! - virallicVi Wnr. Glo.1 : wallush

Bnff. 1
; waulchn.Cy. ; welch n.Cy. Cum. 3

; welsh N.Cy.1

Nhb.1 Lakel.2 Wm. Cum.134 ne.Yks.1 n.Lan. 1
;
wolsh

w.Yks.2 [wa-lawij; waif, wolj, well.] 1. Insipid, taste-

less ; of cider, &c. : watery, poor. See Wallow, adj.

Sc (Jam.), Cai.1 , Bnff. 1 Lnk. Ramsay Gentle Shep. (Scenary

ed.)G/. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783); Trans. Phil. Soc. (1858) 1777; N.Cy. 12,

Nhb.1
, Dur. 1 Cum. What foats may poddish hev? They may be

sooar.seiity, sodden, an' savvorless, soat, welsh, brocken, an' lumpy

(E W.P.) ; Cum.1
; Cum.3 Thoo leuks as if thy poddish was welsh,

177 ; Cum.4 n.Wm. T'bacon's welsh (B.K.). n.Yks. Them broth

tiasts varry walsh. Isthereony sauti' them? (R.H.H.); n.Yks. 1

;

niYks. 2 As walsh as the white of an egg; n.Yks. 3 ne.Yks.1

e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.),

m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781); w.Yks. 1
;

w.Yks.2 I have been told that this word is applied only to bread

which has not been salted, and not to every kind of insipid or

unseasoned food. nw.Der. 1 sw.Lin.1 I'd gotten no salt to put in

it ; it maks it a bit wallowish. s.Wor. (H.K.), s.Wor. 1
,
Glo. 1

Hence (1) Walshness, sb. insipidity
; (2) Welsh'd, ppl.

adj. suffering from insipidity of food.

(1) Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1
, n.Yks.2 (2) n.Lan. 1 I se fairly welsh d

away wi' sic walla stuff.

2. Nauseous ; sour ; having a sickly taste.
>

Lakel.2 Ah's as welsh as can be this moornen. ne.Yks.1 T milk s

welsh. w.Wor. 1 The doctor's give me some stuff as is downright

3 b a



WALLOW-WHEEL [372] WALT
wallowish ; but I'm bound to saay it 'ave done nig a power n'

good. s.Wor. 1
, Hrf.12 e.Cy., s.Cy. Ray (1691).

3. Pinched and miserable-looking ; faint from hunger.
N.Cy. 1 A person whose face has a raw, pale, and unhealthy look

•—whom a keen frosty morning pinches, or to whom it gives the
appearance of misery and poverty—has a welsh and wallow face.

Cum. 4

4. Of the weather: showery, sleety, when there is

neither thaw nor frost. N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1

, Dur. 1

, Cum. 4

WALLOW-WHEEL, sb. e.Yks.1 The wheel at the
top of the main shaft of a windmill, which turns all the
machinery. MS. add. (T.H.)

[Cp. OE. wealwian, to roll (Sweet).]
WALLUR, WALLUSH, see Waller, sb?, Wallowish.
WALLY, sb.

1 and v.' Wor. Hrf. Glo. Wil. Also written
walley, wolley Wor. ; wolly w.Wor. 1 se.Wor.1 s.Wor.1

Hrf.2 Glo. 1
; and in forms gwalley Glo. 1

; wallow Wil.1

[woli.] 1. sb. The line into which hay is raked before
being carted or made into cocks. Cf. wale, sb. 1

1.
Wor. Hay laid in wallies (W.C.B.). w.Wor. 1

, se.Wor. 1

s.Wor. Get it into wolley. Turn them walleys (H.K.) ; s.Wor. 1
,

Hrf. 2 Glo. Wally is the collection of meadow hay as distinct
from 'sid'hay,' raked into long lines far enough apart for the
wagons to pass between. The hatches when pulled in together
form 'broad wallies' (S.S.B.); Glo. 1

, Wil. 1

2. v. To rake hay into lines ; also used with in or up.
Glo. Wallying up is pulling the two sides of the broad wallies

over together, with the rakes (S.S.B.); It is then spread again
and wallied in, or put into still larger rows, called wind-rows,
Lewis Gl. (1839) (s.v. Haymaking). Wil-.1

WALLY, v? Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Also written whalley
n.Yks.2

; whally nYks. 1
; and in forms welley, welly

n.Cy. 1. To cocker up ; to indulge ; to stroke the
back of an animal gently ; to obtain one's end by means
of caresses or flattery. n.Cy. (K.), N.Cy. 2

, n.Yks.12
2. Obs. To pity.
n.Cy. I would welley thee, an't would do thee any good, Grose

(1790) Suppl.

WALLY, v? n.Yks. [Wa'li.] To hurry over work

;

to do anything in an imperfect manner. (T.S.)
WALLY, adj. and sb? Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Also written

walley Sc. ; waly Sd. (Jam.) ; and in form waaly Sh.I.
[well.] 1. adj. Beautiful, excellent; fine, thriving,
strong

; pleasant, jolly. See Wale, v?
Sc. (Jam.); A dainty queen she was, and wally, Ford Thistle-

down (1891) 204. Bch. Told it was what luck had sent, A waly
boy, Forbes Dominie (1785) 37 . Frf. Trees, Whase waly tapswag 1 the stout norlin breeze, Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 58.
Ayr. There was ae winsome wench and walie, Burns Tarn 0'
Shanter (1790) 1. 164. Lnk. I wad rather see the wean gin it be
onything wally and like the warld, Graham Writings (188V) II
34-

,

"-Cy.Border Gl. (Coll. L.L. B.) Nhb.1 Schoolboys out for aday s holiday are said to be having 'a wally time onV
2. Large, ample.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Ye're gien him a waaly lug-staff, Sh. News

(bept. 29, 1900). Or.I. A wally piece of work (S.A.S.). RnfYoung Lochlomond (1872) 12. Lnk. A pair o' wally side auld
fashioned breeks, Graham Writings (1883) II. 53. Edb. Ballan-
tine Gaberlunzte (ed. 1875) Gl.

3. sb. A toy
; a gewgaw ; a choice ornament

;
pi. finerybee Bonny Wallies.

Sc. (Jam.) Rnf. She means to wair Her crown on ribband for
his hair, An ither wallies, Picken Poems (1813) I. 64. RxbWhen nature stamps wi' her fair wallies sheen

r A. Scott Poems
(ed. 1808) 35. Gall. Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 83 ed i8ot
n.Cy. Bonnie wallies, Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)

'

Hence (i) Wally-dye, sb. a toy. w.Sc.'(Jam.)
; (2) Waly
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used as a Plaything by chil-dren. Cld.(jAM.) 4. Obs. Luck, prosperity; «*. usedas an exclamation, or in phr. wallyfall one.
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WALLYDRAIGLE, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Also informs walley-drag, walley-draigle Nhb. 1

; waUidrag"

wallidraggle Sc. (Jam.) ; wallidreg Sc. ; wallie-tragle

Slk. ; wally-dragle, wally-draig, waly-draigle Sc.

1. sb. A feeble, ill-grown person or animal.
Sc. (Jam.) ; The very wally-draigles o' the country-side, Scott

Bob Roy (1817) xxxiv ; Ye ken it's but a whingin', screechin',

skirlin' wallidreg—but we maun bear wi' dispensations. Chambers
Pop. Rhymes (ed. 1870) 71. Abd. Did you describe the lot of

cattle ... as ' three hide-bun' wallydraggles, an' the foort ane
a— eeseless buffalo brute'? Alexander Ain Flk. (1-882) 116.

2. The youngest bird in the nest ; hencejig. the youngest
daughter.

Ayr. Would it no- be the height o' imprudence for a man to lay

hands on the wally draig? Galt Lairds (1826) xii ; It's just like

the cuckoo dabbing a wally-draigle out o' the nest, ib. xxxvii.

3. A worthless, slovenly person, esp. a woman ; a
wastrel ; a wanderer ; also used atlrib.

Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. He has na seen the wally dreg Sin in her wame
it bouted, Fisher Poems (1790) 83. Edb. Har'st Rig (1794) 35,
ed. 1801. Slk. The out-wale, wallie-tragle kind o' wooers, Hogg
Tales (1838) 362, ed. 1866. Rxb. I warrant you dinna sine sae
dumb wi' that eockle-cuitit wallidrag Agnes, Hamilton Outlaws
(1897) 17. Nhb. 1

4. Obs. Three sheaves set up without the ' hood-sheaf,'
in order to dry more speedily. Rxb. (Jam.) 5. v. To
go about in a dirty, idle way.

Nhb. 1 What are ye walley-draiglin aboot here for ?

Hence Waly-draigling, ppl. adj. weak and worthless
;

dirty.

Lth. Ilk waly draiglin' dribblin' wight Wha sleeps a' day. and
drinks a' nicht, Ballantine Poems (1856) 68. Edb. Ballantine
Gaberlunzte (ed. 1875) Gl.

WALLY-GOWDIE, sb. Sc. [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] A term of endearment.

Lth. ' Come, kilt yer coats, my wally-gowdie ! My honey-doo

!

my auld howtowdie !

' Cried Rory to a canker'd howdie, Smith
Merry Bridal (1866) 20.

WALLY-WAE, see Walaway.
WALM, sb. and v. Obs. or obsol. n.Cy. Yks. Lan.

Chs. Ken. Also written waum, waulm Ken. 1. sb. A
gentle boiling ; a bubbling.

N.Cy.1 w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (i8ri). Lan. (K.), Chs.' **,

2. A measure of salt after boiling.
Chs. The salt made is not disposed into sacks, walms, or any

other measures, but lieth in huge great heaps, Travels Brereton
(
l634-5) «n Chetham Soc. Publ. (1844) I. 16 ; Chs. 13
3. v. To seethe or boil. N.Cy. 1

, Chs.123
[OE. wcelm, wielm, a boiling, surging ( Sweet).!WALNUT, sb. Hrf. Suf. Som. 1. In comp. (1)

Walnut-brusher, one who picks walnuts
; (2) -brushing,

the picking of walnuts
; a walnut-crop.

• ty
Suf

-,
It

[wind ] blew with force, helping the walnut-brusher
in his task, covering the ground with the shining green nuts,
Betham-Edwards Mock Beggars (1902) 102. (2) ib. 99.
2. The tree or fruit of the double walnut
Hrf. Duncumb

> Hist. Hrf. (1804-12). Som.. The ordinary
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night it wouted o'er. Suf. 1 Grass or corn is said to be waited,

when it do not stand fair and erect to the scythe or sickle.

Hence (1) Walt-sheep, sb. a fallen sheep. Sc. Moor
Wds. (1823) ; (2) Wauty, adj. unsteady, tottering. Shr. 1

2. To lay low ; to slay.

s.Chs.1 ' I'd waut him,' said a man, of Arabi Pasha.

3. sb. An upset. s.Chs. 1 Wi)n aad' it wairt i dhii road.

[1. Cp. Wyndes full wodely wait vp the ythes, Dest.

Troy (c. 1400) 4627. OE. wealtan, to roll, reel, stagger

(Hall).]

WALT, see Welt, sb.
1

WALTER, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Dur. Lan. Wor. e.An.

Also written wolter Sc. (Jam.) e.An. 1
; and in forms

waalter Sh.l. ; walther N.I. 1
; woulter e.An. 1 [wo-lta(r.]

1. v. To welter ; to roll and twist about on the ground,

as corn laid by the wind and rain ; to reel ; to stagger.

Cf. welter, v.
x

Sh.l. Doo's wantin' wiz, tings o' lasses, ta waalter an' stum le

hame wirsels, Sh. News (Dec. 15, 1900). Fif. The cuntrie was

walterit to and fra in this maner, Pitscottie Cron. (ed. 1889) I.

23. Edb. The natural man waltering and wallowing in sinne,

Rollock Wks. (1599) I. 439j ed. 1844-9. N.I.1 'The potatoes lie

down and waiter on the ground,' i.e. they remain lying. Dur.

(K.) Lan. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) e.An. 1

Hence (1) Walter-booming, ppl. adj. lying scattered

about; (2) Walthered, />/>/. adj. mired ;
stuck in a boggy

road, or swampy place.

(1) s.Wor. Thahy pays as is waiter-booming hall hover the

plaace, Outis Vig. Man. in Berrows Jrn. (1896) xviii. (2) N.I. 1

Whiles in the mornin' I find the branches of the trees all walthered

and smashed.

2. To swell ; to surge.
Bwk. The waves that woltering wont to be Are stable like the

land, W. Crockett Minstrelsy (1893) 44.

3. To cause extreme fatigue.

e.An.1 I am right on woltered out by my day's work.

4. sb. Obs. An upset
; fig. confusion, disorder ; a change

productive of confusion.

Sc. (Jam.) ; If I can get his cart at a wolter, I shall lend it a put,

Ray Prov. (1678) 379. Fif. They desyre nothing more nor ane

great man that wald of the present estait begun the waiter,

Pitscottie Cron. (ed. 1889) I. 136.

[1. Weltryn, or welwyn (welkyn, K., walteryn or walo-

wen, P.), volute (Prompt.).]

WALTON, sb. Nhp.2 In phr. as wise as Walton s calj

who ran nine mile to suck a bull, expressive of a very

foolish person.
.

WALVE, v. Som. Dev.Cor. Also in form wolye Cor.

[wplv.] To wallow ; to roll in the dust, as a bird
;

to

tumble about ; to loll from side to side.

w.Som. 1 The birds bin here then walvin, fresh enough
!

Dev. 1

Than a veil waiving and tossing and turning vrom zide to zide,

querking and grunting in es kibby heels, 20. n.Dev. If ha hk th

ta waive in mux, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 89. nw-Dev. 1
,

Cor 123

WALY, sb.
1 Obs. Sc. Also written wally. A small

flower ; also in comp. Waly-sprig.
s.Sc. The term is particularly applied to gowans (Jam.), ban.

Hinnie swey'd down the wniteclaver, And the walhe's head did

ben', Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 117. ed. 1876. Kcb. Spread

around the faulds to crop the blade Of tender grass or thriving

waly, Davidson Seasons (1789) 11 ; Who can paint A waly sprig

like Nature? ib. 42.

WALY int. and sb* Sc. Nhb. Yks. Also written

wally Sc. Nhb.1 Yks. [weli.] 1. int. An exclamation,

sen. of lamentation. Cf. walaway. „,.,,_, . ^
Sc Deuks dub afore the door—There fell I ! A' the lave [rest]

cried 'Walyl waly!' But I cried, ' Feigh, fye,' Chambers Pop.

Rhymes (ed. 1870) 21. Fif. But walie! the sight gar d even pu.r

Baudrons . . . jump nearly four feet wi'fncht, McLaren Tibbte (1894)

4.1 Edb. Aye 'twas ' Walie, what a sin
!

'
McLaren Chtmla-lug

ri88i1 18 Slk. O Waly, Waly, but love be bonnie A little while

when it is new, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) n5- Nhb. Wally !
Wally !

it's a' ower noo ! Gateshead Aim. (1883) ; Nhb. 1
,
Yks. (Hall.)

Hence (1) Wallydye, int. well-a-day, alas (2) waly

fall, or wali/ou fall, phr. may mischief befall
;
a mild

imprecation ; (3) Wally-walling, sb. a lamentation

(1) Slk. (Jam.) ;
Wallydye ! man ... ye may gie up the craft,

Hogg Tales (1838) 19, ed. 1866. (2) Sc. Walifou fa' the cat, She's

bred the house muckle wanease, Chambers Sngs. (1829) I. 10.

Ayr. Waly fa' the ley crap For I maun till'd again, Burns There's

News, st. 3. Lnk. You're a bra' soncy dog grown, wally fa' me
gin I kend ye, Graham Writings (1883) II. 53. (3) Ayr. Such a

wally-wallying as the news of this, caused at every door, Galt
Ann. Parish (1821) xvii.

2. sb. A lamentation.
Sc. A waly, and a waly, According as ye ken, Sharpe Ballad

Bk. (1823) 91, ed. 1868.

WALY, adj. s.Chs.1 [weli,] Irregular in shape.

Hence Waly-ended, ppl. adj. of a plank, &c. : tapering off

at the end.
WALY,WALYCOAT, WALY-DRAIGLE, see Wally,

adj., Wyliecoat, Wallydraigle.
WAM, adj. e.Yks.1 [warn.] Tasteless ; unpleasant

in flavour.

WAM, see Wamb, Wame, Wham, sb.
1

WAMBLE, v., sb., adj. and adv. Var. dial, uses in Sc.

Irel. and Eng. Also in forms waamel Wm. ; waammle
ne.Lan. 1

; wamel, wamil Sc. ; wamle Sc. Nhb. ;
wamma

Chs. 1 Der.2 nw.Der. 1
; wammel Sc. Nhb. 1 Cum.1 Som.;

wammle Sc. Ant. Cai.1 w.Yks.8 ne.Lan.1
;
wammo s.Lan.1

;

waumle Sc. Bnff. 1
; whammo s.Lan. 1

; womble Sc. (Jam.

Suppl.) Hrf.2 Glo.1 Wil. 1
; wommle Sc. Cor. ; wummle Sc.

[wami, wo'ml.] 1. v. To rumble ; to roll ; to stir

uneasily ; used of the intestines or of food in the stomach.

Cf. whemmle.
Sc. Sit doon, and pit some meat in yere wames, for atweel they

maun be girnin' and wamlin' like knots o' edders, Sc. Haggis, 125 ;

Wamble describes the movement of the stomach in digestion, and

also the uneasy sensation of a stomach craving for food (A.W.)

;

Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) ; Denotes the action of the stomach

when it rolls with nausea (Jam.). Edb. I still saw the unleavened

pride of womankind wambling within me, Moir Mansie Wauch

(1828) xxvi. m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.3 Lan. The ale as aw'd had

Seemed somehow for t'wamble abeawt, Cleworth Da/tie Dick

(c. 1888) 20; Lan.1
, Lin. 1 se Lin. My stomach wambles a bit

(J.T.B.). Hmp. 'Tis small beer now, 'stead o' good yale, an' that

do make a man's stummick to wamble tarrible, surely (W.H.E.).

Dev. 3
,
n.Dev. (F.T.E.), Cor. 12

Hence Wambliness, sb. an uneasiness or upheaval of

the stomach.
Dev. It do bring him a wambliness of the innards to do or say

ought as may draw the public eye upon us, Phillpotts Sons of

Morning (1900) 90.

2. To feel faint or sick. s.Lan. 1
, Cor.

2 Hence Wambly,
adj. giddy, sick, faint, esp. with hunger.

Nhb. As sick as a bad bat o' the head an' a wambly stomach can

make a man, Pease Tales (1899) 129. Lakel. 2 Ah's wamly as owt

fer mi dinner. n.Yks.z w.Yks. It's a sooart ov a wamly feelin'

'at comes ower me, an' awm fit to sink throo th' cheer, Hartley

Clock Aim. (1879) 46. Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1

, Brks. (E.G.H.)

3. To move awkwardly or unsteadily to and fro ;
to

quiver, shake, wave.
Abd. Ower the lum the rantree wambles, Still Cottar's Sunday

(1845) 29. Lnk. See how her coats wamels again, Graham
Writings (1883) I. 193. Rxb. Ruickbie Wayside Cottager (1807)

180. Gall. Long arms that wambled from side to side, Crockett

Dark 0' Moon (1902) 30. Wm. Look to his knees a-wamblin',

Ollivant OwdBob (ed. 1900) 59. Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1 War. Applied

chiefly to machinery (J.R.W.). Glo.12 Som. Applied chiefly to

mechanical operations, Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (18731. w.Som.1 Towag or move about in an

untrue or eccentric manner— applied to a wheel or machinery.

Also anything loosely held or fixed is said to wam'l, as a post not

deep enough in the ground. ' Look to thick wheel, nif he don't

wam'Iy, like a fiddler's elbow.' n.Dev. A toteling, wambling . . .

yheat stool, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 53.

Hence Wambly, adj. shaky on the legs; poorly,

weakly.
Sc. When I was still so wambly on my legs, Stevenson

Catriona (1893) xi. Nhb. Wey, if maa legs wesn't sae wambly

the night, I'd lam thoo a lesson, Pease Tales (1899) 127. Yks.

Yks. Wkly. Post (July 24, 1897).
^
Lan.1

, e.Lan. 1
,
m.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1

Hoo's bin bu' very wambly o' lat'ly.

4. To turn over and over ; to revolve ; to spin a coin, &c.

Elg. Earth's guts seem'd wamblin' roun', Couper Poetry (1804)

II. 89. Frf. Diel tak Italian strums, Stuff, till't I canna wamble,
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Morison Poems (1790) 23. Lth. She has a rir.gle ee, that's aye
wammle-wammlin' about either it or its lid, Strathesk More Bits

(ed. 1885) 8. Edb. Beatty Secretar (1897) 80. Nhb. 1 The bord

wammelt ower an' ower as it fell. He wammelt his shillin.

n.Yks.2 To spin round and fall down as an animal in a fit.

5. To roll food in the mouth, when too large to swallow.

w.Yks. 1
, Suf. 1

(s.v. Wabble). 6. To move with an
undulating motion ; to wind ; to wriggle, writhe ; to twist

about the body.
Sc. Like an eel in the water (Jam.). Cai. 1

, Bnff.1 Abd. The
pains o' love'll work and wommle in the inside of ye like a knot o'

adders, Cobban Angel (1898) 168. Per. The river wammles doon
thro' Bellymore, Fergusson Vill. Poet (1897) 140. w.Sc. (Jam.
SuppW) Ayr. Be quick, or he [a salmon] may waum'le oot o' the

net, Johnston Kilmallie (1891) I. 116. Dmf. Paton Castlebraes

(1898) 303. N.hb. An' saw sma' chance to- wam'le through,

Proudlock Borderland Muse (1896) 76 ; Nhb. 1 Cum. ' Wammelan
like an eel. Wm. (B.K._), w.Yks. 13 Lan. Davies Trans. Phil.

Soc. (1855) 24a. ne.Lan. 1

7. To stagger ; to walk feebly, unsteadily, or clumsily
;

to totter in walking.
Per. Ye wamble in your gait, John. Bull, Fergusson Vill. Poet.

(1897) 138. Ayr. The creature was so drunk that he wamblet to

and fro over the drum, Galt Provost (1822) xxxii. Lnk. I'se

gie ye the wind o' the mare's tail, and gar ye wammel hame an' a'

your wate coats about you, Graham Writings (1883) II. 32.
Nhb. 1 He wammelt up the stairs wi' the seek o' floor on iv his
back. He went wammelin aboot. Cum. 1

, w.Yks.2 , Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

,

s.Lan. 1
, Hrf.2 Glo. Gissing Vill. Hampden (1890I I. vi. Wil. 1

Dor. 'A's getting wambling on her pins ... as aged folks do,
Hardy Tower (1882) xvi. w.Som.1 Poor old fuller, he's a come
to wammle, sure 'nough, Dev. 1 (s.v. Waiving). Gor. As us was
gwain down awver Bodmin 'ill I zimmed tha 'oss begin to wommle
'bout a bet, Pasmore Stories (1893) 6.

Hence Wambly, (1) adj. insecure, shaky, unsteady,
wobbly

; (2) adv. unsteadily.
(1) Gall. There's no' eneuch life in yer sermons, minister—nae

grup, so to speak, kind o' wambly an' cauldrife, Crockett Stickit
Min. (1893) 249. Lan. A wambly haystack, Clegg Sketches
(!895) 377- Wil. 1 Dev. I'd a deal liefer spue the wambly
gawkin out and be done wi' un, Zack On Trial (1899) 22°- Cor-

' I was middlin' wambly,' assented Calvin Oke, the second
fiddle, 'Q.' Three Ships (ed. 1892) 10. (2) w.Yks. Leeds Merc.
Suppl. (1884).

8. To tumble
; to turn topsy-turvy ; to wallow.

Bch. As laid him arselins on his back To wamble o' the yerd,
Forbes Ajax (1742) 9, Per. To see you waumlin' i' the gutter,
Stewart Character (1857) 63. Twd. Each grippit an airm and
after a gey wammlin' I got oot, Buchan J. Burnet (1898) 78.
Ant. Wammle the stool an' let the waen sit doon, Ballymena Obs.
(1892). Nhb. Tak' care, auld man, else in a trice, We'll baith be
wamb'ling i' the syke, Proudlock Borderland Muse (i8q6 ,

i
208-

Nhb. 1
, Dev. 1 (s.v. Waiving).

; y

0. To ramble; to wander about aimlessly. Also usedfig.Nhb. Tommy—'roond the toon was wamlin,' Chater Tyneside
Aim. (1869) 7.. Lan. They went wamblin and lollin into one of
these draper's shops, Waugh Heather {ed. Milner) II. 272. Hrf
(W.W.S.) Dor. 'A don't do nothing but traypsing and wambling
about, Hardy Greenwd. Tree (1872) pt. iv. iv. Dev.3

10. Fig. To hesitate ; to be undecided.
s.Lan. 1 He's a wamblin' felly 'at never knows his own moind

11. sb. A rolling or rumbling of the stomach.
s.Lan. 1 Mi inside's o ov a wamble.

12. Faintness. Der.2
13. An undulating motion : the

act of wriggling.

r.^"%u
He ?a' a

f
waumle or twa an' wan oot amo' ma han's.

Cld. The motion of an eel (Jam.).
14. An uneven, unsteady gait.
Dor. Fancy

. her bounding walk becoming the regularHmtock shail-and-wamble, Hardy Woodlanders (1887) I xi
15. Phr. (up)on the wamble, (1) staggering from drunken-

wheel
moving irregularly, as an unsteady

frR^Wn" Lfi^ ^U,rt
T
U
u
P°' th ' WamMe a bit

>
Waugh Sphinx

ELMORE Sn&SftS?)T Whee1
'
^"^ °n the WambIe

'

from wL
S
ofST thC 1CgS

;
IangUid

>

Weak
>
faint

> "P.
w.Yks. (S.P.U.); w.Yks.3 < Aw feel rate wake and wammle.'

Esp. applied to horses, when weak in the legs. s.Lan. 1
, Chs. 1

,

nw. Der. 1

17. Slightly hungry. w.Yks. (S.P.U.), nw.Der.1

18. adv. With an undulating or writhing motion. Bnff. 1

[1. Wamelon, yn the stomake (wamlyn, Pi), ttauseo

{Prompt.).]

WAME, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Der.
Lin. Som. Also written waim Se. Nhb.'; and informs
waam w.Yks. 1

; warn w.Som. 1
; wamb w.Yks.1

; weam
Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. m.Yks. 1

; weamm Cum. 1
; weeam Wm.

n.Yks.2 e.Yks. 1
; wem n.Yks.12 s.Lan. 1

; wheam Cum.;
wheeam Lakeli2 n.Yks.4 ; wheme Lan. ; wime Sc; wyem
Nhb. 1

; wyme Sh.I. n.Sc. n.Cy. [wem, weam, wiam.]
1. sb. The belly; the stomach.
Sc. (Jam.) ; It would be a daft-like thing to see me wi' my fat

wame in a short Highland coat, Scott Rob Roy (1817) xxxi ; The
heather is on fire inside my wame, Stevenson Catriona (1893 "I lx -

n.Sc. O seven podducks in her wyme, Buchan Ballads (1828) I.

254, ed. 1875. Cai. 1 Frf. [He] aye contrived, by hook or crook,
To fill his wame, Smart Rhymes (1834) 1.18. Per. There's Watty
wi' the budget in his wime, Haliburton, Horace (1886) 31.
se.Sc. I've cramm'd your wame Wi' food as guid as chick an' ham,
Donaldson Poems (1809) 16. Ayr. For fient a wame it had ava
Burns Death and Dr. Hornbook (1785) st. 7. Bwk. Your dirty
waim, Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856) 81. Dmf. He row'd aboot
for mony a day On crutches wi' an empty wame, Wallace
Schoolmaster (1899) 373- n.Cy. (J.L. 1783) ; N.Cy. 1 Nhb. Wi*
weary byens and empty w.yeirj, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 9 >

Nhb. 1
, Lakel.2 Cum. 1 Buy ... a hor.se wicra weamm An a meer wi'

neann. Wm. Mi' weeam's as hollow as a drum (B.K.). n.Yks.1
He's a desper't pain in's wem; n.Yks.24 e.Yks. 1 Walmgate,
originally Weambgate, York, was so called because tripe-sellers
and makers of bowstrings from the intestines of animals dwelt, in
the street. m.Yks. 1

, w.Yks. 1 Lan. While awr bizzy cadgin
meh wheme, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1740) 45. s.Lan.
PicTONZ)j'a/.(i865)i7

; s.Lan. 1 Der. Hit the buck... In the middle
of his wame, Jewitt Ballads (1867) 103. n.Lin. 1

Hence (1) athort one's wame, phr. maugre, in spite of
one; (2) Wamie, 0^/'. big-bellied, corpulent; (3) Waminess,
sb. corpulence.

(1) Abd. (Jam.) (2) Sc, Mackay,. Lnk. (Jam.) Rxb. You're
a wee thingie mair wamie than ye waur, father, Hamilton
Outlaws (1897) 184. Dmf. A great wamie, fruesome wife, with
a whole byking of bairns yammering at your lugs, ib. Mawkin (1898)
57. (3) Sc. Mackay. Lnk. (Jam.)

2. Comb. (1) Wame-fu(l, a bellyful
; (2) -gird, a horse's

belly-band
; (3) ill, stomach-ache

; a stomachic disease

;

(4) -locks, locks of wool under a sheep's belly
; (5) -tow(e,

see (2).

(1) Sc. (Jam.) ; A warne-fou is.a wame-fou, . . whether it be of
the barleymeal or the bran, Scott St. Ronan (1824) x. Abd.
Man, wife, an' wean, they got wamefu's o' brose, Walker Bards
Bon-Accord (1887) 329. Ayr. This may do—maun do, Sir, wi'
them wha Maun please the great folk for a wame-fou, Burns Ded.
to Gavin Hamilton, 1. 12. Edb. Visits pay to mony a ane, Just for
a wamefu

,
Liddle Poems (1821) 96. Dmf. A wameful of good hot

brose, Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 202. N.Cy.1
, Nhb. (W G.) Lan

Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837) in. (2) Sh.I. Carry up tatties,
wark only for horses, as lang as I hed ane ta pit a wymegird an'
flakkie apon, Sh News (Nov. 6, 1897). (3) Sc. (Jam.); The
weam-ill the wild-fire, the vomit, and the vees, Francisque-
Michel Lang.(1882) 155. N.Cy.1

(4) n. Yks. 2
, w.Som. 1 (5) Sc.Mackay. N.Cy. 1

, Nhb.1 ;

3. The womb.
Sc. Contrived them for to hide her wame Whan it grew big,Pennecuik Collection (1787) 28. Cai.» Bnff. Man naked comfs

trae Minnie s wyme, Taylor Poems (1787) 35. Lnk. The wamea lucky say increasing Till ance the natal hour arrive, M'Indoe

%?£&$\cT^r:^"fi^ 79, ed - i876-

4. The entire salmon roe.

fish^n m!' J-"

eith
r
r

u
U^d entire- t" a' ^, as it is taken from the

reduced

W

I?
3 ' 1S Provinda»y ^rmed the waim

; or it is

termed hi 1 V™*''
° V 2* U is averted to sirigle particles,termed

1

beads Armstrong Curing ofSalmon Roe.

« r- g
A L

et,
„
Cum

' Ferguson Northmen (18*6) 202.
6. Fig. A hollow ; room, space. ° ;

Sc In a wreath o' snaw, or in thewame o' a wave, what sienifieshow the auld gaberlunziedies? Scott Antiyuary (^Tvil ill
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Auld Panderhoiiium's meikle ha' Had hardly wame to haud them
a', DeiVs Hallowe'en (1856) 22.

7. v. To fill the belly.

Rxb. (Jam.) Dmf. Thae twa napper-o'-naps is . . . warning
themselves with a gigot of Branxholm mutton, Hamilton Mavikin

(1898) 213. Kcb. -It's 'the duty o' a lawborous man to eat and
wame himsel', Mum Muncraig (1900) 78.

[1. OE. wamb, stomach (Sweet).]

WAMEL, see Wamble.
WAMEREL, sb. Nhb.1 [wamsral.] A restless or

wayward person.
' Whatever ails thee thi day? Nowse can aa dee ti keep thee

quiet, thoo wheengin wamerel ' (nurse to a child).

WAMFLE, v. Sc. [wainl] 1. To flap ; to flutter.

Fif. Applied to one's clothes, esp. if tattered, or carelessly put

on, when they are shaken by the wind, or when the wearer has

an awkward motion. Also said of a vessel at sea ;
' Her sails were

wamflin i' the wind ' (Jam.). e.Fif. Had she gotten a glisk o' my
solitary swallow-tail—wamflin' in the wind, Latto Tarn Bodkin

(1864) vi. Ayr. Service Notandums (1890) 20.

2. To sully. Ayr. (Jam.)

WAMFLET, sb. Abd. (Jam.) The water of a mill

stream, after passing the mill. Cf. waefle'ed.

WAMLtN, sb. Cai. Also in forms wamblin, wamelin,
wamflin (Jam.), [wa-mlin.] A big-bellied, puny child

;

a weak, restless child. (Jam.), Cai.1

WAMMA, see Wamble.
WAMMOCKY, -adj. Lan. Chs. Also in forms warn-

micky s.Chs.1
; wummicky Lan. [wa-maki.] Feeble,

shaky, weak ; fatigued. Cf. wamble.
Lan. I feel wake soomway, an' my legs is wummicky, Francis

Fustian (1895) 241. s.-Lan. 1 Chs. Aw'd a new white smock frock

... an' aw felt a bit awkert and wammocky in it, Croston Enoch

Crump (1887) 9 ; Chs.18 , s.Chs.1

WAMMY, adj. Chs.1 Not.2 [wami.] Faint or weak;
feeble, rickety. Cf. wamble.
WAMP, sb. m.Yks.1 [wamp.] A very fine sand

found in mines.
WAMP, see Whamp.
WAMPER, sb. Pern, [wo-mpa(r).] Anything large

of its kind. s.Pem. There's a wamper of a rabbit (W.M.M.).

WAMPISH, v. and sb. Obs. Sc. Nhb. Also in forms

wampes Ayr. (Jam.) ; wampuz Gall. 1. v. To fluctuate;

to move backwards and forwards.
Sc. Dinna keep the notes wampishing in your hand that gate,

Scott Midlothian (1818) xlix. Slk. But yet his gear was o' the

goude, As it waved and wampished in the Wind, Hogg Perils df

Man (1822) II. 1 (Jam.).

2. To brandish, flourish; to toss about furiously and

threateningly.
Sc. It's fearsome baith to see and hear her when she wampishes

about her arms, and gets to her English, Scott Antiquary (1816)

xxxix. s.Sc. (Jam.) Gall. Thinking the adder did pursue, And
that they wampuz'd just ahin him, Gaining on him every spang,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 6, ed. 1876; To make curvilinear

dashes, like a large fish in the water, ib. 462.

3. To entangle ; to interlace.

Nhb.'Said ofa rope that has become mixed together and ravelled.^

< Man ! it's a' wampish'd.' ' Aall the pairts wis wampisht together

'

(said of an iron gate of intricate design).

4. sb. The motion of an adder. Ayr. (Jam.)

WAMPLE, v.
1

, sb. and adj. Sc. Cum. Also written

wampel Cum. ; and in form wamphle Bnff.1 [wa'mpl.]

1 v. To wriggle ; to writhe. Sc. (Jam.) Cf. wimple.

2. To intertwine ; to twist.

Ayr. Let reason redd the wampled briers Afore ye tread, Meikle

Poems (1823) 15.

3. To wind as a stream ; to flow.

Frf. A burnie came wamplin' doon, Watt Poet. Sketches (1880)

29. Gall. Just below, did wamplin' flow The Minnoch and the

Fleet, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) iai, ed. 1876. Cum. That

wampels throo the clakken' O, Farrall Betty Wilson (1886) 44.

4. sb. An undulating motion ; a wriggling motion as that

of an eel. Cld., Ayr. (Jam.) 5. adj. Slender and easily

bent. Bnff.1
, n

_
t
.

WAMPLE, v.
2 n.Yks.2 [wa'mpl.] To mantle

;
to

cover. Cf. wimple.

3°,

WAMPUZ, see Wampish.
WAM.PY, adj. Hmp.1 [wo'mpi.] Of timber : faulty

;

shaky.
WAM-STITCH, sb. e.Yks.1 [wa'm-stitj.] A long,

bad stitch.

Originally a shoemaker's term, but now applied generally to bad
sewing.

WAN, adj.
1 Sc. Wm. Yks. War. [wan.] 1. Black,

gloomy
;
gen. used of water.

Sc. (Jam.) ; I can soum this wan water, Kinloch Ballads (1827)
16. s.Sc. Now they did swim that wan water, Scott Minstrelsy

(1802) II. 122, ed. 1848. Gall. The water was yet drumlie and

wan, Crockett Grey Man (1896) xiii.

2. Pale, sickly.

n.Yks. 2 'Wan an' deedless,' sickly and inactive.

Hence Wanny, adj. pale, ill-looking ; hungry.
Elg. Unsonsy time Peers down baith sour an' wanny, Couper

Poetry (1804) II. 258. Cum. 4
,
War.24

3. Longing, wistful.

Cum. 4 Wm. He leukt at me seea wan an' weea (B.K.).

[1. OE. wann, dark, dusky, lurid (Hall).]

WAN, adj.2 Obs. Bwk. (Jam.) Not fully round, not

plump.
A wan tree, a tree that has not grown in a circular form, or

that is not filled up on one side.

Hence Wan-cheekit, ppl. adj. having thin cheeks.

[OE. wan, wanting, deficient, lacking (Hall). Often

used as a negative prefix, like un-, mis-.]

WAN, sb.
1 Sc. Also in form waan Cai.1 [wan.]

Hope ; a prospect of success, a liking for anything. S. &
Ork. 1

, Cai.
1 Hence (1) Wanless, adj. hopeless, destitute;

(2) Wanlie, adj. auspicious, hopeful ; agreeable, comfort-

able.

(1) Sh.I. We're left as wanless as da widow, Sh. News (Oct.

., 1897) ; S. & Ork.1 (2) S. & Ork.1
, Cai.

1

[ON. van, hope, expectation (Vigfusson).]

WAN, sb.2 Sc. [wan.] A direction ;
also used as an

advb. affix ; see below.
Abd. Fae the coast side i' the Collieston wan, Alexander

Johnny Gibb (1871) xl ; It differs from ' with ' as a termination, in

these respects. ' With' implies that the word to which it is joined,

expresses the place of one's destination ;
' wan ' does not convey

thisidea. 'With' is not arbitrarily affixed to words ;
'wan' is. 'He

was goin to Aberdeenwan,' he was on the road to Aberdeen (Jam.).

WAN, v. Shr.1 To seize ; to take firm hold of.

Now then, wan out o' that ship, an' owd fast till I come up.

WAN, see One, Wain, Wand, sb.
1

, Win, v.
1
,
Wind, v.

2

WANCANNY, adj. ? Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Uncanny, un-

lucky. See Wan, adj.2

Fif. ' A wancanny carlin,' one supposed to be a witch.

WANCHANCY, adj. Sc. Nhb. Also written wan-
chancie ; and in form winchancie Sc. Unlucky, ill-

fated, bodingevil ; wicked ; dangerous, apt to injure. See

Wan, adj.2

Sc. (Jam.) ; Some wanchancy person . . . fired a shot at him,

Scott Waverley (1814) lxiv ; Watched the wanchancy thing on the

brae-side, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xv. Cai. 1 Abd. Amutchkin

o' lintseed I'd in theyerd fling For a' the wanchancy beginning o't,

Ross Helenore (ed. Nimmo) 282. w.Sc. Henderson Our Jeames

(1898) 296. Ayr. That vile wanchancie thing—a rape, Burns

Maine's Elegy, st. 7 ; Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 68. Gall.

It's a wanchancy place, Crockett Sunbonnet (1895) xxxvii. N.Cy.1

Applied in Nhb. to a mischievous boy or girl. Nhb. 1 Obs.

WANCHEER, sb. Obs. Sc. Yks. Grief, sadness.

n.Yks. 2 See Wan, adj.2 Hence Wancheerie, adj. cheer-

less, sad.
Ayr. Wancheerie youth, Do nature s ills demand your ruth, Ur

fortune mak' you wae ? Macqueen Gloaming Am. (1831) 5.

WANCOUTH, adj. Obs. Sc. Uncouth. Ruddiman

Introd. (1773) (Jam.). ,,„,.. a
WAND, sb.

1
, adj. and v.

1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. and

Ene Also written whand Sc. ; and in forms waand
Sh.I. ; wan Sc. Or.I. Cai. 1 Nhb.' Cum. s.Chs. 1 e.An. 1 Suf.1

;

wend Nhb.1 [wan(d.] 1. sb. A switch ; a stick ; a rod

or bundle of twigs used for punishment.

Sc. He's sairest dung when his ain wand dings him, Fergusson

Prov. (1785) 394 ; We entered a small change-house, which we

only knew to be a public by the wand over the door, Stevenson
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Kidnapped (ed. 1886) 266 (Jam. Suppl.). n.Cy. (J.W.), Lakel.2
,

n.Yks.2 e.Yks. Thompson Welton (1869) 169. w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

s.Chs.1 Ahy)kn doo nuwt baayt mi waand, nee'dhur faach- ky'ey
up nur nuwt els. The meaning is much wider than in the standard
English of the present day. Hrf. 1 A riding stick is commonly
called a wand (s.v. Stick). e.An. 1 Suf. A long rod to weave into

a wattled hedge, Rainbird Agric. (1819) 301, ed. 1849.

Hence Wandy, adj. flexible, pliant ; agile ; slim ; tall.

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1

, Cum. 1 Wm. He's a gurt wandy lad, 'at wants
plenty o' poddish ta mak a manbody on him (B.K.). w.Yks. 1

' A wandy body,' is a person one would consider stout, but who
is well-made and active; w.Yks.1 He wor a mortal nice, viewly,

wandy beast ; w.Yks.3 , ne.Lan.1

2. A willow wand ; an osier ; wicker.
Sc. With an auld kisl made of wands, Ramsay Tea-Table Misc.

(1724) I. 28, ed. 1871 ; Garden Wk. (1896) No. cxvi. 136. Cai. 1

Edb. Forbes Poems (1812) 31. Nhb. 1 ' He's oney peelin his wans
yit '—only making essay yet. Lakel. 2 Cum. 1 The one year's shoot

of the willow.

Hence Wand-weaver, sb. a basket-maker.
n.Lan. His two uncles, by trade wand-weavers, Leeds Merc.

Suppl. (Sept. 12, 1896).

3. A fishing-rod ; also in comp. Fishing-wand (q.v.).

Sc. (Jam.) ; Wi' hair lines, and lang wands whuppin' the burns,

Leighton Sc. Wds. (1869) 17. Sh.I. Ye can gie your waand
a rick da minnit your bait is oot o' sicht, Stewart 7a/cs (1892) 13.

Or.I. (S.A.S.), Cai. 1 Abd. The supple saugh an' hazle will Our
fishin' wands supply, Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 146. Per.

We cam' wi' wicker wands an' twine, Haliburton Oifiil Idylls

(1891) 14. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 117, ed. 1876.

4. A notched stick, used by labourers to keep an account
of their wages. Cor. N. S-» Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 485.
5. A hurdle made of twisted hazel-rods ; also in comp.
Wan-hurdle. Suf. 1

6. Obs. The penis.
Dur. A bull's wand (K.).

7. adj. Made of willow ; wicker.
Sc. (Jam.) Arg. Putting a wand chair to the front for him,

Munro/. Splendid (1898) 148. Edb. A blackbird . . . hung above
his head in a whand cage ofmy father's own making, Moir Mansie
Wauch (1828) i.

8. v. To beat.
s.Chs.' Braan - yoa, ahy)l waan - yoaT ahyd fo)yu.

9. To interlace, interweave, plait ; used pass.
Nhb. 1 The gate's wanded wi' thorns, so nowt can get in.

Hence Wanded, ppl. adj. made of twisted twigs,
wicker, &c.

n.Cy. Wanded-basket, wanded-chair, Grose (1790). n.Yks. 2

A wanded skep. w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan. 1 Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and

Danes (1884) 375. n.Lin.1

WAND, sb? and v.
2 Yks. Twand.] 1. sb. A span

of the hand. w.Yks. Sheffield Indep. (1874). 2. v. To
span with the hand ; used at marbles, ' duckstone,' &c.

ib. ; w.Yks. 2 Can you wand it ?

WAND, sb.3 Yks. [wand.] A layer of fine ashes on
which setts are placed in paving a street.

w.Yks. Ther is'nt a gooid inch o' wand as hah it be (B.K.).
WAND, see Warrant, v., Wind, v.

2

WANDALE, sb. Obs. n.Yks. 1 Also in form wandel.
A single division or share of a large, open, arable field

belonging to a township ; see below.
This word is one of frequent local occurrence as applied to

certain fields or portions of land, and also in mediaeval documents
;

as e.g. ' All my land of Midthet, from the balk that is between
the vandales (vandelas) of my demesne, and the vandales of my
homagers, &c.' . . Translated from the Endowment charter, circa
1 150, by Wm. de Percy, son of Richard de Percy of Dunsley, of
Mulgrave Hermitage. . . Such fields, at the present day, are only
just extinct (if entirely extinct) in n.Yks., and I remember walking
over one near Staithes some twenty years ago, in which the low
banks of division, ot ' balks,' still stood boldly up.

WAND-BIRN, sb. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) A straight burn
on the face of a sheep.
WANDEIDY, adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Mischievous.

See Wan, adj.2

w.Sc. Some wandeidy weans cried 'Whip behind! whip behind!'
Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 276.
WANDER, v. Sc. Cum. Also in forms wan'er,

wanner Sc. [wa-n(d)ar.] 1. In phr. to wander the road,
to travel on foot, begging, hawking, &c.

Frf There was ance a bit laddie that wandered the road, Wi'

his backie ill happit, an's feetie ill shod, Watt Poet. Sketches

(1880) 15.

2. To lose oneself; to lose one's way.
Rnf. 'Twas a mist that cam on and they wandered, Barr Poems

(1861)121. Lnk. 'This nicht,' quo' he, ' o' weet an' win", Sic like

I ance was wander'd in,' Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 10.

Hence Wandered, ppl. adj. wandering, lost, stray ; also

used7?§-.
Per. He's spanged a lang an' happy life (save Don s wannert

years), Aitken Enochdhu (1901) 268. Ayr. It was a wannered dog,

Service Dr. Duguid^ed. 1887)210. Lth. Ballantine Poems (1856)

184.

3. To confuse, perplex.
Fif. Setoun Skipper ofBamcraig (1901) 247. Gall. She smiled,

that smile 'wandered ' the assistant, Crockett Kit Kennedy (1899)
xlviii.

4. To succeed. Cum. I think he'll wander (J.W.O.).

WANDERER, sb. Sc. Yks. 1. Obs. A fugitive

Covenanter.
Sc. So many forces, foot, horse, and dragoons, habitually flashed

in blood, being poured into all the parts of the country, where the

wanderers were most numerous, Shield Renwick (1734) 65, ed.

1827. Lnk. He went into his barn, but thought himself not safe
;

foot and horse of the enemy being searching for wanderers, as

they were then called, Walker Biog. Presby. (ed. 1827) I. 115.

2. pi. Large stones found on the moorlands.
w.Yks.2 About Bradfield and other places. It is said that

Bradfield Church is built of such ' wanderers.' These stones are

also called ' day-stones.'

WANDERING,///, adj. Var. dial. uses in Sc. and Eng.
Also in form wan'ering Sc. [wo'ndarin, wa -n(d)arin.]

In comb. (1) Wandering bone [not known to our corre-

spondents] ; see below
; (2) — folk, beggars, tramps

; (3)— Jenny, the money-wort, Lysimachia Nitmmularia
; (4)— Jew, (a) the ivy-leaved toad-flax, Linaria Cymbalaria

;

{b) the purple-leaved spider-wort, Tradescantia discolor
;

(c) the lapwing, Vanellus vulgaris
; (5) — sailor, (a) see

(4, a)
;

(b) see (3).

(1) Erks. Less familiar [complaints] are ' insommania ' and
a ' wandering bone,' which last conveys a picturesque impression
of homelessness, Village Remedies in Spectator (Apr. 12, 1902).

(2) Dmf. He thought on the ways o' the wan'erin' folk, Thom
Jock o' theKnowe (1878) 60. (3) Cum.1

(4, a) n.Cy. Wm. (B.K.)
Agl. N. & Q. (1872) 4th S. ix. 256. Sus. (B. & H.) Dev. Reports
Provinc. (1893) No. 13. (6) Dev. Reports Provinc, ib. (c) Lan.
N. & Q. (1871) 4th S. viii. 268; Called the 'Seven Whistlers'
and the 'Wandering Jews,' and are looked upon with horror and
their cry listened to with dismay as the omen of ill-luck, for there
is a tradition that they contain the souls of those Jews who assisted
at the crucifixion and in consequence were doomed to float in the
air for ever, Smith Birds (1887) 389. (5, a) Sc. Garden Wk.
(1896) No. cxvi. 136. Cum.4, Soni, w.Som.1

, Dev.4 (b) Dor., Dev.
(B. & H.), Dev.4

WANDING CHAIR, sb. sw.Lin.1 A child's wicker-
work chair, having a ledge in front for holding toys, &c.
Cf wand, sb.1

He used to sit and play in his wanding- chair. You see few of
them wanding-chairs now, they've wooden ones instead.

WANDLE, adj. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Also in
forms wanle Sc. Rxb. (Jam.); wannel Sc. N.Cy.1 Nhb 1

Cum.1
; wannle Rxb. (Jam.) n.Yks.3 [wa-n(d)l.]

1. Flexible, supple
; slim and straight. N.Cy.1

, Cum.1
,

n.Yks.3, n.Lan. 1 Cf. wand, sb.
1

1. 2. Agile, athletic,
lithe, nimble

; strong ; healthy ; handy.
Sc. The Stuart is sturdy and wannel, And sae is Macleod and

Mackay, Chambers Sngs. (1829) I. 163; The bairn . . . grew up
to be a fine wanle fellow, Scott 4ntiquary (1816) xxiv. Rxb.
(Jam.)

;
Blythe Jock, a wannel wabster lad, A. Scott Poems (ed.

1808) 99. n.Cy. ' A wandle man ' is a handy fellow that can turn
his hand to anything (J.H.) ; N.Cy.1 , Nhb.', Cum.1

WANDLE, v. Nhb. Yks. Shr. Also in forms wannel
Nhb. 1

; wannle n.Yks. 2 [wa-n(d)l.] To walk unsteadily
or wearily

; to move with a slow, trembling step.
Nhb.1 Aa can hardlies wannel hyem. ' Her stilts she was not

able to handle, But e'en as weak as she could wandle,' Stuart
Joco-Serious Discourse (1686) 48. n.Yks. 2 I can hardly get wannl'd
alang.
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Hence Wandled, ppl. adj. worn with fatigue ;
' dead

beat.'

Shr. 1 I've bin 'untin tuthree chats tofirts yeatin' the oven, an'

whad 66th the sticks an' the winde, I'm aumust wandled down.

WANDLY, adv. Lakel. Also in form wanely Lakel. 1

[wa'ndli.] Gently
;
quietly ; suavely.

Lakel. 1
; Lakel.2 Oppen t'deur wandly an' creep in. Cum. He

wandly sez, 'What, Joe, thou mapin wadn't like to tell a body
how thou gat on wi' t'oald jollyjist,' Dickinson Joe and Geol. 3;
Wandly let him hev his way, ib. Merry Charley, 1. 19 ; Gl. (1851).

WANDOUGHT, adj. and sb. Obs. Sc. Also written

wandocht n.Sc. (Jam.); and in forms wandough Abd.;
wandout Gall. 1. adj. Feeble, weak

;
puny ;

con-

temptible. See Wan, ad/.2 , and Dought.
Sc. Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. Abd. Nae bursen bailch, nae

wandough or misgrown, But plump and swack, and like an apple

roun', Ross Helenore (1768) 14, ed. 1812. Per. That wandought
ne'er-do-weel o' a dominie, Campbell (1819) I. 334 (Jam.). Rnf.

My wandocht rustic muse, Gane hafflens daz't an' doitet, Picken
Poems (1788) 160 (Jam.). Gall. Lauderdale Poems (1796) 38.

2. sb. A feeble, weak, puny creature ; a silly, inactive

person ; a worthless person.
Sc. There's wratacks, and cripples, and cranshanks, And a' the

wandochts that I ken, Chambers Sngs. (1829) II. 605. n.Sc.

(Jam.) Abd. Altho' the wandought's sib to me, He's gien's a

waefu' night o't, Cock Strains (1810) II. 142. Lnk. When thou

bids the paughty Czar stand yon, The wandought seems beneath

thee on his throne, Ramsay Poems (1800) II. 391 (Jam.). Rxb.

(Jam.)

WANDS, sb. pi. Nhb. Yks. [wanz.] The sail-frames

of a windmill. See Wand, si.1

Nhb. The wands of the wind mill were forced round, Richard-

son Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) V. 97. n.Yks. (I.W.), n.Yks.2

WANE, sb.1 Yks. Lan. Chs. Lei. Nhp. Wor. Shr. e.An.

Hmp. Som. Dev. Amer. Also written waen Lan. 1
; wain

Yks. Shr.1 Hmp.1 Amer. ; and in form ween Lei.1 Nhp.1

Suf.1 Amer. [wen, wean.] A natural unevenness of the

edges of boards. se.Wor.1
, Suf.

1 Cf. want, sb.1 3.

Hence Waney, adj. (1) tapering, irregular, having an

imperfect edge
;
gen. used of wood ; see below

; (2) of

wood : having the grain separated by the violence of the

wind
;
partially unsound.

(1) w.Yks. A plank is sometimes said to have a wainy edge

(S.O.AA Lan.1
, Chs.1 Lei. 1 Anything which tapers or narrows

in the direction of any dimension may be called wany, from

a 'gore' of calico to a church steeple, or planks, which when
slabs, or sawn out of the sides of a bole, are narrower on one face

than on the other. Nhp. 1 ' Them there boards are so waney, you

must get a good straight edge before you use 'em.' The pieces

that are sawn off are called waney bits, or waney edges. se.Wor. 1
,

Shr.1 , Suf.1 Hmp. 1 ' He fits well enough except where the post's

wainy,' said of the side of a post which was not quite straight in

its whole length. w.Som.1 Yuur-z u wae-unee pees—dhee-uz-1

due-. nw.Dev. 1 [Amer. Of boards or timbers, not of full length

throughout, because the saw in cutting ran into the bark, Dial.

Notes (1895) I. 395.] (2) e.An. 1 (s.v. Shaken).

[OE. wana, lack, want, deficiency (Hall).]

WANE, sb.2 Obs. Sc. A dwelling ; a habitation.

(Jam.) ; She found into that wane, Aytoun Ballads (ed. 1861)

I. 87. ^
[Wit said, Cum in ! Full welcum to thir warns ! Douglas

King Hart (c. 1505) ed. 1874, 1, no.]

WANE, sb? Obs. ?A number of people. Cf. wene.
s.Sc. But in my bower there is a wake, An' at the wake there is

a wane, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) II. 354, ed. 1848.

WANE, see Wean, v., sb.

WANEARTHLY, adj. Obs. Sc. Also written wan-
earthlie, wanerthly. Unearthly ;

ghostly, preternatural.

See Wan, adj.2

Sc. We ne'er luit on that we saw her, though ony body wad, in

a moment, hae seen that it was something wanearthlie, Edb. Mag.

(Sept. 1818) 155 (Jam.). n.Sc. (Jam., s.v. Unearthly). s.Sc. My
lichts are seen to blaze at een With wull wanerthly gleam, Scott

Minstrelsy (1802) IV. 345, ed. 1848.

WANEASE, sb. and v. Obs. Sc. Also written waneis,

waneise n.Sc. (Jam.) 1. sb. Uneasiness, vexation. See

Wan, adj.2 ,

.

Sc. Walifou fa' the cat, She's bred the house muckle wanease,

VOL. VI.

Chambers Sngs. (1829) I. 10; We devils can noways let her, Sae

tak' you the waneis, Aytoun Ballads (ed. 1861) II. 195.

2. v. To put oneself to trouble ; used reflex. n.Sc. (Jam.)

WANEKEL, WANELY, see Wankle, Wandly.
WANEY, sb. e.An. 1 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A long talk.

WANFORTUNE, sb. Obs. Sc. Misfortune. See
Wan, adj.2

Geen I have had the wanfortune to believe also, That the

Pretender is the Q— 's brother. . . I mon affirm, that he has been

prayed for as such by the Church of England, Speech for D—sse

of Arnisioun (c. 1711) 10 (Jam.).

Hence Wanfortunate, adj. unfortunate.
If I have been sa wanfortunate as to believe the Pretender to

be legitimate, ib. 14.

WANG, sb.
1 n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der. Lin. Also

written whang Lin. 1 [wan.] 1. Obs. A cheek. n.Cy.

(K.) Hence Wang-tooth, sb. a jaw-tooth ; a molar.

n.Cy. (K.), N.Cy.12 , Cum. 2
, n.Yks.12 ,

m.Yks.1
,
w.Yks.' 5

,
Lan.1

,

n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

, Der.12 , nw.Der. 1
, Lin. 1

,
n.Lin.1

2. A tooth
;
gen. a back tooth. s.Lan. 1

[1. OE. wange, jawbone, cheekbone, jaw, cheek; wang-

tod, a grinder (Hall).]

WANG, sb.
2 Som. Also in form weng w.Som.1

rwsen;wen.] 1. Part of a plough ; see below.

e.Som. The front rack.of the sull, W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1

A strong iron fixed to the front end of the beam, having notches

by which the end of the foot-chain or drail is adjusted, either to

the centre or to either side of the line of the beam, as may be

needful, according to the width of furrow desired. ' Maister,

can't ploughy way thick sool—the wang o' un's a-bowed.'

2. Part of a cart : the iron loop or staple upon each

shaft, to which the chain of the front horse is hooked.

w.Som.1

WANG, a.
1 Cor.12 [waerj.] To hang about in a tire-

some manner.
WANG, v.

2 Som. Dev. [wa;n.] 1. To bend; to

yield under a weight, as a plank when walked on.

w.Som. 1 2. To faint.

Dev.3 He jist wanged right away and vailed skat down, avore

any body cflde tell what 'e was a-doing of. n.Dev. 'Twas death

came to mazed Tom soon after the master went. He just ' wanged

'

right away, grieving, I reckon, Chanter Witch (1896) xv.

Hence Wanged, ppl. adj. (1) exhausted, tired, wearied
;

(2) drowned. .

(1) w.Som. 1 I be proper a-wanged out ; how much vurder is it?

Dev. 12 n.Dev. Wanged or no, mine's tutwork pace, Rock Jim

ati Nell (.1867) st. 7. nw.Dev. 1 (2) Dev.3 I vailed into the canal

and wuz moast a wanged.

WANG, WANGA, see Whang, v., Wong, Wangle.

WANGER, si. Obs. Yks. A mail or budget. Archaic

Wds. in Yks. Wkly. Post (Aug. 4, 1883) 6. [Bailey (1721).]

[OE. wangere, a pillow, bolster (Hall).]

WANGERY, adj. Brks. Som. Dev. Also written

wangary Dev. [wavrjari.] 1. Flabby, flaccid, soft ;
gen.

used of meat. See Wang, v.
2

w.Som. 1 That there mai't on't never take zalt, tis so wangery.

Dev.1 n.Dev. Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 74. nw.Dev. 1

2. Languid, limp, tired.
,

Brks. (M.J.B.) Dev. I bant fery well tu-day ; this ot wuther

mak'th me veel uncommon wangary, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

3. Tough.
nw.Dev.1 This mutton's cruel tough ; an oal wangery yaw, I

"WANGLE, v. and adj. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf.

Der. Not. Lei. War. Wor. Shr. Oxf. Also in form

wanga s.Chs.
1 [wa-rjgl, warjl.] 1. v. To totter, rock,

shake ; to vibrate. Cf. wankle.
n-Yks.1

; n.Yks. 2 Take care, it's beginning to wangle. ne.Yks.1

Thoo mun put it varry wangling [in setting a trap]. m.Yks. 1
,

neLan 1
, Chs.

123
, nw.Der.1 War. B'ham Wkly. Post (June 17,

1893) 5 War.12 , Wor. (J.R.W.), Shr 2

Hence Wangler, sb. an unstable person. n.Yks.2

2. To be in a sensitive state. ne.Yks.1
3. To dangle

;

to wag. Cai.1 4. To walk unsteadily or feebly.

Lakel.2 Ah can hardly wangle aboot. ne.Lan. 1 s.Chs.1 Ahy)m

dhaaf sik- un fee-bl, ahy kiin aaTdli waangg-u. Der.2, nw.Der.
1

,

War.12 , Wor. (J.R.W.)
3C



WANGRACE [378] WANLAS(S

Hence (1) Wangley, adj. faltering, giddy ; sickly, weak

;

failing in health ; (2) Wangle-legged, ppl. adj. knock-
kneed; (3) Wangling, ppl. adj. sickly, weak, unthriving,
delicate ; loosely built.

(1) e.Lan. Burnley Express (June t, 1901). s.Chs. 1 Ahy feyl

ver'i waangg'i. Dh)uwd chaap' semz veri waangg'i un kweyiir;
ahy daayt ey)z gdo'in au- won roa'd. (2) War.3

(3J s.Chs. 1
,

Not.1 Lei. 1 Lumbering, often applied to a 'weedy' horse. 'It's

a poor wanglin' thing.' War.3 Shr.1 'Er's a poor little wanglin'
thing, I doubt they wunna rear 'er.

6. To adjust or fit in a loose, makeshift manner ; to

manage under bad conditions.
Oxf. We must wangle this somehow or other. We managed to

wangle that job all right (CO.).
6. To jangle, m.Yks.1

7. adj. Tottering. n.Yks.4

8. Weak, having no strength or vigour. Lakel. 2

WANGRACE, sb. 1 Sc. 1. Obs. Wickedness. Sc.
Ruddiman Introd. (1773) (Jam.). See Wan, adj.2

2. A blackguard ; a scamp. Cai. 1 Hence Wangracie,
adj. blackguardly, ill-behaved, ib.

WANGRACE, sb. 2 Sc. Irel. Also in form wangrease
Sc. Ant. A kind of gruel ; see below.

Sc. I gave him wangrace in his bed, Sharpe Ballad Bk. (1823)
113, ed. 1868; Taken at bed-time as a domestic remedy against
common colds ; and made of oatmeal gruel, with a little butter and
sweetened with honey, Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Ant. ib. Don.
Aye, an' a bowl i' wan-grace, that's what'U put the stren'th intil

yer bones again, Cent. Mag. (Oct. 1899) 959. s.Don. Oatmeal
gruel for sick persons, especially for women after childbirth,

Simmons Gl. (1890).

WANGTAIL, sb. Nrf. The yellow wagtail, Mota-
cilla Rail.
The yellow wagtail, or ' wangtail ' as the fenmen call him, arrives

in Norfolk early in April, Emerson Birds, &>c. (ed. 1895) 71.

WANGWARD, see Wanworth.
WANHAP, sb. Sc. A mishap ; a misfortune. See

Wan, adj.2

Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Fif. He stagger't ... To Gamyl's tomb, and
hid him thair Fram onie mair wanhap,T£NNANTPa/>/.sfr)' (1827) 194.
Hence Wanhappie, adj. unlucky, unfortunate. n.Sc.

(Jam.)
WANHELT, sb. Sh.I. Ill-health, sickness. See

Wan, adj. 2

Dis is been a year in remark, Sir, baith fir ill wadder an' wanhelt,
Sh. News (Apr. 14, 1900).

WANHOPE, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Lan. Despair.
Sc. Mackay. Lan. When I lost my cattle I was in a state of

-wanhope (S.W.).
[Wei oughte Isterve in wanhope and distresse, Chaucer

C. T. a. 1249.]
WANION, sb. Obs. Sc. Irel. Dur. In phr. with a

wanton, with a curse, or a vengeance ; used as an impre-
cation.

Sc. (Jam.) ; 'Bide doun, with a wanion,' cried the king, almost
overturned by the obstreperous caresses of the large stag-hounds,
Scott Nigel (1822) xxvii. Abd. Wha other wad it be—wi' a wanion
tome! Cobban Angel{i8g8) 55. Mun. Go, ask Darby Fitzmaurice,
with a wanion to him! Barry Wizard's Knot (1901) 210. Dur.
Brockett Gl. (1846).

[Come away, or I'll fetch thee with a wanion, Shaks.
Per. 11. i. 17.]

WANJOY, sb. Or.I. [wandgoi\] Misery, sorrow.
See Wan, adj.2

The bools hang ower his breest, Doun f'ae the pot, to his wanjoy,
Paetv Toral, 1. 156, in Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 801.

WANK, sb. Yks. Nrf. Also in form wanky e.Yks.1

[wa'rjk ; wa'rjki.] A simpleton ; a stupid person.
e.Yks. 1 Nrf. Usually used in half contemptuous, half good-

humoured way, as—'What did you do that for, you wank you?'
Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 52.

WANK, see Whank.
WANKED, ppl. adj. Ess. [wae-nkid.] Exhausted,

tired. Cf. wang, v.
2 2.

You look fairly wanked out (M.S.J.C).
WANKERED, ppl. adj. e.An. 1 [Not known to our

correspondents.] Exhausted, fatigued.
WANKISH,i>. Obs. Sc. Also in form vankish (Jam.).

To entwine, twist.

Rxb. In forming a basket the twigs are said to be wankished

(Jam.). Dmf. O thou, wha baith my soul and body Hast wankish'd

roun' as wi' a woddie ! Johnstone Poems (1820) 25.

WANKLE, adj., sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. n. and
midl. counties to Wor. Shr. Hrf. Also Hnt. e.An. and
Ken. Also written wancle Yks. e.An.1

; and in forms
wanekel Nhb. ; wangkle Wm. ; wankill Sc. (Jam.) ;

wantle Cum. Not.1 Lin.1
; wenkle Yks. [wa'rjkl, waeTjkl.]

1. adj. Unsteady, insecure, tottering ; changeable, pre-

carious, unsettled ; loose. Cf. wangle.
Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. Grose (1790); N.Cy. 1 Often applied to the

weather; N.Cy.2 Nhb. 1 ' Wor hevin a varry wankle harvest this

'eer.' 'Man, it's wankle hay weather!' An undertaking too

precarious is said to be 'ower wankle.' Dur.1 , w.Dur. 1
, Lake].1

11. Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 A wankle prospect. Wankle weather ; n.Yks.34

ne.Yks. 1 It's a wankle tahm been. e.Yks.1
, m.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.
(EX.), w.Yks.1

, Lan. 1 n.Lan. That barne's terble wankle on its

legs. ne.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Wor. (J.R.W.), Shr. 1

Hence (1) Wankelly, adj. uncertain, variable
; (2)

Wanklety,«of/. shaky, infirm; loose-jointed; (3)Wankley,
(a) adj. shaky, tottering; (b) adv. unsteadily; (4) Wanklish,
adj., see (3, a).

(i)N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 The weather's wankelly the noo. (2) m.Yks.1

(3, a) n.Yks.4 T'larl brigg's a wankly consarn. (b) e.Yks. Thompson
Welton (1869) 172. (4) n.Yks.2 A wanklish foundation.

2. Dangling ; flabby, flaccid ; limber ; supple.
N.Cy. 2 Cum. 3 Ye'll be mackin' t'oald maister's munny bags leuk

gaily wankle, 35. ne.Lan.1

Hence Wankly, adj. limp. s.Wm. (J.A.B.) 3. Weak,
delicate, feeble ; sickly ; in poor health.

n.Cy. (J. L. 1783). Nhb. 1 She leuksnobbut wankle. Dur. Gibson
Up-Weardale Gl. (1870). Lakel. 1

, Cum. 1 Wm. I do not know
what's up with me for I'm as wangkle as can be (B.K.). n.Yks. 2

,

ne.Yks. (J.C.F.), e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Hdtton Tour to Caves

(1781) ; w.Yks. 1
, Lan. 1

, n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan.1

, s.Lan.1
, Not 1

, Lin.1

n.Lin. Sutton Wds. (1881) ; n.Lin.1 I'm gettin' better fast, bud
I feal wankle yit. sw.Lin.1 They're wankle, delicate little things,
when they're first hatched. Lei.1 The choild lukes so pale an'
wankle. War.3

, Wor. (J.R.W.), Shr.1 , e.An. 1 Ken. 1 Gen. applied
to a child. A man said of his wife that she was ' a poor wankle
creature.'

Hence (1) Wankling, (a) sb. a weakly, delicate child

;

also the least pig of a litter
;

(b) ppl. adj. feeble, weak,
shaky from weakness, delicate

; (2) Wanklish, adj.
weakly

; (3) Wankly, adj., see (1, b).

(1, a) Lin. The bairn's but a wankling (J.C.W.). n.Lin.1, e.An.1

Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893I 92. (4) ne.Yks. 1 Ah feels

weeak an' wanklin. Not. 1
, Lin. 1

, Rut.1
, Lei. 1 Nhp.1 Often applied

to a jaded horse. War.3 Hrf. 1
; Hrf. 2 A little wankling child.

(2) Lin. 1 For the lad wer' only wanklish made, His strength
seemed in his head, 231. (3) Lakel. 2

, s.Wm. (J.A.B. ), n.Yks. 2
,

w.Yks. (S.P.U.) n.Lan. I'se rayder wankly, R. Piketah Forness
Flk. (1870) 12. Lin. She's a wankly little wench, Ellis Pronunc.
(1889) V. 298. se.Lin. He's a wankly chap (J.T.B.). Hnt. She
were looking so wankley and bleak, Ar

. & Q. (1868) 4th S. ii. 295.
4. Fig. Fickle, inconstant, irresolute, not to be depended
on

;
pliant.

N.Cy.2 Cum. A wantle feckless set they would have been, Linton
Silken Thread (1880) 259. n.Yks.3 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ
(1788). m.Yks.1

, ne.Lan.1
, Lin. 1

, e.An. 1

Hence Wankle-backt, ppl. adj., fig., weak-minded
;

wanting in common sense ; of irresolute character.
Cum. Isn't ower wankle-backt to use his common sense W CT

(Sept. 21, 1901) 4, col. 8; (E.W.P.)
5. sb. A person not to be depended upon.
Nhb. 1 He's rether a wankle, that yen.

6. v. To totter. n.Yks.4

[1. OE. wancol, unstable, unsteady, tottering • weak
(Hall).]

'

WANKY, adj. Cum. e.An. [wa-rjki.] Weak, feeble;
pliant.

Cum. He was nobbut a laal wanky fella, W.C.T.X (1800^ 20
col. 4; (E.W.P.) e.An. 1 ^ 99) 3 '

WANKY, see Wank.
WANLAS(S, sb. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) A surprise. Cf.

wanwuth. Hence ta'en ata wanlas,phr.taken by surprise •

unprepared.
[OFr. wanelace, perfidie, trahison (Godefroy).]



WANLIESUM [379] WANT
WANLIESUM, adj. Obs. Sc. Unlovely. See Wan,

adj.2, and Leesome, adj.1

Frf. A waesum, wild, wanliesum sicht, Beattie Arn/ta' (c. 1820)
36, ed. 1882. Rnf. (Jam.)

WANLIT, adj. Obs. Sc. Unlit, darkened. See
Wan, adj.2

Gall. [He] has near han' clay'd up baith his e'en ; Sae wanlit
like, held in disgrace, The creature scarce can show his face,

Lauderdale Poems (1796) 91.

WANLUCK,s&. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) Misfortune. See
Wan, adj.2

WANLY, adj. n.Yks.2 Also in form wannily. [wa'nli.]
Poorly ; in poor health. See Wan, adj. 1 2.

She's nobbut in a wannily way, or 'rather wanly' (s.v. Wankly).
WANOWN'T, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Not claimed, not

acknowledged. See Wan, adj.2

w.Sc. Men of Musselburgh, ye'll forrit yonder and help your
wives to drive the wanown't cattle to the town, Rothclan (1824)
I. 238 (Jam.).

WANRECK,s6. Obs. Sc. Mischance, ruin. Sibbald
Gl. (1802) (Jam.). See Wan, adj. 2

WANREST, sb. Sc. [wanre'st.] 1. Inquietude ; a
cause of inquietude. See Wan, adj.2

n.Sc. Tane at a wanrest, taken at disadvantage, when one has
met with something to ruffle the temper (Jam.). Cai. 1

Hence (1) Wanrestful, (2) Wanrestie, adj. restless.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) Abd. He is like a foolish wanrestful good-wife,
who will have all swept and garnished, Cobban A ngel (1898) 109.
Ayr. May they never learn the gaets Of ither vile, wanrestfu' pets !

Burns Death of Mailie, 1. 36. Lnk. Gallop, gallop, wee han',

wanrestfu' thing ! Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) 127. (2) Cai.J-

2. Obs. The pendulum of a clock.
Sc. 'The wanrest of a clock gaes as far the tae gate, as it gede

the tither,' a prov. signifying that an unstable person generally
goes from one extreme to another (Jam.). Frf. The house from
top to bottom shook, An' as a wanrest wagg'd the crook, Piper of
Peebles (1794) 13.

WANRULY, adj. Sc. n.Cy. [wanruli.] Unruly;
unmanageable.

Sc. Big bars o' aim wanrully an' Strang, Donald Poems (1867)
187. n.Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Rnf. Nae general in your laun Has sic a

pine, An' fash, wi' wanruly baun, As I've wi' mine, Picken Poems
(1813) I. 45. Edb. Fergusson Poems (1773) 135, ed. 1785.
n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)

WANS, int. Yks. Also in form wands, [wanz.] An
exclamation of surprise.

n.Yks. Wans ! f'band's brocken (I.W.).

WANSHAIKEN, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Deformed.
Sibbald Gl. (1802) (Jam.). See Wan, adj.2

WANSONSY, a#. Obs. Sc. Mischievous. See Wan,
adj.2, and Sonsy, adj.1

We'll learn ye to be douce, Ye auld wansonsy b h, Hogg
Jacob. Rel. (1819) I. 70 (Jam.).

WANST, see Once.
WANSY, adj. Suf. [Not known to ,our correspondents.]

Sickly, weak. (Hall.) ? A misprint for ' wanky.'
WANT, sb.

1 and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
[wont, want,] 1. sb. A deficiency ; no supply, or an
insufficient one.

Cum., Wm. (M.P.) n.Yks.1 ' Not a varrey guid plant (of wheat,
&c.) ; there's a want i' pleeaces

' ; the seed has failed to grow, or

the young plant has died out, here and there in the field ; n.Yks.2

' Want nor scant,' neither too much nor too little
;
just the quantity.

n.Lin. 1

Hence (1) Wantly, adj. feeling want, esp. used of
wanting food

; (2) Wanty, adj. (a) deficient, not enough ;

(b) see (1).

(1) e.Lan.1
, s.Lan.1

(2, a) n.Cy. (Hall.), Cum. 1
, w.Yks. 13

,

ne.Lan. 1 (i) Wm. Ah's wanty as owt fer mi brekfast (B.K.).

2. //. Need.
Nhb. 1 The pi. form is general. ' Aw's i' wants of a job.' ' In

very great wants,' Books of Keelman's Hospital, Newcastle (Apr.

29, 1742).

3. A deficient place in stone, wood, &e. w.Yks. 1
, n.Lin.1

Cf. wane, sb.1 Hence Wanty, adj. deficient, defective,

imperfect : used of stone or wood, &c.
Wm. Thoo may depend ont there's bin a wanty spot e' yon brig

a lang while (B.K.). w.Yks. 1 This booards rayther wanty.

Shr.1 (s.v. Wainy). w.Som.1 Not sawn straight upon each edge.
Some o' that there wanty edgdd board '11 do very well. nw.Dev. 1

4. A mental defect ; weakness of intellect
;
gen. used in

phr. to have a want.
Sc. (Jam.)

;
(A.W.") ; He has a. ' want,' you know, and is not

fit for much, Good Wds. (1879) 349- Cai. 1 Ayr. Which made
her jeer me as if I had a want, and been daft likewise, Galt
Lairds (1826) vii. Wgt. Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 372. N.Cy.1

,

n.Lin.1

5. A search for, or inquiry after, what is lost or missing.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) 6. v. In phr. (1) to want all the water
to run in one's own ditch, to like one's own way ; to be
covetous; (2) — a penny o' the shillin', (3) — a slice, (4)— a square of being round, (5)

—fourpence of the shilling,

to be defective in intellect ; to be slightly imbecile
; (6)— on, to continue wanting something.

(1) Som. She's a main good sort of a woman, but she do want
all the water to run in her own ditch (W.F.R.). (2) Sc. (Jam.,
s.v. Sture). (3) Sh.I. Nane i' der sober sense wid gie Sic daft
advice. Gude feth ! an' dat wird soodna be, He wants a slice !

Sh. News (Oct. 30, 1897). (4) N.I.1 (5) Sh.I. Sh. News (Jan.

15, 1898). (6) w.Yks. (J.W.) Oxf.1 You'll 'ave t'want on for a
bit, MS. add.

7. With for: to be in need of; to lack.
w.Sc. She's a steerin' hizzie, but disna want for sense aithers,

Macdonald Settlement (1869) 62, ed. 1877. Lnk. [I] houp they'll

aye ha'e lots o' meal, An' never want for cleedin' ! Wardrop
f. Mathison (1881) 103. Yks. Then tha doesn't want for owt?
sez t'wife, Cudworth Dial. Sketches (1884) 31.

8. To do without ; to spare ; to be without ; to be free from.
Sc. Ye'll hae nae need to card or spin, Your mither weel can

want ye, Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) II. 3 ; We wanted the plague in

Scotland, when they had it in England, Scoticisms (1787) 105.
Inv. I can't want my knife (H.E.F.). Ayr. I'll want 'im, ere I

take such a damnable load, Burns Epigram on Grose, 1. 6. e.Lth.

An 1

it's noo or never, tak it or want it, Hunter J. Inwick (1895)
168. N.I. 1 We can't want the pony the day. Uls. I will not want
it, N. & Q. (1877) 5th S. vii. 407. N.Cy.1 Nhb. There 're two
brothers at heame, and father can want me that long, Clare Love
of a Lass (1890) I. 26. Dur. 1

, w.Dur. 1
, Cum., Wm. (M.P.),

w.Yks. (J.W.)
9. To search, seek ; to inquire for ; to request.
Sc. ' Wha is't ye're wantin' ?

' is said to one who has asked for

some person. ' Ye're aye wantin',' is often said to one who is a
frequent borrower (Jam. Suppl.). w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lin. ' Yon
was a strange wanted body a bit sin.' Said of a person who could
not be found when urgently required (E.P.).

Hence Wanter, sb.axv intending purchaser at an auction.
s. Chs. 1 'What! noo wanters?' exclaimed an auctioneer, on

failing to get a bid.

10. To seek a wife ; to be unmarried.
Ayr. It would not become women in our position to be visiting

a wanting man, Galt Lairds (1826) xx
; (F.J.C.)

Hence Wanter, sb. one wanting a husband or wife ; an
unmarried person.

Sc. (Jam.) ; He's a handy boy and a wanter, Scott Midlothian

(1818) xxviii. ne.Sc. Grant Keckleton, 12. Per. He is, however,
no enemy to matrimony in others ; he can congratulate his friend

Jamie on leaving the ranks of the wanters, Haliburton Horace

(1896) 6. Ayr. Mrs. Soorocks has aye been vera obliging to a'

kinds o' wanters suitable to her years, Galt Lairds (1826) xix.

Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 339. n.Cy. (Hall.), Lakel. 2

Cum. 3 But thou's a wanter ! I's a wanter ! An nowder sud be
wanters lang, 61.

11. To deserve ; to require
;
gen. followed by prp.

Sc. Monthly Mag. (1798) II. 438. Cum.1 He wants a good
skelpin to mak him behave hissel. n.Yks.4 ne.Yks. 1 Do those

letters want posting? e.Yks. 1 Thoo wants a good whackin, that

thoo diz. w.Yks. They agree like bells,—They want naething

but hinging, Brighouse News (July 23, 1887). Stf.1 n.Lin. 1 Duz
Trimmer want to be shutten up ?

12. With inf. : to need ; must, ought.
w.Yks., Midi. (J.W.) Not.2 Which is the way ? You want to

turn to your left and go straight forard. Lin. That little dish

wants to go down into the dairy, White East Eng. (1865) II. 17.

Nrf. 'You don't want to do so,' you need not do so, Cozens-
Hardy Broad Nrf (1893) 64. Suf. You don't want to break
through that hedge! (C.G.B.) w.Som. 1 You don't want to be

telling everybody. Her don't want to bide a minute arter they be

a-corae, Dev. You sit still, you do not want to move, Reports

3C2



WANT [38o] WANWORTH
Provinc. (1885) No. 8. nw.Dev.' Theze yur drill wants to be putt
away.

13. Comp. Want-wit, a fool.
Yks. There is no sport to me ... in watching men-folk . . .

make want-wits of themselves, Sutcliffe Ricroft (ed. 1903) i.

WANT, sb.2 In gen. dial, use in midl. and sw. counties.
Also in Rdn. Gmg. and Suf. Also written wont War.
Shr.2 Hrf. 1 Rdn. Glo.2 Htnp. 1 Dor.1 Som. ; and in forms
hoont Won Hrf.2 Rdn.' Glo. 1

; hunt War.4 Wor. Hrf.
;

oont War.3 se.Wor. 1 Shr.12 Hrf. 12 Glo.12 Oxf. 1 Wil.1
; unt

Wor.
; waant Dev. ; warnt Hmp. ; waunt Chs.13 ; woant

Chs.3 Som.; woont s.Wor.1 Shr.2 Hrf.2 Glo.12 Wil. 1
;

wuntit Shr. 2
; wunt War.3 Wor. Hrf. Glo. [wont ; wunt,

unt.] 1. A mole, Talpa.
N.Cy.12 w.Yks. Dyer Dial. (1891) 95. Chs.13 , Der. 1

, Nhp. 1
,

War.34
, Wor. (W.K.W.C), w.Wor.1

, s.Wor. 1 se.Wor. 1 'As
slick as a oont,' a common expression signifying very smooth.
Shr. 12

, Hrf.12 Rdn. N. & Q. (1882) 6th S. v. 225 ; Rdn. 1 Gmg.
Collins Gower Dial., Trans. Phil. Soc. (1848-50) IV. 223. Glo.

Baylis Illus. Dial. (1870); Glo.12, Oxf.1
, Brks. 1

, Suf. 1
, Hmp.

(H.E.'), Hmp. 1
, I.W. 12 W.l. Britton Beauties (1825); Wil. 1

,

Dor. (W.C.), Dor.1 e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 Dev.
I've a-ketcht a scoor o' wants in thicky mead, Reports Provinc.

(1889) ; Dev.12 , nw.Dev. 1
, Cor.123

Hence (1) Wanty-skin, sb. a mole-skin
; (2) Wanty-

tump, sb. a mole-hill.

(1) Shr.' If yo' wanten a 66nty-skin pus, yo' shoulden g6o to

owd Wilkes, the rot-ketcher. (2) Shr.1
, Hrf.12 Glo. Grose

(1790); Glo.1

2. Comp. (1) Want-catcher, a mole-catcher
; (2) -heap,

(3) -heave, (4) -hill, (5) -hillock, (6) -knap, (7) -pile, (8)

rear, a mole-hill
; (9) -snap, a mole-trap

; (10) -tump, see

(2) ; (11) -wriggle, a mole's burrow ; a mole-track.
(1) Wor. (W.C.B.), Shr. 2 Glo. Great numbers of moles' bodies,

. . . which bore testimony to the skill of the village 'oont-catcher,
Gissing Both of this Parish (1889) II. 181. I.W. 12

, Wil.1 Dev.
Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). n.Dev. Doan sheets cawed poor want-
catcher Ned, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 109. (2) Wil. 1 Som.
As awver a woant-yeap zent I spraalin', Agrikler Rhymes (1872)
43. w.Som. 1

, nw.Dev.1 (3) Glo.1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial.
w.Eng. (1825). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). m.Som. (C.V.G.)

(4) Dor.1 Dev.2 There's a nation site a' want-hills, down in the
plat. Cor.12 (5) Glo. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1789) I. e.Dev.
Bad grass with a deal too many daisies and waant-hillocks, Jane
Lordship (1897) 28. (6) w.Som.1

(7) Cor. I got en as plum
[soft] as a want pile, Thomas Randigal Rhymes (1895) 6. (8)
Wil. 1

(9) Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som.
W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1

, Dev. 1 (10) Wor., Hrf. (H.K.),
Glo.1 (n) Glo.12 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).
e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1

[Wont, talpa, Metr. Voc. (c. 1450) in Wright's Voc. (1884)
625. Cp. OE. wand, a mole.]
WANT, see Warrant, v., Went, sb.

1

WAN-THRIVEN,///, adj. Sc. Badly grown, stunted
;

in a state of decline. See Wan, adj.2

Sc. (Jam.) Rxb. Poor wan-thriven, lingit-looking things they
are, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 54.

WANTIN(G, ppl. adj. and prep. Van dial, uses in Sc.
Irel. and Eng. Also in forms awantin(g n.Yks.2 e.Yks. 1

n.Lin.1
; wintin, wuntin Abd. [wo'ntin, wa'ntin.]

1. ppl. adj. Deficient, gen. deficient in intellect ; weak-
minded.

Sc. (G.W.) n.Yks.2 ' Sair awanting,' very foolish. e.Yks. 1

You moant tak nooatis o' what he says ; he's a bit wantin'.
w.Yks. (J.W.) Chs. 1 I think he's a bit wanting. s.Not. 'Is

fayther died in the sylum ; an' he's more nor a bit wantin
(J.P.K.). n.Lin. 1 He is straange and awantin' in his behaaviour,
though he hes been to th' boardin' school.

2. Wanted ; needed.
Wor. You are wanting to fetch an errand (E.S.). e.An. 1 Rain

was wanting. Nrf. John, your master is calling you
;
you are

wanting (W.P.E.).

.
3. Absent, away.
w.Som.' Well, mum, we be very glad to zee 'ee back again

—

you've a-bin wantin's longful time, I zim. Cor.1 How long have
you been wanting ?

4. prep. Without.
Sc. (Jam.) ; He asks you because he thinks I would be less

likely to come wanting you, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xxix.

Abd. It cudna be deen wuntin, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) x.

Frf. They no can do wanting it (H.E.F.). w.Sc. There'll be

plenty there wantin' me, Macdonald Settlement (1869) 26, ed.

1877. Slk. Hogg Tales (1838) 70, ed. 1866. N.I. 1 You're better

wanting that.

WANTINGOM, sb. Obs. Dur. A slate three feet six

inches in length. w.Dur.1
49.

WANTLE, see Wankle.
WANTON, sb. Sc. The belly-band of a horse; a

girth. Cf. wanty.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Rxb. Most commonly used to denote that by

means of which the muck-creels were fastened (Jam.).

WANTON-MEAT, sb. Obs. Sc. An entertainment

of spirits, sweetmeats, &c, given to those in a house at

the birth of a child ; also called Blithemeat (q.v.).

Rxb. (Jam.) Dmf. Nae dirt, I wat, stuck to his feet On
gatherin' in the wanton meat ; The loaves, the whisky, and the

cheese, And a' that could the gossips please, James Kennedy
Poems (1823) 67.

WANTY, sb. Sc. Wm. Yks. Lan. Nhp. War. Shr.
e.An. Ess. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Som. Also written wantey
w.Yks. 3

; and in forms wantah Lan. ; wanteau w.Yks.1
;

wanter w.Yks.23 War.13 ; wanttiel.W.1
; wantyew.Som. 1

;

wantyth Wm. ; wonter Yks. [wo'nti; wa'nti; wcvntai,
-tl.] 1. A horse's belly-band ; a girth used for securing
a load on a pack-horse ; a belly-band in cart-harness ; see
below. Cf. wame, 2 (5), wanton.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Wm. Trans. XIII. pt. ii. 266. n.Yks.2 A
leathern strap for horse-harness. w.Yks. 123 ; w.Yks.5 A rope,
several yards in length, terminating at one end in about four feet

of girthing to which a hook is fastened. It is thrown several
times over, and passed under, the horse's back, when carrying a
load of corn or pack of wool. Lan. The load being tied on . . .

with a girth named a ' wantah,' Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837)
310. Nhp. 1 The primitive meaning of this word was, a surcingle
for securing a wallet or other burden on a pack-horse. It was
composed of leather, with a hook attached to one end and a rope
at the other ; which rope was passed over the hook, and by the
aid of muscular exertion the burden was tightened and secured. .

.

The sense here described has become quite obsolete, probably
from the discontinuance of the pack-horse : but the name is still

preserved in the hempen cord or leather strap which passes under
the horse, and is secured to both shafts, to prevent the cart rising
up when heavily laden. Wanties occur in an advertisement of
sale in the Northampton Herald as late as 1850. War.13

, e.An.1

Ess. Arch. (1863) II. 188. Sns. 1 Fastened to the thills of a cart,
and passing under the horse's belly, prevents the cart from tilting
back. Hmp. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863) ; Hmp. 1

, I.W.12 , w.Som.1

2. A short rope used in binding loads of hay, &c. on
carts. Shr.12 3. A rope ; a halter.
w.Yks. A husband hearing his wife had hung herself, began to

undo the tie : being called on to cut her down, he exclaimed, 'I
am no going to spoil a new wonter,' Hamilton Nugae Lit. (1841).

[1. A panel and wantey, packsaddle and ped, Tusser
Husb. (1580) 36. OE. mamb, belly, and ttge, band.]
WANUSE, sb. Sc. Also in form winnes Fif. A

misuse
; an abuse ; a waste.

Sc. Mackay (s.v. Wanhope). Fif. Eat it up ; it'll juist gang to
winnes [winnas] if it's left (W.A.C.). Lth. 'Ye tak care o'
naithing

;
ye let every thing gang to wanuse,' i.e. go to wreck

from want of use (Jam.). Rxb. (ib.)

WANWAIRD, see Wanworth.
WANWAY, sb. Nhb. 1 A good-for-nothing, profligate,

worthless person, (s.v. Wanwaird.) See WanworthWANWEIRD, sb. and adj. Sc. Nhb. Also written
wonweard Nhb.1

1. sb. Misfortune, ill-luck, ill-fate.
Sc. (Jam.) s.Sc. Nor wit nor power, put aff the hour For his

wanweird decreed, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) IV. 344 ed. 1848
2. adj. Unfortunate, unlucky.
Nhb. 1 'A wonweard grosser,' said of a grocer who had been

unfortunate in business.

[Thairin the anciant lynage of the erd, Thir giantis hait
Tytanas, be wanwerd With thunderis blast doun smyttin
and ourthraw, Ar warpit in jone pottis boddum law
Douglas Eneados (1513) ed. 1874, in. 47. OE. wan
wanting, lacking, and wyrd, fate, fortune, destiny.]
WANWORTH, adj. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Also in forms

wangward, wanwaird Nhb. 1
; wanweard N.Cy.1 Nhb.1



WANWUTH [38i] WAPPER-EYED
wanwearded n.Cy. ; wanweered Nhb.1

; wanwird Sh.I.

;

wonweard Nhb.1
1. adj. Unworthy ; useless, value-

less ; foolish. See Wan, adj.*
Sc. (Jam.); Mackay (s.v. Wanhope); Gainst Barns and her

wanworth attackers, Drummond Muckomachy (1846) 24. Nhb.
Ye've offins tawnted an'jeerid me, an putten me iv het pashin
consarnin maw wanweered noashins, Keelmin's Attn. (1869) 31.

Hence Wanwordy, adj. unworthy, worthless.
n.Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. Whilk action o' the rogue wanwordy

Distrest the heart o' anxious Geordy, Taylor Poems (1787) 162.
Rnf. Ablins this wanwordy loon May lea me yet, Clark Random
Rhymes (1842) 25. Edb. Wanwordy, crazy, dinsome thing, As
e'er was fram'd to jow or ring, Fergusson Poems (1773) 171, ed.

1785. n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)

2. sb. An undervalue ; a very low price ; a bargain.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Sh. News (Feb. 12, 1898). Frf. She's no' cut

oot for the beggin', an' ye'll get her for a wanworth, Mackenzie
N. Pine (1897) 45. s.Sc. They might be bought or sold at a
wanworth, Wilson Tales (1839) v - 65- Ayr- Johnny Skinflint
had bocht a coat, an' a new gown for his wife, just at a wanworth,
Hunter Life Studies (1870) 144. Edb. Thinking . . . that if I got
them [the clothes] at a wanworth, I might boldly venture, Moir
Mansie Wauch (1828} xi.

3. Anything worthless or of little value ; a worthless,
profligate person.

Frf., e.Per. They made a lot o' money, but fat gude did it ever
do them; it juist gaed a' awa' to a wanworth (W.A.C.). N.Cy.1

,

Nhb.1

WANWUTH, sb. lObs. Fif. (Jam.) A surprise. Cf.

wanlas(s. Hence ta'en at a wanwuth, phr. taken by
surprise, unprepared.

WANYOCH, adj. Obs. Cld. Wan, pale.
Thair clais skinklan i' the wanyoch mune as though they had

been just ae diamon', Edb. Mag. (Sept. 1818) 155 (Jam.).

WANZE,z/. e.An. 1 [Not known to our correspondents.]
To waste, pine, wither.

WAP, sb} Yks. Also written whap. [wop.l Home-
brewed or non-intoxicating beer : see below. Cf. woppy.

w.Yks. Made from various ingredients, such as nettles, treacle,

or dandelions. ' We've nooa ale, but we've some rare gooid whap

'

(B.K.).

WAP, v.
1 and sb.

2 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Cum. Yks.
Lan. e.An. Cor. Also written whap e.Yks.1

; whop
Cor.3 ; wop Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1 [wap, wop.] 1. v. To
wrap, fold up ; to make a careless bundle of anything.
Cp. lap, v.

2
, wip, v.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Frf. Garter wappin' round his knee To
celebrate his chivalry, Beattie Arnha' (c. 1820) 12, ed. 1882.

Nhb.1 Esp. to wrap up protectively. 'Just wap a string aboot it.'

' Wap't up i' broon paper.' Cum. She wappt up his legs eh
sheepsove an woo, SARGissoN/o«5coa/>(i88i) 7 ;

(M.P.); (J.Ar.J
Lan. Unother wap'd o' strap rewnt obewt booth it, un th' hook,
Paul Bobbin Sequel (1819) 5. e.An.1 Cor.3 Put un to bed, an

whop un up in tha' blankets.

Hence (1) Wap-cloth, sb. a coarse, heavy woollen
material, used for pilot-coats or fishermen's pea-jackets

;

(2) Wappin, sb. a loose sort of dress worn by a fisherman
at work ; also used attrib.

(1) n.Yks.124 (2) Rnf. My wapin' auld pair had on ilk leg a

knee-pock, Young Lochlomond (1872) 159. Dmf. (Jam.)

2. To bind with a thread or cord ; to splice. Sc. Sibbald
Gl. (1802) (Jam.). Bnff. 1

3. sb. A wrappage; a 'lap,'

roll, or tie. Cld. (Jam.), Nhb.1 4. A thread with which
anything is bound ; turns of string twisted round a rope
or other string; a joining made by means of a thread.

Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1
, Nhb.1

5. A truss or bundle of straw.
Sc. ' To be in the wap,' to lie in the straw. ' Moll i' the wap and

I fell out,' Gipsy Sng. (Mackay). Dmf. (Jam.) Gall. Naebody wad
grudge a wap o' strae to your bit beastie, Nicholson Hist. Tales

(1843) 128. Kcb. She gat a wap o' strae at the Gowkstane,
Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 319. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783), Lakel.12

,

Cum.1
, n.Yks.2 , w.Yks.12

6. A particular method of binding a sheaf. e.Yks.1

7. A . small cock of hay ; a foot-cock ; also in form
Wappin. Nhb.1

, Dur.
1

[1. Wappon, or hyllyn wythe clothys or oj>er Iyke, lego,

contego {Prompt.).]

WAP, v.
2

, sb.3 and adv. Bnff. 1 Also in form waip.
[wap.] 1. v. To walk haughtily ; to strut.
The silly gowk geed wappin' through the market wee a kilt on,

an' a gran' siller-muntit ridin'-switch in's han'.
Hence (1) Wapper, sb. a showy, vain, vulgar person

;

a beau
; a belle

; (2) Wapping, ppl. adj. of persons :

showy, vain, vulgar. 2. sb. The act of walking with a
vain, bustling air ; vain, showy, vulgar conduct. 3. A
person with vain, showy manners. 4. adv. With a silly,

vain manner.
WAP, a.

3 and s6.4 Lan. e.An. Som. Dev. [wop.] 1. v.

To bark, yelp.
Som. (Hall.) w.Som. 1 'Tis a good job we've a-got a wapping

dog or two about ; they on't let nobody come about, 'thout spakin'.
Dev. Home Subsecivae (1777) 458.

Hence Wappet, sb. a yelping dog. e.An.1
2. sb. A

puppy. [Not known to our correspondents.] Lan. (Hall.)
[1. Wappyn, or baffyn as howndes, nicto (Prompt.).]
WAP, see Wasp, Whap, v.

WAPE, sb., v. and adj. Obs. Suf. Ess. 1. sb. In
phr. the wapes, the vapours ; a dial, form of 'vapour.'

Suf.1 Oh dear ! I've got the wapes.
2. v. To feel low-spirited ; to be nervous or solitary.
'Tis so dolesome a place I'm wap'd ta dead amost, ib.

3. adj. Pale, from fatigue or illness. Ess. Monthly Mag.
(1814) I. 498 ; Ess. 1

WAPENSCHAW, see Weapon-shaw.
WAPENTAKE, sb. Lakel. Yks. Chs. Der. Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei. Also in form wapentak Lakel. 2 Chs.1

[wa'pantek, -teak.] 1. An old name for a hundred or
district. See below.

n.Yks.2 Der. The town . . . was the ' chef lieu ' of the

'wapentake,' Verney Stone Edge (1868) ii ; Der. 1 This name is

given to one of the Hundreds of Derbyshire, to wit, that of

Wirksworth. n.Lin. 1 The union of a number of townships for the

purpose of judicial administration, peace, and defence, formed
what is known as the hundred or wapentake. . . The wapentake
is found only in the Anglian districts, Yorkshire, Lincolnshire,
Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Rutland, and Leicestershire. To
the north the shires are divided into wards, and to the south into

hundreds, Stubbs Constitutional Hist. (1875) I. 96.

2. Comp. Wapentak sumnance, a sort of vague threat
of some kind of legal proceedings. Chs.1

3. An officer

employed to recover debt.
Lakel.2 ' If he doesn't pay up Ah'll set t'wapen-tack on tull him.'

This officer is reported to have existed in the town of Kendal till

as late as 1836.

[OE. wcepengetwc, -tac, a vote of consent expressed by
touching weapons ; a district governed by such authority
(Sweet). ON. vapna-tak, a weapon-grasping (Vigfusson).]

WAPER, sb. e.An.2 [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A long, slender, flexible twig. Cf. swaper.
WAP-EYED, ppl. adj. Obs. Dev. Blear-eyed, as a

tipsy man. n.Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 458. Cf.

wapper-eyed.
WAPPAN, see Whapping.
WAPPER, v. Obs. or obsol. Som. To flutter ; to move

tremulously. Trans. Phil. Soc. (1858) 177 ;
(Hall.) Cf.

wopperdy.
[Cp. MDu. wapperen, to wagge or move up and downe

as a thing that hangs in the winde (Hexham).]
WAPPER, see Wasp, Whapper.
WAPPERED, ppl. adj. Obsol. Glo. Also written

woppered Glo. 1
1. Fatigued, tired.

Thy horse is wappered out, Gibbs Cotswold Vill. (1898) 258

;

Grose (1790) ; Glo.' 2

2. Restless, as a sick person. Grose (1790) ; Glo.1

WAPPER-EYED,///. adj. Som. Dev. Also written
wopper-eyed ; and in forms wapper-e'ed, wapper-hyd
Dev. [wo'psr-aid.] Having quick, restless eyes

;
goggle-

eyed, scared-looking ; sore-eyed ; blear-eyed, as a tipsy
man ; tearful. Cf. wapper, wap-eyed.
w.Som. 1 Constantly rolling from side to side, as is seen in very

nervous persons. The term 'gimlet eye' expresses much the

same thing. Dev. I be wangery now an beginning to jogg An
veels wapper-hyd, N. Hogg Poet. Lett. (1847) 32, ed. 1865 ; Oh,
my dear cheel! whotiver es tha metter? Yii be liiking zo



WAPPER-JAWED [382] WAR
wopper-eyed tti-day, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ; Dev.1 n.Dev.

Zich a . . . wapper-ee'd theng as thee art, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 59.

WAPPER-JAWED, ppl. adj. Obs. Yks. Lantern-
jawed, thin-jawed. n.Yks. MS. note in Meriton Praise
Ale (1684) ed. E.D.S.

WAPPER-JAWS, sb. pi. e.An.1 A wry mouth, a
crooked jaw. Cf. wapper.
WAPPING, see Whapping.
WAPPLE, sb.

1 Shr.1 Also written wopple. [wo'pl.]

A gummy secretion in the corner of the eye.
Yo' binna-d-'afe weshed, the wapples bin all i' the cornels o'

yore eyes.

WAPPLE, si.2 Mid.s.Cy. Sur. Sus.Hmp. Also written

whapple s.Cy. Sus.12 Hmp. ; and in forms warple Sur.

;

worple Mid. Sur. [wo'pl.] 1. A bridle way. Cf. waffel.
Mid. Here at Isleworth we have a Worple Road, also known as

'the Worples' (and corrupted ... to the Whirlpools), N. & Q.

(1883) 6th S. vii. 348. Sus. If ye pass through the rue [hedge-

row] you'll get on to the whapple, N. & Q. (1889) 7th S. vii. 437.

2. Cotnp. (1) Wapple-fields, the name of some fields near
Chichester

; (2) -gate, a gate on a bridle road
; (3) -road,

(4) -way, a bridle road ; a road for horses and foot-

passengers only.

(1) Sus. N. cVQ. (1889) 7th S. ib. (2) Sus.1 1 can get my wheels
through the whapple-gate (s.v. Wheels) ; Sus.2 Hmp. Holloway.
(3) Mid. N. & Q. (1883) 6th S. vii. 348. (4) s.Cy. Grose (1790)

;

Common in the south, N. &1
Q. (1854) 1st S. ix. 232. Sur. The

manor of Richmond has been the property of the Crown for

many hundred years, and in all the old records and plans the

green roads are called warple- ways, N. if Q. (1854) 1st S. ix. 125.

Sus. Ray (1691) ; Sus. 1
; Sus.2 These ways are for the most part

short cuts through fields and woods, from one place or road to

another. Hmp. Holloway.
WAPPOW, si. Chs.13 Also in form weppow. [Not

known to our correspondents.] Railings placed across
a brook to prevent cattle encroaching or entering the
neighbouring fields.

WAPPY, see Wasp.
WAPS, sb.

1 Lin.1 n.Lin.1 Also in form wop Lin.1

[wops.] A fan used in dressing corn ; a draft.

WAPS, sb.2 n.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]
A large truss of straw. (Hall.) Cf. wap, v.

1
5.

WAPS, see Wasp.
WAR, adj. 1

, adv., sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lin. Nhp. ; also Dev. Also
written waar Cum.1 Wm. n.Lan. 1

; wahr w.Yks. ; warr
Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. w.Yks.4 e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1

; warre w.Yks.
Chs.123 Dev.1

; and in forms ? var e.Yks. ; ware Sc.(Jam.) ;

waree Dev.1
; warrer w.Yks.25 ; waur Sc (Jam.) N.I.1

Nhb.1 Wm. n.Yks.12 w.Yks.3 Lan. Lin. ; werr Sh.I. ; wor
Ir. m.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1

; worre Chs.123 ; wur s.Lan. 1 Chs.1
;

wurr e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 [war, waa(r.] 1. adj. and adv.
Worse ; also used subst.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Fain to leave the country for fear that waur had come
of it, Scott RobRoy (181 i)xiv. Sh.I. She can be werr afore she's

better, for me, Burgess Jmzg't 1898) 232. ne.Sc.Theverradougkent
fan Ah wis the waur o' drink, Green Gordonhaven (1887) 100. Cai. 1

e.Sc. They likit me nane the waur for that, Strain Flmslie'sDrag-Net
(1900) 9. Frf. That's waur than swearing, Barrie Minister (1891)
xiv. w.Sc. Na, waur! ilka winter he's aff and awa', Carrick
Laird of Logan (1835) 258. s.Sc. The times are aye changing
frae bad to waur, Watson Border Bards (1859) 7. Ayr. She
cou'd ca' us nae waur than we are, Burns Kirk's Alarm, st. 18.

Slk. In a few things, better—in a hantle, waur, Chr. North
Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 203. Kcb. Mvir Muncraig (1900) 137. N.I.1

Ance ill, aye waur. Uls. Bell's bark's wor' nor 'er bite, M cIlroy
Craiglinnie (1900) 22. N.Cy. 1

, Nhb.1 Cum. It's war than deeth
to hear him, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 59 ; Cum. 1 A common
toast in former days was, 'May nivver waar be amang us!'
meaning both ' war ' and ' worse ' (s.v. Warse). Wm. Spec. Dial.

(1885) pt. iii. 5. n.Yks.12 e.Yks. Thompson Hist. Welton (1869)
169. m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811) ; w.Yks.12345

Lan. Neither better nor waur than his maks, Waugh Heather (ed.

Milner) I. 117 ; Lan. 1
, n.Lan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, m.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1

Chs. Theer is a vast o' foales is war than oi, Clough B. Bresskittle

(1879) 17 ;
Chs.123 Der. 1 That's warnor than aw [all] beside

;

Der.2 Not.2 He's no war nor me. Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and
Danes (1884) 375. n.Lin. 1

, Nhp. 1 Dev. 1 Warre and waree.

Hence (1) War-fared, ppl. adj., obs., worse-looking ;
(a)

-hand, sb. the left hand
; (3) -mak, sb. (a) people addicted

to evil habits
;

(b) the working class ; (4) Warst, adj.

worst
; (5) Waurness, sb. the state of growing or being

worse.
(1) Abd. Macdonald R. Falconer (1868) 104. Edb. Do I look

war-far'd nor I did afore? Macaulay Poems (1788) 120. (2)

Nhb. 1 In a rencounter in Ovingham Churchyard, Wm. Surtees,

of Broad Oak, lost the use of his hand by a spear wound, and

acquired the name of 'Willie with the war-hand.' . . The hand he

had lost was his right; but his left, his war, or worse hand,

remained, and from it he acquired the name by which he was
distinguished, Raine Life of Surtees, 89. (3, a) w.Yks. There's

two maks o' these Drivers, . . better mak an' waur mak. Better

mak's fearful strict, an' t'war mak's just as wild, Snowden Web of

Weaver (1896) ii. (b) w.Yks. Those . . . who are considered a bit

more respectable than the average of the working folk, or who
have a shilling or two a week more wages than the average, are

frequently referred to, ' One o' t'better soart o' t'war mak,' Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 4, 1899). (4) Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Slg. Gin the

waurst we maun dree, Towers Poems (1885) 77. Rnf. The warst

to come, Mitchell Wee Steeple (1840) 183. Edb. What's warst
ava, they're waur to mend, Liddle Poems (1821) 152. n.Cy.

(J.W.), n.Yks.2 w.Yks. Watson Hist. Hlfx. (1775) 547. ne.Lan.1

(5) Lnk. Gin things be gaun waur in the kintry, I trou There's

no muckle sign o' their waurness wi' you, Watson Poems (1853) 46.

2. Phr. (1) to see anything war than oneself, to see a ghost

;

(2) war for, or of, the wear, the worse for wear; (3) war
side out, cross, ill-tempered ; 'the wrong side out.'

(1) Sc. (Jam.) (2) Sc. The waur for the wear like ourselves,

Scott Abbot (1820) xviii. Abd. Maist o' them were ancient an'

waur-o'-the-wear things, Ogg Willie Waly (1873) 59. Edb. Logan
Auld Reekie (1864) 25. Fif. He lent me . . . his warst workin'
jacket, forby this crunkled waur-for-the-wear hat, Tennant Card.
Beaton (1823) 154 (Jam.). n.Cy., Yks. (J.W.) (3) w.Yks. Thah
moan't goa near t'gaffer to-day, 'cos he's o' t'wahr side aht, an's

sewer to say summat 'at'll mak' theh mad (iE.B.).

3. sb. In phr. (1) at war, worse
; (2) ill comes upon war's

back, obs., one misfortune succeeds another
; (3) ten wars,

a great pity or misfortune
; (4) to come by, or off with the,

war, to get the worst of it ; to suffer defeat ; (5) to take war,
to take offence

; (6) to win the war, obs., see (4).

(1) n.Yks.2 The invalid tells you, 'I am mickle at waur.' (2)
Sc. Ramsay Prov. (1737). (3) Sc. Gin that were to happen, it

wad be ten waurs (Jam.). (4) Sc. No one dared to strive with a •

Douglas, . . for if he did he was sure to come by the waur, Scott
St. Ronan (1824) i. n.Yks. (I.W.) (5) Sh.I. Hit's a gude job
'at doo kens wha doo's spaekin' till, an' at William taks nae waur
wi' dee, Sh. News (Aug. 17, 1901). (6) Abd. The weak aye wins
the war, Ross Helenore (1768) 99, ed. 1812.

4. v. To overcome ; to beat ; to surpass ; to get the better
of; to requite for an injury ; to injure.

Sc. It was a paper of great significance to the plea and we were
to be waured for want o't, Scott Antiquary (1816) ix. Frf.
Satan tar you, If in the race I dinna war you, Sands Poems (1833)
75. Ayr. Ane Hornbook's ta'en up the trade, An' faith, he'll waur
me, Burns Death and Dr. Hornbook (1785) st. 13. Lnk. Graham
Writings (1883) II. 149. Slk. It waur'd baith young and auld to
cow, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 434. Gall. The Gallovidian (1900)
II. 64.

5. Phr. the water will never war the widdie, he that is born
to be hanged will never be drowned.

Sc. Kelly Prov. (1721) 304. e.Lth. Muckleback.it .Rw. Rhvmes
(1885) 236.

[1. Swa jm tellesst werre off be, Ormulum (c. 1200) 4898.
ON. verr, adv., verri, adj. worse (Vigfusson).]
WAR, adj.2 Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Lin. Shr. Also in

forms waar S. & Ork.1
; ware Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; waur,

waure Sc. ; wer Sc. (Jam.) [war, was(r.] 1. Obsol.
Cautious, wary. Cf. ware, v.

3

Sc. Be war, hald the[e] on far Sic chaif wair for to pryiss, Rogers
Reformers (1874) 28. Abd. Macdonald R. Falconer (1868) 83.
Fif. Being a slight and war man ... he thought it wald nather
be profitable nor sure for him to be in that place of service in the
Kirk, Melvill Autobiog. (1610) 165, ed. 1842.
Hence Wareless, adj. unwary, unguarded.
Slk. Open laid my wareless heart, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 425.

Rxb. The moudiewurt, puir wareless thing, Riddell Poet. Wks.
(187 1) I. 245 ; Wareless or warily, joyfu' or wae, ib. II. 200.
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2. Aware, conscious.
Sc. (Jam.), S. & Ork.1 Knf. Sandy M cNab, by some unlucky

dint, Was nae waur o' trap till his feet they fell in't, Webster
Rhymes (1835) 58. Nhb.1 He set away afore aa wis war. Aa
wasn't war o' yor comin. n.Yks.1

, m.Yks.1
, w.Yks.1

, ne.Lan. 1
,

n.Lin. 1 Shr.1 Comin' down the Brummy-bonk, I 'eard summat
tussle i' the 'edge, so I went toert it, an' wuz war on a great ar

[hare] in a grin ; Shr.2 Wunna war on him.

[2. The woman was war bat no wegh herd, And vnder
shadow of shame shewid forth hir ernd, Dest. Troy
(c. 1400) 521. OE. wcer, cautious, aware (Sweet).]

WAR, see Be, Ware, sb.
1

, v.
3

, Wear, v.
12

WARBA-BLADE, sb. Bnff.1 The greater plantain,

Plantago major.

WARBACK, sb. Sh.I. Also written waarbak; and
in form warbeck S. & Ork.1 [wa'rbak, -bek.] The
insect Oestrus bovis, which breeds in the hide of cattle

;

the larvae so bred.
Der young baes, he said der backs wis juist wan aem o' waarbaks,

Sh. News (Feb. 12, 1898) ; S. & Ork. 1

WARBEETLE, sb. Obsol. e.An. A large maggot
bred in the backs of cattle.

e.An. 1 (s.v. Warble). Nrf. Marshall Rur.Econ. (1787). Suf. 1

WARBIE, sb. Obs. Ags. (Jam.) A maggot bred in

the skin of cattle, (s.v. Warble.)
WARBLE, sb. Sc. [wa'rbl.] 1. A bump ; a swelling.

Cf. wornil.
Gall. Your head is muzzy with your carrying the bullock's head

and horns, and serve you right had David given you a warble on

it twice as big, Crockett Grey Man (1896) xviii.

2. A lean, scraggy person. Abd. (Jam.)

WARBLE, v.
1 Sc. [wa'rbl.] To play the quicker

measures of a piece of bagpipe music, in which there are

a large number of grace notes.

n.Sc. (H.E.F.) Arg. Heard him fill the night-fall with the

' Bhoilich' of Morar, with the brag of a whole clan in his warbling,

Munro Lost Pibroch (1896) 351.

Hence Warbler, sb. a combination of five or more grace

notes in a piece of bagpipe music. n.Sc. (H.E.F.)

WARBLE, v.
2

? Obs. Sc. To swing ; to reel ; to

hobble ; to wriggle ; to worm oneself along. Cf. wurble.
Sc. To warble oneself out (Jam., s.v. Wrabil).

WARBLET, sb. e.An. A hard swelling in the hides

of cattle caused by the growth of a maggot ; a dimin. of

'warble.' e.An.1 Suf. Rainbird Agrk.(i8ig) 302, ed. 1849.

WARCH(E, see Wark.
WARCHER, sb. s.Chs.1 [wa-tja(r).] A contemptuous

term for a small, insignificant person ; a dial, form of

' worker.'
£e)z <i praat-i waa-rchur tii goa' iiv u job lahyk dhaaf.

WARCHIE, see Wairsh.
WARCHING,//>/. adj. s.Chs.1 [wa'tfin.] Insignificant,

contemptible. See Warcher.
WARCK-BRATTLE, see Workbracco.
WARD, sb> Sc. Nhb. Cum. Lin. Also in forms waird,

werd Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) An aphetic form of ' award ' ; an

enclosure award. Cum. 1
, n.Lin.1 Hence (1) it is well

warded to one, or it is well ward one wants, phr. it is

thoroughly deserved by one ; see below
; (2) Warded, ppl.

adj. assigned; awarded by commissioners appointed to

carry out divisions of common lands.

(1) Sc. This expression is generally applied to one who has

forfeited his share, or who grumbles at what is offered to him ; for

example, if a beggar grumbles at the dole that is offered, the giver

will take it back saying, ' Weel, weel, if ye dinna tak that, it's weel

ward ye want ' (Jam. Suppl.). S. & Ork. 1 It's weel warded to thee.

(2) Nhb.1 Warded roads.

WARD, standi/.1 Obsol. e.An.1 1. sb. Callosity of

the skin on the hands or feet. 2. v. To render the skin

callous by hard work, &c.

The hands of hard-working people are said to be warded.

WARD, v.
2 and sb.3 Sc. Nhb. Chs. Der. Ess. Dev.

Also in forms waird Sc. (Jam.) ; wurd Dev. 1. v. To

guard, preserve ; to attend to ; to keep oft
;
to watch for.

Rnf We'll leave auld Reekie for the day, An' waird the Mornin'

comin', Picken Poems (1813) I. 97. Edb. I took, I thought, the

safest course To ward expence, Macneii.1. Bygane Times (1811) 31.

Chs. 13 Dev. For thee, leuve, ai've wurded 'em, Pulman Sng. Sol.

(i860) vii. 13.

2. To fasten a mortised joint by driving a pin through it.

Cld. Weel-wairdit. Ill-wairdit (Jam.).

Hence Wairder, sb. one who secures mortised joints in

this manner, ib. 3. sb. In comb. (1) Ward-and-
warsel, obs., security ; a pledge

; (2) -fire, obs., a beacon
fire

; (3) -hill, or Wardill, obs., a hill on which a beacon
was lighted as a signal of danger

; (4) -mote, a meeting of

the principal inhabitants of a ward or district
; (5) -seed,

the shepherd's purse, Capsella Bursa-Pastoris
; (6) -staff,

obs., see below.
(1) n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. I sail ward and warsel for you be, Ross

Helenore (1768) 31, ed. 1812. (2) Or.I. Nothing short of actual

invasion entitled the Jarl to call them to arms by the ward-fire,

Fergusson Rambles (1884) 142. (3) Or.I. I sat by the Dwarfie

Stone, with my eyes fixed on the Ward-hill, ib. (1884) 59. (4)

Nhb.1 The word ward-mote is still in constant use, Richardson
Borderers Table-bk. (1846) III. 21. (5) Dev. (B. & H.) (6) Ess.

Lambourn Manor ... is held by service of the ward-staff, i.e. to

carry a load of straw in a cart with six horses, two ropes, two

men in harness, to watch the said ward-staff, when it is brought

to the town of Libridge (K.).

4. A division of a county ; a district.

Sc. Thus Lanarkshire is divided into upper, middle, and lower

wards (Jam.). Edb. On the west, with the Over Ward of Clids-

dale in the Sheriffdom of Lanrick, Pennecuik Wis. (17 15) 42, ed.

1815.

5. A piece of pasture-land enclosed on all sides
;
gen.

used for young animals ; a common. See Calf-ward, s.v.

Calf, 1 (34).
Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. Cramond Cullen Ann. (1888) 49. Abd. They

sent out their horses ... fed where they pleased in the bishop's

ward, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 157- Per- When he became a

stirk He scrapit wi' his cloots, And wouldna bide about the ward

Like ither decent brutes, But ran awa to ither faulds, Spence

Poems (1898) 57. Der.1

6. Obs. A tumulus or hill on which a beacon was lighted,

or intelligence conveyed by signals. S. & Ork.1 Cf.

wart, sb.
2

WARD, sb* Sc. n.Cy. Cum.Wm
L
Yks. Lan. Chs. Der.

Also in form weird Slk. [ward, wad.] A dial, form of
' world.'

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) n.Cy. Grose (1790). Wm. Haw lile knaws

ya part of the ward haw tother leeves, Hutton Bran New Wark

(1785) 1. 40. w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781) ;
w.Yks.1 For

aut ward they're like cayter cousins, ii. 287. nXan.1
,

s.Lan. 1
,

Chs.123, Der.1 Obs.

Hence (1) Wardly, adj. worldly ; (2) Wardly-wary, adj.

worldly-wise.
(1) Abd. War'dly, time-servin' characters, Alexander Johnny

Gibb (1871) vii. se.Sc. Wardly gear is but a sight, Donaldson

Poems (1809) 128. Gall. Wha winna be content wi' this, Is ill to

please o' wardly bliss, Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 44, ed. 1897.

Cum. Ye wardly bodies, screape up wealth, Anderson Ballads

(ed. 1840) 53. Wm. He . . . outbang'd 'em 0' for wardly cunning,

Hutton Bran New Wark (1785) 1- 323- n.Yks. Wardly care,

Castillo Poems (1878) 23. (2) Slg. Sae pure in heart ; nae

wardly gear To make her wardly-wary, Buchanan Poems

(1901) 42.

WARD, v? Not. e.An. Also in form wart e.An.1

[wad.] Of a dog : to copulate with.

s.Not. She's bin warded by a good dug (J.P.K.). e.An.1

WARD, v.* Suf. To plough at right angles to the

furrows already made. The same word as Quart, adj.

(q.v.) e.Suf. (F.H.)

WARDAY, sb. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs.

Lin. Nhp. Also in forms wah-day e.Yks.1
;
wairty Yks.

;

warda Wm. Yks. n.Lan.1 ne.Lan. 1
; warder w.Yks.5 ;

wareday Dur.1
;
wartay Lan. ; wartday w.Yks.1 n.Lin.1

;

warterday Yks.; warty w.Yks.3 Lan. 1 n.Lan.1 e.Lan.1

s.Lan.1 Chs. 1
;
waurday Chs.lsj wert-day jn.Lan.1

;

wharter Yks. [wa'rde, -da ; wa'de, -da ; wa'ta.] A
week-day ; also used attrib.

n.Cy. Grose (1790) ; N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Aa waddent he' minded if

he'd dyun'd iv a warday ; but it was the good Sunday, ye see.

Dur.1 , Lakel. 12 , Cum. 1 Wm. I hev a site a bettermer sooart a

yung men et cus ivvery warda ta hae 'ther dinnars, Spec. Dial.
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(1885) pt. iii. 26. Yks. I'se ollus sooner on a wharter-day neron
a Sunday, Philip Neville, iii. n.Yks.124 ne.Yks. 1 Sha's awlus
working, Sundays an' wardays. e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ.
(1788); e.Yks. 1 Jack nivver gans ti chotch ; Sundas an wah-days
is all alike tiv him, MS. add. (T.H.) m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Black duds
o' th' wairty! Hartley Ditt. (c. 1873) 2nd S. 55 ; Both Sunday
an' waterday, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1864) 37 ;

w.Yks. 1 Labourin fray morn to neet on wart days, ii. 326

;

w.Yks. 35 Lan. They co'd him Dulecatcher o' wartays, Clegg
Sketches (1895) 306; Lan.1

, n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1
, m.Lan.1

,

sXan. 1
, Chs.13 , n.Lin.1 Obs., Nhp.1

Hence Wardafied, ppl. adj. suitable to a work-day.
w.Yks. ' Hah doesta like me new booits ? ' ' They lewk varry'

wardafied.' Very common (B.K.).

[Cp. Swed. hvardag, workingday (Widegren) ; Dan.
hverdag, week-day (Larsen).]
WARDED, ppl. adj. e.An. Joined together. (Hall.)

Cf. ward, v.
3

WARDED OFF, phr. e.An.1 [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] Started off work.
WARDEN, sb. Nhb. Dur. Yks. [wa'rdan, wa'dsn.]

_
1. A churchwarden, e.Dur.1

, w.Yks. (J.W.) 2. A joint
in a rope made by overlapping the two ends and wrapping
them together, as distinguished from a spliced joint. Nhb?
WARDEN-HANDED, ppl. adj. Obs. Nhp.1 Left-

handed. See War-hand, s.v. War, adj. 1 1 (2).

WARDER, see Warday.
WARDLE, v. m.Yks.1 [wa-dl.] To shuffle; to

equivocate.

WARDLE, see Wordle.
WARDROPE, s*. Obs. Yks. A dressing-room. (Hall.)
WARD(S,s«/ Yks. Suf. In the direction of.

n.Yks.2 They live Scarborough-ward ; n.Yks.4 He war cumin'
fra Newton-wards. ne.Yks.1 Suf. 1 Ipsidge-wad.
WARDSHIP, sb. Dev. [w?-djip.] A wagtail. Moore

Hist. Dev. (1829) I. 355. n.Dev. Rock Jim an' Nell
(1867) Gl.

WARE, sb.
1 and v.

1 In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also written wair Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. Nhb. Cum.
w.Yks.15 ; wayr w.Yks. ; wear Sc. N.Cy. 1 Cum. w.Yks.134
Lan.1 ne.Lan.1 e.Lan. 1 m.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 Chs.13 s.Chs.1 Lin. 1

n.Lin.1 sw.Lin.1
; and in forms waar Cai.1 Cum.14 w.Yks.5

n.Lan.1 ne.Lan. 1
; war Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. Cum.1 n.Yks.3

w.Yks.1 ne.Lan.1
; waur Sc. (Jam.) Ir.

; pp. worn Yks.
Lan. [wer, wea(r, wia(r.] 1. sb. Goods ; stuff of any
kind, esp. food or drink

;
jig. matter, esp in phr. rhyming

ware.
Sc. We'll just hae anither roun', A willywaught o' this

winsome ware, Vedder Po<?ms (1842) 142; Cheatthe wooddie, are
ye there, Ye're e'en the very wale o' ware, An' sonsie dear,
Pennecuik Collection (1787) 15. Per. Tapioca and similar foreign
skinking ware, Haliburton Furth in Field (1894) 4. se.Sc. I

like a piece substantial ware To clear my skin, Donaldson Poems
(1809) 74. Edb. I meant to 've sent ye Some rhyming ware,
Liddle Poems (1821) 113. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899)
355. Glo. 1 w.Cy. Trans. Phil. Soc. (1858) 177.
2. Goods exposed for sale.
Sc. Fleming Scripture (1726). Bch. I was selling ware, Forbes

Ulysses (1785) 17. Edb. Here bodies frae a' quarters meet, To
shaw their ware, R. Wilson Poems (1822) 40. Wgt. Saxon
Gall. Gossip (1878) 57. Suf.1

3. Earthenware, delf ; articles manufactured at a brick-
kiln.

N.Cy.1 White ware. Brown ware. Nhb. (W.G.), Nhb.1
, Suf.1

4. Obs. Livestock. Suf.1 Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777)
459. 5. Dairy produce. Glo.1

, w.Cy. (Hall.) 6. Large
potatoes intended for sale ; also in comp. Ware-potatoes.

w.Mid. Potatoes are usually classed in three sizes, the largest
being called ' ware,' the next ' middlings,' and the smallest
' chats' (W.P.M.). Ken. (P.M.)

; (W.F.S.)
7. Money for spending ; the price or value of anything.
Edb. Here's goud an' siller i' my pouches, There's routh 0'

ware, Crawford Poems (1798) 114. n.Yks.2 What's t'ware on't?
w.Yks. He meant to have his ware aght on it, Hartley Clock
Aim. (1878) 29.

8. Comp. (1) Ware-board, a shop-counter
; (2) -goods,

goods for sale
;
see below

; (3) -heft, a composition knife-
handle.

(1) Cum. 1 (2) Shr.1 A term applied, in contradistinction to

' live stock,' to such farm-produce as cheese or tubs of butter,

when they are taken to the fair. ' Whad sort'n a far 'ad'n'ee las'

wik ? ' ' Right middlin', I sid a power o' war'-goods put by.' (3)

Nhb.1

9. v. To spend, lay out ; to bestow upon ; to squander,

spend in vain ; also used Jig. See Ill-wared, s.v. Ill,

II. 1 (181).
Sc. (Jam.) ; There would be little love wared on the matter,

Scott Bride of Lam. (1819) xxviii. Sh.I. Sh. News (Nov. 13,

1897). ne.Sc. Dear me ! gudeman, but ye're fond o' warin' siller

upon that dochter o' yours, Grant Keckleton, 128. Cai. 1 e.Sc.

I would never ware siller on them, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net

(1900) 125. Abd. To waur yer time an' the stren'th o' yer boady
an' the micht n' your sowl, Macdonald Lossie (1877) iii. Per.

Ye've wair'd or wastit a' your prime, Haliburton Dunbar (1895)
43. Rnf. Witness me haverin' to a flee, Or on some theme o' sic

degree Wearin' my time, YoimG Pictures (1865) 173. Ayr. While
coofs on countless thousands rant, And ken na how to wair't,

Burns Ep. to Davie (1784) st. a. Slk. A' that she has wared on
you I'll make up to her an hunder an' fifty fauld, Hogg Tales

(1838) 59, ed. 1866. Gall. Wi' her ye'U fine pleasure in wauring
your sillar, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 240, ed. 1876. Kcb. Arm-
strong Kirkiebrae (1896) 157. Uls. (M.B.-S.), N.Cy.12 , Nhb. 1

,

Dur. 1 Lakel.2 Thoo mun ware thi brass carefully. Cum.134
Wm. Weed waart o' oor brass, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 1.

n.Yks.1234 ne.Yks. 1 He wares nowt, for he addles nowt.
e.Yks. 1 Ah nobbut wared a shillin at fair. m.Yks.1 w.Yks.1234 ;

w.Yks. 5 A mother sends her little one to ask the butcher to 'wair
her sixpence,'—a common practice with poor people, who get *
quantity of scrag and shank ends and titbits by this means.
' Waired at t'end on't an' bowt t'best o' ivvrything,'— expended
extravagantly and constantly. Lan. Still he seemed abeawt
hawve satisfied 'at he'd worn his brass reyt, Standing Echoes
(1885) 27 ; Lan.1

, n.Lan.1, ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, m.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

Chs.1 Conveying a sense of judicious expenditure ; Chs.3 s.Chs.1

Wei, wot did yu wae-r on it? Der.12 Not. N. & Q. (1881) 6th
S. iii. 78. Lin.1 nXin.1 I've weared a sight o' munny upo' my
bairns' edication. sw.Lin.1 It wants a lot of money wearing on it.

Hence (1) at one's waring, phr. at one's leisure
; (2)

Waring-brass, sb. pocket-money.
(1) Per. When time's at your wairin', O spend a half hour,

Stewart Character (1857) J 9- (2) w.Yks. (J.W.)
10. To wager.
Heb. I'll waur my poor brother Jock's nut against your owning

that she's the bonniest . . . lass, Sarah Tytler Macdonald Lass
(1895) 188.

[9. Summe sey that ;e . . . wyll no thyng ware up on
hym, Paston Letters (1463) II. 139.]

WARE, sb.2 and v.
2 Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Dur. Pem. e. & s.

Cy. Ken. Hmp. Also written wair Sc. (Jam.) ; wear
Nhb.; and in forms waar Sc. Bnff.1 n.Cy. Nhb.; warr
Sh.I. (Jam.) S. & Ork.1

; waur n.Cy. Ken.12
; waure Ken.1

;

weer Nhb. 1
; weir n.Cy. Nhb. ]

; woare Nhb. ; woore e. &
s.Cy. Ken. ; wor Pem. ; wore Ken. [wer, wea(r, wia(r.]
1. sb. Drift sea-weed; sea-wrack. See Ore, sb.2, Sea-
ware, s.v. Sea, 1 (13).

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. If ye sit ipa da stane in a kind o' lazy wy,
your huik gets inta da waar, Stewart Tales (1892) 13 ; S. & Ork.1

Or.I. Holmes, skerries, wrak, waith, wair, Peterkin Notes (1822)
138. Cai.1 Bnff. Great quantities of sea-weed, called ware are
thrown up on the shore, Statist. Ace. I. 472 (Jam.). e.Lth. Yoked
thair cairts about ten or ellevin houris at evene and led wair fra
the sea, Waddell Old Kirk Chr. (1893) 89. n.Cy . Horae Subsecivae
(1777) 3io; N.Cy.1 Nhb. Ray (1691); Nhb.1, Dur. (K.), e.&sCv.
(B. & H.), Ken.12 Hmp. Holloway.

V ; ' *

Hence (1) Waarie-bug, sb. a bladder of the yellow tang
Fucus nodosus. Cai.1

; (2) Warry, adj. sea-weedv '

covered with sea-weed. S.&Ork.1
2. Comp. (1) Ware-

bear, barley manured with sea-weed; (2) -blade, the
blade of sea-weed

; (3) -caist, a heap of sea-weed
; (4)

-goose, the brent goose, Bernicla brenta
; (5) -strand, the

part of the beach on to which the sea-weed is washed
;

(6) -wassel, the ore-weed, Laminaria digitata (7) -weed
or -wood, sea-weed.

(1) Abd. When bear or big is manured with sea-ware, the crop
very abundant, but the grain is very small, and is known by the
me of ware-bear, Statist. Ace. VI. 17 (Jam.). (2) Sh.I. Only got

da waarblade for a windin' sheet, Sh. Neivs (Nov. 5, 1898). (3)

is

name



WARE [385] WARKLY
Or.I. (S.A.S.) (4) Nhb.1 Dur. [So called] because it feeds on
seaweed, Swainson Birds (1885) 149. Wil. Smith Birds (1887)
4fii- (5) n-Sc Each ware-strand or beach where drift-weed
comes to land is set apart for a certain number of tenants on the
estate to which it belongs, and each 'brook ' of ware as it comes
ashore is divided among these tenants, usually in proportion to
their rents, Longman's Mag. (Nov. 1895) 34. (6) Nhb. 1 (7) s Pern.
Worweed is a splendid manure for the garden (W.M.M.).
3. v. To manure with sea-weed. S. & Ork.1

, Cai.
1
, Bnff.

1

[OE. war, seaweed (Sweet).]

WARE, sb* Nhb. Cum. Yks. [wea(r.] Barley or
oats, corn which comes away, from the ear easily, as
distinguished from wheat and rye ; also in comp. Ware-
corn. Nhb. 1 Cum. Gl. (1851). n.Yks. (I.W.)
WARE, v.

3 In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Sc. and
Eng. Also in forms waar Cum.1

; waayre Brks.1
; wah

Der.2 nw.Der.1
; war N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Dur. Lakel.2 n.Yks.2

e.Yks.1 w.Yks.12 ne.Lan.1 Chs. 1 Der.2 nw.Der.1 Not.
n.Lin.1 Lei. 1 War.34 s.War.J Wor. Shr.12 Oxf.1 Brks. 1

Ken. 1 Sus. Hmp. 1 I.W. 1 w.Cy. Wil. w.Som.1 Dev. Cor.

;

warr Lin. Suf. 1 Wil. nw.Dev. 1
; wor Cor.- [wer, wes(r

;

waa(r.] 1. To beware of; to take precautions against

;

gen. used as an int. or coupled with the name of the object
to be avoided or to be guarded. Cf. war, adj.2

Arg. A Hanoverian rat whom ware, Munro Doom Castle (1901)
6. Gall. Lord Archibald, 'ware the flail, man, Denniston
Craignilder (1832) 71. N.Cy.1 War below. Nhb. 1 War the byul
[bowl]. Cum., Wm. Nicolson (1677) Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX.
Cnm. 1

, n.Yks.4 w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703) ; w.Yks.12 Der. 2

Wah, hare! nw.Der.1 Not. War-horse! War-hound! (L.C.M.) Lei.1

War keepers. War.3 Shr.2 Nodwaragen himcoming. Brks.1 Nrf.
'Specially te 'ware o' the wimmen, Spilling Giles (1872) 6. Suf. 1

' Warr, heads,' would be exclaimed by a boy throwing anything
which, falling, might endanger his playfellows. Ken. There, ye'll do
it yet. Ye never was one to cry "Warel'CARR Cottage Flk. (1897)
236. Sus. Holloway. Hmp.1 Common in hunting language.
I.W.1 Wil. Slow Gl. (1892); To a dog—'War chase,' when it

runs after a hare or rabbit (E.H.G.). Som. Jennings Obs. Dial.
w.Eng. (1825). w.Som. 1 In blasting rocks the man who applies
the match to the fuze calls out ' War !

' If any one lets fall any
weight, it is usual to cry out ' Wau'r toa-urz ! ' Dev. Who be
they ? ware foxes in the dark, I say, Norway Parson Peter (1900)
116. Cor. (J.W.)

2. In phr. (1) ware aigre, beware of the rush of the
tide ; . (2) — hawk, or — hoc, take care, beware

; (3) — jolt,

beware of a jolt; see below
; (4) — off, (a) keep off; (b)

obs., a call used in driving oxen : keep to the right, <5r

away from the ploughboy with the goad
; (5) — out, (a)

look out
;

(b) get out of the way
; (6) — rock, or — rock

sparrow, see (5, a)
; (7) — up, obs., see (4, b) ; (8) — waps,

(a) take care, esp. take care of blows ; used as a threat

;

(b) the cry raised in attacking wasps with branches when
burning out their nest ; (c) an exclamation of disappoint-

ment
; (9) — whing, or — wing, see (2) ; (10) — whoop, a

wagoner's call to his horse to come to the near side.

(1) w.Yks.1 (2) Arg. This is a sweet woman . . . but dangerous.
'Ware hawk, lad, 'ware hawk! Munro Shoes of Fort. (1901) 135.
Nhb. Warhawk ti the mortil that hunts this black cat, Chater
Tyneside Aim. (1869) 10. Chs. 1

, Nhp.2 (3) Shr.1 An expression
proper to the harvest-field ; it is called out by the man at the
head of the ' for'-'orse ' to the man on the load, as a warning to

hold fast while the waggon crosses a ' rean ' or gutter. (4, a)

Heb. To . . . bid him ' ware off' till further intimation was given
him, Sarah Tytler Macdonald Lass (1895) 94. nw.Dev. (R.P.C.)

(&) nw.Dev. 1
(5, a) Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. A call signifying that

something is falling, Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). e.Yks.1
,

nw.Der. 1
, ne.Lin. (E.S.), Ken. (G.B.) (b) Lakel. 2 Waroot 0'

t'way. Lan. (S.W.), ne.Lin. (E.S.) (6) ne.Wor. Used e.g. by
a man throwing down anything from a loft or house-top to those

below (J.W. P.). (^Bev.HoraeSubsecivae (1777) 179. nw.Dev.1

(8, a) n.Yks. 2 Have a care, or war waps te ye ! Der.2, Oxf. 1 MS.
add., Ken. 1 (A) Brks.1 (c) n.Lin.1 (9) ne.Lan.1 An exclamation

made use of by hunters when hounds run after ' pheasants,

partridges, &c. w.Cy. (Hall.) Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng.

(1825). n.Dev. Hands acrass, tha middle down An' up again.

War wing! turn roun', Rock Jim an 1

Nell (1867) st. 26. (10)

War. Leamington Courier (Mar. 6, 1897) ; War.4 (s.v. Gee-whoop).

s-War. 1 (ib.)

VOL, VI.

[1. pe hindej were halden in, with hay & war, pe does
dryuen with gret dyn to be depe slades, Gawayne (c.

1360) 1158.]

WARE, see Voar, War, adj.12, Weir.
WARE-COCK, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. The blackcock,

Tetrao tetrix.

Gall. (Jam.) Kcb. The blow was ettled at a tall ane, A bra'
ware-cock, Davidson Seasons (1789) 113.

WAREDAY, see Warday.
WARF, v. Hmp. 1 [wgf.] To warp.
We can't use un, he's warfed so.

WARF, see Urf, Waugh.
WARFA, sb. w.Yks.2 Also written wharfa. [wafo.]

A disease in young lambs which causes lameness in the
loins and hind quarters. Cf. thwarter.
WARFISH, sb. Yks. [wa-fij.] The razor-fish, Ensis

siliqua. e.Yks. Kendall God's Hand (1870) 8.

WAR-HAWK, sb. N.I. 1 A bailiff ; a summons server.

WARIANGLE, sb. Obsol. Yks. Stf. Der. Shr. Also
in forms weirangle Yks. ; wirrangle nw.Der.1 The red-
backed shrike, Lanius collurio.

Yks. Swainson Birds (1885) 47- w.Yks. Lucas Stud. Nidderdale
(c. 1882) 137. Stf. Bailey (1721). Der. Ray (ed. 1674) 84.
nw.Der.1 Shr. Bailey (1721).

[As ful of venim been thise wariangles, Chaucer C. T.
d. 1408.]

WARIDRAG, see Wary-draggle.
WARISH, v. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Also in form

waris n.Cy. To recover from sickness.
.w.Yks.1 Hees niver warish'd oY surfeit he gat last Kersmas, ii.

239. ne.Lan. 1 He'll never warish on it.

Hence Warisht, ppl. adj. having conquered any disease
or difficulty ; secure against the future ; hence well-stored
or furnished. n.Cy. Grose (1790) ; N.Cy!2

[Your doghter, with the grace of god, shal warisshe and
escape, Chaucer C. T. b. 2172. OF. guarir (Mod. gue'rir),

from OHG. warjan (Hatzfeld).]
WARISH, see Wairsh, Warridge.
WARISON, sb. Obs. Cum. Yks. Also written

warrison Cum.4 Yks. 1. The stomach and its contents.
Cum. Grose (1790) Gl. (1851); Cum.24 2. pi. The bowels.
w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781).
WARK, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Chs. Midi. Der. Lin. Shr. e.An. Also in forms waak
e.Yks.1 ; wackw.Yks. ; wahke.Yks.; warch N.Cy.2 Lan.1

e.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Chs.123 s.Chs.1 Der.2 nw.Der.1 Shr.12
;

warche Lan. ; wartch w.Yks.2 s.Lan." ; werch m.Lan.1

;

werk Sc. (Jam.) ; werke, wertch Lan. ; wirtch, n.Cy.

;

worch w.Yks.2
; work Nhb. e.Dur.1 Midi. sw.Lin.1 e.An. 1

[wark,wak ; watj.] 1. sb. An ache ; a pain. See Belly -

wark, Head-wark, &c.
N.Cy. 1

, Nhb.1
, Dur. 1

, w.Dur.1
, Lakel.2 Cum. Gl. (1851). s.Wm.

(J.A.B.) n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks. 2 Full o' warks an crukes. ne.Yks.1

,

e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.235 , ne.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Aw've getten th' tooth-

wartch o o'er my earcus, 14. Chs.123 s.Chs. 1
, Der.2

Hence Warkish, adj. rather sore. n.Yks.2 2. v. To
ache ; to throb.

Sc. (Jam.), n.Cy. (Hall.), N.Cy.12, Nhb. 1
, Dur.1 e.Dur. 1 Mi

airm warks. w.Dur.1
, Lakel. 1

, Cum.8 160. Wm. My blaws hed
meaad me heaad wark, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 32,. ed. 1821.

n.Yks.123 ne.Yks.1 It's a back-warkin job. e.Yks.1 m.Yks.1 My
back warks while I can hardly bide. w.Yks. 1 I hurt bufft o' my
arm . . . seea ill, at it wark'd past bidin, ii. 288 ; w.Yks.234 Lan.

Thae mays mi yed warche, Waugh Owd Blanket (1867) 19 ; Hur
yed wertcht a bit, Staton Loominary (c. 1861) 86 ; Lan.', nLan.1

,

.ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, m.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 This tooath wartches terrable.

Chs.1 s.Chs.1 Mi aa-rt fae -r waa'rchiz fur dhii pdour tlemt lit"

I

thingg-. Midi. The working of the temples (K.). Der.1
, nw.Der.1

sw.Lin.1 How my head works. Shr.1 It inna so much of a pain,

as a smartin', warchin' feel ; Shr. 2 My corns warchen. e.An.1 In

violent headache, the head ' works like a clock.'

[1. OE.waerc, wrac, pain. 2. wcercan, to be in pain
(Sweet).]
WARK, WARK-BRATTLE, see Work, Work-bracco.
WARKLY, adj. Sc. (Jam.) [waTkli.] Diligent

;
given

to work. See Work.
3D



WARKWORTH-TROUT [386] WARMSHIP

WARKWORTH-TROUT, sb. Nhb. 1 The bull-trout,
Salmo eriox.

WARL, v. w.Yks.2 [wal.] To wail ; to whine ; to
complain without shedding tears.

WARL, WARLICK, see Whirl, Warlock, sb.
1

WARLIN, sb. Obs. Sc. A worldly person.
Rnf. A' the gear that misers green for, A' that taks the warlin's

e'e, Picken Poems (1813) I. 187.

WARLOCK, sb} Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. Lan. Also
written warlok Sc. ; wharlock Lan. ; and in forms war-
lick Sc. ; wharlochs.Lan.1 [waxlak.] A wizard ; occas.
a witch ; also used attrib.

Sc. You're but a witch, or a vile warlock, or mermaid o' the

flude, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 39. Sh.I. The warlocks of

Shetland communed with various demons, known by the name of

Sea-trows and Land-trows, Hibbert Desc. Sh.I. (1822) 234, ed.

1891. ne.Sc. The chief enemies of the dairy were the witch and
the warlock that had the power of drawing away the milk and the

cream of the cows, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 189. Abd. Ane taul'

sic things, I'm sure nae ane cud tell, Unless some warlick, or auld

Nick himsell, Shirrefs Po««s (1790) 119. s.Sc. Hardly" believe or

•in warlocks or witches, AllanAwms (1887) 14. Ayr. Our warlock
Rhymer instantly descry'd The Sprites that owre the Brigs ofAyr
preside, Burns Brigs 0/Ayr (1787) 1. 71-2. Slk. Ye want to make
a warlock o' me, ye imp o' mischief, Hogg Tales (1838) 56, ed.

1866. Kcb. Confusion tae the wutches, the warlocks, an' the deevil,

Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 254. . Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892).
n.Cy. Grose (1790). Nhb. There's little need o' outher witch or

warlock when the drink gets the better o' a man, Jones Nhb.

(1871) 154. Lan. Tha'rt a wharlock, aw'll uphowd teh, Clegg
Sketches (1895) 173. s.Lan. 1

Hence (1) Warlock-breef, sb. a wizard's spell ; enchant-
ment

; (2) -fecket, sb. a magic jacket ; see below
; (3)

Warlockin, sb. an imp of mischief; (4) Warlock-knowe,
sb. a knoll on which wizards are supposed to hold their

meetings
; (5) Warlockry, sb. magic skill.

(1) Ayr. Ye surely hae some warlock-breef Owre human hearts,

Burns To J. Smith (1785) st. 1. (2) Sc. (Jam.); Jackets, woven
of water-snake skins, at a certain time of a March moon, were
much in vogue among the crusading servants of Satan ; and are

yet remembered by the name of warlock feckets, Cromek Remains
(1810) 28 r. (3) Ayr. It's awfu' an' unkent the ill This warlo'kin

has wrought, man, Ainslie LandofBurns (ed. 1892) 130. (4) Ayr.
Meet me on the warlock knowe, Burns Dainty Davie, St. 1, (5) Sc.

(Jam.) Slk. A' the eatables and drinkables that his wild warlockry
could hae conjured up, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 121.

[Cp. OE. wcerloga, a truce-breaker, traitor, liar, devil

(Hall).]

WARLOCK, sb.2 ? Obs. Suf. I.W. 1. The common
mustard, Sinapis nigra. I.W. (B. & H.) 2. ?The wild
radish, Raphanus Raphanistrum. Suf. Young Annals
Agric. (1784-1815) V. 251.

[Mustard, or warlok, or se(n)vyne herbe, sinapis

{Prompt.).]

WARLOCK, v. 1 and sb.3 Lan. Chs. Som. [wglok, -ak.]

1. v. To tighten the rope or chain which binds the load
upon a wagon ; see below.

Chs.1 We speak of ' warlocking the ropes,' or We say the load is

' warlocked.' w.Som. 1 In binding the load upon a timber-carriage,

it is usual to pass a chain loosely around the several pieces, and
then by inserting a lever, this chain may be twisted up to any
desired tightness. To tighten a chain thus is to ' warlock' it.

Hence Warlock't, ppl. adj. entangled ; ruffled ; involved.

s.Lan. Heaw's this rope gettn warlockt athisn? Bamford Dial.

(l854).
, . p

2. sb. A method of tightening the rope or chain of a

wagon-load ; the fastening thus made.
Chs. 1 The ropes, after being made fast, are tightened by being

drawn together with another length of rope, or sometimes twisted
with a peg. This peculiar method of tightening is called ' a
warlock.' w.Som. 1

[2. Cp. Warlok, a fetyr lok (warloc of feterloc, P.), sera
pedicalis vel compcdicalis (Prompt)^
WARLOCK, v 2 Lan. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To romp ; to make a noisy, frolicsome uproar.
Cf. marlock.

s.Lan. Come intoth heawse ; whot aryo rompin an warlockin
theer for, at this time oneet? Bamford Dial. (1854).

WARLOCK-KNOT, sb. Lan. A hard knot in timber.

s.Lan. Bamford Dial. (1854).

WARM, adj., sb. and v. Var. dial, and colloq. uses in

Sc. and Eng. Also in form Waarm s.Lan.1 [warm, warn.]

1. adj. In comb. (1) Warm-bellied, warm ; (2) -pocketed,

rich, well-to-do
; (3) — quart, a quart of warm ale ; (4)

— shop, the lower regions
; (5) — soak, a piece of marshy

ground, gen. in a hollow, in Which a spring rises
; (6)

— store, anything carefully stored up for use.

(1) w.Yks. It's catching, 'specially on such a warm-bellied day

as this, Sutcliffe Barbara Cunliffe (1901) 73. (2) Der. Bein' as

I'm a warm-pocketed wench, I'm goin' to pay for yo' to-night,

Gilchrist Nicholas (1899) 18. (3, 4) s.Lan.1 (5) Hrf. 1
(6) N.Cy.1

2. Phr. (1) as warm as a penny pie, quite warm
; (2) to

measure for a warm suit of clothes, to flog soundly ; see

Measure, 6 (2).

(1) Sc. Generally said of or to children (A.W.). Slk. Ye hev
taen guid care o' her ; she's as warm as a penny pie, Thomson
Drummeldale (1901) II. (2) s.Wor.1 35.

3. Excessively hot. Lan. (E.M.M.) Glo. Lewis Gl.

(1839). 4. Angry.
n.Lin.1 That made him mad, and he shaked his fist in my face ;

then I was warm an' all, Peacock R. Skirlaugh (1870) II. 122.

5. Active, stirring.
n.Yks. All t'lads . . . 's nut sae warm, I' t'waas an' worrks

aboot a farm as this here gell, Munby Verses (1865) 69.

6. Near, close on ; also used advb.
w.Yks. It's warm on fifty mile. I went warm by where a fox

brake cover (C.C.R.) ; When ye're by the laithe, ye'll be getting

pretty warm [near to the spot], N. &> Q. (1869) 4th S. iv. 489.

7. sb. In phr. a spell ofwarm, a run of warm weather.
w.Yks. We've hed a spell o' warm, Keighley News (Mar. 16,

1889) 7, col. 7.

8. v. In phr. (1) to talk as one warms, to be careless in

one's speech ; (2) to warm up old porridge, to renew old
love

; (3) — up with, to agree with warmly ; to be enthu-
siastic about a thing.

(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) Lan. If Long Yeb says owt to me abeawt
warmin' up old porritch, Brieri.ky Layrock (1864) v. (3) s.Chs.1

Ah kiid')nu waa'rm up wi dhaaf ky'eynd fl wuurk.

9. To thrash ; to hit ; also used with up ; freq. in phr. to

warm a person's jacket, sides, &c. ; in gen. colloq. use.
Gall. Suck in with the Maisterl—We'll warm ye when we get

ye oot, Crockett Kit Kennedy (1899) xi. Nhb. It's a fair disgrace
ti warm him wiv a stick, Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894) 79. Dur.
The two that warmed Tony's jacket were a deputation, Guthrie
Kitty Pagan (1900) 136. Cum.1

, Wm. (B.K.), n.Yks.4 , w.Yks.23
,

Lan. 1
, n.Lan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, m.Lan. 1
, Chs. 1

, Stf. 1
, nw.Der.1

,

Not.2 sw.Lin. 1 My word, but I'll waarm your little starn. Nhp.1
,

War.234 , w.Wor. 1 se.Wor. 1 ' I'll warm thee yud,' or, ' I'll warm
thee nut,' = 'I'll punch your head.' s.Wor.1

, Hrf.2 Pem. Easther
Gl. (1883). Glo. I'll warm 'im so's 'e sha'nt forget it in a 'urry

!

Longman's Mag. (May 1900) 45. Brks. 1
, Hnt. (T.P.F.), Nrf. (E.M.)

Suf. e.An. Daily Times (1892). Hmp. (H.R.), I.W.12 w.Som. 1

Zee- wur aay doa-n wau-rm dhuy aa's vaur dhee, haun: aay gits
oa Id u dhee. Dev.3 , Cor. 3

WARMING-STONE, sb. Cor.2 A kind of stone which
when once heated retains the heat for a long time.
WARMINT, see Vermin.
WARMNESS, sb. Sh.L Cum. Yks. [wa-rm-, wa-m-

nas.]' 1. Warmth.
Sh.I. Comin' wi' da lamb ta da warmness o' da fire, Sh. News

(May 14, 1898). Cum. (E.W.P.), n.Yks.2 w.Yks. Tha wants a
thicker top-coit nor that; ther's no warmness in't, Leeds Merc.
Suppl. (Nov. 4, 1899).
2. Warm weather.
Sh.I. Der no muckle to mak' ony ane need da fire wi' dis. Da

warmness is come noo, Sh. News (June 9, 1900).
[To gladen every flour with his warmnesse, Chaucer

C.T. e. 2221.]

WARMOD, see Wormit.
WARMSHIP, sb. Chs. Stf. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf.

[wo'mfip.] Warmth.
s.Chs. 1

, Stf.1 War. Grose (1790) Suppl. Wor. The warmship
of the weather (R.M.E.). w.Wor.1 Thahr's a dill a wahrmship i'

my owd shahl. se.Wor. 1
, s.Wor.1 Shr.1 The poor owd mon

wants warmship an' comfort worse than physic. Hrf.12
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WARM-WISE, adj. Sc. Rather sultry.
Ayr. Man, it's awful kin' o' meigh an' warm-wise ! Service.

Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 201.

WARN, v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng. Also
in form wairn Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Nhb.1 [warn, wan, w^n.]
1. In comb, with adv. and prep. (1) Warn in, (a) to

caution ; to warn
;

(b) to give verbal intimation of the hour
of a funeral ; (c) to elect or appoint to an office

; (2) — off,

(«) to order off; to give notice to quit
;

(b) to forbid
; (3)— on, see (1, c)

; (4) — out of, see (2, a).

(1, a) Nhb. 1
(6) Bnff. 1 (c) n.Yks.2 Warn'd in as a constable.

w.Som. 1 The young Robert 've a-bin a-warned in sexton. Dev.
Reports Provinc. (.1885) 116. (2, a) n. Lin. 1 You bairns hev been
warned offthease here plantins times many, an' here you are
agean wi' yer han's full o' primroases. Lei. 1

, War.3 w.Som.1

You bin a-warned off this here ground times enough, zo now you
must go 'vore the justices, (b) n Lin.1 I've warned you off cumin'
to' see oor Liza afoore noo ; if I find you skulkin' aboot ony moore,
I'll rattle this here furk shaft aboot thy head. Lei.1 , War.3

, w.Som.1

(3) e.Yks. 1 Ah's warned o'n cunstubble, MS. add. (T.H.) (4) Som.
I hear he's warned him out of his farm (W.F.R.).
2. Phr. to warn the water, see below.
N.Cy.1 This word has a peculiar local application in the lower

vales of the Tees, a river, which from the rapidity of its upper
course, and from the numerous streams it receives from hill and
moorland, often rises suddenly. In that district to warn the

water is to give the inhabitants timely notice of a flood.

3. To cite, summon to some public office or duty ; to

give notice of a meeting, &c, esp. to summon by verbal
invitation to a funeral.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) .Or.I. Peteekin Notes ( 1822) App. 40. ne.Sc.

The people had been invited to the funeral or warnt by a special

messenger, GREGOR/7A-Lore(i88j) 210. Cal. 1 Bnff. 1 ' Fahn dee
ye lift?' 'The fouck wiz warnt t'cum at twal.' Cld. 'To warn
the meeting,' to warn the members (Jam.). e.Lth. The clerk . , .

took the weekly doles to the poor, 'wairned' delinquents,Waddell
Old Kirk Chr. (1893) 79. Hdg. Ritchie St. Baldred (1883) 229.
Gall. (A.W.) Uls. In reference to the funeral those who wish to

attend are ' warned ' for a certain hour, Northern Whig (May 8,

1901). N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 1741-2. March 4.—Committee being
warned, these following were absent or short, Keelman's Hospital.

Cum.1
, n.Yks.14 e.Yks. 1 Ah's warned on jury, MS. add. (T.H.)

n.Lin. 1 sw.Lin. 1 I warned the meeting for Thursday. The
policeman warned me for the crowner's jury of Saturda'. War.3

.

Cor.3

4. To induct into a public -office by the formal process of
'warning' and swearing in. n.Yks. 1 5. To forbid,

deny ; to order off.

ne.Lan. 1
, Not. 1 Lei.1 A warned 'im the 'aouse. Moother said

as if way went off 0' the leane, a man 'ud warn uz wi' a big stick.

War.3

6. Of a clock : to make the clicking sound shortly before
striking

;
gen. in phr. to warn (for) the hour.

Slg. Hark! the clock is warning ten, Towers Poems (1885)

189. Ayr. The knock has warned for twal' o'clock, Service
Notandums (1890) 58. Nhb. The clock warned for twal, Richard-
son Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) VI. 116. w.Yks. Hlfx. Courier

(July 3, 1897). s.Wor. Porson Quaint Wds.. (1875) 21. Glo. 1

,

Oxf. 1 MS. add.

WARN, WARND, WARNDY, WARNED, see War-
rant, v.

WARNER, sb. Cum. Yks. Lin. Also in form warriner
Cum. [wa-na(r).] A summoner ; a warden, esp. a
churchwarden. • See Churchwarner.
Cum. The vicar and church warriners won't have any trampling

on the graves, Carlisle Jrn. (1888) 6, col. 8. n.Yks.2 , e.Yks. 1

n.Lin.1 It has been suggested that ' warner' may not be a corruption

of ' warden,' but that a churchwarden became so called because he
was wont to give notice of parish matters in church,

WARNEY, sb. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Oxf. Also in form
warner Oxf. A boys' game ; see below.
Kcb. Gomme Games (1898) II. 342. Nhb. The winter games

were 'Warney," Dumpers,' ' Moontthe Cuddy,' Dixon Whittingham

Vale (1895) 269 ; The place where ' warney ' was generally played

was across a wide roadway between two walls, which served as

goals ; boundaries were also fixed up and down the road to the

right and left, over which, if one of the fugitives stepped, he was
considered the captive of 'warney.' Say twenty boys (or any

number) were going to play, nineteen of these stood against one of

the walls, whilst one of the twenty was chosen to act as ' warney.'
Then the nineteen having hold of hands (the first time over) shouted
' Warney

! Warney ! hoo ! ' and ran across to reach the other wall
(the goal). It was ' Warney's ' endeavour to catch one of the boys
and 'cop' him. If he succeeded in copping him he was then his
prisoner, and had to assist his captor in captivating hislate comrades:
this went on until all were caught and copped. If the captor could
not manage to ' cop ' his prisoner he could not claim him.
After the first time or turn across, which was performed in a sort
of charge, it was then a general melee, and ' Warney ! Warney !

hoo!' was the battle-cry throughout, ib. Authors note. n.Yks.
(I.W.), Oxf. (G.O.)

WARNING, ppl. adj. and s*. Sc. Lakel. Cum. Yks.
Lin. Wil. Dev. Also in form wairning Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

[wa'rnin, wa'nin, wp'nin.] 1. ppl. adj. In comb. (1)

Warning-pieces, a ship's signal-flags; (2) -stone, see
below.

(1) n.Yks. 2 (2) Wil.1 The bakers take a certain pebble, which
they put in the vaulture of their oven, which they call the warning-
stone : for when that is white the oven is hot, Aubrey Nat. Hist.

(ed. 1847) 43.

2. sb. In phr. to give warning, of a clock : to make a
clicking noise a short time before striking.

Frf. The auld gowkoo-clock wad gie waruin' o' ten, Watt Poet.

Sketches (1880) 50. Lakel. 'What o'clock is't ?' 'It's geen
warnen for ten' (B.K.). w.Yks. (J.W.)

3. The sound made by a clock just previous to striking.

Sc. (A.W.) 4. A portent, death-omen ; a supernatural
visitation.

Sc. Deaths seldom occurred, according to the shrewd gossips,

without some remarkable ' warning ' of the sad event. The howl
of a dog, the ticking of the death watch, or some mysterious

knock was generally heard, Johnston Glenbuckie (1889) ia.

e.Sc. The stroke upon her window was of supernatural origin, and

a 'warning' to her of the death of her son, Strain Elmslies

Drag-net (1900) 232. n.Lin.1 n.Dev. Mother knew he'd had a

'warning,' Chanter Witch (1896) 14.

5. A notice ; a citation, esp. the verbal invitation to

attend a funeral ; the circuit invited to a funeral.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), Gall. (A.W.) Cum. Bid every master and

mistress within the warning to Shoulthwaite Moss, Caine Shad.
Crime (1885) 62.

6. pi. A boys' game; the same as ' Stag-warning ' (q.v.).

n.Yks. (I.W.)

WARNISH, v. Sc. Also in forms warnice Fif.

;

warnis (Jam.), [wa'rnij; wa'rnis.] To warn.
n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Weel was I warnised ere I cam- frae hame,

Guidman Inglismill (1873) 44. Frf., e.Per. Mind, I'm juist

warnishin'ye (W.A.C.). Ags. Mind, I've gien ye warnisin (Jam.).

Hence Wamishment, sb. warning.
Frf., e.Per. I'll gie ye fair warnishment (W.A.C.). e.Fif. Gin

I had gotten due warnicement feint a flee wad I hae cared, Latto
Tarn Bodkin (1864) x.

WARNLE, WARNT, see Wornil, Want, sb.2, War-
rant, v

.

WAR-OFFICE, sb. s.Lan.1 A jocular name for the

village of Bamford.
WARP, v.

1 and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
[warp, wap, wijp.] 1. v. In phr. (1) to go far to warp
and the mill so near, 'to carry coals to Newcastle'; (2) to

warp and waft, obs., to make intricate turns.

(I) Uls. Vis. Jrn. Arch. (1853-62) V. 105. (2) Slg. He [a

butcher] took his gully by the haft, An' twirl'd the blade, 'Mang

puddins he could warp and waft, Mum Poems (1818) 17.

2. Obs. To throw ; to cast.

I.Ma. They warped all his bowels about on the tide, Hogg
Poems (ed. 1865) 291. ne.Lan. 1

3. To lace together the ends of a ' sean-net.'

Cor. While the larger boats are engaged in warping the ends

together, the lurker takes its station in the opening, Quiller-

Couch Hist. Polperro (1871) 106 ; Cor.3

4. To cause a deposit on land of alluvial soil by means of

natural or artificial flooding ; to silt up ; also used with up.

See Sand-warped, s.v. Sand, 1 (33).

n.Yks.124 , ne.Yks.1 e.Yks. Large fields are surrounded by
embankments, dykes are cut, and sluice gates placed ; when
warping is in progress the gates all along the dykes to the tidal

river, miles away, are opened. The rising tide flows through the

3 D 2
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inlets to banked-in fields, are drawn, and the land flooded, Yks.

Wkly. Post (Feb. 23, 1901)7; e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Marshall

Review (1808) I. 388. Lin. For the purpose of warping up the old

channel, Miller & Skertchly Fenland (1878) vii. n.Lin. 1

Hence warped up, phr. of a person : silently stupid.
n.Lin.1 A figure of speech taken from a drain or clough-head so

choked with warp as to be useless. ' He's clear warped up, niver

duz noht bud smoak bacca, an' think aboot his bairn.'

5. Obs. To make an embankment ; see below.
Gall. An attempt has been . . . made ... to recover land from

the sea by warping ; this is done by driving piles of wood into

the beach, interwoven with branches of trees or any sort of

bramble, to retain the mud on the ebbing of the tide, Agric. Surv.

230 (Jam.).

6. To open. N.Cy.1 7. Of a ewe, cow, or mare : to

cast her young. Cf. wop, v.
1

Glo. Some cows are perhaps by constitutional weakness, or

bodily imperfection, more liable to warp than others, Marshall
Review (1818) II. 464; Glo. 12 , Brks. 1 e.An. 1 The cow slinks her

calf, the mare slips her foal, the ewe warps her lamb (s.v. Slink).

Suf. Rainbird Agric. (1819) 299, ed. 1849. s.Cy. Trans. Phil. Soc.

(1858) 177. I.W.1 That mare warped her voould; I.W.2, Wil.

(G.F.B.)

Hence Warpling, sb. a calf born before its time. Glo. 1

8. To lay eggs.
N.Cy.12 Cum. Stone the ducks home to warp, w.Cum. Times

(Apr. 28, 1900) 3, col. 8 ; Cum.1 Cum., Wm.NicoLSON( 1677) Trans.

R. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX. Lan. How many eggs has she warped ?

Brewer (1870). [Levins Manip. (1570).]

9. Obs. Of bees : to take flight.

Gall. The hive which warped owre the fell . . . Was warmly
followed by himsell, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 94, ed. 1876.

10. Obs. To make a bleating sound.
Slk. O'er the rank scented fen the bleetur was warping, Hogg

Poems (ed. 1865) 64.

11. With up : to plough land in 'warps.' Ken.1 Ken.,
e.Sus. Holloway. 12. sb. In comb. (1) Warp-cop, a
conical tin used for warps ; (2) -end,fig., a ne'er-do-weel;

(3) -head, a silly, muddle-headed person
; (4) -way, to the

right ; see below.
(1) w.Yks. (S.K.C.) (2) Der. Poor owd Brown, he may be a

warp end, a bit ov a wastrel in his day, Wkly. Telegraph (Dec. 22,

1894) 12, col. 1 ;
(M.A.W.) (3) Yks. Coom oot, thou girt

warp'ead (F.P.T.). Lan. Aw've made a match forhauve acreawn
wi' th' owd warp-yed ut he corn't poo yon owd torn cat ov eawrs
o'er owd Dicky Barlow's hoss pond, Wood Hum. Sketches, 8.

s.Lan. 1 (4) w.Yks. Yarns were originally twisted both ways,
to the right for warp and to the left for weft (W.T.).

13. Phr. warp and waft, completely ; every bit.

Abd. That's our Robbie's, warp an' waft, Be't gueed or ill,

Beattie Parings (1801) 18, ed. 1873 ;
(G.W.)

14. A strong rope, esp. one attached to a fishing-net.
e.Yks. Kendall God's Hand (1870) 11. Nrf. Cozens-Hardy

Broad Nrf. (1893) 99. Cor. When everything is favourable, a

warp from the end of the stop-sean is handed to the volyer,

Quiller-Couch Hist. Polperro (1871) 106.

15. The sediment deposited by a river ; an accumulation
of mud, &c, checking the flow of water ; sand deposited
on the coast.

Yks. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). n.Yks.12, ne.Yks.1 , e.Yks.1
,

m.Yks.1 Lin. Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XXXII. 383.
n.Lin.1

, Nhp. 2

Hence (1) Warp-and-grove, sb. marsh land
; (2) -land,

sb. land formed by the silt of a river ; the deposit of earth

moved from one part of the coast to another by the action

of the sea.

(1) Lin. It consists of three descriptions of land: marsh, called

here warp-and-grove, strong loam, . . and dry loam, Marshall
Review (1811) III. 77. (2) e.Yks. 1

16. A piece of land between two furrows, consisting of
several ridges ; a corn ridge ; a flat, wide bed of ploughed
land.

e.Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787). Ken.1 Sus.1 A piece of
land consisting of ten, twelve, or more ridges, on each side of
which a furrow is left to carry off the water ; Sus. 2

17. Obs. The stream of salt water which runs from the
brine-pots ;

also in comp. Salt-warp. Wor. (K.) 18. A
tale of four in counting, esp. used of herrings or oysters

;

occas. three or even two.

Sc. His honour Monkbarns should never want sax warp of

oysters, Scott Antiquary (1816) xxxi. Lth. (Jam.) Hdg. A
hundred, as sold by the fishers, contains 33 warp, equal to six score

and twelve. The retail hundred contains only 30 warp, Statist.

Ace. XVII. 69 (»'&.). n.Yks.2 A warp of herrings. w.Yks. Three

nails ; a nailmaker's phrase, used when counting nails, Leeds

Merc. Wkly. Suppl. (May 31, 1884) 8. I.Ma. When the fishermen

tell out their herrings they add to every 100, three fishes, which

they distinguish by the name of ' warp,' and then they throw in a

single herring, which they call 'tally' (S.M.). e.An. 1 Nrf.

Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 100. Ken. Lewis /. Tenet

(1736); Ken.12 Sus. In counting fish 128 herrings make a

hundred and 132 mackerel according to Brighton measure, but

the reckoning is by warps of four fish (F.E.S.) ; Sus. 12 Hmp.
Holloway.
19. A lamb cast some time before its maturity. e.An. 1

,

Suf. (Hall.) 20. A smart stroke or blow. Cld. (Jam.)

21. A stroke of the oar in rowing.
Sh.I. I canna rowe Wi' sikkan warps, JukdA Klingrahool (1898)

52 ; S. & Ork. 1

22. A variety of potato.
w.Yks. ' What mack o' putates hev ye ?

' ' Ah've some warps,

an' they're th' best gooin' (B.K.).

[10. Cp. pe fyrst word bat he warp, Gaivayne (c.

1360) 224.]

WARP, a2 Som. To wrap up; a dial, form of 'wrap.'

(W.F.R.), (Hall.)
WARPER, sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. A person who lays the

warp threads in order for the weaver.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Ayr. He was a warper in Fulton's ware-

room when I knew him first, Hunter Studies (1870) 162.

w.Yks. (F.R.), s.Lan.1

WARPING, ppl. adj., vbl. sb. and sb. Sc. Irel. Yks.
Lan. Lin. Also written worping Cai.1 [wa'rpin, wa'pin.]
1. ppl. adj. and vbl. sb. In comb. (1) Warping-bobbin, the
bobbin on which the yarn is wound previous to being made
into warps

; (2) -creel, a stand in which a ' warper ' sets his
' cops ' and in which his threads are set in the order they
are to take in the warp ; (3) -dinner, obs., a dinner given
to a handloom weaver

; (4) -mill, (5) -pins, (6) -wheel,

(7) -woof, -wough, or -wow, the machine in which threads
are arranged into warps.

(1) w.Yks. (F.R.) (2) w.Yks. (D.L.) (3) Cai.1 The people
spun their own wool and brought the yarn to the weaver. They
on such occasions were expected to bring him a present of food,

usually a piece of salt pork, for his ' worpin dinner.' (4) Uls. Uls.

Jrn. Arch. (1853-62). w.Yks. (F.R.), s.Lan. 1
(5) Sc. (Jam.

Suppl.) (6) Ayr. I sat beside my warpin wheel, And ay I ca'd it

roun', Burns My heart was ance, st. 4. Uls. Uls. Jrn. Arch.
(1853-62). (7) w.Yks. (D.L.) ; w.Yks.3 A frame three yards and
one foot long.

2. sb. Fig. A thread.
Lan. We re nobbut a ' bundle of habits,' Tee'd round wi' a

warpin' n' time, Bealey Wark while yo con (1867) st. x, in Cy.
Wds. No. xvii. 262.

3. pi. The mud banks of an estuary ; land which has
been raised by the deposits left by floods.

e.Yks. Yks. Wkly. Post (Feb. 23, 1901) 7. Lin. Chambers's Jrn,
(7889) 490. [Warpynge, of the see or ojer water, alluvium
(Prompt.).']

WARPLE, v. Sc. Also written warpel. [wa'rpl.]
1. To entangle, intertwine ; also usedfig.
Sc. That yarn's sae warplit that I canna get it redd (Jam.) ; An

old quarrel's like warplit wool that cannot be redd in a minute,
Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 71. Cai. 1 Abd. She saw things had
taken sic a cast, An' sae thro' ither warpl'd were, that she Began
to dread atweesh them what meith be, Ross Helenore (1768) 80
(Jam.).

2. To twist or wind round ; also usedfig.
Arg. Though scorlins warpled my thow.1 pins, Colville Vernac.

(1899) 6. Lnk. Warl's griefs an' cares are unco rife, An' warple
roond a body's life, Thomson Musings (1881) 227. Kcb. They
[tawse] warpled roun' his lanky shanks Like snakes aroon'
' Laocoon,' Armstrong Ingleside (1890) 141.

3. To. wriggle; to twist the limbs about; to walk un-
steadily. Cf. warble, v.z

n.Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Abd. At greedy-glade, or warpling on the
green, She 'clipst them a', Ross Helenore (1768) 15, ed. 1812.
Ayr. Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 253.
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4. With through : to struggle through.
Rxb. If ance-en ye could warpel throwe, Riddell Poet. Wks.

(ed. 1871) I. 198.

WARPLE, WARR, see Wapple, sb?, Ware, sb.
2

, v.
3

WARRABEE, sb. Chs. Der. Also in forms wairibree
Chs.1

; warra-breeze s.Chs.1
; wary-bree nw.Der. 1

; wary-
breeze Chs. [wa'rabl ; wea'ribriz.] A large wart on
the body of an animal. Cf. warble, sb., warra-worm.

Chs.13, n.Chs. (G.H.H.) s.Chs.1 Supposed to be due to the
presence of a worm. nw.Der.1

[OE. wearr, a callosity, wart (Sweet) ; and bee or breeze.

See Breeze, sb.
1
]

WARRACH, sb. and v. . Sc. Also in forms warrack
Sc.; warroch (Jam.) Bnff.1 [waTsx-] 1. sb. A knotted
stick. Sc. (Jam.) Hence Warrachie, adj. rough and
knotty, as the trunk of a tree. Kcd., Ags. (ib.) 2. A
stubborn, ill-tempered person. Bnff.1 3. A stunted,
ill-grown person ; a puny child ; a worthless fellow.

Abd. Deil speed yon bit warrack, wi' neiz i' the air, Abd. Wkly.
Free Press (Aug. 17, 1901). Kcd., Ags. A weary warroch (Jam.).

e.Fif. Ye puir insigneeficant blowstin cooardly warrach at ye are !

Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) ix.

4. v. To scold ; to use abusive language. n.Sc. (Jam.)

WARRAGE-POLE, sb. War.3 A pole slung on chains
and placed across a stream to prevent cattle trespassing
from field to field by fording.

WARRAND, see Warrant, v.

WARRANDICE, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form warran-
diss (Jam.). 1. A surety ; a security, esp. the security

given. by the seller to the buyer that the bargain shall be
made good.

Sc. (Jam.) ; I'se be caution for them—I'se gie you my personal

warrandice, Scott Waverley (1814) lxvi. Lnk. Wodrow Ch. Hist.

(1721) IV. 489, ed. 1828. Slk. I stand warrandice that he shall

keep his distance, Hogg Tales (1838) 60, ed. 1866. Gall. There
were four men who were willing to give warrandice that their

horses refused to pass the place, Crockett Bog-Myrtle (1895) 23.

2. A legal warrant ; also usedySg'.
Ayr. Your behaviour, Geordie, is an unco' warrandice to every-

one to lift the hoof against me, Galt Entail (1823) lxxviii. Gall.

Agnew of Lochnaw took out letters from the Privy Council, . .

as the warrant runs . . . ' to pursue and slay the red-handed clans

of gypsies and broken men.' . . These clans were the Millers, . .

the Faas not being nominated in the warrandice, Crockett
Raiders (1894) xxxvi.

[That they be weisely wachede and in warde holdene,
Wardede of warantizez with wyrchipfulle knyghttez,

Morte Arth. (c. 1420) 1614. OFr. warentise, garaniise,

guarantee (Stratmann).]
WARRANT, sb.

1 Yks. Lan. Stf. [wa'rant] The clay

underlying a coal-seam ;
' seat-earth.'

w.Yks. (T.T.) Lan. Woodward Geol. Eng. and Wales (1876)

93. Stf. (K.)

WARRANT, v. and sb.2 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also in forms wand e.Yks.1
; want Sus. 1

;

warn Sc. S. & Ork.1 N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Cum.1 Glo. Oxf.1 Brks.1

Suf. Wil.1 Dor.1 w.Som.1 Dev.1 Cor.12 ; warnd N.Cy. 1

Nhb.1 Lakel.2 Wm. Lan. Nhp.2 Won Hrf.2 Glo.12 Hmp.1

Wil.1 Dor. Dev.; warndy I.W.1 Dor. 1
; warned Wm.;

warnt Ir. Nhb.1 Cum.1 s.Lan.1 Nhp.12 Ess.1 Sur. I.W.2
;

warran Sc. ; warrand Sc. (Jam.) e.Yks.1
Stf. Lei.x .Qxf.

;

warren Nhb. ; warm Sh.I. ; warrnd Glo. ; warrnt Suf.

;

waund Nhp.1 se.Wor.1
; waurn Sc. ; wern Brks.1

;
worn

Bnff.1
; worrin Sc. (Jam.) [wa'rant, wo'rsnt ; warn(d,

wan(d, wan(d, wij5n(d, won(d.] 1. v. Esp. in phr. 77/

warrant, or IIIwarrant it, oryou, I'se warrant, ' I'll be bound,'
' I'll go bail.' See Awarrant.

Sc. He's a madman noo, an' disna ken a shuttle frae a shoe-

horn, a' warrand, Halieurton Fields (1890) 61. Sh.I. Nae wird

o' Shaarlit, I'se warm, Mansie? Sh. News (June 4, 1898) ; S. &
Ork. 1

, Cai. 1 e.Sc. She was braw, I'se warrant ye, Setoun R.

Urquhart (1896) xxx. Bnff. 1 I'se worn ye, the fishers 'ill =>.' rin

t' the sea, fin they ken it the factor's t' gaither up the bye-gane

rents. Abd. Heth, Lizie, ye're in order now, I'se warn ye think,

Anderson Poems (ed. 1826) 96. Ayr. Dempster, a true-blue

Scot I'se warran, Burns Earnest Cry (1786) st. 13. Edb. I'se

waurn our folks are gane to bed, Liddle Poems (1821) 158. Slk.

He'll hae speeled, I'se warrant, mony an iceberg, Chr. North
Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 18. n.Ir. A'll warn't ye a'll get sittin' doon,
Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 89. N.Cy.1 Nhb. As warren'd your
sides are sair, Proudlock Borderland Muse (1896) 318 ; Nhb. 1

Aa's warn. Lakel. 2 Ah's warn'd yer gaily thrang. Cum.1 'To
warrant,' to assure. ' Aa's warn't ta it is.' Wm. An yer gaily
stoot I warnd, Lonsdale Mag. (1821) II. 446. e.Yks.1 He'll come
tiv a bad end yan 0' these days, Ah'U wand it he will. w.Yks. 5

' Am so badly ah can hardly hod up ; ah think fursiire ah sal ha'

done wi' yuh awal soin.' ' I'll warrant thuh!—mun, thah's noan
done wi't' world yet thah needn't be flaa'd.' Lan. Ye'U hev heard
o' The Penny Stone Rock, mony a time, aw warnd, Waugh
Rambles Lake Cy. (1861) ii. s.Lan.1 Der. 2 I'll warrant he'll do
it. Nhp. 1 I waund you he'll do't ; Nhp. 2 se.Wor.1 'Thatbwoy
yunt strong anough tu carry that there bag o' taters.' Boy's
father :

' O, I waund 'im.' s.Wor. I warnd a wunt do't (H.K.).

Hrf. 2 Glo. War'n I know whos'n 'tis I Buckman Darke's Sojourn

(1890) x; Glo.12 , Oxf. 1 s.Oxf. Said she was a young limb I

warrand, Rosemary Chiltems (1895) 35. Brks.1 Times 'ool mend
avoor long I'll warn 'e. Suf. I warn you he's a good un (M.E.R.)

;

I warr'nt he gone tew the hall, Fison Merry Suf. (1899) 66. Ess.1

I warnt yow doant. Sur. 1 It 'ull be a hard winter for the poor,

I'll warn't ye. Sus.1 He wunt give ye naun, I want ye. Hmp. 1

You'll get un, I warnd. I.W. 1 I'll warndy ; I.W. 2 Wil. You'll

get un, I warnd, Britton Beauties (1825) ; Wil.1 Dor. 1 I'll warn
That she's a witch, 300. w.Som.1 He on't come aneast the place,

I'll warn un. Dev. 1 An zo you zim a is maz'd, I'll warnis ;—no more
lookeedezee than you be, 3. n.Dev. Chell net trouble ye agen vor
one while, chell warndy, Exm. Crtshp. (1746) 1. 257. Cor. 1 I'll

warn 'ee ; Cor.2

2. sb. In comp. Warrant-money, obs., earnest-money.
n.Lin.1 He is to pay vnto the said churchwardens the some of

ten pounds, warrant-money, vpon Easter Munday next, Kirton-

in-Lindsey Ch. Ace. (1.635).

3. Phr. to be a person's warrant, to be sure he will do
what is expected of him.

n.Stf. He'd be glad t' ha' ye to supper wi'm, I'll be's warrand,
Geo. Eliot A. Bede (1859) I. 14. Lei.1

4. Obs. A surety ; a security.
Sc. (Jam.) n.Sc. All ga'ed wi' Charlie For to be his warran',

Buchan Ballads (1828) I. 84, ed. 1875. Fif. Ane horse is bot ane
waik warand quhene men hes maist ado, Pitscottie Cron. (ed.

1889) I. 235. Ayr. Thy warrand I shall be, Ballads and Sngs.

(1846-7) I. 74 .

WARRANTABLE, adj. Som. Dev. [wo'rantabl.]

Of a stag : five years old and upwards.
Som. The horn announced that the tufters had put up a

'warrantable' deer, Palmer Mr. Trueman (1895) 91. w.Som. 1

At five years old he should carry bow, bay, tray, with two points

on top each side ; he would then be what we call a warrantable

stag, fit to hunt with hounds (a' stag of ten points). n.Dev. A
six-year-old hart at least, carrying nine or ten branches on hiss-

two antlers, having, in forester's language, ' his rights,' and to be
described therefore as 'a warrantable deer,' Whyte-Melville
Katerfelio (1875) xvi.

WARRANTY, sb. Sc. Nhb. Brks. Also in forms
warnty Brks.1 ; warrantry Nhb. 1. A legal warrant.

Nhb. It's like puttin' yer name to a death warrantry, Cornh.

Mag. (June 1902) 765.

2. A guarantee.
Sc. (A.W.) Per. A'll gie ye a warranty that the'll no be a cup

o' the cheenybroken, Ian Maclaren K. Carnegie(1896) 163. Brks.1

WARRA-WORM, sb. s.Chs.1 [wars-warn,] A large

wart on the body of an animal supposed to be due to the

presence of a worm. Cf. warrabee.
WARRE, WARRELL, see War, adj.1 , Wharrel.
WARREN, sb. Nhb. Dur. Yks. [wa'ran.] A mill-

dam in a stream ; also in comp. Warren-head.
Nhb. 1 Warren-heed in the Pont, a few miles below Ponteland,

forms the dam for Kirkley mill-race. s.Dur., n.Yks. There is a

warren just above the mill. . . Harrison, his wife, and a man
belonging to Whorlton attempted to cross the stream in the boat,

but when well out the water came down and swept them away
over the warren, Newcastle Daily Leader (Sept. 29, 1896).

WARREN, see Warrant, v.

WARREND, sb. Lin. Nrf. Also in form warrant
Nrf. A dial, form of ' warren.'

n.Lin.1 Nrf. He saw two of them [sea-eagles] beating over the

warrants, Emerson Birds, &c. (ed. 1895) 185.



WARRICK [39° J
WARSLE

Hence (i) Warrender, sb. a warrener; (2) Warrend-
house, sb. a house in or adjoining a rabbit-warren, in which
the warrener lives, or where he keeps nets, skins, &c.

(1) n.Lin. 1 My faather was warrender at Thorganby when I was
born. (2) ib.

WARRICK, v. and sb. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Also written
Warwick Nhb. ; and in forms warrok Nhb. Dur. ; wor-
rick Yks. [wa'rik.] 1. v. To cramp or fasten with
ropes or chains ; to twitch a cord tight by crossing it with
another.

Nhb. (Hall.) ; Nhb. 1 Ropes are warricked by passing one end
of a lever through a loop and heaving it tight. The end of the

lever is then tied down. n.Yks. (I.W.)

Hence (1) Warrick-screw, sb. the screw used for
' warricking ' the chains passed round a wagon-load of

round timber. Nhb. 1
; (2) -sowm, a chain for girding

timber on a wood-wagon. Nhb. (R.O.H.) See Soam, sb.
1

2. sb. A peculiar tackle used in shipyards, &c. on Tyne-
side. Nhb., Dur. (R.S.), n.Yks. (I.W.)

[Cp. And loke thou warroke him wel with swithe feole

gurthhes, P. Plowman (a.) iv. 19.]

WARRICOE, see Worricow.
WARREDGE, sb. n.Cy. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Also in forms warish e.Yks. 1
; warrish N.Cy. 1 Dur.1

[wa'ridg ; wa'rij".] 1. A horse's withers.
n.Cy. Grose (1790); N.Cy. 1

, Dur. 1
, Cum. 1

, Wm. (B.K.),

n.Yks. 124 ne.Yks. 1 He's weel up (or low) iv his warridge.
e.Yks. 1

, m.Yks.1
, w.Yks.1

, ne.Lan. 1

2. The highest ridge of an elevated tract of country

;

the ridge and angle made in ploughing.
Wm. Gang swinwas tell thoo gits ower t'warridge, than drop

ebben doon. Noo Ah'll tell ye what, ther's varra few men, an'

neea lads, can set a warridge mich plummer ner thatn (B. K.).

WARRIDGE, see Warrish.
WARRIL, sb. Yks. Also in form worral n.Yks.4

[wa'ril.] The draught-hole behind a fireplace ; also in

comp. Warrilhole. The same ' word as Quarrel, sb.
1

n.Yks. (I.W.), n.Yks.4

WARRIL, WARRINER, see Quarrel, sb.2 , Warner.
WARRIOR, sb. Oxf. Som. The wallflower, Cheiranihus

Cheiri. Cf. bloody-warrior.
Oxf. Fragrant warriors with blood-red blossoms, Belcher First

Book (1873) 25. Som. Gillifiowers, warriors, bloomy-downs,
Raymond Sam and Sabina (1894) 34.

WARRISH, v. Yks. Also in form warridge m.Yks. 1

[wa'rif ; wa'ridg.] 1. To vanquish. m.Yks.1 2. To
make shift ; to struggle along.
m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. When ah'd warridged hofe way throo me

teeale, Blackah O. Banks (1867) 9.

WARRISH, see Warridge.
WARRISHIN, sb. Cum.1 [wa'rijin.] A great deal

;

an abundance. ' A warrishin o' sooins an' yal.'

WARRISON, sb. Cum. [wa'rissn.] A reward ; used
ironically.

Thoo's'gittn thy warrison, me lad; lig thee theer till sec-like

times as ah send for theh, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 31.

WARRN, WARRND, see Warrant, v.

WARROCH, v. ? Obs. Sc. To wallow ; to struggle
in mud, &c.

Gall. Tho' warroching in mires, Puir Mally never tires, Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 228, ed. 1876 ; He warroch'd, tho' haflins

drown'd, His claise about him clashin, ib. 499.

WARRY, int. Sc. Yks. Ess. Also in forms waree,
worree Ess. ; wary Sc. [wa'ri ; We'ri.] 1. Take heed !

Look out. Cf. ware, v. 3

Per. See he comes !—Wary men ! Stand steady and stive to

the wark, Spence Poems (1898) 27. e.Yks.1 Ess. James Bird
. . . greeted him with a shove back towards the wall, and a
'Worree ! haud up !

' Burmester Lett's Alice (1901) 78.

2. A ploughman's call to his horse to go to the off side.

Ess. (H.H.M.)
WARRY, see Wary, v.

2

WARSAIL, WARSCHE, see Wassail, Wairsh.
WARSE, WARSH, see Worse, Wairsh.
WARSK, see Wask.
WARSLE, v. and sb. Sc' Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm.

Yks. Also written warsal Sc. ; warsel Sc. Ir. Nhb.1
;

warsell, warstle Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms wassle Sh.I.

;

wersel n.Yks.; worsel Nhb. 1 w.Yks. 1
;
worsle w.Yks.1

;

wossel Cum. n.Yks.2 m.Yks.1
;
wossle e.Yks.1

; wursel

Wm. n.Yks. ; wursle n.Yks.8 m.Yks.1
;
wusle Cum.

;

wussel Cum.1 m.Yks.1 [wa'rsl, wasl ; wo'sl.] 1. v. A
dial, form of 'wrestle'; to strive ; to struggle ;

to contend

with any difficulty ; also used trans. See Wrastle ; cf.

wirsle.
'

Sc. (Jam.); It warsels care, it fights life's faughts, Tannahill

Poems (ed. 1817) 263. Sh.I. Sh. News (May 15, 1897). n.Sc.

And aye she warsled and aye she swam, Till she came to dry

land, Buchan Ballads (1828) 193, ed. 1875. ne.Sc. Somethin',

sae to speak, . . tangible to warsle wi', Grant Keckleton, 24.

Cai.1 e.Sc. Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 45. Frf. Ye are

like the virgin snaw That warstles through the winter sky, Watt
Poet. Sketches (1880) 44. w.Sc. We must jist tak' them [facts of

life] and no warstle wi' them, for in the end, fecht or no fecht,

they beat us, Wood Farden Ha' (1902) 242. Ayr. Upon her cloot

she coost a hitch, An' owre she warsl'd in the ditch, Burns
Death of Poor Mailie, 1. 3-4. Twd. Buchan Burnet (1898) 434.

n.Ir. A thocht whun the Lan' Laws wur passed we micht a warseld

on a while, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 102. N.Cy.', Nhb.1 Cum.
There used to be wosseln an' runnen, Dixon Borrowdale (1869)

6; Cum. 1 Wm. Spec. Dial. (1880) pt. ii. 51. n.Yks. Sedgwick
Mem. Cowgill Chapel (1868) 35; n,Yks.23 , e.Yks. 1

,
m-Yks. 1

w.Yks. 1 Worsle ageean't wiles o' the divil, ii. 334.

Hence (1) Warsler, sb. a wrestler
; (2) Warsling-bout,

sb. a fit of uneasiness
; {3) wars/ling herring, phr. ' herrings

all alive
' ;

part of a fishwoman's cry
; (4) Wosselment,

sb. the jolting in a dense body of people ; the haggling in

bargain-making.
(1) Slk. I'm sair cheatit gin some o' your warstlers dinna warstle

you out o' ony bit virtue and maidenly mense that ye hae, Hogg
Winter Evening Tales (1820) I. 289 (Jam.). Cum. For wuslers . . .

young lish strapping fellows, Rayson Misc. Poems (1858) 22.

w.Yks.1 (2) n.Yks.2 (3) Edb. Fishwives . . . skirling, ' Roug-a-rug,
warstling herring,' Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) vi. (4) n.Yks.2

' It cost seea mickle brass, an there was seea mitch for wosselment,'
the amount was so and so, and there were deductions for certain

considerations.

2. Phr. (1) to warsle a thing out, to puzzle it out ; (2)— oneself to death, to overwork
; (3) — one's length, to fall

full length with a struggle
; (4) — on one's clothes, to

struggle into one's clothes
; (5) — up the brae, or — the hill,

to get on in life.

(1) ne.Sc. That was a question that cost me nae little serious
difficulty, . . but I warsled it oot in my ain min', Grant Keckleton,

72. (2) Abd. Dinna warstle yersel' to death, Aggie, Macdonald
Warlock (1882) 1. (3) Per. Out o'er he warsled a' his length, An'
skirl'd like onie tiger, Sinclair Simple Lays (1813) 40. (4) Ayr.
I drew my een sinnery and warsled on my claes, Service Dr.
Duguid (ed. 1887) 130. (5) Edb. Ane o' them without wha's help
I couldna hae warstled up the brae ava, Ballantine Deankaugh
(1869) 129 ; He'll no be lang o' warstling up the hill, ib. 160.

3. Obs. With out: to hold out.
Nhb. They wadn't worsel out a day, Wilson Pitman's Pay

(1843) 32.

4. With through : to be successful ; ' to get one's head
above water.'

Sc. Don't you fash yersel' aboot him, he'll warstle through,
Montgomerie-Fleming Notes on Jam. (1899). Ayr. That the wey
ye'U warsal through, And wear a bailie's kite, Aitken Lays of
Line (1883) 134. Edb. Liddle Poems (1821) 160. Bwk. Blest
wi' content, They warsle through, Sutherland Poems (1821) 32.
n.Yks. 2 'Wossell'd thruff,' as one's way is pushed through
a crowd, or a difficulty.

5. With up : of the. weather : to clear up by degrees; of
a sick person : to recover slowly.

w.Yks. 1 I think i' my heart he'll worsle up yet; ib. A donky
. . . mornin is a sign o' t'pride o' t'weather, for it oft worsels ud.
ii. 285. _

V'

6. Of time: to pass, gen. with the idea of bringing toil
and sorrow in its train.

Slg. Time has warstled round since then and brought us muckle
care, Buchanan Poems (190O 24. Bwk. Auld Time warsles by
wi' slow an' laggin' wing, Chisholm Poems (1879) 62. Dmf. Ere
sax years had warsled ower his head, Thom Jock n the Knotve
(1878) 22.

7. sb. A wrestle
; a tussle ; a struggle

; gen. used fig.



WARSLEY [39i] WASH
Sc. Though I had got a fell crunt ahint the haffit, I wan up wi'

a warsle, St. Patrick (1819) I. 166 (Jam.). Sh.I. Doo luiks
is muckle laek haein a wass'l is Bawby, Sh. News (July 29, 1899).
Or.I. Vedder Orcadian Sketches (1832) 111. ne.Sc. I canna say
I'm sorry that the weary warsle 0' life is sae nearly owre, Grant
Keckleton, 6. w.Sc. He had thrown him doun in a warstle,
Macdonald Disp. Settlement (1869) 27, ed. 1877* s.Sc. Ye're baith
tired an' drowsy, after sic a warstle amang the straw, Wilson Tales

(1839) V. 96. Kcb. Life's a warsle at the best, but aye fu' han't
is fechtin' best, Muir Muncraig (1900) 264. Nhb. 1

, m.Yks. 1

WARSLEY, a*. Ess. A dial, form of < vastly.'

Ishudn'twarsleyloiketotroy,CLARK/.iVoafes(i839)st. 12; Ess. 1

WARSTAN, adj. Obs. Sc. Worst.
n.Sc. The warstan stable in a' your stables For my poor steed

to stand, Bcjchan Ballads (1828) I. 139, ed. 1875.

WARSTEAD, WARSTLE, see Wathstead, Warsle.
WART, sb} Nhb. Cum. Yks. Chs. Der. Lin. War.

Shr. Glo. e.An. Wil. Dev. Also in forms wort Nhb.1
;

wurt N.Cy.1 [wart, wat, w§t.] In comp. (1) Wart-flower,
the greater celandine, Chelidonium majus; (2) -grass,

(a) the sun-spurge, Euphorbia Helioscopia
;

(b) the petty
spurge, E. Peplus; (3) -spring(s, cracked skin round the
base of the nail

; (4) -stone, see below
; (5) -weed, (a) see

(2, a) • (b) see (2, b)
;

(c) see (1) ; (6) -wort, (a) see (1) ;

(b) see (2, a) ; (c) see (2, b) ; (d) the marsh cudweed,
Gnaphalium uliginosum.

(1) Dev.4 So called from the juice being applied to warts. (2, a)

Cum. 1
, n.Yks. (I.W.), Der. (b) n.Yks. Wart-gess hez milk in't to

put on warts (I.W.). Yks., Lin. (3) N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1

(4) w.Yks.

On the Undercliffe-road in a field to the right, is the curious
' wart-stone,' traditionally believed to possess the quality of curing

warts by contact, Gray Walks around Bradford, 73, in Leeds Merc.

Suppl. (Mar. 11, 1899). (5, a) Cum.1
, e.Yks., Glo.1 , Cmb., Nrf.,

Suf., n.Ess. (6) e.Yks., War.3 (c) Suf. (6, a) Glo. 1 Wil. 1 The
juice of which is used to burn away warts. (6) Shr. (c) Shr.,

Wil. 1 (rf) Chs.13

WART, sb.2 Sc. [wart.] 1. A high hill formerly

used as a signalling station ; a tumulus or mound thrown
up to serve as a signalling station. Also in comp. Wart-
hill. Cf. ward, v? 6.

Sh.I. To-night as on the lofty Wart I stand and gaze, Ollason
Mareel (1901) 69. S. & Ork. 1 Or.I. In every isle they have

a Wart Hill, which is the most elevated and conspicuous part of

the isle, on which in time of warr, and when they see the enemies

ships approaching they put a fire thereby to give notice to the

adjacent isles, Wallace Desc. Ork. (1693) 42, ed. 1883.

2. Obs. The beacon kindled on a ' wart.' Sc. (Jam.)

WART, see Quart, adj., Walt, Ward, v.*

WARTAY, WARTERDAY, see Warday.
WARTCH, WARTERN, see Wark, Quartern.

WARTH, sb. Yks. Der. Hrf. Glo. Som. Also written

wath Glo. [wab, wob.] A flat meadow, esp. one close

to a stream ; a stretch of coast.

w.Yks.2
, nw.Der. 1 Hrf. Morton Cyclo. Agnc. (1863) ; Hrf. 1

The warth opposite Blakeney. Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 461

;

Glo.1 Som. ' They (i.e. wild fowl) drop on the Warth.' The coast

from Woodspring right away to Ken-moor and Clevedon we call

warth (W.F.R.).

[Cp'. OE. warop, wearp, shore (Sweet).]

WARTH, see Wath, Wraith.
WARTLE, v. Lin. Nhp. Also written wartel n.Lin.1

[wa'tl.] To wrangle ; to endeavour to provoke a quarrel

by long-continued contradiction or argument. Cf.

thwartle, 2. Nhp.1 They're alius warding together.

Hence Warteling, sb. a feeble, desultory argument.

n.Lin.1

WARTREN, WARTY, see Quartern, Warday.
WARTY-NAME, sb. s.Lan.1 A nickname.

WARTY-WELL, sb. Sc. Yks. Nhp. Wor. Glo. Oxf.

Also written wortewell Oxf. 1
; and in forms wartweil

Sc (Jam.); warty-wheal Nhp.1
; water-well Glo. 1

; wort-

wall w.Yks.; wort-whorl w.Yks.2
;
wotwell n.Yks.12

e.Yks.1 m.Yks.1
; wotwill n.Yks. 1. A loose piece of

skin at the base of the fingernail.

Sc. (Jam.), n.Yks. (I.W.), n.Yks. 12 ,
e-Yks. 1

,
m.Yks.1 w.Yks.

Hamilton NugaeLit. (1841) 356 ; w.Yks.2,
Nhp.1

,
Oxf.' [Levins

Manip. (1570).]

2. The half-moon at- the bottom of the fingernail. Glo.1

3. A horny protuberance on the inner side of a horse's
leg. se.Wor. 1

WARWICKSHIRE-WEED,s6. War. The elm, Ulmus
campestris. Mordaunt & Verney War. Hunt (1896) II.

314; War.2

WARWOOF, see Werwolf.
WARY, v.

1 Obs. n.Cy. Lan. To lay an egg. n.Cy.
Grose (1790) (s.v. Warp) ; N.Cy.2

, Lan. (P.R.)

WARY, v? Obs. Lan. Also in form warry. To curse.
Noather on um warrit, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1740) 26;

Ray (1691) ; Skinner (1671).

[OE. wiergan, to curse, revile (Sweet).]

WARY, WARY-BREEZE, see Warry, Warrabee.
WARY-DRAGGLE, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form

waridrag (Jam.). A feeble, worn-out person or animal

;

the youngest of a brood ; hence a very young child. Cf.

wally-draigle.
Bch. Fan they saw how -blubber'd and droukit the peer wary-

draggels war fan they came in, Forbes Jrn. (1742) 17. Mry. This

term is . . . applied to a puny hog or young sheep that loiters

behind the flock, and requires as it were to be dragged along (Jam.).

WARZLE, see Wizzle.
WASE, sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Brks. Sus.

Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. Also written waese Rnf. (Jam.) ;

wais w.Yks.1
; waze n.Cy. Cum.2 Brks. 1

; weyse Sc. ; and
in forms waz Cai. 1

; wease Nhb.1 Dor. 1
; weeazel.W.2

;

wees Wil. ; weese Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. Dur. ; weeze Sc. (Jam.)

N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1
; weise Nhb.; wheeaz I.W. 1

; wheezer
Nhb. 1

; wias Lakel.2 [wez, weaz, wiaz, wiz.] 1. A
wisp, or small bundle, of hay or straw.

Sc. (Jam.) ;
Speer at the Parochial Board gin they wad gie me

a hand to lay some weyses o' thack strae on my house, Donald
Poems (1867) 17. Rnf. A distinction is made between a waese
and a wisp of straw ; the waese being larger and gen. made of

wheat straw, regularly drawn lengthways for the purpose of

thatching houses, &c, whereas the wisp is made up, in a confused

manner, of any kind of straw, and used as litter for horses, &c.

(Jam.) Nhb. A wisp or handful of straw, folded up a little, to wipe
anything with, Brand Pop. Antiq. (1795) III. 347, ed. Hazlitt.

Brks.1 For rubbing down a horse. Sus.12 , Hmp.1 I.W. 1
; I.W.2

There's noo moore in 'en than there es in a wet weeaze. Wil. (K.)

Dor.1 A wisp of hay or straw to suckle a calf with, one end of it

being dipped in milk.

2. A bundle of sticks or brushwood, placed on the wind
side of a cottage door to ward off the wind. Sc. (Jam.)

Cf. wassock. 3. A pad of straw, cloth, &c. worn on
the head to relieve the pressure of a burden carried on it.

Twd., Dmf. (Jam.), N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 A circular cushion used on

the head by fishwives, milkmaids, or water-carriers. ' Commonly
made of an old stocking, but sometimes merely a wreath of straw

or grass,' Oliver Rambles (1835) 106 note. e.Dur.1, Cum. 2
,

w.Yks. 1 [Levins Manip. (1570).]

4. A hoop of straw on which to rest a dirty or hot pan.

Lakel.2 5. A straw collar for oxen. Cai.1 Hence
(1) Wassie, sb. a horse-collar. S. & Ork. 1

; (2) Weasses,
sb. pi. a kind of breeching for the necks of work-horses.

ib. 6. Used ludicrously for a bulky necktie. Cai. 1

7. A washer or 'packing-ring' for making pipe-joints

watertight.
Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. A flat iron ring, covered with flannel. Rings

of spun-yarn, India-rubber, or lead, are also used for the same

purpose, Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888).

Hence Weasing, sb., see below.
n.Yks.2 The tow or other material wound about the merged

end of the syringe-rod, to effect the suction and the ejection of

the fluid. Technically called 'packing.'

[Wase, stupa, Metr. Voc. (c. 1450) in Wright's Voc.

(1884) 627. ' Swed. vase, a sheaf (Widegren).]

•WASE, adj. w.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Angry, ill-tempered. (Hall.)

WASH, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also in forms waishw.Yks.3
; weish ne.Lan. 1

; weshN.Cy.1

Cum. n.Yks.2 e.Yks. 1 w.Yks.15 s.Lan.1 Not. n.Lin.1 sw.Lin.1

se.Wor.1 Shr.1 Hrf.2 [waj, woj; wej.] I. v. Gram,
forms. 1. Preterite : (1) Weesh, (2) Weish, (3) Wush,
(4) Wush.
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(1) Sc. (A.W.), Cai.1 Bnff. I set the callants a' to wark, Than
weesh my face, Taylor Poems (1787) 54. (2) Abd. The Don doon
by the Braid Hill ran, The tide weish up the Castle Brae, Walker
Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 553. (3) Sc. Ay as she wush she sabbit

sair, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) II. 167. (4) Sh.I. I wush ma
jocktaleg an' sticked him i da back o' a braand ta dry, Sh. News
(July 2, 1898).

2. Pp. : (1) "Washen, (2) Weshen, (3) Weeshen, (4)

Wushen.
(1) Cai.1 Abd. Hanging his lugs like a new washen sheet,

Kinloch Ballad Bk. (1827) 29, ed. 1868. Ayr. Fleeces newly
washen clean, Burns Cessnock Banks, st. 11. Lnk. Murdoch
Doric Lyre (1873) 59. Dev. Her head was as wet as if you'd

washen it, Reports Provinc. (1883) No. 6. (2) w.Yks. (J.W.) (3)

Dmf. Betty, wi' a new weeshen face . . . an' a clean apron, Paton
Castlebraes (1898) 10. (4) Sh.I. A sark o' mine 'at shu wis wushen
oot o' da first watter, Sh. News (Mar. 10, 1900).

II. Dial, meanings. 1. v. In comb. (1) Wash-beck,
a brook in which sheep are washed

; (2) -beetle or -bittle,

a wooden article used for beating wet linen in washing

;

(3) -bine, a wash-tub
; (4) -board or -boarding, a wainscot,

a skirting-board
; (5) -boughs, small boughs and twigs

which spring from a tree-trunk after the larger boughs
have been cut off; low, overhanging branches ; (6) -brew,

a kind of flummery : see below; (7) -dish, (a) the water-
wagtail, Molacilla lugubris ; cf. dish, sb. 1 (14); (b) ?the

titmouse, Parus
; (8) -dub, (9) -dyke, a pool in which

sheep are washed
; (10) -fold, a sheepfold in which sheep

are enclosed previous to being washed
; (11) -house, a

wool-combing term : a house or room in which the wool
is washed ; (12) -oar, a lead-mining term : ore ready for

washing
; (13) -pit, (14) -pool, see (8) ; (15) -poro, a mixture

of water and oatmeal turned sour ; (16) -up, a ducking;

(17) -warden, a coarse, sour winter pear ; (18) -way,'a ford.

(i) n.Yks. 2 (2) n.Yks.2 , Hrf. 2 (3) Lnk. Dookin for apples in

mither'swash-bine,M cL.ACHLAN77!OM,g-/!/s(i884)6i. (4) Sc. (A.W.)
w.Yks. They went in t'hahse afore ithed getten ony weshboardin'

on, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 18,1899); w.Yks.5 , s.Lan.1 sw.Lin. 1

We put that bit of washboard on. (5) Suf. (C.G.B.), Suf. 1
(6)

Cta. Oats ground 'through and through'—steeped in water and
strained (W.W.S.). Dev. 1 Oatmeal boiled in water till it acquires

a gelatinous consistence. n.Dev. The country peoples bleau

monge. 'Tis generally made from oatmeal and water strained

thro' a coarse searse, boiled till it has the consistency of a paste,

poured into a platter, and thence taken out by spoonfuls which
are put instead of bread into a porringer of milk. Some eat it

with ale, stale March beer and sugar, and even with wine. The
country people think it a proper diet for sick persons, Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 460. (7, a) Glo. 1

, Dor.1 Som. Jennings Obs.

Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som,1 n.Dev.

'Twas a wash-dish, Jim! Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 125. (b)

Gmg. Collins Gow. Dial, in Trans. Phil. Soc. (1848-50) IV. 223.

(8) Cum.1
, w.Yks. 1

(9) n.Lin.1
, se.Lin. (J.T.B.), Rut. 1 (10)

Cum.1
, n.Yks.2 , w.Yks.1 (11) w.Yks. This is gen. a small out-

building put up for this special purpose (J.T.). (12) Der. Stringes

of oar, wash oar, and pumps, Manlove Lead Mines (1653) '• 27°-
(13) s.Not. Drive all the yowes down to the wesh-pit (J.P.K.).

(14) Glo. The fish be all alive above the washpool, Giebs Cotswold
Vill. (1898) 167. (15) Pem. (W.H.Y.) s.Pem. Laws Little Eng.
(1888) 422 ;

(W. M.M.) ( 16) ne. Sc. They were determined to give

him a ' wash up ' in the adjoining burn, Green Gordonhaven (1887)
147. (17) Rxb. (Jam.) (18) Ess. The road crossed the river by a
washway (W.W.S.).

2. Phr. (1) go mash your mouth, used as a reproof to one
who has told a lie, or spoken foully

; (2) that 'at won't wash
won't wring, what is bred in the bone will come out in the
flesh

; (3) to have more nor a dish to wash, to have a hard
task

; (4) to make one hand wash the other, see below

;

(5) to wash off of, to wash ; (6) — one's neck, to drink

;

(7) — out, used of relationship : see below
; (8) — the

apron, obs., a carousal formerly held by apprentices when
a new apprentice was entered to work

; (9) — the baby's
(or barn's) head, to drink the health of a new-born child :

see below
; (10) — the moon, to wash the face, leaving the

ears and neck untouched
; (11) — the sleeve of the shirt, a

Hallowe'en rite: see below; (12) — up, to give up; to
desist

; (13) — words with one, to converse.

'

(1) Ant. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) (2) n.Yks.2 (3) Don.

The Masther would have more nor a £sh to wash, ere he d have

done with his opponent, Macmanus Bend ofRoad^(1898) 80
,

Let

the smartest and the consaitadest of them better that if they can,

an' they'll have more nor a dish to wash, ib. 225. (4) Ayr- «e

makes one hand wash the other, doan't ye know? -meaning

thereby that he had so many horses travelling on his own business,

that he could afford to carry other people's goods at rates that

must cripple his rivals, Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 9. (5)

Sh I Mam, rise an' wash aff o' dy haands, Sh. News (Dec. 1 1900).

(6) s Lan 1 (7) w.Cor. They are relations of ours ; but so tar oft,

that 'they are washed out [obliterated] (M.A.C.). (8) Sc. Scenes

of early life, whan I mysel' figured at ' penny reels, bottlings,

and 'washing of aprons,' Sc. Haggis, 161; The custom was

followed till comparatively late times by masons and wnghts

(Jam. Suppl.). (9) Cum. From this arose the custom called '
weshin

t'barn's heead,' kept up in the present day, N. Lonsdale Mag. (July

1866) 24. n.Yks. Commonly said when a child is born. A friend

meeting the parents and congratulating them on such a happy

event, would say ' We mun wesh its heead,' i. e. have something

to drink (W.H.). w.Yks. That in hur great gronfather's day, her

pracktis used ta be Ta call hiz nabors wun an all, when lad or

lass wor born, Ta wesh ther heeads e bumper toasts an sing till

rosy morn, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1846) 29 ; (J.W.)

Not.2 (10) w.Yks. 'Heztaweshtthisen?' 'Yus.' 'Thah's wesht-f-

mooin Ah think ' (B.K.). (11) ne.Sc. The maiden went to a south-

running stream, or to a ford where the dead and the living crossed,

and washed the sleeve of her shirt. She returned home, put on a

large fire, and hung the shirt in front of it. She went to bed and

from it kept a careful watch. The apparition of him who was to

be her partner in life came and turned the wet sleeve, Gregor
Flk-Lore (1881) 85. (12) s.Wor. Well, sir, we had some [singing]

;

but the old Porson was very awkward 'uv us, so we washed up,

Porson Quaint Wds. (1875) 25. (13) Sc. He debarred her frae

ever speakin' to the poor fellow . . . an' . . . they've never washen

words wi'ithersinsyne, Campbell (1819) I. 333 (Jam.). Per. (Jam.)

3. To wash for one.
sw.Lin.1 She has weshed him ever sin he came. There was two

Irish wanted weshing ; I had to wesh them. s.Oxf. That'd be nigh

enough for me to wash 'im an' mend 'im, Rosemary Chilterns

(1895) 81.

4. To wet one's feet.

Bdf. In going over that queechy place I got wolly washed
(J.W.B.).

5. To mark out with paths or ' wash-ways ' (see 15).

Ken. 1 A fall of ten acres would probably be washed into six or

seven cants.

6. sb. Washing ; the quantity of articles washed at one
time.

Sc. (A.W.) Cum. You will find your week's wash lying on the

bed, Sir, and the bill with it (J. Ar.). Not. We waint wesh your
sheets this week, being as we've such a heavy wesh, Prior Forest

Ftk. (1901) 276. n.Lin. 1 Tell thy muther I can't cum upo' noa
accoont; we've a three weeks' wesh o'werhan's. s.Oxf. Rosemary
Chilterns (1895) 11.

7. Any shore or piece of land covered at times by water;
a mere ; an inundation.

Lin. Banks were made . . . enclosing a space called a wash ' for

the waters to bed in ' in time of flood, Miller & Skertchly
Fenland (iSqS) vi. Cmb.1 The space between the Old and New
Bedford rivers. It extends from the county boundary near Earith
to the Old Bedford sluice near Denver. Whittlesea Wash.
Wisbech, High Fen and Whittlesea Parishes adjoin each other in

The Wash. The well-known arm of the sea between Lin. and
Nrf. Nrf. (Hall.); Bailey (1721).

Hence Wash-lands, sb. pi. lands over which a river
overflows in time of flood.

Lin. Along this course . . . are wash-lands which receive the
waters of the river when it overflows ; the exterior banks of these
wash-lands are higher than the river banks, Miller & Skertchly
ib. i.

8. A formation of gravel, &c. over an abraded coal-seam

;

also in comp. Wash-out.
Nhb., Dur. As the Team Wash, which extends from Dunston

on tlie river Tyne and, following the line of the river Team, to
Tursdale, three miles south of the city of Durham, and washes
out several seams of coal in its course, Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl.
(ed. 1888) ; Nhb.1 w.Yks. Evidence of what appears to be the
site of an old river is seen in the workings of the black bed (coal),
where the ironstone, which lies immediately above the coal,

appears to have been washed away, and a sandstone deposited in
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its place. This ' washout,' or what is technically known as ' rock-

roof,' runs in a southerly direction from the outcrop near Beldon
Hill, across Wibsey Slack, Buttershaw, and Royds Hall, to Lower
Wyke, where it joins another 'washout' of the same description,

running in an easterly direction from the outcrop at Lightcliffe,

through the townships of Wyke, Oakenshaw, and Hunsworth, as

far as the black bed coal has been worked. The width of the

'washout' varies from 100 to say 300 yards, and in some places

the coal is partly, and in others totally, washed out, and the

sandstone found in its place, Cudworth Bradford (1876) 56, in

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 25, 1899).

9. Liquid mud.
Gall. Persons who ride fast on horse-back—and send the wash

(or dubs) about on both sides of the way, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 187, ed. 1876.

10. Pig-swill; rinsings of pans used as pigs' food.

Sc. The hogs they grunt for wash and swill, Maidment Ballads

(1844
s

) 46> ed - l868 - w.Yks. (J.W.), War.3
, se.Wor.

1
, Wor. (E.S.)

Glo. You will drink pig wash, Eveshamjm. (Nov. 14, 1896); (E.S.)

Shr. 1 Oxf. 1 Ai iz fuur au-siz, Straa iz fuur kyuuwz, Milk iz fuur HH
pigz, Un wosh fuur oal suuwz. Lon. The hogs' food obtained by

these street-folk, or, as I most frequently heard it called, the 'wash,'

is procured, Mayhew £<Mrf. Labour (1851) II. 132, ed. 1861. Sus.,

Hmp. Holloway. Dev. She carried the sow her pail of wash,

Baring-Gould Idylls (1896) 129.

Hence (1) Wash-buyer, sb. a purchaser of pigs' food
;

(2) Wash-tub, sb. a swill-tub.

(1) Lon. But with the advantage of having donkeys, . . as the

majority of the wash-buyers have, Mayhew Loud. Labour (1851)

11. 132, -ed. 1861. (2) w.Yks. (J.W.), War. 3 se.Wor.' I byunt

agwain to make a wesh-tub o' my belly, by drinkin' sich stuff as

that. Shr. 1
, Hrf.2, Oxf. (G.O.)

11. Weak, washy drink.
Lnk. We kentna the goo' o' the wash we drink noo, That puir,

feckless skiddle ca'd tea, Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) 166.- Cum.

Nae mair weaste yer money on ony sec wesh, Rayson Poems

(1839) 49.

12. First run poteen.
Ir. There were three large stills and stillheads, 14 45-gallon

barrels of 'wash,' or first run poteen, and from 20 to 30 empty

corn sacks. . . Out of the 14 barrels of 'wash,' five were from

grain, and nine from molasses, Standard (Feb. 29, 1888).

13. A sweat. e.An.1 The horse is all of a wash.

14. Stale urine, formerly used in washing clothes.

Sc. Learn your gooddam to kirn wash, Ramsay Prov. (1776) 49

(Jam.). Lnk. See Dochter [doctor], here is a bottle 9' my father's

wash, he has a sair guts, Graham Writings (1883) II. 224. N.Cy. 1

e.Yks. 1 Formerly used in the place of soap for washing both clothing

and the person. w.Yks. Watson Hist. Hlfx. (1775) 548 ;
w.Yks. 1

Generally denominated ' oud wesh,' which some careful housewives

in Craven kept in a trough, and frequently near the entrance,

doubtless to diffuse a fragrant smell into their dwellings, and for

the purpose of cleansing dirty stockins, &c, by which was effected

a considerable saving in labour and soap ;
w.Yks. 3

,
ne.Lan.1

Hence (1) Wash-mug, sb. a chamber-pot ; (2) Wash-
. tub, sb. a large cask or tub in which urine is collected.

(1) Lnk. She said you could do naething but scure wash mugs,

Graham Writings (1883) II. 62. (2) Ayr. Agric. Surv.114 (Jam.).

15. A narrow path through a wood ; a lane through

which water runs.
e.Cy. (Hall.) Ken.1 Narrow paths cut in the woods to make

the cants in a woodfall.

Hence f 1) Wash-way, sb. (a) a narrow path cut through

a wood ;
(b) a road of concave formation

; (2) Washway-
road, sb. a road in a watercourse.

(1, a) Ken.1 You've no call to follow the main-track ;
keep down

this here wash-way for about ten rods and you'll come right agin

him. (b) Bdf. The form of the roads is generally convex, and the

few concave or wash-ways that may be observed. . . Whatever

conveniencies may belong to wash-ways in general, they seem

little prized in this county, Batchelor Agric. (1813) 588. (2)

Dev. The following description of a washway-road is welcome,

Marshall Review (1817) V. 599.

16. A half-rood of underwood in a coppice : see below.

Nhp. 1 At the time of felling the underwood of a coppice, previous

to the sale, it is customary to divide it into half-roods (the eighth

of an acre), each half-rood being called a wash, and marked out

in straight lines with sticks called wash-sticks. One half-rood,

that is, the underwood growing upon it, is the perquisite of the

keeper, and is termed the cabin-cut, because he has the privilege
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of constructing a cabin upon it with the best wood he can select,

to serve as a shelter during the time of sale, after which it is the

property of the keeper.

Hence Wash-stick, sb. a stick used in marking out a
' wash.'

Six or seven feet long, and five or six inches in diameter, cut

from the underwood. The keeper's perquisite when they have

served their purpose, ib.

17.' A measure for oysters and whelks.
Lon. The wholesale business is all transacted in Billingsgate,

where this shell-fish [whelks] is bought by the measure (a double

peck or gallon), half-measure, or wash. A wash is four measures,

Mayhew Io«rf, Labour (1851) 1. 163; A wash weighs about 60 lbs.,

ib. 164. Ken. A measure of 15 Winchelsea bushels of oysters

(G.B.) ; Ken.1 A basket used at Whitstable for measuring whelks,

and containing about half a prickle, or ten strikes of oysters.

Amongst the rates and dues of Margate Pier. Lewis gives, ' For

every wash of oysters, 3d.' A prickle is twenty strikes, a strike

is four bushels. [A wash of oysters is 10 strikes, Blount (1681).]

WASHAMOUTH, sb. Som. Dev. [w^jsmeu)).] One
who blurts out anything he has heard ; a foul-mouthed

person.
w.Som. 1 Don't 'ee tell her nort, her's the proper's little

warshamouth [wau'rshumaewf] ever you meet way ; nif you do,

Yll be all over the town in no time. Dev. Bowring Lang. (1866)

I. pt. v. 36; Dev.1 n.Dev. Hold thy popping, ya gurt washamouth,

Exm. Scold (1746) 1. 138; Horae Subsecivae (1777) 459-

WASHER, sb. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks.Som.Dev. Also in

form wesher Nhb.1 Cum.1 Yks. [wa'Ja(r, wo'Js(r; we'Ja(r.] .

1. In comp. Washer-wife, a washerwoman ; a laundress.

Sc. Carry my linens to the washer-wife, Monthly Mag. (1800)

I. 238. Dmb. The washer wives a' stood their grun', Taylor

Poems (1827) 37. Lnk. Tibbie, a' her bustlin' lifie, Had been a

splashin' washer-wifie, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 103.

2. A dyeing term : a machine for washing cloth or yarn.

w.Yks. (H.H.) 3. A piece of wood fastened across the

bottom of a doorway to keep the rain out. Nhb.1 4. pi.

The inside works of a barrel churn. Cum.1
5. pi. Of

horses : an affection or soreness of the gums accompanied

by swelling and a white appearance. w.Som. 1

,
nw.Dev. 1

Cf. lampers.
WASHING, vbl. sb. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also in forms weshing Nhb. 1 Cum. 1 n.Yks.2

s.Lan,1 Wor. Shr. 1
; wishin Sh.I. [wa'Jin, wo'Jin ; we'Jin.]

1. vbl. sb. In comb. (1) Washing-boyne, a wash-tub
;

(2) -dray, a light movable wooden tank or vessel for

washing clothes in
; (3) -furnace, a copper for boiling

clothes in ; (4) -liquor, (a) a chemical liquid used by

laundresses; (b) used in jest for alcoholic drmk
; (5)

-mug, see (1) ; (6) -peg, a clothes-peg ; (7) -say, (8)

shawl, see (1) ; (9) -stock, obs., a bench on which clothes

were formerly laid and beaten with a kind of bat ; (10)

•tray, a rectangular wash-tub.
,

(1) Ayr. The stools and chairs in the house, with the milk and

washing boynes upside down, . . as seats for the aged, Galt

Gilhaize (1823) xvi. (2) w.Yks. (H.L.) (3) w.Som.1
(4, «)

w.Yks. Ther'U nowt ivver get that greeas pff but boihn watter an

weshinlicker, Hartley Clock Aim. (1877) 42 - Lan - (s -w -) Sb),
s.Lan. 1 (5) Lan. It would beseem her better if hoo wur stonnm 1

th' front of a weshin'-mug, Waugh Chim. Corner (1874) 27, ed.

1870 (6) Lei.1 (7) Sh.I. Trot-caald oot o dy wishin-say, Burgess

Rasmie (1892) 107. (8) Ken, (D.W.L.) (9) Shr. 1 Something like

a butcher's block, but with two legs shorter than the others, so

that it shed the water off on the side remote from the operator. It

is said of a little roan pn a big horse that ' e' looks like a frog on

a weshin'-stock; (10) Rut,1 Considered a more genteel expression

than 'kim'nel.' Lei.1 Broader at top than bottom. Nhp. 1
,
Oxf.

(G.O.), Hnt. (T.P.F.),Cor.3

2. sb. pi. Slops, rinsings; pigs' meat; anything of a

waste kind.
Nhb.1 'As daft as weshms' is a saying of not very obvious

meaning. Cam.1
,
n.Yks.2

.3 pi. A cider-making term : inferior cider made trom a

second pressing of the ' cheese' with water added. s.Wor.1
,

se.Wor.
1

, Glo. (A.B.)

WASHY-WAUKER, sb. Obs. Sc. A fuller of cloth.

Edb. The washy-wauker, creepin' thing, Blue to his finger ends,

Carlop Green (1793) I2 7, ed
-
l8l 7-

3E
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WASIE, adj. Obs. Sc. Also written wazie Frf.

1. Sagacious; quick of apprehension ; sensible.
Abd. Some strange wind-mills work i' my head ; But as for

wasie knowledge—Whisht, whisht this day ! Still Cottars Sunday
(1845) 173. Ags. A wasie lad (Jam.).

2. Gay, lively, playful.
Frf. The ploughmen, now their labour o'er, . . Right wazie

waxed, and fou of fun, Beattie Amha' (c. 1820) 18, ed. 1882.

[Cp. Dan. hvas, sharp, keen, acute (Larsen).]
WASK, sb. and v. e.An. Also written whask Nrf.

;

and in form warsk Nrf. [wosk.] 1. sb. A pavier's
rammer; a large wooden 'beetle.' Suf. (Hall.), Suf. 1

Hence Wasket, sb. a heavy block of wood for levelling
turf. e.An. 1 2. v. To use a 'wask.' Suf. (Hall.)
3. To beat, esp. in phr. to warsk one's waistcoat, to give
one a sound thrashing. e.An.1 Nrf. (E.M.) ; Cozens-
Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 40. Cf. wusk.
WASP, sb. Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc. and Eng.

[wasp, wosp ; wops.] I. Dial, forms. 1. sing. (1)

Waasp, (2) Wap, (3) Wapper, (4) Wappy, (5) Waps, (6)

Wapse, (7) Wapsy, (8) Waspe, (9) Wesp, (10) Wisp,
(11) Wop, (12) Wopper, (13). Wops, (14) Wopse.

(1) s Lin. 1 (2) Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 458. (3) s.Chs. 1

Dhur)z u rongk uwd waap-urz neyst i)th med'u ej-kop\ Wor.
(W.K.W.C.) (4) Nhb. 1 (5) n.Yks. 2

, ne.Lan. 1
, Chs.13 ,. s.Chs. 1

,

Der.2, nw.Der. 1
, Not. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, Lei.1 War.2

; War* Lawk, what
a big waps ! w.Wor. 1

, Glo. 1
, Oxf.1

, Brks. 1

, e.An. 1
, Suf.

1
, Ken. 12

,

Sur. 1
, Sus. 1

, Hmp.1 Wil. Britton Beauties (1825) ; Wil. 1 Dor.
If a waps corned a-buzzen agen I, lawk! Hare Vill. Street (1895)
29. Som. (W.F.R.) Dev. Bowring Lang. (1866) I. pt. v. 27.

Cor.12 (6) Nhp. 2
, War. 3 Glo. Gibbs Cotswold Vill. (1898) 58.

Brks. Thou wast set on it last fall like a wapse on sugar, Hughes
T. Brown Oxf (1861) xix. s.Sur. (T.T.C.) Sus. Ray (1691).
n.Wil. Thur's a wapse's neast under thuc stowl (E.H.G.), w.Som.1

Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 458. (7) e.An. 1 w.Som. 1 Me an'

Jim Zalter be gwain to burn out dree wapsy's nestes um-bye-night.
Dev. Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). (8) Som. (J.S.F.S.) (9) w.Yks.2

(10) S. & Ork. 1 (11) Dev. (Hall.), Dev.2 n.Dev. Grose (1790).
(12) War.3 There's a wopper's nest, kids. (13) s.Wor. 1

, I.W. 1

Dor. Barnes Poems (1863) Gl. Som. (W.F.R.) (14) w.Yks.2
,

War.3
, Oxf. (G.O.), Wil.1 Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885).

Dev. Th' wopse an' buddervly da share The'rzwitness druth'day,
Pulman Sketches (1842) 16, ed. 1853.

2. pi. (1) Wapses, (2) Warpses, (3) Waspes, (4)Wopses.
(1) Der. I sot cuttin' a stick for to take the wapses' nest, Verney

Stone Edge (1868) vi. s.War. 1 Shr.1
' What are you about there,

you fellows ?
'

' We'n tekkin wapses' neesens, Sir.' Glo. 1 I did
mow over a girt wapses' nest this marnin', and they wapses did
come out and steng I nation bad. Brks.1

, Sur.1 , Hmp.1 Som. As
for setting fire to a nest of Spanish papists, I'd so soon do it as
burn out wapses, Raymond No Soul (1899) z 5- (2 ) Som. There
was a patch o' purple grass, . . an' watt'r bittany, that they warpses
d' like ter'ble well, Leith Lemon Verbena (1895) 99. (3) Brks.
We 'udn't ha' missed them stingy waspes, Hayden Round our
Vill. (1901) 39. (4) Brks. As thick as wopses round a plum,
Hayden Thatched Cott. (1902) 75. Ken. There's a wopses' crup
there, Miss, Keeling Return to Nature (1897) xxi.

II. Dial, meanings. 1. In comb. (1) Wasp-bike, (2)

bink, a wasps'-nest
; (3) -cakes, the combs in a wasps'

-

nest
; (4) -hyme, see (2) ; (5) -nest, fig. a group of four or

five cottages
; (6) -wood, rotten wood.

(1) Lnk. Dream'd o' bum-flees, Bagpipes, wasp-bikes, and hives

o' bees, M cIndoe Poems (1805) 60. Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip

(1901) 31. (2) Edb. Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875^ Gl. (3)
s.Lan.1

(4) Sus. 1
(5) n.Yks. (I.W.) (6) w.Yks. 2 Used by wasps

and hornets in making nests.

2. A small insect resembling a bee or fly, troublesome to

cattle. Dev.2 3. An ill-natured, bad-tempered person.
S. & Ork.1 A wisp of a bodie. Bnff. 1 Dmb. Mr. Bacon, ye

ken, is in a pretty pickle wi' this wasp o' a body M cCorkle, Cross
Disruption (1844) xxxiii. Ayr. It's this wasp o' an Eerish creature
that'll no let me sell my potatoes in peace, Hunter Life Studies

(1870) 97.

Hence Wapsy, adj. irritable, testy; ill-natured, spiteful

;

hot-tempered.
n.Yks. 2

, Brks.1 Sus. 1 These bees of yours are terr'ble wapsey.
Hmp.1 Dev. I won't ask 'un—her'd be wapsy with me, Reports
Provinc. (1883) N °- 6 -

4. A mason's- pick with two flat points. Nhb.1

WASPER, see Wawsper.
WASPET, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Thin about the loins.

Gall. A man is said to look waspit when he is got small at the

wazban o' the breeks, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

WASS, sb.
1 Lin.1 [Not known to our correspondents.]

Nonsense.
WASS, adj. and sb.

2 Lakel. Yks. Lan. [was.] 1. adj.

Acid, sour. Lakel.2 Hence (1) Wasset, sb. a kind of

crab-apple ; (2) Wassy, adj. acid, sour ;
also used advb.

(1) ne.Lan.1 (2) Lakel.2 Ah rift up seea wassy efter mi meals.

2. sb. The essence of sourness.
w.Yks. As sour as wass (S.K.C.).

WASSAIL, sb. and v. Yks. Lan. Der. Wor. Glo. Sur.

Sus. Hmp. Wil. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written wassel
w.Yks.1 Hmp. ; and in forms warsail Cor. 1

;
watsail

Dev. ; waysail Wil.1
; wessail Der. 1

; wessal Yks.

;

wessel w.Yks.23
; worsle Sus. [wa'sl, wo'sl ; we'sl.]

1. sb. A health-drinking ; a festal occasion ; a carousal

;

also used int. See Vessel, sb.3

w.Yks.2 This word occurs in a short carol which children sing

on Christmas day in the neighbourhood of Sheffield. . . 'Oh my
jolly wessel, Oh my jolly wessel, Love and joy come to you,' Sec.

;

w.Yks.3 Forty years ago the chorus at Almondbury ran thus :

' And it's your wassail, And it's jolly wassail ; Love and joy,' &c.

Glo. Wassail ! wassail ! all over the town, IVassailers' Song in

Dixon Sngs. Eng. Peas. (1846) 183, ed. Bell. Cor. 1 About New
Year's Day four or six men ... go from house to house, opening

the doors, and calling out ' Warsail.' They then sing some doggrel

rhymes.
Hence to sing wessel, phr. to go from house to house at

Christmas-time singing. w.Yks.3 2. A ceremony held

on Christmas Eve of ' wassailing ' the apple-trees.
Som. You'll come back and bide to wassail, won't ee ? Raymond

Sam and Sabina (1894) 12.

3. A drinking song, a ditty sung on var. occasions ; see
below.

s.Wor. ' Whistle a wassail, we've come out o' town, If a've got

anny opples, pray thraow 'em a' down.' An old ditty that used to

be sung by children (I think on St.Thomas's Day) at houses (H.K.).
Wil. Britton Beauties (1825) ; Wil. 1 Sung by men who go about
at Christmas wassailing. Dev. It was the custom for the country
people to sing a wassail or drinking song, and throw the toast

from the wassail bowl to the apple trees in order to have a fruitful

year, Tozer Poems (1873) 65. n.Dev. Sung on Twelfth Day Eve,
throwing toast to the apple-trees, in order to have a fruitful year ;

which seems to be a relic of the heathen sacrifice to Pomona,
Grose (1790).

4. A Christmas drink, w.Yks.1 Hence as weak as a
wassail, very weak.
w.Yks. 1 Mack her as wake as a wassel. ne.Lan.1

5. A Christmas gift of money. e.Yks. (E.F.) 6. A
little doll carried in a basket with flowers and ribbons.
Der.1

7. Comb. (1) Wassail-bob, a decorated bough, &c.
carried by ' wassailers ' ; see below

; (2) -bowl, (a) a bowl
carried by ' wassailers '

;
(b) a bowl used in ' wassailing

'

the apple-crop
; (3) -box, a box containing a ' wassail-

bob,' &c.
; (4) -boys, men who go ' a-wassailing

' ; (5)
•cup, see (2, a)

; (6) -cup hymn, the hymn sung by ' was-
sailers '

; (7) -night, New Year's Eve
; (8) -singing, the

singing of 'wassailers' at Christmas-time; (9) -song,
see (6).

(1) Yks. They usually carry a ' wessel-bob,' or large bunch of
evergreens hung with oranges and apples and coloured ribbons,
N. & Q. (1867) 3rd S. xi. 144 ; In Wakefield it is still quite
common for children to go from house to house with a box often
a fancy soap-box, or suchlike representative of the stable ormanger,
retaining its original inscription, &c. on the inside of the lid—lined
with coloured paper, and about half filled with evergreens, on
which repose three dolls in ordinary doll's costume, but supposed
to represent Mary, Joseph, and the Babe ; red-cheeked apples,
oranges, &c. (I think I have seen 'crackers'), are also put in!
The children call the whole affair a . . .

' wessel-bob,' and exhibit
it from house to house, ib. (1879) 5th S. xi. 25 ; In W[ilsden] we
call the small decorated fir trees which ' wessellers ' carry round
from house to house at Christmas time, by this name, Leeds Merc.
Suppl. (Nov. 18, 1889) ; w.Yks.3 A garland or bouquet carried on
New Year's Eve from house to house, and adorned with fruit,
evergreens, artificial flowers, &c. Formerly a doll gaily dressed
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representing the Blessed Virgin, was placed in the midst. On
Tuesday, December 29th, 1874, a ' wessel bob' was brought here
for exhibition. It consisted of two hoops covered and orna-

mented with coloured cut paper ; a little fir tree in the middle,

ornamented with an apple, an orange, a doll (like a man), and
a wax cherry ; w.Yks.5 The whole generally enclosed in a case

(sometimes a cloak is simply thrown over"), and screened. (2, a)

n.Yks.2 (s.v. Vessel-cups). w.Yks. Hlfx. Courier (July 3, 1897).

(&) Dev. It was the custom for the country people to sing a wassail

or drinking song, and throw the toast from the wassail bowl to

the apple tree in order to have a fruitful year, Tozer Poems (1873)
65- (3) w.Yks. Then cums t'little lasses, wi ther wessal box, an

cherry cheek't doll i' it, deckt aght wi lorril, an a orange a awther
side on it face, to mack it look bonny, an houdin it az careful az if

it wer a little aingel at thade gotten, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla

Ann. (1859) 22. (4) Cor. 1 These poor jolly warsail boys
Come travelling through the mire. (5) n.Yks.2 w.Yks. N. if Q.

(l8 79) 5th S. xi. 25 ; w.Yks.3 (6) w.Yks. The wassail-cup

hymn there in use runs thus :
' Here,we come a wassailing,' &c,

Henderson Flk-Lore (1879) ii. (7) w.Yks. 3 (8) Cor. December
and January, with the courants and geesy-dancing, and carols and
wassail-singing, 'Q.' Wandering Heath (1895) 182. (g)w.Yks.3At
Holmfirth the wessel song is only sung at Epiphany after dark.

. . . The chorus runs thus : ' For in Chersmas time people travel far

and near ; So I wish you a merry Chersmas, And ahappynewyear.'

8. v. To go round singing, gen. at Christmas-time ; see

below. Gen. in phr. to go a-wassailing.

w.Yks. At Christmas time we have many parties of little children

coming a-wesselling, N. &Q.(i86-]) 3rd S. xi. 144; Children carry

about these figures [of the. Virgin and Child] ... in what they

call milly-boxes, a corruption of ' My Lady.' The boxes are lined

withspice, oranges,and sugar. They call this ' going a-wassailing,'

Henderson Flk-Lore (1879) ii ; To go a-wesling or a-wassailing,

to go about with the wassail-bowl singing a festival song, drinking

the health of the inhabitants, and collecting money, is still

observed in this district. Children go around on New Year's Eve
with ahawthornbranch decorated and hungwithapples and oranges.

Sometimes two hoops crossed one through the other are used,

decorated in the same manner, Hlfx. Courier(Ju\y 3, 1897) ; w.Yks. 2

The carol [sung by children going a-wassailing] is as follows :

' We've been a while a wandering All through the fields so green
;

And now we come a wesseling So plainly to be seen. O my jolly

wessel, O my jolly wessel, Love and joy come to you, And to our

wessel bough [boo] ; Pray God bless you, Pray God bless you, Pray

God send you A happy New Year.' The children carry a bough of

yew or holly decorated with coloured papers, ribbons, oranges, &c.

In the fifth and sixth lines 'our jolly wessel' is often, if not

generally heard ; w.Yks.3 To go round on New Year's Eve (and

sometimes for a few nights previous) singing a ballad ; w.Yks.5

Sus. Singing carols and songs by parties of labouring men, going

about from house to house. . . Christmas fare is shared with them

in exchange for their minstrelsy. The period during which this

wassailing is lawful, extends from Christmas Eve to Twelfth Day,

N. & Q. (1852) 1st S. vi. 600. Wil. 1 Going about singing and

asking for money at Christmas. Cor.1 About New Year's Day
four or six men join together ; after dark, carrying with them

a little bowl, they go from house to house, opening the doors, and

calling out 'Warsail.' They then sing some doggrel rhymes,

asking people to give something to 'These poor jolly Warsail

boys, Come travelling through the mire.' This custom has long

been confined to the villages. [See Brand Pop. Antiq. (ed. 1813)

I.4-7. w.Yks.3 Introd. 17-18.]

Hence Wassailers, sb. pi. (1) children who go round

with a ' wassail-bob
'

; Christmas waits
; (2) mummers

acting in the play of St. George and the Dragon.

(1) w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 18, 1889). Der. 1
,
s.Sur.

(T.T.C.) Hmp. Holloway. (2) Sus. I remember its being acted

at Tollbridge Wells about the years 1839 or 1840, and never

again till I came to Chidham in 1858 (G.A.W.).

9. To drink to the success of the apple-crop ; see below.

Sus. It is the custom, in the cider districts, to worsle [wassail]

the apple-trees on New Year's Eve, Flk-Lore Rec. (1878) 13 ; In

the neighbourhood of Chailey ... a troop of boys visit the

different orchards, and encircling the apple-trees they repeat the

following words :
' Stand fast root, bear well top, Pray the God

send us a good howling crop. Every twig, apples big, Every

bough, apples enow. Hats full, caps full, Full quarters, sacks

full.' They then shout in chorus, one of the boys accompanying

them on the cow's horn ; during this ceremony they rap the trees

with their sticks, N. & Q. (1852) 1st S. v. 293. n.Wil. The

custom of wassailing is still continued. A party of men assemble
in the evening, and having obtained a cheese-bowl decorate it

with two intersecting hoops, covered with ribands, and proceed to

the principal farm houses, &c. of a parish, at the doors of which
they sing the common wassailing song, after which they are
generally regaled with strong beer and toast, Britton Beauties

(1825). Som. (W.F.R.) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1

On old Christmas Eve (5th January), or the eve of the Epiphany,
it was the custom not long since, and may be still, for the farmer,

with his men, to go out into the orchard, and to place toast

steeped in cider, along with a jug of the liquor, up in the ' vork

'

of the biggest apple tree, by way of libation ; then all say

—

'Apple tree, apple tree, I wassaail thee 1 To blow and to bear,

Hat vulls, cap vulls, dree-bushel-bag-vulls ! And my pockets vull

too ! Hip ! Hip ! Hooraw !

' (Bang with one or more guns.)

This ceremony and formula is repeated several times af different

trees, with fresh firing of guns. I can well remember quite a

fusilade from various orchards on old Christmas Eve. The pro-

nunciation of wassail [wusaa -yul] is by no means ' wassle,' but the

second syllable is long drawn out, and the first very short. Dev.

The custom of wassailing prevailed years ago, and is not extinct

now in some places, Tozer Poems (1873) 65. Cor. This drink

was called ' lamb's-wool,' and with it the trees were wassailed,

Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 387, ed. 1896.

. Hence Wassailers, sb. pi. those who drink success to

the apple-crop.
Sus. On New Year's Eve the worslers form a ring round the

apple-tree they are to worsle, and having sung a certain rhyme,

all shout in chorus except one boy who blows a horn. Farmers

give a few pence to the worslers, Flk-Lore Rec. (1878) I. 13.

[1. A kne to be kyng heo seyde, 'lord kyng wasseyl,'

R. Glouc. (c. 1300) ed. Hearne, 1. 117. OE. wes (ou) hal,

be whole, be well, hail !]

WASSAL, sb. Obs. Nhb. Also in form wassels.

The stems of sea-weed, used as manure. Marshall
Review (1818) I. 70 ; Nhb.1

WASSAL, see Wassle, v.

WASSEL, see Wassle, v., Wastel(l, Wessel.
WASSER, sb. Yks. [wa'sa(r).] Anything extreme

or large of its kind ;
anything improbable.

w.Yks. That onion's a wasser. A wasser [lie] '11 nooan chooak

yond (B.K.).

WASSET, sb. Hmp. Wil. Also in form wusset Wil. 1

[wo'sst] A scarecrow; gen. in comp. Wasset-man.
Hmp.1 Wil. Grose (1790) ;

Wil. 1

WASSL, see Warsle.
WASSLE, v. and sb. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Also written

wassal Hrf.2
; wassel Hrf. ; wastle Glo.1

; and in form

wazzle Shr.1 [wa-sl ; wa-zl.] 1. v. To beat down ;
to

knock about ; to trample.
Shr. 1 The wlnde's farly wassled me down. The barley wuz so

wazzled by them gulls, we couldna mow it. '
Hrf. The pigs were

in the wheat-field as I come up, and they 'ave wasselled it down
bad, Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 177; Hrf.2 Spoken offowls messing

mowing grass.

Hence Wassle-bough, sb. a bough used for beating

down anything.
Shr. 1 I mun get a wassle-bough, an' wassle the je'ow off the

grass afore the child gwuz through the craft.

2. sb. A muddle ; a fix.

Glo. 1 A Forest preacher who got lost in his discourse, said

—

' My friends, you must excuse me, and sing a hymn, for I am in a

regular wastle.'

WASSLE, adj. Shr. Hrf. Also written wassel Hrf.

[wa'sl.] Weak ; lame.
Hrf. Do you mean that man with the wassle leg? (W.W.S.)

Hence Wassle-footed, adj. splay-footed. Shr.1

WASSLE, see Wheezle.
WASSOCK, sb. Sc. Irel. [wa'ssk.] 1. A protection

from the wind for the door of a cottage, made of inter-

woven branches of birch or hazel. N.I.1 See Wase, sb. 2.

2. Obs. A kind of bunch put on a boring 'jumper,' to

prevent the water required in boring from leaping up into

the quarrier's eyes. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

3. Obs. A kind of pad worn on the head by milkmaids

to relieve the pressure of their pails, &c. ib.

WASSY, adj. m.Lan.1 [wa-si.] Poorly, ill; also

used advb.
3 E 2
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Yo' may feel wassy, or yo' may hear fooak say at footbo'

matches as sich a player is playin' wassy.
WASTE, adj., sb. and v.

1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. and
Eng. Also in forms weast Cum. ; wyest Nhb. 1 [west,
wesst, wiast] 1. adj. In comp. (1) Waste-boxes, a coal-
mining term : boxes in which the waste water of a
pumping-pit is conveyed from the rings ; (2) -pit, a coal-
mining term : a vertical pit or well, used for carrying off
the water when it overflows.

(1) Nhb.1 (a) w.Yks. N. ET Q. (1852) 1st S. v. 251.
2. Wasted

; needless
; useless, vain.

Sh.I. Ollason Mareel (1901) 67. w.Yks. Thah's saved me a
waste gait, owd lad (B.K.). Glo.1 If I did ask him, he'd tell me
wrong, to send me on a waste journey. Nrf. Emekson Lagoons
(ed. 1896) 165.

3. Fatigued ; faint.

I.Ma. You're jus' dead, an' fairly waste for want of mate,
Rydings Tales (1895) 22; (S.M.)

4. sb. A piece of uncultivated land ; a common.
Der.2 An enclosure on a waste or common (s.v. Intack). Ken. 1

Som. I seed un by now . . . right out along by Dree-hounds Waste,
Raymond No Soul (1899) 46. Dev. Ford Larramys (1897) 36.

Hence (1) Wastage, (2) Wasteness, sb. a waste place

;

a place of desolation
; (3) Wasty, adj. containing useless

space.

(1) Ayr. Carsewell's family has gone all to drift, and his house
become a wastage, Galt Gilhaize (1823) xx. (2) m.Yks. 1

(3)
Chs. 1 A house much larger than one requires would be described
as 'a great, wasty place.'

5. Old, disused workings in a coal-mine.
Sc. (Jam.) Rnf. The extent of excavation or waste, in these

mines [the alum mines at Hurlet, Rnf.], is about i| mile in

length, and the greatest breadth about |- of a mile, Agric. Surv.
.26 (ib.). Lnk. Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) 206. N.Cy. 1

, Nhb.1

Nhb., Dur. Open waste filled with rubbish, Borings (1878) I. 47.
Cum."
Hence Wastemen, sb.pl. men employed in the ' wastes

'

of a mine.
N.Cy.1 [They] attend to the ventilation of the wastes and of the

pit generally. Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Generally old men, who are
employed in building pillars for the support of the roof in the
waste and in keeping the airways open and in good order.

6. A consumption, phthisis. Cf. wasting.
Sc. Your father's family going off one after the other in a waste,

Keith Lisbeth (1894) vii. n.Cy. Grose (1790). ne.Lan. 1 Der.
I daabt aar Liz's i' a waste, Gilchrist Rue Bargain (1898) 32.
Not. He's in a waste (L.C.M.). Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 Poor thing! she'll

never live, she's in a waste.

Hence Wasty, adj. consumptive.
Lei. 1 A wasty family. Nhp.2 Maester R. looks martal wasty.

7. Coal-mining refuse ; a cheap kind of coal.

w.Sc. The surrounding country (the aspect of which was
scarred by pits, and distorted by black heaps of 'waste'), Wood
Farden Ha' (1902) 326. War. A class of fuel in Warwickshire,
known as 'waste,' has risen from is. a truck to 305,, or from
x\d. to 4s. per ton, Standard (Jan. 30, 1900) 2.

8. A spinning and weaving term : remnants of weft,
broken threads, &c.

Sc. Supreme in rags, ye weave, in tears, The shining robe your
murderer wears ; Till worn, at last, to very ' waste,' A hole to die

in at the best, Thom Rhymes (1844) 74. w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan.
Nadin . . . followed up the clue to a waste-dealer's, who bought at

his own price workpeople's ' waste,' Banks Manch. Man (1876)
xviii.

Hence Waste-dealer, sb. one who buys ' waste.' w.Yks.,

Lan. ib. 9. v. To argue, reason, &c. in vain
;
gen. in phr.

to waste one's wind. Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1
, n.Lan.1

10. To abate, diminish, lessen,wane ; to cause to decrease.
Chs.13 Cmb. She be a good cat, she wasties themeesen [mice]

finely, she do (M.J.B.). Ess. 1
' The moon wastes. Sur.1 The

snow wast-es very fast.

11. To injure ; to spoil ; to make unfit for use.

Cum. A matron being asked to go to the assistance of a woman
in labour, and having declined, the messenger replied, 'What,
ye'll seerly nit see t'woman weastit, will ye?' Dickinson Gl.

Suppl. (1867)6; (E.W.P.) n.Yks. 1 'Have you wasted your

frock? ' to a little girl who had spilt something over it at dinner-

time. ' Ah's feared t'corn '11 be quite wasted ; ' in a wet harvest-

time. A book subjected to rough usage, is wasted ; and so is a

knife, or other steel article, which has been inadvertently left

exposed to damp, &c.

12. To reduce into condition.
Ess. I have generally known it used in agriculture as referring

to ploughing, harrowing, &c. ' I'll waste it right tightly '—i.e. get

it into order satisfactorily (F.G.B.).

WASTE, v.
2 Obs. e.An. 1 Also in form waster. To

bang ; to cudgel ; to play at ' wasters.'

WASTEABLE, adj. Som. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Wasteful. (Hall.)
WASTEHEART, see Woe.
WASTEL(L, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form wassel. A

thin cake of oatmeal baked with yeast ; also in comp.

Wastelbread. Sc. Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 55.

Mry. (Jam.)
[For thow hast no good grounde to gete the with a

wastel, P. Plowman (b.) v. 293. OFr. wastel, gastel, Mod.
gateau.]

WASTELL, sb. ? Obs. Sc. (Jam.) A children's game

;

see below. See Willy, sb. 1

A piece of ground is chosen for a den, circumscribed by certain

bounds. He, who occupies this ground, bears the name of Willie
Wastell ; the rest approach the limits of his domain ; and his

object is to get hold of one of them, who sets his foot within it,

and to drag him in. If successful, the person who is seized

occupies his place, till he can relieve himself by laying hold of

another. He who holds the den dare not go beyond the limits,

else the capture goes for nothing. The assailants repeat the
following rhyme :

—'Willie, Willie Wastell, I am on your castle.

A' the dogs in the toun winna pu' Willie doun.' It is thus given
in Sc. Presb. Eloquence, 139 :

' Like Willie, Willie Wastel, I am
in my castel. A' the dogs in the town, Dare not ding me down.'
This form . . . shows that the rhyme was formerly repeated by the
person supposed to hold the castle.

WASTER, sb} and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.
Also written waister Sc. Cum.4 w.Yks.4 ; wayster Cum. 1

;

and in forms wasthere.Yks. 1
; weeasterYks. [we'sta(r,

wea'stsjr, wi3 -

sts(r).] 1. sb. An extravagant person
;

a spendthrift ; an idler ; a good-for-nothing, worthless
person. Cf. wastrel.

Sc. It is well wairt that waisters want gear, Ferguson Prov.
(1641) No. 511. Ayr. Ahachel's slovenliness, and a waster's want,
Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822) xlix. Lnk. The witless waster is at her
wit's end, Graham Writings (1883) II. 149. Edb. Wasters will
want, Beatty Secretar (1897) 207. n.Cy. (J.W.), n.Yks. (T.S.),

e. Yks. 1 w.Yks. The fringe of wasters surrounds every section of
society, Yks. Wkly. Post (Nov. 28, 1896). n.Lan. 1 Stf. The
Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901). Not.12, Lei. 1 Suf. (C.L.F.), Hmp.
(H.C.M.B.)

Hence (1) Wasterful, adj. wasteful, extravagant, lavish

;

(2) Wasterfully, adv. wastefully, extravagantly
; (3)

Wasterfulness, sb. extravagance, lavishness
; (4 J Waster-

ous, adj., see (1).

(1) Sc. There's no need, for all the greatness of God's gifts, that
we should be wasterful, Blackw. Mag. (June 1820) 262 (Jam.).
Cai. 1 Abd. Hae ye nae sang-thrift, 'At ye scatter't sae heigh, an*
lat it a' drift ? Wasterfu' laverock, Macdonald Sir Gibbie (1879) lxii.

Ayr. The senseless gavallings of great gomerals and wasterfu'
weefils who were oure het and fou, Service Dr. Duguid (ed,
1887) 108. (2) Ayr. The shepherd fares sumptuously and spends
wasterfully while the. flock he is bound to protect and provide for
are left to be provided for by an Act o' Parliament, Johnston
Kilmallie (1891) I. 178. (3) Lth. She did not quite like some of
Bell's remarks about wasterfu'ness and thowlessness, Strathesk
More Bits (ed. 1885) 206. (4) Wgt. It's you wasterous cooks that
get people's houses their bad names, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 160.
2. An animal that does not thrive ; one that is thin.
s.Not. A hoss as can dror that een't a waster (J.P.K.). War."

I be afeared that beast of yourn won't do much good ; he looks
like a waster. e.An.1 Suf. That calfs a waster (C.L.F.).
3. A broken, imperfect, inferior, or useless article; esp.
used of cutlery and pottery.

n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) w.Yks. 1
; w.Yks.2 A

common name for a bad knife ; w.Yks.34 , n.Lan.1 Stf. The
Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901). Not. 1

; Not.2 That fork's a waster.
Lei. 1 Nhp.1 ' Put the wasters out that there clamp o' brick's,' i. e.
those of inferior quality or unfit for use. s.Wor. 1

, Glo.1 Hmp.
A horse-shoe which has been unintentionally spoilt by the black-
smith is called a ' waster' (H.C.M.B.).
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4. An imperfection in the wick of a candle causing
guttering. Cf. thief, 4.

Sc. Oft on the wick there hangs a waster, which makes the
candle burn the faster, Wilson Coll. Sngs. (1788) 72 ;

(Jam.)
Cum.14

, n.Yks. (I.W.), e.Yks. 1
, n.Un.>, e.An. 1

, w.Som.1

5. v. To waste ; to spend needlessly.
Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. A bawbee I saved out n' twopence that the

Laird sent me to waster on snuff for him, Galt Lairds (1826) xxiii.

WASTER, sb.2 Sc. Also in form wester Sc. (Jam.
Suppl.) Lth. (Jam.) A fish-spear; a ' leister' ; used esp.

in salmon-striking. See Wawsper.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Lth. It has sometimes four or five prongs

(Jam.). SIk. I kend the shank o' my waster, Hogg Tales (1838)

150, ed. 1866. Dmf. (Jam.)

WASTER, WASTERIL, see Waste, v.
2

, Wastrel, sb.
1

WASTER-LEDGES, sb. pi. Cum.4 The bistort, Poly-
gonum Bistorta. Cf. easter-ledges.

WASTING, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Lan. Der. War. Oxf. Also
written waisting N.Cy.1 [we'stin.] A consumption,
decline ; also in comp. Wasting-away. Cf. waste, adj. 6.

Sc. (A.W.) Ayr. [Her] only child is suffering from a ' wasting,'

Johnston Kilmallie (1891) II. 121. Kcb. There never was a lass

but ane, I think, in my kennin', wha de'ed o' a wastin', Elder
Borgue (1897) 29. Wgt. Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 44. N.Cy. 1

,

ne.Lan.1 , e.Lan.1
, Der. 2

, War. (J.R.W.) s.Oxf. Mrs. Nutt grew
worse, ' a wasting away,' the neighbours said it was, Rosemary
Chilterns (1895) 193.

WASTLE, sb. Nhb. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A twig ; a withy. (Hall.), Nhb.1

WASTLE, v. Hrf. [wa'sl.] To wander about.

Bound Provinc. (1876) ; Hrf".
1

WASTLE, see Wassle, v., Wessel.
WASTREL, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also

written waistrel Sc. Lakel.2 Cum.34 I.Ma. ; wastral Dur.

;

wastrell Cum. n.Yks.14 Not.; waystrel Lan.; and in

forms waesthralWm. ; waistril s.Lan. 1
; wasthrel Lan.;

wasthril e.Yks.1
; wasteril Yks. ; wastril Sc. n.Yks. 2

m.Yks. 1 s.Lan.1 Chs.1 Stf. 1 Der.2 Not. w.Wor.1 s.Wor. 1

Shr.2 ; wastrill n.Yks.1 ne.Yks.1
; weeasthril e.Yks. 1

[we-stral, we3'stral,-il.] 1. A wasteful person ; a spend-

thrift ; a good-for-nothing ; a scoundrel ; a strolling

vagabond ; also used attrib. Cf. waster, sb.
1

e.Sc. A man I hae aye lookit doon on for a wastrel ne'er-do-

weel, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 126. Per. Half the

wastrels in the world pay their passage hame wi' that Parable,

Ian Maclaren Brier Bush (1895) 190. Fif. Gey feckless, and

raither a waistrel, Heddle Marget (1899) 100. Lnk. Tae the

puirshoose bed whar a wastrel lay His guardian angel cam' ae

day, Thomson Leddy May (1883) 102. Edb. Beatty Secretar

(1897) 92. Nhb. 1 Dur. He was a 'wastral' in her eyes, and a

'bad bargain,' Guthrie Kitty Fagan (1900) 43. Lakel.2 ,
Cum. 4

Wm. He wes nobbet a mafflin waesthral soort ov a chap, an

duddn't like waark, Clarke Jonny Shippard's Jurna in Spec.

Dial. (ed. 1877) pt. i. 10. n.Yks.124 ne.Yks.1
,
e.Yks. 1

,
m.Yks. 1

,

w.Yks. 2 Lan. Done yo yer, yo wasthrels? Clegg Sketches (1895)

5; Lan. 1
, n.Lan.1 , ne.Lan. 1

, m.Lan. 1,s.Lan.1 I.Ma. Ellis Pronunc.

(1889) V. 363. Chs.13 , s.Chs. 1
, Stf. 1

, Der. 2
, nw.Der. 1

, Not.12
,

Lei. 1
, War.3 , w.Wor.1

,
Shr. 12 Hrf. (W.W.S.) ; Bound Provinc.

(1876). Glo.1
, w.Gy. (Hall.) Dor. Lazy, idle, good-vor-nothen

wastrel as he be, Agnus Jan Oxber (1900) 164. Dev. Young
Hillary, who, brought up in his father's improvident ways, was
sure to turn' out a like wastrel, Baring-Gould Spider (1887) vi.

2. A waste piece of land.
Cor. The Chapel stood three quarters of a mile away, on a turfed

wastrel where two roads met and crossed, ' Q.' Ship of Stars

(1899)99; The high wastrel infrontofTredennis great gates,;'*. 167.

3. A thin, unhealthy, wasted-looking person or animal

;

a worthless, unsound animal ; also used attrib.

Gall. A wastril whalp could hae dung us owre with its tail,

Crockett Bog-Myrtle (1895) 412. s.Chs. 1 Wey, wot ii wai'stril

- yoa-)m gon til look ! s.Not. She's not a wastrell, is she, for only

six year old? (J.P.K.) War.3
, s.Wor. 1 Shr.1 1 doubt that cowt'll

be nuthin' but a wastrel. Glo. 1 Cor. I wouldn't ask a bird of

mine to break the Sabbath for a wastrel like that, ' Q.' Ship of

Stars (1899) 48- .

4. An article cast aside as damaged, imperfect, interior,

or useless ; also used attrib.
_

m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. The word 'wasteril' or 'wastril ...signifies

a knife that is made to sell, for show and not for use, Churchman's
Mag. (1870) VI. 42. Lan.1 A wastrel casting in iron, a wastrel
bobbin, which splits in the turning. n.Lan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1

Chs. 1 Crooked plates and dishes are generally called 'wastrils,'
and are sold very cheap by itinerant 'pot-men.' The word is

also used adjectively as ' a wastril plate.' s.Chs.1 A faulty piece
of earthenware is called a wastrel. Midi. Wastrel bricks, Mar-
shall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. Der.2 , nw.Der. 1

, Not.12, Lei.',

Nhp. 12
, War.3 Wor. The tiles which were found . . . were probably

wastrel tiles, Allies Antiq. Flit-Lore (1840) 106, ed. 1852. Shr. 1

The term is applied to new things which are defective in some
way when they leave the manufacturers' hands. ' I bought it at

the shop at Ironbridge, w'eer they sell wastrels.' 'A wastrel
tay-pot,' ' a wastrel brick

' ; Shr.2

Hence (1) Wastrel-shop, sb. a shop in which ' wastrels

'

are sold
; (2) -work, sb. wasted, badly- done work.

(1) Shr. 1
(2) w.Yks. Full o' wastrel wark sooin as ye let 'em

go an inch beyond weshing, an' sewing, Sutcliffe Ricroft

(ed. 1903) xi.

WASTRIFE, adj. and sb. Obs. Sc. 1. adj. Extrava-
gant, wasteful.

(Jam.); Do not slit the quill up too high, it's a wastrife course

in your trade, Andrew, Scott Nigel (1822) v.

2. sb. Extravagance, wastefulness.
Besides the wastrife it was lang or she could walk sae com-

fortably with the shoes as without them, Scott Midlothian (1818)

xxviii.

WASTRY, sb. and adj. Sc. Cum. Wm. Yks. Also
written waistry Cum." ; wastery Sc. (Jam.) ; wastrie
Sc. (Jam.) Cai.1

; and in forms weastry Cum. Wm.

;

wiastry Lakel.2 [westri, wea'stri, wis'stri.] 1. sb. A
waste ; extravagance, prodigality, wastefulness.

Sc. (Jam.) ; My disposition has always been opposed to wastery,

Stevenson Catriona (1893) xxviii. Per. It looks fair wastry for a'

his past strivings to be thrown awa, and to gang for naething,

Sandy Scott (1897) ai. Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. Wi' sauce, ragouts,

and such like trashtrie, That's little short n' downright wastrie,

Burns Twa Dogs (1786) 1. 64. Lnk. Singit parritch's wastry, an'

wastry's want sooner or later, Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) 17.

Wgt. Fraser Wigtown (1877) 317. Lakel.2 Seek waistry as yan
niver dud see barn ; it's fair shocken. Cum. Muckle Nanny cried

' Shem o' sec weastry,' Anderson Ballads (ed. 1840) 43 ;
Nae

doubt, that sec wastry is paid frae the till, Rayson Misc. Poems

(1858) ai. Cum.4 Wm. It was fair weastry o' ink an' time,

Kirkby Granite Chips (1900) 41. w.Yks. (J.W.)

2. adj. Extravagant, prodigal, wasteful.

Sc. A wastrie person (Jam.). Cai. 1 Edb. To live wi' sic a

wast'ry, braisant jade, Learmont Poems (1791) 364.

WASTY, see Westy.
WAT, sb.

1 Nrf. Cor. Also in form watty Cor.12

[wot.] A hare.
Nrf. (A.G.F.) Cor. 1 A name in common use among poachers

;

Cor.2 [Levins Manip. (1570).]

WAT, sb.
2 Obs. Bck. An ignis faluus ; a dial, form

of ' Walt,' shortened form of the prop, name Walter. See
below.
A species of this phenomenon, known ... by the name of ' the

Wat,' is said also to haunt prisons. The night before the arrival

of the judges at the Assizes it makes its appearance like a little

flame, and, by every felon to whom it becomes visible, is ac-

counted a most fatal omen, Brand Pop. Antiq. (ed. 1813) II. 681-2.

WAT, v.
1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Also

written wot Sc. n.Cy. Cum.1 ne.Lan. 1
; and in forms 'ote

Wxf. 1
; waat Wm. ; wait Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy. 1 Nhb. Cum.4

Yks. ; waite Cum. ; wate Sc. Cum. Yks. ; wats Sc.

;

wote Yks. [wat, wot ; wet.] 1. As 1st pers. sg. : I

know; occas. used for the other pers. sg. and pi. See Awat.
Sc. ' Ye're our weil and wats na.' A common phrase signify-

ing that the person, to whom it is addressed, is not sensible of his

benefits (Jam.) ; Before I wein, and now I wat, Ferguson Prov.

(1641) No. 204 ; That a' the prokitors o' Scotland wot naething o',

Scott Midlothian (1818) xviii. Abd. I watna, Sir, how it cud

come about, Shirrefs Poems
v
(i79o) 78. Kcd. Awyte we'll a' be

prood that day, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (June 21, 1902). Frf. Oh !

wat ye wha's willin' ? Reid Heatherland (1894) 52. s.Sc. Syne,

ere I wate, I'm lost outright, T. Scott Poems (1793) 349. Ayr.

I wat my mother hasna spared her skill, Galt Entail (1823) xxx.

Edb. The browster wife wist well I wait the cuming of these

crafty knaves, Pennecuik Whs. (1715) 387, ed. 1815. Slk. Ere
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ever I wats, I hear by the grumbling o' my friend, that he . . .

saw something mair than ordinar, Hogg Tales (1838) 23, ed. 1866.

Kcb. ' Did he kill him, think ye ?
' 'I watna,' Muir Mnncraig

(1900) 102. Wxf.1 'Chote [I wot]. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783); N.Cy.1

Wait ye weel. Nhb. I wait he was no puft wea pride, Ritson
Garl. (1810). Cum. Weel I waite what's own'd yen cannot flee,

Relph Poems (1743) 25 ; Cum.' When Criffel gets a cap Skiddaw
wots well of that (s.v. Cap) ; Cum.4 Wm. Ye waat it is the
height of aur fun to beat the bushes and hunt, Hutton Bran New
Wark (1785) 1. 7. w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703). ne.Lan.1

2. Improperly used as inf. : to know, understand.
Cum. Linton Lake Cy. (1864) 313. w.Yks. Willan List Wds.

(1811).

Hence Watting, prp. knowing ; aware.
Abd. Nae wottin 0' fat hed been brewin', Alexander Johnny

Gibb (1871) xxxviii. Rnf. But doolanee ! or I was wattin', They
had secured your servant Rattan, Picken Poems (1813) I. 59.

3. Phr. (1) 1 wot you, I let you know; I assure you;
(2) to let wat, to inform ; to have it known

; (3) wat well

!

indeed ! as one well knows !

(1) Lth. Tho' drifting was the fleecie sna, Nane was cauld there

I wot ye, That cheerfu' morn, Bruce Poems (1813) II. 18. (2)
Ayr. Without . . . letting wot he had that the invitation was from
her, Galt Gilhaize (1823) iii. n.Cy. ' I'll never let wait ' means
' I'll not inform against you' or 'I'll keep it a secret ' (J.L. 1783).

(3) Ayr. Wow Sirs ! it's odd to think, wat-weel I Fisher Poems
(1790) I38._

[OE. wat, 1 and 3 pers. sing, of witan, to know (Sweet).]

WAT,».! Sc. To pledge, promise; ? a dial. form of 'wed.'
I wat a groat (Jam. SuppL).
WAT, see Oat, Wait, int., Welt, sb. 1

WATCH, v. and sb.1 Sc. Irel. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Lan.
Chs. Wor. Wil. [wot/.] 1. v. In comb. (1) Watch-bill,
obs., a kind of axe with a long, convex blade

; (2) -light, a
rushlight

; (3) -light-rush, the candle-rush, Juncus effusus;

(4) -man, (a) a policeman on night-duty
;

(b) the upper-
most grain in a stalk of corn

; (5) -money, obs., black-mail

;

(6) -webs or -weds, the game of' Scotch and English' (q.v.).

(1) Lan. There's snakes, an' watchbills, Axon Ftk. Sngs. (1870).

(2) Lnk. The pith [of Juncus effusus'] is used by the chandler for

making rush or watch-lights, Patrick Plants (1831) 162. (3)
w.Yks. Lees Flora (1888) 450. (4, a) w.Yks. Sheffield Indep.

(1874). (A) Abd. (Jam.) (5) n.Sc. There is paid in black-mail or
watch-money, openly or privately, ,£5000, Alexander Notes and
Sketches (1877) ix. (6) N.Cy. 1

, Cum.4

2. Phr. (1) to watch oneself, to take heed to oneself;

(2) — one's feet, to pick one's way with care
; (3) — the fleet,

to go out shooting on the sea-shore by moonlight.
(1) Dmf. Watch yourself, ye dirtrie, or you'll get your paiks the

morn, Hamilton The Mawkin (1898) 235. (2) Sc. (AW.) n.Ir.

Keep the middle o' the boat, dear, an' watch yer fit gettin' intil

her, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 19. (3) Lan. In the bright frost

and moonshine, . . many found pleasure in ' watching the fleet,'

Harland & Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 255.

3. With out : to watch for ; to look out for. N.I.1

4. sb. In comp. (1) Watch-glass, obs., an hour-glass
; (2)

-guards, the common laburnum, Cytisus Laburnum
; (3)

hill, obs., a hill from which outlook was kept against
border freebooters ; see below

; (4) -house, a police-
station ; (5) -night, New Year's Eve

; (6) -word, a note of
warning ; a hint.

(1) Kcb. The last pickle of sand shall be at the nick of falling

down in your watch-glass, Rutherford Lett. (1660) No. 190. (2)
Chs. 1

(3) Lakel.1 Now frequent as Border place-name. Cum.4 (4)
Abd. For her poor errin'loonat the Watch House she speirs, Ander-
son Rhymes (ed. 1867) 77. (5) w.Yks. Lucas Stud. Nidderdale

(c. 1882) 38. (6) Sc. An arch wench . . . had smelled a rat about
Magopico, and had given her lady a watch-word, Magopico (ed.

1836) 15.

5. Phr. (1) set a watch o'er me, see below
; (2) to drop, or

to lose, one's watch in a rick, see below.
(1) Cai. 1 A phrase of the ' unco guid,' used as a prayer to check

a tendency on their part to swear. ' Set a watch o'er me, but to

ask sicna price is awfu'. ' (2) s.Wor.1 To have ' dropped his watch
in the bottom of the rick.' A jocular hypothesis to account for the
cutting or turning of a rick which has become overheated, 34.
Wil. 1 If a hay-rick is so badly made that it heats, the owner is

often so ashamed of it that he attempts to set the matter right

before his neighbours find it out. If a passer-by notices him

poking about the hay as if searching for something in it, the

ironical question is asked— ' Have you lost your watch there ?

'

6. A watchdog.
Sc. Quite common (A.W.). Dmf. Watch Cerberus lap up frae

his lair, An' yowled wi' dreed o't, Quinn Heather (1863) 136.

7. Obs. An outpost.
Abd. Sir John Hurry . . . goes through the Marquis of Montrose'

watches, saying he was the lord Gordon's man, Spalding Hist.

Sc. (1792) II. 302.

8. Obs. A hill of a certain height.

Edb. Hills are variously named, according to their magnitude
;

as . . . Tor, Watch, Rig, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 50, ed. 1815.

WATCH, sb.
2 Shr.1 [wot/.] The particles of grease

which appear on the surface of broth or soup.

WATCHED, -ERED, -ET(T, -UT, see Wet-shod.

WATCHET, sb.
1 Som. [wo'tjst.] See below.

A dress that does not fit well is said to be 'a terrible watchet

'

(W.W.S.).

WATCHET, adj. and sb.
2 Yks. Der. Nhp. [wo'tjit]

1. adj. Light blue.

Nhp. The evening curdles dank and grey, Changing her watchet
hue, Clare Poems (1835) 12 ; Nhp. 1

2. Wan, pale. Der. Addy Gl. (1891). ^
3. sb. An

angling term : a fly of pale blue colour. w.Yks.1

[2. Cp. Y-clad he was ful smal and properly, Al in a

kirtel of a light wachet, Chaucer C. T. a. 3321.]

WATCHFUL, adj. w.Yks.3 [wo't/fl.] Wakeful.
WATCH HERE, phr. Nhb.1 A corruption of ' what

cheer.'

WATCHIE, sb. Sc. A familiar name for a watch-
maker.

Bnff. Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 112. Abd. (A.W.) Kcd.
Watchie Christie . . . there sittin' at his window Seems eagerly at

work to be, Kerr Reminiscences (1890) 15.

WATE, see Wait, sb.
1

, Wat, v.
1

WATED, ppl. adj. Sc. Bound, bordered.
n.Sc. Did you but see my bonnet blue, . . It's wated round wi'

ribbons new, Buchan Ballads (1828) II. 142, ed. 1875 ;
(W.C.)

WATER, sb. and v. Var. dial. uses in Sc.Irel.Eng. Amer.
and Aus. Also in forms waater ne.Lan. 1 Wor. ; waiter
Nhb.1 Chs. 3

; wather Ir. ; watter Sc. (Jam.) S. & Ork.1

n.Cy. Nhb. 1 Dur.1 Lakel. 2 Cum.124 Wm. n.Yks. 3 w.Yks.12

n.Lan. 1 ne.Lan.1 Dev.3
; watther e.Yks.1

; wattir Bnff.1
;

wayter e.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Chs.1
Stf. Der. ; wetur Lan.

;

wotterYks. [wa'ts(r,w9'ta(r; we'ta(r; wa -

ts(r, wcrtafr.]
1. sb. In comb. (1) Water-ail, obs., dropsy; (2) -bag, the
placenta of an animal

; (3) -bags, the chicken-pox
; (4)

-berry, water-gruel
; (5) -bewitched, weak tea or ale

;

over-diluted grog, &c.
; (6) -bite, food eaten immediately

after bathing
; (7) -blast, (a) a coal-mining term : the

rushing out of compressed air through water in a mine
;

a sudden eruption of compressed gas in a flooded colliery;

(b) a lead-mining term : a stream of water allowed to fall

down a shaft in order to carry along with it a current of
air; (8) -bleb, (a) a small blister or pustule containing
water ; a bubble

; (b) the water and membrane which
burst before a cow calves

; (9) -blether, a thin bag,
protruded by 'a cow, denoting immediate parturition

;

(10) -blobs, bubbles of air rising to the surface of the
water ; drops of dew, &c.

; (11) -bough, a small branch
growing out of the bole of a hedgerow tree

; (12) -brash,
a watery eructation from a disordered stomach ; a sensa-
tion as of water coming into the mouth

; (13) -brod, a
bench or board for setting water-buckets on

; (14) -broo,
(a) see (4) ;

(b) a river-bank
; (15) -brose, ' brose ' made of

meal and water without the addition of milk, butter, &c.

;

(16) -budge, see below
; (17) -burn, phosphorescence on

the sea
; (18) -cake, see below

; (19) -calf, the placenta
of a cow

;
(20) -can, a gardener's watering-pot ; any tall

tin vessel to hold water
; (21) -cartridge, a mining term :

a charge of blasting material, surrounded by an out-
casing filled with water to drown the flame

; (22) -carts,
rain-clouds

; (23) -caster, a quack who professes to
diagnose and cure disease by the inspection of the
patient's urine alone

; (24) -chain, a small chain attached
to a horse's bit

; (25) -corn, obs., the grain paid by
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farmers for maintaining the mill-dams and races; (26)
-cow, a water-spirit

; (27) -cowel, a large wooden tub
;

(28) -cowk, ' cinder tea ' (q.v.)
; (29) -croft, a water-caraffe

;

(30) -custom, see below
; (31) -delf, a drainage hole by

the roadside
; (32) -dike, (a) a dam

; (b) a ditch
;

(c) a pool
of water in a road or pavement

; (33) -doctor., see (23)

;

(34) -dog(s, various cloud effects said to presage rain
;

(35) -draw, a watershed; (36) -drill, a drill by which
turnip-seed is sown accompanied by water

; (37) -droger,
the last born of a litter

; (38) -eynd, a dense vapour rising
from the sea

; (39) -fall, (a) a mining term : the pumping or
running of water into a down-cast shaft to stimulate the
ventilation

;
(b) see (35) ; (40) -fall hole, a swallow-hole

;

(41) -fast, watertight; (42) -fire, see (17); (43) -firling,
an oatcake baked without fermentation

; (44) -fishing,
river-fishing

; (45) -flisk, a squirt
; (46) -foot, the mouth

of a river ; a village or town situated at the mouth of a
river

; (47) -frolic, a regatta on the Broads
; (48) -frost,

hoar-frost
; (49) -furrow, (a) a furrow made to carry off

the surface-water
;

(b) to drain by means of furrows

;

(5°) -gall or -gull, (a) a second rainbow seen above the
first ; a fragment of a rainbow appearing on the horizon;
(b) the yellow jaundice

; (51) -gang, a watercourse ; a
mill-race

; (52) -gate, (a) a dry-stream bed ; a road or
passage leading to a watering-place ; a gully in a rock
which forms the bed of a stream

;
(b) the level giving

access to a mine ; the water-main to 'sump ' or lodgment;
(c) a flood-gate ; a water-gap in a fence ; a rail hung
across a stream to serve as a fence ; the place where
such a rail is hung

;
(d) the act of voiding urine

; (53)
-gauge,aU-shaped glass tube for measuring the difference
in pressure between the intake and the return air in a
mine

; (54) -gled,_/?g\ a preventive officer
; (55) -goat, see

(52, c)
; (56) -gully, a watercourse

; (57) -guns, see below

;

(58) -headed, apprehensive of rain
; (59) -heck, see (52, c)

;

(60) -hedge, obs., a hedge by the water-side
; (61) -hole, a

pond ; a place where water collects ; a well
; (62) -holiday,

a rainy day when outdoor employment is suspended

;

(63) -horse, see (26) ; (64) -icle, a stalactite
; (65) -jag, obs.,

a leather bottle used for carrying water on horseback

;

(66) -jags, chicken-pox ; any watery eruption on the skin
;

(67) -jaw or -jawl, (68) jowp, to over-saturate or dilute

with water; (69) -jury, surveyors of rivers, drains, &c.

;

(70) -kail, vegetable broth made without meat
; (71)

-keeper, a watcher against river poachers
; (72) -kelpy,

see (26) ; (73) -kit, a large wooden bucket for holding
water; (74) -kyle, obs., meadow-land possessed by the
tenants of an estate in common

; (75) -lamp, see (17)

;

(76) -lands, land that has been formed by water
; (77)

-lane, a public way ; a narrow path beside a brook
;

(78) :lap, the tongue of a shoe ; (79) -level, a colliery

term for a stratum that is not inclined at all
;

(80) -lot,

the portion of a stream or drain which it is one person's
duty to keep in order

; (81) -man, a man who waters the

meadows
; (82) -meadow, a meadow irrigated with a net-

work of ditches and sluices
; (83) -measure, obs., the

measure used for sea-borne coal
; (84) -mouth or -mow,

(85) -neb, the mouth of a river; (86) -of-Ayr or Wattery-
vair, a kind of stone ; see below; (87) -parkin, see (43) ;

(88) -pipes, rays of sunlight pouring through a break in

the clouds ; (89) -porridge, porridge made with water
instead of milk

; (90) -pudge, a pool ; a puddle
; (91) -rail,

the poles that form a fence across a stream
; (92) -rat,

see below
; (93) -ret, to steep hemp in water

; (94)
-ripening, steeping flax in water ; (95) -run, a water-
spout or gutter

; (96) -runner, a little runlet of water
;

(97) -saps, invalid diet
; (98) -scale, the direction in which

a stream runs; (99) -sea, a water-bucket
;
(100) -segged,

distended with water ; dropsical
; (101) -shaft, a salt-

making term : a shaft sunk to collect the fresh water
near the main shaft

;
(102) -shake, a crack or wet place

inland: see below
;
(103) -shaken, (a) of land : saturated

with water
;
poor

;
(b) having incontinence of urine

;

(104) -shot or -shutten, of a wall or stack : formed in

such a way that the water will run off; (105) -shut, a

natural rill
; an artificial channel for irrigation

; (106)
•shuting, see below; (107) -shuttle, see (104) ;

(108) -sick,
saturated with water

; (109) -side, (a) a river bank
;

(b)
the whole vale through which a river runs; (no) -sill,
a bed of fine-grained sandstone lying below the lime-
stone in sw.Nhb.

;
(in) -sipe, the course in which the

water soaks through the ground to supply a pond or
well; (112) -slain, (a) drowned; (b) spoilt by too much
water; (113) -slain moss, see below; (114) -smoke,
see (38) ; (115) -soo, see (99) ; (116) -spar, carbonate of
baryta

; (117) -spout, see (88) ; (118) -springe or -springs,
see (12) ; (119) -sprizzle, a disease of goslings and duck-
lings

; (120) -squalled, see (68) ; (121) -squirt, a syringe
;

(122) -stand, a barrel to hold water ; a water-butt
; (123)

•stang, a pole put across a stream, to serve as a bridge or
fence

; (124) -stead, the bed or course of a stream ; a con-
venient spot on the bank of a stream where cattle can go
to drink

; (125) -stem, the period during which any
particular meadow is by the 'water-meadow' system
entitled to the use of the water from the main carriage

;

(126) -still, a channel for water flowing through a marsh

;

(127) -stone, (a) a pebble from a brook
;

(b) a thin stone
found in the Isle of Axholme in beds of clay

; (128) -stoup,
see (73) ; (129) -swallow or -swallow-hole, a swallow-
hole; (130) -swarms, see (12); (131) -swauled, washed
down with much water

; (132) -sweet, clean ; smelling
sweet after washing

; (133) -swode, (a) see (108) ;
(b) of

a potato : stiff and heavy
; (134) -table, (a) the ditch on

each side of a road ; a small hollow across a road to

carry off surplus water ; a street-gutter
;

(b) a ' weathering
course ' (q.v.) ; (135) -tabling, (a) the clearing ofa ditch, and
consequent embanking of the hedge

;
(b) the muddy soil

cleared out of roadside- ditches
; (136) -taking, a pond

from which water is taken for household use
; (137) -tath,

obs., grass made luxuriant by excess of moisture
; (138)

taum, -teem, or -tome, see (12) ; (139) -tawv, obs., a
swoon; (140) -thraw, see (12) ; (141) -tub, a barrel-shaped
tub, working on swivels for drawing water out of a sinking-
pit ; an oblong tub used to convey water from one part
of a pit to another

; (142) -twist, the yarn produced by
a ' throstle ' turned by water-power

; (143) -wader, obs., a
home-made candle of the worst quality; (144) -water,
water from a river, as distinct from well water

; (145)
-weak, a frail, delicate person

; (146) -wear or -weir, to

place large stones by the side of the bend of a stream
to prevent the bank wearing away

; (147) -weikit, frail,

delicate
; (148) -whelp, a dumpling made of flour and

water; (149) -white, spotlessly clean; (150) -wolf, see
below

; (151) -wood, (a) a tree which grows best near
water

;
(b) a fleece of wool, waved or watered

; (152)
•worker, a maker of meadow drains and wet ditches

;

(153) -wraith, see (26).

(1) w.Yks. (S.K.C.) (2) Chs. 1
(3) w.Yks. Ma child's getten

t'waterbags (W.S.). (4) Dmf. (Jam.) (5) e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. 1

,

s.Lan.1 s.Stf. This is what yo' may call wayter bewitched,
Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). Lin.1

, n.Lin.1
, Nhp. 1 War. 3 Do

you call this gruel—why it is only water bewitched. Oxf. 1 Brks. 1

' Water bewitched an' wine begrudged,' is the expression used of

grog made too weak. e'.An. 1 Nrf. Holloway. Suf. 1 Sus., Hmp.
Holloway. w.Som.1 (6) Nhb. 1

, Dur. 1
(7, a) Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur.

Nicholson CW 7>. Gl. (1888). n.Lin. 1 (b) Nhb.1 (8,a) n.Yks.124
,

w.Yks. (J.W.) (b) n.Yks. T'cow 'ull sean cauve,- t'watter-bleb's

brussen (I.W.). (9) w.Yks.1 (10) w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan. 1 (11) Hmp.

N. ET Q. (1882) 6th S. v. 369. (12) Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Ayr. It

was another turn of the water-brash, Johnston Congalton (1896)

173. Slk. That smell is the maist insupportably seducin to the

palate. It has gien me the water-brash, Chr. North Nodes (ed.

1856) II. in. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 266, ed. 1876.

N.I. 1 .N.Cy. 1
,
Nhb. 1

, Lakel.2 , Cum.4 Wm, Ah've alot o't'watter-brash

(B.K.). n.Yks. 14 , w.Yks. 1
, n.Lan.1

, ne.Lan. 1 \_Xmtr.N. tf Q. (1870)
4th S. vi. 249.] (13) Sh.I. Shii set da kit wi' da kye's milk apo' da
end o' da watter-brod, Sh. News (Aug. 27, 1898). (14, a) Sc.

(Jam.) ; We got some water-broo and bannocks, Scott Old
Mortality (1816) xiv. Rxb. 'Twas Master Gordon brocht me in

for a sup o' water-broo, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) no. (6) Uls.

(M.B.-S.) (15) Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl.

Ayr. I'll sit down o'er my scanty meal, Be 't water-brose, or muslin
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kail, Burns To J. Smilh (1785) st. 24. Edb. His water brose and
water kail, At his usual time of meal, Liddle Poems (1821) 102.

(16) Ken. The stubble-field where her comrades were laughing
and chattering around the water-budge that had been drawn up in

its midst, Carr Cottage Flk. (1897) 3. (17) Nai. (W.G.), Ken. 1

(18) Wm. A thin tough cake, made of flour and water without any
kneading in it. ' Will ah mak a watter-ceeak fer oor tea? ' (B.K.)
e.Yks. 1 w.Yks.6 Flour knead up with water, and baked in

a frying pan. (19) Sh.I. (J.S.) (20) n.Yks. 1

, w.Yks. (J.W.)
(21) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). (22) n.Lin. 1

(23)
n.Yks.2 A mediciner who professes to tell the disease by the cast
or appearance of the urine ; into a bottle of which, he puts certain
ingredients or chemicals. While the changes are going on, they
are supposed to influence, sympathetically, the patient's complaint!
w.Yks. (S.K.C.), w.Yks. 1 (24) n.Cy. (Hall.) (25) Sc. 1 boll of
water-corn, being small corn, j'early, for each of the said three
ploughs, for manufacturing and upholding the dams and water-
gangs, Mill oflnveramsay (1814) 3 (Jam.). (26) s.Sc. Especially

. . . inhabiting a lake (JamA Slk. The water-cow was heard to

low, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 78 ; The water-cow . . . haunted
St. Mary's Loch . . . rather less terrible and malevolent than the
water-horse, yet, like him, she possessed the rare slight of turning
herself into whatever shape she pleased ib. note. (27) Sus. 1 (28)
w.Yks. Made by dropping a live cinder into a small quantity of
water; the liquid is then administered in small doses to babes
suffering from the stomach-ache,Z.ecrfs Merc. Suppl.

v
Nov. 25, 1899)

;

T'first neet t'wife nudged him for some cowk watter. . . He com
back wi' t'shool i' one hand, containin' a lot o' red hooat cowks
[cinders], a pint o' cowd watter i' t'other, a spooin in his mahth,
an' under his arm wor a pund o' lump sugar, Pudsey Olm. (Jan.

1893), ib. (29) Lei. 1
, War. 3

, w.Som. 1 (30) Per. The 'water'
custom of Hogmanay night was to slip from the house when the
clock pronounced the doom of the old year, and, pitcher in hand,
make for the nearest well in time to secure, before any of your
neighbours, what was variously called the ' crap,' the ' floo'er,' and
the ' ream ' of the water for the New Year. The custom was
restricted to the women of the hamlet or homestead ; in some
localities only the young unmarried women. The ream of the

well brought good fortune for the year, Haliburton Furth in

Field (1894) 29. (31) Nrf. An ordinary drainage hole by the

roadside, Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 2. e.Suf. (F.H.)

(32, a) Slk. Heavy Hoods were continually carrying off the water-
dykes, and overflowing the fields, Thomson Drumiueldale (1901)
145. (6) Cum.14 , w.Yks. (J.W.) (<r) n.Yks.12 , e.Yks.1 MS. add.
(T.H.) (33) w.Yks. (J.W.), n.Lin. 1

(34) n.Lin.1 Small clouds

floating before or below the general mass of vapour ; said to

presage rain. s.Wor. 1 An appearance among clouds, like a small

fragment of a rainbow, supposed to foretell rain. e.An. 1 Small
cloudsofirregularbutroundish form, and ofa darker colour, floating

below the dense mass of cloudiness in rainy seasons, supposed to

indicate the near approach ofmore rain. Sur. 1 (35) Cum. 14 (36)
n.Lin.1

(37) Sh.I. (J. SO, S. & Ork. 1 (38) Nrf. Cozens-Hardy
Broad Nrf. (1893) 77. (39, a) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl.

(1888). (6) s.Sc. (Jam.) (40) Nhb.' (4i)Dmf. The shieling's well
biggit and as waterfast as a sowen-tub, Hamilton The Mawkin
(1898) 254. (42) Nai. (W.G.) (43) w.Yks.3 (44) Edb. I had gone
to Berwick about Blackader's business, to set his water fishings,

Hume Domestic Details (1697-1707) 34, ed. 1843. (45) n.Yks.2

(46) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Ayr. Peebles, frae the water-fit, Ascends
the holy rostrum, Burns Holy Fair (1785) st. 16. Gall. There's

somebody at the waterfit, Crockett Bog-Myrtle (1895) 34. Wgt.
Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 186. (47) e.An. 1 (48) w.Yks. Ther's

been a water-frost last neet (A.C.). Nrf. The night before last

there was another frost, of the kind that is known here as 'water'

frost, the ground being white with it. early in the morning,

Longman's Mag. (Apr. 1899) 502. (49, a) Cai.1 Ordinary furrows

are parallel, but a water-fur follows the natural slope of the

ground. Bnff.1
, Nhb. 1

, ne.Lan.1
, n.Lin. 1 Nrf. A furrow taken

across a field that has been ploughed in a contrary direction to

the furrows intended for seed, for the purpose of drainage, Hunter
Georgical Essays (1883) III. 342. Ken. A furrow made by turning

the earth towards both sides when ploughing clay lands to afford

surface drainage (D.W.L.). Hmp. Holloway (s.v. Lock-furrow).

n.Wll. (E.H.G.) (6) Sc. Plow up the land and water-fur it,

Maxwell Sel. Trans. (1743) 51 (Jam.). n.Yks. (I.W.) Ess.

Afterwards well water-furrowed, Young Agric. (1813) I. 196.

(50, «) Sc. (Jam.), Nhp. 1 Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 461. Hmp.
(H.R.\ I.W.12 Dor. [A rainbow] seen alone, or with only an

imperfect ' watergull,' was deemed unlucky, N. iSr> Q. (1891) 7th

S. xi. 17. (A) Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 461. (51) Se. (Jam.) ;

A servitude whereby we have power to draw water alongst our

neighbour's ground for watering our own, Spottiswoode Did.

(s.v. Aqueduct). n.Lin. 1 If thoo duz n't get that water-gang o'

thine feighed oot, an' quick, I'll sea what the commissioners [of

sewers] will saay to the. (52, a) Rxb. He and Sandy Keenan

went up Borthwick water-gate on a hare-netting excursion,

Murray Hawick Characters (1901) 77. Nhb.1 Lan. 1 The desolate

complexion of these winter-torrent gullies (in Lancashire phrase,
' water-gaits ') in its way is complete, Grindon Illust. Lan. (1881)

49. s.Lan. 1 (b) Nhb. The drainage of mines was effected by

means of the horizontal tunnels, which were variously termed

adits, watergates, &c, Galloway Hist. Coal-mining (1882) 25;

Nhb.1
, w.Yks. (T.T.), (S.J.C.) (c) Cum.14 (d) Sc. (Jam.); I'll

watch your water-gate, that is, I'll watch for an advantage over

you, Kelly Prov. (1721) 396. (53) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal

Tr. Gl. (1888). (54) Ayr. Gif the water gleds war on the watch, he

aye hoisted a blanket on his yard edge gif it was day, Ainslie

Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 129. (55) n.Cy. (J.H.), Nhb. 1
, Cum. 14

(56) w.Yks.2 (57) N.I. 1 Sounds of gun-shots said to be heard
around the shores of Lough Neagh and by persons sailing on the

lake. The cause of the sounds, which are generally heard in

calm weather, has not been explained. (58) War. 4 Us sharnt

have it fine long ; I be quite water-headed to day. (59) Cum.14
,

n.Yks.14 (60) n.Yks. Together with all and singular wayes, water-

hedges, trees, ditches, fences, &c, Quarter Sess. Pec. in N. R. Rec.

Soc. IV. 161. (61) Lnk. Thou couldna gien me a war bed nor a

water-hole in a cauld frosty morning, Graham Writings (1883) II.

32. Lth.BRUCE.Po««s(i8i33lI. 19. Edb. O' three shillings Scottish

souk [mulct] him, Or in the water-hole sair doukhim, Fergusson
Poems (1773) 178, ed. 1785. Wm. A natural pond, or a pond
formed from the drains in a pasture, and left so that cattle can
drink when necessary. ' Thoo can gah an' cleaned t'watter whol
oot at t'boddum o' Lansimer ' (B.K.). Dev. Manlove Lead Mines

(1653) 1. 259. [Aus. A small lake left in an intermittent river's bed,

Vogan Blk. Police (1890) viii.] (62) n.Yks.2 (63) n.Sc. The . . .

dangerous quadruped . . . inhabits Loch Tay. According to

tradition he has been known to come ashore and entice a whole
family of fine boys to mount him, that he might have the pleasure
of plunging with them all into the deep (Jam.). Heb. On our
way to Harris, we came to an inland lake, called . . . Loch
Alladale, and though our nearest way lay along the shores of

this loch, Malcolm absolutely refused to accompany me that way
for fear of the water-horse, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 78 note. Arg.
Fairies, wizards, water-horse, and sea-maiden, Munro/. Splendid

(1898) 68. Gall. Gallovidian (1903) V. 34. Ir. A water-horse
that lived in Littercraffoe Lake was captured by a boy of the
Coonneys, Flk-Lore Rec. (1881) IV. no. I.Ma., Wal. Gallovidian

(1903) V. 34. (64) w.Yks. 1
, Der. (W.T.) (65) n.Yks. 2 (66)

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1

, Cum.14 n.Wm. Yks. Wkly. Post (Jan. 28, 1899).
n.Yks. 2 (67) Lakel. 2 Cum. 1 Potatoes left too long in the water
after being boiled are watter jaw't and spoilt ; Cum.4 , n.Yks. (I.W.)
n.Lin. 1 That land he calls Newdowns is up to noht at all ; wheniver
theare's a sup o' raain it's as watter-jawled as can be. (68) n.Yks.2
1 Poor water-jowp'd stuff,' said of over-weak tea. (69) Not. The
rivers and drains in the north part of the county are inspected by
a jury called a water-jury, Marshall Review (1814) IV. 157.
n.Lin. 1 A jury consisting of eighteen persons employed by the
Commissioners of Sewers to determine rights of drainage. Som.
(W.F.R.) (7o)Sc.(Jam.) Lnk. 'Water-kail,' theunvaryingfamily
dinner in farm-houses. . . This dish consisted of barley or groats,
the inner kernel of the oaten grain or corn pickle boiled in water,
with or without a bit of suet or butter, and plenty ofgreens or leeks.
The kail was served up in a large wooden platter, flanked by
a pile of pea-scones which were eaten with the kail, Hamilton
Poems (1865) 180. Edb. His water brose and water kail, At his
usual time of meal, Liddle Poems (1821) 102. N.Cy.1 (71) Don.
The wather-keeper that was shot be the poochers on the Dhrowes
river, Macmanus Bend ofRoad (1898) 118. (72)Sc.(Jam.) ne.Sc.
Water-kelpie was a creature that lived in the deep pools of rivers
and streams. He had commonly the form of a black horse, Gregor
Flk-Lore (1881) 66. Kcd. Water kelpies I've heard roar, As I gaed
in by Carron shore, Jamie Muse (1844) 95. Per. The spiteful
delusions of the water-kelpy at midnight murk, Mohtzath. Dunblane
( l835) 53, ed. 1887. Slk. When a dozen besoms are soopin the. ice,
and the water-kelpie below strives in vain to keep up, Chr. North
Nodes (ed. 1856) II. 176. Gall. MACfAGGART.£rccyrf. (1824) 121, ed.
1876. (73) Cai. 1 This differed from a wooden pail in being narrower
above than below, and in having a fixed cross bit of wood as
a handle. Gall. Coming near the water-kit, Nicholson Poet.
Wks. (1814) 67, «d. 1897. w.Yks. He teuk wotter-kits an set off
to t'well, Yks. Wkly. Post (June 20, 1896). (74) Sc. (Jam.) (75)
Nai. (W.G.) (76) w.Yks., n.Lin. Marshall Review (1811) III.
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IO> (77) Ken. It was a water-lane—a public way for any cart-

horse or cow that the owners might think fit to take there—as
wide as an ordinary road, Son of Marshes Fishing Vill. (ed. 1892)
98. Guern. I thought the water-lane would be so wet (G.H.G.).

(78) n.Yks. (I.W.) (79) Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr.

Gl. (1888). (80) n.Lin. 1 (81) Wil. The water is thrown over as

much of the meadow as it will cover well at a time, which the
watermen call a pitch of work, Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815)
XXII. 111-3. (82) Glo. Hunter Georgical Essays (1803) IV. 200.

Hmp. (W.M.E.F.) (83) Nhb. 1 Water, or Newcastle or Sunderland
measure, is generally reckoned double the measure of a London
chaldron, or more, Compleat Collier (1708) 17. (84) n.Sc. (Jam.)
Abd. Thir haill four ships brake loose . . . and were driven out at

the water-mouth by violence of the speat, Spalding Hist. Sc.

(1792) I. 60. Edb. In case the French should land at the water-
mouth, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xviii. (85) w. Sc. Willie
stepped on board the Gleniffer at the water-neb, Carrick Laird
of Logan (1835) 155. Rnf. (Jam.), ib. Suppl. (86) N.I. 1 Highly
prized for hones; boys' marbles are also supposed to be made- of
it. (87) w.Yks. 3 (88) Midi. (J.R.W.) s.Not. Called ' water-pipes
from the sun,' and considered a sign of rain (J.P.K.). (89)
n.Yks. A sudant think dhel git vara fat a watar-podish (W.H.)

;

n.Yks.3 , w.Yks.4 (s.v. Porridge), Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 (90) Nhp.
He waddled in the water-pudge, Clare Remains (ed. 1873) 179.

(91) Wm. (B.K.) (92) Brks. Some farmers . . . refuse to pay . . . for

the destruction ["of ratsl. . . When this is the case the labourer's

zeal is apt to slacken. ' Let 'im goo, he be on'y a water rat,' they
will say (in allusion not to the animal's species, but the fact that

its death will help them to nothing stronger than water !) when
they see one about the premises of a niggardly employer, Hayden
Round our Vill. (1901) 127. (93) e.An.1 Suf. The hemp at market
is not worth so much by two shillings per stone, as that which
hath been water-retted, and therefore the custom of dew-retting

is only followed to any considerable extent where there are not

pits sufficient to water-ret what grows in a district, Marshall
Review (181 1) III. 443. (94) Sam. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).

(95) Lnk. A barrel ... for the purpose ofcatching rain-water from

the house, a piece of board being fixed under the eaves for

a water-run, Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) 101. (96) Cum. Take the

first runner you come upon for guide, for a watter-runner will

always lead you to the bottom, Cornh. Mag. (Oct. 1890) 387.

(97) Sc. And all those promises of amendment, which you made
duringyour illness, forgotten?. .All clear away, with the water-saps

and panada, Scott Blk. Dwarf ( 1816) vi. (98) Nhb. 1 Hardun Edge
follows the drift road to the Broken-moss, takes the water scale

of the hills between the two parishes, Hodgson Nhb. I. pt. ii. 151.

(99) ib. (s.v. Sea). (100) n.Yks.2 (101) Chs. 1 (102) ne.Lan.1

Cracks in the soil, into which rain-water enters, causing them to

widen, and which, when near a precipice, ultimately cause a fall of

land there. Der. Patches of land in a field when the water-springs

break out, and which are kept wet thereby, are called water-shaks

(S.O. A.). (103, a) Dur. The soil is of a poorer nature, commonly
called water-shaken, Marshall Review (1818) I. 131 ; Rotation

is not likely to be carried out on the water-shaken lands, ib. 149.

w.Yks.1 (b) s.Lan.1 (104) Lake!. 2
, Shr. 1 (105) War.3 Wor.

The peasantry call . . . natural rills 'water shuts, 'Allies Antiq.Flk-

Lore (1840) 284, ed. 1852. (106) Nrf. When the crescent moon is

in a certain position it is said ' the mune lays water-shutin,' Cozens-

Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 86. (107) Shr.1 ''Ow did yore stack

come off, John, i' the thunder-shower?' 'Well, as luck 'ad it,

we'd'n jest topped up an' made it waiter-shettle afore it come on.'

(108) Lakel. Penrith Obs. (Apr.29, 1902) 6. (109,0) Abd.Alexander

Anderson . . . standing upon the water-side shot this John Dugar
dead, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 198. Frf. The taiken leil thai

ken fow weel On water-sides quha won, Lowson Guidfollow (1890)

342. (6) N.Cy.1, Nhb.1 (no) Nhb.1 (in) n.Yks.2 (us, a)

Lin. 1 (b) n.Lin.1 Corn which has been killed by being flooded is

said to have been water-slain. e.An. 1 The tea or the beer is water-

slain if it be very deficient in strength. In Suffolk undrained wet
land is said to be water-slain ; e.An.2 Is much applied to insipid

fruits, and especially to a particular state of walnuts. Suf.1 (113)

Sc. As peat earth is readily diffused in water and carried off;

wherever it comes again to be deposited, we have water-born

peat, or, as it is sometimes called by our country people, water-

slain-moss, Walker Prise Essays Highl. Soc. II. 13 (Jam.). (114)

Nrf. Ye mean the water-smokes. They dew come sudden, let the

day be ever so clear, White Eng. (1865) I. 193. (115) Nhb.1

(116) Shr.1 Water-spar when reduced to powder is highly poison-

ous, and is therefore much used for destroying rats and other

vermin. (117) n.Lin.1 (118) n.Yks.4,
Lin.1

,
n.Lin.1

,
e.An.1 Nrf.

' Noll will get thewater springe' muttered a fenman, EmersonMarsh

VOL. VI.

Leaves (1898) 188. Suf. e.An. Daily Times (1892). (119) e.An. 1

(120) Der. Team the potatoes or they'll be water squalled (L.W.).
(121) Brks. 1 (122) Nhp. 1 (s.v. Stand). (123) Cum.14 (124)
w.Yks. ~WatsonH//x. (1774)548. Lan. Hefellinto th' wayterstid at
th' back o'th' house, Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) II. 117. e.Lan. 1

,

s.Lan. 1
(125) s.Wil. (G.E.D.) (126) Nhb. 1 (127, a) Kcb. A bit

hearth pave't wi wee water stanes, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901)
244. (6) n.Lin.1 (128) Sc. (Jam.) ; I've seen him gang out ... just to
fill my water stoups, Whitehead Daft Davie (1876) 108, ed. 1894.
e.Sc. A big meal girnel stood, flanked by a pair of wooden water-
stoups, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 207. s.Sc. She seized
her water-stoups and hurried to the public well, Wilson Tales

(1839) V. 10. (129) Nhb. 1 A hollow west of the lake is traversed
by a stratum of limestone full of water-swallow-holes, Hodgson
Nhb. III. 327 note. Der. Marshall Review (1814) IV. 83. (130)
Not.3 (131) It has been water-swauled so (s.v. Swaul). (132)
Hrf. 2 Dev. I ant a-scrubbed tha back-'ouze tii-day ; I've jist gied
'n a lick an' a promish till Zatterday. Tez watter-swate, any'ow !

Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ; It will be water-sweet, even if it isn't lily-

white, Reports Provinc. (1891). (133 a, b) w.Yks. 1 (134, a) Sc.

(A.W.), N.I. 1
, War.3

, Wor. (W.C.B.) Brks. The water-tables are
neither regularly made nor with proper outlets, Marshall Review
(i8i7)V. 73. Ken.', Sus.12 , Hmp. 1

, w.Som. 1
, Dev. 1

, nw.Dev. 1 (b)

Nhb.1
, Chs. 1 Dev. In the Hartland Church Accounts, 1617-8, the

term 'water-tables' is applied to the leaden gutters on the roof of the

church : ' Paid John Saunder for one daies work 14a
7

. for putting in

water tables of lead,' Reports Provinc. (1895). (135, a) Frf. The
hedger resumes his work of water-tabling and scouring ditches,

Stephens FarmBk. (1849) I. 493, ed. 1851. Nhb. 1 Waiter-tyeblin,

the embanking of a hedge by cutting sods and turning them upside

down on the roots of the hawthorn and trimming the edge down-
ward, (b) Dev. 1850, Nov. 9. 2 single horse-buts drawing water-

tabling, 75. od., Reports Provinc. (1895). (136) e.An.1 (137) Sc. All

grasses, which are remarkably rank and luxuriant, are called tath,

. . . water tath, proceeding from excess of moisture, Essays Highl.

Soc. III. 468 (Jam.). (138) n.Cy. Grose (1790) Suppl. w.Yks. I

keep hevin' t'water-tawms (S.P.U.) ; w.Yks.12 Lan. Awd two
or three wetur-tawms, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1740) 34.

e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1 , Chs. 1

, nw.Der. 1
, n.Lin. 1 (139) w.Yks. Thoresey

Lett. (1703). (140) Sh.I. (J.S.), S. & Ork. 1
,
Cai. 1 (141) Nhb.,

Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). (142) Lan. (C.T.B.) (143)
Rxb. When a family make their own candles, after the regular

operation is ended, there is generally some tallow left in the pot,

swimming in a scum on the top of the water. Into this, for licking

it up, a few wicks are immersed ;
which having much to do for

accomplishing the purpose in view, because of their frequent

passage through the water, are significantly called water-waders

(Jam.). (144) Kcb. He had a choice of two vintages—watter-

watter and wal'-watter—that is to say, water from the stream or

from the well, Muir Muncraig (1900) 64: (145) Sh.I. Wir Eppie

is a pflr watter-wik thing (J.S.) ; S. & Ork. 1 (146) Lakel.2 They're
watter wieren t'beck. Wm. They're watter-wearin doon e'

t'boddums (B.K.). (147) S. & Ork.1 (148) m.Yks. 1 Made of flour

and water, with salt added. The poor people are apt to be shy in

confessing they have ever partaken of this dainty. w.Yks. Made
of leavened dough without suet (M.F.). sw.Lin.1 A boiled dough
pudding, made of a piece of dough, which has been prepared for

a loaf, cut off and boiled. (149) Dev. ' I don't think the floor is

dirty enough to need washing.' . . 'I'd wash un all over, for then

. . . he'll bewat'r-sweet if he isn't wat'r--w'it,' ReportsProvinc. (1891).

(150) w.Yks. 2 In drinkingout of a stream a man is sometimes said

to swallow a water-wolf, which, it is said, lives and grows in his

stomach. (151, a) Hrt. An alder, a withy, a willow or other water-

wood hedge, Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) II. ii. 139. (6) w.Yks.1 (152)

e.Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787). (153) n.Sc. Water-wraiths at

intack drear, Wi' eerie yamour, Tarras Poems (1804) 40 (Jam.).

Bch. Ye wou'd hae taen me for a water-wraith, or some gruous

ghaist, Forbes Jrn. (1785) 4. Kcd. Grant Lays (1884) 50. Lnk.

For water-waith or fabled spunkie, When primed, I carena by, »

drunkie, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 11. Slk. Borland Yarrow

(1890) 75.

2. Comb, in plant-names : (1) Water-agrimony, the

common hemp agrimony, Enpatorium cannabinmn
; (2)

-anemone, the ivy-leaved crowfoot, Ranunculus hederaceus;

(3) -bells, the white water-lily, Nymphaea alba
; (4)

betony, the water figwort, Scrophularia aquatica
; (5)

bleb, the marsh marigold, Caltha palustris
; (6) -blinks,

the water chickweed, Montia fontana ; (7) -blob(s, (a)

see (5) ;
(b) the water-lily, esp. the yellow water-lily,

Nuphar lutea
; (8) -blubber, see (5) ; (9) -buttercup, (a)

3^
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see (5) ;

(b) the lesser spearwort, Ranunculus Flammula
;

(10) -caltrops, the curly pondweed, Potamogeton crispus

;

(11) -case, the marshwort, Helosciadium nodiflorum
; (12)

cuckoo, the cuckoo-flower, Cardamine pratensis; (13)
-docken, the common butter-bur, Petasites vulgaris

; (14)
-elder, (a) the guelder-rose, Viburnum Opulus

;
(b) the

dwarf-elder, Sambucus Ebulus
; (15) -gladiole, the water

lobelia, Lobelia Dortmanna; (16) -goggles, see (5); (17)
-golland or -gowland, (a) see (5) ;

(b) the yellow water-
lily, Nuphar lutea

; (18) -gowan, see (5) ; (19) -grass, (a)
the watercress, Nasturtium officinale ;

(b) var. species of
grass, esp. the meadow soft-grass, Holcus lanatus

;
(c) var.

species of horsetail, Equisetum ; (20) -hemlock, the hem-
lock dropwort, Oenanthe crocata

; (21) -kesh, the wild
angelica, Angelica sylvestris; (22) -kex, the narrow-leaved
water-parsnip, Slum angustifolium

; (23) -lily, (a) the bog
arum, Cat/a palustris; (b) the yellow iris, Iris Pseudacorus

;

(c) the water crowfoot, Ranunculus aquatilis
; (d) see (5)

;

(e) see (12); (24) parsley, see below; (25) -pine, the
water-soldier, Stratiotes aloides

;
(26) -poplar, (a) the black

poplar, Populus nigra
;

{b) the lady poplar, P.fastigiata ;

(27) -poppies, ? the red campion, Lychnis diurna
; (28)

-purpie or -purple, the common brook-lime, Veronica
Beccabunga; (29) -rot, the marsh pennywort, Hydrocotyle
vulgaris

; (30) -sallow, a species of willow
; (31) -sapwort,

see (20) ; (32) -seave, the creeping club-rush, Scirpus
palustris

; (33) -seg, see (23, b)
; (34) -seggrum, the water

ragwort, Senecio aquaticus; (35) -stoup, the periwinkle,
? Vinca major; (361 -tangle, see below; (37) -thistle, the
marsh thistle, Carduus palustris

; (38) -thyme, the
American water-weed, Anacharis Alsinastrum

; (39)
•trefoil, the bog-bean, Menyanthes trifoliata; (40) -twitch,
the fine bent-grass, Agrostis vulgaris

; (41) -violet, the
marsh violet, Viola palustris; (42) -yarrow, the water
violet, Hottonia palustris.

(1) Chs. 1
(2) Wil. 1

(3) n.Cy. (4) Or.I. Wallace Desc.
Ork. (1693) 180, ed. .1883. n.Yks. (R.H.H.), Lei. Ken. Science
Gossip (1881) 21 r. Sus. (5) sw.Lin. 1 So called probably from
the Bleb,— blister or bubble,— like shape of its seed vessels. ' It's

a posy of water-blebs the childer have cropped in the dyke.' (6)
Bnff. The flowers are very small, usually appearing in a half open
state, whence Blinks, Gordon Chron. Keith ( 1 880) 285. (7, a) w.Yks.
Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865); w.-Yks.2 n.Der. There's vi'leth and
pwimrotheth, and big yellow water-blobth down by the water
there, Hall Hathersage (1896) xxxv. Not., Rut. 1

, Lei. 1
, Nhp. 1 2

,

War.3
, Oxf. (G.O.) (b) w.Yks. 12 , Nhp.2 , Wil. 1

, Dor. (8) Glo.1

(9, a) n. & e.Yks. Oxf. Teacher says we are not to call them water-
buttercups : their proper name is marsh-marigold (G.O.). Sur.,
Dev.4 (b) Wit. 1 (10) Cum." (11) Cor. This, under the names
of ' water-case ' and ' pie water-cress,' is made into pies in this
neighbourhood, Quiller-Couch Hist. Polperro (1871) 189; Cor.* 2
(I2l Wil.1 s.Wil. As opposed to the Dry Cuckoo, or Saxifrage
(G.E.D.). (13) Cum.14 (14, a) Bnff. Gordon Chron. Keith

{ 1880)
288. Nhp. Brks. Druce Flora (1897) 256. (b) Nhp.1 (15) Cum.4
(16) Oxf. (17, a) s.Sc, n.Cy., Nhb. 1

, Yks. (6) ne.Yks. 1 (s.v.
Gowland). (18) Cum.14 (19, a) N.I.1 (b) Man. I'd follow him
now till water-grass grew in the heart of the fire, Barry Wizard's
Knot (1901) 64. n.Yks. (I.W.) Glo. The name appears . . .

extended to several other grasses which come up as natural weeds
of the district amongst second year's 'seeds'; but the Holcus,which
is extremely plentiful, is the grass to which the name is especially
given (B. & H.) ; Glo. 1 Nrf. The head-lands are good sound turf,

not black grass, or water-grass, or twitch, but herbage such as a
beast can fatten on, Longman's Mag. (Oct. 1898) 54. (c) War.
(20J Cum., Sus. (21) Cum.14 (22) w.Yks. Lees Flora (1888)
256. (23, a) Chs., Chs. 1

(6) w.Dor. (C.V.G.), Dev.4 (c) Wil. 1

(d) Wil. 1 (e) s.Nrf. (I.W.) (24) Ken. A thick growing plant they
called water- parsley, covered the bottom, Son of Marshes Fishing
Vill. (ed. 1892) 98. (25) Chs. 1 (26, a) w.Som. 1 (b) Som.
w.Soni. 1

(27) Lin. (28) Sc. (Jam.) ; Cresses or water-purpie,
and a bit ait-cake, can serve the Master for breakfast, Scott Bride
of Lam. (1819) xviii. Cum.14 (s.v. Wellink). (29) Chs. 1 (30)
Suf. 1 ^s.v. Sallow). (31) Frf. In damp situations (Enanthe crocata,
water-sapwort, grows, Stephens Farm Bk. (1849) II. 265, ed.
1851. (32) w.Yks. Lees Flora (1888) 454. (33) Yks. (34)
w.Yks. Lees Flora (1888) 292. (35) Edb. From its resemblance
to a pitcher (Jam.). (36) Sur. Sedges, huge water-docks, various
bulrushes, and various water-tangle, Son of Marshes On Sur.

Hills (1891)1 10. (37)Cum.14 (38) Yks.,War.3 Oxf., Brks. Druce
Flora (1897) 465. Cmb. (39) War.3 (40) Cum.14 (41) n.Yks.

(R.H.H.) (42) Yks. [So called because] the leaves are finely

divided like those of the Yarrow.

3. Comb, in the names of birds, insects, &c. : (1) Water-
ask, a newt ; a water-lizard

; (2) -blackbird, the dipper,

Cinclus aquaticus
; (3) -boatman, a water-beetle, ? Noto-

necta glauca ; (4) -bug, a water-beetle
; (5) -clearer, a

water-spider
; (6) -clock, (a) the water-beetle, Dytiscus

marginalis
;

(b) the small water-beetle, Gyrinus natator;

(7) -colley, see (2) ; (8) -cow, see (4) ; (9) -crow, (a) see

(2) ; (b) the coot, Fulica atra
;

(c) the great northern
diver, Colymbus glacialis

; (d) the cormorant, Phalacro-
corax carbo

; (10) -dog, the water-rat, Arvicola amphibius;
(11) -eagle, obs., the osprey, Pandion haliaetus; (12) -eft

or -evvet, see (1) ; (13) -fox, the grayling, Thymallus
vulgaris; (14) -galls, jelly-fish; (15) -hen, the moorhen,
Gallinula chloropus

; (16) -horse, a name given to the
family Hydrometridae of the order Hemipiera ; (17)
•laverock, the common sandpiper, Tringoides hypoleucus;
(18) -mouse, see (10) ; (19) -nannie, the sedge-warbler,
Acrocephalus phragmitis; (20) -ousel, (21) -peggie, (22)
•piet, see (2) ; (23) -poot, see (15) ; (24) -ranny, the short-
tailed field-mouse

; (25) -skater, see below
; (26) -span,

see (5) ; (27) -sparrow, («) see (19) ; (b) the reed-warbler,
Acrocephalus sireperus

;
(c) the reed-bunting, Emberisa

schoeniclus
; (28) -thrush, see (2) ; (29) -tie, (30) -ti-wag-

tail, (31) -wag or -waggie, (32) -waggits, (33) -wash-
disher, the wagtail, Motacilla lugubris.

(1) Ir. She's not the fool, anyway, to be dhrinkin' out o' wather-
pools thick wid them black wather-asks, that 'ud lep down your
throath as soon as look at you, Barlow Idylls (1892) 114.
Cum.14

, w.Yks. (J.W.) (2) Sc, Ir. So called from its diving
propensities . . . combined with its dark back, Swainson Birds
(1885)30. (3) Sus. (G.A.W.)

(4)War.(J.R.W.) Som.W. &J.
Gl. (1873). (5) Nhb. 1

(6, a) n.Yks.' (s.v. Clock), (b) Cum.4 (7)
Wil. Smith Birds (1887) 127. Som. Swainson ib. w.Som.1 (8)
Bnff. 1

(9, a) Sc. Statist. Ace. XVII. 249 (Jam.). Frf. Agric.
Surv. App. 43 (ib.). Per. See the jolly water-craw, A happy bird
is he, Wi' a collar roond his neck As white as white can be,
Edwards Strathearn Lyrics (1889) 71. s.Sc. The water-craw,
upon her stone, Wi' breast of virgin snow, Watson Border Bards
( l859) 43- Lth. Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) 298. Nhb. 1

Wm. Swainson ib. ; Wm. 1 n. & e.Yks. Yks. Wkly. Post (Dec. 3r,
1898). Dev. Zoologist (1854) XII. 4255. Cor. Rodd Birds (1880)
315. ib) Dmf. [So called] from its black plumage, Swainson
ib. 178. m.Yks. 1 (c) Dmf, Cum. Macpherson Hist. Wild-fowling
(1897) 209. (d) Cum.4 (10) Bnff. The whins, .and birds, and
water-dogs at Daiddie Brown's burnie, will be a' langin to see ye
again, Smiles Natur. (1876) I. 15, ed. 1879. (n) Sc. Swainson
ib. 141. (12) Brks. 1

, I.W.1 e.Dev. Minnies, water-efts, snails,
Jane Lordship (1897) 189. (13) War.3

(14) Ken.1 (15) Lth.
The water-craws an' the water-hens Jouk about in the bed o' the
Blinkie, Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) 298. Edb. Pennecuik
Wks. (J715) 106, ed. 1815. w.Yks. (J.W.), ne.Lan.1

, Chs 3
w.Wor. Berrows Jrn. (Mar. 3, 1888). Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad
jVr/(i893)49. WH.Thurn Birds(i810) 49. (16) Bnff. 1 (17) Rxb
Swainson ib. 196. (18) Sc. Edb. Mag. (July 1819) 505 (Jam )Cum.4 (r9) Cum. 4

(20) Sc. (A.W.) w.Yks. Water ouzels builds
early (A.C.). War. 3 w.Wor. Berrow's Jrn. (Mar. 3, 1888). Glo.
Water-ousels or dippers are scarce, Gibes Cotswold Vill. (1898)
103. Som. The whistle of a distant water-ouzel fell pleasantly on
his ear, Raymond Good Souls (1901) 301. (21) Dmf. Swainson
ib 30. (22) Sc. ib. Ayr. The water-pyet, this morning, was
skimmin amang its tinted leaves and the seggan waving at the
water-lip Service Notandums (1890) 45. Slk. The flittin and

1849. (25) Or.I. Long-legged water-skaters dart to and fro among
the floating weeds on the surface of the stagnant ditches Long-
man's Mag. (July 1898) 266. (26) w.Yks. 2

(27, a) Sh'r i (M
Shr.1

,
Wil. 1 (c) Shr.12 (28) Cor. Swainson ib. 30. (29) Cum 24

(30) Wm. Penrith Obs. (May 11, 1897). (31) Abd. To snare The
spurgies wi' a trap o' bricks, an' water-wags wi' hair, Anderson
Rhymes (ed. 1867) 189. Per. Bobbin' thro' the reel Like a water-
waggie, Ford Harp (1893) 159. Nhb. The wee water-waggie's
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away up the burn, Nixon Gateshead Aim, (1883) 3; Nub.1 (32)
w.Wor.1

(33) Bck. Nature Notes, No. 10.

4. Phr. (1) a cold-water man, a total abstainer
; (2) cold-

water religion, the doctrines of the Baptists
; (3) dry water,

water with no spirits in it ; (4) hard water, heavy rain ; (5)
heaven's water, rain

; (6) mall come and peep at the water
stuff, very thin ale

; (7) Paddy's eye-water, whisky or
other spirits

; (8) to be under water, to be in financial

difficulties
; (9) to draw water, see below

; (10) to eat bread
dipped in fried water, to live poorly

; (11) to go down the

water, to go to wrack and ruin ; to be utterly lost as corn
carried away in a flood

; (12) to have all the, or one's, water
on (the wheel, to have as much as one can do ; to have
one's hands full

; (13) to jawp the water, to attempt the
impossible

; (14) to join hands over running water, (15) to

kiss the book across the ivater, to plight troth
; (16) to put the

water on, to baptize
; (17) to take water in one's teeth, to

hesitate
;

(18) water in the head, water on the brain.

(1) ne.Sc. ' Dae ye drink ?
'

' He's a cauld-water man,' said one,
Gordon Northward Ho (1894) 50. (2) Kcb. The teylor starlit tae

argue wi him, an' let him see whaur his caul' water religion wus
a' wrang, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 101. (3) s.Lan. 1 Aw
dunno' like drinkin' droy wayter. (4) Abd. (G.W.) ; Fire wad
hae sma' chance the nicht. It's win' an' hard watter the nicht,

Macdonald Warlock (1882) xiv. (5) w.Yks. 1 'As the heaven's

water sheds or deals,' is a common expression for the boundaries

of manors on the ridge of a hill, where the rain runs on each side

of it, the summit being the boundary. (6) Der. Et's good [ale],

thatten—none o' malt-coom-an-peep-at-th'-wayter stuff, Gilchrist
Peakland (1897) 91. (7) Dur. We're squabblin' aboot Paddy's
eye-watter, Guthrie Kitty Fagan (T900) 206. Der. ' He fancies

Paddy's eye-watter best.' 'An' he shall hev et. Sarah—two-

pennorth o' gin,' Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 121. (8) Som. He's
under water already, and one fine day somebody'll push un down,
Raymond Gent. Upcott (1893) 24. (9) s.Wor. A've alius said as 't

ud be suer to rahin when the sun drahs waater 0' the marnin'

(H.K.). (10) Cor. I'll eat bread dipped in fried water afore she
shall be beholden to strangers, Harris Faith, 244. (11) Sc.

(Jam.) ; If the life of the dear bairn, . . and Jeanie's, and my ain,

. . . depended on my asking sic a slave o' Satan to speak a word
for me or them, they should a' gae down the water thegither for

Davie Deans, Scott Midlothian (1818) xii. (12I n.Cy. ' Will he

poo through?' ' He'll hev o' his watter on' (B K.). Cum.4 l'se

gaun to hev awt watter on to beer this bucket, it's sae full.

w.Yks. General White's getten all his wotter on to keep t'Boers

aht o' Ladysmith, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 25, 1899). (13) Kxb.

Well, I doot you're just jawpin' the water, for it's a' thegither

irregular, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 217. (14) Cor. (M.A.C.);

Benjamin and Polly had joined hands over running water, which
might mean a good deal, Harris Our Cove (1900) 76. (15) w.Sc.

Willie was able to tell his friend that Fannie and he had ' kissed

the book across the water,' Henderson Our Jeames (1898) 342.

(16) n.Ir. If ye happen till pit the water on the wee lass last,

she'll hev the whuskers, an' the boy wull no hev a hair on his

face, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 94. (17) e.Fif. She had a mind o'

her ain aboot a hantle o' things an' didna tak water in her teeth

to say what she thocht, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) viii. (18) Sc.

(A.W.) Lnk. The laddie's got the watter in the heid, Murdoch
Readings (1895) III. 30. w.Yks. (J.W.)

5. A river; a fairly large body of running water; a

stream ; a brook.

Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. The water of Isla that runs through it,

Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 8. Frf. Yestreen the water was in

spate, Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 243. Ags. North Esk is most

commonly called The Nord watter, and South Esk, The Soud
watter (Jam.). Ayr. The water o' Caaf is a burn that comes doon

from the Baidland Hills, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 73.

Edb. Larger streams are called Waters. Tweed is our only water

designed River, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) in, ed. 1815. Dmf.

James Kennedy Poems (1833) 44. N.I. 1 The six-mile water.

Dur. 1
, w.Yks.124 Lan. It winds by a rindlin' wayter side,

Harland Lyrics (1866) 108. ne.Lan.1
,
w.Som. 1

, nw.Dev. 1

6. A lake ; a tarn ; a pool in a river.

Or.I. Two fresh water lochs . . . bear the names of ' Hilliel's

Water' and 'Hoglan's Water,' Fergusson Rambles (1884) 16.

CId Until they cam' to Clyde water, The deepest place in Clyde,

Nimmo Sngs. and Ballads (1882) 158. Lakel. It's a' nabs and

neuks is Windermer Watter, Collingwood Lake Counties, 28.

Cum.4', n.Yks. (C.F.), w.Yks. (C.C.R.), n.Lan. 1

7. A wave ; a heavy sea.
Sh.I. Just as we gae sail, he made a watter aff 0' da fare kaib,

Hiebert Desc. Sh.I. (1822) 224, ed. 1891 ; S. & Ork. 1

8. Dew.
Wm. Ther's a varra heavy watter on, we'll nut breck oot tell it's

rizzen (B.K.).

9. A disease in sheep ; the same as ' shell-sickness,' q.v.

Sh.I. Agric. Surv. App. 47 (Jam.) ; S. & Ork.1

10. Obs. The banks of a river ; the inhabitants of the
district bordering on a river.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Gar warn the water braid and wide, Gar warn it

sune and hastilie, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) II. 8, ed. 1848; To
raise the water was to alarm those who lived along its side, ib.

(ed. 1803) 109 note (Jam.). Nhb. The Coquet Water. The
Northumbrians use the above expression in a peculiar sense

;

signifying thereby the district of the country immediately adjoining

the river bearing that name, Denham Tracts (ed. 1892) 313.

11. pi. With the def. art. : a watering-place, whether the

seaside or an inland spa.
Lin. 1 They have all gone to the waters. n.Lin.1 That bairn o'

thine looks badly; I'd tak' him to Cleethorpes, to th' watters a

bit, if I was thoo. Mrs. wantid to goa to th' watters, bud she

dar n't goa far fra' hoame, soa she went an' lodg'd at th' ' Dog an'

Gun,' at East Butterwick, by th' Trent-side. Shr.1

12. v. In phr. (1) to water the corn, to wash down one's

food
; (2) — the flax, to place flax-stalks in deep pools with

poles weighted to keep them under
; (3) — the mouth, to

make the mouth water.
(1) Cld. ' D'ye think we'd be waur o' a mouthfu' O' gude nappy

yill and a bun?' 'Wi' a' my heart; I'm willing; It's best to

water the corn,' Nimmo Sngs. and Ballads (1882) 196. (2) w.Som. 1

(3) Ayr. I mind sin' the blink o' a canty quean Could watered

your mou and lichtit your e'en, Ballads and Sngs. (1846-7) I. 90.

WATERAN, sb. Yks. A weight of 6 lb. A dial,

form of ' quartern,' q.v.

w.Yks. A weight of 6 lb., used in the manufacturing business,

and by which the people of Pudsey are said to buy their beef for

the annual feast, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 8, 1884).

WATERCRESS, sb. Cum. The large bitter cress,

Cardamine amara. (B. & H.)

WATERING.^*. Sc. Cum.Sur. 1. In comp. Watering-
dub, a drinking-place.
Cum. The beck we heard thundering by to the watering-dub,

Cornh. Mag. (Oct. 1890) 380.

2. Drink for a horse.
Rnf. I gied my beast wat'ring and corning, Wi' twa heaped

hanfu' o' beans, Webster Rhymes (1835) 4.

3. pi. Dikes which drain a marsh.
Sur. The waterings. are wide and numerous, Jennings Field

Paths (1884) 4.

WATERLOO, sb. and v. Sc. Lan. In forms Wattirloo
Bnff. 1

;
Wayterloo s.Lan. 1

1. sb. In comp. Waterloo-
porridge, (1) oatmeal porridge made with water only

; (2)

Jig. a good beating.

(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) ib. He gan her Wayterloo-porritch when they

geet whoam.
2. v. To overcome, esp. by strong drink. Bnff.1

WATER-WELL, see Warty-well.

WATERY, adj. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lin.

Nhp. Cor. Also in forms waitery Nhb. 1
;
wattery Sh.I.

Cum.14 Cor.2
; watther Ir. e.Yks. 1

;
wattir Bnff. 1

1. adj. In comb. (1) Watery-haul, see below
; (2) -like,

of the weather: dull and cloudy; threatening rain; (3)

-lonnin, a neglected lane, along which water is allowed to

run
; (4) -nebbit, having a pale and sickly countenance

;

(5) -pleeps, (a) the common sandpiper, Tringoides hypo-

leucus
;

(b) the redshank, Totanus calidris
; (6j -pox, the

chickenpox ; (7) -rime, a heavy dew when the ther-

mometerisonlyjustabovefreezing point; (8) -sunshine, the

sun seen with a halo round it, portending wet
; (9) -swirl,

see below; (10) -wagtail, (a) the pied wagtail, Motacilla

lugubris; (b) the yellow wagtail, M. Raii.

(1) Cor.3 Jesting phrase of fishermen when an amateur, imagining

a bite, hauls in the line and finds he is deceived. (2) Cum. 14
,

n.Yks. 2
,
e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.), w.Yks. (J.W.) (3) Cum.14

(4) Bnff. 1
, Cld. (Jam.) (5, a) Or.I. Swaikson Birds (1885) 196.

{b) ib. 197. (6) e.Fif. Disquiseetions on teethin', watery-pox,

3 F2
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measles, an' chin-cough, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxiii. (7)
n.Lin. 1

(8) Nhp. 1
(9) Sh.I. In selecting a new boat, the service

of an expert was commonly required to examine the bflrds, in
order to detect the presence of windy knots or wattery-swirls in

the wood. The presence of these indicated that the boat was
liable to stflra-brooken, i.e. blown up by the wind on land, or
misfOrn at sea, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 126; Certain marks in
the grain of wood that were supposed to betoken an accident to
the boat that had planks with such marks (J.S.). (10, a) Nhb.1

(s.v. Water), Cum* ib) Abd. Swainson ib. 45.
2. Wet.
Dwn. A maun tramp the watthery road An' beg my lanesome

way, Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 61.

3. Faint and hungry. Cor. 2 I'm feeling very wattery.

4. sb. The pied wagtail, Motacilla lugubris. Frf. Swain-
son ib. 43.

WATH, sb. Sc. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin. Also
written warth N.Cy. 1 w.Yks. 1 Lan. Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1

; and in

form waith n.Lin. 1 [wajj.] 1. A ford.
Dmf. The Solway Firth or Booness Wath, Stalist. Ace. II. 15

(Jam.). N.Cy.12 , Dur.1
, Lakel. 12 Cum. Are not the waths all

watched? Powley Echoes Cum. (1875) 109; Cum.4 Wm. Kirby
Stephen Messenger (Apr. 1891). n.Yks. 1234 ne.Yks. 1 Obs. except
as a place-name. e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Doon through t'Nar sleets, ta
t'Wath, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 289; w.Yks.1 Lan.
Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 115. ne.Lan. 1

, Lin. 1
, n.Lin.1 sw.Lin.1

Occurring in place names.
2. Comp. (1) Wath-gate, the direction of a ford. n.Yks.2

;

(2) -way, a ford. e.Lin. (G.G.W.)
[Wattbe, foord, vadum, Levins Manip. (1570). ON.

vad, a wading-place
; a ford across a river or creek (Vig-

fusson).]

WATH, see Warth, Weath.
WATHSTEAD, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Lin. Also in forms

warstead N.Cy.2
; wharfsteead w.Yks. 1 A ford. See

Wath.
N.Cy. 2 n.Yks. For digging of a pitt in a wath-stead, called

Crooke-holme Wath, Quarter Sess. Rec. (Jan. 9, 1615) in N. R.
Rec. Soc. II. 112. w.Yks. 1 Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes
(1884) 375 ; Lin. 1

, n.Lin.1

WATLING-STREET-THISTLE,s6. Nhp. 1 The dane-
weed, Eryngium campestre.
A name which it receives from the Watling Street being its

only known habitat.

WATRECK, int. Obs. Lth. (Jam.) An exclamation,
esp. of astonishment or commiseration.
WATSAIL, WATSHERD, see Wassail, Wet-shod.
WATTIE, sb. Obs. Ags. (Jam.) A blow.
WATTILL, see Wottle.
WATTLE, sb.

1 and v.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also written whattle Glo.12 ; and in form waddle
Hr't. Ken. [wa'tl, wo-tl.] 1. 5*. In comb. (1) Wattle-
and-dab or -daub, a building of hurdle-work plastered with
clay mixed with straw ; lath and plaster work

; (2) -boy,
obs., a pikeman in the Rebellion of 1798 ; (3) -gate, a
hurdle made of split wood.

(1) Lan. A dwelling for the young couple, of clay and wood,
what is called post and petrel, or wattle and daub, Harland &
Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 263. Chs. 13

, Der.2
, nw.Der. 1

, Nhp. 1
,

War.123
,
se.Wor. 1 Shr.1 Wattle-and-dab cottages were con-

structed on this wise : standards were erected, between them
twigs and branchlets were interwoven, and then moistened clay
was ' dabbed ' upon these ' wooden walls,' within and without,
and smoothed on each side. Dwelling-places of Wattle-and-dab
were an improvement on the clod hut. Glo.12 Bdf. Batchelor
Agric. (1813) 21. Hrt. (B.K.) s.Hmp. To the little house,
'wattle and dab,' half timber, half mud, Verney L. Lisle (1870) x.

Som. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 461. (2) Wxf. Instantly recognised
by one of the Wattle boys, as the pikemen were then called,

Barrington Sketches (1827-32) III. xx. (3) Ken. (G.B.), Ken. 1

2. A twig
; a rod or staff; a billet of wood.

Elg. A lifie bit beastie was she ; She needed nae wattle to
punish, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (June 25, 1898). Ayr. Nae whip
nor spur, but just a wattle O' saugh or hazel, Burns Farmer's
Salutation, st. 10. Lth. Nae jockey's whup, nor drover's wattle,
Can frighten thee, Ballantine Poems (1856) 66. Bwk. (Jam.)
Don. Sturdily stepping out, with his oak wattle in his fist, Mac-
manus Bend ofRoad (1898) 140. m.Yks.1

3. pi. The rods laid on the timber framework of a roof to

lay the thatch on ; interwoven osiers.

Dmf. Frae the wattles dead-drops spatter'd, Johnstone Poems

(1820) 92. n.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Yks.12 e.Yks. Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1788). m.Yks. 1

, s.Lan.1, Nhp.1
,
se.Wor.1

4. An entanglement, as ofa line, thread, &c. Cai.1

5. A lock of hair.

Lan. There's a wo'ld o' grandery i' thoose silver wattles o' his,

Muli.ins Thrums, 27.

6. The ear ; also in slang use.
s.Chs. 1 Ahy)l waa-rm dhi waat'l fo)dhi.

Hence Wattle-warch, sb. the earache, ib. 7. ? The
lower part of the face.

Som. Young Jack grew red in the wattle, Raymond No Soul

(1899) 302.

8. //. The teat-like excrescences from the cheeks of
swine ; loose, hanging flesh. n.Cy. (Hall.), N.Cy.1

[Levins Manip. (1570).]
9. A clergyman's bands.
w.Yks. Mally wesht an irand hiz white gaan an wattles for him,

Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1853) 33.

10. Phr. (1) to drop one's wattles, (2) to hang one's wattles,

(3) to let one's wattles down, to be put out of countenance.
(1) n.Lan. He dropped his wattles (R.H.H.). (2) Wm. It

meead him hing his wattles a bit (B.K.). (3) Lakel. 2 Nivver let

thi wattles doon ower a thing like that min.

11. v. Obs. To cover a roof "with tiles. n.Cy. (K.)

12. To beat ; to give repeated blows or taps on the body.
Gall. Lauderdale Poems (1796) 40. Der.2 , nw.Der. 1 Nhp. 1 I

wattled him well. He got a rare good wattling. War.3
, Wor. (E.S.

)

WATTLE, sb.2 Obs. Sh. & Or.I. Also written wattel
(Jam. Suppl.) ; wattell Or.I. ; wattill (Jam. Suppl.). A
particular tax or duty ; see below.

Sh.I. They pay a duty named Wattle, in commemoration of the
prayers of a good sainted lady, which the Shetlanders, in Popish
times, purchased as an intercession for their manifold sins, and
which Earl Robert Stuart, a Protestant reformer, contrived to
perpetuate, by inserting in his rental, Hibbert Desc. Sh, I. (1822)
134, ed. 1891 ;

' A duty . . . paid . . . for the maintenance of the
Sheriff yearly when he came to do justice.' It included ' 18
nights meat and drink to him for men and servants; . . converted
... in stock-fish, taking for each night 7 meals of fish, each meal
allowed to 9s. Dense,' Sh. Rental (Jam.) ;

{ib. Suppl.); S. & Ork.1

Said to have been introduced in return for the distribution of holy
water. Or.I. Peterkin Notes (1822) App. 97.

WATTLE, v.
2 Obs. Nhb.1 To drink ; with away

:

to consume in drinking. Cf. swattle, v.
1

The girl's mother lost two butter firkins, They wattell'd away
so much cream, Whittle Insipids.

WATTLE-DAYS, sb. pi. Lin.1 [Not known to our
correspondents.] Work-days.
WATTLING, sb. Nhb. Hmp. w.Cy. Also written

whatlin Hmp. ; and in form wadliag w.Cy. [wa'tlin,
wo'tlin.] 1. A fence or hurdle composed of upright
stakes interwoven with pliable twigs. Hmp. (W.M.E.F.),
w.Cy. (Hall.) 2. The covering of hazel-rods on the
rafters of a house, on which the flags of turf are laid in
thatching. Nhb. 1

WATTY, sb. Sc.Nhb.Wm.Yks. Also written what-e
Nhb.1

; whattie Sc. e.Yks.1 [wa'ti.] 1. In phr. to look
like, Watty to the worm, to look disgusted or reluctant.

n.Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Abd. Lay by man, thir humdrums, And look
nae mair like Watty to the worm ; Gin ye hae promised, what bat
now perform? Ross Helenore (1768) 100, ed. 1812.
2. A simpleton

; an indiscreet or foolish person. See
Daft Watty, s.v. Daft, 2 (1, a).

Nhb.1 What are ye deein, ye daft watty? e.Yks.l w.Yks.
Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 25, 1899).
3. The pied wagtail, Motacilla lugubris; also in comp.
Wattie-wagtail. Sc. Mackay. Wm. Swainson Birds
(1885) 43. 4. The whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea ; also in
comb. What-e-whey-bird. e.Lth. Swainson z'6.23. Nhb 1

5. Obs. An eel. Rxb. (Jam.)
WATTY.4 War. Wor. Glo. [wo'ti.] Left-handed;

also in comb. Watty-handed. War.3
, w.Wor. 1 se.Wor.1

,

s.Wor. 1
, Glo.1

WATTY, WAU, see Wat, sb.
1
, Waugh, Wogh.
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WAUALL, sb. Nhb. Yks. Also in forms wall Yks.

;

wowl Nhb.1
1. The claw-like projection a little above

the foot of a dog.
Nhb.1 Shepherds usually amputate the waualls of whelps which

are intended to be kept ; for, if allowed to remain, the dog is

liable to be caught by the wauall and injured when on heathery
ground.

2. The horny portion of a horse's foot. w.Yks. (B.K.)
WAUBLE, WAUCH, see Wobble, v.

1
, Wack, adj.,

Waugh.
WAUCHLE, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Also in forms

wachel Sc. ; wachle Sc. (Jam.) ; waichle, waughle Sc.

;

wochle Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1
[w^'xl.] 1. v. To move back-

wards and forwards or from side to side ; to stagger ; to
waddle.

Sc. (Jam.) ; When is there to be an end o't, quo' Wylie, when
he wauchlet through the midden, Henderson Prov. (1832) 143,
ed. 1881. Bnff. 1 w.Sc. Ay aften I'm muckle behadden to you,
While waughlin' alang between sober and fou, Carrick Laird of
Logan (1835) 258. Cld. (Jam.) Edb. Just waughle your way to

the byre the best way ye can, Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875)
39. Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 428. Nhb. Wi' hirplin'

gait and sidelin' wauchlin' He slid awa', Strang Earth Fiend
(1892) 13.

2. Obs. To walk in a fatigued manner ; to fatigue very
much.
Lnk. The road wauchlit him gay and sair (Jam.). Gall. Sair

wauchled the hizzies were or they gat hame, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 79, ed. 1876; ib. 467.

3. Fig. To struggle, strive ; to contend with difficulties.

Sc. Lang may he wauchle on through this world, Whistle Binkie

(1878)1. g6(jAM.. Suppl.). Bnff. 1 Frf.Haivertawa'—sairforfouchen
—wauchled throwe, Inglis Ain Flk. (1895) 182. Ayr. Laing
Poems (1894) 26.

4. Obs. To puzzle. Lnk. That question wauchlit him (Jam.).

5. sb. A staggering or unsteady movement. Sc. (Jam.
Suppl.), Bnff.1 6. Phr. to be off the wauchle, to stop
walking, to be ' off the trot.'

Kcb. He'll nae doot be awa howkin' hornics or huntin' for

bum-clocks. Deil o' me if he's ever off the wauchle, Armstrong
Kirkiebrae (1896) 167.

7. A struggle ; a difficulty ; weary work.
Sc. He has had a sair wachle a' his days (Jam. Suppl.). Bnff. 1

She hid a sair wochle through the snaw wee hir bairn. Cld. (Jam.)

8. A weak and laborious person. Bnff. 1

WAUCHT, see Waught, Weight, sb.2

WAUD, WAUDEN, see Wad, sb.
3

, Wold, sb., Waden.
WAUF, WAUF(F, see Waugh, Waff, adj.2, v.

1

WAUFLE, v. and sb. Obs. or obsol. Cld. (Jam.)
1. v. To waver in the air as snow, chaff, or any light

substance. See Waffle, v.
1

2. sb. A slight fall of snow.
' WAUGH, adj. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. Lin. Also in forms waff Nhb.1 Dur. Lakel. 2 Cum.14

Wm. n.Yks.14 ne.Yks. 1 e.Yks. 1 n.Lan.1 ne.Lan.1 Lin.1

n.Lin.1 sw.Lin.1
; wagh Sc. (Jam.); warf Lakel.2 Wm.

;

wan w.Yks. ; wauch Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1
; wauf Nhb. 1

n.Yks.1 24 ne.Yks.1 m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1 ne.Lan.1
; waw e.Yks. 1

;

woaf, woff w.Yks.3
; wogh Sc. (Jam.) ; wow Lakel. 2

n.Yks.2 m.Yks.1 [wgf, woaf; waf, wof.] 1. adj. Insipid,

tasteless, unsavoury. See Wallow, adj.

n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 ' Poor wauf stuff,' weak tea ; n.Yks.4 w.Yks.

(J.W.) ; w.Yks.1
; w.Yks. 3 If you had put some pepper and salt in

it, it would not ha' been so woaf.

Hence (1) Waufish, adj. insipid, tasteless, weak
; (2)

Waufishness, sb. insipidity, tastelessness; (3) Waufy, adj.,

see (1).

(i) n.Yks.124 , e.Yks.1
, m.Yks.1

(2) m.Yks.1
(3) n.Yks.124

,

e.Yks. 1
, n.Lan. 1

, Lin. (Hall.)

2. Sickening to the taste; musty, stale; smelling ofdamp.
Sc. Having a heavy, damp, unwholesome smell, as that of a newly-

opened grave (Jam.) ; I think she'll no put owre this night. The
wauch earth smell is about her already, Saxon and Gael (1814) III.

189 (ib.). Ben. It had an ugly knaggim an a wauch wa-gang,

Forbes Jrn. (1742) 14. Ags. Linens that have not been properly

dried, when suffered to lie in this state for a time, are said to

contract a wauch smell (Jam.). Lakel. 2 Cum.4 A pantry smells

warf, Pen. Obs. (June 7, 1898). Wm. (B.K.) n.Yks.2 It has a

wauf smell. w.Yks. There's something wrong with this meat, it

tastes wauf (M.N.)
; w.Yks. 13

Hence (1) Waufish, adj. sickly, unpleasant to the smell
or taste

; (2) Waufishness, sb. a faint, sickly smell ; (3)
Waugh-mill, sb. a fulling-mill

; (4) Waughy, adj. (a)
swampy, boggy; damp; clammy; (b) see (1).

(i)n. Yks. 2 Rather waufish. e.Yks. 1 (2) n.Yks. 12 (3) w.Yks.
Thoresby Lett. (1703) ; w.Yks. 3 e.Lan. 1

(4) a) Cld. (Jam.) (6)
Nhb.1 A waffy smell (s.v. Waffle). n.Yks.2 , e.Yks. 1 n.Lin.
Sutton IVds. (1881). ne.Lin. (E.S.), sw.Lin.1

3. Faint, dizzy; sick; weak; dejected; wan and pale, as
when ready to faint.

Bnff. 1 Nhb. 1 Esp. as in the sensation of sea-sickness. n.Yks.124
,

m.Yks.'1 w.Yks. He felt wau in his inside (T.R.E.).

Hence (1) Waufishness, sb. a feeling of faintness or
sickness

; (2) Waughish, (3) Waughy, adj. feeling faint

or sick ; feeble, weak ; weary ; wan, sallow
;
greasy-

looking
; (4) Wowly, adj. slightly indisposed.

(1) n.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1 (2) Cum. 14

, n.Yks. 1 '! 4
, e.Yks. 1

, m.Yks.1
,

w.Yks.1 Lan. I con hardly tell the, I'm—so waughish, Tim Bobbin
View Dial. (ed. 1740) 16 ; Lan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

(3) Lnk. A
wauchie skin (Jam.) ; This word is applied only to the countenance,
and denotes that the person has a sallow and greasy face, Edb.
Mag. (July 1819) 529 (ib.) ; When the bad fairies carried off a child,

they always left one of their own number in its place, generally
described ... as an ill-faur'd wauchie wandocht of a creature, ib.

(Oct. 1818). Gall. On his wauchie arms three claws did meet,
Nicholson Hist. Tales (1843) 8r. Nhb. 1 (s.v. Waffle). Dur.
Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870). Lakel. 2

, Cum. (J.W.O.), Cum.14
Wm. Used in illness, nearly always during convalescence, express-
ing the feebleness, shakiness, and light-headedness after confine-

ment to bed (J M.). n.Yks.4 ne.Yks. 1 T'au'd man's as waffy an'

waakly as owt. e.Yks. This bairn leaks wowy (I.W.) ; e.Yks.1

Thoo nobbut leeaks varry wawy this mawnin' ! w.Yks. Of course
Tom feels waffy after having all those teeth out (F.P.T.). n.Lan. 1

,

Lin. 1 n.Lin.1 Weak in body, esp. when accompanied by a tendency
to faint. ' I felt that waffy, I should hev siled doon upo' th' floor if

missis hed n't gen me sum brandy.' (4) w.Yks. A man or a woman
feels ' wowly ' or sickly when they are scarcely ill enough to lie a-

bed (S.K.C.).

4. Fig. Debased, worthless.
Sc.Waugh fouk (Jam.). Frf.The lower class o' wauch characters

that hing aboot low-class public-hooses, Willock Rosetty Ends
(1886) 102, ed. 1889.

Hence Waffy, adj. silly, weak in mind, maudlin.
Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1 He's real waffy. I ewsed to be mad wi' him, bud

I've cum'd to sea as he can't help it.

5. sb. An unpleasant, weak scent or taste.

n.Cy. (Hall.) Cum. 1 When meat begins to decay it gives out
a waugh ; Cum. 4 e.Yks. 1 A current of air laden with perfume.
A slight foreign flavour in a liquid.

6. Very small beer, or other exceedingly thin drink.
N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1

[1. Cp. Norw. dial, valg, tasteless, insipid (Aasen) ;

EFris. walg, MDu. walghe, ' nausea, fastidium ' (Koolman).]

WAUGH, see Waff, v.
2

, Weigh, Wogh.
WAUGHLE, WAUGHORN, see Wauchle, Waghorn.
WAUGHT, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Lan. Also written

waucht Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms wacht Sc. (Jam.) ; waft
Lan.1 s.Lan. 1

; wauch, waugh Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) [Sc.

wa\t ; Lan. waft] 1. v. To drink deeply ; to quaff.

Sc. A child is said to wacht when sucking so forcibly as to

swallow a considerable quantity at once (Jam.) ; ib. Suppl. ; Now
he's a dyvor, wi' birling and wauchin', Vedder Poems (1842) 78.

Kcd. Packman billies waught their ale, Jamie Effusions (1849) 27.

Slk. For the raven's grown hoarse wi' the waughtin o' blood, Hogg
Poems (ed. 1865) 361.

2. sb. A copious draught ; also usedjig.
Sc. (Jam.) ; She drank it a' up at a waught, Aytoun Ballads

(ed. 1 861) 1 1 . 24. Abd. Tak' ae ither gweed waucht o' 't, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) v. s.Sc. Chaps, wha freely can, Drink waught
about wi' ye o' red lifie port, T. Scott Poems (1798) 365. Ayr.
Drinking wauchts 0' luve frae the glaiket bit lassie's een, Service
Notandums (1890) 41. Lnk. At the Pierian spring The poet taks

a waught, Ramsay Poems (1721) 181. Kcb. The child did breathe
waughts of salt air from the Forth, Mum Muncraig (1-900) 5.

Nhb. I gotten a waught o' the y ill, Richardson Borderer's Table-

bk. (1846) VI. 117 ; Nhb.1 Applied also to the deep thrust of a

weapon. ' They'se get a waught o' a Border spear, That's



WAUGHT [406] WAX
wearisome to bide,' Minstrelsy Eng. Border (1847) 378. Lan. 1 He
took it deawn at a waft. s.Lan. 1 Aw could sup it o at one waft.

WAUGHT, WAUK, WAUKEN, see Weight, sb.
2

,

Wake, v.
1

, Walk, v.
12

, Waken, v., adj.

WAUKERIFE, see Wakerife.
WAUKFERE, adj. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Able to walk

about. See Walk, v.
1

Rnf. He's gayly fail't now, but he's still waukfere.

WAUL, v. Obs. Sc. Also written wawl (Jam.).
1. To gaze wildly ; to roll the eyes.
Sc. The sicht forhow't her waulen een. She lay in the dead-

thraws, Edb. Mag. (Oct. 1818) 328 (Jam.) ; Presently recovering
himself, he wawls on me with his grey een, like a wild cat, Scott
Pirate (1821) xxx. Slk. And waulit ilken ee, Hogg Poems (ed.

1865) 173.

2. To gaze with a drowsy eye. Twd. (Jam.)
[1. OE. wealwidn, to roll (Hall).]

WAUL, adj. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also in form waulie.
Agile, nimble. Twd., Dmf.
WAUL, int. Obs. Sc. An exclamation of sorrow.
Bch. I pegh't, I hegh't, syne cried, Waul ! waul ! Tarras Poems

(1804) 8 (Jam.1.

WAUL, WAULCH, see Wawl, Well, v.
3
, Wallowish.

WAUL(E, see Wale, v?
WAULIESUM, adj. Obs. Sc. Causing sorrow.
Ags. A waesome, wild, wauliesum sight, Beattie Arnha (ed.

1818) 36 (Jam.).

WAULK, WAULM, see Walk, v.
2

, Walm.
WAUM, see Walm, Wawm.
WAUMIS, v. Irel. [Not known to our correspondents.]

Also written waumuss. ?To loiter, saunter; gen. in prp.
Wxf. He met Murtheen Caum waumussing down the road,

Kennedy Banks Bora (1867) 49 ; If you stand waumussing here
you will get drunk looking at the flood, ib. 287; Go waumising'
about through the church", ib. Evenings Duffrey (1869) 373.
WAUMLE, WAUND, see Wamble, Warrant, v.

WAUNT, WAUP, see Want, sb.
2

, Whap, v.

WAUR, v. Sc. Also in form waer Sh.I. With off:

to ward off; to put away, dispel ; to beat off; to defeat.
Sh.I. Doo diisna ken foo blied I am ta see dee or ony body.

Kens doo hit waers ill aff o' me, Sh. News (Sept. 11, 1897).
Dmf. Legislative power tae waur aff That greedy thief, Quinn
Heather (1863) 102. Gall. (J. M.)
WAUR, see Voar, War, adj.*, Ware, sb} 2

WAURDAY, WAURN, see Warday, Warrant, v.

WAUSIE, adj. Sc. Weary ; tired and sore
; bored.

Bnff. (Jam.), Bnff. 1

WAUSPER, WAUT, WAUVE, see Wawsper, Walt,
Welt, sb. 1

, Woat, Whauve.
WAVE, sb. Sh.I. [wev.] A kind of wooden catch

serving as the fastening of a door. (Coll. L.L.B.)
WAVE, v.

1 Cai.1 In form waav. [wev.] In phr. to

waav on one, to signal by a wave of the hand that one is

to come.
WAVE, v.

2 Hrf.2 [wev.] To fail in health.
The poor 'ooman do wave sadly.

WAVE, see Waif.
WAVEL, v. Sc. Also in form waavle Sh.I. [we'vl.]

To move backward and forward
; to stagger ; to wave

Cf. waffle, v,
1

, vavvl.
Sc. He making hands, and gown, and sleives wavel, Half sing-

ing vents this reavel ravel, Cleland Poems (1697) 107 (Jam.).
Sh.I. So up he waavles to da door, Burgess Lowra Biglan

(1896) 56.

WAVELOCK, sb. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) An instrument
for twisting ropes of straw, rushes, &c.
WAVER, sb.

1 n.Cy. Yks. Nhp. e.Cy. Sur. Also
written waiver e.Cy. ; and in form -weaver w.Yks.2

[we'vsfr.] 1. A light breeze; a slight breath of wind.
n.Yks.12, m.Yks. 1 2. A young tree left standing when
the surrounding wood is felled ; a twig shooting from a
fallen tree ; a small waving twig.

n.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Yks. The thriving young trees, which
so left, are very properly called wavers, Tuke Agric. (1800) 186

;

n.Yks.12 , m.Yks. 1 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). w.Yks. 2

Nhp. 1 Ash wavers frequently occur in notices of timber sales.

e.Cy. (Hall.), Sur. (K.)

WAVER, sb? Obs. Yks. Suf. 1. A common pond

serving a whole village. Suf. (Hall.) 2. That part of

Wakefield where the public watering-troughs and the

'pinfold' are. w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865).

WAVER, v.
x Sc. Lin. [we'vafr.] 1. To wave.

^
n.Lin.1 Cloas to dry should n't be left waaverin' aboot by th'

road-side, thaay scares hosses soa.

2. To be slightly delirious. Sc. (Jam.)

WAVER, a2 Not. Lei. War. [we'va(r).] To waive
;

to postpone.
Not. 1 Lei. 1 Yo'd best weever it till middle dee. War.3

WAVEWIND, sb. Nhp. War. Wor. Glo. Oxf. Wil.

Also in forms wavewine Wor. Glo. Oxf.1 Wil. ;
waywind

Nhp.1 War.24 s.War. 1
; waywine War.3 The greater

bindweed, Convolvulus septum, also the field bindweed,

C. arvensis.
Nhp. 1

, War.234, Wor. (E.S.), se.Wor.1, s.Wor. 1 Glo. Morton
Cyclo. Agric. (1863) ; Glo. 1

, Oxf. 1 MS. add. Wil. Morton Cyclo.

Agric. (1863).

WAVLIT, adj. Sh.I. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Slender.

He's sic a wavlit ill-vyndid lookin' objec', Burgess Sketches

(2nd ed.) 30.

WAW, see Wa(a, Wha, int., Wogh, Wow, v.

WAWF, see Waff, adj.2
, Waugh.

WAWKS, sb. pi. Obs. Yks. The corners of the
moustache. w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703). Cf. wick, sb.3

WAWL, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Cum. Yks.
Lan. Brks. e.An. Also written waul ne.Lan. 1

; wawwl
Cum.14

; whaul e.An.1
; and in forms wowal Nhb. 1

;

wowl N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 e.Dur.1 n.Yks.2 e.An.1 [w§l, woal.]
1. v. To cry ; to howl ; to wail, whine ; to squall or mew

as a cat ; also used with about.
Sc. (G.W.), N.Cy.1 Nhb. Wor bits n' yammerin' yeps, That

wowl about wor barrow-way, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 32

;

Nhb. 1 (s.v. Wow), e.Dur. 1
, Lakel. 2

, Cum.14 n.Yks. T'woman
wowls on (I.W.) ; n.Yks.23 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788);
e.Yks.1 , ne.Lan.1 , w.Yks. (J.W.), Brks. 1

, e.An. 1

Hence (1) Wowler, sb. a grumbler
; (2) Wowly, adj.

grumbling.
(1) n.Yks. That woman is a wowler (I.W.) ; n.Yks.2 (2)

n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. sb. A howl ; the wail of an infant ; also^g-. silly talk.

Nhb. Wiv its wowl like a wulf, Chater-^mk. (1869). Cum.14

WAWL, see Waul, v.

WAWM, v. Der. Also written waum Der.2 nw.Der.1

[worn.] To overturn ; a dial, form of ' whelm.'
Der.1 To wawm a thing upon another ; Der. 2, nw.Der.1

WAWNY, see Wony.
WAWSPER, sb. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Also written

wausper ; and in form wasper. A fish-spear ; a ' leister.'

See Waster, sb.2

WAWT, see Walt.
WAX, sb.

1 Var. dial, uses in Eng. [waks, woks.]
1. In phr. as close as any wax, very close.
Cor. Mark stayed more at home, kept to his three-legged stool

as close as any wax, Harris Wheal Veor^igoi) 125; Cor.3

2. Comb. (1) Wax-bant or -bind, (2) -bonds ends, a
shoemaker's waxed thread

; (3) -dolls, the common
fumitory, Fumaria officinalis ; (4) -end, see (2) ; (5) -flower,
the squinancy-wort, Asperula cynanchica

; (6) -spunsends,
see (2); (7) -work, anything fair, beautiful, or delicate,
esp. used in phr. to look like waxwork.

(1) s.Lan.1
, e.An.1 (s.v. Bind). (2) e.An.1 ib. (3) Nhb. Nature

Notes, No. 9; Nhb. 1
, n.Yks. (R.H.H.), War.3

, Hrt. (B. & H.) Ken.l
So called from the doll-like appearance of its little flowers. (4)
N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Tipped with a strong birse, or bristle, to enable it
to be thrust through the holes bored by the elshin, or awl in the
shoe-leather. Cum. 1 w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. '(1865).
nw.Der.1

, se.Wor.1, Oxf. 1 MS. add. Cor. Twisted her end of the
yarn between finger and thumb—like a cobbler twisting a wax-
end, • Q.' Wandering Heath (1895) 85. (5) Dor. (G.E.D.) (6)
e.An. 1

(7) n.Lin.1 'Ah dear m'm, how splendid that fuchsia o'
yours is

; it really looks just like waxwork for sart'n.' Nurses call
babies little waxworks.
3. Animal excrement. s.Chs."



WAX [407] WAY
WAX, v. and sb.

2 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
[waks, woks.] 1. v. To grow ; to increase in size.

Sc. (A.W.) n.Cy. Grose (1790V Nhb. 1 ' He's waxed sair sin aa
seed him last.' 'A hoaf-waxed lad '—half-grown, a hobble-de-hoy.
Dur. 1

, Lakel. 2
, Cum.1 Wm. Ivver fra t'first, Len waxed rarely,

Wilson Daft Watty, in Spec. Dial. (ed. 1880) pt. ii. 43. n.Yks.124

ne.Yks. 1 Often used redundantly. ' Sha waxes an' grows.' e.Yks.1
,

m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Ill -weeds wax fast, Prov. in Brighouse News
(July 23, 1887); w.Yks.1345 Lan. Thornber Hist. Blackpool

(1837) in. n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

, Lin.1 n.Lin.1 Thy bairn waxes
fast, she's taller ivery time I see her. sw.Lin. 1 The plums are

waxing nicedly. Suf.1 'A wax warm. Dor. (C.W.)
Hence (1) Waxen, ppl. adj. nourishing, strengthening

;

(2) Waxen-churnel or -kernel, (3) Waxen-crindle or
-crundle, (4) Waxen-cur], (5) Waxing-churnel or -kernel,

(6) Waxing-curl, sb. a swollen gland, esp.used ofthe glands
in the neck

; (7) Waxing-pains, sb. pi. growing pains
; (8)

Waxy-kornel, sb., see (6).

(1) s.Pem. Ay man, a fella can oork after a good waxen dinner

(W.M.M.). (2) Sc. (Jam.), N.Cy. 1
, n.Yks. 1

, w.Yks. 2
, ne.Lan.1

,

s.Lan. 1
, Chs. 1

, nw.Der.1
, War. (J.R.W.), Dor.1 (3) e.Lan. 1

, Dor.

(C.W.) (4) w.Som.1 Dev. Mother says it is a waxen curl,

Reports Provinc. (1885) No. 5. (5) N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Popularly believed

to be indicative of the increasing growth or waxing of the body
generally. Cum.4 (6) Dev. 'Why idden your little maid agone
tQ skule tu-day, than ?

' 'Aw! poar little blid.'er idden very well.

'Er waxing-curls be down, an' I've abin rubbin' 'um back wi'

'arts'orn an' oil,' Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). (7) Lakel.2 , e.Yks.1

w.Yks. 'Aw doan't knaw what ails my legs, mother ; they du wark.'
1 Tha'U hevit to bide, lad ; tha'rt growin', an' they're waxin' pains,'

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 2, 1899). n.Lin.1 (8) Chs.1

2. Comp. (1) Wax-kernel, a glandular swelling, esp.

used of the glands of the neck
; (2) -pain, a growing pain.

(1) Sc. An indurated gland, or hard gathering, which does not

suppurate ; often in the neck, or in the armpits of growing persons

(Jam.). Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892). Lakel.2 , Cum.4 , n.YkB.124

ne.Yks.1 So called because supposed to be commonest among young
people who are still growing. w.Yks.12 , n.Lan.1 (2) sw.Lin. 1 I

don't know whether it's a waxpain.

3. Obsol. To aggravate. w.Yks. (J.W.) 4. sb. Growth,
stature.

n.Yks.1 ; n.Yks.2 ' They have not got their wax,' their full size.

m.Yks.1 n.Lin. 1 Cattle, gooseberries, and youths, when they have

done growing, are said to hev' getten the'r wax.

Hence a lad (or man) of wax, phr. a clever, promising,

smart lad or man.
Dur. 1 w.Yks.12 ; w.Yks.4 Never used except where something

ludicrous is intended. Suf. 1

[1. OE. weaxan, to grow, increase (Hall).]

WAX, see Whack, v.
1

WAXE, sb. Lei. [Not known to our correspondents.]

Wood. (Hall.)
WAXIN, sb. Nhb.1 [wa'ksin.] An exudation from

the teats of a mare or cow a few days before parturition

takes place ; lit. growing, increasing.

WAXY, adj. War. Won Oxf. [wa'ksi.] 1. In comp.

Waxy-eyed, having the eyes covered with wax.
s.Wor. A be a waxy-eyed owd beggar, an' no mistake (H.K.).

2. Heavy, ' sad.'

War.3 A potato badly boiled, andheavy or ' sad,' is said to be waxy.

Oxf. (G.O.)
WAY, sb., adv. and v.

1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.

and Amer. Also in forms wa Sc. (Jam.) Cai. 1 Bnff. 1

;

waa Sc. S. & Ork.1
; waey Sc. ; wah Suf. 1

; wey Sc.

e.An.1
; wye Sh.I. Abd. [we, wea.] 1. sb. In comb. (1)

Way-berry, the greater plantain, Plantago major; (2)

-bread, {a) see (1) ;
(b) a large wart on cattle or horses

;

(3) -broad, (4) -broad-leaf, (5) -burn-leaf, see (1) ; (6)

corn, oats or barley
; (7) -feeat, the foot or bottom of a

road, as leading to a beach
; (8) -gate, (a) a gate across a

road ; (b) a path to a given place ; a footpath ; also used

fig. ;
(c) a road in a coal-mine ; (d) a private right of way

over another's property
;

(e) room, space
; (/) the ' tail-

race ' of a mill ; (g) headway, speed ; the act of making

progress
; (9) -grass, the knot-grass, Polygonum aviculare;

(10) -hire, obs., payment made for the privilege of passing

through lands over which no right of way existed
; (11)

-kenn'd, well seen or known by the way ; (12) -kenning,

a knowledge of the way
; (13) -leave, a privilege of

passage, esp. for the carriage of coals from a pit
; (14)

-leave rent, rent paid for such a privilege ; see below
;

(15) -man, a traveller
; (16) -pole, (17) -post, a direction-

post; (18) -reave, a superintendent of highways; (19)
•side bread, see (1) ; 420) -thorn, the buckthorn, Rhamnus
catharticus

; (21) -tree, a movable wooden crossbar to

which the traces of husbandry horses are secured ; a
' swingle-tree '

; (22) -wand, an out-of-the-way person
;

a poor lost creature
; (23) -warden, see (18) ; (24) -ward(s,

see below
; (25) -ward supper, see below

; (26) -warner,
see (18) ; (27) -wind, the wild convolvulus, Convolvulus
arvensis

; (28) -wise, experienced, trained ; sharp, wide-
awake ; heedful

; (29) -wizer, a pedometer.

(1) Chs.3 (2, a) Bwk., Rxb. (B. & H.), Gall. (J.M.), N.Cy. 1',

Nhb.1
, Lan. (K.), Chs. 13 , s.Wor. (H.K.) (b) e.An. 1

,
nw.Dev.1 (3)

s.Lan. 1, Wor. (E.S.) (4) se.Wor.1
(5) Lnk. Patrick Plants (1831

)

94. (6) n.Yks. 4
, ne.Yks. 1

(7) n.Yks. 2 (8, a) Lin.1 (b) n.Yks. 2

'That's your way-geeat,' the direction of your road. m.Yks. 1

No man's so hard set as a poor farmer. He can make a waygate
for all that he has, from an egg to a calf. w.Yks. N. &> Q. (1867)

3rd S. xii. 259. (c) w.Yks. (T.T.) {d) n.Lin. 1
(<?) Rxb. (Jam.)

s.Wm. We gave it [a porpoise] its way-gate at last, Hutton Dial.

Storth and Arnside (1760J 1. 41. (/) Sc. He'sawa to sail, Wi'water
in his waygate, An' wind in his tail, Hogg facob. Rel. (1819) I. 24

(Jam.), (g) Lth. He has nae wayget (Jam.). Nhb. 1
. He myeks

little waygate. (9) Ken.1 (10) n.Yks. To save the country the

several rates pay'd by the Riding for way-hires through some
particular countries when the said road is overflowed with water
from the river Swaile, Quarter Sessions Rec. (1747-8) in N. R.

Rec. Soc. VIII. 267. (n)n.Yks.2 'They're a way-kenn'dlot,'i.e.

recognized travellers on that road. (12) Sc. ' He that's ill of his

lodging, is well of his way-kenning,' prov. spoken when I ask my
neighbour a loan, and he tells me that he cannot, but such a one

can, Kelly Prov. (1721) 143 (Jam.). (13) Sc. (A.W.), N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1

Dur. Wi' their royalty-rents an' way-leaves, an' what not, Guthrie
Kitty Fagan (1900) 124. s.Wor. 1 (14) Nhb., Dur. A rent charged

for the privilege of conveying, at the surface, from the pit to the

boundary, coal worked from another royalty by outstroke and

drawn up the pit, Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl. (1849). (15) n.Yks. 2

(16) Sur. The fords and the way-poles are numerous along the

run of the Mole, Son of Marshes On Surrey Hills (1891) 130;
(T.S.C.) (17) Nhp.1 (18) e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) I.

177. (19) Wil. 1 (20) Shr. (B. & H.) (21) Lin. Morton Cyclo.

Agric. (1863). Nhp. 1 (22) Nhb. 1 Aye, she'll be some poor waywand,
aa's warn. (23) Nhb. 1 Appointed annually in each township.

m.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan. 1 Dev. And the waywarden he brought two

stoans out of the road on Farmer Ward's hill, O'Neill Idyls (1892)

28. (24) n.Yks. 1 A suffix to the names of places, towns, &c.,

signifying in the direction of such places or towns. ' Which way
are you going ? ' ' Ah's gannan' Casselton-way-wards ' ; n.Yks. 4

Nrf. What way-wards is yar beloved gorn, O yow feerest amunst

women? Gillett Sng. Sol. (i860) vi. 1. Suf.1 This wah-wad.

(25) Dev. ' Wayward supper ' is a bit of salt fish stewed tender in

milk, or else fried, and always boiled parsnips with it, Sharland
Ways Village (1885) 93. (26) n.Yks.2 (27) Nhp.1 (28) Soni.

Live zo long as he mid, he'll never be way-wise, not a penny to

bless hiszelf an' go a-card playen, Raymond Love and Quiet Life

(1894) 209. w.Som. 1 Said of animals. ' He'll come o' that, he
idn way wise not eet,' i.e. not accustomed to the work, not fully

trained. ' You never can't expect no young 'oss vor to be way-wise
same's a old one.' Dev. A gardener, speaking of his assistant, said,

' He b'aint way-wise, nobody kips him long.' A young half-broken

horse is constantly described as not way-wise, Reports Provinc.

(1891) No. ia. [Amer. If they [women] are too young, they are

hardly way-wise enough to be pleasant, Sam Slick Clockmaker

(!836) 3rd S. ix.] (29) Chs.1

2. Phr. (1) all one way, completely, satisfactorily
; (2) a

long way, a great deal, much
; (3) a' the wye, fair,facin\

naething, a cry at marbles, to prevent an opponent from
throwing his marble short

; (4) aye the ae way, always the

same ; (5) high ways and low ways, in every direction
;

(6) in the way for, ready for
; (7) nae a' the wye, a cry at

marbles to claim the advantage of throwing the marble a

short distance
; (8) one's ways, wast, west, or wusf, used

with a v. of motion :. away ; cf. go, II. 4 (31) ; (9) the way
{that), in order that; (10) — the maggot jumps, the state

of things; (11) — to no place,the way to get nothing done;

(12) to be going all one way, to be dying ; to be sinking
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fast
; (13) to be in a bad way, to be ill

; (14) to be in a big

way, to be proud, elated
; (15) — in a great way with one,

to be much taken, or in love with one
; (16) — in a hinging

way, to be neither ill nor well
; (17) — in a poor way, {a)

see (13) ; (b) to be cross, irritable
; (18) — in a strange

way, (19) — in a way, to be anxious, disturbed in mind,
grieved, vexed, angry

;
(20) to go a great (or little) ways,

to be of much (or little) service
;

(21) to have the way, to

have a fascinating manner
; (22) to look the way one is, to

wish to marry one, to court one
; (23) to put one out of the

way, to disappoint or trouble one
; (24) what way areyou?

or what way are you coming on ? how are you ? how do
you do ?

(i)War. The wound in my head . . . healed all one way, Weyman
Francis Cludde(ed. 1894)116. (a)Sc(A.W.) Cum. It's a Ian g way
better to gang that way, for it's faraway t'bainer way (E.W.P.).

e.Yks.1 It's a lang way betther ti shak hands and payt [part] frinds

then ti fight an knock yan another aboot. w.Yks. ' It's a long way
t'besttogive innah nor wait whol they're [Boers] nearly all killed.'

'Wo'd ta rayther hev a mule nor a donkey?' 'Aye, bi a long

way,' Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 9, 1899). (3) ne.Abd. (W.M.) (4)

Ayr. He's no an ill kin' o' body, aul' Johnnie, ye get him aye juist

the ae way, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 235. (5) Ir. We
sendin' after you high ways and low ways, Barlow Martin's

Company (1896) 99. (6) Lth. He is aye in the way for a crack,

Ballantine Poems (1856) 108. (7) ne.Abd. (W.M.) (8) Sc. (Jam.,
s.v. Wa's) ; It whirlt its wa's ben to the fireside, Chambers Pop.
Rhymes (ed. 1890) 84. Frf., e.Per. (W.A.C.) w. Sc. Carrick
Laird ofLogan (,1835) 172. Ayr. Sit doon your wa's here beside
me at the windock, Service Notandums (1890) 13. Gall. Gang
yer ways ben, minister, Crockett Bog-Myrtle (1895) 267. Nhb. l

' Gan yor ways hyem,' ' Come yor ways here.' Cum. Cum sit

thee ways doon, an give us thee crack, Dickinson Lamplugh
(1856)9. n.Yks. 4 Noogit thiways in. ne.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.4 , s.Chs. 1
,

nw.Der.1 ne.Lin. Go your ways (E.S.). s.Pem. Come thee wast
away on, an' lev' am alone (W.M.M.). Cor.1 Go thee wust home.
w.Cor. So take and go thee west home, Thomas Randigal Rhymes
(1895) 7. (9) Ir. She hid the key the way they mightn't escape
(A.S. -P.) ; I whipt the bag [of money] out of the caddy. . . and
I put in a sizable lump of a stone, the way it wouldn't feel too light,

Barlow East unto West (1898) 283. (10) Cor. ' Arreah ! thou,'

replied Mrs. Brown ;
' that's the way the maggot do jump, es et ?

'

Forfar Wizard (1871) 8. (11) n.Yks. It's way ti neea pleeace
(I. W.). (12) s.Chs. 1

(13) Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks. (J-W.) War.3 She
is in a terribly bad way. (14) s.Chs. 1 —)1 bey in ti big- wee' naay
ee)z tai-n)th prahyz ut)th Chee-z Shoa 1

. (15) N.I. 1 He's in a great

way with her. (16) w.Yks. 1
, Nhp.1

, Hnt. (T.P.F.) (17, a) s.Chs.1

Dh)uwd misis iz in u despiit pdotir wee. (b) Dim yoa thingk
yoa shud goa in ti pootir wee, iv ahy woz tti aak-s yu u kweschtin ?

ib. (18) nXin. 1 (19) Sh.I. Daa hed a lamb 'at he wis in a wye ta

git markit, Sh. News (May 12, 1900). w.Sc. She'll gae clean
distrackit— I hear she's in a sair wey aboot it, Macdonald
Settlement (1869) 165, ed. 1877. Gall. Oor mistress was in a way.
She said it was a lot o' lees, Gallovidian (1901) II. 123. n.Yks.
(I.W.) w.Yks.2 In such a way. Midi. Northall Wd. Bk. (1896).
Not. 1 se.I.in. He was quite in a way about it (J.T.B.). Lei. 1

Nhp.1 She's in such a-way you can't think. War.23 , Oxf. 1 MS.
add., Hnt. (T.P.F.) Nrf. Well, there, I was in a way, Spilling
M. Miggs (1873) 81. w.Som.1 He's in a terr'ble way 'bout the
little maid. n.Dev. Malvina, . . now don't you be in such a way,
Chanter Witch (1896) vi. Cor. 2 Mawther's in a putty way. (20)
n.Lin.1 His impidence duz him noa end o' good among foaks here,

bud ... at th' 'sizes it'll nobbut goa a very little waays. (21) Ant.
Back in me heart wid a kind o' surprise I think how the Irish

girls has the way wid them ! O'Neill Glens 0/Ant. (1900) 52. (22)
e.Sc. She was her mother's daughter, and that fact should have
prevented Jamie 'looking the way she was,' Strain Elmslie's
Drag-net (1900) 215. (23) n.Lin. 1

(24) Abd. (A.W.) nw.Abd.
Fat wye hae ye been this file? Goodwife (1867) st. 21. N.I. 1

3. A mining term : a road in a pit ; a working district
underground. Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr.
Gl. (ed. 1888). 4. The Milky Way.
Nhb. O what is longer than the way, Richardson Borderer's

Table-bk. (1846) VII. 86.

5. pi. Way ; distance.

N.I.1 It's a great ways off. Sur. Maybe 'ee's lost his ways,
Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) III. xvii. Wil. 1 You'll find un a little

ways furder on (s.v. Plurals). w.Som.1
I 'ant no time vor to go

all the ways 'long way ee, but I'll go a little ways. n.Dev.

Up over a track that ways to Witches' Combe, Chanter Witch

(1896) xiv.

6. The direction of; towards; gen. immediately pre-

ceded by a place-name. Freq. used in pi.

Sc. (A.W.) Abd. Foo's the crap lyeukin doon the wye o lurra ?

ALEXANDER/oAK»^G^6(i87i)vi. Ir. Likelyenough I may beallthe

while riding off Sallinmore ways orDrumesk ways as fast as I can

contrive, Barlow Idylls (1892) 167. Nhb. The farmer ' Carlisle-

ways ' with whom he had lived for the last six years, had given

up his farm and retired, Tynedale Studies (1896) v. Cum. 1 He
leevs someway out Wigton way. ne.Yks. 1 In Cleveland the word
' way '

is inserted between place-name and suffix. ' Ah seed him

ganning Danby-way-wards ' (s.v. Wards). w.Yks. Shoo lived

Halifax way, Yks. Wily. Post (Oct. 24, i896\ Oxf. (G.O.) Nrf.

Cause o' them as he wanted to see down Necton ways, Jessopp

Arcady (1887) ii.

7. pi. A part ; a portion.
.

w.Yks. (J.W.) w.Som.1 I baint able vor to meet ee way it all,

but if you'll plase to take two pound, that's a good ways towards it.

8. A saying, saw, tradition.

Abd. Marco Bullion's day wis dry onywye, an' gin th' aul' wye
o' 't be richt, wesud hae a sax weeks o' gweed widder, Abd.

Wkly. Free Press (July 26, 1902).

9. Cause, reason.
Lnk. The way o' a' this bustle, he's gane aff the nicht again by

seven o'clock, Wardrop/. Mathison (1881) 18. Cor.1 The way
I said so ; Cor. 2 ' That is the way I did it,' i.e. that is why I did it.

10. adv. An aphetic form of ' away.'
Sc. Gae wa', gae wa', Scott Midlothian (1818) xxvi. Abd. Gae

'wa', ye haveril, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) iii. Edb. Some
'wa hame on carts was borne To mak' a stack, R. Wilson Poems

(1822) 80.

11. Comb. (1) Way-gang, (a) a departure, parting, leave-

taking ; a social gathering of friends to bid farewell
; Jig.

death
;

(b) a flavour ; an odour ; a disagreeable taste ; a

whiff
;

(c) a faint sound ; a whisper
;

(d) the canal through
which water runs in its course from a mill ; also in phr.

the wa-geng o' the water; (2) -gang crop, the last crop

belonging to a tenant before he leaves a farm ; (3)

-ganging, -gaun, or -going, (a) see (1, a)
;

(b) departing,

outgoing ; cf. away, I. 4 ; (4) -ganging crop or -going
crop, see (2) ; also used Jig. ; (5) -go, obs., a place where a

body of water breaks out
; (6) -lay, (a) obs., to place oneself

in wait ; to hide
;

(b) to lay aside
; (7) -look, the look of

one who looks away from the person with whom he is

speaking ; (8) -pit, the act of sending away ; (9) -pittin,

a burial ; an interment.
(1, a) Sc. Frost and fawshood have baith a dirty waygang,

Ramsay Prov. (1737); (Jam. Suppl.); It's dowie in the hint o'

hairst, At the wa'gang o' the swallow, Chambers Sngs. (1829)
II. 598. e.Fif. The death o' Tibbie's mither, fallow't by that o' her
faither, an' their wa-gang brak the hindmost that bund her
affections to Breeriebuss, Latto Tain Bodkin (1864) xxxi. (6)

S. & Ork.1
, n.Sc. (Jam.) (c) Sh.I. Whin I camta da door I heard

da wa'geng o' a man's voice, Sh. News (Apr. 2, 1898). (d) Lnk.
(Jam.) (2) Sc. Edb. Review (Apr. 1809) 145. n.Sc. (Jam.)

(3, a) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; There is a calm and quietness at the wa'
gaun o' the year, Wright 5c. Life (1897) 73. Sh.I. Yon wadder
'at wis i' da middle o' da 00k is gotten a wagaein", Sh. News
(Dec. 4, 1897). Cai. 1 e.Sc. He may ha'e so putten the words
in my mouth just to ease the wa-gaun o' a faithful servant,
Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) xxiii. w.Sc. Scringe cam the
driver's whip alangside the noddy, and in its waganging gave me
a skelp athort the chaftblade, Carrick Laird of Logan (1835)
276. Ayr. At the wa' gaun the monk gied him some droll advice,
Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 283. Dmf. I'd be laith to get an
ill-name at the very outset of our way-ganging, Hamilton The
Mawkin (1898) 125. (b) Sc. (Jam.), (A.W.), N.Cy.1 (4) Sc. The
out-going tenant has always a way-going crop, which he can
dispose of in two ways, Stephens Farm Bk. (ed. 1849) IL 5 r 3-
s.Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. 1 Where a tenant quits on the 12th of May, he
is allowed to have a crop of corn from off two-thirds of the arable
land; this is called the 'way-going-crop' : the entering tenant
has the straw, and leads the crop into the stack yard, Bailey &
Culley Agric. (1813) 24. Lakel.2 n.Yks. 2 The crop of corn
which an outgoing tenant is entitled to sow and reap in considera-
tion of, and in proportion to, the quantity of land fallowed and
manured by him during the last summer of his occupancy.
' Poor aud Willy's a way-ganning crop,' one whose end is fast
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approaching. m.Yks.1 ne.Lan. 1 A certain proportion of the
corn belonging to the tenant who is leaving a farm. Midi. In the
open field township, the out-going tenant has what is called the
'waygoing crop'—that is, the wheat and spring corn, sown
previously to the quitting, Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) I. 19.

n.Lin. 1
(5) Sc. They use to stop the way-goe of the water, some-

times in the summer, and let the place overflow with water,
Balfour Lett. (1700) 129 (Jam.). (6, a) Sc. The robber then himself
waylaid, That he might rob him if he could, Liddle Poems (1821)
118. (6) Enf. She was a comely woman when we were young
. . . before she was way-laid, Good Wds. (1878) 184. (7) Cld.

(Jam.) (8) Bnff.1 (9) Per. His puir weedy [widow] micht hae
had a better wa-pittin than she got, Fergusson Vill. Poet (1897) 49.

12. v. Reflx. To go.
Yks. I way'd me, N. & Q. (1850) 1st S. i. 473.

WAY, int. and v.
2 Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Lei.

War. Wor. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Ken. Hmp. I.W. Wil.
Som. Dev. Also written wae I.Ma. ; wai Ken.1

; weigh
s.Lan.1

; wey Cum.1 se.Wor.1 Glo. Hmp. ; whay Wil.
Som. Dev.; and in forms waay Wil.; whei w.Yks.

;

whuay War. [we ; wei.] 1. int. A call to a horse to stop.

Sc. (A.W.), Cum. (E.W.P.), Cum. 1 w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds.

(1865) ; w.Yks.2 , s.Lan. 1
, Chs.1

, s.Chs. 1
, Lei.1 (s.v. Horse-language),

War.3
, se.Wor.1 Hrf. They allays said ti the 'osses, ' way !

'

when urn did want um to stop {Coll. L.L.B.). Glo. Morton
Cyclo. Agric. (1863) (s.v. Horses). Oxf.1 MS. add. Hmp. Morton
ib. I.W. The gruff ' Whupo !

' and ' Ways I ' and ' Stand-stills !

'

of the stablemen, Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898) 20; I.W.1 Wil.

Slow Gl. (1892). n.Wil. (E.H.G.) Som. Sweetman Wincanton
Gl. (1885). w.Som.1 Dev. Bowring Lang. (1866) I. pt. v. 27.

nw.Dev.1

Hence Way-wut, int. a call to a horse to stop. Brks.1

2. A call to a horse to come to the near side. Ken.1

3. v. To call ' Way !
' to a horse.

I.Ma. I didn't see him, but I heard him outside the door waein
and woin to his horses (S.M.); 'You're very late on the road,'

he says—and waen and woin, Brown Witch (1889) 3.

WAY, see Wee, Weigh, Woe.
WAYFRON, sb. Nhb.1 The greater plantain, Plan-

tago major, (s.v. Way-bred.)
WAYK, WAYKE, see Waik.
WAYWART, adj. Obs. Sc. Preliminary, warning.
Rnf. I hear, by colley's waywart growl, That black destruction's

gath'ring round us, Webster Rhymes (1835) 32.

WAYWIND, WAYWINE, see Wavewind.
WAYZGOOSE, sb. Dur. Chs. Not. Lei. Lon. Ken.

Hmp. w.Cy. Som. Cor. Also written waysgoose e.Dur. 1
;

wayzegoose Cor.8 ; waze-goose Hmp^ ; and in form
way-goose Chs. 1 w.Cy. w.Som.1 [we'zgus.] 1. A
stubble-goose. Hmp. 1 Cf. wase, sb. 2. An annual

feast, holiday, or trip given to workmen, esp. to printers.

In gen. use all over Eng. among printers.

e.Dur.1 ,
Chs.1 Not. An entertainment given to journeymen

printers at the beginning of winter. An annual dinner of persons

employed in a printing office, Not. & Der. N. & Q. (Jan. 16,

1893) I. No. 4. Lei. N. cV Q. (1876) 5th S. v. 348. Lon.

Buckland Animal Life, 40 ; Graphic (Aug. 24, 1889) 234, col. 3.

Ken. (H.J.A.) ;
(D.W.L.) w.Cy. An entertainment given by an

apprentice to his fellow workmen (Hall.). w.Som. 1 Last

Thursday the workmen employed at the Wellington Weekly

News Office enjoyed their annual wayzgoose, Wellington Wkly.

News (Aug. 16, 1883).

3. A toy windmill fastened to a fruit-tree to frighten

away birds. Cor.3

WAZE, WAZZEN, see Wase, sb., Weasand.
WAZZLE, sb. Wor. [wo'zl.] Drink of any kind.

ne.Wor. (J.W.P.)

WAZZLE, see Wassle, v.

WE, pers. pron. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

rwi; unstressed wi> vra.] I. Dial, forms. (1) Oo, (2)

Wa, (3) Way, (4) Weh, (5) Wey, (6) Wi, (7) Wough.
(1) Slk. I'll tell 'e when 00 wun to Grannie's hoose, Thomson

Drummeldale (1901) 1. Rxb. Oo'll aye be Hawick callants tae the

end o' oor days, Murray Hawick Sngs. (1892) 31. (2) Sc. (J.B.)

Cum x We'll gang when wa like. Wm. O' th' time wa gat th' tee,

Blezard Sngs. (1848) 17. n.Yks.«, ne.Yks.1 Lin. Wa boath

was i' sich a clat, Tennyson Spinsters Sweet-arts (.1885) st. vi.

(3) s.Lan. 1
, Lei.1 26. (4) w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865). (5)

VOL. VI.

Sc. Murray Dial. (1873) 187. m.Yks.1 Introd. 22. s.Chs.1 64.
(6) Nhb. 1 m.Yks.1 Unemphatic, Introd. 22. w.Yks. Wright
Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 116. Lau. Wi should have as good,
Brierley Layrock (1864) iii. e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1

, s.Chs.1 64. Shr. 1

Introd. 47. Glo. Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) vii. (7) Wxf. 1

II. Dial. uses. 1. Emphatic form of the direct or
indirect object.

Nhb.1
' Haw-way wi we.' This is perhaps peculiar to Spittal

and Tweedmouth. s.Stf. To git over men like we with a stoory
so on-likely, Murray Aunt Rachel (ed. 1889) 12. Lei. 1 26. Nhp.
When us is busy, him comes and does a day's work for we
(F.P.T.). War. They ought to have spoken to we, B'ham Wkly.
Post (June 10, 1893) ; War.2 Introd. 15. m.Wor. (J.C.) s.Wor.
It is one [a pigeon] as used to come wisiting we (H.K.). Shr.1

Miss Nellie's bringin' we some vittle, Introd. 47. Glo. He don't

come amongst the like o' we, Gissing Vill. Hampden (1890) I. i.

Brks.1 6. Suf. You can't be gladder to get rid of we, than we
shall be to go, Strickland Old Friends (1864) 9. Sur. Got much
for we? Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. i. Hmp. What good'll it do
we? (H.C.M.B.) n.Wil. Ye do zo charge we, Kite Sng. Sol. (c.

i860) v. 9. Dor. A-crowin' over we, Francis Pastorals (1901) 32.

w.Som. Elworthy Gram. (1877) 33. Dev. Horae Subsecivae

(
r 777) 4- *-or- There'll be wisht weather for we, Harris Our
Cove (1900) 17.

2. Our.
s.Stf. We held we breaths, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895) 23.

Not. 1
, Rut. 1 Lei. 1 Way 'evn't 'ed we teas. Nhp.12 , War.3 Suf.

We had some in we tea, Macmil/an's Mag. (Sept. 1889) 358. Ess.

(CD.)
3. Phr. we are the Romans, or — the rovers, a children's

singing game ; see below.
[The players divide into two sides of about equal numbers, and

form lines. The lines walk forwards and backwards in turn, each

side singing their respective verses alternately. When the last

verse is sung both lines prepare for a fight, Gomme Games (1898)

II. 356.] Frf. Gomme ib. 354. Per. ib. 350, 352-3. Kcb. ib. 352,

355. Kcb., Nhb. In [these] versions the name is 'Cripple Dick';

these words, now considered as the name of a powerful and feared

leader, may indicate [a tribal war], ib. 359. w.Yks. ib. 354. Lan.

ib. 346 ; When the last verse is reached the players all join hands,

form a ring, and dance round while they sing the last verse, ib.

356. Stf. ib. 349. Nhp. ib. 348 ; Sleeves are tucked up previous

to the pretended fight. . . At ' Present ! Shoot ! Bang ! Fire !

'

imitations are given of firing of guns before the actual fight takes

place, ib. 356. Shr. Two sets of players arranged in lines,

advancing and retiring as before. . . It is evident that one side

represents marauding invaders, and the other the defending

garrison, Burne Flk-Lore (1883-6) 517-8. Glo. Gomme ib. 353.
Oxf. (G.O.) Brks. Gomme ib. 347, 356. Cmb. ib. 456. Nrf. ib.

355-6. Ken. ib. 345-6. Ken., Sus., Hmp. The game is said to

date from the alarm of Napoleon's threatened landing on the

coast, ib. 359. Som. ib. 360. [For rhymes and further particulars

see Gomme 343-60, 456.]

WEABEL, WEAD, see Weevil, Wade sb.\ Wood, adj.

WEAK, adj. and v} Sc. Irel. Oxf. Sur. [wlk.]

1. adj. In phr. (1) as weak as well-water, very weak : used
of any weak drink

; (2) a weak head, a headache
; (3) a

weak turn, a fainting-fit. See Waik.
(1) Oxf. This tack's as weak as well-water (G.O.). (2) Sur.

She don't do it much by reason 0' weak head, Bickley Sur. Hills

(1890) II. xv. (3) Sc. (A.W.), N.I. 1

2. v. To weaken.
Lth. Time hasna dimmed my goshawk ee, Nor weak'd my hand,

Ballantine Poems (1856) 190.

WEAK, v? and sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. Wor. Glo. Suf.

Hmp. Also written week Sc. (Jam.) ne.Lan. 1 Wor. Glo. 1

e.Cy. Suf.1
; wheak Sc. (Jam.) Wor. ; wheek w.Yks. 1

e.Lan.1
; and in forms waeak, waeock Abd. ; weeack

Bnff. 1 Bch. Cld. (Jam.) ; weeak Mry. (Jam.) ; weeock,
weeokAbd.; weeuk Mry. (Jam.) [wlk, wisk.] 1. v. To
squeak ; to speak or sing in a thin, squeaky voice ; to

chirp. See Queak.
Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1

, Bch., Cld. (Jam.), w.Yks. 13 ,
ne.Lan.1 , e.Lan.1 ,

Wor. (H.K.), e.Cy. (Hall.), Suf. 1 Hmp. When a little pig utters

a cry of distress, he is said to be weaking about from the sound,

Holloway.
2. Towhine, whimper; to cry; to complain. Cf.veak, sb.2

Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1
, Abd. (G.W.), Cld. (Jam.) s.Wor. My dog

kep' on a weekin' a' night (H.K.). Glo. 1
, Suf. 1
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3. To scream ; to utter a loud cry, as an animal.
Mry., Bch. The neighing of stallions, the bellowing of bulls

when they raise their voices to the highest pitch (Jam.). Abd.
What an idiot ye are to waeock at a mousie's weeok (G.W.).
4. To whistle at intervals. Sc. (Jam.) 5. Of a horse:

to frisk ; to be restive, in the act of being saddled or
mounted. w.Yks. 1 6. sb. A squeak ; a chirp.

Bnff. 1 Bcli. Something gat up, an', wi' a weeack dire, Gaed
flaughtin aff, an' vanish't like a fire, Tarras Poems (1804) 115
(Jam.). Abd. A mousie's weeock (G.W.). Suf.1

7. The feeble cry of a sick child. Suf.1 8. The loud
cry of an animal.
Abd. Sic waeaks as that geet's makin' (G.W.).

9. A little, thin person with a squeaky voice. Bnff.1

WEAK, see Wick, sb.3

WEAKY, adj. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Won Also
written weekey n.Cy. ; weeky Cum.14 n.Yks. 1 e.Yks.1

s.Lan. 1
; and in forms weak Yks. ; weeaky e.Yks.1

;

week Won; weighkey Yks. ; weyky w.Yks.; wheeaky
e.Yks. 1 [wrki.] Moist, damp, clammy, juicy, mellow

;

watery
;
pliant, soft. Cf. voky, woky.

N.Cy.12
,
Nhb. 1 Lakel.2 Put a wet cloot on t'cheese ta keep't

weaky. Cura.14 , Wm. (B.K.) n.Yks.1
; n.Yks. 2 'Weaky weather,'

rainy. ' Don't make the paste too weaky.' ne.Yks.1 e.Yks.
Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788) ; e.Yks. 1

, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Tha
sudn't put cheese in a damp cellar, it gets weyky (S.K.C.) ; w. Yks.1

Lan. Davies Races (1856) 269. ne.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1 Wor. The air

look'd week this morning (W.W.S.).
Hence Weekiness, sb. moisture. Cum.14

WEAL, sb. 1 Sc. Nhb. Yks. Chs. Den Also written
weel Sc. N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 n.Yks.2

; weil Sc. (Jam.) ; weill
Sc.

;
and in forms wele, well Sc. (Jam.) [wll.] 1. Happi-

ness, prosperity, welfare.
Sc. (Jam.) ;

I can only . . . think mair of your weal than of my
ain, Scott Midlothian (1818) xii ; He is na worth the weill that
canna thole the wae, Mackay. Per. There's weal that wealth
can never gie, Haliburton Dunbar (1895) 57. Hdg. Weal aye
fa' the auld toun, An' ne'er ae ill licht doun thereon ! Lumsden
Sel. Poems (1896) 185. Slk. Weel befa this bonnie May, Hogg
Poems (ed. 1865) 351. Kcb. Armstrong Kirkiebrae (1896) 310.
n.Yks.2 Alius as yan, come weal come woe. w.Yks. Women and
weal can never agree, Prov. in Brighouse News (July 23, 1887).
Der. 2 Weal and woman cannot pan, But woe and woman can.
2. Phr. (1) weal and worship, used at Congleton as a

closing toast at any festivity
; (2) weel be o' thee, may good

be your portion
.; (3) weelfare thee with it, much good may

it do you
; (4) weel is me, you, &*c, happy am I, you, &c.

:

(5) weels me on, or weel-smon, expressive of affection or
admiration

; well betide
; (6) weels me on him, an exclama-

tion expressive of admiration
; (7) weels on ye, (8) weel

speed ye, good luck to you, may you be prosperous
;

(9) weel-sum-sa,3. blessing on ! (10) weel worth toye, see (8)(^Chs.^ (2) n.Yks.2 (3) n.Cy. Grose (1790). (4) Sc. (Jam.) ;

' O weel is me,' says Lady Ellen, ' It shall be run by me,' Jamieson
Pop. Ballads (1806) ; Wells him and waes him that has a bishop
in his kin, Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 925. (5) Edb. Ah ! weel'sme on your bonny buik

! Fergusson Poems (1773) 149, ed 1785
N.Cy. 1 Nhb. Hail, bonny Thames! Weel smon thy waves i

Gilchrist Sngs. (1824) 10 ; Nhb. 1 (6) Nhb.1 (7) Ayr. Ay weels
on ye, Maggie M<Gee, lass, Ainslie Land ofBurns fed. 1802) 2,18
(8) n.Yks. 2

(9) n.Cy. (J.L. 1783). (10) n.Yks. 2 '
'

[OE. wela, prosperity, happiness (Sweet).]
WEAL, sb.2 Yks. The penis. n.Yks. (R.H.H )WEAL, see Weel, sb.2

WEALD, sb. Ken. Sun Sus.
of country. Cf. wild, sb.
Ken. 1 2 Sur. The Weald of Surrey ... is a clay-bottomed, wet,

unpleasant passage of country, Marshall Review (1817) V 355Sus. 1
;
Sus. 2 The large woodland tract which extends from theDowns, with which it runs parallel, to the Surrey Hills

_

WEALD, v.Hmp. [wild.] To bring corn or hay
into swath before putting it into • puck.' Wise New
Forest (1883) 288

; Hmp.1

WEAL(E, see Wale, sb. 1
, v. 2

WEALTH, 5*. Sc. n.Cy.
(Jam.) ; and in form walth Sc
Abundance, plenty ; enough.

[wild.] A wooded tract

Also written
, (Jam.) Cai. 1

welth Sc.
[Sc. walf>.]

Sc. He has walth o' siller (Jam.) ; There were walth o' us,

Whitehead Daft Davie (1876) 275, ed. 1894. Cai. 1 A walth of

honours. Ayr. Ye've wealth o' gear for spoon and knife, Burns
Lines on a Platter, 1. 3. Twd. A walth of old rusty arms on the

walls, Buchan Weather (1899) 84. Dmf. A wealth of such foul

names as sent her running home, Hamilton Mauikin (1898) 176.

Hence Wealthy, adj. of cattle : well-fed. N.Cy.1

WEAM, sb. Obs. e.An. 1 A tear in a garment.
WEAM, see Wame, Wheem.
WEAMISH, adj. Obs. Dev. Squeamish. Horae

Subsecivae (1777) 462.

WEAN, sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Lin. Also
in forms waen In ; wain Sc. N.I. 1

; wane Sc. Ir. ; weean
N.Cy. 1 Cum.14 e.Yks. 1

; whaen Sh.I. [win, wian
; wen.]

A child ; an infant ; also used fig.
Sc. (Jam.) ; The puir doggie balanced itsell as ane of the weans

wad hae dune, Scott Guy M. (1815) xlv. Sh.I. (J.S.) ne.Sc. Far
better to give hungry weans a treat than to keep up the fragments
till they get mouldy and stale, Green Gordonhaven (1887) 74. Per.
Mony a soncie wean dwined, Awa to naething sadly pined, Spence
Poems (1898) 181. w.Sc. What's to come o' my puir wife and
weans ? Carrick Laird ofLogan (1835) 54- S-Sc. Nell Cameron
is a woe woman ; Nae blythsume wean has she, Watson Border
Bards (1859) no. Ayr. A smytrie of wee duddie weans, Burns
Twa Dogs (1786) 1. 76. Lnk. Ca' ben the wains, Watt Poems
(1827) 43. Gall. He has plenty o' weans o' his ain to provide for,

Crockett Bog-Myrtle (1895) 281. n.Ir. We've a buck in the Lodge
here—brought up from a wane, Lays and Leg. (1884) 81 ; N.I.1

,

N.Cy. 1 Nhb. I bent my face down upon him, an' greeted like
a wean, Jones Nhb. (1871) 36. Cum. If this strange wean Brings
nit a wark to me, Burn Ballads (ed. 1877) 14 ; Cum. 14 , e.Yks. 1

w.Yks. Thoo'l mak a nice set a' thysen wen ta gits that gert
stoapin wean, Nidderdill Olm. (1870). Lan.1 sw.Lin.1 When she
was quite a little wean.

Hence (1) Grand-wean, sb. a grandchild
; (2) Weanly,

adj. childish
; feeble ; slender ; ill-grown

; (3) Weanock,
sb. a little child.

(1) Slg. Happy gran'weans, jumping round you, Buchanan
Poems (1901) 74. Dwn. That's my eldest granwaen, Lyttle
Ballycuddy (1892) 12. (2) Fif. (Jam.) Ayr. Paidling in a burn's
the ploy for him. He's a weanly gowk, Douglas Green Shutters
(1901)36. Gall. Denniston G-a*;°TO7rfej"(i832) 74. (3) s.Sc. Whut
wud yer weanocks do ? Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 201.
WEAN, v. Chs. Lei. Also in form wane s.Chs.1 [win;

wen.] Of corn : to cease to obtain nutriment from the
seed

; to put forth new roots.
Chs. 1 When young oats or barley cease to obtain nutriment from

the seed, and collect their food from the soil by means of their
roots, they are in a very tender condition, and unless the weather
is genial they frequently become yellow and sickly. The young
plant in this condition is spoken of as ' being weaned ' or as
' pining for its mother.' Lei. About the beginning of May wascommonly the time that their barley took its weaning, that is when
the leaves of the barley begin to die, having till that time been for
the most part nourished by the milk and flour of the corn • but then
it begins to put forth new roots, and new leaves, and to betake itselfwholly to its roots for nourishment, Lisle Husbandry (1757) 146
Hence Waning-time, sb. the time when corn begins tobe 'weaned. &

s.Chs.1 One often hears the remark made of lee wuts, or oatsS0^°" n"wly-PlOT«hed P«ssland,that'it 1

swanin'.tiineWitIiWWEAN, see Quean.
WEAND, j; Yks. Lin. Also written weeand e.Yks 1

[wind, wiand.] A dial, form of ' wean.'
e 'Y

j "j
1^eVe

L
getten bayn weeanded. n.Lin.1 sw Lin.1 She'sweanded hers, but I haven't began to weand mine. She camehere to weand the baby

calf

VE
on^nf

R
H^f

Sur -
1 f™1^)-] A newly-weanedcan

,
one intended for weaning and not for fattening Cfwean-year.

WEANG, sb Yks. Also written weeang n.Yks 2 '

wheang n.Yks. 1
; wheeang n.Yks.2 e.Yks. [wian.]The pointed tooth of any metal instrument. m.Yks.1

Pet_

(1796) II. 356.

P»r,Zt
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£
Sb} 2

-J,
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,

A"PePPer-mi11 ;
also in comp.

^P
S?T'T

Whe
f
ngS

-
n'Yks.12 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ.

T79°) II. 356.
WEANT, WEANY, see Queint, Weeny.
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WEAN-YEAR, sb. Brks. Sur. Sus. Also in form

weanyer Brks. [wi"njia(r) ; wi -

nj3(r).l A calf weaned
during the current year ; also used attrib. Cf. weander.
Brks. Two excellent Jersey cows, in full profit, a weanyer calf,

Oxf. Times (June 28, 1902) 2. Sur.1 It'm vii Wanyers price

xxxiiii', Inventory, College of Lingfield, Sur., 1524 ; Item v
wenyers, ib. 1544. Sus.1 Wean-year-beast.

WEAPON-SHAW, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in forms
•wapenschaw,wapinschaw,wappenschaw,waponschaw.
1. A muster of arms ; an armed display ; see below.
Sc. The names of all who appeared, were to be enrolled. These

meetings were not designed for military exercise, but only for

showing that the lieges were properly provided with arms. . . It

was also provided, that a captain should be chosen for each parish

to instruct the parishioners in the military exercise ; for which
purpose they were to assemble twice at least every month, during

May, June, and July (Jam.) ; They discouraged . . . even the

ancient wappenschaws, as they were termed, when the feudal

array of the county was called out, and each crown-vassal was
required to appear with such muster of men and armour as he

was bound to make by his fief, Scott Old Mortality (1816) i. Abd.

Then cam' racin', playin'at the ba', An' arrow-shootin' at the wapon-
schaw, Guidman Inglismill (1873) 55. Dmb. Of ' wapen-schaw'

and rustic game, Salmon Gowodean (1868) ix. Gall. As soon as Black

Mac Michael had fired he lifted up his hand, cried 'Victory,' and

ran forward eagerly, as one that fires at a wappenschaw may run

to see if he has hit the target, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) xlvii.

Hence Weapon-showing, sb. a ' weapon-show.'
Ayr. At the parade fair, the remnant of the weapon-showing,

I resolved to debar, by proclamation, all persons from appearing

with arms, Galt Provost (1822) I. xviii. Lnk. Wodrow Ch. Hist.

(1721) II. 139, ed. 1828. Gall. Before the little white farm there

was a great muster and weapon-showing, Crockett Standard

Bearer (1898) 73.

2. Fig. A scrimmage ; a fight.

Slg. The bluidy scalps and broken sticks Declare a weapon-shaw,

Wyse Poems (1829) 46.

WEAR, v.
1 and sb} Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.

and Amer. Also in forms war n.Yks. ; wor Cor.2

[we(r, wea(r, wis(r.] I. v. Gram, forms. 1. Preterite :

(1) War, (2) Ware, (3) Wared, (4) Weaar, (5) Wear,
(6) Weare, (7) Weared, (8) Weear'd, (9) Weer, (10)

Weered, (11) Wered, (12) Wor, (13) Wor'd, (14) Wore,

(15) Wiier, (16) Wiior, (17) Wur, (18) Wure, (19) Wyar.

an
Suppl. , _ ,

unfeelin brewt At ivver ware ahead, Preston Poems, &*c. (1864) 6

;

w.Yks.5 (s.v. Shotten). (3) n.Yks. (T.S.) (4) Cum. He weaar

a par eh t'queerest specs ah iver coh across eh me life, Sargisson

JoeScoap (1881) 25 ;
(E.W.P.) (5) Abd. It wearawa' the streen i'

the gloamin, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 199. Kcd. Took the

bed, an' wear awa', Grant Lays (1884) 90. Cum. (E.W.P.) (6)

Wm. An under her gown they seun fand she weare britches,

Whitehead Leg. (1859) 8. (7) Slg. Galloway Poems (1788) 18,

ed. 1792. Gall. The prettiest always weared The hinnie speckled

Adderbead, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 8, ed. 1876. n.Yks.2
,

Nhp.1
, Wor. (H.K.), w.Som.1 Dev. Wheer did Margery Bland

get them French fal-lals she weared to prayers last Sunday

fortnight? PHiLLPOTTsSto£m£-//oa>-s(i90i) 263. Cor.3 (8) n.Yks.

(T.S.) (9) Cat 1
, Bnff.1 Abd. Fan he weer awa', Alexander

Johnny Gibb (1871) x. Kcd. Aul' Eppie weer awa', Grant Lays

(1884)27. (10) Cor. 1 She weered her blue gownd. (11) Cor. 2

(12) Sh.I. (J.S.) (13) w.Som.1 Mrs. S. wor'd [woa'urd] a new
bonnet to church. (14) Slg. He wore up in years, Buchanan

Poems (1901) 140. (15) Sh.I. As mad as Jenny Leask wis, whin

shu wiier da sax bonnets, Sh. News (June 19, 1897). (16) Sh.I.

He wQor up, Stewart Tales (1892) 32. (17) Sh.I. Efter a while

da a' wflr awa, ib. 89. (18) Rnf. Fowks warna then sae gentle

rear'd, Nor wure sic gentle claes, Picken Poems (1813) I. 95.

Edb. Marget wure thebreeks, Tint Quey (iig6) 15. (19) Wm. They

wyar clogs Sunday and warday, Gleaner in Lonsdale Mag.

(i82i)n. 9o; (E.W.P.)

2 Pp. : (1) Waard, (2) Waird, (3) Wan, (4) Ware, (5)

W'arn, (6) Weared, (7) Weered, (8) Won, (9) Woorn,

(10) Wore, (11) Wored, (12) Wun.
(1 2) Oxf.1 (3) n.Yks. 1 (4) Ayr. The marled plaid ye kindly

snare By me should gratefully be ware, Burns Answer to Verses

(1787) st. 5. (5) n.Yks.4, m.Yks. 1 (6) Gall. I have . . . weared

my life out in so many wanderings and strivings, Crockett
Standard Bearer (1898) 2. Nhp.1 My gownd is aumust wear'd
out. Glo.1 I.W. Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898) 26. Dor. Zome
ov 'ee know I've weared thik tie reg'lar every Zunday, Windsor
Mag. (Aug. 1900) 354. -w.Som. 1

(7) Glo. When a man's owld
and a-weered out, . . if er do drop off quiet in's bed like, 'taint so
much the matter, Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) ii. (8)
n.Yks.1

(9) n.Yks,4 Ah's fairly woorn oot wi' t'job. (10) Sc.

(G.W.) Gall. Her breasts seem scarcely wore, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 40, ed. 1876. Uls. Indeed it's near wore out I am
minding her, Hamilton Bog (1896) 139. Brks. They 'udn't bide

no longer in sich a wore-out ole place, Hayden Round our Vill.

(1901) 19. e.An.1 My hat is wore out. Suf. (C.G.B.) Sur. Poor
thing, she was fairly wore out, Jennings Field Paths (1884) 69;
Sur. 1 Yes, I'm cripplish ; wore out, that's all. w.Sus. Doctor

says I be wore out, Gordon Vill. and Doctor (1897) 247. Dor.

Ye haven't wore so very well, Francis Pastorals (1901) 189.

Cor. She'd be wore out in a week, Lee Cynthia, 17. [Amer. I've

wore them things two three times when I've ben down to the

city, Westcott David Harum (1900) xxvii.] (n) Der. Thee'lt be

wored out wi' watching, Verney Stone Edge (1868) xvii. w.Sus.

Gordon Vill. and Doctor (1897) 248. w.Som.1 That there stuff

you bought in to Mr. 's an't a-wor'd [u-woa-urd] well at all.

Dev. You can't give me a new inside and this one's wored right

out, O'Neill Idyls (1892) 14. Cor. ' They're wored.' ' Wored,

my dear soul, a coorse they are,' Longman's Mag. (Feb. 1893)

378. (12) n.Yks.1

II. Dial. uses. 1. v. In comb, with adv. and prep.

(1) Wear away, («) to pass away slowly; to go or fade

away
; fig. to die

;
{b) of time : to cause to pass ; to while

away
; (2) — by, to pass by

; (3) — down, (a) to descend

slowly but surely
;

(b) fig. to grow old
; (4) — in, (a) of

time: see (2); (b) to bring to a close; (c) to move
cautiously and slowly ; (d) to accustom, break in, train

;

(5) — in by, see (4, c)
; (6) —in of, (7) — intil, to acquire

by degrees ; (8) — off, to pass away gradually ;
to pay

by degrees
; (9) — on, (a) to near slowly ; to approach

;

(b) to lead gradually ; to introduce by degrees
; (10)

— out, obs., to decline; to apostatize; (n) —round,
(a) to become well ; to recover ;

{b) to prevail on ;
to gain

the favour of; (12) — through, (a) to waste ; to consume
;

(b) to get through; to endure; (c) see (1, b)
; (13) —up,

(a) to grow ; to come to maturity ; to grow old ; see Up,

3 (9) ;
(b) to wear out ; to waste away.

(i,«) Sc. (1am.) ; I'm wearin awa, Jean, Like snaw when it's

thaw, Jean, Nairne Sng., Land of Leal, 1. 1. Sh.I. Mam hed a

pain in her head an' wis ill . . . aboot dinner time, an' dan hit

wor awa', Sh. News (June 2, 1900). Kcd. Littlefirlot sickened,

Took the bed, an' wear awa', Grant Lays (1884) 90. Frf. They

[children] '11 wear awa' an' leave your rufe-tree bare, Reid

Heatherland (1894) 53. Gall. Aboon I will look till my time

wears awa, Scott Gleanings (1881) 133. w.Yks. Persons who
die slowly and gradually, esp. consumptive people, are said to

wear away, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 16, 1899). nw.Der. 1 To

waste away by consumption. 'Wot ails 'im? 'ee'z wearin' away.'

(6) Lnk. The crack. . . 'Bout markets, trade, and daily news, To

wear the time awa', Rodger Poems (1838) 23, ed. 1897. (2) Sc.

'Is it a very bad trouble ?
' 'Not very, Miss Minnie. It will wear

by,' Swan Gates ofEden (1895) xii. Per. They're wearin' by, the

gude auld times, Haliburton Puir Auld Scotland (1887) 164.

Edb. R. Wilson Poems (1822) 59. (3, a) Lnk. When wearin'

down life's slippery brae, Wi' weary wanderin' sair, Tennan

Wayside Musings (1872) 8. (b) Lnk. I and my Jenny are baith

wearin' down, And our lads and our lasses hae a' gotten married,

Rodger Poems (1838) 7, ed. 1897. Gall. You're wearin' down wi

years, Kerr Maggie 0' the Moss (1891) 45. (4, a) Gall. But fast

the time is wearin' in, Scott Gleanings (1881) 113- N.I- 1 The

time will soon wear in. (4) Frf. Tae wear in the day wi your

wee neebour Nell, Johnston Poems (1869) 88. (c) Sc. One who

is feeble, when moving to a certain place, is said to be wearing in

to it (Jam.), (d) n.Yks.1
, ne.Yks.1

,
w.Yks. (J.W.) (5) Sc. (Jam.)

Abd. ' We'll cast about, and come upon the bright.' .

.

' I think I see't

mysel ; we'll wear in-by,' Ross Helenore (1768) 82, ed. 1812. (6)

Bnff.1 They hidna muckle fin they geed thegeethir, bit they weer

in o' thir bits a thingies. (7) ib. (8) Bnff. 1
,
Cld. (Jam.) (9, a)

Cld. Wearin on to gloamin (Jam.). Ayr. I was wearin' on through

the moss to Meg's wa's, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 245. (6)

Abd. This will prepare her for the rest o' the news, and we can

wear the thing on, bit by bit, Greig Logieo Buchan (1899) 285.

(10) Sc. Fleming Fulfilling of Scripture (1726). (n,a)Sc. He's

3 G2
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wearin roun fast again (Jam.). Cai. 1 (b) Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1 A'll
wear 'im roon yet. (12, a) Bnff.i (b) Sc. Just a' I can do to
wear through the day with the sma' supports that nature requires,
Scott St. Ronan (1824) vii. (c) Ayr. Upon a bonie day in June,
When wearing thro' the afternoon, Twa dogs . . . Forgather'd,
Burjis Twa Dogs (1786) 1. 4. (13,0) Sc. (Jam.); I now am
worn up to a sturdy man, Shepherd's Wedding (1789) 14. Bnff. 1

e.Fif. Whan fouk wear up into years they are bound to fa' ahint
in some things, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxvii. s.Sc. The bairns
worn up, an' frae them far By fortune ta'en, T. Scott Poems
('793) 324- Nhb.1 (b) Sh.I. He wflor up till he cam ta da
bones o' meesery himsell, Stewart Tales (,1892) 32. Suf. My
shovel's wore up (C.G.B.).

2. Phr. (1) to wear green garters, to remain unmarried
;

see below
; (2) — the breeches, or breeks, to have the

authority : used of a woman who rules the home
; (3)— thejacket, a hunting term . see below.

(I) Slg. She shannalang -wear lone green gartens, She's be a
bride e'er she pass her teens, Galloway Poems (1788) 24, ed.

1806; The ref. is to the old custom of an elder maiden sister
wearing green or yellow stockings or garters on her younger
sister's marriage day (A.W.). (2) e.Fif. Ye'll need to mak' up
your min' aforehan' whether ye wad be willin' to lat Mary Anne
' wear the breeks,' Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxviii. Edb. In
short now, Marget—wure the breeks! Tint Quey (1796) 15.
n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Stf. They all sen Deliar wears the
breeches, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). (3) Sc. A custom, now
. . . obs., by which, on paying a certain fee, or otherwise making
interest with the huntsman of the Caledonian Hunt, any citizen
aspirant, whose rank did not entitle him to become a member of
that highly born society, might become entitled to the field-
privileges of the Hunt, and among others, was tolerated to wear
the jacket of the order, N. Antiq. (1814) Gl. (Jam.)
3. To last ; to serve for wearing purposes. Also used7?g-.
Sc. (Jam.) Luk. Should you buy your wife a gown, You'll brag

hoo weel it's worn her, Wardrop J. Mathison (1881) 120. Nhb. 1

' He wears well,' applied to vigour retained in age. w.Yks.
(J.W.)
4. To use.
Frf. To gang the fifty yairds he had to wear an oxter-staff

[crutch], Willock Roseity Ends (1886) 81, ed. 1889.
5'. To grow ; to become.
Sc. When mutton weareth out of season, Colvil Whigs Supplic.

(1796) I. 74 ; Troth it's wearin' late, Leighton Sc. Wds. (1869)
19. e.Sc. We'll be wearin frost-wise afore the week's out,
Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) iv. Rnf. The forenoon's wearin' late,
Young Lochlomond (1872) 33. Edb. I'm wearing auld, Craw-
ford Poems (1798) 54. Nhb.1

6. Obs. To cause to become ; to make gradually.
Rnf. Tho' young and daft, yet wedlock's band Will wear me

wise as I grow auld, Rnf. Harp (r8ig) -163.

7. To waste away ; to decay.
Rnf. I'm wearin' fast, An' time to me affords nae sweeter charm,

Finlayson Rhymes (1815) 34. sw.Lin.1 ' The herses wore and
wore,' wasted away from influenza. ' I doubt I'm in a wearing
sort of a way."
8. To be at the point of death ; see below.
Sc. Being at the point of death, and . . . being rather tardy

about it, [he] was accosted by his wife. . . ' Be wearin'
Michaelie

!
be wearin' !

' Scotch Haggis, 165. n.Lin. 1 Said of onem extremis, who has lived longer than it was thought possible.
'She keeps wearin' at it yit, poor thing, bud she'll be goan afoore
mornin'. '

9. To live in wedlock with a person.
ne.Sc. Ilka ane o' us micht be wearin oor second men at this

very meer.it, gin sic had been oor pleasure, Grant Keckleton, a.
w.Yks. 2 I'm wearing my second husband.
10. To walk quietly or slowly ; to go gradually ; to pass.
Sh.I. Sh. News (July 9, 1898). Bnff. 1 Abd. Jean, we'll need

to wear hame, I doubt, Beattie Parings (1801) 31, ed.-i873.
Per. Some one at last calling out that the night was' wearing"
Haliburton Furth in Field (1894) 12. Fif. The sun was wearhV
to the wast, Douglas Poems (1806) 97. Edb. I might only be
wearing farther and farther away from him, Beatty Secretar
(1897) 169.

11. To change the direction; to veer; to turn to the
wind

;
gen. used of a vessel.

n.Yks. 2
' She wear'd badly,' the ship did not obey the helm

readily. e.An.2 To turn a heavy beam, &c. Cmb. The storm is
wearing over the other way (W.W.S.).

12. sb. Clothing, apparel.
Sc. Every day wear (Jam.). Cai. 1 L'nk. Plain hame-spun

plaiden was her wear, Rodger Poems (1838) 140, ed. 1897.

n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.)

13. Fashion in dress.
War.3 ' It will be all the wear this winter.' I am told that this

word is not used at all by fashionable milliners, but it is quite

common with tailors. Cor. 2 It is not the wear.

14. A consumption, decline. Cf. wearing, 3.

sw.Lin. 1 I doubt it'll throw her in a wear. There was one
sister went in a wear.

WEAR, v? and sb? Sc. Nhb. Cum. Aus. Also written
weer Sc. N.Cy. 1

; weir Sc. Rxb. (Jam.) ; were N.Cy.1
;

wier Sc. ; and in forms war Sc. ; wee-ar Nhb.1 [wlr,

wiar.] 1. v. To defend, guard, ward off ; to watch over.
Sc. (Jam.) ; He tethered his tyke ayont the dike And bade him

weir the corn, Chambers Po/. Rhymes (1870) 151. s.Sc. I set

him to wear the fore door wi' the speir, while I kept the back
door wi' the lance, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) I. 253, ed. 1806. Edb.
Lord wear aff the featour's blow Frae honest fock, Learmont
Poems (1791) 47. Rxb. (Jam.) Gall. The lasses should wear the
lads aff them, i.e. keep them at a distance (*'*.). n.Cy. Trans.
Phil. Soc. (1858) 177 ; N.Cy.1 Cum. For tho' wi' witchwood
weard, yet weel They kend auld Hornie's tricks, Stagg Misc.
Poems (ed. 1807) 40; (E.W.P.)
2. To oppose ; to drive away ; to stop, turn aside ; to

cause to veer.
Sc. Stand on that side, and wear that cow (Jam.) ; Herd Coll.

Sngs. (1776) Gl. s.Sc. He is loudly appealed to by the boy to
assist him in 'wearing' the brute, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 254.
Gall. He ' kepped the ball ' means he so weared in the ball with
his hands, that he got hold of it, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 293,
ed. 1876. N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 Gan an' wear the sheep offthem tormits.
Cum. (E.W.P.)
3. To conduct into an enclosure ; to collect and drive

gently
; to lead, herd, hem in ; esp. used of sheep.

Sc. Wear them cannily, dinna drive them (Jam.); Will you go
to the ew-bughts, Marion, And wear in the sheep wi' me ? Herd
Coll. Sngs. (1776) I. 213. Abd. I'll get the beasts worn in aboot
in a filie, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 94. Frf. Reid Heatherland
(
l894) 57- s.Sc. Weer up that ewe, Jenny lass, Wilson Tales

(1836) III. 326. Lnk. He weared me into a corner, but I ran
through between his legs, Fraser Whaups (1895) ii. Slk. ' Ugh,'
cried Davie, as I wore him up to the nook, Hogg Tales (1838) 54,
ed. 1866. Rxb. (Jam.) Nhb. 1 Wear them sheep inti the field
there. The yowes wis ill to weare. [Aus. I was less animated
by an intelligent wish to wear her back to the water-hole, than
by the mere youthful pleasure of galloping after something,
Ferguson Bush Life (1891) ii.]

4. Obs. To allay ; to cool ; to stop.
N.Cy.2 To wear the pot. Cum. Thur callar blasts may wear the

boilen sweat, Relph Misc. Poems (ed. 1747) 1.

5. Fig. To guide, help on ; to incite.
Rnf. Young Lochlomond (1872) 98. Edb. To cheer him an'

wear him Fu' canna through his lays, M<=Dowall Poems (1839) 221.
6. sb. A defence ; a guard ; also used as a fencing term
Ayr. At guard an' wier lay Andro Keir—He faught to haud his

ain, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 237. N.Cy. 1

7. Obs. Force, restraint. Rxb. (Jam.)
[1. Sirs ! god yowe sane ande see, And were sow euere

fro wop York Plays (c. 1400) 127. OE. werian, to defend
(rlALL).J

WEAR, see Ware, sb.12

WEAR-A-WINS, int. Obs. Sc, An exclamation ofsorrow: alas! Cf. well- a-wins.

r^Ht^i!'
we

f-.
a
;
wins !,. Little kenned they what kind o' aS?v Ww nde a^a '" on her ma™a&e night, Wilson Tales

nowfaTv
;

2
WearaWms! there

'

s a sad change on Falconcleugh

WEARCH, WEAR(E, see Wairsh, Weir, sb.WEARD, v. Obs Bdf. To bathe in a pond. (Hall.);™^R Aml Eng
-
Lan8- (

l8°9) J47- Cf. wade, v.* 2WEARD, see Weird.

.
WEARING, ppl. adj. and sb. Var. dial, and colloq. uses

in be. Eng. and Amer. Also written waerin Sh.I. ; and
in forms weearin e.Yks.1

; weerin e.Yks. rwerin
wearin, wwrin.] 1. ppl. adj. Tedious, tiresome, trying •

exhausting. J °'
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Sc. (A.W.) nXin.1 Oor Jemima Jaane is very wearin'. Suf. 1

w.Som. 1 I don't know nothin more wearin' 'an a bad toothache.

[Amer. It's wearin' on women, 'specially, Scribners Mlhly. (Nov.

1879) i37 .]

2. Comp. (1) Wearing-clothes, (2) -gear, clothes for

everyday use
; (3) -jacket, a jacket for everyday use.

(1) Cai.1 (2) w.Yks. I saw dead Wayne of Marsh come up the

slope, with blood on his wearing-gear and sorrow on his face,

Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 196. (3) Sh.I. Sh. News
(Sept. 28, 1901).

3. sb. A consumption, decline ; also in comb. Wearing
away, — illness. Cf. wear, v.

1 14.
Nhb. 1 Cum. She's deein in a wearin (E.W.P.) ; Cum. 1 Wm.

The poor young man died of a wearing (J.H.). n.Yks.1 'What's

the matter with James M. ?
'

' He's in a wearing, Ah doubts
'

;

n.Yks.2 e.Yks.1 Ah's freeten'd it's a weearin poor lass has getten

inteeah. w.Yks.1
, ne.Lati. 1

, Lin. 1
, n.Lin.1

WEARISH, adj. n.Yks.* In form weearish. Irritable.

WEARISH, see Wairsh.
WEAR SHOT NET, phr. Nhb.1 A net used in salmon-

fishing ; see below.
The wear-shot net is rowed by means of a boat into the river in

a circular form, and is immediately drawn to the shore, Anhaeologia

Aeliana, IV. 302.

WEART, see Weight, sb.
1

WEARY, adj., sb. 1
, v. and adv. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum.

Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. War. e.An. Also

written wearie Sc. ; and in forms wairy Chs.1
;
wayry

s.Lan.1
; wery Sc. (Jam.) [wia-ri.] 1. adj. Wearisome

;

monotonous, slow, tedious.

Sc. (Jam.) Bch. With bludder'd cheeks and watry nose Her

weary story she did close, Forbes Dominie (1785) 35. Frf. Speed

ye, weary day, Weary sun, aye westlin's stealing, Reid Heather-

land (1894) 44. Wgt. They downa steer, Nor speak that wearie

nicht, Fraser Wigtown (1877) 210. Cum. 1 It's a weary rwoad to

Warnel Fell ; Cum.*, w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Lan. 1

Hence Weariful, adj. wearisome, tedious.

Sc. It was a weariful business he had undertaken, if he had to

skulk there till the darkening to do his errand, KEnaJBonnie Lady

(1897) 16 ; The weariful wife went on, Stevenson Catriona (1893)

xii. Ayr. O that wearyfu' jaunt to Embro' to see the King, Galt

Lairds (1826) i. Lei. 1
, War.3

2. Disheartening, regrettable; sad, sorrowful; un-

fortunate ; disastrous, terrible.
i

Sc. (Jam.) Bch. Wae worth that weary sup o' drink He hk d

so well! Forbes Dominie (1785) 27. Per. This weary, waefu' tale

o' mine, Ford Harp (1893) 23. Rnf. It is indeed a weary worl',

A rough road to gang thro', Barr Poems (1861) 24. Lth. 'Twas

a weary day to me When my Willie cross'd the sea, McNeill

Preston (c. 1895) 68. Nhb. The first step i' the weary career 0'

trouble an' wickedness, Jones A%6. (1871) 19. Lan. 1 It'sa weary

job, this ; aw wish we'd ne'er begun on it. s.Lan.1 It's weary

wark when ther's nowt comin' in.

Hence Weariful, adj. dismal, dreary, sad, sorrowful,

Sc. (Jam.) Frf. The wearifu' snaw, O, the wearifu' snaw !
Reid

Healherland (1894) 48. Edb. Like a wee wounded bird in its

wearyfu' nest, Johnston Edina (1884) 34. Kcb. Armstrong

Ingleside (1890) 104. Nhb. Lilburn Borderer (1896) 124.

3. Annoying, vexatious ; tiresome, troublesome ;
bad

;

disreputable.
- Sc. (Jam.); Lisbeth, mind these weary steps, Keith Lisbeih

(1894) ii. Sh.I. He got dis weary gin-cough in Aapril, Sh. News

(May 14, 1898). ne.Sc. If onything ill should happen tae Bonnie

Lesley awa' up in yon weary Edinboro', Gordon Northward Ho,

18. Kcd. Eppie raised this weary din, Jamie Muse of Mearns

(1844) 100. e.Fif. Ye weary, weirdless, ne'er-do-weel vagabond,

Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xii. Hdg. That wearie Eastlin blast

Frae yont Dunbar, Lumsden Sel. Poems (1896) 177. Nhb. She's

a weary wife, is auld Barbary, gin she gets onything tae flight

rscold] at, Jones Nhb. (1871) no. Cum.1 * n.Yks.2 Weary

creature! w.Yks.1 Ye've a weary fire. Lan.1
,
neXan.1

,
s.Lan. 1

Chs.1 Rappits are wairy powse. He's a wairy rascal. Stf. 1
,

nw.Der.1
, e.An.1

Hence Weariful, adj. tiresome, troublesome, vexatious

;

causing pain.
,

Sc (Jam.) ; Forgie me that I steer your memone e en now,

anent that wearifu Treaty o' Union wi' the Englishers, Outram

Lyrics (1887) 8. Abd. Foul fa' 'im for a wearifu' cratur for a

that! Macdonald Lassie (1877) lii. Ir. It's wearyful the other

people are sometimes, Barlow Shamrock (1901) 39. e.An.1 I

have had a weariful bout of it.

4. Delicate, feeble, puny, sickly ; in a state of decline.

Sc. (Jam.); The minister had christened Nicky Macdonald's

bairn in the house, since it was far too weary a thing to be brought

to the kirk, Good Wds. (1879) 405. e.An.1 It is a poor weary
child.

5. Exceeding
;
great ; used to emphasize the following sb.

w.Yks. There were a weary few there (C.C.R.). n.Lin. 1 Always
used in an unhappy sense. ' It's a weary while sin' hewas nearme.

6. sb. Obs. Weariness ; need of rest.

Edb. Keeping half the countryside dancing in strathspey step . . .

as if they were without a weary, or had not a bone in their bodies,

Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) ii.

7. A girls' game ; see below.
Abd. ' Weary, weary, I'm waiting on you, I can wait no longer

on you ; Three times I've whistled on you—Lovey, are you

coming out ? I'll tell mamma when I go home, The boys won't

let my curls alone ; They tore my hair, and broke my comb—And
that's the way all boys get on.' The girls stand in a row, and one

goes backwards and forwards singing the first four lines. She

then takes one out of the row, and they swing round and round

while they all sing the other four lines, Gomme Games (1898) II.

360-1.

8. v. To grow weary ; to become tired.

Sc. (Jam.); I weary when I am alone, Monthly Mag. (1798)

II. 436; Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Inv. They wearied of the

long discourse (H.E.F.).

9. To long ; to desire earnestly ; also in phr. to weary

for, or on.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Katie wearied on ye comin', Swan Gates ofEden

(1895) II. 28 ; I've been wearying to see ye, Stevenson Catriona

(1893) xi. Cai. 1 Frf. She's wearyin' for ye to gang an' play wi"er,

Barrie Thrums (1889) xviii. Slk. I hae wearied to see them,

Hogg Tales (1838) 54, ed. 1866. Rxb. (Jam.) n.Yks.2 They keep

me wearying for dinner. w.Yks. (J.W.), nw.Der. 1

10. adv. Very, exceedingly ;
sadly.

Abd. ShirrefsPo««s (i 790j 262. w.Yks.1 This [is] a weary We
hawporth. Lan. Hoo'll be weary pottert wi' a letter fro' onybody

bur mysel', Kay-Shuttleworth Scarsdale (i860) II. 155.

WEARY, sb. 2 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Also written wearie Sc.

N.I.1 ; wery S. & Ork. 1 [wia'ri.] 1. In phr. (1) to play

the weary, to play the deuce
; (2) weary fa', (3) weary me,

(4) weary on, (5) weary set, used as a curse, or a mild

imprecation. .

(,1) Wgt. Ee wud really need tae exerceese yersel , sir, lor tnae

seceder bodies is playin' the weary, Fraser Wigtown (1877) 342.

(2) Sc. (Jam.); Oh! weary fa' Reform an' Whigs! That ever

they were invented ! Outram Lyrics (1887) 97. Abd. Weary fa

the hour he encountered him who has gone hence with him!

CoBBAN^«£f/(i898)94. Per. ' O, weary fa' me,' cried the piper s

wife, Spence Poems (1898) 58. Ayr. Weary fa' me ! I've had sair

trouble in my life-time, Ochiltree Out ofShroud (1897) 20. Rxb.

Weary fa' this snow, Agnes, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 187. (3)

Lth. O wearie me, my heart is sair, To say fareweel to a' I ken,

Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 121. Nhb. Eh, weary me, I m sick at

heart, Lilburn Borderer (1896) 98. (4) Sc. Weary on him !
what

for needed he to have telled that of his ain country, Scott

Midlothian (1818) xxxix. Cai.1 Rnf. O weary on the barley-bree.

In bicker, glass, or horn, Barr Poems (1861) 84. N.I. 1 The auld

wearie on you. w.Ir. Weary on you, one and all, for torments !

Lawless Grania (1892) II. pt. m. iii. Nhb. Eh, weary onus

There seeds no end to our misfortunes, Lilburn Borderer (1896)

221. (5) Abd. Weary set that chiel, . . he has seerly nae taste

ava', Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 149.

2. A nuisance, trouble, vexation.

S. & Ork.1 That's the wery o' it.

[1. Cp. wearg, accursed one, outlaw, felon ;
wiergan, to

scold ; to curse (Hall).]

WEARYING, sb. N.Cy.1 A slow consumption ; a

decline. ? Mistake for ' wearing '
(q.v.).

WEASAND, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. Lin. Wor. Glo. Brks. Suf. Dor. Also written

weazand n.Yks.2* m.Yks. 1
; and in forms wazzan Cai. 1

;

wazzen s.Wor.1
; wazzun, wazzund se.Wor. 1

;
weasan,

weason, weazen Sc. ; weazin Lin.1
; weazon Sc.;

weazun n.Lin. 1
; weeasan e.Yks. 1

;
wezzan Cum. ;

wezzen w.Yks. 1 Suf. 1
; wezzerin Wm. ; wez'n, wez'rin

Lakel.2 ; wezzon w.Yks.1
; wheas'n s.Lan.1

;
wheezehorn



WEASE [414] WEATHER

e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1
; whiazen Lan. ; wiseand Lin. ; wisehorn

Sc. ; wizen Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. 1
; wizzan Cum.4 n.Yks.14

;

wizzand w.Yks.5 ; wizzen Sc. N.I. 1 Cum. Dor. ; wizzend
Yks. Brks.1

; wizzon Sc. n.Yks. 2
; wozzen Wor. Glo. 1

;

wyson, wyzeron Sc. [wi'z3n(d ; wia'zsn, wi'z9n(d,
wa-zan, wozsn.] 1. sb. The gullet, throat, windpipe.

Sc. Herd Co/1. Sngs. (1776) Gl.
; (Jam.) Sh.I. Du ye stick him

or cut his wizzen? Sh. News (Oct. 9, 1897). Cai.1 Bnff. Rug
you sae strait by the wizen That they'll you thrapple, Taylor
Poems (1787) 168. Frf. Lyin' stark dead wi' her weasand slit by
burglars, Willock Roselly Ends (1886) 132, ed. 1889. Per. They'll
gie their weasans there a weet, Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 22.
Ayr. Butmonie daily weet their weason, BuvcssScotch Drink(ii86)
st. 14. Lth. I'll wring your weason like a capital malefactor's,
Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 208. Dmf. Close by the wizzon them
I'd snack Wi' viciousthraw,QuiNN Heather (1863) 72 ; Mactaggart
Eticycl. (1824). Kcb. The gouk sits mute wi 's wisehorn dry
waiting the caller tide Wherein to please his mate by 's auld
'cuckoo,' Davidson Seasons (1789) 62. N.I.1 Nhb. 1 'It's gaen
doon thewrang wizen' (said of food that has stuck in the throat).

Lakel. 2 Cum. Wi' whusky aw weeted their wizzens, Anderson
Ballads (ed. 1808) 118; Cum. 4 Wm. He's nick't his wezzerin
(B.K.). n.Yks.124 e.Yks. 1 When that nasty man, Jack Ketch,
Sir, Put his rope about his weeasan. m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Banks
Wkfld. Wds. (1865) ; w.Yks.1 Shoe's girds o' peffin an coughin,
an ruttles in her wezzen ; w.Yks.5 Lan. Young Mester Ruchot
ud slit mey weasand os soon os look ot meh, Ainsworth Witches
(ed. 1849) bk. i. v; Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1
,

Lin.1
, n.Lin. 1 se.Lin. Ill slit your wiseand (J.T.B.). s.Wor.

It lies sah i' mah wozzen, an' a as a dry tizzickin' cofe, till a fights

fur breath ar summat, an' a con't gether it, Berrow's Jrn. (July 10,

1897) ; s.Wor.1
, se. Wor. 1

, Glo. 1
, Brks.1 Suf. 1 No more, thanky—

I'm up to the wezzen a'most a'ready. Dor. Barnes Poems
(1863) Gl.

Hence Wizzen-win, sb. a ' weasand.'
Lnk.Theirstoory wizzen-win'slo drook, Coghill Poems{\^<jO) 83.

2. V, To choke. n.Yks.2 I'll wizzon thee.

3. To swallow. e.Yks. 'E soon wezzened it awoop (F.P.T.).

[1. OE. wcesend, wasend, throat, gullet (Sweet).]

WEASE, see Wase, sb.

WEASED, #/. drf;'. Sc. Anxious, uneasy, concerned.
Abd. Jocky was a bit ' weased,' his master declared, for his suit

was his one thought until Sunday came, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Dec.

29, 1900) ;
(W.M.)

WEASEL, sb.
1 Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also written weazel w.Som. 1
; and in forms weezle Lan.

;

wizzel Wil. ; wizzle m.Yks. 1 [wT'zl.] 1. In phr. as cross

as a weasel, very cross.
Ir. Ould Terence was waitin' as cross as a weasel up undher

the hedge, Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 86; Biddy O'Rourke did

be sometimes as cross as a weasel, ib. East unto West (1898) 290.

2. Comb. (1) Weasel-body, an inquisitive, prying person
;

(2) -coot, (3) -duck, the smew, Mergus albellus
; (4) -face,

a wizzened face ; (5) -faced, sharp-faced ; wizzened-
looking

; (6) -snout, (a) the yellow dead-nettle, Lamium
Galeobdolon

;
(b) the toadflax, Linaria vulgaris.

(1) Kcb. I asked them to turn Sandy Latheron, the weasel body,

on to the case, MuiR Muncraig (1900) 183. (2) Nrf. Swainson
Birds (1885) 165. Som. Smith Birds (1887) 495. (3) Nrf. A
lovely black and white weasel-duck, what yow'd call a smew,
Patterson Man and Nat. (1895) 85 ; Swainson ib. 165. (4) Lan.

If ever Sir Dick shows his weezle face here, I'll fill his shoon wi'

scaudin hot porritch, Brierley Waverlow (1863) 192, ed. 1884. (5)

n.Wil. (E.H.G.) (6, a) n.Yks. A portion of the flower to a vivid

imagination is supposed to resemble the nose of a weasel (R.H.H.).

Glo. 1
, w.Som. 1 (A) Ken.1

3. A Stoat.

N.I.1 The true weasel does not occur in Ireland. e.Suf. e.An.

Dy. Times (1892). [Of the genus Mustek, the two commonest

species are the weasel and the stoat, or ermine weasel {Muslela

erminea). The latter in many parts of England is called a weasel,

pishing Gazette (Jan. 3, 1891) 7, col. 2.]

4. Fig. A mischievous child. m.Yks.1

WEASEL, sb.
2 Yks. [wi'zl.] A hook for lifting the

rods used in boring deep holes into the earth. w.Yks.

(H.V.)

WEAT, v. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. To examine ; to search
;

used of searching the head for vermin
;
gen. in phr. to

weat the head; a dial, use of lit. Eng. 'wait.' N.Cy.2,

w.Yks. 1

[Pouiller, to wait, or look into, a head for lice (Cotgr.).J

WEAT, see Wet, adj.

WEATH, adj. Glo. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Also written

weeth Glo. 1

2

Hmp.1 I.W.1 Wil. 1
; and in forms waithe

I.W.12 ; watheHmp. 1
; weeathl.W. 1 [wlb.] 1. Pliable,

supple, limmer; tough. Hmp. 1
, I.W.12, Wil. 1 Cf.

with, adj. Hence Weethy, adj. flexible, pliable. Glo.12

2. Of bread: moist, yet not too soft.

Wil. 1 'I puts my lease bread on the pantony shelf, and it soon

gets nice and weeth.' Often pronounced as ' wee.'

3. Soft. ib. Hence Weethy, adj. soft. Glo.12 4. Weak,
languid, exhausted ; tired. Hmp.1 1 be so wathe. I.w.12

WEATHER, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

Eng. Amer. and Nfld. Also written wether I.W.1
; and

in forms wadder Sh.I. ; wather, wauther Sc. ; wedder
Sc. (Jam.) Cum.24 Wm. Yks. ; weddher ne.Lan.1

; weddir
Sc. (Jam.) ; wither Sc. Bnff. 1 [we'Sa(r ; we'da(r.]

1. sb. A storm of wind, rain, snow, &c. ; bad, rough
weather.

Sc. Skirling like an auld skart before a flaw o' weather, Scott
Antiquary (1816) viii. Sh.I. Whin dis tirse o' wadder an' cauld is

ower, Sh. News (May 8, 1897). Rxb. Hamilton Outlaws (1897)

157; When the wind comes singly, people say, 'It 'ill be no weather
the day, but wind' (Jam.). Cum. 4 We remark of a stormy day,
' There's a deal of weather aboot,' Fireside Crack (1896) 26. I. Ma.
' Then don't be late,' said he, ' there's weather coming,' Caine
Manxman (1894) pt. lit. v. Shr.1 It looks like weather o' some
sort. e.An.1 What a day of weather. Ken.1 'Tis middlin' fine

now ; but there's eversomuch weather coming up. Dor. (W.C.)
[Amer. Dial, Notes (1896) I. 426. Nfld. (G.P.)]

Hence (1) Weatherful, (2) Weathery, adj. boisterous,

stormy, unsettled.

(1) Rxb. (Jam.) ; It was a kind of a weatherfu' night, Hamilton
Outlaws (1897) 156. (2) Sc. Mackay. Rxb. (Jam.) Dmf. In
weath'ry days, when near, I loot thee in ; And for thy sake got
mony a droukit skin, Johnstone Poems (1820) 114.

2. A thunderstorm ; thunder. <

Lei.1 Ah thenk way shall hev some weather. Glo.1 The weather
do always make my 'ead so bad.

3. The weather side.
Sh.1. Sibbie held hir cot ta wadder 0' William, Sh. News (Sept.

7, 1901).

Hence to get or win the weather of, phr. to get the better
of; to get round.

Sh.I. Du's hae some mair snecks i' di hoarn afore du gets ta

wadder n* auld Lowrie Leask, ib. (Dec. 28, 1901).

4. Fig. A season ; a state of things.
Ayr. Aye, man, that was black weather wi' me indeed ; a dead

mither, a faitherless infant, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 148.

5. Obs. Fig. Means, method ; see below.
Rxb. If he'll no du'd [do it] by fair weather, he'll no du'd by

foul. If you cannot prevail with him by coaxing, you will not by
severity (Jam.).

6. Phr. (1) to live nearer the weather, to live more carefully;

(2) under the weather, out of sorts, poorly.
(1) n.Lin.1 He'll hev to live nearer to the weather noo, fer a

peace, I reckon. (2) s.Chs. 1 Wei, Mes-tur Jon-sn, tin aay)z dhu
lit-1 wensh?—Wei, 60 semz, lahyk, ubitiin-durdhuwedh-urtu-dee -

.

7. Comb. (1) Weather-beam, the stump or lower portion
of a rainbow left visible above the horizon; (2) -bet,
weather-beaten

; (3) -blade, a snipe which utters a sound
like a goat

; (4) -bleat, see (1) ; (5) -board, a board nailed
slantwise to the bottom of a door to shoot off the rain-
water which runs down the door

; (6) -brack, a change in
the weather

; (7) -breeder, (a) a day or period of excep-
tionally fine weather in the midst of much bad weather ;

brightness or sultriness before a storm
; (b) pi. certain

kinds of clouds, said to portend rain
;

(c) pi. indications
foretelling changes in the weather

; (8) -breeding, por-
tending bad weather

; (9) -chafed, of the skin : roughened
by the wind

; (10) -clock, (a) the beetle, Geotrupes ster-
corarius

;
(b) Carabus violaceus

;
(c) the wood-louse

Oniscus
; (11) -cock, in phr. to put beneath the weathercock,

to imprison
; (12) -dame, a weather prophetess

; (13)
-days, the time of sheep-shearing; (14) -dog, see (1) ; see



WEATHER [4i5] WEAVER
Dog, 8 ; (15) -eye, in phr. to keep the weather-eye lifting, or
open, to be alert or observant

; (16) -fast, detained by
stress of weather ; weather-bound

; (17) -fended, pro-
tected from the weather

; (18) -fender, a protection from
the weather

; (19) -gage, in phr. to get the weather-gage of
one, to get the better of one

; (20) -gall, (a) see (1) ;
(b) a

secondary rainbow
; (21) -ga(w or -go, (a) see (1) ;

(b) see
(20, b)

; (e) see (7, a)
;

(d) a blink of sunshine between
storms

; (e) fig. anything so favourable as to seem an
indication of the reverse

; (22) -glass, the scarlet pim-
pernel, Anagallis arvensis

; (23) -gleam, -glim, or -gloom,
(a) clear sky near a dark horizon ; the horizon ; esp. used
when speaking of objects seen against the sky

;
(b) a

place exposed to the wind
;

(c) to see any object against
the horizon, or in the dusk

; (24) -gnawn, weather-worn
;

(25) -head, see (20, b)
; (26) -laid, see (16) ; (27) -lucker,

better-looking
; (28) -peg, (a) a jocular term for the nose

;

(b) pi. the teeth
; (29) -pillar, see (1) ; (30) -roughen'd,

see (9) ; (3 1 ) -signs, see (7, c)
; (32) -stayed, see (16)

;

(33) -stones, certain beds of the Bath oolite
; (34) -stress,

(35) -wear, severity of the weather
; (36) -wiseacres, a

weather prophet.

(1) Cum.* (a) w.Yks. (J.W.) sw.Lin.1 It gets weather-bet
and stained. (3) s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). (4) Nhb.1 (s.v.

Weather-gaw). (5) e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.) (6) Gall. 'How's
the glass the night, man ?' 'We're gaen to hae a wather-brack,
that's my notion o't,' Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 159, ed. 1876

;

(A.W.) (7, a) Lakel.2 ' It's a gay fine day noo! ' ' Aye, but it is a

wedder-breeder, Ah's warn'd.' Cum.4 e.Yks.1 Supposed to be
the precursor of a storm. w.Yks.12, ne.Lan.1 , Not. (L.C.M.)
Lin. 1 A very fine day in Feb., supposed to usher in fine weather.
swXin. 1

, Wor. (H.K.), e.An.1 Nrf. There is scarcely a breath of

wind, and the rays of the morning sun are dazzling after days of

storm and mist and gloom. . .
' This here's only a waather-

breeder,' Patterson Man and Nat. (1895) 115. (b) Chs.1 Mare's
tail clouds, and ' henscrats.' n.Lln. 1 Little clouds below big ones.

(c) n.Yks.2 (8) Der. The last se'nnight of March had been dull

and weather-breeding, and on All Fools' Day the storm came,
Gilchrist Nicholas (1899) 23. (9) n.Yks. 2 (10, a) Cum.4 (6)

ib. In the Lorton district, (c) ib. At Dean. (11) Abd. My
breeder's [brother's] dother cud seen pit you aneth the weather-

cock, man, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 174; Formerly prisoners

were confined temporarily, in some places, in the church steeple

(A.W.). (12) Or.I. Longhope could also boast of a 'weather
dame.' This individual . . . obtained a considerable reputation

among the skippers, who frequented that harbour, Fergdsson
Rambles (1884) 71. (13) Fif. (Jam.) (14) ne.Lan.1 Cor. Regarded
as certain prognostications of showery or stormy weather, Hunt
Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 434, ed. 1896. (15) s.Lan. 1 e.An.

Keep yow'r weather-eye lifting, Tom, for there's fun ahead,

Harris East-ho (1902) 32. Cor. 3 (16) n.Yks.124 (17) n.Yks.

A little weather-fended thing like that, Linskill Haven under

Hill (1886) vi. (18) Slk. Nae weather-fender for the Shepherd
but the plaid ! Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) IV. 220. (19) s.Cy.

(Hall.), I.W.1 (20, a) N.I. 1
, Dur.1 n.Yks. 4 A dyer's neeaf an' a

weather-gaul, Shepherds warn 'at rain'll fall. w.Yks. 1
(6)

e.Yks.1
, w.Yks. 1 Shr. 1 Come an' look whad a big rainbow, an'

the weather-gall's aumust as bright as the bow. (21, a) Sc.

(Jam.) j See these weather-gaws that streak the lead-coloured

mass with partial gleams of faded red and purple, Scott Pirate

(1821) iv. Slk. He had seen an ill-hued weather-gaw that

morning, Hogg Tales (1838) 141, ed. 1866. Dmf. Wallace
Schoolmaster (1899) 355. Nhb.1

, Lakel.2 , Cum.14 (A) N.Cy. 1 Said

to indicate bad weather, (c) Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 Nhb. 1 'This is a

fine day efter the storm.' 'Aye, but aa doot it's a weather-gaw.'

(</) Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 355. (c) Abd., Rnf. (Jam.)

(22) Lakel.2 , s.Bck. (B. & H.), Wil. 1 (23, a) Sc. The weather-

gleam of the Eastern hills began to be tinged with the brightening

dawn, Edb. Mag. (Oct. 1817) 64 (Jam.). Lth. Nane scans the

wauther gleam Beyond twa days for certain, hoosoever wise they

seem, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 70. Slk. Clap close, and

keep an e'e on the withergloom, Hogg Tales (1838) 663, ed. 1866.

Dmf. Reid Poems (1894) 197. N.Cy. 1
, Nhb.1

,
n.Lan. (C.W.D.)

(A) Bnff.1 Ye needna stan' at the corner atween the twa hooses,

fair i' the wither-glaim. (c) n.Cy. (Hall.) Lakel.2 Ah could

weather gleam ye on afront on us. w.Yks.1 (24) Wm. O'

wedder-gna'n an' weed begrown, Gibson Flk. Sp. Cum. (1869) 94.

(25) Nhp.1
, War.3, e.An. 1 (26) e.An.1 (27) n.Dev. Radgy Vuzz

or Rabbin Knapp, Or zum more weather-lucker chap, Rock Jim

an' Nell (1867) st. 79. (28, a) s.Lan.1 (b) w.Yks. 2 (29) Nhb.1

(s.v. Weather-gaw). (30, 31) n.Yks.2
(32) e.Lan.1 (33) Som.

borne of the beds (of the Great or Bath Oolite), called Weather-
, stones, are specially valuable for plinths, cornices, &c, Woodward
Geol. Eng. and Wales (1876) 187. (34) n.Yks. 2 (35) Gall. May
Davie's famous dykes appear, Ne'er bilged out wi' wather-wear,
But just the same, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 191, ed. 1876.
(36) Gall. By the colour or hue of the scaum do watherwiseakers
guess about coming weather, ib. 421.
8. v. To expose to the air.
s.Chs.1 Nrf. The stuff is rather heava. It want to be weathered,

bor, Emerson Son ofFens (1892) 173. [After having weathered
it, I gave the greater part to my cows, Young Annals Agric.
(1784-1815) XLII. 158.]

Hence Weathered, ppl. adj. damaged, discoloured, or
spoilt by exposure to the weather

;
gen. used of corn or hay.

Chs.13
, s.Chs. 1 Shr.1 ' 'Ow did'n yo' get yore 'ay, Mr. Jones?

'

' Well, we gotten it dry at las', but it wuz a good bit weathered.'
9. To rain ; to snow. n.Yks. It's weatherin' now (I.W.).

10. Fig. To keep clear of ; to avoid.
Sh.I. Olie managed ta wadder da table, Ollason Mareel (1901) 33.

11. To surmount difficulties ; to struggle through.
Cum.4 A person having had a 'hard wedderin' on't,' has had a

difficulty in 'getting through' with anything; thus it would be
spoken of a woman who has just survived child-birth.

12. Phr. to weather one's way, to make one's way with
difficulty.

Gall. See the 'Press Home,'steerin' strecht for Ian', Will she
weather her way to the shore? Scott Gleanings (188 1) 14.

WEATHERED, ppl. adj. Yks. [we'Sad.] Ofwindow-
sills : slanting, to allow of the rain running off. w.Yks.
(JJ.B.)
WEATHERING, ppl.adj. and sb. Chs.War. [we'tSarin.]

1. ppl. adj. In comb. Weathering course, bricks set

slanting from the wall round the bottom of a chimney, to

protect the thatch where it joins the chimney. Chs.1

2. sb. Lichens growing on any object exposed to the
weather.
War.3 Look at the beautiful weathering on those old doors.

WEAUD, WEAUGH, see Wood, adj., Waff, v.*

WEAVE, v. Sc. Lan. Nhp. Sus. Also in forms weyve
s.Lan. 1

; wyve Abd. (Jam.) [wiv.] 1. In phr. (1) to

weave gingerbread, to walk in an ungainly manner, or with
knock-knees

; (2) to weave one's web of sorrow, to sway
backwards and forwards, as an uneasy person, or one in

trouble.

(1) s.Lan.1 Sithee ! heaw yon chap's weyvin' gingebread. (2)

Nhp. 1

2. To plait.

Sus. He himself used to go regularly ... to weave his cue, or,

in less professional language, to plait his pigtail, Egerton Flk. and
Ways (1884) 132.

3. Obs. To knit.

Abd. (Jam.) Ayr. On Fasten-een we had a rockin, To ca' the

crack and weave our stockin, Burns Ep. to J. Lapraik (Apr. i,

1785) st. 2.

4. To wind.
Gall. Twenty or thirty dragoons were urging their horses

forward in pursuit, weaving this way and that among the soft

lairy places, Crockett Standard Bearer (1898) 14.

5. To move backwards and forwards in a chair, as one
uneasy or in trouble. Nhp.1

WEAVEN, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form weavin Abd.
(Jam.) A moment.

Bch. Ye wou'd hae thought she had been in the dead-thraw, in

a weaven after she came in, Forbes Jrn. (1742) 17. Abd. (Jam.)

WEAVER, sb. Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also in forms weighver s.Lan.1

; weyver Sc. Yks.

;

wyver Abd. (Jam.) [wi'va(r.] 1. In comb. (1) Weaver's
beef, ' Whitehebben beef (q.v.)

; (2) -'s beef ofColchester,
Colchester sprats

; (3) -'s bullock, a sprat
; (4) -kneed,

knock-kneed ; (5) -'s swing, a swinging gait ; see below
;

(6) -'s talk, a system of communication between weavers;

(7) -'s windows, windows with three or four narrow lights

together.

(1) Cum. Consists of '40 ribs to the inch' (E.W.P.). (2) Ess.

Grose (1790) ; Ess.1
(3) e.Lon. Charnock Gl. (1880) 57. (4)

Kcb. He was somewhat weaver-kneed, Muir Muncraig (1900) 31.



WEAVER [416] WED
(5) w.Yks. With one shoulder elevated slightly more than the
other, and the upper part of the body swaying from side to side.

The habit is attributed to the practice of keeping time with the
loom and the hand resting on the 'gooin pairt' as a means of<
removing some pressure on the legs and feet. ' Shoo's th' owd
weyver's swing wi' her yut chews hah ' (B.K.). (6) s.Lan.1 Partly
by hand-signals and partly by the silent motions of the mouth and
lips, used by the giris in weaving-sheds when the looms are
working

; the noise being too great to hear ordinary speech. (7)
w.Yks. The house had what we used to call weavers' windows,
Snowden Web of Weaver (1896) xii.

2. Phr. there's another weaver dead, said jocularly when a
jackass brays. s.Lan. 1

3. A knitter of stockings. Abd.
(Jam.) 4. A spider ; also used at/rib.

Abd. Rin as fest as his wee weyver legs cud wag, Macdonald
Malcolm (1875) II. 44. N.I. 1

WEAVER, see "Waver, sb.
1

WEAVERTY-WAVERTY, sb. Sc. A term of con-
tempt for a weaver.
Lnk. Oor Davie was nae langer a puir half-starved weaverty-

waverty, but was now a City Lamp-lichter, Murdoch Readings
(1895) I. 83.

WEAVING, vbl. sb. Yks. Chs. Som. In comb. (1)

Weaving-master, a master weaver who gives out work
to be done by the operatives at their own homes

; (2)

-rods, a weaving term : rods put through the yarn in

several places in the ' ratch ' (q.v.) to keep it straight
; (3)

-shed, a weaving term : the space where the shuttle

passes between the warp-threads
; (4) — Tuesday, the

Tuesday before Palm Sunday.
(1, 2) Chs. 1 (3) w.Yks. Made by raising part of the healds

(R. H.R.). (4) Som. At Castle Carey a fair is held on Weaving
Tuesday, N. & Q. (1893) 8th S. iv. 317.

WEAW, see Wew, v.

WEAWNDY, WEAZAND, see Woundy, Weasand.
WEAZEL, sb. 1 Dev.* A corruption of ' wurzel.'

WEAZEL, sb.2 e.An. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A foolish fellow. (Hall.)
WEAZEL, WEAZEN, see Weasel, sb.

1
, Weasand.

WEAZLE-BLAWING, sb. Obs. Sc.(Jam.) A disease
to which the roots of the fingers are subject. Cf. catter.
WEB, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Cum. Yks. Lei. e.An. Also

written webb Cum. ; and in forms wab Sc. (Jam.) Lei.1
;

wob Lei.1 [web ; Sc. wab.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Web's
end, in phr. (a) to be cut off at the web'send, obs., to be made
an end of

;
(b) to let the want come at the web's end, to wait

to remedy a deficiency until the last moment
; (2) -glass,

a magnifying glass for examining a web of cloth
; (3)

-stone, see below.
(1, fl) Lnk. Your bits of papers and your drops of blood will be

shot to the door, and never a word more of them, and ye and
your testimony cut off at the web's end, Walker Biog. Presby.

(ed. 1827) I. 72. (6) Uls. Uls. Jrn. Arch. (1853-62) V. 106. (2)

Fif. My man, it's a strong web-glass 'ill be put on yer claith there.

A' yer felters will be detected, Robertson Provost (1894) 99.

(3) Cum. When the great plague . . . raged in Keswick and all

intercourse was suspended, the Grasmere statesmen carried their

cloth to Artnboth Fell on the further banks of Thirlmere and laid

it out on a large stone, where the traders met them and transacted

their business. The rock in question is to this day known as the

Webb-stone, Bradley Highways (1901) 32 ; Cum.* When some
plague was bad i' t'toons Hoo fwok wad meet on Armboth fell,

To buy an' sell, nar a girt stean ; Web-stean it's caw't still to this

day, Richardson Talk (1876) 2nd S. 55.

2. The heap of clothes deposited in the game of ' Scots

and English.' Cum.4 Cf. wed, sb. 1. 3. A tangle
; fig.

a state of mental confusion.
Lei. 1 Ah wur in a frightful unfettled wob when ah wur gooin'

t'America.

4. A film over the eye. e.An.1 5. The omentum ; also

in comb. Web-of-the-body.
Sc. Apparently named from its resemblance to something that

is woven (Jam.). Sh.I. ' Hed he [a sheep] muckle tallin?'

' Very gtide apo' da neers, bit da wab wisna ta mak' a sang aboot,'

Sh. News (Dec. 23, 1899). e.An. 1

6. The whole lot or collection ; esp. in phr. all or whole
web.

n.Yks. 2 'What's t'heeal web worth?' applied to all kinds of

sundries. e.Yks. 1 Cum on, an Ah'll fight all web o' ya, MS. add.

(T.H.)

7. v. To weave ;
also usedfig.

Lnk. A greater lee was never wabbit in auld Camlachie,

Murdoch Readings (1895) III. 28; ib. Doric Lyre (1873) 13.

8. Phr. to web a person in among, to treat him as an

associate. n.Yks. 2 We deeant web him in amang us.

WEBBER, sb. Obs. N.I.1 A country buyer of linen.

WEBBUT, int. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Also in forms

webber Yks. Lan. ; webbit Nhb.1
; webbo, webbu s.Lan. 1

A contraction of ' well but.'

Nhb. 1 Webbit, aa winna gari. Webbit, aa'll see forst, noo.

w.Yks. Webbut, t'mother says shoo's ommast noineteen, By-

water Gossips, 3; Webber whooas tubbit judge? ib. Sheffield

Dial. (1839) 32. Lan. 'Webber, mesther,' . . Billy begun. 'I'll

ha' no webbers
;
ye mun sattle it upo' th' owd plan,' Brierley

Cast upon World (1886) iii. s.Lan.1

WEBIS, see Weebo.
WEBSTER, sb. Obsol. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Dur. Cum.

Yks. Lan. Lin. Also in forms wabster Sc. (Jam.) N.I.1

N.Cy. 1
; wobster Sc. Cum.14 ; wybister Abd. (Jam.)

1. A weaver.
Sc. The term is now used in contempt (Jam.) ; Tod was a

wabster to his trade, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xv. Sh.I.

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 195. Cai. 1 Kcd. Grant Lays (1884)

198. Dmb. A wabster wan them a pirn, Taylor Poems (1827)

14. Ayr. An honest wabster to his trade, Burns Death and Dr.

Hornbook (1785) st. 26. Peb. Affleck Poet. Wks. (1836) 126.

Rxb. A wheen fleshers an' baxters, an' wabsters, Dibdin Border

Life (1897) 59. Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) a. N.I. 1
,

N.Cy.1
, Dur. 1

, Cum. 14
, n.Yks. 2

, w.Yks. 1
, Lan. 1

, ne.Lan.1, nXin. 1

2. Comp. Webster-craft, the art of weaving.
Edb. Webster craft was my beginning, Pennecuik Wks. (1715)

389, ed. 1815. w.Yks. Furthermore, we know that ' webstercraft

'

and ' sheermancraft ' (or cloth-dressing) were carried on in the

district (Cleckheaton) fully five centuries ago, Gray Walks around
Bradford, 59, in Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 16, 1899).

3. A knitter of stockings. Abd. (Jam., s.v. Weaver).
4. A spider ; also in comp. Spider-webster.
Sc. (Jam.) Rnf. Picken Poems (1788) Gl. {ib.) Ayr. A spider

wabster as big as a puddock, Galt Entail (1823) xxv. Kcb.
Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 307-8.

[1. My daies passiden swiftliere thanne a web is kit doun
of a webstere, Wyclif Job vii. 6. OE. webbestre, a female
weaver (Hall).]

WECHT, WECKEN, see Weight, sb.
12

, Waken, v.

WED, sb. and v.
1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Chs. War. Shr. Also in forms wad Sc. (Jam.) N.I. 1 N.Cy.1

Nhb.1 Cum.4 n.Yks.12 ; wadd Sc. N.Cy. 1 [wed ; wad.]
1. sb. A pledge ; a forfeit ; a wager.
Sc. (Jam.) ; A wad is a fool's argument, Kelly Prov. (1721) 19.

n.Sc. Now I entreat you for to stay, Unto us gie a wad, Buchan
Ballads (1828) I. 35, ed. 1875. Per. Lawson Bk. of Per. (1847)
156. Lnk. O thou hast lost thy wad, man, Graham Writings

(1883) II. 268. Edb. The English and Scots used to be played
by parties of boys, who, divided by a fixed line, endeavoured to
pull one another across this line, or to seize, by bodily strength
or nimbleness, a ' wad ' (the coats or hats of the players) from the
little heap deposited in the different territories at a convenient
distance, Blackw. Mag. (Aug. 1821) 35. Ant. Grose (1790) MS.
add. (C.) N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 The term is used in the game of Scotch
and English,' where the clothes of the competitors are deposited
as wad. Cum.4 Wm. After he catcheth his booty, which they
call a wed, . . they take him prisoner, and carry him to the wed
or heap of cloaths, Atkinson Worthies (1849) I. 22. n.Yks.2

Lan. Davies Races (1856) 278. s.Chs.1
, Shr.1

Hence (1) Dead-wed, sb., obs., a mortgage
; (2) going in

wads, phr. playing at forfeits
; (3) to be in {a) wad, phr. (a) to

have to.pay a forfeit
; (b) to be in error

; (4) to cry the weds,
phr. to call the forfeits; (5) Wad-keeper, sb.,obs., one who
takes charge of pledges

; (6) Wads, sb. pi. [a) a game of
forfeits ; see below

;
(b) the game of ' Scots and English

'

;

(7) weds and forfeits, (8) weds and wears, phr., see (6, a)
;

(9) Wed-shooting, sb. shooting at a mark for a prize.
(1) Sc. [Mortgage] is ane French word, signifies ane deed wed.

. . Because be the auld law of this realm, the profit thereof, that
is, the annual of the silver, is reckoned as part of the stock and
principall summe. And therefore the said stock is dead, without
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ony profite, as ane barren and dead tree, quhilk producis na fruit,
Skene Dijficill Wds. (1681) 88. (2) Sh.I. Another favourite game
was going in wads, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 185. (3,0) Sh.I. (J.S.)
Gall. Round is handed the [glowing] stick, and whomsoever's [sic]
hand it goes out in, that [person] is in a wad, and must kiss the
crook, the clips, and what not, ere he gets out of it, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 385, ed. 1876. (6) Sh.I. (J.S.) (4) s.Chs.1 Dhi wiin
jiis-t-u-meet ugy'ai-t u krahyin dhil wedz wen ahy went in. Shr.1

We cried'n the weds an' 'ad'n rar' raps. (5) Sc. (Jam.) Slg. As to
this conscience, it is a faithful wad-keeper ; the gages it receiveth it

renders, Bruce Sermons (1631) vi, ed. 1843. (6, a) Sh.I. The young
people are seated round the open fireplace. A piece of straw ... is

bent in the form of an acute triangle. Both the ends are lighted
and begin to burn slowly. . . It is now carefully balanced at the
angular point on another straw held perpendicularly in the hand
of No. j, who exclaims : ' Wha'll buy my jantle Jockie belaand ?

'

No. 2 answers : ' What if he dees i' dy ain haand ? " No. 2 [sic]

replies: 'Da back sail bear da saddle baand, thro' moss, thro'
mire, thro' mony a laand, that gars my jantle Jockie dee or get a
faa.' The burning triangle is now handed to No. 2, who repeats
the same formula together with No. 3, and so on to the next ; and
anyone in whose hand the ' gentle Jockie dees' (fire goes out) or
' gets a faa ' (falls) that one is in a wad, and is punished by kiss-

ing every person of the opposite sex present, or by answering a
number of dark questions, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 185-6. Lth.
The young anes now at wads did play, An' were their dearies
smacking, Bruce Poems (1813) II. 101. Dmf. A game . . . called

the wadds. Young men and women arranged themselves on each
side of the hearth fire. . . It begins thus :

' O it's hame, an' it's

hame, an' it's hame, hame, hame, I think this night I maun gae
hame.' The other party cries :

' Ye had better lycht an' byde a'

night, An' I'll choose you a bonnie ane ' [here the person is

named]. If the partner please : ' I'll set her up on the bonnie pear-

tree, It's straught an' tall, an' sae is she, I wad wauke a' night

her luve to be.' But if the person proposed be rejected : ' I'll set

her up i' the bank dyke, She'll be rotten ere I be ripe, The
corbies her auld banes wadna pyke.' This if she be old. If she
be young and rejected : ' I'll set her up on the high crab-tree, It's

soure and dowre, an' sae is she ; She may gang to the mools
unkist by me.' This refusal must be atoned for by a wadd or

forfeit, Cromek Remains (1810) 113-5 note; The party are first

fitted each with some ridiculous name, . . such as Swatter-in-the-

Sweet-Milk, Butter-Milk-and-Brose, the Gray Gled o' Glen-

whargan Craig, &c. Then all being seated, one comes up, repeat-

ing the following rhymes : ' I never stealt Rob's dog, nor never
intend to do, But weel I ken wha stealt him, and dern'd him in a

cleugh, And pykit his banes bare, bare, bare eneugh ! Wha but

—

wha but
—

' The object is to burst out suddenly with one of the

fictitious names, and thus take the party bearing it by surprise.

If the individual mentioned . . . failed ... to say 'No me," . . he
was subject to a forfeit ; and this equally happened if he cried

' No me,' when it was the name of another person which was
mentioned, Chambers Pop. Rhymes (ed. 1870) 126. Ir. After

this comes the Weds or Forfeits, or what they call putting round

the button, Carleton Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) I. in. N.Cy. 1 (b)

Sc. The players being equally divided, and a certain space marked

out between them, each lays down one or more wads or pledges

at that extremity where the party to which he belongs, chuse

their station. . . The two parties advancing to the boundary or

line, seize the first opportunity of crossing it, by making inroads

on the territories of each other. He who crosses the line, if

seized by one of the opposite party, before he has touched any of

their wads, is set down beside them as a prisoner, and receives

the name of a stinker ; nor can he be released till one of his own
side can touch him, without being intercepted by any of the other.

. . . If any one is caught in the act of carrying off a wad it is taken

from him ; but he cannot be detained as prisoner, in consequence

of his having touched it. . . When the one party have carried off

... all the wads of the other, the game is finished (Jam.). (7)

War. 1 2a (8) Dmf. (Jam.) Gall. They'd . . . take a turn at wads

and wears, Whilk ay the heart say blithely cheers, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 352, ed. 1876. (9) Frf. Many amuse themselves

[at Christmas] with various diversions, particularly with shooting

for prizes, called here wad-shooting, Statist. Ace. II. 509 (Jam.).

Ags. (Jam.)

2. v. To pledge ; to wager ; to engage oneself.

Sc. (Jam.); I'll wad my haill fee against a groat, Scorr

Minstrelsy (1802) I. 425, ed- 1848. Kcd - Peer Francie
'

s dead
,

I' 11

wad my head, Grant Lays (1884) 30. Per. I'll wad a bodle,

Stewart Character (1857) 127. s.Sc. I'll wad a firkin o' butter to

a fardin cannle, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 39°- Ayr. I'll wad my
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new pleugh-pettle, Ye'll see't or lang, Burns Earnest Cry (1786)
St. 15. Rxb. Hamilton Outlaws (1807) 20. N.I. 1

, n.Cy. (Coll.
L.L.B.), Nhb.i, n.Yks.12
Hence wadded at, pkr., obs., wagered on.
Sc. She couldna hae ridden a furlong mair Had a thousand

merks been wadded at her, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) III. 285, ed.
1848.

[1. OE. wed{d, a pledge ; an agreement, a covenant
(Sweet).]

WED, v.2 In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also in form wad Sc. (Jam.) [wed ; wad.]
1. To marry

; used also as preterite, pp. and ppl. adj.
Sc. (A.W.) Abd. Ance they're waddit we're sooperanniwat,

Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xliv. Per. The Great Man took
the rustic maid and wed her, Aitken Enochdhu (1901) 72. Cld.

(Jam.) Drab. Where sadness wed to peace looked out so fair,

Salmon Gowodean (1868) 12. Twd. How Margot wed the
Dragon, Buchan Burnet (1898) 8. Rxb. He had wed any two
that should be wed, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 68. Wgt. Fraser
Poems (1885) 64. Ir. She'd a mind to wed, Barlow Bogland
(1892) 155. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. We're ower poor to wed, as we might
ha' done, Tynedale Studies (1896). n.Cy. (J.W.), Cum.1

, n.Yks.124

e.Yks. 1 Me an mah awd deeam was wed. m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. (J.W.)

s.Lan. 1 Wed women are like cats, they look'n best uppo ther own
harstooans, 6. Der. Ye'd hae me wed wi' the first lout as ax me,
Ouida Puck (1870) v. Brks. A-thinkin' o' gettin' wed, Hayden
Round our Vill. (1901) 95. Ken. I've been wed afore, Carr
Cottage Flk. (1897) 9. Dor. He were gettin' into years, to be
sure, when he wed her, Francis Fiander's Widow (1901) pt. 1. i.

Som. The maid first kissed upon the stroke o' midnight shall be
wed afore the year is out, Raymond Men o' Mendip (1898) xiii.

e.Dev. Three years wed or more, Jane Lordship (1897) 56. Cor.

Lev us gone to be wed, Pearse Sngs. (1902) 86.

Hence (1) wedded over the besom-stick, phr. not legally

married
; (2) Wedder, sb. one who gets married

; (3)

Wed-folks, sb. pi. married people
; (4) Wedless, adj.

unmarried
; (5) Wed-pelt, a married person ; see Pelt, sb. 3

(1) Wm. A derisive reference to a man and woman who
cohabit without going through the ceremony of legal marriage.
The act of jumping over the beesom stick is held to be binding on
the parties performing it. until it can be undone, which is never,

and as separation or desertion can only be justified thus, the

ceremony is held to be binding for life (B.K.). (2) n.Yks.2 ' Mair
wedders than pot-boilers,' implying that many marry without
sufficient means. (3) n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Lan.1 (4) Per.

They twitted him about women, and put him mathematical queries

as to the number of wedless maidens in the world, Aitken
Enochdhu (1901) 125. (5) w.Yks. Sitha at yond fooil ; thah wodn't
think 'at he was an owd wed-pelt wi a hoilful o' barns. An owd
wed-pelt 'at shoo is ta hev t'donkey fringe cut (B.K.).

2. With with : to be married to.

Per. Ye'se never wad wi' Grace onybody, Cleland Inchbracken

(1883) 59, ed. 1887. w.Som.1 I don't never 'bleive her on't never
wed way un arter all.

[1. No cristen prince wolde fayn wedden his child,

Chaucer C. T. b. 223. OE. weddian, to make a contract

;

to betroth ; to marry (Hall).]

WED, v.
3 Sh.I. To leap out of the water, as a trout

when catching winged insects. S. & Ork.1

WED, see Wade, sb.12 , Wede, Will, aux. v.

WEDDENER, WEDDER, see Weddinger, Weather.
WEDDERWOMAN, sb. Obs. N.Cy.1 A woman who

keeps a registry office for female servants.

WEDDING, sb. Sc. Dur. Yks. Lan. Chs. Pern. Also

in form wadding Sc. [we'din ; wa'din.] 1. In comb.

(1) Wedding-a-woo, see below; (2) -haws, obs., money
tossed to the crowd at a wedding ; (3) -bed, the bridal

bed
; (4) -bells, see below

; (5) -bidding, an invitation to a

wedding
; (6) -braws, wedding-clothes

; (7) -coat, the coat

worn by the bridegroom ; (8) -lines, a marriage certificate;

(9) -of-crows, obs., a large flock of crows or rooks
; (10)

proud, occupied and elated with wedding festivities
; (11)

-psalm, see below
; (12) -ribbon, a ribbon given by the

bride to be raced for
; (13) -sark, a shirt made by the bride

for the bridegroom before the wedding
; (14) -store, the

wedding-feast ; (15) -treat, see below.

(1) w.Yks. An expression that occurs in a couplet that is yet

frequently heard in the Wilsden district when a wedding party is

3H
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greeted either with mere shouts of good wishes or by the
accompaniment of a hurled slipper or shoe. 'A weddin' a-woo,
a clog an' a shoe, A pot full o' porridge an' away they go I

' Leeds
Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 16, 1899). (2) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.
(1824). (3) Bwk. Now we see, wi' mournfu' e'e, The grave's his
wedding-bed, Sutherland Poems (1821) 23. (4) w.Yks. Female
operatives, when one of their number has been 'spurred,'
announce the fact that it is known to them by ringing the
wedding-bells for her ventriloquially when she approaches. When
done by large numbers in unison the effect is more disconcerting
than unpleasant, and the performance is intended to be jovial,
rather than irritating. ' They're nooan ringing t'weddin bells fer
thee thah's nooa need ta think' (B.K."). (5) s.Pem. N. (S Q.
(1872) 4th S. x. 267. (6) Lnk. What like were their waddin'
braws? Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) io7- Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 69, ed. 1876. (7) Kcb. Amang the puir folk this

waddin coat haes tae last them a' their days for gaun tae ye kirk,

for kirsnins an burials, an ither gran' occasions, Trotter Gall.

Gossip (1901) 98. (8) w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Lan.1 (9) Gall. Mactag-
gart Encycl. (1824). (10) s.Lan. 1

, Chs. 1 (11) Dur.1 If a bride
appears at church within a few Sundays after the wedding, it is

customary for the singers to sing a particular psalm, thence called

the wedding psalm. At Winston Church the 133rd Psalm is

selected; in some churches the 128th. (12) ib. (13) Gall.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) ;
(A.W.) (14) Abd. To busk a bonnie

bride, or cook the weddin'-store, Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 25.

(15) Sh.I. On the fourth day the young men held the 'weddin'
treat,' which was simply continuing the marriage festivities and
rejoicings for another day and night ; and this they did at their

own expense, as an expression of their goodwill toward the newly
married couple, and also as a return for the liberal entertainment
which had been provided for all the wedding guests, Stewart
Tales (1892) 221.

2. Phr. by wedding or deciding, by marriage or inherit-

ance.
w.Yks. Newby says he is bound to hev Leigh either by wedding

or deading, if gold will n't do it, Barr Lovefor an Hour, 225.

WEDDINGER, sb. Sc. Irel, Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
Not. Lin. Suf. Cor. and Amer. Also written weddener
Yks. Suf. Cor. ; weddiner Cum.4 Wm. e.Yks.1 ne.Lan.1

e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Not. Amer. ; and in forms waddiner Uls.

;

wed'ner Cum. [wed- ; wa'dina(r.] A wedding guest

;

pi. the whole wedding party, including the bride and
bridegroom.

Slk. Warning Mess John and the weddingers to be ready,
Hogg Tales (1838) 116, ed. 1866. TJls. The waddiners wur late

o' arrivin', M cIlroy Druid's Island (1902) 114. Nhb. The wed-
dingers were welcomed by the good dame and her staff, Dixon
Whittingham Vale (1895) 51. Cum. The wed'ners just tuok gluts

apiece, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1805) 129; Cum.4 Wm. Hez
t'weddiners geean by yit? (B.K.) n.Yks. 12 , e.Yks. 1

, m.Yks,1

w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865) ; w.Yks.1 Lan. Women come
to their dooars to see t'weddiners, Eavesdropper Vill. Life (1869)
98. ne.Lan.1

, e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1 s.Not. Has the weddiners cootn'd

home? (J.P.K.) n.Lin. 1 Thaay'll be married by noo, I seed th*

weddin'ers pass hairf a nooer sin'. sw.Lin. 1 Are you one of the
weddingers ? Suf. You shall be one of my weddeners, never fear,

Betham-Edwards Lord of Harvest (1899) 223. Cor.3 [Amer.
Dial. Notes (1896) I. 375.]

WEDE, pp. and v. Obs. Sc. Nhb. Also written weed
Sc. ; and in forms wed, weded Sc. In comb. Wede away,
(1) faded, vanished, destroyed by death

; (2) to cause to

vanish ; to remove, destroy
; (3) to die out.

(1) Sc. The flowers of the forest are weded awae, Scott
Minstrelsy (ed. 1806) III. 123. Elg. Wi' disease I was near wede
awa, man, Blackhall Lays (1849) 38. Ayr. His parent-tree wi'

shielin-bough, By death was wede awa', Ballads andSngs.{ 1846-7)
II. 61. Edb. Now that our weavers are a' wed awa', How then
can we mak' a bit linnen o't, Forbes Poems (1812) 141. Nhb. 1

The flowers of the forest are a' wede away. (2) Sc. Bairns, like

things o'er fair for Death to wede away, Nicoll Poems (ed. 1843)
226. Edb. If sad Fate before me should Wede him away,
Maclagan Poems (1851) 225. (3) Gall. The Browns and the
Sproats are a' weedin awa, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 28, ed. 1876.

WEDGE, sb. 1 and v. Nhb. Dur. Wm. Lei. Nhp. War.
Shr. Nrf. Som. Also in forms wadge Nhb. 1 Lei.1 Nhp. 1

War.3 Shr. 1 w.Som. 1
; wodge War. [wedg ; wadg,wodg.]

1. sb. An implement for splitting coal, firewood, &c.
Nhb., Dur. A sharp or flat pointed iron or steel, used for

splitting and breaking coal or stone, Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888).

w.Som.1 The implements for ' claivin o' brans,' i.e. splitting up

firewood, are always ' a battle and wadges.'

2. A lump; a thick slice, esp. of bread or cake.

Nhb. 1
, Win. (B.K.), Lei. 1

, War. (Hall.), War.3 Shr.1 A wadge
o' cake.

3. A large, loose bundle ; a load ; a quantity ; a wad
stopped into a crevice, &c.

Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 A large load on the back would be called a wadge

;

a heavy child would be ' A pretty good wadge to carry.' War.
(Hall.), War.3

4. v. To stuff; to load ; to insert as a wad. Lei.1
, War.3

WEDGE, sb? Nrf. [wedg.] The brim of a hat : a dial.

form and use of ' verge.'

I can't understand you farmers. When you want anything

you'll wery nigh pull the wedge off your hat at a poor fellow, and
another time you'll ride past and on't look, Emerson Son ofFens

(1892) 328; (P.H.E.); Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 274.

WEDGED, ppl. adj. Yks. Chs. [wedgd.] Of a
woman's breast or a cow's udder : distended with milk

;

hard and swollen.
n.Yks.12 ne.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 355. Chs. 1

When a cow's udder becomes gorged with milk and is hard
previous to calving it is said to be wedged. s.Chs.1

WEDGET, sb. Yks. Lei. Nhp. Also written wedgeit
n.Yks.2 ; and in forms wadget Lei.1

; wadjet Nhp.1
;

woudgeat n.Yks.2 [we'dgit.] 1. A small wad ; a thick

slice of bread or meat. n.Yks. 2
, Lei.

1 2. A large, loose
bundle ; a burden.
Nhp. 1 A pocket stuffed full, would be called a wadget.

WEDGEWOOD, sb. Lan. Used proverbially for any-
thing very tough.

e.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 They're clemmed wur nor wedgewood, 29.

WEDGIL, sb. Yks. [we'dgil.] A lump ; a deriv. of
'wedge.' n.Yks. She gav me a wedgil o' spice-keak (I.W.).

WEDGING, ppl. adj. and vbl. sb. Nhb. Dur. Stf. Cor.
In comb. (1) Wedging-crib, a mining term : a large crib

made of metal or oak, used as a foundation for metal
tubbing, or for walling

; (2) -day, a day set apart by
miners for repairing their tools

; (3) -mill, a mill for
kneading pottery clay ; see Wage, v.a

(1) Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). (2) Cor.
'Tes wedgin' day tomorraw, says I, Tregellas Character (1868)

96 ; Cor.2 (3) Stf. Pug mill or wedging mill for kneading pottery
clay, White Wrekin (i860) xxvii.

WEDNESDAY, sb. Sc. Nrf. In phr. (1) it's Wednesday
through all the world, or — all the world over, an expression
used as a protection against witchcraft ; (2) one won't get
further than Wednesday, one is not ' all there.'

(1) Lnk. The good wife began to pray for herself and for a' that
she had, saying, ' It's Wednesday thro' a' the warld, and good be
between you and me, chapman, for ye're either a witch or a
warlock or something that's no canny,' Graham Writings (1883)
II. 104 ; Ay when ye speak o' them [devils, &c], name the day,
cry ' It's Wansday thro' a' the warld,' and there's nae fear o' you,
ib. 139 ; Ye're a warlock, it's Wednesday a' the warld oer, ib. 120.

(2) Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 25.

WEDSET, see Wadset.
WE(E, int. Irel. Cum. Lei. Hmp. Also written whee

N.I.1 [wi.] A call to a horse to stop. Cf. way, int.

N.I. 1
, Cum.1

, Lei. 1
(s.v. Horse-language), Hmp. (H.R.)

WEE, adj. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. Chs. Lin. Suf. Also written we Sc. (Jam.) ; wea
n.Cy. ; wie Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms way n.Cy. Yks.

;

wey Sc. (Jam.) [wi.] 1. adj. Little, small
;
young.

Sc. (Jam.); One of those Scotch words that has no English
equivalent; accordingly our English friends have very sensibly
adopted it. You will nowadays hear English people, just as much
as Scotch, saying to a child— ; Oh! you are a dear wee pet.'
' Little pet ' would not convey half the meaning. It has a sort of
kindly meaning, even as applied to inanimate things, Montgomerie-
Fleming Notes on Jam. (1899); A wee bit of the diet-loaf, Scott
St. Ronan (1824) ii. Cai. 1 Abd. An' wee, wee ladies fair beyond
compare, An' wee, wee lords in gorgeous garbs war' there,
Guidman Inglismill (1873) 48. s.Sc. Their housie was wee,
Allan Poems (1887) 12. Ayr. Wee Jenny to her Graunie says,
Burns Halloween (1785) st. 13. Dmf. Jock's heid was wee, Thom
Jock o' the Knowe (1878) 1. Wgt. I was but wee an' whiles owned
a bawbee, Fraser Poems (1885) 56, Ir. Now dhrink that wee
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bowl iv beef-tay, M°Nulty Misther OfRyan (1894") xxiii. N.I.1

Uls. A real good wee worker, Hamilton Bog (1896) n. Ant. I

mind meself a wee boy wi' no plain talk, O'Neill Glens of Ant.
(1900) 28. Dwn. Be at the kirsnin' o' my wee boy the morrow
nicht, Lyttle Betsy Gray (1894) 12. N.Cy.1 Used as a sort of
superlative, as ' Give me a wee little bit of bread.' Nhb.1 Move
up a wee bit. Dur. 1

, w.Dur. 1
, Cum.14 Wm. Let us alaan yaw

wee bit, Hutton Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 242. n.Yks. 2 e.Yks.1

What a bonny wee lahtle bayn it is. w.Yks.1 Lan. Unloike thoose

wee things ut they sell neaw, that numberell ull shelter three

foak, Staton B. Shuttle Manch. 17. n.Lin.1 She was the weeist
bairn I iver seed e' my life. Suf. 1 A wee bit of a thing.

Hence (1) Weeness, sb. smallness, littleness
; (2)

Weeock, sb. a little while ; a short distance.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) (2) Sc. Wait for a weeock to see gin she does

na turn up, Ochiltree Redbum (1895) ii. w.Sc. (Jam.) Cld. ' In

a weeock,' by and bye {ib.). Lnk. Aye they gied the tither glower,

An' drew their chairs a weeock ower, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 9.

2. Comb. (1) Wee bawk, a small cross-beam nearest the

angle of a roof; (2)— bit, (a) ofdistance : an overplus ; see

below ;
(b) a slight intermediate meal ; (c) little, small

;

cf. bit, adj. ; (3) -boukit, small-bodied ; of small compass
;

cf.boukjSk 1
;
(4)— drop, whisky; (5)— folk, the fairies; (6)

— half, asmall glass or half-glass ofwhisky ; (7)—hour,one
o'clock, gen. a.m.; (8) —jug, a whisky jug; (9)— knowin',

a small quantity ; what can be perceived ; (10) — one or

— ane, a little child, an infant; adarling; (11)— people, see

(5) ; (12) -saul't, having a small soul ; (13) — schule, see

below
; (14) — sour leek, the sheep's sorrel, Rumex

Aceiosella
; (15) — taws, a small ' taws' used for less serious

offences than those for which the ' big taws ' is used
;

(16) — thing, (a) see (10) ; (b) a very little ; a trifle
; (17)

— thought, see (16, b)
; (18) — whinnull, a shower.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) (2, a) n.Cy. (Hall.) ; Blount (1681). Yks.

'A Yorkshire way-bit.' An overplus not accounted in the

reckoning, which sometimes proves as much as all the rest. Ask

a countryman how many miles it is to such a town and he will

return comm'only, ' so many miles and a way-bit,' Ray Prov. ( 1678)

338. w.Yks. Watson Hist. Hlfx. (1775) 548. (*) Yks. Trans.

Phil. Soc. (1858) 177. (c) Sc. A wee bit doggie, Ramsay Remin.

(ed. 1892) 117 ;
' Bit' (small) is often intensified by the addition

of ' wee ' (A.W.). Abd. Her wee bit drap o' tea, Cadenhead

Bon-Accord (1853) 183. Ayr. Thy wee-bit housie, too, in ruin

!

Burns To a Mouse (1785) st. 4. Lnk. Hide the wee bit bairmes

when this bogey man comes by, Orr Laigh Flichts (1882) 26.

TJls. Aw wud like tae commit tae ye'r care a wee bit Taestament,

M'Ilroy Craiglinnie (1900) 26. Nhb. 1 She was just a wee bit

thing at the time. Cum. I've gotten a wee bit spinning wheel,

BlamirePo««s (ed. 1842) 191. Wm.The wee bit daisy.Whitehead

Leg. (1859) 10. n.Yks.2 A wee bit thing. Chs. Wheyl tha does

thi wee bit jobs i' th' taan, Clough B. Bresskittle (1879) 9. (3)

Lnk. Tho' she's wee boukit, [she] may wear geyan teugh, Thomson

Musings (1881) 94. Lth.BALLANTiNE Poems (1856) !33- (4) Ayr.

When the wee drap gi'es life to the laugh an' the joke, Ramsay

Woodnotes (1868) 329. Edb. They'll help to cool his thrapple, het

aneugh by this time, I warrant ye, wi' the wee drappie, Ballantine

Deanhaugh (1869) 17. Don. Ah, poor Manis was always fond of

the wee dhrap, Macmanus Chim. Corners (1899) 199. (5) H.I.

Dwn. Come the Wee-Fowk wi' their dances Frae the lan so
Fafirie, Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 93. Don. The belief

in the ' wee folk,' or ' gentry,' is very much more widely spread

in our picturesque and mountainous county than cursory inquirers

have any idea of, Cornh. Mag. (Feb. 1877I 172. (6) Lnk. A ' wee

hauf ' held my heart in cheer, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 19. (7)

Abd. Lang aifter the wee oor hed struck'n me an' Jinse was

thereoot, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 209; (A.W.) (8) n.Ir. A
toper there lived at Rashedag Who was so very fond of the wee

jug, Lays and Leg. (1884) 34- (9) N.I.1 (10) n.Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1
,

Kcd. (Jam.) Lnk. The wee ane's breeks had lost the doup, Orr

Laigh Flichts (1882) 27. Edb. At blithe penny-weddm or

chrfst'nin' a wee ane, Maclagan Poems (1851) 65. s Sc. (AWT.)

N I l There was a wheen o' wee ones follayin afther thim. Dwn.

A ken my wee yin's een Gaze on thon skies uv goolden green,

Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 18. N.Cy.1 (11) Ir..If any

article of household furniture happens to be misplaced, they

attribute it to the wee-people, Mason ParochSurv. (1814-19) >"

Flk.LoreJm.^884)U 140. N.I.1 Dwn. The W^e-People had

^mPth!n' tae dae !
Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 138. (12)

somethin' tae dae ! Savage-

£^JSSST/S£»V^(*> C^h.The'weeSc. (Jam.) Rnf. Our noble prince Has play'd t^wee-saulH loan

schule,' called nowadays the 'infant department,' or the 'junior

division,' Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) 12. (14) Ant. (B. & H.)

(15) Lth. The cane and the ' wee taws ' were occasionally, but
mildly, used to quicken a lazy scholar, Strathesk More Bits (ed.

1885) 22. (16, a) Abd. We've bairns you've never seen—Wee
things that turn them Northward when they kneel down at e'en,

Murray Hamewith (1900) 84. Per. The lauchin' wee things!
for their bread He'd furr the face o' Ben Macdhu ! Halieurton
Ochil Idylls (1891) 102. Rn£ The wee things a' come todlin

round him, Webster Rhymes (1835) 54. Ayr. The vera wee-
things, toddlan, rin, Burns Halloween (1785) st. 5. Dmf. Frae
tent to tent the wie-things run, Mayke Siller Gun (1808) 58. Dwn.
A ken fu

1 weel the wee thing sits Ahint her wundee sma', an'

knits, Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 27. w.Yks. Sutcliffe
Shameless Wayne (1900) 5. (6) Sc. Maybe a wee thing nastier

in the taste, Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 10 ; Ye micht whiles

fancy I was a wee thing dour, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xxii.

N.I. 1 It's a wee thing sharp this mornin'. (17) Ayr. A wee thought

langer, an' we'll soon get clear O' this queer trade, John Kennedy
Poet. Wks. (1828) 103. Nhb.1 (18) Ant. (S.A.B.)

3. Obs. Of low or mean station.

Cld. 'Wee fowk,' people of the lowest ranks (Jam.).

4. Close-fisted, miserly ; mean, despicable.
Cld. That was very wee in him (Jam.). Dmf. (ib.) Uls, A close-

fisted person is ' wee,' 'close-fisted,' 'near,' Northern Whig (May 8,

1901).

Hence Weeness, sb. meanness. Cld. (Jam.) 5. sb. A
little ; somewhat ; also used advb.

Sc. (Jam.) ; I wish ye had jist come a wee quicker, Swan Gates

ofEden (1895) ii. Kcd. He was a wee o'er late, Burness Garron

Ha' (c. 1820) 151. w.Sc. I'm a wee doubtfu' about it, Carrick
Laird of Logan (1835) 59. Ayr. I grudge a wee the Great-folk's

gift, Burns Ep. to Davie (1784) st. 1. Kcb. It looks a wee purpose-

less for a man wha's time's his ain, Armstrong Kirkiebrae (1896) 71.

6. A short time ; a while.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Syne bathed her wee feetie awee in the burn,

Allan Lilts (1874) 359. ne.Sc. Ah'll jist wait a wee till they

kweel [cool], Green Gordonhaven (1887) 130. Ayr. It was a gey

wee past the hour, Hunter Life Studies (1870) 282. Edb. Put a

tether to his tongue for a wee, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) i. Gall.

Bide a wee, faither, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) iii. N.I. 1 In a

wee. N.Cy. 1 Wait a wee. Nhb. 1 Cum. They may forget their

birth a wee, Gilpin Ballads (ed. 1874) 202.

[5. Thai vayndist a litell wee, Barbour Bruce (1375)

xni. 217. 6. The kyng than vynkit a litill we, ib. vn. 182.]

WEEADLY, WEEAK, see Wheedly, Wake, v.
1

WEEALING, WEEAM, see Waling, Wame.
WEEAN, sb. Yks. [wisn.] A witch. The same

word as Quean (q.v.).

n.Yks. One of the hounds managed to snack at t aud weean

[witch] afoor she gat through t'yat leeading tiv her hoos, County

Monthly (Feb. 1902) 26.

WEEAN, adv. Yks. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Shortly. n.Yks. Ah'll leak in weean, Spec. Dial. 29.

WEEAN, WEEAND, see Quean, Wean, sb., Weand.
WEEASAN, WEEASTHRIL, see Weasand, Was-

trel, sb.1

WEEAZE, WEEAZLE, see Wase, Wheezle.

WEEBIE, WEEBIS, WEEBLE, see Weebo, Weevil.

WEEBLY, adj. s.Chs.1 [wibli.] Ailing ; weakly.

WEEBO, sb. Sc. Also in forms weebie Per. Fif.

;

weebis, webis, weibis, wybis (Jam. Suppl.). 1. The

common ragwort, Senecio Jacobaea.

Sc (Jam)- Therag-weed,yellow-weed,orweebo,5f«too/aco6ara,

Stephens Farm Bk. (ed. 1849) II. 163. Per. The lily to the

weebie must not yield, Haliburton Dunbar (1895) 80. Fif.

Colville Vernacular (1899) 12.

2. The tansy, Tanacetum vulgare. Fif. (UW.)
WEEBROO, see Wibrow.
WEED, sb.

1 and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Twid ] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Weed-clips, an instrument for

pulling up weeds ; (2) -hook, Weedeek, Weedick, Wee-

dock, or Widdock, {a) see (1) ;
(b) to uproot weeds with a

weed-hook ; (3) -spud, (4) -sticks, see (1).

(1) Cum.4 (s.v. Cleps). (2, a) Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. 1 The present

form of weedeek is a simple chisel point socketted on a long staff

or shank. The old type of weedeek had a sharp point with a barb

at one side. It was U3ed with a pulling motion, and thus uprooted

3H2
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or cut the weed. (b) Hrf.2 ' What are you doing ? ' ' Widdocking
the wit.' (3) e.Sus. Holloway. (4) Cum.4 (s.v. Cleps).

2. Fig. A thin, weakly child.
Bdf. 'Yes, it died just afore Easter.' 'It was a funny little weed'

(J.W.B.).

Hence Weedy, adj. small, puny; having a weakly
constitution. Nhb. 1

, Brks. 1
3. Used contemptuously

for a worthless person.
Abd. (G.W.) Lnk. I'd raither tae the puirhoose gang Than

leeve wi' sic a ' weed,' M cLachlan Thoughts in Rhyme (1884) 64.
e.Lth. He's a puir weed, Hunter/. Inwick (1895) 171.

4. A bad-tempered, bitter person.
Dev.3 Yu zour ol' weed, thee r't fit vor nort but ttt grumblee

vor everlasting. Yu bitter weed.
5. v. To thin out plants.
Sc. To weed firs (Jam.). Rnf. Hoo turnips should be sawn or

wede, Barr Poems (1861) 141. sw.Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.)
Hence (1) Weeder, sb. one who thins out plants

; (2)

Weedins, sb. pi. plants pulled up, or cut out in thinning
trees, &c. ; (3) Weedit, ppl. adj. ,fig., thin, sparse.

(1) Dmf. Ilk weeder had forehowed the furrow, Thom Jock 0'

the Knowe (1878) 34. (2) Sc. (Jam.) (3) Ayr. O! white, white
was his weedit hair, MacQueen Gloaming Am. (1831) 65.

WEED, sb? Sc. Yks. Lan. [wid.] 1, A garment

;

clothes, dress, garb ; also usedy?g-.
Sc. Clad in woman's weeds, and carrying on my head a

woman's burden, Lang Monk of Fife (1876) 83. Abd. ' Will you
shak' a fa' ?

' ' With right good will, . . but not here, nor in

these weeds,' Cobban Angel (1898) 21. Per. Haliburton .Dmw-
6a>-(i895") 84. se.Sc. To fidge an' fain I' mournfu' weed, Donald-
son Poems (1809) 94. Ayr. Aft clad in massy, sillar weed, Wi'
gentles thou erects thy head, Burns Sc. Drink (1786) st. 7.

Gall. Nae . . . hypocrites wi' roars an' screeds, Durst put on ony
Mason weeds, Lauderdale Poems (1796) 22. Lan. (K.)

2. A winding-sheet, shroud
;
grave-clothes.

Lnk. The laird, ye'll mind, had twice been deid, An' twice had
waukened oot the weed, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 9.

3. A band of cloth or crepe for a man's hat in time of
mourning. w.Yks. (B.K.)

[1. His ginge & all his garysons in glyssynand wedis,
Wars Alex. (c. 1450) 3015. OE. weed, dress, clothes
(Sweet).]

WEED, sb.3 Sc. Irel. Also written weid Sc. (Jam.) Ir.

[wld.] 1. A kind of child-bed fever caused by chill or
relapse ; a chill causing inflammation ; a fit of ague.

Sc. There to appearance she still lay, very sick of a fever,

incident to women in her situation, and here termed a weed, Edb.
Mag. (Mar. 1819) 220 (Jam.); Dinna ye hear the bairn greet?

I'se warrant it's that dreary weid has come ower't again, Scott
Bride ofLam. (1819) xii. Cai.1 Fif. Grown-up people spoke more
gravely of . . . an income, a weed, rose, or the pains, Colville
Vernacular (1899) 18. Twd. (Jam.) Ir. I'm a bit bothered on
both sides of my head, ever since I had that weary weid,

Carleton Traits Peas. (1843) I. 308. N.I.1 Ant. Ballymena Obs.

(1892).

2. A disease of horses and cattle ; see below.
Sc. Stephens Farm Bk. (ed. 1849) I. 328. w.Lth. Milch cows

are not infrequently subject to what is here called a weed, which
is a kind of feverish affection, Agric. Surv. 168 (Jam.). Hdg.
Limping wi' spavie, weeds, an' racks, Lumsden Sel. Poems (1896)

22. [A dropsical state of the cellular tissue about the udder and
between the hind legs, giving rise to swelling which leaves the

impressions of the fingers, Armatage Cattle (1882) 212; One
great source of dread to a milker was some form of mammitis or

garget. This was generally the result of a chill, and in the initial

stages was simply catarrh of the udder, or ' weed,' but ending in

curdling of the milk. Cows lying on low, damp fields, or turned
out too soon after calving—when the udder was in a full and
swelled state—were most apt to contract the trouble, while a blow
or inefficient milking might also cause it, Agric. Gazette (June 17,
l895) 539. col. 3.]

3. Pains of labour.
Lnk. The weed and gut gaes thro' my flesh like lang needles,

nails, or elshin irons, Graham Writings (1883) II. 19.

WEED, sb* Dev. (Hall.) [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] A heavy weight.
WEED, see Wade, sb}, Wede, Wood, adj.
WEEDEN, sb. Obs. w.Cy. A simple person. (K.)

WEEDER-CLIPS,s6. Obs. Sc. An instrument used

in cutting or pulling up weeds.
Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. I turn'd the weeder-clips aside, An' spar'd the

symbol dear, Burns Answer to Verses (1787) St. 2.

WEEDLE, v. Wor. [wi'dl.] With along: to keep
going ; to keep up. (H.K.)

WEEDOCK, sb. Sc. [wrdak.] A little weed.
Sc. (G.W.) Edb. To pou the weedocks frae amang the corn,

Learmont Poems (1791) 280.

WEEF, see Waif.
WEEFIL, sb. Sc. A term of contempt for an extrava-

gant person ; see below.
Ayr. The senseless gavallings of great gomerals and wasterfu'

weefils who were owre het and fou, and had been lippened wi'

mair than was guid for them, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 108.

WEEK, sb. Var. dial, uses in Irel. and Eng. [wik

;

wik.] 1. In phr. (1) a week and a piece, a week and a few
days

; (2) the inside of a week, from Monday to Saturday
;

(3) the week of the three Sundays, see below.
(1) w.Yks. (J.W.), Chs.3 (2) n.Cy. (Hall.) (3) s.Ir. 'Twould

be a disgrace to [him] that didn't come on it since the week of

the three Sundays, Croker Leg. (1862) 216; 'It never happened
since the week of three Sundays ' means that it never happened
at all (P.W.J.).

2. Comb. (1) Week-a-day or Weeky-day, a week-day, as

opposed to Sunday
; (2) -end, the space of time from

Saturday to Monday, esp. the Saturday to Monday
holiday

; (3) -enders, visitors from Saturday to Monday ;

see below
; (4) -night, the night of a week-day

; (5) -'s

end, (a) Saturday night
;

(b) see (2).

(1) e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.) Oxf. I don't wear that hat on
week-a-days(G.O.). Sur^IwearitSnndaysandweek-a-days. Dev.
Horae Subsecivae (1777) 462. Cor. 3 (2) Sc. (A.W.) n.Cy. N. £7" Q.
(1893) 8th S. iii. 385. Nhb., Dur. ib. (1880) 6th S. i. 43. e.Dur. 1

The common expression of educated and uneducated alike, and
by no means confined to the North. ' Week-end trips ' are now
advertised on most of the lines. Cum., w.Yks. N. & Q. (1880)
6th S. i. 43. w.Yks. 2 Lan. If I get my 'bacco now, I can manage
to see th' week-end o'er very well, Almond Watercresses, 4.

s.Lan. N. & Q. ib. 42. Chs. 1 n.Wal. N. tf Q. ib. 42. Stf.1 Lin.

An' curate cums afoor week-end, Peacock Tales and Rhymes
(1886) 77. (3) n.Wal. Lodging-house keepers and tradesmen in
Llandudno, Rhyl, and other holiday resorts in n.Wales, employ
the term ' week-enders ' in a contemptuous sense when they speak
of the inferior caste of visitors who come on Saturday and go on
Monday, N. & Q. (1880) 6th S. i. 42. (4) Cum. Went tut

tweyce eh the Sunday an yence eh the week-neet, Sargisson
Joe Scoap (1881) 87. w.Yks. (J.W.) (5, a) Dor. Barnes Poems
(1863) Gl. (6) Nhb. Mony a canny week's end hev we hed
tegither, Pease Mark 0' the Deil (1894) 22.

WEEK, v. Lan. [wik.] To kick as a horse. s.Lan.
Bamford Dial. (1854); s.Lan.1 Hence Weeker, sb. a
kicker, ib.

WEEK, see Weak, v.
2 Weaky, Wick, sb.23

WEEKEN-DAY, sb. Dev. Also in form weekinday.
[wrkan-de.] A week-day.
A servant girl told me that her sister is to be married on a

weeken-day and not on Sunday, Reports Provinc. (1902) ; I have
bread and treacle weekindays, and bread and butter Sundays,
ib. (1893).

WEEKER, WEEKIN, see Wicker, sb.*, Wyking.
WEEKING, sb. Chs. Not. The wick of a candle or

lamp. Cf. wake, sb.3

Chs. 1 Salt-making term. The wick of the lamp used in the pan-
houses and hot-houses. Not.1

WEEKSMAN, sb. sw.Lin.1 A man employed on a
farm during harvest by the week, and having his meals in
the house.
He wanted to come in as weeksman, but t'mester reckoned he'd

do better at ta'en work. We've a weeksman coming to-night so
we shall have another to do for.

WEEL, sb.
1 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Lan. Chs. Also

written weil Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1
; wele Sc. (Jam)-

wheal N.Cy.1
; wheel Sc. (Jam.) Nhb.1 Lan. Chs.13 ; wiei

Sc. (Jam.) ; and in form well Sc. (Jam.) [wil.] A whirl-
pool

; an eddy ; a deep, still part of a river.
Sc. (Jam.) ; The deep waters and weils o' the Avondow, Scott

Rob Roy (1817) xxxvi. Or.I. Brand Orkney (1701) 141 (Jam.).
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Ags. The Wheel o' Clackriach has made mony watery ee afore

now, 5. Kathleen (1820) III. 217 (ib.). Per. Nor dip in Devon,
whaur a wiel Invites to dook, Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 64.
s.Sc. My mare is young and very skeigh, And in o' the weil she
will drown me, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) II. 121, ed. 1848. Ayr.
Whyles in a wiel it dimpl't, Burns Halloween (1785) st. 25.

Dmf. Reid Poems (1894) 44. Gall. Precipitate him headforemost
into the weil, Glass 7ate;( 1873) 46. N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 ' The weel ' is

a deep pool in the Coquet immediately above Brinkburn.
' Bool's Weal,' at Warkworth. Dur. 1

, w.Yks.1 Lan. Ray (1691).
Chs. 13

Hence (1) Weel-head, sb. a whirlpool, an eddy ; the
centre of an eddy

; (2) Weel-pit, sb. a whirlpool.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) s.Sc. Mackay ; They douked in at ae weil-head

And out aye at the other, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) III. 187, ed.

1848. (2) w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703) ; w.Yks.1

[OE. wall, a whirlpool ; a pool (Sweet).]

WEEL, sb.2 Wor. Shr. Oxf. Brks. Bck. Mid. Som. Cor.

Also written weal Shr.2 Oxf. Brks. Bck. Mid. ; wheel
s.Wor.1

;
pi. weelyes Cor.2

; weelys Cor.1 [wil.] A
wicker trap used for catching fish, esp. eels. Also in

comp. Grig-wheel, q.v. (s.v. Grig, sb}) Cf. kiln, sb.3

s.Wor. 1 Almost twice the size of a putcheon. Shr. 2 Used on

the Severn. Oxf. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 119; N. <5r* Q. (1879)

5th S. xi. 245. Brks., Bck., Mid. In use on the Thames, N. if Q.

ib. Som. Quekett Sayings and Doings (c. 1820) 33, ed. 1888.

Cor.12 [Watch ponds, go looke to weeles and hooke, Tusser

Husb. (1580) 87.]

WEEL, see Wale, v.
2

, Weal, sb.1 , Well, sb., adv.

WEEL-A-WONS, see Well-a-wins.

WEELET, int. Nhb.1 [wrlit.) In phr. weelet o' the

fellow, used as an exclamation.

WEELST, ««&>. Yks. [wilst.] In phr. as weelst, as well.

w.Yks. As weel'st thraw thi cap ageean t'wind, Prov. in

Brighouse News (Aug. 10, 1889) ; Ah mud as weelst stop (B.K.).

WEELY, WEELYS, see Welly, Weel, sb.
2

WEEM, sb. Obs. Sc. 1. A natural cave.

Ags. (Jam.) Fif. In the town there is a large cove, anciently

called a weem. The pits produced by the working of the coal,

and the striking natural object of the cove or weem, may have

given birth to theJiame of the parish [Pittenweem], Statist. Ace.

IV. 369 {ib.).

2. An artificial cave ; a subterranean passage.

Trf. A little westward from the house of Teahng, about 60 or

70 years ago, was discovered an artificial cave or subterraneous

passage, such as is sometimes called by the country people a weem

,

Statist. Ace. 101 (ib.). Ags. (ib.)

[Cp. Gael, uaimh, a cave, den (Macbain).]

WEEM, see Wem, sb., Wheem.
WEEN, v.

1 Yks. Dev. [win.] To whine, whimper,

cry fretfully.
,

w Yks.2 In the phrase ' weening and whining. Dev. 1 Ine leet

windle ne'er blubbereth or weeneth, but look'th pithest and sifth.

WEEN, v.
2 and sb. Sc. [win.] 1. v. To boast.

Bnff.1 Hence Weening, ppl. adj. boastful.

Elg. Weening pow'r has sometimes lift The flaming arm on

high, Couper Poetry (1804) I. 157- Bnffl

2. sb. A boast. Bnff. 1 3. A boaster, ib.

WEEN, see Wane, sb.
1

.

WEENY, adj. In gen. dial, and colloq. use m irel.

Eng. and Amer. Also written weany e.Yks. Hrl.
;

weeney Ir. Cor.; weenie Ir. n.Lin.1 Amer.; weny

m.Yks.1 w.Yks. ; wheny Shr. Hrf. ; and in form wmny
n.Yks. Dev. [wi'ni.] 1. Very small; tiny. Cf..wee.

Ir Poor weeny pet. . . Look at his innocent purty little face,

Carleton Fardorougha (ed. 1848) ii ; *T would sicken you to see

the weeny wizened size of it, Barlow East unto West (1898) 319.

NI i HCy 1 Nhb.1
' Aa'll hev just a weeny bit o cheese.

Commonly used in an affectionate way when applied to a child

(sv Weel Dur.1 ' Little ' is sometimes prefixed. e.Dur.
,

wDur' n.Yks.23 ,
e.Yks.1

, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Hutton Tour to

Caves (1781); w.Yks.2 Lan. Weeny heart an' wakely honds

rImsbottom 'Phases 0/ Distress (1864) 77- ™*?>J>\ S -L
f
n
\

Poor chylti it's nobbut a weeny little tot. s.Chs 1 6o)z sich- u

wee'ni liff wenah, wi dhu wee-ni-ist lit-1 skrm-sh »v»»-z
Not 2 I seed a weeny mouse. n.Lin. It's ofens weenie bits o

iwLs as maks uz fer good er bad (M.P.). n.Lin.1 Lei.1 A weeny

it 1 Fthfng War.2 Sometimes compounded with ' teeny.' Shr.

Bound Provinc. (1876). Hrf. 2 Glo. Oh mother, there is a weeny,
weeny lamb in the field (A.B.). Oxf.1 w.Som.1 I only wants a

weeny little bit. Dev. 'Tis only a very little bit, . . a winny little

sum, Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 72. Cor. When you were but

a weeney little thing wouldn't you trust yourself with me afore

any one ? Harris Faith, 174. [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 395.]

Hence Weeny-nebbed, ppl. adj. meagre-faced. n.Yks.
(I.W.), n.Yks.2 2. Sick, weakly. Hrf.2

WEEOCK, WEEOK, see Weak, v.
2

WEEP, v.
1 Sc. Yks. War. Wor. Shr. Glo. Oxf. Hmp.

Som. Cor. [wip.] 1. To drip, exude, leak ; also used
with through.

Sc. (A.W.), s.Wor.1 Shr.1 I see as that barrel o' one-way-

drink's weepin' through. Glo. (A.B.), Glo. 1 w.Som. 1 We be gwain
t'ave a change o' weather, zee how the walls do weepy. Cor. At
the further end ... is a round granite basin. . . The water weeps
into it from an opening at the back, Couch Well- Worship, in Hunt
Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 297, ed. 1896. [A hungry, or weeping,

or cold sort of clay, Lisle Husbandry (1757)-]

Hence (1) Weephole, sb. a small aperture at the base

of a wall through which water drains from the ground

above the wall ; (2) Weepy, adj. moist, soppy ; full of

springs.
(1) w.Yks. (S.O.A.) (2) War.3 This bacon must be hung in a

drier place, it's quite weepy. Shr. 1 Sally, one o' the fat cheeses

is weepy, mind to turn it on a dry place, an' notice it every day.

Glo.1 Som. (W.F.R.); Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som.

W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 Terr'ble weepy field o' ground.

2. Of a sore : to discharge, exude, run.

War.2
, w.Wor.1 Glo. ' How's your bad leg to-day ?

' ' 'Tis

better, thank you, but the sore still weeps ' (A.B.) ; Glo.1 Oxf. 1

That 65nd [wound] yent nigh well it [yet] ; it weeps agen, MS. add.

Hmp. It be a bush, miss, an' weeps dreadful, it do (W.F.). Cor.3

WEEP, v.
2 e.An. Dev. [wip.] Of birds : to chirp

;

esp. used of the plaintive note of certain birds.

e.An. 1 [Said] of the golden-crested wren. Suf. An old woman
expressed her dismay at having a robin come ' weeping, weeping,' .

.

at her door, Henderson Flk-Lore (1879) i. nw.Dev.1

WEEPERS, sb. pi. Sc. Strips of muslin stitched on

the cuffs of a coat or gown as a sign of mourning, often

covered with crape. (A.W.)

WEEPING, ppl. adj. Stf. Nhp. e.An. Dev. [wi'pin.]

In comb. (1) Weeping widow, the common fritillary,

Fritillaria Meleagris; (2) — willow, the common laburnum,

CytisusLaburnum; (3)— tears.excessive sorrow; see below.

(1) Stf., Nhp. (B. & H.) (2) Dev.4 (3) e.An.' ' I found poor

Betty all in weeping-tears,' i.e. shedding them profusely.

WEER, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written weir n.Sc. (Jam.)

Doubt, hesitation ; apprehension, fear.

n.Sc. I haif na weir of that (Jam.). Abd. But still I had weers

of the spinning o't, Ross Sngs. (ed. Nimmo) 281.

[Loke in and loke with-outen were, York Plays (c.

1400) 50.]

WEER, adj. Obs. e.An. 1 Pale, ghastly in aspect.

WEER, see Ware, sb.
2

, Wear, v.
12

,
Weir, sb., Wer.

WEERIGILLS, sb. pi. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also written

weiriegills Rnf. Quarrels. „,,»,.
Rnf. ' In the weiriegills,' in the act of quarrelling. Bwk. At

the weerigills,' wrangling, on the point of fighting.

WEERISH, see Wairsh.

WEERIT, sb. Obs. Rnf. (Jam.) 1. The young of

the guillemot, Lomvia troile.

It is supposed that the name has originated from their cry,

which it resembles in sound, as they have an incessant peevish note.

2. A peevish child.

WEEROCK, sb. Obs. Sc. A corn ; a bunion. Cf.

Edb. Mary Hay, Wha had a weerock on each tae As big's a

plum, M°Dowall Poems (1839) 154-

[Cp. OE. wearr, a wart, callosity (Sweet).J

WEES adj. Obs. Dor. In phr. to make wees, to make

believe. Haynes Voc. (c. 1730) in N. &• Q. (1883) 6th S.

viii. 45-

WEES, WEESE, see Wase, sb., Weeze.

WEESE-ALLAN, sb. Or.I. Richardson's skua, Sier-

corarius crepidatus. Swainson Birds (1885) 210.
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WEESH, int. Sc. e.An. Also written wheesh Inv.

;

and in form weest Abd. [wi/.] A call to a horse to go
to the right ; also in comp. Weesh-(a)way. Cf. woosh.

Sc. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863) (s.v. Horses). Inv. (H.E.F.)
Abd. (Jam.) ; Fin ye're workin' a horse an' wint it t' gyang i' th'

richt han', say 'Weest,' Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Nov. 1, 1902).
e.An. 1 Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 12.

WEESHT, see Whisht.
WEESHY, arf/. Irel. Also written weeshee. [wi-jL]

Very small, tiny.
Ir. What weeshee little balls thim is, sir, Lover Handy Andy

(1842) iii ; I had larned, . . as a weeshy lad, to repate some
'spaches from the Dock,' McNulty Misther O'Ryan (1894) v;
The first man he met was the weeshy fraction of a tailor,

Carleton Traits Peas. (1843) I. 141.

WEE'S NEST, phr. Cor. A mare's nest.
Cor. 1 They have found a wee's nest, and are laughing over the

eggs ; Cor.2

WEEST, adj. Obs. Bch. Depressed with dullness.
Also used advb. Cf. whisht.

Oh, waes my heart ! nae ferlie, then, that ye Should gang sae
wees't, and tine yourwonted glee, Tarras Poems (1804) 115 (Jam.).

WEEST, see Weesh.
WEET, v> Cor. [wit.] To pull.
Cor.1 I'll weet thy loggers [ears] for thee ; Cor.2 w.Cor. Tell

me if I weet your hair, it's tidden [painful] when weeted (M.A.C.).
Hence Weeting, vbl. sb. a flogging ; a thrashing. Cor. 12

WEET, v.
z Hmp. Dev. [wit.] To chirp as a bird.

Cf. tweet.
Dev. A robin weeting or chirping at the window foretells a

death in the house, Gurdon Memories (1897) 160.

Hence Weet-bird, sb. the wryneck, Jynx torquilla.
Hmp. So called from its cry 'weet,' Wise New Forest (1883)

186; Hmp. 1

WEET, see Wait, int., Wet, adj., Wheetie, int.

WEETH,s6. Cor.12 [wib.] Afield; used as a proper
noun. Hence Weethan, sb. a small field.

WEET-POT, sb. Som. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A sausage. (Hall.)
WEET-SHERD, see Wet-shod.
WEEVIL, sb. Var. dial, forms in Eng. (1) Weabel,

(2) Weeble, (3) Weuel, (4) Wheul, (5) Whewl, (6) Whool,
(7) Whoole, (8) Wibble, (8) Wiveller, (10) Wooult, (11)
Wule, (12) Yule.

(1) m.Yks. 1 (2) Shr.1
(3) Bdf. (J.W.B.) (4) Lin.1 (5) Lin.

(Hall.) (6) Hrt. Ellis Cy. Housewife (1750) 7. (7) Nhp. 2 (8)
Lei. 1

, Nhp. 1
, War. 3

(9) sw.Lin. 1 (10) Nhp. 1 (n) n.Lin. Sutton
Wds. (1881). ne.Lin. (E.S.) (12) s.Hmp. Sternberg Dial.

(1851) (s.v. Whoole\
WEE-WOW, adj., sb. and v. Chs. War. Wor. Shr.

Glo. e.An. w.Cy. Som. Dev. Cor. Amer. Also written
wee-wo War.2 e.An.1

; and in forms wee-waw Amer.

;

woo-wah Suf. 1 [wr-wij, -waii.] 1. adj. Crooked, cross-
wise, irregular ; more on one side than on the other

;

ill-balanced, shaky, unsteady ; wobbling ; also used advb.
Also in comp. A-wee-wow.

s. Chs.1 Said generally of a load. 'Dhaat- ldoud)z au- wee'-waaw
ured-i, tin it)s u stree-njur tu mey iv yi dun)ur u sum tin it of,

ufoa-r yi gy'etn faa-r.' War. 2 This is a wee-wo cart. Wor.
(H.K.) Shr. 1

I knowed well enough that load 66d never raich
wham, it wuz all wee-wow afore it lef the fild. Glo. Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 462. Nrf. (E.M.), Suf.1 w.Cy. Grose (1790).
w.Som. 1 Could'n gee he no prize vor ploughin', 'is vores be all

wee-wow. Dev. Thease seam is awl wee-wow, Hewett Peas.

Sp. (1892). n.Dev. Twel zet e-long or a wee-wow, Exm. Scold.

(1746)1.275. nw.Dev. 1 Cor. 1 My needle is all wee-wow ; Cor.2

HenceWee-wowy,arf/ crooked, uneven, awry; irregular.
Wor. (H.K.) w.Som. 1 Thick there wee-wowy old lauriel idn

no orniment. [Amer. When calico is torn, the torn edge is called
weewary, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 395.]
2. Puckered.
Dev. Why, yu've got thease cloth awl wee-wow, Hewett Peas.

Sp. (1892).

3. Squinting. Dev. 'Erbabby's eyes is drefful wee-wow-like, ib.

4. Obs. Perverse ; also in comp. A-wee-wow. w.Cy.
Grose (1790). 5. sb. Crookedness, irregularity ; a
rocking, unsteady motion : gen. used in phr. all {of) a wee-
wow. e.An.1

, Nrf. (E.M.), Cor.2 6. v. To sway from

side to side ; to twist or move in an irregular and intricate

manner.
Wor. (H.K.), e.An.1 Suf. 1 One ploughing unskilfully as to

straightness of furrow, would be said to 'woo-wah about.' Dev.

(Hall.) [Amer. One o' them durn'd road-engines that had got

wee-wawed putty near square across the track, Westcott David
Harum (1900) xxxi.]

WEEZE, v. Sc. Yks. Lan. Chs. Lei. Nhp. War. Brks.

Sus. Hmp. w.Cy. Som. Also written weaze Som. ; weese
n.Sc. (Jam.) Som. ; wese w.Yks. ; wheeze n.Yks.2 s.Lan. 1

;

whese w.Cy. ; and in form waayze Brks. 1 [wiz.] 1. To
ooze ; to drain away ; to distil gently. Cf. wooze.

n.Sc. (Jam.) Frf. Sinn'd ye wi' yon greetin' cheese Frae which
the tears profusely weeze, Morison Poems (1790) 105. n.Yks. 1

Gin t'possk't beeant drop-dry it 'ull weeze oot ; n.Yks.2 It wheezes
out. w.Yks. Hlfx. Courier (July 3, 1897). e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 Chs.1

There's a spring of water weezes out from yon hill side. Lei. 1

Nhp.1 I'm afeard the bottle'll burst, it weezes out so at the cork.

War. 3 Brks. 1 The ile waayzes out o' the cask, ther mus be a
crack zome'er. Sus. 12

2. To moisten ; to mix with water.
w.Cy. The brewer's grains must be well whesed for the pigs,

Grose (1790). Som. Describing the process of making sage
cheese, the old woman said that ' the sage was chopped up and
made into balls with water, just enough to weaze it' (W.F.R.).
[ME. wesen, to ooze, suppurate (Stratmann).]
WEEZE, see Wase, sb.

WEEZLE, see Weasel, sb.
1
, Whizzle, v.

1

WEEZY, adj. Der.2 nw.Der. 1
[wl'zi.] Giddy ; light-

headed. Cf. whizzy.
WEFER, sb. Nhb. 1 Loose material at the sides of a

cutting in stone or coal ready to fall down if left un-
supported

; also called Side-waver.
WEFF, adj. Sh.I. Having a musty smell. S. & Ork.1

Cf. waugh.
WEFF, WEFFET, see Waff, v.2, Wevet.
WEFFIL, see Waffle, v}-

WEFFING,s6. Obs. Nhp.1 Street sweepings; manure;
also in comp. Street weffing.
WEFFLE, see Waffle, v.

12

WEFFLIN, sb. Obs. Ags. (Jam.) Also in form
wefflum. The course of water, or ' back-lade ' at the back
of a mill-wheel.
WEFT, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Cum. Yks. Lan. Wor.

Also in forms waaft Sh.I. ; waft Sc. [weft ; Sc. waft.]
1. sb. In comp. (1) Weft-fork, (2) -hammer, a part of

a power-loom used for stopping the loom when the
transverse thread breaks. Lan. (O.S.H.)

; (3) -raws,
unevenness of the weft caused by laying the threads of
weft opener or closer, or by using weft of different shades.
w.Yks. (W.T.) 2. Phr. to put in the weft too fine, to
carry a correct analogy too far. Uls. Jrn. Arch. (1853-
1862) V. 105. 3. Obs. A web, esp. a cobweb. Wxf. 1

Hence Wefty, adj. webby, cobwebby.
Amang wefty jhemes, 'cha jeist ee-rid apan, ib. 98.

4. Fig. Energy, strength, support; decision of character;
importance, influence.

Lan. Engaged in something as had rather more weft in itWaugh Heather (ed. Milner) I. 240. nXan. 1 He hes a deeal o''

weft about him. s.Lan. 1 He's getten no weft in him.
5. v. In phr. to waft and warp, to weave.
Ayr. Ne'er mind how fortune waft an' warp, Burns Ep to T

Lapraik (Apr. 21, 1785) st. 8.

Hence (1) Weftage, sb. the texture of woven cloth
Lan.1

; (2) Wefted, ppl. adj. webbed. s.Wor. (H.K)-
(3)Wefty-chems,s6.,ofc>.,?abasketwoven of chips. Wxf 1

6. Pass. To be concerned or closely associated • to be
entangled. '

n-Yks.1
; n.Yks.2 Sairly wefted wi' bad company ; n.Yks.4

7. Fig. To set about anything vigorously, esp. to beein
to eat.

to

w.Yks. When it com ontat table ah pict t'wife a nice lookin bit
aht ta weft at, TBag o' Shoddy Olm. (i860) 8.

8. Fig. To beat, fight, gen. followed by into.
Cum.1 Aa'll give him a weftin' some day ; Cum* m.Yks.1 Weft

into him. I gave him a good wefting. Lan. Hoo wefted intu im
ut t breechus end, Scholes Tim Gamwattle (1857) 50.

s.Lan.1
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Hence "Wefter, sb. a blow.
w.Yks. Ivvery time ah gav him a wefter he call'd aght, Tom

Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1852) 8.

9. With up : to fill up, plug ; to stuff.
n.Yks. T'sand's wefted t'dreean up (I.W.). e.Yks.1 Corner is

all wefted-up wi muck.
10. Fig. With up : to eat up ; to use up.
n.Yks. T'cows is wefted up t'streea. He's wefted up those

rags (I.W.).

WEFT, see Waft, v.

WEG, sb. Cum.4 Also in form wag. [weg.] A lump
or wedge of bread, &c. ; a slice cut too thick ; a dial, form
of ' wedge.' ' A weg o' cheese.'

WEG, WEGGLE, see Wag, Waggle.
WEGGY, sb. Yks. [we'gi.] A short piece of wood

sharpened at both ends, used in a game similar to ' tip-

cat '; the game of ' tip-cat.' See Piggy. w.Yks. (D.L.)

WEGHORNED, ppl. adj. Cum.1 * Having horns un-
equally elevated.

WEGHT,WEGWANTS, seeWeight, sb.2 ,Wag-wants.
WEHAVEN, int. Dev. An exclamation made by

harvesters during the ceremony of ' calling the nack
'

;

? lit. ' we have un.' See Nack, sb.2

In a moment they all shout . .
.

' Arnack, arnack , arnack, wehaven,
wehaven, wehaven,' Bray Desc. Tamar and Tavy (1836) I. Lett,

xix. n.Dev. The reapers 'were gathered round a pond, where
they sang three times . . . 'Arnack, arnack, arnack,We haven, we
haven, we haven, God send the nack,' TV. & Q. (1878) 5th S. x. 359.
WEHAW, int. Obs. Sc. A cry used to alarm a horse.
Gall. Boys are frequently seen about the clauchans running

after auld naigs, and crying wehaw ! and see how the horses scool,

hang their lugs, and would kick were they able, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).

WEIBIS, see Weebo.
WEICHT, WEID, see Weight, sb.

12
, Weed, sb.3

WEIGH, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also written way n.Cy. Brks. 1 Dor. w.Som. 1

nw.Dev.1
; wey Sc. (Jam.) Cum.14 e.Lan.1 Suf. Ess. ; and

in forms waagh N.Cy.2
; waugh n.Cy. ; wiegh N.Cy.2

;

wy Sh.I. [we, wei.] 1. v. In comb. (1) Weigh-balk,
(a) a scale-beam ; a steelyard ;

(b) obsol., the beam or

balk of a steam-engine
; (2) -bauks, (a) scales

;
(b) in

phr. to be in the weigh-bauks, to be in a state of indecision

;

(3) -beam, a balance
; (4) -brods, the boards used for the

scales of a large balance
; (5) -jolt, (a) a see-saw

;
(b) to

play at see-saw
; (6) -man, a coal-mining term : the man

who weighs the tubs as they come to the bank
; (7) -salt,

(a) a game : see below
;

(b) to play at the game of' weigh-
salt

' ; (8) -salting, (a) see (7, a)
;

(b) see-sawing
; (9)

•scale(s, a pair of scales ; a steelyard ; also used fig.

(1, a) Sc. (Jam.) Per. The weigh-bauk this bushel was weighed
on, Spence Poems (1898) 77. Wgt. He had a weigh-bauk borrowed,

Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 63. n.Yks. 12 ,
m.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.18
,

ne.Lan.1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, n.Lin.1 (6) w.Yks.3 , e.Lan.

1
(2, a) Sc.

To see a' ane's warldly substance capering in the air in a pair of

weigh-bauks, now up, now down, as the breath of judge or counsel

inclines it for pursuer or defender, Scott Redg. (1824) xxiii. ib)

Sc. (Jam.), n.Yks.1
(3) Gall. A little pamphlet . . . intitled Osborn

and Syminton on the Weighbeam, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)

269, ed. 1876. ne.Lan.1 (4) Cai. 1
(5, a) War. 2 Brks. Gl.

(1852). Hmp.1
, Wil.1 (b) G\o. HoraeSubsecivae (1771) 462. Brks.1

Wil. Barnes Gl. (1863) (s.v. Tait). Som. There used to be a saw-

pit or summat, and my missus she used to go aweigh-joltin'there

when she war a gal (W.F.R.). (6) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal

Tr. Gl. (1888). (7, a) w.Yks. More especially played by girls.

Two stand back to back, and interlock their arms. In turns, by

a bending of the back and a forward movement, they lift each

other from the ground, keeping time to their actions with the

chant— ' Weigh salt, Carry malt,' ad lib., Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec.

30,1899). Dor. Barnes Gl. (1863). (A)ne.Lan. 1 Som. Jennings

Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). (8, a) Som. Jennings ib. w.Som.1 A
sort of horse-game, in which two boys stand back to back with

their arms interlaced, each then alternately bends forward, and so

raises the other on his back, with his legs in the air. nw.Dev. 1

(b) w Som.1 (9) Lnk. The entire charge ov the weigh-scales in

the [coal-]ree, Murdoch Readings (1895) I. 32. n.Yks.1
;
n.Yks.2

' It's still i' t'weigh-skeeals,' the matter is in the hands of justice.

' She's i' t'weigh-skeeals, nowther better nor warse, it's whither

way she turns,' her recovery depends upon what turn the com-
plaint takes. n.Lin. 1 I've been upo' th' weigh-scaale to knaw
whether I should buy it or leave it aloane.

2. Phr. (1) weigh butter and sell cheese, (2) — cheese,
weigh butter, a game ; the same as ' weigh-salt ' (q.v.).

(1) N.I. 1
(2) Cai.1 Bnff. The players turn their backs to each

other, and link their arms together behind. One player then bends
forward, and lifts the other off his feet. He rises up, and the
other bends forward and lifts him up. Thus the two go on bending
and rising, and lifting each other alternately, and keep repeating

—

'Weigh butter, weigh cheese, Weigh a pun o' can'le grease,' Gomme
Games (1898) II. 362.

3. To add weight ; to press down so as to produce the
effect of weight.

n.Yks. 1 ' Weigh on t'ither end, Willy. 'T'll travel easier by
owght ; ' of a long heavy object not quite evenly balanced on
a two-wheeled truck. ' Weigh on t'hannTs a bit ; she'll wark
then ;

' to an inexperienced person guiding alawn-mowingmachine.
w.Yks. Doan't sit o' t'end o' t'form or tha'll weigh it up, Leeds
Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 30, 1899).

4. To spend. Lin. 1 1 shall weigh my money well.

5. With out: to weigh wool before giving it out to

be combed. w.Yks. (E.W.) 6. With in: to 'liver' in

wool after combing, ib. 7. With«^: to estimate justly.
w.Yks. Maybe if he wor weighed up he's a better man nor yo,

Hartley DM. (1868) 1st S. 7 ; (J.W.)

8. sb. In comb. Way-and-bodkin, the heavy swingle or
Whipple trees used in dragging and cultivating land.

w.Som. 1 9. The main-tree of a ' way-and-bodkin.' ib.

10. A wedge ; a lever ; a piece of wood put under a boat
to assist in drawing it up the beach.

N.Cy.2 s.Dev. Fox Kingsbridge (1874) 240.

11. A weight or measure of dry goods ; see below.
Sc. Wool is weighed in this way. It is sold in Scotland by the

wool -stone of24 lbs. avoirdupois, andisweighed out in double stones

of 48 lbs., each being called a weigh, Stephens Farm Bk. (1849) II.

209, ed. 1851. S. & Ork. 1 A weigh of fish, one hundredweight.
m.Yks.1 A hundred-weight, in the measurement of ore. Suf.

3 cwts. of meal, 48 bushels of 84 lbs. each ; of salt, 1 ton = 40 bushels

of wool, 13 stone = i82 lbs., Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Ess.

256 lbs., ib.
; 336 lbs., Arnold Chron. (ed. 181 1) 263. [I wolde be

gladder, bi god that Gybbe had meschaunce, Than thouje I had
this woke ywonne a weye of Essex chese, P. Plowman (b.) v. 93.]

Dor. Of wool, a weigh is 30 lbs., and | lb. or 1 lb. over in some
places, Morton ib.

12. The machine by which coals are weighed. Nhb.,
Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). 13. pi. A pair of

scales. Cum.14
, Lan.1

, e.Lan.
1
, s.Lan.

1
, Chs.

ls

WEIGH, see Way, int.

WEIGHBOARD, sb. Obs. Der. A mining term:
clay intersecting the vein. Mawe Mineralogy (1802) Gl.

WEIGHD, see Wade, sb.1

WEIGH-DE-BUCKEDY, sb. Irel. Also in form
weighdee-buckettee. A see-saw ; the game of see-saw.

s.Don. Simmons Gl. {1890) (s.v. Shuggy-shoo). w.Ir. All as one

as a weighdee buckettee, Lover Leg. (1848) I. 176.

WEIGHING, prp. and sb. Yks. Hmp. 1. prp. In

phr. weighing cheese, weighing butter, a game ; see below.

n.Yks. Two children join hands and arms, and make a ' chair,'

and carry another (I.W.).

2. sb. The game of 'weigh -salt' (q.v.). Hmp. Holloway.

WEIGHT, sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. Irel. Cum. Yks. Lan. Lei.

War. Wor. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also in forms waart
Dev.; weart Dev.2 ; wecht Sc. (Jam.); weicht Sh.I.;

wite n.Yks.4 [wet, weit ; Sc. wext.] 1. sb. In comp.

(1) Weight-rope, part of a handloom
; (2) -stalk, a part

of a power-loom, which carries weights
; (3) -stone, (a)

the weight, usually of iron, used with a beam and scales
;

(b) a stone used by weavers to balance certain working

parts of a loom.

(1) Lan. Gan him bell-tinker wi th' noose eend ofa weight-rope,

Brierley Day Out (1859) 44. (2) Lan. (O.S.H.) (3, a) w.Som.1

A farmer borrowing from another the beam and scales, would tell

his man, ' Muynun bring au'n dhu wauy-tsun dhuwauytstoa-unz'

[mind and bring on the weights and the weight stones], (b) Lan.

It 'ud melt th' heart of a weight-stone, Brierley DaisyNook, 37.

s.Lan.1
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2. Phr. (1) tofind one's weight, to hold one's own ; (2) to

give a person the weight of anything, to strike him with it.

(1) Abd. Div ye think that ever the man wild a' fun's wecht
amo' sic a set gin he cudna bann wi' the best o' them ? Alexander
Am Flk. (1882) 117. (2) Sc. (A.W.) Sh.I. Shu gae Arty's ox da
weight o' da tedder an

1

swill ower his nears, Sh.News{May 27, i&gq).

3. A measure of hemp or wool ; see below.
Dor. Of hemp, 8 heads of 4 lbs., twisted and tied, making 32 lbs.,

Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863 ) ; Of wool, a . . . weight is 30 lbs., and

\ lb or 1 lb. over in some places, ib, (s.v. Wey). Som. Of hemp,
30 lbs., ib.

4. The standard by which anything is weighed. Sc.

(Jam.) 5. See below.
w.Som. 1 In speaking of any number of pounds in weight, it is

usual to say, ' Score weight,' i.e. 20 lbs., ' Forty weight,' i.e.

40 lbs., &c. ' Plase to buy thick porker, sir, I know he'll suit ee.

Why he idn 'boo [above] vower-score woit,' i.e. 80 lbs.

6. A large number or proportion ; a great amount.
Sc. She has a wecht o' siller, Swan Gates of Eden (1895) iii.

Uls. I didn't sell them all, but I sold the weight of them, i.e. the

greater number (M.B.-S.). Cum.4 n.Yks. 1 'Were there many
people at the burial?' ' Neea ; nae great weight'; n.Yks.2 It's

been a weight o' wet. There was a weight o 1

fooaks at it. ' He
does not ail a weight,' his complaint is not very serious. ne.Yks.1

There was a girt weight o' folks theer. e.Yks. 1 He deed woth a
weight o' brass. w.Yks. 1 There wor a weight on 'em to hear
t'uncuth preacher, ii. 309. ne.Lan. 1

7. A bundle of fishing-lines ; a ' packie' (q.v.).

Sh.I. There are two words applied to this, viz. :—Packie . . . and
Weicht, and the number of buchts contained in each packie or
weicht varied—according to the locality—from 12 to 20. Thus a

full stretch of lines on some stations, extended to 9,600 yards, and
with the feedman's two buchts, to 9,760 yards, or slightly under
6 miles of lines, Sh. News (Oct. 21, 1899) ; S. & Ork.1

8. pi. A pair of scales ; a weighing-machine.
s.Sc. (Jam., s.v. Wey). w.Som. 1 Wauy un ee'n tu dhu maa'rkut

wauyts.
9. v. To weigh ; to feel the weight of.

Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. Hamilton Poems (1865) 95. w.Yks. (J.W.)
War.2 Just weight this basket in your hand, and see how heavy
you think it is. Wor. I never weighted such a baby (W.C.B.).
Dev. 2 Cor. Heavy [air! !—you can a-most weight it in yer hands,
' Q.' Spanish Maid (1898) 202.

Hence Waartin, sb. valuation.
n.Dev. Well, Jim, to tak' her at thy waartin, Rock Jim ari Nell

(1867) st. 33.

10. Fig. To burden, oppress ; to depress, dispirit.

Sc. This silence sometimes weighted my mind, Baillie Lett.

(1775) II. 252 (Jam., s.v. Wey). Lnk. The . . . lady . . . found him
more than ordinary weighted : she asked him the reason, seeing he
was now better, Walker Biog. Presby. (ed. 1827) I. 79. w.Yks.2

Lei.1 It weighted me so I couldn't do no work. War.3

WEIGHT, sb. 2 and v.
2 Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. Cum. Also

in forms waicht Sc. ; waight, waught Ir. ; -wecht Sc.
(Jam.) Nhb. 1

; weght Sc. (Jam.) N.I.1
; weicht Sh.I.

;

weyt Cum.4
; wight N.Cy.1

; wite Nhb.1 [Sc. we\t.l
1. sb. A hoop with a skin stretched over it, used for
winnowing, or carrying corn.

Sc. (Jam.) ; You shine like the sunny side of a shernie weight,
Kelly Prov. (1721) 378. Sh.I. Sh. News (Feb. 16, 1901). Cai.1

It consisted of a shallow hoop 15 to 18 inches in diameter, on
which a sheep or calf's skin was stretched. Over the edge of
this the unwinnowed grain was gently shaken in a draught
between two opposite doors in a barn. The draught or current
of air separated the good grain ; the tails, the strumps, and the
caff. n.Sc. There are two kind of wechts. The one is called a
' windin wecht,' immediately used for winnowing, as its name
intimates. This is formed of a single hoop, covered with
parchment. The other is called a ' maund-wecht,' having more
resemblance of a basket, its rim being deeper than that of the
other. Its proper use is for lifting the grain that it may be
emptied into the 'windin wecht' (Jam.). ne.Sc. Take a sieve or
a waicht and three times go through the form ofwinnowing corn,
Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 85. Abd. The primitive hand riddle and
'wecht,' Alexander Notes and Sketches (1877) 32. Fif. When
snow covered the ground, the barn wecht or close sieve was the
favourite [bird-]trap, Colville Vernacular (1899) 12. Ayr. Meg
fain wad to the barn gaen To winn three, wechts o' naething,
Burns Halloween (1785) st. 21. Lth. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).
Kcb. Some wi' wallets, some wi' weghts, Davidson Seasons (1789)

118. N.I.1 s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 In the

old method of winnowing by hand the corn was allowed to fall

from a ' wite,' and the chaff was separated by the wind as it fell.

Cum. There was whangs an' shives, thick an' thin, I' weights an'

riddles putt'n, Gilpin Srtgs. (1866") 279; Cum.*

Hence Wechtful, sb. as much as a 'weight' will contain.

Sc. (Jam.) Per. Three wechtfu's o' naething, Ian Maclaren
Brier Bush (1895) 177.

2. v. Obs. To winnow.
Bch. She wechts the corn, Tarras Poems (1804) 67 (Jam.).

WEIGHT, see Wite.
WEIGHTY, adj. Sc. Chs. Also in forms wauchty,

wechty Sc. 1. Heavy ; corpulent.
Abd. That's twa wauchty beasts o' their age, Alexander Ain

Flk. (1882) 155. Fif. Eild-encumber't now and wechty, Tennant
Papistry (1827) 49. Lth. Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 62. Chs. 1

2. Phr. weighty in the foot, of a woman : advanced in

pregnancy. Cf. heavy-footed, s.v. Heavy, 3.

Ayr. Ye kent . . . that she was wechty i' the fit, but she brocht
hame a bonny bit wean a week by on Tuesday, Johnston Congalton

(1896) 137.

3. Valiant, doughty.
Hdg. The wauchty Leslie brang them on—Twenty an' seeven

thousand men, Lumsden Sel. Poems (1896) 2.

WEIK, WEIL, see Wick, sb?, Vail, sb., Wale, v.
2
,

Weal, sb.
1

, Weel, sb.
1

, Well, sb.

WEILYCOAT, see Wyliecoat.
WEINAT, sb. s.Chs.1 [wernat] An antic ; a trick.

Aaf yur wey'naats ugy'en -
!

WEINT, see Went, sb. 1

WEIR,s6.andz/. Sc.Nhb.Yks.Shr. Oxf.e.&s.Cy. Also
written weer Nhb.1 w.Yks. 1

; and in forms wair e. & s.Cy.

;

ware Shr.2 s.Cy. ; wear Nhb.1
; weare Yks. ; were N.Cy. 1

Nhb. 1 Yks. e. & s.Cy. 1. sb. In comp. (1) Weir-hole,
a hole into which the back-water of a mill-stream flows.
Shr. 2

; (2) -stead, a place where there is a weir. w.Yks.
(S.J.C.) 2. A pond or pool of water, esp. a pool con-
nected with a river ; a ditch made to prevent the over-
flowing of water.

n.Cy. Holloway. e.Yks.1 w.Yks. Wily. Post (Aug. 4, 1883)
6 ; Willan List Wds. (1811). Oxf. (G.O.) e. & s.Cy. Ray (1691).
s.Cy. Grose (1790).

3. The landing-place and fishing-ground at a salmon-net
fishery. Nhb. 1 4. A river embankment.

N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 A structure of stone mixed with rice [brushwood]
for protecting a bank from the wash of a stream ; or an arrange-
ment of stakes and wattle for the same purpose. w.Yks.1

5. A hedge. See Wear, v.
2

Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 355. Kcb. Now weir an'
fence o' wattled rice The hained fields inclose, Davidson Seasons
(1789) 51 (Jam.).

Hence (1) Weir, sb. cows or ewes giving milk
; (2)

Weir-buse or -buist, sb. a partition between cows in a byre.
(1) Rxb. Because cows or ewes, giving milk, were formerly

inclosed in a fold (Jam.). (2) Cld. (Jam.), Nhb. 1

6. v. To strengthen a river bank. w.Yks. 1

WEIR, see Ware, sb.2 , Wear, v.
2
, Weer, sb.

WEIRANGLE, see Wariangle.
WEIRD, sb., v. and adj. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Also written

weard Sc. ; weerd Sc. (Jam.) ; wierd Sc. ; and in form
waird Sc. [wird.] 1. sb. Fate, destiny, doom. See
to dree one's weird, s.v. Dree, v. 2 (2).

Sc. (Jam.) ;
To be a lone woman is a sair weird, Scott St.

Ronan ( 1824) vii. Frf. Warsled wi' the weird we couldna hain'
Reid Heatherland (1894) 18. Ayr. A weary wierd to him that
meets me here, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 232. Lth. Sad ah'
sair sorrows, bitter, bitter bereavements, an' waefu' weirds o' a'
oor fisher an' farmer fowks, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 304.- Rxb.
There's sma' sense in groungeing at one's weird, Hamilton
Outlaws (1897) 15. n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)
Hence (1) Weirdfu', adj. fateful; (2) Weirdless, adj.

{a) ill-fated
;

(b) unprosperous ; improvident; worthless-
purposeless

; (3) Weirdlessness, sb. wasteful mismanage-
ment

; (4) Weirdlike, adj. ominous, foreboding
; (5)Weirdly, adj. (a)

'

eerie,' ghostly ; fate-bringing; (b) happy
prosperous

; (6) Weirdly-cake, sb. [not known to our corre-
spondents]

; see below
; (7) Weirdy, adj., see (1).

(1) Frf. The wee burnie backward will wimple an' row At the
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weirdfu command o' Nell Graham o' the Rowe, Watt Poet.
Sketches

: (1880) 75. (
a

, „) Sc. And wae be to that weirdless
wight, Kinloch Ballads (1827) 254. Abd. Lord help the unlucky
wierdless wretches That fa' into the lawyers' clutches, AndersonPoems (ed. 1826) 30. Per. Spence Poems (1898) 155. (b) Sc. It
is applied to those with whom nothing prospers ; and seems to
include both the idea of their own inactivity, and at the same time
ol something cross in their lot (Jam.). Abd. He was aye a
weirdless blackguard, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xix. Fif
Ihe wairdless vagral body found no favour, Colville Vernacular
(.1099;

I
18. s.Sc. Folk ca'd him a weirdless cretur, an' a ne'er-do-

weel, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 53. (3) n.Sc. (Jam.) (4) Rnf. Dark
glen and weird-like mountain, Flow'rless mead and flockless hill
Young Lochlomond (1872) 138. Kcb. The win' cam' on wi' a
weird-like wail, Armstrong Ingleside (1890) 78. (5, a) Frf. Though
a warlock had waggit his weirdly wand To bring doon the lift onmy head, Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 19. Lth. What is it that is
making you look sae weirdly and ghostly ? Lumsden Sheep-head
(1892) 311. (b) Sc. Thy bein and weirdly nook, Hogg Jacob. Pel.
(ed. 1874) II. 189. Slg. Sweet fancy, on her weirdly wing, is
soaring, Buchanan Poems (1901) 164. s.Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. Whaur
nestles love, life's weirdly charm, White Jottings (1879) 265. (6)
Per. We . . . pu'd the slaes on Ballathie braes, And broke the
weirdly cake at Yule, Ford Harp (1893) 27. (7) Elg. What will
ye, weirdy time, disclose ! Couper Poetry (1804) II. 21.
2. Comb. (1) Weird-fixed, obs., fateful; destined; (2)

light, obs., the light of one's destiny
; (3) -man, obs., a

seer; (4) -set, obs., see (1).

(1) Fif. Shouts without and screams within Proclaimit round
about That now was come the weird-fix't hour, Tennant Papistry
(1827) 181. (2) Sc. There's ae bricht e'e looks love to me, Like

day begins to daw, Tennant Papistry (1827) 46.

3. Phr. after word comes weird, (1) obs., see below
; (2)

after warning comes disaster.
(1) Sc. ' After word comes weird ; fair fall them that call me

Madam.' A facetious answer to them who call you by a higher
title than your present station deserves ; as calling a young
clergyman Doctor, or a young merchant Alderman, as if you
would say, all in good time, Kelly Prov. (1721) n. (2) Cum.
(E.W.P.); Caine Shad. Crime (1883) 215.

4. A fateful being ; a dealer with the supernatural.
Sh.I. With this green nettle And cross of metal I witches and

wierds defy, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) J 43- Frf. Puir auld wives . .

.

Were seized in Superstition's clutches, An' brunt to death for
wierds an' witches, Smart Rhymes (1834) 164.
5. Obs. A prophecy; a prediction.
Sc. The Scots shall brooke that realme as native ground (If

weirds faile not) where ever this chayre is found, Monipennie Sc.
Chron. (1612) 11. Bch. His mither, in her weirds, Fortald his
death at Troy, Forbes Ulysses (1785) 18. Fif. He ne'er liket to
be sellin' His weird for wind, Gray Poems (1811) 73.

6. Obs. A story of the supernatural ; a fateful story.
s.Sc. What legends and weirds these fair scenes still awaken,

Watson Border Bards (1859) 151. Gall. [She] Could tell her tale

. . . Bout deeds o' weir in former days, . . Wi' weirds and
witcheries aft atween, Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 40, ed. 1897.
7. v. To predict ; to assign as one's fate ; to doom to

;

to adjure by the knowledge of coming fate.

Sc. O gangna, lady, gangna there ! I wierd ye, gangna there !

Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) 1. 237. Abd. He reads their fortunes
o' the cards, Weirds some to farmers, some to lairds, To some
he weirds cockades, But wi' his cunnin' magic spell, He weirds
the maiden to himsel', Beattie Parings (1801) 29, ed. 1873. Per.
Nane should weird ill to a witch, Spence Poems (1898) 182.

Hence (1) Ill-weirdit, ppl. adj. ill-fated
; (2) ~WeirA,ppe.

adj., obs., fated, destined
; (3) Weirded, ppl. adj. (a) fated

;

predicted
;

(b) determined
; (4) Weirding, ppl. adj., obs.,

used for the purpose of divination.

(1) Ayr. The ill-weirdit Richard wha faucht wi' the Duke,
MacQueen Gloaming Am. (1831) 3. (2) Sc. A man may woo
where he will, but wed where he is wierd, Ferguson Prov. (1641)

No. 114. (3, a) Sc. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Bch. These
darts that weerded were To tak' the town o' Troy, Forbes Ajax
C1785) 6. e.Lth. Gin the gude Mr. H. is weirdit to be married,

Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885) 236. (6) Sc. Grose (1790) MS.
add. (C.) (4) n.Sc. Jock Din is to the yard right sly To saw his

wierdin piz [pease], Tarras Poems (1804) 68 (Jam.); Which he

VOL. VI.

does in this form :—One for each sweetheart he may have occasion
to have, or has in view; when the first briered [sprung] pea
foretells, with undoubted surety, his unavoidable alliance with the
girl it represents, ib. note.

8
i
P
t?V°

weirdin sin
>
obs-> t0 place in temptation.

Sc Erlmton had a fair daughter, I wat he weird her in a great
sin, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) II. 353, ed. 1848.

\ur
j!
\
Ghostlv

>
ominous, fateful, uncanny ; ill-fated.

Sh.I. A weird sight she saw, like a black draigled craw, Fleein'
altertwa ghaists ta da sea, Stewart Tales (1892) 241. Frf He
utter da weird unwarldly croup, Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 19.Dmb. That weird day, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 28. Ayr. The
silence and the solitude are sae eerie and sae weird, Service
Notandums (1890) 99. Lth. What time the howlet, weird an'
deep The moon assails, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 75.

[1. Worbe hit wele, ober wo, as be wvrde lyke3 hit hafe,
Gawayne (c. 1360) 2134. OE. wyrd, fate, fortune, destiny
(Hall).]

WEIRD, see Ward, sb*
WEIRFU', adj. Obs. Sc. Warlike.
Rxb. When weirfu' Romans first came here awa, A. Scott

Poems (ed. 1808) 33.

WEIR-HORSE, sb. Obs. Sc. A stallion.
Mry. [Used] without any respect to his being employed as a

charger, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) II. Gl.

WEIRIEGILLS, see Weerigills.
WEISE, WEISH, WEITHE, see Wase, sb., Wash,

Waith, v?
WEK, WEKE, see Waik, Wick, sb*
WEKEEN, sb. Ir. [wekrn.] The meadow pipit,

Anthus pratensis. Ker. (J.S.); Swainson Birds (188s) 4=1.

WEKKEN, see Waken, v.

WELCH, sb. Yks. [Not known to our correspondents.]
A failure. (Hall.)
WELCH, WELCH-MAIN, see Wallowish, Welsh-

main.
WELCH-RUNTS, sb.pl. Obs. n.Cy. Oxen. Hunter

Georgical Essays (1804) VI. 146.
WELCOME, adj. and sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Suf.

[welkam.] 1. adj. In phr. (1) as welcome as two fiddlers,
very welcome

; (2) — as water in one's shoon, not welcome
at all

; (3) to make a person welcome, to give him anything
ungrudgingly

; (4) ivelcome home, {a) the repast presented
to a bride when she enters the bridegroom's house

;
(b)

a festivity held the day after a newly-married pair have
made their first appearance at church

;
(c) a welcome

given to a newly-engaged ploughman
; (5) welcome home

husband, (a) the cypress spurge, Euphorbia Cyparissias

;

(b) the yellow stonecrop, Sedum acre
; (6) welcome home

husband though never so drunk, see (5, b).

(1, 2) s.Lan.1 4. (3) Abd. Tak' a hearty snuff: I mak ye
welcome, sure enough, Beattie Parings (1801) 18, ed. 1873.
(4, a) Sc. (Jam.) (4) Sc. On Monday evening, just about gloam-
ing, the husbands and wives of the village assemble at the house
of the newly married couple, to celebrate the welcome-hame, by
a good drink and funny crack, Edb. Mag. (Nov. 1818) 415 (ib.).

(c) Per. There was a prologue [to field service], ' the welcome
hame,' which was usually given ' an eight days ' or so after the
arrival of new ploughmen. As the name indicates, the expense
of the welcome hame was borne, or supposed to be borne, by the
' remaining ' ploughmen—those, namely, who took service on the
same farm for another year ; but as a matter of fact, each man at

a welcome hame, new comer and old hand, bore his own share
of the expense of the simple entertainment, Haliburton Furth
in Field (1894) 18. (5, a) Yks. (B. & H.), w.Yks.1

(6) Suf.

(M.B.-E.) (6) Suf. Here flourished ' welcome home husband tho'

never so drunk,' as, nobody knows why, country folks always
called the yellow stonecrop, Betham-Edwards Lord ofHarvest

(1899) 13.

2. sb. In comb. Welcome-of-the-door, the threshold.
w. & s.Ir. The peasants . . . regard that portion of the earthern

floor of their poor homes just inside the threshold— ' the welcome
of the door,' as it is called, where he who enters pauses to say,
' God bless all here '—as sacred, and the clay taken from this spot
is . . . given medicinally, N. & Q. (1890) 7th S. x. 126.

WELD, v. Yks. [weld.] To sort and card wool for
knitting. w.Yks. (S.K.C.)

WELD, WELE, see Wilt, v., Weal, sb}

3 1
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WELFING, sb. Ken. 1 [we'lfin.] The covering of a
drain.

WELGAR, see Wilger.
WELHAM, sb. Hrt. e.An. Also written wellum Hrt.

e.An. 1 Cmb. Suf. [we'lsm.] The filling up of a ditch at

a gateway to afford access to a field ; a rough bridge
thrown across a ditch ; a culvert under a road.

Hrt. Cussans Hist. Hrt. (1879-81) III. 321; (H.G.) e.An.1
,

Cmb. (W.M.B.) Suf. A ' wellum ' may be either solid, or so that

water will pass through (C.G.B.). Ess. (H.H.M.)
WELK, v? and adj. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Hrf. Bdf. Hrt.

e.An. Ken. Also in forms whilk Yks. ; wilk Bdf. Hrt.
Ken. [welk ; wilk.] 1. v. To wither; to fade. Cf. wilt, v.

Per. Ford Harp (1893) 364. N.Cy.12 e.Yks. Soe soone as the

pennie-grasse beginne to welke, Best Rur. Econ. (1641) 31.

w.Yks. Plants as you planted 'as all whilked (W.F.). Bdf.

Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 147. Hrt. Shep likes

tunnups better when they're wilkt, Cussans Hist. Hrt. (1879-81)
321. Ken. (W.F.S.)
2. Of grass, plants for winter use, &c. : to turn over and
expose to sun and air. e.An.1 3. adj. Drooping ; in

poor health. Hrf. 1 The baby seems very poor and welk.

[1. Til a flour . . . Welkes and dwynes til it be noght,
Hampole Pr. C. (c. 1340) 707.]
WELK, v.

2 Obs. Nhb. To move ; see below.
A hare . . . seated . . . and welking its long soft ears to and fro,

Richardson Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) VII. 373 ; Nhb.1

WELK, v? e.An.1 [welk.] To soak, roll and
macerate in a fluid. Cf. welt, v.

3

WELK, see Whelk, sb.
1

, Wilk, sb.2

WELKIN, sb.
1 Sc. Cum. Lan. [welkin.] 1. The open

sky.
Sc. (A.W.) Lan. Roost hur to the varra welkin, Tim Bobbin

View Dial. (ed. 1740) 33 ; Ther wur such a leet i'th welkin,
Brierley Old Nook, iii. s.Lan. Bamford Dial. (1854).
2. Phr. zvelkin open wide, wide open ; open to the sky.
Cum. The door was welkin open wide, Sullivan Cum. and

Wm. (1857) 85 ; Cum.4

[Swich a reyn doun fro the welkne shadde, Chaucer
C. T. b. 3921. Cp. OE. woken, a cloud (Hall).]
WELKIN, sb.2 Obs. or obsol. Lin. A -tripod pot,

usually of iron.

Employed ... on account of the scarcity of coal, for baking
cakes or potatoes, the method adopted being to place the pot on a
previously heated hearth, and to rake the embers round it. There
were cast with each two nose-like projections, to which was
attached a handle like that of a bucket, iV. & Q. (1854) 1st S. x.

393 ; Lord Clynton to borrow the wellkyn of brass ... for his
necessarie, 1580, Corporation Rec. in Thompson Hist. Boston
(1856) 310.

WEL(L, see While.
WELL, sb. and v.

1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also in forms weel, weil Nhb.1

; wul Sc. [wel.] 1. sb.

In comb. (1) Well-brick, a curved brick used for lining
wells

; (2) -crook, a stick for ladling water out of a shallow
pool or well

; (3) -drag, a three-pronged drag to fetch up
anything that has fallen into a well

; (4) -dresser, a person
who decorates the well at a ' well-dressing

' ; (5) -dressing
or -dressing feast, a village festival when the wells are
decked with flowers ; see Tap-dressing, s.v. Tap, sb.2 1

(4) ; (6) -drock, the windlass over a well
; (7) -eye, a part

of a quagmire in which there is a spring ; a pool or spring
of water ; the orifice of a well ; also used jig.

; (8)
-flowering, see (5) ; (9) -girse or -grass, the watercress,
Nasturtium officinale; (10) -head, the spring which supplies
a marsh ; a fountain ; also used7?g\

; (11) -karse or-kerse,
see (9) ; (12) -of-the-thigh, the hollow of the thigh

; (13)
pole, a pole with a hook at the end by means of which
the bucket is lowered into a well

; (14) -pudding, see
below

; (15) -ream, water lying near the surface of a well;
see Ream, sb.

1 5
; (16) -room, see below

; (17) -shanker,
a well-maker, or digger

; (18) -stead, the site of a well

;

(19) -strand, (20) -stripe, a stream flowing from a well or
spring

; (21) -water, in phr. as weak as well-water, used of
any weak beverage.

(1) n.Lin.x (2) Hmp. Wise New Forest (1883) 288; Hmp.1

(3) Leil (4) Der. Within five minutes the curtain would be

drawn aside and the well-dressers set free to join the turbulent

outside revellers, Gilchrist Willowbrake (1898) i. (5) Der. It

was the first evening of the well-dressing feast, and all Thornhill

wore holiday attire. . . A box-shaped cabin made of fir-poles, with a

wattled roof, covered the honoured spring. The enclosed space

was lined on three sides with a floral framework, each side

containing in the middle a blank panel, evidently intended for the

reception of a picture. The fourth side was screened from the

public gaze with a canvas stack-cover. John Yellot, the cobbler,

had wrought the original designs, which represented the occu-

pations of ploughing, sowing, and reaping. Each was to be

copied in flowers of divers hues, whose short stems must be

pressed into a tray of soft clay until all the petals lay flat. This

clay would be kept moist until the end of the week, when the

feast would be closed, Gilchrist ib. (6) Wil.1 Som. One Well
Drock Standard (J.M.B.). (7) Sc. (Jam.) Dmb. Stuck in a wulee
like a stock o' kail, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 77. Ayr. The
causes o' our national decay and agricultural distress come a'

thegither frae anither well-ee, Galt Lairds (1826) xxxv. Twd.
Buchan Burnet (1898) 57.- Bwk. Wild ducks hae nae well-ees

now to waddle in, Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856) 83. Ant.

Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Nhb.1
, Cum." (8) Der. N. & Q.

(i860) 2nd S. ix. 431. (9) Sc. (Jam.) (10) Sc. The charger on
which he was mounted plunged up to the saddle-girths in a well-

head, as the springs are called which supply the marshes, Scott
Old Mortality (1816) xv. Lnk. (Jam.), w.Yks. (J.W.), ne.Lan.1

(n) Sc. (Jam.), Nhb.1 (s.v. Kars). (12) Nhb.1 (13) se.Wor. 1
,

Oxf.1 MS. add. (14) Sus. Well-pudding, made with a thick rich

paste stuffed with currants, and filled with brown sugar and
melted butter : a very little of it goes a long way (W.D.P.). (15)
Per. The winner of the ' well-ream ' for the year, Haliburton
Furth in Field (1894) 30. (16) Dev. The ' well-room,' . . a small
lean-to apartment on one side of the porch, paved with cobble-
stones, in which was a stone trough always brimming with
crystal moorland water, conducted into it from outside, and
running off . . . outside again, . . the sole source whence all the
water-supply required for the house was obtained, Baring-Gould
Urith (1891) I. xi. (17) Sc. (Jam.) (18) n.Yks.2 (19) s.Sc.

(Jam.) Edb. The designation of the smallest rill of water is a
syke, or well-strand, if from a spring of water, Pennecuik Wis.
(1715) nr, ed. 1815. Dmf. Hamilton The Mawkin (1898) 21.

(20) Sh.I. About the middle of May the wives set their kirns, milk-
spans, and raemikles in the well-stripe to steep, Spence Flk-Lore
(1899) 139. (21) Oxf. (G.O.)

2. Phr. (1) the well is not missed until it is dry, a blessing
is not valued until it is lost ; (2) whafs the good of a well
without a bucket? an answer commonly given when a
person has said ' well !

'

(1) Dmf. James Kennedy Poems (1823) 32. Wgt. (A.W.) (2)
War.2

3. Any place from which water is obtained ; a surface
spring ; a pond.

Nhb.1 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788) ; e.Yks. 1 w.Yks.
Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 289. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
w.Som.1 You'll zee a well o' water by th' zide o' the road.
4. The rising up and overflowing of any liquid. Brks.1
5. Obs. A chimney or vent-hole in a rick or mow.

e.Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787). 6. The hollow place
in the centre of an Irish car used as a receptacle for
luggage, &c.

Sc. (A.W.) Ir. The somewhat ramshackle outside car . . . has
been brought out. . . Mrs. Ryan has put. . . a stone jar of 'poteen'
into the well, Smart Master qfRathkelly (1888) I. xv. N.I 1

7. pi. The under parts of a wagon. Shr.2 8. v. To
rise up like water in a spring ; to overflow

; to swell' as a
wave ; also used^?^.

Sc. (A.W.) Wm. It wad well-up ower an' ower in his mind hoo
he d been tret (B.K.). n.Yks. 2 The welling waves. w.Yks s A
person continues pouring into a vessel, looking at some other
object the while, not seeing that the liquid is ' welling awal ower

'

WELL, v.
2 n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. e. & s.Cy. rwel 1 To

boil ; to heat. Cf. wall, v.
8 L J

n.Cy. Bailey (1721). n.Yks. 2 'They're welling livers' ob-
taining the oil from the livers of fish, in the way of making it flow
by an adapted heat. w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703). nelan 1

s.Lan.1 Chs. Ray (1691) MS. add. (J.C.) e. & s.Cy. ' A welling
of whey' is heating it scalding hot in order to the taking off the
curds, Ray (1691). s.Cy. Grose (1790).
WELL, v? Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der.

Lin. Also in forms waal Sc. (Jam.) ; wall Sc. (Jam.)
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Nhb. 1

; waul Gall.; wol Cum.1
[wel.] 1. To weld,

forge ; to unite in one mass ; also usedy*^.
Sc. Coals are said to wall when they mix together, or form

into a cake (Jam.). Sh.I. Doo's wirt Sibbie an' wir Betty baed
waald tagedder, Sft. News (Dec. 10, 1898). Cai.1

, s.Sc. (Jam.),
N.Cy.1 , Nhb. 1

, Dur.1 Cum.1 lntrod. 14. n.Yks. Let me well that
iron (I.W.). w.Yks.15 , ne.Lan.1 , Chs. 1

, nw.Der.1 n.Lin. 1 You
mun well a peace to th' end o' maaster fire potter, its getten
oher sho't.

Hence Welling-heat, sb. (1) the proper temperature at

which iron will weld
; (2) a state of heat resulting from

violent exertion.
(1) Rxb. Sae here 'twas like a waalin heat, Exchangin words

wi' kisses sweet, A. Scott Poems (ed. 1808) 196. Gall. Black-
smiths . . . will not allow them [people suspected of having the

evil eye] to stand in their forges when joining or wielding
pieces of iron together, as they are sure of loosing the wauling-
heat, if such be present, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 278, ed. 1876.
Nhb.1

, Chs.1 (2) Chs.1

2. Fig. With to : to comply with ; to consent to.

Fif. [So called] from the idea of uniting metals into one mass
(Jam.).

[1. Thei schulen welle togedere her swerdies into

scharris, Wyclif Isaiah ii. 4. Swed. valla jam, to weld
iron (Widegren).]
WELL, v.* Lan. [wel.] To throw ; to hurl.

He'd best come off, or aw'll be cussed if aw dunnot well this

stick at his yed, Staton Loominary (c. 1861) 90.

WELL, v.
5 Obs. Dev. To pare off turf for burning.

Marshall Review (1817) V. 429.

WELL, adv. and adj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.
and Amer. Also written wel Sc. Ir. s.Wal. ; and in forms
weel Sc. (Jam.) S. & Ork.1 Bnff.1 N.I.1 N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1

Cum.1 * Wm. n.Yks.2 e.Yks.1 w.Yks.1 s.Lan.1
; weil(l Sc.

(Jam.) ; wul Sc. [wel ; wil.] 1. adv. In comb, with
adv. and prep. : (1) Well on, far gone in drink

; (2) — up,

(a) well-to-do, prosperous ; (b) well-informed
; (3) — up

to, equal to ; experienced in.

(1) Sc. As the evening advanced, both he and the majority of

his guests got ' pretty weel on,' Scotch Haggis, 101. Sh.I. He
seemed to be gey weel on, Clark N. Gleams (1898) 92. Slg.

Buchanan Poems (1901) 163. (2, a) Glo. 1 (b) Lan. Yo're weel

up, maisther, Clegg Sketches (1895) 469. (3) Rnf. Then she's

weel up to milkin', Or breakin' in kye to the bale, Barr Poems

(1861) 89.

2. Comb, in exclamations : (1) Well-a-me, dear me ! (2)

•a-well, an expression of resignation ; well, well ! (3)

— done, (4) — if ever, (5) — I think, exclamations of

surprise
; (6) — man, a common salutation

; (7) — of all,

see (5) ; (8) — said(s, an expression of approval
; (9)— wyr, well indeed

!

(1) s.Lan.1 (2) Fif. ' Heigh-ho, well-a-well,' Wull said, leaning

back in his chair, Meldrum Margre'del (1894) 123. Rnf. Weel a

weel, I'll tell ye, gie me breath, Fraser Poet. Chimes (1853) 40.

Lnk. Graham Writings (1883) II. 56. Edb. Weel-a-weel, if sae

it maun be Let auld Jack a horning dree, M cDowall Poems (1839)

199. Lan. ' Well-a-well ' (in a soothing tone, such as you use to

irritated children), Gaskell M. Barton (1848) xxxi. Cor. Well-

a-well, 'tis but for a brief while longer, ' Q. ' WanderingHeath (1895)

41. (3) w.Som^Verycom. Dhaizaes-aewdh-oa-lfaarm Puuree-v

u-vaal -d oa-f-s au's-n ubroa-k-s naek\ Wuul duun- !
Dev. (On

hearing of the death of a friend) ' Well done ! well done !

' Reports

Provinc. (1882). nw.Dev. 1 (4) w.Yks. Well if ivver! did teh

ivver see sitch a chap ! (iE.B.) (5) N.I.1 (6) Gall. Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824). (7) w.Yks. Lift ther eebraas to th' top o' ther

heead an' say 'Well, ov all I' Hartley Clock Aim. (1881) 51.

(8) w.Som.1 Well zaid, soce ! nif that idn a good job, I never didn

zee nother one. Well zaids, my hearties ! I did'n reckon you'd

a-finish not eet. Dev. Well zaids, Jim; I call that *. very good

job, Reports Provinc. (Aug. 1902). nw.Dev.1
(9) s.Wal. Wel

wyr ! so it is, Raine Torn Sails (1898) 19.

3. Obs. Of meat, &c. : sufficiently cooked.

Cld. Is the denner weel? (Jam.) Rxb. With hunger smit, may

hap they seem to feel, Or cry, perhaps, Oh ! is the hodgil weel

!

A. Scott Poems, 10 (18.).

4. Used elliptically for ' well-pleased,' ' well-satisfied.'

Lan. Oi'm noan so weel about yon owd wench, Kay-Shuttle-

worth Scarsdale (i860) II. 283.

5. Very, quite.

Slg. This appeareth to be well hard, Bruce Sermons (1631) vi,

ed. 1843. s.Not. A'd get well drunk, if a tho't it ud do my head
good (J.P.K.). Dor. T'ood sar' 'ee well right ef zo I wur to

bundle 'ee off the plaace, C Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 215.

6. adv. and adj. In comb. (1) Well-accustomed, much
frequented by good customers

; (2) -a-near, very nearly
;

almost
; (3) -a-paid, appeased ; satisfied

; (4) -at-ease(d, in

good health ; hearty ; (5) -avized, comely in face or appear-
ance

; (6) -be-liked, very much liked
; (7) -bethowten, well

thought of; well-considered
; (8) -betokened, in phr. to be

well-betokened'asone's (father's) child, to show one's parentage
strongly

; (9) -blooded, having a high colour ; rosy
; (10)

•bred, polite, civil
;
(n) -clad, well-dressed

; (12) -come(d,
of good stock or family ; well-born ; legitimate

; (13)
•corned, (a) rendered merry by drink

;
(b) well-groomed

;

well looked after ; (14) -counted, correctly counted

;

counted to the full amount ; (15) -dizened,much adorned;
(16) -doer, a thriving person or animal ; one who gets on
in the world

; (17) -doing, (a) prosperous ; well-to-do
;

(b)

of good character ; respectable ; well-behaved
;

(c) a

benefit
; (18) -done-to, well cared for ; well looked after

;

(19) -e'er, just now; (20) -ees't, well provided for; lit.

well used
; (21) -ended, (a) of crops : safely carried

;
(b)

of a hay-rick : closely pulled and neatly finished ; of hay:
of the best quality

; (22) -faced, see (5) ; (23) -fared or

faured, good-looking
;

pleasant to look upon
; (24)

-faredly, or -faurtly, (a) obs., handsomely ; cleverly

;

with good grace
;

(b) obs., distinctly ;
openly, avowedly

;

(25) -faring, see (23) ; (26) -farity, well-being
; (27)

-farrand, see (23) ;
(28) -faurtness, handsomeness

; (29)

•favoured, see (23) ; (30) -featured, see (5) ; (31) -fished,

well supplied with fish
; (32) -fittin, well-supplied ;

well-

adapted ; (33) -fleshed, corpulent
; (34) -flitten, see below

;

(35) -foughten, well-contested; (36) -fragged, well-

furnished
;
packed close

; (37) -gain or -gaun, (a) of a

horse : spirited; (b) of machinery, &c: working smoothly

;

(38) -gaited, of a horse : thoroughly broken in
; (39)

-gated, having plenty to do
; (40) -geizened, thirsty

; (41)

-girst, fed on good pasture
; (42) -got, see (21, a)

; (43)

-graithed, completely equipped; (44) -grown, nearly

grown up ; nearly mature
; (45) -hained, well-kept ; well-

preserved ; saved to good purpose
; (46) -handed, clever,

expert
; (47) -happed, in good condition ; lit. well-covered

;

(48) -hauden-in, saved to good purpose; (49) -hearted,

(a) kind-hearted, generous
;

(b) hopeful, not dejected

;

(50) -heeal,in good health
; (51) -hefted, thoroughly beset;

rightly served; (52) -heppen, much befriended; (53)

-housed, provided with a good lodging ; (54) -hung, (a) of

a male animal : well provided with procreative organs

;

{b) of a tongue : ready, glib
; (55) -kenned or -kent, well-

known; conspicuous; (56) -kited, big-bellied
; (57) -leared,

(58) -learnt, well-informed ; well-educated
; (59) -left, left

well off ; in comfortable circumstances ; (60) -legged,

having strong and shapely legs
; (61) -licked, obs., careful;

plausible
;
(62) -like, see (23) ; (63) -liked, see (6) ; (64)

•lined, of a pig : fattened well inwardly
; (65) -looked, (66)

-looking, see (23) ; (67) -marrowed, suitably matched
;

(68) -meated, of corn : full in the ear
; (69) -mended,

improved in health; (70) -mensed, in phr. well-mensed at

the last, decently interred, with a full attendance of

mourners
; (71) -minded, (a) well-disposed

;
(b) well-

remembered ; fraught with association ; (72) -natured,

good-natured
; (73) -near, see (2) ; (74) -paid, (a) see (3)

;

(b) well-beaten ; (75) -put-on, well-dressed ;
having one's

clothes neatly put on ; sufficiently clothed
; (76) -put-

together, strongly built ; muscular
; (77) -redd-up, tidy

;

(78) -saired, well-served ; feasted ; (79) -set, (a) well-

disposed ;
partial

;
(b) sharp-set ; (80) -setting, see (23)

;

(81 ) -set-on, (a) well-built ;
(b) well-provided ; (82) -set-up,

well-proportioned; (83) -sleekit, see (74, b); (84) -so,

very ; more than sufficiently
; (85) -socht, greatly ex-

hausted
; (86) -sookit, almost exhausted; (87) -sorted,

well-arranged ; well brought up
; (88) -spoke or -spoken,

pleasant-spoken ; speaking good English
; (89) standing,

312
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well-furnished ; (90) -tented, well nursed or cared for

;

(91) -tewed, (a) well shaken up ; crumpled up as paper
;

(b) see (35) ; (92) -thrivven or -throdden, stout
;
pros-

perous
; (93) -thrummed or -thrummled, well-thumbed

;

(94) -tidded, obs., having a good udder; well-teated
; (95)

tifted, (a) of a feather-bed, &c. : well-tossed
;

(b)

thoroughly investigated
; (96) -timbered, see (81, a)

; (97)
-to-be-seen, see (23) ; (98) -to-do, («) of a plant or animal:
thriving

;
(b) nearly intoxicated

; (99) -to-live, (a) see

(17, a)
;

(b) see (98, b)
;

(100) -to-pass, see (17, a)
;
(101)

-to-see, see (23) ; (102) -turned, of a coin : having a worn
impression

; (103) -turned penny, a profitable speculation

;

(104) -waled, well-chosen, esp. used of language
; (105)

war, much the worse
; (106) -wared, (a) well-expended

;

well laid out ; (b) well-earned
;

(c) well done ; well-

deserved
;
properly awarded ; esp. in phr. it is well-wared

on one, or — at, or — to one's hand, one has well deserved
one's fate

; (107) -warst, the very worst
; (108) -waxed,

well-grown
; (109) -wayed, (a) inclined to follow good

courses
;

(b) of a horse : not given to shying
;

(no)
•willed or -willied, (a) kindly disposed

;
generous

;
(b)

very willing ; much inclined ; (in) -wilier, a well-wisher

;

a friend; (112) -willing or -willy, kindly disposed;
favourable; well-intentioned; complacent; very willing;

(113) -wintered, (a) well provided against the severity of
winter; (b) of cattle: well fed during the winter; (114)
-wish, (a) a good wish

;
(b) to wish well to

; (115) -wished,
given with good will; (116) -wishing, kindly; (117)
-wissened, rightly judged ; well-considered

; (118) -won,
of hay, &c. : gathered and stacked under favourable
circumstances; (119) -yowdened, subdued by discipline

;

submissive.

(1) w.Yks. It was a well-accustomed house and the inner doors
were swinging to and fro in the usual fashion, Peel Luddites

(1870) 4. (2) Nhb. 1 Wellanear a twel month sin syne. (3) w.Cy.
(Hall.) Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). (4) Wil.1

Som. I knaw that you da like ta zee poor vawk well-at-eased an
happy, Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825) 127. (5) n.Yks.2 (6)
Wor. He is very well-be-liked, N. if Q. (1879) 5th S. xi. 186.

(7) n.Yks. 2
(8) ib. He's weel betoken'd as t'father's awn bairn.

(9) N.I. 1 (10) Lnk. It's best to be well-bred e'en to the deil,

Black Falls of Clyde (1806) no. (n) Ayr. Well clad wi' coat o'

glossy black, Burns Twa Dogs (1786) 1. 34. n.Yks. 2 (12) Lnk.
Caus I had a bystart canna ye chrisen the weel com'd ane?
Graham Writings (1883) II. 42. Lakel. A deftly farrant lad;
he'll do weel ; he's weel-come fra statesmen o' baith sides,

N. Counties Mag. (1901) II. pt. vii. 16. Cum.14 Wm. Sum es
bonny coves es ivver ya saa i' yer life, an weel cum tew, Spec.
Dial. (1880) pt. ii. 22. w.Yks. 1

, n.Lin. 1 (13, a) Wm. (B.K.) ; I'll

nut say drunk, but gay weel cworn'd, Whitehead Leg. (ed. 1896)
24. (b) Wm. He leuks a chap at's gay weel coorn'd (B.K.).

(14) Sc. To your hansell in the morning will be a sonsie breakfast
and weel-counted siller, Scotch Haggis, 126. (15) n.Yks.2 (16)
s.Not. She's a well-doer; she'd ought to pay well. This pig's a
well-doer; a shall keep 'im an' fatten 'im (J.P.K.). (17, a) Sc.
' Do you know nothing of her folk? '

' Nothing, forby that they
are well-doing in the world,' Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 67.

Abd. Fishin' tackle, an' gun-flints were a' in his way—A weel-doin'
callant was gleg Archie Grey, Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 139.
w.Sc. She's a rale weel-daein' woman, an' a braw ane tae, Mac-
donald Disp. Settlement (1869) 153, ed. 1877. Wgt. Saxon Gall.

Gossip (1878) 12. (6) ne.Sc. An honest, weel-daen woman as I

kent my wife to be, Grant Keckleton, 76. Lnk. Nae ill's wi' me
;

I'm jist a rale weel-daein' speerit, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 20.

Uls. This was evidently a douce, weel-daein' man, M°Ilroy
Druid's Island (1902) 92. (c) Dev. (Hall.) (18) e.Sc. He was
besides, in the local phrase, ' extra weel-done-to

'
; . . his . . . kilt

and jacket were always decent, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900)
211. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) Not. My lord axed me if I thought
as how she was well done to, Norman Abbey, III. 228. (19) Cor.

Ah ! Kempe, I thoft of thee well e'er, Trenoodle Spec. Dial.

(1846) 22. (so) Abd. Tarn admitted that the servants were 'weel
ees't ' in the way of food, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) viii.

(21, a) w.Wor. 1
, se.Wor.J

, s.Wor.1
, Glo.1 (A) Hrf.2 w.Cy.

Havergal Wds. (1887). (22) Sc' A bonny, braw, well-fac'd kirk,

Sc. Presby. Eloq. (ed. 1847) 131 ; A great hantle of bonny, braw,
well-faced young lasses, ib. 152. (23) Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. The young
laird o' St. Ringan was a weel-faured youth, An' a weel-faured

youth was he, Stewart Tales (1892) 236. ne.Sc. Bell herself

was a sonsie, weel-faurt, shrewd woman, Green Gordonhaven

(1887) 22. Cai.1 w.Sc. I was a trig weel-far'd lassie then,

Carrick Laird ofLogan (1835) 264. s.Sc. Siccan a weel-faured

warm-hearted leddie, Wilson Tales (1836) II. 1. Slk. She's verra

weel-faured, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 59. Kcb. Muir
Muncraig (1900) 73. N.I.1

, N.Cy. 1 (24, a) Sc. (Jam.) Abd.

Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl. (6) Sc. (Jam.) Edb. Whan I shoot my
nose in, ten to ane If I weel-fardly see my ane hearthstane, Fer-

gusson Poems (1773) 109, ed. 1785. (25) N.Cy. 1 Well faring looks

(s.v. Faurd). (26) Don. That the Lord may grant them prosperity

an' welfarity, Macmanus Bend ofRoad (1898) 149. (27) Rxb. You
shall swing as high as any, for all you're so big and weel-farrand,

Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 222. N.Cy. 1 (s.v. Farand). (28) Sc.

(Jam.) (29) Ayr. He'sbonie and braw, weel favour'd witha', Burns
There's a Youth, st. 1. n.Yks. Thah coontenance weel-favored,

Robinson Whitby Sng. Sol. (i860) ii. 14. (30) Ayr. For beauty and
fortune the laddie's been courtin ; Weel-featured, weel-tocher'd,

weel-mounted and braw, Burns There's a Youth, st. 2. (31) Sh.I.

Da first ship returned weel fished, caalin' at Lerwick, OllasonMareel
(1901) 46. (32) n.Yks.2 (33) w.Yks. Weel-fleshed men could

niver stand up long agen an ale-pot, Sutcliffe Barbara Cunliffe

(1901) 76. (34) Sc. ' That is weel-flitten o' you,' a phrase sarcas-

tically applied to one who reprehends or scolds and is himself far

more deserving of reprehension (Jam., s.v. Flyte). (35, 36)
n.Yks. 2

(37, a) Bnff. 1
, Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. My han' ahin's a weel

gaun fillie, Burns Inventory, 1. 10. (b) Bnff. 1 He hiz a set o' weel
gain' gear. Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. Whose life is like a weel-gaun
mill, Burns Unco Guid (1786) st. 2. (38) Sc. (Jam.) (39) Glo.1

(40) Per. Hab an' Rab an' twa-three mae Weel-geizened guisers,

Haliburton Horace (1886) 9. (41) Bnff.1 (42) s.Wor. (H.K.)

(43) n.Yks.2 (44) Sc. (Jam.) Bnff.1 He's gotten a weel-grown
stump o' a loon t' notice his horse. (45) Sc. (Jam.) Bnff.1 He
hid on a weel-haint quyte. Ayr. The dame brings forth . . . her
weel-hain'd kebbuck, Burns Cotter's Sat. Night (1785) st. n.
Nhb. Her weel-hain'd ware To grace her guests she sets afore

them, Graham Moorl. Dial. (1826) 10. (46) Gall. A weel-handed,
through-gaun wife to ready your meat and keep your nakedness
decently clad, Crockett Dark o' Moon (1902) 46. Nhb. 1

(47)
e.Yks. Well-happed sheepe are the best for an hard faugh, Best
Rut: Econ. (1641) 17. w.Yks. (J.W.) (48) Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1

(49, a) Bnff. 1 Dmf. His son Is a weel-hearted winsome chiel,

Quinn Heather (1863) 36. (4) Sc. (Jam.) (50, 51, 52) n.Yks. 2

(53) w.Yks.5 Ther rarely off 'at's weel-housed sich a neet as this.

(54, a) n.Yks. (T.S.) (6) Ayr. Be sure to keep a well hung tongue,
Your knavery to defend, Fisher Poems (1790) 57. Gall. He had
not talked so long to the good wives of the Lothians without
getting a weel-hung tongue in the head of him, Crockett Standard
Bearer (1898) 161. (55) Kcd. Nae mair we hear its weel-kent lay,

Jamie Effusions (1849) 56. Arg. A weel-kent skipper, Munro
Shoes of Fort. (1901) 64. Edb. R. Wilson Poems (1822) 11.

Nhb.1 Cum. Ilka weel kenn'd face, Gilpin Ballads (1874) 175.
n.Yks.2 (56) n.Yks. 2 (s.v. Kite). (57) s.Sc. He's weel leared
and wad be a credit to ony profession, Wilson Tales (1839) V.
203. Edb. As weel-leard trav'lers tell, Fergusson Poems (1773)
181, ed. 1785. (58) Abd. A weel-meanin' man an' a weel-leern't,
Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xii. (59) w.Yks. (J.W.) Dor.
A widow 'well left,' who kept a small shop, Hare Broken Arcs
(1898) 102. (60) Lnk. The women look'd ay to the men's legs or
they marry'd them, and the well-legged louns gade ay best aff,

Graham Writings (1883) II. 53. (61) Abd. He'll . . . gie the lad
a cooling sweat Wi' his well-licket speech, Forbes Ulysses (1785)
31. (62) Sh.I. Ony lass 'ill baith ken an' say whin shu sees a
weel-laek lass, Sh. News (Feb. 16, 1901). n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.)
(63) Dmf. The herd came rinnin' o'er the lea, His weel-liked cur
to see, M cNay Poet/Wks. (1820) 33 ; His weel-liked spouse, ib.

62. (64) Lakel. (B.K.), w.Yks. (J.W.) (65) Sh.I. Well-looked
ladies, Willcock Sh. Minister (1897) 3°- Ayr. They maun be
weel-looked an they're ony thing like you, Galt Gilhaize (1823)
xxvi. (66) Gall. A weel-lookin' unmarriet man, Crockett Banner
of Blue (1902) xxxv. n.Yks. Thou art as bonny, mah luv, as
Tirzah, weel-leuking as Jerusalem, Robinson Whitby Sng. Sol.
(i860) vi. 4. nw.Der. 1 n.Lin.1 She was as well-lookin' a yung
woman as iver I seed. Brks.1 What a well-lookin' man a be to be
zure. (67) n.Yks.2 , w.Yks. (J.W.) (68) Sh.I. Da folk tankit Gud
for a weel-maeted crop, Sh. News (Oct. 16, 1897). (69) Cav.
Mrs. Malone went to the sea, and came home well mended
(M.S.M.). (70) n.Yks.2 (71, a) n.Yks.2 (6) ib. A weel minded
spot. (72) Or.I. Miss Effie is neither braw nor bonnie, an' no
overlie weel-natured, Vedder Orcadian Sketches (1832) 17. ne.Sc.
I ken that he's weel-natured an' richtkind-hairtedjGRANT/CccAtooK,
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37. Lnk. She's a weel natured lassie, Graham Writings (1883)
II. 55. Cum.4 (73) Win. Trees bow'd weel-near uprootin',
•Stewart Miymes (1869) 5. Lei.1 Cor.1 There were well-near a
hundred people in the field. (74, a) Bch., Kcd. (Jam.) Nhb. If
he's struck my daughter I shall make him a weel-paid wife,
Richardson Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) VIII. 259. (b) Sc. (Jam.),
Bnff.1

(75) Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Bnff.1 He's hiz eye weel-pitten-on
claes. She's a weel-pitten-on wife. N.I.1

, Nhb. 1
, e.Yks.1 MS.

add. (T.H.) (76) e.Yks. 1 (77) Sc. Though I give the house a
sooping, it never has a clean, well-redd-up look, Whitehead
Daft Davie (1876) 150, ed. 1894. (78) Edb. Aff to their hames
gaed rowin' [rolling], Weel-sair'd that morn, New Year's Morning
(1792) 15. N.I.1 , w.Yks. (J.W.) (79, a) Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Some
well-set friends settled this feud, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 8.

(b) Dmf. He had a weel-set right hard gab—The greedy craw

!

Hawkins Poems (1841) V. 42. (80) Sh.I. Lowrie wis wance as
weel far'd, an' weel settin' a man as cam' 'ithin wir kirk door,
Sk. News (Apr. 9, 1898); (J.S.) (81, a) Bnff. 1 That ruck hiz a
weel-set-on hehd. (b) ib. He's weel-set-on for horse-graith.
(82) w.Yks. A varry weel-set-up sort o' chap he war, Sutcliffe
Moor and Fell (1899) n. (83) Sc. If ye have oney wish for

a weel-sleekit hide, ye can follow me out to the green foment the
smidy-door, Macrimmon, IV. 137 (Jam.). (84) Sh.I. Dis is weel
sae strong, Bartle! Clark N. Gleams (1898) 50. (85, 86) Bnff.1

(87) n.Yks.2 (88) n.Yks. 2
, e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.), w.Yks.

(J.W.) n.Lin. 1
I think she'll suit you m'm; she's a very well-

spoken gell. w.Som.1 ' She's a very well-spoken young woman,'
would be praise for a domestic servant, and would imply that she
had lived in a town or been otherwise civilized. Cor. A well-
spoken chap, an' got es manners, Lee Cynthia, 185. (89) Sh.I.

Theirs was a well standing house, Clark N. Gleams (1898) 53 ;

(J.S.) (90, 91,92, 93I n.Yks. 2
(94) n.Cy. Grose (1790). (95 a, b)

n.Yks.2 (96) Win. Weel-timmered an' lish as a cat (B.K.). (97)
Wm. Kirkey Granite Chips (1900) 62. (98, a) Not.1 , Lei. 1 (b)

Sh.I. He was pretty well-to-do when he left the shop, Burgess
Sketches (2nd ed.) 52. (99, a) Sc. (Jam.) Slk. A chap that was
gayan weel to leeve, Hogg Tales (1838) 314, ed. 1866. Dmf. The
Doctor looks very well and sonsy ; he seems in good health and
well to live, Carlyle Lett. (1836) in Atlantic Monthly (1898)
295-6. e.An.1 ' Is Mr. A. * rich man ?

'
' Pretty well to live.'

(b) Sc. (Jam.) (100) Sc. (Jam.) ;
' Our poor friend has died well to

pass in the world.' . .
' Poor Mrs. Margaret was aye careful of the

gear,' Scott Guy M. (1815) xxxvii. Dmf. A neatness that any
well-to-pass housewife might have envied, Hamilton Mawkin
(1898) 328. Dev. Rare, Exm. Scold. (1746) Gl. (101) Gall. In

person she was short, well-to-see, rosy-cheeked, buxom, Crockett
Dark o' Moon (1902) 43. (102, 103) n.Yks. 2 (104) Sc. (Jam.,

s.v. Wale)
;
(A.W.) Edb. Work up a tale fu' fine Wi' weel-wal'd

wordies, Macaulay Poems (1788) 196. (105) Sc. Gin ye tak that

way, it'll be weill war (Jam.) ; It cudna be weill war (ib.).

(106, a) Sc. (Jam., s.v. Ware). Per. However, she says the sheet

was weel waur'd, for the guid cause, Cleland Inchbracken (1883)

11, ed. 1887. Dmf. Quinn Heather (1863) 84. Wgt. Ye may
depend 'twill be weel-waurt Upon the Ban', Fraser Poems
(1885) 222. n.Yks.2 (s.v. Ware). w.Yks. Ah wor satisfied at my
brass wor goin' ta be weel worn here, Tom Treddlehoyle Fr.

Exhebishan (1856) 37. (b) Bwk. The best fish i' the Tweed, . .

Shall be thy weel-war'd meed, Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856)

14. (c) Sc. He that taks a' his gear frae himsel and gies to his

bairns, it were well waird to take a mell and knock out his hams,
Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 390; It is well warit that wasters

want geir, Ray Prov. (1678) 379 ; It's weill war'd on him, or at

his hand (Jam.). Cai.1 Bnff. 1 It's weel-waurt o' ye. Ayr. Thro'

a' thy childish years I'll ee thee, An think 't weel war'd, Burns
Illegitimate Child, St. 5. Slk. Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 130.

(107) Sh.I. Hit's Osla, da youngest an' da weel warst, Sh. News
(June 1, 1901). n.Sc. He abused me the weel warst that could

be (Jam.). Abd. She's jist about the weel-warst o' them a' wi'

anger an' spite, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 179. (108, 109 a, b)

n.Yks.2 (no, a) Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. The weel-willed man is the

beggar's bridder, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 212. Cai.1 , Cld. (Jam.),

n.Yks.2 (b) Sc. Naething is difficult to a well-willed man,

Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 667. Bnff.1 Abd. They're owre weel-

will't to be lords owre God's heritage, Alexander Johnny Gibb

(i87i)xxii. Cld. (Jam.) (in) Sc. (Jam.) ; He counterfeited letters,

as written from his wellwillers, adviseing him to reconcile himself

to the Lord Balfoure, Maidment Spott. Misc. (1844-5) I- ™9-

Cai.1 Abd. I never was a weel-wuller till gyaun awa', Alexander

Johnny Gibb (^1) xxxvi. (112) Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. [It] has four good

teeth before and well willin gums in the backside, Graham
Writings (1883) II. 140. Lei. 1 (113, a) n.Yks.2 (4) Bnff.1

(114, a) Abd. The bridegroom gaed a theggan' among the friends,
an' got presents o' corn an' ither gear in token o' their well
wishes, Michie Tales (1872) 132. (b) Rnf. We needna mourn,
let s cantie be, An' weel-wish ane an' a', Neilson Poems (1877) 79.
(ii5)^Elg. The fare weel-wish'd, the gleed right clear, Your
dozin'd veins will thaw, Couper Poetry (1804) I. 237. (116) Dor.
Jan was a ' clever and well-wishen man and they would do ut to
oblige him,' Agnus Jan Oxber (1900) 84. (117) n.Yks.2 (118)
n.Yks.2 e.Yks.1 A pike of well-won hay, MS. add. (T.H.) (119)
n.Yks. 2

7. Phr. (1) as well as, besides
; (2) mains weel, ducings

weel, twito weel, obs., well, in the three degrees of com-
parison

; (3) no weel, unwell
; (4) to be well aware, to know;

(5) — in the way, far gone in drink
; (6) — underfoot, in

good circumstances
; (7) to have well of, to have plenty of;

(8) to say well of, to speak well of; (9) well at oneself,

grown stout; used both of persons and animals; (10) —
/ wat, — a wat, or — a wyte, well I know ; assuredly ; of
a truth

; (11) — loves me ofyou, obs., you give me pleasure.
(1) Sh.I. A'm no gaun ta creaat da lump o' my deth staandin' furt

plukkin' hay da nicht, as weel as he's [it's] da Loard's nicht tu,

Sh. News (Dec. 4, 1897). (2) n.Cy. Grose (1790). (3) Sc. (A.W.),
Cai.1 Nhb. She's a widow, and as skeely as ony doctor wi' no-weel
folk, Graham Red Scaur (1896) 311. (4) sw.Lin.1

,' You are well
aware ' is the regular phrase here for ' you know.' You are well
aware it's been a coarse winter for us. You are well aware how
hittered the missis was agen him. (5) Sh.I. Feth, tinks I, doo's well
i' da wye alreddy, boy, Sh. News (Nov. 17, 1900). (6) Chs.1 A man
who had failed said, 'It'shard tohavetoworkatmytimeof life ; I've

beenwell brought up, and well underfoot.' (7) n.Yksi He had weel
o'wots. Weel o'wheat (I.W.). (8) Cum. 1 Don't ill a body ifyou can't

say weel o' yan (s.v. 111). (9) S. & Ork.1 (10) Sc. (A.W.)
Or.I. Weel-a-wat I maun juist be gaun (S.A.S.). e.Sc. Well I wat
you mind me that, or your memory's waur, Strain Elmslie's Drag-
net (1900) 61. Frf. Reid Heatherland (1894) 25. Per. An' weel-
a-wat the coonty kens, Halieurton Horace (1886) 78. Ayr.
Weel I wat he lo'es me dear, Burns Cy. Lassie, st. 3. Lnk, Na,
stir, welawat am neither poor nor yet mean, Graham Writings

(1883) II. 43. Wm. Weel I wat ye ken the poverty of our dales,

Hutton Bran New Work (1785) 1. 47. (11) Edb. Weel loes me o'

you, Souter Jock, Fergusson Poems (1773) 169, ed. 1785.

8. adj. Healthy
;
good.

n.Sc. Ere she ride three times round the cross Her weel days
will be done, Buchan Ballads (1828) I. 125, ed. 1875. Abd.
They're unco weel, I think, if ye would let them queel, Beattie
Parings (1801) 8, ed. 1873. e.An. 1 The doctor saw he was never
a well child. [Amer. Mirandy was always a well woman, Howells
Aroostook (1883) i.]

WELL, see Weal, sb.
1

WELL-A-DAY, int. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Hrt.
s.Cy. Also in forms wal-a-day Sc. ; walla-day Lan.

;

weel-a-day Sc. ; werraday w.Yks. 2 nw.Der. 1
; werriday

Not. An exclamation, gen. of sorrow ; alas ! Also in comb.
Wella, welladay.i
Ayr. Alake, for sic a master ! That e'er I kent ye, wal-a-day !

Fisher Poems (1790) 114. Lnk. With tears I said, Wella, wella-

day ! MTndoe Poems (1805) 92. Edb. But ah, welladay ! I shall

see him no more, Glass Cai. Parnassus (1812) 26. Nhb.1 Very
common. w.Yks. 2 Eh, dear me, werraday, these old folks are so

silly. Lan. Walla-day, whot obunnanze o' misfartins yo had'n,

Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) 46. Der.2 , nw.Der.1 Not.

Welladay, welladay ! Oh, father! Oh, mother! Oh the gret soft fool

of a lad ! Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 25. s.Not. Werriday, werriday !

don't cry, ma duck; it'll soon be better (J.P.K.). Hrt. (H.G.)
s.Cy. (K.)

[O well-a-day, Mistress Ford ! having an honest man to

your husband, to give him such cause for suspicion ! Shaks.
Merry W. in. iii. 106.]

WELL-A-FINE, adv. and int. Som. Dev. Cor. Also
written well-a-fyne Cor. 1

1. adv. Very well; well

enough ; truly.

w.Som.1 Ay ! ay ! her'll tell well-a-fine [wuul'-u-fuyn], sure

'nough, nif anybody'll harky to 'er. n.Dev. Thee lace ma ? Chem
a laced well-a-fine aready, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 81. Cor.2 That's

all well-a-fine. [I chanced soone to find a moone, of cheerfull hew

:

Which well a fine me thought did shine, Tusser Husb. (1580) 210.]

2. int. It's all very well

!

Cor. Well-a-fine ! What a teasin' armful is woman, before the

first-born comes 1
' Q.' Three Ships (ed. 1892) 33 ; Cor.1
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WELL-ANEER, int. and ppl. adj. Obs. n.Cy. Cum.

Wm. Yks. Der. Also written well-an-ere n.Cy. Der.;
welleneer Cum. 4

; and in forms wallaneering n.Cy.
n.Yks.2

; wellaneering Yks. 1. int. Alas ! alack-a-day !

n.Cy. Grose (1790); N.Cy.2 Cum. Welleneer! when he sud
tean his kiss, Gilpin Pop. Poetry (1875) 207; Cum.4 Cum., Wm.
Nicolson (1677) Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX. n.Yks.
Wellaneerin, wellaneerin, run fast, run, Meriton Praise Ale (1684)
1. 133. e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). w.Yks. Thoresby
Lett. (1703). Der. Grose (1790) Suppl. ; Der.1

2. ppl. adj. Poor, wretched.
n.Yks.2 ' A poor wallaneering creature,' a wanderer.
[1. Cp. The lady shrieks, and well-a-near Does fall in

travail with her fear, Shaks. Per. in. Prol. 51.]
WELL-APPLE, sb. Hmp. A light yellow apple.

(J.R.W.), Hmp. 1

WELL-A-WINS, int. Sc. Also in forms wail-a-wins
Lth. ; weel-a-wins, -a-wons, -a-wuns Abd. ; willawaun
Per. ; will-a-wins Sc. ; wulla-wean Abd. ; wull-a-wins
Sc. ; -wons Abd. ; -wuns Gall. An exclamation, gen. of
pity or sorrow.

Sc. (Jam.) ; O willawins ! that graceless scorn Should love like
mine repay, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) II. 81 ; Wull a wins !

such a misfortune to befa' the House of Ravenswood, Scott Bride
ofLam. (1819) xi. Abd. Weel-a-wuns, than, Jinsie, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) iii ; Weel-a-wins, my peer innocent, ib. Ain
Flk. (1882) 42; (G.W.) Lth. Oh! wail-a-wins! then said the
Cock, What ails them at the honest fo'k ? Thomson Poems (1819)
169. Per. 'Twas mainly half—Oh willawaun ! Stewart Character
(1857) 22. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 69, ed. 1876.
WELLER, v. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To crave ; to call for.

Per. Wi' stamack wellerin for a mess o' eggs, Stewart Character
(1857) 188.

WELLER, adv. Lan. Chs. Wor. Also in form weeler
s.Lan.1 Better

; the compar. of ' well. 1

w.Yks. (S.K.C.), s.Lan.1 Chs. 1
; Chs.3 He is weller to-day.

w.Wor. Purty well, an' thank yer, an' weller for the wittles,
S. Beauchamp N. Hamilton (1875) II. 23
WELLER, see Whirler.
WELLICK, v. Nhp. [we-lik.] To beat ; to thrash

;

to ' lick ' well. Nhp.1
; Nhp.= You shall have a wellickin , my lad.

Hence Wellicker, sb. a hard blow. Nhp.2

WELLICOT, see Wyliecoat.
WELLINK, sb. Sc. Irel. Cum. Also in form wallink

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Ir. [we-1- ; wa-link.] The brooklime,
Veronica Beccabunga.
Arg. Colville Vernacular (1899) 7. w. & s.Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

Lnk. The Wallink of the village herbalist, Patrick Plants (1831) 46.
Gall. (J.M.) Wgt. Though they rammed it [a child] full of tormentil
and well-ink, and all sorts of herbs, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 44.
N.I.1 Ant. Science Gossip (1881) 278. Ant., Dwn. (B. & H.")
Cum.14

WELLISH, adj. Cum. Yks. Lan. Wor. Also in form
weelish Cum.4 w.Yks. [we'lij ; wrlij.] Pretty well ; in
easy circumstances.
Cum. He's nit that peer, he's weelish off (E.W.P.)- Cum 4

w.Yks. (J.W.), Lan. (S.W.) w.Wor. They [hops] 'm a-taken'
hold welhsh, S. Beauchamp N. Hamilton (1875) H. 134-
WELLNESS, sb. Sc. Wor. Also in form weelness

Sc. (Jam.) [we'l- ; wrlnas.] Good health.
Cld. (Jam.) Lnk. The Baillie . . . assured his interlocutor that

he was full of his usual 'weelness,' Murdoch Readings (1895) II.
50. s.Wor. I can't crack o' my wellness (H.K.).
WELLOW,t/. Yks. [we-la.] To wither; to fade away.
w.Yks. Some ruffian's hand has made the wellow, Bill Hoylus

End Poems (1891) in ; (S.K.C.)
[The reed and the resshe shal welewen, Wyclif Isaiah

xix. 6.]

WELLUM, see Welham.
WELLY, adv. In gen. dial, use in Eng. Also written

weh Not.
; welli Lan. ; and in form weely Der. [weli

;

wrli.] 1. Almost, nearly ; a contraction of ' well-nigh
'

;

also in comp. Welly-near or -nigh. Cf. wenly.
N.Cy. Wm. I cud welly heng me sel, Wheeler Dial. (1790)

17. n Yks.12 w.Yks.1" Lan . 1 weiH think e Yorkshur too
Paul Bobbin Sequel (1819) 4 ; Lan.1 He wur welly-near drownt
when they geet him eawt; another minute 'ud 'a' done th' job for

him. Chs. 1 Look sharp, wench; aw'm welly clemmed; Chs. 23
,

s.Chs.1 Midi. N. & Q. (1880) 6th S. i. 42. Stf. 1 n.Stf. The
girl's been i' fits welly iver sin', Geo. Eliot A. Bede^8sci) I. 83.-

Der. Au've iten till I'm weely brussen, Howitt Rur. Eng. (1838)
1. 150; Der.12 s.Not. He's welly nigh dead (J.P.K.). Lei.1 Nhp.1

' How much has your uncle left you? ' 'Welly a hundred pound.'

War.23 w.Wor. 1 Gie I a mouthful a fittle, I be welly clemmed.
se.Wor. 1

, Shr. 12 Hrf.2 The field is 13 acres welly. Glo. 1 Bdf.

Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 147. Sur. Whaat's the good
on this when a man's welly to drop wi' sweatin' ? Bickley Sur.
Hills (1890) I. i. Dev. You've welly gally'd me with ta'king on't,

Obliging Husband (1717) 10.

2. Very. n.Cy.(HALL.),War.2 3. Perhaps. Not.Q.H.B.)
WELLY-LIKE, adv. Wor. Nearlywell. s.Wor.(H.K.)
WELM, see Whelm.
WELSH, adj. and sb. Yks. Wal. [welj.] 1. adj. In

comp. Welsh-aunt or -uncle, a first cousin of one's father
or mother

; (2) -rags, a size of slate 3 ft. by 2 ft.

(1) Wal. N. & Q. (1878) 5th S. x. 214. Rdn. ib. 105. (2) Wal.
Stuart Diet. Architecture (s.v. Slate).

2. sb. A foreign language.
w.Yks.2 ' He's talking Welsh !

'
' That's Welsh !

' means ' I don't
understand you.'

WELSH, sb. Lin. [welj.] A coal-house. (J.C.W.)
WELSH, see Wallowish.
WELSHIPILTOCK,^. Sh.I. A half-grown ' piltock.'

Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 21-2.

WELSH-MAIN, sb. Lan. Chs. Also written welch-
s.Lan. 1

1. A medley of up and down 'fighting. s.Lan.1

See Main, sb.2 2. A method of voting; see below!
Chs. 1 Voting until only two are left in, and then for those two

alone.

WELSHMAN, sb. Irel. Som. 1. In comb. Welsh-
man's hug, the itch. w.Som.1

(s.v. Scotch-fiddle.) 2.
Phr. Welshmen plucking their geese, used to describe a
heavy shower of snow when the wind is SE. or E. N.I.1

WELSHNUT,s6. Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som. Also written
welch-nutWil^Som. [we-ljn-et.] A walnut ; the walnut-
tree, Juglans regia.
s.Hmp. Lettie was in the archat but now, under the Welsh nuts,

Verney L. Lisle (1870) vii. Wil.1 Dor. N. £T Q. (1877) 5th S.
viii. 45; Dor. 1 To get off free to the welshnut tree, 169. Som.
Some o' the berries were all so big as Welsh-nuts, Raymond
Tryphena (1895) 82. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

[I saugh him carien a wind-melle Under a walsh-note
shale, Chaucer Hous ofFame, 1281.]
WELT, sb. 1 and v.

1 Van dial, and colloq. uses in Sc. Irel.
Eng. Amer. and Aus. Also written whelt Cum.1 e.Lan.1

War.
; and in forms quhult, waat Sc. (Jam.) Bnff.1

; wait
Sc. (Jam.) Ir. Yks. ; wat Lnk. ; waut Sc. (Jam.) ; wolt
Yks. [welt.] 1. sb. A hem or tuck in needlework.
s.Lan. 1

, Nrf. (E.M.) 2. The ribbed part of the top of a
sock or stocking ; freq. pi.

Nhb.1
,
Lakel.2

, Cum.14 Wm. (B.K.) w.Yks. (.E.B.) ; Ah'm
noane bahn to stir a peg whol Ah've knitten t'walts, Leeds Merc
Suppl. (Oct. 14, 1899) ; w.Yks.2 , ne.Lan.1

, s.Chs.1
, Shr.1

3. A. joining
; a seam, esp. a clumsily-made seam in

needlework ; a fissure.
Bnff. 1, Not. 1 Rut.1 The welts is all undone. Lei.1 Nhp 1 *

^- x-. J
Sh

-

r '
1

,

Y°'n
i

nade this sem t0° broad
>
sich a great welt as

this 6od cripple anybody to lie on.
4. The crust of cheese. Bnff.1 5. A thatcher's handful
ofstraw. Not. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). 6. A whealmade by a blow

;
a heat-spot ; a ridgy hump or tumour.

Ayr. (Jam.) Lnk. Crack for crack o'er their hurdies . till
the red wats stood on their hips, Graham Writings (1883) II.
I5
u

K
?\

1?allymena Obs. (1892). Dwn. She . . . lickit them wi'

17,mu i ^

he;
L
WU

1

r£ m Walts
>
Lyttle Robin Gordon, 9. Chs.1

Not. (W.H.S0 Shr. 1 Theer wuz welts on 'is back, as thick asmy finger. Suf., Ess. Atkinson Gl. (1868). Cor • (s v Wilk")
[Amer. If I aint all covered with welts as big as my finger, Samslick Clockmaker (1836) 1st S. xxv.]
7. A blow

;
a sharp stroke

; a heavy fall. See Quelt,sb J

Cld
;
(jAM.) Uis . Every man claimed the right of bestowing awelt on a restive horse with his ash ' plant,' M'Ilroy Craiglinnie

(1901) 54. Ker Never minding the welts and tumbles he gotBartram Whtteheaded Boy (1898) 5. Lakel. 2 A welt ower t'lugCum.4
,
m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.s Catch him a welt. Lan. Sally fot Sam
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a welt, Clegg Sketches (1895) 69. s.Lan.1 , Chs.1, Hnt. (T.K.J.),
War. (J.R.W.) Cor. Phi^totts Prophets (1897) an. [Aus. Then
came another welt an' over I went, Longman's Mag. (Nov. igoi) 1 "1

8. Anything large of its kind.
Cld. He's an unco quhult. That's an unco big quhult of a rung

(Jam.).

9. Phr. offof the waits, see below.
w.Yks. To some one who had courted for a long number of

years, I heard another person tauntingly remark, ' If tha doesn't
mind, tha'll court thisen off o' t'walts.' I don't exactly see wherein
the analogy lies, unless it be that shoes and clogs are done for
when they are off the waits, and a discontinued courtship is
similar, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 14, 1899).
10. v. To strengthen a door or vessel with bands of iron

or other metal. Glo.12 11. To beat, thrash ; to bruise
;

in gen. colloq. use. Cf. quilt, v.
1

Sh.I. It's alwis right ta gie a weltin' Ta siccin weeds, Sh. News
(Sept. n, 1897). Cat 1

, Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. Soople Sanders
screwed his thumbs and welted the big drum, Johnston Kilmallie
(1891) I. 8. Dnif. Hamilton The Mawkin (1898) 96. n.Ir. They
gave him a proper good weltin', Lays andLeg. (1884) 34. s.Don.
Simmons Gl. (1890). Ker. They . . . purty near welted the loife

out of him, Bartram Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 74. Nhb. N. & Q.
(1883) 6th S.vii. 277. Cum.14 Wm.Thoo'll git welted fer thi craft
(B.K.). n.Yks.124 , e.Yks.1 , m.Yks.1 w.Yks.2 Welt his hide;
w.Yks. 35 Lan. Judd began a weltin' at th' seek, Waugh Heather
(ed. Milner) I. 226. e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, Chs.1 s.Chs. 1 6o)z frik-nt,

iv 60 goz worn baayt dhii miin-i, uz iir mudh'ur)l welt fir. s.Stf.

I was comin' straight to gi'e thee a weltin', Bob, Murray John
Vale (1890) xx. Der.2 , Not.1 s.Not. Welt 'im well, mester; 'e

wain't do't again (J.P.K.). Lin. 1
, n.Lin.1 Rut.1 How the hoon's-

man did welt him ! Lei.1 , Nhp.1
, War.23 Shr. 1 The schoolmaister's

welted that poor bwoy shameful. Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).
Glo. 1

, Brks.1, e.An.1
, Cmb.1 Nrf. Cooper Gl. (1853). Suf- I

welted a cabbage leaf well and put it on my head (M.E.R.) ; Suf.1
,

Sus.2 Hmp. 1 You should welt they cabbages before giving 'em to

tame rabbits. I.W.2 w.Som.1 My eymers ! how maister ded
welt'n. Dev. 'Tis awnly a brute dog as'll lick the hands that

welts un, Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900) 95. [Amer. They
jist fell to and welted all the way into the town with the tip-eend
of their lassos, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) 2nd S. xxii.]

12. Phr. (1) to welt thefloor, to dance vigorously
; (2) welt

at it, go it ! go ahead ! a call of encouragement.
(1) n.Ir. Not carin' a qusick for piper or music They welted the

flure with a hearty good-will, Lays and Leg. (1884) 50 ; N.I. 1 (2)

Lan. Rare time, Ben! Welt at it! Waugh Heather (ed. Milner)

I. 29.

"WELT, sb. z Yks. [welt.] An awkward young woman,
a tom-boy.
w.Yks. Come into t'haaseyo'gurtwelt an get t'tea ready (S.K.C.).

WELT, v.
2 n.Cy. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin. Also in

form wilt Yks. [welt.] 1. To totter ; to lean or roll

to one side ; to wear on one side. Cf. wait ; see Welter, v?
Lakel.1 A cask or vessel is said to welt over. Cum.24 Wm. Sum

welt 'em doon et tefia side, Clarke Jonny Shippard'sJurna (1865).

n.Yks.1 e.Ybs. 1MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. Thoresby Letf. (1703).

2. To upset, overturn ; to tumble over.

n.Cy. To welt a cart (K., s.v. Walt). Lakel.2 Sooa ! sooa!

thou murt welt t'bucket. Cum.14 Wm. He welted him ower on
tull his back (B.K.). n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.2 ' T'cart coup'd, an' we com
welting into t'gutter,' the cart tilted, and we fell out. e.Yks.1

MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. (J.W.) ; w.Yks.1 They welted t'cart

ower yesterday. ne.Lan.1

Hence (1) Welted, ppl. adj. (a) of a sheep : laid on its

back and unable to rise ;
' rigged

' ;
(b) of grass or corn :

beaten down by wind or rain
; (2) Welt-over, sb. a fall on

the back.
(1, a) Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 375. n.Lin.1

,

sw.Lin. 1 (b) w.Yks.1 (2) ne.Yks.1 (s.v. Overwelt).

[2. Walles he welte downe, Morte Arth. (c. 1420) 3152.]

WELT.d.3 e.An.1 [welt.] To soak, roll, and macerate

in a fluid. Cf. welk, v.
a

WELT, see Wilt, v.

WELTED, ppl. adj. Dor. Quilted.

A welted petticoat, N. & Q. (1882) 6th S. vi. 376.

WELTER, v.
1 and sb.

1 Yks. Stf. Der. Not. War. Wor.

[we-lta(r).] 1. v. To beat. w.Yks.3 2. sb. A heavy

fall or blow.
Not.2 I fell from the stack and came down a regular welter.

3. Anything large of its kind ; a ' whopper.'
w.Yks.2 s.Stf. Han yo' seed Ode Ben's prize stick o' rhubub ?

It is a welter, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). Der. 2
, nw.Der. 1

War. ' What an enormous apple that is.' ' Yes, it's a welter, isn't
it?' (J.A.L.) s.Wor. (H.K.)

WELTER, v.
2 and sb.2 Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Cum. Wm.

Yks. Lan. Lin. Also in form welther Ir. [we-lts(r.]
1. v. To roll ; to tumble ; to reel or stagger ; to stumble,
waddle

;
to struggle confusedly. Cf. waiter ; see Welt, v.

2

Sc. (Jam.) Kcd. [She] weltered hame through bogs an' hillocks
Aifter mony a weary fa', Grant Lays (1884) 75. Lth. Welt'rin
doun, his e'e upo' them, Waggin' his joyous tail to ' do ' them,
Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885) 41. Gall. Scott Gleanings (1881)
156. N.Cy.12 Cum., Wm. Nicolson (1677) Trans. R. Soc. Lit.

(1868) IX. Wm. Should a kraken welter up the sands and fill

the gap, Hutton Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 99. n.Yks.1
, ne.Lan.1

Hence Weltered, of a sheep : fallen on its back and
unable to rise.

w.Yks. I lost hold of Weasel and lay like a weltered ewe,
Snowden Web of Weaver (1896) ix. Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and
Danes (1884) 375. n.Lin. 1

, sw.Lin.1

2.. To overturn, upset. Sc. To welter a cart (Jam.).

3. To soak, drench ; to flood.
w.Yks. Tha'll get weltered to t'skin if tha goes aht i' t'rain,

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Apr. u, 1898) ; w.Yks.5
, s.Lan. (S.B.)

4. sb. A moving mass of water, foam, &c.
Ir. In swung a wave wid its welthers o' wather, Barlow

Bogland (1892) 33 ; To lave the baste sthrangin' about permiscuous
in the welther of the tide, ib. Martin's Comp. (1896) 47.

5. A confused noise.
Gall. Peesweeps beginning to build and keeping up all the time

a brave welter ofcrying, Crockett GreyMan (i896)xxvii; (S.R.C)

WELTER, see Wilter.

WELTING, ppl. adj. and sb. Yks. Lan. Lei. War.
[weltin.] 1. ppl. adj. Very large, 'whopping.'
w.Yks. (J.W.) n.Lan.1 Girt weltin fella.

2. sb. A seam ; a seaming. Lei.1
, War.3

WEM, sb. Yks. Lan. Lin. e.An. Cor. Also in form
weem Lan.1 n.Lan. 1 e.Lan. 1 [wem ; wim.] 1. A spot,

blemish, flaw ; a stain ; a hole in cloth. Cf. wen.
n.Yks. Always used in a negative sense. ' These chairs have been

in use for fifty years and there is not a wem in them.' ' It is with-

out a wem ' (T.K.) ; n.Yks. 2 'It had nowther wem nor sigh about
it,' neither crumple nor stain. e.Yks. Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889)
88. w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865). n.Lin. 1 I'd no idee that

tree was so full o' wems as I've fun it oot to be noo it ligs all it

len'th upo' th' floor. e.An.1 Ess. Ray (1691) ; Ess. 1 Cor.

N. & Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 479.

Hence Wemless, adj. spotless, faultless ; harmless,
guileless. w.Yks.2

, n.Lan.1
, e.Lan.1 2. A mole ; a

swelling. e.Yks. Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 88. w.Yks.
Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865).

[1. This stede of bras, that esily and wel Can . . . Beren
your body in-to every place . . . With-outen wem of yow,
Chaucer C. T. f. 121. Cp. OE. wemman, to defile, pollute.]

WEM, v. n.Yks.2 [wem.] To bend ; to twist round.

WEM, WEMBLE, see Wame, Whemmle, Wimble, sb.1

WEME, WEMLE, see Wheem, Whemmle.
WEMON, see Venom.
WEN, sb. n.Lin.1 [wen.] A blemish, defect. Cf.

wem, sb.

Ther's a wen e' that theare lead atween th' barn end an' th'

graainery.

WENCH, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.
pi. wenchen Glo. 1 [wenj.] 1. sb. A girl, lass; a

young woman ; a sweetheart.
e.Sc. Knights . . . looking out for ony wenches that might be

chained up in high towers, Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) iii. Ayr.

What is the old fool doing with the wench ? Galt Ann. Parish

(1821) xii. Gall. She was ever the most spirity wench in the

world, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) xl. Wm. Whativer's gotten

to thee, wench ? Ollivant Oivd Bob (1898) xvi. n.Yks. Used as

a term of endearment, N. &> Q. (1866) 3rd S. ix. 88. w.Yks.

Boath wenches bobbed rahnd t'corner wi' vengeance i' their face,

Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1878) 9. Lan. Nancy, thou'll

be a good wench ? Brierley Cast upon World (1886) 8 ; Lan.1

Usually but not exclusively used to describe an unmarried woman.
s.Lan. An endearing term, used by the farmers and working
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classes, when coaxing or praising a female, N. £Y Q. (1865) 3rd S.
™'' 537' Chs.1 It never conveys the idea of a woman of loose
character, but is simply the feminine of ' lad

'
; Chs.3 s.Chs.1

Oolz u rae'r, fahyn, biik-sum wensh. Stf. 1 s.Stf. Wherever
could the ode wench ha' got tu ? Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1889)
54. Der.2 Come, wench, don thy bonnet (s.v. Don). Not. 1

,

n.Lin.1 War.2
; War.3

' My little wench ' for ' my little girl ' is

common among the artisan classes. s.War. 1
, s.Wor.1

, se.Wor. 1
,

Shr. 1
,
Hrf. 2 Rdn. Morgan Wds. (1881). Glo. 1 I have heard a

man speak of his daughter as ' the wench.' Oxf.1 Nevermind, my
wench, I didn't mean [myerr] t' urt tha. Brks.1 e.An. Dang
me, if ever I see such a wench, Harris East-ho! (1902) 39.
Ken. She be a bit rumbustious, though a well-meanin' wench
enough, Carr Cottage Flk. (1897) 42. Hmp. (H. R.) w.Cy.
' Wench ' as an epithet of endearment is more prevalent in the
W. of England generally than perhaps ill any other part, N. tf Q.
(1866) 3rd S. ix. 88. n.Wil. (E.H.G.) Dor. You be a sly wench,
an' a deep 'un, zo you be ! Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 70. Som.
(W. F. R.) w.Som. 1 'Tis a waunch, zir. n.Dev. Master Geoffry
had been a bit over-zealous wi' one o* our wenches, Zack Dun-
stable Weir (1901) 77. Cor.3

Hence Wench-faced, ppl. adj. smooth-faced ; without
whiskers. n.Lin. 1

2. A female servant.
Sc. Pooh, pooh, it is the wench of the house clattering to the

well in her pattens, Scott Bride of Lam. (1819) vi. e.Lth. The
servin men and wenches frae the big hoose, Hunter J. Inwick
(1895) 21. Chs. 1 The women servants of a farmhouse are spoken
of as ' the wenches.' Not. 12 War. 2 The farmer's wench has bin
here, an' brought the eggs. Brks. 1

3. A woman of loose character ; a prostitute.
Sc. Mackay (s.v. Quean). Elg. Let my lord take wenches by

the score, Blackhall Lays (1849) 108. Yks. Not used exclu-
sively in an insulting sense—perhaps the definition . . . most
generally assigned to it is that of a woman of questionable rather
than depraved morals, N. & Q. (1866) 3rd S. ix. 88. w.Yks. No
word uttered to a female could convey a more insulting expression,
ib. (1865) 3rd S. viii. 537. Stf. It had sometimes a sinister

meaning, as 'lass 'had in Cornwall, The Chronicle (Aug. 23, 1901).
e.An.1 Nrf. She's a wench (W.H.).
4. A cow.
Oxf.1 At Chastleton. They call cows ' Come, wench, come,

wench.' ' I ben't a wench, wenches be cows/ MS. add.

5. v. To court ; woo.
Lan. He's never begun 0' wenchin yet, Brierley Layrock

(1864) viii. s.Lan.1 , se.Wor.1

[1. The wenche is nat dead, but slepith,WYCUF Matthew
ix. 24.]

WENCHIN, sb. Glo. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A girl. Gl. (1851).

WEND, v. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der. Lin. Ess.
[wend.] 1. To turn round.
Cum.14 n.Lin.1 A boatman's term for turning a vessel round.
Hence Wending-place, sb. a wide place in a canal used

for turning vessels in. n.Lin.1 2. To go ; to walk.
Per. Rest . . . wad gar some weep His wending ower the muir,

Selby Rhymes (1840) 55. Dmb. Nae gallant wends the Braes, in
mense or grace, That wi' Kamshaly hauds a higher place, Salmon
Gowodean (1868) 3. Edb. R. Wilson Poems (1822) 133. N.Cy. 2

Nhb. [I] might wend my way owre hill an' dale, Charnley
Fisher's Garl. (1841) 7. n.Yks.2 w.Yks. It isn't 'at she's ower
proud to wend side by side wi' Tim o' Tab's, for pride she hes
none, Sutcliffe Barbara Cunliffe (igoi) 57. ne.Lan. 1

, Der ] Obs
Ess. (P.R.)

'

WEND, see Wand, sb.
1

, Wynd, sb.
1

WENE, sb. Sc. See below. Cf. wane, sb.3

Slk. In yon green wood there is a waik, And in that waik there
is a wene, And in that wene there is a maike That neither has
flesh, nor blood, nor bane; And down in yon green wood he
walks his lane. In that green wene Kilmeny lay, Hogg Poems
(ed. 1865) 33.

WENG, sb. Sc. A slang word for a ' penny.'
Frf. In use among Dundee boys at the present day (W.A.C.).
WENG, see Wang, sb.

2
, Whang, sb.

1
, v.

WENGABLES, sb. pi. e.Cy. [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] A corruption of 'vegetables.' (Hall.)
WENGE, v. Suf. [weng.] With away : to consume,

fade, or waste away. (C.G.B.)
WENK, sb. Som. Also in form wink, [werjk.] An

excavated or sunken well. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

WENKL, v. Sh.I. [we'nkl.] To wriggle. S. & Ork.1

WENKLE, see Wankle.
WENLY, adv. Yks. Lan. Also written whenly Yks.

Lan. [we-nli.] Almost, nearly.
Yks. T'cart was wenly turned ower (F.P.T.). w.Yks. It's

whenly nouiu ^S.P.U.). Lan. Sin' childer ran abeawt hawve
naked Whol they were whenly grown, Standing Echoes

{ 1885)

27. e.Lan. 1

WENNEL, sb. e.An. [we'nl.] A weaned calf; a

young ox, bull, or cow.
e.Cy. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). e.An. 1 Nrf. Grose (1790).

Suf. ib. ; Suf.1 Ess. Arch. (1863) II. 188 ; Ess.1 [Curst cattel that

nurteth, poore wennel soon hurteth, Tusser Husb, (1580) 55.]

WENT, sb.
1 and v. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Lan. Hrt. Nrf.

Ess. Ken. Sus. Hmp. Som. Also in forms vent Ken.
Sus.12 ; waint Rxb. Dmf. (Jam.) Cum.1 *; want Hrt.
Ess. 1

; weint Dmf.; weynt Cai.1 Dmf. (Jam.); wient
Lan.; wint Lan. Ken. Sus.12 Hmp. 1

; wont Hrt. Ess.
[went ; wint.] 1. sb. A way ; a road, esp. a cross-road.

Hrt. A three or four want way, Cussans Hist. Hrt. (1879-1881)
III. 321 ; We'll stick it up here, in the three wont-way (G.H.G.).
Ess. (M.R.) ; Arch. (1863) II. 188; Ess.1 Wants Road is a Parish
of St. Peter, Maldon. Ken. The point where four roads meet is

frequently called the four vents, N. & Q. (1851) 1st S. iii. 508;
Narrow roads are called vents in some parts of Kent, ib. (1867) 3rd
S. xii. 131 ; Ken.1 The plural of ' wents ' is frequently pronounced
wens; Ken.2 At Ightham, Seven Vents is the name of a spot
where seven roads meet. Sus.12

Hence Wence, sb. the centre of cross-roads. Ken.1

2. A narrow lane or passage, freq. leading from one
street into another ; an alley.

Sc. (Jam.) Cum.1 In Cockermouth, Workington, and other
towns ; Cum. 4 Lan. We have also . . . ' wint,' a passage, not
unlike the Scotch 'wynd,' Gaskell Lectures (1854) 20 ; N. cV Q.
(1852) 1st S. v. 44. n.Lan. There are one or two wents, still so
called, in my late parish (Ulverston), Bardsley Diet. Surnames
(1901).

3. Two furrows ploughed by the horses going to one
end of the field and back again ; also used of harrowing

;

see below.
Ken. Cooper Gl. (1853). Sus.1 Arable land which is harrowed

twice over is said to be harrowed a wint (or a turn) ; if three
times a wint and a half; Sus. 2 , Hmp.1

4. A corner separated from the remainder of a field by
some obstacle, such as a road.
Ken. Farmer :

' You don't quite understand what a went is, Sir.
When a corner is cut off a field, as it might be, by a road then
we call it a went ' (D.W.L.).

Hence Wented, ppl. adj. of a field : having a corner cut
offbyaroad, &c. ib. 5. The bend of a fishing-line when
not cast in one stretch. Bnff.1

6. Part of a ' fulling-
stock '

; see below.
°

w.Som.1 It consists ofa block ofwood curved and tapering, made
to fit the back or ' seat ' of the ' stock.' Wents are of different'thick-
nesses, and their use is to contract the size, or capacity of the
stock, as may be required to suit the thickness or quantity of the
cloth to be milled. If the stock is slack, i.e. if the cloth does not
sufficiently fill it, the heavy feet will cut the cloth instead of
milling it.

7. v. To go to and from a place. Sus. 2
, Hmp.1 8 Of

liquids : to turn sour ; to lose flavour
Cai i, Rxb. (Jam.) Dmf. Of milk {ib.) ; Wallace Schoolmaster

(1899) 355- n.Cy (J.L. 1783) ; N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1 Cum.1 Thurmery

weather wents milk; Cum. 4 Of a cross-looking person (it is said)
b
J}

r

e
S5

a
.,f
eace at wad waint milk,* Fireside Crack (1896) 24n.Wm. T'milks wented wi t'leetnin (B.K.). e.Cy. (HallO NrfSpoken of wort, Grose (1790).

v ;

[1. Doun by a floury grene wente Ful thikke of gras.ful
soite and swete, Chaucer Bk. ofDuchesse, 398.]
WENT,s6.2 Glo. [went.] A worn-out 'or spoilt teazleGrose (1790) ; Baylis Illus. Dial. (1870) ; Glo.1

WENT, sb.3 Sc. Also in forms waint Abd. (Jam 1 •

weynt Cai.1
; wint Cld. (Jam.) 1. A transient sight -a

passing view ; a glimpse. '

Cai. 1 Abd. I got a went 0' 'er the tither ouk, Alexandfr
Johnny Gibb (187:) xli. Cld. (Jam.)

'
"-LEXANDER

2. A moment ; an instant. S. & Ork.1
, Cai.1
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WENT, sb* e.An.1 The mesh of a net ; a dial, form

and use of ' vent.'

WENT, see Queint.
WENTH, sb. Won Hrf. [wenp\] Breadth, width.

s.Wor. (H.K.), Hrf. (J.B.W.) Cf. winth.
WENWILL, WENY, see Venville, Weeny.
WEPPOW, see Wappow.
WER, pass. adj. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also in forms weer Ir. Rut.1 Nhp.12 War.3 Suf. ; were
Lan. Stf. Not. Lei. Dev. ; whor Dur. ; wir Sc. S. & Ork. 1

Yks. ; wor N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 e.Dur.1 n.Yks.2 Nhp.1
; wur Sc.

N.I.1 Nhb.1 m.Yks.1 w.Yks.35 Lan. Rut.1 [wa(r.] Our.
Sc. When not accented, Murray Dial. (1873) 192. Sh.I. Ye

wid see what wir Bawby an' da rest o' wir folk haes ta stjurm

trow, Sh. News (May 5, 1900) ; S. & Ork.1, Cal. 1 nw.Abd. Wer
ither herd, Goodwife (1867) st. 8. Per. Hiz 'at's creepin' on wur
bellies, Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 248, ed. 1887. Don. How
can a lady eat we'er poor diet? Yeats Flk. Tales (1888) 55.

Nhb. Aw thought wor Nell when Nelly Dale The varry thing to

myek me happy, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 8; Nhb. 1 Dur.

The great honour conferred on whor George, Railway Review

(Oct. 11, 1901) 3. e.Dur. 1
, n.Yks.124 ne.Yks. 1 Wer, short, gen.

in the middle of a sentence. ' Wa like wer new spot varry week'

e.Yks. We've torn wer skin, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 91.

m.Yks.1 Unemphatic, Introd. 23. w.Yks. Weak form. Wsr
has been formed from wa after the analogy of ja (ye), jar, Wright
Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 121 ; w.Yks.3 ; w.Yks.5 Ah may tawak tul

thuh wal wer tongue flees art o' wer head an' be no better. Lan.

He did werm wur jackets, Ferguson Moudywarp, 7. ne.Lan. 1
,

s.Lan.1 s.Stf. He'll have we all roasted in were beds, Murray
John Vale (1890) xxv. Not. We were just getting we're dinners

(L.C.M.). s.Not. (J.P.K.), n.Lin.1 , RuU, Lei.1 Nhp.1
;
Nhp. 2

Les ha' weer baver. War.3, Suf. (C.G.B.), Som. (W.F.R.) Dev.

He didn't rightly belong to we're parish, O'Neill Idyls (1892) 89.

Hence (1) Wer nain or Wern, poss. pron. our own
; (2)

Wers or Woriz, poss. pron. ours
; (3) Werselves, -seln,

-sel(s, -sen(s, or -senze, pron. ourselves. See We-selves.

(1) S. & Ork. 1 n.Yks.1 Thae yows's wern; n.Yks.4 (2) Sh.I.

Fader keep wiz an' a' 'at's wirs ! Sh. News (Mar. 2, 1901). Cai.1

Nhb.1 The possessive form is sometimes spoken with a full

vocalization, as at Alnwick, where the sound ' woriz ' is heard. ' It's

not yoris ; it's woris." A woman, speaking of her husband,

frequently uses the pron. wors. ' Aa'll see aboot it when wors

comes hyem.' (3) Cai. We mauna mak' feels o' wirsels, Horne
Countryside (1896) 92. N.I.1 Nhb. We kept worsels to worsels,

Graham RedScaur{ 1 896) 19; Nhb. 1 n.Yks.12 ;
n.Yks.4 Yanov

uz cam an' walked wersens inti your parlour, 32. ne.Yks. 1 Wa sail

a'eti fend for wersens. e.Yks.1 w.Yks. Wright Gram. Wndhll.

(1892) 122 ; We can mix it for wirsenze at hoame, Tom Treddle-

hoyle Bairnsla Ann. (Sept. 30, 1859) ; w.Yks.15 ,
ne.Lan.1

,
s.Lan.1

,

s.Not. (J.P.K.) Lin. We . . . happt wersens oop as we mowt,

Tennyson Owd Rod (1889). n.Lin. 1
,
Lei. (Hall.), Nhp.1

WER, WERCH, WERD, see War, adj.2,
Wark,

WERDIE, sb. Sc. The youngest or feeblest bird in a

nest. _ .. .

Sc. Ilka nest has its werdie, Montgomerie-Fleming Notes on

Jam. (1899). Fif. (Jam.)

WERE, WERK, see Wear, v.
2

, Weir, sb., Wer, Work.

WERK(E, WERKEN, see Wark, Whirken.

WERMIT, see Wormot.
WERMOUT, sb. Pem. The wormwood, Artemisia

Absinthium. s.Pem. (W.M.M.)
[OE. wermod, wormwood (Hall).]

WERN, see Warrant, v.

WER-OUND,s6. Dor. A dial, form of hoar-hound,

Marrubium vulgare. (E.C.M.)

WER(R, WERR, see Wharre, Very, War.
WERRADAY, see Well-a-day.

WERRET, sb. Glo.1 [wa-rit.] A dial, form of '
wart.'

WERRICK, v.
1 and sb. Yks. [warik.] 1. v. To

eive a half-smothered laugh ; to chuckle. Cf. wherry, v.
2

nYks 4 ne.Yks. 1 What's ta wernckin at?

2 '

sb A half-smothered laugh ; a chuckle. n.Yks.4

WERRICK, v? Nhp.1 [wa'rik.] To teaze, pester;

to worry. Cf. worrit. Hence Werricking, ppl. adj.

freW
U
ERRIDAY, WERRISH, see Well-a-day, Wairsh.
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WERRIT, see Worrit.
WERRY, sb. Obs. Ken. A weir. (G.B.), Ken. 1

WERRY, v. Lin. [ws -

ri.] To bring forth young ; to

litter.

Lin.1 n.Lin. Applied to rabbits only, Sutton Wds. (1881).

sw.Lin. 1 Used of such animals as have many at a birth, as cats,

rabbits, rats and mice. ' She's werried this morning.'

WERRY, WERSEL, see Worry, Warsle.
WERSH, WERTDAY, see Wairsh, Warday.
WERVE, v. Dev. A dial, form of ' swerve. 1

The horse werved right to one side, Reports Provinc. (1893)
(s.v. S).

WERWOLF, sb. Obs. Ags. (Jam.) In form warwoof.
A puny child ; an undergrown person of any age ; lit.

' man-wulf.'
WERY, see Weary, adj., sb?
WE'S, poss. adj. Oxf. Ess. [wiz, wiz.] Our.
Oxf. Please'm, may we have we's sugar (S.A.K.). Ess. We'll

go an' have wes dinner (C.D.).

WES, WESAN, WESE, see Wis, Wizzen, v.\ Weeze.
WE-SELVES, pron. Yks. Stf. Not. Lei. War. Sur. In

forms wesen Yks. Lei. 1 War.3
;
wesens Lei. 1

; wesenz
Yks. ; urs-sels Not.1 Lei.1 Ourselves. See Wer.

w.Yks. Formed from the weak possessive wa(r). There is no

difference in meaning or usage between wasen and wasenz,

Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 124. s.Stf. Murray Joseph's

Coat (ed. 1903) v. Not. 1 Lei.1 Introd. 27. War.3 Sur. Us must

seek it for we'sen, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) III. xvii.

WESLEY, sb. Cor. [we-sli.] A Wesleyan chapel.

Cor. 3 A memory of the Xmas anthem up to Wesley, Lowry
Wreckers and Methodists (1893) 1. w.Cor. I've heard the choir at

' Wesley,' Thomas Randigal Rhymes (1895) 12.

WESL.Y, adj. Obs. n.Cy. Dizzy, giddy. Grose (1790).

WESP, WESSAIL, see Wasp, Wassail.

WESSEL, adv. Sc. Also in forms wassel Sc. (Jam.);

wastle Rxb. (Jam.) ; wessil Rxb. ; westle Sc. (Jam.)

[we-sl; wa-sl.] Westwards; in a westerly direction. Cf.

Sc. Ye maun haud wessel by the end o' the loan, Scott Guy M.

(1815) i
; (Jam.). Rxb.We was jickering along wessil . . . wi' our

heads bent to the weather, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 157 ; (Jam.)

WESSLE, v. ne.Lan. 1 [we'sl.] To beat.

WEST, adj. and v. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Lin. Sus. Som.

Also in forms waast Sh.I.; wast Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1

[west ; Sc. also wast.] 1. adj. In comb. (1) Be-wast, to

the west of; (2) West-bye, westward, in a westerly

direction
; (3) -country, {a) the West Riding of Yorkshire

and the counties beyond ;
(b) the hill country of Exmoor;

see below; also used attrib.; (4) -country parson, the hake,

Gadus merkucius ; (5) -land, (a) the west of Scotland
;

(b)

of the west of Scotland; western, westerly ; (6) -lander, (7)

-landman, an inhabitant of the west of Scotland ; (8) -lands,

see
(5 ,fl); (9) -lin(g, see (5,6) ;

(10) -lins, (11) -ower see (2);

(12) -side, the name given in the neighbourhood ot barton

to the district between the Ancholme and the Trent
; (13)

-wardmen, see below
; (14) -ways, see (2).

(1) Sh.I. He was bewast da Kibbie, Junda Khngrahool (189a)

4S Per. Let all be-west the Spittel come, Smith Poems (1714) 2,

ed 1853. Ayr. Boswell Poet. Wks. (1816) 167, ed. 1871. (2)

Abd [She] taul's ye gaed west-by a wee afore, Shirrefs Poems

(ngo) 72 e Fif. Tibbie's letters bein' aye left wastbye at Janet

Wabster's to be sent on to S. Andrew's by the carrier, Latto Tarn

Bodkin (1864) xxiii. (3, a) n.Lin.1 I've been, as you knaw very

well, all oher th' west country, an' e' Scotland, an doon sooth,

bud go wheare I mud I niver heard noabody talk soa nist as them

Norfolk chaps duz. {b) w.Som.1 Including all the Brendon,

Dunkery, and Exmoor ranges. A West Country farmer would

be at once known to come from the district lying between Porlock,

Bampton and Barnstaple, even if the words were spoken at

Tiverton, which lies far to the west of the locality. (4) Sus. 1 So

called from the black streak on the back, and abundance of the

fish along the western coast ; Sus.2 (5, a) Sc. (Jam.) (b) Sc.

( Jam ) • He raised his militia to caper awa to Bothwell Bngg

against' the wrang-headed wastland whigs, Scott Bride ofLam.

(1819) xxiv. Abd. His own old westland haunts about Loch

Lomond, Cobban Angel (1898) 204. Per. Haliburton Ochd

Idylls (1891) 134. Rnf. The sun is downward wearing Far ayont

the westland hill, Webster Rhymes (1835) 94. Gall. He was
3K
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overthrong with the hanging of so many Westland men, Crockett
Lochinvar (1897) 7. (6) Sc. He felt a morsel of liking for this

uncouth westlander, Buchan Lost Lady (1899) 38; Guthry
Memoirs (1747) 289 (Jam.). (7) Sc. (Jam.) (8) Sc. Ye'll be

a Whig since ye come from the Westlands, Buchan Lost Lady

(1899) 39; Specially the sw. counties of Sc. (A.W. 1 (9) Sc.

(Jam.); Then what are a' their westlin' crews? We'll gar the

tailors tack again, Chambers Sngs. (1829) I. 280. Kcd. Saft the

wastlin' breezes blaw, Grant Lays (1884) 178. Cld. (Jam.)

Dmb. The westlin' carse some gerse provides, Salmon Gowodean

(1868) 70. Ayr. Ay a westlin leuk she throws, Burns Ep. to

H. Parker (Dec. 26, 1795) 1. 21. Dmf. I'm aff and awa to the

wastlin' war]', Reid Poems (1894) 244. Nhb. The westlin'

breezes saftly blaw, Coquetdale Sngs. (1852) 88. (10) Sc. (Jam.)

Frf. Weary sun, aye westlin's stealin', Reid Heatherland (1894)

44. Lnk. Tak a leuk o't [the sun] whan it's cummin wastlins,

Hamilton Poems (1865) 255. (11) Sh.I. Whin I was waast ower
yisterday, da haet wis anough ta confies me, Sh. News (July 22,

1899). (12) n.Lin. 1 (13) Som. Men sailing to the westward [i.e.

Lundy] with the pilots in their skiffs. They are the pilots of the

future. The licensed pilots sail just as much to the westward as their

crews, but the word is never applied to a pilot. It may sometimes
be given to men who sail on their own account, and call them-
selves deputy pilots (W.F.R.). (14) Kcb. Nations maistly gaed
westweys lang syne, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 158.

2. Used in describing the situation of places, things, &c;
see below. Also used advb. Cf. east, adj.

Sc. And soon as my chin has nae hair on, I shall come west
and see ye, Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) I. 214; Weel a weel, tell

them I'll come wast when I'm ready, Swan Gates ofEden (1895) i.

n.Sc. The terms 'east' and 'west' are as common with the

country people in the Highlands, and are used in the same
manner as right and left are in the south. ' The servant lass has

been sewing on the button, and she has put it an inch o'er far

west,' Scotch Haggis, 80. Inv. West and East are used often not

so much in the strict sense of the words, but of two opposite

directions, one being that half of the heavens where the sun
rises, the other being where it sets. Thus east includes north
and west south (H.E.F.). Per. A'm watchin' for Maclure as he
comes wast, Ian Maclaren Brier Bush (1895) 233. Bwk. Some
may gang pushin' an' oxterin' past, An' order ye proudly to

'Stand a bit Wast,' Chisholm Poems (1879) 78. w.Crk. If a
person wants you to stop a horse he will say ' Will you get to the
east or west (as the case may be) of the horse,' instead of asking

you to go before him ; or if they are asking for directions as to

where they are to go, it is not for the place they ask, but ' Am I

to go west ?
' or ' Am I to go east ?

' but they never mention the

north or south, Flk-Lore Rec. (1881) IV. 118; The points of the

compass are generally used instead of ' right,' ' left,' &c. In
boating, your man will tell you to pull the ' West oar ' and back
water with the ' East one ' (G.E.D.).

Hence Waastroo, adj. belonging to any place to the
west of the speaker.

Sh.I. Da waastroo boys is met Bawby at da burn as shii cam'
trow, Sh. News (July 29, 1899).

3. v. Of the wind : to veer to the west. Bnff.1

WEST, 5*. Nhp. Cmb. Wil. Dor. Som. Also in form
waaste Wil. [west ; wesst] A sty in the eye.

Nhp. 2 In order to be rid of this it is customary for the sufferer,

on the first night of the new moon, to procure the tail of a black

cat, and, after pulling from it one hair, rub the tip nine times over
the pustule : a gold ring is, however, more commonly used. s.Nhp.

iV.cVe.(i85o)istS.ii.37. Cmb.(W.W.S.) Wil. Slow Gl. (1892)

;

Wil. 1 Dor. I have a west coming in my eye (C.K.P.). Som.
Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885).

WESTAN, sb. Obs. Wxf. 1 The West.
WESTER, adj. and v. Sc. Dev. Also in forms

waaster Sh.I. ; waster S. & Ork. 1 Cld. (Jam.) ; wastre
Cai. 1

1. adj. Western, westward ; more to the west

;

also used advb.
Sh.I. Whin da sin is ower da waaster planticrab, dat's juist sax

o'clock frae da know [the now], Sh. News (Sept. 3, 1898) ;

S. & Ork. 1
,
Cld. (Jam. ) nw.Dev. 1 Fields are frequently distinguished

as Easter and Wester, e.g. Easter Good-vor-nort and Wester
Good-vor-nort (s.v. Easter).

Hence Waasterside, sb. the western side.
Sh.I. Dey wir twa sittin' apon a broo whin da sheep brook aff

at da waasterside, Sh. News (July 8, 1899).
2. v. To go or drift westwards.
Sc. The sun is westering in the lift, Wright Scot. Life (1897) 63.

Cai.i Mostly of boats in a tideway. Twd. The sun was already

westering, Buchan /. Burnet (1898) 427. Dff
-
The sun was

westering to his bed, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 64.

WESTER, see Waster, sb?

WESTRIL, sb. Obs. Chs. A short under-hand

cudgel. (K.)
.

WESTY, adj. n.Cy. Der. Lei. Also in forms wasty

Lei. 1
; weisty Der. 2 nw.Der.1 [we'sti.] Dizzy, giddy;

light-headed ; confused.

N Cy.2 Der. ' He's very nasty tempered. . . Hush, wife, he s

a bit westy by times is Ashford,' Verney Stone Edge (1868) x

;

Der 2 nw.Der. 1 Lei. 1 My head's very wasty and bad.

WET, adj., sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also in forms wat Sc. (Jam.); weat n.Yks.

m.Yks.1
; weeat Cum.14 n.Yks.2

; weet Sc. (Jam.) Ir.

N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Dur. 1 Cum.14 e.Yks.1 m.Yks.1 w.Yks.5 s.Lan.1

Chs.123 n.Lin.1 Lei.1 Nrf. ; weit Sc. (Jam.); wit w.Yks. 1

[wet ; wist, wit.] 1. adj. In comb. (1) Wet-bird, (a) the

chaffinch, Fringilla coelebs; (b) the green woodpecker,

Gecinus viridis ; (2) -board, (a) a movable board, which
slides into a groove within the bottom jambs of a barn-

door; (b) a shoemaker's cutting-out board; (3) -day, a

time of distress or scarcity ;
' a rainy day

' ; (4) -finger, in

phr. with a wet finger, with small effort ; (5) -fish, fresh

fish, as distinguished from fish cured or dried
; (6) -foot,

with wet feet; (7) -hand, a drunkard; (8) -looking,

threatening rain
; (9) -of-daubing, of a bird's-nest : having

the plastering of mud still moist
; (10) -rent, money levied

from the members of a sick club, &c. to be spent in drink

for the good ofthe public-house in which the lodge is held
;

(11) -shack, a very watery bog ; (12) -shoe ford, a ford

which just wets the feet of the forders
; (13) -spear, a

mining term : see below
; (14) -stuff, any kind of alcoholic

drink; (15) -weed, obs.,thesun-spurge,EuphorbiaHelioscopia.
(1, a) Slg., Rut. [So called] Because its cry ' weet, weet,' is

considered to foretell rain, Swainson Birds (1885) 63. (6) Dev.

Science Gossip (1870) 212. (2 a, b) Shr. 2 (3) Wm. His wages
could be chiefly spent for a wet day, as we term it—that is against

sickness and old age, Briggs Remains (1825) 190. (4) Sc. (Jam.) ;

She wad be brought aff wi' a wat finger, Scott Midlothian (1818)
xii. (5) Abd. Wet fish, the fisher's dozen of twenty, for 6d.,

Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 213. (6) Ken.1 He came home wet-
foot, and set there wid'out taking off his boots, and so he caught
his death ; Ken. 2 Dor. You'll be the death on her, vor to keep
she wet-foot all day i' they long wet grasses, C. Hare Dinah
Kellow (1901) 30. (7) N.Cy.1 Dur. It might keep some o' the

wet hands ooto' the pub, GuTHRiEKittyPagan (1900) 207. ne.Lan. 1

(8) Sc. (A.W.) Wgt. It's verra wat-lookin'. . . It disna look ower
weel, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 234. (9) s.Not. Ugh ! it's wet-
o'-daubin! Look at my 'and! (J.P.K.) (10) w.Yks. Yks. Post
(June 9, 1897). War. The payment of wet rents for the use of
lodge rooms at public houses, B'ham Daily Post (May 27, 1901).
(11) w.Yks.1 (12) Dmb. You've gane waur gates than o'er by
wet-shoe ford, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 94. (13) Nhb.1 (s.v.

Spear). Nhb., Dur. Wet spears are those which, working within
a column of pumps, are constantly immersed in water ; dry spears
are those which pass by a column, or down a staple, to the
columns beneath the uppermost one, Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl.

(1849). (14) s.Lan.1 (15) Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787).
2. Phr. (1) as weak as a wet dish-clout, very weak

; (2) as
wet as a drowned kitten, (3) — as a water-dog, very wet

;

(4) to give a person a wet welcome, to welcome him with a
drink

; (5) to look as black as a wet Friday, to look very
angry

; (6) wet as dung, (7) — as sore, (8) — as thack, see
(3) ; (9) — within, slightly intoxicated.

(!> 2, 3) s.Lan. 1
4. (4) Cor. No 'fence in givin' the maid a wet

welcome, Parr Adam and Eve (1880) II. 175. (5) Nrf. He
looked as black as a wet Friday at me, Emerson Son of Fens
(1892) 162. (6) Oxf.1 MS. add. (7) w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl.
(Jan. 13, 1900). (8) iLLin.1 The straw with which buildings or
stacks are thatched is wetted before it is laid on to make it ' bed '

properly. (9) Stf. Monthly Mag. (^1816) I. 494.
3. Addicted to intemperance.
Sc. They're gey wat lads thae, they'll no part sune (Jam.).

s.Wor. Porson Quaint Wds. (1875) 20.

4. See below.
Con. I might be tempted to spoil the sargent's nice new uniform

if he laid a wet little finger on me, Bodkin Shillelagh (1902) 81.
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5. sb. In phr. (1) a wet and a tippler, a person given to

drinking
; (2) heavy wet, strong drink

; (3) to be all upon
wet, to rain slightly.

(1) w.Yks.1 (2) War.3 Cor. Having first with heavy wet
Their courage raised, away they set, Daniel Budget, 16. (3)
e.Yks.1 It's all uppo weet noo, MS. add. (T.H.)

6. Moisture ; dew.
n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. My brogues may draw some wet, Cock

Strains (1810) 122. Per. Fragrant of breath and fresh with
morning's weet, Haliburton Dunbar (1895) 75. Ayr. The bonie
Lark, companion meet! Bending thee 'mang the dewy weet! Burns
To a Daisy (1786) st. 2. Nhb. 1

7. Rain, esp. a slight, drizzling rain ; wet weather.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. He's [it's] a kind o' misty, an' a shug o' sma'

weet, Sh. News (May 22, 1897). ne.Sc. Eh, sirs ! it's an awfu'

weet, Gordon Northward Ho (1894) 258. s.Sc. I wad screen the

wee flower frae the wind and weet, Watson Border Bards (1859)

13. Ayr. Thou hear'st the winter wind and weet, Burns O Lassie,

st. 2. Lnk. This nicht o' weet an' win', Murdoch Doric Lyre

(1873) 10. Hdg. Binds with wind and weet The vestment round
his thews, Lumsden Set. Poems (1896) 212. N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1 Cum.
When dingy packs on Criffel lower Then hoose yer kye an' stuik

yer duir, But if Criffel be fair an' clear For win' or weet ye needn't

kar,Prov. (E.W.P.); Cum.14, n.Yks. 2
, m.Yks. 1 Lan.WiLBRAHAM

G/.(i826). Chs. 123 n.Lin.1 Ther' ewsed to be a deal moore wet a

few years sin then ther's been of laate. Glo. 2 , Nrf. (W.R.E.)

Som. ' 'Tes a sight o' wet.' ' Ay, the sky full o' it,' Raymond
Sam and Sabina (1894) 255.

8. A small quantity of any liquid.

Sh.I. A' da trackle we hed ta get a weet o' mylk o' wir ain,

Sh. News (Feb. 19, 1898). n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.)

9. Sweat.
m.Yks.1 I.W. Said Moses, . . looking at the panting, reeking

horses, . . ' They be all a-drillin with wet,' Gray Ribslone Pippins

(!898) 33-

10. Water.
Lnk. My breast took a notion That dang up the weet to my ee,

Watson Poems (1853) 78. Lan. That shiftin waste o' weet, Clegg
Sketches (1895) 138.

11. A wetting.
Fif. People who live by the seaside distinguish between a ' saut

weet ' and a ' fresh weet.' To be soaked with rain might bring

on an attack of rheumatism, but after falling into the harbour, one

might let his clothes dry on him without the risk of a chill, Setoun
Skipper (1901) 184.

12. Wet clothes.
Ayr. Cast off the wat, put on the dry, Burns Ploughman, st. n.

Gall. (A.W.)
13. //. Liquid. Der.^nw.Der.1 14. v. In aw*6.(i)Wet-

my-foot or -my feet, (2) -my-lip, the quail, Cotumix

communis
; (3) -my-neck, the whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea

;

(4) -up, a drink
; (5) -your-neck, the green woodpecker,

Gecinus viridis.

(1) Per., Fif. The name seems given from its cry (Jam.). e.Lth.

Swainson Birds (1885) 173. Rxb. (Jam.) n.Ir. Swainson ib.
;

N.I.1 Cum. Hutchinson Hist. Cum. (1794) I. 457! Cum.4
,
Nhp.1

Dev. Bowring Lang. (1886) 18. (2) N.I. 1
, Ufa. (G.E.D.) Nrf.

Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 50. w.Nrf. Swainson ib. (3)

n-Lin.1 (4) Nrf. He'd be off to the Maid's Head and he'd get a

wet up and go off to his dinner, Emerson Son ofFens (1892) 14.

(5) Hnt. Nature Notes, No. 3.

15. Phr. (1) to wet neither foot nor finger for a thing, to

obtain it without any exertion
; (2)— one eye, to take one

glass of drink ; (3) — the bargain, to drink together as a

sign that a bargain has been completed
; (4) — the child's,

or the baby's, head, to celebrate the birth of a child by a

convivial gathering ; see Child, 2 (2) ; (5) — the eye, to

cause to weep ; (6) — the job, to drink to celebrate the

beginning of a new piece of work ; (7) — the lips, to have

a drink ; (8) — the miller's eye, to add too much water to a

mixture ; see Miller, 2 (2) ; (9) — the nebbie, see (7)

;

see Neb, 3 (10) ; (10) — the neck, see (7) ; (11)— the sickle,

to drink at the farmer's charge on engagement as a

harvester, or the evening before harvest begins
; (12) —

the sleeve, ?to challenge (13) — the web, see below
; (14)

— through, to wet to the skin
; (15) — with ram, to rain

slightly ; to drizzle.

(1) n.Yks.2 (2) Som. I tell 'ee to wet one eye Take the

cup, I tell 'ee, Raymond Sam and Sabina (1894) 149. (3) e.Sc.

Come ower to the inn an' I'll gie you my bill, an' we'll weet the

bargain, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 21. Ayr. C'way into

the Red Lion then, and we'll wet the bargain with a drink to make
it hold the tighter, Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 102. s.Lan.1

A custom very prevalent in bygone days. Nrf. Let's go and ha'

a drop ter wet th' bargain, Longman's Mag. (Nov. 1902) 50. (4)
n.Yks. Wetting t'barn's head, N. & Q. (1890) 7th S. ix. 37. e.Yks.

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 13,1900). w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. ' We'll

wet little Mabel's head with some of it [home-brewed].' 'What
mean youV 'Why my wife was brought to bed last night of

a little lass as we're going to call Mabel, and I'd like us to drink

her health. That's what we call wetting a child's head in these

parts,' Westall Old Factory (1885) xxiv. s.Lan.1 This interesting

operation is common at a christening. (5) Dmf. But the sleeky

auld priest he wat our eye In sackcloth gowns, Cromek Remains

(1810) 95. (6) Nrf. Them what drunk beer, went to the Bull-dorg

to wet the job, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 131. (7) Ker. Not

wance did they ashk me to wet my lips, nor wet their own ayther

so far as I could see, Bartram Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 162. (8)

Hmp. (H.C.M.B.) (9) Lnk. For a pick to fill their gebbies, Or a

drap to weet their nebbies, Miller Willie lVinkie(ed. 1902) 10. (10)

Nhb. Here's te ye, Watt, for oft I trow We twa hae wet our necks

together, Graham Moorland Dial. (1826) 7. (11) e.An.1 Perhaps

it should be 'whet.' But whatever be the figure, the thing meant

is perfectly well understood. Suf.1 (12) Sc. Nane wad gie him

the coochers, or weet his coat sleeve, Edwards Mod. Poets, 10th

S. 152. (13) Slg. 'Weeting the Wab ' was one of the customs of

Kennethcrook. This was a dram given by the weaver to the driver

of the coach, for which the driver was expected to be as gentle

with the cloth as possible during its journey to Glasgow, and over

which he pledged the weaver's health and wished him a speedy

sale, Harvey Kennethcrook (1896) 51. (14) w.Yks. (J.W.) Lei. 1

Yo'll weet ye threugh. (15) e.Yks. 1 n.Lin. 1 This is twenty-foher

o' th' munth, an' its hardlin's wetted wi' raain sin' it cum in. Glo.

Don't hang the clothes out, it wets with rain (A.B.).

16. To rain, esp. to rain slightly ; to drizzle.

Sc. It's ga'in to weet (Jam.). N.Cy.1 , Dur.1 Cum. 1 It weets

fast ; Cum.4, n.Yks.4, e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.), m.Yks.1 w.Yks. 1
;

w.Yks. 5 Is it bown to weet abit thinks ta ? Lan. Wilbraham CI.

(1826). Chs.123 Nhp. 1 It only just wets. War.3
, Hnt. (T.P.F.)

Suf. (M.E.R.) ; Suf. 1 Dew it wet? Sur.1 , I.W. (J.D.R.) Dor. 1 Do
wet a little. w.Som.1 Du jis waet-ee luyk, kaa-n kau-1 ut raa-yn.

Dev. I zeed a cap atop o' Cawsdon this morn', and zays I 'twill

wet afore night, Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 286.

17. To infuse tea; to mix a pudding, bread, &c.

Ir. She missed it sore, When I'd ne'er a grain to wet, Barlow
Ghost-bereft (1901) 104. Yks. (M.B.-S.), Oxf. (G.O.) Nrf. I ha'

wetted th' tea pretty nigh half-an-hour ago, Cornh.Mag. (Dec. 1902)

776. Ken.1 ' To wet the tea ' is to pour a little boiling water on the

tea ; this is allowed to stand for a time before the teapot is filled up.

' To wet a pudding' is to mix it ; so the baker is said to wet his bread

when he moistens his flour ; Ken.2, Sur.1 Sus. 1 To wet the bread,

is to mix the water in the flour.

18. To drink. Som. He do wetty too much (W.F.R.).

19. To sweat.
m.Yks. 1 I don't know what ails thy back, Will, but mine weats

above a bit.

20. To urinate. Cum.4 21. Obs. Of a river, &c. :
to

water.
,

Edb. I dwall amang the caller springs That weet the Land o

Cakes, Fergusson Poems (1773) I54> ed. 1785.

WET, int. Yks. [wet] A driver's call to his horse

to go to the right ; also in comb. Wet gee ! (G.W.W.)

s.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (May 26, 1896). See Hait, 3.

WET, WETCH, see Oat, Wheat, Wet-shod.

WETE, sb. and adj. Sc. Yks. 1. sb. Obs. Hope.

Ayr. MacQueen Gloaming Am. (1831) Gl. 2. adj.

Desirous. n.Yks.2 Whent wete [very desirous].

WETHER, sb. In gen. dial, use in Sc. and Eng. Also

written weather n.Cy. ; and in forms wadder Sc. (Jam.) ;

wather Sc. ; wedder Sc. N.Cy.1 Nhb.' Cum. Yks. Midi.

Lin. Suf. 1
;
weddher ne.Lan.1

; wither Per. [we'&Kr;

we-ds(r.] 1. A male sheep, esp. a castrated sheep.

Sc. Gie never the wolf the wedder to keep, Ferguson Prov.

( 1 641) No. 297. n.Sc. (Jam.) Per. I herd a' the ewes, lambs, and

withers mysel', Spence Poems (1898) 38. s.Sc. Young Annals

Agric. (1784-1815) XIX. 403. Ayr. Eaten like a wether-haggis,

Burns Capt. Grose, St. 3. Edb. She . . . singit weel a dainty wather s

3K2
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head, Learmont Po««s(i79i) 199. N.Cy.1

, Nhb.1 Cum. He wantit

. . . t'wedders swortit an druvven, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 8.

Wm. (B.K.) ne.Yks. 1 From castration till weaning, after which
it is called a hog. e.Yks. Even in the rich pastures of this district

the wedders were seldom ready for the butcher under two or

three years of age, Farm Reports, Ridgemont (1833) 147. w.Yks.
Hutton Tour to Caves (1781). Lan. Marshall Review (1808) I.

323. ne.Lan.1
, Der.2, Not. (J.H.B.) Lin. Called a two, three, &c,

shear wether, according to the times he has been shorn, Thompson
Hist. Boston (1856) 730. n.Lin. 1 Lei. 1 After the third shearing
the males are called wethers (s.v. Sheep). Nhp. 1 War.3 A cas-

trated male sheep up to its first shearing. m.Wor. (J.C.), s.Wor. 1
,

Glo. (A.B.),Oxf. (G.OO.Brks. 1 Bdf. The name ofmale lamb, after

2years,BATCHEL0R^4«a/. £>«§•. LflKg-. (1809)145. Suf.1 Som.You
can buy good tegs and wethers at a half a crown apiece, Agrikler
Rhymes (1872) 65.

2. Comp. (1) Wether-bleat, the snipe, Gallinago caelestis;

(2) -gammon, a leg of mutton
; (3) -getter, a ram let out

tor breeding purposes
; (4) -hog, a male sheep of the

second season
; (5) -lamb, a male lamb.

(1) Abd. The peculiar cry of the snipe, which . . . emit a sort of

noise resembling the bleat of a sheep, from whence they are named
bythe peasantry, the wether-bleat, Ruddiman Sc. Parish (1828) 64,
ed. 1889. (2) Edb. Wi' skelps [reverses] like this fock sit but seenil

down To wether-gammon or how-towdy brown, Fergusson Poems
(1773) 183, ed. 1785. (3) Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II.

Lei. The characteristic difference between what is termed a ram-
getter, and a wether-getter or a good grazier's sheep, is that ofthe
former being everywhere cleaner, finer, Hunter Georgical Essays
(1803) IV. 397. (4) Sth. When the month of June has brought
its interminable day, the wedder hogs yield their first fleece. They
are then called dinmants, Farm Reports, Sutherland (1832) 81.

B-wk.MonthlyMag. (1814) I. 31. Wm. Came astray.. . three horned
wether hoggs, Wm. Gazette (May 26, 1900) 5, col. i. e.Yks.1

,

Not. (L.C.M.), Lin. 1
, n.Lin.1 , sw.Lin. 1 Wil.1 Wil. Arch. Mag.

XVII. 303 (s.v. Sheep). w.Som. 1 (5) Sth. The first contains
wedder lambs, Farm Reports, Sutherland ( 1832) 79. Bwk. Monthly
Mag. (1814) I. 31. Lei. 1 (s.v. Sheep).
3. ? A female sheep. Lin.1 4. The fleece of the second
and every succeeding shearing of a sheep. Cf. hog, sb. 1

7.

w.Yks. Super-super wethers, g\d. ; selected Yorkshire wethers,
lid. ; deep wethers, gd., Agric. Gazette (June 17, 1895) 538, col. 3.

Nhp.1

WETHER, see Whether.
WETHER-HORSE, sb. Ken. The last horse in a

team. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).

WETNESS, sb. Sc. (Jam.) In form weetness.
1. Anything drinkable. Twd. 2. Wet, rainy weather. Sc.
WETOIL, see Whetile.
WET-SHOD, adj. and v. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also in forms watchard Glo. ; watched
s.War. 1 Wor. Bck. ; watcherd Glo. 1 Oxf.1 Bck. Hmp. 1

;

watchered Nhp. 1 War.3 se.Wor.1
; watchet Not.1 Lei.1

Nhp.1 War.3 Glo.1 Oxf. Brks. Hnt. Hmp. Wil.1
; watchett

Lei. ; watchut Brks. ; watshed Nhp.2 I.W.12 ; watsheed
Som.

; watsherd War. ; wat-shod Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ;

weeat-shod n.Yks.2
; weetsherd n.Lin.1

; weet-shurt
Lan.; wetch Der. 2 nw.Der. 1

; wetcha s.Chs. 1
; wetchard

Lin.; wetchat s.Chs.1
; wetched Chs.23 Stf. 1 Hmp.1

Wil.12
; wetcherd Chs. 1

; wetchered Chs. Not.1 Lin. 1

War. 2
; wetchert Chs. 1

; wetchet Chs.3 Shr.12 Wil. 1

;

wetchot nw.Der. 1
; wetchud Der.2 Not. ; wetchut s.Chs. 1

;

wetshed sw.Lin.' e.An. 1
; wetshet Chs.2

; wet-shud Suf. 1
;

wichurt Lan.1
; witcherd e.Lan. 1

; witchered Lan.
;

witchert s.Lan. 1
; witchod Lan.1 s.Lan. 1

; witchut
m.Lan.1

; witsherd Lan.; wit-shod w.Yks.1
; wotshed

Wil. 1 Dor.1
; wotsherd Bdf. 1. adj. Wet-footed ; wet

over the shoe-tops ; occas. wet through ; also used advb.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), N.I.1

, n.Cy. (J.L. 1783), Dur. 1
, Cum.14

,

n.Yks.124
, ne.Yks. 1

, w.Yks. 1 Lan. Aw'm weet-shurt and weet
to my skin, Harland Lyrics (1866) 136; N. cV Q. (1865) 3rd S.
vii. 286

; Jinny wer ill witchered wi' nobbut havin thin shoon on,
Ormerod Felley fro Rachde (1851) iv ; Lan.1

, e.Lan. 1
, m.Lan. 1

,

s.Lan. 1 Chs. Sheaf (1878) I. 22; Chs.123 , s.Chs. 1
, Stf.1 , Der.12 ,

nw.Der. 1
, Not. 1

, Lin.1 , n.Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1 They got wetshed in the
dyke. Lei. 1

, Nhp. 12 War. (J.R.W.) ; War. 2 Don't stand out in
the rain without a coat, you'll be wetchered in five minutes;
War.34 ,

se.Wor.i s.Wor. Porson Quaint Wds. (1875) 18. Shr.1

Jest look at yore stockin'-fit !—dun them shoes loose yo' wetchet ?

—w'y it's none sence they wun tapt ; Shr.2 ,
Glo.1 Oxf. Grose

(1790); Oxf. 1 Brks. Gl. (1852); Brks. 1
,

n.Bck. (A.C.) Bdf.

Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 147. Hnt. A fair held in

the parish of Spaldwich is so called, as being held in Nov. it

is generally wet and dirty (T.P.F.). e.An. 1
,
Suf. 1

,
Hmp.1 s.Hmp.

Bless us, child, how watchet ye are in the feet, Verney L. Lisle

(1870) x. I.W.12 , Wil.12 , Dor. 1 Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl.

(1885). w.Som.1 Z-dhing-k aay bee gwai-n een dhae-ur, mun, vur

tu git waet-shaud ?

2. Brimful of tears.

Ayr. Right aft wi' it my een watshod Hae stood thro fear,

Sillar Poems (1789) 105. Lnk. His e'en were watshod, Hamilton

Poems (ed. 1885) 202. Gall. The tears frae nature's watshod e'en

Row murmuring down mony a rill, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)

124, ed. 1876.

3. v. To wet the feet ; to let in water.
s.Chs.1 Ah daayt yoa)n wech-u yurseK Dhis ree'n til wech'tit

dhti foa'ks. Der.2 , nw.Der. 1

[1. And 31! is wynter for hem worse for wete-shodde
thei gange, P. Plowman (b.) xiv. 161.]

WETTEL, see Whittle, sb. 2

WETTENED, ppl. adj. n.Yks.2 In form weeatened.
Made wet, moistened.

WETTER, see Whitter, v.
1

WETTING, sb. Sc. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Also in

forms weatin Cum. Wm. ; weating n.Cy. Yks. ; weetin
Sc. w.Dur.1 Cum.4

; weeting Sc. w.Yks.3 [we-tin;

wrtin.] 1. A fine rain-like mist. w.Dur.1
2. A small

quantity of liquor, less than a dram ; convivial drinking.
Sc. Could ye no get a drappie fill's this mornin'—jist a weetin' ?

Hislop Anecdote (1874) 97. Frf. We ate and drank, and sic a

weetin' As we twa had at our first meetin', Sands Poems (1833)
112. Lth. The young chaps bring their bottles oot, And ilk ane
gets a wettin', Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 49. Rxb. Aw'll be
hanged if aw gang a fit past yonder till aw get a weeting, ony
way, Murray Hawick Characters (1901) 40.

3. Obsol. Old urine.
n.Cy. Grose (1790). Cum. (Hall.), Cum.4 Wm. I slat a pot

of weatin in his feace, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 16. w.Yks. Hutton
Tour to Caves (1781) ; w.Yks.3 Stale urine is so called, because
in the process of manufacture the cloth is wetted with that liquid

when sent to the mill, the object being to bring out the grease. . .

I have been told of persons using this substance instead of soap,

even for washing themselves ! 'Aw'll get me some weetin', an'

hev a gooid weetin' lather,' old folks would say, using soap also

with it. r

WETTY, adj. Sc. n.Cy. In forms weety Sc. (Jam.)
n.Cy. ; weitie So [wrti.] Wet, rainy.

Sc. A weety day (Jam.). Abd. The night is weety, Keith
Farmer's Ha' (1774) st. 36, ed. 1801. Kcd. We had a byous weety
time, Grant Lays (1884) j.. Ayr. The spring time . . . was
weety and cauld, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 241. n.Cy.
Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)

WEUEL, see Weevil.
WEUN, int. Obs. Dev. Also in form yeun. A

ploughman's call to the ox-team to turn about at the end
of a furrow. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 179.
WEUTER, v. Obs. Lan. To stagger. Grose (1700)

MS. add. (P.) s.Lan.1 wy ;

WEVER, adv. War. Brks. Also written wevver
Brks.1

[we-va(r).] A contracted form of ' however.'
War.24 Brks.1 E hev a-done I a good bit n' harm by actin'

like that ther, wewer us wunt zaay no moor about ut this time
WEVET, sb. Wil. Dor. Som. Also in forms weffet

Wil. 1

; wivet Dor. 1 [wrvit.] 1. A cobweb.
Dor.1 So din's a wevet. Som. Tha church war durty wevets

here hang'd danglin vrom tha ruf, Jennings Obs. Dial w.Eng
(1825) 134. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). [To Will. Belrynger
for strykyng downe of the Weuet in the Churche by ij dais—vjrf.
I 499- I5°°) Ch'wardens Ace. S. Edmund, Sarum (1896") si 1 "'

2. A spider. Wil. 1
' J

WEVIL.v. Obs. Sc.(Jam.) To wriggle. Cf. waffle, v.
1

WEW, v. and sb. Sc Yks. Lan. Lin. Also in form
weaw s.Lan. 1

1. v. To mew, as a kitten. Cf. wow.
Rxb. The cat mews an' the ketlen wews, Ellis Pronunc. (1889)

V. 714. n.Yks. Ah heer'd t'kitlins wewin' (I.W.). n.Lin.1

2. sb. The cry of a cat. s.Lan.1
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WEW, adj. Lin. [witi.] Tiny, esp. used of a lamb.

e.Lm. (G.G.W.)
WEWERPOW, sb. n.Cy. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A dam across a ditch to keep up the water.
(Hall.)

WEWL, see Whewl, v.
12

WEWLOCK, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also in form
wewleck. An instrument for making ropes of straw.
Slk., Rxb., Dmf.
WEWLY, adj. Lin. [wiirli.] Complaining, peevish;

small and mean
;

pitiful.

WEX, WEXIOUS, see Vex, Vexious.
WEY, see Way, sb., int., Waigh, We, Wee, Why, adv.
WE-YET, WEYKE, see Wait, int., Waik.
WEYN, sb. Yks. Also written wain, [wein.] A

big, awkward girl ; an immoral woman. The same word
as Quean, q.v.

w.Yks. (S.P.U.) ; Side aht o' mi gate yo' gurt weyn ! Leeds
Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 13, 1890).

WEYNT, WEYSAN, see Went, sb.13, Wizzen, v.1

WEY(S-AND-BODKINS, sb. Dor. Som. Part of a
plough-harness ; see below. See Bodkin, sb. 2

Dor.1 A set of spreaders for hitching two horses to the same
part of a sull or harrow. The first, the ' wey,' is fastened at its

middle to the plough or harrow by a ' cops ' (an iron bow with a
free joint) ; and the ' bodkins ' are connected by a crook on their

middle to 'clipses' on the two ends of the 'wey,' and have the

traces hitched by ' clipses ' to their own ends. They are some-
times called ' whippences,' and by coachmen 'bars.' e. Som.
W. & J. Gl. (1873).

WEYSE, WEZN, see Wase, sb., Wise, v., Weasand.
WEZZEN, sb. Yks. [we'zsn.] A stupid person ; a

blockhead.
w.Yks.Tha gaumlus wezzen, tha, LeedsMerc. Suppl. (Jan. 3, 1891).

WEZZLE, see Whizzle, v.
1

, Wizzle, v.

WHA, int. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der. Also written
wa Sc. (Jam.) Cum.1 w.Yks.12 Lan. ; waa w.Yks.1

; waah
Bnff. 1

; wah e.Yks.1 w.Yks.5 Der. 1
; and in forms waayah

Yks. ; waw Sc. (Jam.) Lan. [wa, wa.] 1. Well ! why

!

used to express expostulation or as introductory to an
assertion ; also used when speaking in an encouraging
manner to a person. An unstressed form of 'why 1

; also

in comp. Wha-wha.
Sc. Wa, might one have said, though he be dead and buried,

yet he will rise again ; ay, but they say, this is the third day ; wa
but it was lang to ev'ning, might they not have waited on till

night came? Guthrie Sermons (1709) n (Jam.); Kirkton Ch.

Hist. (1817) 275. Abd. (Jam.) Frf. Wa, wa ; I say again, John
Double, be sure yer no speakin' on a probability, but on a cer-

tainty, Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 102. Lnk. Wa' Sawny man
;

wilt thou na rise the day? Graham Writings (1883) II. 49. n.Cy.

(Hall.) Cum.1 Wa noo than. e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1788); e.Yks.1 Wah-wah! a muttered expression of combined

remonstrance and submission to the undeserved reproof of a

superior when it would be impolitic to reply. w.Yks. Wha,
yo'd better hod yer din, Binns Yksman's Comic Ann. (1889) 38

;

Whah, yo' hev a sign o' t'miln side, Yksman. (1888) 323, col. 2

;

Watson Hist. Hlfx. (1775) 547 ; w.Yks.125 Lan. Eggshibishun

(1856) 40 ; Lan. 1 e.Lan. Burnley Express (June 1, 1901) ; e.Lan. 1

Whaw, what a shame that is ! Der.1 Wah, but yo mun gooa.

2. Used as a negative or prohibition, gen. repeated.
Bnff.1 Waah, waah, that winna dee at a'.

WHA, WHA(A, WHAALE, see What, Who, pron.1
,

Whale.
WHAAP, sb. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]

The sheltered part or hollow of a hill ; a ' hope.'

Ye maun gae back as far as the Whaap, Scott Guy M. (1815) i.

WHAAP, WHAARL, see Whaup, sb.
13

, Wharrel,
Whorl.
WHAARL(E, WHAARTER, see Whirl, Quarter.

WHABBLE,s6.Chs.ls [wo-bl.] A puddle. Cf.whabbock.

WHABBOCK, sb. Chs.13 [wo'bak.] A puddle. Cf.

whabble. 'The fields are aw of a whabbock,' i.e. all of a swim.

WHACK, v.
1
, sb. and adv. In gen. dial, and colloq.

use in Sc. Irel. Eng. and Aus. Also written wack Yks.

Lan. s Chs.1 Der.2 e.An.1 Hmp. w.Som.1 Dev. Cor.2
;
and

informs quhack, quhauk Sc. (Jam.) ;
waack Sur.; whauk

Sc. (Jam.) ; whawk, wheck Sc.
;

pi. wax Lan. [wak,
wa3k.] 1. v. To thwack, beat, thrash ; to hit or strike
severely

; to slash, esp. with a sharp instrument ; to fall

with violence ; also usedyzg-. See Thack, v.
2

Sc. Why should we . . . thole sae aft the spleen to whauk us
Out of our reason, Ramsay Poems (ed. 1800) II. 349 (Jam.).
Bnff.1 Abd. I've taught and I've whack'd for nigh forty years. . .

Now I'll hang up my tards wi' an old veteran's pride, Ogilvie
/. Ogilvie (1902) 123. e.Fif. 'Od I'se whauk their wheerikins to
them

! Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxix. s.Sc. When a culprit is

scourged he is said to be 'whaukit' (Jam.). Dmf. Aboot the
snoot she did sae whack me, She dang't a' wrang, Quinn Heather
(1863) 41. Uls. (M.B.-S.), n.Yks. (I.W.), n.Yks.14 , e.Yks.1

,

w.Yks.15 , s.Lan. (S.W.), Der. 2, nw.Der. 1
, Lin. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, Lei.1

,

Nhp.1
, War.23 , s.Wor. (H.K.), Shr.2 Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).

Brks. 1
, Hnt. (T.P.F.), Nrf. (E.M.), Suf.1 Sur. But when she

runs an' I waacks he goes summat wonnerful, Bickley Sur. Hills

(1890) II. i. Sus., Hmp. Holloway. Som. Jennings Obs. Dial.

w.Eng. (1825). w.Som.1
, Dev.3 Slang. If I got nothink, old

Mother Kneebone giv' me a whackin' and another bit of bread,

Besant & Rice Mortiboy (1872) xxxviii.

2. With down : to cut in large slices, esp. used of cheese.
s.Sc. (Jam.) 3. To pull ; to whip out.

Sc. (A.W.) Rnf. A rotten stump my brain had rackit . . . Till

Doctor Manning oot did whack it, And put me richt, Barr Poems
(1861) 154.

4. To throw.
s.Wor. Whack the rope ower to mah (H.K.). Oxf. (G.O.)

5. Fig. To excel, surpass ; to overcome ; to get the
better of; to conquer in a lawsuit.
Sc.(A.W.) e.Yks. 1 Ahcanwhackhim onny dayatsums. w.Yks.

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Feb. 3, 1900). Not. He whacked him (J.H.B.).

s.Wor. Thot whacks me (H.K.). Oxf. We whack them every
time we play them (G.O.). w.Som.1 'Tis gwain to be tried to

'Sizes next wik ; but I'll warn't Mr. Baker '11 wack 'em.

6. Fig. To divide ; to share.
s.Lan. We'll wack at the profits or losses (S.W.). War.2 Whak

this opple among yer. Lon. This done, they then, as they term
it, 'whack' the whole lot; that is, they divide it equally among
all hands, Mayhew Lond. Labour (1851) II. 152, ed. 1861. [Aus.

We ' whacked ' the lot. There was eight of us that had to share

and share alike, Boldrewood Robbery (1888) I. xii.]

7. sb. A heavy or smart blow ; a thump ; a heavy fall

;

the sound of such a blow or fall.

Sc. (Jam.) ;
(A.W.) ; Drummond Muckomachy (1846) 48. Ayr.

A weel-laid-on whack o' the tawse, Galt Lairds (1826) iv. Ir.

Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Uls. (M.B.-S.), n.Cy. (J.W.), Dur. 1

Cum. Blin Staig the fidler gat a whack, Anderson Ballads (ed.

1805) 12. n.Yks.2 e.Yks.1 It com doon wiv a reglar whack.
w.Yks.12 Lan. Davies Races (1856) 276. m.Lan.1 s.Stf. I gied

him a whack on his back, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). Der.2

'Give it a wack, ' said in threshing. Not. 1
, Lin. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, Lei.1

,

Nhp. 1
, War.23, s.Wor. (H.K.) Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).

Brks. 1
, e.An.2 , Suf. 1 s. & w.Cy. Holloway. Som. Jennings

Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

8. A game similar to tip-cat. Lon. Gomme Games (1898)
II. 329. See Waggle, 4. 9. A cut ; an incision.

Sc. (G.W.) Edb. Thro' the surloin let their blade Make unco
whacks, Learmont Poems (1791) 83.

10. The power to inflict a 'whack.'
Don. If there's any whack in the belt, boys, I'll lay- on ye,

Macmanus Bend ofRoad (1898) 258.

11. A slice.

Sc. (Jam.) w.Yks. Just cut us a whack off that chump o' beef,

Hartley Clock Aim. (1874) 44-

12. Appetite. n.Cy. (Hall.) 13. Fig. A portion,

share, allowance, esp. used of a sufficient or large

quantity of food or drink.

Sc. (A.W. ), Bnff. 1 Elg. I swallowed my whack, an' a nievefu'

o' raisins, Tester Poems (1865) 133. Lnk. They ne'er disagreed

wi' oor stamachs, Unless we took mair nor our wheck, Nicholson
Kihvuddie (1895) 155. Ir. That's what you might call something

like a fine little whack of money, Barlow East unto West (1898)
280. N.I. 1 He can take his whack. n.Yks.12 w.Yks.2 He's got

his whack. Lan. Aw met goo wax, Brierley Layrock (1864) x.

m.Lan. 1 Aw'll do mi whack. s.Lan.1 I.Ma. Grannie's a bit ould

getting and she's had her whack, Caine Manxman (1894) pt. vi.

xviii. Not.1 Lin.1 This is my whack of bread and cheese for

andersmeat. Lei.1 Ah'n had moy whack o' liquor. War.23
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Shr., Hrf. He is not quite drunk, but has had his whack, Bound
Provinc.(i&i6). Brks. 1

, e.An.1 Lon. If I was a teetotaler I must pay
my whack and the other men may drink it, Mayhew Lond. Labour
(1851) III. 283, ed. 1861. Hmp. (H.R.), I.W. (J.D.R.) Wil.
Gie un his whack (E.H.G.). Som. 'Ad got hes whack o' buttons,
which es more than zome we, Agrikler Rhymes (1872) 15.
Cor.2 He looks like a fellow who can take his wack. Slang. My
pals said ' You had better get away from us ; if we touch, you will
take your whack (share) just the same,' Horsley Jottings (1887) i.

[Aus. We've gone whacks ... in the nuggets and cash in the hut,

Boldrewood Nevermore (1892) III. xxii.]

14. Fig. Money; profit.
N.I.1 Shr. 2 Got the whack. m.Cor. ' Good for tra'ade ?

' says I.

' Iss, if you can awnly hitch the wack,' says she, Penberthy
Warp and Woof, 26.

15. A great number ; a crowd. Bnff.1
, s.Pem. (W.M.M.)

16. Fig. Chance, luck
;
gen. in phr. to take one's whack.

n.Yks. Let t'lads tack their whack (I.W.). s.Chs. 1 Au- reet;

iv yoa' wun-)u bi uwpn. yoa- mun taak - yiir waak'. Mun wi
cheyiir up un bi lahyvli ; ur miin wi au - taak- ur waak- un dey
tugy'edh-ur ?

17. Phr. (1) not the whack, not up to the mark; (2) to get
one's whacks, to get a thrashing; (3) to play whack, to

thump
; (4) whackfor his brass, an outlay of money.

(1) N.I. 1 (2) Sc. As sair greets the bairn that's paid at e'en as

he that gets his whawks in the morning, Ramsay Prov. (1737).
Gall. He got his whacks For a' his cracks, Denniston Craignilder

(1832) 60. (3) Abd. Bob's heart, swellin' up 'gainst his fat ribs,

plays whack, Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 76. (4) e.Yks. 1

18. adv. Immediately ; on the spot. Glo.1

WHACK, v.
2 Sc. [hwak.] 1. To quack.

s.Sc. (Jam.) ; The ducks they whackit, the dogs they howled,
Hogg Mountain Bard (1807) 20 (Jam.).

2. To make a gulping noise when drinking ; to drink
copiously : freq. used with out and up. Bnff. 1

, Cld. (Jam.)

WHACKER, sb. In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Sc.
and Eng. Also written wacker Dev. [wa'ka(r, warka(r).]
1. A severe blow.
w.Yks. 5 Dev. In com'd yer vather an vetched mer a wacker,

Nathan Hogg Poet. Lett. (1847) 12, ed. 1865.

2. Anything large of its kind ; a ' whopper,' esp. used of
a lie. Cf. swacker.

Ayr. ' If he had lived muckle longer it is said he would have
drawn lightnin' from the clouds to drive a carriage without
horses.' ' That's a whacker. I'm confounded if that's no a whacker,'
Johnston Kilmallie (1891) I. 173. Dmf. (Jam.), n.Cy. (J.W.),
Cum.1

, n.Yks. (I.W.), n.Yks.4 e.Yks. 1 Weel, that is a whacker.
w.Yks.25 s.Stf. This is a sort 0' prize pumpkin—a reglar whacker,
PiNNOCK Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). nw.Der. 1

, Not.1 , Lin.1 se.Lin.

That's a whacker! (J.T.B.) Lei.1
, Nhp. 1

, War.23 , Shr. 2
, Brks. 1

,

n.Bck. (A.C.), Hnt. (T.P.F.), Suf.1 Sus., Hmp. A stout man is

said to be a ' whacker, 1 Holloway. Dev. Whot a fine crap ov
ingyens yii've agot thease yer, tii be sure ! I dawnt thenk I iver

zeed sich whackers, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) (s.v. Ingyens).

Colloq. ' Look what whackers, Cousin Tom,' said Charley, holding

out one of his prizes by its back towards Tom, Hughes T. Brown
Oxf. (1861) xxx.

WHACKER, WHACKEY, see Quaker, Whacky, sb.

WHACK-HEAD, sb. Cum. Yks. In forms wack-
heead e.Yks. 1

; whackheead w.Yks. [wak-iad.] A block-

head ; a fool, simpleton ; a blunderer. Cum. (E.W.P.),

e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. (J.W.) Cf. whacky, sb.

WHACKING, ppl. adj. In gen. dial, and colloq. use in

Sc. and Eng. Also written wracking w.Yks. Dev. ; and
in forms wacken e.An. 1

; whacken Suf.1
; whauken Sc.

[wa'kin, wse-kin.J Exceptionally large, 'whopping';
fine, lusty, stout. Cf. swacking.

Lnk. When the schule comes oot at noon, Six whauken carrots

we'll slice doon, Nicholson Hame Idylls (1870) 36. Lth. Thom-
son Poems (1819) 201. n.Cy. (J.W.), Dur. 1

, Lakel. (B.K.)

n.Yks.2 A whacking lot. m.Yks.1
, e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1

; w.Yks. 2 A
whacking big fish. Lan. In one o' th' cases they'd getten sich a

whackin' comb, Ferguson Moudywarp's Visit, 10. nw.Der. 1
,

Not. 1
, Lin.1 n.Lin. 1 That's a whackin' bairn o' Sarah's. Lei. 1

,

Nhp. 1
, War.23, Shr.2 Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Hnt. (T.P.F.),

e.An.1
,

Suf.1 Ken. Cooper Gl. (1853). Sus.2 ,
Hmp.1 Dev.

Yer's a wacking gert awpel vur 'ee ef zo be yu wunt cry no more,

Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). Cor. Such a whackin' boy I never see

in my life ' Q.' Wandering Heath (1895) 189.

WHACKKER, see Quaker.
WHACKLE, v. Sc. [hwa-kl.] To whip a stream in

fishing; to fish with a fly. Cf. hackle, sb.
2
3.

Lnk. Others preferred the bonnie Tweed, It's purling stream to

whackle, Stewart Twa Elders (1886) 143.

WHACKY, sb. Yks. Also written wacky w.Yks.;

wakky e.Yks.1
; whackey w.Yks.5 [wa-ki.] A fool,

simpleton, blockhead. Cf. whack-head.
e.Yks. 1 Thoo wakky ! didn't tha see he wanted ti get hod o'

thy bit o' brass. w.Yks. Ther's nobbud thee an' me, wacky,

Clayton's Ann. (1878) 19; w.Yks. 5

WHACKY, adj. War. Wor. [wa'ki.l Left-handed
;

also in comp. Whacky-pawed. War.3
, Wor. (E.S.)

WHACKY, WHAEK, see Hacky, Quey, sb.
1

WHAEN, WHAFF, see Wean, sb., Waff, v.
12

WHAFFLE, v. Hmp.1 [wol.] With up: to eat

greedily.

WHAFFLE-,WHAFT, see Waffel-,Waffle, v.
12

,Waft, v.

WHAG, sb. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Also in form wheg
Cum. Wm. A lump ; a large piece, esp. a large slice of

bread.
Nhb. Bring pockets like a fiddle bag, Ye'll get them crammed

wi' mony a whag, Marshall Sngs. (1827) 178 ; Nhb. 1 Cum. 1 A
wheg o' cheese. Wm. She'd gi' them a gurt wheg o' broon
Geoordie an' send them oot ta laik (B.K.).

WHAGH, see Who, pron.1

WHAICK, sb. Sh.l. [hwek.] A heifer; the same
word as Quey, sb.

1
(q.v.)

If we're ta fin' da whaicks we'll need to male' apo' wis, Sh.

News (Aug. 6, 1898).

WHAILE, see Wale, sb.1

WHAIN, v. and adj. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Also
written whane Cum.Wm. ne.Lan. 1

; and in forms whean
N.Cy. 1 w.Yks. ne.Lan. 1

; wheen Cum. Wm. [wen, wian,
win.] 1. v. To stroke, esp. to stroke down the hair in

the direction in which it grows.
Cum. Gl. (1851) ; Cum.1 He whain't his dog down t'back;

Cum. 24

2. To coax, entice ; to fawn ; to flatter.

N.Cy.1 Cum., Wm. Nicolson (1677) Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1868)
IX. Cum. 1 She com whainan' and wantan' help ; Cum.4 w.Yks.
Willan List Wds. (1811) ; Hutton Tour to Caves (1781). ne.Lan.1

3. adj. Obs. Smooth ; specious ; calm. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783).
Cum., Wm. Nicolson (1677) Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX.
WHAINE, adj. Obs. n.Cy. Strange. Grose (1790).
WHAING, see Whang, sb.

1
, v.

WHAINGLE, v. Obs. n.Sc. TJam.) To whine.
WHAINT, see Queint.
WHAISH, v. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) To wheeze, as one

who has taken cold. Rxb. Hence Whaishle, v. to
' whaish

'
; to wheeze.

Sc. That puir dune bodie boichs a' nicht, and gangs whaishlin'
and wheezlin' a' day.

WHAISK, v. Obs. or obsol. Sc. (Jam.) Also in form
whesk. 1. To speak huskily ; to speak with difficulty

owing to an affection in the throat. Rxb. Cf. wheesk.
2. To emit a noise like one who strives to dislodge

anything that has stuck in his throat ; to hawk. Twd.
3. To gasp violently for breath, ib.

WHAISLE, WHAIZLE, see Wheezle.
WHAKE, v. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. A dial, form of

' quake.'
n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703); w.Yks.1 Whent'

taan dees for age t'other may whake for fear. Lan. Grose (1790)
MS. add. (P.) [Whake, tremere, Cath. Angl. (1483).]
WHAKER, WHAKKER, see Quaker.
WHAKLY, adj. Lakel.2 [wa'kli.] 'Oily' and in-

sinuating in manner.
Ah mak nowt o' yer whakly, greasy fooak. Gie me yan 'at

says what he thinks an' neea mair on 't.

WHAKY, WHAL, see Whawkie, While.
WHALE, sb. Sh.l. Also written whaale S. & Ork.1

[hwel.] 1. In comp. (1) Whale-blubs, the sea-jelly,
Acalephae; (2) -money, money paid for blubber, &c.

;

(3) -skate, a very large species ofcuttle-fish.

(1) S. & Ork.1 (s.v. Skulp). (2) Next morning it was found
that the back window of Mr. Mouat's office had been forced, the
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desk in which the whalemoney had been placed broken open,

Clark N. Gleams (1898) 68. (3) S. & Ork.1

2. A very large species of cuttle-fish ; also called ' whale-
skate.' S. & Ork.1 3. pi. Long, undulating, unbroken
waves.
Sometimes seen upon the ocean during a fine summer day, so

called from their supposed resemblance to a whale, ib.

WHALE, WHALEING, see Wale, sb}, v.
2

, Waling.
WHALLACK, v. and sb. Yks. Hrf. Also written

whallock Hrf. [wa-lak, wo'lsk] 1. v. To flog with

a stick or strap ; to ' wallop.' n.Yks.4 2. sb. A large

portion or piece, a 'waddock.' Hrf. Bound Provinc.

(1876). Hence (1) Whallacker, sb. anything very large of

its kind. n.Yks.4
; (2) Whallacking, ppl. adj. very large

;

' whopping.' ib.

WHALLOP, WHALLY, see Wallop, v.3, Wally, v.
2

WHALM, see Whelm.
WHAM.si.1 Sc.Nhb.Cum.Yks. Also in forms quham

Sc.(Jam.); wamm.Yks. 1
; whaumSc.(jAM.) [wam,hwam.]

1. A swamp; a morass; a marshy hollow, gen. with water.

Lth. (Jam.) Rxb. A hollow part of a field (ib.). Nhb. 1 In place-

names, [it] occurs in South-west Northumberland, as Whit-

wham, Wham-lands. Cum. Wham-moss, N. & Q. (1874) 5th S.

i. 228. m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Common in place-names, e.g. Great

Wham, Sandwith Wham, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 108;

w.Yks.1 T'wham, boon t'gill heead, is seea mortal sumpy an soft.

2. A dale among hills ; a wide, flat glen ; a small valley.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Wham denotes a small valley, not so deep as

' daal ' or ' dale,' Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 83. Twd. Usually applied

to one through which a brook flows (Jam.). Rxb. (ib.)

3. A hollow in a hill or mountain, a ' corrie.' Sc (Jam.)

[2. ON. hvammr, a grassy slope or vale (Vigfusson).]

WHAM, sb? Sc. Also in form whaum n.Sc. (Jam.)

[hwam.] 1. A blow.
n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. A meikle man . . . Rax'd me alang the chafts

a wham As soon as e'er he saw me, Skinner Poems (1809) 3,

ed. 1859.

2. A crook ; a bend. S. & Ork.1

WHAM, WHAMBLE, see Wheem, Whom, Whemmle.
WHAMIRE, sb. Obs. Yks. A quagmire. Thoresby

Lett. (1703). Cf. wham, sb.
1

WHAMMEL, see Whemmle.
WHAMOTROTS, adj. Der.2 nw.Der.1 [Not known

to our correspondents.] Impatient.

WHAMP, sb. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. War. Also

written wampWm. n.Lan. 1 ne.Lan. 1 [wamp.] 1. A wasp.

n.Cy. Grose (1790). Lakel.2 Cum. 1 Keen as a whamp ; Cum.4

Wm. The all-seeing judge of human actions is not like a whamp,

Hutton Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 494. s.Wm. (J.A.B.), Yks.

(Hall.) w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781) ;
Willan List

Wds. (1811). nXan. 1
, ne.Lan.

1

Hence Wampish, adj. irritable, ' tetchy.' ne.Lan. 1

2. A young child.

ne.Lan.1 War. B'ham Wkly. Post (June 17, 1893) ;
War.13

WHAMPLE, sb. Obs. Sc. 1. A cut ; a chip. Twd.

(Jam.) 2. A blow ; a stroke.

Sc. Let me hae a whample at him wi' mine eatche, Scott Bride

ofLam. (1819) xxv. Twd. (Jam.)

WHAND, WHANE, see Wand, sb}, Whain.
WHANG, sb} Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. Not. Lin. Lei. War. Suf. Also in forms quhang Sc.

(Jam.); weng Yks.; whaing Nhb.1 e.Dur.1
;
wheang

Nhb.1 m.Yks. 1
; wheeang n.Yks.24 ; wheng Ir. n.Yks.3

ne.Yks.1
; whong Lin. ; whyang Dur.1 [wan, worj

;

wen.] 1. A thong ; a long strip of leather ;
a boot- or

shoe-lace, esp. one made of leather ; the lash of a whip.

See Thwang. ,„ , .

.

, t .

Sc (Jam ) • ' Many one tines the half-mark whinger for the

half-penny whang.' Spoken when people lose a considerable

thing, for not being at an inconsiderable exper.ce, Kelly Coll.

ProV (1721) 248. e.Sc. Hobnailed boots laced with whangs

Strain ElmslieS Drag-net (1900) 2 Ayr. His heavy boots had

been hurriedly drawn on, and the leather whangs (laces) were

trailing about his feet, Johnston K.lmalhe (1891) I. 75- Edb.

Wi'a souple leathern whang He gart them fidge and girn,

Fergussok*Poems (1773) i«9. ed -^ Rxb
"
There s nae SenSe

in tyning the half-merk whinger for the half-penny whang,
Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 182. Kcb. Gallovidian (1902) IV. 1 57. N.I.1

Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892). s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). N.Cy.12

Nhb.1 The end of a flail is lashed to the wood with a whang.
Dur.1

, e.Dur. 1
, w.Dur. 1

, Lakel.12 , Cum. 124 Wm. My shoe whang
is broken (B.K.). n.Yks.1234 ne.Yks.1 Usually the tough white
horse-hide leather, used for joining the ends of machine straps, or

for the end of a lash. ' Put a bit o' wheng at t'end on't.' e.Yks.

Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Graikge Nidder-

dale (1863) 227 ; w.Yks.1
, Lan.', n.Lan. 1

, ne.Lin.1
, Not. 1 Liu. As

tough as a burnt whong, Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 733.

Lei.1
, War.3

, Suf. 1

Hence (1) Whangby or Whangsby, sb. anything

extremely tough ; esp. used of a hard, tough kind of

cheese ; also used attrib.
; (2) Whangy, adj. tough, leathery.

(1) Lakel.2 ne.Yks. 1 That cheese is reg'lar wengby. e.Yks.1

w.Yks. Finish off wi' wengby an' cake, Hartley Clock Aim. (1873)

23; w.Yks.35 , ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan.1 (2) Lakel.2 ,

s.Wm. (J.A.B.)

w.Yks. ' Whangy cheese,' very hard cheese made out of old milk

(J.R.). n.Lan. This meat's varra whangy (C.W.D.).

2. Comp. (1) Whang-bit, a leathern bridle; (2) -tie, (a) a

leathern strap used for horse-harness
;

(b) to bind down
with a ' whang-tie.'

( 1) Sc. My daddie left me gear enough, A whang-bit and a snyfle-

bit, Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) II. 143 (Jam.). (2, a) n.Yks. 2
(4)

' Wheeang-tie him tiv his seat,' said of a drunken man, ib.

3. Anything of a long, supple nature ; a rope ; a band.

Edb. When did ye ever hear that a whang or two of hemp
crippled a man for life ? Beatty Secretar (1897) 292. Gall. Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824).

WHANG, v. and sb.2 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Suf. Dor. Som.
Also written quhang Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms wang
m.Lan. 1 nw.Der. 1 Not. Lin. Lei. Suf.1 w.Som. 1

;
weng

w.Yks.5
; whaing, wheang Nhb.1

; wheeang n.Yks.2
;

wheng Ir. Yks. ; wong Suf.1 [wan, waerj, won.]

1. v. To beat, thrash ; to bang ; to throw violently
;
to

fling. Cf. twang, v.
3 2.

Sc. (Jam.), (A.W.) se.Sc. I'venaething said o' Davie, An' how
ye've whangit up his gravie, Donaldson Poems (1809) 216. Ayr.

Gloriously she'll whang her, Burns Ordination (1786) st. 3. Gall.

Crockett Black Douglas (1899) 130. Ant. Grose (1790) MS. add.

(C.) N.Cy. 1
, Lakel 2

, Cum.124 n.Yks.1 ; n.Yks. 2 'Whang his

back.' ' A good wheeang'd hide,' a well-thrashed body. m.Yks.1

w.Yks. He wenged it up t'chimbley, Hartley Clock Aim. (1873)

7; w.Yks.15 , Lan. (F.R.C.), ne.Lan. 1
, m.Lan. 1

, nw.Der.1 Not.

He wanged a stone at me (J.H.B.) ; Not.1 , Lin. 1
, n-Lin.

1
, sw.Lin.

1
,

Lei. 1
, Nhp. 12 , War. 3

, Suf.1 w.Som.1 He catched up a stick, and

my eyes ! how he did wang the burches o' un.

2. To push ; to pull.

Not. 1 Lei. 1 Shay'll whang it along [said of a mare tried in a

four-wheeler]. War. 3

3. To eat voraciously ; to cram or throw food down one's

throat in great morsels scarcely masticated.

Cum. Lowndrin' shives o' cheese an' breed Are down their

gizzrin'swhang'd,STAGGM!'sc.PoeOT5(ed. 1805)132; Cum.4 , n.Yks. 1

4. To cut in large pieces ; to slice ; to chop.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Oot o' this ! or I'll whang the head aff o' ye,

Lawson Sacrifice (1892) 36. Abd. My uncle set the cheese to his

breast, an' whang'd it down, Beattie Parings (1801) 10, ed. 1873.

Edb. Lucky Bringtherout and me whanged away at the cheese

and bread, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) viii. Gall. There is where

the gully slipped and nearly whanged my finger off, Crockett

Anna Mark (1899) xxii. n.Cy. Border Gl. (Coll. L.L.B.) Cum.

Whang'd the leafe, Ritson Pastoral Dial. (ed. 1849) 6.

5. To wrench ; to tear. n.Lin.1
6. sb. A blow, bang,

thump ; a ' drive,' as at golf; a lash with a whip.

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Nhb. Nae fear but they 11

give him his whaings weel, Tyneside Sngstr. (1889) 72; Nhb. 1
,

Cum.14 Wm. He gev him a whang ower*t lug wi' t'helter shank

(B K.). n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks. 2 It came down with a desperate whang.

m.Yks.1
, Lan. (F.R.C.), Lan. 1

, n.Lan. 1
, Not.

1
,
n.Lin.1

, Lei. (Hall.),

Lei.1
, Nhp.1 War. 3 I have heard on golf-links ' It's my whang.'

Dor.'BARNES Poems (1863) Gl. w.Som. 1 He gid-n a wang way
his vice [fist].

_

7. A lump ; a large piece of anything ; a slice ; esp. used

of bread and cheese.

Sc. (Jam.) ; The pile of cakes andwhangs of well-seasoned cheese,

Ford Thistledown (1891) 84. Kcd. Oh, hed ye seen the joints o'
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beef, The waly whangs 0' mutton, Grant Lays (1884) 97. w.Sc. A
whang o' cheese, Carrick Laird ofLogan (1835) 114. s.Sc. Lord,
man, tak a richt whang on your plate at ance, dinna be nibblin at

it that way, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 234. Ayr. Sweet milk cheese
in monie a whang, Burns Holy Fair (1785) st. 7. Dmf. Guid
whangs o' beef, Quinn Heather (1863) 103. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824). N.I.1 Uls. A whang off a cut loaf's niver missed,
Chambers's Jrn. (1856) V. 139. N.Cy. 1

, Nhb.1
, Dur. 1

, Cum.14
n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.2 He swallows his meat in great whangs. e.Yks. 1

Give us a crust o' bread and a whang 0' cheese, m. Yks. 1 w.Yks.
Willan List Wds. (1811). Not. 1 Lin. Thompson Hist. Boston
(1856) 730. n.Lin.1 What a whang 0' baacon thoo's cutten me.
Lei. 1

, War.3

Hence (1) Whanger, sb. anything large of its kind, a
' whopper '

; (2) Whanging,/^/, adj. very large of its kind,
huge, stout, ' whopping.'

(1) Cum. 14 n.Yks. 2 That fish is a whanger. Suf.1 (2) N.Cy.1

n.Yks.1
; n.Yks. 2 ' A whanging lot,' a huge quantity ; n.Yks.4

,

m.Yks.1
, w.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan. 1

WHANG, see Wang, sb.
1

WHANGER, sb. Obs. n.Yks.2 A long, leathern bag-
purse.
WHANK, v. and sb. Sc. n.Cy. Lakel. Yks. Lei. Also

written wank Lei. 1 [wank.] 1. v. To beat, thrash,
whip. Cf. whang, v.

Sc. Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. e.Fif. I wallcit whankin' doon
whatever opposed my progress,—corn thristles, carldoddies,
brume-cowes, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxix. Rxb. Ruickbie
Wayside Cottager (1807) 175.

2. To cut, esp. to cut off large portions.
e.Fif. My faitner had nae patience to lowse the raips frae the

parcel, but sent me up to the board, for the muckle sheers where-
with he whankit them aff, Latto Tarn Bodkin (.1864) v. Twd.
(Jam.)

3. sb. The act of striking ; a stroke ; a violent blow ; a
bang; a knock.

Rxb. Properly with the fist. 'A whank aneth thehaffets' (Jam.).
Lei.1 ' Shay'd use to goo a sooch a wank at the door,' i.e. knock
so hard to get in.

4. A lump ; a large slice.

n.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Yks. Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 395 ;

n.Yks. 2 m.Yks.1 That's a whank big enough.
Hence (1) Whanker, sb. anything exceptionally large.

Rxb. (Jam.), m.Yks. 1
; (2) Whanket, sb. a large piece of

anything. Lakel.2
; (3) Whanking, ppl. adj. exceptionally

large. m.Yks.1

WHANTER, v. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] To flatter. (Hall.)
WHANTLE, v. Cum. To fondle. Gl. (1851) ; Cum. 2

Cf. whain, 2.

WHANY, v. and sb. Chs. 1. v. To throw. Chs.13

? A misprint for ' whang.' 2. sb. A blow.
Chs. 1

; Chs. a ' I'll fetch thee a whany,' I'll hit you.
WHAP, v., sb. and adv. Var. dial, and colloq. uses in

Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer. Also written whapp n.Cy. ; and
in forms vop Lon. ; waap Sc. ; wap Sc. (Jam.) Bnff.1 Ir.

Nhb.1 Dur. 1 w.Dur.1 Cum. Wm. n.Yks.2 e.Yks. 1 m.Yks. 1

w.Yks.124 Lan.1 e.Lan.1 m.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 Der.2 nw.Der. 1

n.Lin.1 Lei. 1 Nhp.1 Shr.2 Glo.2 Hnt. e.An.12 Suf. 1 Som.
Dev.3

; waup Sc. ; whop Sc. N.Cy.1 Nhb. Cum.1 n.Yks.2

e.Yks.1 Lan. I.Ma. Stf. Not.1 Lei. 1 War.3 Brks.1 Mid.
e.An.12 Ess. Ken. Sus. Hmp.1 Dor. Som. Amer. ; whup
N.Cy.1

;
wop m.Yks.1 w.Yks.2 Chs. 1 s.Chs. 1 Not. Lin.1

War.2 Brks.1 Mid. Lon. e.An.2 Ken. Hmp.1 Amer.;
wopp Dev.2 [wap, wop.] 1. v. To strike sharply or
with a swing ; to strike off; to beat with the open hand.

Cai. 1 Ayr. Yer cannon balls, well they wud just wap through
them [spirits] and no do them wan bit 0' hairm, Johnston Glen-
buckie (1889) 99. Lnk. It was his pride, baith air and late, To
wap it [a church bell] at a dreadfu' rate, Watson Poems (1853)
9. Nhb.1 'To wap off,' to strike or cut off by a quick stroke.
n.Yks. 1 A desper't high wind an' all. 'T whapped top 0' t'pike
off by t'easins in a blink. m.Yks. 1 s.Not. The bough whops the
tiles off 'n the roof (J.P.K.). Lin. 1

Hence Wap.fly, sb. an oval piece of leather attached to
a stick, used by butchers for killing flies. n.Lin.1

2. To beat, flog, thrash.
Sc. He set to an' wappit the puir beast (Jam. Suppl.). Cai. 1

,

Bnff.1 s.Sc. A' the wappins she could gie her husband could not

cure him o' his propensity, Wilson Tales (1836) III. 275. n.Cy.

(J.L. 1783), Cum.4 , e.Yks. 1
,
m.Yks.1

, w.Yks.2 Lan. Davies
Races (1856) 239. s.Lan.1 He wap't into him. I.Ma. Lik enough
whopt to't at [by] the scamps, Brown Witch (1889) 75. Chs.1

s.Stf. He meant to whop him for his cheek, Pinnock Blk. Cy.

Ann. (1895). Der. 2
, Not. 1 s.Not. Whop 'im, Dan

;
gie 'im it

(J.P.K.). Lin.1
, Lei. 1

,
Nhp. 1 War.2 She wops me till I'm black

and blue. Shr. 2
, Glo. 2 Brks.1 As zure as e doos ut agin I'll

whop e. w.Mid. (W.P.M.) Lon. They'll wop us with their

belts, Mayhew Lond. Labour (1851) IV. 236, ed. 1862. Hnt.
(T.P.F.), e.An.1 Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893)84. Ken.

'Cos I was f'ightened Mrs. Low'd 'ave me and whop me, Carr
Cottage Flk. (1897) 129. Hmp.1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng.
(1825V Dev.2, Cor. 2 Colloq. Ain't nobody to be whopped for

takin' this here liberty ? Dickens Pickwick (1837) xxxiv. [Amer.
He'd whop the leader, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) 2nd S. xxi.]

3. To thresh with a flail ; to make up straw into bundles.
Kcb. She . . . helpit folk tae thresh their corn, an wappit strae,

Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 322. Cum. We fit up a flail . . . and
hing it on t'wo' on a nail Till wantit for threshin' and wappin',
Dickinson Cumbr. (1876) 253. Wm. He's wappin straws i' t'laithe

(B.K.).

4. To flap.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Whan day is dawen, and cocks hae crawen, And
wappit their wings sae wide, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 95 ;

By this time the cock was wappin' his wings and beginnin' to craw,
Roy Horseman's Wd. (1895) i. Slk. The braid o' the tail o' some
o' them whappin again' ma elbow, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856)
IV. 27. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 331. n.Yks.4

5. To close with violence ; to bang ; to slam.
n.Yks.124

,
m.Yks.1 w.Yks.1 T'wind waps door tull.

Hence Wop-down, v. to sit down heavily and carelessly.
w.Yks. (S.P.U.) 6. To catch or seize quickly; to put
suddenly ; to thrust ; to ' whip.'

Sh.I. Lowrie wappit in his raemik an' stod upo' da eft tilfer,

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 244. s.Sc. Gae fetch a web o' the silken
claith, Another o' the twine, And wap them into our ship's side
And let nae the sea come in, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) I. 303, ed.
1848. Ayr. Od, I wapped them [trouts] out at every throw,
Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 102. N.Cy. 1 He whopt his
foot on't. Nhb. But aw whopt maw foot on his noration, Tyneside
Sngstr. (1889) 7. n.Yks. 1 A person who thrusts his hand quickly
into, say a vessel of hot liquid, would be said to whap his hand
in

; as another might be said to whap his head in at a window,
implying, certainly, that he did it with a degree of suddenness or
impetus. w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Un scopein eawt welly aw th'

butter un th' traikle, alung wi some porritch, he wap't um into
his meawth, Staton B. Shuttle Manch. 79. s.Lan.1 He wap't it up.

Hence (1) Wappers, sb. pi, (2) Wapper-wire, sb. a
woollen-trade term : see below.

(1) w.Yks. The iron rod which directed the threads, when being
wound on to the coppins or bobbins, in the Jenny or mule, after
having been properly drawn and twisted (W.T.) ; Wires which
direct the yarn in building a cop (J.M.). (2) w.Yks. (B.K.)
7. To throw ; to cast ; dash violently ; to pitch.
Sc. (Jam.); He has whapped him right over his head and far

away, Blackw. Mag. (Sept. 1828) 274. Sh.I. She wappid da
blade 0' da auld table knife at da bak o' da fire, Sh. News (Oct. 1,
1898). Bnff.1 Frf. Wap it in the fire, Barrie Tommy (1896) xi!
Per. My yealings by the thrapple grip And down to grun' wi'
vengeance wap, Spence Poems (1898) 158. Cld. (Jam.), Dur. (K.)
w.Yks. Wop it down wit' ta, and let me carry it a bit (S.P U 1 •

w.Yks.1 * ''

'

8. To move or turn quickly ; to jerk ; to pass by swiftly;
to hurry.

n.Cy. (Hall.) n.Yks.2 ' It wapp'd past,' shot rapidly along.
e.Yks. 1 Used in reference to the wind. ' Wind was i sooth a bit
sin, bud it's whap't roond ti west.' w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. 1 He
wapt eawt o' th' dur. He wapt past me like leetnin'. sXan.1

Hoo wap't by me at a bonny rate. Chs.2 When any one goes
away suddenly he is said to have whapped away ; Chs. 3

9. To vanquish in a contest ; to beat, excel, surpass.
Sc. That waps a' your stock (Jam. Suppl.). e.Yks. 1 w.Yks

Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865). Oxf. (G.O.)
10. To cause a disturbance

; to riot ; to quarrel. Cld.
(Jam.) 11. To wrestle.

Sc. Pennecuik Collection (1787) 43. Gall. (J.M.) ; Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).
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12. sb. A sweeping or swinging movement ; a stroke of
an oar.

Sc. He's really a nice young man that preached in the forenoon.

. . But he hasna the waap o' the arm that my son has, Dickson
Auld Min. (ed. 189a) 33. Sh.I. Dey wir, as dey toucht, owerhaalin
wis every wap, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 92. Bch. He shook
the blade, an' wi' a wap Let the heft to the ground, Forbes
Ulysses (1785) 38. Ayr. Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 24.

13. A blow ; a knock ; a smart stroke.
Sc. A wap wi' a corner-stane o' Wolfs Crag wad defy the

doctor! Scott Bride ofLam. (1819) xxv. Cai.1 Frf. The knight

. . . gae the giant mony a wap, Sands Poems (1833) 94. s.Sc. I

hit ane o' the fellows a wap on the face, Wilson Tales (1836) IV.

93. Kcb. Spool an' wheel O'er Poverty cam sic a whap As made
him reel, Davidson Seasons (1789) 65. Nhb.1 Gie him a wap on
the lug. Dur.1

, Cum. 14 Wm. Ah gat a whap under t'lug wi'

somebody's neef (B.K.). n.Yks. 2 e.Yks.1 Ah gav him a whap
ower gob [the mouthj, MS. add. (T.H.) m.Yks.1

, w.Yks.124

Lan. Davies Races (1856) 239. Chs. 2
, Der.2 , nw.Der.1 , Not.1

,

n.Lin.1, Lei.
1
, Nhp.1

, War.23 Shr.2 Fat him a wap. Hnt. (T.P.F.)

w.Mid. He gave him such a whop with that ere stick of hisn

(W.P.M.). Lon. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.) e.An.1 Sof.1 I'll

gi yeow a wap 6' the chops. Ess. Gl. (1851). Sus. Dat ur broom

do kum wud sich a whop, Jackson Southward Ho (1894) I. 339.

Hmp. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.) w.Dor. Roberts Hist. Lyme
Regis (1834). Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). Dev.3

I tell-ee 'e did gie me a mortal gert wap in the back. Cor. 1

2

14. pi. A beating ; a thrashing.
n.Yks.2 ' War waps ! ' beware of blows ! e.Yks.1 Thoo'll get thi

waps when thi fayther cums whom. m.Yks. 1
, Der.

2
,
nw.Der.1

15. A sudden movement ; a jerk.

n.Yks.4 He went by wiv a whap. e.Yks.1

16. Trembling, palpitation. Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and

Danes (1884) 375. n.Lin.1 Cf. quop. 17. A heavy fall

;

a sudden bump.
w.Yks.1 He fell wi sike a whap. s.Chs. 1 It kum daayn sich- u

wop. s.Not. (J.P.K.), Nhp.1
, War.2 , Hnt. (T.P.F.), Ess. (W.W.S.)

18. The sound of a smart blow ; a noise ; a pop.

Frf. Sands Poems (1833) 97. n.Ir. The oul' Deil disappear'd

with a wap an' a thud, Lays and Leg. (1884) 82. n.Yks.2 [Amer.

Out came the cork with a wop, Westcott David Harum (1900)

xxiii.]

19. A disturbance, riot, quarrel, ' row.'

Sc. She'll kick up bonnie waps in Auchtermairnie, Swan Gates

of Eden, ii. Bnfif.1 , Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. It happened ae day that a

neebor woman . . . and Bessie had a terr'ble wap, Service Dr.

Duguid (ed. 1887) 68 ; (F.J.C.) Nhb.1 What a bonny wap y'or

kickin up there. Cum. They dud kick up a whap (J.D.).

20. An encounter in wrestling ; a fall; around; a throw.

Sc. (Jam.) Gall. I'll try ye a wap (J.M.).

21. A glance, glimpse, peep.
Lan. First I geet a wap o'th dog, Waugh Winter Ftre, 26 ;

Lan. 1

,

e.Lan.1
, m.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 Aw just geet a wap on him.

22. An instant. e.Lan.1 23. An appetite.

n.Yks.2 A rare wap.

24. pi. A large amount ;
plenty.

Ayr. Whops o money, whops o' cheek (F.J.C).

25. adv. Violently, with a bump, ' flop '
; also used int.

Bnff.1 Elf. Whap ! there sinks another, Tennant Anster (1812)

5, ed. 1871. Nhp.1 He came down full wap. Shr.2 ,
Hnt. (T.P.F.)

wMid. If you ketches your foot in this eer line you'll go down

wop on the road (W.P.M.). e.An.2 He came down whop
!
or

wap < Ken. It fell down wop (G.B.). Hmp. Down he came wap,

Holloway. [Amer. Throwed him right over the fence whap on

the broad of his back, Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) 1st S. xxiv.]

Hence Wop-all, adv. confusedly, all of a heap.

Brks. 1 She missed her vootin' an' tumbled down wop-all.

[1. De jonge men . . . Wapped vpon be wyket, Cleanness

(c. 1360) 882. 13. For a whapp so he whyned and whesid,

York Plays (c. 1400) 326.]

WHAP, int. w.Yks.2 Also in form whup. [wop.] A
call to a sheep-dog to turn the sheep.

WHAP, see Wap, sb.
1
, v.

1
,
Whaup, sb 1

WHAPPER, sb. In gen. dial, and colloq. use m be.

Irel Eng. and Amer. Also in forms wapper Sc. (Jam.

SupplfLi.1 Rxb. (Jam.) Ir. Nhb 1 Dur.* Yks. mLan.1

s Lan * nw Der.1 Lei.1 Shr.2 Glo. Suf.1
;
whopper Bnff. 1 Ir

Cum" n Yks.- e.Yks.1 w.Yks.2 * I.Ma. Stf Not 1 Le,. 1

War.3 Wor. e.An.1 Hmp.1 Wil. Dor. Colloq. Amer.

;
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75.

whupper Sc. ; wopper Ir. w.Yks.2 Lan.1 Chs.1 Der. War.2

Lon. I.W.1 w.Som.1 [wa-pafr, wo -pa(r.] Anything
exceptionally large or fine of its kind ; esp. used of a great

falsehood. Also used of persons. Cf. swapper.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), Cai. 1

, Bnff. 1 Ayr. What wappers, Jock
thought, might be lured out of those eddies at the bend of the

stream, Johnston Kilmallie (1891) I. 83. Rxb. (Jam.) Wgt. His

appetite was quite a whupper, Fraser Poems (1885) 232. Ir. By
this and that, he's a whopper ! Lover Handy Andy (1842) xi.

an a WOpper, COO. m.Lan.', S.Lan. A.ma. muai uc a. niiujjpti

to hould all, Brown Witch (1889) 39. Chs.123 s.Stf. Call that

a little babby'! I think he's a whopper, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann.

(1895). Der. 2
,
nw.Der. 1

, Not. 1 s.Not. E'ent this apple a whopper ?

(J.P.K.) Lin.1 , Lei. 1
, War.23 , m.Wor. (J.C.), Shr.2 ,

Glo. (A.B.),

e.An.1 Nrf. A man went fishing and caught a whopper, Cozens-

Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 60. Suf. 1 Lon. I've often seed as

many as a hundred rats at once, and they're woppers in the

sewers, I can tell you, Mayhew Land. Labour (1851) II. 154, ed.

1861. Sus.2 Hmp. 1 ' She's a whopper,' spoken of a fat woman.

I.W.1 Wil. Slow Gl. (1892). w.Dor. Roberts Hist. Lyme Regis

(1834). w.Som. 1 Colloq. There's a whopper rising not more

than ten yards below the rail, Hughes T. Brown Oxf. (1861)

xlvii. [Amer. Ain't he a whopper, daddy? Sam Slick Clockmaker

(1836) 2nd S. iv.]

WHAPPET, sb. and v. Der. w.Cy. Dev. Also written

whoppet Der. [wo-pit.] 1. sb. Obs. A blow with the

hollow of the hand.
w.Cy. Grose (1790). Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 463. n.Dev.

Chell gee en a whappet, Extn. Crtshp. (1746) 1. 517.

2. v. To whip.
Der. Ah used to whoppet the childer, but now ah speaks kind

to 'em (F.P.T.).

WHAPPING, ppl. adj. In gen. dial, and colloq. use in

Sc. Eng. and Amer. Also in forms wappan Cai.1
;

wapping Sc. (Jam.) Nhb.1 Dur.1 w.Yks.* nw.Der. 1 Nhp.1

Shr.2 Hnt. ; whappan Wm. ; whaupin, whopin Lnk.

(Jam.) ; whoppen Hmp.; whopping e.Yks.1 w.Yks.2 War.3

Wor. Brks.1 Dor. Som. ; whuppin Lnk. (Jam.) ;
woppen

Dor.1
; wopping Not. Lin.1 War.2 e.An.2 w.Som. 1 Dev.

[wa-pin, wo-pin.] Exceptionally large or fine, huge;

stout, lusty. Cf. swapping.
Sc. (Jam.); A wapping weaver he was, Scott Rob Roy (1817)

xxiii. Cai.1 Ayr. A wapping wame that hung down afore,

Ballads and Sngs. (1846-7) I. 90. Lnk. (Jam.) Nhb. 1 A wappin

tormit Dur.1 Wm. Hooses . . . like girt whappan babby hooses,

Clarke Spec. Dial. (ed. 1865) 13. e.Yks. 1 What a whappin big

plum. w.Yks.2 A whopping falsehood ; w.Yks.4 , Chs.
2

,
nw.Der.1

,

Not. (J.H.B.) Lin. 1 It's a wopping brat. Nhp. 1
,
War.23 Wor.

Killed their hunted hare—a whopping big one, Evesham Jrn.

(Jan. 29, 1898) ;
(E.S.) Shr.2 , Brks.

1
, Hnt. (T.P.F.) e.An.2 ;A

wopping chap— a wopping wench,' is a large, clumsy boy or girl,

s Hmp. He did come in with a whoppen knock or two in the

tussle, Verney L. Lisle (1870) xxv. Dor.1 Don't tell sich woppen

lies. w.Som.1 Catch'd a gurt woppin rat. Dev. Grose (1790)

MS. add. (P.) ; Bowring Lang. (1866) I. pt. v. 36. [Amer. What

a whappin large place that would make, wouldn't it ? Sam Slick

Clockmaker (1836) 1st S. xvii.]

WHAPPLE, see Wapple, sb.
2

WHAP-STRAW, sb. Yks. Chs. Der. Lin. Nhp. War.

Shr Hrf. Also written whop-straw w.Yks.2 Nhp.1 War. 2

Shr Hrf.; wop-straw s.Chs.1 [wo-p-str?.] A country

farm-servant ; a bumpkin, a rustic clown ;
also in comp.

Johnny Whap-straw. See Johnny, 2 (29).

w.Yks.2 , s.Chs. 1
, Der. 2 Lin.1 We christened him Whap-straw.

Nhp. 1
, War. 2 Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).

WHAR, WHAREL, see Wharre, Quarrel, sb*

WHARF, sb. s.Lan.1 [waf.] In phr. to do neither at

the pit nor the wharf, to be of no use under any circum-

stances ' That winno' do noather at th' pit nor th' wharf,' 20.

WHARFA, WHARFSTEEAD, WHARGLE, see

Warfa, Wathstead, Whirgle.

WHARL, WHARL(E, see Quarrel, sb.
2
,
Wharrel,

Whirl.
WHARLER, WHARLING, see Whirler, Whirling.

WHARLOCH, see Warlock, sb.
1
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WHARRE, sb. and adj. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der.
Also written whar w.Yks.2

; and in forms wer s.Chs. 1
;

werr nw.Dev.1
; wher Yks. e.Lan.1

; wherr s.Lan. 1
; whir

Cum.14 w.Yks.2 Der.12 nw.Der.1 [wa(r), w5(r).]

1. sb. The crab-apple, PyrusMalus; the juice of the crab-
apple, esp. in phr. as sour as wharre. Cf. hurr, adj., yar.
w.Yks. 2 If a fruit-pie is short of sugar, the exclamation is often

heard ' It's as sour as whir
!

' When milk has gone sour, someone
will say ' It's as sour as whir !

' s.Lan.J- 4. Chs. Ray (1691) ;

Chs.12 ; Chs.3 Verjuice, extract of crabs, we pronounce ' warjuice.'

s.Chs.1 As bitter as wer. Der.12
, nw.Der.1

Hence Wherry, sb., obs., a liquor made from the pulp
of crab-apples, after the juice had been extracted. e.Yks.
Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). See Crab-wherry, s.v.

Crab, sb.2 2 (10). 2. Old and curdled buttermilk.

Cum.14
, e.Lan.

1
, s.Lan.

1 Cf. quar. 3. adj. Very sour.

Lan. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) s.Lan. 1
, nw.Der.

1

WHARRE, see Wharrow.
WHARREL, sb. and v. Cum. Wm. Yks. Also written

warrell, warril Yks. ; wharrell n.Yks.1
; and in forms

whaarl Wm. ; wharlCum.14
; wharle Wm. [wa'ral.]

1. sb. A stone-quarry. The same word as Quarrel, sb.2

Cum.14 Wm. He went to the quarry, or wharle, as we call it,

Briggs Remains (1825) 190. n.Yks.13

2. A bed of shale containing thin beds of hard sandstone.
w.Yks. Geol. Surv. Vert. Sect. Sheet 43. 3. v.To quarry stone.
Wm. 'Hoo can it be Sunday ses Betty, 'when oor Jonny's

whaarlan steeans?' Spec. Dial. (1877) pt. i. 24. w.Yks. Leeds
Merc. Suppl. (June 7, 1884) 8.

WHARRELSOME, adj. Cum. [wa'rslsam.] A dial,

form of ' quarrelsome.'
Than [he] began teh be varra wharrelsum, Sargisson Joe Scoap

(1881) 20.

WHARRIL, sb. Obs. w.Yks.1 A square pane of
glass. The same word as Quarrel, sb.

1

WHARROW, 5*. Obs. Irel. Yks. Glo. Also in form
wharre Yks. A little instrument fixed on a spindle for
the string of the ' turn ' to run in ; a small pulley on a
spindle. Cf. whirl.

Uls. This spindle differeth much from those preceding, in
respect to the crook above, and of the wharrow impressed upon
the lower part thereof. This sort the spindle-women do use
most commonly to spin withal, not at the torn as the former,
but at a distaff put under their girdle, so as they often spin
therewith going. The round ball at the lower end serveth to the
fast-twisting of the thread, and is called a wharrow, Guillim
Display of Heraldry (ed. 1724) 300, in Uls. Jrn. Arch. (1853-62)
V. 99. Yks. (W.C.S.) Glo. Home Subsecivae (1777) 463.
WHARRY, see Quarry, sb.1

WHART, sb.1 n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Also in form wheart
N.Cy.1 A dial, form of ' quart'

N.Cy.1 Cum. A full measure whart o' Dan Pattinson's yel,
Rayson Poems (1839) 49 ; Cum.1 w.Yks. Meit m' a whart o' ooyl,
Thoresby Lett. (1703).

WHART, sb.2 Obs. n.Cy. An irregularly growing
tussock of grass. Grose Gl. (1790).
WHART, v. Obs. Wm. e.An.1 To tease

; to cross
;

also in comp. Whart-whartle. The same word as Quart,
v. See Whartle.
Wm. Wharting begets quarrels, Hutton Bran New Wark

(1785) 1. 486, note. e.An.1

WHART, see Quart, adj.

WHARTER, sb. Yks. A dial, form of 'quarter.'
Yks. (Hall.)
WHARTER, WHARTERN, see Warday, Quartern.
WHARTLE, v. Obs. Nrf. To cross; to tease. (Hall.)

See Whart, v.

WHARVE, sb. N.I.1 The spool fastened on a spindle
over which the band passes which drives the spindle.
WHARVE, v. Sh.I. To turn hay ; to wreathe sea-

weed, &c.
Hit wharves da waar, Junda Klingrahool (1898) 22

;
Jakoesen

Dial. (1897) 85.

[ON. hverfa, to turn round (Vigfusson).]
WHASK, WHASLE, see Wask, Wheezle.
WHASS, sb. Nhb.1 A mason's pick with two flat

points ; a ' wasp.'

WHAT, pron. and int. Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc.

Irel. Eng. Amer. and Aus. [wat, wot.] I. Dial,

forms: (1) Faade, (2) Fad(e, (3) Fat, (4) Hot, (5) Ott, (6)

Wha, (7) Whaat or Waat, (8) Whad, Whod, or Wod, (9)

Whau, (10) Whit, (11) Whoat, (12) Whor(r), (13) Whut
or Wut. [For further examples see II below.]

(i)Wxf.1 (2) ib. Fade teil thee? [what ails thee], 84. (3)ne.Sc.

The most prominent distinction of the North-eastern dialects is

the use of/for wh ... as in ' fat's wrang,' what's wrong. This

peculiarity is current from the Pentland Firth to the Forth of Tay,

and the dialect is most typically represented in Aberdeenshire

and the district to the nw. toward the Murray Firth, Murray
Dial. (1873) 237. Cai.1 Mry., Nai., Elg., Bnff. Ellis Pronunc.

(1889) V. 763. Abd. Ye little ken fat ye're speakin' o', Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) ii. Kcd. Ellis ib. 756. Frf. That's jist fat

brocht me doon the Glen, Inglis Ain Flk. (1895) n. Ags. (Jam.)

Ir. March is it ? March, then, for fat ? Barrington Sketches

(1827-32) III. xii. Ker. Off he jumps to see fat was the matter,

Bartram Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 74. (4) w.Som.1 Hot be 'bout

then, soce! Dev. 2 n.Dev. And more than zo, there's no direct

to hot tha tellst, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 149. nw.Dev.1 (5) n.Dev.

Cum! danget, Will—ott art about? Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 1.

(6) w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Lan.1 Often used to end a speech in the

sense of ' Eh ?
'

' Dosta want t' feight, wha' ? ' (7) Nhb. Rhys
Fiddler of Carne (1896) 49. Sur. Waat's 'ee naame? Bickley
Sur. Hills (1890) II. vi. (8) Lan. Yer the wod a noise, Donaldson
Larnin' to Sing (1886) 8. e.Lan.1 , Shr. 1 (9) s.Lan.1 (10) Per.

It's no sae muckle whit he says, as a way he has o' lookin' at ye,

Aitken Enochdhu (1901) 25. s.Sc. He never fashes his thoom
aboot whit dogs I hae or whit they dae, Abd. Wily. Free Press
(Dec. 8, igoo). (11) Cor. Whoat's tha' fussing, Mr. Greacey!
long wetha Cheel Vean? Trenhaile Dolly Pentreath, 43. (12)
w.Yks. Wor iz it? Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 88. Lan.1

,

e.Lan.1
, in. Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1 Chs.1 When used by itself as a query.
In combination with other words 'what' would be used. (13)
Kcb. Ye'll be wunnerin whut cam o' his sisters, Trotter Gall.

Gossip (1901) 38. Wgt. Whut is't ye mean, auntie? Saxon
Gall. Gossip (1878) 9. Lei.1 Sur. A lot o' locusses, thet's wut
they be, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 217. [Amer. Whut
holt hez he got over ye ? Cent. Mag. (Feb. 1903) 590.]

II. Dial. uses. 1. inter, and indef. pron. In phr. (1) all

manner of what, all kinds of things
; (2) as what, whatever

;

(3) but what, but that ; otherwise than ; see But, conj. 7
(10) ; (4) it's what, in fine ; in short

; (5) pork and what
farmer, a poor, peddling farmer

; (6) what ails you at— ?
what dislike or objection have you to — ? see Ail, v. 3

;

(7) — all, what not ; all the rest
; (8) — a man ? who ? (9)— clock? what o'clock? (10) — do they call you? what is

your name ? see Call, v.
1 in. 1 ; (11) — do you call him ?

a name for an uncanny, supernatural being ; (12) —• do
you call me that? what have you there ? (13) — do you tell

of? an exclamation of surprise, 'you don't say so' ; see
Tell, II. 1 (1) ; (14) — for, {a) why, wherefore

;
(b)

punishment, bodily chastisement
; gen. used in threats

;

in gen. colloq. use
; (15) —for no ? why not ? see For, 1

(34); (16) —kin? or kinna? what kind of? see Kind, si.
1

3 (") ; (17) — like? what sort of? see Like, adj. 12 (6)

;

(18) — mud be done, in spite of all precaution or endeavour;
(19)— not, etceteras; (20) —now ? (a) what's the matter ?
used also as an exclamation of wonder

; (b) what is the
hurry ? (21) — o'clock is it? a name for the dandelion,
Leonlodon Taraxacum

; (22) — on ? what did you say ?

(23) — one could, to the uttermost of one's power
; (24)— part of the play is one going to act? which part of the

business is one going to undertake? (25) what's aloft?
what's the matter? ' what's up ?

' (26) — at one, what's the
matter with one; (27) what sec, see (17) ; (28) what's that
you? that is never you? (29) — the matter? what is the
reason ? why ? (30) - to do ? see (20, b)

; (31) _ what, see
below

; (32) —your sweetheart ? a name for the rye-grass
Lolium -perenne

; (33) what the name in, or of, patience > an
exclamation of impatience

; (34) — the plague/ ' what in
the world !

' see Plague, 1 ; (35) — tracks, let it be gaun,
what matter

; (36) — way, (a) see (14, a)
; (b) how , (c) a

name for a guide-post
; (37) —ye call, worth mentioning •

(38) —you ? see below. & '

(1) Suf. Folks cum to her for to be cured o' all mander o' what
Fison Merry Suf. (1899) 63. (2) w.Yks. Decide 'at yo'll be happy
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as what happens, Hartley Clock Aim. (1888) 4. (3) Sc. Let
them never let on to my father and mother, But what I'm coming
hame, Sharpe Ballad Bk. (1823) 22, ed. 1868. Edb. He wadna
believe but what ye had been trokin' wi' Morton or Murray,
Beatty Secretar (1897) 25. Nhb. Aa winna say but what the
gun made a mistake whiles, Pease Mark 0' the Deil (1894) 37.
w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. There was no knowing but what he met get
as thick wi' th' lass that gate as ony other, Longman's Mag. (Aug.
l895) 392 - s.Not. I'll never believe but what she drored him on,
Prior Rente (1895) 33. (4) Wmh. It's what you'll have to go
(R.W.M.). (5) Suf. (M.B.-E.) (6) Sc. (A.W.) N.I. 1 What ails
you at that man ? What ails you at your stirabout ? (7) w.Yks.
Some reckon Tib helps him wi' his black magic, an' his turning
stones to gold, an' what all, Sutcliffe Barbara Cunliffe (1901) 9.

(8) Dor. ' What a man can it be ?
' said the shepherd, Hardy Wessex

Tales (1888) I. 35. (9) w.Yks. What clock is it, Crumwell?
Saunterer's Satchel (1877) 25. (10) N.I. 1

, n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.)
(11) Nhb. He's nae man. . . He's a whaat-d'-ye-call him, the same
as the cauld lad o' Bilton, Rhys Fiddler of Carne (1896) 49. (12)
se.Wor.1

(13) w.Som.1 Very common. (14, a) Sc. (Jam.) e.Sc.
What for shouldna I tak' the example ? Strain Elmslie's Drag-net
(1900) 170. Cai.1 Abd. What for wull fowk no tak' a tellin' ?

Macdonald Lossie (1877) vi. Frf. But what for should we do
that ? Barrie Tommy (1896) ii. s.Sc. What for did ye do that ?

Buchan Lost Lady (1899) 62. Nhb.1
, e.Dur. 1

, Lakel.2 Cum.
What for? my lady's reason is— ' Thoo feul ! because I'll nut!'
Burn Ballads (ed. 1877) 125. Wm. What for did thoo hit oor
lad! (B.K.) n.Yks.14 What for didst 'ee dee that? ne.Yks. 1

e.Yks. 1
. What for disn't tha gan yam ? w.Yks.13, ne.Lan.1 I.Ma.

What for are you crying, at all ? Caine Manxman (1894) pt. iv.

xvi. s.Stf. 'You're as mean as you're high,' says you. 'What
for ?

' says he, Murray Aunt Rachel (ed. 1889) 107. nw.Der. 1
,

Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1 What-for hev you cum'd to dinner-table. s.Oxf.

Well, wot for did you go to let 'im? You might ha' knowed
better! Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 30. w.Som.1 Dev. What for
be you offerin' gawlden sovereigns so free ? Phillpotts Sons
of Morning (1900) 17. (6) Sc. (A.W.) Nhb. His rabbits wes
elwis poppin' oot through the fence an' on ti my side i' the
boundary, when they got what for, Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894)
37. w.Yks. He's geen me what for (J.R.). Lan. If ever I

meet either on 'em by hissell, I'll give him what for, that I will,

Westall Old Factory (1885) vi. s.Chs.1 Ahy)l gy'i)dhi wot fuur,

iv ahy)kn gy'et uwt ii dhi. Midi. Northall Gl. (1896). Not.1

se.Lin. I'll gie ye what-for (J.T.B.). War.2 Wait till I get anigh
yer, I'll gie yer what for. w.Wor.1

I'll gie yfl w'at-far ! s.Wor. 1

If I lights uv that young limb, I'll let 'im know wot for. Shr.1

That tuth gid me whad for. Hrf.2 If ever thee dost that again,

depend upon't I'll give thee what for. Brks. A dacent 'ooman
likes a man as 'ull give her what-for now an' agen, Hayden
Thatched Colt. (1902) 34. Nrf. I'll give him what for (E.M.). Suf.

When you do come I'll give you what for (M.E.R.). Dor. I'd

gi un what vor wi' they earms o' mine, C. Hare Vill. Street (i8g$)

36. w.Som. 1 I'll let thee know hot vor nif dis-n muv along. Dev.
I'll be dalled ef I dawn't gie thee what vur than ! Hewett Peas.

Sp. (1892) 73. Cor. We'll give 'en what-for, ' Q.' Three Ships (ed.

1892) 125. (15) Sc. (Jam., s.v. Quhat). ne.Sc.Ay, sure. What
for no ? Gordon Northward Ho (1894) 57. Ags. I ken a'm lazy,

an' what for no ? Reid Howetoon, 125. w.Sc. What for no ?

That's nane o' oor bizziness, Macdonald Disp. Settlement (1869)

184, ed. 1877. Ayr. You shou'd remember To cut it an", an'

whatfor no Your dearest member? Burns Ans. to Poet. Ep. st. 9.

Kcb. Muir Muncraig (1900) 53. n.Ir. Lyttle Paddy McQuillan,

20. Nhb. Jones A%6. (1871) 148. n.Yks.1 ' Are ye gannan then ?

'

' Aye. What for not ?
' ne.Yks.1 (16) Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks.2 (17)

Sc. (A.W.) Nhb.1 What-likehat had he on? (18) n.Yks.4 Ah
shuv'd wi' my back, an' Billy thrust his hardest wiv a powl, but

doon it cam, what mud be deean. (19) Lnk. Awa went John in

a very good humour wi' his braw new waistcoat, an' what-not,

Roy Generalship (ed. 1895) 9. (20, a) Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks. (I.W.)

n.Lin. 1 I wondered what noo. (b) n.Yks. (I.W.) (21) Sc. Garden

Wk. (1896) No. cxiii. 100. (22) n.Yks. (I.W.), n.Yks.2, m.Yks.1

(23) n.Yks.1 Ah ran what Ah could. Ah weighed what Ah could.

(24) se.Wor.1 (25) n.Yks.12 (26) I.Ma. Bless me! what's at

ye ? Brown Doctor (1887) 100 ; He knew what was at me better

than mawther, ib. Yams (1881) 71, ed. 1889. (27) Cum. 3 Thoo
kens what sec a heam I've gitten. (28) Nrf. They luked at me,

and they says, * Why, Molly, what's that yow ? What on earth are

yow arter here, Molly?' Spilling Molly Miggs (1873) 55, ed. 1902.

(29) Cum.14 (30) Shr. The girl, seeing no occasion for haste,

replied ' What's ta dew ?
' White Wrekin (i860) iii. (31) Not.1

Lei. 1 To let a person ' know what's what ' is to teach him manners,

generally forcibly. War.2 I'll let you know what's what. Brks. 1

To teach a person what's what is to rebuke him sternly for mis-
conduct. (32) Sus. [So called] from its use in rustic divination
(B. & H.). (33) w.Yks.2 , Not.1 , Lei.1 (34) Nrf. Wot the plague
d'yow ail, bor? Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 40. (35) Sh.I.
(Coll. L.L.B.) (36, a) Sc. I could dae that, but there's nae reason
what way we should dae onything on the sly, faither, Swan Gates
ofEden (1895) iii. Frf. Od, fat way disna she pit on claes that folk
can ken her? Inglis Ain Flk. (1895) 24. Lnk. Od man, Jamie,
what way did ye never speak like that before ? Fraser Whaups
(1895) x. (b) Sc. What way did it happen ? Mitchell Scotticisms

(1799) 95. Slk. What way cou'd we leeve without them ? Hogg
Poems (ed. 1865) 92. (c) Hrt. (Hall.) (37) Suf. That's raining
what yer call (M.E.R.). (38) Suf.1 A lad or man being inter-

rogated in a familiar . . . vein, 'Ah—what, Jack?'—will quickly
reply—'Whatyeow?' as much as to say 'Ah— hah—that's yow
is it ?

'

2. indef. pron. All ; also used advb.
Sh.I. Noo, lasses, poo what ye can, Sh. News (Nov. 3, 1900).

e.Fif. Tibbie was trippin' awa, doon the Kirk Loan, what she cud
bicker, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864). Twd. Buchan Burnet (iBg8)

29. n.Yks. That was about what (I.W.). w.Yks. ' Do yo' think
yo'll want owght else ?

'
' Nay, Ah think that'll be abaht what,'

or 'Ah think that's what,' or 'Ah think that'll be what,' Leeds
Merc. Suppl. (Feb. 3, 1900). Not.12 n.Lin.1 If she knaws Queen
Victory's sittin' upo' th' throan o' Englan' at this present time it's

what.
3. Used redundantly after ' like.'

Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks., Midi. (J.W.) War. 2 She's like what he is,

Introd. 15. Lei.1 Theer warn't a man in Bos'oth as could sweer
loike what that man could, 26.

4. Used as a rel. pron., referring both to persons and
things ; in gen. colloq. use.

Cai.1 Per. I'm but a bederal, sir, but week out an' week in, it's

Iiker twenty shillin's, what I can mak atween that an' my tred,

Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 250, ed. 1887. Wm. Is that t'hat

what thoo was wed in? (B.K.) n.Yks. I've got a poor son what's
a cripple, Simpson Jeanie o' Biggersdale (1893) 35. w.Yks. They
wot backt him in his scheme, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann.
(1852) 5. s.Lan. 1

, s.Chs.1 70. Der. It's all dukes what writes in

them, Ouida Puck (1870) ii. n.Lin.1 (s.v. As how). Shr.1

Introd. 50. Brks. A good chile, what teks her sleep an' vittles

reg'lar, Hayden Thatched Cott. (1902) 45. Nrf. I'd lost the totty

little screw what held it in, Emerson Marsh Leaves (1898) 125.

Suf. The brave queen what fought along o' them Romans, Fison
Merry Suf. (1899) 30. Ess. 1 Ken. A great, fine, strappin' feller

for a 'usbin' what knows 'is own mind, Carr Cottage Flk. (1897)
31. Sur. Like the badgers what hides in yonder hills, Cornh.
Mag. (Nov. 1888) 530. Sus. Something what somebody imagines,
Egerton Flk. and Ways (1884) 108. Wil. You're no'then no
more to me than the greatest stranger what I never knew,
Tennant Vill. Notes (1900) 12. Dor. I've got a bank-book what is

worth lookin' at ! Francis North, South, &c. (1902) 124. w.Som.
Elworthy Gram. (1877) 42. Dev. I got a letter what she wrote
on her dying bed, Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 42. Cor.3 [Amer.
There's no man what gits bigger congregashuns nor what I gits,

Cent. Mag. (Apr. 1882) 887. Aus. For things what he done
outside, Longman's Mag. (Aug. 1901) 311.]

5. int. A meaningless expletive
;

gen. used at the
beginning of a sentence.
Cum. 1 'What, Jemmy, how is ta?' 'What, I's gaily, how's

thou; an' what how's o' at heamm?' 'What, we're o' middlin',

aa think ' ; Cum.4 Wm. An' what me an Dib's mudder Ev olaz

worked fairly tagidder i' t'cheeans, Spec. Dial. (1880) pt. ii. 31.

w.Yks. (J.W.) e.An.2 This is the shibboleth by which a cockney
tradesman detects a Norfolk or Suffolk customer. ' What, have
you got any good so and so ?

' ' What, are you going to the fair ?

'

WHAT CHEER ! phr. Dur. Yks. Suf. Also in form
watchee Suf. A form of salutation.

e.Dur.1 Commonest greeting of man to man, answered back in

the same words. e.Yks.1 ' What cheer, awd boy ?
' to an ordinary

acquaintance. ' What cheer, my hearty ?
' to an intimate friend.

m.Yks.1 Good morning; what cheer! what cheer! w.Yks.
Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865). Suf. Watchee Bob ! e.An. Dy. Times
(1892).

WHATE, see Watty, sb.

WHATE, sb. Cum.1 A forest clearing
; gen. used in

place-names. (s.v. Thwaite.) The same word as
Thwait(e, q.v.

WHATE, see Wheetie, int., White, v.
1

3 L2
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WHATEEN, sb. Obs. Wxf.1 Also written whauteen.

Sneezing.
WHATEVER* adv. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also written wotever Oxf. ; and in forms what-
effer Sc. ; -iver Yks. ; -ivver n.Lan. ; wotiver Brks.
1. On any account ; under any circumstances.
Sc. It sets me ill to be complaining whatever, and me but new

out of yon deil's haystack, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xii. Gall.
Crockett Dark o' Moon (1902) 37. Kcb. He held that a beast was
a beast and a man was a man, and that a beast's illness couldna be
a man's illness, whatever, Mum Muncraig (1900) 144. w.Yks.
(J.W.) n.Lan. I cuddent leave t'pleass whativver wi'out seein'
her, R. Piketah Forness Flk. (1870) 15. Chs.3 'You're not a
dacent woman, Mrs. Jones, and everybody in the entry knows
it.' 'Do they? Well, I'm just as good as you, whatever,
Mrs. Smith !

' s.Wal. She's got a tidy pair of ankles, whatever
;

let's see what her face is like, Raine Garl/towen (1900) 93. s.Wor.
I wouldn't do it whatever (H.K.). Glo. 2 He would not help
himself—whatever, 19. s.Oxf. I said as you oodn't part with it

not wotever, Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 58. Brks. I 'udn't ha'
aggreevated 'un not fur wotiver, Hayden Round our Vill. (1901)
33. Wil. I towld John as I 'ouldn't spend that shilling, not
whatever! (C.V.G.) Dev. They tathe I've a-got lef be achey
ones, an' I wfldd'n displase 'em whatever, Ford Larramys (1897)
137. Cor. Oh, I couldn', miss, not whatever! Quiller-Couch
Spanish Maid (1898) 157.
2. For certain ; for sure.
Sc. And iss he not bonnie whatever? Steel Rowans (1895) 85.

e.Sc. Keep your thumb on it, lass, or my trade's spoiled in this
land whatever, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 249. Ir. Ah, it's

not too bad whatever, Barlow Lisconnel (1895) 21.

WHATISH,a<#. n.Yks.2
[wo'tij.] Of doubtful quality;

questionable. ' A what-ish lot.'

WHATN, WHATNA, see Whatten.
WHATNOSED, ppl. adj. w.Cy. Dev. Also written

•nozed Dev. [wo't-noa'zd.] Having a red nose; lit.

hot-nosed.
w.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Dev. Exm. Scold. (1746) Gl. ; Common

(F.T.E.).

WHATRICK, sb. Sc. [hwalrik.l A weasel. Ayr.
(F.J.C.)

y

WHATSOMEVER, adj., adv. and pron. In gen. dial,
use in Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer. Also written whatsunv
ever Dmf. N.I. 1

; whotsomever e.Lan. 1
; and in forms

fatsomever Abd. ; whatsimiver Dev. ; -somdever N.Cy.1

Hrf. 1 w.Som. 1
; -somdiver Dmf. ; -some'er Ayr. Ir.

;

-someiver Yks. ; -somer Per. ; -somere Glo. ; -somiver
Ir. Cum. Nhp.1 Som. ; -somivver Dur.1 n.Yks.1 ne.Yks. 1

w.Yks.1
; -so-somever Ir. ; -sumdever Sh.I.; -zimiver

Dev. [wat-, wo-tssmev(r.] 1. adj., adv. and pron.
Whatever ; whatsoever ; whosoever.

Sc. All her lands, heritages, goods, gear whatsomever, Thomson
Cloud of Witnesses (1714) 132, ed. 1871. Abd. Ony farder steps
fatsomever, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) vii. Per. To keep
good neighbourhood with others in all things whatsomer, Edb.
Antiq. Mag. (1848) 54. e.Fif. Under what parteek'lar name is a
matter o' nae moment whatsomever, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) i.

Ayr. Ainslie Land of Bums (ed. 1892) 186. Dmf. It's no possible
for us human beings tae gang on leevin' on ony ither terms
whatsomdiver ! Paton Casilebraes (1898) 135. Ir. If any one had
told me the two of them were brothers I wouldn't have wondered
an atom, and they nothin to say to one another whatsome'er,
Barlow Kerrigan (1894) 128. N.I. 1

, N.Cy.1
,
Dur.i, Cum. (E.W.P.),

n.Yks. 12
, ne.Yks. 1 w.Yks. He wo'd come, whatsomeiver Ah

said agean it, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Feb. 10, 1900); w.Yks. 123
,

ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 s.Chs. 1 A stronger form than whatever,
72. n.Lin.', Nhp.1

, War.3, Hrf.1 Glo. Grose (1790) MS. add.
(M.) Suf. No trouble, . . none whatsomever, Fison Merry Stif.

(1899) 38. w.Som. 1 There, nif I was a umman, I wid'n 'ave sich
a fuller's he, no not for no money hotsomedever. Dev. Whatzimiver
thee widst meyn shad dii tii yii, du yii unto they, Hewett Peas.
Sp. (1892). [Amer. Mr. Feefeeky, or whatsomever his name is,

Johnston Middle Georgia (1897) 17.]
2. pron. Anything of consequence.
Sh.I. It aint whatsumdever to me, Burgess Sh. Flk. (1902) 86.
[But what-som-ever wo they fele, They wol not pleyne,

Chaucer R. Rose, 5041.]

, IT
WIJATTEN, adj. and pron. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum.

Wm. Yks. Lan. Der. Lin. Ken. Sur. Also written whatan

Nhb.; whaten Sc. (Jam.) e.Dur. 1 w.Yks.3 ; whattan
n.Lin.'; what'un Sur.; and in forms fatna Cai.1 Frf.

;

fatten, fatter, fattera Cai. 1
; whatena Sc. (Jam.) ; whatn

Ir. Nhb. e.Dur. 1 Lakel.2 Cum.14 Wm. s.Lan.1 Der.2 Ken.

;

whatna Sc. (Jam.) Dur. 1 Wm. n.Yks.2 Der. ; whatno
n.Yks.2

; whitna Lnk. ; whuten Kcb. [wa'tan, wo'tan.]
1. adj. What kind of; what. Cf. suchan.
Sc. (Jam.); Whaten a gate's that to ride? Scott Antiquary

(1816) xv. Cai. 1 Fatten or Fatter (//.), Fattera {sing.). Frf.

Fatna man wis yon ye wis speakin' till ? (W.A.C.) Per. Haliburton
Ochil Idylls (1891) 48. w.Sc. Whatna book do ye want ? Whatena
ane said sae ? (Jam.) s.Sc. O Jean, whatna time wi' thy sloth

thou are wasting, Allan Poems (1887) 13. Ayr. Whatna day o'

whatna style, Burns There was a Lad, st. 1. Rxb. And whaten
business hae ye wi' Braidlie? Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 66.

Wgt. Whatna noise was that ye were makin' ? Saxon Gall. Gossip
/ T QnQ\ .Or. TT1„ T. U„l„~ .. ' ...U_i' _ I I — t_

.uut wajL _yc wiiAL an a Liidiitc ueiej, ixirsoNiv. uart. ^1010; , mnD.-
Whatten claes he' ye putten on thi day ? Whatten-a wark he's
myekin

! e.Dur.1
, Cum.14 Wm. Whatn o' pleeace is yon?

(B.K.) n.Yks.1 ; n.Yks.2 Whatna boat is't? n.Yks.4 Whatten a
tahm o' daay is't? w.Yks.3 What'en a fooil he is! Lan. Eh,
dear !—but whatten a job, Mr.Quentin !—whatten a job! Antrobus
Wildersmoor (1901) 14. Der. Gilchrist Nat. Milton (1902) 3.
n.Lin. 1 Whattan a sterm we hed last neet. Ken. 1 Then you can see
what'n a bug he be ?

2. pron. What.
Lakel.2 Whatn does thoo whistle i' t'hoose for? n-Yks.1

Whatten saidst 'ee ? w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Whatten you want
it for? Gaskell M. Barton (1848) vi. s.Lan. 1 What'n yo ha' t'

siip? Aw know no' what'n they'n do. Der.2 What'n ye want'n?
Lin.1 Whatten do yah seh ? Sur. I say nothin' agin it, but if 'ee
don't, why what'un ? Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) III. xvii.

WHATTIE, WHATTLE, see Watty, sb., Wattle, sb.1

WHAUBERT, see Wheebert, sb.

WHAUGH, int. Sc. Yks. An exclamation, gen. of
surprise or disapproval.

Cai.1 n.Yks. Whaugh, mother, how she rowts ! Ise varra arfe,
Shee'l put, and rive my good Prunella scarfe, Meriton Praise Ale
(1684)1.11.

WHATJK,WHAUL, see Whack, v.1, Whawkie. Wawl.
WHAUM, WHAUMLE, see Wham, sb.12, Whemmle.
WHAUP, sb.

1 and v.
1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lin.

Also written whawp Sc. ; and in forms faap, faup Cai.1
;quhaup Sc._(Jam.)_; whaap Sc. (Jam.) Nhb.1

; whap Sc.
(Jam.) [hwap; fap.] 1. sb. The curlew, Numenius
arquala.

Sc. (Jam.); The lapwing and curlew, which my companions
denominated the peasweep and whaup, Scott Rob Roy (1817)
xxvii. Sh.I. The curlew (whaup) . . . might surely have been
scheduled . . . [for] protection, Sh. News (Jan. 14, 1899). Or.I
Wallace Desc. Ork. (1693) 19, ed. 1883. Cai. 1 Ayr. Service
Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 245. Lnk. Hunt for whaup's or peesweep's
eggs, Fraser Whaups (1895) vii. N.I. 1

, N.Cy.1
, Nhb. 1

, Cum. (J.Ar.)
Cum.-^m.Yks.1 Lin.STREATFEiLDiOT.aKrfDa«cS (i884)375. n Lin i

Hence (1) Auld-waup-neb, sb. a name for the devil'-

>
2 Lang-nebbed-whaup, (3) Sea-whaup, sb. the curlew;
(4) Whaup-neb, sb. the beak of a curlew

; (5) Whaupie-
mouthed, ppl. adj. having a mouth like a curlew •

(6)Whaup-nebbed, ppl. adj. long-nosed
; (7) -neckit, ppl. ad,.

ot a bottle : having a long neck.
(1) n.Sc. These Indians wad devour the auld whaap-neb himsel'

gin he were weel cooked, PenroseJrn. (1815) III. ga-4 (Jam ^) (z\
Nhb. 1

(3) Ayr. Ainslie Land of Burns (el 1892) iVi (?) £(Jam.) (5) Abd. Yon whaupie-mu'd fleip that took to his heelsWallace Bards (1887) 401 (6) Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1
, Rxb. (Jam.)Dmf. The wee whaup-nebbit laddie has the mair gumption of thetwo, Hamilton The Mawkin (1898) !69 . Wgt. Davie Blain's

whaup-nebbit dochters, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 287 tn\ e FifMy mither . . . brocht furth the lang whaup-neckit bottle an' gi'edhim a stirrup dram, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xvi.
2. Phr. a whaup in the nest, something wrong ;

' a thorn
in the side.'

Ayr. Now a rumour's like to rise, A whaup's i' the nest, Burns
lo J. Rankme, st. 2; The bookseller in the end, however
proved a whawp in our nest; for he was in league with some of
the English reformers, Galt Ann. Parish (1821) xxxi.
3. v. To cry as a curlew.
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Cum.4 A chicken whaups when it has lost its mother. ' If

curleys whaup when t'day is duin We'll hev a clash an' varra suin,'

Saying.

4. To make a disagreeable noise ; to whistle ; to whine

;

also in comb. Whaap-whaup.
s.Sc. Dinna be whaupin' there on that auld flute, Wilson Tales

(1836) II. 167. Nhb. 1
' Tom's not far off, aa can hear him

whaapin.' 'What's thoo whaap-whaupin aboot?' (Addressed
to a child, or anyone making a tiresome or monotonous complaint.)

WHAUP, sb.2 and v.
2 Sc. Also written whawp ; and

in forms faup Cai. 1 Bnff.1 Abd.
;
quhaup (Jam.), [hwap

;

fap.] 1. sb. A pod in its earliest state ; a capsule ; a

pod after it has been shelled. Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1
, Abd.,

Kcd. (Jam.) 2. A term of contempt for a disagreeable

person ; an indolent lout ; a scoundrel.
Cai.1 , Bnff.

1 Abd. Dang 'im, the muckle faup. I kenna fat Mary
sees aboot 'im, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Sept. 15, 1900). Kcd.

(Jam.) Frf. Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 34. Edb. Carlop Green

(1793) 125, ed. 1817. Bwk. Why the Lammermoor people are

designated whaups I cannot determine, Henderson Pop. Rhymes

(1856) 30.

3. v. To form into pods.
n.Sc. Peas are said to whaup or be whauped, when they assume

the form of pods (Jam.). Bnff. 1

4. To shell peas. ib.

WHAUP, sb? Sc. n.Cy. Also in forms quhaup,

whaap Sc. (Jam.) [hwap.J In phr. (1) a whaup_ in the

rope, something wrong ; a piece of fraudulent trickery
;

(2) to put a whaup in a person's rope, ' to put a spoke in his

wheel.'

(1) Sc. (Jam.) ; John Semple . . . saw the whaup in the rape,

Scott Midlothian (1818) xv. Kcd. The inhabitants of . . . Mearns

ascribe the origin of the proverb to a circumstance respecting the

fowl that bears this name. . . It is customary to suspend a man by

a rope . . . from a rock ... for the purpose of catching . . . sea-

fowls. . . On one occasion, he, who was suspended in this manner,

called out to one of his fellows who were holding the rope above ;

' There's a faut [fault] in the raip.' It being supposed that he

said, 'There's a whaup in the raip,' one of those above cried,

' Grup till her, man, she's better than twa gow-maus.' In con-

sequence of this mistake ... no exertion was made to pull up the

rope, and the poor man fell to the bottom, and was dashed to

pieces (Jam.). Ayr. From the features and whole countenance of

the case, there was, undoubtedly, some most confounded ' whaup
Gall. Mac-
2) Frf. I'm

1, Lowson

Guidfollow (1890) 34.

WHAUP, sb.* Sc. Dur. Cum. Astir; an outcry; a fuss.

Cai. See, aunt, if you don't make a whaup aboot it, we'll not be

rash, M°Lennan P«as. Life (1871) I. 311; Mrs. Masson made no

whaup about the matter, ib. 312. Dur. The busybodies wouM
make a clatter, and Tony might reappear and kick up ' whaups,

Guthrie Kitty Pagan (1900) 73. Cum.4 To ' kick up a whaup.'

WHAURIE, sb. Obs. Ags. (Jam.) A mischievous

child.

WHAUT, WHAUTEEN, see Walt, Whateen.
WHAUVE, v. and sb. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Wor.

Shr. Hrf. Also written wauve Chs. 1 s.Chs.1 w.Wor.1

Shr.1 Hrf. 1
; wawve Lan.; and in forms whave n.Cy.

Chs.123 Stf.
1

; whoave s.Lan.1 Chs.123 ; woave s.Lan. 1

[wpv.] 1- v. To cover over ; to turn upside down for

the purpose of covering ; also used with over. Cf. hulve,

n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks.1 Lan. Davies Races (1856) 276. sXan. 1

' He whoav't his whisket o'er it.' Said of a man who covers-up

a hedgehog to prevent its escape. Chs. ' We will not kill but

whoave.' Spoken of a pig or fowl that they have overwhelmed

with some vessel in readiness to kill, Ray (1691) ; Chs.1 Whoave

th' hauf mizzer o'er it ; Chs.23 s.Chs. 1 Piit)th tai-tuz i)th beylur,

iin wau'v it oaT wi)th lid. w.Wor.1 Thee'd best wauve over that

rick wi' a tarpaulin 1 thahr'll be tempest to-night. Shr.1 Said of

hollow things chiefly, such as earthenware vessels, baskets, or

tubs * Wauve a wisket o'er that 'en, if theer's never-a coop—

'er'li draggle them little chickens to djeth' ; Shr.2 Whauve a boul

dish o'er it. Hrf.1
.

.

2. To hang over ; to lean to one side ; to topple over.

Cf' swauve ; see Whauver. .

n.Cy. (Hall.) s.Lan. 1 ' It whoav't o'er into th' doitch, said of

an over-turned cart. ' It's bin whoavin' for mony a year,' said of

a church-steeple that leaned over dangerously. Chs. 1
' It's

wauved o'er into th' deitch.' When the fine old tower of St.

John's Church, Chester, fell in the spring of 1881, a man at

Delamere, speaking of the circumstance, said ' it were wauvin
many a 'ear sin ' ; Chs.23 s.Chs. 1 Dhaaf wau- wau-vz oa -

r u jel.

A load which is badly put on will wauve o'er. w.Wor. 1 Shr. 2 It

whauves to'arts us.

3. To put on one side.

s.Lan. Just wawve that flag o' one side abit, Bamford Dial.

(1854)-

4. To turn pottery when drying.

Stf. When the potter has wrought the clay into hollow or flat

ware, they are set abroad to dry in fair weather but by the fire in

foul, turning them as they see occasion, which they call whaving

(K.); Stf.1

5. sb. The covering of green sod, usually raised or

arched, put over a grave.
j j .

Shr. 1 Aye, 'e's left us, an' we'n put the wauve n' turf o'er 'im,

poor owd mon.

6. The angle at which spokes are fixed in the nave of

a wheel.
s.Chs.1 A wheel is said to have much or little wauve according

as its circumference stands out much or little beyond the centre.

WHAUVER, v. Shr.2 To hang over. See Whauve, 2.

The trees whauver o'er the road soa (s.v. Whauve).

WHAVE, see Whauve.
WHAVER, s&. Yks. Chs. [we-va(r).] A quoit-playmg

term : see below.
w.Yks.2 When the quoit falls upon the peg and is, as it were,

impaled upon it, it is called a whaver. Chs. ' He shed Riners with

a whaver,' i.e. he flung at the jack and bowl that lay together, and

divided them most admirably well (said of a good bowler) (K.) ;

Chs. 1 A whaver is when it [the quoit] rests upon the peg, and

hangs over, and consequently wins the cast. ' To shed riners

with a whaver ' is a proverbial expression from Ray, and means to

surpass anything skilful or adroit by something still more so;

Chs.23

WHAVER, v. Obs. Chs.13 To drive away.

WHAW, WHAWBERT, WHAWK, see Wo, Whee-
bert, sb., Whack, v.

1

WHAWKIE, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written whauky

;

and in forms whaky, whauk. A slang term for whisky.

Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. Withoutten whawkie or a nog of ale, Taylor

Poems (1787) 3. Slg. On haggies gude, an' whauk' I'se treat ye,

Galloway Poems (1795) 12. Edb. I hae some whauky, stout an

bauld, Twa Cuckolds (1796) 9. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

WHAWM, WHAWMLE, see Whelm, Whemmle.
WHAWP, WHAY, see Whaup, sb.

12
, Whey.

WHAZE, v. Cor.12 [wez.] To swing the arms in

walking, (s.v. Swaising.)

WHAZLE, see Wheezle.
WHEAD, WHEAK, see Wade, sb.1, Weak, v.

2

WHEAL, sb. Cor. Also in form huel Cor.2 [wil.J

A mine ; a working.
.

All mines were given the prefix Wheal, W. Morning News (Apr.

22, 1902) ; South-huel-rose (C.W.D.) ;
Cor.12

[OCor. hwel, a work, mine (Williams).]

WHEAL, see Wale, sb.
1

, Weel, sb.
1

WHEAM, sb. Bdf. [wlm.] A timber-carnage, con-

sisting of two wheels and a pole or axle. (J.W.B.)

WHEAM, see Wame, Wheem.
WHEAMOW, adj. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Chs. Der. Active,

nimble. ,

N Cy.2 I am very wheamow, quoth the old woman when she

stept into the milk-bowl. Yks. Ray Prov. (1678) 84. Chs.123

Der. Grose (1790) ; Der.2 , nw.Der. 1

WHEAN, see Quean, Whain, Wheen.
WHEANG, WHEANT, see Whang, sb.1

, v., Weang,
Queint.

, . ,

WHEAT, sb. Var. dial, uses in Eng. Also in torms

wet Ken. ; wheeat n.Yks.2 ; wheeot s.Lan.1
; whet n.Cy.

Ken.
;
yeat Dor. [wit, wiat.] 1. In comb. (1) Wheat-

arrish, a field of wheat-stubble ; cf. arrish; (2) -bine, the

bindweed, Convolvulus arvensis
; (3) -bird, the green sand-

piper, Helodromas ochropus ; (4) -brots, obs., remnants

of wheat scattered about the barn-floor in threshing;

cf. brot(t ; (5) -cart, to carry wheat
; (6) -corn, a grain of
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wheat ; (7) -ear, the corn-bunting, Emberiza miliaria

;

(8) -hook, a sickle
; (9) -hovel-day, the day on which the

harvest is ended; (10) -kin or Wetkirn, a feast for
servants and workpeople at the end of harvest; a
harvest supper; (11) -mow, a heap or rick of wheat;
cf. mow, sb.2 (12) -pickers, see below

; (13) -plum, a large
fleshy plum ; also called a Bastard Orleans plum

; (14)
-pook, see (11) ; (15) -reed, straw preserved unthreshed
for thatching; (16) -rice, white beans; (17) -seal, -seel,
or -sel, the time of wheat-sowing ; wheat-harvest

; (18)
-seeding, sowing wheat

; (19) -sel-bird, the chaffinch,
Fringilla coelebs; (20) -shear, to cut wheat

; (21) -smasher,
the wheatear, Saxicola oenanihe

; (22) -twinge, an insect

:

see below.
(1) Som. He turned up his wheat-arrish betimefora long winter

fallow, Raymond Men o' Mendip (1898) xviii. (2) Hrt. (B. & H.)
(3)n. &e.Yks. Yks. Wkly. Post (Dec. 31, 1898). (4)Lan. Then
set him to thresh wheat-brots, Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 45. (5)
n.Wil. We be gwain to wheat-cart to-day (E.H.G.). (6) n.Yks.
(I.W.) (7) Sus. So called, from its coming when the wheat is in
the ear (Hall.). (8) Ken.1 The sickle or wheat-hook [whit-uok]
had a toothed blade, but as it became useless when the teeth broke
away, the reaping-hook [rip-ing--uok], with a plain cutting edge,
took its place, only to give way in its turn to the scythe, with a
cradle on it (s.v. Sickle). (9) Nhp.2 (10) n.Cy. Grose (1790)
MS. add. (P.) Ken. Kennett Par. Antiq. (1695) ; Ken.12 (n)
Som. Your father brought in a wheat-mow only to-day morning,
Raymond No Soul (1899) 144. (12) Nrf. [The golden-crested
wren] has to cross in the autumn with that vast crush of birds

—

the migrants contemptuously called by the fenmen ' wheat-pickers,'
Emerson Birds, &c. (ed. 1895) 34. (13) Lin. 1 (14) Wil. Lisle
Husbandry (1757) (s.v. Pook). (15) Wil. Davis Aerie. (1813)

:

Wil. 1 Obs. (16) I.W. (C.J.V.) (17) e.An. N. &> Q. (1879) 5th S.
xi. 174 ; e.An.12 (s.v. Seal). Nrf. It'sa late wheatsel (W.H.). (18)
Lan. He when he ended his wheat-seeding owed me two days and
a half, Walkden .Diary (ed. 1866)44. (19) e.An. From its habit of
congregating in flocks about harvest time, Poet. ofProvinc. in Cornh.
Mag. (1865) XII. 35. Nrf. Swainson Birds (1885) 63. (20) Ken.1

(ai) Dor. w.Gazette (Feb. 15, 1889) 7, col. 2. (22) w.Yks.3 A very
small insect, in form something like the earwig. It lives in
growing wheat, and sometimes leaves it in swarms.
2. Phr. as clean as wheat, said when a point in discussion

is cleared up. n.Yks.2 3. Corn in general. s.Lan.1

WHEAT, WHECK, WHECKER, WHEDDER, see
White, v. 1

, Whack, v.
1
, Whicker, v., Whither, v.

WHEDEN, sb. Obs. Hrf. w.Cy. Also written wheeden
w.Cy. A foolish person ; a simpleton.

Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). w.Cy. Ray (1691) ; Grose (1790).
WHEE, WHEEAZ, see Quey, sb.

12
, We(e, Whew, sb.

1
,

Wase, sb.

WHEEBER, v. and sb. Sc. Also written wheebre
Bnff. 1 [hwrbar.] 1. v. To beat severely. Bnff.1 2.
To dash : used with down, over, Sec. ib. 3. To walk
with a hurried, ungainly step. ib. Hence Wheebring,
ppl. adj. hurried and ungainly in manner, ib. 4. sb.
A lean, tall, ungainly person.

Abd. What wheeber was that ye wer laigin' wi' ? (G.W.)
WHEEBERT, sb. Sc. Also in forms whaubert,

whawbertAbd. [hwrbart.] A lean, tall, ungainly person.
Abd. Yer brither s an ill-shaken up whaubert. He's a rough

wheebert (G.W.).

WHEEBERT, v. Sc. [hwrbart] To whistle.
Bch. Stop that wheebertin', laddie, till I hear what the wifie

says (G.W.).

WHEECH, sb. and int. Cai.1 [hwlx .] 1. sb. A stench.
2. int. An exclamation of disgust on smelling a stench.
Cf. feigh.

WHEEDA, sb. Sh.I. Also written weedo. [hwrda.]
A fishing term : see below.
A man . . . peers intently into the water as the line is being

hauled. At length his hand seizes the huggie-staff, and knocking
on the gunwale, he utters the word ' Twee.' . . [Then] he calls
out < Wheeda ' ; and presently he exclaims : ' Wheeda-hint-da-
wheeda !

'

. . . It means that three ling are being hauled up hook
after hook, and that the whole three are visible through the clear
water to the eye of him that holds the huggie-staff, Spence Flk-Lore
(1899) 134 ; Sh.News (Sept. 17, 1898) ; Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 30.

WHEEF, sb. and v. Sc. (Jam.) Also written quheef
Cld. ; and in form whiff Abd. [hwif.] 1. sb. A fife ; a

musical instrument. Cld. 2. A tune on the fife or flute.

Gie us a quheef on your flute, man, ib.

3. v. To play the fife or flute, ib. Hence Wheefer, sb.

one who plays on the fife or flute. Abd., Cld.

WHEEF, WHEEFLE, see Whiff, sb., Whiffle, v}
WHEEGEE, sb. and v. Sc. Also written wheejee.

[hwrdgi.] 1. sb. pi. Superfluous trappings or ornaments
of dress. Fif., Ayr. (Jam.) 2. Fig. A whim ; a ' maggot.'

Sc. (Jam.) e.Lth. You're no' like Jims here, wha has sae mony
fikes an' whee-gees there's nae pleasin him, Hunter /. Inwick

(1895) 168.

3. v. To be circumloquacious ; to ' beat about the bush.'
Ayr. ' Gaun aboot the bush,' or ' wheejeein',' were terms used

against long-winded speechmakers, Hunter LifeStudies (1870) 285.

WHEEGIL, sb. Obs. Lth. (Jam.) A piece of wood
used for pushing in the end of the straw-rope with which
a sheaf is bound.
WHEEGLE, v. and sb. Sc. Also written whegle

Bwk. (Jam.) [hwigl.j 1. v. A dial, form of wheedle';
to coax, flatter. Bnff.1 He wheeglet 'im oot o't. Bwk. (Jam.)
2. sb. The act of wheedling. Bnff.1

WHEEK,z>. Ant. [hwik.J To snatch away. (S.A.B.)
WHEEK, see Weak, v.

2

WHEEL, sb. and v.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.

and Amer. Also in forms whale Brks.1
; wil Shr. 1

[hwll, wil.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Wheel-band, a band
passing round a wheel causing it to revolve

; (2) -barrow
farmer, a small farmer, holding a few acres of land;
(3) -bird, the nightjar, Caprimulgus Europaeus ; (4) -centre,
the wheel before the tires are shrunk on

; (5) -charge-
man, a steel-smelting term : see below

; (6) -dance, an
old-fashioned country dance; (7) -drang, a wheel-rut;
a furrow ; see Drang, 2

; (8) -gate, the space between
two spinning-mules in a mill

; (9) -head, (a) the central
part of a wheel, in which the axle is inserted ; frequently
used fig. in phr. as drunk as a wheel-head; (b) the head-
stock of a spinning-mule

; (10) -house, a wheel-race ; the
place in which a water-wheel is fixed; (n) -jack, a
carriage-set, used for lifting the wheels off the ground

;

(12) -ladder, see below; (13) -pin, part of a spinning-
wheel ; see below

; (14) -plough, a plough having a wheel
in place of a coulter

; (15) -rocket, a Catherine wheel

;

(16) -set, see (11); (17) -spun, obs., very strong worsted
yarn, spun on the large spinning-wheel

; (18) -spur, the
raised and rough part of a road between the rut and
the horse-path

; (19) -stock, (a) the nave of a wheel

;

(b) short ends of elm timber to be used for the nave of
a wheel

; (20) -stone, part of the stem of an encrinite

;

(21) -strake, a section or strip of the iron tire or rim
of a cart-wheel ; cf. strake, sb. 1 2

; (22) -string, the string
connecting the wheel ofa spinning-wheel with the spindle

;

(23) -string job, something interminable; (24) -swarf,
(a) the substance formed by the combination of particles
of grit, steel, and water during the operation of grinding
steel

;
(b) used fig. as a generic name for a grinder

;

(25) -wright, (a) a man employed to make and repair all
kinds of farm implements

; (b) in phr. to make a wheel-
wright of, to seduce.

(1) Sh,I. His money is da wheelbaand 'at keeps a' turnin'
Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 75. Cai.1 The driving band of a
spinning wheel, w. Yks. It's a job ta keep wheelband it nick nan-
a-days, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1872) 6 •

(J M ) (2)
Chs. 1 He is supposed to wheel his manure on to the land in barrow-
loads instead of using a cart. s.Chs.1

(3) Slg. So called from
the strange whirring, jarring noise, something like that produced
by a spinning-wheel, uttered by the bird on summer evenings,
Swainson Birds (1885) 96. (4) w.Yks. (J.W.) (5) Lnk. Among
the steel smelters the subordinates known as wheel-chargemen
who .

. . perform the onerous task of bringing to the furnace the
heavy loads of pig iron, Webb Industrial Democracy (1901) 400
(6) Dev. There was twenty couple footing it when they stood up
for the old-fashioned ' wheel-dance,' O'Neill Idyls (1892) 120 (7)w.Cor. I call them drokes [ruts], but the old people call them
wheel-drangs (M.A.C.). (8) Yks. (W.C.S.), w.Yks. (J.T.), s.Lan 1
(9, a) w.Yks. Shoo turned me raand like a rooastin Jack woll aw
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wor as mazy as wheel-heead, Hartley Ditt. (1868) 1st S. 107. Lan.
He's as drunk as a wheel-yed, Waugh Ben an' tK Bantam (1867)
228. s.Lan. 1 This post was very apt to become loose and sway
about, hence the comparison: 'As drunk as a wheel-yed.' (4)

s.Lan.1 (10) ib. (n) Ken. (D.W.L.) (12) w.Som. 1 A lade for

the back part of a wagon, having a small roller or windlass attached,

by which the ropes for binding the load can be strained tight. (13)

Shr. 1 A wooden pin about seven or eight inches long with a knob
at each end,—a spinner's implement used for turning the wheel of

whatwascommonly called the long wheel, on which wool was spun.

(14) Bck. Loose handle swing ploughs . . . and low wheel-ploughs,

both of them heavy and clumsy, Marshall Review (1814) IV. 503.

Nrf. The Norfolk wheel-plough, and the little light swing plough of

Suffolk, are the common implements, ib. (1811) III. 432. (15)

se.Wor.1 (16) Ken. (D.W.L.) (i7)e.An.1 (18) e.An.i The horse-

path was in the midway between the two wheel-ruts. Between
that and each rutwas the wheel-spur, much higherthan either. I f, to

avoid the deep rut, a carriage drawn by a single horse was ventured

upon the quarter, the horse was obliged to make the wheel-spur his

path, often a very unsafe one, particularly in stiffsoils. Suf. e.An.

7V.<S'Q.(i866)II.327. (i9,o)w.Som.1 (i)Cuttotheproperlength,

and bored through the centre, ready to be turned and ' bonded

'

for the nave of a wheel, ib. (20) Der. N. (f Q. (1877) 5th S. vii.

252. (21) Cum.1*, w.Som. 1 (22) Shr.1 (s.v. Long-wheel). (23)

s.Wor.1 But these reminiscences must not be indulged, lest they

should run on for ever, and this Appendix prove what an old

parishioner at Offenham would have called 'a wheel-string job,'

35. (24, a) w.Yks. Of a tenacious nature, and brown in colour.

In the old days it was used as means of offence and defence in

political and other fights ; and if it once gets on to a black coat it

is not easy to remove it (J.S.); O wish o had him here; o'd

drahnd him we wheelswarf, Bywater Sheffield Dial. (1839) 86.

(6) w.Yks. Good mornin, Mester Wheelswarf: o've browt the

Rev. Jabez Ruleall to look at yore works, Bywater Shewild Ann.

(1853)17. (25, a) Ken. (P.M.) (6)Slk. He wants to make a wheel-

wright of your daughter Nell, Hogg Tales (1838) 321, ed. 1866.

2. Phr. (1) a wheel within a wheel, used of persons who
act from concealed or interested motives; see below;

(2) to be all on wheels, to be all in confusion or disorder

;

(3) to keep cart on wheels, to be able to carry on business,

&c. as usual
; (4) — make a wheel upon, to wheel round

upon
; (5) — take the cart off the wheels, to break off a

connexion or engagement ; (6) — throw all on wheels, to

throw into confusion and disorder.

(1) Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks., Midi. (J.W.) Nhp. 1 'There's a wheel

within a wheel, or you wouldn't have got that ' - i. c the person

who made you that present expects another in return, or he has

some favour to ask of you. War. 3
(2) w.Yks.1

(3) w.Yks. 1
,

Nhp.1 (4) Sh.I. Shu made a wheel apon her, an' guid ta Betty's

side, Sh. News (Sept. 3, 1898). (5, 6) w.Yks. 1

3. pi. A handcart.
Sus. 1 1 can get my wheels through the whapple-gate, and that

often saves me a journey fetching wood.

4. A halo, esp. a halo round the moon.
Brks.1 Hmp.1 The bigger the wheel, the nearer the wet. Som.

(W.F.R.)
5. A steel-grinding works ; a mill ; see below.

w.Yks. When the motive force was supplied by water the place

where grinding was done was called a ' wheel,' which term

embraced the entire building; and some distinguishing prefix

was put such as 'Butcher's wheel,'—Mr. Butcher being the

proprietor (J.S.) ; w.Yks.24

6. v. In comp. Wheel-abouts, of horses : paces.

Lnk. A drove o' ramblin' couts, Wha ne'er had learn'd their

wheel-abouts, Hunter Poems (1884) 32.

7. To drive in a wheeled vehicle.

Lnk. Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) 86. Edb. I was afraid of

being seen by my employers wheeling about on a work-day, Mom
Mansie Wauch (1828) xxii. [Amer. No sleighin', no wheelin

,
an

a barn full [of horses] wantin' exercise, Westcott David Harum

(1900) xxix.]

8. To whirl, esp. in dancing ; to hurry.

Sh.1. Up quick da lads gets jumpin' ; Dey wheel da lasses on

da flttr, Stewart Tales (1892) 83. And. Ogg Willie 0^(1873)
20. Ayr. Fu' o' fun we'll wheel and prance, Till baith fa doon,

White Jottings (1879) 193- GaU. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 6,

ed
Hence Wheelmagig, sb. anything which whirls along

rapidly. Abd. (G.W.) 9. To shout a challenge to fight

:

see below.

Ir. The challenge was given by a member of one or other of the

factions indulging in what was called ' wheeling,' which consisted

in shouting, ' Who dare strike a Ryan ?
' or ' Who dare strike a

Bourke ?
' and forthwith the Bourkes fell on the Ryans, or the

Ryans on the Bourkes, MacDonagh Life and Char. (1901) 55 ;

The Fi'geralds are all drunk, and they're ' wheelin' ' for the

Moriartys, and lookin' for thim, ib. 56.

10. To bid at an auction in order to raise the price.

Bch. (W.G.)

WHEEL, v.
2 Or.I. [hwll.] To rest ; to sit down.

She wheeld her on a stool, Paety Toral, 1. 179, in Ellis Pronunc.

(1889) V. 796.

[Cp. Dan. hvile, to rest, repose (Larsen).]

WHEEL, see Wale, sb}, Weel, sb.™

WHEELER, sb. Sc. Sur. Hmp. Som. 1. A wheel-

wright ; one who makes the wheels of carts and carriages.

Sur.1 That tree will do well for wheeler's work. Hmp. 1 w.Som.1

Not the same as ' wheelwright.' The latter includes not only the

wheeler's work, but everything connected with the making of

carts and wagons.

2. One who bids at an auction in order to raise the

price. Bch. (W.G.)
WHEELICREUSE, sb. Or.I. A churchyard. S. &

Ork. 1 Cf. wheel, v.
2

WHEELING, sb. and ppl. adj. Sc. Lin. Wil. Dev.

1. sb. A track made by wheels.
sw.Lin. 1 It's left a bit of a wheeling. I've g'en the wheelings

a good rolling.

2. A kind of coarse worsted ; see below; also used attrib.

Sc. Worsted spun on the large wheel from wool not combed

but merely carded (Jam., s.v. Fingerin). Abd.A stain o' wheelin'

weer, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xxxviii.

3. ppl. adj. Of rain : hard or pouring.

Wil. 1 It rains wheeling.

4. In comp. Wheeling-ground, steep ground, land

which slants towards the sea at the edge of cliffs ; also

called Squilving-ground. Dev. Reports Provinc. (1893)

No. 13.

WHEEM, adj. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Chs. Lin. Also written weam w.Yks.3
; weem s.Lan. 1

;

weme w.Yks.3 n.Lan.1
; wheam N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 n.Yks. 1

w.Yks. ne.Lan. 1 Chs.123 Lin.1
; wheme Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

Wm. ; and in forms wham Chs.3
; whim n.Cy. Dur.

Cum.14 n.Yks.124 m.Yks.1
; wim n.Cy. [hwim, wim.]

1. Pleasant, gentle, easy ; soft, smooth ; calm, quiet

;

also used advb. See Queem.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), n.Cy. (K.) Dur. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl.

(1870). Lakel.2, Cum.14 Wm. The machine runs very wheem
when it is in good order (B.K.). n.Yks. 3 w.Yks.1 Applied to

the surface of water unruffled by a breeze. A wheem walker or

dancer; w.Yks. 3
, Lan.1

, n.Lan.1 , ne.Lan.
1

Hence Wheemly, adv. gently, softly, smoothly, quietly.

n.Cy. Bailey (1721). Wm. Time gaes by, an gaes seeah

whemely, Yan can nivver hear his tread, Bowness Studies (1868)

n. n.Yks.124 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). m.Yks. 1

Usually of pacing. w.Yks. 1 I crept by as wheemly as I weel

could. ne.Lan. 1

2. Neat, tidy.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) w.Yks.3 A nice little weme packet.

Hence Wheemly, adv. neatly. w.Yks. Thoresby Lett.

(1703). 3. Close, tight ; filled up ; snug ;
sheltered,

impervious to the wind.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), N.Cy.1

, Nhb.1 w.Yks. Willan List IVds.

(1811). ne.Lan.1 Chs. Ray (1691).

4. Convenient, handy, near.

n.Cy. (K.) Lan. I coom to o' little heawse, ut stood very

wheem by th' rode side, Paul Bobbin Sequel (1819) 18 ; Lan.',

e Lan.1 s Lan.1 It's quite weem at hand. Chs. It lies wheem for

me, Ray (1691) ;
Chs.123

5. Fig. Demure ; innocent-looking ; mock-modest ; oily-

tongued; quiet of speech.

Lakel.2 He's a gay wheem carl. Cum.14 n.Yks.3 T'wheem

sew yets t'draff. Lan.1 n.Lan.1 Yan wodn't think he hed it in

him, he looks sooa weme.

Hence Wheamly, adv. cunningly, deceitfully, slily.

ne.Lan.1 Lin.1 He's wheamley idle.

WHEEMER, see Whimper.
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WHEEN, sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Also written

quhene Sc. (Jam.); whean N.Cy. 1
; and in forms whin

Sc. (Jam.) Cum.14
; whun Cum.14 ; whune Cum. Wm.

[hwln.] 1. A few ; a number ; several ; also used attrib.
Sc. It is used exactly as the Eng. few, prefixing the sing, article

a, and sometimes also wee, e.g. 'a wee quhene,' a very few; ' a gay
quhene,' a tolerable number or quantity (Jam.) ; What use has my
father for a whin bits o' scarted paper ? Scott Waverley (1814) lxv.
ne.Sc. Keepin' aboot him a wheen young rascals 0' doctor-students,
Grant Chron. Kecklelon, 34. e.Sc. I've a wheen bawbees, Setoun
Sunshine (1895) i°3- w.Sc. A wheen lads and lasses dancing . .

.

on a green, Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 264 ; There's a wheen
o' them taen to the hills, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 123. Edb. To
eat a wheen strawberries, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xxii. Rxb.
Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 246. N.I.1 Give us a wheen o' them
nuts. UIs. A wheen of boys out of Slouchan, Hamilton Bog (i8g6)
4. Ant. There' a wheen things that used to be an' now has had
their day, O'Neill Glens ofAnt. (1900) 47. Dwn. Knox Hist.
Dwn. (1875). Myo. I've heard a wheen o' quare things in me
time, Stoker Snake's Pass (1891) vii. N.Cy. 12 Nhb.1 Aa hevn't
seen him these wheen days. Cum. A wheen deleytfu' creatures,
Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1807) 143; Cum.14

2. A party, group ; a division.
Sc. They rade furth in three wheens, Edb. Mag. (Sept. 1818)

155 (Jam.). Cld. Wheens focht, and wheens fled. How mony
wheens war there ! i. e. How many parties were present ? (Jam.)
Rnf. Ither wheens, in social soar, Play'd fun wi' ane anither,
Picken Poems (1813) II. 88. Gall. Gallovidian (1902) IV. 95.
3. A (good) deal ; some ; somewhat ; also used advb.

...
Abd- ' ^a'e a wneen common sense, Macdonald Lossie (1877)

iii
; (G.W.) UIs. It would do Ellen a wheen of good if she would

go hear him constant, Hamilton Bog (1896) 49. Dwn. Ye . . .

may hae won A wheen 0' honour 'nayth the sun, Savage-
Armstrong Ballads (1901) 71.

[1. Cp. OE. hwene, somewhat, a little (Hall).]
WHEEN, WHEENGE, see Quean, Whain, Whinge, v>
WHEEP, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. [hwip.] 1. v. To emit

a sharp sound ; to squeak ; to whistle. Cf. wheeple.
Sc. (Jam.) ; He's fairly an" for hame noo, wumman, . . an' wheepin'

through Netheraird, Ian Maclaren Auld Lang Syne (1895) 224.
Per. The partrick whirred, the plover wheepit, Spence Poems
(1898) 138. N.I.1

Hence Wheeper, sb. a jocular name for a tuning-fork.
Frf. They [a choir] maun a' be started wi' the wheeper (John

Tosh's irreverent name for the tuning fork), Mackenzie Northern
Pine (1897) 74.

2. sb. A sharp, shrill cry or whistle. Sc. Mackay.
WHEEP, see Whip, v.

WHEEPEE-LEEKIE, sb. Nhb. 1 One who will turn
any way for a trifle.

WHEEPLE, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. [hwrpl.] 1. v. To
utter short, sharp cries, as a curlew or plover ; to whistle

;

also usedfig. See Queeple ; cf. wheep.
Frf. She wheepled a wee, like a whaup in rough weather, An'

then solaced hersel' i' the arms o' anither, Watt Poet. Sketches
(1880) 52. Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. The wheepling o' a whaup as it

soved owre the heather in the still blue lift, Service Dr. Duguid
(ed. 1887) 245. Lnk. The bent and heather where the whaup
wheeples, Fraser Whaups (1895) i. Rxb. (Jam.) Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824). Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892).

Hence Wheepler, sb. a whistler. N.I.1 2. To make
an ineffectual attempt to whistle ; to whistle in a low, flat
tone. Sc. (Jam.), (A.W.) 3. sb. A shrill, intermittent
note, esp. the cry of certain birds ; a whistle.

Sc. (Jam.) ; The 'wheeple' of plovers, Hunter /. Armiger's
Revenge (1897) i ; The cheep or low cry of a bird, Mackay. Dmf.
The wild bird's wheeple frae the lift, Reid Poems (1894) 180.

4. The ineffectual attempt of a person to whistle loudly.
Sc. Mackay.
WHEEPS, sb. pi. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) An instrument

for raising the 'bridgeheads ' of a mill.

WHEER, sb. Cum. A dial, form of ' choir.' (M.P.)
WHEERJEMIGO, sb. and v. Bnff.1 1. sb. A gim-

crack. Cf. wheerum. 2. An insignificant person. 3. v.
To work in a trifling, insignificant manner. 4. To play
fast and loose.

WHEERIKINS, sb. pi. Sc. Also in forms queerikens
;

whirkins Rxb. (Jam.) [hwrrikinz.] The hips ; the
posteriors.

Sc. Mackay. e.Fif. 'Od I'se whauk their wheerikins to them,
Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxix. Lnk., Edb. I'll whauk your
wheerikins (Jam.). Rxb. I'll whither your whirkins to ye (ib.).

WHEERNEY, sb. Or.I. [hwrrni.] A gentle breeze.
Hislop Sc. Anec. (1874) 485 ; S. & Ork.1

WHEERUM, sb. and v. Sc. Also in forms wheeram

;

wheerim (Jam.), [hwrram.] 1. sb. Anything in-

significant ; a toy ; a plaything ; a trifling excuse. Sc.

(Jam.), Bnff. 1 Cf. wheeriemigo. 2. ? A slight

peculiarity. [Not known to our correspondents.]
Sc. I'm no sure aboot it. I ken it has some wheeram by the

rest, Ford Thistledown (1891) 277.

3. An insignificant, trifling person. Bnff.1 4. The
act of working in a trifling, poor manner, ib. 5. v. To
turn. ib. 6. To work in a trifling, insignificant way.
ib. 7. To play fast and loose.
Nane o' yir wheeruman, bit say at ance faht y'ir t'dee, ib.

WHEESH, WHEESHT, see Weesh, Whish, int.
1 *

Whisht, Wisht.
WHEESK, v. and sb. Obs. Sc. 1. v. . To creak

gently. Rxb. (Jam.) Cf. whaisk. 2. sb. A creaking
sound.

Slk. Thilk dor gyit ay thilk tother wheesk and thilk tother jerg,
Hogg Tales (1820) II. 42 (Jam.). Rxb. (ib.)

WHEEST, v. Obs. Yks. To beat soundly ; to claw
off. (K.) Cf. whister, sb. 1.

WHEEST, WHEET, see Whisht, Wheetie, int.

WHEETIE, sb.1 Lnk. Lth. (Jam.) [Not known to our
correspondents.] The whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea; also
in comp. Wheetie-whitebeard ; supposed to receive its

name from the whiteness of its throat.
WHEETIE, int., v. and sb* Sc. Irel. Chs. Shr. Also

written wheety Sc. Ir. ; and in forms weet Shr.1
; whate

Chs. 1
; wheet Per. [hwi'ti.] 1. int. A call to poultry,

esp. ducks. Cf. white, int.

Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1
, Abd., Per. (G.W.) Peb. Chucky! wheety!

burdy ! burd ! Pow! pow ! assail the ears, Linioun Green (1685)
31, ed. 1817. N.I.1 s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). Chs. 1

, Shr. 1

2. v. Of young birds : to ' peep,' to twitter. Sc. (Jam.)
3. sb. A very young bird ; also in comp. Wheetie-wheet.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) 4. A duck. Sc. Chambers Pop.
Rhymes (ed. 1870) 31. N.I.1

WHEETLE, v.
1 Obs. Sc. A dial, form of ' wheedle.'

Ye wad wheetie, an' whushie, an' blaw i' the lug o' Sathan to
tryst a bein neuk at the cheek o' his brunstane ingle, St. Patrick
(1819) II. 191 (Jam.).

WHEETLE, int., v? and sb. Sc. Also in form
wheetlie Per. [hwrtl.] 1. int. A call to ducks. Sc
(Jam.), Per. (G.W.) 2. v. Of birds: to 'cheep.'

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Wae's me for thae innocent wheetlin chits
Shelley Flowers (1868) 207. Rnf. Young Lochlomond (1872) 23!
3. sb. In comp. (1) Wheetle-wheetie, a very young bird-

(2) -wheetie, the ' cheep ' of a young bird.
(1) Sc. Wheetle-wheeties, young chickens, Whistle Binkie

(1878) II. 353 (Jam. Suppl). (2) Lnk. Chuckie wi' her wheetle-
wheeties Never grudged a pick o' meat is, Miller Willie Winkie
(ed. 1902) 10.

4. A young duck. Sc. (Jam.)
WHEETY, adj. Sc. Also written quheetie, wheetie

:

and m form whittie (Jam.), [hwrti.] Low, mean
shabby

; also in comp. Wheety-like.
Abd. (Jam.) ; To grip at a' that they can get, though it sud be

never so oonnzzonable or wheety like, Alexander AinFlk (1882I
122. Kcd. (Jam.) "> ;

WHEETYWHAT, see Whittiewhattie.
WHEEZE, v} and sb. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Wor. Also

written wheazew.Yks.1 [wlz,wisz.] 1. v. To breathe
Lakel.2 He can hardly wheeze an' blow. Wm. (B.K.), w.Yks."

2. sb. A breath ; a blast ; a puff.
Wm. Ther izzant a wheeze o' wind (B.K.). w.Yks. 1 There's

nut a wheaze o' wind stirring.

3. An amusing saying ; a humorous anecdote.
Lan. He could loike t'tell us a bit uv a wheeze abeawt his untie



WHEEZE [449] WHELP
Joe, Staton B. Shuttle Bowtun, 75. s.Wor. (H.K.) [Mr. Moore
brought back with him from America an entirely new budget of

songs and ' wheezes,' The Standard (Nov. 3, 1887) 3, col. 5.]

WHEEZE, v 2 Sc. [hwlz.] To coax, flatter ; to urge.

Cf. whiz(z, v.2

Lnk. Wheeze me to unken myself, Struthers Poet. Tales (1838)

83; Rodger Poems (1838) n, ed. 1897.

WHEEZE, see Weeze, Whiz(z, v.
1

WHEEZEHORN,WHEEZER, see Weasand,Wase, sb.

WHEEZIE, v} and sb} Sc. [hwi-zi.] 1. v. To
blaze with a hissing noise. Cld. (Jam.) 2. sb. A blaze

accompanied by a hissing noise.
Cld. (Jam.) Lnk. Langer toosie black hair never theekit a pow,

Tho' ance in a wheezie 'twas brunt i' the Iowe, Edwards Mod.
Poets, 10th S. 151.

WHEEZIE, v 2 and sb.2 Obs. Cld. (Jam.) Also in

form quheze. 1. v. To steal apples, peas, and other

growing vegetables. 2. sb. The act of stealing in such

a manner.
WHEEZIFIED, ppl. adj. Lei. (C.E.) War.3 Wheezy.
WHEEZLE, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Dur. Cum. Wm.

Yks. Sus. Also written wheasle Sc. (Jam.) ; wheazle
Wm. ; wheezel Sus. ; and in forms wassle N.I.1

; weeazle
Yks. ; whaisle Sc. (Jam.) ; whaizle, whasle Sc. ; whassl
S. & Ork.1

; whazle Sc. N.Cy. 1 [hwrzl, wizl.] 1. v.

To wheeze ; to breathe hard or with difficulty.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Listen to the wheezlin' in its puir wee breast, Smith

Archie and Bess (1876) 12 ; He whaisled and hostit as he cam in,

Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 347. Rnr
. Carts wi' open bodies,

Drawn by auld whazlin' naigs or cuddies, Young Homely Pictures

(1865) 166. Ayr. But sax Scotch miles thou try't their mettle,

An1
gart them whaizle, Burns Farmer's Salutation, st. 10. e.Lth.

Dinna stan' there whaizlin like a blastit stirk, Hunter/. Imvick

(1895) 27. N.I.1 Do you hear the chile wasslin' in his chest

!

N.Cy.1
, Dur.1 Cum.1 He wheezles like a pursy horse ; Cum.4

,

Bus. (J.L.A.)

Hence (1) Whassl-whiezl, v. to wheeze in breathing

;

(2) Wheezloch, sb. the state of being shortwinded
; (3)

Wheezly, adj. wheezy, shortwinded.

(1) S. & Ork.1 (2) Sc. She had the cauld, but an' the creuk,

The wheezloch, an' the wanton yeuk, A mile aboon Dundee, Sng.

in Edb. Monthly Mag. (June 1817) 238 (Jam.). (3) Lakel.2 Atvs

varra wheezly. Wm. Ah's as wheazly as an auld nag when ah's

gam up a hill (B.K.). n.Yks. This awd man's varry weeazly (I.W.).

2. Of the wind : to whistle.

Gall. A cauld, wild, doolfu' sughin' win' . . . Cam wheezlin'

hairse alang the grun', Gal/ovidian (1901) III. 175.

3. sb. The act of wheezing ; a wheeze ; difficulty in

breathing, as in asthma.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Der a whasle at his breest enoo 'at ye wid

lipp'n ivery braeth 'at he draws ta be his hidmest ane, Sh. News

(Mar. 31, 1900'). Per. Nae whasle at a' the day, Maclaren Auld

Lang Syne (1895) 119. Edb. Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875)

Gl. Slk. I . . . fell on the ground in a convulsion of laughter,

while my voice went away to a perfect wheezie, Hogg Perils of

Man (1822) II. 346 (Jam.). Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 387,

ed. 1876. N.Cy. 1

WHEEZLE-RUNG, sb. Obs. Ayr. (Jam.) A stick

used by country people for lifting a large boiling pot oft

the fire.

WHEFF, WHEFFLE, WHEG, see Waff, v.
2

, Waffle,

V.
2

, Whag.
WHEGLE, WHEI, see Wheegle, Way, int.

WHEICH,s6. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]

Fine wheaten bread.

Lth. At his board, His yill an' wheich—they swallowed tuns,

An' sang an' roar'd, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 143.

WHEIGN, sb. s.Lan.1 A slut. The same word as

Quean (q.v.).

WHEIN, WHEINT, see Quean, Queint.

WHELE, see Wale, v?
WHELK, sb.

1 and v. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Not.

Lin e An. Also written welk n.Yks.' w.Yks.3 Not. Lin.1

sw.Lin.1 e.An.1
; whelke n.Yks. [welk.] 1. sb. A heavy

blow or fall; the sound caused by such a blow or tall.

N-Cy.1
, Cum.4 .n.Yks. I've gitten sike a whelke, as I com hame,

VOL. VI.

Meriton Praise Ale (1684)1. 429; n.Yks.1 It fell wiv a desper't

whelk, for seear; n.Yks. 2
, e.Yks. 1

, m.Yks.1
, w.Yks.1 ,

ne.Lan. 1
,

Lin.1 n.Lin. 1 A ham tum'l'd doon fra th' baacon-chaamber roof

wi' sich 'n a whelk, it o'must scar'd me to dead.

2. A large lump ; a quantity.
m.Yks.1 There were a whelk o' folk there. w.Yks. Grainge

Nidderdale (1863) 227 ; w.Yks.1 A whelk o' snaw.

3. v. To beat ; to thrash ; to thump ; to kick.
n.Cy. Grose (1790). Cum.14 , m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Hutton Tour

to Caves (1781). e.An.1

Hence (1) Whelker, sb. (a) a severe thump ;
(b) anything

large of its kind ; a ' whapper'
; (2) Whelking, ppl. adj.

unusually big ; bulky ; hulking ; numerous.
(1, a) Cum. Gl. (1851). ne.Lan. 1 (6) Cum.14 Wm. I bin

takkin taties up an fund sum whelkers amang them (B.K.).

n.Yks. This steean's a whelker (I.W.). (2) Dur.1 e.Yks.1

They've getten sike a welkin fish doon at Sandy Mar. m.Yks.1

There were a whelking lot there. w.Yks. 1 Hee's waxen a gay

leathewake . . . whelkin haspenald tike, 289; w.Yks.3
,
ne.Lan. 1

Not. What a welking lad (J.H.B.). Lin. A great welking fellow,

Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 730 ; Lin.1, n.Lin.
1 sw.Lin.1 He's a

great welking boy.

4. With about: to go about in a hulking way.
Lin. He's welking about with his fat sides (Hall.).

5. Phr. to work and whelk, ofa ship : to labour and quiver

under the strokes of heavy billows. n.Yks.2

WHELK, sb.2 Der. Cor. Also in forms whilk Cor.12 ;

wilk Cor. [welk; wilk.] A sty on the eyelid; a pimple.

Der.2 , nw.Der.1 Cor. Those little gatherings which occur on

the eyelids of children, locally called ' wilks,' are cured by passing

a black cat's tail nine times over the place. If a ram cat, the cure

is more certain, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) II. 240 ;
Cor.12

[Whele, or whelke, soore, pustula (Prompt.).}

WHEL(L, WHELLER, see While, Whirler.

WHELLOCK, sb. Lakel.2 [we'lak.] A rough blow.

See Whelk, sb} ' A whellock ower t'lug.'

WHELLOCKER, sb. Lakel.2 [we'lakar.] Anything

big and ungainly. ' A gurt whellocker.'

WHELLOCKlNG,s6. Lakel.2 [welakin.] Athrashing.

He got a whellocken.

WHELLY, WHELLYGIG, see Whirly, Whirligig.

WHELM, v. and sb. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Lan. Der.

Nhp. War. Glo. Hrt. e.An. Also written welm Yks. ;
and

in forms whalm Sc. War. ; whawm w.Yks.2 [hwelm,

welm.] 1. v. To turn a vessel upside down ;
to cover

anything with a hollow vessel. Cf. whemmle.
Sc. A not uncommon practice is to whelm a large tub over more

than one hen, Stephens Farm Bk. (1849) II. 472 .
ed - l85 I -

nCy-

Grose (1790). Cum. (T.S.O.) ; Cum.4 (s.v. Whemmel). w.Yks.2

Whawm that lid over that bucket ; w.Yks.5 Whelm them cans,

an' let t'watter sipe art ! Nhp. 1 A woman at Peterborough had

seven children so small that she said she could ' whelm 'em all

under a skip.' War. (Hall.) e.An.1 Whelm it down. Suf. She

whelmed a killer over the apples (M.E.R.) ; Suf. 1
[1 whelme an

holowe thyng over an other thyng, Je mcts dessus. Whelme a

platter upon it, to save it from flyes, Palsgr. (1530).]

2. To overturn, upset ; to push over; also used with over.

e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Sithee thart welmin it all ta wun side !
Hartley

Clock Aim. (1873) 38. Der.2
, nw.Der.1 Glo. 1 Commonly used

of a waggon ; Glo.2

3. To empty. Hrt. Just whelm that bottle (H.G.).

4. To cover over with a cloth, &c.

w.Yks 2 Whawm that cloth over that pancheon. Suf. She d
.

.

.

whelmed a gay an' gah handkercher round har hid, Fison Merry

Suf. (1899) 20.

5. To come in overwhelming numbers.
Lth. Trains and crowds cam' in there; And whalm'd an

whirl'd. and brawl'd an' birl'd, Lumsden Sheep-head ( 1892) 37.

6. To flounder about. ne.Lan. 1 7. sb. Half a hollow

tree laid under a gateway, with the hollow side down-

wards to form a passage for water.

e.An. 1 Nrf., Suf. Grose (1790). Suf. Cullum Hist. Hawsted

(1813); Suf.1

[1. Whelmyn, a vessel, suppino (Prompt.).]

WHELP, sb. and v. Lan. Lin. [welp.] 1. sb. In

phr. Hessle whelps, the water of a part of the Humber near

Hezzle which is often turbulent. n.Lin.1 Cf. Barton

bulldogs, s.v. Bull-dog, 2. 2. v. A weaver's slang term:

3 M



WHELPER [45o] WHEN
to fail to finish a 'cut' in time to be reckoned in the
current week's wages. m.Lan.1

, s.Lan.1

WHELPER, sb. m.Yks. 1 Anything very large of its

kind ; a 'whapper.' See Whelping.
WHELPING, ppl. ad :

. m.Yks. 1 [welpin.] Very
large of its kind ; whapping. See Whelper.
WHELT, see Welt, sb.

1

WHELVE, v. Glo. Sur. Cor. Also in form whilve
Cor. 12 [welv

; wilv.] To turn a hollow vessel upside
down

;
to cover over with a hollow vessel. Cf. hulve,

whauve ; see Wilver.
Glo. Home Subsecivae (1777) 464. Sur. I'll whelve a pot over

'em, to keep off the sun, Trans. Phil. Soc. (1854) 84. Cor. N.&Q
(1854) rst S. x. 479 ; Cor. 1 2

Hence Whelver, sb., obs., a large straw hat. Glo. Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 464.

[Cp. ON. hvelfa, to arch, vault ; to turn upside down
(Vigfusson).]

WHEM, WHEME, see Whim, sb.
1

, Wheem, Wame.
WHEMMLE, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.

Yks. Lan. Lin. Lei. Nhp. Bdf. Hnt. Also in forms fommel
Abd. ; fumniel Cai. 1

; fummle Bnff. 1
;
quhamle, quhemle

Sc. (Jam.) ;
quhomle Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; quhommel Sc.

(Jam.) ; quhumle Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; wemble n.Cy. Yks.
Lin. 1 n.Lin.1 Lei. Bdf. Hnt. ; wemle n.Yks. ; wemmel
w.Yks. 2

; wemmle w.Yks.8 ; whamble Sc. (Jam.) s.Don.
n.Cy. Lakel.2 w.Yks. ; whamle Sc. (Jam.) ; whammel Sc.
N.I.1 w.Yks. ; whammle Sc. N.I.1 Nhb. 1

; whamul Lnk.

;

whaumil Dmf. ; whaumle Ayr.; whawmle Slk.; whemble
n.Cy. sw Lin.' Nhp. 1

; whemle e.Yks. 1
; whemmal Wm.

;

whemmel N.Cy. 1 w.Dur. 1 Cum. 4 n.Yks.14 Lan.1 n.Lan. 1

;

whirmel, whomble,whomel,whomil,whomlSc; whomle
Sc. Nhb. ; whommel Sc. (Jam.); whommil, whommle Sc;
whumble Sc. n.Cy. ; whumel Sc. ; whumil Per. ; whumle
Sc. Ir. ; whummel Sc. Uls. N.Cy. 1

; whummil Sc. (Jam.)
Nhb.; whummle Sc. N.I. 1 Nhb. 1 Cum.; wimmel w.Yks.2

;

wumble Sc. (Jam. Suppl.); wummle Ayr. [hweml,
we-ml; hwa'ml.] 1. v. To upset ; to turn upside down

;

to tumble, capsize ; also used with down and over. Cf.
wamble.

Sc. (Jam.) ; I think I see the coble whombled keel up, Scott
Aniiqumy (1816) xl. Sh.I. Sh. News (June 9, 1900). Cai.1
Bnff. 1 He fummilt Ihe queede on 'ts moo. nw.Abd. Ane's fa timmer
cap] fommelt there to raise the barm, Goodivife (1867) st. 34.
w.Sc. Fif. (Jam.) e.Fif. Patiehimsel was to whummel him ower
on's richt side, Latto Tain Bodkin (1864) iv. Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. I
built up a pyramid o' stools, whaumlin a big stool on the top,
HuNTEj55terf(Vs(i87o)i2. Lth. Ellis Pronunc.( 1889) V. 724. Bwk.
They that hasten to be rich Sometimeswhommle in the ditch, Calder
Poems (1897) 220. Rxb. Nowa's fu' cosh, to spoons they gae Till
plate an' pat is whomel't, A. Scott Poems (1808) 121. Dmf. I've
seen the like o' you whaumill by a michtier Pooer, an' tummilin'
doon wi' a deidly crash, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 295. Wgt.
Hanging one stickful on a whummel'd chair to dry, Saxon Gall.
Gossip (1878) 163. n.Ir. Whumle it ower on its side, Lyttle
Paddy McQuillan, 90; N.I.', Uls. (M.B.-S.) Ant. A'll whammle
you, Ballymena Obs. (1892). s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). N.Cy.1

Nhb. See how he jouks, syne upward speels, Neist whom'lin doon,
synevicious wheels, Proudlock Borderland Muse (1896) 56; Nhb. 1

,

Dur. 1
, w.Dur.1 Cum. He whemmelt t'boilin kettle off t'fire an sccadit

beaath his legs, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881)7; Cum.4 Wm.
Thae meead ship swey aboot fraet teeaside tet tudthre es if thaed
whemmal it ower, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 18. n.Yks.13

, e.Yks. 1

w.Yks. Do they aye whammel us out this gate ? Lucas Stud.
Nidderdale (c. 1882) 290 ; w.Yks.12, Lan. 1

, n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

;

Lin. 1 n.Lin.1 She wem'led black pot clean oher. ' My heart
wem'led oher when thaay tell'd me.' Said by a person of a state
of great nervous agitation. sw.Lin. Whemble that dish when
you've wiped it. Whemble your cup when you've done. Lei.
"Have you wembled the milk-pails? (C.E.) Bdf. (J.W.B.) Hnt.
Have you wembled the tea-pot, N. & Q. (1877) 5th S. vii. 148.
Hence Whummle-bore, sb. a cleft palate.
Fif. Colville Vernacular (1899) 19.

2. To invert a vessel, &c. in order to cover over anything

;

to cover over.
Gall. To be whommled beneath a bushel, to be covered by a

bushel; to be whommled by wave, to be whelmed in the deep,
.Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). N.Cy. 1 To whummel a dish over

anything. Nhb. 1 Whemmle a swill ower the hen. Lakel.2

Whemmle a swill ower that auld hen 'at's clocken. n.Yks. I

whemmeld dubler owr'th meat, To keep it seaf and warm for you
to eat, Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 227. Nhp. 1 (s.v. Whelm).

3. To toss to and fro; to move from side to side, as

liquid in a vessel which is being shaken ; ofthe intestines:

to rumble ; to move uneasily.
w.Sc. To quhemle a boat ; to quhamle milk (Jam. Suppl.). Fif.

Flung among the Devil's ace, to be whummelled in red-hot backets

to a' eternity, Robertson Provost (1894) 99. n.Yks. Ah'se se'a

hungered tonned Ah scarce can barde, Ah've getten quite a
wemling in t'insarde, Brown Yk. Minster Screen (1834) 1. 198

;

n.Yks.12

4. To totter ; to stand unsteadily ; to oscillate ; to sway
from side to side and finally fall.

Uls. (M.B.-S.),n.Yks.124,ne.Yks. 1
, e.Yks. 1 m.Yks.1Towhemmle

and fall. w.Yks. (S.P.U.), w.Yks.3 Lin. I whembled and
sluthered about, but I was not upset (R.E.C.).

Hence Whemmly, adj. unsteady, tottering ; top-heavy.
Lakel.2 n.Yks. This bowl is varry whemmly (I.W.). e.Yks.',

w.Yks. (C.W.D.)
5. To fall in a sprawling way. N.I.1 6. To roll, re-

volve ; to tumble about ; to move quickly ; also used Jig.'

,

e.Sc. I was whuppit oot o' the cauld wee business-room an'
whammelt into the study, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net ( 1900) 47.
Frf. Wid ye hae them whamlin i' the watter yet ? Inglis Aitf
Flk. (1895) 160. Ayr. I whummled Tarn's case through my wame
ae nicht with a hue of toddy, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 133.
Edb. Whammelled them round in their mouths, Moir Mansie
Wauch (1828) ii. Nhb. Aa gat mysel' whummild roond agyeir,
Chatfr Tyneside Aim. (1869) 32.

7. To remove. Lin. 1 8. To overcome.
Abd. I hae tried an' tried to maister the drink, but I was aye

whumled, Macdonald Sir Gibbie (1879) vi.

9. To catch fish by means of a hang-net. Cum. (E.W.P.)
Hence (1) Whemmle-net, sb. a drift or hang-net ; see
below

; (2) Whemmler, sb. a fisher who uses a ' whemmle-
net.'

(1) Cum.4 Differs from a seine in that it is cast well out in the
stream or tideway, and not from the shore. (2) Cum. (E.W.P.)
10. Obs. With off: to throw off.

Slk. Fro whawmled Teeger off, Blackw. Mag. (Sept. 1828) 296.
11. With over : to pour over.
Gall Roun' comes in jugs . . . The sweet brewn whusky toddy ;

' Come whomeld owre,' the waiter says, ' Twill hurt na honest
body,' Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 112, ed. 1876; (J.M.)
12. With over: to pull over without suffering to fall.

Lin. .A/. cV» Q. (1877) 5th S. viii. 57. 13. With round: to
turn.

Sc. (G.W.) Frf. They whumbled round the key, And Iat us in,

Sands Poems (1833) 113.

14. Phr. to set to wemble, to set to drain by turning upside
down.

Hnt. I have washed the milk-pails, and set them to wemble,
N. & Q. (1877) 5th S. vii. 148.
15. sb. A violent overturn ; an upset ; a tumble ; also

usedjig.
Sc. I got my leg broken wi' that whumel oot o' Saunders

M'Drouthie's cart, Hislop Anecdote (1874) 705 ; It's an awfu'
whummle—and for ane that held his head sae high too, Scott Rob
Roy ( 1 81 7) xxii. Per. Thou gi'est the rain-filled clouds a whummil
Stewart Character (1857) 108. Ayr. The chaise made a clean
whammle, and the laird was lowermost, Galt Sir A. IVylie (1822I
civ. N.Cy. 1 v

' .

16. A toss ; a rocking ; a turn ; a tremble.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Edb. Another whammel from one cheek to

another Moir Mansie Wauch ^828) ii. Twd. I gae an awfu'whammle and edged my way back though it was near bye mv
strength, Buchan Weather (1899) 207. e.Yks. I'm all in a wemmle
(Miss A.\
17. A state of confusion.
Abd. Sic a whummle an' a rumle an' a remish as this Lon'on,Macdonald Losste (1877) ix.

18. A downfall of rain. N.Cy.1
19. A small arch

n.Yks.2 ' It went across with a bit of a whemmle,' it was spanned
by a small over-turn or arch.

T .

wJfEN, adv., conj. and sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Stf. Not
Lin. War. Shr. Brks. e.An. Ken. Sur. Wil. Dor. Also in
forms whan Sc. (Jam.); whun Sc. 1. adv. and conj, in



WHENEVER [45i] WHERRIT
comb. (1) When-abe or -a-by, however, nevertheless

; (2)
abouts, about what time ; near the time when

; (3) -as,
in such a case.

(1) w.Sc, Lth. (Jam.) Edb. Whan-a'be they but kemp the
mair,—He does but joke, Har'st Rig (1794) 22, ed. 1801. (2)
n.Yks. I know whenabouts they come (I.W.) ; n.Yks.2 e.Yks. 1

'When aboots was it ?
' 'It was when aboots Jack brack his leg,'

MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. (J.W.\ e.Lan.', s.Lan. 1 (3) n.Yks.*
2. Phr. (1) by when, (a) what time

;
(b) obs., since

; (2)
when apples grow on orange-trees, a phrase used to express
utter impossibility ; (3) — done, notwithstanding ; after
all : (4) — / see shells I guess eggs, there is no smoke
without a fire

; (5) — / was a young girl, a child's singing
game in which various actions and states of life are
imitated ; see below

; (6) — that, at the time when.
(i,«) n.Yks.We know by when they com back (I.W.). (A) Sc.

Where are ye now, by when ye swore the Covenant ? Thomson
Cloud of Witnesses (1714) 263, ed. 1871. (2) War.2 (3) Uls.
Uls. Jrn. Arch. (1853-62) VI. 54; (M.B.-S.) w.Yks. So tha hesn't
seen him when done? Yks. Comic Ann. (1889) 14, in Leeds Merc.

Suppl. (Feb. 10, 1900). (4)Suf. (F.H.) (5) w.Yks. The children

beckon with their fingers when ' wanting a sweetheart
'

; kneel
down and pretend to pray when ' at church

' ; prod pretended
' clothes ' in a wash-tub with a ' dolly ' stick when ' I did peggy '

is said; and mourn for the 'husband's' death, Gomme Games
(1898) II. 371. Stf. [The rhyme begins] 'When I wore my
flounces.' . . The children dance round or shake themselves for
' flounces

'
; hold up dresses and walk nicely for ' lady ' ; bow to

each other for ' gentlemen '
;
pretend to mend shoes when

.' cobblers ' ; brush shoes for ' shoe-black '

; clap hands when the
' husband ' dies ; and kneel when they are ' parsons,' ib. 366, 371.

Not. ib. 370. Lin. ib. 370, 372. Shr. Burne Flk-Lore (1883-6)

514-5. Brks. Gomme ib. 372. Cmb, ib. 457. Ken., Sur., Wil.,

Dor. ib. 370-2. [For further particulars, rhymes, &c, see Gomme
16. 362-74.] (6) Gall. Whan that swauled the wridy snaw,
Harper Bards (ed. 1889) 207.

3. sb. In phr. another when, another time. Ken.2

WHENEVER, conj. Sc. Irel. As soon as.

Sc. We will go to our dinner whenever the clock strikes two,

Monthly Mag. ( 1800) 1. 323 ;
(A.W.) Inv. I came whenever I heard

you call (H.E.F.). Ir. N. & Q. (1880) 6th S. i. 105.

WHENG, WHENLY, see Whang, sb.1 , v., Wenly.
WHENNY, ? int. Obs. Cor. Make haste ! be nimble !

Home Subsecivae (1777) 464.

WHENNY-MEG, sb. Glo. [we'ni-meg.] A trinket.

•G7. (1851); Glo. 1

WHENSOMEVER, conj. Yks. Lan. Glo. In forms
whensomere Glo. ; -somiver ne.Lan. 1

; -somivver n.Yks.2

Whenever. n.Yks.2
, ne.Lan.1 Glo. Grose (1790) MS.

add. (M.)
WHENT, adj. n.Cy. Terrible ; the same word as

Queint, q.v. (Hall.)

WHENT, WHENY, see Queint, Weeny.
WHENYA, sb. Sh.I. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A mill. S. AOrk.1 Cf. quern, sb. 1

WHERE, adv., conj.1 and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also in forms far Wxf.1
; faur Kcd. ; whaar

S. & Ork.1
; whar Sc. ; whare Sc. w.Cy. Dev. ; whaur Ir.;

wheerWm. s.Lan.1

; wheere e.Yks. 1 Lan. ; whoar Cum. 1 *

[wea(r, wia(r.] 1. adv. and conj. In comb. (1) Where-
away(s, where ; whereabouts; (2) -frae or -from, whence;

(3) -not, elsewhere ; all other places
; (4) -on, where-

upon
; (5) -through, obs., on which account ; (6) -to, (a)

whither; (b) why, wherefore ; (7) -way, the wherewithal.

(1) Sc. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Per. They're lyin' in my
head ahint, But whereawa' it's hard to say, Haliburton Dunbar

(1895) 27. Edb. Who it behoves to have belonged by birthright

to some parish or other, but where-away, Gude kens, Moir Mansie

Wauch (1828) i. Cum. 1 Whoaraway hes ta been ? Cum.* Wm.
Wheer away, little 'un ! Oixivant Owd Bob (1898) vi. (2) Lnk.

What gars the wind blaw ? And wharfrae comes the rain ? Miller

Willie Winkie (ed. 1902) 5. Edb. Soon find out . . . Wharfrae they

come, Macneill Bygane Times (181 1) 23. Dwn. Whaurfrae he

comes til it nane leevin' can say, Savage-Armstrong Ballads

(1901)199. n.Yks. He's getten 't. Where fray? Fre Guisborc'

(I.W.). (3) Sc. (A.W.) Lan. Styemers come in fro Morecambe,

Llandudno, Barrow, and wheerenot, Clegg Sketches (1895) 442.

s.Lan.1 (4) Kcd. ' Fat sorra's that ?
' spiert Robbie, sair perplext.

Fauron his waggish neeper thus Enlarged on his text, Grant Lays
(1884") 60. (5) Per. Absent themselves, wherethrough great
confusion follows, Maidment S/>otf. Miscell. (1844-5) II. 240. Lnk.
Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1721) III. 236, ed. 1828. (6, a) Sc. (A.W.)
n.Ir. ' Whaur tae ?

' ' Oh, jist whativer road yer gaun yersel','

Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 10. Dwn. Whaurtae he gangs frae it,

diskivverwhamay! Savage-Armstrong.B«//W.s(i9oi)i99. e.Som.
W. & J. G/.(i873) (s.v. To). (A) Sc. Whareto is your lire sae blae
and wan? Jamieson Pop. Ballads{ 1806) I. 221. S. & Ork. 1 Abd.
But whare-to did ye't, woman, lat me hear? Shirrefs Poems (1790)
144. Wxf. 1 Fartoo so hachee? 84. (7) w.Cy. Grose (1790).
w.Som.1 Nif I'd a-got the whereway, I widn be very long athout-n.
n.Dev. But tha hassent tha wharewey, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 235.

2. conj. Phr. (1) nowt where— comes, not to be compared
to —

; (2) that's where it be, that is the cause of it ; that is

how it is.

(1) e.Yks. 1 Bill's varry weel iv his way ; bud he's nowt wheere
Jack comes. (2) Suf. You see the lands is too small and min
they're too many. That's wheer it be, Ouida Puck (1870) vii.

3. sb. In phr. (1) another where, obs., anywhere else
; (2)

many wheres, many places
; (3) no manner of where, obs.,

nowhere.
(1) Per. We will build a School-house there, Since they'll build

none another where, Smith Poems (17 14) 7, ed. 1853. (2) Rnf.

Balloch then, bune mony wheres, Was far-famed for its cattle-

fairs, Young Lochlomond (1872) 22. (3) Lan. I cannot meet with
a steel pen no manner of where, Byrom Remin. (1723) in Cheth.

Soc. XXXII. 58.

WHERE, conj? Lan. Brks. Ken. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.
Cor. Also written ware Dev. 1

; whare Dev. ; whe'er
w.Som.1 nw.Dev. 1

; wheere Cor. ; wher s.Lan.1 Brks.1

Ken.1 Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. ; and in form wur Wil. Dev.
[wea(r, wia(r ; unstressed wa(r.] An early contracted

form of ' whether.'
s.Lan.1 Brks.1 I can't zaay it wher I be agwaain or not.

Ken.1 I ax'd 'im wher he would or not, an he sed ' No.' Wil. An
then I'll tell ee presently Wur you ant gied I caas ta be A leettle

touch'd we jealousy, Slow Rhymes, 4th S. 120. n.Wil. To zee

wher' th' vine flourished, an' th' pomegranates wer' in bud, Kjte
Sng. Sol. (c. i860) vi. 11. Dor. (W.C. c. 1750^; Faith, I didn't

think whe'r 'twas Midsummer or Michaelmas ; I'd too much work
to do, Hardy IVessex Flk. in Harper s Mag. (Apr. 1891) 698. Som.
Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). w.Som. 1 'Tis all a toss-up

wae'ur he do come or waeur he don't. Dev. Zee wur lies ee'd lull,

Pulman Sketches (1842) 36, ed. 1853 ; Dev. 1 n.Dev. And whare a

wou'd be O vore or no, Exm. Scold (1746) 1. 13 ; Whe'r twur wort
or mazzard pie, Ur whe'r it wur thajunket, Rock Jim ari Nell(i86j)

st. 11. nw.Dev.1 Cor. Lev us see ef the vine do flourish, wheere
th' tender graape do appear or no, Sng. Sol. (i859) vii. 12.

[For she . . . Ne reccheth never wher I sinke or flete,

Chaucer C. T. a. 2397.]

WHEREAS, conj. and sb. Obs. Sc. 1. conj. Where.
Sc. He rode till he came to the ladye ffaire whereas his ladye

lyed, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 14.

2. sb. A warrant of apprehension.
s. Sc. I've seen great fat chaps flee like the win' before a Whereas,

Wilsoh Tales (1836) IV. 400.

WHEREBY, conj. Sc.Nhb. Yks. Not. Lin.e.An. Also
in form wherebies Nhb. 1. Whereas ; on which account.

Sc. (A.W.) Nhb. The sentinel cudna reach doon wiv his sting

to stab wi', wherebies wor bees wes aal harried oot an' the honey

ta'en, Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894) 128. w.Yks.' Not. 1 He
would have waited for her, whereby she was so late he went

home alone. e.An.1

2. So that.

sw.Lin. 1 Mak' yon door whereby it will shut. I don't want to

get whereby no one will look at me. She's gotten whereby she

can hing clothes out hersen'.

WHEREN'T,^/.fl(// Cum.14 See below. Cf. wharre.
Milk overheated makes the curd and cheese hard and wheren't.

WHERESOMEVER, conj. Lan. and Amer. Wherever.
ne.Lan. Wheresomever I sleep to-morn, Mather Idylls (1895)

67. [Amer. Scooting back to his home wheresomever it might

be, Johnston Middle Georgia (1897) 69.]

WHERK,WHERKEN, WHERR, seeWork,Whirken,
Wharre.
WHERRIT, sb. Sc. Lan. Der. Suf. I.W. Dor. Dev.

Also written wherret I.W.1 Dor. Dev, ; whirret Sc.

3 m 2



WHERRIT [452] WHETSTONE
(Jam.) Der. 1 Dev.1 [wa'rit] A blow ; a thump ; a smart
box on the ears.

Sc. (Jam., s.v. Whirr). Lan. Hit him a good wherrit oth yer,
Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1740) 33 ; Praunce off, afore aw lond
teh a wherrit, Clegg Sketches (1895) 176. s.Lan. 1 Der. 1 With a
whirret. Obs. Suf. 1 I.W. 1

I'll ghee thee a wherret in the chops.
Dor. Barnes Gl. (1863). Dev. 1 n.Dev. Ah ! chell gi' tha a wherret,
Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 100.

[And in a fume gave Furius A whirret on the eare,
Kendall Flowers of Epigrammes (1577) (Nares).]
WHERRIT, see Worrit.
WHERRY, sb.

1 and v} Sc. Yks. e.An. Cor. [wa-ri.]
1. sb. A sailing barge, with one sail, and mast stepped

right forward.
Sc. (A.W.), e.An.1

, Nrf. (W.R.E.) [Whyrry, boate, ponto,
Levins Manip. (1570).]
2. A large four-wheeled cart without sides.
w.Yks. Dyer Dial, in Leeds Merc. Stippl. (Feb. 17, 1900).

3. A stage
; see below.

Cor. A platform was placed on the top [of a caisson], and a
windlass, at which four men could work, was fixed thereon.
This erection was connected with the shore by a stage or 'wherry'
erected on piles, Ballantyne Deep Down (1868) 249.

4. v. To sail a wherry.
Nrf. I chucked up wherryen and went deek-drawen', Longman's

Mag. (Nov. 1902) 41.

WHERRY, v? and sb? Yks. Lan. [wa-ri.] 1. v.

To laugh violently. Cf. werrick, v.
1

n.Yks.2 w.Yks.1 He wherried an snerted at me harder ner
ivver, ii. 293. Lan. Thear'n o wherryin an leawghin, Tim Bobbin
View Dial. ( 1740) 17. s.Lan. What are yo wherryin theer abeawt

?

Bamford Dial. (1854).

2. sb. A fit of laughter.
w.Yks. 1 He set up a girt wherry o' laughing.

WHERVE, sb. Som. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A joint. (Hall.)

WHESE, WHESK, see Weeze, Whaisk.
WHET, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Also in form whut Sc. [hwet, wet.] 1. v. To sharpen
by any means. n.Lin.1

, Oxf.
1 MS. add. 2. To rub; to

scratch. n.Cy.(HALL.) 3. Tosaluteafemale in the harvest
or hay field. Dur. 1 4. Phr. (1) to whet or let, to urge or
hinder

; (2) whutting o' drink, a small draught of spirits.

(1) Som. A proverbial form of expression. ' He was alius on to

goo—so hees mother— she axed I—and I sez— I'd neither whet
nor let—if he wur so minded' (W.F.R.). (2) Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).

5. sb. A morning dram or draught ; a drinking among
harvesters on the first day of harvest.

w.Yks. (J.W.) Lin. 1 Where are you going to have a whet?
e.An. 1

, Suf. 1 [Good morrow to you, sir ; are you for a whet, this

morning? Fielding Don Quixote (1733) I. 9.]

6. A hasty snack of food. Suf. 1
7. The space of

ground able to be mown between two sharpenings of the
scythe ; fig. an occasion, bout, turn ; an attempt.

Lakel.2 Ah'll hev neea mair this whet. Wm. We'll gang neea
iarder this whet (B.K.). w.Yks. I heerd o' chaps 'at hed a whet
at it two days after we hed an' then couldn't finish it, Cudworth
Dial. Sketches (1884) 25. Lan. Just have another whet at it,

Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) II. 224. s.Lan. 1 s.Chs.1 Dhur)z
kop-fir fit dhfi fiit fi Bikfirtn ilz, iv dhai kiid bfi gy'er aat' it ; dhai)n

aad' too fir threy wets aat' it. n.Lin. 1 se.Lin. I'll try and do
better this whet (J.T.B.). War.3 Shr. 1 I'm gwei'n to clave that

brund, it's balked me wunst or twize, but I'll 'ave another w'et at it.

8. A flash of wit; a joke.
Cum. (M.P.) ; Cum. 1 Sec whets we hed tudder neet ; Cum.4

WHET, see Oat, Wheat.
WHET GEE, phr. Yks. [wet dgi.J A call to a horse

to go away ; to turn to the off-side. w.Yks. Banks Wkfld.
Wds. (1865) s.v. Gee.

WHETHEN, int. Irel. [hwe'Ssn.] Used as an
expostulatory exclamation ; ?lit. 'why then.'

Whethen, now, what need is there for her to be stoppin'?

Barlow East unto West (1898) 194 ; Whethen, it's a quare man
he is to lave the baste sthrayin', ib. Martin's Company (1896) 47.

WHETHER, pron., adj., conj. and sb. Var. dial, uses in

Sc. Eng. and Amer. Also written wether Yks. ; and in

forms fither Abd. ; whedder Cum.3 Wm. ; whidder Sh.I.

1. pron. Which of two ; whichever.
n.Yks. Wether will t'a 'ev, this er that? (W.H.) w.Yks. 1 'I

cannot tell whether is whether,' I cannot distinguish one from the

other. Lan. An' yo'n gie yon bag o' gowden guineas to whether's

meaustur, Kay-Shuttleworth Scarsdale (i860) II. 318. ne.Lan. 1

Hence Whether ivver, pron. whichever.
Cum. A greet bob on t'top or t'boddem, whedder ivver it was,

wadn't let it stand, Farrall Betty Wilson (1886) 3. n.Yks. You
may fetch whether ivver you can get (I.W.).

2. Phr. to whether, in any case, at all events.
w.Yks. 1 I'll come haam to morn to whether.

3. adj. Which.
Cum.3 They feed him wid drink an' they hod him i' toak till he

can hardly tell whedder end on him's upbank, 7. w.Yks. (J.W.)

4. Phr. whether wayfor a little apple, undecided, uncertain

;

see below.
Wm. 'Is't gaan ta rain think ye?' 'Whya noo, it leuks

whedder way fer a laal apple wi't.' It's whedder way fer a laal

apple at oor hoose aboot ganging ta't show er howken on wi't hay
(B.K.).

5. conj. In phr. (1) whether for a penny, (2) whether for
whilk, a fine point ; a close shave ; (3) whether or no (or

not), (a) in any case, reason or none ; in spite of all

;

willingly or unwillingly
;

(b) a chance ; a matter of
uncertainty

; (4) whether Pother's which, which is which.
(1) n.Yks. It's whether for a penny he gat it (I.W.). (2) Wm.

It was whedder fer whilk atween them lads which o' them gat

Sarah. It was whedder fer whilk which gat ta top o' t'hill first

(B.K.). (3, a) Sc. (A.W.) Sh.I. Da dug is no in, an' whidder
or no, shu'U no slip da piltick noo, Sh. News (July 2, 1898). Per.

A body has aye their lugs, whether or no, Clei.and Inchbracken

(18831 146, ed. 1887. Wm. He wad gang, whedder er neea, an'

he's nin fit ta be oot (B.K.). w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865).
War. (C.T.O.) Dev. What could a poor dazed gal do ? An' I did
love un, whether or no, Pall Mall Mag. (Apr. 1900) 441. [Amer.
Some of the Shackletts's kinnery come by in a carryall soon this

mornin' an' tuck 'em away, whether or no, Harris Tales, 283.]
(A) n.Cy. It's whether or noa Ah change my mind yet, Flit & Ko
A Reel of No. 8, 50. (4) Cum. Yan's so like t'other ther's nea
tellin' whether t'other's which (J.Ar.).

6. sb. pi. Doubt, uncertainty.
w.Yks.1 I steud at whethers, which gait to gang.

WHETILE, sb. Hrt. Ess. Wil. Also in form wetoil
Hrt. The woodpecker, esp. the green woodpecker,
Gecinus viridis. Cf. hickwall.

Hrt. (H.G. ) Hrt., Ess. Swainson Birds (1885) 99; Yarrell
Birds (1845) II. 143, 2nd ed. Wil. Smith Birds (1887) 251.

WHETSTONE, sb. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Chs. Lei. Som.
Dev. Also in forms whetstan Yks. ; whetsteann Cum.

;

whetstun Chs. 1
; whitstone Dev. [we'tstan.] 1. In

phr. as blue as a whetstone, very blue
; fig. of Conservative

opinions in politics.

N.Cy. 1 ' To look as blue as a whetstone,' to look blue with cold.
e.Yks. Blue is the Conservative colour in e.Yks., so that to say
' He's as blue as a whetstan ' means he is a Conservative. But
when anyone is blue with cold, they are also said to be as blue as
a whetstan, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 16. w.Yks. Brighouse
News (Aug. 10, 1889).

2. Obs. A reward given for lying ; a great lie ; a liar

;

see below.
n.Cy. It is a custom in the North when a man tells the greatest

lie in the company to reward him with a whetstone, which is
called lying for the whetstone, Budworth Ramble to Lakes (1792)
vi, in Exm. Scold. (1746) Gl., ed. 1879. Lei.1 Gin him the
whetstun ! If a doon't shaa'p his-sen a bit, a woona git out a
sooch anoother afoor Tewsd'y wik ! w.Som. 1 Dev. The adage
is supposed to have arisen from a contest between two journey-
men shoemakers, in or near Exeter, which place has been always
remarkable for speaking truth, about the property of a whetstone—
when it was agreed between them, that he, who could tell the
greatest lye, should be intitled to it. Whereupon the first
pretended that he once drove a ten penny nail through the moon

—

which the other swore was true—for he was himself on the other
side and clinched it. By which he gained the whetstone and the
character of a more notorious liar. Hence 'a clincher,' and 'give
him the whetstone,' Horae Subsecivae (1777) 465. n.Dev. Exm.
Scold. (1746) Gl., ed. 1879.
3. Strata of argillaceous and siliceous hazle-stone in the

carboniferous limestone formation ;. also in comp. Whet.



WHETT [453] WHEY
stone-sill. Nhb.1 4. A sheep-mark consisting of a hori-
zontal stroke on the ribs. Cum. (E.W.P.) 5. A lump or
hard swelling, esp. in the udder of a cow ; also used attrib.

Chs. 1 Previous to calving, my cow's udder was not as much
distended with milk as usual, and I remarked to my cowman that
her ' elder ' was not very full. His reply was :

' No, but I don't
care for it being so whetstun.' s.Chs.1

WHETT, WHETTER, see Quit, Whitter, v>
WHETTLE, WHEUGH, see Whittle, sb.

1
, Whew, v.2

WHEUKS, adv. Lin.1 [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Sickly. ' I feel wheuks.'

WHEUL, WHEUT, see Weevil, Whewt, v.
1

WHEW, sb.1 and v.
1 Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Sus. Wil.

Dor. Also written whue N.Cy.1 w.Yks.8 ; and in forms
hue Nhb.1

; whee Yks. ; whe-ew Sc. [hwiu, wiu.]

1. sb. A shrill whistling sound, esp. the cry of a plover
;

a whistle ; a mill-whistle to summon the workpeople to

their work. Cf. whewt, v.
1

Sc. The shrill whew of the plover, Stephens Farm Bk. (ed.

1849) II. 22. Slk. Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 343. N.Cy.1
, Nhb. 1

w.Yks. Yond's th' whew, soa we mun goa an' do another bit for

th' maister, Hartley Clock Aim. (1869) 48 ; w.Yks.3

2. The widgeon, Mareca penelope ; also in comp. Whew-
duck.

Nhb. 1 Wil. From this peculiar whistling call-note they are

known as ' whew-ducks,' Smith Birds (1887) 483.

3. v. To make a shrill sound, esp. used of a plover ; to

whistle ; to rustle sharply.
Sc. Whewing and whistling about without minding Sunday or

Saturday, Scott Rob Roy (1817) xxiii. s.Sc. (Jam.) Edb.

Baixantine Deanhaugh (1869) 204. Slk. I heard them whewing
e'en an' morn, Hogg Tales (1838) 8, ed. 1866. N.Cy.1 w.Yks.

Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865). Lan. I met two pa's'ns weh grete

geawns on, whewink i' th' wind, Wilson Plebeian Pol. (1798) 23,

ed. 1801. ne.Lan.1 Dor. 'What did she wear this morning?'
' A white bonnet and a silver-coloured gownd. It whewed and

whistled so loud when it rubbed against the pews,' Hardy Wessex

Tales (1888) I. 69,

Hence Whewer, sb. (1) a whistler; (2) the widgeon,

Mareca penelope, esp. used of the female.

(1) w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Feb. 17, 1900). (2) n. & e.Yks.

Yks. Wkly. Post (Dec. 31, 1898). Sus. I have put up in a box

... a widgeon and a whewer. Widgeon is never applied to the

female sex, Ray Corresp. (1674) 16.

WHEW, v 2 and sb.2 Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Cor.

Also written wheugh w.Yks.*; whue w.Yks.3
;
and in

form whiew N.Cy. 1 Cum. [hwiu, wiu.] 1. v. To move
quickly ; to fly hastily ; to whirl past.

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1 Cum. See i owr the field the whurling sunshine

whiews, Relfh Misc. Poems (1747) 17 ; Cum.4 w.Yks. She

whew'd past Mary an' me, Hartley Blackpool (1883) 66. ne.Lan. 1

2. To fling, throw, toss, whirl ; to bang.

Lake!. 2 He whewed t'door teea wi' seek a leddur. n.Wm. I

meead oor lad ga ta t'skeeul, an' ta mak mi mad he whewed his

clog throo t'window (B.K.). w.Yks. (S.P.U.) ;
He whew'd up't

bedcloas into't air, Preston Poems, &c. (1864) 13. ne.Lan. 1

3. To depart or turn away abruptly ; to fling oneself

aside : used with away or off.

w.Yks. Shoo whewed away an' wodent tawk, Hartley Clock

Aim. (1874) 30 ;
w.Yks.l

4. sb. A sudden transition or vanishing. w.Yks.12 *,

ne.Lan.1 Hence to end in a whew, like Cawthorne feast

(or wakes), phr. said of anything which ends badly or never

comes to pass ; see below.
w.Yks. It was said that it used to be the practice on the last day

of the [Cawthorne] feast, which extended to four days, for the

parish authorities to perambulate the village with a lanthom
;
and

when they had completed their round, to blow out the candle

(with a 'whew ') and proclaim the feast at an end, N. &> Q. (1867)

3rd S xi 292 ; Things which end in a worthless manner are said

to end ' like Cawthorn feast—in a whew,' Burns Fill, to Town

(1882) 88 ;
w.Yks.23

5. A hurry, haste. Cum.1 Sec a whew he s in
;
Cum.*

6. The sound of anything in rapid motion. Nhb.

7. A blow ; a kick.

wCor. If you don't leave off teasing that horse, he 11 lift up one

of his hind legs and gi' you a reg'lar whew. She gave me a whew

in the side of the 'ead (M.A.C.).

8. A hasty fit of temper.
n.Wm. Ah telt him mi mind an' he's off in a whew (B.K.).

WHEW, see Whey.
WHEWL,!).1 Yks. Lin. e.An. Sus. Also written wewl

cAn.1
; whule w.Yks.2 [wiul.] 1. To whistle softly ; to

twitter, as a young bird beginning to sing. Lin. Thompson
Hist. Boston (1856) 730. 2. To cry plaintively ; to whine,
asabeggar. w.Yks.2

, e.An. 1
, Sus. (Hall.) HenceWhew-

ling, ppl. adj. pining. Nrf. ( A.C.)

WHEWL, v.
2 and sb. Yks. Also written wewl n.Yks.

[wiul.] 1. v. To whirl round ; to turn, as on a pivot.

n.Yks. T'wheel wewls round (I.W.). e.Yks. 1

Hence (1) Whewling, ppl. adj. dizzy. n.Yks.*
; (2)

whewling of snow, phr. a few falling snowfiakes. n.Yks.
(I.W.) 2. sb. A circle. n.Yks. 2

WHEWL, see Weevil.
WHEWT, v? and sb.

1 n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Der. Lin. Nhp.
Shr. Hrf. e.An. Also written wewt e.An.1

; wheut e.Lan.'

;

and in forms whoot w.Yks.2 ; whowt Der. 1

; whute Shr.

Hrf. [wiut] 1. v. To utter a shrill note ; to whistle
;

to squeak ; to twitter, as a young bird. Cf. whewtle,
whit, v.

1

n.Cy. (J.L. 1783). n.Yks. 1 e.Yks. Whistle faintly, or unskil-

fully, Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). m.Yks. 1 To whistle shortly

in a sharp, careless, subdued manner. w.Yks.12 Lan. Hoo'dhauve-

a-dozen colliers whewtin' an' tootin' after her every neet, Waugh
Chim. Corner (1879) 29 ; Lan. 1

, n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.

1
,

nw.Der.1 Lin. Thompson Hist. Boston (1856)730. Nhp. 1 Shr.,

Hrf. To make a noise with hands at the mouth, Bound Provinc.

(1876). e.An.1

2. Of a dog : to whine in a suppressed manner ; see

below.
w.Yks.5 A dog ' whaewts,' partly by its nostrils and partly by

its mouth, but closed, when shut up in its room as a punishment,

not daring to whine aloud ; and one told by its owner to hie back

home, turns about, and 'whaewts' its way onward with its tail

between its legs, looking back occasionally.

3. To shout. Der.1 Cf. hoot, v.
1 4. sb. A whistle

;

a puff of wind ; also usedT?^.
n.Yks.2 I deeant care a whewt for't. m.Yks. 1 It's a poor dog 'at

isn't worth a whewt. Lin.1
, Nhp.1

5. Of a dog : a suppressed whine. w.Yks.5
6. A

shout. Der. 1

WHEWT, sb.2 and v.
2 n.Cy. Lakel. Yks. Also written

wewt m.Yks.1 [wiut.] 1. sb. A particle ; a small

portion. n.Yks. 2. Of grass : a blade, tuft, tussock.

n.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Yks. Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 157

;

n.Yks.2 A whewt o' green, a vestige of grass. m.Yks.1

3. A thin flake of snow.
Cum. 1 A few whewts o' snow ; Cum.4

4. v. To snow slightly. Lakel. 2

WHEWTLE, v. and sb. Lakel. Yks. Lin. Also in

forms heutle Cum.14
; whootle Yks.; whutle Lin.

[whrtl.] 1. v. To utter a shrill note ; to squeak ; to

whistle, esp. softly ; to twitter, as a bird. Cf. whewt, v.
1

Lakel. 2 Whewtle us an air on't. n.Yks.124 e.Yks. 1
,
m.Yks. 1

,

w.Yks.5 n.Lin. Aamos gone oot whewtlin' to his-sen, Peacock

Tales (1890) 2nd S. 17. sw.Lin. 1 He kept whewtling, he didn't

whistle reiet out
2. sb. A low whistle ; a puff of wind. Cum.124 ,

n.Yks.2

WHEY, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also

written whay Cum.4 Yks. ; and in forms fy Cai. 1

; whew
Lin.1 [wei, we.] 1. In comb. (1) Whey-beard, the

whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea; (2) -bird, the woodlark,

Alauda arborea
; (3) -blots, the white scum which forms

on whey when boiled ; (4) -brose, brose made with

whey instead of water ; (5) -butter, butter made from

whey, or from the cream remaining in the whey in the

process of cheese-making ; (6) -cream, the cream which

remains in the whey after the curd has been removed ;

(7) -drop, (8) -eye, a hole in an imperfectly pressed

cheese in which the whey collects and putrifies; (9) -faced,

pale-faced ; beardless, girlish
; (10) -porridge, see (4) ;

(11) -sey, a tub in which milk is curdled ; cf. say, sb.3
;

(12) -spring, see (8) ; (13) -springy, ofcheese : imperfectly

pressed ; (14) -whig, a beverage ; see below
; (15) -whig

pot, a pot used for 'whey-whig'; (16) -worm, a pimple
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from which moisture exudes
; (17) -wullions, obs., see

below.
(1,2) Sc. (Jam.) ("3, 4) Cai. 1 (5) Chs. In other respects the

process of making whey-butter is the same as that of milk butter,

Marshall Review (1818) II. 56 ; Chs. 1 Such butter has a some-
what peculiar flavour and is soft, and not being worth so much to

sell, is consumed at home, the real cream butter being sent to

market. Hrt. Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) IV. i. (6) Lnk. An' the
clotted whey-cream ! . . . An', oh, the whey-parritch, Nicholson
Kilwuddie (.1895) 166. Chs.1 It is obtained in two ways. One
process, the simplest is to set the whey in pans, when the cream
gradually rises to the top and is skimmed off. The other process
is to raise the cream by boiling. Such whey cream is also called

Cream Fleetings. Hrt. Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) IV. i. (7) w.Sc.
(Jam.) Ayr. If the milk is either allowed to cool too much, before
it is made into curd, or not brought to the proper temperature,
when the rennet is mixed into it, the curd is soft, does not
part with the whey, and the cheese is soft, brittle, and difficult

to be kept together ; and even when the utmost pains have
been taken to press out the serum (r. whey) it will, several
weeks after the cheese has been made, burst out in putrifying
holes, which, in the dairy language ofAyrshire, are termed whey-
drops, Agric. Sutv. 452 {ib.). (8) Ayr. (Jam.) (9) w.Sc. A poor
whey-faced shawp o' a creature you war, Carrick Laird ofLogan
(1835") 254. Gall. I would even twist thy neck, thou whey-faced
young hypocrite, Crockett LoveIdylls{ 1901)307. Cum. Munkey-
shept Greame, . . and whey-feac't Ned Bulman, Anderson Ballads
(ed. 1840) 129; Cum.4 Lin.1 He's a poor whew-faced lad. Cor.
Theer's more o' God in that gert shine o' buttercups 'pon the grass
than in all them whey-faced chapel-folks put together, Phillpotts
Prophets (1897) 211. (10) Sc.(A.W.) Lnk. Oh, the whey-parritch!
Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) 166. (11) Lnk. (Jam.) (12) Ayr.
Whey-springs, or eyes, are seldom met with in the cheeses of
Ayrshire, Agric. Surv. 455 (Jam.). Shr. 1 It causes cracks which
attract flies. ' I doubt theer's bin a w'ey-spring i' this cheese, see
'ow the maggots han gotten into it.' (13) Chs. 1 (14) Cum. An old
home-made summer beverage of sweet whey from which the curd
had been taken ; aromatic herbs were steeped and allowed to

ferment in it, possibly with yeast ; after which it was drawn off

clear. It was sweet and sharp to the taste (M.P.). Wm. Made
by infusing mint or sage into buttermilk whey and drunk by women
during the hay harvest, Briggs Lit. Remains (1825) 20g. w.Yks.
Whey impregnated with mint, balm, and walnut leaves, Willan List
Wds. (1811). (15) Cum. I have a large old black whey-whig pot
kept as a curiosity, but never used in my day. It is tall, jar-shaped,
with a narrow top, loose lid, and a spiggot-hole at the bottom
(M.P.). (16) w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Feb. 10, 1900) ; w.Yks. 1

(17) Sc. Formerly a very common dish for dinner among the
peasantry

; consisting of flummery prepared by collecting all the
porridge left at breakfast, which was beat down among fresh whey,
with an additional quantity of oatmeal. This, being boiled for
some hours, was eaten . . . with bread, instead of broth (Jam.).
2. A cheese-making term : that part of the liquid re-
maining after the 'fleetings' have been skimmed off.

Chs. Marshall Review (1818) II. 56.
WHEY, see Quey, sb.1

WHEY-CRAGS, sb.pl. Yks. Stones used as landmarks
on moors. w.Yks. Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) xii.

WHEYLKIN, sb. Sh.I. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Lively, coy motions. S. & Ork.1

WHEYTE, see Quite, v.

WHEZLE, sb. Lth. (Jam.) A dial, form of 'weasel,'
Mustela.
WHEZZLE, v. Cum. Wm. [we'zl.] To beat or

thrash with a stick. Cf. hazel, sb.1

Cum.4 Gev him a real gud whezzlin wid a hezel woaking stick,

IV. C. T.H. (1893) 10, col. 2. Wm. In use at Patterdale (J.M.).
Hence Whezzling, ppl. adj. large, ' thumping.' Wm.

(J.M.)
WHIAZEN, WHIBBETT, see Weasand, Wibbit.
WHIBBLE, v. Obs. Dor. To lie. Haynes Voc.

(c. 1730) in N. &* Q. (1883) 6th S. viii. 45.
WHIBIBBLE, see Whybibble.
WHICH, v., sb. and adv. Sc. Also written whihh

Ags. (Jam.) ; and in forms quhich, quhigh n.Sc. (Jam.)
[hwix-j 1. v. To dash or rush with a soft, whizzing
sound.

n.Sc. It gaid whichin by (Jam.). Bnff. 1 Ags., Cld. (Jam., s.v.

Whig).

2. sb. A soft, whizzing sound ; a blow accompanied by
such a sound. Bnff.1 3. adv. With a soft, whizzing
sound, ib.

WHICH, pron. Van dial, uses in Irel. and Eng. [wit/.]

1. In comb. (1) Which one ('n), which; (2) -somever,
whichever. See Whilk, pron.

(1) Lakel. 2 Whichn will thoo hev? Wm. Whichn o' t'kye is't

'at's bealen ? (B.K.) Wil. Penruddocke Content (i860) 3, Introd.

(2) w.Yks. Whichsomeiver's brokken 't '11 ha'e to pay for 't, Leeds

Merc. Suppl. (Feb. 17, 1900).

2. Phr. (1) which hand willye have it in? used tauntingly
\

you will not get it at all
; (2) which was tother, one from

another.
(1) N.I. 1

, w.Yks. (J.W.) (2) Glo.1 There wur sich a long row
of housen, and they wur aal like a zack o' peas, I couldn't tell

which was tother, Roger Plowman's 2nd Visit to London, 62.

3. Used redundantly in a conjunctive sense ; see below.
s.Not. Ghosts, which I can't abear talkin' about 'em (J.P.K.).

Hrf. (Hall.) Glo. He told the landlord to bring him some beer;
which he drawed it and brought it to him, Lewis Gl. (1839) i

Glo.2 He took his woath as I layed the drap, which I did noa sich

a theng, 12. Nrf. Spilling M. Miggs (1902) 9.

4. What.
N.I. 1 Chs.1 Which a pratty little wench 00 is ! s.Chs.1 Wich.

fl big' lahy 1

[4. Which folye and which ignoraunce misledeth
wandringe wrecches fro the path of verray goode

!

Chaucer Boethius, bk. in. met. viii.]

WHICHENS,a^. Lan. [wi'tjsnz.] How? in what way?
'Do it a this'ns.' 'Which'ns?' Not very commonly used (S.W.).

WHICHY, pron. Pem. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written
whiche Pem. ; whichee Cor. ; whichie Pem. ; and in
form hutchy Dev. [wi'tfi.] 1. Which.

s.Pem. I don't care whichie, Laws Little Eng. (1888) 422.
w.Som. 1

' Mr. Bird was in to fair.' ' Whichy ?
' i.e. which of them.

Dev. White Cy. Man s Conductor (nor) 127. Cor. Like a toad
under a harrow, I don't know whichee corse [sic] to steer, Hunt
Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) II. 230; Cor.23

2. Comb. Which6 way, how, in what manner.
s.Pem. Her fingers go so quick, I can't tell whiche way can she

do it (M.S.C.).

WHICK, WHICKEN, see Quick, adj. 1
,
Quicken, sb.,v.2

WHICKENINS, sb. pi. Cum. The white couch-grass,
Triticum repens. (B. & H.) Cf. quicken, sb. 3.

WHICKER, sb.
1 Cum.4 A barb on the prong of a

' lyster ' or fish-hook
;
part of a gate-crook ; see below.

Whickers are made on the shank of an iron gate-crook so that
it shall remain firm in the leaden setting in the hole made for its

reception in the stone gate-post. ' Many a time have I drawn up
my fishing-line to find a heuk widoot its whicker.'
WHICKER, sb. 2 Ken. [wika(r).] In phr. vjhickerfor

whacker, tit for tat. Cf. whicket,
The one having . . . bitten the other, who met the action with

what is here called variously ' quitter for quatter,' or 'whicker for
whacker,' Keeling Return to Nature (1897) xx.
WHICKER, v. and sb* Sc. Wm. Yks. Glo. Brks.

Hmp. I.W. w.Cy. Wil. Dor. Som. Amer. Also written
wicker Wm. n.Yks.14 Glo.12 Hmp.1 w.Cy. Wil.1 w.Som.1

;and in form whecker Som. [wi-ka(r), hwikar.] 1. v.
To neigh ; to whinny ; to bleat. Cf. nicker, v.
Wm. The wickering ma-a-a of sheep, Ollivant Owd Bob

X1898) i. n.Yks.14
, Glo.12 , Brks.1

, Hmp.1
, I.W.1 Wil.1 To neigh

or whinny as a horse, bleat as a goat, whine as a dog, &c. Dor.1

Prick'd her ears upright An' whicker'd out wi' all her might.
Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885); Jennings Obs. Dial.
w.Eng. (1825). w.Som. 1 Th'old mare knowth father's step so
well's a beggar knowth his bag; nif on'y a goth 'long the court
her'll sure to wickery. [Amer. They [horses] were going down
the road the way they had come, squealing, whickering, kicking,
and running like mad, Harris Tales, 374.]
2 - To giggle, snigger; to laugh uncontrollably. Cf.
whihher, 2.

Sc. (A.W.) Glo.1 A wickering wench and a crowing hen Is
neither good to God nor men. Wil.1 Dor. The green spangled
fairies that whickered at you as you passed, Hardy Tess (1891) 1 •

Haynes Voc. (c. 1730) in N. &* Q. (1883) 6th S. viii. 45. Som.

3. sb. The sound of the breath in sniggering. Sc. (A.W.)
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4. Phr. to find a whicker's nest, to be seized with an

irrepressible fit of giggling. Wil.1

WHICKET, sb. Ken. Also written wicket. In phr.
whicketfor whacket, tit for tat. Cf. whicker, sb. 2

Ray (.1691) ; Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 139; Ken.12

WHICKIE,a#. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) Crafty, knavish.
.
WHICKWHACK, adv. Not. [wik-wak.] Of blows:

in rapid succession.
s.Not. Ma fisses went whick-whack in 'is face (J.P.K.).

WHID, sb}, v.
1 and adv. Sc. Irel. Also in forms fud

Abd. ; quhid Sc. (Jam.) ; whud Sc. (Jam.) N.I.1 [hwid.]
1. sb. A rapid, noiseless movement ; a whisk ; a quick
run ; a hasty flight, esp. used of a hare.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. ; Whid implies a rush,
bolt, or leap, as of a rabbit when startled near its burrow (Jam.
Suppl., s.v. Whidder). s.Sc. The hares in mony an am'rous whud
Pid scour the grass out-through, T. Scott Poems (1793) 376.
Ayr. Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 87. e.Lth. Oh! tak' a
whid to Scotland bonnie Some canny morn, Mucklebackit
Rhymes (1885) 37.

2. Obs. A moment ; an instant.
. Sc. He lent a blow at Johnny's eye, That rais'd it in a whid,
Right blue that day, Galloway Poems (1788) 96 (Jam.).

3. v. To move nimbly and noiselessly ; to fly or run
quickly ; to frisk ; to whisk, esp. used of a hare.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Ye see yon other light that's gaun whiddin' back
and forrit? Scott Blk. Dwarf (1816) iii. Frf. The lintie whids
amang the whins, Smart Rhymes (1834) 109. Enf. The playfu'
leverets whud Ower yon green howe, Young Lochlomond (1872)
35. Ayr. Morning poussie whiddin seen, Burns Ep. to Lapraik
(Apr. 1, 1785) st. 1. Edb. The partridges whidding about in

pairs, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xxii. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824). N.I.1 Applied to a hare when it is running about
as if to amuse itself.

Hence Whiddy, (1) sb. a name for a hare
; (2) adj.

unsettled, unsteady.
(1) Bnff. Rob than to her did hunt his dogs. . . But Whiddie wi'

her cockit lugs, Said, Kiss your luckie, Taylor Poems (1787) 91.
Abd. (Jam.) (2) Or.I. (S.A.S.), S. & Ork.1

4. adv. Obs. Nimbly.
Edb. Whid, frae Beggar- Ha, baith yap, The twa pert prick-the-

Iice, Wee Yuky's sons, Carlop Green (1793) 126, ed. 1817.

WHID, sb." and v.2 Sc. e.An. Also in form whud
s.Sc. (Jam.) [hwid.] 1. sb. An exaggerated statement
or story ; a ' fib,' lie.

Sc. (Jam.) e.Sc. Setoun Sunshine (1895) 323. Per. Wantin'
whids, whaur wad they be, My bonnie speeches, Halieurton
Ochil Idylls (1891) 90. Ayr. Ev'n Ministers they hae been kenn'd
In holy rapture, A rousing whid at times to vend, Burns Death
and Dr. Hornbook (1785) st. 1. Kcb. Fishers gets the name o'

beinfearfu fircoinin awfu whuds, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 466.

2. A dispute ; a quarrel. e.An.1
3. v. To equivocate

;

to exaggerate ; to ' fib,' lie ; to deceive.
Sc. It conveys the idea of less aggravation than that which is

attached to the term lie (Jam.) ; Whan I see a fair-farrened

whuddin youngster coming that gait ower me, Walford Dick
Nelherby (1881) v. Per. Whiddin's an airt, Haliburton Ochil

Idylls (1891) 90. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

[Cp. OE. cwide, a statement, proverb, saying (Sweet).]

. WHIDDER, see Whether, Whither, v.
' WHIDDLE, v. Sc. [hwi'dl, wi-dl.] To move in a
short, quick flight ; to go lightly and rapidly. Cf. whid, sb}

Per. They whiddled about, They niddle about, They chirmed,

they kiss'd an' caress'd, Ford Harp (1893) 319. Knr. (Jam.)

WHIDDLE, see Widdle, v., Whittle, sb.
2

WHI(E, WHIET, see Quey, sb.
1

,
Quiet.

WHIEW, int. Obs. Ken. The noise made in driving

hogs. Lewis /. Tenet (1736). Hence Whiewer, sb. a

shrewd, sharp, or violent man. ib. He is a whiewer; Ken. 2

WHIEW, see Whew, v.
2

WHIFF, sb. and v.
1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Lakel. Yks. Lan.

Chs. Nhp. War. e.An. Cor. Also written wiff Yks. s.Chs. 1

;

and in forms wheef Sh.I. Ant. ; whiffey Nhb. ; whuff Sc.

Lakel.2 Cum.4 Wm. ; whuffy Sc. [hwif, wif.] 1. sb.

A transient view ; a glimpse ; a glance. Cf. quiff, sb.2

-Kcb. Never seen a whuff o' her since, Armstrong Ktrkiebrae

(1896) 153. N.Cy.l, w.Yks. 1
,
ne.Lan.l

2. A short time ; an instant ; a ' jiffy.'

Lth. The furious onslaucht, knife and fork, Was a' owre in a
whuffy, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 39. Ant. (S.A.B.), N.Cy.1

Nhb. She gaed awa' in a whiffey, an' cam' nae more back for full

twa months, Jones Nhb. (1871; 155. Nhp. 1 I'm coming in a whiff.
War. 3

3. A slight touch.
Kcb. Oor life wings alang, wi' a whuff noo an' than O' the dark

han' o' cauld Daddy Care, Armstrong Ingleside (1890) 205.
4. Fig. An instalment ; a preliminary burst.
Nhb. The day cam' in wi' a graund whiff n' bell ringing vera

airly i' the mornin', Jones Nhb. (1871) 115.

5. An apparition of a living person seen by himself or
others ; a 'wraith.' Nhb. Hone Every Day Bk. (1826) II.

1019. 6. An inkling; an idea.
w.Yks. T'printher, hahivver, hed sumhah getten a wiff o' what

wor up, Binns Yksman. Comic Ann. (1890) 31, col. 2.

7. Comp. WifF-waff, foolery.
s.Chs. 1 Kim, Iet)s aa non fl yur wif-waaf.

8. Phr. neither whiff nor whaff, applied to flavourless
food, unmeaning talk, &c. e.An. 1

9. v. To puff; to

smoke ; to blow.
Sh.I. Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.1 8. Per. [He] was whiffin' his

pipe by the jambs, Stewart Character (1857) 149. Gall. He
whufft out the candle, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 474, ed. 1876.
Cum.4 Lakel.2 He whuft a chow o' bacca oot. T'reek whuft doon
t'chimla. n.Yks. 1 Of the smoke from a chimney into the room
under the force of a down-blast. Nhp.' He whiffed the candle
out. War.3

10. To breathe ; to whisper.
Wm. Ah whuft it i' his lug, Ah wad knock him doon if he said

Ah war a leer again (B. K.).

11. To look in a quick, hurried manner.
Cum. He sat whiffin in amaze, Anderson Heddersgill Keatie, st.

4; (E.W.P.)
12. Phr. whiffand gee me, to use one pipe among several

in turn. Cor. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.) Cf. cornish, v.

WHIFF, v.
2 Dev.3 Cor.12 [wif] To fish from a boat

with hand-lines. Cf. whiffle, v.*

WHIFF, see Wheef.
WHIFFET, v. Nhp. War. [wi-fit.] To veer, waver;

to fluctuate ; to cause smoke, &c. to wave or fluctuate.

Cf. whiffle, v.
2

War. 2 Don't go whiffeting the smoke about like that.

Hence Whiffeting,///. adj. of persons : slender, weakly,
insignificant-looking. Nhp.1

WHIFFEY, see Whiff, sb.

WHIFFINGER, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) A vagabond.
(s.v. Waff.)
WHIFFLE, v.

1 and sb. 1 Sc. Lan. e.An. Lon. Also in

form wheeffle Sc. (Jam.) [hwi'fl, wi'fl.] 1. v. To
play the flute ; to whistle.

s.Lan. 1 He con whiffle rarely.

Hence Whiffler, sb. (1) one who plays on the fife or
flute

; (2) obs. or obsol, one who goes at the head of a
procession to clear the way for it ; see below.

(1) Cld. (Jam.) (2) Lan. Ante-masks are ever usher'd in by
whifflers, Brathwait Lan. Lovers (1640) xv. e.An.1 In that of
the Corporation of Norwich from the Guild-hall to the Cathedral
Church, on the Guild-day, the whifflers are two active men very
lightly equipped {milites expedite, bearing swords of lath or latten,

which they keep in perpetual motion, whiffing the air on either

side, and now and then giving an unlucky boy a slap on the

shoulders or posteriors with the flat side of their weapons. Lon.

A young freeman who attends the companies of London on Lord
Mayor's Day, Holloway.
2. sb. A shrill, intermittent note, with little variation of

tone. Sc. (Jam., s.v. Wheeple).
WHIFFLE, v.

2 and sb 2 Sc. Nhb. Lakel. Yks. Lan.
Chs. Midi. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Glo. e.Cy.

Ess. Ken. Sur. Sus. Dev. Cor. Also written wiffle Cum.4

Lan. Not. e.Cy. Ken. 1 Dev.2 Cor. ; and in forms wheefle
Sc. ; whiffo s.Lan. 1

; whuffle Lakel.2 [hwi-fl, wi-fl.]

1. v. To move lightly ; to flutter or rustle as if stirred

by the wind ; to puff; to blow, drive, or whirl before the
wind. Cf. whiffet.

Sc. Wha fash wi' Him, he wheefles them by, Waddell Ps.

(1871) x. 5. ne.Lan. 1 s.Chs.1 Ahy thingk dhii weynd)z gy'efin
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up u bit, dhu tree*-tops bin bigy'in'in wif'l iibuwt u bit. Lei.1

The wind'U whiffle the snoo togither. War.23 Wor. How the
wind have whiffled they leaves about (H.K.). Shr. 1 I think we
sha'n dry the clothes, they begin to w'iffle about a bit. Glo.12

Ken. 1 "Pis de wind whiffles it all o' one side. Sus. 1 L see there
had been just rain enough to whiffle round the spire whiles we
was in church. Cor.3

Hence Whiffler, sb., obs., a flag.

Lan. In Nov. 1760, the French expeditionary force . . . was
lying in the harbour of Gottenburg, and at the same time a
Liverpool ship, commanded by Capt. Rimmer, happened to be
there. . . He reported that, ' when they sailed, the commodore and
second vessel carried white whifflers, or pendants forward,'

N. er Q. (1873) 4th S. xii. 525.

2. Of the wind : to veer, shift ; to blow in gusts or puffs.
Fif. Tennant Anster (1812) 84, ed. 1871. Lake]. 2

, Cum.4 Lan.
The wind too whiffles about strangely, Roby Trad. (1829) II. 231,
ed. 1872. s. Chs. 1 Dhu weynd wif'lz ubuw't su, aan"ibdi kun
aa'rdli tel wot ky'eynd u wedh'iir tii iikspek't. Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 The
wind whiffles about so. War.23 , w.Wor. 1

, se.Wor.1 Shr.1 I

dunna know whad to mak' o' the weather this mornin', the wlnde
does so w'iffle about throm North to West. Glo. 1 Ess Burmes-
ter Loft's Alice (1901) 83. Ken. The trees make the wind whiffle

(D.W.L.); Ken.1
, Sus.1

3. To twinkle ; to wink ; to flicker ; also used fig. Nhb.
(R.O.H.) 4. Fig. To trifle ; to hesitate ; to be unsteady

;

to change one's mind.
Lakel. 2 He whiffles an he whaffles; he's like a dictionary, he

sticks ta nowt neea length o' time. w.Yks.1 ne.Lan. 1 Not to

adhere to one's word or bargain. sw.Lin. 1 He whiffles about so,

you don't know what he will be at. Shr.2
, Glo. 12 , e.Cy. (Hall.)

Hence(i)Whiffle-minded,//y.afi£/.changeable,vacillating;

(2) Whiffler, sb. an inconstant person ; a turncoat ; a
waverer

; (3) Whiffling,/^/, adj. {a) uncertain, changeable,
shifty ; untrustworthy

;
(b) slight, slender, insignificant

;

weakly ; delicate.

(1) Shr. 1 Theer's no 'eed to be took on a fellow like 'im, 'e's so
w'iffle-minded—'e dunna know 'is own mind two minutes together.
Dev.2 Tom B— is a terrible wiffle-minded fellow. (2) Lan.
(Hall.), ne.Lan.1 w.Cor. She's a whiffler, never in the same mind
two days together (M.A.C.). (3, a) ne.Lan.1

, Not. 1 Lin.1 Don't
count upon his vote, he's very whiffling. n.Lin. 1

, Lei. 1
, War.3

,

w.Wor.1
, Shr.2 (b) Nhb. Let a weakly whifffin' body like Janet

o' the Scaurs gae out o' their house in a day like this, Jones Nhb.
(1871) 122. Not. He's a wifflin' eater (J.H.B.). Nhp. 1 A little

whiffling fellow. War. 3

5. To talk idly, inconsistently, or wildly. n.Cy. (Hall.),
ne.Lan.1

6. Comp. Whiffle-whaffle, (1) idle talk,

nonsense ; trifling words or actions
; (2) a person of

unsteady, vacillating character
; (3) trifling, foolish.

(1) n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks.4 Lan. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.)
ne.Lan.1 (2) w.Yks. 1 (3) Lan. Whot'lt doo wi' this whiffo-
whaffo stuff? Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1740) 4. s.Lan.1

Aw've no payshunce wi' such whiffo-whaffo wark.
7. sb. A whisk. War.3

WHIFFLE, v.
3 w.Yks.2 [wi'fl.] To yelp or bark

faintly. Cf. waffle, v.2

WHIFFLE, v.* Cor.3 [wi'fl.] To fish from a boat
with hand-lines. Cf. whiff, v.2

WHIFFLES, sb. pi. Oxf. 1 The whipple-tree of a
plough. MS. add.

WHIFFLEY, v. n.Yks. 4 [wi'fii.] To trifle ; to vacillate.

WHIFFY, adj. Nhb. Lin. Also written wiffy n.Lin.1

[wi'fi.] In comp.Whiffy-whaffy, (1) uncertain, changeable

;

weak, foolish
;
thin, insipid

; (2) pale, sickly, delicate.

(1) Nhb. 1 (s.v. Wishy-washy), Lin. (J.C.W.) n.Lin. 1 If things

was as thaay hed oht to be, bishops wo'dn't let wiffy-waffy chaps
like iver climb up i'to a pulpit. (2) Nhb. 1 (s.v. Wishy-washy).
WHIFT, sb. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Not. Lei. War. Wor.

Oxf. Also written wift Yks. s.Lan.1 Not. War.2 se.Wor. 1

Oxf. ; and in form whuft Lakel.2 e.Lan.1
[wift.] 1. A

whiff; a breath; a puff of wind; a slight flavour. Cf.
waft, v.

Lakel.2 Summat diun gayley sharp wi' a puff o' wind. w.Yks.2
,

e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 Aw'll have a wift at mi poipe. Not. I just got a
wift of smoke (J.H.B.). Not. 1

, Lei. 1 War.2 I'll jist 'ave a wift o'

bacca. se.Wor.1 Oxf, It went by with a wift (G.O.).

2. Fig. A hint ; an inkling.

w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865). Not. Some one got a wift

of the wedding (M.P.); Not.3 I had a whift o' what they wor
goin' to be on wi', an' so I didna goo.

WHIG, sb.1 and v.
1 Obs. or obsol. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur.-

Also written wig Nhb.1
1. sb. An old name for a

Presbyterian or Covenanter ; see below. Cf. quig, sb.2,

whigamore.
Sc. A name, imposed on those in the 17th cent, who adhered

to the Presbyterian cause. By rigid Episcopalians, it is still given

to Presbyterians in general; and, in the w. of Sc, even by the

latter, to those who in a state of separation from the established

church, profess to adhere more strictly to Presbyterian principles

(Jam.) ; The sw. counties of Scotland have seldom corn enough to

serve them round the year ; and the northern parts producing
more than they need, those in the west come in the summer to

buy at Leith the stores that come from the north : and from a

word Wiggam, used in driving their horses, all that drove were
called the Whiggamors, and shorter the Whiggs. Now in that

year [1648] after the news came down ofDuke Hamilton's defeat,

the ministers animated their people to rise, and march to Edin-
burgh ; and they came up marching on the head of their parishes,

with an unheard-of fury, praj'ing and preaching all the way as

they came. The Marquis of Argyll and his party came and
headed them, they being about 6,000. This was called the

whiggamors' inroad ; and, ever after that, all that opposed the

court, came, in contempt, to be called Whiggs, Burnet Own
Times (1753) I. 58 (('*.). Gall. Their not keeping the church, their

conversing with Whigs (as they called the Persecuted people),

Gallovidian (1901) III. 55. Nhb.1 It is rather curious to be
informed by Mr. Brand, that he read a public register in St.

Andrew's Church Vestry (Newcastle), intimating that there was
a burying place in Sidgate of the quigs (Whigs). And to this

day, dissenters, in many parts of Northumberland, are termed
' whigs,' Impartial Hist, ofNewcastle (1801) ;

' Whigs,' the North-
umberland reproach for Presbyterians, still in use in some inland,

localities. In Newcastle they and other Nonconformists were
called 'quigs,' Hardy Denham Tracts (ed. 1892) 351.

Hence (1) Whiggery, sb. the practices or tenets of
Presbyterians or Covenanters

; (2) Whigling, sb. a con-
temptuous term for a ' Whig.'

(1) Sc. (Jam.) ; I'll hae nae whiggery in the barony of Tillie-

tudlem, Scott Old Mortality (1816) vii. Twd. The country
below it was still loyal and with no taint of whiggery, Buchan
/. Burnet (1898) 309. (2) Frf. Let graceless whiglings jibe an'
jeer, Smart Rhymes (1834J, 131.

2. A rogue.
Ir. If a man wishes to call another a rogue seriously, he calls

him, Whig, Blackw. Mag. (Dec. 1821) 620.

3. v. To cozen; to sneak. Dur. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl.
(1870).

WHIG, sb.2 and v.
2 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. Chs. Not. Lin. Nhp. Shr. Also written whigg Sc.

;

wig Sc. Nhb.1 Not. Lin. ; wigg n.Sc. (Jam.) ; and in form
quhig Sc. (Jam.) [hwig, wig.] 1. sb. Whey; sour
milk or cream ; buttermilk.

Sc. The sour part of cream, which spontaneously separates from
the rest ; the thin part of a liquid mixture (Jam.) ; Milk milket aff
milk, Milk in a pig ; New calved kye's milk, Sour kirnie whig,
Chambers Pop. Rhymes (ed. 1870) 386. ne.Sc. Gregor Flk-Lore
(1881)194. Cai.1 Gall. Mactaggart iiHyic/. (1824). Ant. A thin
subacid liquor resembling whey which collects on the surface of
butter milk when long kept, Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) N.Cy.1

Cum. Whig is wentit, wended, or turned buttermilk, run to whey
and curd, Williamson Local Elym. (1849) z 9- w.Yks.1 Fre-
quently called green wey, from its being of a greenish colour.
ne.Lan. 1

,
Chs.123

,
Not. (J.H.B.), Lin.1 n.Lin.1 Commonly used

in the saying, 'As sour as whig.' sw.Lin. 1 Oh, lor 1 the milk's as
sour as whig. Nhp.1 [Whig, and Whay, setum lactis, Levins
Manip. (1570).]

2. A beverage made of whey flavoured with herbs ; see
below.

n.Cy. (K.) Nhb.1 The whey was infused with mint and sage
soured a little with buttermilk. It was boiled first, then boiled a
little more, cooled and clarified, and, when cold, was ready (J.H.);
Cum. 14 n.Yks. Good kirne-milk and whig, Meriton Praise Ale
(1684) 1. 160 ; n.Yks.2 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788).
3. Wine-posset.
Shr. 1

' Cook, yo' mus' mak' the Missis some w'ig, 'er's got a bad
coud.' ' W'ig, what's that ? \

< W'y, milk boiled 66th winde.'
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4. v. Of stale churned milk : to throw off a sediment.
Dmf. (Jam.) Hence Whigged, ppl. adj. curdled, as milk

;

broken in whey.
Ir. In the beginning we were all as thick as whigged milk,

Carleton Traits Peas. (1843) I. 121. w.Yks.4 , s.Chs.1 Shr.1
I

doubt this custurt-puddin' 's w'igged, the oven's bin a bit too
sharp fur it.

WHIG, v.
3 and sb.3 Sc. Also written wig Sh.I.

[hwig.] 1. v. To go quickly ; to jog along ; to move at
an easy, steady pace.

Sc. I . . . was whigging cannily awa hame, Scott Guy M. (1815)
xxiv. Sh.I. Hit's as muckle as I can du ta wig apo' da ert, far
less tafechtwi' aaivero' a gaut laek a coo, Sh.Nrws (Nov.6. 1897^.
Lth. (Jam.) Slk. Whigging an' prigging an' a' new-fangleness,
HoGGPoems(ed. 1865) 419. Rxb. Well, well, I must be whigging
awa' now. Guid day, Hamilton Outlaws (1897") 54.
2. To work nimbly and heartily. Cld. (Jam.) 3. To
drink copiously; gen. used with off, out, or up. Sc. (Jam.),
Bnff.1 4. sb. A copious draught. BmT.1

WHIG, see Wig, sb.\ Wig(g, sb.

WHIGAMORE, sb. Obs. or 0650/. Sc. A 'Whig,'
Presbyterian, Covenanter. Cf. whig, sb.1

Sc. A cant term of the same meaning with Whig, as applied to
the old Presbyterians, but apparently more contemptuous (Jam.)

;

There was he and that sour Whigamore they ca'd Burley, Scott
Old Mortality (,1816) xxxvii; Those in the west come in the
summer to buy at Leith the stores [of corn] that come from the
north : and from a word Wiggam, used in driving their horses,
all that drove were called the Whiggamors, Burnet Own Times
( r 753) I. 58 (Jam., s.v. Whig). Twd. I am a King's man out and
out, and would see all whigamores in perdition before I would
join with them, Buchan/. Burnet 1,1898) 269.

WHIGGA, sb. Sh.I. [hwi'ga.] The couch-grass,
Triticum repens. S. & Ork.1

WHIGGERED WHEY, phr. Obs. n.Cy. Also in form
whiggened whey N.Cy.1 A beverage made by infusing
herbs in fermented whey. Also called Whig (q.v.). ( T.L.

1783), N.Cy.1

WHIGGIN, WHIGGLE, see Wiggin, sb., Wiggle.
WHIGGONITE, sb. Sc. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A Whig.
Lnk. For being opposed to Jacobites, They plainly call'd them

Whiggonites, Graham Writings (1883) I. 124.

WHIGMALEERIE, sb. and adj. Sc. Lakel. Also
written whigmaleery Cum.14

; and in forms figmalirie
Lnk. (Jam.) ; whigmeleerie Sc. (Jam.) [hwigmalrri.]
1. sb. Obs. A game played at a drinking club ; see below.
Ags. A pin was stuck in a circle, having as many radii drawn

from the centre as there were persons in the company, with the

name of each person at the radius opposite to him. An index,

placed on the top of the pin, was moved round by every one in

his turn ; and at whose name soever it stopped, that person was
obliged to drink off a glass (Jam.).

2. A fantastic, useless ornament ; a gimcrack.
Sc. It's a brave Kirk—nane o' yere whigmaleeries . . . about it,

Scott Rob Roy (1817) xix. s.Sc. She was tempting him to fling

awa his siller, buyin whigmaleeries, to gar her look like an antic,

Wilson Tales (1839) V. 53. Ayr. Nane o' your whigmaleeries o'

castles, a'lums and craw-steppit gavels, for me, Service Notandums

( 1890) 24. Rxb. You couldna busk yourself up sae brawly with
a'thaewhigmaleerieso'yours,HAMiLTONOK//aais

v
i897) 16. Cum.14

3. A whim, crotchet, vagary ; a foolish fancy.

n.Sc. What would their grandfathers have said to a whigmaleerie

of a ball ! Miller Scenes and Leg. (ed. 1853) xxx. w.Sc. Hen-
derson Our Jeames (1898) 121. Ayr. Some fewer whigmeleeries

in your noddle, Burns Brigs ofAyr (1787) 1. 96. Lnk. But Bess

. . . took figmaliries and would jump with sword and pistol by her

side, Ramsay Poems (1800) II. 497 (Jam.). Twd. Ye maun put a

strict watch over a vagrom fancy, and ye'll be quit o' siccan

whigmaleeries, Buchan Weather (1899) 261.

4. adj. Whimsical, odd.

Sc. (Jam.) Lth. He's makin' your mother some kind o'

whigmaleerie thing for toastin' bread wi', Strathesk More Bits

(ed. 1885) 67. Lakel.2

WHIGS, sb.pl. Chs. [wigz.] Roots or other obstruc-

tion choking up a drain; adial. form of twigs.' Cf.qttig,.s6. 1

Chs.l ; Chs.s The stuff is welly racked up wi' whigs. s.Chs.1

VOL. VI.

WHIG-WHAM, sb. s.Lan. 1 [wigwam.] A quagmire;
a bog.

WHIHHER, v. Obs. Sc. Also in form quhihher
(Jam.). 1. To move through the air with a whizzing
sound

; to flutter quickly, as a bird.
Sc. Quhihher by thaim down the stream, Loud nickerin in a

lauch, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) III. 361 (Jam.). n.Sc, Ags. (ib.)
Fif. There was a sough, like flann or flaw. As in he whihher'd
through the wa', Tennant Papistry ( 1827) 25.

2. To laugh in a suppressed way ; to titter. Ags. (Jam.)
Cf. whicker, v. 2.

WHIL, v. Obs. Wxf.1 To turn upside down. Cf.
whelve.
WHILAIM, adv. Obs. Dor. At a venture. Haynes

Voc. (c. 1730), in N. &° Q. (1883) 6th S. viii. 45.
WHILE, sb., conj., prep., adv. and v. Var. dial, uses in

Sc. Irel. and Eng. Also written wile Shr. 1
; and in forms

fil Sh.I.; file Bnff.1 Abd.; fill S. & Ork. 1 Cai. 1
; wal

w.Yks Lan.; wel Cum.4
; well n.Yks. ; whahl n.Yks.4

;

whal Yks. ; whel Cum.14 ; whell Cum.; wheyl Chs.;
wheyleCum.14

; whil(lSc; whoile s.Lan. 1
; whol w.Yks.

s.Lan.1
; woile Lan. ; wol(l Yks. [hwail, wail ; un-

stressed wol.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) While er, a short
time ago ; (2) -sich or -stitch, in phr. every while-sick,

every now and then ; cf. every ivide stitch, s v. Stitch, sb. 1

1 (3) ! (3) -sin', in phr. a while-sin back, see (1) ; (4) -some,
former, whilome.

(1) Nhb. He'll ne'er mount barb, nor couch a lance. . . Whileere
[sic] with might and main, Laird of Thorneyburne (1855) 47. w.Cy.
Grose (1790) Suppl. Dor. (W.C. c. 1750). n.Dev. Tha told'st

ma now-reert or a whilere, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 140. Cor. Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 71. (2) Chs. 2 Shr.1 'E's at it every wile-slche.

(3) Lnk. This whilesin' back I've studied her, Murdoch Doric
Lyre (1873) 38. w.Yks. (J.W.) (4) Fnf. Noo, alake, their vera
name Is unkent in their whilsome hame, Young Lochlomond
(1872) 56.

2. Phr. (1) all the whiles, all the time
; (2) a sight of whiles,

a long time
; (3) a while back, a short time ago

; (4) at
whiles, (5) by whiles, now and then

; (6) in the between
while, in the meantime

; (7) one body's while, one person's
business ; (8) the while, see (6) ; (9) the whiles, whilst

;

(10) this while, for some time past
; (11) whiles of, at times

during.
(1) Dev. All the whiles as he stood with his hand on the

mantelshelf I was thinking I knew that mark, Mortimer W. Moors
(1895) an. n.Dev. Poor Tamsin clutching on all the whiles tight

to Liza Ann's arm, Chanter Witch ( 1896) iv. (2) Glo. 'Tis a sight

of whiles since I set eyes upon 'ee, Buckman Darke's Sojourn
(1890) 126. (31 Sc. (A.W.) Wmh. I seen him a while back (W.M.).
n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.) (4'Dwn.Whunwe ceased at whiles tae speak,
Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 14. (5) s.Hmp. What's that

King David says on 'um, as Jesse reads by whiles? Verney
L. Lisle (1870) x. (6) e.Dev. The following motion was put down
for discussion at the next meeting, every man having time to

sense it in the between-while, Jane Lordship (1897) 161. (7)
w.Yks. (J.W.) nw.Dev.1 Tiz wan body's while to look arter

thucker chill ; a more mischievious little limb I nivver kom'd
across. (8) Frf. Speaking to Jess by nods the while, Barrie
Thrums (1889) iii. Rnf. 'Mang courts, an' wynds. an' closes dark,
Richt proud the while, Young Pictures (1865) 153. Yks. How
have you done the while ? Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) Oxf. (G O.)

(9) Dev. I held his horse the whiles he went up into the chamber,
O'Neill Idyls (189a) 28. (10) Sc. She's been mair dowie this

while nor I likit tae see, Swan Gates ofEden (1895) i. Ayr. This
while she's been in crankous mood, Her lost Militia fir'd her
bluid. . . And now she's like to rin red-wud about her whisky, Burns
Author's Cry (1786) st. 16. (11) Sc. (A.W.) Don. Niver to school,

but whiles o' two winthers, Macmanus Bend of Road (1898) 103.

3. A space of time, whether long or short ; time.
Sc. At dinner-time, and other whiles when there was company

about, Scott Bride of Lam. (1819) xxiv. Bnff. 1 Abd. They've
been made this file, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 216. Ayr.
Warslin' through your supper in hauf-oorly instalments between
the whiles in the shop, Service Notandums (1890) 93. Ir. It's a
sort o' diversion thim whiles when ye're starvin, Bari ow Bogland
(1892)4. n.Cy. (J.W.I, Dur.1 n.Yks. 2 It's a-while off. w.Yks.
Aw shouldn't be capp'd if ther wor a dust here in a while (H.J.).
Not. We used to stand the market one while (L.C.M.). n.Lin. 1

3N
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What a while you've been, Mary Ann ; I've been litein' o' you a

nooer. sw.Lin. 1 He's been dead his-sen a niced while. Hrf. I'll

do it when I've while (E.M.W.). Oxf. 1 What a while you a bin,

MS. add. Brks. 1 What a while a be gone whoam to his dinner.

Ken.2

Hence (1) at whiles-like, phr. as though having regular

periods
; (2) Dinner-while, sb. dinner-time ; see Dinner,

1 (2).

(1) n.Yks. 2 They came at whiles-like. (2) w.Yks. They hed
a feit at t'dinner-while (B.K.).

4. conj. In comb. (1) While-as, obs., so long as
; (2) -ever,

(a) see (1) ;
(b) until.

(1) Edb. But now, whileas the show'r does last, 'Tis no thought

proper they shud fast, Har'st Rig (1794) 29, ed. 1801. (2, a)

w.Yks. T'poar slave mun tug an tew wit wark Wolivver shoo can

crawl, Preston Poems (1864) 6. (A) w.Yks. Ah'st wait up
wholiver he comes (B. K.).

5. So that.

w.Yks. Ther' wet' sich a din wol aw couldn't hear, Hartley
Grimes's Trip (1877) 13; If tha weshes it, it'll run up, whol' Ah
wodn't if Ah wor thee, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Feb. 17, 1900).

6. conj. and prep. Until. See Awhile, 4.

Sc. (Jam.) ; He that eats while he lasts will be the war while

he die, Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 324. Sh.I. Da watterran doon
ower my hide fi'l hit cam* oot at me feet, Sh. News (Aug. 27, 1898).

Or.I. Fergusson Rambles (1884) 240. Cai. 1 Elg. Lang be it

whill the last faint note Shall mourn the faded beam, Couper
Poetry (1804) I. 133. Edb. It continued whill eleven a-clock of

the day, Hume Domestic Details (1697-1707) xxiv. N.Cy. 1 Stay
while I come back. Cum. 3 I didn't stop while I gat fairly into

t'foald, 25 ; Cum.4 Wm. A nivver fan oot what thaed bin dewan
while a gat tet Poo-brigg, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. a. n.Yks.14

Not while night. ne.Yks.1
, e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Ah want to keep

back whol Kersmas, Yks. Wkly. Post (.Dec. 7, 1895); w.Yks.23
;

w.Yks. 5 Wal t'sun reeses we moan't go. Lan. The spell that

howds a soule woile death, KAY-SHUTTLEwoRTHSrarsrfa/* (i860) II.

236. n.Lan. Wal t'day break, an t'shadas flee away. Phizackerley
Sng. Sol. (i860) ii. 17. ne.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 Chs. Hoo screetched
welly wheyl tha met a heeard her to th' lone eend, Clough
B. Bresskittle (1879) 4- Der.12 , Not. 1

, Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1
' Stir this

milk while it boils.' ' Stir this milk when it boils,' would be the
form if the milk were to be stirred as soon as it began to boil.

sw.Lin. 1
, Rut. 1

, Lei.
1 Nhp.1

I sha'n't leave home while to-morrow.
War.23 Bdf. He '"works while he can't work any longer'
(J.W.B.). Hnt. (T.P.F.) e.An. 1 Stay while I return. Cmb.1

Please, m'm, can you spare me while Tuesday?

7. prep Since, from.
S.& Ork.1 Hrt. I've had nothin to do while last Christmas (H.G.).

8. adv. In the meantime.
Lei. 1 Yo' goo fetch 'im an' oi'll hot it fur him whoile. War. 3

9. v. To wait. Glo.1

WHILEAG, see Whilock.
WHILES, adv. and conj. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also written whyles Sc. ; and in forms files

Abd. ; fyles Abd. Kcd. ; wheyles Cum.' 4
; whils Der.

[hwailz, wailz.] 1. adv. Sometimes ; now and then
;

occasionally. See While, Whilst.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Whiles you, whiles I, sae gangs the bailliary,

Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 884. Sh.I. Stewart Tales (1892) 96.

Cai. 1 e.Sc. Him and me used to forgather about the gardens
whiles, Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) iii. Abd. The man's files

some the waur o' drink fan he comes hame, Alexander Ain Flk.

(1882) 11. Kcd. Fyles at Allan's owre a gill An evenin' wisna
lang, Grant Lays (1884) 55. w.Sc. Whiles here, and whiles
there, Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 258. s.Sc. Sometimes for

sport, and whiles for need, Watson Border Bards (1859) 51.

Ayr. Whyles mice and moudieworts they howkit, Burns Twa
Dogs (1786) 1. 40. Kcb. Whun women's silly aneuch tae tak men
. . . they whiles hae a deal tae pit up wi, Trotter Gall. Gossip

(1901) 74. Ir. I'm finely, . . Barrin' whiles just a touch of the

cramp, Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 80. N.I. 1 Ogh, 'deed, whiles
he's betther an' whiles he's waur. N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Aa whiles meet
him i' the mornins. e.Dur. 1

, w.Dur. 1
, Lakel.2 , Cum.14 Wm.

T'fooak whiles cooed ma Peeat Gooardy, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 1.

n.Yks.2 I whiles take a little. m.Yks. 1

Hence whiles and again, phr. now and then.
n.Dev. I met un whiles and again, Zack Dunstable Weir(ic)oi) 35.

. 2. In the meantime.
Not. 1 Lei. 1 Ah'U 'oold 'er 'ead whoiles. War.3

3. conj. Whilst.
Der. Kem in whils I looks for him, Ouida Puck (1870) v. Sus.1

Dor. C. Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 13. nw.Dev.1

4. Until.
, L L

sw.Lin.1 ' She did not fret whiles we fretted, meaning that she

did not begin to cry till the others did. Rut.1

WHILIE, sb. Sc. Also in forms filie Bnff.1 Abd.

;

fylie ne.Sc. [hwai'li.] A short space of time ; a little

while.
Sc. You'll thole it a wee whilie langer, Keith Bonnie Lady

(1897)38. Sh.I. Stewart Tales (1892) 47. ne.Sc. She'll be a' richt

in a fylie, Green Gordonhaven{ 1887) 81. Bnfif. 1 Abd. I'll get the

beasts worn in aboot in a filie, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 94.

s.Sc.Thestacks for thefirst whilie were aye heatin' wi' us, Wilson
Tales (1836) IV. 47. e.Lth. It was a whilie after he'dbeen settled,

Hunter/. Inwick (1895) 43.

WHILK, v.
1 and sb. Cum. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. Also

written wilk Cum.14 [wilk.] 1. v. To howl as a dog

;

to yelp. s.Cy. (Hall.), Sur. 1
, Sus.12, Hmp. 1

2. To
mutter to oneself as when offended ; to complain.

Ken. Lewis /. Tenet (1736) ; Ken. 1 He went off whilkin when
I couldn't give him nothing; Ken.2 , Sus. 12 , Hmp.1

3. sb. The bark of a young dog when in close pursuit-

Cum.14

WHILK, v." Sh.I. [hwilk.] To suck quickly into

the mouth ; to gulp up. S. & Ork. 1

WHILK, pron. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Also
in forms filk Bnff.1 Abd. Frf. ; fill Frf.

;
quhilk Sc.

;

whulk Rnf. N.Cy.1 [hwil, wilk.] 1. A dial, form of

'which.' See Which, pron.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Yon place, . . whilk was a very suitable place to

hide in, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xii; Obsol. in literature, and
obs. in speech, or nearly so (AW.). Bnff. 1 Abd. Filk o' them
wud be warst? Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xxiii. Frf. ' Fill

ane,' which one (W.A.C.). w.Sc. Carrick Laird ofLogan (1835)
273. Rnf. His hobby-horse On whulk he mony a canter took,

Young Lochlomond (1872) 13. Slk. For whilk he never cared a

flee, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 116. N.Cy. 12 Nhb. 1 Obs.

on Tyneside, but formerly common and still used in remote parts

of Nhb. Dur. 1
, Lakel. 12, Cum. 1

, Wm. (B.K.) s. Wm. Striving

whilk cud knit t'hardest, Southey Doctor(ed. 1848) 559. n.Yks. 1

2

3

e.Yks. 'Whilk will you have?'—not used in the relative sense,

Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Willan List
Wds. (1811).

2. Comp. (1) Whilkan, which one ? (2) -ever, (3) -owther,
whichever.

(1) Cum. 14 (2) Abd. Whilkever o' them it "was, he gae the
auld captain a hent, Macdonald Warlock (1882) vii. (3) n.Yks.2
' Whilkowther geeat I gan,' whichever road I take.

[1. ' What ? whilk way is he geen ?
' he gan to crye,

Chaucer C. T. a. 4078.]

WHILK, see Welk, v.1

WHILKIN, conj. Obs. Yks. Whether. w.Yks.
Thoresby Lett. (1703). See Whilk, pron.
WHILLABALLOO, sb. Sc. Irel. Also written whila-

baloo Ir. ; whilliebillou, whillybaloo Sc. (Jam.) ; and in
form whulabaloo Dwn. [hwi'labslu.] An outcry ; an
uproar. The same word as Hulla-balloo, q.v.

Dmf. (Jam.) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Ir. Torminted
wid the whillaballoo he made over her while she was to the fore,
Barlow Idylls (1892) 133. Dwn. A wheen o' them riz the maist
tremenjus whulabaloo iveryeheerd, Lyttle Ballycuddy (1892) 60.

WHILLALOO, sb., v. and int. Sc. Irel. Wm. Also in
forms whililoo Wm. ; whillalew Ir. ; whillalooya N.I.1

;

whillie-lu Sc. ; whillilew Ir. ; whillilu Slk. (Jam.) •

whilly-lou Ayr. ; whiloloo Con. ; whullilow Gall,
[hwi-lalu.] 1. sb. An outcry; a hubbub, commotion.

Ayr. She's sleeping now ! Yet wakens wi' a greeting eye, An'
whilly lou, Fisher Poems (1790) 65. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.
(1824). Ir. A few people to raise a cry, . . and sure I set up a
whillilew myself, Lever Ck. O'Malley (1841) lxxx ; There's a great
whillaloo goin' through it this minyit, Barlow Shamrock (1901)
240. Don. Archie raised the whillalew at wanst till a wheen o'
the naybours come runnin' to his help, Billy Lappin, in Cent. Mag.
(Feb. 1900) 607. Wmh. There's a powerful whillaloo, chairs an'
stools flyin', cans an' pots tumblin', the whole place in a ruction
Bullock Ir. Pastorals (1901) 248. s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890^.
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2. A musical air ; a prolonged strain of melancholy music.
Sc. Mackay. Slk. (Jam.) ; What whillilu is that thou keep'st

a trilling at? Hogg Tales, I. 163 (ib.).

3. v. To make an outcry.
Ir. Barlow East unto West (1893) 268. Don. We found my

brave Nanny sitting in the chimney corner, whillilew-ing and
pillillew-ing, crying the very eyes out of her head, Macmanus
Chim. Corners (1899) 189. Con. Bodkin Shillelagh (1902) 79.

4. int. In phr. (1) singing whillalooya to the day nettles,

dead and buried
; (2) to shout whililoo, to cry out.

(1) N.I. 1 (2) Wm. He poo'd me an' auld assle teuth oot an' he
meead me shoot whililoo ivvery yark he teeak (B.K.).

WHILLIEGOLEERIE, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) A
hypocritical wheedler ; a selfish flatterer.

WHILLIEWHALLIE, v. Obs. Sc. 1. To coax ; to

wheedle. Per. (Jam.) See Whilly, v. 2. To dally;

to loiter. Sc. Edb. Review (Apr. 1809) 145. n.Sc. (Jam.)

WHILLIMER, sb. n.Cy. Cum. Lan. Also written
whillymer Cum. ; whyllymer N.Cy. 1

; and in form
?winnymer ne.Lan.1 A very poor and hard kind of

cheese made of skim milk ; also in comp. Whillimer-
cheese.

N.Cy.1 Ctitn. The whillymer ate teugh and teasty, Anderson
Ballads (ed. 1808) 118 ; Whillimoor, at the latter end of last

century, was a considerable tract of poor barren moorland. It

gradually became enclosed, and farms were carved out. The
quality of its dairy produce was very inferior, and the cheese

particularly of the poorest kind. When kept for any length of

time it became hard almost to flintiness ; hence it was commonly
said, ' like a Whillymer cheese, it wants an axe and a saw to cut

it,' N. & Q. (1888) 7th S. vi. 150 ; Cum.124, ne.Lan.1

WHILLY, sb. Sh.I. [hwili.] A small skiff.

In the summer time he went to the fishing in his own little

whillie, Clark N. Gleams (1898) 18 ; S. fcOrk.1

WHILLY, v. Sc. Obs. Also in form whully (Jam.).

To cheat, esp. by wheedling ; to gull.

Sc. These baptized idols of theirs . . . whillied the old women
out of their corn and their candle-ends, Scott Abbot (1820) xvi;

(Jam.) ; Wise men may be whilly'dwi' wiles, Ramsay Prov. (1737).

Abd. Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl. Lnk. By printing it like their

vile trash, The honest lieges whilly'd, Ramsay Poems (1721) 324.

WHILLY, WHILLY-BALEARY, see Willy, sb.
1

,

Whully-balurry.
WHILLY-LILLY, sb. Lakel. 2 Insinuating flattery

;

also used attrib. See Whilly, v.

Ther's neea whilly-lilly wark aboot huz, neea marry.

WHILLY-WHA, v., sb. and adj. Sc. Also written

whilly-waa, willie-wa Sc. ; and in forms whilly-whae,

whilly-whaw, whullywha (Jam.). 1. v. To flatter,

wheedle ; to cajole ; to say soft things, as a lover. See

Whilly, v.
,

Sc. (Jam.) ; Two young things whilly-whawing in ilk other s

ears for a minute, Scott Quentin Durward (1823) xxxi. s.Sc. I

didna staun whilly whain wi' them, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 128.

Dmf. Dinna you whillie-wha the callant with your girning mou'

and your silly blue een, Hamilton The Mawkin (1898) 277.

2. To procrastinate. Sc. Mackay. 3. sb. Cajolery,

flattery.

Sc. Hut ! none of your whillywhas ! Stevenson Catriona (1893)

ii. s.Sc. (Jam.) Edb. Gae wa wi' your whilly-whaws, Ballantine

Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) 250.

4. A flatterer ; a person on whom no dependence can be

placed ; a deceitful, insinuating fellow.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl. Ayr. If ony

whillywha o' an Englisher should yirr and mak a kilfudyoch aboot

the words, Service Notandums (1890) 125. Lnk. He's . . . left it

a', Maybe to some sad whilliwhaw, Ramsay Poems (1721) 24.

Edb. Beatty Secreiar (1897) 113.

5. adj. Wheedling, flattering ; not to be depended upon.

Sc. (Jam.); He isawhilly-whawbody,andhasaplausibletongue,

Scott Redg. (1824) xii. Dmf. A trickie, whillie-wha lot from

first to last, Hamilton The Mawkin (1898) 119.

WHILOCK, sb. Sc. Also written whileock (Jam.) ;

whyleock, whylock Sc. ; and in forms filik Bnff.1
;

whileag Cai.1 [hwaHak.] A short space of time ; a

little while. _, , , ,

Sc. (G.W.), Cai.1
, Bnff.1 (s.v. Filie). Abd. The sky, a whylock

syne sae grey, To flecket red had shifted, Murray Hamewith

(1900)47. Per., w.Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. Service Dr. Duguid{eA. 1887)

186. Dmf. If they could leeve inside me for a whilock, Paton
Castlebraes (1898) 85.

Hence Whilocks, adv. sometimes ; on brief occasions.
Lnk. Whyelocks I micht haud wi' you A quale an' cosh bit chat,

Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 42.

WHILOM, conj. Obsol. Sc. Nhp. 1. While, whilst.

Per. I . . . now have stilled the water s din That I might speak

whilom you're near, Spence Poems (1898) 146. Nhp. Whilom
Ralph, for Doll to wait, Lolls him o'er the pasture gate, Clare
Poems (1820) 133 ; Nhp. 1

2. Until. Nhp. 1 Stay whilom I come.

WHILOMS, adv. Obs. or obsol. Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.
1

Also written whileoms Sc. (Jam.) Sometimes.

WHILPER,s6. Sc. Also in form whulper. Anything
large of its kind ; a 'whapper.'

Sc. Mackay. Dmf. What a whilper of a trout (Jam.).

WHILST, conj., prep, and adv. Yks. Not. Rut. Lei. War.
e.An. [wailst.] 1. conj. and prep. Until. See Whiles.

Yks. Whilst November, N. V Q. (1883) 6th S. vii. 58. Not.*

s.Not. Wait whilst Sat'dy, or at least whilst I see 'im agen (J.P.K.).

Rut. 1
, Lei.1

, War.3
, e.An.1

2. adv. In the meantime.
Not. You can't, you can't—yet. Only—why don't you send for

thep'liceman whilst, Prior Rente (1895) 243. s.Not. (J.P.K.)

WHILT, sb.1 N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 [wilt.] An indolent,

idle person.
WHILT, sb.2 Obs. Sc. In phr. to catch, or to take,

one a-whilt, to put one in a state of palpitation or confusion.

Sc. Long ere I came to Clypesmyre, The ragged rogue caught

me a-whilt, Watson Coll. (1706) I. 12 (Jam.). Rnf. F. Sempill

Poems (ed. 1849) 52.

WHILTIEWHALTIE, adv. and v. Obs. or obsol. Sc.

1. adv. In phr. to play or to go whiltie-whaltie, to go pit-

a-pat. See Whilt, sb.
2

Sc. My heart's aw playin whiltie-whaltie (Jam.). Fif. Tennant
Papistry (1827) 175. Lnk. My heart plays whiltie whaltie whan I

kiss her, Graham Writings (1883) II. 14.

2. v. To palpitate.

Ayr. A kin' o' nettling ramfeezalment gart a' my heart whiltie-

whaltie, Edb. Mag. (Apr. 1821) 351.

3. To dally ; to loiter. n.Sc. (Jam.)

WHILVE, see Whelve.
WHIM, sb. 1 Nhb. Dur. Yks. Lan. Der. Pem. Dev. Cor.

Also written wim Der. Pem. ; and in forms whem Cor. 12 ;

whims w.Yks. 1 ne.Lan.1 [wim.] A mining term : a

winding engine worked by horse-power ; also in comp.

Whim-engine, or Whim-gin. Cf. whimsey, 4.

Nhb. 1 When the older ' cog-and-rung-gin,' which worked
directly over a pit shaft, was superseded, the new engine was
called a ' whim,' a ' whimsey,' or ' whim-gin.' ' In a whim-gin the

ropes run upon two wheel pullies over the shaft. The roller is at

some distance, and the circular track of the horses is not round the

shaft,' Brand Hist. Newcastle (1789) II. 684. Nhb., Dur. Nichol-

son Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan.1

, s.Lan. 1 Der. Mawe
Mineral. (1802) Gl. s.Pem. Laws Little Eng. (1888) 422. Dev.

A singular kind of bridge, formed, I imagine, of part of an old

wheel, or whim, Bray Desc. Tamar and Tavy (1836) II. Lett,

xxxi. Cor.1 I druv' a whem ; Cor.2 A large hollow drum with a

perpendicular axis and a powerful transverse beam, worked by

one or two horses walking in a circle, by which the kibble is made

to ascend or descend in a shaft.

WHIM, sb.
2 Obs. Dor. The brow of a hill. (Hall.)

WHIM, v . w.Yks.2 [wim.] To cheer.

It whimmed me on my way.

WHIM, see Wim, v.
2

, Whin, s*.1

WHIMBERRY, WHIMBLE, WHIMBLING, see

Wimberry, Wimble, sb.
2

, Wimbling.
WHIMMY, adj. Cum. Yks. Chs. Not. Lin. Nhp. Wor.

Glo. Sus. Hmp. Cor. Also written wimmy w.Yks.

[wi'mi.] Full of whims ;
fanciful; changeable.

Cum.14 e.Yks.1 Awd maids is ginrally varry whimmy.
w.Yks.12 , Chs.

1
, s.Chs.1 Not. He's as whimmy as a dog's hairy

(L.C.M.). n.Lin. 1
, e.Lin. (G.G.W.) sw.Lin.1 He's such a

whimmy man. Nhp.1
, w.Wor.1

, se.Wor. 1
, s.Wor.1 , Glo. (A.B.),

Glo. 1 Sns., Hmp. Holloway. Cor. Here is a description of a

malade imaginaire— ' He's whiffy and whimmy and a bit hippety-

like,' Hammond Cor. Parish (1897) 342.

3 N 2
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WHIN

SIMPER, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Yks. Brks.

.iso in forms fumper Cai. 1
; wheemer Sc. (Jam.) ;

whumper N.I. 1 [wi'mpa(r, hwrmpar.] 1. v. To
grumble ; to mutter complaints. Cld., Rxb. (Jam.)

2. Of a dog: to give tongue slightly. Brks. 1 3. To
break silence ; to betray a secret ; to tell tales.

n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks.1 Mind thou don't whimper about what
I've tell'd the.

4. To make the sound of running water.
Lth. A howm, whase bonnie burnie Whimperin' row'd its

crystal flood, Macneill Poet. Wks. (1801) I. 13.

5. sb. The cry of a dog at sight of game.
Dmf. As aft through fiel's I chanced tae stray, An' lang-lugged

pussy cam' my way, The fient a whimper wad I say, Quinn
Heather (1863) 71.

6. A whisper ; a private intimation ; a hint.

Cai.1 I noor heerd a fumper o'd, or aboot 'id. N.I.1

WHIMPLE, v. and sb. Yks. Lan. jwrmpl.] 1. v.

To sob, as a child ; esp. to sob under one's breath.
e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks.5 A child ' whimples ' up in a

corner when it has been forbidden to cry aloud. ne.Lan. 1

2. sb. A half-suppressed sob. e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.)

WHIMPLE, see Wimple.
WHIMS, sb. pi. Nhp. 1 [wimz.] The sides of a brick

or stone oven, about a foot high.

WHIMS, see Whim, sb.1

WHIMSEY, sb. and adj. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks.
Stf. Lei. War. Dor. Som. and Amer. Also written whimsy
Sc. w.Som.1 and Amer. [wi'mzi, hwimzi.] 1. sb. A
fanciful idea ; a delusion.
w.Som. 1 Her've a-got a whimsy eens her can't stan', and there

her li'th a-bed ; but Lor ! her can stan', ees, and urn too, nif her

was a-put to it.

2. A capricious liking.

Abd. Because a maiden is ta'en with the whimsey n' another,

and a better, nor yoursel', Cobban Angel (1898) 155.

3. A fanciful device.
Arg. A clan badge of heather or whin or moss, and the dry oak-

stalk whimsy of Montrose, Monro J. Splendid (1898) 142.

4. A kind of windlass ; the frame and pulley over a coal-

mine, &c. Cf. whim, sb.
1

Nhb. 1 (s.v. Whim-gin). Cum. A windlass worked by a horse
attached to the end of a long wooden shaft or lever (E.W.P.).
w.Yks.5 , Stf.1

, Lei. 1
, War.3 Dor. Barnes Gl. (1863).

5. Comp. Whimsey-shaft, (1) a shaft with a windlass at

the top
; (2) a lead-mining term : a small shaft sunk and

worked by a horse.
(1) Cum. Wallace Alston (1890) 140. (2) Nhb., Dur. The

measures used for Whimsey or Horse Engine Shafts, Westgarth
Forster Section ofStrata (1821) 340.

6. adj. Changeable ; unstable ; fanciful.

n.Yks.4 , w.Yks. (J.W.) [Amer. Mis' Haskins wasn't well
that year, and was dreadful nervous and whimsy, Slosson Fox-
glove (1898) 180.]

WHIM-STONE, sb. Oxf. A calcareous concretion
found in the Stonesfield slate. Woodward Geol. Eng.
and Wales (1876) 185. Prob. the same word as ' quern-
stone.' See Quern, sb. 1 2.

WHIMSY-WHAMSY, sb. Lan. [wimzi-wamzi.] A
whim ; a fancy.
What hast thou to do wi' witch-wives, whimsy-whamsies, an'

crocodile tears? Ackworth Preachers (1901) 128; (S.W.)
WHIM-WHAM, sb. and adj. In gen. dial, use in Sc.

Irel. and Eng. Also written wim-wam Yks. s.Chs. 1 Not.3

w.Wor.1 Shr. 1 Glo. 1 Cor.3
; and in forms whim-wom Nhp. 1

;

wim-wom Lei. 1 [wi'm-wam.] 1. sb. A whim ; a fancy;
a fad.

Sc. Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 10. w.Sc. The man is as meek
as Moses on Sunday, and yet on a Monday he gangs fair crazy wi'
his whim-whams an' telegrams, Henderson Our Jeames (1898)
312. Ayr. That was ane o' the whim-whams o' Doctor Gregory,
Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) Introd. 33. Lth. (Jam.) Ir.

She hadn't the heart, she said herself, to be mindin' about such
whim-whams, Barlow Idylls (1892) 146. Cum.3 It was this

whim-wham o' t'wife's 'at gat him t'nick-neam, 32 ; Cum. 4 w.Yks.
Nah, Dick, tha's getten ihi whim-wham at last, Leeds Merc. Suppl.
(Feb. 24, 1900). s.Lan.1 His yed's full o' whim-whams. Chs.1

s.Chs.1 Taak nu eyd u wot dhaat- chaap- sez ; ey)z fill u winv-

waamz. n.Lin. 1 se.Lin. Let's have no more ofyour whim-whams

(JTB) Lei. 1
, War.3 w.Som. 1 Ees ! that's another o maister s

whim-whams ; the vowls must be all a-claned out twice a wick,

sure,—I s'pose their faces must be a-warshed arter a bit.

Hence Whim-whammy, adj. fanciful.

Lan. Hoo's getten none o' those whim-whammy thawts int hur

nob yet, Paul Bobbin Sequel (1819) 6.

2. A trifle ; a knick-knack ; a fanciful invention ; a new-

fangled thing. .*,,., „T »a
w.Yks. 5

, ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, Lin.1, n.Lin. 1
, Lei.1, War.28

,

w.Wor.1
, Glo. 1

3. A kickshaw.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Gae tak' your whim whams a' frae me, And bring

me fast my gruel, Sharpe Ballad Bk. (1823) 17,^ ed. 1868;

Florentine and flams—bacon, wi' reverence, and a' the sweet

confections and whim-whams, Scott Bride ofLam. (1819) xi.

4. A toy water-wheel. Lakel.2 5. A weathercock ;

a child's toy ; see below.
Lan. Aw leet wi a thunge again him, at sent him spinnin' like a

whim-wham, Lahee Owd Yem, 9. ne.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 A child's toy,

having four cross arms with paper sails attached, which spin

round on a pivot on the end of a stick by the action of the wind.

6. A rattle used to frighten away birds. Lei. 1
, Nhp.1

7. A turnstile. Shr.1 8. A hobgoblin ; anything that

causes fright. e.Yks. Nicholson Flk-Lore (1890) 78.

9. Phr. (1) all on the whim-wham, shaking, quivering, as

of something insecurely fastened; (2) as contrary as a
whim-wham, very cross ; (3) a whim-wham for a goose's

bridle, something that April fools are sent in search of;

(4) —for a mustard-mill, (5) —for a treacle-mill, (6) —from
Yocketon, (7) — to wind the sun up, evasive answers given
to a child or other unauthorized questioner ; (8) to make
a whim-whamfor a threshing-machine, (9) — whim-whams
for water-wheels, to idle away one's time ; to do an absurd
thing.

(i)Ken. (W.F.S.) (2) Lan. Hoo wur as fawse as a boggart
an' as contrary as a whim-wham, Lahee Lan. Flk. (1887) 48.

s.Lan. 1

(3) N.I. 1 (4) War.2 ' What's that, dad ?'' A wim-wom
for a mustard mill, lad.' (5) Not.8 (6) Chs.1 Thus, should two
elders be talking together, and a younger person come in between
and ask, ' What are you talking about? ' the answer would be,

'Oh! a whim wham from Yocketon.' (7) s.Chs. 1 (8) Cor.3 (9)
w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865) 45.

10. adj. Frivolous. Nhb.1
(s.v. Whim-gin). 11. Round-

about ; intricate ; labyrinthine.
Lei.1 It's sooch a whim-wham rooad. War.8

WHIN, sb.1 In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also written whinn w.Yks. ; win n.Yks.2 w.Yks. Der.1

;

and in forms fun Cai.1 Bnff. 1 Abd. ; quhin n.Lan. ; whim
Ir. ; whinny n.Yks* ; whun Sc. (Jam.) Ir. Nhb.1 Cum.14
[hwin, win.] 1. The common furze, Ulex europaeus.
Gen. pi.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1
, Bnff.

1 e.Sc. An over-hanging branch of whin,
Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) vii. Per. Now heap the hearth with
peats an' whins, Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 37. s.Sc. Watson
Border Bards (1859) 52 - Bwk. Our legs wi' the whuns were a'

scartit, Calder Poems (1897) 66. Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip
(1901)263. N.I. 1 Uls. Inchesdisn't break squares in a load o' whins,
Uls. Jrn. Arch. (1853-62) II. 127. N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1
, Dur. 1

,
Lakel. 1

,

Cum. 14
, s.Wm. (J.A.B.), n.Yks.1234, ne.Yks.1 e.Yks. Marshall

Rur. Econ. (1788). m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. As wick as a whin, Prov.
in Brighouse News (Aug. 10, 1889) ; w.Yks. 234 Lan. Eggs,
which they had dyed by the yellow blossoms of the whin,
Harland & Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 236. n-Lan.1

, ne.Lan. 1

I.Ma. All whins and tussocks of the lush grass, Caine Deemster
(1887) 211, ed. 1889. Lin. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, e.An. (B. & H.), Suf. 1

, Cor.3
[Whynne, saliunca, ruscus {Prompt. \]
Hence (1) Whinny, (a) adj. furze-covered

;
(b) sb. a

common
; (2) Whinny-bush, (3) -kow, sb. a furze-bush

;

(4) -road, sb. a thorny path ; usedfig.
(1, a) Sc. Great patches of golden broom and whinny knowes,

Wright Sc. Life (1897) 39. Frf. Narby yon whinny hicht,
Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 242. s.Sc. Watson Border Bards
(1859) 168. Bwk. We wander'd ower the lea to Markle's whinny
brae, W. Crockett Minstrelsy (1893) 195. n.Ir. We wur up on
the whunny knowes, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 102. Cum. Burn
Ballads [ed. 1877) 58. ne.Yks. 1 (b) Bwk. To days when on the
whinny Wetoiled to gather rack, Calder Poems (1897) 81. (2)
Lth. Crooch'd ahint a whinny bus', To teaze me wi' thy wile,
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WHINGE
Lumsden Sheep-head (1892

s

) 99. (3) Peb. Wig . . . thick busht,
like whinny kow Nipt round by sheep, when grasses fail, Lintoun
Green (1685) 37, ed. 181 7. (4) n.Yks. 2

2. Comp. (1) Whin-bloom, the blossom of the furze;
(2) -bob, a branch of furze ; (3) -bush, -busk, or -buss, a
furze-bush

; (4) -chacker, (5) -check, the whinchat, Pratin-
cola rubetra

; (6) -checker, the hen stonechat, P. rubkola
;

(7) -clad, furze-covered
; (8) -clocharet, see (5) ; (9)

-cow(e, a furze-bush ; a long, bushy furze-branch

;

(10) -cutter, a boy's small iron hoop
; (11) dyke, a fence

of furze-bushes
; (12) -grey, (a) the linnet, Linota canna-

bina; (b) the lesser redpole, L. rufescens ; (13) -hemplin,
see (12, a) ; (14) -hoe, a hoe shaped like an adze for
stubbing up furze

; (15) -kid, (a) a faggot of furze, thorns,
&c.

;
(b) to fence or thatch with furze, &c.

; (16) -linnet,

see (12, a)
; (17) -lintie, (a) see (5); [b) see (12,0); (18)

-pod, the seed-vessel of the furze
; (19) root, a root of

furze
; (20) -shrub, see (3) ; (21) -sparrow, the hedge-

sparrow, Accentor modularis; (22) -stone, a broad, flat

stone on which to bruise furze for cattle-feeding.

(1) Frf. The whinbloom, an' the gowan, Reid Heatherland

(1894) 3a. Nhb. (B. & H.) (2) Cum. Whinbobs an' hollins we
pot into bed, Richardson Talk (1876) 2nd S. 139 ; Cum.4 (3)
Sc. Ye glowr like a wild-cat out o' a whin-bush, Ramsay Prov.
(i737\ Bnff. I crept behind a whin-bush, Smiles Natur. (1876)
xiii. Fif. To risk a jobbing by prying into the whin-bus', Colville
Vernacular (1899) 11. Ant. O'Neill GlensofAnt. (1900) 1. Wxf.
A fence surmounted by a high crest of whin-bushesr Kennedy
Banks Boro (1867) 309. Nhb. 1 Dur. Longman s Mag. (July

1897) 266. Cum. An eye in his heed fit to kinnle a whin-buss

(J. Ar.). n.Yks. Simpson Jeanieo' Biggersdale{ 1 893) 207. e.Yks. 1
,

w.Yks. (J.W.), n.Lin.1 (4) Sc. 'Jam.) w.Yks Swainson Birds

(1885) 11. (5) Lan. Upon the furrowed field, the wailing white-
breasted plover, and the trilling ' whin-check,' Waugh Rambles
Lake Cy. (i860 234. (6) N.I. 1

, n.Yks. 2 (7) Elg. O'er whin-clad

knowe and Lamlock howe. Blackhall Lays (1849) 41. Lth. Oft

we climbed the whin-clad hill, Baliantine Poems (1856) 269.

(8) Frf. Swainson ib. (9) Sc. If you would have a horse kick,

make a crupper out of a whin-cow. Scott Jrn. (Feb. 28, 1826).

e.Flf. At little or nae offence he would bleezeup Hkeawhun-cowe,
Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) vii. Frm. (B. & H.), Cum. 1 * (10)

Cor.3 (n) n.Ir. There wuznae a whun dyke for miles roon that

wuznae in a bleeze, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 78. (12, a) N.I.

[So called
J
from its frequenting downs and open moors abounding

in furze, Swainson ib. 65. Cum.4 (b) N.I. 1 (13) Cum.4 (14)

Edb. Graips, scythes, whin-hoes, R. Wilson Poems (1822) 11.

Gall. They . . . set aff for the crock pig, tak in' an aul' whun howe
tae hoke it up wi', Gallovidian (1901) III. 73. Nhb. 1 (15, a)

e.Yks. Long, narrow faggots, termed ' whin-kids.' are used to

form helms (shelters) for cattle in fields, Nicholson Flk-Lore

(1890)125; e.Yks.1 m.Yks. 1 The whin-kyd may consist of thorns,

or whatever other ligneous growths are procurable. These, in

bundles, take the place of straw thatch on old tenements, and are

also used for fencing. Old post-and-stave buildings were usually

thatched on the roof and sides with this material. (A) m.Yks. 1

The parcels of land [are] . . . whin-kydded about. (16) SIg.

Swainson ib. 65. (17, a) Abd. Swainson ib. 11. (b) Ayr. To a

nestfu' o' whin Unties, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 91. Gall.

(Jam.) ; Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 256, ed. 1876. Kcb. A whin-

lintie was liltin' doon the crafts, Armstrong Kirkiebrae (1896)

316. (18) Fif. Whin and broom pods plunkt their peas on ruddy

cheeks, Colville Vernacular (1899) 11. (19) Gall. Carrs and

harrows wi' teeth o' whunroots, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 28,

ed. 1876. (20) Lan. When whin-shrubs blossom gay, Harland
Lyrics (1866) 84. (21) Sc. Denominated, as would seem, from its

being often found among whins or furze (Jam.). e.Lth. Swainson
ib. 28. (22) Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892).

3. Phr. (1) as close as a whin, very secret
; (2) to give

through the whins, to scold severely
; (3) to go, or to come,

through the whins, to suffer trouble
; (4) to take through the

whins, see (2).

(1) Ayr. Goudie's as close as a whin and likes to keep every-

thing dark till the proper time comes for sploring o't, Douglas

Green Shutters (1901) 128. (2) Dmb. Ye may as weel gi'e our

freen here through the whins for providing naebody to succeed

her at Whinnyside, Cross Disruption (1844) xxxvi. (3) Dmb.

That I tint a' again ' gaun through the whins,' Salmon Gowodean

(1868) 100. Lnk. I've been thro' the whins mysel', an' can speak

o't frae a saut personal experience, Murdoch Readings (1895)

III. 108. (4) e.Lth. A beadle in Lilliesleaf had an odd way of

expressing his gratitude when he got away from the manse or

sessions- house without being ' taken through the whins,' Dickson
Kirk Beadle (ed. 1892) 144.

4. A common. Der. 1 [So called] from wins growing there.

5. The rest-harrow, Ononis arvensis. Nhp. 1 See Cat-

whin, 3.

WHIN, sb.2 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Also written

whinne Dur. ; and in forms fin n.Sc.
;
quhin Sc. (Jam.) ;

whun Sc. ; whunn Sc. (Jam.) [hwin, win.] 1. Basalt

;

also applied to any hard rock or stone ; also used aftrib.

A shortened form of ' whinstone.'
Sc. (Jam.) n.Sc. It's even ower by Aberdour, There's mony a

craig and fin, Buchan Ballads (1828) I. 5, ed. 1875. Arg. A
pleasance walled by whin or granite, Munro /. Splendid (,1898)

243. Ayr. I might as weel hae try'd a quarry 0' hard whin rock,

Burns Death and Dr. Hornbook (1785) st. 18. Lnl. Whinstone,

or porphyry, differs from moorstone in this, that the former

contains iron and also some lime, Statist. Ace. I. 257 (Jam.).

Bwk. Back from the blue pavemented whun . . . The hot reflection

of the sun Inflames the air and all, W. Crockett Minstrelsy (1893)

45. Nhb. A kind of stone on the Cheviot Hills, of which there

are two kinds— ' one called the blue, the other the brown or red

rotten whin,' Annals Agric. (1784-1815) ; Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur.

Strong blue whin with a great deal of water, Borings (1881) II. i.

Dur. (K.), w.Dur. 1

Hence Whinny, adj. (1) containing whinstone; (2)

exceedingly hard.

(1) Nhb., Dur. White post, top part whinny, Borings (1881) II.

253. (2) Nhb. 1

2. Comp. (1) Whin-bob, a round mass-like kidney iron-

ore found in whinstone rocks; (2) -clyer, a nodule of

hard stone
; (3) -dig, a mattock

; (4) -dyke, (5) -roll, an

intrusion of basalt intersecting stratified rocks
; (6) -sill,

the great basaltic dike which traverses Northumberland ;

(7) -stone, a curling-stone.

(i) Cum.4 (2) Nhb.1 (3I n.Yks. 1
(4) Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur.

Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). (5) Nhb.1 (6) Nhb.i It is so

called because sometimes seen like a stratum or sill, intercalated

among stratified rocks. (7) Lth. Our buirdly leaders, doon white

ice, Their whinstanes dour send snoovin', Strathesk More Bits

(ed. 1885) 274.

WHIN, WHINACH, see Wheen, Whinnock, v.
1

WHINBERRY, WHINCE, see Wimberry, Wince.
WHINEY, adj. Yks. Also written whiny. [wai-ni.]

1. Fretful, whining.
w.Yks. It is a little whiny thing, LeedsMerc.Suppl. {Feb.s^, 1 900).

2. Small
;
puny. Cf. weeny.

e.Yks. 1 A whiney bit. A whiney bayne, MS. add. (T.H.)

WHINGE, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Also written winge e.Dur.1 Wm. n.Yks.4

m.Yks. 1
; and in forms wheenge Sc. Nhb.1

;
whunge

Gall. Ir. [hwing, wing.] 1. v. To whine ; to cry, esp.

to cry in a fretful, peevish, complaining manner ; to

whimper as a dog. Cf. whingel.
Sc. (Jam.); Ye whingeing Whig carles, Scott Waverley (1814)

xxx. Sh.I. Stewart Tales (1892) 112. e.Sc. Whingein' like a

wean, Strain Elmsliis Drag-net (1900) 137. Per. Gin I speak

ye'll wheenge, an" turn as dour As gurly winter, Stewart
Character (1857) 180. Ayr. If ony whiggish whingin sot, Burns
Elegy on Capt. M. Henderson (1790) st. 24. Edb. Girning and

whingeing for his breakfast, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xvi.

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 474, ed. 1876. N.I. 1 Ant.

Ballymena Obs. (1892). N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Keep quiet, thoo whingin,

peengin wammerel. Dur. 1 e.Dur.1 He's winjin' on now. Lakel. 1
;

Lakel. 2 Thoo'll gitsummattawhinge for, ifAh cum ta thi. Cum.14
,

n.Yks.34 m.Yks. 1 To winge is to make a noise like the unconscious,

half cry coming from a child in pain. Infants winge when they

are teething. Older people are disposed to gasp and winge when
they are just about to have a tooth drawn. w.Yks. 1

, n.Lan.1
,

ne.Lan.1

Hence (1)Whinger, si. a whining person; (2)Whinging-

work, sb. whining, crying
; (3) Whingy, adj. whining.

(1) Edb. I'll nae act the whinger's part, Like bairnies discontentit,

Learmont Poems (1791) 312. (2) Cum. Women mind not

whinging-wark a snuff, Gilpin Sngs. (1866) 155. (3) e.Dur.1

She's so winjy.

2. sb. A whine ; a moan ; a low, querulous cry.

Fif. The bairn never gac a wheenge frae the time I left the
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hoose till I cam back, Robertson Provost (1894) 63. Gall.
Crockett Standard Bearer (1898) 326.
3. A fretful, complaining person.
Nhb. Such a miserly body, A mis'rable wliinge, Wilson Sues.

(1890) 286.
s

WHINGE, see Winge, v.
1

WHINGEL, v. Stf. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Glo.
Also written wingell Stf. War. Wor. Glo. [wi'nfcl.] To
whine

; to whimper, fret. Cf. whinge.
Stf. Northall Flk. Phr. (1894). Rut. 1 Lei. 1 The choild did

noothink but hewt an' whingel after me. A whingeled ivver soo
abaout that e'pn'y—a wur whingelin' ovver it all evenin'. Nhp. 2

,

War. 2 War., Wor., Glo. Northall Flk. Phr. (1894).
WHINGER, sb. Obs. Sc. Nhb. Suf. Also written

whinjer Suf.1
; whynger Sc. 1. A short dagger, serving

as a table-knife as well as a weapon ; a large sword.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Mony ane tines the haff-merk whinger for the half-

penny whang, Ferguson Prov. (164 1) No. 647. Per. Round him
hung in frowning tier Dark whinger, lance, and bow, And shields,
Spence Poems (1898) 124. Ayr. The laird straiked him through
the shackle bane wi' ae lick o' his whinger, Service Notandums
(1890) 105. Dmf. Our only arms were a short whinger apiece,
Hamilton The Mawkm (1898) 163. Nhb. Yourwhingers . . . plunge
in each neighbour's breast, Richardson Borderer's Table-bk. (1846)
VII. 169. Suf.i

2. Anything large of its kind. Suf. 1

WHINGER, v. Sh.I. [hwi'n(d)gar.] To cow; to

frighten. (Coll. L.L.B.) Hence Whingered, ppl. adj.
silenced. S. & Ork. 1

WHINGICK, sb. Sh.I. A snuff-box. S. & Ork. 1

WHINK, sb.1 Obs. Wm. A spark. (K.)
A whink of fire (K.).

WHINK, v.
1 and sb.2 Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. [hwink.] 1, v.

To bark in a peculiar manner
; see below.

Twd. To bark as an untrained dog in pursuit of game (Jam.).
Slk. Whinkit as they ran, Hogg Queer Bk. (1832) 185; A term
used to denote the suppressed .bark of a shepherd's dog when
from want of breath he is unable to extend his cry; or his shrill

impatient tone when he loses sight of the hare which he has been
in pursuit of. The word, I am informed, is confined to the collie;

and used only in relation to his pursuit of game (Jam.). Nhb.1

Whinkin, giving mouth— that is, giving the peculiar short yelp as
a dog does when close to its game.
2. sb. The suppressed bark of a sheep-dog. Twd. (Jam.)
3. A short, sharp cry.
n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. Whyles gie'n a whink of a greet, Richard-

son Borderers Table-bk. (1846) VII. 137 ; Nhb. 1

WHINK, v.
2 Sh.I. [hwink.] To walk or behave

with a saucy, immodest air. S. & Ork.1

WHINK, see Wink, sb.1

WHINKENS, sb. pi. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) 'Flummery';
' sowens.'
WHINKLE, v. and sb. Pem. [wi'rjkl.] 1. v. To

whimper.
s.Pem. I'll maak yea holla louder terectly, I'll have none of iwar

whinkling (W.M.M.).
2. sb. A child's moan. ib.

WHINNARD, see Winnard.
WHINNEL, sb. Obs. Lan. A weight of 240 lb.

Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837) 111. Cf. quintal.
WHINNEL, v. Glo. Also written whinnell. [wi'nl.]

To whine. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 464 ; Glo. 1

WHINNER, v.
1 Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Lan. Chs. and Amer.

Also written whiner Amer. ; winna s.Chs.1
; winner

Lan. ; and in form whunner Cum.14 [wi -na(r, hwrnsr.]
1. To neigh ; to whinny.
Sc. Mackay. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783). Cum. Grose (1790) ; Cum.1 *,

s.Chs. 1 [Amer. In the stall it may hold up, and paw, and whiner,

Sam Slick Clock-maker (1836) 1st S. xv.]

2. Obs. To whine. n.Cy. (K.) 3. To laugh low; to

snigger.
Lan. Aw thowt aw yerd sumburri ut syde on mi winnering un

laffin to thirsels, Sam Sondnokkur, pt. ii. 8. s.Chs.1 Ee wuz
win'uin au - dhti weyl ee wflz tel'in)th tai'l.

WHINNER, v.
2 and sb. Sc. Also in form whunner

(Jam.), [hwi-ngr.] 1. v. To pass with velocity ; to

thunder or whiz along.
n.Se. (Jam.) Abd. I hae . . . heard the ghaists o' the dead

whinner by my lug, Cobban Angel (1898) 208. Frf, Goblins

whinnert thro' the air Wi'chowln chafts and burnin hair,BEATTiE

Arnha' (c. 1820) 39, ed. 1882. Gall. The pith o' meikle banes

Sends whunnering up the rink the channel-stanes, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 86, ed. 1876.

2. Obs. To strike with force so as to cause a loud noise.

Sc. Yonner a gatherin' o' the Pehts whunnerin' at the dyke wi'

a' their birr, St. Patrick (1819) III. 84 (Jam.).

3. Of corn, &c. : to rustle to the touch, the consequence
of extreme drought. Cld. The corn's a' whinnerin (Jam.).

Hence Whinnering-drought, sb. a severe drought,
accompanied with a shifting wind. ib. 4. sb. The
whizzing sound caused by rapid flight or motion.

n.Sc. (Jam.) Frf. In whirlwind's whinner she could twist,

Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 233. Lib.., Dmf. (Jam.)

5. A thundering sound ; a blow which causes such a
sound ; a resounding box on the ears.

Dmf., Gall. (Jam.) Gall. At last the beggars clear'd the field,

For wha could stan' their whunners, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)
268, ed. 1876.

WHINNER-NEB, sb. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Also written
winner-neb w.Yks.1 A spare, thin-faced person with a
sharp nose

; fig. a stingy, parsimonious person. n.Cy.
(K.), N.Cy.12

, w.Yks. 1 Hence Whinner-nebbed, ppl. adj.

having a thin face and sharp nose.
w.Yks. 1 That Iang-heeoded, winner-neb'd rascad Boany, ii.298.

WHINNEY, sb. w.Yks. 2 [wi-ni.] A wet, swampy
place ; a place where willows grow.
WHINNICK, see Winnick, v.

WHINNOCK, sb.
1 n.Cy. Lakel. Also written winnak

Lakel. 2 [wi'nak.] A pail or ' kit
'

; a kind of leather
bottle. n.Cy. (K.), N.Cy.', Lakel.2

WHINNOCK, v. and sb.2 In gen. dial, use in Eng.
Also written whinnick War.3 e.An. Hmp. Dev.8

; whinnik
Stf.; whinnuck se.Wor. 1

; winnick Cum. 1 * Lei. 1 Brks.1

e.An.1 Suf. 1 Ess. 1 Hmp. 1 Dev. Cor. ; winnock Nhp.2

Glo. e.An.; winnuck Oxf. 1

; winuk Oxf.; and in form
whinachShr.2 Hrf. w.Cy. [wi'nak.] 1. v. To whimper;
to cry ; to sob ; to whine as a dog.

Midi. (J.W.) Lei.1 Never heard . . . except as applied to the
squeaking of mice and bats. Nhp.12 , War. 28

, se.Wor. 1

, s.Wor.1

Shr. 1 That child's done nuthin' but w'innock all this day ; Shr.2

Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Glo. 1
, Oxf. 1 MS. add. Brks. 1 I yerd

un winnick an' thate as a med be caught in a rabbut trap. Bdf.
Why do ye whinnockso? (J.W.B.) e.An.1 Nrf. Cozens-Hardy
Broad Nrf. (1893) 6. Suf. He laa awake all night winnocking,
and fare to make a kind 0' mourning noise, e.An. Dy. Times
(1892); Suf. 1

, Ess. 1
, Hmp. 1

, w.Cy. (Hall.), Wil.1

Hence (1) Whinnocking, ppl. adj. of a child or young
animal : sickly, delicate-looking

; (2) Whinnocky, adj. of
a child ; ailing, fretful.

(1) Suf.1 A poor winnicken thing. Dev.3 I dawnt zim 'e'll live

long, a poor pinnicking, whinnicking little sawl. (2) Wil. 1

2. To neigh; to whinny. War.3 Hmp. (W.H.E.),s.Wil.
(G.E.D.) 3, sb. A suppressed cry ; a whimper.

e.An.1 Nrf. Patterson Man and Nat. (1895) 126. Ess.1

4. A sickly person ; a puny, delicate child.
Nhp. 1 A puny, sickly child is 'a poor little whinnock.' nw.Dev.

I wonder you hebbn a-had the influenza, you'm sich a poor little

winnick (R.P.C.). w.Cor. (M.A.C.)

5. Obs. The smallest of a litter of pigs. e. & s.Cy. Ray
(1691) ; Horae Subsecivae (1777) 302. 6. Anything
diminutive.
Cum. 1 Playing at pitch and toss with button tops, the small ones

are winnicks and the larger ones slaters; Cum.4

WHINNY, sb. 1 Obs. Dev. A struggle, bout ; a trial

of skill or bravery. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 451. Cf.
vinny, sb.2

WHINNY, sb.2 Not. [wi-ni.] A small cover. (J.H.B.)
WHINNY, v. and sb.3 Sc. Nhb. Lin. e.An. Sur. Dev.

[wi-ni.] 1. v. To whimper as a child. e.An.1 2. To
cry as a snipe or lapwing.

Gall. TJie clamorous peesweeps, the whinnying snipe, the
wailing curlew, Crockett Love Idylls (1901) 89. Sur. He mounts
up piping, or, as they termed it, 'whinnying,' Forest Tithes

(1893) 193.

3. To induce, coax. Dev.3 4. To talk frivolously.
n.Lin. She was winnying and fleering wi' young men (M.P.).
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6. sb. An insinuating speech ; a coaxing, wheedling

request.
Nhb. Aw kend what they were by their whinnie, Midford

Sngs. (1818) 69; Nhb. 1

WHINNY-MEG, sb. Obs. Glo. A trinket ; a toy ; a
child's hobby-horse. Home Subsecivae (1777) 464 ; Grose
(1790) Suppl.

WHINTIN,s6. Cum.Wm. [wvntin.] A dark-coloured
slate ; see below.
Cum. 1 A dark-coloured slate found in Skiddaw. When struck

it gives out sounds, and the celebrated ' musical stones ' are made
of it; Cum.4 Cum., Wm. More distant from the granite, the slate
becomes less impregnated with mica, and is quarried for flooring,
flags, &c. under the provincial name of 'whintin,' Parson & White
Hist. Cum. and Wm. (1829) 84.

WHINYARD, sb. Irel. 1. The shoveller, Spatula
dypeata.
Wxf. (J.S.t Wtf. Whinyard is the name for a knife like the

shoveller's bill, Swainson Birds (1885) 158.

2. The pochard, Fuligula ferina. Wxf. Swainson ib. 160.

WHINYPINY,«#. Nhp.War. [warni-paini.] Fretful,
peevish, querulous.

Nhp.1 War. 2 Don't go on in that whiny-piny way, child

;

War.'
WHIP, v., sb.1 and adv. Van dial, and colloq. uses in

Sc. Irel.and Eng. Also in forms fup Abd.; wheep Sc. (Jam.)
Nhb.1

; whup Sc. Nhb. 1 Lakel.2 Cum.14Wm.; wipKen.Som.
[wip,hwip.] 1. v. IncomZ>.(i)Whip-and-go,anearchance,
' touch and go

' ; (2) -belly, (3) -belly vengeance, thin,

poor drink
; (4) -cat, (a) a farmer's feast after bean-setting;

(b) a jobbing or itinerant tailor
; (5) -col, a drink ; see

below; (6) -dog day, see below; (7) -jakkets, faggots
made of the tips of wood cut off in hurdle-making

; (8)

-ma-denty, a fop ; (9) -megmorum, the name of a tune
;

(10) -shard, to whip
;
(n) -spindle, the second brewing of

beer from malt
;
poor weak stuff of any kind

; (12) -start,

an upstart fellow; (13) -sticks, quickly, directly; (14)

-stitch, (a) to whip, in sewing ; to sew carelessly, with
long stitches

;
(b) to half-plough or rafter land ; (c) a

momentary pause ; a quick recurring interval
;

(d) a con-
temptuous term for a tailor

;
(e) a useless fellow

; (/) used
of plants planted in a careless, irregular manner

; (15)

•straw, (a) to thresh
;

(b) lit. a thresher ; used as a term
ofcontempt for a countrybumpkin ; a young, inexperienced
person; cf. whapstraw; (16) -the-cat, see (4, b).

(1) Cor. 2 'Twas whip-and-go to get there in time. (2) Lin.1

She's a regular skin-flint, and supplies her customers with whip-
belly. (3) Nrf. I don't seem ter care about this housen's beer

;

fare ter me ter be whip belly wengeance, Longman's Mag.
(Nov. 1902) 43. Suf. 1

(4, a) s.Wor. (H.K.) Glo. (H.S.H.)

\b) Lon. The cost of a climbing-boy's dress . . . would occupy a

day, at easy labour, at a cost of is. 6d. (or less) in money, and

the whip-cat's meals, Mayhew Loud. Labour (1851) II. 366, ed.

1861. (5) Sh.I. A large old china salver . . . filled with the famous

Yule beverage called whipcol. . . It is a rich liquid manufactured

out of old rum, whipped eggs, and sweet cream, Sat. Review (1888)

LXVI. 652, col. 1. (6) e.Yks. There was some time since the

singular custom in Hull, of whipping all the dogs that were found

running about the streets on October 10th ; and some thirty years

since, when I was a boy, so common was the practice, that every

little urchin considered it his duty to prepare a whip for any

unlucky dog that might be seen in the streets on this day. This

custom is now [1853] obs., N. & Q. (1853) 1st S. viii. 409; St.

Luke's day (Oct. 18) is known in York by the name of Whip-dog-

day, from a strange custom that schoolboys use here of whipping

all the dogs that are seen in the streets on that day, Brand Pop.

Antiq. (1813) I. 374, ed. Ellis. (7) Dor.1 (8) Per. A' wes ettlin'

tae lay ma hans on the whup-ma-denty masel, Ian Maclaren
Brier Bush (1895) 191. (9) Sc. Sa well's he keeped his decorum,

and all the stots of whip-meg-morum, Piper ofKilbarchan (Jam.).

(10) Bch. A boy (about 30 years ago) broke a window. The old

joiner, come to put in a new pane, said, 'Ye sud hae whip-sharded

him' (G.W.). (11) w.Yks. (S.P.U.) (12) s.Lan. 1 (13) Ken.

(G.B.), Ken. 1 (14, a) Nhb. 1 To run a series of loops or stitches

along the edge of material at one insertion of the needle. In doing

this the needle is rapidly turned over and under the edge

alternately, producing a temporarily sewn edge which prevents

fraying of the cloth. War. 2 (A) Glo. Northall Wd. Bk. (1896).

(c) Nhb. 1 Aa'll be there iv a whup-stitch. War. 2 Glo. 1 He was
in and out every whip-stitch, (i) s.Lan. 1 (e) n.Yks. 4 (/) Hrf.2

(15, a) Lakel. 2 Thee gang an' whup-streea, an' Ah'll gah oot wi'
t'nags. Wm. (B.K.) (b) s.Chs. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, War. 2 (s.v. Whopstraw).

(16) Sc. Hislop Anecdote (1874) 582. Abd. The whip-the-cat's
aff fae hoose to hoose, Wi' his oxter'd lap-buird lampin', Murray
Hamewith (1900) 2. s.Sc. Wha is gaun to risk a bit guid braid
claith in the hands o' a bunglin' whip-the-cat, Wilson Tales (1836)
II. 166. Edb. Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) Gl. Cor. 2

2. Phr. (1) to whip a snail, to go at a snail's pace
; (2) —

oneself, to repent ; (3) — the cat, (a) obs., an old trick ; see
below

;
(b) to vomit, esp. after a drinking bout

;
(c) to go

from house to house to work, esp. used of tailors
;

(d) to

be very parsimonious and stingy
;

(e) a whist term : to
win all the tricks in one deal ; (4) whip me, an exclamation
of surprise

; (5) whipping of Galloways, running ; speed
;

commotion ; see below
; (6) Whipping Toms, obs., see

below
; (7) whippings, whoppings ; halfagrate (groat) want

twopence, ' more kicks than halfpence,' nothing but blows.
(1) w.Som. 1 'Why dost not move on, (and) not stay there jig-to-

jog just like whipping a snail.' Very common (s.v. Jig-to jog).

(2) n.Lin. 1 Noo then, squire, are you agooin' to buy that theare
Greenhoe farm or let it aloan ? . . You'll lite, an' lite, . . till sum
markit toon chap . . . cums and snaps it up, an' then you'll whip
yer sen iver efter. (3, a) s.Wor. The old game or practical joke
of ' whipping the cat ' was played in this way. A wager was laid

by a confederate party with some one person that a cat could
draw him across a pool or stream. He was then fastened securely
to one end of a cord on one side of the water, and a cat tied to

the other end on the other side. The cat "was then whipped up,

and of course the one cat power accomplished nothing; but it

was supplemented by many a willing human hand, and the

hapless victim was dragged through the water (H.K.). Hmp.
Holloway. (b) s.Wor. (H.K.) (c) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Aba.
The itinerant tailor who came once a year to mend the

clothes, which was called ' whipping the cat,' Anderson Rhymes
(ed. 1867) 2ir. w.Sc. The knights of the thimble follow their

calling from house to house, and the makings and mendings are.

usually done in their customer's houses : this practice, in their'

professional language, is termed 'whipping the cat,' Carrick
Laird ofLogan (1835)80. Ayr. HwsTERStudies (1870) 209. N.Cy. 1

Cum. Travelling artisans— e. g. tailors, shoemakers, saddlers—
went to the houses of the country people to work, taking with
them their own materials ; they were paid so much per day and
their ' meat.' This custom was formerly very common hereabouts,

but it is not so much followed now. This system was called

'gangen oot t'whip t'cat ' (E.W.P.). Wm. Lonsdale Mag. (1822)
III. 291. Suf. Forby e.An. Gl. (1830). Lon. A tailor who
' whipped the cat ' (or went out to work at his customer's houses),

Mayhew Lond. Labour (1851) II. 366, ed. 1861. (rf) e.An. 1 (e)

Nhp. 1
(4) Nrf. Whip me if they didn't want ninetaan shillin',

Spilling Giles (1872) 7. (5) n.Yks. 2 ' There'll be bonny whipping
o' galloways that day,' there will be much commotion on the

occasion. ' Yan's leeam, an t'other's blinnd, there's varry little

whipping o' galloways atween 'em,' little speed is to be expected

from the pair put together,—the lame and the blind. w.Yks.
Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865). (6) Lei. A very curious whipping
custom prevails at Leicester, known by the name of 'Whipping
Toms,' on the afternoon of Shrove Tuesday, N. & Q. (1854) 1st

S. ix. 65 ; In this space [the Newark] several (I think three) men
called ' Whipping Toms,' each being armed with a large waggon
whip, and attended by another man carrying a bell, claim the right

of flogging every person whom they can catch while their attendant

bellman can keep ringing his bell, Hone Year-bk. (1832) 539,

quoted in N. & Q. ib. The Shrove Tuesday custom . . . has been

abolished within the last few years, ib. 1st S. ix. 299. (7) Dor. 1

3. To move or run quickly ; to rush
;
gen. used with a

prep. In gen. colloq. use.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Whup awa, but in here ye s' no come the nicht,

Macdonald Lossie (1877) vi; (A.W.) Edb. I heard something

gang screed as we whipped through the door, Beatty Secretar

(i 897) 38 - Gali. ' Whup awa,' run along, Mactaggart Enrycl.

(1824). Ir. The little ould hand-bridge across it, where it whips
round the turn wid a lep, Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 61. N.I. 1

,

n.Cy., Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Davies Races (1856) 276. s.Lan. 1

n.Lin. 1 Ther' was a lot o' lads stealin' Billy Keal walnuts, bud
when thaay seed me thaay whipp'd off, all bud one. w.Som.1

Look sharp and whip along, and neet bide about. Dev.3 Yu shade

a-zeed how 'e whipped over the hadge. Cant. He whipped away
from home, Life B. M. Carew (1791) Gl., new ed.
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4. To move nimbly from side to side, or backwards and
forwards; to shake ; to jerk; to throw anything suddenly
and violently.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Ayr. Oh rare! to see our elbucks wheep,
Burns Ordination 1786; st. 7. Nhb. 1

, w.Yks. (J.W.) Som. [Oi]

pulled off my hat An whipp'd en dree times roun' me yead,

Frank Nine Days (1879) 47-

5. To drink or toss off; gen. used with off.

Slg. He . . . pops hauf o't ower his throat at ance, off'ring the

ither hauf back, but is easily prevailed on to whup it aff, Buchanan
Poems (1901) 157. Lnk. By an' by they whip'd their toothfu',

Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) 50. n.Cy., Yks. (J.W. ), s.Lan. 1

Cant. He . . . went to the alehouse, where he whipped off a full

tankard, Life B. M. Careiv (1791) Gl, new ed.

6. With in : to put or push in quickly.
w.Soui.1 Come, soce, look alive and whip it [the hay] in 'vore

the rain com'th.

7. With out : to leave quickly.
w.Yks.2 Now, man, whip out

!

8. With up : to raise ; to hoist. Cor. 1 9. To stitch up
a hole in a rough and ready manner. Wm. (B.K.)

10. sb. In comb. (1) Whip and stitch, constantly, un-
necessarily

; (2) — and while, now and then, occasionally

;

(3) -beam, the white beam-tree, Pyrus Aria
; (4) -crack, a

very short time
; (5) -cracking, hard cord used for the

end of a whiplash
; (6) -crop, (a) see (3) ;

{b) the guelder-
rose, Viburnum Opulus ; (c) the common wayfaring tree,

Viburnum Lantana
; (7) -land, land measured out, when

ploughed, by the whip's length
; (8) -lane(r, a whiplash

;

cf. lanner
; (9) -licker, one who has a cart and horse for

hire; (10) -line, see below; (n) -man, a carter; (12)

-stawk, (13) -stick, (14) -stubb, a whip-handle
; (15) -touch,

(16) -(s while, a momentary pause as between the cracks
of a whip ; a short interval ; now and then ; meanwhile.

(1) Wor. Hers over there every whip and stitch (R.M.E.). (2)

Cor. 1 Every whip and while he goes away ; Cor.2 (3) Hrt. Ellis
Mod. Husb. (1750) VII ii

;
(B. & H.) (4) Nhb. The garden wants

delvin', bang chaps like you could do it up in a whipcrack,
Graham Red Scaur (1896) 270. (5) Lakel.2 (6 a, b) I.W.
(B. & H.), I.W. 1 (c) I.W. 1

(7) Wil. 1
(8) Ess. In my early

boyhood (spent in Essex) whip-lane and whip-Ianer were as

familiar to my ear as whip-lash, N. if Q. (1883 6th S. vii. 348 ;

ib. viii. 56. (9) Fif. (Jam.1 (10) Dur. The word whipline is used
by the coastguards and life-brigadesmen here South Shields], and
I daresay on the ne. coast, for the small rope or line which is

attached to the rocket fired over a wrecked vessel to establish

communication with the shore. By it the hawser, on which is the

cradle, is pulled by the crew from the shore, N. & Q. (1883) 6th

S. viii. 56. (11) Sc. First there cam whipmen, and that not a
few, Kinloch Ballad Bk. (1827) 73, ed. 1868

; (Jam.) ; A whipman
is the greatest prince of nature, He hath a vast dominion o'er the

creature, Pennecuik Collection (1787) 19. Edb. Liddle Poems
(1821I 40. (12) w.Yks. (J.W.), Suf.1 (13) Yks. If your whip-
stick's made of row'n, You may ride your nag through any town,
Henderson Flk-Lore (1879) vi. (14) Dor. (E.C.M.) (15^1 Nhb. 1

(16) Nhb. She iv'ry whup-while wanted Bella, Wilson Pitman's
.Pay (1843) 59; Nhb. 1

, Cum.14 I.W. 2 He's there every whipswhile.
Wil.1

, Dor.1 Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885). w.Som. 1

Dev. 'E's'ot I cal'th a zawker—'e urn't til tha pub ivery whips-while
ef 'es ol' dummun's out chflring, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

11. pi. A whipping ; a punishment
;
gen. in phr. to get

[have) one's whips.
Abd. He's acoorse cratur, an' maun hae his whups, Macdonali>

Sir Gibbie (1879) xxi. Lnk. Graham Writings (1883) II. 68. N.Cy. 1

12. A sudden movement ; a single swift blow or stroke

;

also usedy?^.
Sh.I. I giide rambooze wi' a whup, richt alang da brig, and gude

fleein' heddicra i' da burn, Sh. News (Aug. 20, 1898). Frf. I wad
clear'd ye at ae whup, Sands Poems (1833) 86. Lnk. Gordon
Pyotshaiv (1885) 116.

13. An attack ; a touch, as of illness.

Per. Div ye ken hoo mony whups he's hed ? Ian Maclaren
Auld Lang Syne (1895) 120 ; If a body hes a whup o' illness, ib.

Brier Bush (1895) 149.

14. An instant ; a period, time ; an occasion.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Lay doon a guid shot every whup An' dae your best

to win, Royal Caled. Curling Ann. ( 1895-6) 117. Per. Ye chose me
—at a whip o' dearth—To represent ye, Haliburton Ochil Idylls

(1891)89; Awhipo'dearth ^Jam.). Rnf. Neilson Poems (1877) 53.

15. A sip, taste ; a hurried draught of liquor. Sc. (Jam.

Suppl.) Cf. penny, sb. 1 1 (51). 16. Money collected by

subscription, £*«. to pay for drink; see below.

Chs. 1 If sixpence apiece is collected, it is called a 'sixpenny

whip ' ; if a shilling apiece, a ' shilling whip '
; and so on. I first

became acquainted with this custom at a ploughing match supper

at Halton, at which I was the chairman. As soon as the cloth was

removed, a shillingwhipwas called for,and someone volunteered to

go round the tables and collect the shillings. The amount was then

handed to the innkeeper, who supplied each person with whatever

he liked to call for, and continued to do so till all the money was

expended. Lin. 1 Sui., Hmp. 'To have a whip,' is to make an

extra collection from the company at a tavern dinner, after the

regular reckoning, Holloway. Colloq. If they would stand a

whip often shillings a man, they might have a new boat, Hughes
T. Brown Oxf. (1861) iv.

17. pi. Plenty, ' lots.'

Lakel. Q We've whips o' streea. I. Ma. Whips of money at him,

Liza, Caine Manxman (1894) pt. v. xii.

18. A young, inexperienced person ; a hobbledehoy ; a
' whipstraw.'
sChs^A farmer once expressed to me great contempt for the

opinions of a ' lot of whips and straws ' like us University men
(s.v. Whipstraw).

19. pi. A whipple-tree ; also in comp. Whip-tree.
Cor.123 20. The swift, Cypselus apus. w.Yks. Swainson
Birds (1885) 96. 21. adv. Quickly, smartly, suddenly ;

in a hurry ; also used int.

Per. The fatness o' the land gaes wheep Awa to Englan', Ford
Harp (1893) 347. Ayr. So whip ! at the summons old Satan came
flying, Burns Epig. on Grose. Peb. Linloun Green (1685) 14, ed.

18 1 7. Nhb. Whip gaed the ticket i' the haund o' the ne'er-dae weel
shop-server, Jones Nhb. (1871) 100. D-iv^The minnet I goabout
to break my meend, whip soce, you be a-go, and than I coud bite

my tongue.

WHIP, sb.2 w.Yks.3 [wip.] A dial, form of ' hoop.'

WHIPE, v. Obs. Nhb. To weep ; to bewail.
Come, dinna, dinna whinge and whipe, Like yammering Isbel

Mucky, N. Minstrel (1806-7) pt. iv. 72 ; Nhb. 1

WHIPE, see Wipe, v.
1

WHIPPACK, sb. Sh.I. [hwi'pak.] A small fishing-

rod. S. & Ork.1

WHIPPENCE, ib. Sur. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor.
Som. Also written whippens Sur.' ; whippense w.Som. 1

;

whippunce I.W. 1
; wippance Sus. 1

; and in form whip-
hance Hmp. 1 [wi'pans.] A whipple-tree.

Sur.1
, Sus. ', Hmp. 1

, I.W.12 , Wil. l Dor. Ba k nes Poems ( 1 863) Gl.

e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 Rare in w.Som., but heard
sometimes.

WHIPPER, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. I.Ma. Oxf. Also in

forms whippa I.Ma. ; whupper Sc. [wi -pa(r, hwi'par.J
1. In comb. (1) Whipper-and-hougher, obs., an officer of

the Newcastle Corporation ; (2) -tooties, silly scruples,
frivolous difficulties.

(1) N.Cy. 1 The public whipper of criminals, the executioner of
felons (s.v. Hougher). (2) Sc. (Jam.)

2. Phr. up with the whippers of Ayton (or Colmslie), a
common saying ; see below.
Bwk. ' Up wi' the Whupers o' Ayton !

' is a common saying in

the district. The whuppers were a family of excellent dancers
who attended all the kirns and frolics of the countryside, Hender-
son Pop. Rhymes (1856) 39.

3. A blanket-making term : one who runs the coloured
thread along the edge of a blanket. w.Yks. (J.M.)
4. A fine, big person.
I.Ma. A whippa of a girl like you will be getting another soon,

Caine Manxman (1894) pt. 11. xi.

5. pi. The whipple-tree of a plough. Oxf. (H.A.E.)

:

Oxf. 1 MS. add.
WHIPPER-SNAPPER, sb. and adj. Sc. Chs. Hmp.

Som. Also in form whopper-snapper Dmf. (Jam.)
1. sb. A hobbledehoy. s.Chs.1 2. A cheat. Dmf.
(Jam.) 3. A fraudulent trick, ib. 4. adj. Active,
nimble, sharp. Hmp. Holloway. Som. ib.; Jennings
Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

WHIPPERT, adj. Sc. (Jam.) [hwi-part] Hasty, tart,

irritable. Hence Whippert-like, adj. indicating irritation
by the manner of expression or action.
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WHIPPERTY, adj. Not. Lei. War. [wipati.] Slight;
brisk ; bristling

; smart. Cf. whippet, sb.
1

Not.1 Lei. 1 A whipperty sort o' a wumman. War.3

WHIPPET, sb. 1 Yks. Not. Lin. Rut. War. Shr. e.An.
Also written wippet Not. Lin. 1 n.Lin.1 sw.Lin.1 War.3

Shr.1 e.An.1
; and in form wippets n.Lin. 1 [wi-pit.] A

neat, nimble person of small stature ; a puny, diminutive,
or slight creature ; a stripling. Cf. whippeting.

n.Yks. 1 Usually applied to a female ; n.Yks.2 A wee canny
whippet of a woman. m.Yks.1

, Not. (J.H.B.), Lin.1
, n.Lin.1

sw.Lin.1 As, of a child, ' She's such a little wippet.' Rut. 1
, War.3

Shr. 1 A wippet of a child. e.An. 1

WHIPPET, sb.2 n.Cy. Dur. Lan. Chs. War. Wor. Shr.
Glo. Ess. Also written whippit w.Wor.1 [wi -pit] A
cross-bred dog ; a racing dog ; see below ; also in comp.
Whippet-dog.

n.Cy. A small racing dog, Rye e.An. 61. (1895) (s.v. Wippet).
Dur. A small breed of greyhound, very popular amongst miners
for rabbit coursing (F.P.). s.Lan. 1 Specially trained for race-

running. s.Chs.1 , War.2
, w.Wor.1 Shr. 1 A cross-breed, between

a greyhound and a terrier ; Shr. z Betwixt a greyhound and a
spaniel. Glo. 1 Ess. This dog ofmine is an Irish whippet (A. S. -P.).

WHIPPET, sb.s Obs. e.An. 1 A short, light petticoat.

WHIPPETING, ppl. adj. War.3 Slender, weakly,
insignificant-looking. Cf. whiffet, whippet, sb.

1

WHIPPETT, see Wibbit.
WHIPPING-STOB, sb. Obs. Nhb. Lan. Also in form

whippin-stoop Lan. A whipping-post.
Nhb.1 1633. It. pd to John Marlay for Irons mending to the

whipping- stobe, is. (s.v. Rogue-stob). Lan. We looked at th'

whippin-stoop, Clegg Sketches ( 1895) 463.

WHIPPINTREE, sb. Pern. Dev. [wi-pintrL] A
whipple-tree. s.Pem. (W.M.M.^nw.Dev. 1 Cf. whippon.
WHIPPLESTRING, sb. Yks. [wi-pl-strirj.] See

below.
e.Yks. Whipple-strings are stout cords ; one end is held by the

ploughman, the other fastened to the snaffles of the headstalls.

Used to slash the horses, and to guide them when turning the

plough or harrow at the head-lands, the above-terms being made
use of at the same time (G.W.W.).

WHIPPON, sb. Sus. Also written wippen Sus.1

[wi'pan.] A whipple-tree. (F.E.S.), Sus.1 Cf. whippin-
tree.

WHIPPY, sb. and adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also in

forms whuppie, whuppy Lnk. (Jam.) 1. sb. A term of

contempt applied to a girl or young woman ; a ' cutty '

;

a ' limmer.'
Sc. ' Go ! ye idle whippy !

' said her mother, Hamilton Cottagers

of Glenburnie (1808) 198. Lnk. Sometimes implying the idea of

lightness of carriage (Jam.).

2. adj. Active, agile ; clever. Lnk. (Jam.)
WHIPSIDERY, sb. Cor. Also written whipsiderry.

[wi'psidari.] A machine for raising weights, esp. ore.
' What is a whipsiderry, sir

?
' said I. ' A whipsiderry,' said he,

'es a thing for rising traade, 'tes a sort of whem,' Tregellas
Tales (ei. 1865) 146; Cor.123

WHIPSTER, sb. Irel. n.Cy. Yks. 1. A bleacher.

n.Cy. (Hall.) [Not known to our correspondents.]

2. A romping girl. s.Don. Simmons Gl. (1890). 3. A
doubtful character. n.Yks.4

WHIR, v. Sh.I. To harden, as over-baked bread.

S. & Ork.1

WHIR, see Wharre.
WHIRGLE, v. and sb. Dev. Also in form whargle.

[wa'gl.] 1. v. To twirl ; to roll. n.Dev. Rock Jim an'

Nell (1867) Gl. 2. sb. A twist.

[Rab]'s a got a whargle in es eye, ib. st. 86.

WHIRK,s6. Sh.I. [hwark.] The clock of a stocking.

The same word as Quirk, sb}

V wan place [of a sock] doo's made twa an' twa tagedder, an'

dan here i' da whirk doo's slippid doon loops, Sh. News (Nov. 17,

1900); (J.S.)

WHIRKABIS, sb. Sh.I. A dropsical swelling in an

animal's throat. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 163. See
Quirkabus.
WHIRKEN, v. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Also

written werken s.Lan. 1

; wherken n.Cy. w.Yks. 1 s.Lan. 1

;
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wherkin w.Yks.1
; wherkun Lan. ; whurken Twd. (Jam.) ;

wirken Chs.13
; worken, wurken w.Yks.3 [wa-rkan,

wa'kan.] To choke ; to suffocate ; to breathe with
difficulty

; to sob convulsively. See Querken.
Twd. (Jam.) n.Cy. Bailey (1721) ; N.Cy.2 ,

n.Yks.4 w.Yks.1

Sike a . . . whalin as wad a maad his wezzon parfitly wherkin
ageean, ii. 304 ; w.Yks.3 Lan. I shud o' bin wherkunt in o' snift

wi aw that nasty stinkink hodge-podge, Paul Bobbin Sequel

(1819)16. s.Lan.1
, Chs.13 , nw.Der.1 [Suffoque', suffocated, stifled,

whirkned (Cotgr. ).]

WHIRKINS, see Wheerikins.
WHLRKY, v. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) With away : to fly

off with a whizzing sound as a partridge when roused from
the ground, (s.v. Whir.)

WHIRL, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also in forms horle Rnf. ; hurl w.Yks.1 Hmp. ;

warl Sc.

w.Yks. ; whaarl S. & Ork. 1

; whaarle Sh.I. ; wharl
w.Yks. ne.Lan.1 n.Lin. 1 Lei. 1

; wharle Sc. (Jam.) w.Yks. 1

e.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1
; whirle Sc. ; whoorle Gall.; whorl Sc.

Nhb.1 Ken.1
; whorle Sc. (Jam.) ; whurl Sc. (Jam.) Ir.

Nhb.1 Cum.4
; wirl Sh.I.

;
_worl e.An. 1

; worrel Suf.1

[warl, wal, hwarl ; warl, wal, hwarl.] 1. v. In comb.

(1) Whirl-barrow, a wheelbarrow
; (2) -bent, the heath

rush, Juncus squarrosus
; (3) -blast, a hurricane ; a storm

of wind ; (4) -bone, the hip-joint ; the kneecap ; (5) -bouk,

a churn which turns round
; (6) -footed, having a club-

foot, ' pumple-footed ' (q.v.) ; see below ; (7) -knot, a hard
knot

; (8) -mint, the penny-royal, Mentha^ Pulegium
; (9)

stone, a siliceous bed of carboniferous limestone; hard
sandstone and grit found in iron-ore mines

; (10) -to-woo,

buttermilk.

(1) Gall. As many as would fill a score of whurl-barrows,

Mactaggart £k<t}'c/. (1824) Introd. 11, ed. 1876. Nhb. 1
, Ken.

1
(2)

Cum.14
(3) Cum. Louder, ay the whurlblast blusters, Stagg

Misc. Poems (ed. 1807)22; Cum.4 (4) Fif.(jAM.) n.Cy. Holloway.
w.Yks.1 Mally spreeans ya whirlbaan, ii. 288. Lan. Th' skin

bruzz'd off the whirl-booan o' meh knee, Tim Bobbin View Dial.

(ed. 1740) 16; Lan. 1
,
ne.Lan.1

, e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. All the large bones

of the thigh and leg are included in the term. ' Look at his great

clumsy whirl-bwons,' Bamford Dial. (1854). Suf. 1 Hmp. Hol-
loway. Cor.2 (5) Stf. Grose (1790); Stf.1 Der. Grose (1790);
Der.2 , nw.Der.1 (6) n.Dev. How active he was to be sure con-

sidering how whirl-footed he was, Chanter Witch (1896) 75 ;

(R.P.C.) ; Applied to a person whose foot is not only clubbed, or

pumpled, but the toes are turned inwards and the heel pointed

backwards in a sort of half circle (S.H.). (7) e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1

(8) Hmp. (W.M.E.F.) (9) Cum. 4 (10) Stf. 1 Der. [So called]

from being made in a whirl-bouk, Grose (1790); Der.2

2. To roll, turn.

Sh.I. Stewart Tales (1892) 353. Elg. I . . . whirled my eyes

right up to heaven, And jumped Jim Crow, Blackhall Lays

(1849) 113.

3. To wheel. Cf. hurl, v.
1

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Ayr. I used to whirl out cow dirt for her,

Hunter Studies (1870) 20. Lth. Sae narrow, a barrow It's risky

owre't to whirl, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 135. Kcb. She
whurl't peats tae the casters, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 358.

n.Ir. Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 76.

4. To drive. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) 5. To hurl. Nhb.1

6. To speak with the uvular utterance of the r. Slk. (Jam.)

7. sb. In phr. (1) in a whirl, all of a sudden
; (2) to run on

the whirl, to run about idly.

(1) Edb. In a whirl the straik cam on them wi' a dirl, Macneill
Bygone Times (181 1) 24. (2) w.Yks. 1

8. An eddy ; a whirlpool.
Hdg. A pool in the Tyne called ' Saint Baldred's Whirl,' Ritchie

St. Baldred (1883) 124.

9. A drive. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) 10. A very small wheel.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Wi' a saplin' o' fir, a string, whorle, an' clatt,

. . He turned caups and bickers frae birch, beech er geens,

Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 20.

11. The fly-wheel of the spindle ; in modern machinery
the pulley on which the band runs. See Forle, 3.

Sc. (Jam.) ; A spindle and a whirle, Hislop Anecdote (1874) 124.

Sh.I. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 78 ; S. & Ork.1 A round piece of

wood or stone, with a hole through the centre, for putting on the

end of a spindle. Abd. Mulls, whorls, an' cruisies left bare room
to stir, Murray Hamewiih (1900) 9. s.Sc. On the thick end [of

30
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the spindle] was run a ' whorle,' to give the spindle sufficient

weight. These whorles were made of black stone, Scotsman
(Oct. 23, 1900). Rnf. She span and she spat, With her spin'le,

her roke, and her horle, Webster Rhymes (1835) 13. Nhb. 1

w.Yks. The part in which the band runs while the spindle is in

motion (F.R.); w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan.1

, e.Lan. 1
, n.Lin. 1

, e.An. 1

Hence as deafas a whorl, phr. as deaf as a post. Nhb.1

12. Obs. A species of apple shaped like the fly-wheel of
a spindle. Rxb. (Jam.) 13. A round knob of wood, esp.
one attached to the horns of dangerous animals. Nhb. 1

14. A fanciful ornamentation.
Wgt. They had on silk gouns, an' I never saw the like n' them

wi' whorls an' tossils, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 186.

15. The hip-joint.
Cor. I have pains here in the whirl, Thomas Randigal Rhymes

(1895) 26; Cor.2

WHIRLER, sb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Lei.

Won Oxf. Also written worler, wurler s.Wor. 1
; and in

forms weller s.Lan. 1
; wharler Lei.1

; wheller s.Lan. 1

Chs.1 [waTlsr, wa'la(r).] 1. A pottery term : a re-

volving pedestal for convenience in painting rings on
earthenware.

Stf. White Wrekin (i860) xxx; Pall Mall Mag. (May 1902) 92.

2. A strong gust of wind.
w.Yks. Anuther whirler follah'd, rattlin' 't place abaht till

't scenery dropp'd upo 't stage, Hallam Wadsley Jack (1866J xvi.

3. Obs. A person with a ' burr.'
Lei. Carletun wharlers, Ray Prov. (1678) 317 ; Lei. 1 1, 2.

4. pi. Footlessstockings; gaiters; hay-bands or stockings
worn round the ancles ;

' scoggers ' worn on the arms ;

leather coverings for the heels worn inside clogs.
Lakel. 2

, Cum. 4 Wm. Mak us a pair o' whirlers (B.K.). w.Yks.
We were so poor, we had to go to school i' whirlers (A.C.).
Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1 John Howarth of Lindow End . . . called
upon an old Quaker draper, of Stockport, to buy a pair of whellers.
Of course the draper had only stockings. 'Cut me the feet off,'

said John. The Quaker did so. ' Naow, what don you want for

th' whellers ?
' 'Same as for the stockings,' replied the draper.

'Aw'll gi the a shilling for th' whellers,' said John. 'Well,' said
the old Quaker, ' thou canst take them, but thou wilt wheller me
no more.' Stf. 1

, s.Wor.1
, Oxf. 1

5. pi. Clogs. s.Chs. 1 Ee wuz wae'rin fi pae'r ii wuirrlurz.

WHIRLIGIG, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.
Also written whirligigg Sc. ; whurleygig w.Yks.

;

whurlygig Cum. 1
; and in forms furly-giggy Abd.

;

whellygig s.Lan. 1

; whirlgig Cum.1
; whirligigum Sc.

(jAM.);whirligogs.Chs. 1 Shr.'w.Cy. [waligig,hwarligig.]
1. Any rapidly revolving object ; a teetotum.
Abd. There's a whirlygig o' fortune for ye ! Michie Deeside

Tales_ (1872) 30. • Frf. Legs, arms, and feet and hands they
twistit, And round like whirligigs they frislcit, Sands Poems
(
l833) io9- Ay- The bit chuk I gied to John Angle's brazen

whirligig, Galt Lairds (1826) xxxvi. w.Yks. Spinnin raand like
a whurleygig, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1848) 45.
Chs. 1 s.Chs. 1 Only metaphorically used in the phrase ' like a
whirligog.' ' 0o)z ii pbour sky'ifiirwitid thingg-, fluurtin un
jumpin ubuwt dheeur lahyk u wuu-rligog.' n.Lin. After plum-
pudding and brandy-sauce she felt like going up Elsham hill in
a whirligig, Cornh. Mag. (Jan. 1899) 85. w.bom.' To purdly
roundsame'sawhirdligig. [Whyrlegyge, chyldys game, giraculum
(Prompt.).]

2. A trifle ; a fanciful ornament.
Sc. (Jam.) Elg. He damned the young rascal for not destroying

himself and his whirligiggs, Couper Tourificutions (1803) I. 125.
Frf. Cent per cent shines in their powder'd wigs, Their gaudy
ruffles, and their whirlie-gigs, Morison Poems (1790) 184. Ayr.
Wi' virls an' whirlygigums at the head, Burns Brigs ofAyr (.1787)
1. 84.

3. A child's toy, consisting of four cross-arms with paper
sails attached which spin round in the wind.

Abd. Ye'Jl get a fishy in a little dishy, An' a furly-giggy, an' a
Souple Tarn, Paul Abd. (1881) 128. w.Yks. (J.T.), s.Lan. 1

4. A child's iron hoop.
e.Dur. 1 The wooden hoop only is called ' hoop.' Wm. We war

laiken at whirligig wi' a car trunnle (B.K.).
5. A merry-go-round. Brks. 1 6. A carriage, esp. one
somewhat unsafe in structure. Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc.
(1876). 7. A turnstile.

Chs.1
, n.Stf. (J.T.) Shr. 1 Dunna be in a 'urry, Maister, ' it's one

at a time 'ere,' as the owd 66man said, at the w'irligog. Glo.1
,

w.Cy. (Hall.) [It' payed for a pece of Tymberto the Whirlegogge,
ijrf, 1479, Chw. Ace, S. Edmund Sarum (1896) 23.]

8. A small beetle that circles round and round on the

surface of water. Cum. 1
9. Comp. Whirligig-maker, a

maker of toys, ornaments, &c.
Nhb. The whirligig-maker of Midford, Ritson Garl. (1810) 55.

10. A whimsical fancy.
Abd. Aye some ither whirligig was busy underneath my wig,

Still Cottar's Sunday (1845) 155.

11. Fig. An untrustworthy person.
Lth. Nae twa-faced whomlin' whirligig shall ever wheedle me,

Ballantine Poems (1856) 286.

WHIRLIMAGIG, sb. Sc. A strange or sudden fancy;

a whim.
Frf. Notions, projects, an' whirlimagigs pass through my heid

in a single day, Mackenzie Northern Pine (1897) 314.

WHIRLIN, adj. Obs. Cmb. In comb. (1) Whirlin-
cake, a cake eaten on the fifth Sunday in Lent. Gent.

Mag. (1789) 491, in Brand Pop. Antiq. (1795) I. 95, ed.

1813 ; (2) — Sunday, the fifth Sunday in Lent. ib.

WHIRLING, ppl. adj. and sb. Irel. Nhb. Won Also
written whurlin Dwn. ; and in forms harling, whariing
n.Cy. 1. ppl. adj. In comb. Whirling-hole, an eddy.

s.Wor. Don't you go skating on Pirton Pool, there's a whirling
hole in it, and never a bottom (H.K.).

2. sb. The throwing of curling-stones.
Dwn. 'Twas they that brought the curlin', O ; And may they

join us many a year To help us at the whurlin', O ! Lyttle Robin
Gordon, 96.

3. Phr. whariing in the throat, a burr; an inability to
pronounce the letter r. Nhb. Grose (1790) Suppl.
WHIRLIWHA, sb. and v. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also

written whirliwhaw, whurliwha( Jam.). 1. sb. A useless
ornament ; a trifle ; a gimcrack.

Sc. There's mair gold about the whirli-whaw o' that ae button-
hole than in the whole bouk o' a rose noble, Rothelan Romance
(1824) I. 213 (Jam.). Abd. Wi' a' their curly-wurly stanes, an'
towerin' whirly-whas, Cadenhead Bon-Accord (1853) 187. Lnk,
Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 33.

2. v. To gull ; to mystify. Cf. whilly-wha.
Sc. It does ane's heart gude to see how ye whurliwha a' round,

Corspatrick (1822) II. 209 (Jam.). Lth. (ib.)

WHIRLMAGEE, sb. Sc. An unnecessary ornament.
Wgt. When I die ther'll be no whirlmagees aboot me, but juist

a pennyworth o' blackball on my coffin, and away ye go, Fraser
Wigtown (1877) 304.

WHIRLOCK, s6. Sh.I. [hwarlak.] Anything twisted
into a knot. S. & Ork. 1

WHIRL-PUFF, see Whirly-puff.
WHIRLY, adj., sb. and v. Sc. Lan. Not. Glo. Oxf.

Brks. Dor. Dev. Also written whirlee Dev.2
; whirlly

Brks. ; whorlie Wgt. ; whurlie Sc. (Jam.) ; wirlie Sh.I.
;

and in forms quhirlie, quhurlie Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; whelly
s.Lan. 1 [wa'li, hwarli.j 1. adj. In comb. (1) Whirly-
bed, a truckle-bed ; a bed set on wheels and pushed under
another

; see Hurly, sb.
1
3 ; (2) -birlie or -burlie, (a)

a rapid, circular motion ; anything that whirls round ;

a child's toy
; (3) -bone, (a) the knee ; the round of the

knee ; the round end of a bone which fits into the socket
of a joint

;
(b) the round bone of pork

; (4) -go-round,
a merry-go-round

; (5) -mill, a toy water-mill
; (6) -pool,

a whirlpool
; (7) -spout, poor, weak beer

; (8) -stone, an
' adder-bead,' q.v.

; (9) -wind, a whirlwind..
(1) Sc. (jam. Suppl, s.v. Hurly-bed). (2, a; Sc. Mackay. ib)

Gall. (Jam.) ; This yirth doth wheel, Just like a whurlie birlie,
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 475, ed. 1876. (3, a) Lan. Down o' yer
whirlyboans, lads, as t' oly feythers pass, Ainsworth Lan. Witches
(1848) Introd. iii. s.Lan. 1 {b) Oxf.i (4) Glo. Whirly- go-rounds,
discordant music, and the usual shows, which go to make up a
country fair, Gibbs Cotswold Fill. (1898) 287. Dor. C Hare Broken
Arcs (1898) 47. Dev.2 (5) Gall. He'll be thinkin' its some bit
Machars burn that the laddies set their whurlie mills in, Crockett
StickitMin. (1893)72. (6)Oxf.(G.O.) Brks. Wehad often heard the
former talk of the bath near the whirllypool, Hayden Round our
Vill, (1901) 258. (7)ne.Lan. 1 (8) Wgt. The wee woman . . . tell't
Nelly that whenever she wantit ocht frae her son's, an' he wudna
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gie her't, she was just to lay the whorly-stane in the place where
she used to keep the butter, cheese, or whatever she wantit, and
it wud come frae her son's afore the mornin', Saxon Gall. Gossip

(1878) 233. (9) s.Lan.1 s.Not. The wind it blew a downraight
whirliwind (J.P.K.).

2. Like an ' adder-bead,' q.v.

Wgt. She spied a round whorlie kind o' stane wi a hole in't,

lying on a mowdy-hillock, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 231.

3. sb. An eddy ; a whirlpool.
Sh.I. Ivery ane ran fir da lee o' da daek yunder abune da wirlie,

Sh. News (Oct. 14, 1899) ; (J.S.)

4. A small wheel ; a caster. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) 5. A
wheelbarrow; a low truck used in moving heavy packages.
ib. See Hurly, sb.

1 2. 6. A truckle-bed. ib. 7. A
colliery-hutch.

Lnk. Here's auld Doghip comin' like a runawa' whurlie doon
the brae, Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) 30.

8. v. In phr. to go whirly, to ride on a merry-go-round.
Dor. What have a-come to 'ee, Susie, vorto go whirli an' make a

vool o' theeself ? C. Hare Broken Arcs (1898) 89.

WHIRLY-PUFF, sb. Lakel. Cum. Rut. Nhp. Dor.
Also in form whirl-puff Lakel.2 Cum." [wali-p^f.] A
sudden gust of wind ; a whirling eddy of dust.

Lakel. 2 , Cum. 4 Rut.1 Whirly poofs mostly tokens dry weather.

Nhp.1
, Dor. (C.T.)

WHIRM, WHIRMEL, see Quirm, Whemmle.
WHIR(R, v. and sb. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Nhp. Suf. Dor.

Dev. Also written whur Sc. ; whurr Sc. Dor. 1

; wirr Sc.

(Jam.) Bnff.1
; and in form quhir Dev. [wa(r, hwsr.]

1. v . To fly off with a whizzing sound, as a partridge.

Cf. swir.
Sc. The rocky hills, Where whirrs the moorcock, Nicoll Poems

(ed. 1843) 147. Per. Spence Poems (1898) 138. Ayr. Ye whirring
paitricks and curlew, White Jottings (1879) J ^3- LnK - The
paitrick whirr'd, An' roun' his head the peesweep flew, Hamilton
Poems (1865) 80. Rxb. (Jam.) Wgt. Fraser Poems (1885) 126.

N.Cy.1
. w.Yks.1 , Nhp. 1

, Suf. 1

Hence Whur-cocks, int. the call given when game-birds
flutter up. Gall. Mactagga.rt Encycl. (1824). 2. To purr
as a cat.

Lth. At your feet wi' kindly yowl, Whurrs your wee catty,

Ballantine Poems (1856) 6.

3. To whirl a thing round so fast as to make a whizzing
sound ; to throw, esp. to throw overhand.

CId. (Jam.) Dor. 1 Who whurr'd Deos clot? 167. n.Dev. Horae
Subsecivae (1777I 473.

4. To move off or along with great speed.
Cld. He whirred by like stour (Jam.).

5. sb. A smart blow. Sc. (ib.) 6. Haste, hurry, esp.

angry hurry ; worry.
Bnff.1 He ran off with a wirr. Cld. (Jam.), s.Lan. 1

[3. Swed. dial, hvirra, to whirl (Rietz).]

WHIRRA, sb. Som. [wa'ra.] A small, round, move-
able nut or pinion, grooved and with a hole in the centre.

Jennings Dial. w.Eng. (1869). See Worra.
WHIRRAN, sb. Uls. [hwe-ran.] In phr. in a whirran,

in a tossed or untidy state. (M.B.-S.)

WHIRRET, see Wherrit.
WHIRRIL, sb. n.Yks.2 [wa-ril.] A winding stair-

case ; a descending path into a hollow.

WHIRROCK, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also written

wirrok. 1. A knot in wood caused by the growth of a

branch from the place. Twd. 2. A corn or bony ex-

crescence on the foot ; a boil ; a pimple on the sole of the

foot. Sc. (s.v. Virrok) ; Leyden Compl. Sc.,Gl. Cf.weerock.

WHIRROO, int. Irel. Also in forms wirra, wurrah.
[hwaru -

.] An exclamation ; also in comb.Whirroo-whiroo.

Cf. wurraw.
Ir. I can't think of it. Oh, wurrah, wurrah this night, Carleton

Fardorougha (1836) xii. Don. Whirroo ! both of them throws

down their guns and swords and afther that hare for bare life,

Macmanus Chim. Corners (1899) 215. Wmh. ' Whirroo-whirroo,'

roared the man, with a skirl and a twirl, Bullock Ir. Pastorals

(1901) 239. Ker. Wirra, wirra, 'tis I'm the pity I but what can

I do J Bartram Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 84.

WHIRRY, adj. and v. Sc. Yks. Pern. Dev. Also in

form worry n.Yks.2 [wa-ri, hwari.] 1. adj. In comb.

(1) Whirry-go-nimble, used contemptuously of a watch-
maker's tools, &c. ; see below

; (2) -gut, the eddy of a
current along the sea-coast.

(1) n.Dev. I'll throw all they whirry-go-nimble tools o' yours at

the back o' the kitchen-fire, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 14°-

(2) n.Yks.2

2. Light-headed, dizzy ;
' all in a whirl.'

s.Pem. This wind do make one a bit whirry (M.S.C.).

3. v. To hurry off; to whirl away.
Sc. (Jam.); Her and the gudeman will be whirrying through

the blue lift on a broom shank, Scott Midlothian (1818) xviii.

Abd. Walker Bards (1887) 207.

WHIRT, WHISBIRD, see Whort, Wosbird.
WHISH, sb.

1 and v.
1 Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Ken. Also

in forms quish, quishie Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; whiish Sc.

Cum.4 s.Lan. 1 [wij, hwij.] 1. sb. A rushing or whizzing
sound ; a rush ; a swish ; a slight fall, as of water.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; Scott Minstrelsy (1802) IV. 339, ed. 1848.

n.Sc. (Jam.) Per. Hear ye a whush like waters fa'in ? Stewart
Character (1857) 91. Lnk. I heard the steady whish of the avenging

broom as it kept soopin' away, Fraser Whaups (1895) iv. Slk.

(Jam.) Gall. I can hear the soft whish of the snow against the

flap of heather curtain, Crockett Raiders (1894) xlv. Cum. 4
,

w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Lan. 1 We went into it wi' a rare whush.

2. Fig. A rumour, noise.
Gall. A marriage makes a whush for a while on a kintra side,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 478, ed. 1876.

3. v. To whiz ; to rush, esp. with a whizzing sound ; to

whistle, as the wind.
Sc. (Jam.) Lth. Wild is the owlet 'Mong the trees whushing,

M°Neill Preston (c. 1895) 95. Kcb. The wunda wus set open an

the fox whush't oot, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 95. Cum.4 An'

t'wind whushin east'art Brong t'ching-tee-ching clear, Gilpin

Sags., Gibson's Nature, st. 3. Ken. (G.B.)

WHISH, int.1, v.
2

, sb.2 and adj. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum.
Yks. Lan. Oxf. Also in forms quish Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ;

wheesh Sc. ; whush Sc. (Jam.) Cum.14 ;
whushie Sc.

(Jam.) [wij, hwij; hwif.] 1. int. Hush ! be silent ! Cf.

whisht.
Arg. Wheesh ! man, wheesh ! Munro Doom Castle (1901) 299.

Gall. 'Do the Maxwells ride to-night!' asked one. 'Wheesh,'

said another. ' Listen
!

' Crockett Raiders (1894) i. N.I. 1
,

ne.Lan. 1 Oxf. Blackmore Cripps (1876) xlix.

2. v. To hush ; to be or remain silent ; to quiet, soothe.

Sc. Be na whush till me, for till me gin ye whush like the lave

I maun be, Waddell Ps. (1871) xxviii. 1 ; Ye wad wheetle an'

whushie, an' blaw i' the lug o' Sathan, St. Patrick (1819) II. 191

(Jam.). Nhb. Aw whish'd me squeels, Marshall Sngs. (1819)4.

Cum.4 Oxf. Whish !—can't ee whish, with my name so pat ?

Blackmore Cripps (1876) xlix.

3. sb. The sound made by one saying 'whish.'

Wgt. An old woman in the vicinity of the sounds endeavoured

to suppress them by a 'whish !' or two, Fraser Wigtown (1877) 3j:8.

4. The slightest sound ; a whisper; also in form Whishie.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) n.Sc, Per., Cld. Noo, not a whishie ! i.e.

perfect silence (Jam.). Rnf. I ne'er hear a whish o' acl.ing heads,

Mitchell Wee Steeple (1840) 147. Lth. Never let on to leevin'

craitur' about it, no a single whish, Strathesk Blinkbonny (ed.

1891) 128.

5. adj. Quiet, silent ; retired.

Sc. Be na whush till me, Waddell Ps. (1871) xxviii. 1. Cum.14
,

n.Yks.2

WHISH, int.
2 and v.

3 Sc. Irel. Cth. Also in forms

wheesh Ant. Dwn. ; whush Sc. N.I.1 [hwij ; hwif.]

1. int. Used to scare away fowls. Cf. whishoo.
Wgt. Whish ! whish ! rin ! rin ! Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 24.

N.I. 1 (s.v. Hush). Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892).

2. v. To scare away birds by saying ' whish !

'

Wgt. They wafft their daidlies and whusht them [chickens] oot,

Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 24. Dwn. Lyttle Robin Gordon, 85.

Cth. I whished them away (W.W.S.).

WHISH, see Wisht.
WHISHIE, sb. Sc. The whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea.

e.Lth. Swainson Birds (1885) 23.

WHISHIN, sb. n.Cy. Dur. Yks. Lan. Also written

wishin s.Lan.1
; and in forms whishon n.Cy. ; wishan

e.Lan. 1 [wrjin.] A cushion. The same word as Quishin
(q.v.).
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n.Cy. (J.L. 1783') ; Denham Tracts (ed. 1895) II. 1. Dur.1

,

w.Yks. 1
, n.Lan. (C.W.D.), e.Lan.*, s.Lan.i

Hence Wishinet, sb. a pincushion. n.Cy. Grose (1790).
Yks. (Hall.)

WHISHOO, int. Sc.Irel.Cth. Also in forms wheeshoo
N.I. 1

; whush-how Sc. [hwi-fu.] A cry used to scare
away birds or cats. Cf. whish, int.

2

Gall. They will rummage the haunts, and call whush-how,
when wood-cocks are a seeking for, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)
477, ed. 1876. N.I. 1 (s.v. Hush), Cth. (W.W.S.)
WHISHT, int., v., sb. and adj. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum.

Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Lin. Nrf. Ken. Sus. Also in forms
weesht Sc. ; wheesht Sc. (Jam.) Cai.1 N.I.1 Ant. ; wheest
Sc. Dwn. Nhb. ; wheisht Sc. ; whist Sc. Cai. 1

Ir. w.Dur.1

Wm. n.Yks.4 Lan. I.Ma. Ken.1 Sus. 1
; wisht Sc. Yks.

n.Lan. 1
; wist Ken. [wijt, hwift ; hwijt] 1. int. Hush !

be silent ! Cf. whish, int.
1

Sc. (Jam.) ; Whisht, gudewife ; is this a time, or is this a day,
to be singing your ranting fule songs in ? Scott Waverley (1814)
xxx. Sh.I. Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 79. n.Sc. 'Whist, whist,'
cried Francie. . .

' Wait till ye are bigger,' Gordon Carglen (1891)
54. Cai. 1

, Abd. (Jam.) Kcd. Wheesht! the minister is comin',
Grant Lays (1884) 70. Fif. Wheesht, the minister's beginnin'
again, Robertson Provost (1894) 25. s.Sc. Whisht, man, whisht

!

and no speak with such a voice, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 9. Ir.

Whisht I does any of yez hear a horse trottin' ? Carleton Traits
Peas. (1843) I. 12. N.I.1 Dwn. Wheest, man, or ye'll wauken up
the waen ! Lyttle Betsy Gray (1894) 18. w.Ir. Lover Leg. (1848)
I. 172. s.Ir. Whisht with you, mother! Croker Leg. (1862) 221.
Nhb. 1 e.Dur. 1 ' Hush ' is quite unknown. w.Dur. 1

, Lakel.2 Cum.
But whisht

! here comes my titty Greace, Anderson Ballads (ed.

1808) 3. Wm. (B.K.) n.Yks. 1 Whisht! bairns, whisht! Ye
mak' ower mickle din by hauf; n.Yks.234 , ne.Yks. 1

, e.Yks.1
,

w.Yks.' 345
, n.Lan. 1 e.Lan. Burnley Express (June 1, 1901). Nrf.

The mate he says ' Whisht ! Listen,' Forbes Odd Fish (1901) 163.
2. v. To hush, quiet, silence ; to be or remain silent.
Sc. Deil's in ye, will ye whisht? Scott Guy M. (1815) xlviii.

Sh.I. Willa wheeshtit her, an' ca'd her a muckle leer, Sh. News
(Oct. 23, 1897). n.Sc. (Jam.) Elg. A weel-claw'd luif whishts
the harangue, Syne a' is right, Couper Poetry (1804) II. n.
Per. Wull ye no whisht, an' hear til the man o' God ? Cleland
Jnchbracken (1883) 244, ed. 1887. Edb. Wheesht your gab, if ye
dinna want me to throttle ye ! Campbell Deilie Jock (1897) 97.
Ir. Many a time I might better ha' whist about the Miss O'Reillys
and Thady Phelan, Barlow Shamrock (1901) 201. Nhb. Lads, . .

if ye dinna whist this minute, Ah'll fight the lot in the dinner
hour, Tynedale Stud. (1896) No. v. Lakel. 2 Cum.3 My fadder
said lal, no'but whishtit my mudder, 44. Wm. If ya] nobbet
whisht a lile bit, aas gain ta tell ya summat, Brigsteear Gooardy, in
Spec. Dial. (ed. 1885) pt. iii. 1. ne.Yks. 1

, w.Yks. 1

3. sb. In phr. to hold (or keep) one's whisht, to be or remain
silent, to hold one's tongue.

Sh.I. I toucht hit best fir ta howld my wheest fir faer o' settin'
da'crew in a fiz, Ollason Mareel (1901) 80. e.Sc. Haud your
wheesht, I ken what I'm doin' as wee] as them ! Strain Elmslie's
Drag-net (1900) 19. w.Sc. My wife telt me to hauld my whisht,
Carrick Laird ofLogan (1835) 281. Ayr. Ye need na doubt, I

held my whisht, Burns Vision, st. 8. Edb. I just heard them
speak and kept my wheisht, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xxv.
Ir. 'Tis yer brother that's spakin to yez, and askin' yez to hould
yerwhist! MacDonagh Life andChar. (1901) 237. Nhb. 1

, Cum.4
,

ne.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Hod yer whisht and lissen, Yksman. (1876) 4,
col. 2. I.Ma. Caine Manxman (1894) pt. vi. x.

4. The slightest sound ; a whisper ; a faint rumour.
Sc. There is na a wheesht against him, Walford Dick Netherby

(1881) v. Sh.I. I heard no a wh.eesht frae Sibbie, Sh. News (Mar. 26,
1898). Ayr. Ochiltree Out of Shroud (1897) 163. Lth. (Jam.)
Edb. Nor lat your whisht be heard into the house, Fergusson
Poems (1773) 107, ed. 1785.
5. Fig. Beer made and sold without a licence. w.Yks.

Hlfx. Courier (July 3, 1897). Hence (1) Whisht-shop, sb.
an unlicensed drinking-place

; (2) Whisht-spot, sb. a
secret rendezvous for an unlawful purpose.

(1) Yks. (S.P.U.) w.Yks. There were two or three farms that
were nought but whisht shops, Snowden Web of Weaver (1896) ii.

(2) w.Yks. Sleek had naturally picked a dark night for fear of
spoiling a good whisht-spot, ib. viii.

6. Fig. Cheating, fraud. w.Yks. Hlfx. Courier (July 3,
1897).

7. adj. Hushed, quiet, silent ; noiseless; retired; calm;
gentle ; also used advb.

Sc. There were nights of it when he was here on sentry, the

place a' wheesht, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xv. Edb. All was
wheesht and attentive, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) ix. Nhb. To
see sic a crowd se whisht was amazin', Tyneside Sngstr. (1889)

48. Dur. 1 Will ye be whisht. Lakel. 2 He was gaan on his tippy

teeas as whisht as he could. Cum.1 As whisht as a mouse. Wm.
The owl flies very whisht (B.K.). n.Yks. 1 It's nobbut an engine,

I think. An' she's coming very whisht and all; n.Yks.234
,

ne.Yks. 1 e.Yks. 1 Keep as whisht as you can! w.Yks.15 Lan.

Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) II. 58; Lan. 1
, n.Lan.1

, ne.Lan. 1
,

s.Lan. 1
, n.Lin. 1 Ken. 1 Stand whist! I can hear de ole rabbut

!

ne.Ken. Be wist now and don't speak till I speak to you (H.M.). Sus. 1

Hence Whishtly, adv. quietly, silently, softly.

Cum. Whishtly len' a twenty pund, Dickinson Merry Charley,

1. 11. Ken. (W.F.S.)

WHISHT, see Wisht.
WHISK, sb.1 and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Also written wisk Cum.14 Yks. Suf. 1

; and in forms whusk
Cum.4 s.Lan.1

; wusk Cum. 14 e.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Not. [wisk,
hwisk.] 1. sb. A woollen-trade term : a kind of brush

;

see below. Cf. wisket.
w.Yks. Made by binding together for about one-third of their

length, in a bundle, a quantity of fine straight stalks of heather.
Used for whisking off specks or light matter of any kind from
cloth (W.T.).

2. pi. A machine for winding yarn on a ' quill ' or ' clue.'

Rnf. (Jam.) 3. A one-horse conveyance
; a ' whisky.'

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Ayr. Frae the sta' they've ta'en a steed, An'
they've bun him to a whisk, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 9.
4. A blow, knock, rap.
Edb. I could not help giving Tammy Bodkin ... a terrible

whisk in the lug, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) viii. w.Yks. (J.W.)
Lan. Fottin th' table a wusk wi his big neighve, Clegg Sketches

('895) '85. e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 Aw gan him a wusk i' th' yer-hole.
5. A light, short shower; a sudden gust.
Cum. 1

; Cum. 4 It com a whisk o' snow yan neet, C. Pacq (1893)
6, col 1. Not. (Hall.)
6. A slight cleaning.
Sc. (A.W.) Cum. 1 She gev't a whisk an' a kengeiid ; Cum.4

7. Hurry; speed.
w.Yks. Eaze wun goan past wi a bonny whisk an he likeand

ta a tain my beesum wi him, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann
(1873) 48.

8. v. In comb. (1) Whisk-tail, a wanton female. s.Lan. 1
;

(2) -tailed, frisky, light of carriage; wanton, ib. 9. With
about: to move about nimbly; to frisk.

Suf. 1 Th' awd fulla whisk'd about like a young un.
Hence Whisky, adj. frisky; amorous, wanton. Lan.

Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) s.Lan. 1 10. To curry a horse.
Sc.(G.W.); 'A short horse is soon whisked.' Signifies. . . that

a little task is soon ended, Kelly Prov. (1721) 1.

Hence a whiskit mare, phr. a mare having a switched
tail. Per. (Jam.) 11. To lash, switch ; to whip.

Eif. Ye will be sairly whiskit By them some day, Douglas
Poems (1806) 71. Slk. Hogg Tales (1838) 302, ed. 1866. Gall.
Lauderdale Poems (1796) 99. n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks.2 w.Yks *
There will be . . . whisking for't. ne.Lan. 1

[1. Swed. viska, a small broom (Widegren). 10 viska
to wipe {ib.).]

'

WHISK, sb.2 Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan. Nhp. Shr.

»?k? l°
rm ^huSH Nh^ twisk '] The game of whist.Nhb i, Dur. 1 Cum. In vain we dare your skill at whisk, Relph

Misc. Poems (ed. 1743) 126. w.Yks.12 ne.Lan. 1
, Nhp. 1

, Shr.1

WHISK, sb* Sc. A shortened form of ' whisky '

r 1 ™ fumes ° whisk beean to drive, Ilk head was like a
feather Morison Poems (1790) 26. Lnk. Four bottles of whisk
tfiey did not seize. . . They drank the whisk and ate the cheese

w£tĉ *^S
(
,
l883

c)
h 2I?- Edb

'
LlDDLE Poems (i8ai) aio!WHISKAL, sb. Sc. A dial, form of ' fiscal ' (q v )Kcd, TheWhiskal got notice, the Bobbies appeared wi'han'cuffs

and batons, Kerr Reminiscences (1890) 91.
'

'

WHISKER, sb. Sc. Nhb. Suf. Also written whiscar
Mry. (Jam,) ; wiskar Bnff. 1

[wi'ska(r, hwiskar.l 1 Abunch of feathers for sweeping with. Mry. (Jam ) Bnff 1

See Whisk, sb. 1
2. pt. Bunches of straw in the

maidens ' of the great spinning-wheel.
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Nhb.1 They formed the bearings of the spinning-spindle, and
were lubricated with oil.

3. pi. A moustache. Suf.1 4. A knitting-sheath.
Mry. (Jam.), Bnff.1 Nhb.1 Made by tying together a small

bundle of straws.

5. A blustering wind ; see below.
Sc. (Jam.) ;

' March whisker was never a good fisher.' An old
proverb signifying that a windy March is a token of a bad fish

year, Kelly Prov. (1721) 254.

WHISKET, see Wisket.
WHISKIED, ppl. adj. Sc. Intoxicated with whisky

;

slightly tipsy.

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Wgt. As soon as they were
whiskied up to fighting pitch the coffin was laid on the handspikes
. . . and off they gaed, stacherin' alang for the Kirkyard, Saxon
Gall. Gossip (1878) 167.

WHISKIN, sb. Obs. Lan. Chs. A shallow, brown
drinking bowl ; a black pot.

Lan.We will have a whiskin at every rush-bearing, Brathwait
Lan. Lovers (1640) iv. Chs. Ray (1691) s.v. Who; Chs.13

WHISKIN(G, ppl. adj. and 5*. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan.
Hmp. [wiskin, hwi'skin.] 1. ppl. adj. Fig. Great,
bouncing, ' swinging' ; unusually large.

Ayr. A whiskin beard about her mou, Burns Willie IVastle, St.

2. n.Cy. That is a whisking lie, Holloway. e.Yks.1 w.Yks.
Applied to almost anything, as floods, fire, winds, Thoresey Lett.

(1703). ne.Lan. 1 Hmp. Holloway.
2. sb. Palpitation of the heart. S. & Ork.1

WHISKY, sb. Sc. Also in forms fusky Kcd. ; whuskey
Kcb. [hwvski,hwirski.] 1. In com/.(i)Whisky-bukky,
see below

; (2) -can, in phr. to lake the whisky-can, to take

to drinking
; (3) -fair, a gathering to drink whisky ; a

debauch
; (4) -house, a public-house with no bar

; (5)

-maker, (6) -man, a distiller; (7) -pig, a vessel containing
whisky; (8) -splore,see (3); (9) -tacket, a pimple, supposed
to be caused by intemperance

;
(10) -wife, a woman who

sells whisky.
(1) Abd. Taking with him, by way of provisions, a 'pocket

pistol,' well filled, and a 'whisky bukky,'—a compound of whisky
and oatmeal rolled together like a great pill of two or three pounds
weight, Michie Tales (1872) 208. (2) Rnf. He forsook his ain

fireside And took the whisky can, Barr Poems (1861) 6. (3) Kcb.

A' his drucken freens, yt use't tae hae wliuskey-fair wi' him whun
he cam alang, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 349 ; It wus whuskey-
fair as lang as it [money] lastit, ib. 356. (4) Edb. Jock stauchers

to the whisky house, R. Wilson Poems (1822) 43 ; (G.WO (5)

Kcd. Whiskymakers wha prepare the trash, Kerr Reminiscences

(1890) 32. Ir. George Roe, the whisky-maker, is lookin' after that,

sur ! MacDonagh Life and Char. (1901) 314. (6) Ir. Jameson,
the other whisky man, has piles of money, MacDonagh ib. (7)

Kcd. We're herrit, wife ! We're herrit clean ! Faur, faur's the

fusky pig? Grant Lays (1.884)6. (8) Ayr. Aff the twa the gither

braindge To join the whisky splore, John Kennedy Poet. Wks.

(1818)43. (9) Sc. (Jam,, s.v. Tacket). Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 449, ed. 1876. (ro) Lnk. Plenty an' peace, at their ain

ingle-side, Are better to them than a whisky-wife's pride, Watson
Poems (1853) 48. Gall. The whisky wife was in the dumps about

it, Gallovidian (1902) IV. 96.

2. Phr. (1) togetinone's whisky,to become tipsy; (2) to ken

whisky on one, to perceive byindications that aperson drinks.

(1) Lth. I'll play their clerk a bonny plisky Some night when
he gets in his whisky, Thomson Poems (1819) 145. (2) Arg.

Gregor's neighbours ' kent whisky on him,' Heddle Colinci s Island

(1900) 36.

WHISKYBAE, sb. Obs. Sc. A corruption of
' usquebaugh.'

Slg. I told him I ne'er drank no whiskybae, Galloway Poems
(1788) 72, ed. 1792.

WHISN, see Whitsun.
WHISPER, v. Yks. Ken. [wi'sp3(r).] 1. In phr. to

whisper the death of aperson, see below. See Bee, sb.
1 2 (8).

Ken. 1 When the master or mistress dies, or other member of a

family, where bees are kept, it is customary (in Eastry) for some

one to go to the hives and whisper to the bee's, that the person is

dead. The same custom is observed with regard to cattle and

sheep, as a writer in N. & Q. thus notices: ' For many years

Mr. Upton resided at Dartford Priory, and farmed the lands

adjacent. In 1868, he died, After his decease, his son told the

writer (A. J. Dunkin) that the herdsmen went to each of the kine
and sheep, and whispered to them that their old master was dead.'

2. To slander.
w.Yks. I'venoconsate o' folk 'at goes about whispering fC.C.R).
WHISPERER, sb. Lan. [wi'sp9r3(r).] An evil spirit

;

see below.
There was the Whisperer, who came behind you in broad day-

light, softly imploring you to turn your head but for one moment.
If you did turn your head, the Whisperer broke your neck, Pall
Mall Mag. (Sept. 1901) 122.

WHISPERING-PUDDING, 5*. Nhp. 1 War.3 A plum-
pudding in which the plums are very close together.

WHISS, v. and 5*. Sh.I. [hwis.] 1. v. To bite,

esp. to bite grains of corn so as to extract the kernel from
the husk.

Strippin' aff a rip [of oat ears], an' pittin' a puckle in his mooth
ta whiss, Sh. News (Oct. 22, 1898) ; (J.S.)

2. With out: to be pressed out of the husk, esp. by
biting ; used of the kernel of corn.
Wir corn is dat lean dat it canna whiss out (J.S.).

3. To eat everything set before one ; to pick the bones.
Kill her, kill her, Berry, Berry, whiss her, Berry, whiss her

!

Sh. News (Oct. 22, 1898) ; (J.S.) ; S. & Ork. 1

4. sb. A scrap, morsel ; a picking.
The cats didna leave ae whiss o' flesh upo da tee [leg] o da lamb

(J.S.).

WHISSEN, WHISSGIG, see Whitsun, Whiz-a-gig.
WHISSLE, WHIST, see Wissel, Whisht.
WHISTCUFF, sb. Cor. [wrstkBf.] A blow ; a box

on the ear. Cf. whister, sb. 2 (3).

He'd start up sudden an 1

fetch the nighest boy a rousin' whistcufT

'pon the side o' the head, ' Q.' Troy Town (1888) xi.

WHISTER, sb. Yks. Lan. Lin. Hrf. Glo. Hmp. I.W.
Som, Dev. Cor. Also written whyster s.Lan.1

; wister
Dev. ; wyster s.Lan.1

; and in forms whisther e.Yks. 1

;

wysty s.Lan. 1 [wrsta(r).] 1. A blow.
s.Lan. 1 Aw fot him a wyster i' th' chops.

2. Comb. (1) Whister-cester or -kestor, (2) -clister, (3)

-cuff, (4) -poop, a smart blow or smack, esp. on the ear

or the ' chops
' ; (5) -sniff, (a) see (4) ;

(b) an urchin
;

(6) -twister, see (4).

(1) e.Yks. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Dev.1 (2) Glo.1 Dev. Grose (1790) ; Well,

sose, 'e did vatch 'n a brave gert whisterclister in tha chucks, I

thort 'e'd a-broked 'is jaw! Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892); Dev.1

nw.Dev. 1
, Cor. 12 (4) Lin. (R.E.C.) w.Som. 1 He up way 'is 'an'

and gid-n zich « whisterpoop right in the mouth. Dev. I'll gie

thee a stramming gert whisterpoop that'll make yer 'ead ring,

Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) s,v. Sass. n.Dev. Chell up wi' ma veest

and gi' tha a whisterpoop, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 98. (5, a) Hmp.1
,

I.W. 1 (b) Hmp.1 (6) Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Som. Jennings
Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Soin. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

WHISTER, v. Obs. Ken. Dev. Also in form whistree
Dev. To whisper.
Ken. Grose (1790). Dev. Much 'pistering an' whistering' of a

more or less scandalous nature, Madox-Brown Dwale Bluth (1876)

bk. 1. i. n.Dev. Oil vor whistering and pistering, Exm. Scold.

(1746) 1. 297.

WHISTLE, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also written whisle Dev. ; whissel Sc. (Jam.) ;

whissle e.Yks.1 Dor. ; and in forms whusle n.Ir. Cum.

;

whussel Dwn. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1
; whussle Sc. Nhb. ; whustle

Sc. ; wizzel Lan. [wi'sl, hwi'sl.] 1. v. In comb.

(1) Whistle-bally vengeance, sour or unwholesome ale

or beer; (2) -binkie, see below; (3) -boor, obs., the

driver's seat on the front of a cart
; (4) -cock Monday,

see below ; (5) -headed, bewildered, confused
; (6) -jacket,

(a) a mixture of gin and treacle ;
(b) small beer ; (7) -peg

fair, a Whitsun fair held at Knutsford
; (8) -the-whaup,

used of a person who is supposed to be making fun of

another.
(1) Lan. (J.L.), s.Lan.1

, Chs. 13
(2) Sc. A musician who played

at penny-weddings or other social gatherings and trusted for his

remuneration to the generosity of the company, Mackay. Abd.
One who attends a penny-wedding, but without paying anything,

and therefore has no right to take any share of the entertainment

;

a mere spectator, who is as it were left to sit on a bench by him-
self, and who, if he pleases, may whistle for his own amusement
(Jam.). (3) s.Pem. (W.M.M.) (4) Nhb. Hools ! to tell a' aw
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seed just wad tyek, Aw weel knaw, Till whusslecock Monday,
Robson Sngs. of Tyne (1849) 260 ; It was a sarcastic rejoinder

when a doubtful promise had been made. ' Aye ! ye'll do it on
Whistlecock Monday,' i. e. never : equivalent to ' You'll defer it

to the Greek Calends,' heard elsewhere ; or ' till doomsday

'

(R.O.H.). (5) Bdf. (J.W.B.) (6, a) n.Yks. 2 ne.Yks. 1 Used as

a cure for cold. An E. Riding word, (b) Lin.1
,
n.Lin.1 (7)

Chs.1 (8) w.Sc. (Jam.)

2. Phr. (1) one might as well whistle, (2) to go whistle, (3)

to go whistling jigs to a milestone, used of any fruitless

attempt or impossible undertaking
; (4) to whistle on one's

thumb, to seek or call in vain
; (5) — over anything, to

meditate in silence on anything; (6) to whistle the {or a)

lavrock(s from (or out of) the lift, (a) used of a coaxing,

wheedling person
;

(b) see (3).

(1) w.Yks. 1 Thou mud as weel whistle, as try to mak an oud
drunkard sober. (2) ib. (3) Ir. During the Parliamentary Session

of 1898 an Irish member was called to order by the Speaker for

saying, 'We might as well go whistling jigs to a milestone as

appeal for justice to right hon. gentlemen on the Treasury Bench,'

MacDonagh Life and Char. (1901) 333. (4) w.Sc. What would
Goodie Mill be if it werena for me and the muckle wheel ? the

miller micht whistle on his thumb, Carrick Laird of Logan
(1835) 174. Rxb. Come on, man, . . . and leave Angus to whistle

on his thumb, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 301. (5) Sc. (Jam.)
Ayr. First when Maggy was my care, Heaven, I thought, was in

her air
; Now we're married—speir na mair—Whistle owre the

lave o't, Burns Whistle owre the lave o't, st. 1. (6, a) Sc. He'd
whissel a levrock fra the lift (Jam.), (b) w.Yks. 1

3. To play on a reed, pipe, fife, or flute.

Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. I'll break my reed an' never whistle mair,

Ramsay Poems (ed. 1733) 368.

4. Of birds : to sing.

Cum. The lav'rocks shrill war whuslin, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed.

1807) 17. w.Yks. (J.W.) Chs.1 A Cheshire native seldom, or

never, speaVs of birds singing, but always whistling. Shr.1 'Ark
at that throstle ; dunnot'e w'istle beautiful ? Dor. Avore . . . the

gookoo be hoarse wi' whisslen' i' the may-bush, Hare Dinah
Kellow (1901) 195. e.Dev. Th' taime's a-kim'd roun" ver th'

whis'lin' o' birds, Pulman Sng. Sol. (i860) ii 12.

5. sb. In comp. (1) Whistle-weed, a kind of sea-weed;
see below

; (2) -wood, (a) smooth wood used by boys for

making whistles
;

(b) the willow, Salix
;

(c) the plane-tree,

Acer Pseudo-platanus; (d) the alder, Alnus glutinosa;
(e) the mountain ash, Pyrus Aucuparia.

(1) Glo. Great quantities of brown bladder-bearing sea-weed are
carried backwards and forwards by every tide to within a few
miles below Gloucester : known as ' whistle-weed ' along the
lower banks of the Severn, because whistles are made from it

(H.S.H.). (2, a) Per. We scoured for whussle-wud the dell,

Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 13. Nhb. 1 It is cut into lengths

of about three inches, wetted and hammered gently until the
outer bark slides off entire. It is then hollowed to make a whistle
and the bark is replaced, (6) Lth. How sweet is the sough o' the
whistlewood tree, Ballantine Poems (1856) 157. (c) Slk. (J.F.),

N.Cy.1
, Nhb. (W.G.) (rf) N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. (W.G.) (e) w.Yks.
(B. & H.)

6. A fife, flute, pipe.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Are ye come light-handed, ye son of a toom

whistle? Scott Redg. (1824) Lett. xi. Slg. Their bits o' whustles
sticking oot o' their pooches, Buchanan Poems (19.01) 162.

Hence (1) kist d whistles, phr. an organ ; see Kist, sb.

2 (9) ; (2) Whistle-band, sb. a fife-band
; (3) -kirk, sb. a

church with an organ in it ; an Episcopalian church

;

(4) -kirk minister, phr. an Episcopalian clergyman
; (5)

-kist, sb., see (1).

(1) w.Sc. Gie them the kist o' whistles, and afore ye ken whaur
ye are, ye'll hae the minister dressed in crimson and. a cocked
hat, wi' cannles burning a' about him in the pulpit, Henderson
Our Jeames (1898) 13. Slk. Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 32.

(2) Slg. Buchanan Poems (1901) 162. (3) Sc. Mackay
;

' Whustle kirks ' will very soon be the rule rather than the
exception, Ford Thistledown (1891) 107. (4) Sc. Oh he's a
whistle kirk minister, Ramsay Remin. (1859) 17; Mackay. (5)
Edb. Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) Gl.

7. A smart blow ; a box on the ear.
n.Ir. A'll gie ye a whusle across the ear, ye impident kerekther

ye I Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 59. e.Yks.1

WHISTLE, see Wissel.

WHISTLER, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

1. A small, grey waterbird seen on Lochleven ;
also

called a ' Loch-learock.' Knr. (Jam.) 2. The golden

plover, Charadrius pluvialis. Oxf. Aplin Birds (1889) 214.

3. The ring-ousel, Turdus lorquatus. Wkl. Swainson
Birds (1885) 9. 4. The three-bearded rockling, Motella

vulgaris. Cor.3 5. The cod-fish, Morrhua vulgaris,

ib. 6. A farmer on a large estate who informs the

proprietor, when about to raise his rents, as to the rental

value of his neighbours' farms. s.Sc. (Jam.) 7. pi. Evil

spirits.

Lan. For these will take ... the calling of a daker hen in the

meadow, to be the Whistlers, Harland & Wilkinson Flk-Lore

(1867) 167.

8. Anything exceptionally large.

Lnk. She was the physical opposite of her man Johnny, and in

point of bodily weight, was a perfect whistler, Murdoch Readings

(i895 )I. 9 .

WHISTLIN(G, ppl. adj. and vbl. sb. Var. dial, uses in

Sc. Irel. and Eng. Also in forms whisslin e.Yks.1
;

whusslin Cum.4 [wi'slin, hwi'slin.] 1. ppl. adj. In

comb. (1) Whistling Dick, (a) the song-thrush, Turdus
musicus

;
(b) a kind of sand-martin, Hirundo riparia

; (2)

-dovyer, the golden plover, Charadrius pluvialis
; (3)

-duck, (a) the coot, Fulica atra; (b) the pochard, Fuligula

ferina ; (4) -plover, see (2) ; (5) -thrush, (6) thrusher,
see (1, a).

(1, a) Oxf., Brks., Eck., Sur. Swainson Birds (1885) 3. (A)

Ken.'1 (2) Brks. (M.J.B.) (3, a) Rnf. Swainson ib. 179. (b)

Cum* (4) Rnf. Nrf. Swainson ib. 180. Dev., Cor. Zoologist

(1854) XII. 4255. (5) Oxf., Brks., Bck., Sur. Swainson ib. 3.

(6) War.24 , s.War. 1

2. Extraordinarily large ; also used advb.
e.Yks. 1 Whisslin big ; whisslin good.

3. vbl. sb. In comp. (1) Whistling-shop, a beer-house

;

(2) -stick, a fife.

(1) e.Lan. 1 Where formerly it was the fashion for customers to

whistle for their drink. s.Lan. 1 (2) Ir. The worst stick you could
have in a crowd was a whistling stick, by which name they
designated the fifer's instrument, Lover Handy Andy (1842) xviii.

WHISTREE, WHISUN, see Whister, v., Whitsun.
WHIT, sb.

1 Sh.I. n.Cy. Lan. Der. Also in form fit

S. & Ork. 1 [wit.] 1. In phr. (1) any whit like, tolerably
good ; tolerably Well in health

; (2) areyou any whit? are
you pretty well? (3) deil fit, 'the devil a bit'; (4) no, or
not, a whit, not at all.

(1) Der. 1 (2) An ellipsis, for 'Are you any whit well ? ' ib. (3)
Sh.I. Diel fit I iver tought 'at he wis onything bit juist a sea
scurge, Sh. News (July 16, 1898) ; S. & Ork. 1

(4) n.Cy. Grose
(1790) MS. add. (P.) s.Lan.1 Hoo's no' a whit better. Der. 2

2. Obs. A little while, n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.)
3. An action ; a deed. S. & Ork.1

WHIT, v.
1 and sb. 2 Wal. Brks. 1. v. To play on the

flute ; to tootle. Cf. whewt, v. 1
, twit, v.2

s.Wal. He . . . whit, whit, whitted ' Men of Harlech ' on his
flute ! Raine Berwen Banks (1899) 22.

2. sb. In comb. Whit-and-dub, obs., musical instruments
resembling the pipe and tabor of Scripture. Brks. Gl
(1851) ; Brks.1

WHIT, v.
2 Obs. Sc. (Jam.) To milk closely ; to draw

off the dregs. Slk. Hence Whittins, sb. pi. the last part
of a ' meal ' of milk, considered the richest, and generally
reserved for butter-making. Twd.
WHIT, int. Rdn. [wit.] A call to a horse to start.

Morgan Wds. (1881).
WHIT, see What, White, v.

1

WHITALL, WHITAW, see Whittawer.
WHITE, v.

1 and sb.1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Also written whyte Lnk. ; and in forms fite
Abd.; quhite, quhyte, wheat Sc. (Jam.) ; wheyteCum.14

;

whit Lnk.
;
preterite whate Ayr. [wait, hwait.] 1. v.

To cut ; to whittle ; to shave off portions of wood, &c.
with a knife. See Thwite ; cf. whittle, sb. 1

, whitter', v.2
'

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Ma auld midder eest t'say till's fin ... we
startit t' fite a stick, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Jan. 17, 1903). Cld.
(Jam., s.v. Twet). Ayr. Aul' Dickie gruppit it firm, an' whate it
aff wi' his knife, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 216. Lnk. To
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whyte a stick or cut a string, Leighton in Nicholson Idylls

(1870) 238. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). N.I.1 Nhb.1 In
finishing off a grindstone, quarrymen say they are whitin it.

' He wis whuttlin an' whitin at a stick.' ' Give him a stick ti

white, an' he's aal reet.' Dur. 1

, Lakel.12 , Cum. 14
, n.Yks.12

e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. 15 Lan.

Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837) 111. ne.Lan.1 [Fitzherbert
Husb. (1534) 14.]

Hence (1) Whiter, sb. (a) a knife
;

(b) a person who
whittles

; (2) Whitings, sb. pi. wood-shavings ; chips
made in cutting a stick

;
particles worn off by friction

;

occas. sg.

(1, o) Sc. ' A gude whiter,' ' an ill whiter ' (Jam.), (b) (ib.) (2)
Cld. {ib.), n.Cy. (J.H.), Nhb.1 Lakel.2 Give up makin' seea many
whitins. n.Yks.12 , m.Yks.1

, ne.Lan.1

2. Phr. to while one's stick, to take oneself off. Lakel. 2

3. To cut down prices. Cum.4 (s.v.Whittle). 4. sb. Acut.
Lnk. How many whits will a well-made pudding-prick need ?

Graham Writings (1883) II. 169.

WHITE, sb? Obs. Chs. A cart-whip. (K.) Hence
White-stump, sb. the blunt end of a holly rod in a cart-

whip, ib.

WHITE, adj., sb? and v? Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also in forms fite ne.Sc. Bnff.1
; fyte Kcd.

;

quhite Sc. (Jam.) ; wheite s.Chs.1
; wheyte Cum.14

; whit
Sc. Dur.1 w.Yks.2 e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Der. Not. 1 n.Lin.1 Lei.1

Nhp.1 War.3 Oxf.1 Hnt. w.Som.1 Dev.13 nw.Dev. 1 Cor.12
;

whyte Wil. ; wit w.Yks. [h)wait ; wit.] 1. adj. In
comb. (1) White-al, a white marble

; (2) -ale, a name given
to various preparations of ale ; see below ; (3) -bed, a kind
of Portland stone ; see below

; (4) -bonnet, a person
who bids at an auction without intention of buying but
merely to raise the price ; (5) -book, obs., see below

;

(6) -boy, (a) a mummer
;

(b) a member of a secret

agrarian association ; (7) -boyism, the system of combining
in a secret agrarian association ; (8) -bread, a wheaten
loaf obtained from a baker, in contradistinction to one
baked at home

; (9) -burn, obs., a kind of ironstone

;

(10) -burying, a burial during falling snow
;
(n) -buttons,

a policeman
; (12) -cake, obs., a cake bought at Poulton

Fair
; (13) -chaff't, white-cheeked

; (14) -coal, (a) top
coal

;
(b) wood slit into small pieces, dried in a kiln, and

used as charcoal
; (15) -corn, (16) -crop, wheat, barley,

and oats, in contradistinction to peas, beans, turnips,

&c. ; (17) -dog, in phr. the white-dog bites, used of an
indolent person

; (18) -drop, snow
; (19) -ewe, a shelly

kind of earth
; (20) -eyed, of a dog : having a white ring

round the pupil of the eye
; (21) -feather, in phr. to

have a white feather in one's wing, to be a coward ; (22)

-fellums, a disease [not known to our correspondents]

;

(23) -fish, (a) sea fish, such as haddocks, cod, ling,

or tusk
;

(b) flattery
;

(c) in phr. white fish in the net,

obsol., a game ; see below
; (24) -fisher, a fisherman who

takes ' white-fish ' in contradistinction to one engaged
in trout or salmon fishing

; (25) -fishing, fishing for

haddock, ling, &c. in contradistinction to herring fishing

;

(26) -flat ironstone, an inferior ironstone ; (27) -flint,

a species of sedimentary rock ; (28) -folk, flatterers

;

wheedlers; (29) -foot, to cheat; to gull; (30) -friars,

the froth which rises to the surface of liquid when it

begins to boil; (31) — Geordie, a shilling ; seeGeordie;

(32) -grain, see (16) ; (33) -hair, the large tendon in the

neck of cattle or sheep ; see Fair-hair, s.v. Fair, adj.

1 (14) ; (34) -hass or -hawse, a sheep's gullet ; a meat
pudding

; (35) -headed boy, a favourite, esp. the favourite

child, whether boy or girl, of the family; (36) -heft,

(a) cajolery, knavery ; dissimulation ; hypocrisy ; see
Heft, sb.3

;
(b) to cajole, wheedle ; (37) -hen, in phr.

(a) the white ken thai never lays away, a sarcastic expression

for a person who always fancies himself in the right

;

(b) to act the white hen, to give oneself airs
; (38) -hen's

chick, a spoilt or petted child ; (39) -herring, (a) a fresh

herring; [b) a pickled but unsmoked herring; (40) -hives,

obs., blisters or tumours rising higher than the pustules

in smallpox; (4 1 ) -horse, (a) a triangular framework of

white wood formed of three rails connected by iron rods,

used to turn carts, &c. on to a newly-repaired road

;

(6) a freestone bed in the Swanage quarries
;

(c) a
summons

;
(d) in phr. to spit for tlie white horse, see

below
; (42) -house, a dairy

; (43) -hunger, crystallized

carbonate of lime found in a coal-seam ; see Hunger, sb.
3

;

(44) -iron, tin ; tinned iron
; (45) -iron smith, obs., a tin-

smith
; (46) -land, obs., see below

; (47) -leather, <«)

horse-skin cured white and not tanned, used for whip-
thongs, hedge-mittens, &c. ; (b) the cartilage of the neck
of mutton or beef; (48) -legs, obs., the smaller wood,
branches, &c. of a cutting

; (49) -light, the light of a
candle; a candle; (50) -limer, a whitewasher; (51)

liming, whitewashing ; (52) -line, flax which has been
pulled before the seed is ripe

; (53) -lip, obs., a flatterer

;

(54) -liver, (a) see (53) ;
(b) in phr. to have a white liver,

see below ;'
(55) -livered, {a) pale, unhealthy ; see below

;

(b) cowardly, ill-conditioned
;

(c) revengeful ; (56) -livered

laugh, an insincere laugh
; (57) -malm, see below; see

Malm
; (58) -meal, oatmeal

; (59) -meat, (a) the flesh of

lamb, veal, rabbits, chickens, pheasants, and partridges
;

(b) milk diet ; milk-puddings ; (60) -money, silver coin ;

(61) -mouth, the disease ' thrush '

; (62) -plough, another
name for the ' foot-plough ' (q.v.)

; (63) -port, obs., a kind
of wine

; (64) -pot, (a) a kind of custard ; see below
;

(b) nonsense
; (65) -pot trade, people of unsubstantial

character; (66) -powder, obs., a noiseless gunpowder,
popularly supposed to be used by poachers

; (67) -powed,
white-headed

; (68) -pudding, a kind of sausage ; see

below
; (69) -rabbit, a phantom rabbit supposed to haunt

cross-roads
; (70) -rain, see below

; (71) -rent, obs., rent

paid in silver ; a tax paid by tanners and tinners
; (72)

-sailors, white fleecy clouds which often collect before

rain
; (73) -sark, a surplice ; also used attrib.

; (74) -scour,

a disease of sheep ; (75) -seam, (a) plain needlework
;

sewing of underclothing, linen, &c. ; see Seam, sb. 1 4
;

(b) to do plain needlework
; (76) -shilling, a shilling

;

(77) -shirt, in phr. another white shirt will finish one, one
is in a weak condition and not likely to live long

;

(78) -shower, a snow-shower
; (79) -sick, of the female

oyster : having a milky substance in the fin after spating

;

(80) -sickness, a condition of oysters ; see below
; (81)

siller, silver coin ; small change in silver
; (82) -siller

shilling, see (76) ; (83) -skin blanket, a blanket to be
used without sheets; (84) -soolde or -sul, cheese, milk,

butter, and other dairy produce; (85) -spate, a flood in

which the water is not coloured with earth
; (86) -straits,

obs., a kind of coarse cloth ; (87) -swelling, a ludicrous

term for pregnancy
;

(88) -thorn winter, see below

;

(89) -threads, see (43) ; (90) — Thursday, obs., the last

Thursday occurring a clear week before Christmas Day
;

(91) -tin, smelted tin ; (92) -toppin, a workhouse child

;

(93) -victual, see (16) ; (94) -wash, see (23, b) ; (95)

-weather, snowy or frosty weather
; (96) -wer, hoar-frost

;

(97) -whey, whey which is pressed out of the curd
; (98)

-wind,- in phr. to blow white wind in one's lug, to flatter

or wheedle one
; (99) -witch, a witch who exercises her

powers only for benevolent ends ; used also of a man
;

(100) -wizard, a wizard who uses his powers for good;

(101) -wood, (a) the white and easily decayable wood on
the outside of a tree

;
(b) any wood that is not resinous

;

(c) the underwood in a forest
; (102) -wood tree, any tree

except an oak ; (103) -works, see below.

(1) se.Wor. 1 (2) Dur. Ale warmed and beat up with the yoke

of an egg, Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.) Dev. Horae Subsecivae

(1777) 466. w.Dev. It is generally brewed in little two-gallon

vats, and beside malt and hops contains flour and yeast. It will

not keep long, N. & Q. (1879) 5th S. xi. 193. s.Dev. Milk, spice,

and spirit are among the ingredients of white ale,White Londoner's

Walk in N. & Q. ib. ; It takes its name from its white-grey colour,

due to the flour and eggs it contains. The ferment used is a secret

manufacture, N. if Q. ib. (3) s.Dor. Whit-bed or upper tier.—

This bed, the best stone that the island produces in point, of quality,

is of a whitish brown colour when first raised, but becomes paler

on parting with its quarry water. It is free from shells and hard
veins, though varying in texture from a fine close grain to an
oolitic or roelike structure, Damon Geol. Weymouth (1864) 80.
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(4) Sc. (Jam.), Inv. (H.E.F.) (5) Cum. The lessee gives to the

tenants or inhabitants, twenty-four quarts of ale; . . thisis considered
as a receipt for the vicarial dues, or white book, paid to the lessees,

Hutchinson Hist. Cum. (1794) I. 150. (6, a) I.Ma. A sort of a

Punch and Judy, or the way the Whiteboys is actin a Christmas
day, Brown Yams (1881) 131, ed. 1889 ; The only theatrical

scene they had ever witnessed before is that performed at

Christmas by the Whiteboys, or Mummers, ih. Lett. (1900) II. 78.
(b) Ir. Doran . . . persuades him at last, from motives of pure
patriotism, to join the Whiteboys, who break into a proctor's
house, and afterwards bury him alive up to the neck, Blackw. Mag.
(Oct. 1828) 473. Wxf. Just as the Whiteboys had cut off one of
the poor woman's ears, Kennedy Evenings Duffrey (1869) 308.

(7) Ker. They . . . had been blamed for nearly all the outrages
committed in the names of Whiteboyism and RocUism in the old
days, Bartram Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 30. (8) ne.Sc. Tho' 't

were only to sell a bit fite breid, Green Gordonhaven (1887) 58.
Bnff. 1 Lth. A chack o' white bread an 1

a mouthfu' o' ale, Lumsden
Sheep-head (1892) 250. Wgt. Fraser Wigtown (1877) 304. n.Ir.

My ma bakes the maist o' it, but noo an' then we get a bit o'

white breid frae the baker, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 32. Wm.
There isn't a farm servant but wants his white bread yanst a day,
whativver happens, Ward Helbeck (1898) 100. Som. She packed
white bread and cheese, Raymond Men o' Mendip (1898) xvi. (9)
Sus. Whiteburn, what tripoli, properly calcined and treated, is

made of, Agric. Surv. (1793-1813) 13. (10) Der. Parson'll be
waitin'attwo. Et'llbe a white-buryin',GiLCHRiST.P«!/«<mrf(i897)
14. (n) n.Lin. 1 (12) Lan. Happy was the maiden who could
outvie her youthful acquaintance in exhibiting a greater number
of ' white cakes,' the gifts of admiring youths, Harland &
Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 237. (13) Lnk. Lang, thin, shilpit,

pipe-shankit, white-chaff t, Murdoch Readings (1895) I. 24.

(14, a) Stf. 1 (A) w.Yks.2 'White coal, charcoale, grove timber,
barke, punchwood, and all other ware or implements which shall
proceed and be made in the said woods.' Agreement, dated 19
William III, affecting timber at Beauchief. Cdg. Ray Silver-
smelting (1674) 113. (15) Hdg. (1641) ... All my white corn led
the week before, Ritchie St. Baldred (1883) 87. n.Yks. The time
of harvest is at the close of white-corn harvest, generally in
October, Tuke Agric. (1800) 129. s.Not. We've carried all our
white-corn ; we've only some beans to get (J.P.K.). n.Lin. 1

sw.Lin. 1 There seems more white-corn out about here than else-
where. (16) Sc. (Jam.) Abd. The infield or intown lands are
constantly in white crops, unless where the farm has very little

or very bad pasture, Alexander Notes and Sketches (1877) 21.
Nhb. Part of which has been in ploughing twenty-five years and
grown three white-crops successively, Marshall Review {i&o%)
I. 38. ne.Lan. 1 Glo. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1789) I; Glo.1

, Oxf. 1

MS. add. Hmp. Holloway. (17) Dur. 1
, Cum. (E.W.P.) (18)

Sh.I. ' We've gottin the white drap i' da lang run,' . . William
said, as he strak da snaw aff o'his shun,SA. News(]an. 21, 1899).
(19) Lin. Morton Cyclop Agric. (1863). (20) n.Yks. (I.W.) (21)
s.Sc. (Jam.) Dnif. There's a white feather somewhere in the
chield's wing, for all he's so big and buirdly, Hamilton The Mawkin
(1898) 250. (22) Hrf.s (23, a) Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Comes ashore
wi' forty wys [cwts.] o' white fish for twa nichts oot, Stewart
Tales (1892) 14. Bnff. 1 Abd. Paul Abdnsh. (1881) 124. (A)
Cum. 14

, ne.Lan. 1 (c) Ags. Two persons hold a plaid pretty high.
The rest of the company are obliged to leap over it. The
object is to entangle in the plaid the person who takes the leap

;

and if thus intercepted, he loses the game (Jam.). Edb. Watching
the lads and lasses having a game at white fish in the net, Whilk
they played with great glee and some danger to life and limb, and
small regard to decency, for whiles two of the men held the cloth
the others chased the lassies and tickled them until they had to
loup the rag to win peace—a thing few managed without a toss
in the sheet, Beatty Secretar (1897) 253. (24) Bnff. John Ord of
Findochtie built houses and furnished them to the white fishers to

fish for him, Cramond Cullen Ann. (1888) 83 ; Bnff. 1 Abd. James
Nicolson, white fisher in Footdee, was taken at his lines by one of
thir frigates, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) II. 294. (25) Inv. This
part is fertill and playne, aboundance is therein of herring and
white fishing, Maidment Spott. Miscell. (1844-5) H. 355- Bnff. 1

Nhb. In the winter by the 'white-fishing,' he had gradually
acquired what was for a fisherman a fair competence, Pease Mark
o the Veil (1894) 151. (26) Shr.1 The White Flat Ironstone
contains some very interesting fossils, the characteristic plants
being Lycopodiaceae and Equisetaceae, Parton Coal Field (1868).
(27) n.Yks. 1 Found near the surface on many parts of the
Cleveland Moors (Inferior Oolite series) and said by the miners to
lie about forty yards above the poor coal-seams of the district. It

is intensely hard and is used for road-metal. (28) Sc. (Jam.) ;

Flatterers . . . whom the Scots call white folk, Kelly Prov. (1 721)

371. (29) e.An. 2 (30) Wxf. Well, the white-friars came at last

on the potatoes in the big pot, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 191.

(31) Ayr. Juist ae white Geordie, and I'll never say a word aboot

it, Ochiltree Out of Shroud (1897) 72. (32) Lin. We find the

generality of the land poor, weak, and foul, made so by repeated

crops of white grain, Marshall Review (1811) III. 52. Hnt.

Agric. Surv. (1793-1813) 26. (33) Bnff. 1 (34) Sc. Black pudding
and white-hass, Scott BrideofLam. (i8rg) xii. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824). (35) Ir. Bartle's not the white-headed boy no
more, Carleton Fardoroughd (1836) 221. N.I. 1 (36, a) N.Cy. 1

Nhb. The loss o' the cotterelsaw dinna regaird, For aw've getten

some white-heft o' Lunnon, Bell Rhymes (1812) 316; Nhb. 1

,

n.Yks.12 , m.Yks. 1

,
ne.Lan.1 (A) n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks. 2 They whitehefted

him outon't. (37, a) n.Cy. Aye, thoo's t'white-hen 'at nivver lays

away(B.K.). Cum. (E.W.P. ), Wm. (B.K.) w.Yks. Yo teetotallers

are white hens an neer lay away awsuppooas, Beacon Aim. (1873).

(A) w.Yks. Ta try ta act t'white hen, Eccles Sags. (1862) 99. (38)
Oxf. 1 (39, a) e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 Lin. Thompson Hist. Boston (1856)

730 ; Lin. 1
, n.Lin. 1

, e.An. 1
, Sus. 1 (b) N.Cy. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, Sus. (F.E.S.)

(40) Der. 1 (41, a) Chs.13 (A) s.Dor. (CW.) (c) N.I. 1 (rf)

sw.Lin. 1 'Oh, come and spit for a white horse; we're sure to

have summas g'en us.' ' We shouldn't ha' gotten this orange, if

we had not spit for the white horse.' In allusion to the custom,
among children, of spitting on the ground and crossing the feet

over it, when a white horse passes, in the belief that whoso does
so will shortly have a present. (42) Wil. One parlour, a buttery,

a whyte-house, one house for fearne, Rent Roll, time of Elizabeth,
N. & Q. (1865) 3rd S. vii. 277; Wil. 1 (43) Cum.4 (s.v. Hunger).

(44) Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 Abd. The crackin' frae white-iron guns
roun' an' ro'un' Gar't a' thing look brisk on the fourth day o' June,
Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 8. Frf. It was a walie pat, atweel,
Fu' deftly made o' stout white aim, Watt Poet. Sketches (1880)
21. Ayr. He carried a long white iron horn, Hunter Studies

(1870)56. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 112, ed. 1876. (45)
Sc. (Jam.) ; Deacon Clank, the white-iron smith, Scott Waverley
(1814) lxiii. (46) Gall. I hae fifty acre n' gude white lan', Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 181, ed. 1876. w.Yks. Two or three
hundred acres scattered in various spots, called white land, because
green, and therefore not black, producing coarse grasses, Young
Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XXVII. 292. Bdf. The clays near the
Chiltern hills contain in general a mixture of chalk, and are
therefore called white land, Batchelor Agric. (1813) 10. (47, a)
Dur. 1

, w.Yks.2, e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 He's as tough as whit-leather.
Midi. Boots with whitleather laces, Martran People ofClopton (1897)
13". Der. I'm as hard as a nur, and as tough as whitleather,
HowiTT Rur. Eng. (1838) I. 277. Not. 1

, n.Lin.' Lei. 1
' As tou' as

whit-leather ' is a common simile, especially for meat. Nhp. 1 Whit-
leather thongs. War.3 , Hnt. (T.P.F.) (A) Oxf. 1 (48) Bwk. The
smaller wood, provincially termed white-legs, is sold for temporary
fences or fire-wood, Agric. Surv. 334 (Jam.). (49) Lin. (Hall.),
Lin. 1 (50) e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 (5i)Hnip. Alittle whitewashing('white-
liming') was done from time to time, Capes Rural Life (1901) 214.
(52) n.Lin. 1 Young Lin. Agric. (1799) 164. (53) Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824). (54, a) Rxb. (Jam.) (A) Lan. The superstition
that a man or woman who survives several wives or husbands has
a white liver is common, N. &• Q. (1852) 1st S. v. 334. Midi.
I have heard it said of an individual who had married and lost
several wives by death that he had a white liver, ib. 128. (55, a)
n.Yks. It is said that white-livered men kill their wives, destroying
their constitutions (I.W.). w.Yks. (J.W.) Wil. 1 At Clyffe
Pyard the word has a yet stronger idea of disease about it, and
a ' white-livered ' woman is popularly supposed to be almost as
dangerous as was the poison-nurtured Indian beauty who was sent
as a present to Alexander the Great. How the 'whiteness' of
the liver is to be detected is not very clear, but probably it is by
the pallor of the face. At any rate, if you discover that a young
woman is ' white-livered,' do not on any account marry her,
because the whiteness of the liver is of a poisonous nature, and
you assuredly will not live long with a white-livered young woman
for your wife. It is most unhealthy, and if she does not die, you
will

!
The word is so used of both sexes. Cor. 2 Term formerly

used of a man who had married three or four times'. (A) Chs. 3
You white-livered hound, I wouldn't believe you on your Bible oath !

n.Lin. 1 Glo. White-livered rascal, N. &> Q. (1852) 1st S. v. 128.
w.Som.1 Ya ! weet-liverd son of a bitch, hot art afeard o' ? Why'
he on't ait thee. Dev. Wor it I or the Almighty that made 'ee
white-livered ? Zack On Trial (1899) 92. Cor.2 (c) Ir. The
vulgar call such, 'white-livered persons,' Barrington Sk.tches
(1827-32; I. xiv. (5 6, Uls. (M.B.-S.)

(57 ; Hmp. To the north-
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west, north, and east of the village, is a range of fair enclosures,

consisting of what is called a white-malm, a sort of rotten or

rubble-stone, which, 'when turned up to the frost and rain,

moulders to pieces, and becomes manure to itself! White Selborne

(1788) Lett, i; Hmp. 1 (58) Cld. (Jam.) (59, a) n.Lin. 1 (b)

w.Yks.1 w.Som.1 I be most a-starved to death, they 'ant a-let me
had nort but white meat's dree wicks. (60) Sc My hand has nae
been crossed with white money but ance these seven blessed days,

Blacktu. Mag. (May 1820) 158 (Jam.). Ayr. Giving him only their

feckless benisons instead of white money, Galt Gilhaize (1823) i.

Hdg. Ane hundred and ten pounds of whitmoney, Ritchie
St. Baldred (1883) 73. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 112,

ed. 1876. ne.Lan. 1 (61) Glo. 1
, Oxf. (G.O.), Brks.1 Wil. Lard, the

child's got the white mouth, Monthly Mag. (1814) II. 114. w.Som. 1

Missus, you must take some physic, the baby've a-got the white-

mouth. nw.Dev. 1 The following verse is the ordinary ' charm

'

adopted for its cure : ' Out of the mouth of babes and sucklings

hast thou ordained strength because of thine enemies, that thou
mightest still the enemy and the avenger.' (62) N.Cy .' So denomi-
nated from the young men composing the pageant being dressed

in white. Nhb. 1 Ess. Item, receyved of the gadring of the white
plowe, is. 3*/., Churchwardens' Accounts of Heybridge near Maiden
(1522) in Brand Pop. Antiq. (1795) I. 396, ed. 1813. (63) Lin.

Red port was spoken of because in the early years of the last

century there was a kind of wine known as white port, and so the

colours were used for the sake of distinction (E.P.). (64, a) Som.
Adish made of milk thickened with flourand baked. It was formerly

eaten at Worle at Whitsuntide (W.F.R.). w.Som.1 It was made
of cream, eggs, and flour, sweetened and spiced, to be eaten cold.

It now remains only in name, and is preserved in the common
saying, ' He'll tell lies so vast as a dog'll eat whitpot.' Dev.1 A
mixture of flour, milk, and treacle baked together in a large earthen

pot, a common resource ofeconomical mothers and house-keepers.

nw.Dev. 1 This favourite dish is by no means obsolete. It is made
of milk, treacle (which causes the milk to curdle), and a little

flour, and is either boiled over the fire or baked in an oven. The
addition of figs (i.e. common raisins) makes the difference between
plain whitpot and figgy whitpot. An endless task is frequently

expressed by the simile : ' Lik aitin' whitpot wi' a stockin'-niddle.'

Cor.12 (6) Dev. Shut up with your old whitpot, Repoits Provinc.

(1889). (65) Dev. It is only whit-pot trade that goes, Reports

Provinc. (1884). (66) Suf. 1 (67) Lnk. Then comes the white-pow'd

warlock frost, An' a' he touches turns to stane, Hamilton Poems

(1865) 103. (68) Sc. A pudding made of meal, suet, and onions,

stuffed in one of the intestines of a sheep (Jam.) ; White puddings

are prepared much in the same way as ' crappit heads,' the

materials being equal parts of oatmeal and suet, Outram Lyrics

(1857)26. Bnff. 1 Dmb. Salmon Gowodean (1868) 108. ne.Lan.1

s.Chs. 1 A kind of sweet sausages, made of boiled groats, minced fat

of pork, chopped herbs, with currants, sugar, and spice. Shr. 1

A kind of sweet sausages, made by filling the larger sized ' chitter-

lings,' or pig's intestines— after a process of thorough cleansing

—

with a mixture of boiled groats, pork fat cut into small pieces,

sweet herbs chopped fine, currants, sugar, and spice, and then

tying them in links. They are slightly pricked to prevent them

from bursting, and boiled for twenty minutes. When wanted for

table they are roasted. Glo. 1 A kind of sausage made of liver and

lights. w.Cy. (Hall.) (69) w.Yks. There may be some connec-

tion between this imaginative apparition and the former custom

of burying suicides at cross roads in unconsecrated ground, Yks.

Wkly. Post (Jan. 2, 1897). (70) Oxf. When a heavy shower on a

spring day glistens white as it falls it is called 'white rain, which

they say spoils the potatoes' (J.W.). (71) Nhb.1 Der. A duty of

8rf. paid annually to the Duke of Cornwall by every tanner in

Derbyshire, Bailey (1721). Cor.1 (72) s.Not. Look at them
white sailors; there'll be rain afore long (J.P.K.). (73) Sc. The
curate liuking awa at it in his white sark, Scott Rob Roy (1817)

xvii. Dmb. I'll never speak ceevily o' ony ane o' the white-sark

preachers, Cross Disruption (1844) x. Gall. Set up a manner
6' lip an' back-talk to the man in the white sark, Crockett Love

Idylls (1901) 341. (74) Glo. They [sheep] were carried off by what

is here called the white scour, which began with a stoppage and

ended in excessive laxativeness, Morton Farm (1832) 15. (75, a)

Cai. The widow ... let herself out to wash and to do white-seam,

McLennan Peas. Life (1871) II. 224. Abd. She teaches white

seam and samplers, Turreff Antiq. Gigs. (1859I 250. Ayr. A
guid hand at the white-seam, herring-baning, and back-steeking?

Ochiltree Out ofShroud (1897) 229. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 234, ed. 1876. (b) Lnk. She can back-spley and fore-spley
;

can white-seam and sew, Miller Willie Winkie (ed. 1902) to. (76)

Sh.I. I gae him da fower white shillins oot o' my haand, Sh. News

VOL. VI.

(Feb. 18, 1899). Frf. Ye may get bought at this same Billings Gate
market, for white fifteen shillings, Sand Poems (1833) in. se.Sc.

I will give a white shilling, I swear, Donaldson Poems (1809)99.
Rnf. I'm here that's aften won my bonnie thretty white shillings

frae sic folk, Young Pictures (1865) 166. Don. He hadn't a white
shillin' in his company, Macmanus Bend ofRoad (1898) 201. Mun.
We'll be saving the five white shillings for Mr. Roche, Barry
Wizard's Knot (1901) 54. (77) w.Yks. (B.K.) (78) Abd. (Jam.)

(79) Ess.1 (s.v. Black-sick). (80) ib. Another author accounts the

white sickness to be the milky spawn of the male, Cromwell
Hist. Colchester, 292. (81) Sc. I'll gie ye white siller for't (Jam.\
Sh.I. Twa an' ninepence o' white siller, Sh. News (Dec. 30, 1899).

Bnff. 1 Kcd. 'Twis said she micht a' got a croon O' gweed fyte

siller for't, Grant Lays (1884) 13. (82) Ayr. There are twenty
gouden pound-pieces, and seven bonny white siller shillings,

Johnston Glenbuckie (1889) 261. (83) Dmf. Wauking some wife's

white skin blankets, Or some flannel for her doup, James Kennedy
Poems (i823~i 85. (84) Cor. 1 Carew says of the Cornishmen,

their meat was 'Whitsul,' as they call it, namely milke, sowre
milke, cheese and butter ; Cor.2 (85) Rxb. The Liddell was
coming down in a white spate, with the smooth unbroken surface

that only comes when the water covers the big stone at Westburn-
flat, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) n. (86) Dev. Bailey (1721). (87)

w.Yks. 1 (88) Hmp. The Liphook people tell me that when the

hawthorn first comes into blossom, there comes with it eight days

of cold wind, known as white-thorn winter. 'He musn't be

planted till white-thorn winter be over, he musn't' (W.M.E.F.).

(89) Cum.4 (s.v. Hunger). (90) Cor. Formerly always claimed

bythe tinners as a holiday, and was called by them White-Thursday,

. . because on this day, according to tradition, black tin (tin ore)

was first melted and refined into white tin, Hunt Pop. Rom.
w.Eng. (1865) 476, ed. 1896. (91) Cor. Flk-Lore Jrn. (1886) IV.

114 ; Cor.2 (92) Lan. I . . . became one of the family of ' wliite-

toppins,' called the governor ' daddy,' and shared with six other

unfortunate 'babbies' the oaken cradle of the 'big house,' Brierley
Waverlow (1863) 27, ed. 1884. (93) Sc. Morton Cyclo. Agiic.

(1863). (94) Lin. 1
, n.Lin.1 (95) n.Yks.2 (96) Dor. (E.C.M.)

(97) Ch». Marshall Review (1818) II. 56 ; Chs.1 It is thicker and

whiter than that which simply drains from the curd in the cheese

tub. (98) Cld., Rxb. (Jam.) (991 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1796). n.Lin. 1 w.Som. 1 A magician ; astrologer ; a male fortune-

teller. The word ' witch ' is in this sense as often applied to a man
as to a woman. Dev. Witchcraft is, up to this day, believed in

by the peasantry. They say ' this cheel,' ' thease 'oss,' ' thickee

cow is, I'm zartin, awverluked.' ' Us must go tu Ex'ter or Kirton

tu zee tha whitwitch, an' ax'n who'th a-dued et,' Hewett Peas.

Sp. (1892) ; Dev. 1 n.Dev. Exm. Crtshp. (1746) 1. 440. Cor. The
'White Witch' was supposed to possess the higher power of

removing the spell, and of punishing the individual by whose
wickedness the wrong had been inflicted, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng.

(1865) 315, ed. 1896; Cor. 12 (100) Mun. A white wizard, famous

for extraordinary cures, Barry Wizard's Knot (1901)92. (ioi,«)

Sc. (Jam.) Slg. The oaks [in the mosses] are almost entire ; the

white wood, as it is called, or the outermost circles of the tree

only are decayed, Agric. Surv. 40 (ib.). (A) n.Lin. 1 Ash or other

white wood rails, Newton Enclosure Act (1765) 13. (<r) s.Chs.1

Th)wud-ree -njurz fin bin eeiir, see-minli, kiifin dhu weyt-wiid.

(102) Chs.1 (103) Dev. The tin streamings or 'white works' of

the old men, as they are still called on the moor, Cornh. Mag. (Nov.

!887) 5!S-

2. Comb, in plant-names : (1) White-ash, (a) the gout-

weed, Aegopodium Podagraria
;

(b) the white lilac,

Syringa vulgaris, var. alba; (c) the guelder-rose, Viburnum
Opulus; (d) see below; (2) -back, the white poplar,

Populus alba ; (3) -beech, the hornbeam, CarpinusBehilus;

(4) — bee-nettle, the white dead-nettle, Lamium album ;

(5) -bent, the mat-grass, Nardus stricta
; (6) — bird's-eye,

(a) the greater, stitchwort, Stellaria Holo^iea ; (b) the

common chickweed, S. media; (7) — bluebell, the white

wild hyacinth, Scilla nutans
; (8) — Bobby's-eye, see (6,

a)
; (9) -bottle, the bladder campion, Silene inflata ; (10)

caps, the common mushroom, Agaricus campestris
; (11)

— cat's-tails,(a) the moor-gra.ss,Eriophorumangustifolium ;

(b) the hare's-tail rush, E. vaginatum ; (12) — charlite,

the hedge-mustard, Sisymbrium officinale ; (13)— charlock,

the wild radish, Raphanus Raphanistrum
; (14) -couch, the

couch-grass, Triticum repens
; (15) — crowfoot, the water

crowfoot, Ranunculus aquatilis; (16) -dillies, the garden
daffodil, Narcissus poeticus; (17) -eller, see (1, c)

; (18)

3 p
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flower, see (6, a)
; (19) -fluff, the water trefoil, Menymthes

trifoliata ; (20) — foxglove, (a) the broad-leaved bell-

flower, Campanula latifolia
;

(b) ? the Canterbury bells, C.

Trachelium ; (21) -gold(s, the ox-eye daisy, Chrysanthemum
Leucanthemum

; (22) — gowlan, (a) see (21) ;
(b) the corn

chamomile, Anthemis arvensis; (c) the corn feverfew,
Matricaria inodora

; (23) -grass, the meadow soft-grass,

Holcus lanatus; (24) -gull, see (21) ; (25) -heads, (a) the
ripe and downy spikes of the great reed-mace, Typha
latifolia

;
(b) a particular kind of apple

; (26) -leed, the
reedy meadow-grass, Glyceria aquatica

; (27) — lily, the
great bindweed, Convolvulus sepium

; (28) -mays, the
white allison, Arabis alpina

; (29) — merry, a dwarf variety
of the wild cherry, Primus avium ; (30) — mint-drops, see

(9) ! (3 1 ) — Nancy, the double-flowering garden narcissus,

Narcissus poeticus ; (32) -nettle, see (4) ; (33) — nonsuch,
(a) obs., the seed of the rye-grass, Lolium perenne

;
(b) the

yellow trefoil, Trifolium minus ; (34) -oak, the maiden oak,

Quercus sessiliflora ; (35) -rice, the white beam-tree, Pyrus
Aria

; (36) — Robin, the evening campion, Lychnis
vespertina

; (37) — Robin-Hood, see (9); (38) -rock, (a)

see (28) ; (b) a species of potato ; (39) -rot, the marsh
penny-wort, Hydrocotyle vulgaris

; (40) -runch, see (13) ;

(41) — satin-flower, Lunaria biennis
; (42) — Scotch, obs.,

a variety of potato
; (43) — sincles, the Yorkshire sanicle,

Pinguicula vulgaris; (44) -smock, the bindweed, Convol-
vulus arvensis, and C. sepium ; (45) — soldiers, the wood
anemone, Anemone Nemorosa

; (46) — sookies, the white
clover, Trifolium repens

; (47) — sting-nettle, see (4) ;

(48) -topped grass, (a) the creeping soft-grass, Holcus
mollis; (b) see (23) ; (49) -twitch, (a) see (14) ;

(b) see (23);
(c) see (48) ; (50) -weed, (a) the sneezewort yarrow,
Achillea Ptarmica

;
(b) the wild beaked parsley, Anthriscus

sylvestris
;

(c) the mealy guelder-rose, Viburnum Lantana;
(51) -wood, (a) see (50, c) ; (b) the common lime, Tilia

europaea
;

(c) see (2) ; (52) -wort, (a) the common fever-
few, Pyrethrum Parthenium ; (b) see (22, b).

(1, a) Som., w.Som.1 (b) Glo. (c) w.Dor. (G.E.D.) (rf) Hrt.
A herb which grows amongst grass, Ellis Cy. Hswf. (1750) 129 ;

White-ash is much rejected by cattle, ib. 318. (2) e.An.1 So called

from the whiteness of the under side of the leaves. Nrf. (3)
Chs.1 (4) War.3

(5) Nhb. (6, a) e.Rdn. (b) Bck. (7) Dev.4

(8; Hmp. (G.E D.) (9) Cam." (10) Ess. At Stapleford Abbot, . .

the people call them White-caps, laughing at those cockneys who
take them for mushrooms, Sowerby Fungi, 304. (11 a, b) Cum.
(12) .w.Dor. (G.E.D.) (13) Brks., Ess. (14) Wil. 1 (15) Shr.1

(16) Lan. (17) Chs.1 (18) Wil. 1 (19) Nrf. Nature Notes, No. 9.

(20 a, b) Lan. (21) s.Cum., ne.Lan.1
(22, a) Nhb.1 The generic

name in Northumberland for the flowers known as big daisies.

{b, c) Nhb. (23) ne.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 114.

(34) Cum.1 Introd. 19. (25 a, b) Dev.4 (26) Lin. This grass . . .

is still usually known by the name of ' White Leed,' Miller &
Skertchly Fenland (1878) x. Cmb. (27) sw.Cum. (28, 29)
Chs. 1 (30) Nhb. Nature Notes, No. 9. (31) Chs.13, Stf. (32) Glo. 1

(33, a) Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787). (b) Sus., Hmp. Hol-
loway. (34) Hmp., I. W. (35) Hmp. i,I.W.i 2 (36) Dor. (37)
Wil. 1

(38, a) Chs. A contraction of White Rocket (B. & H.) ; Chs.1

(A) Chs. 1
(39) Chs. 1

, Shr. (4o)
,n.Yks. 1 (s.v. Runch). (41) Ken. 1

[So called] from the silvery lustre of its large circular-shaped
saliques (s.v. Money-in-both-pockets). (42) n.Som. The sorts
[potatoes] cultivated are the kidney, white Scotch, . . and silver
skin, Marshall Review (1818) II. 519. (43) Hrt. White sincles
are very bad for sheep in pastures and in fallows, Ellis Shep.
Guide (1749) 144. (44) Dev. Look under your feet, there's some
white-smocks and sproil only waiting to be pulled, Madox-Brown
Dwale Bluth (1876) bk. 11. iii ; Dev. 1

, s.Dev. (45) s.Bck. (46)
Nhb. 1 (s.v. Sookies). (47) Dev. 4 (s.v. Stingy-nettleV (48 a, b)
Cum. 1 Introd. 20. (49, a) Cum.4 (s.v. Twitch). (b) Bdf. The
Yorkshire grass (Holcus lanatus) differs but little in its appearance
. . . from white twitch, as it is here called, Batchelor Agric.
(1813) 323. (<r) Cum. 4 (s.v. Twitch). (50, a) Ant. (b) e.Yks.
(c) Wil. 1 (s.v. White-wood). (51,. a) Hmp.1

, Dor., Wil. 1 (b)
Wor., I.W. 1 * (c) Hrt. Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) VII. i. 104
(52, a) I.W. (b) Hmp.1

*

3. Comb, in the names of birds, fishes, &c. : (1) "White-
aboon-gled, the hen-harrier, Circus cyaneus

; (2) -ass, the
wheatear, Saxicola oenanthe

; (3) -beaked crow the rook
Corvusfrugilegus; (4) -bird, the wWn<Xhroa.t,Sylviacinerea;

(5) -cap, the redstart, Ruticilla phoenicurus, esp. the male

bird
;

(6) -craw, the blackheaded gull, Larus ridibundus ;

(7) -eyed poker, the tufted duck, Fuligula cristata; (8)

-faced diver, the coot, Fulica atra
; (9) -hare, the Alpine

hare, Lepus variabilis
; (10) hawk, see (1) ; (11) -horned

owl, the long-eared owl, Asio otus
;

(12) -horse, obs., the

fuller ray, Rata fullonica \ (13) -kite, see (1) ; (14) —
Kitty, see (4) ; (15) -lark, the snow bunting, Plectrophanes

nivalis
;

(16) -linnet, obs., the chaffinch, Fringilla coelebs
;

(17) — lintie, see (4) ; (18) -maw, the herring-gull, Larus
argentatus; (19) — merganser, the smew, Mergusalbellus;

(20) -neb or -nib, obs., (21) -nebbed crow, see (3) ; (22)

•neck, a white-throated weasel
; (23) -nosed day-fowl, the

female scaup, Fuligula marila
; (24) — nun, see (19) ; (25)

•rump, see (2) ; (26) -side, (a) the golden-eye, Clangula
glaucion, esp. the young bird

;
(b) see (7) ; (27) -sided

diver, (28) -sided duck, see (7) ; (29) -tail, obsol., see (2)

;

(30) -throat, (a) the male weasel
; (6) a stoat

; (31) -throated
blackbird, the ring-ousel, Turdus torquatus

; (32) -wall,
the spotted flycatcher, Muscicapa grisola

; (33) — wigeon,
see (19) ; (34) -wing, see (16) ; (35) -winged lark, see (15);

(36) -wren, the willow warbler, Phylloscopus trochilus.

(1) S!g. The hen-harrier, or white aboon-glade, as he is called,

is the most destructive to game, Statist. Ace. XV. 324 (Jam.) ;

Swainson Birds (1885) 132. (2) Cor. So called from the pure
white colour of the base and lower portion of the side of the tail,

Swainson ib. 9. (3) Nhp.1 (4) Cor. Rodd Birds (1880) 315.

(5) Shr. [So called] from its white forehead, Swainson ib. 13;
Shr. 1 Whitecap seems to be a gentle-folk's term. (6) Lin. (E.P.)

(7) Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 47. (8) Ir. [So called]

from the white bare spot above the bird's bill, Swainson ib, 178.

(9) Sc. Edb. Mag. (July 1819) 507 (Jam.). (10) Don. Swainson
ib. 132. (11) Arg. The night . . . was loud with the call of white-
horned owls, sounding so human sometimes, Munro f. Splendid
(1898) 105. (12) Fif. Sibbald Hist. Fif. (1803) 119 (Jam.). Cum.
Hutchinson Hist. Cum. (1794) I. App. 25. (13) Don. Swainson
ib. 132. (14) Nhb.1 (15) Nrf. Swainson ib. 72. (16) Yks. Gent.
Mag. (1785) 333, ed. 1884. (17") Frf. Swainson ib. 22. (i8i Sh.I.
Swainson ib. 207 ; S. & Ork.1

, Cai.1 (19) Dev. Swainson ib. 165.
(20) n.Cy. (Hall.) Yks. Grose (1790). (21) N.Cy. 1 Nhb:1 The
base of the rook's bill is covered with a rough scabrous skin •

whence the distinctive name white-neb, in contrast with black-
neb, by which the carrion crow is known. e.Yks. Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1788). Nhp. 1 (22) Dev.3 Cor.1 Screeching like a-

whit'-neck; Cor. 2 (23) Nrf. (P.H.E.)
; [So called] from its

white-banded forehead, Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 52.
(24) Ir. Swainson ib. 165. Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893)
51. Dev. Swainson ib. (25) Nhb.1

, Cum.4 Nrf. So called from
the pure white colour of the base and lower portion of the side of
the tail, Swainson ib. 9. (26, a) N.I.1 , Cum.4 Wm. Swainson ib.

160. (b) N.I. 1
(27, 28) Arm. Swainson ib. 159. (29) Sus. [So

called] from the colour of its rump, Macpherson Hist. Wild-fowling
(1897) 112. (30, a) e.Suf. e.An. Dy. Times (1892). (b) Som.
Weasels and whitethroats (W.F.R.). (31) Sur. That shyest and
most wary member of the whole family, the ring-ouzel, called by
the rustics the 'white-throated blackbird,' Son of Marshes
Within an hour London Town (ed. 1894) 89. (32) Nhp. 1 This
bird receives its name from its colour, and its habit of building its
nest on a projecting stone in a wall. (33) Dev. Swainson ib. 165
(34) Nhp.1

(35) Nrf. Swainson ib. 72. (36) Sc. Swainson ib.26.
4. Of coin : silver ; also used sbst.
Sc. He's to a rich widow gane, That had baith white and yellow,Kinloch Ballad Bk. (1827) 78, ed. t868. Ayr. I had three white

f™f' HUNT
Tf
R St»dies (*87o) 158. Lnk. Murdoch Readings

1895) HI. 108 Edb. Ran nae risk Of yellows, or white dollarstimn
, Liddle Poems (1821) 88.

5. sb. In phr. to have more white in one's eye, to have morecommon sense.
w.Yks. I thowt thou'd a hadden mair white i' thy ee, DixonSngs. Eng. Peas. (1846) 210, ed. Bell; I thought as how thou hadmair white 1' thy eye (W.F.).
6. The ling, Lota molva.
Sh.I. When the fisherman was hauling the line, and the firstmgcame in sight, he would sing out : ' White' or ' Light in the™' feeing the second one: 'White again,' for instance, or

_

White inunder white.' For the third one, sometimes :
' White

inunder dat,' or ' White inunder wheedo !

' Jakobsen Dial Sh
(1897) 29-30.
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7. A butcher's term : the flank of beef. Nhp.1
8. A

slang word for gin.

Lan. Th' owd docthur wi' his glass o' white, Ridings Muse
(1853) 7-

9. An operative whose master pays full wages.
Lon. Operatives are moreover divisible, according to those by

whom they are employed, into 'Flints' and 'Dungs,' 'Whites'
and 'Blacks,' according as they work for employers who pay or
do not pay ' society prices,' Mayhew Lond. Labour (1851) IV. 15,

ed. 1862.

10. Obs. A good action.

Edb. If ony whites come in my way, I'se gie 'em baith alike fair

play, Liddle Poems (1821) 114.

11. //. White clothes.
Abd. Flinging mud at the females who were dressed in whites,

Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 216.

12. pi. Obs. A salt-making term : see below.
Chs.1 They take a quart of whites of eggs, . . mix them with

twenty gallons of brine, . . and thus what they call the whites is

made, Phil. Trans. IV. 1065.

13. v. To whitewash.
Nrf. In 1638 the chancel pillars had to be repaired, and the next

year the church was ' whited' again, Nrf. Anliq. Misc. II. pt. ii.

323. Som. The Church wur always whited out in spring an'

always will be, Raymond Misterlon's Mistake (1888) i.

14. To bleach. m.Yks.1 15. Obs. To flatter. Gall.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Hence Whitie, sb. a

flatterer, ib.

WHITE, v.3 Dur.Lakel.Yks.Lan. Also written whyte
Lake].2 ; wite Dur. ne.Lan.1 To requite. The same word
as Quite, V. Bur. (K.) Lakel.2 Od-whyte-ta. w.Yks.1

, ne.Lan.1

WHITE, int. Yks. Lan. Chs. Also written wite
e.Lan.1 [wait.] A call to ducks. w.Yks.1

, ne.Lan. 1
, e.Lan.

1

,

s.Lan.1
, Chs.

1 Cf. wheetie, int.

WHITE,WHITEACRE, see Quite, v., Wite, Whittaker.
WHITEHEBBEN-BEEF, sb. Cum. See below.
' Weaver's beef,' consists of 40 ribs to the inch (E.W.P.).

WHITE-HODDY, int. Nhb.1 A call to geese when
they are summoned for penning or feeding.

WHITELY, adv. and adj. Sc. Also in forms quhitely,

whittle (Jam.). 1. adv. Pallidly; with a white appearance.
Frf. Their breaths steamin' awa whitely frae their mooths an'

noses as if they were locomotive engines, Willock Rosetty Ends

(1886) 74, ed. 1889. Lnk. Pale as a ghost from the grave, his

face was whitly white, like a well-bleatch'd dish-clout, Graham
Writings (1883) II. 61.

Hence Whitely-faced, ppl. adj. white-faced.
Ayr. Among the rest was a whitely-faced shoemaker, whose

fair complexion struggled to make its way through the dijrt,

Hunter Studies (1870) 58.

2. adj. White, pallid ; delicate-looking.

Sc. (Jam.); Whitely things are aye tender, Ramsay Prov.

(1737). Per. Canna ye see the glint o' their [angels'] snawy
goons on his whitely face? Aitken Enochdhu (1901) 48. w.Sc.

Wood Farden Ha' (1902) 85. Lnk. Nae wonder sae mony are

whitely and their confined in the city, Tennant Wayside Musings

(1872) 44.

WHITEN, v. Sc. Yks. Lan. Midi. Der. Oxf. Also in

form whitten Midi. [h)waitan.] 1. To bleach.

Bnff. Cramond Cullen Ann. (1888) 84. Dmf. Some bleaching

claes beside them lay To whiten in the sunny ray, M cNay Poet.

Wks. (1820) 69. Lan. Paid him 3s. for whitning yarn, Walkden
Diary (ed. 1866) 44. Midi. I've got cloth as has never been

whittened, Geo. Eliot Floss (i860) II. 297.

Hence Whitener, sb. a bleacher.
Bnff. Complaint given in against the manufacturers and whiteners

of linen that they use lime, pigeon dung, or other stuffin bleaching

and whitening the linen, so that when it comes to London to be

printed it falls out in holes, Cramond Cullen Ann. (1888) 84.

2. To whitewash.
Sh.I. Dy butt wa' is no ill whiten'd, Sh. News (Jan. 8, 1898).

w.Yks. (J.W.), Der. 1 Obs.

Hence Whitening, sb. chalk used for making walls or

floors white.
•Sc. (Jam.) Rnf. Glue, whitening, size, an mony an ause To

scoor yer brasses, paint yer wa's, Young Pictures (1865) 159.

w.Yks. (J.W.), e.Lan. 1
,
s.Lan.1

, Oxf. (G.O.)

WHITEN, see Whitten, sb.

WHITENING, sb. w.Yks.3 Silver ; money in general.
If you have not made your whitening this year, you ne'er will do.

WHITERET, WHITESUN, see Whitrack, Whitsun.
WHITESUN-CURL, sb. w.Som. 1 [wai'tsan-karal.] A

small carbuncle ; a small abscess which rises and becomes
painful but does not burst. Cf. waxen-curl, s.v. Wax, v.

1(4).

WHITEY-BROWN, adj. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. War.
Shr. Oxf. Brks. The dusky colour of unbleached calico

or thread.
War.2 Shr. 1 It'll mak' yo' a rar' winter gownd, an' line it all

through 66th w'itey-brown callica.

Hence (1) Whitey-brown-bread, sb. ' ravel-bread' (q.v.);

(2) -thread, sb. strong, unbleached thread.

(1) n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) (2) Gall. Skelpin' wad
fit ye better, ye pennyworth o' whitey-broon thread tied in a wisp

!

Crockett Anna Mark (1899) xx. N.I.1 Nhb. Parcels o' whitey-

broon threads, Jones Nhb. (1871) 82. Oxf.1 MS. add. Brks.

Sew it together with a needle and whitey-brown thread, Hayden
Round our Vill. (1901) 112.

WHITFILT-DOBBER, sb. s.Lan.1 A jocular name for

an inhabitant of Whitefield.
WHITHEL, see Whittle, sb. 2

WHITHER, sb.1 n.Yks.2 Also in form witter. A
curve ; a flourish ; a scrawl.
WHITHER, v., sb.2 and adj. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.

Yks. "Lan. Der. Wor. Dev. Also in forms quhidder,

quhither Sc. (Jam.) ; wether n.Dev. ; whedder n.Cy.

;

whidder Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) S. & Ork.1 N.Cy. 1 Dur. 1 Lakel.1

Cum. 1Wm. n.Yks.134 ne.Lan. 1
;
whiddur Lakel.2 ;

whudder
Gall. Cum. ; whuther Edb. N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 Cum. w.Yks.3

;

widder Cum." w.Wor.1 nw.Dev. 1
; wither S. & Ork. 1 n.Cy.

Nhb.1 n.Yks.4 m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.35 s.Lan. 1 Der. 2 nw.Der. 1

;

withur w.Yks.; wudder Cum.4
; wuther Nhb. 1 m.Yks.1

w.Yks.3 Lan.1 e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 [wi-r5s(r, hwi'Sar.] 1. v.

To tremble, shake ; to shiver ; to palpitate ; to totter ; to

flutter ; to cause to flutter.

Elg. I've seen thee whith'ring in the bush, CourER Poetry (1804)

I.242. nCy. Grose (1790); N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1

, Dur.', w.Dur. 1 Lakel. 1
;

Lakel.2 It maksyan's skin whiddur to think on't. Cum.14 Wm. To
think on't maksyan whidder, Whitehead Leg. (1859) 17. n.Yks. 3

w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781). ne.Lan. 1
, w.Wor. 1 nw.Dev. 1

'Ow a dith kip widderin' his 'aid about.

2. Of the wind : to bluster, rage ; of cattle : to make a

bellowing sound ; used also of the noise of a bullet, &c.

Sc. Arrows whidderan' him near by, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) I.

378. Abd. Lat winter rave alang the lea, Or whidder ower the

hallan wa', Walker Bards (1887) 608. Exb. Hamilton Outlaws

(1897) 157. Gall. Then whudder awa, thou bitter biting blast,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 411, ed. 1876. Nhb. The wind
' wuthered ' outside, dashing a shower of snow-stour . . . against

the pane, 5. Tynedale Stud. (1896). n.Yks. The gusty wind that

went shivering and wuthering by, Linskill Betw. Heather N. Sea

(1884) Ix. m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Wuthering Heights is the name of

Mr. Heathcliff's dwelling. 'Wuthering' being a significant pro-

vincial adjective, descriptive of the atmospheric tumult to which

its station is exposed in stormy weather, Bronte Wuthering Hts.

(1847) i; w.Yks.3

3. To whiz by ; to rush along ; to move about noisily
;

to scamper, patter ; to hurry to and fro.

Sc. (Jam.), w.Sc, s.Sc. {ib. Suppl.), Twd. (jAM.),n.Cy. (Hall.)

Nhb. She whithered about," and dang down all the gear, Ritson

Garl. (1810I I. 69; Nhb. 1 Dinna whither ower the leaves o*

the beuk like that. n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks. 2 Don't go whithering

about so. w.Yks.3 Lan. He cobbed his wood, an' it went
wutherin away, Clegg Sketches (1895) 48. Der.2

,
nw.Der.1

Hence Whithering, sb. the concussion or shaking

power of a heavy mass falling with violence ; the noise as

of people lumbering up and down stairs.

n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 ' It shot past with a whithering,' as the

tremulous sensation from the proximity of a railway train.

4. To throw with violence ; to hurl down ; to beat, be-

labour.
S. & Ork.1

, Rxb. (Jam.) n.Cy. He wither'd it down, Grose
(1790) MS. add. (P.) Cum.14 , m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. He wuthered
th' pan fair at her head, Hartley Puddin (1876) "112 ; w.Yks.135

,

nw.Der. 1

3P2
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5. To cause to hurry.
w.Yks. Now Jack, wither them childer off to t'schooil (S. P.U.)

;

w.Yks. 3

6. sb. A shaking ; a shivering ; a slight attack causing
indisposition.

Sc. A quhither of the cauld (Jam.). N.Cy.1 All in a whidder.
w.Dur. 1

7. A gust of wind. S. & Ork.1 8. The noise caused
by a rushing, violent movement; a rush ; a sharp blow.

S. & Ork. 1 He sent it with « wither. Edb. His dart Hits ane
a whuther, Learmont Poems (1791) 82. Rxb. (Jam.) n.Cy.

Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) Nhb. 1

, n.Yks. 4 e.Yks. 1 Didn't it

gan .with a whither ? w.Yks. 14 ; w.Yks.5 Ah sent him to t'other

side o' t'room wi' a wither ! Lan. Yo'd ha takken t'forty wi' a

wuther, Clegg Sketches (1895) 227. ne.Lan. 1

9. A violent hurry ; a state of excitement or temper.
w.Yks.1 What did shoe do . . . bud tack pet, and gang off in a

girt trig and whither, ii. 287. Lan. He nipt onto his feet in

a greight wuther, Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) I. 146. e.Lan.1

s.Lan. 1 He wur i' a rare wuther.

10. Obs. The noise made by a hare when starting from
her den. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 473, ed. 1876.

11. A strong fellow. w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703).

12. Comb. Whither-of-laughing, an outburst of laughter.
w.Yks. A set up wun ov t'gurtest withurs ov laffin at yu ivver

heard, Frogland Olm. (1856^. Lan. I . . . yeard no mich on um,
dewt o' ghreyt wither o'leawghink, Paul Bobbin Sequel (i8ig) 10.

13. adj. Strong
;
powerful ; active ; dexterous ; swift

;

also used advb.
w.Yks. She seeazed him full wither by t'neck, Blackah Poems

(1867) 14. Lan. A lusty whither tyke, Tim Bobbin View Dial.

(ed. 1740) 35 ; Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, Der. 2

, nw.Der. 1

Hence Witherly, adv. hastily, violently.
Dev. (Hall.) n.Dev. Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 220.

"WHITHER, adv. and sb.
s So Cum. 1. adv. In phr.

whither away ? where are you going ? Cum.1 2. sb. In
phr. any whither, obs., any direction.

Fif. Some . . . Ran first the tae gate, than the tither, Glad to

escape by any whither That herriment and scaith, Tennant
Papistry (1827) 87.

WHITHERER, sb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Lin. Also written
witherer m.Yks. 1

; and in forms whidderer Cum.
;

widderer Cum.* [wi"Sar3(r.] Anything large and strong
of its kind ; esp. a big, stout, powerful person. See
Whithering.

n.Cy. Grose (1790"). Cum. He was reeght aboot t'gale, fer we
hed a whidderer, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 201; Cum.4

,

m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781). ne.Lan. 1
, Lin. 1

WHITHERING, ppl. adj. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der.
Also written withering s.Lan. 1 Chs.128 nw.Der. 1

; and in

forms whidderen Lakel.2
; wuthering m.Yks.1 Lan. 1

s.Lan.1 [wi'Sarin.] Big; strong; overbearing; awkward;
astonishing in any way. See Whitherer.

Lakel.2 A gurt whidderen fellow. m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. (E.G.);
w.Yks. 1 He's a girt withering tike. Lan.1 A ' wutherin' felley ' is

a powerful, overbearing man. ne.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Chs. 123 , nw.Der. 1

WHITHERMENT, sb. Yks. Also written witherment
m.Yks. 1

; and in forms whidderment n.Yks. 1
; wuther-

ment Yks. [wrtSament.] 1. Concussion ; the shaking
power or sensation of a heavy object falling with violence

;

a lumbering noise. n.Yks. 12
, m.Yks.1 See Whither, v.

2. Fierce raging of the wind.
Ye sud bide here i' t'cawd weather, when there's bonny

wutherment, Macquoid Doris Barugh (1877) xxvi.

WHITHER SPALE, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) Also
written wither- ; and in form whuther-. 1. A child's

toy ; see below ; anything very light. See Spale, sb.
1

A child's toy composed of a piece of lath, from seven inches to

a foot in length, notched all round, to which a cord is attached.

This, when whirled round, produces a booming sound. ' He
would steal it if it were as light as a whither-spale.'

2. A thin, lanky person. 3. A person of versatile,

changeable character.

WHITHERTY, adj. e.Yks.1 [wi'&ti.] Doubtful, un-
decided ; also used advb. ' Ah was varry whitherty aboot it.'

WHITIE WHITIE, int. n.Lin. 1 A goose-call.
WHITING, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Also in forms whiten

Sc (Jam.) ; whitten N.Cy. 1
; whyten n.Cy. [hwartin.]

1. A small fish, apparently the young of the salmon-

trout, Salmo trutta. Cf. whitling. .

Sc. (Jam., s.v. Whitling). Per. In the Tay, above Perth, it is

called the Lammas whiting, from its appearance in the river at

that season, Walker Trans. Highl. Soc. II. 354 (<*•)• Dm£ i rom

the end of June, till close-time, there is abundance of fish alter

floods, in Esk, . . such as salmon grilse, sea-trout, and whitens

as they are named here, or herlings, as they are called m
Annandale, Statist. Ace. XIV. 410 («A.). n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll.

L.L.B.); N.Cy.1 (s.v. Whitling). Cum.4 The word whiting is

peculiar 'to Carlisle and district ; there is great doubt still existing

as to whether it is a distinct fish or only the grilse stage of the

salmon-trout—Salmo trutta ; the fish is common to most rivers

containing sea-trout, and runs up the Eden in large numbers, but

never very far up. . . The prefix ' silver ' distinguishes the ordinary

whiting

—

Gadus merlangus—from the river whiting.

2. Phr. to know how to butter a whiting, to know how to

flatter. Sc. (Jam., s.v. Quhyte). See White, adj. 15.

WHITLER, WHITLIE, see Whittawer, Whitely.

WHITLING, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Not. Also in form

whutlin Nhb.1 [wi'tlin, hwitlin.] A young fish,

apparently the bull-trout, Salmo eriox, in its first year.

Cf. whiting.
Sc. (Jam.) Per. In some parts of the Em, there are . . . in

some seasons of the year, great numbers of sea-trouts, from 3 lb. to

6 lb. weight. The fishermen call them whitlings, on account of

the scales they have at their first coming up the river from the

sea, Statist. Ace. VIII. 488. Bwk. There is also ... a larger sort

of a fish called a whitling; it is a large fine trout, from 16

inches to 2 feet long, ib. IV. 380. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. The Tweed he

may brag o' his sawmon, An' blaw of his whitlins the Til,

Charnley Fisher's Garl. (1830) 7 ; Nhb.1 It has probably obtained

the name from its light, silvery appearance, and from its having

no red or daTk spots on its sides, as other- trouts have, Oliver
Fly-Fishing (1834) 68. Not. (J.H.B.)

WHITLOW-GRASS, sb. Lin. The sun-spurge,
Euphorbia Helioscopia.

Probably [so called] from its local use to heal whitlows (B. & H.).

WHITNA, see Whatten.
WHITNEY, sb. Dev.4 [wi'tni.] The mealy guelder-

rose, Viburnum Lantana.
In Devonshire they have a saying, 'as tough as a Whitney stick,'

and farm lads always used to seek this wood for their rustic whips.

WHITRACK, sb. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Lin. Dev.
Also in forms futterick, futterit Abd.

;
quhitred, quhittret

Sc. (Jam.) ; whiteret, whitrat Sc. ; whitreck Sc. (Jam.) ;

whitred Sc. Dev. ; whitreek Nhb. 1
; whitrit, whitruck

Sc. ; whitteret Sc. Ir. ; whitterick Dmf. N.I. 1 n.Lin. 1
;

whitterit Sc. N.I. 1
; whitterock Dmf.; whittret Sc. (Jam.) ;

whittrick Fif. Lin. ; whittrit Sc. ; whutherit N.I.1
; whut-

reek Nhb.1
; whutterick Sc. ; whutthroat Sc. (Jam.) ;

whuttorock Ayr. ; witrat, witratten m.Yks.1
; witteret

Ir. ; wutterick Gall. 1. A weasel. Also usedy?^.
Sc. As clever's a quhittret (Jam.); Duncan Etym. (1595);

Reference might be made to the. use of the word as a term of
endearment applied to a child, particularly to a clever, sharp,
active child. ' Ye young whittret, there's nae catchin' ye,'
Montgomerie-Fleming Notes on Jam. (1899); As harmless as
a whitred without teeth, Colvil Whigs Supplic. (1796) Introd. 12;
No whiteret wi' its snowy breast, Donald Poems (1867) 80.
Sh.I. Sh. News (Nov. 25, 1899). Mry. (Jam.) Bnff. Gordon Chron.
Keith (1880) 279. e.Sc. Just like the girn o' a whittret, Setoun
Sunshine (1895) 98. Abd. (A.W.) Frf. Barrie Licht (1888) i.

Fif. He's yet as soople as a whittrick, M°Laren Tibbie (1894) 117.
s.Sc. The charking whutthroat and the taed, Wilson Tales (1836)
II. 43. Dmb. Statist. Ace. XVII. 247 (Jam.). Ayr. There was
wild cats in the plantin's, and badgers tae, forbye whuttorocks an
etthers, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 230. Lnk. The lythe
whitteret peep'd frae his hole, Nicholson Idylls (1870) 38. Dmf.
Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 73. Gall. Hatefu' it's to hear the
whut-throat chark, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 411 ed. 1876
n.Ir.^.<5r 0.(1873) 4th S.xii. 479. Uls. (M.B.-S.) Ldd. N. & Q.
( l874) 5* S. i. 91. Nhb. 1 'To run like a whutreek,' descriptive
of something going fast upon its legs. m.Yks.1

, n.Lin. 1 Dev.
Bellamy Nat. Hist. Dev. (1839) pt. 11. i.

2. Comb. (1) Whitrackfaced, weasel-faced
; (2) -ruffing-,

' a confab of weasels '
; (3) -skin, a purse made of the skin

of a weasel.

(1) Kcb. His wife wus a skinny whutterick-face't ribe, Trotter
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Gall. Gossip (1901) 267. (2) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 306,
ed. 1876. (3) Sc. Her minnie had hain'd the warl,And the whitrack-
skin had routh, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 294. Mry. (Jam.)
3. A stoat.
N.I.i Lin> 'What's that?' 'Whittrick! . . There must be

rabbits about,' Fenn Dick o' the Fens (1888) xxiv.

WHITSTER, sb. Obsol. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Suf.
Also in form whitester m.Yks.1 Chs.12a 1. A bleacher
of linen. See White, adj. 14.

N.Cy. 1
, m.Yks.1 Lan. Aw moight ha' bin a cobbler, or a

whitster, Banks Manch. Man (1876) iii; Lan.1 ' Whitster's Arms'
is still a common alehouse sign. s.Lan.J, Chs.123, Suf.1

2. A whitesmith. Suf.1

WHITSTONE, see Whetstone.
WHITSUN, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also in forms watsun Abd. ; whisn e.Lan.1
;

whissan Wm. ; whissen Cum. 1 e.Yks. ; whissle Ir.

;

whisson Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) N.Cy.1 Dur.1 w.Yks. 1
; whissun

Dmf. w.Yks.28 Lan. Chs. 1 Not. Rut. 1 s.Wor. 1 Shr. 1

;

whisun n.Lin. 1 War.2
; whitesun w.Som.1 Dey.4 ; whitzin,

whitzun Dev. ; whusen Cum. ; whussen Slk. Nhb. 1

Cum. 1

; wisan w.Yks. ; wissen m.Lan.1
; wisson Sc.

(Jam. Suppl.) ; wissun w.Yks.5 ; wissuns n.Lin.1
; wysson

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) [wi'san, hwi'ssn.] 1. sb. In comb.(i)
Whitsun-ale, a feast held at Whitsuntide

; (2) -bobs, (3)

-boss, the flower of the guelder-rose, Viburnum Opulus
;

(4) -cake, a cake eaten at Whitsuntide ; see below
; (5)

-day, (a) Whitsuntide ; the Whitsuntide term
;

(b) the
daffodil, esp. the two-flowered daffodil, Narcissus btflorus

;

(c)thebittercress,Cardamineamara; (d) the great starwort,
Stellaria Holostea

; (6) -fair, a fair held at Whitsuntide
;

(7) -gilliflower, (a) the white rocket, Hesperis matronalis

;

(b) the wallflower, Cheiranthus Cheiri
;

(c) the carnation,

Dianthus Caryophyllus
; (8) -gilly, see (7, a) ; (9) -holidays,

the Whitsuntide holidays
; (10) — Monday, — Tuesday,

&c, Whit Monday, Whit Tuesday, &c.
;
(n) — Sunday,

(a) Whit Sunday
;

(b) see (5, d)
; (12) -tide, (a) see (11, a);

lb) see (5, d)
; (13) -tide ale, a fair or feast held on the

Cotswold hills
; (14) -tide boss, see (3) ; (15) -tide gilli-

flower, (a) a double garden variety of the cuckoo-flower,
Cardamine pratensis

; (b) a species of Lychnidea
; (16)

-time, Whitsuntide.
(1) n.Lin.1

, Nhp.1 Oxf. The malt money in the shape of Whit-
sun ale provided the churchwardens with funds for carrying out

the church services, Stapleton Three Parishes (1893) 263. Hup.
Who encouraged Whitsun Ales or Wakes or Stage players,

Capes Rural Life (1901) 197. [Feasts at which parishioners met
for amusement and sometimes for raising funds for parochial uses.

Two persons were chosen as ' Lord ' and ' Lady of the ale.' A
large barn was fitted up as the ' Lord's Hall.' The ' Lord' and
' Lady ' were conducted to the barn by a train of mock attendants,

when dancing and feasting followed, Flk-Lore Jrn. (1886) IV.

104-6.] (2) s.Wor. (H.K.) (3) Rut. 1
, War.3

, Wor. (J.W.P.),

s.Wor. 1
, Glo.1 (4) Chs.1 A three-cornered cake of puff paste

containing currants, eaten at the Knutsford Whitsun fair, n.Lin. 1

Made of layers of paste, currants, sugar, and spices. (5, a) Sc.

(Jam. Suppl.) ; Monthly Mag. (1798) II. 437. Abd.Aw'm thinkin'

o' takin' Bogheidat Watsunday, an' Awwintyou for hoosekeeper,

Abd. Wkly. Free Press (July 26, 1902). Slk. Thomson Drummel-
dale (1901) 133. Dur. 1 Cum.1 Jntrod. 14. w.Yks. 3

,
e.Lan.1

,

m.Lan.1 (A) Dev. (B. & H.) n.Dev. Whit-zindays, snap-jacks,

goosey-vlops, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 49. (c) Dev. Reports

Provinc. (1884). (rf) Dev.4 (6) Chs.1 Knutsford Whitsun Fair.

Cor. The fields along the side of the valley were lined with booths

and sweetstalls and standings—a perfect Whitsun-fair, ' Q.' Three

Ships (1892) 184. (7, a) Shr. 1 This plant flowers about Whitsun-

tide, whence the appellation. Som. (W.F.R.), w.Som. 1 Dev.

Reports Provinc. (1889). (b, c) Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873'). (8)

War.3 (9) Rut. 1 (10) Ir. Here's Mike that was born on Whissle

Monday, Carleton Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) I. 337. Cum. Blist

Whusen Tuesday !—best day in the year, Smith Dial. (1839) 120.

Wm. Kendal back-end-faer an whissan-Saetreda, Spec. Dial.

(1885) pt. iii. 23. e.Yks. O Whissen Munda ... he chanced te

meet his sweethaht, Dial. (1887) 25. w.Yks.5 ' Wissun-Monday,'

as it is called, is the general anniversary day of the Sunday-

Schools. Lan. It'll be so long come Whissun-Tuesday, Clegg

Sketches (1895) 360. War.2
, Shr.1

,
w.Som. 1 (11, a) N.Cy. 1

,
Nhb. 1

w.Yks. 1 Hedto been at our kirk last Whisson-Sunday ? 11. 318;

w.Yks.2 * Rut.1 Whissun Sunday is our feast-Sunday. War. 2
,

Shr.1
, w.Som.1

(4) Dev. We used to call they Whitsun-sundays,
but some calls they snapjacks, Reports Provinc. (1889). (12, a)
Dmf. Her fifteenth birthday was last Whissuntide, Paton Castle-
braes (1898) 39. (6) Hmp. (W.M.E.F.) (13) Glo. Edb. Review
(Apr. 1809) 144. (14) Glo.1

(15, a) Glo. 1 (b) Som. Jennings
Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). (16) Lan. It happened at Whissuntime,
Clegg Sketches (1895) 360.

2. Whitsuntide. Chs.', n.Lin. 1
, Dev.3 3. v. To keep

the Whitsuntide holiday.
s.Not. Yer look as if yer'd bin whissuning (J P K.).
WHITTAKER, sb. Dev. Also written whitaker ; and

in forms whiteacre, witacre. A species of quartz.
Moore //is/. Z)<w. (1829) 1. 288; YousgAnnals Agric.i 1784-1815)

XXX. 75. n.Dev. RockJim an' Nell (1867) Gl. w.Dev. Intermixed
with the soil, and often united with fragments of slate rock, is found
a species of crystal or quartz—provincially whittaker—which in
colour is mostly white, sometimes tinged with red or rust colour,

Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) 1. 16.

WHITTAWER, sb. n.Cy. Midi. Stf. Der. Not. Lin.
Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Bdf. Also written whitawer Not.3

;

and in forms whitall Nhp.2
; whitaw Not. ; whitler Lin.1

;

whittaw Stf. Not. Nhp.2 War* Bdf.; whittire Rut.1
;

whittower Lin. 1 sw.Lin. 1

; wittor Lei. 1 [wrtg-afr).] A
saddler ; a maker or mender of harness ; a collar-maker

;

a worker in 'white-leather,' q.v., s.v. White, adj. 1 (47, a).

See Tawer, sb.1

n.Cy. Grose (1790) Suppl. Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796)
II. n.Stf. Mr. Goby the whittaw, otherwise saddler, Geo. Eliot
A. Bede (1859) I. 105. Der.2 , nw.Der. 1

, Not.23 s.Not. Properly a
saddler who makes his own whit-leather (J.P.K.). Lin. Thomp-
son Hist. Boston (1856) 730 ; Lin. 1 sw.Lin. 1 We've the whit-
towers in the house, they mend the harness by contract. Rut.1

Le}. 1 Speaking generally, a whittawer is to a saddler what a
cobbler is to a shoemaker. Nhp.12 War.4 We alius used to comb
out the wool for the collars when the whittaw came to do the

mending. Bdf. Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 147.

WHITTEN, sb. Irel. Midi. Wor. Shr. Brks. s.Cy. Ken.
Hmp. w.Cy. Also written witten Wor. ; and in forms
whiten Midi. s. & w.Cy. ; witan Shr. 1 [wi'tan.] 1. In
comp. (1) Whitten-beam, (a) the white beam-tree, Pyrus
Aria ; (b) the mealy guelder-rose, Viburnum Lantana

;

(2) -pear, the pear, Pyrus domestica ; (3) -tree, (a) the
mountain ash, P. Aucuparia

;
(b) see (1, b).

( 1, a) Hmp. 1 (6) Midi., s. & w.Cy. Akerman Arch. XLII. 125,

in (B. & H.). (2) Wor. (B. & H.) (3,0) Ir. Flk-Lore Rec. (1881)

iy.117. Shr. 1 (4) Brks., Midi., p. & w.Cy. Akerman ib. (B. & H.)

2. The mealy guelder-rose, Viburnum Lantana. Ken.
(Hall.), Ken. 1

WRITTEN, v. Yks. To sharpen, esp. to sharpen
knives. See White, v.

1

w.Yks, The Sheffield Bluestone is a fine-grained stone used for

finishing fine goods. The act of grinding on a Bluestone is

termed ' whittening '—the Sheffield whittle from the earliest period

being in all probability ground on this stone, Woodward Geol.

Eng. and Wales (1876) 113; w.Yks. 2

Hence Whittening-stone, sb. a stone used by knife-

grinders to smooth roughly-ground scythes, &c. w.Yks.2

WHITTEN, see Whiting.
WHITTER, sb.1 Obs. Sc. Also in forms quhitter,

quitter (Jam.). A hearty draught of liquor.

Rnf. "Ye aye can get a whitter Tae keep you cantie, Fraser
Chimes (1853) 183. Ayr. Tak a guid whitter o' the yill (Jam.) ;

We'll sit down an' tak our whitter, To cheer our heart, Burns
Ep. to Lapraik (Apr. 1, 1785) st. 19.

WHITTER, sb.2 Obs. Sc. Also in form whittery
Gall. Weak stuff; anything weak in growth.

Ayr. I laid them [eggs] in a my King's-hood [stomach] Wi'
gude fresh butter, Whare I wat they grew flesh an' blood, And
that nae whitter, Fisher Poems (1790) 112. Gall. His scythes

row owre a famous swaird, And no a silly whittery, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 214, ed. 1876 ; ib. 473.

WHITTER, v.' and sb.3 In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also written wittar Yks.; witter n.Cy. w.Yks.25

Lan. Not.1 sw.Lin.1 Lei. 1 Glo.1
e.An.1 Ken.12 I.W. ; and in

forms quhitter, quitter Sc. (Jam.) ; wetter w.Yks.25 ;

whetter w.Yks.3 [wi'ta(r, hwi'tar.] 1. v. To chirp ; to

warble ; to twitter. Cf. wither, v.
1
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Sc. The sma' fowls in the shaw began To whitter in the dale,

Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 226
;
(Jam.) Abd. The whitterin'

birds were sadly cowed, Shelley Flowers (1868) 57. w.Sc.

(Jam.) Fif. Tennant Papistry (1827) 7. Uls. (M.B.-S
)

2. To speak low and rapidly ; to chatter, talk nonsense.
Cf. twitter, v.

1 4.

Sc. Mackay. Rxb. The winking swankies whitter, A. Scott
Poems (ed. 1808) 82. Dmf. Hamilton The Mawkin (1898) 27.

n.Yks. (I.W.), Glo. 1

3. To fret, complain ; to whimper ; to worry ; to be a
fidget. Cf. twitter, v.

1 5.

n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks. Sho wittard hur furst huzband hiz life

aght we hur tongue, Tom TREDDLEHOYLEBa/ras/a^HM. (1852) 36 ;

w.Yks.35 . Lan. (I.W.), Not. 1
, Lin.', n.Lin. 1 se.Lin. A witterin'

hound(J.T.B.). sw.Lin. 1
I witter my-sen at times, and my husband

tells me I'm a regular wittering old woman. Lei. 1
, Nbp. 1

, War.3

Ken. Lewis I. Tenet (1736) (s.v. Whilk) ; Ken. 12
, I.W. (C.J.V.)

Hence (1) Whittering, ppl. adj. (a) wearisome, tedious
;

(b) peevish
; (2) Whittersome, adj. fretful, pining

; (3)
Whittery, adj. peevish ; fretful ; sickly

;
pale.

(i,fl)Not. 1 Lei.'He'ssowittering. Nhp. 1 Don't be so whittering.
War.3 {b) w.Yks.2 (2) w.Yks.5 (3) w.Yks. 2

, Nhp. 1 e.An. 1 It is

a poor whittery brat. Nrf. She look rarely wittery, don't she?
(A.G.F.) Ken. 1

4. Of a horse : to neigh, whinny. War.8
, Hmp.1 Cf.

whicker, v. 5. Of fallen leaves : to rustle. Glo. 1

6. sb. A low, plaintive, murmuring noise ; the mournful,
single note uttered by a small bird. Nhb.1

, Brks.1

7. Loquacity, chatter ; esp. in phr. holdyour whitter.
Rxb. Hold your whitter (Jam.) ; I would counsel you, Gavin,

to haud your whitter the night, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 26.

WHITTER, v.* and sb.* Sc. Glo. Oxf. Also written
witter Glo. 1 Oxf. [wi'ts(r), hwi'tar.] 1. v. To lessen
by taking away small portions

; to fritter away. Rxb.
(Jam.) Cf. white, v.

1 2. sb. pi. Tatters, fragments.
Glo. 1

, Oxf. (Hall.)

WHITTER, v? Sc. Glo. Also written witter Glo. 1
;

and in form quhitter Sc. (Jam.) 1. Obs. To scamper

;

to patter along
; to shuffle about.

Sc. Mackay. w.Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. Whitterin down the stair (/'£.).

Gall. Running about in a strange simple manner. The way a
modest lover haunts his mistress, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
Glo. 1 He wittered down the passage.

2. To trickle. Glo. 1 The rain wittered down my neck.
WHITTERET, WHITTERICK, see Whitrack.
WHITTERICK, sb. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. fhwi'terik.]

1. The curlew, Numenius arquata. e.Lth. Swainson
Birds (1885) 200. 2. The little grebe, Tachybaptes
fluviatilis. N.I. 1

3. A young partridge. n.Cy. (Hall.)
WHITTERISH, adj. Nhp. Hrt. [witerij.] Faded

;

washed out ; badly washed.
Nhp. 1 Applied to clothes which have lost their colour from the

effect of the sun, or frequent washing, and are becoming whitish.
Hrt. (H.G.)

WHITTERIT, WHITTEROCK, see Whitrack.
WHITTER-WHATTER, v. and sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc.

1. v. To converse in a low tone of voice. Rxb. (Jam.)
See Whitter, v.

1
2, Whittie-whattie. 2. sb. Trifling

conversation ; chattering ; tittle-tattle.

Rxb. (Jam.) ; What need ye heed sic whitter-whatter? A. Scott
Poems (ed. 1808) 50. Dmf. There, now, no more whitter-whatter,
for I'm clean mated out and needing sleep sairly, Hamilton The
Mawkin (1898) 255.

3. A.garrulous woman. Rxb. (Jam.)

WHITTERY, WHITTIE, see Whitter, sb.2, Wheety.
WHITTIE-WHATTIE, v. and sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc.

n.Cy. Also written whitiewhatie Sc. (Jam.) ; whittee-
whattee N.Cy.' ; and in form wheety-what Edb. 1. v.

To shilly-shally ; to make frivolous excuses ; to talk
frivolously ; to whisper. See Whitter-whatter.

Sc. (Jam.); What are ye whittie-whattieing about, ye gowk?
Scott Pirate (1821) vi. N.Cy. 1

Hence Whittee whatteeing, sb. indecision, procrasti-
nation on a frivolous pretext. N.Cy.1 2. sb. An idle
pretence; a frivolous excuse ; vague, shuffling, or cajoling
language.

Sc. The sense and substance of all this whittie whattie, to be

sure, will be only, ' O be quiet, let nothing be heard, that may
provoke his Highness,' M cWard Contendings (1723) 363 (Jam.).

Edb. Showan' His . . . meikle kyte, braws, consequence, And
haveran' wheety-whats, Carlop Green (1793) 125, ed. 1817.

3. One who employs every kind of means to gain his

end. Fif. (Jam.)

WHITTLE, sb} and v. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel.

Eng. and Amer. Also written whitle Sh.I. Lin. 1
; wittle

Cum.* w.Yks. Glo. 1

; wyttle Ayr. ; and in forms futtle

Kcd. ; whettle n.Cy. ; whuttle Sc. Nhb.1 [wi;tl, hwrtl.]

1. sb. A knife, esp. a large one, such as is used by
butchers ; a carving-knife. See Thwittle, White, v.

1

Sc. (Jam.) Bch. Cuttit a fang frae a kebbuck wi' a whittle,

Forbes Jrn. (1742) 13. Kcd. Forks an' futtles were to hantles

Leems nae handlet ilka day, Grant Lays (1884) 72. Ayr. To get

a wyttle to curtail your corns, Ramsay Woodnotes (1868) 232.

Gall. The whittle in Grice's hands was sheathed in the dominie's

ribs, Crockett Dark o' Moon (1902) 146. N.Cy. 1
, Nhb.^Lakel.12,

Cum.14 n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks. 2A knife of a small or inferior description.

' That thing weeant cut, it's nobbut a whittle.' e.Yks. Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1788). m.Yks. 1

, w.Yks. 1245 Lan. A Lancashire
man calls a knife, more especially a clasp-knife, 'a whittle,'

Gaskell Lectures Dial. (1854) 18. ne.Lan. 1
, m.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1
,

nw.Der. 1
, Rut.1

, Lei. 1
, Nhp. 1

, War. 3
, Shr.2 Hrf. A penny whittle,

that will neither cut stick nor vitile, Bound Provinc. (1876). Bdf.

Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 147. Hat. (T.P.F.), Suf.1

2. Comp. (1) Whittle-case, sb. a case or sheath for a
knife ; (2) -gait or -gate, the right of partaking at another
person's table ; see Knife-gate, s.v. Knife, 1 (4) ; (3)
gang, see below

; (4) -ganger, a person who for services
rendered is given free board at the houses of the
community ; hence a visitor who outstays his welcome ;

(5) -smith, a cutler; (6) -tang, a knife-making term : a
pointed flat 'tang' without any 'bolster,'suitable for driving
into a handle.

(1) Slg. The father o' her flesher race, He was the first in a' the
place . . . Wore by his side the whittle case, Muir Poems (1818)
18. (2) Lakel.12 Cum. There are two schools in this parish,
supported by public subscription ; the masters are hired for about
;£io a year, and they go about with the scholars in rotation for
victuals, a privilege called, in many places, 'a whittle gate,'
Hutchinson Hist. Cum. (1794) 1. 95 ; Cum. 1 Formerly clergymen
and schoolmasters had the privilege of using their whittles or
knives at the tables of their parishioners, at known and stated
intervals, by way of helping out their scanty stipends. This
custom prevailed till 1864 and ceased with the death of the
schoolmaster of Wasdale Head; Cum. 4 w.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan. 1 (3)
Cum. 4 An obs. custom in which a person was appointed to take
the cattle and sheep of the village to the common pasture. He
called them in the morning by blast of horn, and left the horn at
the different houses in rotation. At the house where the horn was
left there the whittleganger would get his meat free. . . 'It is well-
known in the Beaumont district near Carlisle, and was formerly
known at Botcherby. At Beaumont it was the practice to engage
a lad to herd the cattle on the marshes and to sound the horn " to
call the cattle home." His remuneration was a small sum in cash
and " his meat "at different farm-houses in turn,'"CarlisleJrn. (Nov.
14, 1899). (4) ib. (5) w.Yks. T'owd whittlesmiths wer not so mad

fashioned' knives have whittle-tangs. Daggers, also, have 1
whittle-tang.

3. Phr. (1) as gleg, or as sharp, as a Kilmaurs whittle,
quick-witted, acute

; (2) on the whittle, in a state of fidgety
uneasiness

; (3) to have aye good whittle at one's bell, obs to
be ever ready with an answer

; (4) to think one's whittle in
the shaft, to make sure of success

; (5) whittle and whang
touch and go. s '

(1) Sc. HiSLOP^Kccrfofc (1874) 17. Ayr. Being ... as gleg too
as a Kilmaurs whuttle, which is commonly said to cut an inch
before the point, Service Noiandums (1890) 9. (2) sw.Lin 1 She'sbeen on the whittle ever sin. (3) Sc. Kelly Prov. (1721) 387
(4) Abd. She sees him leeshin' up the craft, An' thinks her
whittles 1' the shaft, Beattie Parings (1801) 25 ed i8-;a (s.\
Uls. (M.B.-S.) ' 73- K5)

4 A reaping-hook. See Crooked-whittle, s.v. Crooked
2 (4)-

'

Sc. (Jam.), S. & Ork. 1 Fif. Rise, rise, an' to the whittle In haste
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this da3', Douglas Poems (1806) 138. Edb. The pleugh-staff or
whittle wield Mair bang than ever, Learmont Poems (1791) 214.

5. A steel for sharpening knives ; a whetstone.
S. & Ork. 1

, w.Sc. (Jam.) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 479,
ed. 1876. w.Yks. Rub t'carvin' knife ower t'whittle (B.K.);
w.Yks. 3

, e.Lan.1 , s.Lan.1 Lei. 1 'Whittle hills' in Charnwood
Forest have their name from being the source of the supply of
Charnwood Forest whetstones. War.3

6. A slight flogging.
Brks.1 A had no call to maayke zuch a bellerin' vor I awnly gin

un a bit of a whittle.

7. v. To pare off wood, as in trimming a stick ; to cut,

esp. to cut with a blunt knife.
Sc. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) e.Lth. The braw shepherd

lad, Wha' . . . has whittled a rung, Mucklebackit Rhymes
(1885) 189. Ant. (S.A.B.), n.Cy. (Hall.), Nhb. 1 is. v. White),
Cum. 4 Wm. Whittle us a bit off that cheese, will ta? (B.K.)
n.Yks.124, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.4 ; w.Yks.5 A person wouldn't be
' whittling' if he was cutting down a brush handle by an inch at

a time ; he only 'whittles' his lead-pencil. In preparing a plug
he would first cut and rough-shape it. Lan. N. & Q. (1880) 6th

S. i. 205. ne.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Stf. (J.K.), Der.2 , Not.12 , Lin.1
, Lei. 1

,

Nhp. 1
, War.123 , Hnt. (T.P.F.), Suf.1 [Amer. Then I said 'good

morning,' and left, while Mr. Maginn selected a fresh stick to

whittle, Adeler Elbow Room (1876) xxi.]

Hence (1) Whitling, ppl. adj. careful ; mean ;
' cheese-

paring '
; (2) Whitlings, sb. pi. wood-shavings.

(1) n.Lin. She always was a very whitling woman (M.P.). (2)

n.Yks. 2

8. To sharpen ; also in comb. Whittle to-whet.
Lnk. Your graving tool, sae keenly whittled, Cuts every stroke,

M'Indoe Poems (1805) 51. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783), w.Yks. (J.W.),
ne.Lan.1

, Lei.1
, War.3

Hence Whitling-stone, sb. a whetstone.
Sh.I. The sharp ring of the whitling stone on the scythe blades,

Stewart Tales (1892) 152.

9. To flog lightly. Brks. Gl. (1851) ; Brks.1 10. To
wear by friction ; to chafe, rub ; to wear away ; to wash.

n.Yks.2 Anything worn by constant treading upon is whittled

away, as when a threshold becomes thin and low in the middle
(s.v. Whited). Nhp. 1 A saddle which pinches a horse's shoulder

whittles the skin ; a shoe working against a stocking whittles a

hole in it, or whittles the skin off the heel. War.3 , Oxf. (Hall.)

Bdf. Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 147. Hnt. (T.P.F.)

Hence Whittlings, sb. pi. particles worn off by friction.

n.Yks.2 11. To fidget ; to move about uneasily ; to

shuffle backwards
; fig. to worry, fret.

Cum.4 Obsol. Not. What are you whittling about ? N. & Q.

(1880) 6th S. i. 205. s.Not.' Now, missis, don't whittle ; things

might be much wuss (J.P.K.). sw.Lin. 1 I felt whittled about it.

12. To cut down prices. Cum.4 13. With away : to

waste, squander. Glo. 1 14. With out: to ravel out.

s.Wor. (H.K.)
WHITTLE, sb.

2 Irel. Dur. Lei. War. Pern. Glo. Oxf.

Suf. Sus. Hmp. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written whittal
Cor. ; and in forms wettel Cor. 1

; wettle Cor. 2
; whiddle

Hmp.1
; whithel Wxf.1

; widdle Dev. [wi'tl.] 1. A
cape; a mantle; a double blanket worn over the shoulders

;

a shawl ; lit. ' a white mantle.'
Lei. 1

, War.3 s.Pem. Jinny Teague av 'a got a scarlet Whittle

(W.M.M.). Suf.1 , Sus.12 Hmp. A three-cornered shawl with

fringes along the border, worn by women of the lower classes and
generally red or white—chieflymadeof worsted, Grose (1790) MS.
add. (M.) ; Hmp.1 w.Cy. Ray (1691). Dev.1 The wrapper in

which a child is carried to the christening, 96. n.Dev. I'd just put

mother's old widdle over my head, Chanter Witch (1896) vii.

nw.Dev.1

2. A baby's flannel ; a baby's woollen napkin ; a flannel

petticoat.
War. 3 Glo. In whittles and clouts [in swaddling clothes],

Home Subsecivae (1777) 466. Oxf. 1 MS. add., Dor. 1 n.Dev.

Th'art olways a vustled up in an old jump or a whittle, Exm.
Scold. (1746) 1. 108. w.Som.1 The regular name of a baby's long

flannel petticoat. It is made with the front open, and tied with

tapes. The whittle is left off when the baby is 'tucked up' or

shortened. Cor. N. Zf Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 479; Cor.12

3. A covering for the bed ; a sheet. Wxf. 1
, Dur. (K.)

Hence Mucha-whithel, sb. a winnowing-sheet. Wxf.1

[OE. hwltel, a cloak ; a blanket (Sweet).]

WHITTLE, sb? Sc. Irel. Yks. Also written wittle
w.Yks.; and in form whuttle Ir. [wi'tl, hwrtl.] A
whitlow; an 'agnail' (q.v.).

Fif. We will feill mair a whittell in our fingar nor the helthe of

the haill body, Melvill Autobiog. (1610) 366, ed. 1842. Uls.

M'Crone suffered for a whole winter from whuttle in one of his

thumbs, M'Ilroy Druids Island (1902) 7. Don. His hand tuk

bad with the whittle, Pearsons Mag. (July 1900) 49. n.Yks.12

w.Yks. Av hed t'wittle e me reight hand thumb, Tom Treddle-
hoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1850) 42.

WHITTLED, ppl. adj. Obs. n.Cy. Lan. Intoxicated.

n.Cy. (K.), ne.Lan.1

WHITTON, see Witting.
WHITTRICK, WHITTRIT, see Whitrack.
WHITTY, sb.

1 Won Shr. Hrf. Rdn. w.Cy. Wil. Also
written witty w.Wor. 1 Shr.1 [wi'ti.] 1. The pear, Pyrus
domestica. Wor. (B. & H.) 2. The mountain ash, P.

Aucuparia. Shr. (Hall.) Rdn. Morgan Wds. (1881).

3. Comp. (1) Whitty-berry, the berry of the mountain
ash

; (2) -bushes, the hedge-maple, Acer campestre
; (3)

pear, (a) the pear, Pyrus domestica
;

(b) the wild service-

tree, P. torminalis; (4) -tree, (a) the mountain ash, P.

Aucuparia
;
(b) the mealy guelder-rose, Viburnum Lantana.

(i)Shr.1
(2)Shr.(K.B.) ( 3 a,6) Wor.(B. &H.) (4, a) w.Wor. 1

,

Shr.^Hrf.^w.Cy.CB. &H.) (i)Wil.Whitty-treeor wayfaring tree,

is rare in this county ; some few in Cranbourne Chase and three or

four on the south downe of the farme of Broad Chalke, Aubrey
Nat. Hist. (ed. 1847) 56 ;

Wil.i

WHITTY, sb. 2 Sc. Dev. Cor. [witi.] The white-

throat, Sylvia cinerea ; also in comp. Whitty-beard or

-bird.

Ayr. I kent a whittie's nest in at the root o' yon rowen tree,

Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 19. Dev., Cor. Zoologist

(1854) XII. 4255. Cor. Rodd Birds (1880) 315.

WHITTY-WHAWS, sb. Obs. Sc. Silly pretences.

See Fittie-fies.

Abd. It's them that fleys me wi' their taws, Their cankart cuffs

and whitty-whaws, Skinner Poems (1809) 99.

WHITWHAT, adj. Rdn. [witwot] Unstable,

changeable. Morgan Wds. (1881).

WHIVEL, WHIVER, see Wivel, Wiver, v.

WHIXALL-BIBLE, sb. Shr. 1 A slang expression for

a piece of peat prepared for fuel on Whixall Moss.

WHIZA-GIG, sb. and v. Lin. Wil. Cor. Also in

forms whissgig Wil.1
; whizgig n.Lin.1

; whizzy-gig

Cor.2
; wissgig Wil.1 [wi'z-(a)-gig.] 1. sb. A whirligig;

achild'stoy. n.Lin. 1
, Cor.

12 2. A bit of fun or tomfoolery;

a ' lark.' Wil. 1 Now, none o' your whissgigs here !

Hence Whissgiggy, adj. frisky, ' larky.' ib. 3. v. To
'lark' about. Wil. Slow Gl. (1892) ; Wil.1

WHIZBIRD, see Wosbird.
WHIZEEK, sb. N.I.1 A severe blow.
A hut him a whizeek on the lug.

WHIZ(Z, v.
1 and sb. Sc. n.Cy. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Lan.

Der. Wor. Dev. Cor. Also written wizz Dev. ; and in

forms wheeze Sc. (Jam.) ; whuz Lakel.2 e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1

[wiz, hwiz.] 1. v. To spin or whisk round ;
to move

quickly ; to bustle fussily.

Fif. His long-tail'd demons black as coal, That whiz to serve

him from hell's ev'ry coast, Tennant Anster (1812) 144, ed. 1871.

e.Yks.1 Jack whizzed roond, an smackt his feeace, MS. add.

(T.H.) w.Yks. T'beeas just whizzed it tail rahnd, Yks. Wkly.

Post (Feb. 29, 1896). e.Lan.1
,
s.Lan.1 Dev. Vur ta zee aul tha

shopmen, an tailors an clarks, Wizzing about thare yung hummen
an havin' zich larks, Nathan Hogg Poet. Lett. (1847) 24, ed.

1865. Cor. 1 He's always whizzing about the house ;
Cor.2

2. Obs. To make a hissing sound like hot iron in water.

Edb. The red hot stones, that whizzed like iron in a smiddy

trough. Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xix. n.Cy. Grose (1790).

3. To throw with force or energy.
w.Yks. (J .W.), e.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 floo whizz't th' plate at his

yed. nw.Der. 1 s.Wor. Whizz the rope ower to mah (H.K. ).

4. sb. A hissing sound like that made by hot iron in

water. Cld. (Jam.), Cum.1
5. A boy's plaything ; see

below.
Lakel. A boy's plaything, made by himself: it is in imitation of a

circular saw. Two holes are put in the centre, through which are
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passed two lengths of string. The wheel is swung around until

the strings are twisted tightly together ; they will then wind and
unwind as the wheel revolves. The noise the wheel makes is its

'whuz' (B.K.); Lakel. 2

6. A fussy, troublesome person. Cor.12 7. Phr. a
whizz in the ear-hole, a box on the ears.
w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. He should ha' gan her a whizz i' th' ear-

hole, Brierley Marlocks (1867) 57.

WHIZ(Z, v? Sc. To inquire, cross-question ; a dial,

form of ' quiz.' S. & Ork. 1
, Cld. (Jam.)

WHIZZEN, see Wizzen, v.
12

WHIZZER, sb. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Lan. Nhp. Wil. Also
in forms whuzzer, wooser w.Yks. [wi'za(r.] 1. A
cloth-making term : a machine which rotates rapidly and
drives out most of the moisture from wet pieces ; a hydro-
extractor. w.Yks. (S.C.H.),(H.H.) 2. A stinging blow.
w.Yks. He gave him a whuzzer on t'reyt cheek, Yksman.

(1890)3.
3. Anything large of its kind ; a glaring untruth.
N.Cy. 1 Cum. 1 That is a whizzer; Cum.4 , ne.Lan.1

, Nhp.1 Wil.
Slow Gl. (1892).

WHIZZLE, v. and adj. Sc. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.
Dev. Also written wizzle Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 War.*; and in
forms weezle Lei. 1

; wezzle Not. Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1 [wi'zl,

hwi'zl.] 1. v. To whiz or whirl along.
Dev. As 'er come vore 'er lose 'er 'at— whizzled away, 'e did,

Ford Postle Farm (1899) 51 ; A me-aid's 'at kind o' whizzled
past, ib.

Hence Weezling, sb. a giddiness ; a swimming in the
head.

Lei.1 That theer rum has gi'n me sooch a weezlin' in my yead.

2. To make a hissing sound.
Gall. Ye'll get some day for it, I doubt, A whaling till ye

whizzle, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 95, ed. 1876.

3. To go about in a careless, heedless way.
sw.Lin. 1 She goes wezzling about. Nhp.1 She goes whizzling

about and does not know what she's doing.

Hence Whizzling, ppl. adj. giddy, heedless, Careless,
inattentive.

s.Not. Don't go so wezzling, lass
;

yer'll be breaking summat
(J.P.K.). Lin. 1 She's a very wezzling lass. sw.Lin. 1 You little

wezzling beggar ! Lei. 1 A whizzlin' wench.
4. adj. In comb. (1) Whizzle-brained, (2) -pated, giddy,

thoughtless, hare-brained.
(1) s.Not. Ah niver dust trust noat to 'er, she's so wezzle-

brained (J.P.K.). (a) Lei.1 , Nhp.1
, War. 3

WHIZZLE-WINDER, sb. Nrf. Suf. Sweets. (P.H.E.)
WHIZZO, int. Pem. [wizo.l Hurrah! s.Pem.

(W.M.M.)
WHIZZY, adj. Pem. Cor. [wi'zi.] Dizzy, giddy,

confused.
s.Pem. I feels awful whizzy, I'm nearly pitchin on my 'ed

(W.M.M. ). Cor.1 My head feels but whizzy ; Cor.2

WHIZZY-GIG, see Whiz a-gig.
WHO, pron} Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. I. Dial, forms : (1) Ew, (2) Fa, (3) Fae, (4) Fah, (5)
Fho, (6) Hoo, (7) Hooa, (8) How, (9) O, (10) Weea, (11)
Weeah, (12) Whafa, (13) Whae, (14) Whagh, (15) Whau,
(16) Whay, (17) Whe, (18) Whea, (19) Wheah, (20) Whee,
(21) Wheea, (22) Wheeah, (23) Whoa, (24) Whoe, (2=5)

Whooa, (26) Wo, (27) Woa, (28) Won. [h(5, oa ; wo,
woa ; wi, wia.]

(1) Lei. 1 Oi'll let ye knoo ew's yer masster. (2) n.Sc. I'd like

to ken faer I am gaun first, And fa I am gaun to gang wi', Buchan
Ballads (ed. 1875) II. 99. ne.Sc. (A.W.) Abd. Fa div ye think
sud 'a been there? Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xiii

;
(A.W.)

Frf. The exclusive use of fa', fat, &c. begins in eastern Strathmore
(W.A.C.). (3) Abd. (Jam.) (4) Bnff. 1

(5) Wxf. 1 Fho told thee ?

(6) Wil. 1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). (7) Lan.
Un hooa so fit, then, to tak a leodin pert in a movement ? Staton
B. Shuttle Bowtun, 14. s.Lan. 1 (8) Ken. How is dat man dere?
Lewis /. Tenet (1736) 50; Ken.2

, Sus.2 , Hmp.1 (9) n.Lin.1 Praise
him O made the night. (10) n.Yks. Weea hez te there? Tweddell
Clevel. Rhymes (1875) r6. (11) n.Yks. Ah was seer weeah 'twas,
(4.59. e.Yks.1

(12) Sc. (Jam.); Wha is lord ower us ? Riddell
Ps. (1857) xii. 4. S. & Ork. 1 Ags. Wha does she meet but an
awfu' lot o' wild-lookin' men, Reid Howetoon, 93. Ayr. Wha
now will keep you frae the fox? Burns Twa Herds (1785)

St. 1. Nhb. (R.H.O.), Cum. 1 Wm. She 'connoitred to see wha
was there, Whitehead Leg. (1859) 6. m.Yks. 1

, Lan. 1
,
n.Lan.1

,

ne.Lan. 1 (13) Sc. Whae is that? Scott Pirate (1821) vii. n.Sc.

(Jam.) Twd. He was yin whae could baith watch. and pray,

Buchan /. Burnet (1898) 75. Nhb. 1 Cum. Whae's yon.'at's

walking to the well? Relph Misc. Poems (ed. 1747) 17. (14) Ant -

(S.A.B.) (15) n.Yks.«, ne.Yks. 1 (16) Nhb. 1
, n.Yks.3 (17) Nhb.

Whe wad hae thowt now ? Oliver Local Sngs. (1824) 5. Cum.
(E.W.P.) (18) Cum. A brother has young Henrye,Whea isn't owre
good, Burn Ballads (ed. 1877) 56. n.Yks. (I.W.), m.Yks.1

,
w.Yks. 1

(19) Dur.1 e.Yks. Wheah robbed Neddy ? Nicholson Flk. Sp.

(1889) 34. (20) Nhb. An' show'd plain whee was rook an' whee
pigeon, Oliver Local Sngs. (1824) 11; Nhb. 1

, w.Dur. 1
, Cum.1

(21) Cum.1
, Wm. (B.K.) n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks. 2 There's neea kenning
wheea's wheea. ne.Yks^Wheeasee'd'em? e.Yks.1 (22) e.Yks.1

(23) Cum. Whoa wants meh? Farrall Betty Wilson (1886) 1.

w.Yks. T'shaater wor t'wife, whoa, snooarin' loud, wor dreeamin*
too, Binns Yksman. Xmas No. (1888) 23. Lan. Whoa do I follow ?

Brierley Layrock (1864) xi. (24) e.Yks. 1 (25) w.Yks. Whooa's
this wot comes haht a' t'wilderness ? Bywater Sng. Sol. (1859)
iii. 6. s.Lan. (S.W.), s.Lan.1 (26) Cum. ' Thoo's a leer.' 'Wo
is?' 'Thoo,' W. C. T.X. (1894) 12, col. 3; (E.W.P.) w.Yks.
Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 291. Chs.13 Rut.1 I have
heard a local catechist begin by asking a child, ' Wo made you ?

'

(27) Chs.1 (28) Rut.1

II. Dial, meanings. 1. In comb. (1) Who-ever, whoso-
ever

; (2) -may-say, see below
; (3) -say, {a) hearsay ; an

idle, unfounded report ; an affected speech ; a mere
phrase ; also used attrib.

;
(b) a pretence, fancy, whim

;

(4) -sumdever, (5) -seeawasser, see (1).
(r) n.Yks. 2

(2) Cum. There had been no 'skensmadams ' or
' who may says ' (mock dishes set up for show) among the cakes
and cold meats, Linton Lizzie Lorton (1867) xxix ; Cum.4 (s.v.

Skensmadam). (3, a) S. & Ork.1 Brks. 1 'Tis awnly zart o' who
zaay an' I wunt belave ut. Wil.1 w.Som.1 Doan ee aar-kee tue
Um, tiiz noa-urt bud u heo-zai. (6) n.Yks.3 (4.) w.Yks. Theer's
t'clarty marks on's feet on t'railin' round maister's study winder,
whosumdiver it ma' be, Banks Wooers (1880) III. 11. Brks.
Hayden Thatched Colt. (1902) 288. Hmp. Verney L. Lisle (1870)
vi. w.Cy. Cornh. Mag. (Dec. 1895) 603. (5) n.Yks. 2

2. Phr. (1) who is aught? or who's owes? who is the
owner of ? to whom belongs f see Aught, pp. ; (2) who's
that o't ? (3) who'syour master ? see below

; (4) who to be
marriedfirst? a card game.

(1) Sc. O wha is aught yon noble steed ? Jamieson Pop. Ballads
(ed. 1806) I. 84. Nhb. 1 Whee's aa'd? Cum. Whe's o' this?
Whe'so't? (E.W.P.) Wm. In freq. use where only one article is

referredto. ' Wheea'sawt hat?' (B.K.) n.Yks. 1 e.Yks. 1 Wheea's
aws em ? m.Yks. 1 (2) Abd. Maister Sutherlan' ! Wha's that o't ?

Macdonald D. Elginbrod (1863) I. 10. (3) Not. 1 Lei. 1 A very
common threat is, ' Oi'll let ye knoo ew's yer masster !

' I have
often seen a lad after knocking another down, go on pummelling
him, continually repeating, 'Who's your master?' until the
vanquished was content to reply, ' Yo' hev !

' (4; Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 458, ed. 1876.

3. Used indef. : a person ; one.
Gall. Thou'st been, I doubt, like roony a wha, Owre het ahame

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 397, ed. 1876.
'

WHO, pron.2 n.Cy. Lan. She ; the same word as
hoo,' pron. (q.v.)
n.Cy. (Hall.) Lan. It's Mistress Ogden ; who's fa'en dewn i'

a fitt at th' parsonage, an' who's 'appen deead by neaw, Hamerton
Wenderholme (1869) iv.

WHO, see Whole, Whose, Wo.
WHOA, int. Sc. Used to introduce a sentence ; see

below.
Dmf. A very curious interjectional sound was made by the

speaker when in a hurry, which I have often noticed in Dmf
namely, a sound like 'whoa.' You ask, and 'whoa' begins the
answer.

. . No sooner is ' whoa ' uttered than the usual sounds
winch constitute words flow freely into sentences Wallace
Schoolmaster (1899) 60.

WHOAL, see Hole, Whole.
WHOAT, WHOAVE, see Oat, Walt, Whauve
WHO'E, int. Nhp.1 A cry used in driving piesWHOG, see Wug(g.

"^
WHOICK, int. Sc. A call to dogs.
Dmb. Suh, Trusty, Jessac, faithfu' dogs ; suh, whoick, Salmon

howodean (1868) 51.
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WHOKE, sb. Cum. A dial, form of ' folk.'

Local in Vale of Lorton and Loweswater (E.W.P.) ; What
gaart whokes build ther hooses sooa like yan anudder ? Sargisson
Joe Scoap (1881) 93.

WHOLE, adj., sb. and v. Var. dial, forms and uses in

Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer. I. Dial, forms : (1) Eahl, (2)

Haill, (3) Hale, (4) Ho, (5) Hooal, (6) How, (7) Hull, (8)

Whale, (9) Who, (10) Whoal, (n) Whol(l, (12) Whooal,
(13) Whul(l, (14) Wole, (15) Woll, (16) Wooal, (17) Wool,
(18) Wul(l, (19) Yahl, (20) Yail, (ai)_Yal(l, (22) Yeal, (23)

Yell. [h)ol, oal; hel,h)ial; wol, wosl; w)ul; jal.] See
Hale, adj.

(1) n.Yks. Thar w's a eahl lot on 'em. A'l gi' the' a eahl lot if

t'l deu't for ma (W.H.). (a) Sc. The haill Parliament House was
speaking o' naething else, Scott Midlothian ( 1818) v. Abd. Tum'le

aboot a haill kwintra side, Alexander Johnny Gibb (187 1) viii.

(3) Dmf. A hale loan o' kye, Cromek Remains (1810) 59. (4)

I.W.1 (5) n.Yks.2 (6) Lan. I'r os gawmless os o goose on began

o whackering os if id stown o how draight o horses, Tim Bobbin
View Dial. (ed. 1806) 5a. (7) Nhp.2 Heart-hull. s.Wor. (H IO
Cmb.i He's hull-footed. Sus. (F.W.L.)

;
(G.A.W.) Dor. A hull

book ov potry, Windsor Mag. (July 1900) 213. (8~i Rxb. A whale

hantle o' fulish questions, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 26. (9) Chs.

Ray (1691) ; Chs.13 (10) Der. Now I'll burn a whoal village,

Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 25. (n) e.Yks.1
, m.Yks. 1 (12) Yks.

Yks. Wkly. Post (July 24, 1897). (13) Lan. A whul potato pie,

Prierley Layrock (1864) iv. s.Lan.1 Aw could ha' etten th' whul

lot. Not.1 , Lei.", Nhp.1
, m.Wor. (J.C.) (14I Yks. Afore wid goan

rahnd for t'wole haar sum on uz hed started a spillin, Binns Tom
Wallop (1861) 8. Chs. 1

, War.2 (15) e.Yks. Ah feel as meeaw as

though 1 hadn't a woll payne left, Wray Nestleton (1876) 88. (16)

w.Yks. Theal be a wooal gang on em al ha to gooa hooam, Bywater

Sheffield Dial. (1839) 62. (17) Stf. (J.C.W.) (18) Lan. O wul

bundil o arrant thungers, Scholes T. Gamwattle (1857) 5. Not.

The wull lot 1 J.H.B.). Rut. 1 Sometimes the h is aspirated in this

word. War.2 Glo. Dalled if thur wur a better vlock o' ship to

be voun' in th' wull keounty ! Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) vi.

(19, 20) m.Yks.1 (21) n.Yks. Yal and complete, Brown Minster

Screen (1834) 1. 131; n.Yks. 2 , e.Yks. 1
,
mYks. 1 n.Lan.1 A yal

apple. (22) m.Yks. 1 (23) Nhb. The yell five o' maw bairns wis

abed, Robson Evangeline (1870) 335. Cum. Gl- (1851).

II. Dial. uses. 1. adj. Healthy ;
well in health. Sc.

(A.W.) See Hale, adj. Hence Wholesome, adj. (1)

healthy, well ; vigorous
; (2) decently clean.

(1) Don. She was as sthrong an' wholesome as a well-fed year

oul', Macmanus Bend of Road (1898) 209. n.Yks. 2
^
[Amer.

There was none of the expected ' My ! you're a-lookin' whole-

some! ' Harper's Mag. (Jan. 1903) 247.] (a) e.Cy. (Hall.)

2. Comb. (1) Whole-bodied cart, a cart that has fixed

shafts; (2)— boiling, the whole number; the total amount;

(3) — coal, a coal-mining term : unworked coal into which

no excavations have been made ; the portion of a coal-

seam that is being driven into for the first time; (4)

footed, (a) flat-footed, treading heavily; (b) very

intimate ; closely confederate
; (5) -foot-one, a game

;
see

below; (6) -handed, see (4, b) ; (7) —milk, unskimmed

milk
; (8)— mine, a coal-mining term : the formation ol

pillars
; (9) — ruck, see (2) ; (10) — show, everything

exposed tosight; (n)— snipe,the common snipe, Galltnago

caelestis; (12) — water, very heavy rain
; (13) — whiskin,

a whole great drinking pot ; cf. whiskin, sb.

(1) Bwk. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). (2) n.Cy., Yks., Midi.

(J.W.) Som. They declared that if the whole boiling o it was

ever to draw up in Sutton Street they wouldn't so much as put

their heads outside the door to look at it, Raymond Love and Quiet

Life (1894) 161. (3) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888).

(4 a) e An.1 Ciub. 1 I say that them boots 'ull never do for him—

he's hull-footed. (4) e.An. 1 (5 ) War.2 One player makes a back.

The other players pitch over, the last crying ' Foot it. I he one

1 down ' then places his right foot at right angles to his left, and

brings the left in advance of the right, sideways, and lastly, the

right close and parallel to the left. So the game goes on until one

nlaver cannot leap the distance, when he is forced to make the

back But he does not commence at the first place again, but

takes the last position of the one 'down' before him
;
and now

the players may hop to reach the back. When another player

Wis he goes 'down,' and a stride is added to he hop, and,

finally a hop, stride, and jump are allowed. The P^thatfails

now, begins at taw again, and the game goes on ad hi. (6)
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e.An. 1 (s.v. Whole-footed). (7) Chs. Young Annals Agric. (1784-

1815) ; Chs. 1 (8) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888).

(9) Rxb. Trimmie . . . can, ay, and will too,—gie ye back
the whale-ruck, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 209. (10) I.W. 1

(11) Som. (W.F.R.) (12) e.Sc. For it was just whole water, Setoun
Sunshine (1895' 241. (13) Chs. Ray (1691) ; Chs. 13

3. Phr. (1) to go the whole hog (or none, to do anything
thoroughly or not at all

; (2) whole and whole band, all and
sundry, everybody.

(i) Wm. He gangs at his wark, siam as he does tull his dinner,

the whole hog er nin V B.K.). Oxf. (G.O.) Cor. Ha-alf measures
won't do, they must go the whole hog, Forfar Poems (1885) 76.

(a) Sh.I. (K.I.) j 1 J.I.) ; Come in, hoil an' hoil baand. Dem 'at's

bidden kens ta be wilcome, an' dem 'at's no is as wilcom, Sh. News
(Dec. 3, 1898).

4. All ; followed by a pi. sb.

Sc. Some say, that our whole actions are selfish, Scoticisms

(1787I 103; My whole friends are against me, Monthly Mag.

(1798) II. 436. Inv. (H.E.F.)

5. sb. The portion of a coal-seam that is being driven

into for the first time.
Nhb. 1 Both whole and broken, or 'pillar workings, were in

process, Scott Ventilation of Coal Mines 1^1868) 8.

6. v. To heal ; to cure.
n.Yks. 2 It wholes up badly. n.Lin. 1 Obsol. To Alice Hearsie

for Sutton childe for his disease wholeing, Kirion-in-Lindsey Ch.

Ace. (1645). Cor.1

WHOLLUP, see Whullup.
WHOLLY, adv. Suf. Ess. Also in forms holly Ess.

;

whcolly Suf. Much, very, quite.

Suf. That snew wholly. That fared wholly warm (S. J.). e.Suf.

You may me believe I was wholly vexed (F.H.). Ess. 'Holly

wonderful,' most extraordinary (E.N.).

WHOMBLE, WHOME, WHOMMEL, see Whemmle,
Home.
WHON, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) Also in form whun.

A worthless person.
WHONG, see Whang, si. 1

WHOO, int. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Lan. Also in form whoogh
Sc. (Jam.) 1. Used to express admiration, delight, or

surprise. Cf. wow, int.

Sc. (Jam.) Ir. Whoo ! I'm in great heart to-day, Lover Handy
Andy (1842) iv. n.Cy. Grose (1790). Lan. Tim Bobbin View-

Dial, (ed. 1806) 13. s.Lan. 1

2. Used by dancers, for mutual excitation.

Abd., Kcd. (Jam.) Frf. At ilka thud and sough, They cried,

' Weel-done ! hey ! hilloa I whoogh !
' Beattie Arnha' (ed. 1818)

58 (Jam.). Ags. (ib.)

3. Used to express great grief; gen. repeated several

times successively. s.Lan.1

WHOOK, v. Obs. Chs. To shake.
Whook't every joint, Ray (1691) ; Chs. 1

Hence Whooked, ppl. adj. broken in health, shaken in

every joint. Chs.123

WHOOL(E, see Weevil.
WHOOP, sb. Dor. Dev. The bullfinch, Pyrrhula

Europaea. The same word as ' hoop,' sb.2 Cf. alp.

Dor. (W.C.) Dev. 1668-9. To Phillip Smith for fower woopes,

00. a. East Budleigh Chw. Ace. MS.
WHOOPER, v. Dor. To shout. Gl. (1851).

WHOOPING-CUPS, sb. pi. Sus. The blood-cups,

Peziza coccinea. Boiled as a cure for whooping-cough (B. & H.).

WHOOR, WHOORLE, see Whore, Whirl.

WHOOSH, int. and v. Sc. Ken. 1. int. Used to

express a swift, sudden, rushing motion. Cf. whish, sb.

Gall The cravin' wad juist bank up like a water ahmt a dam—
and then—whoosh, awa' she gaed, Crockett Kit Kennedy (1899)

2 v To rush swiftly, as an arrow. Ken. (G.B.)

WHOOT, WHOOTLE, see Whewt, v.\ Woot, int.,

"Whewtle.
WHOO-UP, int. Obs. Yks. Lan. 1. A shout of

huntsmen at the death of the quarry. w.Yks.1 Lan. Tim

Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) Gl. s.Lan.1 2. Phr. to be

whoo-up with a person, to be ' all up ' with a person
;
to be

ruined or beggared.
w.Yks.1 Lan. Yoan be hong'd or some mischief, on then aw 11

be whooup with o' efealh, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) 8.
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WHOOZ [482] WHUPSDAY

WHOOZ, v. Ken. To whiz. (G.B.)
"WHOP, see Wap, v. 1

, Whap, v.

WHOPPEN, WHOPPER, see "Whapping, Whapper.
WHOPPER SNAPPER, see Whipper-snapper.
WHOP STRAW, see Whapstraw.
WHOR, see Or, int., Wer, What.
WHORAGE, sb. Dor. Also in form horridge. A

house or nest of bad characters. Barnes Poems (1863) Gl.

WHORE, sb. Brks. Cor. Also in form whoor Cor.3

1. In comp. Whoreshunt'ng, an old custom : see below.
Brks. When a wife left her husband to live with another man,

the villagers would assemble outside the guilty couple's house
with a horse's head stuck on a pole, and would pull the jaw down
by means of a string tied through the animal's lower lip (E.G.H.).

2. A girl.

Cor. 3 Without any reflection on character. ' Hur's a putty little

whoor ' I have heard said of a child in my own company by one
who would get my favour.

WHORL(E, WHORLIE, see Whirl, Whirly.
WHORR, WHORST, see What, Hoast, sb.1

WHORT, sb. Sur. Sus. Hmp. Som. Dev. Cor. Also
written whirt Som. ; whurt Dev. Cor.2

; wort Sus.
w.Som. 1 Dev.4 nw.Dev. 1

; and in forms ort Cor.3 [wat.]
The whortleberry, Vaccinium Myrtillus, esp. the fruit.

Gen. used in pi. See Hurts.
Sur. The children, too, pick vast quantities of ' whorts,' as they

call them, for sale, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 61. Sus.
(S.P.H.) Hmp. The berries, locally known as 'whorts,' make
excellent tarts, Longman's Mag. (Dec. 1899) 182. Som. (W.F.R.)
w.Som. 1 In this district known only by this name. Dev. 'Ow be
zillin' whurts tli-day, maister? Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ; Dev. 4

,

Cor. 23

Hence Whorting, vbl. sb. gathering whortleberries.
w.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Dev. Losing my rewden hat in the

rex-bush, out a whorting, Exm. Scold. (1746) I. 91.

WHORTLEBERRY, sb. Brks. 1 The cranberry,
Vaccinium Oxycoccos.

WHOSBIRD, see Wosbird.
WHOSEN, pron. Stf. Lei. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf.

Brks. Wil. Also written whozen Brks.1 [o'zsn.] Whose.
Stf. The Chronide (Oct. 25, 1901). Lei. 1 Introd. 26. w.Wor.1

,

S.Wor. 1 Shr.1 Whosen housen bin 'em ? Introd. 1. Hrf. 2 , Glo. 1

Oxf. 1 Whosen be they? MS. add. Brks.1 This yer be-ant my
billycock, whozen be un ? Wil. 1 Whosen's that ? (E.H.G.)
WHOSLE, v. Obs. Sc. Also written whozle Dmf.

(Jam.) ; and in form whozzle Dmf. To wheeze ; to
breathe heavily ; to blow. Cf. wheezle.

Bch. Ye wou'd hae hard the peer bursen belchs whoslin like a
horse i' the strangle a riglenth e'er you came near them, Forbes
Jrn. (1742) 6. Abd. (Jam.) Fif. Men never, wi' sic whoslin'
breath, Fram th' instantaneous grip o' death Flew furiouser or
quicker, Tennant Papistry (1827) 208. Dmf. Whozzling sair and
cruppen down Auld Saunders seem'd, Mayne Siller Gun (1808) 42.
WHOSSUCK, v. Hrf.2 To cough. See Hussock.
He whossucked and ridded wonderful, i. <=. coughed up.
WHOTE, see Wot.
WHOUP,s6. Nhb. 1 An upland part of a valley. The

same word as Hope, sb.1 (q.v.)

WHOUT, WHOWT, WHOY, see Woot, int., Whewt,
V.1

, Wo.
WHOYAUDS, int. Obs. Lnk. (Jam.) Used to urge

dogs to pursue horses.
WHOZZENED,#>/. adj. Der. [wo'zand.] Wrinkled.

(Hall.), Der.2
, nw.Der. 1

WHOZZLE, see Whosle.
WHREAK, sb. and v. Obs. n.Cy. Wm. Yks. 1. sb.

A cough ; a hawking. N.Cy.2
, Wm. (K.) 2. v. To

speak hoarsely
; to whine. w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703).

WHRINE, adj. and sb. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. 1. adj. Sour.
n.Cy. Holloway. 2. sb. Anything very sour. n.Cy.
Grose (1790). w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781).
WHRIPE, WHU, WHUAY, see Whyripe, Wow, v.\

Wough, Way, int.

WHUD, WHUDDER, see Whid, sb.12, Whither, v.
WHUFF,WHUFFLE,WHUFFY,WHUFT, see Whiff,

sb., Whiffle, v.*, Wuffle, Whiff, sb., Whift.
WHULABALOO, see Whillaballoo.

WHULING, ppl. adj. Nrf. Pining. See Whewl, v.\

w.Nrf. He taakes no notidge of his silly ould mother, only gie

me a kinder whuling look and wanishes away, Orton Beeston

Ghost (1884) 5.

WHULK,WHULLILOW, see Whilk, pron.,Whillaloo.

WHULLUP, v. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) Also in form
whollup. To fawn ; to wheedle ; to curry favour by
bestowing small gifts.

WHULLY, see Whilly, v.

WHULLY-BALURRY, sb. Cum. Lan. Also in forms
wheely-ba-lurry Lan. ; whilly-baleary Cum. A dis-

turbance, uproar, ' row.' Cf. whillaballoo.
Cum. The folks raised a whully ba-lurry, Raffles Merry Neet, in

Gilpin Sngs. (1866) 534. e.Cum. (J. P.) n.Lan. Known well

enough years ago, but never hear it used now (W.K.).

WHULLY -WHA, WHULPER, see Whilly-wha,
Whilper.
WHULPIN, vbl. sb. Nhb.1 In phr. at the whulpin, on

the point of falling to pieces.
Said when a heavy load of hay, etc., shows signs of loosening

and falling to pieces.

WHULT, sb. Obs. Sc. 1. A blow from a fall ; the
noise of such a fall. Cf. welt, sb. 1 7.

Gall. He gat an unco whult from falling, and he fell with an
unco whult, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

Hence Whulting, ppl. adj. thumping, sounding.
If e're they try't back on their rump They will recoil wi'

whulting bump, ib. 191, ed. 1876.

2. Anything very large of its kind ; a large piece or
portion. Sc. (Jam.) Gall. Mactaggart ib.

WHULTER, sb. Sc. Anything very large of its kind

;

a ' whapper.' Cf. welter, v.
1

Sc. What'n a great whulter ! (Jam.) Lth. As soon as Tarn's
lang grace was doon, I wat ! it was a whulter, Bruce Poems
(1813) II. 101. Rxb. A great gastrous whulter of a fellow on a
horse as big as Tinnis Hill, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 157. Gall.

Mactaggart Encycl. (i824>.

WHUMBLE, see Whemmle.
WHUMGEES,s6.//. Obs. Sc. Vexatious whisperings

;

trifling untruths.
Gall. Whaups in the rape, and whumgees are not widely

different, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

WHUMLE, WHUMLICK, see Whemmle, Hemlock.
WHUMMILS, sb. pi. Abd. (Jam.) (A.W.) Also in

form fummils. A scourge for a top.
WHUMMLE, see Whemmle.
WHUMPER,s6. Oxf. Anything large of its kind. (G.O.)
WHUMPER, see Whimper.
WHUMPIE, sb. Bwk. (Jam.) [Not known to our

correspondents.] A wooden dish which contains enough
liquid food for two persons.
WHUMPLE,WHUN, see Wimple, Wheen, Whin, sb.lx

,Whon.
WHUNCE, sb. Obs. Sc. A heavy blow; the noise

of such a blow.
Gall. As when two channle-stones [curling stones] strike one

another, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824); Afnae brass shields the balls
will bounce, They come wi' a determined whunce, ib. 246, ed 1876
WHUNE, WHUNGE, see Wheen, Whinge.

'

WHUNNER, see Whinner, v.
12

WHUP, int. and sb. Not. Lei. War. I.W. [wup ]
1. int. A call to a horse. Not.1 , Lei.1 , War.3 2. sb
The cry of ' whup.'

I.W. The gruff 'whups!' and 'ways!' and 'stand-stills!' of
the stablemen, Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898) 20
WHUP, see Whap, v., int., Whip, v.
WHUPPER, WHUPPIE, WHUPPIN, see Whapper,

Whipper, Whippy, Whapping.
WHUPPY, sb. Nhb. 1 A straw-rope

; see below.

iiru °r e 'ght feet long—"sed for binding bottles of straw.
Wnuppies are usually doubled so that each half twists lightly round
the other. They are thus put away in bundles ready for use.
WHUPSDAY, sb. Sc. See below.
Sc. Montgomerie-Fleming Notes on Jam. (1899). Ayr. Ance

on a Whupsday I had seen with a crowd of others in Gann's yaird
. .

.
a Hielan sodger lashed with the cat, Service Dr. Duguid (ed

1887)8. v



WHURAM [483] WIBBER

WHURAM, sb. Obs. Rxb.QAM.) 1. Slurs or quavers in

singing. 2. Any ornamental piece of dress. Cf. wheerum.
WHURKEN, WHURL, see Whirken, Whirl.
WHURLIEGIRKIE, sb. Sc. [Not known to our

correspondents.] An untrue or fanciful tale.

Ayr. Lending your lugs to a' the whurliegirkies with which the

priests are aye deaving us, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 109.

WHURLIWHA, see Whirliwha.
WHURROO, int. Sc. [hwaru.] Used as a cry to

attract attention.

Lnk. Help ! help ! Auch ! Whoo ! whurroo 1—whurroo ! Mur-
doch Readings (1895) II. 120.

WHURT, WHUSEN, WHUSH, see Whort, Whitsun,
Whish, sb.

1
, int.

12

WHUSHER, v. and sb. Obs. Sc. 1. v. To whisper.
Gall. Saftly whusher in her lug That he wad never waver,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 40, ed. 1876.

2. sb. A whisper.
His whushers fu' straught to her heart gaed ben, ib. 70.

WHUSHIE-WHEY BEARD, sb. Nhb.1 The white-

throat, Sylvia cinerea.

WHUSfflN, WHUSK, see Quishin, Whisk, sb.11

WHUSSEN-BANK, sb. Nhb.1 A place of confusion

in which everything is topsy-turvy.
' This hoose is a fair whussen-bank '—that is, out of order,

everything being upside down or in great confusion.

WHUSSLE, v. Sc. To rustle.

Lnk. His deid-shroud whusslin' owre the flair, Murdoch Doric

Lyre (1873) 28.

WHUST, WHUSTLE, see Hoast, sb.
1

, Whistle.

WHUT, see Oat, What, Woot, int., Wot.
WHUTE, WHUTEN, see Whewt, v.

1
, Whatten.

WHUTHER,WHUTHERIT,seeWhither,t\,Whitrack.
WHUTHER-SPALE, WHUTLE, see Whither-spale,

Whewtle.
WHUTLIN, WHUTREEK, see Whitling, Whitrack.

WHUTTLE, see Whittle, sb} 3

WHUTTLE-GRASS, sb. Rxb. (Jam.) The mehlot,

Melilotus officinalis.

WHUTTLING, sb. Obs. Sc. A whispering; a

quickening. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

WHUTTOROCK,WHUTYEL, see Whitrack, Wottle.

WHUZ, WHUZZER, see Whiz(z, v.
1
, Whizzer.

WHY, sb.
1 Cum. Win. In comp. (1) Why-laikins, (2)

•yodriks, the second day's milk of a newly-calved cow,
' beestings.' The same word as Quey, sb.1 (q.v.)

(1) Cum.4 (s.v. Bull jumpins). Wm. (B.K.) (2) Cum.4 (s.v.

Bull jumpins).

WHY, adv., conj. and sb." Var. dial, and colloq. uses in

Sc Irel. and Eng. Also in forms weh s.Lan.1
;
wey

Nhb. e.Dur.1 Cum? 4 Yks. Cor. ; weyya Cum.14 ; wheay
s.Lan.1 ; wheea n.Yks.1

; whey Cum.3
;

whia Wm.
wYks.1

; whoi Nrf. ; whoy Lan. Lin. Lei.1
;
whya

Lakel.2 n.Yks.14 ne.Yks.1 ne.Lan.1
; wia Dur.1 Wm.

wYks.1
; wie n.Cy. ; wya N.Cy.1 Cum.14 m.Yks.1

;
wyah

n.Cy. n.Yks.2 e.Yks.; wye N.Cy.1 Yks. [wai, woi ; wis.]

1. adv. Well ; used redundantly at the beginning of a

sentence in an exclamatory manner. Cf. aye, adv.2 ; see

"Wha int.

Nhb. Wey, aa mun be gannin' clean daft, Pease Mark 0' the Deil

(1894) 18. Dur.1 Lakel. 2 Whya an' hoo er ye o' gaan on?

Cum 14 Wm. Whia ! what thoo sees it's Brough Hill Fair o

Wednesday, Kirkby Granite Chips (1900) 15. s.Wm. Wia good

luck to ya! Hutton Dial. Storth and Amstde (1760) 1. 25.

n Yks 1 Sometimes used assentingly ; at other times, rather in a

tone of demur or doubt; n.Yks.4 , ne.Yks.1 w.YW Wia that s

what Lan. Whoy, aw've hardly gi'en it a thowt, Banks Manch.

Man (1876) ii. ne.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Weh ! aw thowt he wurdeeod.

Lin Noorse ' Thoort nowt o' a noorse ; whoy, Doctor's abean an

aeoan, Tennyson A'. Farmer, Old Style (1864) St. 1. n.Lin. 1

Why you knaw I was walkin' to Kexby that daay. Lei.1 Whoi,

savs Beck, do yoa main as yoa've moinded to wed ? 35. War.2

Nrf ' Wot do yer mean ? ' « Whoi, this,' Forbes OddFish (1901)

iah Ken.2 In answering of questions of a rude sort ;
'why, yes,

' whv no ' Dev. ' What do you think of the weather? Why,

I think it will rain,' Horae Subsecivae (1777) 4<56. Cor. Wey

I cud draw that hoss myself, Daniel Portfoho, 7.

2. Very well
;
yes.

n.Cy. Grose (1790); (Hall.); N.Cy. 1
, Dur.1 Lakel.2 'Will tahev

me?' 'Whya what Ah's be like as thoo asses seea nicely.' n.Yks.124

ne.Yks. 1 ' Noo, thoo mun think on !
'

' Whya.' e.Yks. ' Go and
tell John I want him.' 'Wyah,' Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788).

m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781).

3. Indeed, to be sure ; used redundantly at the end of

a sentence.
s.Ir. ' You know Cove, then ?

' ' Is it the Cove o' Cork why ?

'

Lover Leg. (1848) II. 329.

4. Phr. (1) why ay, yes ; to be sure
; (2) why but you ?

why do (or did) you not ? (3) why for, why, for what
reason, wherefore ; (4) — la, used as an exclamation of

pleasure
; (5) why-ne'e ? see (2) ; (6) why-neea, well no ;

used emphatically; (7) why-oos-nt ? why will you not?

(8) why-s'n? see (2) ; (9) why-s-nt? see (7).

(1) e.Dur.1
, n.Yks. (T.S.) e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788);

e.Yks. 1 ' Is ta boon ti Maudlin fair next week ?
'

' Why-aye, Ah
suppooas Ah mun gan, bud Ah saant stop lang.' (2) N.I. 1 Why
but you pay the man ? Why but you hut him ? (3) Der. Lawfu'

case o' me! What an' why for? Gilchrist Nicholas (1899) 181.

s.Pem. He hit me; I cannot tell why for (M.S.C.). w Som.1

Taek'-n aak's oa'un wuy vaur ee kaum tu goo -
. Dev. Why vor

be yu a-comed yer ? Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ;
Dev. 1

(4) e.An.2

(5) nw.Dev. 1 Why-n'ee go an' zee vor yurzell? (6) Lakel.2

' Whya neea ! ' sez Ah, ' Ah'll deea nowt at mack nowder fer thee

ner thi betters sista.' (7) Glo. 2 10. (8) nw.Dev. 1
(9) Glo. 2 10.

5. conj. If. Nhb. 1 I wad ha' come why I hadn't.

6. sb. A reason.
Sc. (G.W.) Sh.I. If it hedna bane fir ae why or anidder I wid

never darkened da door agen, Stewart Tales (,1892) 244. Stf. 1

7. Comb. Whyfor-ay, a sufficient compensation ;
means,

money.
w.Cy. He would have married her, but she had not a why-tor-

ay; i.e. not a sufficient fortune to answer his, Grose (1790),

w.Som.1 'Tidn all o' us 've a-got the why-vor-ay same's you 'ave,

else we'd goo vast enough. n.Dev. Tha wudst kiss tha yess of

George Hosehood to ha' en ; but tha hasent tha why for a.y, Exm.

Scold. (1746) 1. 236.

8. Phr. to have a why for a wherefore, obs., to have an

answer to a question.
Dev. He hath always a Why for a Wherefore, Horae Subsectvae

(1777) 466.

WHY, int. Sc. [hwei.] A call to a cart-horse to keep

to the left. Inv. (H.E.F.) Cf. wynd, v.

WHY, WHYANG, see Quey, sb 1
,
Whang, sb.1

WHYA-TREE, sb. Yks. The fragrant white-flowered

locust-tree, Robinia Pseud-Acacia. e.Yks. (B. & H.)

WHYBIBBLE, sb. e.An. Also written whibibble.

[Not known to our correspondents.] A whim ; an idle

fancy ; a foolish scruple. e.An. (Hall.), e.An.1

WHYBIBBLE, see Wirwivvle.

WHY-I, v. and sb. Cum. Wm. Also written why-eye

Wm. [wai'-ai.] 1. v. To cry out like a whipped dog.

Cum.1
; Cum.4 An' than to why-i, like a weel scodit dog,

Dickinson Lit. Rem. (1888) 222.

2. sb. A cry of pain, a moan ; an outcry.

Wm. (B.K.) ; Ther was a fine whyi, bet tha nivver knew ta this

day whar it went, Taylor Sketches (1882) 15.

3. In phr. to give one why-eye, to give one a good beating.

Wm. Ah'll gie thi why-eye if Ah cu tu thi wi mi whup (B.K.).

WHYLLYMER,WHYLOCK,seeWhillimer,Whilock.
WHYM, WHYNGER, see Wim, v.

1
, Whinger, sb.

WHYRIPE, v. Obs. Sc. n.Cy. Also in forms wheerip

Ayr. (Jam.); whripe Gall. N.Cy.1 To whimper, whine

;

to torment with mourning.
. .

Ayr. (Jam.) Gall. I know some who are ever whynping on

their poor devils of husbands. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824); To

whripe for the dead is a sin unbecomin, Sae never a tear left my
blinkers for she, ib. 109, ed. 1876. N.Cy.1

WHY WORTH, phr. Yks. Used as an exclamation.

See Woe, 2 (14).

w.Yks. Why worth ! what business had he to do so ? Why
worth ! if I get hold of you I'll give yo't ! Leeds Merc. Suppl.

(Sept. 30, 1899).

WIA, WIALE, see Why, adv., Wale, sb.
1

WIAS, WIBBER, see Wase, sb., Wilber.
3Q 2
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WIBBET, sb. n.Lan. 1 [wrbit] A little piece ; lit.

a wee bit ; a very small child.
What a wibbet that barne is.

WIBBIT, sb. Cum. Yks. Chs. Glo. Also written
whibbett Cum.4 ; wibbet, wibitt w.Yks. ; wybit Chs.1

;

and in forms whippett Cum.4
; wivett Glo. [wi'bit]

1. A size of stone slate : see below.
Cum. 4 Roofing slates were formerly named as follows, beginning

with the smallest size : Langbecks, Langbeck prick, Scursum or
Skussum pricks, Baseley prick, Whibbett or Whippett, and
Whibbett prick. After these the slates were named in numbers
up lo 9 or 10. By the use of these terms a trade secret was kept,
Whitehaven News (Aug. n, 1898) (s.v. Slates). w.Yks. (T.H.H.)

;

30} inches long (H.V.). w.Yks. 1 (s.v. Slate), Chs. 1 Glo. Long
and short wivetts, The Cotswold Country, in Evesham Jrn. (Apr. 1,

1899) !
(E.S.) ; The slates have very original names. The

bottom one at the eaves is a 'cussome,' thence upwards are long
and short 'eighteens' and 'elevens,' 'wivetts,' ' batchelors,'
' becks,' ' monedays,' ' cuttings,' and ' cocks ' at the apex, Stone
Trade Jrn. (Aug. 1900).

2. Comp. Whippet-prick, a slate a size larger than a
'wibbit.' Cum.4

(s.v. Slate.)

WIBBLE, v. Suf. 1 To roll about in the mouth ; applied
to the process of difficult mastication, (s.v. Wabble.)
WIBBLE, see Weevil.
WIBBLEWOBBLE, v., adj. and adv. Yks. Lan. Der.

Nhp. War. Shr. Also written wibble-wabble ne.Lan.1

[wi'bl-wobl.] 1. v. To be unsteady ; to shake, wobble,
quiver. Cf. wib-wob.

e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. (J.W.) Nhp.1 How the table wibble wobbles !

War. 3
; War.4 Now walk a bit better, can't ye ? instead of wibble-

wobbling like that.

Hence (1) Wibbledy-wobbledy, (2) Wibblely-Wobblely,
(3) Wibblety-wobblety, adj. wobbling

; shaky, tottering
;

undecided.
(1) War.3 (2) War. His wibblely-wobblely speeches, B'ham

Dy. Post (Dec. 16, 1901) ; (E.S.) (3) e.Yks. 1

2. adj. Unsteady. Der. 2
3. adv. Unsteadily; on

one side.
ne.Lan. 1

, nw.Der. 1 Shr. 2 Wibble wobble went the gonder.
Old Sng.

WIBROW,s6. Chs.12B Also written wybrow Chs.128
;

and in forms wee broo Chs.1
; wybraeChs." The greater

plantain, Plantago major. Also in comp. Wibrow worrow.
Cf. way-bread, s.v. Way, sb. 1 (2, a).

WIB-WOB, sb. and v. Chs. [wi'b-wob.] 1. sb.
The state of shaking or wobbling. Cf. wibble-wobble.

s.Chs.1 A load of manure was said to be ' au- uv u wib'-wob.'
2. v. To shake, wobble. Chs. 1

WICH, sb. Cor.3 [witj.] A kind of barrow.
WICHT, WICHURT, see Wight, sb., adj., Wet-shod.
WICK, sb.1 Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. e.An. Also

written wik, wyck N.Cy.1
; and in forms wich Ess. 1

;wyke N.Cy.1 Cum.4 Wm. Ess.1 [wik.] 1. A farmstead
;

a village, borough, town ; obs. except in place-names.
Cai. (Jam.), N.Cy. 1 Nhb.' A common termination to place-

names, as in Alnwick, Berwick, Dotwick, Elswick, Prendwick
Walwick, and some twenty-three more places. 'Wick a borough^
or village

;
but is now scarce made use of, only at the end ofsome

names of towns
; as Berwick, Chiswick,' New World of Words

(1706). Cum." Wm. Kirby Stephen Monthly Messenger (Apr
1891). w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811). e.An. 1

, Ess. 1

2. Obs. A small dairy house.
Ess. They [the Essex cheeses] are made also in Tendring

hundred, wher are manie wickes or dayries, Norden Ess. (1SQ4)
8, Camden Soc. ed. (1840) ;

(K.) ; Ess. 1

ri. par was wonand wit-in a wike, Cursor M. (c. 1*00)OE. wic.\ \ o /•

WICK, sb* Sc. n.Cy. Lakel. Yks. Also written wicSc (Jam.); wik, wyck N.Cy.1
; and in forms weekn.Yks.4

;
wike n.Yks.12

; wych n.Cy.; wyke N.Cy.1

Lakel.1 Cum.14 n.Yks.24 ne. Yks. 1 [wik ; walk.] LAcreek; a small bay or inlet of the sea ; a bend of a lake
or river

; an open, unsheltered bay.
Sc. Used in the termination of the names of places, signifying a

(Mar. 8 !899 ;
S. & Ork.i Cai. Statist. Ace. VIII. 162 «. (Jam.)Rs. All those places, whose names terminate in ic, . . hath each of

them an inlet of the sea, ib. 381 (ib.). N.Cy. 1
,

Lakel. 1
,
Cum.4

n.Yks.1 Of frequent occurrence along the line of coast from

Scarborough toRedcar; as Clougton-wike, Hayburn-wike, Bleea-

wike, Runswick; n.Yks.24, ne.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Willan List Wds.

(
l8l 0-

. L
2. A narrow opening between rising grounds.
Cum. The Castle Hill, which is believed to have been a British

fort guarding the pass or wyke, Dickinson Cumbr. (1876) 131

;

Cum. 14

[ON. vtk, a small creek, inlet, bay (Vigfusson).]

WICK, sb? Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum.Wm. Yks. Lan. Not.

Lin. Also written wyck Ant. ; and in forms wake Lan.

;

weak, weeak n.Yks.2
; week Sc. (Jam.) Ant. Nhb.1 n.Yks.4

ne.Yks. 1 s.Lan.1
; weik Sc. (Jam.); wike Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy. 2

Dur. 1 n.Yks.124 ne.Yks.1 w.Yks.1 Lin.1
; wyke Lakel.2

Cum.14 Wm. [wik; waik, wik.] 1. A corner; an
angle ; a grove ; a hollow ; esp. used of a corner of the

eye or mouth. Cf. wyking.
Sc. (Jam.) Shi. Doo's left da stubbs o' hair da sam' as dey wir,

yonder at da week o' dy mooth, Sh. News (Feb. 18, 1899). Cai.1

Abd. Murray Hamewith (1900) 11. e.Fif. I had made sundry
attempts to snod aff the roughest and langest bristles wi' my
shears, especially at the wicks o' my mow, Latto Tarn Bodkin
(1864) vi. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 54, ed. 1876. Ant.
Ballymena Obs. (r8o2). N.Cy. 12, Nhb.1

, Dur.1 Lakel.2 It slipt

through t'wyke o' mi hand. Grease was runnen frae t'wyke ov
his mooth. Cum.14 , n.Yks. 124 ne.Yks. 1 They've awlus gitten

peyps i' t'weeks 0' ther mooths. e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1788). w.Yks. 1 Lan. Davies Races (1856) 273. s.Lan. 1
, Not.

(J.H.B.) Lin. Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 730; Lin. 1

2. Comp. (1) Mouth-weeaks, the extremities of the lips
;

(2) Week-tooth, a canine tooth.

(1) n.Yks. 2 (2) Sh.I. Dere's ane 0' his week teeth apo' da green !

Sh. News (Aug. 20, 1898).

3. Phr. lo hang by the wicki of the mouth, to keep the last
hold of anything; to keep hold to the utmost.

Sc. The men of the world say, we will sell the truth : we will
let them ken that we will hing by the wicks of the mouth for the
least point of truth, Bruce Soul-Confirmation (1709) 18 (Jam.).
Rxb. He'll just hang by the weiks o' the moo to Tinnisburn,
Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 247.

[1. pe fro}?e femed at his mouth vnfayre bi be wykej,
Gawayne (c. 1360) 1572. Cf. Dan. mundvig, corner of the
mouth (Larsen).]
WICK, sb* and v. Sc. Also in form weke Slg. [wik.]

1. sb. A curling term : see below.
Sc. A narrow port or passage in the rink or course, flanked by

the stones of those who have played before (Jam.). Slg. Buchanan
Poems (1901) 79. Lth. Guard that wick, Sir John ; it's a wee
dangerous, STRATHESKil/o^S//5(ed. 1885)271. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 280, ed. 1876.
2. A certain shot in curling or bowls. Cf. inwick.
Sc. A player stepping aside to take a brittle (or wick), or other

shot, shall forfeit his stone for that end, Chambers's Information
(1842) s.v. Curling. Ayr. What boos, what rides, what wickswhat draws

!
The like we'll never see, man, White Jottings (i8to{

237. Lnk. Do ye see a' the winner? If no tak this wick at mv
'i°8^T
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WICK [485] WIDDERSFUL
or two, Ha-kland Lyrics (1866) 98. s.Lan.' It wur three wick
sin'. s.Stf. Dost remember what the vicar said last Sunday was
awick? Murray Aunt Rachel {ed. 1889) 10 Not. 12 , Lei.

1

, Nhp. 1 2
,

War. 2
,
Wor. (H.K.), se.Wor. 1

, Shr. 1
, Hrf.2 , Glo. 1

, Oxf. (A. P.),

Brks.1 Ken. 1 He'll have been gone a wik, come Monday ; Ken.2
,

Hmp. 1 Wil. (Hall.) ; Britton Beauties (1825). Dor. Wiks and
wiks I haven't zeen 'ee, my darlen, Agnus Jan Oxber (1900) 77.
Som. Any day o' the wick, Raymond Men o' Mendip (1898) i. Cor.3

Hence Wick('s-end, sb. the end of the week ; Saturday
night ; from Saturday to Monday.

s.Lan. 1
, Chs. 1

, War. (J.R.W.) w.Som.1 All thee's look arter's

the wick's end : I'll warn 'ee, thee wit-n vurgit to come arter thy
wages.

2. Phr. (1) a wik or nine days, a period more than a week
and less than a fortnight

; (2) a wik o' Sundays, any inde-
finite time

; (3) eleven and twenty wiks, an impossible time.
(i)Shr. 1 (aj I hanna sid 'er fur a wik o' Sundays, ib. (3) Oxf.

(A.P.)

WICK, adj.1 Yks. [wik.] Wicked.
w.Yks. She's just her maister ower again —same wick' look o'

th' devil about her, Sutcliffe Barbara Cunliffe (1901) 8 ;
(S.K.C.)

[Som wikke aspect ordisposicioun Of Saturne, Chaucer
C. T. a. 1087.]

WICK, adj.2 Wor. [wik.] A dial, form of 'quick'
(q.v.). n.Wor. (H.K.)

WICK, see Quick, adj.1
, Wike.

WICKED, adj.1 and adv. Sc. Irel. Lan. Stf. War. Wor.
Hrf. Som. Cor. Also in form wicket Sc. [wi'kid, -ad.]

1. adj. In comp. Wicked-man, the devil.

se.Wor.1 Little childun mustn't tell lies, the wicked-mon '11 'ave

um else.

2. Vicious, savage, dangerous ; angry ; bitter.

Fif. Sae wud and wicket was their wraith [wrath] Gainst Papish
trash and idol-grajth, Tennant Papistry (1827) 7. Slk. It's hard
to gar a wicked cout leave off flinging, Hogg Tales (1838) 293,
ed. 1866. ne.Lan.1 Stf., War., Wor. His donkey is so wicked,
I durst'nt come anighst him (H.K.). Hrf.1 Cor. 'Ee wasn't purty
to look on when he was wicked, Harris Our Cove (1900) 87,

3. Morose, unsociable.
Ir. There's days the old man won't see any of his friends. As

the boys say: ' the masther's turned wicked in his ould age,' Smart
Master of Rathkelly (1888) I. iii.

4. Addicted to foul or profane language ; foul-mouthed.
w.Som. 1 ' Dhu wikuds fuul'ur uvuryiie yuur-d spai-k.' As to

language only. No other misconduct would be implied.

Hence Wickedness, sb, foul or profane language

;

swearing.
Confined to offences in language, and is not applied to general

misconduct. ' Yiie niivuryuurd noa'jish wikudnees een au -
l yur

bau-rn daiz,' ib.

5. adv. Obs. Very, exceedingly ; used as an intensive.
Slk. A hungry louse bites wicked sair, Hogg Tales (1838) 293,

ed. 1866. ne.Lan. 1 ' It's a wicked bad un,'—said of things.

WICKED, adj,2 Irel. Quick, active. See Quick, adj. 1

AnotherIrishwoman ofdiminutive stature complacently described

herself to a lady hiring her services as ' small but wicked,' Palmer
Flk. Etym., Jntrod. xxii (CD.).
WICKED, ppl. adj. Wor. Shr. Braided ; twisted ; a

shortened form of ' wickered.' See Wicker, v.
1

Wor. There used to be a baker's signboard at Wyre Pidde,

near Pershore, with the words on it 'baker of wicked bread'

(H.K.). Shr. {ib.)

WICKED-DAYS, sb. pi. w,Cy. Som. A corruption of
' week-days.'

w.Cy. Us muss'en play 0' Sundays, Vor tes a tar'ble sin ; But

us mid play o' wicked days Till Zunday come agen, Hare Broken

Arcs (1898) 67. w.Som. 1 Anybody's work idn never a-finisht yer

—Zindays and wicked days be all alike.

WICKEN, sb. w.Wor.* [wikan.] A small basket in

which salt is packed.
WICKEN, see Quicken, sb., v."

WICKEN-SPEAWKER, sb. s,Lan.* A boy's whistle

made ofmountain ash. See Quicken, sb. 2, and Speawker.
WICKENY, adj, Yks. [wi'kani.] Abounding in couch-

grass, Triticum repens. Cf. quicken, sb. 3.

n.Yks. This land's varry wickeny (I.W.).

WICKER, sb.
1 Sc. Cum, [wikar.] 1. A pliant

twig ; a switch ; esp. a pliant osier twig. Also used attnb.

Sc. Gar raise the Reid Souter, and Ringan's Wat, Wi' a broad
elshin and a wicker, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) I. 255, ed. 1806; To
cut wicker; a wicker mawn 'Jam. Suppl.). Per. Haliburton
Ochil Idylls (1891) 14. Ayr. Aye wav'ring like the willow wicker,
Burns Poem on Life (1796) st. 3. Cum.14

2. An erection of wickerwork.
Gall. There were booths and tents and drinkin' wickers, a'

wattled wi' sauch wands, Crockett Dark 0' Moon (1902) 340.

WICKER, sb.2 Ayr. (Jam.) In phr. a wicker o' a
shower, a quick, sharp shower.
Conveying the idea of the noise made by it on a window.
WICKER, sb* Obs. Sc. An old, cross-grained

woman. Cf. wickerton.
Gall. A cross-grained wrinkl'd wicker Sees Archie wi' her

reek'd e'e. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 95, ed. 1876.

WICKER, sb* Glo. Also in form weeker. [wika(r).]
A boys' name for the ear. (H.S.H.), Glo.1

WICKER, v.1 Obs. Sc. To twist a thread very
tightly ; to become knotted, from being too tightly twisted.

Sc. The nurice she knet the knot. And O ! she knet it sicker
;

The ladie did gie it a twig, Till it began to wicker, Kinloch
Ballads (1827) 54. Cld. (Jam.)

WICKER, v.
2 Obs. Glo. To castrate a ram by

enclosing the testicles within a slit stick. Grose (1790)

;

Gl. (1851) ; Glo. 1

WICKER, v? Glo.1 [wi-ka(r).] Of the eyelids : to

twitch.

WICKER, see Whicker, v., Wike.
WICKERTON, sb. Obs. Sc. An old, cross-grained

woman. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Cf. wicker, sb. 3

WICKET, sb. Sc. Wm. Yks. Chs. Shr. 1. A small

gate, esp. one across a path or narrow way ; a garden-gate.
Sc. He passed through the wickets into the path which led over

the hill, Swan Gates of Eden (1895) vii. Fif. Tennant Papistry

(1827) 14. Wm. (B.K.) Yks. John Bunyan's favourite word
'wicket' is common for every little gate, Churchman 's Mag. (1870)
VI. 32. Chs. 1

, s.Chs. 1 Shr. 1 Yo' canna tak' a cart that way, it's

a fiit-path an' bridle-road ; theer's wickets all the way.

2. The back-door of a barn. Ags. (Jam.) 3. A window.
Gall. A row of three-cornered unglazed windows, called

'wickets,' Crockett Bog-Myrtle (1895") 375.

4. //. The game of cricket. w.Yks.2 Hence Wicket-
match, sb. a cricket-match.
w.Yks. Dusta see yond wicket match ? ShewildAnn. (1848) 19.

[1. To wynne vp the wiket-jat that the wey schutte,

P, Plowman (a.) VI. 92.]

WICKET, see Whicket, Wicked, adj.1

WICKEY, sb. Dur. Chs. Der. Shr. Also written

wicky Dur. Shr.12 [wi'ki.] The mountain ash, Pyrus
Aucuparia. Dur. (R.O.H.), Chs.3, Der. (B. & H.), Shr.12

Cf. quicken, sb. 2.

WICKEY, v. Lan.1 [wiki.] To reverse a suit at cards.

WICKIN. see Quicken, sb.

WICKISH, adj. Lin. 1 [wiki/.] Bright, in good health.

The same word as Quickish (q.v.).

WICKS, sb.pl. Suf. The game of cricket. (C.T.)

WICKY, adj. Wor. [wi-ki.J Of roots : twisted, inter-

twined. s.Wor. (H.K.) Cf. wig, si.
1
3.

WID> int. Chs. Shr. Also in form widdy Shr.1 [wid.]

A word used to call ducks. s.Chs.1
, Shr.

1
(s.v. Call-words to

Poultry). Cf. wheetie, int. Hence Widdy, sb. a young
duckling ; a child's name for a duck. s.Chs. 1

, Shr.
1 Cf.

widdle, sb. 2

WID, see Wood, adj.

WIDBIN, sb. Bck. [wi'dbin.] 1. The dog-wood,

Cornus sanguinea. (B. & H.) 2. In comb. Widbin pear-

tree, the white beam-tree, Pyrus Aria. s.Bck. (ib.)

WIDJ?AL, sb. Chs.1 [wi-dl.] A blade of grass.

WIDDAWAY, see Widdywiddy^way.
WIDDERFUL, adj. Cum. Peevish, irritable; withered

or unthriving-looking.
Cum.1

; Cum.3 We ma leet on a barne wid t'leuk of ill-natur'

An spite glowerin' oot of a widderful feace, 54 ; Cum.4

WIDDERPOLL, sb. Dev.2 A half-witted person.
WIDDERSFUL, adj. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. Yks. Also in

forms widderful Cum.4
; widdiful w.Yks.1 Energetic,

persevering, industrious.



WIDDERY-MINDED [486] WIDE

N.Cy. 1 Cum. Ferguson Northmen (1856) 20a; Cum." Wm.
A varra widdersful graidly young man, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 58.

w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (181 1); w.Yks. 1

WIDDERY-MINDED, ppl. adj. Dev. Vacillating

;

changeable. nw.Dev. (R.P.C.)

WIDDICOTE, sb. Dev. Also in form woddicote.

See below.
A nursery riddle. 'Widdicote, woddicote, over-cote hang-,

Nothing so broad, and nothing so lang, As widdicote, woddicote,

over cote hang.' Ans. The sky, N. V Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 173.

WIDDIFUL, see Widdersful.
WIDDLE, sb.1 e.An.1 [widl.] A small pimple, (s.v.

Twiddle.) Cf. quiddle, sb.
1

WIDDLE, sb.
2 e.An. 1 [wi'dl.] A very young duck.

See Wid.
WIDDLE, v. and sb.8 Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Lei.

Nhp. Cor. Also written whiddle w.Yks.2 Cor.1
;
widdil(l

Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms wirdle N.Cy. 1
;
wuddle Sc.

(Jam.) Nhb.1 [wi'dl.] 1. v. To walk slowly about; to

waddle ; to wriggle. Cf. quiddle, v.
1

, twiddle, v-

Sc. (Jam.), S. & Ork.1 Ayr. I aye like to be wannerin' aboot

and widdlin' amang the beasts, Service Notandums (1890) 124.

Lnk. A' got fou, e'en Maggie Riddle . . . Through the house could

scarcely widdle, Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) 51.

2. To do anything slowly and laboriously ; to work on

without much result ; to attain an end by constant and
prolonged efforts.

Sc, He's made a hantle siller in his sma' way o' doing ; he's a bit

wuddling bodie (Jam.). N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 He wuddled on mair nor

an 'oor ; an' was only half dyun. He wuddled on a' day an' did

nowt.

3. To oscillate ; to move loosely about.
w.Yks.2 Lei. 1 The rope widdles about so.

4. To struggle.
Sc.Cald wad be her heart That cou'd wi' Johnie widdle, Jamieson

Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 352.

5. Obs. To deceive, beguile ; to worm oneself into.

Sc. It's Antichrist his pipes and fiddles, And other tools, where-
with he widdles Poor caitiffs into dark delusions, Cleland Poems
(1697) 80 (Jam.). ne.Lan. 1

6. To fret, complain. N.Cy.12, Cum.14
, Nhp.1

7. With
through : to persevere ; to manage, get along.

e.Fif. Her mind was wholly engrossed wi' thochts o' her bit

laddie an' hoo he wad widdle through the warld amang the
fremyt, Latto 7am Bodkin (1864) xiii. Nhb.1 It's a lang teedy
job, but aw'll wuddle through.

8. sb. A wriggling motion. Sc. (Jam.) 9. A struggle,

contention; also used fig.
Sc. (Jam.) Knr. They had a widdil thegither (ib.). Rnf. This

life is a wearyfu' widdle ; 'Tween pats, pans, trantlooms, and
stools, Webster Rhymes (1835) 19. Ayr. Lang may your elbuck
jink and diddle, To cheer you through the weary widdle O'war'ly
cares, Burns 2nd Ep. to Davie, st. 2. Edb. Ballantine Gaberlunzie
(ed. 1875) Gl. Rxb. Is't to pump a fool ye meddle Wi' a' this bloust

o' straining widdle ? A. Scott Poems, 131 (Jam.).

10. Obs. A bustle ; a crowd ; the space occupied by a
crowd.

Fif. Him, as he rode on in the middle, Encompass't men wi'
pipe and fiddle, That garr'd resound maist a' the widdle, Tennant
Papistry (1827) 140.

11. A whim ; a silly, nonsensical idea or tale.

Cor.1 Nothing more than an old woman's whiddle ; Cor. 23

Hence go widdle, phr. keep your nonsensical fancies for
some one else. Cor. (M.A.C.), Cor.1

WIDDLE, see Whittle, sb.2

WIDDLE-WADDLE, v. Sc. Yks. Lan. Not. Also
written widdil- Sc. (Jam.) To waddle ; to totter in
walking. CId. (Jam.), n.Yks.«, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1 , s.Not. (J.P.K.)
Hence Widdle-waddler, sb. a waddler.
s.Not. The wench is a reglar widdle-waddler (S.P.K.).
WIDDOCK, sb. Dor.1 Also in form widdick. A

small twig. See With, sb.1

WIDDRIM, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in forms widden-
dream, -dreme Sc. (Jam.) ; wid-dreme Fif. ; windrem Sc.
(Jam.) 1. In phr. in a widdrim, (1) in a state of confusion;
(2) all of a sudden.
(i)ScBessoutinawidden-dream brattled, Jameson Pop. Ballads

(1806) I. 297 ; The trout, the par, now here, now thare, As in a

widdrim bang, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) IV. 341, ed. 1848 ; They
dream ... In wid-drim whilk their beds curfuffles, Drummond
Muckomachy (1846) 53. n.Sc. One is said to waken in a widdrim,

when one awakes in a confusion or state of perturbation, so as to

have no distinct apprehension ofsurrounding objects for some time

(Jam.). (2) n.Sc. (Jam.) Bch. We like fierdy follows flew to 't

flaught-bred thinkin to raise it in a widden-dream, Forbes Jrn.

(1742) 15.

2. A wild dream ; a state of madness or confusion. Cf.

woodrum.
Fif. Sae fiercelins had his wid-dreme stirr'd him, Tennant

Papistry (1827) 45.

WIDDY, see Wid, Widdywiddy-way, Withy.
WIDDY-WADDY, adj. and sb. Som. Dev. Also

written widdee-waddee Dev. [wi'di-wodi.] 1. adj.

Weak and vacillating ; changeable ; unreliable. Also
used advb.
w.Som. 1 A widdy-waddy old 'umman ; he don't know his own

mind nit two hours together. nw.Dev.1

2. sb. A poor, weak woman. Dev. Horae Subsecivae

(1777) 466.

WIDDYWIDDY-WAY, sb. n.Cy. Nhb. Cum. Yks.

Lon. Cor. Also written whiddy-whiddy-way Lon. ; and
in forms widdaway w.Yks. ; widdy Cum.* ;

witee-witte-

way N.Cy.1 ; witty-witty-way Nhb.1 A boys' game;
see below. Cf. warney.

N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Two boys start hand in hand from a 'bay,' and
endeavour to touch their opponents. Anyone touched must return

with them to the bay and join hands with the first to make a fresh

sally. The numbers thus receive constant accessions ; but if the

chain of hands be broken, the sally has proved a failure, and each

outsider endeavours to capture and ride in triumph on the back of

one of his quondam pursuers. The broken and scattered rank is

re-formed as soon as all have reached the bay, and each fresh sally

is begun with a chorus :
—

' Widdy-widdy-way -.'the morrow's the

market day; Slyarter, slyarter; comin away, camin away!'
Cum.4 A boy having been ' counted out ' by the saying of the

following rhyme, ' Ikey, pikey, penny pie
;
popalorum, jiggum,

jye ; stand thee oot lug,' cries ' Widdy widdy way, Widdy widdy
way ; snatch an' a bobbin an' away, way, way ! Snatch ! t'furst

yan I catch,' runs after one of the others, and if he succeeds in

catching him lifts his hat and strikes the other one on the head,
saying, ' Help me to catch aw t'rest.' They then make for the
' den ' hand in hand, trying also to touch one pf the other boys

;

should holds be broken, these two go straight ' home,' whilst the
rest try to catch them and ride ' home ' on their backs. There are

variations of this game. w.Yks. (S. P. U.) Lon. ' Whiddy, whiddy,
\vay, If you don't come, I won't play.' The players, except one,
stand in a den or home. One player clasps his hands together,
with the two forefingers extended. He sings out the above, and
the boys who are 'home' then cry—'Warning once, warning twice.
Warning three times over; When the cock crows out come I,

Whiddy, whiddy, wake-cock. Warning !

' This is called ' saying
their prayers.' The boy who begins must touch another boy,
keeping his hands clasped as above. These two then join hands,
and pursue the others ; those whom they catch also joining hands,
till they form a long line. If the players who are in the home
run out before saying their prayers, the other boys have the right
to pummel them, or ride home on their backs, Gomme Games
(1898) II. 374. Cor. 1

; Cor. 2 The following is said in starting-
children for a race : ' Widdy, widdy, way, Is a very pretty play,
Once, twice, three times, And all run away.' Off.

WIDE, adj. and adv. Sh.I. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks
Lan. Nhp. Wor. Hrt. Sus. [waid, Midi, woid.] I. adj.
In comb. (1) Wide-board, a coal-mining term : an excava-
tion a pillar in length, and four or five yards in width,
usually driven at right angles to the cleavage of the coal

;

(2) -coat, a great-coat
; (3) .gab, the frog-fish, Lophius

ptscatorius; (4) -nicks, in phr. to run wide-nicks; see
below

; (5) -wally, a low, wide line into which hay is,

raked before being made into cocks or carted ; see
Wally, sb.1

(1) Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl. (1849) ed. 1888,
(2) N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 Between two places of greatly different tempera-
ture it is common to say ' There's a wide-coat difference atween
them.' Dur. 1

,
w.Yks.1

(3) Sh.I. It is very characteristically termed
the wide-gab, the mouth being hideously large, extending entirely
across its disproportionally great head, Neill Fishes (1810) 23
(Jam.) ; S. & Ork.1 (4) Nhp. But if wide nicks' ye [mice] mean
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to run To scoop my barley crust in fun, Beware your head, Clare
Village Minst. (1821) I. 168. (5) s.Wor. Get it into wide-walley
(HK.).

2. Phr. wide of, off the direct road but not far from.
w.Yks. ' Where does this rare fern grow ?

' ' Oh ! wide o' Settle

'

(F.P.T.). Lan. Fatherwas a rich farmerwide of Preston, Westall
Old Factory, xxvii. Sus. 1 Stone is a little wide of Rye.
3. adv. In comb. (1) Wide-gaited, walking in a straddling
manner; bandy-legged; of a horse: having the legs

wide apart
; (2) -gascoigned, obs., of a horse : having a

wide space between the buttocks ; see Gaskins, 2 ; (3)

-gobbed, wide-mouthed
; (4) -setten, of material : having

wide spaces between the threads of the warp and the woof.
(1) Cum.14 Wm. Thoo leuks varra wide-giatet i' them narrow-

leg'd britches (B.K.). (2) Hrt. Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) III. i.

J 73- (3) n.Cy. (Hall.), ne.Lan.1 (4) n.Yks.1 ; n.Yks. 2 A wide-
setten harn appron.

WIDE, v. Sc. Also written wyde Sc.
; pp. widden

Abd. A dial, form of ' wade.'
Sc. ' No, thank ye, sir,' the lady said, ' I would rather chuse to

wyde,' Kinloch Ballads (1827) 17. Abd. Ye cam wydin' throu'

watteryairds deep, Macdonald Sir Gibbie (1879) xlii. nw.Abd.

Ye've widden throu the mire, Goodwife (1867) st. 18. Edb.

Addison, wha deep does wide, An' reasons strong, Forbes Poems
(1812) 14.

WIDEN, v. Irel. Chs. Shr. Also in form widden
s.Chs.1 Shr.1 [wai'dan ; wi'dan.] 1. To increase in

knitting. Shr.1 Hence Widdenings, sb. pi. the places

where a stocking is increased to give room for the calf of

the leg.

s.Chs. 1 Shr.1 ''Owmanyboutsmun I knit atween thewid'nin's?'
' Three, the same as yo' put'n atween the narrowin's.'

2. Of liquid : to spread over a surface.

Ir. Like spilt wather when it's widenin' itself over the floor,

Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 120.

WIDENESS,s&. Sc.Cum.Yks. Lin. Som. Also in forms

wahdness n.Yks. ; weydness Cum.14
; widness Cum.14

w.Yks.1 [wai'dnss.] Width ; measure across.

Sc. (A.W.), Cum. 14 n.Yks. They're all of a wahdness (I.W.);

n.Yks. 2 w.Yks. 1
; w.Yks 5 An' a rare wideness it wor. n.Lin.1

Ran dyke should oht to be nine feet e' wideness. w.Som.1 The
river's near the same wideness all along.

WIDGEON, sb. Irel. Chs. Shr. e.An. Also written

wigeon Crk. Chs. [widgan.] 1. In comp. (1) Widgeon-
driver, the pochard, Fuligula ferina. Crk. Swainson
Birds (1885) 160; (2) -grass, the grass-wrack, Zostera

marina. Dub. (B. & H.) 2. The scaup, Fuligula marila.

Chs. The scaup duck—wigeon the latter is also termed locally,

Pall Mall Mag. (Sept. 1901) 137.

3. The golden-eye, Clangula glaucion. Nrf. Cozens-

Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 47. 4. A name given to every

kind of wild duck, except the mallard, Anas boschas.

Shr. 1 5. A midge. Suf. (C.T.)

WIDOW, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and

Amer. Also in forms weeda Uls. Nhb. 1
; weedow Gall.

;

weedy Sc. ; widda Sc. Ir. Dur. Yks. Lan. I. Ma. ; widder

Not. Brks.1 Nrf. Som. Cor. Amer. ; widdey Cor. ; widdow
Cor.1

; widdy Ir. Brks.1 Dev.3 Cor.2 [wi'da ;
wi'di.]

1, In comb. (1) Widow's bench, obs., the share of the

husband's estate which the widow enjoyed in addition to

her jointure ; (2) -body, a widow
; (3) -gentleman, a

gentleman widower
; (4) -'s lock, a small lock or fringe

growing apart from the hair above the forehead
; (5) -man,

a widower ; (6) -'s peak, see (4) ; (7) -'s screen, a widow's

cap
; (8) -wail, the common fritillary, Friiillaria Meleagrts;

(9) -wife, (10) -woman, see (2).

(1) Sus. Ray (1691) ; Somewhat analogous to dower, but, unlike

the latter, only attaching to property of which the husband died

seised (F.E.S.) ; Sus. 1 (2) Ayr. It ill becomes a Christian woman,

let abee a lone widow body like me, to sell bad drink, Johnston

Glenbuckie (1889) 16. n.Cy. (J.W.) w.Yks This widow-body

who was here just now, Sutcliffe Barbara Cunltffe (1901) 238.

(q) sw Lin. 1 Som.Awidow-gentleman wi' one daughter, Raymond

Tryphena (1895) 45- (4) War.2 Credulous persons believe that a

eirlso distinguished will become a widow soon after marriage.

(•t) Sc (G W ) Abd. The bridegroom an aul' widow man,

Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 229. Frf. Barrie Minister (1891)

xvii. Ayr. Johnston Congalton (1896) 31. Cav. (M.S.M.") n.Cy.,

Yks., Midi. (J.W.) I.Ma. Sir John, it appears, Was a widda man,
Brown Doctor (1887) 35. Chs. 1

, s.Chs.1 Der. I ne'er thought I'ld

ha' to wed a widow man, Gilchrist Nat. Milton (1902) 118. s.Not.

(J.P.K.), swXin.1
, War. (J.R.W.) Brks. There dwelt a ' widow-

man ' who 'did for himself,' Hayden Round our Fill. (1901) 22.

s.Hmp. Wallcott were a widowman wi' a family, Verney L. Lisle

(1870) viii. n.Wil. (E.H.G.) Dor. C. Hare Dinah Kellow (1901)

58. w.Som.1 He's a widow man way no family, zo you on't have

your 'ouse a-tord abroad way a passle o' chillern. Dev. 3 , nw.Dev. 1
,

Cor.12 [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 233. Nfld. (G.P.)] (6)

n.Cy. When a woman's hair grows in a low point on the fore-

head, it is supposed to presage widowhood, and is called a
' widow's peak,' Henderson Flk-Lore (1879) i. (7) w.Yks. (B.K.)

(8) Shr. (B. & H.) (9) Edb. The wandering widow wife an'

weans Aye leave the door wi' mony a blessin', Maclagan Poems

(1851) 315. (iol Frf. She's an unprotected lone widow wooman,
Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 25. Edb. He's deid . . . and. left me
a lone, freindless, weedy-woman, Campbell Deilie Jock (1897) 89.

Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 250. Uls. What wud an auld

weeda wumman like me luck like, wearin' floors? M cIlroy Druid's

Island (1902) 45. Cav. (M.S.M.) Nhb. Bill hired as bailiff to a

widow woman, Lilburn Borderer (1896) 27. Dur. Ye should be

ashamed o' yersel's, disturbin' a widda woman, Guthrie Kitty

Fagan (1900) 56. Lakel.(B.K.) e.Yks. Awiddawoman was biddin

yan an nahnpence fo' justsike a keeal pot as he wanted, Nicholson

Flk. Sp. (1889) 36. w.Yks., Midi. (J.W.), Chs.1 Der. Yo're at

liberty to fetch the widow-ooman back, Gilchrist Nicholas { 1899)

146. s.Not. (J.P.K.), n.Lin. 1
, Shr.1

,
Brks.1 Nrf. I'm a lone

widder-woman, Spilling M. Miggs (1873') 45, ed. 1902 n.Wil.

Cor.12 [Amer. I wasn't goin' to tell till I found out what that

widder woman was after, Cent. Mag. (Jan. 1903) 410.]

2. Phr. (1) American widow, a woman whose husband

has gone to America
; (2) a widow bewitched, a woman

deserted by, or separated from, her husband ; (3) here's a

poor widowfrom Babylon, a children's singing game
;
see

below
; (4) to play the widow, to be unchaste.

(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) w.Yks. Hlfx. Courier (May 15, 1897);

w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Hoo's a widow bewitcht, 39. (3) Sth.

' Here's a poor widow from Babylon—Six poor children all alone :

One can bake, and one can brew, And one can do the lily galoo.

[' Please take one out' : these words are sung twice.] This poor

Bella, she is gone, Without a father—on her hand Nothing but a

guinea gold ring : Good bye, Bella, good bye.' . . A girl acts the

widow, and behind her are other girls (number immaterial) acting

the children. She advances, repeating the rime up to ' Please

take one out.' After these last words have been spoken, one of

the line of girls in front takes one of the widow's children and says

' This poor Bella, &c.,' after which the widow's child goes into the

line, and the girl who took her out becomes one of the widow's

children—the game beginning again, Nicholson Golspie (1897)

158. (4) Brks. (W.H.E.)

3. A children's singing game ; see below. See Poor-

widow, s.v. Poor, 1 (28).

[The children form a ring by joining hands. One player stands

in the centre. The ring dance round singing the first verse ;
the

widow then chooses one player from the ring, who goes into the

centre with her, and the ring dances round singing the second

part. The one first in the centre then joins the ring, and the

second player becomes the widow and chooses in her turn,

Gomme Games (1898) II. 382.] Per. Here is a poor widow
who is left alone, And all her children married and gone ; Come
choose the east, come choose the west, Come choose the one you

love the best. Now since you've got married, I wish you joy,

Every year a girl or boy ; Love one another like sister and brother,

I pray you couple come kiss together, ib. 381. Nhp., Nrf., Suf.,

Ken. ib. 381-2. [For rhymes see Gomme ib.']

4. An unmarried woman. Stf.
1 5. A widower.

Sc. (Jam.) ; He is a widow, Mitchell Scotticisms (1799) 90.

Cai. 1 Gall. She left me a lone weedow, Crockett Kit Kennedy

(1899) xv. Ir. Carleton Traits Peas. (1843) I. 102. Nhb. 1 Men
and women are indiscriminately called weedas. w.Yks. (C.C.R.),

w.Yks. 1 Lan. Eawr Betty's heere, an aw dunnot want to be a

widda just yet, Ferguson Moudywarp''s Visit, 26. Chs.1 , s.Chs.1
,

n.Lin. 1
, Shr. 1

, Som. (W.F.R.) Cor.1 He was left a widow.

[1. OE. witduwe, a widow. 5. wuduwa, a widower
(Hall].]
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WIDOWER, sb. Sc. Oxf. In comb, (i) Widower-
hood, the state of being a widower ; (2) -'s peak, a point
of hair growing in the middle of a man's forehead.

(1) Arg. My father's grieving about his wae widowerhood,
Munro J. Splendid (1898) 35. (2) Oxf. 1 MS. add.

WIDVER, sb. w.Cy. Som. [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] A dial, form of 'widower.' w.Cy. (Hall.)
Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

WIE, WIEL, see Quey, s*. 1
, Wee, Why, adv., Weel, sb.

1

WIELD, v. Sc. Dur. Yks. Der. Also written weild
Sc. (Jam.); and in forms wald Dur.; weld Sc. (Jam.)
Der. [wild.] 1. To manage successfully ; to obtain by
whatever means.

Sc. (Jam.) w.Yks. An old Yoi-kshireman from Airedale was
talking of a poaching affray in which a man ran away when he
was in a position of advantage, though set upon by two antagonists.

'He could 'a' wielded both on 'em, easy' (J.K.S.). Der.Afarmer
living at Ashover . . . said to me, ' There's no farm I could ha'

liked better if I could only ha' welded it,' Addy Sheffield Gl. (1891).

Hence (1) Wieldiness, sb. easiness of management;
nimbleness

; (2) Wieldy, adj. manageable ; nimble ; easy.

(1) Rnf. Webster Rhymes (1835) 106. (a) Rnf. With wieldy

verse and jinglin', He sings o' muirs and mosses, ib. 11.

2. To exert ; to exercise.
Dmf. Our curlers keen their bodies wield For pies and drink,

James Kennedy Poems (1823) 28.

Hence Walding-man, sb., obs., an active, stirring man.
Dur. (K.) 3. Obs. To possess. Sc. (Jam.)

WIEND, WIENT, WIER, see Wynd, sb.
1
, Went, sb.

1
,

Wear, v.
2

WIERD, adj. Obs. Sc. Also written weird. Trouble-
some, mischievous. See Weird.

Ayr. O but ye're a wierd laddie (Jam.). Slk. Atween the wat
grund an' the dry, where grows the weirdest an' the warst o'

weeds, Hogg Tales (1820) I. 310 {ib.).

WIERD, see Weird.
WIERS, sb. pi. Obs. Sc. Also written weirs. In phr.

in wiers, in danger of; on the point of. Cf. aweers.
Bch. Lums in wiers to get a durd Or downward flung, Tarras

Poems (1804) 42 (Jam.).

WIEST, adj. w.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Ugly. (Hall.)

WIESTE, WIETHE,«WIEZE, see Wisht, Waith, v.
2

,

Wise, sb.
1

WIF, sb. e.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]
The sudden turn of a hare when pursued swiftly by the
hounds. (Hall.)
WIFE, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. [waif,

Midi, woif.] 1. In comp. (1) Wife-day, see below
; (2)

-muddher, a mother-in-law; (3) -old, old enough to be
married.

(r) Cum.1 On a birth occurring the neighbouring wives assemble
at the house to tea, &c. as soon as the mother is able to receive
company. w.Yks. Then comes the wife-day, generally the second
Sunday after the birth, when all the women of the neighbourhood
who have attended at the Shout, go dressed in their best, to take
tea, and hold a regular gossip, each carrying with her a shilling,

Howitt Rur. Life (1838) I. 306. (2) ne.Lan. 1 (3*1 Dev. Ess—you
be wife-auld in body ; but what about the thinking part of 'e,

Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900) 31.

2. Phr. (1) old wife's fair, the second day of a fair.

w.Yks. 1

; (2) to bury one's old wife, to give an entertain-
ment on the occasion of having finished one's apprentice-
ship, ib. 3. A woman ; a landlady.

Sc. Scoticisms (1787) 106 ; He proposed I should buy winter-
hosen from a wife in the Cowgate-back, Stevenson Catriona
(1893) i. Sh.I. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 51. n.Sc. (H.E.F.) Cai. 1

An oldish woman, whether married or single. Inv. (H.E.F.)
w.Sc. Steel Rowans (1895) 129. Ayr. Ev'ry auld wife, greetin,
Clatters, ' Tam Samson's dead !

' Burns Tarn Samson (1787) st. 9.
Bwk. The wives were witches a', Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856)
52. N.Cy. 1 Nhb.' A woman, if a stranger, is addressed as wife.
' Hi, canny wife!' Never as woman simply. e.Dur.1

, n.Yks 12

m.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan.1

Hence Wifely, adj. womanish, feminine.
Lnk. Never tak a widow's ae son, for a' the wifely gates in the

warld will be in him, for want of a father to teach him manly
actions, Graham Writings (1883) II. 154.

4. Comp. (1) Wife-body, a woman ; (2) -carle, obs., a man
who takes upon himself a woman's household duties.

(1) Lnk. He had married Jean Jamieson, the biggest wite-body

in the district, Murdoch Readings (1895) I. na. (2) Sc. An ye

will be a wife-carle, and buy fish at your ain hands, Scott

Antiquary (1816) xiv. Lth. (Jam.)

WIFF, sb.
1 Cor. [wif.] A necktie ; a small cape or

tippet. Cor.1
; Cor.2 Go and put on your wiff.

WIFF, sb.
2 Lei. Ken. Also in form wift Kern [wif.]

A withy ; a band for faggots ; a dial, form of ' with.'

Lei. 1 Ken. Agric. Surv. (1793-1813) ; Ken. 1 Formerly only the

large kind of fagot, which went by the name of kiln-bush, was
bound with two wiffs, other smaller kinds with one. But now,

as a rule, all fagots are tied up with two wiffs ; Ken.2

WIFF, WIFFLE, see Whiff, sb., Whiffle, v.
2

WIFFLE-WAFFLE, v. Nhp. 2 To whet a scythe or

Other implement. ' When d'ye wifHe waffle, mate ?

'

WIFFS, sb. pi. e.An. Also in forms wipps Nrf. ; wips
e.An.1 [wifs; wips.] In phr. wiffs and strays, ears and
straws of corn ; odds and ends. e.An.1 Nrf. Gurney
Nrf. Wds. (1855)38; Nrf. 1

WIFFY, see Whiffy.
WIFIE, sb. and adj. Sc. Also written wifey. 1. sb.

A dim. of ' wife,' used as a term of endearment.
Sc. (Jam.) e.Sc. 'This wifie mine has kept the good wine

until now,' the minister remarked banteringly, Setoun Sunshine

(1895) 281. Lnk. My wifie presides like the fond fairy queen,

Lemon Si. Mungo (1844) 20. Wgt. My bairns an' my wifie sae

croose, Fraser Poems (1885) 96.

Hence Wifie-like, adj. like a little wife.

Lth. Come wi' thy wee step, and wifie-like air, Ballantine
Poems (1856) 39.

2. A little woman ; used as a term of endearment,
familiarity, or contempt.

Sc. (A.W.) Abd. Did the wifie, Wull, come hame wi' yer aunt ?

Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) vii. Lth. An auld tidie wifie to

pree the fresh air Sits at the cot-door in an auld elbow-chair,

Ballantine Poems (1856) 13. Dmf. Some of the very poorest of

our old wines had already begun knitting . . . shawls, Paton
Castlebraes (1898) 17s.

3. adj. Matronly ; having the appearance of a married
woman.

Ayr. Every landlady seemed to think that she had a ' wifey

'

sort o' look aboot her, Hunter Life Studies (1870) 50.

WIFOCK, sb. Sc. Also written wyfock (Jam.) ; and
in forms wifiekie, wifikie, wyfockie. A little wife ; a
little woman

;
gen. used as a term of endearment.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. I'm comin', wee wifikie, comin', comin'

!

Greig Logie o' Buchan (1899) 164. Lnk. There was a wee
wifiekie Was coming frae the fair, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 5a.

Kcb. Whut wud yer wifock do ? my bonnie Ayrshire man

!

Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) aoi.

WIFT, adv. Sur. 1 [wift.] Quickly and noiselessly.
Walking with a man in April, 1889, a bicycle passed us, and he

said, 'They come by so wift, don't they !'

WIFT, see Whift, Wiff, sb.2

WIG, sb. 1 and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also
written whig Nhb. 1 [wig.] 1. sb. In comb. Wigs-(up)on-
the-green, lively doings ; a 'row'; a disturbance ; fighting.

Sh.I. If auld Donal' o' da Leans id seen guidship laek dat, be
me saul dey'd been wigs apo' da green ! Sh. News {Nov. 19, 1898).
Nhb. 1 A village rowdy is often said to cause whigs-on-the-green.
Cum. Theer wad be 'wigs o' t'green,' Silpheo Billy Brannan
(1885) 8; There'll be wigs o' t'green when t'maister hears on't
(E.W.P.). s.Lan.i

2. Old dead grass left on a pasture. Chs.1 3. pi. Obs.
or obsol. Tuberous plants, esp. potatoes, the tubers of
which are connected by tough fibres.

s.Not. That kind of potato is not often seen now, and the name
for it appears to have almost died out. ' These taters is all wigs,
every jack on 'em ' (J. P. K.).

Hence (1) Wiggy, adj. of plants : having thickly-
growing or matted fibrous roots ; cf. wicky ; (2) Wiggy-
buck, sb. a radish having a mass of small roots.

(1) s.Not. Them wiggy taters gie so much trouble lifting

(J.P.K.). War.3 , Wor. (.E.S.) s.Wor. Said of roots growing in
drains (H.K.). Shr.1 Said of turnips which have ceased to grow
in the roots and have struck out a mass of fibres into the soil.
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' These turmits bin pretty bad to pool up, they bin that wiggv.'
(a) Wor. (E.S.)

S6y

4. A piece of paper for holding groceries, &c. rolled upon
the hand and twisted at one end. Also called Sow's-mou.
Abd. (Jam.) 5. A sharp stroke. Bnff. 1 6. A whim

;

a caprice.
Abd. Through ilk dirty corner jink Your wig to please,

Cadenhead Bon-Accord (1853) 178.

7. v. To beat or strike sharply. Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1

8. To anticipate ; to overreach, cheat ; to baulk.
Ken.1

; Ken.2 The black dog had eat up all before the white one
came, whereupon 'twas said, the first had wigg'd the last.

"WIG, sb." Lan. [wig.] An ear.
Aw thowt o' pullin' one chap's wigs, Pearson Manch. Ballads,

No. 443.

WIG, sb.3 Sc. Cum. Also written wyg Sc. (Jam.)
[wig.] In phr.from wig to wa', from pillar to post ; back-
wards and forwards.

n.Sc. A thing is said to gang frae wyg to waw when it is moved
backwards and forwards from the one wall of a house to the other
(Jam.). Abd. Mind what this lass has undergane for you, Since
ye did her so treacherously forhow, How she is catch'd for you
frae wig to wa', Ross Helenore (1768) 114, ed. 1812. Cum. He's
banged aboot frae wig to wa', Linton Lake Cy. (1864) 314 ; Cum.4

WIG, WIGEON, see Whig, sb.
1

, v.
3

, Widgeon.
WIG(G, sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Chs. Lin.

War. Won Shr. Hrf. Glo. Bdf. Hrt. Hmp. Dev. Also
written whig Sc. (Jam.) Lakel.2 Cum.4 ne. Lan.1 [wig.]
1. Obs. A kind of fine bread ; see below.
Sc. (Jam.) Peb. Beside ilk Presbyterian's plate, A whig, on

cooky, lay, Lintoun Green (1685) 9°> ed. J8i7 ; A leavened
wheaten bread with thin crust, brown and round above, and
white and flat below, gradually contracting to a point at each end,
ib. 92, note.

2. A kind of cake or bun ; see below.
Sc. A small oblong roll, baked with butter and currants (Jam.) ;

Plates of whigs, cuckies, and petticoat-tails, contended with
buttered bread and jellies the preference of being eaten, Edb.
Mag. (Mar. 1821) 196 (ib.) ; Whigs, Chelsea buns, Sinclair
Observations (1782) 151 (ib.) ; You may make wigs of the biscuit

dough, by adding four ounces of currans well cleaned to every
pound of dough, Cookery Receipts, 2 (ib.). Ayr. Boswell Poet.

Wks. (1810) 51, ed. 1871. N.Cy.1 'A plain wig,' without currants
;

'a spice wig,' with currants. Nhb. 1 A Newcastle lass, in service

in London, enquired where she could get some wigs. Being
directed to a barber's shop, she astonished the ' artiste ' by asking

the price of his 'spice wigs,' as she wanted half a dozen for tea.

Dur. 1
, e.Dur.1, Lakel.2 Cum.4 A small round tea-cake, a tea-cake

made long shape and with currants. e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. A bun or

muffin, Hutton Tour to Caves (1781) ; w.Yks.2 n.Lan. 1 ne.Lan. 1

A sweetened currant bun. s.Chs.1 Ah)v aad - nuwt bur u ai'pni

wig iiv au - dee -
. Lin. N. & Q. (1874) 5th S. ii. 138 ; They are

made with warm milk, ib. 178. n.Lin.1 Tom, Tom, the baker's

son, Stole a wig, and away he run ; The wig was eat, and Tom
was beat, And Tom went roaring down the street. War.2 It is

of oblong form, and should contain carraways ; War.3 , s.Wor. 1

Shr.1 Now, childern, if yo' bin good awile I'm away, I'll bring yo'

a wig apiece throm Ellesmer' markit ; Shr.2, Hrf.12 Glo. This

name is still given to the plain halfpenny buns sold by the pastry-

cooks in Bristol. I have asked for them by that name, and been
supplied with them, as long as I can remember, N. & Q. (1874)
5th S. ii. 138. Bdf. On St. Andrew's day, at Leighton Buzzard,

small buns (something like Good Friday buns) are yearly made,
and confectioners go round for orders, some days beforehand, for

Tandry Wigs, or St. Andrew's buns, ib. Hrt. Ellis Mod. Husb.

(1750) V. i. Hmp.1 Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 466.

Hence Wig-woman, sb. a woman who sells ' wigs.'

Lin. All Grantham juveniles knew Mrs. B. the wig woman. . .

I remember her being excessively indignant with a servant of our

family who called her, as I believe everybody else did, ' the wig-

woman,' N. & Q. (1874) 5th S. ii. 138.

[Wygge, brede (or bunne brede, P.) (Prompt.).]

WIG(G, v. Sc. [wig.] To wag, shake ; to move. Cf.

wiggle.
Sh.I. I wiggid me head bit gae nae answer, Sh. News (Jan. 7,

1899) ; S. & Ork. 1

Hence (1) Wiggie, adj. loose, shaky, waggly
; (2) Wig.

waggle, v. to swing backwards and forwards.

(1) Sh.I. Da sholmit quaik's veegwal . . . wis no free 0' bein' a
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kind o' wiggie, Sh. News (May 22, 1897). (2) Per. Wha' is't but
Davie wig-wagglin' a lantern, Stewart Character (1857) 72.
WIG(G, see Whig, sb?
WIGGEN, sb. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Wal.

Der. Dev. Also written wigan w.Yks.1 Der. 2 nw.Der. 1
;wiggan n.Cy. Yks. ; and in form wiggin Cum.2 * Wm.

w.Yks.25 s.Lan.1 Wal. Der.1 Dev. [wi-gan, -in.] The
mountain ash, Pyrus Ancuparia; also used at/rib. Cf.
quicken, sb. 2.

n.Cy. Wherever a wiggan-tree grows near a house, twitches
canna come, Henderson Flk-Lore (1879) vi. Cum.24 Wm.
Ferguson Northmen (1856) 225. w.Yks.12 ; w.Yks.5 A sprig of
which is often found fastened to the inside of a stable-door as a
charm against witchery. Lan. Isaac, yo' may as weel tek th'
wiggin an' th' horse-shoes deawn, Bowker Tales (1883) 191.
s.Lan. 1

, Chs., Wal., Der.12 s.Dev. I had to throw away the
junket

; he was gone so sour as a wiggin, Reports Provinc. (1893).
WIGGER, adj. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Strong.
N.Cy.2 A clear pitched wigger fellow. e.Yks. If hee . . . bee a

wigger and heppen youth, Best Rur. Econ. (1641) 133.

WIGGERY-WAGGERY, sb. e.Dur.1 [Not known to
our correspondents.] Loose motion in walking.
WIGGEWOGAM, adj. Pern, [wigswo-gam.] Zig-zag.
s.Pem. 'Have yea zeen the treks of an adder on the road?'

'No, what sort be they?' 'Oh, theybeallwiggewogam'(W.M.M.).
WIGGIE, sb. Sc. [wi'gi.] l.A jocular name for a barber.
Per. Lord, sic a day I had o' proud congratulations— ' Wiggie,

huzza !

' Stewart Character (1857) 43.
2. Obs. A name for the devil.
n.Sc. Dreel their cares to Wiggie Clean aff that night, Tarras

Poems (1804) 64 (Jam.).

WIGGIN, sb. Nhb.1 Also written whiggin. [wi'gin.]
A condition of prostration from over-exertion or from
overtaxing the strength.

Nhb.1 That load's gi'en him a whiggin.

WIGGINEAR, sb. Lei.1 Also in form wignear. The
earwig, Forficula.

WIGGIN-HEARTYCHRISTER, sb. s.Lan.1 Ajocular
term for an inhabitant of Wigan.

It alludes to a form of oath peculiar to the place, especially
among the colliers, i.e. ' Hearty-Christ,' a corruption of ' Heart-
of-Christ.'

WIGGLE, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Eng. and
Amer. Also written whiggle Fif. Cld. (Jam.)'; wigle Sc.

;

and in form weegle Sc. (Jam.) Cai.1 Bnff.1 [wi'gl.]

I. v. To waggle, shake, move loosely ; to wriggle. Cf.

waggle.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Faith, he cud wiggle his elbic, Burgess

Sketches (2nd ed.) 113. Cai.1 Fif. She weeglit her wing-wavin'
shoon, Tennant Papistry (1827) 17. Lin. 1 The eels were
wiggling after being skinned. n.Lin. 1

, War.3, Wor. (H.K.)
Brks.1 A adder alius wiggles till the zun goes down no matter
how much 'e med kill 'n. Sus. (F.E.)

Hence (1) Wiggly, (2) Wiggly-waggly, adj. waggling,
shaking, unstable. Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 2. To swing in

walking ; to waddle, reel, stagger ; also used with along.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. He noticed Lowrie's elongated form wiggling

off alongside of Liza, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 45. Fif. (Jam.),

ne.Lan. 1

Hence (1) Weegler, sb. a waddler. Sc. (Jam.) ; (2)

Weeglie, adj. having a wriggling motion in walking, ib.

3. Comb. (1) Wiggle-waggle, (a) to shake or move from
side to side ; to sway, vibrate ; to wriggle ; (b) a tremulous,
undulating motion ; a waggle ; (c) a game ; see below

;

(d) pi. the quaking-grass, Briza media
;

(e) waggling,
quivering, vibrating ; sinuous, zig-zag ; also used advb.

;

(2) -waggle-grass, (3) -waggle-wantons, see (1, d)
; (4)

waggly, very unstable
; (5) -wants, see (1, d).

(1, a) Sc. Putting out his tongue, and wiggle-waggling his

walking-stick ower his left elbow, Scotch Haggis, 95. Cai. 1
,

Bnff. 1 Per. A licht wiggle-waggles— it's surely a spunkie,

Stewart Character (1857) 72. Cld. (Jam.), e.Yks. 1
, Not.1

, Lei.1
,

Nhp. 1
, War. 3

, e.Cy. (Hall.) Ken. Said of any chair or stool that

totters backward and forward (K.). (6) Suf.1 (c) Not. 1 Lei. 1 A
party sit round a table under the presidency of a ' Buck.' Each
person has his fingers clenched, and the thumb extended. ' Buck

'

from time to time calls out as suits his fancy, ' Buck says, thumbs
up !

' or ' Buck says, thumbs down !
' or ' Wiggle-waggle ! ' If

3 R
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he says ' thumbs up !

' he places both hands on the table with the
thumbs sticking straight up. If 'thumbs down!' he rests his

thumbs on the table with his hands up. If ' wiggle-waggle !
' he

places his hands as in 'thumbs up,' but wags his thumbs nimbly.
Everybody at the table has to follow the word of command on the
instant, and any who fail to do so are liable to a forfeit. War. 3

(d) Sus. (B. & H.) (e) Bnff.1 e.Yks.1 There was a Robin Red-
breast set upon a powle, Wiggle-waggle went his tail. w.Yks. 1

,

Not. 1
, Lei. 1

, War.s, Suf.1 (2) Hmp. (H.R.) (3) Brks. (B. & H.)

(4) Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 (5) Wil.1 MS. add.

4. To creep in ; to inveigle. Wil. Slow Gl. (1892) ; Wil.1

MS. add. 5. To work in a listless, heartless manner ; to

idle about ; to trifle ; also used with along. Fif., Cld.

(Jam.) 6. To fish in a certain way ; see below.
Sur. ' I'm agoing to wiggle fur 'em.' . . He very quietly un-

wound the line by turning his forked stick the reverse way as it

neared the water, and I could see him gently jerking it up and
down to imitate the flight of the insect. Then he let it drop on
the water, close to the bank, and gave his owlet [ghost moth] a

motion as if it were struggling to rise from the pond after falling

in. Another wiggle, and then came a sound, sock ! the stick was
raised, the line as tight as any harp-string, and up the bank went
a trout, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 73.

7. To poke the fire up, or out. Cor.2 8. sb. A waggle;
a shaking motion.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Her glorious eyes taking in every wiggle of his
Imiffy little person, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 43. Sur. Another
wiggle, and then came a sound, . . the stick was raised, . . and up
the bank went a trout, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 73.
[Amer. It didn't need but a wiggle or two o' the pistol to bring
Buttonporgie to takin' his view, Lloyd Chronic Loafer (1901) 118.]

9. The act of waddling ; a swing in the gait.
Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. I lov'd the weegle in your walk, Sae bonnilie

ye went, Murdoch Readings (1895) I. 31.

10. A trifle, toy, kickshaw, gimcrack. Fif. (Jam.)
[2. Kume? forS biuoren his Louerde ... & wigeleft ase

uordrunken mon, Anc. Riwle (c. 1225) 214.]
WIGGLETY-WAGGLETY, adj. Sc. Lan. Also in

form weegltie-waggltie Bnff. 1 Cld. (Jam.) Swinging from
side to side, unstable, unsteady, wavering; also used advb.

Bnff. 1 w.Sc. Like a bad rider that gangs wigglety-wagglety
clean contrary to the motion of the beast he is on the back of,

Carrick Laird ofLogan (1835) 280. Cld. (Jam.), s.Lan.1

WIGGY, sb. Dur. [wi-gi.] The mountain ash, Pyrus
Aucuparia. (R.O.H.) Cf. wiggen.
WIGHT, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Cor. Also in form wicht

Sc. (Jam.) [Sc. wixt.] 1. A creature, individual, person,
fellow ; also used contemptuously.
Sc.We wadna gi'en foryou, poorwight, A bare boddle, Pennecuik

Collection (1787) 16. Frf. Ye foolish, feckless wicht, Watt Poet.
Sketches (1880) 32. Ayr. Service Notandums (1890) 99. Gall. A
feckless wicht, Gallovidian (1902) IV. 65. n.Cy. Border Gl. (Coll.
L.L.B.) n.Yks. 2

' Poor wight !

' poorfellow. Cor. Tha Crowner
cum'd along weth 'leven Wights, T. Towser (1873) 71.
2. The shrew-mouse.
Or.I. The wild quadrupeds of this parish are, rabbits, . . common

mice, and a small species of mice, commonly called here ' wights '

which I have never observed in Scotland, Statist. Ace. XIV qi't
(Jam.) ; S. & Ork. 1 J

'

[1. Ther wiste no wight that he was in dette, Chaucer
Prol. to C. T. 280.]
WIGHT, adj. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. s.Cy. Also written

wite N.Cy.2 s.Cy.
; and in forms weet N.Cy.2 s.Cy

wicht Sc. (Jam.) [Sc. wixt.] 1. Strong, mighty, power-
ful ; stout ; active.

Sc. A wight man wanted never a weapon, Ray Prov. (1678) 356Bch. The wight an' doughty captains a' Upo' their doups sat down'
roRBES Ajax (1742) 1. Per. Spence Poems (1898) 69. e.Fif. As
wicht a lad as e'er was seen, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxv

?ir £ ?
hort time after ' Jamie the wight,' an imp. king,Wilson Tales (1839) V. 66. Ayr. He was bred to kintra wark, And

counted was baith wight and stark, Burns Elegy on R. Ruisseaux,
st. 3. Dmf. 1 the bield o' Thy wicht arms, Reid Poems (1804)
179. n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) Cum. The man wasne er so W1ght nor gued But worthy Wallace durst him byde,Denham Tracts (ed. 1892) 148.

'

Hence (1) Wichtful, adj. 'strong, vigorous
; (2) Wightly,

adv. vigorously, with strength
; (3) Wightness sb obspower, strength

; (4) Wighfy)^see g
nness, sb., obs.,

(1) Abd. Lang may -ye wield a wichtfu' arm, Still Cottars

Sunday (1845) 147. (2) Bwk. Wightly can he wield a rung
;
In a

brawl he's aye the bangster, W. Crockett Minstrelsy (1893) 101.

(3) n.Sc. (Jam.) Bch. But gin my wightness doubted were, I

wad my gentle bleed . . . Right sickerly does plead, Forbes Ajax

(1742) 5. (4) N.Cy.1 w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (1811).

2. Obs. Brisk, nimble, swift ; also used advb.
Bnff. Down the brae I gaed fu' wight, An' lap an' sang, Taylor

Poems (1787) 65. N.Cy.2 w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703). s.Cy.

Ray (1691).

Hence Wichtly, adv. briskly ; swiftly.

Kcd. Wichtly Dobbin reached the Kirkton,—But the Dominie,
alack ! Had to tramp the weary distance Wi' the saiddle on his

back, Grant Lays (1884) 75. n.Yks. Nowe rise up wightlye,
man, for shame, Linskill Betw. Heather and N. Sea (1884) xxix.

3. Obs. Clever. Lnk. Ramsay Gentle Shep. (1725) Gl.,

Scenary ed. (1808). 4. Comp. (1) Wight-riding, obs., of
the upper class

; (2) -warping, obs., nimble-throwing.
(1) Nhb. 1 (2) Sc. The weaver shall find room At the wight-

warping loom, Scott Auchindrane (1830) Act I. Sc. i.

[1. She could eke Wrastlen . . . With any yong man,
were he never so wight, Chaucer C. T. b. 3457.]
WIGHT, WIGNEAR, see Wite, Wigginear.
WIG-WAG, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Bck. 1. v. To swing

backwards and forwards. e.Yks. 1 2. Comb. Wig-wag
wanton, the quaking-grass, Briza media. Bck. (B. & H.)
3. sb. In phr. this world of wig-wag, obs., this state of
being ; this world of good and evil. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).

WIG-WAGON, sb. Wil. The quaking-grass, Briza
media. Sarum Dioc. Gazette (Jan. 1891) 14, col. 2.

WIG-WANTS, WIK, see Wag-wants, Wick, sb.125

WIKE, sb. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Also in forms wick,
wicker N.Cy.1 A temporary mark ; see below. Cf.

wicker, sb}
N.Cy.1 A mark used in setting out tithes, generally the branch

of a tree. e.Yks. To make use of reade-weedes for wikes, Best
Rur. Econ. (1641) 35; As boughs set up to divide swaths to be
mown in the common ings ; also boughs set on haycocks for tithes,

&c, Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788).

WIKE, see Wick, sb.23

WIKER, sb. Obs. n.Cy. A corner, esp. of the mouth.
Grose (1790). Cf. wick, sb.3

WIL, see Wheel.
WILBER, sb. and v. Ken.1 Also in form wibber.

[wrlba(r), wi'ba(r).] 1. sb. A dial, form of 'wheel-
barrow.' Hence Wibberful, sb. a wheelbarrowful. 2. v.

To wheel in a wheelbarrow. ' I wibber'd out a wibberfull.'

WILBRANCH, sb. Obs. or obsol. Chs.1 A string-halt
in horses. Cf. willmaranche. Hence Wilbranched,
ppl. adj. having the string-halt.

WILCH, sb. Obs. e.An. I. The sediment of beer,
home-made wine, &c. Suf. 1 2. The wicker strainer
set upright in the mash-tub, to prevent the grains from
running off with the wort. e.An.', Suf.1

WILCHEN, sb. Ant. A little fellow. (S.A.B.) Cf.
wilk, sb.

1

WILCOCK,s6. Sh.I. Also written willcock. [wi'lkok.]
The razor-bill, Alca torda. Swainson Birds (188s) 217

:

S. &Ork.1 Cf. willock, 3.
D

'

WILD, sb. Sur. Sus. [waild.] A weald ; see below.
Sur. The Wild of Surrey is a clay-bottomed, wet, unpleasant

passage of country, Marshall Review (1817) V. 355. Sus. 1 The
Weald of Sussex is always spoken of as The Wild by the people
who live in the Downs.
Hence wild people, phr. the inhabitants of the Weald of

Sussex, so called by the inhabitants of the Downs. Sus.1

[A franklin in the wild of Kent, Shaks. i Hen. IV, 11. i. 60.]
WILD, adj. and adv. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Lng. Also in forms wahld n.Yks. ; weyl Cum. 1
; wil

Sc.
; wile Gall. ; will Sc. (Jam.) ; wul, wuld Sc. ; wull

Sc. (Jam.) ; wyle Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) [waild, Midi, woild.]
1. adj. In comb. (1) Wild bear, in phr. shoeing the wild

bear, a game ; see below ; cf. to shoe the old mare, s.v.
Shoe, 10 (4) ; (2) — bird, in phr. all the wild birds in the
air, a game ; see below ; cf. all the birds in the air, s.v.
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All, 5. I

; (3) — bores, a worsted material
; (4) — cat,

(a) the polecat ; (b) an ill-natured, spiteful person
; (c)

wild
; stormy

;
(d) in phr. to tumble the wild cat, to turn

head over heels ; to fall over
;

(e) in phr. to turn the wild
cat, to turn head over heels on a bar or rope; (5) — curds,
see below; (6) — drave, a madcap; (7) —horse, see
below

; (8) — hounds, a pack of phantom hounds
; (9)— lady, a witch

; (10) — lead, sulphuret of zinc, ' mock
lead'; (11)— man, a phantom huntsman

; (12)— pigeon,
the rock-dove, Columba livia

; (13) — say, a foolish story;
(14)— skite, (15) — squirts, diarrhcea, esp. used of cattle

;

(16) — steg, a wild goose.
(1) Twd. Shoein' the wild bear, a game in which the person

sits cross-legged on a beam or pile, each of the extremities of
which is placed or swung in the eyes of a rope suspended from the
back-tree of an out-house. The person uses a switch as if in the
act of whipping up a horse ; when, being thus unsteadily mounted,
he is most apt to lose his balance. If he notwithstanding retains
it, he is victor over those who fail in making the attempt (Jam.).
(a) Per. A game in which one acts the dam of a number of birds,
such as are generally known, to all that are engaged in the sport.
The person who opposes tries to guess the name ofeach individual.
When he errs, he is subjected to a stroke on the back. When
his conjecture is right, he carries away on his back that bird,
Which is subjected to a blow from each of the rest. When he has
discovered and carried off the whole, he has gained the game
(Jam.). (3) w.Yks. They were . . . about the first to start the
worsted business, . . the principal make being shalloons and
wildbores, Cudworth Bradford (1876) 330. (4, a) Sc. (Jam.),
w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) (4) Sc. (Jam.)
(c) Abd. Whan the word the Maister spak Drave the wull-cat
billows back, Macdonald Warlock (1882) xlv. (d) Sc. (Jam.)
Rnf. Young Lochlomond (1872) 48. Ayr. The daft collier body
Tammie Tile, . . whom I have seen tumblin' the wulcat a' the
road to his work oot at the Craw-Brae-Heids, Service Dr. Duguid
(ed. 1887) 29. Dwn. Fur he wuz gaun on baith han's an' feet, an'

he tumbled the wull-cat twa or three times, Lyttle Robin Gordon,

94. (e) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Uls. (M.B.-S.) (5)
Hrt. From the whey, if set on the fire, will arise wild curds, by
putting new milk and sour buttermilk to it, Ellis Mod. Husb.

(1750) III. i. 138. (6) Dev. A' daunt knaw hot'ull happen tertha

... ye little wild-drave ! Madox-Brown Dinah Bluth (1876) bk.

11. v. (7) Ess. Observing a horse-shoe nailed to the door of one of

his cow-houses, he asked the cow-keeper why he had fixed it

there. The lad gravely replied, ' Why, to keep the wild-horse

away, to be sure,' N. tf Q. (1852) 1st S. v. 437. (8) Nhp.2 142.

(9) Wor. The Jovial Hunter upon a wild-lady, or witch, appearing
to him, determined to destroy the boar, Allies Antiq. Flk-Lore

(1840) 115, ed. 1852. (10) Cor. 2 (n)Nhp.2 (12) Sh.I. Swainson
Birds (1885) 168. Nhb.i (13) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) (14) n.Yks.

N. 6* Q. (1884) 6th S. x. 411. (15) w.Som. 1 (s.v. Squirts). (16)

Gall. 'Bout whom I mean tae croon awa, Or like a wilesteg gabble

A while this day, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 80, ed. 1876.

2. Comb, in plant-names : (1) Wild anise, the sweet
cicely, Myrrhis odorata

; (2) — asparagus, the spiked

Star of Bethlehem, Ornithogalum pyrenaicum
; (3)— bennet, see below

; (4) — betony, the mountain avens,

Dryas octqpetala
; (5) — borage (-root, obs., the viper's

bugloss, Echium vu/gare
; (6) — camels, the wild camo-

mile, Matricaria Chamomilla
; (7) — celery, the common

Alexanders, Smyrnium Olusatrum
; (8) — clover, the

wood-sorrel, Oxalis Acetosella
; (9) — cole, the colewort,

Brassica oleracea
; (10) — corn, wild oats, Avena fatua

;

(n) — cotton, the tassel cotton-grass, Eriophorum poly-

stachyon
; (12) — crocus, ? the meadow saffron, Colchicum

autumnale
; (13) — cucumber, the wild hop, Bryonia

dioica
; (14) — daffadowndilly, the common daffodil, Nar-

cissus Pseudo-Narcissus; (15) — damson, the bullace,

Prunus insititia
; (16) — elder, (17) — esh, the gout-weed,

Aegopodium Podagraria ; (18) — fitch, the common vetch,

Vicia sativa
; (19) — flox, the great hairy willow-herb,

Epilobium hirsutum ; (20) — garlic, the ramson, Allium

ursinum ; (21) — geranium, (a) the herb Robert,

Geranium Robertianum ;
(b) the red campion, Lychnis

diurtta; (c) the evening campion, L. vespertina; (22)

gold, obs., the corn crowfoot, Ranunculus arvensis

;

(23) —'grass-nettle, the hedge wound-wort, Stachys

sylvatica
; (24) — hop, (a) the climbing buck-wheat,

Polygonum Convolvulus; (b) the wood betony, Stachys
Betonica

;
(c) see (13) ; (25) — ice-leaf, the great mullein,

Verbascum Thapsus
; (26) — ice-plant, the brilliant stone-

crop, Sedum Fabarium
; (27) — jonquil, see (14) ; (28)— kale, (a) see (9) ;

(b) the charlock, Sinapis arvensis

;

(29) — laburnum, the common yellow melilot, Melilotus
officinalis

; (30) — leek, see (20) ; (31) — lily, the cuckoo-
pint, Arum maculatum

; (32) — liquorice, (a) the rest-
harrow, Ononis arvensis; (b) the sweet milk-vetch,
Astragalus glycyphyllos

; (33) — loveandidle, the pansy,
Viola tricolor

; (34) — marigold, the corn-marigold,
Chrysanthemum segetum

; (35) — maws, the common red

P°PPy> Papaver Rhoeas
; (36) — mint, the common hemp-

nettle, Galeopsis Tetrahit
; (37) — musk, obs., the hemlock

storksbill, Erodium cicutarium
; (38) — mustard, (a) see

(28, b)
;

(b) the black mustard, Sinapis nigra
;

(c) the wild
radish, Raphanus Raphanislrum

; (39) — onions, the
crow-garlic, Allium vineale; (40) — parsley, (a) the cow-
parsley, Anlhriscus sylvestris, esp. the leaves of the plant

;

(b) the leaves of the shepherd's needle, Scandix Pecten-
Veneris

; (41) — pear-tree, the white beam-tree, Pyrus
Aria

; (42) — pepper, the common yarrow, Achillea Mille-

folium
; (43) — pincushion-tree, the guelder-rose, Vi-

burnum Opulus ; (44) — pink, (a) the maiden pink,
Dianthus deltoides; (b) the Deptford pink, D. Armeria;
(c) the greater stitchwort, Stellaria Holostea

;
(d) see

(21, a)
; (45) — plum, see (15) ; (46) —radish, see (38, c)

;

(47) — sage, (a) the wood-sage, Teucrium Scordonia

;

(b) the round-leaved mint, Mentha rotundifolia
; (48)— snapdragon, the yellow toad-flax, Linaria vulgaris

;

(49) — sookies, the trefoil clover, Trifolium medium
;

(50) — spinach, (a) the sea-beet, Beta maritima
;

(b) the
white goosefoot, Chenopodium album

;
(c) the good King

Henry, C. Bonus-Henricus
;

(d) the broad-leaved bell-

flower, Campanula latifolia
; (51) — sunflower, the horse-

elder, Inula Helenium
; (52) — tansy, the goose-grass,

Polentilla Anserina
; (53) — thetch-grass, (a) obs., the

common tufted vetch, Vicia Cracca
;

(b) obs., the common
tare, V. hirsuta

; (54) — trefoil, the yellow trefoil,

Trifolium minus
; (55) — tulip, the common fritillary,

Fritillaria Meleagris
; (56) — turnip, see (28, b)

; (57)— vetch, see (53, a)
; (58) — vine, (a) see (13) ;

(b) the
black briony, Tamus communis ; (59) — Williams, the
ragged robin, Lychnis Flos-cuculi

; (60) — willow, see (19)

.

(1) Cum." (b) Wil. 1
(3) Hrt. It is the opinion of some, that,

where Ray-grass grows some years on ground, the same will in

time degenerate into a wild bennet or twitch-grass, Ellis Mod.
Husb. (1750) VII. i. 96, in Flk-Lore Rec. (1880) III. pt. i. 85.

(4) Cla. (5) Sur. Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) III. i. 44. (6) Dev.
Science Gossip (1873) 235. (7) I.W. (8) se.Lin. (I.W.) (9)
Nhb. 1 (io)n.Sc.,Exb. (Jam.) (ii) n.Sc. (ib.) (12) Dor. (E.C.M.)

(13, 14) War. 3 (15) n.Yks. (16) Bck. (17) nw.Cum. (18)

Cum. (19) Dev. Science Gossip (1873) 235. (20) Chs. 1
, War.3

,

Wor. (E.S.), Glo., Sur., Dev.4 (21, a) Dev.4 (4, c) Chs. (22)

Ess. A yellow weed called joy or wild gold, Reports Agric. (1793-
1813). (23) Nbp.1

(24, a) Chs.13 (4) Wor. (c) Yks. (25) Bck.

(26) Hmp. (W.M.E.F.) (27) War. 3 (28, a) Nhb.1 (4) Lnk.

(Jam.) Wgt., Kcb. Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 264. Ant. (29)
Sur. So called about London, from the resemblance of the flowers

to those of the laburnum (B. & H.). (30) Nhb. 1 (31) Dev.4

(32, a) Cum.1 Introd. 20. n.Yks. [In the season of flowering the

root is dug up and eaten by children ... as a substitute for the

liquorice-root of the apothecary (B. & H.).] (b) Lnk. Patrick
Plants (1831) 287. (33) Glo. 1

(34) Ant. (35) Der. (36) Dev.

Science Gossip (1873) 235. (37) Bdf. Agric. (1813) 322. (38, a) Sc.

(A.W.),Cum. (4) War.3 (c) s.Sc, n.Cy. (39) War.3 (40, a) Lin.

(I.W.), e.Rdn. (4) Bck. (41) Der. (42) Nhb.1 (s.v. Hundred-leaved
grass). (43) War.3 (44, a) s.Sc, n.Cy., Nhb.1 (s.v. Pink). (6)

Brks. Druce Flora (1897) 82. (<r) Bck. (rf) Glo.1
(45) n.Yks.

(46) Nhb.1
(47, a) Wtf., Chs. (4) Shr.1 (48) nXin.1

, Oxf. (49)
Nhb.1 (s.v. Sookies). (50, a) Ir., I.W. (4) Midi. Marshall Rur.
Econ. (1796) ii. Bdf. (c) Hmp. 1

, I.W. (rf) w.Yks. The young
shoots are boiled and eaten (B. & H.). (51) I.W. (52) Cum.4

,

Nhp. Brks. Druce Flora (1897) 192. s.Bck. [The leaues are

long, made vp of many smaller leaues, like vnto those of the
garden Tansie, but lesser, Gerarde 841 (B. & H.).] (53, a) Hrt.

Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) I. i. 142. (6) ib. III. i. 48. (54)sw.Cum.

3 R2
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(55) Nhp., War. (56) w.Yks. N. V Q. (1870) 4th S. vi. 125. (57)
Cum., Oxf. (58, a) Chs. 1

, Wor., Hmp.1 (6) Chs.13, I.W. (59)
Brks. Druce Flora (1897) 88. (60) s.Cy., Wil.1

3. Phr. (1) as wild as a hare. n.Yks. (I.W.)
; (2) — as

Orson, very wild. Stf. (J.C.W.) ; (3) wild as winter thunder,

ungovernable, unruly. Cum.1 * 4. Mad, esp. mad
with anger ; cross ; excited ; in gen. colloq. use.

Sc. (G.W.), Cai. 1 Abd. If the maister thocht I meddled he'd

be wild, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (June 4, 1898). Dwn. < They're

cleen wuld aboot it,' sez I, Lyttle Ballycuddy (1892) 18. n.Cy.

(J.W.) w.Yks. As wild as a March hare, Prov. in Brighouse

News {Aug. 10, 1889) ; w.Yks.2
, ne.Lan.

1
, Not. 1

, Lei. 1
, War.3

, Sus.

(F.E.) w.Som. 1 A very common jeer to an irascible person is,

' Hot's the matter then ! why thee art so wild's a cock gooze !

'

5. Of arable land : covered with weeds.
n.Yks. This fauf is wahld (I.W.).

6. Rough; used ofa coarse-grained lump of stone. Hrf.2

7. Of a smell: strong, rank.
w.Som.1 Somethin' stinks terr'ble wild, I sim. Cor. There's

your muck heap, and a passel av owld hens sarching round en,

and the wilder it smell the better they'm enjoying av ut, Lee
Cynthia, 272.

8. adv. Extremely.
Abd. Mr. Macrory compleen't wil' ill upon't, Alexander Johnny

Gibb (1871) xvii.

WILD, see Will, adj.

WILDEGO, sb. and adj. Dev. Cor. Also written

wildygo Cor. fwai'ldigo.] 1. sb. A wild, harum-
scarum person.

n.Dev. Jan's wraxling ginged the wildego, Rock Jim an' Nell

(1867) st. i2i. nw.Dev. Very common. 'He was a regular

wildego when he was a boy ' (R.P.C.).

2. adj. Wild, harum-scarum.
Cor. Born only yestiddy week, an' she ought to be abed ; an'

so I've been tellin' her ever since she dragged me out 'pon this

wildygo errand !
' Q.' Wandering Heath (1895) 190.

WILDENOW'S FERN, phr. Dor. The shield fern,

Aspidium. (G.E.D.)

WILDER, v. Sc. Irel. Lan. Also written wildar Sc.
[wilda(r.] 1. To bewilder. See Will, adj.
Abd. My lord looked 'wildered with my outburst, Cobban

Angel (1898) 22. Rnf. Young Lochlomond (1872) 39. Dwn.
Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 84. s.Lan. 1

Hence (1) Wildering, ppl. adj. (a) bewildered
;

(b)

wild
; (2) Wilderment, bewilderment

; (3) Wildert, ppl.
adj., see (1, b) ; cf. wilyart.

(1, a) Rnf. His youthfu' face, owrecast wi' sick'ning care,
Exhibited a wild'ring, vacant stare, Finlayson Rhymes (1815) 58.

(6) Per. Hell-born echoes trumlin' maunt Their wilderin' shout,
Stewart Character (1857) 99. (2) s.Lan.1 (3) Frf. Reid
Heatherland (1894) 77. Edb. I'm glad I hae chas'd aff your
wildart stare, Learmont Poems (1791) 323.
2. To lose one's way ; to go astray

; gen. in pp.
Frf. To wilderit wichts thai're waefow lichts, But lichts of joy

to me, Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 243. Per. ' Dig doun, dig doun,'
quo' the piper's wife, 'And save my 'wildered husband's life,'

Spence Poems (1898) 58. Edb. Macneill Bygane Times (181 1) 58.

WILDERN, see Wildin(g.
WILD-FIRE, sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Lan. Chs.

Cor. Also in forms weeld-fire Cor. 2
; wild-fires Cor.

;

wilfier Dur. ; wil-fire Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) s.Chs.1
; will- Sc.

;

woild-foire s.Lan. 1
; wool-fire N.I. 1

; wul-fire Sc. (Jam.
Suppl.) Ir. Nhb.1

1. Inflammable air
;
phosphorescence

occasioned by decaying vegetation, &c. ; a will-o'-the-wisp.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Lnk. Willies with the wisps, or Spunkiescf

wild-fire, seen mostly in boguish myrish ground, in louring, foul-
som, unwholsom weather, Walker Biog. Presby. (ed. 1827) I.

243. Nhb. 1 Also the glimmer seen on the wheels of carts or the
shoes of travellers, which in passing over swampy moorlands are
often seen as if beset with thousands of luminous sparkles, or
even sheets of flame. This is occasioned by breaking in upon the
decayed vegetable ingredients underneath the surface, which teem
with phosphorescent matter visible only in the dark, and when
thus excited. Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). s.Lan.',
Chs.1 s.Chs. 1 The blue flame sometimes seen flickering over the
surface of a coal in a grate.

2. Summer lightning.

Ayr. Was't the wil'fire scorched their boughs? Burns Verses

near Drumlanrig, st. 5. Edb. Wild-fire through the dark clouds

gleam'd, R. Wilson Poems (1822) 186. Nhb.1

3. Erysipelas ; used also of other skin diseases.

Sc. The weam-ill, the wild-fire, the vomit, and the vees,

Francisque-MichelSc. £««£. (1882) 155. N.I.1 Ant. Ballymena

Obs. (1892). Dur. A charm to cure Erysipelas. .
.

' As our blessed

Lady sat at her bowery dower, With her deer daughter on her

nee, Wating on the snock snowls and the wilfier And the ceron-

cepel coming in at the town end, By the name of the Lord I

medisenthee.'AT. & Q. (1873) 4thS.xi.421. Yks. (K.), n.Yks. 1 *,

ne.Lan.1
, s.Lan. 1

, Chs.13 Cor. People will travel many miles to

have themselves or their children charmed for ' wildfires,' Hunt
Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 410, ed. 1896 ; Christ he walketh over

the land, Caried the wild fire in his hand, He rebuked the fire and

bid it stand, Stand wildfire, stand, In the name, &c, Black
Flk-Medicine (1883) iv ; Cor.12

4. The small spearwort, Ranunculus Flammula. Mry.,

Kcd. (B. & H.) 5. The marsh-marigold, Caltha palustris.

Kcd. (Jam.)
[3. A wilde fyr up-on thair bodyes falle ! Chaucer

C. T. a. 4172.]

WILDIE, sb. Sc. [wai'ldi.] A wild, restless child.

Frf. Dealin' the wildies a cloot, or a cry, Reid Heatherland

(1894) 37.

WILDIN(G, sb. and ppl. adj. Sc. Yks. Lan. Lei. Shr.

Oxf. Wil. Som. Also in forms wildern Wil. 1

; wildlin

s.Lan.1 [waildin.] 1. sb. A wild fellow ; a rude, un-

cultivated man.
w.Yks. Thou could'st play the wilding up and down the country-

side, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 69. s.Lan.1 They'r a lot

o' rackless wildlin's.

2. A crab-apple ; a crab-tree.
Lei. 1 Red crabs, not so sour as other wild apples. Shr. (B. & H.),

Oxf.1 Wil. 1 An apple-tree run wild in the hedges, as opposed to

a true crab-tree. w.Som. 1 They baint no good, they baint on'y

wildins, and so zour's a grig.

Hence Wilding-tree, sb. the crab-apple tree, Pyrus
Malus. Shr. (B. & H.) 3. ppl. adj. Growing wild.

Sc. The sweet wilding roses That deck a' the loanings Wi'
blossom and bloom, Wright Sc. Life (1897) 78. Lnk. A soul of

power That deeper joy Could win from wilding bird or flower
Than wealth could buy, Miller Willie Winkie (ed. 1902) 74.
Gall. I've promised to pu' her the wilding rose, Nicholson Poet.

Wis. (1814) 200, ed. 1897.

WILD-LIKE, adj. and adv. Sc. Cum. Yks. Also in
form wull-like Sc. 1. adj. Wild ; startled.
Abd. He gi'es ye sic a wull-like glower at times oot o' yon

black e'en o' his, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 20, 1900). Cum.*
2. Of the weather : threatening a storm.
Sc. (A.WO.Cum.1 * n.Yks.2 It's varry wild-like. w.Yks. (J.W.)

3. adv. Wildly.
Abd. Wull-like he's wand'rin' thro' the toon, Abd. Wkly. Free

Press (Aug. 2, 1902). Dmb. He stood glowerin' wild-like at me,
Strang Lass ofLennox (1899) 297.

WILDLIN, see Wildin(g.
WILD-MAREHINCH, -WRENCH, see Willmaranche.
WILDNAGERIE, sb. Cor. A corruption of ' wild ' and

' menagerie.' To see the wildnagerie of baists, Tales, 5 ; Cor.3

WILDRIF, adj. Obsol. Sc. Wild, boisterous, unruly.
Frf. What sough hae ye o' weird to me, O, wildrif war by

rowin' scaur ? Reid Heatherland (1894) 41.

WIL-DUCK, sb. Nrf. 1. The common guillemot,
Lomvia troile. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (i8q^) 40. Cf.
willock. 2. The razor-bill, Alca torda. ib.

WILE, sb.
1 Cum* [wail.] A set of five snares fixed

to a hoop floating on the water for catching wild ducks.A quiet, slow-running watercourse was generally chosen for
the operations of the country folks who used wiles, Macpherson
Fauna (1892) Introd. 85.

WILE,s6. 2 Obs. Sc. Also in form wyle Gall. ; wylie
(Jam.). An instrument for twisting straw-rope. Dmf.
(Jam.) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
WILE, see Wale, v?, While, Wild, adj., Will, adj.

WILERIE, sb. Sc. [wai'lsri.] Wiling ; seductiveness.
Ayr. Ye'll ken her by her swingin' gaite, Her voice a' wilerie,

Service Notandums (1890) 88.

WILEYCOAT, see Wyliecoat.
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WILF, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Pem. Also in form wilg Pern,
[wilf.] A name given to var. species of willow, esp. the
white willow, Salix alba ; a dial, form of ' willow.' Cf.

wilger.
n.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Yks.12 , ne.Yks.1 e.Yks. A wilfe tree

that groweth in the hedge, Best Rur. Econ. (1641) 41 ; e-Yks. 1

w.Yks. Lees Flora (1888) 403. s.Pem. Plant soom wilgs [j*hard]

on this hedge (W.M.M.).

WILFUL, adj. Sc. War. Willing; hardworking.
Ayr. The word ahin was aye—chick, chick, My wilfu' burdies,

Until your skin's worn to the quick, Meikle Poems (1823) 8.

War.24

[The worthy kyng . . . saw thame wilfull to fulfill His
liking, Barbour Bruce (1375) xi. 266.]

WILG, see Wilf.

WILGER, sb. Dev. Also in forms welgar ; welger
Dev.2

; wolgar. [wi"lg3(r).] A name given to var. species

ofwillow, esp. the common osier, Salix viminalis. Cf. wilf.

Down by the wilger [the g hard] plot, Reports Provinc. (1882)

;

1853, Apl. 13. Let Berry the wolgar plot, is. a bundle next year,

and £1 a year after Lady-day next, ib. (1895) ; Dev.2 n.Dev.

Nor welgars, no nor withy bans, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 34.

nw.Dev.1

WILIPEND, v. Sc. [wrlipend.] To vilify, revile

;

a dial, form of ' vilipend.' See Waalipen(n.
Abd. I cudna let the lassie hear 'er nain pawrents wilipen' it,

Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xix.

WILK, sb.1 Pern, [wilk.] A dwarf. Cf. wilchen.
s.Pem. There's a wilk of a boy ! (W.M.M.)
WILK,sZ>.2 Cor.1 Also in form welk. [wilk.] A ridgy

hump or tumour.
WILK, see Welk, v.1 , Whilk, v.\ Willok.

WILKER, v. Obs. Hrt. To wither. Ellis Mod.
Husb. (1750) V. i. 68. Cf. wilter ; see Welk, v.

1

WILKIN, sb. Obs. Lin. An apparatus used in driving

piles.

So called at Boston in 1804, Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 310.

WILKIN, see Quilkin.

WILKS, sb. Nhp. [wilks.] Used in comparisons

;

see below.
Nhp.1 ' As deep as Wilks.

1 A person who was proverbial for

his craft and cunning : or more probably allusive to Wilkes the

celebrated pseudo-patriot ; Nhp.2 As cross as old Wilks.

WILKY, see Quilkin.

WILL, sb. 1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also

written wil s.Wor.1 [wil.] 1. In comb. (1) Will-gill or

-jill, a hermaphrodite ; an imperfectly-developed male

;

an effeminate man; a mannish woman; used also of

a barren woman ; (2) — Lappin, see below ; (3) -o'-the-

wisp [not known to our correspondents], ? the germander

speedwell, Veronica Chamaedrys ; (4) -wicket, the sand-

piper, Tringoides hypoleucus ; (5) -with-the-wisp, an ignis

fatuus.

(1) Chs.123 , Der.2 , nw.Der.1
, Nhp.2 , War.", se.Wor. 1

,
s.Wor.1

,

Shr. 12, Gi
.i 2) suf.1, Ken.12 , w.Cy. (Hall.), Wil. 1

(2) Oxf. If

you are stupid, they call you 'Will Lappin' (A.P.). (3) Som.

The little blue will o' the wisps blawed an' wither'd in the stubble,

Leith Lemon Verbena (1895) 114. (4) Sur. The summer snipe or

sandpiper, the will-wicket of the riverside, ran nimbly, Son of

Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 241. (5) Lin. 1

2. Phr. Dank Will, an ignisfatuus.

Per. The deceitful lantern of Dank Will, sporting where
' Danger throws him down to sleep,' Monteath Dunblane (1835)

S3, ed. 1887.

3. A sea-gull. s.Cy. (Hall.)

WILL, adj., adv., v.
1 and sb.

2 Sc. e.An. Also written

wyl Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms wild Cai.1 ; wile Sc. ;
wuld

So; wull Sc. (Jam.) [wil.] 1. adj. Bewildered; lost

in error ; uncertain how to proceed. See Wilyart.

Sc. I'm will what to do (Jam.) ; You are so will of your wooing,

you wat not where to wed TYou have so much choice, that you

wot not which to pitch on], KellyP™. (1721) 375- <f.Sc. They got

wuld amon' his horses, an' could never be certain whether he was

i' the forties or fifties, Setoun Sunshine (1895) *. Abd. Gyaun

awa' to Aiberdeen like a wull chucken, Alexander Johnny Gibb

(187 1) xxvii. Frf. His will and weary ghost, Beattie Arnha

(c. 1820) 20, ed. 1882.

Hence (1) Will-gate, sb. an erroneous course; also used

fig. ; (2) Willness, sb. dizziness
; (3) Wilsome, adj., obs.,

bewildered, wandering, lonely, dreary.
(1) Sc. (Jam.) (2) Or.I. Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 797. (3)

Sc. (Jam.) ; To his maik, with wilsum skraik, Ilk bird its terror

spoke, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) IV. 341, ed. 1848. Abd. Ae wink
0' sleep, wi' grief and cauld and wet, Out-throw the wilsome
night, he couldna get, Ross Helenore (1768) 48, ed. 1812. Lnk.

Struthers Poet. Tales (1838) 86.

2. adv. In phr. (1) to be led will, or — will led, to be led

astray ; see Led-will
; (2) to go will, to go astray.

(1) e.An.2 Nrf. Each time she attempted to cross this place she

was irresistibly, and against her will, prevented by some invisible

power; or, as she said, was ' Will led,' N. 6-= Q. (1855) 1st S. xii.

489. e.Suf. (F.H.), Sus.1 (2) Sc. (Jam.) ; When I gaed wull an

wandered far, Donald Poems (1867) n. Or.I. Dennison Sketch

Bk. (1880) 91, in Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 802. Cai.1 Abd. He's

gane wull; pit him richt (W.M.). Kcd. We hae gaen will,

Burness Thrummy Cap (c. 1796) 1. 59.

3. v. To lose one's way ; to wander about.

Sh.1. They're wilt that wales, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 227.

4. sb. The state of having lost one's way.
Sh.I. ' It's a willin' will that leads a man to the lady's hoose.'

Will signifies to lose one's way as in a fog, and when a man
arrives at the house of his sweetheart, pretending that he has

wilt, it is understood to be a willing accident, Spence Flk-Lore

(1899) 227. Or.I. Dennison ib.

[1. Then wes he wa and will of red, Barbour Bruce

(
I375) i- 348 - ON - villr, bewildered, erring, astray

(Vigfusson). 1. (3) Mony wylsum way he rode, Gawayne

(0 1360) 689.]

WILL, sb.3 and v.
2 Sc. Ir. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Not. Lin. Som. Dev. [wil.] 1. sb. In phr. (1) at all

will, to the utmost extent of one's inclination or desire
;

(2) if it's your will, if you like ; (3) in wills, doubtful ;
' in

two minds
' ; (4) of will, spontaneously

; (5) to ask one's

wills, to ask what one wants ; (6) to come in or to a person's

will, obs., to submit to him ; (7) to come on one's wills, see

below
; (8) to get one's will(s of obs., to get one's way with

;

(9) to have good will, obs., to be willing; (10) to have no

will of to have no liking for
; (11) to have one's will of, to

do what one pleases with
; (12) to take one's will of, (a)

see (11) ;
(b) to take as much as one pleases ; (13) what's

your will? (a) what do you want? (b) what did you say?

(14) with one's will, with one's consent.

(1) Sc. I'm sure ye've gotten claith to make that coat wi' at a'

will (Jam.). (2) Sc. If it's your wull I'll just tak a step as far as

Dunse, Scott Bride of Lam. (1819) xii. (3) Cum.1 Aa's i' wills

whether to gang or nit; Cum.24 (4) Sc. It's a gude wall [well]

that springs o' will (Jam.). Rxb. Needing them sae sairly that

he canna bide till they come o' will, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 6.

(5) Wm. She ax'd her her wills, and the auld woman answered,

Whitehead Leg. (1859) 6, ed. 1896. (6) Sc. To the kirk-

treasurer write a letter, Come in his will, Lay down the talents,

or be debtor, By band or bill, Pennecuik Collection (1787) 28.

Abd. The honest men . . . were forced to come to the earl's will,

whilk was not for their good, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 6.

(7) Cum. In closing a bargain the buyer says he will come on the

wills or discretion of the seller for a good gift back, trusting to

his generosity (E.W.P.) ; Cum.14 (8) Sc. Whan he had got his

wills o' her, Kinloch Ballads (1827) 15. Edb. Afore we disagree

You'll haflins get your will o' me, Crawford Poems (1798) 107.

(9) Edb. When . . . wretches have good will to spend, Pennecuik

Wks. (1715) 338, ed. 1815. (10) Sc. The Committee hade no will

of a wide door to encourage complainers, Kirkton Ch. Hist.

(1817) 295. Abd. I hae na will o' that [I hope that is not the

case] (Jam.). Slg. I have na will of strangers, Wodrow Soc.

Sel. Biog. (ed. 1845-7) I. 353. (n) Frf. Od, gin I had my will o'

them 'At's gi'en me sic a rin ! Reid Heatherland (1894) 55. (12, a)

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. He stude there like a rock, nor liftet a han' to

defen' himsel, but jist loot the maister tak his wull o' 'im,

Macdonald Warlock (1882) vi. (A) Sc. (Jam.) (13, a) Sc.

Mitchell Scotticisms (1790) 90. Inv. (H.E.F.) Bnff. What's

your will, young man, wi' me? Taylor Poems (1787) 61. Frf.

Service, gentlemen, what's yer wull? Lowson Gutdfollow (1890)

30. Ayr. What's your wull the day, sir? Douglas Green Shutters

(1901) 88. n.Yks. What's yer wills ? (I.W.) (b) Sc. (Jam.), Per.,

Slg. (G.W.) s.Sc. Wilson Tales (1836) IV. 90. (14) Lnk. Ye'll

never set anither fit in't wi' my wull, Fraser Whaups (1895) 99.
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2. A wish ; a desire ; a passion.
Abd. I hae no will that he ken [I hope he does not know]

(Jam.). Ayr. He . . . had na will a' hope to tyne O' winning in,

Fisher Poems (1790) 69. Edb. Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 338, ed.

1815. Gall. Rather far wad be my will That ane should spier

my price, Scott Gleanings (1881) 151. w.Cy. (Hall.) Dev.
'Twasn't never noan o' my wills. Loord I was druv to't, Ford
Postle Farm (1899) 218.

3. v. To wish.
Wxf. 1 Ich woul ich had. Yks. (K.) e.Yks. 1 Ah deean't will

him onny hot [hurt], MS. add. (T.H.) s.Lan. 1

4. To bequeath.
Sc. (A.W.) Kcd. Bailie Brodie micht be dead, Micht hae

will'd awa' his siller, Grant Lays (1884) 43. Cum.1 He will't his

money to t'dowter. w.Yks. (J.W.) Not. Oad Bagshaw's nephew,
. . . him he's willed the farm to, Prior Fores/ Flk. (1901) 18.

n.Lin.1 It was willed to me ; it isn't heired property. w.Som.1

Th'old man was a wo'th a good bit o' money, but 'tis shameful how
he've a-left 'is wive ; he willed every shillin' to th' oldest son, and
her's a-fo'ced to be holdin' to he vor the very bread her d'ait.

5. To impose one's will on another.
Rnf. He will'd me Blackburn's ale to prie, F. Sempill Poems

(ed. 1849) 54. Nhb. Belike ye have them wilde thereto, Richard-
son Borderers Table-bk. (1846) VII. 119.

WILL, aux. v. Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. [wil ; wbI ; el.] I. Gram, forms. 1. Present
Tense, i. Affirmative. [The unstressed form in comb, with
the pers. pron., as /'//, is omitted as being in gen. colloq.
and dial, use.] (1) Bl, (2) si, (3) Hull, (4) Ool, (5) Ul(l,

(6) WbI, (7) Weel, (8) Wal, (9) Wial, (10) Win, (11) Wol(l,
(12) Wool, (13) Woul, (14) Wul(l, (15) Wuol.

(1) Per. Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 754. (2) Oxf. ib. 117. Bck.
ib. 191. (3) Nhp.1 I hull do't (s.v. Hull). (4) Nhp.1

, War.
(J.R.W.) w.Wor. 1 Us '661. se.Wor. 1 Shr. 1 I 661, Introd. 65.
Oxf. 1 Her ool. Them ool. Brks. 1 'T 'ool. Ess. 1 w.Som. 1 Tlta-ek--n
aul uz tuym—aay tuulee, teo-1. (5) Per. Ellis ib. 754. s.Lan. 1

Nhp. 1 Ull yua gua an ha' sum ta whim ma? War.2 Here lies

John Bull. If you don't hit him hard, I ull. s.War. Ellis ib. 116.
m.Shr. ib. 186. Hrf. ib. 70. Pern. ib. 32. Glo. Ull 'em 'ev the
four-field or the six-field system ? Gissing Vill. Hampden (1890) i.

Oxf. Ellis ib. 119. Ess. ib. 223. Hmp. ib. 100. Wil. ib. 50.
Dor. ib. 77. Som. ib. 90. (6) Bnff. ib. 782. s.Sc. ib. 718. (7)
Wxf.1

(8) Brks. Ellis ib. 95. (9) e.Ken. ib. 144. (10) n.Cy.
(Hall.) Lan. Walker Plebeian Pol. (1796) 60, ed. 1801. (11)
n.Wil. What woll ye zee in th' Shulamite ? Kite Sng. Sol. (c. i860)
vi. 13. Cor.2 (12) Lei.1

, Nhp.1 w.Wor. You'll coome then,
wool yer? S. Beauchamp W. Hamilton (1875) III. 310. Glo.
Thur now, let un aloan, u'll scrat ye, her wool, Lysons Vulgar
Tongue (1868) 27. Oxf. (M.W.), Brks.1

, e.An.2 Nrf. I wool,
if I can get to the seaside to-night, Spilling M. Miggs (1873)
38, ed. 1902. Suf. 1 w.Som. 1 When very emphatic. (13) Wxf.1

(14) Sc. Murray Dial. (1873) 216. Abd. Wull ye ventur'? Abd.
Wkly. Free Press (Jan. 17, 1903). Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.
(1824). n.Ir. The boat wull be rowlin' terbly, Lyttle Paddy
McQuillan, 36. N.Cy.1 Cum. Pu' me, we wull rin efter thee,
Rayson Sng. Sol. (1859) i. 4. w.Yks. 1 se.Lan. Ellis ib. 322.
s.Chs.1 89. Fit. Ellis ib. 456. Stf. 1 Gerra way wul yuh? 26.
nw.Der. Ellis ib. 323. Not. 1

, Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 Saturday change and
Sunday full Is always wet, and always wull. War. 3

, Shr. 1

se.Hrt. Ellis ib. 201. e.An. 2 Cmb. Ellis ib. 252. Nrf. ib. 284.
e.Suf. ib. 286. Ess. ib. 224. Dor. Catch the snail who wull
Halliwell Nurs. Rhymes (1886) 256. w.Som. 1 The w is only
sounded when extreme emphasis is given. ' Aal braik yur ai-d
aay eor, yu yuung oa-zburd; dhae'ur naew, un dhaat aay wul 1'

Dev. Baird Sng. Sol. (i860) i. 4. Cor. 2 (15) Glo. (E.D.)
ii. 2nd pers. sing, (a) Simple Affirm.: (1) Ool, (2) Oolst

(3) Oot, (4) Ootst, (5) 'T, (6) Ut, (7) Woot, (8) Wost, (0)
Woul't, (10) Wult, (11) Wust, (12) Wutst, (13 Wut(t.

(1,2) w.Wor. 1
(3) War. (J.R.W.) Glo. < Shall I coom ahing*'

< Ay, if thee oot Leg. Peas. (1877) 99. Oxf.1 Wil. I ad a mine
ta let em goo An so I will if thee oot to! Slow Moonrakers.
e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). (4) Oxf. 1

(5) Shr. 1 Thee't, Introd.
65. (6) n.Hrf. Ellis tb. 180. Oxf. ib. 128. (7) Dor.1 An' thee
wool

:

vind a ruosy fiace, 223. Dev. Thou ne'er woot riddle,
neighbour John, Harleian MSS. Misc. Poems (1630-40) (8
Cor. I believe it, Lord, I know Thee wost: praise the Lord

n.Hrf. Ellis ib. 180. n.Dev. As gutter tha wutt whan tha com'st

to good tackling, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 11.

{b) Interrogative : (1) Hoot, (2) Oolt, (3) Oost, (4) Oot,

(5) Ootl, (6) Ullt, (7) Ut, (8) Wat, (9) Wi(t, (10) Wits,

(11) Woodst, (12) Woolt, (13) Woost, (14) Woot, (15)

Wult, (16) Wus, (17) Wut.
(1) Wil. Slow Gl. (1892). Som. Sweetman Wincanton Gl.

(1885). (2) Brks.1 (3) m.Wor. (H.K.) (4) s.Wor. PoRSON
Quaint Wds. (1875) 7. Shr. 1 Ketch out, 66t? Hrf. 2 Glo.1 Come
here, oot? Oxf. 1

, Brks. 1 (5) Hrf. 2 Lend me thy knife, 'ootl ?

(6) Glo. Ullt forgive me, Mr. Bewglass? Gissing Vill. Hampden
(1890) i. (7) War.3 Get that straw in ut ? ' Get up ut ?

' is also

used as an emphatic warning to the lazy horse of a team. Wor.
(E.S.) Glo. Ellis ib. 66. (8) w.Som. Ellis ib. 154. (9) Wm.
Stand ower wi' tha? (B.K.) w.Yks. Wright Gram. Wndhll.

(1892) 64 ; w.Yks.1 Witto live i' thy sins ? ii. 333. w.Som.1 (10)
w.Som. 1 Wits thee like vor to be a-sar'd same's I've a-bin? (11)

I.W. 1 (12) Lei. 1 Coom in an' hev a drop o' beer, woolt? War.3

(13) Cor. Throw us down the hammer, woost a' ? Hunt Pop. Rom.
w.Eng. (1865) 55, ed. 1896. (14) Shr. Bound Provinc. (1876).
Hrf.2 Send me thy knife, woot? Glo.1 , Brks.1 , I.W.12 , w.Cy.
(Hall.) n.Wil. Do as I tull 'ee, woot? (E.H.G.) (15) w.Dur. 1

,

War. (J.R.W.) (16) Cor. Spaik fitty, wus tha? Daniel Budget,

43; Cor.23 (17) Chs. 23 s.Chs. 1 Give us some, wut? Stf. 1
,

Der.12 Obs., Dor. (E.C.M.) w.Som. Elworthy Gram. (1877) 60.

iii. pi. (1) 'n(n, (2) Oon, (3) Ween, (4) Win, (5) Wonne,
(6) Wan.

(1) Lan. We'nn burn him to neet as heaw't leet, Kay-
Shuttleworth Scarsdale (i860) II. 108 ; Lan.1

, s.Lan.1 Shr. 1

Introd. 65. (2) Shr. 1 ib. (3) w.Yks. Ween they ? (S. P. U.) (4)
w.Yks. They win do iv they con onny road (D.L.). Lan.1 s.Lan.1

Winneh? [will you ?] Chs. 1 Win yo doit? Chs.3 (5) Shr. Where
wonne you go? Ray (1691). (6) s.Chs. 1 89. Der.1 Shr., Hrf.
Wun ya? Bound Provinc. (1876).

iv. Negative : (1) Awnt, (2) Oan, (3) Oant, (4) Ont,
(5) Oolna, (6) Oona, (7) Oonna, (8) Oon't, (9) Ootn't,
(10) Unt, (11) Waant, (12) Waent, (13) Waint, (14)
Wanna, (15) Want, (16) Waunt, (17) Waynt, (18) Weant,
(19) Weeant, (20) Weent, (21) Weern't, (22) Went, (23)
Wert, obsol., (24) Widdent, (25) Widdn't, (26) Widn't,
(27) Wiant, (28) Willat, (29) Willent, (30) Willn't, (31)
Willot, (32) Willunt, (33) Wiln't, (34) Winna, (35)
Winnat, (36) Winnaw, (37) Winner, (38) Winnet, (39)
Winno, (40) Winnot, (41) Winnow, (42) Winnut, (43)
Winot, (44) Wi'nt, (45) Wimd, (46) Woant, (47) Wonna,
(48) Wonner, (49) Wonnet, (50) Wonnot, (51) Wonot,
(52) Woo, (53) Woona, (54) Woonot, (55) Wo't, (56)
Wullent, (57) Wunna, (58) Wunnet, (59) Wunnin, (60)
Wunno, (61) Wunnot, (62) Wunt, (63) Wurt, (64) Wut,
(65) Wuten.

(1) n.Dev. Bet chawnt drow et out, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 245.
(2) w.Som. Elworthy Gram. (1877) 61. (3) Nrf. I oant forget it,

Spilling Giles (1872) 90. Som. Jennings Dial.zv.Eng. (1869). (4)Wal. You 'ont promise, Beale Gladys (1881) xxvi. War. 2 (s.v. W.)
Shr. 2

I ont do it. s.Wal. I 'ont marry yo', Longman's Mag. (Dec.
1899) 146.^ s.Oxf. Mother 'on't let me go, Rosemary Chilterns (1895)
18.

^
Nrf. Ont that be a mussy? Mann Dulditch (1902) 14. Suf.He on t be out of bed till noon, Strickland Old Friends (1864)

67. Som. I ont he ont, we ont, they or tha ont, Jennings Obs.
Dtal. w.Eng. (1825). w.Som.1 Used in the construction of all
P"sons> excfPt2nd Pers.sing. (5) w.Wor. 1 1 '66lna. Us 'oolna.
(6) w Wor. A oona moant, S. Beauchamp N. Hamilton (1875) II.
30. Shr., Hrf. Toona [it will not], Bound Provinc. (1876) ( 7)Shr.1

I oonna
,
Introd. 65. (8) Nhp.i (s.v. W.) Glo. I 'oon't ha'

, < k % ,

,

, T
• - -'hey waant try. Ken.

u/T' n? • waant
!

I waan't!' he cried vehemently LeeWrdow Woman^99) Ia3 . (12) Not. (J.H.B.) (13) Wm I waintS iP:{z
D'al^l8S$ Pt - "• 33- e.Yks.1 w^r^n"s.Lan. 1 Not.2 n.Dev. We waited for the parson's alligator butwe wain't for your'n, Kingsley Westward Ho (1855) iged 1880

P&l r^T %***$ (
-.
5) D6V - Twan '

4 be^ Norway^
Peter _(i9oo) 287. Cor. Twant be the last, Penberthy Warp andWoof 53. £ 6

,
Dev . Why, thek blamed sheep o' mine waunt stop
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bring them nae luck, Simpson Jeanie o' Biggersdale (1893) no.
w.Yks. Ah wean't go to't, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 15, 1889) 8,
col. 5. Lan. Then aw 'st look a queer seet, but aw guess it we'ant
meean, Standing Echoes (1885) ia. Not. Harrod Hist. Mansfield
(1801) pt. ii. 53. n.Lin.1 Cor. I weant.have it noways, Hammond
Cor. Parish (1897) 283. (19) Cum. I wantit to gang to see t'play,
but oor Jack weeant let me (J. Ar.). n.Yks.24, e.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.
(J.W.) n.Lin. Sutton Wds. (1881). (20) Cum.1 (21) s.Yks.
We weern't say a word, Fletcher Paths ofPrudent (1899) 181.
(22) Cor. Twent take 'ee a minute, Pearse w.Cy. Sngs. (1902)
108. (23) Lakel.2 (24) Wm. (Hall.) (25) ne.Lan. 1 (26)
Lakel.2 (27) w.Yks. Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 164. (28)
w.Yks. 'Weeant ta hev a glass?' 'Ah willat' (B.K.). (29) Cum.
Hoo lang it's sen, I willent say, Richardson Talk (1876) 2nd S.
64. (30) Cum.1 Yks. Will ye or willn't ye ? Taylor Miss Miles
(1890) xyiii. (31) w.Yks. 1

(32) w.Yks. Willun't ye hearken to
what I tried to tell ye when first ye came here to-neet? Sutcliffe
Shameless Wayne (1900) 18. (33) Cum. N. Lonsdale Mag. (Feb.
1867) 310. w.Yks. Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 163; w.Yks.3

(34) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), Cai.1 w.Sc. The minister winna alloo
me, Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 144. Edb. They winna
pay, The Complaint (1795) 4. Gall. I winna hae him ! Nicholson
Poet. Wks. (1814) 72, ed. 1897. N.Cy.1

, Nhb. 1
, Cum.1

, w.Yks. 1

Lan. Ah winna be bothered (B.K.). Chs.123 , Lei. 1 31. Shr.1

Hrf. Twinna, Bound Provinc. (1876). w.Cy. (Hall.) (35)
Nhb. T'lass winnat hear, Clare Love of Lass (1890) I. 37.
w.Yks. Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 290. (36) s.Lan. 1

(37)
Chs. 1 Before a word beginning with a vowel or /; mute. (38)
Nhb.1 Dur. I winnet stand it ! Guthrie Kitty Pagan (1900) 105.
Cum.1 (39) s.Lan.1

, Der.1 (40) Nhb. If ye winnot get up ony
earlier, Rhys Fiddler ofCame (1896) 34. Dur. 1 Cum. Tell the
missus I winnot be yam t'neet, w.Cum. Times Xmas (1893) 3, col.

I. n.Yks.2, w.Yks.13, ne.Lan.1 , s.Lan.1 , Lei.1 31. (41) Lan. That
whiffo whaffo stuff winnow doo for me, Tim Bobbin View Dial.
(ed. 1806) 49. (42) w.Yks. They winnut tell me owt abeuwt it

(D.L.). Lan. We're made o' stuff at winnut last for ever, Waugh
Birthplace Tim Bobbin (1858) v. (43) w.Yks. 3

(44) Yks. But
there I wi'nt tell thee, Baring-Gould Pennyqks. (1890) 144.

(45) e.Lan.1 (46) Nhb. Ah'll be even wi' you yet, you blaggard,
see if Ah woan't! Clare Love of Lass (1890) I. 102. (47) Sc.

(Jam. Suppl.) s.Ayr. They wonna tak their sage advice, Hetrick
Poems and Sngs. (1826)55. Lan.You wonna come back, Saunders
Abel Drake (1862) vi. Chs.123 n.Stf. Ye wonna be so flush o'

workin' for nought, Geo. Eliot A. Bede (1859) I. 12. Der. I

wonna ha' ye messin' yer new shawl like that, Good Wds. (1881)
842. Sur. Tom Jennings wonna take such a liberty with me,
Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. iii. (48) Sur. 'Ee wonner be baack
too soon, Bickley ib. III. vii. (49) Cum. Gilpin Sngs. (1866) 510.
(So)Nhp.1 (51) w.Yks. 1 (52) Stf. The Chronicle {Oct. 25, 1901).

(53, 54) Lei- 1 3 1 - (55) Nhp.1 (56) Cum. 1
(57) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

;

Murray Dial. (1873) 216. Nhp. 1

, Cum. 1 Yks. T'next is na'

ready for killing, nor wunna be this six week, Gaskell Sylvia

(1863) I. viii. Lan. Men wunna chuck their lives aweay for brass,

Banks Manch. Man (1876) xxix. Chs. 1
, Stf.1 , Der.12 , w.Wor. 1

,

Shr.2 , Hrf. 2 (58) Cum. 1
(59) Abd. Wunnin ye tak' a starn yersel'

?

Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xi. (60) Der.1 (61) Yks. I

wunnot pick and choose my words, Gaskell Sylvia (1863) 38, ed.

1874. Lan. It wunnot be th' first toime, Burnett Lowrie's (1877) i.

War. 3 (62) War.23 , w.Wor. 1 s.Wor. Ellis ib. in. Brks. 1
,

Sur.1 Sus. We wun't be druv, Egerton Flk. and Ways (1884) 7.

Hmp. (H.R.) Wil. Twunt, Slow Gl. (1892). Som. We wunt
turn night into day, Raymond Gent. Upcott (1893) 75. (63) Lakel.2

(64) s.Stf. Ellis ib. 475. (65) Dor. (E.CM.) w.Som. Elworthy
Gram. (1877) 61.

v. 2ndpers. sing, (a) Simple Neg.: (i)Oolna,(2)Oolstna,

(3) Oot'n't, (4) Oottent, (5) Uttent, (6) Waint, (7) Wean't,
(8) Winnet, (9) Witsn, (10) Wotna, (11) Wunna, (12)

Wusten, (13) Wustn't, (14) Wutna.
(1) w.Wor. 1

, Shr.1 (2) w.Wor. 1
(3) War. (J.R.W.) e.Som.

W, & J. Gl. (1873). (4) Brks.1 10. (5) Stf. 1 Thee uttent goo,

shat? [You will not go, shall you T] 26. (6) Lan. If ta waint doit

I'll try a fresh shop, Eavesdropper Vill. Life (1869) 15. (7) w.Yks.

Yksman. Xmas (1888) 23. (8) Nhb. Dinnet say thou winnet,

hinney, Allan Tyneside Sngs. (1891) 385. (9) w.Som.1 Dhee
wut'sn ae'u dhik- vur noa - jis muun-ee. (10) n.Stf. Thee wotna

get double earnins o' this side Yule, Geo. Eliot A. Bede (1859)

I.64. (11) w.Wor.1 (12) Cor. When tes thy cour, thee wusten

come to Bal, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 462, ed. 1896. (13)

Cor. 1 Thou wustn't do et. (14) Not.1, Lei. 1
,
War.3

(b) Interrogative Neg. : (1) Ootent, (2) Ut'nt-an, (3)

Wilt'na, (4) Wiltno', (5) Wiltuna, (6) Winna, (7) Winnot,
(8) Woodsn't, (9) Wooten't.

(1) Brks. 1
(2) Oxf. (B.K.) (3) Lan. 'Wilt'na gooa? ' 'Ah

winna' (B.K.). (4) s.Lan.1 (5) Sc. O wiltuna waken and turn
thee? Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) II. 98 (Jam.). (6) Sc. And winna
thou dance, sir Oluf, wi' me ? Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 220.

(7) Lan. Winnot tho taste wi' mo? Waugh Heather led. Milner)
II. 14. (8) I.W.1 (9) I.W.2

2. Preterite. i. Affirm. [The unstressed form in comb.
with the pers. pron., as I'd, is omitted as being in gen.
dial, and colloq. use.] (1) Id, (2) Ood, (3) Ould, (4) Ud,
(5) Ud, (6) Uad, (7) Wad, (8) Wed, (9) Weed, (10) Wehd,
(11) Wad, (12) Wid, (13) Wod, (14) Wode, (15) Wold,
(16) Woode, (17) Woud, (18) Wud. [wud • wod, wad.]

(1) s.Dev. Ellis ib. 165. (2) Wxf. 1 Chood. Yks. What ood your
warshipbeforating? R\*p.CKXLOKE.Mary Anerley{i%i<})yiv\\. war.24

,

s.War.1 w.Wor. 1 Us '66d. Shr.1 1 66d, Introd.65. Oxf.iHer 'ood.

Brks.1 A 'ood come if a was axt. Ess.' Dev. If there mine eyne
had not it zeene, 'Chood scarce believe my vather, Stroud Dev. Sng.
(1630-40) st. 4. (3) Sur. That 'ould be summat like that would !

Hoskyns Talpa (1852) 44, ed. 1857. (4) n.Yks.4 , e.Lan.1 , s.Lan. 1

m.Shr. Ellis ib. 186. Glo. ib. 62. Hrf. ib. 70. Oxf. ib. 119.
Bdf. ib. 207. Hmp. ib. 97. Wil. ib. 56. Dor. ib. 77. Som. ib. 88.

(5) Ess. ib. 223. (6) Wil. ib. 50. (7) Sc. (Jam.) ; Wad, Murray
Dial. (1873) 2I 6. Or.I. Ellis ib. 812. Per. Life wad be a lovely
thing Gif ye were only here, Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891)
33. s.Sc. Ellis ib. 718. n.Ir. Ye wad say that, if ye had seen
them at their brekfast, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, n. N.Cy. 1

,

Nhb.1
, Dur.^e.Dur.1

, w.Dur. 1 Cum., Wm. Ellis ib. 574. n.Yks.234
,

ne.Yks.1
, e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1 Wad-e [would I]. ne.Lan. 1

, n.Lin. 1

(8) Wm. It wed spaar a deel a aldin, Spec. Dial. (1880) pt. ii. 3.

n.Dev. Ellis ib. 162. (9) Dev. I now vrites as I zed how I weed,
Nathan Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1865) 7. (10) Wm. Meh e'en net a

minnet wehd leav her, Blezard Sngs. (1848) 17. (n) Brks.

Ellis ib. 95. (i2)Sh.I. ib. 820. Or.I. ib. 813. Cai. 1 Ayr. Ellis ib.

744. Bwk. The story an' sang wid begin, Calder Poems (1897)
67. n.Ir. We wid skelter The roads up an' down, Lays and Leg.

(1884) 83. n.Dev. They wid tha manor grace, Rock Jim an' Nell

(1867) st. 57. s.Dev. Ellis ib. 163. (13) Wm. ib. 574. w.Yks.
Emphatic, Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 163; w.Yks.1 Lan.
Ellis (A. 348. s.Stf. ib. 468. n.Lin. 1 (14) Wxf.1 (15) w.Yks.1

(16) Wxf. 1 (17) s.Lan.1 (18) Ken. Ellis ib. 137.

ii. 2nd pers. sing, (a) Simple Affirm. : (1) Ood, (2)

Oodst, (3) Wiss, (4) Wits, (5) Wod.
(1) w.Wor. 1 (2) w.Wor. 1

, Oxf. 1
(3) Dev. How much thee wiss

stare, Ta zee min dress'd viner than vur iny vair, Nathan Hogg
Poet. Lett. (ed. 1865) 16. (4) w.Som. 1 (5) w.Yks.1

(b) Simple Interrogative : (1) Oodst, (2) Oot, (3) Ootst,

(4) Wad, (5) Wits, (6) Wod, (7) Wut.
(1) Oxf. 1

, Brks.1 (2) Oxf. 1
(3) Glo.2 Oos-nt, ootst? [You

would not, would you ?] 10. Oxf. 1 Her wunt go ; ootst thee ?

(4) Nhb. An' what wad thow de, Jack, if the French was comin' ?

Dixon Wkittingham Vale (1895) 35. w.Yks. 1
(5) w.Som.1 (6)

w.Yks.1 (7) Chs. 1

iii. pi. (1) 'ddn, (2) 'dn, (3) Ooden, (4) Wouldn.
(1) Lan.1 Whau, mon, yo'dd'n sink into a deeod sleep, an' fair

dee i' th' shell, iv one didn't wakken yo up a bit, neaw an' then,

Waugh Sketches (1855) 26. (2) Lan. Oi promised parson ut we'dn
hae this mough eawt by skrike o' day, Kay-Shuttleworth Scars-

dale (i860) II. 212. s.Lan. 1
(3) Shr.1 We ooden, Introd. 65. (4)

e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 Would'n yo' loike a sope o' tay ?

iv. Negative : (1) Eud'n, (2) Nould, (3) Ood'n, (4) Oodna,
(5) Oodn't, (6) Oudsun, (7) Udn't, (8) Waddent, (9)
Wadent, (10) Wadna, (11) Wadn't, (12) Widden, (13)
Widd'n, (14) Widna, (15) Wodant, (16) Woddant, (17)
Woddent, (18) Woddn't, (19) Wodn't, (20) Wouldn, (21)
Wudden.

(1) e.Dev. Ai hold 'en, an' eud'n Ieyve geu, Pulman Sng. Sol.

(i860) iii. 4. (2) n.Yks.2 Hah nould. (3) Som. 'T'ood'n be his

vault, Raymond Gent. Upcott (1893) i. (4) w.Wor.1 'Oodna us ?

Shr.1 I 66dna, Introd. 65. (5) Glo. But I could talk to you, if you
oodn't think it imper'ent, Gissing Vill. Hampden (1890) II. iii.

s.Oxf. You 'oodn't like bein' out there all day in the cold,

Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 22. Brks.1
(6) Dev. I said I oud sun

do it, Reports Provinc. (1891). (7) Glo. The whole barton and
the beasts an' all ud ha' perished ; udn't 'em, Stephen Oates ?

Gissing Vill Hampden (1890) I. xi. (8) Nhb.1 Cum. I waddent
hev *t mentioned, Gilpin Sngs. (1866) 533. Wm. She waddent,
Southey Doctor (ed. 1848) 561. n.Yks. Ah thowt we waddent,
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Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 66. (9) Nhb. Se aw left, for aw
wadent be hammord ne mair, Robson Evangeline (1870) 346.

Dur. Ah held 'im, an wadent let 'im gan, Moore Sng. Sol. (1859)

iii. 4. Wm. She wadent let 'im, Blezard Sngs. (1848) 34.

e.Yks. Aa wadent sai it wez sea, if it waarnt (Miss A.). (10)

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Frf. The whole sum . . . Wadna pay the

poinder, Sands Poems (1833) 26. n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)

Nhb. Ee wadna sleep, wad ye, without wushin' her weel ?

Graham Red Scaur (1896) 119. (11) Lakel. 2
, Cum. 1 *, Wm.

(B.K.) e.Yks.1 Ah wadn't gan if Ah was him ; wad thoo, noo?

w.Yks. 1 (12) Dev. 'E widden kurb hur op, as zome du, Burnett
Stable Boy (1888) xi. (13) Dev. Tha whit-witch zed thit uny two
Mist wurk tha thing, ur twidd'n doo, Nathan Hogg Poet. Lett.

(ed. 1865) 69. (14) ne.Sc. Fu widna wimmen pray as weel's

men, Ah wid like t' ken? Green Gordonhaven (1887) 79. (15)

w.Yks. I wodant ha't i' t'hahse, Preston Poems (ed. 1881) 9.

(16) Wm. A woddant be thee fer summat, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt.

iii. 16. w.Yks. (R.H.R.) (17) Yks. They woddent be baet him,

Forty Years Ago, 9. (18) w.Yks. T'chaps woddn't believe him,

Cudworth Dial. Sketches (1884) 26. (19) w.Yks. Banks Wkfld.

IVds. (1865). (20) I. Ma. Hadn' no charms, and wouldn' let on
they ever had, Brown Doctor (1887) 81. (21) s.Dev. Twudden
be fitty I shud be, Longman's Mag. (1901) 36. Cor. I wudden
live in town agane Fur fifty pund, Daniel Budget, 23.

v. 2nd pers. sing. : (1) Oosnt, (2) Witsn, (3) Wosten,
(4) Woundst'na.

(1) Glo.2 10. (2) w.Som.1
(3) Cor. I know thee wost-en like

that, Bourne Billy Bray (ed. 1899) no. (4) Sur. Thou can serve

God better than by that, not as thou woundst' na' serve him even
in one o' they places, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) II. xv.

II. Dial. uses. 1. In comb. (1) Will-be, a guess ; a
conjecture

; (2) "Would-be, a castle in the air ; what one
would have ; (3) -if-I-dare, a man too cowardly to attempt
to get what he wants.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) (2) Abd. It spins i' my heid lang lingles o'

thouchts, an' dreams, and wadbes, Macdonald Warlock (1882) vii.

(3) Lan. Shifty shycocks and pluckless would-if-I-dares deserve

no other, Ackworth Preachers (1901) 133.

2. Phr. (1) would be to, was bent upon
; (2) would had,

would have had.
(1) n.Sc. When she cam' back frae Edinboro she wud be to ca'

her faither an' me 'Papa' and ' Mamma,' but I put down my fit

at ance on sic newfangledness, Grant Keckleton, 133. (2) Sc.

Though they had sitten seven year, They ne'er wad had their fill,

Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 24.

3. Used in the 1st person interrogatively, or to express
simple futurity.

Sc. (Jam.) ; We would be much to blame to do so, Monthly
Mag. (1798) II. 438. Abd. Will I fess a drappy o' milk ? Mac-
donald R. Falconer (1868) 135. w.Sc. Bless ye, when will I win
15s. to gi'e ye? Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 53. Ir. Will
I wet the tay, ma'am ? Paddiana (ed. 1848) I. 148. N.Cy.1 , e.Dur.1

I.Ma. Will I bring you a handful of gorse, mother? Caine
Manxman (1894) pt. m. ix. Oxf.1

4. Used to express necessity or constraint. Sc. (Jam.)
5. Used elliptically with the omission of the verb of

motion, esp. in phr. he that will to Cupar maun to Cupar
;

see Cupar (2).

Sc. Monthly Mag. (1800) I. 323. Abd. Macdonald R. Falconer
(1868) 176. Edb. Sin ye will to Embro', Peter, R. Wilson Poems
(1822) 58.

6. Used with the verb 'to be ' to express the simple
present, esp. in estimating distances.

Sc. To express what is meant only as a probable conjecture
(Jam.) ; Indeed it will be a very unusual thing for strangers to be
speaking to each other on the causeway, Stevenson Catriona
(1893) i. Gall. Baldone ... is seated in the Park, and will be
about a short mile from the kirk to the northward, Symson
Galloway (1684) 44, ed. 1823. e.Dur.1 ' How far is't ? One mile ?

'

' Ay, it'll be all that.' Yks. ' Is that your father in the garden ?

'

'Yes, I think it will be' (G.H.G.). w.Yks. 1 How far is't to
Girston? Let me see, it'll be about eighteen miles. ne.Lan. 1 n.Lin. 1

' How far will it be fra Ketton to Notherup ? ' ' It'll be a matter o'
fohermile roond by th' road, bud not oher three by th' foot trod.'
1. Preterite. Used instead of ' could.'
Ir. They had fever on board and they would not be allowed to

land [and the people on shore would not allow them to] (G. M. H.)

;

She has pressed for a settlement but would get none, Freeman
(June 13, 1888).

'

8. Used for ' should have.'
Ir. ' I sat where I should have seen him ' becomes ' where I

would see him' (G.M.H.).

WILLAN, sb. n.Sc. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A willow.

WILLAWACKITS, int. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Well-a-day!
Bch. Willawackits for ye now Aul' Saulie's dead, Tarras Poems

(1804) 141.

WILL-A-WINS, see Well-a-wins.
WILLA-WOO, WILLCOCK, see Williwa, Wilcock.
WILLED, ppl. adj. Sc. Wilful.
Lnk. The will'd perverter o' the truth,—The blinder o' unwary

youth, Deil's Hallowe'en (1856) 47.

WILLEN, sb. Cor.12 [wilan.] A beetle.

[OCor. hwilen, a beetle (Williams).]
WILLERBY-WISP, sb. n.Lin. 1 [wilabi-wisp.] A

will-o'-the-wisp, ignisfatuus.
WILLERN,«<#. Obs. n.Cy. Peevish, wilful. (P.R.),

N.Cy.2

WILLESS, adj. Obs. Sc. Aimless, purposeless

;

mechanical.
Ayr. The mind within me was as if the faculty of its thinking

had been frozen up, and about the dawn of the morning I walked
in a willess manner, Galt Gilhaize (1823) xix.

WILLEY, WILLICK, see Woolly, Willock.
WILLIEWAICK, sb. and v. Sc. [wi'liwek.]

1. sb. A loud shout.
Abd. What'en a williewaick is that ? The bairn got oot wi' a

sair williewaick an' williewaickit till it dee'd (G.W.).

2. v. To shout loudly. ' Wha's that williewaickin ?
' ib.

WILLIE-WAUGHT, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Also in forms
willy-wacht, wullie-waucht, wullie-waught Sc. A
hearty draught of ale or other strong liquor. See Good,
1 (66), Waught.

Sc. O' strong ale good Ilk took a michty willy-wacht, Drummond
Muckomachy (1846) 13. Ayr. A right guid willie-waught, Burns
Auld Lang Syne, st. 4. e.Lth. Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885) 211.
Slk. The Glenlivet was ma salvation. I took a richt gude wullie-
waucht, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) IV. 157. n.Cy. (Hall.)
WILLING, adj. Sc. Cor. In comb. (1) Willing liar,

one who tells a premeditated and unnecessary falsehood
;

(2) — lie, a premeditated and unnecessary falsehood
; (3)— sweert, partly willing and partly reluctant ; coy.

(1) w.Cor. I hate a willing liar (M.A.C.). (2) He came down
this morning and told me a heap of willing lies (ib.). (3) w.Sc.
(Jam.) Rnf. Sae willin'-sweert aneath the noon-day shine, She
sat her down, Picken Poems (1813) II. 68.

WILLINT, adj. Sc. Also in form wullint. Willing.
Sc. (A.W.) Edb. Gin ye're wullint, I'm wullint, an' as for the—kiss—ye can tak' it, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 8, 1902).

Hdg. A willint fouter, and keen striver, Lumsden Sel. Poems
(1896) 22. Bwk. Fate 'ill be kind If we're willint in mind, W.
Crockett Minstrelsy (1893) I 7 I -

Hence Willintly, adv. willingly, readily.
Abd. I had to haud my tongue fin I wid hae spoken willintly

eneuch, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Aug. 6, 1898).
WILLIS, sb. Dev. [wi-lis.] A rill.

Us hev runned short o' water in the well, so my wife hev had
to fetch all the water from the willis, Reports Provinc. (1889).
WILLIWA, int. Obs. Sc. Also in forms will-a-waes

(Jam.) ; willa-woo Elg. An exclamation, gen. of sorrow.
Elg. Willa-wins, willa-woo, sic a hullabaloo, Tester Poems

(1865) 146. Ags. Will a waes, man, but ye hae a lang account
to settle, St. Kathleen (1820) IV. 116 (Jam.). Wgt. O, Williwa!
Will I get stabling for my mear? Edb. Antiq. Mag. (1848) s8.
WILLMARANCHE, sb. Yks. Chs. Also in forms

wild mare-hinch w.Yks. 1
; wild-mare-wrench w.Yks.

The string-halt in horses. w.Yks. (W.C.S.), w.Yks. 1
,

Chs.3 Cf. wilbranch.
; '

WILLOCK, sb. Sc. Nhb. Yks. e.An. s.Cy. Ken. Sus.
Dev. Cor. Also in form willick Sc. (Jam.) [wilak.]
1. The common guillemot, Lomvia troile. See Wilduck.

Willy, sb}Q.
'

Or.I. Swainson Birds (1885) 217. Nhb.1
, n.Yks. (I.W.), e.Yks

(W.W.S.) Nrf. Emerson Wild Life (1890) 97. s.Cy. On the
south coast it is called ' willock ' or ' willy,' which is supposed to
represent the cry of the young bird, Smith Birds (1887) 572.
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Sns. Knox Ornithol. Rambles (1849) 249. Dev. Zoologist (1854)
XII. 4255. Cor. Rodd Birds (1880) 315.

2. The puffin, Fratercula arctica.

e.Sc. (Jam.) s.Sc. Neill Tour (1806) 197 {ib.). n.Yks. (I.W.)

Ken. Swainson ib. 220.

3. The razor-bill, Alca torda. Sh.I. Swainson ib. 217.

n.Yks. (I.W.) Cf. wilcock. 4. A young heron, Ardea
cinerea. Sc. (Jam.)

WILLOK, sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Lin. Oxf. Ken. Also
written willik UIs. ; and in forms wilk Sc. N.I.1 Lin. Oxf.

Ken.1
; wulk Sc. Nhb.1

; wullok Nhb.1
; wylk Sh.I.

[wi'lak ; wilk.] The periwinkle, Turbo littoreus ; a name
given also to var. species of edible shell-fish.

Sc. Scrapt haddocks, wilks, dulse, and tangles, Herd Coll.

Sngs. (1776) II. a6. Sh.I. I used ta hunt da limpet an' da wylk, Sh.

NewsCDec.22, 1900). Frf. Wn.i.ocKRosettyEnds(i886)83, ed. 1889.

Gall. (J.M.) Ir. 'As close as a wilk,' i.e. very reticent (AS. -P.).

N.I. 1
, UIs. (M.B.-SO.Nhb. 1 Lin. Bailey (1721). Oxf. (G.O.),Ken.i

[OE. weoloc, weolc, a whelk (Sweet).]

"WILLOW, sb.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also

in forms willa Lin. ; wilier n.Lin.1
; willey N.Cy. 1 Cum.

I.W.12 ; willie Sc. (Jam.) ; willy Sc. n.Cy. Nhb.1 Lakel. 2

Cum.14 Wm. Glo. Hmp.1 Dor.1 w.Som. 1
; wullie Sc.

;

wully Nhb. 1 Cum.1 * [wrla, wi'li.] 1. In comp. (1)

Willow-basket, a basket made of willow, generally used

for carrying chaff; (2) -bays, the sweet-willow, Salix

pentandra
; (3) -bench, obs., the share of the husband's

estate enjoyed by a widow in addition to her jointure ; cf.

widow's-bench, s.v. Widow, 1 (1) ; (4) -biter, (a) the blue

titmouse, Parus caeruleus
;

(b) the sedge-warbler, Acro-

cephalns phragmites
; (5) -blade, the bleak, Leuciscus

alburnns
; (6) -blossom, the phlox

; (7) -boost, obs., a

rustic basket in which meal was usually held ; (8) -garth,

an osier-bed ; a piece of wet, uncultivated ground on
which willows"grow

; (9) -grass, a land variety of the

amphibious knot-weed, Polygonum aviculare
; (10) -gull,

the male catkin of the goat-willow, Salix Caprea ; the tree

itself; (11) -holt, a small plantation of willows ; a piece of

wet, uncultivated ground on which willows grow; (12)

poplar, the black poplar, Populus nigra; (13) -sparrow,

the willow-warbler, Phylloscopus trochilus
; (14) -wand, a

young willow-shoot ; a willow-rod ; an psier ; also fig. a

thin, lanky person; (15) -weed, a name given to var.

species of Persicaria, and knot-grass
; (16) -wick, a small

twig from a willow-tree ; (17) -wind, (a) the bindweed,

Convolvulus arvensis ; cf. withywind ;
(b) the buckweed,

Polygonum Fagopyrum ; (c) the traveller's joy, Clematis

Vitalba
;
(18) -withe, see (16).

(1) Hmp.1
, Dor.1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

(2) Stf. [So called] from the aromatic bay-like smell of its leaves

(B. & H.). (3) Sns. Grose (179°)- (4, «) Lin. 1
,
sw.Lin.i (6)

w.Wor. Burrow's Jrn. (Mar. 3, 1888). (5) w.Yks. (S.O.A.) Sur.

These [dace], with the bright glancing bleaks—or, as they are

sometimes called, willow-blades—live in this shallow water, Son of

Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 235. (6) Dev. 4 (7) Edb. Frae the

willow-boost did skatter A tate o' meal upo' the water, Tint Quey

(1796) 14. (8) w.Yks. N. (f Q. (1855) 1st S. xii. 195 ;
w.Yks.2

(9) e.Yks. The leaves resemble those of the willow in shape

(B. & H.). (10) Ken. 1 So called from the down upon it resem-

bling the yellow down of a young gosling, which they call in

Kent a gull. (11) w.Yks.2 n.Lin.1 Ther' 's several wilier-holts

on aboot Lea wards. (12) Cmb. (B. & H.) (13) w.Yks. Swainson

Birds (1885) 26. (14) Sc. A peeled willow-wand, a mark formerly

placed against the door of a house in the Highlands, as an intima-

tion that those within wished to be alone, and a prohibition to any

person to enter (Jam.) ; Andrew was the first to observe that there

was a peeled willow-wand placed across the half-open door of the

inn. He hung back, and advised us not to enter, Scott Rob Roy

(1817) xxviii. Per. That hide o' yours, ye willow-wand ! I'll

mak' a couthie place for't, Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 92.

Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. Peel a willow-wand, Burns Wee Willie, 1. 2.

Slk' A back nae stiffer than a willy-wand, Hogg Winter Tales

ri82o")II.292(jAM.). Rxb.(jAM.) N.Cy. 1 ' A mere willey-wand,"

applied to any one very tall and thin. Nhb. 1
,
Lakel. 2

, Cum."

Wm A bit a glass '11 briek a gae bit tittre ner a willy wand, Spec.

Dial (1880) pt. ii. 16. (15) n.Yks., e.Yks. (B. & H.) Midi. Mar-

fHALLW.£«m.(i79°)"- s.Not.(J.P.K.), n.Lin.1 (16) Nnp.1

VOL. VI.

(17 «, b) Wil. 1 (c) Glo. The willywind are quite terrifying [in

cutting hedges] (S.S.B.). (18) Nhp.1

2. Phr. in and out the willows, a children's singing game ;

see below.
Sus. The children form a ring, joining hands but not quite close

together. During the singing of the first verse, one child passes

in and out of the ring under their hands :
' In and out the willows

(three times); As you have done before.' She then chooses one
of the children in the ring and stands opposite her, while they
sing :

' Stand and face your lover (three times), As you have
done before.' These two then follow each other, and go round
the outside of the ring, singing :

' Follow me to London (three

times), As you have done before,' N. if Q. (1892) 8th S. i. 249.

3. Any shrub variety ofthe willow family as distinguished

from the tree kinds. Cum. (B. & H.) ; Cum.1 Introd. 21

;

Cum.4 4. A large basket ; see below.
Hmp. Used by carters to carry the chaff from the barn to the

stable for the horses, Holloway. I.W.12 Som. Jennings Obs.

Dial. w.Eng. (1825). w.Som. 1 A large basket—of a shape deep

rather than flat. The word would not be used for any shallow

basket, nor for one having a bent handle from side to side. A
willy has two small handles at the upper edge, one opposite the

other. There are ' half-bag willies,' ' quarter-bag willies,' and
' two-bushel willies,' made to hold the specified quantities.

WILLOW, sb. 2 Shr.1 [wi'15.] An active search for a

missing article. ' I mun 'ave another willow fur it.'

[Cp. Wei. chwilio, OCor. hwila, to seek, search for

(Williams).]
WILLOW, WILLWARD, see Willy, sb?, Wilyard.
WILLY, sb} Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also written whilly Sc. Cum. ; and in forms wullie Gall.

;

wully Wgt. [wili.] 1. In comb. (1) Willy-and-the-wisp,

an ignis fatuus ; (2) — Arnot, a slang name for good

whisky
; (3) — blindy, a boys' game ; see below

; (4) -by-

wisp, see (1) ; (5) — Cossar, a large pin
; (6) -dragel,

dirty, draggled; (7) -fisher, a notorious liar; (8) —Jack,
obs., a go-between in a love affair

; (9) -lilt, to make a

sound like the sandpiper; (10) -o'-the-wisp, see (1) ; (11)

•run-hedge, the goose-grass, Galium Aparine
; (12) -the-

wisp, see (1) ; (13) — warning, a boys' game similar to

'fox and dowdy ' (q.v.) ; (14) — Wastell, the game of

'Wastell' (q.v.); (15) — Waucey, the game of ' Cock-a-

reedle' (q.v.)
; (16) -whae, to make the cry of the curlew

;

(17) — winkie, a term of endearment for a small child;

(18) -'s wisp, (19) -with-the-wisp, (20) -with-the-wisp and-

Peggy-with-the-lantern, see (1); (21) -wogie, a small

piece of wood burning at one end which is twirled quickly

and continuously round.

(1) Lnk. As for Willy and the Wisp, he is a fiery devil and

leads people off their road in order to drown them, for he sparks

sometimes at our feet, and then turns before us with his candle, as

if he were twa or three miles before us, Graham Writings (1883)

II. 235. (2) Sh.I. Whaur made ye oot yon? Yon's da rale

' Willie Arnot,' Sh. News (Sept. 18, 1897). (3) e.Dur. 1 One boy

is blindfolded, and the rest tie knots in their handkerchiefs, and

strike him on the head or shoulders, until he catches hold of one

of them. This one then becomes the ' willy.' (4) n.Yks. (I.W.),

e.Yks.1 (5) Lth. It's a wee like the ' Willie Cossar,' Strathesk
Blinkbonny (ed. 1891) 189. [Willie Cossar—a large brass pin

between 2 and 3 inches long, used to pin shawls or plaids so as to

have a big grip, taking the place that fairly sized safety-pins now
have : said to be named after the original maker of them, ' Willie

Cossar,' Paisley. Used often as an expression of bigness,

—

'That's a rale Willie Cossar'—of a turnip, or animal, or woman,

Authors note.'] (6) Sc. That willie-dragel Dick, Drummond
Muckomachy (1846) 45. (7) Bnff.1 (8) Kcd. (Jam.) Frf. The
Squire loves Susan, I'm made Willie Jack, Just waiting her shy

tale to carry back, Morison Poems (1790) 138. (9) Cum. Lasses

whilly-liltit out As they had been betrattl't, Gilpin Sngs. (1866)

277. (10) Ayr. Awa' they flew like the great Jehu, Or Willie o'

the wisp, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 9. Chs. Willy-o'-the-

Wisp, who never ceases playing his pranks on the moor, Cent.

Mag. (Sept. 1884) 653. (n) Slg. (B. & H.) (12) Don. Macmanus
Chim. Corners (1899) 103. (13) Wor. The words required to be

said to complete the capture, are 'Jack come and catch me—my
poor old man.' The boy captured must be touched on the head—
a touch on any other part ofthe body is insufficient—or the capture

is not completed (E.S.). (14) Sc. (Jam.) s.Sc. Of a similar

association with nationality was a boys' play, consisting of one or

3S
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more established on a hillock, and the rest rushing up to pull him
or them down. This was called playing at ' Willie Wassle.' . .

The game was founded on the story of the adjacent Hume
Castle, and the governor's defiance of the English invaders, N. £f Q.
(1868) 4th S. ii. 554. (15) s.Not. The players who were not yet
caught used to shout : 'Willy, Willy Waucey, I'm on [or off] the
causey' (J.P.K.). (16) Gall. All the afternoon the whaups had
piped and ' Willy whaeed,' the snipes bleated and whinnied over-
head, Crockett Standard Bearer (1898) 8. (17) Sc. Mackay.
(18) Frf. Willie's wisp wi' whirlin' cant Their blazes ca', That's
nought but vapours frae a stank, Morison Poems (1790)38. (19)
Per. ' Willie with a wisp ' shall flare Above the mossy swamp,
Spence Poems (1898) 125. Lnk. Walker Biog. Presby. (ed. 1827)
1. 243. Lakel. 2 Varra flaysome things is willy-wi'-t'-wisp.
n.Yks. Ah've seen a willy-wi-t'-wisp (I.W.). w.Yks.12 (20)
n.Yks. A saw sike a breet leet an' a was freeten'd an' a tell'd mi
fadder, an' he sed it waz Willy wi't wisp an' Peggy wi't lantern
(W.H.). w.Yks. (J.W.) (ai)Bnff.1

2. Comb, in the names of birds, &c. : (1) Willy-fisher,
(a) the common tern, Sterna fluvialilis

;
(b) a water-fowl

;

? the little grebe, Tachybaptes fluviatilis
; (2) -goat, a goat

;

(3) -gow, the herring-gull, Larus argentatus
; (4) -hawkie,

the little grebe, Tachybaptes fluviatilis ; (5) -lilt, the sand-
piper, Tringoides hypoleucus

; (6) -muftie, the willow-
warbler, Phylloscopus trochilus

; (7) -pourit, the spawn of
a frog ; a tadpole

; (8) -powret, a child's name for a seal

;

(9) -wagtail, a name given to var. species of wagtail, esp.
the pied wagtail, Motacilla lugubris

; (10) -wan-beard, the
fifteen-spined stickleback, Gasterosieus spinachia

; (11)
-whaup, the curlew, Numenius arquaia

; (12) -whip-the-
wind, the kestrel, Tinnnnculns alaudarius

; (13) -whit, the
barn-owl, Strixflammea

; (14) -wicket, see (5) ; (15) -wix
or Will-a-wix, an owl.

(1, a) Frf. Swainson Birds (1885) 202. Arg. Agric. Sum. App.
43 (Jam.), (b) Dmf. (Jam.) (2) Edb. As I am a living sinner, that
is the head of a willie-goat, Mom Mansie Wauch (1828) xxiii.

(3) Abd., e.Lth. Swainson ib. 207. (4) N.I. 1 Ant. Swainson ib.

216. (5) Cum. 1 (s.v. Dickadee) ; Cum.4 (6) Sc. Swainson ib. 26.

(7, 8) Fif. (Jam.) (9) Or.I. Swainson ib. 43. Cai.1 Ayr. The
Willie Wagtail and the water-pyet have biggit beneath its eaves
their cosy nests, Service Notandums (1890) 52. Edb. Maclagan
Poems (1851) 18. Dmf. (Jam.) Gait. The tane 0' them was
Robbin Breestie, and the tither the Wullie Wagtail, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 412, ed. 1876. N.I. 1 n.Cy. Yks. Wkly. Post (Dec. 21,
1898). e.Yks. 1 (10) Bnff. 1 (11) Bwk. I miss the plover's
whistle, an' the whilly-whaup's lood cry, Chisholm Poems (1879)
61. Slk. Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 343. (12) Ags. (Jam.) (13)
Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 43. (14) n.Cy. Swainson
ib. 196. Cum.4 Lan. Science Gossip (1882) 164. Sur. Sand-
pipers, the common or willy wicket, Son of Marshes On Sur.
Hills (1891) 83. (15) e.An.12

3. Phr. Sir Willy, or Sir Willy's picture, obs., a bank-note
of Sir William Forbes banking company.

Edb. Your Turkey hide ye lin'd it costly, Ilk bag and hauld, O'
gude Sir Willies ye had gather'd Frae folks that were to you
indebted, Liddle Poems (1821) 27 ; They're cheaper at hame Then
[than] Sir Willie's pictures, scores gien, For loups like yon, ib. 32.

4. The blindfolded player in the game of ' Willy-blindy.'
e.Dur. 1 5. A bull. I.W. (Hall.) 6. The common
guillemot, Lomvia troile. Cf. willock.

Nrf. Swainson ib. 217. s.Cy. Smith Birds (1887) 572 - Sus.
Knox Ornithol. Rambles (1849) 249.

WILLY, sb? and v. Yks. Som. Also written willey
w.Yks. ; and in forms willow w.Yks. 3 [wi'li.] 1. sb.

A woollen-trade term : a machine for blending and pre-
paring wool for the scribbler. Cf. woolly, 4.

w.Yks. (J.M.), w.Yks. 3 w.Som.1 In shape it is something like

a carder, but instead of ' cards ' it has sharp iron teeth. The wool
is first put through the devil, by which it is opened and partially
cleaned. It is then sprinkled with oil and fed into the willy, which
effectually mixes it, and regularly spreads the oil through the mass.
2. v. To put wool through a ' willy.'
w.Yks. Baines Yks. Past and Present (1858) 632. w.Som. 1

Hence Willyer, sb. (1) a ' willy
' ; (2) the person who

looks after the ' willy.'

(1) w.Yks. (S.A.B.) (2) w.Yks. (J.M.) ; A chap at wor raither
simple wqr t'willyer at a miln it neighbourhooid a Leeds, Dewsbre
Olm. (1872) 11.

WILLY, adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Wilful; self-willed.

n.Sc. Drouthy was a willy chield, an' in place o' takin' a gude
advice, staggered awa to the orchard, St. Kathleen (1820) HI.

211 (Jam.). Ayr. Tho' stiff and willy, weel I ken That peace at

hame . . . E'en lichtens a', White Jottings (1879) 234.

WILLY NILLY, phr. In gen. dial, and colloq. use in

Sc. and Eng. Also in forms will he, nill he Sc. Dev.

;

will I, nill I Lin.1
; will ye, nill ye n.Yks.2

; would I,

nould I Sc. 1. Whether one will or no
;
perforce.

Sc. Bringing me into jeopardy—would I nould I, Scott Bride

ofLam. (1819) xxiv. ne.Sc. Jock . . . had sometimes to be carried

[to school] willy nilly on Bell's back, Green Gordonhaven (1887)
26. Kcd. Scarlet thread an' rantree rung, Which will he nill he
gart him bear Dry-shod to lan' the loving pair, Grant Lays (1884)

103. Dmf. Anyhow, willie-nillie, I'm going, Hamilton The
Mawhin (1898) 109. n.Cy. (J.W.) n.Yks.2 They'll take it will

ye, nill ye. m.Yks.1
, w.Yks. 1 s.Lan.1 Aw mun do it to-neet,

willy-nilly. nw.Der. 1
, Lin.1 n.Lin.1 It's noa ewse saayin' noa

moore aboot it, willy-nilly it'll hev to be dun. Nup.1
, War.3

,

Brks. 1 Suf. Willy-nilly she must welcome him now, Betham-
Edwards Mock Beggars Hall (1902) 220. w.Som. 1 Nif maister do
zay it, 'tidn no use vor they to zay nort, they must do it willy-

nilly. Dev. Draw—will he, nill he, the man as God had willed to

be her master, Pall Mall Mag. (Apr. 1900) 438. Cor. 3

2. Undecided. Brks.1

WILLY-WACHT, see Willie-waught.
WILLY-WALLY, sb. Sc. A contemptuous epithet

applied to a person who has no ' backbone.'
Ayr. Your willy-wally of a brother sympathizes with the gross

nonsense, Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822) lxiv.

WILLY WALLY, int. Obs. Yks. An exclamation of
sorrow. (K.) See Waly, int.

WILLY-WAMBLES, sb. pi. Obs. Sc. Also in form
wully-wamles. A complaint of the bowels attended with
a rumbling noise. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) See
Wamble.
WILLY-WHIRLY, adj. Cor. Dizzy ; in a whirl.
His poor head es all willy-whirly like as ef there wor somethin'

inside, Pearce Esther Penireath (1891) bk. 1. vi.

WILLY-WILLY, *«/. Nrf. A goose-call. Arch. (1879)
VIII. 174.

WILLY-WURLY-WAY, sb. Nhb. A boys' game
similar to ' penny tag.' (R.O.H.)
WILN, so. Sh.I. [Not known to our correspondents.]

Part of the intestines of a sheep. S. & Ork. 1

WILSHOCH, adj. and sb. Obs. Sc. Also in forms
wullshoch, wulshoch. 1. adj. Perverse. Cld. (Jam.)
2. Changeable. Sc. Mackay. 3. sb. A timid courter.
Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
WILSOM,fl#. Obs. e.Cy. Fat; indolent. (Hall.)
WILSOME, adj. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also written

wilsum (Jam.) ; and in form wilesome. Wilful.
Cai. 1 Slk. Marjorie smiled a willsome smile, Hogg Poems

(ed. 1865) 330 ; (Jam.)

Hence Wilesomely, adv. wilfully.
Slk. His sins were like crimson— all bent and uneven The

path he had wilesomely trod, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 288.
WILT, si.1 e.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]A kind of rush or sedge. (Hall.)
WILT, v. and sb.2 In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. Eng. and

Amer. Also in forms weld Lin. 1
; welt Not.1 Lin 1 n Lin x

Lei^Nhp. 1 War. 3 e.An.12 Sur.1 [wilt; welt] i. v To
wither, fade

;
to shrivel up ; to expose hay, &c. to the sun

in order to dry it. Cf. welk, v.
1

; see Wilter.
Sc. (Jam.) Ant. She'll be singin' Ave Mary where the flowers

never wilt, O'Neill Glens ofAnt. (1900) 22. Nhb. 1 Der He's
like a wilted leaf, Ward David Grieve (1892) I. vi. Not.1 Lin i
nXin.1 When the sftn dries grass cut for hay it is said to welt it
' It's my opinion he let them seeds stop oot oher long soa that th'
sun welted 'em oher much.' Lei.1 Nhp. 1 It is not fit to carry it
wants a good welting first. The apricots are wilted because they
were gathered before they were ripe. War.s Oxf They [the
flowers] are wilted (E.M.W.). Brks. N. & Q. (1876) sth S v
35. Bck. (K.) Hrt. Cussans Hist. Hrt. (1879-81) in oal

"

e -An
\ (f;

v
;
Welk\ e.An. 2

, Cmb. (W.W.S.) Nrf. Cozens-Hardy
Broad Nrf (1893) 61. Suf. e.An. Daily Times (1892). Ess. We
left the sacks on the damp ground, because then the peas didn't
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get wilted (S.P.H.). s.Cy. Grose (1790). Sur.1 The grass or the
com is regular welted. Hmp. ' This is just the weather to wilt urn
up.' Used of the sun drying up weeds (H.R.). w.Cy. Grose
(1790).

2. Fig. To droop ; to have no more spirit left in one.
Der. It is said of a child when it frets that it 'wilts,' N. & Q.

(1876) 5th S. v. 36. Suf. (C.G.B.) [Amer. What's the matter
with you? What you lookin' so wilted about? Cent. Mag. (Jan.
1903) 417.]
3. sb. A state of feebleness or despondency.
Ayr. To stiffen the wilt that this wilderness Has brought in

this bosom and brain, Ainslie Land ofBurns fed. 1802) qi=i.

WILT, see Welt, v."

WILTASHALTA, phr. Yks. Lan. Also written
willta-shallta w.Yks. ; and in forms willta-shollta Lan.

;

willtehshelter w.Yks. ; willto-shallto w.Yks. 1
; wilto-

shalto w.Yks. 1 Lan. ; wilto-sholto e.Lan.1 [wMta-Jalta.]
A phrase expressive of strong necessity ;

' willy-nilly '

;

by force, against one's will ; reckless of consequences or
of anything that may be urged.
w.Yks. (S.P.U.) ; w.Yks. 1 As lang as I'se maister o' this house,

will-to shall-to, yees naan hev ya mouthful, ii. 294. Lan. They
. . . lifted him clear off his feet an' carried him off wiltta shollta,

whether he would or not, Wood Hum. Sketches, 115 ; Whau there
is that winnot believe aught i'th world iv it isn't fair druven into

'em, wilto shalto, Waugh Goblin's Grave, 372. e.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1

Theaw'll ha' for t' do it, wilta-shalta.

WILTER, v. Der. Nhp. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. Hrt. e.An. Ken.
I.W. Also in form welter e.An.1 Ken.1 I.W. [wHta(r)

;

we -
lta(r).] To wither, fade ; to droop. See Wilt, v.

Der. N. & Q. (1876) 5th S. v. 36. Nhp. 2
, Oxf. 1 Brks. 1 The

grace be a lookin' main wiltered like, an' wants raain bad. Bdf.

Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 147. Hrt. The primroses
are all wiltered with coming by post (G.H.G.). e.An.1 Cmb.
N. (y Q. ib. 35. Ess. The flowers are wiltered in the sun, Trans.
Arch. Soc. (1863) II. 188. Ken^The leaves begin to welter. I.W.
AT. Ej* Q. ib.

WILTSHIRE, sb. Wil. In comb. (1) Wiltshire
disorder, obs., a disease in sheep : the ' goggles '

; (2)— eye, see below
; (3) — weed, the common elm, Ulmus

campestris.

(1) The reason, perhaps, why this complaint has been lately

[1794] known as the Wiltshire disorder, is, that most of the

Wiltshire wethers are sold off when lambs, and are fattened before

they are two years old ; and the pushing them with high keep at

so early an age, will most assuredly discover the goggles, if they
be in the blood, Davis Gen. View Agric. 146. (a) The ' Wilt-

shire eye' is known to recruiting officers. It is a muddy hazel-grey

very prevalent in the county, and common also in the West Riding
ofYorks. The recruiting surgeons seem to have classified it as

hazel, but some would call it grey. I make it neutral. . . Eyes of

a neutral undecided tint between light and dark, and green brown
and grey, . . the ' Wiltshire eye,' Wil. N. & Q. I. 566. (3) Wil.1

This is a term frequently occurring in books and articles on Wilts,

but it would not be understood by the ordinary Wiltshire folk.

WILVER, sb. Cor. [wrlva(r).] A pot or 'baker'

under which bread is buried in burning embers and baked.

Cor.12 See Whelve. Hence Wilver-loaf, sb. a loaf

baked under a ' wilver.' Cor.3

WILYARD, adj. Sc. Irel. Yks. Also written williard

N.I. 1
; willyard Sc. ; and in forms willward n.Yks.2

;

willyart, wilyart Sc. (Jam.) ; wylart Sc. [wrljsrd.]

Obstinate ; unmanageable ; self-willed.

Sc. Human nature's a wilful and wilyard thing, Scott Antiquary

(1816) xxv ; It's a hard-set willyard beast this o' mine, ib. Midlothian

(1818) xiii. Abd. For a wilful and wilyard bairn she speaketh

with a tongue maist like an angel's, Cobban Angel (1898) 266.

Ayr. Man was aye a wilyart sorrow and a vaguin' dyvour, Service

Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 21. Lth. (Jam.) Edb. Had ye Byng'd

some wylart bairns Itwad hae gien thelaive mairharns, Learmont

Poems (1791) 26. Bwk. (Jam.), N.I.1
, n.Yks.2

WILYART, adj. and sb. Sc. Irel. Also written will-

yart Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms wullyart Gall. ; wulyart

N.I.1
; wylart Rnf. [wMjart] 1. adj. Shy, bashful;

awkward ; bewildered ; lonely ; wild. See Will, adj.

Sc. (Jam.) Frf. Wilyart, waesome, will, and weary, Beattie

Arnha' (c. i8ao) 20, ed. 1882. Ayr. But, O for Hogarth's magic

power ' To show Sir Bardie's willyart glow'r, And how he star'd

and stammer'd, Burns Lord Daer, st. 4. Dmf. The burn doon by

That deaves the corrie wi' its wilyart croon, Reid Poems (1894)
29. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 413, ed. 1876. N.I. 1

2. sb. Obs. A timid, faint-hearted fellow. Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 494, ed. 1876.
WIM, sb. Hrt. [wim.] A cart for carrying timber.

WIM, v.
1 s.Cy. Sus. Hmp. I.W. w.Cy. Wil. Dor. Som.

Dev. Also written whym, wimb Dev. ; wimme Sus.2

[wim.] 1. To winnow ; to clean corn. Cf. wimble, v?
s.Cy. (Hall.) Sns. Ray (1691) ; Sus.12 , Hmp. 1

, I.W.12 , Wil. 1
,

Dor. 1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). w.Som. 1 Our
volks be all busy wimin o' barley. Dev. Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892

s

).

n.Dev. An' stay vor wimb a strik' o' wets An gie tha maid tha earn,
Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 37.

Hence (1) Wimming-dust, sb. chaff; (2) Wimming-
machine, sb. a winnowing machine

; (3) Wimming-sheet,
sb. a winnowing-sheet.

(1) w.Cy. (Hall.) Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

(2) Dor. (C.V.G.) (3) Dor. (C.V.G.) Som. Jennings Obs. Dial.

w.Eng. (1825). Dev. Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

2. Comp. (1) Wim-sail, (2) -sheet, a winnowing-sheet.
(1) I.W.1 (2) I.W.1

, w.Cy. (Hall.), Dor.1 Som. Jennings Obs.

Dial. w.Eng. (1825). w.Som. 1 A large sheet of strong canvas, used
(more in thrashing corn by machine than in winnowing) to spread
on the ground and catch the corn under the thrashing-machine.
Dev. Car thickee drashel upen barn, an' hang up the whym-sheet
agin tha wall, Hewett Peas. Sp. ( 1892). [Some have strained a

wimsheet athwart a barns floor, Worlidge Diet. Rust. (1681)61.]

WIM, v.2 Wor. Also written whim, [wim.] Of the
head : to swim ; to be giddy.

I have such a whimming in my head (W.C.B.).

Hence (1) Wimmy, adj. having a swimming in the head;
giddy. w.Wor. 1

; (2) Wim-wam, sb. a giddiness, ib.

[Cp. Icel. vim, or vim, giddiness, a swimming in the

head (Vigfusson).]
WIM, see Wheem, Whim, sb.1

WIMBERRY, sb. n.Cy. Lan. Chs. Der. Shr. Hrf. Glo.

Also written whimberry Shr. Hrf. ; and in forms whin-
berry n.Cy. Lan. ; wimbry s.Lan.1

; winberry n.Cy.

Lan.1 Chs. Shr. 1
; windberry N.Cy.2 [wi'm-, wi'nbgri.]

1. The whortleberry, Vaccinium Myrlillus.

n.Cy. (B. & H.), N.Cy.2 Lan. The whinberry shrubs with
which this moor abounds, Harland & Wilkinson Elk-Lore

(
1867)

108; Lan.1
, e.Lan.1

, s.Lan.1
, Chs. 1 3

, s. Chs.1 nw.Der. 1 The sing.

is always used for the pi. Shr. Bilberries,—wimberries, as the

rustics call them, White Wrekin (i860) viii ; Shr.1 Hrf. Bound
Provinc. (1876). Glo. 1

2. Comb. (1) Wimberry besom, a broom made of twigs

ofwimberry. Chs.1
;

(2) -wires, the stems ofthe wimberry
shrub. Shr. 1

[OE. win-berge, -berige, a ' wine-berry,' grape ; a wortle-

berry (Hall).]
WIMBLE, sb.

1
Irel. Pem. Also in form wemble Pem.

A beam ; a collar-beam.
Wxf.1

, Pem. (W.H.Y.) s.Pem. Laws Little Eng. (1888) 422 ;

Them wimbles are too weak to hawld the roof (W.M.M.).

WIMBLE, sb.2 and v.
1 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Ken.

Hmp. Dor. Som. Also written whimble w.Yks. ; and in

forms womill, wumble, wumle Sc. ; wummel Nhb.1

Cum.3
; wummely n.Yks.4 ; wummleSc. n.Yks.2 [wi'm(b)l;

wu-ml.] 1. sb. In comp. (1) Wimble-bore, (a) a hole

bored by a wimble ; (b)jig. a defect in the throat causing

indistinctness of speech
; (2) -stock, a crank used by

carpenters for boring with various ' bits.'

(i,a)Sh.I.STEWARTrafc>(i8o2)259. (A)Sc.(Jam.) (2)w.Som. 1

2. Phr. (1) gleg as a wimble, used to express great

sharpness, keenness, or quickness, ' as sharp as a needle'

;

(2) heat a wimble, &c, a children's game ; see below.

(1) Per. Our wits should be 'gleg as a wumle,' Stewart Character

(1857) 150. Ayr. But he was gleg as onie wumble, Burns On a

Scotch Bard, St. 4. Lth. Slippery as an eel, Gleg as a wummle, and
fleet as a wheel, Ballantine Poems (1856) 179. (2) Bnff. Nurses

used to amuse infants on the knee by sitting in front of the fire

holding the forefinger to it as if to heat it, and then pretending to

bore a hole in the infant's breast or belly, repeating the words

:

'Heata womill, heat a womill. Bore, bore, bore' (W.G.). w.Yks.

I only hear the words used by old folks now, hummed in the lines

below to a child on one's knee, the forefinger of the adult represent-

3 S2
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ing the ' wliimble.' .
. ' Heat a whimble, heat a coile, Wheare mun

I buddle a hoile ?
' At the utterance of the first word, the adult

who is playing with the child will begin a circular movement of

the hand with the outstretched forefinger, and at each word the

tormenting finger is made to gyrate nearer to the little laughing

curled-up youngster, until the word ' buddle ' (to bore) is reached.

Then the tickling begins, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Feb. 24, 1900).

3. A tool used in mining ; see below.
Nhb., Dur. It consists of a cylinder of various diameters about

24 inches long, open at the bottom and also at the top about 12

inches below the joint ; it has also a partial coveringat the bottom
like an augur, for the purpose of retaining the borings when worked
into the hole. It is frequently used in boring near the surface

through clay, Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888). Nhb.1 A wimble
or auger used in boring in clay, or a scoop screwed on the end of

a boring rod to clear out the hole. w.Yks. (T.T.)

4. An instrument used for twisting bands for trusses of

hay, faggots, &c.
Ken. 1

, Hmp. 1 Dor. Gathering up the fleeces and twisting ropes

of wool with a wimble for tying them round, Hardy Madding
Crowd (1874) xxii.

5. A twist ; a turn.
Rnf. She gied her thumb a wee bit wum'le, Webster Rhymes

(1835) 162.

6. v. To enter or move in a sinuous manner ; to turn

round and round.
Cum.3 Intil ivery hoose, ayder up t'geat or doon, By air-wole or

chimla it wummelt its way, J57. n.Yks.2 *

7. To twist bands for hay, &c. with an instrument for

that purpose.
Dor. 'What have you been doing?' 'Tending thrashing-

machine, and wimbling haybonds,' Hardy Madding Crow^(1874) x.

WIMBLE, v? Gmg. To winnow. Collins Gower
Dial., Trans. Phil. Soc. (1848-50) IV. 223. Cf. wim, v.

1

WIMBLE, v? Lan. 1 Also written wimle. [wi'ml.]

To tilt, to raise one end ; to incline. See Whemmle.
WIMBLE, v.* Obs. Suf. 1 To roll about in the mouth

;

applied to the process of difficult mastication.

WIMBLE, adj. Yks. Lan. Nhp. Won Shr. 1. Quick,
lively, nimble. s.Lan. 1 2. Loose ; easily moved.

Yks. As ' wimble ' as a milk'us door (S.P.U.).

3. Comp. (1) Wimble-bent, a light, long kind of grass ;

(2) -straw, (a) a very slender straw, a ' windle-straw'
;

(b)

the dog's-tail grass, Cynosurus cristatus.

(1) Shr.2 In the sw. part of the county the word is used as a

simile to denote unsteadiness, or uncertainty. ' You're like a

wimble bent.' (2, a) se.Wor. 1 (b) Nhp. 2

[1. He was so wimble and so wight, Spenser Sh. Kal.

(1579) March, 91.]

WIMBLE-WAMBLE, adj. Glo. 1 In phr. to go sort of
wimble-wamble, to roll about in walking.

WIMBLING, ppl. adj. War. Wor. Glo. Also written
whimbling Glo. [wim(b)lin.] Long, thin, and weak

;

of feeble growth ; spindly; gen. used of plants.
War. 3 Wor. The wheat is growing very wimbling (E.S.).

se.Wor. 1
1 siz a bit uv a wimblin' top a comin' up among the bricks'

inds, un I sez to Tom, sez I, ' Now we wunt touch that theare
tater, but we'll wait un see what sart uv a one 'e is, look thu.' Glo.
'Twern't but half a crop, an' a poor whimbling lot on't then,
Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) xxii ; Glo. 1

WIMBLY-WAMBLY, adj. Yks. Cor. Also written
wimley-wamley Yks. Unsteady ; dizzy ; feeling sick.

w.Yks. I went wimley-wamley e me heead, Eccles Leeds Olm.
(1881) 24. Cor.2 I'm all wimbly-wambly.

WIME, v. Yks. Lin. Also written wyme. [waim.]
1. To move in a circuitous, erratic, or zig-zag course ; to

wander ; to twist.
w.Yks. ' Aw gav' th' birds th' keyk an' they wymed up th' syke.'

Spoken by a man driving moor-game (J.B.); w.Yks. 2 A bird is

said to go wiming through the air, and a brook to wime through
the woods. Children going wiming about. A person is said to
wime up a hill, when going zig-zag.

2. To go away stealthily
; to 'sneak off.'

w.Yks. He gaped as if he saw a boggart, and instead of coming
forward wiroed off and out again, Snowden Web of Weaver (1896)
xiv. Lin. He wimed out of the back door, N. &• Q. (1865) 6th S.
xi. 468.

3. With over : toHence Wimy, sb. a sneak. Lin. ib.

topple over. „ /A _ ,,

w Yks. Shoo wimed ower in a fit, Yks. Wkly. Post (Aug. 1, 1896).

4. To coax, 'get round
'

; to wheedle ;
to deceive, esp.

by flattery
;
gen. used with round.

Lin. Miller & Skertcbly Finland (1878) iv ; Lin. 1 n.Lin.i

He fell in wi' a foreign soort on a lass, an' she wimed roond him

like fun. sw.Lin. 1 Eh, that body can wine round a body.

[1. Cp. Norw. dial, vima, to tumble, stagger about

(Aasen).]

WIMEBLING, v. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Also written

wymebling w.Yks. 1 To linger ; to be dilatory, with an

intention of accomplishing some object, generally in-

directly. n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks.1

WIMMEL, sb. Obs. Abd. Kcd. Frf. (Jam.) The
windpipe. Hence Wimmelbree or Wimmelbreis, sb., see

below.
The same dish as the Haggis, composed of the lungs, heart, &c.

of an animal, with this difference, that the latter is made in a sheep's

maw, whereas the former, being made thin, is used as a soup.

WIMMEL, see Whemmle.
WIMMET, v. Glo. 1 [wi-mit] Of a dog : to whine.

WIMMOCK, v. Som. Cor. Also in form wimmick
Cor. 1 [wi'mak, -ik.] 1. To coax ; to wheedle. Som.
(W.F.R.) Cf. wime, 4. 2. To cheat ; to beggar. Cor. 1

WIMMY, see Whimmy.
WIMOTE, sb. Shr.1 [wei'mot.] The marsh-mallow,

Althaea officinalis.

WIMP, v. Der. Glo. [wimp.] Of a dog : to whine.

Glo. 1 Hence Wimping, ppl. adj. fretful, complaining.

Der.2
, nw.Der. 1

[There shall be intractabiles, that wil whympe and
whine, Latimer Sermons (Mar. 22, 1549) ed. Arber, 77
(Skeat).]

WIMPER,z\ Dev. [wi'mpafr).] To coddle. (H.S.H.)

WIMPERS, sb. pi. Yks. [wrmpaz.] A tremulous
movement of the mouth, as that of an aged person.

11. Yks. He's getten t'wimpers (I.W.).

WIMPLE, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Lan. Nhp.
Also written whimple Sc. Nhp. ; wimpil Sc. (Jam.) ; and
in forms whumple, wumple Sc. [wi'mpl.] 1. v. To
wrap, fold, cover, mantle. Sc. (Jam.) Cf. wample, v.

z

2. To wind, meander ; to ripple ; gen. used of running
water. Cf. wample, v.

1

Sc. (Jam.) ; The trees, and rocks, and wimplings of the burn,
Hamilton Cottagers of Glenburnie (1808) 137. Abd. A burn rins

wimpling at his feet, Ogilvie./. Ogilvie (1902) 113. Kcd. Your
name bids mountains rise An' burnies wimple doon, Grant Lays
(1884) 136. Per. Spence Poems (1898) 36. Ayr. Where Doon
rins, wimplin', clear, Burns Halloween (1785) st. 2. Twd. Wimplin'
among green brae faces, Buchan Weather (1899) 229. Nhb. 1

,

w.Dur. 1 Lan. The brooklet that wimpled stealthily along its

hidden course at the bottom, Brierley Cotters, xiv. s.Lan. 1

Nhp. Clare Rur. Muse (1835) 169.

Hence Wimpler, sb., obs., a waving lock of hair.
Sc. Down his braid back, frae his white head, The silver

wimplers grew, Aytoun Ballads (ed. 1861) II. 386.
3. To squirm, wriggle, writhe.
Cai. 1 Per. Hahburton Furth in Field (1894) 5. w.Sc. He

drank o' the stream 0' the wimplin worm, Carrick Laird ofLogan
(1835) 115. Ayr. Guid auld Scotch drink, Whether thro' wimplin
worms thou jink, . . Inspire me, Burns Sc. Drink (1786) st. 2.
Gall. Let me see ye wimple, And make the water dimple, Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 228, ed. 1876.
4. Of corn : to toss, wave.
Lth. The fields are a' wimplin' an' wavin' wi' gowd, Ballantine

Poems (1856) 164 ; Not common (A.W.).
5. Of a boat : to move unsteadily ; to be top-heavy.
Sh.I. The yawl was wofully ' rank.' . . ' She'll be steady enough

by-and-by,' cried out old Moad, ' it's the tar that makes her
wumple,' Sh. News (Feb. 5, 1898).

6. Obs. To tell an indirect and intricate story, esp. with
intent to deceive.

Sc. (Jam.) Rnf. My faith he'll soon eclipse us a', Just wi' his
wud wild wimplin' jaw, Webster Rhymes (1835) 167.

Hence Wimpled, ppl. adj. indirect, intricate, circum-
locutory

;
perplexed.
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Sc. This was thought an odd and wimpled interlocutor,

Fountainhall Sec. Suppl. (c. 1700) III. 329, ed. 1759 (Jam.).
Abd. But wimpl'd is the tale, Ye'd weary sair afore I tell'd it hail,

Ross Helenore (1768) 108, ed. 1812. Ayr. There was no difficulty

in reading the whumplet meaning of this couthiness anent the
reeking o' the chamber, Galt Gilhaise (1823) xxiii.

7. sb. A winding ; a curve ; a meandering movement.
Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. He play'd stoit frae side tae side, Wi' mony

a wimple, jink, an' stride, Thomson Musings (1881) 118. Edb.
Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) Gl. Slk. He had as mony
links and wimples in his tail as an eel, Hogg Tales (1838) 50, ed.

1866. Dmf. Suddenly we rounded a wimple of the road and
came right upon the place, Hamilton The Mawkin (1898) 129.

8. Obs. An intricate turn ; a wile ; a piece of craft.

Sc. There is aye a whimple in a lawyer's clew, Scott Midlothian

(1818) xxiv. n.Sc. (Jam.) ; First come the men 0' mony wimples,

In common language ca'd Da'rymples, Lord Auchinleck (ib.).

Ben. A' his wimples they'll find out, Forbes Ajax (1742) 10.

9. Obs. A fit of perversity ; a sulky humour.
Peb. What ails thee now, my bonie Bess! Some wimple fient

ye've taen, O, Affleck Poet. Wks. (1836) 138.

Hence Wimplefeyst, (1) sb. a sulky humour. Lth.,

Rxb. (Jam.) Cf. amplefeyst
; (2) adj. untoward, un-

manageable. Rxb. (ib., s.v. Trampilfeyst).

[1. She, that yit covereth hir and wimpleth hir to other

folk, hath shewed hir every-del to thee, Chaucer Boethius,

bk. 11. pr. i.]

WIM-WAM, see Whim-wham.
WIN, v.

1 and sb.
1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan.

Midi. Der. Not. War. Wor. Sus. Also written winn(e
Sc. n.Cy. ; wyn Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms won Sc. (Jam.)

Cum. ; wun Sc. Nhb. 1
;
preterite win Nhb. 1

;
preterite and

pp. wan Sc. (Jam.) n.Yks.2 ; wun Sc. ; pp. winn Sc.

[win.] 1. v. In comb, with adv. and prep.: (1) Win
aboon, to get the better of; to recover from the effects of

a calamity ; illness, &c. ; (2) — about, obs., to circumvent

in any way, esp. by wheedling
; (3) — across, to reach

the other side of; (4) — afore, to outrun; (5) — at, to

get at ; to reach, attain
; (6) — away, (a) to get away

;

to escape
;

(b) to die
; (7) — ayont, to get beyond ;

to

reach
; (8) — back, to manage to return ; (9) — before,

see (4) ; (10) — ben, to gain admittance to the inner room
of a house

;
(11) — but, to gain admittance to the outer

room of a house
; (12) — by, to get past ; to escape

;

also used Jig. ; (13) — down, (a) to get down
;

(b) obs.,

to reach or extend downwards
; (14) — forth, to emerge;

(15) — forward, to advance, get on
; (16) — in, (a) to

get in ; to be allowed inside ;
(b) to succeed, manage

;

(17) —into, to get the benefit of; (18) —off, (a) to

dismount; (b) to get away; to escape; to be acquitted

in a court of law ; (c) to finish a piece of work ; see Off-

winning, s.v. Off, 1 (33); (19) -on, (n) to be able to

ascend ; to mount
;

(b) to get to work at ; (20) — out,

(a) to get out ; to escape with difficulty
;

(b) to quarry

stone ; to open out a coal-seam ; (21) — over, {a) to

cross; to pass over; (b) to get the better of; to 'pull

through'; (22) —past, to get past; to overtake; (23)

— through, (a) to make one's way through; (b) see

(18, c)
;

(c) to struggle through any difficulty ; to recover

from illness
; (24) — til, to reach ; to attain

; (25) — to,

(a) see (24) ;
(b) to have it in one's power to attend

;

(c) to begin to eat; to 'fall to'; (26) —up, to ascend;

to get up out of bed ; to rise from one's knees ;
to rise

from a fall
; (27) — upon, see (19, a)

; (28) — up to, (a)

aboon t 1 it is not piuuauic uau "*- "••• -"-— -— 7- j

(Iam ) Abd. Murray Hamewith (1900) 39. Kcd. Fat wye they

wan abeen the blow is mair than I can tell, Grant Lays (1884) 58.

rV\ <!c Ham "> (O Are. Wondering how we should win across it

to the friendly shelter, Munro /. Splendid (1898) 106. Dmf.

Thought he surely wad be better If he could win across the water,

Shennan Tales (1831) 9- (4) Sc (Jam.) (5) Sc. ' I coudna win

at it
' Used both literally ... and also metaph. with regard to

expense (Jam.). Cai. 1 Abd. The meanin'V the haill ballant ,s

no that .11 to win at, Macdonald D. Elgwbrod (1863
1

I. 47.

Lnk Roy Generalship (ed. 1895) 6- Nhb.1
(6, a) Sc. (Jam.) ;

The sairer Kettledrummle spurred to win awa, the readier the

dour beast ran to the dragoons, Scott Old Mortality (1816) xiv.

Cai.1 Abd. I've byous ill wunnin awa', Alexander Johnny Gibb

(1871) xxvii. Slk. How could he win away a' the gate to Dunse
Castle? Hogg Tales (1838) 39, ed. 1866. Kcb. They cannot win
away sooner, Muir Muncraig (1900) 247. (A) Sc. (Jam.) ; I've a

charge to lay on ye, and I cannot win away till I've got it off my
heart, Keith Lisbeth (1894) iv. Ayr. She's won awa! Ay!
she's a bonnie corp ! Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 152. Gall.

Ay, man, he's won awa' ! Crockett Bog-Myrtle (1895) 170. (7)

Sc. I trust, if ayont to the ill place she win, They'll be able to bear

wi' her flytin' an' din, Nicoll Poems (ed. 1843) 134. Lnk. Watt
Poems (1827) 17. (8) Sc. (Jam.) ; If it's my luck to win back to

Glasgow, winna I gie it to Rabby, Whitehead Daft Davie (1876)

241, ed. 1894. Ant. I'll never win back now, whatever may fall,

O'Neill Glens ofAnt. (1900) 32. Nhb. It's sae far tiv Australie.

Mebbe, thoo'lt niver win back (R.O.H.). Cam.4 (9) Sc. No travel

made them tire Til they before the beggar wan And cast them in his

way, Ritson R. Hood (1795) I. 106 (Jam.). (10) Sc. Ye're welcome,

but ye winna win ben, Ramsay Prov. 85 (ib.). Cai. 1 Elg. While
Tarn an' him bade at their bucket, Deil a ither soul wan ben,

Tester Poems (1865) 150. (n) Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 (12) Sc. Often

used in relation to one's lot or destiny with a negative. ' He
coud na win by 't ' (Jam.). Cai. 1 Dmf. Do as you're bid

;
you

canna win by it, Hamilton The Mawkin (1898) 237. (13, a) Sc.

(Jam.), Cai. 1 Abd. Ere we win doon to Turra, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) ii. Nhb. Ere the head can win down,
Richardson Borderers Table-bk. (1846) VI. 307. (4) Sc. He . . .

had syde red yellow hair . . . which wan down to his shoulders,

Pitscottie Hist. Sc. (1728) in. (14) Sc. We made our way
across country, and won forth at last upon the . . . muirland,

Stevenson Cairiona (1893) xii. (15) Sc. (Jam.) ;
Though I cannot

win forward as I ought, yet I have rejoiced to see others go

forward, Thomson Cloud of Witnesses (1714) 21, ed. 1871. w.Yks.

Well, now, are ye winning forward like? Sutcliffe Shameless

Wayne (1900) 96. (16, a) Sc. (Jam.) ; Ye'll find it's easier wunnin

in than wunnin out here, Scott Midlothian (1818) xiii. Frf. ' I

notice that you have barred the doors.' 'Ay, they're barred.

Nobody can win in the nicht,' Barrie Minister (1891) xl. Ayr.

The law has barred the door again' us ever winnin' in, Johnston
Glenbuckie (1889) 77. Wgt. Ye canna wun in at this time 0' the

nicht; Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 45. Nhb.1 (b) Abd. My uncle

wan in to be a lawyer, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) x. (17)

Sc. The remedy the people had of winning into decreets . . .

would be altogether evacuated, Fountainhall Dec. Suppl. (c. 1700)

IV. 132, ed. 1759 (Jam.). (18, a) Sc. He's on the horse, but he

canna win off (Jam.). (6) Sc. Tam Linton was apprehended . . .

but there was nae proof could be led against him, and he wan off,

Blackw. Mag. (Mar. 1823) 318 (Jam.). Cai. 1 Ayr. They tell me
she won aff withoot scaith, Johnston Congalton (1896) 73. Gall.

I had thus far won off Scot-free, Crockett Grey Man (1896) xiv.

(c) Sh.I. We just hed tree days o' bereseed an' a day o' taties ta

wirk, an' den we were won aff, Stewart Tales (1892) 246.

(19, a) Sc. (Jam.) ne.Sc. Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, Haud

the horse till I win on, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 19. (b) Lnk. I'll

min' the shoon whan I win on the loom again, Hamilton Poems

(1865)238. (20, a) Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. He canna win oot, Burgess

Rasmie (1892) 17. Abd. Ye'll win oot amo' a' that steer o' unco

wives, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 10. e.Lth. Afore I could win

oot, he had gruppit me, Hunter /. Inwick (1895) 119. (b) Sc.

(Jam.) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). (21, a) Sc.

(Jam.) ; You'll never win over the doorstep of Minto House till

you bring her with you, Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 100. Per. For

aince if owre the boon's they win, The passions quickly speak

oot, Haliburton Horace (1886) 42. Edb. But lang ere I wan o'er

the gate, I met a lassie gauntin', New Year's Morning (1792) 10.

(4) Sc. O ! Davit Balfour, ye're damned countryfeed. Ye'll have

to win over that, Stevenson Cairiona (1893) vii ; She wad hardly

win ower a long day in the baggage-wain, Scott Old Mortality

(1816) xxxviii. w.Sc. There's been mony a ane as sair forfochten

and wan owr't a', Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 88. n.Yks.*

How will they win ower't think you ? They wan ower't bravely.

(22) Sc. Mackay. Twd. If I could win past the gentry in front,

Buchan Weather (1899) 141. (23,0) Sc. (Jam.) Abd. What time

wan ye throw the snaw, Beattie Parings (1801) 6, ed. 1873.

Ayr. Mony a time did we creep belly flaucht through places that

I couldna win through now, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 60.

(b) Sc. There is so much matter before us, as we cannot win

through for a long time after our common pace, Baillie Lett.

(i775) II- 42 (JAM -)- (0 Sc God guide us, how can she ever win

through it, Scott Antiquary (1816) vii ; Ye mauna think to win
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through the warld on a feather-bed, Ramsay Prov. 83 (Jam.).
Abd. To win thro' the warl has cost me some care, Ogilvie

J. Ogilvie (1902) 123. Gall. Ye hae had a teuch battle for't . . .

but ye hae won through, Crockett Raiders (1894) xxxv. Cum.
Caine Shad. Crime (1885) 19. n-Yks. 1 He's sair an' badly. But
t'doctor thinks he'll win thruff. w.Yks. He'll win through yet
(C.C.R.). (24) Sc. Gin the priest could win til her it might do
mair than a the doctors, Roy Horseman's Wd. (1895) vi

; (Jam.
Suppl.) Sh.I. Hit's no dat 'at shii's sprikklin' fur, hit's ta win till

her lamb, Sh. News (July 31, 1897). (25; a) Sc - (Jam.) ; Ere they
win to the Ritterford, Scott Minstrelsy (1802I II. 10, ed. 1848.
Kcd. Owre the hill he hitch't an' hirpled, Tulzied hame, an' wan
to bed, Grant Lays (1884) 114. Frf. Ye canna win tae the
Mains o' Balermo the nicht, Paton Inveresk (1896) 85. Edb. Wan
first to the mill-dam ford, Crawford Poems (1798) 98. Nhb. 1

n.Yks. Ah was ettlin' t' win tiv it, Atkinson Lost (1870) xxii.

(b) Sc. They said, 'Did you hear the excommunication at the
Torrwood?' I said, 'No, I could not win to it,' Thomson Cloud
of Witnesses (1714) 78 (Jam.), (c) Sc. (Jam.); We got some
water-broo and bannocks; and mony a weary grace they said . . .

or they wad let me win to, Scott Old Mortality (1816) xiv. Edb.
Noo, just win to and begin, Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875)
161. Nhb. 1 Noo lads, wun-tee! (26) Sc. (Jam.); Won up, won
up, my good master; I fear ye sleep o'er Iang, Jamieson Pop.
Ballads (1806) I. 98. Per. Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 60.

Dmf. Or I wan up she did o'ertak' me, Quinn Heather (1863) 41.

(27) Sc. Just let me win upon my horse ! Stevenson Catriona
(1893) xxx. (28, a) Brks. If I could only win up to the pastime,
Hughes Scour. White Horse (1859) vi. (A) Sc. (Jam.) (29) ib.

2. Phr. (1) to be able to win and tine, to be a person of
substance to whom winnings and losings are alike of little

consequence
; (2) to lay one's wame to one's winning, to

regulate one's style of living by one's earnings; (3) to
make a winning, to make a living

; (4) to win at liberty,

obs., to get free ; to be released from restraint
; (5) — go,

obs., to break loose ; to obtain liberation
; (6) — home,

to manage to get home ; to obtain leave to go home ; to
reach heaven

; (7) — on ahint one, to get the advantage
over one in a bargain ; to impose upon one ; (8) — one's
way, obs., to die ; (9) — redd of, to get rid of; (10) — the
whistle, to win nothing at all

;
(n) — to (the) foot, to get on

one's lees
;
of a child : to learn to walk

; (12) — to rest, to
die

; (13) — to the road, to make a start in business, &c.
(1) Sc. (Jam.) ; Mackay. (2) Sc. Ford Thistledown (1891) 13.

(3) SnI - Hit'll no be fir want o' endeavour if dey mak' no a
winnin', Sh. News (May 13, 1899). (4) Sc. (Jam.) Abd. The
gentleman winning at liberty, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) II. 114.
(5) Bch. (Jam.) ; Venus . . . made poor Maggy lie in gizzen, When
little Jack broke out of prison On good Yule-day, This of my
quiet cut the wizen, When he wan gae, Forbes Dominie (1785)
30. (6) Sc. (Jam.) ; Thro' a' life's troubles we'll win hame at e'en,
Wright Sc. Life (1897) 80. Cai. 1 ne.Sc. Green Gordonhaven
(1887) 156. s.Sc. He could never win hame that day, Wilson
Tales (1839) V. 53. Ayr. But I'll hae to go noo or it'll be dark or
I win hame to the Brig'en', Service Notandums (1890) 6. Dmf.
Weel Sandy, ye're win hame at last, Shennan Tales (1831) 72
Nhb. He nivver won hame that day, Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894)in. n.Yks.1 It snew and it stoured, an' it warn't while efter
dark at Ah got wossel'd thruff and wan yamm. (7) Sc.Apparently
in allusion to one leaping on horseback behind another, and
holding him as prisoner (Jam.). (8) s.Ayr. Auld Jamie has gi'en
up the ghost And won his way, Hetrick Poems and Sngs. (1826)
80. (9) Abd. Ye've wun redd o' the goodwife, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) vi. (10) War.* (n) n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. By
the help of a convenient stane . . . She wins to foot, and swaverine
makes to gang, Ross Helenore (1768) 25, ed. r8i2

; AlexanderAm Flk. (1882) 69. (12) s.Ayr. He's been troubled lang- butnow Hes won to rest, Hetrick Poems and Sngs. (1826) 8r
(13) Abd. Her previous remark concerning the possibility of theyoung people 'winnin' to the road,' more or less, in course of
time, Alexander Am Flk. (1882) 19; (G.W )
3. To earn.
Sc. To win one's bread (Jam.) ; I can win my crowns and keenmy crowns . . wi onybody in the Saut Market, Scott Rob Roy

(1817) xxn. Kcd. He wadna win in twenty years . . The half
o fat he got in lieu O' losses by the spate, Grant Lays (1884) 10.Rnf. I could 'break-off' to two men, and thus won 35. a week,FraserP^. CA,m«(i853) .1. Lnk. Fuddle at e'en what theywin thro the day, Watson Poems (1853) 48. Edb. Ballantine
Deanhaugh (1869) 19. n.Ir. Whin over in Scotland Td win the

big pay, Lays and Leg. (1884) 32. Nhb. He win his wages,

Pease Tales (1899) 39. w.Yks. Then aw can win summat, cannot

aw? Snowden Tales Wolds (1894) xi.

Hence Winning, sb. earnings ; wages.
Sh.I. What wi' his simmer's winnin', an' da mare's 'at dey sauld,

dey wir ower weel aff, Clark N. Gleams (1898) 34. Abd. Setawa
south wi' his winin', Anderson Poems (ed. 1826) 41. Edb.

Drinking a' his little winnin', Liddle Poems (1821) 168. Dmf.

For thee I'll work baith late and air, And a' my winnings with

thee share, Johnstone Poems (1820) 126. Gall. Nicholson Poet.

Whs. (1814) 40, ed. 1897. n.Yks.2

4. To quarry stone ; to find and dig coal.

Sc. While . . . Ranken, mason, was winning some stones, the

upper part of the quarry giving way, he was killed on the spot,

Edb. Even. Courant (Mar. 21, 1805) (Jam.). Or.I. Peterkin ./Votes

(1822) App. 80. Abd. No coals should be transported to any
burgh of Scotland . . . but all to be winn and sent to London,
Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) II. 107. Lnk. The miners, or coal-

getters, must dig, or 'win,' as it is called, that certain number of
tons requisite to keep the engine working, Gordon Pyotshaw
(1885) 85. N.Cy.1 'Reserved all manner of mines and minerals
full liberty to work, win, and carry away the same,' is a usual
covenant in North Country leases. Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. Coal is won
when it is proved and a position attained so that it can be worked
and brought to bank, Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). Dur. 1

,

n.Yks. (C.V.C.), w.Yks. (D.T.)

Hence (1) Winning, sb. (a) an opening or sinking for

mining purposes
;

(b) a ' headway' driven into the coal to
open out the seam

; (2) Winning-headway, sb., see (1, b).

(1, a) Nhb. A new winning was commenced, Richardson
Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) V. 18 ; Nhb.1 A new colliery is thus
called a winning or new winning. When a ' trouble ' is en-
countered in a pit causing the coal to disappear, it is recovered
by a winning ; that is by driving a drift. Nhb., Dur. Strata sunk
through at Lyons Winning, Borings (1881) IV. 48. (A) Nhb.1

Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). (2) N.Cy.1 Winning
head-ways, two parallel excavations in the workings of a colliery,
about six feet wide, and twenty feet apart, extending in a direction
from north to south. Nhb.1

5. To attain by means of effort ; to succeed, esp. to
succeed in getting to a place.

Sc. I wil cum, gin I can win. I coud na win (Jam.) ; As sune as
I can win to stand on my twa feet we'll be aff, Stevenson
Catriona (1893) xv. Sh.I. J.H. Da Last Foy (1896) 5. e.Sc. He
canna win to see ye, Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) xxiii. Ayr.
After a' our trouble, Beenie, the minister's wife canna win,
Johnston Kilmallie (1891) I. 46. e.Lth. There was a by-ordinar
congregation that day ; a' body that could win was there, Hunter
J. Inwick (1895) 70. Dmf. Reid Poems (1894) 60. N.Cv.1

.

n.Yks.1 *, s.Lan.1
' '

6. To go ; to come ; to reach ; to get up.
Sc. I'll be gane before ye win there, Scott Midlothian (1818)

xxv. Sh.I. Aabody kjempin wha hiechest sail win, Junda
Khngrahool (1898) 7. OrJ. Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 794. Abd.
I mith hae moyens laid to win wi' you, Guidman Inglismill (1873)
3°;.

,

Ln
,
k

- At length they won the welcome gate, Miller WillieWmku (ed. 1902) 81. e.Lth. The best I could dae was to win as
quick as I could to the tither side o' the door, Hunter /. Inwick
(1895) 211. Dmf. Yet Tarn got on, and found the bell, Tho' how
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9. To excel, beat.

,

arls-„ A.

can Wln yo at cricket (J.P.K.).
10. To improve in health.
s.Wor. Tr 'ave bin ill, but 'er's winning now (H.K.).
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12. Earnings, wages.
Kcd. Duncan . . . Mair for trade than love o

1

liquor Spent a
shillin' o' his win, Grant Lays (1884) no.
WIN, sb.2 Obs. or obsol. Sc. 1. The quantity of

standing corn that a band of reapers can cut. Cld. (Jam.)
2. Obs. The group of three reapers who worked on the
same ' rig.'

CaU1 This usually consisted of a man and two women. The
number of wins working on a set depended on the size of the
farm. The wins changed in position at each set.

Hence (1) Head-win, sb. the leading band of reapers.
ib.

; (2) Tail-win, sb. the last band ofreapers, ib.

WIN, v 2 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lin.
Glo. I.W. Som. Dev. Also written winn Sc. ; and in

forms winney Lin.1
; won Sc. (Jam.) ; wun Slg. Uls.

;

preterite and pp. winned Sc.
; pp. winn Abd. ; woone Sc.

(Jam.) ; wun Sc. [win.] 1. To dry corn, hay, peat,

&c. by exposure to the air ; used also to denote harvest-
making in general.

Sc. The upper scruffe is casten in long thicke turffes, dried at

the sun, and so woone to make fire of, Desc. Kingdom Sc. (Jam.) ;

It fell about the Lammas tide, When the muir-men win their hay,

Scott Minstrelsy (1802) I. 354, ed. 1848. Sh.I. Stewart Tales

(1892)152. Cai.1 Per. I'll pu' the lang heather and win't on the

knowes, Spence Poems (1898) 39. Fif. The leadin' o' the well-won
thraves, Colville Vernacular (1899) 14. Dmf. I canna for midges
get wonnin' my hay, Shennan Tales (1831) 155. Wgt. A quantity

o' peats to cast and win, Fraser Wigtown (1877) 271. N.I.1
,

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1

, Dur.1 Lakel.2 A stack of well-won meadow hay.

Cum.*, Wm. (B.K.), n.Yks.2, w.Yks. (J.W.)
Hence Winning-time, sb. harvest-time.
n.Yks.2 Wankle winning-time [unsettled weather for gathering

in the produce].

2. To dry by the heat of the fire ; to burn up ; of wood

:

to season.
Sc. A bundle of thicker ash sticks stood in a corner to ' win ' or

season, Haliburton Puir Auld Scotland (1887) 18. Dmf. Cromek
Remains (1810) 148. Lin.1

3. To winnow. Cf. wim, v.
1

Sc. She'll win in your barn at bear-seed time, Kinloch Ballads

(1827) 201. Ayr. Meg fain wad to the barn gaen To winn three

wechts o' naething, Burns Halloween (1785) st. 21. n.Cy. Border

Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.) Som. (W.F.R.)

Hence (1) Winning-dust, sb. the dust made in winnow-
ing. Glo. 1

; (2) Win-sheet. Glo.1
, nw.Dev.1

; (3) -sul, sb.

a winnowing-sheet. I.W.1 (s.v. Wim-saail).

WIN, v? Obs. Sc. n.Cy. To dwell, reside. Cf. won.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Now wooer sin ye are lighted down, Where do

ye win? Ramsay Tea- Table Misc. (1724) I. 7, ed. 1871. Abd. Ye
gentle fowk 'at win in towns, Beattie Parings (1801) 24. Frf.

Auld Luckie M°Laren, wha' wins i' the howe, Watt Poet. Sketches

(1880)64. Rnf.Webster 7?Ay»»«( 1835) 4. Edb. Whare do ye win,

gin ane may spear ? Fergusson Poems (1773) 154, ed. 1785. N.Cy.1

WIN, see Whin, sb.1, Wind, sb.\ v.2

WINACH, v. Obs. Sc. To winnow. Bch. (Jam.)

WIN-BEAM, sb. Lin. A collar-beam or tie across

a roof from the centre of one rafter to the centre of

another. (J.K.B.)

WINBERRY, see Wimberry.
WINCE, v. Sc. Lan. Chs. War. Glo. Cor. Also

written whince War. [wins.] 1. Of a horse : to

prance ; to kick out behind.
Fif. They almost wince away their heels for joy, Tennant Anster

(1812) 130, ed. 1871. Slk. Hogg Tales (1838) 313, ed. 1866.

s.Chs. (T.D.), War. (J.R.W.), Glo.1 [Wyncyn, or smytyn with

the fote as hors, repedo {Prompt.).']

2. To hesitate; to desist. ne.Lan.1 3. With along:

to swagger ; to walk affectedly or with a swing.

Cor. 1
; Cor.3 Wincing along like any girl.

WINCH, sb.
1 Cum. Yks. Also in form wench Yks.

[win/.] 1. A vice ; an iron screw. Cum.14
2. A

divided roller over which warps are run. w.Yks. (S.K.C.)

Hence Wencher, sb. a man who works warps over a

'winch.' w.Yks. (J. S.)

WINCH, v. and sb.
2 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan.

I.Ma. and Amer. Also in form winsh Cum.1 e.Lan.1

[winj.] 1. v. A dial, form of ' wince.'

Gall. Winch not 'neath the lash of fate, Wi' sobbing groans,
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 441, ed. 1876. Nhb. 1

, Dur. 1
, w.Dur. 1

,

Cum.1
, w.Yks. 2

, e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1 [Amer. Make Ole Split-Foot

winch an' squirm, Lowell Biglow Papers (ed. 1866) 239.]
2. Of a horse : to start ; to kick ; to lift the feet as if

about to kick. Cf. wince, 1.

n.Cy. A horse winches . . . while his saddle is girding (J.H.).
Nhb. 1 n.Yks. Me-ruou Praise Ale (1684) Gl.; n.Yks. 1 I.Ma. The
same with hosses—kick and bite and winch away, Brown Yams
(1881) 197, ed. 1889.

3. To cry out ; to make a noise. Cf. whinge.
Lan. ' See yo' don't winch.' They both promised silence,

Standing Echoes (1885) 10.

4. sb. A wince ; the act of wincing.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Poor Petrie gae a weary winch, He could na

do but bann, Skinner Poems (1809) 47.

WINCHANCIE, see Wanchancy.
WINCHESTER, sb. Wal. Also in form winchin.

A bushel; a contraction for 'Winchester bushel,' the
English standard measure until 1826.

s.Wal. Mari's got two Winchesters of barley, Raine Tom Soils

(1898) 298. s.Pem. (W.M.M.) ; Laws Little Eng. (1888) 422.

WINCHIE,5&. Obs. Sc. A young woman. See Wench.
Dmf. Amang them a' to pick and choose, And with some winsome

winchie noose, James Kennedy Poems (1823) 65.

WINCHIN, see Winchester.
WINCH-WELL, sb. Glo. 1. A deep or bottomless

well. Gl. (1851). 2. A whirlpool. Glo.12

WIND, , sb.
1 and v.

1 Var. dial, and colloq. uses in Sc.
Irel. and Eng. Also in forms ? vind Sh.I. ; weind s.Chs. 1

;

win Sc. Ir. Cum. 14 Rut. 1
; wun Sc. Cum.14

; wynt Sc.

s.Lan. 1 Chs.1 [wind; waind.] 1. sb. In comb. (1)

Wind-balk, obs., a collar-beam ; a beam stretching across
the upper part of two roof principals

; (2) -ball, (a) a
balloon

; (&) in phr. to fire a wind-ball, to break wind
behind

; (3) -bands, long clouds supposed to betoken
wind or stormy weather; (4) -bibber, {a) the kestrel,

Tinnnnculns alaudarius
;

(b) the fruit of the hawthorn,
Crataegus Oxyacantha

; (5) -bill, an accommodation bill

;

(6) -bore, a mining term : the bottom end of a set of
pumps

; (7) -broken, broken-winded
; (8) -brussen, dis-

tended at the stomach
; (9) -clapper, an instrument

erected in fields for scaring birds
; (10) -craft, sailing

craft as distinguished from steamers; (n) -crow, see
below

; (12) -cuffer, see (4, a)
; (13) -egg, {a) a small,

yolkless egg ;
(b) fig. a noisy, unreliable person

; (14)
•fald, the valve or clack-piece in a pair of bellows

;

(15) -fall, (a) an illegitimate child
;

(b) blown down by
the wind

; (16) -fang, a wooden pipe to convey air into

mines
; (17) -fanner, see (4, a)

; (18) -feed, occasional
showers which increase the force of the wind; (19)
flaucht, with impetuous force as driven by the wind

;

(20) -flower, (a) the wood anemone, Anemone Nemorosa
;

(b) the pasque flower, A. Pulsatilla
;

(c) var. species

of garden anemones
;
(21) -frost ice, a frost caused by

a cold, dry wind
; (22) -gate, a way in coal-workings

;

(23) -hole, (a) a mining term : a passage made or left

for ventilation ; (b) the quarter from which the wind
blows

; (24) -hover, see (4, a)
; (25) -Upper, the leap of

the sea into small waves when the breeze acts on its

surface; (26) -mow, a small rick or large cock of hay
or corn temporarily put up in the field

; (27) -peg, the

vent-peg of a barrel ; (28) -plant, see (20, a)
; (29) -rick,

see (26) ; (30) -scare, an object presenting resistance to

the wind
; (31) -shake, (a) boughs, fruit, &c. blown

down by the wind ; (b) a small crack in wood caused

by its drying too rapidly
;

(c) of wood : to split or crack
when dried too rapidly

; (32) -shaken, thin, puny, weak
;

(33) -sheet, a coal-mining term : a sheet suspended to

direct the air-current ; (34) -shovel, a vane or fan

;

(35) -skew, an instrument used for preventing smoke

;

see below ; (36) -spur, the end of the roof of a house or
rick ; (37) -spur broach, a crooked stick thrust into each
end of a thatch to secure the ' wind-spur rope

' ; (38)
-spur rope, a rope fastened over a hay-stack to prevent
its being blown about by the wind

; (39) -strew, see
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below
; (40) -sucker, see (4, a)

; (41) -wall, see below

;

(42) -waved, see below; (43) -way, the direction of the
wind

; (44) -whisk, a whirlwind.

(1) Nhb. 1 (2, a) SU.I. Dey wir awfully soople, an' whin dey
danced it wis just like as mony wind baa's jimpin' fae da ert,

Stewart Tales (1892) 89. (A) Ayr. Bow'd low and trembl'd,

Fir'd a wind-ball, John Kennedy Poet. Wks. (1818) 88. (3)

w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan.1

(4, a) Ken. Holloway ; Swainson Birds

(1885) 140. (6) Ken. 1 (5) Sc. Agric. Surv. 589 (Jam.). Rnf.

Consulting . . . What scheme or prank Would get another new
wind bill Passed through the bank, M cGilvray Poems (ed. 1862)

36. Edb. Ballantine Decmhaugh (1869) 306. (6) Nhb.1 Nhb.,

Dur. It is cast with holes, called snore-holes, in a sinking set ; a

sufficient number at the bottom being left open for waterway for

the engine, Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl. (1849). Cor. The white

rabbit . . . being run into a ' windbore ' lying on the ground, . .

though stopped in, escaped, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 350.

(7) Kcb. She cam back, pechin like a wun-brokken cuddy, Trotter
Gall. Gossip (1901) 389. (8) n.Yks. 2

(9) nw.Dev.1 (10) n.Yks.2

(11) Sh.I. Foo I did strip ower da stanks an' stripes just laek a

wind-craw, Stewart Tales (1892) 254 ; A large potato is stuck

full of pens (wing-feathers—say of a gull) and thrown outside

when the wind is blowing hard. It will drive and jump before

the breeze with great speed, and boys consider it quite a feat to be

able to catch the wind-craw (J.S.). (12) Or.I. Swainson ib.

S. SOrk.1 (13, a) w.Yks. (J.W.), n.Lin. 1 (b) Wm. Tak na gome
o' that gurt silly windegg (B.K.). (14) Nhb. 1

(15, a) Ken.

(P.M.) (A) Ir. Two small windfall apples, Barlow East unto

West (1898) 314. Der. A row of windfall cherries lying on the

side, ripening in the hot sunlight, Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 130.

(16) Der.2 , nw.Der.1 (17) Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893)

50. Sus. (Hall.) Dev. Bray Desc. Tamar and Tavy (1836) I.

Lett. xx. n.Dev. (E.H.G.) (18) S. & Ork.1 , Cai.1 (19) Sc.

(Jam.) Fif. At it, swap! baith horse and man, Windflaucht
thegither rasch'd and ran, Tennant Papistry (1827) 143. (20, a)

Twd. She stooped to pluck some early white wind-flowers,

Buchan Burnet (1898) 260. n. & e.Yks. (B. & H.), Chs.1 , Not. 1
,

Lei. 1
, Nhp. 1

, War.3 , Glo.1 , s.Bck. (B. & H.), Dev.4 {b, c) Glo.

(B. & H.) (21) Nrf. 'Wind-frost ice' was this, sheer and smooth
as glass, Emerson Birds, cVc. (ed. 1895) 379. (22) w.Yks. (T.T.)

(23,0) Der. Tapping Gl. to Manlove (1851). (b) e.Yks.1 Ah
thinks we sail hev a fine day ; it leuks clear i wind-hooal. (24)
Yks. Yks. Wkly. Post (Dec. 31, 1898). w.Wor. Berrow's Jrn.
(Mar. 3, 1888). Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 47. Sus.

Knox Ornithol. Rambles (1849) 52. Hmp. The kestrel or wind-
hover, has a peculiar mode of hanging in the air in one place,

White Selborne (1788) 164, ed. 1853. s. & w.Cy. Swainson ib.

Wil. The kestrel, or wind-hover as he is well named, . . hangs,
those wide wings motionless, on the shoulder of the breeze,
Tennant Vill. Notes (1900) 152. Dev. The kestrel, called here the
wind-fanner and wind-hover, from its motion when hovering over
the same spot in search of its quarry, Bray Desc. Tamar and
Tavy (1836) I. Lett. xx. Cor. Rodd Birds (1880) 315. (25)
n.Yks.2 (26) Glo. A large cock of hay or corn such as will stand
the wind, and not be easily blown down, Horae Subsecivae (1777)
467. w.Cy. (Hall.) Wil. 1 Containing about 15 cwt. in N. Wilts,
and a ton elsewhere. Dor.1 w.Som.1 In a showery harvest it is

very common to stack up the corn on the field in narrow ricks, so
that the air may freely circulate through them. Thus the corn,
if imperfectly dried, takes no damage, as it would do if put
together in a large quantity. These small stacks are always
called wind-mows. Dev. Pengelly Verbal Pronunc. (1875) 35 ;

Dev. 1 (s.v. Mow). Cor.1 (27) n.Lin.1 Nhp.1 (s.v. Spile-peg)'.

(28) Lin. (B. & H.) (29) War.3 Wor. By catching dry intervals
the hands would soon place a considerable acreage of stocks or
sheaves on windricks, Evesham Jrn. (Sept. 25, 1897). (30)
s.Wor.1 Two fut '11 be dip enow for this pwost ; 'e ain't much of a
wind-scare. (31, a) n.Lin.1 Rut.1 There's a win-shake in the
choorch yard. War.3

(4) w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan.1

, n.Lin. 1
, w.Som.1

(c) n.Lin. 1 w.Som. 1 Turn eens way that there board, else they'll
be a wind-shaked all to pieces. (32) s.Cy. (Hall.) Sus. 1 He's
a poor windshaken creetur. Hmp. Holloway. (33) w.Yks.
(J' P (34) Nhb.1 (35) Sh.I. I held on til' a stane i' da wind-
skew, Sh. Nezvs(Nov. 11, 1899). Kcd. It consists ofa broad piece of
wood, to which is fixed a long handle. This is placed on the
chimney-top, and the handle hangs down the vent. It is altered
from its former position, according to the change of wind (Jam )

(36) Cor. 3 (37, 38) Cor.' 2
(39) w.Eng. A square platform, built

of brick, with a concreted top, used as a winnowing floor, where
the breeze clears the corn of the husk. Such platforms still exist in
different parts of England, and in the west are called ' windstrews '

Baring-Gould Rich. Cable (1889) 138. (40) ne.Lan.1 Ken. Swain-

son ib. (41) Stf. In melting of iron ore the bottom of the furnace

has four stones to make a perpendicular square to receive the metal,

of which four stones or walls that . . . against [the bellows is

called] the wind-wall (K., s.v. Spirit plate). (42) Sc. (Jam.)

Bwk. In years of peculiarly windy weather, the stem, where it

enters the earth, is often blown about in a whirling manner,

forming a kind of [inverted] conical hollow, and the coronal roots

become detached from their connexion with the soil
;

this is

provincially called wind-waved, Agric. Surv. 133 (tb.). (43)

n.Yks.2 (44) n.Yks.2

2. Phr. (1) at a wj,nd, (a) at one gulp
;

(b) in the same
breath

; (2) bad wind to you ! bad luck to you ! (3) in the

wind, about to happen ; in gen. colloq. use
; (4) like wind

in a dike, with great speed ; (5) the wind is blowing the

wind about, the wind is very boisterous
; (6) to be all wind

and woo like the burnywind's bellows, to be very talkative

;

(7) to be unable to blow wind up one's arse, to be slow and
dilatory

; (8) to come under the wind of, to begin to under-

stand ; (9) to cut the wind, (a) see below
;

(b) to walk
rapidly

;
(10) to eat up the wind, to cause the wind to fall

;

(n ) to get under the wind of, to get secret or early informa-
tion about

; (12) to get wind, (a) to get information ; to

receive a hint
;

(b) to spread abroad
; (13) to give wind to,

to give utterance to
; (14) to hold one's wind, to stop

talking
; (15) to keep or save one's zvind to cool one's kail,

' to keep one's breath to cool one's porridge '
; (16) to lose

one's wind, to die
; (17) to put the wind in the bag, to put

money in the purse
; (18) to sober the wind, to make the

wind abate
; (19) to take a person's wind, to beat or excel

him ; 'to take the wind out of his sails'
; (20) to take one's

wind, to draw one's breath ; hence to take one's time
;

(21) wind of life, mortal breath
; (22) — ofthe dead men'sfeet,

an east wind ; see below ; (23) — of the word, the least hint.

(1,0) Cum.1 Dick could swallow a quart at a wind; Cum.4

n.Yks. A cud swipe a pint off at a wind (W.H.). Lan. He
lippen't o' lettin' th' ale down o' at a wynt, Waugh Chim. Corner

(1874) 9, ed. 1879. (6) Cum. She can laffan' yool aw at a wind,
Farrall Betty Wilson (1886) 13 ; Cum.4 (2) Ir. (M.B.-S.), Tyr.
(D.A.S.) (3) Sc. (G.W.) Lnk. He appears to be in an unco
hurry—there's something in the win', Wardrop /. Mathison
(1881) 10. Gall. What's in the wun noo ? Glass Tales (1873) 61.

n.Cy. (J.W.) n.Yks. [Ah] can n't tell whativver'z i' t'wind wi'

tha, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 83, ed. 1892. w.Yks.,
Midi. (J.W.) Nrf. What's in the wind now? Forbes Odd Fish

(1901) in. (4) Lakel. 2 He's gian doon t'toon like wind in a dyke,
what is ther up ? It went like wind in a dyke at they war gaan ta

be wedded. (5) s.Chs. 1
(6) Cum. (J. D.) (7) w.Yks. (B.K.) (8)

Don. ' Sure I thought ye sayed it attacked yer sole. I'm comin'
under the win' of it now, Masther.' ' Yes, Bernard, you are ;

and perhaps under another appellation you may be more conver-
sant with it,' Macmanus Bend of Road (1898) 239. (9, a) Glo.
As we fish up the stream, the breeze will be almost at our backs,
and there are fish enough to occupy us for an hour or so ; after-
wards, we shall have to ' cut the wind ' as best we can, Gibbs
Cotswold Vill. (1898) 164. (b) Lan. He's switchin' along like an
uncarted stag. He's cuttin' th' wynt, for sure, is th' lad, Waugh
Chim. Corner (1874) 31, ed. 1879. (10) Cor. The sun is eatin' up
th' wind, and it'll turn fine, Harris Our Cove (1900) 16. (11)
N.I.1 (12, «) Sh.I. Doo's shurely gott'n wind, my Bawby, afore
ony idder ane, Sh. News (Oct. 5, 1901). Abd. Meldrum, getting
the wind of his purpose, rede to meet him with a party of his
own, Cobban Angel (1898) 32. n.Yks.4 Ah gat wind o' what he
war efter. w.Yks. (J.W.), Brks.1

(6) Gall. The story sune gat
wun, for the lad couldna keep his gab steekit, Gallovidian (1901)
III. 74. (13) n.Ir. Whin Paddy . . . Gev wind till his troubles,
Lays and Leg. (1884) 70. (14) Lan. Howd tin wynt a bit, Clegg
David's Loom (1894) xiii. (i5) eld. Savin' win' to cool oor kail,
Nimmo Sngs. and Ballads (1882) 89. Ayr. Saving win' to cool our
kail, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 197. Dwn. Ye may keep
yer win' tae cool yer kail, Lyttle Robin Gordon, 60. (16) Wm.
(B.K.), n.Yks.4

, ne.Yks.1
(17) Lnk. Wad ye think it was they

put the win' 1' the bag O' the big millionaires ? Hamilton Poems
(1865) 151. (18) Sh.I. He winna geng oot ta sober da wind,
though weel he can da it, as he's dune afore. . . Yacob placed
himself on the brigstane, with his face toward the east, and taking
his staff in his left hand, raised his right arm, and pronounced the
following incantation, sawing the wind ... as he spoke :

—

' Robbin cam ower da vaana wi' a shQ nU ; Twabbie, Toobie,
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Keehken, Kollickin' Palktricks alanks da robin. Giiid sober da
wind,' Stewart Tales (1892) 198-9. (19) Cor. There's none can
take his wind in a hornpipe, ' Q.' Three Ships (ed. 1892) 88. (20)
Lan. We dust no spake nor stur, nor hardly tak us wynt,
Brierley Day Out (1859) 48. s.Lan.1 40. (21) Gall. There's no
a human cratur drawing the wun o' life now that I ken'd in my
young days, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 25, ed. 1876. (22) Wal.
In Wales the east wind is called ' The wind of the dead men's
feet,' because the dead are buried with their feet towards the east,
to meet their Lord at His second coming, Swainson Weather F/k-
Lore (1873) 226. (23) Con. All I wanted was the wind of the
word. Down went me spade in the spot up to the shoulder,
Bodkin Shillelagh (1902) 93 ; A messenger was sent off hot-foot
for David Curtin to Sligo, and back he come on the wind of the
word, ib. 103.

3. With the def. art. : a children's singing game ; see
below.

Elg., Abd. Gomme Games (1898) II. 389. Per. ib. 390. w.Yks.
ib. 389. Stf. The players form a ring with one girl in the middle,
and move round. Chorus : ' The wind, wind blows, and the rain,
rain goes, And the clouds come gathering from the sky! Annie
Dingley's very pretty, She is a girl of a noble city, She's a girl of
one, two, three, Pray come tell me whose she'll be ! ' (They pause;
she beckons one from the ring or a player volunteers.) ' Johnny
Tildesley says he loves her, All the boys are fighting for her, All
the girls think nothing of her, Let the boys say what they will,

Johnny Tildesley's got her still. He takes her by the lily-white
hand, And leads her over the water, Gives her kisses one, two,
three, Mrs. Dingley's daughter.' (The pair kiss and part : and the
game begins again), Burne Flk-Lore (1883-6) 510. Shr. ib. Glo.
A ring is formed by the children joining hands, one player stand-
ing in the centre. When asked, ' Please tell me who they be,'

the girl in the middle gives the name or initials of a boy in the
middle (or vice versa). The ring then sings the rest of the words,
and the boy who was named goes to the centre, Gomme ib. 390.
I.W. ib. 388. [For further rhymes see Gomme ib. 387-90.]

4. Fresh air.

w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Got a mouthful o' wynt, Clegg TK Derby
(1890)9.
5. A pause in which to recover breath ; hence a rest in

the midst of work.
s.Chs.1

' Wey)n aav u weynd eyiir.' It is often used of the
after-dinner siesta. ' Weettr)z Jim' dhu waag'iniir ?' 'Ee)zaavin
iz weynd i)th bingg 4 .'

6. Talk, esp. foolish, boasting talk. See Windy, adj.1 4.
Sc. From the wind of the Murrays, 'Good Lord deliver us!'

Hislop Anecdote (1874) 12. Abd. Bonnie story that I sud nae
only hae things connacht, but hae your ill win' to pit up wi'
forbye, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) g8. e.Fif. Yet for a' his wind
Mr. M'Kickie was naething better than a tailor like mysel, Latto
Tarn Bodkin (1864) ix. n.Cy., Yks. (J.W.)
7. Mood, spirits.

Ayr. There s something by orner adae—A something that's put
them in unco guid win', Aitken Lays of Line (1883) 128.

8. v. To pause to take breath
;
gen. in phr. to wind a bit.

e.Yks.1 We've had a lang pull up hill; let's wind-a-bit noo.

w.Yks.2 ' Wind a bit, lads,' for he panted. Lan. Owd Bodle
wouldn't wynd aboon wonst afore he see'd th' bottom o' th' pot,

Owd Bodle, 261. s.Lan.1 Chs.1 Let th' tit wynt a bit. s.Chs. 1

Yoa-)n bi fae-r jig'd iip ilfoa'r noon, iv yoa - dun)u stop un weynd
fl bit. Lin.1 n.Lin.1 We'll wind a peace till th' raain's oher.

sw.Lin. 1

Hence Windings, sb. pi. pauses to recover breath in the
midst of hard work, play, &c.
Wm. (B.K.) w.Yks. Hold hard, I'm out o' puff. Let's have

windings a bit (H.L.).

9. To talk long or loudly ; to speechify ; to boast,

exaggerate ; to spread abroad as a report.
Sc. (Jam.) Frf. Two worthies, o'er a bottle of the best, were

' windin' ' of their skill in gunnery, Sands Poems (1833) 142. Ayr.

She argues wi' the vera win', and gies it aft a windin', Aitken
Lays ofLine (1883) 138. n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. He'll be guzzlin'

at the ' pay,' And windin' on about his wark, Wilson Pitman's

Pay (1843) 15 ; Nhb. 1
, n.Yks.2 e.Yks. 1 He winds an noises day

by lenth. Shr.1 Whadever bin 'ee windin' at now ?

10. To winnow. See Win, v? 3.

ne.Lan.1
, w.Cy. (Hall.) Dev. Reports Provinc. (Aug. 1902) ;

Dev. 1 T'other day you must know I went to winding, and took

the boy way me to cry to 'em, and ruise away the pegs from

muzzling in the corn. nw.Dev.1

VOL. VI.

Hence (1) Wind-cloth, sb. a winnowing-sheet
; (2)

Winding-place, sb. a spot of high ground on which corn
is winnowed

; (3) -sheet, sb., see (1) ; (4) -wecht, sb. an
instrument for winnowing corn formed of a single hoop,
covered with parchment.

(1) Cum. They hang up a deal of wind clayths like blinder
brydals, wi' hundreds o' ryapes for rines, Ritson Borrowdale Lett.

(1866) 3. (2) nw.Dev.1
(3) Cor.1 (4) n.Sc. (Jam., s.v. Wecht).

11. To beat.
s.Chs. 1 Snaag' tit mey, will do ? U lit"1 tdoiid uv v. pup lahyk

dhaaf ! Ahy)l weynd ur iv do diiz bahyt mi.

12. To taint ; to become tainted or sour ; esp. used of
butter, milk, and bacon.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), Cai. 1 Frf. Inasmuch as the least cell of air
left in its mass, or that finds access by the side of the kit, will
wind the butter, that is, impart to it a rancid taste, Stephens
Farm Bk. (1849) H. 282, ed. 1851. Dmf. (Jam., s.v. Winkit).
Kcb. She wyntit milk, and keppit butter, and sent young folk intae
declines, Trotter Gall. Gossip {igoi ) 247. Lakel.2 n.Wm.T'bacon
flick was a bit winded e' t'shooder (B.K.).

13. To discover.
Dev. 'Twas winded by a woman as owed Coaker's wife a grudge,

Phillpotts Striking Hours (1901) 66.

WIND, sb.2 s.Cy. The dotterel, Eudromias morinellus.
Swainson Birds (1885) 183.
WIND, v.

2 and sb.3 Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.
Also in forms weind s.Chs. 1

; win Sc. Nhb. 1

; winds Cor.2
;

wund Rxb. (Jam.) ; wynd Hmp.1 [waind, woind ; Sc.
n.Cy. wind.] I. v. Gram, forms. 1. Preterite: (i)Wan,
(2) Wand, (3) Winded, Win't, (4) Won, (5) Wounded, (6)

Wun, (7) Wund.
(1) n.Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Dmb. Taylor Poems (1827) 14. Cum. 1

m.Yks.1 Introd. 44. w.Yks. Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 132 ;

w.Yks.3
(2) Sh.I. He held a hesp 0' wirsit fil Sibbie wand it,

Sh. News (May 4, 1901). n.Sc. (Jam.) Slg. Galloway Poems
(1804)67. Dur.^Cum.1

, w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan.1 (3) Ayr. Ay she win't,

an' ay she swat, Burns Halloween (1785) st. 12. e.Yks. 1 m.Yks. 1

Introd. 44. (4) w.Yks. Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 132. (5)
Lth. He . . . wounded up his top-cord, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892)
276. (6) Sc. (A.W.), Nhb.1 Cum. 1 He wun' up his watch.
m.Yks.1 Introd. 44. w.Yks.23 Lan. Th' owd woman wun bobbins
for hur, Staton Rays Loominary (c. 1861) 40. s.Lan. 1

, s.Chs.1

s.Not. I wun the clock up (J.P.K.). (7) s.Lan.1

2. Pp. (1) Win, (2) Winded, (3) Wun, (4) Wund, (5)

Wunnen.
(1) Dmf. James Kennedy Poems (1823) 49. (2) m.Yks. 1 Introd.

44. (3) Cai. 1
, Nhb. 1 e.Yks.1 Hez ta wun clock up yit? m.Yks. 1

Introd. 44. w.Yks. Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892) 132. s.Lan. 1
,

Chs. 1
, s.Chs.1 85. (4) n.Yks. 2 Lan. Being wund up into th' mill

chamber, Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) I. 10. s.Lan. 1
(5) Nhb.1

He'd wunnen up the clock an' forgetten ti shut the door on't.

II. Dial. uses. 1. v. In comp. Wind- or Wund-band,
a band of iron wound round anything broken, spliced, or

weak, as a cart-shaft, &c, to strengthen or hold it together.

Rxb. (Jam.), Nhb. 1 2. Phr. (1) Pll windyour watch for
you, an indefinite threat

; (2) to wind the blue clew, a

Hallowe'en rite ; see below
; (3) — up one's lip, to be

silent
; (4) wind up the bush faggot, (5) — up the watch, a

children's game ; see below ; ci. wind up Jack, s.v. Jack,
sb. 3 (51).

(1) s.Chs.1 (2) n.Sc. She bade ane near the door stan' still, Or
fate shou'd something gie her ; She wand the clue wi' tentie han',

An' cries 'Wha hauds the end o't?' Tarras Poems (1804) 68 (Jam.);

In this [Hallowe'en] incantation the person had to go secretly and
in the gloaming to the kiln, carrying a clue of blue worsted thread.

This clue was cast into the kiln-logie. The end of the thread,

however, was retained, and the performer unrolled the clue,

forming a new one. Towards the end it was held tight. It was
then demanded who held the thread. A voice answered, giving

the name of the future husband or wife, Gregor Olden Time, 104.

Abd. There was one spell which seemed to Bell more manageable
and less daunting than the rest—the 'winding of the clue in the

kiln,' Greig Logic 0' Buchan (1899) 28. (3) s.Lan.1
(4) Ess. All

the players join hands and form a long line. They should stand

in sizes, the tallest should be the first, and should stand quite

still. All the rest walk round this tallest one, singing—'Wind up
the bush faggot, and wind it up tight, Wind it all day and again

at night,'—to the first part of the tune, . . that in 3-8 time.

This is repeated until all the players are wound round the centre

3T
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or tallest player, in a tight coil. Then they all sing— ' Stir up the
dumplings, the pot boils over,'— to the second part of the tune in

y-4 time. This is repeated, all jumping simultaneously to the
changed time, until there is a general scrimmage, with shrieking
and laughter, and a break up. The players should look somewhat
like -. watch-spring. As soon as the last one is wound up, no
matter in what part of the 3-8 music they may be, they leave off
and begin to jump up and down, and sing to the 2-4 music,
Gomme Games (1898) II. 384-5. (5) Stf. The game is called ' Wind
up the Watch.' . . The words are only ' Wind up the watch,' and
are said. When all the players are wound up they begin to
unwind, saying, ' Unwind the watch,' ib. 385.
3. To enfold a corpse in grave-clothes.
Dmf. S—y's win' i' the last sheet,As cauld as lead,JamesKennedy

Poems (1823) 49. n.Lin. 1

4. To roll or fold up fleeces of wool after shearing.
n.Lin. 1

,
w.Som. 1

5. To draw coals up a pit-shaft. Nhb. 1

Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). 6. To twist.
Sh.I. I wis sittin' windin simmits at wir fireside, Stewart Tales

(1892) 23 ; (J.S.) Ken. 1 A poor old man in the Eastry Union
Workhouse, who suffered much from rheumatism, once told me,
' I had a terrible poor night surely, I did turn and wind so.'

7. To warp.
Ken. 1

; Ken. 2 A board shrunk or swell'd, so as to be uneven, is

said to ' wind '
; and when it is brought straight again, it is said

to be 'out of winding.' w.Som. 1 Any surface which ought to be,
and is not an even plane, is said to 'wind,' as a door, sash, floor,
board, &c. ' Can't make thick old door fit ; he winds purty nigh
an inch,' or ' he's purty nigh an inch windin'.'

8. With on : to wind warp on a weaver's ' beam,' or yarn
on a ' cop.' w.Yks. (J.M.), s.Lan. 1 9. sb. In phr. (1) by
the wind, the traveller's joy, Clematis Vitalba

; (2) on the
wind, of a plank, &c. : warped, twisted.

(1) Wil. Garden Wk. (1896) 76. (2) Hmp.1

10. A winch
; a windlass. Midi. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1796) II. Nhp. 2
, Cor.2

WIND, see Wynd, sb?, v.

WINDASSES, sb. pi. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Fanners for
winnowing grain.

Rxb. Wi' windasses folks' corn to dight, John Hogg Poems
(1806) 104 (Jam.).

WINDBERRY, see Wimberry.
WIND-COCK, sb. Sc. Won Hrf. Glo. Also in forms

wain-cock Glo.12 ; win-cock Cai.1
1. A few loads of

hay, clover, &c. put into a cock in the hay-field in rainy
weather before carrying to the rick.

s.Wor. (H.K.) Hrf. The clover ... is then turned, and placed
successively in rows, small cocks, beds, and large cocks. . . The
last process before hauling is that of collecting it into what are
called 'wind-cocks'; each of these contain about half a ton
Marshall Review (1818) II. 342. Glo.12

2. A toy windmill. Cai. 1
3. A person of unstable dis-

position, ib.

WINDED ppl. adj. Yks. Sur. 1. Out in the open
;exposed to the wind

; also in comb. Full-winded.
Stir.1 That corn stands right out there full-winded, and 'ull

soon be fitting to carry.

2. Of hay, &c.
:
light in the stack and therefore exposed

to the air. w.Yks. 1 Our hay war seea leet an winded, ii. 289
WINDER, sb? Sc. n.Cy. Chs. Also in form weinder

s.Chs. 1
1 A fan. n.Cy. (Hall.) 2. A person who

tells marvellous stories. Sc. (Jam.) 3. A heavy blow.
s.Chs. 1 Faach- im u praat-i weyndur.

4. A huge portion of food.
A whole round ofbread with cheese would be called a ' weinder '

ib

WINDER, sb? Sc.Yks.Lan.Not.Lin.e.An. rwi'ndafr'
wai-nda(r).] 1. A mill-hand employed to wind weft
yarn, &c. '

Lnk. Jean Jamieson was a winder in Bartholomew's Mill,Murdoch Readwgs(i895 ) I. i I2 . w.Yks. Usually a girl from 13to 16 years of age (F.R.). s.Lan.1 Not. Good Wds. (1865) 125
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WINDER 56.3 Chs War Shr Hrf A]so wr
.

ttenwninder Hrf. 1
;
and in form window s.Chs. 1

[wi'nd3(rj.]

A fragment, shred
;

gen. in comp. Winder-bit or -rag.

Cf. window:, v.

s.Chs. 1 Iv ahy kud ii- got'n aat- im, ahy)d ii toarn im au- tu

win'du-raag'z. War. 2 The puppy's ripped the tablecloth all to

winder-rags. Shr. 1 Dunna gie the child that doll, 'er'Il tar it all

to winder-rags. 'E broke it all to winders. Shr., Mtg. Blown all

to winder-rags (M.H.C.). Hrf. 1 To break to whinders.

WINDER, sb.* Ken. 1 The widgeon, Mareca penelope.

WINDER, v. Lan. Chs. Hrf. Ken. (wi'nda(r).]

1. To pine away ; to decline ; to diminish, lessen.
ne.Lan.1

, Chs.13 Hrf.2 The onions come thin and windering.

2. To whimper.
Ken. 1 'Twas downright miserable to hear him keep all on

windering soonsever he come down of a morning, cos he'd got to

go to school ; Ken.2

WINDER, see Window, s*.1
, v., Windy, adj.1

WINDFLAT, adj. Yks. Thrown on one side. w.Yks.
Hutton Tour to Caves (1781).
WINDIN, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. (Jam.) The smallest

matter. Lth. He wadna do a windin without payment.
WINDING, prp., ppl. adj. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc.

Irel. and Eng. Also in forms weeneen Wxf. 1
; weindin

s.Chs.1 [wai'ndin, wrndin.] 1. prp. In comb. (1)
Winding-on-pow, a bar used by a weaver for ' beaming

'

warps
; (2) -on-stick, a stick through the beam of a hand-

loom.
(1) Lan. Con theau tell me what a windin-on-pow is ? Brierley

Red Wind. (1868) 60. s.Lan. 1 (2) w.Yks. (S.P.U.)
2. ppl. adj. In comb. (1) Winding-bell, obs., a bell tolled

while a corpse was put into the shroud
; (2) -case, obs.,

a great-coat; (3) -engine, a colliery engine for drawing
up coals

; (4) -frame, a machine for winding weft
; (5)

piece, obs., a piece of land which is part of a segment
of a circle

; (6) -room, the room in which weft is wound
;

(7) -shaft, the working shaft of a colliery
; (8) -sheet, the

dropped tallow or wax formed on a guttering candle.
(1) Nhp.2 (2) Wxf. 1

(3) Nhb. 1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr.
Gl. (1888). (4) w.Yks. (F.R.) Lan. A place wi' room enough for
a winding frame, a warping mill or two, Westall Old Factory
(1885) xiii. s.Lan.1

(5) e.Cy. (Hall.) (6) w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan.
Rachel did better than send Peggy into the winding-room,
Westall Old Factory (1885) xxi. (7) Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. Nicholson
Coal Tr. Gl. (8) Bnff. A collection of tallow rising up against the
wick of a candle, is styled a winding sheet, and deemed an omen
of death in the family, Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 61. Nhb.
'There's something wrong to-night! Just look at the candles!
They're fair weighed down wi' winding-sheets ! ' And the super-
stitious old woman pointed to the guttering candles, whose tallow
had overflowed, and hung upon the sides, Lilburn Borderer (1896)
184. e. Yks. 1

, w.Yks.1 Lan. Many a family has been thrown into
confusion at the sight of a winding-sheet in a candle, Thornber
Hist. Blackpool (1837) 102. s.Lan. 1

, n.Lin. J
, Nhp. 1

, War 23
s.Wor. 1

,
Oxf. 1

, Wil. (G.E.D.) w.Som.1 Supposed to be « death
sign to the person in whose direction it forms.
3. sb. A winding-sheet; the wool or flannel wrapped
round a corpse. r

w.Yks. Shoo nivver put a windin' on to a nicer corpse (SKC)
e.An.1 r \ •!•

A
\t

L
u
Bo

V
gh/ interw°ven with the stakes used to shoreup the bank of a stream. s.Chs. 1

F™ I

£
D
„
LE

' f} -^ V}
^
n ***• diaL use in Sc- Irel. andEng in n. arid mid . counties. Also in forms whinil Sc. •

NCy.1 Nhb.1 Dur. 1 Cum.1 " m.Yks. 1 ne.Lan.1
; winnellShr.

;
winnle Sc. (Jam.) N.I. 1

Lakel.2 n.Yks 2 « eYks > •

wmnul n.Yks
; wooriel Nhb.' ; wunnel Gall. Ant. Nhb'. 1

wunnleSc. [wrn(d 1. 1. sb. A long stalk of grass orcorn
;
a dry stalk of grass left standing in a field

S

Ch"' 1 I£?.$££
fJild EraSS

<
HA"~>- -**•». Lan.', s.La„.l,

Hence Windly, adj. of straw or plants : thin, tall andbadly grown. Glo. 1 w.Dor. (C.vTg.1 9. Ph ,' u
?*

windle, not the least bit.
2. Phr. not a

Lan. ' Were you helping ? " Not a windle-nobbut at th' weshindeawn,' Brierley Red Wind. (1868) 82.
weshin

2. Comp (1) Windle-grass, a lank, parched stalk ofgrass
;

(a) -straw, (a) a stalk of witheredgrass?esp of thecrested dog-tail grass, Cynosurus cristatus, or of the white
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couch-grass, Triticum repens
;

(b) the whitethroat, Sylvia
cinerea

; (c)fig. anything weak and slender, esp. used of a
thin, unhealthy person ; a vacillating fellow ; also used
attrib.

(1) m.Yks.1
(2, a) Sc. (Jam.) ; He that is red for windlestraws

should not sleep in lees, Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 334. ne.Sc. Ye
micht hae ca'd me owre wi' a windle-strae, Grant Keckleton, 132.

e.Fif. Garred us a' shak like winnel- straes, Latto 7am Bodkin (1864)
xi. Slg. Had the animal stopped a quarter o' a second it would hae
been smashed into whinilstraes, Buchanan Poems (1901) 146.

Rxb. Like a windle-strae in the autumn winds, Hamilton Outlaws

(1897) 71. N.I. 1
, Tyr., Frm. (B. & H.), N.Cy.12, Nhb.1

, Dur. 1
,

Lakel. 2
, Cum.14 Wm. Ya muda knockt ma ower wi' a winnal

streea, Sp. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 3. n.Yks.12 *, ne.Yks.1 e.Yks.

[Sheep] will not leave soe much as a windlestrawe, Best Rur.
Econ. (1642) 76 ; e.Yks.1

, w.Yks.1 Lan. Skulking and scared

with a windle-straw, Roby Trad. (1829) I. 343, ed. 1872 ; Lan. 1
,

ne.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

,
Cns.1 s.Chs.1 Aay, it)s bin u des-pfirt baad'

tahym fur gres ; ahy)m shooiir, tfl look ut mahy feyldz, it semz uz

iv dhur wiiz nuwt bu win -dl-streez on iim. n.Lin.1 Noa moore ewse
then a windle-stroa is fer a stack-prop. w.Wor.', s.Wor.1 Shr.2

(s.v. Wimble bent). [OE. windelstreaw, windle-straw (Hall).]
(b) Shr. Swainson Birds (1885) 23. (c) Sc. A wheen puir, feckless

windlestraes, ye maun awa to England for your healths, Ferrier
Marriage (1818) xxxv. Abd. Mr. Sutherland's no feckless winle-

strae o' a creater, Macdonald D. Elginbrod (1863) I. 127. s.Sc.

D'ye ken that this winnle-straw o' a lassie won the kirn ? Wilson
Tales (1836) II. 2T4. Slk. ' Are these spindle-shanks ?

' ' Frae the

bottom o' my sowl I wuss they were—but alas ! they are but

wunnlestraes !

' Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) IV. 181. Gall.

Druv his windelstrae of a sword, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) xl.

3. A ' bottle ' of straw. Lnk. (Jam.) 4. v. To make up
straw or hay into ' bottles.' Sc. (26.) See Windlin.

WINDLE, sb.2 and v.* Sc. Nhb. Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin.

Cor. Also in forms windles Sc. (Jam.) ; winnel Nhb. 1
;

winnle Sc. Wm. ; winnles Sc. (Jam.) n.Yks.2 ; wonnels
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.). [wi -

n(d)l.] 1. sb. An instrument for

winding yarn or thread ; a spindle ; also in comp. Windle-
blade.

Sc. (Jam.) ; ib. Suppl. ; A cousin wi' accounts and yarn winnles,

Scott Rob Roy (1817) xxiii. Lnk. They were put on a four

neuked thing, like a yarn winnle blades, and rave a' their gouls

sindry till they turn'd Papists again, Graham Writings (1883) II.

26. n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) Nhb. 1 Garn winnels

were for yarn, and were a simple arrangement of a stand and

horizontal wheel. On this were movable pegs to hold the skein.

Line winnels were for fine lint thread. From an upright stalk

two axles were fixed at right angles, and on these the bobbins or

pirns with the thread were run. (Obs.) n.Yks.2 ,
m.Yks. 1

, Cor.2

2. A windlass. e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.

1 3. Drifted snow.
Lin. The fences all on 'em bolster'd oop wi' the windle that night,

Tennyson Owd Roa (1889) ; Lin.1

4. v. To wind yarn.
Wm. The sarvant lasses they'd begun To winnle, wind, and

spin, Whitehead Leg. (1859) r 4-

5. To whirl round in the air ; of snow : to drift.

n.Yks. 2 The snow has windled up. Lin. Thompson Hist. Boston

(1856) 730. n.Lin. I wonce seed a hay-cock windling round like

as if it was a few dead leaves (M.P.) ; n.Lin.1 e.Lin. The snow

windles under the tiles (G.G.W.).

6. To walk wearily in the wind. Dmf. (Jam.)

[1. 3arne wyndel, girgillus {Prompt.).]

WINDLE, sb? Sc. Yks. Lan. Nrf. Also in form

winnel n.Cy. w.Yks. ne.Lan.1 [wi'n(d)l.] 1. A basket,

esp. a basket used in winnowing corn ; a tin receptacle

for corn, &c.
Lan. (K.) Nrf. Nrf. Arch. (1879) VIII. 174 !

(R.H.H.)

2. A measure of corn, straw, &c. ; usually a bushel, but

varying in different localities ; see below.

Edb. Of straw, -fa kemple = 5 or 6 lbs. trone weight, Morton

Cyclo. Agric. (1863). n.Cy. Grose (1790). w.Yks. Hvnoit Tour to

Caves(^8i). Lan.Ofcorn,inn.Lan.,3bushelsof 7olbs.,and lolbs.,

or 220 lbs. of wheat, beans, pease, and vetches ; of barley, 180 lbs.,

Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863) ; Wheat, per windle of 22 lb., us. 3d.

to 115. grf., Agric. Gazette (Dec. 11, 1893) ;
Potatoes at one pound

per windle, Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837) 215. ne.Lan.1

ri. OE. windel, a basket (Sweet).]

WINDLE, sb." Glo. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written

windell Dev. ; and in forms wennel Dev. 1
;
winnle Dev.

[wi'n(d)l.] 1. The redwing, Turdus iliacus; also in

comp. Windle-thrush. Cf. wind-thrush.
Glo. 1

, w.Cy. (Hall.), Dor. (W.C.), Som. (W.F.R.) e.Som.
W. &J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 Dev. Swainson Birds (1885) 5;
Dev. 1 n.Dev. Larks be turned windles, Love goeth sighing,

Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) St. 83. nw.Dev.1 s.Dev. Fox Kings-

bridge (1874). Cor. Rodd Birds (1880) 315.

2. A thin, half-starved creature ; a weak, delicate child,

chicken, &c.
Som. (W.F.R.) Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 467 ; Zowayke's

a winnel, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) 13 ; Dev.1 An the leet windle

ne'er blubbereth or weeneth, but look'th pithest and sif th, 15.

WINDLE, v? Yks. Lin. Nhp. Hmp. Dev. Also
written whindle Nhp.1 Dev. [wi'n(d)l.] 1. To dwindle,

decrease ; to waste or pine away.
w.Yks.2 n.Lin. 1 Th' swedes cum'd up well, bud thaay're for

th' most part windl'd awaay thrif th' dry time. Hmp. 1 Dev.

Longman's Mag. (Dec. 1896) 161.

2. Obs. To whine as a child. Nhp.1 Hence Windling,

ppl. adj. weak, delicate, pining.
w.Yks.2 Dor.1 The whindlen chaps in town Wi' backs so weak

as rollers, 281.

WINDLEEGG, sb. Chs.1 A wind-egg, an egg without

3. shell

WINDLESS, adj. Sc. Yks. Also in form win'less Sc.

[wi-n(d)las.] Breathless ; exhausted.
Ayr. He wad come out sweatin' and blawin' like a win'less

cock, Hunter Life Studies (1870) 50. n.Yks.2

WINDLIN, sb. Sc. Irel. Also written windlen Sc.

(Jam.) ; windling Sc. ; and in forms winlen Sc. ; winlin

Sc. N.I.1
;
winling, winnlin Sc. ; wonlyne Sc. (Jam.)

(wi-n(d)lin.] A'bottle'of straw or hay. See Windle, si.
1
3.

Sc. (Jam.) ; He stumbles at a strae and lowps o'er a wonlyne,

Ramsay Prov. (1737). Sh.1. S/i. News (Jan. 15, 1898). Cai.1

nw.Abd. Seek a winlen o' their strae, Goodwife (1867) St. 44. Lth.

Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). N.I.1

WINDMILL, sb. Wm. Rut. 1. In phr. to do the

windmill, to make one's mark, because unable to sign

one's name. Rut.1 2. A child's toy ; see below.

Wm. A child's toy formed by a small cross fitted to a stick by

means of a pin, and which revolves when the holder runs with it

facing the wind (B.K.).

WINDOCK, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Also in forms winnoc
Ayr. ; winnock Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. ; wunnock Sc.

[wi -n(d)ak.] 1. A window.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Mony a time I hae helped Jenny Dennison out o

the winnock, Scott Old Mortality (1816) xxv. Elg. He fondly

thinks Ye're the wee winnock's light, Couper Poetry (1804) I.

187. Frf. Ane o' the little winnocks o' the auld castle, Lowson

Guidfollow (1890) 60. e.Fif. A sly peep through the shutterless

winnock, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) ii. s.Sc. I hears a rap at the

windock, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 397. Kcb. Left a trail o' blude

on the whitewesh o' the wunnock, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901)

247. n.Cy. Border Gl. (Coll. L.L.B.)

2. Comp. (1) Windock-bole, the aperture for the window

;

(2) -broA, obs., a window-shutter; (3) -bunker, (a) awindow-

seat which forms a chest or settle
;

(b) a window-hole

;

(4) -cheek, the side of the window ; (5) -lug, (6) -neuk,

a window-corner ; (7) -sole, a window-sill.

(1) w.Sc. For Gude-sake, Jess, haud fast by sash or shouther,

else ye'U for a certainty flee out at the winnock-bole like a witch,

Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 281. (2) w.Sc. Doors, hatches,

winnock-brods are steerin, A. Wilson Poems (1790) 82. (3, «)

Ayr. A winnock-bunker in the east, There sat auld Nick, in shape

o' beast, Burns Tarn o' Shanter (1790) > "9- (A )
Per

-
Al1

aperture . . . was left in the middle of the ridge to admit the light

and ' vent the reek.' No winnock-bunker was otherwise con-

sidered necessary, Monteath Dunblane (1835) 82, ed. 1887. (4)

Fif George Buchanan, douce and meek, Was reading, by his

windock-cheek, Tennant Papistry (1827) 75. (5) Sc. At the door-

sill or winnock-lug, was never mark o' feet, Macdonald Alec

Forbes (1865) I. xxii. (6) Sc. Through the winnock-neuk the sun

blinks in, Ballads and Poems (1885) 127. Dmb. Thou sits rent

and duty free In winnock neuk, or bushy tree, Taylor Poems

(1827) 59. (7) Gall. There was the vena winnock-sole where

my mither set my parritch to cool, Crockett Dark 1' Moon

(1902) 208.

WINDON, sb. Obs. e.An. A window. e.An.1 Nrf.

Holloway.
3 t 2
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WINDOR(E, sb. Obs. or obsol. Yks. Lan. Lin. Rut.
Glo. Hmp. Dor. Som. Also written windoor Glo. Dor.
A corruption of ' window ' from a fancied connexion with
' wind ' and ' door.'

w.Yks. Hollowav. Lan. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Lin.
Skinner (1671). Rut.1 The North Weste windeoor, Accounts
(1722). Glo. I can hear it against the windore, Gissing Both of
this Parish (1889) I. 2; Glo. 2 Hmp. Holloway. Dor. (W.C.
c. 1750). Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

WINDOW, sb. 1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also in forms winda Yks. ; winder n.Cy. Yks. ; windy
Ir. [wi'nda.] 1. In comp. (1) Window-board or -brod,
a shutter

; (2) -bole, a small opening in the wall for the
purpose of letting in light and air, generally closed with
a wooden shutter, instead of with glass ; see Bole, sb} 1;
(3) -bottom, a window-sill

; (4) -curtain, a curtain strung
across the lower half of a window

; (5) -drip, the drip-
stone of a window-moulding

; (6) -glass, a window-pane
;

(7) -hole, a small opening in a loft or barn, generally
closed with a door

; (8) -keeker, (9) -looker, (10) -peeper,
obs., an official appointed to ascertain the number of
windows in a house in the days of the window-tax

;

(11) -shut, see (1) ; (12) -sole, (13) -stool, see (3) ; (14)
swallow, the martin, Chelidon urbica

; (15) -tacking,
see below.

(1) Sc. It was in and through the window-broad, Herd Coll.

Sngs. (1776) II. 215 (Jam.). Ayr. John Paiks was takin' doon
his window-brod as I gaed bye, Service Notandums (1890) 42.
Edb. Tirling ... at the window brod to get in, Mom Mansie
Wauch (1828) i. n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. The industrious dame had
just awoke And thrown her window-board ajar, Wilson Pitman's
Pay (1843) 60. n.Yks. Ah, Nan, steek'th winderboard, and mack
it dark, Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 261. (2) Sc. (Jam.) ; I was
out at the window-bole when your auld back was turned, Scott
Old Mortality (1816) vii. Fif. Their window-boles looking out
upon the graves, Colville Vernacular (1899) 8. Rxb. My lord
heard me in silence

; then walked to the window-bole and looked
out, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 147. (3) w.Yks. Sam made a grab
at it, an it flew to th' winder-bottom, Hartley Clock Aim. (1877)
43. s.Lan.1 Der. I bowt her them wool-mats i' th' window
bottom, Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 34. (4) e.Dur.1 (s.v. Shades).
(5) w.Yks. Watter gets in theer, ther's no window-drips (A.C.).
(6) Dev. A butivul day, sure enough, an' the elements all red an'
blue, like the Saviour's clothes in the window-glasses to Church,
Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900) 146. (7) n.Yks. Oppen
t'winder-hooal, an' throw t'shavs into t'barn (I.W.). (8) n.Yks. 2

(9) Cum. 1 * (10) Cum. (M.P.), n.Yks. 2
, w.Yks.i Lan. Walkden

Diary (ed. 1866) 34. ne.Lan.1, n.Lin. 1 Rut.1 Paid Lawrence
pickreing for going with Windowpeeper, 6d. (1744). e.An.1 (11)
w.Yks. Thru t'oppen winda-shut, Preston Poems (1864) 17.
ne.Lan. 1 (12) Sc. (A.W.) Edb. Sharp frosty nights that left all the
window-soles whitewashed over with frost rind in the mornings,
Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xxv. Slk. Hinging about the window-
soles as usual, Hogg Poems (1838) 361, ed. 1866. n.Yks.2 , n.Lin. 1

(13) Ir. Will you hand me over that other clew out of the windy-
stool there? Carleton Trails Peas. (ed. 1843) I. 102. (14) Nhb.
(W.G.), Nhb.1

(15) s.Lan. 1 A practical joke played-off by mis-
chievous boys, on dark nights, upon country cottagers. A button
is tied to the end of a short piece of string and affixed to a window-
frame. This is so worked from a distance by a long thread, as to
produce a continuous tapping on the glass. When the cottager
comes to the door, he sees no apparent cause for the noise, and
is considerably mystified, unless he knows the trick.

2. Phr.from window to wall, from one place to another.
s.Lan.1 He goes wanderin' abeawt fro' window to wole.

3. Any opening in a room other than the door. Cai.1

4. A small recess in the wall of a room used as a
receptacle for small articles, ib.

WINDOW, v. and sb.2 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Lan. Der.
Not. Lin. Also in forms winda Nhb.1

; winder N.Cy.1

Nhb. 1 Dur.1 n.Yks.124 ne.Yks.1 m.Yks.1 w.Yks.12 Not.2

sw.Lin.1
; wunder Nhb.1 fwrnds.] 1. v. A dial, form

of ' winnow.'
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Sh.I. Der [mice] no been i' da barrel wi' da

window'd corn, I houp ? Sh. News (Dec. n, 1897). N.Cy.1
Nhb.1 We'll winder that bit wheat an' then we'll be dyun. Dur. 1

,

n.Yks.124
,

ne.Yks. 1 e.Yks. Marshall Pur. Econ. (1788).
m.Yks.1

,
w.Yks.12 Lan. Windowed my wheat the chaff out of it,

Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 45. nw.Der.1 Not. Morton Cyclo.

Agric. (1863) ; Not.2 sw.Lin. 1 He's in the barn, windeiing com.

Hence (1) Winder-cloth, sb. a winnowing-cloth ; (2)

Windering-machine, sb. a winnowing- machine; (3)

Windering-sheet, sb., see (1).

(r) Nhb. 1 (2) Nhb.1
, Dur. 1

, n.Yks.», ne.Yks.1 s.Not. The
winderin machine's broke (J.P.K.). (3) sw.Lin.1

2. sb. A winnowing-machine. n.Yks.4

WINDOW, see Winder, sb.a

WINDRAKE, sb. Obs. e.Yks. The right of driving

cattle to water over another man's land. Marshall Rur.
Econ. (1796) I. 21.

WINDREM, see Widdrim.
WINDROW, sb. and v. In gen. dial, use in Sc. and

Eng. Also in forms windraa ne.Lan. 1
; windraw w.Yks. 1

n.Lin.1
; windrew w.Som. 1

; winnraa Wm. ; winraa
Nhb.1

; winraw Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.1 e.Yks. 1 n.Lin. 1
; winroo

Der. 2
; winrow Dur.1 Cum.4 n.Yks.2 m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.2 Lan.1

e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 Chs.1 s.Chs. 1 nw.Der.1 Nhp.1 Shr.12 Glo.1

Ess.; wunraa Nhb. 1 [wi -n(d)rou.] 1. sb. The long
line into which hay, barley, &c. is raked for drying before
being carried ; a row of corn-sheaves, heaps of peat, &c.
set up to dry.

Sc. Sibbald Gl. (1802) (Jam.). N.Cy. 1
, Nhb.1

, Dur. 1
, Lakel. 2

,

Cum. 1 4 Wm. Thaed cum an feyh t'moss, er greeave, er fooat, er
winnraa, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 29. n.Yks. 2

, e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1

,

w.Yks.123 , Lan.1
, ne.Lan. 1

, e.Lan.1
, s.Lan.1

, Chs.13 , s.Chs.1
, Der.2,

nw.Der.1 Not. Put the hay in little or great windrows (J.H.B.).
n.Lin. 1 sw.Lin. 1 It looked like windrows when it was mown, the
grass was so thick. Lei.1 , Nhp.12 , War.3 Shr. 1 The rain couldna
ketch it at a wus time than in winrows ; if it 'ad bin cocked, it

66d a throwed if off; Shr.2, Glo.1 Bdf. The second operation on
the hay consists in turning it with forks, or more commonly in
raking it into small windrows, Batchelor Agric. (1813) 442.
Mid. Marshall Review (1817) V. 106. e.An. 1

, Suf. 1
, Ken. 12, Sur.1

,

Sus. 1
,
Hmp.1 Dor. Hardy Madding Crowd (1874) xxv. w.Som. 1

[Fitzherbert Husb. (1534) 34.]
Hence Double-windrow, sb., see below.
Mid. Every two persons rake the hay in opposite directions, or

towards each other, and by that form a row between them of
double the size of a single windrow. Each of these double
windrows are about six or eight feet distant from each other,
Middleton View Agric. (1798) 239.
2. Comp. Windrow-stook, obs., a 'stook' of corn so

placed that the wind shall not disarrange the sheaves.
e.Yks. Best Rur. Econ. (1641) 54. 3. A swath of hay
or corn as left by the mower. n.Lin.1 4. Obs. The
piece of land lying between the headland and the hedge,
frequently dug up in order to mend the arable land.

n.Cy. (K.) Ess. Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815). e. & s.Cy.
It is called windrow because it is laid in rows and exposed to the
wind, Ray (1691).

5. Parallel lines of foam seen on a lake during a high
wind. Cum.4

6. A tithe. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Lin. 1 The estate is windrow free.

7. v. To put hay, peat, &c. into ' windrows.'
Sc. (Jam.) Edb. After this [footing the peats] comes the

operation of wind-rowing, or the building them up in narrow
heaps, or fragments of dykes : in which state they remain till
carried home and put into a winter stack, which is covered with
sod to defend it from rain, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 72 ed 181^Twd (Jam) n.Cy. Holloway. Lan. Thomas went and win'rowed
our turf, Walkden Diary {ei. 1866)28. e.An. 1 Nrf., Suf. Grose
(1790). Sus.1

•WIND-THRUSH, sb. War. Glo. Som. Cor. The red-
wing, Turdus thacus. Cf. windle, sb.*
War. Anderton Lett. Cy. House (1891) 134. Glo Horae

Subsecwae (1777) 467. Som. Swainson Birds (188O « CorRodd Birds (1880) 315.
V 5; 5> Cor-

WINDY, adj} and sb. Var dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.
Also in forms weindy s.Chs.1

; winder Stf. 1
; win'v Sc -

wundy Nhb.' ; wyndy s.Lan.1 Chs.1 " [wi-ndi.] 1 adj
In comb. (1) Windy-bags, (2) -hash, an incessant taiker

•'

(3) -knots, see below
; (4) -milk, milk that has turned

sour; (5) -mill, a windmill; (6) -organ, a talkative, un-
truthful person; (7) — Saturdays peculiarly windvdav
see below; (8) -wallet (s, (a) see (6); (b) a person given tobreak wind behind

; (9) -wallops, see (1).
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(1) Cum.14 n.Yks. She's an awd windybags (I.W.). ne.Yks.
Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 357. (2) Nhb.1 He's nowt bud
a windy-hash. (3) Sh.I. In selecting a new boat, the service of
an expert was commonly required to examine the herds, in order
to detect the presence of windy-knots or wattery-swirls in

the wood. The presence of these indicated that the boat was
liable to stflra-brooken, i. e. blown up by the wind on land, or
misforn at sea, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 126. (4) n.Lin. 1

(5)
s.Lan.1 , Chs.1

, s.Chs.1
, Stf.1 Shr. 1 'E wuz a crack-waggon, windy-

mill fox ! (6) Nhb. 1
(7) Dmf. Mirk Monday was a day of almost

total darkness, and is frequently counted from as an era. Windy
Saturday is another of these traditional eras, Cromek Remains
(1810)115. (8, a) Sc. (Jam.) Bwk. Windy-wallets fu' o' pride,

Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856) 125. N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 Had yor
gob; yo'r a fair windy-wallets ! Cum.4, e.Yks.1

(6) Rxb. (Jam.)

(9) Nhb.1

2. Having plenty of breath.
Abd. The windy piper sounds his drone As weel he can, Keith

Farmer's Ha (1774) st. 23, ed. 1801. Per. The piper is windy,
an' weel he can blaw, Ford Harp (1893) 216.

3. Flatulent
;
producing flatulence.

Abd. My wame's as teem as a whistle, and as windy, Cobban
Angel (1898) 309. Som. Taters which . . . es windy zort o grub,

Agrikler Rhymes (1872) 75. Cor. My stummik wassent feelin'

wel, Quait windy, Daniel Muse in Motley, 40.

Hence Windisome, adj. producing flatulence.

Per. I like pease brose real well, but they're windisome a wee.

The diet at that farm is mair windisome than fattening (G.W.).

4. Noisy, talkative ; empty-headed ; silly ;
boastful, vain,

proud. See Wind, sb} 6.

Sc. (Jam.) ; He is a windy body when he gets on his auld-warld

stories, Scott Redg. (1824) x. Abd. Some gey roch an' win'y

words, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xviii. Fif. The tailor was
voted a windy buddy, much given to blawin' or boasting, Colville

Vernacular (1899) 16. Edb. A windy taylor leads the van, A
clean-hough'd nimble little man, Har'st Rig (1794) 22, ed. 1801.

N.Cy.1 , Nhb.1
, Cum.14 n.Yks.1 A windy, waffly chap. e.Yks.1

,

w.Yks.1 Lan. A windy silly jade, Kay-Shuttleworth Scarsdale

(i860) I. 103. ne.Lan.1 s.Not. I don't reckon noat o' what he

says; he's so windy; he's alius got a lot to blow off (J.P.K.).

n.Lin.1 Shr. 1 'E's a windy fool. 'E's the windiest chap w'en

-e's 'ad a drop o' drink as ever I seed.

Hence (1) Windiness, sb. verbosity
; (2) Windysome,

adj. long-winded.
(1) n.Yks. 2 (2) Ayr. The win'ysome screeds of advice which

he thocht it incumbent upon him to give me, Service Dr. Duguid
(ed. 1887) 85.

5. Wheedling, insinuating.
I.W.2 That wold jobber wanted to git they pigs out o' me terbul

bad, and wudden't he jest about windy over it : but 'twas noo

good. I could zee droo it, he was too flitch by half.

6. Of a horse: fresh and playful. Shr.1
7. Wild,

rackety, hare-brained.
Chs.1 He' a wyndy chap ; Chs.3 As wyndy as a March hare.

s.Chs. 1 It)s won on iz weyndi triks. Yaa- wey-ndi foo! koiv)u

yu let dhu os ulbo-un weyl ee)z aavin iz bit u kuurn ? Saarv yii

reyt iv ee nokt yiir breenz aayt.

8. sb. A mad, hare-brained person.
s.Chs. 1 Ahy winvdur aay ee daa-rz trust iz osiz wi sich 1

ii

weyndi ilz im -

.

WINDY, adj.2 Nhb.1 Winding, wavy.
Applied to strata which assume a wavy form, and are hence

called windy beds.

WINE, sb. Sc. Lakel. Cum. Yks. [wain.] In comp.

(1) Wine-berry, (a) the red currant, Ribes rubruni

;

(b) the gooseberry, R. Grossularia
; (2) -sour, a kind of

large plum
; (3) -tree, ? the blackthorn, Prunus spinosa

[not known to our correspondents]. -

(r, a) n.Sc. (Jam.), Lakel.1^ Cum.14 n.Yks. Heath Eng.

Peasant (1893) 95. w.Yks.1 (4) w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703).

(2) ne.Lan.1 (3) Wgt. Bullister sloes ! the same as A hae gethered

at the wine-trees o' Baldoon fifty eers since, Fraser Wigtown

(1877) 269.

WINE, see Wain, Wynd, v.

WINEDINS, sb. pi. N.I.1 [waindinz.] The head

and foot rig in a ploughed field on which the horses turn.

WINERE, sb. Obs. Nhb.1 A long beam ;
see below.

The top winere is the wind-balk or collar-beam in a housetop.

The side winere is the long beam on which frame-houses formerly
rested.

WIN-FREE, v. Obs. or 0650/. Sc. 1. To liberate,

set free ; to obtain release.
Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Abd. He . . . wan free of fine, Spalding Hist.

Sc. (1792) I. 241. Cld. This I bude to do, while I was winfreeit
by a mare power-fu' being, Edb. Mag. (Sept. 1818) 155 (Jam.).

2. To disentangle ; to raise from the ground.
Bch. However, twa or three o's winfree'd the wife, ForbesJrn.

(1742) 15 ; We speerd gin they wou'd lend us a hand to winfree
our coach, ib. 16. Abd. (Jam.) ; Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl.

WING, sb.
1 and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Preterite wung Wor. [win.] 1. sb. In comp. (1 i Wing-
beam, the upper beam in a barn or other building

;

(2) -bonnet, a sunbonnet; (3) -hinge, obs., a jointed

hinge; (4) -mouse, a bat ; (5) -pole, see below; (6) -wall,

a side wall
; (7) -yoke, to affix a stick across the wings of

geese to prevent their getting through hedges.
(1) Nhp.1 (2) Dor. I think I love you best in the wing-bonnet

and cotton frock, Hardy Tess (1891) 286, ed. 1895. (3) N.Cy. 2

(4) n.Yks.2 (5) Lin. He ... is not seen by the birds, whether
they are in the Pool on the back-shore, or resting on the wing-

pole, Miller & Skertchly Fenland (1878) xii. (6) In 1866 the

wing-walls ... of the sluice were observed to bulge, ib. vi. (7)

n.Yks. 2

2. The wing of a goose used as a dusting-brush ; hence
an implement of the same shape used to sweep up the

hearth. e.Yks.1
, Chs. 1

, Lei.1
3. Obsol. The shoulder

of a hare or rabbit when dressed for the table. Shr.1

4. An arm.
Ayr. Cam' an auld sodger yince wha was short o' a wing,

Aitken Lays of Line (1883) 65. s.Lan.1 He's o legs an' wings, 36.

5. Part of a spindle ; see below.
Shr.1 The yarn was conducted to the barrel through the upper

part of two 'wings,' . . . pieces of wood, curved somewhat like

the 'merrythought' of a fowl,— permanently affixed near to the

extremity of the spindle.

6. The side of a cart. Cai.
1

7. Part of a plough. See
Wang, sb 2

Bdf. Even the hole through the wing of the share, . . which is

common in the south of the county. . . A kind of staple behind

the wing, Batchelor Agric. (1813) 167. Wil.1 (s.v. Plough).

8. v. To move rapidly ; also used with off.

War.3 Don't wing across the room like that, we shall have the

ashes all over the place. Ess. There's Hannah winging off to

chapel! (H.H.M.)
9. To fling, hurl ; to send flying ; to bang.
s.Chs.1 War. 3 Wing it out of the house. Wor. I caught him

by the throat and wung him on the floor, Evesham Jrn. (Sept. 15,

1900). Shr. 1 'E ketcht out on 'im by the collar, an' winged 'im

reet across the kitchen.

10. A curling term : to hit on the side of a stone that is

not guarded.
Sc. Oh, yes, he'll wing 'im, Royal Caledonian Curling Club Ann.

(1886-7).

11. To dust with the wing of a goose. s.Chs.1 12.

Phr. to wing down to, to court, pay attention to.

s.Not. From the action of turkey-cocks and other male birds

when courting the female. ' He'll hev to wing down to Sally

yit ; nubbudy else '11 hev 'im.' ' When he wants summat doin",

then he wings down to me' (J.P.K.).

WING, sb.2 Sh.I. [wig.] Bait cut from the belly of

a fish near the gills.

Da saith hed begun ta get a kind o' clumpsed, an' shu widna

lift i' da scruiff idder, fir wing or skag, Stewart Tales (1892) 103.

WINGE, v.
1 Cum. .Yks. Lan. Also written whinge

Lan. [win(d)g.] 1. To begin to kick; to show signs

of beginning to kick, esp. used of a horse.

n.Yks. (T.S.), n.Yks. 1 (s.v. Winch), n.Yks.4 ne.Yks.1 Noo
thoo mun mahnd, he's wingein.

Hence Wingey, adj. inclined to kick.

ne.Yks.1 T'meer's varry wingey.

2. To flinch.

Cum. You can bet your bottom dollar ' fadder'll mak him winge,'

w.Cum. Times (Holiday 1894) 12, col. 4. w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan.

Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837) in.

WINGE, v.
2 Obs. e.An.1 To shrivel, as fruit kept too

long.
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WINGE, int. Cum. Also written winje.. An exclama-

tion of glad surprise or wonder.
Cum.1 Winje wife, what a berry puddin ; Cum.4 'Twas a fair

start, it's a preyme reace ; Winge you ! how fast they gang-,

Stagg Bridcwain, st. 20.

WINGE, see Whinge.
WINGED, ppl. adj. Sc. Lan. In comb. (1) Winged-

chair, an easy chair with projecting sides ;- (2) -frog,

part of a power-loom, used for suddenly stopping the

loom
; (3) -row, obs., a halfpenny roll with flat sides like

wings.
(1) Sc. Elizabeth slept soundly all night in the clumsy old-

fashioned winged chair, Keith Lisbelh (1894) vi. (2) Lan. (O.S.H.)

(3) Sc. (Jam.)

WINGEL, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. (Jam.) Also in form
wungall. A tumour ; a soft blister caused by walking in

tight shoes ; a corruption of ' wind-gall.' Rnf., Bwk.
WINGELL, see Whingel.
WINGER, v. Lin. 1 [Not known to our correspondents.]

To rumble about.

WINGERLY, adj. Cor. [wi-n(d)s3li.] Thin ; miser-

able ; faint and sick.

Cor.1 A poor, white wingerly fellow ;
Cor.2

WINGERY, adj. Cor. [wi-n(d)gari.] Oozing; shiny,

as tainted meat. Cor. 1 The mait is wingery ; Cor. 2

WINGLE, v. Sc. Also in form waingle (Jam.).

[wi-rjl.] 1. To flutter, wave ; to dangle loosely ; to flap
;

to wag.
Abd. (Jam.) e.Fif. Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) viii. Dmf. (Jam.)

2. To bend and twist. S. & Ork.1 Hence Winglit-
looking, adj. very slender.

Sh.I. A Iang winglit-lookin' crater, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 21.

3. To walk feebly ; to wriggle ; to move with difficulty

under a load.
Fif. (Jam.) Gall. Away did trot, Again what he cou'd wingle

That weary day, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 95, ed. 1876.

WINGLE-STRAE, sb. Sc. Also written -streh Bnff. 1

A stalk of withered grass. Cf. windle, sb}
Bnff. 1 Per. Collecting wingle-straes, which they tied in small

bunches, Monteath Dunblane (1835) 102, ed. 1887.

WINGLE-WANGLE, adj. Der. 2 Weak ; shaky.

WING-WANG, sb. Wil. The quaking-grass, Brisa
media. Sarum Dioc. Gazette (Jan. 1891) 14 ; Wil.1

WINK, sb.
1 Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written

whink Dev. [wink.] 1. A winch ; the handle of a
grindstone, &c. ; a well from which water is drawn by
a winch, chain, and bucket. Cf. wenk.

w.Cy. (Hall.) Wil. Slow Gl. (1892). Dor.1 The grinen-stuone
is up 'pon tun, Vor I can zee the wink, 208. e.Som. W. & J. Gl.

(1873). w.Som. 1 The word is applied to the shaft. 'Down the
wink '—as much as to the winding apparatus. Dev. She was
afeard sometimes the little uns might fall down the wink. There
be plenty at the wink, Reports Provinc. (1885).

2. A machine for twisting straw-rope ; see below.
n.Dev. Saltrees an' whink vrom Varmer Dyer, Rock Jim an'

Nell(_iS6']) st. 71. nw.Dev. 1 The apparatus used for spinning straw
rope from reed. It consists of a rotary skeleton drum, having
spider arms notched at the end. It is mounted on a bar-ire (q.v.)

driven into a wall. The rope, as it is made, is wound upon the
body of the drum, and is passed through one of the notches, so
that as the rope-maker moves his hand and inserts fresh reed into
it, the wink rotates and spins the reed into fresh rope. When
the wink is full, the rope is unwound from it, and made into a
large ball, called a clew. Cor.13

WINK, sb.2 Lon. Ken. [wink.] 1. A shortened
form of ' winkle.'

Lon. ' I buy my winks,' said one, ' at Billingsgate,' Mayhew
Land. Labour (1851) I. 76. Ken. Joe paddled along the hards for
more 'winks,' Son of Marshes Fish. Village (ed. 1892) 180.

2. Comp. (1) Wink-man, a seller of periwinkles
; (2)

-picker, a gatherer of periwinkles.
(1) Lon. The ' wink' men, as these periwinkle sellers are called,

generally live in the lowest parts, Mayhew Loud. Labour (1851)
I. 76. (2) Ken. As soon as he is well out of sight the wink-picker
leaves his work, Son of Marshes ib. 181.

WINK, sb? Cor. [wink.] A beer-shop. (J.W.) See
Kidleywink, Tiddlywink.

F U
'

WINK, v.
1 and sb.* Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Not. Lei. War.

[wirjk.] 1. v. In phr. (1) to be unable to wink at a thing,

to be unable to do it
; (2) to let wink, to make a sign ; to

' let on.'

(1) Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892). (2) Frf. I saw the whole thing
in a blink, but never lut wink, Salmond Man Sandy (1903) 95.

2. sb. In phr. (1) as quick, or as ready, as wink, with great
rapidity

; (2) in a wink, in a moment
; (3) to play wink, to

wink
; (4) wink of light, daybreak.

(1) Not. 1
, Lei.1

, War.3 (2) n.Sc. (Jam.), Cai.l Frf. In a wink,
The fang was stowed behind a bink, Morison Poems (1790) no.
Gall. He lauched, cuist his heid, and was aff in a wink, Scott
Gleanings (1881) 66. (3) Gall. Play wink at her his scoundrel e'e,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 347, ed. 1876. (4) s.Lan. 1 Aw mun
set eawt at th' wink-o'-leet.

3. A nap ; a sleep.
Abd. We judg'd it time to tak' » wink, Beattie Parings (1801)

23, ed. 1873. Per. Nicol Poems (1766) 47. Ayr. Efter lettin'

John oot at the sax o'clock bell, I jist slippit back for a wink by
mysel', Aitken Lays ofLine (1883) 135. w.Yks. (J.W.)

WINK, v.
2

I. Ma. [wirjk.] To creak.
I guessed it was him, and I was right With his boots goin

winkin through the night, Brown Yarns (1881) 21, ed. 1889.

WINK, see Wenk.
WINK-A-PEEP, sb. Lan. Chs. Stf. Shr. Also in form

wink-and-peep Shr.1 [wi-nk-s-plp.] The scarlet pim-
pernel, Anagallis arvensis.

Lan. Science Gossip (1876) 69. Chs.1
, s.Chs.1

, Stf. (B. & H.)
Shr.1 The flowers of this plant open to the morning sun, and close
at noon-tide ; they close also on the approach of rain ; whence
the pretty local name Wink-and-peep.

WINK-A-PEEPS, sb. pi. nw.Der. 1
[wi-rjk-a-pTps.]

Drowsiness.
WINKA-PIP, adj. w.Wor.1 [wrnk-a-pip.] Imperfect.
A wink-a-pip blaow Gives apples enaow.
WINK-A-PUSSY, sb. Dev. Cor. Also in form wink-

a-puss. 1. An owl.
Cor. 3 What's the matter with 'ee ? Thee'rt blinking like a little

winkapussy.

2. A term of contempt.
Dev.1 I coud'n abide her vather,—a shoul-a-mouth'd, hatchet-

faced, bandy-legg'd wink-a-puss; vidgetting about arter wan: a
boddy could'n tern a dish for en, 6.

WINK-EGG, sb. w.Som.1 A game played with birds'
eggs ; see below. Cf. winky-eye.
When a nest is found, boys shout, ' Lat-s plaa-y wing-k-ag-.'

An egg is put on the ground, and a boy goes back three pace's
from it, holding a stick in his hand ; he then shuts his eyes and
takes two paces towards the egg, and strikes a blow on the
ground with the stick—the object being to break the egg. If he
misses another tries, and so on until all the eggs are smashed.
This is almost the only use to which the lower class of boys put
the thousands of eggs they take in the season.
WINKER, sb. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. [wrrjka(r ] 1An eye; an eyelash; an eyelid. See Eye-winker, s.v".

tye, so.
1
II. 1 (31).

Sc. (Jam.) Fif. Heavy yer winkers wi' a nameless dread
Robertson Provost (1894) 143. Slg. Let wailing sorrow trickledown trae a your winkers, Muir Poems (1818) 41 Lnk I'll
dust yer winkers, my man, an' that afore twa ticks, Murdoch
Readings

; (1895) I. I27 . Gall. Curling upward like the winkers
of an old man's eye as they came near me, Crockett Raiders
(1894) xxvi. Nhb.i Cum Them 'at steek't their winkers, GilpinSngs. (1866) 282. w.Yks.1 '

""- r ' n

2. Phr. to wet one's winkers, to weep
Sc. (Jam s.v Ee-winkers). Ayr. Gart 'me weet my waukrifewinkers W.' g.rnm sp.te, Burns Ep. to Maj. Logan (Oct. 30

silninf .
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> Burgess Rasmie (1892) 80WINKIE, see Winky-eye.

WIN-KILL, sb. Obs. Mry. (Jam.) A hollow left in
a stack of corn, hay, &c. to prevent it heating.

™SSH
'
U
-,
BnP f

wi-nki/-] To deceive; to cajole.WINKIT, ppl. adj. Obs. Lth. (Jam.) Of milk
slightly turned ; see below.

Ifwinkit be the original term, it may refer to the supposed
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influence of the evil eye ; as milk, more than any other species of

food, has been considered as under the power of witchcraft.

WINKLE, v. Obs. Sc. To sparkle, twinkle.
Slk. What though she has twa little winkling een, They're better

than nane, Hogg Mountain Bard (1807) 63 (Jam.).

"WINKLE, adj. Obs. Yks. Weak, feeble. w.Yks.
Watson Hist. Hlfx. (1775) 548. Cf. wankle.
WINKLOT, sb. Obs. Sc. A young woman; a wench.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Mackay (s.v. Quean). s.Sc. Around them the

younkers, 'hasty hensures,' and 'wanton winklots' were busy
preparing the habiliments of the guysers, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 65.

WINK-SPINK, sb. Lan. [wi'rjk-spink.] A slang
expression for ' weak ale.'

If tha'll just oblige mi wi' another tot 0' that wink-spink, aw'll

tell thi a bit of a buzz, Wood Hum. Sketches, 70 ; Well, will tha

have another drop o' this waek ale, or wink-spink, as tha co's it ?

jb. 76.

WINKY, sb. Sc. Yks. Som. Dev. Cor. [wrnki.]

1. In phr. like winky, very swiftly ; as in the twinkling of

an eye.
Dmb. Jimes and me are goin' on with owr studies already like

winkie, Cross Disruption (1844) vii. Lnk.Thus the time gaed by
like winkie, Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) 40. w.Yks.5 Peel off. .

.

like winky, 3. Som. An' we laffed like winky at Boclare wi' ees

dree voot stove paipe hat, Franks Nine Days (1879) 38. Dev.

Urn out therevrom like winky, Dick, an' yu'll zune overgit urn !

Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). Cor. 2

2. A nursery name for sleep.

Ayr. This glimmering blinkie Will lend its aid until respite

Is forced by winkie, Smith Poet. Misc. (1832) 123.

WINKY-EYE, sb. Cor. Also in form winkie Cor.3

A game played with eggs ; see below. Cf. wink-egg.
Cor.1 An egg is put on the ground some distance off, the number

of paces being previously decided on. Each player in turn is

blindfolded, and with a stick tries to hit and break it ; Cor.3

WINKYPINKY, adj. e.Yks.1 [winki-pinki.] A
nursery word for sleepy.

WINKY-SPINKY, adj. Dur. [wiTjki-spirjki.] Puny,
trifling.

A little wee winky-spinky pipe thing, Egglestone Betty Podkms

(1877) 10.

WINKY-WANKY, adj. e.An.1 [wiTjki-wanki.] Weak,
pliant, (s.v. Wancle.)
WTNLATON-SHAG, sb. Dur. A slang name for an

inhabitant of Winlaton. Denham Tracts (ed. 1892) I. 68.

WINLE, see Windle, sb.
1

W1NLY, adv. n.Cy. [wi'nli.] Quietly. (P.R.), N.Cy.2

Cf. wandly.
WINNA, WINNAK, see Whinner, v.

1
,
Whinnock, sb.

1

WINNARD, sb. Dev. Cor. Also written whinard

Cor.1
; whinnard Cor.2 ; winard Cor. ; winnerd s.Dev.

;

and in form wennard Cor. [wrnad.j The redwing,

Turdus iliacus.

s.Dev. (Miss D.) Cor. (Hall.) ; Swainson Birds (1885) 5 ;

Knock down the wennards in desmal cowld weather, Daniel

Thalia, 5, in Pengelly Verbal Pronunc. (1875) ; Cor.1 As cold

and starved as a whinard ; Cor.2 One who is looking very cold, is

said to be ' looking like a whinnard ' ;
Cor. 3 Whisht as a winnard.

WINNEL, see Windle, sb.123

WINNEL-SKEWED, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Under
an optical illusion.

Abd. ' The boy is winnel-skewed, as I thought myself when you

shewed me a' that gear yonder in the neuk.' It is a saying among

our people in Scotland, whenever they mistake one object for two,

that the moon is in the hallior or clouded, and at such times

they are winnel-skewed, or their eyes deceive them, Penrose Jm.
HI- 83. , , , .

WINNER, sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. Wal. [wi'na(r.] 1. A
curling term : the stone nearest the ' tee.'

Sc. Sometimes the stone nearest the tee, which is called the

' winner,' is so guarded that there is no possibility of getting at it

directly, Harewood Diet. Sports (1835) (s.v. Curling). Slg.

Buchanan Poems (1901) 79- Dwn
;

Then fling the stane wi

micht an' main, An' 'chip the winner' cheery, O !
Lyttle Robin

Gordon, 96.

2. */. Winnings.
Con. I went straight home, and Tim Rafferty wid me, to count

me winners, Bodkin Shillelagh (1902) 95.

3. Phr. to be winners, or on one's 'winners, a marble-
playing term : to be winning. w.Yks. (J.W.), Gmg. (J.B.)

WINNER, WINNERAL, see Whinner, v.\ Winnow,
v., Winnol.
WINNER-NEB, WINNES, see Whinner-neb, Wanuse.
WINNEY, see Win, v.

2
, Winny.

WINNICK, sb. Cum. Wil. [wi'nik.] 1. Anything
diminutive'.
Cum.4 In playing at pitch and toss with button tops the smaller

ones are winnicks and the larger sleaters.

2. The smallest pig of a farrow. Wil. (J.W.B.)

WINNICK, v. Cor. Also written whinnick. [wi'nik.]

To cheat, overreach ; to circumvent ; to wheedle, coax.

N. fr Q. (1854) 1st S. a. 479 ; He shaant winnick me, tha

lying ould shammick, Tim. Toivscr (1873) 30; Cor.123

WINNICK, see Whinnock, v.

WINNIE, sb. Sc. [wi-ni.] A set of games of marbles

in which there are stakes or forfeits. w.Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

Lth. Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) 33.

WINNISTER, see Winnowster.
WINNLE, v. n.Yks.4 [wi'nl.] To winnow, (s.v.

Winder.) Hence Winnling-machine, sb. a winnowing-
machine. ib.

WINNLE, see Windle, sb.
12 *

WINNOCK, see Whinnock, v., Windock.
WINNOL, sb. e.An. Also in forms Winneral Nrf.

;

Winnold e.An. [wi'nl.] 1. The day of St. Winwaloe,
March 3rd.

e.An.2 Nrf. ' First comes David, then comes Chad, And then

comes Winneral as though he was mad ; White or black, Or old

house-thack.' . . At this time there will be either snow, rain, or

wind ; which latter is intended by the ' old house-thack,' N. £/ O.

(1850) 1st S. i. 349.

2. Comp. (1) Winnol-far, a horse-fair held at Downham
Market

; (2) -weather, stormy weather, frequent at the

beginning of March.
(1) e.An.2 So called from having been originally granted to

St. Winwaloe's Priory at Wereham. (2) e.An. (Hall.)
;
e.An. 1

Suf. Winnol-weather, bad, e.An. N. & Q. (1866) II. 327.

WINNOW, sb. Hrf.2 [wi'na.] The sound made by a

horse when wishing for food or water.

WINNOW, v. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Oxf. Also in forms

winner n.Cy. Oxf. 1
; winnoow Wxf.1

;
wunnie N.I.1

[wi'ns.] 1. In comb. Winnow-cloth, a winnowing-sheet.

Lnk. Lest the braw horse should get skaith Tarn haps him

wi' the winnow-claith, Watt Poems (1827) 41. N.I.1 n.Cy.

Grose (1790).

2. Phr. (1) to blow enough to winnow taters,^ to make a

great draught; (2) to winnow corn, a Hallowe'en custom;

see below.
,

(1) Oxf. 1 MS. add. (2) ne.Sc. Go to the barn secretly ;
open

both doors as if preparing to winnow corn. Take a sieve or a

waicht (q. vid.), and three times go throughthe form of winnowing

corn. The apparition of the future husband entered by the one

door to the windward, passed through the barn, and made his exit

by the other door, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 85.

3. Obs. To fan, wave.
Ayr. The . . . laverock . . . winnowing her dewy wings, Burns

Mr. Cunningham, st. 4. Dmf. An luve wad winnow owre us his

kind, kind wings, Cromek Remains (1810) 21.

4. To blow about in the wind.

Wxf. 1 The condel is to winnooween.

WINNOWING-FAG, sb. Sus.1 A rough machine for

winnowing. . .

WINNOWSTER, sb. Sc. Also in form winnister

(Jam.). A fan for winnowing corn. BnfT., Abd. Morton

Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Abd. (Jam.)

WINNUCK, see Whinnock, v.

WINNY, v. Cum. Glo. Also written winney Glo.

[wi-ni.] To be frightened ;
gen. in pp. Cum. Gl. (1851).

Glo. Grose (1790) ; Baylis lllus. Dial. (1870) ; Glo.1

WINNY, WINNYMER, see Weeny, Whillimer.

WINRAA, see Windrow.
WINRAME'S BIRDS, phr. Obs. Bwk. (Jam.) See

below.
Of a tiresome tale it is said, 'It's like Winrame s birds, unco

langsum. The head o't gaed by the day, and the tail o't the morn.'



WIN'S [512] WINTER

WIN'S, sb. Sc. Rheumatism.
Abd. To enquiries after her health, her usual reply was— ' Oh !

brawly, gin 'twarna for the win's ' (rheumatism). Of nothing else

was she heard to complain, but her ' win's ' and want of goodness,
Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Feb. 3, 1900).

WINS, suff. Ags. (Jam.) Towards ; in the direction

of; as ' Dundee-wins.'
WINSEY, sb. Der. 2 nw.Der.1 [winzi.] An engine

for drawing minerals, &c. out of a shaft. Cf. wimsey, 4.

WINSH, see Winch, v.

WINSOME, adj. Sc. Irel. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Dor.
Also written winsom Sc. Cum.14

; and in forms wunsom
Cum.14

; wunsome N.Cy.2 Cum. Wm. [wi'nsam.]
1. Comely

; pleasant, agreeable ; engaging, winning

;

lively, cheerful, merry.
Sc. (Jam.) ; We'll just hae anither roun', A willy waught o' this

winsome ware, Vedder Poems (1842) 142. Sh.I. Shii might be
winsome, bit Gild follow me as shu's no bonnie, Sh. News (Dec. 1,

1900). Abd. Nae that I think, by ony means, I e'er will play sic

winsome times Asyou, ShirrefsFoams (1790) p. xviii. Slg. To busk
your winsome broo sae fair, as emblem o' the spring, Buchanan
Poems (1901) 23. Dmf. Hech, man Jock, but it was a bonnie
prayer, an' awfu' winsome ! Paton Castlebraes (1898) 34. Kcb.
Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 393. Dwn. My ain wee winsome
dearie, Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 126. N.Cy.12 , Cum.14

n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 A handsome winsome young lady. m.Yks. 1

,

ne.Lan. 1 Dor. But there's a winsome jay above, Barnes Poems
(1869-70) 43.

Hence (1) Winsome-fair, adj. attractive and pretty
; (2)

Winsomely, adv. pleasantly ; winningly ; in a cheerful,
engaging way

; (3) Winsomeness, sb. cheerfulness

;

engaging sweetness.
(1) Dor. An' she, so winsome-feair, did vwold Her comely limbs

in green an' goold, Barnes Poems (1869-70) 97. (2) Sc. (Jam.)
Frf. A spell was wrocht about my heart, Sae winsomelie, ah !

winsomelie, Reid Heatherland (1894) 30. Dmf. Looking very
winsomely at Betty, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 13. (3) Sc. (Jam.)
2. Obs. Neatly dressed ; smart. n.Cy. Grose (1790).

Cum., Wm. Nicolson (1677) Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX.
[1. OE. wynsum, pleasant, delightful, joyful, merry

(Hall).]

WINSTER,s£. Sh.I. [wi-nstar.] A disease in sheep.
See Vinster.
The winster is a fatal distemper amongst sheep kept in rich

pastures. It is occasioned by springing or running hard when the
animal is fat. The blood-vessels of the kidneys then burst, and
flow through the intestines, which occasions an instant suffocation,
and proves immediate death. It resembles in its effects an apoplexy.
The only preventative known ... is to turn the lambs, about the
month of August, into a poor pasture, in order to reduce the
extraordinary fatness, which occasions this disease, Agric. Surv.
App. 47 (Jam.) ; S. & Ork.1

WINSTRAY, sb. Chs.1 [wrnstre.] A thin reed by
a pool.

WINT, sb.
1 Cor. 2 Also written windt. [wint.] A

machine for twisting straw-rope. Cf. wink, sb. 1 2.

WINT, sb.
2 Dor. Also written windt. [wint.] A

mesh or row of meshes in netting. w.Dor. (C.V.G.)
WINT, v. Abd. (Jam.) [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] In phr. wae wintye! may mischief befall you.
WINT, see Went, sb.

la

WINTAIL, sb. e.Yks.1 [wi-ntel.] A hare.
WINTER, sb.

1 and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also in form winther e.Yks.1 [wi -

nta(r.] 1. sb.

In comb. (1) Winter apple, a snowball
; (2) — bird, the

fieldfare, Turdus pilaris
; (3) — crack, a wild plum ; a

small green plum which ripens late
; (4) — daisy, a small

chrysanthemum, about the size of a daisy
; (5) — day, obs.,

the winter season
; (6) — dyke, two strong banks ofstone

or earth crossing each other at right angles, erected on
exposed pasture to shelter cattle in winter

; (7) — dyke(s,
a clothes-horse ; a wooden frame for drying clothes
out of doors

; (8) — fer, to free pasture in winter-time

;

(9) — Ash, salt ling ; see below
; (10) -free land, ground

clear of crops from autumn to spring; (11) — Friday, a
cold, wretched-looking person

; (12) — geranium, a
chrysanthemum

; (13) — gillyflower, obs. or obsol, the

wallflower, Cheiranthus C/ieiri; (14) —greens, the curled

kale, Brassica oleracea; (15) — hain, heym, or heyn, obs.,

to enclose pasture or common land in winter so as to

get hay from it
; (16) — hap, {a) winter covering ;

(b)

a large woollen muffler for the neck; (17) — hedge,

a clothes-horse
; (18) — jargonelle, a kind of pear, a

'Tattenhall girder'; (19) — kecksies, the blackthorn,

Prunus spinosa
; (20) — kiln, a kind of faggot

;
(21) —

lites, adverse events
; (22) — lodge, a kind of fir-tree

;

(23) — mew, the common gull, Larus canus
; (24) — peck

or pick, the fruit of the blackthorn, Prunus spinosa ;

(25) — pick-wine, sloe wine
; (26) — proud, {a) of wheat

and other autumn-sown crops or vegetables : too forward
and luxuriant for the time of year

;
(b) cold

; (27) — rig,

to fallow land in winter; (28) — rose, the Christinas

rose, Helleborus niger
; (29)— Saturday, the last Saturday

in October, on which the winter half-year begins
; (30)

— slap, a gap in a fence to allow cattle to roam from field

to field in winter
; (31) — sour, soft curds and butter,

eaten on bread
; (32) — steen, see below

; (33) — straw-
berry, the arbutus; (34) — stuff, winter greens; (35)— Sunday, the last Sunday in October

; (36) — thrush,

obs., the redwing, Turdus iliacus
; (37) — wagtail, the

grey wagtail, Motacilla melanope
; (38) — weed, (a) the ivy-

leaved speedwell, Veronica hederifolia
;

(b) the field

speedwell, V. agrestis
; (39) — wood, deciduous trees

which should be cut down in the winter and not peeled.

(1) Wm. He landed a winter apple in his lug-whol frae aback
o' t'wo' (B.K. ). n.Yks. Ah'll giv thee a winter-apple (I.W.).

(2) w.Som. 1 There's two sorts o' they there winter-birds. Some
do call 'em blue-rumps. (3) w.Yks. 2 A greenish plum, the skin
of which cracks. n.Lin. 1

, Nhp. (W.D.S.) (4) Dev.4 So called

because it blossoms in winter. (5) e.Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1787). (6) N.I. 1 (7) Sc, w.Sc. (Jam.) Slg. Your only hope
they'll now obscure Wi' winter-dykes, Muir Poems (1818) 56.
Ayr. Come awa ben, man. Can ye win bye the winter-dykes?
Byde till I chap up the coal, Service Notandums (1890) 114. N.I. 1

(8) w.Yks. 1 I've hardly ony gerse o' th' land, at I winterferr'd,
ii. 289. (9) Sh.I. The ling caught at this season [before the 12th
of August] are split, and laid in salt, and they remain in the brine
until the end of spring, when they are taken out, washed, and
dried for exportation. They are known by the name of winter-
fish, Edmonston Zetland (1809) I. 240 (Jam.) ; S. & Ork. 1 (10)
n.Yks.2 (11) N.I. 1 (12) Dev.« [So called] from its blossoming
in winter, and because the leaf and scent are similar to some
species of scented geraniums. (13) Chs. 13 (14) w.Som. 1

(15)
Sc. The dung of these in summer, with winter-haining, will keep
the ground in good heart, Maxwell Sel. Trans. (1743) 37 (Jam.).
Glo. Bailey (1721). Hmp. The commoners were also permitted
by the terms of this Act to keep out their cattle the whole year
round, whereas before they had been obliged to take them in in
the winter, or winter heyning as it was called, de Crespigny New
Forest (1895) 48. Som. (W.W.S.) (16, a) Ayr. 'Twas when the
stacks get on their winter hap, And thack and rape secure the toil-
won crap, Burns Brigs ofAyr (1787) 1. 25-6. (b) s.Lan. 1 (17)
n.Yks.14, ne.Yks. 1

, e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.i"^ Lan. There happened

to be around the fire a large winter-hedge, Donaldson Neddy's
Courtship (1888) 11. e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.i (18) Chs. 1 (s.v. Tatna
Girder). (19) Hmp. The sloe-bush or blackthorn, known as
'winter kecksies,' Longman's Mag. (Dec. 1800) 1-78 IW(B.&H) (2o)Ken (P.M.) (21) n.Yks.2 (23) „.Cy: Hunter
Georgical Essays (1803) II. 27. (23) Nhp. 2 [Swainson Birds
(1885) 207.] (24) Sus. (F.E.S.), Sus.1, Hmp. (W.M.E F) (2s)n Yks. 2 Made from hedge sloes after the frost has passed upon
them. Sus. Winter-pick wine serves to while away the time in
a Sunday afternoon in winter (S.P.H.). (26, a) Cum >« w Yks 2
Chs.1

,
s.Chs.1

, Not. (L.C.M.), n.Lin.1, sw.Lin.i, Lei.i, Nh'p/ War 3
Shr.1 The Bam-leasow's gettin' too winter-proud, the corn 66daumust cover a crow, an' that's o'er-forrat fur Febriwerry BdfThe wheat is not liable to become winter-proud on light sands
Batchelor Agric. (1813) 373. Hrt. Ellis Mod. Husb. (i 7SO) Ii'
11. 2. w.Mid. This mild December will make everything winter
proud (W.P.M.). e.An.i Nrf. Longman's Mag. (Nov. x8QS)Ess. Where the crop is rank, or, as we term it, winter proudHunter Georgical Essays (1803) HI. 193. Ken.i, Wil 1 w Som i
Dev. Reports Provinc. (1881) 19. (b) Sus.1 When you sees somany of these here winterpicks about, you may be pretty sure
t'will be middlin' winter-proud. (27) N.Cy 2

11 Lin ] Shr
(Hall.) (28) Dev.4 (29) Sh.I. Manson's Aim. (1900) 26.' (30)



WINTER [5i3] WIPE
Sh.I. After the first of May . . . every winter slap left open,
every neglect of closing a grind, or wilful act of breaking down,
or even scaling, a dike, was liable to a fine of 40s. Scots, Hibeert
Desc. Sk. I. (1822) 203, ed. 1891. (31) Twd. (Jam.) (32) Sh.I.
Winter Saturday. Boys go in ' skakling,' lasses go on the ' winter-
steen,' Manson's Aim. (1900) 26 ; This refers to an old supersti-
tious practice. Any young unmarried person, male or female,
who wished to forecast the future in regard to his or her
matrimonial chances, went alone, when the first winter moon was
seen, to a standing stone, or earth-fast stone within the parish.
And mentioning the names of any young men of her fancy, she
went round the stone three times with the sun and three times
' widdergaits,' at the same time repeating certain rhymes (J.S.

1

).

(33) nw.Dev.1 (34) s.Wor.', Hrf.2, Glo. (A.B.), Glo. 1 Oxf. Have
you got your winter stuff in yet? (CO.); Oxf. 1 MS. add., Wil. 1

(35) Sh.I. Flocks of snaa fowl seen before Winter Sunday (the
last Sunday of October) foretell the approach of a severe winter,
Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 113. (36) Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777)
4^7- (37) s.Cy. So called because it comes in autumn and retires

northward in spring, Swainson ib. 44. (38, a) n.Yks. There's a

lot of winter-weed amang t'wheat (I.W.). Shr. (B. & H.) Bdf.

Nearly covered in the winter with . . . what is here called winter-
weed, Batchelor Agric. (1813) 294. Nrf. Marshall Rur. Ecoit.

(1787). (6) Shr. (B. & H.) (39) Cum.1 *

2. Obs. The last cartful of corn brought home from the
harvest-field ; the person who brought the last cartful.

ne.Sc. The unfortunate ' winter ' was the subject of a good deal

of teasing, and was dressed up in all the old clothes that could be
gathered about the farm and placed on the ' bink ' to eat his supper,

Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 182. Lth. (Jam.) Edb. Now the Maiden
has been win, And Winter is at last brought in, Har'st Rig (1794)

42, ed. 1801.

3. The state of having all the grain on a farm ingathered

;

the feast held to celebrate the complete ingathering of the

crops. n.Sc, Bch. (Jam.) 4. v. To keep and feed cattle,

&c. through the winter.
Sc. (Jam.), Cat.1 Dmb. It occurs very seldom that cattle are

fed on the same ground for twelve successive months, or summered
where they have been wintered, Agric. Surv. 211 (Jam.). Edb.

For wintering young black cattle, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 220,

ed. 1815. Cum.1 He sends his hogs to t'seaside to winter. Wm.
They wintered a hunderd hogs (B.K.). n.Lin.1 I winter'd better

then sixty beas, bud prices is soa low thaay've paaid badly.

w.Som.1 Mr. Stevens do winter his things ter'ble hard ; but I zim

don't never pay, 'tis out midsummer a'most 'vore t'll be a-pick'd

up again.

WINTER, sb.2 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Also in form
wunter Nhb.1 [wi'nta(r.] An iron frame or loose bar

made to fit on to the bars of a grate to hold anything

which is to be heated.

Sc. (Jam.) ; The fireplace still stands with its three broken ribs

and the old winter in front of them, Ochiltree Redburn (1895) i.

N.Cy.1
, Nhb.1 n.Yks. Hing t'winteron t'bars (I.W.). Dur.1

, e.Dur.
1

• WINTERAGE, sb. Ir. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Also

written winteridge Cum.14 w.Yks.1 ne.Lan. 1 [wrntsridg.]

Pasturage for cattle in winter.
Ir. I also took some winterage, Times (Nov. 8, 1888) 5. Cum.14

Wm. He'd a bit o' brass ta draw fer t'winterage o' some hoggs

(B.K.). w.Yks.1, neXan.1

WINTERBOURNE, sb. Sus. Hmp. An intermittent

brook or stream. Cf. eylebourn.

Sus. (W.W.S.) Hmp. From the graveyard itself burst up one

of those noble springs known as winterbournes ,in the chalk

ranges, Kingsley Yeast (1851) i.

WINTERER, sb. Sc. [wi'ntarar.] A horse, sheep,

or cow kept to feed in a particular place during winter ; a

beast taken in to be kept during winter.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Abd. Their mean crops yield little fodder;

their horses, cows, and winterers are starved, Alexander Notes

and Sketches (1877) 124. Edb. In farms where no winterers are

kept, the dunghill is placed behind the stable out of view, Agrtc.

Surv. 41 (Jam.).

WINTERLING, sb. Sc. (Jam.) Also m form winterin.

An ox or cow of one year.

Bch. Gin he gets the cauf e'now, he cud pit it in amo' his ain

winterin' (Jam.).

WINTH, sb. Yks. [winp.] Width. Cf. wenth.

n.Yks. This calico is breead winth (I.W.)

vol. VI.

WINTIE, v. Shr.1 [wrnti.] In phr. wintie or wrangle,
to win at any risk.

WINTIN, see Wantin(g.
WINTLE, v. and sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also in form

wuntle (Jam.) Ayr. 1. v. To stagger, reel.
Per. The auld gude man, wi' bonnet blue, Gaes wintlin' by his

carlin, Sinclair Simple Lays (1813) 38. w.Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. Tho'
now ye dow but hoyte and noble, An' wintie like a saumont-
coble, Burns Farmer's Salutation, st. 7.

2. To tumble.
Ayr. I thocht his Lordship would have wuntled aff his cheyre

[chair] in a fit, Service Notandums (1890) 28.

3. To wriggle, writhe.
Ayr. Him that wintles in a halter, Burns To J. Rankine, 1. 8.

Rxb. He'll wintie in a widdie yet (Jam.). Dmf. An' ye tak thae

wuntlins and tirievies this way, we'll hae tae get the road postet

tae haud ye up, 5/. Patrick (1819) II. 267.

4. To wind round. Cld. (Jam.) 5. sb. A staggering

motion.
w.Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. He by his shouther gae a keek, An' tumbl'd

wi' a wintie Out-owre that night, Burns Halloween (1785) st. 19.

WINTLE-END, sb. I.W.1 [wi'ntl-end.] The end of.

a shoemaker's thread.

WINTLING, sb. Shr.1 [wintlin.] A young, fragile,

undergrown child.

I sid 'im at Betty Roberts's a bit ag6o, Sir, mindin' the wintlin'.

WINTON-MONEY, sb. Obs. s.Sc. (Jam.) Money
given to induce a herd to be careful of the cattle put under
his charge.
WINUK, see Whinnock, v.

WINZE, sb.1 Cor. and Aus. [winz.] 1. A mining

term : a short shaft ; see below.
Cor. When the levels have been driven a considerable distance

from the shaft, the air naturally becomes bad from want of

circulation. To remedy this evil, holes, or short shafts, called

' winzes,' are sunk at intervals from the upper to the lower levels.

These winzes are dangerous traps for the unwary or careless,

extending frequently to a depth of ten or fifteen fathoms, and

being bridged across by one or two loose planks, Ballantyne

Deep Down (1868) 84 ; Cor.2 A communication between two mine

galleries by a partial shaft in the intervals between the two great

shafts. [Aus. He went down the broken winze to poor Ben

Holden, Longman's Mag. (July 1901) 267.]

2. A small shaft with a windlass. Cor.12

WINZE, sb.
2 Obs. Sc. 1. A curse.

Sc. (Jam.) Fif. Wi' bitter winze and ban Cast at the rotten

bang, Tennant Papistry (1827) 186 ; Winzes flung fram angry

lungs, ib. 188.

2. Phr. to loot a winse, to utter an imprecation.

Ayr. He taks a swirlie, auld moss-oak, For some black grousome

carlin ; An' loot a winze, an' drew a stroke, Burns Halloween

(1785) st. 23.

WINZIE, adj. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]
? ' Winsome,' pleasant.

I wat he was warlike and winzie, Duff Poems, 138 (Jam.).

WIP, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Also written wipp Sc.

(Jam.) ; and in forms quhip, wup (ib.). [wip.] 1. v. To
wrap round tightly ; to overlay with cord, &c. ; to bind ;

to tie. Cf. wap, v.
1

Sc. ' To wip the skair of a rod,' to bind a division of a fishing-

rod with thread frequently and tightly brought round it (Jam.).

Sh.I. Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) in. Cai.1 Abd. It was wippet

roun' wi' sheet lead, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (June 25, 1898).

Hence Wippen, sb. binding round the handle of a golf-

club. Sc. (Jam.) 2. sb. A tight twist, as of rope ; a coil

;

a wrapping.
Sh.1. Shu gae da foal a tump wi' her knee 1 da ribs, whin shii

got da wips o' da tedder aff o' his neck, Sh. News (Aug. 13, 1898).

3. A part of a fishing-line ; see below.

Nhb.1 A hair-line by which a fish-hook is attached to a small

line called a 'snood,' which in turn is spliced on to the 'back' or

principal line used in fishing haddocks, &c.

WIP, adv. Nhp.2 [wip.] On one side, askew ; also

in comp. Skew-wip.
WIP, see Whip, v.

WIPE, v.
1 and sb.

1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and
Amer. Also written whipe e.Yks. ; wype Sc. (Jam.)

[waip, Midi, woip.] 1. v. In phr. (1) to wipe one's eye, to
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WIPE [514] WIRE-THORN

kill game which another has just shot at and missed
; (2)— one's shoes, see below.

(1) Brks.1 Nrf. 'Who shot the woodcock?' 'We all had a
pull at him, but the Colonel wiped our eyes,' Haggard Col.

Quaritch (1888) II. vii. Suf.1
, w.Mid. (W.P.M.) w.Som.1 Maister

wipe the pa'son's eyes dree or vower times ; I count he's better
to praichin-n he is to shuttin'. (2) w.Cy. Common throughout
the West, Reports Provinc. (1889) No. n. w.Som.1 'Aay shd
luy-k tu wuy-p yur sheo'z' would be said to a gentleman coming
amongst labourers, as a polite way of saying, ' I should like to

drink your health.' Dev. Often when viewing a place, the man
who shows it insists on actually wiping your shoes with his

handkerchief, ' then you are bound to give him some money for

drink,' Reports Provinc. (1889) No. 11.

2. With off: to clear off, exterminate.
Nrf. What more useful bird can yer find, as wipes off worms

an' grubs as they did ? Patterson Man and Nat. (1895) 99.
3. To strike, whip, beat.
Bnff.1

, Cld. (Jam.) n.Yks.4 Ah'll wipe tha across t'feeace,

w.Yks.5 Fotch him a wipe, he's bin wiping that little un thear

—

if he wur nivver wiped afoar he desarves it now ! s.CUs. 1 e.Cy.
(Hall.)

Hence Wiper, sb. a severe blow
; Jig. a severe taunt or

rejoinder. Bnff. 1 w.Yks.5 That wur a wiper !

4. sb. A blow, stroke ; a smart slap.
Sc. A blow given by accident, or in a careless manner (Jam.).

se.Sc. Lost by war's most wicked wipe Their precious limbs,
Donaldson Poems (1809) 169. Ir. I hit Mary Casey a wipe,
Barrington Sketches (1830) III. xv. Nhb. 1 A blow from the flat

hand. ' Aa fetched him a wipe ower the lug.' Cum. He gev him
a wipe ower t'feass (E.W.P.); Cum.4 Wm. He fetched him a
wipe wi' t'flail (B.K.). n.Yks.4 e.Yks.1 Ah fetch't him a wipe
owad lug. w.Yks.5 s.Chs, 1 Dust waan-t u weyp i)th teeth?
War.3 A wipe in the eye. Lon. I once went to school for a
couple of weeks, but the cove used to fetch me a wipe over the
knuckles with his stick, Mayhew Loud. Labour (1851) I. 39. Nrf.
Emerson Son ofFens (1892) 281. w.Som.1 Ah'I gi' thee a wipe under
the ear, s'hear me ! [Amer. That, says he, a givin of them another
wipe with his fist, Sam Slick Clockmaher (1836) 1st S. xv.]

5. Fig. A sarcastic remark ; a jibe, rebuke ; a hint.
Ayr. Come, come, neighbour, none of your wipes, Galt Provost

(1822) xxxi. Lnk. Their healths war drunk by ilka frien', An'
mony wipes an' jeers are gi'en, Watt Poems (1827) 101. Cum. 1

She gives him many a w ipe about it ; Cum.4 Wm. He pot him
a bit ov a wipe in aboot t'bull (B.K.). e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.)
s.Lan. That's a wipe for him. He gan 'im a reg'lar dry wipe
(S.W.). n.Lin.1 Nhp. 1

I gave him a sly wipe. War.3 Som. I

likes tha maid amazin, and doant mane et vor a wipe, Agrikler
Rhymes (1872) 66.

6. A large amount, degree, or extent.
Ayr. I'm hiss'd a wally wipe indeed (J.F.).

WIPE, sb.
2 and v.

2 Som. Dev. [waip.] 1. sb. A
bundle of brushwood tied with several binds ; a faggot
used in draining or fencing

;
pi. a fence of brushwood.

e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 The sides of rough sheds
or 'linhays' are often made of wipes placed on end close
together, and bound to a horizontal pole half-way up. Dev. (Hall.)
2. v. With up : to protect with a shelter of ' wipes.'
w.Som. 1 To furnish a shed with shelter of this kind is 'to wipe

the linhay up.' 'Thick there linhay was so mortal start, I was
a-fo'ce to wipe'm up.'

WIPE, sb.a Nhb. Lin. e.An. Also written wypee.An.1

[waip.] The lapwing, Vanellus vulgaris. Cf. peesweep.
Nhb. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.) n.Lin. 1 Plover are here

called wipes, or pywipes, great quantities Of them resorted in the
breeding season about Hill Dump [in the parish of Messingham]

;

hence it got the name of Wipe Hill Dump, Mackinnon Messingham
(1825)18. e.An.1

[Wype, bryde or lapwynge, upupa {Prompt). Swed.
vipa, a lapwing (Widegren).]
WIPER, see Viper, sb}
WIPERS, sb. pi. Hrt. [wai-paz.] St. Vitus's dance.

Cf. viper's-dance. ' Lor, sir, she's got the wipers ' (H.G.).
WIPP, WIPPANCE, see Wip, v., Whippence.
WIPPEN, WIPPET(S, see Whippon, Whippet, sb}
WIPPLE, v. Sc. Also in form wupple S. & Ork.1

[wi-pl.] To wind, twist, intertwine
; to roll or bundle up.

Sh.I. Da muckle rig is as flat as a blanket fil he [till it] comes i'

da daankie at da fit, an' dere hit's wippl'd fil da haand o' man 'ill

niver get hit aff o' da ert, Sh. News (Sept. 15, 1900) ; Dead men's

banes among da glaar Lie wuppled aboot wi slimy waar, Junda
Klingrahool (1898) 10; S. & Ork. 1 Cai.1 One who had bought a

cheap watch, said that on opening it, the spring jumped out and

wippled round the leg of a chair.

WIPPS, see Wiffs.

WIPPUL-SQUIP, sb. Som. Dev. The hollow green

stalk of the cow-parsnip, Heracleum Sphondylium.
Som. Less common than Limperscrimp, Reports Provinc. (1887).

Dev. Come '11 vind eout, thay'd drinked up tha' cider weth a

wippul-squip, lb.

WIPS, see Wiffs, Wisp.
WIR, WIRDLE, see Wer, Widdle, v.

WIRE, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also
in form weer Abd. [wara(r.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Wire-
bent, the mat-grass, Nardus stricta

; (2) -drawer, obs., a
covetous or penurious person

; (3) -drawn, restricted,

impeded
; (4) -edge, a keen edge, esp. used Jig. of the

appetite
; (5) -grass, the common knot-grass, Polygonum

aviculare
; (6) -ling, (a) the black crowberry, Empetrum

nigrum; (b) the cross-leaved heath, Erica Tetralix
;

(c) the
toughest twigs of ling, used for making the strongest birch-

brooms
; (7) -rush, the hard rush, Juncus glaucus

; (8)

-scale, (9) -shavings, see below; (10) -weed, (a) see (5)

;

(b) the meadowsweet, Spiraea Ulmaria.
(1) Nhb. 1

(2) w.Yks. 1
(3) Nhb. 1 A pump is wire-drawn when

the apertures at the suction end are too small. Nhb., Dur.
Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl. (1849). (4) Oxf. 1

(5) Glo.1 (6, a)
n.Yks.14 (b) ne.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 268. (c)

n.Yks. 2 (s.v. Ling). (7) n.Yks.14 (8) w.Yks. Shoo gate some
wire scale an' started o' scrubbin' one side ov his head, as if

shoo'd been polishin th' fender, Hartley Puddin' (1876) 102
;

Wire-scale is wire shavings made by an iron planing machine,
and are thin ragged lengths of iron like jagged wire, all bent and
crumpled together. They are very rough and ill to handle, and
produce a severe scrubbing effect on any surface on which a
handful of them is used. They are used to scrub and clean
metal-work, such as fireplaces (S.P.U.). (9) w.Yks. (S.P.U.)
(10, a) Nrf, Suf. (B. & H.), Ken. 1

, I.W. (B. & H.) (b) Hmp.
(W.M.E.F.)
2. A knitting-needle.
Sc. (W.A.C.), Abd. (G.W.) Frf. In knitting a stocking with

4-ply fingering wool you should have 69 on the wires before
beginning the heel. Put 34 on the two front wires and 35 on
one, that is 17 stitches 011 each side of the seam stitch, Dundee
People's Jrn. (June 6, 1903) 3, col. 6. Dmf. (E.M.M.) /

Hence stand ojwire, phr. a set of knitting-needles.

^
Abd. (G.W.) ; I dinna min' upo' naething mair, but ... a stan'

o' wheelin' weer ; . . it's tiresome nae to hae a bit shank to tak' i'

yerhan'files,ALEXANDER/oA««j'Gi'AA(i87i)xxxviii. Dmf.(E.M.M.)
3. The stem of any thin-growing, tough-stalked plant

;

a strawberry-runner ; a hop-tendril.
Cum. ' Peats are hard to finnd within reach o' Skiddaw top.

You see . . . it's lost its wire, and peat widout wire in it is nae
use for makking a " low" wid.' I saw that what he called wire
were the rootlets of the ancient undergrowth of years gone by
Penrith Obs. (Apr. 29, 1902) 5. n.Yks. 1 Blaeberry-wires. War. 2 •

War.3 These strawberry wires must be cut. w Wor.1 s Wor l

Shr.» Wimberry-wires. Hrf. (E.M.W.), Hrf. 2 , Glo.i '

4. pi. Part of a spindle ; see below
Cum. 1 The framework on the spindle of a spinning-wheel, with

crooked wires to guide the thread to the bobbin ; Cum 4
5. v. Of a plant : to make tendrils.
w.Wor.1 The 'ops is wierin' ahl over the ground.

6. With aivay : to push on rapidly
; with in, into, or ufi:

to attack vigorously
; to set to work with energy • to < tuck

in
' ; in gen. dial, and slang use.

'

CA
Sh1- T/°"n

J
gh

,\
he WaS ' wirJ.n in '' threshin

§r the corn, Burgess
Sketches (and ed.) 2 Lnk. Wire in tae the beef, Sandy, Wardrop
Johnnie Mathtson (1881) 27. n.Cy. (J.W.), Lakel.2

, Cum. (EW P )n.Yks. They wired in, and got their work done soon (I W ~)

w.Yks. (S.K.C.), w.Yks.5 Midi. Bartram People of Clapton (1807)
225. Not. 1

, Lin.1 Lei.1 Shay did woire into the b'y War 3
Lon. Baumann Londinismen (1887). Hmp. (H.R.) Dor N (V n
(1865) 3rd S. vii. 261. nw.Dev.i '

UOT ' "<*&•

WIRE-THORN, sb n.Cy. Yks Lin. The yew, Taxus
baccata

; the wood of the yew when found buried under
the peat. n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks.24, n.Lin. 1



WIRK [5i5] WISE

WIRK, WIRKEN, see Work, Whirken.
WIRL, sb. Sc. Yks. Also in forms worl Sc. ; wurl

Sc. (Jam.) m.Yks.1 [warl, wal.] A small and harsh-
featured person ; an ill-grown child ; a stunted animal.
See Wirling.

Sc. Mackay ; (Jam.) Abd. (A.W.), Per., Cld. (Jam.) Lth. The
biting frost, though snell an' surly, An' sair to bide, Is scorned by
thee, Thou hardy wurlie, Wi' sturdy pride, Ballantine Poems
(1856) 65.

Hence (1) Wirly, adj. puny ; small
; (2) Wirly-bit, sb. a

short time ; a little way ; a small portion.

(1) Sc. There's nae a pilchard in my creel, Nor wurlie sprat, . .

They're firm and fat (Jam.). (2) n.Yks. Nay, prethee, stay, Nan,

but a wirly bit, Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 621. m.Yks.1 What
a wurly bit o' bread, and nought on't I

WIRL, v. Sh.I. [warl.] To whine ; to be peevish or

querulous. S. & Ork.1

WIRL, see Whirl.
WIRLENS,s6. Sh.I. ' Ourselves alone.' See Lone, adv.

(J.S.) ; Is doo comin' ta gie wis dy help? We hae non' bit

widens twa, Sh. News (Nov. 11, 1899).

WIRLIE, see Whirly.
WIRLING, sb. Sc. Also in forms worlin w.Sc. (Jam.

Suppl.) ; wurlin, wurlyon (Jam.). A puny, feeble child or

animal. See Urling, Wirl, sb.

w.Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Rxb. Haud abye ! ye scruntet like wurlyon

o' the pit, St. Patrick (1819) II. 313 (Jam.).

WIRN, v. Sh.I. [warn.] To become.
S. & Ork. 1 What's wirned o' it ?

WIRP, v. Obs. Pern. To jog along ; to go ahead
;

. only used in prp.
s.Pem. A's wifpin ahead at a mighty rate (W.M.M.).

WIRR, sb., v. and int. Sc. Also in form wurr (Jam.)

Bnff.1 [war.] 1. sb. The growl of a dog
; fig. an angry

answer. Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 Cf. yirr. 2. A fit of bad

temper ; wrath ; roughness. See Tir(r-wirr.

Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 Frf. Time's fit has saftly stown around, An
chastely stamped his hoary seal ; The wirr o' man mints nae sic

boond, Reid Heatherland (1894) 22 ; Gray wa's, an' strong, that's

stuid sae weel The wirr o' man, the brunt o' Time, ib. 59.

3. A crabbed fellow ; a diminutive, peevish person.

Abd., Kcd. A cankered wirr (Jam.).

4. v. To growl as a dog ; to fret ; to whine.

Sc. They winnalet alane, Wirrin' like twa dogs fightin' for a bane,

Donald and Flora, 40 (Jam.). Bnff. 1
, Abd., Fif. (Jam.) e.Fif. A

dog begoud to wurr an' bark, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxx.

Hence Wirring, ppl. adj. crabbed, sour-tempered.

Bnff.1 5. int. A word used to incite dogs to fight. Sc.

(Jam.), Bnff 1

WIRR, WIRRA, see Whir(r, Whirroo.
WIRRABLAA, sb. Sc. A violent but short-lived

exertion.
S. & Ork.1 Lnk. They dunsh, spritt an sproozle wi great

wirrablaa, Edwards Poets, 12th S. 100.

WIRRAL, sb. Wil. 1 Also in forms worral, wurral.

[wa-ral.] The black horehound, Ballota nigra.

WIRRANGLE, see Wariangle.
WIRROO, see Wurraw.
WIRRY, WIRRYCOW, see Worry, Worricow.

WIRSAT, WIRSID, WIRSIT, see Worset.

WIRSLE, v. and sb. Sc. 1. v. To struggle hard ;
to be

possessed ofgreat energy. Bnff.1
, Cld. (Jam.) Cf. warsle.

HenceWirsle-warsle, v. to struggle hard and continuously

;

to be very laborious, ib. 2. sb. A hard struggle.

Bnff. 1 The meanin g is somewhat stronger than warsle. Cld. (J am. )

Hence Wirsle-warsle, sb. a hard and continuous

struggle, ib.

WIRSLE, WIRSOM, see Wissel, Wursum.
WIRTCH, WIRTH, see Wark, Worth.

WIRT-SPRING, sb. Lin.1 [wa't-sprirj.] A loose

piece of skin at the base of the fingernail ;
an agnail

(q.v.). See Wart-spring(s, s.v. Wart, sb. (3).

WTRWIVVLE, sb. e.An. Also in forms whybibbles

Nrf • wirriwibble, wivivvel e.An.1
;
wyebibble, wyr-

vivie wyvables, wyvivvle Nrf. [wa'wivl ;
wa-rwibl.]

The common sea-buckweed, Hippophae rhamnotdes
;
the

berry of the plant.

e.An. 1 Nrf. (B. & H.)
;
(W.A.C.) ; N. &> Q. (1855) 1st S. xi.

487; Nature Notes (Jan. 1899) 12
;
(M.C.H.B.)

WIS, pron. Sh. & Or.I. Also written wiz S. & Ork. 1

;

and in forms wes Or.I. (Jam.) ; wez S. & Ork. 1 [wiz

;

unstressed waz.] 1. We. Or.I. (Jam.), S. & Ork.1

2. Us.
Sh.I. I wid fain believe 'at da Almichty '11 fin some scarr o' guid

i' da warst o' wis, Clark N. Gleams (1898) 16. Or.I. (Jam.);

S. & Ork. 1
; ib. MS. add.

WIS, WISAN, see Wise, adj., Wist, v., Whitsun.

WISDOM, sb. and adj. Sc. Yks. Lin. jwi'zdsm.]

1. sb. In comb. Wisdom teeth, (1) in phr. to pull one's

wisdom teeth, to cheat ; to overreach in a bargain
; (2) the

second set of teeth.

(1) Kcb. That Ayrshire cowper . . . pu't my Wisdom teeth last

fair, an A'm ettlin tae pu his for't this yin, an that's the verra beast

tae do't wi, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 367. (2) w.Yks. (J.T.)

2. adj. Wise, prudent ; never used atirib.

Erf. When I was elected I thought it wisdom to send my sister

upstairs with the news, Barrie M. Ogilvy (1896) 80. w.Yks.

(J.W.) sw.Lin. 1 It wouldn't be wisdom to have them home. I

don't think it's wisdom to do so.

WISE, sb.
1 Yks. Lan. Also written wieze w.Yks.

[waiz.] Of a plant : a set, stalk, haulm.
w.Yks. Tatey wiezes, Banks Wkjld. Wds. (1865) ;

w.Yks.3

Lan. Strawberry-wises (K.).

[Wyse, of strawbery (or pesyn, P.), fragus {Prompt.).

OE. wise.]

WISE, sb.2 Obs. Dev. Pretence ; outward appear-

ance ; in phr. to make wise, to make as though, to pretend.

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 467.

WISE, v. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Wor. Hrf. Also written

weise Sc. (Jam.) ; weisse Sc. ; weize Sc. (Jam.) ;
weyse,

wize Sc. ; wyse Sc. (Jam.) ; wyze Sc. ; and in form wiss

Sc. (Jam.) ;
preterite wus, wuz Nhb.1 [waiz.] 1. To

direct, guide, lead ; to let go ;
to bring.

Sc. Can ye wiss me to the way? ' To weise a stane, to move it

when it is a heavy one, rather by art than by strength. ' To weise

a ball,' to aim a bullet with such caution as to hit the mark (Jam.) ;

Weize a brace of balls through his harn-pan, Scott Rob Roy

(1817) xxxiii; Every miller wad wyse the water to his am mill,

Ramsay Prov. (1737). Lnk. No sae much judgment as wyse the

wind frae her tail, Graham Writings (1883) II. 28. Rxb. To

weise in, or out, to allow togo in or out, by removingany impedient,

as by opening a door. To weise the sheep into the fauld or bught,

is a phr. still used by our shepherds (Jam.). Dmf. I'll weisse a

ball through your sma'-fairns, Hamilton The Mawkm (1898) 165.

N Cy.1 Wise him in. Wise out the horse. Wise the door

open. Wise off your gun. Nhb.1 He wis howkin a seugh ti

wise the watter away. He wus the sheep cot. ' Wise away !

the order given to heave up a winding rope. 'Wise had o —
leave hold of.

; Wise go the reens.'

Hence Wising-crag, sb. a stone guide-post over moors.

w.Yks. Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) xn. 2. lo

advise, counsel.
Ayr. Took me by the hand and wised me to go back, Galt Ann.

Parish (1821) xxxviii. Edb. I wise ye to gang hame and redd your

ain house first, Beatty Secretar (1897) 154- Hrf. Wise me, tell

me, direct me, Ray (1691) MS. add. (J.C.)

3 To use caution or policy to attain any object ;
to get

by skill or cunning ; to manoeuvre, plan, contrive ;
to

work one's way. , . . ,

Sc (Tam 'l Ayr. They were jooking and wising in a round-

about manner to accomplish their own wills, Galt Provost (1822)

iii Lth. Fleech him cannily, an' straik him wi the hair, Tammas,

an' wyse aflf him a' ye want, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 260.

N Cy.1 Nhb.1 ' To wise into company or into favour —that is,

cunningly to wriggle into company or favour.

4 To entice, lure, persuade ;
to beguile ;

to draw.

Sc The fairies sent him to Craignethan s ha, To wize his

daughter him frae, Edb. Mag. (June 1819) 528 (Jam.). Ayr.

Though he was aye kind-hearted to me, he was easily wised,

Galt Gilhaize (1823) iv ; Some folk are san' blin', an' ye see she

wvsed him on, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 223.
_
Lnk. (Jam.)

e Lth The hawthorn blooming, the green spreading meadow,

Wad wyse me to wander, Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885) 147.

5. To draw or let out anything cautiously, so as to prevent

it from breaking.
3 U2



WISE [5i6] WISH
Sc. In making a rope of tow or straw, one is said to weise out

the tow or straw (Jam.).

6. To spend ; to use ; used with away and out.

Abd. She bade me walk erect And weise my strength out man-
fully, Shelley Flowers (1868) 59. Edb. Adam . . . wis'd awa' the

lightsome hours Wi' dressin' trees an' bonnie flow'rs, R. Wilson
Poems (1822) 25.

7. Obs. To withdraw, take away.
Ayr. The apostate James Sharp and the other counsellors . . .

were wised from the rule of power, and . . . men of more beneficent

dispositions were appointed to sit in their places in the Privy
Council, Galt Gilhaize (1823) xxiii.

8. To put ; to slip stealthily.
w.Wor^'Er puk up the money, an' wised it inta 'er pocket, that

sly, you'd a thaowt er'd stole it.

9. To incline, go, slip away.
Sc. (Jam.) Rnf. The day turns mirk, my menseless lay 'S now

wisein' to the gloamin', Picken Poems (1813) I. 97. Lnk. But see,

the sheep are wysing to the Cleugh, Ramsay Poems (1721) 178.
Dmf. They wys'd away To coup the cash . . . For usquebae, James
Kennedy Poems (1823) 80. w.Wor. 1 The lad wised out a the back
door when 'e thowt as none on us sid 'im.

[1. OE. wisian, to guide, point out, show (Sweet).]
WISE, adj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng. Also

in forms waws s.Lan.1
; wice Sc. Nhb.1

; wis Sus.; wisse,
wyse Sc. ; wyss Sc. (Jam.) Cai. 1

; wysse Sc. [waiz.]
1. In comb. (1) Wise-like, (a) sagacious, prudent,

sensible
;

proper, respectable
; seemly, befitting

;
(b)

becoming
;
good- or nice-looking, pretty

;
(c) properly,

sensibly, suitably ; decently
; (2) -looking, see (1, a)

; (3)
•more, a wiseacre

; (4) -right, right in opinion
; (5) -spoken,

wise of speech.
(1, a) Sc. Talking, too, o' thrashin ripe rigs wi' the west wind,

—

may look very wise-like in rhyme, but commend me to the pine-
tree floor, Blackw. Mag. (Nov. 1820) 146 (Jam.) ; This orthography
does not correspond with the sound of the word in Sc. (Jam.) ; It

wad hae been lang or my Leddy Margaret . . . wad hae fund out
sic a wiselike doctrine in the Bible, Scott Old Mortality (1816)
xiv. Cai. 1 e.Sc. It would have been wiser-like to bide at lame,
Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) ii. Ayr. Making some very wysselike
observations on the occasion, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 188.
Wgt. Sae wise-like an' douce, Fraser Poems (1885) 47. Nhb. 1

That's a wise-like dog o" yors. Cum.14 , n.Yks.12 , ne.Lan. 1 (b)
Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Abd. It's an awfu' wise-like bonnet, an' I'm
growin' to hae a richt pride in the thochts o' wearin't, Abd. Wkly.
Free Press (Dec. 1, 1900). Lnk. No' having a wise-like bonnet to
pit on her heid, Murdoch Readings (1895) I. 62. e.Lth. The
wrights were to mak' mensefu' an' wicelike a' the close yetts,
Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885) 238. Nhb. 1 Jack's a wice-like chep
torned. (c) Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. Be sure and drink the minister's
health wise-like, and no stand gaping like a ' silly sumph,' Johnston
Glenbuckie (1889) 30. Lnk. If ye'd dee wiselike I'd hae some
peety for ye ! Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) 39. Slk. For shame o'
yoursels! Answer me wysslike— Hoo's a' wi' ye, lads? Chr.
North Nodes (ed. 1856) IV. 227. (2) Lnk. Our son . . . wal'd a
wise-lookin' hizzie, He scarce cud get courtin', she aye was sae
busy, Mn.L*.RWillie Winkie{e&. 1902) 60. Kcb.TROTTERGatf. Gossip
(1901) 452. (3) Dev.1 (4) Sus. A publican holding forth in the
vestry certain opinions, admitted that he did not pretend to be
wisright (W.W.S.). (5) Ayr. She's a bit braw takin' lass yon,
and a wise-spoken thing forbye, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 102.
2. Knowing, well-informed.
Sc. Ye want ay to be sae wyss, you are so anxious to know

everything (Jam.). Fif. He's ane o' they by-ordinar wice fowk that
come frae the North-side to learn hiz Fifers hoo t'draw wir breath
Meldrum Grey Mantle (1896) 292.

Hence to make one the wiser, phr. to inform one.
Sc. ' I didna mak him ony wysser,' I gave him no further

information (Jam.). Sh.I. Shii said dey wir a man 'at bought da
coo, bit shli didna mak' wis da wiser wha he wis, Sh. News (Nov
6, 1897). w.Yks. (J.W.)
3. In the full possession of one's reason ; sane.
Sc. Anes wood, never wise, ay the worse, Ferguson Prov.

(1641) No. 92 ; Wasna he likely eneugh to be affronted at ane o'
the family keeping sae muckle out o' the wye, as gin she wasna
wise an' warld like, St. Kathleen (1820) IV. 19 (Jam.). Inv.
(H.E.F.) Per. I'm wise enough. It was just one of my flings at
you and the rest of the world, Sarah Tytler Witch-wife (1897) 198.
4. Possessing powers of witchcraft or magic.
Bnff. Maukin skippit aff in fun To a sma' cot, wharein did won

A wife ca'd wise, Taylor Poems (1787) 92. Cor. Dreams had a

great influence on the minds of men . . . and their interpretation

was generally sought from a woman said to be ' wise,' to have the

' second sight,' to have a ' knowledge of herbs,' and the occult

power of charming,' Harris Faith, 40.
Hence (1) Wiseman, sb. a wizard ; a fortune-teller ; a

dealer in astrology and magic
; (2) Wise-wife, (3) Wise-

woman, sb. a witch ; a female fortune-teller ; a woman
who deals in astrology, charms, &c.

(1) Man. An enchantment put into hanks of yarn by the wise

man or the wise woman, Barry Wizard's Knot (1901) 83. Nhb. 1 A
boy hurt his hand with a rusty nail, near here; he was instantly

sent to Winlaton, to see the Wise Man there. His directions

were that the boy had to take the nail to a blacksmith, to be
well filed and polished, and to be rubbed each morning before

sunrise, and each evening before sunset ; by doing this the wound
was cured, Bigge Trans. Tyneside Nat. Field Club (1860-62) V. 91.

Dur.1
, n.Yks.2 (s.v.Pref), w.Yks.124 , Lan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, s-Lan.1 Der.

Th' wise man as lived Whetstone-way might be o' soom service,

Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 53. s.Not. A person with occult

knowledge. It was generally less maliciously employed than a

witch's, whose machinations indeed itwas often used to counteract.
' When folks were witched they went to a wiseman at Bods'orth

'

(J.P.K.). Lin.1,n.Lin. 1,Shr.12, w.Som. 1 Dev. When a black witch
did awverlook or bewitch a body, or send anbury to turmuts, or the

rot to sheep, 'twas the custom in the auld days to seek out a wise man
or woman an' get a spell stronger'n the wicked wan, Phillpotts
Striking Hours (1901) 177. (2) Sc. (Jam.) Edb. Sure, lad, ye
needna gang to a wise-wife to come at that, Beatty Secretar (1897)
39°- (3) n.Sc. Another old man remembers having his side hurt

as a boy, and going to a ' wise-woman ' to be cured, Longman's
Mag. (Nov. 1895) 39. Abd. She had already begun to entice the
confidence of maid-servants, by use of what evil knowledge she
had, and pretence to more, giving herself out as a wise woman,
Macdonald Lossie (1877) xxxiv. Wgt. They sent ... for Bella
Lynn, the wise-woman, to come and see what should be done,
Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 99. Mun. Barry Wizard's Knot (1901)
83. Cla. Near the village of Feakle, co. Clare, there was a famous
wise woman, Flk-Lore Rec. (1881) IV. 116. Nhb. A wood where
old Margery Bell, the wise woman, lived. Margery's reputation
was dark, mysterious, and terrible, Lilburn Borderer (i8g6) 288.
Dur. Longman'sMag. (Oct. 1896)586. w.Yks. (J.W.), Lan. 1 Lin. 1

Some years ago there was a wise woman, who resided at Wing,
near Oakham, upon whom the following couplet was made : 'The
wise woman lives at Wing, She tried to hedge the cuckoo in !

'

War., Wor. The defendant replied that the complainant had
bewitched her, and a ' wise woman ' had recommended the drawing
of blood, Flk-Lore Jrn. (1884) II. 26. Shr.1 Nrf. George deter-
mined to engage the wise woman of Runwich to baffle the Dulditch
witch, Mann Dulditch (1902) 151. Suf. The child pined away, . .

and an appeal was made to the ' wise woman ' of the district,
Flk-Lore Rec. (1878) I. 237. Dor. His wife had been to a 'wise
woman ' at Stallridge, . . whose assistance had relieved him for a few
days, but since then the spell had been too mighty, and as he had
been as bad as ever he declined medical aid as useless, ib. (1880)
III. 288. Dev. Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900) 29. Cor.
Harris Faith, 41.

WISEAND, WISEHORN, see Weasand.
WISEN, v. Nhb. Yks. Chs. Lin. Shr. Also written

weisen s.Chs.1
; wyzen Chs. 1 [wai'zan.] 1. To make

wise
; to enlighten ; to teach ; to gain wisdom by ex-

perience.
Nhb.1 He wis oney young then, but he's wisent noo. n.Yks.2

' They've wisen'd on't,' they have grown wiser on the subject
s.Chs. i Dhaat -)1 wey -zn im ii bit. ' Turn up at committee to-morrow
night, and we'll have some wisening talk.' Lin. Oh, nivver fear
about Ted, he'll wisen as he gets more years. Lin. N. & Q. (Apr.
1892) 46. Shr. 1 v

2, To ponder, meditate, consider ; to plan in one's mind.
Chs.1 A farmer's wife said to her husband, who sat smoking

longer than she thought proper, ' Are you going to sit smoking all
day ? His reply was, ' I'm wyzening, wench ; I'm wyzening.'
f-Chs.1 Ah)v just bin weyznin ubuwt wot dhaat- uwd felfl sed
i)th pilpit th) tudh-Cir neyt. se.Lin. I wisened a bit (J.T.B.).
Shr.1 1 11 wisen upon it.

WISEN, see Wizzen, v.
1

WISH, sb.1 and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.
Also in forms wiss, wuss Sc. [wif.] 1. sb. In phr. to a
wish, in accordance with one's wishes ; exactly, perfectly.

Sc. Every thing succeeds to a wish, Scolicisms (1787) 106; It
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answered to a wish, Monthly Mag. (1798) II. 438. Ayr. Her auld
farrant ways will please to a wuss, White Jottings (1879) a64-

2. An oath.
Nhp. 1

' He took a many wishes,' was an expression used by a
witness in the Sessions Court at Northampton.
3. v. In comb. (1) Wish-bone, a merrythought. Oxf.1

MS. add. ; (2) -me-well, the germander speedwell,
Veronica Chamaedrys. Chs. 1

4. Phr. (1) I didn't wish
it, I couldn't say I did, an emphatic expression of aversion
towards any circumstance

; (2) wish 'ee well, a form of
salutation.

(1) Suf. e.An. Dy. Times (1892). (2) Cor. Well, wish-'ee-well

!

Don't trouble about he, ' Q.' Ship of Stars (1899) 68; Harris
Wheal Veor (1901) 87.

5. To hope ; to trust.
Sh.I. I wiss Benjie o' Norwik minna hae suntin' ta du wi' dis,

Sh. News (Jan. 28, 1899). Ayr. I wish this be na gaun 'ae be a

wat day, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 209. Lth. I'm sad and
wae for the silly wee thing, I wish it be na stown, Ballantine
Poems (1856) 53. Wm. Ah wish God may strike me deed if it is'nt

as Ah say. Ah wish Ah may nivver stir mair ifAh dud say owt
at t'mack (B.K.). w.Yks. (J.W.)
6. To invoke evil upon a person, esp. by power of witch-

craft ; to bewitch. Cf. wisht.
n.Yks. I mak' no doubt that somebody has ' witched ' your stock,

and maybe ' wished you ' as well, Atkinson Moorl. Parish (1891)

103. Cor. I wud go to th' Wise Woman and have'n wished,
Harris Our Cove (1900) 30.

7. To encourage or help a person in his business, esp.

by dealing at his shop ; to assist to.

N.Cy.1 Can you wish me to a customer ? Nhp.1
1 always lay

out my money at Smith's shop, as I like to wish him a penny
when I can. Bdf. 'They have not wished me anything since

Christmas ' was said by a tradesman of certain of his customers.

A servant disappointed in procuring some milk of the butcher's

wife, exclaimed to her mistress ' And after all you wish them with

your butcher's bill' (J.W.B.).

WISH, sb.2 Sus.12 [wij.] A damp meadow, a marsh;
low land in a nook formed by the bend of a stream.

WISH, sb* Wil.1 [wij.] A sty on the eye. Cf.

wisp, 12.

WISH, sb* Obs. Wxf. 1 A dial, form of ' fish.'

WISH, see Wisht.
WISHA, int. Irel. [wija.] Used as an exclamation.
Ir. Wisha ! but I'd gin the world it was mornin', Lover Handy

Andy (1842) vi. Don. Och, wisha, wisha, Pathrick, don't be

foolish, poor man ! Cent. Mag. (Nov. 1899) 44. Mun. Wisha, God
be with ould times, Barry Wizard's Knot(igoi) 80. Ker. Wisha,

'tis the unfortunate divils we Oirishmen are! Bartram White-

headed Boy (1898) 179.

WISHAN, see Whishin.
WISHFUL, adj. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also in forms wishfaWm. ; wishfu Sc. [wijfl.] Desirous,

eager, longing ; anxious.
Sc I am truly wishfu' no to be offensive, Stevenson Ca/nona

(1893) xxii. Edb. Out they gae Wi' hearts an' een sae wishfu',

Glass Cal. Parnassus (1812) 51. Ir. Are you wishful I'd take him

back to the widow Dempsey's, ma'am ! Bodkin Shillelagh (1902)

168. Ant. Slip from in-undher the drippin' leaves Wishful to sing

again, O'Neill Glens of Ant. (1900) 34. n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. He
was wishful to vex Tarn, wi' whom he was gey un-friends, Pease

Mark o' the Veil (1894) no. e.Dur.1 Wm. Verra wishfu to say

soomat friendly to th' owd man, Ward Helbeck (1898) 395. Yks.,

Midi. (J.W.), Chs. 13 Der. Ye was so wishful for that gound

that I thocht as how I'd surprise ye, Ouida Puck (1870) iii.

Shr.2 Lon. 'Er 'usband, o' course 'e come in at the wrong time,

was wishful to 'ave the beef, Kipling Badalia (1890) 5- Ess -

'Taint likely as how she be wishful to a-waddle in that 'ere old

ditch, Longman's Mag. (Jan. 1893) 310. Hmp. Cornh. Mag. (Aug.

1902) 235. Dev.2 Cor. Us was not wishful to introod, ' Q. Troy

Town (1888) viii.

WISHIE, sb. Sc. In phr. neither hishie nor wishie, not

the slightest sound ;
profound silence. Cf. hishie.

e.Fif. I durst na mak' either hishie or wishie for fear o back

fear, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) x.

WISHIN, see Quishin, Washing, Whishin.

WISHLY, adv. e.An. [wi-fli.] Longingly, wistfully.

e An » The lad looked so wishly at her ! The children eyed

the plum-pudding wishly. Nrf. I seed him yesterday a-cranen

over th' wall an' eyen' on her wishly, Longman's Mag. (Nov.

1902) 40.

WISHT, adj. and adv. Gmg. Pern. Sur. w.Cy. Som.
Dev. Cor. Amer. Also written whished Dev. Cor.

;

whisht Dev.3 Cor.23 ; and in forms weest Gmg. Pern.

Dev.; wheesht Sur.; whish Dev.1
; whist Dev.13 Cor.3

;

wieste Gmg. Pern. ; wish Som. Dev. Cor. ; wist Dev.
[wijt ; wist.J 1. adj. Unlucky ; uncanny, eerie, awe-
inspiring ; horrible. Cf. wish, sb.

1 6.

Sur. Forest Tithes (1893) 182. w.Som. 1 No doubt the real

meaning is bewitched or evil wisht, i.e. suffering from the evil

eye. Dev. Do y' know what the ash said to the axe ? Whether
coupled or counter is wisht (unlucky) for me, My wood makes the

haft for to fell my tree, Baring-Gould Spider (1887) xxxii. n.Dev.

The hounds dropped their tails, and slunk along scared, . . sure

'twas terrible wist, Chanter Witch (1896) i. Cor.3 [Amer. Block

Island is rather a wisht kind of a place any way, being haunted by
the ghastly wreck of a burning ship, the ' Palatine,' Flk-Lore Rec.

(1881) IV. 93.

Hence (1) Wish(ed-hounds, sb.pl. spectre hounds; see

below
; (2) Wishtness, sb. (a) uncanniness, witchcraft

;

anything appertaining to the supernatural
;

(b) a ghost ; a

supernatural being.

(1) Dev. Wild tales ... of the wish-hounds that hunted across

it, fire-breathing black dogs, said to course the wide wastes of a

night, driven on by a mysterious hunter, whose horn may be

heard, as well as his call to the dogs, but who himself is rarely if

ever seen, Baring-Gould Idylls (1896) 81 ; In the late midsummer
twilights came the fearful chase of the yelh or wish-hounds—

a

beautiful lady in front, her long hair flying behind her, a pack of

black fiery-nostrilled hounds and horsemen in rear, Madox-Brown
Dwale Bluth (1876) Introd. ii ; In the loneliest recesses of these

hills the cry of the 'whished' hounds is heard, whilst neither

dogs nor huntsmen are anywhere visible. At other times (generally

on Sundays, it is) they show themselves jet black and breathing

flames, Cornh. Mag. (Nov. 1887) 521. Cor. Wistman's Wood . . .

is the very home of the wish hounds, which hunt so fiercely over

the moor, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 29, ed. 1896. (2, a)

w.Som.1 Some result of evil eye ; anything mysteriously unfortunate

is a wishtness. ' I calls it a proper wishtness, vor to zee a poor

little crater like her is, wastin away to nothin, an' all the doctors

can't do her no good.' Dev. Others fancied—the natives notably

—that there was some ' whistness,' or witchcraft, in the business,

Mem. Rev. J. Russell (1883) vii. Cor. A lad dressed up a figure

in the uniform of his brother, who was far away at sea, as a trick

on the housemaid, who, when she came into the room and saw it,

ran away, saying, ' I have seen wishtness ' (J.W.). (*) w.Cy. The

wishtness (Satan) who chased the wicked squire into Modbury
churchyard, dogs and all, for hunting on a Sunday, N. 6° Q.

(1870) 4th S. vi. 370. Dev. The daemon or genius of horror and

dismay. Wishtness is come, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 467; Dev.3

s.Dev. Fox Kingsbndge (1874).

2. Affrighted ; wild ; mad.
Dev. (A.H.H.M.) ; Whilst the fit was upon her, she would look

wished, and point at something, crying, 'There she stands!'

Trial at Taunton Assises for witchcraft (Apr. 4, 1823) in Hone
YearBk. (1832) col. 424. Cor. (A.H.H.M.)

3. Physically weak ; sickly, ill ; haggard, white-faced.

Som. He's a wish poor fellow (L.K.L.). w.Som. 1 Dev. 'Er

idden agwaine vur tu live very long. I never didden zee nobody

luke za wisht in my life, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ;
' A wisht poor

Ubbard.' A comment made on a delicate young man sent by his

doctor to Teignmouth for a change of air, Reports Provinc. (1891).

Cor.1 You're looking pure [very] and wisht ; Cor.3 ' He's very

bad, poor dear. I saw en yesterday, and he was looking whisht,

sure 'nough.' A stock phrase is 'whisht as a winnard'— or red-

wing. The redwings reach Cornwall in late autumn and in the

winter are very thin and miserably weak.

4. Dreary, dismal ; lonely; melancholy, sad ; wretched.

Gmg. Collins Gower Dial., Trans. Phil. Soc. (1848-50) IV. 223 ;

N. Zf Q- (1852) 1st S. vi. 152. Pem. N. & Q. ib. e.Som.W. &J.
Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 'Tis a wisht thing vor her, poor soul, vor to

be a-lef like that there, way all they little bits o' chillern. Dev.

It's very weest now Granfer's tu the ch'yard, N. Dev. Hand-bk.

(1877) 259, 4th ed. ;
(A.H.H.M.); Dev.1 n.Dev. Ott vor dith

luke sa wist ? Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) St. 40. nw.Dev.1 s.Dev.

Fox Kingsbndge (1874). Cor.123

Hence (1) Wishful, adj. melancholy, sad
; (2) Wishtness,

sb. melancholy, mournfulness, sorrow, trouble.
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(1) Cor. Polwhele The Wishful Swain of Devon, in Hunt Pop.

Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 145, ed. 1896. (2) n.Dev. (R.P.C.) Cor.

The Celtic mournfulness which is so pathetic in repose— the
'wishtness' of old days flits across her like a shadow, Harris
Wheal Veor (190 1) 233; Cor. 3

5. Bad, sorry
; poor ; unsuitable.

Dev. N. Dev. Hand-bk. (1877) 259, 4th ed. w.Dev. Wish
weather. A wish stone or piece of timber, Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1796). Cor.2 Tes whisht weather.

6. adv. Very, exceedingly
;
gen. used with ' poor. 1

Dev.3 Cor. It was a wisht poor yield, sure 'nough : there was
hardly a sound one in the whole lot, Pearse D. Quorm, 100; Cor. 2

He's a whisht poor workman.
WISHT, see Whisht.
WISH-WASH, sb. e.Yks. 1 Fig. Foolish, senseless

talk. ' He meead a lang speeach, bud it was nowt bud wish-wash.'

WISHY, adj. and v. Sc. Yks. Also written wishie
Sc. ; and in form weeshie Bnff. 1 1. adj. Watery,
weak. Bnff. 1 Hence Wishy-washy, adj. delicate, tenderly
constituted. Sc. (Jam.) 2. v. To hesitate ; to make
trifling excuses. Bnff.1 Hence Wishy-washy, (1) v. to

make trifling excuses
; (2) sb. pi. slowness in coming

to the point ; circumlocution
; (3) adj. frivolous, unreliable.

(1) Bnff. 1
(2) n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Nae wishy-washies, lad, lat's

hear bedeen ; Ye've news, I'm sear, Shirrefs Poems (1790) 31.

(3) n.Yks. 'A wishy-washy body.' A person on whose word no
credence can be placed (T.S.). e.Yks.1

WISIBLES, sb.pl. e.Cy. A corruption of 'vegetables.'
(Hall.)
WISIN, see Quishin.
WISK, sb. 1 Chs. Shr. [wisk.] A cough ; used only

of domestic animals.
s.Chs.1 Ahy thingk- wi)d bet-ur ky'ee'p dhaat- ky'aay tip 11

neyt fir too, fur 6o)z got-n ii bit iiv ii wis-k ured'i. Shr. 1 Yo'd'n
better tak a bag an' throw o'er the mar' awile 'er Stan's, fur 'er's

gotten a bit of a wisk now.
WISK, sb." Cai. 1 [wisk.] A bulky, untidy wrapping

round the neck.
[Cp. Icel. visk, a wisp of hay or the like (Vigfusson).]
WISK, WISKAR, see Whisk, sb.\ Whisker.
WISKET, sb. Nhb. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Stf.

Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Brks. e.An. Also written
whisket N.Cy.12 Nhb.1 e.Yks.1 w.Yks.23 Lan.1 ne.Lan. 1

Chs.3 Der.12 nw.Der.1 Stf. Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 War.3 s.Wor. 1

Shr.2 Hrf.2 Brks. e.An. 1 Suf. 1
; whiskit s.Lan.1

; wiskit
N.Cy.1 s.Lan. 1

; and in forms whiskut Brks. 1
; wiskut

m.Lan. 1
[wi-skit.] 1. A small stick; a twig. Brks.

Gl. (1852) ; Brks.1 Cf. whisk, sb. 1 2. A wicker strainer
placed over the spigot-hole within'the mash-tub to prevent
the grains passing through into the ' wort.' Shr. 1 Cf.
wist, sb.z 3. A basket, varying in construction in
different localities ; see below.

N.Cy. 1
; N.Cy.2 A basket, skuttle, or shallow ped. Nhb.1 Wm.

Dea nowt but rive taas for wiskcts, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 52.
Yks. (G.R.) w.Yks. 1 A small clothes-basket; w.Yks. 23 Lan.
Theaw'll sken wurr nor a wisket full o' new-pupt whelps,
Brierley Marlocks (1866) ii ; Lan.1

, ne.Lan.1 , e.Lan.', m.Lan. 1

s.Lan. 1 A flat oval basket having a hole for the hand at each end.
Chs. It is said of a forgetful person, ' He's as windy as a whisket,'
Sheaf (1880) No. 1031, II. 27 ; Chs.1 Used for carrying potatoes,
or carrying 'chop' to cows, &c, generally made of ash timber
cloven into very thin layers, or of oziers. s.Chs.1 , Der.12, nw.Der. 1

Lei. 1 A small, flat basket. Nhp.1 A large, round basket with
handles, made of unpeeled osiers ; used in barns for chaff, and
holding more than a bushel : if containing a bushel, or less, it is

called a chaff skip or scuttle. War.3 , w.Wor. 1 s.Wor. 1 A gardening
basket. Shr.12 Hrf. (J.T.F.) ; Hrf.1 A round open basket made
of flat bands of wood. e.An. 1

, Suf. 1 [Wysket, sporiula, Levins
Manip. (1570).]

Hence (1) (a) whisket a whasket, buy a penny basket, phr.
a rhyme sung by children at play; (2) Whisketful or
Whiskettle, sb. a basketful ; a hamperful.

(1) Nhb. 1
,
e.Yks.', w.Yks.2 (2) Chs. Nubbut a whisketful o'

wick snigs, Chs. N. & Q. No. 586, I. 171 ; Chs.3, s.Chs.1

*; A bass; a J°'"er
'

s tool-basket; a satchel of matting.
Stf. (J.T.), War. (E.A.P.), Shr.1

5. The wicker case in
which a stone beer-bottle is carried. Shr. 1

6. A small
parcel. e.An.1

WISLE, WISLIE, see Wissel, Wizzle, Wuzlie.
WISOCK, sb. Obs. Sc. A wise person.
Rnf. He was passive to priests, he was partial to kings, Tho'

counted a wisock in a' ither things, Webster Rhymes (1835) 130.

WISP, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also written whisp Brks. e.An. 1 Hmp. Wil. ; and in forms
whips Ken.; wips Ken.12

; wusp Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Cum.
[wisp.] 1. sb. A small bundle of straw or hay used
for lighting a fire. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) 2. A twist of straw
stuck in a hole in a sack. Lakel.2 3. A handful of

straw put in boots to keep the feet warm.
Lakel.2 Cum. Yer clogs is lucky, but a wusp o' strea'll mek

them fit (E.W.P.). Wm. Mak mi shoes et they'll hod a wisp
(B.K.).

4. Obs. A bunch of twigs ; a ' bush,' formerly used as

a tavern-sign.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; Good ale needs nae wisp, Ramsay Prov.

(1737). s.Sc. Snaith Fierceheart (1897) 54.

5. A torch ; a candle.
Lnk. ' Fie, light a wisp, and look below the bed !

' (The gude
wife lights a candle ; and they both look beneath the bed), Black
Falls of Clyde (1806) 169. Don. Owin' to the torch or wisp he
carries in his hand, he has been called Willie-the-Wisp, Macmanus
Chim. Corners (1899) 103.

6. A small flock ; a quantity of snipe together.
e.An. 1 Nrf. By the river—where . . . several wisps of snipe

had been seen, Haggard Col. Quaritch (1888) II. xv. Sur. Snipe
also visit the place—wisps of them zig-zag up at times, according
to the season, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 83.

7. Anything carelessly bundled together, or thrown in
a heap. Ken.1 ; Ken.2 The cloaths lie in a wips.

8. A term of contempt for anything old or worn out

;

also used fig.
Ir. Thady the Fool that had got some ould wisp of a book he

was houldin', and hummin' galore, Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 95 ;

Me mother, if we don't mind her, will be slippin' the wisp of an
ould cloak off her on to one of the childer, ib. Idylls (1892) 230,
ed. 1895.

9. The nest of a certain kind of wild bee, made on the
surface of the ground. Cai. 1 10. A seton ; a rowel.
e.An.1 Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787). 11. Obs. A
disease in bullocks causing lameness or soreness near
the hoof. s.Cy. (Hall.), Sur. (K.) 12. A sty on the
eye. Cf. wish, sb.3

Glo. 1
, Oxf. (G.O.), Brks.1

, Hmp. (W.H.E.), Wil. J, Som. (W.F.R.)
13. v. To rub down a horse with a wisp ofstraw, hay, &c.
Sc. A fair bride is soon buskit, and a short horse is soon wispit,

Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 66. Lakel. 2
, w.Yks., Midi. (J.W.)

14. Phr. to wisp the shoon, to put a wisp of straw into the
shoes to keep the feet comfortable. Rxb. (Jam.), Lakel.
(B.K.) 15. To roll into a bundle ; to crumple up ; to
twist ; to handle roughly.

Ir. Wisp it up like an ould dish-clout . . . och, look at it, all
erases, Barlow Martin's Company (1896) 106. Der. Ye'r wispin'
tha ribbon, ma dear, Ouida Puck (1870) vi. e.Cy (Hall 1
Suf. (E.G.P.)

; Suf.1 Don't wisp it. Ken. (K.)
16. To walk with a quick, bouncing step.
e.Yks.1 w.Yks. Sho wisped past Morley station at sich a

rackit, Dewsbre Olm. (1866) 4.

17. To ooze out. Wor. (H.K.)
WISP, see Wasp.
WISS, sb. Obs. Per. (Jam.) The moisture that exudes

from bark, m preparing it for tanning.
WISS, WISSE, see Wise, v., adj., Wish, sb.

1
, Wist, v

WISSEL, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Also written quhissel
whissle,whistle Sc. (Jam.) ; wisle Abd.; wistel Sc.Qam )•

wissleCai.1
; and in form wirsle Nhb. 1. sb. Of money:

change. n.Sc. Gie me my wissel (Jam.).
2. Phr. (1) to gel the wissel of one's groat, obs., to get

retnbution
; (2) to go to pigs and whistles, to go to wreck

and ruin.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. Whereas beyont the mark ye've shot
Ye 11 get the whistle o' your groat, Taylor Poems (1 787^1 165.
Ayr. So gat the whissle o' my groat an' pay't the fee, Burns Ep
to J. Rankine (1784) st. 9. (2) Ayr. ' Gone to pigs and whistles

'

means gone to potsherds and small change, pig being the common
word for an earthen pot, Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 7^8. Kcb
Muir Muncraig (1900) 163.
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3. v. To exchange ; to change money.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. Cai.1 n.Cy. Trans.

Phil. Soc. (1858) 178. Nhb. Wirsle me this half-crown (K.).

Hence Wissler, sb. a money-changer. Sc. Mackay.
4. Phr. to wissel words, (1) to talk ; to hold discourse.

Per. (Jam.) ; (2) to exchange words of anger ; to quarrel.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 5. To join in paying for drink ; to club.

Abd. I was as fain as ony there To weet my drouthy throat

;

An' for a wee to banish care By wislin o' my groat, Cock Strains

(1810) II. 117. Ags. (Jam.)

6. To wager, stake, bet. Ags. (Jam.)

[3. MDu. wisselen, to exchange ; wissel, or wissel-banck,

a banke of exchange (Hexham).]
"WISSEN, see Whitsun, Wizzen, v.

1

WISSOME, sb. Obs. Yks. In phr. all of a wissome,

all on one side. MS. note in Meriton Praise Ale (1684).

WIST, sb} Sus. [wist.] A land measure of 16 acres.

e.Sus. In some farms in Saxon times it contained 18 acres. The
measure is still in use (F.E.S.).

WIST, sb.2 Nhp.2 [wist.] A small wicker basket

used in brewing to prevent the malt from running through

the faucet. Cf. wisket, 2.

WIST, v. pret. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Also in forms wis Sc.

;

wiss Sc. Cai.1
; wusht Nhb.1

; wust Sc. (Jam. Suppl.);

pp. wissen n.Yks.12 ; wist Sc. n.Yks. 1 [wist] Knew;
sometimes used as pres. See Wit, v.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Ye wad fain ride the fare-horse an ye wist how,

Scott Rob Roy (1817) xxvii. Cai.1 Weel a wiss, I know well.

w.Sc. I stapped their mouth afore their tongue wist what it was

doing, Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 92. Edb. The thieves

drave on, an' didna wiss Till's crutch amang the stanes play'd

rattle, Crawford Poems (1798) 98. Gall. He saw young Betty

ere she wist, Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 42, ed. 1897. N.Cy. 1

Nhb.1 Aa nivver wusht till doon it cam. n.Yks. 1
;
n.Yks.2 Nobbut

I had wissen.

WIST, see Whisht, Wisht.
WISTA, sb. Sh.I. Also in form wister S. & Ork.1

The weather side ; a cold wind accompanied by rain or

sleet.

A cow is said to be fastened in the wista when it has no shelter.

The Shetland hill dykes were commonly built zig-zag so that out-

door animals might not stand in the wista, but find croog [shelter]

in the crooks [angles] by the dyke or fence (J.S.) ;
What ta Him

'at made you ir ye lyin' here i' da raeginwista for ? Sh. News

(Dec. 24, 1898). S. & Ork.1 'To stand in the wister'—to be

exposed to a cold biting wind, accompanied by rain or sleet.

WISTEL, see Wissel.
WISTER, v. and sb. Obs. Sc. Also written wyster

Per. (Jam.) 1. v. To scuffle ; to be engaged in a broil.

Per. (Jam.) Gall. Ye dang fowk about, an' dadit Them here

an' there ; some like to wister, Lauderdale Poems (1796) 25.

2. sb. A broil, struggle, scuffle, esp. one accompanied by

angry words. .„ , . »,

Per. (Jam.) Gall. The warl's a wearifu' wister, Nicholson

Poet. Wks. (1814) 191, ed. 1897.

WISTER, see Whister, sb., Wista.

WISTY, adj. Lan. Chs. Also written wistey Lan.;

wysty s.Lan.1
; and in forms weisty Chs.3

;
woisty Lan.1

s.Lan. 1
; wyesty Lan.1 [wai'sti ; woi'sti.] 1. Spacious

;

empty, bare ; large.

Lan. Margit showd meh a woisty reawm, Tim Bobbin View Vial.

(ed. 1740) 27 ; Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 Often used in the sense of ' need-

lessly spacious.' Chs.3

2. Fig. Empty-headed ; unstable in conduct.

s.Lan. 1 He's a bit wysty at toimes.

WIT sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Wm. Yks. Lan. e.An. bom,

Cor. Also in forms wot Sc. ; wut Sc. Ir. [wit ;
wBt.]

1. Sense : intelligence ; wisdom ; information.

Sc (Jam ) Sh.I. A'll shflrely be tint da come o wit at Gud saw

fit ta gie me, Sh. News (May 12, T900). ne.Sc. He was clean

daft he ne'er had muckle wut, Gordon Northward No (1894)

iq 7
' Frf She has gear in her pouches an' wit in her pow, Watt

Poet. Sketches (1880) 64. e.Fif. For worth and wut the pndefu'

slut, She cudna haud the cannel till her, Latto TamBodkm

(1864) viii. Slk. Had I but had the wit yestreen That I hae coft

this day, Borland Yarrow (1890) 31- Kcb. Naebody left w. a

nebfu' o' wit Wad reject sic a sonsy wee steadin ,
Armstrong

Ingleside (1890) 178. N.I. 1 Dwn. As he grows aulder he 11 get

mair wut, Lyttle Ballycuddy (1892) 54. Nhb. 1 Wm. Hes thoo

neea mair wit ner gah withoot scarf this cauld wedder? (B.K.)

n.Yks. 1 Ay, he's a sharp chap. He's getten a vast o' wit about

maist things. w.Yks.5 It lukes as if thad noa wit abart thuh.

s.Lan.1 w.Som.1 One of the commonest depreciatory sayings is

—'He 'ant a-got no more wit-n plase God he should,' or again,

' Ant a-got wit to zay boh ! to a gooze.' Cor.3

2. Comb. (1) Wit-begone, dazed
; (2) -hand, the best of

an argument ; the upper hand
; (3) -word, a wise ex-

pression ; an able answer.
(1) Lan. Sittin' so witbegwone 'at Esther went to fan him back

to life wi her apron, Clegg Sketches (1895) 273. (2) n.Yks.2 (3)

He gav 'em t'wit word on't [settled his opponent by his able

answer], ib.

3. Phr. (1) by one's wit, (2) out of (one's) wit, out of one's

senses
; (3) to be nought of a wit, to be no great genius

;

(4) to have one's wityet to seek, to be a fool ; (5) to have wit,

to be reasonable or sensible
; (6) to have wit at will, to

have good sense at command ; (7) to have wits of, to know
of; (8) to hold a person's wit good, to acknowledge him

to be right
; (9) to run between one and one's wit, to fill all

one's thoughts to the detriment of one's judgment ; (10)

to teach one wit, to teach one how to behave
;
(n) without

fear or wit, with a foolish want of thought ; (12) wit is never

enough till it be dearly bought, wisdom can only be bought

by experience.
(1) Sh.I. Ye're nearly pittin' me by me wit, Sh. News (Mar. 26,

1898). (2) Sc. (Jam.) ; The bailies cam' rinnin', clean outo' their

wit, Vedder Poems (1842) no. Sh.I. Da deil stramp ye'll come

i' da hoos, ta ransil an" pit me puir auld midder oot o' her wit wi'

faer, Sh. News (July 20, 1901). (3) n.Yks.2 (4) N.I.1 (5)

Wmh. Ach, have wit, Peter. Man alive, have sense, Bullock

Ir. Pastorals (1901) 90. (6) Sc. He has wit at will that wi' an angry

heart can had him still, Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 397. n.Yks.

(I.W.), n.Yks. 2 (7) s.Sc. Sir John Ramsay havin' wots o' a

private' door got entrance thereby, Wilson Tales (1836) II. 22.

(8) s.Lan.i 12. (9) n.Yks. (I.W.) (10) Abd. See, here's your

father comin' butt ; I'll wad my lug he'll teach you wit, Beattie

Parings (1801) 27, ed. 1873. (n) n.Yks. He gan on with-

out either fear or wit (I.W.). e.An. 1 He did it without fear or

wit. (12) w.Yks.2

[1. OE. wit(t, understanding, sense ; right mind, senses

(Sweet).]

WIT, v. Sc. Nhb. Cum.Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin. e.Cy. s.Cy.

Also written wyt(t Sc. ; and in forms weat n.Cy. Cum.
Wm.Yks. ; weet N.Cy.2 Nhb. Yks. ; wete ne.Lan. 1

; wite

Bnff. 1
e. & s.Cy. ; wut, wyte Sc.

; pp. wot Sc. [wit
;
wit.]

1. To know. Cf. wat, v.
1

Sc. (Jam.) ; She . . . would not wytt where she would be the morn,

Scott Minstrelsy (1802I II. 151, ed. 1806. Ayr. Art thou wakin, I

would wit? Burns O Lassie, St. 1. Lnk. The leein' loon Had

robb'd me ere I witted, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 70. Lth.

What wit we mair than what we see? Thomson Poems(iSig) 71.

n.Cy. Grose (1790) ; N.Cy.12 Nhb. What he did weed he may

well weet. Ritson Garl. (1810) 51. Nhb.1 Cum., Wm. Nicolson

(1677) Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX. n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 All that

time they were witting well of it. w.Yks. I weet full well,

Thoresby Lett. (1703); Hutton Tour to Caves (1781). ne.Lan.1

n.Lin.1 Ther' 's noa wittin' what mischief he'll be efter. e. & s.Cy.

Hence A wit or I -wit,phr. assuredly; forsooth. Cf.awat.

ne.Sc. I wyte I wull dae that wi' a' my heart, Grant Keckleton,

95 Bnff. Awyte, it's been awfu' weather, Andrew, bit it's an ill

win' that blaws naebody gweed, Bnff. Advertiser (Apr. 23, 1903).

nw.Abd. I wyte her squeelin's nae been hain't, Goodwife (1867) st.

13. Edb. I wyt they are as protty hose As come frae ony weyr or

leem, Fergusson Poems (1773) i32
>
ed - *785-

2. Phr. (1) to get (to) wit, or to get wot, to get to know

;

(2) to let a person to wit, to have him know ; (3) to let wit,

to communicate intelligence ; see Let, i;.
1 III. 2 (25, a).

(1) Sc. (Jam.) ; They that speirs meikle will get wot of part,

Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 838. w.Sc. Whenever he got wit of

me, Wide open flees the muckle door, Carrick Laird of Logan

(!835) 277. Slk. If ye gat wit that ony body . . . were perishing,

Hogg Tales (1838) 212, ed. 1866. Nhb.1 Hes he getten wit on't

'at yor here ? n.Yks.2 I had n't got wit on 't. e.Yks. 1 Ah gat wit

o' what they wer gannin ti deeah, an seeah Ah baukt em.

m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.5 Well, well, ah mun get wit somehow or other.

(2) Ayr. ' I wad let you to wut,' quo' she, ' we'll hae nae troggers
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here at oor yetts,' Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 75. (3) Ayr.

You young Collegianers in Glesco ken mair aboot it, I'm thinkin',

than ye would let wut, Service ib. 235. Edb. We did let wit to

a' the nation, To leave awhile their occupation, An' fight the

French, Macaulay Poems (1788) 187. n.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

3. To assure. Bnff.1 4. To decree.
Nhb. 1 It's just been wited that way.
WIT, see Wet, adj., White, adj.

WITACRE, WITAN, see Whittaker, Whitten, sb.

WITAN-ELM,s&. Shr.1 Thewych-elm, Ulmus montana.
The employment of twigs of this tree for purposes of divination

has doubtless given rise to its local name.
WITCH, sb.1 and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.

and Amer. Also in form wutch Sc. I.Ma. [witf.] 1. sb.

In comb. (1) Witch-bead, obs.,a kind of fossil; (2) -beam, the

mountain ash, Pyrus Aucuparia; (3) -bells, (a) the hare-

bell, Campanula rotundifolia ; (b) .the corn bluebottle,

Centaurea Cyanus ; (4) -book, a book of spells
; (5)

-bracken, see below [not known to our correspondents]

;

(6) -bridle, see below
; (7) -'s butter, a yellow gelatinous

substance found on hedgerows, &c, the fungus, Exidia
glandulosa ; see Fairy-butter, s.v. Fairy, II. 1 (12) ; (8)

-butterfly, a large, drab-coloured moth
; (9) -cake, a

cake prepared for the purposes of incantation
; (10)

-carlin(g, obs., a witch; (11) •charming', obs., witchcraft;

(12) -child, a bewitched or uncanny child
; (13) -clover,

see below [not known to our correspondents]
; (14)

-'s cradle, a Lias fossil, Gryphea inatrva
; (15) -doctor, a

person who claims to effect cures by witchcraft ; one
who cures those bewitched

; (16) -finder, one who claims

to be able to find the witch who has cast some evil spell

;

(17) -gowan, ? the dandelion, Leontodon Taraxacum
;

(18) -hag, the swallow, Hirundo rustica ; (19) -hare, a
witch under the form of a hare

; (20) -hat, a steeple-

crowned hat worn by women
; (21) -hole, a swallow-hole

;

(22) -jug, obs., a jug filled with horse-shoe nails and
placed under the entrance of a house in order to keep
out witches ; (23) -killer, a person able to render a witch
powerless to harm

; (24) -('s knot, (a) a bundle of matted
twigs which forms on the branches of birches or thorns

;

(b) a sort of charm
; (25) -ladder, see below

; (26) -light,

a will-o'-the-wisp
; (27) -maid, a girl supposed to be a

witch
; (28) -man, (a) a wizard

;
(b) a ' guiser ' who goes

about on ' Plough Monday
' ; (29) -mark, a mark found

on the body of every witch
; (30) -'s milk, (a) the common

mare's-tail, Hippuris vulgaris
;

(b) the sap of the ' witch-
gowan '

; (31) -'s needles, the shepherd's needle, Scandix
Peclen-Veneris

; (32) -pap, a mole which hangs or projects
from the skin ; (33) -pricker, see (16) ; (34) -ridden,
having the nightmare

; (35) -('s Sabbath, see below

;

(36) -score, obs., a mark cut on a witch's forehead which
rendered her harmless

; (37) -'s stirrups, matted locks
in' a horse's mane ; (38) -stone, a flat oolite stone having
a natural perforation

; (39) -('s thimble, (a) the purple
foxglove, Digitalis purpurea

;
(b) see (3, b)

; (40) -wand,
a divining-rod, usually a twig of mountain ash

; (41)
-wean, a changeling

; (42) -wicken, see (2) ; (43) -wife,

(44) -woman, a witch
; (45) -work, witchcraft

; (46)
•wrought, see (34).

(1) Sc. The Entrochi comprehend a class of fossils. They have
obtained various names, as . . . Witch-beads of the vulgar in

Scotland, Ure Hist. Rutherglen (1798) 318, 9 (Jam.). (2) Dev.
You're like as . . . two purty berries on one witch-beam branch,

Baring-Gould Idylls (1896) 78. (3, a) Sc. (Jam.) Flf. Her
fingers in her basket dippin' Pick witch-bells out, dear daffodillies,

Kingcups and spinks, and livelie lilies, Tennant Papistry (1827)
9. (A) n.Cy. (B. & H.) (4) Per. With his witch-book an' black-

art stick in his hand, Monteath Dunblane (1835) 55, ed. 1887.

(5) Dmf. The lang witch-bracken is stiff and still, Reid Poems
(1894) 161. (6) Sc. Iron collars, or ' witches' bridles,' are still

preserved in various parts of Scotland. . . These instruments were
so constructed, that, by means of a hoop which passed over the
head, a piece of iron, having four points or prongs, was forcibly

thrust into the mouth, two of these being directed to the tongue
and palate, the others pointing outwards to each cheek. This
infernal machine was secured by a padlock. At the back of the
collar was fixed a ring, by which to attach the witch to a staple

in the wall, Pitcairn Crim. Trials (1829) pt. i. 50. (7) Nhp. 1

(s.v. Scoom). w.Cy. They [wise women] prescribe charms, and

collect herbs and ' witch's butter' along the hedgerows, Longman's

Mag. (Nov. 1896) 67. (8) Sc. (Jam.) (9) Sc. (16.) Dmf. The

baking of the ' witch-cake," with its pernicious virtues, is a curious

process, Cromek Remains (1810) 282. (10) Sc. He's ta'en down
the bush o' woodbine, Hung atween her bour and the witch

carline, Scott Minstrelsy (ed. 1806) II. 388. Abd. Saying to hir she

wes a witch karline, he shuld gar her feitt be hett, Turreff
Antiq. Gigs. (1859) 33. (11) e.Lth. The alleged cure [for the

routin' evil] lay in ' digging ane graife and interring ane beast in

it
'

; but such treatment was condemned by the Session under the

head of ' witch-charming,' Waddell Old Kirk Chr. (1893) 70.

(12) Not. There were three witch- children . . . born of a birth,

they smothered 'em i
1
th' bed-clo'es an' buried 'em together, Prior

Forest Flk. (1901) 311. (13) s.Hmp. Why, if ye haven't found

the witch-clover ! Verney L. Lisle (1870) xiii. (14) N.I.1
(15)

. ShJ, A crofter . . . had a cow supposed to be ' hurt frae da grund,'

and an old woman called Maron o' Nort'-a-Voe—a famous witch

doctor—was sent for, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 144. Abd. It might
be hard to say in some cases whether the witch-doctor made most
progress in deceiving others or deceiving himself, Alexander
Notes and Sketches (1877) xxiv. (16) Wgt. He took his boat and
set off to Larne, in the North of Ireland, to bring a noted witch-

finder . . . over to discover who the witches were, and have them
burned, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 122. (^) Dmf. Witch-gowan
flowers are large yellow gowans, with a stalk filled with pernicious

sap, resembling milk, which when anointed on the eyes is believed

to cause instant blindness, Cromek Remains (1810) no. (18)

Cal. Swainson Birds (1885) 54. (19) Con. A dog cannot catch a
witch-hare, Flk-Lore Jm. (1884) II. 258. Cor. Theer's things us
calls witch-hares in these paarts up-long . . . They goes loppettin'

about down lawnly lanes on moonlight nights, an' they draws
folks arter 'em. But if you could kill wan of 'em, 'tis said as they'd
turn into witches theer an' then, Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 66.

(20) s.Wal. Little old women with crutched sticks, ' witch-hats,'
and scarlet mantles or scarves drawn tightly round their shoulders,
Raine Welsh Singer (3rd ed.) 49. (21) Nhb.1 (22) Ess. AT. & Q.
(1852) 1st S. vi. 271. (23) Lan. Harland & Wilkinson Flk-Lore
(1867) 164. (24, «) Rxb. A disease supposed to be produced by
a stoppage of the juices (Jam.). Wm. Them's ' witch-nots,' they're
nut nests (B.K.). (6) Sc. O, wha has loosed the nine witch knots,
That were amang that ladye's locks ? Scott Minstrelsy (ed. 1806)
II. 388. Ayr. She had tried her nine witch-knots on the bonnie
maid o' the Misk, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 188.7) 254. (25) Cor. It

was composed of black wool, white and brown thread, entwined
together, and at every two inches was looped about a bunch of
cock's or pheasant's or moorhen's feathers, set alternately. ' This
be a witch-ladder,' she said, . . ' I reckon thickey witch-ladder be
made for Lawyer Physic. . . Her hev' wove and knotted into
thickey ladder every ill her can mention. There be every kind
o' pains and aches in they knots and they feathers ; and when
gran'mother hev' done the ladder, her'll tie a stone to the end and
sink it i' Dosmare Pool, and ivery ill wish ull find a way, one aftir
the other, to the j'ints and bones and head and limbs o' Lawyer
Physic. See if they don't. . . Go to Dosmare Pool and look into
the water, and you'll see there'll come up a soort o' bubble, and
when her comes to the top her's gone—them is the ill wishes
other volks ha' tied in the witch-ladders they've let down there '

Baring-Gould Curgenven (1893) xxi. (26) Nhb. It had an ill

name for witch-lights, or will o' the wisps, which, as is usual in
all marshy places, were frequently seen here and there about its
vicinity, Jones Nhb. (1871) 142. (27) Cor. The witch-maid in
her rolling boat, and the ghastly crew on the deck of the black
ship, Quiller-Couch Spanish Maid (1898) 271 (28 a) s Chs *

(A) Nhp.* (29) Sc. They pricket her body frae head to heel, To
find the witch-mark out, Vedder Poems (1842) 230. Frf There
were three kinds or varieties of the witch-mark, (1) the horn-mark
which was very hard; (2) the brief-mark, which was very small'
and (3) the feeling-mark, in which there was a sense of pain'
Lowson Gutdfollow (1890) 14. (30, a) Lan. (B. & H.) tb) Sc'
(Jam.) Dmf. Cromek Remains (1810)110. (31) Nhb 1 (32) Chs i

(33) Gall. Malise MacKim, a witch-pricker, . . peering into
ladies' eyes for sorceries and scanning their lips for such signs of
the devil as lurk in the dimples of their chins ! Crockett Black
Douglas (1899) 5°- (34) n-Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) (3S\
Frf. Satan was to hold his Witch Sabbath, said Sabbath being a
gathering of all the witches in Scotland on the evening between
the first Friday and Saturday in the month of April, Lowson
Guidfollow (1890) 114. Per. To play their part with the rottens
and bats and howlets at the foul play of a ' witch's Sawbath '
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Sarah Tytler Witch-wife (1897) 49. (36) Sc. (Jam.) Gall.
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (37) Shr.l (38) e.Yks.i Tied to
door-keys to keep witches away from the cottage. Der. The old
soul have a bit of belief like in witch-stones, and alius sets one
aside her spinnen'-jenny so that the thrid shanna knot nor break,
Ouida Puck (1870) vi. (39, a) s.Sc. The witches thimmels that
grew near Howemeadow's-well, Watson Border Bards (1859)
195. Ayr. The muir-cock churrs and the witch thummles grow,
rankly bonnie, Service Noiandums (1890) 99. Twd. The mother
went to the crags, and pulled some witches thimbles or foxglove,
Edb. Mag. (Apr. 1820) 344 (Jam.). Dmf. Drink spring water out
of the witches thimbles on the foxter-leaves, Hamilton The
Mawhin (1898) 175. Nhb.i (6) n.Cy. (B. & H.) (40) n.Yks.2

,

ne.Lan. 1
(41) Ayr. Was it a fairy, a brownie, or a witch-wean ? . .

Its general appearance was almost sufficient to lead him to suppose
it was a witchwean, as it lay there with its wee thrawn face
blinking uncomfortably at the obtrusive light, Johnston Glenbuckie
(1889) 101. (42) sw.Lin.i (s.v. Wicken). (43) Per. Let the bairn
have nothing to do with the witch-wife, and if he dies, he dies,
Sarah Tytler Witch-wife (1897) 18. Ayr. Galt Ann. Parish
(1831) vii. Kcb. There was a wutch-wife they ca't Marjory
McGachan, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 129. Ir. Old Mother Deb,
a witch-wife gaunt and grim, Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 130.
Nhb. Gane after a witch wife, it's promised him rare things,
Jones Nhb. (187 1) 124. Cum. The witch-wife works ye fun aneuf,
An' ye shall hae ye're fill, Burn Ballads (ed. 1877) 61. Lan.
What hast thou to do wi' witch-wives, whimsy-whamsies, an'
crocodile's tears? Ackworth Preachers (1901) 128. (44) Gall. I

have come ... to warn you against this foreign witch-woman,
Crockett Black Douglas (1899) 33. Lan. The witch-woman !

Duck her! To th' pond wi' her! Ackworth Preachers (1901)
J^3- (45) Cor. 'Tis wilch-work what she's a doin', if ever there
was such, Quiller-Couch Spanish Maid (1898) 268. (46) n.Yks.2

2. Phr. (1) as fou' as a witch, very drunk
; (2) as ill —

,

very ill
; (3) black witch, a malevolent witch

; (4) she
witch, a witch

; (5) to cross a witch above the breath, see
below ; see Score, v.

1
2.

(1) Gall. Kirrcormock himsell was as fou' as a witch, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 79, ed. 1876. (2) s.Chs. I am as ill as a witch
(A.G.F.). (3) Dev. Mother Tab . . . was a black witch that never
done a gude deed in man's memory, Phillpotts Striking Hours
(1901) 154. (4) Cor. Below was the Cap'n with this she-witch,
Harris Our Cove (1900) 203. (5) Sh.I. To cross witches above
the breath, i.e. on the forehead so as to draw their drflrie [blood]
with a steel noraleg, deprived them of their power to hurt, Spence
Elk-Lore (1899) 123.

3. A game ; see below. Cf. Mother, mother, the pot boils

over, s.v. Mother, sb.
1 8 (4).

Lon. Gomme Games (1898) II. 394. Suf. Suf. Flk-Lore, 62, in

Gomme ib. 395. Ken. Gomme ib. 394-5. Sur. Flk-Lore Pec. V. 88,

in Gomme ib. 395. Dev. This game is played by nine children.

One is chosen as Mother, seven are chosen for her children, and
the other is a Witch. . . The Mother . . . names the children by the

days of the week. . . [She] then goes away, and the Witch
advances saying— ' Sunday, your mother sent me for your best

bonnet, . . fetch it quick.' Sunday goes away, and the Witch
then seizes Saturday and runs off with her. The Mother re-enters,

and names the children again, . . misses Saturday, and says

—

'Where's Saturday?' The children all cry and say—'The old

witch has got her.' This part is then repeated until the Witch
has taken all the children and put them in a corner one by one,

and stands in front to guard them. The Mother sets out to find

the children [dialogue ensues]. The children then burst out

from behind the Witch, and they and the Mother run after her,

crying out ' Burn the old witch.' They continue chasing the

Witch till she is caught, and the child who succeeds in catching

her, takes the part of the Witch in the next game, ib. 391-2.

Cor. Flk-Lore Jrn. V. 53-4, in Gomme ib. 392-4. [For further

particulars see Gomme ib. 391-6.]

4. A wizard.

Sc. Mr. Giden Penman, curat at Creighton, was well known to

be a witch, Kirkton Ch. Hist. (1817) 190. Abd. In 1607, James
Mar said of Andro Paull that he was ane commoun witche, and

cum of witchis, Stuart Eccl. Rec. (1846) xxxiii. Edb. There was

a man condemned for a witch—a very simple fellow : but he was
reprieved, Maidment Spott. Miscell. (1844-5) II. 93. Ker. She

was fit to jump out of her shkin for the little witch of a man,

Bartram Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 23. w.Yks.]s , ne.Lan. 1 Cor.

Thomas , it must be remembered, was only a 'witch.' The

term is applied equally to men as to women. I never heard any

VOL. VI.

uneducated person speak of a 'wizard.' There appears [sic] to
be, however, some very remarkable distinctions between a male
and a female witch. The former is almost always employed to
remove the evil influences exerted by the latter, Hunt Pop. Rom.
w.Eng. (1865) 315, ed. 1896. [Amer. Well ! he's a witch ! Sam
Slick Clockmaker (1836) 3rd S. viii.]

5. A moth.
ne.Sc. Moths were called ' witches ' and were looked upon with

a sort of undefinable dread, as being very uncanny, Gregor Flk-
Lore (1881) 147. Bnff. 1

6. The lemon sole, Pleuronectes microcephalus.
Lin. Grimsby Fish market. . . Witches 28s. to 30s. per box,

Eastern Evening News (Aug. 3, 1889) 3, col. 1. Sus. (F.E.S.)
7. v. To bewitch.
Sc. I was witched to a ghastly shape, All by my stepdame's

skill, Scott Minstrelsy (ed. 1806) III. 71. Sh.I. Shu aye spak o'

witchin', bit if shu can du onything dat wye, I widna laek ta

be i' Arty's place, Sh. News (Aug. 14, 1897). Kcd. She's witched
a chiel, Grant Lays (1884) 197. Per. She was witched by Auld
Meg o' Ashintrool, and Black Kate o' Parson-lees, Monteath
Dunblane (1835) 51, ed. 1887. Lnk. Thou's gotten skaith, some
auld wife has witcht thee, Graham Writings (1883) II. 57. Wgt.
If it [a cow] appeared to be witched they made a thick rope ot

green lint, and forming it into a circle or ring, held it up and
drove the sick animal through it three times, twice forwards and
once backwards, in order to break the spell, Saxon Gall. Gossip

(1878) 351. Nhb. Yon Fiddler witched ma heels, Rhys Fiddler

of Came (1896) 171. n.Yks. 1
, w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Aw mun ha

bin witched i' mi cradle, Clegg Sketches (1895) 299. ne.Lan. 1
,

s.Lan. 1
I. Ma. ' You'll not wutch him?' 'I'll never touch him,'

says Mrs. Banks, Brown Witch (1889) 86. Chs. 1 A witch named
Ailse Cawley, who lived in a low, thatched, white cottage on the
Kelsall hills, kept a toad in a teacup on her bed, with which she
witched folk. s.Chs. 1 Naay, goa* yiir wee'z streyt of ta skbo, (in

dii)nu yoa 1 see - nuwt tu dhem naas'ti jip'siz u)top" u Brnvli
Leyii; du)nu yoa' gu neyur iim naay, wiin -)yu, els dhi)n mee'bi
wich- yii. Not. If he didn't behave hissen different the first person
I witched suld be him, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 18. Lin. The
witch witched her old lover's cattle, Lin. N. tf Q. I. 247. Nrf.

Mor ! that pig is witched, Emerson Marsh Leaves (1898) 156.
Wil. He were 'witched, everything went ill wi' he, Tennant Vill.

Notes (1900) 22. Son, He do talk loudly that somebody have
a-witched un—he! Raymond No Soul

(

1899) 129. Dev. I'll witch
'ee, sure 'nough, if 'ee go blatherin', Ford Posile Farm (1899) 106.

Cor. The boat's witched, sure enough, Harris Our Cove (1900) 81.

[Amer. Y'u've 'witched me gal! Fox Vendetta (1900) 78.]

Hence (1) Witching, sb. witchcraft
; (2) Witch-piss, sb.

weak, diluted ale, &c.
(1) Lnk. Nelly at witchin's gained the knack,WattPoems( 1827) 58.

Yks. There's many don't likewhching,Longman'sMag. (Oct. 1895)
643. (2) Wm. Co this yal ! It's neea better ner witch-piss (B.K.).

WITCH, sb.2 Som. Dev. [witf.] 1. A young elm.
Dev. He must dig up all the imps . . . and clear off all the witches

(young elms), N. tf Q. (1857) 2nd S. iii. 195. [Wyche, tre,

ulmus {Prompt.).]

2. Comp. Witch-tree, the wych-elm, Ulmus montana.
w.Som.1

WITCH, sb.3 w.Yks.2 [witf.] A slip of wood or other
material used to prevent the contact of two plain surfaces.

It is not the same thing as a wedge. A witch would be used
to separate the scales of a knife.

WITCH, sb.
4 n.Cy. Yks. [witf.] A small candle to

make up the weight of a pound.
n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) w.Yks.2 Well, it is a witch

of a candle!

WITCH, sb.5 Obs. . w.Yks.3 A machine which stood

on the top of a loom and was used to figure the cloth.

WITCHCRAFT, sb. Nrf. A witch.
In the distance I mistook her for an old ' witchcraft ' gathering

herbs, Emerson Lagoons (ed. 1896) 207 ; You pay 'nother old
witchcraft ter take orf the spell, ib. Wild Life (1890) 95.

WITCHEFT, sb. n.Cy. Written whitcheft. [Not
known to our correspondents.] Art ; cunning. (Hall.)
WITCHEN, sb. Yks. Chs. Nhp. Wor. Also written

wychen Chs.13
[wi'tfan.] The mountain ash, Pyrus

Aucuparia. Cf. quicken, sb., wiggen.
w.Yks.2 (s.v. Wiggin), Chs.13 Nhp. The rooks where yonder

witchens spread Qwawk clamorous, Clare Village Minst. (1821)
II. 121 ; Nhp.2, Wor. (B. & H.)

3X
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WITCHERD, see Wet-shod.
WITCHERY, sb. Sc. Cum. Not. [wi-tjari.] Witch-

craft ; a tale of witchcraft.
Sh.I. What he could see i' ta Osla, da Loard only kens. I pit

hit doon fir witchery, Sh. News (June i, 1901). Gall. [She]
Could tell her tale or lilt her sang, 'Bout deeds o' weir in former
days, Or lovers' dools on Scotland's braes, Wi' weirds and
witcheries aft atween, Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 40, ed. 1897.
Cum. News o' Lizzie's witchery Hes travell'd far an' wide, Burn
Ballads (ed. 1877) 62. Not. He war seen, an' he warn't seen, all

of a moment. There's been witchery in't, woman's witchery, tek
my word for't, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 202.

WITCH-HAZEL, sb. Sc. Yks. Chs. Won Ess. Wil.
Som. Dev. Also in forms witches' hazel Sc. ; witch-
halse w.Som. 1 Dev.4

; -hazzle Chs. 1
; wych-hazle Wor.

1. The wych-elm, Ulmus montana. See Witch, sb.2

Chs.1 Wor. Ropes made of the rhind of the wych-hazle,
Marshall Review (1818) II. 349. Wil.1, w.Som.1

, Dev.4

2. The mountain ash, Pyrus Aucuparia.
Sc. With witches' hazel in each steel cap, In scorn of Soule's

gramarye, Scott Minstrelsy (ed. 1806) III. 264. w.Yks. 1

3. The hornbeam, Carpinus Belulns. Ess. (B. & H.)

WITCHIECLOCK, sb. Sh.I. A kind of beetle.
They [Finns] could assume the appearance of a beetle, hence

we have to this day the witchie-clock and the tur-diel, two kinds
of beetles, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 20.

WITCHIFY, v. Shr.1 Glo. 1 w.Cy. (Hall.) [witfifai.]
To bewitch ; to practise witchcraft.

WITCHINGDOCKEN, sb. Obs. Ayr. (Jam.) An old
woman's name for tobacco.

WITCHLIN, ppl. adj. Nhp. 2 [Not known to our
correspondents.] Unsteady, shaking.

WITCHUCK, sb. Or.I. [wi'tjak.] The sand-martin,
Colile riparia. (Jam.); Swainson Birds (18&5) 57 ; S.& Ork. 1

WITCHUT, see Wet-shod.
WITCHWOOD, sb. n.Cy. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Cum. Yks.

Suf. Also written wych-wood Cum. ; and in form wutch-
wood Nhb.1 [witjwud.] 1. The mountain ash, Pyrus
Aucuparia ; the wood of the tree.

N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 Two pieces were tied in form of a cross to guard
against witchcraft. Dur. Flk-Lore Rec. (1879) VII. 205. Cum.1

Introd. 21. Yks. The heart thus prepared was to be burnt on
a fire made and fed with witchwood, Henderson Flk-Lore (1879')
vi. n.Yks. 1

, ne.Yks.1

2. The wych-elm, Ulmus montana. Cum. (B. & H.),
n.Yks.2 Hence Witchwood-day, sb. May 13th.

n.Yks.2 'Witch wood day' is the 13th of May, when (under
certain formalities) pieces of Rowan tree are gathered ; . . really
answers to the 2nd of May (old style), which was the Eve of the
Invention by St. Helen of the Holy Cross.
3. The wood of the elder, Sambucus nigra. Lakel. (B.K.)
4. The spindle-tree, Euonymuseuropaeus. Suf. (B.&H.)
WITCHY, as)'. Sc. [wrtji.] Witch-like; bewitching.
Sh.I. I might a kent 'at we wir ta misfore som' wye or idder,

whin Peggy Tamasin cross'd my rod as I wis comin' ta da noost,
an' dan cried wi' yon skilderid tongue o' hers, ' Dat's a moderate
night, William.' I could a seen hir at da melishen. I wis dat
pervokit at da witchy vind o' her, at I niver spak, Sh. News (Feb.
4, 1899). Frf. The witchy marble, Barrie Tommy (1896) xv.

WITE, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Glo. Also written white n.Cy. Cum. Chs.

;

whyte Cum. ; wight Sc. ; wyte Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.2 Nhb. 1

Cum.4 n.Yks. 1
; and in forms wait Yks. ; waite Sc. (Jam.)

w.Yks. ; weight Dur. e.Yks.1
; weyte Cum. ; wyt Sc.

[wait.] 1. v. To blame ; to lay the blame on ; to accuse;
to twit or reproach with.

Sc. Ye need na wite me with that (Jam.) ; Nae man can wyte
me wi' theft, Scott Rob Roy (1817) xviii. Sh.I. Dey sood be
shure 'at der no as muckle ta wyte as da merchan's, Sh. News
(Feb. 25, 1899). Cai.1 Abd. Some wyte the lass, and ithers
blame the lad, Shirrefs Poems (1790) 67. e.Fif. I never wytit ye
for that, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxx. Dmf. I hear mony ane
gaun bye wytin' ye sair, Ponder Kirkcumdoon (1875) 22. Wgt.
She wytes me for three barley scons, And eats them a' hersel',
Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 208. N.I. 1

, N.Cy.12 , Cum. (EWP)—
., Wm. Nicolson (1677) Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX.
(Hall.) n.Yks.1

; n.Yks. 2 They cannot wite me wi' liquor.

Cum,
Yks

e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703).

ne.Lan.1
, Chs. (P.R.)

Hence (1) wile me, phr. an expletive
; (2) Witer, sb. an

accuser ; one who blames another.

(1) Sh.I. Wyte me. Doo widna be right if doo didna du dat,

Sh. News (June 23, 1900). (2) Sc. Mackay. Cld. (Jam.)

2. Obs. To bear the blame.
Sc. A' things wyte that na well fares, Ferguson Prov.

(1641) No. 106.

3. sb. Blame ; accusation.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Giving foul linens all the wite, Colvil Wliigs

Supplic. (ed. 1796) 1. 1175. Sh.I. Doo needna cast da wyte apo'

me, Sh. News (Oct. 15, 1898). Or.I. (S.A.S.), Cai. 1 ne.Sc. Am
I tae blame? Ha'e I the wyte o't? Gordon Northward Ho (1894)
183. e.Sc. I dinna ken whether that had the wyte o't, Strain
E/mslie's Drag-net (1900) 270. Per. Na, na. There maun be nae
Ickeybod ! An' nae wite t'ey kirk, Cleland Inchbracken (1883)

148, ed. 1887. S -Sc -
1'" tak a ' tne wyte frae your mother for

keepin' you, Wilson Tales (1836) III. 222. Dmf. Light's the

wyte that's yours, my bairn, Thom Jock o' the Knowe (1878) 82.

n.Cy. Don't lay the wite on me (J.H.) ; N.Cy.2 Nhb.i Aa'll tyek
the wite on't. Dur. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870). e.Dur.1 He
got the wyte on't. Cum. 4 w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caws (1 781).
ne.Lan. 1

, Glo.12

Hence (1) Witeless, adj. blameless
; (2) Witeworthy,

adj. blameworthy.
(1) Sc. (Jam.); If all be well, I's be wyteless, Kelly Prov.

(1721) 202. Fif. We tak your Lordschip to wittnes be thir our
present lettres, that we ar wytles, Melvill Autobiog. (1610)
578, ed. 1842. Hdg. Ritchie St. Baldred (1883) 192. (2) Sc.
Mackay. Cld. (Jam.)
4. The fault; the cause of any ill.

It's a' your wyte I've sic a wee bannock, Chambers Pop.
Rhymes (ed. 1870) 384. Sh.I. Stewart Tales (1892) 254. Abd.
Blames her goodman fan it's a' her ain wyte, Alexander Ain Flk.

(1882)237. Rnf. Ablins it's the miller's wyte, I ken he loe's a
gill, Webster Rhymes (1835) 200. Bwk. Defamed him, an'
shamed him, Glide kens hoo great their wyte ! Chisholm Poems
(1879) 95. Gall. And me in a manner a' the wyte o't, Nicholson
Hist. Tales (1843) 88. Nhb.1 It was na maa wyte, aa's sure.

5. A fine ; a punishment ; a forfeit.
Cum. Od whyte leet on him ! Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 6.

n.Yks.2 ' Tak thy wite out of his skin ' [give him a good drubbing].
ne.Lan. 1

6. A wrong ; an injury.
Per. ' Ye hae na come naar her this three month come Sawbith,

for a' the wite ye hae wrocht her.' ' What's the wite, mother ?

Is she no weel ?
' Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 49, ed. 1887.

7. A markj a blemish. n.Yks.2

[1. OE. wttan, to reproach with ; to blame for (Sweet).
5. wite, a punishment, fine (*&.).]

WITE, see Weight, sb.
1
*, White, v.", int., Wight, adj.

WITEE-WITTE-WAY, see Widdy-widdy-way.
WITH, sb. 1 and v. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Eng. and

Amer. Also in forms weeth Wil. ; withe Sc. Cum. Nhp >

OxfV> Suf. I.W. 1 Wil. and Amer. ; wythe Cum.14 Hrt. Suf>
[wi5; waitS.] 1. sb. A twisted band, usually of willow
employed to bind faggots. See Withy.
Nhp.1 Shr. Ray (1691) ; Shr.12

, Hrf. 1
, Brks.l, Suf. (C T 1,

Suf.1 Hmp.i We'd better fetch some withs and tie they bavins
I.W. 12 Wil. Britton Beauties (i8s5).

*

2. A twig ; a rod ; a willow wand.
Dmf. Yer withe plied thus micht tend tae guide Yer fallow man,Quinn Heather (1863) 24. n.Yks.2, n.Lan.1 Shr.i A tough

pliant twig, as of Honeysuckle or Willow. < Yo'n find as 'onev-
suckle withs maken the best wrathes.' Glo.1

, w.Cy. (Hall )
3. A name given to any species of willow.
Cum. The name Wythorp is supposed to be derived from thewythes or willows growing there, Hutchinson Hist. Cum (na*}

II. 123 ;
Cum.1 Introd. 21 ; Cum. 4 (s.v. Willies), War> Shr

(K.B.) *

4. The straw band used to bind a sheat.
s.Chs.1 Ah waan't dhi tu mar widh-z.

5. The thin, tough end of a flitch of bacon, near the
shoulder. Oxf.1

6. Comp. (1) With-band, sb. a 'gird'
or 'binder' made of twigs; (2) -bed, (3) -s-land, a wfllow
plot or plantation

; (4) -tree, the round-eared willow, Salix
aurita. '

(1) n.Yks.2 (2) Wil. Outside the village are the grey-green
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withe-beds cut and pollarded every seven years, Tennant Vill.

Notes (1900) 121. (3) Cum. N. & Q. (1873) 4th S. xii. 402. (4)
sw.Cum. (B. & H.)

7. v. To bind with a ' with.'
Hrt. Others . . . will drive it one stake and wylhe it about the

tree, Ellis Pract. Farmer (1750) 152. [Amer. If their fences . . .

aint [good] they ought to stake 'em up, and withe them well, Sam
Slick Clockmaker (1836) 1st S. xvi.]

WITH, sb.2 Wm. Yks. [witS.] A wood.
Wm. Kirby Stephen Messenger (1891). w.Yks. Lucas Stud.

Nidderdale (c. 1882) 291.

[Cp. ON. vitfr, a wood, forest (Vigfusson).]

WITH, prep. Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. [witS ; wi.] I. Dial.forms : (1) Ooth, (2) Ud, (3) Wa(h,
(4) Way, (5) We, (6) Wee, (7) Weh, (8) Wey, (9) Wi.(io)
Wid, (11) Wie, (12) Wih, (13) Win, (14) Wis, (15) Wit,
(16) Wiv, (17) Wo(h, (18) Woo, (19) Wouth, (20) Wouv,
(21) Wu, (22) Wud, (23) Wuth, (24) Wuv.

(1) w.Wor. He come down ooth a crash, Berrow's Jrn. (Mar.

10, 1888). se.Wor.1 (2) Sus. I told ur how it wos ud Lai, Lower
Tom Cladpole (1831) St. 149. (3) Cum. 1 (4) w.Som. 1

, nw.Dev. 1

(5) n.Cy. (Hall.), Nhb. 1
, Cum. 1 w.Yks. In we ya! Bywater

Sheffield Dial. (1839) 2. (6) Nhb. Dos thou tig on wee thee sell

aw wonder ! Bewick Tales (1850) 12. w.Yks. Lucas Stud.

Nidderdale (c. 1882) 289. (7) Wm. Lile Tamer wez thear, weh her

ringletey hayr, Blezard Sags. (1848) 17. s.Lan.1 (8) w.Yks.

Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 289. Der.1 Emphatic. n.Dev.

Chell lay tha over the years wey thevire-tangs, Exm.Scold. (1746)

I. 72. Cor. Mad up wey gowld an' glass, Daniel Portfolio, 32. (9)

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Wi' a' their claes on, Alexander Johnny Gibb

(1871) iii. Ayr. Granin wi' what he ca'd, Service Notandums

(1890) 16. Gall. Everything's up [in price] wi' the war, Irving

Fireside Lays (1872) 214. N.I. 1
, Nhb.1

, Dur.1 Cum. A man 'at

went to t'scuil wi' me, N. Lonsdale Mag. (Feb. 1867) 310. Wm.1
,

n.Yks.24 ne.Yks.1 Used before a consonant always. e.Yks. 1",

w.Yks.1 , Lan.1 , n.Lan.1
, ne.Lan.1

, e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Chs.1
,
Der. 2

,

s.Not. (J.P.K.), n.Lin. 1 Shr. 1 Dunna thou goo alung wi' no sich

chaps as 'im. Glo. Lysons Vulgar Tongue (1868) 46. Oxf.1 MS.
add. Sur. Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. 1. Hmp. (H.R.) Dor.

'Tis just the other way wi' I, Francis Fiander's Widow (1901) pt.

II. v. Som. Baynes Sng. Sol. (i860) i. 10. n.Dev. Exm. Scold.

(1746) 1. 172. (10) Ir. Wee imps wid no wit to heed aught,

Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 41. Ant. Brave wid his heart forlorn,

O'Neill Glens of Ant. (1900) 34. Lakel. 2 ,
Cum.1 e.Yks.1 Ah

consaits tt mysen that summat's matther wid awd meear. m.Yks. 1

Ken.1 I'll be wid ye in aminnit; Ken.2 (n) n.Cy. (Hall.) Wm.
He slird in wie his foat, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 87, ed. 1840.

Suf. 1
, Som. (J.S.F.S.) (12) w.Dur.1 (13) Nhb.1 Used instead of

wi when followed by a vowel or an h mute and as a euphonious

alternative for wiv. Dur.1 (14) I. Ma. A fine everin' wis the moon

at full, Rydings Tales (1895) 119. Dev. Thou'dst no warn't ter

tak't wis me, Madox-Brown Dwale Bluth (1876) bk. 11. iii. (15)

Ir. They've a way wit them, Carleton Traits Peas. I. 384. (16)

n.Cy. (Hall.), N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1

, Dur.1 n.Yks.124 In most frequent use

beforeavowel. ne.Yks. 1
, e.Yks. 1

, n.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1

, w.Yks. 1 I.W.

I likes a song wiv a good corehouse, Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898)

37. (17) Nhb. 1 (18) Suf.1 (19) Nhb. How way hehaym wouth

th', Bewick Tales (1850) 12. (20, 21) Nhb.1 (22) s.Ir. There's a

sthranger here . . . that wants a word wud him, Downe Green

Glasses (1903) 8. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783). Cum. 1 In/rod. 14. (23)

Cum.1 Introd: 14. (24) Nhb.1 Used before an open vowel or a

mute aspirate. w.Dur. 1
.

H. Idiomatic uses. 1. Used in expressing approbation

or sufferance ; see below.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Italian trills he cud na wi' them, Tarras Poems

(1804) 12 («6.).

2. See below.
Sc. That buik winna read wi' me [I cannot read that book]

(Jam.).

3. Used redundantly in comb, with a pers. pron.

Lns. Up I got out of the ditch and after them with me along the

road, Croker Leg. (1862) 250. w.Yks. Be still wi tha, tha't like

t'Wandering Jew, Prov. in Brighouse News (Aug. 10, 1889).

Midi. (J.W.) . ,,,
4 Used elliptically for ' to have to do with.

Lin. A man be a durty thing an' a trouble an' plague wi indoor,

Tennyson Spinster's Sweet-arts (1885) st 8.

Ill Dial. uses. 1. In phr. (1) be with you, good-bye
;

elliptical for ' God be with you ' ; (2) to be with a person, to

be avenged on him ; elliptical for ' to be even with him
;

(3) to marry with, to marry ; see Marry, (4) ; (4) usedwith,
used to ; see Use, v. II. 1 (4) ; (5) with me, with thee, of a
person : fickle, changeable

; (6) with of, with
; (7) — one,

with the same degree of ability as one ; to be compared
with one

; (8) — rights, by rights ; rightly
; (9) — that,

thereupon ; at that moment ; because of that ; (10) — the

same, instantaneously; (11) — this, hereupon.
(1) Sh.I. 'Doo'sinaskaad.' ' I im so. Sae be wi' dee,' Sh. News

(Aug. 17, 1901). (2) Rxb. I'll be wi' him for that yet (Jam.). (3)

Ayr. I married with a scolding wife, Burns Joyful Widower, st. 1.

(4) Sc. (A.W.) Wm. Yan taks neea nooatice ov a bit o' wet, yan's

used wid it (B.K.). (5) I.Ma. If I were you I wouldn't depend much
on her, she is one of them with me—with thee kind of persons

(S.M.). (6) Nhb.1 He went aboot win iv a queer hat (s.v. On-ov).

(7) Sc. (A.W.) Wm. Sista, thoo's a lot a slavver ta mack ower thi

mowin, noo Ah'll finnd a lad 'at'll mow wi thee any day o' t'week

(B.K.). w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Not.When a runned nubbudy could go

with me ; a left 'em all behint (J.P.K.). (8) Nhb. But mony a time

the hours spent there sud ha'e been gi'en te sleep wi' reets, Wilson
Pitman's Pay (1843) 57 ; Nhb.1

(9) Ayr. He swure he wad mak
fiddle-strings o' their moniplies, but juist wi' that, Shusy foonert

him wi' the beetle, Service Notandums (1890) 1 19. Hdg. Ritchie

St. Baldred (1883) 109. w.Ir. And wid that, my dear sowl, no

sooner said than done, Lover Leg. (1848) 1. 89. n.Yks. Wi that, he

went away (I.W.). e.Yks. Sam tell'dhim he was alee-er [liar] an

wi that he sthrake [struck] him,MS. add. (T.H.) (10) w.Som. 1 Zco-n-z

uvuraayzeed-naay staap' wai dhusae'ura, un au-pwaimeewuop -

un meet wai -un rai-t raewn dhu naek. n.Dev. Wi' tha zame tha

splettestaway,£^w. Scold. (1746) 1. 172; A more forcible term than

'instantly' or 'immediately': it conveys the idea of an action so

quickly following as almost to be performed at the same instant as

the cause, ib. note,ed. Elworthy. nw.Dev. 1 (n) Sc. (Jam.) ;
Wi'

this the wife sets up her gash, Beattie Formes (1801) 43, ed. 1873.

2. By, esp. in phr. with oneself.

Sc. (Jam.) Frf. Laing Wayside Flwrs. (1846) 138. Ir. Bould

children who went streeling off with themselves nobody could tell

where, Barlow Shamrock (1901) 36. Wm. 1 Oor lile lad's gitten

bitten wi t'dog. n.Yks.1 ne.Yks.1 Ah seed him stannin' wiv

hissen. e.Yks. 1 Ah was set wi mi-sen, MS. add. (T.H.) w.Yks.

Ah weant be hectored wi' thee, Prov. in Brighouse News (Aug. 10,

1889). sw.Lan. (H.M.) s.Chs. He got bitten with a dog

(T.D.). n.Lin.1 People who live without a servantare said to live

wi' ther' sens. Oxf.1 MS. add.

3. Owing to ; in consequence of ; by means of.

Sc. Wi' bein' frae hame I miss'd him (Jam.). Cai.1 Wi' bein ill

he couldna come. Per. She took til her bed wi' a sair host, Cle-

land Inchbracken (1883) it, ed. 1887. Rnf. Wi' hoochin' and

crackin' his whup, The youngsters around him cam staring,

Webster Rhymes (1835) 83. Gall. His wifie . . . kept a' feat wi'

her ain spinnin', Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 40, ed. 1897. n.Cy.,

w.Yks. (J.W.)
4. For. Sc. The horse winna gang to the water wi me (Jam.)

5. In exchange for.

Sc. (A.W.) Oxf. I'll swop my knife with yours (G.O.).

6. Of.
Sc. What did she dee wi' ? Wi' a sair head, Chambers Rhymes

(ed. 1870) 154. Kcd. Whiles ye're frightened wi' the cat, Jamie

Muse (1844) 154. Lth. The young hill-side lammies wad dee wi'

the cauld, Ballantine Poems (1856) 41. n.Cy., w.Yks. (J.W.)

7. To.
Sc. (A.W.) Rnf. Gude nicht wi' ye a', quo' he, Barr Poems

(1861) 87.

WITHAL, conf. and prep. Chs. Lin. Also in form

with-aw s.Chs. 1 1. conj. For all that, although.

s.Chs.1 Widh-au- ey woz su faer fin soft-spokn, ahy kud-)nu

waa-rm iip widh im non, aaftur ah noa"d)th breyd uz ee kiim of.

2. prep. Obsol. With.
n.Lin.1 A knife to cut my meat withal.

WITHCALL, v. Not. To withdraw one's words, &c.

Do yo withcall them saving tears shed years an' years agoo,

Sister Morris ? Do yo begin to be sorry for your 'oly sorrow ?

Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 105. s.Not. A wain't withcall what a've

said (J.P.K.).

WITHE, see With, sb.
1

WITHEN, sb. Lan. Chs. Der. Also written within

nw.Der.1
; wythen s.Lan.1 ; wythin Lan.' s.Lan.1 ; and in

form withing Der. [wi-Sin ; warrSin.] 1. A name
given to var. species of willow ; also the common osier,

Salix viminalis. Cf. with, sb.
1
, withy.
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WITHEN [524]
WITHERSHINS

Lan. 1 (y long). s.Lan. 1 Chs. I observed most part of the

ground betwixt the pipes [in a ' coy ']
planted with withens,

Brebeton Travels (1634-5) in Public. Chetham Soc. (1844) I. 172 ;

Chs. 1
, nw.Der. 1

2. Comp. Within-kibble, a thick willow stick.

Lan. O feaw seawr lookt felley with a wythen kibbo he had in

his hont, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) 34. s.Lan. 1

3. A flexible branch.
Lan. Put that wythin deawn, Clegg Sketches (1895) 176.

4. A willow holt ; a piece of wet land where willows

grow
;
gen. pi.

e.Lan. 1 Der. A place on Eyam Moor is called ' the Wet
Withins,' or Withings, Addy Gl. (1891); He fell with a heavy

splash into the marsh of the wet withins, Gilchrist Peakland

(1897) 144.

5. The mountain ash, Pyrus Aucupana.
Lan. A triangle formed of forked sticks of the withen or

mountain ash, Kay-Shuttleworth Scarsdale (i860) II. 109.

WITHEN, ppl. adj. Nhb.1 Also in form wethen.

Twisted about, as corn tossed by wind and weather. Cf.

with, sb.
1

WITHER-, pre/. Sc. Also in forms widder, wodder,
wother (Jam.), (i) Wither-gates, (2) -lands, in a contrary

direction ; against the course of the sun
; (3) -waas-day,

a cold, dark, breezy day
; (4) -weight, a counter-weight

put in the opposite scale to balance the paper, vessel, &c.

in which the goods are weighed ; (5) -wise, see (2).

(1) Sh.I. To turn the boat against the sun was termed ' widder-

gaets,' Sh. News (Oct. si, 1899). (2) n.Sc. Till Allan and his

bonny new ship, Gaed three times witherlands about, Buchan
Ballads (i8aS) II. 12, ed. 1875. (3) Or.I. (S.A.S.) (4) n.Sc. (Jam.),

Cai.1 Slg. In self-triall, it is good to have a speciall care that gifts

come not in the ballance with grace ; for that is too gross a wither-

weight, Wodrow Soc. Sel. Biog. (ed. 1845-7) I- a6S- slK - She's

nae wother-weight nouther, Hogg Winter Tales (1820) I. 270
(Jam.). Rxb. I'm nae wither-weight, Hamilton Outlaws (1897)
189. (5) S. & Ork. 1

[OE. wider, against (Hall).]

WITHER, v.
1 Sc. Chs. Shr. 1. To speak in an

undertone, esp. to mutter with an accompaniment of nods
and winks. Cf. whitter, z/.

1

s.Chs. 1 Ey)z widh-urin sum ky'eynd u tailz oa'r. Shr. 1 W'y
dunna yo' spake up, an' nod wither an' w'isper athatn ?

2. To fret ; to whine ; to whimper. Abd. (Jam.)
WITHER, v.

2 Yks. To drag on a miserable existence.
w.Yks. For aboon ten year I've put up wi' it an gooidness

knows hah I've managed ta wither on ameng it as long as I hev,
Pudsey Olm. (1888) 19.

WITHER, see Other, adj.1
,Weather, Wether, Whither,

v. Witter sb. 1

WITHERDY, adj. Glo.1 [wrcSadi.] Withered.
WITHERFUL, adj. Dev. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Wilful. Cf. wither-, pref.
They only thought it was my ' appurted witherful develtry,' as

they called it, Madox-Brown Dwale Bluth (1876) bk. iv. i.

WITHERGUESS, adj. Som. Different. The same
word as Otherguess (q.v.). (Hall.)
WITHERING, sb. Wor. Shr. Hrt. Also written

witherin Shr.1 [wi'Ssrin.] 1. Obs. A disease of cows.
Hrt. That fatal malady that some call withering ; that is to say,

her bearing comes out behind, Ellis Cy. Hswf. (1750) 359.
2. pi. The second floor of a malt-house where the malt

is dried before going on the kiln.
s.Wor. (H.K.) Shr. 1

; Shr. 2 The first is the corning floor
where the barley germinates, in the second its growth is checked,
and it withers ; hence the name.
WITHERIPS, sb. Bnff. 1 The sweet woodruff,

Asperula odorata.

WITHER-LOCK, sb. Sc. [wrSer-lok.] The part of
a horse's mane which one takes hold of in mounting:.
Cai.1

, Rxb. (Jam.)
WITHERLY, adj.1 Obs. Dev.1 Faded, withered.
WITHERLY, adj.2 Obs. n.Dev. Also in form

wetherly. Wilful, obstinate, untractable. Home Sub-
secivae (1777) 463.

WITHERON, s6. Or.I. A rogue
S. & Ork.1 A guild witheron fa ereat roiguild witheron [a great rogue].

WITHERS, sb. Dev.4 [wi'Saz.] The reedy meadow-

grass, Poa aqualica.

WITHERSHINS, adv., ad;, and sb. Sc. Nhb. L.an. Shr.

Cor. Also in forms widderschynnes Lan. Cor. ;
wiciaer.

shin Sc; widdershins Sc. Lan. Shr.'Cor.12 ;
widdersinms

Sc (Jam.); widdersins, widdersones, wtdersnins, wider-

sinnis Sc. ; wodershins Sc. (Jam.); woodersonis Sc.

[witSa(r)- ; wi'da(r)Jinz.] 1. adv. In a direction contrary

to the sun's course ; in the opposite direction.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Old Highlanders will still make the ' deasil' around

those whom they wish well to. To go round a person in the

opposite direction, or wither-shins, is unlucky and a sort of incan-

tation, Scott Waverley (1814) xxiv. Sh.I. The handmill is taken

off the sile and turned upside down on the looder, lest during the

helly days it should be driven widdershins by witch and warlock,

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 196. Or.I. To turn a boat against the sun

or widdershins at the beginning of a voyage is considered to be

unfavourable, Fergusson Rambles (1884) 165. n.Sc. The High-

land Widersinnis . . . was from left to right or west to east, . . a

course used in magical ceremonies, and . . . the mode of salutation

given by witches ... to the devil, Harland & Wilkinson Flk-

Lore (1867) 151. Elg. Eftir quhan scho sa the new moyne scho

ran thrys widdersones about, Cramond Sessions Rec. (1897) 143.

Abd. If he bought any [cattle] before his home coming, he should

go three times 'woodersonis' about them, Andrews Bygone Ch.

Life (1899) 178. w.Sc. Napier Flk-Lore (1879) 23. Ayr.Anither

kimmer would say her dochter was in bairn-bed, and she was
tell't to tak her withershins nine times through a hesp o'

unwatered yarn, to tak the cat through't sun-gates aboot as mony
times again and baudrons would hae the pains, Service Notandums

(1890) 100. e.Lth. On reaching the kirk, they marched three

times around it withershins, that is in the direction opposite to the

apparent course of the sun, Sands Tranent (1881) 41. Edb. I

have seen her mysel' at mid-nicht skelping withershins round the

hemlock, Beatty Secretar (1897) 249. Bwk. Now she rins

widdershins, Nine times round the grey stane, Nine times round

the riddle, Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856) 61. Dmf. Rin
widdershins—against the sun—they'll yell, For it's a cantrip they

can nae mair stan', Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 339. Nhb. It is

unlucky to ride thrice withershins aroundit, RiCHARDSON.Borc/efw's

Table-bk. (1846) VII. 163; Nhb.1 Lan. When leaving home ... it

is deemed . . . necessary, to insure good luck, to walk 'wither-

shins ' (i.e. as the weather or sun shines). Some, however, say

. . .
' widdershins ' is to take a direction contrary to the course of

the sun, Harland & Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 140 ; The
ancient custom of walking ' withershins ' (as the weather shines)

when leaving home to commence a journey, or about to under-
take any particular enterprise, is still observed, Thorneer Hist.

Blackpool (1837) 330. n.Lan. Mischief will come of it, for I

torn'd mi buot widderschynnes this morn to fish mi lines, ib.

Penny Stone (1845) 29. Shr. Bad luck to the bird that goes
widdershins, Burne Flk-Lore (1883-6) 223 ; Shr.1 Cor. On the
first three Wednesdays of May children suffering from mesenteric
disease are dipped three times in Chapelle Uny ' widderschynnes,'
and widderschynnes dragged three times round the well, Black
Flk-Medicine (1883) viii ; Cor.12 From north to south through
east.

Hence Widdershins-grow, sb., obs., that which grows
in a direction contrary to the sun's course.

Abd. I'll gar my ain Tammie gae down to the how And cut me
a rock of a widdershins grow, Ross Sngs. (ed. Nimmo) 282.
2. Topsy-turvily.
Gall. This is telling our tale withershins about, Crockett Cles

Kelly (1896) xi.

3. Fig. Unluckily; contrarily.
Bch. Syne ilka a thing gaed widdersins about wi' us, Forbes

Jrn. (1785) 5. Abd. Wi' grief a' guid gaed widdershins, Shelley
Flowers (1868) 57. Edb. Shows o' feast, and midnight rout, Till
want comes withershins about, Macneill Bygane Times (1811) 16.

4. adj. Obs. At enmity with ; opposed to.
Slk. Say who is wicked, and who is not, And widdershin with

Heaven, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 366.
5. sb. Obs. Contrariness.
Rnf. Gie's nae mae sic withershins, Ye thrawn, cauld-bluidit

hizzie
! Picken Poems (1813) I. 151.

[1. Cp. And on the bak half writis widdirsinnis Plentie
of lesyngis, Douglas Eneados (1513) ed. 1874, iv. 225

;

Steorran yrnab wibersynes ealne J>one daeg, Blickling
Horn. (ed. Morris) 93.]



WITHERSPAIL [525] WITHY

WITHERSPAIL, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) The goose-
grass, Galium Aparine.

WITHER-SPALE, see Whitherspale.
WITHERTYWEEP, sb. Sc. The plover, Vanellus

vulgaris.
Among them [birds at a banquet] were some called witherty

weeps, Hislop Anecdote (1874) 234 ;
(G.W.)

WITHER-WATHER, adj. Shr. 1 Hesitating; stopping
to consider. Cf. wither-, pre/.
Whad ! yo' bin wither-wather [widhur' wadh'ur'] yet—keepin'

that poor fellow like a t6oad on a pitchfork.

WITHERWINE, see Withywind.
WITHERWISE, adv. w.Cy. [Not known to our

correspondents.] Otherwise. (Hall.)
WITH-GATE, sb. Obs. Ayr. (Jam.) In phr. to get the

with-gaie, to gain the advantage ; to get the better of
some one ; to overreach.

WITHIN, prep. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Chs. Lin. Ess. Sur.
Also in form wi'in Sur. [wiSrn.] 1. In comp. Within-
side, inside ; within.

Rnf. I'm now, withinside my ain ha', A perfect laughin' stock to a',

Picken Poems (1813) I. 125. Don. A more thrivin' man wasn't to

be met within-side the three parishes, Cent. Mag. (Feb. 1900) 602.

Lns. They stood just within-side of the parlour-door, Croker
Leg. (1862) 244.

2. Phr. (1) to be within a thing, to be opposed to doing or

taking it ; gen. negative ; (2) to live within oneself, see

below
; (3) within oneself, (a) in one's general health ; (b)

by one's own labour ; with one's own resources ; without
buying

; (4) — the spot, on the spot.

(1) w.Yks. ' Will you have any more? anotherpie?' 'Thankyou,
I'm not within a pie' (J.W.). Lan. 1 Aw'm not within gooin', if

aw'm wanted. e.Lan.1 One indisposed to work is said to be ' within

doing his part,' but not ' within drawing his wages.' s.Lan.1 He's
no' within a lie or two. Chs.1 Well ! aw'm no' within givin him
a trifle. Sur. I ain't got none, lad, but I ainna wi'in a drop,

Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. i. (2) n.Lin.1 ' We live within wer
sens ' when they live in an enclosed yard, garden, or court, through

which no one else has a right of way. (3, a) Ess. I am better

within myself (S.P.H.). (6) n.Yks. Farmers hez coarn within

thersels (I.W.) ; n.Yks.1 ' Fine weather for the hay, Willy. Why
haven't you more hands on?' ' Wheea, bairn, we'sau'd-fashioned

folk: us lahk's t'dee wer ain to'ns wiv-in wersel's.' w.Yks. 1

sw.Lin. 1 'They reckon to get their harvest within themselves,' i.e.

with their ordinary men. ' You see we've a lot within ourselves,'

i.e. of our own growth or making. ' They do it within theirsens a

deal.' (4) Sh.I. If he could 'a gotten me he widna cared ta laid me
cauld within da spot, Stewart Tales (1892) 256.

WITHIN(G, see Withen, sb.

WITHOUT, prep, and conj. Var. dial, and colloq. uses

in Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer. Also in forms ithout Som.
Amer.; weeoot Wm. ; wiawte Cum.14 ; widoot Cum.4

n.Yks.4 ; widout Cum.1
; wi'oot Sc. e.Yks. 1

;
wi'out Brks.1

Dev. ; withoot Sc. ; wivoot n.Yks.4 ne.Yks. 1
1. prep.

In phr. (1) to get without a thing, to get rid of it
; (2) to go,

or run, without a person, to outstrip him ; (3) without a

chance, without a doubt ; see Chance, 3
; (4) — a lie, an

asseveration.

(1) Lan. Aw've had a cough for a month an' aw conno' get

without it (G.H.H.). (2) s.TJot. There warn't nubbudy i' th' place

as could run without me ; ah wor a galloper (J.P.K.). (3) Nrf.

CozENS-HARDY-BroarfAT?/: (1893) 88. (4) Gall. Stane still I stood,

without a lee, In maze an' won'er lost, Scott Gleanings (1881) 54.

Oxf. (G.O.)

2. Outside.
Sc. (G.W.) Lnk. Hurklin' low without the porch, Rodger

Poems (1838) 176, ed. 1897.

3. conj. Unless ; in gen. colloq. use. See Athout, 3.

Sc. I will not go without I am paid for it, Mitchell Scotticisms

(1799) 9°- °r- 1, Peterkin Notes (1822) App. 42. Dmb. There's

nae lease o' your grun' can haud withoot it be signed by you,

unless ye like yoursel', Cross Disruption (1844) xxxiii. Kcb.

They couldna wun oot o't in a seige, withoot it wus wi raips doon

the heugh, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 404. N.I.1 Without you

do it nCy. Grose (1790) MS-
add- (p -) Cum

-
He U hev to

gang wid-out Tom gangs for him ; Cum.4 Wm. Thood addle

meear wi' greeavan peeats weeoot thoo gits a better hammar ner

thattan et thoo hes, Spec. Dial. (1885) pt. iii. 4. n.Yks. 4 Neeabody
ez onney reet ti start foor heaven . . . wivoot tha've deed fo'st, 289.

ne.Yks. 1 Ah deean't knaw, widoot it's t'cat 'at's deean it. e.Yks. 1

Ah weeant gan wi'oot thoo dis an all. w.Yks. 2 Lan.1 Aw'st not

put a hond to it without tha'll help at same time. Der. 1 Without
Als can gooa. s.Not. That isn't burglary without it's in the night-

time, Prior Renie (1895) 62. n.Lin.1 1 doan't knaw wheare he is,

without he be e' Lunnon. Brks.1 I wunt go wi'out mother goes

wi' I. e.An. 1 I will not go without you will go with me. Nrf.

Don't do it without you're sure about it, Cozens-Hardy Broad
Nrf. (1893) 27. Sus.1 He'd starved . . . everything, without it was
hisself (s.v. Tot). I.W. 1

I won't goo without he goos too ; I.W. 2

Dor. I don't know what I'll do without you'll help me, Francis
Pastorals (1901) 255. Som. There's never a Kirsten soul Rave a-

crossed the drashel this year or last, 'ithout 'tis to dealy, Raymond
No Soul (1899) 35. Dev. 3

, Cor.3 [Amer. 'Ithout they're so old

as to forgit or to not know what they do want, Johnston Middle

Georgia (1897) 114.]

WITHOUTEN, prep. Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. War. Dev.
Also in forms wi'outenSc; withootenSc. Nhb. 1 e.Yks. 1

;

withootin Sc. Without.
Abd. Cobban Angel(iBc$) 6. Frf. The fairest flow'r 0' Scotia's

land, A rose withootin peer, Reid Heatherland (1894) 95. s.Sc.

Wha withouten pleasure Can tent thy fame, thy pith an' treasure?

T. Scott Poems (1793) 356. Ayr. Whilk he aft tauld withooten

fail, Laing Poems (1894) 10. Bwk. They'll follow withouten a

swither, Calder Poems (1897) 298. Gall. 'Mang dogs weel-bred

you hold your place Withouten fail, Gallovidian (1902) IV. 162.

n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.) Nhb. 1 This form is still common
in colloquial talk. ' He wis withouten owther shoe tiv his foot

or a bite tiv his mooth.' e.Yks. 1 Used only before vowels. War.
B'ham Wkly. Post (Apr. 29, 1897) ; War.3 Dev. What wid 'er a'

done withouten me ? Salmon Ballads (1899) 58.

[OE. wiputan, outside of ; without (Sweet).]

WITHWINE, see Withywind.
WITHY, sb. and v. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also written withey Yks. ; wythy Glo. 1
; and in

forms waddie Sc. (Jam.) ; widdey N.Cy.1
; widdy Sc.

(Jam.) Bnff. 1 Nhb.1 Lakel.2 Cum.14 n.Yks.124 ne.Yks. 1

m.Yks.1 n.Lan.1 ne.Lan.1 Dev. ; widi Abd. ; wither Lan.

;

woddie, woody Sc. (Jam.) ; wuddy Sc. (Jam.) Ir. Nhb. 1

Cum.124 ; wudy Sc. [wi'Si ; widi.] 1. sb. A name
given to var. species of willow ; also the common osier,

Salix viminalis ; a young willow-shoot or twig ; a stout

young stick. Cf. with, so. 1
,
withen, sb.

Cai. This name is given ... to a twig, having several smaller

shoots branching out from it ; which being plaited together, it is

used as a whip, the single grain serving for a handle (Jam.). Arg.

A peeled willow withy, one end of which pointed in the direction

ofthe glen, MuNRO/.S/>W«'rf(i898) 291. Dur. 1
, Lakel.2 ,

n.Yks.14

ne.Yks. 1 Willow shoot of a year's growth. m.Yks. 1 A hazel or

willow twig, of the ' sucker ' kind, but growing from the root ol

a standing tree. w.Yks. (J.W.), n.Lan. 1
, ne.Lan.1

, s.Lan. 1
,
Chs. 1

,

Der. 1

2

, Lin.
1

, Lei. (K.) Nhp.' The second growth ofthe willow tree,

after it has been headed or stagged. An unpeeled osier is called

a withy, when peeled an osier-rod. War.234 , Wor. (W.C.B.),

w.Wor. 1
, se.Wor. 1 Shr.1 The name, used generically, for all

Salices, Willows or Osiers, which are trees, or which would

become such, yielding timber after their kind. Hrf.2 , Glo. 1
, Oxf.

(G.O.), Oxi. l MS. add., Brks.1
, s.Bck. (B. & H.), Sur. 1

, Sus. 1
,

Hmp.1
, I.W.12 Wil. Slow Gl. (1892). Dor.1 Among the withies

that da hide The stream, 73. w.Som. 1 All species are known by

this name, as the 'basket withy,' 'thatching withy,' 'black withy,'

' mouser-withy.' Dev.1 Cor. I can pull up a hurdle an' wattle it

with withys meantime, Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 319.

2. A band of twisted wood, esp. of willow ; an osier

hoop ; a noose ; a twitch for horses ; a bird-snare.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Thraw the woodie when it's green, Henderson

Prov. (1832) 2, ed. 1881. Abd. Walker Bards (1887) 616. Per.

Often made of birchen twigs (Jam.). Ayr. I'll . . . thraw saugh

woodies, Burns Dr. Blacklock (1789) St. 6. Edb. Ballantine

Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) Gl. Rxb. Two or three willow twigs

twisted together in circular form, used for binding the end of a

broom besom (Jam.). Ir. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) n.Cy.

Grose (1790) ; N.Cy.1
, Nhb.1 Cum.12

; Cum.4 A band of platted

willows, forming a bad apology for iron gate hooks. n.Yks.2

ne.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796)1. 192. m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1

Twigs of willows or hazles dried partially in the fire, and then

twisted into wreaths for many agricultural purposes. ne.Lan.1
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Hence Widdyful, (1) sb. a small, ill-tempered person ;

(2) adj. ill-tempered, wrathful.
(1) Bnff. 1

, Cld. (Jam.) (2) Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. The laird was a
widdiefu', bleerit knurl, Burns Meg o' the Mill, st. 2. Dmf. (Jam.)
3. A halter; hence a hangman's noose; the gallows.
See Cheat-the-wuddy, s.v. Cheat, v. II. 1.

Sc. (Jam.) ; The woodie will hae its ain o' her before that, Scott
Midlothian (1818) xvii. Bnff. Maist as duddy As ony scare-craw
in a woody, Taylor Poems (1787) 172. e.Fif. An' I hang atween
heaven an' earth like a malefactor on the widdie, Latto Tarn
Bodkin (1864) xii. s.Sc. He gang'd tae the woodie an' got a
thrawn thrapple for a deed he didna dae, Snaith Fierceheart (1897)
67. Lnk. It'll no save ma neck frae the wuddie, Gordon Pyotshaw
(1885) 142. Rxb. I'd as lief march up the Hairabee with a woodie
round my neck, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 75. Kcb. Lookin' at
me as if I had saved ye frae the wuddy, Armstrong Kirkiebrae
(1896) 322. Nhb.1 n.Yks. That he is a rogue and deserves a
withy and to have his ears nailed to the pillory, Quarter Sess. Rec.
(Apr. 23, 1661) in AT. R. Rec. Soc. VI. 34.
Hence Withyful, (1) sb. (a) a scamp ; a gallows'-bird

;

(b) a romp
; (2) adj. (a) worthless ; deserving the gallows

;

(b) romping.
(1, a) Sc. (Jam.) ; Ye're a widdy-fou against hanging time,

Ramsay Prov. (1737)- Or.I. O you withifu (S.A.S.). e.Fif.
That wauf-lookin widdiefu' ye've suborned to do yer dirty wark,
Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xv. Lnk. Graham Writings (1883) II.

34. (6) Sc. (Jam.) (2, a) Abd. That widdifu' cuddy, my chamber-
lain, has his ain notions of security, Cobban Angel (1898) 180.
Slg. Jock Timmer, Ance a widdiefu' sinner, Buchanan Poems
(1901) 109. (A) Sh.I. Niver ye tak' notice o' what Bawby Green
raabs, Maikie, shu's a widdifoo craetur as iverliv'd, Sh. News (Mar
12, 1898).

4. A person who has been hanged ; a person who
deserves hanging.

Frf. His face as black as ony woody Wi' reek and turmoil o'
the smiddy, Sands Poems (1833) 71.

5. The iron ring on a ' boose '-post to which the cow-
chain is attached

; also in comb. Red-widdy-and-swipple
;

the post on which the cow-chain slides. N.Cy.1
, w.Yks.

(J.J.B.), w.Yks. 1
6. The chain of joined hands made in

the game of ' old pig.' Cum. Ferguson Northmen (1856)
in Robinson Dial. (1861) (s.v. Old-pig). 7. The mountain
ash, Pyrus Aucuparia

; a twisted band of the mountain
ash used for thatching or binding faggots. Shr.2 (s.v.
Wicky), Hrf. 2

8. Comb. (1) Withy-band, a band made
of twisted willows

; (2) -bed, a willow plantation ; an
osier-bed

; a place where willows grow ; (3) -bush, a
willow

; (4) cragged, obs., having a long, pliant neck, esp.
used of a horse

; (5) -hanger, (a) the tree-creeper, Certhia
famdiaris; (b) the greenfinch, Ligurinus chloris; (6)
•kibble, a thick willow stick ; see Kibble, sb?

; (7) -neck
see below

; (8) -pole, see below
; (9) -pollard, a pollard-

willow
; (10) -tree, a willow; a species of osier; (11)

•wand, a stick of willow ; a twig ; a band of twisted
willow twigs; (12) -worthy, a fellow who deserves
hanging; a 'gallows'-bird.'

(1) Hrf. Instantly the withy bands broke in the midst, Flk-Lore
Jrn. (1884)

1

II. 21. n.Dev. Nor welgars, no, nor withy bans, Rock
Jim an AW(i867 ) st. 34. (2) War.*, Shr.1 Glo. By the river and
its withy beds, Gibbs Cotswold Fill. (1898) 13. Brks 1 Sur '

I.W.' 2
,
n.Wil. (E. H.G.) Dor. Found dead-drunk by the withy bed'Hardy Tess (1891) 288, ed. 1895. Som. Wild ducks in the withv

beds, Raymond Sam and Sabina (1894) i. Dev. He hired a
'withey bed ' up the river on his own account, Longman's Mag
(Oct. 1897) 509. (3) n.Dev. As he neared the withy bushes, hemade one more effort to save himself, Chanter Witch (1896) xi
(4) n.Cy. His [the horse's] crest should be firm, thin and well

TSV u
neck long and straieht, yet not loose, and pliant, whichhe Northernmen term Withy-cragg'd, Cox Gentleman's Recreation

(1677) V. 18; N.Cy.2 (5, a) Dor. Western Gazette (Feb. 15, 1889)
7, col. 2 (b) Dor. (E.C.M.) (6) Lan. Grose (i 79o) MS. add.

ill {1J 7u A sIender rod of hazel or willow sharpened atboth ends and bent over the £s [in
k

fheTr" rkh'iI "S?'
(8)^ When °siers are *° °™ « to los™

hurdlP
PL^ ^ th6

,

y are termed withy-poIes, and are used forhurd e bars and rails. Wor. Some withy-poles in the gardenEvesham Jrn. {Job 23, 1901). (9) Wil. A hollow withy-pollard'Jefferies mid Life (1879)225. \ IO)Hrf.i Glo.LEW sCT
P
°i839)Wil. They say ,„ Wilts, in reference to the very rapid growth of

the willow, that ' a withy tree will buy a horse before an oak will

buy a bridle and saddle,' Britton Beauties (1825). Dev.4, Cor.

(C.F.R.) (11) Bnff. 1 He's ass thrawn's widdie-waans. Cld.

(Jam.) Nhb. A small herdsman was at the tail of each troop, with
a withy-wand in his hand, Tynedale Stud. (1896). ne.Lan. 1

(12) Ayr. The wuddie worthies that paid half price for leave to

sleep on the widow's hearth, Galt Gilhaize (1823) iii.

9. Phr. (1) as dour as a withy, hard and obstinate
; (2) as

stiff— , very stiff; (3). as thrawn — ,
' contrary

' ; (4) tough
— , very tough

; (5) the water will never rob, or wrong, the
withy, he that is born to be hanged will never be drowned

;

see War, adj. 1 5
; (6) to blin' a withy, to fill a noose

; (7) to
cheat the withy, to escape hanging

; (8) to cheat the withy of
one, to save one from hanging

; (9) to dance from, in, or
on, a withy, to be hanged

; (10) to get the thief in the withy,
to ' corner ' an offender ; (11) to wag at a withy, (12) to wed
the withy, to be hanged

; (13) withy, holdyour own ! obs.,

see below.
(1) Rnf. The ither hauf is as dour's a wuddy, Good Wds. (1878)

244. (2) Frf. I never fa' but I'm as stiff as a wuddie for twa or
three days after it, Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) 74, ed. 1889.

(3) Rnf. His wife's just as thrawn as a wuddy, Webster Rhymes
(1835) 193. (4) Abd. That goose is as teuch as a wuddie (G.W.).
Frf. He'd ance been as swank, an' as teugh as the widdie, Watt
Poet. Sketches (1880I 33. Ayr. White Jottings (1879) 27^. Bwk.
Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856) 83. Ant. Hume Dial. (1878) 28.
N.Cy. 1

, n.Yks.2 w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865); w.Yks. 1
,

Der. 1
(5) Sc. (Jam.) ; Ramsay Prov. (1737). (6) Gall. If he

should think she's fairly gane, His craig might blin' a wuddy,
Harper Bards (1889) 238. (7) Sc. (Jam.) Or.I. My rascally
hero— ' wi' muckle study Had caught the gift to cheat the wuddie,'
Vedder Orcadian Sketches (1832) 31. Abd. Folk wad swear he
chate the wuddy, Murray Hamewith (1900) 39. Dmf. I'd as lief
cheat the woodie for a wee whilie yet, Hamilton The Mauikin
(1898) 166. (8) Wgt. His wife thus contrived to cheat the wuddy
o' him, and saved the family from the disgrace, Saxon Gall. Gossip
(1878) 255. (9) Mry. Wha for this ought to dance on the woodie,
Hay Lintie (1851) 23. Ayr. Then Orthodoxy yet may prance,
And Learning in a woody dance, Burns Twa Herds (Apr. 1785)
st. 16. Nhb. To then dance frae the woodie at Merrie Carlisle,
Dixon Whitlingham Vale (1895) 193. (10) Ayr. I found that I had
thus got the thief in the wuddy, and he had no choice, Galt
Provost (1822) xlv. (11) Abd. He is now liker to be a tassel at the
end of a rope, and to wag at a widdie, than to be a marrow to my
mother, Cobban Angel (1898) 81. (12) Lnk. Rather wad I wed
the wuddie, Or a rankled maiden be, Rodger Poems (1838) 58,
ed. 1897. (13) Rxb. In former times, people on a long journey,
when crossing a river in a flood, impressed perhaps with an idea
. . . that he who was born to be hanged would never be drowned,
used to cry out, ' Woodie, woodie, had your ain ' (Jam.).
10. v. To bind bundles of thorn, &c. with a ' withv.'

m.Yks.1

[OE. wipig, a willow ; band, bond.
(Sweet).]

WITHYWEED, see Withywind.
WITHYWIND, sb. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Hmp. Wil. Dor.

bom. Dev. Also written witheywind Som. ; and in forms
witherwine Glo. Oxf. Wil. ; withwind Glo.1 Hmp. 1 Wil 1

Dor. 1
;
-wine Glo. 1 Wil.1

; withyvine Brks.1 Devf; -weed
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evV -wineDev.*; wythwinds.Hmp Dev.« [wi-tS(i)-waind.] 1. The great bindweed,

Convolvulus septum
; also the field bindweed, C. arvensis.
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B -> v. 525. OE. wipewinde, bindweed.]
WITHYWING, see Withywind.
WIT IN ANGER, phr. Dev. A hasty flight. See Quit
I didden zay nort tU 'er, 'cept tint I zim'd 'er wuz getting tu

wippe, a withy, bond
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fantysheeny vur a poor body. 'Owzimiver 'er ttlked wit-in-anger
and shabbed off—and jy go wi' er, Hewett Peas. Sp, (1892).
WITLESS, adj. Sc. Irel. Cum. Yks. Lan. Also in

forms weetless n.Yks.4 ; wutless Sc. Ir. Cum. [wi'tlss.]
Foolish, senseless, thoughtless.

Sc. (A.W.) ; Want o' sense mak's witless folk aft haud their

heads ower high, Wright Sc. Life (1897) 68. Frf. Ae wanton,
witless word o' mine Sune turned my Willie's heart frae me,
Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 42. Dwn. Puir wutless waen, A little

kenn'd the luve A nursed was luve forbidden, Savage-Armstrong
Ballads (1901) 113. Cum. A wutless bit hav'ril, a conceited yape,
Rayson Poems (1839) 62. n.Yks.4 Lan. Thou great witless foo',

Brierley Fralchingtons (1868) ii.

WITLING, sb. Nhb. ' [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A would-be wit.

If ony witling dare to lash, Coquetdale Sngs. (1852) 47.

WITNESS, sb. and v. Sc.Dev. 1. sb. Obs. A sponsor,
esp. in phr. to stand witness.

e.Lth. Baptism took place when the child was one or two days
old ; and there were always several ' witnesses ' present, who
were the same as sponsors, Waddell Old Kirk Chr. (1893) 46.
Dev. 1

2. v. To stand sponsor to a child. Dev.1 3. To see
;

to be present at.

Sc. Last night I witnessed a very agreeable conversation,

Scoticisms (1787) 107 ; I never witnessed anything so ridiculous,

Mitchell Scotticisms (1799) 92. Sh.I. Did ye iver witness da
laek [weather] ? Sh. News (May 15, 1897).

WITNEY, sb. Yks. [wifni.] A kind of cloth having
a raised nap in ridges. w.Yks. (J.M.) Hence Witney-
machine, sb. a machine for obtaining the above effect, ib.

WITRAT, see Whitrack.
WIT-SHACK, sb. n.Cy. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A shaky bog. (Hall.)
WITSHERD, see Wet-shod.
WITT, adj. Obs. Som. Fit. Jennings Dial. iv.Eng.

(1869).

WITTAL, see Victual.
WlTTALED,ppl.adj. Yks. [wi-tld.] Rooted ; fastened.
w.Yks. Ah've gittan fas'en'd ta t'sod if ah ain't gittan wittaled

ta t'tree, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 291.

WITT-CHEAP, adj. Suf. Very cheap. (E.M.T.)
WITTEN, sb. Yks. The couch-grass, Triticum repens.

n.Yks. (I.W.) Cf. quicken, sb.3 Hence Witteny, adj.

overgrown with couch-grass. ' This is witteny land,' ib.

WITTEN, see Whitten, sb.

WITTER, sb. 1 and v.
1 Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Also

written whitter Cum.4
; and in forms whutter Sc.

;

widder Sh.I.; wither Cai. 1 n.Yks.12 ; wutter Sc. Nhb.1

[wi -ta(r ; wi -

(Sa(r.] 1. sb. The barb of an arrow-head or

a fishing-hook, &c.
Sc. (Jam.); He deserved his paiks fort—to put out the light

when the fish was on ane's witters, Scott Guy M. (1815) xxvi.

Sh.I. Whin I wis dune wi' da trid huik— I wis brokken aff, da

witters afore—dan I said, ' Da mist is clearin aff,' Sh. News (June

29, 1901). Cai.1 Abd. He dang a harpoon in my heart Out o'er

the vera witter, Robb Poems (1852) 114. Kcb. He sherpen't up
the whutters o' the leister wi' a bit sklate, Trotter Gall. Gossip

(1901) 467. Nhb. 1
, Cum.4, n.Yks.12 , ne.Lan. 1

Hence (1) over the witter, phr. firmly secured; (2)

Wittered, (3) Witter-hooked, ppl. adj., (4) Witterous, adj.

barbed.
(1) Gall. (J.M.) (2") Sh.I. Widdered heuks, Burgess Rasmie

(1892) 102. Abd. (W.M.), s.Sc. (Jam.) Gall. Darting in him
Mony a witterd poisonous stang, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 6,

ed. 1876. Nhb. 1 (3) ne.Lan.1
(4) Abd. Abd. Wkly. Free Press

(July 18, 1903).

2. Obs. The rod which was put in the tithe stooks of

corn. Nhb.1
3. v. See below.

n.Yks.1 To notch or cut the shank of any object which has to

be fixed in a quasi-socket in such a way that jagged points shall

stand out so as to oppose or prevent the drawing back of the

object; of gate-crooks, e.g., or any iron to be inserted in a post

or stone-work. .

Hence Withering, sb. the series of jagged points on the

shank of a' gate-crook.' ib.

WITTER, sb. 2 and v.
2 Sc. Also written whitter

;
and

in form wutter. [wi'tar.] 1. sb. Obs. A token ; a sign.

Fif. Ane wyspe wponn ewerie speir heid to be ane signe and
witter to thame that ewerie ane of them sould knawe ane wther,
Pitscottie Crow. (ed. 1889) I. 272. s.Sc. (Jam.)

Hence Witter-stone, sb., obs., ? a stone placed as a mark.
Sc. The stone called the witterstone is not a stone for the

regulating thereof, Fountainhall Decis. (c. 1700) I. 66, ed. 1759
(Jam.).

2. Obs. A tree reserved in cutting timber.
Cld. It has long been the custom to leave 20 or 25 select trees,

called reserves or witters, in an acre, at each cutting, Agric. Surv.
138 (Jam.).

_

3. A curling term : the tee ; see below.
Sc. A small hole made in the ice in the centre of the hoose or

brough, to which the stones are thrown, Royal Caledonian Curling
Club Ann. (1869)264. Gall. (Jam.) Kcb. Next Robin, o' mains a

leader good, Close to the witter drew, Davidson Seasons (1789) 166.

Hence (1) Witter-length, (2) -shot, curling terms ; see
below.

(1) Gall. Old wary curlers . . . wont waste stones on the guards.

They sail them past the sentinels, nigh wutter length, obtains an
inring, plays on it, and not unfrequently drives out the winner,
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 65, ed. 1876. (2) Sc. The stone rests

on the tee ; it is a ' witter-shot,' also 'pot-lid' (A.W.). Dmf. Their

outer and their inner wicks, And witter shot, James Kennedy
Poems (1823) 29. Gall. Draw a wutter shot—a curling phrase,

signifying to give the stone so much strength that it may slide the

length of the mark, and no farther, Mactaggart ib. 184.

4. v. To inform ; to prognosticate ; to guide, direct.

Sc. Mackay (s.v. Witterly). S. & Ork.1

[4. Ho wat3wytered bi wyjeswhatwat3 be cause, Cleanness

(c. 1360) 1587. ON. vitro, to manifest, reveal (Vigfusson).]

WITTER, v.
3 Wor. [wrta(r).] 1. To flutter.

A young farmer at Huddington said of bees, that were flying in

and out of a nest in a wall, ' See how they are wittering in and
out.' On being asked the meaning of the word or for another

illustration of it he said, ' If you see a cat round a starling's nest

with young in it, and the old birds are about, you will see them
witter round the cat' (E.S.).

2. Obsol. To huddle together.
Those lambs are lying in the corner of the shed as close as they

can witter (ib.).

WITTER, v.* Sc. To struggle, esp. to struggle for a

livelihood.
Sc. Mackay. Kcd. A person adopting projects beyond his

means, and struggling with poverty in attempting to gain the end
in view, is denominated ' a witterin body ' (Jam.).

WITTER, see Whither, sb.1, Whitter, v.
123

WITTER-BIT, sb. w.Yks.2 [wita-bit] The counter-

bored part of a pair of scissors.

WITTERET, see Whitrack.
WITTERING, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Also in form

wuttering Gall, [wrtarin.] Knowledge ; information

;

proof ; a secret report ; a hint. See Witter, sb.2

Sc. (Jam.) ; That was to be wittering true, That maiden she had
gone, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) II. 236, ed. 1806. Rxb. What it is you
done or how they got wittering o't, the Lord only kens, Hamilton
Outlaws (1897) 125. Gall. I heard a wutterin' o't, but naething for

certain (J.M.). N.Cy.1 m.Yks. 1 1 had no wittering on't at t'time.

I got a wittering o' 't from him. w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves

(1781); w.Yks. 1 Lan. If they've nobbut gitten a witterin' ot

somebody doin' wrang, they've a knack o' puttin' a bit to it,

Eavesdropper Vill. Life (1869) 92. ne.Lan. 1

[lames of douglas of thare cummyng, And quhat thai

war, had vittering, Barbour Bruce (1375) v. 342.]

WITTERLY, adv. Sc. Knowingly, ' wittingly.' See
Witter, sb.2

To do a thing witterly [to act on good information, or with full

knowledge], Mackay.

WITTEROUS, adj. Bnff.1 [wrtaras.] Of a crabbed,

determined disposition.

WITTERS, sb. Sc. Also in form witter. The throat,

esp. in phr. to be in, or at, a person's witters, to fall foul of him.
Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1 Finiver the twa met, they wir in o' ane

anither's witters, jist like twa kyard wives. He wiz in o's witters

jist in a han'clap. Bch. You wou'd hae thought that they wou'd
hae flown in ither's witters in a hand-clap, Forbes Jrn. (1742) 17.

Abd. He was up i' my witters like a fechtin cock, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) xxiii.
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WITTING, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Lan. Also
written witing N.Cy.1 ne.Lan.1

; and in forms whitton
w.Yks. ; wittan Cai. 1

; witten Sc. ; wittin Sc. (Jam.)
Cum. 14 w.Yks.1

; witton w.Yks. [wi'tin, -an.] 1.

Knowledge; judgment; intelligence; occas. pi.
Sc. Without my wittins (Jam.) ; What will come o' ye gin the

bailies suld come to get witting, Scott Rob Roy (1817) xxii. Edb.
Macaulay Poems (1788) 197. N.Cy.1 Cum. 1 I dud t'best o' my
wittin; Cum. 4

, n.Yks. 2 w.Yks. Watson Hist.Hlfx. (1775)548;
w.Yks. 1 I'd shawn him th' gainest gait afoare, to th' best o' my
wittin, ii. 295. ne.Lan. 1

2. pi. Information ; tidings.
Sh.I. Da Custom Hoose men wis shuirly gotten wittens o' Uncle

Lowrie's smack, Burgess Sketches (and ed.) 90. Cal. 1 1 noor heerd

word or wittans o' 'm sin 'at day. Bnff. Wad your Lordship hae

ony wittens o' him ? Leg. Stralhisla (1851) 95. Edb. Neither word
nor wittens of it have been seen or heard tell of from that to

this day, Moir Mamie Wauch (1828) ix. Kcb. Muir Muncraig

(1900) 23a.

[1. With-outen witing ofany other wight, Chaucer C. T.

a. 1611.]

WITTINGLY, adv. Sc. Cum. Yks. Also in forms

weetingly Yks. ; wittenly Cum. [wi-tinli.] Purposely,

knowingly, designedly.
Sc. (A.W.) Cum. Gl. (1851) ; Oft wittingly I stummerd, Relph

Misc. Poems (1747) 17. w.Yks. Willan List Wds. (18 11) ; (J.W.)

WITTLE, see Victual, Whittle, sb.'
a

WITTOL, sb.
1 Cor. [wi'tl.] The wheatear, lit. white

tail, Saxicola oenanthe.

So called from the pure white colour of the base and lower
portion of the side of the tail, Swainson Birds (1885) 9; Rodd
Birds (1880) 315.

WITTOL, sb? Obs. Suf. 1 A contented 'cuckold.'

WITTON, WITTOR, see Witting, Whittawer.
WITTY, adj.1 and sb. Sc. Yks. Chs. Not. Lin. Ken.

Dev. [wi'ti.] 1. adj. Wise, knowing; sensible, shrewd;
well-informed ; cunning.

Bnff. A witty wife did than advise Rob back to gang to Maukin
Wise, And score her over, ance or twice, Aboon the breath, Taylor
Poems (1787) 93. Fif. That head quhilk was sa wittie in warldlie
effeares and polecie, Melvill Autobiog. (1610) 117, ed. 1842.
Ayr. 'Wow man ! Ye hae a witty head.' 'A witty head I never
had," Fisher Poems (1790) 153. Lnk. A wow Janet, but ye're a
witty creature, but can ye tell me what way the blackamoors is

made, Graham Writings (1883) H, 137. n.Yks.1 Chs.1
; Chs.3

He is a witty man about cattle. s.Chs. 1 Ee)z u wit'i mon, iz

yaan-diir; dhur)z noo bes'tin im fit u baaTgin. s.Not. Folk mun
be very witty nowadays; they do invent some things (J. P. K.).

n. Lin. His feyther was a witty man, if yer like, bud him, he's as
shiftless as can be (M. P.). Ken.1 Dev. Reports Provinc. (1882)25.
Hence Witty-widgeon, sb. a wiseacre

; gen. used
ironically. n.Yks.2 2. sb. Obs. Cleverness ; skill.

Lth. The sorry's i' the cutty, She'll win awa, for a' my witty, Out
o'er the rigs, Thomson Poems (1819) 131.

[1. OE. witlig, wise ; in one's right mind (Sweet).I
WITTY, adj.2 Nrf. [wi-ti.] Very small.
Ony a few teeny, witty little things, Emerson WildLife (1890) 17
WITTY, see Whitty, sb. 1

WITTY-WITTY-WAY, see Widdy-widdy-way.
WITTY-WOO, sb. e.An.2 [witi-wfi.] An owl.
[So called] from his cry. We have 'a witty-woo's eggs,' and

' witty-woo's nasen.'

WITWALL, sb. Chs. Glo. 1. The great spotted
woodpecker, Dendrocopus major. Glo.12 2. The green
woodpecker, Gecinus viridis. Chs.1 See Hickwall.
WIVE, v. Sc. With on : to marry to.
Per. An' she's gaun to wive her on me, is she ? Cleland Inch-

bracken (1883) 51, ed. 1887.

WIVEARE, sb. Obs. Wxf. 1 A prying person.
WIVEL, v. Lin. Brks. Wil. Dor. Also written whivel

Dor. 1
; wyvel Wil. 1 [wi'vl.] 1. To hover. Dor. Gl.

(1851) ; Dor. 1
Cf. wiver, v. 2. To veer about, as

the wind
;

to blow as wind round a corner or through
a hole. Wil. 1 Hence Wivelly, adj. fickle, undecided,
wavering, untrustworthy, ib. 3. Comp (1) Wivel-
headed, flighty, giddy ; foolish

; weak. n.Lin.1
; (2)minded, capricious, fickle; undecided, waverine- un-

trustworthy. Brks.1
, Wil. 1 *"

WIVELLER, see Weevil.
,

... nf
WIVER, sb. Nhb.1 One of the timbers or wales 01

a boat on which the seats rest. Cf. inwiver.

WIVER, v. Sc. Brks. Ken. Sus. Hmp. w.Cy. Wil.

Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written whiver be. (Jam

Suppl.) Brks.1 w.Cy. Wil.1 Dor.1 Som. ;
wivyer Ken.1

Hmp.1 Dev. Cor. ; wyver Wil. [wiva(r.] l.lo shake;

to tremble. Cf. wivel.
Ken.1 Dev. Aw, Loramassy, Joan, 'ow yd did stertlee me!

I've abin a bivering an' a-wivering iver zince, Hewett Peas. Sp.

(1892) (s.v. Stertlee).

Hence Wivery, adj. trembling convulsively ;
shivering,

quaking
;
giddy, dizzy.

Hmp. My head is wivvery, Wise New Forest (1883) 288 ; Hmp. 1

Dev. 1 bant very well, tO-day. I'm za wivvery, I dawnt knaw
whotiver tu du wi' myzel, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). Cor. I be
wivveryan'wishtalongo'leavin'en,PHiLLPOTTs/Vo//ie/s(i897)i48.

2. To quiver, flutter, hover ; to float or tremble in the

air, esp. used of the flight of birds.

Sc. Men ranking themselves under stately standerts . . . displayed

for whivering in the winde, Birnie Blame ofKirk-buriall (1606) vii

(Jam. Suppl.). Brks. 1 I zin the haak whiverin' wher I knawed
zome young partridges was. Ken. 1 Sus. The smoke came
wivering down the chimney. The snow came wivering down
through the holes in the roof (S.P.H.). Hmp. Wise New Forest

(1883) 288. w.Cy. (Hall.) Wil. We could hear the ravens

wyvering and rustling till they settled, Kennard Diogenes (1893)
viii ; Wil.1 Dor. 1 My vust shill skylark whiver'd high. w.Som. 1

I do zee two or dree hawks, darn 'em, wivering [wiivureen] 'pon

th' hill 'most every day. nw.Dev. 1

3. To move ; to veer round. Hmp.1
4. To blow in

gusts, as the wind. n.Dor. (S.S.B.), Som. (W.F.R.)
5. To waver ; to hesitate.
Hmp. Whatever's the good o' wiverin about like this yer?

Wull ye hae me or wunt ye? Gray Heart ofStorm (1891) I. 192.

Wil. 1

Hence (1) Wiver-minded, (2) Wivery-minded, ppl. adj.

changeable, wavering, vacillating.

(1) Som. (W.F.R.) e.Soni. W. & J. Gl. (1873). (2) n.Dev.

(R.P.C.)

WIVET, WIVETT, see Wevet, Wibbit.
WIVING, vbl. sb. Obs. Wm. See below.
As soon as the good woman could bear to sit (after tying-in),

the neighbouring women were invited to a second tea-party,

called the wiving, when they all attended with presents, Lonsdale
Mag. (1822) III. 381 ; Briggs Remains (1825) 247.

WIVIVVEL, see Wirwivvle.
WIVVEL, v. Cor.3 [wrvl.] A marble-playing term

:

to throw a ' taw ' instead of ' firing.'

Thas no feer, Jan Thomas
;
you're wivveling.

WIZARD'S KNOT, phr. Irel. See below.
Mun. 'Twas an enchantment put into hanks of yarn by the wise

man or the wise woman, to keep the place safe and sacred where
it would be tied, and to bind under bonds every soul it was laid
upon, Barry Wizard's Knot (1901) 83.

WIZDOMITE, sb. Obs. Lan. A wiseacre.
Won ov eawer wizdomites, ot kud see throo an inch booart,

Wilson Plebeian Pol. (1798) 47, ed. 1801.
WIZE, WIZEN, see Wise, v., Weasand.
WIZERS, sb. pi. Yks. [wai-zaz.] The tops of

vegetables. Cf. wise, sb 1
, wyzle.

w.Yks. Dead turnip or potato tops (S.P.U.) ; The top of a radish

WIZINGS, sb.pl. Yks. Stf. Also in form wysans Stf.
[wai-zinz.] Trailing shoots or runners of plants ; the
dead tops of vegetables. Cf. wise, sb}
w.Yks. (S.P.U.) n.Stf. Bilberry-wysans, strawberry-wysans,

potato-wysans, N. &* Q. (1888) 7th S. vi. 314.
WIZLE, WIZZ, see Wyzle, Whiz(z, v.

1

WIZZAN(D, see Weasand.
WIZZARDS, sb. pi. Obs. Mry. (Jam.) Quick-grass,

or other weeds, dried on fallow fields.
WIZZEL, see Weasel, sb.1 , Whistle.
WIZZEN, v.

1 and adj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and
Lng. Also written whizzen Chs.2

; wisen Sc. (Jam.)Wm. Lan. Cor.; wissen Sc. (Jam.) Chs.23 ; wizen Sc
Ir. Nhb. 1 Dur.1 n.Yks.* w.Yks.24 Stf. Der.12 nw.Der 1

Not.1 Lin.1 Lei,1 War.234 s.War.1 Glo. 1

2

; wizzan w.Yks.5
'-
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wyzzen Lan. ; and in forms weasen Ant. ; weazen
e.An.2 ; weeasan e.Yks. 1

; weezen Sc. Uls. Dwn. Lakel.2

Wm. ; wesan I.W. 1
; weysan I.W.12

; #. wozzen s.Not.
[wi'zan ; wl'zan, wia'zsn.] 1. v. To wither, shrivel,

shrink ; to become dry, hard, parched, or wrinkled ; to

fade or pine away. Gen. used in pp. Cf. swizzen, v.
1 2.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Wizzn'd wi' da frost fil he's [it's] Ossless, Sh.
News (Mar. 16, 1901). Frf. Beattie Arnha' (c. 1820) 51, ed. 1882.

Per. The heart wes wizened in the breist o' him, Ian Maclaren
Brier Bush (1895) 160. Fif. Robertson Provost (1894) 156.

se.Sc. To theak the caldrif wizend hide, O' ilk poor creature,

Donaldson Poems (1809) 52. Ayr. His sweaty, wizen'd hide,

Burns Ep. to Davie (1784) st. 11. Bwk. Self has gained the upper
han' An' wizened up their hearts, Calder Poems (1897) 223.

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Wgt. Carryin' a weezen't
lookin' wean in her arms, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 106. Ir. She
was that stooped and wizened away to nothin', Barlow East unto

West (1898) 174. Uls. She is weezened, or cruel ornery-looking,

N. Whig (May 8, 1901). n.Cy. (J.L. 1783). Nhb. 1 The trees hes
aal wizened. Dur.1 Lakel.1 Often applied to small withered or

shrivelled apples ; Lakel.2 A weezen'd laal monkey 'at is he.

Cum. 3 He was rayder a wizzent oald fellow, 174. Wm. I put

those three shillings which you gave me into a hole, and 1 found

them weezened every time I went to look at them. . . 1 have just

found it out that Dick has weezend them, Lonsdale Mag. (1821)

II. 409; As wisened as a winter apple (B.K.). n.Yks.124
,

e.Yks.1
, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Like a plant at's neglected he begins

ta wizzen, if net physically, mentally, Hartley Clock Aim. (1894)

32; w.Yks.124 Lan. His face is wizz'nt deawn to nowt, Mellor
Poems (1865) 15. ne.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, Chs.123 , Der.2 ,

nw.Der. 1
,

Not 1 s.Not The turnips was all wozzen (J.P.K.). Lin. 1
,
n.Lin. 1

,

se.Lin. (J.T.B.) Lei.1 Here's a few wizened apples. Nhp.12,

War.123, Shr. 2 , Hrf. 1
, Glo.12 , Brks. 1

, e.An. 1 Wil. Slow Gl. (1892).

Hence Wizzened-face, sb. a thin, ill-looking person.
s.Lan. Theaw wyzzent face (S.B.).

2. adj. Withered, dried up, wrinkled, pinched ; thin

;

ill-favoured.
Sc. (A.W.), Lakel.2 Cum. An auld wizzen feace, Wheatley

Joe the Buits (1869) 14. War.4 , s.War. 1
, Glo. (A.B.), I.W.12

Hence (1) Wizzen-faced, ppl. adj. having a withered,

wrinkled, thin face ; lantern-jawed
;
pale-faced ;

delicate-

looking
; (2) "Wizzen-kited, ppl. adj. withered, shrivelled.

(i)Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks.12 , e.Yks. 1 w.Yks.5 T'wizzan faaced scribe.

Chs.' s.Chs. 1 L(5ok tit im, naay ! i)nut ey u pooflr wizn-fai'st lit-1

thingg! War.2 Shr. 1 'Er's a poor wizzen-faced little things

nuthin' like the rest ; Shr. 2 Such a wizzen-faced looking rascal.

Brks. 1
, e.An.2 , Cor. 3 (2) Nhb.1 Old wizen-kited quine—shrivelled

old hag.

[1. OE. wisnian, weosnian, to dry up, wither (Sweet).]

2. ON. visinn, wizened, withered (Vigfusson).]

WIZZEN, v.
2 Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Also written

whizzen w.Yks. 1 ne.Lan.1 Chs. nw.Der.1
; wizzn s.Lan.

[wi'zsn.] To whine, as a dog ; to bellow ; to make a noise.

Cum. 'At car'n't if the lasses wizzen, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed.

1807) 140. w.Yks.', ne.Lan. 1
, s-Lan.1 Chs. Ellis Pronunc.

(1889) V. 420. s.Chs.1 Wot tit dhti wiz'nin aat, naay ? Dhti mid'

bi ver-i baadli dim bahy, ah)m shdotir. nw.Der. 1

WIZZENfD, see Weasand.
WIZZIE, sb. Sh.I. Also written wizzy. [wi'zi.] A

thick covering or muffling ; a wrapper ; a shock of hair.

A'm seen men o' your time o' life 'at wid a hed nae hair apo'

der kroon, bit ye hae a wizzie o't yet, Sh. News (Jan. 18, 1902)

;

Spence Elk-Lore (1899) 187.

WIZZLE, v. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Also written whizzle

n.Yks.14 ; and in forms wahzle e.Yks.1
;
warstle Lan.;

warzle n.Yks. 124 ne.Yks.1 m.Yks. 1
; wezzle n.Yks.4 [wrzl;

wa-zl.l 1. To move stealthily ; to creep in and out, as

a snake. ne.Yks.1
, e.Yks.1 2. To run out by slow

degrees, as liquid from a tap.

n.Yks.2 It's cloven up, it weeant warzle.

3. To obtain by craft, cajolery, or flattery ; to wheedle,

entice ; to intrigue.

N.Cy. 2 n.Yks. She warzled it oot on him (T.S.) ;
n.Yks.1

;

n.Yks.2 ' A warzling kind of a body,' a wheedler
;
a sly deceiver

;

n Yks 4 Sha's a queer un, sha can wezzle owt oot o' ma. He can

warzle tha inti believing owt. ne.Yks.1 They warzled him up.

m.Yks. 1 Lan. Warstle me into some clough or quarry, Kay-

Shuttleworth Scarsdale (i860) II. 34.

VOL. VI.

Hence (1) Warzlement, sb. blandishment, cajolery,

wheedling ways
; (2) Warzly, adj. wheedling, persuasive,

flattering.

(1) n.Yks.12, m.Yks.1 (2) n.Yks. He's a wahzly fellow (I.W.).

WIZZLE,WIZZY, seeWeasel, si. 1
,Wbizzle,i;.,Wizzie.

WLAP, v. w.Yks.4 To wrap ; to fold. Cf. lap, v.2

In wlapping there is more of folding over, placing one layer

over another, than in wrapping. We wrap up anything in a silk

handkerchief: the laundress wlaps up the shirt which she has
ironed.

[A yong child wlappid in clothis, Wyclif Luke ii. 12.]

WO, int., sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
Also in forms whaw Yks. ; who w.Yks.1 Lan. Der.1

I.W.1
; whoa Nhb. 1 s.Lan.1 e.An. 2 Som.Dev. ; whoiChs.;

whoy Cum. e.Lan.1 ; woa Sc. Nhb.1 Cum.1 Yks. s.Lan.1

Chs. Not.1 Lei. 1 Ken. Som. Cor. ; woah Cum. ; woe Oxf.1

Hmp. ; wogh Der.2 nw.Der. 1
; woh Ir. Lin.1 ; woi Ken.;

woo e.Yks. 1 Lei.' Shr. 1 Glo. Oxf.1 Suf. 1 Hmp. ; wooh Suf. 1

;

woy Sc. Dur.1 Cum. 1 w.Yks.1 Lin. 1 [wo ; woi ; wu.]
1. int. A call to a horse to stop or stand still.

Sc. Stephens Farm Bk. (ed. 1849) 159 ; Morton Cyclo. Agric.

(1863). Cld. Wo is used in calling to a horse at a distance, or in

giving the usual commands while at labour (Jam.). Ayr. Cracking

his whip, with many a 'hup horse; yean horse; woa lad ; steady!'

Douglas GreenShulters(igoi) 5 ; In calling [horses] to stop [carters

employed] the incommunicable sound of 'proo,'now 'wo,' or 'woy,'

Agric.Surv.503(jAM.). Wmh. 'Woh, Paddy.' The horse stopped,

Bullock Ir. Pastorals (1901) 207. Nhb.1
,
Dur. 1 Cum. A voice it

cries ' Whoy !'...' Whoy !
' again and again, Burn Ballads (ed.

1877)136; Cum. 1
,
n.Yks. (I.W.) w.Yks. Burnley Sketches (1875)

319 ; w.Yks. 1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1
, I.Ma. (S.M.) Chs. Morton Cyclo.

Agric. (1863). Der.12 ,
nw.Der. 1

, Not.1
, Lin. 1

,
Lei. 1

, War.3
,
Shr.*

Glo. When he says ' woo ' to make a horse stop he does not know
the woo is Chinese for to stop, Lysons Vulgar Tongue (iSeS

1

) 35.

Oxf.1 MS. add., e.An. 2
, Suf.1 Ken. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863I.

Sus., Hmp. Holloway. w.Som.1 Not used to a horse when
moving, as a command to stop, but when restless or fidgety, or

inclined to kick. ' Wo, mare ! wo, mare !
' nw.Dev.1 e.Dev.

They come nearer saying, 'Whoa' and 'Good hoss,' Jane Evir

Mohun (1901) 37.

2. A call to a horse to go to the left. Ken. Morton
Cyclo. Agric. (1863). 3. Comb. (1)Wo a, a call to a horse

to stop or stand still ; (2) -a about, (3) -ab, a call to a

horse to keep steady
; (4) -af, (5) -ak, a call to a horse to

turn to the left
; (6) -back, (a) a call to a horse to back

;

(b) see (5) ; (7) come-'ere, see (5) ; (8) -come-hick, a call to

a horse to come towards the speaker
; (9) -cum-huggin, a

call to a horse to come towards the speaker and stop ; (10)

-e, (a) see (8) ;
(b) see (1) ;

(n) -esh, (12) -gee, calls to a

horse to turn to the right
; (13) -hay (-hey), see (1) ; (14)

heck (-hick), see (5) ; (15) -ho, (a) see (1) ; (b) to call 'wo-

ho ! ' to a horse
;

(16) -hop, (17) -hoy, see (1) ; (18) -hup,

(a) see (12) ;
(b) to call ' wo-hup !

' to a horse ; (19) -hye

(-hi), (a) see (5) ; (*) to call ' wo-hye !
' to a horse

; (20)

kum-harther, a cry used by wagoners ; see Come-
hither

; (21) -o-ie, -oy, or Whoie, see (1) ; (22) -o-o, a call

to a horse to be cautious or not to be afraid
; (23) -oot,

see (12) ; (24) -there, get out of the way ; beware
; (25)

-ub, see (12) ; (26) -up, (a) see (1) ;
(b) used to express

exultation; (c) an end; a finishing of anything; (27) -wag, a

call to a horse to go away; (28) -wee, (29) -whoo-up, see (1).

(1) Cor. Zeb called out ' woa-a
!

' and the mare stopped, ' Q.

Three Ships (ed. 1892) 154. (2, 3) Brks.1 (4) Cum (E.W.P.)

(5) Hmp. (H.C.M.B.) (6, a) Fif. ' Wo-back, ye jade ! he cried,

seizing the reins, Meldrum Margredel (1894) 150. Lnk. Hap,

wyne, wo back, or step awa, Watson Poems (1853) 25. w.Yks.

(J W ), War.3 , Oxf. 1 MS. add. (6) Chs. Morton Cyclo. Agric.

(1863). (7) Chs. 1 (8) w.Yks.2
(9) s.Lan. (S.B.) (10, a) w.Cy.

Stephens Farm Bk. (ed. 1849) I. 160. (6) Suf. 1 (11) Suf.

(H.O.H.) (12) Nhb. 1 (13) Nhb.1 Lei. 1 'Stan' still! wo-hey' .. .

are the general interruptions of the continuous hiss maintained

while grooming (s.v. Horse-language). (14) Nhb. ' Wo-heck ' is

used when a horse is required to stop before turning (R.O.H.)
;

Nhb. 1 (15, a) Dur. 1 Yks. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Lei. 1

(s.v. Horse-language). (6) Wmh. The Master yoked a horse to

the slipe . . . and with much bustle and ' wo-hoing ' fell to gathering

in the long yellow rows,BuLLOCK/f-.Pastora/s(i9oi) 108. (16, 17)

n.Yks. (I.W.) (18, a) Nhb.1 (6) Nhb. She . . . ' wo-hupped' and

3 Y
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' wo-hyed ' at the old horse they had borrowed, Graham Red
Scaur (1896) 166. (19, n)Nhb. (R.O.H.), Nhb.1 (b) Nhb. Graham
Red Scaur (1896) 166. (20) Suf. Rainbird Agric. (1819) 290, ed.

1849. (21) w.Yks. Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865) (s.v. Gee). Lan.

Who-oy Nettle ! Brierley Cotters, iii. (22) Sc. Stephens Farm
Bk. (ed. 1849) I. 159. (23) Wil. 1 (s.v. Horses). (24*1 n.Yks.2

(25) I.W.1 (26, a) Yks. (G.W.W.), I.W. 1 (b) e.Yks. 1 Woo-up 1

lads ; we'll hev a jolly spree, MS. add. (T.H.) (c) s.Lan.1 It's

toime we coom to a woa-up. (27) Hnip. (H.R.) (28) Lei. 1 (29)

s.Lan. (S.B.)

4. sb. Fig. A check ; a stop ; bounds, measure.
Der. 1 He had no wo with him. e.An. 1 Suf. 1 There's no woo

in him as yit.

5. v. To call ' wo !
' to a horse.

I. Ma. 'You're very late on the road,' he says—and waen and

woin, Brown Witch (1889) 3 ; I didn't see him, but I heard him

waein and woin to his horses (S.M.). Som. The harvesters

whoaing and shouting, as a wheel struck against the post, Raymond
No Soul (1899) 120.

WOA, see Wo, Wogh.
WOAD, sb. Sc. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lin. Nhp. e.An.

Wil. Dor. Also in forms wad Lakel.2 Yks. Nhp.1 e.An. 1

;

wood Gall. n.Cy. n.Yks.2 Dor.1 Wil.1
;
wud Gall, [wod;

wad.] 1. In phr. as blue as wood, very blue.

Cum. (M.P.) Wm. Peur lal thing, its fingers er as blue as wad
wi cauld (B.K.). e.An. 1 A common comparison. Nrf. (E.M.)

2. Comp. (1) Woad-croft, (2) -ground, a piece of ground
used for the cultivation of woad

; (3) -men, men engaged in

the cultivation and manufacture of woad; (4) -wax or -wex,

(n)the dyer's broom, Genista tincioria
;
(b) the needle whin,

G. anglica
; (5) -wesh or -wish, (6) -wise, see (4, a).

(1) Nhp.1 A part of Kettering field is still known by the name of

Wad-croft, and is so described in the title-deeds. (2) Within
memory there were wad-grounds in Hardingstone field and some
of the neighbouring villages, with huts for the wad-men, ib. (3)
Lin. It appears that the ordinary established practice of cultivating

and manufacturing woad in Lincolnshire, is carried on by woadmen,
Marshall Review (181 1) III. 159. Nhp.1

(4, a) Wil. Davis Agric.

(1813) in Arch. Rev. I. 39 ; Wil. 1 Dor. N. & Q. (1877) 5th S. vii.

46; Dor. 1 (b) Wil. 1
(5) Gall. (J.M.) n.Cy. Grose (1790).

n.Yks.2 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788). w.Yks. Lees
Flora (1888) 784. (6) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

3. A yellow dye. Yks. Brockett Gl. (1846).
WOAD, WOADMEL(L, see Wood, adj., Wadmel.
WOAF, sb. w.Yks. 3 Also in form woave. A measure

of ten feet in length applied to the warp of a piece of cloth.

WOAF, WOAG, see Waugh, Wug(g.
WOAH, WOAK, WOAN, see Wo, Oak, Won.
WOANT, WOARE, see Want, sb.

2
, Ware, sb.2

WOARIN, sb. Obs.ovobsol. Sh.I. A ' haaf'-term for
a seal.

The seal was in the North Isles and Foula called ' de hoarm
(or woarin),' which means the ' hairy one,' or ' hair-fish,' Jakobsen
Dial. (1897) 28.

WOASE, WOAST, see Woosh, Oast, sb. 2 , Wost, v.

WOAT, sb. Cum. Wm. Also written wote Lakel.2

Wm. ; and in form waut Cum. [wot.] A welt, esp.
that of a boot, clog, or shoe ; also in comp. Woat-leather.
A dial, form of welt,' sb. 1

Lakel.2 Thoo's worn t'doon ta t'wote fer want of a calker.
Cum. (M.P.), Cum. 1 *, Wm. (J.H.)

WOATIN(G, sb. Lakel. Also written wotin Lakel.2

[wotin.] The welt of a boot or clog. Lakel.2
, Cum.14

See Woat.
WOAVE, see Whauve, Woaf.
WOB, sb. Chs. 1 [wob.] In phr. all of a wob, used of

semi-liquids : in a shaking condition ; see below.
When slaked lime is carried any distance in a cart, it gradually

becomes more liquid, and shakes and splashes about
; it is then

said to be ' all of a wob.'
WOB, int. Dor. [wob.] In comb. Wob off, a call to

a horse to keep away from the driver. (E.C.M.)
WOB, see Wab, Web.

_
WOBART, sb} Obs. Dur. A slate 1 foot 4.I inches

in length. vv.Dur. 1
49.W

?
B
.
AR

rTT' ^ and adJ- 0bs
- Sc - Also in form

wowbat. [Not known to our correspondents.] 1 sbA feeble, decayed person. Sc. A. Scott Poems (ed.

1882) 88 (Jam. Suppl.). 2. adj. Feeble, weakly, decayed.

Cf. wodat. Hence Wobart'-like, adj. having a witlierea

or faded look. ib. Ags. A wobart bairn (Jam., s.v.Wobat).

[2. I haue ane wallidrag, ane worme, ane auld wobat

carle, Dunbar Poems (c. 1510) ed. Small, II. 33-]

WOBAT, see Woubit. . „
WOBBLE, v.

1
, sb.\ adj. and adv. Var. dial, uses in be.

and Eng. Also in forms wabble Bnff. 1 Twd. (Jam.) Not. 1

Lei.1 Nhp.1 Glo.2 Brks. 1 Suf.1 Cor. ; wable Sc. ;
wauble

Sc. [wo-bl, wa-bl] 1. v. In comp. Wobble-jaad,

rickety, shaky. I.W.1 2. To walk with a weak, tottering

step, as a very feeble person ; to move awkwardly,

uneasily, laboriously, or slowly ; to hobble ;
to tumble.

Bnff. 1 Abd. Creatures waublin on their wames, Shelley

Flowers (1868) 60. Ayr. An' ran them till they a' did wauble,

Far, far behin', Burns Farmer's Salutation, st. 7. Ltu. In the

coorts the nowt did wauble To the shed— mouths ruminating,

Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 316. Twd. (Jam.) Kcb. The snipe

. . . Starts frae the slimy drain ; and to the spring . . . now
waubles fast, Davidson Seasons (1785) 156 (Jam.). Glo. 2, e.An.1

,

Suf.1

Hence (1) Wabblety, adj. shaky, tottery
; (2) Wablin,

sb. a nestling, an unfledged bird.

(1) e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.) (2) Wil. The ' dree callow wablins

'

were the three unfledged nestlings of a yellow-hammer, Akerman
Spring-tide (1850) 86.

3. To move up and down in boiling ; to boil fast.

Not. 1
, Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 The pot wabbles. War. 3 Suf. 1 Of dump-

lings tumbling about in the ebullition of the boiler.

4. To move about anything in the mouth in the process

of mastication ; see below.
Suf. 1 A cow chewing a turnip awkwardly, is said to ' wabble it

about in 'ar mouth.'

5. To sew badly ; see below.
A sempstress in hemming is said to wabble her work if she

overlay the folds so as to make her work thicker in one place than

in another, ib.

6. Fig. To hesitate.
War. 3 He will not say for whom he will vote—he seems to be

wobbling. Wor. They were ridiculed by their constituents for
' wobbling ' over various questions, Evesham Jrn. (Nov. 11, 1899)

;

(E.S.)

7. Fig. With out : to divulge ; to tell.

m.Cor. I want to have a bit o' chat weth 'ee, and tedden wise to

'wabble out every thing to denner taable, afore the wumen kind,

Penberthy Warp and Woof, 94.

8. sb. The actof walkingwith difficulty through weakness.
Bnff. 1 9. A boiling.

Not. 1 Lei.1 ' Why, missus, that egg has been boiling this five

minutes !
'

' Ne'er yo' moind 1 It'll beer anoother wabble.' Nhp.1

Give the meat another wabble. War. 3

10. pi. Spots floating before the eyes. Brks.1 11. Of
sewing : a hem or seam sewn so badly that the work is

thicker in one place than in another. Suf. 1 12. Food
or drink having a weak, watery flavour. Bnff.1 13. adj.
Slender, easily shaken, ib. 14. Having a weak, watery
flavour, ib. 15. adv. Tremulously ; with a weak,
tottering step. ib.

WOBBLE, sb.2 Shr.1 [wo-bl.] A gummy secretion
in the corner of the eye. (s.v. Wapple.)
WOBBLE, v.

2
Irel. Cth. Also in form wabble Don.

[wo-bl.] To mix a shaving-lather; to lather the face.
N.I.1

, Cth. (W.W.S.)
WOBBLE, v.

3 Sc. Stf. War. Wor. [wo-bl.] To sell
intoxicating liquor without a licence.
War. N. & Q. (1877) 5th S. viii. 349 ; War.3 w.Wor. 1 A case

of wobbling against Elisha Allen came before the magistrates this
morning, Wor. Jrn. (May 3, 1879).
Hence Wobbling-shop, sb. an unlicensed shop for the

sale of intoxicating liquor.
Ayr. (H.M.) Stf. Tom was gallus drunk one night, And when

he left the wobbling shop, The skoi was dark, The Chronicle (Aug.
23, 1901).

WOBBLE-ROAD, sb. Sus. A bridle-way. (S.P.H.)
WOBBUT, conj. Dur. Lin. Also in forms wobbit

e.Dur.1
; wobbud n.Lin.1 [wo-bst, -ad.] A contraction of

' why but
'

; used in an introductory sense.
e.Dur. 1 Wobbit thou'll not. n-Lin.1



WOBLET [53i] WOG
Dor. 1 [wo'blit.] The handle of a hay-WOBLET, sb.

knife.

WOBSTER, WOC, see Webster, Wake, v.
1

WOCH.wt Cum. A call to a horse to stop. (E.W.P.)
See Wo.
WOCHLE, WOCK, see Wauchle, Oak.
WOD, see Wad, sb.1

, What, Wood, adj.

WODAT, adj. Ags. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] Feeble, weakly; decayed, (s.v. Wobat.)
Cf. wobart, sb.2 2.

WODDENEL, WODDER, see Wadmel, Wither-, pre/.

WODDICOTE, WODDIE, see Widdicote, Withy.
WODDRAM, see Woodrum.
WODE, sb. Sc. A corruption of ' God ' ; used int.

Cf. od.
Lnk. Wode, she said you could do naething but scure wash

mugs, Graham Writings (1883) II. 62.

WODEN,//.. n.Yks.2 Overrun. See Forwoden.
' You mun snape that tree, it's woden wi' wood,' must prune

that tree, it is overrun with growth.
WODENSDAY, sb. Obs. Sc. Nhb. A dial, form of

'Wednesday.'
Rxb. (Jam.) Nhb. N. & Q. (1878) 5th S. A . 86 ; Nhb.i I can

recollect perfectly when it was invariably pronounced Wodensday
by old country people.

WODERSH1NS, WODGE, WODMOLE, see Wither-
shins, Wadge, v.

1
, Wedge, sb. 1

, Wadmel.
WODROAM, WODSET, see Woodrum, Wadset.
WOE, sb. and adj. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

I. Ma. Der. Lin. e.An. Also written wo Sc. N.Cy. 1 Der.1
;

and in forms wa n.Cy. Wm. ; waa w.Yks.1 ne.Lan. 1
;

wae Sc. (Jam.) Bnff.1 Nhb. 1 Lakel.2 nYks.1 ne.Yks. 1

m.Yks. 1 ne.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1
; way Cum.14

; wea N.Cy.12

Cum. 1 * Wm. m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. ne.Lan.1 s.Lan.1
; weah

Dur. 1 w.Yks. ; wee Nhb^w.Dur. 1
; weea n.Yks.23 ; weha

N.Cy. 1 [wo, wos ; we, wea, wia.] 1. sb. In comb. (1)

Woe-suck(s, used as an exclamation of grief : alas! (2)

•wan, pale with grief; (3) -waps, an exclamation pre-
dictive of coming trouble

; (4) -worn, sorrow stricken.

(1) Sc. Waesucks to see you sae ill clad, Pennecuik Collection

( 1787) 26. Frf. Alack-a-day ! waesucks for John, Beattie Arnha'
(c. 1820) 40, ed. 1882. Slg. But waesocks now, Poor Davie's

dead, Muir Poems (1818) 19. Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. Waesucks ! for

him that gets nae lass, Burns Holy Fair (1785) st. 25. e.Lth.

Waesucks ! thou wearie, eastlin' blast, Mucklebackit Rhymes
(1885) 91. n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.) Wm. Waesucks,
Wullie ! d'ye hear him? Ollivant OwdBob (1898) xxii. (2) Peb.

Baith wo-wan an' weary—my hame is na here, Sanderson Poems
(1865) 30. (3) e.Yks. 1 (4) Elg. The wae-worn, number'd life, Th'
irremeable way Will find, Couper Poetry (1804) 1. 188. Frf. The
wae-worn an' weary were solaced fu' aft By the auld man's gentle

Oe, Watt Sketches (1880) 69. Ayr. A woe-worn ghaist I hame-
ward glide, Burns Maun I still on Menie doai, st. 7. Nhb. Jones
Nhb. (1871) 179.

2. Phr. (1) to be in woe, see below; (2) wae's heart o' me,

(3) wae's my heart, (4) wae's o' me, or thee, used as expres-
sions of grief or commiseration ; alas ! (5) wae to tell, sad
to say

; (6) wae wags ye, used as an exclamation or impre-
cation

; (7) waistomme, (8) wast-heart-a-day, see (4) ; (9)

woe behangye, may sorrow surround you
; (10) woe is me,

wae's me, or wayses me, see (4) ; (11) woe light on't, or wo-
leel o't, woe betide it

; (12) woe('s) is (t')heart, wae's (t')heart,

waste-heart, wazistheart, woestart, see (4) ; (13) woe's the

day, or woe's me the day, woe to the day
; (14) woe worth,

may woe betide ; used as an imprecation.

(1) e.An.1 Blinds down for the week are said to be in woe. (2)

m.Yks.1 (3) Sc. But wae's my heart, I had been tender a' the

summer, Scott Midlothian (1818) v. Abd. Waes my heart that

I'm sae fat, Paul Abdnsh. (1881) 127. Slg. O waes my heart,

must Scotia's harp Be hung upon the willow tree ? Wyse Poems
(1829) igr. Ayr. Waes my heart ! he could na mend it ! Burns
Death of Mailie, 1. 10. Lnk. Struthers Poet. Tales (1838) 81.

(4) m.Yks. 1 (5) Knf. Wae to tell! amang the cinders It tumbl'd

down, Picken Poems (1813) I. 121. (6) Bch. Wae wags ye, chiel,

whare hae ye been? Tarras Poems (1804) 69 (Jam.). (7) Cum.

Linton Lake Cy. (1864) 313. Wm. Aye, waist omme ! I hev hed

a saar loss, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 46, ed. 1821. (8) w.Yks.24

(9) n.Yks.2 (to) Sc. Wae's me for my Greek and Hebrew,
Stevenson Catriona (1893) xi. n.Sc. Wae's me, ye provide ill

for them o' yer ain hoosehald, Gordon Carglen (1894) 146. Frf. O,
waes me, I waitet fu' lanely, an' lang, Reid Heatherland (1894) 24.
Per. Wae's me for the cratur's boast! Haliburton Dimbar(i8g5)
23. Lth. Yet waes-me on the thocht, Jamie, I canna think thee
deid, Smith Merry Bridal (1866) 46. Dmf. Oh ! waes me for my
harmless sheep, James Kennedy Poems (1823) 160. Gall. Irving
Fireside Lays (1872) 232. n.Cy. (K.) Nhb. 1 A common exclama-
tion equivalent to ' dear me !

' Waes me ! but the lad's gyen off
wivoot us. Cum. 1 *, n.Yks. (T.S.), m.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

,

Der. 1 (s.v. Waste). (11) N.Cy.1
, Nhb. 1 (12) Sc. Mackay. Edb.

Mang men, wae's-heart ! we aften find The brawest drest want
peace o' mind, Fergusson Poems (1773) 141, ed. 1785. n.Cy.
Grose (1790). n.Yks. 1 Contracted either from 'wae is at the
heart,' ofthe speaker namely ; or, from ' wae is the heart

'
; n.Yks.2

Weeas is t'heart! ne.Yks. 1
, e.Yks. 1 m.Yks.1 Wae's is t'heart.

w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703) ; w.Yks.1
; w.Yks.5 'Waasteheart

barns ! ye knawn't what's let on yuh, God help yuh !
' ' How

are yuh to-daay then like ?
' ' Noa better, thenk yuh.' ' Ah,

waasteheart ! waasteheart !

' Der. 1 (s.v. Waste). Lin. Brookes
Tracts Gl. n.Lin.1 (13) Ayr. Oh, waes me the day ! my heart
fiU'd sae fou when I thocht o' the rent, White Jottings (1879) 275.

(14) Sc. (Jam.) Bch. Wae worth that weany sup of drink He
lik'd so well ! Forbes Dominie (1785) 27. Abd. Wae wirth him
that he ever wan oot o't, Paul Abdnsh. (1881) 44. Ayr. Wae
worth that brandy, Burns Scotch Diink (1786) st. 15. Lnk. Wae
worth her, for the wives o' our town an' I hae gotten a waking
night wi' her, Graham Writings (1883) II. 41. N.Cy. 2

, Dur. 1
,

Lakel.2 s.Wm. Wa worth it, Hutton Dial. Storth and Arnside
(1760)1.62. n.Yks. 12 e.Yks. 1 Also, an exclamation of dismay on
hearing fearful tidings. m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1 Waa-worth that long-
heeoded, winner-neb'd rascad Boany ; w.Yks. 245 , ne.Lan. 1

, Der. 1

3. adj. Woeful, doleful, melancholy ; sad ; sorry.
Sc. (Jam.) ; I'm wae ye suld hae cause to say sae, Scott Blk.

Dwarf (1816) vii ; I'm wae to leave ye here, Stevenson Catriona

(1893) xi. Sh.I. Der madram allwis maks me wae, Junda
Klingrahool (1898) 31. e.Sc. I would be wae for the wife's sake,

Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) iii. Ayr. Mony a time my heart's

been wae, Burns Twa Dogs (1786) 1. 94. Rxb. We'll be wae to

lose you indeed, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 68. Wgt. Fraser
Wigtown (1877) 210. N.Cy. 1

' She's weha for him, poor man,'
she is very sorry for him. Nhb. 1

, Dur.1 Cum. 1 I's weay for

them, poor things; Cum. 4 Wm. I wur sae wae about partin,

Wheeler Dial. (1790) 18. n.Yks.23 , m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.1 1'se

feaful waa to lam shoes seea varra silly. ne.Lan.1
I.Ma. She

had grown ' wae,' as folk said, Caine Deemster (1887) 231, ed. 1889.

Hence (1) Waeheartedly, adv. sadly ; (2) Wae-like, adj.

sad, sorrowful, doleful
; (3) Waely, adv. see (1) ; (4)

Waeness, sb. sadness, sorrow ; vexation
; (5) Waesome,

adj., sae (2); (6)Waesome-like, (7)Waesomely, adv.,see(i).

(1) Gall. Waeheartedly enough we left the little white housie,

Crockett Grey Man (1896) xxvii. (2) Sh.I. ' Dat wis aye a fashion

o' dine,' shu said, a kind o' wae laek, Sh. News (May 15, 1897).
Bnff. 1 A nivver saw a man waer-like. (3) Lth. Waely he sung o'

a lass he lo'ed, M°Neill Preston (c. 1895) 21. (4) Sc. (Jam.)
Lnk. The waeness o' the music brocht the tear intil my e'e, Cog-
hill Poems (1890) 16. (5) Sc. (Jam.) ; I met a waesome wife

Lamentin' her viduity, Outram Lyrics (1887) 29. s.Sc. The
hurcheon's waesome cheep, Watson Border Bards (1859) 197.
Lnk. The dule an' the sorrow war waesome to see, Hamilton
Poems (1865) 150. Dmf. Another an' eerie an' waesome tune,

Thom Jock o' the Knowe (1878) 7. Nhb. 1 n. Yks. 2 Varry weeasome
for you. Wilful weeast maks weeasome want. (6) Edb. She . .

.

Waesome like cried out, ' Wha's there ?
' R. Wilson Poems (1822)

7. (7) Lth. Sae waesomely she sang, Smith Merry Bridal (1866) 48.

WOEFULSOME, adj. Sc. In form waefu'some. Sad,
sorry ; miserable.

Mry. Oh ! that waefu'some loon ! Hay Lintie (1851) 58.

WOF, sb. Obs. Wxf.1 Also in form wuf. A gad,

spike.
WOFFLE, v. w.Wor. 1 [wo'fl.] To glide along swiftly.

Them traayns woffles along so as you '65dn't scahrsley believe it.

WOFT, WOG, see Waft, v., Woga, Wug(g.
WOG, v. Sc. Wal. Cor. [wog.] 1. To wag; to

twitch.
Kcd. ' He's dead,' cried ane. 'He's nae,' cried I, 'I saw his

fingers woggin,' Grant Lays (1884) 31. Wal. That man turned
and looked at me, and wogged his head, Beale Gladys (1881)
xxxviii.

3 Y 2



WOGGIN [532] WOLF
2. With along: to move about.
w.Cor. She's so fat, she can scarcely wog along (M.A.C.).

WOGGIN, si. Obs. Yks. A narrow passage between
two houses. w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703).

WOGH, sb. and v. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
Chs. Der. Also written woghe ne.Lan.1

; and in forms
wau w.Yks. 1

; waugh w.Yks.2
; waw N.Cy.1 Cum. Wm.

w.Yks. 1 Chs. 1
; wo N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Dur. Lakel.2 Cum.14

Wm. e.Lan. 1 m.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Der.1
; woa Wm. Lan.

;

woh w.Dur. 1
; wough Lan. 1 Der. [wo, w?.] 1. sb.

A wall.
N.Cy. 1

, Nhb.1 Dur. He stands ahint our wo, Moore Sng. Sol.

(1859) ii. 9. w.Dur. 1 Cum. T'ootside waws was whitewesh't,

Farrall Betty Wilson (1886) 41 ; Cum. 1 Introd. 14. Wm. (K.)
;

Plantit up agen t'wo, Robison Aald Taales (1882) 4. w.Yks.12

Lan. I'd just gitten behind a woa war I could heear without bein'

sin, Eavesdropper Vill. Life (1869) 13; Lan. 1
, ne Lan. 1

,
e.Lan.1

,

m.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1 Chs. She hath been at London to call a strea a

straw, and a waw a wall, Ray Prov. (1678) 75 ; Chs. 1
, Der.12

2. Comp. (1) Wogh-hole, a hole in the wall; (2) -pie,

a pie made with a stiff crust ; (3) -plate, the opening
between the wall and the slates of a barn

; (4) -robin, the
spotted flycatcher, Musicapa grisola.

(1) Lakel.2 (2) Cum. (E.W.P.) (3) Lakel.2 (4) Chs.1 [So
called because it] very frequently builds its nest in a hole in a wall.

3. A partition of any kind.
w.Yks. A board-shed wogh, studdedwogh, Thoresby Lett. (1703).

4. A lead-mining term : a rock on the side of a vein.
Der. If . . . woughs be strete, the miner then may fire, Manlove

Lead Mines (1653) I. 234 ; Where wough, or rider, twitch'd a
leading fast, Furness Medic. (1836) 17.

5. v. To build a wall.
Cum.4 I'd been wo-en a gap 'at hed fawn, Richardson Talk

(1871) 1st S. 94, ed. 1886. Wm. It's a varra lang while . . . sen
it wes bilt, lang afooar Borradal fooak woet kucku in, Spec. Dial.
(1880) pt. ii. 1. w.Yks. We've baath lime an' coals to leead, An'
gaps to wau, Twisleton Lett. (1867) 5.

Hence Woaar or Woer, sb. a waller, one who builds
dry walls.
Cam. Introd. 14 ; Cum." Wm. Thear wur woaars biggin a girt

grand hause, Wheeler Dial. (1790) 95, ed. 1821.

[1. Tapytej tyjt to be wo3e, Gawayne (c. 1360) 858. OE.
wag, wah, a wall.]

WOGH, see Waugh, Wo.
WOH, WOHD, see Wo, Wogh, Wold, sb.

WOI, WOISTY,WOK, see Wo, Wisty , Wake, v.\ Oak.
WOKEN, v. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. To suffocate ; to choke

through too hasty drinking. n.Cy.(HALL.) w.Yks.Watson
Hist. Hlfx.

(
I775

) 548. Cf. quocken.
WOKEN,WOKERIFE,WOKKEN,WOKT,seeWake,

v.
1

,
Waken, v., Wakerife, Waken, v., Wake, v.

1

WOKY, adj. Obs. Dur. Som. Also written wokey
Dur.

;
and in forms oaky, ooky Dur. ; oky Dur. Som. •

wooky Som. Moist, sappy. Dur. (K.), (Hall.), Som. (K.)
WOL, sb. Yks. Hmp. Also in form wool Hmp. A

dial, form of ' hole.' m.Yks. 1
, Hmp. (J.R.W.)

WOL, see Well, v.
3

WOLATT'S HEAD, phr. Hrf. [Not known to our
correspondents.] The fossil, Pentamerus Knightii. N.&>
Q. (1877) 5th S. vii. 253.
WOLD, sb. Yks. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. Glo. Bdf. Also

in forms old Nhp.12
; waud n.Yks.2 e.Yks.1

; wohdn.Lin.1 -

word e.Yks.
; would Yks. Not.1 [would ; woud.] 1. A

tract of elevated, generally level and treeless land
;
gen. pi.

n.Yks.12 n. & e.Yks. Wauds; thus the ridge of hills in the
East, and part of the North Riding ... is called. . . Some call all
the East Rtding besides Holderness, and in distinction from it, the
Woulds, Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 80, ed. 1697 ne Yks l

e.Yks. Ray (1691) ; e.Yks. 1 He's an awd man from the wauds.
m.Yks. 1

,
Not.1 n.Lin.i The chalk range of hills which runs down

Lincolnshire from North to South. ' I've seen better things then

™1T Wohds
>

;= * sarcastic reply to one who boasts of his

wdd<? »l1
8
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and unint^^nS, Gibbs Cotswold Vill.
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ud^yL "&• s!tuate on the 'Wolds'; (2)Wold( s-man, sb. an mhabitant of the ' Wolds '

; (3) -wap,

sb. a peculiar and rather slovenly method of binding a

sheaf, used on the 'Wolds' ; the knot thus used.

(1) n.Yks. 2 They live at yan o' thor waud-by spots. (2) n.Lin.

It was a wolds-man tell'd me last market-daay (M.P.). (3) n-Yks.

(I.W.), e.Yks.1 (s.v. Whap).
2. Open forest land.

Glo.12 Bdf. There was a wold in this parish [Souldrop] con-

taining, perhaps, 80 acres ; and if pastures covered with ant-hills,

and variegated with bushes, furze, and the coarsest sedge-grasses,

deserve the name of a wold, here are some remains of it at the

present time, Batchelor Agric. (1813) 240-1.

WOLD, adj. I.W.2 In comb. Wold England, the

country, as opposed to London. See Old, 1 (33).

Joe Tucker went to Lunnon. . . When a come back ... a zed,

'Well, it med be all very well vor people that's used to't, but

gimme wold England—that's the place that suits me best.'

WOLDER, sb. and v. Obs. or obsol. e.An. Also in form
woulder Suf.1

1. sb. A rolled bandage. See Wowld.
e.An. 1 Suf^Teent quite well, I'm forced to keep the woulderson.

2. v. To wrap or roll up in a bandage. e.An. 1

WOLF, sb.
1 and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Also written wulf Lakel.2
; and in form wuff n.Yks.2

[wulf.] 1. sb. In phr. (1) the wolf and the lamb, a
children's game ; see below

; (2) to have a wolf in one's

stomach, to have an enormous appetite or unnatural
craving for food.

(1) Abd. Two are chosen—one to represent the wolf and the
other the lamb. The other players join hands and form a circle

round the lamb. The wolf tries to break through the circle and
carry off the lamb. Those in the circle do all they can to prevent
the wolf from entering within the circle. If he manages to enter
the circle and seize the lamb, then other two are chosen, Gomme
Games (1898) II. 399. (2) w.Yks. 1

, e.An. 1
, Suf.1

2. A children's game ; see below.
[One player acts as shepherd, and stands at one side of the

playground or field ; another acts as wolf. He crouches in one
corner, or behind a post or tree. The other players are sheep,
and stand close together on the opposite side of the ground to the
shepherd. The shepherd advances and calls the sheep. At the
end of the dialogue the sheep run across to the shepherd and the
wolf pounces out, chases, and tries to catch them. Whoever he
catches has to stand aside until all are caught, Gomme Games (1898)
II. 397-8-] w.Yks. ' Sheep, sheep, come home !

' 'We dare not.'
'What are you frightened of?" 'The wolf.' 'The wolf has gone
home for seven days ; sheep, sheep, come home,' ib. 397. Stf. ib.

Not. ib. 398. Lin. ib. 397. Nrf. ib. 398. Suf. The game was
played out of doors in a meadow. Two long parallel lines were
drawn about fifty yards apart, forming bases behind them. Two
boys stood some distance apart between the bases, and the rest
of the players all stood within one base. One of the two boys in
the centre acting as decoy cried, ' Sheep, sheep, come home !

'

The sheep represented by the boys in the base cried back, ' We
can't, we're afraid of the wolf.' The decoy then said— 'The
wolfs gone to Devonshire, and won't be back for seven year.
Sheep, sheep, come home.' The sheep then made rushes from
different points, and tried to get across to the other base The
other player in the centre tried to catch the sheep as they ran
Those caught joined the side of the wolf, and caught others in
their turn ,6. 398. Ken. ,*, Sur. ib. 397-8. Sus. The wolf
chases until he has caught all the sheep, and put them in his den.He then pretends to taste them, and sets them aside as needing
more salt. The shepherd or mother comes after them, and the
sheep cover their heads with their aprons. The mother guesses
the name of each child saying, < This is my daughter-run awayhome

!
until she has freed them all, ib. 398. Wil. ib. 397-8.

3. A gnawing, internal pain caused by cancer, &c.

affli'^ l

P^^
^
WOra

t
n

•
W
?
0Se husba«d had long been thus

afflicted, told the author, that the Doctors had found the wolf,ana carried it away. '

4 A fish, ? the cat-fish, Anarrhichas lupus, or the rock-
fish, Labrus maculatus.

n.Yks.2 A dark coloured fish which the fishermen prefer for
their own eating.

5. v. To eat voraciously.
Lakel.2 Thoo's neea casion to wulf thi dinner doon like that.

n-Yks.2 He wolfs it down. Sur. None o' us about here wud hev
them pigs ef they wus gin us, arter they bin a-wolfin' they varmints
Son or Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 193.

'



WOLF [5333 WOMB
WOLF, sb. 2 Obs. e.An. 1. An arch or culvert for

water to pass through. Ess. N. <&» Q. (1852) 1st S. vi. 411

;

Ess.1 2. A wooden fence placed across a ditch to

prevent cattle straying into another field. e.Cy. (Hall.)

[Cp. OE. hwealf, a vault, arch (Sweet).]

WOLGAR, WOL(L, see Wilger, While.
WOLLER, v. Hmp. [wo'la(r).] To press or beat

down ; esp. used of corn or grass.
' How that corn's wollered down.' A man who was going to

beat carpets on some grass said he would cut it first, because,
' when you're beating carpets, it sort o' wollers down ' (W.H.E.).

WOLLER, WOLLOP, see Waller, sb.2, Wallop, v.
3

WOLLEY, WOLLY, see Wallow, adj., Wally, sb.
1

WOLPY, adj. Obs. Dev. Growing sour; turning

from good to bad. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 467.
WOLRON, sb. Obs. Sc. A poor, miserable creature.

In place o' her ain bonny bairn, she fand a withered wolron,

naething but skin and bane, wi' hands like a moudiewort and a

face like a paddock, a mouth frae lugto lug, and twa great glowrin' een,

Chambers Pop. Rhymes (ed. 1870) 70.

[A waistit wolroun, na worth bot wourdis to clatter,

Dunbar Poems (c. 1510) ed. Small, II. 33.]

WOLSH, see Wallowish.
WOLT, v. e.An. [wolt] To harass, worry ; to fatigue.

e.An. 1
, Nrf. (A.G.F.) Cf. waiter, 3.

WOLT, WOLTER, see Welt, sb.
1
, Walter.

WOLVE, see Waive.
WOMAN, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.

and Amer. Also in forms oman Hrf.2
; ooman Der.

War.4 s.War.1 Brks.1 Sur.1 Sus. Hmp.; umman Sc.

Dev. Cor.; wuman Sc. Ir. ; wumman Sc. Cum. Nrf.

Dev. ; wummin Sc. [wuman ; u-msn.] 1. sb. In

comb. (1) Woman-big, grown to womanhood ; (2) -body,

a female ; a woman ; (3) -calf, a coward
; (4) -folk, see (2)

;

gen. used in pi. ; (5) -fond, of a man : in love with a

woman ; (6) -grown or -growed, see (1) ; (7) -house,

a laundry; (8) -muckle, see (1) ; (9) -party, see (2);

(10) -scared, shy in the presence of women ; (11) -school,

a dame school; (12) -'s tongue, (a) the aspen grass,

Populus tremula; (b) the quaking-grass, Briza media.

(1) Ayr. She never saw her mother again till she was woman-
big, Service Dr. Duguid(ed. 1887) 203. (2) Frf. Is't a man-body,

or just a woman-body? Barrie Tommy (1896) xxiv. Lnk. How
men can come roun' to a woman body's notions when their ain

vanity is at stake ! Roy Generalship (ed. 1895) 122. Twd. Wife !

na, na, nae woman-body for me ! Buchan Weather (1899) 15.

Nhb.1 They should get some decent woman-body ti leuk efter the

bairns. n.Yks. 2 (3) Dev. Mrs. M. called her small boy a ' woman-

calf ' for being afraid of my dog, Reports Provinc. (1885) No. 8.

(4) Sc. We women-folk have to wait till we're bidden, Keith

Indian Uncle (1896) 105. Sh.I. Wumman folk wid tink 'at doo

wis in a blue pashen, Sh. News (Mar. 31, 1900). Kcd. Nae langer

noo on women-folks Scared Sandy's notions ran, Grant Lays

(1884) 7. Rxb. There's ower little skaff for women-folk 1' this

world, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 15. Nhb. Chatt Poems (1866) 86

;

Nhb.i(s. v. Woman-body). e.Dur. 1 (s.v. Folk). Cum. Women-fwok

mun clatter, Blamire Poet. Wks. (ed. 1842) 211. n.Yks. 2
,
e.Yks. 1

MS. add. (T.H.), w.Yks. (J.W.), Glo.12, Oxf.1 MS. add. Ken.

Don't be rid over by yer women-folk so meek-like, man ! Carr

Cottage Flk. (1897) 54. Dor. Dada . . . upbraided his women-folk,

Francis Pastorals (1901) 219. w.Som.' Also female servants.

Dev.3 , Cor.3 [Amer. I hev heerd that the Stetsons have got to

makin' war on women-folks, Fox Vendetta (1900) 33.] (5) Der.

My brother, who'd shown no sign o' bein' ooman-fond afore, went

coortin' o' her, Gilchrist Nat. Milton (1902) 123. (6) Sc Ye

were woman grown when I was but a lassie, Keith Indian Uncle

fi8Q61 4 Ayr. Their eldest hope, their Jenny, woman-grown,

Burns Cotter's Sat. Night (1785) st. 4. Sus. Neither she nor her

brother dared ever say a word about the matter t.ll they were man

and woman grown, Egerton Flk. and Ways (1884) 116 Som.

You'll be one-an'-twenty-an' woman-growed, an free to do as

you will, Raymond Men o' Mendip (1898) x... (7) Sc. The term

often occurs in this sense, in old lists of furniture, &c and in law

cases Ham.) n.Sc. He saw a great deal of water lymg on the

floors of the woman-house and kitchen State of Process Mrs.

Forbes v David Scot ofBenholm (i 754) («*•)• Rnf. These poor

Ignorant girls must have felt a mighty change from the peat-reek

and heather of their fatherland to the pr.son-l.ke incarcerat.on of

them in large central buildings of the public works called ' women-
houses,' there to toil with unremitting regularity, Wallace
Schoolmaster (1899) J 54- (8) Sc - Tne elf • • • Sart her Srow
woman-muckle in twa-three days, Edb. Mag. (Sept. 1818) 156

(Jam.). Cld. (ib.) Gall. When Janet grew to be woman-inuckle,

Gavin kept the habit, Crockett Stickit Min. (1893) 32. (9) Don.

The weemen parties an' others persuaded him from it, Macmanus
Bend of Road (1898) 8. (10) Drab. He stood back sae woman-
scared wi' bashfu' e'e, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 42. (11) e.Lth.

A ' woman schoole ' was established at Knows ' for lassies and

groundingyoung ones' over which a discreet woman was appointed,

Waddell Old Kirk Chr. (1893) 81. (12 a, b) Brks.1

2. Phr. (1) a woman's work, that which takes up a

woman's whole time
; (2) the woman that owns one, one's

wife
; (3) to lay the woman's song, see below ; (4) to lead

from the old woman, a card-playing term : to lead a single

card of a suit in a hand at whist
; (5) woman alive, an

exclamation of impatience or surprise ; (6) woman dear,

a term of address ; also used as an expletive ; (7) woman
side out, womanish ; showing weakness, as by weeping.

(1) Kcb.Thae bairns are just a woman's wark To keep them clean

an' tidy, Armstrong Ingleside (1890) 139. n.Cy., Yks. (J.W.) (a)

Ir. ' How would the woman that owns you be?' ' Hearty, thankyou,'

Lover Handy A ndy (1842) vi. (3)Fif.An emphatic phr. denoting

to change mirth to sorrow, for the loss of a husband, child, or lover

(Jam.) ; Thou has gotten the woman's song laid, as thou promised ;

thou art over long living : it had been good for the women of

Kirkaldy, that thou had been dead long since. . . Many pretty men
has thou putten down both in ships and boats ;

thou has gotten

the woman's song laid now, Extractsfrom Session Rec. of Kirkaldy,

Statist. Ace. XVIII. 634 (ib.). (4) War.3 (5) Ir. Whisht, whisht,

woman alive ! Barlow Shamrock (1901) 13. Ess. Woman alive !

there's no contenting you, Burmester Lott's Alice (1901) 65. (6)

Gall., Wgt. (AW.) Ir. Och woman, dear, did you ever see the

like of that now, at all ? Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 12. (7)

w.Yks. I dared not show it, chance he should see me woman side

out, Snowden Web of Weaver (1896) ix.

3. A familiar term of address; sometimes used con-

temptuously.
Sc. Woman Isabella, what ill have I done ye that ye cannot let

me die in peace, Keith Lisbeth (1894) iv. Abd. ' What mean ye,

wuman?' 'Wuman! quo' he. My name's Grisel Grant,' Mac-

donald Warlock (1882) 1. Ayr. Hoot !
woman, there's nae

Burkers noo, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 235. Slk. And
wumman, Jenny, what div 'e think I heard the day ? Thomson
Drummeldale (1901) 78.

4. A maid-servant.
Sc. I wonder ye dare put such an affront on me before the

women. What better will they be thinking you than a servant

yourself if you're so ready to do their work for them ? Keith

Lisbeth (1894) iii. Per. Mistress Briggs, my leddy's woman, kens

a' about, an' it was her telled Miss Finlayson, Cleland Inchbracken

(1883) 65, ed. 1887.

5. A familiar term for a wife
;
gen. in comb. Old woman.

See Old, 1 (154, a).

w.Yks. Fratchin wi his woman, Back at Mootn Olm. (1865) 2.

n.Lin.1 (Rare). Cum when I maay I alus fin' your woman at

wark. War.4 s.War.1 ' My old 'ooman ' is the usual term used

by an old labourer in speaking of his wife. Hrf.2 Labourers call

their wives ' the 'oman.' Brks. My ole 'ooman kips ma rayther

shart, Hayden Round our Fill. (1901) 3 1 - Nrf. I'll tell ye th'

wuds I used ter say ter my old wumman in our young time,

Mann Dulditch ( 1902) 40. Sur.i Sus. My old 'ooman's got the

rheumatics (F.E.S.). Hmp. His old 'ooman she gets terble

scared, Cornh. Mag. (Aug. 1902) 236. Cor. Ef I'd ben killed, sar,

as I thoft I wor fust, thinks I, what'll my poor ould umman do ?

Forfar Pentowan (1859) i. [Amer. I told my woman last night,

Cent. Mag. (Sept. 1902) 701.]

6. A sweetheart.
w.Yks. (J.W.), m.Lan. 1 (s.v. Moll). s.Lan. 1 Aw yer theaw s

getten a woman at last.

7. v. To court.

s.Chs.1 Dhaa aat-)nu uwd uniif fur goa- ujwumunin.

8. With over : to tyrannize over, to domineer over.

Nrf. She aint a-goin' to be ' womaned ' over by ne'r a one on

ye, Spilling Giles's Trip (1872) 65.

WOMB, sb. Obs. Sc. Yks. A belly. Cf. wame.
Sc. His womb stood out an ell before, Colvil Whigs Supplic,

(1796) I. 193. w.Yks.1 (s.v. Waam).



WOMBLE [534] WONDERS

WOMBLE, WOMILL, see Wamble, Wimble, sb.
2

WOMMAL, WOMMLE, see Wornil, Wamble.
WON, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Chs. Der. Also in forms woan e.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1
; woane

s.Lan. 1
; wone Sc. Nhb. 1 n.Yks. 1 Chs.123 ; wonn Dur.;

wonne Sc. N.Cy. 2 Der. 1
; wooan s.Lan. 1 Chs.123 ; woon

Dur. Wm. ; wun Rxb. (Jam.) N.Cy. 12 Nhb. 1 Cum.14 n.Yks.2

m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1 s.Lan. 1
; wunn Dur. [wun, wen ; won.]

1. v. To dwell, live ; to abide, stay ; to haunt. Cf. win, v.
3

Sc. (Jam.) ; I cam to see my ae brother That wons in this

grene-wood, Scott Minstrelsy (ed. 1806) II. 431. Kcd. There
wons a miller near the Dee, Grant Lays (1884) 197. Per. She
wons contented with her mam, Amang the curling peat reek,

Spence Poems (1898) 42. Ayr. There's auld Rob Morris that

wons in yon glen, Burns Auld Rob Morris, st. 1. Slk. The bonny
May That wons in yonder glen, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III.

191. Kcb. Ane Girzy Mitchell, wha wonned in the Tannimaws,
Elder Borgue (1897) 29. N.Cy. 12

, Nhb. 1 Obsol., Dur. (K.) Cum.
Wee Wully wuns on yonder brow, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808)

64 ; Cum.14 Wm. Whare ivver ye woon, Hutton Bran New
Wark (1785) 1. 488. n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks. 2 We wun at t'aud heeaf
yet. e.Yks. ' He wuns at such a place ' (nearly obs.), Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1788). m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Since I won here (D.L.)

;

w.Yks. 1 Lan. His granny's alive, and wooans weh his noant
Margery, Waugh Sketches (1855) 120 ; Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

,

Chs. 123 , Der. 1

Hence (1) Wonner, sb. an inhabitant
; (2) Wonning, sb.

a dwelling ; an abode ; the chief house on a farm
; (3)

Wonning-house, sb. a dwelling-house ; a ' wonning.'
(1) Rxb. (Jam.) (2) The term is still used to denote the chief

house on a farm, or that which is occupied by the tenant in contra-

distinction from those possessed by the cottars, hinds, herds, &c.
(ib.) Wm. Aur wooning is net aboon a dozen stane-thraws
fra this spot, Hutton Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 353. w.Yks. 1

They war feaful fain, I promise the, when they clapt ther een o'

me, an a wunnin naa girt way off. (3) Rxb. (Jam.) ; The byre's

the place for flea-luggit auld clushets, and no the wonning-house,
Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 207.

2. sb. Obs. A dwelling ; an abode. Cf. wane, sb.2

Sc. Puddy cam to the mouse's wonne, Sharpe Ballad Bk.
(1823) 87, ed. 1868. Lnk. The prize awarded, ilk ane for his wone
They gallop on, Muir Minstrelsy (1816) 11. [Levins Manip.

C^o).]
[1. OE. wunian, to dwell ; to inhabit (Sweet).]

WON, see Wear, v.\ Win, v.
12

, Wind, v.
2

WONDER, sb., v. and adv. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

Eng. and Aus. Also in forms wondher Don. e.Yks. 1
;

wonner Sc. Yks. Stf.n.Lin.1 Aus.; wunnerCai. 1

; wunnher
N.I. 1 [wB'nd3(r; wE -ns(r.] 1. sb. In comp. (1) Wonder-
stone, see below

; (2) -wench, a sweetheart.
(1) Som. The road to Wookey Hole—shows in places in the Red

Maria bed called the ' wonder stone,' a beautiful breccia consisting
of yellow transparent crystals of carbonate of lime, disseminated
through a dark red earthy dolomite, Woodward Geol. Eng. and
Wales (1876) 135. (2) w.Yks. Some followed us in, and with
them my wonder wench, Snowden Web of Weaver (1896) iii.

2. Phr. (1) the almighty wonder, (2) the wonder of the

world, a great wonder ; very wonderful.
(1) Don. It's the almighty wondher to me ye wore n't dead ten

years ago, Cent. Mag. (July 1901) 432. (2) Don. It's the wondher
of the wurrl' to me some of them gran' words didn't stick in it

[his throat], Macmanus Bend ofRoad (1898) 245.

3. A prodigy ; anything very excellent.
Lnk. He can tell, the wee wonner ! the cause o' the thun'er,

Nicholson Home Idylls (1870) 24. Yks. My eye, he's a wonner,
he be ; he's almost as big as Tichborne, Fetherston Farmer,
115. s.Stf. Murray Aunt Rachel (ed. 1889) 116. n.Lin. 1 That
herse is aboot th' best hunter that iver was foal'd e' th' No'th
Ridin'. He is a wonner at jumpin', my eye ! [Aus. Great Gosh 1

ain't he a wonner? Longman 's Mag. (Aug. 1901) 302.]

4. Used as a term of contempt.
Cal. 1 A witless wunner. Ayr. Our Whipper-in, wee blastit

wonner, Burns Twa Dogs (1786) 1. 65. Dmf. Men are but poor
spindle-shanked whiffling wonners, Carlyle Lett. (1830).

5. A sprite of a child. N.I.1 Come here, ye wunnher, ye.

6. v. In phr. (1) to make one wonder what ails one, used
as a threat of a beating or punishment; (2) to wonder-
hollow, an expression of astonishment or wonder

; (3) to

wonder oneself, to wonder
; (4) — wid it, to be much

surprised ; see below.
(iJN.I^A'll mak ye wunnhur what ails ye. (2) e.Yks. 1 Oh, it's

thoo, is it ? Ah wondhered-hollow when Ah heeard tha knock.

(3) Don. I wondher me very much, where's Widow's Pat the

night, Macmanus Bend ofRoad (1898) 38. (4) Wm. On arriving

at the place he heard the defendant shouting, ' I'm as good as thee

or I'll wonder wid it,' Wm. Gazette (May 24, 1902) 2.

7. adv. Wonderfully ; extremely, very.
Sc. O lady, I heard a wee horn toot, And it blew wonder

clear, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 172. Per. Ye keep your
tryst sae wonder weel, I haud ye true as Carron steel, Halibur-
ton Dunbar (1895) 106. s.Sc. T. Scott Poems (1793) 357.

WONDER, see Undern.
WONDERFUL, adj. and adv. In gen. dial, and colloq.

use in Sc. and Eng. Also in forms oonderful Wor.
Oxf.1

; wonderfu', wonerfu' Sc. ; wonerful Suf. Dev.

;

wonnerful Yks. Suf. Cor. ; wonnervul Brks. 1
; wunnerful

Brks. Nrf. 1. adj. Used of sick or feeble persons ; see

below.
w.Yks. Wonderful is applied to any one who does not mend

much, but manages to keep up his pecker, or to very old people,

who cannot do much more than spend their time in a passive way,
Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 27, 1900); (J.W.)

2. Great, large.
Sc. (A. W.), w.Yks., Midi. (J.W.) Lin.1 There were a wonderful

lot of people at the wake. Brks. 1 Ther be a wonnervul crap o'

apples this year to be zure. Suf. I fare a won'erful deal better

(M.E.R.).

3. adv. Very, extremely, remarkably, surprisingly.
e.Sc. We prospered wonerfu' weel at the commencement,

Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 29. Ayr. They're maistly
wonderfu' contented, Burns Twa Dogs (1786) 1. 84. Lnk.
Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 97. w.Yks., Midi. (J.W.), Not. 1

Lei. 1 O'd Dan'l had use to sweer woonderful ! War.3 They say
he is wonderful well off. w.Wor. I'se oonderful fond o' ma
cy-der, S. Beauchamp Nelly Hamilton (1875) II. 213. Oxf. 1

Dhas u uon -duurfl prefi lit! krem jug u yoo -rn. Brks. Hayden
Thatched Cott. (1902) 9. Hrt. 'Wonderful sluddy,' very muddy,
Cussans Hist. Hrt. (1879-1881) III. 321. Nrf. Mann Duldilch

(1902) 21. Suf. Wonnerful sadly, e.An. Dy. Times (1892). Ess. 1

Wonderful pretty. Sur. 1 Wonderful hot. Dor. Wonderful stiff

inherjints, Francis Pastorals (1901) 190. Som. I shan't be so
wonderful long, Raymond Tryphena (1895) 6r. Dev.2, Cor. 3

Hence Wonderfully, adv. very, extremely.
Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.) Suf. She was wonderfully pleased

to see me (M.E.R.).

WONDERMENT, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Wor.
Glo. Ess. Wil. Cor. Also in forms hoonderment Glo.

;

oonderment se.Wor.1 Glo.12 Wil.; wunderment Yks.
[wB-nda(r)mant.] 1. sb. Astonishment ; a cause of
wonder.

Sc. (A.W.) w.Yks. Ide gottan me wunderment a good deal
passified, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1859) 42. Lan.
Looking all wonderment at the changed appearance of the young
lady, Brierley Out of Work, ii. s.Lan. 1 Glo. It caused a deal of
oonderment in the country, Gissing Both of this Parish (1889) I.

103. Ess. 1 n.Wil. What caused the most 'wonderment' was the
planting of the horse-chestnuts, Jefferies Amaryllis (1887) 257.
Cor. Harris Our Cove (1900) 87.

2. Anything strange, unaccustomed, or not understood
;matter for talk; a foolish pastime ; folly, nonsense ; tricks.

Nhb. Jones Nhb. (1871) 66. s.Wor. 1
, se.Wor.1 Glo.1 He's

all'us goin' on with his woonderments
; Glo. 2 Wil. 1 Any occupa-

tion that appears fanciful and unpractical to the rustic mind. Thus
a boy who had a turn for inventions, drawings, or anything else
of a similar nature which lies outside the ordinary routine of a
labourer's daily life, would be described as always • aater his
'oonderments.' n.Wil. Used as a sort of term of reproval for all
manner of amusements as distinguished from work (E.H.G.).
3. v. To wonder at anything

; to waste time on unprofit-
able occupations

; to be dreamy ; to play the fool.
Glo. Un a zite of oondermentin may'd o' th' stwuns, Cheltenham

Exam. (Feb. 12, 1896) 8; Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) vi
Ess. Clark J. Noakes (1839) Gl. Wil.1 Missus wur out, an' the
girls come out an' begun a 'oondermentin' an' terrifyin' I, 215
WONDERS, sb. pi. Cor.12 A tingling sensation in

the extremities, caused by cold. Also called Gwenders.
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"WONDERSOME, adj. Sc. Lan. Dev. Also in form

wonderzom Dev. [wB-nda(r)s3m.] Wonderful ; also
used advb.

Gall. A wondersome lucky lass was Mistress Veronica, Crockett
Banner of Blue (1902) xiii. Lan. It's wondersome to me heaw
some dar' go to sleep, Lahee Kelup's Kersmas Goose (1887) 12.

Dev. Learge az Jerusalem, I'm tould, . . Zo wonderzom the place,

Peter Pindar Wks. (1816) IV. 17L
Hence Wondersomely, adv. wonderfully.
Dev. How wonderzomly cheap ! ib. IV. 172.

WONDINGSHEET, sb. w.Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) A wind-
ing-sheet for the dead.

WONDLE-SHEET, sb. w.Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Also in

form wonnle-. A winding-sheet for the dead.

WONG, sb. Yks. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. e.An. Also in

forms wang Yks. Nrf. Suf. ; wung Nhp.2 [worj ; wag.]
1. A field ; a meadow ; low-lying land, often marshy.
Yks. At Tickhill are lands, all or mostly meadow, called the

North Wongs, South Wongs, Saffron Wongs, and Church Wongs,
N. ty Q. (1856) 2nd S. ii. 79; A village called Wetwang, ib. 237.

Not. 'The Wong,' a large field near Belvoir Castle (L.C.M.);

(J.H.B.) Lin.1 The Wong at Horncastle. n.Lin. Sutton Wds.
(1881). sw.Lin.1 Lei.1 Flit-wong, Hard-acre-wong. Nhp.2 ,

e.An. 1

Nrf. I know five or six fields so named ; they are all meadow, with

a small rill of water rising in them, N. fir
1 Q. (1856) 2nd S. i. 522.

Suf. A village called Wangford, ib. 2nd S. ii. 237.

2. An unenclosed division of an unenclosed parish.

e.An. 1 Suf. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863); Rainbird Agric.

(1819) 302, ed. 1849.

3. A measure of land. n.Lin.1

[1. OE. wang, a plain, mead, field, place (Hall).]

WONG, WONLYNE, see Whang, v., Windlin.

WONNELS, see Windle, sb.2

WONST, adv. Obs. s.Lan.1 On purpose.
WONST, see Once.
WONT, v.1 Sc. n.Cy. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Also in

form wonten Lin.1 [wBnt.] 1. Obs. or obsol. To be
accustomed ; to use. Cf. won.

Sc. O why is your cheek sae wan, Willie, Sae red that wont to

be? Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 64. Dmb. Our parish kirk

whare I wont to gae, Taylor Poems (1827) 50. Lth. To the auld

kirk ye wont to row Toddlin' wi' me, Ballantine Poems (1856)

7. Dmf. Where oft with my charmer I wonted to rove, James
Kennedy Poems (1823) 156. Gall. They're a' grown as serious

as our auld minister wont to be at a sacrament, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 29, ed. 1876.

2. To accustom, domesticate, familiarize.

Ayr. Ance to the Indies I were wonted, Burns Ep. to Maj.

Logan (Oct. 30, 1786) St. 12. n.Cy. (Hall.), Lin. 1 Lei.1 If you

tek the cat, you'll hev to butter her feet to wont her, an' then it's

chanch if shay doon't coom back 'ere agen. Nhp.1 The child has

not been with them long : she won't be so dull when she's wonted.

Etty must go to school another half-year to wont Nancy. War.3

3. Obs. Comb. Wont-to-be, a custom or habit that

prevailed in a former time.
Ags. (Jam.) Frf. Mony wont-to-be's, nae doubt, An' customs

we ken nought about, Were then in vogue, Piper ofPeebles (1794) 7.

WONT, v? Oxf. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To yoke animals. (Hall.)
WONT, see Went, sb.1

WONTED, ppl. adj. Cum. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Turned, as milk. (Hall.)

WONTEN, WONTER, see Wont, v.
1

, Wanty.
WONWEARD, see Wanweird, Wanworth.
WONY, adj. Also in form wawny. [w5 -

ni.] Little,

' weeny.'
n.Yks. There was a little weeny wony pig (I.W.).

WOO, WOOCH, see Wo, Wool, sb.1
,
Woosh.

WOOD, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also in forms 'ood se.Wor.1 Oxf. 1 w.Som.1 nw.Dev. 1
;

wod Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; wud(e Sc. (Jam.) [wud.] 1. sb.

In comb. (1) Wood-acre, a measure of land three-eighths

larger than a statute acre ; (2) -bound, (a) of land : en-

cumbered and overgrown with tall, woody hedgerows;

(b) of a drawer, &c. : swollen with damp, so that it will

not open
; (3) -canter, a timber-carrier who conveys the

felled timber from the wood ; see Cant, sb.
3 9 (2) ; (4)

-collier, obs., a charcoal-burner ; a man who cuts wood
for charcoal

; (5) -craft, wooden articles
; (6) -cut, see

below
; (7) evil, a disease of sheep and cattle ; the same

as ' moor-evil
' ; (8) -fall, a tract of underwood marked

for cutting
; (9) -fent, -fin, or -fint, a stack of firewood

;

the place where firewood is stored
; (10) -full, a coal-

mining term : full to the top exactly ; see below
; (11)

-hacker, a woodman
; (12) -head, refuse chips or blocks of

whinstone, unsuitable for paving-blocks or other uses ;

(13) -hen, obs., a fowl paid as tribute for licence to take
a load of wood from the lord's forest

; (14) -hire, obs.,

a small out-rent
; (15) -horse, a rack for supporting

planks of wood set up to be seasoned or ready for the

joiner's use
; (16) -hus, a wood-barn

; (17) -ill, see (7) ;

(18) -kerne, obs., an outlaw living in the woods
; (19)

-land, a kind of soil ; see below
; (20) -lander, an in-

habitant of ' High Suffolk '
; (21) -lands, see below

; (22)

-layer, young plants of oak or other timber laid into

hedges among whitethorn ' layer
' ; (23) -man, a carpenter

;

(24) -measure, see below; (25) -nog, a piece of timber

used in half-timbered houses ; see Nog, sb.1 2 ; (26)

-noggin, a half-timbered house; (27) -pile, a stack of

wood
;

(28) -plea court, obs., a court held to determine

all matters of wood and cattle-feeding
; (29) -reye, (a)

a woodman ; a woodcutter ; an officer charged with the

care and management of woods ; ib) a man who buys lots

of standing wood which he cuts down to sell for firing

;

(30) -rick, a stack of faggot-wood not split into brands

;

(31) -riding, a greensward road which intersects a wood ;

(32) -roughed, of cattle and pigs : entered in the marks-

man's books
; (33) -seer, the insect which is found in

the white froth deposited on plants; the froth itself;

(34) -sere, (a) decayed or hollow pollard
;

(b) the month
or season for felling wood

; (35) -sere ground, -sere land,

or -sour land, loose, springy soil ; land which will not

produce corn until it has been chalked ; wet, swampy
land

; (36) -shuck, a buyer of felled wood
; (37) -singlet,

a coffin
; (38) -tender, obs., an officer employed in the

salt towns to see that the fuel was properly stacked so

that there was no risk of fire
; (39) -tin, tin-ore having

a structural resemblance to wood
; (40) -wagon, a pole-

wagon to carry timber
; (41) -want, a hole or defect in

a post or piece of wood ; see Want, sb. 1 3 ; (42) -ward,

obs., a forest keeper
; (43) -wind, a wind instrument made

of wood
; (44) -work, carpentry ; (45) -wright, see (23).

(1) Hrf. Marshall Review (1818) II. 314. (2, a) e.Nrf. Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1787). (b) ne.Lan. 1 (3) n.Yks. 2

(4) w.Yks.2 (5)

Lth. The new modes in plenishing,—Clocks, knick-knacks, grates,

an' woodcraft, Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 72. (6) w.Yks. Ah
nivver saw a Sheffilder yit but wot tuck as much room ta turn a

corner az a pair a wood-cuts, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla Ann.

(1854) 41. (7) Hrt. The husbandman's Jewel's receipt to cure the

wood-evil in sheep and lambs. This author calls it the youghth, or

knuckle-evil, or crook. It hath ... a name from the neck or leg

growing crooked. Some call it the wood-evil. Some suppose

they get it by feeding upon wood, Ellis Shep. Guide (1750) 320.

(8) Ken. 1 (9) Chs. 1
,
s.Chs. 1

, Shr.1 (10) Nhb. 1 Applied to carts

when loaded up exactly to the shilvins and no more ; also to coal

tubs filled just level with the top of the tub. Nhb. , Dur. In former

agreements between coal owners and workmen, it was stipulated

that the specified coal tubs should be filled ' strike or wood-full,'

Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl. (1849) (s.v. Strike), ed. 1888. (11) Lin. 1

(12) Nhb.1 (13) Yks. One of these fowls due at Christmas is

a gallina de bosco or wood-hen, Atkinson Whitby (1894) 231-2.

(14) Dur. Raine Charters Finchale (1837) 348, 361. (15) Nhb.1

n.Yks. Set these boards on t'wood-horse (I.W.). (16) Nhp.1
(17)

s.Sc. A disease to which black cattle are subject in consequence

of eating some kind of herb, which makes them pass blood instead

of urine (Jam.). Hdg. Statist. Ace. VI. 160 (ib.). Rxb. When
reared on open pasture and afterwards carried to fields where

there is heath or brushwood, they are frequently seized with

a serious and alarming disease called the wood-ill. Their head

swells, their eyes are inflamed, their urine is red, and they become

very costive, Agric. Surv. 150 (ib.). (18) Uls. Uls. Jrn. Arch.

(1853-62) VI. 154. (19) Nhp.2 A holly, fuzzy, black earth,

Morton Nat. Hist. (1712). Bdf. The soil of much of this tract is

denominated woodland, and woods occupy much of its surface. .

.
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The woodlands, though often of a blackish colour, are often, as in

a part of Old Warden, described as of a pale red, or a kind of

orange colour, Batchelor Agric. (1813) 10, 11 ; Woodlands bear
good beans, ib. 13. (20) Suf.1 (21) e.An. 1 The district, usually
called High Suffolk, is still distinguished by the inhabitants of the
eastern coast of that county by the name of the Woodlands, though
now the name is far from applicable. Formerly, indeed, and
within living memory, it was very thickly wooded. Suf.1 (22)
e.Nrf. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787). (23) Der. (Hall.), nw.Der. 1

(24) Hrf. Bears a proportion to the statute measure, as 49 to 30J, but
it is generally understood as 8 are to 5, Duncumb Hist. Hrf. (1804-
I2 )- (

25) Ken. In Kent, the half-timbered houses are distinguished
by the name of wood-noggin, because the pieces of timber used in

the framing are called ' wood-nogs,' nogging ' being a species of
brickwork carried up in panels between quarters,' Willmott/to.
(26) Ken, (Hall.), Ken. 1 (27) se.Wor.1

, Oxf. 1 MS. add. (28)
Shr. Bailey (1721). (29, a) Ken. That's the wood-reeve's cottage
(D.W.L.)

; Ken. 1

, Sur. 1 (b) Ken.1 (30) w.Som. 1 A paperhanger
complaining of the roughness of a wall said, ' Anybody mid so well
paper a 'ood-rick.' nw.Dev. 1

, Cor.3 (31) Nhp. Nelly within the
wood-riding sat down, Clare Poems (1820) 209. (32) Hmp. 1

(33) Nhp. Hid in knots of spittle white, . . Wood seers called, Clare
Village Minst. (1821) I. 135 ; They are always seen plentiful in

moist weather, and are one of the shepherd's weather-glasses.
When the head of the insect is seen turned upwards it is said
to betoken fine weather ; when downward, on the contrary,
wet may be expected, ib. II. 211 ; Nhp. 12 Mid. Ellis Mod.
Husb. (1750) IV. i. 96. (34, a) Suf., Ess. Grose (1790) ; Ess.
Gl. (1851). (6) ib. (35) Ess. 1

, Hmp. 1 Wil. The strong red land
on the high level parts of the Downs, which was once woodland,
and sometimes expressly called ' wood-sour ' land, Davis Gen.
View Agric. (1811) xii ; Wil. 1 It is a wood-sere country abounding
much with sour and austere plants, Aubrey Nat. Hist. (ed.

Brit.) 11. (36) Ken.1
(37) Lan. Eautside a wood singlet, Clegg

Sketches {1895) 342. (38) Chs. 13 (39) Cor. 2 (40) n.Yks. He
drahves t'wood-waggin (I.W.). (41) n.Cy. (K.), N.Cy. 2 , nw.Der. 1

(42)Not.Twoswornwoodwardsfor Sutton and Carlton, Marshall
Review Agric. (1814) IV. 151. (43) Glo. He talks of a band of
twelve made up of strings and wood-wind, Gibbs Cotswold Vill.

(1898) 75. (44) s.Chs. 1 Joa -)z u naakiiti laad' iit aan'i sau-rt u
wud-wuurk. (45) e.Lan.1

2. Comb, in plant-names : (1) Wood-bells, the wild
hyacinth, Scilla nutans

; (2) -betony, (a) the bishop's wort,
Stachys Betonica

;
(b) the common bugle, Ajuga reptans

;

(3) -bind or -bine, (a) the honeysuckle, Lonicera Pericly-
menum; in gen. colloq. use; (b) the greater bindweed,
Convolvulus septum

; (4) -crab, a small, sour apple growing
in woods

; (5) -fern, the common polypody, Polypodium
vulgare

; (6) -laurel, the spurge-laurel, Daphne Laureola
;

(7) -lily, the lesser winter-green, Pyrola minor
; (8) -man's

rose, the rose-flowered bramble, Rubus spectabilis
; (9)

-nut, the hazel-nut, Corylus Avellana
; (10) -rasp, the wild

raspberry, Rubus Idaeus
; (11) -sage, the common self-

heal, Prunella vulgaris
; (12) -sore, the barberry, Berberis

vulgaris; (13) -sour, the wood-sorrel, Oxalis Acetosella;

(14) -wind, see (3, a).

(i)n.Bck. (2, a) Chs.1
(6) Ir. (3,0) Rnf. The saugh inclines,

Its sides the woodbind lines, Picken Poems (1813) I. 158. Cum.,
w.Yks., Lin. 1

, n.Lin. 1
, Glo., Oxf., a, Wil. (E.H.G.) (6) Sus. Science

Gossip (1865) 35. (4) w.Yks. 2 (5) Nrf. [So called] from its

growing on trees (B. & H.). (6) Glo. 1
, Bck., Hmp.1

, I.W. (7)
Bck. (8) Ken. (9) n.Yks. (I.W.) (10) Slk. Gathering wood-
rasps for a delicate preserve, Hogg Tales (1838) 125, ed. 1866.
(n) Uls. (M.B.-S.) (12) Oxf. (13) n.Yks. (R.H.H.) (14) Shr. 1

3. Comb, in the names of birds and insects : (1) Wood-
bob, a wood-louse

; (2) -bore, the green woodpecker,
Gecinus viridis

; (3) -carrier, the caddis-worm
; (4) -chat,

the whinchat, Pratincola rubetra
; (5) -chuck, see (2) ; (6)

-cover or -culver, the ring-dove, Columba palumbus; (7)
-cracker, the nuthatch, Si/la caesia

; (8) -cush, see (6) ;

(9) -dove, the stock-dove, Columba oenas
; (10) -hack, see

(2); (11) -jar, (a) the nightjar, Caprimulgus Europaeus;
(b) see (7) ; (12) -knacker or -nacker, (a) see (2) ;

(b) the
great spotted woodpecker, Dendrocopus major; (13) -louse,
the book-worm

; (14) -lug, see (1) ; (15) -owl, the tawny
owl, Syrnium aluco

; (16) -pie, (a) see (2) ; (b) see (12, b)
;

(17) -pigeon, (a) see (6) ;
(b) see (9) ; (18) -quest, -quester,

-quiece, or -quist, see (6) ; (19) -spack, (20) -spite, (21)
-sprite, (22) -sucker, see (2); (23) -tapper, the lesser

spotted woodpecker, Dendrocopus minor ; (24) -thrush, the

missel-thrush, Turdus viscivorus; (25) -titmouse, the

goldcrest, Regulus cristatus
;

(26) -wren, the wood-warbler,

Phylloscopus sibilatrix.

(1) Hmp. (H.W.E.) (2) s.Dev. (F.W.C.) (3) w.Som. 1 [So

called] from the pieces of stick which are generally adhering to

its sheath. This name is the common one among the boys who
bait pins with it to catch minnows. (4) Cum. 4

(5) Shr.1 (6)

w.Cy.(HALL.) Dor. N. & Q. (1877) 5th S. vii. 146. Som. Wood-
culvers were mating in the elms, Raymond Sam and Sabina

(1894) 187. (7) w.Wor. Berrow's Jrn. (Mar. 3, 1888). (8) s.Pem.

Laws Little Eng. (1888) 422. (9) Sc. Swainson Birds (1885) 167.

n.Cy. (B.K.) Dev. There were a wooddoo running up an oak

hard by, Baring-Gould /. Herring (1883) 94, ed. 1888. (10) Lin.

Swainson ib. 100. (n, a) e.An.2 (6) Nrf. Trans. Phil. Soc.

(1855)38. (12, o) Hmp.1 (6) w.Wor. A shy youth he is, as shy

as one o' them great spotted oodpeckers ; what we calls ood-

nackers, Berrow's Jrn. (Mar. 10, 1888). (13) Lth. (Jam.) (14)
Bck. (W.W.S.) (15) Nhb. 1 Wil. Smith Birds (1887) in. n.Dev.

Wood owls or brown owls, as they are indifferently called, are

considered by the keepers destructive to game, Jefferies Red
Deer (1884) x. (16, a) Som. Swainson ib. 99. (b) Stf. Swainson
ib. 98. Hmp. 1 Wil. Smith Birds (1887) 253. (17, a) Nhb. 1

, Lin.

(E.P.) w.Wor. Bad off? That's sure, with all that lot—as bad
as a oodpigeon, whose young uns helps theirselves out o' the old

un's crop, Berrow's Jrn. (Mar. 10, 1888). Cmb. White Selborne

(1786) Lett, xliv, note. Wil. Thurn Birds (1870) 45. (4) Cmb.
White ib. (18) Ir. Swainson ib. 165. Frm. Science Gossip (1882)

41. Wmh. (W.M.), Stf. 1
, War. (J.R.W.) Glo. Horae Subsecivae

(i777)349- Hmp. 1
, I.W. 12, Wil. (K.M.G.^Dor.1 Som. Jennings

Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). Dev. Moore Hist. Dev. (1829) I. 355.
n.Dev. Yer be The voaks back wi tha wood-quists, Rock Jim an'

Nell (1867) st. 92. (19) e.An. (Hall.) Nrf., Suf. Swainson ib.

99. (20) Lei.1
, Glo.12 Nrf. Swainson ib. Wil. More correctly

wood-speight, Smith Birds (1887) 251. (21) e.An. 1 Nrf., Suf.

Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) Suf. 1 (22) Hmp. Swainson ib. 100.

(23) Shr. 1 (24) Dmf. Swainson ib. 2. s.Not. The wood thrush is

a better singer nor the moss-thrush (J.P.K.). (25) Cor. Swainson
ib. 25. (26) Som. ib. 27.

4. Phr. (1) behveen two pieces of wood, in a coffin
; (2) to

be in a wood, to be in a state of perplexity or bewilder-
ment

; (3) to be in the wood of it, to be eager to obtain or to
do something

; to be greatly in need of anything
; (4) to

give wood, a horse-breaker's term : to give a beating
; (5)

to put the wood in the hole, to shut the door ; see Put, v.
1 3

(50) ; (6) to take to the wood, to go into hiding as an outlaw
or fugitive

; (7) wood and wood, obs., see below.
(1) s.Lan. 1 Never till aw'm lyin' o' mi back between two pieces o*

wood, wi' my meawth full o' sond, 19. (2) Nhp. 1 I'm all in a wood,
I can't tell what to do. War.3 (3) n.Sc. (Jam.) (4) n.Lin. 1 Give
him some wood. (5) w.Yks.2 (6) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) (7) Chs.1

The strickles is a thing that goes along with the measure, which
is a straight board, with a staff fixed in the side, to draw over corn
in measuring, that it exceed not the height of the measure, which
measuring is termed wood and wood, Acad. Armory, bk. in. viii.

5. Faggot-wood ; faggots of wood.
w.Som. 1 Faggot wood, either in the condition of tree tops, or

brushwood of the kind suitable for firing, whether bound up in
faggots or not. ' Five hundred of wood for sale ' [means] five
hundred faggots. nw.Dev.1

6. A skittle-ball ; a bowl.
Lan. With contortions and grimaces, tried To better aim their

wandering 'woods' to guide, Doherty N. Barlow (1884) 49-He cobbed his wood, an' it .'.
. rowl't off th' green, Clegg Sketches

(1895) 48.

7. A pulpit.

, ?
ev
A^['

RussdI is Vf*y good in the wood, Mem. Rev. J. Russell
(ed. 1883) 4.

8. pi. Pieces of wood.
n.Lin.1 Thaay'd putten th' woods across th' yaate-steads.

J' \Z ro, ln a wood
; t0 Pick UP st»cks in a wood.Wor.(W.C.B) Glo. Evesham Jrn. (July 8, 1898). Lon. But

his wife s mother got her living by wooding, and other ways,Mayhew Loud. Labour (i85I ) I. 100. Hmp. de Cresfigny Ned,
forest (1895) 113.

Hence Wooder, sb. ? a person who steals firewood from
the woods.

Glo. She was no wooder, . . but admitted she had been caught
when wooding a short time ago, Evesham Jrn. (July 8, 1898).
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WOOD, adj. and adv. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. Chs. Lin. Also written woode Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Chs.13
;

and in forms wad Sh.I. ; wead N.Cy.1 n.Yks.2 m.Yks.1
;

weaud n.Yks.; weead n.Yks.12 ; ? weed Gall. ; wid Sc.

;

woad N.Cy. 1
; wod Sc. (Jam.); wodde Slk.; wode Sc. (Jam.)

Nhb.1 Cum. Chs.13 n.Yks.1
; wud Sc. (Jam.) N.I. 1 N.Cy. 1

Nhb.1 Cum. 14 n.Yks.2 m.Yks.1 Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Lin.1
; wudd

Sc. ; wude Sc. N.Cy.1 [wud, wod; wud.] 1. adj. Mad;
furious with rage or temper.

Sc. (Jam.) ; All wude wi dule and ire, Aytoun Ballads (ed.

1861) I. 22. ne.Sc. He wusna jest wud or clean daft, bit he was
far, far frae a' yonder, Gordon Northward Ho (1894) 66. Cai.1

Frf. The hind comes in . . . And cries, as he was wod, Lowson
Guidfollow (1890) 242. Rnf. His wud wild wimplin' jaw, Webster
Rhymes (1835) 107. Lth. The leddies are a' ga'en wood for the

wooer, Macneill Poet. Wks. (1801) 196, ed. 1856. Kcb. He got

as wud as a March tip, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 297. N.I.1
,

N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 He's gyen clean wud. Cum. Grose (1790) ; Cum.14

Wm. I war stark wood, Briggs Remains (1825) 158. n.Yks. A
weaud horse . . . And a rotten harrow are seaun parted, Meriton
Praise Ale (1684) 1. 559-60; n.Yks.12 e.Yks. Marshall Rur.
Econ. (1788). m.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.1 Lan. Whot te dule art woode I

Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1740) 4; Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Chs.13 Lin. 1

The beast has gone wud.
Hence (1) Slauchter-wode, adj., obs., bent on slaughter;

(2) Woodly, adv. madly
; (3) Woodness, sb. madness

;

(4) Woody, adj. greatly vexed ; mad with anger
; (5)

Wuddie, sb. a mad person or animal
; (6) Wudlins, adv.,

obs., with great eagerness.
(1) Fif. Within their rests their [spear] trams o' wood Stood

tremblin', as if slauchter-wode, Tennant Papistry (1827) 143.

(2) Lnk. They skelpt me when woodly fleid, Ramsay Gentle Shep.

(1725) 120, ed. 1783. (3) Rnf. With love, griefe, and wodenesse is

tome, Rnf. Harp (1819) 320. (4") w.Yks.5 He's stark woody,
let him aloan preya ! (5) Ayr. The wuddie ran into a sheuch

near Heichdyke Farm, and completed the destruction of the

remainder of the cadger's stock, Johnston Kilmallie (1891) I. 77.

(6) Bch. Then ilka wanter wudlins jinks To hear a tune, Tarras
Poems (1804) 12 (Jam.).

2. Comb. (1) Wood-body, a person of very violent

temper; (2) -scud, a mad, romping boy or girl
; (3) -spur (s,

obs., a fiery, unsettled person ; a ' Hotspur
' ; (4) -wrong,

obs., thoroughly in the wrong ; (5) -wroth, obs., madly
angry.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) (2) Sc. Mackay. Ags. (ib.) (3) Sc. (Jam.) ;

It's I, Watty Wudspurs : loose the kye, Aytoun Ballads (ed.

1861) I. 218. (4) Abd. Compar'd wi' you, they're a' a mock, And
clean wud wrang, Shirrefs Poems (1790) 349. Per. The clergy,

that should people shaw The gate to heaven, are wood wrang
a', They're sae divided, Nicol Poems (17661 93. (5) Sc. Whan
he saw her dear heart's blude, A' wood-wroth wexed he, Herd
Coll. Sngs. (1776) I. 27.

3. Phr. (1) once wood (never wise,) aye the worse, he that

has once been mad will never again be sane
; , his rage or

insanity will increase ever more and more ; (2) to hold a

stick in the wood man's eye, to continue to provoke one

already enraged
; (3) to put a person wood, to make him

mad with passion
; (4) to run wood, to go mad ; to become

wild with rage or excitement.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) ; Anes wood never wise, ay the worse, Ferguson

Prov. (1641) No. 92 ; Now he's anes wud and aye waur, and roars

for revenge against Lord Evandale, and will hear nought of onie

thing but burn and slay, Scott Old Mortality (1816) xlii. Ayr.

It's aince wud and aye waur wi' her, Douglas Green Shutters

(1901) 205. (2) Fif. (Jam.) (3) Ayr. The lid was . . . glued in,

so that Mr. Cayenne could not get it out ; which put him quite

wud and he attempted to fling it at Sambo's head, Galt Ann.

Parish (1821) xxvi. (4) Sc. Thay rage an' rin wod in thair ire,

Rogers Reformers (1874) 93. Or.I. He ran wode, and wild half

luppen overboard, Fergusson Rambles (1884) 34. ne.Sc. The

drunken wives of Fochabers Is a' rinnin wid, Gregor Flk-Lore

(1881) 109. Per. The dog ran wud that barkit at her, Spence

Poems (1898) 181. w.Sc. Their oxen ran wud, and brak their

necks, Napier Flk-Lore (1879) 156. Bwk. The bull ran wud,

Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856) 58.

4. Eager; excited; keen.

Per. Wud to be rich, they want the pow'r, Haliburton Dunbar

(1895) 14. Ayr. Are nae ye wud for your wedding ? Galt Sir A.

Wylie (1822) xl.
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5. adv. Madly, wildly.

Sc. All wud he answered him again ! Aytoun Ballads (ed.

1861) II. 349. Sh.I. Yon boy o' dine wis yellin' aboot wid, Sh.

News (Mar. 18, 1899). Frf. Reid Heatherland ( 1894) 79.

[1. OE. wod, mad, raging, senseless (Hall).]

WOOD, WOODAL(L, see Woad, sb.
1
, Woodwall.

WOODAS, sb. Obs. Wm. The dyer's broom,
Genista tinctoria.

The Kendal Green was produced from a plant . . . provincially

known as woodas or sarrat, Worthies ofWm. I. 32.

WOODCOCK, sb. Irel. Yks. Brks. e.An. s.Cy. Ken.
Wil. Dev. Cor. [wu'dkok.] In comp. (1) Woodcock-owl,
the short-eared owl, Asio brachyotus

; (2) -pilot, the gold-

crest, Regulus cristatus
; (3) -snipe, the great snipe,

Gallinago major; (4) -soil, a particular kind of unpro-

ductive soil ; see below.

(1) Ir., Brks. Swainson Birds (1885I 129. Nrf. So called

because it arrives about the same time as the Woodcock, Cozens-

Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 47 ; Swainson ib. n.Ken. (G.E.D.)

Wil. Smith. Birds (1887) 187. Dev. The short-eared owl,.,

called also the woodcock owl from the time of its appearance,

Bray Desc. Tamar and Tavy (1836) I. Lett. xx. Cor. Rodd
Birds (1880)315. (2) Yks. Its numbers are considerably increased

in autumn by the arrival of large flocks on the eastern coast, which

reach our shores from Scandinavia early in October, and hence the

little bird is known in Yorkshire as the ' Woodcock Pilot,' Smith
Birds (1887) 187. n. & e.Yks. Yks. Wkly. Post (Dec. 31, 1898).

[They call the bird ' Woodcock pilot' farther north, beingsupposed

to herald the woodcock two days in advance, e.Anglian, IV. 115,

in Swainson ib. 25.] (3) Ir. Swainson ib. 191. (4) e.An.2 Used

to describe a kind of soil, which we should also call 'a clung,

ungain soil ' : adhesive, but unproductive. Suf. 1 Strong clayey,

land, retentive of moisture, such as woodcocks love. Ess. Mr.

Rogers, at Ardleigh, has made the same experiment on a large

scale, eleven to twelve inches deep ; the soil, what he calls a

woodcock, moist loam on gravel, Young Agric. Ess. (1813) I. 197.

=. & s.Cy. Ray (1691).

WOODEN, adj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also

in forms ooden se.Wor.1
; wudden Sc. [wu'dan.]

1. In comb. (1) Wooden breeks, a coffin ; (2) — buick,

obs., the board on which the overman of a colliery chalked

down the work as he arranged it
; (3) — cloak, (4) — dress,

see (1) ; (5) — head, a blockhead
; (6) -headed, stupid,

awkward, dull of comprehension ; (7) — hill(s,the stairs
;

(8) — jump, (9) — sark, see (1) ; (10) — sheet, see (2)

;

(11) — shute, (12) — singlet, see (1) ; (13) -spoon

man, an unlucky fellow
; (14) — story, a lame excuse

;

(i5 ) — surtout, see (1) ; (16) — sword, in phr. to wear the

wooden sword, to overstand the market.

(1) Bwk. A pair o' wooden breeks Now does him clede ;
Yon

new rais'd hillock loud bespeaks Will S is dead ! Sutherland

Poems (1821) 19. (2) Nhb. Aw've seen him i' this muddled mess,

Click up his chalk and wooden buick, Wilson Pitman's Pay

(1843) 28. (3) Der. Liz hes to live when yo' an' I be wrapped

in wooden cloaks, Gilchrist Rue Bargain (1898) 180. (4) Nhp.

'Well, all I want now, Betsy, is a wooden dress.' 'Ah well,

Sarah, you must wait the Lord's time' (C.A.M.). (5) e.Yks.1

Dor. You gurt clumsy wooden-head vooil, do 'ee think thease be

the time to play the zilly nanny-goat? Windsor Mag. (Sept. 1900)

433- (6) Nhp. 1
, War.3 (7) s.Chs. 1 Let)s bi muwntin dhu wiid-n

il-z [let us go to bed]. War. Up the wooden hill, down blanket

lane (C.T.O.) ; War.3 (8) w.Yks.1 (s.v. Jump). Lan. ' He towd

meh us I'd no cloous, I shud ride i' th' hearse in e wud.'
1 1 d fur

loath o' bin theer, dewt I'd bin e meh wooden jump,' Paul

Bobbin Sequel (1819) 22. s.Lan.1
(9) Dnif. After a' this frugal

wark It pinch'dly coft a wooden sark, James Kennedy Poems

(1823) 69. (10) Nhb. As he blurr'd his wooden sheet His temper

left him inch by inch, Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 28. (11)

s.Lan. 1
, Chs.1 (12) s.Lan.1 (13) I- Ma. Ay, ay, I'm only a

wooden-spoon man, Caine Manxman (1894) pt. 1. vn. (14") Dcr.

' What I mean is that I shouldn't mind being a bride at a wedding,

if I could be one without having a husband. But since a woman

can't show off in that way by herself, I shan't marry—at least

yet.' ' That's a terrible wooden story,' Hardy Madding Crowd

(1874) iv. (15) Rnf. O, but it wad be a pleasure, To buy her a

wudden surtoo, Barr Poems (1861) 148. (16) Dor. (Hall.)

2. Rough; stiff; hard, harsh.

w.Yks. 2 War. It seems to be a necessary qualification for this

3Z
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office that a man should have a wooden voice, B'ham Daily Post
(Feb. 29, 1896).

3. Awkward, clumsy ; dull, heavy, stupid ; also used advb.
Sc. (A.W. ), e. Yks. 1 w. Yks.2 What a wooden job tha's made of it

!

Lan. Tha shaps some wooden, Clegg Sketches (1895) 82. s.Chs. 1

Ahy)l nevur aav sich -
ii wiid-n fel-fl iibaay-t mahy bongk ugy'en-,

iv ahy kun in'diir it. Not. 1
, n.Lin. 1 se.Lin. How wooden you

are (J-T.B.). Lei. 1 A's a sooch a wooden creatur, a'll ne'er dew
for the pleace. War.3 , se.Wor.1 Shr.1 I should never a trusted
a job like that to sich a 'flOden fellow as 'im. c. An. 2

, Nrf. (E.M.),
Suf. (C.T.)

Hence Woodenly, adv. awkwardly, clumsily.
w.Yks.24

, Der. 2
, nw.Der. 1 Lin. It is very woodenly done,

Thompson Hist. Boston (1856) 730 ; Lin. 1 You frame so woodenly.

WOODER, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) The dust of cotton
or flax.

WOODERSONIS, see Withershins.
WOODIFU', adj. Nhb. 1 Also in form wudifu'. Hard,

like wood. ' Me teeth's gyen, but aa he' woodifu gums.' *

WOODLED, ppl. adj. Obs. Nhp. 1 Muffled ; wrapped
about the head and neck ; also used with up. Cf.
huddle, 2.

You're so woodled up, I don't think you'll catch cold.

WOODMAIL, see Wadmel.
WOODPECKER, sb. Per. Irel. The tree-creeper,

Certhiafamiliaris. Swainson Birds (1885) 57.
WOODRIP, sb. Sc. The sweet woodruff, Asperula

odorata.
Sc. The . . . everans . . . 'Mongst woodrip rising, Leyden Poems,

119 (Jam.). Abd. Fruits that grow, 'Mongst woodrip rising,
Walker Bards (1887) 171.

WOOD-ROWELL, sb. Obsol. Yks. The sweet wood-
ruff, Asperula odorata. n.Yks. (R.H.H.)
WOODRUM, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in forms woddram,

wodroam, wodrome (Jam. Suppl.) ; wuddrum (Jam.).
1. Furious madness, esp. used of a disease to which

cattle are subject which causes them to rush about
furiously. See Wood, adj. ; cf. widdrim.

Sh.I. The said sickness was taken off the said Marion and casten
upon a young cow of the said John's, which took wodrome and
died within twenty-four hours, Hibbert Desc. Sh.I. (1822) 281,
ed. 1891 ;

Scho also died mad and in woddram, ib. 283. Or.I.
(Jam. Suppl.)

2. A fit of obstinacy or wildness.
Lth. He took a wuddrum, and nothing would serve him but he

would leave his father's house, and tak on for a soldier (Jam.).
3. A state of confusion, esp. one which is caused by some
unexpected occurrence. Sc. (ib.)

WOOD-WAIL, sb. Glo.12 Also in forms hoodie Glo. z
;

oodle Glo. 12 [u-dl.] The nightingale, Daulias luscinia.
WOODWALL, sb. Hmp. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also

written woodwal Dor. ; wood-waul Dev. ; and in forms
ood-all Dev.

; woodal Cor. ; wood-all Dev. ; wood-awl
Cor. 1. The green woodpecker, Gecinus viridis. Cf.
hickwall.

Dor. The scale of awards which obtained was . . . twopence for . .

.

a ' woodwal'—i.e. woodpecker, Daily Telegraph (Aug. 29, 1896)'
Som. Swainson Birds (1885*) 100. w.Som. 1 Eo-d-waul. Dev. Us
be goin' to have rain

; the 'ood'alls be holling, Reports Pro'vinc.
(1887). nw.Dev. 1 Cor. Swainson ib. 100 ; Cor. 1

2

[Reyn'fowle*
bryd (or wodewale, or wodehake), gaulus, pirns {Prompt.).']
2. The great spotted woodpecker, Dendrocopus major.
Hmp. Swainson ib. 98.
WOODY, adj. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Lakel. Yks. War

Also in forms widdie, wuddie Sc. [wirdi.] 1 adj In
comb (1) Woody-carl, obs., the name of a pear introduced
by the Cistercian monks. Rxb. (Jam.)

; (2) -ruffee the
sweet woodruff, Asperula odorata. n.Yks. (B. & H ) War a
2
; °/

A
vegetables : stringy; fibrous; of fruit: not 'juicy.'

Sc. (A.W.), Lakel.2 n.Yks. I have always found that turnips of
the largest size are more woody, and not so good in quality, asthose of middle size, Tuke Agric. (,800) 147. w.Yks. (J.WO
3. Of coal: tough; difficult to separate.

Paytst)ll^LV°
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s

4. sb. A child's wooden plaything Cai 1

WOODY, see Withy. * S

WOOER-BAB, sb. Obs. Sc. 1. A garter knotted
below the knee with a couple of loops, worn by a young
man as a sign that he was about to make an offer of
marriage. See Bob, sb.

1 8.
The lads sae trig, wi' wooer-babs, Weel knotted on their garten,

Burns Halloween (1785) st. 3.

2. A neckcloth fastened in a lover's knot so as to show
the ends or ' bobs.' w.Sc. (Jam.)

WOOF, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) The grey gurnard,
Trigla gurnardus. e.Sc. Neill Fishes (1810) 14.

WOOF, see Wowf.
WOOFIT, sb. e.An. Also written woofet. An oaf;

an ignorant person ; also used as a term of endearment to
an infant. (Hall.), e.An. 1

WOOIN-SWABS, sb. pi. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) < A belly-
ful.' See below.
As swabs denotes food, this compound term is used in relation

to a fellow who ' courts for cake and pudding.'

WOOISH, WOOKY, WOOL, see Woosh, Woky, Wol.
WOOL, sb. and v? Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Also in forms 00 Sc. (Jam.) Lakel.1
; ool Shr. 1 Glo. ; woo'

Sc. (Jam.) Lakel.12 Cum.4 Wm. ; wou' Sc. ; woul Yks.
[wul, wiil ; wu, ii.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Wool-cotton,
cotton-wool

; (2) -crag, a crag on which the sheep in
passing have left some of their wool

; (3) -creel, a
spheroidal-formed wicker-basket for holding wool

; (4)
-fell, a sheepskin

; (5) -garn, coarse worsted
; (6) -gather,

to collect the tufts of wool left by the sheep on bushes, &c.

;

(7) -gleaner, see below ; (8) -hooks, hooks round which
washed wool is turned or wrapped for the purpose of
wringing it dry

; (9) -lady, see (7) ; (10) -pack clouds,
high clouds; 'rack'; (11) -packs, (a) masses of heavy or
fleecy white cloud said to portend rain ; light clouds in a
blue sky

;
(b) solid masses of Wenlock limestone

; (12)
-shears, shears for clipping sheep

; (13) -wheel, obs., a
large wheel for spinning wool

; (14) -winder, a man who
folds and binds the fleeces after shearing.

(1) Chs. (E.M.W.) (2) Lakel.1 (3) Gall. They wi' the kyte,
belike the swauld woocreel, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 135, ed.
1876; ib. 481. (4) n.Yks.2 (5) Lakel. 2 Wm. A rock, a reel, a
woo-garn wheel, An' a besom meayde o' ling, Whitehead Leg.
(1:859) 40, ed. 1896. (6) Ayr. I got it by working for it—hard
'oo'-gathering and hard spinning, Johnston Glenbuckie (1899) 255.
(7) Ayr - Her profession was that of a wool-gleaner. Leaving her
home at the time of sheep-shearing, she would seek the sheep-
tracks on the hillsides where the unshorn, heavily-coated sheep
had left tufts of wool amongst the gorse and heather. This was
the wool harvest which she gleaned day after day till her circuit
was complete, ib. (8) w.Yks. (J.T.) (9) Ayr. In these journeys
the '00' leddy was never ill-off for lodgings and comfortable fare. .

.

She would return home with a stock of wool which generally
kept her spinning till the sheep-shearing season again returned,
Johnston Glenbuckie (1899) 255. (10) Nhp. 1 (n, «) s.Cbs.1
a.Not. It looks like thunder wi' them gret woolpacks i' the sky
yonner (J.P.K.). Nrf. (Hall.) n.Dev. The woolpacks were
rising heavy up over the edge of the moors, Chanter Witch (1896)
93- (*) Glo. Ramsay Rock Spec. (1862) 54. (I2) Gall. Mactag-
gart Encycl. (1824) 34, ed. 1876. (13) Frf. Thrice the witch an
woo-wheel whirl'd, Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 234. Lth A gude
woo* wheel my wife to spin on, A lesser ane for winding yarn,Thomson Poems (1819) 36. Cum. He remember't time when
three woo wheels was gangan in his oan hoose, DickinsonLamplugh (1856) 7 ;

Cum.* Wm. The auld woo-wheel it whirr'd,
an buzzd, Whitehead Leg. (1859) 13, ed. 1896. (i4) Lan. Itwas the feast-day of the woolwinders, Byrom Remin. (1716) in
Cheth. Soc XXXII. 286. n.Lin.1 This office is now commonly
performed by the shepherd or a farm-labourer. Formerly thewool-winder was an official sworn to perform this duty without
deceit. w.Som. 1 (s.v. Wind).
2. Phr. (1) all one wool, (a) all the wool of one season,
sheared or clipped at the same clipping or shearing time
one quality of wool; (b) all of the same kindred, rice, or
Kind

;
(c) all the same; (2) kemp ivool, wool having short,

coarse hairs amongst it ; see Kemps, sb. 1
; (3) tofleeceyour

wool offanother sheep, to rob or take in another person [the
speaker being too sharp to be caught]

; (4) to gather wool on
one s clothes, to feather one's nest ; (5) to get up one's wool to
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get angry or excited ; (6) to have wool about one, or on one's

back, to have substantial possessions ; to have will and
determination

; (7) to raise one's wool, to make one angry
;

(8) to stroke a person the right way ofthe wool, to humour him

;

(9) wool sellers ken wool buyers, birds of a feather flock

together.
(1, a) Sc. 'Oo?' 'Ay, 00. ' 'A' 00?' 'Ay, a' 00.' 'A'a'e

00?' ' Ou, ay, a' a'e 00,' Ford Thistledown (1891) 13. Lakel. 1

(b) Sc. (G.W.) Wgt. As they should leeve thegither that are a'

ae '00, Fraser Poems (1885) 117. (c) Sc. (Jam.) Enf. Whether
France be bund or free, It's a' ae wou' to John, Picken Poems
(1813) II. 128. Ayr. It's a' ae woo— 'tramp's' the word, Jock,

Galt Lairds (1826) xxxviii. (2) Wm. Than wez shown a kemp-
woo hat, Blezard Sngs. (1848) 41. (3) Lth. Lumsden Sheep-head

(1892) 208. (4) Sc. (Jam.) (5) Glo. Hullo, Zamu'l, what's thee's

got thee's 'ool up now fur ? thee bist in a main teakin, Buckman
Darke's Sojourn (1890) vi. (6) s.Not. If she hadn't had plenty o'

wool about her, she couldn't a gone through wee't. Vote for a

man with some wool on his back (J.P.K.). (7) Sus. Dat rais'd

ma wool, an turnen roun I thoat te fix de hag, Lower Tom
Cladpole (1831) st. 136. (8) Shr. 1 ' Al'ays strokes 'er the right way
o' the 661, Miss,' said an old farmer, who wished to point out to a

young lady how it was he got on so well with his wife. (9) Abd.

It is an aul' sayin' an' a true—'Woo sellers woo buyers ken'

—

So fallows ken light queans, Anderson Poems (ed. 1826) 105.

3. Thistledown.
Lin. The wool of a thistle a-flyin' an' seeadin' tha haated to see,

Tennyson Spinster's Sweet-arts (1885) st. 12.

4. With the def. art. : blankets.
Ayr. They frae their sad position flit, An' den amang the woo,

Fu' quiet that night, Kennedy Poet. Wks. (1818) 44.

5. v. Inphr. woolhim! used in setting a dog on any one, or

to encourage one boy to rough-cuffanother. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

WOOL, v.
2 Ken. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To twist a chain round a refractory horse to render him
obedient. (Hall.)

WOOL-COTTAR, sb. N.I.1 The cormorant, Phala-

crocorax carbo.

WOOLERT, sb. Shr. Hrf. Also in form wullard.

[wirlat] An owl, esp. the barn-owl, Sirixflammea. Shr.1

Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Cf. howlet.

WOOLIER, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Also in form ooler N.Cy.1

1. A cloth-making term ; see below. Cf. willy, sb.2

w.Yks. He'd a learnt a bit a summat if he'd gone ta Pudsa an

seen ah they can mak wooliers inta black men, Tom Treddlehoyle
Bairnsla Ann. (1883).

2. Obs. A wool-smuggler. N.Cy. 1

WOOL.I.ED, ppl. adj. Cum. Of a sheep : unshorn.

At times we find a : woolled one ; on the fell after a shepherds'

meeting, then we just shear it, scale the fleece, and allow the

owner a price, Cornh. Mag. (Oct. 1890) 385.

WOOLLEN, adj. and sb. Yks. Cmb. 1. adj. In comp.

Woollen-errand, a foolish errand or business.

e.Yks. 1 A person going on a foolish errand, or engaged in a

foolish enterprise, is said to be ' gannin on a woollen-eearan,'

MS. add. (T.H.)

2. sb. A house-flannel.
Cmb.1 Wring out the woollen and swill round the pail.

WOOLLY, adj. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. Also written woolley Yks. Lin.1
; and in forms

oolly Hrf.2
; ooly Nhb. 1

; willey Yks. 1. adj. In comb.

(1) Woolly-bear, (2) -boy, a caterpillar, esp. a hairy

caterpillar ; the caterpillar of the tiger-moth, Ardica caja
;

(3) -hardhead, the blue scabious, Scabiosa succisa; (4)

-hole, (5) -place, the place where different kinds of material

are thrown together and blended
; (6) -soft-grass, the

meadow soft-grass, Holcus lanatus.

(1) Ir. Not unlike a magnified specimen of the flossy black

Phillpotts Sons of'Morning (1900) 4 - (a) w-^s
;,

3

, if\
C
?
r-

(B&H) (4 5) w.Yks.J.M.) (6) Bnff. Gordon Keith (1880) 284.

2 Insipid ;' tasteless. Lin.1 This is poor, woolley tea.

3'
sb. A hairy caterpillar. Hrf.2 4 A machine for

effecting the first opening of the wool ; the process of first

opining the wool ; also in comb. Shake-woolly. w.Yks.

(W.T.) Cf. willy, sb.2

WOOLSTER, sb. Obs. Ayr. (Jam.) A wool-stapler.
Shoemakers, culters, . . woolsters, Agric. Surv. App. 99.

WOOLWITE, s6. Lon. The yellow wagtail, Moiacilla

Rail. Macpherson Wild-fowling (1897).

WOONEL, see Windle, sb.1

WOONKERS.jW. Yks. [wu'nkaz.] An exclamation
of surprise. See Wow-woonkers.

n.Yks.2 ne.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796)11. 357. m.Yks.1

WOONSEY, sb. Obs. Yks. Lan. Linsey-woolsey;
also used attrib.

n.Yks. Mebby they're neea happier then we wer wiv wer
woonsey bed-gowns, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes (1875) 43. m.Yks. 1

Lan. The children's stript woonsey, Walkden Z)i'n»y (ed. 1866)31.

WOONT, see Want, sb.2

WOOPLE, sb. Yks. [wtrpl.] A swivel.

w.Yks. He fastened them together by a woople', so that if one

turned over the other would not (L.M.S.).

WOORE, WOORN, see Ware, sb.
2

,
Wear, v.

1

WOOR-REE, int. e.An. Also written wooor-e-ee,

wouree Suf. A wagoner or ploughman's call to his horse

to come to the right.

Nrf. When a man wants his horses to go to the right he says
' woor-ree,' Cozp.ns-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 8. Suf. Rainbird

Agric. (1819) 290, ed. 1849; BeYham-Edwards Lord 0/ Harvest

(1899) 161.

WOOSE, see Wooze.
WOOSER, sb. e.An.1 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A hard blow.
WOOSER, WOOSET, see Whizzer, Hooset.
WOOSH, int. e.An. Also in forms woase Nrf.

;

wooch e.An.1
; wooish, woshe Nrf. 1. A wagoner's

call to his horse to turn to the right or off side ;
also in

comb. Wooch-wo. Cf. weesh.
e.An. 1 Nrf. N. &> Q. (1856) 2nd S. i. 395 ;

Woshe, Smiler,

woshe (W.R.E.).

2. A call to the fore-horse of a team to go to the left. Suf.

WOOSHAT, sb. Cum.14 [wtrjat.] 1. The wood-

pigeon, Columba palumbus. 2. The woodchat, Lanius

rufus.
WOOSTER,s6. Obs. Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. A wooer;

a lover.
Slk. Other woosters beiking their shins at theingle, Hogg Tales

(1838) 361, ed. 1866. Dmf. And whan ye hae finish'd this

bridegroom darg, Come like a blytbe wooster an' hansel yere sark,

Cromek Remains (1810) 121. Gall. (Jam.) n.Cy. Grose (1790)

Suppl. w.Yks.1 1 heeard lang sin, at shoed gitten a wooster, 11. 297.

Hence Wooster-tryst, sb. a lovers' meeting.

Dmf. She was the blythest ay o' the blythe, At wooster-trystes

or Halloween, Cromek Remains (1810) 180.

WOOSTER-BLISTER, sb. Wil.1 A box on the ears
;

a slap in the face.

WOOT, int. Nhp. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Ken. I.W. Wil. Dor.

Also written whoot Ken.1 I.W.1
; and in forms whout

Dor.1
; whut Oxf.1

; wout, wowt Wil.1
; wut Ken.1

;
wutt

Nhp.2 [wut ; wut.] 1. A call to a horse or draught-ox

to go to the right or off side. Cf. hoot, v} 5.

Nhp. 2
, Hrf. (E.M.W.) Glo., Ken. Morton Cyclo. Agrtc. (1863).

Ken.1
, I.W.1 Wil. 1 To the front horse. .. Wowt, [go] to the right

:

to the hinder horse, Wo-oot, to the right (s.v. Horses). n.Wil.

(E.H.G.), Dor. 1 (s.v. Whug).
2. A call to a cart-horse to stop.

Ken. Baba Billy, of a long line of carters and men of Kent, sang

out ... ' Wut !
' This expletive, which never fails to bring a

Kentish horse to a standstill, made also Tempe halt, Keeling

Return to Nature (1897) viii ; Ken. 1

3. Comb. Woot-back, stand back ! used to a horse when

drawing a load. Oxf. 1

WOOT, v. Glo. 1 [writ.] To bray. Cf. hoot, v.
1
3.

WOOT, adj. Lan. [wut.] A dial, form of ' hot.'

Swallowed urn wi a kind uv a weesh-weesh sort uv a neighse,

as if they wur woot, Staton B. Shuttle Manch. 79.

WOOULT, see Weevil.
WOOVELESS, adj. Obs. Wxf.1 Unprovided.

Ye mye ne'er be wooveless, 100.

WOO-WAH, see Wee-wow.
WOOZE, v. and sb. Obs. Sc. Nhb. Nhp. Shr. Also

written wooz Nhp.1
; and in form woose Nhb.1 Shr.2

3z 2



WOOZLIE [540] WORD
1. v. To ooze

; to distil. Cf. weeze.
Sc. Prayer ... is then most savory and sweet ; it's as it were

the tears of a tree woozed out, and how prevalent Peter's bitter

tears were woozing from the bitterness of his heart is known,
Annand Mysterium Pietatis (1671) 132 (Jam.). Nhp.1

(s. v. Weeze).
2. sb. Any oozy secretion

;
juice ; mud. Cf. oose, sb}

Nhb.1 A kynde of woose or fome which issueth owte of the hill,

and therewith theye color or dye theyre wool, Duke ofNorthumber-
land MS. (1595). The woose in this case was probably a soft

ochre. Shr.2

[2. Cp. OE. wos, moisture, juice (Sweet).]
WOOZLIE, see Wuzlie.
WOP, v.

1 e.An. 1 [wop.] To produce an abortive
lamb. Cf. warp, v.

1
7.

The ewe wops her lamb, the cow slips her calf.

WOP, v.
2 Ken. [wop.] With about : to wobble about.

(G.B.)

WOP, see Wap, v.\ Waps, sb.\ Wasp, Whap, v.

WOPPEN, WOPPER, see Whapping, Whapper.
WOPPERDY, adj. Glo. 1 [wo-padi.] Of an intoxicated

person: unable to walk straight ; stupefied. Cf. wapper.
WOPPERED, WOPPING, see Wappered, Whapping.
WOPPLE, v. s.Chs.1 [wo-pl.] To topple over.
Yiing Jon Buu-rjiis got upiilth swey, un went up intu)dh ae-r,

un dhen ey went wop-1, wop-1, wop-lin oa-r, un iz feyt wiin wee'ur
iz legz au't tu bey.

WOPPLE, see Wapple, sb.1

WOPPY, sb. Wor. [wo'pi.] A drink made from
plums. Also called Gerkum. Cf. wap, sb.1

Defendant said he had had some woppy and he had only been
used to beer, Evesham Jm. (Aug. 18, igoo) ; (E.S.)
WOPS(E, see Wasp.
WOPSERs*. War.3 [wo'psa(r).] Anything large of

its kind
; a 'whapper.'

WOP-STRAW, see Whap-straw.
WOR, see War, adj. 1

, Ware, v.
3

, Wer.
WORBITTEN, ppi adj. e.An. 1 Of growing timber

:

pierced by the larvae of beetles.
WOR-BUSH, sb. e.An.1 A piece of reed-ground or

margin of Hickling Broad, said to be where the Hickling
men hid to avoid being pressed in time of war.
WORCESTER, sb. w.Cy. In phr. to shine like

Worcester against Gloucester, a phr. expressive of rivalry.
(Hall.)

WORCH, WORCH-BRACCHO, see Wark, Work,
Work-bracco.
WORD, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also in forms wird Sc. ; wod Yks. ; worrd Wm. ; wudWm. Suf. Dev. ; wurd Sc. ; wurrd Ir. [ward, w5d.]
1. sb. In comb. Word-shy, shy of speaking.
Dev.23 n.Dev. He was never speechful, and grew more word-

shy with years, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 6.

2. Phr. (1) good words, a prayer
; see Good, 1 (70) ; (2)my hands and words to you, an oath

; (3) my word, or by
my word, an expletive; (4) to be at one word in one's
dealings, not to have two prices

; (5) to change words with
a person, to talk with him

; (6) to get, or to have, the word
of, to get the reputation of

; (7) to get the words said,
to have the marriage ceremony performed

; (8) to get
wordfrom, to hear from

; (9) to get word of, to have speech
with

; (10) to give a good (or bad) word, to give praise (or
blame); (n) to give a person a word, to speak to him;
(12) to give the word, 'to pop the question'; (13) to have,
or to get (a few) words, to have a quarrel or dispute ; in
gen. colloq. use

; (14) to make words, (a) to talk more
about anything than it deserves

;
(b) to make an uproar

;

to quarrel; (15) to pass the word to a person, see (5);
(16) to put up a wordfor one, to pray for one

; (17) to say
a word, to say grace

; (18) to say the word, see (12) ;

(19) to say words, to utter a charm; (20) to speak a word,
to give warning, counsel, or rebuke

; (21) to take back one's
word to recall one's promise ; to break an engagement

;

(22) to take one's word again, to retract what one has said
;to change one's mind

; see below; (23) to take the first
word of to begin

; (24) to take the wordfrom one, (a) to
interrupt one; (b) to accept a toast proposed by one;

(25) to take the word out of one's mouth, to anticipate one's

remarks
; (26) word ofa sort, (a) an admonition ; a rebuke

;

a scolding
;

(b) an angry dispute ; a quarrel ; see Sort, sb.
1

1 (10) ; (27) — of mouth, (a) an oral communication or
agreement

;
(b) a word

; (c) [to drink] out of a bottle.

(1) Cor. Poor li'l Tom won't get no good words said above his

dust ; us can awnly think 'em for en, Phillpotts Prophets (1897)
327. (2) Ker. My hand an' wurrds to you, whin I saw the six

bhoys down at Rooneys playin' the twinty-foives, I kem' to

believe it mysilf, Bartram Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 25. (3) Sh.I.

Bit, my wird, what'll Maaly say, an' Willa? Burgess Sh. Flk.

(1902) 94. Per. My wurd ! it's glad I am to see ye ben, that's

sic a stranger to us a' ! M cAulay Black Mary, 1 14. Fif. My word,
it doesna set a soo to wear a saddle, Pryde Queer Flk. (1897) 55.
Kcb. My word, but ye're a fine ane, Armstrong Kirkiebrae (1896)
90. Nhb. My word, you'd better no let her catch you under that,

Graham Red Scaur (1896) 105. Wm. Ma wud ! a despartfratch !

Ollivant Owd Bob (1898) i. n.Yks. Mah wod, but it's a wet day
(I.W.). w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Eh ! eh, my word, my word !

Francis Yeoman Fleetwood (ed. 1900) n. Der. My word, but he
were angry, Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 112. (4) Per. When the
bonnie fish ye're sellin', At a'e word be in your dealin'—Truth
will stand when a' thing's failin', Ford Harp{ 1893) 112. (5) e.Sc.

Never again would she ' change words wi' her,' Strain Elmslie's

Drag-net (1900) 214. (6) Sc. She gets the word o' being a licht-

headit queyn (Jam.). Abd. Get the word o' early risin', Ye can
sleep a week on end, Murray Hamewith (1900) 38. Lnk. Thou
always was wont to get the word of a good rider, Graham Writings
(1883) II. 32. (7) Ir. The boys . . . have often a great deal of
difficulty in inducing the girls to agree to ' getting the words said,'

as the marriage ceremony is colloquially described, MacDonagh Z.j/%

andChar. (1901) 215. (8) Sc. (A.W.).Cai. 1
(9) Abd. I'll may be get

sicht, gien I dinna get word o' him, Macdonald Sir Gibbie (1879)
xxix. Ags. It [a ghost] cam' upon them sae suddent like 'at they
hadna time to get wirds o't, so they ran aff a' their micht, Reid
Howetoon, 96. (10) sw.Lin. He's g'en her a strange good word.
I never heerd anybody gie him a bad word. (11) Sc. He would
never even himself to Effie, and would think it a fine compliment
if she stopped to give him a word, Keith Lisbeth (1894) xxiv. (12)
Wmh. Not a notion did he have, when he left home that morning,
ofgiving Lizzie the word, not one, Bullock Ir. Pastorals (1901) 33.
(13) Sc. (A.W.) N.I. 1 Oh, the manager an' me had words. Nhb.
When folk in the district where the Armstrongs lived are said ' to
have had words' it is a euphemistic way of saying that they
have quarrelled, 5. Tynedale Stud. (1896). w.Yks.2 , ne.Lan. 1

Der. Haasoe'erl'm none goin' to hev words wi' yo' while Annie's
so badly—we'll hev et aat afterwards, Gilchrist Peakland (1897)
174. Not. 1 Lei.i The' didn' hev noo woo'ds till affter a'd hot
'im, an' then the' did 'a woo'ds till a hot 'im agen. Nhp.1

, War.3
w.Som. 1 'Well, you zee, zr, we'd a got a vew words, an' zo I corned
away, an' I hope he'll get zomebody to do better vor'n.' A ' vew
words

'
is the stock reason for leaving service. Dev. Have you and

Mark had wuds? Zack White Cottage (1901) 37. (14 a, b) Sc.
(Jam.) (15) Heb. You may thank your good father and mother if
I ever pass the word to you again, Sarah Tytler Macdonald
Lass (1895) 136. (16) Rnf. The minister will be back frae the
burial, an' he'll put up a word for you, Good Wds. (1878) 184
(17) Cai.i (18) Kcd. Tho' they say I'm hard o' heart, He wadna
find it sae, For gin he likes to say the word I winna say him nae,Grant Lays (1884) I73 - (19) n.Dev. It did not mend rapidly
until a dame was prevailed upon to pay regular visits to thea.lmg one and 'say words ' for him, Flk-Lorejm. (1883) I. 339.
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WORD [54i] WORK
his lips firmly set, looking thoughtfully into his glass, Johnston
Glenbuckie (1889) 29. (25)Lnk. ' Ye've just taen the word oot o'my
mooth,' saysI.FRASER Whaups(i8g$) 217. w.Yks.fJ.W.) (z6,a)

s.Chs. 1 Hoo gen him a word ofa sort. War.2 Wait till I seemy Knabs,
I'll give him a word ofa sort. Shr.1

(6) Oxf. 1 MS. add. w.Som. 1

Usuallyaccompanied with bad language. This implies a more violent

quarrelthan 'avewwords.' 'We'da-gotawordofasort,asmidzay,
and zo I thort 'twas time topae'urt (part).' (27, a) Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks.
(J.W.) s.Lan. 1 Aw've nobbut his word-o'-meawth for it. w.Som. 1

There wad-n no writin', 'twas on'y word o' mouth, but I should-n
never think he wid'n be jich rogue's t'urn word. (6) Dub. For a

word-o'-mouth you might obtain A neuk to brag the shire, Salmon
Gowodean (1868) 8. Gall. Never let me hear of you passing word-
of-mouth with any belonging to that gang, Crockett Love Idylls,

54. (c) w.Yks.1 ' To drink by word o' mouth,' to drink out of a

bottle without pouring out the liquor, and to pass it in rotation to

the rest of the party. Suf. 1

3. A saying ; a proverb.
Arg. You ken the old word : 'the man who waits long at the

ferry will get over some day,' Munro J. Splendid (1898) 229.

Ess. Ah, that was a rare word of your mother's (W.WiS.). Cor.

'Tis a auld word, an' it ban't wise to take no count of sayings like

that :
' May chets bad luck begets,' Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 209.

4. An order ; a command.
Sc. It's a mercy she's got the word to go ; the carrier's to call in

the forenoon for her kist, Keith Bonnie Lady (1897 ) 66.

5. A message ; news ; a report, esp. a good report.

Sc. The leddy's had a guid nicht—we had word of it from Mrs.

Lauder, Keith Indian Uncle (1896) 258 ; Have you any word to

your brother ? Monthly Mag. (1 800) I. 238. Cai. 1 Rnf. Now kail

and crowdie time's baith past, And there's nae word o' John,
Webster Rhymes (1835) 199. Gall. Crockett Standard Bearer

(1898) 152. N.I. 1 Word come that his brother was dead. Did

the master leave word when he would be home? w.Yks. (J.W.)

6. Obs. The voice.
Sc. I think I hear his word, Monthly Mag. (1798) II. 438 ; Mr.

A. B. is come, I hear his word, Scoticisms (1787) 102.

7. With the def. art. : the Bible.
Suf. I keep that safe in my oud Mingen Hutch along of the Wud,

Fison Merry Suf. (1899) 48.

8. pi. With the def. art. : the baptismal formula.
Lnk. It's no a chrisen'd creature yet, for hit has neither gotten

the words nor the water, nor as little do I ken how to ca't yet,

Graham Writings (1883) II. 34.

9. v. In phr. (1) to be worded with, to be credited with
;

(2) to word a person over, to reprove him.
(1) Lnk. Ye'll no get the gaet o' a mither Unless ye be wordet

wi' gear, Watson Poems (1853) 79. (2") Hrf. 2

10. To speak ; to compose. w.Yks. Holloway.
11. To dispute ; to wrangle.
e.An. 1 They worded it a long while. Sus. Holloway.

12. With the reflex, pron. : to express oneself.

Sb.I. Hit's a plaeser to hear him, fir he wirds himsell dat

bonnie, Ollason Mareel (1901) 27.

WORD, WORDELD, see Wold, sb., Wordle.

WORDIFY, v. Yks. Dev. To put into words.
n.Yks.2 ' It's ower sair wordified ' [it is too wordy]. Dev.

'Tiddn't no use wordifying sich acts, now things ha' changed,

Zack On Trial (1899) 178.

WORDING, see Worthing.
WORDLE, sb. Sc. Cum. Lin. Glo. I.W. Wil. Dor.

Som. Dev. Also written wordel Som. Dev.; wurdle

Dev.; and in forms wardle Sc. (Jam.) Bnff.1 Cum.
n.Lin. 1

; wordeld Glo.1
; wordled Glo. 2 ; wurdled Dev. 1

[wa-dl ; Sc. wa'rdl.] 1. A dial, form of ' world.' See

Ward, sb."

Sc. It twin'd me o' my wardles mak, Jamieson Pop. Ballads

(1806) I. 53. Bnff. 1 Abd. Sic a weary wardle, Alexander

Johnny Gibb (1871) ii. Cum. Neabody eh this wardle '11 be mair

supprizt ner t'fella at writes this, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 1.

Glo.12, I.W.
12

, w.Cy. (Hall.) Wil. Avthasewordle's goods, Slow
Rhymes, 4th S. 20. Dor. 1 But ther's a wordle still to bless The

good. w.Som. 1 (Always.) I don't ver'ly b'leive there's the fuller

o'un in the wordle. Dev. 1

Hence Wardle-day, sb. a work-day. n.Lin. 1
2. Phr.

(1) braw wardles, fine times ; (2) to make all the wardle, to

make all the difference in the world.

(1) Abd It's braw wardles wi' them 't disna need to fee,

Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xiv. (2) Abd. It's jist th' clemat

o' a place 't mak's a' th' wardle. Far there's plenty o' wid it's

never sae caul, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Dec. 20, 1902).

[Lhord y-blyssed by bo bet wonyeb ine byne house in

wordles of wordles, Ayenbite (1340) 269.]

WORDY, WOR(E, WORGISH, see Worthy, Ware,
sb.2, Wairsh.
WORK, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Also in forms virk Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; wahk n.Yks.
;

wark Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Dur. 1 Cum.14 n.Yks.24

m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.1 s.Lan. 1 n.Lin.1 Nhp.2
; werk m.Lan. 1

;

wherk Chs.3 ; wirk Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; worch Lan. Shr.1
;

worrk Yks. ; wurk Sc. (Jam.) Bdf. [wark, wak ; wark,
wak] 1. sb. and v. In comb. (1) Work-brussen, over-

done with work
; (2) -faring, working

; (3) -folk(s,

working people ; labourers
; (4) -like, industrious ; fond

of work
; (5) -little, lazy

; (6) -loom, an implement ; a

tool
; (7) -poke, a work-bag

; (8) -rife, see (4).

(1) n.Yks.2 (2) Dor. A plain workfaren man like the rest ov

we, Agnus Jan Oxber (1900) 19. (3) Lnk. To warkfolk's weans,

though e'er so puir, Nicholson Idylls (1870) 135. N.Cy. 1 Nhb.

Ne wark-foak cood be fund, Chatt Poems (1866) 86; Nhb. 1
,

Dur. 1
, Cum. 1 w.Yks. Three or four thaasand starving wark-fowk,

Yksman. (1881) 42 ; w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan.1

, n.Lin. 1
(4) Sc. Mackay.

(5) Per. Unsettled, work-little, dingy, and gill-drinking mortals,

Monteath Dunblane (1835) 104, ed. 1887. (6) Sc. (Jam.) Abd.

Forc't to tak' up the wark-leems again to keep oot the frem't,

Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 5. w.Sc. Use nae warkloom made
by the hand o' man on the day o' rest, Carrick Laird of Logan

(
l835) 133. Ayr. The best wark-lume i' the house, Burns
Address to Deil (1785) St. 11. Lnk. When ane gets warldums

right to their hand, nature will teach them how to fa' to, Graham
Writings (1883) II. 36. (7) e.An.1 (s.v. Poke). (8) Sc. Mackay.

Lnk. Her warkrife haun* an' couthie ways Sune gat frae a' aboot

her praise, Hamilton Poems (1865) 36. ,

2. sb. In phr. (1) all of a work, in a state of motion,

or fermentation ; (2) to be at work by the great, to work
by the piece ; see Great, adj. 12

; (3) to be on the^ work, to

ferment ; to be in constant motion or contortions ; (4)

to grow all work, to become an effort
; (5) to have one's

work set, to have a difficult task before one
; (6) — two

belliesfor eating and nonefor work, to be an idle glutton
;

(7) to hold a work with one, to make a fuss over one
;

to make a show of affection for one.

(1) sw.Lin.1 It little inside seemed all of a work. (2) Oxf. 1
(3)

w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Not. His hands are always on the work ;
he can't

keep still. She has St. Vitus's dance ; she's always on the work

(J.P.K.). sw.Lin. 1 It's just on the work. (4) Cum.3 It's growin o'

wark to say' Jwohnny.git oot,' 42 ; Cum. 4 (5) Nhb.
1 Ye'll he' yor

wark-set, there, marra, aa think. (6) n.Lin.1 (7) Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1

3. A structure ; a stately building, as a hospital ; a

fortification ; a bulwark.
Sc. Mar's Wark, Heriot's Wark (Jam.). Nhb.1 Applied to

places having works or forts, as in Warkworth. At Wark, in

North Tyne, the conspicuous feature is the mote-hill where

assizes were held in the thirteenth century. m.Yks.1

4. The breadth of grass or corn cut by a mower at one

sweep of the scythe.
Nhb.1 Y'or tyekin ower wide a wark. Dur.1 n.Yks. We've

tean a great wark this tahm (I.W.).

5. A fuss, disturbance ; a to-do ; see to make work, s.v.

Make, v.
1 2 (83, b).

Sc. (Jam.) Trf. What a wark we hae wi ither
!
An sae

thrang were aye thegither, Reid Heatherland (1894) 41. Gall.

(A.W.) Nhb. And se they address us, and mak wark about us,

Advice to Advised (1803) 5. n.Yks. He mead a wahk about it

(I.W.). w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Lan. 1 Ther's bin sitch wark as aw
never yerd on. War.2 There'll be nice work over this broken

window. w.Som.1 Maister made up fine work, 'cause the gig

wad-n in order. nw.Dev.1

6. Damage ; injury ; see piece ofwork, s.v. Piece, 1 (2).

w.Yks. 2 If a person upsets a jug of milk, someone will say,

'He has made some work.' 'They've made bad work with the

raspberries.' n.Lin.1 Lockwood beas' hes maade a straange peace

o' wark among oor wheat an' oats.

7. Linen.
Ken. Bought by order 20 doz. offlex, ofwhich wasmade 200 lbs. work

and 40 lbs. tow. Spinningdone: 150 lbs.work at 6 pence p
r pound,

40 lbs. tow at 4 pence p
r pound, Pluckley Par. Bk. (1785); (H.M.)
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8. pi. The fittings of a machine or instrument, as the

wards of a lock or key, the fan of a churn ; the interior

parts of the body. Sc. (Jam.), n.Lin. 1
9. The system of

trenches and carriages by which water is brought in and
distributed in a water-meadow. Wil. 1 10. Obs. Doings.
Cum. To hear n' th' warks o' auld lang syne, Stagg Misc. Poems

(ed. 1805) 117.

11. A religious revival.
ne.Sc. The wark's broken oot at the Houp. There was an

extry meetin' last nicht, earryt on till twa or three o'clock this

mornin', an' lots o' anxious sowls, Green Gordonhaven (1887) 75.

12. With the def. art. : a colloq. name for Glamorganshire.
s.Wal. Thee can go to service like other girls. Why shouldn't

thee go to ' the Works ' ? Raine Welsh Singer (3rd ed.) 1 1 1

.

13. v. In comb, with adv. and prep. : (1) Work down,
to slip, slide, or fall down ; (2) — on, or — on to, of
time : to approach

; (3) — out, (a) to do outdoor work

;

(b) see below; (4) — up, (a) to prepare; (b) of moles

:

to throw up ground.
(1) n.Yks. Rubbish works down (I.W.). (2) Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks.

Christmas will work on. It works on to twelve (I.W.). (3, a) Nhb.

He has tow dowters workin' oot, Longman 's Mag. (Feb. 1897) 325.

(A) w.Som.1 In cultivating ground, after each ploughing, the soil is

rolled and ' dragged ' with drags or heavy harrows, until all the

weed and couch is brought to the surface, and the earth completely
pulverized. This after process is to work out. ' We ploughed
thick field, and work-n out dree times over, and he is not clean

yet.' (4, a) w.Yks. For the lad's supper, ye ken ; I thought I'd

work him up summat a bit tasty, Dyke Craiktrees (1897) 161.

(6) Nrf. They will ' work up ' a field in a few days, so old mole-
experts assure me, Emerson Birds, &c. (ed. 1895) 337.
14. Phr. (1) to be worked out, ofland : to be exhausted

; (2)— worked up, of a person : to be ' done up,' exhausted
;

(3) to let one work on, to let one go one's own way
; (4) to

work in a bond, a colliery term : to work as one of a gang

;

see Band, sb.3 4
; (5) — one a dodge, to play one a trick

;

(6) — the oracle, to victimize people
; (7) — to oneself, to

relieve nature
; (8) work at one as I do, a game [not known

to our correspondents] ; (9) — the oars, get on !

(1) Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.), n.Lin. 1
(2) Lan. The charwoman

cannot come, she is quite worked up (E.M.M.). (3) n.Yks. We will
let them work on (I.W.). (4) Shr.1

(5) n.Yks. (I.W.) (6) Cor.
They do say 'The Maister' es worken* the oracle purty fitty

sence the wreck, Forfar Wizard (1871) 43. (7) Lth. (Jam.)
(8) Suf. 1

(9) I. Ma. Brown Doctor (1887) 371.
15. To toil perseveringly; to contend with difficulties;

to apply assiduous labour. n.Yks.1 16. To knit ; to net.
Sc. To work stockings, Monthly Mag. (1798) II. 436. Cai. 1

The spinning and ' working' herring nets was an important home
industry among the cottagers. Frf. She had better awa hame and
work a pair o' stockin's for the puir sowl, Willock Rosetty Ends
(1886) 7, ed. 1889. Wgt. Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 6. w.Yks.
U-W.)
17. Of material, &c. : to lend itself easily to work.
Mry. Leather winna work Except it first be wet, Hay Lintie

(1851) 31. w.Yks. (J.W.) Rut.1 It doan't work as it ought'n
work [said of garden soil].

18. To graft. s.Wor. 'Tis a tree that has been worked (H.K.).
19. Of a pipe : to draw.
Sh.I. V da lang run I got me pipe ta wirk, Sh. News (Nov. 19,

1898).
"

20. To manage ; to bring to pass ; to influence ; to control.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; She can weise or wirk him as she likes.

n.Yks.4 Thoo mun wark it seea ez he 'ez ti deea a day's wark.
w.Yks., Midi. (J.W.) Rut.1 'It's o' no use, I can't work it!'

exclaimed the old clerk of R , after a third false start at
raising a hymn.
21. To breathe painfully or with difficulty.
Chs.3 n.Lin. 1

' He warks bad,' said of the deep or rapid
breathing of an animal in pain.

22. To struggle convulsively ; to twitch as in pain or
in a fit.

Sh.I. Iver saw ye a dug wirkin' laek dat? . . See him wirkin wi'
his fore feet at his mooth, Sh. News (Nov. 24, 1900). Nhb.1 Nan
Galley is workin' in fits, Robson Colliers Farewell (1849).
23. To purge.
Sc. (A.W.), Lakel.2 Wm. Take some physic at'll work ye (B.K ).

n.Yks. Hez thee physic worrk'd? (T.S.) w.Yks. (J.W.), m.Lan. 1

Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 375, n.Lin. 1

24. To ferment.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.), Nhb.1 Wm. T'yast's niver worked (B.K.).

n.Yks. Yeast works (I.W.). w.Yks. (S.J.C) Lan. Ot brew'd a

jorum 0' maut, an worcht it in a chambur, where th' gager ne'er

koom, Walker Plebeian Pol. (1796) 36, ed. 1801. Not.1
, Lin.1

,

n.Lin. 1 sw.Lin.1 It's just beginning to work. w.Som. 1 Always
used in connection with brewing or cider-making. 'Plase-m,

the drink's a-work't all out over the vate.'

25. Of fish : to be on the move.
Nrf. I shall put in a net or two to-night, sir, to get a few

lamperns ; they always work in snowy water or in a frost, Fishing

Gazette (Feb. 14, 1891) 85.

26. To suppurate. w.Cy. (Hall.) 27. To show signs

of putrefaction.
Der. Did yo' e'er see such a corpse, Jesse ? White as a. lily,

an' tho' et were hot weather, none workin' i' th' least, Gilchrist
Peakland (1897) 114.

28. To cause pain ; to trouble, harass, irritate ; to banter,

tease. Cf. wark.
Sc. I'll wurk him for that yet (Jam.). Abd. Ye've maybe latten

some fool . . . and it'll maybe work ye, Abd. Wkly. Free Press

(Jan. 17, 1903). n.Yks. (T.S.) e.Yks. 1 Ah'll work Jack aboot his

sweetheart, MS. add. (T.H.) Nhp.2 Shr. 1 This 'ere tuth worches
me above a bit. 'Er worched the poor chap despertly. Bdf.

Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 147.

29. To sprain. Gall. To wurk one's shacklebane (Jam.).

30. To do mischief to ; to spoil ; to injure.
n.Yks. To work a person [to injure, influence, persuade, as a

disease, an act, or business] (I.W.). s.Oxf. He didn't ought to

ha' left the rewks ; they did work that barley proper afore master
found out as 'ee were gone, Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 31. Sur.
What—wapses ! . . Cuss them things ! they do work my fruit,

Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 97.

WORK, see Wark.
WORKABLE, adj. Nhb. Dur. Of a coal-seam:

sufficiently thick to be worked at a profit. Nicholson
Coal Tr. Gl. (1888).
WORKADAY, sb. and adj. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Nhp.

Oxf. Brks. Hnt. Ken. Sur. Sus. I.W. Dor. Som. Also
written werk-e-day Nhp.1

; worky-day Nhb. Lan.1 Nhp.1

Oxf. 1 Hnt. Ken.12 Sus. I.W. ; and in form wark-a-day
e.Yks. 1 [wa'k-a-de ; wa'k-i-de.] 1. sb. A week-day

;

a working day.
e.Yks. 1

, Lan. 1 Nhp.1 Sunday and werk-e-day. Oxf.1
, Brks.1

,

Hnt. (T.P.F.) Ken.1 He's gone all weathers, Sunday and worky-
day, these seven years ; Ken.2 , Sur. 1

, Sus. (S.P.H.), I.W. 1 Dor.
I' the middle o' a work-a-day, C. Hare Vill. Street (1895) 132.
2. adj. Working

;
given up to work ; every day ; in gen.

colloq. use.
Frf. Ifa man cannot look like a gentleman in workaday garments,

then it is not really worth while being one, Yktovi Inveresk (i&i}&)
250. Slg. Harvey Kennethcrook (1896) 12. Gall. His sermons
became too high strung and ethereal for the edification of the
workaday sons and daughters of men, Crockett Stickit Min.
( l893) !5°- Nhb. I'm only a workyday lass, Graham Red Scaur
(1896) 157. Lan.1 Which clooas mun aw put on—my worky-day
or my Sunday uns ? w.Som. 1

WORK-BRACCO, adj. and sb. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der.
Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Oxf. Hrf. Ess. and Amer. Also in
forms warck-brattle, wark-brattle Lan. ; worch-braccho
Chs.

;
work-bracco, braceon Chs. 3

; -brackle Stf. Der •

™fat^Cns'~ Shr -

1

'
brik°> Chs.; -brittle Chs.1 Nhp*.{

War.2 Wor. Oxf.1 Hrt. Ess. Amer. 1. adj. Fond of
work ; industrious

; intent upon one's work.
Lan Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Chs. Ray (1691) ; Chs.1

[Used] with a sort of implication that diligence is rather unusual.My word! but you're work-brittle to-day'; Chs.3 , Stf., Der.
(J.K.), Nhp.1 War.2

I hope you feel work-brittle ; there's plenty
to do to-day. Wor. I feel work-brittle to-day (E.S.). Shr. 1 Yo'
bin al'ays despert work-brattle toert night—ketchin' the day by
the lag-end. Oxf. 1 Hrt., Ess. The lad's work-brittle, he don't
want elbow-grease, N. & Q. (1870) 4th S. vi. 329. [Amer.
iV. &=

(J. ib. 249.]

2 Obs. Unwilling to work. Chs. Ray (1691) MS. add.
(J.C.) 3. sb. The power and the will to work.
Chs." He has plenty of work brattle in him. He has no work

brattle in him.

WORKEN, v. Yks. [wa-rkan.] To twist, entangle •

to wreathe together. n.Yks.12, m.Yks.1 Cf. querken.
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WORKEN, see Whirken.
WORKER, sb. Yks. Lan. Also in form wortcher

s.Lan.1
1. In comb. Worker-out, a field-labourer ; a day-

labourer. Lan. Waugh Owd Blanket (1867) 6. s.Lan.1

2. A woollen-trade term : a cylinder for working the
raw material in a scribbling-machine. w.Yks. (J.M.),
(S.P.U.)
WORKING, ppl. adj. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Lan.

Hmp. Also in forms waakin e.Yks.1
; wortchin s.Lan.1

Yks. [wa'rkin, wakin.] 1. ppl. adj. In comb. (1)

Working-barrel, a coal-mining term : the portion of a
pump in which the bucket works

; (2) -bishop, a factory-
girl's pinafore ; see Bishop, sb. 4 ; (3) -body, [a) a busy,
industrious person

; (b) a member of the working-class
;

(4) -day, a week-day
; (5) -folks, the working-class

; (6)

place, a coal-mining term : an excavation in course of
making.

(1) Nhb.1 Nhb., Dur. Greenwell Coal Tr. Gl. (1849). (2)
s.Lan. 1

(3, a) s.Sc. The gudewife aye was neat and clean, A
working body, gleg and keen, Watson Border Bards (1859) 10.

Gall. (A.W. ) (6) Sc. (A.W.) Per. It's a thrawart fate that workin'
bodies dree, Ford Harp (1893) 316. (4) e.Yks.1

(5) Sc. (A.W.)
w.Yks. But 'tis fro lowly wortchin' foaks At th' world's best

teychers rise, Warty Rhymes (1894) 43. Lan. For honest wortchin'
folks one sees, Harland Lyrics (1866) 293. (6) Nhb. 1 Nhb.,

Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888).

2. sb. pi. The excavations in a mine from which coal is

being, or has been, taken.
Sc. The ' miner's asthma,' which is brought on through digging

in damp workings, Wright Sc. Life (1897) 65. Nhb. 1 Nhb.,

Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888). w.Yks. (T.T.)

3. A coal-mining term : the crackling of the roof-stone

of a pit previous to falling. Nhb., Dur. Greenwell Coal
Tr. Gl. (1849). 4. Honeycombs. Hmp. Wise New
Forest (1883) ; Hmp.1

WORKINGSOME, adj. Obs. Sc. In working trim

;

fit for work.
w.Sc. Your a' abune the blankets I hope, meat hale, and work-

ingsome, Carrick Laird ofLogan (1835) 91.

WORKISH, adj. Wor. Ken. Som. Cor. [wakif.]
Industrious, diligent ; fond of work.
Wor. (H.K.) Ken.1 He's a workish sort of a chap; Ken.2

w.Som.1 Well, Betsy, you be workish to-day, bain' ee? Cor. A
staid, workish woman, Lee Widow Woman (1899) 99; Cor.3

WORKLESS, adj. Sc. In form warkless. [wa-rklas.]

Unable to work.
Dmf. Ilka day mair frail and warkless, Sure ye'll rest beneath

the clod, Quinn Heather (1863) 240.

Hence Warklessness, sb. inability to work.
Abd. Ye maun be growin' some short o' siller i' this time n'

warklessness, Macdonald Donal Grant (1883) xlii.

WORKMAN, sb. Sc. Som. Dev. 1. A farm-

labourer; an unskilled labourer ; a 'jobber.'

Sc. (Jam.) w.Som. 1 There's very good premises, and two
workman's cot-houses 'pon the farm. No, I don't drave th'osses,

I be on'y a workman. Dev. Reports Provinc. (1891).

2. Obs. A porter ; a bearer of burdens. Sc. Scoticisms

(1787) 103. Abd. (Jam.)

WORKMANLY, adv. and adj. Yks. Lin. In form
warkmanly. 1. adv. In a good orworkmanlike manner.
w.Yks.1 2. adj. Workmanlike. n.Lin.1

WORK-WISE, adv. and adj. e.An. Also in form

workways Suf. 1 1. adv. In a workmanlike manner.
e.An. 1 I thought he did not handle his tools work-wise.

2. adj. Obs. Convenient; proper.

Suf.1 Of a gate it would be said ' 'twould be mere workways to

hang it on that post.'

WORKY-DAY, see Workaday.
WORL, see Whirl, Wirl, sb.

WORLD, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also in forms wald Suf.1
; warl' Sc. Cum. ; warld Sc.

(Jam.) Chs.1 Dev. ; wold n.Yks. Lan. Chs. ; worl Sc.

;

worruld Brks.; wurreld Sus. 1
; wurrlDon.; wurrld Ir.

[warld, wald, warald. See Ward, sb.*, Wordle.] 1. In

comb. (1) World-apple, a particular kind of apple
;

see

below
;

(2) -'s end, (a) a place a long way off; a lonely or

sequestered spot ; (b) in phr. to come, or to get, to the

world's end, to be at the end of one's resources ; (3) -'s

gear, (a) worldly substance
;

(b) used neg. : nothing of
any description

; (4) -learning, knowledge of the world
;

(5) -like, like the rest of the world ; having nothing
unnatural in one's appearance

; (6) -'s waster, a spend-
thrift

; (7) -'s worm, a miser ; a niggardly person ; (8)

without-end, obs., long, tedious, never-ending; (9) -'s

wonder, a spectacle for all beholders, esp. used of a
person of notorious or surprising conduct.

(1) Suf. 1 A fruit that is believed to take two years to ripen. . . It is

very globular—and flattened at its poles (s.v. Worrel apple). (2, a)

Sc. (A.W.) Ir. With every ha'porth you wanted to be carried from
theworld'sendjBARLOwA/a^m'sCom/. (1896)61. Chs. 1 (i)s.Chs. 1

It)s u terubl push upon' um dheyz aa prd tahymz ; dhai)n bi gy'et-in

tii)th wuurldz end ver-i soon. (3, a) Sc. Bairns, bairns, . .

keep together—keep yere heads up the flood, cling to the brutes,

and let warld's gear gang, Blackw. Mag. (May 1820) 165 (Jam.).

Abd. Aw wudna tell't to my nain sister for warl's gear, Alex-
ander Johnny Gibb (187 1) xix. Ayr. Warl's gear ne'er troubles

me, Burns My Nanie, st. 6. (6) Sh.I. Der no world's gaer 'at we
can offer dem, Sh. News (Mar. 31, 1900). n.Sc. I didna taste

warld's gear. ' There was nae warld's gear in the glass but cauld

water' (Jam.). (4) Ir. Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 104. (5)
Sc. (Jam. ) Gall. She would speir . . . Gif Cain's mark was warl'

like, Nicholson Poet. Wks. (1814) 48, ed. 1897 ; A ' warl'-like

baby ' is a baby like other babies, without any peculiarity at its

birth (A.W.). (6) Sc. (Jam.) (7) Ayr. My word of honour I hae
gi'en, In Paisley John's that night at e'en, To meet the Warld's

worm, Burns G. Hamilton (1786) st. 3. (8) Suf. 1 Ah—that's a

waldathoutind job. (9) Sc. Beadles will harle me by the gown,
A warld's wonder through the town, Pennecuik Collection (1787)

27 ; (Jam.) Cai.1 Lnk. To be set up like a warld's wonder on
their cock-stool or black stool, Graham Writings (1883) II. 20.

2. Phr. (1) all the world, (a) infinitely, greatly
;

(b) exactly;

(2) anyhows in the world, in any possible way; (3) for all

the world, see (1, b)
; (4) if the world was on it, a phr. used

to express utter impossibility ; (5) it's new worlds, a com-
plete change of customs has taken place

; (6) like the world,

like every one else ; (7) the [sport] of the world, the best

possible [sport] ; (8) the work of the world, infinite trouble

or labour
; (9) thiefof the world, an arrant rogue

; (10) this

world, in this part of the world
; (11) to take the worldfor

one's pillow, to roam homeless through the world
;

(12) to

think the world of, or — the world and all of, to hold in the

highest possible estimation; (13) world and wise-like, see (6).

(1, a) Kcb. I'm sure we'll be a' the worl' obleeged to ye,

Armstrong Kirkiebrae (1896) 49. (6) Cum. It smells o' the warl

leyke lal Fisher's shop, Rayson Poems (1839) 50. (2) Sus. 1 It

tempests so as we're troubled to pitch the hay up on to the stack

anyhows in the wurreld (s.v. Tempest). (3) Sc. For all the world
as if he was set on mischief, Keith Bonnie Lady (1897) 14. Fif.

That lanky shaver, for a' the warld like a pair o' tangs, Pryde
Queer Flk. (1897) 169. Nhb. Doon aa fell on my face for aal the

world like a sack o' taties, Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894) 44. Wm.
Marchin' hoop and doon, . . for a' the world like a sentry-soger,

Ollivant Owd Bob (1898) xxxii. Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Hoo's for

o' th' wo'Id like our Ann wur, Brierley Waverlow (1863) 183, ed.

1884. Chs. Theaw looks for aw th' wold like Ludlum's dog,

Croston Enoch Crump (1887) 10. n.Lin.1 It was fer all the warld

like a black dog as big as a sheep. Brks. Hayden Round our Vill.

(1901) 30. Nrf. Forbes Odd Fish (1901) 171. Sus. He'd go

tipping along, for all the world like a cat over the court-yard,

Tennant Vill. Notes (1900) 140. Dor. C. Hare Dinah Kellow

(1901) 195. Som. Doctor stratched un out, an' worked his arms

vor all the world like a pump-han'le, Raymond Gent. Upcott

(1893) 137. Dev. Longmans Mag. (Sept. 1901) 441. Cor.3 (4)

Hrf.1 (5) Cai.1
, Abd. (Jam.) (6) Ayr. ' Is it [a new-born baby]

like the worl' ? Tell me,' quo' she, ' is it tongue-tackit ?
' Service

Notandums (1890) 45. (7) Ayr. To gang alangthe Gallowgate on a

Saturday afternune and hearken to the rippitin' randies and dyvors

is juist the sport of the world, ib. 73. Ker. Machree, shure I had

the luck o' the wurrld comin' over here to-day, Bartram White-

headed Boy (1898) 23. (8) Ir. Billy Wade used to have the work
of the world over his potato-patch, Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896)

59. Cor. 'The work of the world ' had Joan to find her way out of

Penzance. She couldn't keep the road, she was always tumbling

into the ditch, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 112, ed. 1896. (9)

Ir. Wasn't she the quare thief of the world to go rob me that way ?

Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 136 ; Go along, you thief of the
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world! (A.S.-P.) (10) Don. How the norm the markets was goin'

this wurrl' ? Macmanus Bend ofRoad (1898) 48. (11) n.Sc. I was

outlawed for a deed of blood and had taken, as the Highland

phrase goes, the world for my pillow, Munro Shoes of Fort.

(1901) 143. (12) Sc. I thought it would please your Effie, for she

thinks the world of Elizabeth, Keith Lisbeth (1894) xvii. Kxb.

She thinks the warl' o' you in a quate way, Gallovidian (1902) IV. si.

Mnn. He thinks the world of me and my doings, Barry Wizard's

Knot(igoi) 59. w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Oxf. She thinks the world an' all

o'thatboy, Rosemary Chilterns (1895) 38. Dor. Francis Pastorals

(1901) 85. Dev. He do think the world of my sense, Phillpotts

Striking Hours (1901) 253. (13) Per. Sibbie was not merely
' world and wise-like,' as well-favoured as the better looking of

her neighbours, Sarah Tytler Witch-wife (1897) 22.

3. Worldly goods.
Sh.I. Du's gaen ta hae plenty o' da warld, . . horses, kye, sheep,

and plenty o' a' thing, Stewart Tales (1892) 47.

4. A large quantity ; a great number ; a great deal.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Sic a warl o' kists, Macdonald R. Falconer

(1868) 9. Ayr. In his bushle-breeks, which were a worl' oure big

for me, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) igr. n.Yks. A wold o'

sauce (I.W.). nw.Der.1
, Not. 1

, Lei.
1 Nhp. 1 What a world of things

I've got to do 1 War.3 Brks.1 Ther be a world o' zense in what
a zes.

5. A long space of time ; an age ; also in phr. a world of
time.

Not. It'l be a world afore he's back (L.C.M.). Nhp.1 It'll take

a world of time to do it ; Nhp.2, War.3

6. An astonishing sight.

Not.1 Lei.1 It's a woo'ld to see that theer little un order the big

uns to the roight abaout

!

WORLDLY, adj. Sc. (Jam.) In form warldlie.

Parsimonious.
WORLER, see Whirler.
WORM, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also in forms wirm Sh.I. ; worom Cor. ; worrm Yks.

;

wurrm Ir. [warm, warn.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Worm-
dap, to fish in a particular manner, using a worm as bait;

see Dap, v. 3 ; (2) -eat, to become worm-eaten
; (3)

heaves, mould thrown up by worms
; (4) -in-the-tail, see

below
; (5) land, the churchyard

; (6) -month, the month
of July ; the last half of July and the first half of August

;

(7) -nat, a worm-hole
; (8) -picked, see (2) ; (9) -pipe, the

fish, Syngnathus lumbriciformis
; (10) -puts, (11) -sprouts,

(12) -stall, see (3) ; (13) -web, a cobweb.
(1) Dev. Jan had been worm-dapping for trout all the afternoon,

Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 191. (2) n.Yks. Walnut wood weant
worm-eat (I.W.). (3) s.Wor. (H.K.) (4) w.Yks.1 Chs. 1 An
imaginary disease to which cows are supposed to be liable ; or
rather several ailments are attributed to the supposed presence of

the worm. Near the extremity of the tail there is a spot somewhat
softer than the rest, as if two of the vertebrae were slightly

separated. This is supposed to indicate the position of the worm,
and various methods are resorted to to dislodge it, as cutting the
place with a knife. (5) n.Yks.2 (6) Per. This name has obviously
originated from the hatching of many kinds of reptiles in this

month (Jam.). N.I. 1 (7) n.Yks. (T.S.) (8) N.I.1 (9) Dev. The
commonest [of Pipe-fishes] in shallow waters— the Worm-pipe,
Good Wds. (1864) 669. (10) e.An. (Hall.), Suf.1 (11) n.Yks.
(I.W.) (12) Lei.1 (13) Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. Your leddyship's
character's no a gauze gown or a worm-web to be spoilt with
a spittle, or ony other foul thing out of the mouth of man, Galt
Sir A. Wylie (1822) xxi.

2. Phr. to be troubled with a malt worm, to have an
immoderate craving for liquor. s.Lan. 1

25. See Malt-
worm, s.v. Malt, sb.

1 1 (15). 3. A maggot. n.Yks. 1

4. A serpent. Sc. (Jam.), N.Cy.1
, Nhb.r Cf. hag-worm.

5. A person
;
gen. used in contempt or pity ; also a term

of endearment for a child.
Sh.I. He was, as Erty said to Tammy, ' a faerce-lookin wirm,'

Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 33. Cor. 1
' Poor auld worms,' spoken

of an old man and his wife, both near ninety and disabled ; Cor.2

'Poor old worms!' i.e old people. 'Poor dear worms!' i.e.

children.

6. A gimlet ; a corkscrew.
Sc.(A.W.) w.Yks.2 The 'thread' of a screw is called the worm.

Chs.13 , Ken. 1

7. A tube used in distilling.
Per. Halieurton Furth in Field (1894) 5. Rnf. Worms through

which gude whisky is distilled, Mitchell Wee Steeple (1840) 148.

Wgt. He was set at the end of the worm, to kep the whiskey as

it run from the still, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 358. Ker. The

divil a bit would you want of a copper wurrm to git whishky,

Bartram Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 189.

Hence Wormful, sb. as much whisky as would fill a

distilling tube.
.

Gall. Foul fa' . . . the officers that wad keep a man frae brewin

his decent wormfu', Crockett Standard Bearer (1898) 119.

8. A spiral-formed piece of machinery used in a hand-

loom, &c. w.Yks. (S.P.U.), Lan. (O.S.H.) 9. Obs. or

obsol. Toothache.
Sc. Ramsay Remin. (ed. 1892) 115. Or. I. Toothache is . . .

called ' The worm,' from a notion they have that . . .
[it] is caused

by a worm in the tooth or jaw-bone, N. & Q- (1854) 1st S. x.

220. ne.Sc. Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 48. Lth. (Jam.)

10. The gnawings of hunger. Sc. (Jam.) See Hungry-
worm, s.v. Hungry, 1 (8). 11. Sour water from the

stomach. Mry. (Jam.) 12. v. To fish with worms.
Dev. No 't'is all up wi' wormin', Pulman Sketches (1842) 19, ed.

1853.

WORMAL, WORMETH, see Wornil, Wortnit.

WORMING, sb. Sh.I. In form winning. A gnawing
pain.

If he has ony kind o' wirmin aboot da hert ava he'll be shiir ta

be comin' ower as muckle as he can, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 28.

WORMIT, sb. n.Cy. Nhb. Dev. Also in forms

warmod, wermod Nhb.1
; wormeth, wormuth Dev. The

commonwormwood,ArtemisiaAbsinthium. SeeWermout.
N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. (W.G.), Nhb. 1 Dev. Reports Provinc. (1893).

n.Dev. Skeerings o' wormeth, tweeny legs, Rock Jim an'
1

Nell

(1867) st. 75.

WORMSTALL, sb. Obs. or obsol. n.Cy. Yks. Der.

An outdoor shed or shelter into which cattle retire to avoid

flies in warm weather. See Oumer.
n.Cy. (Hall.) w.Yks. Thoresby .£>#. (1703). Der. 2 ,

nw.Der.1

WORN, ppl. adj. Sc. Yks. 1. In comb. Wornweb,
obs., a thin or ill-spun web of cloth.

Sc. Made into clothing . . . far afore the twittery worn-wabs
made now-a-days, Edb. Cour. (July 1, 1819) (Jam.).

2. Spent, exhausted, worn out.

n.Yks. 1 Puir au'd chap ! he's about wo'n. He'll dee nae mair
guid at labour ; n.Yks. 2 I'm worn for want of sleep. A worn man.

WORN, see Ware, sb.
1
, Warrant, v.

WORNIL, sb. Sc. Ess. Ken. Sus. Dor. Cor. Also
written wornail Dor.1

; wornal Cor.12 ; and in forms
warnle Ken. Sus. ; wommal Sc. ; wormal Cor.2 The
lump produced by the larva of the gadfly in the skin of
cattle. Cf. warble, sb.

Frf. Cattle are not unfrequently troubled . . . with what are
named warbles or wommals, Stephens Farm Bk. (1849) II. 177,
ed. 1 85 1. Ess. Them maggots [infesting the backs of cows] in

Essex are called wornils, White Selborne (1788) 280, ed. 1853.
Ken., e.Sus. Holloway. Dor. 1

, Cor.12

WORPING, WORPLE, see Warping, Wapple, sb?
WORRA, sb. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written worrah

Cor.3 [wots, W3TS.] 1. Part of the centre of a spinning-
wheel ; a grooved pulley ; see below. Cf. whirl.
Som. A small round moveable nut or pinion, with grooves in it,

and having a hole in its centre, through which the end of a round
stick or spill may be thrust. The spill and worra are attached to
the common spinning-wheel, which, with those and the turn-string,
form the apparatus for spinning wool, Jennings Obs. Dial.w.Eng.
(1825). e.Som.W. &J. G/.(i873). w.Som. 1 The word is applied
generally to the grooved pulley fixed upon the spindle of all the
various spinning machines. It is also the name of the grooved
pulley upon a common blind-roller, in which the cord works. Cor.3

2. Phr. out ofthe worra, out of gear; out of sorts. nvv.Dev.1

[Cp. Whorlwyl, of a spyndyl (whorwhil, K., whorle, P.),
vertebrum (Prompt.)]
WORRAL, WORRE, see Warril, Wirral, War.
MVOKREET, ppl.adj. Nhb.1 Lumpy, knotted ; coagu-

lated.

Ill-made porridge or sauce is said to be worreet when too little

water has been used and imperfect mixingor consistency is the result.

WORREL, sb. Suf. 1 [wsTal.] The ferrule of a stick,
&c. The same word as Virl (q.v.).

WORREL, see Whirl.
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WORREL APPLE, sb. Obs. Suf.1 A particular kind

of apple said to take two years to ripen ; a ' world-apple.'
WORRICK, see Warrick.
WORRICOW, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Also written

worriecow Sc. (Jam.) ; worriecowe, worrikow, worry-
cow, wurricowe, wurrycow Sc. ; and in forms warricoe
se.Sc. Nhb.1

; wirricow Sc. (Jam.) ; wirricowe Slk.

;

wirrie-cow Sc. ; wirrikow Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. 1
; wirrycow

Sc. (Jam.) ; wirrykow, wurricoo Sc. [ws-riku.] 1. A
bugbear ; a hobgoblin ; any frightful object or awkward-
looking person ; a scarecrow.

Sc. (Jam.) ; It keeps uncivil folk frae staring as if ane were a

worrycow, Scott Midlothian (1818) xxviii ; Herd Coll. Sngs.

(1776) Gl. Frf. Will-o-wisps ! wirrycows ! Warlocks wi' your
lyart pows, Beattie Arnha' (c. 1820) 22, ed. 1882. se.Sc. Hell,

Where harpie, imp, an' warricoe, An' goblins dwell, Donaldson
Poems (1809) 37. Edb. Raisin' sic a wurricowe In Auld Ark Lane,
Ballantine in Miller Willie Winkie (ed. 1902) Introd. 17. Slk.

Wons the waeful wirricowe, Hogg Tales (1838) 36, ed. 1866.

Rxb. Where bogles bide an' frightfu' worricows, A. Scott Poems
(ed. 1808) 35. Kcb. Muir Muncraig (1900) 61. n.Cy. Border Gl.

{Coll. L.L.B.) Nhb.i

2. Obs. With the def. art. : the Devil.

Sc. (Jam.); Be keeped frae the Wirricow after thou's dead,

Hamilton Epistle, iii, in Ramsay Poems (1721) 207. Abd.

Scream'd at ilk cleugh and skreech'd at ilka how As loud as she

had seen the wirrie-cow, Ross Helenore (1768) 79, ed. 1810.

e.Fif. Are ye oot o' yer wuts or hae ye gaen gyte, or hae ye seen

the wirri-cow ? Latto 7am Bodkin (1864) iv. Kcb. The worry-

cow gid sic a yell That rair'd frae dale to doon, Davidson Seasons

(1789) 122.

WORRIGANGER, sb. Sc. A sturdy beggar. Robin-

son Whitby Gl. (1875) (s.v. Worrying). Cf. worry, 2.

WORRIMENT, sb. Cum. [warimsnt] Harassing
annoyance.

I'll have no sec worriment in my house. . . Those that live here

must live at peace, Caine Hagar (1887) I. 79 ; Cum*
WORRIT, v. and sb. In gen. dial, and colloq. use in Sc.

Irel. Eng. and Amer. Also in forms weret Wor. ; werret
ne.Lan.1 Shr. 1 Glo. 1 Oxf.1 Cor. 1

; werrett Dev. ; werrit

N.Cy.1 e.Yks.' w.Yks.12 e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Chs.1 s.Chs.1 Stf.

nw.Der.1 Not.1 Lin.1 n.Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1 Lei. 1 Nhp.1 War.23

w.Wor. 1 se.Wor. 1 s.Wor.1 Shr.2 Hrf.2 Hnt. e.An. Dor.

and Amer. ; werritt Dev. ; wherret e.An.1 1.W.1
; wherrit

n.Cy. s.Lan. 1 Dor. ; wherut Lin.; worret Nhb. Lin. Suf. 1

Dor.; worritt Yks. Lin.1 Glo.; worrut Oxf.1 Brks. 1
;

wurrit w.Yks.5 s.Lan.1
; wurrot Lan. [wa'rit] 1. v.

To worry ; to harass, tease ; to pester with words ; to

fret ; to complain petulantly.

e.Sc. He has been gey sair worrited since his wife's death; an'

it's the best thing he can do, Setoun Sunshine (1895) 288. Gall.

No that he's sic an ill bairn either, but only that mischeevious and

worritin', Crockett Kit Kennedy (1899) iii. n.Cy. Grose (1790)

;

N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 'He set his dog on to worret wor cat.' 'If ye

divn't mind, the rabbit '11 get worreted.' A scolding, worrying

person is said to worret-on. Dur. What's tha worritin' theesel

aboot? Guthrie Kitty Pagan (1900) 192. Cum. Come, worrit

thyseF na mair about it, Caine Hagar (1887) I. 69. n.Yks. He
worrited me for apples d. W.). e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. What a werritin

barn thah are, Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865); w.Yks. 1" Lan. Ey
wur so moydert an' wurrotit wi' their ca'in' an' bawlin, Ainsworth

Lan. Witches (1848) bk. 11. xiv; Lan. 1 Hoo means nowt wrung;

but hoo worrits me till aw'm fit to knock her deawn. ne.Lan. 1
,

e.Lan.1
, s.Lan.', Chs.13 , s.Chs.1 s.Stf. It werrited his wife till

her got welly as thin as a lightnin' conductor, Pinnock Blk. Cy.

once Geo. Eliot S. Marner (1861) 43! War. 23 ", s.War.1
,

w Wor.1
, se.Wor. 1

, s.Wor.1 shr.1 ' What made your Mistress

faint Price '
' ' Well, Sir, 'er werrits 'erself so

' ;
Shr.2 A cur

dog 'werrits a pig. Glo. 1
, Oxf.1

,
.*. MS. add., Brks 1 Bdf. The

worriting childer had all gone away years since, Ward Bessie

Costrell (180O 4- Hnt. (T.P.F.1 Lon. It would worrit me so,

Mavhew lo«i Labour (1851) IV. 241, ed. 1862 e.An 1 Nrf

'Tis old Meery a worritin' on'm again most like, Mann Uulditch

rioo2l S2 Suf. (C.T.), Suf.1 Ken.1 He's been a worritm' about

all the mornin' because he couldn't find that there worm. Sur. 1
,

VOL. VI.

Hmp. 1
, I.W.1 Wil. Children mostly likes the gay picters and

worrits their mothers for 'em, bless 'em, Ewing Jan Windmill

(1876) xii. Dor. It do wherrit me terribly, Hardy Woodlanders

(1887) II. i ; Barnes Gl. (1863). Som. If 'twere a plainish lot o'

teasels I should'n worrit my head about 'em so much, Raymond
Men o' Mendip (18981 x. w.Som.1 Thick maid's enough to worrit

a saint out o' their life. Dev. Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). n.Dev.

Dwellin' o' maids thee kisn't ha' '11 werritt all thee loive away,
Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 33. Cor. Mother grizzled an' worrited

herself reg'lar ill, Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 79; Cor.1 She
werrits me out of my life. [Amer. Wal, ef it's so, I ain't agoin'

to werrit, Lowell Biglow Papers (ed. 1866) 379.]

2. With at: to pull at.

s.Wor. The fowls keeps wereting at the banes [beans] (H.K.).

3. sb. A worry ; a cause of worry ; anxiety ; trouble
;

fretting.

w.Yks. I ponder'd on t'worrits an' trials, Yksman. (May 10,

1877) 9, col. 1. Chs.3 s.Chs.1 Ahy)v aad- sich- ii werit wi dhem
childurn, gy'et'in um of skdo ugy'en-. Stf. ' What has made your

father ill?' 'Worrit,' Saunders Diamonds (1888) 28. s.Stf.

He's made my life a werrit, Murray Rainbow Gold (1886) 95.

Not. 1 s.Not. I've got a young man, and that makes other worrits

seem noat, like, Prior Renie( 1895) 223. Lin. When theer's wherut

o' this sort wi' a gel, it's along o' a man, Fenn Cure of Souls (1889)

42. Rut. 1
, Lei.1

, War. 3 Dor. My life is nothing but wherrit from

morning to night, Hardy Trumpet-Major (1880) xiv. Dev. He
was just sure to kick up a worrit, Chanter Witch (1896) iii.

Hence (1) Death-worrit, sb. something on one's mind
at the last

; (2) Worritsome, adj. worrying ;
exasperating

;

(3) Worrity, adj. fretful ; worrying.
(1) Dev. ' Her's got zommat on her mind.' . . 'Her ain't never done

nothingblack. Why for shud her have the death-worrit.' .
.

' There's

no mistaking the death-worrit if wance you've zeen it,' Zack On
Trial (1699) 234. (2) e.Yks. She does get desperate worritsome

at times, Wray Nestleton (1876) 147. w.Yks. Th' most worritsome

trick a man could hev war coming late to his victuals, Sutcliffe

Shameless Wayne (1900) 214. (3) w.Yks. Tommy seemed to get

waker i' body an' moar unsattled an' worrity i' mind, Yksman.

(1881) 69. s.Hrop. He were that worrity as they was obliged to

carry him from the place, Verney L. Lisle (1870) xxvii.

4. A worrying, over-anxious person ; a querulous person;

one who teases or pesters ; a fidget.

Dwn. She'd jist be a worrit the 'hale uv his life, Savage-

Armstrong Ballads (1901) 68. Nhb.1 Yo'r a fair worret, bairn.

n.Yks. She's a reglar worritt (T.S.). e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. An ardly

hed Ah darken'd t'doar, When t'wurrit shoo began, Preston

Poems (1864) 4 ; w.Yks.2 s.Lan.1 He's a regilar worrit. s.Stf.

My wife's a awful werrit, Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895) 31. Not.

What a worrit you are (W.H.S.). sw.Lin.1 Rut. 1 Her's a bit

o' a worrit. War. 2 What a werrit you are ;
War.3 She is a

frightful werrit. w.Wor. 1
, se.Wor.1

,
s.Wor. 1

,
Hrf. 2 Glo. Missis

is such a worritt, there's no pleasing her (A.B.).

WORROK, v. e.An.1 [wa'rsk.] To tease ; to per-

plex ; to vex.

WORRULD, see World.
WORRY, v., sb. and adj. Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Yks. Lan.

Chs. Wor. Shr. Also in forms werry Chs. ; wirry Sc.

(Jam.) [wa-ri.] 1. v. To choke; to strangle; to

suffocate ; to choke with thirst.

Sc. If a lie could worry you, ye wad have been choked langsyne,

Ramsay Prov. (1737). Sh.I. Da cat nearly wirried, tryin' ta get

oot her head, Sh. News (Feb. 3, 1900). Or.I. Ellis Pronunc.

(1889) V. 794. Cai.1 Bnff. She was worreit, i.e. strangled on the

Castle-hill of Edinburgh, Gordon Keith (1880) 53. Lnk. She

sets it to her gab an' squattles up a mutchkm at a waught, which

was like to wirry her, Graham Writings (1883) II. 39- Edb.

Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 385, ed. 1815. N.Cy.12 ,
ne.Lan. 1

,
Chs. (K.)

2. To devour ; to eat voraciously ;
with up : to eat or

swallow up ; also used jig.

Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; Kings and bears oft worry their keepers,

Kelly Prov. (1721)' 226. Lnk. Great claggs o' meat they ne'er

could worry, M cIndoe Poems (1805) 65. Dmf. Nor meat nor

drink can Johnny pree. Sae worried up wi' thochts o' thee, Quinn

Lintie (1863) 224. N.Cy.1 w.Yks. Are ya sooa mad as to mak a

animal at al worry ya all? Shevvild Ann. (1852) 11.

Hence Worrying, ppl. adj. ravening.

n.Yks.2 As worrying as a wolf.

3. Obs. To wrangle over ; to dispute angrily ; to snarl

and gibe.
4 a
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Sc. (Jam.) Gall. The hoody craws and them [corbies] will

caval, And worry owre her, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)35, ed. 1876.

4. Comp. (1) Worry-baldie, an artichoke
; (2) -carl, (a)

a snarling, ill-natured person ; a bugbear ; (b) a large,

coarse winter pear, a ' washwarden '
; (3) -craw, ? a

scarecrow
; (4) -wheat, the corn crowfoot, Ranunculus

arvensis.

(1) Gall. (Jam. Suppl.) (2, a) Sc. Sibbald Gl. (1802) (Jam.).
Rxb. (ib.) (b\ Rxb. (ib.) (3) Abd. Now haud ye cheerieneebors
a', And gliff life's girnin worriecraw, Shelley Flowers Wayside
(1868) 181. (4) Shr. 1

5. Phr. (1) to eat the com and worry on the tail, to go far

with an undertaking and abandon it just as it is nearing
completion

; (2) to worry in the band like McEwan's calf, to

be hanged
; (3) — the chops, to bite the lips.

(1) Sc. Like a fool, did eat the cow, And worried on the tail,

Maidment Ballads (1844) 33, ed. 1868. Sh.I. It's ill to eat the

coo an' wirry on the tail, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 217. (2) Sc.

Henderson Prov. (1832) 64, ed. 188 r. (3) Nhb. To find out the
nyem, now each worried hischops, Allan TynesideSngs. (1891) 186.

6. sb. An altercation. Bnff. 1
7. adj. Worried ; dis-

tressed. Wor. He looked worry and tired (W.C.B.).

8. Distressing ; worrying.
Wor. The lane was worry and dirty, ib.

WORRY, see Whirry.
WORSE, adj. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lin. Oxf.

Also in forms wahce n.Yks. ; warse Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. 1

Cum.1
n.Yks.12 e.Yks. 1

; wuss Oxf. 1 [wars, was; wars,
was.] 1. In comb. (1) Worse heart, an exclamation of
sorrow

; (2) -like, worse-looking.
(1) n.Lin. 1 (2) Sc. (A.W.) Nhb. 1 A warse-like place aa never

seed. n.Yks.2 'She's warse-like than t'other.' Also, a weather-term.

L
' It leuks varry warse-like,' as though it would be much worse.
e.Yks.1 He was bad afooar, bud he's warse-like noo, MS. add. (T.H.)

2. Phr. (1) ill comes often upon worse back, one misfortune
succeeds another

; (2) more worse, worse
; (3) no worse

than new, as good as new
; (4) to see anything worse than

oneself, to see an apparition
; (5) to think worse of, to set

more store by
; (6) worse and worse like Workington clerk,

worse and worse
; (7) — than dirty butter, a comparison

for anything very revolting
; (8) — than get out, excessively

bad ; see Get, III. 1 (21, c)
; (9) — than lose ye cannot, you

can but lose, so you may as well venture.
(1) Sc. Ill comes often upon worse back, Kelly Prov. (1721)

201. (2) ne.Sc. The man's a rank awtheist, freens ; far mair warse
an awtheist than unbeleevin' Joe, Gordon Northward Ho (1894)
58. (3) n.Yks. 1

(4) Sc. Naethingcou'dhe see warse than himsel',
Ghaist, 4 (Jam., s.v. War). (5) s.Ir. I think worse of your little

finger than I do of all that are here, Croker Leg. (1862) 61. (6)
Cum. 1

(7) Oxf.' (8) Cum.', n.Yks. (I.W.)
(9) N.I. 1

WORSEL, see Warsle.
WORSELY, adv. Nrf. [wa'sli.J In phr. worsely well,

pretty well in health.
'Well how d'you fare to-day ?' 'Oh, only worsely well' (W.H.).
WORSEN, v. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Eng. and Amer.

Also in forms warsen N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Dur. 1 Cum. 1 n.Yks. 124

ne.Yks. 1 m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1 ne.Lan.1 e.Lan. 1

; wossen Yks.
Dev. ; wussen Wm. Lan. [warsan, wa'san ; wa-rsan,
wa -

san.] 1. To grow worse ; to deteriorate.
Sh.I. Wi' a light boat, an' da wadder warsnin', Sh. News (Sept.

17, 1898). Frf. Such a thunder and scurry, worsening year by
year, Paton Inveresk (1896) 12. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 He's sair warsent.
Dur. 1

, Cum. 1 Wm. That might o' wussened with age, Rawnsley
Remin. in Trans. Wordsworth Soc. (1884) VI. 169. n.Yks.124
ne.Yks.1 He's neea better ; he warsens if owt. m.Yks.', w.Yks.1

Lan. Wark had wussent, Ramsbottom Sorrowiu', st. 7, in Cy. Wds.
(1866) 40. ne.Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1 n.Stf. So it will go on, worsening
and worsening, Geo. Eliot A. Bede (1859) I. 68. Der.^nw.Der. 1

,

Nhp.1
, Hrf. 12 Glo. We've worsened desperd towards morning,

Gissing Both of this Parish (1889) I. 289; Glo. 1 Wil. 1 You be
worsened a deal since I seen 'ee laast, I d' lot as you bean't a
gwain' to live long. Dev. Bowring Lang. (1866) I. pt. v. 36.
Hence (1) to be all of the worsening hand, phr. to be on

the side of decay
; (2) to worsen on it, phr. to grow worse.

(1) n.Yks. 2 (2)n.Yks. He wossens on it (T.S.). w.Yks. (J.W.)
2. To make worse

; to spoil.

/ ££!?' ?'S Slckness hedn,t warsn't him ony, Burn Fireside Crack
(1886) 16. n. Yks.4 Thoo worsens owt 'at thoo puts thi han' teea.

w.Yks. 1
I will not worsen mysell. Lan. Iv it's beaun to warsen

thee, Clegg Sketches (1895 > 336. Not. It doesn't worsen it, does it ?

(L.C.M.) Shr.1 Yo'n wo'sened that a good djel, yo'd'n better a

lef it be. Glo. 12 War.3 I have not worsened myself by my
recent change. Dev. Bray Desc. Tamar and Tavy (1836) II.

Lett. xxx. (Amer. Trying to better it, I've worsened it a hundred

times, Cent. Mag. (Feb. 1885) 562.]

3. To get the better of; to worst.

n.Yks.4 Ah worsen'd him all t'waay thruff t'bargain.

WORSEN, adj. Nhp.1 [wasan.] Worse.
It's worsen than it was.

WORSER, adj., adv. and sb. In gen. dial, and colloq.

use in Sc. Eng. and Amer. Also in forms wahser,

wahserer e.Yks.1
; warser Sh.I. n.Yks.2 e.Yks. 1 w.Yks.5

;

wisser w.Som.1
; wosser e.Yks. 1 Chs. 1 s.Chs. 1

;
wusser

Yks. Midi. Not. 1 Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 War. 2 Oxf. 1 Brks. 1 Ess. 1 Ken.
w.Som.1 Cor. 1. adj. and adv. Worse.

Sc. Fearing the insolency . . . showld . . . bursth furth wnto
some worser inconuenient, Maidment Spott. Miscell. (1844-5) I.

261. Sh.I. Dem 'at's dune it 'ill be kyed for sumten warser,

Manson Aim. (1900) 122. n.Cy. (J.W.) n.Yks.2 Warser an

warser. e.Yks. 1 Why that's wahserer an wahserer. w.Yks.1
,

Chs. 1 s.Chs. 1 Yoa- bin gy'etin wos-fir un wos'flr. Midi. More
nor that she said, laad, aye, an' wusser a good deal, Bartram
People of Clopton (1897) 221. Not. 1

, Lei. 1
, Nhp. 1

, War.", Shr.12

s.Oxf. My ole master used to cut me about worser nor that, Rose-

mary Chiltems (1895) 32. Brks. 1 Hrt. ' You took your husband
for better, for worse.' ' That is true, . . but I niver thought as 'ow

there'd be such a lot o' the worser,' Geary Rur. Life (1899) 119.

Hnt. ' How are you to-day ?
' 'Oh! not so worser' (T.P.F.). Nrf.

There's worser to come yet, Forbes Odd Fish (1901) 59. Suf. 1
,

Ess. 1 w.Som. 1 There's so rough a lot a-lef as ever he is, and
wusser. Dev.2 , Cor.3 [Amer. I'll whup her worser'n he done,

Scribner's Mthly. (Sept. 1880) 763.]

2. Comb. Worser-start, an expression of sorrow. Lin.1

3. Phr. (1) to get worser on it, to become worse in health

;

(2) to see anything worser than oneself to see an apparition.

(1) w.Yks.5 ' Hah's thee mother to neet ?
'

' Wah, shoo gets

warser on't ah think ' (s.v. War). (2) Brks. I dwun't believe in

ghostes an' sich ; why should I, seein' I've niver sin nothink
wusser nor meself all my life long? Spectator (Feb. 1902).

4. sb. A bad person ; a ne'er-do-weel.
War.2 A boaster is called a ' wonderful wusser.' Oxf.1 Wust of

all wussers. Ken. Even some of the ' Wussers,' as they called
them down our way, are really good-hearted at the bottom, Son
of Marshes Within an hour of London Town (ed. 1894) 116.

[1. The oxboy, as ill is as hee, Or worser, if worse may
be found, Tusser Husb. (1580) 143.]

WORSEST, adj. Yks. War. Brks. Suf. Som. Dev. Cor.
Also in forms wahsist, warsest e.Yks.1

; warsist n.Yks. 2
;

wistest w.Som.1
; worstest War.2 Som. Dev. Cor.

;

wossest e.Yks. 1
; wussest Brks. 1 Suf. [wa-sist ; wa'sist,

wa'sist.] Worst.
n.Yks.2 , e.Yks.', War. 2 Introd. 14, Brks.1

, Suf.1
, Som. (J.S.F.S.)

w.Som. 1 'Tis the very wistest [wiis'tees] job ever I zeed in my
live. Dev. The worstest garments he'd kept by him, Phillpotts
Striking Hours (1901) 147 . Cor.3

WORSET, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
Also written worsat Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; worsit Sc.
w.Yks.35 ; wurset Sc. (Jam.) ; wursit Sc. ; and in forms
wirsat, wirset Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; wirsid Sh.I. ; wirsit
Sc. ; woosat n.Lan.1

; worsad Cai.
; wossat Wm.

;

wosset Wm. e.Yks. 1

; wossit n.Yks.2 ; wusset w.Dur. 1

Cum. Wm. w.Yks.2 [wa'rsit, wasit, wasit.] 1. A
dial, form of ' worsted

'
; woollen material.

Sc. (Jam.), (ib. Suppl.) Sh.I. Burgess Sketches (and ed.) 72

;

Shu hankl'd aff a lock o' wirsit aflf o' a clue, Sh. News (July 23,
1898). Cal.1 Abd. Worset, baith in hanks an' clews, Anderson
Rhymes (ed. 1867) 18. Fif. I'll mak them o' cotton warp an*
wursit weft, Robertson Provost (1894) 125. Ayr. Her braw
new worset aprorwjrkuRitfs, Halloween (1785) st. 13. Slk. The
venom's drawn oufby''ever so mony plies o' leather, linen, and
wurset, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 25. Gall. A ball of
worset yarn, Crockett Grey Man (1896) xviii. n.Cy. (J.W.),
Dur. 1

,
w.Dur. 1 Cum. Wusset, an yarn to mend wid, Sargisson

Joe Scoap (1881) 12. Wm. They ust et clout ther deaths wi'
wossat, Lonsdale Mag. (1821) II. 90. n.Yks.2, e.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.1235 ,
n.Lan. 1



WORSH [547] WOSBIRD

2. Comp. (i) Worset-cord, corded cloth for trousers
;

(2) -man, obs., a man who at stated periods carried and
distributed worsted to be spun by hand.

(1) Wm. He'd worn a gurt whol in his best wusset coord
britches, Kirkby Granite Chips (1900) 37 ; Wusset-coord britches

are regarded as a token of social distinction (B.K.). (2) w.Yks.1

WORSH, see Wairsh.
WORSHIP, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. Lei. Nhp. Hmp. Som.

Also in forms washup, woshup Yks. 1. sb. In phr.

(1) more cost than worship, more expensive than it is

worth. n.Yks. (I.W.)
; (2) more trouble than worship, more

trouble than it is worth. Lei.1
, Nhp.1 2. Comp. Wor-

ship-church, Divine service.
e.Yks. I'm not goin' out to-day, I'm goin' to 'ave washup-chech

i' t' 'ouse (F.P.T.).

3. Family prayers.
Sc. (A.W.) Abd. Ye sud a' been into worship lang syne,

Macdonald D. Elginbrod (1863) I. 9.

4. v. To fondle ; to be fond of.

w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Hmp. He worships (fondles) him so as he'll

half kill the little beast, Verney L. Lisle (1870) xi. wSom. 1 A
cat had been seen in a preserve, and a man said to me, ' Her idn

arter the pheasants, 'tis the rabbits her do worship.'

WORSLE, see Warsle, Wassail.

WORST, adj. and v. Sc. Lin. Wil. Som. Also in forms
wussty Wil. ; wust Wil. 1

1. adj. In comb. (1) Worst-
art or -heart, an exclamation made on hearing bad news

;

(2) — one, the devil.

(1) Lin. N. ?y Q. (1859) 2nd S. vii. 103 ; ib. 182. (2) Arg.They
might carry the gates of hell against the Worst One and all his

clan, Munro /. Splendid (1898) no.
2. v. To get worse.
Wil. Slow CI. (1892). Som. The boys do all zim to me to

worsty (W.F.R.).

Hence Wusted, ppl. adj. looking very ill, grown worse.
Wil. Well you do look wusted ! (E.H.G.) ; Wil. 1

WORT, sb. Lei. Shr. In comp. (1) Wort-ladder, an
implement used in brewing over which the hop-sieve is

passed and shaken. Shr.2
; (2) -sieve, a sieve through

which wort is strained. Lei.1

WORT, see Ort, Wart, sb.
1
, Walt, Whort, Worth, v.

WORTEWELL, see Warty-well.

WORTH, sb. and adj. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Ess. Cor.

Also in forms wirt Sh.I. ; wirth Sc. ; woth Yks. s.Lan.1

;

wuth Cor. [warf>, wab.] 1. sb. In phr. (1) a worth, or

of worth, of importance ; (2) the worth 0/ a person, just like

him ; characteristic of him
;
gen. used in a depreciatory

sense ; (3) to stand in — worth, to be worth —

.

(r) Sh.I. Deil haeit, I heard, o' ony wirt, Sh. News (Oct. 29,

1898). Gall. I hadna been there ony time a worth, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 483, ed. 1876. (2) Ir. Och begorrah, that's the

worth of the likes of them, . . what better need you expec' ? Bar-

low Idylls (1892') 206, (3) Cor. In twenty pounds worth her do

stand, Daniel Portfolio, 32. >

2. Of a material : substance ; wear.
Ess. There's no worth in this cloth (H.H.M.).

3. adj. In phr. (1) a man thafs born under a threepenny

planet will never be worth a groat, it is useless to strive

against fate ; (2) better zvorth, worth a better use ; see

Better, adv. 4 (2) ; (3) to be worth oneself, to be worth

one's keep ; (4) worth an old grate, worth having
; (5)

— to (with an infin), worth ; worthy of (with a vbl. sb.)
;

(6) — watching, needing watching.

(1) s.Lan.1 7. (2) n.Yks. Is ta gahin ti mend awd cleeas wiv a

new patch ? It's better woth than that (I.W.). (3) Abd. Ye ken

Jessie '11 seen be worth 'ersel an' mair to onybody 't's needin

the like o' 'er to help them, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 192. (4)

n.Yks. Weel worth an awd grate (I.W.). <s) Sh.I. Is doo fune

ony [potatoes] wirt ta boil, Sibbie ? Sh. News (Aug. 12, 1899) ;

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 238. (6) Frf. He has the look an the air

o' ane who is wirth watchin, Lowson Gutdfollow (1890) 126.

4. Worthy; deserving.
.

Sh!. I tink I wid be wirt a bit o' puddin, Magms ? Sh. News

(Jan. 13, 1900).

5. Of use; of value.
. .,.,,..,., A

Sh I Her sight is no muckle wirt wi daylicht, lat alane da

glim V da lamp, Sh. News (Nov. 13, 1897)- Abd. (Jam.) ;
She

had not a worth sadle horse to send to him, Spalding Hist. Sc.

(1792) I. 235. Per. It had nae crupper, nor a girth, And just ae

stirrup that was worth, Selby Rhymes (1840) 42.

Hence nae worth, phr. useless ; not to be trusted. Abd.
(Jam.)
WORTH, v. Sc. Yks. Also in forms wort Sc. ; wot

Sc. (Jam.) ; woth, wuth m.Yks. 1
1. Obs. To become.

Cld. Brichter it grew. While it wot till a flude o' day, Edb.
Mag. (Oct. 1818) 329 (Jam.). Slk. I was . . . considering what
could be wort of a' the sheep, Hogg Tales (1838) 7, ed. 1866.

2. Phr. (1) (God) worth, an imprecation; see Od-woth,
s.v. Od, 2 (63) ; (2) worth it, may mischief befall it ! see

woe Worth, s.v. Woe, 2 (14).

(1) m.Yks.1 (2) w.Yks.5 Aye worth it, if it worn't for my guts

I could du, 5.

[OE. weorpan, to happen, become (Sweet).]

WORTHER.^row. Dev. A dial, form of 'other.' (Hall.)

WORTHINE, sb. Obs. Hrf. A division of land.

So called in the manor of Kingsland,DuNCUMB/z»'.rf. Hrf. (1804).

Hence Worthy, sb. a tenant of a 'worthine.' ib.

WORTHING, sb. Obs. Lan. Chs. Also in form
wording Chs.13 Manure.

Lan. Lancashire leases, temp. Will. Ill, sometimes stipulate for

the tenants carting worthing for the landlord, N. & Q. (1884) 6th

S. x. 216. n.Lan. Margeret Spenser, of Hurstwood, in her will,

dated April n, 1602, bequeaths to one other sons ' all my manure

or worthinge,' ib. (1885) 6th S. xii. 286. Chs. 1

Hence Wording-hook, s*. a dung-rake. Chs. (K.), Chs.13

WORTH-SPARROW, sb. Dor. A slang expression

for an inhabitant of Worth. (E.C.M.)

WORTHY, adj. and sb. Sc. Cum. Lei. Nhp. e.An. Som.
Also in form wordy Sc. Cum. [wa'rtSi, warn] 1. adj.

In phr. (1) ill worthy, unworthy ; (2) worthy to (with infin.),

worthy of (with vbl. sb.).

(1) Per. Though I be but ill wordie, Ford Harp (1893) 21. (2)

Lnk. The kintra confess't she was bonny, An' wordy to carry the

bell, Watson Poems (1853) 79.

2. Worth.
Frf. Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 18. Rnf. Cottars puir, wha

ne'er had daurk Wordy the name o' honest wark, Young Loch-

lomond (1872) 49. Lnk. Your sugars and teas, If e'er I thought

wordy the preeing, M cIndoe Poems (1805) 104. Cum. Weel
wordy a sang, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1805) 106.

3. Fit for.

e.An.1 Sometimes ' worthy ' is added at the end of another word,

to convey the idea of being capable of, or fit for. Ex. ' I will level

this pit to make the land plough-worthy,' i.e. capable of being

ploughed, fit for the plough.

4. Able ; wise enough ; fortunate enough.
Nhp. 1 e.An. 1 If I had but been worthy to know that. w.Som. 1

(Very com.) Nif on'y I'd a-bin worthy to ha' knowed it avore.

5. Obs. Richly deserved.
Cum. Dealt him monny a wordie smack, Stagg Misc. Poems

(ed. 1867) 90.

6. sb. In phr. one's own worthy, oneself again after an

illness.

Lei.1 ' How's your husband this morning ?
'

' Thenky, sir, a

een't his oon woo'thy, not yit.'

WORTLE, v. Chs.1 [wa'tl.] With over: to topple over.

Hoo wur sittin upo' th' settle, and hoo gen sich a skrike, abbur

afore I geet to her hoo wortlet o'er.

WORTS, sb. pi. Obs. or obsol. Yks. Suf. Also in

form wahts Suf.1 Herbs; any edible greens, esp.

cabbage-sprouts and turnip-tops.

n.Yks.2 Suf.1 ' What av ye got for dinner? ' Pork an wahts.

WORTWAIX, WHORL, see Warty-well.

WOSBIRD, sb. Glo. Brks. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Som.

Also written whosbird Som. ; whus- Sus. I.W.1
; wos-

burd w.Som.1
; wusbard Brks.; wusbird I.W. 1

;
wuzberd

Glo.1
;
wuzbird Brks.1 I.W.2

; and in forms whisbird,

whiz- Sam. [woa'zbad.] 1. An illegitimate child ; lit.

' whore's brood.' Glo. 1 See Hosebird. 2. A term of

abuse for a good-for-nothing person ; used also of children

and occas. of animals.
Glo.i Brks. Gl. (1852) ; Brks. 1

, Sus. (R.H.C.), Hmp.l I.W.i
;

I.W. 2 Come out o' that ye young wuzbird, or I'll git a stick and

prid near cut ye in two. Wil. Gawney, wosbird, &c. were the

epithets, Kennard Diogenes' Sandals (1893) xiii; Wil.1 Som.

4 A 2



WOSE [548] WOUNDILY
Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
w.Som. 1

WOSE, see Wost, sb.
1

WOSHICKY, adj. s.Chs. 1
[wo'Jiki.] Wobbly.

WOSLE, WOSLER, see Wostle, Wostler.
WOSLIE, adj. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) Also written

wozlie. Of a person : shrivelled, small-featured and
hard-looking.
WOSSET, sb. Hmp. [wo-sit] A small, ill-favoured

pig. Wise New Forest (1883) 288 ; Hmp.1

WOSSLE, WOSSLER, see Warsle, Wostle, Wostler.
WOST, sb.

1 n.Cy. Cum. Also in form wose n.Cy.
[wost.] Curds; soft cheese before it is put into the press.
The same word as Oast, sb. 2 n.Cy. (J.H.), Cum.4

WOST, sb* n.Yks.2 [wost.] The instep of the
human foot.

WOST, v. and sb.B Cum. Yks. Also in form woast
Cum.14 [wost.] 1. v. To put up or obtain refreshment
at an inn. See Host, Wostle.

n.Yks. 2 Where do you wost at ? e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.)
Hence Wost-house, sb. an inn, esp. one where farmers,

&c. put up on market-days. Cum.14, n.Yks.12 , e.Yks.
(T.H.), m.Yks. 1

2. sb. The host of an inn. m.Yks. 1

WOSTLE, v. Yks. Also written wosle m.Yks.1
;

wossle n.Yks.2 [wosl.] To put up or obtain refreshment
at an inn. See Hostle, Wost, v.

n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 Where do you wostle at ? m.Yks.1

WOSTLER, sb. Cum. Yks. Also written wosler
Cum. m.Yks. 1

; wossler n.Yks.2 [wo-sls(r.] 1. A dial,
form of ' ostler.'

Cum. Come, Wosler! heaste, git out the horses, Anderson
Ballads (ed. i8o8> 175. n.Yks. 124 , m.Yks.1

2. Comp. (1) Wostler-wean. n.Yks.2
; (2) -wife, a female

publican, ib.

WOSTUS, sb. Ken. The building containing a kiln
for drying hops. (Hall.) See Oast-house, s.v. Oast, sb.

1

1(2).
WOT, adj. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Nhp. Shr. Som. Dev.

Also written whot w.Yks. Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Chs.123 s.Chs. 1

Der. 1 Nhp.1 Shr.1 Som. Dev. ; whott Dev. ; whotte Lan.;
and in forms whote w.Yks.1

; whut Lan. ; wote w.Yks.3
;wut w.Yks.8 e.Lan.1 [wot.] A dial, form of ' hot.' Cf.

what-nosed.
w.Yks. 13 Lan. That us hoo wer heytin wer raythur too whotte

wi peppur, Ormerod Felley fro Rachde (1851) iv ; He put it in
his whut wayter can, Wood Hum. Sketches, 5; Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1
,

s.Lan. 1
, Chs. 123 s.Chs.1 fjz wot uz luv nahyn dee-z uwd. Der. 1

Obs. Nhp. 1 Sixpennorth o' whot gin and water as whot as whot.
Shr.1 This piiddin' 's as w'ot as love nine days owd. Som.
Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). n.Dev. Tha zedst twos
squelstring and whot, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 276.
Hence (1) Blood-wot, (2) Wot-foot, adv. in great haste;

(3) Wot-shop, sb. the lower regions; see Warm-shop,
s.v. Warm, 1 (4) ; (4) Wotten, v. to grow hotter and hotter.

(1) w.Yks. He went at it blooid whot (B.K.). (2) Lan.
Scutther't off wot-foot to see it, Clegg Sketches (11895) 279-
s.Lan.1

(3) s.Lan.1
(4) Lan. Aw'm wottenin bi neaw, Clegg

Sketches (1895) 470.
WOT, see Oat, Ort, Wit, sb., v., Worth, v.
WOTCHAT, WOTCHUT, see Orchard.
WOT(E, see Walt, Wat, v.

1
, Wot.

WOTH, sb. Som. A dial, form of ' oath.' (Hall.)
WOTH, WOTHER, see Worth, sb., v., Other, adj.,

Wither.
WOTHERING, adv. Obs. n.Dev. Otherwise. Exmoor

Scold. (1746) Gl.

WOTONY, sb. Lan. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A dilemma

; a state of surprise ; a ' flutter.'
s.Lan. Well, tak the time, an dunno be i' sitch a wotony, Bam-

ford Dial. (1854).
WOTTINGLY,^. Obs. ne.Lan.1 Designedly. See

Watting, s.v. Wat, v. 1 2 ; cf. wittingly.
WOTTLE, sb. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Also written

wnottle w.Yks.
; and in forms wattill w.Yks. ; whotvel

s.Lan. 1
; whutyel Lan. ; wottiel w.Yks. ; wotyel s.Lan.1 -

wotzel Lan. 1

; wuttel e.Lan.1 nw.Der.1
[wo-tl.] Apiece

of wire or iron heated in order to bore a hole ; a worn
poker ; a bodkin. The same word as Hottle, sb. 2

w.Yks. The word is common in phrases,—'as thin as a whotle,'
' as sharp as a whotle,' otherwise its use appears to be confined to

the older generation (B.K.)
;
(D.L.) ; Heeat a wattill at a coil,

Kill a pig an' bore a little hoil, Children's rhyme (J.H.G.) ; w.Yks.3

Lan. Have it poo'd owt, er brunt owt wi a whutyel, Donaldson
Tooth Drawin, 9; Lan.1

, e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1

, Chs.13 , nw.Der. 1

WOTTLE-DAY, sb. Lin. [wo'tl-de.] A week-day

;

a working day. See Wattle-days.
With short wottle-days the brods will be scarce (E.P. ). n.Lln.

Sutton Wds. (i88r).

WOTWELL, -WILL, see Warty well.
WOU, sb. N.Cy. 1 Very weak tea, beer, or other

liquor. See Waugh, 6.

WOU, see Wool, sb.
1

, Wow, v.
1

WOUBIT, sb. Sc. Also in form wobat (Jam.). A
hairy caterpillar. See Oobit, Vowbet.
Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 325. s.Sc. (Jam.)
WOUCH, WOUDGEAT, see Wough, v., Wedget.
WOUF, WOUFF, see Waff, adj.

2
, Wough, v.

WOUGH, v., sb. and int. Sc. Nhb. Lakel. Wm. Yks.
Also in forms whuff Lakel.2

; wouch Gall.; wouf Sc.
(Jam.); wouff Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1

; wowff Sc. ; wuflf w.Yks. 1

1. v. To bark as a dog. Cf. ouflf, waff, v.
2
, wow, v. 1

Sc. (Jam.) ; Nae collie wouffs half sae tentie as he, Edwards
Mod. Poets, 7th S. 141. Bnff. 1 A hard the wouffan o' a dog. Abd.
Curly-haired doggies that bowff wowff, owff ! Cadenhead Bon-
Accord (1853) 249. Edb. Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) Gl.
Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 481, ed. 1876. Lakel. 2 What's
ta whuffin at ? [To woff like a dog, latritare, Levins Manip. (1570).]
2. sb. The bark of a dog ; also used Jig.
Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1 Frf. Sic a dird O' wouff an' worry flew

aroond As scoored ayont oor parish boond, Reid Heatherland
(1894) 122. Lth. Hush! is na that Collie's wouff? Ballantine
Poems (1856) 42. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Nhb.1

w.Yks.1 The low, suppressed bark of a dog.
Hence to play wouf,phr. to bark.
Edb. Ilka collie tyke play'd wouf, An' barked sair, Macaulay

Poems (1788) 134.

3. int. The sound between a bark and a growl, made by
a dog.
Wm.A deep tremendous 'Wough !

' woke the stillness, Ollivant
Owd Bob (1898) i.

WOUKER, sb. Nhp.1 A dog much addicted to
barking. See Wouking.
WOUKING, ppl. adj. Nhp. War. Yelping, barking.

See Wouker. Nhp.1 War.2 A wouking little cur.
WOULD, WOULDER, see Wold, sb., Wolder.
WOULDER, sb. Sc. Yks. One who would. See

Walder.
Sc. Wishers and wouldcrs are poor householders, Ferguson

Prov. (1641) No. 906. w.Yks. Prov. in Brighouse News (July 23,
1887).

WOULD I, NOULD I, see Willy-nilly.
WOUND, sb. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Won Shr. Hrf.

Also in forms oon Shr.1
; wan n.Yks. ; wun Nhb.1 Cum 14

I" u,. 1
' A sore

- s -Wor
- Porson Quaint Wds. (1875)

8. Hrf. 2. pi. Used as a quasi-oath or exclamation :

a contraction of ' God's wounds.'
Nhb. 'Wuns,' says aw, 'this rough beginnin' Wi* double-

chuckers freightens me,' Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) S7 Nhb 1
Cum Cried, Wuns

!
we forgat butter-sops, Anderson Ballads (ed.

1808) 173; Cum.4 n.Yks. (I.W.); n.Yks.2 Wounds, man, your
lummerly hoofs are down upon my corns ! m.Yks 1 Lan Wuns
eigh; theawrt lik't strowll ogen, as shure os a tup's a sheep,Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) Reader 7. s.Lan. 1

; Shr 1

WOUNDED, ppl. adj. Lan. Brks. In forms 'ounded
brks.

; weawnded s.Lan. 1
1. Sore ; ulcerated.

Brks. The ghastly spectacle of her ' pooer dear 'ounded limb,'Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 23.
2. Obs. Excessive

; used also advb. See Woundy.
Lan. Thowt 1 1' meh seln, o' weawnded deeol, Tim Bobbin i

Dial. (ed. 1806) 39. s.Lan »

WOUNDILY, adv. Obsol. Sc. Yks. Lan. Ess. Dev.
Also in forms weawnedly Lan. ; woundly Ess.1 Ex-
ceedingly, excessively ; very. See Woundy.

Arg. I dared upon the hint that the thing looked, woundily like

: Bobbin View
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a desertion, Munro Shoes ofFort. (1901) 320. w.Yks. His slouch

is woundily familiar, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 117.
Lan. Body o' me, but you're grown woundily humoursome, Roby
Trad. (1829) II. 301, ed. 1872; When ot eh coom't grope eh
meh stop t'pey 'ur, I'r weawnedly glopp'nt, for the dule o hawpunny
had eh! Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806)39. Ess - A woundly
larned man was he, Clark/. Noakes (1839) st. 33 ; Ess.1 Dev.
But, Veith, he did mend himsen woundily, vor he vang'd more in

wooing than wou'd'n a bought two team of horses, Obliging

Husband (1717) 13.

WOUNDY.a*. Obsol. Lan. Der. Hrf. Glo. e.An. s.Cy.

Ken. Dev. Also in form weawndy s.Lan.1 Extremely
;

very ; also used adjectively. Cf. woundily.
s.Lan. 1 Der. A woundy ugly customer, Le Fanu Uncle Silas

(1865)11.50. Hrf. 1
, Glo.1 e.An.2 Woundy sorry. Sui-Cullum

Hist. Hawsted (1813) ; Suf. 1 Woundy hot. s.Cy. Grose (1790).
Ken.1 Dev. The buoy haz partz, and a woundy memory, Gent.

Mag. (1733) 331, ed. 1884. n.Dev. Gar a was woundy mad, Exm.
Crtshp. (1746) 1. 351.

WOUREE, see Woor-ree.
WOUST, v. and sb. Bnff.1

1. v. To boast. Cf.voust.
2. sb. A boast.

WOUT, see Walt, Woot, int.

WOW, v.
1 and sb. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Not. Lin. Cor. Also in forms waaw Cum.14
; waow

Cum. Not. ; wauw Sc. Nhb. ; waw Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.1

Nhb.1 Cum. Wm. e.Yks.1
; waww Cum. 1

; weawgh Lan.;

whuLakel.2
; wou Nhb. 1 [wou.] 1. v. To mew as a

cat ; to howl or bark as a dog ; to wail. Cf. wew, v.,

wough.
Sc. (Jam.) ne.Sc. ' Didna ye hear a cry ?

' ..." Ah thocht Ah
heard a kin' o' a wawin' or something o' that sort oot o' the sea,

bit mebbe it wis the win' fuslin' amo' the flagstaff ropes,' Green
Gordonhaven (1887) 54. Mry. (Jam.) Bnff. He at once formed a

strong attachment for the Bell, which he said was sorry, and

'wowed' sairfor hismither,GoRDONOira«. Keith (1880) 414; Bnff. 1

The wowan it he keepit a' nicht wee sair teeth, keepit me fae

gettin' ae wink o' sleep. Slk. A bit . . . bairn wawin' on afore

him, Hogg Tales (1838) 590, ed. 1866. N.Cy.1 Nhb.1
' What's

the beast wowin for ? ' 'She's wowin to be in.' Lakel.2 ; ib.(s.v.

Whaffin). Cum. 1 Wawwan like a cat ; Cum.4 n.Yks. Our cat's

wowin' (I.W.). e.Yks.1 w.Yks. T'cat, wha shoo wor wawin at

top a t'hahce rig for menny a day, Tom Treddlehoyle Bairnsla

Ann. (1861) 31 ; w.Yks.1 Lan. Three little tyney bandy hewits . .

.

coom weawghing, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806) 27. Net.

What's that cat waowing at? (J.H.B.) Lin. (Hall.), Lin. 1
,

n.Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1 He'll stan' agen the door and wow. Cor. You
should hear her wow, just like an owld cat, Lee Cynthia, 69. [To

wawe as a cat, lallare, Levins Manifi. (1570).]

2. To whine ; to grumble, make complaint.
Nhb. 1 He's been wawin on till aa's fair sick. Cum. Oor Betty's

alius wawin', wawin', Theer' summet ivver gangin' wrang,

Richardson Talk (1876) 2nd S. 147. w.Yks. Ah'm stalled o'

goin' to ahr Jimmy's, for t'barns's alius wawin' ower one thing or

another, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. *, 1899). se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

3. sb. The mew of a cat ; a howl, esp. the howl of a dog

;

the wail of an infant.

Bnff.1 w.Sc. It's a wee weak i' the wauw, like Barr's cat, that

ale o' yours, Carrick Laird ofLogan (1835) 93. Nhb. The wauw
of a cat, Richardson Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) VIII. 70. Cum.1

;

Cum.3 Keaty Curbeson' cat hed a whudderin waow, 157 ;
Cum.4

Wm.Theyofttimes saw a cat,. . Unearthly wasits waw, Whitehead
Leg. (1859) 35. n.Lin.1

4. A complaint ; silly talk.

Cum. 14 se.Lin. What do you make such a wow about it for?

(J.T.B.)

Hence (1) Wow-wowey, (2) Wowy, adj. ailing, com-

plaining ; dissatisfied.

(i)e.Lin.(G.G.W.) (2)Cum.4 e.Yks.That bairns wowy (I.W.).

WOW, v.
2 Sc. Also in form wowg Cai.1 To wave

;

to beckon ; to wag. ,,...„ j ,j

Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 Gall. I gaed on tae tap o a hie hill, and wow d

wi' my hat, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 3°9, ed. 1876 ;
Whan I

wow stan fast, ib. 481.

WOW int Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Also written whow be.

(Tam) [wou.l 1. An exclamation ; freq. of admiration

or pleasure ; also in phr. dear wow, wow me, &c. Cf. vow,

W
Sc.°(Jam.) Bnff. We gree't, an' than a bride did mak her,

Wow! sae vogie ! Taylor Poems (1787) 66. Abd. Wow, sirs,

gin ever I saw sic a man, Guidman Inglismill (1873) 30, ed. 1875.
Frf. But, wow me ! siccan consternation, Watt Poet. Sketches

(1880) 22. s.Sc. Oh, whow ! it is a waefu' change, Allan Poems
(1887) 125. Rnf. Wow Sirs ! but I was wondrous fain, Young
Pictures (1865) 131. Ayr. Wow, but your letter made me vauntie

!

Burns To Dr. Blacklock (Oct. 21, 1789) st. 1. Lth. As below the
brig we turn—Oh wow ! the deavin din there ! Lumsden Sheep-
head (1892I 36. Rxb. Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 15. n.Cy. Border
Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.) Nhb. 1 Eh, wow, but this is a wet day

!

WOW, WOWAL, see Waugh, adj., Wawl.
WOWBAT, see Wobart.
WOWF, adj. Sc. Also in form woof. Crazed

;

deranged in intellect. Cf. waff, adj.2

Sc. It is very odd, how Allan, who ... is a little wowf, seems
at times to have more sense than us all put together, Scott Leg.

Mont. (1818) vi ; Fifish—wowf—a wee bit by the East Neuk or

sae, ib. Redg. (1824) vii ; Sibbald Gl. (1802) (Jam.). s.Sc. Is yer
honour gane clean wowf? Snaith Fierceheart (1897) 101.

Hence (1) Wowfish, adj. approaching a state of derange-
ment. Sc. (Jam.) ; (2) Wowfness, sb. madness, ib.

WOWF, WOWFF, WOWG, see Waff, adj.23, Wough,
v., Wow, v.

2

WOWGIE, adj. Cai. 1 Vain ; moving or acting so as

to attract attention. See Vogie.
WOWL, see Wauall, Wawl.
WOWLD,». Obs. Suf.1 To bandage, (s.v. Woulder.)

See Wolder.
WOWT, sb. and v. Sc. 1. sb. An arch. Sc. (Jam.)

2. A deep well, pond or hole of any kind ; a deep cave

or dungeon. Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 Cf. vout. 3. v. Obs.

To vault, arch.
The earl of Southerland . . . finished the great tour . . . wowting

it to the top, Contin. Hist. Earls ofSth. 509 (Jam.).

WOWT, see Woot, int.

WOW-WOONKERS, int. Obs. n.Yks.2 An exclama-

tion of surprise. See Woonkers.
WOWZY, int. Yks. [wou-zi.] An exclamation, esp.

of surprise. n.Yks. (I.W.)

WOY, WOZLIE, see Wo, Woslie.
WOZZEN, see Weasand, Wizzen, v.

1

WOZZLE, v. and sb. Wor. Hrf. Glo. Also in form

wuzzle s.Wor.1 [wo'zl.] 1. v. To beat or trample

down, as corn or grass ; to twist stems, &c.

s.Wor. 1 Hrf. 2 Wozzled about. Glo. 1

2. sb. Of corn, &c. : a twisted, trampled condition.

s.Wor. The cam's a' ov a wusel whur them 'osses 'a bin a

scawlin', an' tramplin' an' scamblin' it a' about (H.K.).

WRACK, sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. Not. Lin. e.An. Also written rack Sc. (Jam.) Nhb.1

Yks. Chs.1 e.An. 1 Suf. ; wrak Sc. (Jam.) ; and in forms

reck n.Yks. ; vrack Sc. Bnff.1 Dwn. ; vreck Sc. Dwn.

;

wraik Sc. (Jam.) ; wreck Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.1 n.Yks.1 e.Yks. 1

ne.Lan.1 Chs. 13 n.Lin.1 Nrf. ; wrek Sc. (Jam.) [rak

;

rek.] 1. sb. Any kind of rubbish, as broken wood, &c.

cast up by the sea, or floating on ponds, streams, &c.

Sc. (Jam) ; To prevent the wrack floating on the surface of the

water finding its way into the sluice, Stephens Farm Bk. (ed.

1849) I. 396. Gall. The wrack on the shore roun' the sea, Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824) 159, ed. 1876. Chs.1 Weeds, sticks, and

rubbish of all kinds brought down by a stream. Not. That which

is left by a flood (J.H.B.). Lin. Streatfeild Lin. and Danes

(1884) 376. n.Lin.1

2. Sea-weed.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Plenish'd wi' nocht but shells and tangle wreck,

Haliburton Furth in Field (1894) 99. Or.I. Wallace Desc. Ork.

(1693) 42, ed. 1883. Arg. Not that I was one who craved for

wrack and bilge at my nose all the time, Munro/. Splendid (1898)

10. Ayr. The shores abound with plenty of fine broad-leaved rich

sea-weed or wreck for manure, Statist. Ace. I. 113 (Jam.). Lth.

Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 114. Ir. Ripples were sparkling and

bickering among swathes of tangled wrack that had long lain dry

and stirless, Barlow Martin's Company (1896) 84. N.I. 1 (s.v.

Plan of wrack), N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1

,
n.Yks.', e.Yks.1 MS. add. (T.H.),

ne.Lan.1 I.Ma. I almost fancied I could sometimes smell the sea

and the wrack on Douglas Beach, Rydings Tales (1895) 5.

Hence Boxie-vrack, sb. the sea-weed, Fucus pixidaius.

Sc, Dwn. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Cf. box, sb.
1 9 (n).
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3. Field weeds ; vegetable rubbish of all kinds found on

land.
Sc. Cause pull up and gather carefully the wreck, or roots of

weeds and grass, into heaps, upon the laboured ground, burn
them, and spread the ashes, Maxwell Sel. Trans. (1743) n
(Jam.) ; She could just as easily gather rack behind the plough,
Swan Gates of Eden (ed. 1895) i. e.Lth. See at the thistles, an'
the dockens, an' the skellochs an' rack, Hunter J. Inwick (1895)
248. Nhb. 1 'Rack heap,' a weed heap. Chs. 3

, e.An.1 e.Nrf.

Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787). Snf. (B. & H.)
4. The couch-grass, Triticum repens.
Sc. (Jam.)

;
(G.W.) m.Lth. The kinds most prevalent are, the

sheldrick in all its varieties, of wild radish, wild mustard, &c,
the thistle, the dock-weed, and couch-grass, called here wreck,
Agra. Surv. 145 (Jam.). Rxb. (ib.), Nhb. 1

5. Anything worthless
; a broken-down person or animal.

Bnff. 1 His nout's jist mere vrack.

6. Obs. Fig. Scum, sediment.
Gall. My mouth was got dry, and a ' wrack ' had gathered brown

roun' my lips, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 159, ed. 1876.

7. Destruction, ruin.
Sc. Juggling with the Lord, first and last, hath been our ruin

and wrack, Thomson Cloud of Witnesses (1714) 271, ed. 187L
Bch. I goufift the bickars a' to vrack, Tarras Poems (1804) 10
(Jam.). Ayr. The warld's wrack, we share o't, Burns My wife's

a winsome wee thing, st. 4. . Lnk. Grandeur an' science wad soon
gae to wrack, Watson Poems (1853) 7*>. Gall. Denniston
Craignilder (1832^ 72. Ir. His gang crashed roofand wall in wrack,
Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 113. w.Yks. Thear's t'spot whear
t'buttons goes to rack, Tom T-R^.DT>i.^.uoyi.^.Bairnsla Ann. (1849)39.
8. Comb. (1) Wrack-boxes, the air-bladders found on

certain kinds of sea-weed
; (2) -duck [not known to our

correspondents] ; see below
; (3) -'s grass, a kind of rye-

grass, Lolium perenne
; (4) -ship, a wrecked ship

; (5)
•wood, wood cast up by the sea.

(1) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (2) Ayr. We lay babbin'
in the mouth o' the loch as deep's a wrack-duck, Ainslie Land of
Burns (ed. 1892) 127. (3) Sc. Patrick Plants (1831) 84. (4)
Sh.I. Da men that they blaem'd fir stealin at da Fetlar wrack ship
is got clear, Sh. News (June 16, 1900). (5) Da wadder an' da
fishin', an' wrack wid, is da maist 'at he tinks aboot, ib. (Mar. 5,
1898).

9. v. To break
; to ruin, destroy ; to overturn. Cf. rack,

sb.* 20.
Sc. Mackay. Elg. He was not the first Innes the minister had

' wraikitt,' Cramosd Sessions Pec. (1897) 70. Edb. The wind that
drave them . . . was the same that wracked Chastelard, Rizzio,
Darnley, and Bodwell, Beatty Secretar (1897" 77. Dmf. Cromek
Remains (1810) 27. Don. Wrackin' an' ruinin' all afore her,
Macmanus Chim. Corners (1899) 252. s.Not. (J.P.K.)

[1. Cp. Swed.i<ra£, refuse, trash (Widegren). 2.Wreke,
of be see, alga, norga (Prompt.).]
WRACK, sb.2 and v. 2 Sc. Oxf. Brks. w.Cy. Dor. Dev.

[rak, reek.] 1. sb. Vengeance, punishment ; conse-
quence ; trouble ; esp. used in phr. to stand the wrack of.

Oxf. (G.O.) Brks.1 Thee 'ooll hevto stan' the wrack o' this yer
job. w.Cy. (Hall.) Dor. 1 Mind you'll slan' the wrack o't. Dev.
I'll stan' th' wrack o't, Pulman Sketches (1842) 159, ed. 1871.
2. v. To execute vengeance

; to avenge.
Sc. The God wha wracks a right for me, Waddell Ps. (1871)

xviii. 47.

[1. OE. wracu, wrcece, vengeance, punishment (Sweet).]
WRACK, v.

3 Obs. Sc. To worry, tease, torment.
Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. Crabbit names an' stories wrack us, An' grate

our lug, Burns Sc. Drink (1786) st. 1.

WRACK, v.* Cld. (Jam.) With up : to clear up. The
same word as Rack, sb.e 5. ' This day's wrackin' up.'

WRACK, WRACKET, see Rack, sb™, Racket, sb.1

WRACKLING, WRAEST, see Recklin(g, Wrest, v.

WRAG, v. Dor. 1
[reeg.] To scold ; to accuse. The

same word as Rag, v? (q.v.)

WRAGGLE,^. 1 s.Lan.1
[ra'gl.] To wrangle, dispute,

contend with. The same word as Rag-gle, v.
2
(q v )WRAGGLE, v? Nhp. 1 [ra'gl.] With on : to struggle

on
;
to contend with difficulties, esp. of a pecuniary kind,

ihe same word as Raggle, v.
a
(q.v.)

Times are very bad, but I hope I shall manage to wraggle on
and pay my way. "° '

WRAIK, see Wrack, sb.
1

WRAITH, sb. 1 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. Also in form
warth Rnf. Ayr. [rep.] 1. A spectre ; an apparition

;

a ghost; properly the spectral apparition of a living

person.
Sc. I would sooner face fifty deevils as my master's ghaist, or

even his wraith, Scott Bride of Lam. (1819) vii; The season, in

the natural day, at which the spectre makes its appearance, is

understood as a certain presage of the time of the person's

departure. If seen early in the morning, it forbodes that he shall

live long, and even arrive at old age ; if in the evening, it indicates

that his death is at hand (Jam.). Sh.I. He claspit a wraith, it was
lifeless and cauld, Stewart Tales (1892) 241. Cai. 1 Abd. An'
that binna Dawvid Hadden it's seerly his wraith, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) xxv. Per. What ye seek that isna granted
Soon after by your wraith is haunted, Spence Poems (1898) 185.

Rnf. At last the queer spectre drew near like a warth, Pickf.n

Poems (1813") I. 113. Ayr. (Jam.) ; Leezie comes down the stair

like a lang warth, wi a caunle in her haun, Service Notandums
(1890) 4. Dmf. Sometimes the wraith of a person approaching
disclosed itself, although the visitor was yet miles away, Wallace
Schoolmaster (1899) 36. Gall. Wraiths are . . . the shadows of
persons alive ; they differ from ghosts, which are the shadows
of persons dead. . . Wraiths . . . appear as harbingers of death,
and sometimes they appear in the likeness of the person about to

die, to the eye, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Kcb. Ye're mair
like a wraith than onything else, Armstrong Kirkiebrae (1896)
19. Ir. Better dream, that a wraith of my lost I may haply
behold, Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 153. N.I. 1 n.Cy. Its appear-
ance is said to forebode the person's approaching death, Grose
(1790); N.Cy. 1

, Nhb. 1 n.Yks. Three months after the marriage
old Asheway Philmore died. The townsfolk wondered if she
had seen her own wraith on St. Mark's Eve, Simpson Jeanie o'

Biggersdale (1893) 260.

2. Comb. (1) Wraith-bell, a bell supposed to sound before
a death ; (2) -like, ghostlike.

(1) Wgt. They heard the wraith-bell jow that nicht, An' a' were
fu' o' wae, Fraser Wigtown (1877) 210. (2) Rnf. Their leggies
gat wraith-like, their cheekies gat death-like, Young Pictures
(1865) 126. Lnk. Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 29. Ir. A blue-
writhing column, through which the flames could hardly make a
wraith-like glimmer against the strong sunshine, Barlow Martin's
Company (1896) 148.

3. Obs. A water-spirit
; gen. in comp. Water-wraith (q.v.).

Sc. Improperly used. ' The wraiths of angry Clyde complain,'
Lewis Tales of Wonder, No. 1 (Jam.).

WRAITH, sb.2 Sc. [rej>.] A quarter of a year. The
same word as Raith (q.v.).
Abd. One quarter—a winter's wraith— at the neighbouring

parish school . . . was all he got, Ogilvie /. Ogilvie (1902) 22.

WRAITH, sb? n.Cy. Yks. Lan. [reb.] The shaft of
a cart. n.Cy. (Hall.), w.Yks.12, ne.Lan.1

WRAITH, see Rathe, Wreath, sb.

WRAITHE, sb. and v. Yks. Chs. Der. Also written
rathe nw.Der. 1

; and in forms wraive w.Yks.3
; wreath

w.Yks. 1 nw.Der.1
; wreathe s.Chs. 1 [reS; rlS.] 1. sb. A

weal
;
a mark on the flesh caused by beating or a blow.

w.Yks. 1 "a s.Chs. 1 Dhur wuz reedhz on iz baak- iiz thik- iiz
wip'-koa-rd. nw.Der. 1

2. v. To raise weals on the flesh.
w.Yks.3 s.Chs.i Ahy)l ree-dh iz baak- for im
WRAIVE, WRAK, see Wraithe, Wrack, sb.1

WRAKIN, sb. Lan. A chimney. The same word as
Reckan(q.v.). s.Lan.BAMFORD£>*'a/.(i854). HenceWrakin-
hook sb. a hook fastened to a chain in the chimney, on
which to hang pots, &e. over the fire ; a pot-hook. ib.

WRAMMLE,u w.Yks.3 [raTnl.] To hustle : to pull
the hair. Cf. randle, v.

' *
Said of a new boy at school, ' Let's wrammle him !

'

WRAMP, sb. and v. Sc. [ramp.] 1. sb. A wrench,
twist, sprain

; also used Jig. The same word as Ramp,
SO. 1

(q.v.)
r

Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. Grieved for the wounds and wramps, stabs
and strokes his mother church of Scotland hath received, Shield
Kenwick (1724) 138, ed. 1827.
2. v. To wrench, twist, sprain.
Rxb. He's wrampit his ankle and is na fit to travel, Hamilton

Outlaws (1897) 101.



WRAMP [55i] WRASTLING-POLE

WRAMP, see Ramp, sb.
1

WRAN, sb. Sc. Irel. Dev. Cor. Also written ran Ir.;

and in forms rannie Sc. ; ranny Cor.2
; vran Sc. (Jam.

Suppl.) Cai.1
; wrannie Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; wranny

nw.Dev.1 Cor.1 [ran.] A dial, form of 'wren.'
Sc. As sair fight wrans as crans, Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 46;

The cutty wran (Jam. Suppl.). Cai.1 Fif. Prying into the whin-
bus' for the mousehole entrance to the rannie's home, Colville
Vernacular (1899) ir. Lth. Vran is still the Lth. pronunciation,

Compl. Sc. Gl. (Jam.) Ir. Everywhere the people call it ' ran,' or

'wran.' The fellows that hunted the wran on St. Stephen's Day
went round for contributions with this song : ' The wran, the

wran, the king of all birds, St. Stephen's Day is caught in the furze ;

Although he is little his family is great—Rise up, landlady, and
give us a trate ' (P.W.J. ). N.I. 1

, nw.Dev. 1

, s.Dev. ^Miss D.), Cor. 12

WRANGLE, v.
1 Dev. [rae-q(g)l.] To scream with

passion.
I could take a stick to that hussy [a child of four], wrangling

whenever she can't get what she wants (E.M.M.).

WRANGLE, v? sw.Lin.1
[ra'rjl.] To go wrong ; to

get wrong.
The clock wrangled as we were flitting, and she's never gone

right sin.

WRANGLE, v? Glo.1 To fester. The same word as

Rangle, v} (q.v.)

WRANGLE, ».* Yks. Also in forms wrengle,
wrongle. To pull the hair. Cf. randle, v.

w.Yks. Let's reijl him (J.W.); Wright Gram. Wndhll. (1892)

29 ; Aw'll wrongle thee when aw con get howd on thi (D. L.).

WRANGLE, v? Ant. To entangle. The same word
as Rangle, v.

2 (q.v.) Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Hence
Unwrangle, v. to disentangle, ib.

WRANGLEMENT, sb. e.Yks.1 [ra-rjlment] An
uproar ; a quarrelsome dispute. MS. add. (T.H.)

WRANGLESOME, adj. Yks.Lan.Chs. Suf. [ra-rjlsam.]

Quarrelsome ; cross.
n.Yks.2 , ne.Lan.1

, e.Lan.1
, s.Lan.1 , Chs.13 s.Chs. 1 Dhi bin

skraulin raangg'lsum foa'ks ; dhur)z naa much pee's fur aan-ibdi

fiz livz neyur um. Suf. 1

WRANGLE-TREE, sb. Nhb.1
.

[ra-rjl-trl.] A cross-

bar in a chimney to which a crook is attached to hang a

kettle, &c. on ; a ' reckan.' The same word as Rangle-
tree (q.v.).

WRANGOUS, see Wrongous.
WRANGY, adj. Dev. Wrong, cross.

n.Dev. When 'e be jined, thof things go wrangy, Rock Jim an'

Nell (1867) st. 59.

WRANNOCK, sb. Or.I. [ra'nak.] The wren, Troglo-

dytes parvulus. Swainson Birds (1885) 35.

WRANNY, WRAP, see Wran, Rap, sb.2 , z>.
13

WRAPLE, v. Obs. Sc. To entangle ; to warp ;
also

used jig. Cf. warple.
n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. When she fand things had taken sic a cast,

And sae throw ither wrapl'd were, that she Began to dread atweesh

them what might be, Ross Helenore (1768) 86 {ib.).

WRAPPED, ppl. adj. I.W. In form wropped. [ro'pt]

Creased. (J.D.R.), I.W.1

WRAPPER, sb. Sc. Lan. Wil. Dor. Cor. Also in form

wropper Wil. Dor. [ra-ps(r ; ro-pa(r).] 1. A working

apron or overall.

Dmb. The souters' Stan's wi' wrapper fine, And shoon o a

dimensions, Taylor Poems (1827) 1 1. Lnk. She got on a working

wrapper, and sat herself down, Murdoch Readings (1895) I. 15.

Wil. Slow Gl. (1892). Dor. An old milkman near, in a long

white pinafore or 'wropper,'and with the brim of his hat tied down,

so that he looked like a woman, Hardy Wess. Tales (1888) I. 58.

2. Comp. (1) Wrapper-apron, (2) -brat, a kind of close

apron, an overall.

(1) Cor. Enveloped in what was commonly called a wrapper-

apern,' M. Quiller-Couch Jane Vercoe, Vc. 145. (*) Lan
'

f

1
??

.. had taken off her wrapper-brat, Banks Match. Man (1876) 11.

WRAPPY, adj. Brks. I.W. Also in form wroppy

IW > rrae-pi; ropi.] Creased, crumpled.

Brks.1 You hev a-vaulded un up zo as to maayke un all wrappy.

I.W. (T.D.R.), I.W.1

WRASLE, WRASSEL, see Wrastle, v.
1

WRAST, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Der. Som. Also written
rast w.Som. 1

; and in form wrost Der. [rast ; rost.]

1. Rage, anger. Cf. rost.
n.Der. A man whose bed had been stuffed with barley chaff

'came up in a wrast ' when he found it out, Addy Gl. (1891).

Hence Wrasty, adj. angry ; choleric; irritable.

Der. ib. w.Som. 1 Mr. Cole's a good maister to we, but he can

be rasty like sometimes, nif he's a put out.

2. A shrew. n.Cy. (Hall.), e.Yks. (K.)

WRASTLE, v.
1 and sb. Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng.

and Amer. Also written rastle Brks. 1

; wrasle m.Yks.1
;

wrassel Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; wrassle Sc. s.Lan. 1 Som.
Cor. ; and in forms wrosle e.Lan. 1

; wrossle s.Lan.1 Stf.

Der^nw.Der. 1
; wrostle s.Lan. 1 Chs.13 s.Chs. 1 Stf.

1 War.23

Shr. 1 Oxf.1 Ken. I.W. 1
; wrusle m.Yks.1

; wrussle Yks.
ne.Lan.1

; wrustle Not. Wor. Ken. [ra'sl ; rosl.] 1. v.

To wrestle ; to struggle ; to contend with ; also used jig.

See Rossle, Russel, v., Warsle.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Sh.I. Shu wrassl'd oot o' Willie's grips, Sh.

News (Mar. 5, 1898^. Abd. When we've wrastled thro' the warl',

as wrastle we maun a', Cadenhead Bon-Accord (1853) 255. Fif.

Once he said he would like to live to hear how Christian

'wrastled through,' Heddle Marget (1899) 151. Edb. Beatty
Secrelar (1897) 66. Ir. I'm king of the castle, Who dare wrastle?

Children's play-rhyme (A.S.-P.). Uls. Sore wrastlin' wi' the

Almichty in prayer, M cIlroy Druids Island (1902) 37. Nhb.

Learnin' her son to box and swim and fish and wrastle, Graham
Red Scaur (1896) 92. Wm. Yo mun wrastle wi t'sin, Ward
Helbeck (1898) 396. m.Yks.1 He wras'led me. w.Yks. (J.W.) ;

He that wrussles wi' muck is sure to be dirty, whether he falls

ower or under, Brighouse News (Sept. 14, 1889). Lan. There's

bwoth bullets and fayver to wrostle wi, Clegg Davids Loom

(1894) ii. ne.Lan.1
, e.Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1

, Chs.13 , Stf. 1 s.Stf. Directly

they begun to wrossle yo' could see Lije was the strongest,

Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895). Der.2 s.Not. They catched ho'd

o' one another an' began to wrustle (J.P.K.). War.23 Sbr. 1

' Yo' conna ate all that, Jack.' ' I'm welly bos'n, Missis, but I'll

wros'le wuth it.' Oxf. 1 Brks.1 If 'e thinks 'e be a man I 'ooll

rastle 'e vor a quart. Ken. (G.B.), I.W. 1 Som. Jennings Dial.

w.Eng. (1869). w.Som. 1 In some districts, particularly round

Wiveliscombe, it is pron. vrausl and vrausleen. Cor. ' Wheere
art aw goin' to so fast, Uncle Will ?

'
' Why ! to the wrastlen, to

be sure !' Forfar Pengersick Castle (1862) 2. [Amer. Dial. Notes

(1896) I. 76]
Hence (1) Wrastler, sb. a wrestler

; (2) Wrostling,

ppl. adj. lusty, strong
; (3) Wrostling-bout, sb. a wrestling-

bout.

(1) w.Yks.2
, s.Lan. 1 [Amer. 'Hen I was young I was the best

wrastler^ in the walley, Lloyd Chronic Loafer (1901) 67.] (2)

s.Chs. 1 Cf grae-t, ros-lin chaap-. Shr. 1
(3) Lan. At foot-nace, or

at wrostlin-beawt, Harland Lyrics (1866) 120.

2. With out : to remove by force ; to drive away forcibly.

n.Ir. We'll wrastle him [a ghost] out, an' we'll sen' him to—
well, To where he'll be put through his facin', Lays and Leg.

(1884) 9. Wor. (H.K.)

3. sb. A wrestle, struggle, fight.

Abd. I houp they'll hae a guid wrassle thegither and fa' i' the

ditch, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Jan. 27, 1900). m.Yks. 1
,
w.Yks.

(J.W.) Lan. I'm ready for a wrostle, Brierley Blackpool (1881)

39. s.Stf. We'll tek a bit of a wrastle, now and again, Murray
Aunt Rachel (ed. 1889) 39. Cor. Cousin Jacky . . . was th' boy

for th' maidens, or a wrassle, or a broken head on pay-days,

Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 10. [Amer. Twicet out of three times

Ephe could lay 'Lige's back on the ground in a wrastle, Johnston

Middle Georgia (1897) 80.]

[1. He coude . . . wel wrastle and shete, Chaucer

C. T. a. 3928. OE. wrcestlian.]

WRASTLE,^.2 Wil. To spread. The same word as

Rassle, v} (q.v.)

Wil. 1 Measles, for instance, ' wrastles ' all over the face very

quickly.

WRASTLE, v? e.An.1 To dry ; to parch. The same
word as Razzle (q.v.).

WRASTLE, see Rassle, v.
1

WRASTLING-POLE, sb. e.An.1 A pole to spread

fire about an oven, or to beat down walnuts from a tree.

See Rassle, v.
2



WRAT [552] WREATH
WRAT, sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. e.An. Also written

rat Sc. N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 Cum.4
; ratt, wratt Dur.; and in

forms oorat Sc. ; rate Cum.4
; rawt Rnf. ; ret e.An. 2

;

vrat Sc. (Jam.) ; wraught Ayr. ; wraut Dur. 1
; wret

e.An. 1 Nrf. ; wrett Nrf. ; writ e.An. 1 Nrf. Suf. 1 [rat

;

ret ; rit.] A wart.
Sc. (Jam.); In some pairts o' the country they say 'wrats'or

'oorats' or 'rats' instead o' 'warts,' Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901)
126. Rnf. Wi' the rawts on her chin, Webster Rhymes (1835)
87. Ayr. ' Lexie, what's that on your hand?' ' Wraughts, but
they're getting weeer,' Johnston Kilmallie (1891) II. 89. N.Cy. 1

Nhb. 1 The most efficacious ways of curing warts : (1) Take a large
black snail, rub the wart well with it, then throw the snail against
a thorn hedge till it is impaled, and there let it die. (2) Count the
number of warts, put as many pebbles in a bag as there are warts,
throw the bag away ; whoever picks up the bag will get the
warts. (3) Steal a piece of meat, rub the warts with it, throw it

away, and as it rots so will the warts. (4) Make as many knots
in a hair as there are warts, throw it away, a cure follows. (5)
Rub the wart with eel's blood, Trans. Tyneside Nat. Field Club
(1860-2) V. 89. Dur. (K.), Dur.1

, w.Dur. 1 Cum. Supposed of a
certainty to break out upon the hands, should they be washed with
water in which eggs have been boiled (J.Ar.) ; Cum.4 e.An. 1 To
cure, cut as many ' scotches ' in an ashen tree as you have wrets

;

e.An.2 Nrf. (E.M.); Rye Hist. Nrf. (1885) xv. Suf.1

Hence (1) Wrattie, adj. abounding with warts ; warty.
Sc. (Jam.)

; (2) Wrattieness, sb. the state of being warty.
Cld. (ib.) 2. Comp. (1) Wratwel, a small, sore piece of
skin at the side of the nail; cf. warty-well; (2) Wretweed,
(a) the spurge, Euphorbia, esp. E. Helioscopia

;
[b) the greater

celandine, Chelidonium majus.
(
x ) Sc. (Jam.) (2, a) e.An.1 The acrid milk-like juice of these

plants is often applied to warts, and not without success. Nrf.
Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787). (6) Nrf. (M.C.H.B.)

[Wrette, or werte in a mannys skynne, Veruca {Prompt.).']

WRATACK, sb. Obs. Sc. A dwarf.
Sc. There's wratacks, and cripples and cranshanks, Chambers

Sngs. (1829) II. 605. n.Sc. (Jam.)

WRATCH, a.
1 Obs. Lan. To ache. The same word

as Wark (q.v.).

Every booan i' meh hoide wratcht, Ainsworth Witches (ed.
1849) Inlrod. iii.

WRATCH,^.2 Slk. (Jam.) To overstrain by exertion

;

to fatigue oneself. The same word as Retch (q.v.).

WRATCH, see Retch, Wretch.
WRATH, sb. Cor.1 The generic name of the fishes,

labri. Cf. wroth.
WRATHE,s6. Shr.1

[recS.] A band of twisted twigs
which goes round a besom.
The Maister gid five shillin' fur a dozen birch besoms fur the

barn—they wun capital good uns, an' the wrathes 0611 do agen,
fur they bin made o' 'oneysuckle withs.

[OE. wrcetf, a band, bandage ; a wreath (Sweet).]
WRATHES, sb. pi. se.Wor.1 A projecting frame

affixed to the sides of a cart to increase its carrying
capacity. The same word as Rathe (q.v.).

WRATHSOME, adj. Obs. Sc. Wrathful, angry.
Ayr. Jeame, dinless as a ghaist, Slipt up an' wrathsome Willie

fac'd, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 192.

WRATHY, adj. Sc. Irel. Brks. I.W. Amer. Also
written wrothy Sc. Ir. ; and in form wraathy Brks. 1

I.W.1 Wrathful, angry ; bad-tempered.
Ir. When the gentleman waxes wrothy, Lever H. Lorrequer

(1839) v. Brks. 1
, I.W. 1 [Amer. It made her very wrathy, Sam

Slick Clockmaker (1836) 1st S. xxv.]
Hence Wrothily, adv. angrily.
Arg. John Splendid would ruffle up wrothily with blame formy

harping on that incident, Munro /. Splendid (1898) 257.
WRAUL, WRAUT, see Rawl, Wroul, Wrat.WRAWBY HOLE, phr. n.Lin.1 The south-west

quarter ; see below.
Gen. used in relation to rain. ' We hevn't dun wi' doonfall yit,

th wind's gotten i'to Marnum Hoale agean.' People at . . . East
Halton [speak] of Wrawby Hoale in a similar manner (s.v.
Marnum Hole).

WRAWE, WRAWL, WRAX, see Raw, adj., Rawl,
i\.elX, V.

WRAXLE, v. Dev. Cor. Also in form wroxle Cor.1

[rarksl ; ro'ksl.] 1. To wrestle.
Dev. There's a wraxling match between Joe Gooding and Dick

Gollop, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892) ; Dev. 1 n.Dev. Jan's wraxling

ginged tha wildego, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) St. 121. Cor.

N. & Q. (1854) ist S. x. 479.

2. To walk unsteadily ; to stagger. Cor. A^. <&•» Q. (1854)

1st S. x. 479 ; Cor.1

[1. OE. wraxlian, to wrestle (Sweet).]

WRAY, sb. Cum. A landmark. Linton Lake Cy.

(1864) 315. See Ray, sb.2

WRAY,WREAD, see Ray, sb.2,Wry,a^.Wreath, sb.
1

2

WREAK, sb. Wm. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A cough. (Hall.) Cf. reach, v.

2

WREAK, v. n.Cy. Yks. Wor. [rik.] To fret ; to be
angry ; to be uneasy. Cf. reach, v.

3

n.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Yks. Better's acomming; pray thee,

do not wreak, Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 661. Wor. When
the t'other pig's away from him he keeps on wreaking about
(H.K.).

WREASE, see Reese, v?
WREASEL,s6. Obs. n.Cy. A weasel. (K.) ; Grose

(1790) ; N.Cy.2 See Rezzle.
WREAST, see Wrest, v.

WREATH, sb.1 and v. Sc. Nhb. Yks. War. Wor. Suf.
Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written wreeth Sc.

(Jam. Suppl.) ; and in forms rith Dor. ; wraith Sc.

;

wread s.Sc. ; wrede Ags. (Jam.) Fif. ; wreeath n.Yks. 2
;

wreth Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; wride Gall. Kcb. ; writh Suf. 1

Dor. 1 Som. Dev. Cor. ; wrythe Elg. [rib ; rijj.] 1. sb.

A circular pad worn upon the head to support a burden.
n.Yks. 12

, m.Yks. 1
2. A rope of onions.

War. Onions are sold by the ' wreath ' in the Birmingham
market (H.K.).

3. A wattle ; a rod used in hurdle-making ; the bond of
a faggot.

Wil. 1 Dor. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863) ; Dor. 1
, Som. (P.R.),

Dev. (W.C.P.) Cor. Monthly Mag. (1810) I. 436.
Hence Wreath-hurdle, sb. a wattled hurdle.
Som. (W.F.R.) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som.1 Made of

wattle or basket-work, as distinguished from the gate or ' vower-
shuttle

' hurdle. ' Sheep-troughs, about 12 dozen gate and 3 dozen
wreath hurdles, sack trucks, corn measures,' Advt. of Farm Sale,
Wellington Weekly News (Oct. 15, 1885).

4. A drift ; a mass of any substance drifted together

;

esp. used of snow.
Sc. (Jam.) ; A wreath of snow is snow that has been driven by

the wind into a mass against any obstruction or through any
opening (A.W.) ; A drift, as ofsnow or sand (Jam. Suppl.). Elg.
See ye him pressing through the wrythe ... Ay drifts the snaw,
Couper Poetry (1804) I. 247. Abd. Wraiths, lum height, the
winnocks steek, Walker Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 608. e.Fif. It
colleckit in immense wredes whaurever it faund a lowan corner to
settle doon in, Latto 7am Bodkin (1864) ii. s.Sc. Ye're unco far
frae comfortable below that wread o' snaw, Wilson Tales (1839)
V. 95. Ayr. Burns, wi' snawy wreeths upchoked, Wild-eddying
swirl, Burns A Winter Night, st. 2. Twd. I minded an old saying
of Tam Todd's,

' Rouk'ssnaw's wraith,' Buchan/. Burnet (1898)
342. Gall. We say rees o' snaw for wreaths of snow, and whiles
wrides, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) (s.v. Ree). Kcb. Never melt
awa

,
thou wride o' snaw, That's sae kind in graving me, Elder

Borgue (1897) 33. Nhb. Graham Red Scaur (x896) 79.Hence Wridy, adj. covered with wreaths of snow
Gall. Adown the deep snaw wridy glen, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) in, ed. 1876. •
J

5. Underwood, brushwood. Dor. (C.W.) Dev. MonthlyMag (1810) I 436 Cf. frith. 6. Phr. (1) a kaim'd
wreath a wreath the top of which is turned over, and the
face straight Slk. (Jam.)

; (2) a wreath on a clue, used ofmany threads wound in the same direction above each

sf™ ^ (tb
-)

7
-
V

-

,

To twist
'
twine

>
curl - Cf. writhe,

into^e^i!^?^ S"^ W- To twist onions

8. To wattle a hurdle.
Dor. Bliake a piece of wood with holes for the soles of a hurdle

while the maker wreathes it, Gl. (185 1).
9. To drift, eddy swirl ; to overlay or bank up with adntt ; esp. used of snow.



WREATH [553] WRETCH
Sc. The snaw was wraithin in the glen (Jam. Snppl.) ; Deep

the snaw had wreath'd the ploughs, Wilson Watty and Meg, st. 1

(16.). Slg. Buchanan Poems (1901) 24. Dmf. We'd na be rad o'
scath frae wather, Though snaw was wreathin', Quinn Heather
Lintie (1863) 43.

WREATH, sb.2 Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also in form wread.
An enclosure for cattle.

WREATH(E, see Wraithe.
WRECK, sb} n.Cy. Yks. [rek.] A great quantity

;

abundance ; a confused heap. Cf. ruck, sb*
n.Cy. Grose (1790); N.Cy. 1 n.Yks. There's sike a wreck it ligs

all down o'th land, Meriton Praise Ale (1684) 1. 534; n.Yks. 2

Remains, in a large sense. ' I saw wrecks on't.'

WRECK, sb.2 Obs. Cor. A tin-mining term: see
below. Cf.. rack, sb.* 8.
The head tin passes to the wreck, where they work it with a

wooden rake in vessels like the huddling vessels, Ray (1691).
WRECK, see Wrack, sb.1

. WRECKAN, sb. Yks. Lin. Also in form wrekin Lin.
[re'kan.] A bar or hook fixed over a fire, on which
kettles, &c. are hung to be boiled. The same word as
Reckan (q.v.). Also in comp. Wrekin-hook.

Yks. Mistress Wynne was standing aboon the wreckan, with
Lucy Faweather telling her that a watched kettle never boiled,

Sutcliffe Ricroft (ed. 1903) xvii. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

WRECKEN-DIKE,s6. Obs. N.Cy. 1 A military Roman
road crossing the county of Durham.
WRECKNEL, see Recklin(g.
WRED, v. and sb. Nhb. [red.] 1. v. To clear

away rubbish in a quarry. (R.O.H.), (Hall.) See Red(d,
v.1 6. 2. sb. Rubbish; the ' baring ' of a quarry, (ib.)

See Red(d, v} 13. 3. Phr. to make wred, to perform
work steadily, (ib.)

WREDE, see Wreath, sb}, Wride, v.

WREE, v. Obs. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. With against: to

insinuate to one's disadvantage. n.Cy. Grose (1790).
w.Yks. Hutton Tour to Caves (1781). ne.Lan. 1

[Cp. OE. wregan, to accuse (Sweet).]
WREE, see Ree, v.

2
, Wry, adj.

WREEAN, v. e.Yks. 1 [rian.] With up: to call to

account, esp. for a misdeed. MS. add. (T.H.) Cf. wree.
WREEANG, WREEDEN, WREEDY, see Reeang, sb.2

,

Reeden, Wride, v.

WREEN, adj. Cum. Also in form reaned Cum.4

Cross, ill-natured ; twisted.
Wreen ill-natur'd teykes, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1807) 140;

Cum.4

WREEST, see Reest, sb.
1

WREG, sb. Dur. [reg.] An instrument to secure a
' kibble ' to a rope ; a hook. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870).

WREGLING, WREIST, see Recklin(g, Wrest, v.

WREK, WREKIN, see Wrack, sb.
1

, Wreckan.
WREKIN-DOVE, sb. Shr. The turtle-dove, Turtur

communis. See below.
Swainson Birds (1885) 169 ; Shr. 1 Called Wrekin Dove because,

while known to be a scarce bird in many parts of England, it

habitually frequented the large woods about the Wrekin.

WREN, sb} Irel. Dev. [ren.] In comb. (1) Wren-
boys, see below ; (2) -'s flower, the herb Robert,

Geranium Robertianum
; (3) -'s man, the hedge-sparrow,

Accentor modularis. See Wran.
(1) Wxf. On St. Stephen's day a wren is carried about, tied to

a bush, by the ' wren-boys,' who demand money; The custom

is explained by the following legend—When the Jews were in

search of St. Stephen, they lost their labour for a long time, till,

on passing by a clump of furze-bushes, they observed a couple of

wrens flying in and out, and chattering in a most unaccountable

manner. They had the curiosity to pull a bush aside, and there

they discovered the saint concealed, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867)

234. (2) Dev. (B. & H.) (3) s.Ir. (J.S.)

WREN, sb.
2 Cum. Also in form rayne. An ex-

crescence on the under parts of cattle, resembling a rasp-

berry.
Cum.4 The sore was what was commonly called a rayne, C. Patr.

(Feb. 17, 1899) 2, col. 4 (s.v. Hine- berries).

' WRENCH, sb. and v. Nhb. [renj.] 1. sb. A coursing

term : a half turn.

VOL. VI.

He scarcely knew the difference betweena 'turn' and a 'wrench,'
Graham Red Scaur (1896) 37 ;

(R.O.H.)
2. v. To make a half turn.
Fleet-as-wind wes a nailor ti last, fine at wrenchin', clivvor as

a cat at the turns, Pease Mark 0' the Deil (1894) 92.

WRENCH, WRENGLE, see Rench, Wrangle, v.
5

WRENOCK, sb. Wor. Glo. Also in form wrenockle
Wor. [re'nak.] 1. The smallest pig of a litter, s.Wor.
(H.K.) Cf. rinnick. 2. A pigmy ; a dwarf. Glo.
Horae Subsecivae (1777) 468.

WREST, sb} Chs. [Not known to our correspondents.]
The part of a plough that turns up the earth in furrows.
(K.) Cf. reest, sb.1

WREST,z/. and sb.2 Sc. Lin.Wor.Hmp.Wil.Som. Also
written rest Sc. ; and in forms wraest Sh.I. ; wreast
Lin.; wreist Cai. 1

; wrist Sc. I Jam.) Wor. Hmp. Wil. 1 Som.
[rest ; rist.] 1. v. To twist ; to sprain.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Shu's wantin' dee ta luik at hir shooder. She
tinks he's [it's] wraestit, Sh. News (Sept. 11, 1897). Cai.1 Slg. A
wristed thumb, an aching back, Muir Poems (1818)73. s.Wor.
(H.K.), Hmp. (H.W.E.) Wil. 1 Especially used of wringing the
neck of a rabbit or fowl.

Hence (1) Wrested-thread, (2) Wresting-string, (3)
Wresting-thread, sb. a thread wound round a sprain ; see
below.

(1) Sh.I. N. &Q. (1851) 1st S. iv. 500. (2) Sh.I. I wraisted me
ankler, . . an' if hit no been what auld Mally Tulloch wrought wi'

wraestin'-strings, black '00', an* eel creesh, I tink I'd been a cripple

fir life, Sh. News (Apr. 27, 1901). (3) Sh.I. In sprained joints the

wrestin treed was considered the best remedy. This thread was
made of black wool, and knotted in a peculiar way, viz., a knot for

every day in the moon's age. This was tied round the sprained

joint, the operator muttering in an undertone :
' Da Loard raed,.

Da foal slaed, sinnin ta sinnin, Bane ta bane, Hael i' da Father, Da
Son, an' da Holy Ghost's name,' Si?ENCEFlk-Lore (1899) 158. Or.I.

When a person received a sprain the Wrestin Thread was cast.

Nine knots were tied upon a thread of black worsted, which was
wound round the injured limb, the patient muttering meanwhile :—

-

' The Lordrade, And the foal slade ; He lighied, and she righted.

Set joint to joint, Bone to bone, And sinew to sinew, Heal in the

Holy Ghost's name !
' Fercusson Rambles (1884) 212 ; N. &-= Q.

(1854) 1st S. x. 22r.

2. To prise ; to wrench open with a lever, &c. See
Reast, v.

2

Lin. Brookes Tracts Gl. se.Lin. Wreast a thing up (J.T.B. ).

sw.Lin. 1 We put in a chisel, and wreasted it off without mislesting

anything.

Hence Wrist-stone, sb. stone broken off from its bed
and from the back by the driving in of wedges.

Som. Geol. Assoc. (July 1896) XIV. 8.

3. sb. A sprain ; a wrench.
Sc. (Jam.) ; The rot, the loup, and the auld rest, Francisque-

Michel Lang. (1882) 155. Cai. 1

[1. OE. wrcestati, to twist (Sweet).]

WRESTLE, v. Sc. Lan. In phr. (1) to wrestle out

the glass, to struggle through a discourse till the appointed
hour is ended

; (2) to wrestle with the champion, to drink
hard. See Warsle, Wrastle.

(1) Sc. Mess John has wrestl'd out the [hour] glass, Pennecuik
Collection (1787) 39. (2) s.Lan.1 He's wrestlin' wi' th' champion, 25.

WRESTLE, WRET, see Rassle, v.
1

, Wrat.
WRETCH, sb. and v. Sc. War. Wor. Shr. Glo. Bck.

Also in form wratch Sc. (Jam.) War.24 s.War. 1 s.Wor. 1

Shr. 1 [retj; ratj.] 1. sb. Used as a term of endear-

ment, sympathy, or compassion.
War.24 s.War.1 I set a deal o' store by Lucy, poor wratch.

w.Wor. 1 An' 'ow is the missis to-daay, poor wratch ? s.Wor.

(H.K.), s.Wor.1 se.Wor. 1 Of a boy going to school a considerable

distance off :
' I met 'im 66th a bit o' bread in 'is bag, poor wretch.

'

Shr. 1 God 'elp thee wratch ! bist'ee aumust froze ? Glo. (Hall.),

Glo. 1 Bck. Holloway.
2. Obs. A niggard ; a miser ; a covetous person.
Sc. (Jam.) Edb. When websters have no will to steal, And

wretches have good will to spend, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 339, ed.

1815.

3. v. Obs. To become niggardly or avaricious.
Sc. (Jam.) ; As the carle riches he wratches, Ferguson Prov.

(1641) No. 48.

4 B



WRETCH [554] WRING

WRETCH, see Retch.
WRETCHOCK, sb. Wor. [re'tfak.] The smallest

pig of a litter. s.Wor. (H.K.)

WRETH, WRETT, see Wreath, sb.\ Wrat.
WRICHT, WRICK, see Wright, sb., Rick, v.

2

WRICKEN, adj. Lin. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Miserable. (Hall.)

WRIDDEN, see Reeden.
WRIDE, sb.

1 Som. A spotted-faced cow. Sweetman
Wincanton Gl. (1885).

WRIDE, v. and sb? Dor. Som. Dev. Also in forms
wrede Som. ; wredy w.Som. 1

; wreedy Dev. [rid.]

1. v. To throw up many shoots from the same root ; to
spread ; to expand.

Dor. 1 The wheat da wride out well. n.Dor. (S.S.B.) Som.
Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). e.Som. Wheat is said to

wrede when several stalks shoot out of the ground from a single
grain, W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 Rollin's a fine thing for young
wheat, 'bout makin' o' it wredy. Dev. Reports Provinc. (1884).

2. sb. A bush ofmany stems growing from the same root.
Dor.1 On zides of hazzle wrides, Nuts do hang a-zunnen.

[1. Cp. OE. wridan, to grow, thrive, flourish (Hall).]
WRIDE, WRIDG-, see Wreath, sb.\ Ridge.
WRIG, sb. Sc. [rig.] The smallest or weakest

member of a brood or litter
; fig. the youngest or feeblest

of a family
; a weak, puny child. Cf. recklin(g.

Sc. (Jam.) ; The small weak pigs are nicknamed wrigs or pock-
shakings, and are scarcely worth bringing up, Stephens Farm Bk.
(ed. 1849) I. 653. Frf. (W.A.C.) Fif. The pig was of little interest
to the boy, except perhaps the wee wrig or puis-ne' member of the
litter, Colville Vernacular (1899) 15. Lnk. M cIndoe Poems
('805)67.

WRIG, v. Lei. Nhp. [rig.] To wriggle, writhe.
Lei. 1 Nhp.1 The table wrigs about. The child's alius wrigging

about.

WRIGGATE, see Riggot.
WRIGGLE, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Also written riggle m.Yks.1 Glo. 1 Cor.2 ; rigle S. & Ork. 1

[ri'gl.] 1. v. To turn about.
Der. A man at Dore said to a surgeon who was probing a wound,

' Wrigle [the lis long] it about i' t'hoil, man,' Addy Gl. (1891).
2. To sway with the back with a short, quick motion, as
sheep do when standing in a flock. m.Yks. 1 Hence
Riggly, adj. and adv. unsteady, rickety ; rocking, swaying
about. S. & Ork.1 n.Yks. This stands varry riggly (I. W.).
3. Obs. To wrestle ; to struggle. Sc. (Jam.) 4. With

on: to struggle with difficulties; to manage to pull through.
Nhp. 1

' Times are very bad, but I hope I shall manage to wriggle
on, and pay my way.' If a mistress has an inefficient servant, she
will often say, ' I'll try if I can wriggle on till Michaelmas.' Oxf.
(G.O.) Suf. We wriggle on if we don't make money as fast as
some folks, Betham-Edwards Lord ofHarvest (1899) 33.
5. To poke or stir up the fire ; to clear the bars of the

grate. Cor.1 Wriggle out the ashes ; Cor.2 Riggle up the fire.

6. To rattle. Glo.1 7. Comb.Wriggle-me-wry, crooked,
awry. s.Chs.1 Yoa-)n piit)th kloth upiijth tai-bl au- rig-1-mi-rahy.
8. sb. The sand-eel, Ammodytes lancea.
Dor. We dug wriggles out of the sand with Myrtle's spade,

Hardy Ethelberta (1876) xxxiii; (T.H.) Dev. The sand eel or
silver launce ... in some places are termed ' wriggles,' Fishing
Gazette (Oct. 25, 1890) 217, col. 3.

9. Any narrow winding hole ; a mole's burrow.
Glo. 2 (s.v. Wont). Som. The heaps of mould the wont throws

up in making his wriggle are called ' wont-heaves,' Compton
IVinscombe Sketches (1882) 95; Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).
10. A groove cut round an article, as a notch cut round

a stick, to make a lash hold on better. w.Som.1 The
same word as Riggle (q.v.). 11. An instrument used
for preventing smoke, a ' wind-skew' (q.v.). Ags. (Jam.)
WRIGGLER, sb. e.An. Dev. The sand-eel, Ammo-

dytes lancea. e.An. 1
, Dev. (C.N.B.)

WRIGGLETY, adj. ne.Lan.1
[ri'glti.] Awry, crooked,

all on one side ; also in comp. Wrigglety-wry
WRIGHT, sb. and v} Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum! Wm. Yks.

Lan. Lin. Shr. Dor. Also in forms reet N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1

Dur. 1 Wm. w.Yks ' n.Lan. 1
; vricht Cai. 1 Bnff.' ; vright

Abd. (Jam.) ; whreet w.Yks. 1
; wreeght Cum. n.Yks.2

m.Yks.1 w.Yks.3
; wreet e.Yks. 1 w.Yks.2 Shr. 2

; wricht Sc.

[rait ; rit, rixt.] 1. sb. A worker ; a workman.
n.Yks. 2 'They'll mak poor wreeghts,'—that is, mere fine folks

make poor men of business.

2. A carpenter; a joiner; a worker in wood.
Sc. He is not the best wright that hews the maniest speals, Ray

Prov. (1678) 369. Cai. 1 Elg. Some scamp o' a vricht Wad nail

up a kist micht be uselessly licht, Tester Poems (1865) 133. Bnff.1

Abd. Is the vricht up ? Alexander Johnny Gibb (187 1) xvii. Kcd.

Grant Lays (1884) 55. Frf. Besides the usual assortment of

ordinary handicraftsmen—that is, wrichts, stonemasons, quarry-

men, &c, Inglis Ain Flk. (1895) 131. e.Lth. He was a wricht

to his trade, Hunter/. Inwick (1895) 74. Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip

(1901)173. N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 Seldom used without a qualifying word
prefixed. Dur. 1 Cum. T'wreeghts ... began teh say they thowt
he'd been browt up teh that trade, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881)
219. Wm.(B.K.) e.Yks.RAY(i69i); e.Yks.1 , m.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.23
,

n.Lan. 1
, n.Lin. 1 Obsol. Shr. 2 Wreet's shop: a carpenter's, or

more frequently, a wheelwright's shop. We never use the word
uncompounded.
3. v. To follow the trade of a ' wright.'
Bnff.1 A've been a' simmer at the vrichtan. e.Yks. 1 ' What's yer

son Bill aboot noo ? ' ' He's geean prentice ti wreetin.' w.Yks. 1

Dor. I shall follow my wrighten agen, Agnus Jan Oxber(igoo) 96.

WRIGHT, v? w.Som.1 To put in order, repair,
restore. See Right, adj. 17.

' Dhik'ul due* ugee*un vur"ee wuul*, aa'rtur ee-z u-vrai*tud au'p u
beet.' From this com. pronunciation it would seem as if the idea
had taken root that the opposite of ' vrong ' must be ' vright.'

WRIGLED, ppl. adj. Lakel. 2 [rigid.] Of an animal:
having the testicles imperfectly developed or obstructed.
Cf. ridgel.

WRILE, v. Stf. War. Wor. Glo. [rail.] To fidget
about on one's lap ; to climb up and down on a person's
knees. Northall Flk-Phr. (1894). Cf. roil, v.

2

WRINCH, sb. e.An.1 [rinj.] 1. A sprain ; a dial,

form of ' wrench.' 2. A piece of cord put through a hole
in a staff, by means of which it is twisted on the nose of a
horse to keep him still during an operation.
WRINE, sb. Obs. Som. A mark made by wringing

cloth, or by folding it irregularly ; a wrinkle. Jennings
Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825) ;

(Hall.)
WRING, v.

1 and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.
Also written ring w.Yks. Dev. [rig.] 1. v. In comb. (1)
Wring-bally vengeance, bad or sour ale; (2) -bally
Wednesday, used in a children's rhyme ; see below.

(1) s.Lan.1 (2) Shrove Sunday—Collop Monday—Poncake
Tuesday—Wring-ballyWensday—HungryThursday—Lung Friday—An' heigh for Setterday i' th' afternoon, ib. 43.
2. To sprain. Ess. To wring an ancle (W.W.S.).
3. To press, pinch ; to trouble.
Yks. Every man knows best where his shoe wrings, Brighouse

News (July 23, 1887). Dor. Used of clothes 'wringing' the wearer
inconveniently (W.C.) ; Gl. (1851).

4. A cider-making term : to press.
Dor. Ay, and there were the fellers round her wringing down

the cheese, Hardy Madding Crowd (1874) Hi.

HenceWring-down, sb. a cider-making term ; see below.
She had just got oft" her mare to look at the last wring-down of

cider for the year, ib. lii ; A single process of the screw from the
top of the press to the bottom after charging with fresh pomace.
Also the result from such process (T.H.).
5. With up : a woollen-trade term : to put wool into lots

ol about 3 lb. each, ready for washing. w.Yks. (E.W.)
6. Obs. Of a sword : to cut ; to sweep.
Ayr. The Deil about his tail did fling, Upon its tap there was a

sting, But clean out thro't Schang's sword did wring, Ballads and
Sngs. (1846-7) I. 99.

B '

7. To be wet. Ken. 1
8. sb. A press

,w?-
r-

r^
Ci
?
er"Wring

^,
Som

-
Cider from the wrinS. Advertisement

(W.F.R.)
; Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). w.Som.1 A well-known rock in the Valley of Rocks is called ' The Devil's Cheese-W

^!

n
f

-

u
D^ 1 Cor

'
That natural mass of &ra» ;te in Cornwall

called the Cheese-wring,
. . the stones bearing some resemblance

to cheeses in a press, Bray Desc. Tamar and Tavy (1836) I. Lett. 16.
Hence Wring-house, sb. a room or shed containing a

cider-press,



WRING [555] WRITIN(G
Dor. (C.V.G.) Dev. An' in th' ringhouse hard to work Th' mill da

grind, Pulman Sketches (1842) 52.

9. //. Obs. A woollen-trade term : the hooks upon which
the wool was placed ready for wringing after being taken
out of the washbowl. w.Yks. (E.W.) 10. Ofwool: apart
of a ' lather ' (q.v.). w.Yks. (E.G.) 11. Phr. as wet as
wring, very wet. s.Chs.1

WRING,!/.2 Mid. Ken. [rig.] To blister. The same
word as Ring, v.* (q.v.)

w.Mid. That collar don't fit the old mare, it'll wring her shoulder.
He went for a walk in a new pair of boots, and wrung his heel
(W.P.M.). Ken.1 I wrung my shoulder with carrying a twenty-
stale ladder.

WRING, WRINGE, see Ring, v.*, Ringe, v?
WRINGE, v. and sb. Yks. Lin. [rhw.] 1. v. To

twist; to strain. n.Yks.1 See Ringe, v.* 2. sb. A
twist, wrench.

n.Lin. I mun ha' gi'en my knee a wringe (M.P.).
WRINGER, sb. Yks. [ri-rp(r).] A woollen-trade

term : a machine for wringing water out of wool, cloth,
&c. w.Yks. (J.M.)

WRINGLE, v. and sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. n.Cy. Yks.
Glo. 1. v. To writhe ; to wriggle.

Sc. She threw and she drew, she wringl'd and wrang, Shepherd's
Wedding (1789) 12.

2. Comp. (1) Wringle-gut, a restless, fretful person
; (2)

•straw, a coarse grass ; a bent.
(1) Glo. One who frets his guts to fiddle-strings by twisting and

turning his body, Home Subsecivae (1777) 468. (2) n.Cy. (K.),
N.Cy.2 , e.Yks.1

3. sb. A writhing motion. n.Sc. (Jam.)
[1. Dan. vringle, to entwine, twist (Larsen).]
WRINK, sb. Cor. Also written rink, [rink.] A

periwinkle. Cf. wrinkle, sb.
2

He went to pick lempets and rinks, Higham Dial. (1866) 14 ;

Cor.3 , w.Cor. (M.A.C.)

WRINK, v. Obs. Nhp. To wrinkle.
Griefandagehad wrinked her brow, Clare Village Minst. (1821)

II. 11.

WRINKLE, sb.
1 and v. Var. dial, and colloq. uses in

Sc. Eng. and Amer. Also written rinkel Pern. ; rinkle
Wm. ; and in form rankle Sc. [ri'rjkl.] 1. sb. In phr.
to a wrinkle, exactly. s.Lan. 1 Hefawershisdadtoawrinkle,38.
2. A new idea; a suggestion, hint, 'tip.' In gen. colloq. use.
Sc, n.Cy. Up to a wrinkle (B.K.). Wm. Thool git a rinkle er too,

Lord Robison en me in Kendal County News (Sept. 22, 1888).

n.Yks.4 Ah cud gie ya a wrinkle, 13. w.Yks. 1 ' To get a wrinkle
more,' to gain a fresh piece of knowledge. Lan. Brightening up
his memory for the reception ofadditional wrinkles, as the provincial

termfor newideasgoes,BRiERLEY^4Z>aj'0«/(i859) 15. nw.Der. 1
,

Lin. 1 se.Lin. I got a wrinkle from him (J.T.BA Nhp. 1
, War.3 ,

s.Pem. (W.M.M.) Cor.2 I've put him up to a wrinkle or two.

Slang. He is a past master in endless wrinkles, dodges, makeshifts,

and substitutes of all kinds, Hay Brighter Britain, 164. [Amer.
I allot I'll get another wrinkle away down east there, Sam Slick
Clockmaker (1836) 1st S. xxvi.]

3. v. Of paper : to crease, crumple, crush.
Frf. My canny gaze Fell on some runkled papers, tied wi' twine,

Reid Heatherland (1894) 17. w.Yks. (J.W.) s.Chs. 1 Dhis
paap'fir)z au" ringk'lt iip.

Hence Wrinkly, adj. creased, crumpled.
n.Yks. This is wrinkly paper (I.W.).

WRINKLE, sb? Dev. Cor. Also in form vrinkle Dev.
[ri'rjkl.] A periwinkle. Cf. wrink, sb.

Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 468. Cor. Couch Polperro (1871)

153 ; Cor.12 *

WRINKLE, sb? Cor.3 [riqkl.] A receptacle for

burnt tin.

WRISK, sb. Sc. A brownie.
Lth. You are heretical wi' regard to the ither Hielant sooper-

steetions—'kelpies' (water-witches), 'wrisks,' Lumsden Sheep-

head (1892) 181.

WRIST, sb. Nhb. Lin. Som. [rist.] In comb. (1)

Wrist-o'-thefoot, the ancle. Nhb.1
; (2) -pot, a small tin

vessel, containing sheep-salve, which the men who salve

sheep wear strapped on the left wrist. n.Lin.1

WRIST, see Reest, sb.
1
, Wrest, v.

WRITE, v. and sb. Sc. Lan. Also in forms vreet
ne.Sc. Elg. Abd. ; vreyt Cai. 1

; wraet Sh.I. ; wreat Fif.

;

writ Per. 1. v. In phr. to write on it, to rest assured.
s.Lan. 1 Nay, nay, aw'st noane do that, yo' may write on't, 29.

2. sb. Writing ; anything written ; handwriting. Cf.
hand, 2 (6).

Sc. (Jam.) ; After some days serious deliberation [they] returned
their answer in write, Kirkton Ch. Hist. (1817) 140. Sh.I. Doo
niver wis gude at makin' oot wraet at first, Sh. News (Jan. 22,
1898). ne.Sc. Ah canna read vreet, Green Gordonhaven (1887)
152. Per. Appointed to her and her father to bring the said
Thomas' mind in this matter in writ, Lawson Bk. of Per. (1847)
r35- e.Fif.' Did ye see the letter? andwhatlikewasitava?' ' Frae
some lawyer, I suppose, by the hand wreat,' Latto Tarn Bodkin
(1864) v. Ayr. My write being noo very crabbit and ill to spell,

Service£>>-. Z>M£-M('rf(ed. 1887) 190. Kcb. Muir Muncraig(igoo) 246.

3. Used in comb, to express the size of handwriting.
Sc. Grit, big, muckle write; round text(jAM-). CaU'Groff-vreyt,'

large text. ' Sma'-vreyt,' small hand.
4. A lawyer, a ' writer.'
Elg. Our auld vreet is like to eat His vera thooms wi' rage,

Tester Poems (1865) 114.

WRITER, sb. Sc. Also in form vriter Cai.1 [raitar.]
1. A lawyer, solicitor, law-agent ; also used attrib.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Scoiicisms (1787) 104 ; Writer's 'prentices, Scott
St. Ronan (1824) ii ; Not Stewart the Writer? Stevenson Cairiona

(1893) xi. ne.Sc. He had put him into the office of a 'writer' in

the county town, Grant Keckleton, 153. Cai. 1 In this sense the
word is little used now, but lawyers' chief clerks often designate
themselves as ' Writers.' w.Sc. I've been to an attorney, or 'writer'

as they call 'em here, Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 214. Ayr.
Will you send for Thomas Taigle the writer, doctor? Service Dr.
Duguid (ed. 1887) 142. e.Lth. Pringle the writer, Tod-Lowrie's
agent, Hunter/. Inwick (1895) no. Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip

(1901) 36.

2. Comb. (1) Writer-body, a contemptuous term for a
lawyer

; (2) — to the Signet, a solicitor licensed to

conduct cases in the superior courts.

(1) Sc. Old Mr. Ramage, the ' writer-body,' as he was dis-

paragingly alluded to by the sisters, Keith Lisbeth (1894) xviii.

w.Sc. They hae a miserable writer body frae Glasgow wi' them,
Macdonald Settlement (1869) 66, ed. 1877. Dmb. Ane o' them
cam' in the forenoon, I understand, wi' a writer body they ca'

M cCheatrie, Cross Disruption (1844) xxviii. (2) Sc. Mackay.
Kcd. I bound him apprentice to James Guthrie, Writer to the

Signet, Wright Gideon Guthrie (1900) 195.

3. An agent, or man of business. Sc. (H.E.F.)

WRITH, sb. w.Yks.1 The stalk or haulm of a potato.

WRITH, see Wreath, sb.
1

WRITHE, v. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Also
written wrythe n.Yks.2 Lan.1 s.Lan.1 ; and in form wrive
e.Lan. 1 [raiS.] To twist. Cf. wreath, sb.

1

Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 If aw con lay howd on him, aw'll writhe his neck
reawnd. Chs.1

Henee (1) Writhen, ppl. adj. (a) intertwined, twisted
;

gnarled, warped ; (b) Jig. cross, ill-tempered, peevish
; (2)

Writhen-formt, ppl. adj. misshapen
; (3) Writhenly, adv.

crossly, peevishly
; (4) Writhen-tempered, ppl. adj., see

(1, b)
; (5) Writhen-yeaded, ppl. adj. wrong-headed.

(1, a) n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks. 2 , Lan.1
, e.Lan.1

, s.Lan. 1
, Chs.1

s.Chs. 1 The handle of a pitchfork which is not straight in grain is

called writhen. Stf. 1
, nw.Der.1 (A) Lan. Thou gets as writhen

as an owd wisket, Brierley Fratchingtons (1868) v. e.Lan.1

s.Lan.1 Hoo's a bit writhen to-day. Chs.', s.Chs. 1 (2) Lan. It's

quite a common sayin abeawt Bowtun when descroibin a thing

that's writhenformt that it's aw awry loike Cockey Moor Church,

Staton Raysfro' Loominary (c. 1861) 115. (3) Lan. Grose (1790)
MS. add. (C.) s.Lan.1 (4) s.Chs. 1 Iv ahy)d sich- u ridhn-

tem-purd brivit tii ddo widh, ah du)nti noa- wot ah shfid doo.

(5) Lan. I'll have noane of writhen-yeaded ways, Brierley Cast

upon JVorld_(i886) 249; (S.W.)

[OE. wnftan, to twist, bind (Sweet).]

WRITIN(G, ppl. adj. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

and Eng. Also in form wroitin s.Lan. 1 [wrartin.]
1. ppl. adj. In comp. (1) Writing-bird, the yellow-ammer,
Emberiza citrinella; (2) -lark, (a) see (1) ;

(b) the corn-bunt-
ing, E.miliaria; (3) -master, see (1); (4) -pen, a goose-quill.

(1) Nhp.1
(2, a) Rut. (J.P.K.), Lei1 Nhp. Swainson Birds

4 B 2
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(1885) 69; Nhp. 1 (s.v. Scribbling-lark), War. 3

, Cmb. (J.D.R.)

(4) Lei. Smith Birds (1887) 188. (3) Shr. They found two or

three larks' nests and some yellowhammers' or 'writing masters,'

as the country lads sometimes call them, from the scribblings on
the egg shells. Davies Rambles Sell. Field-club ( 1881) xxxii ; Shr. 1

I know to a writin'-maister's nist 66th five 3'oung uns in it. (4)
Or.I. Writing-pens, downs, feathers, Wallace Desc. Ork. (1693)
14, ed. 1883.

2. sb. A written agreement ; an official deed ; a legal

document
;
gen. used in pi.

Sc. (A.W.), Gall. (74.) Kcb. He had nae writins on't, an' a
verbal promise withoot proof, though made by a laird, wusna
worth a snuff, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 236. Don. I have both
fren's an' law, an' I've writin's on this room for six months to

come, Macjianus Bend of Road (1898) 67. n.Yks.1
, w.Yks. 2

,

neXan. 1

, s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1
; Chs 3 'I've gotten the writins of my

house or farm,' i.e. the deeds that prove my ownership. Not 1

Have you got the writings from the law3'er? Lei. 1 Gran-father
Grew's wroitin's and wills. War.3 ' He cannot sell it, he has no
writings,' he cannot make a title to the property. Wor. (E.S.)

w.Som. 1 Well, he calls the place his own, but I count he must get
up by time vor to show the vritins. Dev. Slocombe had Wenwill
rights, an' might taake whatsoever he pleased from Dartymoor as
could do un gude, 'cordin' to the auld writings, Phillpotts
Striking Hours (1901) 159.

3. Phr. to burn the writings, to disagree after considerable
intimacy. Nhp. 1 They've burnt the writings.

4. Obs. Law business, the occupation of a 'writer' (q.v.).

Lnk. All writers to the signet, all public notars, and other
persons employed in writing or agenting, Wodrow Ch. Hist.

(1721) III. 296, ed. 1828.

"WRIVE, see Writhe.
WRIZZLED, ppl. adj. Yks. Glo. Som. Also written

wrizled Glo. [ri'zld.] Shrivelled, wrinkled, withered.
n.Yks.4 Applied to withered fruit. Glo. A wrizled apple, a

wrizled old woman, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 468. e.Som. W. & J.
Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 Can't think how 'tis our apples 'on't keep
de year— they be all a-vrizzled up to nothin'.

WR1ZZL.Y , adj. Som. [ri'zli.] Shrivelled, wrinkled,
•wrizzled.' e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
WROBBLE, v. and sb. War. Shr. Hrf. 1. v. To

wrap up ; to twist up carelessly. War. (J.R.W.) Shr.,
Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Hrf. 1

Cf. robble, sb.3 2.
To entangle. Cf. scrobble. War. (J.R.W.) 3. sb. A
scrawl ; a ' scrobble.' (ib.)

WROCH, WROCHT, see Wruch, Wrought.
WROCKLED, WROKE, see Rockled, Rauk.
WRONG, adj., sb. and v. Van dial, and colloq. uses in

Sc. Irel. and Eng. Also in forms rang w.Yks. ; wrang
Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. 1 n.Yks.2 e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. e.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1

;

wrank s.Lan.1
; wreng w.Yks. [rorj ; ran.] 1. adj. In

comb. (1) Wrong directed, misinformed
; (2) — gaites,

lit. in the wrong direction
;

' withershins'
; (3) — nails, a

ragged, painful condition of the skin at the base of the
fingernails

; (4) — side out, in a bad temper, cross,
peevish

; (5) — side upmost, upside down, in confusion,
topsy-turvy

; (6) — take, to misunderstand
; (7) — ways

(on, (8) — wise, in a wrong direction
; backwards.

(1) Oxf. 1
I a bin wrong directed, MS. add. (2) Sc. He's tied

his steed to the kirk-stile, Syne wrang-gaites round the kirk gaed
he, Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 210. (3) Gall. (J.M.) (4)
n.Yks. (W.H.) w.Yks. He's been t'wreng side aht ivver sin' he
gat aht o' bed (S.K.C.). e.Lan.1

, s.Lan. 1
(5) Wgt. A' the hoose

wrang side up'maist, Good Wds. (1881) 402. (6) Ken.12 (7)
n.Yks. 2 e.Yks. 1 Can tlia say thi letthers [the alphabet] wrang
ways on? MS. add. (T.H.) (8) Sc. Mackay. n.Yks.2

2. Phr. (1) the wrong side o' the bannock, an inhospitable
reception

; (2) to fall wrong to, to have an illicit connexion
with

; (3) tofind oneselfat the wrong side of the hedge, to be
in the wrong

; (4) to gel of'(or out at) the wrong side of the
bed, to get up in a bad temper

; (5) to get the wrong pig
(or sow) by the lug, to get hold of the wrong person ; to be
mistaken

; (6) to get to the wrong side of a person, to lose a
person's favour

; (7) to get wrong with, to be at variance
with

;
to have a misunderstanding or quarrel with; (8) to

go -wrong, to fare badly ; to get the worst
; (9) to go

wrong with, see (2) ; (10) to let one feel the wrong side of
one's hand, to give one a hit with the hand

; (11) to rise off

one's wrong side, see (4) ;
(12) to take the wrong way, to

become worse ; to have an ill effect
; (13) wrang-joynt-

hong-him, used as an imprecation.
(1) Sc. Gin he's a freend o' oor Adam's, it's no the wrang side

o' the bannock he'll get here, Keith Indian Uncle (1896) 9. (2)

Wgt. There was a lass . . . who fell wrang to a farmer's son where
she had been serving, and he wouldn't marry her, Saxon Gall.

Gossip (1878) 224. (3) s.Lan. 1 Aw fund mi-sel' at th' wrank side

o' th' hedge, 12. (4) Wmh. Had she slept on nettles ? Had she

got out o' bed wrong side? Bullock />-. Pastorals (1901)9. n.Yks.

(W.H.), w.Yks. (J.W.) War. 'You must have got out at the

wrong side of the bed this morning.' Said to a person who
shows ill temper (C.T.O.). (5) Gall. Thinks I, ye've got the

wrang soo by the lug this time, for I'll speak nane; ye'll no come
Paddy ower me that way, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 190. n.Yks.

'A was vex't ta think 'at tho waz amang sike a drunken roud3'ing

lot as ther waz at public-hoose last neet.' ' O war ya, then let

ma tell yo 'at yo'r wrang this time
;
yo'v gitten t'wrang pig

b' t'lug fer yance e yer life—a waz'nt thar at oil ' (W.H.). (6)
n.Yks. (W.H.) (7) n.Yks.14, ne.Yks.1 n.Lln. 1 If a parson gets

drunk reg'lar, or goas wi' uther women as well as his wife, he
gets wrong wi' his bishop. (8) Fif. Seein' Papists' side gae wrang
Out at the Chanc'llor's gate he flang, Tennant Papistry (1827) 203.

(9) Ayr. Beeny was a light creature and went wrong with Black
Will Gibb the gamekeeper, Johnston Congalton (1896) 326. (10)
w.Yks. He war for gi'eing me a kiss an' a hug just now, but I let

him feel the wrang side o' my hand i'stead, Sutcliffe Shameless
Wayne (1900) 119. (11) Ayr. Ye have surely risen aff yer wrang
side this morning, Johnston ib. 145. (12) n.Lin. 1 She took th'

wrong waay all at once an' was dead in an hooer or two.
sw.Lin. 1 Said of a sick person getting worse instead of better: 'I

doubt he's taking the wrong way.' Oxf.1 This yer physic took
the wrong way, and I be wuss instead of better, MS. add. (13)
s.Lan. 1 An equivalent phrase to ' bad luck to him.'

3. Crooked, deformed, misshapen.
e.An. 1 Nrf. A wrong man or woman, Grose (1790).

Hence Wrangland, sb. (1) a twisted ' land ' in a field,

ploughed crooked
; (2) pi. dwarf-trees on poor, mountain-

ous ground.
(1) n.Yks. Thone acre a brode wrangland stinting att the

strete. Quarter Sess. Rec. in N. R. Rec. Soc. IV. 143. w.Yks. 2

(s.v. Wrongsley). (2) n.Cy. (Hall.)

4. Deranged in intellect ; insane
;
gen. used in phr. wrong

in the head.
Sc. He's quite wrang (Jam.). Rnf. The priest of the parish

Pretended to nourish This maid that was wrang in the mind,
Webster Rhymes (1835) 13. Luk. Thomson Musings (1881) 44.
Kcb. There wus yin o' the lairds o' C—n— e gaed wrang in the
heid, Trotter 67a//. Gossip (1901) 133. Nhb.1 w.Yks. Dus ta think
a'm wrang i' my heead ? (J.T.F.)

Hence Rang-heead, sb. a lunatic ; a fool.
w.Yks. My father's yonder druffen [drunk] breikin all afoare

him, an roulin t'bakin o' bread dahn t'street like a rang-heead
Back ai Mooin Olm. (1878) 9 ; (J.W.)
5. Obs. Hurt, injured.
Abd. Jean's paps wi' sa't and water washen clean, Reed that

her milk get wrang, fan it was green, Ross Helenore (1768) 10,
ed. 1812. Frf. Sands Poems (1833) 84.

6. Unjust. Sc. (Jam.) 7. Injurious, (ib.) 8. sb. In
phr. (1) aw conno do reetfor doin' wrank, said by a person
who is often blamed for his conduct

; (2) to do wrono- to
to damage

;
to injure

; (3) to wrongs, out of order ; wrong!-
(1) s.Lan. 1 12. (2) Lnk. Dinna dae the door boards wrang, An

absent tenant canna see ye, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 44 (=)
Ken. 1 There's not much to wrongs ; Ken.2

9. A mistake ; a fault; an untruth.
Sh.I. Ony ane it luiks i' wir corn-yard can see if A'm sayin' awrang Sh. News (Jan. 21, 1899). Edb. Carkin' critics blind their

een Wi seekin' wrangs, R. Wilson Poems (1822) 54.
10. A crooked or large branch of a tree, esp. when the
faggot-wood is cut off.

e.An. 1 Nrf. Marshall Rur. Ecott. (1787). Suf. 1

11. v. Obs. In phr. to wrong oneself, to be guilty of false-
hood or perjury. n.Sc. (Jam.) . 12. To put out of order •

to hurt ; to injure. '

Frf. Mester Blair leuch till I thocht he wudda wranged himsel'
Salmond Man Sandy (1903) 93. s.Ayr. It's cause some farmer's
wranged his pechan At some drunk frolic, Hetrick Poems and
Sngs. (1826) 92.
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WRONGLE, see Wrangle, v.

5

WRONGOUS, adj. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Lan. Also in

forms wrangous Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 w.Yks. 1 e.Lan. 1

;

wrongeous So [nrrps ; ra-rps.] 1. Wrongful, unjust,
false ; injurious ; ill-gotten.

Sc. Wrangous imprisonment is used in our law to denote . . .

false imprisonment (Jam.); Scoticisms (1787) 106; It's clean in

the two eyes of the Act of Parliament of 1700 anent wrongous
imprisonment, Stevenson Catriona (1893) ix. Abd. Wrangous
gear can never thrive, Walker Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 180.

Ayr. Or rise to advocate a cause That weel they ken is doubly
fause An' wrangous a'thegither, Laing Poems (1894) 136. N.Cy. 1

,

Nhb. 1
, w.Yks.1

Hence Wrongously or Wrangestly, adv. wrongfully,
falsely, unjustly.

Sc. They have . . . assized and sentenced me wrongously,
Thomson Cloud of Witnesses (1714) 62, ed. 1871. e.Fif. I had been
wrangously ta'en captive an' keepit in ward contrairy to the law
of Habeas Corpus, Latto 7am Bodkin (1864) vii. Lth. (Jam.),
N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 An innocent person when charged with blame is

said to be 'wrangestly chairged.' ' 1739-40. January 21. Pay'd
by Dugdale Rhodame, one of ye late stewards, his fourth part of

ye money—wrongously given to Ralph Smith,' Keelmaris Hospital
Books. Dur. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870). w.Yks.1 Lan.
From anything being taken wrangushly, Kay-Shuttleworth
Scarsdale (i860) II. 101. e.Lan. 1

.

2. Obs. Of a move at play : bad, false.

n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. If Lindy chanc'd, as synle was his lot, To
play a feckless or a wrangous shot

;
Jeering they'd say, poor

Lindy's mauchtless grown, Ross Helenore (1768) 15, ed. 1812.

WROPPED, see Wrapped.
WROPPER, WROPPY, see Wrapper, Wrappy.
WROSLE, WROST, see Wrastle, v.

1
, Wrast.

WROSTLE, v. s.Lan.1 Also written wrossle. [ro'sl.]

To grow ripe.

WROSTLE, see Wrastle, v.
1

WROTH, sb. Cor.2 The connor, Crenilabrus tinea.

Cf. wrath.
WROTH SILVER, phr. War. See below.
The Duke of Buccleuch holds annually on Knightlow Hill, near

Coventry, at daybreak on November 11, what is called 'an audit

of wroth silver,' to which twenty-seven parishes in Warwickshire
are called upon to contribute. It is supposed to be a survival of

an ancient custom of paying fees for passing over certain high-

ways. Yesterday a crowd numbering several hundreds attended

at 7 a.m., and gathered round an old stone cross, where the

Duke's agent read the charter. He then read out the names of

the contributing places. From some a penny was demanded,
others more—in all, 9s. 4a

1

. The money was readily paid by the

assembly, and afterwards the people adjourned to the village inn,

where breakfast was served. To this the Duke makes a monetary

contribution, and provided glasses of hot rum and milk, in which
his health was drunk to the accompaniment of musical honours,

Scotsman (Nov. 12, 1902); At the summit of Knightlow Hill, in

the pretty village of Dunchurch, is an old mound, with a large

stone in the centre. The stone has a big hollow, and into this

cavity money is poured before sunrise on St. Martin's Day of

every year. The sums contributed vary from a penny to over two
shillings, but the total does not exceed half-a-sovereign. The
penalty for every penny not forthcoming is twenty shillings, or

the forfeiture of ' a white bull with red nose and ears.' The pay-

ment is made by neighbouring parishes for the privilege of using

certain roads, Dy. Chron. (Nov. 13, 1900); In 1879 at 6.45 in

the morning (November 11) the 'wroth-money' was collected,

Timmins Hist. War. (1889) 218.

WROTHY, see Wrathy.
WROUGHT, v. prel. and pp. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum.

Wm. Yks. Lan. Der. Suf. Also in forms rocht Cai.1

Dwn. ; rout Nhb.1 w.Yks. 1
; rowt Nhb. 1 Cum. ; vrocht

ne.Sc. Cai. 1 Elg. Abd.; wrocht, wroucht Sc. ;
wrout

Nhb.1 w.Yks.1 ne.Lan. 1
; wrowt Dur. n.Yks.23 * e.Yks.1

m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.5 Der. [r^t, rout ; roxt.] 1. Worked,

laboured, performed ; struggled. Cf. work.
Sc. The siller's naething to me, but there's Shoosan. She

deserves her share. She has wrocht for it, Swan Gates ofEden

(ed 1895) iii ; Never was Solan made that wroucht as that Solan

wroucht, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xv. ne.Sc. It's a' my ain
;

Ah've vrocht weel for't, Green Gordonhaven (1887) 63. Cat. 1

Elg. We've vrocht thegither mony a year, Tester Poems (1865)

94. Abd. Gin aw hadna vrocht ae 'ear or twa up at th' idder en'

o' th' Ythan, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Dec. 20, 1902). Per. He that

has wrocht, an' dune his best, Haliburton Dunbar (1895) 65.
Ayr. He wrocht awa till he was ramfeezled and his waukit loofs

were blistered baith, Service Notandums (1890) 63. Dmf. That's
naething for a man that has wrocht sin' four o'clock i' the mornin',
Paton Castlebraes (1898) 61. Dwn. Like shoemaker's wax, the
mair a rocht wi' it, it stuk till me the harder, Lyttle Robin
Gordon, 13. Nhb.1 They shud nobbit get paid fur the wark thit

they've rowt, Robt. Elliott Pitman Gan te Parliament. Dur.
When I spend the money I wrowt for, I alwes likes to see that

I'm getten full valee, Guthrie Kilty pagan (3900) 159. Cum. For
menny a 'eear he was stiddy, rowt hard, Farrall Betty Wilson

(1886) 73. Wm. He niver wrought a darrak in his life (B.K.).
n.Yks.1234 ne.Yks.1 Ah wrought an' tew'd mang t'taaties.

e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1 He rowt feaful hard for a gay bit;

w.Yks. 6
, ne.Lan.1 Suf. I wrought on that farm for he rather

better than three and twenty year (C.G.B.).

2. Made with the hands ; woven ; knitted.
Frf. Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) 149, ed. 1889. s.Sc. Only

look what a dad o' a stockin I've wrocht, Wilson Tales (1839)
V. 96. Wgt. I hae wrocht mony a wab tae ye, Saxon Gall. Gossip

(1878) 278. Der. A basket med o' alum that parson hed wrowt,
Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 34.

3. With on : worked in the system.
N.I.1 He took a swelling in his knee last July, an' it has wrought

on him ever since.

4. Withybr: deserved, earned.
Ayr. A sarkfu' o' sair banes for the sins of ilka meenont of the

day would be nae mair than we hae wrocht for, Service Dr. Duguid
(ed. 1887) 21.

5. With about: came to pass, happened.
w.Sc. It wrought about that just as we were passing the door o'

the inn, the landlord himsel' happened to step out, Henderson
Our Jeames (1898) 22.

6. Brought about.
Rnf. I' thae days When matters sma' wrocht big affrays, Young

Lochlomond (1872) 52.

7. Troubled, annoyed, frightened.
Abd. I sud be blyth that baith the lads were wrought, Shirrefs

Poems (1790) 91. Ayr. We were continually workin' tricks on
him, ye ken, for he wrocht us most awfully, the mair that we
were but weans, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 203.

8. Ached, throbbed, was painful.

n.Yks.1 It wrought an' stanged while 't wur bad to bide. It

wrought an' warked while Ah was fair wild wi' 't {S.v. Work).
9. Obs. Sprained, put out of joint.

Gall. How often reapers have the shackle-bane wrought in the

harrest time, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 487, ed. 1876.

Hence Wrought-bone, sb. a sprained joint, ib.

10. Purged ; clarified.

Lakel.2 , n.Yks. 1 m.Yks. 1 As liquors in passing the stage of

fermentation. w.Yks. (J.W.)
WROUGHT, see Reach, v.

1

WROUL, sb. Sc. Also in form wraul Fif. (Jam.)

A dwarf ; an ill-grown person ; a puny child. Cf. wirl, sb.

Sc. (Jam. ) ;
Originally applied to one who was supposed to have

been changed in its cradle by malicious fairies ; a changeling,

Mackay. Fif. (Jam.)

WROUT, v. Nhp. 1 To bore and 'rootle' in the

ground, as a pig. The same word as Rout, v.* (q.v.)

WROUT, WROWK, see Rout, v.*, Wrought, Rauk.
WROX, ji. War. [roks.] To begin to decay. (E.S.),

(Hall.) See Rox.
WROXLE, see Rucksel, Wraxle.
WRUCH, adj. and sb. Cld. (Jam.) Also in form wroch.

[Not known to our correspondents.] 1. adj. Rough,
reckless. 2. sb. In phr. the wruch oV, the greater part.

WRUCK, see Ruck, sb.3

WRUNCH, sb. Lnk. (Jam.) A winch ; a windlass.

WRUSSLE, WRUSTLE, see Russel, v., Wrastle, v.
1

WRY, adj. and i;.
1 Sc. Nhb. Wm. Yks. Lan. Der. Not.

Lin. e.An. Also in forms wray, wree Sc. [rai ; ri.]

1. adj. In comb. (1) Wryneck, a sprite ; cf. wrynot
; (2)

neck't, having a crooked neck
; (3) -rumped, misshapen

in the lower part of the back.

(1) Lan. He caps Wryneck, and Wryneck caps the Dule,

Henderson Flk-Lore (1879) vii. (2) Wm. He's wry-neck't wi'

been burnt (B.K.). (3) e.An. 1
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2. Cross, disagreeable
; harsh ; awry ; wrong.

Der. Nor [I] cau'd thee so much as a wry name, Le Fanu
Uncle Silas (1865) I. 298. Not. Tish as much as ony on's, for all his

wrywords, Prior ForestFlk. (1901)159. sw.Lin. 1 His mester's never
g'en him a wry word. It's not very pleasant, when things all go wry.
3. v. To twist, distort ; to writhe.
Sc. (Jam.) Fif. He saw the wretchit men Wreein' and wreethin'

[writhing] wi' the pain, As the flame ate them to the bane, Tennant
Papistry (1827) 34. Lnk. I made my eyes to roll, and wrayed my
face in a frightful manner, so that the poor fellow supposed he had
seen the devil, Graham Writings (1883) II. 92. Edb. Whan to them
she wrys her face It does their hopes o' guid deface, Learmont
Poems (1791) 62. Nhb. 1 Wry about the neck o' th' cock ! Stuart
Joco-Serious Discourse (1686) 39. n.Yks. 1

WRY, v? Yks. e.An. 1. To sift wheat by shaking it

round and round with a circular motion. See Ree, v.
2

n.Yks. He can sift and wry wheat (I.W.).

2. To rake up the fire. e.An. 1

WRY, v.
3 Obs. e.An.1 To cover close. Hence

Wrying, sb. covering. Of bed-clothes, &c, not of apparel.

[OE. wreon, to cover (Sweet).]
WRYDDEN, see Reeden.
WRYNOT, sb. Lan. In phr. he shad Wrynot, an'

Wrynot shad the divvle, said of a thoroughly worthless
person. (Hall.), s.Lan. 1 Cf. shed, v?
WRYPEX, WRYTHE, see Repeck, Wreath, sb.

1
,

Writhe.
WUCK, WUCKS, WUD, see Oak, Wuks, Wood, adj.

WUDDER, WUDDIE, see Whither, v., Withy.
WUDDLE, v.1 Obs. N.Cy. 1 To sever by short and

frequently renewed efforts.

WUDDLE, v? Nhb. [wu-dl.] To hold in an awkward,
tumbled manner. Cf. huddle.
How you are wuddling up that child (A.F.S.).

WUDDLE, WUDDRUM, see Widdle, v., Woodrum.
WUDGE, v. Yks. [wudg.] With in : to do anything

vigorously ; to ' wire in ' ; esp. to eat voraciously.
w.Yks. One mornin . . . whol aw wor wudgin' in ta sum tommy

and teea, Hartley Clock Aim. (1874) 41 ; (J.W.)
WUF, seeWof.
WUFF, sb. Obs. Sc. A person of a flighty, fiery

disposition. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
WUFF, see Waff, v.\ adj.

2
, Wolf, sb}, Wough, v.

WUFFLE, v. Sc. Also written whuffle ; and in form
waffle Cld. (Jam.) [wB-fl.] To turn anything over lightly,

esp. paper ; to rumple ; to knit loosely.
Sc. (A.W.), Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. I like to wuffle owre the leaves

and con them to mysel', Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 190.

WUFFLE, see Waffle, v.
2

WUGD, int. Brks. 1 A call to a horse to move further
off sideways. ? A misprint for ' wugg.' Cf. wug(g.
WUG(G, int. and v. Oxf. Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.

Cor. Also in forms waugh Hmp.; whog Dor.; woag
Hmp. ; wog Wil. Dor. Som. ; woga Hmp. ; wogg Dev.

;

woog Wil.1 [wug, wBg ; wog.] 1, int. A command to

a horse to go to the right or off-side of the driver. Cf. wo.
Hmp. (M.C.M.) ; Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863) (s.v. Horses).

Wil. Slow Gl. (1892); Wil.1 Dor. Cup, whog! Gee up! Hare
Vill. Street (1895) 78. Som. (C.W.D.) ; Sweetman Wincanton Gl.

(i885\ w.Som. 1
, nw.Dev. 1

, s.Dev., e.Cor. (Miss D.)

2. A call to a horse to stop. Hmp. (H.E.) 3. A call to

a horse to go on.
Oxf. Wuggthen, Dobbin! Wun'notgohometo-night? Blagkmore

Cripps (1876) iv.

4. Comp. (1) Wug off, a call to a horse to go to the right
or off-side

; (2) — round, a call to a horse to turn round to
the right.

(i)Hmp.(H.E.),Wil.(G.S.),Dor.(W.C.),Som. (G.S.) w.Som. 1

If they are to keep much to the right it is ' Wug off.' Dev. I

hollar'd ' Waa ! wogg off! stan still
!

' Pulman Sketches (ed. 1853)
47. nw.Dev.1 (s.v. Gee.) (2) w.Som, 1

6. v. To call ' wug.'
Som. At last, with much whoaing and wugging, John Sprackman

brought his waggons through the brook, Raymond Gent. Upcott
(1893) 19.

WUGRUM, sb. Cai.1 [wB-gram.] Water running
down the wall of a house, from a leakage about the eaves.

WUKS, int. Nhb. Cum. Also written wticks Cum.
[wBks.] Used as a meaningless exclamation.
Nhb. A ginny ! [guinea] wuks ! sae strange a seet Ma een wi'

joy will dazzle, N. Minstrel (1806-7) P l- iv - 73 '< Nbl°} Cum.

Wucks ! let us teck this laird in, Lonsdale Upshot in Gilpin Sngs.

(1866) 275.

WUL, WULD, see Well, sb., adv., Will, adj.

WULE, WULK, see Weevil, Willok.
WULLARD, WULLAW, see Woolert, Wallow, v.1

WULLA-WEAN, see Wella-wins.
WULLEES, sb. pi. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Saddle-bags;

lit. valise, (s.v. Valises.) Cf. wallise.

WULLEMENT, see Wyllement.
WULLEMOT, sb. Nhb.1 Also in form wullyment.

The guillemot, Lomvia troile.

WULLER, WULLET, see Waller, sb.
2

, Wallet, sb}
WULLIE-WAUCHT, see Willie-waught.
WULLOK, WULLOW, see Willok, Waller, sb.2

WULLSHOCH, WULLUP, see Wilschoch, Wallop, v.*

WULLYART, see Wilyart.
WULLY-WAMLES, see Willy-wambles.
WULT, int. se.Wor.1 [welt.] A command to a horse

to go slowly.
WULVE, v. Dev. [Not known to our correspondents.]

Of a bell : to ring.
n.Dev. Et auffen wulv'th wi' merrier noise, Rock Jim an" Nell

(1867) st. 99.

WUL-WIERD, sb. Obs. Sc. An evil prediction.
Slk. My een are darkened wi' some wul-wierd, Hogg Poems

(ed. 1865) 63.

WUMBLE, see Whemmle, Wimble, sb.2

WUMMICKY, see Wammocky.
WUMMILTON, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) The four of

clubs in the game of whist ; also in comb. Wummilton's
mutch.
WUMPLE, see Wimple.
WUN, sb} Obs. Nhb. A pleasure ; a satisfaction.
A wun to see (K., s.v. Whunsome).
[OE. wynn, a joy (Sweet).]

WUN, sb.2 Dev. A sty in the eye. (S.H.), n.Dev.
(Miss J.)

WUN, WUND, WUNDY, see Wound, v., Wind, v?,
Windy, adj. 1

WUNG, WUNGALL, see Wing, sb. 1
, Wong, Wingel.

WUNNLE, WUNNOCK, see Windle, sb.
1
, Windock.

WUNS, int. Nhb, 1 An exclamation of wonder.
WUNT, v. Obs. e.An. To sit, as a hen. e.An.1

Nrf. Gurney Nrf. Wds. (1855) 38.
WUNT, WUNTLE, see Want, sb.2, Wintle.
WUPPLE, see Wipple.
WURBLE, v} Obs. Sc. (Jam.) To move in a slow,

sinuous manner, as a worm ; to wriggle ; to crawl. Cf.
warble, v.

2

Sometimes used act. 'To wurble oneself out,' to get out of
confinement of any kind by a continuation of twistine motions
(s.v. Wrabil).

WURBLE, v.
2 Rnf. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A weaver's term : to tie a broken thread.
WURD, sb and v. Som. Dev. [wad.] A dial form of

hoard (q.v.). w.Som.1
, nw.Dev. 1 Hence Wurd-apple,

sb. an apple stored for winter use.
w.Som. 1 Hot be axin de year vor wurd-apples«
WURD, see Ward, v.

2

WURDLE, v. Cld. (Jam.) [waTdl.] To work hard
with little prospect of success.
WURDLEfD, WURF, see Wordle, Urf
WURGHEERE, sb. Obs. Wxf.1 Bellows
WURGILL, sb. Obs Sc. A worldling; a person

of narrow mind. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl (1824)
WURKEN, WURLER, see Whirken, Whirler."
WURLIE, adj. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also written wurlv

Lnk. 1. Rough, knotted. '

Sc. ' A wurlie rung,' a knotted stick. Lnk. Applied to a stick
that is distorted.

2. Of a person : wrinkled. Lnk. A wurly body.



WURLYON [559] WYLIECOAT

To be peevish and

1. v. To be fretful.

WURLYON, see Wirling.
WURN, v. Obs. Lth. (Jam.

complaining.

WURP, v. and sb. Obs. Sc.
Cf. orp.

Sc. Wurpna thysel becaus 0' the ill-deedie, Riddle Ps. (1857)
xxxvii. 1. Lnk. (Jam.)

Hence Wurpit, ppl. adj. fretful, peevish. Lnk. (Jam.)
2. sb. K fretful, peevish person, (ib.)

WUR(R, WURRAH, see War, adj.1 , Whirroo.
WURRAW, int. Dev. Cor. Also in forms wirroo

Cor.s ; wurraa Cor.2 [wara\] Hurrah ! Cf. whirroo.
Dev. I tuke auff me hat jist ta holler wurraw ! Nathan Hogg

Poet. Lett. (1847) 13, ed. 1865. Cor.i 2 ^

WURROW, sb. Nrf. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A burrow ; used of the holes of crabs, &c. Nrf.

Gurney Nrf. Wds. (1855) 38.

WURRYCOW, WURSLE, see Worricow, Warsle.
WURST, sb. Obs. w.Yks.1 A dial, form of ' wrist.'

WURSUM, sb. Obs. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Also written
wirsom Yks. [wa'rsam.] Pus, foul matter. Sc. (Jam.) ;

Duncan Etynt. (1595). Cai.1
, N.Cy. 1

, Yks. (Hall.)

[OE. pus, uuorsm, Epinal Gl. 777.]

WURT, see Wart, sb}

WURTLE, sb. w.Yks.2 [watl.] A piece of steel

containing holes through which wire is drawn to make it

6f different sizes.

WURTLE, v. Cum. [waTtl.] 1. To work under-
neath, or in the ground like a pig. Cum.4

(s.v. Reutle.)

2. To move backwards ; to retreat
; fig. to withdraw

from an awkward predicament, ib., nw.Cum. (E.W.P.)

WUS, WUSH, see Wise, v., Wash.
WUSK, WUSLE, WUSP, see Whisk, sb}, Warsle,

Wisp.
WUSS,s6. Bwk.Rxb. (Jam.) Juice, moisture. Cf. oose.
It is said of [tobacco], when it is very dry, ' The wuss is a' out

o' that tobacco.'

[OE. wds, moisture, juice (Sweet).]

WUSS, WUSSEL, see Wish, sb}, Warsle.
WUSSET, WUST, see Wasset, Wist, v.

WUSTER, see Woster.
WUSTS, sb. pi. Yks. [wusts.] Ends of cotton, bits

of thread, &c.
w.Yks. Coom 'ere, an' loook if ah've left ony wusts be'ind i'

sweepin' (F.P.T.).

WUT, see Wit, sb., v., Wot, adj.

WUTH, sb. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]

Wrath ; anger.
Swaif ye the Son that he takna wuth, Waddell Ps. (1871) ii. 12.

WUTHER, WUT(T, see Whither, v., Woot, int.

WUTTEL, see Wottle.
WUTTER,WUTTERICK, see Witter, sb} 2

, Whitrack.

WUZ, WUZBERD, see Wise, v., Wosbird.
WUZLIE, adj. Sc. (Jam.) Also in forms wislie,

woozlie. 1. Thin, shrivelled. See Oozly.
Rxb.A wuzlie body, one whose face is meagre or much shrivelled.

2. Dwarfish, stunted; unhealthy-looking: also in comp.

Wuzlie-like. Lth.

WUZZ, sb. Dor. [wbz.] Hoarseness; cold. See

Hooze.
Upon the whole they were less inconvenienced by ' wuzzes and

flames ' (hoarses and phlegms) than when they had lived by the

stream, Hardy Wess. Tales (1888) I. 5.

WUZZLE, see Wozzle.
WY, WYA(H, see Quey, sb.

1
, Weigh, Why, adv.

WYBIS, WYBISTER, see Weebo, Webster.

WYCH, sb. Chs. Wor. w.Cy. Also written wich

Chs.123 w.Cy. 1. A salt-spring; a saltworks. Obs.

except in place-names.
Chs. I spent some days in the valley of the wyches, Marshall

Review (1818) II. 3 ; All the towns where there are salt springs

and salt is made are called by thenameofWych viz Namptwych

Northwych, Middlewych, Droitwych, Ray 1691); Chs. 1" Wor.

Edward the Confessor had ' droits' upon^the Wych, whence the

origin of its present name, White Wrekm (i860) xxxn ;
(C.W.D.)

;

Often used in these parts to indicate a place where there is a salt

spring, N. &• Q. (1878) 5th S. x. 87. w.Cy. (Hall.) [Grose
(1790) MS. add. (M.)j

2. Comp. (1) Wych-house, a place where salt is made or
kept

; (2) -road, a road to and from a salt-works ; (3)
-waller, a salt-boiler ; freq. used in phr. to scold like a
wych-waller.

(1) Chs. Ray (1691); At Northwich there is a deep and plentiful

brine pit, with stairs about it, by which, when they have drawn
the water in their leathern buckets, they ascend half naked to

their troughs and fill them, from whence it is conveyed to the wich
houses, Camden Brittanica, 561, quoted in Marshall Review
(1818) II. 90; Chs.i3 Wor. N. & Q. (1878) 5th S. x. 158; (K.)

(2) Wor. The roads to salt works were called Wyche Roads. The
ancient road from Wales and Hrf. to Droitwich was through the cut

at the top of Malvern Hills, now called the Wyche, and derived
its name from being the Wyche road, either as a contraction of

Droitwyche or from giving to the most remarkable spot on the road
—the word associated with the article sought for, N. if Q. ib. 158 ; I

believe the road through the Wyche is the salt way, a very ancient

road running westward from Droitwich and the salt country, ib.

(3) Chs. To scold like a wych-waller, RAyProv. (1678) 288; Chs.123

Wor. Not very common now (H. K.).

WYCH, WYCHEN, see Wick, sb.
2

, Witchen.
WYCK, see Wick, sb} 23

WYDDEER,s6. Obs. Wxf. 1 The furze, Ulex europaeus.

WYDRAUGHT, sb. Obs. Lin. A gutter, sewer, sink.

n.Lin.1 Slabs, vaults, drains, sinks, gutters, wydraughts, and all

other things usually deemed and reputed to belong to or to be
fixed to the said premises, Demise ofManor of Kirion-in-Lindsey

(
J 777) ! Wydraught, a water-course, or water-passage, a sink, or

common shore, Did. Rust. (1726).

WYE, see Quey, sb.
1
, Way, sb., Why, adv.

WYEBERRIES,s£.//. n.Cy.Nhbi The fruit ofthe red
whortleberry, Vaccinium Vitis-Idaea. n.Cy. (J.H.), Nhb. 1

See Wine-berry.
WYEBIBBLE, WYEL(L, see Wirwivvle, Wale, v.

2

WYEM, WYER, see Wame, Vair, sb.2

WYEST, WYESTY, see Waste, adj., Wisty.
WYET, WYFOCK, WYG, see Wait, int., Wifock,

Wig, sb.3

WYKE, v. n.Lin.1 [waik.] In phr. to wyke the hood,

a term in the game of ' hood ' (q.v.) ; see below.
In the Epworth (not the Haxey) game of Hood, the hood is

carried to a public-house, and there a pint of ale is poured over it.

This is called wykeing the hood.

WYKE, see Waik, Wick, sb.
123

WYKING, sb. Lin. Also in form weekin sw.Lin.1

The corner of the mouth and the adjacent part of the

lower jaw. Cf. wick, sb. 3

Streatfeild Lin, and Danes (1884) 376 ; Lin.1
, n.Lin.1 , e.Lin.

(G.G.W.) sw.Lin. 1 The spittle runs out ofthe weekin of his mouth.

WYL, WYLART, see Will, adj., Wilyard, -yart.

WYLE, adj. Abd. (Jam.) Wicked; a dial, form of

'vile.
1

WYLE, see Wale, v.
2

, Wile, sb.2

WYLIECOAT, sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Also
written wiley- N.I. 1

; wili- Dur. ; wilie- Sc. (Jam.) ; wily-

Sc. Nhb.1
; wyle- N.Cy. 1

; wyli- Gall. ; and in forms
waalaquyte, walaquyte BnfT. 1

; waly-coat Sc. (Jam.) Ir.;

weily- Sc. ; wellicot Sh.I.; willeycoat Cum.4
; wylecot

Sc. (Jam.) An under-vest or under-petticoat ; a flannel

shirt ; a child's nightdress. See Wylly.
Sc. (Jam.) ; A wife knows enough, who know the good man's

breeks from weilycoat, Kelly Prov. (1721) 54 ;
We can shape

our bairns' wyliecoat, but canna shape their weird, Henderson
Prov. (1832) 3, ed. 1881. Sh.I. Stewart Tales (1892) 27. Bnff.1

Abd. She gets up out of her naked bed in her night walycoat,

bare-footed and bare-legged, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) II. 74.

s.Sc. The youngster laid aside the broad blue bonnet, thejustycoat,

and the wyliecoat, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 281. Slk. Off wi'

jerkin and wilycoat, Hogg Tales (1838) 654, ed. 1861. Rxb. Joan

. . had already torn a long strip from her wilycoat, Hamilton
Outlaws (1897) 319. Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 107. Ir.

His hat was his father's, his walycoat too, Lays and Leg. (1884)

17. N.I.1 A short shirt of flannel, with short sleeves, open down
the front, worn by men, sometimes next the skin and sometimes
over another garment. N.Cy.1

, Nhb.1
, Dur. (K.), Cum.4



WYLK [560] WYZZEN

[In double garmont cled and wyly coyt, . . Agayne the
storme wyntre for to strive, Douglas Eneados (1513) ed.

1874,111.77.]
WYLK, see Willok.
WYLLEMENT, sb. Obs. N.Cy. 1 Also in form wulle-

ment. A sickly-looking person.

WYLLY, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Nhb. Cum. Also in forms
willey Cum.2

; wyley N.Cy. 1

; wylie Lnk. [waHi

;

wi'li.] 1. A child's nightgown or vest
;
generally of

flannel. See Wyliecoat.
N.Cy. 1 Nhb. Some nightgowns called wyllies are prepared for

the expected infant, Richardson Borderers Table-bk. (1846) VI.
278 ; Nhb. 1

, Cum.2

> 2. A kind of flannel used for vests and petticoats. Lnk.
Graham Writings (1883) II. Gl.

WYN, see Win, v.\ Wynd, v.

WYNAN, sb. Bnff.1 The half of a field.

WYND, sb. 1 Sc. n.Cy. Dur. Wm. Also written wiend
N.Cy. 1 Dur. 1

; wind Sc. (Jam.); and in forms wend N.Cy. 1

;

wynnd Wm. ; wynnie Abd. [waind.] An alley ; a
narrow lane or street ; a small court. Cf. went, sb.

l

Sc. (Jam.) ; We pit up ... in a sma' house at the fit of ane of the

wynds that gang down to the water-side, Scott Nigel (1822) ii.

Bnff. Dr. Ferguson kept a druggist's shop at the corner of Correction
Wynd, near the head of the Green, Smiles Nahtr. (1876) II. 45,
ed. 1879. e.Sc. Wynds and Closes were raked and cleared,
Setoun Sunshine (1895) 15. Frf. All Thrums was out in its

wynds and closes, Barrie Minister (1891) i. s.Sc. His own
domicile was in St. Mary's Wynd, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 9.

Edb. He . . . knew every old house, stair, wynd, and close, Bal-
lantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) 121. Dmf. Quinn Heather (1863)
213. N.Cy. 1

, Dur. 1 Wm. The High Wynnd and Low Wynnd
are two ancient streets in Appleby (B.K.).

WYND, v., int. and sb.2 Sc. Irel. Also written wind
Sc. (Jam.) N.I. 1

; winde Frf.; and in forms wine N.I. 1
;

wyn Abd. ; wyne Sc. (Jam.) [wain(d.] 1. v. To turn
to the left

;
properly used of horses and yoked oxen.

Sc. Applied to animals in the yoke, when the driver wishes
them to come towards him. This term is opposed to Haup (Jam.).
Abd. Wyn them doon the rigs, min, b' the side o' the corn

!

Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 93. Rnf. Webster Rhymes (1835) 106.

Hence Wyner, sb. the foremost ox on the right hand
in a team of oxen

;
pi. the foremost pair of oxen.

ne.Sc. Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 179. Bch. The names of the six
pairs of oxen were—foremost pair, on wyner and wyner ; second
do., on-steer draught and steer- draught

;
3rd do., fore-throck on

land and fore-throck in fur; 4th do., mid-throck on land and mid-
throck in fur; 5th do., hind-throck on land and hind-throck in fur;
6th pair fit on land and fit in fur, Pratt Buchan in Alexander
Rur. Life (1877) 35. Abd. The most important animals in the team
were the ' fit owsen ' and the ' wyners.' . . The wyners . . .

occupied an important position, in so far as the turning of the
unwieldy team on a moderate width of end-rig depended on their
easing the draught off gradually and featly, Alexander ib. 36.
2. Phr. (1) to haup or wynd, fig. to turn to the right or

left ; to be guided
; (2) to wynd again, to turn to the left

;

used when it is intended that a cart or plough should be
turned round and proceed in an opposite direction.

(1) Sc. Of one who is so obstinate that he can be influenced or
managed by no means whatsoever, it is said, ' He'll neither haup
nor wynd' (Jam.). Frf. How bless'd is he that to his mind, Has
got a wifie calm and kind, That to his wish will hape or winde,
Morison Poems (1790) 79. Rnf. M cGilvray Poems (ed. 1862)
176. (2) Sc. (Jam.)

3. int. A call to a horse or an ox to turn to the left.

Sc. Morton Oycfo.^n'c. (1863) ; (Jam.) Lnk. By their answerin'
to our ca'—Hap, wyne, wo back, step awa, Watson Poems (1853)
25. Bwk. Monthly Mag. (1814) I. 31. NX 1 Wine 'ere, Wind
'ere

!
Dwn. Wine, Johnny ! wine, sir, gee up ! Lyttle Robin

Gordon, 13.

4. sb. The call of ' wyne.'
Slg. They to their nags the wyne or howe Scarce heard repeat,

Muir Poems (1818) 36.

5. Fig. A turn ; a winding.
Dmf. To tell each feat, and turn and wyne O' Mungie's life, I

don't design, James Kennedy Poems (1823) 80.

6. An end, a termination
;
gen. used in phr. from end to

wynd.
Cld. A ridge is said to be ploughed frae end to wynd, when

completely tilled ; a field of corn is said to be shorn frae end to

wyne, when all cut down (Jam.). Don. Billy Lappin in Cent.

Mag. (Feb. 1900) 601.

7. Phr. wyne and onwyne, to the right and left ; every-

where.
Abd. Seek wyne and onwyne, miss no height nor how, And

cry whene'er ye come upon a know, Ross Helenore (1768) 48, ed.

1812; (G.W.)

WYND, WYNE, see Wind, sb.
1

, v.
2

, Wynd, v.

WYNIS, v. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) To decay; to pine
away. The same word as Wainisht (q.v.).

A wynist bairn, a child decayed by sickness.

WYNISH'D, WYNNIE, see Wainisht, Wynd, sb.
1

WYNT, v. Nrf. [Not known to our correspondents.]
To stand in line, as poles. Trans. Phil. Soc. (18^5) 38.
WYNT, WYPE, see Wind, sb.

1

, Wipe, v.
1

, sb*
WYRINGING, vbl. sb. Obs. Sc. Fretting, carking.
Gall. Whyriping and wyringing are one, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 479, ed. 1876.

WYROCK, sb. Obs. Sc. A corn ; a boil or sore on
the foot. Cf. weerock.
A corn, or bony excrescence on the feet ; is in common use, and

pronounced wirrok, Leyden Complaint Sc. (ed. 1801) Gl. 380
(Jam., s.v. Virrock) ; The name is sometimes applied to boils.

I have heard it also explained, a pimple on the sole of the foot or
heel, which occasions great pain, and often grows to a considerable
size (Jam. ib.).

WYSANS, WYSE, see Wizings, Wise, adj., v.WYSHE, int. and sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form weysh.
1. int. A call to a horse to turn to the right. Abd., Kcd.

(Jam.) 2. sb. The call of ' wyshe.'
Kcd. The horse must do what he is commanded, without other

direction than the we3sh, . . and to ' kome hither,' Agric. Siirv.

424(1*.).

WYSLE, WYSON, see Wyzle, Weasand.
WYSS(E, WYSSON, see Wise, adj., Whitsun.
WYSTER, see Whister, sb. 1

, Wister.
WYTCH, sb. Hrf. [witj.] A dial, form of 'hutch'

(q.v.). Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).
WYTENONFA, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form weidi-

nonfa Ags. (Jam.) A chill ; a fever; 'an onfall of a weed.'.
Cf. weed, sb.3

n.Sc. The term gen. used in the North, to express that disease
peculiar to women, commonly called a weid (Jam., s.v. Wedony-
pha). Bch. I was fley'd that she had taen the wyten-on-fa, an'
inlakit afore supper, for she shuddered a' like a klippert in ac'auld
day, Forbes Jrn. (1742) 7 (16. \ Abd., Ags. (ib.)

WYTHE, WYTTLE, see With, sb., Waith, v.*
Whittle, sb.

1 '

WYUCHLET, sb. Obs. Ags. (Jam.) A thin, spare
person or thing.

WYVABLES, WYVE, see Wirwivvle, Weave.WYVIVVLE, see Wirwivvle.
WYZEN, WYZERON, see Wisen, Weasand.
^,YZ^?' ^ .V^, ^' Der

'
Shr

- A1so written
weisle s.Chs. 1

; wisle Shr. 1
; wizle Der. 2 nw Der x wysle

e.Lan. 1
;
wyzel Lan. 1 Chs.28 [warzl.] A potato-stalk

;
a runner, shoot, or top of a potato

; the top of var vege-
tables. Cf. wise, sb. 1

, wizers.
Lan 1, e.Lan. 1

,
s.Lan.' Chs. Usually so called after the potatoes

have been dug up (C.J.B.); Chs.'=3
)

s .C hs.», Der 2 Shr ' The
Rough-Reds bin a capital croppin' tato, an' throwen up mi«hty
tall wisles. ° J

•

^YZZEL.sft. ^rf? [wi '

z1 '] The top ridge of straw
in the thatch of a rick.

WYZZEN, see Wizzen, v.
1
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YA, adv. Sc. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Suf. Dev. Also
written yaa Mry. (Jam.) S. & Ork. 1

; yah w.Yks.2 s.Lan.1

Chs.1
; yha Mry. (Jam.); and in form yaw nw.Der.1 [ja;

ja.] Yes. Cf. yea, adv.
Sc. ' Ya, wilt thou V said Wallace, ' then tak thee that,' Jamieson

Pop. Ballads (1806) II. 175. S. & Ork. 1
, Mry. (Jam.) w.Yks.

Thah'rt fair, my beluv'd, yah, pleasant, Rogers Sng. Sol. (i860) i.

16 ; w.Yks.2 Lan. Ya, bur 'ee did, Ackworth Clog Shop Chron.
(1896) 41. s.Lan.1

, Chs. 1
, nw.Der.1 Suf. Ah ya so have I,

Strickland Old Friends, (fc. (1864) 324. Dev. Drink, ya, drink
abundently, Aw beluvid, Baird Sng. Sol. (i860) v. r. [3a (Ya,
W.), Ha, itaque, eciam,ymmo {Prompt^).']

YA(A, see A, num. adj., How, adv., One, Yah, int.'
1

YAA, YAAB, YAAD, see Ewe, sb.\ Ya, Yab, Yad, sb.
1

YAAG, v . Sh.I. A fishing term : to keep a hand-line
inconstant motion in order to attract the fish to the bait

;

to catch fish in such a manner.
He shot da line an' beguid to yaag, Spence Flk-Lore (1899

N 246

:

S. & Ork.1

[Cp. Icel.jaga, to move to and fro (Vigfusson).]
YAAG, YAAGER, see Yag, v.

2
, Jagger.

YAAL, int. ? Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also in forms yail,
yale, yell. An expression of defiance and contempt.

Expressive ofastonishment mingled with contempt, at arrogance
in any person. Prov. The King said, Sail ; The wind said, Yail.

Abd. Yaal, boys ! Per., Ags.
YAALTA, int. Bnff.1 An expression used to prevent

a person doing a thing. Cf. yalto.
YAAM, YAAP, see Yam, sb}, Yap, sb.2 , adj., Yaup, v.

YAATE, see Give.
YAB, v. Sc. Also in form yaab S. & Ork.1 [jab.]

To talk incessantly ; to harp on a subject. S. & Ork. 1

,

Cld. (Jam.) Cf. gab, sb.1 Hence (1) Yaaber, (2) Yabbock,
sb. an incessant talker ; a chatterer. Cf. abok.

(1) Sh.I., Cld. (Jam.) (2) GalL Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

YABBER, see Aye but.
YABBLE, v. and sb. Bnff. 1 [jabl.] 1. v. To bark

rapidly. Cf. gabble. 2. sb. The rapid barking of a dog.
Fin a geed into the hoose the dog ga' yabble it gart me jump.

3. Wrangling, altercation.

YABBLE, see Able, adj., v., Gabble.
YABBLOCK, sb. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) A chattering,

talkative person, (s.v. Yabbock.)
YABLE, YABLE-SEA, see Able, adj., Yeable-sea.
YACCORN, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Also in forms yackran

n.Cy.
;
yakeron Yks.

;
yakron n.Yks.4 A dial, form of

' acorn.'
n.Cy. Grose (1790). n.Yks. Science Gossip (1882) 66 ; n.Yks.4

YACHLE, v. w.Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Also in form
yauchle. [ja'xl.] To walk in an awkward, shuffling

manner, like a person with loose joints ; to walk with diffi-

culty. Hence Yachlin, sb. one who walks in such a way.
YACHT, v. Sc. [jaxt] To own. See Aught, v.

Abd. Them 't yachts the grun, Alexander Johnny Gibb (i87i)xi.

YACK, sb? Sh.I. [jak.] A jacket. S. & Ork.1

[Dan. jakke, a jacket (Larsen).]

. YACK, sb.
2 Sh.I. Also in form yackie S. & Ork. 1

[jak.] An Eskimo. S. & Ork. 1

YACK, sb.3 and v.
1 Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also in form

yaik Lth. 1. sb. In phr. in a yack, in a state of

perplexity. 2. v. To be in perturbation.

Lth. A' yaikin', in great perturbation.

VOL. VI.

YACK, v.
2 Obs. Sc. To talk thickly. Gall. Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824). (s.v. Yabbock.) Hence Yackuz,
sb. a person who talks thickly, ib.

YACK, see Oak, Yark, v.
1

YACKAZ, v. s.Chs.1 [ja'ksz.] To whimper; to whine.
Naay, dii)nu set Cigy'ai't u yaak'Cizin u)dhaatnz ; ur yoa)n goa

bed biaayt aan'i siip-ur.

YACKEN, v. Cum. Wm. Also in form yocken Wm.
To thrash severely. Cf. yark, v} 7.

Cum. Gen. applied to animals, but not invariably (E.W. P.). Wm.
Ah'll yocken thi, thoo gurt idle leeum (B.K.).

YACKER, see Acre, sb., Yakker.
YACKEY-YAA, sb. Nhb.1 [ja-ki-ja.] Used as a term

of contempt for an impertinent fellow.
He's a gobby kind o' a fellow, a reg'lor snort—the yackey-yaa !

YACKIE, see Yack, sb.2

YACKLE, sb.
1 Hrf. Som. Also in form yokel Som.

[javkl.] The green woodpecker, Gecinns viridis. See
Hickwall ; cf. yaffle, sb.

Hrf. 1 Som. The common Green Woodpecker, called here the
Rainpie and Yokel, frequents our elms and orchards, Compton
Winscombe Sketches (1882) 120.

YACKLE, sb. 2 and v. Sh. & Or.I. [ja'kl.] 1. sb. A
molar tooth; a grinder. Cf. axle-tcoth, yakee, yattle, sb. 1

Sh.I. Sank his yackles fair inta da baa o' his leg, Burgess Rasmie
(1892)14. Or.I. (S.A.S.l, S.& Ork. 1

2. v. To gnaw. Or.I. Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 801.

[1. ON.jaxl, a jaw-tooth, grinder (Vigfusson).]
YACKS, int. s.Chs. 1 Also in forms yacks, yahks.

[jaks; jaks; jeks.] An exclamation of disgust. Cf. jakes.

YACK-YAR(D,s£. Lin. The common ragwort, Senecio
Jacobaea. n.Lin.1

, nw.Lin. (B. & H.) Cf. yark-rod.
YACORN, see Acorn, v.

YAD, sb} Sc. Nhb. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Lan. Also in

forms yaad Nhb. 1 Cum.14
; yaid Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

;
yaud

N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 n.Yks.13 m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. 1 Lan. 1
;
yawd Sc.

(Jam. Suppl.) N.Cy.1 n.Yks.2 e.Yks. 1

;
yoad Cum.134

;
yod

Lakel.2 Cum. 14
;
yode n.Yks. 1 w.Yks. ne.Lan.1 fjad

;

jod.] 1. A work-horse or mare ; a riding-horse ; an
old, worn-out horse. The same word as Jade (q.v.).

Sc. (A.W.), N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1 A ford near Thorneyburn, on North
Tyne, is known as the ' aad yaad ford.' Lakel.2 Cum. Come
Gwordie lad, unyoke the yad, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 1;

Cum.124 Yks. Ray (1691). n.Yks.123 , e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.

Hutton Tourto Caves(ii8i); w.Yks. 1 There's booses plenty theear,

an ye may tack yer yaud theear yoursel, ii. 293. Lan. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

2. Comp. (1) Yawd-geeat, a horse-track, a bridle-road.

n.Yks.1
; (2) -stick, a riding-switch, ib. ; (3) -wand, a

wand used in driving horses. Cum.14 Cf. gad, sb. 1 3;

(4) -wath, a horse-ford across a stream. n.Yks.2 3. An
old cow. Sc. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). 4. Fig.

Used as a term of contempt for a woman, esp. one of

slovenly habits or a vicious nature.
Sc. A familiar or contemptuous name for a female- servant

(Jam. Supply. n.Yks. 1 Applied also, as ' jade ' is, to either female,

or she-animal, in the way of vituperation. Sometimes applied in

the way of abuse to a man.

YAD, sb.2 Obs. Fif. (Jam.) A piece of bad coal,

which becomes a white, ashy lump when burnt.
YAD, sb? Obs. Cld. Ayr. Rxb. (Jam.) Also in form

yaud. A thread, which in the 'act of reeling has been let

over one of the reel-spokes.

4 c
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YADDER, sb. Sh.I. [ja-dar.] An indefinite quantity.

Cf. gaddery. ' A yadder o' mOr faels ' (J.S.).

YADDER, v. Cum. [jadSar.] To talk incessantly

;

to chatter.
Cum.1

; Cum. 4 Thoo yadders and talks like a gurt feul. 'Bitefter

aw 'at ah'd beenyadderen aboot ahcuddn't verraweel be off takken

f bet,' IV. C. T. X. (1897) 25, col. 1.

YADDLE, sb. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Also in form yeddle
Sc. (Jam.) Nhb. [ja'dl

;
je'dl.] Dunghill drainings

;

cows' urine. Nhb. (J.M.M.) Cum. Brockett Gl. (1846).

The same word as Addle, sb. 1 Hence Yeddlie, adj. of

water : thick, muddy. Lth. (Jam.)

YADDLE, v.
1 Cum." [ja'dl.] To earn. See Addle, v.

2

YADDLE,!;.2 Cum.14 [ja'dl.] To speak quickly and
unwisely.

YADDLE, v.
3 Obs. Cld. (Jam.) To contend.

YADE, YAE, YAEW, see Jade, One, Hew, v.
1

YAFF, v} Sc. [jaf.j To talk nonsense ; to prate

;

to talk pertly. Cf. gaff, v.
2

Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. Nocht but dress an' daffin' An' yaffin, wi'

haveral tongues Mang lassocks gilpie, Hamilton Poems (ed. 1885)

101 ; Wha tell ta tale, triumphant yaffin, Through a' ta town,
Struthers Poet. Tales (1838) 94.

YAFF, v.
2 and sb. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Not.

Lin. Also in form yeff ne.Yks.1
[jaf.] 1. v. To bark

;

to yelp. Cf. waff, v.
2

,
youf(f.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Will ye no let me hear what the man wants wi'

your yaffing? Scott Guy M. (1815) i'; Wha is't that brings dogs
to the kirk, yaff-yaffin' ? Ford Thistledown (1891) 46. Peb. Monie
a dowg at sterns stood yaffin', Affleck Poet. VVks. (1836) 121.

n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks.2
, ne.Yks. 1

, w.Yks.12 , na.Lan.1
, Chs. 123

s.Chs. 1 Cf lit -1 yaaf in tooud ! tuurn im aayt, tin let im yaayk i,th

fuwd. Der.2 nw.Der. 1
, Not. 3 , n.Lln. 1

,
se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

2. Fig. To reprehend sharply ; to scold ; to nag.
Lth. The auld harridan was a yammerin', yaffin', yelpin', yatterin'

yad, Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) 257. Rxb. (Jam.)

3. sb. The bark of a dog.
Rnf. The yaff Camsteery O' red or black-nosed poodle hairy,

Young Lochlomond (1872) 81. Not.3

YAFF,ja3 Bdf. [jsef.] To devour ravenously. (J.W.B.)
YAFFER, see Heifer.
YAFFINGALE, sb. Brks. Hmp. Wil. Som. Also in

forms yaffingal Brks.
;
yappingale Som.

;
yelpingal

Brks. 1
;
yelpingale Brks.; yoppingal Wil. [jarfingel.]

The green woodpecker, Gecinus viridis.

Brks. (M.J.B.); Gl. (1852); Brks. 1 Hmp. So called from its

loud shrill laugh, Wise New Forest (1883) 187 ; Hmp. 1 Wil.
Swainson Birds (1885) 100. n.Wil. (G.E.D.) e.Som. W. & J
Gl. (1873).

YAFFLE, sb. and v.
1 Yks. Not. Lei. War. Hrf. Glo.

Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. Wil. Som. Dev. Also written
yaffel Glo. 1 Sus.2 Hmp. 1

; and in forms yaffil Hrf.'
;

yaffler Sur.1 Som. [ja-fl, javfl.] 1. sb. The green
woodpecker, Gecinus viridis. See Hickwall.
w.Yks. Yks. Wkly. Post (Dec. 31, 1898). Not. 1

, Lei.1
, War.3

,

Hrf.1
, Glo.1

, Ken. 1
, Sur. 1

, Sus.12 , Hmp. 1 Wil. Smith Birds (1887)
251. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). Dev.^W.L.P.) [The spasmodic
laughter of the yaffel, Standard (May 12, 1890) 7, col. 3.]
2. v. Of a woodpecker : to utter a cry.
Wil. A woodpecker yaffledashe flew across, Kennard Diogenes

(1893) vi.

YAFFLE, v.
2 Yks. Not. [ja-fl.] 1. With about : to

gossip. n.Yks. 2 Cf. waffle, v.
1 4 2. To talk fast and

unmeaningly; to mumble, as a toothless person. n.Yks.124
,

m.Yks. 1
3. To trifle. Not.3

YAFFLE, v.
3 Yks. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.

[ja-fl.] To bark ; to yelp ; to yap, as a little dog. Cf.
waffle, i/.

2

n.Yks. 2
, w.Yks.125 , Der. 2

, nw.Der.1 Not. They were yaffling a
bit again the hedgerow, but they could make nothing of it (L.C.M.)

;

Not. 1 Lin. 1 Their dog is always yaffling. Lei. 1 A yafflin' little

moongril. Nhp. 1
, War. 3

Hence Yaffler, sb.,fig. a snappish person.
n.Yks. 2 A desperate yaffler.

YAFFLE, v.* Yks. Oxf. Suf. Ken. Hmp. Also in
forms yoffle, yuffle Ken. 1

[ja-fl, j-B'fl.] 1. To eat, esp.
to eat or drink greedily and with noise. Cf. waffle, v.

3

n.Yks. Ah can't yaffle it (T.S.). Oxf.1 MS. add. Ken. Sa when

we lickt de platters out, An yoffled down de beer, Masters Dick

and Sal (c. 1821) st. 66 ; Ken.1
, Hmp.1

Hence Yaffler, sb. an eater.

Oxf. 1 'E's a good yaffler, MS. add.

2. To snatch ; to take illicitly.

Suf. 1 A poacher's dog snapping up a hare would be said to

yaffle it.

YAFFLE, see Hickwall, Jaffle, sb.1
, Yafful.

YAFFUL, sb. and v. Oxf. Dev. Cor. Amer. Nfld. Also

written yaffel Dev.2
;
yaffle Oxf.1 Dev. Cor. Nfld. [jas'fl.]

1. sb. A handful ; an armful. See Jaffle, sb.
1

Dev. Thee'rt but a yaffle, and most nashun light, Daniel Bride

ofScio, &c. (1842) 180 ; Dev.2 , Cor. 1 [Amer. Dial. Notes (1895)

1. 381. Nfld. Applied especially but not exclusively to gathering

up the fish which have been spread out to dry, a small yaffle

expressing as many as can be held in the two hands together,

and a large yaffle, what a man can gather in his two arms (G.P.).j

2. Money.
Oxf. 1 A bad 'aus [horse] costs as much to keep as a good un,

but it takes a little moor yaffle to buy 'im, MS. add.

3. v. To carry in a loose armful ; to pull about.
w.Cor. For with the furze they yaffled in A lot of dirty looch,

Thomas Randigal Rhymes (1895) 22
;
(M.A.C.) [Nfld. (G.P.)]

4. To throw down roughly.
Cor.3 'Stead of taking him up careful, he reg'lar yaffuled him

into a chair.

YAG, sb.1 Sh.I. [jag.] Fine dust of flour or meal.
S. & Ork. 1

YAG, 11. 1 Sh.I. [jag.] To act as a pedlar; to trade.

S. & Ork. 1 Cf. jag(g, sb.'

YAG, v.
2 and sb.

2 Sc. Chs. e.An. Also in form yaag
Sc. (Jam.) S. & Ork.1 Bnff.1 [jag.] 1. v. To make a
noise

; to talk angrily ; to importune incessantly ; to

irritate, nag ; to quarrel.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Fae da dim rives till black dayset shfi's yaag,

yaag, yaagin', Yacob dis, Yacob dat, Stewart Tales (1892) 5;
S & Ork. 1

, s.Chs. 1 c.An.1
; e.An.2 Two female servants, who look

favourably on the same lad, ' are ollost [always] yagging one another.'

2. To give a short bark, as a dog. s.Chs. 1 3. To
gossip. Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1 Hence Yaager, sb. one given
to gossip. Bnff.1 4. sb. Gossip ; the act of gossiping.
ib. 5. A gossip, ib.

[1. Cp. lce\. jag, a quarrel, squabble
;
jagast (reflex.), to

altercate (Vigfusson).]

YAG, v.
3 n.Yks.2 [jag.] To stare. Henceyags thee,

phr. look you !

YAGE,j/. w.Yks.2 [jedg.] To scratch; to ' root about.'
As a pig does, or as a dog scratches himself when he has the

mange.
Hence Yager, sb. a dealer in scrap-iron.
So called because he ransacks heaps of old iron.

YAGGAZ, see Yaggle.
YAGGER, sb. Sh.I. A clandestine purchaser of

things unfairly disposed of. S. & Ork.1 The same word
as Jagger.
YAGGLE, v. and sb. s.Chs.1 Also in form yaggaz.

[ja-gl.] 1. v. To wrangle ; to quarrel. Cf. jaggle.
Ahy pit-i aan-ibdi uz aaz- bey i)dh aays widh urn, fur ahy)m

shootir dhi dim nuwt bti yaag-1, yaagl, yaag-1 au- dhu bles-ud dee-.
2. sb. A quarrel.
Ahy geurd um aav in u bit uv iS yaag-1 ubaayt siim'tit.

YAH, int.
1 _Sc. Lei. War. Brks. Also written ya Sc.

;

yaaBrks. 1
[ja.] An exclamation of contempt or derision.

Sh.I. Ya, Willie, doo's shure ta ken a' aboot hit, Sh. News (Aug.
31, *9<»)- Frf. Yah ! Damish your skins, I cud thrash the whole
pack o ye, Salmond Man Sandy (1903) 128. Lei. 1

, War.3 Brks.1

Yaa
! I knawed as 'e cood'nt car a zack o' berley.

YAH, int.2 Hmp. [ja.] Come hither ! a carter's
command to the hind horse. (H.R.)
YAH, see A, num. adj., How, adv., One, Ya, Yar, adj.
YAHR, poss. adj. w.Yks.3 [ja(r).] A dial, form of

' our : used emphatically.
YAI, YAID, see Yea, adv., Yad, sb.1

YAIK, v. s.Sc. (Jam.) A dial, form of ' ache.'
YAIK, see Yack, sb.3 , Yowk, v.1

YAIK(E, sb. Obs. Sc. A stroke ; a blow.
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(Jam.) ; At the rack o' the Lord o' hosts his han' whan he raxes

't atowre't wi' ayaik,WADDELL/saz'a/»(i879)xix. 16; Francisque-
Michel Lang. (1882) 428.

YAIL, sb} Hmp. Som. An upright stake in a hurdle.
Hmp. (H.E.) e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
YAIL, sb.2 Chs.1 A dial, form of ' isle.'

YAIL, see Whole, Yaal.
YAIR, sb. Obs. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Also written yaire

Sc. (Jam.) ; yare Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 Dur. ; and in

form yaar Mry. 1. See below.
Sc. (Jam.) Rs. There are a good number of salmon caught on

the sea-coast, sometimes by nets and cobles, . . but chiefly by means
of yaires, or small enclosures, built in a curve or semicircular form
near the shore. At high water the salmon comes within these

yaires, and at low water is easily taken, having no way to escape,

Statist. Ace. I. 282 (ib.). Mry. An enclosure, formed of stakes

wattled with twigs or brush-wood. . . The vestiges of three
different yaars may be stiil traced on the sands. From 8 to 12

barrel of salmon used formerly to be the produce. . . On some
occasions, herrings, but rarely, have been found inclosed, Shaw
Hist. Mry. (1882) II. 162. Clc. Upon the point of these inches,

they erect what are called yares, a sort of scaffold projecting into

the water, upon which they build little huts to protect them from
the weather ; from these scaffolds they let down at certain times

of the tide, their nets, and are often very successful in taking the

smaller fish, Statist. Ace. XVIII. 597 (Jam.). Dmb. A yare is built

of stones . . . about four feet in height, and of considerable length,

and stretches out into the river in the form of a crescent, or of

three sides of a square ; but to give it a probability of succeeding,

it must proceed from a point of land, so as to inclose a bay, ib.

XVII. 217. N.Cy. 1 Nhb. 1 On the Tweed, North Yarewick, &c.
' Aug. 27, 1345. A yare called the Rutyare, which used to extend

to the mid-water of Tyne ; another yare, of like extent, called

Maleyare, near the Redheugh—all west of Tyne bridge,' Welford
Hist. Newcastle, I. 124. Dur. This word in general denotes a fish

lock, sometimes a mill dam, Raine Charters, &c. Finchale (1837) 32.

2. Comp. (1) Yair-fishing, fishing by means of ' yairs '

;

(2) haugh, a ' haugh ' on which there is a ' yair '5(3) -net,

see below.
(1) Sc. Hislop Anecdote (1874) 542. Dmb. Yair fishings, so

productive in this parish [Cardross],seem to be almost peculiar to

it, Statist. Ace. XVII. 217 (Jam.). (2) Nhb.1
(3) n.Sc. A long net

extending into the bed of a river, inclined upwards, and fixed by
poles (Jam.) ; Interrogated for the heritors, Whether the feith-nets

. . . and yare-net, are stent-nets? depones That they are not;

and that no nets can be counted stent-nets, unless such as cross

the water, State Leslie ofPowis (1805) 78 {ib.) ; The . . . yare-nets

extend at least three fourths across the channel of the river, and

are fixed, stented, and immoveable nets, ib. 356 ; The yare-net is

about thirty-six fathoms in length, and about two and one-half

fathoms in depth ; . . and the poles that fix each end of the yare-

net may be about two fathoms and one-half in length, ib. 109.

YAIRD, see Yard, sb.
2

YAIRDIN, sb. Sc. A dial, form of ' garden.'

Abd. Frae Justice Port to Windmill hill Wis wavin' green wi'

yairdins a', Walker Bards Bon-Accord ( 1887) 553.

YAIT, YAK, YAKE, see Oat, Yate, Oak, Yark, v.
1

YAKEE, sb. Sh.I. Also in form yacke. [ja-ki.] A
double tooth; a grinder. (Coll. L.L.B.), S. & Ork.1 Cf.

yackle, sb.2

YAKKER, sb. w.Cy. Som. Also in form yacker Som.
A dial, form of ' acorn.' w.Cy. (Hall.) Hence Yackery,
adj. of pigs : old enough to eat acorns ; see below.

Sweetman Wincanton Gl. (1885); This word is mostly used

where oaks are cultivated and where the pigs are let loose to eat

the acorns. The baby pigs accompany their mothers and as soon

as they begin to eat the acorns they are said to be yackery.

'Your little pigs are growing.' ' Yes, they are getting yackery

'

[able to provide for themselves] (G.S.).

YAKKER-SPIRE, see Acrospire, v.

YAL, see Ale, Hale, adj., Yauld.
YALD, adj. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) Niggardly, parsi-

monious.
YALD, see Yauld, Yield, v.

YALDER, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Also in form youlder

w Yks 2 [ja-ldar.] 1. v. To bark noisily and rapidly.

S.'& Ork.1
, Cai.\ w.Yks.

2 Cf. golder, yoller. 2. sb. The

noisy and rapid barking of a dog, esp. when in pursuit

of prey, or when bringing an animal to bay. ib.

YALDIE, YALDRAN, YALDRIN, see Yoldring.
YALE, sb. Obs. e.An. 1 A small quantity.

YALE, v. Sh.I. Cum. Yks. Suf. Also in forms yaal
S. & Ork. 1

; yele Cum.; yeyl Yks. [jel.] To cry; to

howl ; to fret like a sick child ; to grumble. S. & Ork.1
,

Cum. (K., s.v. Youl), n.Yks. (I.W.), Suf.1

YALK, v. and sb. Sh.I. Also in form yaalk. 1. v.

To bark ; to yelp.
He fled furt yalkin, wi' his tail atween his legs, Sh. News (Oct.

14, 1899) ; Stewart Tales (1892) 252.

2. sb. A bark ; a yelp.
Da gaalders o' auld Berry, an' da yaalks o' da whaalp, brought

Girzzie i' da door, Sh. News (Oct. 22, 1898).

YALL, v. Obs. n.Cy. To go. Bailey (1721).

YALL, YALLA, see Yawl, v.
1
, Yellow.

YALLACK, int. Oxf. Brks. Wil. Also in forms
yellook Brks. 1

;
yellucks Wil.1

;
yollock Oxf.1 [jae'lsk,

je'lak.] Look here ! an exclamation denoting surprise or

calling attention to anything. Cf. hullocky.
Oxf. 1

, Brks. 1 Wil.1 This is usually pronounced Hellucky, and
is a contraction of ' Here look ye !

' ' Now which way is it ?
' . .

.

' Yellucks,' said the boy, meaning ' Look here,' Jefferies Greene

Feme Farm (1880) v (s.v. Hullocky).

YALLACKIE, see Yallock.
YALLACRACK, sb. Sh.I. Also in form yallicrack.

[ja-lskrak.] A loud outcry ; a great noise of voices ; an
angry altercation.

' Loup mad fir a ting o' moos [mouse]. Dat's a yallicrack frae twa
young wimmin ! ' William cried, as he ran efter da moos, Sh. News
(Oct. 22, 1898) ; S. & Ork.1

YALLA-OMMER,YALLER, see Yellow-omber,Yoller.
YALLIECKIE, YALLOCH, see Yallock, Yelloch.

YALLOCK, sb. Sc. Nhb. Also in forms yallackie

Bnff. 1
;
yallieckie ne.Sc. The yellow-ammer, Emberiza

citrinella.

ne.Sc.GREGOR.FK-Z.ore (1881) 140. Bnff.1 Nhb.1 (s.v. Yellow-

yowley).

YALLOP, v. Sus. [jarlsp.] To snuggle.
(E.E.S.) ; The younguns heads a yallopen Right in der mother's

lap, Lower Jan Cladpole, st. 44.

YALLOT, see Yallow-wort.
YALLOW, sb. Lan. A dial, form of ' yarrow,' Achillea

Millefolium.
YALLOWCHY, adj. Sc. Yellowish.
Frf. I d'na care for her hair either, . . something mair yallowchy

wid be an improvement, Barrie Licht (1888) viii.

YALLOW-WORT, sb. Chs. Shr. Hrf. Also in form
yallot Hrf.1 A mild form of jaundice.

s.Chs. 1 Shr. Burne Flk-Lore (1883-6) 184; Shr. 1 A severer

type is called the ' black jaunders.' ' Poor owd Mr. Jandrell o' the

Grove is very bad now ; 'e's 'ad the yallow-wort a lung wilde, an'

it's turned to the black-jaunders.' Hrf.1

YALLY,s6. Obsol. n.Lan. 1 [ja-li.] Ten byes at football.

YALM, see Haulm.
YALP, v. Obs. Wxf.1 To vomit.

YALP, see Yelp, v.

YALTIE, adv. and int. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) 1. adv.

Slowly. 2. int. Take leisure

!

YALTO, int. Abd. (Jam.) Also in form yaltoco.

Used to denote surprise or defiance. Cf. yaalta.

YAM, sb.
1 Sc. Also in form yaam Sh.I. [jam.] A

potato.
Sh.I. What cam o' da twartree yaams 'at I set oot inunder da

trap ? Sh. News (Oct. 29, 1898). Edb. There is a demand for

the large coarse varieties of potatoe, improperly called 'yams,'

Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 78, ed. 1815. Wgt. Fraser Wigtown

(1877I 304.

YAM, v? and sb. 2 n.Cy. Yks. Lin. Cant, [jam.] 1. v.

To eat greedily and with noise ; to chew.
n.Cy. (Hall.), n.Yks. 1

2

, m.Yks.1 Cant. LifeB. M. Carew (1791).

2. sb. The noise made in eating. n.Lin.1

YAM,.f.2 Pern, [jam.] To crave ; to long.

s.Pem. A's yamming for 'is dinner. John yams to go to lime, a

canna bear to hedge (W.M.M.).

YAM, see Aim, v., Hame, sb.
1

, Home.
YAMBER, v. Lei. 1 War.3 [ja-mba(r).] To scold ;

to

abuse freely.

4 c 2
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YAMF(F, see Yamph.
YAMMAL(S, adj. Sh. & Or.I. Also in forms yammel,

yammils S. & Ork. 1 [ja
-

ml(z.] Born in the same year,
twins.

S. & Ork.1 Or.I. He is yammals with John (S.A.S.).

[Cp. ON. jafn-aldri, one of the same age (Vigfusson).]
YAMMER, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.

Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Lin. Rut. Lej. War. Amer. Also
written yamer Bnff. 1

;
yammirSc. ; and in forms jammer

Gall. Uls. ; yamner n.Sc.
;
yamour, yaumer, yaummer,

yaumor Sc.
; yaumour, yawmer Sc. (Jam.) ;

yermer,
yimmer N.I. 1

;
yomer Sc. (Jam.) [ja'ma(r.] 1. v. To

lament; to cry aloud fretfully; to fret; to whimper; to
complain ; to grumble.

Sc. (Jam.) ; It's just wonderful what yammering and tears can
accomplish, Keith Indian Uncle (l8g6) 175. Bnff. 1 Abd. The lasses
yamour frae their wheel, Keith Farmer's Ha' (1774) st. 37. Per.
We doubt an' yamour, trust, and yet repine, Stewart Character
(1857) I26. w.Sc. It [the baby] yammered on night and day,
Napier Flk-Lore (1879) 41. Lth. When the loon his story began
Jist like an auld wife he did yammer, M cNeill Preston (c. 1895) 67.
Slk. Lie quate, ye vile yaumerin imp, Che. North Nodes (ed.

1856) III. 267. Kcb. The wean begood tae yammer, Trotter Gall.
Gossip (1901) 373. N.I. 1

, Uls. (M.B.-S.) N.Cy. 1 Complain con-
tinuously, like a dog shut up. Nhb.1 Lakel.2 What's ta keep
yammeren aboot? w.Yks.2 Lan. Bits o' childher yammerin' for
a bit o' meight, Waugh Owd Bodle, 264 ; Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Yer thi
heaw yon' chylt's yammerin'. Stf. 1 Lin. If her bairns are not
bealing and yammering round her, Streatfeild Lin. and Danes
(1884) 264. n.Lin. 1 Dang them bairns ! thaay're alius yammerin'
aboot, while you can hear noht. War.2 [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896)
I. 427.]

Hence Yammer-youl, sb. a bell in the Paisley Wee
Steeple ; see below.

Rnf. My yaumer youl, which used to share Ilk mourner's sigh,
Mitchell Wee Steeple (1840) 42 ; Yaumer youl acquired its name
by being always rung when a burial was passing the Wee Steeple,
ib. note 49.

2. To make a great outcry, or a loud, disagreeable noise

;

to talk loudly or persistently ; to shout ; to scold.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Da street is foo o' Dutchmen waerin' klogs, an'

atween der yammerin an' da Lerrick boys yellin' . .. doo niverheard
da laek, Sh. News (June 22, 1901). Bnff. 1 To urge importunately;
followed by ' at.' Rnf. Unless again in words I staunjer, Your criti-
cisms maks me yaumer, Webster Rhymes (1835) 168. Ayr. The
wife, who was, however, nane of your yaumerin' tawpies, Service
Dr. Duguid (i88tf 140. Edb. Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875)
Gl. Lth. E'en wee buffy Jock, an' his daft titty Bess, A' yaummer
for Patie the Packman, Ballantine Poems (1856) 109. Rxb.
Hamilton Outlaws (1897)245. Gall. Crockett Standard Bearer
(1898) 83. Nhb. What do's th' want ! yammering and shouting
as kin yen was deef, Bewick Tyneside Tales (1850) 12. w.Dur. 1

What's ta yammerin at ? Cum.1
; Cum." She's yammeran at men

tdaybytlenth. w.Yks.^, ne.Lan.i Lin. His mother yammers at
him

:
she keeps yammering at him, and it don't do no good (R.E.C.) •

Streatfeild Lin. and Danes (1884) 376. sw.Lin. 1 Deary me, how
mother yammers about, she's always at it. Rut. (E.S.), Lei. (ib.)

Hence Jammerer, sb. an incessant and foolish talker
Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 281, ed. 1876. 3. To
long for ; to yearn, crave.

Lan. Aw yammer ty'er heaw things turntn eawt at th end ovo
Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1746) 37 ; Lan.1

, ne.Lan. 1 e.Lan.1

To yearn with a cry, as an infant from the breast. s.Lan. 1 He fair
yammer't for a bit on it. Chs.1 A lamb newly weaned yammers
after the ewe ; Chs.3 , Lin. 1

4. Of a bird : to utter a shrill cry ; to sing loudly.
ne.Sc. The birds had begun to yammer with all their throats in

the Laird's wind, Gordon Northward Ho, 274. Slk. The whaup
yammered abune the flower, Hogg Tales (1838) 366 ed 1866
Dmf. Reid Poems (1894) 2. Wm. A blackbird rose up screaming

'

Hullo
! hark to the yammerin, . . and at this time o' neet too '

Ollivant Owd Bob (1898) 165.
'

5. To talk or hum indistinctly; to stammer.
n.Sc. My teeth chattered mair fast nor ever, but I jest managed

to yamner oot, 'Weel, Mysie, what's it for?' Gordon Carllen
(1891) 204. Lakel> Cum. He . . . yammert oot summat abootwundenn what hed cum ower me, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) a.Wm. Used of the halting excuses of a detected offender (B K )

6. sb. A lament ; a whimpering ; a continuous loud
complaining

;
grumbling.

Sc. (G.W.), Bnff.1 Rnf. The weans, wi' mournfu' yammer, Roun'
theirsabbin'mitherflew,WiLSON.Po««s(i8i6) WattyandMeg. Edb.

The yammer o' an auld Scotch wife, M cLaren Chimla-lug (1881)
88. N.Cy. 1

, Nhb.1 Dur. I'm not likely to forget when you are

on the yammer, Guthrie Kitty Pagan (1900) 31.

7. A great outcry ; a loud, disagreeable noise ; loud,

incessant, or rambling talk ; a shout ; a yell.

Inv. (H.E.F.), Bnff. 1 Per. Sic yaumor an' clamour, sic cursin'

an' bannin', Stewart Character (1857) 72. Rnf. Then on droll

instrument did blaw Some hellish yaumer, Webster Rhymes (1835)
25. Edb. Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) Gl. Dmf. Whist,
man, haud your yammer, and dinna be sic a tearing fool, Hamilton
The Mawkin (1898) 235. Nhb. 1

, Cum.*
8. Obs. The cry of a bird. Sc. Herd Coll. Sngs.

(1776) Gl.

[1. OE. geomenan, to mourn, complain (Sweet).]

YAMMET, see Emmet.
YAMMY, adj. Lan. [ja'mi.] Of the legs: well-

shaped, stout.

Look at that lassie's gimboes; they're quite yammy, N. £j* Q.
(1868) 4th S. i. 122.

YAMP, adj. Sc. [jamp.] Noisy.
Lth. The southern dealers yamp an' crouseWad stech an' denner,

Lumsden Sheep-head (i8gs) 143.

YAMPH, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Also written yamf(f Sc.
(Jam.) [jamf.] 1. v. To bark; to yelp; to yap, as a
small dog.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. Slg. Peace-disturbing,
yamphing Tray, Muir Poems (1818) 33. Lnk. Gart a' the hale
town tykes Yamph loud that day, Ramsay Poems (ed. 1733) 63.
Edb. A small dog, whilk ran up and down the other bank, yamphing
atme,BEATTY.Sf£7-rfa>-(i897) 311. n.Cy. (Hall.) Nhb. A dog, . .

but the yamphin thing dee't the neist day, Richardson Borderer's
Table-bk. (1846) VII. 136; Nhb. 1

2. To rampage ; to career noisily.
Ayr. I mysel' saw you yamphin' through the vittal and chased

you bluidin' to my ain byre-bysse, Service Notandums (1890) 104.
3. sb. A bark ; a yelp.
Sc. (G.W.) Peb. Shouts ! yamphs ! and ba-as ! Lintoun Green

(1685) 29, ed. 1817.

YAMPS, sb. Sc. [jamps.] The garlic, Allium ursinum.
n.Dmf. Garden Wk. (1896) No. cxiv. 112.
YAN, sb.

1 Dur. 1
[Jan.] A harvesting term ; see

below. See Gan, v.
1
8.

Generally three shearers and one binder constitute a ' yan '

;
the number varies with the breadth of the ridge. The yan next
to the part which is already cut, is called the ' leading yan.' Three
yan would consist ofnine shearers and three binders (s.v. Shearer).
YAN, sb.2 Wm. [Jan.] In phr. at yans an' tweeas, at

cross-purposes. See One.
They're o' at yans an' tweeas ower t'auld man's money (B K )YAN, adj. and sb.3 Obs. Ayr. (Jam.) 1. adj. Small

puny. 2. sb. A small thing ; a mite.
' Sic yans,' such small creatures.
YAN, see Ean, Gan, v.

1
, Hern, sb., One, Yon.YANCE, YANDER, YANE, see Once, Yonder, And,

so., une. '
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Hmp.lYANGLE st..and v. Lin. Nhp. e.An. [js'ngl 1

1. sb. A yoke for the neck of an animal to prevent it
breaking through fences.

prevent it from

Art Ci8,JI"- ^°RT0N Cyd
°\ Asrk-

l863 '
Snf

- Rainbird

of £;i $ 3°
V
ed l8/9; Suf

'
A tri^gular yoke, composedof three pieces of wood about two feet long, fastened at theirntersections about the neck of a sow, so as to have the base ofthe triangle horizontal, and the apex over her head.

o'
A h°°°}e for a horse's feet. Lin., Nrf. (E.G.P.)

J. v. To hobble a horse by fastening two legs together
<=.Au. Suf. 'Side yangling,' when the fore and hind feet on
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same side are connected. ' Fore yangling,' when the two fore feet

are connected. ' Cross yangling,' when the fore and hind feet of

different sides are connected, Rainbird Agric. (1819)302, ed. 1849;
Suf. 1

YANK, v.
1 and sb. Sc. Yks. Lin. Ken. Amer. Also in

form yenk ne.Yks.1 e.Yks.1 [jarjk.] 1. v. To move
actively and quickly ; to push onwards. Cf. janken.

Ayr. They went not forth like gangers Ayankingon their cloots,

Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 9.

Hence (1) Yankie, sb., fig., a sharp, clever, forward
woman

; (2) Yanking, ppl. adj. active, forward, pushing

;

(3) Yanky, adj. active, agile, nimble.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) (2) Sc. I canna bide their yanking way of

knapping English at every word, Scott St. Ronan (1824) ii. Rxb.

(Jam.) (3) Edb. As yanky as a German jumpin-jack, Smith Hum.
Stories (ed. 1882) 15.

2. To pull quickly ; to jerk.

e.Sc. I yankit my arm oot o' the grip o' him, an' took haud o'

his instead, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (,I9°°) II6 - [Amer. We
yanked the mare round an' we tuk down that road, Cent. Mag.

(Nov. 1901) 21.]

3. To strike sharply with the end of a whip-lash ; to flog

;

to thrash.
n.Yks.4 , ne.Yks,1 e.Yks. Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 30; e.Yks.1

MS. add. (T.H.) n.Lin. She couldn't bring hersen to gi'ein' him

a good yankin', Peacock Tales (1890) 2nd S. 88.

4. Fig. To pass quickly.
Ayr. Mony a lang winter night I hae seen yankit by wi'his glib

gab, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 65.

5. To quarrel. Ken. He kept on yanking (D.W.L.).

6. sb. A sudden, severe blow ; a stroke with the end of

a whip-lash.
Cld. I'll tak you a yank o' the chafts (Jam.). Slk. (ib.)

;
I gave

him a yank on the haffets, Hogg Tales (1838) 50, ed. 1866. e.Yks.1

MS. add. (T.H.)

7. A quarrel. Ken. Having a yank (D.W.L.).

YANK, v? Not. Lei. [jarjk.] To cry out ; to squeal.

Not. 1 Lei.1The babbyniver yanked norcroyedwhen ahweshed it.

YANKEE-JACK, sb. n.Cy. Nhb. A coal-mining term

:

see below. Also in comb. Yankee-Jack system.

n.Cy. Yankee Jack system shall be abolished whenever the

owners find it convenient to do so, Webb Industrial Democracy

(1901) 311. Nhb. A system of paying for coal wrought from the

pit, the small coal and stones being first of all taken out, and large

and clean coal only being reckoned in the hewer's payment. It

differs from 'Billy Fairplay ' in reckoning the payment after the coal

has been waled (separated from stones) (R.O.H.).

YANKER,s6. Obs. Sc. 1. A smart stroke ;
a 'yank'

(q.v.). (Jam.) 2. A great falsehood.

Slk. Ay, billy, that is a yanker. . . When ane is gaun to tell a lie,

there's naething like telling a plumper at aince, and being done

wi't, Hogg Perils of Man (1822) I. 336 (Jam.).

3. A tall, agile girl ; a clever girl. Rxb. (ib.) Gall. Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824). 4. An incessant talker. Kxb.,

Gall. (Jam.)
"

. „ r . , ,

YANKS, sb.pl. Lin. Also in form yants. [jarjks.J

Gaiters, leggings.

White E.Eng. (1865) II. 13 ; Lin.1 I must put on my yanks to-

day nXin.1 e.Lin. Coarse, untanned leather gaiters worn by

country folk, N. V Q. (1879) 5* S. xi. 38. seXin. Heavy leather

gaiters worn by drain-diggers, ib. 55. sw.Lin. 1 Coming down over

the foot, and strapped beneath it. ' The mud was ower his yanks,

reiet on to his knees.'

YANLY, see Onely.
. , ...

YANNA.^r. "

Brks. [ja-na.] Is it not ? usedm/errog

at the end of a sentence. ' Gettin' warm, yanna ? (M.J.B.)

YANNER1Y, YANNUT, see Anerly, Eartji-nut.

YANST, see Once.
YANT, adj. Ayr. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Small, puny. (s.v. Yan.) Cf. gant, adj.

YANTS, YAOW, see Yanks, Hew, v.

YAP o 1 and sb.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc Irel. Eng. and

Amer
'

Also written yapp Chs. 1
;
and in forms yeep Ir.

;

Vep nw.Dev.'ryepP Sh.I ;
yeppy Wm. w.Cy nw.Dev.1

;

y?
JfpAr. * Sus • vop Glo.12 Wil. 1 Dor.1 Som. Dev. [jap,

5p;fop.] i v

°P
To yelp; to bark snappishly. Cf.

y^c
P
(AW.) Nhb. They whinged and bayed, with eyes a-glare,

And yapped, and could not rest, Noble Laird of Thorneyburne (1855)

27. n.Yks.14 , w.Yks. (J.W.), Chs. 1
, Not.13 , Lei.', Nhp. 1

,
War.- 3

,

Hrf.', Glo.12 Brks. 1 A dog is said to ' yap ' when giving a short

surly bark accompanied by a snap. Also when dogs give tongue

falsely in hunting they are said to be 'yappin' about.' e.An.1 Nrf.

Is that yar little dawg keep a yappin' ? Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf.

(1893) 41. Suf. 1
, Hmp.1

, I.W. 1
, Wil. 1 Dor. 1 When in bark'ns

yoppen dogs Da bark at vo'ke a-comen near, 174. Som. Sweetman
IVincanton Gl. (1885). e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 Look
out! That's th' old dog, he don't never yappy vornort. nw.Dev.1

,

Cor. 1 [Amer. I couldn't hear a thing but the yapping of dogs

and the hishing of the women and young uns as they tried to stop

the howl, Cent. Mag. (Jan. 1901) 44L]

2. To talk snappishly, noisily, or foolishly ; to chatter

;

to scold.

Sh.I. What's wrang we dem noo ? I toucht dey wir yappit

anough, Sh. News (Apr. 28, 1900). Abd. His snappin' an'

yappin' got clean on my nerves, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 16,

1901). n.Yks.4 Wil.1 What be a yopping there for? w.Som.1

Mind yer work, and neet bide there yappin. Dev.3
,
Cor.3 [Amer.

Dial. Notes (1895) I. 381.]

Hence (1) Yapper, sb. a snappish, sharp person
; (2)

Yappy, adj. sharp and unpleasant of speech ; cross,

irritable.
,

(1) s.Dev. His enemies said ' Job wer' a proper yapper, which

was a less complimentary way of putting it, Longman's Mag. ( 1901

)

46. (2) n.Cy. (Hall.) n.Yks. Applied to old people. ' T'awd

man's rather yappy' (I. W.).

3. To cheep, as a young bird.

Ir. Geese, who yeep as they walk along, Keighley Pop. Fictions,

ii, in Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.) N.I. 1 A chicken or young turkey

is said to yap when it makes repeated calls for food. Ant.

Ballymena Obs. (1892). Wm. (Jam., s.v. Yawp), e.An.1 Sus. It

[an egg] was heavy, and the carrying of it was a queer sensation,

inasmuch as it squirmed and ' yipped ' vociferously in transit,

threatening so unmistakably to hatch in my hand that I was

decidedly nervous, Wiggin Goose Girl (1902) 49. w.Cy. Grose

(1790). n.Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 469-

4. To cry, esp. to cry peevishly, as a child.

Cav. Yon child got a fall and it's yapping still (M.S.M.). m.Yks. 1

5. Of a person : to croak.

w.Cy. Thou art so hoarse, that thou canst scarce yeppy, Grose

( 1 790).

6. sb. A sharp, shrill bark ; a yelp ; a snap.

Sh.I. Aald ' Cerby ' for me med a yepp, Burgess Rasmie

(1892) 76. Not.3 Nrf. They coursed the poor bunnies, uttering

short yaps of excitement, Longmans Mag. (June 1899) 155.

w.Som. 1
,
nw.Dev.1

, Cor.
2

7. Incessant talk.

Dev. Hold yer yop, Pulman Sketches (1842) 160, ed. 1871.

8. The short, noisy cry of a peevish child. m.Yks. 1

9. A yelping dog, a cur. Cum. 1
, n.Yks.

1
,
e.An. 1

10. A cross, peevish person; a troublesome, crying

child. N.I. 1
, n.Yks.

1
,
m.Yks.1

YAP, sb.
2 Nhb. Cum. Yks. Also in forms yaap Nhb. 1

;

yape Cum. ;
yaup, yep, yip Nhb. 1 [jap.] An impudent,

forward child or youth ; a mischievous lad ;
a perverse,

wilful animal ; used as an opprobrious epithet. Cf. ape.

Nhb.1 Cum. ' A wutless bit hav'ril,' a conceited yape, Rayson

Poems (1839) 62 ; Cum.14 ,
ne.Yks. 1

YAP sb.a Lakel. Wm. Yks. Also in form yappy

Lakel.2 [jap.] A foolish person ; one slightly weak in

intellect ; also in comp. Yap-stick. Cf. gaup.

Lakel. 2 Wm. Yon gurt daft yappy '11 niver larn neea sense

(B.K.). w.Yks. What a yapstick he is, there's no end to his silly

tricks (M.N.). . r
YAP, adj. and v.

2 Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Also informs

yaap Nhb.1
;
yape Sc. (Jam.) ;

yaup Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy. 1
;

yawp Sc. (Jam.) Nhb.
1 [jap.] 1. adj. Quick:, apt, ready;

eager keen; desirous; forward; also used advb. Cf.yipper.

Sc (Jam ) ; The ottar yap his prey let drap, Scott Minstrelsy

(1802) IV. 342, ed. 1848. Abd. He did na see the dreary sight

Till some yap gilpy tell'd him, Skinner Poems (1809) 49. s.Sc.

The ordinary work of the ' yape ' expectants was, no doubt,

apparently going on, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 65. Lnk. To the

crusie lightin' [Ij began fu' yaup, Struthers Poet. Tales (1838) 82.

Peb. Lintoun Green (1685) 153, ed. 1817. N.Cy.1 Cum. 4 Syne

til't he fell, and seem'd right yap, His mealtith quickly up to gawp,

Daft Bargain, 1. n.
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Hence Yappy, adj. apt, quick.
Nhb. 1 He's a yappy lad (s.v. Yaap).

2. Hungry, with keen appetite.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Ye wild be a' yap aneuch gin than, Alexander

Johnny Gibb (1871) xl. Per. I'm fifty oot—yet . . . I'm juist as
yap an' yauld As e'er was youth, Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891)
40. Ayr. I'm growing yawp ; and hunger, though it's gude
kitchen to a cauld potato, is but a wet divot to the low o' love,
Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822) lxxxviii. Slk. I discern by the glegness
o' the een o' him that he's yaup, yaup—yaup, and's sharpening his
teeth wi' the fork, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 96. n.Cy.
{Coll. L.L.B.) Nhb. 1 He's varry yawp.
Hence (1) Yaply, adv. hungrily, with a keen appetite

;

(2) Yapness, si. hunger ; keenness for food
; (3) Yappish,

adj. somewhat hungry ; hungry
; (4) Yappy, adj. hungry-

looking, thin.

(1) Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Unto their supper now they yaply fa',

Ross Heknore (1768) 81, ed. 1812. Dmf. For supper rang the
usual bell, And yaply to his meltith fell, James Kennedy Poems
(1823) 138. (2)Edb. My lantern jaws, which looked, notwithstand-
ing my yapness and stiff appetite, as if eating and they had broken
up acquaintanceship, Moir Mansie Wauch (i828)iv. (3)Sc. (Jam.);
Efter yer lang stretch, ye should be very yawpish, Tweeddale
Mqff (1896) no. e.Fif. It was noo past denner time an' he was
beginnin' to feel a wee thochty yappish, Latto Tarn Bodkin
(1864) v. Slg. Wi' whisky, tea, an' butter'd rows We stow'd our
yappish gebby, Galloway Poems (1788) 18, ed. 1795. Lnk. The
weans that hae a bit to gang Grow yapish for their dinner, Watson
Poems (1853) 41. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster!, 1899) 341. Nhb. 1

(4) N.I. 1

3. v. Obs. To be hungry ; to hunger.
Sc. (Jam.) ; Your head's nae sooner up than your stamock's

yapin, Ramsay Prov. (1737). Ayr. Dug frae guts o' mooly cheese
To gi'e their yawping crapings ease, John Kennedy Poet. Wks.
(1818) 98. N.Cy. 1

[1. And nowe sa jape men as 3e be 3atis hase stoken,
Wars Alex. (c. 1450) 2201. OE. geap.]

YAPE, v . and sb. Sus. Hmp. [jep.] 1. v. To gossip.
Sus.12 , Hmp. 1 See Gape, v.

1
2. To loiter. Hmp. Wise

New Forest (1883) 288; Hmp.1
3. sb. Gossip.

Sus. (E.E.S.); An dere was a law chep as wur a bit ov a nabbler
an a live mawkin wot hed awves loiked a mort of rubbidge an yape,
Jackson Southward Ho (1894) I. 432.
YAPE, see Gape, v.\ Yap, sb.2, adj., Yaup, v.

YAPISH, see Apish.
YAPPER, v. War. Glo. Also in form yopper Glo. 1

[ja5'pa(r).] To chatter, talk ; to answer saucily ; to mouth.
War.2 Glo. 1 Stop thee yapperin'.

YAPPINGALE, YAPPLE-DREANE, YAPPY, see
YafEngale, Apple-drane, Yap, sb.3

YAPS, sb. pi. w.Som.x
[jasps.] A disease of chickens.

See Gape, v.
1

_
YAPS, int. s.Chs. 1 Also in forms yahps, yaps, yeps.

[japs.] Fie ! used as an exclamation of reproof ; also in
phr. yaps upon you.
YAR, adj. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Lan. Also written yah

e.Yks. 1
;
and in form yare n.Cy. [ja(r.] Harsh of taste;

sour; brackish. n.Cy. (Hall.), Cum.14, e.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.

(S.P.U.), w.Yks. 1 Cf. wharre. Hence (1) Yarrish, (2)
Yarry, adj. harsh or strong of taste ; acid, sour.

. (1) w.Yks. 1

, Lan.', ne.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1 This ale's rayther yarrish.

(2) e.Yks. (W.W.S.) w.Yks. ' Yarry' points to a rough taste in
the mouth like that produced by sloes and crabs, Hamilton Nugae
Lit. (1841) 354. Lan. 1

, s.Lan. 1

YAR, int. Yks. fja(r).] In phr. (1) yar away about, a
cry to sheep-dogs: 'go away round them.' (R.H.H.)

;

(2) — away hinder, ' come back behind me.' (ib.)

YAR, see Argh, adj., Earth, sb.1
, Hair, Hear, Hoar,

adj.1
, Yare.

YARB, sb.
1 Won [jab.] A dial, form of ' garb.'

s.Wor. 'Er's despret flushy, 'er mus' a got on 'er weddin' yarb
(H.K.).

J

YARB, sb.2 Hrf.2
[jab.] An opprobrious epithet.

' Him's a ninted yarb,' a mischievous fellow (s.v. Ninted).
YARB, v. Hrf.2 [jab.] To cut roughly.
It's badly yarb'd.

YARB, YARBY, see Herb.
YARD, sb. 1 and v.

1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also in forms yed Lakel.2 n.Yks.12 m.Yks. 1
;
yerd Sc. (Jam.

Suppl.) Ant. Lakel.2 w.Yks. 1 ne.Lan.1 Shr.2 [jard, jad;

jsrd, jad.] 1. sb. In comb. (1) Yard-band, (a) a tape

measure ; a yard-stick
;

(b) the three stars forming the

belt of the constellation Orion ; also called Lady's yard-

band
; (2) -coal, see below

; (3) — of clay, a long clay

pipe
; (4) -side, one yard long

; (5) -wand, a yard-stick

;

(6) -wide days, prosperous times
; (7) -wood, wood used

by charcoal-burners
; (8) -work, a colliery term : work

done by the yard, or partly by yard and partly by the ton.

(i,a) w.Yks. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

, Lei.1 {b) w.Yks. 1 The Lady's yerd-band.

Nhp. 2 (2) Shr. 1 A good coal for manufacturing purposes; Shr. 2 A
measure of coal which lies upon the Black Basses. (3) Lin.1

(4)

Nhb. 1 Let's he' just a yard-side. (5) Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892).

Nhb. 1 It is in the colliery that its special significance is understood.

When carried by underviewer or overman it is at once a distinguish-

ing wand of office, a convenient walking stick, or a rod of punish-

ment to evil-doers of juvenile years, as well as a measuring rod for

setting off the work in the mine. In former times it was ofthe yet

further service of forming a useful accompaniment in the descent

of the pit, and was used to fend off the person from the sides of

the shaft. 'The man descending with one thigh in the loop, and
his left arm round the chain, with a heavy lantern in his hand, and
with the yard-wand in his right hand, to guide and keep himself

as near as possible in the centre of the shaft,' Scott Ventilation of
Coal Mines (1868) 31. Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed.

1888). Lakel. 2
, n.Yks.12 , m.Yks. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, Lei. 1

(6) s.Lan. 1

Poor chap ! aw know'd him when he wur i' his yard-wide days,

bu' he's hard-drivven neaw. (7) Midi. A ' cord ' of yard-wood is

only three-fourths of a statute ' cord,' Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796)
I. 71. (8) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888).

2. Phr. (1) straight up and down, like a yard of pump-
water, said of a tall, thin person. s.Lan. 1 6

; (2) you must
eat anotheryard of pudden first, said to one who is not yet
man enough to do something. Suf.1

(s.v. Pudden poke).

3. A rod, staff, wand ; a yard-stick.
Sc. ' The king's yerd,' i. c. the sceptre (Jam. Suppl.). n.Yks.2

,

Shr. 2

4. A measure of land, varying in different localities ; see
below.

Oxf. A yard is a fourth part of a lot. . . An acre is a lot. An
acre or lot is sometimes three or four acres. . . The yard, one or
more. . . When each lot is large, the habaker is large too, and so
the yard, and when small, they are small too, Stapleton Three
Parishes (1893) 309. Ken. 1

; Ken. 2 ' A yard of land,' i. e. a rood.
' Ayard ofwod,' costs 6*-. 8a?. in the Old Parish Book of Wye. Wil.
A quarter of an acre, so called because in ancient common field

lands where the furlongs were 40 poles long, the \ acre was a
land-yard or pole at the end, Davis Agric. (1813) ; Wil. 1 w.Som. 1

A measure of five and a half yards (i6£ feet) both long and square,
i.e. the same as a rod, pole, or perch. Dev. The tender of Mr.
Charles Heard to channel the water-courses with Marland brick
in various parts of the town was accepted at 45. 6d. per yard of
nine feet, 11. Dev. Herald (Apr. 8, 1897) 8, col. 2, in Reports
Provinc. (1897) ; He produced a stick, which he said was just over
ayard in length. . . 'But that measures more than a yard,' remarked
myhusband; 'that must be nearly a rod long.' 'Oh, yes ; but we
call that a yard down here,' was the reply, ib. (1893) No. 13.
Cor. The linear rod, pole, perch, or land yard is 5 J yards of 3 feet
in imperial measure, 6 yards or 18 feet in Cornish. The square
rod, pole, perch, or land yard is of course the square of this, and
160 of them make the acre in either measure. Lace or yard are
the common terms for the square of 18 feet, in measuring potatoes
or anything else (J.W.).

Hence Yard-land, sb. (1) a certain measure of land,
varying from 15 to 40 acres ; an ancient copyhold tenure;
(2) in phr. to go round by the yard-land, see below.

(1) War. A ' bundle ' of, usually, 30 'strips ' scattered over the
common field of the village, Old Deeds Soutkam (1625-1780) ;

(W.G.) s.Wor. (H.K.) Oxf. In Begbroke and Yarnton the yard-
land represented thirty-two statute acres, Stapleton ThreeParishes
(1893) 263 ; 1831. At a Vestry it was agreed that every holder in
the parish should take his proper proportion of the labourers out
ofwork, that being one day for one yard land, ib. 279. Bck. Yard-
lands are attended with peculiar rights, Marshall Review (1814)
IV. 521. Sur. At Wimbleton it contains no more than fifteen

acres, Bailey (1721). Hmp. The yardlands (virgates), or half
yardlands, . . of varying size in different places, but usually about
thirty acres, more or less, Capes Rural Life (1901) 38. Wil. The
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rest of the manor called the tenantry part was divided into small
copyhold tenements or farms called 'yard-lands,' Marshall Review
(1817) V. 204 ; This is land sufficient for a plough of oxen and a
yard to winter them. Ancient copyhold tenements into which the
manors were usually divided, each being occupied by one tenant and
enjoying equal stinted rights of common, Davis Agric. (1812) ;

Wil.1 (2) s.Wor. Under the old poor-law men and boys who
claimed employment were sent by the overseers to the different

farms, and work was found there for them for a longer or shorter

time according to the size of the several holdings. The overseers
drew up and gave them a sort of way-bill, to be signed by the

several employers, directing them to what farms they were to go,

and for how many days. This was called ' Going round by the

yard-land' (H.K.). se.Wor.1

5. v. Used of a couple courting ; see below.
Sur. Don't you know the three stages o' courtin' here ? Fust

o' all, the young pair walks each other about a yard apart—that's

yardin'. Then they gits more familiar, and takes each other's

arms. That's . . . aiblen to aiblen, and last, when they curls their

arms round each other, . . that's called waistin' ! Baring-Gould
Broom Squire (1896) xxxv.

6. Obs. See below.
I.Ma. To summon for hiring: formerly . . . executed by the

coroner of the sheading or district on behalf of the deemsters and
others entitled to a priority of choice of the servants at a fair or

market (CD.) ; An obstruction both to the farmers, deemsters,

and other officers, who should have the benefit of yarded servants,

Statute (1667) quoted in Ribton-Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy,

450 (ib.) ; The old privilege of 'yarding' given by . ancient

customary law to the lords, deemsters, and chief officers in the

island ... of compelling certain persons of either sex into their

service at a trifling fee fixed by law, has now and very properly

fallen into disuse, Denham Tracts (ed. 1892) I. 200.

YARD, sb? and t>.
2 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also in forms yaird Sc. (Jam.) ;
yart Lan.

;
yeard Edb.

;

yerd Wgt. Dwn. Shr.2
;
yord Shr.1

;
yort Lan.1 s.Lan.1

[jard, jad.] 1. sb. In comp. (1) Yard-brush, a broom of

stiff material, used for sweeping yards
; (2) -man, a man

who looks after the stock in a farm-yard.

(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) Not. The yardman's loud whistle in the yard,

Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 232. n.Lin. 1 Wanted a farm-labourer

... as yardman, Gainsburgh News (Sept. 25, 1875). e.An. 1 Suf.

Rainbird Agric. (1819) 303, ed. 1849. Ken. 1 (s.v. Second-man).

2. A garden ; an enclosure of land adjacent to a house.
Sc. (Jam.); Scoticisms (1787) 113. Sh.I. He's creepin trou da

yard, Burgess Rasmie (1892) 46. ne.Sc. A fitpath led through

the yaird to the upper yett, Grant Keckleton, 29. Abd. The hoose

and the yaird, wi's bow [boll] an' sap money, Alexander Am
Flk. (1882) 50. Per. Our factor has a famous yaird, It slopin' to

the sunshine beiks, Spence Poems (1898) 28. Ayr. Lang syne,

in Eden's bonie yard, When youthfu' lovers first were pair'd,

Burns Address to Deil (1785) st. 15. Edb. Whan father Adie first

pat spade in The bonny yeard o' antient Eden, Fergusson Poems

(1773) 143, ed. 1785. Wgt. Fraser Wigtown (1877) 260. Dwn.

A wuz stan'in'alane in the yerd by Knockdoo, Savage-Armstrong

Ballads (1901) 202. Cos. 3 The kailyards, the gardens outside the

walls of Chester. Lin. 1 Shr. 1 Run to the yord an' see if the gis

an' gullies bin all right; Shr.2 e.An.1 We have a sort of fape-

bushes in the yard. Nrf. Let my beloved come into 's yard and

ate his plasant fruits, Gillett Sng. Sol. (i860) iv. 16. Suf.

Rainbird Agric. (1819) 302, ed. 1849; Suf. 1

,
Ess. 1 [3erd, or

jorde, ortus (Prompt.)^]

3. Comp. (1) Yard-dyke, a garden wall; (2) -foot, the

lower end of a garden
; (3) -head, the upper end of a

garden.
(1) Sh.I. He caught her by herself at the corner of the yard

dyke, Burgess Sh. Flk. (1902) 20. Per. He's brought stones

from the hill ; With rugging and drouging, Your yard-dyke to fill,

Smith Poems of Controversy (1714) 85, ed. 1869. (2, 3) Sc. (Jam.

Sttppl.)

4. A churchyard.
Abd. This will be the deepest in the yaird ; It's nae a four fit

dibble for a common man the day—Ilk bane I'm layin' by is o' a

Laird, Murray Hamewith (1900) 24. Ayr. Johnston Gienbuckie

(1889) 71. Peb. He slumbers in yon lonely yaird, fast by the

Tweed's fair stream, Sanderson Poems (1865) 47. e.Dur. 1
,
s.Dev.

(G.E.D.), Cor."

6. A cluster of houses, a ' fold.

Sc. (A.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.) Lan. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.)

;

Lan. 1
, s.Lan.1

6. v. Obs. To spread manure ; see below.
Dev. The raising and proper disposing of the large heaps of

manured earth which have been removed from the vorehead and
spread about the rest of the field, Horae Subsedvae (1777) 452, 469.

YARD, adj. Obs. n.Cy. Ready, eager, sharp. Bailey
(1721). Misprint for ' yare,' q.v.

YARDEN, sb. e.An.12 [ja-dan.] A yard-stick.

YARDIE, sb. Dev. [ja di.] A dockyard labourer.
The 'yardies,' as the [Devonport] dockyard men are locally

called, have still given no sign, but why they are holding back no
one can understand, Dy. Mail i_Oct. 21, 1902) 3.

YARE, adj. and int. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Shr. Suf. s.Cy.

Ken. Also in forms yar Suf. Ken.12 ; yoir Elg. [jes(r.]

1. adj. Ready, prepared ; disposed, desirous, eager

;

alert, brisk, nimble ; also used advb. Cf. gar(e, yary.
Sc. Ye ha'e your bow weel bent, And a' your arrows yare,

Jameson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 165. n.Sc. (Jam.) Elg. I've seen

thee, yare in a' thy pride, Lift up thy saucy ee, Couper Poetry

(1804) I. 241 ; ib. Gl. Rxb. Yeoman yare and baron bold, Riddell
Poet. Wks. (ed. 1871) I. 283. N.Cy.12 , Nhb. 1

, Yks. (K.) n.Yks.1

Weel, Ah's yare fur ma' dinner, Ah is; n.Yks.2
, Shr. 1 Suf. Ray

(1691). s.Cy. ib. Ken.12

Hence Yarely, adv. eagerly, quickly.
Fif. The younker, Curlins, of devoted soul Down headlong

yarely gallop'd horse and all, Tennant Anster (1812) 69, ed. 1871.

2. Covetous, stingy. n.Cy. Bailey (1721) ; N.Cy. 2 s.Cy.

Ray (1691). 3. Fresh, green ; used of grass or pastures.

N.Cy.2
, Suf. (K.) s.Cy. Ray (1691). 4. int. Obs. A

command to get ready quickly
;
quick !

Slk. Yare, yare ! here they come, Hogg Perils oj Man (1822)

III. 204 (Jam.).

[He woren iare into Denemark for to fare, Havelok

(c. 1280) 2954. OE. gearo, ready.]

YARE, see Ere, adv. 1
, Hair, Yair, Yar, adj., Year.

YARELY, see Early.
YAREWINDS, sb.pl. Obs. Shr. 1 A machine for hold-

ing yarn intended to be made into skeins or wound into

balls. See below.
The yarewinds consisted of a reel and stand. The reel was

a stock something like the nave of a wheel, with four arms,

inserted crosswise, i.e. at opposite diameters; these arms were
perforated at regular distances from the end, to receive the tall

wooden pins round which the yarn was wound. By means of the

holes—about five in each arm—the pins could be adjusted to

' slippings,' or skeins, of various lengths. The stand consisted of

a small block, forming an apex, as it were, to the three legs

which supported it, and having in its centre a pivot upon which
the reel rotated. (A tripod, to serve as a stand for the reel, would
sometimes be rudely fashioned by cutting a three-forked branch

to the requisite length, and inverting it.) The whole affair was
about two feet and a half from the ground. When spinning was
a household industry, yarewinds supplemented the wheel ; the

yarn spun and twisted on the latter being wound on the reel, as

the succeeding process by which the 'slippings' were formed.

Linen-yarn, when it had been made into ' slippings,' was bleached,

and afterwards returned to the yarewinds, from which it was
wound into balls for the cottage weaver. Spinning-wheels and
yarewinds were in use about 1840, and probably at a later date still.

YARFA, sb. Sc. Also written yarpha S. & Ork. 1
;

and in forms yarf(f Sh.I.
;
yarfal Cai. 1 [ja'rfa.] 1. Peat

mixed with clay and sand
;
peat full of fibres and roots.

Sh.I. Four or five mile o' gaet, fou o' mOry yarfs, ert byles, an'

coorse hedder, Sh. News (Dec. 15, 1900^. Or.I. In the moss

there are two kinds of peat prevalent. One sort is very dark

and almost black, and this is considered the best for domestic

purposes. The other sort is brown, and looks well, but does not

burn so well as the other : it is popularly known by the name of

yarpha, Fergusson Rambles (1884) 181 ; S. & Ork. 1
,
Cai. 1

2. A peat-bog ; a hole in a moor.
Sh.I. He follows the brod [trail

|
until its end at the entrance to

a yarffnear the side of a burn, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 224 ; We
turn . . . the poor yarpha, as the benighted creatures here call

their peat-bogs, into baittle grass-land, Scott Pirate (1821) xxxv.

[1. Cp. ON.jorfi, gravel, gravelly soil (Vigfusson).]

YARFAST, v. and sb. Sh.I. Also in form yerfast

S. & Ork.1 [ja'rfast.] 1. v. To secure corn, thatch,

&c. from wind by binding down.
(Coll. L.L.B.); 'To yar-fast de corn, de hay, de boat,' &c, that

is, to secure the corn, &c. against storms and sudden gales :
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properly to fasten it down to the earth by means of weights,

stones, Jakobsen Dial. (1897I 46.

2. sb. Chains, ropes, &c. used for binding down in such
a manner. S. & Ork. 1

YARF(F, see Yarfa.
YARK, sb} Obs. Wxf. 1 A barn.

YARK, v> and sb.
2 Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lin. Nhp. Wor. Suf. Som. Amer.
Also written yahk e.Yks. 1

; and in forms yack w.Yks. 2

Lin.1 Nhp.2
; yake w.Yks.4

;
yek Not.

;
yerk Sc. (Jam.)

N.Cy. 1 Cum.4 w.Yks. Lin. 1 Suf. 1 Amer.
;
yerke Chs. 3

;

yirk Sc. [jark, jak
;
jark, jak.] 1. v. To jerk ; to

seize or pull forcibly ; to snatch, wrench, force. Cf. jerk, v.

Sc. We saw the wee flag yirk up to the mast-heid, Stevenson
Catriona (1893) xv ; He yarkit it out o' my han' (Jam. SuppL).
e.Sc. I yerkit the pillow oot frae the lazy back o' him, Strain
E/mslie's Drag-net (1900) 28. e.Lth. Yerk out only a sentence or

two, Mucklebackit Rhymes (1885) 185. n.Cy. (Coll. L.L.B.),

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1 Lakel.2 Yark it oot. Wm. They yarked off their

coats to fight (B.K.). n.Yks.34 , e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Willan

List Wds. (1811) ; w.Yks.1 To seize anything by stealth ; w.Yks. 2

He yarked it out; w.Yks.345 , Der. 1
, Not. (J.H. B.), Not. 1 Lin. 1

Don't yah yack it from me. n.Lin.1 He saw him knocking and
yarking the horse about and swearing at it, Stamford Merc. (Sept.

27, 1861). sw.Lin. 1
I yarked the bread and butter out on her

hand. Som. (Hall.) [Amer. She'll be a-yerkin' me aroun'

thereckly like I wuz a rag-baby, Cent. Mag. (Jan. 1866) 426.]

2. To throw with a jerk ; to cast violently ; to toss.

Sc. Ye yerkit me ow'r, Sharpe Ballad Bk. (182^) 28, ed. 1868.

Slg. Be sharp, my lad, and merry O, And yerk it fa curling stone]

to the snaw, Buchanan Poems (1901) 79. Dnif. I'll yerk ye tae

the yirth, an' crack a' yer banes! Paton Castlebraes (1898) 246.

Gall. Gallovidian (1901) III. 160. w.Yks.5 Yark it here ! sw.Lin.1

He yarked her down reiet on the stones.

3. To dig out ; to force up by the roots.
Sh.I. He wis yarkin' oot da paets an' da swaet holin aff o'm,

Sh. News (Nov. 25, 1899). w.Yks. 2 There were some gooseberry
trees i' t'garden, but shoo yacked 'em all up.

4. To push ; to slam ; to shut with force.
Cld. He yerkit to the yett wi' a bang (Jam.). w.Yks. Hutton

Tour to Caves (1781).

5. Of a horse : to kick ; to strike out with the heels.
Cum. 4 To lash out in play as a colt will ; kicking implies vice.

w.Yks.' T'horse yarked out baath his hinder fit. Der. 1 When a
horse strikes, he is said to yark, or ' to yark out his heels.'

6. Of birds : to rise. Not. 2 The snipe yarked up.

7. To strike hard, esp. with a switch or whip ; to beat,
thrash ; to stab.

Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. Mornin clocks an' yarkin hammers Reviv'd
us by their tunefu' yammers, Taylor Poems (1787) 177. Abd.
They yark the yielding grain frae aff the strae, Walker Bards
Bon-Accord (1887) 455. Ayr. She yerkit my haffet wi' her loof,

Service Notandums (1890) no. Edb. Gif ye yirk me in the ribs
with your stellet, Beatty Secretar ( 1897) 93. Dmf. The auld spur
yerks intill oor flanks, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 140. N.Cy.1

Nhb. 1 He'll yark ye when he gets had on ye. Dur. 1
, Lakel. 12

,Cum 4 Wm. If I can nobbut catch the' I will yark the' (J M )

(M.P.) n.Yks.124, ne.Yks. 1
, e.Yks.1

, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. Hutton
Tour to Caves (1781) ;

(R.H.R.); w.Yks.1 Lan. Davies Races
(1856) 276 ; Lan.', n.Lan. 1

, ne.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

Hence (1) Yarker, sb. (a) a sudden, severe blow ; also
usedfig.; (b) anything very large of its kind; a'whapper';
(c) used ironically for something very small or delicate

;

(2) Yarking-,///. adj. (a) very large of its kind, ' whapping'

;

(b) severe.

(1, a) Sc. Mackay. Slk. That was a yerker ! Hogg Tales (1838)
364, ed. 1866. Dmf. (Jam.) (b) Nhb. 1 Cum. 4 Oor meer's fwol't
a cowt, an' a yarker. Wm. (B.K.), (M.P.), n.Yks.124

, e.Yks. 1
,w.Yks. (J.W.), ne.Lan. 1 s.Not. It were a big un ; it were a

yarker (J.P.K.). n.Lin. Sutton Wds. (1881). (c) s.Not. Them
taters are yarkers 1 Why, they're no bigger nor pills (J.P.K.).
se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (2, a) Nhb. 1 A yarkin tettie. Cum. 4 Wm. A
gert yarken black puddin, Billy Tyson's Hunneymoon, 8. e.Yks. 1

MS add. (T.H.), ne.Lan. 1 (b) Sc. I houp and trust we'll have
yerkin frost when it comes, Tweeddale Mqff'(1896) 87. ne Lan.1

8. To break
; to cleave ; to cut, chop, hack.

Fif. The weir-steed's skull was yerk'd in twa.TENNANT PaA^n*
(1827) 179 s.Yfor. Somebuddy'ave bin a yarkin' this mate about.
trie man th acker, oolt a, a'll suhn yark 'im up (H K

)

9. Obs. Of the rays of the sun: to beat powerfully on

any object. Abd., Kcd. (Jam.) 10. To start a tune

;

to commence singing, playing, &c. ; to strike up, reel off;

used with q^and out.

Sc. Watch John Auld preparing to 'yirk oot the psalms,'

Wright Sc. Life (1897) 15. Lnk. He clam the scale wi' serewed-

up e'e, An' yerkit oot this lood oblation, Murdoch Doric Lyre

(1873) 21. Lth. Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 286.

11. To move quickly or hastily ; to push on ; to do
anything energetically ; to work hard.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Wi' a sludd o' dis kind, we'd been sittin'

nearly nakid abiine da belt yarkin' in fir life ta win ta da laand,

Sh. News (July 8, 1899). n.Sc. (Jam.), Bnflf. 1 Lth. We hae a

lang tramp to yerk till in the morning, Lumsden Sheep-head

(1892) 181. Nhb. A warld o' wonders crossed maw brain, Through
which they did se skelp and yark As if maw wits had run amain,

Wilson Pitman's Pay (1843) 23 ; Nhb. 1 Cum.4 They beaath

teaak teh ther heels . . . and that man iv his trailan t'chain efter

as hard as he could yark, Sargisson /oi? Scoap (1881) 72. e.Yks. 1

Generally used ironically. ' Talk about waak [work] ! Tom diz

yark it.' w.Yks. 1 I yark'd up i' a crack, an ... I yarks intot' house,

an hugs out lile Bill.

12. Obs. Of beer: to be in a state of fermentation. Ags.
(Jam.) 13. Fig. To think hard ; to beat one's brains

;

of the mind : to be busy, worked up, or excited.
Sc. (Jam.) ; In vain he yerked his souple head, To find an

ambiguity, Outram Lyrics (1887) 32; Thoughts are free, tho' I

mayna say mickle, I can yark at the thinking, Ramsay Prov.

(1737). Bnff. Meantime I'm yarkin' at my study, Taylor Poems
(1787) 172. Ayr. My barmie noddle's working prime, My fancie

yerkit up sublime Wi' hasty summon, Burns ToJ.Smith ^1785) st. 4.

14. To bind tightly.

Sc. (Jam ) ; His hands and feet are yerked as tight as cords can
be drawn, Scott Midlothian (1818) lii. Slk. They yerkit his

limbis with twine, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 16. Rxb. They'd just

yerk me up to the white birk . . . wi' my hands high abune my
head, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 128.

15. To stretch to the fullest extent.
Nhb.1 Sirrah, yor weskit's yarkeet on ye.

16. To pack tightly
; to ram full.

Lnk. Ilka guidwife had her barrel Yerkit fu' o' guid aitmeal,
Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) 25.

17. To be noisy, indulge in horseplay, 'lark.'
Cum. Some teymes i'th winter neeghts, when dark, We'd into

the Ladies Di'rysyark, Stagg Misc. Poems (ed. 1807) 52 ;
(E.W.P.)

18. With out: to shout loudly. w.Yks. (J.R.) 19. To
bite greedily ; to drink.

Sh.I. Fader kens 'at shii might as weel a yarkid in a bottle o'

spring waal watter, Sh. News (Oct. 5, 1901); When fish are
biting freely, they are yarkin at the bait (Jam.); S. & Ork. 1

Hence Yarker, sb. an eager eater ; a greedy person.
Lakel. 2 Wm. He war a yarker if he yance gat hod (B.K.).
20. sb. A jerk, pull, snatch.
Gall. I gied them a bit yirk oot, Crockett Cleg Kelly (1896) 283.

e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks. 1

, w.Yks. 1

, Chs.3 s.Not. Gie the reins a bit of a
yek (J.P.K.).

21. A smart blow or stroke
; a heavy thump; a flogging;

a stab.
Sc (Jam.), Cai.1 Abd. He gat a yafu yark against the door

cheek, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xviii. Per. I got a yerk
o't Right through my thigh, Spence Poems (1898) 160. Lth,
They winna stand a yerk ava, Ballantine Poems (1856) 139.
Slk. He whiles gae his mother a yerk on the face, Hogg Poems
(ed. 1865) 327. Nhb. 1 Der. ' Come and get a good yark.' This

% o ?' the mast
5.
r says when a b°y 's sent to him for punishment

(*.r\). Cum. Threw his neef hoaf up teh t'ceilin', an than
browt it doon wi sec a yark on t'coonter, Sargisson Joe Scoap
( l? ,

I4
xi

Cum\. n-Yks '
2 ni Sie thee a skinf«l °* y^ks.

ne.Yks. 1 He gav him a yark ower t'back. e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks >

w.Yks. 1 Nhp.2 A yack i' th' head. Suf.1
'

22. A quick movement of any kind. Sc. (Jam.)
23. Phr (1) to gang yark, to go with a jerk; to strike

against
; (2) to play yark on, to strike, to beat. '

(1) Cum. Turns and gangs yark on another gert steann, DickinsonLumbr (1876) 242. (2) Slk. Making his hazel sapling play yerk
on the hind quarters of his nag, Hogg Tales (1838) 361, ed. 1866.
24. A strap or piece of string to fasten the trousers to
keep them free from mud.

s.Wor. Stop tilla've got mah yarks on (H.K.).
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25. Rough amusement ;

' larks.'
Cum. Gay rivin' yarks we hed, Richardson Talk, 2nd S. fed.

1876) 67 ; Cum.4 *

.
26. A draught

; a long drink
; a greedy bite ; used of an

indefinite quantity.
Sh.I. I faer A'U hae ta tak' anidder yark o' watter, Sh. News

(Mar. 24, 1900) ; A yark o' drink (J.S.) ; S. & Ork. 1

YARK, v? Obs. n.Cy. To prepare. Bailey (1721)

;

(Hall.) [OE. gearcian, to prepare, supply (Sweet).]
YARK, adj. Shr. Dey, Also written yarke Dev.

[jak.] 1. Brisk,lively; sharp-witted, shrewd, penetrating.
Shr. Bound Provinc. (1876). Dev. Aw, my bwoy, yd be

Hiking yark'smarning, HewettP««s.5/>. (1892) ; Horae Subsecivae
(1777) 469. s.Dev. Fox Kingsbridge (1874).
Hence to lookyark, phr. to look sharp, make haste.
Dev. You must look yark to catch the train, Reports Provinc.

(1887).

2. Of weather : wild, stormy.
It's very yark to-day, ib. (1891).
YARKIN, sb. Sh.I. Also in form yarken. [ja'rkin,

an.] The space between the forefinger and thumb ; the
hollow of the foot between the heel and great toe ; the
grasp of the hand. (Coll. L.L.B.) ; S. & Ork. 1

ib. MS. add.
YARKIN(G, sb. Sc. Nhb. Also in forms yerkin Bwk.

Dmf. (Jam.); yerking Slk. [jarkin.] 1. The side
seam of a shoe ; the seam by which the hinder part of
the upper leather of a shoe is joined to the fore part.

S. & Ork. 1
, Bwk. (Jam.) Slk. George had not sewed a single

yerking, Hogg Tales (1838) 317, ed. 1866. Dmf. (Jam.)
2. Comb. (1) Yarkin allishen, an out-seam awl

; (2)
•seam, the lacing part of a boot.

(1) Sh.I. A yarkin allishen, a Norway ladle, a gruel tree,

Stewart Tales (1892) 39 ; Spence FlkLore (1899) 242. (2) Nhb. 1

YARKIN(G, adj. Lan. [ja/kin.] Grating, harsh.
A corn-crake set up a yarkin seaund, Clegg Sketches (1895") 262.

YARKING, vbl. sb. Sh.I. [jaTkin.] Incessant fault-

finding. S. & Ork.1

YARK-ROD, sb. Lin. The ragwort, Senecio Jacobaea.
n.Lin.1

, nw.Lin. (B. & H.) Cf. yack-yar(d.
YARL, v. and sb. Not. [jal.] 1. v. To utter a loud,

discordant sound ; to bawl. Cf. jarl.
s.Not. The woman's alius yarlin an 1 yawpin at him, becosof 'im

likin a sup o' beer. Do stop that yarlin kid (J.P.K.).

2. sb. A loud, discordant sound ; a bawl.
Them theer high notes o' theirn was a yarl {ib.).

YARLIN, see Yoldring.
YARLS, sb. Cum. Also in form yurls. Money given

to confirm a bargain ; earnest money. See Aries.
My next yurls is teaan for Amurica, Sargisson Joe Scoap

(1881) 10 ; Cum. 1 *

YARLY, see Early.
YARM, v. and sb. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lin. e.An. Also in

forms yaarm Sh.I. ; yawm e.An. 1 [jarm, jam.] 1. v.

Of a sheep : to bleat.

Sh.I. I heard a odious yarmin, an' da first 'at I saw wis a black

lamb fleein' first da wan wye an' dan da tidder, Sh. News (July

29, 1899) ; S. & Ork. 1 MS. add.

2. Of a cat : to whine ; to mew.
Sh.I. Yea, doo may yaarm, pussy. Doo'll shiirely be satisfied

apo' heads an' guts da night, Sh. News (July 2, 1898) ;
(Coll.

L.L.B.) w.Yks. Sich a yarmin an spitting an barkin as yo nivver

heeard, Hartley Clock Aim. (1890) 15.

3. To utter a loud, discordant noise ; to shriek, yell ; to

cry as a wild beast.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) w.Yks. A strange chap bawlin an yarmin,

Hartley Clock Aim. (1890) 48. Lin. (Hall.), e.An. 1 Nrf.

Holloway.
Hence Yarmer, sb. a precentor.
Sh.I. The upstaander [minister] and the yarmer had not then

learned to quarrel over a ' mug o' tee watter,' Spence Flk-Lore

(1899) 121.

4. To scold ; to speak ill-naturedly ; to find fault, grumble.

n.Cy. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) Yks. Ah gav' him a bunch

wi' me feeat, an' rattled him yarming off yam, Lancaster Mod.

Yks. Poets, 66. m.Yks. 1
, w.Yks.3

, e.Cy. (Hall.)

5. sb. The bleat of a sheep. Sh.I. Spence Flk-Lore

(1899) 164. 6. The cry or whine of a cat ; mewing,

caterwauling.
VOL. VI.

Sh.I. Da yarms an' spittin' o' da cat an' da njirrin 0' Beiry
waukin'd Sibbie, Sh. News (Mar. 26, 1898). Or.I. Dennison
Ore. Sketch Book (1880) (Jam. Suppl.).
7. A discordant, disagreeable sound. Lin.1

[3. 3armand & jerand a joten him semed, Wars Alex.
(c. 1450) 4745. 5. ON.jarmr, a bleating (Vigfusson).]
YARMOUTH, sb. Nrf. Suf. Cant. In comb. (1)

Yarmouth bloater, an inhabitant of Yarmouth
; (2)— capon, a red herring.

(1) Nrf. Peggotty said, . . for her part, she was proud to call
herself a Yarmouth bloater, Dickens D. Copperfield (1850I iii. (2)
Nrf. Their red herrings are nicknamed Yarmouth capons, England's
Gazetteer (1790) s.v. Yarmouth. Suf. 1 Cant. Life B. M. Carew
(1791) Gl.

YARN, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng. Also
in form yorn s.Lan. 1

fjarn, Jan.] 1. In comp. (1)
Yarn-beam, the beam in a loom on which the warp is

wrapped ; cf. garn, ib. 1 (2) -clue, a ball of wool
; (3)

-croft, a field used for bleaching yarn ; also used attrib.
;

(4) -nag, see below
; (5) -windles, an implement for

winding yarn ; see Windle, sb.2
; (6) -winds, (a) see (5)

;

cf. yarewinds
;

(b) in phr. to put a nicht on 'e yarnwins,
to spend an evening in an uninteresting way.

(1) Gall. Nothing ever came from those whose ears hear little

but the chirping of the yarn-beam, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)
224, ed. 1876. Chs.1

(2) Sc. Like to the yarn clue of the drowsy
knitter, Scott Monastery (1820) xxxiii. (3^ Lan. The gallows tree

Wheer th' yorn-croft thief wur swung, Ridings Muse (1853) 9.

s.Lan. 1 (4) Sc. I lookit to my yarn nag And it grew never mair,
Chambers Sags. (1829) II 331. (5^ Sc. Ye will have a ravelled

hasp on your yarn-windles, Scott Pirate (1821) v. Nhb. 1 Cum.
This instrument is screwed to a table, and has a cup in the centre

to hold the clew (M. P.). n.Yks. 2
(6, a) Sh.I. Sha cam' butt wi'

da yarnwinds. Shii wis . . . ben windin' twartree clues o' waaft, fir

a wab o' grey claith, Sh. News (Mar. 24, 1900). Cai. 1 (b) Cai. 1

2. Phr. to take the yam, said of herrings when they
strike the net. N.I. 1

3. Fig. Humour, mood.
w.Yks. 2 He was in the yarn for it.

YARN, see Hear, Hern, sb., Yawn, v.

YARNACLES, see Yarringle(s.
YARNDLE, sb. Obs. Chs. An instrument for winding

yarn, a ' yarn-windle.'
Chs.1 An instrument [for measuring] which is usually called a

cross or square . . . having an hole at the center, like those things

which "here in Cheshire we call Yarndles, being used by country
housewives in winding of their yarn, Martindale Countrey

Survey Book ( 1 682) 69.

YARNEST, see Earnest.
YARNETS, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) An instrument for

winding yarn.
YARNUT, sb. Sc. Nhb. Lan. Lin. The pig-nut,

Bunium flexuosum. See Earthnut. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.),

Nhb. 1
, ne.Lan. 1

, Lin.
1

YARNY, adj. n.Yks.2 Disposed to the telling of long
tales.

YARP, v. Obs. Sc. To ' harp ' fretfully ; to grumble,
carp, complain, whine. See Harp, sb. 1 5.

Ayr. (Jam.) Lnk. Grit o'ercome [superabundance] . . . Gars
yarp an' yammer sigh an' weep, Gin aff she's fleein', Watt Poems
(1827) 72.

YARPHA, see Yarfa.
YAR-POAN, v. Sh.I. To thatch with two layers of

sods. See Pone.
' To yar-poan de ruiff ' : to ' double poan ,' to put on two layers of

sods (in thatching) and not the usual layer of straw, Jakoesen
Dial. (1897) 46.

YAR(R, v. Yks. Lan. Lin. [jaafr).] 1. To growl

as a dog ; to snarl. s.Lan. 1
, Lin. 1 See Arr, v.

2
; cf. yirr.

2. To cry ; to shout ; to speak loudly. Yks. Dy. Express
(Dec. 19, 1902) 4. n.Yks.4

YARR, sb. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Lan. Also in forms yawr
Bwk. Nhb. Cum.

;
yur Cum.4 |jar.] The corn-spurrey,

Spergula arvensis.

Sc. (Jam.) Enff. By small weeds, is meant yarrs, skellachs,

gule and others, Surv. App. 42 (ib.). Abd. When the weeds—

•

' yarrs, skellachs, gules, and others'— begin to spring, Alexander
A'. Rural Life (1877) 26. Bwk., Nhb., Cum. (B. & H.), Cum.",
s.Lan. (B. & H.)

4»
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YARR, see Arr, v.2

YARRAGE, sb. Nhb.1 Also written yarridge. [ja-ridg.]

An edge, corner, sharp point. See Arris, sb.

YARRA-GRASS, sb. Ess. The common yarrow,
Achillea Millefolium. (S.P.H.)
YARREL, sb. Suf. The common yarrow, Achillea

Millefolium. (Hall.), (E.G.P.)
YARRELS, sb. Nhb. 1 [ja'ralz.] The goosander,

Mergus merganser.
YARRINGLE(S, sb. Obs. Chs. Shr. Also in form

yarnacles Shr. 1 An instrument for winding yarn ; see
below.

Chs. 1 In use sixty or seventy years since. s.Chs. 1 Shr. 1

Yarnacles were, for all intents and purposes, the same as the
yarewinds previously described, q.v. ; but they were somewhat
simpler in construction, the reel being merely two flat pieces of
wood laid one over the other,—like a S. Andrew's Cross, in form,—with a hole in the middle to enable it to rotate on a pivot. The
arms were perforated like those of the yarewinds, and for the
same reasons

; the tall pegs holding the yarn being fitted into the
holes at the compass required by the skein. A pedestal, or stand
of some kind, having a pivot in the centre, served for the reel to
work upon.

YARROW, v.
1 Sh.I. [ja'ra.] To prepare grain for

use
; to make mea.1.

' I can hardly believe 'at ye hae nae use for sivs an' weichts,
gudeman. Yarrow ye nane o' your crops ?

' . . ' Yarrow wir crops !

No, no, my freend at ye ir, dat days is by hereabout,' Sh. News
(Mar. 12, 1898) ; Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 172 ; S. & Ork. 1

YARROW, v.
2 n.Sc. (Jam.) To earn ; to gain by

industry.

YARROWAY, sb. e.An. The common yarrow,
Achillea Millefolium.

e.An. 1 [A] plant of omen. . . Take one of the serrated leaves of
the plant, and with it tickle the inside of the nostrils, repeating at
the same time the following lines :

' Yarroway, yarroway, bear a
white blow, If my love love me, my nose will bleed now.' If the
blood follows this charm, success in your courtship is held to be
certain, 424. Nrf. (B. & H.)
YARRY-HORSE, sb. Ess. A horse that carries its

head well. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).
YARSENT, YARTA, YARTH, see Jazzen, Jarto,

Earth, sb. 1

YARWHELP, sb. Irel. Nrf. Also in fgrm yarwhip
N.I. 1 Var. species of godwit, Limosa.

N.I.1 Harris Hist. Down (1744). Nrf. Black-tailed godwit
(R.H.H.). [Bar-tailed godwit, Swainson Birds (188=5) 198 1YARWHIP, YARWIG, see Yarwhelp, Earwig.
YARY, adj. Nrf. Ken. Dev. Amer. Also in form

yarry Dev. Amer. [je'ri.] Ready; smart, quick; sharp,
cunning ; wary. Cf. yare.

Nrf. Trans. Phil. Soc. (1855) 38. Ken. A yary fellow (K.)
Dev. Magpies be yarry birds, Pulman Sketches (1842) iso, ed
1871. [Amer. Dial. Notes (1895) I. 381.]
YASK, sb. Shr.1 [jask.] A loud cough to clear the

throat. The same word as Hask, adj. 1
(q.v.)

Bygum
! 'e wuz aumust choked, 'e gid sich a yask

YASP, adj. Sh.I. [jasp.] Brisk, fresh.
Da tidder moarnin' I wid jump apo' da fluer as yasp as ye laek

an' as supple as a eel, Sh. News (June 11, 1898) ; S. & Ork.i
MS. add.

YASPEN, sb. Obs. or obsol. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Stf. Der.
Ess. s.Cy. Som. Also in forms eapns Yks. ; espin Der.1 •

iSom.; yeepsen Ess. 1 s.Cy.; yepsintle Lan. 1 ne.Lan.1

l.'i yespen Ess.; yespfull Stf.; yestmus s.Lan. 1

As much as can be taken up in both hands together • a
double handful.

'

n.Cy. Bailey (1721). Yks. (Hall) w.Yks. Thoresby Lett
(.1703). Lan. Theer woudno I ha cumn for a yepsintle o'ginnies,Tim Boaaw,V*w Dial. (ed. 1740) 43; Lan.', ne.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.*
Stf. Ray (1691) MS. add. (J.C.) Der. 1 Ess. Ray (1691) ; (K.)

;

pnter (la 2)
26°^ (l790)
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YASSICH.Wz,. Bnff. 1
[ja-six .] With violence Thesame word as Jossich (q.v )

violence, i ne

YAT.5Z.. 1 Shr.2
[jat] A dial, form of ' gate ' (q.v.).

ipson
s.Lan.

YAT, sb.2 n.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]
A heifer. (Hall.)
YAT, v. Sh.I. [jat.] To pour in a large quantity;

to stream. Cf. yote.
Shii cam rinnin' at her utmost wi' her face laik da yatten blude,

Sh. News (July 31, 1897) ; S. & Ork. 1

YAT, see Gate, sb. 1
, Hot.

YATCH-MATCHER, sb. Dor. The wheatear, Saxi-

cola oenanthe. (E.C.M.)
YATE, int. Lan. Not. I.W. Also written yait e.Lan. 1

;

yeight Not. [jet.] 1. A command to a horse to go to

the right. e.Lan. 1
, Not. (J.W.) See Hait. 2. A

command to a horse to go to the left. I.W. 1
(s.v. Meyther).

YATE, see Gate, sb 12
, Give, Hait.

YATER, YATH, see Yatter, v.
1
. Earth, sb. 1

YATLIN, sb. Sh.I. [ja-tlin.] Candles made by
dipping cotton-wick repeatedly in melted tallow. S.& Ork.1

YATLIN-BLOOD, sb. Sh.I. In phr. as red as yatlin-
bluid, used of anything of a bright red colour. S. & Ork. 1

Cf. yat, v.

YATT, see Eat, Gate, sb.
1

YATTER, v. and sb. 1 Sc. Nhb. Also written yater
Lnk. ; and in form yetter Lth. (Jam.) [ja'tar.] 1. v.

To chatter.
Sc. (Jam.); The French pray!—Yatterin' cratursl Wha wad

ken what they said? Ford Thistledown (1891) 29. Lth. Wi'
yatterin' an' clatterin' They made an unco din, Smith Merry
Bridal (1866) 3. Rxb. Frequently redoubled, as expressive of
reiteration, or as intimating that there is scarcely any intermission.
'She's ay yatter-yatterin, and never devaulds' (Jam.). Dmf. Yatter
a wheen French phrases, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 140. Nhb.
Grace likes to yatter about the days when she bondaged for him,
Graham Red Scaur (1896) 121.

2. To speak loudlyorangrily; to scold, carp, fret, grumble.
Sc. Mackay. Sh.I. I . . . just begin ta sing whin shu begins ta

yatter, Stewart Tales (1892) 24; S. & Ork. 1 Frf. Martin got as
raised as a wasp, and he yattered back, Salmond Man Sandy
(1903) 24. s.Sc. I winna get up, sae yer yatterin's vain, Watson
Border Bards (1859) IQ3- Edb. Let Mrs. Cauldwell yatter awa'
there as lang as she likes, Ballantine Deanhaugh (1869) r3°-
Rxb. (Jam.) Nhb.1 She's a clarty yattrin body.
Hence Yatterie, adj. fretful. Bnff. 1

3. To rattle ; to
rustle. Ayr. (J.F.) 4. sb. Chatter ; a chattering noise.

Fif. (Jam.) Slg. Buchanan Poems (1901) 44. Twd. The broad
twang of the fishermen, the shrill yatter of the fishwives, Buchan
J. Burnet (1898) 188.

5. Noisy or angry talk
; brawling, scolding, grumbling.

Sh.I. Da yatter an' da yowl o" a auld auld„wife, Stewart Tales
(1892) 74. Abd. He'll winner fat's the maitter wi' 'im fin he disna
hear th' conteenual yatter in's lug, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Jan. 17,
1903). Fif. Confused talk (Jam.). Lnk. Nae cravin' body's yater
deevin

, Watt Poems (1827) 72. Nhb. 1 Hear what a yatter them
cheps is myekin.
6. An incessant talker.
Sc. She's a weary yatter, Mackay. Rxb. (Jam.)YATTER sb.2 Sc. (Jam.) A confused mass or heap

;

a collection of small objects. See Hatter, v. 8
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IL 5 (4), Fy, int. 2 (5 ).Sc. The signal made by a shepherd to his dog when he is to '

drive away some sheep at a distance (Jam.). Nhb. 1

YAUD, see Jade, Yad, sb. 13

YAUDEN v. Yks. Also written yowden. [jo-dan.l
1 o grow dusk ; also used with in.

It's owthergannin ti rain or else it's yowdenin' in forneet (T.K.),



YAUFF [57i] YAVIL

Dirty, nasty, filthy.

YAUFF, see Youf(f.
YAUGH, adj. Obs. Ken.
Ken.1 ; Ken.2 It is all yaugh.

YAUGHT, see Yote.
YAUK, r Sc. To ache.
Per. Wi' the butt his shouther yaukit. Aye yaukit, yaukit,

dwanged and yaukit, Spence Poems (1898) 183. w.Sc. Yaukin
banes are sair to bide (Jam. Suppl.).

YAUK, see Yawk, Yoke, sb.
1

YAUL, sb. Sc. In phr. as drunk as a yaul, dead drunk.
Abd. (G.W.)
YAUL, see Yauld, Yawl, v>
YAULD, adj. Sc. Nhb. Also written yald Sc. (Jam.)

Nhb.1
; and in forms yal Kcb. Nhb. 1

;
yaul, yawl Sc.

(Jam.) Nhb.1
;
yeld Nhb.1 1. Alert, sprightly; nimble,

active ; able-bodied ; strong, powerful.
Sc. In the youngest and yaldest ofmy strength, Scott Antiquary

(1816) vii ; Gen. of a vigorous elderly person (A.W.). Per. I'm

fifty oot,—yet . . . I'm juist as yap an 1 yauld As e'er was youth,

Haliburton Ochil Idylls (189:) 40. s.Sc. 'A yauld ganger,' a

powerful walker (Jam.). Ayr. Graenin' whiles, and no sae yaul,

I'll gi'e my hull an overhaul, White Jottings (1879) 191. Slk.

Ye're a yauld, guid-lookin' hizzie, Thomson Drummeldale (1901)

131. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster { 1899) 370. Gall. A yaul aul

man (W.G.). Kcb. As lish an' yal as ony deer, Armstrong
Ingleside (1890) 140. Nhb. Amongst the competitors—all of whom
were yald young fellows, Dixon Whittingham Vale (1895) 53;
Nhb.1 A yawl horse. Lish, yald, shepherd lads.

Hence Yaul-cuted, ppl. adj. active-footed ;
having ancles

adapted for running.
Kcb. Ilk yaul-cuted heifer round thee playing In merriment,

Davidson Seasons (1789) 47-

2. Sharp, cold; frosty; also used fig.
Frf. Noo sets my sun in fears O' poortith stern an' yauld, Reid

Heatherland (1894) 57. Ayr. A yawl nicht, when there is a snell

frosty air (Jam.).

YAUMER, YAUMMER, see Yammer.
YAUNCE, v. and sb. s.Chs. 1

[J911S.] 1. v. To toss

the head ; to shrug the shoulders ; to make any quick

movement of the body ; of a horse : to prance. Also

used reflex. See Jance.
See aay ee yau-nsiz wen ahy tiich im wi)dhu wip\

2. sb. A quick, jerking movement of the body.

YAUP, v. and sb} Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Shr. Hrf.

Brks. and Amer. Also written yaupe Hrf.
;
yawp Sc.

n.Yks.124 e.Yks. 1 s.Chs.1 Shr.1 Hrf.1 [jop
;
jap.]

To gape, yawn ; to yawn audibly. Cf. gaup.

n.Yks.2 , w.Yks. 2
, Not.1 , Lei.1, War.", Brks. 1 [Amer. They

stand starin and yawpin, all eyes and mouth, Sam Slick Clockmaker

(1836) 1st S. xxxi.] .

2. To shout, bawl, cry aloud; to talk in a loud, boisterous

manner ; to whine ; also with out. Cf. yap, v.
1

Sc (Jam.) ; I was that wearied with my mother's constant yaup

yaup'ing close to my ears, Whitehead Daft Davie (1876) 142, ed.

1894. Bnff.1 Per. Gin ye gang yaupin' an' skirlin' out there,

ve'se raise din wull do far mair scaith to yersel', nor it can til hiz,

Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 273, ed. 1887. Gall. He s yawping

ay a yammering sang, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 213, ed. _1876

Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 459- ^- Glt down out
. °,L

thf
wid your yawpin', Barlow Liscounel (1895) 79- N.Cy.\ Nhb.

,

Dur 1 Lakel.2 Thoo may yaup an' shoot as thoo s a mind, An 11

hev mi awn way about it. Cum.1' Wm. We yoped an shoot t

ta egg folk on, Spec. Dial. (1880) pt. li 5a ;
(B.K.) n Yks. Wha

are you yowpin' at? (I.W.) ; n.Yks.1
;
n.Yks.2 Prithee dinno

geeap an yowp seea; n.Yks.*, e.Yks. (Miss A.), e.Yks. 1
,
m.Yks.

fan
P
A remark which caused th' folk to yawp eawt wi .lowfin

riaurfnngl, Wood Hum. Sketches, 113. eXan.1 s.Lan.1 A lot o
Liaugningj, vv

To uUer & loud or hlgh

nTe
PI
STREATFE. Lr^ Lin. and Danes (1884) 377 ;

"n.« ^n.Lin. 1

When Mrs — "-gs she yaups aboot like a lad tentin' craws

sw Lta ! What are you yauping about you tiresome things. Lei.1

rcouMn' 'ear his-sen spake, the' kep' on yawpin soc

man went yauping down the street like mad. War.
soo. Nhp.1 A

123 : War.*

Doant ye go yaaping like that up and down the street. Shr.,

Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876).

Hence (1) Yauping, ppl. adj. ill-natured, peevish,

querulous
; (2) Yaupy, adj. given to screaming or bawling

;

(3) Yowper, sb. (a) a yelper ; a street-crier ; a ballad-

singer
;

(b) a fault-finder ; (4) Yowpse, (5) Yowp-Simon,
sb. a disorderly, bawling fellow.

(1) Cai. 1
, Cld. (Jam.) Kcb. The wife, yt wus lyin on the bed in

the front room, crie't oot in a yaupin voice, ' Whut ir ye stoppin

for noo, ye idle hullion?' Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 61. (2)

n.Yks.Thatwoman's varry yowpy (I.W.). nw.Lin. She's a straange

yaupy lass ; if a mouse nobbut runs across th' floor she'll mak as

much noise as if it were a helephant (E.P.). (3 a, b) n.Yks.2

(4, 5) e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.)

3. Of a dog : to bark, yelp.
Cai.1

, Bnff. 1
, Cld. (Jam.

1

), N.I.1 , n.Yks.24 ,
m.Yks.1

,
s.Chs.1 Not

Drot the yawping dug ! Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 245. Shr.1 Nip's

a rar' dog ; . . I knowed 'e smelt summat, or 'e 66dna yowp athatn.

Hrf.1

4. Of birds: to scream ; to utter a sound of distress; to

cry.
Sc. Siebald Gl. (Jam.) Cai.1 Lnk. Mair mither-like to stay

and shield Your yaupin' things, Edwards Mod. Poets, nth S. 7r.

Bwk., Rxb. (Jam.) Slk. At the door the chickens yaupit, Hogg
Poems (ed. 1865) 92. Wgt Clean uproot each craw that dared

tae yaup sae nigh, Fraser Poems (1885) 150. N.I.1 n.Cy.

Applied to chickens lamenting the absence of their parent hen,

Grose (1790). Nhb.1

Hence Yaupy, adj. of birds: having a loud, inhar-

monious cry. nw.Lin. (E.P.) 5. To cough. Bnfl.1
,

Cld. (Jam.) 6. sb. A shout, yell ; a loud cry ;
a loud

noise ; a whine ; constant, noisy talking.

Bnff.1 Ayr. The Troker heard the body's yaup As goshawks

listen to a whaup, Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 189 Nhb.

[He] gied a yawp o' joy to ken 'Twas Tarn o' Bilton Mill, Proud-

lock Borderland Muse (1896) 318. Cum. 1 ", n.Yks.2 e.Yks.

They raised sike a hullaballo an a shoot, Sike a beeall an a clatther,

a yowp an a yell, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 38. m.Yks.1
,
War.1

Hrf. Wild, unreasonable talk {Coll. L.L.B.).

7. A short, sharp bark.
Sc. (Jam.) Shr. 1 Nip's a rar' dog ; 'e gid a bit on a yowp at

the 66d-pil jest now.

8. The cry of a sickly bird, or of one in distress. Gall.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). 9. A cough. Bnff. 1 10.

The blue titmouse, Parus caeruleus. Rnf. Swainson Birds

(1885) 34. .

YAUP,s6.2 Lin. [jop.] A slope ofland. e.Lin.(G.G.W.)

YAUP, see Yap, sb\
2

, adj.

YAUPIT, sb. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) The blue titmouse,

Parus caeruleus. Cf. yaup, v. 10.

YAUPRIE,s6. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) The refuse of grain

blown away by the fanners.
.

YAUR, sb. Obs. Edb. (Jam.) The name given by

the Newhaven fishermen to a species of fucus which

children use for painting their faces ; also in comb. Red
yaur.
YAUT, see Yote.
YAUVINS, sb.pl. Obs. Bch. (Jam.) The awns of corn.

YAUW, sb. Sc. [ja..] A sail of a windmill.

Abd. Some war slappin' their airms like the yauws o' a win'mill,

Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xviii.

YAUW, see Yaw, v.
x

YAUX, sb. Bch. (Jam.) A dial, form of axe.

YAUX.seeYox.
, .,

YAVAL, sb. Sc. Also in forms yaavel n.bc.
;
yavil

Mry. (Jam.) [ja-vl ;
ja-vl.] A second crop of grain after

lea : also used attrib. See Awald, sb.

nSc The next crop was also of oats and was named the

yaavel' crap, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 179- Mry. (Jam.) Bnff.,

Abd. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). ...
YAVE, v. and sb. Bnff.1 1. v. To keep in subjection;

to impress with great earnestness. 2. sb. The power

of keeping in subjection ; the act of impressing with much
earnestness.
Themaisterhiznaeyaveamo the scholars, an th ir clean our im.

YAVIL, adj. Sc. Also in forms yaval Abd. (Jam.) ;

yavel. Prostrate and unable to rise
;
prone, flat. See

Awald,///. adj.

4 D 2
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Sc. I dang him yavel, Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Bnflf. 1 Beta.

They may come to lay up my mittens an' ding me yavil an' as

styth as gin I had been elf-shot, Forbes Jrn. (1742) 15. Abd.
The beast lay yavil i' the spot, Robb Poems (1852) 127 ; (Jam.)

YAVIL-BACHELOR, sb. Bnff. 1 A widower.
YAVIL(L, sb. Dev. [jaevil.] A common, heath, moor.
He wished to have the child cast out and exposed on the

'yavils' or moors round where it first saw the light, Madox-
Brown Dwale Bluth (1876) Introd. v ; Dev. 1

YAW, sb. Cai. 1
[ja..] A child's name for an eel.

[ON. all, an eel (Vigfusson).]
YAW, v.

1 Sc. Also in form yauw (Jam.). To mew
as a cat ; to whine. Cf. yow, v.

1

Sc. Yawin like a wheen wulcats, St. Pa/rick (1819) I. 162

(Jam.). Slk. (ib.) Rxb. Skirling and scrauching and yawing
like a wull-cat, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 78.

YAW, v? Sc. Irel. Chs. [J9.] 1. To yawn.
Sc. (G.W.) Ant. What are you yawing at ! (S.A.B.)

2. To talk in a disagreeable manner ; to talk discon-
nectedly and jerkily.

Chs. 13 s.Chs. 1
I am informed that it is usually applied to talk

which is interrupted by the speaker's yawning.
YAW, see Ewe, sb.

1
, Hew, v. 1

, One, Ya.
YAWD, YAWDEN, see Yad, sb.

1
, Yauden.

YAWER, YAWIN, see Ewer, Owing, prp.
YAWK, v. Sc. Lan. Lei. Nhp. War. Also written

yauk Lei.1 Nhp.1
;
yawck Gall.

;
york m.Lan. 1

[J9k.]
1. To hawk ; to clear the throat ; to retch in vomiting.
m.Lan.1

, s.Lan.1
, Lei. 1 See Hawk, v? 2. To call out

loudly; tohoot; to shout; to talk quickly and indistinctly.
Gall. Wi' yaweking Johnie Dowall, and Manksmen gabbling

frae the manor-hole, MACTAGGARTjg'wyr/. (1824)85, ed. 187$. tjnp. 1

3. To gape. Lei. 1
, War.3

YAWK, see Yolk, sb.
1

YAWKIE, sb. Sc. The yellow-ammer, Emberiza
citrinella.

Lnk. There aften the yawkie sang ' Jingle the Key,' Nicholson
Idylls (1870) 38.

YAWL, v.
1 and sb} Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Lin. Lei. Nhp.

War. e.An. Som. Also written yaul Sc. (Jam.) e.Lan. 1

Nhp.1
;
yawwl Cum.4

; and in form yall w.Yks. [J9I.]
1. v. To howl

; to bawl, shout ; to scream harshly
; to

weep. Cf. yowl.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Through blifferts o' caul' they yammer an'

yaul, Thom Rhymes,ifc. (1844)106. Frf. Harken, Bawbie ! Did you
ever hear sic yawlin'? Salmond Man Sandy (1903) 62. Lnk.
Nicholson Idylls (1870) 26. Cum.14 w.Yks. Thoresby Lett.
(1703); w.Yks. 2 Lan. Thro' thee yawlin', Donaldson Larnin'
to Sing (1886) 11. e.Lan. 1 n.Lin. Bob, give a look to that bairn,
it yawls sorely, Peacock R. Skirlaugh (1870) II. 193. Lei. 1 A
yawlin' an' a-bawlin' an' a-bellerin'. Nhp. 1 What do you stand
yauling there for ? War.3 e.An. 1 The cry of a peacock is an
excellent instance of yawling. Som. There was th' old H •

ya-alm' and whoopin', and th' old W hollerin' 'eens he ["the
auctioneer] couldn' year hissel spake, Dev. Reports Provinc
(1889).

2. sb. A howl ; a cry ; the act of crying.
Frf. This feenisht up wi' a terrific yawl, Salmond Man Sandy

(1903) 62. Cum.4 J

[He hurtej of be hounde^, & bay Ful 3omerly saule &
jelle, Gawayne (c. 1360) 1453. Cp. ON. gaula, to low,
bellow (Vigfusson).]

Z£WhJ v
\

Ken '

1
fJ?1'! A fishinS term

;
see below.

When the herrings come off Folkestone the boats all go out
with their fleet of nets 'yawling,' i.e., the nets are placed in the
water and allowed to drive along with the tide, the men occasion-
ally taking an anxious look at them, as it is 3 lottery whether
they come across the fish or not.

/d
Y^^' sb -

2 Sc>1
- The couch-grass, Triticum rebens.

(£>. & H.) r

YAWL, see Yauld.
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S^ .[Satchel U_879 .] See Yawl, v?
Yks. Lin. Lei. [jom.] To move about

YAWM,
awkwardly or slowly "to standing or' idling^saunter w.Yks.2

, n.Lin.
1 Cf.hawnU 1 Hence Yawma

Eer (*\VT*l >& ? V™™*' fetching "personalounger. (1) w.Yks.2 He's got a fit o't yawmagorps (2) Lei. 1

YAWM, YAWMER, see Gawm, Yarm, Yammer.
YAWN, v. Yks. Chs. Hrf. Also in form yarn Hrf.2

[jijn ; Hrf. Jan.] 1. To stare. Hrf.2 Stand yarning there.

2. To howl like a dog ; to cry.
w.Yks. 1 Chs.1 What art yawnin for ? has somebody licked the ?

YAWN, YAWNAX, see Ean, Yawnups.
YAWNEY, sb. Lan. Chs. Der. Lin. War. Shr. Hrf.

Also written yorney Lan.1 e.Lan.1 m.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 Chs. 1

[J9'ni.] A lazy, stupid person ; a fool. See Gawney.
Lan. Where i' th' world does tha think th' greight gosterin'

yorney hung it? Wood Hum. Sketches, 88; Lan. 1
, e.Lan. 1

,

m.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Chs. 1
, nw.Der. 1

, Lin. (Hall.), n.Lin. 1 sw.Lin.1

What a great yawney yon is ! War.3 Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc.

(1876).

Hence (1) Yawney-box, sb. a silly person ; a 'yawney'

;

(2) Yorneyishness, (3) Yorneyism, sb. simplicity, foolish-

ness, half-wittedness
; (4) Yornyed, sb., see (1).

(1) Der. (Hall.), Der. 2, nw.Der. 1
(2) Lan. Travelled I know

not how mony thousant mile, an' their yorneyishness no' rubbed
out on 'em yet! Brierley Ab-o'-th'-Yate Yankeeland (1885) viii.

(3) Lan. Tellin' 'em I're not aulus upo' th' sure track, but had fits

o' givin' way to a wild sort o' yorneyism, ib. Ab-o'-th'- Yale, Oddlad
(1884) 6. (4) Lan. Sithee what yon owd yornyed has gone an'
bowt, Wood Hum. Sketches, 13.

YAWNUPS, sb. Yks. Lin. War. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf.
Ken. Also in forms yawnax n.Lin. 1

; yawnup Ken.1
;

yawnux Shr. Hrf. [jij-naps.] A stupid person ; a fool

;

a lazy, uncouth person ; a boor.
n.Yks. (I.W.), Lin. (Hall.) n.Lin. If I stan' jawin' wi' a

hidled yawnax like you she'll maybe be dead afore I get to her,
Peacock R. Skirlaugh (1870) II. 88. n.Lin. 1

, War. 123 s.War.i
Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Glo. Northall Wd. Bk. (1896).
Oxf.1 What a gret yawnups tha bist ! Ken. 1

Hence Yawnups's-corner, sb. the corner of the streets
where the boys congregate. Oxf.1

YAWNY, see Gawney.
YAWP, sb. Shr. 1

[j§p.] The nape of the neck.
YAWP, YAWR, see Yap, adj., Yaup, v., Yarr.
YAWS, sb.pl. Sc. The disease ofSyphilis. Cf. sibbens.
S. & Ork. 1 Slk. They suffer hideously from the mumps, and

the yaws, and the gum-scurvy, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III.

73. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 333, ed. 1876.
YAWSE, sb. Yks. A boys' game. (Hall.) See

Ouse, sb. Hence Yawse-bones, sb. pi. ox-bones, used in
the game of ' yawse.' (ib.) [K., s.v. Aws-bones.l
YAWT, YAX, see Yote, Ax, sb. 1

YE, pron. and poss. adj. In gen. dial, use in Sc. and
Eng. Also in forms 'e Sc. Glo. Dev. ; 'ee Sc. Nhb.1 Chs.3
sw.Lin. 1 Oxf.1 Brks. Sur. 1 Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.
Cor.; er Chs.3

; yea Cum.14
; yeh Nhb. w.Yks.; yer

Not. Lin. Lei. 1 War.2 Glo. Bdf. Hit. e.An. Sur. [jT, I;
unstressed ja, i.] 1. pr0n. You ; used both for sing.
and pi.

&

Sc. As ye lead your ain life ye judge your neighbours, Ramsay
Prov. (1737). s.Sc. If that'll buy 't, ye's no want it Wilson
7«tes (1839) V. 53. Twd. February, an ye be fair, The hoggs'llmend and naething pair, Swainson Weather Flk-Lore (i8™)%Q
Slk. Just e creep down, Thomson Drummeldale (1901)1. Wgt.

^r 1 vIkVu Say f°r yerSeU Fraser Wigtown (1877) 258.
"'*„

,

Nh
f
Yeh may s*y what yeh leyke, Bewick Tales (rtfo)

kL w «" " at
o
dld "• Dur '

1 Cum '
4 Yea's "me ye'r

like. Wm. Hutton Bran New Wark
( I780 1. 48 e Yks 1w Yks Banks Wkjld. Wds. (x865 ) ; w.Yks.3' lU. Let me gang

t
y

1' ^t
R
^?r.

&
.

WlLI"«soN Flk-Lore ^867) 60. nexL.1

s'n^
-
1 "8 -

3 Wi't'er? Wilfee? ^ Q \ V * «n

s.Not. (J.P.K.) Lin. Gilbert Rugge
(l8g6) I. 28.

V

sw.Lin.iDost ee mind what he says ? (s.v. Thou). Lei.1 Yer a bigger fule

'Yes verTre^r, ^V- 1 ain<t g°0i "' '° Sch°o1 ^ ™^'
<ifl£/l i W n ??-,

Dun
.

t e gWO far off
>
GlsslNG *" Hampden(1B90) I- 1

;
Well, if I can't move yer, I can't, ib. viii. Oxf. 1 ' Ee '

is used to a superior, and not ' thee,' except by very old Deoolewho cannot use the more refined word. B?ks. They dwun'fthink
?Nn

n
v°
0r0n^ " knaW

\'
tha" yUttin ' their dinnel CoZ Zg.

{ZZ' r
90
? f,

5
,

4,
o
B^- Yer Ve set me UP so comfortabul, Ward

Bessie Coslrell (1895) 66. Hrt. It's the seein' ofyerand the hearin'
ot yer speak as does me good, Geary Rur. Life (1899) M5- Nrfthat gave me a tarn, yer may be sure, Longman's Mag. (Nov*
!9°2) 41. Suf. Yer can go below, Pall Mall Mag. (Nov. 1900)
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398. Sur. You'd na care about it IsS thinking, if yer had to carry
this baag nigh ten mile, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. i ; Sur.1

Hmp. I tell 'ee what (H.C.M.B.). n.Wil. TV upright do love 'ee,
Kite Sng. Sol. (c. i860) i. 4. Dor. Sit 'ee down, C. Hare
Broken Arcs (1898) 6. Som. How long do 'ee think to bide
away ? Raymond No Soul (1899) 10. Dev. What about the think-
ing part of 'e? Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900) 31. Cor.
Hav'ee seen her, Zeb ? ' Q.' Three Ships (ed. 189a) aa.

2. Used at the end of a sentence to add emphasis.
Sc. (A.W.) Gall. A'll jaw oot ma naps whaur I like, athoot

speirin' yer leave, ye miserable lookin' orishon, ye ! Gallovidian

(1901) III. 73. Don. Ye natarnal veg ye ! Macmanus Bend of
Road (1898) 33.

3. Yourself
; yourselves.

Edb. My bonnie bairns, ye maunna vex ye, Nor let my hapless
lot perplex ye, R. Wilson Poems (1822) 32. w.Yks. See'ah
ye'y mun sit ye'y doon, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 291 ;

(J.W.)
[On the disjunctive use of ' ye' see the Grammar.]

4. poss. adj. Your.
Der. Ye got enow on ye neck to make 'em all crazed-like wi'

jealousy, Ouida Puck (1870) ii. Dev. Old 'ee ol' blatherin'

tongue, Ford Postle Farm (1899) 148.

YE, see Give, Yea, adv.

YEA, adv. and sb. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also in forms yai Chs. 1

; ye Dev.
;
yee Wxf. 1

Lei. 1
; yeh e.Lan. 1

;
yeigh w.Yks. 1 Lan.

;
yhi Lan. ; yi

e.Lan. 1 nw.Dev. 1
; yigh n.Cy. w.Yks. Lan.1 m.Lan. 1

s.Lan.1 Hmp. 1
;
yih w.Dur. 1

;
yoi n.Cy. w.Yks.24 Lan.1

Not.; yoigh s.Lan.1
;
yoy w.Yks.1 Lan. Chs.123 Der.12

nw.Der. 1 Lei.1
fje ;

ji, joi.] 1. adv. Yes. Cf. ya.
S. & Ork. 1 Invariably used. Abd. ' I've come to speak to ye

—

aboot something.' ' Yea ?
' said Marget, Greig Logic 0' Buchan

(1899) 196. Wxf. 1 n.Cy. (Hall.) ; Yigh ; th' gaffer's towd me
to be off, Co-op. News (Dec. ax, 1901) 1529. w.Dur. 1 w.Yks.
' Yigh he does,' cried Weasel, Snowden Web of Weaver (1896) xii

;

w.Yks.124 Lan. Oh yoy aw'd loikt to furgetten summut,
Ormerod Felleyfro Rachde (1851) vi ; They prize one another yhi

e'en moor nor gold, Standing Echoes (1885) 12 ; 'Is he wi' yo ?

'

' Yeigh,' replied Hal, Ainsworth Lan. Witches (1848) vii ; Lan.1

e.Lan.1 It is not, like Yes, with which it is often confounded, a

pure affirmative answer to a question, but a negative to a state-

ment, as, 'You have not been at home to-day,' to which ' yi

'

means that the statement made is untrue, ' yes ' being applicable

only when the statement is put in the form of a question, as,

' Have you been at home to-day? ' m.Lan. 1 s.Lan. 1 ' Yo' hanno
seen eawr Bill.' ' Yigh, aw seed him up th' fowtyond.' Chs.123

,

Der.12 , nw.Der. 1
, Not. (J.H.B.), Lei. 1

,
Hmp.1 Dev. Reports

Provinc. (1897).

2. Used in var. contractions : (1) Yealtou, Yelta, or
Yeltow, yes, wilt thou ? used as an exclamation of

surprise, and also subst.
; (2) Yebbut, yes but

; (3) Yelly,
yes, will you ? used as an exclamation of surprise.

(1) Frf. 'Yelta, billie,' quo' the Kelpie, Beattie Arnha'

(c. 1820) 28, ed. 1882. Ayr. What the yeltow's that for ? Service
Notandums (1890) 73. Lnk. Ramsay Gentle Shepherd (Scenary

ed.) Gl. ; What the yeltow, lass, shouldna ye be ready whan I'm

ready ? Graham Writings (1888) II. 209. (a) w.Yks. Yebbut thah

has, Bywater Gossips, ai. (3) n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. I lat you hae't

a while ! Na, yelly, I wad be laith, Shirrefs Poems (1790)

In/rod. 19.

3. Comb. Yea-nay, wavering, undecided ; feeble in

character.
Lei. 1 A yee-nee sort of a creetur. Brks. If thee sees she gettin'

a bit yea-nay, do 'ee cut in an' pull she over to my side, so to

spake, Hayden Thatched Cottage (190a) 306. Wil. 1 A yea-nay chap.

4. Phr. yea that of it, an exclamation; 'just think of

that
!

' ' well, I never.' Cai.1 6. Before a verb : again.

Abd. Fat's been threepit, an' yea-threepit i' oor witters by them

that's sibbest till's, Alexander Ain plk. (1882) 214 ;
He looket

and yea-looket [looked again and again]. He warmed an' yea-

warmed himsel' [warmed himself completely]. He counted and

yea-counted them [counted them over and over] (G.W.).

6. sb. In phr. byfairyea and nay, by a solemn affirmation.

w.Yks.1

YEA, int. Glo.1 Brks. 1
[je ;

ji.] A call to a horse to

come towards one.

YEA, see One, Ye.

YEABLES, adv. Obs. Lth. (Jam.) Perhaps. Cf.

yeblins.
YEABLE-SEA, adv. Obs. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Also in

forms yable-sea Nhb.
;
yebble-see Nhb.1

It may be so.
Nhb. (K.), Nhb.1 (s.v. Yeblins). Cum., Wm. Nicolson (1677)

Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX.

YEACE, YEACH, see Easse, Each, adj.

YEACK, YEAD, see Oak, Head.
YEADIE, sb. Obsol. Sc. In comb. (1) Yeadie's-race,

(2) -sons, the human race. For Adie, pet-name for Adam.
(1) s.Sc. Just thro' the piece tak Yeadie's race, An' point out

ane wi' a clean face, T. Scott Poems (1793) 341. (2) Wha
Yeadie's sons wad a' fain kiss, Gin they cou'd get 'er, ib. 356.

YEAL, see Heal, v?, Whole, Yeld, Yule.
YEALD, see Heald, sb.

1

YEALIE,t>. Obs. Slk. (Jam.) To disappear gradually.
See Ely.
YEALINS, sb.pl. Sc. Also in forms yeelin

;
yeelins,

yeildins (Jam.). Equals in age ; also used attrib. : born in

the same year. The same word as Eeldins.
Sc. (Jam.) Elg. His bonny, various, yeelin' frien's Cam a' in

bourrochs there, Couper Poetry (1804) II. 60. Ayr. (Jam.)

YEALO, YEALTOU, see Heloe, Yea, adv.

YEAN, v. Sc. Brks. Suf. Cor. [jin.] Of ewes : to

lamb. The same word as Ean (q.v.).

Brks. Hayden Round our Vill, (1901) 312. Suf. 1 The yows are

yeaning. Cor. Emblem . . . recounted her troubles with new-
yeaned lambs, and gave it as her experience that the least likely

often turned out the best, Harris Faith, 39.

Hence Yeanling, adj. new-born.
Edb. 'Neath the smile o' some benignant sky The yeanling kids

i' lions dens sal lie, Learmont Poems (1791) 121.

YEAN, int. Sc. [jin.] A call to a horse.
Ayr. Cracking his whip, with many a ' hup horse

;
yean horse

;

woa lad ; steady !

' Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 5.

YEAN, YEAND, see Ean, Hain, v.5 , One, Go.
YEANDER, YEANDURTH, see Yonder, Undern.
YEAP, see Heap, sb.

1

YEAP'M, v. Obs. w.Yks. 1 ne.Lan. 1 To hiccough ; to

belch.
YEAR, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. Eng. and

Amer. Also in forms ear Sc. Lan. Brks. Cor.; eerChs.;
yare Nrf.

;
yer s.Lan.1 [jia(r ; ia(r).] 1. sb. In comb.

(1) Year's-bairns, children born in the same year; (2)

-grass, the second crop ofgrass
; (3) -'s-mate, a companion

of the same age
; (4) -old, a colt, heifer, or bull a year old.

(1) s.Sc. We were year's bairns, as they say, Wilson Tales

(1836) II. 303. (2) n.Dev. (J.W.B.) (3) Mry. Where be our

years-mates, years-mates mine,—come tell it now to me? Hay
Lintie (1851) 44. (4) Sc. Our gray wh'sket mare, an' her young
year-auld, as bonny a cout man's ye ever set your e'e on, Donald
and Flora, 12 (Jam.). Cai. 1 Abd. Letting blood freely of his

'year aul's ' as a precautionary measure, Alexander Ain Flk.

(1882) 56. Don. She was as sthrong an' wholesome as a well-fed

year oul', Macmanus Bend of Road (1898) 309.

2. Phr. (1) in years, advanced in life
; (3) the year, this

year ; see The, II. 12.

(1) Sur. 1 My missus was getting in years afore I met her. (2)

Per. Yon's no a bad show o' aits ye hae in the wast park the year,

Ian Maclaren Auld Lang Syne (1895) 11. Hrf. 2 (s.v. The).

[Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 394 ]

3. Used for pi. :
' years.'

Sc. He was a prentice for five year (Jam. Suppl.). Frf. I've

trauchled awa an' putten up wi' a man that ony ither woman
wudda pushon'd twenty 'ear syne ! Salmond Man Sandy (1903)

124. N.Cy. 1
, Dur. 1

, w.Yks. 1 Lan. We'n warked for moore nor

thirty 'ear, Doherty N. Barlow (1884) 6. s.Lan. 1 Chs. It's

noine 'eer sin, Clough B. Bresskittle (1879) 3. n.Lin. 1 It's twenty

year sin' I was e' Yerksheer. Shr, 1 They'n bin i' that 'ouse

twelve year nex' Miamas. Hrf, 1 I hanna seen him this twenty

year. Brks. We've lived farty 'ear tergither, Hayden Round our

Vill. (1901) 42. Nrf. Mann Dulditch (1902) 36. Sur. 1 Sus. The
lady as is there was buried fourteen year, Jennings Field Paths

(1884) 23. Som. (F.T.E.), Dev.3 Cor. There edn' but eight 'ear

between 'ee, Lee Widow Woman (1899) 60.

4. v . Obs. With away : to be backward in the year.

Dor. Haynes Voc. (c. 1730) in N. &> Q. (1883) 6th S. viii. 45.

YEAR, YEARB, see Ear, sb.
1
, Herb.
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YEARD, YEARDLY, see Earth, sb.
1

, Eardly.
YEARE, sb. Obs. n.Cy. The forenoon. Bailey (1721).

YEARED,///, adj. Obs. Som. Gone on for years.
' Tis year'd,' spoken of a desperate debt, Ray Prov. (1678) 344.

YEARL see Arle.

YEARliNG,s6. Sc.Yks.Lei.Oxf. Suf.Som.and Amer.
Also in form yearlan Suf. 1

[jia
-

lin.] 1. An animal,

esp. a sheep or calf, a year old ; also used attrib.

tnv. (H.E.F.) Frf. Calf is applied to all young cattle until they
attain one year old, when they are year-olds or yearlings,

Stephens Farm Bk. (1849) I. 256, ed. 1851. n.Yks. 1 Yearling
wye (s.v. Wye). Lei.1 Male [called] second year yearling-bull. . .

Female . . . second year, yearling (s.v. Horned-cattle). Oxf. (CO.),
Suf.1 w.Som. 1 Whose be they yarlins ? so nice a lot's I've a-zeed's

longful time. [Amer. Hain't seen no paint nor fixin' up sence
Adam was a yearlin', Cent. Mag. (Sept. 1902) 702.]

2. pi. Wool clipped from a sheep twelve months old.

w.Yks. (J.M.)
YEARLS, YEARLY, see Aries, Early.
YEARLY-BOND, sb. Obs. Nhb. Bur. A coal-mining

term : an agreement by which miners were obliged to

work under stated conditions for twelve months. See
Bond, sb. 2 1.

The coal-miners of Northumberland and Durham fought hard to

get rid of their yearly bond. . . The yearly bond or annual hiring

always meant in practice the conclusion of a separate agreement
between the employer and each individual workman, Webb
Democracy (1901) 431-2 ; Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (1888).

YEARN, sb. Sc. A dial form of ' errand.'
Kcb. Whun they gaed in an tell't their yearn, she set them a'

up in a ring an stood hersel in the middle o' them, Trotter Gall.

Gossip (1901) 129. Wgt. She's gane—she wasna thrang To come
on sic a yearn to me, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 391.
YEARN, v. and adj. Nhb. Wm. Shr. Mtg. Also in

forms earn Nhb.
;
jern Shr. Mtg. [jam, Jan.] 1. v.

To feel pity or compassion ; to cause to feel pity.
Nhb. It earned his heart them thus to leave, Richardson

Borderer's Table-bk. (1846) VII. 221. Wm. Thy guts nivver
yearned with compassion, Hutton Bran New Wark (1785) 1. 126.

2. adj. In phr. to be jern on a thing, to be bent on it.

Shr., Mtg. I'm jern on this or that (JllH.C).
YEARN, YEARNSFUL, see Earn, v.

2
, Earnestful.

YEAROCK, sb. Sc. Also written yearack. [jia-rak.]
A hen a year old. The same word as Earock, q.v.

Inv. (H.E.F.) Abd. I had to fell some bonny yearocks . . . 't

wud 'a been layin' haill on the feck o' the winter, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) xliii. Slk. As bonny as if she were yet a
yearock, though she has been aften clackin, Chr. North Nodes
(ed. 1856) IV. 234.

YEARST, sb. Lan. Also in forms yess, yest s.Lan.1

A dial, form of ' hearse.'
I durn't care a rap if I nare droive naught no more for yon

mon, save his yest to th' grave, Lahee Acquitted (1883) v. s.Lan. 1

YEARTH-NUTS, sb. s.Lan.1 The pig-nut, Bunium
flexuosum. The same word as Earth-nut, q.v.
YEASING, see Easinfg.
YEASTED, ppl. adj. Wm. Yks. Also in form yasted

Wm. In comb. (1) Yeasted-dumpling, a small dough
dumpling

; cf. east-dumplings, s.v. East, sb.2 2
; (2) -paste,

see below.
(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Wm. A cake made from the dough that

has been ' set to rise,' but instead of being made into a loaf is

rolled out the full size of the oven plate and baked thereon. The
merit of yasted peeaste is its power to absorb butter, being very
porous and without much richness. 'Ah'll mak a bit o' yasted
peeaste fer oor tea, oor breed's deun ' (B.K.).
YEASTY, adj. Sus. 1

[jrsti.l Gusty, stormy.
A little rain would do us good, but we doant want it too

oudacious yeasty.

YEAT, see Eat, Heat, sb., v., Oat, Wheat.
YEATH, YEATHER, see Earth, sb}, Hearth, sb.1

,

Edder, sb. 1

YEATTLE, v. Sc. [jrtl.] To snarl; to grumble.
Ayr. (J.M.) ; Agric. Surv. 693 (Jam.).
YEAUK, see Yewk.

Z^YJ' RAVELING, see Eve, Eveling.YEAW, YEAWL, see Yow, v.2 Yowl.
YEBBLE, YEBBTJT, see Able, adj., Yea, adv.

YEBLINS, adv. Nhb.1 [je-blinz.] Perhaps. See
Ablins ; cf. yeables.
YECK, see Yeeke, Yoke, v.

2

YECKEY, v. Nhb. [je'ki.] A dial, form of ' echo.'
Wor varry hills yeckey the peels, Wilson Pitman'sPay (1843) 80.

YED, sb. 1 and v.
1 Sc. [jed.] 1. sb. Strife, contention.

Sc. Aboot braws an' siller I ne'er fash my thum'—They breed

yed an' cares, Edwards Mod. Poets, 7th S. 142. Lnk. (Jam.) ;

Wha now to youngster leaves the yed, Ramsay Poems (i'jsi) 208.

Exb. We quit the yed, A. Scott Poems (ed. 1808) 77.

2. v. To contend ; to wrangle. Sc. Herd Coll. Sngs.

(1776). Lnk. (Jam.) ; Ramsay Gentle Shep.(Scenary ed.) Gl.

YED, sb. 2 and v? Obs. Sc. (Jam.) 1. sb. A false-

hood ; a fib. ' He tells a funny tale, but gies a yed now and than.'

2. v. To tell a fib ; to exaggerate. Rnf., Lth., Rxb.
[Cp. OE. giedd, song, speech, narrative, tale (Sweet).]
YED, v? and sb? Dur. Yks. Shr. Also in forms eard

n.Yks. 2
;
yerd w.Dur. 1

[jed.] 1. v. To burrow under-
ground as a rabbit or mole ; used also ofminers. n.Yks.124

,

m.Yks.1 Cf. earth, sb.
1

5. Hence (1) Yedded, ppl. adj.

traced or tracked to a place ;
' run to earth.' n.Yks.2

;

(2) Yedder, sb. a creature that burrows, ib.
; (3) Yedding,

sb. a burrow ; mole-hole, &c. ib. 2. Fig. To work
secretly ; to conquer by stratagem, ib. They'll yed him.

3. sb. A burrow; a hole made byan animal in the ground.
n.Yks. 1 A rabbit-yed ; a fox-yed; n.Yks.2 , m.Yks. 1

4. Phr. tofind yerds, of a fox, rabbit, &c. : to find cover
in a burrow. w.Dur. 1 5. A place where only one
collier can work at a time.

Shr. 2 The room allotted being about one yard and a quarter
wide, and three quarters high. A double yed is twice this width.

YED, YEDACHE, see Yard, sb 1
, Headache.

YED-BEETLER, sb. s.Lan.1 A foreman; a super-
intendent of a job.

YED(D, YEDDER, see Head, Edder, sb.
1
, Header.

YEDDEREN, ppl. adj. Lakel.2 Of a person : rough
and ready. The same word as Eddering,s.v.Edder,4(2,6).
A gurt lowse bianed chap at sledders aboot i' rayder rough

pickle is said ta be a gurt yedderen fellow.

YEDDING-MARK, sb. w.Yks. A strip usually of a
colour different from the rest of the weft woven to show
the head-end of a piece of cloth. w.Yks. (D.L.) See
Yeddin, s.v. Head, 12.

YEDDLE, v. Lakel. Wm. [je-dl.] To fret, grumble

;

to talk in an irritating manner.
Lakel. 2He'salways yeddlen aboot summat, but nea body taksnea

nooatice on him. Let him yeddle, sez Ah. Wm. He wad yeddle
on aboot nowt tell yan was fair sto'd oot wi' his yeddlin' (B K )YEDDLE,YEDDOCK, YEDE, seeAddle, v.

1 Yaddle,s6.,
Headache, Go, Yod(e.
YEEKE, v. and sb. n.Cy. Yks. Chs. Also in forms

eek w.Yks.34 Chs.13
; eke w.Yks.23

; yeck N.Cy.1 fiik;
Ik.] 1. v. To itch. Cf. yewk.

J U
'

w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703); w.Yks.2 I eke all o'er; w.Yks.3
(s.v. Itches), w.Yks.4 , Chs.13

2. sb. The itch. N.Cy. 1

[1. Cp. ichyn, or ykyn, or 3ykyn (yekyn K., 3ichyn S.,

^a^ftsgWLssssr t0 itch (Hall) -]

YEEL, YEELD, see Yeld, Yule, Eld, Heal, v.* Yeld.

SSfS£?H ' JEENDER/see Yeomath, Undern
m^EI

t
00

'

adv
-

Sc
'
Nhb

- Also writtetl yenoo Sc.
Nhb.1

Just now ; at present. The same word as Enow.
adv. 2

, q.v.
'

Sc. He's no at hame yeenoo, Hislop Anecdote (1874) 306. Kcb.No yenoo, Phaemie, no yenoo !
' . . . < Joos t thenoo! ' Trotter

Gall. Gossip (1901) 50. Nhb. 1

YEEP, YEEPSEN, see Yap, v.\ Yaspen.
YEERY, adj. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Angry. Hall.)
*

YEERY, see Eerie.
YEES, pron. Irel. Also written yez, yiz. [jlz ; iiz.]You

;
used when speaking to more than one person. Cf.

yous.
!-«-•

Ir. It's no wonder for yees to inquire, Carleton Traits Peas. 4

;

Who are yiz at all, gintlemen ? Lover Handy Andy (1842) xxxiv.
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n.Ir. God help yez in your labours, Lays and Leg. (1884) 10. Don.
I laive it to you to say which i' yez is to go on for the priest—Neil

or you? Pearson's Mag. (May 1900) 476. Lns. Yez hev finished

the harvest bravely, Croker Leg. (1862) 242. Dub. How long
did yiz get? (G.M.H.) Qco. Good-bye to yees! Barrington
Sketches (1827-33) I- ' w.Ir. Take what's offered to yees, Lover
Leg. (1848) I. 89.

YEES, YEESK, see Eye, sb.1 , Yox.
YEEVIL, YEFF, YEFFER, YEG, YEIGHT, see Evil,

sb.
2

, Yaff, v.
2

, Heifer, Egg, v., Yate, int.

YEILD, YEILDINS, YEISK, see Yeld, Yealins, Yox.
YEK, YEKE, see Yark, v.

1
, Yoke, v.

2

YEL, v. s.Lan.1
[jel.] A dial, form of ' heal.'

YEL, YELBEN, see Eel, Yule, Haulm, sb.

YEL-BERRY, see Ale-berry.
YELD, adj., sb. and v. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. Som. Also

in forms eild Sc. N.Cy.1 Nhb. 1
; eill, yeal Sc. ;

yeald
S. & Ork. 1

; yeel Sc.
;
yeeld, yeild Sc. Nhb. 1

;
yell Sc.

N.I. 1 Nhb.1
; yield Sc. n.Cy.

;
yill, yule Sc. [jeld

;
jild,

jll.] 1. adj. Of an animal : barren ; having slipped or

missed having her young ; not old enough to bear ; of a

male animal : not ready for profit. The same word as

Geld, adj. ; see Jeld.
Sc. A yeeld sow was never good to gryces, Ferguson Prov.

(1641) No. 47. Sth. The yell ewes being all sorted off the herding

a few days before the lambing begins, Farm Reports (1832) 81.

Inv. (H.E.F.) Frf. A cow that has either missed being in calf, or

has slipped calf, is ' eill,' Stephens Farm Bk. (1849) I. 256, ed.

1851. Lnk. The black, boul horn'd yeal ewe, that lost her lamb

the last year, Graham Writings (1883) II. 14. Slk. When selling

my eild ewes, Hogg Tales (1838) 51, ed. 1866. n.Cy. (Hall.),

N.Cy.1
, Nhb. 1

Hence Yeld-gimmer, sb. a ewe once or twice shorn,

which has never been put to the ram.
Sth.Farm Reports (1832) 79. Frf. Stephens Farm Bk. (1849) I.

213, ed. 1851.

2. In a single state, unmated ; esp. used of birds. S. &
Ork.1 3. Ceasing to give milk.

Sc. Morton Cyclo.Agric. (1863). Sh.I. Spence Flk-Lore (1899)

166. Cai.1 Bnff., Abd. Yule-cow, Morion Cyclo. Agric. (1863).

Fif. The fushionless milk that cometh from a yeld bosom, sic as

the Kirk o' prelacy hath, Grant Six Hundred, ix. s.Sc. (Jam.)

Edb. The cow ran yeild, and it was as plain as pease that she was
with calf, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) i. N.I. 1

, N.Cy. 1
,
Nhb.i

Hence (1) to letyeld, phr. ? to leave unmilked
; (2) Yeld-

ewe, a ewe from which the lamb has been weaned.
( 1 ) ne.Sc. That the cow might calve during day she was let yeel on

Sunday, Gregor Flk-Lore (188 1) 194. Slk. Hogg Tales (1838)

459, ed. 1866. (2) Nhb. 1

4. sb. A barren cow or ewe ; a female deer not pregnant.

Ags. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863). Ant. (,S.A.B.), w.Som. 1

5. v. To keep from breeding.
Sth. The intention is that . . . those least fit for breeding be

yelled off for sale. . . The contrivance of yelling or breeching a

certain number of ewes in each herding . . . answers an excellent

purpose at lambing time, Farm Reports (1832) 8r.

YELD, see Heald, sb.
1
, v.

1
, Yauld.

YELDEN, YELDER, see Yeldin(g, Helder.

YELDER-E'ED,^/.a*#. O65. Fif. (Jam.) Having an

evil or unlucky eye.

YELDIN, see Yoldring.
YELDIN(G, sb. Brks. Hmp. Wil. Also written yelden

Hmp.1 [je-ldin.] A mean, cowardly fellow; a woman
of bad character.

Brks. I've alius bin respectable wi' my women volk, and I wun t

ha'enoyeldin'belongin'toma, BATSON.Dar£(i892)xix,in Dartnell

& Goddard Gl. (1893) ; Brks. 1
, Hmp.1 Wil. What yeldings

brat's that 1 Akerman Tales (1853) 3 ;
Wil.1

YELDING,s6. Yks. [je-ldin.] Firing, kindling. See

The yelding that crackles to make the low, N. &> Q. (1850) 1st

YELDROCK, sb. Sc. Nhb. Also in form yeldrick

Sc. (Jam.) [jeldrak.] The yellow-ammer, Embenza

citrinella. Cf. yoldring.T Jam ) Dmf. The robin and the wren are at God's right

hand', The yeldrock and the sparrow are the devil's bow and arrow,

Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 31. Nhb. Swainson B.rds (1885, 69.

YELE, YELF, see Yale, v., Yelve.
YELHAM, YELHUS, see Haulm, sb., Ale-house.
YELK, sb. Lin. e.An. I.W. Som. Also in form yulk

e.An. 1 I.W.1
[jel If.] The yolk of an egg.

n.Lin. Sutton Wds. (1881). e.An. 1 Nrf. I . . . let the yelks

drop into my mouth, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 264. Ess. Trans.

Arch. Soc. (,1863) II. 188. I.W.1 w.Som. 1 Beat up the yelk of a

egg way some milk.

[3elke, of an eye (ey K. S., egge P.), vitellus [Prompt.).

OE. geoloca, geol(e)ca.]

YELK, v. e.An. Also in form yulk e.An.1 Suf. To
knead clay with straw or stubble to prepare it for daubers'
work. e.An.1 Suf. Rainbird Agric. (1819) 302, ed. 1849;
Suf. 1

YELL, sb.
1 Lan.1 s.Lan.1 Also written yel Lan. 1

[jel.] A dial, form of ' awl. 1

YELL, sb.
2 Lth. (Jam.) [jel.] An echo.

YELL, sb.3 Stf. [jel.] A three-pronged fork. Morton
Cyclo. Agric. (1863). See Evil, sb.

2
; cf. yelve.

YELL, sb* Dev. Cor. [jel.] In comp. (1) Yell-hound,

(2) -hunter, spectral apparitions ; see below.

(1) Dev. 1 (s.v. Yeth-hounds). Cor.The Abbot'sWay on Dartmoor,

. . . the favourite coursing ground of ' the wish or wisked hounds

of Dartmoor,' called also the ' yell-hounds,' and the ' yeth-hounds,'

Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 145. (2) Dev. Every unbaptized

infant that dies is supposed to become the prey of the ' Yeth or

Yell Hunter,' Whitcombe Bygone Days (1874) 6.

YELL, see Geld, adj., Gell, v., Heald, sb}, Whole, Yaal,

Yule.
YELLERISH, YELLISH, see Eldritch.

YELLOCH, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Also in forms yalloch

Sc. (Jam.) ;
yello Gall. ;

yellough, yellowch Sc. (Jam.) ;

yilloch Sc. [je'lax-] L v. To scream ;
to yell ; to bawl.

Sc. (Jam.) ; The wild yellochin' and screamin', Drummond
Muckomachy (1846) 34. n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Shirrefs Poems (1790)

Gl. Rnf. While i' the bustle, out I yelloch, ' Three third-class

tickets here for Balloch,' Young Lochlomond (18721 14. Edb.

There's sic yellowchin and din Wi' wives an' wee anes gablin,

FergussonPo<>tos (1773) 133, ed. 1785. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 81, ed. 1876.

2. sb. A yell ; a shrill cry.

Sc. His brains with shouts and yelloughs tumbled, Cleland

Poems (1697) 17 (Jam.) ; Sir Robert gied a yelloch that garr'd the

Castle rock, Scott Redg. (1824) xi. Ayr. Scraiching Jean, wi'

yilloch strange, Comes ranting to the door, John Kennedy Poet.

Wks. (1818) 42. Dmf. Paton Castlebraes (1898) 49. N.I. 1

YELLOOK, see Yallack.
YELLOP, v. Yks. Shr. Mtg. I.W. Also written yellup

Mtg. What's that boy yelluping at? (E.R.M.)

2. To chatter idly.

I.W. Ef you hev a mind to zet yollupen there like a passel o'

wold oomen, maates, there ee med zet and yollup. I be gwine to

load up, Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898) 57.

YELLOUGH, see Yelloch.

YELLOW, adj., sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel.

Eng. and Amer. Also in forms yalla Ir. Nhb. 1 Cum.14

e.Yks. 1 ne.Lan.1 n.Lin.1 Oxf.1
;
yaller Wm.1 Chs.1 Ken.

Wil. w.Som. 1 and Amer.
;
yallo w.Yks.

;
yallow Sc. Ir.

e.Yks.1 Lan. 1 ne.Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 Der. 2 nw.Der. 1 War* I.W.12

Dev.
;
yella N.I. 1 n.Lin. 1

;
yeller w.Yks. Som.

;
yilley

N.I.1
;

yollo w.Yks.; yollow w.Yks.2 e.Lan. 1 [je-la

;

ja-la; jo-la.] 1. adj. In comb. (1) Yellow-beak, a

'bejan' (q.v.) ; (2) — beal, a person who has gone out

fishing and caught nothing ; (3) — beel, obs., a guinea

;

(4)
— belly, [a) a native of the Lincolnshire fens ; {b) a

slang name for a knife-grinder ; (5) — berries, a slang

name for the inhabitants of Sandwich ; (6) — boy, a gold

coin ; in gen. colloq. use ; (7) — calico, unbleached calico
;

(8) — fat, a defect or disease in cattle
; (9) — grout,

a mixture of unfertile clay, sand, and gravel
; (10) — hole,

the pauper burial-ground
;

(11) — jaundice, jaans, or

janders, jaundice
; (12) -legged, courageous

;

' game '

;

(jg) — man, a kind of toffee
; (14) — meal, Indian meal

;

(15) — ore, clay iron-ore, coated with brown iron-ore,
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which becomes ochreous by decomposition
; (16) — ore

bed, a band of ' yellow ore
' ; (17) — stone, (a) iron made

from Cannock stone
;

(b) to colour ' flags ' and stone floors

with ' rubbing-stone '
; (18) -wymed, yellow-bellied

; (19)

yowling, sickly and jaundiced-looking.

(1) Abd. Robert was straightway a Bejan, or Yellow-beak,

Macdonald R. Falconer (1868) 195. (2) Cor. (H.D.L.) (3)

n.Dev. But cham to chonge a live for three Yallow-Beels, Exm.
Crtshp. (1746) I. 406; Prob. 'Yellow Bills,' as we might now say
' Yellow Vies ' for sovereigns : at date of these dialogues coinage

would mostly bear image of William III. Beels meant also bills

or notes. In those days there were guinea notes, ib. Gl. (4, a)

e.Yks.1 Yellow-bellied frogs abound [in the fens of Lincolnshire].

Lin. 1 Said to be derived from the eels with which the fen ditches

abound, n. Lin. 1 He's a real yalla' belly, you maay tell it by his

tung. (b) w.Yks.2 (5) Ken. Sandwich yellow berries (D.W.L.).

(6) Abd. Tyson's yella boys wis as good as auld meal in Nolan's

kist, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 16, 1901). Rnf. Barr Poems
(1861) 171. Ayr. Though up in life, I'll get a wife— I've yellow-
boys in plenty, Boswell Poet. IVks. (ed. 1871) 205. Edb.
Ballantine Deanhaugh (1869) 308. Don. I'll count down the

yalla boys intil yer han', Pearson s Mag. (Mar. 1900) 312. s.Ir.

Fill your pockets with these yellow boys, Croker Leg. (1862)
308. Nhb. He'd give a score Of yellow boys to catch him, Mid-
ford Sngs. (1818) 23. Der.2 , n.Lin. 1

, Nhp. 1
, I.W. 12 w.Som. 1 I

thort fust 'twas a varden, but zoon's I'd a-clane the dirt off o' un,

I zeed sure 'nough twas a yaller bwoy. n.Dev. Grose (1790).
[Amer. It was a lovely sight, all them yaller-boys, Cent. Mag.
(Feb. 1885) 557.] (7) Oxf. 1 MS. add. (8) Midi. Hunter
Georgical Essays (1803) IV. 351. (9) n.Yks. Marshall Review
(1808) I. 418. (10) Ir. I don't mind if I'm not put in ' the yallow
hole ' over at the workhouse, Nineteenth Century (July 1900) 85.
(n) Not. 1

, Lei. i, War.", Ken . (G.B.), I.W.12 Wil. Slow Gl.

(1892). Cor. 2 [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 233.] (12) s.Lan. 1

(13) Dmf. Here yellow-man A' paper'd lest it file your han',

Shennan Tales (1831) 32. N.I. 1 A kind of toffee made of treacle
and flour. Uls. As for ' yellow man ' (taffey)—it was a luxury
only to be thoroughly enjoyed by those who had thought of it and
dreamt of it all through the intervening year, M°Ilroy Craiglinnie

(1900) 57. (14) Don. They get a bit of the yella-meal—aye, to be
sure, they'd liefer have the oaten-meal, but the other does be a deal
cheaper, Pilot (June 13, 1903) 567. (i5)Bck. Ramsay Rock Spec.
(1862) 155. (16) This band of ore, which is about z\ inches thick,
is called the 'yellow ore bed,' ib. (17,0) Stf. 1 \b) Nhb. The
threshold and the flagged path which led to it were yellow-
stoned in neat patterns, 5. Tynedale Stud. (1896). (18) Gall.
Nowther like I the yallow-wym'd-ask, MACTAGGART.EM9W. (1824)
410, ed. 1876. (19) n.Yks.2 A dowly yellow-yowling creature.

2. Comb, in plant-names: (1) Yellow archangel, the
yellow dead-nettle, Lamhtm Galeobdolon

; (2) — blobs,
(3) —boots, the marsh-marigold, Caltha palustris; (4)— Bossell, (5) — bottle, (6) — Bozzum, the corn-mari-
gold, Chrysanthemum segetum

; (7) — call or caul, a
name given to var. species of buttercup, esp. the crow's-
foot buttercup, Ranunculus repens

; (8) — centaury, the
perfoliate yellow-wort, Chlora per/oliata; (9) —clover,
the common bird's-foot trefoil, Lotus corniculatus

; (10) —
crane, the lesser spearwort, Ranunculus Flammula

; (11)— crazies, see (3) ; (12) — creams, (13) — crees(e, a name
given to var. species of buttercups

; (14) — cress, the
common winter cress, Barbarea vulgaris

; (15) — crow's-
foot, the kidney vetch, Anthyllis vulneraria

; (16) — cup,
see (13); (17) —daisy, the groundsel, Senecio Jacobaea

;

(18) —dock, ?the dock, Rumex Acetosa; (19) —finger
and thumbs, see (9) ; (20) — fingers and thumbs, see (15)

;

(21) —flag, the water-flag, Iris Pseudacorus (22) —
flower, (a) the charlock, Sinapis arvensis

;
(b) the winter

rape, Brassica Napus
; (23) — gold, see (6) ; (24)— gollan,

gowan, or gowlan, (a) see (13) ;
(b) see (6) ; (c) see (3)

;

{

aP'
~ guI1

'
see

(
6 ) ; (

2&
)
~ Jack >

the common jonquil,
Narcissus Jonquilla

; (27) — July.flower, a double garden
variety of the common winter cress, Barbarea vulgaris;
(28) — legs, a variety of potato

; (29) — moon(s, (30) —
ox-eye, see (6) ; (31) - rattle, the penny-grass, Rhinanthus
Crista-galli; (32) - rocket, (a) see (27) ;

(b) a garden
variety of the yellow loosestrife, Lysimachia vulgaris

;
(c)

o^ A^/wr*^ ReSeda Luteola
' 03) -rod, (a) 'see

(32, b)
;

(b) the yellow toad-flax, Linaria vulgaris; (34) -

rose, the summer rose, Kerriajaponica ; (35) — sanctuary,

see (8) ; (36) — saugh, the yellow loosestrife, Lysimachia

vulgaris ; (37) — spit, the great celandine, Chelidonium

majus
; (38) — tang, the sea-weed, Fucus nodosus ; (39)

— tare-tyne, (40) —tar-fitch, (41) —thatch, the meadow
vetchling, Lathyrus praiensis

; (42) — top, the ragwort,

Senecio Jacobaea
; (43) — tulip, the Welsh poppy, Meco-

nopsis cambrica
; (44) — violet, the mountain violet, Viola

lutea ; (45) — weed, [a) see (22, b)
;

(b) see (32) ;
(c) see (42).

(1) n.Yks. (R.H.H.) Dev. The hedge is covered with yellow-

archangels, Reports Provinc. (1884) 36. (2) Lei. (3) Chs. 1 3

(4) Brks. (G.O.) (5) n.Yks. (R.H.H.) Ken. Young Annals

Agric. (1784-1815) IV. 412; Ken. 1 (6) I.W. (7) I.W.12 (8)

w.Yks. (9) w.Yks. Lees Flora (1888) 197. (10) Nhp. 1 (11)

Wil. Garden Wk. (1896) No. cxi. (12) Som. (W.F.R.) (13) s.Bch.

Hrt. Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) IV. i. 56. (14) w.Yks. Lees Flora

(1888) 41. (15) Bck. (16) Bck., Hmp.1
, I.W.2 , Wil. 1 (17) Dor.

(G.E.D.) (18) w.Yks. Shoo had a gooid rubbin wi rum and yallo

dock, Hartley Clock Aim. (1896) 60. (19) Som. Droo the white

kissen' geate, . . pressen' the little yell'r vinger an' thoombs . . .

under veet, we rheach'd the brook, Leith Lemon Verbena (1895)

90. (20) Dor. (G.E.D.) (21) Chs.1
, War., Hrt. (22 a, b) Chs. 1

(23) s.Cum. (24, a) Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. Buttercups or yellow
gowans so common every where, Patrick Plants (1831) 234.

n.Nhb. {b) n.Sc. (Jam., s.v. Gowan). Cai. 1 (c) n.Sc. (Jam., s.v.

Gowan). s.Sc, n.Cy. Nhb. 1 (s.v. Gowan\ sw.Cum. (25)
Cum.4 (26) Sur. (27) Lnk. Patrick Plants (1831) 266. (28J Ir.

You had better warm the yellow-legs, Carleton Trails Peas. 6.

(29) War.3, Wor. (E.S.), Dor. (30) n.Yks. (R H.H.) (31) Edb.
Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 135, ed. 1815. Chs. 1 Glo. Though
frequently manured, they are sometimes apt to be overrun with
yellow-rattle, a biennial weed, Morton Farm (1832) 25. (32,0)
Lnk. Patrick Plants (183 1) 266. War. (6) Bck. (c) s.Sc,

n.Cy. (33, a) w.Yks. A rustic near Askham Bog said he called it

'Yellow Rod,' and had some in his garden, Lees Flora (1888)

795. (A) Chs. 1 (34) Dev. 4 (35) Chs. 1 (36) w.Yks. Lees Flora

(1888) 795. (37) Hmp. Dont'e pick that yellow-spit wi' thy clean
hands(W.M.E.F.); Nature Notes, No. iii. (38) Sc. (Jam.) (39) Mid.
Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) in (B. & H.). (40) Chs. 1 (41) Wil. 1

(42) Nhb. 1
(43) Som. (44) Cum. (45, a) Chi.1

(4, c) s Sc,
n.Cy.

3. Comb, in the names of birds, fishes, &c. : (1) Yellow
an-bird, the yellow-ammer, Emberisa citrinella

; (2) —
belly, a young salmon trout returning from the sea

; (3)— bill, the blackbird, Turdus merula
; (4) — bird, (5) —

bunting, see (1) ; (6) — fin, a species of trout ; see below

;

(7) -headed bunting, see (1) ; (8) —linnet, the green-
finch, Ligurinus chloris

; (9) — molly, the yellow wagtail,
Motacilla Rail; (10) — plover, the golden plover, Chara-
drius pluvialis

;
(n) — pumps, (12) — slippers, very young

calves; (13) —wagtail, the grey wagtail, Motacilla
melanope

; (14) — wash-disher, see (9) ; (15) — willy, see
(13); (16)- —wren, the willow warbler, Phylloscopus
trochilus; (17) — yarlin or yerlin, (18) — yeldering,
yeldren, yeldrick, or yeldrin, (19) — yert, see (1) ; (20)— yite, (a) see (1) ;

(b) the skylark, A lauda arvensis
;

(c)
the fieldfare, Turdus pilaris

; (21) — yitty, (22) — yoit,
(
23) — yoldren, yoldrin(g, or youldring, (24) — yorin,
(25) — yorlin(g, (26) — youlring, (27) — yowderin, (28)— yowley, (29) —yowling, (30) — yowring, see (1).

(1) Ken. (W.F.S.) (2) Cum. 4
(3,4) w.Yks. (W.F.) (5)

War.3, s.Pem. (W.M.M.) Dev. The yellow-bunting flitted from
side to side, Ford Larramys (1897) 35. (6) s.Sc. So named from
the colour of its fins (Jam.). Slk. At length a yellow-fin rose. . .

I wish your honour had hookit that ane, Hogg Brownie of Bods-

f l8l8
> 'I- 167 (Jam.). Cum. Sea-trout fry in the Eden

(L.W.P.)
;
Cum.4 A lake trout in good condition. (7) Cum.4

(s.v. Bessy Blakelin). (8) Wm. 1
(9 ) Hmp. So called from the

/ 00 ,

yellow hue of its neck and lower parts, Swainson Birds
(1885) 44. (10) e.Lth. Swainson ib. 180. Nhb. 1 (11) ne.Lan.1
So called from their hoop being yellow when calved. (12) Chs 1

,Chs. 2 (s.v. Staggering-bob), Chs. 3
( I3) e.Lth., Ir. [So called]

from the bright yellow of its neck and breast, Swainson ib. 44.
(H)Bck. Nature Notes, No. x. (15) Wm. 1 (16) Nhb. 1 Wil. Thurn
Birds (1870) 62. (17) ne.Sc. Gregor F/*-Z.o«(i88i) 140. Cai.1

Abd. (G.W.) (18) Sc. Swainson ib. 69 (Jam.). Per. His ear is
charmed by chaffinch and yellow yeldrin, Haliburton Furth in
Field (1894) 126. Rnf. Shilfas and bullfinches and yellow yelder-
ings, Good IVds. (1865) 62. Ant. (S.A.B.) (19) N.I. 1 (20, «)
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Sc. Swainson ib. 69. Frf. Ill fares it then . . . If on the nest they
light Of ... ill-starred yellow-yite, Smart Rhymes (1834) IJ1 -

w.Sc. Napier Flk-Lore (1879) 112. Ayr. Service Nolandums
{1890) 61. Slk. Lark, Untie, yellow-yite, shilfa and goldfinch,

Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 4. Rxb. TV. & Q. (1877) 5th S.

vii. 13. (6) tn.Wot. Berrow'sjrn. (Mar. 3, 1888). (c) Sc. Glasgow
Wkly. Mail (Dec. 15, 1894). (21) Nhb. 1 (22) Gall. Tried for

his life on the charge of murdering a yellow yoit, Crockett Cleg
Kelly (1896) iv; (J.M.) N.I. 1 (23) Slk. They were the colour 0'

yellow-yoldrins, or dandelions, Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) II.

72. Ant. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) n.Cy. (B.K.) w.Yks.
A yollo youldring and a gerse-drake, Yks. Wkly. Post (Dec. 14,

1895) ; Swainson ib. 69. (24) Lan. 1 (25) Fif. Watt Poet.

Sketches (1880) 155. Rxb. (Jam.) Gall. Mactaggart Ettcycl.

(1824). N.I. 1 Don. There wasn't as much as the tail of a yalla-

yorlin' lost off the lan', Harper's Mag. (Sept. 1899) 508. Nhb.1

Cum. The common name among school-boys, Science Gossip (1876)
116. e.Yks.1 (26) e.Lan.1 (27) Cum. 1 * (28) Sc, n.Ir.

Swainson ib. 69. N.Cy. 1
,
e.Yks.1 (29) Nhb. Half a paddock,

half a toad, Half a drop of de'il's blood, Horrid yellow yowling!
Henderson Flk-Lore (1879) iv ; Nhb. 1

, e.Dur. 1 Yks. Science Gossip

(1865) 36. n.Yks.2 (30) w.Yks.1
, ne.Lan.1

4. sb. Obs. A guinea-coin.
Edb. Ran nae risk Of yellows, or white dollars tinin', Liddle

Poems (1821) 88.

5. pi. Jaundice, esp. a kind of jaundice which affects

sheep, cows, and horses.
Frf. The yellows is a complaint to which ewes are subject in

autumn. It is jaundice, Stephens Farm Bk. (1849) II. 386, ed.

1851. s.Sc. (Jam.), ne.Lan.1
, n.Lin. 1 War.4 It belhe yallows, I be

sartain sure
;
get a yallows drench, and the cow will be all right in

a day or two. Hrt. Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) III. ii. 75. e.Ken.

Hunter Georgical Essays (1804) V. 51 r. Som. Cows are subject to

a disorder called the yellows, something like the jaundice in the

human species, Marshall Review (1818) II. 528.

6. The dyer's weed, Genista tinctoria. Midi. Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1796) II. Nhp.2 7. The dyer's rocket,

Reseda Luteola. Nhp. (B. & H.) 8. The wild mustard,

Sinapis arvensis. Nhb. 1 9. Obs. The wild cabbage,

Brassica campestris. Not. (B. & H.) 10. v. To turn

yellow.
ne.Sc. Haddocks were cleaned, split, and put in salt for a short

time. They were then hung up in the chimney over a fire of

wood and smoked or yellowed, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 201.

Dmf. Gowden corn that yellowed i' the glowin' sun, Paton
Castlebraes (1898) 82. n.Yks. T'wots begins ti yalla (I.W.).

Hrt [In May wheat] should . . . shoot into ear, instead of maying

or yellowing, Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) III. i. 27.

Hence Yellowing-grass, sb. a grass from which a yellow

dye is extracted.
Sh.I. Dyed with blue-lit, old man skrottie, korkalit, or yellowin'

girs, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 181 ; S. & Ork. 1

YELLOW-AMMER, sb. Wor. Nrf. Also in form

yellow-hammer Nrf. 1. The skylark, Alauda arvensis.

w.Wor. [So called] chiefly by mowers, Berrow's Jrn. (,Mar. 3,

1888).

2. The yellow wagtail, Motacilla Rah. Nrf. Emerson
Son ofFens (1892) 200.

YELLOWCH, see Yelloch.

YELLOW-OMBER, sb. Shr. Hrf. Oxf. Also in forms

yalla ommer Oxf.1
;
yellow-amber Shr. ; -homber Shr.12

Hrf. 1. A dial, form of ' yellow-ammer,' Emberiza

citrinella.

Shr. Swainson Birds (1885) 69; Shr. 1 Hrf. Bound Provtnc.

(1876). Oxf. 1
TT

2. The chaffinch, Fringilla coelebs. Shr. 2 Shr., Hrf.

Bound Provinc. (1876).

YELLUCKS, YELLUM, see Yallack,Haulm, si., Yelm.

YELLY, see Yea, adv.

YELLY-HOOING, vbl. sb. Sc. Yelling, screaming.

Sc (Jam)- The yelly-hooings o' wives and weans, jord

Thistledown (1891) 3!4- Ayr. I could hear the guffawra' and

vellv-hooin' o' them when I was haufway through to the Ardoch,

Service Notandums (!89o) 44- Gall. Such a yelly hoomg she

could almost be heard from Dalrymple, Crockett Grey Man

YELM sb and v. War. Glo. Bdf. Mid. Also in forms

yealm Glo. ;
yellum Mid. ;

yolm, yowlm Glo. [jelm.]

VOL. VI.

1. sb. Straw laid ready for thatching ; the sheet of straw
which the thatcher lays on at one time. Cf. haulm.
War. 3

, Glo. (S.S.B.) w.Mid. Usually about eighteen inches
wide, and as long as the length of the straw admits (W.P.M.).
2. v. To pull out straw and arrange it in order for the
use of the thatcher ; also used with up.

Glo. (S.S B.) w.Mid. You see, the straw's got to be draw'd
out and yellummed up, afore it goes on top of the reek (W.P.M.).

Hence Yelmer, sb. the person who prepares the straw
and lays it in bundles for the thatcher.
War.3 Bdf. These, together with the four yelmers and servers,

cost about 20s. per day, Batchelor Agric. (1813^ 109.

[OE. gelm, a handful, armful, bundle ; a sheaf (Hall).]

YELP, sb.
1 Sc. [jelp.] A blow ; a buffet.

Rnf. She lent him a yelp wi' her moulie, That knocket off ane
0' his horns, Barr Poems (1861) 126.

YELP, v. and sb? Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Lan. Chs.
Also in forms yalp Sc. Nhb.

;
yilp n.Cy. Lakel. 1 Cum.4

Wm. ne.Lan.1 [jelp; jilp.] 1. v. Of a dog: to bark,

esp. to bark snappishly. Sc. (A.W.), Dur. 1
, w.Dur. 1

, Chs.
1

2. To squeak as a mouse ; to chirp as a bird.

n.Cy. (Hall.), Lakel. 1 Cum. Thare aw white-heedit ... an
tha toke an yilp like mice, Ritson Borrowdale Lett. (c. 1790) 7,

ed. 1866; Cum. 4 Cum., Wm. Nicolson (1677) Trans. R. Soc.

Lit. (1868) IX. ne.Lan. 1

3. Of a person : to call out loudly and shrilly; to whine.
Also in comp. Yalp-yalp.

Frf. What are ye yalp-yalpin at? What d'ye want' Salmond
Man Sandy ( 1903) 140. Ayr. New-come-Tam gaed trampin' in,

Tickets please, he yelpit loodly, got them a' exceptin' yin,

Aitken Lays of Line (1883) 44. Edb. Lat her yelp on, be you as

calm's a mouse, Fergusson Poems (1773) 107, ed. 1785. Hdg.

Loud yelping at five o'clock for 'something to eat,' Lumsden Sel.

Poems (1896) 147. N.Cy.1
, Nhb. (W.G.), Nhb. 1

4. sb. A short, snappish bark. Sc. (A.W.), Chs.1
5. A

whine.
e.Sc. The prayer o' the Pharisee was mair worthy than sic' a

yirn and yelp as yours, Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) xxvi.

YELPER, sb. n.Cy. Nhb. Lan. Lin. Ken. Hmp.
[je'lpa(r.] 1. The avocet, Recurvirostra avocetla.

N.Cy. 1
, Nhb. 1 Lin. Opposite Fosdyke wash, during summer,

are vast numbers of Avocettas, called there ' Yelpers' from their

cry, Camden in Miller & Skertchly Fenland (1878) xii.

2. The redshank, Totanus-calidris.

Ken. I'd 'a had him all right if it waun't fur that cuss'd yelper

of a redshank. . .Them yelpers is the wust birds livin', Son of

Marshes Lond. Town (ed. 1894) 252. Hmp. The cry of alarm

which has gained for it [the redshank] the name of ' cussed yelper

'

from the shore shooters, Cornh. Mag. (Apr. 1893) 371.

3. A young dog. ne.Lan.'

YELPER, v. s.Chs. 1 [jelp3(r).] To yelp ; to howl.

YELPINGAL(E, YELT, see Yafnngale, Gilt, sb}

YELTA, YELTOW, see Yea, adv.

YELVE, sb. and v. Chs. Stf. Shr. Also in forms yelf

Chs.a ; ? yelze Chs. Shr.
;
yilv Chs.

;
yilve s.Chs.1 Shr. 2

[jelv
;
jilv.] 1. sb. A dung-fork; a garden-fork ; a three-

pronged potato-fork. Cf. yell, sb.3

Chs. (E.F.); Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863); Chs.123 ,
s.Chs. 1

,

Stf.1 Shr. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863) ; Shr.12

2. v. To use a ' yelve '
; to dig.

Chs.123 s.Chs.1 Tu yilv dhu miik aayt.

YELVEN, YELVER, YELZE, see Haulm, sb., Elver,

Yelve.
YEMMELL, sb. Glo. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] The aftermath. Gl. (1851).

YEMMOUTH, YEMORS, see Yeomath, Yewmors.
YEMS, sb. pi. Cum. Dor. [jemz.] The same word

as Hame, sb} (q.v.) Cum.4
, Dor. (E.C.M.)

YEN-, YEN, see Earn, v.
2

, Hain, v.
5

, Yend, Yon.
YEND, v. w.Cy. Cor. Also in form yen Cor. [jen(d.]

To end. w.Cy. (Hall.) Cor. Flk-LoreJrn. (1886) IV. 247.

[OE. ge-endian, to end, finish (Hall).]

YENDER, YENK, see Undern, Yonder, Yank, v}
YENLADE, sb. Obs. Ken. Also in form yenlet Ken.12

An estuary; the mouth of a river.

That water which now sundereth the He of Greane from the

Hundred of Hoo hath two such mouths (or Inletts), the one of

4 E
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which, opening into the Thamyse, is called the North Yenlet,

notable for the greatest Oisters and Flounders : and the other,

receiving the fall of Medway, is called Colemouth. . . Such another

there is also, lying southward within the same Medway, into

which it openeth two mouthes, and thereof called likewise South
Yenlet. . . And even such an one is the Yenlet at Reculver,

Lambarde Perambulation (ed. 1656) 275 ; Ken. 1 This word is

applied by Lewis to. the north and south mouths of the estuary

of the Wantsum, which made Thanet an island ; Kei. 2

[OE. gen-lad, an arm of the sea, into which a river dis-

charges itself (B.T.).]

YENNET, YENNUT, see Earth-nut.
YENOO, YEO, YEOG, see Enow, adv.*, Ea, sb., Yoag.
YEOMAN, sb. 1 Obsol. Lan. Brks. Ken. Also in form

yemman ne.Lan.1 A person farming his own land.
ne.Lan. 1 Brks. 1 This title is still occasionally seen painted on

the back of the ' gig' of one who owns land he farms, following

the printing of his name. Ken. 1 A knight of Cales, A gentleman
of Wales, And a laird of the north countree ; A yeoman of Kent
With his yearly rent Will buy 'em out all three, Prov. ; Ken. 2

YEOMAN, sb.2 Chs. 1 A hatting term : the difference

in size of a hat-crown between the band or head part and
the top of the crown.
YEOMATH, sb. Glo. Wil. Also in forms amead,

ea-math, yeemath Wil. 1

;
yemath Glo.2

;
yemmath Glo.1

;

yemmouth Glo. ; yeumath Glo.1
;

youmath Wil. 1
;

yummath Glo.1 The aftermath.
Glo. (K.) ; Horae Subsechae (1777') 469 ; Glo.12 Wil. Morton

Cydo. Agric. (1863); Britton Beauties (1825); Wil. 1

YEORLING, see Yoldring.
YEOS, sb. pi. Irel. Yeomen.
Ir. The Hessians and the yeomen played a part in the rebellion

of 1798, and had—and have still in history—an evil reputation

( P.W.J.) ; In comes the Captain's daughter, the Captain of the

Yeos, Boys of Wxf. w.Ir. If the Husshians or the Yeos ketches
you. Lover Leg. (1848) I. 174.

YEOT, see Yote.
YEOVERY, adj. Nhb. Also written yuvvery Nhb. 1

[jB'vari.] 1. Fastidiouswith regard to food. SeeAiverie,
Every, adj.2, Yevey.

Nhb. 1 ' He was varry yuvvery aboot his meat '—that is, did not
' fancy ' it, or turned away from it contemptuously.

2. Hungry. (Hall.)

YEP, int. Lan. Lin. Also in form yup. [jep.] 1. A
cry used in driving sheep. n.Lin.1 2. A word of
command to a horse. ne.Lan.1 Cf. hup(p.
YEP, see Heap, sb?, Yap, v.

1
, sb. 2

YEPIE, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) A blow as with a sword.
YEPPER, YEPPY, YEPS, see Yipper, Yap, v.

1
, Yaps,

int.

YEPSINTLE, YER, see Yaspen, Ear, sb}, Hoar, adj. 1

YERD, see Earth, sb.\ Yard, sb.12 , Yed, v.*

YERDS, sb. pi. Chs. 1 s.Chs.1 [jadz.] Tow. A dial,

form of ' hards,' q.v.

YERE, YEREN, see Yirr, Earn, v.
2

YERESTRENE, adv. Sc. (Jam.) The night before
last. Sibbald Gl. (1802). See ere yestreen, s.v. Ere, adv. 1

2 (3).

YERFAST,YERK,YERKIN(G,seeYarfast,Yark,?;.',
Yolk, sb}, Yarkin(g, sb.

YERKSOME, adj. Sc. Annoying; a dial, form of
' irksome.' Cf. york, v.

2

Per. Gin folk pays their pennies intil the Sustentation Fund
reglar, it's gey an yerksome to see the minister's family gae by
the door, an' dale wi' outsiders, Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 172,
ed. 1887.

YERL1N, see Yoldring.
YERLS, YERM, YERMER, see Aries, Yirm, Yammer.
YERN, YERNEST, see Earn, v.

2
, Hern, sb., Earnest.

YERNSTFUL, adj. Obs. Lan. Also written yernsful.
The same word as Earnstful. (Hall.) Hence Yerns-
fully, adv. wistfully, longingly.

Afther lookin' at it very yernsfully he begun to lowf reet eaut,
Tim Thraddlepin Sam o' Ben (1878) 8.

YERNUT, see Earth nut.

YERP, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Also in form yirp Sc.

(Jam.) Bnff. 1 [jarp.] 1. v. To yelp.

N.I 1 Whiles a whitterick yerps like a dug.

2. To fret, grumble. Sc. (Jam.), Bnff.1 3. sb. The act

of fretting. Bnff. 1

YERP, see Harp, sb.
1

YERRAH, int. Irel. Also written yerra, yirra.

rjara'.] An exclamation of surprise. See Arrah.
Ir. Yerrah, look at the walk of him 1 Begor, he only touches

the ground at an odd place, MacDonagh Life and Char. (1901)

156. w.Ir. Yerra ! give him his bit and his sup and his bed, and

his easy life, and 'tis all he wants, Lawless Grania (1892) pt. in.

iii. s.Ir. Yerrah ! sure a king of your parts wouldn't believe the

daylight from a Portingale man ! Downe Green Glasses (1903) 17.

Lim. Yerra, be aisy ! [Come, be easy] (G.M.H.). Ker. Bartram
Whiteheaded Boy (1898) 33.

YERR(E, YERRIWIG, YERST, see Yirr, Earwig,
Hearse.
YES, adv. Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc. Irel. and

Eng. [jes ; jis, Is ; unstressed jas.] I. Dial, forms : (1)

Eece, Eeece, Ees(e, Eess, or Eez, (2) Es(s, (3) E-us, (4)

Yahs or Yas, (5) Yis(s, (6) Yus. See Iss.

(1) Yks. 'And that is his pipe you are smoking?' ' Ees, for

sartaen,' Baring-Gould Pennyqks. (1890) 144. Nhp.12 Always
pronounced long and drawlingly. Shr.1 Introd. 26. Glo. ''St

think o' toddling home, Seth?' 'Eess I be, George,' Gissing

Both of this Parish (1889) I. x. Oxf.1
, Brks. 1

,
Suf.1

, Ess.
1
, Hmp. 1

,

I.W.' Wil. Slow Gl. (1892V Dor. Francis Fiauder's Widow
(1901) pt. 1. vi. w.Som. 1 Dev. 2

I ax'n if he wid and he zaid ees.

Cor.1 (2) n.Dev. 'Ess!' they answered, Zack Dunstable Weir

(1901)22. Cor. Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 8. (3) Brks.1
(4)

Sus. Lookee, you be fair, my beloved, yahs, pleasant, Lower
Sng. Sol. (i860) i. 16. s.Dev. Yas'm, I reckon. But 'twud be
sartain misfortin', after that, Longman's Mag. (1901) 39. (5)

Sc. An' did die; yis, he did flie, Riddle Ps. (1857) xviii. 10.

Sh.I. Maikie only answer'd, 'Yiss!' Sh. News (Apr. 6, 1901).

Ir. Och yis, that's what I said sure enough, Barlow Martin's

Company (1896) 115. Cum. (E.W.P.), w.Yks. 2 s.Stf. Why, yis,

Mr. Eld.theer is that sort of a air about the plaas to day, Murray
Aunt Rachel (ed. 1889) 103. Lei.1 Whoy, yis, that Oi dew, 35.
War.2 Glo. Yiss, I 'ev, Gissing Vill. Hampden (1890) II. iii.

(6) w.Yks. 123
, se.Wor. 1

, Ken. (G.B.)

II. Dial. uses. In phr. (1) dear yes, (2) yes fay, (3)
—

sure, forms of asseveration.
(1) Dor. Dear yes, I've often heard of it, Francis Pastorals

(1901) 261. (2) Dev. Ess, fay, a drop o' spirruts 'ud put fresh life

into 'ee, Zack White Cottage (1901) 103. Cor.1 Ees-fye, there's a
bad smell here. (3) Nhp.' 2

, Glo. 1
, Cor.3

YESH, sb. Dor. Som. Also in form yis Dor. 1 A large
earthworm. See Easse.
Wor.1 Som. Yeshes are large worms which they make use of

as baits to put into their weels, Queketfs Sayings (c. 1820) 33,
ed 1888.

YESK, see Yox.
YESMUS, sb. Lan. [ja-smas.] A corruption of

'Christmas.' s.Lan. Bamford Dial. (1854).
YESPEN, YESPFULL, see Yaspen.
YES(S, YESS, see Easse, Arse, sb., Yearst.
YESSLE, v. Dev.8 [je'sl.] To jostle. The same

word as Hustle, v.
1

If I walk long side o' she, her'II yessle my arm and I shall shod
all the cider.

YESSUN, adv. Sur. Also written yesun. [jesan.l
Yesterday. Cf. yesthern.

I told Godfrey Hutchins as he should ha' a sack of they rock
taters yesun, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. v; I made up my mind
yessun as I'd not take none, ib. III. iv.

YEST, adj.1 Der.2
[jest.] In comp. Yest-morn,

yesterday morning.
YEST, adj.2 w.Yks.8 A dial, form of ' east.'
YEST, see Yearst.
YESTER, sb. w.Yks. 8 A dial, form of ' Easter.'
YESTER,!/. Obs. Ags.(JAM.) To disturb, discompose.

See Gaster. ' I never yester'd him.'
YESTER, adj. and adv. Sc. n.Cy. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lam

Also in forms yisser N.Cy. 1

; yister Sc.
; yuster w.Yks.18

e.Lan. 1 s.Lan.1
[je'stefr

; ja-sta(r.] 1. adj. In comp. (1)
Yester-een or -eve, last night

; (2) -morn or -morning,
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yesterday morning
; (3) -night, see (1) ; (4) -noon, noon

yesterday ; (5) -tale, in phr. that's nae yester tale, that

happened long ago
; (6) -week, last week.

(1) Sc. Mackay (s.v. Yestreen). Abd. I am but arrived in Paris

from my travels yestereen, Cobban Angel (1898) 89. Yks. We
were enjoying the revels yester-eve, Yks. Illus. Monthly (Jan.

1884) 100. (2) n.Yks. 2 ne.Lan. Aw remember as though it were
nobbud yester morn, Mather Idylls (1895) 312. e.Lan.1

, s.Lan. 1

(3) Sc. Scoticisms (1787) 113. Abd. The fearfull earthquak that

wes yisternicht, Stuart Eccl. Rec. (1846) xxxv. n.Cy. Grose

(1790) ; N.Cy. 1
, Cum.4 , n.Yks.2 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1788). w.Yks.3 Lan. Yesterneet's worrittin',Idar'say, Brierley
Cotters, ix. ne.Lan. I towd Joseph yesterneet that his turn 'ud

soon come, Mather Idylls (1895) 20. e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1

(4) Sc.

Mackay. (5) Dinb. I found you, Tam, and that's nae yester tale,

A bruckit shachlan, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 77. (6) s.Lan.1

2. adv. Obs. Yesterday.
Dur. All the day yester, Grose (1790) Suppl.

YESTHERN, adv. e.Yks.1 [ji-sbrsn.] Yesterday.

[OE. giestran-, geosiran-, yester- (Sweet).]

YESTLE, YESTMUS, see Hustle, v.
1

, Yaspen.
YESTREEN, adv. and sb. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Nhb. Cum.

Yks. Lan. Der. [jestrin.] 1. Last night
;
yesterday

;

a contracted form of ' yestereven.' See Hereyestreen,
Streen, adv.

Sc. (Jam.); Ae leaf of the muckle gate has been swung to wi'

yestreen's wind, Scott Bride of Lam. (1819) x. ne.Sc. I did

clean wrang yestreen wi' ma tongue, sir, Gordon Northward Ho
(1894) 276. e.Sc. There was naebody suspected us up to yestreen,

Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (T900) 72. Frf. Yestreen the water

was in spate, Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 243. w.Sc. Our meer's

foal't a braw foal yestreen, Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 124.

s.Sc. The grey mear gat her houghs gaw'd yestreen, Snaith

Fierceheart (1897) 51. Ayr. Ye bude to have the whole place

gutted out yestreen, Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 23. Rxb.

Since yestreen just, and now it's eleven 0' the foreday or nearly,

Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 144. Wgt He cam hame as it was

yestreen, this mornin he did flee, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 61.

Dwn. A seen yer doom yestreen Whaur turf an' cinders smoulder,

Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 22. n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll.

L.L.B.) Nhb. Roby cam' doon tae me yestreen i' the gloamin',

Jones Nhb. (1871) 213. Cum." w.Yks. 'Twas shepherd Jose

said it yestreen, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 121. Lan.

As browtyo yore gin-an'-weyter yestreen, Kay-Shuttleworth

Scarsdale (i860) II. 233. Der. Yestreen was a week tha wench

she were up at Good Rest farm, Ouida Puck (1870) v.

2 Phr. ivver yestreen, the day before yesterday. Gall.

(A.W.)
YET, adv. and conj. Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc.

Irel. and Eng. [jit, jat ; It, it.] I. Dial, forms : (1) Eet,

(2) Et, (3) It(t, (4) Yit, (5) Yut.

(1) I.W. 1 w.Som.1 Wee baeun gwain, naut eet. Dev."1 Be

you gwain «
' 'No, net eet.' (2) Glo. I never paid 'ee no tithes

cheerful-like 'et, but I can do et thease time, Buckman Darke s

Sojourn (1890) ii. Dev. Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). (3) Nhp.2
,

se.Wor. 1
, Shr.1

, Oxf. 1 Brks. 1 Be thaay comin' it? Hmp.

(H.C.M.B.) I.W.1
; I.W. 2 Es it one o'clock it, you? He eddn t

vive year wold, nor it near. Som. Jennings Dial. w.Eng. (1869).

Dev. There's one I ha'nt a-twold o' itt, Pulman Sketches (1842)

28 ed 1853. n.Dev. I've lost ma paise But 'it I'll hould en vast,

Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) St. 30. (4) Sc. Thouch ye hae laeyne

amang the pats, yit sail ye be as the wings o' ane dow, Riddell

Ps. (1857) lxviii. 13. Dwn. The wee smile npplin ower her

cheek Grew sweeter yit, Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 14.

Cum Thuz t'biggest leear ah've met with yit, Sargisson Joe

Scoap (188!) 126. n.Yks. (I.W.), w.Yks. 2
,
n.Lin.1

,
War.2 Shr.1

'E hanna bin theer yit as I know on. Suf. 1
,
Ess.1

(5) w.Yks. 1

,

Ken. (G.B.)

II. Dial. uses. 1. adv. and conj. In comb. (1) Yet a

bit, iust yet: just now; (2) — avore all, obs, notwith-

standing f (3 -awhile, (a) see (1); (b) in phr *« yet

awhile, for the present; (4) - awhiles, see (3, «)
, (5)

—

""/ifnYks It weean't be yit a bit, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes

, 2^1 .Tksf! W.) (a) Dev. Moore Hist. Dev. (1829) I.

£
8
3
75)

n
3
Dev. MonmyMag. (Uo) L 435- (3,-) °f' * «n't

doot i^'a while, MS. add. Brks.1 I dwoant expec' un yer it

awhile. (?) «.Stf. There'll be no more bells th,s yet-a-wh.le,

Murray Aunt Rachel (ed. 1889) 51. (4) Oxf. 1 Egz bee sfi chep

uuy dunt myen 1 tu sel nun an um it uwuuylz, uuy shl 00 'rd um.

Dev. I tellee I bant agwaine 'et-a-whiles, Hewett Peas. Sp.

(1892). (5 Lan. Thee cud mey reawm fur o mess o lopperin-

breawis, yet on, Scholes Tim Gamwattle (1857) 39.

2. adv. Still ; at the present time.
Ayr. It is evident that there were queer fo'k langsyne as weel

as yet, Hunter Studies (1870) 41. Cum.4 Does it rain yet ?—does

it still rain ? Carlisle Patriot (Mar. 17, 1899) 4, col. 5. n.Yks.4 ' Is

the waggin here yet ?
' would not imply ' Has the waggon

arrived ?
' but ' Is it still here ?

' ne.Yks.1
, w.Yks. (J.W.)

3. Used redundantly.
Ken. 1 Neither this nor yet that ; Ken.2

YET, int. Obs. or obsol. Nhb. A Border rallying cry.

I find that the cry of 'Yet' is still much locally used in

amusements, such as races and cricket matches, &c. ' Norton Yet

'

and so on when a sudden turn of fortune occurs, Denham Tracts

(1892) I. 131 ; He remembered clearing Bellingham Fair with the

Tarset and Tarret men at his back to the old Border cry of

Tarset and Tarret Burn Hard and heather bred Yet—yet—yet, 16. ;

Nhb.1

YET, YET-AS, see Eat, Yettus.
YETERIE, adj. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Also written yetrie.

Severe, excessive, tormenting. See Eterie.

A yetrie yisking [a severe or tormenting hiccup ; also applied

to a severe, troublesome spit accompanying a cough.]

YETH, see Earth, sb.', Hearth, sb.
1

, Heath.
YETHARD, sb. War.8 A name for a donkey ; a dial,

form of ' Edward.'
YETHER, sb. Sc. Also written yethar. [je-tSar.]

1. A willow-with. The same word as Edder. Sc.

Mackay. 2. A smart blow, esp. one with a switch.

Sc. Mackay. Cld. (Jam.) Lth. Rip-rappin' on, frae random

wicks, the winner gets a yether, Strathesk More Bits (1885) 275.

YETHFUL, see Earthful.
YETH-HOUNDS, sb. pi. ?n.Cy. Som. Dev. Cor.

[je-b-eunz.] A pack of phantom hounds; see below.

See Heath-hounds, s.v. Heath, 1 (3).

n.Cy. Here, too, is the haunt of the 'Wish Hounds,' or, as they

are termed in the north of England, the 'Yeth Hounds,' Whit-

cumbe Bygone Days (1874) 49- w.Som. 1 [Yaetlr-aewnz.] The

legend is not very common, but is steadfastly believed in out-of-

the-way places. Dev. In the late midsummer twilights came the

fearful chase of the yeth or wish-hounds—a beautiful lady in front,

her long hair flying behind her, a pack of black fiery-nostrilled

hounds and horsemen in rear, Madox-Brown Dzvale Bluth (1876)

Introd. ii ; Dev. 1 Dogs without heads, supposed to be the un-

embodied or transmigrated spirits of unbaptized children, which,

having no resting-place, ramble about the woods at night, making

a wailing noise. Sometimes the pack is attended by an acephalous

huntsman. nw.Dev.1 Cor. The Abbot's Way on Dartmoor,
.

.

the favourite coursing ground of 'the wish or wisked hounds of

Dartmoor,' called also the ' yell-hounds,' and the 'yeth-hounds,'

Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865) 145, ed. 1896.

YETH-NUT, see Earth-nut.

YETIN, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Also written

yeten. A giant. See Ettin.

YETLIN, sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Also

written yetling N.Cy.1 e.Dur.1 n.Yks.' 2 ne.Yks.1 m.Yks. 1

;

yettlin Sc. Nhb.
;
yettling Sc. n.Cy. ; and in forms atelin

Nhb. 1
; heeatling n.Yks.2

;
yetelin Nhb. 1

;
yetlan Sc.

;

yetland Sc. (Jam.) [jetlin.] 1. Cast iron; iron not

made malleable ; also used attrib.

Sc. (Jam.) Per. Tingles on its yetlan' sides, Haliburton

Horace (1886) 78. e.Fif. Naethingbut whunstane and yettlin could

withstand it, Latto Tam Bodkin (1864) xxix. Slg. Muir Poems

(1S18) 9. Slk. Tighten the belts o' burnin' yettlin ower your hard

heart, Hogg Tales (1838) 300, ed. 1866.

2. A small iron pot or boiler.

Sc. (Jam.) Slg. When farmers their affairs are setthn
,
They

straight repair to Stirling's yettlin, An' pour a routh o' auld Scots

vittle in This ancient mug, Galloway Poems (1795) 8. Gall.

(J M.) n.Cy. (J.L. 1783) ; Servants from the north of Cumber-

land," and old people all over the border, give this name to a small

iron pan with a bow handle and three feet, N. if Q. (1861) 2nd S.

xii. 28 • N.Cy.1 Nhb.1 This word occurs in one ol the old parish

books of Hexham, date 1702. ' Itm. an atelin in the Abbey great

kitchen.' A small cast-iron pot, with a rounded bottom, having

three projecting feet or ' purys.' It is a miniature kail pot, and
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YET-NA [58o] YIBBLE

is made with a bow handle which swivels in a pair of ' lugs.'

e.Dur.1 Cum. 1 A pan with a bule or bow. Cum., Win. (M.P.)
n.Yks. 1 On three small legs or feet ; n.Yks.2 For heating small
quantities of liquids ; n.Yks. 3 A small pan or large saucepan for

boiling vegetables. ne.Yks. 1 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ.
(1788); e.Yks.1

, m.Yks.1

3. A girdle on which cakes are baked. S. & Ork. 1
, Or.I.

(S.A.S.)

YET-NA, adv. Ken. Sus. Also written yet-ner Sus.1

2

;

and in form yet-near Sus.2
f
jet-na.] Yet.

Ken. 1
; Ken.2 He is not come home yet-na. [Here the

suffixed ' na ' is due to the preceding ' not '.] Sus.1
; Sus.2

I be'ant
twenty yur ol' yetner.

YETRIE, YET(T, see Yeterie, Gate, sb}
YETT, v. Lth. (Jam.) [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To fasten in the firmest way ; to rivet.

YETT, see Gate, sb.2

YETT-CHEEK,56. Obs. Sc. The side or post of agate.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. He lodges in Andrew Haddentoun's at the

yett-cheek, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 17.

YETTER, see Heater, Yatter, v.
1

YETTUS, adv. Sc. Lei. Nhp. War. Bdf. Hnt. Also
written yet-as Nhp. 2

; yetters Lei. 1
;
yettis n.Sc. ; and

in forms yitas Bdf.
;
yittus Nhp. 1

[je'taz ; ji'taz.] Yet;
as yet ; at present

;
just now ; also in phr. as yettus.

n.Sc. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) Lei. 1 Not yetters, m'm
;

Ah've not bin yetters, but ah'll go nextus. Nhp. 1 I can't come
yittus. He has not heard yettus; Nhp. 2

I arn't bin yet-as. War.
(Hall.), War.3 Bdf. Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lans. (1800) 147.
Hnt (T.P.F.)

^

YETUN, YEUBIT, see Ettin, Vowbet.
YEUCK, YEUL, see Yewk, Yowl.
YEUMATH, YEUN, see Yeomath, Weun.
YEUNS, sb.pl. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) The refuse of grain

blown away by means of fanners.

YEUTIE, YEUX, see Eutie, Yox.
YEVEY, adj. Sc. [ji'vi.] Greedy, voracious, clamorous

for food. Mackay. See Aiverie, Every, adj.2 , Yeovery.
YEW, adj. Chs. [jiu.] New.
Aw mun han a yew pair, Clough B. Bresskittle {i%ig) 4 ; Chs. 1

Yew pratoes. Yew shoon. s.Chs. 1 These milk-buckets were
yew on'y last Setterday (s.v. Dinge).
YEW, see Ewe, sb}, Yow, v.

1

YEWD, see Go, Yod(e.
YEWE, sb. Lakel.2 [jiu.] The bog rhubarb, Petasites

vulgaris.

YEWER, sb. n.Cy. Lakel. Also in form yowr n.Cy.
[jiu'ar.] A cow's udder. The same word as Ewer. n.Cy.
Grose (1790). Lakel.2

YEWERS, sb. pi. Dev. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Embers, hot ashes. n.Dev. (Hall.)
YEWEST, see Ewest.
YEWFIR, sb. Sh.I. n.Cy. Dur. Suf. Also in forms

yiffer N.Cy.1
; yofer Suf. 1

;
yoofer S. & Ork.1

1. A
young fir-tree about the girth of a man's arm ; a straight
fir-pole used for scaffolding, &c. N.Cy. 1

, e.Dur.
1
, Suf. 1

2. A large, clumsy oar not properly shaped or dressed.
S. & Ork.1

YEWIL, see Yule.
YEWK, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Chs. Lin. Also written yeuck Sc. N.Cy, 1
;
yeuk Sc. (Jam.)

N.Cy. 1 Nhb.1 Dur. 1 w.Dur. 1
;
yook Sc. Nhb. 1

;
youk Sc.

(Jam.) n.Cy.
; yuick Nhb.

;
yuik Sc.

;
yuke Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy.

m.Yks. 1
;
and in forms euk Sc. ; euke n.Yks. ; ewk Sc.

Lakel.2
; heuk Cai. 1 n.Yks.2

; uke Nhb. 1 n.Yks.12 ; yeauk
Yks.

;
yoke Chs.23

;
yuc Ir. Nhb.

; yuck Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy. 1

Nhb. 1 Cum.* Wm. Yks. Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1
;
yuk Sh.I. Ir. Cum. 1

[jSk
;
juk, jBk.] 1. v. To itch ; also used jig. Cf. yeeke.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1 Abd. The pointer whare never it yeuk'd gar't
him claw, Cadenhead Bon-Accord (1853) 2°5- *"rf. My loof does
youk sae sair, Morison Poems (1790) 15. Ayr. Thy auld damn'd
elbow yeuks wi' joy, Burns On Life (1796) st. 6. Edb. I just
fair youked to hear what he would be at, Beatty Secretar (1897)
94- Peb. (A.C.) n.Cy. Trans. Phil. Soc. (1858) 178; N.Cy. 1

,Nhb.1
,
Dur.', w.Dur. 1

, Lake!. 2 Cum. She'll scart my back whene'er
ltyuks, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 112; Cum.* Cum, Wm.
Nicolson (1677) Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1868 IX. n.Yks. (C V C )

Thur driblets mack me scrat whor't duz nut yeauk, Meriton
Praise Ale (1684) 1. 510; n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.2 A sair heuking and
swithering, as gin it were gying te brust oot intiv a great

flusterment. m.Yks.1 Lin. Ray (1691) ; Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1 Such a
nasty yucking pain comes on in the legs.

Hence (1) one's neck isyewking, (2) one's neck isyewking
for a St. Johnston ribbon, phr. one is in danger of the
gallows

; (3) Reel-yeuking, ppl. adj. 'itching' to dance.

(1) Sc. It wad hae been a fashious job that—by mycertie, some
o' our necks wad hae been ewking, Scott Antiquary (1816) xxi.

Ayr. If Warren Hastings' neck was yeukin, Burns Kind Sir, I've

readyourpaper through, 1. 26. (2) Sc. Your neck's youking for a
St. Johnston ribbon, Ramsay Prov. (1737). (3) Lnk. Beneath my
twa reel-yeukin' cluits, There's what 'ill sharpen a' your wits,—

A

drappie o' the real M cKay, DeiVs Hallowe'en (1856) 25.

2. To rub ; to scratch. n.Cy. Holloway. 3. sb. The
itch ; itchiness.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 114. Abd. It's

[Euclid] a keerious name till a buik, an' min's me o' naething but
whan the lid o' yer e'e yeuks, Macdonald Sir Gibbie (1879) xxx.
Ayr. All of them had the yeuk, that is, the scaw or itch, Hunter
Studies (1870) 11. Edb. Blush as gin she had the yook Upo' her
skin, Fergusson Poems (1773) 224, ed. 1785. Peb. (AC.) Gall.
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). n.Cy. Border Gl. (Coll. L.L.B.);
N.Cy. 1 Nhb. For fear that iv some drucken spree, Scotch Donald
chance to myek owr free, An' gie wor king the yuick man,
Oliver Sngs. (1824) 7. Dur.', Cum. 14 n.Yks. 2 They've getten
t'heuk. Chs.23

Hence (1) Yewkieness, sb. itchiness ; itching
; (2)

Yewky, adj. (a) itching ; also used fig. ;
(b) in phr. to gar

one claw or scart where one's noyewky, to beat one.
(1) Sc. Love has been described in rural phraseology as 'a

yeukieness o' the heart that the hand canna claw,' Ford Thistle-
down (1891) 242. Per. Like a sklatch o' eukiness half roond his
waist, Ian Maclaren Auld Lang Syne (1895) Ia6 - (

2 - «) Sc.
(Jam.) Sh.I. Stewart Tales (1892) 7. Cai.1

, Inv. (H.E.F.)
Abd. Nor it's the design o' a yewky owse to kill the tree when he
rubs hit's skin an' his ain aff thegither, Macdonald Sir Gibbie
(1879) 4- Per. A wee wee siller cruckie, O, Wad made them fidgin
yucky, Stewart Character (1857) 190. Edb. Ye've mony a ane
made claw and fike Whare fan' it yeuky, Liddle.FWm(i82i) 47.
Gall. Nae stick now maun lick now, The yeucky yallow skin,
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 248, ed. 1876. Wgt. Davie was awfu
yeuky about the thrapple, and naething wud help it but whuskey,
Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 287. N.I. 1

, N.Cy. 1
, Nhb.1

, Lakel.2
n.Yks. Mah skin's varry yucky (I.W.); n.Yks. 2 (6) Sc. Ye'Il
gar him claw whare it's no youky, Henderson Prov. (1832) 149
ed. 1881. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Nhb.1

'

[1. Cp. MHG. juckenjilcken, MLG. joken, Bu.jeuken, to
itch (Kluge).]

YEWKING, adj. Chs.128 [jhrkin.] Having a sickly
appearance. Hence Yewkingly, adv. in a sickly way.
YEWL, see Evil, sb.2, Yowl, Yule.
YEWLET, sb. Cum. Yks. Also written yewlat, and

in form yewlad e.Yks. 1 [jurist.] An owlet; an owl;
also in comp. Jinny-yewlet. Cum. (M.P.), n.Yks.2 , e.Yks 1

See Howlet.
YEWMORS,s5.//. Obs. Dev. Also in form yemors.

Embers, hot ashes.
n.Dey. Tha wut spudlee out the yemors, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1

224; Horae Subsecivae (1777) 469.

q/
YJ^ v

j ,

Y
,

ks
- ol

jiun -
] To bully- W-Yks

- Lucas
Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 292.
YEWN, YEWT, see Oven, Hoot, v}
YEWTICK,s6. Lei.1 The whinchat, Pratincola rubetra.

bee Utick, Eutie.
YEX, YEYL, see Ax, sb.1, Yox, Yale
YEZ, YEZZIN, see Yees, Easin(g.
YHEAT-STOOL, sb. Obs. Dev. See below
n.Dev. A toleling

. . . yheat stool, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. .54 • Inevery large old chimney corner is to be found on either side a
short stool or bench, which is of course the warmest seat—this is
probably the ' heat stool.' . . In the first edition this word was
spelt he-at-stool.' It is possible that the word may express what
is now known as the 'brandis,' an iron tripod for supporting a pot
or pan over a wood fire, ib. Gl.

YI, YIBBLE, see Yea, adv., Yivel.



YICKIE-YAWKIE [581] YIRM

YICKIE-YAWKIE, sb. Sc. Also in form yeekie-
yakie. A wooden tool, blunted like a wedge, with which
shoemakers polish the edges and bottoms of soles.

Dmf. (Jam.) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Kcb. Tam . . .

gathered up his knife, ' yeekie yakie,' lap stone and rags, Arm-
strong Kirkiebrae (1896) 12.

YIELD, sb.1 Ags. (Jam.) See below.
When the ice melts, although there be no proper thaw, it is

said to be owing to the yield of the day.

YIELD, v. and sb.2 Sc. Nhb. Yks. Chs. Brks. Suf. Ken.
Sus. Also in forms eeld Nhb. 1

;
yeild Chs. Sus.1

;
yeld

Ken. 1
; yelt Suf.1

;
pret. yald Sc.

; pp. youden Sc. (Jam.)
[jild.] 1. v. To reward.

w.Yks. Thoresby Lett. (1703). Chs. God yeild you (K.); Chs.123

2. To produce a crop ; to be fruitful. See Eald, lid.

Sc. (A. W.) n.Yks. T'cooarn yields weel (I.W.). Chs.1 Thus we
speak of a good crop of wheat as ' yielding well,' or peas which
have many seeds in a pod as ' yielding well

'
; Chs.3 Suf. 1 Ta yelt

a matter a' tew coom an acre. Ken. 1 'Tis a very good yelding field

though it is so cledgy.

3. Of a cow : to give milk.
Sc. (A.W.) Nhb. 1 Hoo much is the coo eeldin ? w.Yks. (J.W.)
4. To give up ; to relinquish. Sc. (Jam.), s.Cy. (Hall.),

Sus.1 5. To give way.
Fif. The kirk-yard's coffins yald and broke Aneath the press o'

livin' fock, Tennant Papistry (1827) 168. Abd. When the effects

of a thaw begin to be felt, it is common to say ' the ice is yowden,'
i.e. it has begun to give way (Jam.).

6. To admit, confess.
Rnf. Priests ir.ay preach and scribes may jaw—And sodgers

shoot ... Or [ere] ye wad shrink or yield a flaw, Webster
Rhymes (1835) 8.

7. In comb. Yield-yow, a violent pressure of the thumb
under the lobe of the ear. S. & Ork.1 8. sb. Produce.

Brks.1 Whate maaykes poor yield this crap.

[1. God yelde thee, freend, Chaucer Tr. <S° Cr. 1. 1055.]

YIELD, see Geld, adj., Yeld.

YIELDY, adj. Sc. [jildi.] Yielding, giving way.
Gall. Time's shingly sands I see Turn dry an' yieldy 'neath my

feet, Scott Gleanings (1881) 31.

YD7FER, see Yewfir.

YIFF-YAFF, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) A small person

who talks a great deal to little purpose.

YIGGA, sb. Cum. [ji'ga.] A dial, form of 'ague.'

Cum. 1
(s.v. Ayga), Cum.4

YIGLET, YDX, see Aglet, Oak.
YIKE, sb. Sur. Hmp. [jaik.] The call of the wood-

pecker.
Sur. Here you could listen to the yike, yike, yike of the green

woodpecker, and watch him at his work, Son of Marshes On
Sur. Hills (1891) 136; Then he [the yaffle] yells his loudest,

making the woods ring with his maniacal yikes, ib. London Town

(ed. 1894) 193.
.

Hence Yikeing, ppl. adj. making the sound of yike.'

Sur. The yikeing laugh of the yaffle, Forest Tithes (1893) 30.

Hmp. Cornh. Mag. (June 1893) 595.

YIKKA, v. Sh.I. [jrka.] To snarl.

Heyikkas an growls, Burgess Rasmie (1892) 17.

YILL, sb. and v. Sc. n.Cy. Also in forms yell N.Cy. 7

;

yuill Ayr. [jil] 1. sb. A dial, form of ' ale.'

Sc. Send down for bread and for yill, tobacco, &c, Scott

Bride ofLam. (1819) xxiii. Frf. [She] loot them pree her yill an'

kebbuck, Watt Poet Sketches (1880) 108. w.Sc, s.Sc. (Jam.)

Ayr. A howff . . . whaur you get your yuill oot of fine auld siller

communion cups, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 108. N.Cy.1

Hence Heather-yill, sb., see below. .,,..,,
Wet They say that the Picts brewed some awful grand kind ot

drink they ca't Heather Yill, out of heather and some unknown

kind of fogg ; but they kept the secret of making of it to themselves,

and it is now lost, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 295.

2. Comb. (1) Yill-boat, an ale-barrel; see Boat, sb. 3;

(2) -cap or -cup, a horn or wooden vesse from which ale

is drunk- ft) -cup eye, a large or ' saucer '
eye

; (4) -house,

a house where aJe is 'sold f (5) -seasoned seasoned with

ale • (6) -seller, a person who sells ale
; (7) -shop, see (4);

(8) -wife, a woman who brews or sells ale.W
.i)Bwk. Jam.) (2)Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. The Change-house fills,

Wi' yill-caup commentators, Burns Holy Fair (1 78s) St. 18. Gall.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (3) Gall. (Jam.) Kcb. Chiels wi 1

sooty skins, and yill-caup een, Davidson Seasons (1789) 13 {ib.').

(4) Sc (Jam.) ; I never gang to the yillhouse — that is unless ony
neighbour was to gie me a pint, Scott Rob Roy (1817) xiv. Edb.
The coarsest night that cou'd hae blawn, I at the yill-house door
bid staun', A' shiverin', R. Wilson Poems (1822) 35. N.Cy. 1

(s) Ayr. Yill-season'd haivers Are no worth a plack, White
Jottings (1879) 29°- (6) Ayr. Yuill-sellers shouldna be story

tellers, ye ken, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 235. (7) Lnk.
Oot an' intil yill-shops they gaed, Coghill Poems (1890) 77.

(8) Sc, Cld. (Jam.) Ayr. Ye're welcome, neighbour yill wives,

here, Fisher Poems (1790) 59. Edb. Yill-wives licker brisk

decantet For drinkers' food, Crawford Poems (1798) 46. Gall.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 166, ed. 1876. N.Cy.1

3. v. To treat to ale.

w.Sc. (Jam. ) Ayr. Langsyne it was the fashion ... for lads tae

tak their lasses intae the public hoose on the Sabbath day, at

twull-oors, tae get a bake an' a hue o' porter, or like tat ye ken,

an' that was ca'd 'yuillin',' Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 206.

YILL, YILLOCH, see Yeld, Yelloch.

YILLYART, adj. Sc. Stubborn ; ill-conditioned ;

' thrawn.'
Per. Then ye can get, ye yillyart tyke, Home rule or ony rule

ye like, Fergusson Vill. Poet (,1897) 72.

YILP, YILT, YILV(E, see Yelp, v., Gilt, sb.\ Yelve.

YIM, sb. and v. Sc. [jim.] 1. sb. A particle; an
atom ; the smallest portion of anything. See Nyim.

Ags. (Jam.) Rxb. Nor leaves in creation a yim to afford A bite

to a beast or a bield to a bird, Riddell Poet. Wks. (1871) II. 204.

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 500, ed. 1876.

2. A very thin film of condensed vapour or fat. Bnff. 1

3. v. To break into fragments. Kcd. (Jam.) 4. To
become covered with a thin film. Bnff. 1

YIMMER, see Yammer.
YIMMET, sb. Obs. Sc. A lunch ; a ' piece.' Gal..

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). See Yim.

YIMOST, YIN, see Eemost, One, Yon.
YINDER, see Yonder.
YINK, sb. 1 Sh.I. [jirjk.] An indefinite quantity.

A yink o' sheep (J.S.).

YINK, sb* Sh.I. [jink.] A lover; a sweetheart.

(A.W.) ; S. & Ork.1

YINK, v. Sh.I. [jink.] To set aside.

Whin hit wis lamb'd we haed da midder o' hit hame, an'

Girzzie . . . yinkit hit ta wir Gibbie, as shtine as shii saw hit, Sh.

News (Aug. 7, 1897); S. & Ork. 1

YINST, see Once.
YIP, see Gip, v.

2
, Yap, sb 2

YIPPER, adj. e.An. Also in form yepper Suf.

[ji-ps.] Brisk, active, in good spirits. Cf. yap, adj.

e.An.1 Nrf. She is right yipper, Cozens-Hardy Broad Ntf.

(1893) 60. Suf. (Hall., s.v. Yep).

YIP-YAP, sb. Chs. Also in form yip-yop s.Chs. 1

[ji-p-jap, -jop.] An upstart; a young, scatterbrained

person. See Yap, sb.2

Chs.13 s.Chs.1 Wo)ddo ahy ky'aeT fur u lit-1 skwuu-rtin yip--

yop lahyk dhee? Wot aaf)i bur u gau-ki wop--strau uv u laad-,

wen au-)z sed ?

YDR.B, YIRD, see Herb, Earth, sb.1

YIRDIEBEE, sb. Obs. Sc. A bee which burrows in

the ground.
Slg. No honey dug from yirdie bees, Wyse Poems (1829) 19.

YD3DLINS, YIRK, see Earthlins, Yark, v.
1

YIRKIN.56.1 Irel. [ja'rkin.] The place where a shoe

is tied. Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892).

YIRKIN, sb.
2 N.I.

1 [ja-rkin.] The side of a boat.

YIRLICH, adj. Obs. Sc. Also in form yirlisch.

Wild, unnatural. Cf. eldritch.

Slk. (Jam.) ; Sett up sic ane yirlich sknghe, Hogg Tales (1838)

no, ed. 1866.

Hence Yirlischly, adv. wildly.

They yellit and youtit soe yirlischly, ib. Poems (ed. 1865) 315.

YIRLIN, see Yoldring.

YD3LING, sb. Not. [ja-lin.] A thatcher's handful of

straw. Morton Cyclo. Agric. (1863).

YIRM, v. Sc. Irel. Also written yerm Sc. ;, yurm Sc.



YIRMS [582] YOFER

(Jam.); and in form earm Sc. (Jam.) [jarm.] 1. To
whine, complain ; to utter low cries ; to ask questions in a

querulous tone. See Death-yirm, s.v. Death, sb. 1 (56).

Sc. (Jam.) Cld. Applied to the whimpering fretfulness ofa sickly

child lib.). Ayr. In yerming and chirming At yonder pamper'd

lords Carousing and bousing On what our toil affords, Smith Poet.

Misc. (1832) 45. Lnk. Auld Scotlan' gangs yirmin' an' chanerin',

Hamilton Poems (ed. 1885) 72. SIk. They yermit and flaitte

a summer's day, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 367. Gall. (J.M.) Ant.

Ballymena Obs. (1892).

2. Obs. To chirp as a bird. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824).

YIRMS, sb. pi. Obs. Sc. Small-sized fruit. Gall.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

YIRN, v. 1 and sb. 1 Sc. Irel. Also written yurn Sc.

(Jam.) [jam.] 1. v. To whine, complain ; to grumble
;

also used with at. See Girn.
Sc. Nae mair sal Ephraimyirn at Judah, Waddell Isaiah (1879)

xi. 13. Cld. Applied to the whimpering fretfulness of a sickly

child (Jam.). Gall. That day they had nathing to whine 'bout or

yurn, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 78, ed. 1876. N.I.1

2. To distort the face ; to make grimaces.
Sc. He yirned and struck back when I hit him (G.W.).

3. sb. A complaint ; a whine.
Sc. O Lord, afore thee is a' my yirn, Waddell Ps. xxxviii. 9.

e.Sc. The prayer o' the Pharisee was mair worthy than sic a yirn

an' yelp as yours, Setoun R. Urquhart (1896) xxvi.

YIRN, v.
2 Sc. To twist ; to entwine.

He went to wind worsted, but it yirned and hindered him.

He threw his line across the stream, but it caught a branch and
got yirned (or yirned round it) (G.W.).

YIRN, sb.2 Sc. An eagle. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). See Erne.
YIRN, YIRP, see Earn, v.

2
, Yerp.

YIRR, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Dev. Also written yere Sc.

(Jam. Suppl.)
;
yerr Dev.1

;
yerre Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) [ja(r.]

1. v. To snarl or growl as a dog. Cf. yar(r.
Sc. Like coward cur, you bustless show your spite, You yirr

and yowl—you bark but darena bite, Donald and Flora, 45 (Jam.).
Frf. The watch-dogs yirr'd and yowf'd wi' fricht, Beattie
ArnhcC (c. 1820) 56, ed. 1882. Dwn. The minit Peggy says, ' Here's
the pooshey cumin !

' it teers at the plate, and yirrs ower ocht,

Lyttle Ballycuddy (1892) 55.

2. To yell, shout out.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Dev. 1 ' Burn your tey,' a yerr'd to her, ' 'tis

the ruin 0' the nation,' 7, ed. Palmer. n.Dev. How I ya gurt . . .

yerring trash, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1. 40.

3. sb. The growl of a dog.
Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. When idly goaven whyles we saunter, Yirr,

fancy barks, awa' we canter, Burns Ep. to Maj. Logan, st. 2.

Dwn. Whun the dog heerd the strange fut, he let a yirr oot o' him,
Lyttle Robin Gordon, 17.

[2. Cp. OE. gyrran, gierran, georran, to sound, chatter
(Hall).]
YIRRA, YIRTH, see Yerrah, Heath.
YIRZE, adj. Obs. Ayr. (Jam.) Unacquainted.
YIS, YISK, see Yesh, Yox.
YISSER, YISTER, YIT, see Yester, adj., Eat, Oat.
YITAS, see Yettus.
YITE,s6. Sc. Also in form yoit. [jait.] Theyellow-

ammer, Emberiza citrinella. See Yellow-yite, s.v. Yellow,
3 (20, a).

Sc. (Jam.) ; Whaur . . . the yite trills its ditty, Wright Sc. Life

(1897) 74. Fif. The hedge-sparrow and the yite jinked the handy
stone, Colville Vernacular (1899) 8. Ayr. I thought yestreen
that I saw three yellow yoldrin's chittering on the tap o' a fa'

dyke, an' I never dream of yites but I meet auld frien's, Ainslie
Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 146. Edb. Herryin' Unties, yites an'
kays, Forbes Poems (1812) 104. Rxb. N. if Q. (1877) 5th S. vii.

13. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 496, ed. 1876. Wgt. (A.W.)
YITE, int. Obs. Sc. In comb. (1) Yitehub, (2) -hup,

(3) -wo, calls to a horse.
Rnf. Yite hub, whaur are ye gaun tae ? Ye see, I boucht that

beast in the Grassree, And it's a real game ane
;
yite wo ! . . . Fife

folk are droll folk after a'
;
yite hup, Fraser Chimes (1853) 67.

YITH, conj. Obs. Wxf. 1
If. A mispronunciation of

O.E.gif,if.

YITHER, see Edder.

YITSA, int. Sh.I. [jitsa.] Get on ! S. & Ork.1

YITTIE, YITTUS, see Oatty, Yettus.
YIVEL, v. Yks. Also, in form yibble. [ji'vl

;
ji'bl.]

To make a crooked furrow in ploughing.
e.Yks. What are you yiveling at there ? (Miss A.)

YIZ, see Yees.
YMMER, v. Obs. Ayr. (Jam.) To break into fragments.

See Yim.
YMPE, YO, see Hemp, Ewe, sb. 1

, Hew, v.
1
, Yule.

YOA, int. nw.Dev.1
[jo.] A call used in driving

sheep.

YOAD, see Yad, sb.
1

YOAG, sb. Sh.I. Also in form yeog. [jog.] The
mussel, Mytilus modiolus.
The yeog, so valuable as bait to fishermen, Cowie Sh. (187 1)

281 ; S. & Ork. 1

YOAK, v. Fif. (Jam.) [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To look. 'Yoak your orlitch,' look [at] your watch.

YOAK, YOAK(E, YOAM, see Yolk, sb.
1
, Yoke, v.

2
,

Oam.
YOAN, v. and sb. Wm. Yks. Also in form yooan

Wm. [j5n.j 1. v. To slide the notes into each other in

singing. w.Yks. He yoaned dreadfully (F.P.T.).

2. sb. A groan. Wm. (B.K.)

YOANDURTH, see Undern.
YOBBIN, v. and sb. Chs. [jobin.] 1. v. To cry.

Chs. 1 What art yobbinin for? Thi mother '11 be back soon.

2. sb.pl. Yells, a ' row,' an uproar. Chs.13

YOCHA, v. Lan. Chs. Also in form yoch-yaw Lan,
To laugh. Cf. yoffa.

Lan. Settin evvuribodi o yoch yawin wi summut ut e towd um,
Scholes Tim Gamwattle (1857) 36. s.Chs. 1 Ahy tuwd im ee)d
befur mahynd wot ee wuz drjoin, els ee'd fahynd imsel raangg';

bur £e oa -

ni yokh'ud aat* mi.

YOCHEL, sb. Sc. Also in form yocho Bnff.1 Cld.

(Jam.) A ' yokel
'

; a stupid, awkward person.
Bnff.1

, Cld. (Jam.) Lnk. An' men the licht o' ages past By
yochels noo are jeered, Edwards Mod. Poets, 8th S. 307.

YOCK, see Juck, sb 2
, Yoke, sb.

1

, v.
2
, Yolk, sb. 1

, YLCk, v.

YOCKEL, see Hickwall.
YOCKEN, v. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Also in form yorken

ne.Yks. 1 [jo'kan.] 1. To gulp ; to swallow greedily or
noisily. Cf. yotten.

n.Yks,4 ne.Yks. 1 Sitha ! he's yockenin' it doon. w.Yks.',
ne.Lan.1

2. To gargle. n.Cy. (Hall.) 3. To choke. ne.Lan.1

YOCKEN, see Yacken.
YOCKING, ppl. adj. Cum. [jo-kin.] Of females

:

maris appetens. (E.W.P.)
YOCKS, int. Yks. [joks.] A call of encouragement

to a dog hunting rabbits, &c.
n.Yks. Yocks, lad ! hunt away ! go into the cover (I.W.).
YOCKS, see Yox.
YOCK-YALL, sb. Lin. 1 Also in form york-yall.

The yarrow, Achillea Millefolium.
YOD, see Head.
YOD(E, v. pret. Obs. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Wm. Also in

forms yede Ags. (Jam.)
;
yewd N.Cy. 2

;
yud Cum. Wm.

Went ; walked. See Go.
Sc. One while this little boy he yode, Another while he ran,

Jamieson Pop. Ballads (1806) I. 10. Bnff. A colt o' course to
Asshood cam, Than thinkin fit to leave his dam, Yode to a herd o'
jet black nowt, Taylor Poems (1787) 106. Ags. Nearly obs. (Jam.)
Fif. The veil o' waffin' stone that wrapt That army as they yode,
Tennant Papistry (1827) 76. n.Cy. (K.), N.Cy.2 Cum., Wm.
Nicolson (1677) Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX.
[OE. eode, went (B.T.).]
YOD(E, YOE, see Yad, sb. 1

, Ewe, sb.1 , Hew, v.1

YOE-BRIMBLE, sb. w.Som. 1 The common bramble,
Rubusfruticosus.
The term is specially applied to one of the long, rank, rope-like

runners which are so obstructive to the beaters in a covert, and
which are much sought after by broom-squires for binds or tyers.
' Hitched my voot in a gurt yoe brim'l, and vailed all along.'

YOF, YOFER, see Youf(f, Yewfir.
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YOFFA, v. s.Chs.1

Tjo-fa.] To laugh. Cf. yocha.
Dhur wuz u lot)n urn got-n yof-fl-in in u kau rniir, au' dhu weyl

6e wuz pree-chin.

YOFFLE, see Yaffle, v.*

YOGAR, sb. Sh.I. [j5-gar.] See below.
Not a rheumatic affection, but the effect of over-strained muscles,

and is of short duration, gen. passing away after a spell of rest,
Sh. News (Oct. 21, 1899) ; Spence Flk-Lore (1899) l63-
YOICKS-BOB, int. Nhp.2 An exclamation of sur-

prise.

Yoicks, Bob
! an' that's fun, blankets wi' boottons on ! The

loike I nivver see.

YOIK, v. Lei.1 [joik.] To force ; to prise open. Cf.
yark, v.1 ' Nivver wur good at yoikin' oysters.'

YOIR, YOIT, see Yare, Yite, sb.

YOK, YOK(E, see Yoke, sb.\ Yolk, sb.\ Yuck, v.

YOKE, sb.
1 and v. 1 Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

Also written yolk Oxf. 1
; and in forms yauk Dwn.

;
yock

S. & Ork.1 Don. I.Ma. Not. Lin. 1 n.Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1
; yok

Sh.I. Sc. N.I.1 ne.Lan. 1 Nhp.1 Shr.1 [jok, joak ; jok]
1. sb. In comp. (1) Yoke-harrows, a pair of harrows
fastened together so as to be used at the same time

; (2)

-hole, a coal-mining term : a hole in the middle hoop of a
tub at the end through which to put the bolt ofthelimmers;
(3) -stick, (a) a wooden horse-shoe shaped collar for

yoking oxen
;

(b) the cross-beam of a plough at right
angles to the pole

;
(c) a hook stick ; a fork ; a spoon.

(1) Not.2 (2) Nhb., Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888).

(3, a) n.Yks. 2
(6) Abd. The Guidman . . . maks yoke-sticks o'

rooden, Beattie Parings (1801") 31, ed. 1873. (c) Lin. 1

2. Phr. to lake the yoke with, Jig. to marry.
Kcd. Gin Johnny tak' the yoke wi' me, I'll try to pu' my share,

Grant Lays (1684) 173.

3. A plank sliding in a groove, and confining a cow's
neck in the cow-house. T.Ma. Brown Yarns (1881) 22,
ed. 1889. 4. A bar or frame of wood put round an
animal's neck to prevent it from straying.
w.Vks.2 Chs. 1 Yokes are still in common use for cattle and

sheep ; and I have, on one occasion at least, seen a number of
hens all wearing yokes. s.Chs.1

, Not.', Lei.1 , Nhp. 1 (s.v. Yangle),
War.3 Shr. 1 Put round the neck of a pig, to prevent it breaking
through a hedge. 'Aye, yo' bin lucky, like Turn 'Odges, as lost

five pund, an' fund a pig's yok.' This is proverbially said of any
one who is unfortunate in sustaining losses. Hrf. (E.M.W.),
Oxf. 1 MS. add., Suf.1

5. Harness ; traces ; also in pi.

Rnf. Or ere my beast [horse] was oot the yoke, Young Pictures

(1865) 166. Lin. (J.C.W.)
0. A wooden frame carried across the shoulders, from
each end of which a pail is hung; used for carrying milk,

water, &c. ; also in pi.

Sc. (A.WO, n.Yks. 4, w.Yks.2 , Not. 12 , Lin. 1
, n.Lin.1

, se.Lin.

(J.T.B.), Nhp.1
, War.3 Glo. A smart step for any one ... to go

there with a yoke and buckets for to fetch water to drink, Buckman
Darke's Sojourn (1890) xviii. Oxf.1 MS. add., Wil. (G.E.D.)

Hence Yoke-stick, sb. (1) a ' yoke ' for carrying pails.

n.Yks.12
; (2) as crooked as a yoke stick, phr. bodily

deformed, ib. 7. pi. The chains from the sides of a

shoulder-board, for carrying buckets. Lin. (J.C.W.)
8. The quantity of water, &c. carried by means of a

' yoke
'

; two bucketsful.
Nhp.1

, War.3 Wil. To fetch a yoke or two of spring water
daily, Jefferies Hdgrow. (1889) 197.

9. An instrument used by thatchers for carrying the elms
up to the roof. Also called Fork. Wil. 1 Jefferies Wild
Life (1879) vi. 10. An implement ; a contrivance ; a

vehicle.
Ir. One of them onnathural little yokes that rowl about wild wid

big wheels is after whirreling * young gentleman off of itself

below at the corner, Barlow Kerrigan (1894) 51 ;
(S.A.B.)

11. The time during which a ploughman and his team

works at a stretch ; hence a period of steady work. Cf.

Sc. In farms there are generally two yokes of five hours each in

the day; from 7 o'clock to 12, and from 1 to 6 (A.W.). Abd.

Willie had just come home from 'the yoke' at near mid-day,

Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 3. s.Sc. After half-a-day's hard

yoke O' five stout men and women folk, Watson Border Bards
(1859) 74- n.Lin. 1 We'd dun th' mornin' yock at plew afoore th'
thunner cum'd on. Ken. They commonly make what they call
two yokes a day, i.e. their servants and horses go to plough at
six in the morning, and return home at ten : they go out again at
two in the afternoon, and leave off at six, Young Annals Agric.
(1784-1815") ; Ken. 1 When the horses go out in the early morning
and work all day till about two o'clock, and then come home to
their stable, they make what is called ' one yoke

' ; but sometimes,
when there is a great pressure of work, they will make ' two
yokes,' going out as before and coming home for a bait at ten
o'clock, and then going out for further work at one and coming
home finally at six p.m.

12. A farm or tract of land of an uncertain quantity.
Ken.1 It would seem to be such a measure of land as one yoke

of oxen could plough and till ; Ken. 2 Cake's Yoke, name of a farm
in the parish of Crundale.

Hence (1) Yokelet, sb. an old name for a little farm or
manor

; (2) Yok-farm, sb. the best farm on an estate.

(1) Ken. (K.), Ken.1
(2) Shr.1 I 'spect owd Price made a good

bit o' money theer- it wuz al'ays said to be the yok-farm on the
Lordship, an' 'e 'e!d it above forty year.

13. A bout ; a game, match ; a trial of skill.

Sc. (G.W.) Ayr. To lift maist weight, or put the stane, Or try
a yoke at jump about, Thom Amusements (1812) 38.

14. A grip, grasp, hold.
Sh.I. A yok for the slack o his breeks dan I mak, Buugess

Rasmie (1892) 16 ; S. & Ork. 1

Hence to make a yokfor, phr. to try to seize.
Sh.I. Med a yok for Baabie, Burgess Rasmie (1892) 55.

15. A dispute ; a quarrel. Cld. (Jam.) 16. v. To fasten

a cow in the cow-house by means of a ' yoke.'
I.Ma. The cows . . . yocked in the dark as quiet as ghos'es,

Brown Yarns (1881) 22, ed. 1889.

17. To attach a horse to a conveyance ; to ' put in ' a
horse ; esp. to attach a horse to the plough for the day's
work ; to harness ; also used with out and to.

Sc. (A.W.) Elg. We yok'd the sheltie in the hearse neist

day, Tester Poems (1865) 113. Abd. Yokin' the cairt, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (187 1) i. Per. They yoke-to the horse, but it [a

machine] winna stir, Sandy Scott (1897) 20. Fif. Some bairns

play at horses. Would ye ha'e them yoket to a coal-cart ? Setoun
Skipper of Barncraig (1901) 142. Hdg. Whan our Rab yokes the

ploo, Lumsden Sel. Poems v 1896) 79. Kcb. Aul' Train yokit the

gig, an' aff his wa's tae Dairy, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 117.

N.I. 1 Dwn. We had to yauk the meer an' kert tae draw his boxes
till Bilfast, Lyttle Ballycuddy (1892) 10. Nhb. Nicholson Coal Tr.

Gl. (ed. 1888); (W.G.) ; He [a ploughman] 'yokes' at six in

summer, at daylight in winter, and 'lowses' at six or dusk,

Longmans Mag. (Feb. 1897) 328 ; Nhb. 1 Dur. Nicholson
Coal Tr. Gl. (ed. 1888). e.Dur. • Distinct from 'harnessing,' or

putting the harness on his back. Cum 4 Got out the old mare,

and . . . yoked up, W.C.T.X. (1893) 11, col. 3. n.Yks. 1 *

ne.Yks. 1 A'e ya getten t'meer yauk'd ? e.Yks.1 Noo then, leak

shaap, lads, an yoke, an let's get that bit o' wheeat yam afoor

rain cums. w.Yks. (J.W.), Lan. (S.W.), ne.Lan. 1 I.Ma. The
way two hosses 'd be goin a yockin To a cart, Brown Doctor

(1887) 189. s.Not. Yock the ood hoss to the spring cart (J.P.K.).

Lin.1 , n.Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1 They didn't yock out while noon.

Hence A-yoke, adv. in phr. to put a-yoke, to ' put in ' ; to

harness.
Abd. She saw her father put the horses ' a-yoke ' after her

sweetheart had left, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 5.

18. To plough in a certain way ; see below.
Sc. Casting, or yoking, or coupling ridges, Stephens Farm Bk.

(1849) I. 171, ed. 1851 ; ib. 175. Bnff. We are directed to yoke
awal and bear-root, that is to plow the ridges by pairs, Sum.
App. 82 (Jam.).

19. Fig. To join ; to match ; to marry.
Sc. Commend that lassie for a wife, . . Wi' her I'd calmly yoke

for life, Shepherds Wedding (1789) 13. Lnk. Tho' we've been
equally yoket, Now vict'ry maun come an' decide, Watson Poems
(1853) 64. Edb. I wad gie something to see you an' her yokit,

Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) 85. Nhb. If a lad liket a lass,

he yokit to her at the fair, or ga' her a sappy kiss in the gloamin',

Graham Red Scaur (1896) 262.

20. Fig. To burden; to bind down; to fasten; to oppress.
s Sc. To Jeddart they wad sent him, And firmly yoke him On

the tread-mill, Watson Border Bards (1859) 53. Edb. They raise
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provisions as the stents they raise, Yoke hard the poor, and let

the rich chiels be, Fergusson Poems (1773) 196, ed. 1787.

21. Obs. With with : to deal ; to have to do with.

Lnk. He's the easiest merchant ever the people of God yoked
with, Walker Biog. Presby. fed. 1827) I. 95.

22. To enter on any sort of employment with vigour or

keenness ; to set to ; to begin ; also in comp. Yoke to.

Sc. (Jam.); The minister yoket to flyte him about the drink,

Scotch Haggis, 49. Cai. 1 Elg. Allan to the stories yokit, Tester
Poems (1865) 149. e.Sc. Whiles they would yok' blawin' in my
lug, Strain Etmslie's Drag-net (1900") 9. Frf. On wakening in

the morning yoking to his loom as usual, Barrie Minister (1891)
vi. Per. Noo that the time for wussin's near, The yokin' o'

anither year, Haliburton Dunbar (1895) 108. e.Fif. By an by a

cock yokit to the crawin', Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxx. e.Lth.

It minded me o' my ain mistress whan she yokes to a cleanin,

Hunter J. Inwick (1895I 21. Peb. Affleck Poet. Wks. (18361

125. Don. He set about makin' himself as bothersome as he could,

aad yocked a row with everybody, Macmanus Chim. Corners

(1899) 102. Nhb. 1 The buzzer's blawn, It's time for yokin, every
man, Rowell The Caller. Cum.4

23. To attack ; to grip, seize ; to tackle ; to meddle with;

to fight ; to engage in dispute ; also used with on, to, ivith.

Sc. Wi' that they a' yoked to me, and hoisted me ower into the

cobble, St. Johnstoun, II. 203 (Jam.) ; France is like in earnest to

yoke with the Pope, Baillie Lett. (1775) II. 175 (ib.). Sh.I.

Berry yokid her bi da neck, Sh. News (Mar. 26, 1898) ; S. &Ork. J
,

Cai. 1 Arg. John Splendid yoked on me as if my sobriety were a

crime, Munro J. Splendid (1898) 37. Ayr. The cat or what else

it might be had yoked on the sweet cream, Hunter Life Studies

(1870) 5. e.Lth. The lave o' them a' turned an 1 yokit me, an' gied

me the blame, Hunter /. Inwick (1895) 244. Dmf. He yokes
him fairly wi' his teeth, As Brush wad dune a whitterick, Quinn
Heather (1863) 145.

24. Phr. (1) to yoke by the ears, obs., to set by the ears
;

to set quarrelling
; (2) toyoke dogs upon one, obs., to set dogs

upon one.
(1) Sc. A foolish tongue . . . Yokes kings and subjects by the ears,

Colvil Whigs' Supplic. (ed. 1796) II. 574. (2) Sc. That bishops
either will cause stone him, Or else yoke butcher dogs upon him,
ib. I. 1938.

YOKE, v.
2 and sb.

2 Sc. n.Cy. Shr. Glo. Hmp. w.Cy.
Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written yoak(e w.Cy.

;
yolk

Glo. 1
; and in forms yeck Per. Lth. (JAM -) !

yeke n.Cy.

;

yock Cor.2
;
youck Dor.

;
yuc Dev. Cor.

; yuck Cor.2

[jok.] 1. v. To cough ; to hiccup ; to retch ; also used
with up. Cf. yox.

Per. Its filthiness will make you yeck, Nicol Poems (1766) 102.
Lth. (Jam.) n.Cy. More particularly applied to the short cough
of a sheep, as the sheep yekes or yokes, or has a yeking or
yoking (K.). Shr. 1 I think the waggoner 'ad a drop too much
las' night, I 'eard 'im yokin' i' the back foud. Glo.1 , w.Cy. (K.),
s.Dev., e.Cor. (Miss D.), Cor.2

2. sb. A hiccup
;
gen. used in pi.

Hmp. 1
,
w.Cy. (K.), Dor. (W.C. c. 1750). Som. Jennings Obs.

Dial. w.Eng. (1825^. e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873^.

3. Phr. to give a yock, to try to swallow when the mouth
is empty. Cor.2

YOKE, see Yewk, Yolk, sb?
YOKEL, sb} w.Yks.2 [jo'kl.] The ploughboy who

does the day's ploughing, or 'yoking.'
YOKEL, sb.2 Hmp.1 [jo'kl.] The yellow-ammer,

Emberiza citrinella.

YOKEL, see Yackle, sb.1

YOKEY, sb. w.Yks.5 [jo'ki.] A rascal ; a fine fellow,

used ironically.

YOKEY-MOLKIT, sb. Dev. Also in form yokly-
molekit. 1. A tabby cat. Dev. 1 2. A yellow, un-
healthy-looking person. (Hall.)

YOKIN(G, sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Chs. Der. Also in

form yoken Nhb.1 Dur. [jo'kin.] 1. pi. A mining
term : pieces of wood joined together within a ' grove ' to
prevent the earth from falling in. Der. Tapping Gl. to

Manlove (1851). 2. pi. Harness.
Arg. The yokings of the cattle, the boynes, stoups, carts and

ploughs about the places altogether different from our own,
Munro Shoes of Fort. (1901) 166.

3. The period during which a ploughman and his team

work at a stretch ; any period of long, steady work done

at a stretch ; also used fig. Cf. yoke, sb} 11.

Sc. There are two yokins now : from 7 a.m. to noon ;
and from

1 p m to 6 p.m. or thereby, in summer : in winter the yokins

begin with daylight, and end with it (A.W.) ; A day's work of a

carter or farm servant (Jam. Suppl). Cai. 1 Kcd. Half a yokin

fae that littl'n Half-an-hour [Willie] could hardly win, Grant

Lays (1884) 68. e.Fif. He was to ... do the buteherin' business

afore gaen' oot till's day's yokin, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) iv.

Rxb. Stretching their limbs with the keen zest of those who for

three hours at a yoking have sat their saddles, Hamilton Outlaws

(1897) 30. Nhb. 1 'To gan the yokin off' is to do a day's work

without ' lowsin.' w Yks.2 A day's ploughing ; or from beginning

in the morning to Ieaving-time at two o'clock. Chs. 1 The word

is chiefly used when we speak of < making one yoking.' When
a field which has to be ploughed is at such a distance from home

that a considerable amount of time is lost in going to, and coming

from, the work, it is often customary to remain working during

the dinner hour, and then to leave off at three o'clock instead of

at six. This is called ' making one yoking
' ; Chs.3 , s Chs. 1

Hence Yokin(g-time, sb. the time to begin or resume
work; esp. used of farm-work.

Lnk. I think that you'll have it all done before yoking time yet,

Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) 233. Nhb.1

4. A collision caused by the meeting of two trams or sets

of tubs in a colliery.

Nhb. Wi' now and then a stannin' fray, Frae yokens, Wilson
Pitman s Pay (1843) 30 ; Nhb.1 Dur. Nicholson Coal Tr. Gl. (ed.

1888).

5. Obs. A contest, fight, tussle ; a mauling.
Elg. A bonny yokin we'se hae o't, Atween us twa, Couper

Poetry (1804) IL 229- sSc - They had a tremendous yokin— a'

aboot the rebels, Wilson Tales (1836) III. 277. Kcb. Three
yokings laid him by : and I have not been troubled with him
since, Rutherford Lett. (1660 ) No. 119.

6. Obs. A bout, turn ; a game.
Ayr. At length we had a hearty yokin, At sang about, Burns

Ep. to Lapraik (Apr. 1, 1785) st. 2. Lnk. It's somewhat like a

boyish yoking, At battledoor and shuttle cocking, Rodger Poems
(1838) 107, ed. 1897. n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)

YOKIT-TUILYIE, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) See below.
A winter amusement on the ice, by which a number of lads

take hold of each other's clothes, and sit down in a line on their

'hunkers ' while two or three lay hold of the foremost and pull

them along (s.v. Tuilyie).

YOKKEL,s6. Sh.I. [jo'kl.] A shoulder ; a shoulder-
like formation on the side of a hill. Jakobsen Dial.

(1897) 96.
YOKLY-MOLEKIT, see Yokey-molkit.
YOLDRING, sb. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Der.

Lei. Nhp. Also in forms yaldie Abd.
;

yaldran Sc.
(Jam.); yaldrin Frf.

;
yarlin Sc.

;
yeldin Nhb. 1

; yeldrinfg
Sc. (Jam.) ;

yeorling Bwk.
;
yerlin Abd.

;
yirlin N.I. 1

;

yoldrin Sc. (Jam.); yolling Sc. Ir.
;

yorlin Sc. (Jam.)
Cum."

;
yorling Ant.

;
yorlyn Sc.

;
youldring w.Yks.2

;

youlin Nhb. 1
; youlring Sc. (Jam.) w.Yks.

; yowdring
n.Cy.

;
yowley Nhb. e.Dur. 1 Lei. 1 Nhp. 1

;
yowlring Der. 1

The yellow-ammer, Emberiza citrinella. See Yellow
yarlin, &c, s.v. Yellow, 3 (17-30). Cf. yeldrock.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Haifa laddie, half a lassie, Half a yellow yoldrin,
Chambers Pop. Rhymes (ed. 1870) 145; Swainson Birds (1885)
69. Bnff. Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 280. Abd. (G.W.) ; The
yerlins sang among the broom, Grkig Logie o' Buchan (1899) 209.
Frf. Three yaldrin's eggs, Beattie Arnha' (c. 1820) 37, ed. 1882.
Cld. (Jam.) Lnk. The shilfa and the yeldrin there Mak' simmer
haunt, an' hap an' sing, Hamilton Poems (1865) 123. Edb.
Parrots and cockatoos and yorlins and grey linties, Moir Mansie
Wauch (1828) vii. Bwk. Swainson ib. Rxb. The steeds they were
as yorlyns yappe, Telfer Border Ballads, &c. (1824). Rxb.,
Gall. (Jam.) Kcb. The yorlins fly in cluds Like tykes upon a
beggar, Davidson Seasons (1789) 4. n.Ir. Swainson ib.; N.I. 1

Ant. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) n.Cy. Grose (1790); (B.K.)
Nhb. They've a bunch ov hair upon their jaws Just like a yowley's
nest, Tyneside Sngs. (1891) 468; Nhb.' (s.v. Yellow-yowley),
e.Dur.i, Cum.4 ,

m.Yks.i w.Yks. Hamilton Nugae Lit. (1841)
357 ; w.Yks. 23 , Der.i, Lei.', Nhp.i
YOLE, see Yowl.
YOLK, sb} Sc. Nhp. War. Hrt. Som. Dev. Cor. Also

written yo-k Som. Dev.
;
yok Dev.

;
yoke Sc. (Jam.)



YOLK [585] YON

Hrt.; and in forms yawk Dev.
;

yerk, yock Cor.12

[jok.j 1. See below.
Sc. Those round, opaque, and radiated crystalizations which are

found in window glass, in consequence ofbeing too slowly cooled,

are generally termed yolks, . . probably from their supposed
likeness to the yolk of an egg (Jam.). Lth. What panes were in

the windows were ' yokes ' taken from the thick central parts of

cylindrical sheets of glass, with a sort of bull's eye in the middle,

nearly an inch in thickness, which gradually tapered down all

round to the thickness of ordinary glass, resembling a rough lens,

Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) 10.

2. The grease or oiliness in a sheep's fleece ; also used
for any kind of filth. Cf. eik.

Frf. When the brat is taken off in April, the wool will be found

to have retained the yolk, and will appear quite yellow, Stephens
Farm £^.(1849) I- 23^, ed. 1851. Gall. The yoke, or natural oiliness

of the wool. . . The wool of the black-faced has commonly less

yoke than that of fine-woolled sheep, Agric. Surv. 283 (Jam.).

Nhp.1
, War.3 e.Som. W. & J. Gt. (1873). w.Som.1 Terr'ble heavy

lot o' ool, sight o' yolk in it. Dev. Howiver be I agwaine tu git

this yer yawk out ov yer cloaze, Jack ? Yu mid aweared a ol'

garment to shearee in, Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892). n.Dev. Sheep-

shearing time is an annoyance to the trout-fisher, as the water is

fouled by the grease, called the 'yok,' washed from the wool,

Jefferies Red Deer (1884) viii. Cor.12

Hence in the yoke, phr. of wool : in the state in which it

is sheared from the sheep.
Dev. The wool on the moor (Dartmoor) 5 lb. on an average , in

the yoak, Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XXX. 73. Cor.

N. &Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 479.

3. v. See below.
Hrt. The natural oil or grease in the [wool] helps to yoke (as

they call it), or make it mix with Irish or other wasted wool, Ellis

Mod. Husb. (1750) IV. i. 136.

YOLK, sb.2 Ken. [j5k.] A spayed pig. Morton
Cyclo. Agric. (1863).

YOLK, see Yoke, sb.
1

, v.
2

YOLKY, adj. Sc. Nhp. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written

yoaky Som.
;
yokey Dev. 1 [jo'ki.] 1. In comb. Yolkie-

stone, plum-pudding stone.

Frf. In descending from the Grampians, the first rock that occurs

after the porphyry, is what is commonly called coarse Puddingstone,

Gravel-stone, or Breccia. The people of this country apply to it

the more descriptive name of Yolky-stone, because it is composed

of a vast number of rounded pebbles resembling yolks of eggs,

Agric. Surv. 19 (Jam.).

2. Yellow, tawny. Dev.1 3. Of wool: unwashed, full

of natural grease; used also of anything dirty from

habitual neglect. See Yolk, sb? 2.

Nhp. 1 e.Som. W. & J. Gl. (1873). w.Som. 1 Yolky wool is that

which is shorn from sheep without their having been washed.

Dev.1 Applied ... to clothes which have a bad smell or colour.

Cor. Always means intrinsically filthy, as distinguished from

any new and casual dirt, however conspicuous, N. tY Q. (1854) 1st

S. x. 479.

YOLL, sb. Cor. fjol.] A she cat.

w.Cor. Our old yoll got chets (M.A.C.).

YOLL, v. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) To strike.

To yoll with an axe.

YOLLER, v. Sc. Nhb. Lakel. Yks. Also m form

yaller Cai. 1 [jo-la(r.] 1. To bellow ; to bawl ;
to yell

discordantly ; to speak indistinctly through passion. Cf.

golder, hollo, yalder.
Rxb. (Jam.) Nhb.1 Dogs when whipped are said to yoller. it

is also applied to any brawling and shouting noise. ' They cam'

yollerin' doon the street.' Lakel.2 (s.v. Goller). n.Yks.23

Hence Yollerin, sb., obs., confused or convulsed noise.

Rxb. (Jam.) 2. To bark noisily. Cai.1

YOLLER, see Hollo.
, ,

YOLLIN, sb. Pern, [jolin.] A man who has no

foresight or 'gumption.' s.Pem. (W.M.M.) Cf. halhon.

YOLLINGfYOLLOCK, see Yoldring, Yallack

YOLLOP, YOLM, see Yellop, Yolp, Haulm, Yelm.

YOLP, v. Lei.1 Also in form yollop. [jolp.] A dial.

fToLPIN!
P
i. Cld.(jAM.) [jo-Ipin.] 1. An unfledged

bird. 2. A child. Cf. gulpin, s.v. Gulp.

YOLT, sb. Obs. Glo. A newt. Grose (1790); Glo.1

VOL. VI.

YOMER, see Yammer.
YOMF, sb. and v. Obs. Sc. 1. sb. A blow.
Gall. He weel deserves i' the arse a yomf, Or some as ill-far'd

shog, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 299, ed. 1876.

2. v. To strike ; to thrust.
Gall. Nickie Ben will prize ye, And yomf ye head foremost to

hell, ib. 447.

YOMMER-HEAD, sb. Lan. A blockhead ; an idiot.

See Hammer-head, s.v. Hammer, sb.
1 1 (8).

(F.R.C.); Tha'rt an owd yommer-head, Burnett Lowrie's

(1877) iv.

YOMP, v. Chs. [jomp.] To shout with the mouth
wide open. (J.W.)
YON, adj.,pron. and adv. In gen. dial, use in Sc. Irel.

Eng. and Amer. Also in forms yan n.Lin.1 Dev. and

Amer.
;
yen w.Som.1

;
yin S. & Ork. 1 Cai.

1 e.An. 1
[Jem.]

1. dent. adj. That; those; esp. used of a person or thing

a little way off but within sight. Cf. thon.
Sc. He wanted you to say something to yon folks, Scott Mid-

lothian (1818) xx. S. iOrk.1 Cai. 1 'Iss, 'at, yin, express different

degrees of proximity. Elg. Like yon starnie in the lift, Tester

Poems (1865) 175. Kcd. Low' now he lies in yon kirkyard, Jamie

Muse (1844) 24. Per. Thunner ... is brewin' Amid yon rack,

Stewart Character (1857) 105. s.Sc. Ye wouldna let me gie half-

a-crown for yon strowl o' lace, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 53. n.Cy.

(J.W.) Dur. 1 Luke at yon fellow. e.Dur. 1
, Cum.4 ' Wm. It's

impossible et get out et yon strait end, Lonsdale Mag. (1822) III.

330. n.Yks.24 ne.Yks. 1
, e.Yks.1

, w.Yks. (J.W.), Lan. (S.W.),

s.Lan.1 Chs.1 Yon mon. Yon house; Chs. 3
,
n.Lin. 1

,
sw.Lin.',

War.2
, s.War.1 Hrf.2 Turn down by yon house. e.An.1

2. Comb. Yon-side, beyond ; the other side (of.

Sc. (A.W.) w.Yks. 5 Abart two miles off, ower at yon'-side.

' Yon'-side o't' r5ad,'—the other side of the way. Not. I've never

been yonside the Trent. Oh ! he lives right away yonside Melton

(L.C.M.). nXin.1 He's getten a plaace yon side th' Trent, bud

wheare aboots I can't reightly saay. sw. Lin. 1 It's somewhere yon-

side of London. Dev. ' Where's't 'n tu, vather ?
'

' Aw, 'e's up yan-

zide ov tha hadge,' Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892).

3. dem. pron. That ; those.

Sc. ' Wha's yon ? ' inquired Mrs. Sanderson, with a jerk of the

elbow towards the banished Savory, Keith Indian Uncle (1896)

46. Sh.I. Stewart Tales (1892) 79. ne.Sc. Ye'll nae wear things

like yon sae long as I hae chairge o' ye, Gordon Northward Ho
(1894) 231. e.Sc. If yon's an example to him, it shall be an

admonition to me, Strain Elmslies Drag-net (1900) 171. Per. Yon

were verra suitable words, Ian Maclaren Brier Bush (1895) 60.

Ayr. What was yon he said about his wife's principles? Johnston

Glenbuckie (1889) 31. Slk. 'Ambrose, bring yon.' ' Here they are,

sir,' Chr. North Nodes (ed. 1856) III. 96. Kcb. God guide us !

but she's an awfu teeger yon, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 50.

n.Ir. My guidness, but yon's big boats ! Little Paddy M'Qmllan,

19. Nhb. Dinna fash yer heeds wi' auld wives' tales like yon,

Clare Love of a Lass (1890) I. 31. Cum.3 T'cloods 'at darken

owre us noo may rive like yon we see, 74 ; Cum.4
,
n.Yks.1

ne.Yks.1 ' Whau's yon?' 'Yon's yan o' Tommy Otch'n ba'ans.'

s.Yks. Yon's t'bottle, theer, i' t'corner o' t'shelf, Fletcher Paths

of Prudent (1899) 50. Lan. (S.W.), nw.Der.1 Not. ' Is that Blid-

worth yonder?' 'Eh? Blid'orth ! Ah, yon's Blid'orth,' Prior

Forest Flk. (1901) 6. Lin.1 n.Lin.1 What's yon ? sw.Lin.1 We've

had this, but we've not had yon. Nrf. Some people driving in

search of a certain house asked a lad to tell them which it was.

' Why yin hinder,' said he, pointing it out with his hand (E.M.).

Dev. 'Arewe far from it?' 'Yon'sit,' Mortimer W.Moorsiifys) 143-

4. Phr. (1) yon's away, a direction to a sheep-dog
; (2)

— there, an emphatic form of 'yon," that there.'

(1) Slk. • Reaver,' quo' I, ' yon's away.' In three minutes he had

ten score o' ewes and wedders at my hand, Hogg Tales (1838) 9,

ed. 1866. (2) e.Lan.1
,
s.Lan.1

5. adv. Yonder.
n.Yks.24 w.Yks. I think that s him comin yon, Lucas Stud.

Nidderdale (1882) 292. ne.Lan. ' They're up yon, sithi,' and the

child pointed to the sky, Mather Idylls (1895) 28 ;
ne.Lan. 1

,

s.Lan. 1
, Chs. 1

,
n.Lin.1 Nhp. 1 He lives yon. War. 2 e.An. That

cat'll swim to the St. Nicholas' lightship yon, on the ebb, Harris

East-ho! (1902) 138. w.Som. 1 Wee-ul, dhee geo yun-tufaaTmur

Snuul-z, un aak-s oa un tu plai-z tu km oavur-n smoa-k u puyp
umbuynai't.

Hence yon away, or — aways on, phr. yonder ; in that

direction ; over there.

4 F
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n.Lin. 1 He lives yon awaays on, bud whether it be at Haxa' or

Westwoodside I doan't knaw. sw.Lin. 1 We lived yon-a-way a
piece. Lei. 1 Nhp. 1 Go yonaway, and you'll find him. War.3

6. Thither.
Lnk. I saw by the look o' oor dwellin' That Bess was gaun

hither and yon, Nicholson Idylls (1870) 123. [Amer. Gwine hither
an' yan', rippity-clippity, day in an' day out, Cent. Mag. (June
1883) 189.]

YOND, adv., adj., pron., prep, and v. Sc. Nhb. Cum.
Yks. Lan. Der. Dor. Dev. Also in forms and n.Dev.

;

yont Sc. (Jam.) n.Cy. Nhb. Cum. n.Yks.12 s.Lan. 1

;
yound

Sc. (Jam.) [jond
;
jont.] 1. adv. Yonder ; thither.

Sc. What want ye up and down ? Ye have hither and yont,
Ramsay Prov. (1737) 7, ed. 1776 (Jam.). Frf. He has gone yont
to Petey's wi' the dambrod, Barrie Tommy (1896) iv. w.Sc. If
that said horse be na nipping garssyont by at the Manse, Carrick
Laird ofLogan (1835) 168. Fif. They're gaun your gate, yont by
Eden Braes, Meldrum Margre'del (1894) 264. e.Lth. An' whan
I had bedded an' supper'd my horse, an' cam yont to the hoose,
Hunter /. Inwick (1895) I 43- n.Yks. 2 They went yont away
past ; w.Yks.3 Lan. Th' poor little babby'll thrive better yond
than here i' th' smooak, Banks Manch. Man (1876) Ixvi. s.Lan. 1

,

nw.Der.1 Dor. But yond, there's a young man just now starting,
Hardy Ethelberia (1876) II. xlvi.

Hence (1) faryond, phr., obs., in an all but a hopeless
state ;

' far gone
' ; (2) gand, phr. go yonder.

(1) Sc. When he that reproves in the gate makes himself a prey,
then they are far yond, when they refuse to return, and make
their face like a flint and harder, Guthrie Sermons (1709) 24
(Jam.). (2) n.Dev. Grose (1790) ; Rock Jim an" Nell (1867) Gl.

2. Further.
Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) ; I'll be getting a wee yont amang the bents,

Stevenson Catriona (1893) xxx. Abd. He simply hirsled yont
Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) xi. Edb. The sun now frae the
twal hour point, Had nearly skifftit twa hours yont, Learmont
Poems (1791) 67.

3. Away.
Sc. Moving herself as far yont as the seat would let her to prove

it, Whitehead Daft Davie (1876) 231, ed. 1894 ; I wad fain hotch
mysell farther yont, Scott St. Ronan (1824) xv. Edb. Guid fock,
as ye come frae the fair, Bide yont frae this black squad, Fergusson
Poems (1773) 134, ed. 1785.

4. adj. Distant ; removed.
n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Awa' they scour, Out o'er the yonder brae

wi' a' their power, Ross Helenore (1768) 57, ed. 1812. Per. Ane
o' yer kind, sir, though the connection is gey faryont, Fergusson
Village Poet (1897) 2a -

Hence (1) Yondmost, sb., obs., uttermost; (2) Yontish,
adj. some way off; (3) Yont-side, (a) the further side

;
(b)

in phr. to get to the yont-side of a person, to get on his blind
side.

(!) Sc. Here the mercy of God is gone to the yondmost,
Wisheart Theologia (1716) 393 (Jam.). Ayr. Ye who think that
ye are meek and patient, and can bear trouble well, know ye were
never yet afraid to the yondmost, Dickson Set. Writings (1660)
I. 70, ed. 1845. (2) n.Yks.* It's a yontish bit frae here. A
yontish spot [a foreign quarter]. (3, a) Sc. (Jam.) (b) n.Yks.2

They gat at t'yont side on him.
5. dem. adj. That ; those ; esp. used of a person or thing

a little way off but within sight.
Edb. My fock do won among yont distant bent, Learmont Poems

(1791)270. n.Yks. 1 (s.v. Yon). w.Yks. Yond cahsivvry eevenin
wur browt Fro't Woodfield, Peeston Poems (1864) 24. Lan. Yond
chamber, Laycock B. Armitage, 6. s.Lan.1 Yond folk are full o'
ther fun. Dev. There's a little bit o' red paper as was on top of
cork o' yond bottle, Baring-Gould Furze-Bloom (1890) na
6. dem. pron. That.
w.Yks. Yond's t'man 'at's murdered Sammy, Burnley Stories,

152. Lan. Come let's go, I conno abide t'yer yond, Brierley
Cast upon World (1886) 25,
7. prep. Beyond, past. Cf. ayont.
Sc. (Jam.)

; 'Twas three minutes yont the time, Vedder Poems
(1842) 86. se.Sc. We found him yont the baker's dike, Donaldson
Poems (1809) 94. s.Sc. Frae yont yon healthy mountains hie,Watson Border Bards (1859) I39 . Edb. By ony nation yont the
main, Liddle Poems (1821) 59 . Hdg. That wearie Eastlin blast,
Frae yont Dunbar, Lumsden Set. Poems (1896) 177 Slk. Meet
thy titty yont the knowe, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 284 Dmf
Oorsels concealin' 'yont temptation's bounds, QuiNN//ra/fe-(i863)

80. n.Cy. Grose (1790). Nhb. Willie wooed and won young
Ellen Frae her father's 'yont the stile, Jones Nhb. (1871) 48.

Cum. An' 'yont hoaf a life time, Gilpin Ballads (1874) 84.

8. Along ; across.
Sc. Yer faither an' Sandy's back frae St. Andrews. Mary saw

them gang yont the road, Swan Gates ofEden (1895) iv. Ayr.

Gave her a lift yont the road, Johnston Kilmallie (1891) I. 50.

Bwk. The dominie comes yont the back Wi' lookers-on to hae a

crack, Calder Poems (1897) 96. n.Cy. (Hall.)

9. v. To get beyond.
n.Yks. If you could yont him (I.W.) ; n.Yks.2

[OE. geond, yonder, adv. ; beyond, prep. (Hall).]

YONDER, adv., adj. and pron. In gen. dial, use in Sc.
Eng. and Amer. Also in forms ender n.Dev.

;
yaander

Wil.
;
yander s.Chs.1 w.Wor.1 se.Wor. 1 Hrf.2 Brks.1 Hmp.;

yandhar I.Ma.
;
yeander n.Cy. Der.2 nw.Der.1 Nhp.12

;

yender Ken. I.W.1 z and Amer.
;
yinder e.An.1

;
yondher

e.Yks. 1 Lan.
;
yon'er Sc.

;
yonner Sc.

;
youner n.Lan.

;

yunder Sh.I. [jo/nda(r; ja -nda(r).] 1. adv. In that
place ; over there. Also sometimes yonders. Cf. thonder.

Sh.I. Lass, der been a mosst aaful onkerry yunder, Burgess
Sh. Flk. (1902) 95. Abd. Cam' in for a bit scaad yon'er, Alex-
anderJohnny Gibb (1871) iv. n.Cy. (K. ), e.Dur. 1 e.Yks.1 'Yon'
indicates some distant person or object, 'yondher ' some distant

place. ' Yon was man at tumml'd off his oss, an it was yondher
wheear he tumml'd.* In N. sometimes both are used in duplica-
tion, as 'yon yondher chap.' w.Yks. Are yeh goin up yonder?
Banks Wkfld. Wds. (1865). Lan. It's cowd yondher, Brierley
Layrock (1864) x. n.Lan. The seea, that's. . . roaring yonner like

a wild beast for its prey, N. Lonsdale Mag. (1858) 1. 8. s.Chs.1
,

Der.2, nw.Der. 1
, Not 13

, Lei. 1
, Nhp. 1

, se.Wor. 1 s.Wor. When I

was swede-hoeing there yander (H.K.). Hrf.2, Brks.1
, e.An. 1

Nrf. 'Tis over yinder, by that big owd elm-tree, Patterson Man
and Nat. (1895) 71. Ken. (G.B.), Hmp. (H.R.), I.W.12 Wil.
Slow Gl. (1892). [Amer. Dial. Notes (1896) I. 6.]

Hence (1) akyander, phr. look yonder; (2) gender, phr.
go yonder.

(1) se.Wor.1 (2) n.Dev. Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) Gl.

2. Comb. (1) Yonder-abouts, in that place ;
' yonder

'

;

(2) — anenst, opposite ; at a distance
; (3) — wheres,

see (1).

(1) Slk. Ye ken how we are plaguit . . . down yonder-abouts,
Hogg Tales (1838) 400, ed. 1866. (2) m.Yks.1 (s.v. Under-anenst).
(3) I.Ma. Goolwasn nothinyandharwheres, Brown Doctor(1887) 27.
3. Phr. farfrom allyonder, ' not all there ' ; half-witted.
ne.Sc. He wusna jest wud or clean daft, bit he was far, far frae

a' yonder, Gordon Northward Ho (1894) 66.

4. dem. adj. That ;
' yon.'

Ayr. In the beild o' yonner hedge, I sat me down, Mac-
Queen Gloaming Am. (1831) 4. Nhp.2 Yeanders hill. Nrf.
Mind yow doan't get done out o' yer pounds when yow get to
yinder plaace, Spilling Molly Miggs (1873) 43> ed. 190a.
5. dem. pron. That.
I.Ma. I could tell ye a dale About yandhar, Brown Yarns (1881)

85, ed. 1889. s.Chs.1 'Wiin yu taak- dhis- ur dhaaf?' 'Oa-
ahy)l taak- yon-diir, iv yon-dur)z u gild tin.' w.Wor.1 From the
other side o' yander, you cun see the Lard knows w'ahr 1

YONDERISH, adj. Yks. Lan. [jo-ndarif.l Proud
upstart, cold in manner.
w.Yks. Dunnut look soa yonderish an' up, Warty Rhymes (1894)

19. s.Lan. 1 Theaw needsno' be so yonderish, theaw'rt nowt 'at's
owt.

YONDERLY adj. Lakel. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs.
[jo-nd3(r)h.] 1. Vague, absent-minded

; weak in mind
or body; anxious; depressed in health or spirits; also
used advb. Cf. anerly, onerly.

Lakel. 2 Wm. Ah's nobbut yonderly (B.K ) w Yks ThenNan lewkt at ma wi a lewk Soa yonderly an sad, Preston Poems
(1864) 9; w.Yks.3 Lan. There was a yonderly look about his
eyes, Waugh CMm. Corner (1874) 44 , ed. 1879; Lan.1

, e.Lan.1

oc n
6 S Very y°nderly sin' his woife dee'd. Chs >

6. bullen
; grave or distant in manner, w Yks 1

MlZd
KA

' adV
-

S ' & °rk " fj°-nd"'] In that place.

a J™K '
V

-
Hrf'

2
U ^^.] To skulk; to sneak off as

YONKER, see Younker.
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YONNACK, sb. s.Chs.1 [jo-nak.] A fool; a hare-

brained fellow.
Ai-, ee)z sich- ii fdo fibaayt dheyz pol-utiks— fit- tae-r iz ae-r—

u reg-ilfir yon'uk, iz Tiim.

YONT, YOOFER, see Yond, Yewfir.
YOOFIE,s6. Sh.I. A thrashing ; a beating. S.&Ork. 1

YOOIN, YOOK, see Hoin, Yewk.
YOOL, see Yowl, Yule.
YOOLUGHAN, sb. Obs. Sc. Yelling ; a yell. Cf.

yowl.
I'll gar her set up her yoolughans there, the limmer, an I had

aince an arrow, St. Patrick (1819) II. 18 (Jam.).

YOON.sk nw.Dev. 1
[jiin.] A whip.

YOOR, see Ewer.
YOORN, v. Sc. Also written yourn Bnff. Per. (Jam.)

To move, esp. to move about in a lazy, listless manner.
Bnff.1 Bnff., Per. (Jam.)
YOP, sb. Hrf.2 [jop.] The nape of the neck.
He's got the dog by the yop of his neck.

YOP, YOPE, YOPPER, see Yap, v.\ Yaup, v., Yapper.
YOPPET, v. Glo.12 [jo-pit.] Of a dog: to bark,

yelp, 'yap.'

YOPPINGAL, see Yaffingale.
YOPPUL, sb. and v. s.Cy. I.W. [jo'pl.] 1. sb. Un-

necessary talk ; incessant gabble.
s.Cy. (Hall.) I.W.1

; I.W. 2 Shet up, and don't let me hay noo
moore o' yer yoppul.

2. v. To grumble. I.W. 1 What bist yoppulun about ?

YOR, YORD, see Hair, Yard, sb?
YORE, adj. Wor. Old ; former.
At the west end [of Wore. Cathedral] the yore doors were

formerly there, Allies Antiq. Flk-Lore (1840) 49, ed. 1852.
s.Wor. This un aint sah good as the yore un (H.K.).
YORK, v.

1 Chs.1 [j§k.] To gore ; to puncture.
Th' keaw yorkt her hum into him.

YORK, v? w.Yks.2 To vex ; to disgust. Cf. irk,

yerksome. ' It yorks me to hear thee talk.'

YORK, adj. and ?.* Irel. War. Shr. [jpk.] 1. adj.

Shrewd, sharp, as in driving a bargain. Cf. Yorkshire.
Ir. Don't lose your time trying to humbug me—I'm ' York ' too,

Lever Martins (1856) II. x. War.3 Shr. 1 Oh! 'e munna think
to get o'er me athatn, if 'q's york, 'e'll fine me york too.

2. V. To cheat. War.3 He has yorked me.
YORK, YORKEN, see Yawk, Yocken.
YORK LUMP, phr. Yks. A lump of butter of a

recognized shape, and weighing about two lb. (S.K.C.)

YORKROOM, sb. Sus. Also in form yorkrum. The
unploughed turfy edge of a ploughed field. See below.

It may be a corruption of 'yokeroom.' It suggests itself that

the small strip of land which is left unploughed round a field

under the hedge was called 'yokeroom' because the lateral pro-

jection of the yoke would prevent the oxen getting quite close to

the hedge (F.E.).

YORKSHIRE, sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and
Eng. Also in forms yerksheer n.Lin. 1

;
yorksher Yks.

;

yorshar Lan. Not. Nhp.2
;
yorshur s.Lan. 1

1. sb. In

comb. (1) Yorkshire bite, a jocular name for a Yorkshire-
man ; a sharp, over-reaching person

; (2) — duck, a

saveloy
; (3) — flags, flat paving-stones, used in making

footpaths
; (4) — fog, the meadow soft-grass, Holcus

lanatus ; (5) -man, a fly drowned in ale
; (6) — mile,

considerably over a mile ; a long distance
; (7) — oyster,

an egg.
(1) Lan. (S.W.), s.Lan. 1

, Lin.1 (s.v. Yellow-belly). Lon. The
name given by Londoners in general, as a dubious compliment to

our natural sharpness, Dyer Dial. (1891) 74. (2) s.Lan.1
(3)

n.Lin.1 They are commonly brought from the West Riding of

Yorkshire, but those which come from other counties are still

called Yerksheer flags. (4) n.Dmf. Garden Wk. (1896) 112.

Cum.", Yks. (B. & H.) (5) Lin.1 (6) Lan. They're two Yorshur

miles too, feyther, Brierley Irkdale (1868) 252. n.Lin.1 Thoo

said it was n't far, bud I fun it a real Yerksheer mile afoore I got

theare, I tell the. (7) s.Lan.1 .,„,,. , . , ,

2 Phr (1) as vild as a pair of Yorkshire sleeves in a gold-

smith's shop, said of anything worthless ; (2) to be Yorkshire

too not to be duped or over-reached ; to be shrewd
; (3)

to come, or put, Yorkshire on one, to cheat, trick, or over-
reach a person

; (4) logo Yorkshire, see below.
(1) n.Cy. N. ?jf Q. (1853) "t S. vii. 234. (2) w.Yks. Tha knaws

ahm Yorkshire tu, Yks. Wkly. Post (July n, 1896). (3) n.Cy.
(Hall.) w.Yks. Aa can't put Yorksher on him, Dver Dial.
(1891) 96. Lan. He tried to come Yorshar o'er me bur aw stopped
im (S.W.)._ s.Lan. 1

, Not. (L.C.M.), Nhp. 2
(4) e.Yks. 1 'To go

Yorkshire
' is for each one of a party to pay his or her reckoning. •

3. An attempt to deceive ; acuteness, unscrupulousness,
cajolery, flattery. Cf. york, adj.

s.Chs.1 Let)s aa non ii yur Yau-rkshiir. n.Lin.1 When anything
is done very sharp, clever, or unscrupulous we say ' that's real
Yerksheer.'

4. Setts used in paving streets.
w.Yks. Free-stones used for paving streets about a foot in

length, six inches in width, and six o'r eight inches deep. Cyclists
laconically refer to them as Yorkshire, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Apr.
24, 1897).

5. v. To over-reach in bargaining ; to trick ; to cheat.
Not. (L.C.M.), Nhp.2

YORK-YALL, YORLIN(G, see Yock-yall, Yoldring.
YORN, YORNEY, see Yarn, Yawney.
YORP, YORT, YO'ST, YOSTER, see Yaup, v., Yard,

sb.2 , Shall, v.
1

, Yoyster.
YOT, sb. Nhb.1 [jot.] A mouthful.
YOT, v. Obs. Dor. To unite closely. Gl. (1851).
YOTE, v. Glo. w.Cy. Wil. Som. Also written yoat

Som. ; and in forms yaught Wil.1
;
yaut Wil.

; yawt
Wil. 1

;
yeot Glo. Som. [jot

;
j§t.] 1. To pour ; to

water. Cf. yat, v.

w.Cy. The brewer's grains must be well yoted for the pigs,

Grose (1790). Wil. N. & Q. (1881) 6th S. iv. 107. Som. ib.

(1878) 5th S. ix. 328.

2. To fix iron work to stone by pouring in melted metal

;

to 'lead in.'

Glo. N. & Q. (1850) 1st S. ii. 89. Wil. 1593-4. 29 lb. of leade
to yote in the hookes that the new dore hanges in, Parish Accounts
(G.E.D.). Som. Workmen are said to yote in metal to fix iron

clamps or railings, N. & Q. (1878) 5th S. ix. 328; ib. (1850) 1st

S. ii. 89.

3. To swallow ; to drink greedily.
Wil. Yaut it up, N. & Q. (1881) 6th S. iv. 107 ; Slow Gl. (1892)

;

Wil. 1 There's our Bill—he can yaught down drenk like anything,
or He can yaught a deal.

[1. OE. geotan, to pour, pour out (Hall).]
YOTTEN, v. and sb. Yks. Also written yottan e.Yks.

[jo'tsn.] 1. v. To gulp ; to swallow, esp. to swallow
greedily and noisily. Cf. yocken.

n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks.2 ' Be sharp and get it yotten'd down,' urging

the reluctant patient to take his physic ; n.Yks. 4 , ne.Yks. 1
, m. Yks.1

Hence Yottening, sb. a hearty draught, a copious
drink. n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.2 A brave yottening o' yal. m.Yks. 1

2. sb. The noise made in the throat by swallowing a large

mouthful of liquid. e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.)

YOTTLE. v. Yks. [jo'tl.] To gulp ; to swallow with
an effort. Cf. guttle.

n.Yks.1 ; n.Yks. 2 Yottle away. m.Yks. 1 Yottle denotes an

advanced stage of deglutition, beyond the mere strains in swal-

lowing expressed by yotten.

YOU, pron., adj. and v. Var. dial, forms and uses in

Sc. Irel. Eng. and Amer. [ju ; jau, jeu, jiu, jii, j§, jo.]

I. Dial, forms: (1) A, (2) Eh, (3) Ey, (4) Jau, (5) Jbu, (6)

Jeu, (7) Jiu, (8) Jo, (9) Jii, (10) Jue, (11) O(o, (12) Ow, (13)

Y,(i4) Ya, (15) Yah, (16) Yar, (17) Yau, (18) Yaw, (19)

Yay, (20) Yeaow, (21) Yeou, (22) Yeow, (23) Yeue, (24)

Yew, (25) Yo, (26) Yoa, (27) Yoo, (28) Yow, (29) Yowe.
(1) m.Wor. (H.K.), s.Lan.1 (2, 3) s.Lan. 1 Wurneh oc worney

!

[were you?] (4) Oxf. Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 116. (5) n.Wor.

ib. 486. ne.Nrf. ib. 264. s.Nrf. ib. 273. e.Snf. ib. 279. w.Suf. ib.

287. (6) Cmb. ib. 249. Ess. ib. 222. e.Ken. ib. 142. (7) Bdf.

('6.207. Hrt. ib. 198. (8) nw.Der. ib. 322. (9) Dev. (S.H.) (10)

Cor. Jue makes good coose, suppose jue been to feer, Hunt Pop.

Rom. w.Etig. (1865) 461, ed. 1896. (n) Wm. (J.F.M.) Lan. Is

yer Measter o whoam prey o' ? Tim Bobbin View Dial. (ed. 1806)

41. Chs. Oo'll tell 00 of 00 [I'll tell her of you], A', if Q. (1877)
5th S. viii. 266. (12) Yks. (Hall.) (13) Frf. The vowel of the

second person plur. of the pronoun is almost silent like a Hebrew
sheva (J.B.). w.Som. 1 I tell-y hot tis. You can't, can'y? You

4 F 2
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don't zay zo, do-y? (14) Wgt. Ee hear what they hae got tae
say again' ya, Fraser Wigtown (1877) 258. n.Cy. (Hall.) Cum.
See ya, he comes lowpan ower t'fells, Dickinson Sng. Sol. (1859)
ii. 8. Wm. Ya may weel fret, mum, Ward R. Elsmere (1888) bk. 1. ii.

n.Yks. What are ya fidgettin' i' that way for? Linskill Haven Hill

(1886) iv. e.Yks. 1 w.Yks. O'ltakya onnawhear for that, Bywater
Sheffield Dial. (1839) 1. Lin. Pretty anew when ya dresses 'em
oop, Tennyson Spinster's Siveet-arls (1885) st. 13. Hmp. I shall

warm ya (H.R.). w.Som.1 This form is only used when applying
an epithet. ' Ya gurt mumphead, you !

' (15) Wm. Hev yah
nivver hard tell on't? Spec. Dial. (1880) pt. ii. 29. n.Yks. Let
nothing yah dismay, Tweddell Clevcl. Rhymes (1875) 6. w.Yks.
Are yah gooin' ? (F.P.T.) Lin. 1 n.Lin. Sutton Wds. (1881).
sw.Lin.1 Rut.1 No, yah doant ! Lei. 1

, Nhp. 1 (16) Lin. Yar mun
speak louder, Gilbert Rugge (1866) I. 65. (17) Lan. Well, an'
what 'an yau bin up to ? Hamerton Wenderholme (1869) i. (18)
n.Lin.1 To use this form is considered very offensive, and parents
punish their children for it, saying that it is as bad as swearing.
' Yaw ohd beggar get on wi' yaw,' said to a horse. (19) Chs. 1

Now yay men, come on. (20) Not. 1 Lei.1 Do yeaow mane to
bully me? (21) Shr.2 (22) e.An. 1

, Snf. 1 (23) e.Dev. Tell me
where yeue da veed, Pulman Sng. Sol. (i860) i. 7. (24) Nrf.
Yew said it yerself, Mann Dulditch (1902) 15. (25) Wm. Next
time yo coom, Ward Helbeck (1898) 100. Yks. Speak of a man
as yo find him, Baring-Gould Pennyqks. (1870) 145. w.Yks.284
Lan. Yo' munna talk so much, Lydia, till yo're stronger, Banks
Forbidden (ed. 1885) *i ; Lan. 1

, e.Lan. 1
, s.Lan. 1 Chs. There were

no stint I can tell yo', Croston Enoch Crump (1887) 7; Chs. 1

Stf. Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901). Der. Monthly Mag. (1815) II. 297 ;

Der.12
,
nw.Der. 1

, Not.1 s.Not. Emphatic (J. P.K.). Lei. 1
, War.2

,

Shr.2
(26) s.Lan.1

, nw.Der.1 (27) e.Yks. Emphatic (R.S.). (28)
Sc. A' o' yow ar childer o' the Maist Hie, Riddell Ps. (1857)
lxxxii. 6. Der. He'd trounce yow if ever yow came on his land
again, Gilchrist Willowbrake (1898) 2. e.An. Harris East-ho
(1902) 13. Nrf. Gillett Sng. Sol. (i860) Notes, 3. Suf.1, Ess. 1

(29) Slk. Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 5.

II. Dial. uses. 1. pron. In phr. (1) you and all, on
your account ; see below

; (2) — have only the half of it,

see below; (3) — mind, a phr. used to emphasize a previous
statement

; (4) — never sen, an exclamation of surprise
;

'you don't say so
' ; (5) — sir, a form of addressing a boy;

(6) — ones, you ; you people ; see One, II. 8.

_
(1) w.Yks. 1 'As'ts you-and-all I'll doo't,' i.e. I will do it par-

ticularly on your account, for whom I have so great a regard. (2)
N.I. 1 A reply to the observation, ' I'm glad to have seen you,'
meaning ' I am as glad as you are.' (3) w.Yks. Ah'll not stand
that, you mind, Churchman's Mag. (1870) VI. 29. (4) s.Lan.1

(5) Oxf. 1 Kuum an, eus- uur. (6) Slk. Better hurry up, yowe
yens, Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 5. Not.3 [Amer. I can't get
to see youuns no mo', an' youuns tole me it worn't much fur
youuns were agoin' to the ' Golding Gates,' Scribners Mag (June
1890) 715.]

2. Used as a form of address ; gen. at the end of a sen-
tence to add emphasis.

Sc. (A.W.) Oxf.' Come an, you, I be in a 'urry, MS. add. Brks.1
I zaay, you, wher bist thee agwaain ? I.W.2 ' I zay, you, I lowz
twullraainavorelong.' ' Oi, you, zoo do I.' Wil. 1 This word is
often thrown in at the end of a sentence, sometimes as a kind of
query—'Don't you think so?'—but usually to give a strong
emphasis to some assertion. Dor. You vagabones ! You foul-
mouthed scoundrels, you! C. Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 13.
Cor. I've boft [bought] twopennard o' appuls, you (M.A.C.) ; Cor. 3
Where be 'ee goin', you ?

' ' Dunnaw, you.'
3. Yourself. s.Lan.1 Goo an' don yo'.

[On the disjunctive use of 'you ' see the Grammar.]
4. poss. adj. Your.
w.Som. 1 Very common in speaking to children. ' Jimmy, come

over-n let me warsh you niddle 'ands' [yeo niid'l an-z]. ' Lizzy,
mind you don't dirt you pinny ' [yiie pee-nee].
5. v. To address a single person as ' you ' as a sign of

respect.
Cum. 4 He was me maister noo, an' sooaahyoo'tem, Sargisson

Joe Scoap (1881) 76.

6. To address a person rudely and contemptuously ; to
use bad language.

Lin • She began to yah me, and ended by calling me anything
but a lady. n.Lin. 1 To ' go yawing aboot ' is a phrase meaning
using bad language. sw.Lin. 1 She called her and yah'd her agen
her own fireside. She began to yah, and to call me as soon as
ever I came in. Lei. 1 Do yeaow mane to bully me? Yeaow as

an't got a acre o' land i' the county? Yeaow come here to bully

me ? So I yeaowed him out o' the field.

YOUCH, YOUCK, see Yowch, Yoke, v.
2

YOUD, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Youth. Fif. See Youdith.
Hence (1) Youdfu',^'. youthful; (2) Youdlin, sb. a stripling.

(1) Fif. (2) Fif. Blyid Jamie, a youdlin like a fir in its blossom.

YOUDEN, v. and sb. Bnff.1 1. v. To move. 2. To
trouble ; to agitate.
He nivver youdent himsel' for ass muckle 's he lost.

3. sb. The act ofmoving. 4. Inconvenience; agitation.

YOUDEN, see Yield, v.

YOUDENDRIFT, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written yowden-
Frf. ; and in forms ewden- Abd.

;
yown- Sc. Snow

driven by the wind.
Sc. I'll be lost, I'm feared in the yowndrift, Miller Scenes and

Leg. (1835) xviii. n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. To my Meg I bend my tour,

Thro' ewden drift, or snawy-showr, Shirrefs Poems (1790) 285.
Frf. As chockin' thick as yowden drift, Beattie AmhcC (c. 1820)
51, ed. 1882.

YOUDITH, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written youdeth,
yudith. Youth. See Youd.

Sc. Sae lang's ye hae youdith and vigour, Chambers Sngs.
(1829) II. 361. s.Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. Gar stiffen'd age like youdith
reel, Watt Poems (1827) 109. Slk. Though ye want yudith,
gear, an' mense, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 277. Dmf. In youdeth
my looks are fast fading, I'm nought like the chiel I hae been,
Johnstone Poems (1820) 129.

YOUFAT, adj. Obs. Ayr. (Jam.) Diminutive, puny.
Thae . . . critics get up wi' sic lang-nebbit gallehooings an'

youfat bravooras, Edb. Mag. (Apr. 1821) 381.

YOUF(F, v. and sb. Sc. n.Cy. Also written yauff Slk.

;

youph Sc. (Jam.) ;
yowf(f Sc. ; and in forms yof Dmb.

;

yuff Sc. (Jam.) [jauf.] 1. v. To bark as a dog ; esp. to
bark in a suppressed manner. Cf. yaff, v.

2

Sc. They all set up a barking, . . howling, yelling, and youphing,
Law Memorialls (ed. 1818) 224 (Jam.). Cai. 1

, Bnff. 1 Frf. The
watch-dogs yirr'd and youf'd, Beattie Arnha' (c. 1820) 56, ed.
1882. Dmb. We heard colly yof at sic an hour, Taylor Poems
(1827) 49. Ayr. The yowffin' dog, Service Noiandums (1890) 95.
Bwk. He'd youff wi' glee, Calder Poems (1897) in. Slk. Hogg
Tales (1838) 705, ed. 1866. Kcb. Cerberus though but just whelped
Did stan' an' yuff, Davidson Thoughts (1789) 41. n.Cy. Border
Gl. {Coll. L.L.B.)

2. sb. A bark.
Cai. 1 Bnff. 1 'Youff' conveys the notion of a softer sound than

' youp.' Lnk. Colly answers wi' a youff, While she cries in a fistle
' Chew down,' Watson Poems (1853) 42.

YOUF(F, see Yowfff.
YOUGHTH, sb. Obs. Hrt. A disease in sheep ; the

same as ' moor-evil.' Ellis Shep. Guide (17S0) 320
YOUGH-YILLY-YORLIN, sb. Ills. The yellow-

ammer, Emberisa citrinella. (M.B.-S.)
YOUK, YOUKFIT, YOULD, see Yewk, Yuckfit, Yowl.
YOULDER, YOULDRING, YOUL(E, see Yal'der,

Yoldring, Yowl.
YOULE, int. Obs. Wor. See below. See Youling
On Malvern Hills, when the common people fan their corn and

want wind, they cne by way of invocation, ' Youle youle youle '

which word (sais Mr. Aubrey) is no doubt a corruption of ^olus,
God of winds (K.).

'

YOULIN, see Yoldring.
YOULING, s£. Obs. Ken. See below. See Youle.
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YOUR

YOUMATH, YOU'N, see Yeomath, Have, 1. 1.

YOUND, YOUNDER, YOUNER, see Yond, Undern,
Yonder.
YOUNG, adj. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Also in forms yong Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)
;
youn' Ess.1

[jurj,

jBn.] 1. adj. In comb. (1) Young cuckoo, a silly person;
one who is easily taken in

; (2) — curlew, the whimbrel,
Numenius phaeopus

; (3)— folk, a newly-married pair
; (4)

-folks' night (or day), see below
; (5) — grass, clover or

other annual grass sown upon arable land, in contradis-

tinction to that of meadows or permanent pasture
; (6)

— hind, a deer-hunting term: a female deer of three years;

(7) — laird, the eldest son or heir of a ' laird '
; (8) -like, as

if young again
; (9)— lyin g-in , a miscarriage ; a premature

confinement; (10)— one,achild; (11)— stock,young steers

and heifers of any age between six or eight months and
two yeafs

; (12) — tide, ? a tide just on the turn after the

ebb
; (13) — time, youth ; (14) — youth, a youth ; a young

man or woman not of age
; (15) Younger mak, the young

people.
(1) e.Hmp. (W.M.E.F.) (2) Som. Swainson Birds (1885) 199.

(3) Sc. (Jam.) Gall. The young fowk are surrounded by the

people at the wedding, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 447, ed. 1876.

(4) Cum. 4 In the country round Keswick married people assemble

on some appointed evening, soon after Christmas, at the principal

inn in the parish to partake of a roast-beef and sweet-pie

supper, and to enjoy themselves with dancing and, formerly, cards

;

this meeting is succeeded in a night or two by a similar one of

young people, and is called young-fwoks' neet (s.v. Oaldfwoks'

neet). (5, 6) w.Som. 1 (7) Sc. (A.W.) Per. Though I hadna seen

him sin' he was a bairn, I kent it was the young laird, for he was

his father a' owre, Pitcoonans (1899) 21. (8) Gall. It makes me

young-like again to hear there is still a man wha thinks on the

Covenants and the blue banner wi' the denty white cross, Crockett

Standard Bearer (1898) 188. (9)Wm. (B.K.) (10) w.Yks.1 Hrf.

'E wuz winein away er says just like a sick young-un, Why John

{Coll. L.L.B.). Oxf. (G.O.) Dev. She wrote on her dying bed

beggin' o' me to 'dopt her young un, Mortimer W. Moors (1895)

42 (n) w.Som.1 I can't keep so much young-stock to winter, I

must hird a lot o' it. nw.Dev. 1 (12) Gall. These fishermen have

taken advantage of the ' young' tide in order to examine their lines

and creels, Gallovidian (1902) IV. 70. (13) Nrf. I'll tell ye th' words

I used ter say ter my old wumman in our young time, when her and

me, happen, didn't allust think alike, Mann Dulditch (1902) 40.

(14) Chs. 1
, Glo. (H.K.), e.An.i

( I5 ) Cum. The younger mak

hurried ahint them, Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 172.

2. Youngest.
Sc. The young son and the aid ane (Jam. Suppl).

3. Unmarried ; also in phr. youngfor marriage.

w.Som.1 Of a man of sixty it would be said, ' No, he's a young

man—he wad-n never a-married.' Cor. A 'young man' in

Cornwall means a bachelor ; he may be eighty years of age, but

he is ' young ' still ; it was said of a very young bride, ' she du

look a pretty lot better than when she was young,' Hammond Cor.

Parish (1897) 343; Cor.3 'Are you young or married?' isaquestion

that may be addressed without raising a smile to a man or woman

ofmature years. w.Cor. She is an old woman—76, but young still

(M.A.C.).

4. Of time : early ; not far advanced
Sc (A.W.) n.Yks. T'week's young yit (I.W.). w.Yks. (J.W.)

Nrf ' How du yar gal git on at Norwich ?
' ' Wall, I can hardly say

at the present. She only want [went] last week, so the time is

young' (W.R.E.). Ess. 1 The day's yet young.

5. Comtar. Used absolutely for ' the younger.'

Sc Some tile-drains made by Mr. M'Lagan, younger, of Pum-

pherston, Mid-Lothian, in Oct. 1847, were choked up, Stephens

Farm Bk. (1849) II. 632, ed. 1851.

6. v. To bring forth young ; to breed.

Nrf. Old rat-cltchers tell me he [the little red rat] doesn t

•young' till late, Emerson Birds, tfc. (ed. 1895) 36i. w.Som.»

Said of any animal except horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs, which

have all their special word. ' I zee the bitch'v young-ed
;
how

manv have her a-got?' ' Dh-oa-1 kyaf oa-n yuung-ee naut eet-s

vau rtnatt.' «ThickWre doe's gwain to youngy purty quick, I see.

YOUNGED-END,s6. Yks. The younger folk. w.Yks.

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 29, 1899).

YOUNGEN-HOOK, sb. Dor. A large chopping reap-

hook. w.Dor. (C.V.G.)

YOUNGERMER, adj. and sb. Lakel. Cum. Yks. Lan.
[ju

-rja(r)ma(r.] 1. adj. Younger.
Lakel.2 Cum. The youngermer bairns, at heeds and cross sat

laikin, Anderson Ballads (1805) 48. w.Yks. (J.W.), ne.Lan. 1

2. Comb. Youngermer end, the younger people.
Lakel. 2 T'youngermer end o' them hed gian ta bed.

3. sb. Young people. Cum. GL (1851) ; Cum.4

YOUNGLIN(G, sb. and adj. Sc. Also in form younklin
Rnf. [jB-rjlin.] 1. sb. A youngster.

Elg. My younglings do with others mingle Round many a doited

cuckold's ingle, Blackhall Lays (1849) 87. Frf. Round the fire

the younglins creep, Content on every side, MorisonPooms (179°)

47. Edb. Thae hingin' sprays that bield the mavis' eggs, Will sune

be prappers for its younglin's legs, Learmont Poems (1791) 116.

2. adj. Young; youthful.
Frf. Ye younglin' brood, on whom nae trace O' manhood yet

appears, Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 24. Rnf. Wi' snaw he drapes

the earth, To grace the younklin' towmond's birth, Young Pictures

(1865) 48. Ayr. Then homeward all take off their sev'ral ways

;

The youngling cottagers retire to rest, Burns Cotter's Sat. Night

(1785) St. 18. Dmf. The younglin' jauds, were they never sae

shy, Aye busUit their best when the Laird gaed by, Reid Poems

(1894) 77.

[1. OE. geongling, a youth (Sweet).]

YOUNGNESS, sb. Yks. Cor. Youthfulness.
w.Yks. I set no store by youngness, Hiram. I alius did say that

a wise head war th' best thing a man could hev, Sutcliffe

Shameless Wayne (1900) 120 ; (J.W.) Cor. Is the maid stealing

all the youngness from his face for her own? Quiller-Couch

Spanish Maid (1898) 86.

YOUNGSOME, adj. Obs. Sc. Youthful.

Abd. Sic youngsome sangs are sairless frae my mou', Ross

Helenore (1768) 115 (Jam.).

YOUNGSTER, adj. Obs. Suf. 1 Younger of two.

One ofmy school-fellows was alwaysdistinguishedby 'youngster

Parker ' from his elder brother.

YOUNKER, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Lin. Nhp. Nrf.

Cor. Also written yunker e.Lan. 1
;
and in form yonker

Sc. [ju-rjk3(r,jBTjka(r.] A youngster ; a youth ; a child.

Sc. He's escorted by younkers, Anra, Jock, an' Ann, Wi' kettle,

pat, an' fryin' pan, Young Pictures (1865) 161. Frf. An ill-deedy

younker had plundered his nest, Watt Poet. Sketches (1880) 29.

s.Sc. Each season to the rustic younker brings Anticipated joy,

Allan Poems (1887) 55. Lth. A yonker or two were visible in

the party, but mostly the multitude was composed of human units

and specimens on the shady side of five and twenty, Lumsden

Sheep-head (1892) 279. Bwk. My heart never yet has forgot the

bright days When as younkers we speeled up the heather-clad

braes, Calder Poems (1897) 59. Peb. Now, blyth, the younkers

raise tae dance, Linloun Green (1685) 93, ed. 1817. Gall. I was a

gye het-livered younker at that time, Crockett Dark «' Moon

(1902) 146. n.Cy. Hearne Gl. Rob. Glo. (1810) (s.v. Kemelyng).

w.Yks. I thought he treated me over much like a younker,

Snowden Web of Weaver (1896) v. Lan. I think I shall look

after that younker, Banks Manch. Man (1876) xii. e.Lan.1

se.Lin. He's a fine younker (J.T.B.). Nhp. Misses the idle

younker from her side, Clare Shep. Calendar (1827) 69. Nrf.

The four capstan-men, net-stower, and younker lived in the fore-

castle, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 58. Cor. When I was a

younker, Blackw. Mag. (Dec. 1828) 741.

[But that same younker soone was overthrowne,

Spenser F. Q. (1596) bk. iv. i. n. MDu. jonck-heer, a

young gentleman (Hexham).]
YOUNKLIN, see Younglin(g.

.

YOUNKLINGS, sb. pi. Der.2 'Holders' used in

thatching, (s.v. Sprinklings.)

YOUP, YOUPH, see Yaup, v., Youf(f.

YOUR, poss. adj. Var. dial, forms and uses in Sc.

Irel. and Eng. I. Dial, forms : (1) Eower, (2) Ya, (3)

Yah, (4) Yahr, (5) Yair, (6) Yar, (7) Yawer, (8) Yawwar,

(9) Yeer, (10) Yer, (11) Yere, (12) Yir, (13) Yoar, (14)

Yooar, (15) Yor, (16) Yore, (17) Yower, (18) Yowr, (19) Yur.

(1) Shr. Bound Provinc. (1876). (2, 3) Suf.1
(4) w.Yks. Ah

cud smell yahr stinkin' gas-lime, Binns Wilsden Originals (1889)

>• 5- (5) Chs.1 I think yair men are not very good ploughmen.

(6) Lin. It's at yar hands I'll seek 'em, Gilbert Rugge (1866) II. 113.

e.An.2 , Suf.1 (7) w.Yks. 1 Whear's yawer Tom ? ii. 286. (8) Cum.1

Introd. 14. (9) Kid. The spike of yeer handle is longer nor mine,

Barrington Sketches (1827-32) II. 123. (10) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)
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ne.Sc. The wheels o'yer chairiot, Green Gordonhaven (1887) 156,
At>d. I'se rug yer lugs, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871) iii. Wgt.
They'll be fair aneuch tae yer face, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 3. Ir.

Are ye regular in yer duties? Lever H. Lorr. (1839) vi. Wxf. 1

Nhb. To luik efter yer ' interests,' Clare Love ofLass (1890) I. 56.
Cum. 1 Wm. On yer father's knee, Hutton Bran New Wark
(1785) I. 48. e.Yks.1

, w.Yks.1 Lan. Yer chilther, Hamerton
Wenderholme (1869) lxii. ne.Lan. 1 Not. Wheer's yer broom-
stick? Prior Forest Flk. (1901) n. Der. Yer new shawl, Good
Wds. (1881) 842. Lin. If yer want to know yer fortuns, Gilbert

Rugge (1866) II. 63. War. Stop yer clack ooman (J.R.W.).
Nrf. Gillett Sng. Sol. (i860) Notes, 3. Ken. I've taught ye the
Word from yer youth up, Carr Arm of Lord (1899) 15. Sur.
I'll drink yer 'ealth, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) I. i. Hmp. Ai'l

gie ya a sock on yer hed (H.R.). n.Wil. Yer' love uz better'n
wine, Kite Sng. Sol. (c. i860) i. 2. Dor. You an' yer missus,
Cornh. Mag. (Sept. 1900) 308. e.Dev. Pulman Sng. Sol. (i860)
i. 4. Cor. Yer man'll send 'ee money, tummels ov money ! Harris
Wheal Veor (1901) 63. (11) n.Lan. It wod ha'e done ye're eyes
gud, Morris Invas. o' U'ston (1867). (12) ne.Sc. True's yir
clatter, Green Gordonhaven (1887) 51. (13) s.Lan. 1 (14) Cum. 1

Introd. 14. (15) Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Nhb. Aa divvn't mind iwer
hevin' made yor acquaintance, Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894) 18.
Lan. Keep yor brass an' welcome, Clegg David's Loom (1894)
20. Der. Wesh yo'r face an' don yo'r cap, Gilchrist Peakland
(1897) 39. War.2 Introd. 15. (16) w.Yks. Bywater Gossips, 18.
s.Lan. 1 Chs. Th' hask wind . . . made yore flesh creep, Croston
Enoch Crump (1887) 8. Der.1 Nrf. 'Is blood be upon yore 'ead,
Forbes Odd Fish (1901) 150. (17) w.Yks. 15 (18) Der. Beggin'
yowr pardon, Gilchrist Willowbrake (1898) 38. (19) e.Lan.1

s.Wor. (H.K.)

II. Dial. uses. 1. In phr. (1) your day, your lifetime
;

all your days
; (2) — sider, a native of the same district as

the person addressed.

(1) Sc. (A.W.) N.I. 1 The watch will last you your day. (2)
w.Yks. We are now as a community, composed partly of musical-
voiced Yahrsiders, or one-time farmer-lads from southern centres
of agricultural importance, Binns Vill. to Town (1882) 22; He
sahnds lahke a Yahr-sahder bi his talk (B.K.).

2. Belonging to the family or household of the person
addressed

;
gen. used before proper names.

Sc. (A.W.) N.I. 1 Your uns. w.Yks. O shudn't loike yore
Sammy to come in just nah, Bywater Gossips, 18. War. 2 Your
Mary (s.v. Our); War.* s.War. 1 'Have you seen our Fred?'
'Ah, he's gone along of your Dan' (s.v. Our). Oxf. (G.O.)
YOURN, pron. and poss. adj. In gen. dial, use in the

midl. and s. counties and Amer. Also in forms yorn
w.Yks.1 Nhp.1 War.2 Shr.2

; youan Suf. 1 1. pron. Yours.
w.Yks. 1 This word is not very common ; w.Yks. 2 That's no

business of yourn. Stf.1 s.Stf. Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 484.
Der.2

,
nw. Der. 1

,
Not.1

, Lin. 1 n.Lin. 1 It is n't yourn, an' niver was,
nor niver will be. sw.Lin. 1 Rut. 1 It bisn't yourn. Lei .1, Nhp. 1

War.2 *, se.Wor. 1
,
Shr.2

, Hrf. 1
, Glo.1 s.Oxf. That old mother o'

yourn did that to cheat me out o' my rights, Rosemary Chilterns
(1895) 208. Brks. 1 w.Mid. Give me mine, and you keep yourn
(W.P.M.). Nrf. She be yourn when we ha' got her unloaden
Longman's Mag. (Nov. 1902) 50. Suf.1 Ess. The boy's mine; and
. ..he's yourn, BurmesterZ.o«\sv4&-<> (1901) 181. Ken. 1 Sur.We
mun find out as near as may be how much George got, leaving out
yourn, parson, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) III. vi. Sus. 1 (s.v. Hisn).
Hmp. 1 If he be'ant yourn, he must be ourn. I.W.12 Wil. Slow
Gl. (1892). Dor. Them there legs o' yourn should be pretty well
stretched by now, Francis Fiander's Widow (1901) pt. 11. v. Som.
Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825). Dev. There's not much
difference between my daughter and yourn, Reports Provinc.
(1884). Cor.s [Amer. 'Your'n?' I says. ' Mine an' his'n ,' he
says, Westcott David Harum (1900) i.]

2. Used elliptically : your husband.
s.Stf. Does yourn make a fuss about his starched things'

Pinnock Blk. Cy. Ann. (1895).

3. poss. adj. Your.
Sur. If 'ee canna tell yourn naame loike a maan, the porch be

good enou' for 'ee, Bickley Sur. Hills (1890) II. vi. e.Sus. Nor
tain't t'fust time, neither, as yourn harses ha' saved a good chap
from t gallows, Longman's Mag. (July 1898) 256.
YOURN, see Yoorn.
YOURS, poss. pron. e.An. The house of the person

spoken to.

e.An. 1
I shall go to-morrow to yours (s.v. Mine). Nrf. What

were that you was a-saying about a man bein' at yours ? Gibbon
Beyond Compare (1888) II. vi. Suf. I was going to yours (M.E.R.).

YOU'S, poss. adj. Sur. Your.
That nevey of parson's is alius at you's heels, Bickley Sur.

Hills (i8go) II. i.

YOUS, pron. Irel. Amer. Aus. Also in forms youse
Amer. Aus.

;
yowz Don. You ; used when speaking to

more than one person. Cf. yees.
Ir. Boys, boys—look yous at that, Barlow Lisconnel (1895) 225.

N.I. 1 Yous can't get commin' through this way. Don. Done I

An' yous, boys, are all witness iv this, Pearson's Mag. (July 1900)
50. s.Ir. Yowz live to a powerful age here under the water,
Croker Leg. (1862) 201. [Amer. Youse fellys is gettin' that mule
all excited, Lloyd Chronic Loafer (1901) 57. Aus. We can wait
till Hamlet comes, if youse fellows are game, Longman's Mag.
(Aug. 1901) 301.]

YOUST, v. and sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) 1. v. To talk
idly and loosely with volubility and noise. 2. sb. Idle,
loose, and noisy conversation.
YOUST, see Use, v.

YOUSTER, v. Obs. n.Cy. Nhb. Also written
yowster N.Cy. 2 To fester. n.Cy. (K.) ; Bailey (1721)

;

N.Cy.2 Hence Youstered, ppl. adj. puffed or swollen in
the cellular membranes of the skin. Nhb.1

YOUT-BY, see Out-by(e.
YOUTH, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Chs. Der. Also in form

yowth w.Yks. 1 s.Chs.1 [jub.] 1. In comp. (1) Youth-
time, young days

; (2) -wort, the common sundew,
Drosera rotundifolia.

(1) Rnf. The smiles o' the frien's 0' my youth-time to share,
Mitchell Wee Steeple (1840) 73. (2) Edb. Pennecuik Wis.
(1715) 161, ed. 1815.

2. A male person of any age.
n.Cy. A fine old youth, Grose (1790); N.Cy.1 s.Chs.1 We

speak of an 'uwdyuwth' aswell as of a 'yiinggyuwth.' Der.1 Obs.
3. A person of waggish or disorderly character.
w.Yks. 1 Bewar on him, as I knaw him to be a yowth.
4. Used jocularly of an inanimate object.
s.Chs. 1 A man told me he had worn 'this yowth,' meaning his

flannel waistcoat, through the summer.
YOUTHEID, YOUTHER, see Youthhood, Ewder.
YOUTHHOOD, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Also in forms

youtheid, youthied. The state of youth. Also used attrib.
Elg. O gentle Bell

!
thy youthied morn Show'd like the op'ning

flow'r, Couper Poetry (1804) I. 210. Abd. Willy in his grey old
age, as in his green 'youtheid,' dearly loved the marvellous,
Alexander Notes and Sketches (1877) xxi. Per. Your youth-hood
makes you fickle yet, Nicol Poems (1766) 120. Kcb. Satan finds
a swept chamber, for the most part, in youthhood, Rutherford
Lett. (1660) clxxvii.

[As the courss askis of 3owtheid, Barbour Bruce (iT7q)
1. 334. OE. geogophad, state of youth (Sweet).]
YOUTHIR sb Obs Ags. (Jam.) In phr. youthir of

the sod, the red ashes of turf. See Ewder
YOUTHY, adj. Sc. [jirbi.] 1. Youthful.
S
^ CV

A
r!'

)
,r

Per
" Whaure'er there is a wanton ploy amo' theyouthy folk Ford Harp U893) 152. Rnf. The auld man look'd

sae youthy like, Fraser Poet. Chimes (1853) 29. Ayr. A youthyand luscious twinkling in his eyes, Galt Gilhaize (1823) iHence Youthiness, sb. youthfulness

twy
r I TaS

'
f°r

-

the time
.
a new creature, .'.a sort of youthiness

(i822)
a

2
e

(jAM°r
m°re than a f°rtnight

'
Galt Steam-boat

2. Affecting youthful habits or dress
Sc I'se warran she's nae less than three score, but she's as

y ™rT~,
gln She warna out °' her ^ens (Jam.)YOUT(T, see Yowt. '

YOVE, v. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) 1. To talk in a free
facetious, and familiar way

; to chatter fast through hilh
SP'nt

?-i-
eSp

-
ln Phn f°y°ve and crack. Cf. toveSc. This term includes the idea, that, although a good deal besaid, it is rather of a trivial nature, or little to the purpose

2. To go at a round pace. Lth

w Y?5' P
1 3

?
d S

\ Sc ' Nhb
- Yks. Also in form yew

c^auftfyaw,^ T
°^ OT h°Wl *S * d°^

Cld. (Jam.) Nhb Aal the dogs in their leashes commencedyow-yow-yowin', like mad, an' I knaa'd the hare wesTtarted,
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Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894) 92 ; The hurly-burly o' dogsyowin',
ib. 93.

2. sb. The noise made by a howling dog.
w.Yks.2 They [the shepherds' dogs] ' set up such a yew, yew,

yew !
' (s.v. Yowl).

YOW, v.
2 Lan. Also in form yeaw s.Lan.1 [je.] To

tug ; to draw
; fig. to struggle, esp. with food.

Aw seid 'im yowin away at a four pound loaf an awf a cheese

(S.W.) ; A yowin un natterin sensashun ut set in abeawt th'

region o' my meight poke, Staton B. Shuttle Manch. 42. s.Lan.1

He yeaws terrable hard for a livin'.

YOW, see Hew, v)', How(e, adj.

YOWCH, v. Sc. Also written youch. [jaux.] To
bark.

Gall. As soon as ever I could get near the onstead for yowching
dogs, Crockett Raiders (1894) iv; The dogs came barking and

youching round the corner, ib. Grey Man (1896) xxvii.

YOWDEN, v. Yks. [joirdan.] 1. To bend; to

slacken ; to yield ; to submit ; to hearken, pay attention.

n.Yks. 1
; n.Yks. 2 ' She yowdens badly,'—as the gossips say of

an ill-assorted match,— she submits to her husband reluctantly.

' Seea stunt, you'd as good try te yowden a yak steeak,' so stupid

that you might as well try to bend an oak post. ' Yowden 't a bit,'

allow it to slacken, said of a stretched rope. m.Yks.1

2. Phr. to yowden at the eyes, to evince by weeping one's

tardy penitence or submission. n.Yks.2
3. Of a fissure

in a rock or the earth : to enlarge, expand. n.Yks.3

YOWDEN, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Also written yowden.

Tired, wearied.
Sc. Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. Lnk. That for her sake he was

not yowden, Ramsay Christ's Kirk, I. St. xviii. s.Sc. Though my
wallet was yape my heart was youden, Wilson Tales (,1839)

V. 322.

YOWDEN-BRIFT, see Youden-drift.

YOWDLIN, ppl. adj. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) Dilatory.

Ye're a yowdlin elf.

YOWDRING, see Yoldring.
YOW(E, sb. Sc. Dur. Lan. Brks. 1. A dial, form of

'ewe.'
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Dey hed sax shaela yows, Stewart Tales

(1892) 244. Cai.1
,
w.Dur.1

, s.Lan.1 Brks. Drippin' like an old

yow, Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 96.

2. Phr. rottenyow, a person supposed to be unwholesome,

as subject to much expectoration. n.Sc. (Jam.)

3. A contemptuous term for a man.
Abd. He may be disna wear gowd-rimmed specs fin he cud see

best athoot them, like that muckle yow, Tammie Fraser, Abd. Wkly.

Free Press (Sept. 15, 1900).

YOWER, YOWE-YONUT, see Ewer, Earth-nut.

YOWE-YORNUT, sb. Cum. Also written -yornet

Cum.4 The pig-nut, Bunium flexuosum. Science Gossip

(1876) 116 ; Cum.4 (s.v. Yowe-yorlin). See Earth-nut.

YOWF(F, sb., v. and adv. Sc. Also written youf Sc.

(Jam.) ;
youff Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. 1

- [jauf.] 1. sb. A smart,

swinging blow. See Gouf(f.

Sc. (Jam.) Lnk. My heart played dowf 'gainst my ribs wi a

yowf, Johnston Poems (1869) 176. Edb. Swith ! tak the dowie

slut a yowff, R. Wilson Poems (1822) 53.

2. v. To beat ; to drive or send forcibly.

Sc. Mackay. n.Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1 Abd. They yowff'd the ba'

frae dyke to dyke, Skinner Poems (1809) 41."

3. adv. With a heavy fall. Bnff. 1

YOWF(F, see Youf(f.

YOWISWORTH, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Also

written yowsworth. A proportion of odal-land equal to

one-tenth of a ' pennyland.' ,. . ,

YOWK, v.
1 Chs. Not. Lei. Nhp. War. Also in form

yaik s.Chs.1 To howl ; to bawl ; of a dog :
to yelp, give

tongue. SeeHowk, v.
2

_ ... .
t . ,

s.Chs.1 Ee yuwkt un skrahykt, dhun it maid mi son tu aa^kn

im. Not. The dogs has lit of it now, hark to them yowkm (LC.M.V

Lei.1 Nhp -
1 How that woman goes yowkin about

!
Nhp 2

,
War.2

YOWK v 2 Yks. To beat. See Howk ^ 4.

w Yks I'll yowk thee rig, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 20, 1890).

YOWK, see Gowk, sb.', Howk, v.
,

ZwrT' ;, <=/,. and int. In gen. dial, use in Sc. IrelYOWL, v., sb. and int.

ffi Yks. De
m
r?Shr

A
H?f. Glo>;

;

youle Sc. (Jam.); yowllEng. and' Amen Alsowritten youl Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy.J

Abd. ; and in forms yeawl s.Lan.1
;

yeul Sc.
;
yewl

e.Yks.1
; yole Glo. 1

;
yool Sc. Nhb. 1 Lakel.2 CunL14

n.Yks.2 ;_yould n.Cy.
;
yule Lnk. Nhb. 1 Wm. [jaul ; Jul,

w.Yks. jal, Lan. jel, s.Cy. jeul.] 1. v. To howl ; to cry
loudly or piteously ; to yelp as a dog. Cf. yawl, v.

1

Sc. A dog winna yowl if ye strike him wi' a bane, Ramsay
Prov. (1737). Sh.I. Wir peerie dug wis jumpin' an' yowlin aboot
me, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 67. Or.I. Hid wus her that meed
a' the sair meen an' lood yowlin', Fergusson Rambles (1884) 246.

Cai. 1 Abd. That gart him yowll and claw't, Skinner Poems (1809)
46. Frf. The foxes wildly yowl'd, Beattie Arnha' (c. 1820) 56,

ed. 1882. Per. The dogs yaufft an' youl'd, Ford Harp (1893) 183.

s.sc. (Jam.) Rnf. It made me yelp, and yeul, and yell, R. Sempill
Sanny Briggs (ed. 1849) 1* 5 1 - Lnk. Yuling and rubbing his mouth
with his foot, Graham Writings (1883) II. 102. Slk. When the

dowgs are left at hame they keep up siccan a yowlin, Chr. North
Nodes (ed. 1856) IV. 95. Gall. Mactaggart £«rvc/. (1824). Kcb.

Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 67. N.I. 1 n.Cy. Border Gl. {Coll.

L.L.B.) ; N.Cy.1 , Nhb. 1
, Dur.1, Lakel.2 , Cum.14 Win. When t'wind

yuled out sea hee, Whitehead Leg. (1859) 26. n.Yks.1234

e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ. (1788) ; e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks.1 w.Yks.

Hutton Tourto Caves (1781) ; w.Yks.1235 , Lan. 1
, ne.Lan.1

, e.Lan.
1

,

s.Lan.1 Chs.1 Th' dog yowlt aw neet ; there'll be a death. s.Chs. 1
,

Der. 12 , Not. (W.H.S.), Lin. 1
, n.Lin. 1

,
sw.Lin. 1

, Lei. 1
, Nhp. 1

s.Wor. What be'st a yowlin' at? owld yur n'ise a tell 'ee (H.K.).

Shr.1 If yo' tie'n that dog up, 'e'll yowl all night, an' I shanna get a

wink o' sleep; Shr.2 Shr., Hrf. Bound Provinc. (1876). Glo.12
,

Brks.1
, e.An. 1 Nrf. Those Dutchmen, they yowled and cried,

Forbes Odd Fish (1901) 184. Suf. To make that seemingly discon-

tented noise that barndoor fowls affect when it is going to rain,

e.An. Daily Times (1892). Ken. 1
, I.W.12 Dor. Francis Manor

Farm (1903) 95. w.Som.1 Make haste along, tid-n no good to bide

there yowlin. Dev. Think what it 'ud be wi' two yowlin' females

under one roof! Baring-Gould Furze Bloom (1899) 33. Cor.12

[Amer. Sam begin to yowl, Lloyd Chronic Loafer (1901) 27.]

Hence (1) Yowler,s6. a complaining, disaffected person

;

(2) Yowlie, sb., obs., a policeman.

(1) n.Yks. 2 (2) Edb. A low term, probably from their youling

or calling the hours (Jam.).

2. To make game of. Glo.1 3. sb. A howl ; a yell ; a

loud cry ; the mew of a cat.

Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. Da dug cam' oot wi' a yowl, Burgess Sketches

(2nd' ed.) 69. Cai. 1 Frf. Every ane o' the loons playin' gae

a yowl at the same meenit, Salmond Man Sandy (1903) 59. Ayr.

We hearkened to the yowls o' an unfortunate mad dog, Service

Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 29. Slk. The dog gae twa or three

melancholy yowls, Hogg Tales (1838) 297, ed. 1866. Kcb. Brian

Boru loot oot a yowl yt wudna 'a' shamit his namesake, Trotter

Gall. Gossip (1901) 394. Ant. Ballymena Obs. (1892). Cum. She

hes a bit yool for ivvery 'cashun, Farrall Betty Wilson (1886) 13

;

Cum.4, n.Yks.14 , e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks.1

, w.Yks.5 s.Not. It's misery to

hear that dug's yowl (J.P.K.). n.Lin.1 Nrf. That cat fare as if 't

can't get its yowl out (E.M.). Cor. I soon hears a yowl, and then

a whip a-going, Blackw. Mag. (Jan. 1862) 8.

4. int. The sound made in yelling or in barking ; a cat-

Dmf. Oscar . . . pouring out his affection with a yowl ! yowl

!

yowl I Paton Castlebraes (1898) 223. Lin.1

[1. Y shal weile and 3oule, Wyclif Micah i. 8.]

YOWLER, v. s.Chs.1 To howl. See Howler, Yowl.

YOWLEY, YOWLM, see Yoldring, Yelm.

YOWLS, sb. pi. Lin. Lands in certain parishes.

Ellis Pron'unc. (1889) V. 312.

YOWM, see Oam.
YOWMAN, sb. e.Lan.1 s.Lan.1 A stupid, incapable

fellow.
YOWN-DRIFT, see Youden-dnft.

YOW-NETHER, int. Obs. nw.Dev.1 The call used

in driving oxen, corresponding to ' come-hither ' used to

horses.
YOWP, see Yaup, v.

YOW-PAP, sb. s.Lan. 1 A childish, silly fellow.

YOWR, YOWSTER, YOWSWORTH, see Yewer,
Youster, Yowisworth.
YOWT, v. and sb. Sc. n.Cy. Nhp. Shr. Hrf. Also

written yout Sc. (Jam.) N.Cy. 1

;
youtt Fif.

;
yowte Slk.

[jaut.] 1. v. To howl; to roar; to cry; to bark; to yelp.

Sc. Yowt noo, Aiken ! I ne'er likit a bane o' your buik, Hali-

burton Fields (1890) 28. n.Sc. (Jam.) Fif. Yelpin' and youtin'
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in his face, Tennant Papistry (1827) 38. Edb. A pack of greedy,
yelping curs that must ever be yowting and worryingat something,
Beatty Secreiar (1897) 45. Slk. The houndis are yowting bye,
Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 318. N.Cy. 1

, Nhp. 1 Shr., Hrf. Bound
Provinc. (1876).

2. sb. A cry ; a yell ; a bellow.
Sc. (Jam.) ; The sichts to see, the yowts to hear, Jamieson Pop.

Ballads (1806) I. 233. Abd. Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl. Per.
The yout was heard at Totty crag ; A' Belvadera rang, Spence
Poems (1898) 56. Fif. Aha ! what deil are we about, Tossin' our
heads wi' yell and youtt, Tennant Papistry (1827) 109. Slk.
When the carle gave a yowte, Hogg Queer Bk. (1832) 185.

YOWT, int. Obs. Dev. A call used in driving oxen,
corresponding to ' come-hither ' used to horses. nw.Dev.
(R.P.C.)

YOWTHER, v., sb. and adv. Bnff. 1
1. v. To push

anything heavy
; to move by means of a lever. 2. To

walk with a heavy, lumbering step. 3. sb. A push ; a
lever. 4. The act of walking with a heavy step ; a tall,

heavy, awkward person. 5. adv. With a heavy, lum-
bering step.

YOWTHER, YOWYER, YOWZ, see Ewder, Ewer,
Yous.
YOX, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Wor. Hrf. Som. Dev. Cor.

Also written yocks Hrf.2
; and in forms eesk, esk Sc.

(Jam.) ;
yaux se.Wor.1

; yeesk Elg.
;

yeisk, yesk Sc.

(Jam.); yeux n.Yks.2 ; yex n.Yks. s.Wor.1 Cor. 2
;
yisk

Sc. (Jam.) ;
yucks w.Som.1 nw.Dev. 1

;
yux Cor.2 [joks

;

jeks.] 1. v. To hiccough. Cf. yoke, v.
2

Sc, n.Sc. (Jam.) Elg. Weel like ye, yeeskin', to be there,

Though morn's a head-ach, Couper Poetry (1804) II. 220. Lnk.
We did baith . . . yesk and maunt, Ramsay Poems (1721) 18.

Gall. We maun . . . Ay rive on and shive on, And peck away and
yisk, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 360, ed. 1876. n.Yks. He was
yexin' (I.W.). Cor.2 (s.v. Jick).

2. To heave at the stomach ; to vomit ; to cough up ; to

spit out.

Sc. (Jam.) ; Yeterie yisking [a severe troublesome spit accom-
panying a cough], (ib. Suppl., s.v. Yeterie). Fif. Ae wee short
canon, fat and fodgel, Gat on his bare pow wi' a cudgel, It garr'd
him yesk his drammach, Tennant Papistry (1827) 154. w.Wor. 1

Our Polly swallow'd a pin, an' I thaowt 'er'd a died sure-lie, but
'er yoxed it up after a bit. se.Wor.1

I don't want no bacca
smokers in my kitchen, yauxin' an' spettin' about. s.Wor. 1 Hrf.2

He suffers so from yocksing.

3. sb. A hiccough ; the hiccoughs.
Sc. (Jam.); Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl. n.Sc. (Jam.) Lnk.

Ramsay Gentle Shep. (Scenary ed.) Gl. Gall. Cures the yisk and
waterbrash, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 266, ed. 1876. n.Yks. 2

s.Wor.1 w.Som.1 Why, Tommy, you've a-got the yucks—drink
zome cold water. nw.Dev.1

Hence Yoxy, adj. given to hiccoughing.
Edb. It makes your wives . . . rift an' yisky, Learmont Poems

(1791) 171. n.Yks. (I.W.) ; n.Yks. 2 Inclined to be yeuxy.
[1. He yexeth (v.r. yoxeth), and he speketh thurgh the

nose, Chaucer C. T. a. 4151. OE. giscian.]

YOX, see Yuck, int.

YOY, int. Yks. [joi.] A cry used in setting a dog on
a fox or hare. n.Yks. Yoy on him ! (I.W.)

YOY, see Yea, adv.

YOYSTER, v. Sus.12 Also in form yoster.
[joi-sta(r).] To play roughly; to frolic. Sus.12 See
Gauster.
YRLIN, see Yurlin(g.
YRN, v. Obs. n.Cy. To curdle ; to begin to turn

;

used of milk, cheese, &c. (K.) The same word as
Earn, v."

YU, see Yule.
YUBBEN, sb. Wm. Also in form yubbm. [ju'bsn.]

In comp. (1) Yubben-boddem, a kind of cake ; see below
;

(2) -drawin, the act of giving birth. A dial, form of oven,'
q.v.

(ij Rolled out of ordinary dough and baked on the floor of the
oven instead of a cake tin. ' Ah'll mak a yubbsm boddgm fer oor
tea'(B.K.). (2)*.
YUBLIN, see Yuveling.
YUCCUPS, sb. Dev. Cor. [JB-ksps.] A dial, form of

' hiccups.' s.Dev., e.Cor. (Miss D.)

YUC(K, see Yewk, Yoke, v.
2

YUCK, sb.
1 Lin. 1 [juk.] The hip. See Hook, si.

1 13.

YUCK, v. and sb.2 Cum. Yks. Lin. Sur. Also written

yuk n.Yks.4 ne.Yks.1 m.Yks. 1
; and in forms yock Cum.

;

yok m.Yks.1
;
yoke Sur. 1

;
yuke m.Yks. 1 [juk.] 1. v.

To jerk, pull or turn sharply ; to snatch ; to drag. Cf.

yark, v. 1

n.Yks. Yuck that out. Yuck him up afooar t'justices (I.W.).

Lin. To yuck the nag's bridle (J.C.W.). n.Lin.1 sw.Lin. 1 Briggs

yucked the mare about. He clammed him by the shoulder, and
yucked him about the road. Sur.1 He yoked it round [i.e. the

wagon! and it canted over.

2. With off: to throw off with a jerk.
m.Yks. 1 To 'yok off' a burden, is to throw it off calculatingly.

3. To beat, thrash ; to conquer.
Cum. (E.W.P.), n.Yks.4 ne.Yks. 1 Ah gav him a good yukkin.

e.Yks. 1 MS. add. (T.H.), m.Yks.1
, Lin. 1

4. To labour in carrying a heavy burden.
m.Yks.1 A little child who will carry a great baby, goes

'yukking about' with it.

5. sb. A jerk ; a quick pull ; a snatch.
Lin. Polly gi' me such a yuck, Brown Lit. Laur. (1890) 43.

sw.Lin. 1 Gie it a gret yuck away from you.

6. A quick, smart stroke, as a lash from a whip
; //.

chastisement ; a beating.
m.Yks. 1 e.Yks. 1 He gat his yucks.

YUCK, int. Yks. Also in form yox n.Yks. [juk.]

Hurrah ! an exclamation of excitement or triumph ; see
below.

n.Yks. (I.W.) ; n.Yks.4 At any social gathering in the Cleveland
dales, when those assembled have grown excited some one will
shout ' Yuck fooroor deeal,' to which another will instantly reply
' Yuck foor Castleton,' or ' Yuck foor ,' mentioning his own
locality. I fancy in days passed it would be given as a challenge

;

it now carries with it the sense of ' to cheer,' or ' Here's to our
dale.' m.Yks. 1 Yuck ! lads ! the game's our own.
YUCK, see Hook, sb.1

YUCKEL, sb. Shr. GIo. Brks. Hmp. Wil. Som. Also
written yuccleWil.; yuckle Wil. 1 w.Som. 1

; yukkelBrks.
[jB'kl.] The green woodpecker, Gecinus viridis. Cf.
hickwall, yackle, sb.1

Shr. Swainson Birds (1885) 99. Glo. 1 Brks. I feels sum how
as peert as a yukkel, Hughes T. Brown'flxf. (1861) xli. Hmp.1

Wil. Just then a yuccle passin by, Was axed by them their cause
to try, Akerman Tales (1853) 97 ; Wil. 1

, w.Som.1

YUCKFIT, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written yucfit, and in
form youkfit. The snipe, Gallinago caeleslis.

Lnk. The yuckfit fell on Fauldhouse know, The paitrick on
Auldton lea (Jam.) ; So called from its cry, Edb. Mag. (July 1819)
539 (»'*)•

YUCKLING, sb. Obs. N.Cy. 2 An inkling ; the least
notice.

YUCKNING, sb. Dev.2 [JBknin.] An addition ; a
help. ' Give us a hand here, every little is a yucknin' '

YUCKS, YUD, see Yox, Head, Yod(e.
YUDITH, YUER, see Youdith, Ewer.
YUFF, YUFFLE, see Youf(f, Yaffle, v."
YUGGLE, sb Sh.I. [JB-gl.] Theowl,S/nx S.&Ork. 1

[Lp. ON. ugla, an owl (Vigfusson).]
YUGGLE v. Yks. [ju'gl.] To idle about with theback up

;
to ' hirple (q.v.). e.Yks. (Miss A )YUGLET, adj. Sh.I. [jB-glit] Applied to a blacksheep, having white round the eyes, or vice versaJakobsen Dial (1897) 38.

YUICK, YUIK, YUILL, see Yewk, Yill.
YUK(E, see Yewk, Yuck, v.

vt^V- ™-Yks/ Tjiu'kl.] To pucker.
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»c. (Jam.); Cast out your muck at Yule, O, Kinloch Ballads
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(1827) 201. Sh.I. Yal an' New's dy A'm no spaekin o', Sh.
Aews (Sept. 30, 1899) ; Burgess Tang (1898) 33. n.Sc. When I
say Christmas Day I must be distinctly understood as meaning the
eve before Yule as well as Yule itself, Gordon Carglen (1891) 264.
„ •

r .

A
T

d " Uam.)
;
Aul' yeel, Alexander Johnny Gibb (1871)

xn
;
Fin I was fee't we only got twa days i' th' year—een at Eel,

an anidder in simmer, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Sept. 5, 1903).
Frf. Ye e'en micht hae threap'd wi'm frae Beltane to Yule, Watt
Poet. Sketches (1880) 26. Ags. He who first opens the door on
Yule-day, expects to prosper more than any other member of the
family during the future year, because he 'lets in Yule.' The
door being opened, it is customary with some to place a table or
a chair in it, covering it with a clean cloth, and ... 'to set on it
bread and cheese to Yule.' Early in the morning, as soon as any
one of the family gets out of bed, a new broom ... is set at the
back of the outer door. The design is 'to let in Yule' (Jam.).
Fif. A green yule maketh a fat kirkyard, Grant Six Hundred, i.

Ayr. Many a stoup of burned wine and spiced ale they were
wont, at Pace and Yule, . . to partake of together, Galt Gilhaize
(1823^ v. Peb. Like birks at yull, Completely barren, Affleck
Poet. Wks. (1836) 93. Dmf. Shadows o' skies at Yule, Thom
Jock 0' the Knowe (1878) 4. n.Cy. Bailey (1721). Nhb.1

, Dur. 1
,

e.Dur. 1
,
w.Dur.i, Lakel.1

, Cum. 1 " Wm. Nicolson (1677) Trans.
R. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX. n.Yks. (I.W.), n.Yks. 2

, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks.
Hutton Tour to Caves (1781); Thoresby Lett. (1703). Lan.
Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837) 111. ne.Lan. 1

, s.Lan.1
, Der. 1

,

Lin. 1
, n.Lin.1

2. Comb. (1) Yulebabby, a cake made in the form of a
baby

; see below
; (2) -back or -batch, a log of wood burnt

on the fire at Christmas
; (3) -blinker, the Christmas star;

the North star
; (4) -block, see (2) ; (5) -boys, see below

;

(6) -bread, a certain kind of bread eaten at Christmas
; (7)

-brose, see below
; (8) -cake, (a) Christmas cake ; (b) see

(1) ; (9) -candle, a candle specially made for burning at
Christmas

; (10) -caudle, see (8, a) ; (11) -cheese, a certain
kind of cheese eaten at Christmas

; (12) -clog, see (2)

;

(13) -crush, a Christmas feast; (14) -daums, Christmas
gifts; (15) -day, Christmas Day; (16) -dough, (a) see
below

;
(b) pi. all kinds of Christmas pastry

; (17) -e'en,
Christmas Eve

; (18) -feast, see (13) ; (19) -games, Christ-
mas games ; (20) -goad, a Christmas plaything

; (21)
goose, a Christmas goose; (22) -hole, see below; (23)
's jade, one who has not some new article of dress on
Christmas morning

; (24) -kebback, see (n)
; (25) -loaf, a

Christmas loaf; (26) -log, see (2); (27) -mairt, an ox
killed at Christmas for home consumption

; (28) -morning,
Christmas morning

; (29) -night, Christmas night ; a
merry night

; (30) -pins, see below
; (31) -play, a Christ-

mas holiday
; (32) -plough or -plufe, a plough taken round

by ' plough-stots ' at Christmas ; see below ; cf. plough, II.

1 (52) ! (33) -preens, see (30) ; (34) -sangs, Christmas
carols ; (35) -scones, scones baked for use at Christmas

;

(36) -sowens, flummery made at Christmas
; (37) -steek,

a very wide stitch in sewing ; (38) tide, (39) -time,
Christmas-time

; (40) -toy, see (20) ; (41) -tree, a Christ-
mas-tree

; (42) -yal, Christmas ale
; (43) -yow, a sheep

killed and eaten at Christmas.

(1) Nhb.1 A baby figure made of a flat cake of gingerbread or
currant cake, and sold to children. The arms are folded across,
and two currants are put in for eyes. (2) n.Cy. Grose (1790)

;

N.Cy. 2 Der.1 Obs. (3) S. & Ork. 1 (4) n.Cy. In farm-houses, the
servants lay by a large knotty block for their Christmas fire, and,
during the time it lasts, they are entitled, by custom, to ale at their

meals, Grose (1790); N.Cy. 2 Der. 1 Obs. s.Not. That chunk o'

wood ud mek a famous Yule-block for Chris'mas (J.P.K.). Lin.

The people of Lincoln still call a log or stump, which they put

into the fire at Christmas, a Gule block, i.e. block or log of Jul,

Brand Pop. Antiq. (1795) I. 360, ed. 1813; Lin. 1 Formerly placed

upon the hall fire on Christmas Eve. The unconsumed part of

the Yule block was carefully preserved and re-placed on the fire

to burn with the new one. (5) Gall. Boys who ramble the country

during the Christmas holidays. They are dressed in white, all

but one in each gang, the Belzebub of the corps. They have a

. . . rhyme they go through before people with, and so receive

'bawbees' and 'pieces.' This rhyme is now-a-days so sadly

mutilated that I can make little of it. . . The plot . . . seems to be

—

two knights dispute about a female, and fight ; the one falls, and

Belzebub appears and cures him, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (6)

VOL. VI.

w.Yks. At Christmas, when they eat yule bread, and yule cheese,
made after a particular formula, Howitt Pur. Life (1838) I. 307.
(7) Sc. (Jam.); The prevailing dish among the common people
and peasantry, being the national one of ' fat brose,' otherwise
denominated ' Yule brose.' The large pot, in almost every family
of this description, well provided with butcher meat (if bullocks'
heads or knee bones may be so called), was put on the fire the
previous evening, to withdraw the nutritive juices or animal oil
from the said ingredients. Next day after breakfast, or at dinner,
the brose was made, generally in a large punch-bowl, the mistress
of the ceremonies dropping a gold ring among the oatmeal upon
which the oily soup was poured. The family, or party, . . pro-
vided with spoons and seated round the bowl, now began to
partake of the half-boiling brose, on the understanding that the
person who was so fortunate as to get the ring in their spoon,
was to be first married, Blackw. Mag. (Dec. 1821) 692. (8, a)
Dur. 1 Served up with cheese and frumety, on the eve before
Christmas day. Yks. We notice a custom of making a rich cake
called a Yule cake, which on no account must be cut before Christ-
mas Eve, Yks. Illus. Monthly (Jan. 1884) 101. n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks.2
Handed to callers from Christmas-day to New-year's-day inclusive.
ne.Yks.1

, m.Yks. 1 w.Yks. In addition to frumarty, spice cake is
eaten at tea, and t'ool cake, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 42.
Lin.1 (b) Dur. Brand Pop. Antiq. (1795) 410, ed. 1813. (9) n.Sc.
Given as a present at this season by merchants to their stated
customers. By many . . . the Yule-candle is allowed to burn out
of itself. [With] others . . . when the day is at a close, the porj

tentous candle is extinguished, and carefully locked up in a chest
... to be burnt out at the owner's ' Late-wake ' (Jam.). n.Yks.
We have Yell cannels bonnin' teea, Tweddell Clevel. Rhymes
(1875) 7 ; n.Yks. 1 The candle customarily presented by grocers to
their customers commonly bears this name now ; n.Yks.2 Yule-
candles are lighted on Christmas eve, and for that night it is

unlucky to snuff" them ; n.Yks.34 , ne.Yks. 1
, m.Yks.1 w.Yks.5 It

is customary with the grocers on Christmas Eve to give to every
customer a mould candle (called Yule-candles), coloured blue for
the most part (s.v. Christmas Customs). (10) n.Yks.3 (n) w.Yks.
Howitt Rur. Life (1838) I. 307. (12) n.Cy. Grose (1790). Nhb.
As to the Rector, if he minds the poor, Ne'er shall the wonted
Yule-clog miss his door, Richardson Borderer's Table-bk. (1846)
VIII. 324; Nhb. 1 Dur. It is the practice in some parts of this
county to preserve the ashes of one yule clog, to sprinkle upon
the next, Bishoprick Garl. (1834) 65 ; Dur. 1

, e.Dur. 1 Wm. The
Yule clog blazes on the hearth, Hutton Bran New Work (1785)
1. 33. n.Yks. 1

; n.Yks. 2 A portion of the Yule-clog burnt on
Christmas and on New year's eves is to be saved for preserving
the house from fire during the ensuing year, as well as to kindle
its successor ; n.Yks. 34

,
ne.Yks. 1 e.Yks. Marshall Rur. Econ.

(1788); e.Yks. 1
, m.Yks.1 w.Yks. Hah can Chresemas be coud

when theaze yewil-clogs blazin away i iwry hahce ' Pogmoor Olm.
(1868) 20; w.Yks.23 , Lin. 1

, n.Lin. 1
(13J n.Yks. 2 (14) n.Yks.2

More particularly the pence and the portions of cheese and ginger-
bread dealt out to children, who then call at the door and wish
you the compliments of the season. (15) ne.Sc. And anxiously
was Yeelday looked for, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 163. Bch. A
Lettergae With such a pack confin'd to be, On good Yule-day,
Forbes Dominie (1785) 43. Lnk. December 25th, being yule-
day, was kept this year with much solemnity at Edinburgh,
Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1721) I. 322, ed. 1828. Edb. Sooner at Yule-
day shall the birk be drest, Or birds in sapless busses big their

nest, Fergusson Poems (1773) 107, ed. 1785. n.Cy. Border Gl.

{Coll. L.L.B.) (16, a) n.Cy. A kind of baby, or little image of
paste, which our bakers used formerly to bake at this season and
present to their customers, Brand Pop. Antiq. (1795) 410, ed.

1813. Nhb. Paper skyets, penny pies, an' huil-doos, Robson
Sngs. of Tyne (1849) Pitman's Crlshp. ; It was the custom for the
' hewer' in a colliery to present his ' putter ' with a ' Yul-doo.' If

he failed to do so, his clothes were impounded (R.O.H.) ; Nhb.1

A figure made in gingerbread or dough, rolled out flat, and cut

out with head, arms, and body. The arms are laid as if the hands
touched in front, and two eyes made of currants are inserted.

Dur. Sweetened yeast bread, with currants, sultanas, and lemon-
peel in it, which is made at Yule-tide. If for children it is

generally made like a doll (J.W.). e.Dur. 1 (6) n.Yks. 2 (17) Sc.
Prov. ' As bare as the birks at Yule-e'en,' applied both in a physical
and in a moral sense (Jam.) ; Some farmers are so extremely
superstitious, as to go into their stables and cow-houses on Yule-
e'en, and read a chapter of the Bible behind their horses and cattle

to preserve them from harm (ib.). Sh.I. Whaur mony a happy
yule-e'en ye've seen spent, Stewart Tales (1892) 134. Abd. On
guid Yule-e'en, that blythsome night, Cock Strains (1810) I. 113.
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Rxb. The place'Il be as bare as a birk at Yule e'en, Hamilton
Outlaws (1897) 169. m.Yks.1 w.Yks.5 Yule e'en ... in a multi-
tude of families is marked by all the boisterous festivity of olden
times, Introd. 2. (18) Edb. For the Yule-feast a sautit mart's
prepared, Fergusson Poems (1773) no, ed. 1785. (19) n.Cy.
Grose (1790) ; N.Cy.2 , s.Lan.1 (20) Lan. Grose (1790) MS. add.
(P.) s.Lan. 1 (31) Kcb. A'll gie 'e a gran yule guse at the New
Year, Trotter Gall. Gossip(igoi) 29. (22) Sc. The bag to the auld
stent, and the belt to the yule hole, Ramsay Prov. (1737). (23)
BnflF. 1 (24) ne.Sc. The yeel kebback had been prepared a long
time before, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 156. (25) Lan. A quartern
tobacco, z\d., a yule-loaf, 31/., Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 85 ;

Tradesmen presented their customers with the Yule-loaf, Harland
& Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 256. (26) Wgt. We used to have
a great big old tree root provided for a Yule log, to keep the devil
away that night, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 177. Cum.* Ye'r yule
logs git riddy. I's cummin, ye see, Richardson Talk (ed. 1876)
2pd S. 176. n.Yks.2 Pre/, (s.v. Christmas'!, n.Yks.4 , in.Yks. 1

,

ne.Lan. 1
, nw.Der. 1

(27) n.Sc. If a sheep, or the Yeel mairt, had been
killed, Gregor Olden Time, 48. (28) Sh.I. Baik'n bere burstin'
brunnies wi' rindid saem i' Yule moarnin', Sh. News (Jan. 14,

1899V (29) Frf. I remember a Yule night, Barrie Minister (1891)
xxxvi. Per. The piper ilk Yule night is heard to play, Spence
Poems (1898) 59. Ayr. On blithe Yule night when we were fou,
Burns Duncan Gray, st. 1. Lan.1 (30) Sc. Children lay up
stores of pins, for playing at Te Totum. In some parts of the
country, merchants generally provide themselves, about this time,
with a coarser sort, which they call Yule-pins (Jam.). ne.Sc. At
Christmas-time children were wont to play for pins with a ' tee-
totum ' with numbers on its sides. For the pins won at the end of
the game sweets, raisins, &c. were exchanged. I do not know
if the game is now much played (A.W.). (31) ne.Sc. When the
[shooting] match was finished the boys set free from school by
the Yeel play immediately set to work to dig for the balls, Gregor
Flk-Lore (1881) 163. (32) n.Yks.2 The bands of ' Plough Stots '

who follow shortly after Christmas, . . are got up chiefly by our
country youths, who were wont to be followed by a plough ; but
that ponderous implement is now represented by a small model
carried on a staff, Pre/, (s.v. Christmas). (33) ne.Sc. Great was
the joy when the Yeel preens came from the shops, Gregor Flk-
Lore (1881) 163. Frf. Yule preens an' totums then wad please
The lee night lang, Smart Rhymes (1834) 94. (34) n.Yks.2 (35)
Bnff. 1

(36) Lnk. Puts on the kettle, and maks her Yool sowens,
Graham Writings (1883) II. 31. (37) S. & Ork. 1 (38) Sc. Grose
(1790) MS. add. [C.) ne.Sc. Yuletide had come and gone, Gordon
Northward Ho (1894) 80. Per. If the Scots borrowed the custom
of guising at Yuletide, they were probably indebted to France for
it, Haliburton Furth in Field (1894) 27. Gall. Frae Yule-tide to
Yule-tide, Crockett Dark o' Moon (1902) 378. n.Cy. Grose
(1790). e.Dur. 1 'Yuletide' is becoming commoner than it was a
short time ago, but most people say ' Christmas.' n.Yks. 2 e.Yks.
Thompson Hist. Welton (1869) 170. (39) Bnff. About Yule-time
an' Hogmenai, Some chuckies an' a yowe we fell, Taylor Poems
(1787) 44. (40) Abd. About the bigness n' a bairn's yule toy,
Anderson Poems (ed. 1826) 7. (41, 42) m.Yks. 1 (43) Sh.I. Da
Yule yow wis killed a day or sae afore, Sh. News (Dec. 25, 1897).
3. Phr. it eith crying Yule, under another man's stool, obs.,
spoken of people who spend liberally what is not their
own. Sc. Kelly Prov. (1721) 183. 4. 'Hogmanay,'
Dec. 31st.

Sc. The very term of ' Yule ' itself was synonymous with Hog-

manay in many, if not most of the districts of central Sc.,at the com-
mencement of the century, Haliburton Furth in Field (1894) 25.

5. An entertainment held on Dec. 31st ; see below.
Per. It was no uncommon practice some sixty years ago to

invite a person to his ' Yule,' as the entertainment was called, on
the last day of December, in many parts of southern Perthshire.

. . It was the usual practice, . . where the custom was known,
for the fanner to give his servants their ' Yule ' or ' Hogmanay

'

on the closing night of the old year. This consisted at least of a

dram of whisky, with 'cheese and bread.' The same entertain-

ment was repeated on the first Monday morning of the New Year,
Haliburton Furth in Field (1894) 25.

0. Obs. Lammas Day, August 1st ; also in comb. Yule
of August. n.Cy. Bailey (1721) ; Holloway. 7. v. To
keep Christmas ; to take part in Christmas feasting.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. With great intreaty [she] had the favour to

Yool with him, but to stay no longer, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792)
I. 48. n.Cy. (J.W.) w.Yks.1 A par o' breeks ... at wor maad
for him brand new to gang a yewlin in last Kersmus. Der.2

,

nw.Der. 1

Hence going a yuling, phr. asking for Christmas gifts

from place to place. n.Yks.2

YULE, see Evil, sb.2, Weevil, Yeld, Yowl.
YULK, v. and sb. e.An. [jBlk.] 1. v. To jerk. See

Julk. Ess.^r^.(i863)II.i88. 2. sb. A heavy fall. e.An. 1

YULK, YULL, YULLUM, see Yelk, sb., v., Yule,
Haulm.
YULYYULY, int. Cum.1 A call to bring geese

together.

YUMMATH, YUN, see Yeomath, Ean.
YUNDER, YUNKER, see Yonder, Younker.
YUP, int. Shr.1 [jnp.] A call to pigs.
Yup, yup, yu-up, with an increase of pitch on up (s.v. Call-

words to Animals).

YUP, YUR, see Yep, Hair, Hear, Yarr.
YURE, see Ewer, Hair.
YURLIN(G, sb. Sc. Also in form yrlin Ayr. (Jam.)

[Not known to our correspondents.] A puny, sickly,
stunted creature ; a dwarf. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Ayr. (Jam.,
s.v. Yrle). Cf. wirling.
YURLS, YURM, see Yarls, Yirm.
YURN, see Earn, v.

2
, Yirn.

YURT, YURTH, see Hurt, Earth, sb.1

YUSEN, sb. Dev. Also written yuzen. 1. A cattle-
trough. n.Dev. Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) Gl. 2. A
dung-heap.

Dick hath brort . . . Dree pearts o' Dick's own yusen, ib. st. 75
YUST, YUSTER, see Use, v., Yester, adj.
YUT, v.

1 Yks. [jut.] To urge ; to instigate. Cf.
huit, V. n.Yks. Ah yutted him tl dea 't (I.W.).
YUT, v.

2 n.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]
To gurgle. (Hall.)
YUT, YUTHj see Eat, Gate, sb.

1
, Earth, sb.1

YUVELING, sb. Lin. Also in forms yublin, yuvlin.A handful of straw.
e.Lin. Bring us a littleyuvlino'thacknotowereadIybig(G G W 1

YUVVERY, YUVVIN, see Yeovery, Oven *
'

YUX, YUZEN, see Yox, Yusen.
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Z. Note. Words beginning with Z in e.Hrf., Glo.,
w.Brks.,w.Hmp., Wil., Dor., Som., and n., ne., and se.Dev.
will generally be found under the letter S.
ZAANEY, ZAAT, ZACHT, see Sawney, sb.1 , Sart, adj.

ZACK, v. Brks. Dor. Also in form zaik Dor. [zaek.]
To walk rather hastily ; to go along ; also used with along.
Cf. sackle.
Brks. 1

I zee un a zackin' along wi' the box unner his kwut, an'
axed un wher a got un vram. Dor. (E.C.M.)

ZACKLY, adv. Nrf. Dev. Cor. Amer. [zae'kli.] A
dial, form of ' exactly.'

Nrf. ' Zackly what I thowt,' he says, Spilling Molly Miggs
(1873) 69, ed. 1902. Dev. I ain't never zackly reckoned things
out clear-like, Zack On Trial (1899) 257. Cor. It be 'zackly as
you been a sayin', Pearse D. Quorm (1877) 89. [Amer. I couldn't
say nothin zackly to the pint, Cent. Mag. (.Apr. 1882) 888.]

ZACKY, see Sackie.
ZAD, sb. Yks. Chs. Shr. Glo. Oxf. Dev. Cor. Also in

form zod s.Chs. 1 Shr. 1 Oxf. 1 [zad, zsed ; zod.] The
letter Z.
w.Yks. 2

, s.Chs.1 Shr.1 The zods be despert aukert. Glo. 1
, Oxf.1

Dev. Labouring man said at a night school, ' I can't make a zad,'

Reports Provinc. (1877). nw.Dev. 1
, Cor.2

ZAD, adj. Ess.1 [Not known to our correspondents.]
Exact.

ZAFT, ZAG, see Soft, Sag, sb.1 , v.
2

ZAGGLE, v. s.Chs.1 Also in form ziggle. [za'gl.]

To confuse, esp. by contradictory assertions.

ZAHT, ZAIK, ZAIL, see Sart, adj., Zack, Seal, v.2

ZALAVACH, ZALTREE, see Saalvache, Saltree.
ZAM, sb. Obs. Dev. A sweat. See Sam, adj. 3.

To be in a zam, Home Subsecivae (1777) 471.

ZAME, see Seam, sb?
ZANY, sb. Yks. Dor. Som. Dev. Also in form zinny

m.Yks. 1 Dor. [ze'ni, zea'ni.] A fool, simpleton; a sawney.
Yks. Not one o' th' fond zanies stopping to think 'at they mud

as weel car quiet, Sutcliffe Ricroft(ed. 1903) xv. m.Yks. 1 Dor.

It be very voolish ov 'ee, my dear, to run arter thik gurt zinny all

becos ov his red jacket, Windsor Mag. (Aug. 1900) 354. w.Som. 1

Get 'long 'ome to thy mother and zook, ya gurt zany ! Dev. Why,
you zany, that's all solid to the gain o' me, Phillpotts Striking

Hours (1901) 185.

[Some carry-tale, some please-man, some slight zany,

Shaks. L. L. L. v. ii. 463 ; Zane, the name of Iohn ; also,

a sillie Iohn, a gull a noddie, Florio Hal. Diet. (1598).]

ZAPE, ZAR, ZARE, see Sap, sb.
12

, Sarrow, Sear, adj.

ZARL, ZART, see Sull, sb.
1

, Sort, sb.1

ZART, int. Som. Dev. [zat.] An oath ; lit. ' God's

heart.'
Som. Very common (F.T.E.). n.Dev. Zart ! whistery ! ma banes

g'in a Zendey, Exm. Crtshp. (1746) 1. 624.

ZASPEROUS,arfz>. Ken. [zavsparss.] Exasperatingly.

Most zasperous you be goin' on, Son of Marshes Within an hour

ofLondon Town (ed. 1894) 160.

ZATH, ZAUNEY, see Sart, adj., Sawney, sb.
1

ZAWN, sb. Cor. [z^n.] A sandy cove in a cliff; a

gorge ; a cave.
The blue flames reached the top of the ' Zawn,' Hunt Pop. Rom.

w.Eng. (1865) 245, ed. 1896; Cor. 1 (s.v. Soile.)

ZAWP, sb. Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]

A blow. (Hall.)

ZAWSTER, sb. Dev. A seamstress ; a dressmaker.
See Sewster.
A young farmer was about to marry a dressmaker when his

father exclaimed, 'Why, Jan, what will 'e do with a zawster-?

'

Reports Provinc. (Aug. 1902) No. 18.

ZAYHADDICK, sb. Dev. The valerian, Valeriana.
n.Dev. Zayhaddick, that vine harb vor hosses, Rock Jim an

Nell (1867) st. 50.

ZEARS, sb. pi. nw.Dev.1 The beard or awn of barley.

ZED, ?>. Hmp.1 [zed.] In phr. to go zedding, to zig-zag.

ZEENTY-TEENTY, sb. Sc. A children's game ; see
below.

Per. ' Come an' play Zeenty-teenty.' . . They got up and began :

' Zeenty-teenty-bally-go-lum ! The cat went oot tae get some fun,

It got some fun on Toddy's grun, Zeenty-teenty-bally-go-lum !

'

Aitken Love in its Tenderness (1901) 27. Slg. A counting-out game
(G.W.).

ZEESE, ZELLAP, ZELLI, see Sirs, Seed-lip, Silly, sb.

ZELT, see Silt, sb. 1

ZEMMIES, int. I.W. 1 [ze'miz.] An exclamation of

surprise or rebuke ; also in comb. Zemmies hauw.
Zemmies hauw ! what dost do that vor ?

ZENNET, sb. nw.Dev. 1 A large tambourine-shaped
vessel, used for ' heaving ' (q.v.) and taking up corn. Cf.

semmet.
ZENNOR-GOAT, sb. Cor. An alleged descendant of

Honey, son of Tom the Giant ; see below.
Another boy is born, . . and, as the cow was not at hand, . . he

was nursed by a goat, and it is said a class of his descendants are

yet known as the Zennor goats, Hunt Pop. Rom. w.Eng. (1865)

66, ed. 1896.

ZENVY, sb. Obs. Som. The wild mustard, Sinapis
arvensis. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825).

[Senvey lete sowe it nowe, Palladius Husb. (c. 1420)
bk. in. 610.]

ZESS, see Sus(s.

ZEW, v. Cor. 12 [ziu.] A mining term: to work
alongside of a lode before breaking it down. Prob. the

same word as Sue, q.v.

ZEX, ZICH, see Sax, Such.
ZICHEL, adj. Obs. Wxf.1 Also written zitchel.

Such, suchlike.

ZICKETY, int. Obs. Sc. Also in form zickerty Abd.
Kcd. (Jam.) See below.

Sc. A term occurring in a traditionary rhyme, used by children,

when they mean to determine by lot who shall begin a game.

The person who repeats the rhyme, at the same time goes round

the company, touching each of them in succession ; and he who
is touched at the last word has the privilege of beginning the

game (Jam.) ; Zickety, dickety, dock, The mouse ran up the

nock ; The nock struck one, Down the mouse ran ; Zickety, dickety,

dock, Blackw. Mag. (Aug. 1821) 36 (»&.). Abd., Kcd. Zickerty,

dickerty, dock (Jam.). Edb. Crooning to them a great variety of

such venerable rhymes as 'Zickety dock,' 'John Smith, fellow

fine," &c, Ballantine Deanhaugh (1869) 132.

ZID, sb. Dev. [zid.] The extreme end of a fishing-

line ; a bit of silk attached to the hook. s.Dev. (F.W.C.)

ZID, see Seed.

ZIDDOW, adj. Glo. 1. Of peas : good for boiling.

(H.S.H.) 2. Of land: good for growing peas in. (ib.)

Cf. sidder, adj.
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ZIDLE-MOUTH, sb. Obs. or obsol. Dev. A crooked
mouth ; a person with a mouth to one side ; an ugly
fellow. Dev. 1 n.Dev. Home Subsecivae (1777) 473.
Hence Zidlemouthed,///. adj. having the mouth on one
side ; wry-mouthed.

n.Dev. A . . . zidlemouth'd swashbucket, Exm. Scold. (1746) 1.

56 ; Grose (i79o\

ZIDLOCK, adj. Wil. In hiding. Slow Gl. (1892).

ZIDS, sb. pi. Glo. [zids.1 Field peas ; lit. ' seeds.'
(H.S.H.)

ZIE, ZIF(F, ZIGGLE, see Sy(e, Sife, Zaggle.
ZIGH, ZIGHYR, see Sy(e, Sigger.
ZIG-ZAG, sb. Nhb. 1 [zi

-g-zag.] The purple clover,
Trifolium medium.
ZIL, ZILL, see Self, Sell, v.

ZILL, sb.
1 Bnff. A child; a dial, form of 'chiel(d' (q.v.).

Zill Morris (Jam.) ; Bnff.1

ZILL, sb.2 Dor. A plough. (E.C.M.) See Sull, sb.'

ZILL, v. Dev. [zil.j 1. To sow a plant, and then
coverit by harrowing. (W.C.P.) 2. To fasten anything,
as a springe, into the ground, (ib.)

ZILL(A, see Sull, sb. 1

ZILTER, sb. Som. A salting-tub
; a vessel used for

salting meat. (Hall.) See Salter.
ZIMMET, ZIMMIT, see Semmet.
ZINGER,s6. n.Yks.2 A dial, form of ' ginger.' Hence

Zingerbread, sb. gingerbread.
ZINNIFY, ZINNY, see Singify, Sinew, Zany.
ZINO, phr. Brks. Som. Also in form zi knaws on

Brks.1 As I know ; added redundantly to negative
sentences as an asseveration. Cf. tino, adv.

Brks.1 Ther yent nobody about yer got no vishin'-tackle zi

knaws on. Som. (Hall.) w.Som.1 ' Be you gwain to fair ?
' ' No,

z-I-know ! can't stap,' i.e. cannot afford the time.

ZIPPEEN, sb. Obs. Wxf. 1 A large stack.
' Ich woode he pitcht ee kurkeen ar zippeen,' 1 would he poked

into the mow or stack, 106.

ZITCH, Z1TE, see Such, Sight.
ZLEAD(S, int. Obs. Wm. An oath; lit. 'God's

eyelids.'
Zleads ! he nivver played hocus pocus, Hutton Bran New Wark

(1785) 1. 3- s.Wm. Zlead, haw kens lang legg'd Josu ? ib. Dial.
Storth and Arnside (1760I 1. 10.

ZNO, ZOAKS, ZOAT, see 'Snaw, Zooks, Sote.
ZOCE, ZOCKY, ZOD, see Soce, Sock, v.

2
, Zad, sb.

ZODICAL, sb. Shr. 1
fzo'dikl.] See below.

Used elliptically for ' Zadkiel's Almanac.' This Almanac, with
its cabalistical characters, its hieroglyphics and prophetic
allusions, is the oracle of the peasantry. It would seem as if
somehow they had confounded Zadkiel, the name oftheir Prophet,
with Zodiacal, that which pertains to the signs of the seasons, in
their term Zodical.

ZOG, sb. w.Som. 1 [zog.] A bad-smelling fungus,
Phallus rmpitdicus.
Hot ever is it stenkth zo yer? Why, 'tis nort but a zog.
ZOLCH, int. m.Yks. 1 [zolj.] An exclamation used

in a threatening, mock-angry manner.
ZOLDERING, ppl. adj. m.Yks. 1 [zoldrin.] An

opprobrious epithet ; used by persons when very angry.
ZOLE, ZOO, see Sull, sb.\ Sew, adj.
ZOOKERS, int. Cum. Yks. Chs. Som. Dev. Also

written zowkers s.Chs.1
; and in forms zookerins n.Yks.2

m.Yks.' ; zuggersSom.Dev.1
; zukkersCum.1 [z5 -ka(r)z.]

An exclamation of admiration or surprise ; a quasi-oath.

Cum.14 , n.Yks. 2
, m.Yks. 1

, s.Chs. 1 Som. Jennings Obs. Dial.

w.Eng. (1825). Dev. Reports Provinc. (1902) ; Dev. 1

ZOOKS, int. Chs. Pern. I.W. Dev. Also in forms
zoaks n.Dev. ; zouks s.Pem. ; zowks Chs. 1 [zuks.] A
minced oath. Cf. sugs.

Chs. 1 Zowks ! mon, tha munna mak sitch a din. s.Pem.
(W.M.M.), I.W. 1

, Dev. 1 n.Dev. Doant zoundy now, zoaks, vor
yer be The voaks back, Rock Jim an' Nell (1867) st. 92.

ZOOL, see Sole, sb.
2

, Sull, sb. 1

ZOONDERKIMS, int. I.W. Cor. Also in form zound-
tikins Cor. 1. Used as a word of reproof.

I.W. 1 ' Zoonderkims ! ghee off durekelly, ' leave off directly.

2. Comb. Zoundtikins deth ! used as an oath ;
' zounds !

'

Cor. Whaat shall ey do by 'an ? For Zoundtikins Deth ! ey'm
a feared to come ny 'an, Trenhaile Dolly Pentreath, 44.

ZOONY, see Sound, v.
2

ZOO-ZOO, sb. Glo. [zu -

-zu.] The wood-pigeon,
Columba palumbus. Gl. (1851) ;

(Hall.); Glo. 1

ZOR, ZO'S, ZOUKS, see Sarrow, Soce, Zooks.
ZOUNDERKITE, sb. m.Yks. 1 A stupid, blundering

person.
ZOUNDS, int. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Wil. Dev. Also

written zoonds n.Yks. ; and in forms zeawnds s.Lan.1
;

zoons Nhb. n.Yks.; zouns Wil. An oath ; lit. 'God's
wounds.'
Ayr. Zounds, fire, and fury—Boys, hollo, Wha's licket aff my

beef? John Kennedy Poet. Wks. (1818) 42. Nhb. There was Sam,
O zoons ! Wiv's pantaloons, N. Minstrel (1806-7) P'- lv - 78.
n.Yks. (I.W.) m.Yks. 1 Often a mere expression of wonder, or
surprise. ' Zounds ! father ! do you see what's going on down
there !

' s.Lan. 1 Zeawnds ! sithee heaw they're feightin'. Wil.
Slow Gl. (1892). Dev. Reports Provinc. (1902) No. 18.

ZOUNS, ZOWKERS, ZOWKS, see Zounds, Zookers,
Zooks.
ZOWL, ZUE, see Sowl, v.

1
*, Sull, sb.

1
, Sew, adj.

ZUEZ, ZUFF, ZUG, see Soce, Sough, sb.\ Sog, v.
23

ZUGGANS, sb. pi. Cor. The essence or best part of
anything. w.Cor. (M.A.C.)
ZUGGERS, ZUKKERS, see Zookers.
ZUKKY, d. Cor. [ze-ki.] To smart.
Cor. 1 I wish I had un here, I'd make un zukky ; Cor.2

ZUL, ZULL, ZULLOUGH, ZULLOW, see Sull, sb. 1

ZULVES, ZUMMET, see Self, Somewhat.
ZUNG, adv. Dev. [Not known to our correspondents.]

Since. n.Dev. (Hall.)
ZUNS, sb. Obs. s.Lan. 1 The same.
ZURE, see Sour.
ZWAIK, sb. nw.Dev.1 The platform of a ' springle

'

(q.v.).

ZWAIL, ZWAING, see Swail, Swale, v., Swane, v 2

ZWAIP, ZWATE, see Sweep, v.1 , Sweet.
ZWEAL, sb. Obs. Wxf. 1 A commotion.
Baakhooses an lauckes war aul ee a zweal 98
ZWEAL, ZWEAMY, see Sweal, v.\ Swimv
ZWEATH, ZWELE, see Sweat, v., Sweal, v. 1

ZWELL, see Swill, v. 1

ZWER, ZWILLY, see Swir, Swally.
ZWODDER, sb. Obs. Som. A drowsy, stupid state

of body or mind. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825V
[Cp. MDu. swadderen, to be wearie with drinking or to

stagger with drunkenness (Hexham).]
'



SUPPLEMENT

Words which were 'kept back' have the sign J before them. The authority for many of these words is
unsatisfactory. When no definition is given to a word, it means that the word is used over a greater
area than is given in the Dictionary.

A, indef. art. Sc. Dur. Yks. Lan. Stf. Glo. Sur. Hmp.
Som. [a.] 1. Used redundantly with sb. or adj. Hmp.
(J.E.D.) 2. Before numerals, and nouns of multitude
and quantity.

Sc. (A.W.) Dur. ' Have you the key ?
'

' No, but Mr. W. has a
one' (J.E.D.). w.Dur.i, w.Yks. (J.W.), Lan. (S.W.), Stf. 2 Glo.
'About a two' for 'about two o'clock' (F.L.N.). Sur. (T.S.C.)
Som. People often say ' at a ten '—or ' at a nine o'clock ' (W.F.R.).
3. Used with nouns in pi. to denote quantity.
Sc. What a books he has (A.W. ).

A, int. Sc. Wm. Lin. 1. Ejaculatory : oh ! ah ! Wm. 1

2. Interrogatory : eh ? Sc. (A.W.), se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
A, see Of, Thou, You.
AABA KNOT, phr. Sh.I. In phr. to cast the aaba knot,

a charm used in healing arts.
Persons who professed the healing art, such as 'telling oot

'

toothache or ringworm, casting the aaba knot, or tying the wrestin
treed, Spence Flk. Lore (1899) 26.

AABER, AAC, AAD, see Aber, Oak, Old.

AAG, AAK, AAL(D, see Hag, sb. 2, Oak, Old.

AALIE-LAMB, sb. Sh.I. A motherless lamb ; a pet
lamb. (J.S.)

AAMENS, sb. pi. Obs. Cum. Wm. In phr. aamens
of the ear, a swelling in the palate. Nicolson (1677) Trans.
R. Lit. Soc. (1868) IX. Cf. almond.
AAMIS, AAN, see Awmus, One, Owing.
AAR, see Haar, sb.

1
, Our, Their.

AARON'S BEARD, sb. n.Wil. The heads of Allium
vineale, with the stiff young leaves growing out of the
bulblets. (G.E.D.)

AAV(E, sb. Sc. A spoon-net ; the pock-net by which
boys pick up the herrings; a 'scummer' (q.v.). See
Haaf, sb.

1 4.

Cai. 1 ' Aav' is now almost entirely replaced by the Banffsh. word
'scummer.' Bnff.1 The boy in the herring-boats, who catches with
a small round net attached to a long pole such herrings as fall from
the nets in the act of being hauled. In Wick he is called the ' aave.'

ABACK, prep., adv. and v. Sc. Irel. Lakel. Yks. Lan.
[aba'k.] 1. prep. Ofposition : behind, to the rear. Gen.
with of.

Sc. (A.W.) Ant. Aback o' the midden, Stevenson Pat McCarty

(1903) 44. Lakel. A tale may be told about some one aback of his

back ; and another comes frae aback o' t'fells, Penrith Obs. (Oct.

26, 1897). Yks. (J.W.)
2. adv. Aloof, away.
Sc. Guid Sc. Diet. (ed. 1897). Ayr. O would they stay aback

frae courts, Burns Twa Dogs (1786) 1. 175.

3. Phr. (1) aback o' behint, a back-street or any out-of-

the-way place
; (2) — o' beyont, out of sight, out of the way.

(1) s.Lan. 1
(2) n.Yks. 4 Them things is sadly i' t'road. Ah

wish thoo'd git 'em aback o' beyont, 342.

4. v. Obs. To hold or keep back. Sc. Melvil Me-
moirs (1735) Gl.

VOL. VI.

ABASIT, pp. Sc. Abashed, confounded. See Abas-
ing.

Sc. Brown Diet. (ed. 1845). Rxb. You may well look abasit, you
puir gunkie, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 206.

ABATED, pp. ? Obs. Lan. In phr. abated in the

vitals, grown weak.
I found the old man by the fire, but much abated in his vitals,

Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 93.

ABAW, v. Sc. To suffer for. Guid Sc. Diet. (ed. 1897).
[Not known to our correspondents.]

A-BAY, see Ha-ba.
ABB, sb. 1. Peb. Lintoun Green (1817) 69.

ABEEN, adv. andprep. Sc. Also in form abin. (A.W.)
See Aboon.
ABELS, sb.pl. Ess. Also in form abols. The spikes

in an ear of barley. (H.H.M.)
ABEN, adv. Sc. [sbe'n.] In the ' ben ' or parlour.
Ayr. If the gudeman ha'e routh of gear, He and his wife aft sit

aben, Thom Amusements (1812) 37.

ABERDEENAWA, phr. Sc. Hailing from Aberdeen
;

a native of Aberdeen.
Per. An Aberdonian is called 'Aberdeen awa.' ' He's Aiber-

deen awa ' (G.W.). Edb. 'Od, he was a mettle bodie of a creature

—far north, Aberdeen-awalike, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xx.

ABERDIVINE, sb. Nrf. Lon. Also written aberda-
vine. The siskin, Fringilla spinus.

Nrf. Aberdivines an' redpoles—they pay for the ketchin' tu,

Patterson Man and Nat. (1895) 91. Lon. It is occasionally taken

by the bird-catchers in the neighbourhood of London, where it is

known by the name of Aberdavine, Newman Birds (1866) s.v.

Siskin.

ABERSAY, sb. Sh.I. Also written ebbasay. The
alphabet, ABC.

In my young days, ye see, we learned our Abersay fae da
Cattages, Stewart Tales (1892) 4 ; Da very ebbasay is no da
wye 'at wi wir wint ta say hit, Sh. News (Mar. 31, 1900).

ABLACH, sb. Sc. Also in forms abblach, ablack,

ablich, aiblach. 1. A dwarf. See Ablach.
Abd. Still in use (A.W.) ; Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl.

2. An insignificant, worthless person ; an incapable.

Also used attrib.

ne.Sc. Aiblach. Common (W.C.). Abd. Ye're naething but

ablacks to the pretty men that were in my young days, Deeside

Tales (1872) 56 ; Loud oaths from the man who considered the
' north-country ablich' had outraged his feelings, Abd. Wkly. Free

Press (June 30, 1900) ; Frae Madrid The worthless, thievin abblach

flew, Robb Poems (1852) 26; Very common (G.W.).

ABLE, adj. Sc. Oxf. 1. Substantial ; well-to-do, of

sufficient means.
Per. An able house well thatch'd aboon, NicolPo«ws(i766) 120-

2. Phr. to spell able, to perform a difficult task in fulfil-

ment of a boast. Sc, Abd. (A.W.), Oxf. (G.O.)

ABLES, adv. Sc. Perhaps, possibly. See Ablins.
B



ABLE-SEA [a] ACKERMETUT

Lnk. He'll ables gang his wa' and no fash nae mair, Graham
Writings (1883) II. 223.

ABLE-SEA, adv. Obs. Sc. It may be so. (K., s. v.

Yable-sea.) See Yeable-sea.
ABLINS, adv. Lan. Possibly, perhaps. s.Lan. (S.W.)
ABLOW, adv. Dor. Blooming, in flower.
The monthly roses, still ablow, Francis North, South (1902) 163.

A-BONES, adv. s.Chs.1 In phr. to faw a-bones o\ to

assail ; to ' drop on.'

A gentleman who had sharply taken to task a disturber of a
political meeting, was said to ' faw a-bones on him.'

ABOULZIEMENT, sb. Obs. Sc. Also written abulie-
ment (Jam.). Dress, clothing

;
gen. pi. See Habiliments.

Sc. (Jam.) Bnff. Aboulziements I hae anew [enough], Taylor
Poems (1787) 57.

ABOUT, prep, and adv. Sc. Dur. Yks. Dev. 1. In
phr. (1) about as this, thus, in this way

; (2) — hand, on
hand

; (3) all how and about it, the whole matter
; (4) to

be about with, obs., to deal with ; to avenge, punish
; (5) to

get in about folk, to get to know people's private affairs
;

(6) to have something about one, to show character or
capability.

(r)n.Yks. Dea't about as this (I.W.). (a)Abd. There's neither
huntin', norfishin', nor shutin', nor onything o' the kin' aboot han'
to be playacks till him, Macdonald R. Falconer (1868) v. (3) n.Yks.
He teld me all how and about it (I.W.). (4) Sc. He will have an
opportunity to be about with all His enemies, Thomson Cloud of
Witnesses (1714) 161, ed. 1871. (5) Ayr. He . . . had a coothy way
of getting in about folk, Galt Ann. Parish (1821) xix. (6) w.Yks.
Ahr Tom's summat abaht him (J.R.).

2. adv. Round, around ; out of the way.
nw.Abd. It's nae a bit aboot, Goodwife (1867) st. 54. e.Dur.1

A'U twist yer neck about. n.Dev. Taken shelter at the Barten as
he'd gone that way about, Chanter Witch (1896) 109.

ABOVE, prep, and adv. Irel. Yks. Lin. Dor. Dev.
1. prep. In phr. (1) above a bit, more than a little, very
much

; (2) above oneself out of one's proper position or
station.-

(1) Yks. (J.W.), Lin. (J.T.F.) se.Lin. ' Does it rain ? ' ' It does
above a bit ' (J.T.B.). (2) Dor. She was haunted by a vague dread
of his getting ' above himself ' and assuming the airs of a master,
Francis Manor Farm (1903) 190.

2. adv. In heaven, in phr. the Man above, Jesus Christ.
Ir. Our Saviour is often spoken of . . . most affectionately and

reverently as 'the Man above,' Spectator (Apr. 25, 1903).
3. Used as sb. God.
Dev. Us gets used to mun, however, and larns to thank Above

vor a vine day in and out, Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 288
ABREED, adv. Sc. Lakel. 1. Abroad; spread

about, cast to the winds. See Abroad.
Sc. (A.W.) Ayr. Nor reeks the coof some sliddery loof We'll

soon skaila'abreed,AiNsLiE Land ofBums (ed. 1892) 198. Lakel. 2

2. Level, equal ; broadcast. Lakel.2

ABROAD, fl&. Irel. Nrf. Ess. 1. Out of doors, out-
side ; near at hand.

Ir. People in the church speak of the ' dead abroad in the church-
yard,' Spectator (Apr. 25, 1903). s.Wxf. ' I was workin' abroad,'
i. e. on my land (P.J.M.). Nrf. Isn't it rough travelling abroad?
Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 88.

2 - Lying scattered about, in great confusion, esp. in phr.
all abroad.

Ess. ' All abroad,' as the fashion of the labourer is when at meals.
John Lott took his ease over his food, with arms well spread out on
the table and knees turned in under it at the same angle as elbows
above, Burmester Lott's Alice (1901) 10.

ABSTENT, adj. Sh.I. Also written abstant. A dial,
form of 'absent.'

Naethin . . . can . . . kiile hir luve for hir bairn, and espishally
whin dat bairn is abstant, Sh. News (Oct. 29, 1898) ; Here's luck
an' gude helt ta a' 'at belangs till you, no forgatten him 'at's
abstent,!*. (Feb. 12, 1898).

ABSTINENCE, sb. Obs. Sc. A truce, cessation of
hostilities.

Sc. Some days before the expiring of the abstinence, the noble-
men did meet to consult upon the means of a perfect peace, Spots-
wood Hist. (1655) 263 (Jam.). Edb. The English leader . . . granted
him an abstinence of two days to come to terms, Beatty Secretar
(1897) 426.

ABSTRACT, adj. Obs. Sc. Apart, withdrawn from.
A person who lives abstract from all company, Wodrow Ch.

Hist. (1721) IV. 55, ed. 1828.

ABSTRAKLOUS, adj. Sc. Cross-grained, bad-
tempered. Inv. (H.E.F.), Ayr. (Jam.) See Obstracklous.

ABUNDATION, sb. Pern. Abundance, plenty.
s.Pem. ' Is this enough?' ' Abundation !

' (M.S.C.)

ABUSEFULNESS, sb. Cor. Abuse. Cf. abuseful.
But the flauntin' ins'lence o't, sir! The brazen, fleerin' abuse-

fulness !
' Q.' Troy Town (1893) 127.

ABYE, adv. Sc. Ago, past.

ne.Sc. It was that vera day, and nae mair than twa Sawbaths
abye, Gordon Northward Ho (1894) 304.

ACAUSE, conj. Sc. Lakel. Glo. Also in forms acos
Lakel.2 ; akez Glo. Because. See Acause.
Kcb. They said that acause poets is maistly gi'en tae a dram,

Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 25. Lakel. 2 Glo. I thrown a stwun
at Earny Mustoc akez 'e did call er ' Jemima,' Longman's Mag.
(May 1900) 43.

JACCIDENCE, sb. Sc. A slip (of memory); an
accident. [Not known to our correspondents.]

Ayr. Through an accidence of memory I forgot to tell you, Galt
Lairds (1826) iii.

ACCIDENTAL, adj. Dev. Illegitimate.
'Tis your misfortune that you was born accidental, and don't

know your father, Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 139.

JACCLIVAN, sb. Som. A trap ; a bird-net.
You be got into a trap. You be like a wren in an acclivan,

Raymond Misterton's Mistake (1888) xxxv.

ACCORDINGLY, adv. Lan. In proportion. (S.W.)
ACCOSTING, vbl. sb. Obs. Sc. Courting, paying

addresses.
Edb. Gif your accosting has been meant sincere, I give you

thanks, Learmont Poems (1791) 274.

ACCOUNTING-DAY, sb. Obs. Lan. Account-day;
the day for making out accounts to send to customers.

I am to write for him to [on] his next accounting day and the
plough will be paid for, Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 97.

ACCURSED THISTLE, phr. War.3 The thistle,

Carduus arvensis.
So called from its extensively creeping root and its effect on the

reapers' hands when wheat was cut with the sickle.

ACCUSE, v. Irel. To admit, allow ; to suppose.
Wmh. I accuse it's ladies they'd be, Bullock Pastorals (1901) 101

;

It was a big spread. I accuse Ned must ha' bought it all, ib. 247.
ACERS, sb.pl. Sur. Acorns. (T.S.C.)
ACH-A-VIE, int. Pem. An exclamation of disgust or

abhorrence. Cf. accabe.
s.Pem. ' His mother's only son, and him gone to the bad, ach-a-

vie
!

' 'There's a mess upon your new pinny, ach-a-vie !' (M.S.C.)
ACHE, v. Sc. Irel. To cause pain ; to cause to ache.
Per. A dunt That'll ache the poor curpin 6' wee Johnnie

Punt, Stewart Character (1857) 72. Ir. It's me overhead teeth
that's aching me, MacDonagh Life and Char. (1898) 332.
JACHE,a. 2 Yks. To hurry, hasten

; to pace hurriedly.
[Not known to our correspondents.]
w.Yks. I won't be long; I'll ache away, and get back again in

time (C.C.R.).

ACHEN, sb. Or.I. The beard or 'awn' of barley.
(J.G.) Cf. icker.

ACKADENT, sb. Sc. See below.
Ayr. Aqua vitae, whisky rather than brandy, or another

spirituous liquor resembling rum, and called in Ayrshire ' ackadent '

Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 45 ; (Jam.)
ACKER, sb. Sh.I. In phr. in acker, in fragments, bits,

ruins.
Da horses wis twa wild pooshins, an' dey loopid mad an' led da

ploo in acker, Sh. News (May 7, 1898) ; Da bishikel wis led in
acker, ib. (Aug. 20, 1898).

ACKER, v. Shr. Sus. Also written akker Sus.
1. To tremble with passion

; to chatter. See Hacker, v. 4.
Shr. 1 'Is tith far ackered togither.

2. To stammer, stutter. Sus. (F.W.L.) See Hacker, v. 2.
ACKERMETUT, sb. Yks. [Addit.] Solid (as well as

liquid) manure
;
ordure. Gen. used semi-facetiously.

w.Yks. This is real ackermetut that I'm goin' to put on mv
garden (W.W. P.).

*



ACKWARD [3] AEFALD

ACKWARD, adj. Obs. Sc. Backward, back-handed.
Cf. awkward, adv.

Till Graeme gae Bewick an ackward stroke, Scott Minstrelsy

(1802) III. 74, ed. 1848.

ACLOMED, pp. Obs. Wor. Welcomed, well enter-

tained.
' As your horse is well aclom'd '—he has had his bellyfull of

hay, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 93.

ACOCK, adv. Lake!.2 1. Evenly balanced, set

finely. 2. Fig. Ready and eager for a quarrel.

ACOCKINECKS, adv. Lakel.2 Astride ; see below.
Where most youthful jockeys make their first attempt at riding,

namely, across the father's neck ; and later on in life as a school-

boy's game. To ride acockinecks is regarded as fine enough for

anyone.

ACOLD, adj. Ess. (W.W.S.), Hmp. (H.R.) Cold.

ACORNING, vbl. sb. Suf. See below. Also used

attrib. See Acorn, v.

Wherever . . . stood oak trees, pigs were turned out for their

'acorning,' so the phrase went. . . The sight of ' acorning' pigs

would then be one to afford unmitigated satisfaction, Betham-
Edwards Lord of Harvest (1899) 271.

ACQUAINTANCY, sb. Sc. Acquaintance.
So far from fleeing the undesirable acquaintancy I plunged the

deeper in, Stevenson Catriona (1893) i.

ACQUITTANCE, sb. n.Yks. Manners, politeness.

(I.W.)

ACRE, sb. Lan. Chs. Bdf. Som. Dev. Cor. A measure

of land, varying from the statute acre ; see below.

Lan., Som., Dev., &c. Although the 'Cheshire acre 'was formerly

much used in South Lancashire as the local measure of land, in

other parts of the country a measure known as the ' Lancashire

acre' was in use. This contained 7,540 sq.yds., and I have seen it

stated that this is the same as the ' Irish acre.' In Devonshire

andpart of Somerset I believe there is, or was, a customary acre of

4,000 sq. yds. Most if not all of these local measures resulted

from variations in the number of yards in the lineal pole or perch
;

thus, statute, 5| ; Devonshire, &c, 5 ; Cornwall, 6 ;
Lancashire and

Irish, 7 ; Cheshire, 8 (G.H.H.). Bdf. Fencing is measured by the

acre, which is only another term for a chain, or four poles,

Batchelor Agric. (1813) 593. Cor. 3 An acre in Cor. (some-

times called by way of distinction a ' Cornish acre ') contains 160

poles of 18 feet by 18 feet.

ACT, v. Yks. Lin. War. Oxf. Brks. 1. To pretend,

simulate. Yks. (J.W.), Lin. (J.T.F.), War.3 2. Phr. (1)

to act about, to play the fool
; (2) — at, (a) to pretend to do

a thing
;

(b) to attempt something beyond one's ability

;

(c) to behave skittishly ; to play tricks
; (3) — it, to behave

in an affected or artificial manner
; (4) — the monk, to play

a mischievous trick.

(1) Oxf.1 MS. add. (2, a) ib. Doot or lev it alone, one an t,

dunt act at it. (b) War.8 (c) ib. 'What are you acting at?' To

a skittish horse—or a nervous one that has shown shyness at

some unknown object. (3) Lin. (J.T.F.) (4) Brks. (E.G.H.)

XACTION, sb. War.23 The game of ' Baccare (q. v.)

or ' Fox and Dowdy ' (q. v., s. v. Fox, 3 (2) ).

ACTIONS, sb. pi. Cor.3 Affectation, conceit, ' side.

He's always full of actions.

ADAGE, sb. Cor. A term of contempt.

You old adage !—that's what Solomon makes th ungodly

say! ' Q.' Wandering Heath (1895) 42.

ADAM, sb. Brks. In phr. when Adam was a little boy,

see below.
A superior cottage—' built when Adam was a little boy, as our

people say when they wish to convey a powerful impression ol

age, Hayden Round our Vill. (190 1 ) 247- . e
ADDER, sb. Sc. Lan. Der. Sur. Dor Also in form

edder s.Lan. 1 In comb. (1) Adder-bell, a dragon-fly
;

2

-feeder, (a) see (1) ;
(b) a gad-fly

;
(3)

;

oil
'.
s
^Jt°hAril

-tongued, Jig. spiteful, malicious ; (5) -'s victuals, the ins,

Iris g^nanim ^^ and moors . bi hard
(I) &c. It_li/en * j

(

.

n sQme dlstr]Cts of

stoUanT MactaIartSel (1824) 168, ed. 1876. (.) sXan.i

f, Sur Adderfe you would find in all the woodmen's cottages.

(3) Sur. Adder iiey ^^ ^ & SQVerelgn remedy

V
•

fomrTints With a little laudanum in it, and briskly

r^bbT^Zut^e Van bitten, it is very efficacious, Son or

Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 62. (4) Der. Gilchrist Peakland

(1897) 31. (s) Dor. (E.C.M.)

JADDER-STINGER, sb. Hmp. Wil. In form after-

stinger Wil. A dragon-fly, esp. one of the larger kind.

Hmp. (J.A.), Wil. (G.E.D.)

ADDLE, ADDLUN, see Headland.
ADDLED, adj. Som. Festered.
I've got an addled finger (W.F.R.).

ADDLE-HEAP, sb. Cor. A dung-heap ; a dung-hill.

Crow and fight like stags on an addle-heap, Harris Wheal

Veor (1901) 36.

ADDLIN', sb. n.Yks.4 A term of contempt. See

Addle, sb.
1

' Thoo larl addlin', ger awaay wi' tha.'

ADDRESS, v. Obs. Sc. To prepare, set about ;
to

go, betake oneself.

Slg. I was commanded to address myself to the burgh of Inver-

ness, and there remain, Bruce Sermons (c. 1631) 131, ed. 1843.

Rnf. I mysel' addrest To seek alane my humble nest, Mitchell

Wee Steeple (1840) 5.

ADDUM, see Dadum.
ADEW, adj. Obs. Sc. Gone, departed, fled ;

used in

an oblique sense.
Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882)314; Brown Diet. (ed. 1845).

ADGER, sb. Oxf. [a-dg3(r).] A foolish, silly person ;

used playfully to children. Cf. nadger.
' Go away, you little adger.' ' What a silly adger he is.' Very

common (G.O.).

ADLAN(D, ADLANT, see Headland, sb.

ADLONT, sb. s.Lan.1
i. q. Headland (q. v.).

ADMIRE, v. Sc. Yks. To wonder at, notice with

astonishment. .,,,.,
Sc (A W.) Abd. Troth, I admire Fat comes o' fok at's scant o

fire, Beattie Parings (1801) 28, ed. 1873. n.Yks." Ah caan't bud

admire at t'waay he did it.

Hence Admiration, sb. a wonder, marvel.

Lnk. It's an admiration to me, whare the lairds are a to come

frae, Graham Writings (1883) II. 147.

ADNASET, sb. Sh.I. Also in forms annis(h)ed,

ann(y)ister. A two-year-old lamb, or a lamb in its second

year ; the second lamb of a ewe ; the second calf of a cow.

Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 43' cf- anyesder.

ADNASHOOR, sb. Sh.I. See below.

An 'adnashoor' is a Foula expression, literally meaning 'asecond

or alternate sea,' and applied to a few big waves in succession,

running ashore and followed by a big lull, and so on, Jakobsen

Dial. (1897) 43- - , .

ADO,sb. Sh.I. Also written adu. [sdu\] A pretence,

esp. in phr. to make ado, to make it appear.

I wanted ta mak' adu 'at I didna ken onythmg aboot it, Burgess

Sketches (2nd ed.) 108.

ADUMES, adv. Sh.I. In phr. adiimes 0' mysell, lor

example. Cf. dooms.
Adiimes o' mysell, I hae a wife, Stewart Tales (1892) 4,

Solomon adiimes o' mysell, in his young days cared little for idder

Kirk or minister, ib. 11.

ADVISE, v. Sc. Yks. 1. In phr. advise with, to

consult, seek advice from.
. .,

w.Sc. Has he a skellie e'e ? Instanter he advises wi some

doctor, Henderson OurJeames (1898) 239.

2. To bethink, call to mind.
.

w.Yks. Accounted somewhat affected. ' I couldn't advise myself

of it just at the time' (C.C.R.).
. .

ADVOCATE, v. Sc. To appeal from an inferior court

to the Court of Session. .

'Tis not too late To advocate, . . I'll go to the Court of Session,

Outram Lyrics (1887) 160.
> .

AD ZOONS, int. Sc. An exclamation of surprise, &c.

:

' God's wounds.'
.

. ,

Kcb. ' Ad zoons
!

' quo' the laird, ' do my senses deceive me ?

Armstrong Ingleside (1890) 157.

AE num. adj. Sc. Obs. In phr. ae ae, one only.

I'm Lord Randal's ae ae son, Scott Minstrelsy (1806) III. 103.

AEFALD, sb. Sc. A single fold.

Hdg. The candles were burning a' about him, the saut lay on

his breast, onlyaefald 0' linen covered him, Longman's Mag. (Aug.

1902) 308.
B 2



AEM

AEM, sb. Cai. 1 A blast of hot air from a fire or

furnace ; a warm glow from a fire, &c. See Oam.
AER, sb. Sh.I. i. q. Air, sb.

1 5.

Fetch up a aero' saatwitter ta mam, ta boil da taaties, Burgess
Sketches (2nd ed.) 24 ; An aer o' tae (J.S.).

jAESOME, adj. Sc. Single, solitary.

e.Lth. Drinkin' aff a aesome bicker o' his favourite beverage,

Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 219.

Hence Aesomeness, sb. loneliness.
ne.Sc. A comely couthie fellow-creatur as wis pleadin' wi' me

to put an end to his aesomeness, Grant Keckleton, 17.

AFEAR(D, conj. Yks. Lest, for fear that. Cf.

afrightened.
n.Yks. Deeant gan thare, ifear yoo fall (I.W.); (W.H.) w.Yks.

(J-W.)
AFIRE, adv. Sc. Yks. Lin. On fire.

Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks. T'chimler's ifire (I.W.). w.Yks. (J.W.),
Lin. (J.T.F.), se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

tAFLOCHT, #>. Sc. Also written a-flought. Agitated,
in a flutter.

Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Yon dreary news set me a-flought, Ross
Helenore (1768) 95, ed. 1812.

JAFLOITS, adv. Yks. In confusion or disorder, esp.
in phr. all afloits.

w.Yks. 'Ah've bin cleeanin' dahn an' t'hahse hes bin all afloits

fer a week an' aboon.' In very gen. use by the older generation
(B.K.) ; Fairly common in Ossett (M.F.)

;
(^E.B.)

AFORE, adv., conj. and prep. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Lan.
1. In phr. (1) afore owl's lung, before very long. w.Yks.

(J.W.), s.Lan. 1
; (2) it fell afore me, it suddenly occurred

to me. S. & Ork. 1
2. Comp. (1) Afore-syne, (2) -time,

formerly, previously.
(1) Per. Aforesyne they might maybe do right at an antrin

time, Sandy Scott's Bib. CI. (1897) 22. (2) Lakel. 2 They'd hed
some bother afooartime about t'sheep an' t'dykes.

tAFORE-THE-STEM, 5*. Sc. See below.
Above his head was a large bunk, seven or eight feet deep,

called by the fishermen ' afore-the-stem,' and capable in their
estimation of accommodating over half-a-dozen sleepers, Roy
Horseman's Wd. (1895) xvi.

AFOVTH, adv. Sc. Enough, sufficient. See Fouth, sb.
Abd. I take a drap to wet my mouth ; And really I think that's

afouth, Beattie Parings (1801) 38, ed. 1873.
A-FRIEND, v. Sur. To destroy, kill.

There's been a beggarin' snag [snail] among my plants since
yes'day ; I'll see if I can't a-friend he (T.S.C.).

AFRIGHTENED, conj. Yks. Lest, for fear that.
n.Yks. Hi went intat Argentain republik afritand a blin

punishad, an Qar ofisar fetsht him bak afritand hi sudant git wat hi
dizarvd (W.H.). w.Yks. (J.W.)
AFTER, prep, and adv. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Chs. Hrt.

Wil. Som. Dev. Also in forms aifter Sc. ; arter w.Som. 1
;

efter Sh.I. Lakel. 2
1. In comp. (1) After-carriage,

the hind wheels, &c. of a wagon
; (2) -cast, the second

and following swarms of bees from a hive
; (3) -crop, a crop

grown after a first has been secured
; (4) -grass, a second

crop of grass; (5) -loggings, obs., coarse flour; (6) -part,
the latter part

; (7) -raff, a second mowing, gen. ofclover;
see Raff, sb.s

; (8) -stang, an acute pang or pain
;

(oj
•temsings, coarse flour after sifting.

(1) w.Som.i (s.v. Wagon). (2) Cum. (M.P.) (3) Lakel.2

(4) Chs. The after-grass being of a coarse nature, Marshall
Review (1818)11.27. Hrt. (J.W.B.) n.Wil. Marshall <£. 486. Dev.
(J.W.B.) (5) e.Yks. They grinde after-loggings of wheate for
theire servants' pyes, Best Run Econ. (1641) 104. (6) s.Lan.1

It were at th' after-part o' th' day. (7) n.Yks." (8) Bwk.
Sinfu' pleasures, bought Wi' mony an after-stang, Calder Poem's
(1897) 267. (9) Lakel. 2

2. Phr. after the head, headlong, head foremost.
Abd. She's fa'en doon aiftir the heid atween't an' the wa'W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 108.

3. Of time : used instead of 'past' when speakine of the
time of day. Sc. (A.W.)

s

4. Remaining, left over from.
Sh.I. Ir dey ony drap o' gin efter, Girzzie ? Sh. News (May 14,

* AFTERNOON, sb. Sh.I. Dor. 1. Refreshment taken
during the afternoon.

[4] AGOY
Sh.I. Da folk i' da sooth is no in sic a hurry ta git a brunnie for

der afterniin is we ir, Sh. News (Nov. 19, 1898).
2. pi. Used attrib. in comb. Afternoorij people, lazy,

procrastinating people. Dor. (L.S.)
AG-, AGA, see Hag, sb?, v.

1
, Hag(g, v.

1
, Hag, sb?

AGAIN, prep, and conj. Sc. Irel. Lan. Cor. Also
written agane, agen. 1. prep. In time for, in view of;

in readiness for.

Sc. (A.W.) s.Lan. 1 Aw'm savin' up mi brass agen Whis-
sundy.

2. Phr. looken like a duck agen thunder, prov. Cor.

W. Morning News (Apr. 22, 1902).

3. In comparison with, in rivalry of.

Don. Whistlin' jigs agane the larks, ' Mac ' Road to Donegal (3rd

ed.) 151.

4. conj. By the time that, before, until. Sc. (A.W.)

AGAINST, prep, and conj. Sc. Stf. Lin. Oxf. Cor.
1. Near, beside.
Stf. ' She sits against me,' i.e. next to me (P.G.D.).

2. In readiness for, in time for.

Sc. (A.W.) Lnk. Have a boat ready at the Ferry against they
come, Walker Biog. (ed. 1827) II. 14. n.Lin. (J.T.F.), Oxf.

(G.O.) Cor. He then . . . hauled out the exe (axle-tree) . . .

against the giant came up, Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1865) 58,
ed. 1896.

3. By the time that.

Cor. 3 I daresay you were very tired against you got home.
AGALD, see Haggle, sb.

1

AGAST, ppl. adj. War.4 Terrified, frightened.
AGATE, adv. Sc. Dur. Lakel. I.Ma. Lin. Also written

agaate Lin. 1. Busy, occupied, engaged upon work ;

at work upon. Gen. with on.
Sc. (A.W.) w.Dur. 1 What are yer agate on? I.Ma. Dirty

flies agate o' the beef, Brown Doctor (1891) 10.

2. Phr. to get agate, to get to work ; to make progress.
Lakel.2 Hev ye gitten agiat mowin' ? se.Lin. Come git

agaate o' work (J.T.B. ).

AGATE, adv. 2 Sc. Lakel. Away, at a distance. Fig.
astray, at a loss.

Sc. He is all agate, quite at sea, wide of the mark (A.W.). Kcb.
'Where?' 'Nae farrer agate than Barcloy,' Muir Muncraig
(1900) 58. Lakel.2 Ye've gian a lang way agiat.

AGATTING, prp. Sc. ? Collecting, gathering together.
Cf. gait, v.

1

Thrang again at stoor agattin, Makin' mortar for the job,
Edwards Mod. Poets, 8th S. 160.

AGENT, sb. Sc. Cum. 1. A lawyer, solicitor.
Sc. (A.W.) Ayr. Walter was there seated beside his agent,

Galt Entail (1823) Ivii.

2. The overseer in the Alston lead-mines. Cum.*
AGER MEDICINE, phr. Sur. ' Ague medicine,' i. e.

spirituous liquor of some kind.
You an' me does hev' a little ager medicine when I ain't on

dooty, Forest Tithes (1893) 201.

AGG, see Egg, v.

AGGLE, v. and sb. Sh.I. 1. v. To soil, make a mess
01. bee Uggle.

Dis saut rivlins is a curse ta wirk wi', hit aggies a body's claes
an' abuses a , Sh. News (Apr. 30, 1898).
2. sb. A mess

; a dirty, soiled condition.
His stockin' soles in a aggie o' dirt wi' gutter, Burgess Sh.

Flk. (1902) 95.
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bry°ny and nightshade, Phillpotts

£>ons 0/Morning (1900) 197. Cor.3

AGOG, adv. Sc. Yks. 1. Sloping not straight
n.Yks. (GIT.) 2. Adrift, loose, < todfe winds >

g
s.Ayr. My bounty in liquor I gave And sent all my cares andsorrows agog, Hetrick Poems (1826) 126.
AGONE, adv. Sc. Ago, since. (A.W.)
AGONISE,

JA Sc. To affright, fill with horror. Guia
sc. Diet. (ed. 1897).

t£G?Jv/?f Yks
'
Lan

-
A mild oath or exclamation.

w.Yks. (B.W.), ne.Lan.1



AGRAITH [5] AIRV-HOUSE

AGRAITH, adv. s.Lan.1 Also in forms ograith,
ogreath. Properly. Cf. graithly.

See theaw does it ograith.

AGREE, v. Sc. With with : to like an article of food.
I don't agree with fresh herrings (A.W.).
AGREE, adv. Lakel.2 [sgrr.] Amiss, crossways.

Cf. agley.
T'auld piase-eggers wad sing : 'If ye give us nowt we'll tak

nowt agree, But we'll gang and sail owld England's sea.'

AGREEABLE, adj. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. War. Nrf.

1. Willing, compliant ; kind, obliging. Cai. 1
, Cum.4

, War.4

2. Suitable, to one's taste or liking.
n.Yks. 'Noo, reach to, an' male' yersels agreeable; an if ye

dean't lahk it lay back,' an invitation at a meal to guests to help
themselves to what they like (J.C.A.). Lan. Some Liverpool
friends when asking if your tea is quite to your liking, always say,
' Is your tea agreeable?' (G.E.D.)

_
3. Phr. agreeable to, (1) partial to, having a liking for

; (2)

in accordance with.
(1) Nrf. Th' Rev'rend is agraable to th' fruit, Mann Dulditch

(1902) 38. (2) Bwk. Bless me with a humble mind, agreeable to

my lot, Sutherland Poems (1821) 13.

AGROD, sb. Dor. [a-grod.] A nightmare. (E.C.M.)
' See Hag, sb.

1

AGROOF, adv. ? Obs. Sc. Also written agrouf,

agrufe. On one's belly
;
grovelling. See Grouf.

Guid Sc. Diet. (ed. 1897) ; (Jam.) Slk.Laid them down agroof

wi' their heads at the inwith, Hogg Tales (1838) 150, ed. 1866.

AGRUE, adv. Sc. Shuddering. See Grue, v.
1

Lth. Meg's muckle mou set young Wat's heart agrue, Ballan-
tine Poems (1856) 207.

AGUE, see Hag, sb. 2

AGUSH'D, pp. ? Obs. Dev. Astonished. Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 9. Hence Agushment, sb. astonishment,

terror, ib. See Gush, v.

AH, adv. s.Lan.1
, s.Lin. (T.H.R.), War.4

,
Oxf. (J.W.)

[a.] Yes, aye.
AHEET, adv. w.Dur.1

i. q. Aheight (q. v.).

AH-HU, adj. Wm. i. q. A-huh (q. v.).

That earful o' hay's o' ah-hu (B.K.).

AHILDING, ppl.adj. Won Ailing, poorly. SeeHilding.
s.Wor. Men as 'a bin in th' Infirmary for summat or another,

wen a wuz ahildin', Vig. Mon. in Berrow's Jrn. (Mar. 28, 1896).

AHIND, adv. Sc. Also in forms ahent, ahin'. 1.

Of time: after, behind.
Sc. I'm five minutes ahin' you a' in the times (A.W.). Abd.

Noo, Sandy, dinnabe ahent four o'clock o' bein' hame, MTCenzie

Cruisie Sketches (1894) viii.

2. Behindhand, backward. Also in phr. to get or fall

ahind, to get into debt.

Sc. (A.W.) Rnf. Work gaed ahin', our hard won gear Took

wings, Mitchell Wee Steeple (1840) 104.

3. Phr. (1) ahind all, after all, when all has been said

;

(2) ahind hand, in phr. to have none ahind hand, to have no

one to look after one's interests when absent.

( 1 ) Abd. 'It's the wye o' th' wardle.' 'An' a queer wye ahin' a',

Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Sept. 5, 1903). (2) Gall. (A.W.)

AHORSE, adv. Cum. On horseback.
Frae east and west, beath rich and peer, A-horse, a-fit, caw in,

Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 74.

AHR, see Our.
AH-WA, int. Sc. i. q. Awa (q. v.).

Abd. Ah-wa', 'oman, aw won'er to hear ye speak, Alexander

Ain Flk. (1882) 18.

AHZY, see Haw, sb.
1

AIBLIN' TO AIBLIN', phr. Sur. A stage of love-

making.
., ,. , , . ..

,

I'd none of your yardin, and aiblin' to aiblm ,
and waistin

,

Baring-Gould Broom-Squire (1896) 257. ... .,

AICHER, sb. Cai.1 [e-xar.] An ear of barley. See

Icker. Hence Aicherd, ppl. adj. in phr. well aicherd,

having full ears. See Aikerit.

AIDEN, v. Dev. To aid, help, assist.

e.Dev. I hereby call on you . . . to aiden me in the name of the

Law, Jane Ever Mohun (1901) 216.

AIDLE sb. Sc. The urine ofcattle. See Addle, sb.
1 2.

Ayr. (J.MO

AIFRINS, sb. pi. Cai.1
i. q. Afterings.

AIG, v. Cai. 1
[eg.] With at: to work persistently

and eagerly at a thing.

AIG, AIGHT, see Hag, sb?, Ought.
AIGREEN, sb. s.Lan.1

' The evergreen' ; the house-
leek, Sempervivum tectorum.

AIGRISH, adj. Suf. Of the weather : cold, raw, un-
pleasant. (R.M.B.) See Aigre, 2.

AIKLE, sb. Cai.1
[e-kl.] A molar tooth.

AIL, sb.2 Oxf. Bdf. Som. The beard or awn of barley,

or any other bearded grain. Gen. in pi. Oxf.1 MS. add.

Bdf. (J.W.B.)
Hence Aily-bearded, adj. applied to bearded wheat

or rivet(s (q. v.).

Som. A man told me he didn't think the birds would do his

little bit of ground much harm—he had sown it with that aily-

wheat (W.F.R.).

AIL, v. and sb.
3 Sc. Lin. 1. v. To affect with pain or

uneasiness. n.Lin. (J.T.F.), se.Lin. (J.T.B.) 2. To have
cause for dissatisfaction against ; to object to. n.Lin.

(J.T.F.) 3. sb. An illness, ailment. Gen. in pi.

Per. Nane kent the bairnies' frets and ails, Stewart Character

(
l857) 5- Ayr. A small ail is a great evil to an old woman, Galt
Ann. Parish (1821) xviii.

AIL, see Heal, v.
2

AILDY, adj. Bdf. Ailing, poorly. (J.W.B.)
AILE, see Hile, sb.

2

AILIS, sb. Cai.1
[e'lis.] A large glowing fire.

AILO, see Heloe.
AIM, v. Pern. To try, endeavour.
s.Pem. ' He not a year old yet, but he is aiming to walk.' 'Jem,

he don't aim to learn ' (M.S.C.).

AINCE, AINCIN, AINS(T, see Once.
AINGE, sb. Cor. i. q. Hange.
'Twas sheep's head and ainge, Pearse Sngs. (1902) 107.

AIR, sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. Lakel. Wor. Nrf. 1. sb. In phr.

to take an air of thefire, to warm oneself. Sc. (A.W.)
_
2.

Comp. (1) Air-cock, a weathercock
; (2) -goat, the snipe,

Gallinago caeleslis.

(1) Edb. Now morn, wi' bonny purple smiles Kisses the air-cock

o' St. Giles, Fergusson Poems (1773) 203, ed. 1785. (2) Arg. The
air-goat bleated as he flew among the reeds, Munro /. Splendid

(1898) 361. Nrf. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 50.

3. Appearance.
Wor. 'Twuz that foggy es a couldn't see no air o' light, nowhar

(H.K.).

4. v. To warm ; take the chill off.

Lakel. 2 A drop of aired milk.

5. To fan.

Dmf. The fan that aired her was a treasure, Wallace School-

master (1899) 371.

AIR, v.
2 Sc. Lakel. To give oneself airs ; to show off.

Lakel. 2 He was arin' hissel ootin his majesty.

Hence Airy, adj. ostentatious, conceited, pretentious.

Lnk. It looked airy and frothy to make such show of them,

Walker in Biog. Presb. (ed. 1827) I. 286.

AIR, see Our.
AIRCH, sb. and v. Cai. 1

i. q. Arch, sb.1 ,
v. 2.

AIRE, adj. Hmp. i. q. Ever a.

AIRESS, AIREVE, see Hairif.

JAIRIE, sb. Sc. A hill pasture ; an opening in the hills
;

a summer residence for herdsmen and cattle. Sc. (Jam.

Suppl), (D.M.R.), Cai.1
,
Per. (W.C )

[Gael, airidh, a hill pasture, shelling (Macbain).J

AIRIF, AIRSEN, see Hairif, Haw, sb.1

AIRT, v. Sc. To encourage or incite to mischief or

wrongdoing. See Art, v. 2.

Gall. We say of those who puff up others to fight, that they are

airters of the savage broil ; the word is never used in the other

sense to incite to laudable actions : we never hear of any one

airted on to read the bible for instance—but boys are said to airt

on tykes to collieshangie ilk ither, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)

10, ed. 1876.

AIRTY, adj. Cai.
1

[e-rti.] Cunning, artful. Hence
Airtilly, adv. artfully ;

Airtiness, sb. artfulness.

AIRV-HOUSE, sb. Obs. Or. I. The place of meeting



AIRY-MOUSE [6] ALLEY

appointed by the Foud General, or chief Governor.
Wallace Desc. Or. (1693) 107, ed. 1883.

AIRY-MOUSE, sb. Dor. Dev. Cor. Also written ary-

Cor.1
; and in form air-mouse Dor. A bat. Cf. rear-mouse.

Dor. W. Gazette (Feb. 15, 1889) 6, col. 7. nw.Dev. 1 At dusk
the children run about throwing caps and stones at the bat and
shouting :

—
' Airy-mouze, kom roun' me 'ouze, An' I'll gee ee

a bit o' bacon ; Eef thee waan't ha't, the cat shall ha't, An' thee

shet go wi'out it.' s.Dev. (Miss D.) Cor. 1 The village boys at

Polperro address the bat as it flits above them in this song :—
' Ary-mouse, ary-mouse ! fly over my head, And you shall ha'

a crust o' bread, And when I brew and when I bake, You shall

ha' a piece o' my wedding cake.'

AISHIN, AISLE, see Easin(g, Hile, sb.
2

AISLAR-BANK, sb. Rxb. (Jam.) A reddish-coloured
bank, with projecting rocks in a perpendicular form, as

resembling ' ashlar-work.'
AIT, int. se.Lin. [et.] A call to a horse to go to the

right. (J.T.B.)
AITCH-BONE, sb. Wil. Som. The bone of the rump

of beef. (G.E.D.)
AITCHY, adj. Ken. ? Foggy, misty.
It be a nasty aitchy night, Carr Cottage Flk. (1897) 69.

AITHER, sb. Sc. i. q. Ether.
Elg. A muckle aither, hissin' like a tea-kettle, Brown Round

Table Club (1873) 21.

AITHER, v. Bnff. 1 To weave straw ropes together
over a stack or house. Hence Aitherans, sb. pi. the cross
straw ropes so used. (s. v. Swap.)
AIVING, prp. Sh.I. Being in doubt. Hence Aival-

ous, adj. doubtful, uncertain. S. & Ork.1 [Not known to

our correspondents.]
AL, see Hal.
ALABAST, adj. ? Obs. Sc. In comb. Alabast beer,

see below.
Lnk. The best entertainment he could give them was a glass of

alabast beer, which was a better kind of ale than common,
Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1720) IV. 508, ed. 1828.

ALAG, adv. Lakel. 2 [ala'g.] Leaning, on one side.
That hoose side's varra mich alag. T'carful o' hay gat alag.

Set t'stee mair alag, i.e. give it a bit more 'skatch.'

ALAG, int. Lakel. 2 [ala-g.] A 'call' used when
necessary to disturb a flock of geese. See Lag, int.

ALARMING, adv. War.34 Very, very much, exceed-
ingly.

ALDERMAN, sb. Som. In phr. alderman's plough or
wagon, the constellation of the Great Bear. (W.F.R.)
ALE, sb. Lan. In comp. (1) Ale-froth, Jig. nonsense,

anything of no account
; (2) -taster, an officer appointed

to prevent the adulteration of ale
; (3) -tot, a small drink-

ing vessel
; (4) -warmer, a tin vessel made in the form of

an elongated cone, used for warming ale.

(1) I tell thee they be fanaticals, ale-froth, balderdash,
Ackworth Preachers (1901) 99. (2) Brickett, the aletaster, ib.

219. (3) s.Lan. 1
(4) ib. Playfully applied to the spire of a church.

ALE-BERRY, sb. Abd. Oatmeal boiled with small
beer and sweetened with sugar. (A.W.)
ALEE, adv. Sc. To the leeward. See Lee, sb.1

Lnk. Cares thrown alee, ilk breast wi' rapture swells, Muir
Minstrelsy (1816) 8.

ALE'ER, see Ele'er.

ALEHOOF, sb. War.3 The ground-ivy, Nepeta
Glechoma.
ALESS, see Unless.
ALGATE(S, adv. ? Obs. Sc. In every way, by all

means
;
however, at all events, at any rate. Guid Sc

Diet. (ed. 1897) ; (Jam.)

ALIBLASTER, sb. e.Dur.1 A large marble made of
alabaster.

ALICREESH, sb. Sc. Also written allycriesh
Spanish liquorice or ' black sugar.' Also used attrib.

Ayr., Edb. Also known as Sugar-alley. We used to shake it in

/!?m o ?
f Wat£r t0 make a beverage known as alleycriesh-water

(D.M.R.). Gall. Spanish licorice, made of the refuse of sugar It
is made up in black rolls, about a foot in length : . . it is much
used in breweries : by people troubled with the cough Rustic
lovers tell [each] other whiles, that they are as sweet as Alicreesh

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 12, ed. 1876. Kcb. Trotter Gall.

Gossip (1901) 144.

ALIGER, see Alegar.
ALIMENT, sb. and v. Sc. 1. sb. The fund of main-

tenance allowed by the law to certain persons.
Sc. Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 163. Ayr. The deil

a penny would the silly gouk get frae me, aboon an aliment to

keep him frae beggary, Galt Entail (1823) xix.

2. v. To give legal support or maintenance to another.

Francisque-Michel ib.

ALIST, adv. Sc. [ali-st] Alive. See List, sb?
Abd. There's nae wardle's gear, man, that I wudna gien to see

'im alist again, fan aw leukit on's stark an' seelent face yon'er,

Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 55.

ALL, adj. and adv. Var. dial, uses in Irel. and Eng.
1. Quite, used of time or distance.
e.Dur.1 'How far is it? One mile?' 'Ay, it'll be all that.'

Cor.3 It's all time to draw the radishes.

2. Having the taste or smell of. Oxf. 1 MS. add. 3.

Comb. &c. : (1) All-a-both, both
; (2) -a-long, see below

;

(3) -a-most, almost
; (4) —but, nearly, almost

; (5) — fours,

a game of cards
; (6) — long, or aw-lung, all in conse-

quence of, all owing to
; (7) — over, everywhere

; (8)— rip, with great zeal or lively energy
; (9) — said, every-

thing included
; (10) -work, an odd man amongst farm-

servants, with miscellaneous duties.

(1) s.Pem. How are ye, all-a-both? Ye're looking well, all-a-

both (M.S. C). (2)Don.Corney . . . repeated the 'All-a-long' rhyme
at a breathless rate, at the same time making, as fast as he could,

and uncalculatingly as it seemed, a row of chalk strokes upon the
clean flag—the first stroke going down with the first word, and
the last stroke with the last word. . . At the finish, Corney said :

' All-a-Iong, all-a-long, you, Mirry-go-round, lantern blue, Jaramy
aramy, black-foot man, Thirteen and nineteen makes twenty-wan,
Heather-skite, blether-skite, amadan, fool, I went three days to
a tinker's school, But I'll widger ten guineas with any of you There
isn't wan there but thirty and two,' Macmanus O'FriePs (1903)
229-30. (3) Ken. (P.M.) (4) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (5) Cum.* (6)
n.Cy. (J.L. 1783), Lan. (S.W.), s.Lan. 1

(7) n.Yks. T'crops is bad
all ower (I.W.). (8) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (9) Lan. Agnes, .. in 2 pair
of clogs, . . and demanded s|rf. for clogging, but with all said that
John, having his rent to pay to Sir Edward, was at the want of 35.,
Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 74. (10) Ken.1 (s.v. Second-man).
4. Phr. (1) all as one, all the same, all one to them

; (2)— but everything, almost all
; (3) —comes to all, the upshot

of anything ; when all is known that can be ; (4) —of a
molt, overheated

; (5) —that more, all the more, so much
the more ; (6)

—there to grumble, ready enough to grumble
or find fault

; (7) — the son that he had, the only son
; (8)— to nothing, quite, completely

; (9) — to that, so forth

;

(10) — up at Harwich, in a state of utter confusion
;
(n)

like all that, very well and quickly.
(1) I.Ma. Gin or brandy, port or sherry—all as one, Brown

Doctor (1891)41. (2) Ess. (S.P.H.) (3) n.Yks.When all comes to
all, there is nowt (I.W.). w.Yks. We awlus thowt he'd plenty o'
brass, but when all com to all, he'd nowt (S.K.C.). (4) Nrf. All
o' a molt, Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 35 (5) n.Yks. He
C" e

u
d

-

alI
„£at mair

(
I -W - ) - (

6
> 7) ib. (8) Oxf. 1 I byet 'n all to

notnin
,
MS. add. (9) I.Ma. ' Come in !

' she says, ' and nice it is
to see a friend,' and all to that, Brown Witch (1889) 90; Big
round eyes, and all to that, ib. Yams (1881) 69, ed. 1889. (10) Nrf.
Well, you a now ketched me all up at Harwich, so I doant like to
arst ye m, Cozens-Hardy BroadNrf. (1893) 41. (11) n Yks. (IW )

ffh^ ' Can ve whistle a polka, Tom? '
' Oh ey ! like all that'

(J.I.ii.).

ALLACK, int. Oxf.1 [alak.] There look! an ex-
clamation denoting surprise or calling attention to any-
thing, (s. v. Yallack.)

J

ALLACK ALLAN, ALLANHAWK, see Hallock,
Hallan, sb.2, Oilan-auk.
ALLECAMPAGNE,s6. Cor. The blue titmouse, Parus

caeruleus. Swainson Birds (1885) 34.ALLENS,s^/. War.4 Unenclosed sheep-runs. See
Ola-land.

•A-LL̂ Y
'
sb- Hrf. A pathway in a garden between

rows of flowers, &c.
Potatoes, or turnips, are sometimes planted in the allevs

Marshall Review (1818) II. 287.
'
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ALLIGAR, ALLIKAR, ALLISH, see Alegar, Halish.

ALLOT, v. Som. Amer. [alert.] To grant, admit,

allow.
Som. 'Tis because I be so little, I allot, Raymond Men o' Mendip

(1898) i. Amer. I allot we must commence or we will be ruined,

Sam Slick Clockmaker (1836) 1st S. xxi, ed. 1884.

ALL-OVERISH, adj. Sc. Lakel. Lin. Out of sorts, in

a state of general weakness, but with no particular

ailment.
Sc. (A.W.) Lake!.2 Ah nobbut feel a bit o' owerish ta-day.

Lin. (W.D.) s.Lin. Ah'm nobut haerf a man, ah feel all-overish

like (T.H.R.).

ALLOW, v. Sc. Irel. Oxf. Sus. 1. To concede,

acknowledge.
Oxf.1 I allows as our Mary should a done what you telled 'er,

MS. add.

2. To order ; to approve of.

Sc. Guid Sc. Did. (ed. 1897). w.Sc. He was not unfrequently

allowed (i. <=. obliged) to sing a solo of sixteen or twenty lines,

Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) lai. Uls. I was allowed by the

Doctor to do so and so (M.B.S.). Ant. (S.A.-B.)

3. To have a custom of doing a thing.

Sus. Mistress mostly allows to do that herself. What days do

you allow to bake? (S.P.H.)

ALLOWANCE, sb. Sc. Stf. Lin. Oxf. Also written

allooance Abd. 1. A limited portion of food or drink

allowed to workmen between meals. Alsousedy?£\ See

Lowance.
n.Lin. Also in euphemistic saying of one who has been tippling,

'He's had his 'lowance' (J.T.F.).

Hence allowance drink, phr., see below.

Stf. Pit drink, a weak beer brewed for the allowance drink in

mines, so much being given to colliers in each shift :
it was called

'allowance drink,' and was served in a tot, CAromWe (Oct. 25, 1901).

2. Parish pay, relief afforded by the parish. Oxf. 1 MS.
add. 3. Phr. (1) at no allowance, on no account, by no

means ; (2) at the rate of no allowance, without restraint,

beyond all bounds.
(1) Kcb. You will not wair any of your own money on me, it ye

please, not at no allowance, Wvi*. Muncraig (1906) 251. (?)1
Abd.

The brute wis fair dementit atween the thong and the bunghn o

his driver, and wis reevin' an' plungin' at the rate o' nae alloo-

ance, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 19, 1904).

ALLS, see Halse, sb.
2

ALLURE, sb. Sc. Attraction, inducement.

Bwk. No without the grand allure O' patient's clink, Suther-

land Poems (1821) 41 ; Know that love is a fatal allure, ib. 82.

ALLY, see Hale, v.
2

ALLY-COM-PANNY, sb. Lakel. 2 A game. See below.

Ally-com-panny When'll ta marry? When apples and peers is

ripe Ah'U come ta thi wedden, Without any bidden, An' dance wi

t'bride at night

!

JALMANAC, sb. Obs. Yks. A diary ; a small note-

book, in which the days were shown and spaces reserved

for MS. notes. w.Yks. (F.R.C.) ;
(C.C.R.)

JALMARK, sb. Sh.I. Also written aalmark. An
animal addicted to breaking fences or trespassing on

arable land. Also used attrib.

Wir quaiks wis [had] laid doon his daeks an destroy d ane o

his best rigs—an' Scots aits ta da bargain ; . . he ca'd wir whaiks

almarks, Sh. News (Sept. 11. 1897) ; If your annamils had na been

almarks dey'd no cam' inwhaur dey cam', ib. (Sept. 4, 1897) ;
Yon

aalmark yow, 'at ot [ate] a' wir plants in voar, ib. (Oct. 21, 1899) ;

'

ALMOUS-DISH, sb. Lakel.2 A dish in which the

tolls at a market are collected, (s.v. Awmus.)

ALONA, sb. Sc. i. q. Alannah.

ALONELY,a<fo. Sc. Solely, only. Cf. all-anerly.

Per! Alonely arm'd with long two-handed swords, Ford Harp

(I

ALONG, adv. and prep Irel. War. Oxf
.
BdfSuf Dev.

1 adv In phr. to go along, to seek a place. War.

2 fret Phr (1) along oj (a) on account of, because of,

owingt ; (S in conneliori with, in regard to
;

(a) to give

a person along the ear to
3̂^ k̂orae Subsecivae (l„ 7)

(\$ s
X
,f

(

Th?;e!
s a wonderful clever man there along of the

13. {b) Suf. There s a wonu
Common (M.B.-S.).

stars, Fison Meriy Suf. (i»99) 39- W U,B - *•

3. With.
Suf. Is it true that you are going along that girl Smith or along

me? (S.J.)

ALONGSIDE OF, prep. phr. Sc. Midi. Beside.

Sc. (A.W.) Midi. Alongside o' me, Bartram People of Clopion

(1897) 191. War.3 The ladder is alongside 0' the rick.

ALONGST, adv. Dev. Cor. Along the side of ; length-

wise.
Dev. In the expression 'athert and alongst,' Horae Subsecivae

(1777) 19. Cor. A strong fellow . . . tossed him up and down,
alongst and athwart the water, Hunt Pop. Pom. W. Eng. (1865)

296, ed. 1896.

ALOOR, int. Or.I. [alu-r.] Alas

!

'Aloor!' quo' he, 'yet fetch it me.' /. Gilpin, st. 16, in Ellis

Pronunc. (1889) V. 805.

ALOUD, adv. War. In phr. to stink aloud, to smell

very bad. (C.T.O.)

ALOW, adv. and prep. Sc. Irel. Also written alio'

ne.Sc. Below.
ne.Sc. The bairns ran in alio' the bed, Gordonhaven (1887) 100.

Uls. He's in alow the h'y [hay], McIlroy Druid's Island (1902) 34.

ALSE, see Halse, sb. 2

ALTERCHANGE, v. Obs. Sc. To exchange.
I'll alterchange my glove wi' thine, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) II.

301, ed. 1806.

ALTHOUGH, conj. Sc. In phr. and what although ?

what does that matter ?

s.Sc. An' what although? ony room's guid eneuch for Hugh
Nesbit's son, I'm thinkin', Swan Aldersyde (ed. 1893) ii.

ALVERTLY, adv. Sc. Meaning unknown.
s.Sc. I alvertly dissent from that he should ever be ane counsellor

thereto, Wilson Tales (1836) II. 24.

JALWAYS, adv. Sc. Still.

Sc. I left the place at 5 o'clock and he was always there (C.J.B.).

Cai. 1 Per. He is always living (G.W.). Lnk. Quite common in

everyday speech in Glasgow. ' Are you always at the same piece

of work?' (D.M.R.)

AMADAN, see Omadhaun.
JAMAUNGE, s£. Lan. Also written omaunge s.Lan. 1

A muddle, failure. See Maunge, sb.
1

s.Lan. Theaw's made an amaunge on it (F.E.T.); s.Lan. 1

AMAZE, sb. Sc. Yks. Surprise, astonishment, amaze-

ment. , _ .,

Ayr Pondr'in' 'bout my alter'd look I met wi ane amaze,

Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 323. n.Yks. Bud there was

neean o' this amaze I' neean of oor foor-elders' days, Sngs. in

Broad Yks. 55. .

AMBITION, v. Irel. Amer. To aim at, aspire to
;
to

cherish an ambition.
.

Don. Young Toal suddenly ambitioned learning the fiddle,

Macmanus Bend of Rd. (1898) 263 ; Tell me, what did ye ambition

being 1 ib. O'FrieVs (1903) 308. [Amer. He ambitioned that if his

mother'd raise a thousan' dollars on her place he'd be sure to take

care of the int'rist, Westcott David Harum (1900) xvii.]

JAMBUSH, sb. and v. Yks. 1. sb. In phr. in am-

bush, in hiding ; hidden away, concealed.

m.Yks. (C.C.R.) w.Yks. Ah can't find t'horn,—my mate hez it

i' ambush somewheer (B.K.).

2. v. To hide, conceal.

m.Yks. He's ambushing there ; come thee and get ambushed

here! (C.C.R.)

AMEAD, see Yeomath.
AMENSH, adj. Yks. Equal, level ; a term used in

children's games. w.Yks. (H.L.)

AMES ACE, phr. Irel. In phr. within an ames ace of,

within very little of, a ' narrow shave,' a close escape.

It his Honour's own grand shirt that was widin an ames ace of

goin' to loss, Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 109.

AMESS, tut. Cum.1 X! "" "'

truly !

, ,.0 t 1

JAMIND, v. and adj. be. Irel.

mind : to consider.
.

Dwn King William he called his officers, Saying, gentlemen

amind your station, Ballad ofBoyne Water in Uls.Jrn. Arch. (1854)

II. 19-

2. adj. Of a mind, willing, inclined to.

Rnf. Were ye amind, in time o' need, To keep a roof abune yer

head ? Young Lochlomond (1872) 49.

Also in form amex. Indeed!

1. v. ?To bear in



AMINDED [8] ANKLE-SUCKER

AMINDED, ppl. adj. s.Lan. 1 Disposed, inclined.

AMITAN, sb. Cai.1 A fool, simpleton. See Omad-
haun.
AMIVER, see Howsomever.
AMMEL, sb. Obsol. Cai. 1 The swingle-tree of a

plough, &c.
Twa's ammel, the large ammel next a plough to which the

sma' ammels were attached. Sma' ammels, the ammels attached

to the end of the Twa's ammel, and to the ends of which the traces

were attached.

AMMOT, see Nammet.
AMONG, prep, and adv. Sc. Lan. Hmp. Written

amung s.Lan.1
1. prep. In phr. (i) among it, in

trouble or perplexity
; (2) to get among hot water, to get

into trouble or difficulties.

(1) s.Lan. 1 Aw'm rayther amung-it just neaw. (2) Per. If a'

folk says be true, it's hot water he's gotten amang noo ! Cleland
Inchbracken (1883) 240, ed. 1887.

2. adv. Mixed up together.
Hmp. I can't count them there all among, Ellis Pronunc. (1889)

V. 104.

AMONG-HAND(S, adv. Lakel. Not. Also written
amung- Not. ; and in form amang- Lakel. 2 In the midst
of various duties ; between-whiles ;

of work, &c. : done
at odd moments, conjointly with other things.

Lakel.2 We're thrang wi t'hay and howin' turnips amang-
hands. She was weshen', an' biaken', an' singen' amang-hands
fer t'barns. Not. He reads and he rides. Chris Nicholson stays

amung-hand, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 107.

AMONGST, prep. Oxf.1 In phr. amongst the middlins,

not in very good health. MS. add.

JAMOVE, v. Obs. Sc. Also written amuve and in

forms amow, amuff. To vex, excite ; to move, rouse.
Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 316; He was amuvet wi' dis-

pleesur, Riddell Ps. (1857) lxxviii. 59; (W.C.)
AMPER, sb. s.Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
AMPLE-ORDER, sb. Lakel.2 In perfect order and

condition. See Ample.
AMPLUSH, sb. Oxf. Cor. Also in forms amplish

Cor. ; handplush Oxf. A state of perplexity or difficulty.
Oxf. An old man, in describing the difficulty and bother he had

in some undertaking, said, ' It put me to the handplush ' (G.J.D.).
Cor. Freq. used {ib.).

AMUS, adj. Sh.I. Kindly, charitable. Cf. almous, sb.

Amus ting dat doo is, I wiss doo benna da waur o't, Sh. News
(July 2, 1898).

AN, see One.
A-NAG-BACK, adv. Lakel. 2 On horseback.
Are ye gaan a-nag-back, er ye'U gang afiut ?

ANALYZE, v. Nrf. Amer. To idolize.
Nrf. He right analysed his mother, Mann Dulditch (1902) 241.

[Amer. The way she takes on 'bout that child ! She jes natchally
analyzes him, Cent. Mag. (Jan. 1903) 412.]

ANAM, sb. Obs. Sc. A spectre, ghost.
Slk. Your wraith, or anam as we call it, Hogg Tales (1838) 380,

ed. 1866.

ANAMET, see Nammet.
ANATOMY, sb. Sc. Cor. Also in forms atomy Ayr.

;

autumy Rnf. ; hotomy Cor. A skeleton; a thin, ema-
ciated person.

Abd. (A.W.) Rnf. Autumies of apes and owls, Webster
Rhymes (1835) 180. Ayr. The atomy of the body was found
among the rubbish, Galt Ann. Parish (1821) vii. Cor. A wisht
owld little dried up man, a hotomy, my dear, Daniel Portfolio, 27.
ANCE, ANCE-EN, ANCH, see Once, Hanch, sb. 1

ANCHOR, v. e.Suf. With out: to throw out side
shoots from the crown of the root. Used of wheat.
(F.H.)

ANCLE-BAND, sb. Lakel.2 A shoe or slipper pro-
vided with a strap to fasten round the ancle.
ANCLE-STRAP, sb. Lakel.2

, n.Lin. (J.T.F.) A shoe
or slipper provided with a strap to fasten round the ancle.
ANCLEY-BONE, sb. War.4

, Wil. (G.E.D.) The ancle.
See Ancliff.

AND, see Yond.
ANDPASS, sb. Lan. Wil. Also in form and-pussy.

i.q. Ampersand.

s.Lan. 1 Wil. The ' &,' or ' Ampassy,' at the end of the

alphabet in the old spelling-books was usually known as And-

Pussy, and was popularly supposed to represent a pussy-cat

sitting up. Obs. (G.E.D.)

ANDREWS, sb. pi. w.Yks. Angles in roads. (J.P.)

AND THAT, phr. Ken. Et cetera. (G.B.)

ANE, see One.
ANEAR, prep. Wm.1 Near, close to.

Thau munna gan anear et.

ANEATH, prep. Sc. In phr. (1) aneath one's breath,

under one's breath, so as not to be heard
; (2) — one's

thumb, into one's hand.
(1) Abd. It was on the point of my tongue to say, ' Ye micht 'a'

hid them a' pu'd fin ye wis sleepin',' but I contented myself with

saying it ' aneath ma breath,' Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 26,

1904). (2) Dmf. The outstripped anes were blest Wi' thretty pence

aneath their thum', Kennedy Poems (1823) 19.

ANEE, int. Sc. An exclamation of woe or sorrow.

See also Och-anee, s.v. Och.
Wgt.Anee! anee! ochon! ochon! I'm puzzion't! I'm puzzion't!

Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 20.

ANENT, prep. Sc. Lakel. War. Wor. Amer. Also in

forms annunst Wor. ; nens, nenst, nent Sc. (Jam. Suppl.)

1. Opposite ; towards ; against, near to, alongside.

Sc. Turnin' nent the east (Jam. Suppl.). Lakel. 2 He could

shear his rig anent a man. m.Wor. (J.C.) [Amer. It was anent

two houses, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 370.]

2. About, concerning, with regard to.

War. Something to say anent the equally unexpected way in

which the body was discovered, Evesham Jm. (Jan. 9, 1896); War.3

ANGEL, sb. Oxf. A piece of fluff floating in the air.

(G.O.)
ANGEL-CAKE, sb. w.Yks. A raspberry sandwich.

(B.K.)

ANGER, sb. s.Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
ANGER, sb. 1. War.3 Inflammation.
ANGERLY, adv. Yks. [a-rjali.] Unwillingly. Cf.

ankerly.
n.Yks. He parted wiv his money varry angerly (I.W.).

ANGERSOME, adj. Sc. Vexatious, annoying, irri-

tating.

Sc. (A.W.), Cai. 1 Edb. It was angersome, just when the noise
was like to die away, to have some puling thing set them all by
the lugs again, Beatty Secretar (1897) 155. Lth. O it's anger-
some, atweel, An' sune'll mak' me gray, Smith Merry Bridal
(1866) 24.

ANGLE, sb.
1 Lan. 1. A hinge ; that portion of a

gate-hinge fixed into the gate-post to support the ' eye ' of
the hinge. Manch. City News (Apr. 25, 1896). s.Lan. 1

2. A hook fixed into the ceiling, used for hanging up
bacon, hams, &c. Manch. City News (ib.).

ANGLE, sb.2 Wm. A district or part of the country,
esp. a district or parish in Ravenstonedale.

' Dudta ken auld Gwordie Robison ?
'

' Aye, weel eneuf, he com
oot o' t'seam angle as auld Will Jackson ower Kendal hand

'

(B.K.)
; Nicholls Hist. Ravenstonedale (1877) 52.

ANGRY, adj. Sc. Inflamed. (A.W.)
ANGUISH, sb. Som. The moisture which exudes

from a wound or burn. (W.F.R.)
ANIMOSE, adj. Obs. Sc. Hearty, spontaneous.
Lnk. Such animose joy in every degree, And all for King George

his High Majestie, Maidment Ballads (1844) 71, ed. 1868.

ANIMOSITY, sb. Yks. Spirit, ' go," pluck.'
w.Yks. He needs to have a bit of animosity to get through with

their work (C.C.R.).

ANIST, prep. Sc. Also written aniest. On this side
of. See Anighst.

Sc. Guid Sc. Did. (ed. 1897). Ayr. Whether anist or yont
Dunkef, Fisher Poems (1790) 101.

tANKER, sb. Wm.1 The angular end of a scythe-
blade by which it is attached to the pole. Cf. ankor.
ANKERSTOCK, sb. Sc. A large, long-shaped loaf;

a loaf made of rye sweetened with treacle.
The name is extended to a wheaten loaf, but properly belongs

to one made of rye (Jam.) ; Brown Diet. (1845).

ANKLE-SUCKER, sb. Wor. A child or person
dependent on others.
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ne.Wor. A poor woman, whose daughter married a drunken
ne'er-do-well, said she would take her daughter back home, ' if

he'd provide for the ankle-suckers' (two children) (J.B.P.).

ANNA, sb. War. In phr. that's the chap as married
Anna, that's the right person, or the particular person
required ; used as an expression of approval. (C.T.O.)

ANNAL, sb. Sc. Also in form anwell. Yearly in-

come or produce ; a dial, form and use of ' annual.'

Slg. The stock and the anwell is in his awn hand, Wodrow Sel.

Biog. (ed. 1845-7) I- 36a - Lnk - What else there may be in hell's

annal, They've aye been blessed wi' coal andcannle, DeiVs Hallow-

e'en (1856) 22.

ANNASEED, sb. Cum. The British myrrh or Sweet
Cicely, Myrrhis odorata.
Willy Fisher . . . smeukt cleet leaves an' annaseeds, Dickinson

Cumbr. (1875) 9.

ANNIS(H)ED, ANN(Y)ISTER, see Adnaset.
ANNO, v. Cai.1 To row against the wind to keep

a boat from drifting, while rod or hand-line fishing is

going on. Cf. andoo. Hence Annosman, sb. the man
who ' annos ' the boat.

ANNOY, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. 1. v. To put about

;

to upset.
Ant. ' She was very much annoyed.' Answer given by a servant

when asked how his mistress was, who had lately lost her husband

(S.A.B.).

2. sb. Annoyance.
Edb. Bletherin' gie douse fock annoy, Learmont Poems (1791)

I 73*

ANNY, v. Lan. [a-ni.] To scold or find fault ;
to

use irritating language. Cf. hanny.
s.Lan.1 Yo're alius annyin' at me.

ANOTHER, adj. Lan. I.Ma. Dev. 1. In comp. (1)

Anothpr-gate, (2) -guess, another way ; a different sort of

thing altogether.

(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) ib. That's another-guess matter.

2. Phr. (1) another pair of oars, (2) — way about, a

different matter.

(1) I.Ma. But the evenin was another pair of oars, my men,

Brown Manx Witch (1889) 74. (2) n.Dev. Joan ... had refused

three or four as thinking Jan Williams would ask her. But Jan

was another way about, Chanter Witch (1896) 70.

ANSE, conj. Sc. Also written anze (Jam.). Else,

otherwise. See Ens(e.
Guid Sc. Diet. (ed. 1897). Abd. (A.W.), Ags. (Jam.) Edb. We

maun win in or anse we'll get oor heid in oor hands, Beatty

Secretar (1897) 35.

ANSER, see Heronsew.
ANSHUM-SCRANSHUM, see Hanchum-scranshum.
ANSWER, v. Sc. Glo. Oxf. Suf. 1. In phr. (1) to

answer prayer, to make the responses at prayer-meetings

in some Dissenting communities
; (2) — to a thing, to

have a right to do a thing; (3) — up, to explain, give an

explanation, not necessarily in answer to a previous

question.
(1) Oxf 1 MS. add. (2) e.Suf. ' Can he answer to that?' = hashe

a right to do it? Very common (F.H.). (3) Glo. He ansured up

and telld em what it wur (S.S.B.).

2. Of a colour : to become, be suitable to, or becoming.

Ayr. When I was young and went to balls I always answered

pink (J.Ar.).

ANSWERABLE, adj. Yks. In correspondence or

agreement with. w.Yks. That's answerable to that (C.C.R.).

ANTELOPE, v. Nrf. Of a boat : to toss about, roll on

They distinguished a smack rolling and pitching, and ' ante-

loping,' as they said, in a most curious critical kind of a way,

Emerson Yams (1891) 90.
,

ANTHONY'S-FIRE, sb. ne.Lan.1 Erysipelas.

iSc^and adj. Sc. Lan. Amer Also written

antick and in form entick s.Lan.1 1. sb. An oddity,

ekher in dress or behaviour ; a ridiculous-looking person ;

3
ScTa'^wSc. Buyin' whigmaleeries, to gar her look like an

antic Wilson Tales (1839) 53- [Amer. Ah Deel's a natchul

[natural] antic, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 370.]

VOL. VI.

2. adj. Odd, eccentric ; fantastic, crazy.
s.Lan.1 He wur a antick owd felly.

ANTIG, v. Brks. To grimace, make faces.

To go antiggin' about. Them antiggin' faces (E.G.H.).

ANTLE, v. Cai.1 [a-ntl.] To keep on repeating a

complaint ; to keep on grumbling or fault-finding. Also

with on.

ANTRIN, ANUNSCAPE, see Aunterin, Nonskyep.
ANY, adv. e.Dur.1 At all.

' Can ye sing ony ? ' I have also heard the double form ' any at

all ' from one speaking ' fine.'

ANY-GATE, adv. s.Lan.1 Also written anny- and in

form onny-. Any way.
ANYHOWS, adv. Nrf. At all events, in any case.

Anyhows the 'arth in this parish be so good as any in Norfolk,

Rhys Diverted Village (1903) 48.

ANYMOST, adj. and adv. Irel. Amer. Also in forms

eenymost Amer. ; enymost s.Ir. 1. adj. Almost any.

n.Ir. From enymost market or fair That was held in the Cross,

Lays and Leg. (1884) 68.

2. adv. Almost, very nearly.
[Amer. We air eenymost froze jes now, Cent. Mag. (Feb. 1903)

588.]

ANYWHATLIKE, adv. Not.s In any degree, at all.

I'll be theer to time—if the weather's ennywatloike fine.

ANYWHILE, adv. Hmp. At any time. (H.E.)

AP scg H&o vP
APAIRED, ppl. adj. Glo. Of cheese : mouldy, having

a tendency to rottenness. See Pair, v? 2. Grose (1790)

MS. add. (M.)

APEAK, adv. Mid. [api'k] See below.

w.Mid. When the beak of theunhatched chick protrudes through

the eggshell it is said to be ' apeak.' ' I don't think we shall have

no chicken out, for none of them eggs are apeak yet '
(W.P.M.).

APIT-APAT, adv. Sur. Dev. Fluttering, palpitating.

Sur. (L.J.Y.) Dev.3 Aw ess, yu did stertlee me, vur my heart

go'th apit-apat, till I be fit tu drap.

APLOCHS, sb. pi. Sc. Remnants of anything. Cf.

ablach, 3.

Gall. Some years ago a field of corn could not be shorn, nor

a meadow mowed, without parts of them being left in corners

uncut ; these were called Aplochs ; they were left for the benefit

of the warlock race, so as to keep their favour, but farmers have

long ago defied all beings of the sort to do their worst; Aplochs

now are vanished away, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 20, ed. 1876.

APLOSE, v. Sh.I. To disclose, discover ;
to unpack ;

to bring to view. See Uplbs.
Willie aplosed a foo mutchkin bottle oot his inside pocket, Sh.

News (Jan. 14, 1899) ; Opinin da kist I aplosed a corkid bottle,

ib. (Jan. 29, 1898).

APODE, v. Lakel.2 i. q. Uphold, v. 5.

APOSTLES' DRINK, phr. Stf. See below.

Pit drink, a weak beer brewed for the allowance drink in mines,

was called ' Apostles' drink,' because eleven apostles carried

water and one carried malt, Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901).

APOTHECK, sb. Sc. i.q. Hypothec, 3.

Wgt. She took all the drawers and everything that was in them,

. . and set fire to them with her own hand, and burned the whole

apotheck, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 227.

APPEARANCE, sb. Irel. A ghost, apparition. See

Ayr. (Jam.) To cease to rain. Cf. up-

Also written appetie. A short-

ies
5

appearance walks, they say, ever since, Lover Handy Andy

(1842) xxxvi.

APPELL, v. Avr. ( 1am.) To cease to rain.

hold, v. 8.

APPETY, sb. Sc.

ened form of ' appetite.'

Sc. Common (A.W.). Sh.I. Da scaar o' dram noo an agen cud

da naithin' mair dan open a body's appety, Burgess Sketches

(2nd ed.) 112. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

APPLE sb. and v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and h-ng.

Also written aiple Sc. 1. sb. In phr. to give an apple

where there is an orchard, to give an unnecessary present,

to ' carry coals to Newcastle.' Oxf. (A.P.) 2. Comp.

(1) Apple-bain, a wasp; (2) -balm, ? the common balm,

Melissa officinalis
; (3) -blowing, apple-blossoming time

;

(4) -cake, an apple pasty ; (5) -cart, a small-sized form

cart, in which fruit is often taken to market ; (6) -cheese,
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crushed apples under the press in cider-making
; (7)

•crowdy, a pudding made of apples rolled in paste and
baked

; (8) -dowler, an apple pudding made with very
thick crust

; (9) -drow, a wasp
; (10) -glory, apple-blossom

;

(11) -quick, apple plants raised from pippins
; (12) -rose,

the Rosa villosa
; (13) -scoop or -scope, a scoop or spoon

made from the knuckle-bone of mutton, or of any hard,
light-coloured wood, used to extract the core from apples

;

(14) -turnover, a kind of apple-tart baked without a dish
;

cf. apple-foot.

(1) s.Dev. (W.C.P.) (2) Ant. Damask roses and cabbage roses,
groves ofmint and apple balm, Stevenson Pat McCarty (1903) iai,

(.3) Som. Two years agone last apple-blowing, Raymond For-
tune's Darling (1901) 8. (4) w.Cum. (S.K.C.) s.Lan.1 Two layers
of pastry with slices of apple, sugared and spiced, between. (5)
se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (6) Som. Paring down the sides, and giving
another screw to his apple-cheese, Raymond No Soul (1899) 122.
(7)Hmp.(H.W.E.) (8) Suf. (H.H.) (9) Dev. (J.W.B.) (10) Twd.
He kent whaur the aipple glory showed bud first, Abd. Wkly.
Free Press (Oct. 10, 1903). (11) Hrf. From the time the kernel
germinates for apple-quick, Hunter Georgical Ess. (1804) V. 541.
(12) Lnk. Patrick Plants (1831) 217. Edb. Pennecuik Wks.
C
r 7i5) I 33> ed. 1815. (13) se.Lin. (J.T.B. ), War.', Oxf. 1 MS. add.

(14) War.3 The apple turnover was made large enough for
several people, or for a family dish. The apple foot was made
for a single person, gen. as a part of a luncheon to be carried for
an out-of-doors holiday. Oxf. (CO.), Snf. (H.H.)
3. Potato-seed.
n.Yks. It is generally thought, that the curled topped potatoe

proceeds from a neglect of raising fresh sorts from the apple or
seed, Tuke Agric. (1800) 150 note.

4. v. Of roots : to form into tubers.
Nrf. The fine-leaved turnips that have escaped the fly, but have

still to ' apple,' Emerson Birds (ed. 1895) 114.

IAPPLE-CHAMBER, sb. Suf. Dev. The spare bed-
room in a farm-house, in one corner of which the choicest
sorts of apples are kept. Suf. (M.E.R.), Dev. 3

APPLE-SHEELER, sb. Nhb. 1
(s.v. Sheely.) i.q.

Apple-sheely.

APPLINS, adv. s.Lan. 1 Perhaps. Cf. happen(s.
APPODRIL, sb. s.Lan.1 The daffodil, Narcissus Pseudo-

narcissus.

APRIL, sb. Sc. Wm. In comp. (1) April-gowk, (2)
-noddy, an April fool. (1) Sc. (A.W.), Wm. (B.K.), Wm. 1

A-PURPOSE, adv. Sc. Yks. Lin. War. On purpose,
with intention.

Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks. He did it a-P6rpiss (I.W.). Lin. (J.T.F.)
War. 3 It was done a-purpose to vex me.
AR, conj. w.Dur.1 Than. Cf. or, conj. 5. 'Mairar eight.'
AR, see Our.
ARABIAN DESERTS,^. n.Yks. Thin streaky clouds

behind others, after rain, a sign of good weather. (IW

)

ARAGE, see Harrage.
ARBITRATORS, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 A jocular term for

clogs.

ARBROOTUS,s6. Glo. [abrfi-tas.] A term ofreproach
to a woman. (S.S.B.)
JARCELL, sb. Obs. Cum. The lichen Omphalodes.
Coarse cloth, dyed a brownish red colour with the Lichen

Omphalodes, collected in great quantities from the rocks in this
neighbourhood [Ullswater]. . . The gatherers of what they called
Arcell, made sometimes five shillings a-day, Hutchinson Hist.
Cum. (1794) I. 446.

ARCHANGEL, sb. Bck. The dead-nettle, Lamium
album.

s.Bck. I know not why Dead Nettle is 'Archangel,' except for
the purity of its velvet whiteness, Comh. Mag. (July 1903) 52
ARCHER-HOUSE, sb. Ken. A green-house for fruit-

trees. (G.B.) See Orchard.
ARCH-HOLE, sb. Lakel.2

, Cum.4 A hole in the wall of
a building, to let in the air and light.

f*CcHNESS >
sb- Sc. i.q. Arghness (q.v.).

on „ : ,°me
,
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^,°,

ranidderthunneran'lichfnin pits an archnesson maist fowk, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (July 18, iqoV)
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ARESS, see Hairif.

ARGUE, v. and sb. Sh.I. Irel. Nhb. Cor. Alsoinforms
arg Sh.I. Cor. ; argy Nhb. 1. v. To dispute, wrangle

;

to discuss or contend strongly.
Sh.I. We needna arg apo' da subjeck, Sh. News (Apr. 30, 1898).

Cor. I tell ee I'm goin', tes no good for ee to arg, Longman's Mag.
(Mar. 1903) 449.

Hence argin match, phr. a debate ; discussion, argu-

ment.
Sh.I. Ye've had da best side o' a argin match, Sh. News (July 24,

1897).

2. To explain, expound.
Don. He has a busy life taichin the catechiz to the childer, . .

an' arguin' the Scriptures with the livin', Pearson's Mag. (May
1900) 481.

3. sb. An argument ; a discussion.
Sh.I. We'll mebbie be in a arg afore da nicht is dune, Sh. News

(Dec. 11, 1897). Nhb. If 'tis a fack, it tells as muckle agen your
argy as mine, Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894) 129.

ARGUFY, v. Sc. Ess. Ken. Sur. Also in form argify
Sur. I. To argue, dispute ; to wrangle. Ess. (W.W.S.),
Ken. (P.M.), Sur. (T.S.C.)
2. To signify ; to be of value or weight in argument.
Rxb. But what argufies telling over one's misfortunes ? Ruickbie

Wayside Cottager (1807) 9. Ken. (P.M.), Sur. (T.S.C.)

ARGUMENT, sb. Abd. (Jam.) A piece of English
dictated to boys at school, to be turned into Latin ; the
subject of a version.
ARGY-BARGY, v. and sb. Not.13 1. v. To argue,

dispute. 2. sb. A dispute, contention, wrangle.
JARICH, sb. Irel. The morning. s.Ir. (J.W.ff.), Wxf.1

ARK, sb. Sc. Yks. A formation of clouds supposed
to resemble Noah's Ark. See also Noah's Ark.

Gall. The ark is a great thaw sign, and brings commonly with
it enough of water. It is from its appearing somewhat in the
form of a boat, and from its being attended by a deluge, that it

has been termed the Ark, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). n.Yks.*
A common saying is, 'T'Ark's oot, wa're in for a spell o' bad
weather.'

ARK-BONE, sb. n.Sc. (Jam.) The bone called the
os pubis.

ARKNAE, sb. Or.I. A very old seal. See below.
Sheu wus the same selkie that he saw callowan on Hacksness,

forty years afore. . . Bit sheu was groun a arknae, Fergusson
Rambles (1884) 249.

ARLEY-PARLEYING, vbl. sb. Not. Prevarication,
' beating about the bush.'
Now out wee't wi'out any more arley-parleying, Prior Forest

Flk. (1901) 67.

ARM sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Lakel. Lan. Nrf. Dor. Cor.
1. sb. In comb. (1) Arm-a-crook, or -in-crook, arm-in-
arm

; (2) -hole, the armpit
; (3) -rope, a short rope to bind

things carried on the back
; (4) -wrist, the wrist

; (5) Arms-
and-legs, home-brewed beer.

(1) Dor. You can go arm-in-crook—arm-in-crook, d'ye hear'
Francis Manor Farm (1903) 98. Cor. An' aw, to be'old Alferd
stroathin' along so bold, arm-a-crook with his maid ! Lee WidowWoman (1897) 82; Cor.3 (2) Lakel.* Ah's as sair as can be i'

t arm-whol. s.Lan. 1
(3) Don. Take an arm-rope from behind the

cupple m the kitchen ... and fetch in a couple of goes of brasna,
Macmanus O Fnel's (1903) 18. (4) Cor. Hammond Parish U897)
339- (5) Nrf. This term implies that the beer has no body in it,
Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 72.
2. An armful.
Don. A safe sail on the cart, and an aisy wan, with an arm of

nice sweet hay in under her, Macmanus O'Friel's (iqoq) i<t
3. A wooden axle. Lan. (S.W.)
4. v. To give one's arm to.

Mag.
(

(
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ARM, see Haulm, sb. 1

ARMFUL, sb. War.3 An unruly child, one difficult tomanage
; a ' handful.'

ARNICKS, sb. pi. e. Dur.1
[a-niks.l The bulbs of

the buttercup tribe.

JARN-LOIN, sb. Lan. Also written arn-lone s.Lan.1

INeedy or adverse circumstances.
It's a spot is th' arn-loin 'at'U touch a chap's pride, Standing
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Echoes (1885) 12 ; Lan.1 s.Lan. 1 A needy, struggling man is said

to be 'i' th' arn-lone.'

ARP, sb. Nrf. The tufted duck, Fuligula cristata.

Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 43.
ARRAND, see Errand.
ARRING, prp. s.Lan.1 In phr. arrin' an' jarriri, wrang-

ling, quarrelling. See Arr, v.2

ARRISAT, sb. Obs. Heb. A woman's dress ; see

below.
The arrisats are quite laid aside—being the most ancient dress

used. It consisted of one large piece of flannel that reached down
to the shoe, and fastened with clasps below, and the large silver

brooch at the breast, while the whole arm was entirely naked,

Buchanan (1790) in Smith Lewsiana (1875) 24.

ARROGANT, adj. Sur. Fierce, savage.
Your dog was that arrogant and masterful that I could do nothin'

with un (T.S.C.).

ARROW, adj. Som. (C.T.O.) i. q. Ever a.

ARRUS, sb. Som. Also in form arras. The rough

edge of anything. (W.F.R.) See Arris.

ARSE, sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. Lin. Glo. Dev. Also in form

harse w.Yks. 1. In comp. (1) Arse-bare, with bare

buttocks
; (2) -board, the tail-board of a cart or wagon

;

(3) -end, the buttocks
; (4) -ups, a term applied to women

working in the fields in a stooping attitude.

(1) Bch. They must tell down good five pounds Scots, Tho' they

should pledge their petticoats, And gae arse-bare, Forbes Dominie

(1785) 31. (2) s.Lan. 1
, se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (3) se.Lin. (ib.) (4) Glo.

Commonly used. ' Thur'salot o' arse-ups out in that field' (H.K.).

2. Phr. (1) arse over end, (2) — over head, (3) — over tip,

head over heels, topsy-turvy ; (4) at the arse on it, behind

it, directiy after it.

(!) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (2) n.Yks. (T.S.) (3) n.Yks. (T.S.), Dev.

(R.P.C.) (4) w.Yks. I tuke a pill t'last neet, wi a spoomfull

o' water down at harse on't (S.P.U.).

ARSECOCKLE, sb. ? Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) A hot pimple

on the face or any part of the body.

ARSET, adv. Sc. Backwards. Also in comb. Arset

back. See also Arseward(s.
Gall. Against a whunstane dyke gaes he, Rebounding arset back,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 94, ed. 1876.

ARSING, prp. Cum.4 In leaping unfairly; throwing

oneself on one's back, stretching out the feet. See Arse, v.

ARSLE, v. Cum. [a'sl.] With out : to withdraw from

an awkward predicament. Cf. wurtle.

nw.Cum. In gen. use. ' He threatened law, bit at last was gaily

keen ta arsle out ' (E. W.P.).

ARSLET, see Haslet.

ART, sb. Sc. Lakel. I.Ma. Also in form airt Sc.

1. The quarter of the heavens, point of the compass.

Also used fig.

Gall. Airts o' the lift, points of the compass, Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824). Lakel. 2 What art's t'wind in ?—It's in a wet art.

I.Ma. Lek drew to the art where his love is lyin, Brown Doctor

(1887) 165.
, ,.

2. Direction, way. Also in phr. airt o' the dicky, see

below. , .,, , .

Gall. When a pilgrim at any time gets bewildered, he poises

his staff perpendicular on the way, then leaves it to itself, and on

whatever direction it falls, that he pursues ; and this little trait of

superstition is termed the Airt o' the Clicky, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). Lakel.2 I.Ma. Turning and turning every art, Brown

Yarns (1881) 75, ed. 1889.

ARTICLE, sb. Irel. A written engagement between

a landlord and tenant, promising to grant a lease.

' You can't have a lease, you beggar. * ' No, but maybe I have an

article,' Lover Handy Andy (1842) xviii.
.

ARTIFICIAL, sb. Sc. Artificial or chemical manure

of any kind, in contrast to dung. (A.W.)

+ARTILLERY, sb. Yks. Baggage.
.

w Yks There's the old tinkler and his artillery coming (C.C. K. .

TARUM, adv. Wxf. 1 Within.

AR-WO-HAY, int. Wm. Yks. Also in form ar-woy

« Yks A call to a horse to turn to the left. Cf. har, hay-

ree Wm BK.), Wm.\ s.Yks (W.W.P.)

As, adv. and conj. Sc. Irel. Cum. Lan. Bdf. WiLDev.

1. adv. In comb. (1) As how, however; (2) -what,

(4) — where, wher-whatever
; (3) — when, whenever

ever; (5) — who, whoever.
(1) s.Lan.1 As-heaw't-be : howsoever it may be. (2, 3, 4) ib.

(5) Lan. Yon's a hard devil,—as who he is, Waugh Heather,

I. 147, ed. Milner. s.Lan.1

2. conj. After comparative : than.
Sh.I. Der mony a body in Shetlan' werr aff as we ar', Burgess

Sh. Flk. (1902) 63.

3. That. Also used redundantly, as in phr. as how as.

Sc. (A.W.) Wil. I don't know as how as I can go (G.E.D.).

4. With or without antecedent as, and ellipsis of can be :

expressing superl. degree.
Sc. (A.W.) Ant. When ye think she's fat as fat, She'll grow as

lean as lean, Stevenson Pat McCarty (1903) 31.

5. As if.

Sc. He stirr'd his horse, as he were wode, Scott Minstrelsy

(1802) III. 208, ed. 1806. Slk. Laughed as he had been tickled,

Hogg Tales (1838) 72, ed. 1866. Cum. Then trimmel'd as ye'd

got a flay, Anderson Ballads (1805) 48. n.Dev. The sweat run

off his face, as he'd mowed a four-acre field, Chanter Witch

(1896) 6.

6. Phr. as long as, since, inasmuch as.

Bdf. As long as you have done it, it can't be helped (J.W.B.).

AS, see Us.
ASH, sb.

1 Sc. Lakel. Also in form aiss- Cai. 1
; ase-

Sh.I. ; ass- Lakel.2 Wm.1 In comp. (1) Ash-board,

a portable box or tub for the removal of ashes, &c. ; (2)

-cat, a term of derision for one who spends too much
time over the fire

; (3) -grate, an iron grate that fits over

the ash-hole (q.v.) ; (4) -grey, grey as ashes; (5) -hole,

a hole to receive the ashes, beneath or in front of the

grate
; (6) -muck, ashes, debris from a fire

; (7) -nook,

a chimney-corner, ' ingle-nook '

; (8) -packad, a box for

holding ashes ; cf. -backet ; (9) -puckle, a spark, a dying

ember from the fire
; (10) -trug, see (1).

(1) Wm. (B.K.); Penrith Obs. (Apr. 20, 1897). (2) Lakel.2 As

grey as an ass-cat—i.e. a cat 'at cronks under t'ass-whol, an' gits

mucky wi' burnt muck. (3) ib. (4) Elg. A time-worn, bane-bare,

ash-grey pair, Blackhall Lays (1849) 41. (5, 6, 7) Lakel. 2
(8)

Cai. 1 (9) Sh.I. I tocht na mair o' dat den an ase-puckle frae da

fire, Stewart Tales (1892) 259. (10) Lakel. 2
,
Wm. 1

ASH, sb.
2 n.Cy. Dur. Cor. In phr. even ash or even

ash-leaf, used in purposes of divination ; see below.

n.Cy. The even ash-leaf in my left hand, The first man I meet

shall be my husband ; The even ash-leaf in my glove, The first

I meet shall be my love ;
The even ash-leaf in my breast, The first

man I meet's whom I love best ; The even ash-leaf in my hand,

The first I meet shall be my man ; Even ash, even ash, I pluck thee,

This night my true love for to see, Ellwanger Idyllists ofCountry

Side (1896) 77. Dur. Every one knows that if you find an even

ash-leaf, i. e. a leaf which does not end, as ash-leaves ought to end,

with a leaflet at its tip, but has two placed opposite each other,

and if you gather this and put it in your left -foot shoe and wear it

till bed-time, and then put its crumpled remains under your pillow,

you will infallibly dream of the person whom you will marry,

Longman's Mag. (Oct. 1896) 574. Cor. For invoking good luck,

the ash-leaf is yet commonly employed in Cornwall, the ancient

formula reading: 'Even ash, I do thee pluck, Hoping thus to

meet good luck ; If no good luck I get from thee, I shall wish thee

on the tree, ' Ellwanger ib. 76.

ASHAD, sb. Cai.1 i.q. Ashet.
+ASHEAPLY, adj. Not. 3 Senseless, stupid. [Not

known to our correspondents.]
' You gret asheaply lambering fool.' Only heard very occas.

ASHELT, adv. Dev. Likely, probably. Holloway.

[Not known to our correspondents.]

ASHORE, adv. Lin. In phr. to run ashore, to be at

an extremity, at the last pinch

s Lin. Can ye lend us a hand? I m clean run ashore (T.H.R.).

ASH'UN RICKERS, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 A jocular name

for the inhabitants of Ashton-under-Lyne.

ASK, sb. Cai.1 A chain for binding cattle in the stall.

Cf. ask,' sb.3

ASK, adj. Yks. Lan. Not. Also in form arsk s.Lan.1

Not. 1. Sour, disagreeable, acid, unpleasant to the taste.

Also used fig. See Hask, adj.1

w.Yks. Applied to persons : severe (J.S.). Lan. If wine had

gone sour or begun to decompose it would be said to be ask (S. W.).

C 2
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2. Dry, parched ; burning.
e.Lan. If my throat was very dry, I should say ' My throat is very

ask'(SW.). s.Lan. 1 Not. Applied to the skin in fever (H.E.B.).

ASK, v. Abd. With out : of children : to ask per-
mission to leave the school for a few minutes. (A.W.)
ASK, see Hask, adj. 1

ASKATCH, adv. Lakel.2 See below.
In rearing a ladder against a wall if the bottom is set well

from the wall ' it's far eneuf askatch.'

ASKEW, adv. Yks. Midi. Oxf. Awry, crooked; on
one side, not straight. Also usedfig. in phr. to go askew.

n.Yks. I see him coming askew o' t'field. He turn'd t'shovel

askew in scaling lime (I.W.). w.Yks. (J.W.) Midi. Sixteen is

a dangerous age. How many bonny lads go askew just then,

Bartram People o/Clopton (1897) 95. Oxf. 1 Ees eyes be all askew,

MS. add.

ASKING, sb. Obs. Sc. A request, petition.

An askin', an askin', Lord John, she says, An askin' ye'll

grant me, Aytoun Ballads (ed. 1861 ) I. 244.

ASKLENT, adv. Sc. Wm. Also written a-sclent Sc.

1. Aslant. Also used fig. askance.
Lnk. May Fortune never look asclent Upon his wark, Young

Lochlomond (1872) 51. Wm. 1

2. Phr. to take the bog asclent, fig. to run away.
Sc. To fight your foes when they were sent They always took

the bog a-sclent, Colvil Whigs Supplication (ed. 1796) I. 1134.

ASKOY, adv. Kcb. (Jam.) Asquint, obliquely. Cf.

ASLEEP, adv. Yks. Oxf. Cor. 1. Used of a top,

machinery, &c, when revolving so quickly that no move-
ment is apparent. See also below.

n.Yks. The cream in a barrel churn is asleep when it is turned

too fast, and does not go round enough, or make a noise. Water
is asleep in a level run (I.W.). w.Yks. (W.W.P.), Oxf. (A.P.)

2. Mildewed. Cor. Hammond Parish (1897) 340.
A-SLEEPIED, adj. Som. Sleepy, drowsy.
I don't feel a bit tired . . . not any more 'an if I'd a-bin a-bed

all night. Nor eet a-sleepied, Raymond Men o' Mendip (,1898) xiv.

ASLEW, adj. Sur. Aslant. (T.S.C.)

ASLOAP, adv. Obs. Sc. Aslant, obliquely.
Edb. A stone graz'd on his cheeks, and went asloap, It miss'd

so narrow, that it cut the rope, Pennecuik Helicon (1720) 37.

A'SMIVVER, see Howsomever.
ASP, sb. Som. The common aspen, Populus tremula.

(W.F.R.)
ASP, see Hask, adj.1

ASPLINING, prp. Hrf.2 In phr. asplining and brevet-

ting, prancing about.

ASQUANCE,aafo. Nrf. Aslant, askew. Also usedfig.
When this er good soil do go wrong, it be like a good horse that

be dour asquance, Rhys Diverted Village (1903) 49.

A-SQUINT, adv. Sc. Aslant. Cf. asklent.
Bwk. I'll climb the brae, Straight or a-squint, Sutherland Poems

(1821) 33.

ASS, v. e.Dur.1 Lakel.2 n.Yks.* s.Lan.1 Also in form
ash s.Lan.1 Dial, form of ask.' See Ax.
ASSIZE, v. Obs. Sc. To try by jury.
Sc. They have . . . assized and sentenced me wrongously, Thom-

son Cloud Witnesses (1714I 62, ed. 1871.

Hence Assizers, sb. pi. jury.
Sc. Having again owned this before the Justiciary and Assizers,

Thomson ib. 36. Bnff. After the Jury were impannelled 'the Sheriff'

. . . ordains the Pannels for the satisfaction of the Assizers,

Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 39.

JASS-KIT, sb. Obsol. Wm. Yks. [a's-kit] A port-
able tub or box fitted with handles for the removal of
ashes, &c. Cf. ash-backet.
Wm. More commonly known as ' ass-booards.' 'Tak t'ass-kit

an' geddermuck' (B.K.); Wm. 1
, w.Yks. (M.F.), (B.W.)

ASSORTED, ppl. adj. Sc. Dressed, attired ; used in
a disparaging sense.

Frf. Mistress Mollison was juist as assorted as usual. She'd
as muckle on as wudda dressed twa or three folk, an' she was ill-

cled at that, Salmond Man Sandy (1903) 27.

ASTEAD, adv. Sc. Also written astid. Instead of.
Sc. Astid 0' me (W.C.). Slk. He cam astid o's fayther (J.F.).
ASTEEP, adv. Sc. In a soaking condition, wet

through, soaked. See Steep, v?

Slk. When the dew had laid the valley asteep, Hogg Poems

(ed. 1865) 374.

+ASTID, adv. Rxb. (Jam.) As well as. Cf. astite.

ASTONIED, ppl. adj. Sc. Astonished, surprised.

s.Sc. They astonied their dwelling re-enter, Allan Poems

(1887) 14.

JASTRID, adj. Suf. Inclined. (Hall.)

ASTRIDDLE, adv. Wm. Also in form astriddlin.

[astri-dl.] Astride. (B.K.), Wm.1

ASTROUT, adv. Obs. Bdf. Also in form astrut.

Astride, with the legs wide apart. (J.W.B.)

ASWOON, adv. Sc. Lakel. Also in form assoon
Lakel.2 In a swoon, in a fainting condition. Also used

fig. See also Asoond.
Kcb. My faith was fallen aswoon, and Christ but held up a

swooning man's head, Rutherford Lett. (1660) No. 112. Lakel. 2

ASWUSH, adv. Lin. [aswirj.] Diagonally, across.

See Swish, adv.
s.Lin. The foot pad runs aswush the fo'st gress closs (T.H.R.).

AT, prep. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. Also in

forms et Lan. ; ut n.Lan. 1. Used instead of to, as the

sign of the infinitive.

Lan. He'd hed nowt et itt n' t'day, R. Piketah Forness Flk.

(1870) 13. n.Lan. Spar' a ho'penny or two Ut help us when
we're aid, N. Lonsdale Mag. (July 1866) 18.

2. Used redundantly to show occupation in a place,

dwelling, &c. Also in phr. at it, at work.
n.Yks. Where is he at? (I.W.) Lan. 'Where art at now?' mean-

ing ' where are you employed ? ' (S.W.) Oxf.1 Where be you at

it now, Tom ? MS. add.

3. In, about.
n.Yks. Ah deant know what you see at 'em (I.W.).

4. Motion to, arrival at a place or condition.
Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks. He come at a great stean (I.W.). Lan.

I left him, and called at his wife to see what she had said, Walk-
den Diary (ed. 1866) 106.

5. Of time when. n.Yks. He's gahin ti moan at neet (I.W.).

Hence in phr. (1) at days, in the daytime
; (2) — long

and at last, (3) — long length, at last.

(1) n.Yks. He works here at days (I.W.). (2) Sc. (A.W.) (3)
Sc. (ib.), s.Lan. 1

6. From, on the part of.

n.Yks. Ah weeant tack sike sauce at him (I.W.). I. Ma. Just a

grunt now and then at Bauvy [Bobby], Brown Doctor (1887) 225.

7. In phr. at her, him, me, you, &c, belonging to, in the
possession of, that he, she, &c. had.

I.Ma. Why, bless my soul ! here's one at me, Brown Witch

(1889) 69 ; They got married, though ; and the wedding that was
at them, ib. Doctor (1891) 121.

8. With.
I.Ma. You go to call at a house, and the servant who opens the

door will tell you that her mistress is at home, and will be ' at you '

directly (S.M.).

9. To.
Lan. John Jackson . . . came . . . and told me that a messenger had

been at him to engage him, Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 86. s.Lan 1

10. On.
Sh.I. A most faerful clash at da side o' da head, Burgess Sh.

Flk. (1902) 93.
11. Of cause, relation, or condition. Used advb. denoting
reason : for.

Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks. What is he writin' at ? (I.W.)
12. Phr. (1) at after all, after all

; (2) — ill-will, (3)
—

outs, at enmity
; (4) —pound, obs.,\' a pound

' ; (5)— side of,
near to, adjacent

; (6) — the head of it, in celebration of
an event

; (7) — unawares, unawares.
(1) Lan. Noan schoo-lads a' brid-nestin' at after aw, Dottie

Rambles (1898) in. (2) Slk. He has had us at ill-will for several
generations, Hogg Tales (1838) 314, ed. 1866. (3) n.Yks. Him
an' me are at owts (I. W.). (4) n.Yks. ' A notorious Recusant, for
using the trade of usurie, taking foure shillings at pound.' When
an article is said to cost ' so much a pound,' 'or 'so much a yard,' the
modern a is the representative of the more archaic at, Quart. Sess.
Rec. (Jan. n, 161-J) in N. R. Rec. Soc. (1884) I. 209. (5) s.Lan.1

He lives at-side-ov us. (6) n.Yks. We had some drink at t'head
on't (I.W.). (7) w.Yks. She took me at unawares, Snowden
Web Weaver (1896) vii.

ATDRAW, sb. Sh.I. A quarrel ; a scuffle, tussle.



ATELIN [13] AUL
Dey wir sayin' 'at Paetie an' Ibbie wis [had] hed a siccar at-

draw, Sh. News (May 28, 1898) ; A bitin' grice is no da best ta
hae a atdraw wi', ib. (Dec. 24 1898)
ATELIN, see Yetlin.
ATFARES, sd>. Or.I. Behaviour, conduct.
Hid wus wonderfu' tae see the atfares o' the mither selkie,

Fergusson Rambles (1884) 246.
ATHIN, prep. Sc. Irel. Also in form ithin Abd.

Within. Also used advb.
Sc. (A.W.) Sh.I. I never cud hae da hert athin me ta idder rin

efter dem or flyte wi' dem, Stewart Tales (1892) 81. Abd. Eh,
wuman ! but my hert's sair 'ithin me, Macdonald Lossie (1877)
xx. Kcb. She wus stannin juist athin the door, Trotter Gall.
Gossip (1901) 49. Dwn. When the heart athin grows bolder,
Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 169.

A' THING, phr. Sc. A call used in playing the game
of ' bools ' or marbles ; see below.

ne.Abd. If one wishes to have every advantage in his play, he
shouts ' a' thing' ; then he may demand the removal of an obstacle,
i. e. ' clearances,' or he may shift to a better position at the same
distance, &c, &c. To deprive an opponent of these advantages
one has to shout ' naething ' (W.M.).
A-THISSENS, adv. Nhp.12 i.q. Athisn(s.
ATHOUT, prep, and conj. Sc. Irel. Der. Oxf. Amer.

Also in forms athoot Sc. Irel. ; a'out Der. 1. prep.
Without.

Sh.I. Caad here an' shived dere athoot mercy, Ollason Mareel
(1901) 10. Abd. He could see best athoot them, Abd. Wkly. Free
Press (Sept. 15, 1900). n.Ir. Dinnae gang by athoot callin',

Lyttle Paddy M' Quillan, 13. Dwn. Savage-Armstrong Ballads

(1901) 24. Der. I darena tak' this stuff a'out eatin of a mossel,
Ouida Puck (ed. 1901) ii. [Amer. Athout sayin' nothin' in per-

tickler, Lowell Biglow Papers (1866) 376.]

2. conj. Unless.
Gall. Whaur the doon iss . . . I couldna guess, athoot it be the

aid' fort o' Carminnow, Gallovidian (1901) III. 70. Kcb. Trotter
Gall. Gossip (1901) 458. Oxf. 1 MS. add.

ATHRAW, adv. Sc. Irel. Across, acrosswise ; off

the straight, on one side. Also used fig.
Slk. Yon's na sleeping posture. She's lying athraw, Hogg

Tales (1838) 216, ed. 1866. Gall. There'snoan hour in a'theday,
But something gaes athraw, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 244, ed.

1876. Rxb. The women would look athraw and shake their heads,
Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 16. Dwn. A tuk Paddy's wee shoon wi'

me, furyin o' them was athraw at the heel, Lyttle Robin Gordon, 78.

ATHWART, adv. Oxf. Brks. Ken. Hmp. Dor. Also
in forms athirt Hmp. ; athurt Oxf. Brks. Ken. Dor.
1. Across.
Oxf. I'll come athurt presently (W.W.S.). Ken. (G.B.), Hmp.

(H.R.), Dor. (E.C.M.)

2. Phr. athurt and about, across and across. Brks.
(M.J.B.)
ATIL, see IntilfL

ATION, sb. Cai.1 [ejan.] A term of disrespect applied
to persons : stock, family, brood. Cf. etion.

A-TOP, adv. and prep. Sc. On the top.

Sc. (A.W.) Abd. The roofing ' cupples ' . . . were fastened with
wooden pins a-top to a short cross-bar, Alexander Rur. Life

(1877) 10.

ATTALL, sb. Cor. Also written atall. The waste-
heap of an old tin-mine. Also in comb. Attall Saracen.
The existence of the terms . . . ' attall,' and ' attall Saracen,' prove

the connection of strangers with the Cornish tin mines, Hunt
Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1865) 343, ed. 1896 ;

' Atall Sarazin ' is another

term applied to some of the old waste-heaps of the ancient tin

mines, ib. 436.

ATTER, sb. Sc. Lan. 1. Poison, corrupt matter

from sores. s.Lan.1 Hence Attery, adj. of sores : puru-

lent. Cai.1 2. Ill-nature, quarrelsomeness. Cai. 1

Hence Attery, adj. ill-natured, irascible, virulent, ib.

ATTER, sb. Lakel.12 A spider.

ATTERMITE, sb. Lakel. Lin. Also in forms atromite,

attramite Lin. 1. A water-spider. Lakel.2 2. A
very small person ; a dirty child. Used derisively. Lin.

Lin. N. &> Q. II. 86. ne.Lin. (E.S.)

ATTERN, adj. s.Lan.1 Wicked, vindictive. Hence
Attern-temper't, adj. ill-tempered, vindictive.

ATTERSTINGER, see Adder-stinger.

ATTIFILS, sb. Sh.I. Also in forms attavelta, atti-
fil(d, attyfield. Arable land lying one year in lea. Also
used attrib. See Attivelts.

Sh. News (Oct. 8, 1898) ; Ground delved the second year out
of lay is generally called attifil[d] or attifils, but in some places
(as Fetlar and Westside) it is called attavelta or attivelt, which is

nearer the original form, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 44.
ATTRISH, adj. Cum. 4 Bad-tempered. Cf. attery, 2.
ATTUM, ATTYFIELD, see Dadum, Attifils.
ATWEET,^^. Sh.I. Between. Cf. atween.
I heard 'at dey wir a kjol atweet dem, Sh. News (Sept. 23,

1899).

ATWINE, adv. n.Yks. Twisted, awry. (I.W.)
ATWIST, adv. Irel. Dur. Lakel. Yks. 1. Twisted,

awry ; entangled.
Ant The curl in a bit o' silk paper atwist, Stevenson Pat

McCarty (1903) 99. Lakel.2 , n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. Fig. At cross-purposes, at strife ; out of gear, gone
wrong.

Ant. Things are atwist the day, Crooked, uncivil, Stevenson
Pat McCarty (1903) 114. e.Dur. 1 (s.v. Twist). n.Yks. Him an'
me gat atwist (I.W.).

ATWIK, prep. Wm. 1 Betwixt, between.
AU, see Haw, int.

1

AUBER, adj. Sh.I. i.q. Aber.
Hit wisna lang efter he haed gat her afore he begood ta winder

why he'd been sae auber, Clark N. Gleams (1898) 54.

AUCKER, sb. Nrf. The skate, Raia batis.

We get . . . butts, auckers, sturgeons in these here . . . waters,
Emerson Wild Life (1890) 20.

AUCTION, sb. Lan. Not. Also written ockshun
s.Lan.1 1. A dirty or untidy house or place.

s.Not. She'd done nothing in the house for months. I never
saw such an auction (J.P.K.).

2. Place, spot. s.Lan. 1 Aw'm gerrin' toire't o' this ockshun.

AUDACIOUS, adj. n.Yks. Impudent, shameless,
incorrigible. (I.W.)

JAUDISCENCE, sb. Sc. Hearing, attention. Used
with a neg. or with little, implying unfavourable or reluc-

tant hearing.
Abd. Jonathan being in ill-temper at the time, gave them little

' audiscence,' Alexander Johnny Gibb (1870) xviii ; He gid ti the

laird, but got little addiscinse (G.C.)
;
(W.M.)

;
(P.G.)

AUF, AUFGHT, AUFT, see Oft, Ought, v.

AUGER, si. Nhp. 1 The osier, Salixviminalis. Hence
Auger-holm, sb. an osier-holt.

AUGH, int. Sc. Irel. An exclamation of disgust or
impatience.

Abd. The laird lost temper and turned away with the exclama-
tion, ' Augh min ! It's been some confoun'it idiot like you 't's

cairn't up the hill o' Dunnydeer there
!

' Alexander Rur. Life

(j&ll) 38. UIs. Augh, it's eneugh tae mak their ancestors turn

in their graves, M°Ilroy Druid's Island (1902) 74.

AUGHISKY, sb. Irel. A fairy water-horse; see

below.
An aughisky a few years ago frequented Lough Mask, co. Mayo,

preying on the cattle, until it was laid by a monk ofToormakeady.
These haunt lakes; in evenings graze on land ; if a person steal

between them and water and put a halter on them, they are sub-

dued till they see their lake, into which they then dash with rider,

and perhaps tear him to pieces ; the aughisky of Lough Corrib

had a serpent's body and horse's head, and fed in churchyard

on bodies till killed, Flk-Lore Rec. (1881) IV.no; In Lough
Treagh, Connemara, there was a famous augisky that beat

people, Flk-Lore Jrn. (1884) II. 62.

AUGHT, sb. Lan. In phr. afore aught's long, a very
short space of time, ere long.

It'll be tay-time afore aught's long, Francis North, South

(1902) 78; O' th'help thou can get afore aught's lung, Waugh
Heather, I. 135, ed Milner.

AUGHT, see Ort, Ought, v.

AUK, sb. n.Cy. The razor-bill, Alca torda, in phr. as
drunk as an auk, see below.
From birds of the auk genus making their way on land with

difficulty, a man whose gait is wavering and unsteady, is said,

according to a northern proverb, to be ' as drunk as an auk,'

Swainson Birds (1885) 217.

AUL, see Oil, sb.
2



AULDNESS [14] AWKWARD
AULDNESS, sb. Sc. Age.
Frf. I canna say naething aboot the size, it's the auldness we're

taen up aboot i' the noo, Salmond Man Sandy (ed. 1903) 23.

AULM, AULY-CAULY, AUM, see Hawm, sb., Hauly-
cauly, Haulm, Hawm, v.

1

HAUMA, sb. Hrf. A pancake. (Hall.)
AUMB, sb. Obs. Dev. An alms, in phr. a Christmas

aumb. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 21.

AUMITANT, sb. Sc. A term of opprobrium. Cf.
amaton.

Gall. Ye joost fell owr an' dream't it whun ye wur sleepin', ye
miserable aumitant, Gallovidian (1901) III. 74. Kcb. Ye'r no
a hair better nor him, ya muckle ill-faur't aumitant ! Trotter Gall.
Gossip (1901) 447.

AUNCH, orf/. Obs. Sc. ? Empty.
Half aunch is half fill, Ferguson Prov. (1641) No. 378, ed. 1785.
AUNT, sb. Nrf. In phr. to holler 'aunt,' to call out,

make a to-do or commotion.
We put in a few looking-glasses [snares] that night, arter they

was done coursing. Some on 'em hollered 'Aunt, Aunt' that
night, you may be sure, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 220.

AUNTER, v. Sc. Also in form anter. To saunter,
stroll ; to wander.

Sc. Dick Diet. (1827). Abd. Just as I anter'd in about, My win-
some Lass is lookin' out, Cock Strains (1810) I. 116.

AURRIE, sb. Gall. An aisle or passage between the
seats in a church.
Country people pay great attention to the manner in which

strangers walk up and down the aurrie, Mactaggart Encycl.
(1824).

AUSE-MIDDEN, sb. Slk. i.q. Ash-midden.
Throwing ye owre the ause-midden, Hogg Tales (ed. 1866) 294.
AUSNEY, see Halsen.
AUSTER, sb. Som. In comb. Auster tenement, a

species of copyhold, with all the incidents to that tenure.
In respect of their tenements, commonly called old Auster or

ancient tenements, Act for allotting and dividing land, Parish of
Worle, Som. (W.F.R.) ; The expression ' Old Auster Tenements,'
by which certain lands in the parish of North Curry, Somerset,
are described in Deeds and Court Rolls, N. & Q. (1850) 1st S. i.

217. e.Som. The term is not confined to North Curry, but is very
prevalent in the eastern half of Somerset, ib. 307.
AUSTERE, adj. Sc. Of taste or flavour : see below.
Lnk. The fruit [of Prunus insititia~] is . . . very austere, but so

tempered with sweetness and roughness, as not to be unpleasant,
Patrick Plants (1831) 213.

AUVE, see Hauve, v.
1

AUVEN, v. n.Lin.1 To go about in an awkward or
aimless kind of way. Cf. hover, v.

1
2.

AUVIS, AUX, see Oaves, sb. pi.1
, Ax.

AUZE, sb. Sc. A blazing, glowing fire. See Aize.
Ayr. Willie was birsling his shins in the smiddy-auze, Service

Notandums (1890) 41.

AVA,adv. Slg. Of all.

From an island in the sun, the rarest thing ava, Wyse Poems
(1829) III. 43.

AVACH, v. Obs. Bdf. Also written evach. To
avouch, aver. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 21.
AVAGE, sb.

1 Cor. In phr. a bad avage, a poor lot.
W. Morning News (Apr. 22, 1902). See Havage.
AVAGE, sb.2 Ess. A rent or duty which every tenant

of the manor of Writtel pays to the lord on St. Leonard's
Day, for the liberty of feeding his hogs in the woods
(Hall.), (W.W.S.) Cf. avenage.
AVAL, sb. and adv. Sc. 1. sb. Helplessness; a

helpless or prostrate condition. Cf. awald,///. adj.
Or.I. Where he in aval lay, Paety Toral (1880) in Ellis

Pronunc. (1889) V. 795, 801.

2. adv. Phr. tofall aval, fig., see below.
Gall. Men, too, whose affairs run wrong, when they cannot

help themselves, but by the help of man, are said to have fa'en
aval, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
AVAL LAND, phr. Gall. See below. Cf. awald, sb.
Land which has once been broken up by the plough ; land,

as it were, laid down to be cropped, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).'
AVAL MOON, phr. Gall. See below.
She has gane ower by to gather the Black Herb by the

hcht o' the aval moon. When the moon fa's ower on her back

like a sheep that canna rise, then is the time to gather the bonny
Wolf's Bane, Crockett Moss-Hags (1895) xli.

AVENT, adv. Brks. Forward.
He fell down right avent (W.W.S.).
AVER, sb. Obs. Cum. Wm. A common hack or cart-

horse. Nicolson & Burn Hist. Wm. Cum. (1777) I. 590.
AVERILE, sb. Obs. Sc. April.
Sc. Dick Diet. (1827). Slk. The seventh of Averile, Hogg

Tales (1838) 380, ed. 1866.

AVES, sb. pi. Dor. (E.C.M.) The fruit of the haw-
thorn, Crataegus Oxyacantha. See Haw, sb.

1

AVIC, sb. Irel. A term of endearment.
Don. Donal avic, like the good, daicent, obligin' boy ye always

were, Macmanus Chiin. Corners (1899) 179. s.Ir. Tell us all about
it, avic, Downey Green Glasses (1903) 9.

AVISED, ppl. adj.2 Cum.4

AVISH, see Ayvish.
AVOW, v. Obs. Sc. To undertake, take the respon-

sibility.

Abd. I darna avow to marry you Except she's as willing as ye,
Maidment Garland (1824) 41, ed. 1868.

AVOW, int. Sc. Also written awowe. An exclama-
tion of sorrow. Also in phr. alake or alas and avow. Cf.

vow, wow.
Sc. To do as she did, alake and avow, Shepherd's Wedding

(1789) 12. n.Sc. But to do as I did, alas, and awow, Ross Rock
and Wee Pickle Tow (Jam.).

AVOWE, sb. Obs. Sc. An avowal ; a declaration.
When we meet We'll dare make nae avowe, Scott Minstrelsy

(1802) II. 86.

AVRORE, AW, see Afrore, Thou.
AWAY, adv. Sc. Dur. Written awa Sc. In phr.

(1) awa with, to endure, put up with
;
gen. with neg.

; (2)
to be awa wi't, to die

; (3) to be for awa, to go away
; (4) to

get away, see (3).

(1) Sc. (A.W.) (2) S. & Ork. 1 (3) Abd. Ye're jist for awa'.
Hist ye back again, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 28, 1903).
(4) Dur. It is usual to say of one who is dead that he has ' got
away' (J.T.F.).

AWAYS, adv. Nhb. Away.
Puffin' aways at my cigar, Pease Mark o' the Veil (1894') 48.
AW(E, see Haw, int.

1

AWEE, int. Der. Ah well

!

Awee
!
at first it seemed awfu'—awfu' ! Ouida Puck (ed. 1901)

xlii.

AWERIN, sb. Sc. See below.
Abd. From the report of a harvest hiring fair I learn that the

old practice of ' awerin,' or harvesting by the acre, is still a form
of engagement. In former days a contractor with his followers
crossed the Cairn or Mounth and contracted to harvest one or
more of the south farms at a certain rate per acre, Abd. Wkly.
Free Press (July 27, 1901).

AWFULSOME, adj. Sc. Awful, dreadful.
Abd. There was an awfulsome conclusion put to my mirth,

Ruddiman Sc. Parish (1828) 35, ed. 1889.
AWGL-, see Haggle, sb.1

JAWID, adj. Sc. Eager, anxious longing for. Cf
wood, adj.

Frf. I ken you're a' awid to be hame now, Barrie Minister
(1891) xxxi

; I'll practise on you what I'm awid to do to her
ib. xx,- (J.W.M'L.)
A-W1LL, adv. Obs. Sc. Of itself, of its own accord.Herd Coll. Sngs. (1776) Gl.

tAWITTINS, adv. Sc. Also written awytens.
Unwittingly. Cf. onwittins.
Abd. Weel, awytens mair's the peety, Abd. Wily. Free Press

(Mar. 7, 1903); (W.C.) Dmf. Used in conjunction with the
phrase me, htm her, Sec, as denoting what is without the privacy
of the person referred to (Jam.).

AWKENDALE, sb. Lan. A bulk of 7 lb. weight
Awkendale >s the name of a weight in general use in East

Lancashire. It is 7 lb. There is a measure also called by thename, Walkde* Dtary (ed. 1866) 22 ; Edmund had of me 12awkendale of little potatoes for a shilling ibAWKWARD adj Irel. Brks. Bdf. Also in forms
akkard, arkard Bdf.; awk'ard Don.; ock'erd Brks.
1. Perverse, obstinate, surly-tempered.
Brks. That girt ock'erd chap as couldn't pass the time o' day, e'



AWL [15] BABBLE

wur that shy, Cornh. Mag. (Nov. 1900) 649. Bdf. The ' akkard ' man
is he who is of a perverse spirit, of a surly temper ; hence the
proverb, 'as akkard as a pig' (J.W.B.).
2. Unkind, cross, disagreeable.
Don. An awkard word nivir crossed the lips of the one or the

other of them, ' Mac ' Road to Donegal (3rd ed.) 3.

AWL, sb. Sc. In phr. (1) to pack one's awls, (2) to stick

one's awl, or awls, in the wall, to give anything up as a bad
job.

(1) Elg. My memory's surely in a creel, Or ' pack'd her awls ' and
tramped, Blackhall Lays (1849) 67. Kcd. We'll pack our awls
an' tak our way, Burness Thrummy Cap (c. 1796) 1. 69. (2) Elg.

In the wa' o' time I'd stick life's awl, And march away, Blackhall
Lays (1849) 137; Caul water Tom stuck his awls in the wa',
He tried twa-three trades, but fail'd in them a', ib. 116.

AWLD, AWM, see Old, Haulm, Hawm, v.
1

AWM, v. Not. [9m.] To grope or make ill-directed

motions with the arms. See Hawm, v.
1

s.Not. He got up and awmed about as if 'e wanted to catch ho'd

on me (J.P.K.).

AWMRIE, sb. Sc. A fool, simpleton. Cf. aumeril.
Rxb. Gavin, you muckle awmrie, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 180.

AWMUS, adj. Sh.I. Also in form aamis. Pitiable,

sad, wretched.
Pur aamis mite, Burgess Rasmie (1892) 33; Puir awmus

ting, ib. Sketches (2nd ed.) 30 ; Clark N. Gleams (1898) 153.

AWN, AWND, AWNT, AWOWE, see Owing, prp.,

Own, v.
12

, Will, aux. v., Avow, int.

AWP, sb. Sc. (Jam.) ; Brown Diet. (1845). i.q. Whaup,
sb.

1

AWRIGE, sb. Gall. See below.
Those little ridges which are made by the plough, and are

so laid one by another that they cover the seed when they are

harrowed down on it ; it is the angular points, as it were, above

the level of a ploughed ridge, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

AWSE-GOWD, sb. s.Lan.1 Tinsel, imitation gold.

Set1 I19.WSG 1)

AWSEN,' AWT, see Haw, sb}, Ouse, sb., Oat, Ort.

AWTUS, sb. Gall. A dwarf or any diminutive thing.

(J.M.)
AWVE, see Hauve, v.

1

AWVISH, adj. Lan. Also written ayvish. Queer,

comical.
E' law ! an did'n the awvish shap an the Pecklt jump pan,

Tim Bobbin View Dial. (1740) 20, ed. 181 1. s.Lan. Common
(S.W.); s.Lan. 1

AWYTENS, see Awittins.

AX, v. Sc. Dur. Lan. Suf. Ess. Hmp. Also in form
aux Gall, [aks.] Dial, form of ask (q.v.).

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)66, ed. 1876. w.Dur.1 s.Lan. 1

Ax'n, or axen. Plural of ask. Suf. (H.J.R.) Ess. They soon

wor ax'd at chutch, Clark /. Noakes (1839) st. 180. Hmp. (H.R.)

Hence Ax-back, sb., see below.
s.Lan. 1 When the mourners at a funeral are, after the ceremony

is over, invited to the house of the deceased, there is said to be an

'ax-back.'

AXES, sb. Cai.1 In phr. no axes with, no business

with, no right to meddle with. Used gen. of things.

AYE, adv. Sc. Lan. Written eigh s.Lan.1 In comb.

(1) Eigh-lads-eigh, a crisis ; a critical time
; (2) — sure,

surely ; certainly.

(1) s.Lan. 1 Aw've bin eawt o' wark a lung spell; its gettin'

eigh-lads-eigh wi' me neaw ! (2) Sc. (A.W.), s.Lan.1

AYE BUT, conj. phr. Sc. Lakel. Lan. Also in forms
abbo, abbut s.Lan. 1

; abit Sc. ; ebbo s.Lan.1
; ebbut

Lakel.2 s.Lan.1 Yes ! but — , but ; expressing dissent or

qualification. Also used as an exclamation.
Wgt. Fraser Wigtown (1877) 318. Lakel.2 Ebbut if it rains we

sail hev ta stop at hiam. s.Lan. 1

AYLO, see Heloe.
AYLSHAM, sb. Nrf. Inphr.anAylsham treat, no treat

at all, to pay for oneself. Emerson Wild Life (1890) 108.

AYNIM, sb. Or.I. See below.
Their udals, at this day, are not transmitted like other lands,

but with the Roth always, or Royth, and the Roet, Aynim and

Saymin ; that is with the very or sole right and dominion, the very

or compleat propriety and demesne of the subject, Hibbert Desc.

Sk. I. (1822) 44, ed. 1891.

A' YONNER, phr. Sc. Sane, compos mentis, ' all

yonder.'
Abd. Gweed preserve's, 'oman, he's nae near a' yonner, to say

naething o's hare-shard, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 81.

AYONT, adv. Dur. Beyond ; forward, in advance.

s.Dur. Thow and me '11 be gannen [going] ayont ; t'others can

follow (J.E.D.).

AYRE, sb. Sh.I. A beach.
A bonnie lock o' fish we'll hae da lay upo' da ayre, Stewart

Tales (1892) 91 ;
Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 89.

JAYVISH, adj. Wil. Also in form avish. Half-

witted, silly ; babyish, aping childishness. (K.M.G.)

;

N. &> Q. (1881) 6th S. iv. 107.

AZ, adv. Sur. Sus. Yes. See also Iss, Yes.
Sur. Not common

;
prob. imported from Sus. Az zur = Yes, Sir

(T.S.C.). Sus. (*.)

AZ, see Us.

B
BAA, sb.

1 Sh.I. A billow, wave, esp. a wave breaking

on the shore. . , ,

I luekid oot ower da heavin' sea, an' saw da baas brakkin a

aroond, Clark N. Gleams (1898) 37.

BAA, sb* Sh.I. ? The yolk of an egg.

[I] sealed her wi' da red baa o' a egg, fir I hed nae wax bit

shumakers, and dat wis ower saft, Stewart Tales (1892) 246

BAAFYLL, sb. Sh.I. The sound of a blow or fall

;

a thud. Cf. baffle, v.l.
,

Shu wappid da warm fool [fowl] oot da door, an I heard da

baafyll o'm i' da midden bol, Sh. News (Oct. 15, 1898).

TBAAKER, sb. Som. A wood-louse. (G.S.)

BAAK-ROPES, sb. pi. Cai.1 The ropes on the upper

edge of a drift-net.

BAAL, v. Yks. Also in forms bawl, bowl. To turn

out, eject; to 'ball.'

w Yks Very common in Idle. A man is baaled from a public-

house or from a tramcar, &c, for disorderly conduct (W.H.V.).

BAASS,adj. Cai.1 Also in form boass. Of potatoes:

hollow at the heart.

BAB, sb.
1

1. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

1. v. To fish for eels. SeeBAB, v. and sb? Nrf.

Bob, v. 6
, , , „

We go arter the eels again . . . babbin' for em, Patterson

Man and Nat. (1895) 22 ; Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 77.

Hence Babbing-ground, sb. a place for catching eels by

'babbing.' . . , ...

Pass we eel-babbers on their way to some favourite babbing-

ground for the night's fishing, Patterson ib. 6t.

2. sb. The knot of worms used in ' babbing for eels.

When yow want to ' bab ' yow make a ' bab,' ib. 51.

BABBER, sb. Dev. The under-lip.

I don't like the look of that 'oss, his babber hang th down too

much (R.P.C.) ; Reports Provinc. (1897)-

[He was bitelbrowed and baberlipped also, With two

blered eyghen as a blynde hagge, Piers Plow, (b.) v. 190.]

{BABBLE, adj. Sc. Half-witted, idiotic. Cf. babble-

ment.
n.Sc. There was a poor half-witted girl . . . known among the

townspeople as babble Hanah. The word is . . . applied to

persons of an idiotical cast of mind, Miller Scenes and Leg. (1853)

xxix.



BABBLES [16] BACK-BOARD

BABBLES, sb. pi. Gall. See below.

What may be considered foolish nonsense, though they often

turn out to be facts, and facts sometimes babbles. . . Babbles may
therefore be said to be nonsense, yet admitting of doubts, to be

truth, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

BABBS, sb. pi. Sc. Also in form bebbs (Jam. SuppL).

Particles of loose skin on the face when the beard has not

been shaved for two or three days. w. & s.Sc. (Jam.

Suppl.) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

BABIE-PICKLE, sb. Sc. (Jam.) The small grain,

which lies in the bosom of a larger one, at the top of

BAB-RAGS, sb. pi. s.Lan. (S.W.), s.Lan.1 Clothes

for a doll.

BABYLON, see Barney-brig.
BACH, adj. I.Ma. Used subst. of a child. Wei. bach,

little.

Won't the old fellow learn her not to do it again, the bach !

Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 362-3.

BACH, int. Gall. An exclamation expressive of dis-

gust. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)

.

BACHELOR, sb.
1 Dor. In comb. Bachelor's buttons,

the white campion, Lychnis vespertina. (C.W.)
BACHELOR, sb. 2 Wor. Evesham Jrn. (Apr. 1, 1899).

tBACHILLE, sb. ? Obs. Sc. Also written bachelle.

A small piece of arable ground ; a pendicle.
Sc. Wha rented mony a buirdly bachille, Willie Wabster's Wooing

(ed. 1873)2; Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 320. Fif. (Jam.)
[The bachelles of land which the laws of rank required, Doyle
White Company (ed. 1901) xii.]

BACHRIM, sb. Gall. i. q. Bachram.
Excrement of oxen dried in the summer sun ; they are used,

viz. bachrims, by poor people, instead of peat for fuel, Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824).

BACK, sb> Sc. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Lin. War. Oxf. 1.

In comb. (1) Back-bar, a bar in the chimney to hold a pot
or kettle

; (2) -barrow, a small frame for carrying sacks,

&c, held by two men; (3) -bent, stooping; (4) -bone-
links, obs., the spine, vertebrae

; (5) -breigham, a pack-
saddle for loading corn on the pad ; see Bargham

; (6)

burden, obs., a load on the back ; used fig. ; (7) -can, a can
to carry milk, strapped on the back

; (8) -hicht, in a state
of excitement or anger

; (9) -seam, a seam up the back
;

usedyzg-. in phr. to see the back-seams of their hose, to make
enemies turn and fly

; (10) -stool, a stool with a back ; a
rude chair made of rungs.
(i)War.* (2) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (3) n.Yks. (I.W.) (4) Bch.

Ere I him to my shoulders got, My back-bane-links were sey'd,
Forbes Ulysses (1785) 28. (5) Cum. (E.W.P.) (6) Kcb. Let
them look for no less than a back-burden of the pure, unmixed
wrath of God, Rutherford Lett. (1660) No. 288. (7) Lakel. 2

(8) Bnff.1 (s.v. Hoose-hicht). (9) Bch. It cost baith wit and pith
to see The back-seams o' their hose, Forbes Ulysses (1785) 19.
(10) Cai.1

2. Phr. (1) back andface, thoroughly, completely
; (2) the

back o' Bafuff, far away beyond all ken, very remote
; (3)— o' behint, behind

; (4) — o' breakfast time, soon after
breakfast; (5)— of one, a refusal; (6) —ofthefire, obs., the
back part of a kitchen, which had the fire on a hearth in
the middle of the floor

; (7) to be on one's back, to find fault
with constantly; (8) to cut one's back a-two, to punish,
beat ; a threat used to children

; (9) to go tip one's back,

fig. to baffle, beat, be beyond one's reach
; (10) there is my

back, used in accepting a refusal or repulse.
(1) Dmf. The smugglers beat them back and face, M°Nay Poet.

Wks. (1820) 51. (2) Frf. Forvie Sands, gudewife; that's shurely
at the back o' Bafuff? Mackenzie N. Pine{i8g-j) 54. (3) s.Lan. 1

(4) Ayr. I was soon again the back o' breakfast time, Service
Notandums (1890) 22. (5) Bwk. The back o' ane's the face o'
ten, There's plenty women wantin' men ! Sutherland Poems
(1821) 44. (6) Cai. 1 Here were kept peats, barrels, tubs, and
other bulky things, with often Hen-baaks on the walls (i) Sc
(AW.) (8) Oxf. (A.P.)

(9 ) Abd. It's gane up's back to get
a shot oot o the Bible at me for smokin', W. Watson Auld Lang
Syne (1903) 124. (10) Bwk. Sin that's the way o't, there's my
back, 1 11 get anither in a crack ! Sutherland Poems (1821) 44.
BACK, sb." Lan. Part of the machinery of a power-

loom. (O.S.H.) Comp. Back-eye, a small piece placed
behind the swell of a power-loom, (ib.)

BACK, sb.3 Obs. Sus. A large shallow vessel in
which beer is set to cool. Holloway (s.v. Underback).
BACK, sb." Cum. Wm.
Cum. In certain sandstone quarries ' the intermediate stones

laying between those fissures are called keys by the quarrymen,
and the fissures on the far side of the key are called a back,'
Hutchinson]//^. Cum. (1794) II. 443. w.Cum. (S.K.C.) Wm.
Westm. Gazette (Dec. 7, 1901) 2.

BACK, v. and int. Sc. Lei. 1. v. To carry on one's
back.

Ayr. In stoppin' at the steppin'-stanes, I bode to back her o'er,

Ainslie Land ofBums (ed. 1892) 339.

2. To place at the back of.

Abd. Drush, an aise backetfu' of which was used every morn-
ing for 'backin' the hearth' when the fire was lighted, W. Watson
Auld Lang Syne (1903) 93.

3. To endorse a receipted bill or account. Inv. (H.E.F.)
4. int. A call to a horse to go backwards. Lei.1 (s.v.

Horse-language).

BACK, adj. and adv. Sc. Irel. Lan. Wor. Oxf. 1. In
comb. (1) Back aboot, lonely, remote

; (2) -bid, to bid at a
public sale merely to raise the price ; (3) -call, fig. a hint
to stop or return

; (4) -coming, a return
; (5) -debts, long-

standing accounts
; (6) -jar, a reverse

; (7) -lick, a back
blow

; (8) -look, a look behind ; fig. a review, retrospect

;

(9) -lying, in arrears
; (10) -settlements, a back street, an

obscure part of the country
; (11) -spoken, arguing, contra-

dictory
; (12) -talk, saucy replies, contradiction

; (13) -trace,

obs., to investigate past events
; (14) -wheep, an after-taste

in the mouth.
(1) Sh.I. In sic a dull, back aboot place as Nedbister dey wir

a kind o' Guidsend ta wis, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 86.

(2) Bnff. There wiz a heap o' back-biddan at the roup (W.G.).

(3) Frf. Juist to gie Mysie a backca' ; for she was sailin' gey near
the wind, 1 thocht, Salmond Man Sandy (1903) 32. (4) Cai.1

(5) Oxf.1 Ow be we to pay back debts out a ten shillin' a wik ? MS.
add. (6) Abd. Sandy had suffered what he termed a ' back-jar,'

he was just a little confused asto the amount of either his liabilities

or his assets, Alexander Ain Flk. (1882) 123. (7) Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824). (8) Cai. 1 Lnk. After a serious Backlook of
all these 48 years, Walker in Biog. Presb. (ed. 1827) I. 121.

(9) Abd. T'keep him in humour, an' nae baud 'im naggin' owre
sair for th' backlyin' rent, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Dec. 20, 1902).
(10) s.Lan. 1 (n) Ayr. Dinna tell me it was owre dark to see
the sma' print, ye back-spoken woman that ye are, Johnston
Glenbuckie (1889) 245. (12) Sc. (A.W.) Ir. ' Give me none of your
back talk,' which is used by a superior towards an inferior, is the
Irish way of saying, 'Don't presume to argue with me,' Mac-
Donagh Ir. Life (1898) 334. Uls. So a'll give ye back-talk till

ye're tired = I'll contradict you, Uls.Jrn. ofArch. (1858) VI. 41.

(13) Lnk. It is hoped his majesty will not allow those things to be
back-traced, Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1721) 1. 117, ed. 1828. (14) Tyr.
(J.W.)

2. Phr. (1) back and breested, see below
; (2) to speak back

andfore, to carry on a desultory conversation
; (3) to take

back one's word, to change one's mind.
(1) Gall. In that Scottish game at cards called Lent, which is

generally played at for money, when one of the gamblers stands,
that is to say, will play, and is lented, which is outplayed by those
who stood and played also : then, if this happen, and the divide
too at the same time, this person is said to be back and breested,
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (2) Inv. (H.E.F.) (3) Abd. (A.W.)
3. adv. Backward, behindhand, late. Sc. (A.W.)
4. Used redundantly to express past tense.
Wor. He met with an accident back in the summer, Evesham

Jm. (Dec. 24, 1898).

BACK-A-BACKS, sb. Cum. The 'keeper' in the
game of 'denny' (q.v.). (E.W.P.)
BACK-BAND, sb. Lakel.2

BACKBOARD, sb.3 Midi.
Midi. Went round to the rear of the waggon and let down the

back-board, Bartram People of Clopton (1897) 227. War.3 The
back-board is the board hung on hinges behind a light cart or
wagon which can be lowered to load or unload the vehicle. It is

distinct from a tail-board, which is a movable board.



BACK-BREAD [17] BADGER

BACK-BREAD, sb. Sc. A kneading-trough. See
Back, sb.s 3. (Jam.) ; Brown Diet. (1845) ; Guid Sc. Diet.

(ed.1897).
BACKCAST, sb. and v. e.Dur.1

1. sb. A relapse.
2. v. See below.

' We canno' backcast it,' said by a widow of her son's illness,

meaning, ' We cannot now order it differently.'

BACK-DOOR, sb. Sc.Wm. 1. In comb. Back-door-
trot, diarrhoea.

Cai.1 Edb. Hunger sent them scampering back Soon at the back-

door-trot, Carlop Green (1793) 121, ed. 1817. n.Wm. (B.K.)

2. The movable back of a cart.

Cai. 1 Abd. There was about two barrowfulls of dung in the

bottom of the cart, no ' back-door ' on, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar.

19, 1904).

BACK-END, sb. Sc. 1. The remote or outlying part

of a parish, district, &c.
Ayr. Did ye fin' muckle sickness i' the back-en' o' our ain

parish, as ye cam through? Johnston Glenbuckie (1889) 259.

2. The place where the refuse of a mine is cast. Kcb.
(W.G.)
BACKER, adj. and adv. Lan. Dev. 1. adj. Back,

rear.
Dev. The pain catcheth me in the backer part of the neck, Reports

Provinc. (Aug. 1902) No. 18.

2. adv. Further back. s.Lan. 1

BACKFRIEND, sb. 3. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)

BACK-FRINGE, sb. n.Wil. An 'agnail' (q.v.).

(G.E.D.)
BACK-GANGING, adj. Sc. (A.W.), Cai. 1 i.q. Back-

gain, ppl. adj.

BACK-HAND, sb. Sc. Lakel. Fig. Deceitful dealing;

used attrib. Lakel.2 Hence (1) Back-handed-wipe,

sb. a way of wiping the nose without a handkerchief.

ib. ; (2) -hander sb. (a) a blow given with the back of the

hand. Sc. (A.W.), Lakel.2
;

(b) jig. a sarcastic retort or

snub. Sc. (A.W.)
BACK-HOLD, see Hold, sb. 9.

BACKIE, sb. Cai. 1
i. q. Baikie, 3.

BACKING-UP, vbl. sb. s.Lan.1 The act of winding

spun yarn on the cop. Cf. backing, vbl. sb.
2

BACK-LASH, sb. s.Lan. 1 The back-flow from a

water-wheel or from a weir at flood-time ; the place

where such a back-flow occurs. Also used jig. ; see

below.
Used to signify plenty of room to work in at the back oi any-

thing ; also in the sense of condign punishment befalling a notorious

evil-doer.

BACKMOST, adj. Sc. (A.W.)
BACKRANS, adv. Obs. Gall. Backwards. Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824).
.

BACK-RECKONING, sb. n.Yks.4 A misunderstand-

ing.

BACKS, sb. pi. Sc. i.q. Backing, sb. 2.

Ayr. Tell her I will gee her Four pounds, and spin a the Backs

mysel', Sharpe Ballad Bk. (1823) 25, ed. 1868.

BACK-SET, sb. Sc. A compensation, set-off. (A.W.)

BACK-SHORE, sb. Wgt. The west coast of Scotland

on the North Channel. (A.W.)
BACKSIDE, sb. Sc. Wil. Dev. 1. A back-yard,

s Wil (G.E.D.) 2. The posterior, buttocks.

Sc. I'll skelp your backside (A.W.). Cai. 1 Abd. Sittin' up

there on yer backside in a gweed saft gig, W. Watson AuldLang

Syne (1903) 52. .,.,.. r „..

3 Phr. (1) backsidejirst orforemost, hind-part foremost

,

(a) to get the backside, obs., fig. to ' get the cold shoulder, be

dismissed contemptuously.
(1) Sc (A W.) (2) Lnk. Ye and your testimony cut ott at the

web's end, and ye and the like of you get their back-side, Walker

in Biog. Presb. (ed. 1827) I. 72.

4 The under or reverse side of anything.

Dev. A cat's mummy hanging backside uppards, Phillpotts

Striking Hours (1901) 156.

BACKSPANG, sb. Sc. A back current or wash ;
jig.

a reverse, recoil. See Spang, v.
1

Ayr. He wanted no back spangs, Johnston Glenbuckie (1

7 i. Gall. Crockett Lochinvar (1897) 262
;
(A.W.)

VOL. VI.

BACKWARD, adj. 1, 2. Sc. (A.W.)
BACKWARD (S, adv. Lakel. Lan. Suf. Also in forms

back'ards Lakel.2 ; backert Lan. 1. In comb. (1) Back-
ward o'er, backwards. s.Lan. (S.W.) ; (2) -way-about,
awkwardly. Lakel.2 2. At the back of the house.

Snf. I live back'ards. He works back'ards (S.J.).

BACKWATER, sb. Sc. Lakel. 1. Fig. In financial

difficulties. Lakel.2 2. Tears.
Sc. The days that I hae seen Gars sa't backwater fill my een,

T. Scott Poems (1793) 334.

BACK-WORD, sb. 1. Wm. (B.K.)

BACON, sb. Sc. Lakel. Nrf. Also written bacin Nrf.

1. In comp. (1) Bacon-collop, a thick rasher of bacon.

Lakel.2
; (2) -flick, a flitch of bacon, ib.

; (3) -ham, the

ham of a pig, as distinguished from 'mutton-ham.' Gall.

(A.W.)
; (4) -stave, a plaster made from a ' bacon-collop

'

;

see -stayband. Lakel. 2 2. Phr. to do for one's bacin,

fig. to ' do for,' ' settle one's hash.'

Nrf. The eel gazed at him.—Drawing out his clasp knife he

crushed its flat head with his heel and divided the spinal cord.

'That will do for his bacin,' said Josh, Emerson Lagoons (ed.

1896) 7.

BACON-EATER, sb. Dev. An insect ; see below.
A large winged insect with numerous legs. . . It rather resembled

a grasshopper, but had transparent wings. This the housemaid

called a' bacon-eater' ; but she could not say whether it ate bacon

or not, but knew it was attracted by lights, Reports Provinc. (1897).

BACON-SWATH, sb. n.Yks. (I.W.) i.q. Bacon-

sword.
BAD, sb.

1 and v. Som. (W.F.R.)

BAD, adj. Sc. Irel. Lakel. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Lin. Cor.

1. In comb. (1) Bad-bobbin, an ill-wound bobbin ofyarn
;

fig. a disreputable character
;

(2) -bred, of animals : badly

bred
; (3)
— cess, bad luck, used as a mild oath or expletive

;

(4)— disorder, a venereal ailment ; (5) -fashioned, stormy ;

(6) — fortune, an unmarried woman's pregnancy
; (7)

-hearted, downhearted
; (8) — luck, see (6) ; (9) — man's

oatmeal, the seeds of the cow-parsley, A nthnscussylvestrts
;

(10) — place, a child's name for hell
; (11) —scran, see (3)

;

(12) — shoot, weaving term : a bad weft
; (13) — word,

personal abuse.

(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) s.Chs. 1 (3) I.Ma. ' Bad 'cess !
You re thinkin

a dale of yourself,' she says, Brown Witch (1889) 49. (4) Wm.
(B.K.) (5) Cor. I judged bad-fashioned weather was comin' too,

Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 273. (6) Wm. (B.K.) (7) n.Yks.

(I.W.) (8) Wm. (B.K.) (9) Ant. (W.H.P.) (10) Sc. (A.W.)

Per. Deil's Bairn, yer grannie's in the bad place noo, MacGregor

Souter's Lamp (1903) 86. (n) I.Ma. I know them, bad scran to

the lek, says I, Brown Witch (1889) 115. (12) s.Lan. 1
(13)

Lakel. 2

2. Phr. (1) bad i bed, so ill as to be obliged to remain in

bed
;

(2) — in oneself, ill generally, but without any par-

ticular local ailment; (3) to be in bad bread, to be in a

state of difficulty, danger, poverty, &c. ; (4) to be in bad

bread with one, to be in a state of hostility with one.

(1) n.Yks. (I.W.), Lin. (J.T.F.) (2) n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) Sh.I.

When several years had elapsed ... the Moads found themselves

in 'bad bread,' Sh. News (Feb. 5, 1898). Cai.1 (4) Cai.1

BAD, see Bawd, sb.
2

, Bid, v.
_ „,..<,

BADDAKIN, sb. Mon. (H.A.E.) i.q. Bodkin, sb.*

JBADDERLOCKS, sb. Sc. The hart's-tongue lami-

naria, Alaria esculenta. Cf. Batherlocks, Balder's brae.

In its mature state it is called by the Scotch ' Badderlocks,' in

allusion to the basal leaflets in which the spores of the plant are

produced, Science Gossip (1865) 214. Abd. Applied to a species

of sea-weed akin to the Alaria esculenta. The central spine is

eaten by the people all round the Abd. coast. It bears a close

resemblance to the hart's-tongue ferns (J.D.B.) ;
(A.W.)

BADE, J/. s.Lan.1

BADGE, v. s.Wor. To deal. (H.K.)

BADGER, sb. w.Yks. [ba-dga(r).] A ball of tow or

spun yarn with a piece of cord attached, used to pull

through sanitary tubes to remove the cement used in

jointing the pipes. (H.V.)

+BADGER, sb. Not. [ba^tr).] A heavy fall in

sliding ; used by boys.

s.Not. Ooh, my back ! a did ev a badger that time (J.P.K.).



BADGER ii8] BAIT

BADGER, v.
2 Dev.3

JBADGERSNAIL, sb. s.Not. A large grey snail,

from which an ointment for wounds was formerly made.

(J.P.K.)
JBADLINS, adv. Sc. Nhb. Poorly, out of health,

unwell; in bad circumstances, poor. Cf. badling. s.Sc.

(A.W.), s.Sc, Nhb. (W.H.H.)
BADLY, adv. Dur. Yks. In phr. (i) badly able, hardly

able. n.Yks. (I.W.)
;

(a) — liked, of persons : disliked.

e.Dur.1
; (3) — taken with, unpopular, ib.

BADMINNIE, sb. Gall. The baldmoney, Meum
athamanticum. (J.W.)
BADNESS, sb. Sc. (A.W.)
IBADOCK, sb. [Dial, unknown.] 1. The Arctic

gull, Larus parasiticus. Forster Swallow (ed. 1817) 91.

2. The common skua, Stercorarius catarrhactes.

Johns Brit. Birds (1862) ; Swainson Birds (1885) 210.

BADWADDLED, A*/, adj. Cor. Puzzled. W. Morn-
ing News (Apr. 22, 1902).
BAET, see Bat, sb.

2

BAFF,sb. Sh.I. A poultice, plaster. Cf. baff, v.
3

A sair straik it wis, bit I pat on a baff o' Shickenwirt [chick-

weed] an' sae it bettered, Stewart Tales (1892) 249.

BAFFLE, sb. Obs. Cai. 1 The sheet of paper on
which schoolboys draughted diagrams when working at

practical mathematics. Cf. Jbaffle.

IBAFFLE, sb. Sc. (Jam.) A portfolio.

BAFFLE, v. Lakel. Not. Som. Cor. 1. To confuse,
discredit. Lakel.2 2. See below.

Cor.3 ' Two ton will baffle it,' which meant that a haystack did

not consist of more than two ton of hay.

3. intrans. To flutter, beat the wings. Also used/zg'.
s.Not. ' Look at that pullet bafflin' about.' ' A went bafflin' in

an' out the house ; a felt a could a killed 'im ' (J.P.K.).

4. To hesitate in reading.
Som. The old 'ooman can't understand he, Sir, he do baffly so

(W.F.R.).
BAFFY, adj. Sc. Chubby, fat. Cf. baff, adj.
Fif. Wringin' sair his baffy wee han', Edwards Mod. Poets,

8th S. 160.

BAG, sb. Sc. Dur. Yks. Mid. 1. A sack of corn.
Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. The udder of a cow.
w.Mid. (W.P.M.) 3. Phr. to give (a rabbit) the bag, to

overfeed it and thus cause death. e.Dur.1 4. Comp.
Bag-kite, a glutton. n.Yks. (I.W.)
BAG, v.

1 Yks. Lei. Nhp. 1. With up : to put into a
bag to carry away. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. To put up hay
into small heaps or ' bags ' before making it into cocks.
Lei., Nhp. (P.G.D.)
BAG, v.

2 2. Wor. Bck.
s.Wor. (H.K.) Bck. Stephens Farm Bk. (ed. 1849) IL 337-
BAG, v.

3 Ess. (W.W.S.) i.q. Bog, v.
3

BAGENING, vbl. sb. Sc. Rough horseplay carried on
at harvest-time. Also used attrib.

Fif. Indelicate toying on the harvest field, Francisque-Michel
Lang. (1882) 321. e.Fif. A conspeeracy was got up . . to the
intent that Tibbie and me sud be put through the bagenin ordeal

forthwith. . . They grippit me by the legs an' shoothers, an'

fell a-duntin' my body on a stane wi' micht an' main, Latto Tarn
Bodkin (1864) xxix.

BAGGAGE, sb. Sc. War. Suf. 1. A bad girl or
woman ; a strumpet. Also in comb. Nasty baggage. Sc.
(A.W.), War.3

, Suf. (E.G.P.) 2. Comb. Idle baggage,
an idle girl or woman. War.3

BAGGED, ppl. adj. Sc. Having a big belly.

Sc. (A.W.), Cai. 1 Gall. A gentleman fat and weel bagged, Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 6o, ed. 1876.

BAGGERING, see Beggaring.
BAGGIE, sb.

2
2. Sc. (A.W.)

BAGGING-HOOK, sb. Oxf. (J.W.), Som. (W.F.R.)
BAGGING-NEEDLE, sb. Oxf. 1 A strong needle used

to mend sacks. MS. add.
BAGGITY, adj. Lnk. Greedy. Graham Writings

(1883) Gl.

BAGGY, adj. Obs. Sc. Blistered.
Bnff. Their hips wi' taws weel lickit Till they grow baggy,

Taylor Poems (1787) 9.

BAGLIN, sb. Cai. 1 A puny child with a big belly ;
a

term of abuse. Cf. bagrel.
BAGSOOST, adj. n.Yks. Of fruit: soaked and spoiled

by lying on wet ground ;
' water-jowled' (q.v.). (I.W.)

BAH, v. e.Yks. To dirty with ordure. (R.S.)

BAHRRECHT, sb. Obs. Sh.I. See below.
She was convicted ... by the well-known test of the bahr-recht

or law of the bier : for being commanded ... to lay hands on two

of the dead bodies that were found, one of them bled at the craig-

bane, and another in the head and fingers, Hibbert Desc. Sh. I.

(1822) 267, ed. 1891.

BAI, v. and sb. Cai.1 [be.] 1. v. To cry as a calf.

2. sb. The cry of a calf.

BAICH, sb. Shr. (W.W.S.) Also in form baitch. i.q.

Bach(e, 1.

BAIGIE, sb. Lth. (J.C.) Also in form baidgie. i.q.

Baggie, sb.3

BAIGLE, see Beagle, sb.
2

BAIL, v. Dev. [bel.] Of a chicken : to push its way
through the egg-shell. Cf. beal, v.

2

Common expression in and about Torquay. Not to be con-

founded with ' hatch,' which is the action of the hen ;
while ' bail

'

is the action of the chicken, Reports Provinc. (Aug. 1902) No. 18
;

We should say 'The chicken be bailing' or 'The chicken be

bailed.' If the hen pecked at the shells, we should say ' The hen

helped bail [i.e. to bail] the chicken ' (R.P.C.).

BAILEY, sb. Glo. A fold-yard. (E.W.P.)
BAILIE, sb. Sc. A man or boy who looks after the

cattle on a farm. Gen. in comb. Cow-bailie. (A.W.)
BAIN, sb. Sh.I. Leather used for the soles of shoes

or boots ; the sole of a boot or shoe made of leather.
' Wat !

' Rasmie said, haudin up da bit o' bain, ' dat widna be

apo' my feet twa ooks.' ' Hit's oot o' da butt o' da hide, Rasmie,'

Sh. News (Aug. 26, 1899) ; ib. (Feb. 4, 1899).

BAINGLE, sb. Sc. A term of contempt or abuse
applied to a woman. Cf. bangrel.

Ayr. She told me in confidence one day that it was to spite that

nasty auld baingle wha lived in the ither end, Hunter Life Studies

(1870) 202.

BAIRDAL, sb. Sh.I. Soapstone, steatite.

The aborigines made many domestic articles out of clebber, or
bairdal, as steatite is also called, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 77.

BAIRDIE, see Beardie, sb.
1

BAIRN, sb. Sc. 1. In comp. (1) Bairn-folk, children
;

(2) -time, childhood.
(1) Per. A lang array o' bairn-folk thrangin' up was seen,

Haliburton Ochil Idylls (1891) 57. (2) Sc. (A.W.)
2. Phr. (1) no bairn's play, a matter not easily performed.

Cai. 1
; (2) to part with bairn, to miscarry, ib.

BAIRNED,//*/. adj. Cai. 1 In a state of dotage.
BAIRNIE, adj. Sc. (A.W.) i.q. Bairnly.
BAIRNISH, adj. Sc. (A.W.)
BAHtN-LIKE, adj. Sc. (A.W.)
BAISEE, sb. Sc. A large fire. Brown Diet. (1845)

;

Guid Sc. Diet. (1895).
BAISH, see Bash, sb?
BAISS, v. Sc. To baste in sewing. (Jam.), (A.W.),

Cai. 1 Hence Baissingthread, sb. a basting thread. Cai.1

BAISS, see Baste, v.

BAISSIE, sb. Sc. i.q. Bassie.
GuidSc. Diet. (1895). Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824I.
BAIST, adj. ? Obs. Sc. Great.
Lnk. Ye're a baist liar, Graham Writings (1883) II. 215.
BAIT, sb.

1 Sc. Mtg. 1. In comp. (1) Bait-pick, a
spud for removing limpets, much used as bait, from the
rocks

; (2) -pot, a large pot in which food for horses is
prepared

; (3) -trough, a trough in a stable in which
horses' food is placed.

(1) Cai.1
(2) n.Sc. Over the fire hung a large iron pot, heaped

high with turnips and shillicks. It was the bait-pot, and its con-
tents formed part of the food of the farm-horses, Gregor Olden
Time, 20. (3) Abd. ib.

;
(P.G.)

2. Lunch. Mtg. (M.A.R.)
BAIT, sb.2 Sh.I. Also in form baitik. Seed potato.
Shu filt her lap wi' baits. Shii was drappin' ta Bawby. Shu

birzed doon a baitik 'at wis geen twartleens i' da hoi', wi' da
dimplin'-tree, Sh. News i_Apr. 29, 1899).



BAITEN [*<?] BALLIBAGGER

BATTEN, #. Sc. Eaten, bitten. See Bate, v.*
Abd. We didna ken bit wir muckle tae mith be baiten awa' or

mornin', Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Jan. 23, 1904).

BAIVIE, sb. Sc. A large fire ; a great blaze. Brown
Diet. (1845) ; Guid Sc. Diet. (ed. 1897).

BAIYANFLOWER, sb. ne.Lan.1 The daisy, Bellis

perennis.

BAKE, v.
1

1. n.Wil. (G.E.D.)
BAKE, v.* and sb. n.Wil. (G.E.D.) 1. v. i.q. Beak,

v. 3. 2. sb. i.q. Beak, sb. 2.

BAKED, ppl. adj. s.Dev. Taken aback. (W.C.P.)
Cf. back, v. 3.

BAKEMENT, sb. Sh.I. Bakemeat.
This hymeneal bakement was no pyramid of ornamental sugar,

Stewart Tales (1892) 215.

BAKER LEGS, phr. ? Obs. Sc. Legs knocking to-

gether with the knees turned in. See Baker-kneed.
Lnk. A hump back, a high breast, baker legs, a short wry neck,

Graham Writings (1883) II. 207.

BAKER'S BREAD, phr. War.3

BAKERUM, sb. Ant. A broad sod of turf. (S.A.B.)

BAKKY-LAMB, sb. Wil. Dor. A sickly sheep; a

child's name for sheep.
s.Wil. Children call out ' There's the bakky lambs a-coming up

the street' (C.V.G.). w.Dor. In use now (J.N.S.).

BAL, sb.
1 Cor. 1. In comp. Bal-dumps, the refuse

or heaps from a mine.
The stile . . . that divided the bal-dumps from the lane, Longman's

Mag. (Feb. 1893) 375.

2. A cluster of mines. Cor.3

JBAL, sb.
2 Cor. A quarry. sw.Cor. (T.C.P.)

BAL, v. Cor. In phr. to bdl the lapstone, to follow the

trade of shoemaking.
Mark being the eldest son was predestined to ' bal-th'-lapstone,'

and he was let into the art and mystery of making threads and

waxing them, and using the awl and bristles, Harris Wheal Veor

(1901) 124.

BAL, see Bawl.
BALALOO, sb. Sc. Also in forms balillalee, balillilow,

ballillilly-loo. A lullaby. Also used/iff. sleep. Cf.balow.

Sc. She must sit at hame and sing balillalee, Kinloch Ballad

Bk. (1827) 57, ed. 1868. Per. Mary sang The cradle balaloo To

mony a mither's waukrife bairn, Stewart Character (1857) 5 ;

Monteath Dunblane (1835) 123, ed. 1887. Lnk. And soucht a'

night Balillilow, Ramsay Poems (1721) 20.

BALATROUGH, sb. Obs. Dev. Also written balatro.

A foolish, nonsensical prater. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 23.

See Ballitraunt.
BALAX, sb. ? Obs. Sc. A hatchet. Guid Sc. Diet.

(ed. 1897). Abd. (Jam.)

BALD, adj. Irel. Cum. War. In comp. (1) Bald-faced,

of animals: white-faced ; (2) -headed, in phr. to do or go

bald-headed, to do one's best against an adversary.

(1) Cum. (J.Ar.) War. Leamington Courier (Nov. 28, 1896).

(a) Ant. (S.A.B.)
, t. j

BALDER, sb. and v. w.Yks. (S.P.U.) 1. sb. Road-

metal ; the rough stone in a quarry fit only to be broken

up for road-metal. 2. v. To break stones on the road.

Hence Balderer, sb. a stone-breaker.

BALDERATION.sA. Dev.3 A fuss, commotion, 'to-do.

BALDERTON, sb. Dev.3 A garrulous, complaining

person. Cf. ballitrant.

BALDIE-WORRIE, sb. Gall. An artichoke. (Jam.

Suppl., s.v. Worrie-baldie.)

BALDIN, sb. Sh.I. 1. The halibut, Hippoglossus

^fCTha'libut was in the North Isles called ' de baldin ' at the haaf,

probably from ON. baldinn, meaning : obstinate, intractable, unruly

The halibut was a very difficult fish to deal with, Jakobsen Dial.

(1897) 29.

2 The turbot, Pleuronectes maximus.
, . ... ..

Thev mentioned their ill-luck in being fast to da baldin (i.e. a

turbot), which had broken a skoag that the father had prepared,

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 22 ;
(A.W.)

BALD RIB, sb. Glo. n.Wil. A cut of meat taken

rather lower down than the spare-rib, and having had

the fat removed. (G.E.D.)

BALD-TOT,s6. Pem. An unfledged bird. (J.S.O.T.j

BALE, v. s.Not. (J.P.K.) i. q. Bell, v.
1

tBALEEN, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form balen(e.

Whalebone.
(Jam.) ; Ramsay Gentle Shep. (ed. 1808) Gt. ; Francisque-

Michel Lang. (1882) 209.

BALK, sb. and v. Not. Lin. Pem. 1. sb. A jamb,

doorpost. s.Pem. (M.S.C.) 2. Phr. to throw over the

balk, to publish the banns of marriage. Lin. (G.G.W.)
3. A piece of wood or stone, &c. put to a cart-wheel to

prevent it running back
; fig. a hindrance.

s.Not. Ah put a balk to 'im gooin'. That bit o' wood een't

muchofabalk(J.P.K.).
4. v. To put a piece of wood or stone to a cart-wheel to

prevent it running back. s.Not. (ib.)

BALKSOME, adj. Sc. Of a horse : restive, given to

shying. See Balk, v. I. 4.

Per. Let's see gin I canna gar this balksome naig o' yours tak

baith bridle an saidle, Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 267, ed. 1887

BALL, sb} and v.
1 Sc. Lan. Also in form ba' Sc.

1. sb. A globular sweetmeat.
Lnk. I've a poke o' mixed ba's, Bell Wee MacGreegor (1903) 128.

2. Comp. Ball-baises, sb. ? Obs. A game of ball. Sc.

Dick Diet. (1827). 3. v. To play at football. Hence
Ba'ing, vbl. sb. the game of football.

Abd. Here at the Christmas Ba'ing, Skinner Poems (1809) 41

;

There was abundant time [at Yule] for the ' ba'in ' or any other

recreation that might find favour, Alexander N. Rural Life

(1877) 176.

4. To put anything into the palm of another person's

hand. Cf. ball, sb.
1 3.

s.Lan. 1 He ball't me i' th' hont wi' sixpence.

BALL, sb.
2 and v? Sc. Dur. 1. sb. A bustle, dis-

turbance ; an uproar, noise. Abd. (Jam.), s.Dur. (J.E.D.)

Cf. bawl, sb. 2. v. To behave in a disorderly manner.

Bnff. 1

,

BALL, sb.3 Sc. In phr. on the ball, constantly drink-

ing or boozing. Glasgow Herald (Dec. 23, 1899).

BALLAN, sb. Cai.1
i. q. Ballant.

BALLANCE, sb. Yks. [ba-lans.] A vallance.

w.Yks. Common in Wilsden, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 25, 1891)

;

w.Yks. 3

JBALL AND CAT, phr. Lon. A game somewhat

resembling the game of tip-cat.

The same game as ' tippy cat,' only a ball is allowed to be thrown

back to the ring in place of the player being allowed a certain

number of strides (F.R.C.) ; Black-guard boys and girls playing at

Chuck Farthing, Ball and Cat, &c, Low Life (1764) 75.

+BALLANT-BODICE, sb. Wbs. Sc. A bodice made
of leather, formerly worn by ladies.

Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 90. n.Sc. Still used by old

people (Jam.).

BALLAS, sb. Sur. Burnt clay or earth. (T.S.C.)

BALLASTING, prp. Dev. Putting porous material

under the metal in making a road. Reports Provinc.

(1889) No. 11 (s.v. Vallacing).

BALL-CLAY, sb. Sc. Very adhesive clay,

called pell-clay (q. v.).

s.Sc. (Jam.) Ayr. If steril and adhesive, it is sometimes termed

strong as ball-clay, Agric. Surv. 4 (ib.).

JBALLER, sb. Obs. Dev. A wooden implement for

breaking clods of earth.

Home Subsecivae (1777) 25. n.Dev. Grose (1790) MS. add. (H.)

BALLER, int. and v. Lan. 1. q. Ballow, v.

When a boy wanted to stop a game for any reason he would call

out ' bailer.' A boy would use the word also when he wished to be

excused from playing or from some penalty. Many older readers

will remember the consequence of not being the first to sight

a white hat. Some companion would give three vigorous blows

and exclaim, ' Three mumps for a white hat ; bailer me no mumps
back.' You must not return the blows if the boy called 'bailer,'

Manch. City News (Jan. 20, 1900).

BALLET, sb. Sur. (T.S.C.)

BALL-FIRE, sb. Sc. i. q. Bale-fire, s. v. Bale, sb.
1

Cld. To hew baith wood and thorn, All for to make a strong ball-

fire That fair May for to burn, Nimmo Sngs. and Ballads (1882)161.

BALLIBAGGER, sb. Dev.3 A noisy person.
D 2

Also



BALLION [20] BANK

1'BALLION, sb. Lnl. (Jam.) A reaper who is not

attached to any particular 'band' or 'ridge,' but assists

any party which is falling behind in the work.

BALLISH, sb. Sh.I. Ballast.

He wis o' nae mair use in da boat nor a ballish stane, Stewart
Tales (1892) 22.

JBALLOON, sb. w.Yks. A cylinder for drying warps.

(J.M.), (B.K.)
BALLY, sb. e.Dur. 1 A lever for turning points on a

railway ; so named from a big iron ball on the stem.

__
JBALLY-ACK, 5*. Cor. Amer. Also written balliac

Cor.3 ; and in forms bally-back Amer. ; bally-hack Cor. 3

In phr. to knock a man to bally-ack, to give him a sound
beating, to get the better of a fight.

Cor. 3 'To knock a man to balliac ' is equivalent to the slang ' to

give him fits.' [Amer. To knock anything to ballyback is utterly to

ruin it. ' He knocked the place all to ballyback,' Dial. Notes (1896)
1. 396.]

BALLYRAG,!;. Dor. To backbite. (E.C.M.)
BALLY-RANDY, sb. Lan. 1. A rough, turbulent

person ; a lazy, loafing fellow. s.Lan. (S.W.) 2. A
method of tossing coins in a hat, to decide who shall pay
for drink. s.Lan. 1

BALM, sb. Cum.4 ?A covey of partridges. ? i.q.

Baum.
Folk speak of a balm of partridges, Macpherson Fauna (1892)

337-

BALOW, adj. Lan. ? Shy, bashful.
Don't be b'alow, you're very homely (W.T.).
BALTER, v.

2 Nhp. (P.G.D.)
BALTUTE, see Beltute.
JBALZIE, s6. Suf. Neuralgia. (R.E.L.)
BAM, v.

1 s.Lan.1

BAM, v. 2 Ken. In phr. bam it! an oath or mild im-
precation.
When two of his horses fell down in the mud he could not help

exclaiming ' Bam it, bam it, they will be all down,' Kent Messenger
(Aug. 13, 1898).

BAME, sb. Dev.3
i. q. Balm, sb. 1.

JBAMMOCK, v. Lan. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] To field in a cricket match.
Sam being quite hard op, he bammock't this time, Collins

Poems (1859) 49.

BAN, sb. Sc.
Sc. (A.W.) Elg. 'Neath the spiteful ban o' man, Blackhall

Lays of North (1849) 7.

BAN, v. Lan. Som. 1. To curse. s.Lan.1
, Som.

(W.F.R.) 2. To stop up ; see below.
Som. Sheds for cattle, &c. are said to be banned up when the

spaces between the posts are stopped up with bushes or bundles
of straw, &c. in place of walling (W.F.R.).
BAND, sb. 1 Sc. Lin. War. Won 1. In comp. (1)

Band-end, see below
; (2) -twister, an implement, held in

one hand and rotated with the other, used for band or
rope making.

(1) se.Lin. ' She just made a band-end on't,' crumpled and twisted
ribbon-strings till they looked like a piece of dirty string (J.T.B.).
(2) War.3 Wor. Two racking taps, band twister and shears'
Auct. Catal. (June 1904).

2. A rope made oftwisted hay or straw, used for binding
sheaves of corn.

Sc. (A.W.) Rxb. A reaper does well if he can fill the band at
three handfuls (Jam., s. v. Row).

BAND, sb.2 Sc. Wm. Yks. Also in form baand Sh.I.
1. In phr. (1) to give band, to insert large stones in a wali

to secure stability ; (2) — go by the band, mining term

:

see below ; (3) — take band, to take root.
(i)Sc. (A.W.) (2) m.Yks.iWhenamineris to bepaid according

to the weight of ore ' got ' he is working ' by pitch.' When by
measurement, he is ' going by t'band ' (s. v. Pitch). (3) Sh I Wi'
dis bjmter 'at he's been frae da nor' est dey can naithin' edd'er n*
ae kind or amdder tak' baand i> da ert, or grow, Sh. News (June 12,
IO97). V '

2
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see below
- See Band, sb.2 2.Wm. 1 The band or bands were formerly continuous with the

border. The border passing round the cap extended beyond it
and iormed two bands, which were tied in a bow with long ends.

BANDORE, sb. n.Wil. A violoncello. (G.E.D.)

BANDY, sb.
1

3, 4. Som. (W.F.R.)
JBANDY, sb. Sc. The stickleback, Gasterosteus

trachurus.
n.Sc. Well known (W.C.). Abd. She's lovely as the silver

trout, And sportive as the bandy, Ogg Willie Waly (1873) 35;
About this time there were bandies in the burn. The bandies

then disappeared and were succeeded by eels, Anderson Rhymes
(ed. 1867) 193.

BANDY, adj. Obs. Sc. Impudent; obstinate. Dick
Did. (1827) ; Guid Sc. Diet. (ed. 1897).

BANDY-LOFT, sb. n.Wil. A hockey stick. (G.E.D.)

BANED, ppl. adj. Wbs. Sc. Evil-disposed, envious.

See Bane, sb.

Edb. Baned hearts grin at their neebor's thrivin', Liddle Poems
(1821) 206.

BANFF BAILIES, phr. Bnff. A formation of clouds
;

see below.
It was a common saying that the snow of the coming winter

made its appearance— 'cast up'— during harvest in the large

white snowy-looking clouds that rise along the horizon. They
were called Banff bailies, and at all seasons of the year were
looked upon as the forerunners of foul weather, Gregor Flk-Lore

(1881) 153.

JBANG, adj. Yks. Der. Wrong ; in a contrary direc-

tion.

w.Yks. In use amongst railway-men. ' They wor takkin t'trolly

t'bangway' (B.K.). n.Der. ' He's sure to do it t'bang road abaht.'

Quite common (S.B.).

BANGE, sb. Stf. [bandg.] A gluttonous feast.

s.Stf. I got a bange on to-night—it's our club faist (T. P.).

JBANGE, v. Irel. Wor. Amer. 1. To idle about.
s.Wor. An idle fellow is said to go bangeing about. A woman

said to a lady whose son was ill, ' If I wuz you, I should let 'e

bange ' (H.K.). [Amer. A pair of boots to bange round in, Dial.
Notes (1896) I. 21.]

2. To lie down and rest for a short space of time. Crk.
(S.A.B.)

BANGED, ppl. adj. Obs. Edb. Under the influence
of liquor. Ballantine Gaberlunsie (ed. 1875) Gl.
BANG-HANDED, adj. Lakel.2 Awkward, left-handed,

clumsy. Cf. bang, adj.

BANG-JANG, sb. Der. In phr. the whole bang-jang,
the whole party, crew, set. Cf. jing-bang.

Drat Dan Twigg an' th' whoale bang-jang, Gilchrist Nicholas
(1899) 87.

BANGLE, sb. Brks. (W.H.Y.)
BANGSTER, adj. Sc. Boisterous, rough. Cf. bang-

ster, sb.

Lnk. An' theekit stacks, the bangster blast Had shaken as 'twad
them owre-cast, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 7.

JBANG UP AND DOWN, phr. Lakel. Straightfor-
ward, reliable, honest.

Lakel.2 n.Wm. He's a bang-up-an-down sooart ov a fellow is
t' doctor (B.K.).

BANGY, adj. s.Lan.1 Big. Cf. banger, sb. 2

Used only by little children. ' Sitch a bangy big traycle buttie '

BANISH, v. 1. n.Yks. (I.WJ
BANK, sb.1 and v.1 Sc. Irel. Dur. Yks. Pern. Also in

form bonk w.Yks. 1. sb. In phr. on the bank, fig. safe,
out of danger.

s.Pem. She's mending, and he's got a job of work; they're on
the bank now (M.S.C.).

2 A hill. e.Dur.1
3. In peat-cutting: the place

where peats are cut.
Abd. Gin there hid been aye a richt honest moss grieve, he wid

a keepit banks in better trim, Abd. Wkly. Free Press duly 18
I9°3). Wgt. (A.W.), Ant. (W.J.K.)

W y
'

4. The pit-surface or part of a mine which is above
ground.

Sc. (AW.) e.Dur. i To 'work at bank' is to do the collierywork above ground. J

5
Vf'

!" c,°al
~mininS : to fill in crevices after cribs are set.

w.Yks.
( T.T.) Cf. grout, v.

1 4.
BANK, sb.2 and v.

2 Sh.I. Yks. 1. sb. In phr. if
there is ought in bank, if there is any pleasure or profit to
be gained.

w.Yks. Ah'm noan bahn to miss itif there's owght in bank (J.T.)
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2. v. Phr. to bank money, to save and put by money.
Sh.I. They're living on the fat of the land and banking money

all the time, Burgess Sh, Flk. (1902) 57.

BANK, sb.3 Obs. Sc. A public proclamation.
Lnk. The council order a bank to be beat through the town,

discharging any of the inhabitants to come near the place where
the prisoners are, Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1721) III. 124, ed. 1828.

BANKER, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. 1. sb. A mason
who constructs banks, lays pavements, &c. w.Yks.
(W.F.S.) 2. A bench or rough table upon which a
mason rests the stone he is working.

Sc. (AW.) Lnk. Nae better mellsman ever stude Ahint
a banker, Coghill Poems (1890) 88.

3. v. To place a stone in position for working on the
' banker.'

Lnk. Banker your stane an' show ye're a mellsman, ib. 84.

BANK-JUG, sb. 1. Not.3

BANKREAWT, adj. Obs. s.Lan.1 Bankrupt.
BANNUT, sb. n.Wil. The dry stems of plants.

(G.E.D.) See Bennet.
JBANNYS, sb. pi. Sc. [Not known to our corre-

spondents]. In phr. to box over the bannys, to punish, beat,

utterly overcome, ' do for.'

Edb. I'll box any three ofye, over the bannys, for half-a-mutchkin,

Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) xxiii.

BANS, sb.pl. Nhb. 1 The stick-like stems ofsea-weed,
(s.v. Sea-ware.)
BANTER, v. Wor. Pem. To haggle about the price

of anything ; to cheapen, beat down prices. Also with

down.
m.Wor. He bantered her down from ten shillings to eight (I.C.).

s.Wor. (H.K.), Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

BANTERS, sb. pi. ? Obs. Sc. ? Admonition, rebuke.
Edb. Jamie's healthy, hale and livin', Lookin' out fu' dunty

clever, Just as brisk an' keen as ever, The haly banters cur'd him

never, Liddle Poems (1821) 39.

JBANTER'S O' BOBY'S, phr. Lan. Fig. Destruction,

death.
If theaw hasno' thy prayers sed i' two minits, aw'll send thee to

Banter's o' Boby's in a welwynt, Brierley Irkdale (1865) v.

s.Lan. 1 He comes fro' Banter's-o'-Boby's, an' that's nine mile

furr nor hell, 34.

BANT-SCRAPER, sb. Lan. A fiddler ;
' band-scraper.'

He con swing his elbow wi' here an' theere a bant-scraper,

Clegg David's Loom (1894) 134. s.Lan. 1

BANTY, sb.
1 1. Abd. (A.W.), Dor. (E.C.M.)

BANTY-HEMPLIN, sb. Cum. 4 The lesser redpoll,

Linota rufescens. (s.v. Tailor finish.)

BANWARD, sb. Obs. or obsol. s.Dur. The daisy,

Bellis perennis. (J.E.D.) See Banewort.
BAPTEEZEMENT, sb. Sc. Baptism.

I doot ye may be wra-ng To keep the bairn's bapteesement aff

sae lang, Leighton Words (1869) 11.

BAR, sb. Sc. Also in form baur. A game, joke ;
the

subject of a joke or game.
Frf. 'What are you goucking at? ' 'I winna tell you, but what

a bar ; oh, what a divert,' Barrie Tommy (1896) xxi
;

I'm

laughing at him for selling the swords for ninepence the piece.

. . You're near as big a bar as him, ib. s.Sc. ' Let's hae a baur.'

' It's no a baur at a' that I was gaunna tell. It's the gude's truth,'

Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Dec. 8, 1900).

BARBARIE, sb. Suf. Ken. Sur. Cor. Also in forms

Barbaloo Cor. ; Barbarines Sur. In phr. king, queen, or

tower of Barbarie, a children's singing game. Gomme

Games (1894) I. 18-21.

BARCHAN'S DAY, phr. Ayr. The longest day in

the vear, June 21st.

Barchan's day brisk, The longest day an the shortest night,

Service Dr. Duguid (1887) 217.

BARDY, ». Sc. To vituperate; to bandy words with.

Cld^h'e bardies the elders, and mocks at Mess John, Nimmo

Sngs. and Ballads (1882) 118.

BARE adj. 4. Lakel.2

BARELIES, adv. Sc. Hardly, scarcely, barely.

Bnff. I still got liv't, for a' the dearth, Tho' sometimes barelies,

Taylor Poems (1787) 8.

BAR-FLAKE, sb. Cum.4 A sheep-hurdle.
BAR FOR BAR, phr. Obs. Sc. A rhyming game

;

see below. Cf. bar.
Gall. One of the players invents a line, the next that follows

must give one to clink to [rhyme with] it, and have a little sense too,

a third follows, and so on ; those who can hold out longest, and
think best, gain the game, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

BARGAIN, sb. Yks. Der. 1. Fig. A burden, trouble.

n.Yks. An uneasy bargain ; an annoyance such as a cross child

(I.W.). n.Der. A common phrase applied to a woman carrying

her child in her arms is (esp. if the woman be unmarried), ' Hoo's
getten her bagin wi' her' (S. B.).

2. pi. Phr. goodly bargains on it or him, it or he is of no
consequence or value, no more about it. n.Yks. (I.W.)

See Abargains.
BARK, sb. and v.

1 Yks. Not. Hmp. Cor. 1. sb. In

comp. Bark-bird, the nuthatch, Sitta coesia, so called be-

cause it comes for insects when the trees are being
barked. Hmp. (W.M.E.F.) 2. v. To steep fishing-

nets, &c. in bark liquor or tan, to make them last longer.

n.Yks. (I.W.) Hence Barking-pans, sb. pi. pans in which
fishing-nets are steeped.

Cor. Mistress of Dicky Truscott's barking-pans, Lee Widow
Woman (1899) 9.

4. Of dirt: to harden, encrust. s.Not. (J.P.K.)

JBARK, sb. Nrf. In phr. atween or between the bark

and the tree, well-adjusted, neither person having the

better of the other.
I'd rather go with the agitator, if he's on'y jest atwaan the bark

and the tree, Spilling Molly Miggs (1873) 12, ed. 1902 ;
' Don't

go between the bark and the tree ' means, ' say a thing straight

out, don't go out of your way in telling it.' Common in Norwich

(M.H.C.).

BARKEN, v. Cum.'* [ba/kgn.] To make crisp like

bark ; to make hide-bound and stiff.

BARLAND, sb. Obs. Hrf. A variety of pear. Hunter
Georg. Ess. (1804) V. 538.

BARLEY, sb. Sc. Not. Ken. Wil. Dor. In comp. (1)

Barley-ailer or -oiler, an instrument used to remove the

awns or beards of barley ; (2) -bing, a heap of barley ; (3)

•blind, blind with drink, intoxicated
; (4) -chopper, see (1) ;

(5) -dot, a flat cake of barley-meal, baked on the hearth

;

(6) -fetterer, (7) -horner, see (1) ; (8) -kail, barley broth
;

(9) -mow, obs., the barn or ' mow ' in which barley was
stored

; (10) -oats, a species of early white oats, with

short grains ; (11) -oils, the long fibres or beard depend-

ing from the ears of barley
; (12) -sower, the wheatear,

Saxicola oenanthe; (13) -unction, malt liquor.

(1) Ken. When barley was threshed with a flail the barley-

ailer always had to be used (P.M.). (2) Fif. Tennant Papistry

(1827) 158. (3) Gall. Lauderdale Poems (1796) 17. (4) Ken.

(P.M.) (5) n.Wil. (G.E.D.) (6) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). (7) Ken. (P.M.) (8) Slg. Galloway Poems (1804) 66. (9)

s.Not. (J.P.K.) (io)Cai. 1 (n)Ken.(D.W.L.) (12) Dor. (E.C.M.)

(13) Bch. He dealt too much in barley-unction For his profession,

Forbes Dominie (1785) 28.

BARLEY, v. e.Dur.1

BARLEY-BOX, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) A small box of

a cylindrical form made as a toy for children.

JBARLEYHUMMELLER, sb. Oxf. (G.J.D.), Ken.

(P.M.) Also in form -humbler Ken. An instrument

formerly much used to remove the awns of barley. See

also Hummeller, s. v. Hummel, v. 5.

JBARLING, sb. Nrf. The smallest pig of a litter.

BARM, sb.
1 and v. Sc. Lan. Also in form berm

s Lan. 1 1. sb. In comp. Bermstick, (1) a long flattened

staff used for stirring up ' barm
' ; (2) in phr. to be badly hit

with a bermstick, to be half-witted. s.Lan. 1
2. Fig.

Foolish talk; anger, ill-humour. Inv. (H.E.F.), s.Lan. 1

3. v. With up : to froth up ; to fly into a passion. s.Lan.1

BARM, ? sb. Sc. See below.

Slg. We danced barm till day light, An' twa three kintray

bunkers, Galloway Poems (1804) 67 ; On Christmas cold we
keenly sprung at barm, And wanting fire contrived to keep shanks

warm, ib. (1806) 14.

BARM-BRACK, sb. Irel. A currant bun. (E.M.W.)
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JBARMIGOAT, sb. Ant. See below.
' Barmigoat is hot, and Barmigoat is dry, And under the white-

thorn Barmigoat shall die. In the name of the Trinity.' A cure for

erysipelas (S.A. B.).

BARN, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Lan. War. Ken. 1. sb.

In comb, (i) Barn-beef, the meat of a diseased animal that
has been secretly killed in a barn ; old or very tough
meat

; (2) -bundling, see below
; (3) -floor, the space

between the barn-doors
; (4) -man's jig, a thresher's dance ;

(5) -sheet, a winnowing-cloth.
(1) s.Lan. 1 As tough as barn-beef. (2) Sh.I. The festivities over

for the night, the dancers, instead of returning to their homes,
adjourn to the barn of their host's cottage, which serves as
a dormitory, the members of each sex being alternatively ranged
along the floor, on a huge couch of straw. . . The people enter
quite innocently into these barn-bundlings, as they are termed,
Cowie Sh. (1871) 102. (3) Ken. He'd stand on de barn-floor, dat's
de part between de barn-doors (D.W.L.). (4) Gall. This is

a dance which those persons have who thrash with the flail. The
swoople on the end of the handstaff being whirled round on the
barn-floor by the barnman ; every wheel he gives it he leaps over
it, and so produces » very singular dance, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). (5) Nhb.i (s.v. Winda-claith).

2. v. To garner.
War." That corn ain't dry enough by long odds to barn to-day.

BARNEY, sb. and adj. Lakel. Nrf.Wil. 1. sb. Apiece
of nonsense.

Nrf. I say for a barny, 'Get that gun out and shoot him,'
Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 185.

2. A deceitful transaction in trade or sport ; esp. used of
a wrestling match in which the wrestlers do not fairly
contest ; also used attrib. and in comp. Barney-do.

Lakel. Penrith Obs. (Nov. 9, 1897). Cum. Wrustlin it was
just tull my likin'. I diwent think theer was yah barney boot oot
o' t'lot (E.W.P.).

3. adj. Rowdy, noisy. s.Wil. (G.E.D.)
BARNEY-BIGGIN, sb. Stf. (F.R.C.) A deep round

basket used to hold green walnuts.
BARNEY-BRIG, sb. Lakel.2 A children's game.

Also called Boro-brig, Babylon.
Hoo many miles ta Barney Brig ? Three scooar and ten. Can

I get there by candle-light ? Yes, and back again. Any sticks or
stones on the way ? Yes, both. How can I get over ? Put your
heels aback o' your neck And then jump over.

BARNEYING, sb. Cum. Wm. Sham wrestling, in
which the antagonists have been ' squared ' by their
backers. Cum.4

, Wm. (B.K.) See Barney, 2.

tBARN-FAN, sb. Sc. Irel. Suf. 1. A fan for winnow-
ing grain.

Kcd. Barn-fans, an' flails, an' fleers, Grant Lays (1884') 5.
Don. (S.A.B.)

S
\ *> i

2. A chaff-basket. e.Suf. (F.H.)
BARON, sb. Ken. A freeman ofthe Cinque Ports. (P.M )BARR, sb. Gall. A ridge of hill ; a large hill ; also in

comp. Barr-hill. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). i.q. Bargh
BARR-CUT, sb. Sh.I. A longitudinal slice of halibut.

See Bar, sb.
1
9.

He has been in grips with the baldin (halibut) and fairly hoped
to feast on its barr-cuts, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 205
BARREIS, sb. Sc. i.q. Barras, sb.

1

Fif. Some said they saw the vision bricht Down slidin' on a
beam o' licht And owr the barreis blinkin', Tennant Papistry (1827)
147; The kist, it boundit on the ground, Scatterin', throu' a' the
barreis bound, The banes frae side to side, ib. 150.

BARREL, sb. Sc. 1. Incomb.(i) IBarrel-breasted
corpulent

; (2) -gird, the hoop of a barrel ; used fig. of a
thin animal.

J s

(1) n.Sc. I'm something barrel-briestit, Nearly sixty inches
roon', Grant Lays (1884) 79. (2) Abd. Horses whose ribs
projected so prominently that they well merited the name given
them of ' barrel-girds,' Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Apr. aq, 1004*1
2. The belly of a horse. Sc. (A.W )

} '

BARRENER, sb. Oxf. (W.F.R )BARRET, see Birret, sb.
1

BARRIER, sb. Gall. A thresher. See Barry, v.Few of the barriers who do this dance [barnman's jigT in style
are willing to perform before spectators, Mactaggart Encycl
(1824) 49, ed. 1876.

J

BARRING OUT, phr. Sc. Lan. 1. i. q- Barring out.

Rxb. (J.W.) 2. The game of cards, ' beggar-my-neigh-
bour.' s.Lan.1

BARROW, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. 1. sb. In comp. Barrow-
drill, a turnip-drill, wheeled by hand. n.Yks. (I.W.)
2. v. To carry in a wheelbarrow; also used of a sedan-

chair.

Lnk. Fu' soon they 'gree, in box they're pitten, An' barrow'd
aff, 'tween twa mensittin', Watt Poems (1827) n. n.Yks. (I.W.)

BARROW, sb? Sc. A tumulus. Sc. (A.W.) Glo.
Horae Subsecivae (1777) 29.

BARROWER,s6. n.Yks. A man who wheels a wheel-
barrow. ' We want a barrower in t'brick-yard ' (I.W.).

BARROW-PIG, sb. 1 2 (2). s.Lan.1 A castrated pig.

BARTH, sb. Yks. (G.R.)
BARTLE-FAIR, sb. Abd. (A.W.) A fair held on

St. Bartholomew's Day. i.q. Bartle, sb}
BARTON, sb. Yks. Lan. Som. 1. The back-side of

a farm-house ; an enclosed yard or croft. Yks. (G.R.)
2. An open shed for cattle. Som. (W.F.R.) 3. A

hqrn c T 3T1

BASELEY-PRICK, sb. Cum.4 A roofing slate of a
special size.

BASH, sb? and v. Lakel. Wor. 1. sb. A hurry.
Lakel. 2 He was gaan ower t'fell at seek a bash.

2. v. To beat ; to beat down as with rain.
s.Wor. The rahin 'a bashed the flowers. 'E gen 'e a smortish

bashin' (H.K.).

BASH, sb? Wil. Also in form baish. A raised foot-
path. Cf. bashet.
At Longbridge Deverill a raised terrace of cottages, now pulled

down, was known as ' The Bash,' or ' Baish ' (G.E.D.).

BASH, sb? Gall. A term of contempt.
A pity 'tis that we should be Sae troubled wi' the bash, And

that we dare get nane but he And his slim senseless trash, Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 299, ed. 1876.

BASHAW, sb. Sc. See below.
Feb. Less and less, the circle draws ; Till, with their host,

abode, Their kitchen bitter, black, bashaw, But sotting alamode,
The beastly twae, Lintoun Green (1817) 96.

BASHAW-GRASS, sb. Bck. The brome-grass.
Cornh. Mag. (July 1903).
BASHET, sb. Wil. A raised footpath. (G.E.D.)

Cf. bash, sb?
BASH-HAT, sb. Sh.I. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] ? A soft hat.
His waekness fir bash hats an' crimp biits wis terrible, Ollason

Mareel (1901) 25.

BASIL, sb. Lakel. A sheepskin dressed for smiths'
aprons, &c. Penrith Obs. (Nov. 9, 1897).
BA'-SILLER, sb. Sc. Largess exacted by children

at a wedding. See Ball-money.
ne.Sc. In some of the villages it was usually the custom for

children to assemble round the door and demand ba-siller, when
a few coppers were given them, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 93.
BASKET, sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. Lin. War. Lon. Sur. Dor.

1. In comp. (1) Basket-bottle, a stone bottle in basket-
work

; (2) -hinger, the gold-crested wren, Regulus crista-
tus

; (3) -woman, a peddling-woman.
(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (i8gg) 543.

(3) s.Lan. 1 v ^"' °^°

2 The quantity of coal or ' cannel' lifted at one time out
of the coal-pit.

Lan. I asked him what measure he had in his cart. He said 8
baskets or 8 hundredweight, Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 42.
3. Plaited straw ; wicker-work. se.Lin. (J.T.B )
4. A children's singing game ; see below.
War. The four lines of the Surrey game are concluded by the

additional lines—'We don't care whether we work or no We'll
follow our mother on tipty-toe.' When the mother runs afterthem and buffets them, Northall Flk. Rhymes, 393, in GommeGames (1894) I. 24-5. Lon. A version . . . ending with ' For
tumbling over cherry stones.' The mother then chased and beat
those children she caught. The idea was, I believe, that the
children were imitating or mocking their mother, Gomme ib 24
Sur. We'll follow our mother to market, To buy herself a basket

•'
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When she comes home she'll break our bones, We'll follow our
mother to market, Flk-Lore Rec. V. 84, in Gomme ib. Dor. In this

game the children all follow one who is styled the ' mother,'
singing : ' I'll follow my mother to market, To buy a silver basket.'

The mother presently turns and catches or pretends to beat them,
Flk-Lore Jrn. VI. 231, in Gomme ib.

BASLE, see Besle.
BA'-SPEIL, sb. Sc. Also in form -spell (Jam.). A

game of football. See Spiel.
Abd., s.Sc. (Jam.) Rxb. 'Are ye for the ba-speil the day?'

'Theba-speil ! No, where? At the Tourney Holm? ' Hamilton Out-
laws (1897) 3.

BASS, sb} Sc. Yks. Lan. 1. The inner bark of a
tree. Sc. (Jam.) 2. A mat of any kind, esp. a door-

mat, ib. 3. A workman's tool-basket. Sc. (A.W.),
s.Lan.1 4. A cart-horse collar made of straw or rushes.
Sc. (A.W.) 5. In comb. (1) Bass-barfen, a horse-collar

made of straw or rushes. n.Yks. (I.W.)
; (2) -bottomed,

of chairs : having the seat made of rushes or ' bass.'

Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks. (I.W.) ; (3) -mat, a hassock. n.Yks. ib.

BASSENT, adj. Edb. i.q. Bausond.
Wha wad their best assistance gi'e In seeking for the bassent

quey, Tint Quey (1796) 17.

BASSLE, v. Sh.I. [ba'sl.] To struggle.

Afore he kent o' himsel he wis basslin' i' da very hert o' da

guttery sharf, Clark Northern Gleams (1898) 60.

BAST, sb. s.Wal. [bast.] Bastard coal ; see below.
The plaintiffs' contention was that the substance overlying the

top coal was ' bast ' or bastard coal, and as such should have been

measured, and an allowance of i,d. per ton paid to them ; on the

other hand, the defendants maintained that only seven inches of

that substance ought to be considered, and that the remainder

overlying the top coal, and separated from it by a thin line, should

have been treated as coal. He had come to the conclusion that

the plaintiffs had failed to prove their case, and that they had

treated as ' bast,' or at any rate as unmarketable coal, what was
clearly entitled to be considered as good and marketable coal, S.

Wal. Echo (Mar. 22, 1900).

BASTARD, adj. Cum. War. Mid. In comp. (1) Bas-

tard-fallow, land ploughed for sowing after any early

crop has been taken
; (2) -horehound, the black hore-

hound, Ballota nigra
; (3) -shark, (a) the picked dog-fish,

Acanthius vulgaris
;

(b) the common tope, Galeus canis
;

(4) -trenched, trenched one spit in depth ; half-trenched.

(1) Mid. After tares, cole, early peas, or any crop that comes

off not later than the first week in July, a clean bastard fallow

should be made, and the land laid up before winter, into ridges

fit for sowing, Middleton Agric. (1798) 186-7. (2) War.3
(3 a, b)

Cum." (4) War.3

BASTERTLY-BORN, sb. s.Lan. 1 The illegitimate

child of a bastard.

JBASTOUN, sb. Obs. Sc. i.q. Baston.
Fif. His bastoun in his hand to rap The slumb'rous Barclay frae

his nap, Tennant Papistry (1827) 46.

BAT, sb.
1 Lakel. Yks. Lan. Not. Sus. Hmp. Dor.

1. A small stick for driving a horse or donkey. Dor.

(E.C.M.) 2. The stone used for sharpening a scythe.

Hmp. (H.R.) 3. A long staff; see below.

s.Sus. The elder sportsmen carry long five-foot staves, locally

called ' bats,' by the aid of which they are able to cross the slippery

and narrow pieces of wood which here and there are thrown

across the ditches and act as bridges, Longman's Mag. (Aug.

1902) 357.

4. A fight.

Cum. Defendant and S— went out to have a bat, ui.Cum.

Times (Sept. 7, 1901) 5, col. 6.

5. The sweep of a scythe ; the forward movement a

mower makes with his scythe. Lakel. Penrith Obs.

(Nov. 9, 1897). Cum.4 Hence \bat and breed, phr. the

ground which a mower covers with every stroke of his

Icythe. Lakel. Penrith Obs. (Nov. 9, 1897). n.Yks. (R.H.H.)

6. A piece of work. Cum.4 7. Phr. (1) all (of) the same

bat, all the same sort ; (2) to do a thing to some bat, to do it

with some force or earnestness.

(1) s Not. It's all of the same bat, just a drizzle. The pigs is

all the same bat, on'y middlin (J.P.K.). (2) Lan. (S.W.)

BAT, sb.
2 Sh.I. Lan. Also in forms baet, bet S. &

Ork. 1

S. & Ork. 1 Lan. Spent the forenoon in helping son John thresh

wheat bats at John Eccles's barn, Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 48.

BAT, v. Sc. Yks. Lan. Glo. Hmp. Dev. 1. To strike

with a stick. Glo., Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 39-
2. To thresh, esp. by striking the sheaves against a stone

;

to beat cotton or wool.
Sc. (A.W.) Lan. Set Thomas and John to bat oats for bread,

Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 37. s.Lan. 1

Hence Batting-stick, sb. a stick for beating wool or

cotton. Lan. 1
, s.Lan.

1
3. To press down.

n.Yks. Bat t'soil wi t'spead (I.W.).

Hence Batting, ppl. adj. 1 satisfying, causing repletion.
Bnff. Wi' puddin broe or haggles kail, Or something maks a

battin' meal, Taylor Poems (1787) 52.

4. To fix against a wall, &c. with holdfasts. Cai.1

5. To place for leverage.
w.Yks. They bat wi' ther fit ageean t'fixtures, Yks. Wkly. Post

(Feb. 1, 1896).

6. With about : to move about.
Hmp. Old Tigwell keeps batting about (H.R.).

BAT-AND-BALL, sb. Obsol. w.Yks. The game of

cricket. (J.H.W.)
JBAT-BEGGAR, sb. Obs. Lan. A beadle.

The official who administered blows to the unruly vagrants,

Manch. City News (July 18, 1896). ne.Lan. 1

BATCH, sb.
1 Sc. Lakel. Not. Won 1. The quantity

of bread or flour baked at one time ; a baking. Sc. (A.W.),

Lakel.2 2. Comp. (1) Batch-bread, bread made of

common flour ; bread from the baker made in three

qualities of fineness. Sc. (A.W.)
; (2) -cake, (a) a small

cake made from the dough left over in making a ' batch

'

of bread. Lakel. 2
, s.Not. (J.P.K.) ;

(b) a loaf or cake of

bread made in one portion only. Wor. ( E.S.)
; (3) -carrier,

a miller's carter. Lakel.2
; (4) -loaf, a single loaf of ' batch-

bread.' Sc. (A.W.) 3. Phr. all of the same batch, all of

the same condition.
s.Not. John's lads are all of the same batch ; there isn't a good

un among 'em (J.P.K.).

4. A number, quantity ; a set. Sc. (A.W.)
JBATCH, sb. Sc. A rough bundle of sticks; an

isolated clump of ferns or shrubs.
Slk. He cuist the deid lamb into a batch o' fern. The birdie had

its nest in yon batch o' slaes (J.F.).

BATCHELOR, sb. Glo. A stone slate. Stone Trades

Jrn. (Aug. 1900). i.q. Bachelor, sb.
2

BATCHIE, sb. Abd. A card game ;
the male loser in

the game. (G.W.)
BATE, sb.5 Lan. The starting line in jumping; any

line that marks growth. Manch. City News (July 18, 1896).

BATE, sb. Irel. A superior ; the best ; a dial, form of
' beat.'

Don. He bought Dinnis-a-Mechan's Lowlan' fiel's, the bate of

the baronry, for two-score and three poun's, Cent. Mag. (Feb.

1900) 601 ; His bate wasn't to be got in the parish again, Mac-
manus Bend ofRd. (1898) 8.

BATE, v.
1 Sc. Lakel. 1. To cease, abate. Sc. (A.W.),

Lakel.2 2. To make a reduction in price. Sc. (A.W.)
BATE, v. Wm. To dispute or contend with. i.q.

Bate, sb.
2

The Parlemen-hoos, whore gentlemen gangs to bate yan anudder,

Sullivan Cum. and Wm. (1857) iv.

BATEMENT, sb. s.Lan. 1 A deduction, an abatement.

Sec Bcitc i)?"

BATEY, adj. n.Yks. Of wood or stone: having

divisions or strata. (I.W.) See Bait, sb.3

BATH, sb. and v. Sc. Dor. 1. sb. Obs. A perspira-

tion. Dor. I'm all in a bath (W.C. c. 1750).

2. v. To take a bath. Sc. (A.W.)
BATH-BISCUIT, sb. n.Yks. A sponge finger-biscuit.

(I.W.)
BATHE, sb. Som. [beatS.] A bath. (W.F.R.)
BATHERLOCK, sb. Abd. A kind of sea-weed. Cf.

badderlocks.
The Needle-e'e a lay provokes, Sae rife wi' dulse and bather-

locks, And whare the sea, wi' eerie soun', Dashes the dank black

rocks aroun', Cadenhead Bon-Accord 1,1853) 200.
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BATIE, adj. Cld. (Jam.) Also in form bawtie.

Round and plump.
BATTEN, sb.

1 Sc. (A.W.)
BATTEN, v.

2 Sc. (A.W.)
BATTER, sb. Ayr. (F.J.C.) [ba'tar.] The cover of

a book. ' This book has lost its batters,' or ' has red batters.'

Hence Battered, ppl. adj. provided with covers.

A red-battered book.

BATTER, v.
1 Sc. Cum. Bdf. 1. To give repeated

blows. Sc. (A.W.), Cum. 4 2. Of wheat ; see below.

Bdf. A very common practice is called battering the wheat, and

consists in laying it on a floor, and wetting it with water in which

some salt and lime is mixed, Batchelor Agric. (1813) 364.

BATTER, v.* Sc. (A.W.)
BATTERLASH, sb. s.Lan.1 A pretentious fool.

BATTLEDORE, sb. 3. s.Lan.1

BATTLEMENT, sb. Obs. s.Lan. 1 A hard struggle.

BATTOCK, sb. Obs. Lan. A safe place or store for

grain.
Got my mown beams into barn and battock, Walkden Diary

(ed. 1866) 39.

BAUCH, v. Ayr. (F.J.C.) To speak loudly and noisily.

See Bouff.
BAUCHAN, sb. Irel. An old bye-road. (S.A.B.)

BAUD, sb. Sh.I. ? An article of dress. See below.
I warn da best baud is ootermist wi da grittest pairt o' dem, Sh.

News (Feb. 5, 1898) ; Ance apon a time, a wife could opliise

wimmin's sox, or spencers, or for dat maitter ony kind o' baud 'at

shii had ta sell i' da shops i' da countrie or in Lerwick, ib. (Aug.

14, 1897).

BAUDMINNIE, sb. Gall. A plant having the same
medicinal qualities as the savin. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824).
BAUKEN, sb. Sc. A bat. Cf. backie, sb.1

Lnk. He kens. . . The mule frae the mauken, the bird frae the

bauken, Nicholson Idylls (1870) 24.

BAUKIE, sb. Sh.I. The black guillemot, Una grylk.
Line a sleepin' baukie on a rudderie skerrie, Stewart Tales

(1892) 4.

BAULKY, adj. Wil. See below.
A liquid which had a peculiar taste

; . . it was rather 'baulky,'
Devizes Gas. (May 28, 1896) 8, col. 3.

BAUM-POT, sb. Yks. In phr. in the baum-pot, in
trouble, ' in hot water.' See Balm, sb.

'By gow, lad! tha'll finnd thisen i' t baum-pot when tha gets
hoame !

' An' they may happen tell t'lad what he's been duin',
an' 'at his fatther's bahn to bencil him for't, Yks. Wkly. Post
(Jan. 2, 1897).

BAUR, see Bar.
BAVARIE, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form bavarra. A

great-coat.
Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Donal's sword which he did carry Beneath his

Hodden Gray Bavarra, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Dec. 27, 1902).
Rnf. We war wi' rain maist drown' d to death, Tho' we had on
bavaries, Picken Poems (1813) II. 124.

BAW, v. s.Lan.1 To void excrement ; only used of
and by children.

BAWBREK, sb. Sc. A kneading trough ; a baking
board.
We'll mak upon the bawbrek mony a girdle fu', Edwards Mod.

Sc. Poets, 3rd S. 397.

BAWCHIN, sb. Stf. (G.H.H.) i.q. Balchin.
BAWKEN, sb. Rsc. A lad from ten to seventeen

years of age. (S.A.B.)
BAWL, v. Som. (W.F.R.) Also written bal. 1. Of

sheep or cattle : to make a restless, uneasy cry when
suffering from want of food or water. 2. Of a cock : to
crow.
BAWM, v. Lan. To adorn. (S.W.)

^™M£?T?' s**'• w'Yks
- (S -P -U

' Calliard,' q.v.BAWTRY, S6. Lakel.s In amp. (1) Bawtry-Johnny,
elderberry wine

; (2) -stick, a piece of elderwood worn in
tne pocket as a charm against witches.
BAWTRY, sb. n.Lan. i.q. Bour-tree. BardsleySurnames (1901) s.v. Bawtree.
BAY, sb. 2 Cum. A weir; the still water above a

weir ; the slack water on the inside of the curve of a river

;

a lateral bight in a river bank ; the part of a stream which
widens out as it enters a lake.

(E.W.P.); The hounds took the water at the bay, . . swam
right down the whole length of the bay. . . Made down to the bay
foot, where it left the deep water, Carlisle Patriot (Sept. 26,

1902) 8, col. 8.

Hence Bayland, sb. land bordering a river bight.

Bordering on the Waver are meadows called Baylands ; the

stream here forming bights (E.W.P.).

BAY, sb.5 Sc. The sound caused by notes of birds.

GuidSc. Did. (ed. 1897).

BAZE, sb. Obs. Sc. A state of bewilderment. See
Baze, v.

2

Frf. His face . . . He gae a dight, and in a baze Jumpt quick intil

his Sunday's claes, Sands Poems (1833) 71.

BAZED, ppl. adj. Sc. Stung by insects. GuidSc. Did.
(ed. 1897).
BAZZ, v. and sb. n.Der. (S.B.) [baz.] 1. v. To bang,

move with violence. ' He bazzed up agen it.'

2. sb. A bang. ' He went with a bazz agen it.'

BE, v. Sh.I. Used for have.

Sh.I. ' Lat's sit nae langer,' I said, whin I wiz cuttid da fill o' my
pipe o' twist, Sh. News (Aug. 27, 1898).

BE, see By, prep.

BEACHMAN, sb. Nrf. A fisherman having a hut on
the beach, who fishes off the shore for codling, &c.

It was Mrs. P. She and her beachman were living in a cottage

at Blackshore, Emerson Yarns (1891) 67.

BEAD-LAMBS, sb. pi. ? Obs. Sc. Part of a silk-loom.

Brown Did. (1845).
BEAGLE, sb. Obs. Peb. A duck.
My beagles, hens, . . Of ducklings, and of chickens get Of each

a healthy brood, Lintoun Green (1817) 46.

BEAK, sb. and v. Sc. (A.W.) 1. sb. The nose ; the

face. 2. v. To kiss. 3. Of birds: to attack with the bill.

BEAKER, sb. Nrf. A tumbler. (J.Ar.)

BEAL, sb. Obs. Sc. An opening between hills ; a
narrow pass.
Mumbled over a number of hard Gaelic names, descriptive of the

difficult passes, precipices, corries and beals, through which . . .

the road lay, Scott Leg. Mont. (1818) viii.

BEAL, v. Sc. Cum. Also written beil. To suppu-
rate. Sc. (A.W.), Cai. 1 Hence Beeling, sb. a festering

sore ; the throbbing pain of a sore. Cum.4

BEAM, v. Suf. [bim.] To look sourly, angrily,
jealously. (E.G.P.)

BEAM-SHIN'D, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Having the
shin or bone of the leg rising with a sort of curve.

BEAN, sb.1 Sc. Cum. Shr. Sur. 1. In comp. (1)
Bean-eater, the short-tailed field-mouse. Sur. (T.S.C.)

;

(2) -pessum, bean straw. Shr.1
(s.v. Pessum.) 2. Phr.

(1) to be at or on the beans of, to scold, find fault with ; to
criticize severely ; (2) tofind no beans, obs., see below.

(1) Cum. 4 T'auld snarlin' thing, he's alius at t'bians o' ivrybody,
Penrith Obs. (Nov. 16, 1897). (2) Lnk. The greater part, both
of Ministers and Professors, give but the old price, and find no
beans in Prelacy, nor get a sufficient ground to state their suffer-
ings upon, on this side of black Popery, as long as they have
either soul or conscience to mortgadge in the case, Walker in
Biog. Presb. (ed. 1827) I. 277.

BEAN, si.2 Pern. (J.S.O.T.) i.q. Bean, sb.2

BEAN, sb.a Cum.4 Also in form beanny. A lean
horse.

BEAN, v. Cum.4 To make a charge against ; to abuse.
BEAN-GOOSE, sb. Obs. Cum.4 The brent goose,

Bermda brenta.

BEAR, sb. Sc. In comb. (1) Bear-barrel, (a) whisky
;

(b) a festival to celebrate the ' stooking ' of the ' bear
' ; (2)

•buntling, a bird, see below
; (3) -land, in phr. to go

through the bear-land with a person, to go through all the
particulars of a quarrel, &c. with him

; (4) -meal wife, a
woman who cannot pay what she owes ; (5) -reet, (a) land
which has borne a crop of ' bear ' in the previous year

; (b)
the first crop after ' bear

' ; (6) -reet crop, see (5, b)
; (7)

seed, the season of sowing ' bear,' or of preparing the
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land for it
; (8) -seed bird, the yellow wagtail, Moiacilla

Raii.
(I, a) Sc. The reapers were treated to the bear-barrel—not to

ale, but the finer juice of bear, the spirit of John Barleycorn,
Haliburton Pitir Auld Scot. (1887) 147. (b) Per. Only few can

now remember that before the grand concluding festival of the

autumn season came round, a kind of snack or foretaste of its

ampler form was the custom, now grown obsolete, on nearly

every farm. It marked the stooking, that is the gathering into

stooks, of the barley harvest ; and the celebration of that event

was known as 'The Bear Barrel,' ib. Furth in Field (1894) 7.

(2) Gall. Birds as large as thrushes, and somewhat like them in

plumage ; common amongst grain, particularly beer, when grow-
ing, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (3) Sc. (Jam.) (4) Ags. {ib.)

(5, a) Cai.1 (6) Bnff. Agric. Surv. App. 49 (Jam.). (6) ne.Sc.

The lea was ploughed and sown with oats. This crop was called

the 'ley crap.' The next crop was also of oats, and was named
the 'yaavel crap.' At times a second 'yaavel' was taken. The
land was then manured and sown with bere. The crop which
followed was the 'bar-reet crap,' and was of oats. Then came
the second ' bar-reet crap,' and last of all the ' waarshe crap,'

Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 179. (7) Sc. (Jam.) Cai.1 At 'e bear

seed. Frf. To muck the riggs in ilka field, In the barseed, e'er

they were tilled, Piper ofPeebles (1794) 5. (8) Lth., Rxb. (Jam.)

BEAR, v. Sc. Ken. Som. 1. In phr. bear the bell.

Ken. (G.B.) 2. With off : of rain : to hold off.

Som. The rain do bear off, but I do thinkwe shall ha' wet (W. F. R. ).

3. Obs. To go to.

Slk. He ken'd na what length it might bear, Hogg Poems (ed.

1865) 288.

BEARD, v. Gall. To rub with the beard.
Beardin the lasses—The art men have of rubbing their beards

on the cheeks of the girls ; those men who have the stoutest brush

are the best bearders, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

Hence Bearder, sb., see above.
BEARDIE, sb. Sc. (Jam.) The three-spined stickle-

back, Gasterosteus trachurus.

BEARDOC, sb. Gall. i.q. Beardie, sb} Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).

BEARE, see Bier.

JBEAR-STAKE, sb. w.Yks. A piece of wood used

to guide the driving-belt of a pulley. (J.W.)

BEAST-MARKET, sb. n.Yks. A cattle-market. (I.W.)

BEAT, sb.
1 and v. Sc. Som. 1. sb. A stroke

; a

blow ; a contusion. n.Sc. (Jam.) 2. v. In comb, with

prep, and adv. (1) Beat into, to cause to comprehend.

Sc. (A.W.) ; (2) — out, {a) to eat pasture very close.

Som. (W.F.R.); (b) to 'thrash out' an argument, &c.

Sc. (A.W.) 3. Phr. beat the badger, a game, ?the same
as ' bannet-fire.' Fif. (Jam.)

BEAT, sb.
2 Lakel. 1 i.q. Beat, sb}

BEATEN, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Bruised.

Slg. Some cripple sair, wi' beaten feet, Wyse Sngs. (1829) III.40.

BEATER, sb. War.3
, Wor. (H.K.) An oblong piece

of wood or leather fastened on the thigh to afford protec-

tion when the breast-plough is used with the blade

slightly sloping or in a horizontal position.

BEATTOCKS, sb. pi. Wgt. Mashed potatoes.
' What dae ee get tae yer breakfast ?

'
' Beattocks,' Fraser

Wigtown (1877) 366.

BEAUTIFUL, adj. Sc. (A.W.)

BEAVER, sb. e.Suf. Meaning unknown.
Deceased was a 'beaver' in the Beccles tannery, e.Suf. Gaz.

(Sept. 5, 1899) Suppl., col. 4.

BEBBINGFULL, adj. Gall. Of the tide : high. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824). i.q. Bib, v.

BECAM, ;!>«/. Sc. (A.W.)
BECK, sb.

1 Sc. Lakel. 1. A brook. Dmf. (A.W.)

2 In comp. (1) Beck-bessy, the water-ouzel, Ctnclus

aquaticus. Cum.4
; (2) -steps, stepping-stones over a

' beck.' Lakel.2, Cum.4 3. In phr. all the land between

the beck and thefells, a wide extent of land. Lakel.2

BECK, sb. 2 and v. Sc. Dur. Cum. 1. sb. The cry of

gI
Gall. '' Bick-beck-birrin',' Frae cock an' hen, Gallovidian (1901)

II. 145. Cum.4 . .

2. v. To call as one grouse to another ; to imitate the

VOL. VI.

w.Dur. 1

with down : to call grouse.

The seat or bench of a boat on

call of grouse
;

Cum.4

BECK, sb.3 I.Ma.
which the rowers sit.

Sittin wondrin on the beck, and the oars dropped from me,

Brown Doctor (1887) 19 ; Manx beck, a bench in a boat (S.M.).

BECK, sb* Glo. The name of a particular-sized roof-

ing-slate. Stone Trades Jrn. (Aug. 1900).

BECKALLAND sb. Lakel. n.Lan. A strip of land on
the further side of a stream belonging to the owner of

the hither side. (C.W.D.)
BECKHAMPTON-GREY-CROW, sb. Wil. The

hooded crow, Corvus comix. Thurn Birds (1870) 86.

BED, sb. and v. Sc. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Lin.

Nrf. Dor. Dev. 1. sb. In comp. (1) Bed-ale, ale given
by newly-married people at their house-warming

; (2)

-board, a board in front ofa box-bed
; (3) -bound, (4) -fast,

bedridden
; (5) -gown or Beggon, (a) a nightdress

;
(b) a

woman's short cotton jacket
; (6) -hilling, a coverlet

;

a rug; (7) -place, a bed; (8) -ring, a curtain-ring; (9)

-straw, in phr. to live on one's bedstraw, to be thin and
hungry-looking; (10) -stricken, see (4); (11) -twilt, a

quilt
;
(12) -twitch, a piece of wood used to tighten the

cords of a cord-bed.
(1) n.Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 35. (2) Frf. To this day

they crawl over their bed-board for the last time, Barrie Tommy
(1896) xxvii. (3) Rxb. Here was a bed-bound listener ready to

hand, and eager withal to hear, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 156.

(4) e.Dur.i, Dor. (E.C.M.) (5, a) Sc. (A.W.), s.Lan.1 (b) I.Ma.

In old times, when a young woman got an oil print beggon,

and a checkered apron on her, she was full-rigged (S.M.).

(6) s.Lan. 1 (7) Dur. He can find a bit bed-place where he likes,

Guthrie Kitty Fagan (1900) 58. (8) s.Lan.1
(9) e.Dur. 1

, ne.Lin.

(E.S.) (10) Nrf. She be bed-stricken, can't move, Longman's

Mag. (Oct. 1903) 518. (n) n.Yks. (I.W.) (12) Cum*
2. Phr. to get her bed, to be confined. s.Lan.1 3. The

foundation wood of a cart. Dor.1
(s.v. Waggon.) 4. The

forequarter of mutton without the shoulder. Dev. Reports

Provinc. (July 1902). 5. v. To lay a stone evenly; to lie

flat, close. Sc. (A.W.)
BEDDING, sb. Obs. Sc. (A.W.) An old custom of

putting the bride and bridegroom to bed.

BEDERAL, sb. Ant. (S.A.B.) A maimed or crippled

person, i.q. Bedrel.
BEDLAM, sb. w.Yks. (B.K.) 1. A pig's liver fried

with onions. 2. A social ' stir ' at which the chief item

of fare is a pig's liver fried with onions.

BEDOWN, adv. and prep. Obs. Edb. Down, down-
wards.
Bedown his throat had learn'd to hirsle, Fergusson Poems

(1773) 186, ed. 1785.

BEDSHANK, sb. Lth. (Jam.) Buttermilk.

BEDSTONE, sb. Dmf. The circular slate used in the

game of 'beds.' Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 344.

BEDUNDERED, ppl. adj. Sc. (Jam.) Stupefied, con-

founded. See Dunder, v. 2

BEE, sb. Sc. Lakel. Sus. Dor. Som. In comp. (1) Bee-

cote, a cover of straw or fern to put over a bee-hive
; (2)

eater, {a) the great titmouse, Parus major ;
(b) the spotted

fly-catcher, Musicapa grisola; (3) -flower, (a) the bee-

orchis, Ophrys apifera
;

(b) the Bokkara clover, Melilotus

alba
; (4) -hackle, see (1) ; (5) -stack, a hive

; (6) -stone,

a stone on which the hive is set
; (7) -'s-wisp, a wild bees'

nest on the surface of the ground.

(1) Lakel. 2 (2 a, b) Cum.4 (3, a) Dor. (E.C.M.) (6) Cum.* (4) Som.

(W.F.R.) (5) w.Sus. Gordon Vill. and Doctor (1897) 253. (6)

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (7) Cai.1

BEE-BAW-BABBETY, sb. Per. A game.
If they werena formin' a ring an' coaxin' him tae play ' Bee-

baw-babbety,' the young hizzies, Aitken Enochdhu (1901) 28.

JBEEDS, sb. Bdf. (B.K.) A wooden collar put on
a horse to keep it from biting itself.

BEEFER, sb. Sc. (A.W.)
BEEF-STEAK-PLANT, sb. w.Yks. (S.K.C.) The

begonia.

BEEFY, see Biffy.
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BEEK [26] BELLIE-MANTIE

BEEK, v.
1 Sh.I. To bathe ; to foment.

A'm beekit da cut wi' lue watter, Sh. News (Aug. 28, 1897).

BEEK, v.
2 s.Ayr. [blk.] To add fuel to fire. (M.J.F.)

BEEK, v.
3 Irel. To crown with the last layer ; a fig.

use of beak, sb. 1

n.Ir. Wan thing wis wantin', till beek the ambition that glow'd
in their hearts, Lays and Leg. (1884) 80.

BEEL, v. and sb. Cai.1
1. v. Of cattle : to collect

them to a spot suitable for passing the night in the open
air. Cf. bail, v. 2. sb. A place at which cattle are
collected to spend the night in the open.
BEELD, sb. Obs. Fif. Also written beild. An image.

Germ. ' Bild.'

Pu'pits and beelds are hackit sma', Tennant Papistry (1827)
184 ;

' That cowl'd and girdlet fither [company] . . . Ran throu'

the Hey-kirk hither thither, Huggin' their beilds and banes, ib. 188.

BEER, sb. 1 3 (1). Sc. (A.W.)
BEERACH, sb. Cai. 1 [brrax.] A string which ties a

cow's tail to her leg during milking-time.
BEESE, adj. sw.Lan. (H.M.) Warm, comfortable.
BEEST, pret. Cai. 1 Had to, was compelled to.

JBEEST, sb. w.Yks. 1 In phr. to give beest ofa business,

&c, to relinquish it. [Not known to our correspondents.]
BEESWEET, s6. Sur. [brswlt.] A donkey. Son of

Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 24.
BEET, v. and sb. Sc. 1. v. With up : to mend by

addition so as to prevent waste or diminution. Cai. 1

The same word as boot, sb.2 2. sb. pi. Needful things.
Sc. Sell hawkie, minnie, And buy the beets to me, Chambers

Sngs. (1829) II. 588.

BEETLE, sb. Obs. Gall. In phr. to ride the beetle, to
go afoot. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 409, ed. 1876.
BEETLE-BEE, sb. Slk. A humming beetle.
List when the beetle-bee's bugle comes near ye, Hogg Poems

(ed. 1865) 413.

JBEETON, sb. Sc. See below.
Hushie-ba, burdie beeton ! Your mammie's gane to Seaton,

Chambers Rhymes (ed. 1870) 13.

BEFFER, see Beaver, sb.1

BEG, v. Yks. 1. With off: to cry off.

n.Yks. Ah begg'd off about t'rent (I.W.).

2. With on : to regain a lost situation, &c. by begging.
Yks. (J.W.)

> J 8S s

BEGGAR, v. Sh.I. Yks. Not. Lin. Used as a mild
imprecation.

Sh.I. A'm begger'd an dat's no da maist sensible argiment 'at
A'm heard aboot da kye an' da hill yet, Sh. News (Feb. 19, 1898).
n.Yks. (I.W.) s.Not. Beggar the thing

! (J.P.K.) s.Lin.fT.H.R.)
BEGGARATION, sb. Cum. That which causes

beggary.
Sec prices ur fair beggaration ; I'll niver tak sebben (shillings),

Richardson VAuld Farmer (187 1) ;
(E.WP)

BEGGARLY-SCOT, sb. Obs. Cum. The game of
' Scotch and English,' q.v.
The game called Beggarly Scot exhibits a striking view of the

free-booting practices of the former border inhabitants, Jollie
Sketch (1811) 44.

BEGGAR-WEED, sb. (1). Bdf. Batchelor Agric.
(1813) 325.
BEGIN, v. Sc. War. 1. With of: to attack, assail

;

to be the aggressor. War.3
2. Phr. begin us, say

grace for us ; a request to the minister. Sc. (A.W.)
BEGRUDGE, v. and sb. Sh.I. Cor. 1. v. To 'ill-wish.'
Cor. That peg was begruged thee, thas the way a wudn'

thrive, Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1865) 319, ed. 1896.
2. sb. Suspicion.
Sh.I. Sell doo, Bawby, if ye hae ony begrudge 0' her, Sh. News

(June 2, 1900).

BEGYANE, ppl. adj. Lakel.2 Taken aback. See
Begone.
BEHAUD, v. Frf. To recognize. A dial, form and

use of 'behold.'
Ou ay

!
I behad ye noo ; wisna yer mither henwife at Dun ?

Inglis Oor Ain Folk (1895) 227.
BEHINT, adv. and prep. Sc.Yks. 1. adv. and prep. Be-

hind. Sc. (A.W.) 2. adv. Of a watch or clock : slow.
n.Yks. (I.W.)

BEHOPES, sb. pi. Nrf. (S.P.H.) Expectations,
'hopes.'

BEIGH, v. Ayr. To cough. Cf. baichie, v.

Kittled every throat and made me beigh, as I had the keenk-

host, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 88.

BEIK, sb. n.Sc. (Jam.) Trifles, i.q. Bike, sb. 1

BEIL, BEILD, see Beal, v., Beeld.
BEIN, adj. and v. Sc. (Jam.) Also written bene.

1. adj. Eager, i.q. Bien.
Lth. Peoplearesaid tobebein uponanythingtheyareveryfondof.

2. Water-tight. Lnk. A bein cask.

3. v. To render comfortable.
Rxb. A house is said to be bein'd when thoroughly dried.

BEING, see Bing, sb.
2

BEING AS HOW, phr. Sc. (A.W.) Seeing that.

JBEINSH, v. and sb. Cum. To run headlong ; also as
sb. a violent push, a sudden motion. Linton Lake Cy.

(1864) 297.

JBEIST, 5*. Glo. (H.S.H.) A rabbit-hole.

BELADY, BELAKIN(S, see Byrlady, Byrlakin(s.
BELAY, v. Obs. Frf. To overcome.
Push boldly and win the dear maid, Perhaps in the end she'll

agree, The lass that's o'er easy be-laid, Shou'd ne'r be the part-

ner for me, Morison Poems (1790) 122.

BELB, see Belve.
BELBEVAR, v. Abd. ? To puzzle.
I kend a chiel had twa sweethearts, And whilk to tak he fairly

was belbevar't, Robb Sngs. (1852) 165.

BELDER-KITE, sb. Lakel. Used of a person who
has eaten or drunk too much. Penrith Obs. (Nov. 30,
1897).

BELDRUM, sb. Pern. (J.S.O.T.) Also in form bil-

drum. The water hemlock, Oenanthe crocata.

BELEDDY, see Byrlady.
BELIPILTOCK, sb. Sh.I. Also in form bellya-. A

half-grown piltock. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 22 '

BELK, v.
2 Lakel. With into : to go about a piece of

work with great energy. Penrith Obs. (Nov. 23, 1897).
BELKER, sb. Lakel. 2 Anything large of its kind.

See Belk, v.
2

BELKING-FULL, phr. Lakel. Full to repletion.
Penrith Obs. (Nov. 23, 1897). Cum.4

BELKY, see Bellicon.
BELL, sb.1 and v. Sc. Lan. 1. sb. The town-crier

;

also in comp. Bell-man. Abd. (G.W.) 2. Phr. to let

the bells down, to drink cautiously after a heavy orgie.
s.Lan.1 3. v. To swell out.

Slk. Bell'd her cheek wi' the briny faem, Hogg Poems (ed
1865) 128.

BELL, sb.2 Sc. (Jam.) A white mark on a horse's face.
BELL, see Belve.
JBELLANDINE, sb. Slk. A broil, squabble.
There are the chaps alraidy watching to hae a bellandine wi'

thee, Hogg Winter Ev. Tales (1820) I. 267 (Jam.)
BELLA-RING-TAIL, sb. Nhb. 1

(s.v. Nanny-ring-tail.)
The redstart, Ruticilla phoenicurus.
BELLAS'D, ppl. adj. Lakel. 2 Exhausted, out ofbreath,

i.q. Bellows, v.

JBELLAVEN, sb. m.Yks.1 In phr. to give bellaven, to
treat with violence ; to beat.
Thou gives that door bellaven, going in and out. Give him bella-

ven—he deserves it.

JBELLERSOUND, adj. n.Lan. As sound as a bell.
Naa, et's reet et's bellersound a sewer.' Heard used by one

person only (W.H.H.). J

BELLES-TOPPER, sb. I.Ma. A black top-hat.
In the last generation some of the Manx women wore men's

(S M )

myS m° rwaS marriedl11 one of these Belles toppers

JBELLHAUR, sb. Obs. n.Ir. A beadle (IS)BELLIBUCHT, sb. Gall. See below
U °

Curious hollows in the sides of some hills, not running in the
longitude way as hollows mostly do, but the contrary, Mactaggart
r*ncycl. (1824) 61.

BELLIE-MANTIE, sb. Cld. (Jam.) The game of blind-
ni3.n s-Duii,



BELLIMENT [27] BENSTEAD

BELLIMENT, sb. Cum.* See below.
'An impertinent brazen belliment,' is an expression commonly

applied to children, when found out in any mischief.

BELLOND, ppl. adj. w.Dur. 1
i.q. Bellaned, 1.

JBELLONIE, sb. Ayr. (Jam.) A noisy, brawling
woman.
BELLOT, v. Som. (W.F.R.) [be'lat.] To bellow,

bluster ; to cause a disturbance. Cf. bellock.
BELLOWS, v. Midi. To strike. Cf. bellis(e.

He had the whip-stock oop to bellows me over the head wi't,

Bartram People of Clapton (1897) 188.

BELLOWS-BREAM, sb. Sur. A species of bream
;

see below.
Those who are familiar with the substantial household imple-

ments called bellows, may form some idea of the size and appear-

ance of a good-sized bream, one of the two varieties having
received the local appellation of ' bellows' bream, Son of Marshes
On Sur. Hills (1891) 250.

BELL-POT, sb. Ess. The coot, Gallinula chloropus.

Longman's Mag. (May 1898) 68.

JBELLRAIVE, v. Rxb. (Jam.) To rove about ; to be
unsteady ; to act hastily and without consideration.

BELLSTER, sb. Sur. (T.S.C.) [belsts(r).] A bell-

ringer.

BELLUMS, sb. Abd. [belsmz.] A boys' game.
When wearied wi' ramblin', we finished the splore, Wi' a game

at the ' Bellums,' or ' Buffet the Boar,' Anderson Rhymes (ed.

1867) 79.

BELLY, sb. and v. Sc. Lakel. Lan. Lin. War. Cor.

1. sb. In comp. (1) Belly-band, the string fastened to the

standard of a kite
; (2) -baster, a blow given by falling

flat on the water when diving ; (3) -blind, stone blind

;

(4) -dreawt or -droight, a draught of ale ; thirst
; (5)

-god, a glutton
; (6) -muck, rubbish

; (7) -wash, poor, thin

liquid food.

(1, 2) War. (W.H.C.) (3) Sc. An auld belly-blind man was
sittin' there, Kinloch Ballads (1827) 24. (4) s.Lan. 1

(5) Sc.

(A.W.), Lakel. 2 (6) Cor. Give en somethin' better to lay hold

'pon than his poor bally-muck 0' religion, Phillpotts Prophets

(1897) 277. (7) s.Lin. (T.H.R.)

2. v. WithoM^: to project.
Lakel. That hoose wo bellys oot a lot mair ner I like, Penrith

Obs. (Nov. 9, 1897).

JBELLY-RIVE, sb. Sc. A great feast; a social gather-

ing. n.Sc. (W.G.), Cai.1

BELLYWIND, sb. Hmp. The traveller's joy, Clematis

Vitalba. (H.R.)
BELONG, z>. Dur. Lan. 1. To own, possess. s.Lan.1

2. To reside at ; to hail from. e.Dur.1 3. To happen,

occur.
s.Lan. 1 ' He knows what things belungs. ' Said of a well-informed

man.
BELOW, v. Per. Fif. (Jam.) In phr. to below oneself,

to demean oneself.

BELSHACH, sb. Sc. (Jam.) A contemptuous term
for a child.

BELSHIE, adj. Cld. (Jam.) Fat and small.

JBELSTRACHT, adv. w.Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) Prostrate,

headlong. [Not known to our correspondents.]

BELT, v.
1 Sc. (Jam.) To come forward with a sudden

spring.
BELT, v? s.Lan.1 [belt.] To cry out, make a loud

noise.

BELTAN, sb. Sc. Meaning unknown.
Dmb. Through the snow-choked air, like husky horn, A voice

but now was o'er the beltan borne, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 47.

JBELTON, ? sb. or adj. w.Yks. Said of a cow ' hoven

'

or swollen in the body. (C.W.H.) [Not known to our

other correspondents.]
BELTUTE, sb. Cum.4 Also in form baltute. The

coot, Gallinula chloropus.

BELVE, v. Wm. Also in forms belb, bell. Ofchar or

perch : to circulate near the surface of the water.

Some char have been seen belving in the Lake (C.W.D.);

At the upper end of the lake very few char have been seen

at the top during the summer months, while they were ' belbing

'

in hundreds at the low end, Wm. Gazette (Oct. 4, 1902) 6, col. 1.

JBELVET, sb. w.Yks.5
? An article of woman's dress.

? Misprint for velvet.
Shoo flung on by muh i' her faaded belvet as if shood niwer bin

raaned on, 22.

BEMEAN, v.
1 Chs. Cor. Chs. (F.R.C.) Cor. Hunt

Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1865) 57, ed. 1896.

BEMENT, v. Sc. To render demented.
Bnff. Nae furrin gaen chiel shud hae sae bementit th' young

lasses o' my time, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (May 17, 1902).

BEMMLE, sb. Obs. Gall. An ill-made man ; a bad
walker. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
BEN, see Benjy.
BEN-A-HOOSE-'OMAN, sb. Abd. A parlourmaid.
Aw wis hearin' ye're aye gyaun owerbye t

1

Easty's efter the

ben-a-hoose 'oman, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Aug. 29, 1903).

BEN-BODKIN, sb. Obsol. e.Suf. (F.H.) A name for

the first finger.

BENCHER, sb. s.Wor. An idler at a public-house.
Thee be'st a riglar bencher, thee'st weared thy breeches out

a sittin' o' the public-'ouse bench (H.K.).

BEND, sb.e Per. (G.W.) Also in form bender. A
silly, foppish fellow ; a ' booser.'

BEND, v. Yks. Ess. 1. In phr. to bend the face, to

wrinkle the face preparatory to crying.
Ess. You mawn't bend your face at the lady. He bent his little

face and hollered (J.G.B.).

2. With under: to carry.
n.Yks. He carried as monny sticks yam as he could bend under

(I.W.).

BENDER, sb. Nrf. The stick used in playing ' kitty-

pussy.' Emerson Son ofFens (1892) 280.

BENDY-LEATHER, sb. Lakel.2 See Bend, sb}

BENEATH, v. Lakel. Penrith Obs. (Nov. 16, 1897).

Cum.4

BENEFIT, sb. War.3 In phr. out ofbenefit, see below.
A contributor may be out of benefit for other reasons than arrear

of subscription—ex. gr. he may, in a long sickness, have received

full-pay, half-pay, and quarter-pay successively for the periods

prescribed in the rules, and then he might be either permanently,

or for a fixed period, out of benefit for the 'same sickness.'

BENEFIT-MAN, sb. Gall. A farm-labourer who
receives part of his wages in kind. (A.W.)

BENGIE, v. and sb. Sc. See below.
Sc. The confidently careless young man, taken unawares, would

have found himself snatched up by sinewy hands, and violently

bengied [in the harvest field] before his mistress' eyes, Good Wds.

(1879) 348. Fif. A field that is cutting is sacred to the shearers,

and whoso trespasses must pay the penalty of 'bengie'— that is,

he . . . may be seized heel and crop, and bumped upon the stubble

until he ... is tender, unless there is a compounding for money,

Meldrum Grey Mantle (1896) 103.

BENLIN, sb. Cai.1 A long, light stone, slung in the

loops of the ' simmons ' on a thatched or ' divot ' roof.

BENLINS, adv. Sc. Towards the interior of a house,

&c. See Ben, sb.
1

Lnk. Jee't the door, and benlins peepin' Speer't was I there,

Struthers Poet. Tales (1838) 81.

BENNER-GOWAN, sb. Dmf. The garden feverfew,

Pyrethrum. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 344.

BENNY, sb. Som. (W.F.R.) [be-ni.] A stickleback;

a minnow.
BENNY-ANN, sb. s.Lan. 1 Also in form banny-ann.

A makeshift or odd and end meal ; used attrib. See
Banian-day.
BENONST, adv. n.Ir. Unawares ;' beknownst.'

Thought they could swape us benonst down below, Lays and

Leg. (1884) 55.

BENSIE, v. Abd. (Jam.) To strike impetuously.

See Bense, sb.
1

BENSON-SHAKES, sb. pi. Oxf. The ague.

The unhealthiness of Benson is, or was, I am told, expressed by

a common saying, 'the Benson shakes,' i.e. ague, Pearman
Hist. Bensington, 127.

BENSTEAD, sb. e.Suf. A road or causeway.
A passenger . . . was walking along the 'benstead'—the road

leading from the railway station past the mills to Mettingham,

e.Suf. Gazette (Sept. 5, 1899) Suppl., col. 1.
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BENT [28] BETTLE

BENT, sb.1 Cum.4 High pasture; moor; a sandy
hillock covered with ' bent.'

BENT, sb.2 s.Lan.1 Meaning, application.
Aw couldno' catch th' bent ov his talk.

BENTING-TIME, sb. Glo. i.q. Bent, sb. I. 3 (2).
Horae Subsecivae (1777) 37.
BENT-MOSS, sb. Wbs. Sc. A soil composed of

firm moss covered thickly with ' bent.' Ayr. (Jam.) Lnk.
Patrick Plants (1831) Introd. 20.
BENTY-NECK, sb. Slk. See below.
Let the benty-necks crack now, Hogg Tales (1838) 156, ed. 1866.
BENWOOD, sb. Ayr. The ragwort, Seneciojacobaea.

CrALT Gilhaize (1823) xvii. i.q. Benweed.
BERG, sb. Sh.I. Rocky soil ; a lump of anything.
The word ' berg

' is still used occasionally in conversation, not
in its proper sense, but in expressions like these :

' Here is naethin
but a shauld berg,' applied to a corn-rig, where the soil is very
shallow and hard rock beneath

; 'he has a berg on de nose,' he
has a big lump on the nose, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 90.
BERNJOGGEL, sb Obsol. Sh.I. A wooden fishing-

hook
;
a wooden pin. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 19. See

Varnaggel.

BERN-WINDLIN, sb. Slk. (Jam.) A kiss given in
the corner of a barn.
BERRY, sb} Sc. Lakel. Lan. Sur. Hmp. 1. The

gooseberry. Sc. (A.W.) 2. Comp. (1) Berry-bread,
• (2) -cake, a cake enclosing layers of gooseberries

; (3)
-shag, a slice of bread on which currant or gooseberry
jam has been spread

; (4) -tree, a gooseberry bush.
(1,2) Lakel. 2

(3) Lakel. Penrith Obs. (Nov. 9, 1897). (4) s.Lan.
Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 11.

3. The grain of corn.
Abd. Alexander Notes and Sketches (1887) xviii. Sur. (T. S.C.)

Hmp. (H.R.)
""

BERRY-FAIR, sb. Cum.* A fair held at Papcastle
during the Sunday afternoons of July.
BERRY-HEATHER, sb. Sc. The crowberry, Empet-

rum nigrum.
Sh.I. Dey [fish brushes] wir a' made oot o' berrie hedder, Sh.

News (Nov. 19, 1898). Cal.i

BESCHUTER, v. n.Ir. To besmear.
Himself

. . . beschuter'd us ears over head all with boilin' hot tar,
Lays and Leg. (1884) 56.

BESETMENT, sb. Sc. (A.W.)
BESLE, v and sb. Obs. Ags. (Jam.) Also written

bezle and in form basle. 1. v. To talk ignorantly or at
random. 2. sb. Idle talking.
BESLITTEN, ppl. adj. War.3

BESLOBBER, v. Sc. (A.W.)
BESMYACHER,*;. Cai. 1 [b3smja-x3r.] To besmear,

bee Symaager.
BESNANG.W. Obs. Gall. To crush, beat in, batter.
nil he gat its head besnanged wi' a stane, Black bawdrons

wadna let gae, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 176, ed. 1876
BESOM, sb.1 and int. Lakel. Lan. 1. sb. In comp

Besom-head, a rough, careless girl ; a silly fellow. Lakel!2
,Lum. 2. Phr. to hang out the besom. s.Lan. 1

3. int. See below.
ib. Said by a person who has been speaking or arguing for some

time, as a last word, indicating that he is determined to sav no more
BESOM, sb? s.Not. (J.P.K.)
BESPOKE,^/, adj. Irel. Dor. Betrothed.
Uls. After the young people are engaged or 'bespoke' there

may be unfortunately a fall out, Northern Whig (May 8 1901)
Dor. You're promised and bespoke, and it bain't becomin' for 'ee
to go a-rovm' and a-roamin' wi' any maid, Francis Manor Farm
(1903) 60.

BESPRINT, v. n.Ir. To besprinkle.
Big tears besprinted the snowy white linen they bought for the

dead, Lays and Leg. (1884) 53.
BESSY, sb. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Lan. 1. In comp. (1)

Bessy-bab, {a) a doll; (b) a slovenly but gaily-attiredwoman
;

(c) a man mumming in woman's clothes ; thedown of the 'Plough-stots'; (2) -clock, dandelion seed;
(3) -clocker, the dor-beetle, Geotrupes stercorarius ; (a)
•ducker, the water-ouzel, Cinclus aquaticus.

(1 a, b) s.Lan. 1 (c) n.Yks. 2 (s.v. Madgipeg). s.Lan. 1 The man

in woman's clothes who went round with the Easter mummers.
(2) Lakel. 2 Blown off to find out the time, so many puffs for each
hour. (3) Cum. 4 Bessy Clocker appears at times to be applied

to one of the other geotrupes species. (4) n.Yks.4

2. A light-headed girl. Sc. (A.W.)
BEST, adj., adv. and sb. Sc. I.Ma. Also in form bes

I.Ma. 1. adj. In comb. (1) Best-like, best-looking
; (2)

•— girl, a sweetheart.
(1) Sc. Dod, that's the best-like wife I've seen him wi' this

gude while, Jokes, 1st S. (1889) 17. (2) Sc. (A.W.)
2. Used for comparative better. Sc. (A.W.) 3. adv.

In phr. to best, over and above ; to one's advantage. Sh.I.

(Jam.) 4. sb. In phr. best of one's way or road, the
nearest or best way. Sc. (A.W.) 5. Used absolutely
for the ' best part of.'

I.Ma. Wouldn speak to the father or Jack the bes of a week,
Brown Manx Witch (1889) 56.

BESTID, ppl. adj. s.Lan.1 i.q. Bestead.
BESTRADDLE, v. s.Wor. See below.
A side of five or six labourers, each one ' bestraddling ' about

four rows of corn, plied their work [of pulling thistles with the
aid of a ' fistle-puller

'] (H.K.).

BET, BETHERAL, see Bat, sb.
2

, Bedral.
BETHINK, v. Lakel. Dev. 1. To remember. Lakel.2

,

Cum.4
2. To wish ill to ; to have a grudge against.

Dev. Her son and had not been friends for a long time. Her
son had said that always bethought him, Reports Provinc.
(1897).

BETHOUT, prep. Fif. (Jam.)
BETID, pret. Sc. n.Cy. Der. Also written betyd

nw.Der. 1
; and in form beted Sc. n.Cy.

Edb. Fergusson Poems (1773) 106, ed. 1785. n.Cy. Border Gl.
(Coll. L.L.B.) nw.Der.i

BETIMES, adv. 1 Sc. 1. Early. (A.W.) 2. By and
by

; in a little time. (Jam.)
BETIMES, adv.2 Dur. Lakel. e.Dur.1 Lakel Penrith

Obs. (Nov. 9, 1897).
BETSY, sb. Nrf. A gun.
I shall put your old Betsy under my oily frock, Emerson Son

of Fens (1892) 140.

BETSY BUNGAY, sb. Ken. A children's game;
see below.

' Hi, Betsy Bungay, all day on Sunday. You're the lock and
I'm the key, All day on Monday.' Two children cross their hands
in the fashion known as a 'sedan chair.' A third child sits on
their hands. The two sing the first line. One of them sings,
'You're the lock,' the other sings, 'And I'm the key,' and as
they sang the words they unclasped their hands and dropped
their companion on the floor, Gomme Games (1894) I. 28.
BETTER, adj., adv. and sb. Sc. Lakel. Lin. 1. adj

In comb. (1) Better-like, better-looking. Sc. (A.W.)
; (2)— side, more than. ib.

; (3) — sort, the upper classes.' ib.
2. Best.
Sh.I. If shu sood lie stark deid i' your haands, wi wid a' ken

ye wir baith dliin' fur da better, Sh. News (July 3, 1897). Lakel 2
Cum.4 ' '

3. Redup. compar. Betterer.
s.Lin. Mine's betterer nor yours a long way (T.H R

)

,\\xrx-
Rec

°Y
ere

,

d from illness; well in health. Sc.(AW.) 5. Phr. (1) lam better to, I had better, ib. (2)
better worth worth more. ib. 6. sb. pi. In phr. ten] &c.
betters, ten times. Abd. (Jam.)

'

BETTERLINS, adj. Obs. Slk. Better.
Is tou ony betterlins? Hogg Tales

I.Ma

How's tou now, callan

(1838) 325, ed. 1866.

BETTERMOST, adj
ed. 1889.

BETTERMY-BEST, sb
(C.A.F.)

BETTERN, v. Lan. Nrf. Dev.
better

;
to improve one's condition

fi*S' I

P°^r {

°K f
WT i0T

t -

t,bettern thdrsels
>
Lake Longleat

(1870) I xx Nrf Sorry times ha' dawned on us, for all that
'ere, and ain't likely tu bettern, Patterson Man and Nat. i8ot
77- Dev. Bowring Lang. (1866) I v q6

^ 10Vb)

BETTLE,^. Obs. Abd. AsVoke, blow,

(ed ^05) "
"

" a bald beUle
'
SKINNER Christmas Ba'ing

Brown Yarns (1881) 79,

n.Yks. A best suit of clothes.

To amend
; to become
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BETTY, sb. Cum. Lan. Suf. Ken. 1. A man who
interferes too much in domestic matters ; a weak-minded,
irresolute person.
sw.Cum. (E.W.P.), s.Lan. 1 Suf. Har husbin is a wonnerful

betty (H.J.R.).

2. A small clothes'-horse. Ken.12 (s.v. Tamsin.)
BETTY-BODKIN, sb. e.Suf. (F.H.) A name for the

middle finger.

BETWEEN, prep. Sc. Yks. Lan. Cor. In phr. (1)
between and, expressing temporal or local relation with
omission of first sb. Sc. (A.W.), s.Lan.1

; (2) — the {two)
lights, twilight. Sc. (A.W.), Cor.3

; (3) — two minds,
undecided. Sc. (A.W.)

; (4) — two towns, while going
from one place to another. n.Yks. (I.W.)

; (5) —you, me,
and the bed-post, between ourselves. Sc. (A.W.)
BETWIXT, prep. Sc. (A.W.) 1. Between. 2. Phr.

.
betwixt and between, neither the one thing nor the other

;

intermediate.
BEUCHEL, v. and sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) 1. v. To

walk feebly or with short steps ; to shamble. 2. sb. A
small, feeble, crooked creature.
BEUK'T, ppl. adj. Cum.4 Of a sheep or cow : having

an intermixture of black and white hairs. Cf. brook, v?
BEULD, adj. Obs. Ags. (Jam.) Bow-legged.
BEUNMEST, adv. Cum* Also in form boonmest.

Uppermost. See Aboon.
BEUST, sb. Cum.4 The ramp or curved piece of

wood into which the upright planks forming stall divisions
are morticed. See Boose, sb.

1
, Boost, sb.

BEVEL, sb.2 Sc. Lakel. Edb. Pennecuik Poems, 92 ;

(Jam.) Lakel. Penrith Obs. (Nov. 16, 1897).
BEVERAGE, sb. and v. Sc. Also written beveridge.

1. sb. In phr. to get, or take the beverage, see below.
Gall. The bridegroom takes the beverage of his bride by kissing

her the instant the marriage ceremony is over ; but if any other
person be so nimble as to have a kiss before him, that person gets
the beverage, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

2. v. To ' handsel.'
Ayr. We'll beveridge the bower I've buskit for my Jeany. Kiss-

ing 'neath the tree, Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 332.

BEVIL, v. Cai. To manage ; to arrange.
Wi' ye, Saiterday nicht shud maist be lik' Sunday morn, if ye

bevil it richt, M cLennan Peas. Life (1871) II. 17.

BEWEAZED, ppl. adj. Som. (W.F.R.) Also in form
bewheezed. Of land : saturated with water, i.q. Weeze.
JBEWIDDIED, ppl. adj. Bewildered.
Sc. His een bewiddied he could see Hobgoblins strange and

wild, Ballads and'Poems (1885) 212. Slk. The callant's bewiddied,

an' waur than bewiddied, Hogg Perils ofMan (1822) I. 57 (Jam.).

BEY, sb. Lnk. See Bay, sb.1 4.

She's to big a twa bey to her ain gavel to be a dwelling house
to me an' my wife, Graham Writings (1883) II. 12.

BEYOND, prep, and adv. Sc. Pern. Also in form be-

yant Pem. 1. prep. Over and above ; in excess of. Sc.

(A.W.) 2. adv. Used absolutely for ' beyond all things '

;

unexpected.
Pem. By all accounts, it was something beyant (J.S.O.T.).

BEYZLESS, adj. Cld. (Jam.) Extreme ;' used also

advb. [Not known to our correspondents.]
Beyzless ill. She is a beyzless clink.

BEZIBD, ppl. adj. Cor. Allotted.

'Tis not bezibd, Hunt Pop. Rom. W.Eng. (1865) 436, ed. 1896.

BEZLE, see Besle.
BEZOAR, sb. Obs. Rnf. See below.
Blistering plasters and a vomit were given, and the bezoar, but in

vain. Bezoar, the name of certain concretions found in the stomachs

of animals, to which many fanciful virtues were formerly ascribed,

Wodrow Correspondence (1709-31) I. 278, ed. 1843.

BEZWELL, adv. Or. I. (Jam.) However. See Be,

VIII. 6 (1).

BEZZLE, v. 1. s.Lan.1

BEZZLE, v.
z Lan. (S.W.) To beat.

BEZZLED, ppl. adj. Lakel.2 Showing the effects of

drink. See Bezzle, v.
1

' His nooas was bez'led.'

BEZZLING, ppl. adj. Wm. Very large :
' thumping.'

See Bezzler.
Girt bezzlen steans cum whemellen doon t'chimla (J.M.).

BIAS, v. Hmp. [bai -

as.] To control.
I can't bias it (H.R.).

BIASSTER, sb. Cum.4 Something marvellous, extra-

ordinary. See Byous.
T'lal cuckcoo-hen's warped a Biasster this mworn.
BIAT, see Biot.
BIBBITY-BOB, adv. n.Wil. (G.E.D.) In phr. to go

bibbity-bob, to jump up and down, as a child danced on the
knee.
BIBBLE, sb. Bch. Nonsense, i.q. Bibbles.
How foul's the bibble he spits out Fan he ca's me a fugee

!

Forbes Ulysses (1785) 29.

BIBBLE, see Bubble.
BIBBLES, sb. pi. ne.Sc. Mucus from the nose.

Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) Gl. Hence Bibblie-gauger, sb.

the nose. ib. 16.

BIBLE, sb. s.Sc. A book of any kind.
The Counsellor took down some large folios. Thought Dryhope,

' is there sae meikle doot o' my case, as to require the touchstone
o' thae ponderous law bibles? ' Wilson Tales (1836) II. 150.

BIBLE-BACK, si. s.Lan.1

BIBLE-TRIPE, sb. Wm.1 The second stomach of a
cow.
BICK, sb. Sc. I. A bitch. Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1 2. A

sluttish woman. Frf. Inglis Ain Folk (1895) 10.

BICK, v. Sc. To cry as grouse
;
gen. in phr. bick and

birr.

Rxb. (Jam.) Gall. The cry o' grouse when they're a-stirrin'

—

'Quee-beck, quee-beck,' or ' Bick-beck-birrin',' Fraecock an' hen,

Gallovidian (1901) II. 145.

BICKER, v. and sb. Sc. Cum. [bi'kar.] 1. v. Of
children : to chatter fast and excitedly. Cum. (E.W.P.)
2. To indulge in rough or indelicate horse-play. Dmf.
(Jam.), Cum. (E.W.P.) 3. sb. A quarrel. Cum. 4

BICKER-RAID, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) An unseemly
harvest frolic, in which a young man threw down a girl

and the rest of the company covered them with their

empty drinking vessels.

BICK-IRON, see Beak-iron.
BID, v. w.Yks. To toe a mark at jumping.
Mind you bid fair (M.H.P.).

BID, see Bide.
BIDDENABLE, adj. Rnf. i.q. Biddable.
My bairns are gude, honest, biddenable lads, Gilmour Pen

Folk (ed. 1873) 23.

BDDDHAG, sb. I.Ma. Cream ready for churning.
Hadn a notion, not him, the sowl ! Aw, as innocent as a biddhag

bowl, Brown Yarns (1881) 224, ed. 1889.

BIDDIE, sb. Sh.I [brdi.] A thick oat-cake. See
Biddack.
The skipper opens the buggie (a bag made of sheepskin) and

takes out three biddies (very thick oatcakes), each of which he

cuts in half with his skOne, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 132.

BIDDING, vbl. sb. Lakel. Wal. In comp. (1) Bidding-
cake, a cake eaten at a ' bidding ' wedding

; (2) -round,

the circuit whose inhabitants had the right of invitation to

a neighbour's funeral.

(1) s.Wal. Every guest of the opposite [male] sex was expected

to taste the ale which had been brewed for the occasion, and to

eat one of the diamond-shaped ' bidding-cakes,' Raine Torn Sails

(1898) 68. (2) Lakel. 2

BIDDIX, see Beat-ax.
BIDE, v. Sc. Sur. 1. To require ; to be the better

of. Sc. (A.W.) 2. With by : of time : to pass by.

Sur. I can speak of him now without smartin', the time has

bided by for that, Son of Marshes Forest Tithes (1893) 172.

BIDER, sb. Lakel.2
, n.Yks. (I.W.) A patient person.

BIDOOT, prep. n.Yks.4 [bidu-t.] Without. See
Bethout.
BIEL, see Bield.

BIELD, sb. Cum. Dev. 1. A sheepfold. Dev. Stim-

son King Noanett (1897) 3. 2. A ridge sheltering a

glen. Cum. (E.W.P.)
BIER, v. and sb. Sc. Cum. Wm. Also written beare,

beir Sc. 1. v. To roar as a bull ; to shout, make a noise.

Sc. Nine wargangs beiring braid and wide, Seven banners beir-

ing high, Ayioun Ballads (ed. 1861) I. 16. Cum., Wm. (W.H.H.)
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2. sb. A noise ; a complaint.
Sc. I heard a pretty damsel Making » heavy bier, Kinloch

Ballads (1827) 206. Bwk. The fowls and birds that made the
beare, Prepare their pretty nest, Crockett Minstrelsy (1893) 45.

3. A roarer. Cum., Wm. What a beer thou is ! (W.H.H.)
BIES, BIEST, see Bias, Beesh.
BIETLE, v. w.Lth. (Jam.) Also written beetle. To

amend ; to improve in health. ' The crap's beetlin' now.'
BIF(F, see Beef.

BIFFY, sb. Wgt. (A.W.) Also in form beefy. A
nickname for a short, pursy fellow.
BIG, adj. and sb. Sc. Lan. I. Ma. War. 1, adj. In

comb. (1) Big end, the greater part. Sc. (A.W.)
; (2)— miss, a great loss. ib.

; (3) — Monday, the fortnightly
market for woollen goods at Rochdale. s.Lan. 1

; (4)— ring, the game of ' gully,' q. v. War.3 2. Of a river
or water : swollen in flood. Sc. (A.W.) 3. sb. Bigness.

I. Ma. Harry wasn no match for him, for all the big of body and
limb, Brown Manx Witch (1889) 22.

BIG, v. Sc. 1. With on : a curling term, see below.
Gall. If a stone lies near the end, and guarded, yet thought to

need a double guard, if not a triplet, the order from that side
who has in the stone is commonly to big-on—to guard away—to

block the ice, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

2. With over : to rebuild the top of a corn-stack after it

has set. Cai.1

BIGENT, see Bejan, sb.

BIGG, sb. Sh.I. A fishing-lodge ; a house. Jakobsen
Dial. (1897) 30 ; Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 121. See Bigd.
BIGGERMOST, adj. s.Lan. 1 Biggest.
BIGGIN, sb} Ayr. Lnk. (Jam.) Also in form biggie

Lnk. A linen cap.
BIGGIN, sb.3 s.Lan. 1 A small wooden vessel. See

Barney-biggin and Piggin.
BIGGING-STICK, sb. Cum.* A stick pushed into

the roof to hold the straw while thatching.
BIGGLE, v. Abd. (G.W.) [bi-gl.] To separate the

grain from the straw by shaking.
BIGGYSOWER, sb. Cum.4 Anything extraordin-

arily large.

BIGHES, BIGHT, see Bias, Bout, prep.
BIGOTTY, adj. Pem. (J.S.O.T.), Dev.3

BIKKER, sb. Sc. Also in form bukker. [bikar.]
A smuggler

; a vessel used for smuggling. Cf. buccar.
Lang afore daylight the fortunate dog Was safely on board o'

a three-lugged bikker ; Wha was bound to Lochalsh an' Lochaber
incog., Pang fu' o' gude tea, an' tobacco, an' liquor, Vedder
Poems (1842) 205 ; ib. note.

BILBER, BILDRUM, see Bilberry, Beldrum.
BILE, sb.1 Abd. A heating of corn-stacks ; a dial,

form and use of 'boil.'

Aw hear o' some fowk needin' t' thrash out for heatin'. Fin't
gyangs intil a bile, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 24, 1903).
BILE, sb.

2
Gall. (A.W.) In phr. a bile in the stomach,

a bilious attack.

BILEAKINS, BILEDDY, see Byrlakin(s, Byrlady.
JBILER, sb. Nrf. The metal handle of a pail. (E.M.),

(M.H.C.)
; '

BILGATE, sb. Ayr. A ' bout.'
When he had taen twa or three bilgates o' tobacco, he cam to

the bauld conclusion to tak the same bill as it were by the horns,
Service Notandums (1890) 104.

BILGER, sb. Cum.4 Anything large.
BILL, sb. Nhb. 1 A large headless nail used for boot-

heels.

BILLATORY, sb. Obs. Gall. A restless bull. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824).
BILLEES, see Bellows, sb.

BILLER, sb. Dev. The cow-parsnip, Heracleum
Sphondylium. Reports Provinc. (1887).
BILLER(S, see Bilder(s.
JBILLET, sb. ? Bdf. Nrf. A curved knife ; a curved

hook used in hedging or ditching.
? Bdf. A good hook knife or billet is a capital thing to screw in

the landing-net handle to clear a place, Fishing Gazette (Nov. 1.
1891) 288, col. 2. Nrf. (M.H.C.)

+BILLET, sb. Wm. Chs. A bundle of half-threshed

straw; a truss of straw. Wm. (B.K.), Chs. (M.H.C.)

BILLIBUE, sb. Gall. A hullaballoo. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).

BILLJOCK, sb. Gall. A bull.

Like Billjock amang the kye, They boo at fowk as they go by,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 83, ed. 1876.

BILL-MILKER, sb. Cum. (E.W.P.) A name for the

first finger.

BILLSEAG, sb. Gall. An old, castrated bull. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 65.

BILL-SWEATER, sb. w.Sc. Meaning unknown.
A canny Scotchman, a sort of a bill-sweater who know'd every-

body, Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 213.

BILLY, sb. Sc. Dur. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Chs. War. Oxf.
Nrf. 1. In comb. (1) Billy-blindy, the game of blind-

man's buff; (2) — Bumkin, a name for the first toe
; (3)— Butterworth, in phr. to be all Billy Butterworth's children,

to be all the descendants of Adam
; (4) — buttons, (a)

the red campion, Lychnis diurna
;

(b) the white campion,
L. vespertina

;
(c) the great stitchwort, Stellaria Holostea

;

(5) — fairplay, a game of chance
; (6) — feather-poke,

the long-tailed tit, Acredula rosea ; (7) — pet, a pet lamb
;

(8) — winker, a name for the first finger
; (9) — with-the-

pinafore-on, a stupid fellow.

(1) e.Dur. 1 (s. v. Blindy). (2) w.Yks. 2
(3) s.Lan. 1 23. (4, a,

b, c) War. 3
(5) Sc. This game of chance or gambling was common

at village markets (G. W.). Lnk. During the fair time the whole
place is covered with shows, sweetie stalls, rowley powlies, and
billy fairplays, Fraser IVhaups (1895) 11. (6) Chs. 3 (s. v. Jack
Nicker). (7, 8) Cum. (E.W.P.) (9) Oxf. 1

2. Phr. like Billy o' rook, an intensitive adv. phr.
Nrf. Onest my old dorg shot off the big gun, and the shot came

right clean past me like billy o' rook, Emerson Lagoons (ed. 1896)52.
3. A wool-making term : a machine for stabbing card-

ings. w.Yks.3 4. A drainer's spade. Lakel. Penrith
Obs. (Nov. 16, 1897).

BILT, sb. Gall. A short, thick-set man. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824). i.q. Biltie. Hence Bilting, prp. moving
like a short, thick-set man. ib.

BIM, v. and sb. Rnf. (Jam.) 1. v. To hum. Hence
Bimmer, anything which hums. 2. sb. The act of
buzzing.

BIMEBY(E, adv. War.4, Sur. (T.S.C.)
BIN, sb.

1 Cum. (E.W.P.) A receptacle for corn made
of straw, or of straw-rope twisted round and round.
BIN, sb. Sc. Also written binne. A mountain, hill.

See Ben, sb.z

Sc. The norlan' blaste frae yonte'the binne May skelpe an' dadde
fu' snelle an' dour, Vedder Poems (1842) 311. w.Sc Ham 1

BIN, see Be.
BIND, v. and sb. Sc. Chs. 1. v. To tie the ' bands

'

round sheaves in the harvest-field. Sc. (A.W.) 2. sb.
See below.

Chs. In some parts it is usual for the leading reaper to call out
at intervals,

' A woad, a woad, a bind,' on which all must bind what
they have cut into sheaves (F.R.C.).
BINDER, sb. Sc. Lan. War. 1. A person who ties

up sheaves in the harvest-field. Sc. (A.W.), War 3

2 The intertwined growing portion of a laid fence

/A
ae^ S ' The

A
transverse piece ofa power-loom. Lan.

(O.b.H.) 4. A strip of hempen cloth or hoop of tin

P?™1^ a cheese when taken out of the vat. Sc.
(A.W.) 5. A large stone put in a rubble wall to act as
a tie. ib.

BINDGE, see Binge, v.
1

BINDING-BOUSE, sb. w.Sc. See below.
On the occasion of attaching the signatures to the bond of

obligation between master and man there is usually given a treat
at 'If expense of the parties contracting, which they denominate
the 'bindin bouse,' Carrick Laird of Logan (18^ 81
BIND-POCK, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam) A niggard

>?£WEED ' ^ SC
'
(JAM,) ThC ™^' Senedo

JHNDWOOD.sfc Sc(Jam.) The common ivy, Hedera
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BINE, see Bind, sb.1
, v.

BING, sb.1 Cum. Eight cwts. of lead ore. Cum.*
Hence Bing-stead, sb. the building in which lead ore is

stored. (E.W.P.)
BING,s6.2 Kcd. (Jam.) Also in form being. The sea-

beach.
BING, sb.3 Sh.I. Instep, hollow.
Scratchin' da ball o' his left leg wi' da bing o' his richt fit,

Ollason Mareel (1901) 61.

BINGLY, adv. Edb. Comfortably. See Bien, 2 (2).
Gart the lowe Heat ilka corner bingly thro' an' thro', Learmont

Poems (1791) 368.

BINGO, sb. Nhb. Yks. Lan. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp.
Shr. Glo. Brks. Hmp. I.W. Cor. A children's singing
game. See Gomme Games (1894) I. 29-33, and Burne
Shr. Flk-Lore (1883) 513.
BINK, sb.1 Cum.4 Also in form benk. [birjk.] A

row of peats piled up.
BINK, sb.2 Sc. [birjk.] A crease ; a fold.
Lnk. Swith its binks and faulds I straughlit, Struthers Poet.

Tales (1838) 82. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
Hence Binked-shoe, sb., see below.
Shoes which were at first too large for the feet that were to

wear them, and the leather naturally bending inwards, they
become at last too small— full of binks or bends, Mactaggart ib.

BINN, sb. Obs. Gall. Strength, excellence.
A man of strong binn, is a man strongly built and bound—crop

of good binn is a good strong crop, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

BINNA, prep. Sc. (Jam.) Also written binnae. Except.
The folks are a' cum binnae twa-three.

BINSTER, sb. Dmb. Salmon Gowodean (1868) 80.

i.q. Bandster.
BI-OOT, see Bethout.
BIRCHIN-STAPLE, sb. w.Som.1

(s. v. Wagon). A
staple fixed on both shafts of a wagon to attach the
breeching to enable the horse to keep back the load.

BIRD, sb. Sc. Nhp. War. Suf. Wil. 1. In comb. (1)

Bird-apprentice, a children's game ; see below
; (2)

s'-bills, the fossil shells, Gryphaeae
; (3) -s'-nest,the wild

carrot, Daucus Carota.

(1) Wil. A row of boys or girls stands parallel with another row
opposite. Each of the first row chooses the name of some bird, and
a member of (he other row then calls out all the names of birds

he can think of. If the middle member of the first row has
chosen either of them, he calls out 'Yes,' and all the guessers

immediately run to take the place of the first row, the members
of which attempt to catch them. If any succeed, they have the

privilege of riding in on their captives' backs, Gomme Games
(1894) I. 33. (2) Nhp.1 (3) Sc. (Jam.), War. 3

2. Phr. to go off like a bird, to die. Suf. (S.J.) 3. A
partridge ; a grouse. Sc. (A.W.)
BIRDBOLT, see Burbot.
BIRDICK, sb. Sh.I. A burden.
My idee wis ta get roond ta da back o' da brake an' catch him

in da birdick ipun his back, Clark Northern Gleams (1898) 103.

BIRE, sb. Obs. Glo. See below.
A certain number of threads collected together from several

spools in warping the chain for a cloth, which bires are more or

less according to its intended breadth, Horae Subsecivae (1777) 40.

BIRK, sb. Cai.1 In roof-making: a piece of round
timber laid horizontally. A dial, form of ' birch.'

BIRL, v. Ayr. ? To cause to sound.
Their double dealings birl'd their knell As faithless men, Laing

Poems (1894) 113.

BIRLIE,s6. n.Sc. (Jam.) A loafof bread. See Birlin.

BIRNEY, adj. Frf. See below.
A strong-built, 'birney' Hercules of a Scottish Highlander,

Lowson Guidfollow (1890) 22.

BIRR, v.
1 Obs. Gall. With up : to prick up the ears.

Its lang tail 'Twad swash, and lugs wad birr up, Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824) 499, ed. 1876.

JBIRR, v. Wm. To scotch a cart-wheel, i.q. Burr, v.
3

BIRR, see Bur(r, sb.
3

BIRRET, sb. Cum.4 Also in form barret. The brim

of a hat ; the hard, black peak of a cap.

BIRRIT, sb. Abd. Also in form birritie. A hedge-

sparrow; occas.used for the willow-warbler, Phylloscopus
sibilatrix.

For the eggs of the boldie, the Untie, the lark ; The cushies the

corbies frae Drum they wad bring, Wi' piots, an' birrits, an' skites

on a string, And up at the window for ornaments hing, Anderson
Rhymes (ed. 1867) 78; (W.M.1
BIRSK, s&. Cai.1 [birsk.] Cartilage, gristle.

[ON. brjosk, gristle, cartilage (Vigfusson).J
BIRST, sb. Obs. Gall. A small, impudent person.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
BIRTH-LINE, sb. Wil. See below.
The inside of the [baby's] hand was creased with lines of dirt

—

. . . 'we always leave they lines in ; they're the birth lines, and
they wear out after a time, and it 'elps us to know what's going
to 'appen to the child,' Swinstead Parish on Wheels (1897) 30.

BIRTIK, sb. Sh.I. A fire. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 25 ;

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 121.

BIRZE, BIS, see Birse, v.
2

, Boose, v.
1

BISCUIT, sb.
1 w.Cum. (S.K.C.) A tea-cake.

BISCUIT, sb. 2 s.Stf. See below.
Each person was provided with a short-stemmed, thick-glassed,

bulbous tumbler, and each person held his or her glass between
thumb and finger by what is called the biscuit, the little finger

being turned coquettishly up and outwards, Murray Church of
Humanity (1901) 157.

BISH, see Beest, sb.

BISHOP, sb. and v. Sc. Lan. 1. sb. In comp. Bishop-
weed, the goutweed, Aegopodium Podagraria. Sc.

(A.W.) 2. The great northern diver, Colymbus glacialis.

Heb. Smith Lewsiana (1875) 155. 3. A second-hand
horse-shoe. Per. (G.W.) 4. An implement for beating
down the soil round a post or making level a causeway.

Abd. (Jam.); It is usually the bush of a cart-wheel, having a piece

of wood knocked through it (G.W.).

5. v. To administer the rite of confirmation. s.Lan. 1

6. To beat down earth or stones with a ' bishop.'
Abd. Ye'll find for ane willin' to bishop a score sittin' ready to

peck, Murray Hamewtth (1900) 14.

BISKET, see Brisket.
BISKEY, sb. Cum.4

, Pern. (J.S.O.T.) [brski.] A
biscuit ; a tea-cake.
BIT, si. 1 Sc. 1. An identifying cut made in a sheep's

ear. Sc. (A.W.) Sh.I. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 176.

2. In phr. to take the bits out of one's mouth, see below.
Gall. Will ye no tak the bitts out o' my mouth the day, is

a common phrase by those who long to have a drink from their

neighbours when they meet on market days, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824).

|BIT, sb. Nhp.1 In phr. as dark as bit, very dark.
If, as is probable, ' bit ' is a contraction of ' bitumen,' it is readily

explained by its agreement with the more common simile ' as dark
as pitch.'

BIT, v.
1 Cum. 1. To regain one's position or footing.

Cum. 4 Jemmy, however, mannish't to bit on his feet like a cat.

2. To fall.

I on her feace directly meade it bit, Relph Misc. Poems (1747)
96 ; Cum. 4

BIT, v.
2 w.Yks. To stand at the mark when playing

quoits, skittles, &c.
Onlookers will cry—' Nah, bit fair

!

' Yks. Wkly. Post (May 1,

1897).

Hence Bitting, sb. the line from which marble-players
pitch at the ring.

Howd on ! Keep thee tooas on t'bitting (B.K.).

BITCH, sb.1 1. e.Dur.1

BITCH, sb.
2 Abd. In phr. to give the bitch, see below.

They aften hae a moonlight flittin' ta'en, And thus the bitch to

clip your bits o' knabry gi'en, Anderson Poems (ed. 1826) 9.

BITCHWOOD, sb. Wor. (E.S.) The spindle-tree,

Euonymus europaeus.

BITE, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Stf. War. Wor. Dev. Cor.
1. v. In comb. (1) Bite-apple-day, see below

; (2) -fig,

a miserly person.
(1) Stf. Later came Clemencing Day, or Bite Apple Day. It was

November 23rd. . . Then there were apples to bob with and bite,

Chronicle (Feb. 22, igoi\ (2) Dev. One that bites a raisin in

twain, that it may not make too great weight, Horae Subsecivae

(!777) *53-



BlTEL [32] BLACK

2. To take food. Sc. (A.W.) 3. To smart; to tingle
;

to sting, ib. 4. sb. Pasturage.
Sc. (A.W.) ne.Yks. Raggrass, in autumn, renews its nutritious

bite, Marshall Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 86. War. 3
, Wor. (E.S.)

5. A miserly person.
Cor. An owld bite, ridin and drivin 'bout the town, and then left

his awn sister to die in the House, Penberthy Warp and Woof, 12.

BITEL, BITHOUT, see Beetle, sb., Bethout.
BITHY-WINE, sb. Wil. Dor. 1. The traveller's

joy, Clematis Vitalba. Wil. Longman's Mag. (Oct. 1902)

517. i.q. By-the-wind. 2. The bindweed, Convolvulus.
Dor. (E.C.M.) Cf. withy-wind.
BITLE, see Beetle, sb.

BITMAY, sb. Obs. Nrf. A bit of land which was
sometimes an island, and sometimes joined to the bank of
a river. See N. Sr> O. (1896) 8th S. ix. 133.

BITTAG, sb. Cai> A very small bit ; a ' bittock.'

BITTEN, adj. n.Wil. (G.E.D.)
BITTER, adj. 1 and 2. Sc. (A.W.)
BITTERNESS, sb. Sh.I. Stormy weather.
Der shiire ta seek a skjug wi' sic a bitterness, Sh. News (Dec.

17, 1898).

BITTERSWEET, sb. Lakel.2 A kind of apple.

BITTLE, sb. Lnk. ? A leg.

Jist a wee kennin' boo'd in the bittles, In shape like the roon
letter O, Edwards Mod. Poets, 10th S. 154.

BITTLE, see Beetle, sb., v.
1

BITY-TONGUE, sb. Lake).2 A turnip running to seed.

BIVER, sb. War.4
i.q. Bever, s^.

1
1.

BIVER, BIZENED, see Bever, sb.
1
, Bisson.

BIZZ, v. and sb. Sc. 1. v. To hiss, as water on
a hot surface ; to frizzle ; to ' buzz.'

Cai. 1 Lnk. Did a Pease-scon Toast Biz i' the Queff, Ramsay
Poems (1721) 19.

2. sb. A frizzle ; a tousle.
Gall. Hair all tossed on end is said to be in a bizz, Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824).

BIZZEN, see Bysen.
BIZZIE, sb. Cai.1 A stall in a cattle-shed. See Boosy.
BIZZY, see Beesting(s.
BJAENER, sb. Sh.I. Also written bjenner. [bje'nsr.]

A dog. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 121 ; Sh. News (June 24,

1899).

BJARTIN, sb. Sh.I. [bjaTtin.J A name for a very
small person, esp. a small boy. Jakobsen Dial. (1897)
21, 49.

BJOAG, sb. Sh.I. [bjog.] A ring, esp. a collar of
straw put round a horse when harrowing. Jakobsen
Dial. (1897) 38. Hence Bjoaget, ppl. adj. of cattle : ring-
striped, ib. [ON. baugr, a ring (Vigfusson).]
BLAAN, see Blain, sb. 1

BLAB, v. and sb. Sc. Lakel. Midi. Not. 1. v. In
comp. (1) Blab-hole, the mouth

; (2) -tongue, an indiscreet
talker.

(1) Midi. Keeap your little blab-hole toight shut aboot what ye
hear in this chimbly corner, Bartram People of Clopton (1897) 55.
(2)Lakel. 2

,
Cum. 4 Not. Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 324.

2. sb. A gossip ; a tell-tale. Sc. (A.W.) 3. Indiscreet
talk. Lakel. 2

BLABBER, v. Cai.1 To babble ; to speak indistinctly.

BLABBERSKITE(S, sb. Cum. An empty talker.
T'gurt blabberskites ur mair wind nor woo, w.Cum. Times

(July 1898) 8, col. 5.

BLACHING, vbl. sb. Lan. (C.B.C.) Enlarging or
heightening ' baring.'

BLACK, adj., sb. and v. Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and
Eng. Also in form blake s.Lan.1

1. adj. In comb. (1)
Black-a-top, the cole-tit, Parus Britannicus

; (2) -avised,
dirty; sullen-looking; (3) -ball, to abuse, scold

; (4) -bean,
unlucky

; (5) — bent, the wire bent-grass, Nardus stricta
;

(6) -blutters, (7) -boys, blackberries
; (8) — buckwheat,

the climbing buckwheat, Polygonum Convolvulus; (9)
bums, see (7) ; (10) -cap, (a) see (1) ;

(b) the black-headed
gull, Larus ridibundus

;
(c) the great titmouse, Parus major;

(d) a person who bids at an auction merely to raise the
price; (11) -clock, a cockroach; a beetle; (12) -coat,

a minister of religion
; (13)— cork, ? porter ; (14) — corn,

peas and beans; (15) —doggie, a form ofthe game drop

the handkerchief; (16) — dooker, (a) the cormorant, Phala-

crocoraxcarbo; (6)thedipper, Cinclusaquaticus; (17)— duck,

the scoter, Aedemia nigra
; (18) -gang, blackguardly ; (19)

gull, Richardson's skua, Stercorarius crepidatus ; (20) -hard,

a hard black substance found near ironstone ; (21) -headed

porker, the tufted duck, Fuligula cristata; (22)— Jack, (a)

a kind of toffee
;

(b) a kind of bastard coal ; (c) in phr.

black Jack rides a good horse, the zinc ore gives good

promise for copper ; (23) —lad, see below
; (24)— man's tig,

a game; see below; (25)— martin, the swift, Cypselus apus;

(26) —money, extra money given to men engaged in dirty

work
; (27) — nebbed crow, the carrion crow, Corvus

corone ; (28) — nonsuch, trefoil in the husk ; (29)— oil, oil

made from the liver of the haddock and other fish caught

on the coast
; (30) — Peter, a kind of lamp

; (31) — pish-

minny, a black ant
; (32) — priest, see (11) ; (33) — Sam,

a bogy with which to frighten children
; (34) — squitch,

(a) the fine bent-grass, Agrostis vulgaris
;

(b) the slender

foxtail grass, Alopecurus agrestis ; (35) — starling, the

starling, Sturnus vulgaris; (36) -stick, a charred stick used
to colour a sawyer's line

; (37) -strap, weak treacle-beer
;

a contemptuous term for porter ; (38)— Susan, a tea-kettle

;

(39) — swift, see (25) ; (40) — tang, the ore-weed, Fucus
vesiculosus; (41) —-thing, a frying-pan; a stand for a kettle,

&c. ; (42) — throssel, the blackbird, Turdus merula
; (43)— trade, the iron trade ; mechanical engineering
; (44)— twitch, see (34, a)

; (45) -wing, a dragon-fly
; (46) -wort,

the bilberry, Vaccinium Myrtillus.

(1) War. (J.A.C.) (2) Lakel. 2
(3) Ayr. She then commenced

to black-ball Miss Hetty for her want o' sense, Johnston Congal-

ton (1896) 74. (4) Elg. These, Sir, were black-bean days to our
town, Couper Touriftcations (1803) I. 191. (5) Nhb.1 (s. v. Bent).

(6) Lnk. Patrick Plants (1831) 220. (7) Ken. (G.B.) (8) War. 3

(9) Cum. 4 (s. v. Black Kites). (10, a) Slg. Swainson Birds

(1885) 33. (A) Cum. Jefferson Hist. Allerdale Ward (1842) 52.

(c) Cum.4 (s. v. Oxeye). (rf) n.Yks. (I.W.) (n) s.Nhb. (J.C.),

e.Dur. 1 (12) Elg. Blackhall Lays (1849) 44. (13) Edb. I'll run
ower the way to Bell's brewery, and get ye a pint o' black cork to
synd it down wi', Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) 309. (14)
s.Not. (J.P.K.) (15) n.Sc. Gomme Games (1898) II. 407. (16, a)
Gall. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 344. \b) Cum.4 (s. v. Bessy-
dooker). (17) Cum. 4 (18) Dmb. There's the black-gang swind-
ling core, Wi' dice and rowley-powley, Taylor Poems (1827) 12.

(19) Cum. 4 (s. v. Mackerel Hawk). (20) n.Yks. (I.W.) (21)
Nrf. Emerson Birds, ifc. (ed. 1895) 232. (22, a) se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
(b) Cum. 4 (c) Cor. Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1866) 194, ed.
1896. (23) s.Lan. 1 An effigy carried through the streets of
Ashton-under-Lyne on Easter Monday, and afterwards publicly
burnt. Originally this effigy represented a man in black armour,
and was intended for Sir Ralph Assheton (the tyrannical Black
Knight of Assheton), but at the present time the figure is made
up to resemble some person who is politically or socially unpopular
in the town. (24) Crk. A long rope is tied to a gate or pole, and
one of the players holds the end of the rope, and tries to catch
another player. When he succeeds in doing so the one captured
joins him (by holding hands) and helps to catch the other players.
The game is finished when all are caught, Gomme Games (1894)
I. 34. (25) Cum. 4 (s. v. Deevlin). (26) Lan. Webb Industrial
Democracy (1901) 313. (27) Nhp. 1 (s. v. White-neb'd). (28) e. Nrf.
Marshall Rur. Econ. (1787) II. 179. (29) ne.Sc. Gregor Flk-
Lore (1881) 55. (30) Abd. Rashes, the pith of which was used
for wicks in the Black Peter lamps, W. Watson Auld Lang Sync
(1903) 93. (31) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (32) Pem
(J.S.O.T.) (33) s.Lan. 1

(34 a, b) War. (35) e.Lth. Swainson
>!>

73; s
(36) n-Yks. (I.W.) (37) Abd. A gibble o' black strap

G.W.). (38) War. * (s. v. Shuk). (39) Kcb. Swainson ib. 96
(40) Sc. (Jam.) (41) n.Yks. (I.W.) (42) Cum.4 (43) w.Yks.
(S.K.C.) (44) Cum. 4 (s. v. Watter-twitch). (45) Cum. 4 (46)

2. sb. In phr. (1) black on ye, a mild imprecation
; (2) the

black afore one's nail, something of no account.
(1) Cai. 1

(2) e.Fif. He made aff wi' himsel withoot gien'
puir Mrs. Snifters sae muckle as the black afore his nail Latto
Tarn Bodkin (1864) ix. Slk. Hogg Tales (1838) 239, ed. 1866
3. A scoundrel. n.Yks. (I.W.) s.Wor. Outis Vie Mon

in Berrow's Jrn. (1896) xvii.



BLACKAMOOR [33] BLAST

4. v. To scold, abuse ; to defame. Sc. (A.W.)
BLACKAMOOR, sb. s.Wil. (G.E.D.) The bulrush,

Typha latifolia.

BLACKBERRY, sb. Sc. Som. 1. In comb. Black-
berry-chicken, an autumn-hatched chicken. Som.
(W.F.R.) 2. The crowberry, Empetrum nigrum. Cai.1

BLACK-BUTT, sb. w.Yks. A form of the game of
Blackthorn,' q.v. Gomme Games (1804) I. 36.
BLACKIE, sb. Sc. (A.W.) A bee
JBLACKLIE, adj. Sc. Cum. 1. Ill-coloured, dirty-

looking
; esp. used of badly-washed linen. Ags. (Jam.)

2. Of the sky: dark with threatening clouds. Cum. (J.P.)

tBLACK-RAPPEE [not -rapper], sb. Sc. Also in form
-guard. A kind of snuff.
Edb. A canister full of black-rappee or black-guard, Mom

Mansie Wauch (1828) xvi.

BLACKTHORN, sb. Shr. Som. 1. In comb. Black-
thorn-winter, the cold weather often experienced when
the blackthorn is in flower. Som. Raymond No Soul
(1899) 213. 2. A boys' game. Shr. Burne Flk-Lore
(1883-6) 521.

BLACKY-CAP, sb. Irel. The stonechat, Pratincola
rubicola. Swainson Birds (1885) I2 -

BLADDOCK, sb. n.Ir. A rough piece.
A thing that the priest call'd a bladdock av bone, Lays and Leg.

(1884) 88.

JBLADE, sb. w.Yks. A ploughing term : see below.
' Put it a blade lower,' i. e. plough a little deeper. ' That is no

sort of a blade,' that is, the ploughing is not as it ought to be ( H. V.).
BLADE, v. Sc. To take the outer leaves offcabbages.

Sc. (Jam.), Cai.1

BLADRY, sb. Obs. Sc. Trumpery.
' Shame fall the geer and the bladry o't.' . . Spoken when a young

handsome girl marries an old man, upon the account of his wealth,
Kelly Prov. (1721) 296.

BLAE, sb} w.Sc. (Jam.) A kind of hard, blue-coloured
clay.

BLAE, sb.
2 n.Sc. Cld. (Jam.) Also written blay; pi.

blaise, bleeze Cld. The rough parts of wood left in

consequence of boring or sawing.

BLAE, v. and sb.3 Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) 1. v. To bleat

;

used also of children, esp. in phr. to blae and greet. Cf.

blay, v. 2. sb. A loud bleat.

BLAE, adj. Cai.1 Disappointed, lit. ' blue.' See Blae.
To look blae. A blae face.

BLAE-BOWS, sb. Gall. The flower of the flax. Mac-
TAGGART EttCycl. (1824).
BLAEDIG, sb. Sh.I. Sh. News (July 30, 1898). i.q.

Bladdoch.
BLAEGIT, adj. Sh.I. Sh. News (July 31, 1897). i.q.

Blaigit.

BLAESE, sb. Frf. [blez.] The bilberry, Vaccinium
Myrtillus, a shortened form of ' blaeberries.'

Birdies on the lichtsome wing Wha ken the howes whaur
' blaesies ' hing, Reid Heatherland (1894) 119.

BLAFFART, sb. Abd. A blow. See Blaff.

I culd hae gien the impident sinner a blaffart i' the lug,

M°Kenzie Cruisie Sketches (1894) xviii.

BLAFFEN, sb. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) The loose flakes or

lamina of a stone. See Fluthers.
BLAFLUM, sb. Sc. (A.W.) Nonsense.
BLAICHING, sb. Don. A thrashing, i.q. Bleach, v.

1

For three fardens I would take it from ye an' give ye the father

an' mother of a good soun' blaichin', 'Mac' Road to Donegal

(3rd ed.) 149.

BLAINAG, sb. Cai.1 A pimple ; a small pustule. See
Blain, sb.

1

BLAINCH, v. ? Obs. Fif. (Jam.) To cleanse.
' To blainch the bear-stone,' to make the hollowed stone, used

for preparing barley, fit for receiving the grain.

BLAIN S, sb. pi. Lakel.2 A disease of cattle.

JBLAIRHAWK, sb. n.Yks. A rude, noisy person.

n.Yks. How now, blairhawk ! (I.W.)

BLAIT-MOUIT,///. adj. Sc. (Jam.) Bashful, sheepish.

i.q. Blate, adj.

VOL. VI.

BLAKE, v. e.Dev. With out: to project.
His house and garden, which blake out into the village street

cornerways, Jane Lordship (1897) 5.

BLAKE, adj. n.Yks.4 Intoxicated.
Jim was fairly blake last neet.

BLAKELY-LIONS, sb. pi. s.Lan. 1 A jocular term for

the inhabitants of Blackley.
BLAME, v. Som. With to : to lay the blame on.
A mother, speaking of her child's nearness of sight, said, 'I always

blame it to her reading ' (W.F.R.).
BLANCH, sb. Obs. Fif. (Jam.) A flash ; a sudden blaze.
A blanch o' lightning.

BLANCHARD, sb. Lakel.1 A one-eyed cock; a veteran
cock. See Blinkard.
BLANDED-BEAR, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) The produce

of barley and common 'bear' sown in a mixed state.

Statist. Ace. XII. 531.
BLANDER, v. sw.Lan. To waste time in gossiping.
Noane o' thee blanderin' (J.T.M.).

BLANDER-ELM, sb. Som. (W.F.R.) A young elm
springing up from the stock when the parent tree has been
cut down.
BLANDERS, sb.pl. Ess. (S.P.H.) A late sort of apple.

BLANK, v. and sb. Lakel. Yks. Lin. 1. v. To dis-

appoint. Lin.(M.P.) 2. sb. A disappointment. n.Yks.
(I.W.) 3. Phr. to put blank on, to look sullen. Lakel.
Penrith Obs. (Nov. 16, 1897).
BLANKET, sb. and v. Sc. Lan. Midi. Wor. 1. sb.

In comp. (1) Blanket-bay, bed
; (2) -jumper, a flea.

(1) Sh.I. We got da kail supped, 'ithoot muckle defeekwilty,

an' den made for blanket bay, Sh. News (Dec. 25, 1897). Frf.

Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) 79, ed. 1889. (2) s.Lan. 1

2. Phr. (1) on both sides the blanket, by both father and
mother

; (2) to go through the blankets, to have a night's rest.

(1) Midi. Bein' big bred o' boath soides the blaanket, Bartram
People of Clapton (1897) 67. (2) Twd. I want a gude sleep, an' I

wull be a' richt the morn's morn, whan I've been through the

blankets, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 17, 1903).

3. A form of the game ' Hie-spy.' Abd. (A.W.)
4. v. Fig. To smother ; to suppress.
Wor. The question was smothered by friendly hands because it

was deemed wisest to blanket it for the time being, Evesham Jrn.
(Dec. 19, 1896).

tBLAOONGY, adj. w.Yks. Of weather: misty,

drizzling. (B.K.)
BLARDIT, ppl. adj. Obs. Slk. (Jam.) Short-winded

;

broken-winded.
BLARE, v. and sb. Sc. Dur. 1. v. To bleat. s.Sc.

(Jam.) 2. To make a loud noise ; to cry. Ags., Rxb.
(Jam.), e.Dur.1 3. sb. The bleat ofa sheep. Rxb. (Jam.)
4. A loud sound ; a cry. s.Sc. (ib.)

BLART, sb. Obs. Gall. The noise made by a large

substance falling amid slush, mortar, &c. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824). i.q. Blart, v?
BLART, v.

1
4. Lakel.2

BLASH, sb. Cum.4 [blaj.] A drunken spree ; a bout

of drinking.
BLASH, v. Som. Of flames: to flare up suddenly.
I lifted up a little flap as it were, and the vier did blash out so

(W.F.R.).
BLASHING, sb. Cum. (E.W.P.) The damaged con-

dition of plants in a garden, caused by wind. See Blash, v.

BLASHMENT, sb. Cum. (E.W.P.) Foolish, feeble talk.

BLASHY.arfy. Lakel.2
, Som. (W.F.R.) Of the weather:

rainy, gusty.

+BLASNIT, adj. Obs. Sc. ? Hairless.

Sc. (Jam.) Rnf. Twa buttis [boots] of barkit blasnit ledder,

Rnf. Harp (1819) 101.

BLAST, v. and sb. Sc. Lakel. Cor. 1. v. See below.
Cor. She put an iron dishcover over the cake and said she

would blast. This process consisted in sweeping up the turf ashes

over the dishcover, piling dry furse over them and lighting it

(J.W.).
2. To play the bagpipes.
Arg. The pipers . . . were blasting lustily at Clanranald's March

when they came up the lower part of the Glen, Munro /. Splendid

(1898)143.
F



BLASTY [34] BLINDY

3. To have a stroke of paralysis.
Abd. Auld Bawbie Leith who was ' blastit ' (had a shock of

paralysis) while setting her peats in the moss in the summer-time,
had again been 'blastit'—this time fatally, W. Watson Auld
Lang Syne (1903) 69.

4. sb. An external inflammation ; a cold. Lakel.2, Cum.4

BLASTY, adj. Sc. Blowing.
Edb. The blasty smith does brook it ill That he maun stand sae

study still, Harst Rig (1794) 22, ed. 1801.

BLATELY,fl^'. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) Of rain: soft, gentle.

BLATHE, see Blithe.

BLATHER, sb.1 Sc. Irel. Lakel. Yks. In comb. (1)

Blather-bag, a ' windy,' foolish talker
; (2) -heads, obs.,

a yearly festival formerly held at Bingley
; (3) -scalp,adull-

witted person
; (4) -skite, to talk foolishly.

(1) Ayr. The wife whiles took a taste, and while under its

influence was a perfect bletherbag, Hunter Life Studies (1870)
231. (2) w.Yks. Sutcliffe Moor and Fell (1899) 153. (3) Lakel. 2

(4) Don. Toal o' Gallagher, what is it ye're bletherskitin' about ?

Macmanus O'Friel's (1903) 192.

BLATHER, sb. 2 and v. Som. (W.F.R.) 1. sb. A blister.

2. v. To blister.

BLATHERATION, sb. Don. An expletive.
Blatheration ! And thanky for nothin', Macmanus O'FrieTs

(1903) 222.

BLATHER'T,^/.B(/y, Cum." Weak.
BLATTER, v 1

Irel. Also in form blather. To beat,

thrash.
n.Ir. Poor Larry all blather' d wis found ; An' bleedin', Lays and

Leg. (1884) 57 ; They'd blatter him blue with a black-thorn stick,

ib. 80.

BLATTER, v 2 War.* To bask in the sun.
I sin Mitty, the cat, a blattering in the onion bed, Missy.

BLATTER, a.
3 Sh.I. Of life, breath : to flicker.

Da braeth juist . . . blatterin' i' hits body, Sh. News (Oct. 15,

1898) ; Stewart Tales (1892) 42.

BLAUGH,a^'. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) Ofa bluish or sickly
colour. Cf. blae, adj.

BLAUNDERS, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 The glanders.
BLAY, see Blae, sb.2

BLAZE, v. and sb. Sc. Also in forms bleese, bleeze.
1. v. In phr. to let bleeze, to let fly.

Abd. I loot bleeze amon' them [hens] wi' the kaim fin I wis cleanin'
my horse yesterday at denner-time, an' broke een's leg,W.Watson
Auld Lang Syne (1903) 108.

2. sb. The torch used in salmon spearing.
Abd. Down one evening to the Craiguise, to hole some fir to

make blazes, Michie Deeside Tales (1872) 147.

3. Obs. ApresentmadetotheschoolmasteratCandlemas;
also in comp. Bleeze-money. See Candlemas-bleeze.

Lth., Rxb. (Jam.) Dmf. Some old people remember when
candles were lighted as a part of the ceremony, Wallace School-
master (1899) 344. Gall. Their pouches wagging by their wames,
Wi' their intended bleese ; Some saxpence brass—a shilling bit,

And some gie twa or three, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 11 1, ed.

1876 ; Cannlesmas Bleeze. That offering or present pupils make
to their Dominies on Candlemas day. Anciently it used to be
a large candle, one that could give a good blaze ; hence the name
bleeze ; now-a-days ' hard cash ' [it] is thought gives as pleasant
a light, ib. 113.

BLAZER, sb. Dur. Lan. A piece of sheet-iron used
to make the fire draw.

e.Dur.1 Lan. Brought a blazer out of the pantry to screen the
mistress's back from the fire, Ackworth Clog Shop (1890) 211.

BLEABERRY, sb. War. 3
i.q. Blaeberry.

BLEACH, sb. Lth. (Jam.) A fall.

BLEAGUE, v. Wm. (J.B.) To wither or dry partially.

BLEA-LINE, sb. Obs. ne.Yks. Flax. Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 65.
BLEAMY, adj. Cum.4 Of the sun : shining with

intermittent light.

BLEARED, ppl. adj. Cai.1, w.Yks. (S.RU.) Smeared,
disfigured, esp. by tears.

BLEAT, adj. Som. (W.F.R.)
BLEAT, see Blate, adj.

BLEAWSY, adj. s.Lan.1
[ble'zi.] Dull, stupid,

drowsy. See Blewze.
BLEB, sb. and v. Sc. Dur. Cum. 1. sb. A small

blister. Sc. (A.W.) 2. v. To bubble. w.Dur.1 3.

To drink greedily and with a bubbling noise. Cum.

BLECK, sb. Abd. (Jam.) 1. A challenge to a feat

of dexterity ; a defeat at such an encounter. 2. A school

term ; see below.
If A be below B in the class, and during B's absence get farther

up in the class than B, B is said to have a bleck upon A, and takes

place of him when he gets next to him.

BLEDDERSKATE(D, adj. Yks. Exhausted with

fatigue ; of a sheep : affected with water on the brain.

(W.H.); (M.C.F.M.)

BLEEM, sb. Cai. 1 [blim.] The stalk of a potato-plant

;

used also of the whole plant.

BLEESE, see Blaze.
BLEEZED, ppl. adj. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) Of a hammer,

&c. : ruffled, made uneven by beating.

BLEIR, v. Sc. (Jam.) To calumniate.

Fif. To bleir one's character.

Hence Bleirie, sb. a lie, fabrication. Ayr.

JBLENS, s&. Cor. The bib, Morrhua lusca. Cent. Did.

BLESH, see Blash, sb.
1

BLESS, v. Pern. (J.S.O.T.) To baptize.

Bring the babby to the parson to be blessed, and then a'll thrive.

JBLETT, pret. Sc. Bleated.
Slk. That blett ower dale and down, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 100.

BLETTERS, sb. pi. I.W.1 Small pancakes, flitters,

(s.v. Vlitters.)

BLEUCHAN, see Bluchan.
BLEWDER, sb. Abd. A hurricane.
A blewder o' win' (G.W.) ; The win' gat up wi' awfu' blewder,

Davidson Poems (1861) 100.

Hence Blewdery, adj. tempestuous.
A blewdery day (G.W.).

BLIG(G, sb. Sh.I. ?Bait.
Da twartree piltiks i' da skjo are noo faan upun, bit dey'll do fir

saide bliggs, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 243; 'Ye're made oot

a blig?' 'I im dat, what'U sair wiz, I houp,' Sh. News (June 8,

1901).

BLIND, adj., sb. and v. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Oxf. Dev.
1. adj. In com£. (1) Blind-barnie, the game of blind-man's-

buff
; (2) -boil, a boil that does not come to a head

; (3)
coal, coal which will not burn

; (4) -fair, ? like an Albino
;

(5) -fish, the lesser spotted dog-fish, Scyllium canicula; (6)

•hash,no meaninggiven; (7) -lump, see (2) ; (8) -men'seen,
the puff-ball, Lycoperdon Bovista; (9) -neddy-buff, see (1)

;

(10) -pap, a pap that gives no milk
; (11) -screen, obs.,

a screen used to separate the small from the round coal ;

(12) -sieve, a tambourine-shaped vessel used for winnow-
ing and taking up corn ; (13) -stam, (14) -stobbing, a
shoemaker's term ; see below

; (15) -tarn, a tarn without
a visible outlet; (16) -window, a window without glass;
an imitation window in a wall.

(1) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (2) Lakel. 1
, s.Lan. 1

, Oxf. 1

MS. add. (3) Lakel. 2
, Cum. 4

(4) Sc. His eyes were large and
rolling, and of that light blue which is generally found in people,
who are, what is called in Scotland, blind fair, Scotch Haggis, 105.
(5) Heb. Smith Lewsiana (1875) 247. (6) Lakel. 2

(7) Abd. Cured the
muckle blin' lumpi' the back o'my neck,W.Watson AuldLangSyne
(1903) 61. (8) ne.Sc. Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 148. (9) n.Yks.
(I.W.) (10) Lakel. 2

, Cum." (n) Cum. 4 (12) nw.Dev. (s.v.

Zennet). (13) Ayr. Does ony bit nir o' a critic want a ggem at blin'-
stamamang the books? Service Notandums (1890) 125. (14) Cum.
A method of sewing a patch on a boot-upper. Through a hole bored
by an awl the right hand inserts a bristle to act as a guide to a wax end
which is pushed through from the inside by the left hand (E.W. P.).

(15) Lakel. 1
, Cum.* (16) Sc. (A.W.) Sh.I. I goes inta da bar'nj

an' sets open da blinn'd window at wis at da back fir takin' in da
shaves, Clark Northern Gleams (1898) 102.

2. Abortive ; unproductive, unfruitful. Cum.4
, s.Lan.1

3. sb. A little sleep ; also in phr. a blind of sleep.
Sh.I. A'm gotten a blind o' sleep da night, an' kens doo I feel

a braw grain better ivery wye, Sh. News (Sept. 18, 1897).
4. v. To close an eye in sleep.
e.Fif. I'm sure I've never blindit nicht nor day for twa or three

weeks, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxvi.

BLINDY, sb. e.Dur.1
,
Lakel.2

[bli-ndi.] The game of
blind-man's-buff; also in comp. Blindy-buff.
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BLINK, v. and sb. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. 1. v. To
shine fitfully. n.Yks. T'sun blinkt oot (I.W.).

Hence Blinky, adj. shining with intermittent light.

Cum.4 (s.v. Bleamy). 2. To take a hasty glance into.

Cai.1 3. 56. A sudden glance. s.Lan.1

BLINKER, sb. Sc. Cum. Som. 1. A blear-eyed
person. Sc. (A.W.) 2. Obs. A one-eyed game-cock.
Cum.4 Cf. blinkard. 3. A spark. Cf. blanker.
Som. There was just a little blinker in the grate (W.F.R.).
BLINKERD, sb. s.Dev., e.Cor. (Miss D.) A winking

person.
BLINKIT,^/.«^. Fif. (Jam.) Half drunk.
BLINNER, v. Cai.1 [bli'nar.] To move the eyelashes

as a person with defective sight.

BLINTERER, sb. Abd. (A.W.) A person with weak
eyes.
BLIRY, sb. Obs. Gall. The exterior ofa mare's uterus.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 76.

JBLISH, v. Wil. To hack wheat ; to spoil it in reaping.
n.Wil. In the days of hand-reaping with the old-fashioned sickle,

men who were caught 'blishing' had their wages docked. It

appears to have meant chopping or hacking down the wheat,
instead of reaping it properly (G.E.D.).

BLITHE, adj. Sh.I. In phr. be or byye blithe, see below.
The crew in their conversation seldom give a negative reply.

Instead of their saying 'No,' we hear ' by-ye-blithe,' Spence Elk-

Lore (1899) 133; ' Haand me a kippok o' piltiks.' ' Be-ye-blithe,

no ene is in 'er,' ib. 246.

BLOB, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. Dur. Cum. 1. sb. A bubble

;

a blister. Cai.1 , Cum.4 2. A large gooseberry. Sc.

(Jam.) 3. v. To gather in drops ; to drop.
Gall. The tears blob in the e'e, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 272,

ed. 1876. Don. A tear blabbed right down upon the very line

Toal was reading, Macmanus O'Eriel's (1903) 270.

4. To bubble. e.Dur.1

BLOB-NUKKELT, ppl. adj. Cum.4 Also in form
-new-calft. Of a cow : newly calved and in full milk.

See New-cal'.
BLOCK, v. e.Suf. See below.
Boys who accompany shooting parties to drive pheasants and

partridges into the woods from the adjacent fields are here said to

block the game. ' I am going blocking to-day ' (F.H.).

BLOCKAUNE, sb. Obs. Irel. See below.
Those domical buildings of a beehive form, variously called

oratories or blockaunes. They are stone-roofed structures of

narrow proportions, with low entrances, and containing one or more

. . . chambers, MacDonagh Life and Char. (1898) 349.

BLOCKIE, sb. Cai.1 A small cod.

BLODDER, sb. Lakel. A bubble.
Let's mak siap blodders, Penrith Obs. (Nov. 16, 1897).

BLOFFIN, sb. Dor. (E.C.M.) A young whiting,

Merlangus vulgaris.

BLOIT, sb. Obs. Gall. Diarrhoea.
Ye are not worth a turd, Ye seem tae hae the skitter, Or bloit

this day, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 81, ed. 1876.

BLONSH, sb. s.Not. [blonj.] A blotch on the skin.

See Blaunch.
The blonshes was a deal bigger nor when it's measles (J.P.K.).

BLOODY, adj. Sc. Cum. Som. In comb. (1) Bloody-
butcher, the beetle, Telephorus lividus

; (2) -pudding,

a ' black-pudding
' ; (3) -sucker, see (1) ; (4) — Thursday,

the day after Ash Wednesday
; (5) -wall, the wallflower,

Cheiranthus Cheiri.

(1) Cum.4 The red colour of this insect and its active habits,

have given rise to the local belief that it lives by sucking the blood

of cattle ; school children have a dread of it, and will never touch

it (F.D.). It will seek to suck blood from any part where the

skin is broken (T.E.). (2) Bnff. 1 Part of the gut of a sheep or

ox filled with blood, suet, onions, and pepper (s.v. Fite-puddin').

e.Fif. Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) iv. (3) Cum.4 (4) In the Holme

district, pancakes made with blood are eaten on this day, ib. (5)

Som. (W.F.R.)

BLOOMER, sb. Lnk. ? A head-dress.

She dings her bloomer oot o' shape an' mak's 't jist like a shule,

Nicholson Idylls (1870) 53.

BLOOMY, adj. s.Som. (W.R.) In full blossom.

BLORE, sb. Cum.4 The corn spurrey, Spergula arvensis.

BLOSS,^. n.Yks.4 To disfigure; a dial, form of blotch.'

Her feeace war bloss'd wi' blebs and blanes.

BLOST, v. and sb. Cai.1 [Most] 1. v. To blow up.

2. To pant, breathe hard ; to boast. See Bloust. 3. sb.

An explosion. 4. A whiff of a pipe. 5. A brag
;

a boast.

BLOTCH, sb. War.3 A blot. Hence Blotching-paper,
sb. blotting-paper.

BLOT-SHEET, sb. n.Yks. (I.W.)
BLOTTER, v. n.Yks. (I.W.) In phr. to blotter and shoot,

to shoot. See Blot, v.
1

BLOW, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Lakel. Lan. War. Som.
1. v. In comb. (1) Blow-clock, the downy head of the

dandelion
; (2) -line, see below

; (3) -stick, a tube used as

a substitute for bellows.
(1) s.Lan. 1 Children profess to know what time it is by blowing

off the feathery seeds. (2) Glw. The blow-line, as its
'
name

implies, is a method of fishing in which the wind is brought into

requisition. The mode of using it is simplicity itself. A skein of

floss silk is joined to the ordinary reel line, and a small hook
attached to a couple of feet of gut is fastened to the latter. The
hook is baited with a couple of green drakes. The rod is long and
light, and the whole art consists in letting the drakes swim on the

surface of the water, as they sit in their natural condition, and if

the angler can under a steady breeze manage to keep the rest

of his tackle out of the water, he has managed the art, Through
Connemara (1886) 9. (3) Slk. (Jam.)

2. Phr. (1) to blow one's bags out, to eat a hearty meal

;

(2) — out, a wrestling term ; see below.
(1) War. 2 (2) Cum. 4 If not in 'holds' at the end of that time,

blow them out, w.Ciun. Times (Nov. 19, 1898) 8, col. 5. Win.

A wrestling term given out by the referee because the contestant

will not or cannot take hold. ' He quaver' d on lang eneuf an' than

gat blown oot ' (B.K.).

8. To take breath. Lakel.2 4. sb. Obs. In phr. to

take one's blow, ' to have one's fling.'

Edb. There is nae ane ava, . . But likes, nae doubt, to tak' their

blaw, Altho' in moderation, New Year's Morning (1792) n.
5. A sheep-shearing term : the mark or ridge left by

the shears.
Som. The blows should run exactly parallel, each in the same

direction as the corresponding blow on the other side of the back-

bone, and should meet exactly in the centre (W.F.R.).

6. pi. A marble-playing term ; see below.
Wm. Marble-players' calls. ' Blows ' entitles the player who so

calls out to three blows with his mouth at a marble which may
have fallen near to the knocklety whol, and be rolling towards it

without quite sufficient momentum to reach it. ' Bar blows ' by

the other contestant, if uttered first, checks any such action (B.K.).

BLOWER, sb. Sur. (T.S.C.) A winnowing-machine.
BLOWN-APPLE, sb. n.Yks. (I.W.) A windfall apple.

JBLUB, sb. Lin. A metathesised form of ' bulb.'

Good leafy mowles for next year's blubs, Fenn Cure of Souls

(1889) 52.

BLUBBER-GUDGEON, sb. s.Wor. (H.K.) Asimpleton.

BLUCHAN, sb. Obs. Gall. Also written bleuchan.

A small salt-water fish of some kind. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 76, 229, ed. 1876.

BLUCHTAN, sb. Gall. Also written bluchton. A
piece of the hollow stem of the mugwort, Artemisia

vulgaris, used as a pop-gun.
He never fley'd us frae nor fun. The bluchton and the billet gun,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 191, ed. 1876 ;
ib. 76.

BLUDDER, see Bluther.
JBLUDKERCAKE, sb. Slk. See under Carcake.
Ye'll crush the poor auld body as braid as a bludkercake, Hogg

Tales (1838) 46, ed. 1866.

BLUE, adj., adv. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

1. adj. In comb. (1) Blue-back, (a) the common tope,

Galeus cams ;
(b) the fieldfare, Turdus pilaris

; (2) — billy,

a hard blue stone
; (3) — blauers or blavers, the hare-

bell, Campanula rotundifolia
; (4) -bottle, ? the blue tit-

mouse, Parus caeruleus
; (5) -cap, see below

; (6)— feltie,

see (1, b)
; (7) -grass, a name given to var. kinds of sedges,

esp. the carnation grass, Carex glauca; (8) -hap, the blue

titmouse, Parus caeruleus; (9) -jacket, the cock hen-harrier,

Circus cyaneus ; (10) — mogganer, a jocular term for a
F 2
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native of Peterhead
; (11)— nappy, whisky

; (12) — roan,
an iron grey horse; (13) -rump, see (1,6); (14)— segg,
see (7) ; (15; — seggin, the stinking iris, Iris foetidissima

;

(16) -stone, sulphate of copper
; (17) — tare-tyne, the

meadow pea, Lathyrus pratensis
; (18) — thread, see (11)

;

(19) — Tommy, the blue titmouse, Parus caeruleus
; (20)

wing, see (1, b).

(1 a, b) Cum. 4
(2) Lakel. Penrith Obs. (Nov. 9, 1897). (3)

Rxb. (Jam.) (4) Brks. The two lesser tomtits being known by
the name of Blue-bottle and Tom-tub, Gent. Mag. Lib., Dial. vol.

(1884) 332 - (5) i'Cy. The other goblin . . . was no other than
a ghostly putter, and his name was 'Bluecap.' Sometimes the
miners would perceive a light blue flame flicker through the air,

and settle on a full coal-tub, which immediately moved towards
the rolley-way, as though impelled by the sturdiest sinews in
the working. Industrious Bluecap was at his vocation, Colliery
Guardian (May 23, 1863), in Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1865)
352, ed. 1896. (6) Cum. 4

(7) Cai. 1
, w.Sc. (Jam.), Cum. 4

(8)
Lnk. There the blue-hap cam' and biggit its nest, Nicholson
Idylls (1870) 38. (9) Nrf. Emerson Birds, &c. (ed. 1895) 179.
(10) Abd. From a custom ofwearing coarse blue worsted stockings
over the boots (A.W.). (n) Dmf. M CNay Poet. Wis. (1820) 67.
(12) Oxf. 1 MS. add. (13) w.Som.i (s. v. Winter-bird). (14)
Cum. 4

(15) Ayr. (Jam.) (16) Gall. (A.W.) (17) Mid. Ellis
Mod. Husb. (1750) in B. & H. (18) Sc. (Jam., s. v. Thread). (19)
Cum. 4 (s. v. Tommaty-taa). (20) Cum.4

2. Phr. to make a dish look blue, to eat the greater portion
of it. Sc. (A.W.) 3. adj. and adv., used as an inten-
sitive.

Sh.I. ' Why ta da muckle sheeld du dey dive sae muckle intil

hit !

' Sibbie said in blue airnest, Sh. News (Feb. 12, 1898) ;Wumman folk wid tink 'at doo wis in a blue pashen, ib. (Mar. 31,
1900).

4. sb. Whisky.
Slg. Let Fifeshire booze their pois'nous blue, Galloway

Poems (1810) 15.

JBLUELY, sb. Sus. (F.E.S.) A porpoise.
BLUESTER, sb. Gall. One who bullies in speech;

a ' blusterer.' Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
BLUET, sb. Cth. (W.W.S.) The mark of a bruise.
BLUET(T, sb. Cum.* The skate, esp. the Burton

skate, Raia alba.

BLUFF, sb. Ayr. Cum. 1. Obs. A credulous person.
Ayr. They'd scarce deserve the name of men, Wha wadna at

sic nonsense huff, And ca' nocturnal coward silly bluff, ThOm
Amusements (1812) 40.

2. pi. A blind placed over the eyes of a horse put out
to grass. Cum. (EW.P.)
BLUFFER-LIKE, adj. Nrf. Of a boat: having a

somewhat blunted bow.
Our boats was bluffer like, Emerson Wild Life (1890) 64.
BLUFFERT, see BlifFert.
BLUFFIN, sb. Cum.4 The coal-fish, Gadus virens.
BLUFT, v. Lakel. To darken. See Bluft.
Lakel. 2 Snow hes blufted oor winda up. Cum.4
BLUGGABANES, sb. pi. Sh.I. See below.
The blugga-banes of the halibut were stuck in the waa 0' da

lodge, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 135.

BLUIST, v. Gall. (J.M.) To boast.
BLUITER, v. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) To obliterate.
BLUMF, sb. Obs. Gall. A dull, stupid fellow. Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824).

BLUNDERMENT, sb. s.Lan. 1 A blunder; blunder-
ing ways.

BLUNK, sb.1 Som. (E.W.P.) A sudden snowstorm
of short duration.
BLUNK, sb.2 Sc. (Jam.) Coarse cotton or linen for

printing.

BLUNNERBOAR, sb. Obs. Gall. A blundering fool.
Whiles he'll try a blunnerboar Wi' his queer whup to lash, Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824) 41, ed. 1876 ; ib. 76.

tBLUNNTHER, sb. Ant. (S.A.B.) A person of hasty
temper and unguarded speech.
BLUNTY, adj. Som. (W.F.R.) Stormy, rough, i.q.

Blunt, sb. 1

BLURT, sb. Cum.4 A sudden burst of weeping.
BLUSH, sb.1 Sc. (A.W.)

S

BLUTHER, v. Sc. (Jam.) Also in form bludder.

1. To blot writing. 2. To disfigure the face ; esp. by
weeping.
BLYEAG, adj. Sh.I. Dirty-white. Spence Flk-Lore

(1899) 175.

BLYPE, see Blibe, sb.2

BLYTE, sb. Lth. (Jam.) A blast of bad weather ; a

flying shower. .Cf. blout.

BLYTER, v. Abd. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] To besmear.
BO, sb.

1 Cai.1 i.q. Boo, sb.
1

BO, sb.
2 Heb. A rock, esp. a sunken or submerged

reef or rock. See Baa, sb.

The rugged, dangerous, rocky coast beset with sunken ' boes,'

Smith Lewsiana (1875) 99; Breaker-haunted 'boes' that fringe

this savage coast, ib. 100.

BO, sb. Sh. & Or.I. Also in form bu. 1. A house.
Sh.I. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 121. 2. The principal

farm in a parish. Or.I. Fergusson Rambles (1884) ^l-
See Boo, sb*
BOAFIN, sb. Not. [bS'fln.] A fool, simpleton; a

term of contempt.
' The gret boafin !

' yo're saying to yoursen. No, child, I'm no
fool, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 162. s.Not. It meks yer look like

a boafin, to do like that (J. P. K.).

BOARD, sb. Sc. Irel. 1. Obs. In comp. Board-trees,
the plank on which a corpse is stretched. n.Sc. (Jam.)
2. pi. Phr. on the boards, dead, ready for burial. Ant.
(S.A.B.) 3. The workhouse. Also in phr. on the

Board, in receipt of parish relief.

Sc. Up till recently every parish in Scotland had a Parochial
Board dealing with the relief of paupers. To be ' on the Board,'
or to 'get off the Board,' meant to be in receipt of parish relief
or a pauper's dole if not sent to the Poor-house (A.W.) ; If dis
laests, I see naethin' for ony o' wis bit da Buird, Sh. News (May
15. 1897).

JBOARD-RADES, sb. pi. Som. Movable sides fast-
ened on to a cart to increase its carrying capacity.
(W.F.R.) SeeRade, sb.

BOAR-THISTLE, sb. Sus. (B. & H.)
BOAS, adj. Cai.1 Also in form baas. i.q. Boss, adj.
BOAT, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. Cor. 1. sb. In comb. (1)

Boat-houses, a coastguard station
; (2) -man or -sman, a

coastguard man.
(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (s) ib. Cor. 'Sure.it do look like a boats-

man.' ' Iss, I do see his cutlash,' Ballantyne Deep Down (1868)169.
2. v. To enter a boat ; to carry a boat. Also with in.
Sc. That beast winna boat (Jam.). Sh.I. We boatid in an' took

da aers an' row'd fil we came oot by da Horn, Sh. News ("May i
1901). Cai. 1 '

BOATIE, sb. Sc. (A.W.) A man who plies a ferry-
boat.

J

BOAX, v. s.Wm. (J.A.B.) To stop a ball or marble
with the foot. Cf. balk, v.

BOB, sb.1 e.An. Som.
Erithacus rubecula.

Nrf. < Bob,' as the Broadsmen familiarly call this pert, boy-like
bird, Emerson Birds, tfc. (ed. 1895) 22.

2 Comp. (1) Bob-verdick, the robin redbreast, Erithacus
rubecula. Som. (F-A.A.)

; (2) -wren, the wren, Troglodytes
parvulus. e.An. 1

(s. v. Tom-tit).
BOB, v.

1 and\sb.2 Lan. Won 1. v. In phr. bob in the
ring, a game of marbles. s.Lan.1

2. To jerk, s Wor
(H.K.) 3. sb. A haymaking term : a toss, turn over, ib
BOB, v.

2 Lan. To dilute, water.
Yo' shall hev it [gin] as it comes out 0' the cellar for once '

Bout [without] being bobbed, yo' mean,' Westall Old Factors
(1885) vi. J

BOBANTLLTER, sb. Cai.1 Any dangling piece of
dress, ornament, &c. ; an icicle.

8 8 P

BOBBEROUS, adj. Cum. (E.W P )

BOBBING-NEEDLE, sb. Sur. (TSO
BOBBIN-WHEEL, sb. s.Lan. 1

"

BOBBLE, sb.
1 s.Dev. (Miss D.)

BOBBY, sb.
1 Ken. (G.B.), Dor. (E.C.M.)

BOBBY, sb.2 s.Lan.1 Anything very remarkable.

1. The robin redbreast,
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BOBBY, adj. Sus. Of plants : covered with insects,
blighted. Cf. bob, sb.

1 9.
The trouble with the red variety [of geraniums] is that they're

apt to get 'bobby,' and have to be washed regularly, Wiggin
Goose Girl (1902) 64.

BOBBY-DAZZLER, sb. Lin. Wor. 1. s.Lin. (T.H.R.)
2. A bright-coloured butterfly. m.Wor. (J.C.)

BOBBY-HORSE, sb. Lan. A hobby-horse.
He'd getten so mich bobby-horse practice whol a lad, Clegg

Sketches (1895) 102. s.Lan. 1

JBOBBYJUB, sb. w.Yks. (J.T.) Whipped cream and
strawberries sweetened.
BOBBY-KNOCKER, sb. s.Lan. 1 A maker of the

bobbins formerly used in cotton-spinning.
BOBBY-NUDGER, sb. s.Lan.1 A wide-awake or soft

felt hat.

BOCH, sb. Cai.1
[box-] A child's plaything. Also

used ironically of an untidy or disagreeable woman.
BOCKET, v. Hrt. To tie up flowers, &c. in a bunch

or bouquet. (J.W.)
BOD, sb. ? Obs. Sc. A person, creature, body.
Rnf. Graces, an' gods, Like Vulcan, an' Bacchus, an' ither sic

bods, Picken Poems (1813) II. 131. Edb. Aulder bods were babees
birling, Macaulay Poems (1788) 143.

JBOD, v. Lan. To poke, ' bob.'
Sooner see a rebel hanged than bod her nose at a bason of

swig and roasted apples, Roby Trad. (1872) II. 279.

JBODABID. Sh.I. Applied to two boats' crews fish-

ing in company and dividing the catch equally. S. & Ork. 1

JBODACH, sb. n.Sc. A local name for the small

ringed seal, Phocafoetida. (CD.)
BODDER.aaT/. Pern. Deaf. (J.S.O.T.) Cf. bother, v.

BODDERMENT, sb. Lan. i.q. Botherment.
Away wi' tho, an mak nae bodderment, Waugh Heather

(ed. Milner) I. 137.

BODDUMLY, adv. Lakel.2 [bo'damli.] In reality;

at bottom.
JBODE, v. e.An.1 To board, feed.

JBODE, v. and sb. Sc. 1. v. To bid, make a bid or

offer for, esp. at a sale or roup.
Abd. (W.M.) Lnk. I'll bode for a hame an' a haudin' fu' snug

ay, Watson Poems (1853) 73.

2. sb. A bid at an auction. Cai.1 3. An invitation.

Twd. I'll be lookin' for a bode tae the weddin' or lang, Abd.

Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 24, 1903).

BODEMENT,s6. Dor. [bo-dment.] A warning. (E.C.M.)

JBODEN, ppl. adj. N.Cy.1 In a difficulty.
' He's hard boden,' he is in straitened circumstances.

BODESMAN, sb. Obs. Cum.4 See below.
The watchmen were called bodesmen, because they had a bode,

or watchword given to them, to prevent the enemy's fraud in the

night season, Scott Cum. and Wm. (1899) 14.

BODEWORD, sb. Obs. Cum.4 A message warranted
by a token.
BODGE, sb.2 and v.

1 Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

BODGE, v.
2 Der. To mend, cement, rivet. See

Bodge, v.
1

Those [dishes] be cracked, an' bodged wi' tape an' white lead,

Gilchrist Milton (1902) 154.

BODJY, adj. Lakel. 2 [bo'dzi.] Fat, podgy
;
puffy.

BODKIN, sb.
2 Glo. (E.W.P.)

JBODLE, sb. Lan. A bodkin. (J.L.)

BODLE-PIN, sb. Sc. i.q. Boddle-pin.

Bnff. Cautiously enshrining, within their multiples, a way-

faring Bodle-pin, Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 166.

BODLING, sb. Cum.4 [bodlin.] The codfish, Gadus

morrhua. See also Keeling.
Keeling is the large fish which is out of condition. The bod-

ling represents the best white fish, while the robin is a deformed

looking fish often taken at the end of the winter fishing.

JBODY, sb. Dor. In phr. to be up in the body, to be

intoxicated. (A.C.)

BOFFLE, v. Stf. Oxf.

Stf. Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901). Oxf. 1 MS. add.

BOFFOE.si. Obs. Sh.I. A half-sunken rock, visible

only at low water. Hibbert Desc. Sh. I. (1822) 260, ed.

1891. Cf. baa.

JBOFTLY, adj. Irel. (SA.B.) [Not known to our
other correspondents.] Untidy, wretched.
BOG, v.

1 Sc. To go out to work at so much a day.

Cf. boag.
Ayr. His wife would not now let him go out 'bogging,' John-

ston Kilmallie (1891) I. 34.

BOG, v? and sb. w.Yks. (J.W.), Not. (E.S.) 1. v. To
void excrement. 2. sb. Phr. to go to bog, to go to the

privy.

BOGGART, sb. Lan. Wil. 1. In comp. Boggart-
wood, a sarcastic name for a hand-loom. s.Lan.1

2. A
scarecrow. Wil. (K.M.G.)
tBOGGIE-BAW, sb. n.Cy. (J.Ar.) Anything nasty

or disgusting ; used in speaking to children.

BOG-HOLE, sb. War.8 See below.
The Bog-hole is a midden, or miskin, connected with a privy.

The walls of it are usually built up above the level of the ground,

and on one side a door is provided through which the ashes from

the house, or other dry rubbish, can be thrown for disinfecting

purposes.

BOGIE, sb. Sc. I.W. Also written boggie Sc. 1. In

phr. Old Bogie, (1) a name for the devil
; (2) see below.

(1) I.W. Nobody cain't get upzides with ee, not wold Bogie his-

self, Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898) 78. (2) Gall. Displaced priests,

who used to bind people contrary to the canon laws, though agree-

able to nature's, were designated auld boggies, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 369, ed. 1876 ; Those who plot in secret are called

auld boggie fowk, ib.

2. A craze, infatuation, hobby.
Ayr. It was clear the ' bogie ' had again crossed his path, and

he had followed it, Johnston Glenbuckie (1889) 115.

BOGLE, sb. Sc. In phr. Bogle catch thefairy, a game
of hide-and-seek.

Slg. Where men and maids are making hay, We'll hae rare

fun, and help them, tae ; As round the rucks we jinking play At
' Bogle catch the fairy,' Towers Poems (1885) 193.

BOHO, sb. Obs. n.Sc. (Jam.) Also in form beho,
A laughing-stock.

BOIDER, sb. w.Yks. A clothes-basket. (S.P.U.)

See Voider.
BOIL, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Midi. Glo. 1. v. In phr.

(1) to boil out, to waste in boiling
; (2) —up, see below.

(1) Sc. (A.W.) (2) Glo. A trout rising boldly at a fly is said to

'quap up,' or 'boil up,' or even 'come at it like a dog,' Gibes

Cotswold Vill. (1898) 164.

2. To well up, gush out. Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks. (I.W.)

3. sb. Phr. to make a boil or a spoil ofa thing, to make
or mar.

Midi. Ye'll want me in this, ye knoa, an' I can maake either

a boil or a spoil on it yet, Bartram People ofClopton (1897) 246.

4. Meat for boiling in contrast to meat for roasting,

stewing, &c. Sc. (A.W.)

BODLING, sb. Sc. (A.W.)

JBOILING, ppl. adj. Sur. Feverish, in phr. a boiling

cold. (T.S.C.)

BOIL-STICK, sb. War.3 The round, smooth stick

used in lifting clothes out of the boiling water into the

clothes-basket to drain and cool before swilling.

BOIST, sb. and v. e.Suf. (F.H.) 1. sb. The side ot

a hedge that projects conspicuously. 2. v. Of the

abdomen of a stout person: to project.

BOKIE, sb. Sh.I. i.q. Bogie, sb.
1

Du can sleep aside me a' nicht, an' den na bokies '11 touch dee,

Stewart Tales (1892) 112.

BOKO, sb. Oxf. (GO.), Dor. (E.C.M.) [boko.] The
nose.
BOL, v. Sh.I. To herd cattle in a certain place for

the night. Cf. boley.
I bol'd a foon o dem up at da Neep, Junda Khngrahool (1898) 45.

BOLD, adj. Sc. Also written bauld ; and in form baal

Cai.1 1. In com/>.Bauld-daur, bold and daring, audacious.
Dmb. O dinna speak him ill, the bauld-daur wean, Salmon

Gowodean (1868) 2.

2. Of a fiery temper ; harsh, unkind, hard.

Sc. Spare my muse ! Tis rather bauld Thus on puir N—y sae to

scauld, Sutherland Poems (1821) 37. Cai. 1
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3. Great, tempestuous.
Gall. Bauld storms o' win' The cans aff hooses tirlin', Scott

Gleanings (1881) 157.

JBOLD, adj. Wor. Meaning unknown ;
see below.

The hay-making cider goes down very bold. I baint well to-

day, Porson Wds. (1875) 24.

BOLE-HOLE, sb. n.Yks. A small opening in the wall

of a barn or stable for giving light and air. (I.W.)

BOLLEN, ppl. adj. Suf. With out : swollen, bulging.

Cf. boll, sb. 2

If you look at his head you'll see it's wonderful bollen-out

behind (W.F.R.).

JBOLLS, sb. pi. Wor. Also in form bowls. The
beard of barley. (J.W.P.)
BOLPO, adj. w.Yks. [bo-lpo.] Left-handed, applied

esp. to a left-handed bowler at cricket. (J.S.)

BOLSERS, sb. pi. Hmp. Iron marbles. (H.R.)

BOLSTER, sb. Cum. The block of wood upon which
the sole-plate of a cart rests and is kept separate from the

axle-tree. (E.W.P.)
BOMF, sb. Obs. Gall. A bump, shake, fall.

Whether it was the bomf he got That made his lang lugs tingle,

He ken'd na, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 95, ed. 1876.

BOND, sb. War.Nrf. Hmp. '

1. In comp. Bond-crank,

see below.
Nrf. An instrument called a bond crank, that is, a bent iron

with a hook at the end of it, and two hand pieces of elder wood,

so arranged that by holding one in the left hand and turning the

other with the right the hook revolves and twists the hay into

a long grass rope or bond as it is deftly drawn from the heap,

Longman's Mag. (June 3, 1899) 132.

2. Colliery term : the rope which works the ' corves ' up
and down a ' self-acting incline ' or ' spinnie ' (q.v.) . War.
(C.B.C.)
3. A line or band of sand. Also called a 'list.' Hmp.
Wise New Forest (1883) 286.

BONE, sb. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Wor. Dev. Also in

form bane Sc. 1. In phr. (1) a bone in the air, a bracing

freshness in the air
; (2) near the bone, miserly, niggardly

;

(3)" to see neither feather nor bone of, to see no trace of; (4)

to be at the bones of, to be constantly grumbling and com-
plaining.

(1) Cum. More esp. used at seasons when the cold it signifies is

unseasonable, lingering, and premature. On the fells there is always
'a bone in the air' (J.Ar.). (a) Abd. I hate yer near the bane wyes,
Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 30, 1901). (3) Suf. (M.B.-E.) (4)
Lakel. 2 T'auld snarlin' thing, he's alius at 't bians o' ivrybody.

2. Comp. (1) Bone-house, an artificial manure-shed
; (2)

•lazy, thoroughly idle or lazy
; (3) -less, fig. insipid,

wanting life or character
; (4) -shanks, fig. death

; (5)

-thin, very thin, like a skeleton
; (6) -wark, rheumatic pain

or aching in the bones
; (7) -wicked, thoroughly wicked

;

(8) -wrak, see (6) ; (9) Bones-breaking, a fight, fray.

(1) s.Lan. 1 My throttle's as reawsty as a booanhouse dur-lock,

6. (2) s.Wor. (H.K.) (3) Abd. I never likit to hear nane o'

them speyk the Erse, it was aye sae gloggie and baneless, Mac-
donald R. Falconer (1868) 83. (4) Ayr. Lang may auld Fate unto
Death answer, nay, When Baneshanks seeks leave to tak' Tammy
M cQuhae, Ramsay Woodnotes (1868) 324. (5) w.Yks. He is too

bone-thin ... to stand up agen a wind like this, Sutcliffe Shame-
less Wayne (1900) 170. (6) Sh.I. I fear aless dis bonwark an'

cauld wears aff troo da night A'll be ill able to win dat lent, Sh.

News (Dec. 31, 1898). (7) Dev. Be you off your chump or daft,

or jest bone-wicked? Zack White Cottage (1901) 185. (8) Sh.I.

When I didna see her I cudna live. It wis lek a bone-wrak troo

my banes, Stewart Tales (1892) 246. (9) Bch. That I hae at

banes-brakin been My skin can sha' the marks, Forbes Ulysses

(1785) 26.

3. Of land : hardness, firmness. Lin. Lin. N. 6V3 Q. I. 81.

BONE, v. Lakel. 2 To charge, accuse ; to reiterate

constantly. Also with at.

Ah hard 'at he was tellin 't 'at Ah was mad drunk ; seea t'next

time Ah saw him Ah bian'd him wi' 't theer an' than. Frae
moornin' ta neet he's bianin at it aboot t'wark.

BONE-CAKE, sb. Irel. A kind of barley or oatmeal
cake. See Bonaught.

Don. A bone-cake buttered on both sides and lavishly sown with
coarse sugar, Cent. Mag. (July 1901) 430.

JBONELESS, sb. Ken.1 The north wind, a corruption

of ' Boreas.'
When the wind blows violently they say, ' Boneless is at the

door.'

JBONEY, sb. w.Yks. A collection of rags, bones, &c.

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Nov. 14, 1891).
BON(N, sb. I.Ma. [bon.] A stick, small faggot.

Jus' put that bonn at your fut undhar the keddle (S.M.) ; I went

to get some bons at the far end of the garden to put in the oven

for the morning's fire, Rydings Tales (1895) 47.

BONNET, sb.
1 Sc. War. Also in form bannet Sc.

1. In comp. (1) Bonnet-ba', the game of ' Bonnety ' (q.v.)
;

(2) -fire, a punishment inflicted by boys on one of their

number who breaks the rules of a game
; (3) -laird, see

below
; (4) -man, a ' ploughman.'

(1) Gall. The royal game of bonnet ba', Crockett GreyMan (1896)

128. (2) Fif. Two files are formed by his companions standing

face to face, the intervening space being merely sufficient for allow-

ing him to pass. Through this narrow passage he is obliged to

walk slowly, with his face bent down to his knees ;
and as he passes

the boys beat him on the back with their bonnets (Jam.). (3) Abd.

The bonnet-lairds were men who generally got their forty or sixty

acres in the natural state and at a nominal rent, their lease being

two nineteens [of years], and in some instances ninety-nine years,

but had to give the land proprietor what was called bonage (a cor-

ruption of bondage), Anderson Rhymes (1867) 210. (4) Sc.

There cam bonnetmen following the plewgh, Kinloch Ballad Bk.

(1827) 73, ed. 1868.

2. pi. The columbine, Aquilegia vulgaris. War.3

BONNET, sb.2 Sc. A person who bids for his own
goods at a sale, or is employed by the owner to do so.

Guid Sc. Diet. (1895).
BONNETY, sb. Sc. A boys' game ; see below.
Abd. The lads place their bonnets (caps) on the ground against

a wall in such a way as easily to receive a ball rolled or pitched

into one of them by a boy with shut eyes. He rolls or pitches

from a stance three or four yards from the wall. When he
manages to get the ball into one of the bonnets, the owner of that

bonnet seizes the ball and hits one of the rest now scampering off.

The lad thus hit has a small stone put into his cap. If no one be
hit, the boy that missed gets a stone put into his cap. Three
stones in the cap excludes the owner from the game, which goes

on till only one is left (G.W.). Nai. The players place their

bonnets or caps in a pile. They then join hands and stand in

a circle round it. They then pull each other, and twist and
wriggle round and round and over it, till one overturns it or

knocks a bonnet off it. The player who does so is hoisted on the

back of another, and pelted by all the others with their bonnets,
Gomme Games (1894) I. 43.

BONNIKA, adj. Nrf. [bo'niks.] Beautiful, handsome,
bonny. Cf. bonker, sb.

Yer looken' real bonnika and more lovely than ever, dang me if

yer aint ! Longman's Mag. (Jan. 1903) 324.

BONNINHODS, sb. n.Yks. A game of ball. (I.W.)
BONNY, sb. Som. A lantern made of a wooden box

lined with tin and open in front, used in ' bird-battine.'
(W.F.R.)

S

BONNY, adj. Abd. In phr. a bonny sair, a healthy
wound. Paul Abd. (1881) 111.

BONNY-CLABBER, sb. Pern. Sour buttermilk ; thick,
ropy milk. (J.S.O.T.)

BONOGUE, sb. Irel. A young pig. See Bonuv.
Con. He was as wobegone as a sow that lost her bonogues,

Bodkin Shillelagh (1902) 94.

BOO, sb. Sc. An object ofdread or terror. Cf. bo, sb. 1

n.Sc. I will not believe in God, for God is a boo. God without
Christ is a boo. ' Boo ' is a word that is used to frighten crying
children, Scotch Presby. Eloq. (1693) 107, ed. 1790. Abd. (GW )BOOBAGGER, see Bull-beggar.
BOOIL,^. Sh.I. To gore, push with the head or horns.
Will doo slip dem [cows] i' da barn an' lat da tane booil da

tidder? Sh. News (Sept. 4, 1897).

BOOK, sb. Lan. A rate. Also in comb, poor books,
poor rates.
A rate, in country places, is often called a book (S.W.) ; Called

at Richard Ratcliff's door, where I paid him two poor books
Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 100.

BOOKING, sb. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) A peculiar tenure
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of certain lands in the burgh of Paisley ; also, a holding
under this tenure, now peculiar to Paisley.
BOOL, sb.1 Sc. Also in form bul Sh.I. 1. The bow

of scissors or shears ; anything of a curved or circular
shape

; pi. the rims of spectacles.
Sh.I. Haikin as muckle hay i' da bul o' da maeshie as ye wid

fling in a kishie for a hen ta lae in, Sh. News (Sept. 3, 1898). Cai. 1

w.Sc. I put my finger and thumb to the bool o' the shears,

Carrick Laird of Logan (1835) 82.

2. An iron instrument for lifting a pot on and offthe fire.

Guid Sc. Diet. (1895).
BOOL, sb.2 Cai.1

1. A large, round stone. Cf. bowl,
sb.2 2. Phr. to put the bool, to throw a heavy stone
from the shoulder ; a sport in the Highland games. See
Put, v> II. 5.

BOOL-BACKED, adj. Cai. 1 Having very round
shoulders ; hump-backed. Cf. bool, sb.2

BOOLEY, sb. s.Wm. (J.A.B.) i.q. Bully, sb*

_
$BOOLYIE, sb. Slk. (Jam.) A loud, threatening noise,

like the bellowing of a bull.

BOO-MAN, sb. Obs. Cai. 1 The man in charge of the
cattle on a large farm.
JBOOMER, sb. Ken. (P.M.) The heron, Ardea cinerea.

JBOON, sb. Yks. Drink. (P.R.)
BOONMEST, see Beunmest.
BOON-WAY, sb. Wm. Written biun-way. An upper

or higher path or road. Cf. aboon.
If thoo gangs t'biun-way thoo'll miss o' t'yats (B.K.).

BOORD, v. Cai.1 To split a stratified stone. Cf.

board, v?
BOORICHY, sb. Sc. i.q. Bourach, sb} 3.

Come a' roon me in a boorichy as ye used to dae, Jokes, 1st S.

(1889) 35-

BOORIK, sb. Sh.I. i.q. Bourack.
The cow was called in the North Isles ' de boorik,' which means

the bellowing animal, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 27 ; Da wives wis
takkin' in da booriks, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 251.

JBOOROOSHING, sb. Hrt. A scolding. (H.G.)

JBOORSTAFF, sb. Cum.14 Also written bore-. A short

rod of wood inserted in the side of the head of the hand-
loom weaver's beam, wherewith a slight turn can be given

to the beam as the work proceeds.
BOOSELY,a#. I.Ma. [bu-sli.] Bad, rough ; beastly.

Boosely music to be playin, Brown Witch (1889) 50; Tay!

tay ! [tea] three times a day, that's boosly kitchen for a working-

man to be gettin' (S.M.).

BOOSH, v. Dev. To butt or strike with the head ;
to

lift with the horns. W. Times (Mar. 12, 1886) 6. Cf.

bosh, sb?
JBOOST, v. Sc. Also in form boust. To drive off,

' shoo 'off; to guide, conduct in a particular direction.

Ayr. Lap thro' the door, as baudron loupsWhanboustit frae the

pats and stoups, Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 192. Gall.

He was waiting with crooked stick to 'boost' his father home,

Crockett Stickit Min. (1893) 194.

BOOTING, sb. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]

? Booty, prize.
Per. We went a-shooting, And strongly strove who should bring

home the booting, Ford Harp (1893) 4.

JBOOTY, sb. Edb. A disease which growing wheat
is liable to at the spring of the year. Farmer's Jm. (May
12, 1828). Cf. booted.
BOOTYER(T, see Byoutour.
JBOPPERTY, adj. Suf. Conceited. (M.E.R.)

BORAG, sb. Cai.1 A bradawl ; a pointed iron used for

boring when heated.

BORE, sb. Sh.I. A teat.

A'm no able . . . ta tak a sipe o' mylk frae da bores o' da bess

[cows], Sh. News (Sept. 4, 1897).

BORESTAFF-CORD, sb. Obs. Lnk. A smooth cord,

which, by the powers of the pulley and lever, regulates

the tension of the web. McIndoe Poems (1805) 11.

BORIE, sb. ne.Sc. i.q. Bore, sb} 2.

In wet weather when a clear opening— called in some districts

(Keith) 'a borie'—appears near the sun at sunset, it is looked

upon as indicating a continuance of foul weather, Gregor Flk-Lore

(1881) 154-

BORLEY, sb. Ken. A boat used in getting oysters,

&c, about Whitstable.
There is another class of boat also employed, but of different

shape, and growing to be used less and less, called a ' borley ' by
the natives. The ' borley ' has a straight square stern. It is

a class of boat used a good deal by the Thames shrimpers, Country
Life (Nov. 1, 1902).

BORNED, ppl. adj. Der. Brks. Dev. Also in form
barned Brks.

Der. Ever sin Amy Jane were borned, Good Wds. (1881) 845.
Brks. I was barned an' bred up in church, Hayden Round our Vill.

(1901) 97. Dev. Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 2&9-

BORO-BRIG, see Barney-brig.
BOROUGH-REEVE, sb. Nhb.1 The chiet officer in

the borough of Warkworth. (s.v. Reeve).

BORROWDALE, sb. Cum.4 In comb. Borrowdale
cuckoo, a person of inferior mental capacity ; an epithet
applied to the rustics of Borrowdale, who are traditionally

supposed to have once built a wall to confine a cuckoo.
BORROW-DUCK, sb. Cum.4 The sheldrake, Tadorna

cornuta. (s.v. Skelly.)

BOSCASTLE, sb. Cor.1 In phr. like Boscastle market,
see below.

All play and no play, like Boscastle Market, which begins at

twelve o'clock and ends at noon, Introd. 13.

BOSIN, v. Ant. To play marbles. (S.A.B.) Cf.

BOSLEM, sb. Suf. [bo-zlam.] A worm. (E.G.P.)

BOSOM, sb. Cor.3 A yoke or front to a dress, esp.

a transparent front.

In the case of young women with nice skin I advise a gauze on
muslin front, but for an old woman I advise a bosom so as to hide

up as much as possible.

BOSOM, v. Lakel.2 Cum. (E.W.P.)
BOSS, sb.B 1. se.Lin. (J.T.B.), War.2

BOSS, sb.
4

- Sc. War. Glo. 1. A bunch or tuft ofgrass,
&c. ; a projection ; a round mass.

Per. He was stan'in' on a big boss o' stane, MacGregor Solder's

Lamp (1903) 34. Gall. Every tummock of heather and boss of

tall bent-grass, Crockett Standard Bearer (1898) 12.

2. pi. Guelder-roses. Glo. (A.B.)

3. A large marble. War.4

4. Obs. The fore-part of the body trom the chest to the

loins.

Bnff. She has a cross aboon her boss, I mean my bonnie Assie O,
Taylor Poems (1787) 150.

BOSS, v. Chs.3 i.q. Poss, v. 2.

BOSSIE, sb. Abd. A metal button used in the game
of'buttony' (q.v.) and 'buttons' (q.v.).

Bossies were gen. the cast-offs of military or naval uniforms, or

livery servants wear. Four figs were equal in value to one chancer,

and two chancers to one bossie. The bossies from their size, weight,

and shape, made excellent pitchers, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (May
23, 1903)-

BOST, v. 1. War. Wor. Also in form boss s.Wor.
"War. 2 Better a belly bost Than a good thing lost, Provin. Saw.

' Bost it !
' Common. s.Wor. (H.K.)

BOST, v. Sc. To scold, speak roughly.
Abd. Sal he bost them in his wuth [wrath], Waddell Ps.

(1871) ii. s ; Dinna be frichtened at the dog—gie him a bostin'.

Ye needna bost me that gate (G.W.).

JBOSTIN, sb. Lan. The rack or trough in a stable, in

which the fodder is placed ; the division between the

stalls of horses or cows. Lan.1
, w.Lan. (H.M.) Cf.

boosing.
BOT, sb} Hmp. (H.R.)
BOT, see But, prep.

BOTH, adj. Sc. In form baith. In phr. the both, both,

the two.
Per. It's a mercy if ye're no' jiled, the baith o' ye, MacGregor

Souter's Lamp (1903) 163.

BOTHEN, adj. Pem. Both, two. (J.S.O.T.)

BOTHER, v. Der. To delay, ' shilly-shally,' put off.

n.Der. Ah'st bo8ar none about it ; ah'st go for t'doctor (H.R.).

BOTHERMENT, sb. s.Lan.1

BOTHIER, sb. Abd. i.q. Bothieman. Abd. Wkly.
Free Press (Apr. 4, 1903).
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BOTTING, vbl. sb. Hrf. The breaking up of clods

with a wooden hammer or 'bot-beetle' (q.v.). (H.C.M.)
BOTTLE, sb. Sc. Cum. Lei. Won Suf. Wil. 1. In

comb. (1) Bottle-necked, stiff-necked
; (2) -picking, see

below
; (3) -screw, a corkscrew

; (4) — Tom, the long-

tailed tit, Pants caudatus.

(1) s.Wor. (H.K.) (2) Lei. From time immemorial a most
extraordinary custom has been observed on Easter Mondays at

Hallaton, in Lei. In order to retain to the parish a piece of

ground left in the good old days the villagers have to indulge in

the doubtful pleasure of a game of bottle picking. Two large
meat pies and two dozen penny loaves have to be scrambled for.

The real fun then begins. A large wooden bottle, bound round
with iron rims, and containing ale, is thrown on the ground for

the men of the neighbouring village of Medbourne to try and
wrestle from the Hallatonian grasp. When the battle has been
won, the victors drink the contents of the bottle, Standard (Apr. 8,

1901) 6. (3) Lth. Thomson Poems (1819) 114. (4) Wil. Thorn
Birds (1870) 23.

2. Phr. (1) a bottle illness, an illness that needs medicine.
Suf. (C.L.F.) See Bottle, sb} 2

; (2) bottle of all sorts, the
lungwort, Pulmonaria officinalis Cum.4

BOTTLETY, sb. Cum.4 Also in form bottley. The
willow wren, Phylloscopus trochilus.

BOTTLING, sb.
1 Sc. A meeting or gathering of

friends ; a festivity.

Mrs. Cowley was offended because witness was not present at
the 'bottling,' or gathering of friends invited to the wedding,
Scotsman (Sept. a, 1898) ; ' Penny reels,' 'bottlings,' and ' wash-
ing o' aprons,' Sc. Haggis, 161.

BOTTLING, sb? Cum.4 A large (outgrown) kind of
trout found in the Esk, &c.
BOTTOM, sb. Yks. Chs. Nrf. 1. In phr. (1) to go to

the bottom of one's belly, to vex sorely
; (2) pi. tops and

bottoms, a gardening term : fruit-trees and vegetables.
( 1 ) n. Yks. (I.W. ) (2) Cas. l ' Why do you not grow potatoes ?

'

'Au canna have tops and bottems as well, and tops pees [pay]
best.'

2. Comp. Bottom-fy, to throw out the bottom of marsh
ditches. See Bottom, v. 3.

Nrf. I heard of a job bottom-fying, up till harvest, Emerson
Son of Fens (1892) 104.

3. Rushes, &c. used in making the bottom of a stack or
rick. Nrf. ib. 144.
JBOTTOM, sb. Yks. Wor. The horizon.
n.Yks. It leaks rather leeght at t'boddum, it's like bein' fair

(I.W.). ne.Wor. (J.W.P.)

BOTTOMER, sb. Sc. A mining term : a person em-
ployed to attend to the bottom of a shaft.

Lnk. The pony drivers must drag it [coal] from these sidings
to the bottom of the shaft with equal regularity ; the men there,
called the ' bottomers,' must put it on the cages, Gordon Pyotshaw
(1885) 85. {Reports Mines.]

BOTTREL, adj. and sb. Abd. 1. adj. Thick, dwarf-
ish. (Jam.); Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882J. Cf. bottry.
2. sb. A thick-set, dwarfish person, ib.

BOUCH, sb. Sc. Hrf. 1. A dog. Hrf. (F.G.A.)
See Bouff, sb. 4. 2. Obs. Fig. A sneak, coward.

Edb. Nae man o' spirit, but a bouch, Wad bide yer banter,
Liddle Poems (1821) 162.

BOUD, sb. w.Yks. (G.R.)
BOUG, sb. Cai. 1 The stomach, belly ; a word used by

children.

JBOUGAN, sb. Cor. The large end of a piece of
wood or timber. Thomas Randigal Rhymes (1895) Gl.
BOUGH, sb. I.Ma. A term of contempt, a poor, silly

creature.
Go down and speak to them, you bough, Brown Doctor (1887) 76.
Hence Boughnet, sb. folly, silliness.
Nessy would hav' her jokes, but no one minded her boughnet

(S.M.).
&

BOUGHT-BREAD, sb. War.2

BOUGIL, sb. Edb.
Cock maun craw, And wi' his angry bougil gar's withdraw,

Fergusson Poems (1773) 194, ed. 1785.
JBOUGUIE, sb. Ayr. A 'bouquet,' posy, nosegay.

(Jam.) ; Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 65.

BOUK, sb. Wgt. In phr. the bouk of a bean, applied

to anything very small. (A.W.) See Bouk, sb.
1

BOUK, v. Lan. To knock, esp. to knock up against a

person or thing. n.Lan. (G.W.) Cf. buck, v.
3 5.

BOUKIE, adj. Sc. Fig. Numerous, well-attended;

'bulky'
Lnk. This [funeral] is a braw honestly [? honesty] indeed, it's

mair boukie nor my bridal was, Graham Writings (1883) II. 40.

JBOUKIT-WASHING, sb. Sc. (Jam.) The great

annual washing of the linen of a family. See Buck, sb.2

JBOULT, v. Obs. Ken.1 To cut pork in pieces so as

to pickle it. Hence Boulting-tub, sb. the tub in which
pork was pickled.

BOULTER, sb. s.Wor. Anything very large of its

kind. (H.K.) See Belter, 2.

BOUNCE, sb. Nrf. In phr. to stand one's own bounce,

to pay one's own expenses.
There was five more luggers along with us, so we hadn't to

stand our own bounce, Emerson Son ofFens (1892) 58.

BOUNCE, v. Yks. Wor. To move hastily ; to jump or
rush out.

n.Yks. (I.W.) s.Wor. A bounced an' ripped outatmah (H.K.).

BOUND, v. Obs. Gall. With out: to swell out, en-
large.

Bunches of tales in prose and rhyme, which help to bound out
the wallet of every ballad hawker in Scotland, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 243, ed. 1876.

JBOUNDER, sb. s.Dev. Anything very large of its

kind. (F.W.C.) Cf. boulter.
BOUNDROAD, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. A boundary

road, frontier.

Lnk. Ready to seize him at the bound road, as soon as he
entered Scotland, Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1721) III. 195, ed. 1828.
Kcb. They shall not go over the bound-road, nor enter into
Heaven with us, Rutherford Lett. (1660) No. 277.
BOUNTY, sb. Sc. Der. 1. A bonus formerly paid

to fishermen for the season's fishing in addition to the
price paid for the fish caught. Cai.1 2. A bonus on
the wages of a servant. n.Der. (H.R.)
BOURT, v. Cum. Also in form beuert. To pretend,

make believe.
Cum. 4 Ye'll na boune yit. So dunnet ye beuert, Caine Shad.

Crime (1891) I. 46.

BOUSE, sb. 1. Cum. (E.W.R)
BOUSELEY, sb. Hmp. Anything big and rough,

e.g. a big, rough sheaf of corn. (H.R.)
BOUT, sb. 1 10. Sc. (A.W.)
BOUT, v. Sh.I. To rise quickly above the surface.

See Bout, v?
If dere didna bout up afore his very face a most beautiful mer-

maid, Stewart Tales (1892) 31.

BOUTGER, sb. Obs. Sc. A glutton. Francisque-
Michel Lang. (1882) 65 ; Dick Diet. (1827).
BOUTS-TURN, sb. Pern. A right-about turn, volte-

face. (J.S.O.T.) See Bout, sb.1

JBOVAC, sb. Sh.I. A bed. S. & Ork x

BOVE, v. Wm. To push.
The Dalesmen were to follow up, and keep a-shovin' and a-

bovin' on 'em forr'ad, Ollivant Owd Bob (ed. iooo'i iai
BOW, sb. Sc. Irel. Wor. Cor. 1. In comp (i) Bow-

raun, a hoop with a skin stretched over it, used for
winnowing or carrying corn

; also called Weight lav)-
(a) -ribbed, bent or curved in the ribs or spars

; (3) -sprit,
fig the nose

; (4) -traces, the thiller's traces, which are

:adTe
r

o?thtt
a
hilleT^* g°6S •""» the Pad °r

(1) Ir. Simmons Gl. (1890) (s. v. Waught).
(a) Abd. It's

[an umbrella] auk
1
an casten an' bow-ribbit, Macdonald Sir Gibbie

(1879) xxx... (3) Edb. Wi' sic a rap he tumbl'd down ; His bowsprit
brake Liddle Poems (1821) l6s . Cor. The Cove '

bo'sprit ' wasa point of honour only to be touched by alien fingers
; and it was

all the more sacred because the Cove nose had a reputation for itslength, and m fam.ly quarrels ... was easily pulled, Harris OurCove (1900) 39. (4) s.Wor. (H.K.) '
nAKRIS uur

2. See below.
Abd A yoke lay on the neck of each pair ofoxen ; and a ' bow '

cons.sting of a p.ece of ash, b.rch, or willow, bent to the proper
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shape, surrounded every separate ox's neck. The points of the
' bows ' were stuck upwards through the yoke and securely
fastened to that position, Alexander Rur. Life (1877) 35.

BOWATER, sb. Rxb. A man who poaches salmon,
&c. by night with a lantern or torch. See Bowet.
Yer netters and bowaters, they are the boys For drinkin', fechtin',

and makin' a noise, Murray Hawick Characters (1901) 9.

BOWD, sb. Cai.1 [baud.] A breaker, billow.

BOWER, sb. Wor. The stalks of the asparagus plant
allowed to grow after the crop has been cut.

The dog put a rabbit up out of the asparagus bower, Evesham
Jrn. (Oct. 25, 1902) ; The asparagus blight is a sort of rust which
comes in the bower, Gardening Notes (Mar. 14, 1898).

BOWERY, adj. Lakel.2

BOWFF, v. and sb. Cai.1 i.q. Booff.
JBOWHILL, sb. Dev.4 [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A species of apple.
BOWL, sb. Nrf. A float on a fishing-net ; a buoy.
Tain't no easy job tu haul in a mile an' a quarter of herrin' nets,

stowin' the bowls an' sich like, Patterson Man and Nat. (1895)

117 ; Arter that we get our bowls and the salt aboard, Emerson
Son of Fens (1892) 57.

BOWL-THROUGH, sb. n.Yks. A game formerly
played at fairs, with a large wooden ball and two upright

pegs. (I.W.) See Bowl, v.
1

JBOWNESS, sb. Suf. Plumpness. (P.H.E.)

JBOWPIT, ? adj. Brks. (M.J.B.) See below.

A term used in connexion with rain, when the wind comes

from the north east, which portends a continuance of rain, much
or little, for twenty-four hours. 'The rain is bowpit.'

BOWSAN, adj. Obs. Gall. Very big, ' thumping.'

Ye wha can tak a bowsan drink Whan that your purses hae the

clink, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 56, ed. 1876.

BOWSE, v. Cor. To immerse or duck a person in

order to free him from witchcraft, &c. Cf. bowssen.
Ler' us put un under th' pump an' us'll bowse th' witch out ov

un, Harris Our Cove (1900) 92 ; Wance more, Varmer, to bowse

th' piskies out ov un, io.

BOWSET, v. Frf. In phr. Bowsetanddown the middle,

a country dance.
The youngsters sune a corner clear, 'Bowset an' doon the

middle '—There's rowth o' fun for auld an' young When Sandy

plays the fiddle, Reid Heatherland (1894) 31.

BOWSEY, sb. Ayr. Nasal excrement.
There's a bowsey at yer snoot, Aitken Lays (1883) 133.

JBOWSHOTTLED, adj. Nhb. Bowed, bent, used

esp. of a bow-legged child. Applied also to an umbrella

having the wires bent.

Used to describe a bow-legged child, 'As bow-shottled as

a groom' (J.Ar.). n.Nhb. (G.H.T.)

BOX, sb. and v.
1 Sc. Irel. Lakel. Lan. Oxf. Nrf. Cor.

1. sb. In comb. (1) Box-back, the back portion of the

slay of a power-loom forming one side of the box for

receiving the weaver's shuttle
; (2) -eggs, imported eggs ;

(3) -hat, a tall hat
; (4) -master, obs., a treasurer of a town,

society, or corporate body ; (5) -organ, a barrel-organ
; (6)

•organ jacket, a man's short-cut jacket
; (7) -pulpit, an

old-fashioned pulpit ; see below
; (8) -seat, a square pew

in church.
(i)Lan. (O.S.H.) (2) s.Lan. 1 (3) Cor. Lee Cynthia (1900) 73.

(4) Sc. (Jam., s.v. Penny-maister). (5,6) s.Lan. 1 (7)Uls. Yin o'

those auld fashioned box-pulpits, wi' a lang stalk that cam' doon

tae the precentor's sate, an' a wee do'r ahin, that ye couldna see,

M cIlroy Druid's Island (1902) 50. (8) Gall. The Millwharchar

' box-seat ' remained for ever empty and swept, Crockett Love

Idylls (1901) 7.

2 Phr. (1) box of strings, a violin. s.Lan. ; (2) as close

as a box, very close. Lakel.2 3. A benefit or friendly

society possessing a common fund or ' box
' ; also in phr.

on the box, receiving a weekly payment from a club or

friendly society. . .

Edb. Fifteen got assistance from the Poor's Fund ;
or as it is

generally expressed, there were forty-five Linton lairds, fifteen of

which were on the box, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 160, ed. 1815.

Oxf. 1 MS. add.

4. A coffin. . .

Cor. Vassie tauld her she'd sooner be laid in her box than look

'pon John, Lee Widow Woman (1899) 178.

VOL. VI.

5. v. To enclose in a coffin or box.
Nrf. Old Joe Sharman died. Donald had made the coffin and

they'd boxed him, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 284.

BOX, v.
2 Sc. n.Cy. 1. Of animals : to push with

the head or horns. Cai.1 2. See below.
n.Cy. A horse which in trotting hits the fetlock of one leg with

the shoe of the other is said to ' box ' itself (B.K.).

BOX, v? Lakel.2
, w.Yks. (J.W.) With up: to patch,

mend.
JBOX,t;. Lin. (I.W.) With over: to talk a matter over.

JBOXY, adj. GIo. 1 All square, all right, ship-shape.

BOY, sb. Sc. Brks. 1. An old man. Brks. (W.W.S.)
2. A smart, capable man, esp. in phr. the boy.

Sc. (A.W.) Lnk. Ye'retheboy, Bell Wee Macgreegor (1903) 13.

JBOYLUM, sb. ? Obs. Stf. An iron ore of a bluish

colour of which the best cold-shear iron is made. (K.),

Stf. 1

BOYO, sb. Irel. A chap, lad, boy.
Don. While there's a whack in the belt, boyo, I'll lay-on ye,

Macmanus Bend ofRd. (1898) 258. Wmh. Did iver ye meet e'er a

one o' them boyos? Bullock Pastorals (1901) 109.

BOYST, sb. Ken. A temporary bed. (H.K.) Cf.

boost, sb. 1.

BOYTOCH, adj. Obs. Gall. Bad at walking owing

to stoutness. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

BOYTRY, sb. Obsol. e.Suf. Boyhood. (F.H.)

JBOZEN, sb. Sc. A wooden dish for milk. Morton
Cyclo. Agric. (1863).

tBOZZARD, sb. w.Wor.1 A ghost.

BRAAD, sb. and v. Cai.1
1. sb. A sharp pull to

hook a fish. 2. v. To make such a pull.

JBRAAL, sb. Ags. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A fragment.
There's nae a braal to the fore.

BRABBLEMENT, sb. Lakel.2 A noisy quarrel; a

wrangling, i.q. Brabble, v.

BRACE, sb. Cai.1 The short bit ofwall coming out into

the room in which the chimney is placed, i.q. Brace, sb.
2

JBRACH, sb. ? Obs. Bdf. The bean crop.

When clover is sown in these circumstances, it is sometimes

introduced instead of the brach or bean crop, Batchelor Agnc.

(1813) 339.

BRACHLE, v. Sc. See below.
w.Sc. An unearthly-looking thing came brachlmg through the

hedge, Carrick Laird ofLogan (1835) 164.

BRACHTON, sb. Sc. A term of contempt.

Wgt. ' The auld brachton,' quoth the affectionate daughter, ' he

wud hae taen a' his siller wi' him, if he had gotten *t,' Fraser

Wigtown (1877) 387.

BRACK, sb.
1 Sh.I. Breaking waves ;

foam.

Da roar o' da brack, or da rumble o' da winter sea, Stewart

Tales (1892) 4.

BRACK, sb.
2 I.Ma. (T.E.B.) 1. The mackerel,

Scomber scomber. 2. The common trout, Salmofano.
BRACK, sb? Cai.1 Also in form breck. A tract of

barren ground in or adjoining a township.

BRACK, adj. and sb.
4 Sc. Lin. Also in form brake Sc.

1. adj. Brackish, salt. Sc. Brown Diet. (1845).

2. sb. Brine.
,

ne.Lin. Only used in the proverb, 'As saut as brack (£..&.).

BRACKLY, adj. s.Lan. 1 Of the weather : changeable.

i.q. Brackle.

BRAD, sb.1 Sc. (A.W.), Oxf.1 MS. add. i.q. Brad.

BRAD, sb.2 Sc. An opprobrious epithet.

Wgt. When sufficiently near him, she necked her supposed

partner, greeting him with the following affectionate salute :
' Ya

auld brad ! if I had ya hame I wad gae ya something guid for ya,'

Fraser Wigtown (1877) 272.

JBRAD, sb.
3 and v. Lin. 1. sb. A spud. (R.E.C.)

See Brod, sb.
2 5. 2. v. To spud up, as thistles.

(R.E.C.) ; The bottom of the drawer only wanted bradding a bit,

Fenn Cure of Souls (1889) 48.

BRADDAN, sb. Sc. A salmon ; Gael, bradan (Mac-
bain).

Arg. A breakfast of braddan, fresh caught in a creel from the

I
Gearron river, Munro /. Splendid (1898) ii.

G
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JBRADDOCK, sb. e.Yks. A weed growing in corn-
fields ; ? the common centaury, Erythraea Centaurium.
(W.W.S.); (E.H.C.)
JBRADLEY, s£. s.Lan. A 'broad lea'; pasture. Bam-

ford Dial. (1854).
BRAFFEN, sb. e.Dur.1

, Cum.* Also in form breigham
Cum.4 i.q. Bargham.
BRAG, sb. 1

I.Ma. In phr. to take brag out of, to brag
about ; to praise.

Terrible brag he was takin out of the Docthor, Brown Doctor

(1887) 39, 40.

BRAG, sb.2 Lakel.2 A dog. Cf. brach.
|BRAG, adv. Lan. Proudly.
Still in use around Hurstwood (Miss W.).
[Seest how brag yond bullock beares . . . his pricked

eares, Spenser Sh. Kal. (1579) Feb. ; Hy schulde noujt
beren hem so bragg, Plowmans Cr. (c. 1394) 706.]
JBRAGEANT, sb. Hrf. 2 A bombastic, changeable

fellow.

JBRAGGAND, adj. Obs. Sc. Boastful, bombastic.
Bare gentry, braggand beggars, Ramsay Prov. (1737).
[The prp. of brag (to boast).]

BRAIDLE.w. w.Yks. [bre'dl.] To plait. Hlfx. Courier
(May 8, 1897).

BRAIGGLE, sb. Obs. Gall. An old, dangerously
ramshackle article. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
BRAIN-BOX, sb. Sc. Irel. The skull.
Cal. We'll pit licht in yer aul' brain-boxes yet ! Horne Country-

side (1896) 73. Don. He cracked his brain-box for him without
intendin' it, Macmanus Bend of Rd. (1898) 54.
BRAINGER, sb. Sc. One who rushes forward ; hence

a formidable foe. See Brainge.
Ayr. He'd made a brainger in a brulzie, Ainslie Land ofBurns

(ed. 1892) 182.

BRAIRD, sb. and v. Sc. Cum. Also in forms briard,
brier(d. 1. sb. i.q. Braird, I. Also in comp. Brier-blade.

Sc. Better spare at the brierd nor at the bottom, Ferguson Prov.
(1641) No. 175. Abd. After the brier blade falls, the corn makes
no progress till the stock be formed. . . Weeds . . . soon overtop
the brier. . . Harrowing down weeds among the briard . . . is . . .

recommended, Alexander Notes and Sketches (1877) 26.
2. v. Of grain : to throw out leaves.
Cum. 4 The grain comes through the ground with one leaf; when

it begins to spread more leaves we say it is beginning to braird
BRAIRDED-DYKE, sb. Obs. Gall. A fence made of

furze, thorn, &c. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
BRAISANT, see Brazent.
BRAIST,v. Wbs. Sc. To burst. Brown Did. (184c).

Cf. bxast, brist, brust, v.
1 K 45;

tBRAISTY,5«. [notbraishy]. w.Yks. [Not known to
our correspondents.] A hill. Grainge Nidderdale (1863)

BRAITHEL, sb. Obs. Frf. 1. A wedding. ?io
Bride-ale. & '

'H '

He was at A braithel, where the broth was fat ; In ancient times
a taiken sure, The Bridegroom was na reckon'd poor Piter of
Peebles (1794) 14. ' r J

2. Comp. Braithel-ale, ale drunk at a wedding.
Fouk in pots brew'd Braithel-ale, ib. 5.

tBRAITH HURDLE, sb - HmP- A wattle hurdle.
(H.E.) i.q. Brath, v.

BRAIZE, sb. Sc. i.q. Broose, sb. Napier Flk-Lore
(1879) 49.

BRAKE, sb.
1 and v. Cai. Lakel. I. sb. A heavy

harrow for breaking large clods of earth. Lakel 2
i qBrake, sb.

1
2. An instrument for breaking flax-stalks

Cum.4
3. v. To treat land with such a harrow Cai 1

'

BRAKE, sb? Sc. Bracken.
Arg. We were still in the estuary or firth, to judge by the

bickering burn and the odours off-shore, above all the odour ofrotting brake, Munro Shoes ofFort, (iqoi) 78
BRAKE, see Brack, adj.

anfmaf
LLI°N

'
S*- °^ GalL An ™wieldy person or

Wi' retain doddles arsit stump Our down gae brallions Mac-taggart Encycl. (1824) 191, ed. 1876.
'

i.q. Brambling, 1. Thurn

Blackberries. (E.S.). i.q.

BRAMBLING, sb. Wil.
Birds (1870) 75.
BRAMES, sb. pi. ne.Lin.

Brame, sb.1

JBRAM-YED, sb. Lan. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A muddle-headed fellow. See Barm, sb.
1

2 (5)-

Well, as aw wur telling yo before that greit bram-yed stopt me,
Wood Hum. Sketches, 5.

BRAN, sb. War. Sus. In comp. (1) Bran-bag, in phr.
to have shoved one's head in one's mother's bran-bag, to be
very freckled. Sus. (E.E.S.)

; (2) -faced, freckled. War.2

BRAN, see Braun.
BRAND, sb. Sc. n.Cy. Ess. Som. Dev. Cor. Also in

forms braand Sh.I. ; bran Ess. ; bron Cai. 1
1. Fire

;

a burning peat.
Sh.I. I wiish me jocktaleg an' stickid him i' da back o' a braand

ta dry, Sh. News (July 2, 1898). n.Cy. (J.L. 1783). Som. The
upper part, or layer of turf which was pared off, was made into
' brons ' : they were much larger than turves, and were put at

the back of the fire (W.F.R.).

2. A glowing cinder. Cai.1 3. A contemptuous name
for a worthless person.
Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 344.

4. Comb. (1) Brand-bete, to make or mend a fire
; (2)

-iron, ? a poker
; (3) -span-fire-new, bran-new.

(1) Dev. Wright. Cor. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 55. (2) Sh.1.
On this hearth-stone stood the ' boiler ' on the one side, and the tea-

pot on the other, and the brand iron and ' taings ' lying in front,

Stewart Tales (1892) 41. (3) Ess. (W.W.S.)
BRANDERS, sb.pl. s.Pem.(M.S.C) Low iron supports

used for raising a cauldron from the floor to put fire under,
i.q. Brander.
BRANDERSPAN, adj. m.Yks.1

(s.v. Spanther-new).
Bran-new. Cf. branspanther.
BRANDIED, ppl. adj. Cum.4 Also in form brannit.

i.q. Branded.
tBRANDLY, adv. ? Obs. n.Cy. (Hall.) [Not known

to our correspondents.] Sharply, fiercely.
BRANDY, adj. Nrf. In good order ; all right.
Arter we'd got the rust off our scythes, the lord would stop and

sharp. . . 'How do you get on, chummy?' I say to Joe once. . .

' Mine's all brandy,' he says, Emerson Son ofFens (1892) 142.
JBRANDY-BALL, sb. Suf.1 A children's game. 128.
BRANGLE, v. and sb. Cum. Lan. Not. Nhp. 1. v.

To entangle, complicate. s.Lan.1

Hence (1) Branglement, sb. an entanglement ; a com-
plication of circumstances

; (2) Branglemess, sb. a state
of confusion.

(1) s.Lan. 1
(2) Nhp. Carlyle was in a branglemess, Wright

E. Fitzgerald (1904) I. 176.

2. To wrangle. Cum.4 3. sb. A wrangle.
s.Not. There was a sort of brangle about building on't (J.P.K )Hence Branglement, sb. a quarrel, dispute.
There were a rare branglement on about the propertv. ibBRANGY, adj. Pern. (J.S.O.T.) Of a horse : mettle-

some, impatient. Cf. brainge.

brindlirf
N°CK

'

*& Sc
"
(JAM° A y°Ung salmon

-
Cf.

.
BRANNY-FACE, sb. Sus. (E.E.S.) A freckled face,

i.q. rsran.

BRANSPANTHER, adj. m.Yks.1
(s.v. Spanther-new).

Bran-new. Cf. branderspan. ;

BRANTY, sb. n.Ir. Porridge. (C.A.W)BRASH sb. Sc. Som. 1. Short sticks, small stonesand rubbish. Som. (W.F.R.) i.q. Brash, sb? Tinphr. all to brash, all to pieces.
Gall. Adown the heugh the chiel reel'd V to brash-His banes

84, ed^T ^ UnWelcome smash
>
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)

BraSffK'*"
1 SC ' Lan

-
LU«d as an expletive, i.q.

Lan. Brash thee, Laurence! whenever was I known to over-drive a nag? Clegg David's Loom (1894) 129.
2. To eruct acrid liquid into the mouth

fh?fi!

1
"

Y
.

e ^ere na ane ^ha boaks and sPues >
And brashes't upthe throat, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 69, ed. 1876.
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BRASH, v? Obs. Gall. To rush on headlong, i.q.

Brash, adj.
Ay dash on, and brash on Throughout this wardly strife, Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824) 332, ed. 1876.

JBRASH, v.
s Dev. To bank up a fire with small coal.

Cf. brash, sb.
2 2.

When I got home I roused up the forge fire, . . and then
I brashed it down ... for the morning, Blackmore Perlycross

(1894) viii.

BRASHLOCH, sb. Gall. Rubbish, i.q. Brashloch.
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
BRASHNOCH,sZ>. Sc. [brajhax.] The wild mustard,

Sinapis arvensis.
Wgt. His corn was choked with brashnoch, meaning gule, or

wild mustard, Saxon Gall. Gossip (1878) 264.
BRASHY, adj. Cai.1 Weak, delicate, i.q. Brashy.
BRASNA, sb. Don. i.q. Bresna.
I hadn't time to gather a lock of brasna this mornin' ; and I'm

in sore need o' some, Macmanus O'Friel's (1903) 18.

BRASS, sb. and v. Sc. Lan. Nrf. 1. sb. Obs. Copper
change.

Lan. I got a penny pot of ale, but neither I nor the landlady
had any brass, Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 48.

2. Impudence, assurance, audacity. Sc. (A.W.) 3. v.

With up : to pay up what is owing. Nrf. (A.P.)
BRAT, sb. and v. Sc. 1. sb. A rag. Cai.1 Hence

Bratty, adj. ragged, ib. 2. A cloth put on a ewe to

prevent its being covered by the ram. Sc. (A.W.) 3. v.

To cover the hinder part of a ewe. ib.

BRAT, sb.
2 Som. Short straws.

In the common phrase 'combings and brat.' Combings would
perhaps be rather the leaves of the straw, brat the short straws
(W.F.R.).

BRATCH, sb. Obsol. Slk. i.q. Brach.
A mad cat, or a worrying bratch, Hogg Tales (1838) 332, ed. 1866.

BRATCHIE, sb. Obs. Gall. India-rubber. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).

BRAUL, v. ? Obs. Sc. To shake. Guid Sc. Did. (ed.

1897).

BRAUN, sb. Sc. Lakel. Also in forms braan Cum.4
;

bran Sc. ; broan Cum.4
i.q. Brawn, sb.

2 s.Ayr. (M.J.F.),
Lakel.2

, Cum.4

BRAUNGE, v. s.Lan.1
, Not.3 Also written brawnge

s.Lan. 1 [brondg.] To lounge ; to sit or stand in a lazy
manner ; to roll about and stretch oneself.

BRAVE, adv. Sc. Capitally, in first-rate style. (A.W.)
JBRAVE, sb. Nhb. [Not known to our correspondents.]

See below.
What a brave he had put upon me, Richardson Borderer's Table

Bk. (1846) VI. 193.

tBRAVE, v. Stf. 1 To pay court to.

BRAVELY, adj. Sc. In good health, well. (A.W.)
BRAW, adj. Lakel. 1. Finely clothed, handsome.

Lakel.2 2. Clever. Wm. & Cum.1

BRAWCHTON, sb. Obs. Gall. Anything weighty
and unwieldy. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

BRAWD, sb. Obs. Gall. A large, clumsy article.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

JBRAWL, v. Mry. (Jam.) To gallop.

XBKA.Vn.JSiS, sb.pl. n.Sc.(jAM.) Also in form brylies.

The trailing strawberry-tree, Arbutus Uva-ursi.

IBRAWN, sb} w.Yks. The place where the tree

branches out. Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 239.

JBRAWN, sb.
2 w.Cy. The smut fungus, Ustilago

segetum. (B. & H.) ; Miller Plants (1884).

BRAWNGE, see Braunge.
BRAWSON, orf/'. Lan. Of a girl : impudent, 'fast.'

Manch. City News (June 22, 1901).

BRAY, v.
1 Sc. Yks. Also in form brie Sc. To crush;

to grind to powder ; also Jig. to overcome, i.q. Bray, v.
1

Sc. Though in a mortar I bray this fool, Colvil Whigs Supplic.

(1796) I. 1848. n.Yks.4 Ah can bray yon chap, 354.

Hence (1) Braying-stone, sb. a large stone on which to

pound free-stone for sprinklingon the floor
; (2) Brie-stone,

sand- or free-stone for rubbing on a doorstep.

(1) n.Yks. Tack t'sand off t'brayin' steean an' sand t'fleer (I.W.).

(2) Ayr. To break some brie-stone, to rub the front door-step wi',

Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 293.
BRAY, v.

2 War. Dev. 1. Of a horse : to whinny,
i.q. Bray, v.2 s.Dev. (W.C.P.) 2. To scold.
War.4 My old 'ooman her brayed at me till I were fuersed to go.

JBRAZE, v. w.Yks.1 [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] To acquire a bad taste, as food which has stood
too long in brass vessels.
BRAZED, ppl. adj. Obs. Edb. ? Hardened to effron-

tery ;
' brazened.'

Maist every branch ye hae some lear, Of some base way of

clinkin gear, Your face is so weel braz'd wi' gare, An' heart sae

hardened, Liddle Poems (1821) in.
BRAZENT, ppl. adj. Sc. Yks. Lan. Also in forms

braisant Sc. ; brazzend Yks. 1. Impudent, bold,

i.q. Brazened.
Edb. To live wi' sic a wast'ry, braisant jade, Wha toom'd your

ha' o' mony dawd and blawd, Learmont Poems (1791) 364.

2. Comb. (1) Brazent-face, an impudent person. s.Lan. 1
;

(2) -fond, impertinent, impudent. n.Yks. (I.W.)
BRAZIL, sb} Oxf. (A.P.), Hmp. (H.R.) Also in form

brazeel Hmp.
BRAZZLE, see Bruzzle, v.

1

BREACH, sb. Sh.I. Nrf. se.Cy. Dev. Also in form
braech Sh.I. 1. A breaking sea.

Sh.I. Da bits o' rigs is apo' da broo o' da banks, an' ae night

aboot Lammas, he [it] cam' a heavy braech aboot da shore, Sh.

News (Apr. 9, 1898).

2. Obs. Ground broken up for tillage to be mixed with
manure, esp. used of the borders of enclosures. se.Cy.,

Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 59.
Hence to make one's breach, phr. to begin a new under-

taking.
The question often arises among farmers, ' Where do you make

your breach to-day ? ' meaning what are you doing to-day ? what
new work do you begin? to what girl are you going to make
love ? ib.

3. Phr. to make a breach, a thatching term : to make a

start by pulling out a sheaf. Nrf. Emerson Son of Fens
(1892) 153.

BREACHY, adj. Sur. (T.S.C.), Som. (W.F.R.)
BREAD, sb. and v. Sc. Lan. Hrf. Oxf. 1. sb. In

comb. (1) Bread-cratch, a 'bread-flake ' (q.v.). s.Lan.1
; (2)

kit, the vessel in which fishermen carry bread and other

provisions. Cai. 1
; (3) -turner, a wooden spattle for turn-

ing bannocks on the gridiron, ib. 2. Phr. (1) to bake

one's bread, to kill, 'do for'
; (2) to have one's bread in the

oven, see below.
(1) Sc. (A.W.) (2) Hrf. Implies that the present is the time

when the speaker cannot afford to lose any opportunity or neglect

his business. ' My bread's in the oven at this time of the year, so

I cannot afford to turn any workman off' (E.W.P.).

3. A 'bread-flake' (q.v.). s.Lan.1 4. v. To break bread
into a basin for broth, &c. Oxf. 1 MS. add.

BREAD-AND-CHEESE, sb. Lakel. Oxf. Ken. 1. The
young leaves of the hawthorn, Crataegus Oxyacantha,
eaten by children. Oxf. 1 MS. add. 2. The seeds of

the mallow, Malva sylvestris. Ken. (P.M.) 3. ? Sorrel.

Lakel. 2 It grows i' t'dyke boddums an' t'barns eat it.

BREADSTIFF, sb. Lan. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Breakfast.
Th' sergeant has underta'n fur t' drill me hissell every mornin

ofore breadstiff, Gaskel Comic Sngs. (1841) 47.

BREAK, sb. Cum.4 The portion of land ploughed out

of ley in the year.
BREAK, v. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Not. 1. In comb, with

adv. and prep. (1) Break down, of the weather : to become
wet or unsettled

; (2) — in, to break off and remain in, as

a splinter in the flesh
; (3) — off, (a) a type-casting term,

see below
;

(b) to discharge wind from the stomach
; (4)— out, (a) to bring new ground under cultivation

;
(b) of

the skin : to be afflicted with sores, &c.
; (5) — up, to

break into as a burglar
; (6) — upon, to change money

;

(7) — with, to cease to be friendly with.

(1) Lnk. The weather had completely broken down an hour
after their arrival, Bell Wee Macgreegor (1903) 120. (2) n.Yks.

(I.W.) (3, a) Rnf. I then went to the Type Foundry in Nicholson

G2
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Street, Edinburgh, although only eight or nine years of age.
I could ' break-off' to two men, and thus won 3s. a-week, Fraser
Chimes (1853) n. (4) Sc. (A.W.) (4, a) Cai.1 (b) Sc. (A.W.)
(5) Bwk. The rogue that steals the bees, Brack up the dairy,
Sutherland Poems (1821) 39. (6, 7) Sc. (A.W.)
2. Comb. Break-the-barn, a child's name for one of the

fingers.
Abd. Haste that I may warm my mannie, Ilka dirlin' foot and

hannie— Brak-the-barn and crannie-wannie, Cadenhead Bon-
Accord(iH^) 252.

3. Phr. (1) to break breath, to utter a sound
; (2) — one's

day, to take a holiday
; (3) — one's dream, see below

; (4)— outfine, of the weather : to become fine
; (5) — the bull

;

(6) — the dyke.

(1) Sh.I. Da first 'at I saw wis Tammy an' Sibbie harkiii, nae
less

; bit I niver braik braeth, Sh. News (May 22, 1897). (2) Sc.
(A.W.) (3) Not. 3 A has a dream which portends disaster of some
kind, but the spell is broken and A escapes, if some circumstance,
however insignificant, of the same kind as the dream occurs ; e. g.
a dream that he falls from a height or from a ladder, a small slip
from a ladder breaks his dream. (4) Sc. (A.W.) (5) Lakel. 2

(6) ib.

4. To break the skin of. Sc. (AW.), n.Yks. (I.W.)
5. To rise as a spring. n.Yks. (I.W.) 6. Of the

weather : to change ; of frost : to disperse. Sc. (A.W.),
n.Yks. (I.W.) 7. To spread manure, &c.
Abd. I remember him 'brakin' muck' at the layin' doon of my

father's neeps, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 1.

8. To lower, abate, as prices or wages.
Rnf. Are they still hatching new devices To break the weavers'

table prices, M cGilvray Poems (ed. 1862) 213. Lnk. The maisters
want to break wages yin-an-yin-pence a day, Gordon Pyotshaw
(1885) 116.

9. Of milk : to curdle. Sc. (A.W.) 10. Of sheep or
cattle : to break fence ; to stray, ib. 11. To trample
down and destroy crops.

Sc. It was less the quantity they devoured . . . than the area
they [the straying cattle] broke, or rather brokit—that is, made
refuge of—with their four-footed bulk, Haliburton Puir Auld
Scotland (1887) 10.

12. To open out and scatter hay-cocks. Cum.4 13. To
break into ; to rob. ib.

JBREAKAGEMENT, sb. Hrf. (N.G.) [Not known to
our other correspondents.] A breakage.
BREAKER, s6. Sc. Dev. Also in form bricker

Abd. 1. An instrument for crushing apples in cider-
making. Dev. Phillpotts Good Red Earth (iqoi) inc.
2. A marble.

yD

Abd. Forsomeoccult reasonwe named red clay marbles 'witches.'
One boy coming from a neighbouringparish gave the name ' bricker

'

to a marble of this class, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Apr. 9, 1904).
JBREAM, sb. Lan. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.]
He sent the guests a-packing like a bream of short-sized kippers

from a creel, Roby Trad. (ed. 1872) I. 51.
BREAS, sb. Lakel.2 The edge of a beck.
BREAST, v. Sc. To overcome a difficulty ; to swallow

an affront ; to believe a wonder. Dick Diet. (1827)
BREAST-BEAM, sb. s.Lan.1 A beam in a hand-loom

reaching up to the weaver's chest.

BREAST-PLOUGHING, sb. Pem. Paring the surface
of the land. (J.S.O.T.)
BREATH, sb. Som. Steam from an oven. (W.F R )

BREATH-BELLOWS, sb.pl. Obs. Slk. The lungs.
My heart ... lap up through my midriff into my breath-bellows,

Hogg Tales (1838) 356, ed. 1866.

BREATHE, v. Sc. (A.W.) To give a horse time to
breathe.

„t
B?Ê ?AN'

sb - Sc - A Highland plaid; Gael, breacan
(M. & D.).

He's turned him richt and round about, And rowed him in his
brechan, Aytoun Ballads (ed. 1861) II. 92.

BRECKON-RIGG, sb. n.Yks.2
(s.v. Rig). A ridge of

fern. See Bracken. s

. .^
R
f
ECKS

'
sb - Sth. A piece of cloth sewed across the

tail ot a ewe and extending about six inches down the
hips on each side.

The smallest in the ewe-herdings . . . being protected by means
of a contrivance called 'brecks,' Farm Reports (1832) 81.

BREE, sb.1 Per. Whisky.
The lads have got the bree stilled, MacGregor Souter's Lamp

(1903) 109.

jBREE, adj.1 and sb.2 Sc. Cum. Also in form brew
Cum.4 1. adj. In phr. he's no bree, he is no good. Sc.

Prevost Gl. (1899) 41. Cum.14 i.q. Broo, sb.
2 2. sb.

Phr. to have no bree of a person, to have no confidence in

him. Cum.4

BREE, adj.2 Cum.4 Joyous, uplifted.

BREEA-FOO, adj. Lakel. Brimful; lit. 'browful.'

Penrith Obs. (Dec. 21, 1897).

BREECH, v. Sc. Lakel. War. Dor. Also in form
britch Lakel. 2 War.3 Dor. 1. To put into trousers.

Sc. (A.W.), War.84, Dor. (E.C.M.) 2. To brace.
Lakel. 2 Thoos britched up ower tight. Let thi gallowses

oot, min.

BREECH-BAND, sb. Lakel.2 , w.Yks. (W.H.) Also in
form britch. The breeching of a horse's harness.
BREECH-PIN, sb. s.Wor. Part of the long plough

;

see below.
The two tails are joined together by pins, the lower of which is

called the breech-pin (H.K.).

BREED, v. and sb.
1 Sc. Yks. 1. v. In phr. to breed

in and in, to breed with parents nearly related. Sc.
(A.W.) 2. sb. A brood, litter, ib. 3. Kind,. sort,
species. n.Yks. (I.W.)
BREED, sb? Lakel. Yks. Pem. Also written breid

Pem. 1. A stretch of land ; a swath of scythe-mown
barley

; the space covered by one casting of corn when
sown by hand. i.q. Bread, sb.

2

Ther's a breed reet across t'taty plat frozen as black as mi hat
(B.K.). Cum. (E.W.P.), n.Yks. (R.H.H.) s.Pem. As it falls to
the scythe the barley lays ' in breid.' The binders, often women,
follow along the 'breid ' gathering it into sheaves (M.S.C.).
2. Phr. to carry one's breed, to mow from one end of the

field to the other
; Jig. to do as good work as any man.

Cum. (E.W.P.)
BREEDER, sb.2 Sur. (T.S.C.)
BREEDING-GUT, sb. Nrf. The womb of an animal.

(R.H.H.)
BREEDS, sb. pi. Sc. The pancreas.
Sc. Dick Diet. (1827). Sh.I. A' at.wance a cauld lump began ta

fill up atween mi stamick an' mi breeds, Sh. News (May 15, 1897).
BREEID,s6. Obs. Heb. See below.
The breeid, or curtah, a fine linen handkerchief fastened about

married women's heads, with a flap hanging behind their backs,
above the guilechan (or small plaid), Buchanan (1790) in Smith
Lewsiana (1875) 24-

BREEK, see Brick.
BREEKUMSTOICH, sb. Sc. [Not known to our

correspondents.] A short thick child in ' breeks.' Dick
Diet. (1827).
JBREEL, v. Obs. Sc. To move with rapidity ; to

reel ; to make a noise.
To breel down the brae

;
gen. appl. to the motion of a carriage,

implying the idea of the noise made by it (Jam.). Gall Fu'
gladly they came And breel'd at the lairdie's bonello, Mactaggart
Lncycl. (1824) 78, ed. 1876.

BREEM, see Broom.

?£££$J.
sb

- ¥n
- A dike-bank. White Eng. (i860 II iaIBREESE^.and*. Sc. Dev. Also wfitten Cezl."

1. sb. Sand
;

sandstone or limestone, chippines forstrewing the floor. Cf. brize.
VV^& i°r

Sc. (J.Ar.) Ayr. Do the descendants of the Ayrshire folk whr,made Campbelton still call chappet sand breesef (J C.) D^aThe farm kitchens and dwelling-rooms
. . . were alwavs kVntstrewn with fine dried sand. . . Locally the fine sand sTfted fromlimestone chippmgs was called ' breeze ' or ' breese '

2. v. To sprinkle the floor with sand &c

the

D
nT

3The C0"aSerS breesed fte fl00rs directly after scrubbing

BREETH, sb.1 Cai.1

BREETH, sb.2 I Obs. Glo. Dev. A light ooen soil as
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BREETHER, sb. and v. Cai.1 1. sb. Corn in the
seed-leaf. Cf. braird. 2. v. Of corn : to appear above
ground in the seed-leaf; to germinate.
BREEZE, sb.

1 Sc. (A.W.) i.q. Breeze, sb.2 1.

BREEZE, sb.2 Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) A blow, stroke.
I'll win ye a breeze or blow (s.v. Win).
BREEZE, see Breese.
JBREFLING, sb. Hrf. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A kind of apple.
Nature has endued some apple trees . . . with the power of

maturing their fruits earlier in the season than others, such as the
hagly crab, golden pippin, golden rozet brefling, &c, Marshall
Review (1818) II. 289.

BREGDIE, sb. Sh.I. A whale; a sea-monster, i.q.

Brigda.
Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 122 ; Sea-folk, . . mermaids, krakens,

fins, and bregdies, Sh. News (Oct. 12, 1901).
BREIGHAM, see Braffen.
JBREK, v. Not.3 [Not known to our correspondents.]

To bask, or lie exposed to the sun.
BREME, see Broom.
BRENNYER, sb. Sh.I. Also in forms brenner,

brenna. A ' haaf ' term : the fire. Jakobsen Dial. (1807) 25.

BRENT, adj. Wm. & Cum.'
BRENT, v. Bwk. To advance fearlessly.
Wi' frolicksome step i' the morning bright She brent her way

to the Merlingdean, Crockett Minstrelsy (1893) 318.

BRENT, v. s.Wor. See below.
When speaking of this limestone to the quarry-man he told me

that he had ' brent ' across the field and then he had ' brent ' back
again (H.K.).

BRENTH, si. Sc. Irel. I.Ma. Pem. Also in form brinth
Ayr. i. q. Brenth, 1.

s.Ayr. (M.J.F.) n.Ir. Lays and Leg. (1884) 87. I.Ma. If there'd
been another brenth of canvas out, it isn here I'd ha' been to tell

ye, Brown Yarns (1881) 188, ed. 1889. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

BRESSES, sb. pi. Wor. (E.S.)

BRET, sb} Cum." Written brett.

BRET, v.2 Oxf., w.Brks. (A.H.H.M.) i.q. Brit, v?
BREUL, see Broil.

BREVIT, v. Lin. Brks. Also in form brivet Brks.
1. To search restlessly or fretfully ; to inquire. se.Lin.

(T.H.R.) 2. To bustle about ; to fidget. Brks. (A.W.)
BREVITY, sb. Abd. Fine show; display, i.q.

Bravity, s. v. Brave, 1 (3).

A gey lot o' theer brevity's peyd for wi' siller drawn on a cash

account, Abd. Wkly. tree Press (Dec. 20, 1902).

BREW, see Bree, adj.

BREWING-MAIN, sb. s.Lan.1 A drinking-bout of

new ale, after a home-brewing. Cf. main-brew, s. v.

Main, sb.
1 10 (1).

BREWS, sb. Yks. Suf. A brewery, brew-house.
e.Yks. You could easy fill * basket wi' corks on t'sands ;

they

coom down t'beck from the Brews (F.P.T.). Suf. (C.L.F.)

JBREX, sb. e.Lan.1 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] The breast.

JBREXIE, sb. e.Yks. [Not known to our other

correspondents.] A deep pond or pit. (W.W.S.)
BREYDE, see Bride.
BRIARD, see Braird.
BRICHTIE,s6. Sc. [bri-xti.] The chaffinch, Fringilla

coelebs. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 345. Gall.

(J.M.) Kcb. Swainson Birds (1885) 63.

BRICHT-LINTIE, sb. Gall. (J.M.) The chaffinch,

Fringilla coelebs. See Brichtie.

BRICK, sb. Yks. Lan. Oxf. Also in form breek

Lan. 1. In comb. (1) Brick-kil, a brick-kiln. Lan.

Waugh Heather (ed. Milner) II. 262
; (2) -on-edge-wall,

a wall, a brick in breadth and a brick in length, that is

made of bricks put alternately edgeways and lengthways.

n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. Phr. like a cat on hot bricks, fidgety,

impatient. Oxf. (A.P.)

BRICKY, sb. Ken. A brickmaker. (G.B.)

BRIDAL, sb. Sc. Awedding. Guid Sc. Diet, (ed.1897).

BRIDE, sb. Sc. Cum. Wm. Lei. Oxf. Also written

breyde Cum. In comb. (1) Bride-bed, the bridal bed;

(2) -cake, (3) -loaf, a wedding-cake
; (4) -'s-pie, see below

;

(5) -pot, liquor drunk a night or two before a wedding by
those who have ridden out to give the invitation; (6)

stool, see below.
(1) Gall. Gallovidian (1903) V. 18. (2) Wm. & Cum. 1 Lei. A

custom formerly prevailed in this parish and neighbourhood, of
riding for the bride-cake, which took place when the bride was
brought home to her new habitation. . . Young men raced for it

on horseback, and brought it to the bride, Macaulay Hist. Clay-

brook (1791) 130. Oxf. 1 MS. add. (3) Lakel.2 (4) Lnk. Latterly

[at Penny Weddings] the neighbours sent in eatables of various

kinds, the bride's friends only preparing one dish, the bride's-pie,

the equivalent to the ' bride's-cake ' of modern days. As with the
cake, so with the pie, every one present received a piece, Graham
Writings (1883) II. 59. (5) Cum. The cheerfu' breyde's pot's

drunk, Stagg Bridewain, st. 8. (6)n.Sc. The church-door had
been opened by the beadle or bellman, who was in attendance to

lead the bridegroom to the bride-stool—that is the pew that was
set apart for the use of those who were to be married. On no
account could the bride and bridegroom meet on the marriage day
till they met on the bride-stool. Such a meeting would have been
followed by some calamity or series of calamities, Gregor Olden
Time, 116.

BRIDE-ALE, sb. Lakel.2

BRIDES, sb. pi. Dev. Cor. A lace-making term :

small strips of thread overcast with stitches. (R.H.H.)

BRIDEWELL, sb. Sc. A prison. (A.W.)
;
(G.W.)

BRIDGE, sb. s.Dev. A ford.
A man once told me that the water was so deep in a ford near

here that I should not be able to ' get across the bridge '— i. e.

drive through the stream, which runs across the road (W.C.P.).

BRIDGE-BOARD, sb. w.Yks. A game at marbles
;

see below.
The boys have a board a foot long, four inches in depth,

and an inch (or so) thick, with squares ; . . . any number of holes at

the ground edge, numbered irregularly. The board is placed

firmly on the ground, and each player bowls at it. He wins the

number of marbles denoted by the figure above the opening
through which his marble passes. If he misses a hole, his marble
is lost to the owner ofthe Bridge-board, Gomme Games (1894) I. 45.

BRIDLE, sb. and v. Sc. Lakel. Midi. War. Dor. 1. sb.

In comp. (1) Bridle-arm, the left arm
; (2) -gate, a gate lead-

ing to or across a ' bridle-road '
; (3) -hand, the left hand

;

(4) -road, (5) -track, a road for horses and foot passengers
only.

(1) Sc. (A.W.) (2) Midi. A bridle-gate opened at the crest of

a field, Bartram People of Clopton (1897) 158. (3) Sc. (A.W.)

(4) Sc. (A.W.), Lakel. 2 Midi. Bartram People of Clopton, ib.

War. 3 (5) Sc. (A.W.)
2. The rope fastened to the ' quare-cart,' in which the

man stands walking backwards. Dor. (E.C.M.) 3. v.

To raise the head scornfully. Sc. (A.W.)

BRIE, sb. Ayr. In phr. to spoil the brie, ' to upset the

apple-cart.' See Bree, sb.

I trust we hae'na spoiled the brie Wi' oor applause, Laing
Poems (1894) 101.

BRIE, see Bray, v.\ Bree, sb.
1

BRIEF, sb. Lakel., Lan. (B.K.)
BRIER(D, see Braird.

BRIGSTONES, sb. pi. Sh.I. Dur. Also in form
briggiestanes Sh.I. A pavement of flagstones. See
Brig(g.

Sh.I. I cam' back agen frae seein' Mr. M°Leod oot ower da

briggiestanes an' bidin' him gude nicht, Sh. News (Dec. 25, 1897).

w.Dur.1

BRDLCH,s6. Obs. Gall. A short, thick-set, impudent
person. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

BRJLER, sb. Abd. A particular kind of marble.

These are giant piggers, often half burnt one cheek, like a ripe

fruit, when they get the name of ' brilers,' apparently from the

French 'briller,' to sparkle, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Apr. 9, 1904).

BRJLLAMENT, sb. Ant. A storm. (S.A.B.)

BRIM, sb. Obs. Sh.I. The sound of the sea breaking
on the shore, especially used when the land was enveloped
in fog. Cf. brimtud. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 119.

Hence Brim-fooster, sb. sea breaking on a sunken rock.

ib. 120.



BRIM [46] BRODDLE

BRIM, v. and adj. Sc. Pem. Dev. 1. v. i.q. Brim, v?
Cai.1 Hence Brimsy, arf/'. of a sow : warn a^rfeMs. Pem.
(J.S.O.T.) 2. adj. Of a sow : maris appetens. Dev.
florae Subsecivae (1777) 67.

tBRIME, v. e.Cy. (Hall.), Sus. (P.R.) In form brim
(Hall.). [Not known to our correspondents.] To bring.

BRIMMER, sb. Cum. (E.W.P.) i.q. Brimmer, sb?
JBRINDLE, s6. Obs. Sc. Also written brindal. Cash,

money ; also in comp. Brindal-brass.
Abd. For corn, kine, an' brindal brass I's hae fared, Ander-

son Poems (ed. 1826) 20
; (Jam.) Rxb. Were my poutch 0'

brindles fu', I'd buy ane new the day, W. Wilson Poems (1824) 42.

BRINDLED, ppl. adj. Sc. (A.W.)
JBRINDLED DOWN, phr. Ess. 1 [Not known to our

correspondents.] Thrown down violently.

BRING, v. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Cor. 1. In comb, with
adv. and prep. (1) Bring off, to say

; (2) — out, to hatch
;

(3) — up, (a) to rear young
;
(b) to stop, bring to a standstill

;

(4) — up against, to charge, accuse.
(1) n.Yks. He browt off that answer (I.W.). (2) Lakel. 2

(3, a) Sc. (A.W.) n.Yks. To bring whelps up (I.W.). (A) Cum.*
n.Yks. To bring up a carriage sharp (I.W.). (4) Sc. (A.W.)
2. Phr. (1) to bring home, to bring to a former condition

;

to repair
; (2) — it off, to get married.

(1) Cor. 3 A bicycle is taken abroad when taken to pieces and
brought home when it is put together. A door is brought home
when closed. (2) Cum. (E.W.P.)
BRINGE, v. and sb. Cum.4

1. v. To rush forward
violently, i.q. Brainge. 2. sb. A violent rush.
BRINK, sb. Obs. Sc. A river bank.
In Struther's parks, and Leven's brinks, Maidment Pasquils

(1868) 341.

BRINKIE-BROW, sb. Abd. A nursery name for the
forehead.
Warm him frae the tae to tappie—Brinkie-brow and nosie-

nappie, Cadenhead Bon-Accord (1853) 252.

BRINLEY, adj. Don. ' Brindled.'
There is a brinley cow ye have, Macmanus Road to Don. (3rd

ed.) 193.

BRINNAGE, sb. Sc. The brunt of a fight.
Dmb. Yield ! Never

; wi' a right haun' at my side, I'll bide the
brinnage here whate'er betide, Salmon Gowodean (1868) qi.
BRINTH, see Brenth.
BRISH, sb. s.Lan.1

BRISSEL, see Brussel.
BRISTLE, v. and sb. Brks. Hmp. Also written brisal

Hmp. 1. v. To hurry about. Hmp. (H.R.) i.q. Bristle,
v.

1
2. sb. An energetic, hard-working person. Brks.

(E.G.H.)

BRIT, sb. sw.Wal. The brill, Rhombus vulgaris. Cf
brit, sb.2

A fishmonger at Aberystwyth affirms that there is no doubt that
a brill is called a brit on the coasts of South-West Britain generally.
A turbot-like fish was recently served to me at Amroth, on the
south coast of Pembrokeshire, and described as a brit. I was told
that that fish is known by that name all along the coast of ' little

England beyond Wales,' N. ts Q. (Sept. 14, 1901).

BRITCHED, ppl. adj. Dor. Brought to a satisfactory
conclusion.
A carpenter from Kingston, after putting up some curtains,

astonished the good housewife by remarking, ' There now, 'e be
britched' (E.C.M.).

BRITCHEN, sb. w.Sc. See Breeching, 3.
w.Sc. ' Just let me alane the nicht, Davie.' ' Tuts, man

; we'll
no let ye sit down i' the britchin that way,' Carrick Laird of
Logan (1835) 161.

BRITHER, sb. Sc. In comp. (1) Brither-bairn,
a cousin

; (2) -dochter, a niece
; (3) -sin, a nephew.

(1) Cat. 1 Brither-bairns are the children of two brothel
ib. (3) Sh.I. Burgess Tang (1898) 15. Cai. 1

BRITTAINER, sb. Lakel.2 A queer customer.
Noo he's a bit ov a Brittainer is t'auld horsebrecker ; he is ano.
BRITTLE, v.

1
6. Hmp. (H.E.)

,
ER}ZEL'D,ppl.adj. Lnk. Bruised. Graham Writings

(1883) Gl. Cf. brize.
S

BRIZZLE, see Bruzzle, v.
1

brothers. (2)

Gilchrist Peak-

BROACH, sb. and v. Sc. Lakel. Sur. Dor. 1. sb.

A boring bit. Lakel. Penrith Obs. (Nov. 23, 1897).

2. v. In phr. (1) to broach a person on a thing, to open
the matter to him

; (2) — the admiral, to tap a cask of

whisky, &c, during its transit by rail or otherwise.

(1) Lnk. I'll tell you what we'll do, I'll hameand broach her the

night on't, Graham Writings (1883) II. 56. (2) Sc. (A.W.)

3. To put meat on a spit. Sur. (T.S.C.) 4. To drive;

to strike.

Dor. Thee lat I alone—I reckon I'll broach he a couple (E.C. M.).

5. To uncork. Lakel. Penrith Obs. (Nov. 23, 1897).
BROACH-SPLITTING, sb. Nrf. See below. See

Broach, sb.
1
2.

This is the process of broach-splitting : First the hazel or ash

rod is measured by another to a length of about three feet, at

which it is chopped on a block. Next the edge of the bill is set

across the end and tapped gently so that it enters the wood.
Then it is levered sideways and twisted with the hand until, if

there are not too many knots, the rod splits neatly in half. This
process is repeated with the severed halfs, so that each rod makes
four broaches, while the ends chopped off are used for firing,

Longman's Mag. (Mar. 1899) 410.

BROAD, adj. and adv. Yks. Som. In comb. (1) Broad-
cheese, a large Cheddar cheese. Som. (W.F.R.)

; (2)

-meanings, broad hints. n.Yks. (I.W.)
; (3) -spoken,

speaking vulgarly, ib.

BROAD-CAST, ppl. adj. and v. War. Wor. 1. ppl.

adj. Of seed : scattered abroad over the whole land ; also
used advb. War.3

, Wor. (E.S.) 2. v. To sow seed in
such a manner.
Wor. Owing to the unusually wet autumn of 1903 and the land

being unfit for, or difficult to, drill, there has been a revival of the
demand for men who could broad-cast, and in some parts of
the county it has been found that the art is nearly lost among
the younger men, ib.

BROASEN, see Brust.
BROB, sb. Der. A prod, poke. i.q. Brob, v.
I gev him another brob an' he wore satisfied, Gilchri

land (1897) 135.

BROCH, sb. Sh.I. i.q. Brugh, sb?
He considered it to be the tail-end of an outlying kjokkenmod-

ding [kitchen midden] ofsome broch, Cowie Shetland (1871) 239.
Hence Broch-dweller, sb. a dweller in a ' broch.'
Some solitary family contemporary with the broch-dwellers,

ib. 239.

BROCK, sb. 1 Yks. 1. In comp. Brock-faced, snip-
faced like a badger. Cum.4 2. A stoat, weasel, or ferret.
w.Yks. (S.P.U.)
BROCK, sb? Lan. A fat, unwieldy person. (S.W.)

i. q. Brocky.
BROCKING, adj. Obs. n.Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777)

61. Hence Brocking-mungrel, sb. {a) a mangy animal
(b) a mongrel dog living on table scraps

; (c) a dog used
to bait badgers

;
(d) a miserable horse

;
(e) a hawker who

uses a miserable horse, ib.

BROCKS, sb. pi. w.Dur. 1 Broken ground on fell toDSBROCKSHAW, s£. Lakel.2 Adial.formof 'braxv' (a v)BROCKY, adj. Glo. (H.S.H.)
y (q >'

BROD, sb.1 and v.
1 Sh.I. I. sb. The lid of a kettle.

Ut. brod, sb.1

Sh.I. Notice da kettle an' if he's boil'd afore I come in lift him
afi, bit mind keep on da brod, Sh. News (Nov. 13 1897)

\ \J°. ?
u
}
th

,

e lid
,

on a kettle
J
t0 cover with a lid

.MMt"^!6
'
311 SeUm ^ d°°n at B™by Green's side,

BROD, sb? and v? Sc. Lakel. Lin.
a prick, i.q. Brod, sb?

Abd. Wee Mary Ye manna . . . scrat your face Wi' brum-mel brods 1 June, Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 147

, T

2;Ph
.

r
- to give a person a brod tojog his memory. se.Lin

(J.T.B.) 3. v. To pierce. Lakel.2

•
*BROD,s6.3 Lan.(S.W.) The sea-shore, beach

; alsom comp. Brod-edge. '

BROD, sb. Sh.I. Trail, spoor.
What does he spy but the brod o' dralsie, Spence Flk-Lore

l
I°99) s24*

BRODDLE,^.2 Lakel.2
i. q. Broddle, v>

1. sb. A thorn
;



BRODGE [47] BROWN
BRODGE, v. Lan. [brodg.] See below.
Only heard in connexion with the game of marbles. If one

boy wins the whole of another's marbles the loser is said to be
brodged. ' Well, I've often won more marbles before, but it's first

time I've brodged anybody' (C.J.B.).

BRODGEL, sb. Brks. Also in form brogdel. Idle
chatter. Cf. broggle, v.3

They ben't given to talkin' brodgel like some, Hayden Round
our Vill. (1901) 204 ;

' I couldn't bring myself to be a burden on
yow.' ' Dwun't 'ee talk sich brogdel ! Burden ! when I've a-got

neether wife nor chile to spend my bit o' money on,' ib. Thatched
Cott. (1902) 290.

BRODGELL, sb. Stf. A disorderly gathering ; a dis-

turbance, ' row.' Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901).
JBRODGET, v. [A mistake for brodgle.] Stf.1 See

Broggle, v?
BROG, sb, Sc. A sprig-bit. Brown Did. (1845).
BROG, v. Cum* With out: to mark a track across

the sands by sticking up branches.
JBROG, v. Yks. Lan. To break up ; to stop up ;

gen.

used with up.
w.Yks. Theaw'll brog theysel up iv theaw gooas on a-thatuns

(D.L.). s.Lan. 1

JBROGH, sb. Sc. A term for a mussel-bed.
Musselbrogh was a brogh When Edinbrogh was nane, And

Musselbrogh '11 be a brogh When Edinbrogh is gane, Chambers
Pop. Rhymes (ed. 1870) 248.

BROGMENT, sb. Cum.* Refuse thorns or branches.
i.q. Brog, sb.1

BROIL, v. and sb. Sc. Wm. Lin. Also in form breul

Wm. 1. v. To be in a state of violent perspiration.
Sc. (A.W.) Wm. He wad lig e' t'sun, and breul an' sweet

(B.K.). s.Lin. (T.H.R.)

2. sb. A state of violent perspiration.
Sc. (A.W.) s.Lin. What a swelterin' hot daa, I'm all ov a broil

(T.H.R. ).

BROKEN,^/, adj. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Not. Mid. 1. In

comb. (1) Broken-breasts, a disease of women. n.Yks.

(I.W.)
; (2) -milk, curdled or churned milk. Lakel.2 ;

(3) -mouthed, of sheep : having lost teeth through age.

s.Not. (J.P.K.), w.Mid. (W.P.M.)
2. Ofmilk: churned.
Sh.I. Da men rins free o' wan sairjob, an' dat's da kirnin'.

My airms is aikin afore da mylk is brokken, Sh. News (May 13,

1899).
BROLLOCHAN, sb. Arg. A bivalve used for bait.

The Anachan and Brollochan, They love the Mussel-ebb, Col-

ville Vernacular (1899) 8.

BROOD, sb. Sc. Dev. 1. In comp. Brood-sow,
a sow for breeding. Sc. (A.W.) 2. A goose that

hatches goslings. Cai. 1 3. A young shoot from a decayed
tree-trunk.

Dev. ' They be naught but broods,' he said, indicating some young
saplings that had sprung up from the trunk of a tree which had

been cut down some time previous, Reports Provinc. (1902).

BROOK, sb? Sc.
n.Sc. The crofter who has secured a good stack of 'tangles ' in

winter, and a big share in a 'brook of ware.' . . The wind may
change, and the 'brook'—as he calls a drift of weed—if not secured

at once, may be carried out to sea again, Longman's Mag. (Nov.

1895) 33-

BROOKT, ppl. adj. Sc. Lakel. 1. Streaked with
black and white; speckled. Lakel.2 See Brook, v.

2

2. Grimy, tear-stained. Lnk. Nicholson Idylls (1870) 54.

BROOKY, adj. and sb. Sc. Lan. Also in form bruckie

Sc. 1. adj. Flecked, parti-coloured. n.Lan. (W.S.)

2. sb. A cow with white hair on her face. Sc. Chambers
Sngs. (1829) II. 584. Cai. 1

BROOM, sb. Sc. Ken. Sur. Also in forms breem,

breme,brume Sc. In comp. (1) Broom-bush,^^. a simple-

ton
; (2) -cow, a broom or heather brush

; (3) -dash, or

-dasher, a person who makes or sells brooms ;
formerly

used of a squatter
; (4) -devil, an implement for rooting

up broom, gorse, &c.
; (5) -duster, a broom-seller ; a care-

less, slovenly, or dirty person.

(1) Abd. I wantit to ken whether I was ... sic a breme-buss as

I used to be, Macdonald R. Falconer (1868) 276. (2) e.Fif,

Whankin' doon whatever opposed my progress—corn thistles,

carldoddies, brume-cowes, Latto Tarn Bodkin (1864) xxix. (3)

Stir. (T.S.C.) (4) Abd. A number of corn and hay forks,

graips, a 'breem deevil,' and other articles, W. Watson Auld
Lang Syne (1903) 128. (5) Ken. (G.B.)

BROONIE, sb. Sc. A wild bee.
Lnk. There blackies and broonies stored up their sweet gains

Frae the gleg glancin' een o' maraudin' schule weans, Nichol-
son Idylls (1870

1

) 38.

BROOSLE,' v. . Dev. [bru'zl.] With up : to be on the

point of waking, i.q. Broodle.
The chill' was brooslin' up jist now, I zeed (R.P.C.).

BROSE, sb. Ayr. An ordinary article of diet ; hence
used for a diet, a meal.
At singing I was never gude, Nor yet at cracking worth a

brose, Fisher Poems (1790) 152.

BROSE, v. Gall. To toil arduously.
Through ilka morning o' the year I moil and brose awa, Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824) 333, ed. 1876.

BROSECAUP,s6. Obs. Sc. The wooden cup in which
the ploughman prepared his 'brose'; sometimes jocularly

applied to the ploughman himself.

At the feeing market the question was ... a common one, ' How
are the brose-caups selling the day?' which being interpreted

meant, ' Howareploughmenfeeing?' Haliburton.£Y£Ws(i89o)96.

BROSELEY, sb. War., Wor. (E.S.) 1. i.q. Broseley.

2. Comp. Broseley-straw, a small clay pipe with a thin

stem. See Straw, sb. 4.

BROT, sb.1 Lakel.2 A broken place in the turfwhere
sheep rub themselves. See Brot-ground, Peat-brot,

s.v. Peat, sbM(4).
BROT, sb. 2 Cai. 1 In phr. the Brot, the Pleiades.

BROTHER-EBENEZER, sb. Hmp. A game, see below.
Ebenezer is sent out of the room and the remainder choose one

of themselves. Two children act in concert, it being understood

that the last person speaking when Ebenezer goes out of the room
is the person to be chosen. The medium left in the room
causes the others to think of this person without letting them

know that they are not choosing of their own free will. The
medium then says, ' Brother Ebenezer, come in,' and asks him in

succession, ' Was it William ?
' or Jane, &c, mentioning several

names before saying the right one, Ebenezer saying ' No !

' to all

until the one is mentioned who last spoke, Gomme Games (1894)

II. 45-6.

BROTHERING, vbl. sb. Sc. (Jam., s.v. Sib.) Pretending

to confer the liberty of a city by some ludicrous means.
BROTTLET, sb. Obs. Per. A little coverlet. Cf.

brot, sb.
1

A silly fool, as chaste's a dove : Row'd in the brottlet when
first seen, And chiefly lo'es his cog sinsyne, Nicol Poems (1766) 55.

BROUCH, v. w.Yks. To loaf about. (S.K.C.).

BROUGH, sb. Sc. Also written bruch. A town,

borough, i.q. Brugh, sb.
1

We winna burn the bonny bruch, Aytoun Ballads (ed. 1861)

I. 142. n.Sc. In brough or land, Buchan Ballad 5(1828) II. 162,

ed. 1875.

BROUGH-HILL, sb. Dur. Lakel. In comb. (1) Brough-
hill day, Sept. 30 or Oct. 1, the day on which the fair at

Brough-under-Stainmore is held
; (2) -pony, the native

fell pony, of which large numbers are sold at Brough-hill

fair
; (3) -time, the time of this fair

; (4) -weather, cold

weather.
(1) s.Dur. We're gannin te bar t'maister out an' then we'll

git holliday o Brough Hill day (J.E.D.). (2) Cum.* (3, 4)

Lakel 2 Cum.*
BROUSEL, v. Hmp. (H.R.) With about. i.q.

Brustle, v.
1

BROUSER,s6. Hmp. (H.R.) One who makes a bustle,

fuss, or stir.

BROW, sb. Sc. I.Ma. Also in form broo. 1. The
slope of a cliff. I.Ma. (E.G.) i.q. Brow, sb.

1

Hence Broo-lan, sb. steep ground.

Abd. She saw you climbin' the broolan', Abd. Wkly. Free Press

(Oct. 27, 1900).

2 The part of a peat-moss out of which peats are cut.

Sc. (A.W.)
BROWN, adj. Sc. Irel. Cum. Yks. Der. Lin. Ken.

Hmp. Wil. Som. Also in form broon Sc. Irel. Cum.*



BROWST [48] BRUTS

1. In comb. (1) Brown barneys, ? bread baked with
treacle and flour

; (2) — Bess, a name given to a musket

;

(3, a) -clock, the dor-beetle, Geotrupes stercorarius
;

(b) the
beetle, Phyllopertha horticola

; (4) — cow, obs., a liquor jar

;

(5) — cow's lick, see below
; (6) — cream, spirituous

liquor
; (7) -dove, ? the swallow, Hirundo rustica

; (8)
hawk, the kestrel, Tinnunculus alaudarius

; (9) — Lenny,
the common linnet, Linota cannabina

; (10) — lime, lime
made from burnt lias stone

; (11) — linnet, see (9) ; (12)— primroses, the common avens, Geum 'urbanum.
(1) n.Ir. Hard breid, wheatraeal buns, broon barneys, Lyttle

Paddy McQuillan, 88. (2) Sc. (A.W.) (3 a, b) Cum. 4 (s.v. Lousy
beegle). (4) Edb. Withouten fill O' dribbles frae the gude brown
cow, Fergusson Poems (1773) 147, ed. 1785. (5) ne.Sc. The hair

on one side of the forehead in some children stands nearly erect,

somewhat in the shape of the marks cattle make on their skins by
licking them. It goes by the name of 'the Broon Coo's lick,'

Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 26. (6) Der. He sipped from a big

tumbler of what he called 'brown cream,' but what is known in

more genteel circles as Jamaica rum, Gilchrist Nat. Milton (1902)
64. (7) Hmp. Nature Notes, No. 3. (8) Cum. 4 (9) n.Yks. (I.W.)

(10) Som. It is very hard, and has property of resisting wet
(W.F.R.). (n) n.Yks. (I.W.) Wil. Thdrn Birds (1870) 32.

(12) Lin. (I.W.)

2. Phr. to look too brown, a miner's term : to look too
'fishy' to deceive one. n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. Absent-
minded ; 'in a brown study.' Ken. (P.M.)
BROWST, sb. Sh.I. ' An opportunity for drinking;

a 'booze.' i.q. Browst.
They seized with avidity ... on every possible occasion that

could be made a feasible excuse for having what they called a

'browst,' Burgess Folk (1902) 120.

BROYLI, BRUCH, see Bnilyie, Brough.
BRUCHTY, adj. Sc. Soot-begrimed. See Brook, v.

2

Mak your bruchty face clean, Sharpe Ballad Bk. (1823) 82, ed.

1868.

BRUCK, sb. Obs. or obsol. n.Cy. A field cricket.

(Hall.); (R.O.H.)
BRUCKIE, see Brooky.
BRUCKLE-BERRY, sb. Ant. The wild rose, Rosa

canina. (S.A.B.)

JBRUDLER, sb. Nrf. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A boy.
That there little brudler tumbled down, Cozens-Hardy Broad

Nrf. (1893) 40.

BRUFFED, ppl. adj. Obs. Gall. Thickly clothed.
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
BRUFFLE, sb. Cai.1 A botcher, bungler.
BRUGGLE, sb. Glo. A struggle. (W.W.S.) i.q.

Bruggle.
BRUISE, v. Sc. Wm. Also in form briuse Wm.

1. In comp. Briuse-wood, a nickname for a joiner's
apprentice. Wm. (B.K.) 2. To crush by pressure,
jam, squeeze. Sc. N.E.D.
BRUKKLE, v. Sh.I. To break, i. q. Bruckle, adj.
I tocht hit a sin Ta brukkle da sweet ting o flooer, Junda

Klingrahool (1898) 5.

BRULYIE, v. Sc. Also in form broyli- Gall. To
make a noisy disturbance. Sc. (A.W.) Hence Broy-
liment, sb. a broil, commotion. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 96, ed. 1876.

BRUM, sb. Nrf. A Dutch fishing-boat ; a 'buss.'
They go for miles and miles with their brums, Emerson Wild

Life (1890) 114.

BRUMBLE, sb. Obsol. e.Suf. In comp. (1) Brumble-
codger, (2) -gelder, an inferior or bungling hedger ; one
who clears away brambles. (F.H.)

JBRUMBLE, v. Sc. Also written brummel. 1. To
make a hollow, murmuring noise, as rushing water in

a pool.
I could hear the sugh of the brumbling pool, Blackw. Mag.

(Nov. 1820) 203 (Jam.) ; Mackay.

BRUMBLEHANDED, adj. Nrf. Awkward. (E.M.)
BRUME, see Broom.
BRUMELTY-KITES, sb. pi. Cum.4

(s. v. Black kites).

Blackberries.

BRUMPLE, sb. Cai.1 The viviparous blenny, Zoarcus

viviparus.

BRUMPLICK, sb. Sh.I. A small tusk fish, Brosmius

vulgaris.

Da lazy man comes draiglan ashore wi' twa tilogs an twa

brumplicks, Stewart Tales (1892) 14.

BRUMSTONE, sb. Sc. Cum. Also in form brun- Gall.

1. In comp. Brumstone-candle, obs., a match made of

brimstone and paper with which to suffocate bees.

Gall. The smooking them ne'er made him weep, Wi' lowing

brumstane can'le, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 94, ed. 1876; ib. 97.

2. A term of abuse, esp. used of a bad-tempered woman.
See Brimstone, 2.

Cum. 4 Wi' mey weyfe neane I gat, But tuik a brumsten gien to

drink, Anderson Caleb and Watty, st. 6.

BRUN, sb. Obs. Sc. The brow of a hill. (K.) Cf.

brent, adj.
1
7, brunt, adj.

BRUNGI-QUEEDIN, adj. Sh.I. Breast-white; used
subst. as a nickname for a man wearing a white vest.

Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 35.
BRUNSEL, v. Obsol. Wm.1

i.q. Brunsel.
BRUNSTONE, see Bren(n.
BRUNT, ppl. adj. Sc. Lan. 1. In comp. (1) Brunt-

crust, obs., sl ' played-out ' person
; (2) -rump, see below.

(1) Sc. ' He hasna settled his account wi' my gudeman ... for

this twalmonth.' ' He's but a brunt crust,' Scott Antiquary (1816)
xv. (2) s.Lan. 1 It's like th' kettle co-in' th' pon brunt-rump, 6.

2. Cheated ; taken in in a bargain. Cai.1

JBRUNT, adj. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Sharp to the taste. (Hall.)

BRUOCIE, see Brusey.
JBRUSEY, sb. Cum. Also in form bruocie. An

overgrown female ; a coarse, fat person.
A swort o' the revellan bruocies, Stagg Bridewain, St. 43 ;

Cum. 124

BRUSH, v> Sc. Wm. 1. To beat, thrash ; esp. in
phr. to brush a person's jacket. (A.W.) 2. A marble-
playing term : see below.
Wm. Marble-players' calls. 'Brush' entitles the player who so

calls out to remove dust, straws, and such slight obstacles in the
way of a good shot. This he does with his cap or hand. ' Bar
brush ' by the other contestant, if uttered first, checks any such
action (B.K.).

BRUSHER, sb.1 s.Dev. A beater for a shooting party.
(W.C.P.)
BRUSHER, sb.2 Brks. An energetic, hard-working

person. (E.G.H.) i.q. Brush, v.
2

BRUSS, sb. Pem. Dry, dusty hay.
Give me a pipeful of thy tobacca ; mine's no better than bruss

(J.S.O.T.).

BRUSSEL, v. n.Yks.4 Also in form brissel. To
hector, swagger ; to show off. See Brustle, v.1

BRUSSY-TRADE, sb. Cor.3 Hedge-trimmings, &c.
which have rotted into small, dusty pieces, i. q. Bruss, sb.
BRUST, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

i.q. Brust, v.
1

I. v. Gram, forms. l.pret. (1) Brast, (2)
Brust. Sc. (A.W.) 2. pp. (1) Broasen, Wm. & Cum.1

;

(2) Brussen, Sc. (A.W.)
; (3) Brust, Nhb. Dur. (A.B.)

Hence (1) Brossen-bags, sb. a fat-bellied person.
Cum.4

; (2) -full, adj. full to repletion. Lakel.2
; (3)

-hearted, adj. broken-hearted, ib.
; (4) -kern, sb. a scorn-

ful term for a harvest-home held prematurely. Cum.4 •

(5) Brussen-breasts, sb. pi. a disease of women, n Yks'
(I.W.)

II. 1. v. In phr. to brust round, to become cylindrical as
a square leaden coffin where there is no outlet for gas
n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. sb. A bursting ; an outbreak.
Cum.3 T'oald jolly jist . . . fairly dreav me rantin' mad, an' I dud

mak a brust, n ; Cum.4

3. A contest ; a competition, esp. in racins- Cum 4

BRUSTLE, sb.1 Ken. (G.B.)
S '

BRUT, sb. I.Ma. Thistles.
The brut an' the say-holly were stingin' me mighty as I ran

along (S.M.).

BRUTS, sb.pl Obs. n.Cy. Clothes worn to rags.
(K.) i.q. Brat, sb} fa



BRUZZLE [49] BUDDLE

BRUZZLE, v.
1 Cum." Also in form brazzle, brizzle.

To press into a crowd. Cf. bruz(z.
BRUZZLE, v.

2 Cum.* To scorch, i.q. Brustle, v.
2

Hence Bruzzled-peas, sb. pi. scorched peas scrambled for
by boys.
BRYE, sb. Arg. Powdered sand used for scouring

purposes. Cf. breeze, sb.2

My heart is a' to muilins minched, Brye, smuirach, daps and
gum, Colville Vernacular (1899) 6; (G.W.)
BRYLIES, see Brawlins.
BRYNIC, sb. Sh.I. A sign in the sky like the end of

a rainbow.
Brynics seen on the horizon forebodes squally weather, Spence

Flk-Lore (1899) 115 ; Dey wir ower monny brynics aboot 'im i'

da moarnin' ta be lang guid, ib. 245.

BUACHAL, sb. Irel. i.q. Bouchal.
Mun. A harmless buachal, with his bits of poems and black-

thorn verses, Barry Wizard's Knot (1901) 250.
BUB, sb. Glo. A wife. (S.S.B.)
BUBBIES, sb. pi. Wbs. Sc. Also written bubies

Gall. The breasts.
Sc. Bony bubbies, wi' your nut brown hair, Pennecuik Coll.

(1756) 47, ed. 1787. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

BUBBLE, sb. Sc. Snot or secretion from the nose.
Sc. (A.W.), Cai.1 Hence (1) Bubbly, adj. snotty. Cai. 1

;

(2) Bubbly-nosed, adj. having a dirty, snotty nose. Carlop
Green (1817) 171.

BUBBLE-MICE,
,
sb.pl. Sur. Water-shrews. Son of

Marshes Forest Tithes (1893) 146.

BUBBLY-BACKED, adj. Wor. Of a horse: weak-
backed, having something wrong with its spine so that it

cannot bear weight, &c. (E.S.)

JBUBLICANS, sb. pi. Yks. The marsh marigold,
Caltha palustris. Nature Notes, No. 9. See Publican.
BUCCAR, sb. ? Obs. Wgt. A fast-sailing vessel used

in the smuggling trade.
. Spies were stationed in all directions when a Buccar—a fast-

sailing craft—was expected. . . If the Buccar did heave in sight, and
he [the exciseman] made a motion to procure assistance, he was
pounced upon by marked men, Fraser Wigtown (1877) 36.

JBUCH, v. Sh.I. To dash, plunge. Cf. buck, sb*
Inta da louwin sun Da whirlin starns 'ill buch, Burgess Rasmie

(1892) 62.

BVCHAM, adj. Ken. Buxom. (G.B.)

BUCHAN, sb. n.Sc. (Jam.) In comb. Buchan vittal,

applied to meal consisting of two-thirds of oats and one-

third of barley. Also usedJig. of a person on whom one
can place no dependence, (s. v. Victual.)

|BUCHT OOT, phr. N.I.1 An exclamation meaning
' get out !

'

JBUCHTS, sb. pi. Ant. The roots or stumps of the

plants forming a hedge. (W.H.P.)
BUCK, sb} and v.

1 Sc. Lakel. Lan. War. Oxf. 1.

sb. A male rabbit. Sc. (A.W.) 2. Comb. (1) Buck-
beard, see below

; (2) -buck, see Buck, sb.
1 8 (2) ; (3)

-stick, see ib. (9) ; (4) -s-and-kids, a school game, unde-
scribed.

(1) Gall. A kind of hard fog [moss], of a white nature, which is

found growing on rocks—often it is seen in the form of a wine-

glass, or inverted cone, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (2) Lakel. 2
,

Oxf. (G.O.) (3) Lan. Waugu Heather (ei. Milner) II. 209. s.Lan.1

(4) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

3. v. See Buck, v.
1 11. War.3

BUCK, sb.
12 Wor. A radish, esp. the long-rooted

kind.
They will be pulling bucks in a fortnight if this weather lasts

(E.S.).

BUCK, v. n.Yks. Pem. 1. In phr. buck out of the

park, a boys' game. (I.W.) See Buck, sb.3 1. 2. Of
a horse : to jib, esp. at a hill. (J.S.O.T.)

BUCK, v.* Lnk. Of water : to pour forth, gush out.

Frightfu' hung the jutting rocks ; While the burn out owre them

buckit, Struthers Poet. Tales (1838) 12.

JBUCK, v. Ken. To fill a basket. (Hall.), Ken.1

BUCK, v. w.Yks. (S.O.A.) i.q. Bup.

JBUCK, int. w.Yks.2 A call used by a carter or

ploughman to his horse to ' come here.'

VOL. VI.

tBUCK AND CRUNE, phr. Dmf.-(jAM.) See below.
Used to denote the evidences given of the greatest solicitude for

the possession of anything. 'Ye needna insist on't, for ye sanna

get it, if ye soud buck and crune for't.'

JBUCKAW, sb. Lnk. (Jam.) [Not known to our
correspondents.] The short game by which a bonspiel

(q. v.) or match at curling is gen. concluded.
tBUCKER, sb. w.Sc. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A species of whale. Glasg. Statist. Ace. V. 535
(Jam.).

JBUCKER, sb. e.An. 1 (ed. 1830). A bucket.
BUCKER, sb. Cai.1

1. A native of Buckie in Banff-

shire. 2. A person from the south coast of the Moray
Firth. 3. A boat of an especial build used on the coast

of Moray, &c. Cf. buccar.
BUCKER, sb. Cum. (E.W.P.) See Buck, v.

3 5.

BUCKET, sb. Ayr. A cant term for a glass of spirits.

A rest for twa-three minutes, and a bucket the piece wad be

acceptable, Hunter Studies[(iS^o) 143 ; We'll gang there an' ha'e

anither bucket the piece, ib. 144.

JBUCKETIE, sb. e.Sc. (Jam.) [Not known to our
correspondents.] The paste used by weavers in dressing

their webs.
BUCK-HOUSES, sb. pi. Obs. Som. Old houses by

the side of watercourses formerly used in flax-dressing.

(G.S.)

BUCKIE, sb.2 I.Ma.
As red as a buckie, Brown Indiaiuan (1889) 149.

JBUCKIE, sb. Obs. Bnff. The hind-quarters of a

hare.
Robie charg'd his gun wi' slugs To spice her buckie, Taylor

Poems (1787) 91 ;
(Jam.)

BUCKIE-FAULIE, sb. Cai.1 Also written -faalie.

The primrose, Primula acaulis.

JBUCKIEINGRAM, sb. Sc. (Jam.) The crab, Cancer

u€f%ClfdliS •

J-BUCKIE-TYAUVE, sb. Bnff. (Jam.) A good-
humoured struggle or wrestling-match.
BUCKING, vbl. sb. 1. Sur. (T.S.C.)

JBUCKISE, sb. and v. Abd. (Jam.) 1. sb. A smart
stroke. 2. v. To beat with smart strokes.

BUCKLE, sb. and v. Sc. Irel. 1. sb. A tussle, pre-

tended struggle.
Sh.I. Da boys hed a buckle wi' da lasses, bit dey got a kiss . . .

afore dey set them down, Sh. News (Dec. 10, 1898).

2. v. Phr. buckle the beggars, see Buckle, v. 8.

Uls. ' He was a minister.' ' He was not ; he was just an auld

buckle-the-beggars,' M cIlroy Druid's Island (1902) 116.

JBUCKLER, s6. Obs. Lin. Written buklar. A large

beam. (K.)

BUCKRAM, sb. s.Lan.1
, Oxf. (A.P.)

BUCK-STICK, sb. Cum* The game of rounders
played with a ' cat ' instead of a ball. See Buck, sb.3 3.

BUCKY, sb. 1 Gall. The sluice of a mill-pond.

I had far better flung' t in the dam frae the bucky, Scott

Gleanings (1881) 154.

BUCKY, sb.2 Som. Acidulated honeycombed cheese.

(G.S.)

BUD, sb* s.Lan. 1 A little boy's term for the male

generative organ.
BUD, sb.5 and v. Obs. Sc. 1. sb. A bribe, gift.

Edb. Nor buds nor bribes can no ways blind him, Pennecuik

Wks. (1715) 393, ed- 1815.

2. v. To bribe.

Sc. It's very like, at others budding, He turn'd his coat for cake

and pudding, Colvil Whigs Supplic. (ed. 1796) I. 1815 ; Maidment
Pasquils (ed. 1868) 144.

BUDD, sb. Suf. A parish overseer.

If the budd din't goo an' put in oud Polly Gorst, Fison Merry

Suf. (1899) 52.

BUDDLE, v. Pem. 1. To be busy over trifles or

small things.
s.Pem. I buddies about a bit, and I restes a bit, and then I bud-

dies again (M.S.C.).

2. To disturb the surface of the ground or earth.

Pem. There's no use trying to garden this weather : 'tis only

huddling with the earth (J.S.O.T.).

H



BUDDLE-BACKED [5o] BULL

BUDDLE-BACKED, adj. Nrf. Of a horse : having
a depressed spine. (H.C.M.B.) Cf. bubbly-backed.
BUDDY, sb. Wm. [btrdi.] The hedge-sparrow,

Accentor ^nodularis. (B.K.)
BUDDY, adj. Sur. See below.
When the bark will not come off the branches of a felled tree

easily it is said ' to work all buddy like ' (T.S.C.).

BUDGE, sb.1 Ken. Carr Cottage Flk. (1897) 8.

BUDGE, v.* and sb.s Sc. War. Suf. 1. v. To move,
move off; to move about briskly. War.4, Suf. (C.L.F.)
2. sb. A movement. Sc. (A.W.)
BUDGE, v. Pern. (J.S.O.T.) i.q. Butch, v.

BUDGETTY, adj. s.Wor. Bulging, large, baggy,
capacious.
A budgetty sart ov a baag, filled o' straw or 'ahy (H.K.).
BUFF, sb. Sc. 1. A puff or blast of wind.
Lnk. Even though ye . . . Had buffs could blaw => smiddy or

a stell, Nicholson Idylls (1870) 90.

2. Fig. A fuss, outcry ; an ado.
Abd. There's aye a buff oure muckle said aboot the butter, Abd.

Wkly. Free Press (Aug. 8, 1903).

BUFFEL-HEADED, adj. Nrf. In comb. Buffelheaded-
duck, the golden-eye, Clangula glaucion. Johns Birds
(1862) Gl., s.v. Morillon.

BUFFET, v. Abd. In phr. buffet the boar, a boys' game.
When wearied wi' ramblin', we finished the splore, Wi' a game

at the ' Bellums' or 'Buffet the Boar,' Anderson Rhymes (1867) 79.

BUFFET-TEA, sb. Wgt. A ' running tea ' or tea at

which people do not sit down at table but are served from
a sort of buffet. (A.W.)
BUFFLE, sb. Ess. In phr. to get the buffle of, to get

the better of; to put in an awkward position.
He's a-going to get his own brass out a' me, I reckon ; but I'll

get the buffle a' he yet ! Burmester Lotfs Alice (1901) 153.
BUFFLE, v. Abd. (G.W.) i.q. Boffle, v.

BUFFLED UP, phr. Obsol. e.Suf. Muffled up. (F.H.)
BUFT, v. m.Yks. 1 To fight ; to beat. (s.v. Weft.)

See Buff, v?
BUG, sb} Pem. A field scarecrow. (J.S.O.T.)
BUG, sb.* Lnk. In phr. not to let bug, to give no sign.
It never let bug it heard him speakin', Bell Wee MacGreegor

(1903) 36.

BUGAHAG, sb. Dor. A scarecrow. (C.W.)
JBUGALUG, sb. Suf. Dor. 1. An effigy, dummy

figure; a scarecrow. Dor. (R.B.), (E.C.M.) 2. An
inefficient, good-for-nothing, troublesome person, esp.
applied to a labourer. e.Suf. (F.H.)
BUGGER, v. Sc. Also written buggar. To use vile

language in imprecation.
Sh.I. 'Dat be bugger'd!' I said, 'Doo's shurly leein', Sibbie,'

Sh. News (May 22, 1897). Rnf. M°Gilvray Poems (ed. 1862) 21.
Hence Buggery, sb. in phr. to play buggery, to play

havoc or the mischief with.
Yon wye 'at dey geng an' buy at private bargains ootside da ring

plays buggery. Hit soodna be alloo'd, Sh. News (June n, 1898).

BUGGLE REE, phr. Sh.I. See below. See also
Buggle, sb?
There were certain times of the season when storms were

specially expected. These were called Rees. There was Buggle
Ree, about the 17th of March (O.S.), Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 116.

JBUGHULK, sb. Irel. (A.J.I.) A coarse, awkward
woman.
BUGLE, v. Cai. 1

[bju'gl.] Of bulls : to bellow.
BUKKER, see Bikker.
JBULB, sb. Gall. Also in form bulboch. A disease

among sheep, which causes them to drink water until they
swell and burst. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 100, ed. 1876.
BULBER, v. Nrf. Also in form bulver. See below.
Corn is said to ' bulber' when it has been rained upon and so is

easier to be carted, Nrf. Arch. (1879) III. 169.
JBULBS, sb. pi. Sur. Blight, esp. green fly. (T.S.C.)
BULCARD, sb. ? Obs. Cor. The blenny, Blennius

ocellans. Chambers Cyclo. (1788) s.v. Blennius.
BULDER, v. Sc. Also in form buller. 1. Ofpersons:

to speak loudly but indistinctly ; to stutter in speech.
Cat. 1 See Bulder. 2. See below.

Dmf. Applied metaphorically to the quick bursting of buds by

heat and rain, and to a great growth, ' Everything's bullering out,'

Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 345.

BUL(E, sb. and v. Sh.I. Also written biiol. 1. sb.

A stall in a cattle-shed, a byre ; a shelter for sheep. See
Buil.
Hungry sheep in snawed-up buols, Stewart Tales (1892) 97.

2. v. To shelter, hide. Also used^. Cf. buil, y.

Da wind gengs roond, whaar da piltiks bill, Junda Klingrahool

(1898) 13.

BULFY, sb. Abd. A short, fat, pursy fellow ; used as

a nickname. (A.W.) Cf. bulf.

BULGA, sb. Sh.I. A dropsical swelling in an animal's

throat. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 163.

BULGAN'S DAY, phr. Cai.1
i.q. Bullion's Day.

BULGER, sb. Cai. 1 [bB-ldgar.] A large marble used
in children's games.
BULGRUM, sb. Cum.* A carbonaceous shale with

thin layers or veins of coal.

BULIK, sb. Sh.I. Also written buljik. Nonsense,
rubbish.
Yon furriners speak a lot o' bulik, Sh. News (Nov. 18, 1899) ;

Lass, doo's spaekin' buljik, ib. (Nov. 27, 1897).

BULK, sb. Cum.4 The quantity of herring-nets shot

at one time, about fifty yards.
BULK, sb. lObs. Sur. The stall of a shop.
All buildings, cellers, sollars, bulks, lights, yards, wells, &c,

Local Deed, i7i 7 (T.S.C). [Hall. ]

JBULK, v. Sc. Irel. To play marbles. N.I.1
, Ant.

(S.A.B.) Hence Bulkie, sb. a game of marbles in which
the marbles are placed in a line, and each player has two
chances. Wgt. (A.W.)
BULL, sb. Sc. Irel. Lakel. Yks. Der. Not. Oxf. Dev.

1. In comb. (1) Bull-adder, a dragon-fly; (2) -breck-oot,
a boys' game at breaking out of a ring and getting caught

;

(3) -bustard, the oak eggar-moth, Bombyx quercus
; (4)

-coppy or -copy, the field in which a bull is kept
; (5)

daisy, a wild orchis
; (6) -dog, a species of ale

; (7) -dogs,
(a) the marsh marigold, Caltha palustris

;
(b) a kind of

pincers placed in the nostrils of cows, &c. to hold up their
heads when drink is given to them

; (8) -goose, a gander

;

(9) -land, see below
; (10) -lowp, a game ; see below

; (11)
-segg, a bullock which has not been castrated soon
enough

; (12) -soul supper, a substantial supper at which
the chief item is a bullock's head stuffed with onions, sage,
&c.

; (13) -stang, the injury which a cow may receive in
the act of' bulling

' ; (14) -toppins, tufts ofrough grass, &c.
(1) Cum.*, Cor. (J.M.) (2) Lakel. 2

(3) Cum* (4) s.Wm.
(J.A.B.) n.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 27, 1900). (5) Dmf.
Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 345. (6) Der. Dan, anxious to do
the lad honour, . . had ordered a twelve-gallon barrel of ' bull-
dog,' Gilchrist Nicholas (1899) 79. (7, a) Dev. Reports Provinc.
(1897). (b) Oxf. 1 MS. add. (8) Ir. Lover Handy Andy (1842) viii.

(9) n.Yks. In nearly every parish in Wensleydale there is what is
known as 'bull-land.' It originated in the time when a large
tract of unenclosed land was termed the ' town's pasture ' and
when the villages had the right to run a cow or more upon it.A portion of this land was fenced in—set apart exclusively for
the grazing of a bull, and any one having a right in this large stray
had the use of him, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 27, 1900) (10)
Cum. A boy (the bull) bends down as in leap-frog ; the others
wearing their caps loosely on the head, leap over the bull and in
doing so jerk off their caps to the front. Then reversing the
direction they jump over the bull's head first, ' taking off' from
the spot where their caps fell. It is necessary that the cap shall
not fall at too great a distance from the bull, else the return jumpmaybe difficult, or even impossible to do (E.W.P.). (u) Lakel *
Thoo criuns war ner a bull-segg. Cum.1 (12) w.Yks. Verv com-mon (B.K.). (13) Cum. 4 (14) Lakel. 2 (s.v. Bull fiaces)
2. Of horses : a 'roarer.' s.Not. (J.P.K.)
BULL, v. Cum. Yks. 1. See below'.
Cum. If, when playing leap-frog, the leaper either fails to leap

oyer, or knocks the other boy down, the latter is said to be ' bulled'

2. To vex.
n Yks You'll get bulled if yow dean't win some stone out(U V.C.).
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BULL, v. w.Yks.5 See below.
A word in use amongst children, and this only during 1 fall of

snow, when they cry in concert,— ' Snaw, snaw, faster ; Bull,

bull, faster,; Owd women picking geese, Sending feathers down
to Leeds.'

BULL, adj. Chs.1 In comb. Bull winscutting, ajoiners'
term : putting up stumps and rails, lit. ' bull wainscotting.'
(s.v. Winscut.)
BULLA, sb. Gall. (J.M.) i.q. Bully, sb.

1

BULL-BEEF, sb. Sc. In phr. as proud as bull-beef,

proud, conceited.
Frf. Bein' as prood as bull-beef o' the confidence displayed in

him by his maister, Willock Rosctty Ends (1886) 88, ed. 1889.

JBULLE, sb. Sh.I. A vessel for measuring oil. Agrk.
Surv., Append. 9 (Jam.) ; S. & Ork. 1

JBULLEN, sb. Sh.I. A heap. S. & Ork.1

BULLET, sb. Cum. The ball used in the game of
' spell and bullet.'

With shinnies poised, they raced for the bullet, w.Cum. Times
(Apr. 28, 1900) 3 ;

(E.W.P.)

BULLETOWST, adj. e.Yks. In phr. a bulletowst hog,

a term of abuse ; see below.
They called Sammy Spadger a bulletowst hog, A shitwig at's

just fit to live iv a bog, Nicholson Flh. Sp. (1889) 41.

BULL-FULLOCKING, sb. w.Yks. A term used in

the game of marbles ; see below.
Used in certain games of marbles ('ringy' or 'ring-taw') : to

fire or fillip with undue or unfair force, 'bull-fullocking.' Boys
exclaim during a game, ' Here ! knuckle down : no bull-fullocking.'

The unfairness consists in giving the marble added impetus by
thrusting in the hand while firing or filliping, instead of keeping

the knuckles to the ground (W.W.P.).
BULL-HEAD, sb. Sc. Pem. Sur. Also in form bull's-

head Pem. 1. Sur. Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills

(1891) 81. 2. Ayr. (J.M.), Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

BULL HUNT, phr. Hrf. To surprise, go at without

previous warning.
I don't mean to bull hunt 'un, but I mean to dally a bit, and

then to court 'un if 'a won't listen to me, Longman's Mag. (Apr.

1899) 559-

JBULLIHEISLE, sb. Sc. Also in forms bulliheizihe.

Cld. (Jam.) ; bulliehislee Lnk. 1. A boys' game ; see below.

Cld. A play amongst boys, in which, all having joined hands in

a line, a boy at one of the ends stands still and the rest all wind

round him. The sport consists in an attempt to heeze or throw

the whole mass over on the ground (Jam.). Lnk. The officer is

forced to throw it [a cheese] among them, when a bulliehislee

ensues, which often ends in a battle, Mum Cld. Minstrel (1816) 13.

2. A scramble, squabble, struggle. Cld. (Jam.)

JBULL IN, phr. Lth. (Jam.) To swallow hastily.

BULLING, prp. and sb. Sh.I. 1. prp. Building or

piling peats in small stacks prior to bringing them home.

S. & Ork.1 2. sb. A small pile or heap of peats.

Betty an' I pat da paets in bullins mair is a 00k frae syne, Sh.

News (June 23, 1900).

BULLION, sb. Or.I. The female pudendum. (Jam.),

S. & Ork.1
, „

BULLIWAN, sb. Cai.1 TheJ stalk of a dock, Rumex
obtusifolius. See Bulwand.
BULLJIG, sb. Cor. A snail. Also called Bullhorn.

Thomas Randigal Rhymes (1895) Gl.

BULL-JOSS, sb. Cum. A boys' game ; see below.

A game in which a boy bends down with his head resting

against a wall and his face downwards ;
the others then, as many

as can, take a run and jump on to his back, remaining there as

long as possible and calling out 'Monty kitty, monty kitty, one,

two three
'

; should the boy be unable to bear them all up until

the 'doggerel is ended, he is obliged to 'make a back' again.

Another call is 'Joss of Ireland, great Bull Joss' (E.W.P.).

BULL-NECK, sb. Sc. War. An onion that does not

form a bulb but grows somewhat like a leek. Cai.1 Hence

Bull-necked, adj. a term applied to onions that are allowed

to grow thick on the neck like a leek. War.3

BULLOCK, sb. and v. Lakel. Hmp. 1. sb. A cow.

Hmp. (H.E.) 2. v. To move about awkwardly or

clumsily. Lakel.2

BULLOCKING-TIME, sb. s.Lan.1 See below.

The time, usually about five minutes, that the engines and

machinery of a factory run before or after the legitimate working
hours. As no extra pay is given for this time, the work-people

consider that they are ' bullocked,' or cheated in the matter.

BULL-RUN, adv. s.Lan.1 Headlong, head-first. Cf.

bull-neck(s.

BULL-SCUTTLE, sb. Obs. s.Lan.1 Nonsense

;

swagger.
BULL-STANG, sb. ? Obs. n.Cy. The upright stake

in a hedge. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.)

BULLWORKS, adj. Som. Rude, romping. W. & J.

Gl. (1873). See Bullocking, s.v. Bullock, v.

BULLY, sb. Obs. Dev. A tumult, riot, esp. in phr.

to make a bully. Grose (1790) MS. add. (H.) HoraeSub-
secivae (1777).

JBULLYART, sb. Lan. The piece of wood, &c. used
in the game of ' knur and spell,' or ' shinty.' (S.W.)

JBULLY-END, adv. Cum. Headlong, head foremost,

rashly. (J.D.) Cf. bull-neck(s.

BULLYING, prp. Ken. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Strutting. Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.)

JBULLYON, s&. e.Lan. 1 A quagmire, bog; treacherous

ground.
BULLYOU, sb. Ant. A fool, a man ' having his coat

buttoned behind.' (S.A.B.)

JBULLYTHRUMS, sb. pi. Chs. 1 Frayed tufts, such

as would be seen on a bricksetter's line after much usage.

tBULTY, adj. Fif. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Large.
JBULYON, sb. Sc. ?A crowd, collection.

Rive the thrapples 0' the hale bulyon o' ye, St. Patrick (1819)

HI. 3°5 (Jam.).

IBULYOR, sb. Ant. An uproar, outcry ; the shouting

of a child when beaten. Ballymena Obs. (1892).

BUM sb.z 1. Lakel. 2

BUM,' sb7 Sh.I. A fishing lugger or smuggler supply-

ing tobacco, gin, &c, to fishing boats.

Der a Dutch Bum apo' da Sooth Wick wi' a flag, Sh. News
(June 23, 1900) ; Ollason Mareel (1901) 23.

BUM, v. Nrf. With up : to empty out one's pockets

of money; to pay up. (A.P.)

BUMBEE, sb. Pem. (J.S.O.T.), s.Pem. (M.S.C.) Also

written bumbie, bumby.
BUMBLE, v? 1. Won (H.K.)

BUMBLEKITE, sb. 1. Lnk. Patrick Plants (1831) 220.

BUMMER, sb.
1 War." A lie.

BUMMER, sb.
2 Nrf. A man who courts favour by

dirty means. (A.P.)

BUMMIE,s6. Or.I. A wooden porringer. Fergusson
Rambles (1884) 70.

BUMMY, sb. Sc. i.q. Bumbee.
Abd. Bummies and wasps' bykes, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne

(1903) 31. Frf. Reid Heatherland (1894) 36.

BUMPERS, sb. pi. Glo. The continuations of the

shafts of a cart, which project behind and beyond the tail-

board and protect it from damage. (E.W.P.)

BUMSHOT, adj. Obs. Gall. See below.
When any plot gives way with us, we are said to be bumshot,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 102, ed. 1876.

BUMWHUSH, sb. Sc. Perdition, ruin; obscurity,

annihilation.
Gall. When anything has made a noise for some time, and is

then quashed, it is said to have gone to the bumwhush. This

is too often the way with people of great popularity ; they have

their day, then go all to the bumwhush, Mactaggart Encycl,

(1824) 102, ed. 1876. Kcb. Elder Borgue (1897) 30.

BUN, sb.
2 Frf. (G.W.)

BUN, sb. Obs. Dev. The bottom of anything ; the

stump, rump, or tail. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 67. Cf.

bun, sb?
BUN-BREEST, sb. ne.Sc. A wooden bed. Gregor

Flk-Lore (1881) Gl.

BUNCH, sb. n.Ir. A stout, sturdy calf.

He stud higher, at laste be a half, Than the sturdiest bunch av a

Michaelmas calf, Lays and Leg. (1884) 78.

BUNCH, v? 1. Lakel. 2

Hz



BUNG-AND-HOCKEY !> BUSH-ROPE

BUNG-AND-HOCKEY, sb. Oxf. A game of hockey
played with a ' bung ' instead of a ball. (G.O.)

JBUNGO, sb. Chs. In phr. under the bungo o' tti morn,
to be in difficulties, ' under the weather.' Sheaf (1879) I.

237; Chs.1

BUNG'S-THE-BARREL, sb. Oxf. A boys' game;
see below.

Sides are picked in this game. One side goes ' down '— i. c.

places one boy as ' belly-buster ' against the wall, who acts as
a kind of pad for the head of the first boy, who bends down until

his back is nearly horizontal, the rest of the side following his
example in single file. The other side then leap in turns until

the whole are on the backs of the other boys, the last to leap
shouting ' Two, four, six, eight, ten, Bung's the barrel and off

again. ' If he can utter these words without any of the side falling

off, that side again leap ; but if any should fall offbefore the words
are completed, then it is the turn of those who were 'down' (G.O.).

JBUNK, sb. Suf. [Not known to our other corre-
spondents.] A rabbit. (H.J.L.R.)
BUNKER, si." Cor.3 Small beer.
BUNKER, sb. 5 Obs. Slg. A country dance.
We danc'd barm till daylight, An' twa three kintray bunkers,

Galloway Poems (1804) 67.

_
BUNKI(E, sb. Sh.I. A small jar or vessel for holding

oil. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 34-
BUNKT,^. s.Lan.1

i.q. Bunkst.
BUNNINGS, sb. Cum. A kind of scaffolding fixed

above the heads of the miners in the portion of the lead
vein from which the ore has been extracted. Wallace
Alston Moor (1890) 140

;
(E.W.P.)

BUNNON, sb. n.Yks.1 The cow-parsley, Chaerophyllum
sylvestre. (s.v. Play-pipes.)
JBUNNY-HEADED, sb. Sur. A dull, stupid fellow.

(T.S.C.)

BUNSHIE, adj. Sc. Fat, plump ;
' bunchy.'

Lnk. A fine bunshie hen ? Watson Poems (1853) 33.

BUNSUCKEN, adj. Bnff. i.q. Bondsucken.
Edintore being ' bunsucken ' to Oldmills, Elgin, the people had

to go all that length with their mulctures, Gordon Chron. Keith
(1880) 444.
BUNT, sb. s.Lan.1 A package.
BUNTED, #.. Wbs. Edb. Provided, foraged. Bal-

lantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) Gl.

BUNTIN, sb. Obsol. Cum.4 Trimming for a woman's
hat or dress ;

' bunting.'
BUNTIN-CRAB, sb. Bnff. A crab-apple.
While the tusks munched and crunched these cabbaged [pilfered]

buntin-crabs, their intense acidity caused screwed faces, Gordon
Chron. Keith (1880) 160.

BUNTING-LARK, sb. Wil. The bunting, Emberiza
miliaria. Thurn Birds (1870) 26.

BUNXIE.si. Sh.I. i.q.Bonxie. Cowie Sh.I. (1871) 213.
+3UNYOCH, sb. Wxf. The last sheaf to be tied in

a harvest field.

The girl or boy who ties the bunyoch will die unmarried, Old
saying (P.J.M.).

BUOY, v. Obs. Edb. With up : to rise or swell up.
She wad like to shun the smells That buoy up frae market cells,

Fergusson Poems (1773) 210, ed. 1785.

fBUOYREN, v. Wxf.1 [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] To frighten.

BUPPY, sb. s.Lan. 1 A child's word for drink.
BURGES, adj. Sc. Also written burghess Sh.I. In

comb. Burges-thread, flaxen thread.
Sh.I. Did doo no pit ta preens an' burghess treeds dere? Sh.

News (Jan. 8, 1898). Cal. 1

BURIERS, sb. pi. Suf. The attendants at a funeral.
(M.B.-E.) Cf. burial.

BURK, v. and sb. w.Cor. (M.A.C.) 1. v. To cough.
Cf. bark, v? 2. sb. pi. A choking cough.
BURL, v. and sb. s.Lan.1

BURLEY-BRACKS, sb. Sc. Cum. Wm. Also in form
burley-brigs Cum. Wm. i.q. Barley-break.

Frf. Play'd burley-bracks Wi' youngsters round about the stacks,
Anderson Piper 0' Peebles (1793) 1. 61. Cum., Wm. (J.Ar.)
BURLEY-WHUSH, sb. Obs. Gall. See below.
A game played at with a ball. The ball is thrown up by one

of the players on a house or wall, who cries on the instant it is

thrown to another to catch or ' kep ' it before it falls to the ground
;

they all run off but this one to a little distance, and if he fails in

' kepping' it, he bawls out ' burleywhush
'

; then the party be arrested

in their flight, and must run away no farther. He singles out one
of them then, and throws the ball at him; . .. then this one atwhich
the ball has been thrown is he who gives ' burley whush ' with the

ball to any he chooses. If the corner of a house be at hand, and
any of the players escape behind it, they must still shew one of

their hands past its edge to the ' burley whush man,' Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).

JBURLINS, sb. pi. Sc. (Jam.) The bread burnt in the
oven in baking.
BURN, sb.1 Sc. Lan. In comp. (1) Burn-blades, obs.,

a large broad-leaved plant, found growing on the banks
of burns

; (2) -can, a large can used for carrying water

;

(3) -sae, a water-butt slung on a pole and carried on the
shoulders by two persons.

(1) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (2) s.Lan. 1 (3) Cai. 1

JBURN, sb. w.Yks. [ban.] A five-gallon wooden
measure with two handles. (S.K.C.)
BURNT TO, phr. War.3 Of milk puddings, potatoes,

&c, adhering to the side or bottom of the dish while
cooking : slightly caught or burnt, but not sufficiently to

taste unpleasantly.
BUR(R, v.

2 4. Lakel.2

BURRERBOLT,s6. andw. s.Not. (J.P.K.) Also in form
burbo't, burrerbo't. 1. sb. An inconsiderate person

;

one who speaks or acts abruptly and thoughtlessly. 2. v.

To speak or act in an inconsiderate, thoughtless manner.
BURRIK, sb. Sh.I. [ba'rik.] A sharp sea or 'tide

lump.' Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 119.
BURSEN, adj. Cai. 1 Dainty about food, as if already

too full. See Burst, v.
1

BURST, sb. Irel. The front or breast of a shirt, coat,
&c. ; a dial, form of ' breast.'

Just open the burst o' your shirt, Lover Handy Andy (1842) ii.

BURSTIN, sb. Cai.1

BURTH, sb. Cai.1
i.q. Birth.

BURTHEN, sb. Gall. Curling term : see below.
Sometimes when they [curling stones] burn or rub rather

roughly, they are said to have got their burthen ; that is to say,
they have got as much of their motion retarded by one stone, as
hinders them to damage any more, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
JBURTLE, v. Cum.4 To do anything awkwardly.
BURTON, sb. e.Dev. Beer, ale. (J.W.) See Burton, sb}
JBURTON DOG, phr. w.Yks. In phr. stiff as Burton

dog. Prov. in Brighouse News (Aug. 10, 1889).
BURY, v. Glo. To shelter. Gen. used in pp. Cf.

burrow, sb}
A tiler, working on a roof on a windy day, remarked that ' It

was so buried round this corner that he could set up his ladder'

BURY-BLACKPUDDINGS, sb.pl. s.Lan.1 A jocular
term for the inhabitants of Bury. Also called Bury-
bulldogs.
BURYING, vbl. sb. Lan. Also in form berrin' s.Lan.1

In comp. (1) Burying-biscuit, (2) -drink, see below
; (3)

house, the house from which the funeral comes.
(1) s.Lan. 1 A small sponge-cake formerly eaten at funerals, and

sent out to friends, as wedding-cake now is. (2) ib. Warm ale
spiced and sweetened, served to the guests at a funeral in quart
mugs with lemon peel twisted round the handles thereof (?)
Lan. Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 87.
BUSGINS, see Buskins.
BUSHEL-HEAD, sb. Cum. A term of contempt

applied to a stupid, clumsy person. (J.Ar.)
BUSH-MAGPIE, sb. Wil. An alleged variety of the

magpie, Pica caudata ; see below.
The old myth of the existence of two species—i. e. the ' Bush

Magpie ' and the ' Tree Magpie,' is still firmly believed in here
Thurn Birds (1870) 37.

'

BUSH-ROPE, sb. Sc. The rope to which the nets of
a drift are attached.

Sh.I. Dusna a' yon hulks o' Scots boats hae bushropes 1 Sh
News (Sept. 9, 1899). Cai. 1 This mode of rigging drift nets is
modern and not yet (1898) universally adopted.
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BUSK, sb.J 1. s.Not. (J.P.K.)
BUSS, sb.

3 Sh.I.
This spacious bay [Lerwick] was annually visited by not less

than two thousand Dutch busses, Cowie Shetland (1871) 117.

BUSS, sb.* Cai. 1
1. A small skerry or shoal over-

grown by tall sea-weed ; a clump or tussock of rushes,

&c. See Buss, sb.* 2. A pouting or sulking mouth.
3. Phr. to pit on a buss, to sulk.

BUSS, sb.5 Abd. A cant term for a bursary or

scholarship.
He made a shift A bursary to gain, . . Though the buss might

hae lightened the pangs o' the past, Anderson Rhymes (1867) 46.

BUSSARD, sb. ? Obs. Edb. A class of carnation.

Forbes Poems (1812) 89.

BUSSOCK, sb. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)

BUSTARD, sb. n.Cy. (B.K.), Lakel.2 Any night-flying

moth; a large moth or artificial bait for fish. See Buzzard.
BUSTLE, v. Sc. i. q. Birsle.
Lth. Bustle your toes at the ingle, Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 724.

BUSY, adj. War. In phr. as busy as the devil in a gale

of wind, doing or pretending to do a great deal and making
a great fuss about it. (C.T.O.)

BUT AND, phr. s.Lan.1 But only.
If yo'ne but an' wait a bit.

BUTCHER, sb. Lan. Dev. In comb. (1) Butcher's
chips, butcher's meat. s.Lan.1

; (2) -timber, wood from
which skewers are made. Dev. Hewett Peas. Sp. (1892)

123.

BUTTER, sb. Sc. Lan. Chs. War. Oxf. 1. In comb.

(1) Butter-cups, gold money
; (2) -dock, the broad-leaved

Aock,Rumex obtusifolius
; (3) -fish, the fish Blenniusgunnel-

lus
; (4) -hands, smooth boards with which butter is finally

shaped into pounds
; (5) -luck, an exclamation used as

a charm in butter-making ; (6) -milk gled, a bird of the

falcon tribe
; (7) -salt, see below.

(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) Lnk. The leaves were formerly much used for

wrapping up butter, from which it obtained the name of butter

dock, Patrick Plants (1831) 171. (3) Heb. Smith Lewsiana

(1875) 250. (4) War. 3
(5) Sh.I. Geordie cries, Witcha

!

Butter-luck ! Witcha ! Tanks ta Gud your koo hilv'd oot her feet

da last year. Dat wis hoitana. Da folk 'ill no loss der butter noo,

Sh. News (May 7, 1898). (6) Gall. It is of a cream colour, of the

size of the common kite, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (7) Chs.

The unmoulded salt—locally termed ' butter-salt '—is sent away
in trucks, Cornh. Mag. (Sept. 1892) 264.

2. Phr. worse than dirty butter, said ofanything disagree-

able. Oxf. (A.P.)

BUTTERY, sb. Sc. Also written butt'rie. 1. A
butterfly.

Kcd. The wild bee and butt'rie, Jamie Effusions (1849) 65.

Slg. Fergusson Vill. (1893) 125.

2. Comb. Buttery-Willie-Collie, a nickname for an under-

graduate of Aberdeen University. Abd. (A.W.)

BUTTERY-TREE, sb. e.Yks. (J.H.) i.q. Bour-tree.

BUT-THORRAN, sb. I.Ma. A game of ' hide-and-seek

'

played round stacks. Cp. Manx thurran, a stack.

One after another, laak gels playin' at But-thorran, Rydings

Tales (1895) 30 ; Brown Yarns (1881) 73, ed. 1889.

BUTTOCK, sb. and v. Cum. Wm. Also in form

buttick. 1. sb. A wrestling term : a ' chip ' in which

one man gets his buttock under that of his opponent and

brings him over.
Cum. Here's a parlish good pleaace for ... a good buttick^

Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 21. Wm. Ah gat t'buttock m an

whang'd him doon (B.K.). ... , ,

2 v To throw in wrestling by using the hip or buttock.

Cum. (H.W.)
i j _,

JBUTTON, v. Irel. In phr. to have one's coat buttonedup

behind, to look like a fool.

Here comes Paddy from Cork with his coat buttoned behind

(G.M.H.). Ant. (S.A.B.)

BUTTONS, sb. pi. Abd. A boys' game ;
see below.

See also Buttony. ,.,,-, j ,

Buttons was no less popular [than 'book'], and keen contests,

creating great interest, engaged attention as to who, from 20 or

ao feet distant, would pitch their buttons nearest the mote, which

was a little piece of white china or crockery as a mark to be aimed

at—somewhat similar to the ' tee ' in the game of bowls. When
all the players had 'pitched' the one who was nearest the

mote gathered them up, and shaking them in his closed hands,

threw them in the air, and as they shewed, he got toll from those

to whom they belonged, the tails were taken up, and the next

player treated them in similar fashion, and so on, till they were
exhausted. The buttons had distinctive names and values. Figs

were vest buttons, chancers, double and single, were gilt coat

buttons, which were worn on blue and olive green, and brown
coats, a fashionable dress of the period [1840-]. Bossies were
larger, and generally the cast-offs of military or naval uniforms, or

livery servants' coats. Four figs were equal in value to 1 chancer,

and 2 chancers to one bossie, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (May 23, 1903).

BUTTRESS, sb. War.3

Now rarely used, having been superseded by the cutting instru-

ment which is drawn over the hoof instead of being pushed as

the buttress was.

BUTTS, sb. Glo. (H.S.H.) i.q. But(t, sb.* 5.

BUTTS, sb. pi. Cai. 1 Intimate companions ; used of

children. Cf. butty, sb.
1

BUTTY, sb. Sc. Lan. 1. A fellow workman.
Lnk. Ane boastit owre his butties a' That nane wi' him could big

a wa', Coghill Poems (1890) 86.

2. Comp. Butty-shop, a shop belonging to the proprietor

or overlooker of a factory or coal-mine where goods were
formerly given on account of wages. s.Lan.1

BUTTY, adj. s.Wor. Near the ' butt ' or root. See
But(t, sb.2

Thur's a smart fur ash among them sticks, an' some on 'em be

butty tough pieces (H.K.).

BUY, sb. ' Irel. A purchase.
What do you think ofmy new buy ? Longman's Mag. (Mar. 1903)

444-
BUZ, sb. Wm. A coach-builder or wheelwright's

V-shaped gouge for roughly cutting out the centre of the

nave of a wheel. (J.M.)
BUZ(Z, v} 3. nw.Lin. (E.P.)

BUZZARD, sb.
1

1, 2. War.3

BUZZART, sb. Lan. A term of familiarity applied to

a person ; lit. a large moth.
Now then, owd buzzert, where arto? Wadgh Heather (ed.

Milner) II. 199. s.Lan. 1 He's an owd-fashin't buzzart.

JBUZZERT, sb. sw.Lan. (H.M.) Inferior coal.

JBUZZIES, sb. pi. Som. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Flies. W. & J. Gl. (1873).

JBUZZLE-HEAD, sb. e.An. A term of opprobrium.

Prob. a corruption of Puzzle-head.'
Nrf. A fule wi a buzzle-hid like yars, Cozens-Hardy Broad

Nrf. (1893) 68. c.An.l

BUZZLING, ppl. adj. Brks. Of plants, &c. : strong-

growing, luxuriant, healthy.

A penny root of wild honeysuckle which, planted beside his

cottage door, speedily becomes ' a girt buzzlin' thing '
under its

changed conditions of life, Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 60.

BUZZNACK, sb. n.Yks. An old organ, out of order

and playing badly. (I.W.)

BUZZNAPPER, sb. n.YBUZZNAPPER, sb. n.Yks. A cockroach. (E.W.S.)

JBUZZYWITCH, sb. Suf. A cockchafer. (M.E.R.)

BY, prep, and conj. Sc. Irel. Wm. Yks. Lan. Oxf.

1. prep. In phr. (1) by ocht, by any conceivable quantity ;

(2)
— one's time, at the time fixed ; (3) — random, atrandom

;

(4) — that, thereabouts
; (5) — the day, by natural time

;

(6) — the half, half as much again
; (7) — when, by the

time that.
, ..... ,

(1) Sc. (A.W.) (2) Wm.1 Mind thou s here bi thi time. (3, 4)

Sc. (A.W.) (5) s.Lan. 1 It's hawve-past two bi eawr clock, bu'

it's nobbut a quarter-past bi th' day. (6) w.Yks. ' Did ta goa as

far as t'bridge ? ' ' Ay, ah went farther bi t'hauf ' (J.H.W.). (7)

Oxf. 1 MS. add.

2. Used in oaths or expletives.

Ayr. ' Be-go, laddie ! ' quo' she, ' an' thou's nane blate for thy

years,'' Service Notandums (1890) 109. Lnk. Graham Writings

(1883) II. 51. n.Yks. By Jings (I.W.). s.Lan.'

3. With regard to. Ant.(S.A.B.) 4. Of time: during,

in the space of. ib. 5. conj. Nevertheless, ib.

JBY, v. e.Lan.1
, Stf.1 Also written bey e.Lan.1 To

hush to sleep.

JBY, prep. Nhb.1 In form bin before vowels.



BYACH [54] CAFF

BYACH, int. Cai. 1
[bjax-] A meaningless exclamation.

' Weel, byach,' 'Ye see, byach,' ' Yes, byach,' &c.

BYACKSIT, adj. Sh.I. Contemptible. See Byack.
Robbie wis a peerie byacksit objec, Clark Northern Gleams

(1898) 55-

BY(E, adj. and adv. Sc. Pem. 1. adj. and adv. In
comb. (1) By-blow, an illegitimate child

; (2) -board, a side-
table

; (3) -hours, time not allotted to regular work; over-
time

; (4) -passing-, in passing by ; (5) -set, a substitute

;

(6) -stand, a stand-by.
(1) Sc. Wha now will our by-blows provide, Pennecuik Coll.

(1756) 44, ed. 1787. (2) Abd. The Kirk is taking the armed-chair
and the table-head in Scotland, and God is set down at the by-board,
Cobban Angel of Covt. (1898) 139. (3) Sc. (Jam.), Cai. 1

(4)
s.Pem. He telt it me now just, by-passing. Call me by-passing,
will you? (M.S.C.) (5) Ayr. (Jam.) (6) Sc. (A.W.)
2. adv. In pbr. to lay by, to finish work. Sc. (A.W.)
BYELESS, adv. Ayr. Unusually, extraordinarily.
Ye've been byeless thrang wi' the Holy Buik, Ochiltree Old

of Shroud (1897) 22.

BY-FALL, sb. Cum. (E.W.P.) The outlet of an
artificial race leading from a mill-dam, provided with
a sluice to regulate the water flowing through the race to

the mill.

BYHOLT, sb. s.Pem. (M.S.C.) Land rented by the
year, with no house attached ; also used attrib.

Yon's by-holt land, and not belonging to the farm ; by-holt's

handy, but the land is never of much account except the landlord

looks to keeping it in good heart.

BYKAT, sb. Obs. Ags. (Jam.) A male salmon.
BYKE, sb. Sc. The nose ;

' beak.'
On keen cold days they say the wind blaws ' snell,' And when

they wipe their nose they 'dicht' their ' byke,' Leighton Wds.

(1869) 6.

BYKE, v. Obs. Gall. To whine ; to weep and sob.

Which makes me lie, and sab, and byke For Robbin Bell and

Robbin Bee, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 411, ed. 1876 ; ib. 105.

BYLE, sb. Sc. (A.W.)
£BYLE'ER, adv. Som. Cor. Just now; lately; a little

while ago.
Som. Home Subsecivae (1777) 71. Som., Cor. Grose (1790) MS.

add. (H.)

BYNALL, sb. Obs. Gall. A tall, lame man. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824).

BYOUTOUR, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam.) Also in form
bootyer(t. A gormandizer ; a glutton.

BYSENFUL, adj. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) Disgusting.

BYSENLESS, adj. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) Worthless;
shameless.
BYSFUL, adj. Cum.4 Full of vice or mischief.

JBYSTART, 5*. Sc. A bastard ; also in comb. Bystart-
born.

Lnk. Graham Writings (1883) II. n. Gall. Tho' bystart born,

that's nought to me, Lauderdale Poems (1796) 9.

CAAK, v. Cai.1 [kak.] To cackle as a hen ; to talk

clamorously.
CAA-TEE, sb. Cai. 1 A great disturbance.
CAB, v. n.Ir. To hit on the head with the knuckles.

(C.A.W.)
CAB, v. Dev. To make sticky. See Cab, sb.1

Taint no use cabbin' Ian'. You won't never get it plum, Ford
Larramys (1897) 101.

CAB, v. n.Yks. (I.W.) In phr. go cab, an imprecation.
Cf. scab, v.

1

CABAL, sb. s.Lan.1 A heated argument.
CABALLA-BALL, sb. Obs. Sus. A kind of iron-

stone. Agric. Surv. (1793-1813) 13.

CABBER, sb. Cai.1 An old lean horse.
CABBOR, sb. Lakel.2 Useless rubbish.
CABE, sb. Sh.I. [keb.] A thole.
Da tow began ta snore heavy upo' da cabe, Stewart Tales

( 1892) 104.

CABEL, see Cavel, sb.1

CABELOW, sb. Obs. Abd. See below.
Neptune, who was never sparing With cabelow and good Lewes

herring, Meston Poet Wks. (1723) 134, 6th ed.

CABSHA, see Scabskew.
CABSOW, sb. n.Lin. The game of ' scabskew' (q.v.).

FlhLore (Dec. 1896) 345 ; N.&Q. (1895) 8th S. viii. 446.
CACHOT, sb. Obs. Dev. A prison.
At one corner of the yard an empty cachot stood—a building

low and squat, with barred windows and heavy door. Into this,

when it was not occupied by a refractory sailor or soldier, the

country people went with their boards and baskets, for they were
usually stored there between market days. After the folk had
sold all their goods, they removed their stalls to the cachot and
then departed, Pall Mall Mag. (Dec. 1902) 454.

CACK-FROST, sb. s.Lin. A mild frost with thick
rime, presaging thaw and rain. (T.H.R.)
CACKTY, sb. Pem. A soft, cowardly fellow. (J.S.O.T.)
JCADDLE, sb. Sc. A set of four applied to cherry-

stones in the game of ' cherry-pit ' or ' papes ' ; used also
of a couple of cherry-stones.

se.Sc. When boys are playing this game they count their cherry-
stones or ' papes ' by fours, each quartette being known as a
'caddie.' Thus, one boy will ask another, 'How many caddie
have you ?

' and the answer might be ' Thirteen and a half or

' Twelve caddie and three ' (D. M. R. ). Edb. About Portobello, the
forfeits in games were always paid in cherry stones, which were
counted not singly but in pairs or ' caddels.' The boy who lost

was mulcted in so many 'caddels n' pips.' My informant never
heard the word used except in respect of pips (W.A.C.).
CADDLE, v. and adj. Lnk. 1. v. To move violently.
His wame caddled like onny mill trows, and on his puddings

crockit like a wheen paddocks in a pool, Graham Writings (1883)

2. adj. In a disordered mass.
Tom slips out and mounts the [egg-] cadger's horse, and puts

a foot in each creel, and made the eggs all caddie, and then he
dismounted and ran, ib. 70.

CADDLER, sb. Cor.2 One who potters about a house.
See Caddie, sb.

1

CADDY-WEAVERS, sb.pl. s.Lan.1 Gnats ; ephemera.
CADE, sb. Ess. A faggot. Trans. Arch. Soc. (1863)

II. 183.

CADGELL, v. Obs. Gall. To carry roughly.
A person having got a rough ride is said to have been cadgell'd,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

CADGER, sb. se.Lin. A butcher who sells diseased
meat. (J.T.B.) Cf. cad, sb.3

CADIS, v. Dmb. To apply lint to a wound, i q
Caddis, sb.1

^

To scrape auld sarks to cadis sic a sair, Salmon Gowodean
(1888) 9.

CADISH, adj. Obs. ne.Yks. Gentle. Marshall
Rur. Econ. (1796) II. 210. See Cade, sb.3

CADLING, ppl. adj. Som. Insignificant. (M.A.R.)
Cf. caddling. '

CADMAN sb. ne.Lin. A butcher who sells diseased
meat. (E.S.) See Cad2 sb.8

CADY, sb. n.Ir. [ke'di.] A stout boy.
Handed that same till the Cady for waddin'", Lays and Leg.

(1884) 87.

CAEW, v. Sc. To knead dough
; to mix clay, &c

' Ye're like a louse, a midge, or a fly, caewin' amo' tar.' Usually
a reproof to a lazy workman (G. W.).
CAFF, v. and sb. Pem. 1. v. To entangle Cf.

caffle, v.
2

s.Pem. You have gone and caffed it shocking (M S C )

2. sb. A tangle. (J.S.O.T.), s.Pem. (M.S.C.)"



CAG-HAND [55] CAN

CAG-HAND, sb. Stf. The left hand. Chronicle (Oct.
25, 1901). Cf. keck, adj.1

CAGMIRE, sb. n.Yks. Human ordure. (I.W.)
CAHEE, sb. Cum. A noisy and rather rough jollifica-

tion. (E.W.P.) SeeCaheeing.
CAIK, sb. Sc. (Jam.) [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A stitch, a sharp pain in the side.
CAIKAL, sb. Cai.1 Also in comp. Eating-caikal ; see

below.
Those having a depraved desire for frequent eating were supposed

to have an intestinal worm which caused the desire. To have an
eatan-caikal in one's wame.
CAILLAGH, sb. I.Ma. A witch ; a hag. i.q. Cail-

leach. That ould caillagh dhu, Brown Manx Witch (1889) 108.

CAIN-AND-ABEL, sb. w.Dur.1 The pig-nut, Bunium
flexuosum.

If a root of the pig-nut is dug up and the tubers placed in water,
last year's tuber will float and this year's tuber will sink. The
tuber that swims is Abel, the one that sinks, Cain.

CAIR, sb. I.Ma. Property.
Cair ! cair ! says Billy, Brown Manx Witch (1889) 29.

CAIRD, sb. Cai. 1 A rude, scolding person. See Card,
sb.1 6.

CAKER, sb. Frf. Fif. A blow from the 'tawse' on
the palm of the hand. Glasgow Herald (Sept. 21, 1899).
CAKESTALL, sb. Nrf. A wonder ; a matter beyond

comprehension.
And so we were imprisoned, waiting for a flowing tide. . .

' It's

out of my latitude altogether,' said Jim. ' It's a cakestall,' Emer-
son Lagoons (1892) 69, ed. 1896.

CALEY, sb. Heb. Gossip, chat. Smith Lewsiana
(1875) 130. i.q. Cailey.

CALF, sb. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Lan. In comb. (1) Calf-

drukken, as fond as calves of drinking milk
; (2) -garth,

a birthplace ; the place where one's forefathers dwelt

;

(3) -hole, the gallery at the back of a chapel
; (4) -nope,

a rough blow
; (5) -reed, rennet

; (6) -stick, a staff used
for driving calves or sheep.

(1) Sh.I. As mylk an' watter laek as if dey'd been calf-drukken

apo' fresh blaedik, Sh. News (May 19, 1900). (2) Cum. (J.Ar.)

(3) w.Yks. (S.P.U.) (4) Lakel. 2
(5) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). (6) s.Lan. 1

CALFISH, adj. Hrt. Foolish. (E.S.F.)

CALF-OF-HAY, sb. Ken. A stack cut through one
corner from top to bottom. (G.B.) Cf. caff, sb.

1

CALL, v.
1 and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

1. v. In phr. (1) call me to you, the heart's-ease, Viola

tricolor
; (2) — home, to publish the banns

; (3) — on, to

receive sick pay from one's club
; (4) — out, to dislocate

;

(5) — over, to abuse
; (6) — round, to circulate

; (7) — a
sale, to sell by auction

; (8) — up, see (2).

(1) Lnk. Patrick Plants (1831) 124. (2) Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

(3) Ess. Burmester Lotfs Alice (1901) no. (4) Abd. He had

heard of people being ' ca'd oot o' the shoother, and being ruggit

in again,' W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 68. (5) Ess.

Burmester Lotfs Alice (1901) 62. (6) Slg. For an hour, or may
be twa, We'll ca' the bicker round, Wyse Sngs. (1829) III. 275.

(7) Cum. 4 (8) s.Lan. 1

2. To cry out, complain. Wm.1 3. To cry wares for

sale in a street. s.Lan.1 4. To publish the banns of

marriage, ib. 5. To sound as a stream.
Wm. 1 T'wedder's gaan to change : t'beck caws belaa.

6. sb. In phr. (1) to get a call, to receive an invitation ;

(2) to give —, to invite a minister to the charge of a

congregation.
(1) Abd. Macdonald Malcolm (1875) II. 57. (2) Sc. (A.W.)

7. The noise produced by the leakage of air through an

airway that is too small. Cum.4 8. A drove of sheep.

Sh.I. He didna get da hog, bit he took up ower da hill. Sae

Arty tought he wid be gaen wi' da rest o' da caa, an' sae he wis,

Sh. News (July 31, 1897).

9. A drive.
Abd. Hae a caw throu' the Sessions-buik, Macdonald R. Fal-

coner (1868) 309.

JCALL, v. Sur. In phr. to call to, to be aware oi.

' I ain't called to't,' in answer to the question ' Have you heard

anything of the hounds?' (T.S.C.)

CALL, adj. Cum. [Not known to our correspondents.]
? Callow.

Sin call wee things we claver'd owr yon steel, Relph Misc.

Poems (1747) 14.

CALLEDIN-O'-THE-BLADE, sb. Obs. Gall. A slight

rain by which the blades of grass were cooled and re-

freshed. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
CALLEROFF, sb. w.Yks. A railway official ; see below.
A railway employe whose duties are to call out the marks and

numbers whereby goods are distinguished, so that they may be
correctly checked with the entries on consignment notes and
invoices, Bradford Obs. (Feb. 13, 1897).
CALLET, sb.1 and v. Lakel. Also written callat

Lakel.2 ; callot Wm. 1
1. sb. A worthless woman.

Wm,1 2. A gossip ; a woman given to idle talk. ib.

3. v. To gossip. Lakel.2, Wm.1

CALLIFUDGE, v. and sb. Lakel. Lan. Also in forms
callifooagle, collifooagle. 1. v. To cheat, deceive ; to

plot a mischief. Lakel.2
, s.Lan.

1 2. sb. A trick, hoax,
swindle. s.Lan. 1

CALLING-SHOP, sb. s.Lan.1 In form co'in-. A
public-house used as a place of call. See Call, v.

2

CALLION, sb. Obs. Gall. Anything old and ugly.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
CALLIS, sb.2 War. Wor. Oxf. Also written calis

Oxf. 1. A calcareous deposit. Wor. (E.S.) 2. Comp.
Callis-sand, sand for scouring.
War. 3 Oxf. Calis sand, famous for cleaning pewter, found at

Kingham, Henderson Three Centuries in N. Oxf. (1902).

CALLOO, sb. Nrf. The curlew, Numenius arquata.

Emerson Birds, Sr'c. (ed. 1895) 304.
CALLUS, v. and adj. War. Wor. 1. v. With up

:

to swell up ; see below.
' My eye is callused up.' Inflamed eyelids much swollen and

inclining to close with drying moisture. This use of the word is

heard in hospitals (G.S. ).

2. adj. In phr. to go callus, to congeal.
The oil has gone callus, ib.

CALM, sb. Dev. [kam.] The subsoil. (C.W.D.)
See Cam, sb.

2

CALVERT-SALMON, sb. Obs. Wor. Glo. Also in

form colvert-. A salmon recently caught and still warm.
Grose (1790) MS. add. (H.) Cf. colver.

CAM, sb.
1 Cai.1 Also in form caim. A small penin-

sula terminating on the beach, and connected with the

cliff by a narrow, low isthmus.

CAMBUSLANG-MARBLE, sb. Lnk. A calcareous

stratum.
In the parishes of Rutherglen and Cambuslang, there is a cal-

careous stratum, known in the neighbourhood, by the name of

Cambuslang Marble. . . The prevailing colour is a darkish grey,

sometimes inclining to red, and waved with spots of white . . .

produced by a bivalve shell, Patrick Plants (1881) Introd. 18.

tCAMDOOTSHIE, adj. Per. (Jam.) [Not known to

our correspondents.] Sagacious.

CAMMAG, adj. I.Ma. Crooked, twisted, i.q. Cam-
mock, sb.

2

Any lame person is said to have a cammag leg. ' Don't give any-

thing to that man with the cammag leg that comes round begging'

(S.M.).

CAMP-BED, sb. w.Yks. A bed with curtains to close

it completely. (J.T.)

CAMPERDOWN, sb. Obs. Cum.4 Also in form

campers. A thin cotton blue-and-white check made in

lengths of twenty-four yards.

CAMPLE, sb. s.Lan.1 A gossiping conversation.

See Cample, v.
1 Hence Campling, ///. adj. gossiping,

talkative.

CAMPY, adj. and sb. Sc. 1. adj. Spirited. Obs.

Rxb. (Jam.) 2. sb. A smart young fellow. Guid Sc.

Diet. (1895).

CAMSTARICAL, adj. Mry. ' Camsteery.'
Those days o' ruggin' an' reivin', When ilka camstarical chap

Would draw out anither man's scantack, Hay Lintie (1851) 24.

CAN, sb.
1 Stf. A pot made of china or earthenware.

(M.F.)



CANAPSHUS [56] CAPOOCH

CANAPSHUS, adj. Cum.4 [kana-pjss.] Ill-tempered,
captious.

CANARY-BIRD, sb. s.Wor. A jocular term for a

large jar for cider. (H.K.)

CANARY-FIT, sb. s.Lan. 1 Sham hysterics.
CANCER, sb. ne.Sc. The burying beetle.
[So called] from the belief that its bite produces that terrible

disease, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 147.

CANCH, sb. Rnf. Cf. canch, 3.

3 roods, 27 falls and a canch next Park Wyke, 1 acre 10 falls,

Hector Judicial Records (1876) 323.

CANDLE, sb. Yks. Lan. Wal. Also in form kennel
s.Lan.1 In comb. (1) Candle-at-the-nose, mucus hanging
down

; (2) -coal, coal that burns with a bright flame
; (3)

•dance, see below
; (4) -snot, the wick of a candle.

(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) s.Lan. 1
(3) s.Wal. Jacob the miller is

going to ask Neddy 'Pandy'to dance the candle dance, and
Robin Davies the sailor will play the fiddle for him. Hast ever
seen the candle dance ? . . Tis gone out of fashion long ago, but

Jacob the miller likes to keep up the old ways, Raine Garthowen
(1900) 119; Ann placed six lighted candles on the floor—four in

the centre and one at each end, with space enough between them
for the figures of the dance. . . At last, with a trick of his feet

he extinguished every light, ib. 141-2. (4) n.Yks. (I.W.)

CANDLEMAS, sb. War.3
, s.Wor. (H.K.)

CANDLESTICK, sb. Irel. Lakel. Lan. Dev. 1. The
child who stands or sits on the centre of a see-saw, to

steady the plank. Uls. Northern Whig (May 8, 1901).
s.Lan. 1

2. pi. The herb Robert, Geranium Robertianum.
Dev. The resemblance to candlesticks is striking when you see

the pistils with the surrounding sepals when the petals have fallen

off, Reports Provinc. (1897).

3. The garden cowslip. Lakel. (B.K.)

CANDLESTY, adv. Dev. Secretly; a corruption of
' clandestinely.'
He creep'd along so candlesty, Reports Provinc. (1884) 14.

JCANDLING, sb. Dial, unknown. A feast on the eve
of Candlemas Day.
A supper given in some parts by landlords of ale-houses to

their customers on the eve of Candlemas Day. Part of it is a
pie, thence call'd a Candling Pie, Grose (1790) MS. add. (H.)

CANDY, sb. Abd. (A.W.) Glue.
CANGLE, v? Oxf. (A. P.)
CANK, v.

1
, sb.

1 and int. Yks. I.Ma. Wor. Also in form
conk Yks. 1. v. To cackle as geese. s.Wor. (H.K.)
2. To gabble, chatter, ib. 3. sb. pi. Chatter.

Yks. Well ! yo' lasses will have your conks, Gaskell Sylvia

(1863) 58, ed. 1874.

4. int. The note of the goose.
I.Ma. ' Kank, kank,' says the goose, Brown Doctor ('1887) 155.
CANKER, sb. 2 and v. Sc. Cum. Oxf. 1. sb. Rust.

Oxf. 1 MS. add. 2. A sore caused by verdigris, ib.

3. Ill-temper. Cum. 4 4. v. Of plants : to be covered
with blight.

Sc. (A.W.) Abd. Th' neeps are some stiff, bit aw think
they'll come t' b' a fair crap gin they dinna canker ower sair. . .

Aw wis noticin' some neep cankerin' most terrible ae day, Abd.
IVkly. Free Press (Aug. 22, 1903).

CANKERED-WATER, sb. Cum.4 Drainage water
coloured with iron.

CANKLING, ppl. adj. Lnk. Quarrelsome, wrangling.
Cf. cangle, v.

1

Heed not yon ootside cankling crew That's plotting a' the-
gither, Hunter Poems (1884) 29.

CANLIE, sb. Crk. Gomme Games (1898) II. 409.
CANNA-DOWN, sb. Ags. (Jam.) The cotton-grass,

Eriophorum vaginatum. i. q. Canna(ch.
JCANNECA, sb. Fif. (G.W.) The wood-worm.
JCANNEL, sb. Brks. [Not known to our other

correspondents.] 1. A stickleback. (W.H.Y.) 2. A
tadpole, ib.

CANNIE, sb. Sh.I. A kind of ' locker ' in a boat.
Jimp i' da cannie, Lowrie, afore ye rin da cappie, an' gie wis

da compass, Sh. News (Apr. 23, 1898).
CANNOCK, sb. Wor. [ka'nak.] A subscription for

liquor to be consumed in common.
' Let's han acannuck.' This is an invitation to the assembled

company to subscribe or, as it is described to me, ' to club together'

for the purchase of drink to be consumed by those present (E.S.).

Hence Cannocking, prp. having a ' cannock.' ib.

CANNON, sb. Obs. Glo. A stone-mason's term

:

a high but not wide block of stone. (E.W.P.)

JCANNON, sb. Cor. A disease of the eye.
To remove specks from the cornea (which, in the dialect of

the country, are called cannons !), Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng.

(1865) 407, ed. 1896. ['O Lord, let notthyservant'seyes in torment

bide, but send the cannon out of . . . eyes,' Sunday Mag. (Apr.

1895) 243.]

CANNY, sb. w.Yks. 1 [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] In phr. to be at lang canny, to be distressed for

want of food. ' I's at lang canny for summat to itt.'

JCANNYGOSHAN, sb. Lth. [Not known to our
correspondents.] One who dwells in the Canongate,
Edinburgh.

Green's the sod that haps the grave O' mony a Cannygoshan,
Smith Merry Bridal (1866) 38.

CANOKES, sb. pi. I.Ma. A marble-playing term.
He'd play with us to . . . tops and marbles . . . and knuckle down,

and take his canokes, Brown Yarns (1881) 73, ed. 1889.

CANT, v.
1 and sb.

1 Not. 1. v. To humour or indulge
a child. s.Not. (J.P.K.) 2. sb. An over-indulged child ;

a pet.
Not. Nay, my little cant, for one to cry and the tother not to

cry's no company at all, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 278.

CANT, sb? and v.
s Gall. Pern. 1. sb. A little rise

ofrocky ground in a highway. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). 2. v. To move or tilt to one side. Pem.
(J.S.O.T.)
CANT, sb.* Pem. Mid. 1. A strip of land running

from one end of a field to the other.
w. Mid. So far as I am aware the term is only used in cutting

corn by hand, when the reaper works forwards and backwards
across his cant, at every return obtaining half a sheaf of corn
(W.P.M.).

2. A wedge of cheese. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
JCANTATION, sb. Frf. Talk, conversation.
Ae Sunny morn' for recreation Twa hats began a slow cantation,

They frae a shelf began to claver, Morison Poems (1790) 1.

CANTERBURY, sb. Yks. Ken. In comb. (1) Canter-
bury Jacks, the wild hop, Bryonia dioica. Ken. (P.M.)

;— nonsuch, a kind of apple. w.Yks.2
(s. v. Nonsuch).

CANTING, sb. se.Sc. A sale by auction. Donaldson
Poems (1809) 209. See Cant, sb.2

CANTLE, sb.1 n.Cy. Cum. Wor. A share, division, part.
n.Cy. (J.L. 1783), Cum. 4 s.Wor. 'Em fetched th' owld cider-

mill from Abbit's 'ood ov a timber-wagon, a cantle at a time like
;

a maade three journeys on it (H.K.).
CANTLET,s6. w.Yks. A small piece. See Cantle, sb.1

A cantlet of cold custard-pudding, Bronte Shirley (1840) 4.72
JCANTLINGSTONE, sb. Shr. ?A rocking-stone.

N. &> Q. (1887) 7th S. iv. 109, 258.
CANTRIP, sb. Cum. Lin. 1. A trick ; an escapade.

ne.Lm. (E.S.) 2. A rollicking fellow. Cum.4

CAP, y.
1 Sc. (A.W.) To confer a degree at a Scotch

University.
CAP.w. Ess. (H.H.M.) To toss. i.q. Kep, v
JCAPELTHWAITE, sb. Win. Yks. [Not known to

our correspondents.] A well-disposed sprite or hobgoblin
in the shape of a quadruped, gen. a dog.
A man of the neighbourhood persistently assured his wife that

he had met the Capelthwaite, Henderson Flk-Lore (iBnaS vii
CAPER, sb.1 I.Ma. An absurd idea.

9)

Whatever capers, were they takin, Brown Yarns (1881) k,
ed. 1889. v ' 3/ >

CAPER-COUSINS, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 Great friends Cf
cater-cousins.
CAPERILLA,s6. Obs n Sc The heath pea, Orobus

tuberosus. Patrick Plants (18^1) 283. See ranpmJi™
CAPITAL WELL, phr. War.3

3 6 CaPerolles -

tCAPOOCH, adv. Dev. [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] In phr. to go capooch, to collapse die
That child is going capooch [dying]. The boy made the paper-

bag go capooch [burst with a bang], Reports Provinc. (1881) 10
[Prob. a foreign phrase introd. by sailors. Cp LG
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kapult {kapuut) gaan, to die (Berghaus) ; Bremen dial.
he ts kaput, 'es ist aus mit ihm' (Wtb.). See Sanders
(s. v. Kaput).']

CAPPEL, sb. n.Ir. A mare.
He got a young horse that could fly like the wind, An' lave

Leitrim's best cappel or garron behind, Lays and Leg. (1884) 19.

CAPPELL, v. s.Lan. 1 To beat, ' leather.' Cf. capel, sb.1

CAPPER, sb.1 1. Sc. (A.W.) Dev. Reports Provinc.
(1897).
CAPPID, ppl. adj. Cai.1 Fickle, whimsical, unstable.
CAPPIE OUT, phr. Obs. Sc. Deep drinking.
Bnff. In Enbrugh Town, the wale o' towns, For cappie out an'

funny lowns, Taylor Poems (1787) 173.

CAPPIN(G, sb. 1. Gall. Yks. Pern. Bdf.
Gall. Mactaggart .EKCTr/. (1824). n.Yks. (I.W. ), Pem. (J.S.O.T.'),

Bdf. (J.W.B.)
^ \ />

U h

CAP-SCREEN, sb. s.Lan.1 The frill or border round
a woman's cap.
CAP-STRIDE, v. Lnk. Fig. To cheat. See Cap,

sb.2 2 (4).

P

Never a ane wad do well that cap-strided the kirk, Graham
Writings (1883) II. 59.

CAR, sb} Cum. Lin. 1. In comp. (1) Car-heck, the
board closing the back of a cart. Cum.4

; (2) -limmer, the
shaft of a cart. ib. 2. Obs. A two-wheeled vehicle
with the seats parallel with the wheels. Lin. (E.P.)
JCARAVASSING,#/.a^. Obsol. m.Lin. Restless,

wandering. (T.H.R.)
JCARB, sb.2 Cld. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A raw-boned, loquacious woman.
CARBLING, ppl. adj. and vbl. sb. Sc. 1. ppl. adj.

Captious. See Carb.
Abd. (G.C.) Fif. Ill-natured, carblin', back-biting," fashious,

greedy auld carle, Heddle Marget (1899) 60.

2. vbl. sb. A wrangling.
Fif. A hurdy-gurdy had been known to put a stop to the

'carbling' of two of the most fluent housewives in the village,

Setoun Skipper of Barncraig (1901) 127.

CARDER, sb. Sc. (A.W.)
CARDING, vbl. sb. Sc. (A.W.), s.Lan.1

CARE, sb.2 and v. Sc. Cum. Yks. War. 1. sb. In
phr. to take care of, to refuse.

Abd. A boy was asked a question. He refused to answer, saying,
afterwards, ' I'm thinkin' I took care o' her ' [I refused to answer
her]. A man asks the loan of money and is told, 'I'll tak care o'

ye' [I refuse to lend it] (G.W.).
2. v. To be afraid of. War.3 3. With the neg. : to

make no objection. Cum.4
, n.Yks. (I.W.)

CAREERING, adv. Sc. Swiftly, cheerfully. Guid
Sc. Diet. (1895).

CARE-WEEDS, sb. pi. Sc. Mourning garments.
Guid Sc. Diet. (1895).
CARFUFFLE, sb. Lnk. A term of contempt for a

person.
Ben'-leather Tammie, Wha jinkit aff and on the dram, aye

;

A wee carfuffle o' a bodie, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873) 8.

CARK, v. Sc. Lan. 1. To fret, complain ; to be
anxious. Sc. (A.W.) 2. To be careful or diligent. s.Lan.1

JCARKEEN, sb. Irel. See below.
Put the carkeen on the table, and let us see what she can do,

Kennedy Fireside Stories (1870) 27.

JCARKERED, ppl. adj. Lan. [Not known to our
correspondents.] Ill-natured. Thornber Hist. Black-

pool (1837) 106.

CARL, see Cawl, v.

CARL-DODDY, sb. Bnff. The greater plantain, Plan-

tago major. Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 286.

CARLE, sb. Obs. Gall. A tall rustic candlestick.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

CARLIN, sb. Sc. Lakel. A man; a rough, hearty

fellow, i.q. Carlin, sb.
1

Peb. The carlin 's feckless, frail an' auld, Sanderson Sngs.

(1865) 7. Lakel.*

CARLING, sb.1 Lakel. In comp. (1) Carling-hemp,

the coarsest kind of hemp. Cum.4
; (2) -sark, obs., a home-

spun linen shirt. Lakel.2
, Cum.4

JCARLING, sb? Fif. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] The name of a fish, prob. the pogge, Agomts
cataphractus.

CARLIN'S-E'EN, sb. Sc. The last night of the year.
Guid Sc. Diet. (1895). See Carol-ewyn.
ICARMUDGELT, ppl. adj. Ayr. (Jam.) [Not known

to our correspondents.] Made soft by lightning.
CARNATION-GRASS, sb. Stf. 1. A variety of

sedge. Agric. Surv. (1793-1813) 27. 2. The leaves of
the carnation, Dianthus Caryophyllus. (T.C.W.)
CARNEYING, ppl. adj. Irel. ? Flattering. See

Carn(e)y.
Remorseless to the timid, carneying to the stubborn, Longman's

Mag. (Mar. 1903) 437.

CARNOCK-PEAR, sb. Obs. Fif. Slg. A kind of
pear. Wyse Sngs. (1829) III. 42.
CARPET, sb. and v. Wor. (H.K.), Brks. (E.G.H.)
CARPING-CUSHIONS, sb. pi. Obs. Wm. 1 A pair of

flat wooden boards with teeth for carding wool.
CARREEN, v. Obs. Gall. To lean to one side.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
CARRGATE, sb. Gall. A road across steep rocks.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 397, ed. 1876. See Carr.
CARRIAGE-OF-WATER, sb. s.Wor. Two bucket-

fuls of water carried at one time.
'E gooes hevery marnin' uth a yoke an' two buckets an' fatches

'im a carriage o' waater fro' thur pump (H.K.).
CARROT-HAY, sb. Obs. Lei. Hay made from the

tops of carrots. Hunter Georgical Essays (1803) II. 347.
CARRY, v. and sb.

1 Sc. Lakel. Yks. Lan. 1. v. In
phr. (1) carry my lady to London, a children's game

; (2) to

carry a person, to impose upon him
; (3) carried on,

severely purged.
(1) Gall. Gomme Games (1898) II. 409. (2) s.Lan. 1 No mon

con carry him, 33. (3) n.Yks. 'Ah've been sare carried on i mi
insahde,' I've had a very severe bowel complaint (T. S.).

2. Of pasture land : to provide nourishment for stock.

Sc. (A.W.), Lakel.2 3. sb. The distance anything has
to be carried ; the distance the girder of a bridge spans.
Inv. (H.E.F.), Lakel. 2

, Cum.4

CARRY, a^'. Cai.1 Of oatmeal : ill-baked, raw.
CARRYING-PLOUGH, sb. Glo. In hunting: a ploughed

field which will carry the scent of a fox.

A ' carrying ' plough is not so likely to be met with in October,
Giebs Cotswold Village (1898) 125.

CARSES, sb. pi. Sc. The water-cress, Nasturtium
officinale. Guid Sc. Diet. (1895). i.q. Carse, Kers(e.
CARSONS, sb. pi. Obs. Gall. The water-cress,

Nasturtium officinale. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). See

CART, 5*. and v. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Wor. Oxf. Dev. 1. sb.

In comp. (1) Cart-linhay, a cart-shed. nw.Dev. 1
; (2) -set,

a prop of two legs used to support a cart when the wheel
is taken off. n.Yks. (I.W.)

; (3) -strake, or -streak, a strip

of iron nailed on the felloe ofa cart-wheel. s.Wor. ( H. K.)

;

(4) -stower, the projecting end of a cart-shaft. Lakel. 2

2. Phr. at or to cart, engaged in carrying, hauling, &c.
Oxf. 1 We be at barley-cart, &c. We be agwain to harvest-cart

to-morra, MS. add.

3. v. With on : to live from hand to mouth.
s.Lan. 1 We're just cartin'-on, an' that's o.

CARVEL-BOARD, sb. Nrf. A cover for the hatch-way.
In hoisting the mast Jim knocked over the fore-hatch cover ; and

Bob asked, 'What's that there?' 'That's the carvel-board now
tumbled down,' Emerson Lagoons (1892) 91, ed. 1896.

CASE, sb.2 Wm. 1
, Der. (S.B.), Lin. (T.H.R.) A fix

;

a difficulty ; a bad or hopeless position.

CASE, adv. Chs.2 Perhaps.
CASEABLE, adj. Sc. Natural.
Sc. (Jam.) Sh.I. 'His peerie boy wis very ill, an' he wis ten

a fancy ta see me, so I hed ta geng fir paece.' ' Weel, weel, dat

wis bit caseable,' S/i. News (Apr. 28, 1900).

CASE-CLOCK, sb. Wm. A grandfather's-clock. (B.K.)
CASHIE-NEEDLE, sb. Sh.I. A needle for making

straw-baskets. Stewart Tales (1892) 40. See Cassie.

CASION, v. Lakel. To solicit money to be spent on
ale.

I
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We casioned him fer some looance, but it war neea go, Penrith

Obs. (Dec. 7, 1897"). Cum. 4

CASS, sb.2 Cum. A swampy piece of land subject to

floods. (E.W.P.)
CAST, v. and sb.

1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.
1. v. In phr. (1) to be castaway, to perish from starvation

or neglect
; (2) to cast a clod at a person, to reproach him

;

(3) — a loop, to knit
; (4) — a scroo, to ascertain the

amount of grain in a corn-stack
; (5) — scones, see below

;

(6) — the clew, a Hallowe'en custom ; see Wind, II. 2 (2)

;

(7)
— the cup, see below

; (8) — stomach, to vomit.

(1) Oxf. 1 MS. add. (a) Cai. 1 'Ey canna cast a clod at ane
anither. (3) Cum. As suin as e'er I learned to kest a loup, Warm
mittens wap'd thy fingers warmly up, Relph Misc. Poems (1747)
16; Cum.4 (4) Cai.1 (5) Sh.I. Sic castin scones an' bakin,

Stewart Tales (1892) 98. (6) Sh.I. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 191.

(7) Sh.I. Holding the empty [tea-] cup now by the handle, she

slowly drained off any remaining drop of liquid, and then proceeded

to 'cast' the cup. This consisted of giving it several professional

taps on the palm of the left hand,— first the sides of the cup, then

the bottom, and last the brim. This was to give fortune the

opportunity of arranging the stalks and dots of the tea grounds
into hieroglyphic pictures, which only the initiated could decipher,

Stewart Tales (1892) 47. (8) Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

2. To lie on the back as a sheep ; to overturn sheaves of
corn for drying. Lakel. Penrith Obs. (Dec. 21, 1897).
Cum. 4

3. Of clothes: to leave off. Lakel. 2 4. To
place peats on end so as to dry them. Cum. (E.W.P.)
5. Of animals : to give birth to ; of fish : to spawn.
w.Cum. (E.W.P.) Cor. Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1865)

430, ed. 1896. 6. Of bees : to swarm. Lakel. Penrith
Obs. (Dec. zi, 1897). Cum.4

7. To vomit. Cum.4 8. To
foretell events. Sc. (A.W.) 9. sb. In comb. (1) Cast-
line, a fishing-line

; (2) -of-corn, as many oats as a kiln
will dry at once.

(1) Slg. Let your cast-lines be knotted true, Wyse Sngs. (1829)
III. 141. (2) Gall. Over all Galloway, this quantity is about six

bolls, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

10. The line taken by the sower.
w.Mid. Usually about four yards wide, and extending the length

of the field. ' Have you finished sowing Mudlark ?
' ' All but two

or three casts ; I shall want about a peck more seed ' (W.P.M.).
11. A horse-shoe which has been cast on the road. Cor.
Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1865) 432, ed. 1896. 12. A
circuit ; a digression.

Midi. If I mek' a woide cast round ahind 'em I shall hev to get
on the rooad an' p'r'aps stumble over another gang theer, Bartram
People of Clapton (1897) 188.

13. The earth thrown above the ground by moles, ants,
&c. Sc. (A.W.) 14. The first swarm that issues from
a hive. Cum.4

JCAST, v. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]
To choke oneself by eating too fast. (Hall.)
JCAST, v. War. To groan.
(Hall.)

; War. 4 Be he hurt much ? Lawk, how he does cast.

CASTEEL, v. Cor. [kaestrl.] To flog. (J.W.)
CASTEN, ppl. adj. Cum. Yks. In forms cassen,

kessen, kesten Cum.4
; kttssen Yks. 1. In comb. (1)

Kessenmetal, cast iron. Cum.4
; (2) Kussen-stuff, earth

and rubbish shot down. w.Yks. (B.K.) 2. Of a sheep :

lying on its back. Cum*
CASTER, sb. Sc. A peat-cutter.
Abd. On the so-called quick moss being reached the caster set to

work with either a half-worn ordinary garden spade or a peat
spade, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 88.

CASTICK, sb. Sc. Cum. n.Sc. Bvchan Ballads (1828)
I. 115, ed. 1875. Cum.4

i.q. Castock.
CASTING, ppl. adj. Sc. Ken. In comp. (1) Casting-

shovel, obs., see below
; (2) -stone, the stone attached to

the ' set ' line in a river, by means of which the line is cast
into the stream.

(1) Ken. A large shovel of ash-wood, which, before the intro-
duction of cleaning-machines, was used in cleaning wheat. The
blade and handle were made of the same piece of wood, the
former measuring about 1 ft. 3 inches in length by about 1 ft. in width,
the latter, about 3 ft. 9 inches in length. The manner of using it

was as follows. After threshing (with the flail) the wheat was

thrown down upon the 'barn-floor' and a 'spry' was used to

sweep off the larger rubbish (such as broken straw, &c.). The

labourer, who stood beside one barn-door, having filled his shovel,

raised it shoulder-high, and swinging it horizontally, threw the

wheat against the wind towards the door on the opposite side of

the barn, where the grain fell clean, the wind bringing back

towards him all the chaff and dust, &c. (D.W.L.) (2) Bch. (G.C.)

CASTLE, sb.
1 Cum. 4

(s.v. Cat's-cradle). One of the

figures in the game of ' cat's-cradle.'

CASTLE, sb.
2 Sc. The number four, used by children

when reckoning cherry-stones. Guid Sc. Diet. (1895).

CASTLE-CAKE, sb. n.Lin. A ' Pomfret cake ' (q.v.).

So called because they have a castle stamped on them (E.P.).

CASTY, sb. Hrt. A corruption of 'causeway.'

(E.S.F.)

CASUALTY, «<#. War.4 Hrt. (E.S.F.) Of an animal:
deformed, unhealthy ; also used advb.

CAT, sb.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. 1. In comb.

(1) Cat-and-dog, the game of tip-cat' ; (2) -and-kittlins,

a child's name for the drooping blossoms of the hazel-tree
;

(3) -bar, a bar which fastens the half of a door which does
not contain the lock

; (4) -fish, the butterfish, Centronotus

gunnellus
; (5) -gate, in phr. to be out of cat-gate, to be just

free of danger, financial difficulties, &c. ; of a child : to be
no longer dependent on a nurse's care

; (6) -('s-head, iron-

stone nodules; (7) -kindness, cupboard love; (8)— Latin,
incoherent or idle talk ; bad writing; (9) -muck, see below;
(10) -o'-hell, an expletive

; (11) -'s-paw, the mountain
cudweed, Antennaria dioica; (12) -pea, the bird's-foot

trefoil, Lotus corniculatus
; (13) -sherd [not known to our

correspondents]
; (14) -skip, a leap consisting of one hitch

or hop and one jump
; (15) -strand, a very small stream

;

(16) -swallow, the sandwich tern, Sterna cantiaca
; (17)

-tails, (a) the cotton-grass, Eriophorum vaginatum
;
(b) the

catkins of the hazel or willow
;

(18) -'s-teeth, a child's
name for a very long stitch made in sewing

; (19) -thighed,
of an animal : having the thighs emaciated through
illness

; (20) -whins, the needle furze, Genista anglica
;

(21) -wit, a foolish person
; (22) -wutted, savage in temper.

(1) Oxf. (G.O.) Dev. Reports Provinc. (1897). (2) s.Lan. 1
(3)

Cai. 1
(4) Cum. 4

(5) Cum. (E.W.P.) ; In the days of his youth,
just efter he wuz oot o' cat gyat, w.Cum. Times (Xmas 1898) 2,
col. 2. (6) Cum. ib. (s. v. Catscope). (7) Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824). (8) Lakel. 2 (9) s.Lan. 1 A cry of derision used
by boys when playing at marbles, in the hope of startling their
opponents and thus causing them to miss their aim. (10) w.Yks.
Thah may talk as thah likes—thah hes'nt a cat-o-hell chance
(B.K.). (11) Cum. 4 (12) Cor. Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1865)
64, ed. 1896. (13) Bnflf. After death the clock was stopped, the
mirrors were covered with white cloth, and cats excluded,
from the belief that if they should leap over the corpse, the
person who first saw the act would become blind with cat-sherd,
Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 61. (14) Cum.4 ( 15) Gall. Mactag-
gart Encycl. (1824). (16) Cum. 4 (17, a) Cum.4 {b) War. (G.F.N.)
Ken. (P.M.) (18) s.Lan. 1 (19) Cum. 4 (20) Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824); (J.M.) (21) s.Lan.1 (22) Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).

2. Phr. (1) atween you and me and the cat, between our-
selves

; (2) rise cat, turn cat, all the way along, and all outs
wherever it goes, a formula used in the game of ' tip-cat

'

;

(3) to meet the cat in the morning, to be unsuccessful or
unlucky

; (4) to stare like a throttled cat, to stare hard.
(i) fig. Atween you an' me an' the cat . . . we maunna say muckle

aboot ittaethe Dominie himsel', Brown Round Table Club (1873)
75- (2) War. = The usual formula of the batsman-after the cat is
cast—is Rise cat, turn cat, all the way along, and all outs wher-
ever it goes,' which allows of his placing the cat in any favour-
able position for the tip, or taking it from any hollow or incon-
venient place into which it may fall. Should the one who casts
the cat cry 'No nse cat,' &c, this advantage is forbidden (s.v.
Tip-cat). (3) ne.Sc. Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 124. (4) w.Yks.s 4.

r u M
re

"
seXln - (J-T-B-) 4. A small lump ofmanure.

Call. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). 5. Obs. A round
orass trivet hooked on to the top of a high fender. Ken.

n 1/ a ,

blt of slate found in coaL Som
- (W.F.R.)

/a* exclamation used to scare away cats. s.Lan.1

CAT, sb.5 Wor. A salt-making term : a deposit of salt
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under a leaking pan. (H.K.) i.q. Cats, sb. pi. Hence
Cat-path, a ledge of salt on which the salt squares are
deposited for drying, ib.

CAT, adj. Cum. Small, inferior. (M.P.), (J.Ar.)
JCATAMARAN, sb. Dev. Amer. Anything very

rickety and unsafe ; used contemptuously.
Dev. N. W Q. (1876) 5th S. v. 78. [Amer. I feel ashamed to be

seen with such a catamaran [of a horse], Sam Slick Clockmaker
(1836) 1st S. xv.]

CAT-BANT, sb. s.Lan.1 Catgut.
CATCH, v. and sb.

1 Sc. Cor. Also written each Cor.
1. v. In comb. (1) Catch-the-salmon, a game ; see
below

; (2) -the-thief, a constable.
(1) Abd. Two boys take each the end of a piece of rope, and

give chase to a third till they contrive to get the rope round him.
They then pull him hither and thither in all directions, Gomme
Games (1898) II. 410. (2) Edb. I will gae trigger Nor catch-the-
thief, nor the grave-digger, Crawford Poems (1798) 31.

2. Phr. to catch one's jobs, to finish one's work. See
Catch up, 3.

Cor. Tradesmen have for the most part ' cacht their jobs,'

and the good housewife ' done herchurs in season,' on Christmas-
eve, Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1865) 394, ed. 1896.

3. sb. The sneck or hasp of a door. Sc. (A.W.)
JCATCHELD, ppl. adj. Bdf. Of thread, &c: entangled.

Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 128.

CATCH-PIT, sb. War.3
i.q. Ketch-pit.

CATCHY, adj. Sc. Lakel. 1. Quick at taking the
catch.

Gall. It is said of those expert at this, ' That if they were as

keppie as catchie, they would mak gude shepherds' dogs,' Mac-
TAGGART Eticycl. (1824) I28.

2. Disposed to take undue advantage. Lakel. 2 3. Un-
settled, uncertain. Sc. Scotsman (July 15, 1904).

CATER, v.
1 Ken. In phr. to cater across country, to

' strike a bee-line
'

; not to follow a beaten path or track.

(P.M.)
CATER-CORNER, adv. Lakel. 2 Diagonally, i.q.

Cater, v.
1

JCATERRAMEL, v. War. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] To hollow out. (Hall.)

CATER'T, ppl. adj. s.Lan. 1 Cross-cornered, i.q.

Cater v.
1

CATHEADLY-ROCK, sb. nw.Lin. Weathered and
shattered oolite forming the subsoil of the Lincolnshire

limestone and cornbrash strata. (E.P.)

CATLILLS, sb. pi. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

i.q. Catill.

CATMUGGIT, adj. Sh.I. 1. Of an animal : having

the belly of a different colour. Spence Flk-Lore (1899)

175. i.q. Katmoget. 2. Discoloured.
Baabie wis sittin ower at da side o da kyist . . . whin da first

'at shu felt wis Seemon's airms aboot her neck, an' his girnin', cat-

muggit face ipun her cheek, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 114.

CAT-O'-THE-NECK, sb. Wm. & Cum. 1 The nape of

the neck.
CATTAGES, sb. Sh.I. The Shorter Catechism.
In my young days, ye see, we learned our Abersay fae da

Cattages, Stewart Tales (1892) 4.

CATTENING,/^/. adj. Obs. n.Cy. Arduous, rough,

tedious. (J.L. 1783.)

JCATTERILS, sb. w.Yks. ? Marbles.
Hez ta onny catterils i' thi pocket, lad ? Prov. in Brighouse News

(July 23, 1887).

CATTISH, adj. n.Yks. Bad-tempered.
She hez a cattish temper (I.W.).

CATTLE, sb. Sc. Lakel. In comp. (1) Cattle-creep,

a low arch or gangway to enable cattle to pass under or

over a railway. Sc. (A.W.), Lakel. 2
; (2) -gate, the right

of pasturing cattle upon marshes or fells. Cum. 4
; (3)

-man, a farm-servant who has charge of the cows, &c.

Sc. (A.W.)
CATTY-CONJURE, see Conjury-cat.

CATTY-TWO-TAILS, sb. s.Lan.1 A children's indoor

game, resembling ' forfeits.'

CAUCHING, sb. Dev. Slops ; any medicated mixture.

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 79- See Cauch.

CAUDER, sb. Gall. A slang word for money.
See how he e'es the white money, And pockets up the cauder,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 112, ed. 1876
;
(J.M.)

CAUGLE, sb. Sc. The number four used by children

when reckoning cherry-stones. Guid Sc. Diet. (1895).

CAULDRID, adj. Per. Chilling.
Nae cauldrid frown deforms her face, She's ever mild and

pleasant, Spence Poems (1898) 59.

CAULIFLOWER, sb. and v. Cum. 1. sb. An agri-

cultural term ; see below.
Agricultural term applied to the penultimate stage of defecation

in the horse, when the terminal section of the rectum is everted

by the action of the recto-coccygeal muscles; the appearance
produced is that of a cauliflower head having a pale rose-coloured

edge. If the cauliflower expands with a tremulous motion, the

horse is considered to be of a nervous temperament. ' He shews
the cauliflower' (E.W.P.).

2. v. To have this peculiarity, ib. Hence Cauliflowerer,
sb. a horse so affected.

A nice likely beast, but wad niver stan' wark ; seesta what sic a

cauliflowerer he is, ib.

CAUMSHELL, sb. Obs. Gall. A beautiful piece ot

white shelly or bony matter, in shape somewhat like

a lady's slipper, frequently found on the sea-shore. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824).
CAUPED, ppl. adj. Obs. Gall. Curved, bending in

curves. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
CAUP-SNAIL, sb. Gall. See below.
The snail which inhabits the black shell, common among old

gardens and castles, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

CAUSE, sb} s.Lin. A Methodist congregation.
It is common to hear Methodist folk, speaking of a given town

or village, say, ' We have a flourishing cause there ' (T. H.R.).

CAUSE, conj. Sc. Lan. Lin. Because ; also in phr.

cause why. Sc. (A.W.), s.Lan.1
, se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

JCAUTION, sb.2 Irel. Nhp. A person who is clever

or capable in business (not conveying the sense of curious

or amusing).
Ir. A good housekeeper is a ' caution,' so is a good farmer, or

any one else who attends properly to his business, Flk-Lore Record

(1881) IV. 107. Nhp. It is applied to a person who drives a hard

bargain, or is very shrewd over business, and it often gives the

idea of dishonesty. Thus :
' Oh, I wouldn't buy a horse, or have

anything to do with that man, he's a regular caution ' (C.A.M.).

CAVALTRY, sb. Pern. 1. A troop of yeomanry.
(J.S.O.T.) i.q. Cavaldry. 2. A procession ofanimals.
What should I see but a whole cavaltry of donkeys comin'

against me ! (ib.)

CAVE, v? Sc. n.Cy. Dur. Lakel. Yks. Also in form
ciave Lakel. 1. To walk awkwardly ; to tread in mire

or dirt.

Lnk. They daud us kaivin' back the road, As gin our heads were

licht, Lemon St. Mungo (1844) 47. s.Dur. She waskeaven' about

amang t'muck wi a pair o' new shoon on (J.E.D.). Lakel. 2

Penrith Obs. (Dec. 14, 1897). n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. Obs. To pull towards one greedily. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783).

CAVE, v? 1. Gall. Written kave. Nicholson Poet.

Wks. (1814) 137, ed. 1897.

CAVEL, sb.
1 Cum.4 Also in forms cabel, keaval.

A lot drawn by hewers for a working place in the colliery
;

in lead-mines the bargain made between agent and gang,

referring to the payment for the fathoms worked, or the

quantity of ore brought to the surface.

CAVIL, sb. Sh.I. The place in a boat where the hook

is taken out of the mouth of a fish. i.q. Cavil, v.
2

Says he ta da boy dat sat ida cavil, ' Boy, hae da fish-staffclair, an'

luik oot for a licht,' Stewart Tales (1892) 31.

CAVIL, v.
1 Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks. (T.S.)

CAVIN, sb. Pern. Refuse of hay or straw. (J.S.O.T.)

i.q. Cavings.
CAWD, adj. n.Yks. (I.W.)

CAWD, see Coad.
CAWDAH, sb. Obs. Gall. Lint. Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824).

CAWL, sb.1 s.Wal. Leek broth. Cf. cole.
' Have some cawl, Ser !

' said Betts, selecting a shining black

bowl and spoon, Raine Berwen Banks (1899) 24.

I 2



CAWL [60] CHARIOT

CAWL, sb.2 Pern. The part of a cap which conceals

the head. (J.S.O.T.) See Cowl, sb.
1

CAWL, v. Wm. & Cum.1
, s.Lan. 1 Also in form carl

s.Lan.1 To browbeat; to frighten.

CAW-MAG, sb. se.Lin. A jeering retort to a verbose
or scolding person. (J.T.B.)

JCAWSIE-TAIL, sb. n.Cy. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A dunce. Grose (1790).
CAWTY, adj. Obs. n.Cy. Crazy, wild. (J.L. 1783.)
|CEDGY, adj. Ken. [Not known to our correspondents.]

Stiff, and clinging together ; see Cledgy. Grose (1790)
MS. add. (P.)

CEDY-PENCIL, sb. Hmp. i.q. Cedar-pencil. (H.R.)
JCELTER, sb. s.Lin. [se'ltsfr).] A slang word for

money. (T.H.R.)

CEMETERY, v. Brks. To filter or percolate through.
/it p tr 1

CENSOR, 56. Abd. See below.
[His] office in the Aberdeen University . . . was to keep the register

of attendances of the students, Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882)

14 ; Also at Abd. Grammar School, to call the roll ofscholars ' A.W. ).

CENSURE, v. Obs. Edb. To take toll of.

The webster sent me to the mill, Of corn I trow to grind a peck,
And there the miller held me still, Till time we censured every
sack, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 396, ed. 1815.

CERN, see Sarn, v.

CERTAIN, adv. Sc. Yks. In phr. certain sure, quite
sure. Lnk. Miller Willie Winkie (1863) 67, ed. 1902. e.Yks. 1

CERTAINLY, adv. e.Yks. 1 In form sahtanlie.
[-sa'tenli.] As an interrogative protest : surely ?

Sahtanlie thoo's nut boon ti deeah nowt si feealish as that ?

CERTY, adj. Som. Obstinate, self-willed. See Certes.
She war so certy and positive like, there war no sayin' nothin'

to 'er (W.F.R.).

CHACKERT, sb. Bnff. The wheatear, Saxicola oenanthe.

Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 280. See Chack, sb.3

CHACKLE, v. and sb. Oxf. Som. 1. v. Of the
teeth: to chatter. Oxf} MS. add. 2. v. Empty, idle talk.

Som. His words being the mere chackle of a born fool, good or
bad, weighed of no consequence, Raymond No Soul (1899) 117.

JCHA' FAUSE, phr. Obs. Sc. [Not known to our
correspondents.] To suffer.

Abd. Gin he has gane, as doubtless but he has,He'll shortly gar
us ane and a' cha' fause, Ross Helenore (1768) 35, ed. 1812.

CHAFE, sb. Obs. Suf. 1 Part of a shoe-buckle, (s.v.

Tang.)
CHAFF, v? and sb. Sc. Wm. Also written chaaf

Wm.1
1. v. To chafe ; to rub.

Elg. The cloth seem'd chaff'd and bare, Blackhall Lays (1849)
56. Wm. 1 This reeap's chaafin ta bits.

2. To fret, be angry.
Sc. Sanguinians did only laugh, Choleric Melancholians chaff,

Colvil Whigs Supplic. (ed. 1796) II. 406. Wm. 1 He's nowt bit

a miser, he's aulus chaafin aboot his brass.

3. sb. ?A rage.
Sc. The Squire replied in a chaff, He grinn'd so that he seem'd

to laugh, Colvil ib. I. 1743.

CHAFFER, v? Lakel.2 To argue.
CHAFFLE,^. s.Lan.1 [tfa-fl.] To chew. See Chaff, v.

3

CHAFTY, adj. Nhb. Talkative. Jones Northumberland
(1871) 262. See Chaft.
CHAGGY, sb. Hmp. [tjargi.] A pig. (H.R.)
CHAIN-DRAPPER, sb. Sc. See below.
Next Chain-drappers—the jewellers in the camp, wha are ready

to sell cheap, or half the profits wi' everybody they meet, and
wha . . . aye get mair than they gie, Ford Thistledown (1891) 313.

CHALK, sb. Lan. A ' try ' at football.

The Swintonians didn't let 'em get a chalk, tho' they fowt very
hard, Dottie Rambles (1898) 43.

CHALK-STONE, sb. n.Nhb. A mining term : a soft

whitish substance found in some coal-seams. (R.O.H.)
CHALLENGE, v. 1. War.3

CHALLIES, see Shallies.
CHAMBERED OVER, phr. n.Yks. Of a stable, &c.

:

having a room built over. (I.W.)
CHAMIE, sb. e.Lth. The game of ' shinty.' Scotsman

(Dec. 2, 1897).

tCHAMLETED, ppl. adj. ? Obs. Hrt. Having the ap-

pearance of 'chamlet.' See Camlet.
Beautiful chamleted and lasting timber, Ellis Mod. Husb.

(1750) VII. ii. 34-

JCHAMP, sb. Obs. Sc. Quality, stamp, kind.

Ayr. His wife was ane auld indytit witch of the finest champ,

spinning wabs oot o' the saun' wi' her rock and wheel, Service

Dr. Duguid (1887) 253. [Copied by the author from Pitcairn

Criiu. Trials (1829) pt. ii. 252, for the year 1591-]

CHAMPERS, sb. pi. Kcb. Mashed potatoes. See

Champ, v. 2.

A mighty dish of champers, that is mashed potatoes, was set on

one end of the table. The ancient custom was that the champers

should be taken directly from the pot, each one using his own
ram's-horn spoon, Muir Muncraig (1900) 75.

CHAMPION, adj. Frf. Yks. Very good; well in health.

Frf. That's champion. I'm feeling champion (H.E.F.). w.Yks.

(J.W.)
CHAMPKIN, sb. Ken. [tfae-mkin.] A champion. (P.M.)

CHANCE, sb. and conj. Sc. Cum. Yks. Der. 1. sb. In

comp. (1) Chance-bairn, an illegitimate child. Sc. (A.W.)

;

(2) -time, odd times. Sc. (ib.), n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. Phr.

to run chance, to take the risks. n.Yks. (ib.) 3. An ille-

gitimate child. Cum.4 4. conj. Lest, for fear that.

n.Der. (S.B.)

CHANCER, sb. Abd. A brass button, gilded and
lettered.

His pitcher was sure in the meelick to spin ; He had chancers in

langels the length of my staff, Anderson Rhymes (1867) 137 ;

A pea-green long-tailed coat with gilded buttons of the size we
called three chancers, ib. 206 ; Brass buttons which are gilded

and lettered—these were commonly sold on strings by the pound,

to dealers in old brass, and were called ' chancers,' ib. 137 note.

CHANCY, adj. Cum.* Risky ; missing the opportunity.

See Mischancy.
CHANDERLING, sb. Cor. The sanderling, Calidris

arenaria. (J.W.)
tCHANDLER-PINS, sb. pi. Obs. Ayr. In phr. to be

a' on chandler-pins, ? to be elegant and refined in speech.
He was wondrous perjink in his words—a' on chandler pins,

Galt Sir A. Wylie (1822) xiv.

CHANG, sb. w.Dur.1 Chatter.

CHANGE, v. and sb. Sc. Lan. Pern. 1. v. In phr.
to change with a person, to give him small change.

Lan. Got on my coat, and a penny pot of ale, and offered to pay
a penny for it and a penny for hay, but the landlady could not
change with me, Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 80.

2. Of milk : to turn sour ; of meat, &c. : to decompose.
Sc. (A.W.) 3. sb. In phr. to give a person his change,
to be a customer in his shop. Cai.1 4. */. Under-
linen. Sc. (A.W.), s.Pem. (M.S.C.)

CHANGEABLE, sb. n.Yks. (I.W.)
CHANGY, adj. Sc. Fickle, changeable. (A.W.)
CHANK, v. Ken. Of a horse : to champ the bit ; to

spit out food because unable to chew it ; of a boar : to
gnash the teeth. (P.M.)
CHANNEL, v. Obsol. Gall. To play at ' curling.' (A.W.)
CHANROCK, sb. Obs. Gall. A channel of round

stones. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
CHAP, sb* Wm. 1 Nrf. Emerson Birds, &*c. (ed. 1895)

305-

CHAPE, v. Obs. Cld. (Jam.) Also written chaip.
To escape.
CHAPEL-FOLK, sb. Sc. Episcopalians.
Abd. They say he's a kin' o' a Papist, an' tak's up a lot wi' the

chapel fouk an' the priest,W. Watson A uld LangSyne (iqoql 116
CHAPMAN'SDROUTH, sb. Obs. Gall. Hunger and

thirst.
&

People are said to have this drowth, drought, or thirst about
them, when they are not only in need of some fluid to slake it

but food to take with it. It is called chapmen's drowth, because
pedlars of a low class . . . complain often that they are drowthy
which means that if they have any food to spare in the pantry, they
will not cast out with a cull or piece of it, Mactaggart Encvcl
(1824).

tCHARIOT, sb. w.Yks. [Not known to our other cor-
respondents.] A lorry for carrying wood in mines. (J. P.)



CHARITCHER [61] CHEESE

CHARITCHER, sb. s.Sc. The Shorter Catechism.
See Carritch.

Here's a penny for ye to buy a charitcher, and ye'll aiblins up-

hold the doctrines which it contains, Wilson 7a/es(i836) III. 131.

CHARITY-SERMON, sb. Lan. A sermon preached
on the Sunday School anniversary. (S.W.) See Charity,
sb.1

CHARKE, adj. Obs. Glo. Dry, parched, burnt almost
to a cinder. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 81. See Chark, sb}

CHARLEY, sb. Lakel. 2 In ph r. to have the Charley on,

to be lazy.

CHARNLE-PINS, sb. pi. Obs. Gall. In phr. to miss
one's charnle-pins, to be unable to stand straight, through
intoxication. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

CHASS, v. n.Yks. To hurry. (T.S.)

CHASS-WINDOW, sb. Cai.1 A sash-window.
CHASTIFY, v. Obs. Sc. Also in form chaistifie

(Jam.). To castigate.
Sc. (Jam.) Fif. He was the first wi' aiken staff To chastify freir

Tullidaff, Tennant Papistry (1827) 86.

CHAT, sb.
1
7. w.Mid. (W.P.M.)

CHAT, sb. Abd. A lunch ; refreshment. Cf. chate, sb.
1

The Cocknies would not let him go Till he partook wi' them
a chat, An' Sawny nae great priggin saght. The eatin' over, he
retired, Anderson Poems (ed. 1826) 45.

CHATE, sb. Nrf. Sedge.
A scant crop of pin-rush and chate, Emerson Birds, &c. (ed.

1895) 72.

CHATTER, sb. and v.
1 Sc.Wm. Yks. Dev. Cor. 1. sb.

In comb. (1) Chatter-basket, a noisy, talkative child
; (2)

-house, a place for gossip
; (3) -mug, a chatterbox

; (4)

mugging, chattering
; (5) -muggy, talkative.

(1) Wm. 1 (a) Cor. The barber's shop was the men's chatter-

house on Saturdays, Harris Our Cove (1900) 42. (3) esDev. Jane
Lordship (1897) 82. (4) After some chatter-mugging, the whole
of us set out for the beach, ib. 95. (5) ib. 94.

2. v. To rattle. Cai.1
, n.Yks. (I.W.) Cf. shatter, v.1 4.

CHATTER, v.* 1. Sc. Lakel. Dmf. Wallace School-

master (1899) 374. Lakel.2

CHATTERING, sb. Glo. A scolding. (H.S.H.)

CHATTERING-BOX, sb. Oxf.1 MS. add. A slang

name for a dissenting chapel.

CHAUD, sb. Sh.I. A dish of which cod's liver is an

ingredient.
If it is ordeen'd I never sail see Da chauds an' da krampies, da

oceans o' gree, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 179.

CHAUD-MEDLEY, sb. Der. i.q. Chaudmelle.
His temper was passionate in the extreme—indeed, he had once

killed a man in chaud-medley, Gilchrist Rue Bargain (1898) 8.

CHAUDY, sb. Oxf.1 MS. add. The chaffinch, Frin-

gilla coelebs.

CHAUTHER, sb. Mry. See Chalder.
A chauther o' maut the drooth didna droon O' that guest, Hay

Lintie (1851) 57.

CHAUVE, v. Lakel.2 [tjqv.] To gnaw.
CHAVEL, v. Lakel.2, Glo. (H.S.H.)

JCHAVELING, sb. Sc. (Jam.) A spoke-shave. See

Shavelin.
CHAVING-RAKE, sb. s.Not. A wooden rake used

for gathering the short straws after raking. (J.P.K.) See

Chave. _ , , .

CHAW, v. and sb.1 Sc. Yks. Brks. 1. v. In phr. (1)

to chaw one's words, to speak indistinctly
; (2)— over, (3)

— upon, to think over ; to brood upon.

(1) Sc. (A.W.) (2) n.Yks. Let him chow that ower a while

(I.W.).
'

(3) Abd. We hae eneuch to chow upo' for an aucht days,

Macdonald D. Elginbrod (1863) I. 39.

2. To scold ; to nag.

Brks. 'Tis narra mossel o' use a-chowin at un, that on y aggree-

vates 'un, Cornh. Mag. (Nov. 1901) 675.

3 sb A bitter and envious disappointment which shows

itself in face and eyes. Ayr. Douglas Green Shutters

(1901) 165. Hence to play a chaw on a person, phr. to

cause him such a disappointment.

To play a chaw on young Gourlay by boasting their knowledge

of the world, winking at each other the while to observe his bitter

anger, ib. 166.

CHAWCHLING, ppl. adj. Obs. Gall. Eating like a

swine. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
CHAWL, sb. and v.1 Glo. Dev. Also in form chowel

Dev.3
1. sb. A pig's cheek. Dev. 3

2. v. Fig. To
repeat an old grievance. Glo. (H.S.H.)
CHAY, see Shay, sb.

1

CHEAP, adj. Sc. Lan. In comb. (1) Cheap-good, obsol.,

cheap ; a good bargain. Sc. (A.W.)
; (2) -trip, a weaver's

term for coarse, ill-paid work. s.Lan.1

CHEAPINGS, see Chippings.
CHEAT, sb. n.Yks. In phr. cheatwill show, see below.
When a boy is accused of not playing fairly, some one will

suggest some test by which he may prove whether he is in the

right or wrong ; usually one will call out 'Wha deea't ower agaan
then au cheeat '11 show' (R.B.).

CHEAT, int. Sc. A call to cats. (A.W.)
CHEATERY, sb. Lakel.2

, Cum.*
CHEATS, sb. pi. n.Yks. Pastry filled with fruit,

almonds, spices, &c. (C.A.F.)

CHECK, v? Sc. Pern. 1. In comb. Check-weigher,
or -weigh-man, a mining term : the man who checks the

weight of the coal on the surface. Sc. (A.W.) 2. To
cast up ; to throw in one's teeth.

Peni. Well, you needn't check me about it (J.S.O.T.).

CHECK-BRAT, sb. Lakel.2
i.q. Checker-brat.

CHECKED, ppl. adj. I.Ma. Tired
;
panting.

He wasn much of a load, but I was checked when I came on

the mountain road, Brown Yarns (1881) 56, ed. 1889; Rydings

Tales (1895) 40.

CHECKER, sb.1 n.Yks. The shell of the purpura
lapillus, used by children in certain games. (T.S.)

CHECKER, sb.
3 Som. A young curlew, Numenius

arquata. (W.F.R.)

CHEEK, sb. Sc. Lan. 1. In comb. (1) Cheek-aside, see

below; (2) -rack, obs., the bridle of the twelve-oxen plough.

(1) Per. She in a swarff fell cheek-aside ; Auld Mause she ran

and held her Upright that day, Nicol Poems (1766) 49. (2) Abd.

The only parts made of iron were the coulter and ' sock,' and the

'cheek-rack' or bridle, Alexander Notes and Sketches (1877) vi.

2. Phr. to give aperson cheek, to scold him. sw.Lan. (H.M.)

CHEEK, sb. Lnk. The side of a loaf of bread.

Hame they came in a croud, and fell to the cheese and cheeks

of leaves [loaves] teeth and nail, Graham Writings (1883) II. 40.

CHEELIE, sb. Cum.4 A young fellow. See Chiel(d.

CHEENY, see China.
CHEEP, sb. s.Lan.1 A friendly gossip.

CHEEP, v. Sc. Of grain : to begin to sprout.

At the end of 48 hours the grain, if good, was ' cheepin,' i.e. the

sprouts just appearing. . . The ' cheeping ' malt was then packed

in a straw basket, Scotsman (Aug. 20, 1901).

CHEEPER, sb. 2. Wil. Thurn Birds (1870) 25.

CHEEPOCK, sb. Obs. Gall. The female nymphae.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

CHEERLY, adv. Ken.1 Cheerfully.

CHEER-SPILLS, sb. pi. s.Lan. 1 The rails of a chair.

CHEESAG, sb. Cai.1 The receptacle of a thistle

when stripped bare.

CHEESE, sb. Sc. Lakel. Yks. War. 1. In comb. (1)

Cheese-and-bread, the wood-sorrel, Oxalis Acetosella;

(2) -band, a linen hoop for supporting a newly-made

cheese; (3) -bass, a straw ring used to support the

cheese-pan
; (4) -binder, see (2) ; (5) -board, a shelf on

which cheeses are laid to dry
; (6) -bob, a wood-louse ;

(7) -breaker.an instrument for crushing curd
; (8) -drainer,

a large vessel used to drain the whey from the curd
; (9)

-fat, (a) the vessel in which the curd is placed
;

(b) a tin

used in pressing cheese
; (10) -loft, a room in which

cheeses are dried
;

(11) -pan, the large vessel into which

milk for cheeses was poured ; (12) -press, a tub for

pressing cheese-curd
; (13) -tub, see (9).

(1) Lakel. 2 (2) Cum.4 (3) War. 3 The cheese-pan, of brass or

copper, was round, and without a rim, at the bottom. It required

a support to give it steadiness, and was placed in the cheese-bass

(in the hollow of the ring) for this purpose. (4, 5) Sc. (A.W.)

(6) Nrf. (B.H.) (7, 8) Sc. (A.W.) (9, a) Wm.i (6) Lakel.2

(10) Gau. (A.W.) (11) War.3 (12, 13) Gall. (A.W.)



CHEETLE [62 ]
CHIMNEY

2. Phr. (i) as simple as a ha'portk ofcheese, very simple ;

(2) cheese and bread and mould ha'pny, a child's game
;

(3) my lord cheese and bread, a magistrate
; (4) not to say

cheese, to say nothing.
(1, 2, 3) n.Yks. (I.W.) (4) Abd. ' Aw'll waager ye didna tell

yer wife 't ye wis h'arknin' a' they said.' ' Na, fegs aw ! Aw didna

say cheese,' Abd. IVkly. Free Press (Apr. 11, 1903).

CHEETLE, v. Slg. [tfrtl.] To chirp, pipe. Cf.

cheet, v.

Her auld friends, the piets, sat cheetlin' on a tree, Towers
Poems, tfc. (1885) 177.

CHEFT,s6. n.Cy. Achopofmeat. (Hall.) i.q. Chaft.
CHEIK, sb. Abd. A brass button. Anderson Rhymes

(ed. 1867) 137. Cf. check, sb. 2

CHELPER, sb. s.Lan.1 Also in form chelloper. A
noisy, talkative child or person.
CHELTERED, ppl. adj. w.Yks. Clothed, kept warm.

(S.P.U.)
CHENY,«#. Hmp. Oflambs: mottled,speckled.(H.R.)
CHEP, sb. Lakel.2

[tfep.] The tip of the nose.
CHEPSTER, sb. Chs. Swainson Birds (1885) 73.
CHERRY, sb. Cum. Ken. Also in form churr- Cum.*

In comb. (1) Cherry-ale, obs., a drink made of cherries
;

(2) -mo', the black-headed gull, Larus ridibundus; (3)— Sunday, obs., see below.
(1) Ken. (P.M.) (2) Cum.'' (3) The day on which the neigh-

bourhood formerly assembled at Martindale to pick wild cherries,

and make merry at the village inn, ib.

JCHERRY-FINCH, sb. Dial, unknown. The haw-
finch, Cocothraustes vulgaris. Swainson Birds (1885) 60.

CHERT, sb. and v. Cum. 1. sb. Anything young.
i.q. Cherts. Cum.* A lal chert of a thing.

2. v. Of plants : to shoot; to commence to grow.
Gurse is beginnen ut chert (E.W.P.).

CHERUBIM, sb. War.3 A conqueror of fifty in the
game of ' Conkers ' (q.v.).

CHESSICKER, sb. Not.3 [tfe'sika(r).] An unpleasant
surprise.

' Well, that's a chessicker, it is.' Some event which suddenly
happens so as to thwart any one.

CHESSIL, sb. Som. [tje'sil.l Stony, gravelly soil.

(W.F.R.)
CHEST, sb. Cum. Som. 1. In comp. Chest-bed, a

'box-bed.' Cum.* 2. A coffin. Som. (W.F.R.) Hence
Chesting, sb. the ceremony of putting the corpse into the
coffin. Cum. 4

JCHESTER, sb. w.Yks.2 [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] A penny.
CHET, sb. w.Cor. A kitten. (M.A.C.) See Chit, sb*
JCHETTOUN, sb. Obs. Ayr. The setting of a precious

stone. Fr. chaton, the socket in which a stone is set in

a ring.
Costly rubies fair to see, In chettouns of rich filligree, From every

vassal of the crown, Boswell Poet. Wks. (1811) 72, ed. 1871.

CHEUGH-JEAN, sb. Lnk. A jujube.
He's gie'd me a cheugh jean, an' I've ett it, Bell MacGreegor

(1903) viii.

JCHEURE, v. Obs. Dev. To chide or scold.
Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.) ; Monthly Mag. (1808) II. 545.
CHEVERON, sb. Obs. Sc. A kid glove.
My curse ... go wi' ye, if ye gie them . . . sae muckle as a

black pair o' cheverons, Scott Midlothian (1818) viii.

CHEVIN, sb. Cum.4
(s.v. Skelly.) The chub, Cyprinus

cephalus.

CHEVY, v. 1, 2. Sc. (A.W.)
CHEW, v. Lan. In phr. to chew at a thing, to meditate

upon it. Neaw then, chew at that, Dottie Rambles (1898) 8.

CHEW, int. Wgt. (A.W.)
CHIBY, sb. Cum.4 An onion. See Chibe.
CHICAMY, sb. Ken. [tji-kami.] A children's singing

game ; see below.
' Chicamy, chickamy, chimey O, Down to the pond to wash their

feet ; Bring them back to have some meat, Chickamy, chickamy,
chimey O.' The children sing the first line as they go round
and round. At the second line they move down the road a little,

and turn round and round as they end the rhyme, Gomme Games
v i894 ) I. 67.

CHICK, sb} s.Lin. A forward child. (T.H.R.)
CHICKEN, sb. and adj. Sc. Irel. Yks. 1. sb. In comp.

Chicken-weed, the chickweed, Stellaria media. Sc. (A.W.),

n.Yks. (T.S.) 2. Phr. chicken come clock, a form of the

game of ' fox and geese.' Ltr. Gomme Games (1898) II.

410-1. 3. A purple tare. n.Yks. (I.W.) 4. adj.

Cowardly, timid.

Inv. 'He's chicken,' cried D—,' friends, ' HighlandNews (Mar. 27,

1897) 9, col. 2.

CHICKER, v. Slg. To cluck as a hen.
Then may you cock your tail an' chicker, An' lay your eggs,

Muir Poems (1818) 30.

CHICKIDYHAND, sb. Ken. A children's game ; see

below.
' Chickidy hand, Chickidy hand, The Warner, my cock, Crows at

four in the morning.' Several boys, placing their clasped fists

against a lamp-post, say these lines, after which they run out,

hands still clasped. One in the middle tries to catch as many as

possible, forming them in a long string, hand in hand, as they are

caught. Those still free try to break through the line and rescue

the prisoners. If they succeed in parting the line, they may carry

one boy pig-a-back to the lamp-post, who becomes 'safe.' The
boy caught last but one becomes it in the next game, Gomme Games
(1894) I. 67.

CHICK-MARLY, adj. Sc. A hen grey and black.

Used attrib.

He pit his best chick-marly hen on them [eggs] and invited his

freens tae see them when they cam' oot, Wood Farden Ha y

(1902)
272.

JCHICK(Y,t\ Cor.2 [Notknown to our correspondents.]
To crouch down. ? A mistake for Cluck(y.
CHIFFER-OUT, sb. Bnff. A person bearing a tabooed

name ; see below. See Chiff, v.

In Buckie there are certain family names fishermen will not
pronounce. The ban lies particularly heavy on Ross. Coull also

bears it, but not to such a degree. The folks of that village speak
of ' spitting out the bad name.' If such a name is mentioned in

their hearing they spit, or in the vernacular, ' chiff.' One bearing
the dreaded name is called a ' chiffer oot,' Gregor Flk-Lore (1881)
200.

CHIG DOG GURSE, phr. Cum. Said of a man after
a night's spree. (E.W.P.)
CHILCORN, sb. n.Ir. A blackhead on the face.

(C.A.W.)
CHILDER, sb.pl. Lan. War. Children. War.4 Hence

Childer's-stuff, sb. sweets. s.Lan.1

CHILDERN, sb. pi. Ken. (G.B.)
CHILIORS, sb. pi. Cum.4

(s. v. Camperdown). A blue-
and-white cotton check exported to Chili and Peru.
CHILL-COLD, adj. Bch. Nearly frozen. (G.C.)
CHILPER, sb. Lakel.2 A young bird in the nest. See

Chelp.

CHILTER,s6. Ken. [tJHta(r).] The wren, Troglodytes
parvulus. (G.B.)
CHIME, sb. 1. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)
CHIME,?;. 1 Pern. 1. Of corn : to show above ground;

of potatoes and onions : to sprout after being stored.
(J.S.O.T.) Cf. chimp. 2. To break off the second
growth of potatoes, (ib.)

CHIME, v.
3 Lakel.2 With in: to take a hand in

anything that is going on.

tCHIMEHOURS, sb. pi. e.An. Som. Also in form
chiming- Som. See below.

e.An. I wor born in the ' chime hours,' and can see what other
folks can't see, leastways, so they tell me, Harris East-ho! (1902)
14. Som. A child born in chime-hours will have the power to see
spirits, N. &• Q. (1853) 1st S. vii. 152; Some thirty years ago
I remember remarking to a Somersetshire person how beautifully
the church bells were being chimed, and getting an indignant
reply to the effect that the ringers ought to be ashamed of them-
selves, as it wasn't one of the proper chiming hours 1 (G E D "1

CHIMNEY, sb. Wm. Yks. Lan. Wil. Dev. Cor! In
comp. (1) Chimney-doctor, a person who sets smoky
chimneys to rights. n.Yks. (I.W.)

; (2) -lug, a projection
on the side of an open hearth. Wm. 1

, n.Lan. (W.H.H.)
(3) -root, a house at the foot of a mill-chimney. w.Yks'.
(J.T.F.)

; (4) -stool, a seat in the ' ingle-nook.' Cor. Hunt
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Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1865) 26, ed. 1896; (5) -swallow,
the swallow, Hirundo rustica. Wil. Thurn Birds (1870)

67; (6) -sweepers, the small round heads of the fox-grass
or plantain. s.Dev. (W.C.P.)
CHINA, sb. Sc. (G.W.), Cum.4 Also in form cheeny

Cum.4 A boy's painted china marble. See Cheeny, sb.*

CHINBLA1N, sb. I.Ma. A chilblain. (E.G.)
CHIN-CHOPPER, sb. s.Lan.1 A child's name for the

chin.

CHINE, sb} and v} Lan. Oxf. Brks. 1. sb. A slice

containing the spine cut out of the back of a pig.
Oxf. 1 In the villages it is usually a round piece cut from near

the shoulder, MS. add. Brks. Smoked in the chimney, and kept
dry, hung on the rafters in the kitchen, readyforuseat achristening
feast (E.M.W.).
2. v. To chop a carcase down the back. s.Lan. 1

3. To
knock down. Aw'll chine thee to th' flooar, ib.

CHINEES, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 Hot boiled peas, sold in the
streets.

CHINEN, adv. Wm. [tfarnan.] An intensitive.
She's grown a chinen gurt body (B.K.).

CHIN-TREE, sb. Dor. The tomtit, Parus caeruleus.

(L.S.)

CHIOLLAGH, sb. I.Ma. A wide fireplace with turf
burning on the hearth.
Take your cheer into the chio.llagh an' put your feet to the turfs,

Rydings Tales (1895) 22.

CHIP, sb. Abd. Beaver for hats. Anderson Rhymes
(ed. 1867) 126. See Chip-hat.

CHIP, v. Lakel. 2 To solicit a gratuity to be spent in

drink. 'They chip't maister fer a quart.'

tCHIPCHACK, sb. Sus. The young shoots or leaves

of the oak. (J.L.A.) Cf. chitchat, 2.

CHIPPINGS, sb. pi. Lon. Also in form cheapings.

A game with peg-tops ; see below.
A large button, from which the shank has been removed, or

a round piece of lead about the size of a penny, is placed on the

ground between two agreed goals. The players divide into sides,

each side triesto sendthebutton to different goals, the tops are spun

in the usual way, and then taken upon the hand while spinning,

and allowed to revolve once round the palm of the hand, and then

thrown on the ground on the button in such a way that the button

is projected some distance along the ground. Then a boy on the

opposite side spins his top and tries to hit the button in the

opposite direction. This is continued alternately until one or

other side succeeds in getting the button to the goal, Gomme
Games (1898) II. 411.

CHIPPIT, ppl. adj. Abd. Touched or affected with

liquor.

When he had reached the stage of intoxication variously described

as ' haein' a gey skyte,' ' half-on,' or ' a bittie chippit,' W. Watson
Auld Lang Syne (1903) 6.

CHIRKLE, v. Gall. To grind the teeth. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 134. See Chirk, 2.

CHIRM, sb. Gall. A small or undeveloped thing.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) ; Wee chirms o' pitawtas (J.M.).

CHIRM, v. Lakel. Yks. 1. Of birds : to chirp, sing.

n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. To speak in an affected, mincing

manner. Lakel.2

CHIRPER, sb. Gall. The cricket. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).

CHIRT, v. and sb. Cai.1 1. v. To make a grating

noise with the teeth. Cf. chirk. 2. sb. A grating

noise made with the teeth.

CHISEL, see Schisle.
.

tCHISELER, sb. s.Not. A severe blow with the fist.

See Chissel, Chizzle.
Ah gied 'im a chiseler i' th' eye (J.P.K.).

CHISLINGS, sb. pi. Lin. Small bran mixed with water

for a mash to give to a horse or cow. (J.C.W.) See

Chisel, sb.2
,

• c
CHISLY, adj. Wil. Of an apple : crisp, firm. l.q.

They [apples] 'd come in half something beautiful, and come to

eat them they bit firm and chisly, Tennant Vill. Notes (1900) 52.

JCHISM, v. n.Wil. To take the sprouts from potatoes.

(G.E.D.) i.q. Chissom.

CHISP, sb. Sc. A gap in the woof of cloth. Guid Sc.

Diet. (1895).
CHISSEL,D. s.Lin. To beat, castigate. (T.H.R.) i.q.

Chizzle.
CHISSOCK, v. s.Lin. To steal. (T.H.R.)
CHIT, v. Wor.3 To break the shoots off potatoes.

ICHIT-A-DEE-(DEE, sb. War.3 The tomtit, Parus
caeruleus.

CHITTER-CHATTER, sb. n.Yks. A vibrating noise.

(I.W.) See Chitter.
CHITTERING,#/.«rf/. Cum.4 Trembling, shivering,

i.q. Chitter.
CHITTERY, sb. Gall. Small, backward fruit ; small,

bad potatoes. Cf. chit, sb}
His peelocks will be sweet to eat, And no puir scabbed chittery,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 214, ed. 1876.

CHITTLE, sb. w.Yks. A sliver of hand-combed wool.

(S.P.U.) Cf. chitterlings, 5.

CHITTLE, sb. Obs. Dev. A large kettle used for

brewing. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 87.

CHITTLER, sb. Gall. A small bird of the titmouse

species. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Cf. chittle, v.
2

CHITTY, sb. s.Lan. 1 A young girl who assists a power-
loom weaver in a cotton factory.

CHITTY-FACED,^/. adj. Obs. Dev. Freckled. Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 87.

CHITTY-PUSS, sb. Lakel.2 A boys' game.
JCHIVELLER, sb. Nrf. The goldfinch, Carduelis

elegans. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 51.

CHIVY, v. s.Wor. See below.
The knives of the lawn-mower being new and covered with

paint, it doesn't chivy the grass off well. The scythe cuts

sweet, chivies it off copita' (H. K.).

CHIZEL, v. w.Yks. To eat without relish and reluct-

antly. (S.P.U.)
CHOALT, sb. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]

A foster-brother.
A youth, the choalt of Allan Cameron, Wilson Tales (1836) II.

247.

CHOCK, sb.
1 and v. Lakel.2 1. sb. A square stone

used to block the top 'cam' in stone walls where the

bottom is broader than the top. 2. A block ofwood on
which turners lay their tools. 3. v. To 'scotch' or

wedge a wheel.

CHOCK-A-BLOCK, adj. and adv. Sc. Lan. Full to

repletion ;
' chock-full.' See Chock, sb}

Abd. His back yard's stackit choke-a-block o' well-seasoned

sticks, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 7, 1903). s.Lan. 1

tCHOCKERED, ppl. adj. Dial, unknown. Of sheep :

having a swelling under the jaws. Farmer's Jrn. (June 29,

1829) ; Lowson Farrier (1844) 227.

tCHOCKY, adj. War. Pert, lively. (J.R.W.)
JCHOG,s6. Sus. The soft part ofa boiled crab. (F.E.S.)

CHOGS, s6. ^/. Ken. (P.M.) [tfogz.] Grains of wheat
to which the chaff adheres. Hence Choggy, adj. of a

sample of wheat : having ' chogs.'

CHOICELY, adv. Lan. Der. Also in forms chisely

nw.Der. 1
; choice n.Der. Carefully, i.q. Choysily.

s.Lan. 1 n.Der. Go as choice as yo' can. Choicely nah, so as

none to wakken 'em (S.B.). nw.Der. 1

CHOIR, sb. Hrf.2 In phr. to go to choir, to attend the

Cathedral service.

CHOKE-ROPE, sb. Not. Ken. Also in form chock-

Not. A piece of rope, generally with lead at one end, used

to remove an obstruction in a cow's throat. s.Not. (J.P.K.),

Ken. (P.M.)
CHOLES, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 The jaws. See Chawl, sb.

CHOO, int. Gall. (A.W.)
CHOOP-NOSED, adj. Cum. Red-nosed. See Choop.
Whees the choop-nwoset chap ? Anderson Ballads (ed. 1840)

in.
CHOOSE-WHEN, conj. s.Lan.1 Whenever.
CHOP, sb.

2 Cum.4 In phr. a chop of work, a stroke of

work.
CHOP, sb.3 Sc. A shop.
Abd. The chapman . . . occasionally worked his way to the
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possession of a well-furnished 'chop i' the toon,' Alexander

Notes and Sketches (1877) xx. Frf. Inglis Ain Flk. (1895) 166.

CHOP, sb.
A Lnk. A chap ; a crack, i.q. Chap, v.

3

The juice [of Pinguicula vulgaris'] ... is used by the country

people for curing chops in cows' udders, Patrick. Plants (1831) 48.

CHOP, v.
1 Lei. 1. A hay-making term ;

see below.

Lei. 1 It is next hacked or chopped with a quick motion of the

rake into winrows (s. v. Hay).

2. To snuff a candle. Cum.4 See Choppers.
CHOP, v.

3 Wm. n.Lan. To meet unexpectedly.

A chopt a ma uncle aside t'brig (W.H.H.).

CHOP-MONEY, sb. War.3
? A middle-man's percent-

age. See Chop, v?
He thought the one pound between the price asked and paid for

the horse would do for 'chop-money.'

CHOPPED,^/, adj. Lakel. In comb. (1) Chopped-taties,

mashed potatoes. Cum.4
; (2) -stuff, in phr. to stand up to

one's chopped stuff, to face one's fate ; to take things bravely.

Wm. (B.K.)
CHOPPING-BOY, sb. Lakel.2 A stout boy.

CHOPS ME, phr. Sc. An expletive. Glasgow Herald

(Sept. 2, 1899).
JCHORCE, v. Glo. [Not known to our other corre-

spondents.] To rejoice. (F.H.)

CHORD, v. Wor. To harmonize.
A neighbour who mixes with amateur musicians of all classes

tells me that the members of local bands use this word in this

meaning. ' Your instrument does not chord with mine ' (is not

in time with it, or of the same pitch). He has ascertained that

the word is only used in connexion with vocal or instrumental

music, and is not used in the same sense as accord, ' I don't accord

with him' (E. S. ).

CHORES, sb. pi. Nrf. Jobs of work. Emerson WW
Life (1890) 7. i.q. Char (e, sb.1

JCHORK, adj. Nhb. 1 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Saturated or soaked with water.
CHORLEY-CURRANTS, sb. pi. s.Lan. 1 A nickname

for the inhabitants of Chorley.
CHOUT, see Shall, v.

1

CHOWBENT-SPARROWBILLS, sb. pi. s.Lan. 1 A
nickname for the inhabitants of Chowbent.
CHOWL, see Chawl, sb.

CHOW'T, ppl. adj. Cum.4 (s.v. Chove't.) Of linen, &c.

:

frayed, torn. Cf. chauve, v.

CHRAISY, sb. Edb. A cap or bonnet covering the
head and back part of the neck.
Robed in a homely short gown and a pink ' chraisy ' on her head,

Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1876) 40.

CHRISTEN, v. Yks. Der. 1. To baptize in church,
in contradistinction to a private baptism. n.Yks. (I.W.)
2. To name, find a name for. n.Der. (S.B.)

CHRISTMAS, sb. Yks. Dor. In comp. (1) Christmas-
bough, the holly. Dor. (E.C.M.)

; (2) -can, a Christmas-
box. w.Yks. (M.F.)

tCHRISTMAS-TUP, sb. Yks. A character in a party
of mummers, got up to resemble a tup. See Tup, sb. 3.

The Christmas -tup is another amusement, Henderson Flk-Lore

(1879) ii. w.Yks. (B.K.)

CHUBBED, ppl. adj. s.Not. (J.P.K.) Of a hedge:
topped. See Chub, sb. 1

, Chubbins.
CHUCK, sb.3 Obs. Glo. A large chip of wood. Glo.

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 89.

CHUCK, sbfi Obs. Glo. Also in form chock, pi. The
cheeks. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 87.
CHUCK-CHEELD, sb. Cor. A young bream.
When he set a. boulter, all the chuck-cheelds or young bream

between the Lizard and the Land's End seemed to enter into a con-
spiracy to monopolise the hooks, Pall Mall Mag. (Dec. 1902) 505.
CHUCK-END, sb. Ken. The thick, crooked end of

a hop-pole. (P.M.)
CHUCK-FULL, adj. Ken. (P.M.)
CHUCK-HOLE, sb. s.Lan.1 A boys' game with

marbles. See Chuck, v.

CHucKY,a#.3 Oxf. Of soil : dry, lacking in fertility.

CHUDGE, see Chulz.
CHUFF, ad;.1 n.Yks.4

CHUFF, adj.3 Lakel.2

tCHUFF, adj. Wxf. See below.
For I felt very chuff and uncomfortable, Kennedy Banks of

Boro (1867) 106.

CHUFFLE.u. Hmp. With about: to bandy a person's

name about. (H.R.)
tCHUGH. Wxf. 1 Chuff.

JCHULZ, v. Hmp. Also in form chudge. To coddle.

(H.W.E.)
CHUMP, sb. Oxf.1 MS. add. The inferior end of a

neck of mutton or veal.

CHUMP, v. Cum.4 To bite up hard food with ease.

See Chomp.
CHUMP-DOLLY, sb. War.3 A wooden instrument

used in washing clothes. See Dolly, sb.
1

CHUMPER, sb. Sh.I. A wooden shoe.

The majority have their feet encased in sabots, 'clogs' or

'chumpers' of wood, whose shape very much resembles their

ships in miniature, Cowie Sh. (1871) 133.

CHUMP-HEAD, sb. Nrf. Mann Dulditch (1902) 24.

CHUMPISH, adj. s.Lan.1 Foolish, stupid.

CHUNK, sb. Obs. Glo. Also in form chunch. A
large chip of wood. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 89.

CHUNT, adj. s.Lan. 1

CHUNTER, sb. Cum.4 1. An impertinent remark.

2. Phr. to set one's chunters, to be cheeky or uppish.

Any new chap 'at sets his chunters was dubbed a ' twenty-five

minutes fellow ' an' what reet hes he to interfere ? Cum. Pacquet

(May 4, 1893) 6, col. 1.

CHUR, s*. and y. Cum.4 1. sb. The subdued growl

of a dog. i.q. Churr. 2. v. To growl as a dog.

CHURCH, sb. Yks. Lan. Brks. In comp. (1) Church-
garth, a churchyard. n.Yks. (I.W.)

; (2) -loft, the gallery

in a church. s.Lan. 1

; (3) -name, a Christian name. ib.\

(4) -pig, a wood-louse. Brks. Dartnell & Goddard
Gl. (1893) 198.

tCHURCHIL'DMANE,^-. w.Yks. [Not known to

our correspondents.]
Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Apr. 16, 1892); w.Yks. 1 A dasent . . . yaud, wi'

a churchil'd mane, ii. 303.

CHURCHING, vbl. sb. n.Yks. (I.W.) Cor. Hammond
Cor. Parish (1897) 344.
CHURN, sb. and v. Sc. n.Cy. Lakel. Yks. Lan. 1. sb.

In comp. (1) Churn-head, a stupid fellow. Wm. (J.M.)

;

(2) -pow, s.Lan. 1
; (3) -staff, the staff fitted for working in

the old-fashioned hand-churn. Sc. (A.W.), Cum.4
; (4)

winning, a harvest-home supper. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783).
2. v. Of a shoe : to be full of water. w.Yks.1

(s.v. Shoe.)
CHURNING, sb. I.Ma. A children's game ; see below.
' Churn the butter-milk, quick, quick, quick, I owe my mother

a pint of milk.' This game used to be played on the shore, just as
the tide went out, when the feet sank easily into the sand. The
children turned half-way round as they repeated the words,
Gomme Games (1898) II. 412.

CHURR, see Cherry.
CHURRY, sb. Oxf. A narrow lane. (J.C.W.) See

Chare, sb.3 , Tewer.
J.CHUTE, sb. I.W. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A steep, hilly road. (Hall.)
tCHYWOLLOCK, sb. Cor.3 The redwing, Turdus

iliacus.

CIAM, adj. Lakel.2 On one side, as a down-trodden
shoe, or the contents of a vessel which have been stirred
over. i.q. Cam, adj.

CIAVE, see Cave, v.
z

CIDERKIN, sb. Hrf. The washings after the best
cider has been made. See Cider (5).

Thrifty folk throw this ' pommey ' [apples from which the
juice has been squeezed] into water, and thereby produce ciderkin—a weak kind of tipple, White Wrekin (i860) xi.

tCILLINS, sb. pi. Sc. A misprint for eildins. See
Eeldins.

Ayr. We were cillins, and toddled thegither as bairns through
his mother's dure, Service Dr. Duguid (1887) 25.

CINNAMON, sb. Glw. See below.
Jack and the Professor commenced to cast the artificial flies,



CIPHAX [65] CLAPPER

whilst the boatmen dapped with blow-lines, their hooks being

baited with what they called the ' cinnamon,' Through Connemara
(1886) 7.

tCIPHAX, sb. Der. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A fool ; a nonentity. Addy Gl. (1891) s.v. Cipher.

CIVILEER, sb. Obs. Lnk. See below.
Any person found taking a walk [on the Sabbath-day] ran the

risk of being taken to the guard-house by the ' civileers,' who
were inquisitors appointed jointly by the Town-Council and the

Kirk-Session, Graham Writings (1883) II. 122.

CLABBY, adj. Sc. (A.W.)
CLACK, sb. and v. Not. Ken. Som. 1. sb. Incomp.

Clack-piece, the uvula. Not.3 2. v. To clatter. Ray-
mond Men o' Mendip (1898) ii. 3. With about : to gossip.

Ken. (P.M.)
CLACK, sb. Edb. A kind of toffee. (D.M.R.) Cf.

clag(g, 1 (1).

CLACKEN, sb. Edb. A wooden hand-bat or racquet

used by the boys at the Edinburgh Academy and High
School.
The school lay down hill from his home, and he ran off to

his task rasping his clacken on the area railings as he went. . .

Louis's clacken was only worn by this rasping, Blantyre Simpson
Stevenson (1898) 151 ; The games played with it are ' Hails' and

'Fives.' Hails has nothing of the nature of racquets about it

(D.M.R.).

CLACKER, sb. s.Lan.1
, Ken. (P.M.) A woman's

tongue ; also a gossiping woman.
tCLADPOLE, sb. Lan. A blockhead; a stupid fellow.

See Clodpole, s.v. Clod, sb. 2 (6).

That's reet, owd cladpoo, Lahee Acquitted (1883) 48.

CLAES, sb. pi. Sc. Yks. In comp. (1) Claes-beetle,

a mallet for beating clothes in washing ; (2) -stick, a stick

to thrust clothes down when boiling in the pan. A dial,

form of ' clothes.'

(1) Wgt. I noticed a nail ca't into the back o' the bed, an' a verra

big claes-beetle hingin' tae't by a string, Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed.

1878) 52. (2) n.Yks. (I.W.)

CLAGGER, sb. Lakel. Also in form clegger Cum.4

A person not easily shaken off or disheartened ; any-

thing which adheres closely. Lakel.2 , Cum.4 See Clag(g.

CLAGGY, adj. 2. Sc. (A.W.)
CLAIK, sb. Cai.1 The shipworm, Teredo navahs.

Hence Claik-eaten, ppl. ad/', of wood : bored by the ship-

worm.
CLAIM, v. s.Wor. To claim acquaintance with

;
to

address.
'E come alung the street, an' 'e claimed me, but I didn t knaow

who a wuz (H.K.).

CLAM, sb} Ken. A double hook for moving hop-

pockets ; a pair of forceps for drawing samples of hops

from the pockets. (P.M.)

CLAM,s6.4 Nrf. A fresh-water mussel ; a mollusc with

a rough-edged shell. Emerson Birds, &>c. (ed. 1895) 317.

CLAM, v? Cai.1 To stop a hole by pushing some
adhesive substance into it

;
gen. used with up.

tCLAM, adj. Dur. Hard. (R.O.H.)

JCLAM, v. e.An.1 Also in form clem. To kill, ' do for.'

CLAMAL, sb. Sh.I. Soap-stone. Spence Flk-Lore

(1899) 48.

CLAME, v. Som. Of a mare or cow : to lick the

newly-born foal or calf. (W.F.R.)

tCLAMISH, adj. Cum. Dry. (J.S.O.)

CLAMJAMPHRY, sb. 1. w.Yks. (S.P.U.)

JCLAMMAS, v. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To climb. Grose (1790).

CLAMMER, v. and sb* Sc. Lakel. Dev. 1. v To

climb. Sc. (A.W.), s.Lan.1 2. To walk badly. Lakel. 2

3. sb. A foot-bridge; a pole laid across a stream. Sc.

(A.W.) Dev. Reports Provinc. (1897).

JCLAMMIN, vbl. sb. Chs.1 [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Bickering.
/T -n^CLAMMY, adj. se.Lm. Parched with thirst. (J.T.B.)

See Clam, v? 5.

CLAMMY, adj. Lakel.2 Of the weather : moist, warm.

CLAMP, sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. Suf. 1. sb. A small heap
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of peats. Gall. (A.W.) 2. v. To pile up turf ; to heap
up potatoes or turnips in a mound. Sc. (A.W.), Suf.

(C.L.F.)

CLAMP, sb.5 Cum.4 A yoke for the neck of a cow to

prevent her leaping hedges. See Clammers.
CLAMP, v.

2 5. Sc. (A.W.)
CLAMP, v.

4 Lakel. 2 To make a noise.

CLAMPER, v.
1 and sb. 1 Sc. Wor. 1. v. To make a

clattering noise in walking. s.Wor. (H.K.) 2. sb.

A stout, heavy shoe.
Slg. Tho' now nae mair ye're water tight I've seen ye clampers

stout an' wight, Muir Poems (1818) 6.

tCLAMPER, v. Gall. To fight a thing out.

I'd let the Dutch an' German gentrie, An' French, an' ev'ry ither

faction, A' clamper till the resurrection, Lauderdale Poems

(1796) 41.

JCLAMPHER,w. Ayr. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] ? To litter, strew in confusion.

[He] tried to settle doon to his books, but the table clamphered wi'

his papers, and the room a' reel rail, bore witness to his impatience

and anxiety, Service Dr. Duguid (1887) 260.

CLAMPS, sb. pi. Lon. Ken. Escallops.

Lon. The shells of this man's stock in trade he called ' conks,'

and ' King conks.' He had no ' clamps,' Mayhew Lond. Labour

(1851) II. 22, ed. 1861. Ken. (G.B.)

CLAMSH, sb. Cai.1 A piece of wood with which

a thing is clumsily mended.
CLANCH, sb. Obs. Gall. An unmannerly person

who eats like a pig.

Wull Hullyoch was as big a clanch As ere was kend by ony

body, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

CLANDER, v. I.Ma. To talk.

What am I tinkin' on, goin' clanderin on lek this ? Rydings Tales

(1895) 22.

JCLANDESTICAL, adj. Hrf.2 A corruption of ' clan-

destine.' ' Live in that dirty clandestical manner.'

tCLANG, sb. w.Yks. A number, bevy. (J.T.)

CLANGLUMSHOUS, adj. Lnk. (Jam.) [Not known
to our correspondents.] Sulky.

JCLANGUM, sb. Oxf.1 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A delicious beverage, ' nectar.'

CLANTER, sb. Gall. The noise made by walking

about a house in clogs. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). i.q.

Clunter, v?
CLAP, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Lng.

1. v. In comp. (1) Clap-bread, bread made from unsound

flour
;

(2) -can, see below
; (3) -door, the lower half of

a door divided in the middle ; a trap-door.

(1) Lakel.2 (2) s.Lan. 1 A child's name for a small white flower

that grows wild in the hedge-rows. (3) Sc. (A.W.)

2. To beat the arms for warmth. Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks.

(I.W.) 3. To tell tales.

Pern. Don't go and clap on me, now (J.S.O.T.).

4. With down : to set down in writing. Sc. (A.W.)

5. With to : to set to work ; to lend a hand.

Wm., n.Lan. Cum, cum, you chaps, clap to there! (W.H.H.)

6. With up : to put in prison.

Sc. I'll hae ye clapped up as sure's ye're leevin', ye rampaging

Edinburgh hallanshakers ! Scotch Haggis, 30.

7. sb. A heavy fall ; the sound of a fall.

Per. The first spadefu' that he threw fell on the lid o' the coffin

wi' a great thumpin' clap, MacGregor Souter's Lamp (1903) 30.

I.Ma. But some time or other it comes to us all just like a clap of

shoot, or a squall, Brown Yarns (1881) 2, ed. 1889.

8. Firm dung. Cum.4 9. Atalebearer. Pern. (J.S.O. 1.)

10. Obs. A tree forming a foot-bridge across a stream.

Dev. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 91. Cf. clapper, sb.2

CLAPE, v. and sb. Midi. War. 1. v. To plod, walk

heavily. Cf. claper.
Midi. I moost claap off back, Bartram People of Clapton (1897)

258. War.3 How they clape through the mud.

2. sb. A heavy walk. War.3

CLAPER, v. War. To plaster with mud. (C.T.O.),

War.34 i.q. Clapered.

CLAPPER, sb.
1 Sc. Ken. 1. A wooden rattle for

frightening birds ; in pi. Ken. (P.M.) 2. A door-

knocker. Sc. (A.W.)
K



CLAPPER-CLASH [66] CLEAVE

CLAPPER-CLASH, sb. Abd. Gossip.
There's a sicht o' clapper-clash aboot the place, Macdonald

Donal Grant (1883) ix.

CLAPPER CLOWE, v. Cum.4 To give a severe
scolding; to beat and abuse, i.q. Clapperclaw.
CLAPPITY, adj. Lnk. ? Talkative.
PeggY) whose tongue had already become somewhat clappity

with the cupful of Miss Jean's doctored milk, Murdoch Readings
(1895) III. xa.

CLAPSE, v. I.Ma. [klaps.] To chide.
She'd elapse, and she'd play the deuce, till the poor thing was

gettin all a confuse, Brown Manx Witch (1889) 79.
CLAR, see Claw.
CLARET-WINE, sb. Sc. (A.W.) Claret.
CLARRIED, ppl. adj. Obs. Gall. Besmeared with

mud. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
CLART, sb. Cum.4 A dung-scraper, i.q. Claut, sb. 1

CLARTY, adj. n.Yks. 1. Mean, untrustworthy.
n.Yks. 4 Deean't len' him owt, he's nobbut a clarty customer.

2. Paltry, insignificant.
Ah'll not take thee clarty dawm (T.S.).

CLASH, sb.1 and v. Sc. Lakel. 1. sb. A talebearer;
a great talker. Sc. (A.W.) 2. v. In comb. (1) Clash-
bag, a person full of low, mean stories

; (2) -ma-claters,

(3) -ma-clavers, low, idle, scandalous tales
; (4) -ma-saun-

ter, a tiresome repeater of stories.

(1, 2) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (3) Cum. 4 (s. v. Clish-
ma-clash). (4) Win. & Cum. 1

CLASHED-LOOKING, ppl. adj. Lakel.2 Dejected-
looking, ' down in one's luck.' See Clash, sb.1 17.

CLASHMENT,s6. Cum. (E.W.P.) 1. Food or drink
of poor quality ; unsuitable food

;
garbage. See Clash,

sb.1 2. Gossip, talk.

JCLASP-FEET, adv. Suf. Holding the feet closely
together. (F.H.)

CL.AT, sb.
1 and v. Sc.Cum.Oxf. 1. sb. Cow-dung; moist,

wet earth. Sc. (A.W.), Cum.4 2. A mess; a muddle.
Sc. (A.W.) 3. v. To break up cow-dung. Oxf. 1 MS. add.
CLATTER, sb.

1 and v. Sc. Cum. Lan. Dev. 1. sb.
A smart blow. Cum.4

, s.Lan.
1

2. A chatterer; a gossip.
Sc. (A.W.) 3. sb. and v. In comb. (1) Clatter-bag(s,
a chatterer ; a talebearer

; (2) -box, a chatterbox
; (3)

clogs, a person who walks noisily in clogs
; (4) -venge-

ance, ? one who talks 'with a vengeance.'
(1) Twd. The auld clatterbags, as if she cud drive her ain pair

faster nor Donal' an' me, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 17, 1903).
Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (2) e.Dev. The captain chucked
this mump-headed clatter-box into a duck-pond, Jane Lordship
(1897) 4. (3) Cum.4 (4) Twd. I am no clatter-vengeance to tell

stories, Buchan Weather (1899) 254.
4. v. To beat or strike. Cum.4

CLATTING, sb. Cum.4 Chattering, talebearing.
See Chat, s6.2

CLATTY, adj. 3. Sc. (A.W.)
CLAUG, v. and sb. Sh.I. 1. v. To make a noise.
Up ida air da maas flee roond An claug wi a most melodious

soond, Junda Klingrahool (1898) 22; Da kye wir gulbrulin, an'
da hens wir claugin' at a most tarble rate, Clark Northern Gleams
(1898) 57.

2. sb. Noisy talk.

Pit hit i' dy ain mooth, man, an' nae mair o' dy claug, Sh.
News (Feb. 12, 1898).

CLAUT, sb. 1 5. Sc. (A.W.)
CLAVE, sb. e.Suf. A frame to hold in place a piece

of timber whilst being sawn. (F.H.)
CLAVE-STOCK, sb. e.Suf. An apparatus used for

splitting wood into pales. (F.H.)
CLAVVER, v. Lakel.2 With at : to dispute, wrangle

with. i.q. Claver, v.
1

CLAVVER-BAWK, sb. Cum.4 (s.v. Deevlin). The
swift, Cypselns apus.
CLAVVERS, sb. Cum.4 (s.v. Deevlin). The swift,

Cypselus apus.

JCLAW, v. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]
In phr. to claw off, to reprove. (Hall.)
CLAWSCRUNT, sb. Obs. Gall. An old tree against

which cattle rub themselves. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

CLAY, sb. 1 and v.
1 Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Lin. 1. sb.

In comp. (1) Clay-flop, see below; (2) -lane, (a) an un-
stoned parish road

;
(b) in phr. to go down the clay-lane,

see below
; (3) -pottie, a home-made clay marble

; (4)

stick, a kind of clay used to ornament flagstone, &c.

(1) s.Lan. 1 A lump of moist clay tied to a string and used by
boys to get money, etc., up a grating ; a piece of moist clay, worked
up between the hands, and then thrown down so as to make
a noisy report. (2, a) n.Yks. (I.W.) (A) n.Lin. A tradesman

who had anticipated a great misfortune which had been suddenly

removed, said to me this morning with great glee, ' We sha'nt hev
to go doon th' clay-lane noo ' (E.P.). (3) Cum. 4

(4) A softer

material is also used, and is made of plaster of Paris and whiting,

coloured with Venetian red ; this is made into lumps, or rolls about

the size of an ordinary sausage, and sometimes called claysticks, ib.

2. v. With up : to bring up.
Gall. Eyes are said to be clayed up when boxing has blinded

them, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

CLAYER, sb. Abd. A boy's red clay marble. Abd.
Wkly. Free Press (Apr. 9, 1904). See Clay, sb.

1 4.

CLAZZOM, v. s.Wor. To clasp. (H.K.) SeeClossem.
CLEACH, v.

1 Wor. Evesham Jrn. (Feb. 11, 1899).
CLEAN, adj. and v. Van dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

1. adj. In comb. (1) Clean-legged, of branches : stripped
of leaves

; (2) -mart, the pine marten, Maries sylveslris
;

(3) -off, (a) smart, clever
;

(b) promptly ; without a hitch
;

(4) -throuwness, integrity.

(1) Dev. That stuffhe's cut be too clean-legged for thatching, Re-
ports Provinc. (July 1902). (2) Cum.4 (s. v. Sweetmart). (3, a) Cor.
My granfer played'n a clane-oflf trick wance, Harris Our Cove
(1900) 49. (b) Cor. 3 He did it clane off. (4) Abd. Gien we had
been to be trustit wi' sae muckle forthesaflty an' clean-throuwness
o' oor sowls, Macdonald Warlock (1882) Ixi.

2. Phr. clean as a whistle, completely. Oxf. 1 MS. add.
3. Of land: free from weeds. Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks. (I.W.)
4. Of grain : properly winnowed. Sc. (ib.) 5. Of a
male animal : castrated ; of a female animal : spayed.
Ken. (P.M.) 6. v. In phr. to clean a person's clock, to
' do ' for him.

Nrf. Old Frank ha' done me out of many an eel—the warmint

—

but I ha' cleaned his clock now, and I shall get tree bob for him,
Emerson Birds, &c. (ed. 1895) 203.

7. Of land : to free from weeds. n.Yks. (I.W.) 8. Of
grain : to winnow thoroughly, (ib.) 9. With away or
out: to ' clear out.'

I.Ma. He cleaned away (E.G.); Clean out of this house, before
I make you go (S.M.).

CLEANSE, v. 3. Ken. (P.M.)
CLEANSING, sb. Ken. 1. The placenta of cows

and sheep. (P.M.) 2. A process which beer under-
goes after it is tunned, (ib.)

'

CLEAR, ad;., adv., v. and sb. Sc. Yks. I.Ma. Nrf.
1. adj. In phr. clear of all the world, free from debt.

n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. adv. Free from blame or punishment.
Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. v. In phr. it won't clear
itself, of a saw, knife, &c. : it will not cut properly. n.Yks.
(ib.) 4. To prepare.

Sh.I. Efter we wir taen a cup 'at Sibbie clair'd as shiine as da
denner wis by, Sh. News (July 30, 1898).
5. To ' clear off.'

I.Ma. Shut the door and let us clear to bed, I'm sleepy (S.M.).
6. sb. A piece of mown grass.
Nrf. Should you wish to catch one [a marsh-mouse] . . . follow the

marshman's custom and mow a ' clear ' as large as your writing-
table, Emerson Birds, Uc. (ed. 1895) 331.
7. A piece of water clear of weeds.
He waited till the beast swam into ' a clear,' when he could see

the creature fully, ib. 342.

8. With the def. art. : whisky.
Lth. A good half mutchkin o' the clear, A hearty stoup o' good

strong beer, Thomson Poems (1819) 30.

tCLEASE, sb. Cum. Lan. [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] A measure of wool.
Cum. Waugh Rambles (1861) iii. Lan. They all gev him a

cleease o' wool, ib. Tufts 0/ Heather (ed. Milner) 1. 132.

CLEAVE, v. ne.Sc. In phr. to cleave candles, to make
candles of bog fir. Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 55.



CLEAVING-BLOCK [67] CLIP

CLEAVING-BLOCK, sb. Ken. A timber framework
used in sawing wood. (F.H.)
CLEB, v. Cor. To cleave ; to adhere.
I'd cleb to un around the nick Like lemput to a rock, Daniel

Port/olio, 7; ib. Budget, 27.

CLEBBER, sb. Sh.I. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 48.
i.q. Kleber.
CLECK, sb. Sc. Pert, idle chatter. See Cleckin'.
You may think me vain, and fu' o' deck, In speaking 0' what

ye'U ne'er deign to contradect, Mitchell Wee Steeple (1840) 190.

CLECK, v. s.Lan.1 With up: to snap up. i.q.Cleek,^.1

CLECKMATOOAD, see Clickmetoad.
CLED-SCORE, sb. Cum.4 Twenty-one to the score.

See Cleed, 3 (2).

CLEED, v. n.Yks. To fill.

T'pleeace was cled we fooaks (T.S.).

CLEEKIN.s*. Obs. n.Cy. The last-hatched chicken,
or any other bird which is supposed to be the least.

(J.L. 1783.) i.q. Cleckin(g, sb.

CLEERS, sb. pi. Pem. The glands of the neck.

(J.S.O.T.) i.q. Clyre.
CLEIK, adj. Lth. (Jam.) Lively, agile, fleet.

JCLEIRO, sb. Sc. A sharp noise ; a shrill sound.
(G.W.)
CLEMENCING-DAY, sb. Stf. See below, i.q. Clem, sb.

Later came Clemencing Day, or Bite Apple Day. It was Novem-
ber 23rd. . . Clement was the patron saint of all smiths, and such as

used the anvil, and if a little powder were left from Gunpowder
Plot day, it might be put on the anvil slot, and they could make
a row. Then there were apples to bob with and bite, Chronicle

(Feb. 22, 1901).

tCLEMMY, sb. Yks. Hrf. 1. A stone.
n.Yks. Ah threw a clemmy at him (I.W.). Hrf. (T.G.A.)

2. pi. The testicles. n.Yks. (I.W.)

CLEMSON'S-NEWS, sb. Stf. See below.
Persons who gave as something new and fresh what was

really old and stale as a matter of news, were said to give

'Clemson's news,' a tale a week old, Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901).

CLENCH, sb. Wor. The wedge of a scythe. (R.M.E.)

tCLEP, v. Wgt. To walk or move like a crab. (A.W.)
CLEPE, v. 2. e.Suf. In phr. to clepe a person for a

drink, &-»c, to toss him for it. (F.H.)
CLERGYMAN, sb. ? Obs. Suf. A parish clerk.

He was told by his gardener that the clargyman would be glad

to do any boot-mending for him (C.T.).

CLERK, sb. and v. Lan. Som. 1. sb. In comb.

Clerks' ale, obs., see below.
Som. A name given to a festivity formerly kept on Easter Monday

at Wick S. Lawrence. Easter cakes and ale were sold (W.F.R.).

2. v. Obsol. To do clerk's work ; to act as accountant, &c.

Lan. He allowed me a shilling for my clerking for him, Walk-
den Diary (ed. 1866) 97 ;

(S.W.)

CLET, sb. and v. s.Wor. 1. sb. A rivet. (H.K.)

i.q. Cleat, sb.1 2. v. To rivet, (ib.)

CLEV, v. Cai.1 [klev.] To make up a fishing hand-

line after use.
The ' reel ' on which the line is clewed is in the form of the

prongs of a fork.

CLEVE, sb. Cor. A cliff. Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng.

(1865) 141, ed. 1896.

CLEVER, adj. Inv. Quick, speedy. (H.E.F.)

tCLEVICE, sb. Oxf. ? Misprint for ' crevice.'

Had sown a piece of waste at the corner of the device with

winter carrots, Blackmore Cripps (1876) ii.

CLIAR, sb. Cum.4 Tubercular pleurisy, i.q. Clyre.

CLICK, sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. Lan. 1. sb. In comb. Click-

for-clack, with ceaseless talk.

Elg. Her spirit's tongue goes click for clack, Blackhall Lays of

horth (1894) 54.

2. Phr. in a click, in a moment. Sc. (A.W.) 3. v. to

chatter. s.Lan. 1

CLICK, sb? Wil. A boys' game ; see below.

Two Homes opposite each other are selected, and a boy either

volunteers to go click, or the last one in a race between the Homes

does so. The others then proceed to one of the Homes, and the

boy takes up his position between them. The players then

attempt to run between the Homes, and if the one in the middle

holds any of them while he says ' One, two, three, I catch thee

;

help me to catch another,' they have to stay and help him to

collar the rest, Gomme Games (1894) I. 69.

CLICK, CLOCK, CLUCK, phr. Obs. I.Ma. A chil-

dren's singing game. Gomme Games (1894) I. 70.

CLICKER, v. w.Yks. [tlrka(r).] To chatter.
I niver could bide so mony women all dickering together,

Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 179.

CLICKETT-STAFF, sb. Obs. Gall. A hooked staff.

Children, wherever he went, were very fond of him, and hung
on by his clickett staff and coat tails, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)

55, ed. 1876.

CLICKING-FORK'T, ppl. adj. Cum.4 Of sheep:
having two triangular-shaped pieces cut out of the ear,

one on each side of the point. Cf. click't.

CLICKMETOAD, sb. Lan. Dev. Also in form deck-
matooad s.Lan. 1

1. A name given to any kind of

mechanically moving vehicle, such as a motor-car or

traction engine ; used also of threshing machines, merry-
go-rounds, cycles, &c.

Dev. 3 A boy having returned from Barnstaple Fair was asked

what he had seen there ; he replied—'Nort but a few ginger-bread

stalls and lot's o' clickmetoads all awver the place.'

2. A jocular name for a watch. s.Lan.1

CLICK-REEL, sb. Obs. Cum.14 (s.v. Knack-reel.)

A reel turned by a handle and giving a click when a

certain number of threads had been wound.
CLICK'T, ppl. adj. Cum.4 (s.v. Lug-mark.) Of a

sheep : ear-marked in a particular way. Cf. clicking-

fork't.

JCLICKY, sb. Sc. A shepherd's staff; a hooked staff.

Also in comp. Clicky- stick. See Click, v.
2

1.

Gall. In an honest tulzie with dickies the parish would hear

a different tale, Crockett Bog-Myrtle (1895) 314 ; When a pilgrim

at any time gets bewildered, he poises his staff perpendicular on

the way, then leaves it to itself, and on whatever direction it

falls, that he pursues ; and this little trait of superstition is termed

the Airt o' the Clicky—the direction of the staff, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 11, ed. 1876.

CLICKY, adj. Sc. 1. Quick at catching. Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824). 2. Ready to circumvent, or

take advantage of another. Cai.1 Cf. cleek, v.
1 6.

CLIEN, sb. Obs. Gall. A small heap of stones.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

CLIERS, sb. pi. Obs. Gall. Thick saliva which
obstructs the windpipe. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

CLIFTY, adj. 1. Cum. (J.Ar.)

JCLIMBERS, sb. pi. Yks. Eyes.
w.Yks. 'E can turn 'is climbers oop, w'en 'is moonkey's oop

(F.P.T.).

CLIMMER, v. Lakel.2

CLIMPET, sb. Obs. Gall. A sharp, pointed rock.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

CLIMPIE, sb. Gall. A lame person. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824). i.q. Climp, 3.

CLIM-TREE, sb. Dor. A name given to one of the

tits. (L.S.)

tCLINCH, sb. s.Wor. The clinging of a bucket, &c.

to the water when being pulled out. (H.K.)

CLINE, v* War.4

CLING, sb. Dor. A hold.

There he'd got the cling o' oy (E.C.M.).

C-LINK, sb. Lakel.2 A link for yoking a plough,

shaped like the letter C.

CLINK, sb. Lakel. A crack or cleft such as is seen

in the surface of limestone rock ; a hole in the rock where
a fox might live. Cum.4

, s.Wm. (JA.B.)
CLINK, adj. Dmf. Alert.

He was clink at it, Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 345.

CL1NKUM-TOLL, sb. Peb. The ringing of a bell.

To Reesty's clinkumtolls in van, They'll moan, o'er Grumphy's

fa', Lintoun Green (ed. 1817) 86.

CLIP, sb.
1 and v.

1 Sc. I.Ma. Lin. 1. sb. A hook set

in a handle for cutting gorse, &c. I.Ma. (S.M.) 2. An
instrument for holding dogs.

Abd. It was part of the beadle's duty to put dogs out [of

church]. For this purpose in some parishes he kept an instrument

Ka
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called a clip, of the construction of a smith's tongs, and having
long wooden handles with a joint near the point by which, without
injury to himself, he could lay hold of the intruding animal and
drag him out, Paul Abdnsh. (1881) 47.

3. v. To hold a dog in a ' clip.'

' Canna ye clip him ?
'

' Na sir, I canna dee't, he's a terrible

surly like beast, an' I'm fear't at him,' ib. 47.

4. To clasp
;
to seize. Sc. (A.W.) 5. Of a garment

:

to fit tightly. ne.Lin. (E.S.)

CLIP, v.
2 and sb.2 Sc. Wm. Ken. Cor. 1. v. To

speak indistinctly.

Sc. (A.W.) Wm. 1 H'e began to clip after t'second glass.

2. sb. The quantity ofwool shorn on one farm in a single
season. Gall. (A.W.), Ken. (P.M.) 3. Phr. just the clip,

just the very thing.
Ken. A day's coursing is just my clip (P.M.). Cor. Daniel

Muse in Motley (1867) 11.

CLIP, sb.3 Sc. Irel. A romping, wild girl ; a mischievous
child.

Abd. Even the girls defying him to his face, led by a ' wild clip

of a queue' of sixteen, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 24.
Gall. (A.W.) Dwn. He wur the greatest yung clip a iver cum
across, but raelly a cud not fin' in my heart tae be angry wi' him,
Lyttle Robin Gordon, 28.

CLIPE, v. and sb. Cai. 1
1. v. To scratch with the

nails. 2. sb. A scratch made with the nails.

CLIP-IRONS, sb. pi. w.Som. 1
(s.v. Wagon.) Stays

passing under the axle-cases of a wagon to strengthen the
string-pieces, also to hold the arms in their places.
CLIPPER, sb} Sc. A sheep-shearer. (A.W.) See

Clip, v.
2 3 (1).

CLIPPER, sb.2 1. Sc. (A.W.)
CLIPPIE, sb. Obs. Gall. A person wearing too neatly

cut clothes. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
JCLISHAWK, v. Lin. 1 [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] To steal.

CLISH FOR CLASH, phr. Elg. Ceaselessly talking.
See Clish, v.

1

For years Nell's tongue gaed clish-for-clash, Blackhall Lays
(1849) 54.

CLITCH, v. Som. [klitj.] Of grease, &c. . to solidify.
Mutton fat do clitch sooner than beef (W.F.R.).
CLIVIN, sb. Sh. and Or.I. The tongs.
Sh.I. (A.W.) Or.I. It was a very unlucky thing to tread upon

the tongs, which were known under the name of clivin, Fergusson
Rambles (1884) 166.

CLIVVERS, sb. pi. Not. The front of the plough-beam.
She left the driver to unhook Tidy, Whitefoot, and their un-

named comrade from the chivvers, Prior Forest Flk. (iqoi) iq :

(J.P.K.)

CLOBBER, sb. Cum.*
CLOCK, sb.

1 s.Lan.1 In comp. (1) Clock-hommers, the
weights of a clock

; (2) -posy, the seed-tuft ofthe dandelion.
CLOCK, sb.* w.Yks. The uvula. (J.H.W.)
CLOCKER, sb.2 1. Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks. (I.W.)
CLOCKING, vbl. sb.

1 se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
CLOCKING-HEN, sb. Abd. A sum of money put out

to interest in a bank. (G.W.)
CLOCKING-TIME, sb. Der. Meal-time. Addy Gl.

(s.v. Snap.) See Clocking, vbl. sb. 1

CLOCK-SUMMER, sb. n.Yks. The vibration seen in

the atmosphere on a warm day. (I.W.) See Clocks,
sb. pi.3

CLOD, sb. Sc. Lan. 1. In comp. (1) Clod-crusher,
a roller. Sc. (A.W.)

; (2) -thumper, see (1). Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) ; (3) -trap, a country bumpkin

;

a foolish fellow. s.Lan. 1
2. A particular spot of earth.

s.Lan.1 Home is called ' th' owd clod.' ' Aw'st no' stir off this

clod till ten o'clock,'

CLODDER, sb. Gall. The man who throws up peats
to the builder of a peat-stack. (A.W.)
CLODDOCH, sb. Gall. A small heap of stones. Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824).
CLODDY, sb. s.Lan. 1 A boys' term for a feat of

strength, daring, or dexterity.
CLODGY, adj. Ken. Of bread or pastry : heavy,

underdone. (P.M.) See Clodge, sb}

CLOFT, sb. Cum. The cleft or fork of a tree where
the branch joins the trunk. (J.Ar.) i.q. Cloff.

CLOG, sb.
1 and v.

1 So. Lakel. 1. sb. A log of wood.

Lakel.2
, Cum.4 2. A block of wood attached to the leg

or neck of an animal to keep it from straying. Sc. (A.W.)

3. v. To tie a log to an animal in order to secure it.

CLOG, sb.
2 Yks. Lan. In comb. (1) Clog-nose, the toe

of a clog
;

(2) -over-leather, a leather toe-piece to a clog ;

(3) -pattens, clogs with a ring under them
; (4) -toe pie,

a good kicking ; (5) -woods, the soles of clogs.

(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) Lan. Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 74. (3)

n.Yks. (I.W.) (4) s.Lan.1 (5) n.Yks. (I.W.)

CLOG-BALL, sb. Cum.4 A lump of snow on the heel-

See Clog, sb.
1 8.

CLOGGER, sb. Sc. A maker of clogs. (A.W.) See
Clog, sb.2 1 (1).

CLOGGY, adj. 1. s.Wor. (H.K.)

CLOGGY-DICK, sb. w.Yks. A derisive term applied

to a person who wears clogs where they are not commonly
used. (B.K.)

CLOMBER, v. s.Lan. 1

CLONK-CLOMPER, sb. Lakel.2 A noise such as a
person makes in walking in clogs too large for his feet.

See Clank, Clamper, v}
CLONTER, v. Lakel. 2

, Cum.4 To work in a dirty

manner.
CLONTER, v. 2. Cum.4

CLOO, sb. Slg. A scraper of heavy sheet-iron, riveted
on to an ox-hoof, used for scraping scalded pigs. Cat. Coll.

Smith Institute (1898). See Cloot.
CLOO, see Clow, sb. 1

CLOOF, sb. Obs. n.Cy. The palm of the hand.
(J.L. 1783.)

CLOOSTER, sb. and v. Sc. [klS-stsr.] l.sb. ?A mess.
Kcb. Somebuddy gied Gibson an awfu clooster o' glaur right i'e

face, Trotter Gait. Gossip (1901) 347.
2. ? A bang ; a heavy fall.

Wgt. Priest, book, and everything cam doon wi' a clooster in
the sheuch amang the glaur, Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 74.

3. v. To besmear, clot. Clooster't wi bluid, ib. 53.

CLOOT, sb. Lakel.2 A hurry.
CLOSE, sb.

1 2. Ken. (P.M.)
CLOSE, adj. and adv. Sc. Yks. Lan. Lin. Oxf. Hmp.

1. adj. In comb. (1) Close-fire, a method of burning bricks;
(2) -grained, stingy, close-fisted

; (3) -mouthed, silent,

reticent
; (4) -nieved, see (2) ; (5) -tup, a tup that has been

gelded after arriving at maturity.
(1) s.Lan. This process of burning is termed 'close-fire ' because

the firing materials are brought into close contact with the bricks
(S.W.). (2) s.Lin. (T.H.R.) (3) Hmp. (H.R.) (4) Sc. (A.W.)
(5) n.Yks. 1 (s.v. Tup).

2. Stuffed up.
Sh.I. Lookin' apon his pipe—shii wis dat closs 'at he wis juist

gettin' what wan could see o' blue reek, Sh. News (Feb. 5, 1898).
3. Of bread: heavy, 'sad.' s.Lin. (T.H.R.), Oxf.1 MS.

add. 4. Dark, dusky. Sc. (A.W.) 5. Constant, regular.
Sc. A close attender at the kirk (A.W.).

6. adv. In phr. close to thejloor, down in the world.
s.Lan. 1 They'n gettin very close to th' flooar, 29.

CLOSE, v. Dor. 1
(s.v. Haymiaken.) A haymaking

term : see below.
In raking grass into double rollers or pushing hay into wales

the fore raker ... is said to rake in . . . and the other to close
CLOSET, sb. n.Yks. A ' close-bed,' q.v. (I.W.)
JCLOSH, sb.

1 n.Yks. A boys' game played with
stones. (R.B.)

tCLOSH, sb.2 Yks. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A pronged instrument, used by whalers.

n.Yks. She glanced towards the compass, the harpoons the
closh, Linskill Haven Hill (1886) vi.

CLOSHACH, sb. Abd. A handful, i.q. Clossach.
Auld Parkie's said to hae a gryte closhach o' siller, W. Watson

Auld Lang Syne (1903) 81.

CLOT, sb. and v. Yks. Brks. 1. sb. In comp. (1) Clot-
crusher, a wooden clod-sledge, a 'scrubber.' n.Yks. (I.W.);
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(2) -mell, a mallet for breaking clods, ib. 2. v. To
walk over heavy land.

Brks. I wur clottin' home acrass the fields arter shockettin'
about the fold all day, Hayden Thatched Cott. (1902) 238.

CLOTCH, v. Obs. Gall. To sit lazily.
There will I wear out life's frail trum Just clotching canny on

my bum, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 353, ed. 1876 ; ib. 138.

CLOTCHY, adj. Frf. Liable to colds. (H.E.F.)
CLOTTING, vbl. sb. Pern. A method of catching eels.

(J.S.O.T.) See Clot, 6.

CLOUD-BERRY, sb. Slg. Wyse Sngs. (1829) III. 209.
CLOUT, sb.1 Sc. Cum. In form cloot. 1. In comp.

Cloot-hat, see below. Cf. clooty-hat, s.v. Clouty.
Cum.4 A soft bonnet resembling the sunbonnet, but rather more

inclined to the old-fashioned ' coal-scuttle ' in shape. Generally
made of ' sma' laylock pattern stuff,' i.e. lilac-coloured print. Occa-
sionally made of merino, cashmere, jean, or silk, so as to wash well
(E.W.P.).

2. A ' haaf ' term : the sail of a boat. Sh.I. Jakobsen Dial.

(1897) 28. 3. See below.
Cum.4 Five pocknets make one clout of nets, about four yards

long, Waugh Fisherman (1807) 26.

CLOUT, v? and sb? Cum* In form cloot. 1. v. To
nail. 2. sb. In comp. Cloot-nail, a broad-headed nail

used for attaching the iron hoop to the old-fashioned 'clog-

wheel.'
CLOUTER, sb. Sc. Cum. In form clooter Gall.

1. A clumsy, awkward person or thing. Cum.4 i. q.

Clouter, v. 2. The noise made by a badly delivered

curling-stone. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

CLOUTER, adj. Cum.4 Large.
CLOVERING, vbl. sb. Ken. The making of clover into

fodder. (P.M.)
CLOVVEN, ppl. adj. n.Yks. Fat and lazy. (I.W.)

CLOW, sb.
1 Sc. Cum. Lin. In forms clew n.Lin.1

;

cloo Cum.4
; clowse Per. 1. A sluice.

Per. By a conduit, large three miles in length, Serves to make
Perth impregnable for strength, At all occasions when her clowses

fall, Ford Harp (1893) 4. Cum. 4 (s.v. Cloor-heed).

2. Comb. Clew-head door, a sluice-gate.

n.Lin.1 When there is a Nottinghamshire tide our clew-head

doors . . . don't open, sometimes, for a week together (s. v.

Nottinghamsh ire-tide)

.

CLOW, v. Cum.4 To remove moss from the bark of

trees.

JCLOWE, sb. Dev. A heap or cock of hay, &c.
The old man came in sight raking up the hay in clowes with

two of her brothers behind him, O'Neill Dimpses (1893) 27.

CLOWING, ppl. adj. Cum.4 Out of the common in size.

CLUB, sb.
1 and v. Sc. Wor. 1. sb. In comp. (1) Club-

foot, a name for the devil. Sh.I. (J.S.) ; (2) -hearted, of

plants: 'blind.' -s.Wor. (H.K.) 2. v. Of cabbages, &c.

:

to branch, form a bulbous malformation. Sc. (A.W.)

CLUCK, adj. Pern. Dor. Also in form clucky Dor.

Of a hen : ready to sit.

Pem. (J.S.O.T.) Dor. They do be a contrairy lot be they

clucky hens. When tes too late vor to hatch winter layers, you

mid find dree on 'em in one box, atop ov a nest egg ! C. Hare
Broken Arcs (1898) 82.

CLUCKING, sb. Lake!.2 A brood of chickens, &c.

CLUDDOCH, sb. Ayr. [klB-dsx.] A dry shingly bed

at the side of a stream. (F.J.C.)

CLUDGE, sb. Ken. (P.M.) Clay, stiffloam. Cf. clodge,

sb 1 Hence Cludgy, adj. ofbread or pastry : heavy, under-

done. .

CLUFT-STICK, sb. Lakel. 2 A forked stick with the

. two ' prongs ' cut short
tCLUGSTON, sb. Wgt. An amusement among farmers.

(J.F.)

CLUKNY, sb. Obs. Lnk. A hen; used also as

a term of contempt for a human being.

Poor clarty clukny it thou is, Graham Writings (1883) II. 33

;

ib. Gl. ...

CLUM, sb. Lakel.2 Cold, heavy soil. l.q. Chun, ad].1

CLUMP, sb.
1 3. Sc. (A.W.)

.

CLUMPER, sb. and v. Sc. Lan. Ken. Also in forms

clumber Wgt.; clummer s.Lan.1
1. sb. In comp.

Clummer-head, a blockhead. s.Lan. 1 2. pi. Thick,
heavy shoes or clogs.

Sh.I. You sport an air of pickle And your dumpers make a noise,

Ollason Mareel (1901) 22. Ken. (P.M.)

3. v. To make a noise in walking, as with heavy shoes.
Sc. (A.W.) 4. To daub, as with clay.
Wgt. A funnel-shaped vent hung down from the roof over it

[the fire], made of sticks wattled with straw, and clumbered with
clay, Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 367.

CLUMSEY, adj. ? Obs. Slg. See below.
A clumsey bone is never out of joint, Galloway Poems (1804)

18 ; A bone with plenty of meat never comes amiss. ' Rough ' is

used in same sense (A.W.).

CLUNCH, sb. s.Not. A hunch, as of bread. N.&°Q.
(1893) 8th S. iv. 516. See Cluncheon.
CLUNCHEON, sb. s.Not. A hunk ; a large clumsy

piece. See Clunch.
A huge cluncheon, N. V Q. (1893) 8th S. iv. 516.

CLUNK, v. Hmp. With off: to slip away. (H.R.)
CLUNKER, sb. Sh.I. A good big glassful.

Hendry cam ' wi his bottle an' gae wis a clunker a piece o' wis,

Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 112.

CLUNKERTONIE, sb. Cai. 1 A jelly-fish.

CLUSSOM, v. Stf. i.q . Clossem. Cornh. Mag. (Jan.

1894) 42.

CLUSTER, sb. Ant. A half-made article ; a shapeless

thing. (S.A.B.)

CLUTCH, sb.
1 s.Lan.1

pi. The hands ; the talons ot

birds.

CLUTCH, sb? 1. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

CLUTTER, sb. and v. Sc. Lan. Ken. 1. sb. A dis-

orderly heap.
Kcb. He . . . swarf't wi' perfect horror an' fell in a cluther in the

middle o' the floor, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 306.

2. Obs. A piece of bad stone building. Gall. Mac-
taggart (1824). 3. v. To fall over anything ; to slip

;

to stumble. s.Lan. 1
, Ken. (P.M.) 4. To make a noise.

s.Lan.1

CLUTTERBUCK, sb. Brks. A noisy child. (E.G.H.)

CLYPIT, ppl. adj. Abd. Loose and empty ;
ill-made.

See Clype, v?
His claes became him fine, Nae clypit duds like yours an' mine,

Walker Bards (1887) 367.

CLYTRIE, sb. Sc. Tripe ; the intestines of animals.

Guid Sc. Diet. (1895). Hence Clytrie-market, a tripe-

market.
CO, sb? s.Wm. A cricket term : a ball delivered to

a batsman. Give us a cs [bowl me a ball] (J.A.B.).

CO, sb? Wgt. See below.
Hugh's wife and mother found him hiding in a Co, as they call St.

Ninian's Cave on the shore, Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 113 ; The

Co of the Grenman in Kirkmaiden ... is a narrow oblique opening

in a detached rock at the foot of an old craggy heugh on the road-

side, ib. 128.

CO, pret. Sc. (A.W.)
JCOACH, sb? w.Yks. A small cart for carrying about

pieces of wet cloth. (B.K.)

COACH, v? Nrf. To coax. (E.M.)

COACH-CHAIR, sb. s.Lan.1 An old-fashioned couch

or sofa. See Couch, v. 6.

COAG, v? Obs. Gall. See below.
Shearing the wool from off their necks before the great days of

sheep-clipping come on ; this is done for the purpose of saving

that wool which would otherwise fall off before the season

mentioned, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

COAL, sb. and v. Sc. Cum. Yks. Stf. Lon. Ken. Dev.

1. sb. In comp. (1) Coal-bag, obs., a pinafore, see below
;

(a) -jugger, a small dealer in coal
; (3) -rock, a coal-rake ;

(4) -scoop, a coal-scuttle
; (5) -scrat, see (3) ; (6) -sill, the

soft clay of the coal measures used for slate pencils.

(1) Lon., Dev. A pinafore, an apron without sleeves fastened

round the neck, and ty'd behind under the arm-pits of children,

in order to keep their clothes clean ; in London the garment has

close sleeves ty'd at the wrist, and with a collar about the neck,

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 96. (2) Stf. Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901).

(3) Cum."(s. v. Collorake). (4) Sc. (A.W.) (5) Cum. 4 (s. v. Collo-

rake). (6) Cum. 4
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2. Phr. (i) a cold coal to blow at, hopeless work. Sc.
(A.W.)

; (2) to get drawn over the coals, to be called to

account for a misdeed. w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (May
23, 1896). 3. A lump of coal ; a red-hot cinder. Sc.
(A.W.), Cai.1 4. v. To make wood into charcoal.

Ken. Paid the collier for coleing 8 cord of wood at 35. per cord,
Maylam Farm Aces. (1807).

COALER, sb. s.Lan.1 A collier; a canal-boat that
carries coals.

COAL-MOUTH, sb. Cum.4 The coal-fish, Merlangus
carbonarins.

COAL-TITMOUSE, sb. Nrf. The cole-tit, Parus Bri-
tannicus. Emerson Birds, Sr'c. (ed. 1895) 63.
COAN, see Cown.
COARSE, adj. Cum. Yks. Nrf. 1. In comp. Coarse-

necked, obs., of turnips : malformed.
Nrf. If the seed be gathered repeatedly from untransplanted

roots the plants will become coarse-necked and foul rooted, Hunter
Georgical Essays (1803) IV. 264.

2. Of the weather : rough, stormy. n.Cum. (J.H.H.)
3. Roughly or badly performed.
n.Yks. 2

' That music's neean-seea cooarse,' not badly performed
(s. v. Neean-seea).

tCOARY, adj. Obs. Hmp. 1 See below.
[About the middle of a field near me there runs a vein of black

coary and yet dry earth, Lisle Husbandry (1757) I. 28.]

COASTER, sb. Cai.1 A resident along the coast of
Caithness south of Wick.
COAT, sb. Sc. Cum. Pem. 1. Incomb. (1) Coat-and-

jacket, obsol, a Welshwoman's outer cloth dress. Pem.
(J.S.O.T.) ; (2) -lap, a coat-tail. w.Cum. Farrall Betty
Wilson (1876) 7. 2. Phr. to kilt the coats, obs., of a woman:
to be pregnant.

Dmf. The Laird spake to kimmer for his barren ladie, An' soon
gaed my Ladie coats kilted fu' hie, Cromek Remains (1810) 60.

COAVER, sb. Cum.4
i.q. Calver.

COAX, v. I.Ma. In phr. not io want coaxing, not to
wait to be pressed.
Now, don't want coaxin, but fall to your mate, jus' as if you was

at home, Rvdings Tales (1895) 24 ; I certainly don't want coaxin
to eat these cakes (S.M.).

COB, v.
1 Cum. (E.W.P.)

COB, v.
a Nrf. ? To wipe down.

We get a wisp of hay and cobbed our scythes down, Emerson
Son ofFens (1892) 263.

COB, v.* Gall. To shear the wool off a ewe's udder.
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

COB, v.
5 Cor. To pick over gravel. Hammond Parish

(1897) 343. i.q. Cob(b, sb.1

COB(B, sb.
1 Nhp. Nrf. 1. A heap of hay ready for

the wagon. Nhp. (E.S.) Hence Cobbing-rope, sb. a rope
made with loops at the end, used to collect hay into
'cobs.' (ib.) 2. A heap of salt herrings. Nrf. (A.P.)

COB(B, v.
z and sb.e Sc. Lin. 1. v. To strike, beat.

se.Lin. I'll cob you one (J.T. B.).

2. sb. A blow. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
COBBET,s6. Shr. Thegameof cob-nut,' q. v. Burne

Flk-Lore (1883-6) 531.
COBBLE, v.

1 Cum. To throw stones into a hole in a
river-bed in order to drive the fish out into shallower water.
He could tell that they also had another fish in a hole because

they were running up and down cobbling it, w.Cum. Times (Nov.
16, 1901) 6, col. 7 ;

(E.W.P.)

COBBLEMENT, sb. Lakel.2 Bad, untidy work.
COBBLER, sb. Sc. Nrf. Dor. 1. In comb. Cobbler's-

clitch, cobbler's wax. Dor. (L.S.) 2. A bungler. Sc.
(A.W.) 3. pi. A game. See Cobbler, sb.

1 4. Nrf.
Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 54.
COBBLING, />//. a<#. s.Wor. Close, confined.
The stable be better than them cobblin' little cots for the sow to

be in (H.K.).

COBBLING-HAMMER, sb. Cor. A hammer for
breaking ore. Hunt Pop. Rom. W. Eng. (1865) 55, ed. 1896.
See Cobble, v.

1

COBBLIN-STONE, sb. I. Ma. A large stone on the
beach.

The boat never moored, and grindin her bones to sawdust upon

the cobblin stones (S.M.).

COBBY, adj. Cum.4 Used in dispraise of a horse :

coarsely-made.
ICOBBY, int. n.Yks. A call to sheep. (I.W.)

COBEY-KEYS,s6.//. Ken. (P.M.) i.q. Covey-keys.

COBHAMS, see Codham.
COBLE, v. Nrf. Meaning unknown.
'We may as well coble up,' say Joe, arter it was over, Emerson

Son of Fens (1892) 272.

COBLETEHOW, adj. Lnk. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] ? Ironed in a fanciful way.
Comes into the kirk wi' their cobletehow mutches frizel'd up as

braid's their hips, Graham Writings (1883) II. 139 ; ib. Gl.

COBNOBBLE, v. Pem. N. &> Q. (1882) 6th S. vi. 334.
JCOB-SEEDING, sb. Lan. ?A misprint for cole-seeding.

See below.
Cob-seeding was a time when mirth and good nature prevailed,

Harland & Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 299.

COBSEIBOW, sb. Sc. (jAM.,s.v.Scob-seibow.) Ayoung
shoot from onions of the second year's growth. See
Scobe, sb.

1

COBWEB, sb. War. A particle of dirt in the inner
corner of the eye.
You've got a cobweb in your eye (C.T.O.).

COCK, sb.
1

, v.
1 and adj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

1. sb. In comb. (1) Cock-a-lilty, a person acting or talking

foolishly
; (2) a-ride-a-rosie, astride a person's neck ;

(3) -a-sheeny, proud, haughty
; (4) -a-winnie, see (2) ;

(5) -bird, an eccentric character
; (6) -bird height, infancy,

youth
; (7) -bird high, youthful

; (8) -brambles, the long
suckers of brambles

; (9) -duck, a good fellow
; (10) -'s-eye,

(a) a bright opening in the sky
;

(b) in phr. no cocks'-eyes

outyet, no great harm done as yet
;
(n) -fleuk, the brill,

Rhombus vulgaris
; (12) -'s-foot grass, the dew-grass,

Dactylis glomerata
; (13) -hardy, the red male three-spined

stickleback, Gasterosteus aculeatus
; (14 ) -hornie, the game of

' buck-buck,' q.v.
; (15) -liggy, the loach, Cobitis barbatula

;

(16) -loaf, obs., a loaf prepared for fighting-cocks
; (17)

-loft, an attic, a lumber-room
; (18) -me-dainty, fastidious

;

(19) -nantle, to domineer
; (20) -o'-crowdie, a term of

commendation
; (21) -o'-th'-North, (a) the brambling,

Fringilla montifringilla ; (b) the snow bunting, Plectrophanes
nivalis ; (c) obs., a name given to the Dukes of Gordon

;

(22) -o'-wax, a term of endearment for a little child
; (23)

penny, a gratuitous offer
; (24) -('s-stride, (a) a short

distance; (b) used fig. of the lengthening of days; (c) see
(2) ; (25) -strine, see (24, b)

; (26) -tailed horse, one with
the tail rucked

; (27) -tails, obs., a six-oared boat used by
Folkestone smugglers.

(1) Cum. 4
(2) Nhb. Ee used to sit cock-a-ride-a-roosy on Bell

Strutt's shouthers, Graham RedScaur (1896) 228. (3) Dev. a I can't
abide her, her's too cockasheeny to plaize me. (4) Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824). (5) w.Yks. Yon's a cock-bird reight eniff
(B.K.). (6,7)Sc.(A.W.) (8)e.Suf. (F.H.) (9) s.Lan.i (10, a)
Suf. The southwolders ' great for the cock's eye,' WrightFitzgerald
(1904) II. 75. (ft) Stf. Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901). (11) Cum. 4

(12) Sc. (A.W.) (13) Cum.* (14) w.Mid. (W.P.M.) (15) Cum.
(J.Ar.) (16) Cum. 4 It was made of white flour, eggs, sugar, and
other ingredients, but no yeast, baked in an oven and then murled
as wanted. (17) s.Lan. 1 (18) Cum.4 (19) Lakel.2 Ah'll nut be cock-
nantled ower wi' bits o' upstarts. (20) Dmb. A bonny cock-o'-
crowdie place 'twill mak' Wi' kale before and grosets at the back
Salmon Gowodean (1868) 8. (21 a, ft) Cum.* (c) ne.Sc. (AW)
(22) s. Lan. 1

(23) Cum.* Jefferson Hist. Allerdale (1842) 102
(24, a) Cai. 1

(ft) Sh.I. Ye see da day is a gude cock's stride
langer, Sh. News (Feb. 19, 1898). Cum.* When the days begin
to lengthen twenty minutes or so, they say they are longer by
a cock's stride. (<r) s.Lan.i

(25) s Not It>s getting lighter eve
'

day; we shall perceive it a cock's strine (J.P.K.V (26) Cum 4
(27) Ken. (P.M.)

; W '

2. Phr. (1) cock of the midden, (2) — of the mine, 'cock of
the walk '

; (3) too many cocks in the pot to lose, too much
at stake to suffer a thing to become a failure

(1) Sc. (A.W.), Lakel.* (2) I.Ma. He wasn tkkin delight' in
fightin—no ; nor wantin to be cock-o'-the-mine, Brown Manx
Witch (1889) 23. (3) Stf. Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901).
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3. A particular size of slate. Glo. Evesham Jrn. (Apr. 1,

1899). 4. v. In phr. to cock {up) the littlefinger, to tipple.
Cum. Try a mouthful ov famish Scotch gin ; . . sae cock up lal

finger, Anderson Tamer, st. 1. s.Lan. 1

5. With over: to set oneself above another.
Lakel. 2 Thoo'll niwer cock-ower me, seea noo than thoo knows

hoo far ta gang.

6. With up : see below.
Sc. Used in a contemptuous sense of giving or offering to one

any gift) place, or honour which he does not really deserve. Used
also of any unwarranted indulgence or extravagance. ' Cock him
up with a carriage and pair ' (A.W.). Oxf. (G.O.)
7. adj. Fuddled. Sc. Dick Diet. (1827). See Cocked,

ppl. adj.

COCK-ABLE, adj. Obs. Edb. ? Of age.
Earl Cribbage, sin' he was cock-able, Has ay been at the gamin'

table, Learmont Poems (1791) 65.

COCKED-HAT, sb. Lakel. n.Yks. 1. A kind of
sweet. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. An unrounded dressed stone
for the top of a wall. Lakel. (B.K.)

tCOCKER, sb.8 Rnf. A dram or drink of whisky.
See Caulker.

COCKERMOUTH, sb. 2 Cum* A large glass of ale.

COCKERTIE-HOOIE, sb. Bnff. Carrying a boy
astride the neck. (W.G.)
COCKERTY, adj. Per. Unstable, shaky. See Cocker, v.3

Sae cockerty it is, an' cantit, Weel michtthis warld besupplantit
By something steadier than is, Haliburton Dunbar (1895) 60.

tCOCKHORNS, sb. pi. s.Wor. Horns standing up
on the head.

'E 've lost 'e's bes' cow, thot un ov the wide cock-'arns (H.K.).
COCKIE DANDIE, sb. Kcb. A bantam cock ; used

fig. of a pert, forward youngster.
For sic a cockie-dandie fleein' in the face o' Providence, Muir

Muncraig (1900) 100.

COCKIE-LOORIE, sb. Cai.1 A children's name for
any showy artificial flower with which they play ; a knot
of ribbon or other bright-coloured thing.

COCKIN(G, vbl. sb. Sc. (AW.)
COCKLE, v.2 Cum. Pern. To cackle as a hen ; to

sing ; to exult over an opponent.
Cum. (E.W.P.) Pem. We did sing most pure-ly, and indeed

the little parson 'a cockled up stoutly (J.S.O.T.).

COCKLE, v.
s s.Not. With over: to topple over.

Mind that cup don't cockle ower; it's just on th edge (J.P.K.).

COCKLE, v.5 Abd. With up : to become better in

health or spirits.

He wis gay far doon i' the marnin', bit he's cockled up a gweed
dell sin' denner time (G.C.).

COCKLE-BROTH, sb. s.Lan.' The liquid exuding
from the shellfish cockles when cooking in a saucepan.
COCKLED, ppl. adj. Lan. Lin. Cor. Wrinkled ; con-

tracted; shrunk; also in phr. cockled up. See Cockle, sb?
s-Lan. 1 ne.Lin. All cockled up, like a dead pig's eye (E.S.).

Cor. With a cold north wind and a cockled sea, Hunt Pop. Rom.
W. Eng. (1865) 370, ed. 1896.

COCKLE-EYE, sb. w.Yks. A large protuberant eye.
Shoo can turn them cockle e'es up (B.K.).

COCKLER, sb. Obs. Lnk. The person who makes
a husband a 'cuckold.' Graham Writings (1883) II. 116.

COCKLING, sb.
2 Der. A young cock.

Theere's twenty couple o' cocklings—th' finest as e'er I reared,

Gilchrist Rue Bargain (1898) 10.

COCKLY,a^. s.Lan. 1 Wrinkled. See Cockle, sb.2

COCKROW, sb. Cum.4 A row of small hay-cocks

formed by raking together the swaths into a windrow
and dividing them into small heaps ; also the windrow
before dividing into cocks.

tCOCK-THROPPLED, adj. Lakel. 1. Having the

'Adam's apple' largely developed. Lakel.2, Cum.* 2. See

below.
Cum. If when cutting a quick fence some branches are laid in to

fill up a gap, and parts of the branches stick upwards, the whole

is said to be ' cock-throppled ' (E.W.P.).

COCKYLEEKIE, sb. Irel. Oatmeal gruel seasoned

with onions. (A.J.I.)

COD, sb.
1 Sc. n.Cy. Ken. 1. In comp. Cod-slip, a

pillow-case. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). 2. The
scrotum. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783), Ken. (P.M.) 3. The penis.
Sc. (A.W.)
COD, sb.2 and v.

1 Sc. Dor. Cor. 1. sb. The middle
of a ' sean-net.'

Dor. (E.C.M.) Cor. Splashing the water with the edge of his
oar to frighten the fish into the ' cod ' or centre of the sean, Good
Wds. (1896) 17.

2. v. In phr. to cod pease, to pilfer, steal.
Lnk. As I had been coding the piese, suppin the kirn, Graham

Coll. Writings (1883) II. 42 ; ib. 229.

COD, t/.* Cum.3 In phr. to cod a plank, to set it upon
a couple of bricks.

CODDLE, v.
1 and sb. Sc. (A.W.)

CODDLE, v.
8 Sc. Lin. Nhp. Ken. 1. To roast

apples ; to cook apples in a particular way.
Abd. Apples were being coddled before the fire as part of the

Sunday evening's meal, Paul Abdnsh. (1881) 23. s.Lin. To cook
apples and serve in a tasty way for table, without crust of any kind
(T.H.R.).

2. To dry hops improperly by giving them insufficient
draught.

Ken. When coddled they are said to 'smell of the fire' (P.M.).

3. Of milk : to separate into whey and curd by heating
over a fire. Nhp. (A. B.C.)
CODDLED, ppl. adj. War* Of fruit : not properly

ripened.
I be's afeared that arter this hot dry summer all the fruit ull be

coddled.

CODDY, adj. Lakel.2

CODEN, see Cudden, sb.2

CODGER, sb.
1 Cum.* A person who mends clumsily.

CODGER, sb.2 Cum.* A dodger.
CODHAM, sb. Bdf. Also in forms cobhams, cudlums.

A form of the game of ' Up-Jenkins.' Gomme Games
(1898)11.412.

CODING-COMBER, sb. e.An.1 [Not known to our
correspondents.] A woolcomber who went his rounds
on foot.

CODLING, sb.1 Sc. (A.W.)
CODLIN(G)SAND-CREAM, sb. Lnk. Patrick Plants

(1831) 175.

COD-LODGER, sb. w.Yks. A lodger who has all the
privileges but none of the responsibilities of a husband.

' Is that t'lodger, or is it her husband ? '
' He's t'cod lodger, thah

can bet, is yond' (B.K.).

CODNOPPER, sb. w.Yks. A foolish fellow. (B.K.)
See Codnop.
JCODNOR, sb. Cor. ? Stewing. (M.A.C.)

tCODPIGEON, sb. w.Wor. [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] ? A pigeon with a ruff of feathers or a top-
knot.
Why, thee's amost as bad as a cod-pigeon, as oona take his bill

out till he's had all he wants, Berrow's Jrn. (Mar. 3, 1888).

CODUM, sb. n.Yks. The small piece of wood used in

the game of ' tip-cat.' (T.S.)

COFFE, sb. Twd. In phr. to give a person coffe, ? to

give him ' one for himself.'
The neist time she gies me siccan a nickname, faigs ! I'll gie

her coffe, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 3, 1903).

COFFIN-CLOCK, sb. Slg. A grandfather's clock.

If a father presented a son with a coffin-clock as a marriage

present, the woman was considered to have made a good marriage,

Harvey Kennethcrook (1896) 54.

COFFINING, sb. Cum.* The ceremony of putting
the corpse into the coffin. See Coffin, 8.

COG, sb. 1 Sc. Lakel. 1. In phr. to take aperson down
a cog, ' to take him down a peg.' Lakel.2 2. A wedge
or support for a wheel. Sc. (A.W.) 3. A lump of
something soft.

Cum. 4 A girt cog o' Dutch cheese, w.Cum. Times (Xmas 1897)
13, col. 1.

COG, v.* Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
COG-AND-SOUP, sb. Obs. w.Sc. A portion of food

and drink.
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Andrew came home to his breakfast, expecting to find his 'cog

and soup ' set out awaiting him, Carrick Laird ofLogan (1835) 85.

COGBOME, sb. Lnk. A small wooden trough.
Graham Writings (1883) II. 68.

COGG, sb. Obs. Gall. A flat surface not lying hori-

zontally. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

COGGLETE-CARRY, sb. Obs. Gall. The game of
see-saw. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). See Cogglety.
JCOGLAN-TREE, sb. Obs. Sc. [Not known to our

correspondents.] A large tree in front of an old Scottish

mansion-house where the laird always met his visitors.

See Covin-tree.
The quarters I gat at the Coglan tree, Old Sng. (Jam.)

COIL, sb* Pern. (J.S.O.T.)
COIT, sb.2 Cor. A cromlech. Hunt Pop. Rom. W.

Eng. (1865) 328, ed. 1896.

COKE, sb.3 Cum.4 The dung of the otter.

COLD, adj., sb.
1 and v. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Nrf. Ken.

1. adj. In comb. (1) Cold-blow, very poor ale. Lakel.2

(s.v. Blow)
; (2) -shouldered, of a horse : lazy. Lakel.2 ;

(3) -wheat, wheat out of condition, damp. Ken. (P.M.)

2. Of land : stiff, clayey, holding the moisture. Sc.

(A.W.), n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. Deserted. Nrf. Emerson
Lagoons (ed. 1896) 9. 4. sb. In phr. (1) to take the

cold, to catch cold. Sc. (A.W.)
; (2) to take the cold off, to

take the chill off. ib. 5. v. To cool, chill. Nrf.

Emerson Marsh Leaves (1898) 156. Hence Colded, ppl.

adj. chilled ; suffering from a cold. Sc. (A.W.), Inv.

(H.E.F.)
COLLAR, sb. and v. Bck. Ken. 1. sb. In comp.

Collar-chine, part of a pig. Bck. (A.C.) 2. The
movable rest for the beam of a plough. Ken. (P.M.)
3. v. To commence to harness, ib.

COLLEGE-FEE, sb. Sc. The master's fee for teach-

ing in a school. Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 145.

COLLET, sb. Hmp. (H.R.)
COLLEY-BALL, sb. Nrf. A form of the game of

'Monday, Tuesday,' q.v. Gomme Games (1898) II. 412.

COLLEY-MAKER, sb. OxVMS.add. A saddler. See
Colley, sb.*

COLLIER, sb. Yks. Lan. Ken. 1. In comb. (1)

Collier-arse, a term of contempt for a person with large
posterior and prone to sit down ; (2) -'s elbow, a bruised
and misshapen elbow, the result of the miner's habit of
resting on it

; (3) -'s hearth, the site on which wood is

burnt into charcoal
; (4) -hund, see (1) ; (5) -legs, short,

misshapen legs, the result of following the occupation of
a miner.

(1) w.Yks. (B.K.) (2) Lan. Manch. Even. News (May 24,

1902) 5. (3) Ken. (P.M.) (4) w.Yks. He's a reight owd collier

hund an' nooa mistack (B.K.). (5) ib.

2. A charcoal-burner.
Ken. The wood collier covers his pit or wood heap with a coating

of the moistened soil, Furley Weald (1898) II. 28; (P.M.)

COLLIFOOAGLE, see Callifudge.
JCOLLIRUMP, sb. w.Yks. The oak. (J.T.) See

Rump, sb.
2

COLLOGUE, sb. Cum.4 A secret conversation.
COLLOP, sb. Sc. Irel.Yks. Lin. 1. In comp. Collop-

tongs, obs., tongs for roasting slices of meat, &c.
Ayr. Roasting me o'er the low like a laverock in his collop-tangs,

Galt Gilhaize (1823) v.

2. A large piece of anything.
Don. Throw a collop of fir on to the fire, Macmanus Bend of Rd.

(1898) 200. n.Yks. T'horse galloped and threw a collup o' muck i'

my eye (I.W.).

Hence Collopping, ppl. adj. large, heaped up.
Lin. A great collopping plate of meat (E.P.).

COLLORAKE, sb. Cum. 4 An iron scrapper ; a coal-

COLLOW, sb. Obs. Cum.4 Black lead.

COLLY, sb.
1 Sc. A line drawn across the ice in

curling. Royal Caled. Curling Club Ann. (1884-5) 332.
i.q. Coll, sb.1

COLLY, sb.2 Ken. In phr. a dish of colly, a good
gossip. (P.M.)

COLLY-MOGGLES, sb. s.Lin. A slattern ;
an easy-

going, helpless woman. (T.H.R.)

COLLYTYKE, 56. Obs. Gall. A dog of any kind.

We wad hae lain like the thick-nosed collytyke that day, Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824) 26, ed. 1876.

JCOLMACE, sb. Obs. Dur. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] ? A coul-staff. (K.)

COLOUR, sb.l. Dor. (E.C.M.)

COLT, sb.
1 Irel. Nrf. Also in form coult Don. 1. A

term of opprobrium.
Don. An impudent, good-for-nothin' coult of a dog that hadn t

the manners to let a stranger pass the door, but he must be out,

barkin' an' bitin' afther them, Macmanus Bend ofRd. (1898) 229.

2. A young shoot.
Nrf. I went on cutting o' reed, for nigh free month, till the

young colts come up, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) rot.

{COLT, sb.5 Ant. A piece of gritstone set in wood,
used by shoemakers to rub the soles and heels to make
them take the black stain. (A.J.I.)

COLTING, sb. Cum. 4 A demand for payment of a fee

of five shillings by a new member at the Gilsland ' Barony
Court ' dinners. See Colt, sb. 1 12.

COMB, sb.
1 and v. Nhb. Ken. Som. 1. sb. In phr.

to bring an ill comb to the head, to marry unfortunately.

Nhb. (M.H.D.) 2. v. To beat down and smooth straw
for thatching. Ken. (P.M.), Som. (W.F.R.)
COMBALL, v. and sb. Cai.1

1. v. To cabal ; to plot

together. SeeComball. 2. sb. A company ofplotters;

a cabal.

JCOMBER, sb. Der. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] See below.

Fearless of the comber's stroke, Furness Medic. (1836) 50.

COMBFULL, sb. w.Yks. In phr. to do a person a
combfull, ' to serve him out.' (S.P.U.)

COMBINGS, sb. pi. Som. The refuse of the helm
straw which is pulled out when it is ' combed.'

In the common phrase 'combings and brat,' combings would
perhaps be rather the leaves of the straw, brat the short straws
(W.F.R.).

COMBINS, sb. pi. I.Ma. The covering of the hatch ot

a boat.
Says the Captain— ' Villyan ! ' and struck him full, And down on

the combins like a bull, Brown Yarns (1881) 189, ed. 1889.

COME, v.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng. 1. In

comb, with adv. and prep. (1) Come again, of hay : to get
green again when nearly dry

; (2) — against, to meet

;

(3) — along, to become
; (4) — at, (a) to come near ; to

come to
;

(b) to obtain, attain
;

(c) to ascertain
; (5)— away, of seed : to germinate ; to start up after rain

;

(6) — by, to meet with an accident
; (7) — down, of a

river : to be in flood
; (8)— forrad, a formula of welcome

to the fireside
; (9) —in, (a) to shrink in measurement;

(b) of a cow : to calve
; (10)— into, to agree to a statement,

&c.
; (11) — off with, to lose, be defeated

; (12) — on, to
follow on, succeed

; (13) — on ahin, (a) to interfere un-
fairly, or secretly as ^bargaining

;
(b) to become security

;

(14) — out, to resign
; (15) — over, (a) to outwit

;
(b) to

repeat
;

(c) to hit
; (16) — to, (a) to fit

;
(b) to be ready

;

(17) — together, to be married
; (18) — to rain, to be

about to rain
; (19) — up, to be invented.

(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Pem. Don't you be afeard ; I'll come
against you (J.S.O.T). (3) Dev. It's coming along cold. The
days be coming along short, Reports Provmc. (1898)/ (4, a) Sc.
(A.W.) n.Yks. We com ata stean (I.W.). (A) ib. (c) Sc. (A.W )
(5,6,7)*- (8)Lakel.2 (9, «) CaU (b) n.Yks. (I.W.) (10, ii,
1 a, 13 a, b) Sc. (A.W.) (14) Lan. Jabe . . . had made up his
mind to 'cum aat at Christmas.' This second resignation made
the minister think he smelt a rat, Ackworth Clog Shop Chron
(1896) 277. (15, a) Cum.«, n.Yks. (I.W.) (b) n.Yks. (I.W.)
(c) Cum." (16, a) n.Yks. (I.W.) {b) T'early taties comes seaner
tea then t'tother, ib. (17) Rxb. I doubtna Chris and Joan
Hetherton '11 come thegither this side o' Candlemas, Hamilton
Outlaws (1897) 209. (18) Sc. (A.W.) (19) n.Yks. Them reapers
come up about 1851 (I.W.).

2. Comb, in calls to animals : (1) Come about, a call to
a horse to move to one side

; (2) — boys, a call to sheep
;

(3) — e-ba-yah, a call to a horse to come back to the
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wagoner
; (4) — o' th' way, a call to a horse to turn to

the left
; (5) — over, (o) a call to a horse to move to one

side, gen. used in the stable
;

(b) see (4) ; (6) — she, a call

to a cow
; (7) — up, a call to a horse to go on or move

faster
; esp. used in starting a team.

(1) Sc. (A.W.) (2) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (3) War.2 (s.v. Wagoner's
words). (4) s.Not. (J.P.K.) (5, a) Sc. (A.W.), se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
(b) Lei.1 (s.v. Horse-language). (6) s.Pem. (M.S.C.) (7) Sc.

(A.W.) Lei.1 (s.v. Horse-language). War.3

3. Comb. (1) Come-along, a business, ' go'
; (2) —and-be-

kissed, a garden flower
; (3) — day-go-day, careless,

happy-go'-lucky
; (4) — from, place of origin, home

; (5)
—

here, a cast in the eye
; (6) — off, an affair, circumstance.

(1) Dev. Well! nif that id'n a purty come along sure 'nough !

Reports Provinc. (1902). Cor. Phillpotts Prophets (1897) 94.

(2) Abd. I' my grandfather's yard thyme an' marigolds grew. . .

Big cossblades an' lillies, an' come-an'-be-kiss'd, Anderson Rhymes
(ed. 1867) 65. (3) Cum. Com' day go day body (E.W.P.). Not.

Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 108. (4) Lakel.2 , Wm. 1 Nrf. She ain't

got no go to, nor come from ; she ain't no residence, she ain't,

Emerson Lagoons (ed. 1896) 40. (5; n.Ir. (C.A.W.) (6) Cuin.4

4. Phr. (1) come cut and long tail, without picking or
choosing

; (2) not altogether come, not quite sane
; (3) to

come and gang a wee, to give and take
; (4) — good rid,

to get on well
; (5) — in along with others, to share equally

in a bankruptcy ; (6) — into profit, of a cow : to come
into milk after calving

; (7) — of nought, to be of mean
birth

; (8)— streck with, to get even with
; (9) — to be, to

become, to be
; (10) — to oneself, to die

;
(n) — to one's

time, of a woman : to be confined
; (12) — wrong, to come

amiss; (13) when it comes to that for it, when that is the

case
; (14) where one comes, compared with one.

(1) s.Lan. 1 Aw con feight o th' lot on yo', come cut an' lung

tail. (2) Abd. It's her that's deen a' the courtin' for young
Parkie, for . . . he's nae near a' thegither come, W. Watson Auld
Lang Syne (1903) 81. (3) Edb. Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875)

Gl. (4) n.Yks. He com good rid in walkin (I.W.). (5, 6, 7) ib.

(8) Wm. Ah'll come-streck wi' tha, thoo'll see, aboot yon nag (B.K.).

(9) n.Yks. (I.W.) (10) Sh.I. I wrate him . . . ta send me . . .

a tushker. I faer dis ane 'ill come ta himsel' [itself] afore A'm
oot 0' dis twarter dirt, an' dan A'll be at a stand, Sh. News (May

19, 1900) ; (J.S.) (11) Sc.(A.W.) (12, 13) n.Yks. (I.W.) (14)

He's nowt where you come, ib.

5. Of milk: to curdle ; to set. Sc. (A.W.), Ken. (K., s.v.

Yrn.)
COME-ALEE, see Leea-lawly.
COMEDHER, sb. I. Ma. Brown Manx Witch (1889)

77. i.q. Comether, 3.

JCOMEPTED, adj. e.An. 1 [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Facetious.

COMERS-IN, sb. pi. s.Lan. 1 Visitors, gossips.

COMFORTSOME, adj. Lan. Dev. Comfortable. s.Lan. 1

n.Dev. Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 267.

COMICAL, adj. 1. Don. Pilot (Dec. 27, 1902). s.Pem.

(M.S.C.)
COMICAL-TOMMY, sb. Sc. A game of chance ; the

same as ' Billy- Fairplay,' q.v. (G.W.)

COMING, sb. Don. In phr. ill be one's coming, ill-

becoming.
In throth it would ill be one comin' to thrait the sthranger in

that way, Macmanus Bend ofRd. (1898) 108.

COMMANDER, sb. Obs. Dev. A heavy wooden beetle,

used by paviours. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 105.

COMMANDING, ppl. adj. Gall. Of pain: severe,

disabling. (A.W.) See Commanding pain.

COMMENT, sb. Cor. ? A drinking party.

I'll never titch a drap o' drink, Nor join a comment or a revel,

Daniel Muse in Motley (1867) 7.

COMMERCE, sb. War.3

COMMISSION, sb. Sc. With def. art. : the members

of the Scotch Churches' general assemblies meeting

quarterly for specific business. (A.W.)

COMMON, adj. and sb. Sc. Yks. Pern. Dor. 1. adj.

In comb. (1) Common corn, a kind of oats in which each

grain hangs singly on the stalk
; (2) - debtor a legal

term: the person in whose favour a fund is held by

trustees ; (3) — good, a town or village common,

vox. vi.

(1) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (2) Sc. He, whom they
call Common Debtor, alone Has uncommon good luck—he's got

off with his own, Outram Lyrics (1887) 61. (3) Peb. The open
Green. . . This common-good, the town's resort, Is used in various

ways, Lintoun Green (1817) 17.

2. Out of health, unwell.
s.Pem. My wife she's very common ; I am feeling a bit common

myself (M.S.C).

3. sb. In phr. (1) for common, for everyday use
; (2) out

of common, unusual.
(1) n.Yks. Thease cleas is for common (I.W.). (2) That was

something out of common, ib.

4. The place where the waste or drainage is put under-
ground. Dor. (E.C.M.) Hence Common-shore, v. to

lay down sewer-piping.
w.Yks. 'Can't ta drive dahn Garden Street?' 'Now, theh'r

common-shoring it' (J.H.W.).
COMMONER, sb. War.s A coloured and glazed clay

marble. See Commony.
COMMUNION, sb. Lan. Ken. 1. Obs. The body of

communicants.
Lan. He wished me to get it subscribed by the communion,

Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 98.

2. The chancel of a church. Ken. (G.B.)

COMMY, sb. s.Lan. (S.W.) A clay marble. See
Commony.
COMPRIZE, v. Obs. Cai.1 To value the timber on a

farm building at a change of tenancy. Hence Comprize-
ment, sb., see below.

Agricultural tenants were formerly bound to keep all buildings

in repair, and might make additions. On leaving tenants were
entitled to repayment of the present value of all timber in the

comprizement, and of that put on by them, but no repayment was
made for stone-work.

COMPT, sb. Sc. A reckoning ; an account. (A.W.)
i.q. Compt, v.

tCOMREE, sb. Wxf.1 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Trust, confidence.

CON, v.
1 n.Yks.4, s.Lan.

1 To look closely ; to observe
critically.

CONCEIT, sb. and v. Sc. Lakel. Lan. Som. 1. sb.

In phr. to have conceit of a person, to have a good opinion

of him. Lakel.2 2. A fancy ornament.
w.Sc. Our gudewife with a beautiful umbrella-shaped cap,

ornamented with gumflowers and other conceits, Carrick Laird

ofLogan (1835) 275.

3. v. To suppose, fancy. s.Lan. 1
, Som. (W.F.R.)

CONCEITED, ppl. adj. War.4 In good spirits.

My old dad he went off a reapin' this morning quite consated.

CONCERN, sb. n.Yks. A great number.
Lyke a consarn o' fooaks (T.S.).

CONCLUDE, v. Sc. (A.W.), War.3

CONDESCEND, v. Kcd. Wright Gideon Guthrie

(1900) 47.

CONDESCEND, v.
2 Sc. (A.W.) A legal term : to

state one's case. Hence Condescendence, sb. a state-

ment of one's case.

CONDITION, sb. Obs. n.Cy. Temper, disposition.

Better in health than condition (J.L. 1783).

CONDUCE, v. Obs. Edb. To bargain, deal.

I have baith weights that buys and sells, With common folk

when I conduce, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 393; ed - l8l 5-

CONEY-SUCKER, sb. Nrf. The wheatear, Saxicola

oenanthe. See Coney, sb.
1

Their common name amongst the Broadsmen, for they say these

birds enter the ' rabbit eyes ' in the dunes and suck the milch-does,

Emerson Birds, cVc. (ed. 1895) 14.

JCONFABULATE, v. Dev. To agree to; to make
an arrangement or agreement.

Mor'n wance she confabulated to meet Joe o' a hevenin' when
the mune might be a shinin', Phillpotts Dartmoor (1896) 46

;

Dev. 3 Aw ess, Missus, I confabulate with you there.

CONGLETON-QUALITY, sb. s.Lan. 1 Vulgar persons

who put on airs of gentility ; stuck-up people.

CONIVERS AND CONOVERS,^. Suf. Strange ways.
I warrant I know a deal along of their conivers and conovers,

Fison Merry Suf. (1899) 47.



CONJUGGLER [74] CORSICROWN

CONJUGGLER, sb. Pem. A juggler. (J.S.O.T.)
tCONK, sb.2 [Not known to our correspondents.] A

collection of people. W. & J. Gl. (1873). SeeSkonk^. 1

CONKERING, sb. s.Lan.1 The game of ' conkers,' q.v.

CONNIFOGLING, ppl. adj. s.Lan.1 Wheedling, per-
suasive. See Connyfogle.
He talk't in a connifoglin' mak o' voice.

CONSPIREATION, sb. Lan. A conspiracy.
It's a underhond conspireation among yo to tak th' brade eaut

o' poor folks' meauths ! Clegg David's Loom (1894) 54. s.Lan. 1

CONSUMPTION-DYKE, sb. Abd. A temporary wall
of stones cleared from the land.
The enormous quantities of stones taken off the surface serving

to form ' consumption ' dykes, from twelve to sixteen feet thick,

Alexander Notes and Sketches (1877) xiv.

CONTRACT, sb. and v. Sc. Pem. Also in form can-
trag Cai. 1

1. sb. A formal betrothal before witnesses.
Cai. 1 s.Sc. Wilson Tales (1836) IV. 42. 2. A difficult task.

s.Pem. ' You've a took this farm all dystles ! Well, you will

have a contract to get it cleared.' ' That child's a contract and no
mistake ' (M.S.C.).

3. v. To be betrothed.
s.Sc. She had been contracted to a brither of the elder's, but he

had been ca'ed awa (died) atween the contract an' the marriage,
Wilson Tales (1836) IV. 42.

CONTRARY, sb. n.Yks. In phr. the rule of contraries,
in opposition, i.q. Contrairy, adj.

Thoo's alius t'rule o' contraries (T.S.).

tCONTRAVESS, adv. I.W.1 [Not known to our
correspondents.] Quite the reverse.

CONVENIENT, adj. Gall. (AW.)
CONVERSATION, sb. Sc. A flat sweet cut into

various shapes and stamped with a motto ; also in comp.
Conversation-lozenge, -sweet.

Sc. (A.W.), Inv. (H.E.F.) Slg. The centre was occupied by
pan-drops, peppermints, conversations, and other sweets, Harvey
Kennethcrook (1896) 41.

COOCH, sb. Dev. Any slops or medicated mixture.
Horae Subsecivae (1777) 79. See Cauch.
COOCHERS, sb. pi. Sc. In phr. to give one the coochers,

to give one the ' cowardy blow.' See Coucher.
Nane wad gie him the coochers, or weet his coat sleeve,

Edwards Mod. Poets, 10th S. 152.

COO-DOVE, sb. s.Lan.1 A sweetheart.
COOG, v. Sh.I. Also written koog. To cower.
Doon he coog'd hoopin' 'at da laud widna notish him, Clark

Northern Gleams (1898) 60 ; I guid as naur as I could, an' dan
koog'd at da back o' a brae, Sh. News (Nov. 10, 1900).
COOISH, sb. I.Ma. A talk. Cf. coose, v.
Mus' have a long cooish about him, Rydings Tales (180.O 61 •

(S.M.) '

COOLIE, sb. Sc. A raised peak in the centre of the
foam on home-brewed ale. Scotsman (Aug. 20, 1901).
COOMBED ON, phr. Hmp. Of tar, cart-grease, or

paint
: put on too thickly ; used also of dust. (H.R.)

i.q. Coom, sb.
1

COOMBY, adj. Ken. Of soil: clayey. (P.M.)
COONYIE, sb. Cai.1 A corner.
COOPEY DOWN, v. Dor. To crouch from a blow.

(E.C.M.)
COOSIE, sb. Frf. See below.
All enjoyed giving each other 'fichils' ... or challenges to

difficult feats—the 'brags' of Edinburgh and the 'coosie' ofArbroath,
Colville Vernacular (1899) 13.

COOTHERYOOTHERY, sb. Wor. Love-making.
See Coother.
Some coothery-oothery going on there, I take it (W.B.).
COOTRIE, sb. Cai.1 The puffin, Fratercula arctica.
ICOP, sb* Win.1 A spider.
COP, v.

3 Cum. W. Cum. Times (Xmas 1903) 4, col. 2.
COPE, v.* Pem. Ken. To fasten up the mouth of

a ferret
;
to sew up the mouth of a hop-pocket. Pem.

(J.S.O.T.), Ken. (P.M.) Hence Coping-string, sb. a short
string for sewing hop-pockets. Ken. (ib.)

COPES, sb. pi. Dev. Inferior corn thrown out in
threshing. Cf. copings.

He keeps the copes for us and the good grain for the others,

Reports Provinc. (1902).

COPEXY, sb. Dor. (A.J.B.) The last apples left on
a tree. Hence to go copexing, phr. to gather such apples.

COPPAT, sb. Pem. The covering of a mow of corn

or of a bee-hive. (J.S.O.T.) See Coppat.
COPPERWORM, sb. s.Lan. 1 A ringworm.
COPPICE, sb. Pem. The flap of a countryman's

breeches. (J.S.O.T.) i.q. Coppish.
COPPIE, sb.1 Ken. (P.M.) In form coopy.
COP-SEAWKER, sb. s.Lan. 1 A sarcastic name for a

weaver ; lit. ' cop-sucker.'

CO-RAKE, sb. Dor. A manure rake. (E.C.M.) See
Cow, v.

1 2.

CORBIE, sb. Nhb.1
(s. v. Scremerston-crow). The

hooded crow, Corvus comix.
CORD, sb. Ken. Of stone : a cubic yard. (P.M.)
CORDY-MOSH, sb. Ken. A fine whipcord used on

plough-whips. (P.M.)

CORE, sb.
1 Glo. Ken. 1. The contents of an ulcer

;

matter, pus. Glo. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 105. 2. The
inside of a hay-rick left standing after the outside has
been cut away.
Ken. The phrase ' an old core is no sore ' expresses the satisfac-

tion a farmer feels at finding he has still some fodder left after

having used it all the winter (P.M.).

CORK, v? Lan. Ken. 1. To astonish. s.Lan. 1

See Corked, pp. 2. To put out of temper. Ken. (P.M.)
CORKED, ppl. adj. Lakel.2 Conquered in a succession

of games.
CORKING, sb. Cum.4 A severe beating.
CORKY, adj. 4. Sc. Drunk. Guid Sc. Diet. (1895).
CORMEILLE, sb. n.Sc. The bitter-vetch, Orobus

tuberosus. Patrick Plants (1831) 283.
CORMOREL, sb. Nrf. The cormorant, Phalacrocorax

carbo. Emerson Birds, &rc. (ed. 1895) 195.
CORN, sb.

1 and v. Sc. Lakel. Yks. 1. sb. In comp.
(1) Corn-ark, a corn-bin in a stable

; (2) -baby, a bunch of
oats in the ear, as an ornament, like grasses

; (3) -clock,
a beetle found amongst corn

; (4) -kist, a corn-bin
; (5)

-waters, distilled spirit.

(1) Sc. (A.W.) (2) Edb. Peacocks' feathers and corn-babies
also peep out here and there, Ballantine Deanhaugh (1869) 9.
(3) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (4) Lakel.2 (5) Sh.I.
Mead, strong beer, various sorts of distilled spirits, particularly
one named Corn-waters, Hibbert Desc. Sh.I. (1822) 217, ed. 1891.
2. Phr. not to bear corn, to be unable to stand prosperity

n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. Oats. Cum.4 4. v. To feed with oats.
Lakel.2 5. Of cereals : to fill out, yield much grain.
Abd. It's gyaun' t' corn winnerfu' weel, aw think, Abd. Wkly.

Free Press (Oct. 29, 1904). n.Yks. (I.W.)
CORN, sb.2 Obs. Gall. A circular stone for grinding

malt. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). i.q. Ouern. sb 1

CORNED, adj. Lakel.2

CORNER, v. Abd. Of grain : ? to fill out.
There's a gweed puckle corn corners oot o't for th' book o' th'

strae. An' fat's mair it's nae ill grain, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct
29, 1904).

CORNERS-CHANGE-CORNERS, sb. Arg. A gameYou dare not be playing corners-change-corners with religion
as you can with the sword of what the ill-bred have called a
mercenary, Munro /. Splendid (1898) 28

"
*
"

CORNISH-FURZE, sb. Cor. The dwarf furze, Ulex
nanus. (J.W.)

'

CORN-SCROO, see Scroo, sb.2
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CORSING [75] COW
the crown or centre ; two of these lines connect the opposite
angles, and two the sides at the point of bisection ; two players
play, each has three men or flitchers ; now there are seven points
for these men to move about on, six on the edges of the square,
and one at the centre, the men belonging to each player are not
set together as at draughts, but mingled with other : the one who
has the first move may always have the game, which is won by
getting the three men on a line, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

JCORSING, vbl. sb. Obs. Not.3 Horse-dealing.
COSEY, sb. Ayr. A woollen cravat.
I took my cosey frae my craig, Ainslie Land of Burns (ed.

1892) 340.

COSHER, sb.2 Brks. A slang word for 'policeman.'
(E.G.H.)
COSHING, sb. Lin. A heavy downfall.
A great coshin' o' raain caame, an' maade th' groond like a

puddin' (M.P.).

COSS, sb.2 Irel. A canister or any other appendage
tied to a dog's tail.

You are still an honest sort of chap—Have never robb'd birds' nests,

nor ever tied Cosses to dogs or cats, Blackw.'Mag. (Nov. 1820) 157.

JCOSS, sb. 3 Som. [Not known to our other corre-
spondents.] A mow, a heap of corn. (W.F.R.)
COSSBLADE, sb. Abd. A flower of some kind.
Big cossblades an' billies, an' come-an'-be-kiss'd, Anderson

Rhymes (ed. 1867) 64.

COST, sb.
1 2. Cai.1

COT, sb.
3 Glo. pi. A marble-playing term.

When five marbles are put into a ring to be shot at, they are

called the 'cots' (S.S.B.).

COT, v.2 Pern. With in: to go into the sty. Cf.

cote, sb.
1
7. Cot in, pigs (J.S.O.T.).

COTE, v.
2 Cum. Also written coat. A coal-mining

term : to put on one side.

(E.W.P.) ; Bunnings . . . were fixed above the heads of the

miners . . . and the refuse or deads coated, that is, placed upon it,

Wallace Alston Moor (1890) 140.

COTIS, sb. pi. Ken. Ribbons for a horse's tail.

(D.W.L.)
;
(E.R.O.) Cf. caddis, sb.

1 2.

COT(T, sb. 2 War. Ken. A matted fleece of wool.

Ken. (P.M.) Hence Cotted, ppl. adj. matted. War. 4

COTT, v. War.* To break in ; to instruct.

Be you a goin' to cott my grandson a mowin' this year ?

COTTEREL, sb. 2 Lakel. A coin ; a sovereign. Lakel. 2
,

Cum. 4
i. q. Cotterels.

COTTERT, ppl. adj. Cum. 4 Also written cottit.

Short-tempered. See Cotter, v.
2

7.

COTTERTY, adj. Cum. 4 Entangled, matted. See
Cotter, v.

2

COTTON, sb.
1 Sc. Lan. I.Ma. In comp. (1) Cotton-

ball, a derisive name for a Lancashire operative
; (2)

•doffer, a lad employed in a cotton-mill to remove the full

cops or bobbins from a throstle-frame
; (3) -winsey, a

material made of cotton and wool.

(1) I.Ma. He is as rowdy as a cotton-ball (S.M.). (2) s.Lan.'

(3) Sc. (Jam., s.v. Winsey).

COTTON, v.
1 n.Cy. (J.L. 1783), Lakel. 2

COTTONER, sb.
2

1. n.Yks. (I.W.)

JCOTTONIAL, adj. Obs. Sc. [Not known to our

correspondents.] Cotton-like.

Ayr. His stockings were of silk, of a bluish tinge, and a cottonial

dimness, the effect of many lavations, Galt Lairds (1826) xxvi.

COTTREL-CREMASTER, sb. Obs. Dev. Cor. A
hook on which to hang the pot over the fire. Horae Sub-

secivae (1777) 107. See Cotterel.

COTTY, sb. Not. A knot or tangle of hair. See

Cot(t, sb.
2 My hair is all lugs and cotties (H.E.B.).

COUCH, sb.
2

l. Sc. (AW.)
COUGH-DROP, sb. Dev. A hard lump ;

a bad sample

of wool. Reports Provinc. (1902).

COUK, v . ? Obs. Gall. To sort, arrange. Mactag-

gart Encycl. (1824).

COULTER, sb. Sc. Lakel. 1. In comp. Cooter-snoot,

a long nose. Lakel.2
2. A nose.

Abd. I'm wae I turn'd your coutar, Robb Sngs. (1852) 45.

COUMMIE-EDGE, sb. Obs. Gall. An edge of bad,

ill-polished steel. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

COUN, see Cown.
COUNT, v. and sb. Cum. Lan. 1. v. In phr. to

count one thanks, to show gratitude. Cum.4 2. sb. pi.

A cloth-making term : the number of threads to an inch.

s.Lan. 1

COUNTER, sb.2 Lnk. In comp. Counter-louper, a
draper's assistant. Coghill Poems (1890) 18.

JCOUNTER, sb." s.Wor. (H.K.), e.An.1
, Ken. (P.M.)

The cutting-knife of a plough.

COUNTRY, sb. Yks. Wor. 1. In comp. Country-
cow, a shorthorn. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. A quarter, region.

s.Wor. (H.K.)
COUP, v. 2 and sb. 2 Cum. 1. v. With off: to toss

off drink.
That whusky nar three shilling cost ; Let's cowpt off, Anderson

Mrs. Creake, st. n.
2. sb. A turnover cake baked on a girdle. Cum. 4

COUP, sb.6 Dmb. In phr. coup and creel, entirely.

When we were coup an' creel in poortith's net, Salmon Gowo-
deau (1868) 9.

COUP-BOARD, sb. Cum.4 The board closing the

hinder end of a cart. See Coup, v? 10.

COUPEE, sb. Peb. Meaning unknown.
Stanhope . . . Appear' d, with stalking slow coupee, Wi's lang

chin, legs, and arms, Lintoun Green (1817) 10.

COUPLE, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. Oxf. Mid. 1. sb. In

phr. a couple of cat snifters, a very short time. n.Yks.
(I.W.) 2. A ewe and her lamb. Oxf.1 MS. add.

w.Mid. (W.P.M.) Hence Double-couple, sb. a ewe with
two lambs. w.Mid. {ib.) 3. v. To have one's banns of

marriage published.
s.Sc. They're tobe coupled i' the kirk, Wilson Tales (1836) III. 29.

COUPLE-HICHT, adj. Bnff. 1 In a state ofexcitement

or anger, (s. v. Hoose-hicht.)

COUPLIN, sb. n.Yks. A thong of raw hide used to

join the handstaff and swipple of a flail. (I.W.)

COURANT, sb. 2, 3. Wor. (R.M.E.)
tCOURGE, sb. Dor. Dev. Guern. A basket hung on

the side of a boat, used to keep fish alive in, in sea- fishing.

Dor. We havelively sand-eels towing in the courge as the boat is

pulled out clear of the moorings, Comh. Mag. (Nov. 1900') 626.

Dev. The sand eel or silver launce ... to keep them alive for use,

they are generally hung over the side of a boat in a specially con-

structed basket known as the ' courge,' Fishing Gazette (Oct. 25,

1890) 217, col. 3. Guern. Wilcocks Sea-Fishcrnmn (ed. 1884) 66.

[Fr. courge, ' ou gourde . . . une sorte de cruche ' (La
Curne).]
COURSE, sb.

1 Yks. Nrf. A layer of sheaves of corn

on a cart.

n.Yks.A course, in loading sheavesofcorn onacart, is twosheaves

thick ; they being laid endways, that is, forwards and backwards

for one layer ; and then to one side and the other, for another

layer (I.W.). Nrf. Arter we'd got two or t'ree courses in, I

couldn't seemychummy on the cart, Emerson Son ofFens (1892) 146.

COURTING-CAKE, sb. w.Yks. A raspberry sandwich.

(B.K.)
COUSE, v. War.4

Yes, he's not in good fettle, he's cousing now.

JCOUTRIBAT, sb. Slk. A confused struggle, tumult.

(GW.)
COVE, sb.1 Ken. The upper room ofa cottage having

a sloping roof. (P.M.)

COVENANTER, sb. Lnk. A whisky-jar.

Tib, let's tayst a scon ; And with't zour covenanter ! Ramsay
Gentle Shepherd (Scenary ed. 1808) 721.

COVER, sb. 1 Sc. Yks. Dev. 1. In comp. Cover-clouts,

spatterdashes covering the insteps. Dev. Horae Sub-
secivae (1777) 105. Cf. copper-clouts. 2. A covered-in

cart or wagon. (I.W.) 3. A crop that covers the ground.
Sc. A good cover of grass (A.W.).

COW, sb.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng. 1. In

comb. (1) Cow-beast, a cow; (2) -calf, a female calf; (3)

-chain, the chain with which cows are fastened in the

'byre'; (4) -cleaning,theafter-birthofacow; (5) -cushions,

dried cow-dung; (6) -doctor, a country veterinary

surgeon
; (7) -flap, or -flop, cow-dung ; (8) -gown, the long

L 2
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linen coat worn when milking
; (9) -grass, the common

trefoil clover, Trifolium medium
; (10) -keeping, the right

of pasturage for one cow on common land; (11) -lad, a lad

entrusted with the care of cows
; (12) -milk, cow's milk

;

(13) -mustier, a large mushroom
; (14) -'s-paps, the starfish,

Alcyonium digitatum
; (15) -patch, (16) -plat, (17) -skitter,

see (7) ; (18) -stool, a milking-stool
; (19) -swat, see (7)

;

(20) -tail, in phr. to show the cow-tail, to give signs of
cowardice

; (21) -yuck't, of a horse : having the hind legs

bent inwards.
(1) Don. Macmanus O'FrieVs (1903) 312. (2) s.Lan. 1

(3, 4)
n.Yks. (I.W.I (5) Pem. (J.S.O.T.) (6) n.Yks. (I.W.) (7)
Chs. (T.R.C.), Hmp. (H.R.) (8) Brks. The master who puts on
a long white linen coat called a cow-gown, to protect his clothes

from defilement when busied in the yard among the livestock,

Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 124. (9) Nhb. 1 (s. v. Sookies).

(10, 11, 12) n.Yks. (I.W.) (13) Hmp. 1 (s. v. Musher). (14) Dev.
Good Wds. (1864) 278. (15) s.Lan. 1 (16) ne.Lin. (E.S.) (17)
Cum. 4 (s. v. Clap). (18) s.Lan. 1 (19) w.Dur. 1 (20) Wm. Nay,
min, Ah wadna show t'coo-tailifAh was thee, niwergivein (B.K.).

(21) n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. Phr. till the coivs come up, ad infinitum.
War. I could go on eating that till the cows come up (C.T.O.).

COW, v.
3 War.3

COWARDLY-BLOW, sb. Cai. 1 A blow given as
a challenge to fight. See Coward.
COWARDY, adj. Abd. Also in form coordy. In

comp. (1) Cowardy-lick, (2) -smith, the ' coward's blow. 1

See Coward.
(1) I began to cry and protest that ' I cudna fecht neen,' where-

upon I got the ' courdy lick' from the matter of a dozen who
wanted to try me at a fecht. The ' courdy lick ' was not a hard
blow, but merely a touch with the ' steekit nieve ' by way of a
challenge, a relic, I suppose, of throwing down the gauntlet in the
days of knightly chivalry, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne {igo^) 21.

(2) Lest ye meet some herd loon wha may Gie you the coordy
smith, Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 147.

COWDEN, v. w.Yks. A marble-playing term : see
below.
Each . . .

' pyes ' his taw from the ' ledge,' hits, if he can, and
'gets his hoile,' which, however, if he fails in doing, the ' ligger'
takes aim at him from the hole, and, if with effect ' cowden ' him
and getting his ' hole,' joins the party of ' pyers-off,' Leeds Merc.
Stippl. (June 13, 1896).

COWK, v. s.Lan. 1

JCOWK, sb. Dev.3 A cow's hoof.
COWL, sb.6 s.Pem. Broth made of bacon, onions, and

oatmeal. (M.S.C.)
COWLER, sb. Cum.4 A heavy, strongly-made man.
COWLIE, sb. ? Obs. Slg. ? A skinner, tanner.
That cowlie had baith wit and skill Wha first of a' ca'f-legs did

mill, Galloway Poems (1792) 16.

+COWN, v. Cai. Also in forms coan, coun. Ofchildren:
to cry, weep aloud.
Ye haena the speerit o' a chicken, sittin' there coanan and

groanan, M°Lennan Peas. Life (1871) I. 248; Ye always coun
ower yer spilt milk, ib. 257 ; Horne Countryside (1896) 187 ; Cai. 1

COW-NET, sb. Lakel. 2 A fishing-net. i. q. Cowl-net.
COWP, sb. Wgt. A basket for catching fish. (A.W.)
COWP-BARROW, sb. Lakel.2 A wheelbarrow with

four sides. See Coup, sb.
B 2 (1).

COWT, sb. Edb. Ballantine Gaberlunsie (ed. 1875) Gl.

JCOW-WIDDOW, sb. Lakel. Also in form -widdy.
A band made of twisted willow, used for tying up cows
and, formerly, for fastening gates. Lakel.2

, Cum. (J.P.)
COXY, adj.2 Cai. 1 Coaxing.
COYDUCKS, v. Ken. i.q. Coy-duck.
My boy he wouldn't get into no trouble by hisself : 'tis the other

chaps as coyduckses him away, Longman's Mag. (Nov. 1891) 83.

tCOZE, v. Lan. To carouse. (S.W.)
COZELY, adj. Cum. Kindly, friendly disposed.
It will be said of a man and his wife that they are ' a cozely

couple' (E.W.P.).

CRAB, sb. 1 Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Dor. 1. In comp.
(1) Crab-craigs, the rocks on which crabs are caught;
(a) -fish, a crab

; (3) -scar, the rocky shore on which crabs
are caught

; (4) -wilk, a hermit crab.
(1) Ayr. A lang boat . . . cam' scouting out frae the rive in the

crab-craigs an' hailed us to lye too, Ainslie Land of Burns (ed

1892) 127. (2) Sc. Sharpe Ballad Bk. (1823) 66, ed. 1868. s.Lan. 1

(3) n.Yks. (I.W.) (4) Dor. (E.C.M.)
2. A mixture of grated cheese, vinegar, and mustard.
Cum.4

CRAB, sb? and adj.2 Irel. Cum. Lin. Ken. 1. sb. A
sour, cross-grained person. s.Lin. (T.H.R.) Hence
Crabby, adj. ill-tempered, morose. Ir. Francis North
and South (1902) 204. Ken. (G.B.) 2. adj. Sour-
tempered. Cum.4

CRAB, j).
2 Cum.4 To grumble.

CRABBING-CROOK, sb. n.Yks. A hook with which
to catch crabs. (I.W.)
CRABBIT-HEAD, sb. Irel. A small nail used for

moderately strong shoes. (P.W.J.)
CRAB-FAIR, sb. Cum.4 A fair held at Egremont,

nominally for the sale of crab-apples. See Crab, sb. 2

CRACK, sb. 1 and v. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lin. 1. sb. In
comb. Crack-o'-day, the break of day. Cum. 4 2. A bat
or blow. w.Dur.1

3. A kind of whirlwind occurring
under certain conditions on Honistir. Cum. (E.W.P.)
4. v. In comp. Crack-pot, a crazy fellow. w.Yks. (B.K.)
5. To break. s.Lin. Crack his head for him (T.H.R.).

CRACK-A-LOUSE, sb. s.Wm. The wood-louse. (J.A.B.)
tCRACKEL, sb. n.Cy. Lakel. 1. The cricket, Acheta

domeslica. n.Cy. (Hall.), Wm. & Cum. 1
? A misprint for

' cracket.' 2. A low stool. Wm. & Cum.1

CRACKER, sb.
1 s.Pem. The sloe, Prunus spinosa.

(M.S.C.)

CRACKING, sb. Sc. 1. In phr. cracking of the
herrings, see below.

Sc. By this phrase they mean to denote that a loud sound is

heard resembling the crack of a pistol. . . After such sound has
been heard the herrings will wholly disappear from that place,
Hunter Georgical Essays (1803) II. 563.
2. pi. A dish made of the strainings of suet or hog's

lard, mixed with oatmeal and browned over the fire. Cai.1

CRACKLIN(G, sb.
1 Lakel.2 pi. Shreds or remains ol

fatty skin left after lard has been rendered.
CRACKSIE, adj. Obs. Gall. Talkative. Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824).
CRACKY-BACK, sb. Cum.4 The beetle, Athous vit-

iates,

tCRADDOCK, ? w.Yks.3 Said of a woman when
confined.

CRADLE, sb. Lan. Part of a power-loom, generally
attached to the change-box-motion for carrying a number
of controlling cards. (O.S.H.)
CRAFT, v. Wm. To be engaged in some questionable

pursuit.
What's them lads craften at aboot t'auld lime kill ? They're

craften efter t'rabbits, ah'll apode them (B.K.).

CRAG, sb.1 Sc. Cum. 1. In comp. (1) Crag-luggs,
the point of a rock

; (2) -mart, the pine marten, Maries
sylvestris ; (3) -ouzel, the ring-ouzel, Turdus torquatus.

(1) Or.I. Hislop Anecdote (1874) 485. (2) Cum." The yellow
tinting considered characteristic of the crag mart, Macpherson
Fauna (1892) 25 (s.v. Sweet mart). (3) Cum.4 (s.v. Crag
starling).

2. The rough, steep face of a mountain
; a rocky place.

Cum. Ah spied a fox sneak oot of a crag, w.Cum. Times (Mar
1902) 6, col. 4 ; Cum.4

3. Rock which contains unusable slate or none at all
Cum. (E.W.P.) 4. pi. Rock-fishing.

Sh.I. Their mode of fishing was no doubt of the most primitive
kind, particularly rock-fishing—craigs, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 32
Hence (1) Craiga-soad, (2) Craig-sitting, (3) -stane, sb

a place on the rocks for fishing.

(1) Sh.I. A craig-seat is in Unst sometimes called ' a craiga-soad '

compounded of Scotch craig and Norse soad, Jakoesen Dial
(1897) 91. (2) It is well known that proprietary rights were claimed
in craigsittings,—to which the cup-hole was merely an adjunct
In the memory of the last generation there were even sanguinary"
encounters to establish the right when it had been invaded Sh
News (Oct. 21, 1899). (3) The craigstane or bersit was to the
ancient dweller of our islands what the fishing boat is to the
modern fisherman, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 34.
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CRAGGIN, sb. Abd. Ajar. See Crogan.
The horn-en' fu' o' craggins, quaichs an' caups, Murray

Hamewith (1900) 9.

tCRAID, sb. Sc. The yellow clover, Trifolium pro-
cumbens. i.q. Croyd.
The hare likes the braik, and the craid on the lee, Greenock

Advertiser (Oct. 9, 1812) (Jam.).

CRAIG, v? Sc. To creak. Guid Sc. Diet, (ed. 1897).

tCRAINIE, sb. n.Yks. A sea-bird.
Known on the north coast as the 'crainie' or ' lintycock,' Linskill

Haven Hill (1886) xli.

CRAKE, sb.2 War. e.An. 1. The noise a hen makes
before laying. e.An.1 (s.v. Prate). 2. In phr. to be

always upon the crake, to be always grumbling. War.4

CRAKE, v.* 1. s.Lan.1

CRAM, sb? n.Lan. An implement for scraping cockles

out of the sand. Pall Mall Mag. (1898) 133.

CRAM, v.* and sb* s.Not. 1. v. To push behind.
Yer did cram well ; a felt no weight hardly (J.P.K.).

2. 56. A push behind. Gie uz a cram up this hill, ib.

CRAMBLE, v. 1. s.Not. (J.P.K.)
CRAMMELS, sb. pi. Cum.4 Also in form crummels.

A form of muscular rheumatism in cattle, i.q. Cramble, v.

tCRAMMET, sb. Hmp. ? i.q. Crummet, sb.

s.Hmp. He's used to seven meals . . . nammet, crammet, and

supper, Verney L. Lisle (1870) vi.

tCRAMMOCK, v. Yks. To hobble. (J.T.) See Cram-
mocky.
CRAMP, sb.

1 s.Lan.1 In phr. born with the cramp in

one'sfist, naturally stingy. 36.

CRAMP, sb.
2 n.Yks. A piece of bent iron to join stones

together, or to hold wood while being sawn. (I.W.)

CRAMP, adj. 1. Sc. (AW.)
CRAMPER, sb. Dur. See below.
' A cramper,' he was commonly called, by reason of his caustic

wit, his droll anecdotes, his utter contempt of all opinions cherished

concerning him, Guthrie Kitty Fagan (1900) 129.

CRAN, sb} Sc. 1. An iron tripod for supporting

a pot on a hearth fire. Cai.1 , Gall. (J.M.) 2. Comp.
Cran-hooks, the pair of hooks by which barrels are lifted

by their chimes. Cai.1

CRAN, sb." Cai. 1
i.q. Crang.

tCRANCRUMS, sb. pi. Rxb. Dev. Things hard to be

understood.
Rxb. Wi' oddlike crancrums [the wheels, &c. ofa threshing mill],

A. Scott Poems (ed. 1808) 42. Dev.3 I can't cypher out thewse

crancrums wi'out stidding a bit. I shall git to bottom o' um arter a

while if yd lets me bide quiet.

CRANE, sb.
1 5. Sc. (A.W.), Lakel.2

CRANES, sb. pi. Obs. Gall. Stilts. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).

CRANE-SWALLOW, sb. e.Lth. The swift, Cypselus

apus. Swainson Birds (1885) 96.

CRANK, v.* Nrf. With up : to hoist a sail.

Terrifier . . . ran as fast as his breath would allow to his wherry

and began to crank up the sail. The windlass shrieked when
the man, bringing all his vast strength into play, whirled the cog-

wheels round. The sail flew up the mast, Longman's Mag. (Mar.

1904) 429.

CRANKLY, adj. Nrf. Crooked, winding.

Thet shore-boat wouldn't ha' beat me if it hedn't been for tha

drain, thet's so crankly, crankly, Emerson Wild Life (1890) 38.

tCRANKUM-BOSBERRY, sb. Wor. A white badge

worn on the hat at funerals. See Boss, sb.1 3, and

Crancum, 1. .,.,..,,.
s.Wor. Porson Quaint Wds. (1875) 12 ; I think it likely that it

should be written Crankum-Bosbury, and that it means ' a whim

or fashion prevalent at Bosbury ' in Herefordshire, near Ledbury

(H
CRANNIE, sb. Sc. The little finger. (AW.) See

Crannie-wannie.
CRAP, sb.

1 Sc. In phr. (1) a crap for a' corn, a person

who refuses nothing that is offered him
; (2) the crap of the

water, see below.
(1) Sc (A.W.) (2) Per. The 'water' custom of Hogmanay night

was to slip from the house when the clock pronounced the doom

of the old year, and, pitcher in hand, make for the nearest well in

time to secure, before any of your neighbours, what was variously
called the ' crap,' the ' flooer,' and the ream of the water for the New
Year just begun. The custom was restricted to the women of the
hamlet or homestead ; in some localities only the young unmarried
women. The ream of the well brought good fortune for the year,

Halieurton Furth in Field (1894) 29.

tCRAP, sb? Wil.1
? Assurance.

CRAPAUD, sb. w.Yks. A stupid, idle fellow. (S.P.U.)
CRAPPIN-HEAD, sb. Sc. Also in form croppin- Cai.1

A stuffed cod or haddock's head. i.q. Crappit-head, s.v.

Crap, v?
Sh.I. They wir just poorin' der dinner. I mind it wis crappin

heads an' tatties, Stewart Tales (1892) 244. Cai. 1

CRAPPLE-MAPPLE,s6. Per. ? A slang word for ' ale.'

First we had creamy crapple-mapple,—It hunger stays and
weets the thrapple, Spence Poems (1898) 169.

CRASE, sb. I. Ma. The start. See Creeas.
Jack'd ha' erase mostly of Harry, Brown Manx Witch (1889) 47.

CRASH, v. s.Lan.1 With off: to begin ; to set off.

CRASS, adj. 1. Ken. (P.M.)
CRATCH, sb.

1 Yks. Lan. Lin. 1. A barrow made
of rails used to remove the bodies of dead animals. ne.Lin.

(E.S.), se.Lin. (J.T.B.) 2. A rack for drying oat-cake.
Lan. A large bread cratch crowded with oat-cake hung from the

ceiling, Westall Old Factory (1885) ii. s.Lan. 1

3. A hurdle rigged up for temporary purposes. w.Yks.
(S.P.U.)

CRATCH, sb? w.Yks. A quarryman's stool, made
with a sloping top and two sides. (W.H.V.)
CRATCHETY, adj. s.Lan.1

CRATCHIN, see Kratchin.
CRATE, sb. Ken. (P.M.) i.q. Creet.

CRATTLE, sb. Sh.I. Also in form crjuttle. The sound
made by fluid passing through a very narrow opening.

CM-)
CRAVER, sb. Cai.1 A note demanding payment of

a debt. See Crave, 1.

CRAVING, ppl. adj. n.Yks. Anxious, solicitous.

They were varry cravin' for trade (I.W.).

CRAW, sb.
1 Sc. Yks. 1. In comb. (1) Craw-berry,

the crowberry, Empetrum nigrum
; (2) -di'el,a scarecrow;

(3) -'s-feet, wrinkles round the eyes
; (4) -flee, a boys'

game ; (5) -foot, the buttercup, Ranunculus repens ; (6)

-'s-purse, the ovarium of a skate
; (7) -road, the direct way

as the crow flies.

(1) Gall. (J.M.) (2) Ayr. Sae tousy and sae duddy, He'll be the

King o' crawdi'els a', Ramsay Woodnotes (1868) 35. (3) Cai.1 (4)

Fif. The usual round of games— ' hi-spy,' ' smoogle the gag,' ' tig,'

'craw-flee,' Colville Vernacular (1899) 12. (5) n.Yks. (I.W.)

(6) Cai. 1 (7) Rxb. He got . . . shelter in a garret for three days

and three nights, after which he took the craw road to Stirling,

Murray Hawick Characters (1901) 78. w.Yks. (J.W.)

2. The rook, Corvusfrugilegus. Cai.1

CRAW, v? and sb." Yks. 1. v. To boast, brag, ' talk

big.' (IW.) 2. sb. The crow or cry of a cock. ib.

3. The scout who gives warning to a gang of poachers,

pitch-and-toss players, &c. w.Yks. (J.HW.)
CRAW, sb.5 Tyr. A very small and rudely-built house.
He lives in a poor wee craw of a house (D.A.S.).

CRAW, sb? Ant. A tiny man. (S.A.B.)

CRAW-BEAK-FUL, sb. Cum. A morsel ; a small

quantity. (E.W.P.) See Craw, sb?

CRAWDABS, sb. pi. Hmp. Crayfish. (H.R.)

CRAWLER, sb. Sur. A viper ; an adder.

Roost up all on you ! there's a crawler handy,—I hear un, Son
of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 62.

CRAWLY-FROST, sb. Som. A slight frost. (W.F.R.)

CRAW-PROD, sb. n.Sc. (Jam., s.v. Prod.) A pin fixed

on the top of a gable to which the ropes fastening the roof

of a cottage are tied.

JCRAWS, sb. pi. Sc. (Jam.) In phr. waes my craws.'

used as an expression of great sympathy.

CRAWTT, sb. Obs. Gall. A small, insignificant person.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

CRAX, v. Sh.I. Also in form krex. To clear the

throat, i.q. Crex, sb?
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Doo's gaun neesin' an craxin' aboot da hoos laekane at da hicht

o' a mort cauld, Sh. News (June 12, 1897) ; ib. (Sept. 21, 1901).

CRAZED, ppl. adj. Sh.I. Cracked. See Craze, v. 1.

Da crazed egg is shiine broken, Sh. News (Aug. 7, 1897).

CRAZY, adj. 1. Sc. (A.W.)
CREAK, sb.2 Pem. The crop of a bird. (J.S.O.T.)
CREAK, sb.3 Pem. The Adam's apple in the throat.

(J.S.O.T.)
CREAKING-THRUSH, sb. Wor. The missel-thrush,

Turdus viscivorus.

So called from the creaking noise it makes when startled (E.S.).

CREAKY, adj. s.Lan. 1 In form creeaky.
CREAM, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. 1. sb. In comp. Cream-

pankin, an earthenware vessel for holding cream. n.Yks.
(I.W.) 2. Phr. cream of the well, the first water drawn
from a well on New Year's morning. Cai. 1 3. v. To
blow the cream off milk. n.Yks. (I.W.)
CREAMER, sb. n.Yks. A cow that gives milk with

much cream. T'cow's a good creamer (I.W.).

JCREAR, v. Lin. 1 [Not known to our correspondents.]
To rear.

CREASE, sb} Ken. The ridge of a furrow. (P.M.)
CREASE, sb.« Cor.s Also in form erase. A tin-

mining term : the 'middlings' (q.v.) of a 'buddle.'
CREASE, v.

1 s.Lan. 1

JCREASE, adj. Lan. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Loving, fond. Grose (1790) MS. add.

CREAWP-ARSED, ppl. adj. s.Lan. 1 Hog-breached.
tCRECHE, s6. Obs. e.Yks. The prong or fork of a tree.

Some that have creches will bee for rake-shaftes, Best Rur.
Econ. (1641) 120.

J.CREED, adj. Yks. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Hard. (Hall.)
CREELED,///, adj. n.Yks. (I.W.) In comb. (1) Creeled

ball, a child's ball covered with worsted
; (2) — worsted,

speckled worsted, i.q. Crewel, sb. 1

CREELY, sb. n.Yks.3 A nervous child.

CREEM, v.
1 Wm. In form cream. To squeeze, press

down.
Ferguson Northmen (1856) 174; Ah cream'd o' mi pockets

wi apples as full as they wad hod (B.K.).

CREEMING, sb. s.Lan.1 A morsel of anything con-
veyed on the sly. See Creem, v.

2

CREEN, v. Cai. 1 To hum or sing in a low, plaintive
tone ; to whine peevishly. See Croon.
CREENIE, sb. Inv. The little finger, i.q. Creeny, adj.
D— went, however, one better : ' I'll try ye wi' my creenie,'

said he, Highland News (Mar. 27, 1897) 9, col. 3.

CREEP, v.
1 and sb.

1 Yks. Lan. Dor. 1. v. In comb.
Creep-o'ers, or -o'er-t'-steels, thin oatmeal gruel. s.Lan.1

2. Of land: to slip.

n.Yks. T'hillside creeps where there are mines (I.W.).

3. sb. A hole in the wall. Dor. (E.C.M.)
CREEP, v.

2 and sb.2- Cum. Nrf. 1. v. To drag a river.

Nrf. Emerson Lagoons (ed. 1896) 32. 2. sb. The up-
heaving of the floor of a coal-pit. Cum.4

CREEPING, ppl. adj. Sc. Lan. In comb. (1) Creeping-
seefer, the ivy-leaved toad-flax, Linaria Cymbalaria. Gall.

(J.M.); (2) — thing, any unwinged insect. s.Lan. 1
; (3)

—
wheat-grass, the couch-grass, Triticum repens. Sc. (G.W.)
CREEPY-DYKE, sb. Cum.4 i.q. Creepy, 2.

CREETCH, sb. Dor. An earthenware pan. (E.C.M.)
CREG, v. w.Yks. To be short-tempered or ill-natured.
This expression is peculiar to Horsforth only, and it is full of

meaning. Cragg Hill is a geographical portion of Horsforth, and
its inhabitants are rightly or wrongly reputed to be short-tempered,
not to say ill-natured. When any one therefore becomes cross-
grained or ill-conditioned you hear the remark, ' Hello, he's
creggin' ageean ' (J.H.W.).
Hence Cregger, sb. a quarrelsome person, ib.

CREIVEL, sb. Dor. The cowslip, Primula veris. (L.S.)
CRESS, sb. Obsol. s.Lan. Fever,heat. (S.W.) 'i.q.Creas.
CRESSET, sb. 1 Sc. (A.W.)
JCRESSY, adj. Sc. Winding, twisting, turning.
A little cressy burn flowed over it in one place to the sea,

Stevenson Catriona (1893) xiii.

CRETCHY, adj. I.Ma. Querulous, i.q. Creechy.
The woman wasn a bad soul ether, only a little cretchy rather

—

cretchy, or somethin of the kind, Brown Yarns (1881) 274, ed.

1889.

CREUTLE, v. Cum.4 i.q. Crutle.
CREUZIE, sb. ? Obs. Dmf. A flat hat worn by women.

Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 345.
JCREYSER, sb. Cor. ?The kestrel, Tinnunculus

alaudarius. Rodd Birds (1880) 314. ? A corruption of

OCor. cryssat, a kestrel (Williams).
CRIACK, sb. s.Lin. Weathered and shattered oolite

forming the subsoil of the Lincolnshire limestone and
cornbrash strata. (E.P.)

CRIAM, v. Lakel.2
, Cum.4 Also in form creeam Cum.4

To rivet a wooden or china vessel with copper wire. See
Crame, v.

2

CRIB, sb.
1 s.Lan. 1

1. A stall for sucking-calves.
2. A pinfold ; a gaol.

CRIBBAGE, v. w.Yks. s.Lin. To steal ; to snatch
;

to crib. w.Yks. (J.W.), s.Lin. (T.H.R.)
CRICKETING APPLE, see Crickling.
CRIDLING, sb. Glo. An apple crippled in its growth

and mellow before its time. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 111.

Cf. crickling.

tCRIEST, v. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]
In phr. to criest his head.

s.Sc. The other's criestin his head in a pulpit, Wilson Tales

(1836) II. 163.

CRIME,!;. Dev. To squeeze, crumple, i.q. Creem, v. 1

Please not crime 'em too much, Reports Provinc. (1902).

CRIMP, adj. Sc. Short of measure ; tight. See
Scrimp, v.

1

Sh.I. His waekness for bash hats an' crimp biits wis terrible,

Oixason Mareel (1901) 25. Cai.1

CRING, v. Sh.I. To tie animals together.
Let me tie dy lambs. We cring'd wir anes, an' wir lasses, wi'

da help o 'Taeser,' 'ill be hame wi' dem noo, Sh. News (Sept. 7,
1901).

CRINK, v. Cor. To twist ; to turn up.
She ' crinked up her nose ' at the other young men who hung

about the gates, Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 175.
CRINKLE, v. 4. s.Not. (J.P.K.) '

CRINKUM-CRANKUM, sb. Not. Dev. An odd corner;
a crevice.

Not. An agglomeration of nooks, recesses, cup-boards, closets,
crinkum-crankums, blind passages with dead lights, Prior Forest
Flk. (1901) 77. Dev. 3 They there crinkum-crancums be chuck
vull o' black-bittles—us must pull down the chimbley-piece avoore
us shall git urds aw 'um.

CRINKY, sb. Gall. A rod of iron with a hook at the
end. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
CRINNLE, sb. Cum. A frame of wood. (E.W.P )

CRINNY, v. Cor. To shiver, tingle.
I crinny all over weth fear now, Harris Wheal Veor(iqoi) 100
CRIPPLE, sb.

2 Cum.4
'

CRISP, sb. Obs. Glo. See below.
St. Mary le Crypt in the;rity of Glocester is commonly pronounced

St. Mary le Crispe. Because (like St. Faith's under St. Paul's,
London) vaulted over and lying under another building, Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 113.

CRISS-CROSS, adv. s.Lan.1 Crosswise, i.q. Chris(t-
cross.

CRISSCROSS-ROW, sb. Ken. The alphabet. (G B )
See Chrisft-cross, 3 (2).

K
'

CRITCHY,w. e.Dev. VJithaway: to shrink from. (SHI
CRJUTTLE, see Crattle.

( }

nvn'^Ti^-
1 A

A
disease°fcattle affecting their limbs.CROACHLE, v. Ayr. Hetrick Sngs. (1826) 80 i a

Croighle.
' H*

CROBBACKING, sb. Lakel.2 A severe handling-
a stomach-ache. i.q. Crobbek. '

Ah'll tell thi what, that new yal it dud gie me a crobbacken
CROCK, sb.1 1. Lan. (S .W.) I.Ma. Brown Manx Witch

(1889) 90.

CROCK, sb? Cor. A hanging. Dev. Reports Provinc
(1902). ? i.q. Croak, v} 3.

tCROCK., sb.B Oxf. [Not known to our correspondents
]
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In phr. no heed of smock or crock. Blackmore Cripps

(1876) xvi.

CROCK, v? Lnk. i.q. Croak, v.
1 2.

A' his puddings crocket like a wheen paddocks in a pool,

Graham Writings (1883) II. 58.

tCROCKER, sb.
2 Abd. A species of boy's marble.

(A.W.)
CROFT, sb.

1 Inv. Also in form crof. A temporary
shed put to various uses during the fishing season. (H.E.F.)

CROFTHEAD, sb. Sc. (A.W.) i.q. Croft, sb.
1 2 (1).

tCROFTING,^. Stf.1 Walking lame, halting. ?A
misprint for ' croffling.' See Croffle.

CROFT-TENTER, sb. s.Lan.1 A man employed to

mind a bleach-croft.

tCROHEAD, s&. S. &Ork.x [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Some part of a boat.

CROIGHING-IRON, sb. s.Lan.1 A stoking-iron ; see
below.
A long iron rod with a looped handle at one end and a prong at

the other ; used by the stoker of a factory boiler to spread the fuel

when getting up steam ; otherwise known as a stoking-iron.

A ' cow-rake,' q.v., is used in conjunction with this tool for raking

the fire together when it is too much spread.

CROIL, sb. Cai.1 A frail person or animal ; one broken
down from age or use. i.q. Crowl, sb.

CROISIE, sb. Obsol. Sh.I. A window.
Immediately inside the windy door . . . was to be seen sixty

years ago a small window, with iron stanchions firmly barricading

the same, which opened door fashion. This small croisie was the

gable window of the shop situated at the extreme north end of

the Seaman's Home Buildings, Sh. News (Mar. 19, 1898).

CROITTOCH, sb. Obs. Gall. A lameness in cattle.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Hence Croitoch'd, ppl. adj.

affected with this lameness.
What skill has he about a nurrill' d stott, And croitoch'd cloots ?

ib. 476, ed. 1876.

JCROKER, s&. Suf. [Not known to our correspondents.]

? A cottage, dwelling.
The village carpenter added two more rooms to the hereditary

croker, Strickland Old Friends (1864) 321.

CROMAGS, sb. pi. Cai.1
1. In comp. Cromags-fu',

as much as can be lifted with the points ofthe fingers and
thumb brought together. Cf. cromack. 2. Phr. to set

one's cromags, to bring together the points of all the fingers

and the thumb.
CROME-FORK, sb. e.An. 1 Fig. A young labourer.

See Crome, sb.

She had no word of encouragement for the 'crome-forks,' as she

called the young men working the land, Harris East-ho! (1902) 77.

CROMPY, adj. s.Lan.1 Active, full of life and vigour.

See Cramp, adj. 4.

CROMWELL, sb. s.Pem. In form crummle. A term
of reproach applied to families who sided with the

Parliament in the Civil War. (J.S.O.T.)

CRONK, sb? s.Not. A little unthriving apple growing
in the bunch with larger ones. (J.P.K.)

CROO, v.
1 and sb. Cum.4

1. v. To call, as one black-

grouse to another. 2. sb. The call of the black-grouse.

CROO, v.
2 Obs. Ayr. To hide by crouching.

Ilk ane ran as they coud to . . . Into a newk themsels to croo,

Fisher Poems (1790) 81.

CROOK, v. 16. Sc. (A.W.)
CROOKED, ppl. adj. w.Cy. Som. In comb. (1) Crooked-

stick, a scythe
; (2) — stockings, in phr. to have a pair of

crooked stockings on, to be unable to walk straight through

drunkenness.
(1) Som. (W.F.R.) (2) w.Cy. You plainly med zee as every man

Had a pair o' crooked stockings an, Hughes Scour. White Horse

(1859) 166.

CROOKER, sb. Sh.I. ? A cow's horn.

Twa luckers and twa crookers, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 182.

CROOKS-AND-EYES, sb. pi. nw.Dev.1 The hinges

which fasten the parts of a ' drag-harrow.'

CROOKY, adj. Irel. I.Ma. Crooked.
Ir. Crooky dark claws makin' grabs in the air, Barlow Ghost-

bereft (1901) 86. I.Ma. Caught her frock in the gangway—the

crooky it was, Brown Manx Witch (1889) 148.

CROON-PIECE, sb. ne.Sc. The upper ofthe two main
crop-beams which tie the rafters in the timbering of
a house-roof. Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 50. See Crown,
sb. 4.

CROOSE, v. War. To make deeper.
'I'll croose it a bit more '—said by a man making a trench, meaning

to dig it a little deeper (C.B.).

CROOTEN, v. s.Lan.1 To bend, make crooked. See
Croot, adj.

CROOVE,s6. Sc. (A.W.) A sort ofbasket for catching
fish. Cf. creeve, sb. 2.

CROOVIE, sb. Gall. 1. A little snug hut or den.
i.q. Cruive.

I'll . . . hirsle my body into my ain auld warm croovie, Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 30, ed. 1876.

2. Comp. Croovie-skool, a small or snug cottage school-
house, ib. in.
CROP, sb.

1 and v. Sc. Lin. 1. sb. A potato stem.
Cai. Among the potato drills . . . Lexy Bain broke the crops, or,

worse still, cut them right away, M cLennan Peas. Life (1871) I. 296.

2. v. To yield a crop or harvest. s.Lin. (T.H.R.) Hence
Cropper, sb. that which bears a crop. Gall. (A.W.), s.Lin.

(T.H.R.)
CROP, sb.3 Ken. A wasp's nest. (P.M.) i.q. Crup, sb.

2

CROP, sb* Ant. The crow, Corvus corone. (S.A.B.)

CROPPED, see Croppen.
CROPPED-HEAD, sb. Cai. 1 A stuffed cod's-head.

See Crap, v.
2

CROSLE, v. Per. To settle down gently; to ' croodle.'

The airy swift . . . Noo neath the eaves love's tale he weaves
An' crosles near his dearie, Edwards Strathearn Lyrics (1889) 29.

CROSS, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
1. In comb. (1) Cross-mark, a person scarred by burning

;

(2) -stick war, cudgelling
; (3) -sticks, a variety of the

game of rounders
; (4) -tig, (5) -touch, a variety of the

game of ' tig.'

(1) Sh.I. Kitty Green, whose son was a 'cross-mark,' he having

been in early youth burned about the neck and chin, Sh. News
(Feb. 12, 1898). (2) Lnk. Unfauld thysel ! frae bush or scaur

Stap oot, an' gie me cross-stick war, Murdoch Doric Lyre (1873)

12. (3) Cum. 4 (4) Ir. Gomme Games (1894) I. 83. (5) Lon. ib.

2. Phr. to stand at the cross, to offer oneself at the hirings

as a farm-servant. Lakel. (B.K.) 3. A pile of stones

on a hill-top.

Edb. These piles of stones are often termed, Cairn, Pike,

Currough, Cross, Sec, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 49i ed - l8l 5-

CROSSED-EGG, sb. Ken. A game. (G.B.)

CROSSING, prp. s.Lan. 1 In comb. Crossing-off day,

or -time, the reckoning time when a weaver makes up his

book for work done.

tCROT,s£. w.Yks. A very small part. ? i. q. Crut, sb}

CROT,see Crut, sb. 1

CROTLIN,s6. n.Cy. (J.L. 1783), Cum.* Acrumb;^e«.
pi. of crumbs in large quantities.

CROW, sb.
1 Cum. Yks. Lan. Ken. 1. In comp. (1)

Crow-bauk, the main beam in a barn
; (2) -hawks, an

attic under a roof; (3) -berry, the berry-bearing heath,

Empetrum nigrum
; (4) -stone, a rough stone containing

iron ore.

(1) e.Lan. Burnley Express (June 1, 1901). (2) s.Lan.1 (3)

s.Lan. Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 36. (4) Ken. (P.M.)

2. Phr. put thyfinger into the hole, the crow'sgone a-walking,

a boys' game ; see below.
n.Yks. The victim puts his finger into the hole between the

clasped hands, and gets nipped with the thumb nail, and cries

' crow ' (I.W.).

3. The rook, Corvusfrugilegus. Cum.4 4. A child's

name for black mucus in the nostrils. s.Lan.1

CROWDY-BUTTER, sb. Cai.1
i. q. Crowdy, sb.

1 4.

CROWISH, adj. Cum.
Every cock is crowish on his own dunghill (J.Ar.).

CROWLY, adj. Abd. Lame. ?i.q. Crowl, v.
2

Foo's that leg ? Ye wis gey crowly like fin I saw ye last, Abd.

Wkly. Free Press (July 2, 1904).

CROWN-ENDS-IN, sb. Stf. Also in form crowning-in.

A mining term : a subsidence of the earth's surface caused

by under-mining. Chronicle (Aug. 23, 1901).
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CROWNFULL, sb. Sh.I. A certain quality of herrings.
May the silver-sided crownfulls Weigh your nets at every dip,

Ollason Mareel (1901) 23.

CROWNING-IN, see Crown-ends-in.
CROW-ROW, sb. Cum. In phr. always in a crow-row,

in a muddled, confused condition. (E.W.P.) See Crow, v.
1

CROWSBY,s6. Glo. A cross, fretful child. (H.S.H.)
tCROYL, sb. Yks. [Not known to our correspondents.]

Clay indurated with shells. Phillips Geol. (1836) II. 28.

CROZE, v. Cai. 1 Ofan infant : to crow. See Crose, v.

CROZZIL'T, ppl. adj. s.Lan. 1 Burnt to a cinder, i.q.

Crozzil.

CRUB, s6.4 Sh.I. A small enclosure where cabbages
are grown

; also in -comp. Crub-dyke.
I'm just passin' crubdykes, muckle grey stanes, or hill-folk's

knowes, Stewart Tales (ed. 1892) 6 ; ib. 145.

CRUCHLIN, sb. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 27,
ed. 1876. i.q. Croigle, 2.

CRUCKLETY, adj. s.Lan. 1 Crooked. See Crookle.
CRUD, sb.

1
1. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

CRUD, sb.2 s.Wm. An under-sized, ill-shaped thing
;

esp. used of a small marble or apple. (J.A.B.)
CRUDDLE,*/.1 Not. Pem. To curdle. s.Pem. (M.S.C.)

Hence Cruddly, adj. curdled, coagulated.
s.Not. The watter's so hard, if yer wesh in't, it tunns all cruddly

(J.P.K.).

tCRUDE, v. s.Pem. To brood, as a hen. Laws Little

Eng. (1888) 420.

JCRUDEN, sb. N.I.1 A partan crab, Carcinus moenas.
? A mistake for Ir. criiban, the crab-fish.

CRUELS, sb. pi. n.Yks. The venereal disease in all

its stages. (I.W.)
CRUFT,s6. Pem. A small field; a paddock. (J.S.O.T.)

i. q. Croft, sb.
1

CRUISING, prp. Obsol. War.a In phr. going a cruis-
ing, see below.

In some War. villages it was the practice for the parish bell-

ringers after ringing a peal on the day (or next working day) after

Christmas Day, to visit all, the principal houses in the parish, where
they rang peals on hand-bells and received food and drink or
money. Usually one of the principal farmers provided at his
house a substantial meal for them. If the parish was a large one
they would devote two or three days to this purpose. They spoke
of it as ' going a cruising.'

CRUIT, v. w.Yks. To worry, i.q. Crout.
Don't thee emit theesen (S.P.U.).

CRUIVE, sb. Sc. Also in form criv- Cai. 1
1. A

cottage garden.
Heb. The 'cruivies,' or cottage gardens, had nothing better than

a gap in the feal dyke, as an artless indication of where entrances
and exits were to be effected, Sarah Tytler Macdonald Lass
(1895) 18.

2. An apparatus for catching salmon in openings in a
river dam.

Sc. (A.W.) Cai. 1 This mode of fishing salmon has long been dis-
used, but the remains of the dams still exist, and are called cruives
CRULKIE,s6. Sh.I. See below.
Cows outside in storm or rain stand back to wind, and if it is very

cold will stand with a hump on their back, the feet being closer
together than usual. This hump is termed a crulkie (J.S.).

CRULZIE, v. Abd. To crouch, cower.
Some nichts we're like t' stairve i' wir beds. Nae winner that

we crulzie ower the fire t' get ony heit we can, Abd. Wkly. Free
Press (July 9, 1904).

CRUM(B, 3. n.Yks. (I.W.)
CRUMMELS, see Crammels.
CRUMMIE'S-PUNCH,s6. Obs. Gall. Grog half water,

half whisky.
Crumbie . . . who was once a placed preacher in Kirkcudbright

;

amongst the many divine things he taught his flock, this species
of Punch was one, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
CRUMMLE, see Cromwell.
CRUMMY, sb. s.Wor. The head.
'Er's mos' ready to be a safty like, an' off 'er crummy (H.K.1.
CRUMP, v.

2
3. Lakel. (B.K.), Cum.4

CRUMPET, sb. Not. Lin. A small, abortive apple.
See Crump, adj.2

s.Not. 'Egiedmesomeapples,buttheyworon'ycrumpets(J.P.K.).
se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

JCRUMPETS, sb. pi w.Yks. News, gossip.
When two gossips met they would say, ' Hes ta' ony crumpets ?

'

meaning any bit of spicy or interesting news, from the name of

a dainty Yorkshire cake (F.K.).

CRUMPLING, sb.
1

1. Glo. Home Subsecivae (1777) in.
Hrt. (E.S.F.)

JCRUMPTINS, sb. pi. Cor. Small, deformed apples.

A misprint for ' crumpling,' sb} (q.v.) Thomas Randigal
Rhymes (1895) Gl.

CRUMPY, adj.2 s.Wor. Cramped, twisted. (H.K.)
See Crump, sb. 1

CRUMPY, adj.8 Wil. Soft and mealy.
They [apples] 're soft, and when you put 'em in your mouth

they seem to bite all crumpy, Tennant Vill. Notes (1900) 52.

CRUMPY-APPLE, sb. se.Lin. A small, abortive
apple. (J.T.B.) See Crump, adj. 2

CRUPPER-HARNESS, sb. Ken. The trace-harness.
(P.M.)
JCRUPPLE, v. Lan. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To crouch.
He then cruppled deawn, an' wi' => good spring leet plump at

th' top o' th' clods, Mellor Uncle Owdem (1865) 26.

JCRUPPOCKS, sb. pi. Slk. Meaning unknown.
And some brought flitches o' bacon, And kebbucks and cruppocks

enow, Hogg Tales (1838) 318, ed. 1866.

CRUST, sb. Lan. I.Ma. 1. In phr. to be fond of
a crust, to 'take up with ' a worthless sweetheart. s.Lan.1

2. A frail person.
'Deed, our Juan, even at bes', was navar nothin' batthar till

a crus', Rydings Tales (1895) 43.

CRUT, sb.
1 Sc. Pem. Also in form crot. 1. A short

person. Ayr. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 346. 2. A
lad, not necessarily stunted. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
CRUTCH, sb.

2 s.Lin. A person of odd, irregular,
disagreeable habits. (T.H.R.)
CRUTCHEEN, sb. Pem. A cracked jar still in use.

(J.S.O.T.)
CRUTCH-PHRASE, sb. Cai. See below.
He also possesses two crutch-phrases, ' as it were ' and ' so to

speak'—picked up at an election meeting, and these he employs
with skilful frequency to give himself time for composition, Horne
Countryside (1896) 167.

CRUTTING, sb. n.Stf. A coal-mining term : a passage
cut between two roadways in a pit. (J.T.) See Crut, sb. 2

tCRUTTLE, v.
2 Nhb. To curdle. (Hall.) i.q.

Cruddle, v.
1

CRUTTLINS, sb. pi Obs. Gall. The refuse of soft
food. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
CRY, v. Cum. Yks. In phr. (1) to cry out, of a

woman : to be in labour
; (2) — shame on, to hold up to

shame
; to blame

; (3) — stinkingfish, to reveal what is to
one's disadvantage.

(1) Cum. (E.W.P.) (a) n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) It wasn't likely 'at
Ah wad cry stinkin fish [said when offering a dog for sale, and when
asked if it was a good one], ib.

CRYING, ppl. adj. and sb. Sc. 1. ppl. adj. In comp.
Crying-pipes, little straw pipes through which children
make a noise. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). 2. sb.A feast given to the neighbouring women a dav or two
after a birth. Cai.1 *

CRYKE, sb. Cum.4
, Lin. (J.T.B.) A creek on the sea-

shore
;
a crevice or ravine in the side of a fell.

*£UBALD .
adJ- Nrf. A corruption of 'skewbald.'

(E.G.P.)
CUBB, sb. Obs. Gall. A droll fellow. Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824).

CUBBAG, sb. Cai.1 A small basket, gen. made of
leather for carrying bait or fish. See Cubbie.
tCUBBY-HOLE,s6. Gall. ? A dog-hutch. See Cubby,

2 (1).

There's a cubby-hole there you could bide in, Crockett Cleg
Kelly (1896) xiv.

tCUBIT-FAGOT, or -WOOD, sb. Suf. Ken. Mean-
ing unknown.
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Suf. More for 49 faggets of cubit-wood OO' 03 .03, Litt. Cornard
Par. Aces. (1749) ; In 1735 the charge occurs ' cubet to the pore 20
fagits' (CD.). Ken. (F.H.)

tCUCKLE, v.
2 Oxf. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To cuddle.
Applied to children thrusting their heads into the bosom of

a mother or nurse (K.).

CUCKOO, sb. Lakel. Yks. Wor. Ken. 1. In comp.

(1) Cuckoo-flower, (a) the lady's smock, Cardamine
pratensis

; (b) the wood sorrel, Oxalis Acetosella ;
(c) the

bachelor's buttons
; (2) -lamb, see below.

(1 a, b) Ken. (P.M.) (c)Lakel. 2
(2) Ken. According to some the

term is applied generally to lambs born after one has heard the

cuckoo, according to others it is restricted to lambs born in May
(P.M.).

2. Phr. as crazed as a cuckoo, very angry. n.Yks. (I.W.)

3. A large jar for cider. s.Wor. (H.K.)

CUCUMBER-VINE, sb. w.Som. 1
(s. v. Vine). The

cucumber-plant.
CUD, sb.* Obs. Gall. An untruthful young man.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

JCUD-BUSH, sb. Obs. Nhb. 1 An esculent plant.

Hundreds of them for weeks have lived only on oatmeal, water,

and cudbush boiled together, Calendar of State Papers, Dom. S.

(1666).

JCUDDIAN, sb. Dev. (Hall.) [Not known to our

correspondents.] The wren, Troglodytes parvulus ; see

Cuddy, sb.
2 2.

CUDDIE, sb. Cai.1 In phr. to dance cuddie, a play

among children in which they sit on their houghs and
hop around.

CUDDOM, v. Abd. To accustom, i.q. Cuddum.
It was better to begin me with short easy lessons, till I was

once cuddomed, Ogilvie /. Ogilvie (1902) 67.

CUDDY, sb.
1 Sc. Dur. Lakel. 1. In comb. ( 1) Cuddy-

and-the-powks, a game ; see below
; (2) -hole, an ass-

stable
; (3) -paw, a left-handed person.

(1) Gall. Two boys join hands and feet over the back of a third,

the which creeps away with them on hands and knees to a certain

distance, and if able to do this, he, the cuddy, must have a ride as

one of the powks, on some other's back, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

(2) Lakel. 2 (3) Dur. Dy. Chron. (Dec. 16, 1902).

2. A left-handed person. s.Wm. (J.A.B.)

CUDDY-BUSTARD, sb. Cum.4 A moth, esp. the

buff-tip moth, Pygaera bucephala, and the red-currant

moth, Abraxas grossulariata.

CUDDY-HOOKT, sb. Cum." The tawny owl, Syrnium

aluco. See Cuddy, sb. 2 6 (2).

CUDDY-LOUP, sb. Lth. A boys' game.
Many of their games needed little but swift limbs and good lungs :

such as . . . 'Foot an' a half,' 'Cuddy loup,' and ' Tallyho the

hounds,' Strathesk More Bits (ed. 1885) 33.

CUDDY-LOUSE, 56. Cum* (s. v. Kirk-louse). The
wood-louse.

, /TXT

CUDE, sb. Frf. [koed.] A small tub. (W.A.C.)

i.q. Cootie, Queed.
CUDGEL, sb. Sur. A form of the game ' cat and dog

'

(a), q.v., s.v. Cat, sb.* 4 (2). Gomme Games (1894) I. 84-5.

tCUDGY, sb. s.Not. The hedge-sparrow. (J.P.K.)

Cf. cuddy, sb.
2
3.

CUDLUMS, see Codham.
CUE-TURD, sb. Cor. Ordure. (M.A.C.)

CUFFA, sb. Nrf. A yarn. Cf. cuff, v. 9.

He'll spin up a rare cuffa along with old Jenks, Emerson Marsh

Leaves (1898) 188.

CUFFOCK, sb. Abd. See below.

The women of Aberdeenshire wind up their clews in cuffocks
;

they place one turn of the thread near the other and form cuffocks.

This is convenient, because the knitter can pin her clew to her

side, and knit till the cuffock is completed and the thread be held by

the pin (G.W.).

tCUFFUFFLE, sb. Ant. A squeeze ;
ahug. (W.rl.f.)

CUFFUFFLE, v.
2 Don. ? To shuffle.

I hauled myself into a red flannel petticoat of Nelly's. I dhrew

on me coat an' waistcoat, an' puttin' on my brogues an socks,

I thought to meself that I could manage to cuffuffle about through the

house rightly for half an hour, 'Mac' Road to Donegal (3rd ed.)i57-

VOL. VI.

CUTTING, sb. Gall. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] ? A coverlet.

His kind auld lucky glad did seem now, And wi' the cuiting him
did hap, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 7, ed. 1876.

CULL, v. and sb.
s Pern. Ken. 1. v. To pick out

inferior animals or vegetables. Ken. (P.M.) 2. sb.

Inferior sheep. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)

CULL, sb-* Obs. Gall. A lump of hard food.

If they have any food to spare in the pantry, they will not cast

out with a cull or piece of it, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 132 ; ib. 154.

CULLERY, sb. Cum. A tenure of land.
This tenure is peculiar to Carlisle ; the rights of the tenants have

now with few exceptions been bought up. The property held

under this tenure belonged to the Corporation, and so long as the

rent was paid (only a few shillings) the tenant could not be dis-

turbed (E.W.P.).

CULLY, v. Sh.I. To fondle, caress.

Maikie cam close up till her, an' cullied aboot her da best way
dat he cud, Stewart Tales (1892) 34.

CULLYA, adj. Sh.I. Polled, i.q. Cullyat.
Animals too had names, generally derived from their colour, such

as Cullya [polled], Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 176.

CULLY-THUMB, sb. s.Lan. 1 A marble-playing term ;

see below.
A boy's term for shooting a marble off the middle of the fore-

finger instead of off the tip in the usual manner.

CULM, sb. Cor. Turf ashes. (J.W.)
CUMBLE, v. Sh.I. To turn upside down.
Risin' an' cumblin' da lid o' a pail ower da bowl, Sh. News

(Apr. 9, 1898).

JCUMFETHIS, sb. pi. Sc. (Jam. Suppl.) [Not known
to our correspondents.] Sweetmeats ;

' comfits.'

JCUMPUSS, adj. Dev. Clever, ' compos mentis.'

Very clever, very cumpuss, as you say, Blackmore Christowell

(1881) xxviii.

CUMSILED, ppl. adj. Cai. 1 Ceiled ; see below.
This is usually applied to small houses ceiled with wood, partly

on the rafters and collars.

JCUMSTRUM, adj. Sc. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] ? Dangerous, quarrelsome. Cf. custrom.
Abd. The fox is but a cumstrum guardian to chickens, Ruddiman

Sc. Parish (1828) 37, ed. 1888.

CUNGLE, sb. Ayr. A rumpus ; a quarrel. See

Cangle, v.
1

His kimmer may kick up a cungle, Ainslie Land 0/ Burns (ed.

1892) 306.

CUNGLE, v. n.Yks. 4 To influence by prayers or

charms.
T'spirit c'u'dn't ho'd oot neea langer; an' seea t'parson . . .

cungled it doon, 161.

CUNNER, v. and sb. Sc. (Jam.) 1. v. To scold.

Cld. 2. sb. A scolding ; a reprimand, reproof. Fif., Cld.

CUNNIACK, sb. Gall. (Jam.) A chamber-pot.

JCUNNING, sb. n.Cy. [Not known to our corre

spondents.] The lamprey. (Hall.)

JCUNNYFAVER, v. Yks. To sneak, curry favour.

Nah ! we'll hev no cunnyfavering (J.H.G.).

CUNYO, sb. Or.I. i.q. Cunzie, sb.
1

V a cunyo o' the geo he saw a mither selkie, Dennison Orcadian

Sketches (ed. 1904) 25.

CUPBOARDY, adj. Ken. Of food : musty and stale

through having been shut up in a close cupboard. (P.M.)

JCUPPEEN, sb. Irel. A spindle.

Tip. As soon as I have this cuppeen filled, Kickham Knocknagow,

149 ; Nelly now having filled the cuppeen, ib. 151.

CURCH, v. and sb. Sc. Pern. Also written curtch

Pem. 1. v. To bend ; to curtsy. See Curchie.

Lnk. Get's a dale or a barn door to straught her on, for ay when

she was cauld she was unco kankert an' ill to curch, Graham
Writings (1883) II. 39.

2. sb. A curtsy.

s Pem. Make a nice curtch to the lady now (M.S.C.).

CURDIDWIN, sb. Pem. (J.S.O.T.) The smallest pig

of a litter.

CURDIE, sb. Edb. ? A dim. of ' curd.'

They're just as good as pills. . . And dinna cost a curdie,

M°Laren Chima-lug (1881) 27.
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CURDY-BUTTER, sb. Cai.1 Curds broken up and
mixed with butter and salt.

CURLE, sb. Lnk. A curling-playing term: a shot
played according to direction, i.q. Curl, v.

2

' He's a' the curie
! '—the gameis ended, M cIndoe Poems (1805) 57.

CURLY, adj. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. War. Pern. 1. In
comb. (1) Curly-andrew, a sweet ; see below

; (2) -burly,
a game

; see below
; (3) -greens, cabbages with crinkled

tops
; (4) -head-a-craw, topsy turvy

; (5) -knave, [a) the
whimbrel, Numenius phaeopus

;
(b) the bar-tailed godwit,

Limosa lapponica
; (6) -locks, a children's singing game

;

see below; (7) -murly-nightcap, the monkshood, J?com'ft««
Napellus.

(1) Fif. When the girls played at shops . . . the sweeties were
cones ofthe alder, as it resembled in form the genuine curly andrew
or sugared coriander seed, Colviixe Vernacular (1899) 11. Slg.

Harvey Kennethcrook (1896) 183. (2) s.Lan. 1 A game played
by children with a stick set alight at one end. This was waved
about in circles in the air, and passed on from one child to another,
to a song commencing ' Curly, burly, limber lock,' &c. (3) War.
(C.T.O.) (4) Sh.I. Nickey Smith . . . shived his aer annunder
mine, an' I guid back ower curley-head-a-craw i' da fore shott,

Stewart Tales (1892) 242. (5 a, b) Cum. 4 (6) w.Yks. 'Curly locks,

curly locks, Wilt thou be mine ? Thou shalt not wash dishes Nor yet
feed the swine ; But sit on a fine cushion And sew a fine seam,
And feed upon strawberries, Sugar and cream.' Two children,

a girl and a boy, separate from their fellows who are not particu-
larly placed, the boy caressing the girl's curls and singing the
verses, Gomme Games (1894) I. 86. (7) Gall. (J.M.)
2. Short-tempered. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)
CURLY-MURCHY,s6. Obs. Gall. The female nymphae,

&c. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
CURLY-MURCHY, adj. Gall. Churlish and ungrate-

ful. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
CURR, v. and sb. Cai.1 1. v. To move a thing by

a slight touch with the point of anything. 2. With at

:

to try to effect such a movement. 3. sb. Such a touch.
CURRAG, sb. Cai.1 The forefinger.

CURRANT-CHUCK, sb. s.Lan.1 Bread made with
sugar, eggs, and currants.

CURRBAWTY, sb. Obs. Gall. The art of seeking
a quarrel. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
CURRIVELL, v. and sb. Cai.1 [karive-1.] 1. v.

To squabble noisily ; ? a corruption of ' quarrel.' 2. sb.

A noisy squabble.
CURROUGH, sb. Edb. Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 49,

ed. 1815. i.q. Currick, 1.

CURRYSHANG, sb. Cai.1 An uproar ; a broil.

CURST, ppl. adj. 2. Sc. (A.W.), War.4

CURTSEY, sb. Rnf. i.q. Curch.
When I'm clad in my curtsey, I think mysel' as braw As Susie,

wi' a' her pearling, Rnf. Harp (1819) 72.

CURUNDDOCH, sb. Sc. Play among children. Guid
Sc. Diet. (1895).
CUSHEREL, sb. Obs. Dev. A knave, rogue, rascal.

Horae Subsecivae (1777) 107.

CUSHIE, int. and sb.
1 Sc. n.Cy. Yks. 1. int. A milk-

maid's call to a cow; also in comb. Cushy-bonny. Cai. 1

,

n.Cy. (J.L. 1785). i.q. Cush, int.1 2. sb. In comp.

Cushie-cows, the seeds of the dock. n.Yks. (I.W.)

CUSHIE, sb.
2 s.Nhb. n.Dur. The breast.

Wait till aa gi' the bairn its cushie (G.H.H.).

CUSHION-DANCE, sb. Der. Gomme Games (1894) I.

87-9. See Cushion, 1 (2).

CUSHY, adj. Cum. Sickly, delicate. (E.W.P.)

CUSHY, adj. Dev. Awkward ; left-handed. (H.A.S.)

CUSHYMALLEY, sb. and v. Wm. 1. sb. Oily, in-

sinuating talk and manners.
Let's hev nin 0' thi cushymalley (B.K.).

2. v. To wheedle ; to deceive.

Thoo cart cushymalley me aboot seek things as them (ib.).

CUSSOME, sb. Glo. The bottom or under slate at

the eaves of a building. Evesham Jrn. (Apr. 1, 1899).

CUSTOM, v. n.Yks. (I.W.)

CUSTOM-FOWLS, sb. pi. Pern. Fowls given as

rent. (J.S.O.T.)

CUT, v> and sb.
1 Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. 1. v.

In comp. (1) Cut-lugs, a crop-eared horse. Edb. Penne-

cuik Wks. (1715) 342, ed. 1815. 2. Phr. (1) cut and come

again, anything done in a great hurry and without a pause
;

(2) — near the bone, said of a greedy person
; (3) to cut

near the whistle, see below
; (4) — one's shoe, to tread in

excrement.
(i)Lakel. 2 (2) Cum. 5

(3) w.Yks. 5 If we heh tocut varry neart'

t'whistle at times it's nowt budwhat may be expected, yuh knawah,
fur ivvry-body can't be fine fowk, 12. (4) se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

3. sb. In comb. (1) Cut-lock, a lock on a canal. s.Lan.1
;

(2) -looking, the inspection of weavers' work. ib.

4. Phr. above one's cut, above one's strength or means, ib.

CUT-BILLS, sb. pi. Oxf. Also in form cuts. Short
headless nails used by shoemakers. (J.W.)
CUTCHER, v. Ken. To gossip. (P.M.) i.q. Cotcher.
CUTTAG, sb. Cai. 1 A term of reproach for a girl.

See Cutty, adj. 8.

CUTTER-LEG, sb. s.Lan. 1 Also in form cutther-leg.

A.boy's hoop.

CUTTIE-SHANG, sb. Sh.I. Continual bickering.
Da shrag an' cuttie-shang o' her weary weary strife, Stewart

Tales (1892) 74.

CUTTING, sb. Glo. The name of a particular kind of
slate. Stone Trades Jrn. (Aug. 1900).

CUTTING-OFF-PIECE, sb. Cai.1 The feast of harvest
home.
CUTTLE, sb.2 Wil. A state of confusion.
To be 'caught in a cuttle' is to be taken unawares and unprepared

;

and washing day is often spoken of as ' making everything in a

terr'ble cuttle,' Tennant Vill. Notes (1900) 48.

CUTTY, sb.
1 Cai. 1 A small thick cake of oat-bread.

CUTTY-GLIES, sb. Gall. Also in form -glier. A
short, squat flirt. See Cutty, adj. 7, 8.

All the drinkers, floriers, cutty-gliers, and curious folks attend
from all parts of Galloway, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 217, ed.

1876 ; ib. 156.

JCUYP, v.2 Nrf. 1 To stick up. See Coop, v.
1 5.

tCUZ, adj. and adv. Ags. (Jam.) Close.

CWOLEY, see Coley.
CYELPT, sb. Cor. A species of fish caught in the

river Fal. (M.A.C.)
CYMAR, sb. Elg. A shroud. See Seymar.
A ghastly figure stood close wrapped in a cymar or shroud,

Blackhall Lays (1849) 85.

CYPE, see Sipe.

CYPHER-MAN, sb. Slk. [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] ? A diminutive man. Cf. sieffer.

Charlie, the cypher-man, Drink till ye stew dame, Hogg Tales
(1838) 17, ed. 1866.

D
DAACH, sb. Obs. Sc. A divison of land ; see below.

Inv. It is thirty-two merkland, that is, four daachs of land,

Maidment Spott. Miscell. (1844-5) II. 356.

DAAD, DAAKEN, see Dad, Dawken.
DAAK, v. and sb. Cai.1

1. v. To doze for a short

time. 2. Of bad weather : to abate for a short space.
3. sb. A short doze. 4. Of bad weather : a lull.

DAALAMIST, sb. Sh.I. Mist in a valley. Jakobsen
Dial. (1897) 83.

DAAT, sb. Cai.1 A darling, i.q. Daut, v.
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DAB, v.
1 Sc. Cum. Lan. Wor. 1. With down: to

set down hastily.
s.Lan. 1 Wor. She dabbed herself down in the midst of the

road (J.W.).
2. To cut or trim a cock's comb. w.Yks. (S.P.U.)
3. In phr. to let dab, to make known ; to give a hint.

Abd. He never let dab 't th' fire wis his ain, Abd. Wkly. Free

Press (July 18, 1903). Cum. 4

DAB, adj.2 Wor. In comp. (1) Dab-footed, (2) -toed,

splay-footed. (E.S.)

DAB-AND-SHELL, sb. Yks. The game of ' knur and
spell.' n.Yks. (I.W.)
DABBLE-DOCK, sb. Gall. 1. The last candle made

at a dipping. See Dabble, v.
1

They are dabbled as it were in the dock, hence the name, Mac-
TAGGART EtlCycl. (1824).

2. pi. Fig. A person with wet, draggled clothes, ib.

DACEY-PIG, sb. se.Lin. A small pig ; used also as

a term of affection. (J.T.B.) See Dacky.
DAD, v.

1 and sb* Sc. Dur. Yks. Also in forms daad
Cai. 1

; daud Dur. Yks. ; dead Cai.1 1. v. To strike,

tap ; to dash.
Cai. 1 s.Dur., n.Yks. I'll daud thi lugs for tha ! (W.W.S.)

2. With about : to dash about.
Sc. To think of Glenroy's daughter going dadden about the

country in a gig ! Ferrier Destiny (1831) III. iv.

3. sb. A dash ; a violent stroke. Cai.1

DADDER, sb. Cum.4 A tremble ; a shiver caused by
fear ; freq. pi. See Dather.

DADDLE, v.
1 s.Lan.1 To saunter ; to depart.

DADDOCKY, adj. Glo. Tender-footed. (H.S.H.)
DADDRIL, sb. n.Yks. A comic name for a father. (I.W.)

DADDY, sb. Cum.4 In phr. to be a person's daddies,

to be superior to him.
Denman was oa their daddies eh mair ways ner makken poetry

or kipperin owder, Sargisson Joe Scoap (1881) 153.

DADDY-KISS-MAMMY, sb. w.Yks. A raspberry

sandwich.
Nah we mun hev some daddy-kuss-mammy er else fowk'll

think it's nowt ov a do (B.K.).

DADDY-LAMBERT, sb. War. See below.
' Where did you get those boots ? They look as though they'd been

made for daddy Lambert' ; or, 'They're big enough for daddy Lam-
bert.' I am told that there was a great fat man named Daniel

Lambert last century and beginning of this (C.T.O.).

DADGE, sb. Rxb. A bannock. Murray Hawick
Characters (1901) 42.

DADJELL, v. Gall. To stroll. Cf. dadge, v.

Here's to the tinklers, wallets, and cuddies, Whilk dadjell ilk

yeartobrawKeltonhill fair, Mactaggart .Bzcyr/. (1824) 68, ed. 1876.

JDAFER, sb. Cor. Delicate trifles of lace, &c.

(F.R.C.) See Daffer.
DAFF-AND-DON, sb. Pern. A change of clothes.

(J.S.O.T.) See Doff, v. 2.

DAFFINS, sb. pi. Cai.1 The small cords by which

herring-nets are fastened to the ' baak-rope.'

DAFI, sb. Sh.I. A ' haaf ' term for an otter. Jakobsen

Dial. (1897)27.
DAFT-HEAD, sb. s.Lan.1 A foolish fellow. See

Daft, adj. 1 (1).

DAG, sb.1 Suf. Mist on marsh-land. (H.H.)

DAG, sb. 2 and v.
2 Lan. War. Mid. 1. sb. A clot of

dirt attached to the wool of sheep. w.Mid. (W.P.M.)

2. v. To shear ; to cut off short ; to cut the dirty wool off

sheep ; to remove clots of earth, &c. from the wool of

sheep. s.Lan.1
, War.4

, w.Mid. (W.P.M )

DAG, sb.e Glo. The smallest pig of a litter. (J.W.B.)

DAG-BERRY, sb. Dor. The fruit of the wild ins.

(EC M )

DAGG, sb. Obs. Gall. A cut of earth. Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824). .

DAGGASTO, sb. Sh.I. A wet wind. Spence Flk-

Lore (1899) 118.

DAGGLE, v. Yks. Lan. Pem. 1. To rain a little.

n Yks (I W.) 2. To draggle in the mire
;

to wet
;

to

soil. s.Lan.MPem. (J.S.O.T.)

DAHIE, adj. Gall. Of the weather: warm, misty.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 443, ed. 1876. See Daich, adj.

Cf. taugh, sb.
1

DAIDLEY, adj. Twd. Dawdling. See Daddle, v.
1

She was juist a han'less daidley hinmaist, mair bather than she

was a' worth, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 24, 1903).

DAILY-MAN, sb. Cum.4 A day labourer.

DAISIES, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 Silver money.
DAISY-QUILT, sb. Sur. See Daisy, 1 (5).

Laid to rest in the quaint churchyards, . . where they lie covered

with what the foresters call their ' daisy quilts,' Son of Marshes
On Sur. Hills (1891) 49.

DALDRUM, sb. Gall. Also written dall-. A state of

mental confusion ; a foolish fancy. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 120, ed. 1876. See Doldrum.
DALLA, v. Suf. To cry. (C.L.F.)

JDALLARING, ? prp. Lin.1 Over-dressed in gaudy
colours.

DALLION, sb. Obs. Gall. A person with large, ill-

fitting clothes ; a person with an awkward gait. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824).

DALLOCH, sb. Obs. Gall. A flat piece of rich land.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

DALLOW, v. Obs. Gall. To dig with a spade.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

DALLY, v.
1

1. n.Der. (S.B.)

tDALLY, v.
2 Lan. To tally ; to pair off. Thornber

Hist. Blackpool (1837) 107.

DALLY, int. Hmp. An exclamation of surprise.

(H.R.) See Dal(l, 1 (1).

DAM, sb.
1 Sc. Cum. 1. The body of water confined

by a dam. Cum.4 2. Comp. Dam-ee, the outlet of

a mill-dam. Cai.1

DAMASCENE, sb. War.8
, Wor. (E.S.)

DAMP, s*.
1 and v. Sc. Lan. Sur. 1. sb. In phr. to

catch the damp, to injure one's health from reckless ex-

posure. Cai.1 2. v. To drizzle, rain slightly. Sur.1

3. With down : of smoke : to come from the chimney into

the room. s.Lan.1

DAMP, sb.2 Sh.I. A fisherman's term for the end of

anything. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 120.

DAMPER, sb. Lakel. Pem. Glo. 1. In phr. (1) to

give a person a damper, to shut his mouth. Glo. Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 122

; (2) to put the damper on a person,

to 'take him down a peg.' Lakel.2 2. A mug. s.Pem.

(M.S.C.)
DAMRAGS, sb. pi. Cum.4 Rags, tatters, shreds.

Cf. jamrag.
DAMSEL, sb. 1

1. s.Lan. 1 Hoo's a bonny damsel, hoo is.

DAMSEL, sb.
2 se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

DAMSON-DAFF, sb. s.Wor. Damson wine. (H.K.)

JDANBERRY, sb. Yks. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Cant ; delusion, fraud, imposition. Yks. Wkly.

Post (Ju\y 21, 1883).

DANCE, v. Irel. Midi. Dev. In phr. (1) to dance in the

air^ — upon naught, or — without a door under one's feet,

to be hanged
; (2) to see the sun dance, see below.

(1) Don. He'sthinkin'of the day your gran' uncle gotinvestedwith

thehemp collar—the day he danceddouble shuffle without a door anon-

dher his feet, ye mind, Macmanus Road to Donegal (3rd ed.) 187.

Midi. May yedance i' th' airatop o' Bethan gaol for %Bartram.FVo/A

ofClopton (1897) 37 ; There's summat f the grain o' him as caant

be cured except wi' foive minutes daancin' on nowt, ib. 41. (2) Dev.

She had looked out of her window [on Easter Day] and had seen

the sun dancing beautifully. . .
' Dancing for joy, to be sure, at our

Saviour's resurrection. . . There was the sun whirling round and

round, and every now and then jumping up,' N. Er Q. (1863) 3rd

S. v. 394.

JDANCE, ? Obs. Ken.2 In phr. to be dance to any one,

to be a rarity.

DANCING-MAD, adj. Sc. Cum. In a towering rage
;

deranged. Bnff., Cld. (Jam., s.v. Ramp, sb.), Cum.4

DAND, sb. and adj. Ken. Dev. 1. sb. A dandy ; a

lover. (P.M.) 2. adj. ' Swell.'

Dev. Why, I shall look real dandin that ! Zack On Trial (1899)171.
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DANDEE-BASKET, sb. Sus. A wooden basket used

for rough work. (S.P.H.)

DANDER, v.
2 s.Wm. To skip about, dance as with

pain. (J.A.B.)

DANDGELL, sb. Gall. 1. A large, thick top-coat.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). 2. A clumsy person with

large, ill-fitting clothes, ib.

tDANDRIDGE, sb. Ken. A hand.
Wash your dandridges (H.K.).

DANDY, sb* Cum. See below.
A carriage on four wheels which formerly ran on rails between

Brampton and the Railway Station now called Brampton ;
it was

drawn by horse-power, and ceased to run in 1890 (E.W.P.)
;

To use part of the old Dandy line, Carlisle Patriot (Jan. 39, 1904)

5i col. 1.

DANDY-GREY-RUSSET, adj. Lakel.2 Of a dark, rusty

colour. See Dandy-go-russet, s.v. Dandy, sb.
1 1 (7, a).

DANDY-LINE, sb. Sh.I. A fishing-line ; see below.

See Dandies, sb. pi.
2

Shoals of herring frequently enter the bays, when they are

easily captured by means of dandy lines. These consist of bare

white hooks, suspended by pieces of whalebone, which are kept

in their proper place by a lead, and attached to a line, Cowie
Shetland (1871) 136.

tDANED.^/.arf;.1 n.Cy. 1. Cold, benumbed. (P.R.)

DANED, ppl. adj. 2 Lin. Of bread : dough-baked. (P.R.)

DANGEROUS, adj. s.Pem. Excessive. (J.S.O.T.)

DANGLEMENTS, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 Fringes; tassels;

hanging ornaments.
DANGLER, sb. War.3 A small piece of meat to roast

before the fire.

DANGMENT, sb. w.Yks. In phr. what the dangment!
an oath. See Dang, v.

2

Tom . . . puts his head through th' window, an' axes what th'

dangment war agate, Sutcliffe Moor and Fell (1899) 104.

DAN'L MY MAN, phr. Ltr. A game ; see below.
A little slip of wood or straw is lit and blown out, and while it

is red it is passed round from one to another, each man repeating

as fast as he can— 'Dan'l, my man, If ye die in my han', The straddle

and mat is sure to go on.' The man in whose hand the spark dies

has to go down on his knees. A chair, or some other article, is

held over him, and he has to guess what it is, the others crying

out—'Trum, trum, what's over your head ? ' If he is wrong it is left

on him and another article brought, and so on, Gomme Games
(1898) II. 413.

DANNERS, sb. pi. Ayr. Clinkers. (F.J.C.)

JDANNIOK, sb. Hrf. [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] In phr. to take one's danniok, to be off.

Ellis Pronunc. (1885) V. 73.
DAP, sb. 1 Dev. A method of fishing. See Dap, v. 3.

I thought I would like to try a ' dap ' under the fall, Mortimer
W. Moors (1895) 189.

Hence Dapper, sb. an angler who uses this method.
To teach the local ' dappers ' and worm-fishers a few lessons in

the new art of dry-fly fishing, ib. 189.

-tDAPPERPY, adj. Sc. ? Cap-a-pie.
he has pou'd aff his dapperpy coat, The silver buttons glanced

bonny, Scott Minstrelsy (1802) III. 76, ed. 1806.

DARDLE, sb. e.An. A dolt ; a stupid. See Dardle-
dumdue.

' Dang me !
' says Giles. ' For a great dardle,' adds Mary,

getting vexed, Harris East-ho ! (1902) 40.

DARG, sb. 2 Obs. Gall. The noise made by a spade
in soft earth. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

tDARGLE, sb. Sc. A dell, dingle. ? A ' ghost word.'
Glen nor dargle nor mountain nor cave could hide the puir hill-

folk, Scott Redg. (1824) Lett. xi.

JDARGLES, sb. pi. Brks. Bashfulness. (J.C.K.)
Hence Dargled, adj. bashful, (ib.)

DARK, v.
2 Yks. \nprp.: peering with wide-open eyes.

1 overheard a Yorkshire woman say of her infant that was
peering with wide open eyes— ' Look at her darking,' Leeds Post
(July 31, 1897).

DARKEROUS, adj. n.Yks. Simple ; half-witted. (T.S.)

DARKLIN, sb. Cum.4 Evening twilight. See Darkle.
DARKLY, adj. Cum.4 Somewhat dark, gloomy.
It had been a darkly day, Clare Two Ways. 52.

DARLING, sb. 1. Hrt. (J.W.B.)
tDARR, v. Obs. Ayr. Ofa blow, stroke, &c. :

to tall,

alight. .

Blaws till then on him but darr'd As touch of Fairly tair,

Hardyknute, st. xxxii, in Ramsay Tea-Table Misc. (i724) I- a32 >

6

DARREN-SALMON, sb. s.Lan.1 A jocular term for

the inhabitants of Darwen.
DARRICK, v. Cum.4 To do a day's work. l.q.

Darg, sb.
1

DARROW-FLY, sb. s.Lan.1 A moth ; see below.

A kind of butterfly or moth having a thick body of a dull drab

colour, and short wings—somewhat resembling a hay-moth.

DARTY, adj. Cum.4 Comical.

DASH, v. Sc. Lin. Som. 1. Used as an imprecation.

Cai.1 Dash ye ! Som. Dash my wig an' buttons !
if cider didn'

ought to be plenty to year, Raymond Sam and Sabina (1894) i.

2. To beat down walnuts with a long pole.

se.Lin. A woman and a walnut tree, the more you dash them

the better they are (J.T.B.).

DASHELLED, ppl. adj. Gall. Beaten about and

wetted by bad weather. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

DASHERS, sb. pi. Cum.4 The inside works of a

barrel-churn, i.q. Dash, v. 13 (3).

DAUCHY, adj. Ayr. Also in form dochy. A curling

term: of the ice, sloppy. (F.J.C.)

DAUD, sb. Cum.4 A dot. i.q. Dad, sb.8

JDAUGEON, sb. Rnf. ? A fellow, person, individual.

But that drool daugeon ca'd the deil, Must be a base ill-willie

chiel, Webster Rhymes (1835) 25.

DAUGHT, sb. ? Obs. Gall. Taste, effluvium. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824).

BAUK, adj. Obsol. Abd. Stupid, doltish, i.q. Dawk, v.
3

(G.W.) ; A' chatty chiels, and neither dauk nor scaur, Wha
ilka day maintain'd a wordy war On kittle subjects, Walker
Bards (1887) 562.

DAUKIN, see Dawkin.
DAUM, sb. Wor. In phr. to be all of a daum, to be in

a semi-dazed condition ; to be overcome with heat and
perspiration. (E.S.) ?i.q. Dwam.
DAUR, sb. Sc. In phr. (1) to be in daur of, (2) to stand

daur of, to be afraid of. i.q. Dare, v.
2

Sh.I. We'll meet dem [sheep], an' dey 'ill shiirely staand some
daur o' da dugs, Sh. News (July 31, 1897). Per. Every one
respected Sandy, but none of us were in ' daur ' of him, and we
expressed our opinions somewhat freely, Sabbath Nights (1899) 7.

DAVE, 1/.
1 Sh.I. Of pain : to cease, i.q. Dave, v.

1

I'm seen 'im [a tooth] 'at he wid a daved, Ollason Mareel

(1901) 21.

DAW, sb.5 Bdf. (J.W.B.) i.q. Dor(r, 2.

DAWBILL, sb. Pern. A mason's hammer. (J.S.O.T.)
DAWDERLY,arf> n.Yks. Untidy, dirty. (I.W.)
DAWDLY, adj. Lakel. 2 Dawdling, lazy, idle.

JDAWDS, sb.pl. e.An.1 Rags. See Duds.
JDAWK, sb.e Lan. In phr. to empty a dawk.
Gie me ony o' these, an' aw'd empty a dawk, Laycock Billy

Armatage, 2.

DAWKEN, p. Cai.1 Also in form daaken. To dawn.
Hence Dawkenin, sb. the dawn.
DAWKIN, sb. n.Cy. Cum. Dev. Also written daukin,

and in form dawkum n.Cy. Dev. A simpleton ; a ' feckless

'

person
;
a sluggard

; a coward. n.Cy. Horae Subsecivae
(1777) 123. Cum.4 Dev. Horae Subsecivae, ib.

DAWKY-HANDED, adj. Yks. Left-handed ; a\sofig.
awkward, odd-looking. Yks. Wkly. Post (June 2, 1900).
DAWZLE, v. Yks. Suf. Also in form dazzle Yks.

To stun ; to hit on the head ; to fell.

n.Yks. That bat ower t'head ommust dazzl'd him (I.W 1 Suf
(C.L.F.)

'>'

DAY, sb. Sc. Cum. Wm. Lan. 1. In comb. (1) Day-
a-licht, daylight

; (2) -dannock, a day labourer
; (3) -level,

see below; (4) -man, see (2); (5) -set, nightfall; (6)
•skrike, (7) -sky, daybreak.

(r) Sh.I. Ye wir doon at da banks i' da hidmist o' day-a-licht
Arty o' Uphoos says, Sh. News (Dec. 4, 1897). (2) Cum.4 (3)
e.Lth. A more efficient method of drainage was adopted in course
of time. . . This was by means of day-levels, that is mines bored
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through the rocks regardless of the stratification, to some place
lower than the workings, to which the water was carried by
gravitation, Sands Tranent (1881) 31. (4) Cum.4 (5) Sh.I
Stewart Tales (1892) 5. Cai.1 Aifter dayset. The period be-
tween dayset and bed-time. The time for evening gatherings.

(6) s.Lan. Bamford Dial. (1854). (7) Cai.1

2. Phr. (1) a day and a denner, a long time
; (2) for the

days of everlasting, continuously.
(1) Sh.I. It's a day an' a denner sin ye darkened wir door last,

Sh. News (May 15, 1897). (2) Wm. It leuks like rainin' fer

t'days o' iverlastin' (B.K.).

DAY-NETTLE, sb. Cai.1
1. A name given to var.

species of Lamium. i.q. Dea-nettle. 2. A whitlow.
DAYS, sb. pi. Lnk. In phr. give him days, a curling

term : use every lawful endeavour to keep the stone
running.

Gi'e him days, Supe, supe him up, M cIndoe Poems (1805) 56.

DAZE, v. 1. s.Lan.1

DAZED, ppl. adj. Sh.I. Lin. Hmp. Also in form
deezed Sh.I. Stupid, foolish-looking, silly ; stupefied.

Sh.I. Just ta tink me marryin' auld Deezed Willie o' the Linn

!

Stewart Tales (1892) 231. ne.Lin. (E.S.), Hmp. (H.R.)

DEAD, adj., sb.
1 and v. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Wor.

Dev. Cor. Also in forms deeod s.Lan. 1
; dyud Wor.

1. adj. and sb. In comb. (1) Dead born, still-born ; (2)— cold, chill
; (3) — days, obs., see below

; (4) — horse,
work for which payment has been received beforehand

;

(5) — set, securely ; of a certainty
; (6) — thraw, in phr.

in the dead thraw, of fish : not fresh
; (7)

•— tuck, see
below

; (8) — walling, walling in a building below the

surface of the ground or floor.

(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) n.Ir. They shud a tuk the deid cauld aff

the watter, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 70. (3) Gall. Those days

the corpse of a person remains before it is buried ; no ploughing,

nor opening of the earth in any shape is allowed to go forward,

when such is the case in a farm, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (4)

s.Lan.1 (5) n.Yks. Ah had t'thief dead-set (I.W.). (6) Cai. 1

(7) Cor. It is said that a large portion of them was lost by the

seiners making a dead tuck. This means, from some cause,

allowing the fish to remain so long in the back net that they die,

and then the back net gets burst by their weight, Cor. Telegraph

(Oct. 29, 1902). (8) n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. adj. In phr. (1) dead time ofyear, mid-winter
; (2) to

be dead, or dead nuts, on a person, to be much opposed to

him
; (3) to lie dead, obs., to be unprofitable ; to yield no

interest.

(1, 2) n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) Rnf. If you have use for it [money]
before then, you may call for it, for it's lying dead at Glasgow,

Wodrow Correspondence (1709-31) I. 129, ed. 1843.

3. Used as an intensitive.

Edb. I gat them a dead bargain, an' ye shall hae them at what
they cost me, Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) 24.

4. Exact.
Dmf. To my thinking the bairn's the dead picture of your ainself,

Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 109. Don. The cow gave them two

lovely calves, the dead image of herself, Macmanus O'Friel's

(1903) 81.

5. sb. pi. The debris of a mine; heavy clay.

I.Ma. Purra Scotchman on Laxa deads and giv' him a boddle of

whisky and a pinch of patent manure and he'll rep a crop urrov it,

Rydings Tales (1895) 34. Dev. I mind how the ' deads ' or heavy

clay which the yard was made of failed in gert lumps at the

appointed time, Phillpotts Striking Hours (1901) 80.

6. v. To die. s.Wor. (H.K.)
DEAD, see Dad, v.

tDEADER, adj. Irel. In phr. to make a person twice

deader.
My father often made him twice deader at Dureen, Barrington

Sketches (1830) III. 84.

DEADILY, sb. Gall. Also written deadelie. A boys'

game ; see below.
Moolie Pudding, [another name for] the game of deadelie : one

has to run with the hands locked, and taen [catch] others, Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824) 349, ed. 1876 ;
ib. 164.

DEADMAN'S-CREESH, sb. Dmf. . The water hem-

lock Oenanthe crocata. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899)346.

DEAL, sb.
1 and adj. Sc. Yks. In phr. (r) a deal to-do

great trouble
; (2) to have a deal to do, to take too much

upon oneself; (3) to hire a boat on deal, to agree to give

a certain fraction of the catch as the price of the hire.

(1) n.Yks. Efther a deal to dua, we manished (T.S.). (2) n.Yks.

You had a deal ti dea, ti dea that (I.W.). (3) Cai. 1

DEAL-YAWL, sb. Obs. Ken.2 A particular kind of

boat in use at Deal.
DEATH, sb. Sc. Dur. Lakel. Yks. 1. In comp. (1)

Death-clock, the death-watch
;

(a) -hamper, see below

;

(3) -lowe, a ragged piece of wick which glows in the

candle-flame with a blue glare
; (4) -shot, a death-blow

;

(5) -sign, a sudden and transitory improvement in the

condition of a person seriously ill
; (6) -stroke, a switch

heard on the roof or window of a dying person's room.
(1) Lakel.2 (2) Sc. In some parts of the Highlands a long

basket, made of twisted rushes, was used [for funerals], and

called the ' death-hamper.' There were three pairs of loop

handles, through which short iron bars were passed for convenience

of carriage ; and on the grave being reached, it was lowered by

ropes, so arranged that it could be turned over and recovered for

future use, Andrews Bygone Church Life (1899) 242. (3) Cum. 4

It is always considered to be a presage of death unless the flame

be extinguished by immersion of the candle in running water.

(4) Dur. It'll hev been the court that gev her her death-shot,

Guthrie KittyFagan (1900) 56. (5) w.Yks. Whether it was the

shock, . . or whether it was the death-sign the doctor could never

tell, but a' without warning, t'aald body sat up i' bed, Jackson
Moor and Mead, 17. (6) Lakel.2 It is regarded as the final sum-
mons.

2. Phr. (1) to go to death with a thing, to be quite sure of

it
; (2) to look like death on skytchers, an expression used of

a thin, lanky, clumsily-made person.

(1) Rxb. You may gang to death wi' 't that what I tauld you is

sooth, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 126. (2) Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).

DEATHER, sb. w.Yks. A person who excels in

something more or less discreditable.

He's a deather at emptying pint pots. Thah'rt a deather throo

bi me (B.K.).

DEAVE, v. Sc. (A.W.) Of pain : to mitigate ; to

deaden, i.q. Dave, v}
JDEAVE-NORT, sb. Dev. ? i.q. Deaf nut.

Nor a bent th' worserer nar hot sh' art ter be, th' wapper-eed
deave-nort, Madox-Brown Dwale Bluth (1876) bk. 1. i.

DEAWMP, adj. Obs. s.Lan.1 A dial, form of ' dumb.'
DEBATELESS, adj. Sh.I. Also written debaetliss.

Helpless.
She's truly been da angel da Lord ta wis, her por debaetliss

paarents, Burgess Lowra Biglan (1896) 21.

DECANTER, sb. Abd. A jug.

Away she went with a jug, commonly called a decanter in that

part of the North, Macdonald D. Elginbrod (1863) I. 40.

DECENCY, sb. Obs. Ayr. A respectable way of living.

Means were obtained to maintain me in a decency when I was
able to be removed into Glasgow, Galt Gilhaize (1823) xxvii.

DECHED, ppl. adj. War.4 [detjt.] Foul, dirty.

What be you a bringing that deched thing in here ? Take it away
with yer.

DECRIPPITED, adj. n.Yks. Crippled. (I.W.) See
Decrippit.

DEED, adj. Nrf. In phr. to be deed, to be sure.

Well, to be deed ! that were a pity for yew ta be goin' now and

the young pays and cabbidges comin' on so fine, Rhys Diverted

Village (1903) 229.

DEEDY, adj. Pem. Bck. Hmp. 1. Bustling, stirring.

Pern. (J.S.O.T.) 2. Close. Hmp. (H.R.) 3. Genuine.

Bck. This is deedy silver (J.W.B.).

DEEDY-LIKE, adv. Sur. Carefully.

If ye looks over deedy like, you'll see some on 'em, Son of

Marshes Forest Tithes (1893) 146.

DEEP, adj. and sb. War. Nrf. Wil. Dor. 1. adj. In

phr. as deep as Garrick, very deep or cunning. War.
(C.T.O.) 2. Deeply-rooted, thoroughgoing.

Wil. They was both on 'em terrible deep Chapel women, and

they said as 't were angels that I had heerd, Tennant Vill. Notes

(1900) 61.

3. sb. Depth.
Nrf. Dig you that side there—dig it down a good deep, Emer-

son Son of Fens (1892) 111.
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4. Deep mourning.
Dor. The Widow Griggs clad in her ' deep,' and sobbing in

a heartrending fashion, Francis Pastorals (1901) 39.

DEEPEN, v. Sh.I. To take soundings.
Dey deepen'd agen. ' Ninety an' a half, an' far enough,' Sh.

News (Dee. 9, 1899).

DEEPENS, sb. pi. Fif. Depth.
Let's crack about something else ; for ye're out o' your deepens,

Setoun Skipper of Barncraig (1901) 200 ; When ye've dived into

scriptur' never to gang beyond your deepens, ib. 249.

DEER-LEAP, sb. Wor. (E.S.) i.q. Deer, 2.

DEEZED, see Dazed.
JDEFICIENCY, sb. e.Suf. Sufficiency. (F.H.)
JDEFILE, v. e.Suf. To revile. (F.H.)
JDELF, sb.'

2
Irel. In phr. by the powdhers o' del/, a

meaningless exclamation or mild oath.
But, be the powdhers o' delf, nothin' barrin' the downright

grace o' God, Carleton Fardorougha (1839) xii.

DELF, sb.3 Gall. The mark of an animal's foot in soft

mud. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
DELF-RACK, sb. Cum.4 The shelves on which plates

and dishes are kept.

DELIVER, v. se.Lin. Of corn, &c. : to put it on boat,
rail, or in the granary. (J.T.B.)
DELVE, v. n.Yks. To indent. He delved my hat (I.W.).

DEM, v. Cum. With out: to shut out.

They mewt aw t'hoose aboot Wi' brackens,. . Till t'leet was
aw dem't oot, Richardson Talk, 1st S. (1871) Auld Jwohnny
(E.W.P.)
DEMENTED, ppl. adj. Cai.1 Stupid, nonsensical.
JDEMISE, v. w.Yks.2 [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] To refuse.
All tenants that demise to come to the lord's miln.

DEN, sb. and v. Sc. Cum. Yks. Also in form dend-
Yks. 1. sb. The ' home ' or base in boys' games. War.8

2. The forecastle in a decked fishing-boat. Cai. 1
3. The

place where the scythe is laid into the sned. Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) ed. 1876, 429. 4. v. To hide, conceal;
esp. used of flat-fish burying themselves in the sand.
Cum.4 Hence Dended, ppl. adj. of wreckage, &c. : buried
in the driven sand. ne.Yks. (W.W.P.)
JDENESQUIT, v. Nrf. To potter.
He wasdenesquittin about, Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 14.

DENNY, sb. Cum. (E.W.P.) Also in form tenny.
A variety of the game of rounders, in which the ' in ' party
do not ' field

'
; the ball is struck by the hand and not

with a stick.

DENSE, v. Obs. Cum. To pack, crowd.
Not a few, both small and great, all dens'd in boats, Thompson

Sentimental Tour (1798) 274.

JDERB, sb. Inv. [Not known to our other corre-
spondents.] Ordinary marble. (H.E.F.)

DERBY-RAM, sb. Yks. Der. See below.
w.Yks.The DerbyRam. A crouching actor holdsbefore him a small

staff which serves for fore legs, to the top of which a ram's head
with large horns is attached, his own head being concealed by
a rug or sheet extended over the body. He skips nimbly about
and attempts to butt the spectators, singing and chanting a series

of uncouth rhymes, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 6, 1883). Der.

Jewitt Ballads (1867) 115-9.

DERELICT, adj. s.Wor. (H.K.) Desolate, untidy.

+DERN, adj. 3 or adv. Sc. ? Daring, fierce, wild.
Lth. Dern they bear their Saxon brands, Lumsden Sheep-head

(1892) 28.

DERREL, sb. Sh.I. Also in form derl. A tail, esp.
a sheep's tail. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 17.

JDESIRING, ppl. adj. Dev. Desirous, eager, anxious.
I couldn't stay to know, but I'm very desiring to know,

Baring-Gould Spider (1887) xxx.

[ME. desirynge, desirous (Chaucer).]
DESK-BED, s£. Obsol. Dur. Cum. A cord-bed which

folds up and is enclosed in a kind of cupboard during
the day.

Dur. A desk-bed came in handy, and was speedily made ready
by the women, Guthrie Kitty Fagan (1900) 119. Cum. 4

DESPARATION-CASE, sb. Ant. Anything very
bad. (S.A.B.)

DESPISABLE, adj. s.Stf. Despicable.
If I'd ha' been the manner o' man you'd ha' liked for a husband,

I should ha' been despisable, Murray Aunt Rachel (ed. 1889) 92.

DESS, sb. Cum.4 Also in form dass. A pile or heap
of hay ; a section of a rick too large to be put up all at once.

DETRIMENT, sb. War.3

DEUG, sb. Obs. Gall. A tall, tough man. Mactag-
gart Encycl. (1824). See Deugle.
DEUGLE, sb. Obs. Gall. Anything long and tough.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). See Deug.
JDEUSHT, adj. Yks. Dainty, particular as to food.

A misprint. See Dench.
w.Yks. You ur sae deusht an varra lal fets, Leeds Merc. Suppl.

("Jan. 3, 1891).

JDEUTSA, sb. Dev. 4 The seal-flower, Dielytra spec-

tabilis.

JDEVENSHUN, sb. Cor. An invention. [A mixture
of de(vice) and (in)ven/ion.]

Haive thes wisht devenshun ento the rouling say, T. Towser

(1873) 56-

JDEVER, sb. Obs. Sc. A tumble, fall ; a severe blow.
Cf. deave, 3.

Lnk. Owre a whin bus he got an unco dever, Muir Cld. Minstr.

(1816) 4.

DEVIL, sb. Sc. Lakel. Yks. I.Ma. Lin. War. Pern. Bck.
Wil. Cor. Also in form divvle I.Ma. 1. In comb. (1)

Devil's arse, in phr. devil's arse at Peak, see below
; (2)— birthday, washing-day

; (3) -butterfly, the tortoiseshell

butterfly
; (4) -dog, any strange black dog met at night

;

(5) -'s garters, the wild convolvulus, Convolvulus sepium
;

(6) -ghost, see below
; (7) -gut, see (5) ; (8) -'s guts, the wild

clematis, Clematis Vitalba
; (9) -in-a-bush, the herb Paris,

Paris quadrifolia
; (10) -in-the-bush, see below; (11)

's meat, the cowparsley,Anthriscussylvestris; (12) -'s metal,
mercury

; (13) -'s milk, the white milky sap of the dande-
lion and other plants ; (14) -'s milk-plant, the dandelion,
Leontodon Taraxacum

; (15) -'s pots-and-pans, holes worn
in a stream-bed by the stones carried down, and ' boiling

'

in flood-time; (16) -seeker, obsol., a term applied by strict

Methodists to those who attend Church in the morning
and Chapel in the evening

; (17) -'s snuff-box, the ball
fungus.

(1) War. An evasive answer given to an inquiry as to where
you have come from or are going to, &c. (C.T.O.) (2) Lakel. 2

(3) Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 346 - (4) Gall. Itis. . . thought
by many that the Prince of Darkness trouncesthrough this world in
the form of a black dog, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (5) Pem.
(J.S.O.T.) (6) Cor. They couldn't lay the ghost no more arter

;

an' it was a devil-ghost, which is the worstest kind ; an' it stuck
close to thicky lyin' man an' wouldn' leave en nohow, Phillpotts
Prophets (1897) 131. (7) ne.Lin. (E.S.) (8) Wil. Longman's Mag.
(Oct. 1902) 517. (9) Per. In Perthshire it [Herb Paris] is known
as ' Devil in a Bush,' probably because the uncanny-looking black
berry is surrounded by four leaves, Wallace Schoolmaster (1899)
164. (10) Lakel.2 Grows i' t'garden, used fer pultices when
inflamation's aboot. (11) w.Yks. (J.H.W.) (12) Sh.I. He's been
swallyin' some o' da Deil's metal oot o' Tammy's aald wadder-
gless, I tink, Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 77. .(13) Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824). Kcb. Anither wey [of curing wartsl
was tae rub them for nine days wi' Deil's-milk, an' then they
wud come aff, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 125. (14) Kcb. ib. 126.
(15) Gall. Gallovidian (1903) V. 85. (16) Cor. (W.D.L 1

'

<zi\
War.3 v J ^ I)

2. Phr. (1) asfull of the devil as an egg isfull of meat, full
of wickedness

; (2) devilfitch hit, an emphatic form ofnega-
tion; (3) — sit in a person's hands, (4) — speed him, forms
of imprecation

; (5) the devil among the dishes, a children's
game

; see below.
(1) I.Ma. (S.M.) (2) Sh.I. Diel fitch hit ye can mak o' da tief

if ye kent him, Sh. News (Oct. 14, 1899). (3) Sh.I. Diel sit i'

Willie's haands, hit's no da first o' his tricks apo' me 1 Sh News
(Sept. 7, 1901). (4) Abel. Deil speed him, weel a wyte, for a gryte
lear, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 27. (5) Abd. One
player acts as mother, and sends off one of the other players (her
daughters) to take a message. She comes back, pretends to be
frightened, and says she can't go, as there's something ' chap, chap
chappin'.' The mother sends another daughter with her this
time, telling them 'It's only your father's breeks, drap, drap
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drappin'.' These two return in the same way, saying again,
' There's something chap, chap, chappin'.' Another daughter is

now sent with the other two, the mother saying ' It's only the
ducks, quack, quack, quacking.' They all come back again more
frightened saying the same thing. Then the mother and all the
others go together to see what the matter is. They come upon
another player, who has been sitting apart making a noise with
a stone. They all cry out ' The deil's amo' the dishes,' and there
is a great chase, Gomme Games (1898) II. 413.
3. A clod-crusher ; a scarifier for breaking up land.
Lakel. 2

4. An instrument used in the disposal of sewage.
Bck. To taking the devil to Wheatshear Farm, 15. 6d. ; and fetch-

ing it back, is. 6d., Daily Telegraph (Oct. 27, 1898) 11, col. 3.

DEVOKE-WATER-MAW, sb. Cum. 4 The great black-
backed gull, Larus marinus.
DEVOL, v. Frf. (H.E.F.) [divoL] To deviate.
DEVONSHIRE-STRIPE, see Stripe, sb.

1

DEW, v. Pem. (J.S.O.T.) To thaw.
tDEWON, sb. Lan. [Not known to our correspondents.]

White turbary. Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837) 107.
DEW-RIDING, sb. n.Yks. (I.W.) The quivering

appearance in the atmosphere seen on a hot day.
DEW-WORM, sb. Cor.3 An earth-worm ; a slug.

DEWY-FOOT, sb. Dor. (H.J.M.) A man having one
leg crippled.
D-HANDLE, sb. Shr.1

(s.v. T-handle.) The handle
of a spade, &c. which terminates in a loop, resembling the
letter D reversed. Cf. dee, sb.

1

DHIRUM,sJ. Don. In phr. not to say dhirum or dharum,
to say nothing at all.

Neither of them said dhirum or dharum, ' Mac ' Road to Donegal
(3rd ed.) 13; Without sayin' dhirum or dharum, she ups with
her fist, ib. 153.

DHORKO, sb. Irel. A fabulous monster ; see below.
If you ask me what is a Dhorko, I will tell you that a Dhorko is

an amphibious animal, shaped much like a greyhound, with this

one material difference, that the snout of the Dhorko is prolonged,
running with a straight hand, very hard, sharp-pointed horn, some
two feet or more in length, with which weapon it is enabled to

execute fearful vengeance on its foes. This Dhorko was at one
time . . . common to all the lakes of Ireland : but at the present
time—owing, I presume, to the hostile and intolerant spirit fostered

towards him by unbelievers—is to be found only in the numerous
lakes in the remote districts of Donegal, as well as, I daresay, of
Connemara and parts of Kerry, ' Mac ' Road to Donegal (3rd ed.)

73-4-

DIALOGUE, sb.
1 and v. Cor. 1. sb. A saw, saying.

I've another brave auld dialogue which says :
' When a chap

an' a maid do come together, chap shuts his eyes tight ; maid
aupens hers a bit wider,' Lee Widow Woman (1899) 73.

2. v. To converse.
She don't speak broad. She can dialogue with the quality like

a good one, ib. Cynthia (1900) 71.

DICE-BOARD, sb. Cai.1 A draught-board ; a chess-

board.
DICKA, DICKE, see Thic(k.
JDICKEN, sb. Irel. A decade.
Say a rosary before it, and at the end of every dicken, kiss it

once, Carleton Traits Peas. (1830-3) 339, ed. 1843.

DICKY, sb.2 Cum.4
1. An under-shirt or vest.

2. Comp. Dicky-sark, an additional shirt-breast.

JDICKY, sb.5 and adj.2 Sc. 1. sb. Filth, ordure.

Abd. (Jam.) 2. adj. Dirty. Per. (D.M.C.)

DICKY-HEAD, sb. s.Wal. A silly woman.
' No wonder,' she said, shaking the feathers off her apron, ' they

call a silly woman a "dicky-head" ; hens have no sense,' Raine
Welsh Singer (3rd ed.) 98.

DICKY-LURCHER, sb. Cum. A ' caution.'

It's a bit of a Dicky lurcher if I'se to git au them sticks put

past agean milkin' (J.Ar.).

DICKY-WORKS, sb. pi. Nrf. See below.

Having pulled across the stream the old fisherman eased to

paddling, working laboriously along the dicky works—a wooden

pier that separates the waters of the meeting rivers, Emerson

Lagoons (ed. 1896) 15. ..,-,,.,,
JDID, v. w.Yks.1 To hide. A misprint for hid, q.v.

DIDDER-DADDER, v. Cum.4 Also in form -dither.

To totter, walk tremblingly. See Dither, v.
1

DIDDLE, v? Brks. (E.G.H.) To dawdle.
DIDDLE, v.

3 n.Yks. (I.W.) To dandle.
DIDDLER, sb. Per. A person who can hum a tune

for others to dance to. See Diddle, v.*

Failing both windbag and catgut, there was the diddler. Any-
body could diddle who had good lungs and a sense of rhythm,
Haliburton Furth in Field (1894) 13.

DDDDY-BOTTLE, sb. Lan. A feeding-bottle. Teddy
Ashton Sketches, 8. See Diddy.
DIE, si. 1 Sh.I. Also written di, dye. A wave; a mark

on the surface of the water caused by the motion of the
waves.

Hit plays wi da die da peerie waves, Junda Klingrahool (,1898)

14; Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 119.

DIE, v. e.Suf. (F.H.) In phr. to make one die, (a) to

make one nervous
;

{b) to make one shiver by tickling.

DIED, sb. Cai. 1 A meal. See Diet, sb.
1

DIEDAPPER, sb. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) Nrf, Hmp., Dor.
Swainson Birds (1885) 216. The little grebe, Trachybaptes
fluviatilis. See Dive, v. II. 2 (2).

DIEN-DONE, adv. Abd. In phr. its a' dien-done, it's

completely done. (G.W.) See Doon, adv.

DIG FOR SILVER, phr. Kcb. A children's singing
game. Gomme Games (1898) II. 413-4.
DIGGERED UP, phr. Dor. Decorated, dressed up.

(E.C.M.)
DIK, see Thic(k.
tDIKARS, sb. pi. Cum. In phr. the dikars, a meaning-

less exclamation or mild oath.
The dikars wad ta ! Ritson Past. Dial. (ed. 1849) 5.

DIKE, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. 1. In

comp. (1) Dike-back, the back of a hedge ; the narrow
strip of land too close to the dike to be ploughed

; (2)

broken, ofan animal: given to leaping hedges; (3) -drawing,
cutting and raking weeds out of a ditch

; (4) -king, or

•queen, a game, see below
; (5) -wadings, grass, reed, &c,

cut out of a ditch to cleanse it.

(1) Cum. (E.W.R), n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Wm. It's nobbut yah
faut—it's dike-brokkun (B.K.). (3) Nrf. Emerson Son of Fens

(1892) 103. (4) Abd. The game [Rax, King of Scotland] is

called ' Dyke King ' when played by boys and ' Queen ' when
played by girls. The word ' King ' or ' Queen ' is called out

before each run, according as the game is played by boys or girls,

Gomme Games (1898) II. 106-7 (5) se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

2. A detached part of the vein of a coal-mine. Wm. &
Cum.1

DILL, sb.
1 Der. A vetch. (J.W.B.)

DILLIE-DAUNDER, sb. Sh.I. A tail.

Twa laavers and ae dillie-daunder, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 182.

DILLING-PIG, sb. Nhp. Oxf. Bdf. (J.W.B.) i.q.

Dilling, 2.

DHXOCK, sb. e.Suf. An inefficient housewife. (F.H.)

DILLUPS, sb. pi. Hrt. Hills and dales. (E.S.F.)

DILLY-HOUSE, sb. w.Yks. A house made by children

of toys, &c. (J.H.W.) SeeDilly, sb*

DILLYS, sb. Wal. The smallest and weakest of

a litter. (A.H.H.M.) See Dilly-pig.

DILP, v. Sc. To walk with long steps ; to stalk.

Frf. He gaed dilpin' like's he had made a grand joke, Salmond
Man Sandy (1894) 14. Per. Fat are ye dilpin thro' the room for ?

(G.W.)
DILSEEDOLLSIEDEE,/^. Cmb. A children's sing-

ing game. Gomme Games (1898) II. 414-5.

tDILT, v . w.Yks.1 To stop up. A misprint for ' ditt.'

DIM, sb. Sh.I. Sur. 1. In comp. Dim-set, the setting

in of darkness.
Sh.I. Ae night we wir harrowin' till dimset, Stewart Tales

(1892) 248.

2. pi. Twilight.
Sur.That queer bird what hollers out so o' nights, an' skims along

the ship-walk when the dims come on, Son of Marshes Forest

Tithes (1893) 182

DIMPSEY, sb. Dev. Impudence.
His dimpsey to come here, Reports Provinc. (1902).

JDINEN'D,///. adj. n.Cy. Dressed. (P.R.) Mistake
for ' dizened.'
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DING-DOSSEL, sb. Obs. Som. A dung-pot. Horae
Subsecivae (1777) 127. See Dorsel.

DINGE, v.
1 and sb.

1 Cum.4

DINGLE, v? Dmf. To jingle.

A hauchty madam, dinglin' wi' gowd chains, Paton Castlebraes

(1898) 46.

DINGLE-DANGLE, adv. Cai.1 Moving backwards and
forwards, or from side to side. See Dingle, v?
DINGLUM-DANGLUMS, sb.pl. Wmh. Ornaments.
Dinglum-danglums of glass an' chaney, Bullock Ir. Pastorals

(1901) 134.

DING-SWEEP, adv. Cum. Roughly, suddenly. See
Ding, v.1

T'ald tup just knock't him oor ding-sweep (E.W.P.).

DING-WACKING, sb. War.4 A shaking in which the

victim is held by hands and feet. See Ding, v.
1

tDINK, sb. Sc. Meaning unknown.
e.Sc. She has a bit dink i' the aff hent hoof, Setoun R. Urquhart

(1896) ii.

DINK, v.
1 Sc. Wor. 1. To bob up and down. Wor.

(E.S.) 2. ? To sit down with a bang.
Abd. Janet raised nae objection to takin' the seat, but she dinket

hersel' doon awa' frae Archie, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Sept. 1, 1900).

DINK, v? Wor. With along : to walk in an affected

manner. (E.S.)

DINNER, v. n.Yks. (I.W.)

DINNESS, sb. Gall. Sallowness. See Din, adj.
' It's a mercy dinness is na sair,' quoth an eminent wit to

a certain auld Lucky who had the Ethiopian's skin, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).

DIP, v. and sb. Sc. Cum. Lan. Der. 1. v. In comb.

(1) Dip-and-bore, see below; (2) -hole, the hole in the
centre of a dish of 'dip and bore'; (3) -waltz, see below.

(1) s.Lan. 1 A dish of mashed potatoes, with a hole in the centre

filled with butter, called a ' dip-hole '
; a dish of porridge with

a similar hole for treacle. These dishes were placed in the centre

of the table, round which a family of children sat, armed with
spoons. The eaters took a spoonful of the potatoes or porridge,

'dipped' it into the butter or treacle, and 'bored.' it into their

mouths. (2) ib. (3) Der. They danced together the queer old dip-

waltz of their youth, Gilchrist Nat. Milton (1902) 90.

2. With in : to join intermittently in conversation.
Sh.I. Sophia, wha hed been sittin' dippin' in every noo an' dan

durin' da foregoin' scene, volunteered an explanation, Ollason
Mareel (1901) 35.

3. sb. In comp. Dip-net, a poacher's net.
Cum. When open this net is almost the shape of a solid triangle.

The long top edge is secured to rings, through which a pole eight

or ten feet in length is pushed. Thus the bag of the net hangs
behind (E.W.P.).

JDIPLIN, ppl. adj. Dev. ? Misprint for ' dipping.'
Th' diplin insec's lightly springs, Pulman Sketches (1842) 22, ed.

1853-

DIPPER, sb. War. Pern. 1. A mug. s.Pem. (M.S.C.)
2. The water-ouzel, Cinclus aquaticus. War.3

DIPPING, sb? Wor. A particular method of fishing.

(E.S.) See Dap, v. 3.

DIPPLE, sb. Som. A place by the roadside where
stones are deposited previous to being measured and
carried out on the roads. (W.F.R.)
JDIRDYLOCHRAG, sb. s.Cai. The lizard, Lacerta

vivipara. (D.N.)

tDIRDY-WACHLE, sb. Cai.1 The lizard, Lacerta
vivipara.

DIRECTION, sb. 2. War. 3

DIRL, sb. Sh.I. An anxious haste ; hurry.
I winna firget dat sam' vaige in a dirl, Ollason Mareel (1901) 82

;

Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 30.

DIRREL, sb. Sh.I. See below.
When a person is in a hurry, or walks off, showing by the

motion of his body that he is offended, it is sometimes said, ' Dere's
a dirrel upon him,' Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 17.

DIRT, sb. and v. s.Lan. Sus. 1. sb. In phr. to have
no dirt about one, to have no false pride. s.Lan. 1

33.
2. Loose earth or mould. Sus. (S.P.H.) 3. v. To
dirty, ib.

DIRTENALAN, sb. Abd. Paul Abdnsh. (1881) 14.

i.q. Dirty-allan, s.v. Dirty, 1 (1).

DIRTER, sb. [A misprint.] Abd. (Jam.) Of a mill :

a vibrating stick that strikes the large bolter. See Dirl.

DIRTY, adj. Lan. Oxf. Nrf. In comb. (1) Dirty butter,

anything revolting; (2)—money, extra money given when
very dirty work has to be done.

(1) Oxf. 1 We be dirty butter ta they (s.v. Wuss). (2) Lan.

2. Phr. to give a person the dirty kick out, to jilt him. Nrf.

Longman's Mag. (Dec. 1902) 152.

DISFORMED, adj. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)

tDISFUGLEMENT, sb. Hrf. 2 Disfigurement.

DISH, sb. Sc. Dev. 1. In comb. (1) Dish-nap, a tub

for washing dishes
; (2) -of-want, no food at all.

(1) Gall. She gat haud o' the dishnap an' startit tae wesh up the

supper things, Gallovidian (1901) III. 72. (2) Abd. Gin they

widna tak' their pottich they sid get a dish o' want for a change,

Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Feb. 20, 1904).

2. The bottom of a cider-press.
Dev. Tom Blake flooded the 'dish,' or floor of the press, with

cider, Phillpotts Good Red Earth (1901) 188.

DISHABILLE, sb. Lakel. 2 In form disabil. //.Untidy
clothes.

DISLOADEN, v. Cai.1 To unload.

DISMAL, adj. Cor.3 Awkward ; worn out.

Dismal stiles, awkward stiles ; dismal ladder, worn and old
;

dismal old mangle.

DISMOLLISH, v. n.Yks. (I.W.)

DISPLENISHING-SALE, sb. Cai.1 A 'roup' of the

whole stock and implements on a farm. See Displenish.
DISREMEMBER, v. Cum.4

, War.3

JDISSACT, adv. Lan. Exactly, completely.
I leet dissact o' meh back, Paul Bobbin Sequel (1819) 14.

JDISTOR, sb. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Distress. (Hall.)
DIT, sb.2 Som. A dot.

Universal among the school children (W.F.R. ).

DITHERING, ppl. adj. Lan. Midi. Also in form
diddrin Lan. In comb. (1) Dithering Betty, blanc-mange;
jelly; (2) — weather, weather cold enough to make one
shiver. See Dither, v.

1

(1) Lan. 'What can I help you to ?
' 'Ah'll hev some o' that theer

stuff—we co'in it diddrin' Betty' (B.K.). (2) Midi. Midi. Counties
Herald (Dec. 14, 1899).

DITTANY, sb. s.Lan.1

DITTY, sb. Or.I. Lan. Oxf. A story ; a saying.
Or.I. Dat's de ditty o' Babby Skithawa's windin' sheet, Dennison

Orcadian Sketches (ed. 1904) 24. s.Lan. 1 It's alius th' same owd
ditty wi' him. Oxf. (G.O.)

DIVE, sb? Pem. The stave of a cask. (J.S.O.T.)
DIVE, v? Yks. Dor. 1. In comp. Dive-dapper, the

puffin, Fratercula arctica. Dor. (E.C.M.) 2. With into:
to search into, inquire. n.Yks. (I.W.)
JDIVICUS, sb. Lakel.2 (s.v. Drat), w.Yks. (R.H.H.) In

phr. (what) the divicus of land, an exclamation; a mild oath.
DIVIDUAL, adj. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
DIVOT, sb. Cai. 1 A broad, flat necktie.
DIVVY, sb. w.Yks. An entry or passage.
He's gooan dahn t'diwy (B.K.).

DIZEL, v. Nhb. To deck out.
It wad na dee for a sober man like mysel' tae hae my house

dizelled oot wi' sic flarin' colours, Jones Northumberland (1871) 100
DIZZENS, sb. pi. Obsol. nw.Dev.1

(s.v. Shock.) Twelve
sheaves, generally of barley, including three for a hat.
D-LINK, sb. Lakel. The link which fastens the braces

of a plough to the horse. (B.K.)
DO, v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng. 1. In phr.

(1) to do at, to do to
; (2) — a bung, to go at full speed

;

(3) — a harvest, to reap
; (4) — off, to play a trick on

; (5)— up, to set stable horses and cattle in order for the
night

; (6) to have a deal to do, to take too much upon
oneself.

(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Nrf. He went down the road, because as
soon as we fell out he done a bung arter the egg, Emerson Son of
Fens (1892) 5. (3) ' You think you can do a harvest ? ' ' I ha' mowed

[
on the marshes, and I think perhaps I could,' ib. 129. V4) Uls.
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He did aff Davy about the nicest iver ye hear'd tell 0', M°Ilroy
Druid's Island (1902) 23. (5) Cum. 4

(6) n.Yks. You had a deal
ti dea, ti dea that (I.W.).

2. Used as auxiliary to add emphasis.
Tyr., Arm. ' I do be working every day.' ' He does be working

too' (D.A.S.).

3. Used with an inf. to express the perfect tense.
Per. I did not see you since the Concert night. 'When did you

see your mother %' ' I did not see her since '69' (G.W.).
DOABLE, adj. Wor.
It ain't a doable job. You must have a new one made (E.S.).

DOAD, v. Nhb. In phr. to doad the lug, to box the
ears. (E.S.)

DOADRIE, adj. Nhb. Dowdy, shabby. (E.S.)
DOAGAN, sb. Obs. or obsol. I.Ma. A game ; see below.
A rude wooden representation of the human form was fastened

on a cross, and sticks were thrown at it, just after the fashion of
the modern 'Aunt Sally,' Gomme Games (1898) II. 415-6.

DOAVER, v. Sc. To be in a doze. Glasgow Herald
(Sept. 2, 1899). See Dove, v.

1

DOB, sb.
1 Dev. 3 A spot, speck.

DOB, v.
1 and sb.5 Sc. Lin. 1. v. To make to stick as

a piece of putty or soft clay. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) 2. To
peck as a bird. Cai.1 3. sb. A peck by a bird. ib.

DOBBIE, sb?- and v. Cum.4
1. sb. A piece of wood

shaped like a potato-masher, and used for barking small
branches. 2. v. To use the ' dobbie.'
They used to dobbie sticks, clow trees—that is, clear them o'

moss, Cum. Pacquet (June 29, 1893) 6, col. 2.

DOBBIE-HAND, sb. Cum.4 An apprentice or tyro.

See Dobby, sb} 2.

DOBBIN, sb.
1 Cum. Lin. Also in form dobbie Lin.

1. An old horse ; a child's name for a horse. Cum.4
,

se.Lin. (J.T.B.) 2. Comp. Dobbin-horse, a rocking-

horse. se.Lin. (ib.)

DOBBIN, sb.
3 Lakel.2

DOCHY, see Dauchy.
tDOCK, sb* Ess. [Not known to our correspondents.]

In phr. a dock of coke.

They burn up like this dock of coke, Baring-Gould Mehalah

(1885) 366.

DOCKEN, sb. 5. Cai. 1 In phr. a day among the dockens,

a day spent over things of little value and with small result.

DOCTOR, sb. and v. Lakel. Yks. Lan. 1. sb. In

comb. Doctor's-shop, a doctor's surgery; a chemist's shop.

n.Yks. (I. W.), s.Lan. 1 2. The beetle, Aphodiusfimetarius.
Cum. 4 It is a favourite plaything of children, who, placingit on the

back of the hand to see if it will bite, say, ' Doctor ! doctor ! draw
blood, Or else I'll kill ye cauld deed.'

3. v. To patch, mend. Lakel.2

DOCUMENT, sb. s.Pem. A warning ; an example.
There's that dog been all over my seed-bed again ! Ah, Rover, if

I could get the chance wouldn't I make a document of you! (M.S.C.)

DOD, sb.8 Ayr. A soft, reddish marble. (F.J.C.)

DODDERKY, adj. Oxf. (W.W.F.)
DODDERY,^'. Lakel.2

(s.v. Flothery.) Shaking. See
Dother, v.

1

DODDLE, v.
1
1. War.4

, Brks. (E.G.H.)

DODDLE, v.
3 Wgt. Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 306.

i.q. Doodle, v.
1
1.

DOBDY, adj. w.Yks. Hornless. (S.P.U.) SeeDod(d,l(3).

DODE, sb. Cum.4 i.q. Dad, sb.
3

DODGER-ME-TROT, sb. Not. 3 A small article; used

also of children or of undersized persons or animals
;
pi.

odds and ends.
DODJELL-REEPAN, sb. Gall. The meadow-rocket,

Orchis latifolia. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824.) i.q. Dodgill-

reepan.
DODLE, v. Frf. To trouble, bother.

Fykin' an' scutterin' awa amon' triangles. Feech !
I wudna be

dodled wi' them, Salmond Man Sandy (1894) 62.

JDOE, sb.3 Dur. Der. A tug at the hair
;
part of the

schoolboys' punishment of 'cobbing' (q. v.).

Dur. Henderson Flk-Lore (1879) i. Der. Every new boy at the

kilns had to be initiated. As many of the older boys as could get

near him took a lock of his hair and kept 'lugging him whilst the

'nominy' was chanted: 'Arondlel a rondle, a Quakers horn,
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A pig t' be shaved i' barley-corn ; We-wo, a buck or a doe, A hen
or a cock, a goose, or a duck ?' The new lad then had to choose

one of the things mentioned, of which the ' hen ' was worst, as the

formula attached to this was ' Begin again.' If, however, the luggee

had been previously warned, he chose either the ' goose ' ('Leave
loose ') or the ' doe ' (' Let go') (S.B.).

DOE-BELLY'T, ppl. adj. Cum.4 A bay or brown horse
having flanks and belly of a fawn colour.

JDOEY, sb. Yks. A pet, darling ; a term of endear-
ment used in speaking to a child, i.q. Doy, sb.

1

n.Yks. Yks. Wkly. Post (June 2, 1900). w.Yks. ' Na, doey,' is

a common way of speaking to a child (S.O.A.).

DOFFIN, sb. Cum. Lan. 1. The place where the

miners leave their superfluous clothing. Cum.4 See Doff.

2. The action of removing the full bobbins and replacing

them by empty ones. s.Lan. 1

DOG, sb. and v. Van dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
1. sb. In comb. (1) Dog-dormer, a dog-fancier; (2) -'s drift,

ruin
; (3) -foot, the Timothy grass, Phleum pratense

; (4)

•haw, (a) the fruit of the dog-rose, Rosa canina
;

(b) the

fruit of the guelder-rose, Viburnum Opulus
; (5) -ken,

a dog-kennel
; (6) -mouse, the field-vole

; (7) -saddle,

a figure in the game of ' cat's-cradle
' ; (8) -snout, a large,

hard apple
; (9) -stinks, the camomile, Anthemis Cotula ;

(10) -sure, quite certain
;
(n) -trot, a ' shogging ' gait

;
(12)

-winkle, the shell-fish, Purpura lapillus.

(1) Not. You'll fancy him, Ben, being a dog-dormer yourself.

A well-bred black retriever, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 248. (2) Or.I.

Dennison Orcadian Sketches (ed. 1904) 3. (3) Cum. 4
(4, a) Mun.

(P.W.J.) (b) Cum. 4
(5) m.Yks. 1 (s.v. Padding-can). (6) Sur.

A dog-mouse, as the rustics call it,— the large-headed, short-tailed

field-vole or grass-mouse, which is as large as a half-grown rat,

Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 186. (7) Cum.4 (s.v. Cat-

saddle). (8, 9) Lakel. 2 (10) Abd. We're no jist dogsure o' that,

Macdonald Donal Grant (1883) vi. (11) Lakel. 2 (12) Sc. (A.W.)

2. Phr. (1) the white dog bites one, one is lazy ; see White,
adj. 1 (17) ; (2) to get the dog on one, to have a fit of laziness

;

(3) — to hold, to be made a scapegoat.

(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) n.Cy. (B.K.) (3) They war yan as

bad as anudder, but he gat t'dog ta hod, ib.

3. Weaver's work which is not finished in time for

pay-day. s.Lan.1 4. v. To watch.
Lan. Like him [an opponent] he began, in Lancashire phrase,

' to dog for the first grip,' Westall Old Factory (1885) xvii.

5. With up : to pull the ears ; to wrangle.
Abd. I never saw the teacher lose his temper, although I have

often seen a big scholar ' dog up ' on the floor with him, W. Wat-
son Auld Lang Syne (1903) 26. Dur. (I.W.)

DOGGED, adv. Som. (W.F.R.)
DOGGER, v. Cum.4 Also in form dog. To beggar,

make bankrupt; used chiefly in reference to games at

marbles, i.q. Doggered, pp.
DOGGIE-HILLAG, sb. Cai.1 A small hillock with

long grass.

tDOGLOGARUM, sb. Hrf.2 [Not known to our

correspondents.] Nonsense.
DOILT, sb. Sh.I. A foolish man. i.q. Doiled, ppl. adj.

Doo needna be blate fir me, a auld married doilt, Sh. News (Sept.

7, 1901).

DOING, prp. Cai. 1 In phr. let it be doing, let matters

proceed as hitherto.

DOITCH, v. w.Yks. (H.G.) A bowling term: to

measure between bowl and bowl. Hence Doitchers, sb.

? the measurement between bowl and bowl.

DOITED, ppl. adj. Lakel. 2
i q. Doit, v. 1 (1).

DOLDER, sb. Cum.4 A confused state.

DOLDIE, sb. Abd. A big, fat, clumsy person. (G.W.)

DOLDRUM, sb. 2. War.3

DOLE, sb. 1 and v.
1 Cum. Lan. War. Also in forms

dale Cum. ; deal Cum.4 1. sb. A distribution of alms,

&c. to the poor. War.3 2. A penny given to every

child or poor person who went to a house where there

was a funeral. s.Lan. 1 3. A field near the house;

a croft. Cum.4 4. Comb. (1) Dole-days, the days of the

cotton famine. s.Lan. 1

;
(2) -land, land held in defined but

unfenced parcels in an open field, with the ownership

changing annually in succession. Cum.4
; (3) -'s-man,

N
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: this time. I wish as him 'ud

the owner of a 'dole.' Cum. (E.W.P.) 5. v. To dis-

tribute. s.Lan. 1
, War.3

DOLE, sb? Ken. An old decayed tree.
A tree of the kind called in Kentish idiom a dole, an old sad

thing, looking in this fresh green place as if like Goody Blake it had
come into the wood to gather sticks, Keeling Return to Nature
(1897) viii.

DOLE, v? 4. Suf.
That due us good to dole about it, Fison Merry Suf. (1899) 54.
DOLEFULBELLS-OF SORROW, sb. Oxf. The

snake's-head fritillary, Fritillaria Meleagris. (L.S.) See
Dole, sb? 1 (3).

tDOLENT, ad]. Hrf.2 [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Sharp, clever.
A farmer praising his dog said that he was ' uncommon dolent.'

tDOLFISH, sb. w.Sc. A dog-fish or small shark.
Arg. They caught at one setting of 200 or 300 hooks from 30 to

80 cod and ling, besides a variety of scate, eels, dol fish, Sec, Statist.

Ace. X. 407. [Supposed to be an erratum for dog-fish, the name
given to the small sharks along the western coast of Scotland
(Jam.).]

DOLLAR, sb? Abd. A boy's marble. (G.W.)
DOLLOP, sb. 5. n.Yks. (I.W.)
DOLL-PIG, sb. Som. (J.W.B.) i.q. Doll, sb?
JDOM, sb. Wil.1 A door-case. [Probably a mistake

for ' dorn.']

DOMINO, sb. 1. Cum. (E.W.P.)
JDOMMIN, sb. Dev. Also in form dummon. A

woman
;
prob. a contraction of ' old woman.'

Dev. 2 e.Dev. Varmer Jan her had tu wife A dummon as plagued
un out of his life, Jane Lordship (1897) 13.
DON, sb? se.Lin. A small, empty snail-shell. (J.T.B.)
DONALD, sb. Per. The last small stack brought

from the field to the corn-yard. (G.W.)
JDONATE, v. Hrf.2 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To give as a legacy.
They don't think him '11 get over it

donate us sumthing.

DONCASTER-CHERRIES, sb. w.Yks. A game; see
below.
One boy kneels, holding a long rope, the other end of which is

held by another boy
; the other players stand round about with

handkerchiefs in hands, knotted. The one who holds the rope-end
and standing cries out— 'Doncaster cherries, ripe and sound, Touch
'em or taste 'em—Down you dogs !

' Gomme Games (1894) I. 98-0.
JDONDER, adv. Irel. Yonder. (D.P.M.)
DONE, pp. and ppl. adj. Yks. Lan. 1. pp. In phr.

(1) done and better done, completely finished. n.Yks.
(I.W.)

; (2) — o'er, overcome, exhausted. s.Lan. 1

; (3)— to, attended to, waited upon. ib.\ (4) what can be done,
as much as possible. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. ppl. adj. In
comp. Done-job, a settled affair. s.Lan.1

DONK, v. w.Yks. (A.C.)
DONNERY, sb. Dmf. A clothes' moth. Wallace

Schoolmaster (1899) 347.
DONNICAN, see Dunnekin.
tDONNY, adj.1 Hrt. ? Poor, unproductive.
Heath, donny, and other common grounds, Ellis Mod. Husb

(1750) III. i. 164.

DONNY, adj? Wmh. Bullock Ir. Pas/orals (1901)
149. i.q. Dawny.
tDONSE, sb. N.I. 1 The devil.
DOO, see Thou.
DOODLE, v.

1
1. Yks., n.Yks. (I.W.)

DOODY,s£. w.Yks. A foolish, silly person. Cf.dowdy.
What hes yon silly doody agate 1 (S.P.U.)
DOOLHILL, sb. ? Obs. Gall. Also in form doon-.A hill formerly occupied by a castle or place of refuge.
[The name] is never given to hills whereon are remains of

Roman camps, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
DOOMSHAW, sb. Dev. ? A spectacle.
What for do 'e want to make a doomshaw of yourself—wearin'

two rosettes, like a Merry Andrew ? Phillpotts Sons ofMorning
(1900) 187.

J s

DOONHILL, DOONIE, see Dool-hill, Dunnie.
DOOR, sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng. Also

in form deaur Yks. 1. In comb. (1) Door-board, the

panel of a door
; (2) -creek, the hinge of a door ; (3) -head,

the lintel of a door
; (4) -sill, the threshold ; (5) -sporre,

a wooden bar which fastens the door
; (6) -stead high,

a one-storied building ; a new building that has risen as

far as the height of the doorway
; (7) -stoop, a doorpost.

(1) Lnk. Dinna dae the door-boards wrang, Murdoch Doric

Lyre (1873) 44. (2, 3) n.Yks. (I.W.) (4) Abd. Macdonald Alec

Forbes- (1865) I. xxii. (5) Yks. (K.) (6) n.Cy. It was nobbut a

door-steed-hee mack ov a spot (B.K.). w.Yks. {ib.) (7) Arg.

They came out and stood hand in hand on the door-stoop, Munro
/. Splendid (1898) 188.

2. Phr. (1) to give the door, or the outside of the door, to

turn out of doors ; to bid begone
; (2) to put to the door, to

turn out, disown
; (3) to the door, to the utmost, completely.

(1) Don. They'd be afther givin' him the outside of the dure
while he'dbesayin' ' thrapsticks,' ' Mac' Road to Donegal (3rded.)

212. I.Ma. Rydings Tales (1895) 45. (2, 3) n.Yks. (I.W.)

DOOSE, adj. Cum.4
i.q. Dowse, adj. 2.

DOPE, sb. Cum. A slow, lazy girl. (E.W.P.)
DORMED, ppl. adj. Wil. Used as an expletive.

Tennant Vill. Notes (1900) 119.

tDORRAN, adj. Obs. Der.2 Empty.
DORRITY, sb. Sc. Meaning unknown.
An idle dancing dorrity like that, Ferrier Destiny (1831) II. vii.

DOSHIE, sb. Sh.I. A little person neatly dressed.
Stewart Tales (1892) 245. See Doss, v.

3 4 (1).

DOSSAN, sb. Sc. Also written dosan. The fore lock.
Inv. Applied usually to horses, and in derision to girls or boys

(H.E.F.). w.Sc. In the act of touching his towzy dosan, by way
of reverence, Macdonald Settlement (1869) 113, ed. 1877.
DOSSENT, adj. w.Dur.1 Foolish.
tDOSSYDOSS, sb. Cor.8 A dog-cart.
Used in my hearing by a carriage dealer, who might have seen

it in a catalogue, but could not say more than that he had always
heard the word.

[Fr. dos a dos, back to back, as opposed to riding vis
a vis.]

DOT, sb. Cum. Yks. I. A kind of cricket ; see
below ; also the bit of wood used in the game.

w.Yks. Another game was called 'dot' ; a kind of cricket with
a short bit of cylindric wood (without points) about four to five
inches long, used in place of a ball. Two sticks, after the style of
besom shafts, were used instead of bats, and a piece of flagstone in
lieu of wickets. The bit of wood or ' dot ' was always thrown
from wicket to wicket, never bowled (C.C.).

2. Phr. to go off one's dot, to lose one's senses. Cum.
(E.W.P.)
DOTTED-YARKERs*. w.Yks. Spice-cake. (B.K.)
DOTTLE, sb.1 Ayr. The core of a boil. (F.J.C.)
DOTTLED, ppl. adj. Suf. Silly, confused, weak in

intellect. Fison Merry Suf. (1899) 40. See Dottle, sb? 3.
DOTTLEY, sb. Cum.4 A clay marble, rough-burnt.
DOUBLE, adj. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng.

Also written dubble Lakel.2
1. adj. In comb. (1) Double-

breasted, of a word : long, hard to understand
; (2) -cun-

ning, crafty, over-reaching
; (3) -decker, see below

; (4)hatch, a hay-making term ; see below
; (5) -noddin, see

(3) I (6) -whale, marsh left uncut for two years.
. W pall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 312, ed. 1876. (2) Hmp.
(H.R.) (3) Cum." A pastry cake baked in the oven, having
a layer of currants inside it. (4) Wil.i (s. v. Hay-making) Grass
. . .raked up into lines called hatches, which may be either
single hatch or double hatch. (5) Cum." (6) e.An.i (s. v. Whale).
2. sb. A baby's body napkin. Lakel 2

DOUBLECLED, see Cleed.
tpoUBLE-LIFTS,^.//. Lin. Meaning unknown.
The system of double-lifts was introduced, Miller & Skertchly

demand (1878) vi.

DOUBLING, prp. and vbl. sb. Dev. A cider-making
term

; see below. &

We be doubling now. This mock's been through the Dress
once, and we take the first squott and the second squott to-
gether m doubling. . A squott be a pressful of the mock straight
trom the mill

; but after it has been squeezed once it do fill a
smaller compass, and two squotts go to a doubling, Phillpotts
hood Red Earth (1901) 187.

DOUBY, adj. Sus. Stumpy. See Dub, v.* 2 (1)A douby little tree. These needlesare short and douby (S.P.H )
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DOUCH, sb. Sh.I. In phr. in one's day of douch, in
the prime of one's life. Stewart Tales (1892) 11.

JDOUCH, adj. w.Yks.5 Dainty of appetite, particular.
[Misprint for donsh, q.v.]

DOUGHY, adj. Lakel.2 In form dooafi. Easily
fatigued, tired, or beaten.
DOUHALL, sb. Obs. Gall. An easygoing man ; one

who has no objection to being taken as a fool. Mac-
TAGGART EflCyd. (1824).
DOUP-SCUD, adv. Abd. With a heavy fall on the

buttocks. See Doup.
Grant that in their reelin' fits Doup-scud they winna fa',

Walker Bards (1887) 598.
DOUT, v. 1. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
DOUTH, sb. Per. Shelter.
There's no much douth in a wire fence (G.W.)
DOUTHY, adj. Nhb. Weary; unwell. (E.S.) Cf.

douth, adj.1

DOVE-FLOWER, sb. Brks. The monkshood, Aconi-
tum -Napellus.

Monkshood, called by rustics dove-flower, because ' when the

cup is pulled back, you can see Noah's dove as brought 'un the leaf,'

Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 65.

DOVEY, sb. n.Yks. Gentleness. Yks. Wkly. Post

(June 2, 1900).
DOW, v.

1 Wm. Cum. In phr. downo cannot, to

have the power but want the will to do anything. (J.Ar.)

DOWDIE, adj. Bwk. Fading, withering.

The brackens hing their dowdie leaves, Calder Poems (1897) 63.

DOWDLING,///.at#. Cum.4 Moping, spiritless, sulky,

retiring.

DOWDY, sb.2 Hmp. The linen bonnet worn by
women when working in the field. (H.R.) See Dowd, sb.

DOWEL, sb. s.Lan.1 pi. Pieces of iron rod attached

to clog-soles to answer the purpose of skates.

JDOWER, adj. Cor. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Dismal, depressed ; drooping.
Tes no use, net a mite, to sim desmal an' dower, Daniel Bride

ofScio (1842) 231.

DOWIN, sb. Lakel. A small luncheon eaten in the

field ; a snack. Lakel.2 , Cum.4 Hence Dowin-time, sb.

the time for such a slight meal. Lakel.2

DOWKERING, vbl. sb. Chs. See below.
Numbers of scoters, the scaup duck, dive over the ' cockle-scaur,'

the beds of the young of cockles :
' dowkering,' it is termed about

there,' Pall Mall. Mag. (Sept. 1901) 137.

DOWL, sb? s.Wor. Part of the ' long-plough.'

To the hindermostend of the throck the master-tail is fixed with

wooden dowls (H.K.).

Hence dowled in, phr., see below.
The wrist is fastened to the throck on the off-side, being dowled

in with a wooden dowl (ib.).

DOWL, v.
1

1. Cum.
Still doulin' here aleane, Rayson Poems (1839) 4.

DOWL, v.
3 s.Wor. To pluck off feathers. (H.K.)

i.q. Dowl, sb.
1

DOWLY, sb. Suf.1 (s.v. Towley). A towel, i.q.

Dwile, sb.
1

.

DOWN, adv., adj., prep, and v. Var. dial, uses in be.

Irel. and Eng. 1. adv., adj. and prep. In comb. (1)

Down-after, following downwards; (2) -brow, a frown;

(o) _ by down the valley
; (4) -creature, an animal

; (5)

•drawing, see below; (6) -gater, a contemptuous term

for an inhabitant of Morecambe; (7) -house, a kitchen;

a back kitchen ; (8) -lay, a heavy fall of snow
; (9)

-mouthed, low-spirited ;
(10) -spout, a perpendicular pipe

to convey water from a roof to a cistern
; (11) -straight,

downright ;
(12) - street, the lower part of a town

; (13)

_ town, down the village ; (14) -worth, a declivity.

f il Sh I In a peerie start I maks hit oot ta be a man comin

slow y doonefter, Clark Northern Gleams (1898) 103. (2) Dmf.

Delpfte the down brows of his Leddy, Paton Castlebraes (189B) 60

(,L.' (4) s.Lan.1
(s) Sh.I. During the season the crew of

a naf boat had three feasts, viz., the Doon-drawin at Beltane
;

the Johnsmas at Midsummer, . . and the Foy at Lammas, Spence

FlkLore (1899) 188. (6) Lan. Daily Dispatch (June 17, 1902 7.

(7) »Tcy (J.L.1783).
Wm. & Cum. 1

(8) shj. Da white mist . .

wisna ta geng 'ithoot a doonlay o' snaw, Sh. News (Mar. 24, 1900).

(9) Lakel.2 (10) s.Lan. 1 (n) Cum.* (12) w.Yks. Banks Wkfld.
Wds. (1865) (s. v. Up-street). (13) Oxf. 1 (14) Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).

2. Phr. (1) down about house, thrown to the ground

;

(2) — at mouth, dejected, dispirited
; (3) — in the valley,

(4) — in yonder meadow, a form of kiss-in-the-ring ; (5)— the bank, failing in strength, &c. ; (6) — the country,

Devon and Cornwall ; (7) — the house, near the door ; (8)— upon it, see (2).

(1) I.W. Gray Ribstone Pippins (1898) 34. (2) Cum.4 (3) Nhp.
War. Nhp. N. £r Q. II. 105, in Gomme Games (1894) I. 99, 100

;

Sus. iV.er Q. (1892) 8th S. i. 210, in Gomme ib. 100. I.W. Gomme
ib. 99. (4) Abd., Per. Gomme ib. (1898) II. 417. Kcb. ib. 416-7.

Dub. ib. 417-8. (5) n.Yks. (I.W.) (6) w.Som.1 (s. v. Up-country).

(7) s.Don. 'Up the house' means farther into the house through

successive apartments from the door. ' Down the house ' is the

opposite direction, Simmons Gl. (1890) (s.v. Up the house). (8)

Sh.I. He saw that Aandrew was doon ipun it aboot something,

Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) 21.

3. v. To fail ; to draw towards evening or autumn.
n.Yks. T' breckins put up i May and downs doon i't back pairt

o July. It downs towards neet (I.W.).

DOWN-HEAD-CLOCK, sb. Gall. The dandelion,

Leontodon Taraxacum. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

DOWNSER, sb. Cor. See below.
Moor-dwellers or downsers, a strange folk, living lonely lives

apart, with their own speech and customs, distinct from those of

the miners to the north, of the fishermen to the south and west,

and of the agricultural dwellers in the fertile eastern valleys. A
giant in stature, the downser inhabits a hut that would be none

too large for a pigmy, Lee Paul Carah (1898) 14.

DOWNWARD, adv. Ken.12 Of the wind : in the

south.
tDOWZY, sb. e.Suf. A half-witted person. (F.H.)

DOXY, sb. 1. War.4

DOYLOCH, sb. Obs. Gall. A crazy person. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824).

tDOYST, v. and sb. Sc. 1. v. To fall with a heavy
sound ; to throw down. Abd. (Jam.) Cf. dyst. 2. sb.

A sudden fall ; the noise made by falling.

n.Sc. (Jam.) ; Shirrefs Poems (1790) Gl.

DOZE, v.
2 Cai.1 Of straw, hay, wood, &c. : to become

spoilt by fungus growths.

DOZZEN, sb. Cum.4 A shapeless lump. See Dozzle,

sb. 4.

DRAAG, sb. Sh.I. The drift of a current. Spence
Flk-Lore (1899) 120. Cf. draeg, v.

DRABBY-HANDED, adj. Glo. Slow, tedious.

I 'ate that drabby-handed business ; it looks so awkid, Giebs

Cotswold Vill. (1898) 232.

DRACHLED, ppl. adj. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). i.q. Draigled, s. v. Draggle.

{DRACKLED, ppl. adj. Nhb. Draggled, tired by
pursuit. See Draggle, v. 2.

' My faith, I heard ye weel eneuch,' The drack'led Fox replied,

Proudlock Borderland Muse (1896) 318.

DRAG-BAR, sb. Cum. The diagonal bar fixed across

the horizontal bars of a gate to keep the whole rigid.

(E.W.P.)
DRAG-BAT, sb. Ken. A heavy two-wheeled cart

used for carrying heavy loads of dung, &c, and so con-

structed that the cart can be canted backwards off the

shafts or rods. (P.M.)

DRAG-TAE, sb. Sc. A rake ; lit. a ' drag to.

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 26, ed. 1876. Kcb. My thee-

banes like mill timmers and my fingers like dragtaes, Elder

Borgue (1897) 31.

DRAG-WAYS, sb. pi. Suf. Cart-tracks or farm-roads

between hedges. (C.L.F.)

tDRAIL, sb.2 Cum. Wm. Land held in defined but

unfenced parcels in an open field ; a share or an allot-

ment in a common or enclosed land.

Cum. Linton Lake Cy. (1864) 301. Cum., Wm. (J.Ar.)

JDRAINTED, ppl. adj. Wil.1 Of dirt : ingrained.

[Prob. a misprint for grainted (q.v., s.v. Grained).]
N 2
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JDRAITINGFRAME, sb. Lan. Meaning unknown.
The young women worked at the draiting frames at that time at

75. 6d. a week, Dy. News (Nov. 17, 1881) 2, col. 5.

DRAKE, sb.3 s.Lan. 1 A thin flat stone, so thrown
along the surface of the water as to skip from point to
point. Also in comp. Drake-stone. See Duck, sb.

2

DRAKRAIL, sb. Cum. The diagonal bar which fixed
across the horizontal bars of a gate keeps the whole rigid.
(E.W.P.)

s f s

DRAM, v.
1 Cum. (E.W.P.) Also in form drem.

DRAM, v.
z Sh.I. Also in form draam. To mark

a sheep's ear with thread, &c, as a means of identification.
See Dram, sb.a

I wis gotten haud apo' da lamb an' draamd him wi' a rid treed
i' da right lug, Sh. News (May 20, 1899).

DRANE, v. 1. Suf. (M.B.-E.)
DRANJEY, sb. Cor. A ' snicket ' or narrow passage

between houses. Cf. drang. Cornish Teleg. (Oct. 27, 1904).
DRASHY, (w/;. w.Cy. Dirty, slovenly.
Spittin' about the grate and fire irons. . . I'm not goin' to allow

them drashy ways in my house, Cornh. Mag. (Dec. 1900) 749.
JDRATCH, sb. s.Dev. Thatch. Fox Kingsbridge

(1874).

DRAUGHT, sb.
1 Yks. Dor. Also in form drate Dor.

1. The act of drawing; a pull. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. pi.

The end of the shafts close to a wagon. Dor. (E.C.M.)
3. pi. Weights for weighing stone, ten to the ton. ib.

DRAUX, v. se.Lin. To win, succeed, but with a sus-
picion of unfair means employed. Gen. in pp. (J.T.B.)
DRAW, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Cum. Yks. Lan. Lin. War.

Pern. Dev. 1. v. In phr. (1) Xto draw a boat, to pull it up
the beach above high water ; also used Jig. ; see below

;

(2) — the hand over, to punish, chastise
; (3) — off, to

photograph
; (4) — to, to approach, come near

; (5) — up
a clock, to wind up a clock.

(1) Cai. 1
' His boat is drawn.' He will not likely have any more

children. (2) Don. If I have to dhraw me hand over him again,
he'll know what it's for, ' Mac ' Road to Donegal (qrd ed.) S- (<?)

s.Pem. (M.S.C.) (4, 5) n.Yks. (I.W.)
2. Comp. (1) Draw-day, pay day

; (2) -home, an attraction,
inducement; (3) -pan, (4) -plate, a metal 'blower' or
plate with a handle put up to the fire to make it draw up

;

(5) -well, see below.
(1) s.Lan. 1

(2) Dev. He always said that a child wor a draw
home to folks the like o' hiszulf, Zack White Cottage (1901) 207.
(3.. 4) War. (C.T.O.) (5) nw.Lin. ' Thoo's as clever as the Butter-
wick man who stole a draw-well.' Said to any one who has done
or said a preposterously foolish thing (E.P.).

3. To pull out and arrange straw to be used for thatching.
Also in phr. to draw thack.
Cum. (E.W.P.) Midi. Morris was thatching one of the ricks

and I was ' drawing' the stubble and carrying it up to him, Bar-
tram People of Clopton (1897) 160. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

_
4. Phr. to draw the hurdles, to plait and intertwine thorns

in the hurdles so as to form a shelter or ' burrow-hurdle.'
War.3

5. To infer, conclude, draw conclusions.
Sh.I. As shune as he said dis, Mr. Editor, I drew wha he wid

be, Sh. News (July 20, 1901).

6. sb. A draught, current of air.
Sh.I. Doo's sittin' i' da draw o' da door, lass, doo'll get dy deth

o' cauld, Sh. News (June 10, 1899).

DRAWERS, sb. pi? Lin. Side lanes. Trans. Philol.
Soc. (1855) 35.

DRAWIL, sb. Sh.I. The keel or under edge of a boat.
Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 244.
DRAWING-PIT, sb. w.Yks. Mining term : the shaft

through which the coal is raised. (S.J.C.)
DRAWK, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. 1. v. To soak,

saturate, esp. to soak lime and so spoil it. n.Yks. (I.W.)
2. sb. Damp, wet weather. Cf. drook.
Kcb. I ga'ed to Balmaghie the day In a' the drawk an' gloom,

Gallovidian (1902) IV. 189.

DRAW-MOSS, sb. Sc. The sheathed cotton-sedge,
iLriophorum vaginatum.

Gall. Draw-moss budding on the flowes Till sheep are fu',
Gallovtdtan (1901) II. 145. Dmf. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 347.

DREAL, v. se.Lin. To win, with the suspicion that

there was not fair play. (J.T.B.) Cf. drill, v.
2 2.

DREAN,s6. Inv. The branch of a bramble. (H.E.F.)
DREEDLE, v. Slg. To dwindle, decay gradually.

Cf. driddle, v.
1

It's no sae lang sin' it dreedled oot o' existence, Buchanan
Poems (1901) 142.

DREEN, sb. Cum.4 The gratified note of the cow
during milking. Cf. drone, sb. 1 2.

DREEP, sb. Per. A term used in the game of

marbles ; see below. See Dreep, v. 9.

' Are you going to play dreep or in fun ?
' are you to forfeit your

stakes or not ? (G.W.)
DREEP(E, sb. and v. Lakel. 1. sb, A melancholy

tone of voice. Lakel.2, Cum.4 2. v. To speak slowly.

Cum. 4

DREET, v. Cai.1 i.q. Drite, v.
1

DREGG-SALT, sb. Sh.I. Refuse salt. Sh. News
(Aug. 12, 1899).
DREM, see Dram, v.

1

DRENG, v.
2 Sh.I. Also in form dring. To pull or

draw together ; to pull, draw, tug.

We dring his fower feet tagedder, Sh. News (Dec. 22, 1900) ;

I held da huiki' mi teeth fil I dreng'd at da hitches, ib. (June 1, 1901).

DRENTED, pp. Sus. Of coloured clothes in wash-
ing : run. (S.P.H.) See Drent.
tDRESCHEL, sb. Dev. A thistle. (W.W.S.)
DRESS, v. s.Lan. 1 In phr. to dress the knots off, to

scold, upbraid. 27.

DRESSED, pp. Cor. In phr. dressed to death like Sally
Hatch, prov. W. Morning News (Apr. 22, 1902).

DRESSER-CASE, sb. w.Yks. A plate-rack. (J.J.B.)WREW AT, phr. I.Ma. Drawn by, tightly stretched.
Drew at the sun with a strong sweet strain, Brown Yarns (^881)

118, ed. 1889; The skin all drew at her, ib. Doctor (1887) 156,
ed. 1891.

DRIBS, sb. pi. Midi. Som. In phr. dribs and drabs,
small quantities of anything, little by little, in driblets.
See also Drib, sb. 3.

Midi. They on'y let he hev' it by dribs and draabs, Bartram
People of Clopton (1897) 205. Som. ' How did the complainant
pay you your wages?' Witness: 'In dribs and drabs,' Weston
Paper (May 17, 1879); (W.F.R.)
DRIDDLE, v} I. n.Yks. (I.W.) Also in form dreadle.
DRIFT, sb.1 12. War. Wor. Glo. Evesham Jrn. (Jan.

9, 1904).

DRIFT, sb? Sh.I. Gait, carriage, style of walking.
Behowlds doo da drift 'at's apon 'er? . . A lemonade bottle bobbin'

aboot atil a jap o' watter, Ollason Mareel (1901) 10.

DRIFTER, sb. Sh.I. Cum. Cor. 1. A fishing-boat
or trawler. Sh.I. Sh. News (June 29, 1901). 2. A
fisherman in a drift-boat (q. v.). Cor. Phillpotts
Prophets (1897) 37. See also Drift, sb. 5. 3. One who
drives a drift in a mine. See Drift, sb. 8.
Cum. An accident . . . resulted in the death of a stone drifter

W. Cum. Times (July 4, 1903) 5; (E.W.P.)
DRIG, sb. Irel. A drink, ' pull,' ' drop.'
Wmh. Take another drig o' the tay an' stop your romancin',

Bullock Pastorals (1901) 57.
DRILL, v.

1
1. n.Yks. (I.W.)

DRILLING,^. I.W. Dripping, soaking wet. Cf.
dreening, s. v. Dreen, v.

They be all a-drillen with wet, Gray Ribstone Pippins (1808) qq
tDRINENDO,^r. Dor. Meaning unknown
Ah, Thomas, wish I wer lik you, To always miake sich drinen

do, Eclogue (1862) 4.

tDRINE-VOLD, adj. Wxf.> In phr. to be drine-vold, to
fall into a dry furrow or trench '

DRINGLY, adj Suf. Of the weather : rainy, wetdamp. (C.L.F.) Cf. dringling. y
' >

DRING-TAIL, sb. Sh.I. A < haaf ' name for the cat
Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 27.

e Cat '
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The day's drinkin' in a gweed bit, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Sent
12, I903). ^ * '
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DRINKY, adj. Yks. Dor. Amer.
n.Yks. He was a drinky man (I.W.). Dor. He do seem to be

a bit drinky, Francis Pastorals (1901) 236. [Amer. Cent. Mag.
(June 1883) 190.]

DRIP, v. 1. w.Mid. (W.P.M.)
tDRIPPLE, adj. Obs. Wor. Weak ; rare. (Hall.)

Cf. drippling.

DRIPPLING, ppl. adj. n.Yks.4 Weak, small.
DRISHEL, sb. Dev. A thrush. Cf. drish.
A yeoman remarked to a friend who, he considered, had not

eaten sufficient, 'That isn't enough to keep a drishel,' Reports
Provinc. (Aug. 1902) No. 18.

tDRISTER, sb. w.Yks. [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] A daughter. (Hall.)
DRITE, sb. w.Yks. A drink ; a mouthful of liquid,

esp. a stinted, small allowance of drink. (B.K.)
DRIVE, v. and sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Pern. 1. v.

In phr. (1) to drive a noise, to make an uproar or noise
;

(2) — a rig, see below
; (3) — out, to cart out.

(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Gall. A person is said to be able to drive

a rig when able to reap as well as other reapers, and as fast,

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (3) s.Pem. Muck's all druv out.

I have a druv out the muck (M.S.C.).

2. To be pushed or pressed for time ; to be driven to

extremities, needy. Gen. in pp. s. Lan.', s.Pem. (M.S.C.)
3. To float ashore ; to wash up by the tide.

Sh.I. Der as mony o' da knappilds 'at drave twa year frae syne,

lyin' apo' da butt laaft, Sh. News (July 16, 1898).

4. sb. A trap, carriage. Ant. (S.A.B.) 5. A heavy
blow.

Gall. He gied him aye the ither drive wi' his nieve, Crockett
Standard Bearer (1898) 294.

DRIVER, sb. Peb. A curling term : a stone very
strongly thrown ; the ' skip' or captain of a curling rink.

Lampand Lowrie, frae the loan, Gart baith [stones], wi's driver,

flee Twa ells away, Lintoun Green (1817) 39.

DRIVING-GATE, sb. s.Lan.1 Written droivin'
:

. A
road on a farm used for carting produce or for driving

cattle to and from pasture.
DRIVLIN'BIB, sb. Pem. An infant's bib. (J.S.O.T.)

DRIZZEN, sb. Abd. A low plaintive sound made by
a cow when wanting food. See Drizzen, v.

I heard a cow give what we call a ' drizzen,' after risin', Abd.

Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 19, 1904).

tDROB, v.
2 Som. To rob. Jennings Dial. W. Eng.

(1869) Gl.

DRODGE, sb.2 Sus. Also in form drogy. A squirrel's

nest. (S.P.H.) See Drug, sb.
3

DROITIE, sb. Sh.I. A pipe, ' cutty.'

He took carefully from his pocket an old clay pipe, named
locally a ' droitie,' Burgess Lowra Biglan (1896) 57 ;

Ollason
Mareel (1901) 79.

DROKE, sb. Dor. In phr. to drive a droke, to make
a groove in soft stone. (E.C.M.) See Droke.

DROP, v. and sb. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Wor. Also in form

drap Sh.I. Cai. 1 1. v. In phr. (1) to drop glasses, an

old Halloween custom; see below
; (2) — summat on

a person, to beat, thrash
; (3) — in with, to meet by chance,

come across.

(1) Sh.I. This was performed by dropping a small portion of the

white of an egg into a glass of water. The forms assumed prog-

nosticated the future in matters of love, fortune, and death, Spence

Flk-Lore (1899) 190. (2) Wor. (R.M.E.) (3) n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. sb. Phr. to have a drop, said of a house with a leaky

roof. Cai.1 3. A surprise, esp. in phr. a proper drop.

Nhb. (R.O.H.)
DROPETTY, s6. Cum." The game of 'knur and spell.

DROPPER, sb. Inv. A sudden disappointment; a 'sell.'

(H.E.F.) Cf. dreep, sb.
2

DRORIE, sb. Sh.I. Blood.

To cross witches above the breath, i.e. on the forehead, so as to

draw their drorie (blood) with a steel noraleg, deprived them of

their power to hurt, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 123.

JDROUL, sb. Slk. In phr. dust and droul, ? dust and

ashes, fig. of no account.

She deems the birds on bush and tree As nothing but dust and

droul to me, Hogg Poems (ed. 1865) 343'

DROUTH, sb. Frf., e.Per. Drying weather, used with
reference to the drying of wet clothes, &c. (W.A.C.)
DROV, v. I.Ma. In phr. drov it! drop it ! say no more

about it. Brown Doctor (1887) 36.

DROW, sb? Sc. A very small quantity of fluid, a drop.
Sc. My folk, they sal drink, bot ye'se no hae a drow, VVaddell

Isaiah (1879) Ixv. 13. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

DROW, v 2 Pem. Dev. In phr. (1) to drow over, of
a doctor: to give up all hope of recovery from an illness,

&c.
; (2) — over the pulpit, to give out the banns of

matrimony.
(1) Dev. There's Mary Anne Wort now ; they tull me the doctor

drawed her over this marning, Zack On Trial (1899) 228. (2)

Pern. (J.S.O.T.)

DROWN, v. Lnk. Used in expletives or imprecations,
or as a strong appeal ; see below.
Ye silly dog, an he be drown'd to you, how cou'd ye confess sae

muckle, Graham Writings (1883) II. 22 ; Clap her cheeks and
straik her paps, but for your drowning gang nae farther, ib. 52.

DROWZLED, pp. s.Wor. Wet, soaked, saturated.

(H.K.)
+DROY, v. Lan. To wipe, clean. (Hall.) [? Pronunc.

of to dry.]

DRUBBLY, v. Som. To throb. (W.F.R.)
DRUCK,^. Som. Topress,push as in a crowd. (W.F.R.)
tDRUCKY, adj. s.Nhb. Muddy.
A man mending a drain who asked me when I went to the drain-

mouth, ' Is't cummin drucky ?
' (J.Ar.)

JDRUG, adj.2 Gall. Of ice : rough, moist, not suitable

for curling. (A.W.)
DRUGGED UP, phr. Cor.3 See below.
A carriage-wheel is drugged up when it is stopped from going

round by mud just as if the drag were on.

DRUM, v. w.Yks. To turn horse-shoes at the anvil.

(B.K.) Hence Drummer, sb. a blacksmith's striker, (ib.)

DRUMB, v. Sh.I. In phr. to drumb two three words
out of one, to speak a few words in a low, drumming way.
Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 41.
DRUMMER, sb. Cum.* The wall brown butterfly,

Papilio magaera.
DRUMMY, sb. Lin. A rough fen pasture which has

become hillocky and uneven ; dry and ' fuzzy ' fenland.

(J-H.)
DRUMMY, adj.2 Cum. Mining term : giving out a

hollow sound when tapped.
The roof had gone rather drummy, W. Cum. Times (May 23,

1903)-

DRUM-PART, sb. se.Lin. The threshing machine as

distinguished from the engine. (J.T.B.)

DRUMS, sb. pi. Gall. Curved wet lands. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824.) Cf. drum, sb.

2 Hence Drummyland, sb.

wet land of gentle curves and of cold till bottom, ib.

DRUMSET, adj. Sh.I. Sulky. Jakobsen Dial. (1897)

38. Cf. troinshket.
DRUND, sb. Sh.I. A moaning sound made by a cow.

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 164.

DRUNK, adj. Yks. Not. 1. In phr. (1) drunk as

afiddler, (2) — as muck, very drunk, intoxicated. n.Yks.

(I W.) 2. Tired of work, having had enough.
s.Not. I'm drunk 0' this any time; it's hard work (J.P.K.).

3. Dazed, stunned, from the effects of a severe blow. ibt

Cf. silly, adj. 8.

DRUNKETTING, ppl. adj. Brks. Drinking, getting

drunk
;
given to getting drunk.

Thee girt drunkettin' fool, come home with me direckly minnit,

Cornh. Mag. (Nov. 1901) 676 ; ib. (Nov. 1900) 649.

tDRUNKDLY, adv. Sc. Meaning unknown.
They swam bonilie ! Until they cam to the other side, And

they wrang their cloathes right drunkily, Scott Minstrelsy (1802)

I. 247, ed. 1806.

DRUNT, v. Gall. To sulk, take the pet or huff. See
Drunt, sb.

It wad hae been baith a sin and a shame For ony ava to hae

drunted ahame, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 78, ed. 1876.

DRUSELING, sb. Cor. A stupid person. W. Morning
News (Apr. 22, 1902). See Droozlin, adj.
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tDRUTHER, sb. s.Se. ? A doubt, misgiving, dread.
Cf. dreddour.
He had a druther that it wasna a canny creature, Wilson Tales

(1836) IV. 101.

DRUTTLE, sb? Sh.I. A preparation of milk or
buttermilk; 'bland' (q. v.).

I'll . . . kirn da tip o' milk, sae dat du gets a aer o druttle i' da
pig [jar], Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 239.

DRUTTLE, sb? Gall. A useless, good-for-nothing
person. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Cf. druttle, v.

DRY, adj. Irel. Yks. Suf. 1. In comb. (1) Dry letter,

see below; (2) -shod, an open shed for cattle to shelter
from the rain.

(1) Ir. Contained an apology for being a ' dry letter,' which means,
in the language of an emigrant, one without a remittance, Barlow
Shamrock (1901) 24. (2) Suf. (H.O.H.)
2. Crafty, subtle. n.Yks. (I.W.)
DRYBALL, v. Wm. See below.
A cruel and coarse prank played most freq. on drunken men who

are asleep. It consists of clenching the fist, holding the thumb rigid

and driving it fiercely against the hinder parts of the person to be
punished. ' Auld Gwordie wad waken him, that he wad, seea he
dryballed him an' jamp his thum ' (B.K.).

DRYILLASKOVIE, sb. Sh.I. The common otter,

Mustela lutra. Also called Dratsie (q.v.). Spence Flk-Lore
(1899) 121.

DRYING-IRON, sb. s.Lan. 1 Written droighin'-. A
long piece of iron with a flat top, heated, and used for
drying the warp on a hand-loom, after it has been dressed
with ' sowe'.'

DRYTLE, v. n.Yks. To drawl.
He drytles his wods oot, Yks. Wkly. Post (June 2, 1900).
JDRYTLEY, adj. Wm. Dry; parched, subject to

drought. Also used fig. of persons.
He wes raedther a drytley stick in his wae, Spec. Dial. (1880)

pt. ii. 3 ; Used of a soil that is situated on a bad clay, or limestone
foundation, and although it may be sufficiently watered the herbage
has the effect of drying up the nature of cattle grazing thereon, and
causing the complaint amongst them known as ' cripple.' ' It's

nobbut a peur drytly spot, an' wadn't feed a crow.' ' It's nobbut bin
what yan wad co' a drytley mak ov a spring.' Very rare (B.K.).
n.Wm. We speak of the weather as ' drytley,' or of a man as a
'drytley soart of a chap' (M.E.N.)

.

Hence Drytlish, adj. inclined to drought.
' It's a drytlish, cauld, snar mak o' wedder—neea growinY Verv

rare (B.K.).

DUB, sb? Cum.4
, s.Lan.1 A heavy blow ; a thump.

DUB, v? n.Yks.4 To lower the dignity
; to put down.

DUBBACK, sb. Inv. A game of marbles in which the
' booler ' is forcibly thrown at the others. Highland News
(Mar. 27, 1897) 9, col. 2.

DUBBER, sb. Dor. A rough stone dressed to uniform
thickness. (E.C.M.)
DUBBING, sb? n.Yks.4 A thrashing.
DUBBING, sb? Dor. A hammer for dressing stone.

(E.C.M.)
5

DUBBING-SHEARS, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 Shears for clip-
ping hedges. See Dub, v?
DUBBLE, sb. Gall. Mud, dirt, &c.
Pray walk in, Sir. . . If for dubble ye can win, Sir, Kerr Maggie

n' the Moss (1891) 74.

DUBLET, sb. War.4 A small quantity.
DUCK, sb? Var. dial, uses in Eng. Also in form dyeuk

Nhb.1
1. In comb. (1) Duck-and-muffin, a saveloy eaten

with a muffin; (2) -apple, a Halloween game; (3) -bill,

a piece attached to a power-loom in connexion with the
loose reed-motion

; (4) -dance, a children's singing game

;

see below; (5) -foot-(harrow, a kind of harrow, see below;
(6) -hole, a duck-pond

; (7) -legged, bow-legged
; (8)

•'s-meat, hardened mucus in the corners of the eyes

;

(9) -neb picker, an instrument for picking turnips
; (10)

•walnut, a walnut with a somewhat pointed end.
(1) s.Lan.1 (2) It consisted of endeavouring to take up with the

teeth an apple which was floating on the surface of water in a large
pail, ib. (3) Lan. (O.S.H.) (4) Nhp. A number of little girls
join hands and form a ring. They all jump round and sing the
verses. The game ends by the girls following one of their number

in a string all quacking like ducks, Gomme Games (1894) I. 113-4.

(5) se.Lin. With long heavy tines or claws (J.T.B.). Wor. The
duck-foot harrow has tines, bent forward at the end in a shape
somewhat resembling a duck's foot, but more pointed. The
ordinary harrow has straight and pointed tines. The scuffle has

also duck-foot endings to its tines, but the term duck-foot is

apparently applied to the form of harrow which is, in effect,

a light scuffle, to distinguish it from the scuffle which has longer

tines and is used for heavier work than the duck-foot (E.S.). (6)

s.Lan. 1
(7) War. 4 To think the little dook-legged man outwalked

me. (8) s.Wor. Why dooesn't thee get thot duck's-meat out o' yur
heyes? (H.K.) (9) Nhb. 1 A third form of picker is used for

lifting out the shells of turnips which have been eaten hollow below
the surface by sheep ; it has a point at nearly a right angle from
the shank, and is called a ' dyeuk-neb ' picker (s.v. Picker). (10)
Wor. It was the only duck walnut tree in or around Evesham,
Evesham Jm. (Oct. 20, 1900).

2. Phr. to feel like a duck in a stocking, to feel out of place.
Wor. (H.K.)
DUCK, sb? Lakel.2 A small loaf.

DUCKER, sb. Sc. Cum. Yks. 1. A lad who drops
his head when fighting. See Duck, v.

w.Yks. He's a regular ducker iv he feights, Yks. Wkly. Post
(June 2, 1900).

2. The water-ouzel, Cinclus aquaticus. Cum.4
3. The

cormorant, Phalacrocorax carbo. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl.
(1824).
DUCKERY,s6. se.Lan. Duckweed. (J.T.B.)
JDUCKET, sb? Yks. A cock which runs about the

cock-pit.
w.Yks. (G.R.) ; Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 11, 1896).
[Cp. obs. E. ducker, a fighting-cock that ducks its head.

A ducker is such a kind of cock as in his fighting will run
about the clod almost at every blow he gives, Holme
Armory (1688) 252.]

DUCK-HAVVER, sb. Cum.4 The soft brome-grass,
Bromus mollis.

DUCKY, sb. Shr. The smaUest pig ofa litter. (T.W.B.)
DUCKYOURHEAD, sb. Per. A boys' game.
Up cam' the boys rinnin' an' cairried him aff tae play ' Dook-

yir-heid !
' Aitken Enochdhu (1901) 28.

JDUD, sb. Ayr. See below.
When he sees the maukin's fud, He gies his frien' a hearty thud,

And cries ' halloo '—The limmer's aff—no ; see the dud ; She's
-worried noo, White Jottings (1879) 224.

DUDAWDLE, sb. Nrf. An idle, untidy woman. (B.H.)
tDUDDED, ppl. adj. n.Dev. Draggle-tailed. Grose

(1790) s.v. Dugged. A misprint for duddled, q.v.
DUDDINGSTON-DINNER, sb. Ayr. A sheep's-head

and haggis. Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) 116.
DUDDLY, adj. n.Yks. Foul, muddy.
Throw out this duddly watter (I.W.).

JDUDERON, s6. Sc. Also written dudderon. A person
in rags ; a slut ; a lazy person ; also used attrib.

Sc. Amorning-sleep isworth a foldful of sheep toahuderon duderon
daw, Kelly Prov. (1721) 14. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl (182^
DUDLEY-MUSLIN, sb. Stf. See below.
Any roughness of manner, or style, or dress was said to be like
Dudley muslm.' Dudley muslin was the very coarse sacking of

wluch nail bags were made, in which the wrought nails were sewn
up and packed. From this sprang proverbial sayings, ' Dudley
muslin three threads to the armfull,' or ' Dudley muslin half silk
and half leather,' Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901).
DUE, adj. Pem. Complete. A due slave (JSOT1

i.q *J?si?%).
n 'Yks

-
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'
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JDUIB, sb. Cum. A blow. Cf. dub, sb 3
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hlm UP " a dulhoiV or ' he kjust a dulhoit ower him '

is a North Isles expression, and means literally, < he threw a hiding-
hat over himself.' The phrase, which originally refers to magic, is
in Shetland genera ly applied to a person who under some preterice
refuses to do anything he is bidden or has promised to do The
hidmg-hat thus ironically refers to the person's pretended excuse
as a cover over his sulkiness, Jakobsen Dial (xQan^ at
DULLERY, 56. Pem. Foolery.

(J S O T )DUMB, adj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng. In
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comp. (1) Dumb-bannock, a bannock used for fortune-
telling

; (2) -chaser, an imperfectly developed ram
; (3)

•mill, 0650/., a cloth-mill where the cloth was milled by
wooden hammers worked by a water-wheel

; (4) -motions,
a game; see below

\ (5) -nettle, the yellow nettle, Lamium
Galeobdolon

; (6) -piat, the magpie, Pica rustica
; (7) -swaul,

see below
; (8) -wind, a heavy wind that blows in gusts,

each gust being followed by a great silence.
(1) Lakel. 2 (2) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (3) w.Yks.

(S.P.U.) (4) Crk. Two sides are chosen, which stand apart from
each other inside the line of their den. One side chooses a trade,
and goes to the opposite side imitating working at the trade and
giving the initial letters of it. If the opposite side guesses the name
of the trade, the players run to their own den, being chased by
their opponents. If any of the players are caught they must go to
the opposite side, Gomme Games (1894) I.I117. (5) Oxf. Cornh. Mag.
(July 1903) 52. (6) Cum. T'dum piats mead sec a noise chatteren
I couldn't sleep for them, Penrith Obs. (Mar. t, 1904) 6. (7) Gall.
A swell of the ocean that maketh no noise ; commonly these swells
are the largest waves that are seen before storms and after them. . .

It is singular to see these large waves, called Dumb-swauls, when
there is no wind, when the weather is quite calm, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824). (8) Cor. 3

JDUMBLEDY, adv. Wor. ? Tumbled, blown about.
s.Wor. The kidney-banes be most ready to look dumbledy, the

wind being so strung (H.K.).

JDUMBNUT,//zr. Sc. A ' deaf ' nut. (N.E.D.)
DUMDOLLY, sb.2 Cum * A soft, shapeless mass, such

as a poultice on a finger.

tDUMMACKER, sb. Lan. A sharp, clever fellow.
Because he was a thorough dummacker, Lancashire Thief, 8.

DUMMEL-HEADED, adj. Brks. (M.J.B.) i.q. Dum-
mel(l, 2 (2).

tDUMMELLY, sb. w.Yks.2 [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A term of endearment applied to a child.

DUMM1L, sb. n.Yks. A bricklayer's stick or board to

arch over ' centres.' (I.W.)
DUMMON, see Dommin.
DUM-NED, sb. Obs. Gall. A hard, continuous step

in walking. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

JDUMPIK, sb. Sh.I. Meaning unknown.
Shil raise an' cum wi' twartree dumpiks oot o' a auld kishie an'

cuttid dem in sheeviks ta gie da gimmer, Sh. News (May 7, 1898).

tDUMPIT, sb. Dev. A dung-pit, cesspool, ash-pit.

W. Times (Apr. 22, 1886) 2. i.q. Dum-put.
DUMPLE, sb.

2 Obs. Ayr. A breakage. See Dimple.
The wally eggs whilk ye sentdoun ... I hae receiv'd baith hale

an' soun', Without a dumple, Fisher Poems (1790) 112.

DUMPLING, sb. Cum. Hay in windrows which has

been flattened by heavy rain.

The hay ought to be ready, but sometimes the rain came and

made dumplings (E.W.P.).

DUNCH, adj. 1. War. 8

DUNCHING-CAP, sb. Obs. Som. A dunce's cap.

(W.F.R.) See Dunch, adj. 2.

DUNDER, v.
2 Cum.4 In form dunner. To shake,

tremble with an accompaniment of rumbling.

DUNDID, adj. n.Yks. Dun-coloured. (I.W.)

DUN-DIVER, sb. Cum.4 The goosander, Mergus mer-

ganser. See Dun, adj. 1 2 (4).

DUNG, sb.1 Lan. Cor. In comp. (1) Dung-dapper,

a market garden ; a tiller of the ground. Cor.3
; (2) -pikel,

a dung-fork. s.Lan.1

DUNG, see Ding, v.
1

DUN-KITE, sb. Obsol. Som. The kite, Milvus ictinus.

(W.F.R.)
DUNLOP-CHEESE, sb Sc. (Jam., s.v. Sweet milk-

cheese). Cheese made ofunskimmed milk.

DUNNEKIN, sb. s.Lan.1

DUNNIE,s6. s.Sc. Also in form doonie. Gallovidian

^DUNT,
3
^.1 and v} Cum. (E.W.P.) l.sb. A blow

given by some blunt instrument. 2. v. To butt; to

strike as with a blunt instrument.

DUNTER, sb.2 Lnk. ? A fuller ; lit. a beater.
Jock Galbraith, the blanket dunter, Thinks he'll ne'er get rest

ava', Nicholson Kilwuddie (1895) 87.

JDUOSTER, sb. Cum. Mistake for 'duster.' Cf.

dust, sb. 10.
Then offtheir duds these duosters doft, Stagg TheBridewain (1808)

St. 39.

DURGEY, sb. 1. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)
DURING, adj. Pern. Entire.
There 'a sits in his chair, groaning the during day (J.S.O.T.).

DURTMENT, sb. Lakel.2 Anything such as hay,
straw, or chaff, that makes a litter in the house.
+DUSHT, ppl. adj. Sc. Meaning unknown.
Rnf. Mair than ae dusht starn I saw Twinkle on them askance,

Young Pictures (1865) 16. Dmf. At e'en We seek the dusht and
darksome glen, Weel, if the midnicht's murky screen But hap us

frae oor fellow men, Reid Poems (1894) 178.

DUSS, sb. Sh.I. A thrown-up heap ; a small stack of

corn. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 80.

DUSTY-MTLLER, sb. War.3 See below.
' Come, go to bed, I see the dusty miller has been round.'

Meaning that you are going to sleep over your book or over your

game.
DUTCH, adj. Sc. Nrf. In comb. (1) Dutch admiral,

a garden plant
; (2) -drops, see below

; (3) -splay, a hem
seam one side of which only is sewn down.

(1) Arg. Her apple-ringie and Dutch Admiral, jonquils, gilly-

flowers, and peony-roses throve marvellously, Munro Shoes of
Fort. (1901) 19. (2) Nrf. They sold all mander of things . . . dutch-

drops, acordions, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 54. (3) Sc. (Jam.,

s.v. Splae).

DUTCHMAN'SNOSE, sb. Nrf. A sole. (P.H.E.)

DUTIFUL, adj. Cum.4 Taking interest in one's work
and doing as much as or more than the master expects.

JDUT-STONE, sb. w.Yks. The game of 'duck' or
' duck-stone,' q.v. Banks Wkjld. Wds. (1865).

JDUTTED, ppl. adj. Obs. Yks. Closed. See Dit(t.

n.Yks. Now staked and dutted forth from the aforesaid orchard,

Quarter Sess. Rec. in N. R. Rec. Soc. IV. 165.

DUTY, sb. 3. Yks., Lan., Lin. (E.P.)

DWALLION, sb. ? Obs. Lnk. A dwelling. Graham
Writings (1883) Gl.

DWAMLE, v. and sb. Gall. Also written dwamel.
1. v. To faint ; to look like fainting. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). See Dwam. 2. sb. A short swoon ; a fit of

dizziness, ib.

DWAMLOCK, sb. Obs. Gall. A very sickly person.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). See Dwam.
DWAMMY-LIKE, adj. Cum.4 Feeling faint. See

Dwam.
tDWARVES, sb. pi. [Dial, unknown.] In phr. an

attack of dwarves, convulsions.
A cake of the ' thost ' of a white hound baked with meal was

recommended against the attack of dwarves, Black Flk. Medicine

(1883) 148.

DWIBLES, sb. Cum. An ill-thriven person, animal,

or plant ; a person of bad conduct. (E.W.P.) i.q. Dwable.

DWIGH, adj. Obs. Sc. Tedious.

Lata is long and dwigh, Kelly Prov. (1721) 230.

DWINE, v.
1
1. War.4

DY, DYE, see Thy, Die, sb.1

DYKE,, sb. Nhb. An opening in the game of draughts.

There was a great rage for draughts . . . and it was quite com-

mon to have carters and cobblers and tailors discussing Single Corner

and Dyke . . . and other favourite openings, Graham Red Scaur

(1896) 119.
, . ,

DYLAND, sb. se.Lin. A wide drainage channel

inside a field ; a grassy hollow. (J.T.B.) i.q. Dyling.

DYNE, v. Cum.4 (s.v. Darrat).

DYOCH, sb. Wgt. A drink. Saxon Gall. Gossip

(ed. 1878) 264.

DYOD, int. Abd. i.q. Dod, sb.
1

Dyod, she winna droon ; she'll need to be fell't, W. Watson
Auld Lang Syne (1903) 47 ; Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 26, 1904).
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E
EA, si. Lakel. Lin. Wor. Also in forms eause.Lin.

;

e'e, e'ea Lakel.2
; ey s.Wor. 1. The channel of a

stream; a drainage canal of the largest size. Lakel. 2
,

se.Lin. (J.T.B.) 2. An island. s.Wor. (H.K.)
EA, EAC, see One, Oak.
EACH, adj. Lan. Suf. In comb, (1) Each-day, every

other day. Suf. (R.M.B.)
;

(2) -thing, everything. s.Lan. 1
;

(3) -where, everywhere, ib.

EAGER, adj. Pern. Sharp to the taste, acid. (J.S.O.T.)
See Aigre.
EAHL, EAK(E, see Whole, Oak.
EALINS, sb. pi. Sc. Also in form eildons Per.

i.q. Eeldins. Also used attrib. See also Yealins.
Per. Her bairn . . . was eildons as wee Randal, Tytler Witch-

wife (1897) 13. Ayr. (Jam., s.v. Yealins).

EA-MATH, EAN, EANCE, EAPNS, see Yeomath,
One, Once, Yaspen.
EAQUAL, sb. Shr. i.q. Hickmal. Swainson Birds

(1885) 99.
EAR, sb. Lakel. Yks. Lan. GIo. Dev. 1. In phr. up

in the ear, in a temper or rage. Glo. (S.S.B.) 2. Comp.
(1) Ear-bitted, of sheep : marked on the ear, as a means
of distinction; (2) -breed, the cross-beam or projecting
beam at each end of a cart on which the body of the cart
rests

; (3) -dipt, (4) -cropt, see (1) ; (5) -piece, the ear

;

(6) -ring, a piece of the power-loom attached to a certain
drop-box motion.

(1) Lakel. 2
_
(a) w.Yks. (B.K.) (3, 4) Lakel.2 (5) Dev. His

ears was 'mazin' cumbrous, bein' more like rashers o' thick bacon
than human ear-pieces, Phillpotts Striking Hours (iooi

1

) 6i.
(6) Lan. (O.S.H.)
EARD, EARN, see Yed, v.

3
, Yearn, v.

_
EARNING, vbl. sb. Irel. Paying work, means of

livelihood.
Don. The place is terrible backward ; there's no earnin' in it,

and ne'er a chance for the young people, Pilot (June 13, loos') ^67
tEARNOUGH, adj. Obs. Wxf.1 Comical, droll.
EARRING, sb. Nrf. Corn or hay collected in a row

or ridge. Cf. ringe, sb.1

We had to go and turn the barley—the lord start first, and turn
the earrings over to the right, Emerson Son of Fens (1892) 154.
JEARTEEN, adv. Obs. Dev. Meaning unknown.

? All at once, outright.
n.Dev. Whot

!
marry to Earteen ? Exm. Crtshp. (1746) 1. 496.

EARTH, sb. Sc. In form yerd. Unploughed land.
Heslop Gl. (1893) (s.v. Land).
EARWIG, sb. Nrf. Dial, forms : (1) Ear-wike, (2) Ear-

wrike, (3) Ear-narrowriggle. (A.G.) Trans. Phil. Soc.
(1855) 31.

EASE, v.
1 Sc. War. Cor. Also in form aise Sh.I.

Cor. 1. In phr. to ease thefeet, jig. to die.
m.Cor. I was purty and glad when she aised her feet, for she

was a passal of trouble, Penberthy Warp and Woof, 14.

2. To relieve the bowels, to evacuate. War. 3 Hence
Easement, sb. a motion of the bowels. Inv. (H.E.F.)
3. To slacken, abate.
Sh.I. My kep blew aff, but I didna aise, Burgess Sketches

(2nd ed.) 66.

EASE, v.
2 n.Yks. To get wet ; to ooze, drip. (I.W.)

EASING, vbl. sb. s.Lan. 1 Assistance
; relief.

EASING-SHEAF, sb. n.Yks. (I.W.)
EASLE, sb. Gall. Also written eazle. The eaves

of a house. Also in pi. See Easin(g.
Twa burdies 'neath the easle o' an auld house, Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824) 412, ed. 1876.
EAST, sb. 1 w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (July 17, 1896).
EASTER, sb. s.Lan.1 In form Aister. In comp.

Easter-egging, going from house to house begging for
Easter eggs.

EASTER-BIRTH, sb. Or.I. See below.
These tides run with such violence that they cause a contraire

motion in the sea adjoyning to the land, which they call Easter-

birth, or Wester-birth, according to its course, Wallace Desc. Or.

1. (1693) 6, ed. 1883.

EASY, adj. and adv. n.Yks. (I.W.) 1. adj. Feeble-
minded. 2. adv. Gently, softly. Cf. easily.

EAT, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Dev. Also in form ait Abd.
1. v. In phr. (1) to befit to eat one, to be very angry

; (2)

to eat or be eaten out ofply, see below.
(r) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Sc. Hislop Anecdote (1874) 307. Gall.

Some animals are said to be aten out o' ply when they are ex-
tremely lean in flesh, although they have been taking a great deal
of food. Thus few gourmands are very fat, they eat themselves
out of ply ; that is to say, over-do themselves with eating, Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 22, ed. 1876.

2. To taste when eaten. n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. To harass,
worry. n.Yks. It eats me like canker (T.S.).

4. sb. A ' feed,' feast. Also in form eating.
Abd. Aw ferly like a ait o' berries aff th' busses, Abd. Wkly.

Free Press (Aug. 22, 1903). Dev. Phillpotts Good Red Earth
(1901) 40.

EATER-POINT, sb. Cum.4 A mining term: the
point formed by the junction of two underground roads
at an acute angle.
EATING-CAIKAL, see Caikal.
EATTOCKS, sb. pi. Sc. Dainties, sweets, &c. Cf.

eistack.
Abd. Dinna spen' yer bawbees on eattocks, noo (G.W.).
EBBEN, v. Cum.4

JEBBER BRACK, sb. Rxb. Meaning unknown.
Where winds had swept an ebber-brack, Riddell Poet. Wks.

(1871) I. 204.

ECCLE, sb. Brks. (E.G.H.) i.q. Hickwall.
ECCLES, sb. s.Lan. 1

1. In phr. go to Eccles! go
to hell. Cf. Halifax, Hexham, &c. 2. Comp. Eccles-
cake, a sweet cake made at Eccles.
ECHO, sb. Sc. Pem. 1. In comp. Echo-stone, see

below.
Gall. A black hard stone, full of holes, common in meadows and

bogs. . . Their cavities make them of a sound-returning nature,
hence the name, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 193, ed. 1876.
2. An uproar ; a commotion.
Pem. The whole place was in a echo (J.S.O.T.).
ECK-BERRY, see Hagberry.
EDDERFUL, adj. Lakel.2 Angry, revengeful. Cf.

etherish, s.v. Ether.
EDDERIN, sb. Abd. Also in form etheran. See

below. Cf. etherin, s.v. Edder, 6.
The ' edderin ' or ' etheran ' is the most delicate bit of straw

rope spinning, and a man has to be an expert who can make it
into the cigar-like shape or conical form which is usually adopted
for this particular rope, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 31, 1903)
JEDDY, sb. Irel. Hrt. Also in form'aiddy Don.

Used attrib. in phr. eddy wind, a wind coming in gusts
or sudden eddies.
Don. The blushes on her come and go like an aiddy wind

Macmanus O'Friel's (1903) 114. Hrt. The eddy winds
'

discolour our jumpers when they blow easterly towards the SDr'imr'
Ellis Mod. Husb. (1750) VII. ii.

" s '

EDGE, sb. and v. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Der. 1 sb In
phr. upon the edge of, fig. almost, very nearly.
Abd She was upo' the edge o> aucht an' thirty, Macdonald

Malcolm (1875) I. 2.

2. The side.
Lakel.* We sat at t'beck edge an' watch't t'trout lowp

3. Comp. Edge-side, the side of a hill or range' of hills.

Der. There was a planting of young spruces on the edge-side
(jilchrist Peakland (1897) 159.

'

4. Appetite. Also used^. inclination, desire
Lakel. 2 n.Yks. Ah hS nea edge o' ma for travellin (I.W )

5. Conceit, self-esteem, ' side.' Lakel. 2 6. v To
shuffle, evade. Gen. with off or out.

* '
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Lakel. 2 He wad edge oot as grand as iwer ye saw owt i' yer
boorn days. n.Yks. He edged offt'bargain (I.W.).

EDGIE, adj. Sc. Quick. Cf. edgy, 2.
Rxb. Coup it in, Gavin, and be edgie, for the darkening's upon us,

Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 136.

EDGLING, adv. War.4 Standing on one edge.
Do yer think that'll stand if yer puts it edgling like that ?

JEDIFY, v. Glo. 2 To signify, matter, be of importance.
tEDIWUT, sb. Sc. Also in forms eediwut Wgt.

;

idiwut Gall. Dmf. An idiot ; a fool, simpleton.
Abd. Common (W.C.). Lnk. Ye oucbt to be lockit up for a doon-

right ediwut, Gordon Pyotshaw (1885) 41. Gall. The superstitious

fears of the 'idiwuts,' as he called them, Gallovidian (1900) II. 59.
Dmf. Paton Castlebraes (1898) 289. Wgt. (A.W.) ; You gumption-
less eediwut, Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 146.

E(E, EECE, see Ye, Yes.
EEK, sb. Sc. Also written eak Gall. i.q. Eik.
Gall. Eak o' woo', Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Dmf. An eek

from his head has stained the pillow, Wallace Schoolmaster

(1899) 347.

EEL, sb. Cum. Suf. Wil. In comp. (1) Eel-grate, a
kind of trap placed in a mill-race to catch eels

; (2)

stanging,. catching eels with a spiked pole or ' stang
'

;

(3) -weed, the long trailing stems of Ranunculusfluitans.

(1) Wil. Hunter Georg. Ess. (1803) II. 525. (2) Suf. To go a
eel-stangin' (J.J.R.). (3) Cum.4

EEL, EELD, see Heal, v.
1

, Oil, sb}, Yule, Yield, v.

EEM, v. s.Lan.1
i.q. Aim, v.

EEM, adv. War.4 Almost. A dial, form and use of
' even.'

EEM'NIN, sb. Lakel.2 Evening. See Eem, sb},

Eemin.
EEN, EENCE, see One, Once.
EENY, adj. Lakel.2 Cellular, having small hollows

or eyes.

EER, see Year.
EEREPI, sb. Sh.I. A jocular name for a very small

person or child. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 49.

EES(E, EESK, EESS, see Yes, Yox, Yes.

EESTIK-HEADS, sb. pi. Sh.I. See below. Cf.

eastick.
Large masses of white clouds, called in winter snaaie heads and

in summer eestik heads, were looked upon with ill favour, as they

were sure either 'ta rain affor blawaff,' SpENCEFft-Lore(i899) 116.

EETIM, sb. Sh.I. In phr. haelty ill eetim, nothing

whatever, ' deil a thing.'

Da men is aye best aff, haelty ill eetim dey hae ta dii bit tak' aff

der kjaep [cap] an' set dem til, Sh. News (Sept. 3, 1898) ; Common
CJ-I-).

EFFET, sb. Der. i.q. Evet.
The lad's limber as an effet ! Gilchrist Nat. Milton (1902) 29.

EFFIGY, sb. Nrf. Cor. 1. A portrait, likeness.

Nrf. I went and had my effigy took then, in my best rig,

Emerson Son ofFens (1892) 53.

2. An eccentric, oddity ; used as a term of contempt.

Cor. Wait till he cometh back, th' great effigy !
Harris Our Cove

(1900) 29; Cor.3

EGG, sb. Sc. Cum. Dor. In phr. (1) clean offyan's

eggs, mistaken, on the wrong tack
; (2) to crack an egg,

curling term : to play one stone so as to touch another

very gently
; (3) eggs and bacon, the daffodil, Narcissus

incomparabilis.

(1) Cum. (E.W.P.) (2) Sc. Then merrily we'll crack an egg,

Sweep him up or leave [let] him be, R. Caled. Curling Club Ann.

(1894-95)103- (3) Dor. (E.CM)
EGG, v. Lakel.2 To roughen ; a dial, form of edge.'

Sleeas fair egg yan's tongue.

EGGAR, sb. w.Mid. The fruit of the hawthorn,

Crataegus Oxyacantha. (W.P.M.) See Haggle, sb.1

EGG-BERRY, EGGISTE, see Hag-berry, Hagister.

EGGLER, sb. Brks. (E.G.H.)

EGSOME, adj. Sc. Forward, pushing. See Egg, v.

Dmb. Far owre gude yoursel' the ways to ken By whilk mar

egsome kimmers plague the men, Salmon Gowodean (1868) 44.

EGYPTIAN, adj. n.Yks.2 In comb. Egyptian-day,

an unlucky or unpropitious day ; a Friday, (s. v. Unlucky

days.)
VOL. VI.

EIGHT, adj. Sc. In phr. (1) an aucht days, a short, in-

definite space of time, a few days
; (2) aucht-day beef, see

below.
(1) Abd. We hae eneuch to chow upo' for an aucht days or so,

Macdonald D. Elginbrod (1863) I. 39. (2) Abd. They're sellin'

gweed auchtday beef at auchtpence th' pun', Abd. Wkly. Free Press

(Mar. 28, 1902).

EIGHTEEN, sb. Obs. w.Dur. 1 A grey slate, measuring
two feet.

EIZEL, sb. Sc. An ass. Germ. Esel.

Twa riders, ane ridin an eizel, the 'tither a camel, Waddell
Isaiah (1879) xx '- 7-

EKE, ELAM, see Oak, Haulm, sb.

ELBOW, sb. Lakel. Yks. Pem. Also in form elbah
Pern. 1. In phr. (1) to be all arms and elbows, (2) to

make a lot of elbows, to be clumsy or awkward ; to do
anything clumsily or awkwardly. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. Comp.
Elbow-turn, an angle. Lakel. 2 3. A jutting-out portion

of the fence of a field. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

ELDERN TOPS, sb. pi. Pem. Sprays of elder, used
medicinally. (J.S.O.T.) See Eldern, sb.

ELDERS, sb. pi. Obs. Sc. In phr. Elders o' Cowend,

cormorants. See also Cowe'en Elders.
Gall. From their black, grave, and greedy appearance, and being

common on Colvend shore, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 422, ed.

1876.

ELELEN, int. Irel. An exclamation ofjoy or triumph.

Mun. O'Dwyer's ' Elelen' of triumph may be imagined, Barry
Wizard's Knot (1901) 103.

{ELEPHANT BED, phr. Sus. A pleistocene formation

found just over the chalk.
Found in several parts of Brighton and Hove, and particularly in

the cliffs at Kemp Town, and deriving its name from the teeth of

elephants occasionally found in it (F.E.S.).

ELF, sb. Sc. In comp. (1) Elf-doors, the openings in

a circle or ' elf-ring,' by which the elves are supposed to

enter the circle ; (2) -girse, grass given to cattle supposed

to have been injured by the elves
; (3) -ring, a circle or

ring on old pasture land, supposed to be used by elves to

carry on their dances, &c.
; (4) -shot, the Lady's mantle,

Alchemilla vulgaris.

(1, 2, 3) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (4) Gall. Given to

cattle for certain complaints said to be caused by the elves shooting

at the animals (J.M.).

ELIGOG, sb. Pem. The common guillemot, Lomvia
troile. (E.W.B.N.) See Eligny.
ELIZABETH, sb. Cor.3 The Martagon lily, Lihum

J\i(Xvtci £?Otl •

tELL, sb. Dial, unknown. A shed placed against

a building. Grose (1790) MS. add.

ELLAM, ELLUM, see Haulm, sb.

JELLER, adj. w.Yks.3 Keen. [? Misprint for etter.]

JELLOW, adj. Sur. 1 See below. Cf. elenge, 2.

When a'plum-pudding, or such a pudding as they call Pond-butter

pudding, has very few plums in it, they say it is ' terrible ellow.'

ELL-STICK, sb. Sc. An ell measure, a measuring

rod or ' ellwand.'
Ayr. Gingham John, the packman, paid his visits . . . with ell-

stick in hand moving from door to door, Johnston Congalton

(1896) 2.

ELLWAND, sb. Gall. In phr. the Ellwand of Stars,

the three stars in the northern constellation Lyra. Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824).

ELM, see Haulm, sb.

ELSE, adv. Sc. Lakel. In phr. (1) or else, usedat the

end of a sentence to signify an alternative which is well

understood without expression
; (2) or else no, used to

imply contempt ; see below.

(1) Lakel. 2 Thoo'll be off ta bed er else. Ah war fasht wi' mi

rheumatiz, er else. (2) Sc. A bonny impruvement, or else no,

Ferrier Marriage (1818) I. xxxv.

JELTA, sb. Sh.I. Anger, passion, excitement, heat.

Cf. ilta.

Whin da moarnin' cam, da elta haed worn aff o' Robbie ; an'

he begood to faer at his nicht's wark wid be heard tell o', Clark
Gleams (1898) 58.

ELVERS, sb. pi. s.Wor. The fry of eels. (H.K.)



EMBER [98] EVER

EMBER, sb. Obs. w.Dur. 1 A grey slate, measuring
two feet, two inches.

EMMAL, si. Cum. 4 The common elm, Ulma campestris,

and the wych-elm, U. montana. (s.v. Ome tree.)

EMMUCK-BACK, sb. Pem. (J.S.O.T.) i.q. Emmet-
batch.
EMPTING, adv. Pern. Pouring, in torrents. Cf. empt.
It's raining empting (J.S.O.T.).

END, sb.
1 and v. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Pem. 1. sb. Inphr.

(1) endfor end, with the ends placed together; (2) — over
end, head over heels

; (3) the end of the stick, suddenly,
abruptly

; altogether, entirely
; (4) to have the band by the

end, to get hold of an affair
; (5) right upon end, upright

;

(6) upon end, constantly, without intermission.
(1) Pem. (J.S.O.T.) (2) Lakel. 2 Doon Ah went, end-ower-end,

heedamaneckum inta t'beck. Cum. 4
(3) w.Yks. Ah couldn't

leave off drinkin' by degrees, ah had to cutt it off 't fend o' t'stick

(F.P.T.). (4) n.Yks. (I.W.) (5) n.Yks. 4 373. (6) Abd. For twenty
years he was drunk upon en', Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 42.

2. v. With up : to sit upright or on end.
Lakel.2 n.Yks. Up end this cask (I.W.).

3. To finish, make an end of. Fig. to kill.

Lakel. 2 n.Yks. Ah'v ended the starch. They ended t'king's
watcher (I.W.).

ENDER, see Yonder.
JENDWARE, sb. Lin. A small hamlet. (Hall.)
ENEMY, sb. Wil.1

, Dor. (E.C.M.) i.q. Emony.
ENGINE-HOUSE, sb. Cor. A tall house necessary

for the Cornish pumping-engine, the ' bob ' or huge pump-
handle of which works through an aperture in the wall.
(M.A.C.), Cor.3

ENGLISH, adj., sb. and v. Sc. Lakel. 1. adj. In
comb. English mocking-bird, the sedge-warbler, Acroce-
phalus phragmitis. Cum.4

(s.v. Nightingale's friend.)
2. sb. In phr. the English, English, in contradistinction to

Gaelic.
Per. A fairm lassie that could hardly speak the English, Mac-

Gregor Sorter's Lamp (1903) 12.

3. v. To decipher, read, make out.
Lakel. 2 A ca't English sec rubbish as thoo writes.

JENGRAFTED, pp. Suf. Depraved. (Hall.)
JENJAPE, sb. Sh.I. A puny, tiny, undeveloped

creature.
I foryat ta tell dee 'at yon enjape o' a shiken [chicken] o' dine

wid need ta be noticed. . . Da ting 'at her juist da breath intil. Na,
A'll be weel pleased if hit lives, let alaene lays, Sh. News (Feb. 12,

1898).

ENKLE, see Hankie, v.

JENKO, adv. Sh.I. In abundance, plenty.
I sail be best man at dy weddin ; an den, as Hill Robbie said,

' I'll get drams an' get kiss o' bride enko !

' Stewart Tales (1892) 101.

ENT, sb. w.Mid. The second oftwo adjoining furrows,
ploughed in opposite directions. (W.P.M.) Cf. end, sb.

1
7.

JENTETIG, v. Ken.12 To introduce.
ENTIRE, adv. Som. Independent, having private

means. The old gentleman lived entire (W.F.R.).
ENTRY, sb. Lakel. Lan. Lin. Wor. Brks. Also in

forms entany se.Wor. 1
; enteny s.Wor. ; entony Brks.

1. A passage, esp. the passage leading from the outer
door of a house round the ' hallan ' to the fireplace.
Lakel. 2

, Cum. (E.W.P.) 2. A narrow court or passage
between two houses ; a narrow by-street.

s.Lan. 1
, nw.Lin. (E.P.) s.Wor. Still used in Pershore. 'I sin 'e

goo' down th' enteny but jus" (H.K.). se.Wor. 1 Brks. Dartnell
& Goddard Gl. (1893) s.v. Pantony.

ENVYFVL, adj. Sc. Envious, full of envy.
Ayr. Thae Macalisters are always so en-vy-fu', Douglas Green

Shutters (1901) 97.

ENWESS-AWAY, adv. Lakel.2 For ever, without
end ; continuously. Cf. endway(s, 3.

Ah mak nowt 0' fooak at's alius grumlen, an' blacken enwess-away
frae daylett ta dark (s.v. Forenwess).

EOWER, EP, see Your, Hip, sb. 1
, v.

EPISCOPIAN, sb. Gall. An Episcopalian
; a clergy-

man of the Church of England. Cf. Episcolaupian.
He was dressed in his gown and bands, like an Episcopian,

Crockett Dark 0' Moon (1902) 344.

EP'N, adj. Not. Handy, convenient ; used ironically.

See Heppen, adj.

A knife wi'out a handle
;
yo can't cut wee't wi'out being cut.

An ep'n tool, sure-lye ! Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 27.

ER, see Of, Or, prep., Our, Ye.
ERE, adv. Sh.I. Lan. Also in form eer Sh.I. In

comb. (1) Ere-ever, obs., before ; (2) -fern-year, the year
before last.

(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) Sh.I. Du shOrly minds eer-fern-yer, aboot dis

sam' time? Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 241.

ERNE, sb. Obs. Cum. The white-tailed eagle,

Haliaetus albicilla. (E.W.P.)
ERRANDS, sb. pi. 4. n.Yks. (I.W.)

ERRIF(F, see Hairif.

ERRUCTION, sb. Obs. Gall. A violent outburst

;

a 'ruction.'
This minute was a bullierag, And that a blue erruction, Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824) 82, ed. 1876.

ERSIT, adj. Kcb. Perverse, contrary.
Deein ! Joost like him, the ersit cuddy! If A wantit him dead

he wud leeve, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 66; The ersit buddy
wudna get better, but dee't for a', to. 119.

ERT, sb. Sh.I. In comb. (1) JErt-bile, a quagmire or
quaking bog

; (2) -hyle, an earth-hole or pit
; (3) -kent,

widely known, of world-wide knowledge. See Earth, sb.
1

(1) A hill fou o' yarfs, myres, ert-biles, muiry dubs, an' muckle
burns, Sh. News (May 29, 1897). (2) Ye needna faer him, if he
keeps oot o' a yarf or a erthyle, ib. (Mar. 18, 1899). (3) A'm no
caring a hair if his lugs wis sholmarkit doon ta da skult, an' if wis
as ert kent as da murrit yow o' Hascussay, ib. (June 17, 1897).

ERUMPTION, sb. Kcb. An outburst, ' rumpus.' Cf.

erruction.
The erumption on the house riggin began, an' the din inside

was something desperate, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 63.

ERVY, sb. Sh.I. (J.S.) i.q. Arvie.
JESFOSTERINEST, adj. Shr. Meaning unknown.
Described his wife as the ' esfosterinest woman as ever was,'

White Wrekin (i860) xxiv.

ESK, see Yox.
ESKER, sb. Cum. See below.
Some of the low sandy hills or 'eskers ' that lie between Aspatria

and the Solway (E.W.P.).

ESPANIARD, sb. Dev. A species of russet apple.
e.Dev. Twelve [hives] in a row, backed by espaniards (good

quarrenders when I was a lad) and fronted by sweet peas, Jane
Lordship (1897) 163.

ESPIN, ESS, ET, see Yaspen, Us, Yet, adv.
ESSART, adj. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]

Perverse, crooked. Cf. ersit.
Ye essart crew, ye turn things upside down, Waddell Isaiah

(1879) xxix. 16.

ETHER, sb. w.Dur. 1
, War.3 An adder.

EUM, adj. Or. I. Mad, distraught, beside oneself.
He rins stracht afore him as eum as gin the Trow was at his

tail, Dennison Sketches (ed. 1904) 3.

EVEN, adj. and adv. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Also in forms
ebben, ebbm Lakel.2 ; e'en Sc. 1. In comp. (1) Even-
handed, on equal terms

; (2) -marras, exactly like
; (3)

•on, just suitable
; (4) -up-and-down, straightforward,

honest, upright.

(1) n.Yks. Ah weant swap eaven-handed (I.W.). (2) Lakel. 2
That cap's t'ebbm-marras 0' oor lad's. (3) ib. He's a lad 'at's
ebben-on seek a job as that. (4) ib. He's ebben up an' doon wi' o'
'at he hez to deea wi'.

2. Phr. even as a die, straight as a line, perfectly straight.
Sc. Usedby ploughmen of a straight and evenly cut furrow, Hislop

Anecdote (1874) 301.

EVEN-ASH, see Ash, sb.2

EVENS, sb. pi. Sh.I. In phr. sma' evens, a small
allowance of food, ' short commons.' (J.S.)
EVENS, adj. Nhb. Yks. [e-vsnz.] Even.
Danged if 'tisn't evens bettin' efter aal, Pease Mark o' the Dei!

(1894) 43. w.Yks. (J.W.)

EVER, adv. Irel.Wor. 1. In phr. ever is, should be.
Ant. (S.A.B.) 2. Continually, constantly.
s.Wor. ' I looks ever I'm ca'd, I fils sah middlin',' I am continually

expecting death, I feel so poorly (H.K.).



EVER-LONG [99] FAIR

EVER-LONG, adv. Wm. More and more.
He gat iver-lang 'at neea better, nowt seemed ta touch him (B.K.).

EVERY, adj. Yks. Oxf. Also in form ivvery n.Yks.
1. In comb, (i) Every-day man, a common man ; a neigh-

bour. n.Yks. (I.W.)
; (2) Every-days, week-days. ib.

2. Phr. every so often, at stated intervals.
Oxf. 'Er goes charing at Mrs. Long's every so often (A.P.).

EVER YESTERDAY, phr. Wgt. The day before
yesterday. Cf. everyestreen.
A seen 'im atween and Castle Douglas ever yesterday (W.G.).

EW(E, see Owe, Who, pron.1

EWE, sb. Lin. Nhp. Also in form yaw- Lin. 1. In

comb. (1) Ewe-necked, having a neck like a ewe
; (2)

•teg, a female lamb, after Michaelmas till the first shear-

day.
(1) e.Lin. On the E. coast we possess some ' yawnecked things,'

Lin. N. & O. II. 32; (J.C.W.) ;
(G.G.W.) (2) Nhp. 1 (s. v. Sheep).

2. The fleece of the second and every succeeding shear-

ing of the female sheep. Nhp.1
ib.

EWK, EWT, see Yewk, Owe.
EXACT, adj. Obs. Rnf. Expert.
Some persons that were exact in the short-hand . . . wrote all

that was spoke at this Assembly, Wodrow Correspondence (1709-

31) I. 115, ed. 1843.

EXAMINE, sb. Sc. An examination.
Abd. She had been at ane o' Mister Morison's exaemins, Paul

Abdnsh. (1881) 44. Lth. Thomson Poems (1819) 70. Gall. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 439, ed. 1876.

EXIDEMIC, sb. War.* An epidemic.

EXPERIMENTED, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Experienced.
Lacke of pylottis experimented vpon the coastis of Scotland,

England and Ireland, Pitcairn Crim. Trials (1829) pt. ii. 327 ;

An experimented Captain, Melvil Memoirs (1735) 182.

tEXPIGENT, adj. Yks. Good of its kind, superior in

quality. e.Yks. This furniture leeaks expigSnt ! (I.W.)

EXPOSE, v. Irel. To expound, explain.

Uls. Wull ye be likely tae be exposin' a bit o' chapter, think yc ?

M cIlroy Druid's Island (1902) 28.

EXTINGUISH, v. Obs. Sc. In phr. to extinguish

a debt, to pay a debt off gradually. Mitchell Scotticisms

(
J799) 35-

EX-TREE, sb. Pem. (J.S.O.T.) i.q. Ax-tree, s.v.

Ax, sb.
v

EXTREMITY, sb. n.Yks.4 In phr. to be in an extremity,

to be at the extreme limit of endurance.
Ah war in an extremity o

1 paain, 374.

EYE, sb. Sc. Irel. Lakel. Nrf. Dev. Also in forms e'e,

e'ea Lakel.2 1. In comb. (1) Eye-ful, in phr. to take an
eyeful out of, to give a comprehensive or searching glance

;

(2) -strings, eyelids
; (3) -water, lotion for the eyes

; (4)

Eyes-ful, all one can see.

(1) Don. She took an eyeful out of Jack, an' right well plaised

she was with his appearance, Macmanus Chim. Corners (1899)

248. (2) Sh.I. A'm no firgat ... in [and] niver will, as lang as me
e'e strings is open, Sh. News (Aug. 10, 1901). (3) Nrf. Emerson
Wild Life (1890) 53. (4) n.Dev. Craned forward, curious as village

folk, to see their eyes-ful, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 177.

2. Phr. a drap or drappie in the eye, a small amount of

drink, not sufficient to make one intoxicated.

Sh.I. Da drappie in my ee Maks rims aboot da collie [lamp],

Stewart Tales (1892) 84. Ayr. Laing Poems (1894) 107.

3. The arch of a bridge ; the outlet of a lime-kiln ;
an

opening in a wall, &c. Cf. ea.

Cum. Also used by miners in reference to the entrance to the

coalpit. ' It was i
: t'boddom eye at t'park ' (E.W.P.). Lakel.2

+EYNIE, v. Slk. Meaning unknown.
Oreyniedofhimtomakegame, YLooo Poems (ed. 1865) 288 ;

His

bed of greine hether he eynit to scorn, ib. 287.

EYNIE, adj. Wm. i.q. Eeny.
Used of bread with a coarse fibre ; of a pregnant woman with

the eyes staring ; of potatoes with large ' eye-holes ' where the

sprout is (B.K.).

A dial.
FA, see Who, pron}
FAAVERS, sb.pl. Sh.I. Dainties, delicacies,

use of ' favours.' Cf. fineries.

Bearing two kits of faavers (dainty meats) for the patient, Spence

JF7k-Lore(i8gg) 148.

FACE, sb. and v. Sc. Lakel. Yks. 1. sb. In comp.

Face-plate, a face.

Lnk. Slapping the sweep's begrimed face-plate with his floury

bonnet, Murdoch Readings (1895) I. 26.

2. Phr. (1) to have aface for ought, to have assurance or

impudence for anything
; (2) to put aface in, to put in an

appearance, to appear ; (3) to set aface, to come to a firm

decision and carry it out.

(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Per. If yon beadle body puts a face in

here th' nicht, MacGregor Souter's Lamp (1903) 27. (3) Lakel.
2

3. v. With about : to have confidence, show a bold face.

n.Yks. (I.W.)

FACH, v. Sh.I. To work hard, toil ; see below.
' A body maun fach as they're forn.' ' Fach ' is applied to the

cultivation of land that has been cropped with potatoes, the

previousyear, andis counted hard work, SpenceF«?-£oKi899) 207.

JFACINGS, sb. pi. Stf. Baptisms, christenings. (I.W.)

FACTORY, sb. n.Yks. Canvas. (I.W.)

FADDLE, v. 3. s.Lan.1

FADDLES, sb. Cum. A person who, though always

apparently busy, does not progress with his work ;
gen.

applied to a woman. (E.W.P.) Cf. faddle, v. 3.

FADGE, v. Lakel. 2 To shuffle.

IFADINGSTROKE, sb. Glo. 1 Paralysis.

FAE, see Who, pron.1

FAEDOM.56. Gall. Witchcraft. Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824). Cf. feydom, s.v. Fey, adj.

FAFF, sb., adj. and v. Cum.4 i.q. Faugh.
FAFF, v. n.Cy. To make a vain show.
He faft aboot o' t'efternuin tryin ta yoke t'young nag, an'

then he was bet wi't (B.K.).

FAFFLE, v. n.Cy. Cum. To waver, hesitate, be un-

certain ; to handle aimlessly. Cum. (E.W.P.) Hence
Faffling or Faughling, ppl. adj. impotent, fumbling.

n.Cy. (B.K.) Cum.4 Said of work which occupies much time,

the results not being satisfactory or commensurate with the

labour and time expended on it.

FAG, w. Som. Ofplants, &c. : to droop, flag. (W.F.R.)

See Fag, v.
2

FAGGER, sb. Brks. A reaper with a ' faggmg-hook

(q.v.). (J.W.) See Fag, v.
3

FAGGOT, sb. and v.
1 Sc. War. Wor. Glo. Som. Dev.

Also in forms fackit Dev. ; fakket Som. 1. sb. In phr.

a faggot of wood, a faggot or bundle of wood. Dev.

(R..P.C.) 2. A slattern.
.

Sc. An untidy drudge troking about the kitchen . . . was implied

in the local vernacular by., 'fagot,' Coi.vili.e Vernacular (1899) 17.

3. v. To make up wood into faggots.

War. 3
, Wor. (E.S.) Glo. He was faggoting and managed to

gash his arm with the hook, Evesham Jrn. (Apr. 29, 1899).

4. To tie up into a bundle. Som. (G.S.)

FAIGHLOCHS, sb. pi. Obs. Gall. Also in form

faishochs. Sorry working labourers accomplishing little

work. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

FAIN, adv. Pem. In truth, really.

Tss fain, 'tis so true as I'm standing here (J.S.O.T.).

JFAINTIFIED,^/. adj. Oxf. (C.T.O.), Sur. (L.J.Y.),

Hmp. (T.L.O.D.) Inclined to faint.

FAIR, adj., adv. and v. Sc. Irel. Wm. Pem. Mid.
O 2



FAIRFIELD [ioo] FARCIE

1. adj. and adv. In comb, (i) Fair-dooes, (2) -hornie,
fair play, fair treatment

; (3) -ower, in fair or exact
exchange.

(1) s.Fem. He do bully-rag her awful upon times, but fair dooes,
she have got a long tongue too (M.S.C.). (2) Abel. It wisna fair

hornie, an' a' 't we hed for't wisna worth, Abd. Wkly. Free Press
(Apr. 9, 1904). (3) Abd. W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 91.

2. Phr. (1) to befair with one, to be in accord or agree-
ment with

; (2) to make a fairfist, to make a ' good hand,'
get on well with

; (3) — afair offer, to make a good shot,
a successful aim or attempt at anything.

(1) Abd. Aw'm fair wi' ye, Hilly, 't aul' things are nae aye th'

warst, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 24, 1903). (2) Don. If she
can make a fair fist of the readin' I'll lend her the ' Life of St.Mary
of Aigypt,' Macmanus O'FricFs (1903) 6. (3) Ir. You'd make a
fair offer at anything, I think, but an answer to your school-
master, Lover Handy Andy (1842) xv.

3. Of flour: white.
Mid. The finest wheat in the county ; . . the flower white, or,

as the millers term it, fair, Foot Agric. (1794) 22.

4. v. Withz<#: of the weather : to clear up, become fine.

Wm. (E.M.M.)
JFAIRFIELD, sb. Lakel.1 A flat, level sheep-pasture

on the top of a mountain. [? Used only as place-name.]
(s. v. Far.)

FAIRLIE, sb. Irel. A present bought at a fair;
a 'fairing' (q.v.).

Don. I took her to another fairlie standing, and bought for my
twopence a piece ribbon for her, Macmanus O'Friel's (1903) 124.

FAIROCK, sb. Abd. See below.
It is somewhat unusual, I think, to see a ' mock sun ' on each

side of the great orb. When one of these appeared, either before
or behind the sun, the old folks spoke of it as a ' fairock,' what-
ever that may mean. And there was a rhyme about the ' fairock,'
which varied with its position in relation to the sun. ' The een
it's afore Ye'U hear o' no more, But the een it's ahin' ye'll shortly
fin',' Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Apr. 23, 1904).

FAIRY, sb. Irel. Yks. In comp. (1) Fairy-kist, be-
witched, not responsible for one's actions; (2) -slates,
flat stones on a hillside.

(1) w.Yks. She's fairy-kist. God or the devil looks to sich, they
say, an' I mun do th' best for her, I reckon, Sutcliffe Shameless
Wayne (1900) 25. (2) Ir. The hill is all covered with fiat stones
they call fairy slates, Lover Handy Andy (1842) xxv.

FAIRY, see Vair, sb.
2

FAITH, int. n.Yks. (I.W.)
FAKE, sb. Wbs. Lnk. A sight, vision. Graham

Writings (1883) Gl.

FAKE-RAVE, sb. Bdf. The shelving frame affixed
to the side of a cart, &c. to increase its size. (J.W.B.)
FALL, sb. s.Wor. In phr. a fall of weather, a down-

pour, a fall of rain or snow. Also in comb. Falling
weather. (H.K.)
FALL, v. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. Dev. Cor. 1. In phr.

(1) tofall abroad, to become fat or stout
; (2) — across, to

come across, to meet
; (3) — in for, to get, obtain, receive

;

(4) — »'« Iwo, to be confined
; (5) — over, to fall asleep

;

(6) — together, to break down in health
; (7) — up, of the

floor in a coal-mine raised by the action of gas : to rise up
;

(8) — upon, to tamper with ; to pilfer
; (9) — with, to go

to ruin or waste.
(1) Cor. Hammond Parish (1897) 339. (2) Cum. (E.W.P.)

(3) n.Yks. He fell in for ,£100 legacy. He fell in for wark seean
(I.W.). (4, 5) ib. (6) Dev. It wasn't till after Farmer Burden
took the lad on as carter . . . that mother regular fell together,
Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 180. (7) Lan. (S.O.A.) (8) Sh.I.
' Wis hit wan ounce or twa [of tobacco] ? ' ' Wan, Aandrew. A'm
faerd ta tak' 'at hit's fa'n apon,' Sk. News (Apr. 29, 1899). (9)Abd. (G. W.)

2. Comp. (1) Fall-hole, a pool under a mill-dam; the
place where the water falls over the mill-dam. n.Yks.
(I.W.)

; (2) -over, a falling of the water at a dam. ib.

qu
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In comb

- (1) Falling neive,
a method of cheating in the game of marbles

; see below

;

see also Neive
; (2) -post, the front upright post of a gate-

way against which the gate falls.

(1) Abd. The summit of dishonesty, however, was reached by
that player who employed the 'falling neive.' This style re-

sulted from a lad taking aim and then rising on his toes till he lost

balance and almost fell half-way towards the ring before he delivered

his marble, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Apr. 9, 1904). (2) n.Yks.

(I.W.)

FALLOW-BREAK, phr. Cai.1 Land which has been
under grass for two years and is just ploughed up. See
Break, sb. 1

FALSE-FLOOR, sb. s.Not. A floor in the roof; an
attic floor. (J.P.K.)

tFALSHION, sb. Dev. Fashion.
Tha ne'dst na lewstry i' theckee falshion, Madox-Brown Dwale

Bluth (1876) bk. 1. iv.

FALSIFY, v. Glo. To give out, become useless.
I alius has a new brush ready case the tothern falsifies (S.S. B.).

JFAME, sb. Lin. 1 A surgeon's lancet. [.'Misprint

for ' fleam.']

JFAMH, sb. Sc. 1. A small noxious beast. Gael.
famah, a mole ; see below.

Per. It is asserted by the country people that there is a small
quadruped which they call famh. In summer mornings it issues

from its lurking places, emitting a kind of glutinous matter fatal to

horses, if they happen to eat the grass on which it has been
deposited. It is somewhat larger than a mole, of a brownish
colour, with a large head disproportionate to its body, Statist. Ace.

(Jam.)

2. A monster, a cruel, mischievous person. Also called
Famhfhear. ib.

JFAMPT DOO, phr. Lan. ? A damned fool.

Well, then, thou'rt a fampt doo, ift' knows what that is, Brierley
Red Wind. (1868) 234 ; N. (y Q. (1898) 9th S. ii. 356.
FAN, v. Oxf. To blow.
Shet one o' them doors, dun't ee see the ashes a fannin' all over

the place? (A. P.)

FANCY, sb. Yks. Midi. Nrf. A lover, sweetheart, in
comp. Fancy-girl, -man, -woman, &c, an illicit lover.

n.Yks. (I.W.) Midi. A foine laady wantin' we for a faancy
man, Bartram People ofClopton (1897) 221. Nrf. We allust call our
scythes arter our fancy-gels or our wives, Emerson Son of Fens
(1892) 131.

FAND, sb. Obs. Gall. A bow, knot.
Hair tied and clubbed in a ribbon fand, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 263, ed. 1876.

FANDANDERING, ppl. adj. Nhb. Idle, 'good-for-
nothing'; see below.
A fandanderin' body—nowther gentry nor common fowk

—

never did a hand's turn that I mind, and never did ill owther;
Graham Red Scaur (1896) 245.
FANDANGLE, sb. 1. Lakel.2

, s.Lan.1
, Cor.3

FANGLE, sb. and v. Lakel. 1. sb. pi. Anything
new or novel. Lakel. 2 2. v. To entangle

; fig. to
interest. Gen. in pp. See also Fankle.
Cum. A note of such general interest to those who are ' fangled

'

with dialect, Penrith Obs. (Feb. 9, 1904) 4 ;
(E.W.P.)

FANGY, adj. Nrf. Of roots, &c. : forked, having
fangs or forks.
The carrots . . came very coarse and ' fangy,' Longman's Mae.

(Jan. 1899) 226.

FANNY-FLIRT-TAIL, sb. Yks. The redstart, Ru-
ttcilla phoenicurus. Yks. Wkly. Post (Dec. 31, 1898).
FANTADDLING, ppl. adj. Pern. Finicking. (J.S.O.T.)
FAR, adj. and adv. Irel. Dur. Lakel. Yks. Also in

form fer- w.Dur. 1 In comb. (1) Far-Ian, in phr. to fill up
the far-Ian, fig. to fill the stomach, take the edge off the
appetite

; (2) -learned or -larn'd, learned
; well-informed

;

(3) -nenst, opposite to.

(1) n.Ir. A think that them an' the lump o' beef oeht tae fill up
the far-Ian at ony rate, fur . . . sum o' them boys that's cummin can
tak their dinner gie an' hearty, Lyttle Paddy M'OuiUan, 66. (2)
Lakel.2 Wm. But he'd yance read some far larn

r
d beuk, White-

head Leg. (1859) 16. n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) w.Bur.i
FARCIE, adj. Sc. Righteous.
The sturdy Scottish Protestant replied, 'Farcie in that face'

Cowie Shetland (1871) 105 ; ib. 305.
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FARDEL, sb. Obs. Lakel.2 The fourth part of a

yard-wand.
FARE, v. Ess. To feel.
I fare wonderful tewly [sickly] to-day (F.G.B.).
FARE, see Vair, sb.2

FARETHEE-WELL, sb. Obs. w.Dur.1 A name for a
grey slate, 7} inches in length, formerly used in Weardale.
FARF-CAKE, sb. w.Dur. 1 AcakemadeofMaslinmeal.
FARING, prp. Nrf. In phr. mackerel, &>c. faring,

mackerel fishing or seeking.
My old chap was away mackerel faring. Emerson Sou of Fens

(1892)3.

FARINGS, sb. pi. Suf. Also written fairins. Pre-
tences, ' airs and graces.' Cf. fare, v.

2 5.
' Teddie Todd, for all his fairins '—Teddie Todd being the black-

smith's son was addicted in local phrase to the putting on of
parts or giving himself airs— ' can't do no better,' Betham-Edwards
Mock- Beggars' Hall (1903) 199 ; ib. Lord of Harvest (1899) 250.
FARISH-ON, adj. 2. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
FARKAGE, sb. Obs. Gall. A bundle of cordage so

entangled that it is impossible to unravel it ; a bundle
of things in a state of entanglement or confusion.

Lord Burble's stinking carcage, Packed up in coffins ane, twa,
three, A most infernal farkage To yird some day, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 265, ed. 1876; Shehaving a farkage ofclaise about her,
they keeped her aboon broe, until she was driven ashore, ib. 469.

FARLIN, sb. Sc. Also in form faarlin Sh.I. The
box or trough out of which the herrings are taken by the
'gutters' (q.v.).

Sh.I. Da gutters awa' at Baltasound laft da cran boxes, or

faarlins, as dey ca' dem, lipprin' wi' herrin', Sh. News (Aug. 11,

1900). Abd. (G.W.) ; Ilk rigwudy quean frae the farlin' Will keek
oot her phiz an' guffa, Davidson Poems (1861) 67.

FARMERY, sb. Suf. A farmstead, farm.
These farmeries and cots were shut off from the world, Betham-

Edwards Mock-beggars' Hall (1902) 32.

tFARRANTLIES, sb. pt. s.Lan. See below.
Don't tell me of your farrantlies, Bamford Traveller (1844) 42

;

' Farrantlies ' is simply the adv. ' farrantly ' converted into a

pi. noun to express scorn in a disparaging or scornful sentence.
Very common among people in s.Lan. (S.W.)

FARRANTLY, adj. and adv. Lan. Also in form
farntley. Good-looking, handsome ; in good health,
very well.

Blanch. City News (May 31, 1902) ; Heard occas. in the neigh-
bourhood of Bury. A person on being asked how he was would
reply ' farrantley,' meaning very well, ib. (June 14, 1902).

FARSPACH, sb. Heb. The greater black-backed
gull, Larus marinus. (R.H.H.)
FARTHER, adv. Lakel.2 In form farder. In comb.

Farder-ner-narder, at a standstill. See Far.
FARTHING-LAND, sb. Or.I. A measure of arable

land of varying extent ; see below.
Each township or group of small farms goes under the denomi-

nation of so many pennylands, farthing-lands, cowsworths, &c.
These divisions—indicating no definite extent of ground, and
differing even in conterminous townships—corresponded originally

perhaps to the amount of land-tax paid at some remote period,

Fergusson Rambles (1884) 148-9.

JFARVENT, adj. Nhb. ? A misprint for farrant or
farrand (q.v.).

Betty Kell is an oad farvent body, Bewick Tyneside Tales

(1850) 14.

FASH, v.
2 Cum. In phr. to fash one's thumb, to

trouble or vex oneself. (E.W.P.)
FASHION, sb. and v. Yks. Lan. Also written fashin

s.Lan.1 1. sb.pl. The best way of doing a thing; the

utmost to be done under the circumstances.

w.Yks. If he would let him have a little bit of ground by the

road side he would show him the fashions on it, Hunter Georg.

Ess. (1803) II. 309.

2. V. To resemble. s.Lan. 1 That lad fashins his dad.

FAST, adj. and adv. Lakel. Yks. Lan. 1. Fastened

up, shut fast. s.Lan.1 2. Bound by indentures.

Lakel.2 3. In childbed, confined. n.Yks. (I.W.)

4. Phr. fast at th' lone-eend, a jocular term applied to hay

before it is mown. s.Lan. 1

FASTEN, v. Lakel. Lan. Der. Not. Also written
fassen Lakel. 2

1. In phr. to fasten hold, to take hold
of

; to seize, grip. s.Lan. 1
'2. To bind by indentures

;

to consummate or close a bargain. Lakel.2

Hence Fassen- or Fastening-penny, money with which
a bargain is clenched ; earnest money. Also used fig.

Lakel. 2 Der. He mun wed yo' again at Church wi' parson and
clerk—to-day's job bein' but a fas'nin' penny [spoken of a civil

marriage before the Registrar], Gilchrist Rue Bargain (1898) 7.

Not. 3

FASTENS, sb. Lakel.2 Written fassens. Lent.
FASTIBAAND, sb. Sh.I. Also written fastabaand.

A wooden band fastening securely the ribs of a boat

;

a rope or cable attached to a stone anchor. See Fastie.
The main division between the rooms [compartments of a

sixern] was the fastabaands, or haddabaands, Sh. News (Oct. 21,

1899) ; (J.S.)

FAT, adj.
1 and v. Sc. Yks. Mid. Sur. Dev. Cor.

1. adj. In comp. (1) Fat-bags, a corpulent person; (2)
-brose, i.q. Yule-brose, q.v., s.v. Yule, 2 ; (3) -head, one
who is slow of understanding ; a dullard, stupid

; (4)
•headed, slow-witted, stupid, dull.

(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Sc. Blackw. Mag. (Dec. 1821) 692. (3)
n.Yks. (I.W.), w.Mid. (W.P.M.), Sur. (L.J.Y.) (4) w.Mid.
You must be fat-headed if you can't understand that ! (W.P.M.)
w.Cor. I'd rather be like I am than travel and come home a fat-

headed fool (M.A.C.).

2. Phr. to give or take fat, to take offence, become un-
friendly ; see below.
w.Yks. If a playmate take offence at another, he will cross or

clasp his little fingers, and, with outstretched hands, will snappishly
cry out— ' Tak fat an' lean, An' niver speyk to me agean.' The one
to whom the remark is uttered then understands that enmity exists

between them. A conversation as follows is quite common with
school children :

—'Aren't ta thick wi ! Jimmy Walker?' ' Nowe,
he's g'en me fat,' or, ' he ga'e me fat yusterda',' Leeds Merc. Suppl.

(Oct. 29, 1898).

3. Thriving, prosperous.
Lnk. A good fu' fat farmer's son, but ae laigher nor a laird,

Graham Writings (1883) II. 33.

4. v. To enrich.
Dev. 'Twill go in part to fat the pocket of a lazy man,

Phillpotts Sons of Morning (1900) 61.

FAT, adj.2 Lakel.
Lakel. 2 Cum. Likewise in other games of marbles should a wrong

stroke be made one of the other players may call out ' fat,' when
the player is penalised unless he has been quick enough to call

'Nee fat : first (E.W.P.).

tFAT-A-FECK, adj. Sc. Meaning unknown.
The weather's nae that fat-a-feck But summer will be in,

Donald Poems (1867) 32.

FATHER, sb. Irel. Cum. Also in form fadder Cum.4

1. In phr. the father and mother of a blaiching, a sound
beating or thrashing.

Don. For three fardins I would take it from ye an' give ye the

father an' mother of a good soun' blaichin', ' Mac ' Road to Donegal
(3rd ed.) 149.

2. Comp. Fadder-dees, the red campion, Lychnis diurna.
Cf. mother-dee.
Cum.4 A superstition exists that should a child pick the flowers

of the red species it will soon lose its father by death (s.v.

Lousy bed).

FATTER, see Falter, v.
2

FAUGH, adj.1 n.Yks. In phr. afaughfield lion, a sheep.

(W.W.P.)
FAUGH-BLUE, adj. Gall. Bleached blue. Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824). See Faugh, sb.2

JFAUGHISH, adj. ? Obs. Nhb. In comb. Faughish
derk, ? twilight, dim, becoming dark. Cf. faugh, adj.2

Just as it begoud to get faughish derk, Richardson Borderer's

Table-Bk. (1846) VII. 137.

JFAUGHLING, prp. Wm. & Cum. 1
? Fumbling,

dilatory. [? A form of Fame (q.v.).]

Auld faughlin' deed ye keep now, 205.

JFAUGHT, v. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] To want or fail. (Hall.)

FAULT, sb. s.Wor. In phr. to be at afaultfor, to be
in want or lack of.
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A shon't be at a fau't fur yur dinners, not if a 'aves to break a
windah to get in (H.K.).

FAULTED,/^/, adj. n.Yks. Faulty, unsound. (I.W.)
JFAWKY, adj. e.Lin. Tricky, full of tricks. Cf.

pawky.
The poany's gotten sofawky there's no dealing with him (G.G.W.).
JFAWN, ft Edb. [Not known to our correspondents.]

? To caress, fondle. Cf. fawnsome.
Fu' well ye ken he often faunt ye, Liddle Poems (1821) 39.

FAWNS, sb. pi. Dmf. Rough wet places on the hills.

Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 347. Cf. fawn.
JFAXIN, sb. Sh.I. A half-submerged rock over

which the waves break. Also used attrib.

Over the surf of the deep Baagreen, Over the faxin Kabister
Deeps, Junda Klingrahool (1898) 13 ; Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 120.

FAY-DOG, sb. Cum.4 The common tope, Galeus canis.

FEAKY, adj. Cum. Written feeky. Nervously
uneasy. Cf. fike, v.

Refers also to senile decay of the senses. ' Ah was terrible feeky
till ah hard thee fit in t'entry an' saw theh pass fallen' (J.H.)

;

(E.W.P.)

tFEARENTLY, adv. Nhb. In fear of, afraid of.

They took their rounds through all the town . . . And fearently

either carle or clown Deny'd to give them brass there, Whittell
Poet. Wks. (1815) Sng. ; Nhb. 1

FEARSOMELESS, adj. Irel. Fearless, without fear,

reckless.
Don. Ye're a purty bould, fearsomeless fella, Macmanus Bend

o/Rd. (1898) 55.

FEARTINARSE, sb. Yks. The little auk, Mergulus
alle. Yks. Wkly. Post (Dec. 31, 1898).
FEASE, v. n.Yks. In phr. tofease a hedge back, to cut

offthe grass and busheswith a sickle. (I.W.) Cf. fease, v?
FEAST, sb. Oxf. (E.M.W.)
FEASY, adj. Cum.4 Impertinent, ' cheeky.'
FEATHER, sb. and v. Sh.I. Lakel. Oxf. Wal. Suf.

Also in form faedir Sh.I. 1. sb. In comp. (1) Feather-
heeled, (2) -legged, active, stirring, energetic. Lakel.2

2. Phr. to see neitherfeather nor bone of, to see no trace of,

nothing at all of.

Suf. I've seen neither feather nor bone of any one from the
hall, Betham-Edwards Lord of Harvest (1899) 19.

3. A mason's tool for splitting stone. Lakel.2 4. Part
of a ' tusker ' or peat-cutting spade. Cf. feather, 7.

Sh.I. ' Dere doo sees, Sibbie, what laek da tuskir is,' I said as
I grippid up da faedir o'm 'at fell apo' da fitter wi' a rattle whin I

tried ta stick him aff o' da heft, Sh. News (May 13, 1899).

5. v. To pluck the feathers from fowls, &c.
s.Wal. The mistress sat feathering in the doorway of the house-

place, and the white down from the half-plucked goose which lay

across her knee blew about in the light breeze, Longman's Mag.
(Dec. 1899) 143.

6. Of apple-trees : see below.
Oxf. 30,000 Feathered Apples, Nurseryman's Sale Bill. To

feather young apple-trees is to train them for ' standards ' by
cutting off all the side-shoots at about one inch from the main stem,
in order to throw all the strength of the plant into the one stem.
Apple-trees are 'feathered ' twice a year for three years (J.W.).
FEATHERFEW, sb. s.Lan. 1

, se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
tFEATHER OF LAND, phr. Wor. ? A certain

quantity of land. N. &> Q. (1879) 5th S. xi. 176.

FEAT-PEAK, sb. Per. ? A neat top or finish. See
Feat, adj.1

I'll buy a cockernonie fine, She'll plait itwi' a feat-peak, Spence
Poems (1891) 42.

FEAW-DRUNK, adj. s.Lan. 1 Drunk and quarrelsome.
See Foul, adj.

FEAWLY, adv. s.Lan.1 Awkwardly, in an ugly
manner. See Foul, adj. 10.

FEAZY, adj. Cmb. Of a child: troublesome, fractious,

fretful. N. £r» Q. (1893) 8th S. hi. 45. See Fease, v.
1
3.

FECHTIE, sb. Lnk. A fighter ; a prize-fighter, boxer.
Murdoch Readings (1895) I. 128. See Fight, v.

FECK, sb* Hrt. A cow's stomach. (E.S.F.)
FECK, sb.5 Lakel.2 Shift, resource, esp. in phr. to

have neitherfeck norfend in one, to be without resource or
power. See Feckless.

FECK, sb.B Cum.4 A state of uneasiness. See Fike,

sb.
2 7.

FECKLE, sb. Cai.1 Trouble, anxiety.

JFEE, sb. Obs. Dev. In phr. in fee with, ? in league

with, in the pay of.

The jade's in fee with her mistress, che'll warr'nt her, Obliging

Husband (1717) 46.

FEEL, adj. Cum.4 Tender, as applied to a hurt or

a bruise ; smooth.
FEENICK, sb. Mun. A call to bring ducks. Simmons

Gl. (1890) s.v. Wheety.
FEERACH, sb. Abd. Vigour, energy, 'go.' Cf.

foorich.
Their fader wis aye a peer dowie breet, an' th' midder hidna

muckle feerach at wark, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Feb. 28, 1903).

FEEZE-PIN, sb. Sh.I. A screw-pin. See Feeze, v.

The corn was getting low in the hopper, and he had just put his

hand to the feeze-pin to lower the sh6e when the mill stopped, Sh.

News (Dec. 28, 1901).

tFEEZY, adj. Not. Stuffy. (J.H.B.)
FEFF, sb.1 See Theef.
FEG, sb. Dev. i.q. Fag, sb.

1
1.

' Whay, the fegs !

' cried Betty, provoked in her turn at her
explanations being so ill-received, and it was not for some time that

Father made out 'twas tufts of grass she meant, Peard Mother Molly

(^89) 35.

FEG, sb. Cum. (E.W.P.)
tFEGGES, lsb.pl. Obs. Sc. In phr.fegges afterpeace,

prov. Meaning unknown. Ray Prov. (1678)367.
tFEGGY, adj. Obs. Wil. ? Fair.
The Aborigines . . . are phlegmatique, skins pale and livid : . . . their

persons are generally plump and feggy, gallipot eies and some black,

Aubrey Nat. Hist. Wilts (1691) n, ed. Britton ; Wil. 1

FEIKE, v. ? Obs. Lnk. To screw, force
; fig. to

abate a legal due under pressure.
If a poor beggar body had a bit wean to chrisen, the deil a doit

they feike him o't, Graham Writings (1883) II. 59.

FEISH, sb. Irel. A festival, feast.

When she spoke of this Feish she brightened up, Cornh. Mag.
(Sept. 1903) 343 ; Mrs. M'Gurk's resolve to attend the Ballytrave
Feish sprang and rapidly matured, ib,

FELL, sb.* 9. Twd.
She fell as if he had gien her a fell, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct.

10, 1903).

FELLON, sb. 1. Pern. (J.S.O.T.), Som. Obsol. (W.F.R.)
FELLOW, sb. Yks. Lan. Also in form felly s.Lan.1

1. In comp. Felly-lad, a ' hobble-de-hoy,' a boy growing
fast into a young man. m.Lan. (A.E.L.), s.Lan.1

2. A
contemptible person, a sheep-stealer. n.Yks. (I.W.)
FEMALE, sb. Dor. See below.
' Female,' it must be understood, is a word of doubtful odour in

Barleigh— ' She be nothen more than a vemale ' conveys the worst
of imputations, Agnus fan Oxber (1900) 224.

FENCE, sb. Cum.4 A term applied in Borrowdale
to distinguish a stone wall on the fellside from a stone
or thorn dike in the dale.

FENCING, sb. n.Yks. Cut thorns, &c. used to mend
a hedge. (I.W.)

FENT, sb.1 3. Cum. (E.W.P.)
FENWICK, si. Ayr. In comb. Fenwick twist, curling

term: a twist given in delivering the stone, first or more
generally practised by the curlers of Fenwick. P. Caled.
Curl. Club Ann. (1868) 279.
FERKIE, v. Or.I. To struggle, wriggle ; to jerk the

body about. See Firk.
De whall wad ferkie an' wallop wi' his tail, Dennison Sketches

(ed. 1904) 6.

IFERLESSEN, conj. Hmp. For fear that. (H.E.)
FERRICK, v. 3. Hmp. (H.R.)
FERRY-LOUPER, sb. Or.I. A name given by the

peasants to all persons not natives of Orkney. Vedder
Sketches (1832) 30.

FESCUE-GRASS, sb. Glo. A tall, reed-like grass.
Among the sword-flags and the tall fescue -grasses by the bank,

Giebs Cotswold Vill. (ed. 1899) 19.

FET, sb. n.Yks. Plenty, abundance, sufficiency. (I.W.)
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JFET, adj. Brks. Hmp. Vigorous, eager, full of life

and spirit, 'fit.'

Used esp. of horses. ' He wer so fet you couldn't do anything
w' een' (W.H.E.).
FETCH, v. Yks. Oxf. Dev. In phr. (1) tofetch apump,

see below
; (2) — things up, to mention bygones

; (3) to

getfetched in the head, to become crazy or mad.
(1) Oxf. Spoken of a pump out of order so that the water is

difficult to get. ' Can ee give I a buckut 0' water to fetch the
pump.' A bucketful of water poured down it usually ' fetches it'

(A.P.).
_

(a)_ n.Yks.4 228. (3) n.Dev. Arter that he got more
fetched in his head than iver, and many there was who thought he
wad be safer inside the asylum, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 197.
FETCH-LIGHT, sb. Pern. A corpse candle. (J.S.O.T.)

See Fetch, sb.
1

FETCHT, sb. Sh.I. Also inform feetcht. A particle,

atom, least amount possible, used fig. in phr. sad or sorra
fetcht 0', nothing at all.

If I stud ipo my croon Sad fetcht n' peace is wi' 'er, Ollason
Mareel (1901) 94 ; Hit's ill alaek fir man an' baest, An' sorra feetcht
can triye atil it, Sh. News (Mar. 30, igoi

1

).

FETTLED, ppl. adj. ne.Lin. In comb. Fettled ale,

beer warmed with spice or ginger. (E.S.) See Fettle,
v.

1
11.

FEU, v. Dmf. i.q. Few, v.
2 2.

' He'sfeuingwell at themawing.' He's making a good beginning,
Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) 347.
JFEUDJOR, sb. w.Yks. A bonfire, 'feu de joie.'

(Hall.)
FEUGGIL, sb. Abd. Also in form figgle. A small

twisted bundle or bunch. (G.W.)
FEUR-DAY, sb. Obsol. Cum.4 Break of day.
FEUT, sb. Obsol. Cum.4 In comb. Feut an arse, {a)

the little grebe, Tachybaptes fluviatilis
;

(b) the guillemot,
Uria troile.

FEUTTLE, sb. Obsol. Cum* i.q. Feutleth.
FEWK.Y, adj. Cum. Of the weather : damp, humid,

'muggy.' (E.W.P.)
FEWLA, int. Obsol. Cum. A call to geese. (E.W.P.)
FEWTER, v. ne.Lin. With about : to idle or potter

about. Hence Fewterer, sb. a potterer, trifler, man of
small ideas. (E.S.) See Footer, v.

2

tFEY, v. n.Cy. To flag or tire. (R.O.H.)
JFEY, adj.

1 n.Cy. Fair. (P.R.)
JFEY, adj.2 Sh.I. Drowned. {Coll. L.L.B.)
FIARM, sb. Hmp. The first furrow struck in plough-

ing. (H.E.)
FIASEN, prp. Lakel. 2 See below.
When a lal 'un hes a berry shag gie'n tult, an' it scowps o'

t'preserves off, that's fiasen it. Siam when it licks its plate efter

dinner.

JFIB, v. Lan. ?To say, tell.

An' if we goo, some friend ul fib, Ridings Muse (1853) 7.

tFIBS, sb. pi. w.Yks. Five in number at a game of

marbles.
Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Mar. 12, 1893) ; Ah'll goa fibs, but tha

munnot fullack at ma, Yks. Wkly. Post (June 2, 1900).

FICHIL, sb. Fif. A challenge to a difficult feat. Gael.

fachail, strife (Macbain). Cf. brag, v.

All enjoyed giving each other ' fichils ' or challenges to difficult

feats—the 'brags' of Edinburgh, and the 'coosie'of Arbroath,

Colville Vernacular (1899) 13.

FICK, v. n.Yks.4 To obtain, gain possession of. Cf.

fike, V. He fick'd it i' fend.

JFICKALY, adv. Sh.I. In order, in proper place.

{Coll. L.L.B.) Cf. fiskalie, adj.

tFICKANOO, phr. Sh.I. I can't do better. {Coll.

L.L.B.)
FID, si.1 Sh.I. Also in form fitch. Low-lying meadow

land at the side of water. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 83.

FID, sb.
2 Nrf. A hook on a fishing-net. Emerson Son

ofFens (1892) 57.
FIDDEE, int. m.Cor. Used as an intensitive; see

below.
Miners got fiddee ma'azed and ma'ade a riot, Penberthy Warp

and Woof, 28 ; A taable ought to be as white as curd ; soap waant

do it fiddee, I ben tryin a bit o' growder, ib. 122.

FIDDLER, sb. 3. Hmp.
Three fiddlers or pond-skaters . . . came skating into sight on the

space of bright water ; and to these mysterious, uncanny-looking
creatures—insect ghosts that walk on the water, but with very
unghostlike appetites—I began tossing some of the flies, Longman's
Mag. (Jan. 1900) 266.

FIDDLER'S GREEN, phr. Irel. See below. See
also Fiddler, sb. 1 (2).
He would as soon go into Squire Egan's house as go to Fiddler's

Green. Note. Fiddler's Green is supposed to be situated on this

(the cooler) side ofthe regions below, Lover HandyA ndy (1842) xii.

FIDGET, sb. Pem. (J.S.O.T.) i.q. Fitchet(t.
FIELDING, sb. Dial, unknown. A district. Grose

(1790) MS. add.
FIERCE, adj. Cum. Yks. Lin. 1. In phr. (1) as

fierce as a blind pig, prov. able to do anything. n.Yks.
(I.W.)

; (2) — as fivepence, wide-awake, lively. se.Lin.

(J.T.B.) 2. Half-drunk. n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. Well-
dressed. Cum.4 See Pearce.
FIERY, adj. Sc. Cum. Hrf. Glo. 1. In comb. (1)

Fiery bron, a blazing peat used for signalling, instead of
a torch or lantern. Cai.1

; (2) — meetin-er, a comet.
Cum.4 2. Applied to partly-made hay when it has
many 'fire-leaves' (q.v.) or plantain in it. Hrf., Glo.

(E.W.P.)
FIFLER, sb. Sh.I. A foolish person. Jakobsen Dial.

(1897) 7°- Cf. feifle.

FIG, sb. Obsol. Abd. A metal button used in the
game of ' buttons ' (q.v.). See Bossie.

Figs were vest buttons, chancers, double and single, were gilt

coat buttons. . . Bossies were larger, and generally the cast-offs of

military or naval uniforms or livery servants' wear. Four figs were
equal in value to one chancer, and two chancers to one bossie, Abd.
Wkly. Free Press (May 23, 1903).

FIG-FAG, sb. 1. Cum.4 i.q. Fix-fax, sb.
1

FIGGLE, FIGMALIRIE, see Feuggil, Whigmaleerie.
FIGURE, sb. and v. Yks. War. 1. sb. Resemblance,

likeness, esp. in phr. the very figure of. War.3
2. v.

To cipher, reckon, do arithmetic. n.Yks. (I.W.) Hence
Figuring, vbl. sb. arithmetic, calculation. War. 3

FILE, v. s.Lan. 1 In phr. tofile one down, to scold. 27.

FILIK, see Whilock.
FILJIT, sb. Abd. A disreputable vagabond ; a tramp.
A wyte it mith 'a' been that filjit o' a chiel ye saw gyaun bye, Abd.

Wkly. Free Press (Nov. 28, 1903).

FILK, see Whilk.
FILL, v. Sc. Yks. 1. In comp. (1) Fill-basket, a

species of apple
; (2) -fou, enough drink to make one

quite drunk.
(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Per. Three fellows who had been bribed

with the promise of a fill-fou, Ford Harp (1893) 153.

2. To put corn on the ' hopper' of a winnowing machine.
n.Yks. (I.W.)

FILL, see Whilk.
FILLA-COCK-FAm, sb. w.Yks. i.q. Fillyfair-day,

s. v. Filly.
On Palm Sunday a rowdy element of the youths of both sexes

assemble on the grounds surrounding Howley Castle ruins. Rough
play is indulged in, and ' gooin ta Filla-cock-fair' is synonymous
with scant respect for either self or Sabbath. The custom is dis-

appearing. Well known in Batley, Dewsbury, and district (B.K.).

FILL-HANKS, sb. pi. se.Lin. Thongs or chains fast-

ened to the collar of a shaft-horse. (J.T.B.) See Fill,

sb.
1 2.

FILLING, sb. n.Yks. The pieces of leather put be-

tween the sole and insole of a boot or shoe. (I.W.)

FILLINS, sb. pi. w.Yks. Opinion, say, interference.

Thah's nooa need ta put thy fillins in. We'st manage when we're

fast baht awther thee er thi fillins (B.K.).

FILSH, sb. Abd. A term of opprobrium or contempt.

Cf. filsch, sb.1 2.

I dinna like that filsh comin' sae muckle aboot the place. He's

nae a gweed ane that, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Sept. 15, 1900).

FELSH, v. ? Obs. Abd. To faint, flinch, draw back

from. Cf. filsch, adj.

Some may have constancie that wanteth love, The manly pairt

may filshing dissaprove [sic], Walker Bards (1887) 95.
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FILSKA, sb. Sh.I. See below.
I never kent da laek n' dee i' my life. Man, doo might a been

Iaevin dy filska be dis time, Sh. Neivs (Mar. 24, 1900).

FILTHY, adj. Oxf. Dev. 1. Exceedingly bad, out-

rageous. Oxf. I be in a filthy temper (A.P.).

2. Of the weather : wet, foggy, ' dirty.'

Dev. You'm only half a notion o' weather till you'm atop of

Darteymoor when 'tis filthy, Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 290.

FIMIS'ID, ppl. adj. Or.I. Excited, agitated, flurried.

See Fimis.
Dey wur sae fearce an ; fimis'id 'at deilie bit o' them kent what

they were deuan, Dennison Sketches (ed. 1904) 6.

FIMMER, v. Obs. Gall. To move the feet quickly in

walking or dancing in a graceful manner.
When the pipes play'd up, how they fimmer'd alang, Heels

cracking to cheer the bonello, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 78, ed.

1876.

FIMMLE, v. Lakel.2 To finger in a nervous, twitch-

ing manner. Cf. finable.

FIN, see Whin, sb.
2

FINCH, int. Irel. An exclamation of contempt : Pooh !

Nonsense

!

Dan lifted it too. But he said :
' Finch ! Is that what you call

heavy ?
' Barlow Shamrock (1901) 43.

FIND, i'.and sb. Sc. Yks. Cor. Also in form fin'. Sc.

1. v. In phr. (1) to find heart, to make up one's mind;
(2) — one wanting, to miss.

(1) n.Yks.4 Sha's blinnd, bud Ah can't find heart ti put t'poor

au'd critter oot o' t'road. (2) Cor.3 She'll find you wanting, calling

while you are away.
2. sb. Feel, sensation, feeling.
Abd. I ken by the fin' o' 't, Macdonald R. Falconer (1868) iv.

FINE, adj., adv. and v. Sc. Lakel. Pern. 1. adj. In
phr. to make one a fine lad, to have one's revenge on
a person. Wm. (J.M.) 2. Of the temperature : mild,

warm.
s.Pem. It have a rained all day, but 'tis real fine with it, for all

(M.S.C.).

3. adv. In comb. Fine certain, quite certain, as sure as
the law. Lakel. 2 Ah's ommost fine sarten on't.

4. v. To disentangle and free wool from the coarse parts.
Sc. In each parish competent persons were to be appointed to

teach the poorer children to fine and spin wool and to knit stock-

ings, Cochran-Patrick Med. Sc. (1892) 46. Gall. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 34, ed. 1876.

FINERY, sb. s.Pem. The finer articles in the wash,
such as collars and neckties.
The cloths is in, and the changes [body-linen], all is there into

[except] the finery (M.S.C.).

FINGAUL, sb. Wgt. See below.
Traditions . . . that Norsemen . . . came across from Ireland and

the Isle of Man, and formed settlements at the Isle of Whithern,
the High-end of Kirkmaiden. . . The truth of this tale is to some
extent borne out by the fact that distinct races of people, or rather
the remains of them, inhabit such places, and they are still called

in derision Fingauls by their immediate neighbours. The in-

habitants of the South end of Kirkmaiden, for example, are still called
' Fingauls ' by the other natives of the Rhinns. . . The Low-enders
will remark— ' It's very like the Heehh-enders that—it's naething
oot-o'-the way for the Fingauls,' Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 17.

FINGERER, sb. Cum. A shearer with the sickle;
see below.
He would gather as much corn as he conveniently could between

the thumb and first finger and then cut ; then he would gather
between the first and second finger and again cut ; the same with
the second and third fingers, and with the third and fourth fingers.

Thus there would be four separate bundles in the hand, which were
then carefully placed on the band. This process was repeated
until a sheaf was made up (E.W.P.).
FINNA, sb. Sh.I. Also in forms finnie, funna. A

'haaf term for the fire. Takobsen Dial. (1807) 2s

;

(A.W.)
FINNIE, sb. Gall. Feel, sensation, feeling. See also

Find, v. n. 5.

A feel with the hand . . . which returns with good tidings to the
senses : persons purchasing grain, generally estimate the price of
it by its finnie, or the way in which it feels, Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824).

FIRE, sb. and v. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor.
Oxf. Brks. Dev. 1. sb. In comb. (1) Fire-blasted, said

of a tree which loses its leaves owing to some form of

blight or disease
; (2) -cat, a stand formed of three pieces

of wood or metal, crossing and uniting in the centre, on

which food, &c. is placed before the fire to keep hot ;
see

also Cat, sb? 6
; (3) -drum, a drum beaten to give an alarm

of fire ; (4) -engine, obs., an engine for pumping water

from the mines
; (5) -fang't, over-heated, having a burnt

smell or flavour; (6) -heigh-go, a virago, termagant; see

also Heigh-go-mad, s. v. Heigh, int. 2 ; (7) -house, the

dwelling in contradistinction to the outbuildings; (8)

-penny, obs., a charge for the use of a steel and tinder-

box, paid in kind
; (9) -room, the sitting-room of a cotter

family ; (10) -sconce, a guard, fire-screen
; (11) -spang,

a quick-tempered person
;

(12) -tail Bob, the redstart,

Ruticilla phoenicurus.

(1) Oxf., w.Brks. Prob. from some hazy idea of it having been

struck by lightning (A.H.H.M.). (2) War. 3
(3) Sc. A kind of

rub-a-dub-dub, like that with which the fire-drum startles the

slumbering artizans of a Scotch burgh, Scott Waverley (1814) xxxiv.

Edb. The noise of a distant drum was heard. . .
' It sounds like the

fire-drum.' . . The conjecture was but too true. It was the fire-

drum ; and a gleam of light to the northward, and a confused noise

of voices, shewed that the fire was at no great distance, Blackw.

Mag. (Nov. 1821) 402. (4, 5) Cum.4 (6) nw.Dev. (R.P.C.) (7)

Cum. 4 (8) Sc. Hislop Anecdote (1874) 536. (9) Cai. M cLennan
Peas. Life (1871) I. xvi. (10) m.Yks. 1 (s.v. Sconce). (11) Gall.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (12) Slg. The vulgar name of Firetail

Bob gives a pretty good definition of its [redstart's] most distinctive

character. When on the wing, the fiery chestnut rump of this bird

is very conspicuous, Sword Bird Collection in Smith Institute

(1894) 151.

2. Sheet lightning.
Cum. There's oft a deal a fire aboot efter a thunderstorm, Penrith

Obs. (Mar. 1, 1904) 6; (E.W.P.)
3. v. Phr. to fire the water, to catch no fish. Cum.4

(s. v. Burn t' Beck). 4. To ring all the bells in a peal
at one moment, so as to produce a general crash. See
Slam, v?

Lei.i (s.v. Slam), Nhp. 1 (s.v. Clam), War. 3
. Wor. The pro-

cession [the High Bailiff's Church procession] was re-formed and
to the firing of the Church bells returned to the Town Hall, Evesham
Jrn. (Feb. 2, 1902).

+FIRE, int. Dur. A call in games to indicate that one
is getting near a person or thing, or getting ' warm.'

' Fire, Kitty ! Fire ! ' cried Dunthorne. . . She knew the voice,

and dashing to the point from which it had come, caught a man,
Longman's Mag. (Oct. 1896) 582.

FIRED, ppl. adj. Sc. See below.
Gall. Applied to irritation in a baby's skin through inattention to

cleanliness, &c. (A.W.) ; Milk is said to be so when it gets ill-tasted

in sultry weather ; also, any part of our skin injured by walking
in warm weather is said to be fired, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).
JFHIE-GRASS, sb. Dial, unknown. The parsley

piert, Alchemilla arvensis.
In some parts in England it is called Fire Grass, and is found to

be highly beneficial in erysipelas, Smith Domestic Bot. in (B. & H.).
FIRPLE, sb. Dmf. i.q. Fipple, 1. Wallace School-

master (1899) 347.
FIRST, adj. Cum. Wm. 1. In comb. First hook,

see below. See Hook, sb.
1 10.

The first heuk in a company of shearers is the leader, the
shearer of the first rigg, the leader of the stubble rigg, whom none
might pass but with whom all were expected to keep nearly ud to
(E.W.P.).

*

2. Next, ensuing. Cum. (E.W.P.), Wm. (E.M.M.)
FISH, v. n.Yks. To copy another's sums, &c. ; to

' crib.' He's fishin', Ah'll tell t'maister (I.W.).
FISHER, sb. Som. The heron, Ardea cinerea. (W.F.R.)

See Crane, sb. 1

FISHERMAN, sb. Cum.4 In comb. Fisherman's
nightingale, the sedge-warbler, Acrocephalus phragmitis.
(s. v. Nightingale's friend.)

tFISHER'S DOZEN, phr. Bnff. ? Thirteen.
Sicken a muckle faimely : ane, twa, three, four, sax, acht,—aye,

a hale fisher"s dozzen, Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 71.
FISHGARTH, sb. Obs. or obsol. Sc. Cum. An en-
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closure made of stakes and wattles for trapping fish in
a river.

Abd. Tenants who live on the banks of a burn sometimes build
a fish-garth or dam with an opening to receive a kind of osier
basket, or what they call a hose-net for catching fish, Statist. Ace.
XVI. 389 (Jam., s.v. Yair). Cum. A 'fixed engine' for catching
salmon in the estuaries of rivers. It is built of stakes set upright
on a low cobble wall about two or three feet high, the whole being
V-shaped with the point seaward. The upper part of the stakes
are wattled with branches. The actual point of the V consists

wholly of stakes wattled so as to allow of the passage of the

receding tide (E.W.P.) ; In the eighteenth century re-erected the
fishgarth in the Esk, Ferguson Hist. (1856) 239.

tFISHSIDE,^. Sh.I. See below.
1' my day, I wid a laekid till a seen wir factor lattin' wis staand

at a widden box foo o' fresh watter, an' taer awa' apo da fish side

o' a ling wi' a kiaar brush ! Sh. News (Nov. 19, 1898).

FISKABRODS, sb. pi. Sh.I. The boards which
separate the several compartments of a boat. See Fiska-
feal.

The various rooms [compartments of a sixern] were separated
from each other by fiska brods, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 127.

FISSLE, v. 4. Lakel.2
, Cum.4

FISTIN, sb. Sh.I. A chimney-crook. (A.W.)
FISTLE-PULLERS, sb. pi. Obs. Wor. A kind of

shears or scissors used for pulling thistles from the rows
of corn shortly before it came into ear. See Fistle.
The only pair that I have ever seen are about 3 ft. 6 in. long, in

shape much like a pair of garden shears, made of sally for lightness'

sake ; the blades are scored across, apparently with a hot iron, to

give them a tenacious grip ; and the handles stand out at a very

obtuse angle, so that they may extend beyond the legs of the

manipulator on either side (H.K.).

FISTY, sb. Slg. A term applied to a left-handed

person. Also used attrib.

The pupils called him ' Fisty Darumple'— fisty being the term

they applied to one who used the left hand in preference to the

right, Harvey Kennethcrook (1896) 106.

FIT, adj. and v. Irel. Cor. 1. adj. Able, capable.

N.I. 1 2. v. To set to, bestir oneself.

Cor. Fit an' take a bit o' relish to your bread, my dear, Lee Widow
Woman (1899) 54 ; Time for John to fit an' look about him, ib. 58.

JFITCH, s6. Lin.1 A very small quantity ; a spoonful.

FITCH, see Fid.
FITCHETT-PIE, sb. Stf. A pie made of apples,

onions, and bacon. (J.C.W.)
FITHER, see Whether.
JFITLY, sb. Lin.1 Land from which the sea has

receded. [? Misprint for fitty, sb. (q.v.)]

JFITS, sb. pi. Frf. In phr. the Jits and fors of it, the

details, ' ins and outs,' all about it.

She led police and sojers sic a dance through Thrums as would

baffle description, though I kent the fits and fors o't, as I dinna,

Barrie Minister (1891) ix.

+FITTEN, prp. Dev. 2 Making a fuss about trifles,

fussing, fiddling about. Cf. quiddle, v.
1

Look sharp, don't bide there fitten about.

FITTER, sb. Irel. See below. Cf. fitty, adj.*

Uls. If the bride turns out a success, the husband is congratulated

on having met with a good ' fitter,' Northern Whig (May 8, 1901).

JFITTER, sb. w.Yks. The first, soonest.

T'fitter up mun co' t'other (T.T.).

FITTIE, sb. Obs. Gall. An imaginary person of a

very useless nature ; see below. Cf. footy, adj. 2.

'Ye're as useless as fittie,' or, Ye can do a certain job, 'nae

mair than fittie,' Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

FITTIE, adj. Gall. Having good feet, safe enough to

walk with. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

FITTS, sb. Cum. A generic term for a held on the

bank of a stream, having rising ground behind it at some

distance. Nearly always used in comb, with some other

word as field-name. (E.W.P.)

FIVE, adj. Yks. Suf. Som. In comb. (1) Five-cards,

a game of cards
; (2) -finger Jack, obs., the polyanthus.

Primula elatior ; (3) -penny or -pin Morris, the game of

'merrils' (q.v.).
, „ . . „. . ..

(1) Som. Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825) (s. v. Old gut).

(2) Suf. (M.B.E.) (3) n-Yks. 1 (s. v. Merls).

VOL. VI.

Long-

a ' poser.'
. ' Ay, that's

FIVER, sb. Nrf. A boys' name for a peg-top.
man's Mag. (June 1903) 164. Cf. boxer, sb?
FIZGIG, sb. 1. s.Lan. 1

FIZZER, sb. Lnk. A puzzling question
' There's the unknown composition o' the sun.' ,

a fizzer !

' Murdoch Readings (1895) I. 64.

FIZZLE, sb. Lan. War. A failure.

s.Lan. 1 He made a fizzle on it. War. The testimonial is a fizzle,

B'ham Dy. Gazette (Sept. 2, 1899) ;
(E.S.)

FJAAG, sb. Sh.I. Also in forms fjugg, fjusk. Light,

empty, airy stuff, applied jocularly to thin, lean corn.

Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 46.

FJAEDEMUR, sb. Sh.I. Bad butter.
In Fetlar bad butter was sometimes called 'fjaedemur,' which

really means ' [fat] tallow, ' Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 49.

FJAEDIN, sb. Sh.I. A ' haaf ' term for the whale.
The whale was in Unst called ' de fjaedin,' the fat animal,

Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 28; Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 122.

FJAEM, sb. Sh.I. (J.S.) i.q. Fim, Fjim.

FJANDI(N, sb. Sh.I. i.q. Fiendin.
Applied jocularly to mean thin and lean corn, Jakobsen Dial.

(1897) 46.

FJORA, sb. Sh.I. A ' haaf term for limpet-bait. See
Fiorin.
The limpet -bait was in Foula called ' de fjora,' which is properly

the ebb, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 28.

FJORCK, sb. Sh.I. A jocular name for a very small

person or child. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 49.

FJUGG, FJUSK, see Fjaag.
FLACHAN, sb. Frf. i.q. Flaught, sb.

1

Like snawy flachan on the blast, Reid Heatherland (1894) 58 ;

Like the flachans, let our waes Gang jinkin' up the lum. ib. 116.

FLACKIN, sb. Lakel.2 A thin sod pared for the

purpose of covering a turnip or potato heap. See
Flag, sb.2 1.

FLAD, sb. Dmf. ? A piece, portion, slice. Cf. fladge.

A tumbler o' new milk frae Crummie, and a flad o' cake an'

butter, Paton Castlebraes (1898) 40.

FLADGE, sb. Gall. A broad-bottomed person ;
any-

thing broad. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

FLAG-FIRE, sb. Suf. A fire made of turf. (H.H.)

Cf. flag, sb.2

FLAGGER, sb. Irel. A general term for reeds, irises,

and other waterside plants. See Flag, sb.
1

The sedgy banks whose tall flaggers bow their heads beneath

the ripple that eddies from the bow, Lever /. Hinton (1842) xx
;

The river was much overgrown with flaggers at this point,

Lover Handy Andy (1842) xxxv.

JFLAGHOOLA, adj. Irel. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] ? Well-to-do, prosperous.
Dressed. . . in her rustling silks, she had, what is called in Ireland,

a comfortable, flaghoola look, Carleton Fardorougha (1848) iv.

FLAGIRT, sb. Abd. A flapping, flaunting thing, used

as a term of reproach.
I'se sweer Baubie Ingram winna come back wi' yon flagirt o'

a thing fleein' roun' her lugs again, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne

(1903) 3.

FLAIPER, sb. and v. Gall. 1. sb. A foolish person,

both in dress and manners. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

2. v. To flash about in foolish clothes, ib. Cf. flap, v.
2

FLAKE, sb.
5 War.8 In phr. flake of hay, an untied

portion of hay cut from a rick. Cf. flake, sb.2

FLAKE, sb." w.Yks. (S.P.U.) i.q. Fleyk.

JFLAKES, sb. pi. Sc. Meaning unknown.
The hay is either laid down on the mow, or put into flakes,

Young Annals Agric. (1784-1815) XXVII. 241.

FLAM, si.6 Pern. (J.S.O.T.)

FLAME, sb. Pem. In phr. a flame of rags, tattered,

in pieces.
s.Pem. She borrowed my cross-over, and she ve a sent it me

back a flame of rags, ach-a-vie ! (M.S.C.)

FLAMS, sb. pi. se.Lin. Sneers, jeers. (J.T.B.) Cf.

flam, sb.
1

JFLAMSHAW, ? w.Yks.3 Meaning unknown.
FLANCH, v. and sb. Sc. I. v. To flatter, wheedle,

cajole. Cf. flinch, v.
3

.

Wgt. He went and made great apologies and excuses, and
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flanched and flattered and made love to her, Saxon Gall. Gossip

(ed. 1878) 225. Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 144.

2. sb. A flatterer, cajoler, hypocrite.

Wgt. Licks the wife at hame, the smirkin hypocrite
;
just like

ony ither flanch, Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 342.

FLANK, v. s.Not. To beat, whip, thrash.

Much used by mothers. ' He hed a blether at the end of a string

and flanked the lads weeV ' Shut up, or a' 11 gie yer a good flanking'

(J.P.K.).

FLANNEL, sb. Irel. Lin. In comb. (1) Flannel-backed

crow, the hooded crow, Corvus comix ; (2) -bread, bread

made of coarse maize ; see Flannel, 3.

(1) n.Lin. (E.P.) (2) Don. All three of us enjoyed a hearty meal,

with flannel bread and oat bread well buttered, Macmanus O'Friel's

(1903) 117.

JFLANNY, adj. Ess. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] ? Gusty, coming in gusts or sudden squalls.

The wind were flanny, an' the clouds come up as black as slaites,

Downe Ballads (1895) 19.

FLAP, sb. Sc. Lakel. Yks. 1. A squabble in which
light blows are given. Lakel.2 Cf. flap, sb.

1 8. 2. A slice,

portion.
Peb. Ewe-milk cheese in whangs and flaps, Gallovidian (1903)

V. 91.

3. An indefinite quantity of land. n.Yks. (I.W.)

FLAP-DANIEL, sb. Cum.4 A careless, untidy person.

FLAPDAWDRON, sb. Gall. A tall, ill-clad person.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). Cf. flap, v?
FLAPPER, v. Cum.4 To make a disturbance; to

frighten.

FLAPPETY, adj. Yks. Brks. Also written flapperty

Yks. 1. Flapping, flopping, fluttering.

w.Yks. Shoo ! gang awa, thou flapperty bird ! It's always thee !

Shoo! Gar aff ! Dyke Craiktrees (1897) 96.

2. Comp. Flappety-like, in a state of excitement or flutter.

Brks. I'm 'mazin' fond on 'ee, Em'ly, meks I feel all flappety-

like when I thinks o' t'other chap, Cornh. Mag. (Nov. 1900) 655.

JFLAP-WING,s6. Dial, unknown. The swift, Cypselus
apus. (N.E.D.)
FLARTING, vbl. sb. Nhb. Gibing, mocking, jeering.
She likes me fine. Div you think I canna see through a' her

jeers and flartin' ? Graham Red Scaur (1896) 194.

FLASH, sb.* n.Wil. A slight sprinkling, a soupcon.
A mixed salad (oil and a flash, as it were, of Worcester sauce)

was a horror to him, Jefferies Amaryllis (1887) 25.

FLASH, adj. Brks. In phr. to talkflash, to speak like

an educated person, not in dialect. (E.G.H.)
FLASH, v.3 Obs. Gall. To lavish, spend lavishly.
He attended every spree, and freely flashed his brass, Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824) 165, ed. 1876.

FLASHER, sb. Sus. A flavour.
They likes the flasher 0' them 'ere varmints, Son of Marshes

On Sur. Hills (1891) 193.

FLASICKS, sb. pi. Bnff. Small pieces or atoms. (W.C.)
FLASKET, sb. 1. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)
FLAT, adj., sb. and v. Irel. Dur. Cum. Stf. Wor. Nrf.

Cor. Also in form flet n.Ir. 1. adj. In comp. (1) Flat-
bread, bread made of barley

; (2) -handed, a term used in

wrestling
; (3) -hoe or -hoove, to hoe between corn or

vegetables
; (4) -jack, a kind of cake ; see Flap-jack

;

(5) -poll, a variety of cabbage.
(1) Cum.4 Cakes made of barley and called flat-bread . . . are

still in gen. use, Ferguson Northmen (1856) 149. (2) Cor. You
might ha' pitched en flat-handed. An' yet you must needs give en
the 'flyin' mare,' ' Q.' Wandering Heath (1895) 107. (3) s.Wor.
(H.K.) (4) Stf. A cake in the preparation of which potatoes are
used, either mixed in the paste or in a layer (B.K.). Nrf. Cornh.
Mag. (Dec. 1902) 776. (5) m.Cor. There edden nawthin sweeter
than huck-broth ; I got flat-poll in it to-day, Penberthy Warp and
Woof, 93.

2. sb. A conveyance, a lorry or cart without sides.
Dur. Still they came—waggons, and carts, and traps, and flats,

Guthrie Kitty Fagan (1900) 173.
3. v. To flatten, crush.
n.Ir. Ye cud jist tak' a dauner ower the fields, an' flet ivery

clod wi' yer feet, Lyttle Paddy McQuillan, 28.

+FLAT, sb. Irel. [Not known to our correspondents.]
A low shoe or sandal.

Flats made of untanned leather graced their feet, Planche Brit.

Costume (1834) 375 (N.E.D. ).

FLATTENER, sb. Dor. A rough paving-stone. Also
called Rough flattener. (E.C.M.)
JFLAUCHT, v. Sc. Meaning unknown. [? Misprint

for frauchtit = carried, conveyed.]
He flauchtit his stacks frae the stooks o' his neebours An'

laid in his crap by the licht o' the moon, Donald Poems (1867) 22.

FLAUCHTER-SPADE, sb. Fif. A boys' game. Also
called Salmon-loup, q.v., s.v. Salmon.
Some ofthe old herd-boys' sports were kept up, however—such as

the flauchter-spade and the fight with feals or divots. The name
' flauchter-spade ' would seem to be peculiar to Fife, Colville

Vernacular (1899) 12.

FLAUGHT, sb. Bnff. A puff of smoke down the

chimney. (D.M.R.)

FLAUP, sb.
1 Lakel.2 1. Flattery, wheedling. 2. Comp.

Flaup-pot, a flatterer, wheedler. (s.v. Flam.)

FLAUP, sb. 2 and v. Lakel. 2
1. sb. An untidy woman.

2. v. To go about in an untidy manner. Cf. flap, v.
2

FLAW, v. Cum. To coax, ' butter.' (E.W.P.)
FLAYT, sb. Cum. A timid person. (E.W.P.) See

Flay, v.
x

JFLAZE, v. Sc. (Jam.) Of cloth : to ravel out ; to be

torn so that the threads become unravelled. Of a razor or

sharp instrument: to have the edge turned up. See
Flouse. Cf. fluz(z.

FLEA, sb. Wm. In comb. Flee-shitten grey, a horse
of light colour with many dark spots. (B.K.)

JFLEAD, pp. Cum. Stood. [? Misprint for stead.]
Linton Lake Cy. (1864) 303 ; Gl. (1851).

FLECKING-COMB, sb. s.Lan.1 A small-tooth comb.
tFLECKTT, sb. Cor. A squall of weather, either

of wind or rain. Thomas Randigal Rhymes (1895) Gl.

FLEE, see Fly, sb. and v.

JFLEENURT, sb. Lan. A field-flower of a yellow
colour. (Hall.) [.'Misprint for gleenwit (q.v.) or flea-

wort.]

FLEERISH, sb. Abd. A steel for lighting tinder or
match-paper on a flint.

Giving or receiving as ' beet ' a fleerish, tobacco box, spleu-

chan, &c, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 91.

FLEET, sb. Cum.4 The lot ; the whole number or
quantity. ' Thou's cap't t'heal fleet o' them.'

FLEETER, 5*. Gall. A bumper, ' full.' Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824).
FLEET-FURROW, sb. e.An. 1 A shallow furrow, being

the last ploughed before taking the balk up. (s.v. Shoal
furrow.) See Fleet, adj.2

FLEG, v. Gall. To walk with a swinging step. Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824). Cf. fleg, v?
FLEIA, sb. w.Sc. A large landing-net used for

fowling in the Isle of Skye. Macpherson Wild-fowling
(1897) 50.

JFLEIGHT, sb. Lan. Meaning unknown.
Flung to his ear a fleight, Ridings Muse (1853) 12.

FLEP, sb. Cor. In phr. not to care a flep, to be quite
indifferent to.

I dedden care a flep fur he thoft he ded finely glaze 'pun me,
Daniel Mary Anne's Christening, 8.

FLES, sb. Sh.I. A flat 'skerry' or rock in the sea
above water. Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 103.
FLESHER, sb. e.Suf. One who skins hides in a

tannery. See Flesh, v. 5.
Harley was formerly in the employ of Messrs J. K. and W. H.

Garrod as a flesher, but when they closed the tannery some years
ago ... he had to seek employment elsewhere, e.Suf. Gazette
(Sept. 5, 1899) Suppl., col. 1.

FLESH-MEAT, sb. Lakel.2 Butcher's meat.
FLEUP, v. and sb. Gall. 1. v. To dance without

lifting the feet.

They are next taught to fleup through the side-step, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 379, ed. 1876.

2. sb. pi. Broad feet. ib. 206.
tFLEW, sb. Cth. Also written fliw. A sharp stroke

or blow with the hand ; a box on the ear. (W.W.S.)
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tFLEW, sb. Slk. ? A horn.
He turned his flew to the heavens and he gave a tout so lang,

Hogg Queer Book (1832) 189.

FLIBBERTY, sb. Wm. A delicate young girl.
Nobbut what theer's soomat endearin' i' these young flibberties—ye cannot let era want for owt, Ward Helbeck (1898) 393.
FLICHEN, sb. Dmf. Anything fluffy and small. See

Flechan.
Sic wee 'oo'ey flichens are only fit to dicht queels on, Gallovidian

(1903) V. 140.

FLICHER, sb. Sc. Cum. Also in form flicker Cum.
A sprinkling. Cf. flichter, sb. 5.

Sc. Ye'll no tak' a flicher o' meal on the tap o't, father ? Hislop
Anecdote (1874) 617. Cum. A flicker o' snow (J.At.).

JFLICHTENED, pp. Per. Flecked, sprinkled with.
Cf. flechan, sb.

The hill taps a' are flichten'd grey, Ford Harp (1893) 385.
FLICHTRIFE, adj. Abd. Flighty, fickle. Cf. flichter, v.

She's no ane o' thae flichtrife haliracket hizzies that are sae
common to meet wi' noo-o-days, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (May 4,
1901).

Hence Flichtriveness, sb. fickleness, flightiness.
Fortune in her flichtriveness has laid my lot so lowly, Davidson

Poems (1861) 12X.

FLICK, sb.5 Abd. A modicum, small amount. Cf.

fleck, sb. L

There was such a flick of truth in what she said that my
bewildered buzzing brain was seized with wonder if it was all

true, Cobban Angel ofCovt. (1898) 379.

FLICK, sb.G Sur. The casting of a fishing-line. Cf.

flick, sb* 1.

What d'ye think I'm going to hev a flick for this mornin ' ?

Dace, big uns too, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 243.

FLICK-FLACK, adv. Dor. Trippingly, without stop
or halt.

My tongue goes flick-flack along, a hundred and fifty words
a minute, Hardy Two on Tower (ed. 1890) ii.

FLIDDER, sb. Cum.4 A limpet.

JFLIG, sb. Cor. A contemptuous term for a child.

(F.R.C.)
FLIGGISH, adj. Cor.3 Flighty

;
given to flirting. Cf.

flig, sb.
1

FLIGHT, sb. Irel. Nrf. In comp. (1) Flight-shooting,
shooting wildfowl on flight; (2) .-sman, a poacher of wild-
fowl.

(1) Ir. Myself and the master . . . were out ' flight-shooting'

beyond at Lough Gansey, Bodkin Shillelagh (1902) 98. (2) Nrf.

He would walk down the lane leading to his broad, and pace the

marsh walk to and fro, to satisfy himself that on his domain, at

least, no crafty flightsman lurked, Cornh. Mag. (Dec. 1902) 777.

FLIGHTER, sb. ? Obs. Lnk. A flighty woman.
Flighters who has gotten a little of the means of Mammon,

more silver than sense, more gold than good nature, haughtiness

for humility, Graham Writings (1883) II. 152.

FLIMMER, v. Brks. To flicker, cast an unsteady light.

One winter evening the lamp threw ' a lovely white shine ' upon
the ceiling. 'Twice it'flimmered ther' an' then it went away.
I sez to myself, " Summat's a-gwine to happen, that light never

came for nothink",' Spectator (Feb. 1902).

FLIMRIKIN, sb. Abd. Also in form flinrickin. A
flimsy article or thing. Gen. in pi.

They buy sic flimrikins o' things 't hae nae laist, Abd. Wkly.

Free Press (Apr. 9, 1904) ; Jist leuk at th' flinrickins they ca'

umbrellas noo-a-days ! ib. (Oct. 24, 1903).

FLING, v. and sb. Sc. 1. v. In phr. no tofling at,

not to be despised, not to be ' sneezed at.'

Sc. He's no to fling at, gin he want ye, Jamieson Ballads (1806)

I. 311.

2. sb. In comp. (1) Fling-bag, a bag or wallet for the

shoulder. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) ; (2) -stick, a 'rowly-

powly'man. ib. 3. Gait, movement, style of walking.

Sh.I. I tought hit wis da fling o' dee as doo cam' up wir toon,

Sh. News (Nov. 11, 1899).

FLINKING, prp. Dor. Running. (E.C.M.)

FLIRT, v. and sb. Lakel. Lan. 1. v. To move

restlessly' from one place to another. Lakel.2 2. sb.

An amusing or exciting event ; a bit of fun. s.Lan.1

FLIRTER, sb. Lakel. The wand or pliable rod of

a woodcock snare. Macpherson Wild-fowling (1897) 454-
Cf. flirt, v. 1.

FLIRTY, adj. s.Lan.1 Pert, wanton.
FLISH, adj. Hmp. Abundant, plentiful, ' flush.' Also

usedySg-.
' Not very flish on it ' = not very eager for it. ' Not very flish

of money ' = not got much money (H.R.).

FLISKIE, sb. Ayr. A frolicsome girl, a ' romp.' Cf.
flisk, v.

Young Gourlay's mother when she herself was a gay young
fliskie at Tenshillingland, Douglas Green Shutters (1901) 175.
FLITCHERS, sb. pi} Gall. The 'men' with which the

game of ' corsicrown ' is played.
Two players play, each has three men, or flitchers, Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824) 142, ed. 1876.

FLITCHERS, sb.pl.2 Gall. Light flying flakes.
If the flitchers be broad it will upple [cease to snow], Mac-

taggart Encycl. (1824) 206, ed. 1876.

FLITTER, v. Sh.I. Also written flittir. In phr.
toflitter ashore with, of a fishing-boat : to reach the shore
with difficulty, to struggle towards land.

Fader grant 'at dey may get da fill o' da boat neist, as muckle as
shii can flitter ashore wi', Sh. News (May 18, 1901).

FLITTERS, sb. Som. A kind of pancake. (W.F.R.)
Cf. fritter, sb}
FLITTING,///, adj. Sh.I. In comp. (1) Flitting-feast,

see below; (2) -shaek, a vibrating sound; see below. Cf.

flitterchack.

(1) The Flittin'-feast, when the mother [after child-bearing]

came to the fire and resumed her duties, Spence Flk-Lore (1899)
188. (2) A sound like the ticking of a watch was called a ' mar-
riage shaek,' a vibrating sound or ' flitting shaek,' ib. 163.

FLOAT, sb. War. A low, deep cart used by milkmen.
(C.T.O.) Cf. float, sb} 10.
FLOAT, adj. Cum. Sus. Applied to fish ; see below.
Cum.4 A float whitling is one that has been in the river all the

winter since the previous summer, and is in an unfit condition.

Sus. Stocking with pike and perch and float fish, as roach, dace,

&c, Hunter Georg. Ess. (1804) V. 269.

FLOATERS, sb.pl. n.Yks. Small night-candles float-

ing in oil, used for children. (I.W.)

^FLOATING, vbl. sb. Som. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Hemorrhage. (Hall.)

FLOGGAN, prp. Gall. Walking fast. Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824). Cf. fleg, v?
FLONK, sb. Pem. The flank or thinner portion of the

side of an animal. (J.S.O.T.)

FLONKER, sb. Lakel. 2 Anything very large or
outrageous of its kind.

tFLOOIT, sb. w.Yks. Meaning unknown.
Aw'd send mi flooit and rhinder, Senior Jerry Slit, 1. 49.

FLOONCE, sb. and v. Lakel.2
1. sb. A temper, rage.

2. v. To fly out in a temper or rage.

FLOOR, sb. Sc. Yks. Som. Dev. Cor. Also written

flor Sh.I. 1. The sea bottom. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 120.

2. The ground on which wet or new-made bricks are

laid to dry. n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. A meadow. Dev., Cor.

(L.S.) 4. A house. Edb. Hislop Anecdote (1874) 335.

5. Yhv. a floor ofjoists, a building term ; see below.
w.Som.i When the joists reach the entire width of the room

they are spoken of as a floor o' joists (s.v. Pame).

FLOPPER, sb. Cum. 4 A fall.

FLORING, prp. Obs. Gall. In comb. Floring mad,
spending time and money on dress, &c, to an extreme
degree. See Flore, Flory.

His auld scrubbing dad Left him a weighty purse to right, And
set him floreing mad, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 165, ed. 1876.

FLORO, sb. Shr.2 In phr. the case is altered saidFloro,
a prov. saying ; see below. See also Plowden.

' The case is altered quoth Plowden.' . . . With many the origin

of the phr. is unknown, and with many more it has been quite

changed, and we hear them say instead ' the case is altered said

Floro' (s.v. Plowden).

FLORY, v. and sb. Obs. Gall. Also in form florrie.

1. v. To flourish about, 'cut a dash,' live extravagantly or
riotously. See Flore.
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He gaed awa To fight and to florrie through wide India, Mac-
taggart Encycl . (1824) 78, ed. 1876 ; ib. 333.
Hence Florier, sb. a dashing, extravagant person

;

a debauchee.
All the drinkers, floriers, cutty-gliers, and curious folks attend

from all parts of Galloway, ib. 217.

2. sb. A very dressy, showy person, ib. 207.
FLOSSY, adj. Sc. Reedy, covered with reeds. See

Floss, sb. 1.

Roun' by the mossy knowe, Doun' thro' the flossy flowe,
Edwards Mod. Poets, 3rd S. 396.
FLOTHER, sb. Cum.4 A pond. Cf. flother, sb.2

FLOTHERSOME, adj. Cum.4 Of clothing : heavy.
FLOTHERY, adj. Cum.4 Wanting in solidity.jelly-like.
FLOUGHTERS, sb. pi. Obs. Nhb. Wool-carders.

(D.D.) See Flaught, sb. 1 10.
JFLOUNDER-LANTERN, sb. Dial, unknown. The

common flounder, Pleuronectes flesus. (N.E.D.)
FLOWER, sb. w.Yks. Weaving term: a defective

spot or flaw in cloth. Also called Flake or Fleyk (q.v.).

(S.P.U.)

FLOWER, v. 8. n.Yks. (I.W.)
FLOWERING, ppl. adj. Brks. In comb. Flowering

withy, the rosebay or French willow, Nerium Oleander.
' Flowering withy,' a Wargrave name, Druce Flora (1897) 225.

FLOWN, pp. Sc. Overcome with drink, muddled,
confused.
Twd. Upon a cousin's funeral, being flown with whisky, brought

everlasting disgrace upon himself by rising to propose the health
of the bride and bridegroom, Buchan Weather (1899) 102.

FLOWTER, sb. Lakel.2 A state of agitation. See
Flutter, sb. 4.
FLUCHTER, v. Gall. To make a great fuss or talking.

Cf. flaughter, v? 2, fluent.
In their bowies wi' barehochs, they plunged their turn, And

fluchter'd about thebonello, Mactaggart isttryrf. (1824) 78, ed. 1876.
+FLUDDA, sb. Sh.I. Meaning unknown.
I hed ta geng up apo' da fludda ta skroo three or fower score o'

pones at I wis shot oot for da twa taties, Sh. News (Sept. 3, 1898).
FLUET, see Flewet.
FLUKER, sb. Lakel.2 Anything large of its kind.
iFLUMMIGATORY, adj. Lan. Meaning unknown.
It's [Mesmerism] that flummigatory dodge, by which foak are

put to sleep, Staton B. Shuttle, 56.

FLUMP, v. 2. Irel.

There ! finely you've splashed us. Flumping down that way,
Barlow Shamrock (1901) 134.

iFLUNGS, sb. pi. Der. The lungs.
I nussed him wi' his confirmation on the flungs, Verney

Stone Edge (1868) i.

JFLUR, sb. Sc. Fluff. [? Misprint for flue.]
The dust and small flur separated from the cotton, Statist. Ace.

(1845) VI. 146 (N.E.D.).

FLUSHED,//. n.Yks. Of the hand, &c. : blistered or
chafed by friction, an insect bite, &c. (I.W.)
FLUSHED,//.. Dor. (E.C.M.) i.q. Flush, adj?
JFLUSKERS, sb. pi. w.Yks. Porridge.
Oat-cake, fluskers, or braweys like wot we get at hoam, Tom

Treddlehoyle Trip ta Lunnan (1851) 55 ;
' Fluskers' is a term

used to denote flour porridge, also known as ' thickens,' or ' lumpy
'uns.' When the meal was being scattered into the pan of boiling

water, it sometimes fell in lumps, and when the lads were eating
the porridge, these lumps would break, and the dry meal inside
would ' flusk ' or fly in the mouth. ' Fluskers ' was used by the
older people twenty years ago in Lower Wharfedale, Yks. Wkly.
Post (June 2, 1900) ; Heard twenty-five years in Wakefield or
Huddersfield, ib.

FLUSTER, v. se.Lin. With about: to flutter, beat
the wings, said of a cage-bird, &c. (J.T.B.)
FLUTES, sb. pi. Irel. Pistols.
' Where are the flutes ? I must look over them.'. . . Dick . . .

took up one of the pistols tenderly, Lover Handy Andy (1842) iii.

FLUTTERED,*/ Cum. With up : filled up, choked
;

overcrowded. Also usedy5,§-. (E.W.P.)
FLUX, sb. s.Lan. 1 An excited state of mind.
FLUZACK, v. Wm. To flurry, fluster.
' Fluzack him,' a common shout of encouragement or menace at

a football match (J.M.).

FLUZ-WOOD, sb. Wm. A nickname applied to a

clumsy joiner. (B.K.)

FLY, sb.
1 n.Yks. (I.W.) In form flee. In comp. (1)

Fly-cage, a trap to catch flies in
; (2) -cups, ' sheep-caps '

to protect sheep from flies in the hot weather
; (3) -time,

summer.
FLY, v. and sb.

z Sc. Yks. Lan. Der. Not. War. Dor.

Cor. Also in form flee Sc. Yks. 1. v. In phr. (1) to

fly one's kite, to go off on a pleasure expedition ; to

gallivant
; (2) — out at root, to break a bargain

; (3) — to,

to depend on, fall back upon ; to live on
; (4) — up, to go

to bed.
(1) War. You never find her in ; she's always flying her kite

somewhere (C.T.O.). (2) n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) n.Yks. We hev
nea money seav'd ti flee tea (ib.). (4) s.Lan.1

2. In comb. (1) Fly-about, a ' gad-about,' a flighty, un-
reliable person; (2) -away, a veil; (3) -by-gy-by, a wanton;

(4) -by-the-sky, an upstart
; (5) -by-skying, ' carrying-on,'

flirting
; (6) -flap, the flap or opening of the trousers or

breeches
; (7) -up, a flighty, unreliable person

; (8) -up-in-

the-air, light weight or build, used as a term of contempt.
(1) Dmf. An adherent, I tak it, means ane that sticks by his ain

kirk, an' no a flee-about, Ponder Kirkcumdoon (1875) 90. (2)

Cor. Every wife, So sure as you're life, Was a widow that day,

With a crape flyaway, Pearse Sngs. (1902) 104. (3) Der. Lady
Golightly's th' name for a fly-by-gy-by, Gilchrist Peakland

(1897) 31. (4) s.Lan. 1
(5) w.Yks. Tha'rt owd enough to be

thinking o' thy own latter end i'stead o' fly-by-skying wi' lasses,

Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 99. (6) n.Yks. (I.W.), s.Not.

(J.P.K.) (7) Dmf. Gin he's a solid, substawntial man, I'll gie him
my support, and gin he's a flee-up, I'll no, Ponder Kirkcumdoon
(1875) 27. (8) Twd. Come on, ye flee-up-i'-the-air, and I'll see if I

canna put thae fushionless airms o' yours oot o' joint, Buchan
Burnet (1898) 95.
3. Of the skin : to become rough or ' chapped ' with

exposure to cold, &c. n.Yks. (I.W.), w.Dor. (E.V.G.)
4. sb. The part of a loom that drives the shuttle. s.Lan.1

FLYAM, sb. Obs. Gall. A large sea-weed tangle,
growing round the shore. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

FLYER, v. s.Lan.1
i.q. Fleer, v.1 1.

FLYING, prp. Sc. Yks. Lan. Also in form flee-. In
comb. (1) Fleeing-boggle, see below; (2) -boxes, see below;
(3) -buss, a whinbush alight or on fire

; (4) -yett, an un-
fastened gate.

(1) n.Yks. 2 The fleeing boggle is a kite sent up in the night to

scare the neighbourhood, having a lighted lantern at the tail (s.v.

Boh-boggle). (2) s.Lan. 1 The machine used at fairs, in which
four cars, suspended on axles, are wound round and round per-
pendicularly, attached to four arms like those of a windmill ; the
motive power being a man, who, standing on a central platform,
works at a crank. Known elsewhere as ' ups-and-downs.' (3)
Gall. A rapid burning fire is said to go like a fleeing buss or a
whinbuss on fire, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 205, ed. 1876. (4)
Kcb. As daft as a fleein' yett, Armstrong Kirkiebrae (1896) 53.
JFLYING, prp. Cum. In phr.flying clapbread, ? tossing

clapbread into the air in the process of cooking it before
the fire.

She was but a young lass yet, and had her opinions beyond the
best way of ' flying clapbread,' Linton Lizzie Lorton (1867) v.

FLY-WHIP, sb. Mid. A form of the game ' Mount-
the-tin,' q.v. Gomme Games (1898) II. 438.
+FO, sb. Lan. Eight square yards. Thornber Hist.

Blackpool (1837) 107.

FOAL, sb. Lakel. Yks. In comp. (1) Foal-mare, a mare
with foal at foot. Lakel.2

; (2) -sark, (a) the membraneous
covering in which a foal is born. w.Yks. (W.A.S.)

; (b)
blistered feet. w.Yks. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 7, 1897).
See Sark, sb. 1 5.

FOARRIE, adj. Fif. i.q. Forrow, adj.
If she was neither ' yeld ' (in calf but not in milk) or ' foarrie

'

(not in calf) there was no milk, Colville Vernacular (1899) 15.
tFOBBLE, adj. Yks. Quadruple, fourfold.
(Hall.), n.Yks. (I.W.) w.Yks. ' Fobbles ' is of course 'fourbles.'

Children playing rounders cry 'doubles, thribbles, fobbles,' to
indicate that two, three, or four may be allowed at the same corner

;

it is also used in the game of checkers, Yks. Wkly. Post (June 2,
1900).



FOGER [109] FORE

FOGER, sb. Sh.I. i.q. Faiger. Jakobsen Dial.

(1897) 25-
FOGGING EWES, phr. Gall. Old ewes, past the age

of lamb-bearing. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 208, 308, ed.

1876.

FOGGY-TODDLER, sb. Frf. A species of wild bee.
(H.E.F.) See Foggie.
FOIL, v. Lakel.2 i.q. File, v.1

FOISONACH, sb. Dmf. Waste straw, dried grass, or
other refuse of that nature. Wallace Schoolmaster (1899)
348. Cf. fushloch.
FOLD, sb.1 and v. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Mid. Also in

forms fawd n.Yks. ; fowt s.Lan.1
1. sb. In comp. (1)

Fold-bar, a stout iron bar, one end of which is pointed,

used for making holes in the ground for hurdles, &c.
w.Mid. (W.P.M.)

; (2) -yard, a temporary enclosure or
fold for sheep. Nhb. Lilburn Borderer (1896) 345.
2. Phr. to be always in the fielt when one should be in the

fowt, to be always in the wrong place, never at hand when
wanted. s.Lan. 1

35. 3. v. To impound stray cattle in

a pinfold. Cum.4, n.Yks. (I.W.)
FOLDEN, sb. Dor. A higgledy-piggledy arrangement

of stone, not in proper seams or courses. (E.C.M.)
FOLLOW, v. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Lin. Also written folloo

Cai. 1. In phr. (1) tofollow horse, see below
; (2)

—

law.

on some one, to go to law with some one.

(1) Cai. It was in his choice ' tae follow horse,' the peasant's

phrase to indicate a life of farm work, M cLennan Peas. Life (1871)

2nd S. 10. (2) n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. To court, woo, pay one's addresses to. Lakel.2

3. To escort a corpse to the grave. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

FOLLY, v.l. s.Lan.1

FOLLYFUL, adj. Shr.2 (s.v. Wishful.) Foolish.

JFONCE, adj. Lin.1 Cunning, knowing. [? Misprint

for fauce, q.v., s.v. False.]

FOOGEE, sb. Inv. i.q. Fugie, sb. 4.

D did give him foo-gee and taunted N with his little

finger and slapped the point of his nose, Highland News (Mar. 27,

1897) 9.

FOOL, sb. Sc. In comb. (1) Fool's parsley, the lesser

hemlock, Aethusa Cynapium
; (2) -'s stones, the male and

female orchis, Orchis morio.

(1) Bnfif. When eaten in mistake for Parsley it occasions

vomiting, Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 287. (2) Or.I. Wallace
Desc. Or. I. (1693) 178, ed. 1883.

FOOLISH, adj. Glo. Amusing.
His epithet for anything amusing is ' foolish.' ' Tis a splendid

tale, 'tis so desperate foolish,' Gibbs Cotswold Vill. (ed. 1899) 90.

FOOT, sb. and v. Sc. Lakel. Yks. Der. Lin. Midi. Ken.

Cor. 1. sb. In comp. (1) Foot-ale, an entertainment

given to gossips after the recovery of a woman from child-

bearing ; (2) -fog, a low, ground fog
; (3) -man, a walker,

pedestrian
; (4) -pad, (a) a pathway ;

(b) an old-fashioned

saddle, having the stirrup-irons lined with leather; (5)

-plough, a plough without wheels ; (6) -weary, (7) -worn,

footsore, tired, weary.
(1) Ags. (Jam., s.v. Up-drinking). (2) Midi. It was a lovely

morning, the foot-fog lay in sheets in the near hollows, Bartram
People of Clopton (1897) 255. (3) Abd. His majesty upon foot

returned to the Abbey . . . being an able footman as was within

the town, Spalding Hist. Sc. (1792) I. 25. (4, a) Cum. When
Fanny oft the foot-pad sowt, Owre the weyde muir, Anderson

Dinah, St. 1 ;
(E.W.P.) (A) Cum. (E.W.P.) (5) Ken. Marshall

Review (1817) V. 423; (H.K.) (6) e.Sc. They were that forfouchen

an' fit-weary, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 283. (7) n.Lin.

(E.P.)

2. Phr. (1) foot to heel, side by side, contiguous
; (2) to

get the length of one's foot, to completely win another's

confidence ; (3) to give the length of one's foot, to kick
; (4)

to take the length of one'sfoot, to judge a person accurately
;

(5) sure beneathfoot, obs., absolutely certain from personal

knowledge and investigation; (6) pi.feet up ! an expression

used by carters to their horses when they stumble.

(1) w Yks If our peat-beds lie foot-to-heel wi' yourn, is that to

sav we'd ower-step the boundary? Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne

(1900) 28. (2, 3) "Yks.* (4) ib. He'll nut best ma, . . Ah teeak

flen'tn o' his foot lang sin. (5) Lnk. There beingso many remarkable

passages that I have frequently heard, but was not distinct nor sure

beneath foot, Walker in Biog. Presb. (ed. 1827) I. Introd. 3. (6)
Lnk.Tak care, feet up, cries lucky J-p,—She might have wyne,
gee hup, M cIndoe Poems (1805) 60.

3. pi. The bottom rope of a fishing-net or seine.
Cor. There is danger of the ' foots ' or bottom rope of the sean

being caught, Good Wds. (1896) 17.

Hence Foot-line, sb. one of the ropes of a seine or
fishing-net.

Cor. Going out into the yard, he set about tarring a footline in a

half-hearted way, Lee Widow Woman (1899) 191.

4. v. To go on foot ; to walk quickly. n.Der. (H.R.)
5. To track ; to trace by means of footsteps. Cum.4

6. To place freshly-cut peats on end, leaning against
each other, to dry.
Cum. Shift em and turn em, and then a week laater they mud

coom and foot em, Manchester Guardian (May 3, 1902) ;
(E.W.P.)

7. To establish ; introduce.
Lakel. 2 Whia what we'st hev ta fiut ye. Cum.4

FOOT-AND-HAWVE, sb. s.Lan. 1 A boys' game
similar to leap-frog. Also called Foote-it (q.v., s.v. Foot,

v. 16).

FOOTER, sb. Sh.I. A ' haaf ' term for a cat. See
also Foodin.
The cat was, for instance, called : de foodin or footer. . . De

foodin (footer) means the light-footed animal, Jakobsen Dial.

(1897) 26.

FOOTIK, sb. Sh.I. A mouse. Spence Flk-Lore

(1899) 121.

FOOTING, sb. Cum. 1. A footprint or mark.
(E.W.P.) 2. A fine paid by a young man when found
' courting' out of his own district. Cum.4

(s.v. Socketting

brass).

FOOZA, adj. Nrf. Soft, spongy. Cf. fozy, 1.

They prefer a 'fooza bottom,' as the natives say, and love the

ebb and flow of the tide—' but for quality those growing on a hard

bottom are the best,' Emerson Lagoons (ed. 1896) 41.

FOPPY, adj. Nrf. Of soil : sodden, saturated.

(M.C.H.B.) Cf. fobby.
FOR, prep, and conj. Irel. Cum. Yks. Lan. Cor. 1. In

phr. (i)for common, for common use or wear
; (2) — me,

for all I care, as far as I am concerned
; (3) — to do, a fuss,

commotion, ' to do '
; (4) — why, why.

(1, 2) n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) s.Lan. 1 He made so mich for t' do

abeawt it. (4) Don. An' for why will ye be away two days

!

Macmanus Bend of Rd. (1898) 131. Cor.3

2. Used with the v. to be, in the sense of to desire, intend,

purpose.
Cum. I tell't t'sarvant lass what I was for an' she med dea best

she could, Willy Wattle (1870) 7. n.Yks. (I.W.)

3. Used redundantly before an infinitive with the

governing prep, to or till.

Uls. If ye dar for till venthur to hit me, Uls. Jrn. Arch. (1858)

VI. 43.

4. Towards, in the direction of. n.Yks. (I.W.) 5. Be-

cause of. ib.

FORCED, ppl. adj. Ken. In comb. Forced put.

If it had been a forced putt I would have had nothing to do with

it (W.F.S.). [Ray i^j-o^. (1678) 79.]

FORCE-PUT, pp. Som. Compelled, obliged, forced.

There's rogues 'ull take advantage an' never pay till they be

force-put, Raymond Smoke of War (1895) 88.

FORD, sb. Sh.I. A find, what is found. Spence

Flk-Lore (1899) 219.

FORE, adj. and adv. Sc. Cum. Yks. Mid. Pem. In

comb. (1) Fore-breed, the front breadth of a petticoat, &c;

(2) -crop, the ' cut ' between the shoulder and sirloin of

a beast
; (3) -head, (a) the innermost part of a working

place in a coal-mine
;

(b) fig. effrontery, boldness
; (4)

-hight, a promise
; (5) -ladder, a framework on the front

of a cart or wagon, for extending the length or width
;

(6) -nighter, one who spends the evening in a neighbour's

house; (7) -room, the compartment in a boat, next the
' fore-head ' (q.v.)

; (8) -singer, a precentor
; (9) -thigh,

to put new pieces in the trousers downwards to the knee

;

(10) -token, a premonition ofdeath
; (11) -winder, a leader

;

one who pushes forward any project.



FOREBY [no] FOX

(i) Sh.I. Shu slipped her cot doon, an' shook da stool" aff o' da
forebreed o'm, Sh. News (July 7, igoo). (2) Cum. 4

(3, a) ib.

(b) Lnk. I thought he would not have had the forehead to [have]
said more upon that head, Walker in Biog. Presb. (ed. 1827) I.

340. (4) Cum. I wain't mak no fooarhights (E.W.P.). (5)
w.Mid. (W.P.M.) (6) n.Sc. Gregor Olden Time, 29. (7) Sh.I.

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 127. (8) Sh.I. There was no need of any
musical instrument. A foresinger or precentor began every verse,

Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 7. (9) Cum. 4 (10) Pern." (J.S.O.T.)

(11) w.Yks. Shoo's one o' t'fQorwinnders at ahr Chapel (B.K.).

FOREBY, conj. Suf. Because.
Foreby if he du walk he con't have nothin, Fison Merry Suf.

(1899) 46.

tFOREGATHER, v. Wor. To foretell, conjecture
beforehand.

It is impossible to foregather [if wheat will maintain its price

in the spring], Evesham Jrti. (Jan. 2, 1897).

FOREIGN, adj. and adv. Pern. Cor. In form furren
Pern. 1. adj. In comb. Foreign lard, bought lard as
opposed to lard from home-grown pigs. Cor.3 2. adv.
Abroad. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)
FOREIGNEERING, ppl. adj. Sc. Yks. Foreign, not

local.

Gall. Such men of Fife as had married foreigneering sluts,

Crockett Lochinvar (1897) 70. s.Yks. A kind of plant that

grows in foreigneerin' countries, Fletcher Harvesters (1900) 145.

FORERIGHT, adj. 5. Brks. (E.G.H.)
FOREST, sb. Hmp. Open common-land. (J.B.P.)
FOREVER, adv. Lakel.2 Too much. Cf. forever,

s.v. Tor, prep. 1 (14).
Thoo's foriwer ower auld ta wed a young thing like that'n.

FORGE, v? s.Dev. Of a horse: to over-reach or over-
step. (W.C.P.)
FORGRUTTEN, ppl. adj. Gall. Tear-stained. (J.M.)

See Greet, v.
1

IFOR IDLE, phr. Lan. For idleness, because of
being too idle to do a thing properly.
Daub a lot o' paper on to th' wall for idle to use a whiteweysh

brush, Standing Echoes (1885) 18.

FORK, v.
z n.Yks. To pitch hay or corn. (I.W.)

FORKEN-EARIG, sb. Pern. An earwig. (J.S.O.T.)
See Forkin-robin.
FORKER, sb. e.Suf. An unmated partridge. (F.H.)
FORM, v. 7. Cor.3

FORM, ii.
2 Dor. With out : to clean out. (E.C.M.)

FORMEL, v. Cum. To make, fashion.
Aid Harry Myers' watch kay was ibrmelt oot ov a horse-shoe

nail (E.W.P.).

JFORMICATE, v. Sus. Meaning unknown. [? To
lounge, dawdle along. Cf. fornicate, 2.]
An den he laffed, an formicated awa' acrass de gurt tye, Jackson

Southward Ho (1894) I. 289.

FORN,#>. Sh.I. Fed.
A body maun fach [labour] as they're forn, Spence Flk-Lore

(1899) 207.

XYO'RS, pp. Sc. Fared.
n.Sc. (Jam.) Abd. Sae to me has forn at this tide, Ross

Helenore (1768) 60 (Jam.).

FORNAGE, v. Glo. To go back from a bargain.
Cf. reneague.

In engaging a servant you give him a shilling handsel that he
may not fornage (E.S.).

FORNENST, prep. Don. For, corresponding to.

I had a corn on my feet fornenst ivery day of the week, ' Mac '

Road to Donegal (3rd ed.) 147.

FORNICATE, v. Der. To fawn, wheedle, cajole.

(S.B.) Hence Fornicator, sb., see below.
Very common in this district. ' Oh you little fornicator ! ' spoken

of a wheedling child. ' He's an owd fornicator,' said of a whining
or canting beggar, &c. (S.B.)

FORRAND, adv. s.Lan.1 Beforehand, in advance.
Also used subsl.
A person who has saved money is said to 'ha' getten i' th' forrand.'

FORS, sb. Sh.I. i.q. Force, sb.1 Jakobsen Dial.
(1897) 86.

FORTH, adv. Lakel. Lan. Cor. Amer. Also in form
furth Lakel. In comp. (1) Forth-night, an annual merry-
making

;
a ' house-warming '

; (2) -putting, intelligent,

precocious ; also used subst.
; (3) -rightness, push, am-

bition, ' go.'

(1) Lakel. (B.K.), Cum. 4 (2) s.Lan.1 He's getten no forth-

putting, 35. [Amer. These children are not to know about this.

They're too forth-putting now, Cent. Mag. (June 1883) 237.] (3)

Cor. He had taken her forthrightness and left her, in exchange,

her dreams, ' Q.' Ship of Stars (1899) 311.

FORTY, num. adj. Yks. Som. In comp. (1) Forty-
feet, the common milleped. n.Yks. (I.W.)

; (2) -weight,
forty pounds. w.Som.1

(s.v. Hundred).
JFORUM-SNORUM, adj. Wil. Boisterous, rude.

N. &> Q. (1881) 6th S. iv. 106.

JFORWANDERED, ppl. adj. Gall. Lost, strayed.
I saw myself already a poor lost forwandered lad, out on the

hungry hill, Crockett Raiders (1894) xvii ; ib. Stickit Min. (1893)

269.

FORWARD, adv. and adj. Sc. Cum. Yks. Also in

forms foret Sc; forrat Cum. 1. In phr. (1) to bring

forrat, to give birth to ; (2) to putforet the clock, to advance
or put forward the hands of a clock ; also used fig.

(1) Cum. Theer thy mudder browt the' forrat, theer she browt
the' forrat 'at bear the', Dickinson Sng. Sol. (1859) viii. 5. (2)

Sc. London Dy. Chron. (Apr. 3, 1896) 3, col. *.

2. Fast, in advance of the correct time. n.Yks. (I.W.)
FOSSLE, see Vustle.
FOSTER-OATS, sb. pi. Cum. A variety of the oak.

(E.W.P.)
FOTTYS, sb. pi. Lakel.2 Children's feet.

FOUL, sb. 17. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
FOUL-RICE, sb. Rut. The dogwood, Cornus san-

guinea. (G.C.) Also called Foul-rush (q.v., s.v. Foul,
adj. 11).

FOUNDER, v? s.Not. To bestir oneself, show
energy

; to make haste, hurry.
If you don't founder you'll miss your train. They wain't founder

to do oat (J.P.K.).

JFOUNDER, sb. I.W. Meaning unknown.
The path by a founder of hammock was shut, Moncrieff Dream

(1863) 1. 6.

FOUPE, v. n.Yks.* To drive sheep, &c, too quickly.
FOUR, num. adj. Sc. Wm. Yks. Wil. In comb. (1)

Four-crop, a four-year-old sheep
; (2) -o'-clocks, a light

meal taken by labourers in the afternoon
; (3) -part dish,

an old measure containing the fourth of a peck
; (4) -tooth,

a three-year-old sheep.
(1) Wm. The talk of the men of the land is of tup-hoggs, ewe

and tegs-in-wool ; of four-crops, two-tooths, Ollivant Owd Bob
(ed. 1900) 20. (2) Cum. (E.W.P.), n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) Gall.

The fu' o' the gude wife's han' of oatmeal frae out the four-part
dish, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824)35, ed. 1876. (4) Wil. (W.C.P.)
FOURS, sb.pl. Sh.I. Hmp. Dev. Also in form vowers

nw.Dev.1
1. A meal taken at four o'clock in the after-

noon. Hmp. (H.R.) 2. Hands and knees, ' all fours.'
Sh.I. Laand ! says da skipper, scramblin' up da cabin stairs upon

his fowers, Ollason Mareel (1901) 80.

3. A shock offour sheaves for barley and oats. nw.Dev.1

(s.v. Shock).
tFOWAT, adj. Yks. Also in form fowrt n.Yks.4

A dial, form of 'fourth.'
n.Yks. (I.W.) ;

' This is t'fowat tahme Harry's been.' Common,
Yks. Wkly. Post (June 2, 1900) ; n.Yks.4 258.

FOWERTY-FRAPPERS, sb. pi. Cum. Crackers or
fireworks of any kind. (E.W.P.)
FOWLS, sb. pi. se.Lin. Fat chickens, ready for

market. (J.T.B.)

FOWTY, adj. Cum. Foolish, childish. (E.W.P.) Cf.
footy, 3.

FOX, sb. Yks. Pem. Cor. 1. In phr. (1) fox ana
geese, a game resembling ' noughts and crosses,' played
on a slate

; (2) pi. foxes of the sea, a name given to mullet.
(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Cor. The fishermen call mullet 'the foxes

of the sea.' They are wary and cunning to an extraordinary degree,
Longman 1s Mag. (Jan. 1902) 231.

2. Comp. Fox-off, a boys1 game of ' hare and hounds.1

n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. A single fine day in stormy weather.
Pem. (J.S.O.T.) s.Pem. Ay, to-day's good enough if a'll last,

but I doubt he's a fox (M.S.C.).



FOYSTER [in] FROG

tFOYSTER, v. w.Yks. ? To feast.

It sumtimes happens t'cat gets parts. Ifnot, t'cookon it foysters,

Pogmoor Olm. (1896) 7.

FRACT FULL, phr. Suf. Full to breaking or to

excess. See Frack, v.

The short dark days were filled, in local phrase, fract full, no
time indoors anyhow for laziness, Betham-Edwards Mock-
Beggars' Hall (1902) 242.

JFRAESTA, adv. Rxb. ? Pray thee. ? For all that,

notwithstanding. Do sae, fraesta (Jam.).

FRAGE, v. s.Lan. 1 To fret, trouble. Cf. fradge, v.

FRAIK, sb. Sh.I. A weakling; a delicate animal.
Pick apo' da kirn fil I see if I can rin doon wi' yon fraik o' a

grice, Sh. News (May 13, 1899).

JFRAIK, sb. Sc. A sea-bird. [Prob. a misspelling

for Faik or Falk, the razor-bill, Alcatorda.]
Scarfs, marrots, fraiks, and other seafowl hatch in the rocks,

Edb. Encycl. (1830) V. 220 (N.E.D.).

FRAKY, adj. Fif. Coaxing, wheedling. (H.E.F.)

See Fraik.
FRAME, sb. and v. Suf. Som. 1. sb. A skeleton.

Som. (W.F.R.) 2. v. To contrive, manage, bring about.

Suf. I can't frame to say [I can't shape my lips to speak], Fison

Merry Suf (1899) 45.

3. To pretend, feign, make a pretence of.

Suf. She was framin' to be asleep, ib. 24.

FRANCACH, sb. Irel. A magpie ; see below.
Magpies ... in some parts of Ireland are still called ' francach,' that

is 'French,' or 'foreign, 'because oftheir comparatively recent immi-

gration, Pilot (May 30, 1903) 522.

FRAND, v. Cum. To talk foolishly. (E.W.P.)
FRANK, adj. n.Yks. In phr. frank and gowdy

[gaudy] like afrog in a dump, quite free, at liberty. (I.W.)

JFRANK, v. Sc. ? Misprint for fank (q.v.), to entwine,

entangle.
Slk. The witters o' the twa leisters were frankit in ane anither,

an' they couldna get them sindry, Hogg Tales (1838) 150, ed. 1866.

FRANKENS, sb. Irel. The cranberry, Vaccinium

Oxycoccos. (J.B.P.)

tFRANNEL,o^'. Ken. Succulent, plentiful. Farmer's

Jrn. (Mar. 8, 1819).

FRANZY, sb. Dev. A relish or addition to a meal.

Reports Provinc. (Aug. 1902) No. 18.

FRAPE, sb? Cor. A rope or ' painter ' by which a boat

is fastened to land. Cf. frape, v.
1

The boy crept down through the moonlit garden to the dinghy

which Billy had left on its frape under the cliff, Pall Mall Mag.

(Oct. 1901) 183.

FRAUCHTY, adj. Abd. Not stingy, liberal, hospit-

able. A bd. Wkly.Free Press (Aug. 27, 1904). Cf. fraught.

JFRAUZY, adj. Lin. Frisky; pettish. (Hall.)

[? Misprint for franzy (q.v.).]

FREET, sb. Obs. Abd. Anything fried, oat-cake, &c.

fried with dripping, butter, &c.

As muckle's I cou'd pouch or eat—O' a kin-kin' -loaf ; Cakes,

an' freet, Beef, fish, an' fowl, Anderson Poems (ed. 1826) 19.

FRENCH, adj. Sc. Cum. Yks. Lan. In comb. (1) French

butterflies, common white butterflies ;
see French, 7

;

(2) -cream, brandy ; (3) -gray, the lesser redpoll, Lmola
rufescens ; (4) -tiggins, a children's game of ' touch last.'

(1) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (2) s.Lan.i (3) Cum.*

(s.v. Tailor Finish). (4) n.Yks. (I.W.)

FRESCH, int. Dmb. An exclamation of contempt,

? for shame

!

Who cries retreat ? Fresch ! knock him on the head, Salmon

Gowodean (1868) 51.
.

FRESH, adj., sb. and v. Sc. War. Nrf. 1. adj. In

phr. whafs fresh withyou ? what is the news ?

Abd. Fat's fresh wi' ye ? Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Apr. 1903).

2. sb. Fresh-running water succeeding heavy rams after

a long drought.
.

War. Should there happen to be a good fresh [on the river
J

good sport may be looked for, B'ham Dy. Gazette (Sept. 8, 1899).

3. v. To freshen ; to cheer.

Nrf. That'll fresh yer up a trifle, old mate, won't it ? Longman s

Mag. (Dec. 1902) 151.

FRESHEN, v. Yks. Lan. 1. To improve.

n.Yks. She'll freshen up efter t'fever. T'beas is freshen'd in

t'pasture (I.W.).

2. With up : to get angry, ' flare up.'

Lan. Eh, mon ! tha needna freshen up so 1 Tha mun ha' getten

too mooch beer i' thee, Antrobus Wildersmoor (1901) 4.

+FRET, v. Dial, unknown. Of animals : to render
subject to the colic. Cf. fret, sb.

1
9.

The grassland in this district is peculiarly liable to scour (' fret ') the

young cattle, Jrn. R. Agric. Soc. (1856) XVII. pt. ii. 482 (N.E.D.).

FRETCHED, ppl. adj. War.3 Of horses : restless,

fidgety, refusing to stand still. See Fratch, v. 1.

JFREWER, sb. e.An.1 ed. 1895. A sir-reverence.

FRICKLE, adj. Wor. Fickle, uncertain, said of
employment. (W.C.B.)

FRIEND, sb. 2. n.Yks. (I.W.)

FRIG, v? Dmf. To ' potter,' do anything slowly and
with little progress. (J.M.) Cf. podder.

FRIGGICKS, sb. pi. n.Ir. Blackheads on the face.

(C.A.W.)
FRIGGLE, v. Lakel.2 To struggle, wriggle.

FRIGHTFUL, adj. 1. Irel. Pern.
s.Ir. She's a sweet galloper, but she's very frightful in herself,

Somerville & Ross All on the Irish Shore (1903) 46. Pern.

(J.S.O.T.)

JFRILLEDCOWBELL, sb. War.3 The winter aconite,

Eranthis hyemails.
FRIMMUCKS, sb. pi. Suf. In phr. frimmucks and

kenivers, queer ways, tantrums. Cf. frimick, v.

There's no end to their frimmucks and kenivers, Fison Merry

Suf. (1899) 58.

FRISKY, adj. 2 Bck. Dev. Of a shower of rain :

sudden, violent ; of a fire : burning brightly, bright.

Bck. The fire was not frisky this morning (E.M.M.). s.Dev.

A frisky scad, Fox Kingsbridge (1874).

JFRITH, sb. Dial, unknown. See below.
Aldwick. A term applied to green branches of trees laid between

posts, driven into the hard beach, and fastened down by cross

pieces of wood nailed thereto, or mortised through them, as a

tenon,—twenty sets or so of these making a ' frith-groyne ' to arrest

the shifting of the shingle over the beach, N. cV Q. (1858) 2nd S.

vi. 527.

FRITTEN.v. Der. To fret, fidget. Cf. frighten, v. II. 1.

Wimmin they'r just like mice
;

giv' 'em their pleasure easy to

come by, they'll nashen and fritten theirselves till they can run

aside and gnaw the sackin' of some joy as God and men hev forbid

to 'em, Ouida Puck (ed. 1901) vii.

JFRIZZACK, sb. Lan. A rasher of bacon, fried bacon

in slices. Cf. frizzle, sb.
1 4.

Or a frizzack o bacon un a pint uv ale, Staton Rays fro''

Loominary (c. 1861) 97.

FRIZZY, adj. Dor. Rough. (E.C.M.)

FRO, sb. Sh.I. A wife. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 121.

Cf. frow, sb.

FROAD, sb. 1. Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

FROCH, sb. Pern. Froth. (J.S.O.T.)

FROCK-SARK, sb. Obsol. Cum. A loose upper
covering or smock frock formerly much used by farm

servants and labourers. (M.P.)

FROG, sb.
1 Irel. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Der. 1. In comb.

(1) Frog-fir-tree, the horsetail, Equisetum arvense; (2)

•genders, frog-spawn
; (3) -hopper, a frog

; (4) -mark,

a birth-mark.
(1) Wm. (B.K.) (2) n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) Ir. To lep like an ould

froghopper on wires down the bank, Barlow Martin'' s Comp. (1896)

104. (4) Der. Him wi' the frog-mark on his cheek, Gilchrist

Peakland (1897) 132.

2. Phr. small frogs' lettuce, the pondweed, Potamogeton

crispus. Cum.4 3. Part of the mechanism of a power-

loom, for suddenly stopping the loom. Lan. (O.S.H.)

4. Fir-trees. Lakel.2

FROG, sb* s.Wor. In phr. cutting the frog, see below.

About fifty years ago there was a custom in this parish [Stoulton]

called ' Cutting the frog,' used at harvest-time. Some of the stalks

of the last corn reaped, of whatever kind it might be, were plaited

together, and this was called ' The Frog.' ' Frog,' I conclude, is

another form of 'frock,' and so equivalent to 'neck' in the ex-

pression 'Crying the neck,' both 'frock' and 'neck' implying
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'plaiting.' 'Cutting the frog' appears to have been used in two
senses : (a) for cutting or reaping up to the last stalks, or (b) for

cutting through these stalks after the plaiting had taken place ; and
the doing of one or both of these was regarded as an honour (H.K.).
FROLIC, sb. 2 Uls. A rally, revival.
She was greatly set up by feeling so well yesterday, but I knew

rightly it was nothing but a frolic before death, Hamilton Bog
(1896) 135.

JFROLL,s6. Cum. An untidywoman. (J.S.O.),(E.W.P.)
Cf. frow, sb.

FROM, prep. I.Ma. Used subst. in phr. thefrom, the
source.
Tears is tears, no matter the from, Brown Yarns (1881) 158, ed.

1889.

JFROMMERING, sb. Chs.1 A domestic or agricultural
implement of some kind, meaning unknown.
FRONT, sb} and adj. Sc. Cum.Wor. 1. sb. In phr.

(1) infront of, before (in point of time)
; (2) to put thefront,

to set before ; to instruct.

(1) Abd. Ye'll hardly mind, maybe, on the tenant wha wis here
in front of me, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Jan. 23, 1904). (2) s.Wor
Some missuses puts it the iront on 'em (H.K.).

2. adj. lncomp.(i) Front-breist, the front seat or pew in
a church

; see Breast, sb. 1 ; (2) -name, the Christian name.
( 1) Abd. The gallery, where in the ' front-breist ; sat a farmer's

daughter, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 123. (2) Cum.4

FROST, sb. Sc. Pem. 1. In comp. (1) Frost-candles,
icicles

; (2) -rind, hoar-frost or rime.
(1) Pem. (J.S.O.T.) (2) Edb. Whitewashed over with frost

rind in the mornings, Mom Mansie Wauch (1828) xxv. Lth., Bwk.
(Jam., s.v. Rind).

2. A ' poor hand at
'

; an ignoramus.
Lnk. I'm a fair 'frost' in Scripter, Murdoch Readings (1895)

II. 92.

FROSTY-WISE, adj. Per. Of the weather : looking
like frost. (G.W.)
FROTHY, adj.3 s.Wor. Full of sap ; wet, sodden.
If th' oats be lodged the straw is mos' sure to get fussocky an'

frothy (H.K.).

tFROWING, prp. Edb. Meaning unknown.
Gif . . . frowin' to its base or border Rude nature a' Her quag-

mires—stagnant pools like ordure—Did to us shaw, Learmont
Poems (1791) 178.

FROWNGY, adj. Abd. Frowning, gloomy, lowering.
The weather set up a different tune. It grew ' frowngy,' as the

young people say, then scowled, and finally went off in fits of wind
and rain, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Aug. 22, 1903).

JFRUGAL, adj. e.An. Relaxed, not constipated or
costive.

e.An. 1 'Good woman,' quoth the village doctress, 'is your child
costive ?

'
' Costly ! Ma'am, no, quite the contrary, sadly frugal

indeed ! ' Nrf. (Hall.)

FRUMP, sb.1 s.Lan. 1 A surly, morose old man.
FRUMPS, sb. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) i.q. Frump, sb. 1

1.

FRUMPSES, sb. pi. Sh.I. Ill-humour, sulks. See
Frump, sb.

2
7.

He . . . has taen . . . de frumpses, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 39.

FRUSH, v.
3 Der. To bruise, crush

; fig. to upset,
confuse.
The brist was crushit in—frushed flesh and bone together,

Ouida Puck (ed. 1901) xlii; ib. xlii.

FRUTTISES, sb. pi. Lakel. 2 Small cakes baked in

a frying-pan. Cf. frutter.

tFRYETN,^. Lan. ? Forgotten.
Awd fryetn that too, Tim Bobbin View Dial. (1740).

FRY-PAN, sb. Sur. A frying-pan.
None o' us wud go thru that ere water fur a gowd watch es

big es a fry-pan, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 113.

FUBBS, sb. pi. se.Lin. In phr. nofubbs, a term used
in the game of marbles, forbidding the thrusting of the
hand forward in shooting the marbles. (J.T.B.) Cf. fub, v.

FUD, see Whid, sb}
iFUD COURT, phr. Lnk. Meaning unknown.
Ance ilka month I do resort To hear what's done in the Fud

Court, Muir Clydesd. Minstr. (1816) 44.

FUDDER, sb. w.Yks. A man who deals in ' fud,' q. v.

sb.2 (S.P.U.)
FUDDIK, see Fiddok.

FUF(F, sb. 5. Lakel.2 , Cum.4 (s.v. Whuff).
FUGGY, adj. n.Yks.4 First, a term used in the game

of marbles. Bags Ah fuggy, bags Ah seggy, thoddy thoddy, 258.

FULBART, sb. Pem. (J.S.O.T.) i.q. Foumart.
FULL, adj. and adv. Sc. Cum. Yks. Wor. Wil. 1. adj.

In comp. (1) Full-bitted, applied to a common spade in

contrast to an open spade
; (2) -mouthed, of a sheep : four

years old or more.
(1) s.Wor. (H.K.) (2) Wil. Davis Agric. (1812) ;

(W.C.P.)

2. Phr. (1) full of cold, having a great deal of cold
; (2)

— of work, very busy. n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. Of herrings :

in good condition. Cf. sb. 18.

Bnff. They pitched the individual herrings into different heaps,

according as they were ' full,' ' spent,' ' matties,' or ' torn-bellies,'

Green Gordonhaven (1887) 45.

4. adv. In comb. (1) Full-mickle, rather too much
; (2)

out, slightly. Cum.4

JFULL, conj. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]
For, because, on account of. (Hall.)
FULLOCK, sb} Lakel. 2 A rough blow.
FULLY, adj. 2. n.Yks. (I.W.)
FUM, sb.3 Ant. A useless person. (S.A.B.)
FUMMELAN, ppl. adj. Cum. Wm. Yks. Also in form

fumlin. In comb. (1) Fummelan-club, a derisive term for

childless couples
; (2) -feast, see below

; (3) -gang, see (1).

See Fumble, v.

(1) w.Yks. (B.K.) (2) Cum. A gathering to celebrate the

seventh birthday of the youngest child when it was thought there
would be no more family, W. Cum. Times (Apr. 26, 1902) 3. (3)
Wm. ' What fam'ly ha'e ye ?

'
' Nin.' ' Oh ! thoos e' t'fumlin gang,

Ah hear' (B.K.).

+FUMMY, sb. War. 2 A person whose deformed hand
is undigitated, save at the thumb. Cf. thumby, adj.

FUMPER, see Whimper.
JFUN, sb. n.Dev. [Not known to our correspondents.]

A small pitcher. (Hall.)
FUN, see Whin, sb.

1

FUNERAL-LETTER, sb. Sc. An invitation to attend a
funeral. Sc. (A.W.) Gall. Crockett KitKennedy (1899) 180.

tFUNEUCH, adj. Lnk. ? Pleased, content, satisfied.
Funeuch and fain was I when I ca'd the dear lassock my ain,

Hamilton Poems (1885) 66.

FUNG, sb. 2 Mry. ? Beer.
Ye'll get it in a pint o' fung, But nae fan 't's flat, Edwards Mod.

Poets, 13th S. 49.

tFUNGALEERING, ppl. adj. Irel. Meaning unknown.
Is this the way people are to be deprived of their dinners, you

fungaleering thieves ? Carleton Traits Peas. (ed. 1843) I. 68.

JFUNGERED,//. Nrf. Meaning unknown.
He nearly fungered me, Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 74.
FUNK, sb. 5 and v.* Abd. 1. sb. A term used in the

game of marbles : see below.
The force produced by this arrangement is very considerable,

and when accelerated by a jerk of the arm (funk) attained a great
velocity. The ' funk ' was considered much less objectionable than
the 'nieve,' which crept gradually forward till well over the stroke,
and was thus a mode of cheating other players, Abd. Wkly. Free
Press (Apr. 9, 1904).

2. v. To jerk the arm and so obtain an unfair advantage
in playing marbles, ib.

FUNNA, see Finna.
i-FUNNY-JOWL, sb. Mid. Meaning unknown.
If you wants to keep a trifle from 'em, cut both your feet off, and

walk upon your funny-jowls, Blackmore Kit (1890) II. viii

FUP, see Whip, v.

FURBELOWS, sb. pi. Dev.3 Sea-weed.
tFUREL,s£. Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]

A furnace. (Hall.)
FURMAGE, sb. Sc. Cheese. Francisque-Michel

Lang. (1882) 55. Fr.frontage.

FUR(R, sb. and v} Sc. Irel. Yks. 1. sb. In comb.
(1) Fur-beast, (2) -horse, the horse which walks in the
furrow when ploughing.

(1) Gall. Mactaggart £«yc/. (1824). (a)N.I.i (s.v. Wi' the han').
2. Phr. onefur ley, a single ploughing. Abd. (Jam., s. v."

Shiacks.) 3. v. To earth up potatoes with the plough
after the tops are grown. n.Yks. (I.W.)
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FUR(R, v? Hmp. (H.R.)
FURTHIE, adj. Sc. Thrifty, managing.
The furthie housewife had nothin ' near ' about her hospitality,

Glasgow Herald (Dec. 23, 1889).

FURZE-PIG, sb. Bdf. A hedgehog. (J.W.B.)
tFUSKET, sb. Sh.I. ? A musket, gun.
Da boys wis managed ta male' oot tree auld fuskets, so we wirna

oot o' da wy for want o' gunnin', Burgess Sketches (2nd ed.) no.
FUSKY, see Whisky.
FUSS, v. Nrf. With up: to furbish up, smarten, do up.
If yer fussed that there dove-grey up with them bits o' white

stuff, that 'ud dew for me ter be married in, Longman's Mag. (June

1903) 172.

FUSSOCKY, a#. Wor. 1. Full of sap, wet, sodden.
If th' oats be lodged the straw is mos' sure to get fussocky (H.K.).

2. Fat, Stout. It's too fat an' fussocky (ib.).

FUTTERICK, FUTTERIT, see Whitrack.
FUTTLIE, adj. Abd. In comb. Futtlie bealin, a

whitlow.
His wife had been haudin' on pottage, some thinkin' that it

micht turn oot a futtlie bealin,W.WatsonA uld Lang Syne (1903) 71.

FUTTY ,adj. Gall. Meaningless,worthless. Cf.footy,2.
In the parliament to gab A futty, feckless story, Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824) 333, ed. 1876.

FUZZLE, sb. Edb. Beverage, 'tipple.'

With his accustomed beverage, or what he called his 'fuzzle,'

before him, Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875} 136.

FUZZY-GRANNY, sb. Lakel. 2 A hairy caterpillar.

JFWOAR-CAWD, adj. Cum. Meaning unknown.
Roond t'fwoar-cawd feeld was t'finist gravel gyat, Borrowdale

Lett, in N. Lonsdale Mag. (Feb. 1867) 312 -

FY, see Whey.
FYACHLE, v. Gall. See below.
To work at anything softly ; ',to fyachle down,' to fall softly down.

' Fyachling,' moving about in a silly manner, and seeming to work at

something in a feckless way, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

FY-BLOTS, sb. pi. Cai. 1 The scum which forms on
whey when boiled.

JFY-GAE-TO, sb. Slk. ? A disturbance, ' to-do,' fuss.

What's a' the fy-gae-to about? Hogg Tales (1838) 366, ed. 1866.

FYLARKINS, sb. Lakel.2 A satirical epithet.

FYSTY, adj. 1. Nrf. (N.W.) i.q. Fusty.

G
JGAACH, sb. Irel. A curve, figure.

Cutting gaaches in the air with a carving knife, Kennedy Fire-

side Stories (1870) 101.

GAB, sb? Sc. Lakel. 1. Impudence, foolish, idle

talk. Lakel.2 , Cum. (J.Ar.) 2. The mouth. Cum.
(JAr.) 3. Phr. well shod in the gab, very talkative.

j

Abd. Being weel shod i' the gab . . . she would be layin' aff

about every one and every thing connected with the district,

W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 114.

GAB, sb.
B Abd. In phr. the Gab of May, the last days

of April, ? a foretaste or anticipation of May. Cf. borrow-

ing days.
A blast as from the Arctic swept down upon us on Sunday and

Monday [24th and 25th April], . .People said consolingly that it was

the ' Gab o' May,' but that did not lessen the fact that it was

bitterly cold, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Apr. 30, 1904).

GABBIN-CHAT, sb. Abd. A tell-tale ; an enfant

terrible. (A.W.)
GABBLEMENT, sb. Cum. (E.W.P.), Lan. (S.W.)

Confused, loud, nonsensical talking.

GABBLE-RATCHET, sb. w.Yks. The nightjar,

Caprimulgus Europaeus. See Gabriel-ratchet.

In Nidderdale the country-people say that these birds embody

the souls of unbaptised infants doomed to wander for ever in the

air, and call them 'gabble ratchets,' i.e. corpse hounds—a name

which is equivalent to the ' Gabriel hounds ' of other localities—

the unseen pack which is heard by night baying in the air,

Swainson Birds (1885) 98.

GABBOCK, sb. Gall. A chattering, talkative person.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 396, ed. 1876. Cf. yablock.

JGABBRIGATE-SWINGERS, sb. pi. Nhb. [Not

known to our correspondents.] Meaning unknown.
Lairds, loons, lubberdoons, dogs, skelpers, gabbngate swingers,

&c, Richardson Borderer's Table-Bk. (1846) VIII. 201.

JGABERLILTIE, sb. n.Cy. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A ballad-singer. (Hall.)

GABERLUNZIE, sb. Gall. A wallet. Mactaggart

Encycl. (1824).

GA.D.V2 Irel. Lin. Suf. Dor. Som. 1. To go, start

off, travel ; to call on, visit. Also with about.

Glw Now you will have Marcella to gad to. Don t tell me you

haven't wanted to gad, Tynan Girl of Galway (1902) 194. Suf.

Betham-Edwards Lord of Harvest (1899) 2°4- D°r
;
(L.C.M.)

Som. Miss Keziah Crane, demoralized by the excitement ot

Oakleigh, was suffering a restless desire to 'gad, Raymond

Fortune's Darling (1901) 10.

2. To gallop off, hurry away. se.Lin. (J. I. a.)

VOL. VI.

GADDY, int. Nhb. An exclamation or disguised oath.

See Gad, sb.7

Gaddy, Peter's hit him hard ! Rhys Fiddler of Came (1896) 220.

GADGETS, sb. pi. w.Cor. The fidgets. Baron
Rodda's Penzance Aim. (1904) 20.

IGADWADDICK, v. Nrf. To jaunt, go on a pleasure-

trip.

They do stare, these Broadland children, although the novelty

of yachtin' and other folk gadwaddickin' on the Broads is wearing

off, Patterson Man and Nat. (1895) 125.

GAEPPIE, sb. Sh.I. A horn spoon.
Horn spoons . . . were often termed gaeppies on account of their

size, which required the mouth to be widely opened, Spence Flk-

Lore (1899) l83-

JGAET, sb. Lnk. [Not known to our correspondents.]

In phr. to gaet, ? in rags, pieces, tatters, worn out.

Her shoon were amaist worn to bachels, Her cleedin was gayly

to gaet, Watson Poems (1853) 91.

GAFFLETS, sb. pi. Pern. Spurs for riding ; cock's

spurs. (J.S.O.T.)
GAFLACH, sb. Pem. A fork. (J.S.O.T.) Cf.

gavelock, s^,
1 3.

JGAG, sb. ? Obs. Ess. ? A load, measure. Cf. gauge.
Three hundred of bricks and a gag of lome laid in at Sackuses,

Wakcs-Colne Overseers' Accts. (1716).

GAGGLE, sb. 1. Sur.
A farmer's son I knew—rose a gaggle from his father's farm-

yard pond early one morning, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills

(1891) 21.

JGAGS, sb. pi. Suf. Children's pictures. (Hall.)

[? Misprint for gays (q.v., s.v. Gay, sb.
1
15).]

tGAHM, v. m.Lan.1 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To prate or speak in an impudent, harsh, grating

voice.

JGAHUSEY, sb. e.An. A comfortable, warm worsted

short shirt with sleeves. (Hall.) [Misprint for gahnsey.

See Gansey.]
GAID, sb. I.Ma. A rope made of heather, used esp.

in phr. as tough as gaid. (S.M.)

GAIN, adv. War. Wor. Kindly
;
gen. used with neg.

War .
3 Wor. ' That does not look very gain '—(on being pushed

by another) [i.e. the push had the appearance of being provoca-

tive], Evesham Jrn. (Oct. 6, 1900).

GAINER, sb. n.Sc. A winner in a game, esp. in the

game of marbles.
n.Sc. ' N was the gainer,' i.e. had won more marbles, High-

land News (Mar. 27, 1897) 9. Inv. (H.E.F.)

Q
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GAINER-ROAD, sb. Pern. A short cut. (J.S.O.T.)

See Gain, adj. 1.

GAIN-HAND, adj. and adv. Lakel.2

GAINLY, adj. 3. s.Lan. 1

GAINSTAND, v. n.Yks. 4

GAINSTRIVE, v. n.Yks. 4 To oppose.
Yan caan't gainstrive owt o' that soart.

GAITERS, sb. pi. Yks. Cattle taken in to graze.

Cf. gate, sb.2 12.
n.Yks. Wanted. Gaiters for Fog land, Whitby Gazette (Aug.

io, 1901). w.Yks. (E.L.)

GAKE, v. Cum. 4
, Wm. (B.K.) i.q. Gawk, v.

2

GAKETTING, prp. Hmp. Also in form gauketting.
With about: tearing, hurrying, racing.
She come gaketting up the hill (H.R.).

GAKEY, sb. Cum.4 One who loiters and is slow at

commencing work, &c. See Gawk, v.
2

GALE, sb. e Cum. Wm. An upland between two
separate dales ; a narrow ravine at the base of a hill or
a lane passing over a hill.

Cum. Not uncommon. ' We emerged at the gale upon the

mountain pastures.' ' Upwards to the gale we climbed' (E.W.P.).
Wm. (B.K.) ; A flat place on the side of a hill, on which in some
cases houses are built—e.g. on the hill above Ambleside there

are some twenty or more houses. This part of Ambleside is

called ' The Gale ' ; not uncommon in that district (S.P.U.) ; Wm. 1

GALE, sb.e Lnk. An afflatus, uplifting.
I never found such a gale upon my spirit in the singing of

these lines, Walker in Biog. Presb. (ed. 1827) I. 104.

GALE,s6. 9 Pern. Itch or mange. (J.S.O.T.) Cf.gall,s6. 2

GALET, sb. w.Yks. Also written galette. A round
flat stone ; aflat cake. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 27, 1900).
GALL, sb.

2
6. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)

GALLACK, sb. w.Yks. A left-handed person. (S.P.U.)
GALLIED, pp. Dor. Worried, encumbered. (L.S.)

Cf. gaily, v.

IGALLON-TREE, sb. Rnf. ? A measure.
Whose sma'est quill A twa-pint gallon-tree o' beer Wad scarcely

fill, Finlayson Rhymes (1815) 14.

GALLOP, v.
2 Lin. Brks. 1. To boil fast. se.Lin.

(J.T.B.) 2. To churn very fast ; see below.
Brks. The churning alone she delegates to ' the girl,' but main-

taining a strict supervision, lest the latter should ' jump ' or ' gallop

'

the cream in order to expedite matters, Hayden Round our Vill.

(1901) 102.

GALLOPING, ppl. adj. Cum.4 In comb. Galloping
wedding, see below.
An ancient custom—when the male friends of the bridegroom

used to ride on horseback to church, and on the conclusion of the
ceremony, made for home, each anxious to secure the then coveted
honour of being the first to reach the house.

GALLOWS, sb. 6. Glo. (H.S.H.)
GALLOWS, adj. and adv. Stf. 1. adj. Audacious,

reckless ; smart. Chron. (Aug. 23, Oct. 25, 1901). 2. adv.
Very, exceedingly, ib.

GALLY-FISH, sb. Knr. The char, Salmo alpinus.
Also called Gallytrough (q.v.). Haliburton Furth in

Field (1894) 151.

GALPING, prp. Pern. Crying. (J.S.O.T.)
GALSHOCHS, sb. pi. Bnff. Unsuitable, indigestible

food, such as sweets, unripe fruit. Cf. galsoch, adj.
Seldom heard now. It was esp. used in speaking of children

who had upset their stomachs by eating improper food. ' Some
kin' o' galshochs he's been at ' (W.C.).

GALUMPUS, sb. Uls. A stupid person. N. Whig
(May 8,- 1901).

JGAMAWOW.si. Per. (Jam.) A fool. Cf. gamaleerie.
GAMMERSTANG, sb. w.Dur.1

, Lakel.
2

GAMMO, sb. Pern. Fun, ' gammon.' (J.S.O.T.)
GAMMUT, sb. 1. Stf. Chron. (Oct. 25, 1901). i.q.

Gammet.
GAMMY, adj. Lin. Wor. Suf. Sus. 1. ne.Lin. (E.S.),

s.Wor. (H.K.), Suf. (R.M.B.) 2. Of a road: dirty,

muddy. Sus. (R.M.B.)
GANCHING, ///. adj. n.Irel. Fretting, repining,

'girning.' See Ganch, v.

A ganchin' oul' snap-at-the-crust, Lays and Leg. (1884) 67.

GANDER-MOONING, prp. Glo. Wandering about

aimlessly. (H.S.H.)
JGANDHER-DAGGER, sb. Wxf. Meaning unknown.
As industhrus a gandher-dagger as you'd see, Kennedy Evenings

Duffrcy (1869) 305.

GANG, sb. 14. s.Lan.1

GANG, v. Sc. Cum. In phr. (1) togang back topasture,

fig. to deteriorate. Cum. (E.W.P.)
; (2) — with, to break

down. Abd. (G.W.)
GANG-DAYS, sb. pi. Yks. Rogation days.

Rogation days (still called in Yorks., as in Alfred's language,

gang-days), Co-operative News (Oct. 13, 1901) 1231.

GANGREL, sb. Cum. A crabbed, crusty old man,

rough and churlish. (J.Ar.)

GANT, v. 1. w.Dur.1

GAP, v. 4. n.Yks. (I.W.)

GAPE, sb. 5. Lakel. Wil. Dev.
Lakel. 2 Wil. An old woman who had a reputation for curing

birds that were suffering from ' gapes,' Tennant Vill. Notes

(1900) 16. Dev. 3

Hence Giapy, adj. of poultry : affected with ' gapes.'

Lakel 2

GAPE, v. Dor. To stare. (E.C.M.), (J.C.M.-P.) See
Gaup, v.

GAPES-NESTING, sb. Dev. A waste of time and
labour.

'Tis mere gapes-nesting for you to wait for me—a wild-goose

chase for certain, Phillpotts Sous of Morning (1900) 331.

GAPPER-GINNY, sb. Dor. A spectre ; see below.
A ghostly dog, which patrols a lane between Ashmore and

Tarrant Grenville (E.C.M.).

JGARARA, sb. Irel. A gelding. (W.W.S.)
GARDEN-THRUSH, sb. Cum.4 The song-thrush,

Tardus musicus. (s.v. Throssel.)
GARLANDS, sb. pi. Per. The straw ropes put round

the head of the stack. (G.W.)
GARRACK, adj. 2 Lakel. 2 Hollow-looking ; hungry

;

lonely.

GARRARD, adj. Sus. Of pigs : dappled black and
white. (F.W.B.)
GARTERS, sb. pi. Oxf. 1 MS. add. In phr. pin your

garters to the wall, a charm.
GARTH ROW, phr. Cum.4 In rotation, from house

to house.
JGASKIN, sb. Lin. The gurnard, Trigla cuculus.

(I.W.)
+GASTE, sb. Also written gaist. A term of contempt.
Ayr. There was Provost Kyte frae Irvine, a pridefu' gaste o' a

body, Service Notandums (1890) 26. Lnk. Vile gashan, gapean,
gabbin gaist, M cIndoe Poems (1805) 50.

GATHER, v. Sc. Yks. Dev. 1. A butter-making
term: to collect, form. Sc. (A.W.), n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. To
collect together sufficient corn to form a sheaf, which is

bound by the person following. Also with to.

Abd. She's . . . gatherin'. . . My mither wad fain hae a day o'

the hairst, Macdonald R. Falconer (1868) 135 ; Here Maggy,
my doo, come an' gather to Mr. Sutherlan', ib. D. Elginbrod (1863)
I. 121.

3. To provide for oneself; to appropriate.
Dev. It's all sorts with them—tinkers and tailors and counter-

jumpers, and anyone that can gather an old horse, Reports Provinc.
(Aug. 1902) No. 18.

GATHEREMUP, sb. Irel. A wandering rag-man;
lit. 'gather them up.' See Gatherup, s.v. Gather, v. 7.
As often chanced, it was occupied by Tim Fottrel, the gatherem-

up, Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 45.

GATHERER, sb. Uls. A frugal, saving, thrifty person.
N. Whig (May 8,1901).

v

GAUCHY, adj. Don. Awkward, shy.
A gauchy, dawnie sort of a lad that was good for nothing,

Macmanus Chim. Corners (1899) 37.

JGAUF, v. Som. To ' go off.' (Hall.)
JGAULDRING, vbl. sb. Som. [Not known to our

correspondents.] Drawling. (Hall.)
GAUM, sb.

1 and v.
1 Sc. Nhb. Written gome Nhb.

1. sb. In phr. to say gome to, to pay any attention to,
to notice. See v.

1
3.



GAUMERIL ["5] GET
Nhb. ' He never said gome to his own mother,' the honest carter

indignantly exclaimed as the gig drove off, Graham Red Scaur
(1896) 144.

2. v. To acknowledge in the sense of curtsy. Lth.
(W.B.W.)
GAUMERIL, sb. Lakel.2 Also in comp. Gaumeril-

head.
JGAUNTIE, sb. Abd. ? A pig. [? Misprint for

gruntie or grunter (q.v.).]

Gaen like gaunties in a stye, Beattie Tales (1813) 32 (Jam.).

GAUSTER, sb. 6. Ken. (H.K.)
GAVEL, v.

2 Cum., Wm. (J.Ar.)
GAVELOCK, sb.

1 Cum. Wm. In phr. as cold as a
gavelock, a prov. applied to a draught forcing its way
through a chink or cranny into the room. (J.Ar.)

+GAW, sb. s.Cy. 1. A boat-pole. (Hall.) Cf. gaul(e.

2. A stripe, (ib.)

JGAW-HAW, v. Elg. ? To talk or shout loudly.
The trumpet he's blawin', an' the new wheel is gauin', An' the

wives are gaw-hawin', Tester Poems (1865) 144.

GAWKIEING,^. Rxb. Strolling about, wandering
to and fro.

It isna mensefu' for a well brought up lass to get daffing and
gawkieing \vi' sic a foul-lived limb as Chris" Armstrong, Hamilton
Outlaws (1897) 181.

GAWKRODGER, sb. Yks. A left-handed person. See
Gawk, adj. Dy. Chron. (Dec. 16, 1902).

tGAWKS, sb. pi. Dev. Sloes. IV. Times (May 28,

1886) 2.

GAWN, v.* Sh.I. To gaze, peer, look intently.

Ollason Mareel (1901) 80.

GAWPIN-SATURDAY, sb. s.Lan.1 Whit-Saturday.
See Gaup, v. 1.

So called in Manchester because of the large influx of country

visitors on that day, who go gazing about the city.

GAYBLOCK, sb. s.Lan. 1
i.q. Gavelock, sb.

1

GAYLE, v. Glo. To slip sideways, as a ladder or

rick-stool. (H.S.H.)

GAZZARD, sb. Gall. Gossip, talk.

He kens the gazzard 0' the toon, Gallovidian (1901) III. 160.

GEAR, sb.1 and v. n.Cy. Lakel. Lan. 1. sb. A collec-

tion of various articles heaped together. Lakel. 2
2. pi.

In phr. to take one's gears in, fig. to give up work ; to

die. See 5.

s.Lan. 1 He's ta'en his seed an' gears in at last, 31.

3. v. With up : to clothe, fit up ; to make ready for work.
n.Cy. Ah's nobbut badly geared up aboot t'feet (B.K.).

GEAR, sb.2 Pern. A flaw in stone. (J.S.O.T.)

GEARCARLIN, sb. Cai. 1 A witch, hobgoblin ; an

evil spirit; see below.
A fisherman who returns with empty basket is said to go home

with the Gear-Cairlin, i. e. to have been bewitched.

GEAT, sb. Lakel. 2 Written giat.

GEB, v.
2 n.Yks. To nod ; to shake the head as sheep

do when afflicted with the ' staggers.' (I.W.)

GE(E, int. Wor. Ken. Hmp. In comb. (1) Gee-again

or Giggen, a call to horses to go to the right or off-side

;

hence Giggen-beds, land ploughed by the horses turning

to the right at the end of a bout
; (2) -ho or -wo plough,

see below ; (3) -wug, (4) -wuther, see (1).

(1) s.Wor. (H.K.) (2) It [the iron plough] is often called a Gee-

Ho [Gee-Wo] plough, but the name refers to the mode of driving

rather than to the plough itself, for reins are used, and the voice

(ib.). (3) Hmp. (H.R.) (4) Ken. (D.W.L.)

JGEE, v. s.Don. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To run offwith the marbles in a ring. Simmons Gl. (1890).

GEE-FINCH, sb. Dor. The chaffinch, Fringilla coelebs.

(EC M )

GEEK, sb. Glo. The dead stem of a nettle. (H.S.H.)

Spp Gicks
GEG, v.2

'

n.Yks. (I.W.) i.q. Gag, v.
1

1, 4.

GEG, v.
3 n.Yks. Of a horse : to rear or lift up.

T'horse geg'd up his heead (I.W.).

GEG, sb. and v.* Sc. Amer. In form gigg Amer.

1. sb. An implement for spearing fish.

Rxb. They poach . . . Wi' their nets and their leisters, their

bowats and gegs, Murray Hawick Characters (1901) 10. [Amer.
Colonists may have brought the art of spearing fish ' with a harping
iron or gigg' from the mother country, Cent. Mag. (July 1885) 396.]

2. v. To poach a fish by means of a ' geg.'
Rxb. He dreamed he was geggin' a fish off the redd, Murray ib.

GELD, v.3 Wm. To beat, master, ' go one better.'

While playing whist, an old farmer put down an ace on my
king and said ' I'll geld that un ' (J.W.).
GELD, v.* Stf. To stone raisins in order to prepare

them for cooking. Cf. geld, v.
2 5. Chron. (Oct. 25, 1901).

GEL-FUR, sb. Cum. A water-furrow ; a deep furrow
made either longitudinally or across the ploughing to

carry off excess of water. (E.W.P.)
GELL, sb? Abd. A gable. Also used attrib. See

Gavel, sb.
1

A flash o' lichtnin' gaed in at the gell windockie o' Meggie's
hoosie an' gaed oot at the ither gell, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne

(1903) 86.

GELL, sb* Lakel. 2 Written gial. A sudden pang or

shoot of pain through the nerve of a tooth. Cf. geal, v.
2

GELLED, ppl. adj. Edb. Of wood : cracked, split.

See Geal, v.
2 2.

The silvery saugh, though auld and gell'd, Sends oot a flourish

green, Edwards Mod. Poets, 3rd S. 399.

GELLY, see GUI, sb.5

GEN, v.
2 n.Yks* To find fault with. See Girn, v. 2.

Sha's awlus genning an' fliting at yan.

GEND, adv. Obs. Sc. Playfully.
The gerron gend, gaif sic a stend, As on the yird him flang,

Scott Minstrelsy (1802) IV. 341, ed. 1848 ;
(Jam.)

GENDER, sb.
1
1. n.Yks. (I.W.), War.3

GENNAL, adj. Suf. (F.H.)

GENTILITIES, sb. pi. Kcb. Gentlefolk, gentry.

Gentilities yt keepit him runnin' efter them nicht an' day,

Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 1.

GENTLEMAN, sb. Lakel. Lan. Dor. 1. In comp.

Gentleman-tailor, the pansy, Viola tricolor. Dor. (E.C.M.)

2. Phr. aw me gentleman, quite the gentleman.
Lakel. He was sittin wid black balled shore aw me gentleman,

Penrith Obs. (Mar. 8, 1904) 4.

3. pi. The officials of the Amalgamated Society of

Operative Cotton Spinners.
Lan. The Sub-council . . . consists in practice of six ' gentlemen,' as

the district officials are commonly called, Webb Democracy (1901) 39.

JGEOCHACHS, sb. pi. Irel. Meaning unknown. ? Ir.

geirseack, a girl.

He overtook another parcel of young geochachs, Kennedy
Fireside Tales (1870) 95.

GEORDIE, sb. n.Cy. Dur. In comp. (1) Geordie-man,
a term used by railway men to describe a workman, train,

engine, &c. belonging to the North-Eastern Railway Co.

;

(2) -marrow, a coal-miner.

(1) n.Cy. (B.K.) (2) Dur. If iviry Geordie-marrow will join the

Union, Guthrie Kitty Fagan (1900) 10.

GER, sb. Ayr. 1. An iron hoop. (F.J.C.) 2. A top. (ib.)

GERN, sb. Ayr. A boil, tumour. (F.J.C.)

JGERRICK, v. War.3 Also written jerrick. Of medi-

cine, &c. : to disagree with, nauseate.
' I could not take the medicine the doctor gave me, it gerricked me

so.' Freq. used in Birmingham.

GESLIN-GREEN, adj. Lakel.2 The colour of a newly-

hatched gosling. See Geslin(g.

GET, v. Irel. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin. Brks. 1. In

phr. (1) to get along, to grow old
; (2) — away, [a) to die

;

(b) see below
; (3) — beyond, to control, master, get the

better of; (4)— dead, see (2, a)
; (5)— downstairs, to recover

from a confinement
; (6) — money at heeod on an estate, to

mortgage it
; (7) — on, to set on

; (8) — one's nose in, to

insinuate oneself; (9) —out, (a) to break up and cultivate

waste land
;

(b) used in comparisons to signify the coarsest

form of rudeness imaginable; (10) — over, to get the better

of in a bargain or argument ; to puzzle
; (11) — through

a husband, &c, to outlive him
; (12) — a sup, to be slightly

intoxicated
; (13) — the turn, to recover from illness

; (14)— the ways down, to go or get down.
(1) Brks. He be gettin' along, an' we can't expect him to be as

nimble wi' his tongue an' his thumpin' as a young chap, Hayden

Q 2



GET-OUT [116] GIPPO

Thatched Cottage (1902) 37. (2, a) Uls. Old age set in and it was
time to 'get awa',' M cIlroy Druid's Island (190a) 6. (A) Cum. 4

' How get ye away ?'—an old form of greeting. (3, 4) n.Yks. (I.W.)
(5) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (6) w.Yks. 1 (s. v. Stone). (7) War.2 If he
wants a fight he can get' on (s. v. On). (8) se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
(9,10) n.Yks. (I.W.) (n) When Ah get through my husband
Ah'll wed you (»».). (12, 13, 14) n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. To learn, commit to memory, esp. in phr. get it off, or
get it off by heart. Wm. (M.E.N.) 3. To begin, set about.
se.Lan. (C.J.B.) 4. To come.

n.Yks.4 Wa thowt ya warn't gahin ti mannish ti git.

GET-OUT, sb. s.Stf. A « rig-out," get up,' clothing.
He should ha1

gien you a pair o' them high collars as he wears,
and a cravat, to go along with a get-out like that, Murray Aunt
Rachel (ed. 1889) 106.

IGETTERS, sb. pi. Cth. A term used by boys in
playing marbles. (W.W.S.)
GEUS-CORN, sb. Cum.4 The heath or moss rush,

Juncus squarrosus. (s. v. Star-bent.)
GEY, see Gay, adj.

}GEYSOME,arf/. Lan. ?Lonely. CleggS/^2m(i8o5)8.
GHOST-CRAMP, sb. Or.I. An injury supposed to be

due to a visitation of a ghost or spirit.
Sheu wus speerit-b'und, or gotten what some ca' the g'aist cramp,

Dennison Sketches (ed. 1904) 24.

GHOST-MOTH, sb. Sur. A moth, 'howlet' (q.v.).
' I'm gettin' owlets.' As he said this he held up a ghost moth

between his finger and thumb, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills
(1891) 72.

GIANTIC, adj. n.Yks. (I.W.)
{GIB, sb. Edb. A sweetmeat made of treacle and

spices ; toffee, candy. See Gundy.
I niffered with the gundy-wife for Gibraltar-rock, cut-throat, gib,

or bull's-eyes, Moir Mamie Wauch (1828) iv ; In common use
about 1860-5 (D.M.R.).

GIBAIN, sb. Heb. An oily substance procured from
solan geese, and eaten by way of sauce with porridge.
Macpherson Wild-fowling (1807) 207.
GIBBLE-GABBLE, sb. War.3

JGIBGASH, sb. Sc. ? A fluent talker, one who makes
a great talking about nothing. Cf. gash, sb.2 2.
He [the preacher] is a rare gib-gash, Jokes, 2nd S. (1889) 93.
GIBLETS, sb. pi. Lakel.2 In phr. to grease or warm

one's giblets, to beat, thrash.

GIBLEYS, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 Giblets. Hence Gibleypie,
sb. a giblet-pie.

GIB-STICK, sb. Lan. (S.W.) See Gib, sb? 2.
GIDDLE-GADDLE, sb. s.Lan. 1 A narrow, crooked

lane or passage.
GIDDY, adj. Won In phr. as silly as a giddy shi-b

[sheep], prov. (E.S.) See 2.

GIFT, sb. Lakel. Oxf. Cor. In cotnp. (1) Gift-again,
a small amount returned on the payment of an account;
(2) -cart, a cart temporarily placed at the disposal of
a person; (3) -house, an alms-house; (4) -plough, a plough
temporarily placed at the disposal of a person by the
owner.

(1) Lakel.2 (2) Oxf. (K., s. v. Love-cart). (3) Cor. Work
your fingers to the bone, an' ef you don't work your head overplush,
you'll die in the gift-house, Lee Paul Carah (1898) 13. (4) Oxf.
(K., s. v. Love-cart).

GIG, si.2 4. s.Lan.1

GIG, sb* Sc. A giddy girl ; a prostitute.
By drinking healths to ports and bridges, To whore of Babel and

to gigs, Colvil Whigs Supplic. (ed. 1796) II. 1429.
GIG, sb.G s.Lan.1 In phr. to set o' th' gig, to set on ; to

stir up. Cf. gig, sb.2 2.

GIG, sb.7 s.Lan.1
i.q. Gigge.

GIGGLE, sb.2 Suf. A giggling girl, used esp. in phr.
you've found a giggle's nest and are laughing at the eggs,
saying. (C.L.F.)

S b SS
'

GIGGLEBY, sb. Abd. A silly, giggling girl.
I'm sure ye can stan' to be studied by a Marischal College pro-

fessor let alane by a bit giggleby o' a foreign lassie, Abd. Wily.
Free Press (Sept. 26, 1903).

GIGHT, adj. ? Obs. Edb. Meaning unknown.

Up came a chariot, drawn with horses gight, Learmont Poems
(1791) 299.

GIGID, sb. Or.I. A lump, ' whang,' hunch.
A muckle gigid o' cheese on a plate, Dennison Sketches (ed.

1904) 10.

GILD, v.
1 and sb. Sc. Also written guild. 1. v. To

make a clamour about ; to pay court to.

Rxb. They must needs gild around these brutes, and make
heroes of them, and weave about them a framework of romance,

Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 7.

2. sb. A clamour, uproar.
Bwk. Through all the land great is the guild of rustic folks that

cry, Crockett Minstrelsy (1893) 47.

GILGAL, sb.2 Obs. Sc. A hubbub, commotion, confused
noise.

I think I hadna lang to hear the gilgal o' the brailying thrang,

Edb. Wkly. Mag. (Oct. 28, 1773).

JGILLCLOATH, sb. lObs. w.Yks. Meaning unknown.
Cf. gilling.
The old gill-cloath taken away by Thos. Barrow, Churchwarden,

at the Archdeacon's commandment, Skipton Par. Registers, I.

GILLIEGAUPIE, sb. w.Dur. 1
i.q. Gilly-gawpus.

GILLING, vbl. sb. w.Yks. The preliminary operation
of wool-combing. Yks. Wkly. Post (June 2, 1900). See
Gill, sb.G

GILL-POT, sb. s.Lan. An earthenware drinking-cup
holding a gill. (S.W.), s.Lan.1 See Gill, sb.7

{GILMERTON BLUE, phr. Edb. .' A cloth or other
material made at Gilmerton.
A single-breasted coat, square in the tails, of light Gilmerton

blue, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) i.

GILPY, adj. Edb. Of eggs : doubtful, not quite fresh,
'shoppy.' (D.M.R.)
tGILTER, ? adj. Sc. ? Lively, light-hearted. Cf.

gilpy, sb.

She's nae gilter jilly, Maidment Ballads (1844) 14, ed. 1865.

tGIMBLING, sb. ? Obs. w.Yks. Harness of some
kind ; links, hinges. Cf. gimmal, sb} 2.
Two swingletrees and other odd ustlements and gimbling,

Inventory (1759) (J.J.B.).

JGIMLAGUE, adv. Yks. In phr. to ride gimlague, of
a man: to ride with a woman behind on a pillion. (J.Ar.)
Cf. gibligant.
GIMMELS, sb. pi. Kcb. Tools or implements of var.

kinds.
Rab aye likit a routh o' gimmels ; they cam in handy whun

onything brak, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 374.
GIMMER, sb. 1

4. Lakel.2

GINGER, sb. Cum. Yks. Not. 1. In comb. (1) Ginger-
headed, red-haired. n.Yks. (I.W.)

; (2) -mushroom, a
poisonous species of Agaricus. Not. (B. & H.) 2. pi.
Rough, common marbles, made of red, half-baked clay, and
partially glazed. Cum. (E.W.P.) See Pot, sb} 6.
GINGERY, adj. Cum. Of a building, &c: slightly or

fiimsily constructed. (E.W.P.)
GING-STICKS,5*.//. tObs. w.Cor. Meaning unknown.
Paid for ging sticks for the bells, Camborne Chwardens' Par

Accts. (1704).

GINNAGUID, adj. Rxb. ' Ne'er-do-well,' disreputable,
'good-for-nothing.'

Yon's a ginnaguid bit hallick, and eh ! but she's gaun the black
gate, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 15-
JGINNY, sb. Lan. In phr. a ginny to a spark, meaning

So th' owd uns had wun it, a ginny to a spark, Collins Poems
0859) 47-

IGINSHADE, sb. Lan. In comb. Ormskirk ginshade
? a corruption or misprint for ginge-brade, a particular
kind of gingerbread made in small, round disks, for which
Ormskirk is noted.

Roast a piece o' pork till it rattles like Ormskirk ginshadeTommy Ttghishoe in Catal. Pearson, No qso
GIN'ST, phr. Abd. Than it has. '

Thunner an' lichtnin' a hantle waur, I think, gin'st been the day,W. Watson Anld Lang Syne (1903) 86 r '

GIPPO, sb. Brks. A gipsy. "

Left the place fur tramps an' gippoes to walk in, Hayden Thatched



GIPSY [ii7] GLIMP
Cott. (1902) 95 ;

' Gippo' is a kind of district slang for gipsy; the
word is used freq. here, and is much resented by those to whom
it is applied (E.G.H.).

GIPSY, sb. Yks. Oxf. In comb. (1) Gipsy-heels,
slender feet or heels. Oxf. (A.P.)

; (2) -party, a picnic
where every one provides his own things. n.Yks. (I.W.)
GIRD, sb. 2 Lakel. Won 1. A sharp pull or jerk.
s.Wor. 'E gen the strap a gird like, an'th' 'arse pu'd too (H.K.).

2. A fit, a contortion of the face caused by some violent
effort. Lakel.2 , Cum. (J.Ar.)
GIRDHOLE, sb. Cor. A sudden gale of wind ; a

cyclone.
Large quantities of fish passed through the Stones here on

Monday week, but the fishermen were afraid to deal with them
because of the girdholes in the Bay. Under certain winds they
form themselves, and are analogous to a cyclone in the end.
Beginning at Gearer Sand they gradually work down through
Whitsand Bay, and woe be to anything that stands in their way.
It is said that on occasions a seine was left in the water to ascertain
the power of a girdhole, but it threw the anchors, warps, and seine
all up together, Cornish Teleg. (Oct. 29, 1902).

GIRL, sb. Ken. Wil. 1. A sweetheart. w.Wil.
(J.U.P.) 2. A very small clothes'-horse. Ken.1

(s.v.

Tarnsin).

GIRN, v. 5. Hrt. (E.S.F.)
GIRNIE-GIB, sb. Rnf. A peevish, ill-humoured person.

See Girn, v. 2.

A grey-beard girny-gib, Sworn wi' ill-nature to keep sib, Like
bandowg guards a pontage yett, Young Lochlomond (1872) 73.

GIRSE, sb. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
GISSY, sb. 2. Cum. (J.Ar.)

GISTRA, sb. s.Don. An old-fashioned person. Sim-
mons Gl. (1890).

JGITTSEY, ? sb. Nhb. A term of endearment to an
infant. Cf. gitty.
Where's the Bayrne Nah lad gittsey, gittsey, gittsey ? Bewick

Tyneside Tales (1850) 13.

JGITTY, ? sb. Sc. A term of endearment to an infant.

Cf. get(t.
A goo and a gitty, my bonny wee tyke, Ye'se noo hae your four-

oories, Chambers Pop. Rhymes (1890) 75.

GIVE, v. Sc. Irel. Stf. Der. Lin. Wor. In phr. (1) to

give again, to get mellow or ripe
; (2) — off, (3) — over, to

cease, stop
; (4) — the grass, to be dead

; (5) — up the

names, to hand in the names of persons who wish to be
' cried' in church.

(1) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (2) Dor. (E.C.M.) (3) Stf. (J.C.W.), n.Der.

(S.B.), Wor. (W.C.B.) (4) Ir. Spectator (Apr. 25, 1903). (5)

Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 225, ed. 1876.

GIVEN, pp. and ppl. adj. Sc. Yks. Cor. 1. pp. In

phr. to have a person neither given nor thrown after one,

to hold a person of no account. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. ppl.

adj. In comb. (1) Given name, a fore-name or Christian

name
; (2) — rig, see below.

(1) Cor.3 His name is Rogerson, but I don't rightly know his

given name. (2) Bnff. There was a rig of uncultivated land called

' The Guidman's Craft,' alias ' The Gi'en Rig,' which was set apart

or given to the Diel, to obtain his good will I Gordon Chron. Keith

(1880) 53.

GIZZEN, v.5 w.Yks. To shiver, feel one's flesh creep

;

to be moved physically by a strong mental impression.

Seein' yon chap walk on t'tight rope fair made me gizzen

(S.P.U.).

JGJAEVLE, v. Sh.I. To wriggle, work out of any-

thing.
Deil sit i' his jaws, he's gjaevl'd aff his tedder igen, Sh. News

(Aug. 12, 1899).

JGLABER, adj. Dev. Smooth, slippery. (Hall.)

GLAD, adj. Cum. Of a horse: in good spirits. (E.W.P.)

GLAGGER, v. Abd. To search or pursue eagerly.

I've been perwherin' tae the middle amon' the water for twa hours

glaggerin' for the loon, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Aug. 24, 1901).

GLAIGER, sb. Ayr. A hard, whitish kind of marble

or taw, made of earthenware or jam-pot material. (F.J.C.)

GLAIKIT, ppl. adj. Obsol. Abd. Applied to a child

too fond of its mother and refusing to be parted from her

at any time. (G.C.)

GLAKE, sb. Ant. The process of churning. (S.A.B.)
See Glaiks.
GLAM, v. Gall. To clutch at ; to eat greedily. (J.M.)

See Glaum, v.
1

GLAMOROUS, adj. Gall. Magic, supernatural. See
Glamour.
There cam' an awfu' splash, accompanied by a glam'rous flash,

Gallovidian (1902) IV. 63.

+GLAN, sb. e.Cor. A phosphorescent light or glow.
If you strikes an oar among the fish they'm shine till they'm

send a glan on the saie (G.H.).

GLAPE, sb. Lakel. 2 In form glep. A quick glance.
GLASSACK, sb. Inv. (H.E.F.) i.q. Glassey.
GLASSER, sb. Abd. i.q. Glassey.
A collection of lovely ' glassers ' numbering a score or two, Abd.

Wkly. Free Press (Apr. 9, 1904).

+GLASSES, sb. pi. Sc. In phr. dropping glasses, an
old Halloween custom ; see below.

Sh.I. This was performed by dropping a small portion of the

white of an egg into a glass of water. The forms assumed prog-

nosticated the future in matters of love, fortune, and death, Spence
Flk-Lore (1899) 190-91; 'Da lasses said dey hidna wan [egg],

mam.' ' Dat's fir drappin' der glaesses. Der gaein' ta haud der

Hallo'mas eftir a' ' (J. I.). Abd. Quite common formerly (A.W.).

JGLASTIN, sb. and adj. Obs. w.Yks. 1. sb. A
polish. Yks. Wkly. Post (July 28, 1883). Cf. glassing,
vbl.sb. 2. adj. Made of glass, ib. Cf. glassen.

GLAT, sb. 1. Cum. (E.W.P.)
GLAUR, v. Abd. To" wade or stick in mud.
We glaured in mud when the tide was down, Abd. Wkly. Free

Press (June n, 1904).

JGLAWMEY, sb. Ayr. An ocular deception caused

by witchcraft. (J.M.) Cf. glamour.
GLAZING SHARP, phr. Dev. Keen-eyed, having

good sight. See Glaze, v.
2

You'm glazin' sharp, my son, but you don't see nought, do : e ?

Phillpotts Good Red Earth (1901) 27.

GLEAK, v. Don. To look, glance, peer. Cf. glaik,

sb. 8.

He'd be standin' gleakin' over Neil Og's shoulder, Pearson's

Mag. (May 1900) 476.

GLEAN, sb.
1 n.Yks. (I.W.)

GLEDHOW-PINE, sb. Obs. w.Yks. A pine-tree.

At Gledhow, near Leeds, may be seen several of these pines, they

are there called Gledhow-pine, Hunter Georg. Ess. (1803) II. 33.

GLEEDISCOUP, sb. Nhb.1 A kaleidoscope, (s.v.

Skelly.) See Glee, v.

GLEG, v. and s6.
4 Not. 1. v. To catch sight of,

glance or look at.

The moment I glegged him I reckoned him up, Prior Forest

Flk. (1901) 18.

2. sb. A glance.
Do yo think Tish wouldn't tell the difference ? She would at a

gleg, ib. 335.

GLEMMY, adj. War.3 Of the atmosphere of a room,
&c. : stuffy, close.

GLENT-STONE, sb. Nhb.1 A curb-stone, (s.v.

Stone.)
JGLESSY, sb. Lnk. Meaning unknown.
The scent o' glessy on the fire Cam stovin' up the lum, Nichol-

son Kilwuddie (ed. 1895) 154.

GLIB, sb.
2 s.Wor. 1. Jelly, smoothness like a jelly

;

see below. Cf. glib, adj.

Applied to rotten mangolds, which are soft and have the look of

jelly ; also applied to the jelly of meat. ' E's mangols be gone

rottenified like, 'em's a' ov a glib' (H.K.).

2. The mucus of the nose, (ib.)

GLIBLY, v. Dor. To walk freely. (E.C.M.)

GLIGG, sb. Sh.I. An opening in the roof of a byre

or cattle-shed. Sh. News (Oct. 21, 1899).

GLIME, sb.
1 Lakel.2 A sullen, sidelong look.

GLIME, sb.2 Wm. & Cum. 1

GLIMMER, v. 1. Cum. (E.W.P.)

GLIMP, sb. and v. Sc. 1. sb. A glimpse, glance,

cursory look.

Abd. He never had a glimp o' the fause face o' her, Macdonald
Malcolm (1875) II. 228.
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2. v. To blink.
Gall. Jess, wi' neive at his een, Gaured Jock Stan' baith glimpin'

an' winkin', Scott Gleanings (1881) 89.

GLISK, sb. 2. Lakel.2

GLISTER, sb.2 s.Lan.1

GLOGGIE, adj. Abd. Insipid, unnatural, artificial.

I never likit to hear nane o' them speyk the Erse, it was aye sae
gloggie and baneless, Macdonald R. Falconer (1868) 83.

JGLOICE, sb. Gmg. A sharp pang of pain. Collins
Cower Dial, in Trans. Philol. Soc. (1848-50) IV. 222.

JGLOMMER'T, pp. Lan. Bewildered, mentally con-
fused.
A school . . . wheer one's farely glommert In pikein' th' good fro'

th' harm, Mellor Poems (1865) 32. s.Lan.1

GLOOM, sb.
1 Cor.3 Fog.

GLOP, sb. Lakel. 2 A surprised or startled look.
Hence Glopt, adj. startled.

GLOR, sb. 1. s.Wor. (H.K.)
GLORY, v. Oxf. With over: to exult over. Oxf.

(A.P.)

GLORYS, sb.pl. Wm. Yks. The eyes. See Glore, v.

Wm, Thoo may weel oppen thi glooaries, thoo auld slenk (B.K.).
w.Yks. My word, but he did oppen his glorys when he gate that
bill (ib.).

GLOSS, sb} n.Yks. (I.W.)
GLOURIKO, sb. Sh.I. The eye. (A.W.) Cf. glories.
GLOUT, sb. Cum. A lout, clumsy fellow. (J.Ar.)
GLOWBASON, sb. Dor. An ignorant, rough woman,

a term of great contempt. (L.S.)
GLUDDER, sb. Sh.I. A < haaf ' term for the sun.

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 121. Cf. glbd.
GLUE, sb. Pem. A glow-worm. (J.S.O.T.)
JGLUE, v. w.Yks. In phr. to let glue, to throw or

strike in a passion, to ' let fly.'

I stood it as long as I could, and then I let glue at him with the
hammer (M.N.).

GLUFFACE, adj. Or.I. Also written gluffls. Light-
headed, boisterous. Cf. gluff, sb. 2.
The glufface tike fairly flegged the fish, Dennison Sketches (ed.

1904) 3 ; ib. Gl.

GLUMSHOUS, adj. Sc. Sulky. Per. (G.W.), Wet.
(A.W.) SeeGlumsh. " *

GLUNDER, v. Dmf. To look sulky or surly.
There's no sense in sitting there glundering that gate, Hamilton

Mawkin (1898) 253.

GLUNNY, sb. Kcb. i.q. Glundy. Trotter Gall.
Gossip (1901) 460.

GLUNTOCH, sb. Rxb. A surly, sullen person. See
Glunt, sb. 5.
Was there ever seen such a tongue-tackit gluntoch as this?

Hamilton Outlaws (1827) 128.

GLUP, v. Cai. To beguile, wheedle ; to catch, make
a conquest of.

Dinna fash yersel aboot it. If ye glup the auld weyvar, ye'll no
ding me, M cLennan Peas. Life (1871) I. 261.

JGLUST,z/. Suf. To look sourly or sulkily. (E.G.P.)
Cf. glusky.

JGLYF, sb. w.Yks.2 [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A recess in a room.
GNANGNAIL, see N-angnail.
GNARLS, sb. pi. Uls. i.q. Knirls, Nirls.
He may have the ' gnarls' [chicken-pox], the. spots being like

knots or gnarls in wood, N. Whig (May 8, 1901).

GNARL'T, ppl. adj. s.Lan.1 i.q. Knarled.
GNARLY, adj. s.Wor. Of soil : lumpy, knotty.

(H.K.) See Gnarl, sb. 1

GNATTERY, ad;. 1. Cum. (E.W.P.)
GNIPE, sb. w.Yks.1

, nw.Der.1 The rocky summit of
a mountain. Cf. knipe, sb.1

GO, v. and sb. Var. dial, uses in Sc. Irel. and Eng.
I. v. Gram, forms. 1. Preterite : pi. Wenten. s.Lan. 1

,

Shr.1
(s.v. On). 2. Pp. (1) Goned, (2) Went, (3) Wenten.

(1) s.Pem. (M.S.C.) (2) Ir. Francey's went off somewheres wid
his gun, Barlow Martin's Comp. (1896) 83. n.Lln.1

, Hrf.2 s.Pem.
' He have went ' is considered ' elegant ' for ' He has gone,' but is

not used with a neg. (M.S.C.) Glo. 1 Dor. Windsor Mag. (Mar.

1900) 413. w.Som.1 Dev. Reports Provinc. (Aug. 1902) No. 18.

(3) Nhb. 1 Still in constant use. ' He should he' wenten hissel.'

II. Dial, meanings. 1. v. In phr. (1) to go again, to

reappear after death
; (2) — against, to go to meet

; (3)— in, of the hour : to approach, draw near ; (4) — on to,

to scold ; (5) — round land, (6) — to oneself, to die; (7)
go away back .' or — away by ! a drover's call to his sheep

;

(8) — round them! an order to a dog to collect together
a flock of sheep

; (9) — set / an exclamation of contempt.
(1) n.Dev. How hes Vauther went agen, in shape of a gurt voul

theng, Exm. Crtshp. (1746)1. 438. (2) s.Pem. How [why] didn't

you go against Liz! (M.S.C.) (3) n.Yks. (I.W.) (4) Shr. 1

Dunna g6o on to the child, 'er couldna 'elp it. They wenten on to

the young 'ooman shameful (s.v. On). (5) Cor. He went round
land at las', an' was found dead in his bed, ' Q.' Troy Town (1893)
132. (6) Sh.I. (J. S.) (7) Lakel. 2 (8) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (9) Nhb.
Graham Red Scaur (1896) 149.

2. Comp. (1) Go-between, a servant who does part ofthe
work of a housemaid and part of that of a cook

; (2)
bout, a vagabond, tramp ; also used attrib.

(1) Sc. A^. & Q. (1888) 7th S. vii. 37. (2) Cor. Fightin' over me
like two tinklers over a go-'bout woman ! Lee Paul Carah (1898) 141.

3. To indicate time, as a clock or watch.
s.Dev. Spoken not only of indication by striking, but by dial at

any period of the hour (W.C.P.).

4. Obs. To pass, distance. Wxf.1 Th' ball want a cowlee, 88.

5. With with : to become of, happen to.

War.3 What went with his son ?

6. sb. As much as one can carry at one time.
Don. Fetch in a couple of goes of brasna, Macmanus O'Friefs

(1903) 18.

7. Phr. (1) the go, a stir, commotion, bustle
; (2) to be upon

thefull go, to move about in a bustling, stirring way.
(1) I.Ma. The go that was in the house over the wedding you

wouldn' believe (S.M.). (2) se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
GOAB-FIRE, sb. Lth. i.q. Gob-fire, s.v. Gob, sb.3 3.
Checking the progress of a ' goab ' fire which has existed in some

disused workings in the pit since August last, Scotsman (Dec.
5, 1902).

GOB, sb? Nhb. Yks. 1. In phr. a bat of the gob,
a blow on the mouth. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. Conceit, im-
pudence, ' side.'

Nhb, Theor wes the dorg lyin' by the fireside aal biv hissel, an' as
full o' gob as could be, Pease Mark o' theDeil (1894) 29.
GOB, v.

1
8. se.Lin. (J.T.B.), Hmp. (H.R.)

GOBBINGLY, adv. s.Lan.1 Foolishly. See Gobbin, sb. 2

JGOBBLING-GUT, sb. Cth. A game played by boys,
with nuts strung on a string for the purpose. (W.W.S.)
See Cobblety-cuts.
JGOBBOCK, 56. I.Ma. ? The piked dog-fish, Squalus

acanthias. Also used as a term of contempt.
The Dalby folks are called Gobbocks from their partiality to

that fish, Denham Tracts (ed. 1892) 203.
GOBBY, sb. Dor. (E.C.M.) i.q. Gobbalew.
GOBBY, adj. Cum. Also in form gobbly. Impudent

obtrusively loquacious or talkative. See Gob, sb.2 4.
Thoo moant be gobby wi' me, meh lad ! or Ah'U crack thee lutr

for theh (E.W.P.).

GOB-MIRE, sb. Wor. See below. Cf. gob, v.*
' It wants a channel, it's a regular gob-mire.' Said of the mouth

of a drain from a clear spring emptying on to a sloping bank, which
having brought down more water than the land would absorb had
converted the space around the opening of the drain into a slough
(t.a.).

GOD, sb. Wm. Lan. In phr. (1) God's plenty, a surfeit,
more than sufficient. Wm. (B.K.)

; (2) come d God'snum
or name, said of an illegitimate child. s.Lan *

nRW?^' ifu c
War

; The thick root of a fee.
(J.R.W.) Also called Spur (q.v.).

^°?I?'/6u. ^b
u
d>

L
A trace

'
smallest amount or atom.

v,™ £ o
s" 1Phur

„
he hldna a godin 0' flee [turnip fly], Abd.

Wkly. tree Press (Jan. 18, 1904).
GOFFET,sZ>. Cum. (E.W.P.) i.q. Goffram

(jg™}* Cum. Foolishness.silliness; nonsense.

GOFFRAMITE,' sb. Lakel.2
i.q. Goffram

Some o' them gurt empty-heeded gofframites, 'at's lowsed his
lin-pin (s. v. Empty-heeded).
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GOGGLY, adj. Som. Giddy, used of sheep. (W.F.R.)
GOGHENDIES, sb. Don. Used as an expletive or oath.
Great goghendies ! but it's me's the sufferin' man, ' Mac ' Road

to Donegal (3rd ed.) 7 ; By the goghendies there was no sign of
anything, ib. 230.

JGOHAMS, sb. pi. Obs. Sc. Bent pieces of wood,
slung on each side of a horse, for supporting panniers,
&c. Cf. hatne, sb.1

A crook saddle, with a pair of creels and gohams, Hope Minor
Practicks (1734) 540 (Jam.).

GOING, prp. s.Lan.1 In comb. (1) Gooing-chair, a small
chair without bottom, and moving on castors, used to sup-
port little children while learning to walk

; (2) -in-brass,

admission money to an entertainment or show of any
kind

; (3) -off club, see below.
(3) A club into which factory operatives pay a certain sum

weekly through the year, which they draw out at wakes-time to

defray the expenses of a trip to the sea-side, and for other purposes.

GOLDEN, adj. and sb. Wm. Pern. Oxf. 1. adj. In
comb. (1) Golden ball, a golden opportunity ; see below

;

(2)— chains, the laburnum, CytisusLaburnum
; (3) — rod,

see below.
(1) Oxf. Used in saying, ' The golden ball never goes up but once'

(A. P.). (2) s.Pem. (M.S.C.) (3) Wm. A game played by dirty

boys. It consists in a boy being blindfolded and mounted on
another boy's back ; his golden rod is presented to him by his

mates, who first of all smear it in excrement (B.K.).

2. sb. The goldfinch, Carduelis elegans. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)
See Goldy, sb. 2.

tGOLDEN-PRIDE, sb. Per. A flower of some kind,

prob. a coined word for the Chrysosplenium oppositifolium.

Mosses and golden-prides mingle and spread, Like silk-tasseled

drapery on queen's bridal bed, Spence Poems (1898) 174.

GOLDERING, ppl. adj. Suf. Bothering, tiresome,
annoying.

Git awa'i yew golderin' mawther. . . Doon't yew come where
yew ain't noo good, Fison Merry Suf. (1899) 19.

GOLDING, sb. 1. Cum. (J.Ar.)

GOLLY, si.1 Wor. A gosling. (W.C.B.)
GOME, see Gaum, sb.1

GOMERKAL, sb. Uls. i.q. Gomeril(l. Hamilton
Bog (1896) 17.

GOMMEL, sb. Irel. Also in form gommerlin. i.q.

Gomeril(l.
Don. Och, ye gommerlin, ye, Macmanus BendofRd. (1898) 211.

Mun. If I had the poor gommel between my two hands, Barry
Wizard's Knot (1901) 70.

GONE, pp. and ppl. adj. Or.I. Yks. Wor. Cor. 1. In

comb. (1) Gone-away land, ' Hades
' ; (2) — dead, (3)— over, dead.

(r) Or.I. Gin dey mak' a mock o' ane anither i' the gane-awa land,

Best kens, for I ken no', Dennison Sketches (ed. 1904) 21. (2)

s.Wor. (H.K.) (3) Cor.8 A dying man on his own bed fancied he

was not at home, could not be convinced because he was gone over.

2. ppl. adj. Of milk: sour. n.Yks. (I.W.)

GONER, sb.2 Edb. A person in bad health and not

likely to recover. (J.F.) •

GONGOOZLER, sb. Lakel. An idle and inquisitive

person who stands staring for prolonged periods at any-

thing out of the common. Bradshaw Canals (1904) 473.

GOOATY, sb. w.Yks. A term of derision applied to

a person brought up on the moors, and not very refined

or smart. (B.K.) Cf. gooad.
GOOD, adj. and v. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Lakel. Lan. Dev.

1. adj. In comb. (1) Good-luck, the common club-moss,

Lycopodium clavadium
; (2)— place, heaven ; (3)— stuff,

a child's term for sweets, cakes, &c. ; (4) — Sunday,

Sunday ; (5) -taking, said of anything good to eat.

(1) Lakel. 2 (2) Sc. (Jam.), Bnff. 1 (s. v. Place). (3) s.Lan. 1

(4) Nhb. 1 (s. v. War-day). (5) s.Lan. 1

2. Phr. (1) as good as one can, as well as is possible. Ir.

Spectator (Apr. 25, 1903); (2) good win' to you.' long life

to you ! n.Ir. (J.S.) 3. v. To increase, become added

to by interest.

Dev. That's my Sib's money. It goodied up to a thousand

pound, Phillpotts Good Red Earth (1901) 28. Cor. 3

GOODLY, adj. n.Yks. In phr. goodly bargains on, an
exclamation of heedlessness or contempt. (I^W.)
GOODLY-BADLY, adv. Cum. Said of a sick person

whose looks belie his illness. (E.W.P.)
GOODRICH, sb. 1 (2). Suf. (J.R.) i.q. Gatteridge.
IGOODS, sb.pl. Dial, unknown. Lead ore. (W.W.S.)
GOODY, int. w.Yks. An exclamation or imprecation

expressing surprise, &c. (S.P.U.)

GOOL, sb.2 1. s.Lan.1 Also in form guild.
JGOOM, sb. Sh.I. ?The fleshy part of the thumb to

which the nail adheres.
I cleev'd da face o' me toom [thumb]. . . Yis, A'm laid him [it]

open, an' lows'd da nail frae da goom, Sh. News (May 14, 1898).

GOOSE, sb. Sc. Lakel. 1. In comb. (1) Goose-arsed,
applied to an ill-shaped horse that ' drops ' too much at

the rump. Wm. (B.K.) ; (2) -turd-green, the colour of
goose droppings. Lakel.2 2. Phr. hunt the goose,

a game ; see below.
Ags. A game, still played by young people, in which one of the

company, having something that excites ridicule unknowingly
pinned behind, is pursued by all the rest, who cry out, ' hunt the

goose ' (Jam., s. v. Call-the-guse).

3. A large stone used in the game of curling.
Lnk. Tak' ye the goose a gouff 'e cheek, And if ye get a right

in-weik Then down the port, M°Indoe Poems (1805) 57.

GOPE, v.2 Pern. To seize, grasp. (J.S.O.T.) Cf.

goup, v.2

GOPE, see Gaup.
tGORDLIN, sb. Sc. An unfledged bird, a nestling.

[? Misprint for gorblin(g (q.v.).]

Or hath the gled or foomart . . . Stown afT the lintie gordlins frae

the nest ? Tarras Poems (1804) 3 (Jam.).

GORE, sb.
1
1. se.Lin. (J.T.B.), s.Pem. (J.S.O.T.), Hmp.

(H.R.)
+GORE, sb. Lin. A hay-cock ; the hay from a few odd

bits of the field, as opposed to a whole ' windrow ' or full

length of swath. Cf. gore, v.
2

Lin. 1 The waggon will hold a gore or two more. sw.Lin.

(R.E.C.)

JGORKEREL, sb. Wal. The cormorant, Phalacrocorax
carbo. N. &> Q. (1878) 5th S. x. 105.

+GORLE, v. s.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To devour eagerly. (Hall.)
GORNAL, adj. Stf. See below.
A donkey was a gornal cuckoo, and ' gornal long-ears ' were

donkeys' ears. Stupidity was described as having ' gornal ears

'

or ' gornal long-ears,' Chron. (Oct. 25, 1901).

JGO-ROUNDINGS, sb. pi. Oxf. The acts of going the

rounds.
And in her go-roundings of no account, for to catch the notice of

a man much, Blackmore Cripps (1876) xxi.

GORRETTING, prp. Mon. See below.
In order to protect the banks [of the River Usk] from erosion by

the stream, the riparian owners drove rows of stakes into the

bed of the river, and filled up the space between the stakes and the

banks with stones retained by withes worked between the stakes,

for the purpose of making a number of tiers, rising step above step,

so as to prevent the river from eating away the banks ; this was
locally termed ' gorretting,' Law Reports (1901), 2 Chancery, 406.

JGORSEWAGGING, vbl. sb. Lan. Meaning unknown.
Why then to tell o" true I'r breed with a gorsewagging, Tim

Bobbin View Dial. (1746) Reader 20, ed. 1811.

GORT, sb. Frf. A clot or mass of blood, &c.

Seeing him vomit gorts o' gore She screamed and sank upon the

floor, Edwards Mod. Poets, 6th S. 76.

GOSLIN(G, sb. 6. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

GOSS, sb.5 War. In phr. as tough asgoss, very tough

indeed. (C.T.O.)

GOSSABEED, int. Cor. God forbid ! see below.

In use in Paul parish. It is never used in a serious sense, nor as

a pious and fervent exclamation, but rather as a humorous equivalent

of ' Not I indeed, not if I know it,' Cornish Teleg. (Oct. 27, 1904).

JGOSSHOMM, int. Cor.2 Also in form gothhomm.
[Not known to our correspondents.] An expression of

contempt. Cf. gishom.
GOSSOK, si. tObs. Wgt. A term applied in derision

to an old type of inhabitant of Galloway.
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Mixed up with Irish, Gossoks, and other incomers, Saxon Gall.

Gossip (ed. 1878) 17 ; The Fingauls assign to them all the eccentricities

attributed to themselves, and derisively call them Gossoks, ib. 18.

JGOSTLING, vbl. sb. Lan. Bullying. Cf. gauster.
They conjurn up poor fellies to appear ; And then the gost'ling

[gost'ring, ed. 1894], Byrom Poems (1773) I. 117, ed. 18x4.

JGOTHARDLY, adv. Dur. Regularly, frequently.
We went as gothardly to pit for six and twenty, and eight and

twenty shillings a fortnight then (F.P.).

JGOUFE, v, Obs. n.Cy. To stare. (J.L. 1783.) Cf.
gauve.
GOUG, sb. Heb. A young solan goose. Macpherson

Wild-fowling (1897) 207.
GOUGH, sb. n.Irel. See below.
In a manner as nate, without pencil or slate, As though he'd been

born with the Gough in his breast. Note. Gough's 'Young Man's
Best Companion,' formerly the high standard of education among
the peasantry, Lays and Leg. (1884) 46.

GOURLOCK, s£. Gall. The root of the earth chestnut,
Conopodium denudatum. (J.M.) Cf. gourlins.
GOVY, sb. Lakel.2 A clownish fellow. Cf. gaby, sb.

L

GOW, adj. Wgt. Petted, spoiled, applied to a pampered
dog. (A.W.)
GOWAN, sb. Gall. The buttercup, Ranunculus acris.

(J.M.)
GOWET,^. Abd. Persuaded, induced.
He wis that strong they wur fieyt t' tak' 'im. Bit his fowk got

him gowet owre t' gie 'imser' up, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Dec. 5,
1903)-

GOWLANS, sb.pl. Lakel.2 i.q. Goldens.
GOWP, sb. Sc. In phr. a gowp in the lift, a squint or

cast in the eye. (G.W.)
GOWST, v. Gall. To speak loudly and angrily. (J.M.)

[Corr. of Mactaggart's definition.]

GOWTS, sb. pi. Pem. Underground pipes, sewers.
(J.S.O.T.) See Gout, sbl
GOZENED, pp. Sh.I. Dried in the sun.
Fish for home consumption . . . was reested (dried inside with

fire and smoke), blawn (dried in the wind), and gozened (dried in
the sun), Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 177.

GOZZEN-CHACK, sb. Dor., Som. (L.S.) i.q.Goosen-
chick.

GRAATH, adv. w.Yks.1 In good heart or wind. Cf.
graith.
GRABBLE, v. 1. s.Wor. (H.K.)
GRACELESS, adj. Cum. Wanting in virtue or

character. Also used fig. See below.
Graceless kail is broth devoid of flavour or strength ; a graceless

man one wanting in common sense (E.W.P.).
GRACIOUSLY,^. Brks. i.q. Gracious, adv.
Other [collections] . . . were purely voluntary, the villagers

giving ' graciously,' as they themselves would call it, Hayden
Round our Vill. (1901) 160.

tGRAEFSTER, sb. Sh.I. In phr. a graefster o' a ebb
aboot da shore, meaning unknown. [? A very low ebb-tide.]
We needna care, fur he [it] was a graefster o' a ebb aboot da

shore, Sli. News (Sept. 10, 1898).

GRAFT, sb.2 Lakel. Wor. 1. The depth of a spade
in digging. Lakel.2 2. A dug field. Wor. (W.C.B.)
3. Digging ; hard work of any kind.
Lakel. In a facetious sense applied to a man's means of getting

a living. 'Ah sud think bi t'way yon laal fellow's putten on 'at

he's e fairdecent graft ' (B.K.). s.Wor. Us Ooster chaaps dooesn't
mind a bit o' graft (H.K.).

GRAIN, sb. 1 ne.Cum. 1. //. Used only ofoak trees
;

see below.
Applied to the branches of oak, large enough to be barked, too

small for timber, and too big for kindlin' (J.Ar.).

GRAINS, sb. pi. Cum.4 The dung of the otter, (s.v.
Coke.)
GRAITHEN, sb. w.Dur.1 Tools; harness. See

Graith, sb. 6, 7.

GRAITHIES, sb. pi. Pem. The leading harness of
a cart-horse. (J.S.O.T.) See Graith, sb. 6.
JGRAIV, sb. Ant. A ' taste ' for. (S.A.B.)
GRALLOCH, v. Inv. To disembowel or dress the

carcase of an animal temporarily. (H.E.F.)

GRALLY,s6. Cum.4 Disorder, confusion ; untidiness.

(s.v. Scrowe.)
GRAMMER-GRIGGLES, sb. Dor. The wild orchis,

Orchis mascula. (E.C.M.)
GRAMP, sb. Oxf. A nickname applied to a short (not

necessarily old) man. (C.T.O.)
GRAND, adj. and adv. s.Pem. Well in health ; nicely,

well. (M.S.C.)
JGRANDEREL, adj. w.Yks. Meaning unknown.
He bowt a first class granderel suit for abaht a pahnd, Pudsey

Ohn. (Oct. 1875).

GRANDFER,s6. Hmp. Wil. 1. In comb. Grandfer's
beard, the wild clematis, Clematis Vitalba. Wil. Gardener's
Wk. (1896) New S. No. cxi. 76. 2. The little pig of
a litter. Hmp. (H.R.)
GRANNY, sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. Suf. Dor. 1. In comb. (1)

Granny's bonnet, the columbine, Aquilegia vulgaris
; (2)— knot, a knot that easily comes untied

; (3) -'s mutches,
see(i)

; (4)

—

night-cap, the monkshood,Aconitum Napellus.

(1) Dor. (E.C.M.) (2) n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) Fif. Wiggin Penelope
in Sc. (1898) 201. (4) Suf. Betham-Edwards Lord of Harvest

(1899) 13-

2. The caterpillar of the tiger-moth. N.I.1 (s. v. Step-
mother's bairn).

GRASS-ORGAN, sb. Sur. A donkey.
The asinus harmonious, grass-organ, thistle-puke, or beesweet

—

all these names are given to that animal in our rural district, Son
of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 24.

GRAUNCH, v. Stf. (J.C.W.) i.q. Granch, v. 1.

GRAVEL, sb. Lakel. Lan. In comp. (1) Gravel-hole,
a gravel-pit. s.Lan. 1

; (2) -rash, a facetious term for
injuries to the skin caused by falling through drink, &c.
Lakel. 2

GRAVEL, v. 2. n.Yks. (I.W.)
GRAVITY-BAGS, sb. Wm. The seat of the trousers.

(J-M.)
GRAWNGE, v. War.3 i.q. Granch, 1.

GREASE, sb. Cum. 1. In comp. Grease-horn, (a)
a horn used by carters or mowers to carry grease.
Cum.4

;
(b) a term of disgust applied to a dirty person.

ib.
;

(c) a humbug, flatterer. (E.W.P.) 2. Flattery,
humbug. (E.W.P.)
GREASEHOOD, sb. ?Sc. See below. Cf. grisset.
Amongst the kitchen utensils the greasehood (for grisset) held a

prominent place— this being a long, shallow, iron vessel, resembling
an exaggerated ladle used for melting tallow, Blackiv. Mag. (Dec
1888) 812.

GREASER, sb. Cum. A humbug, hypocrite : a
flatterer. (E.W.P.)
GREAT, adj. Yks. Lan. Pem. In form greet s.Pem.

1. In phr. no great matter on him., not worth pitying or
troubling about. s.Lan.1

2. Of a river, &c. : swollen
with rain. n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. Familiar, friendly.
s.Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

GREAT-DABCHICK, sb. Dev. Cor. The crreat
crested grebe, Podiceps cristatus. Zoologist (1834) °XII
4255.
GREAWNT, sb. s.Lan.1

i.q. Grewhound.
GREEANCE, sb. Kcd. See below.
The ' Greeance,' the first of the various festivities incident to

a fisher's bridal. . . What's a' this crew gaithered in my hoose for ?
The greeance—the greeance, said ye ? There was never ane cam'
to the greeance the last time, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Feb o lonrl
GREEAVE,sA. w.Dur. 1

i.q. Grave, 3.
''

GREEDY, adj. Suf. Cor. 1. In comp. Greedverut
a greedy person. Suf. (M.B.-E.) 2. Phr. as greedy as
the grave, very greedy indeed. W. Morning News (Ar>r
22, 1902).

v f •

GREEN, adj. Sc. n.Cy. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Pem. Oxf
Lon. Som. 1 In comb. (1) Green-back, the coal-fish,"
Gadus vxrens

; (2) -bird, the greenfinch, Ligurinus chloris
(3) — cab, in phr. fit for nought but a green cab, a derisive
reference to lunacy

; (4) — crop, a crop of turnips, &c. •

(5) — fallow, land under turnips
; (6) — fodder grass

&c. mown and served to the stock without being dried •

(7) — ginger, in phr. the landofgreen ginger, a far-off land :
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(8) -gown, in phr. to give green-gown, to smother with hay-

in the hayfield
; (9) — lonnin, an unstoned, grassy road

or lane
; (10) -side, the turf on the roadside

; (11) — silk,

a slimy formation on the surface of stagnant water
; (12)— Tables, the Court of Session

; (13) — victuals, clover,

&c. given to animals in a green state.

(1) Cum.4 (s.v. Bluffin). (2) Lon. Macpherson Wild-fowling

(1897) 50. (3) w.Yks. If Ah war ta gooa aht in a coit like yond
fowk would say Ah war fit fer nowt bur a green-cab (B.K.). (4)
n.Yks. (I.W.), ne.Lan. 1 (s.v. White-crop). (5) n.Yks. (I.W.) (6)

n.Cy. The buck wheat has been mown for green fodder, Hunter
Georg. Ess. (1803)11.82. (7) Oxf. (A.P.) (8) Pem. (J.S.O.T.) (9)
n.Yks. (I.W.) (io)Som. (W.F.R.) (11) Wm. (B.K.) (i2)0r.I.

The Laird hed business at the Green-Teebles, Dennison Sketches

(ed. 1904) 10. (13) Oxf. (A.P.)

2. Of a fire: newly kindled.
Arg. To see the fires, not green but at their prime, Monro

/. Splendid (.1898) 246.

GREENING, sb. w.Cor. A kind of fair held on a small

scale.

Of course greening was the attraction for all youthful people,

Cor. Teleg. (Oct. 13, 1904).

GREENSWARD, sb. Bck. Grass on a hillside. (A.C.)

JGREESH, sb. Ayr. Meaning unknown.
She made it [a clue of yarn] stot, An' wall'd sae weel her arm,

That on the greesh she maist it broke, Fisher Poems (1790) 149.

GREEZER, sb. Per. Also written greaser. A beat-

ing, 'licking.'

The Boers hae gotten anither greezer frae General Roberts (G.W.)

.

GRET, pret. Wor. Grieved, sorrowed, mourned.
We gret more for the child than anything else (W.C.B.).

JGREW, sb. Sc. 'Favourable opinion. ['Misprint

for broo.] Cf. grah.
The purchaser had nae great grew of the man he was dealing

with, Caled. Merc. (June 9, 1823) (Jam.).

GREY, adj. and sb. Sc. Cum. Lan. 1. adj. In comb.

(1) Grey-bob, the lesser redpole, Linota rujescens ; (2)

-coat, a nickname for a countryman, wearing a grey

coat ; (3) -hound fox, see below
; (4) — ling

; (5)— podley, the coal-fish.

(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) Cum. Two grey cwoats were down at t'last

Whiteheven Show, Dickinson Remains (1888) 223. (3) Cum. The

old indigenous fox of the wild and hill districts of Cumberland, now
nearly extinct. There are said to be still a few of them left near

Patterdale, Wreay, and Longtown (E.W.P.). (4, 5) Sc. (Jam., s.v.

Seath).

2. sb. Obs. A badger. Cum. (E.W.P.)

GREYGROUND, sb. Wm. A greyhound.

GRIAP, v. Lakel.2 To catch trout by ' groping.'

GRIB, sb. and v. War.8

GRIBBLE, sb. Cor. ? An anchor.

1 am one of the scan-boat's crew : and we immediately set to

work, fixing tholes, hauling the gribble, and seeing that everything

else is in place, Good Wds. (1896) 14 ; We pay out rope as we
go, and when we reach land the gribble is taken out and fixed

ashore where it will be able to withstand our united strain upon it,

ib. 18.

GRID, sb.
2 and v. s.Lan.1 1. sb. A gridiron. 2. v.

To cook anything on a gridiron.

GRIDDLE, v? Cor. To sift, pass through a sieve.

See Griddle, sb. 4.
.

We must buck et and cob et and spal et an' griddle et twice, an'

then et'll be fitty, Hammond Parish (1897) 343.

GRIDE, v. s.Lan.1 To make a harsh scraping or

grating noise. He grided on his slate wi' th' slate-pencil.

GRIG, adj.2 Dor. Fretful. Kegan Paul Memories

(1809) 250. See Grig, v.
2

GRIM sb Cum. Brks. 1. In phr. Grim the collier,

the broad-leaved hawkweed, Hieracium boreale

Cum. A large and coarse-looking plant, nicknamed Grim the

collier' (E.W.P.).

2 A severe, forbidding-looking person.

Brks. Don't he look a reg'lar old grim, whoever he is ! Hayden

Round our Fill. (1901 )
IDI -

GRIMES-DIKE, sb. Sc. See below.

The same tradition applies to the Grimes-dike-..e. the ditch

made by magic, an appellation common to other works of the same

VOL. VI.

sort, and indiscriminately given to ancient trenches, roads, and

boundaries, Francisque-Michel Lang. (1882) 23.

GRIN, sb. 1. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
GRIN, v.

2 II. 1. s.Lan. 1

GRINAGOG, sb. War. (C.T.O.)
GRIND, sb.3 Sus. A term applied by Bognor fisher-

men to a long, narrow, wooden breakwater at right angles

to the shore. (A.J.W.) See Groin, sb.' 2.

tGRIND, sb. Sh.I. See below.
Da grind wi' da skoags, da skones, an' da glaan wir a' laid i' da

nabert locker i' da eft room, Spence F/k-Lore (1899) 244.

GRIND, v.
2 Sh.I. Of a cat : to purr.

Shii tumpid da cat frae whaur shu was sittin' at da fire grindin',

wi' hir e'en half close, Sh. Neivs (Jan. 19, 1901).

GRINDING, ppl. adj. n.Yks. In comb. Grinding dry,

dry enough to grind. (I.W.)

GRINDSTONE, sb. Abd. In phr. a light hand at the

grindstone, said of a hard, close-fisted man.
Robbie wis a ticht han' at the grinstane an' nae mistake. He

never ga a penny awa without seein' twa pennies in return, Abd.
Wkly. Free Press (Apr. 16, 1904).

GRIPPER, sb. Lakel. 2 A person of a miserly dis-

position.

JGRIPPER, sb. Irel. A process-server or sheriff's

officer ; a bailiff. (CD.)
GRIPS, sb. pi. s.Pem. The edges of the material

which, in sewing, are turned down when making a seam,

or turned in when hemming. (M.S.C.)

GRISKIN, sb. 1. s.Lan. 1

tGRISKIN, sb. I.W. Meaning unknown.
A griskin on her head bomes, Moncrieff Dream (1863) 1. 40.

GRIT, sb.
1 War.3 In phr. to put grit into the machine,

jig. to interfere, "check, thwart.

GRITLEY, adj. s.Lan.1 Sandy. Cf. grittle.

JGRIZZLE, sb. Dmf. (Jam.) The gooseberry, Rtbes

Grossularia.

GRIZZLE, v.
1 Wor. Brks. 1. To despond, look

forward unnecessarily to misfortune, &c. Wor. (E.S.)

2. To scold, reprove. Brks. (E.G.H.)

GRIZZLE, v.
3 n.Lin. With about: to mess about,

make in a mess ; to soil, dirty.

Men always does dirty things. They grizzle about wi" bacca'

an' things (E.P.).

GRIZZLY, sb. e.Cum. A term in use at Nenthead

for the largest cylinders now in use. (E.W.P.)

GROBBLE, v. Lakel.2 To probe.

tGROLE, sb. Sc. Meaning unknown.
The Grole o' the Geerie, The bowmen o' Mar ;

Upon the hill o'

Bennochie The Grole wan the war, Chambers Pop. Rhymes (ed.

1890) 266.

GRONCIE, sb. Abd. A term of admiration, applied

to anything large and fine of its kind. Cf. gurron.

Na sirs, bit sic a gurron o' a pipe, we've gotten. Ay, man, isna

that a gey groncie ? Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 8, 1904).

GROOAS, adj. Lakel.2 Hoarse. Cf. gross, adj.
1
3.

JGROOP, sb. n.Cy. Also written grouppe. A pen

for cattle ; a sheep-pen.
n.Cy. Grose (1790). [For payving about the great barne and

the grouppe in the lower oxen howse iiijs. iiijrf., Chet. Soc. Publ.

XXXV. 159.] . , ,

GROOPIN, sb. e.Cum. (J.Ar.) i.q. Groop, sb. 1.

GROSER, sb. s.Lin. Yks. Wkly. Post (June 2, 1900).

GROUND, sb. Or.I. Wm. Yks. Lan. Wor. Nrf. Also

in forms greawnd- s.Lan.1
; greund- Or.I. ;

grun- Wm.
1 In comb. (1) Ground-ivvin, the ground-ivy, Nepeta

Glechoma ; (2) -master, a landlord ; (3) -oven, the willow-

warbler, Phylloscopus trochilus; (4) -sel or -sill, the

threshold of a house ; a stone step or flag under a gate or

wicket
; (5) -sweat, a jocular term for the grave.

(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) Or.I. De greund-mester first, an' dan de King,

^uk law for share o' the Enlie, Dennison Sketches (ed. 1904) 7.

(3) Nrf. (B.H.) (4) Wm. Oor skeul wicket grunsill's worn hollow

wi t'barns sharpen ther pencils ont (B.K.). Hmp. (H.R.) (5)

s.Lan. 1 Ther's nowt 'at'll cure him bu' a greawnd-sweeot.

2. Phr. on the ground, having the shoes worn on the

ground. n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. pi. Allotment gardens

;

market gardens. Wor. (W.C.B.)
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GROUT, sb. 1
4. pi. Cum. (J .An), s.Lan. 1

, Pem. (J.S.O.T.),
Sun (L.J.Y.)
GROUTHEAD, sb. s.Lan. 1 Written greawt.
GROUTS, sb. pi. Glo. Oatmeal, porridge.
Oatmeal or porridge is always called ' grouts,' Gibbs Cotswold

Vill. (1898) 84.

GROVE, sb.2 n.Yks. (I.W.)
GROWER, sb. w.Yks. A glass-blower. Leeds &* Yks.

Merc. (May 14, 1903).
GROWN-TO, pp. War.3 See below.
Milk puddings, milk, porridge, .Sec., that burn in cooking and

have a disagreeable taste, without necessarily showing that they
have been burned, are said to have ' grown to,' or caught.
GROWTHY, adj. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
GROWZE, v.

2 War.3

JGROZERSQUEALS, sb. pi. Obs. Nhb. The out-
cry of itinerant vendors of gooseberries.
A town of music too for Bagpipes, Fiddles, Herring and Grozer-

squeals, Richardson Borderers Table-Bk. (1846) VIII. 29.

GRUB, sb.8 War. A blackhead or pimple on the face.
(C.T.O.)

GRUB, v.* 6. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
GRUB, i/.

4 War.3

He is grubbed at not getting the farm. (This means something
more than disappointed, it implies annoyance, or a personal
grievance, or a little soured.)

GRUDGEONS, sb. pi. Pem. (J.S.O.T.) i.q. Grudgings.
GRUEL, sb. and v. se.Lin. 1. sb. In phr. to give

one gruel, to chastise, punish. (J.T.B.) 2. v. To give
medicine to. (ib.)

GRUFF, sb.3 w.Yks. A shallow ravine ; a ' clough '

(q.v.).

The moors in this district [near Saddleworth] are unusually
lonely, and full of ravines, locally known as ' gruffs,' Dy. Dispatch
(Sept. 11, 1903) 2 ; They found Uttley's body on the bottom of the
gruff, Yks. Evening Post (Sept. 29, 1903) 6.

GRUFFER, sb. Per. i.q. Grandfer.
It is his gruffer's nose and chin the bairn bears, and no other,

Sarah Tytler Witch-wife (1897) 40.

GRULCHY, adj. Uls. Of the temper: easily aroused,
irritable, fiery. N. Whig (May, 8, 1901).
GRULE, sb. Gall. A mixture of fluid and solid parts,

applied to an effusion of blood, &c. from an old wound.
(J.M.) Cf. grool, sb.

GRULTEN, sb. and v. Ken. 1. sb. Stubble, ' after-
math.' (H.K.) 2. v. To turn pigs, &c. on to stubble
or 'grulten.' (ib.)

GRUMBLE-GUDGEON, sb. Stf. A grumbler, cur-
mudgeon. (J.C.W.)
GRUMONS, sb. Gall. Blood or effusion from an old

wound. (J.M.)
GRUMP, v.

2 Cai.1

GRUNDGLE, sb. Oxf. A dwarf; an undersized child
or animal. (A. P.) Cf. grungy, sb.2

GRUNGE,!;. Cum. Dev. 1. To growl. SeeGrounch,
Grunch.

Dev. ATotnes woman, nativeof Cor., educated in Dev., speaking of
the cat, exclaimed, ' I heard him grunging and saw he had a bone,'
Reports Provinc. (Aug. 1902) No. 18.

2. Fig. To grumble.
Cum.4 He's nivver reet ; he's grungin, growlin, an' grumblin

still, Penrith Obs. (Mar. 1, 1904) 6.

GRUN-I-SWALLOW, sb. Gall. A corruption of
'groundsel' (q.v.). (J.M.)
GRUNTIE, sb. Abd. (G.W.) i.q. Grunter.
JGRUPPER, v. Wil. 1 To give up.
GRUT, sb. Nrf. Used jig. in phr. to leave a swede in

the grut, to let alone, leave an old story untold.
Lave that swede in the grut. That yarn's gettin' very near as

old as your grandfather, Rhys Diverted Village (1903) 138.
1GUAD, v. Kcd. Meaning unknown. [? Misprint.]
He never snored for want of breath, Nor try'd to guad when in

the graith, Jamie Muse (1844) 60.

GUBBIN-HOLE, sb. s.Wor. (H.K.) Also written
gubban-. i.q. Gubbarn.
GUBBLE, sb. Glo. A drink.
' Thah ship ull die !

' 'A on't, I bet 'ee a gubble' (H.K.).

GUBBY, sb.
2 Sus. A hat or cap. (E.E.S.)

GUCKOO, sb. Cor. The wrasse, Labrus variegatus.

Also in comp. Guckoo-fish. Pall Mall Mag. (Dec. 1900) 51 1.

GUDGER, sb. Dor. Cake. Kegan Paul Memories

(1899) 249.

JGUERDON, sb. Sc. Protection, safeguard. Grose
(1790) MS. add. (C.)

GUGGLE, v.
1 War.3 To laugh inwardly.

GUIDE, v. Yks. Nrf. 1. In comb. Guide-ye-right, see

below.
Nrf. The liquor facetiously termed among us ' guide-ye-right'

—

because with any amount of it on board you are said to be able to

pursue a straight path, Mann Dulditch (1902) 125.

2. To manage, control. n.Yks. (I.W.)

GUIDER, sb. Wm. (B.K.)

GUIDET, pp. Abd. Tried, harassed, burdened.
' Jist think fat wye A'm guidet wi' that auld cairt o' mine there,'

and she pointed to lang Willie's bed, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne
(1903) 117.

GUILLET, see Quillet.

GUILP, sb. w.Yks. A noise in the throat when
swallowing. Yks. Wkly. Post (June 2, 1900).

JGUILP, sb. w.Yks. The scum from porridge.
There, pale t'guilp off, un' then ye'll hae done wi't, Bronte

Wuthering Hts. (1847) xiii.

GUINEA-PEG, sb. Lan. A game.
The games of quoits, 'guinea-peg,' and football seem to be in-

digenous to the district, Smith & Short Hist. Ribchester (1890) 72.

GULCH, sb. Won Pem. 1. A glutton. Also in
form gulchin. Pem. (J.S.O.T.) 2. A rush of water.
Won (W.C.B.)
GULE, v.

1 Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
GULF, v. 1. s.Lan. 1 Also written gulph.
GULL, v.

5 Hrt. Of mud : to ooze up. (E.S.F.)
+GULLETS, sb. pi. n.Cy. Jacks. Grose (1790).
GULLOCK, sb. Pem. The pollack, Merlangus pol-

lachius. (J.S.O.T.)

GULLOOT, sb. Per. A big, ugly fellow. (G.W.)
GULLUCK, v. e.Mon. i.q. Gullock.
Don't give me any more, I can't gulluck it (H.A.E.).
GULLY, sb. Shr. i. q. Gull, sb.2 4.
The village children seek for ' gullies,' there so called, no doubt,

from their similarity in colour to goslings, Warter Old Shr. Oak
(1886) i.

GULLY, v.
3 s.Wor. With out: to bulge, protrude.

(H.K.) '
K

GULLY-BAG, sb. Lakel.2 A leather pouch in which
a butcher carries his knives or 'gullies.'

GULP-COP, sb. s.Dev. Also in form -cup. A butter-
cup. (W.C.P.) Cf. gulty-cup.
GULPIN, sb. n.Irel. A thick-witted, stubborn fellow.
Divil a gulpin or prodistan spulpin But cross'd himself jist like

the rest whin he pray'd, Lays and Leg. (1884) 58.
GULSH, adv. e.An. 1 Prone, at full length, (s.v.

Swattock.)
& y

tGULSHOCK, adj. Ayr. In phr. a gulshock scoot,
?a boy's popgun or pea-shooter made out of some hollow-
stemmed plant, perhaps the Heracleum Sphondylium.

Stottin' up the gate like a haw from a callan's gulshock scoot
Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 259.
GUM, sbl n.Yks. The rheum of the eyes. (I W )
GUM, sb* ?Obs. Rnf. Disturbance, variance.
His moving that he should preach one day, and Mr. Black

another, and so per vices, . . . increased the gum in the parish,Wodrow Corres. (1709-31) I. 431, ed. 1843.
tGUM, sb. Nhp. Coarseness.
The sheep have ' bones clean from wool, opposed to what isnow called gum or coarseness,' Reports A^ric. (i?aa-i8i^ mGUMMY, sb Wm In comb. Ma gummy ! an expletive

or oath. See Gum, sb.3
r

Aw
!
ah

!
ma gummy

! 'Elp ! Murder
! Eh ! Oh ! Ollivant Owd

±>ob (ed. 1900) 252.

GUMMY, adj. s.Wor. (H.K.)
GUMP, sb. Gall. A large piece or portion. (AW 1

GUN, v.
1 Pem. To watch, spy.

P ( '

'A was gunnin' at me through the hedge all the time (J.S.O.T.).



GUN [123] HACKING

GUN, v.
2 Abd. See below.

Farmers in blasting the rock or boulders in their fields speak of
the charge that goes off without splitting the stone as ' gunning.'
' Three o' the charges gunned on me ; I'll uphaud this ane winna
gun' (G.W.).

GUNDYMAN, sb. Ayr. See below.
There were then [1780] three individuals to the plough— a boy

who acted as gaudsman, the ploughman, and a ' gundyman,' with
a long pole fastened to the beam of the plough (which was then
all of wood save ' the metals '), and whose business it was to aid

the ploughman by pushing the plough off, or to him, as occasion

required. This was considered the hardest work of all, so that

it used humorously to be said that the gundyman got three eggs
to his breakfast, the ploughman two, and the gaudsman one,

Westminster Gazette (Mar. 13, 1893).

1GUNNERROOM, sb. ? Obs. Sc. Meaning unknown.
I only should come a little to the gunner-room and speak with

them, and the boat should be stayed till I should goe back,

Wodrow Soc. Set. Biog. (1847) I. 180.

GUN-PLUCKER,s6. Abd. A kind of fish; see below.
Cf. gtmdie, sb.

' Fat's that ? Oh, it's a gun-plucker,' and a wide-mouthed fish

is taken off the hooks in disgust, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (June
n, 1904).

JGUN-SLEEVED, adj. Sc. ? Having sleeves shaped
like a gun, wide at the shoulder and tight at the wrist.

No less than a gun-sleev'd linen sark on him, Graham Writings

(1883) II. 53.

JGURDASTORIE, sb. Sh.I. A rope made of straw, &c.
Winding it may be simmonds or gurdastories for his maeshies

and rivakessies, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 179 ; ib. 239.

GURLY, adj. Pem. Cross, sour-tempered. (J.S.O.T.)

See Gurl, adj. 8.

IGURNING-BONES, sb. pi. Sc. Meaning unknown.
Ill bred lambs, marked by . . . flat ribs, sharp shoulder-top,

round gurning-bones, and twisted legs, Farm Reports, Sutherland

(1832) 69.

GURRON, sb. Abd. Anything very fine of its kind.

Na sirs, bit sic a gurron o' a pipe we've gotten. That's een'll

haud th' full o' 'er ony wye, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 8, 1904).

GURTHY, adj. Fif. Fig. Weighty, solid.

I canna agree that it has the fine gurthy sound o' Philosophy,

or even the full meaning, Setoun Skipper of Barncraig (1901) 41.

GUSHING, ppl. adj. Cor.3 Of wind : rushing, boister-

ous, high. Cf. gush, sb. 1

GUSSET-HOUSE, sb. Sc. A house standing at a
corner, thus forming a division between two streets.

(W.B.W.) See Gusset, sb. 4.

GUSSIE, sb. Frf. One of the divisions of an orange.
(W.A.C.)
JGUTLER, sb. Dev. Meaning unknown.
It happ'd at Plymouth town so fair and sweet, Where wandering

gutlers, wandering gutlers meet, . . Bartering, like Rag-fair Jews,
with one the other, With carrots, cabbage leaves, and breathless

cats, Peter Pindar Wks. (1816) I. 398.

GUTRICH, sb. 1 (2). Suf. (J.R.) i.q. Gatteridge.
GUTS, v. War. (C.T.O.)

GUTTER, sb.
2 Sc. A person who unpacks the

1
farlins ' or herring-boxes.
Sh.I. Da gutters awa' at Baltasund left da cran boxes, or

faarlins, as they ca' dem, lipprin' wi' herrin', Sh. News (Aug. 11,

1900). Abd. (G.W.)
GUTTER, v.

3 Edb. Of running water : to gurgle,

make a noise.
The burn guttered an* gurled an clang An' yattered an' yam-

mered an' chirled alang, Edwards Mod. Poets, 9th S. 70.

GUTTLE, v. 1. Cum. (E.W.P.)
GUTTY, adj. 2. Hmp. (H.R.)

GUYLTE,s6. Sh.I. A full-grown pig. (J.S.) See Gilt.

GUZZUM, sb. Glo. Sewage mud. (H.S.H.)

GWAGRER, sb. Pem. A sieve-maker. (J.S.O.T.)

JGWAM, v. Rnf. To faint, swoon. [Misprint for

dwam.]
Syne gwamin' [he] began for to bock, Till reviv'd by the effect

o' the bottle, Webster Rhymes (1835) 83.

GWITE, sb. Dmf. i.q. Get't, 2.

A nurse or twa to wash an' dress an' gang aboot wi' her cock-

nosed gwites, Ponder Kirkcumdoon (1875) 20.

GYPE, sb. Sc. (G.C.) i q. Gaup, sb. 5.

JGYTLIN, adj. Sc. Belonging to the fields, rural.

Bch. (Jam.) Abd. Daft gytlin thing ! what gypitness is this ?

Tarras Poems (1804) 119 (Jam.).

H
HA', see Hall, sb.1

HAALER, sb. Sh.I. A'so in form haalyin. A'haaf
term for a cow.
The word ' hali,' for a cow's tail, is lost, but the fishermen, when

at the 'haaf,' used to call the cow 'de haaler' or 'haalyin,' signifying

the long-tailed animal, Jakobsen Dial. (1897) 16.

HAARY, adj. Sc. Foggy, misty. Cf. haar, sb?

e.Sc. There couldna be a better night, sae haary an' dark,

Strain Elmslie's Drag-net (1900) 115.

JHAAS, v. Suf. In phr. all one can haas one's tongue

to, Ifig. all that is possible, to the utmost limit of speech.

e.Suf. He swore and called me all he could haas his tongue to

(F.H.).

JHAASLIG, sb. Sh.I. The wool on the neck of a

sheep. Sh. News (Oct. 9, 1897). See Haslig.

HABBLE-HOBBLE, sb. Sc. A tumult, hubbub;
' rumpus.' See Habble, sb. 2.

Kcb. Hoot! what's a' the habble-hobble about ? Mum Muncraig

( T ac*O 1 H2

HABBLE-JOCK, sb. Sc. A turkey-cock. See Habble.

Ags. John swalled himsef oot juist tor a' the world like a

habble-jock, Reid Houetocn, 171.

HACK, sb> and v.
1 Lakel. Glo. 1. sb. A row of

half-made hay. Glo. (S.S.B.) See Hatch, sb* 2. v.

Phr. (1) to hack and hassle, to shave with a blunt razor.

Lakel.2 ; (2) — and hew, to attempt to mow with a blunt

scythe, 'ib.
; (3) — dykes, to mow with a scythe the sides

of a field, where the machine cannot go. ib. 3. With

in : to rake up hay into rows. Glo. (S.S.B.) 4. To
cough in a hard, dry manner, esp. in phr. hacking and
coughing. Lakel.2

HACK, sb. 2 War. Wor. Oxf. In comp. (1) Hack-caps,

light frames holding straw arranged like a light thatch,

used to cover newly-made bricks while drying on the
' hacks' (q.v.) ; (2) -house, a shed for opening up newly-

made bricks to the air. See Hack, sb. 2 8.

(1) War. 3 Wor. The flames reached seme hack-caps, Eteshcm

Jrn. (Sept. 14, 1902). (2) Oxf. (C.F.H.J.)

HACK, v.
2 Sc. Of the stomach: to loathe, turn

against. Cf. hawk, v}
Abd. Gar him live upo' saut herrin' an' frostit taties till the verra

guts o'm hack again, W. Watson A uld Lang Syne (1903) 91.

"IHACK-A-THRAW, sb. Sc. ?An obstinate, deter-

mined fellow. Cf. hawkathraw.
s.Sc. Ye're a sneck-drawing dog, A fule, a hack-a-thraw, man,

Allan Poems (1887) 95.

JHACKIN-CROOK, sb. Lan. The crook, suspended

in a chimney, on which kettles, &c. are hung over the fire.

Cf. reckancrook, s.v. Reckan.
n.I an. Mischief will ccme of it ; . . the hacken-crcok wagged as I

set the pot o' th' fire forth' swine, Thornber Penny Stone (1845)29.

JHACK1NG, prp. Scm. In phr. hacking and heeling,

throwing up earth in ridges by ploughing or hoeing, and
harrowing in the seed. See Hack, v> 22, Heal, v.

2 4.

The practice of hacking end heeling for wheat, Young Annals

Agric. (1784-1815) XXX. 354; (G.E.D.)

R 2



HACKLE [!24] HALLICK

HACKLE, v. Lakel.2 To dress, equip, get ready, put
in order. See v? 7.

HACKLEY-WALL, sb. Lan. A natural wall or
division in a mine. Railway Review (Sept. 27, 1901) 10.

HAD, see Hold, sb., v.

JHADYEDS, ? Sc. Meaning unknown.
Ayr. The wanton lamb that plays 'mong hadyeds heather,

Ainslie Land of Burns (ed. 1892) 59.

HAE, sb. Sc. In phr. to hand a hae an' cry, to make
a fuss, ' to-do,' ' hue and cry.'

Abd. Some foak haud a hae an' cry about smokln' bein' sic a
fool nesty custom, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (May 7, 1904).

HAFFIT-CLOSE, adv. Sc. Very close together, as
near as possible. See Haffet, sb.

Arg. Provost Brown with his chair haffit-close against his wife's,

Munko/. Splendid (1898) 316.

HAFFLE, v. Cum. Wm. Lan. Also in forms hiffle

s.Lan. 1
; iffal Wm. 1

1. In phr. iffal and offal, to pre-
varicate ; to talk in a stammering, uncertain manner.
Wm. I hear thee say Iffal an' affal as thou may, Sewart

Rhymes (1869) 21.

2. Comp. HifHe-haffle, hesitancy
;
prevarication. s.Lan.1

3. To quarrel, dispute, argue.
Cum. When two men are squabbling the one may cease the

squabbling by saying ' I will not haffle with you any longer

'

(E.W.P.).

4. To scold ; to worry, annoy ; to trouble in mind.
Cum. If thoo dusn't stop that, Ah'll haffle theh (E.W.P.)

;

T'secret startit ta haffle Jwohn, W. Cum. Times (1901) 22.

HAGG, sb. Not. A hole in a road. Hence Haggy,
adj. full of holes, having many ' haggs.'

s.Not. Tek some stones an' fill up that hag i' th' road. That
end o' the lane is very haggy (J.P.K.).

HAGG'D, ppl. adj. s.Not. Worn out, tired ; harassed.
(J.P.K.) See Hag(g, v.

1 4.

HAGGLE, v. Lakel. 2 In form aggie. In phr. aggie
andjoggle, to dispute the terms of a bargain ; to 'higgle.'

HAGGLED,//. Der. Encumbered and wearied with
overloading. (L.S.) See Haggle, v} 4.

HAGGY-WIND, sb. Chs, A harsh, dry wind common
in the spring.
What we wantn is some nice soft showers, these haggy-winds

teer things up, 'at dun they (B.K.).

HA-GO, sb. Cum. The game of ' high-bo-leep ' (q.v.,
s.v. High, adj.). (E.W.P.)
HAG'S TAPER, phr. Dev. The great mullein, Ver-

bascum Thapsus. See Hag, sb.'

Great mullein—a flower aforetime called ' hag's taper,' and
associated with witches and their mystic doings, Phillpotts Sons
ofMorning (1900) 29.

HAH YAUD, phr. Twd. (Jam.) A call to a sheep-dog
to make a wide circuit round the flock, &c. he is driving,
(s. v. Yaud.) See also Far Yaud, s.v. Far, adv. 5. Cf.
heigh, int. 3.

HAIL, v} Cor. To call after in the street ; to jeer at.
They oall beginned to laugh 'pon her, and she's often hailed

about it now, Tregellas Tales, 133 ;
(M.A.C.)

JHAIL, v.
2

? Obs. Sc. In phr. to hail a hundred,
a weaving term.
Edb. I ken your warping and your winding, To hail a hundred

by the side, Pennecuik Wks. (1715) 389, ed. 1815.

HAILE,s6. Lakel.2 Also written hayle. i.q. Hale, sb}\.
HAILL, see Whole.
JHAINI, sb. Lin. A children's word for ' hand.' Cf.

danny.
Keep howd my haini, and stick to me, Brown Neddy and Sally

(1861) 8.

HAINS, sb. pi. Pern. Spines of barley or of bearded
wheat. (J.S.O.T.)
HAIR, sib.

2 Sc. i.q. Hare, sb?
Wgt. The Hair is the last pickle corn that is cut on the farm,

and it is plaited up where it grows, and the harvesters stand up at
a distance, and throw their heuks at it, and the one that manages
to cut it gets the [Kirn] Doll to carry to the farm house and gets a
dram. The Hair is put up above the kitchen door, and then the
name of the first man that enters, is the name of the future husband
of the woman that cut the Hair; or, if a man cut it, the name of

the first woman is that of his future wife, Saxon Gall. Gossip

(ed. 1878) 356.

HAIRRIET, sb. Sc. Fig. A robber ; something that

spoils or impoverishes. See Harry, v.
2

Abd. Yer sulphates an' nitrates are a fair hairnet o' th' lan',

Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Jan. 17, 1903).

HAIRST, see Harvest.
HAIRY-WORM, sb. Cum.4 The glow-worm, Lampyris

noctiluca. (s. v. Tommy's Cannelstick.)

JHAIVINGS, sb. pi. Not. Shallows in a river.

Used in that sense at Burton Joyce, Notts. ' We fish for barbel

i' the haivings ; they like the shaller watter ' (J.P.K.).

JHALE, sb. Obs. Sus. A land measure of unknown
extent, mentioned in the Amberley Court Rolls. (F.E.S.)

HALF, adj., adv. and v. Sc. Irel. Lakel. Yks. Lan.
War. Nrf. Dor. Dev. Araer. Also in forms awf n.Yks.

;

ha' Dor.; haufWm. n.Yks. 1. adj. and adv. In comb.

(1) Half-and-half-and-hardly, (a) partly drunk
;

(b) half-

witted
; (2) -circle, a piece in a power-loom connected

with the motion for actuating the weaver's shuttle
; (3)

•gam, assisting to accomplish anything
; (4) -jack, see

(1, b)
; (5) -laf, unreliable; (6) -load carts, see below;

(7) -moon, a semicircular piece used in the picking
motion of a power-loom

;
(8) -old, middle-aged ; (9) — on,

a stage of intoxication
;
(10) -roads, half-way; (11) — sir,

see below
; (12) -skim cheese, a cheese made of half-skim

milk ; (13) — snags, shares
; (14) -strain, underbred

;

(15) -thicks, shoes neither very heavy nor light in make
;

(16) -waxed, half-grown, undersized
; (17) -wit, a half-

witted person.
(1) Wm. (B.K.) (2) Lan. (O.S.H.) (3) n.Yks. (I.W.) (4)

Twd. She's half jack at the best, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 17,
I9°3)- ' (5) Dev.3 (6) Nrf. Half-load carts with three wheels take
fewer loads than load carts, but are worse for the horses, Hunter
Georg. Ess. (1803) HI. 342. (7) Lan. (O.S.H.) (8) n.Yks. (I.W.)

(9) Abd. W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 6. (10) Abd. I gat
a waukin afore I wis halfroads hame, W. Watson Auld Lang
Syne (1903) 86. (11) s.Ir. Mr. Trinder belongs to the class who
are known in Ireland as ' Half-Sirs.' You couldn't say he was
a gentleman, and he himself -wouldn't have tried to say so,

Somerville & Ross Irish Shore (1903) 113. (12) Dor. My missus
. . . she was a wonderful hand at the Ha'skim cheeses, Francis
Fiander's Widow (1901) Pro!. (13) War. 2 It is usual amongst
boys to cry ' Half-snags, quarter bits, or some for your neighbours,'
when one of the party lights on treasure-trove, lest the finder
appropriate the whole (s. v. Snaggs). (14) Dev. It's them half-
strain people that does it, Reports Provinc. (Aug. 1902) No. 18. (15)
Lakel. (B.K.) (16) n.Yks. (I.W.) (17) Don. ' He wasn't a half-
wit born was he ?

' 'A half-wit born ? No, ho ; . . nor a half-wit bred,
neither,' Pearson's Mag. (May 1900) 474. [Amer. He was so simple
and innocent-minded, so ready to do for others what he wouldn't
do for himself, that some said he was a half-wit, Harris Tales, 18s 1

2. v. To halve. n.Yks. (I.W.)
JHALF-BAG-MAUN(D, sb. Som. A basket; see

below. See also Bag, sb. 2, Maund, v.
In the western division a ' half bag maun of potatoes ' would be

a basket containing 80 lbs. weight ; in the eastern part, around
Crewkerne and Merriott, it would be only 60 lbs. It is an open
basket with two handles. The word ' sack' is never used in the
lower part of Som. when applied to the measure ofapples or potatoes
always ' bag,' N. & Q. ^880) 6th S. ii. 389 ; Over came the young
gardening chap wi' a great basket, ay, a'most so big as a half-
bag-maund, Raymond Tryphena (1895) 81.

HALFDEALSMAN,s6. Fif. A fisherman who shares
in the profits. St. Andrews Citizen (Apr. 30 1004)
HALF-MOON, sb. Lan. Part of the machinery of

a power-loom. (O.S.H,)
HALGAVE, sb. Cor. In comb. Halgave trial, see

below. Lr. Halgaver court.
The Squire says very quietly, ' Will we gie un a Halgave trial 1

we'll hang un first and then try un after'ards ' Blackw Ma" (Dec
1861) 713.

,b ' v

tHALLAN-SHACKER, sb. Obs. Dev A har*
Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.)

'

HALLICK, sb. Sc. A wild, giddy girl. See Hal-
lock, v.

Rxb. Yon's a ginnaguid bit hallick, and eh ! but she's gaun the
black gate, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 15.



HALLS [125] HANSY-JANZIES

HALLS, sb. pi. Sc. In phr. to walk by the halls, of
a child : to support oneself while learning to walk. See
Haal.

Abd. ' Can yer lassie walk yet?' 'Weel, hardly ; she began to

walk by the halls last week.' Pretty common on Donside (G.W.).

iHALPERPOT,s6. ? Obs. Lan. Meaning unknown.
' To drink the halper pots, or deal at the whole can ' is evidently

an allusion to some competition in drinking, Harland & Wilkin-
son Leg. (1873) 137.

HALSE-LOAF, sb. Pem. A cottage-loaf baked
without a tin. (J.S.O.T.)
HALTER, v. Wm. Yks. Also in form helter. 1. To

entangle. Gen. in pp.
Wm. Ah gat a lot o' taty tops heltered amang me feet (B.K.).

n.Yks. Thou's nicely heltered now wi' t'wife (I.W.).

2. Fig. To introduce a novice into office, occupation, &c.
Also in phr. to helter a colt.

Wm. We had in those days what was termed the ' haltering' of

new members, Penrith Times (July 10, 1900) 7 ;
(B.K.)

IHALT-WO, int. Nrf. ? Misprint for hait (q.v.).

A term used by a waggoner to make his team go from the

near to the offside of the road, Cooper Gl. (1853) s. v. Gee.

JHALVANS, sb. n.Cy. [Not knownto our correspon-
dents.] Inferior ore. (Hall.)
HAMBORO, sb. Pem. A black stock, a cravat.

(J.S.O.T.) Cf. hamturgh, 4.

tHAMCH, 5*. Nhb. The hip-joint. (Hall.) [? Mis-
print for hainch (q.v.).]

HAME, sb. Sus. Also in form aire. A wasp's nest.

(R.H.C.) See also Hime, sb.2

JHAMIL, s6. Som. A handle. (Hall.) Cf. hemmel, sb.s

HAMMER, sb. and v. Wm. Yks. Lan. Stf. Lin. Also
in forms homber Stf. ; hommer s.Lan. 1. sb. Incomp.

(1) Hammer-hand, the right hand, in phr. to go to the

homber-hand, to go to the right
; (2) -scapple, a hammer

used to break off the protuberances of stone.

(1) Stf. A nail-shop expression, Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901). (2)

w.Yks. 1 (s. v. Scapple).

2. Phr. (1) hammer and pinchers, the noise made by
a horse when trotting, and knocking its hind shoe against

the fore shoe. s.Lan. 1

; (2) — and tcngs, (a) see (1).

Wm. (B.K.); (b) to do anything in a very energetic

manner. s.Lan.1
; (3) that's the hammer! that's right!

said of anything done well and exactly. w.Yks. (C.C.)

3. v. To thrash, beat. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) 4. To labour,

work hard. Also with on. n.Yks. (I.W.)

HAM-SAM, adj. Obsol. Cum. Dull, humdrum, devoid

of spirit or life. w.Cum. (J.Ar.)

HANCH, v. n.Yks. (I.W.) To cut soil from the sides

of a road and leave a sort of ditch. Hence Handlings, sb.

pi. soil cut away from the roadside ;
esp. in phr. handlings

and scrapings.

HAND, sb. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Dur. Yks. Pem. Oxf. Suf.

Som. Also in forms haand Sh.I. ; han Sc. Irel. Dur.

1. In comb. (1) Hand-barrow, a tray with four projecting

handles carried by the hands
; (2) -bolts, handcuffs

; (3)

-dressings, manure spread by hand
; (4) -gripe or -gripy,

to reap wheat, &c. grasping the corn with the left hand

as it is cut
; (5) -horse, the horse that walks next to

the shaft-horse in a wagon team ; see Hand, sb. 9 ; (6)

leathers, a leather covering for the hands of shoemakers,

dock labourers, &c.
; (7) -leeks, mittens ; (8) -money, obs.,

ready money, money in hand; (9) -reel, an old reel or

machine, used for winding and numbering the hanks

of yarn
;
(10) -running, in succession ; (11) -shackles,

see (2); (12) -stroke, the smallest possible amount oi

work
; (13) -tied, very busy, hands fully occupied with

work
; (14) -turf, the sods or little brick-shaped masses

of peat, used for burning, made with the hand from half-

liquid bog-stuff, and dried
; (15) -wrist, the wrist

; (16)

Hands-inpocket, (a) the long stalk of the leaves of the

horse-chestnut tree ;
(b) the game played with the stalk

;

(17) -in-pockets, doing nothing, standing idle.

(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Som. (W.F.R.) (3) n.Cy. Rape dust,

soot woolen rags,andotherexpensivehanddressings,HuNTER Georg.

Ess. (1803) I. 42. (4) Som. (W.F.R.) (5) Suf. Rainbird Agnc.

(1819) 292, ed. 1849. (6 ) Cum - A dock labourer ... in his work-

ing clothes, his sleeves being doubled up and his ' hand leathers

in his hand, W. Cum. Times (Apr. 30, 1904) 3. (7) Sh.I. (A.W.)

(8) Lnk. It will be best for you to block [bargain] with him, when
j'ou want hand-money, Walker in Biog. Prcsb. (ed. 1827) I. 96.

(9) Wgt. Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 778. (10) Ir. Mrs. Flannery

sat up wid the crathur two nights hand-runnin', Barlow Sham-
rock (1901) 181. (n) n.Yks. (I.W.) (12) Ker. 'Em that don't do

a han's-sthroke for what they ate an' dhrink, Bartram W. Boy
(1898) 10. (13) Dur. I was thinkin' ye'll be han'-tied, an' I'll

relieve ye a little bit if ye'll let me ! Guthrie Kitty Fagan (1900)

257. (14) s.Ir. (P.W.F.) (15) Pem. (J.S.O.T.) (16, a) Oxf. So
called because children flick one another with the stalk, crying as

they do so, ' Hands in pocket' (G.O.). (b) ib. (17) w.Yks. I've

heard folk say I do nowt just because they've seen me hands-i'-

pockets time an' time, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1500) 118.

2. Phr. (1) any handfirst, ready and prepared for any
undertaking

; (2) in hand, in charge, going on
; (3) to have

a hand in the pie, to have some concern or interference in

the matter; (4) out of hands, completed, finished; (5) to

take through hands, (a) to take to task; to punish, beat;

(b) to take charge of, take a matter in hand and carry it

through.
(1, 2, 3, 4) n.Yks. (I.W.) (5, a) Ah teeak him through hands

for stealing, ib. (A) Tjustices hez t'trial through hands, ib.

3. Handwriting, signature. n.Yks. (I.W.) 4. pi. Fig.

See below.
Sh.I. We hed da half o' her ta davoar, an' she haed firhervoar-

fee tree shillins, twa pair o' rivlins, an' her haands, an' bust hae her

tae four times a-day ower an' abune a' dis, Stewart Tales (1892)

247 ; The servant was allowed so much money and her ' haands,'

i. e. the use of her hand for her own benefit during spare time or

when not engaged in her master's work (J.S.I.

HANDLE, sb. Irel. Yks. Also in form hannle Yks.

1. In phr. to make a handle of any one, to take advantage

of any one ; to make a cat's-paw of. n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. Comb. (1) Handle-crooks, the curved handles of

a plough ; (2) -tub, a tub with a wooden handle.

(i)Ir. The plough lay . . . Wid its handle- crooks lookin' to feel in

the air for the grip that 'ud guide, Barlow Ghost bereft (1901) 46.

(2) n.Yks. (I.W.)

HANDPLUSH, see Amplush.
HANDY, sb. and adv. Lan. Pem. 1. sb. In comp.

Handy-pandy, a children's game of guessing which hand

contains a certain thing. s.Lan.1 2. adv. In phr.

handy by, close at hand.
Pem. Well, if 'a wasn't there, 'a was handy by (J.S.O.T.).

HANG, v. and sb. 1. v. In comb. (1) Hang-a-band,

a bad character. n.Yks. (I.W.)
; (2) -lock, a padlock.

n.Yks. (I.W.), s.Lan. 1 2. Phr. to hang together, to agree,

get on well together. Oxf. (A.P.) 3. sb. See below.

Som. A kind of circular hedge made of stakes forced into the sea-

shore and standing about 6 ft. above it for the purpose of catching

salmon and other fish, Jennings Obs. Dial. w.Eng. (1825) (s. v.

Stake-hang).

HANGERLY, a*. n.Yks. Unwillingly. (I.W.) Cf.

hangedly.
HANGING, ppl. adj. Cai. Bdf. In comb. (1) Hanging

level, a regular slope
; (2) -side, the side of a door to

which the hinges are ordinarily attached.

(1) Bdf. Batchelor Anal. Eng. Lang. (1809) 137. (2) Cai.i

In the old cottages the doors had no hinges, but at the 'hanging-

side' had a bit of hardwood affixed, which ' played' in hollows cut

in the stone sill and lintel. ...
HANK, sb. Pem. Dealings with, connexion, in phr.

to have no hank with any one. (J.S.O.T.) See Hank, sb.1 5.

JHANNA-PAGE, sb. Nrf. ? A ' fix,' quandary.
' Give us hold of the string.' ' What did you do with it !

'
I gave

it to you, didn't I ? ' ' No.' ' Well, that's u hanna-page, that is,'

Emerson Son ofFens (1892) 250.

+HANNIE,s6. Wm.&Cum.1 Misprint for hanmel (q.v.).

JHAN-SPAN, adv. Obs. Nhb. ? With alacrity, very

heartily.
Nhb. 1 Clam up the shrouds and wrought han span, Stuart Joco-

Ser. Disc. (1686) 70.

HANSY-JANZIES, sb. pi. Hmp.1 In phr. to have

the hansyjanzies, to be in low spirits or sulky, (s.v. Peezy-

weezies.

)



HAP [126] HAVE

HAP, sb. Sh.I. Yks. In comb. (1) Hap-border, the
border of a shawl or wrap ; see Hap, sb.

2 10
; (2) -up,

a heavy fall of snow.
(1) Sh.I. Shii cam ta da fire wi' her hap-border an' hir waers,

S/i. News (Feb. 23, igoi). (2) n.Yks. (I.W.)

HAP, v. s.Lan. 1 To chance. Hence Hapchance, «<&>.

by chance ; at random.
HAPPEN, v. Yks. In phr. to happen badly, to have

a misfortune.
n.Yks. Thou hez happend badly ti loss thy tools (I.W.).

HARD, adj. and sb. Sc. Irel. Wm. Pern. e.An. Ken.
1. adj. In comb. (1) Hard-bellied herring, a female

herring
; (2) — fruit, apples and pears

; (3) -nickle down,
a game of marbles

; (4) — path, a permanent pathway.
(i)Wm.(B.K.) (2)Ken.'(s.v. Stonefruit). (3) Abd.We all played

. . . with the 'bools' at the ' winning ring,' ' kypie,' and 'hard
nickle doon,' W. Watson Au/d Lang Syne (1903) 31. (4) e.An. 1

(s. v. Soft path).

2. sb. In phr. in the hard, hard-worked.
s.Pem. 'Tis churning and hay-making, we're in the hard to day

(M.S.C.).

3. Tobacco in a cake. Also used attrib.

Ker. Packages of shag tobacco, lumps of sweetened ' hard/
Bartkam IV. Boy (1898) 102

; A lump of hard tobacco, ib. 105.

HARD UP, phr. s.Sc. Unwell, in a bad state of
health. (J.F.)

HARE,s6. Yks. Lan. ]. In comp. Hare-scar, a hare-
lip. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. Phr. /he hare and the hare-gate,

everything connected with the matter. s.Lan. 1 20.

HARK, v. m.Yks. 1 In phr. (1) Hark, buds / (2)

—

you,
buds! a call to attract attention to what is being said or
done. Introd. 59.
HARK, v. Wm. With on : to recapitulate a story

time after time. Cf. harp, v.
1
5.

He was harken on aboot what a good dog their auld bawty was
efter he'd bin deed ten year (B.K.).

HAEKY, sb. Sc. A name given to a pig or sow.
Elg. Harky dang me to the wa' • It's nae the sow that ye should

blame, Gordon Poems (1828) 237.

HARDNG, see Whirling.
HARRIED,///, a dj. Wor. Cor. 1. Hindered. Wor.

(W.K.W.C.-C.) 2. Anxious. Cor. 3 See Harry, v? 3.

HARROW, sb. Irel. In phr. under the harrow, said of
anyone undergoing a severe illness. Uls.iV. Whig (May
8, 1901).

HARROW-FAIR, sb. ? Obs. Sc. An annual fair
held in Edinburgh.
That they shall appoint— Harrow- Fair and Trinity- Fair, with

the haill small customs, Blue Blanket, 134 (Jam., s. v. Sheriff gloves).

HARVEST, sb. Yks. Brks. Suf. Ken. 1. In comb.
(1) Harvest-bird, any person or animal born at the time
of harvest

; (2) -bunch, a swelling or lump, esp. prevalent
during the harvest or during hot weather ; see Bunch,
sb.

1 5
; (3) -cake, a cake made especially for harvest-time

;

see below; (4) -day, a day suitable for the harvest
; (5)

-hook, see below.
(1) e.Suf. (F.H.) (2) Ken. Oh, have you been bitten, mum?

It looks to me more like a harvest-bunch (D.W.L.). (3) Suf.
Harvest cake, that excellent dough cake, well sugared, spiced, and
sprinkled with currants, made in the shape of small loaves, and
never seen except during the season, Betham-Edwards Lord of
Harvest (1899) 7. (4) n.Yks. (I.W.) (5) Brks. A harvest- hook,
or more properly harvester, is an iron rod about two feet high

;

one end is sharp-pointed to stick in the ground, while the tip is

curved with a hook on which the kettle hangs above the fire. Our
people use them when at work in the harvest-fields (E.G.H.)

;

Hayden Thatched Cott. (1902) 57.

2. Phr. old harvest, special home-brewed ale drunk at

harvest-time.
Suf. The doling out of the strong, sweet, sparkling old home-

brewed now began. . . When the can of ' old harvest 'was caught
sight of the men knew what the farmer expected, Betham-
Edwards ib. 7.

HARVESTER, sb. Yks. Brks. 1. A harvest labourer.
n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. A reaping-machine. Brks. (E.G.H.)
3. A ' harvest-hook ' (q.v., s.v. Harvest), ib.

HAS-BIN, sb. s.Lan.1 A thing of the past, anything

formerly serviceable but now worn out. See Have, v.

III. 3.

HASHY-HOLEY, sb. Fif. A boys' game.
That first vision of him, caught in the staying of an uplifted

hand in ' hashy holey,' Meldrum Grey Mantle (1896) 190.

HASK, adj. n.Yks. Of a cough : dry, husky, hoarse.

(I.W.) See Hask, adj. 1 4.

HASLET, sb. Yks. War. Also written hacelet War.3
;

haselet n.Yks. 1. In comp. Hacelet-pie, a dish composed
of the heart, liver, and lights of a pig, baked in a pie.

War.3 2. Fig. Spirit, pluck.
n.Yks. It's clean above mah plaace To talk like this to you.

Waw'd ha' thowt Ali'd got the haselet for it? Munby Ann
Morgan's Love (1896) 9.

HASSOCK, sb. Irel. Hmp. Also in form hassog Don.
1. A tuft of coarse grass, gen. growing in boggy places.
Don. He stood her upon a hassog and hunkered low himself,

Macmanus O'FrieVs (1903) 215.

2. Anything growing in a thick, matted state ; a tangled
mass.
Hmp. 'It is all of a hassock,' used of a piece of ground, in a garden

full of nettles and lilies. Thread gets into a hassock (H.R.).

HAT, sb. n.Yks. In phr. to get in to the hat, to fall

into disgrace ; to be disliked. (I.W.)

HATCH, v. Chs. To attach, hook on to. (C.J.B.)
Cf. hatch, v.

2

HATE, sb. I. Ma. A race. See Heat, sb. 5.
' Let's give him a hate !

' says Billy Crow, that was at the helm,
Brown Yams (1881) 186, ed. 1889.

JHATEN, adj. ? Obs. Wm. Meaning unknown.
s.Wm. It's a sign o' bad weather when them haten things [por-

poises] cum up Sand, Hutton Dial. Storth Arnside (1760) 1. 58.

HAUL, v. War. Wor. To draw a vehicle; to drag,
pull.

War. 3 We must get some one to haul this stuff. Haul the
wagon out of the rickyard. Wor. (E.S.)

HAULIER, sb. Glo. A small feathery cloud. (E.W.P.)
JHAUM, sb. Wil. Meaning unknown.
In theflammules of the scarlet- berried haum, Kennard Diogenes'

Sandals (1893) ix.

HAUNCH, v. Lan. War. Also in form heawnge Lan.
To lounge about; to go about in a lurching, insolent
manner. Also with about.

s.Lan. Bamford Dial. (1854) ; s.Lan. 1 War.3 He haunches along
like a tramp.

HAUNT, sb. Sc.Yks. Also in form hant Yks. 1. In
phr. to get a haunt of, to go among.

n.Yks. T'hens is getten a hant o' t'wheeat (I.W.).
2. A notion, queer fancy ; a whim.
Wgt. As soon as he was out of the house he took a haunt to tell

all about it, Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 162 ; In spite of this queer
haunt he was well liked and a good deal respected, for everybody
knew he could na help it, ib. 163.

HAUST, see Oast, sb.1

HAUT, sb. Cum. 4 A mist, mirage.
The mist is still called haut, Scott Bygone Cum. (1800) iao
tHAUTECKING, adj. Dev. Misprint forhantecking

from Antic (q.v.).

She began to pour forth . . . insinuations relative to a certain
' Trapseing, hautecking, kerping, pigsnie,' Madox-Brown Dwale
Bluth (1876) bk. 1. v.

HAUVE, int. Dur. Yks. In form half Dur. 1 In comb
Hauve back, a call to a horse to turn to the left Dur l

"

n.Yks. (I.W.)
'

' '

HAVE, v. Sc. Irel. Yks. Not. Pern. Suf. In phr (1) to
have a care to take care

;
(a) - as lief, to have as soon, as

willingly; (3)— as Infer, to have rather, sooner; (4) — done
to cease, stop

; (5) — it, to discuss, talk over
; (6) — off

to have knowledge of, be acquainted with
; (7) — on for

the mug, to make a fool of; (8) — over, to talk over esD
to discuss the character of; (9) _ the trade back with one
to master one s trade. '

(1) Suf. (M.B.-E) (2, 3, 4) n.Yks (I.W.) (5) s.Pem. A group
of men may often be seen in the smithy ' having it ' at folk-lore *r
(W.M.M.) (6) n.Yks. He hez a good deal off (I.W .) (7

*
yTs

'

'Hevv.n' him on for t'mug' is going a step further than 'havinehim on' and making a downright fool of him (J.H.W.). (8)



HAVER [127] HEATHEN
n.Yks. (I.W.) s.Not. They'll have uz over after we're gone
(J.P.K.). (9) Don. This was Jack come home again afther sarvin'
his 'prenticeship, and he had the thrade back with him, Mac-
manus Chim. Comers (1899) 213.

HAVER, sb. Sc. Legal term : a person who has in
his possession knowledge or writings concerning a case
in court. (G.W.)
iHAVER, v. Bwk. To toast before the fire. Cf.

harden, v. 3.

Haurned or havered, Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856) 66.

HAWK, v. War. Wor. Also in forms howk, ork
War.3

1. To clear the throat violently.
War.3A child with whooping-cough, or when vomiting, will be

told to ' howk it up,' or to ' ork it up.'

2. To remove with violence.
War.3 A workman with a fork, or spade, or lever, having

inserted the tool under the object, will be told by his foreman, ' Now
then, howk it out.' Wor. ' I didn't have gas—he hawked it out.'

Speaking of visit to dentist and removal of a tooth (E.S.).

IHAWK-TREE, sb. Wm. Also in form awk- Wm.1

An oak-tree.
Well ! but which do you mean ? Is it an oak, a bird [? birk], or

a hawk tree, Quarterly Rev. (1867) CXXII. 378 ; Wm. 1

HAWM-BARK, see Hamburgh.
HAWSE, v.

x Cum.
' He wur hawsin to shoot summat,' said of a statue, Sullivan

Cum. and Wm. (1857) 88; Cum. 2

HAY, sb. Sc. Yks. Nhp. Nrf. Suf. Som. Dev. In comp.

(1) Hay-chat, the wheatear, Saxicola oenanthe, see Chat,
sb.* ; (2) -dash, the turning and tossing of hay in order to

dry it
; (3) -Jack, the whitethroat, Sylvia cinerea ; (4) -maker,

a term of contempt applied to sailors, a ' land-lubber
' ; (5)

-mote, a single stalk of hay free from joints
; (6) -stacks,

in phr. more mistakes than hay-stacks, a prov. expression
implying that mistakes are very common ; (7) -tea, an
infusion of boiling water and hay, good for calves.

(1) Nhp.1 (s.v. Chat). (2) Arg. You forget I was but a bairn

when we romped in the hay-dash, Munro J. Splendid (1898) 32.

(3) Nrf. (B.H.) Nrf., Suf. Swaisson Birds (1885) 23. (4) Dev.

Norway Parson Peter (1900) 46. (5) Som. (W.F. R. ) (6) w.Yks.
Leeds Merc. Suppl. (June 15, 1889) 8. (7) n.Yks. (I.W.)

JHAY, v. Dev.1 Meaning unknown.
Why dostn't zee them flies—how they hays, 38

HAZY-DAZY, adj. Dev. Careless, haphazard.
e.Dev. Reading the Pilgrim's Progress in a slap-dash, hazy-dazy

fashion, skipping all the sound reading, jANEEverMokun (1901) 189.

HE, pron. Yks. Lan. Chs. Pern. Hmp. 1. In phr.

neither 'he-said'1 nor ' she-said' but God's truth. s.Lan. 1 18.

2. Comp. He-company, a party or meeting composed
entirely of males. n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. It. Hmp. (H.R.)

4. Used of a cow, regardless of sex. s.Pem. (M.S.C.)

5. See below.
Chs. 1 Not unfrequently a superior will address an inferior in

the third person, ' Now he mun tak this letter to Mester an'

he mun wait for an answer' (s.v. Thou).

HEAD, sb. and adj. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Yks. Wor.
Oxf. Brks. Suf. Dor. Cor. Also in forms heed Lakel.2

;

heid Sc.
;
yud s.Wor. 1. sb. In comb. (1) Head-butter,

butter made from the first or best cream
; (2) -room, of

ceilings, &c. : sufficient height over head
; (3) -shave, the

sheaf last placed on the top of a stack
;
jig. the crowning

point, finishing touch
; (4) -tree, a lintel, a piece of wood

set across the head of an upright prop to support the roof

in a pit; (5) -ways board, an excavation driven in the

direction of the cleat, in mining ; see below.

(1) Oxf. 1 (s.v. Under-butter). (2) n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) Sc. What
put the heidshave on his bewilderment was that he hadna a

stitch o' claes on his body guid nor bad, Buchanan Poems (190 1)

181. (4) Cum. The headtree broke first; it was eight inches

through, W. Cum. Times (Sept. 21, 1901) 2
;
(E.W.P.) (5) Nhb.,

Dur. When the coal is very flaky and works tender, it is advan-

tageous, the coals being produced in better condition, to drive

the 'boards' (q.v.) in the direction of the cleat, when they are

called ' headway boards,' Greenwell Coal Tr. CI. (ed. 1888) s.v.

Board (wide).

2. Phr. (1) at the head of, at the finish or end of; in

celebration of; (2) to take or ask for a farm, &r*c. over

a man's head, to secretly offer a higher price and so
dispossess the tenant, when he has not had notice to quit.

(1) Lakel.2 A merry do amang a lot o' old women at t'heed o'

some gurt event (s.v. Hake). n.Yks. They had some drink at t'head
on't (I.W.). (2) n.Yks. (ib.)

3. The mouth ; the stomach.
s.Wor. Uza'nt 'adnothin' inside ur yuds a' dahy,OuTis Vig.Mon.
4. The stone over a doorway. Dor. (E.C.M.) 5. pi.

The head-ropes of a mackerel seine-net.
Cor. Each is occupied in ' keeping up the heads,' i. c. holding up

the head-ropes where, from the pull of the tide or the pressure of
the fish, there is a danger of them going under water, Good Wds.
(1896) 17.

6. Lead-mining term : that part of a ' buddle ' nearest
the centre and containing the best or heaviest lead. Cor.3

7. adj. Chief, principal ; best, superior, freq. in compar.
and superl.

Brks. The best man at anything is the ' headest man,' and the
best tradesman of a kind in a town is the ' headest ' grocer, &c.
(M.J.B.) Suf. I'll ask a header one than you (S.J.).

HEADOCKS, sb. pi. ne.Sc. A children's game of
chance, at which the stakes were pins. Also called Pin-
tacks. Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 163.
JHEADSET, sb. Sc. ? A Highland reel or dance of

some kind.
Abd. It was no unusual sight on such occasions [balls and wed-

dings] to witness the Captain and Sandv trying each other's mettle

at an old Highland 'headset,' Deeside Tales (1872) 185.

JHEAL-HA'DIN,s6. Sc. Salvation. Lit. 'heal-holding.'

Also in form heal-making.
Heal-ha'din 's wi' the Lord, Waddell Psalms (1871) iii. 8;

The horn o' my heal-makin', ib. xviii. 2.

tHEARF, sb. Som. A dial, form of health.' (W.F.R.)
HEARLED, pp. I.W. With up : perplexed, confused.

See Harl, v. 2.

I be mis'ble hearled up wi' lies vokes tells, Gray Ribstone

Pippins (1898) 141.

HEART, sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. Cor. 1. In comp. (1)

Heart-sobbed, sad, mournful
; (2) -sore, a trial, sorrow,

grief; (3) -struck, deeply in love.

(1) Lnk. 'Tis the heart-sabbed coronach Owre some departed
chieftain's bier, Young Lochlomond (1872) 78. (2) Per. In more
ways than one they had made themselves a heartsore to decent,

kirk-going folk, MacGregor Souters Lamp (1903) 107. (3) Cor.

Like's not, Joe weern't any more heart-struck than Joan, Phill-
potts Prophets (1897) 198.

2. Phr. to come to the heart of the nut, fig. to come to the

point.
Kcb. Ah, but I'm coming to the heart o' the nit now, Muir

Muncraig (1900) 45.

3. The matured wood of a tree. n.Yks. (I.W.) 4. Con-
dition of soil ; state of fertility. s.Lan.1

HEARTFUL, adj. Lin. Sorrowful, full of mental
trouble. (E.P.)

HEARTH-OVEN, sb. Cum. Also in form hearth-
yubben. A brick oven built in the same opening as the

fireplace.
Ivvery house hed its hearth oven in them daays, Rawnsley

Notebook, 147 ;
(E.W.P.)

HEARTY, adv. s.Lan.1 Used as an intensitive, very.
Hoo's hearty bad-temper't.

HEAT, sb. and v. Yks. War. Dor. Dev. Also in form

het Dor. 1. sb. In comp. Heat-measure, a thermometer.
Dev. The heat-measure in his pew shawed little above freezin',

Phillpotts Striking Hours (1901) 60.

2. Phr. (1) to be in heat, of a bitch : to desire the dog

;

(2) wet or het, wet or dry ; see below.

(1) War.3 (2) Dor. 8s. orgs.—'wet or het'—appears to be a

very common rate of pay, Good Wds. (1870) 99.

3. v. Phr. to heat the awl and burn the thread, to sew shoes

badly. n.Yks. (I.W.)

HEATER, sb. Cum.4 In comp. (1) Heater-bit, a tri-

angular piece of ground at the junction of three roads

;

(2) -point, the sharp point or coulter of a plough.

HEATHEN, sb. Shr. Dev. A very young calf,

slaughtered. Also in comp. Heathen-veal. See also

Slink-veal, s. v. Slink, v?



HEATHER-BLEATER [128] HELL
Shr. 1 Wust 'ee mane by 'aithen [heathen] vale, Dick? W'y

that cauve never 'eard the church-bells, I'll swar (s.v. Staggering-
Bob). Dev. Leigh Gl. (1877) (

s -v - Staggering-Bob).
HEATHER-BLEATER, sb. Nrf. The snipe, Gallinago

caelestis. Cozens-Hardy Broad Nrf. (1893) 50.
+HEAUVELESS, adj. Sc. Fig. Colourless, meaningless,

insincere. Cf. haveless, hyauve.
Elg. Nae heauveless, thread-bare, fashion'd cant Oppresses or

deceives, Couper Poetry (1804) I. 116.

HEAVE, v. Lan. Cor. 1. To retch, vomit. s.Lan.1

2. Phr. (1) to heave off, said of the stalk of a melon when
ripe. Cor.3

; (2) —out, to dig up. ib.

HEAVE-JAR, sb. Sur. i.q. Eve-jar, s.v. Eve, sb. 1

The poor harmless goatsucker, the heave -jar or fern owl, Son
of Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 65.

HEAVIERS, sb. pi. Sc. ? Cattle taken in to be kept
during winter.

Arg. Light-coloured yeld hinds and hornless 'heaviers' (or
winterers) the size of oxen, Munro /. Splendid (1898) 98.

HEAVING, prp. Pern. Ofan animal : dying, breathing
its last. I think Vs upan heavin' [all but dead] (J.S.O.T.).

HEAVY, adj. Yks. Pern. In phr. (1) a heavy hand, (2)— handful, a heavy burden or trial ; a hard task or time
;

(3) heavy of one's head, dizzy, muddled in the head
; (4) to

be heavy on, of a physician : to give strong drugs.
(1) s.Pem. Her mother and husband sick and all them cows to

milk
;
she've a got a heavy hand (M.S.C.). (2, 3 4) n.Yks. (I.W.)

HEBBER, sb. ? Obs. Sc. ?A lover.
Edb. Her fause lief hebber owre the ling Did wale his nichtly

way, Learmont Poems (1791) 13.

HECK, v.
1 Pern. In comb. Heck-step-and-lep, hop,

skip, and jump. (J.S.O.T.) See Hick, v."

HECK, v.
2 Nhb. To feed. Cf. hack, sb.2 2.

You'll have ' hecked ' (he meant fed) already—and you'll come
to dinner on Christmas, Graham Red Scaur (1896) 87.

HECKETTING, ppl. adj. Hmp. (H.R.) Of a cough :

dry, hard, 'hacking.' See Hacket, v.
1

HECKLE, sb. 1 Glo. The finial or ornamental termina-
tion of a thatched roof. (H.S.H.)
HECKLE, v. Cum. To scold. (E.W.P.)
HECKLEBIRNIE, sb. Sc. See below.
I have heard it said (c. 1886) that Hecklebirnie was ' aucht mile

fae Hell, on the thoum-hand side o' the road' (W A.C.)
HECKLES, sb. pi. Hrf. Nettles. (L.W.R.) Cf.

heckle, sb.1

HECKTY, sb. Pern. An old hag. (J.S.O.T.)
HECKY-OWLA, sb. Cor. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] ? A tall, lean, lank person. Cf. heckabirnie.
You'm a hecky-owla, an ef you ate up the Mount you'd get no

fatter, Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 62.

HEDGE, sb. and v. Irel. Yks. War. Hrt. 1. sb. In
comb. (1) Hedge-back, the bank on which a hedge grows

;

(2) -greens, a headland of grass around a ploughed field;

(3) -grey, the common grey linnet, Linota cannabina
; (4)

magpie, the common magpie, Pica rustica
; (5) -root, the

bottom of a hedge.
(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Hrt. Hunter Georg. Ess. (1803) IV.

198. (3) N.I.1 (s.v. Thorn Grey). (4) War. 3 A magpie that
builds its nest in tall thick hedges, and not, as is usual, in trees.
It was a popular belief among War. boys that the hedge magpie
was a young bird, inexperienced in the ways of boys, and that
after losing its eggs in its first year of nesting it afterwards built
in trees. (5) n.Yks. (I.W.)
2. v. To hang clothes, &c. on a hedge to dry.
Uls. It's only the lass hedgin' claes, M°Ilroy Druid's Island

(1902) 46.

HEEATLING, see Yetlin.
HEED, v. War.3

HEEKED, ppl. adj. Pem. Hooked. (J.S.O.T.)
HEEL, sb. and v.

1 Sc. Irel. Lakel. Yks. Lan. War. e.An.
Cor. 1. sb. In comp. (1) Heel-dog, see below; (2) -end,
the tip of anything

; (3) -iron, a shoe heel-piece
; (4) -pins,

two pieces of wood driven into the ground, forming
a frame for the treddles of a loom

; (5) -ring, see (3) ; (6)
•shod, a piece of iron used to fence a labourer's shoe

;

(7) -speck, the heel of a shoe.
(1) Lakel. Sam . . . was heel-dog, i.e. held in reserve to assist in

clearing the wider ghylls of sheep, Palmer Lake Rambles (1902)

187. (2) Don. There's a sucky pig with a bit off of the heel-en' of

his tail, ' Mac ' Road to Donegal (3rd ed.) 244. (3) n.Yks. (I.W.)

(4) Lnk. The heel-pins rotten, The lay hung gleed, M cIndoe Poems
(1805) 10. (5) Frf. John Morris had a heel-ring that needed
fixing, Mackenzie Northern Pine (1897) 48. (6) Cai.1

(7) e.An. 1

(s.v. Speck).

2. Phr. (1) heel and toe work, step-dancing
; (2) the heel of

the evening, the after-part of the evening; (3)

—

ofthe hunt,

fig. behind
; (4) to heel, at bottom, ' to the core.'

(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) Uls. N. Whig (May 8, 1901). (3) Bwk. To
succeed ye maun try to keep pace wi' the times, For if ithers

push past ye an' get to the front You'll fin' yoursel' left at the heel

o' the hunt, Calder Poems (1897) 260. (4) Cor. He's Cornish to

heel, and likes his freedom, Harris Wheal Veor (1901) 21.

3. The broad end of a saw. War. 3 4. The old wood
of a plant, some of which is taken when shoots are cut
for planting. Cum. (M.P.) 5. v. With up: to tilt a cart
up on its end. Uls. N. Whig (May 8, 1901).
HEEL, v.

2 War. 3 Of potatoes, &c. : to yield.

JHEELING, sb. Dev. Meaning unknown.
Vang this by the coord out o' heelin', wi'outr titchin' of 'un with

thy vingers, Blackmore Kit (1890) ix.

tHEEL-SEAT, sb. ? Obs. Sc. ? One of the boards
over the bottom of a boat. See Seat, sb. 1

3.
Slg. No wet to thole, I shut each hole, And wrought my heel-

seat under, Galloway Luncarty (1804) 8r.

HEELY, sb. Sc. In phr. with the heely, a state of offence
or consciousness of insult.

Inv. She never spoke the whole evening, with the heely she
was in (H.E.F.).

HEETIE-KNEETIE, sb. Sc. With a neg. : nothing,
neither one thing nor another. Cf. eechie nor ochie. See
Haet, sb. 3. Abd. I never said heetie-kneetie about it (G.W.).
JHEFF, sb. Dev. Meaning unknown. ? Opportunity,

chance.
Hee Begin ta kainy owt an zee, Detarmind vur ta bide ez heff,

Ontil no skiddick awn wiz leff, N. Hogg Poet. Lett. (ed. 1866) and
S. 46.

HEFT, sb. 1 Dev. 1. Fig. Strength, stamina.
e.Dev. Though she did not enjoy bad health, yet she was far

from robust and of little heft, Jane Lordship (1897) 133.
2. Impression, idea.
e.Dev. This description should, I think, be clear enough to let

any one get the heft of his looks, ib. 3.

JHEFTERT, adv. n.Cy. After. (Hall.) [? A con-
traction of ' hefter it ' or ' after it.']

HEG-PEG, sb. Glo. The sloe or blackthorn, Primus
spinosa. (H.S.H.)
HEIGH, int. Lan. War. Wor. 1. An exclamation

to attract attention ; an exclamation of satisfaction War 3

Wor. (E.S.) 2. Phr. (1) heigh up. War.3
, Wor. (E.S.j

;

(2) — ups, a call to move out of the way. s.Lan.1
; (3) up

there, an intensitive of 'heigh up,' get out of the wav sharo '

s.Lan. 1

, War.8
, Wor. (E.S.)

y P '

HEIGHEN, v. w.Yks.5 To raise, pull higher, (s v
Shotten.) Cf. highen.
JHEINT, v. Irel. Preterite. Saw, observed, caught

sight of. Cf. hent, v.
1 Ant. He heint him (S A B )

HEIR,i-. s.Lan.1

HELE, v. Oxf. Brks. See below. See Heal, v 2

Used by agricultural labourers when drilling or sowing corn
' It heles in well

' or ' it heles in badly,' according to whether it
gets covered in well, by the harrows which follow the drill or
badly (A.H.H.M.). '
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arrogant- See Heely, adj.

/«V a % {°Wk ere aWa are sae heIiefu '> they'll hardly look at
ye (W.A.C. ).
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Adishonest °r 'shady' person.

w.Sc. These windbags or helkites of the indirect methods of
business life might, or might not, be giants easy to overcomeHenderson Our Jeames (1898) 169. '

HELL, sb. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Dev. 1 In comfi
(1) Hell-hard very hard or difficult

; (a) -hot, as hot as it
can be

; (3) -kettle, an oath ; see below
(1) Dev. Waitin', same as this, be hell-hard to a man of my
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make, Phillpotts Striking Hours (1901) 277. (a) Lnk. The
broth was Hell-hot in those days, Walker in Biog. Presb. (ed.

1827) I. 287. (3) w.Yks. 'Hah mitch does ta think Ah gate fer

yond dog?' 'Ah dooant know, tell us.' '£5.' 'Thah gat hell
kettle as lahke ' (B.K.).

2. Phr. (1) to kick up helVs delight, to make a great dis-

turbance ; (2) to play hell and Tommy with, to set utterly at

variance.

(1) Cum. She would kick up hell's delight i' th' house, Gilpin
Sngs. (1866) 224. (2) Nhb. She played fair hell an'-Tommy wi'

Geordie an' Charlie, Pease Mark o' the Deil (1894) 21.

HELLION, sb. War.3 A desperate, audacious person.
HELLO, sb. se.Lin. In phr. to do a thing like hello, to

do with ridiculous ease. (J.T.B.) Cf. hoorro, hurro.
HELLYIK, sb. Sh.I. A smooth, sloping coast. (J.S.)

See Helyack.
tHELM, v. Edb. To turn, govern, guide.
These organs fine which nature has so kindly given To helm

our reason, Liddle Poems (1821) 156.

HELM-MOTE, sb. Som. A single stalk of hay or straw;
a length of stalk free from joints. (W.F.R.) See Haulm,
sb. 4.

HELTER, see Halter.
HELVE, sb. Nhb.1 The handle ot a hand-hammer,

(s.v. Shaft.)

HEMP-TOW, sb. Wor.Som. The short fibres or refuse

of hemp.
Wor. N. if Q. (1890) 7th S. x. 472. w.Som. 1 (s.v. Tow).

HEN, sb. n.Yks. (I.W.) In comp. (1) Hen-egg, a hen's

egg as distinguished from a duck's
; (2) -meat, small,

imperfectly-formed grain, used as food for poultry.

HEN, v. Sc. To go back from an engagement ; to eat

one's words. Cf. cock, v.
1 11.

Emb. 'Ye're henned.' ' De'il the fear o' me. . . I'll tak' the

wager,' Strang Lass ofLennox (1899) 234. Gall. (A.W.)

HEN-CHEE, sb. Ken.1 (s.v. Chee). A roost.

HENGMENTS,s6./>/. Yks. Odds and ends, bric-a-brac,

esp. things hanging on the wall.

s.Yks. I talked a bit t'maister about t'pictures and t'little

hengments 'at wor here an' theer, Fletcher Builders (1897) 224.

HENNERS, sb. pi. Sc. A boys' game. See below.

The boys, who were admittedly playing truant, had been amus-

ing themselves by playing ' henners ' on the swings, and the ring

was jerked off the hook by the pursuer's son jumping off when the

swing was in motion, Scotsman (Dec. 23, 1904).

HENTINLAAGS, sb.pl. Sh.I. Locks or tufts ofwool

which a sheep drops in summer.
Dey wirna sae muckle '00' lost, or sae mony hentinlaags i' da

hill when da sheep wis smear'd wi' tar an' oil, Sk. News (Mar.

31, 1900) ; (J.S.)

JHEPPER, sb. ? Wal. A young salmon.
From one to two years old before it . . . has gone to the sea

it is known as a . . . hepper, Day Fishes (1885) II. 69 (N.E.D.).

[All migratory fish of the genus salmon, whether known by the

names hereinafter mentioned, that is to say, salmon, . . pink, last

spring, hepper, . . or by any other local name, Stat. 24 & 25

Vic. (1861) c. 109. § 4 ; Satchell (1879).]

HER,pron. Irel.Wm. Lin. Used ofinanimate objects: it.

Dwn. Applied to a clock or watch, Knox Hist. Dwn. (1875).

Wm. Soa I bucklet bo [ball] agaane an swings her off but t'pin

diddnt tummle, Ulverston News (May 24, 1902) 6; Very commonly

used (B.K.). nXin. 1 (s.v. She).

JHERBRY, sb. Obs. Sc. ? A stream.

Inv. About it round are twenty four herbrys, all of which pay

this loch the tribute of their water, Spottiswoode Misc. (1844)

II- 35°-

HERN, pron. ne.Ken. (H.M.)

JHERONIOUS, adj. Sc. ? Wild, careless, reckless

;

audacious.
Ayr. He was aye a wil' heronious talkin' dyvour, Service Dr.

Duguid (ed. 1887) 227.

HERRING, sb. n.Yks. In phr. as aead as a herring,

quite dead. (I.W.)
.

HERSTON, sb. Dor. In comb. Herston mice, a nick-

name given to the inhabitants of Herston. (E.C.M.)

JHERTA, adj. Sh.I. Female. [Misread for hesta

(q.v.).] {Coll. L.L.B.)

VOL. VI.

HERTMO, sb. Sh.I. A disease in sheep, affecting the

heart and causing difficulty in breathing.
' Shu'll be hertmfld, mebbie?' ' Na, dat hit's no. Sheep 'at

gengs til a ebb niver get hertmo,' Sh. News (Mar. 3, 1900) ; (J.S.)

HEST, sb. Cum* A horse.

JHETHORDRAYKIN, sb. Nhb. Meaning unknown.
Dandylyin, lamlaykins an' buttercups, thrussels an' hethordray-

kins, Chater Tyneside Aim. (1869") 15.

JHEUCHS, sb. pi. Sc. ? Hooks, used poetically for

hands or claws.
The kelpie grinned an eldrich laugh, And rubbed his heuchs

upon his haughs, Beattie J. ofArnha' (Mackay).

HEUK, see Yewk.
HEUK-BACK, sb. Cum." The irregularly-cut stone

from which the arch of a bridge springs, (s.v. Pen-stean.)

tHEVER, sb. Hrf.2 Also in form ever. The hem-
lock, Conium maadatum. Cf. eaver, sb. 1

JHEVICAIRIES, int. Sc. ? A contraction ot ' have
a care of us,' an exclamation similar to 'save us,' ' preserve

us,' &c.
Edb. Hevicairies ! did ye hear o' my new arrivals ? Tweeddale

71/0^(1896)29; Hevicairies—it's a queer thing, ib. 103 ; (F.J.C.)

HEWER, sb. Cum. A pitmanwhoworks coal. (E.W.P.)

HEWHOLE, sb. Wil. i. q. Hickwal. Smith Birds

(1887) 251.

HE-YUL, see Yule.
tHICE, int. Hrf.2 Keep still ! Cf. husht.

JHICKERTYPICKERTY,m/. Chs. A nonsense formula

used by mummers.
' How far hast thou travelled ? ' Doctor loq. : ' Hickerty-pickerty,

Ireland, France, and Spain, Then to the West Indies and back

again.' The 'Old Horse's' owner: ' My old horse has travelled

hic-hickerty-pickerty, and then he was reckoned one of the finest

cart-colts ever travelled,' St. George Play on All Souls Day(i8g2).

HIDDLY, adj. Sc. Hidden ; sheltered from view or

observation, secret, screening. See Hiddle.
Frf. Thro' the hiddly brake Timorous beasties bustle, Reid

Heatherland (1894) 36 ; By hiddly roads, sae dreich an' lang, The

hardy bands to worship gang, ib. 100.

HIDE, v. Twd. Lan. In comb. (1) Hide-i'-the-heather,

a wanderer, tramp
;

(2) -silver, a nest-egg ; money put by

or hoarded up.
(1) Twd. Jock . . . thocht I was aye the same auld hide-i'-the-

heather I had been afore, Buchan Burnet (1898) 192. (2) s.Lan. 1

HIE, int. and v. War. Wor. 1. int. In phr. hie on

then J a call to dogs to go after game, &c. War.3
,
Wor. (E.S.)

2. v. To encourage a dog to hunt. Gen. with on.

War. 3 Wor. They weie hieing the dogs on, Evesham Jm. (Jan.

12, 1901).

HIE, v. s.Lan.1 In phr. hie thee Jimmy home again,

a sarcastic song, sung to a disappointed bridegroom at

a 'jow-fair' (q.v.) ; a familiar term for a wedding-peal on

church bells.

IHIERTIEING, vbl. sb. Sc. A mocking, insulting, or

jeering salutation or greeting.

I did never cast out wi' naebody but lang Pate o' de Pans, and

he was a' de wyte o't, it began wi' a hiertieing, and a jamffing

me about Sandy, Graham Writings (1883) II. 233.

HIE-SPY, sb. s.Lan. 1
, War.3

, Wor. (E.S.)

HIGGLER, sb. Nrf. A pig-dealer. (B.H.)

HIGH, adj. and adv. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Lin. Pern. Som.

In com*. (1) High-busy, exceedinglybusy; (2) -cockalorum,

a boys' outdoor game, somewhat similar to ' leap-frog
'

;

(3) -country, country beyond the Fens; (4) -fangled, odd,

peculiar ; unsuitable
; (5) -flies, swings at fairs

; (6) -go-

lively, full of exuberant high spirits ; see High, adj. 7

;

(7) -kept, highly fed
; (8) -learned, scholarly, well-educated

;

(9) -spry, neat, dapper ; (10) -surprises, extraordinary

performances ;
(n) -up, aristocratic ;

see High, adj. 6.

(1) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (2) s.Lan. 1
(3) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (4) Som.

The passon was agin the name on the score that 'twas high-

fangled, Pall Mall Mag. (Aug. 1901) 453. (5) Slg. ' High-flies
' and

' hobby-horses ' were in active business, Harvey Kennethcrook

(1896) 149. (6) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (7) n.Yks. (I.W.) (8) Pern.

(J.S.O.T.) (9) se.Lin. High-spry and up to Dick (J.T.B.). (10)

n.Yks. (I.W.) (11) Don. There was a lot of high-up folk being

entertained, Macmanus Chim. Corners (1899) 155.

S
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HIGHKY, adj. s.Dev. Haughty, proud ; aggressively
aristocratic. Also used subs/. Longman's Mag. (1901) 38.
See High, adj. 6.

HIGH-RENT, sb. Cor. Ground-rent. Hammond Parish
(1897) 269.

HIGHTY-TIGHTY, adj. s.Lan. 1

HIHO, sb. Nhb. (R.O.H.), Chs. 1 Also in form high-hoe
Nhb. i.q. Haihow.
1HILDING, sb. Bdt. Meaning unknown. Cf. hilding,

ppl. adj.

People say ' as pale as hilding.' ' Are you ill ? You look like a
hilding' (J.W.B.).
HILL, sb. Sc. Brks. Ken. 1. In comb. (1) Hill-

country, the higher part of Berkshire, excluding the
Thames Valley or Vale. Brks.1 (s.v. Vaayle) ; (2)

•scrallyach, (3) -scrow, a slight shower such as is

common on the hills. Frf. (W.A.C.) 2. A common
moor. Or.I. Peterkin Notes (1822) 5. 3. Of hops : see
below.

Ken. There still stood hills upon hills of these, a hill of hops

—

three poles or four tied together make a hill—being of those
lovely hills up which green grows to their high tops, Keeling
Return to Nature (1897) xx.

+HILLY HO ! phr. Per. A hunting or trumpet cry.
Hilly ho ! hilly ho ! hark the bugle horn, Ford Harp (1893) 330.
HILT, sb. n.Yks. The cross-piece on the top of the

shaft of a spade. (I.W.)
HILVE, sb. w.Cor. i.q.Hilf.
Pd. Mr. Charles Harvey for shouall and hilve, Camborne

Chwardens' Par. Accts. (1762).

+HIM, v. Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]
To believe. (Hall.)
HIMSELF, pron. Sc.Yks. Also in form himsel'. 1. In

phr. (1) by himself, out of his mind
; (2) nought like himself

,

very much altered or changed
; (3) well at himself well

grown or proportioned
; (4) well of himself or hissel, well

in general health, notwithstanding some slight ailment.
(1, 2) n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) Sh.I. He's a weel hoited craeter an'

weel at himsel', Sh. News (Dec. 4, 1897). (4) n.Yks. (I.W.)
2. The head of the house, the husband when spoken of
by the wife. Inv. (H.E.F.)
HINDER, v. Yks. I.Ma. Pern. To delay; to loiter,

waste time. I.Ia. Go home straight and don't hinder (E.G.).
Hence (1) Hinderable, adj. causing delay

; (2) Hinder-
toppin, sb. a child or person frequently in the way or
causing hindrance.

(1) s.Pem. It's not to say wet, but hinderable weather, raining
a bit every day. 'Tis main hinderable, a blunt axe (M.S.C.).
(2) w.Yks. Thah'rt nowt but a hinder-toppin, mun (B.K.).
HINDER, prep. Dev. Behind.
Where do the sun go when he rinneth hinder the hills

Postle Farm (1899) 83.

HINDMOST, adj. Irel. Written hinmost. In
hindmost of three, a game played on village greens.

Uls. There was racin' roon the ring, hin'most o' three,
man's buff, an' a variety

(1902) 84.

HINE, v. Sc. Also written hyne,
off, go away, depart. Cf. hine, adv.
Abd. He's hynd awa' ower the seas, Macdonald R. Falconer

(1868) 335.
HING, v. Sc. Cum. Wm. Yks. Not. 1. In phr. (1) to

king folk on so long, to delay or hinder one, to keep one
a long time over a piece of work

; (2) — in, to court, make
love to ; hence Hinging, vbl. sb. a courting, wooing

; (3)— in the gears, to shirk work like a lazy horse
; (4) — out,

(a) to last, hold out
;

(b) to persevere
; (5) — the lugs, to be

taken aback, crestfallen, abashed
; (6) — up aback o' the bar

door, to obtain drink on credit.

(1) Abd. It's a rale Iangsom' job th' hyow [hoe] ony wye, an' fin
they're tyeuch and winna redd oot amo' idder, 't hings fowk on s'
lang, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (July 2, 1904). (2) Abd. There had
been a bit of a ' hing in ' between Davie Bruce and Kirsty before
she came to Dykeside, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Aug. 1, 1903).
(3, 4, 5) n.Yks. (I.W.) (6) Cum. Bob . . . hed been hingin' up,
as the saym' is, aback o' t'bar dooar, Farrall Betty Wilson (ed.
1886) 7.

s

Ford

phr.

blin'

ither plays, M cIlroy Druid's Island

With away : to go

2. Comp.{i) Hing-dringing, lingering, dwelling tediously;

(2) -leather, the leather joint of a flail
; (3) -post, the post

of a gateway on which the gate hangs.
(1) Rnf. Why on uncas thus hing-dringing, While Time his

restless flicht keeps winging? Young Lochlomond (1872) 42. (2)

Wm. (B.K.) (3) Not. (L.C.M.)

HINGE, sb. s.Lan. 1

33. In phr. to have no hinge to one's

back, to be independent, free from servility or obsequious-

ness.

JHINNED OUT, phr. Dev. Meaning unknown.
Contract for Provisions, &c. Beef—Marrow-bone pieces, without

shins, the bone to be hinned out, Advt. in TV. Dev. Herald (Mar.

18, 1891) in Reports Provinc. (1893).

HINNY, v. m.Lan. (J.S.)

HIPE, v. w.Dur. 1 To grumble. See Hipe, v. 2, adj.

JHIP-HOUSE, sb. Obs. Dor. A lone house. Haynes
Voc. (c. 1730) in N. &° Q. (1883) 6th S. vii. 366.

HIPPERLY-TIPPERLY, int. Dev. An exclamation
of surprise or annoyance ;

' highty-tighty !

'

Hey ! hipperly tipperly ! here's a sweet purty maid knaws
moar'n her father ! Norway Parson Peter (1900) 154.

JHIPSY-DIXY, adj. e.Dur.1 Of evidence : trumped
up, 'faked.' [A corruption of Ipse dixit.]

HIRE, sb. n.Irel. See below.
Some cows will not give their milk freely unless they get a

' hire,' i.e. a ' white ' drink or other form of food, which, as it

were, coaxes them to part with their milk (A. J.I.).

HIRE, v. n.Yks. Used reflex. : to engage oneself as
-servant. (I.W.)
HIRSLE, v. Rxb. With off: fig. to die. See Hirsel, v.*
If we're to get Sim home We'd best be moving or the man'll

hirsle off the while we're talking, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 322.

HIS, pron. Oxf. e.An. 1. Used with the ellipsis of

house, &c. : his house or home. Cf. mine.
e.An.1 (s.v. Mine). Nrf. Rye Hist. (1885) xv. Suf. (S.J.\ (C.T.)

2. Used after proper names as a mark of the possessive,
instead of 's. Oxf. (A. P.)
+HISHER, comp. adj. Obs. Yks. Also in form isher.

Higher.
n.Yks. 'Ah's gaein isher up.' Very old (R.H.H.). w.Yks. Nay,

we're fer a lile bit hisher up t'daal, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882)
259-

HIST, v. Yks. To listen, pay attention or heed.
Don't ye hist to my wife's nonsense, Dyke Craiktrees (1897) 233.

HITCH, sb.
1 and v.

1 Cum. 1. sb. Mining term :

a small dislocation of the strata which does not exceed
the height of the coal-seam.

It was a bad seam with a hitch. Stuff was constantly falling off
the hitch, W. Cum. Times (Sept. 19, 1903) 2; (E.W.P.)
2. v. To work in a pit or mine until a ' fault ' is come

across. (E.W.P.)
HITCH, v.

2 se.Lin. To fasten, hang. (J.T.B.)
tHITCH, sb. Obs. Wil. 1

229. Monthly agents.
HITHOM-TITHOM, sb. Bnff. A dish of sweet and

sour sowens. (W.G.)
HIVE, sb. Stf. In phr. to have a hive in one's head, to

be not quite right in one's head, to ' have a bee in one's
bonnet. 1

s.Stf. Theer's no tekin' note of her Reuben, poor old ooman.
Her's got a hive in her head, Murray Aunt Rachel (ed. 1889) 170.
tHIVE, v. Sur. Meaning unknown.
I say, old feller, if we does run up agin one, don't you hive him

[a viper]
; that 'ere last hivin' job did fur me, Son of Marshes Forest

Tithes (1893) 97.

JHO, pron. Cum. Her ; he. See Hoo, pron.
She hae gone to ho master with ho's name in her mouth, Scott

Midlothian (1818) xl.

JHO, sb. Sc. Cover. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.)
See How, sb.2

HOARDING, ppl. adj. Hrf. Also in form hurden.
In comb. Hoarding fruit, fruit picked carefully and put
by to be stored. (H.C.M.), (T.W.G.)
HOARY, adj. Pern. Mouldy. (M.S.C.) Cf. hoar, ad/.2

HOARY-PITCHER, sb. Pem. A species of apple,
the Red Brandon. (J.S.O.T.) Cf. hoary-morning (a),
s. v. Hoar, adj}



HOAZE [131] HOLLO

HOAZE, v. Cor.3 To wheeze ; to speak hoarsely or
huskily. See Hooze.
HOB, sb. n.Yks. The iron pin used in the game ot

quoits. (I.W.)

HOBBACK, sb. Pem. An awkward lout or hobble-
de-hoy. (J.S.O.T.)

HOBBLER, sb. Pem. A bargeman. (J.S.O.T.) See
Hobble, v?
HOBBY-HAWK, sb. Dev. ? The hobby, Fako subbuteo.
He recalled the day on which he had found his first hobby-

hawk's nest, Zack White Cottage (1901) 18.

JHOBLINS, adv. Wm. & Cum.1 Meaning unknown.
[ ? A corruption of ablins (q. v.).]

The canny aul woman, that's hoblins his deame, 293.

HOCH, v. Sc. To throw the leg over a person to

express contempt at his small stature. See Hough, sb.
1

Abd. He's sic a little creatur' you could easily hoch him (G.C.).

JHOCKEDOCK, sb. Cmb. 1 A corruption of aqueduct.'
At Elm I heard one labourer ask another where he had been.

The answer was ' As fur as the hockedock.'

JHOCKER, v. w.Yks. [Not known to our other

correspondents.] To seek.^ (J.T.)

HOCKIN, sb. Cor. In phr. (1) like Hockin's cats, (2)

like Hockin's duck, see below.
(1) One and all like Hockin's cats, Prow., W. Morning News

(Apr. 22, 1902). (2) Gone, an' left me like Hockin's duck, wi'out

mate or fellow, ' Q.' Troy Town (1893) 290.

HOCKLE, v. Brks.
He, who only last summer was sa peart, now hockled about like

any old Methusalum, Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 38.

JHOCKLEROCKLER, sb. w.Yks. A hawking green-

grocer. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 13, 1894).

HOCKLET, sb. Irel. A useless person. (S.A.B.)

JHOCKSY-VOCKSY, sb. ? Obs. Dev. A head con-

stable's staff.

A tradesman of Exeter threatened his Cornish debtors with

a hocksy vocksy, which he carried about with him in his pocket,

which was only the head constable's staff, Grose (179 ) MS.
add. (M.)

HOCKY, adj. ? Obs. Ken. Cross, peevish, ill-tempered.

(J.W.B.)
HOD, sb. s.Lan. 1

i.q. Hood, sb.
1
5.

iHODLE-MAKENSTER, adj. ? Obs. Sc. ? Rustling.

Cf. hoddle, v.

Sniveling Kate wi' her hodle-makenster coat, Graham Writings

(1883) II. 139.

HODMANDOD, sb. Lan. Brks. Also in forms hod-

madod s.Lan.1
; hud-me-dud Brks. 1. A stupid, silly

fellow. s.Lan.1 2. A scarecrow.
Brks. The children calls 'im an hud-me-dud fur wearin' on't,

Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 177.

HODROD, sb. Dor. Also in form oddrod. The
cowslip, Primula verts. (E.C.M.)

JHODYCOLOONY, sb. Irel. A corruption of 'eau-de-

Cologne.' Paddiana (1848) II. 120.

HOFFIL, HOFFLE, see Offal.

HOG, sb. Nhb. Cum. Oxf. In comp. (1) Hog-bucket,

a large wooden bucket in which food for pigs is mixed

and carried. Oxf. (A.P.)
; (2) -house or Hoggas, a piggery

or pig-sty. Cum. (E.W.P.); (3) -saff, meat from an

animal that has died a natural death. Nhb.1 (s. v. Saf).

HOG-A-BACK, sb. Cum.4 (s.v. Blue buttons). The
devil's bit, Scabiosa succisa.

JHOGANSTORE, sb. Obs. w.Cy. Meaning unknown.
A Parochial custom formerly prevalent in (atleast) the W. counties

viz. that of providing a fund called The Hoganstore, and of sup-

plying from it Hognor bread, Hogner food, Hoggener's money,

&c. (R.P.)
., „

HOGGAN, sb. Cor. Anything mean or vile. Iren-

haile Dolly Pentreath (1854) 45, note.

HOGGET, sb. Lei. Brks. 1. A young sheep after

its first shearing. Lei. 1
(s. v. Sheep). 2. A young

sheep in its first year when set aside to fatten. Brks.

(s. v. Wether).
HOGGING, sb. Oxf. i. q. Hoggins, sb. pi.

We want a hard, smooth surface, with just enough hogging to

fill up crevices, but this is generally washed away by a super-
abundance of water, Oxford Times (May 23, 1903).

HOGGLE, v. Ess. With down : to tumble, fall suddenly.
(A.L.M.) See Hoggle, sb.

HOGIE, sb. Sh.I. The fireplace where the peat is

burnt.
Tammy had a lighted collie hanging on the baulk and a small

peat fire burning in the hogie, Sh. News (Oct. 12, 1901) ; (J.S.)

JHOG-PIPES, sb. pi. Chs.1 Meaning unknown.
Send me . . . one of your hog pipes, which cannot be got any-

where only in Ches., Lett. (c. 1780) in Sheaf, II. 181.

HOIT, sb. sw.Cum. A clumsy person. (E.W.P.l
HOIT-A-POIT, int. e.An. A variation of ' hoity-toity.'

Hammond Cor. Parish (1897) 341, note.

HOITERING, ppl. adj. Sc. Moving in a stiff, clumsy,
awkward manner. See Hoit, v.

1

Abd. He . . . ran in a clumsy hoiterin' fashion to the thieves,

Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 26, 1904).

HOITLE, v. and sb. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) 1. v. To see-

saw ; to rock. 2. sb. A see-saw.
HOKEY-POKEY, sb. e.An.1 Cheap fruit ice in

Norwich.
HOLD, sb. Cum. Yks. 1. In phr. to give one some

hold, to scold severely. n.Yks. (I.W.), w.Yks. (J.W.)
2. The lurking-place of salmon in a stream.
Cum. Nearly every house . . . had a salmon hold in the river.

This was a space in the edge of the river, about four feet in

diameter, W. Cum. Times (Nov, 17, 1900) 6.

HOLD, v. Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lin. Shr. Sus. Som. Also in

forms had Nhb.1
; haud Sc. ; hod Yks.; oud Shr.1

1. In comp. Hold-again, a warning, check, sudden
pull-up.

Fif. Providence is apt to send you a check or a warning—what

Marget calls ' a haud-again,' which I may translate into ' a pulling-

up short,' Heddle Marget {1899) 143.

2. Phr. (1) to hold a fash, to give one trouble
; (2) — a

iyul, to cause worry or annoyance ; (3) — on, to stop,

cease working ; to pause
; (4) — on with, of a horse : to

keep the chains of a cart, &c, taut, while standing still, as

opposed to ' holding back
' ; (5) — one ohn kent, to keep

secret from, to conceal from
; (6) — one's feet, to keep

from falling, stand upright
; (7) — out of one's gait, to

keep out of one's way ; (8) — out over from, to keep

away from, have nothing to do with
; (9) — the kail hot,

fig. to encourage, cheer
; (10) — to, to pay attention to

;

(n) — up, to keep sheep or cattle herded together
; (12)

hold thee but! stay a moment! (13) — thy wisht ! be

silent, hold your tongue ! (14) how do you holdyour head f

how are you in health ? See Hold, v. 26.

(1, 2) Nhb. 1 (s.v. Tyul). (3) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) Shr.1 Oud on,

Surrey, till I come up (s.v. On). w.Som. 1 (s.v. On). (4) n.Yks.

(I.W.) (5) Abd. To haud her ohn kent 'at she had tint the grup

o' 't, Macdonald R. Falconer (1868) 112. (6) n.Yks. (I.W.) (7)

Abd. Macdonald R. Falconer (1868) 16. (8) Abd. Haud oot ower

frae the kissin', ib. 132. (9) Bwk. We'd loup owre ditch or yett

While words o' cheer the laggards hear, To haud the kail het,

Calder Poems (1897) 240. (10) n.Yks.4 He awlus haffles on

that mich, whahl neeabody ho'ds ti owt he sez, 390. (n) se.Lin.

(J.T.B.) (12) m.Yks. 1 Introd. 59. (13) w.Yks. (S.P.U.) (14)

Sus. (S.P.H.)

HOLE, sb. and v. Yks. Lan. 1. sb. A ravine; a

small valley. s.Lan. 1 2. v. To make holes for plant-

ing posts, trees, &c. n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. To bury. ib.

HOLIDAYS, sb. pi. n.Yks. Parts left untouched in

sweeping, dusting, &c. (I.W.)

HOLLEN-TIDE, sb. Irel. All Hallows time or tide.

See Hallan, sb.
2

Wmh. I'll be seventy-five come next Hollentide, so I will,

Bullock Pastorals (1901) 59.

JHOLLEU, si. Per. A halloo; a loud shout. See Hollo.

Give the spur to the steed, Give the war-cry its holleu, Ford

Harp (1893) 68 ; Then holleu ! MacGaradh ! holleu, MacGaradh!

Holleu ! holleu ! holleu ! ib.

HOLLO, v. Pem. In phr. to hollo blue murder, to make
a great outcry or commotion.

s.Pem. I heard some one hollering blue murder and run out, and

there was Jem, keeping the top noise ever was (M.S.C).

S 2



HOLLY-GALONE [!32] HORSE

JHOIXY-GALONE, sb. Nrf. Also written holly-
golone. A corruption of ' eau-de-Cologne.'

I bought . . . holly-galone . . . and lots of things, Emerson Sou of
Fens (1892) 54 ; Brendy, holly-golone, hollow-blocks, ib. Wild
Life (1890) 108.

HOLME DOBBIES, sb.pl. Cum.* A term of reproach
applied to the inhabitants of the Holme, especially Holme
St. Paul. (s.v. Dobbie.)
HOLT, sb. s.Lan. 1 A game preserve.
HOMER, adj. Dev. Used to distinguish that one of

two fields called by the same name, which is nearer to
the house. (R.P.C.)
tHOMI-OMRIE, sb. Obs. Sc. A hotch-potch, mis-

cellany.
Ane homi-omrie of fanatique span, Justling by chance, made up

.

the wondrous man, Lines on the Earl of Crawford (c. 1690) in

Maidment Pasquils (1868) 321.

HOMMER-THE-LET, sb. I.Ma. The game of ' Colley
ball' (q.v.). Gomme Games (1898) II. 412.
HONEST, adj. w.Yks. 1 Applied to a cow that gives

her milk readily, and that does not kick. (s. v. Milker.)
HONEY, sb. Sc. Lin. In comp. (1) Honey-bee, a bee

;

(2) -oil, fig. to flatter, ' butter up.'

(1) n.Lin. (E.S.) (2) e.Sc. Ye wouldna think . . . hoo I saft-

sawdered an' honey-oiled that man, Strain Elmslie's Drag-net
(1900) 24.

HONOURS, sb. pi. Cum. In phr. to make one's honours,
to touch the cap or pull the forelock, in token of respect.
(J.Ar.)

HOODLE, see Wood-wail.
HOODY, sb. Hmp. The linen bonnet worn by women

when at work in the fields. (H.R.) See Hood, sb. 1 2.

JHOOF, sb. Lin. 1 An acre. [? Misprint for hook, sb.
3
]

+HOOFLOO, adj. w.Cy. 'High-flown, above one's
station.

w.Cy. If he had been forced to put the money into his farms,
instead of being so hoo-floo with his four-in hand, Bayly/. Merle
(1890) xix.

HOOFS, sb. pi. s.Lan. 1 Calluses or hard skin on
the hands.
HOOK, v. s.Lan. 1 To stoop in the back. CI. hook,w*
HOONT, see Want, sb.2

HOOP, sb. and v. Suf. 1. sb. A circular wooden
frame put round apples to be stored for the winter; the
act of sorting apples and surrounding them with a 'hoop.'
The choicer kinds [of apples] . . . being spread carefully one by

one on the ground, each collection finally encircled with hoops,
Betham-Edwards Mock Beggars' Hall (1902) 70 ; You've done
your hoop and it's nigh on milking-time, ib. 72.

2. v. To spread apples carefully on the floor and
surround them with hoops, in order to store them for the
winter.
My maids both a-hooping apples in the apple-chamber, ib. 59 ;

ib. 67.

HOOR, sb. Pern. A hoar-frost. (J.S.O.T.)
HOOSEY, sb. Cum. The game of ' high-bo-leep

'

(q. v., s. v. High, adj.). (E.W.P.)
HOOST, sb. Stf. (G.H.H.)
HOOSTID, adj. s.Lan. 1 Also in form hoostit. A

dial, form of ' worsted.' Cf. worset.
iHOOT, ? sb. or ? adj. Sc. [? Misprint for hoit, sb. J

]
Then there's Peggy Bauchals, She gets the name o' hoot;

Although she's no a beauty She's buirdly and she's stout, Barr
Poems (1861) 38.

HOOT, see Will, aux. v.

HOOT-WUG, int. Hmp. A carter's call to his horse.
(H.R.) See Hoot, int.

HOP, sb. 1 Yks. Hmp. 1. In comp. Hop-clover, the
yellow clover, Trifolium procumbens. n.Yks. (I.W.)
2. The trefoil, Trifolium medium. Hmp. (H.R.)
HOP, v. and sb. 2 Yks. Lan. Pem. Som. 1. v. In

comb. (1) Hop-a-di-kick, the movement of a lame person
trying to walk quickly ; also used advb.

; (2) -flag, the
game of hop-scotch

; (3) -frog, a frog
; (4) -scouch, a game

somewhat similar to ' scouch ' (q.v.).
(1) w.Yks. T'owd felly war gooin hop-a-di-kick as fast he could

wi' his gam leg (B.K.). (2} s.Lan.' (3) Som. With all the airy

lightness and alacrity of a hop-frog, Raymond No Soul (1899) 59.

(4) w.Yks. All the play is done whilst hopping. The two ' dens '

are opposite each other and the fighting ground lies between. A
captured one has to be fetched from the edge of the opponents'

den, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Feb. 13, 1897) (s.v. Scouch).

2. Of stars : to twinkle.
s.Pem. There will be frost to-night ; the starsare hopping (M. S.C.).

3. sb. Phr. (1) as fast as hops, very fast or quickly; (2)

on the hop, on the spur of the moment.
(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) s.Pem. So soon as she heard it she was

off on the hop (M.S.C.).

JHOPE, sb. Dev. The name of a short street in
Devonport. Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.)
HOPPER, sb. Pem. Dor. A small maggot which

infests cheese, &c. Dor. (E.C.M.) Hence Hoppery, adj.
of ham or bacon : maggoty, infested with maggots. Pem.
(J.S.O.T.)
HORLE, see Whirl.
HORN, sb. and v. Sc. Cum. Wm. Yks. Pem. Oxi.

Also in form hurn Pem. 1. sb. In comp. (1) Horn-
burn, a mark branded upon horned sheep, &c.

; (2)
-gibby, obs., a spoon made of horn

; (3) -gollochy, an ear-
wig ; see -golach

; (4) -haft, a haft or handle of horn
; (5)

-mad, very eager; (6) -scrapple, a miniature horn-book
about 3| inches long.

(1) Wm. Lost, two Scotch sheep and three lambs, hornburn
J. K., Wm. Gazette (Oct. 13, 1901) 5. (2) Cum. (E.W.P.) (3)
Frf. (D.M.R.) (4) n.Yks. (I.W.) (5) Oxf. (A.P.) (6) Cum.
(E.W.P.)

2. Phr. to blow one's own horn, to sound one's own
praises. Cum. 4

3. A formation of cloud, resembling
in shape the form of a boat. Cf. horn, sb. 9, Noah's Ark.

Sc. (Jam., s.v. Purse-moo). Bnff. 1

4. v. To make hard or horny.
Edb. Toil horns a man's hands, Beatty Secreiar (1897) 315.
5. To push with the horns; to drench with a horn.
Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
HORNAWAY, sb. nw.Dev. A boys' game identical

with ' Monkey-bean ' (q.v., s.v. Monkey). (R.P.C.)
HORNEY, sb. War.4 A stick with a curve or angle

at the end, used in gathering wild fruit.

HORNIC, sb. Sc. The root of the earth-nut, Bunium
flexuosum. Hence Hornic-hunter, sb. a seeker after the
earth-nut.

Kcb. Yer heid's ower fir o' hornics an' bum clocks, Armstrong
Kirkiebrae (1896) 157.

JHORNSHOTTLE, adj. Sc. Meaning unknown.
Rnf. His hurdies got siccan a shake, He thought he was a' horn-

shottle, Webster Rhymes (1835) 83.

JHORNSTRING, v. ? Oxf. Meaning unknown.
[? Mistake for ' hamstring.']
A gude mind to hornstring that old hosebird of a Dobbin, Black-

more Cripps (1876) xxvi.

HORNY-BUCK, sb. Sc. A variety of the game ot
' tig ' or ' touch last' See Horny, sb. 7.
Wgt. Every one who is touched joins hands to the ' tegger

'

until all have been caught who are in the game (A.W.).
IHORRORSCUP,s6. Lan. A corruption of 'horoscope.'
He says it's parson Hollingsworth's horrors-cup, Kay-Shuttle-

worth Scarsdale (i860) II. 34.
HORSE, sb. and v. Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. War

Wor. Pem. Ess. Hmp. Also in form hoss War.3 1 sb
In comb. (1) Horse-back, mining term : a balk or species'
of hitch in the coal strata

; (2) -fish, the pearl mussel (3)head, part of the framework of a power-loom
; so called

from a fancied resemblance to a horse's head • (4) -kirn
a churn worked by a horse; (5) -man word, see below!
(6) -marine, a big, fat, coarse-looking woman

; (7) -mush-
room, a large, coarse mushroom

; (8) -rake, a hay-rake
drawn by horses

; (9) -rigged, on horseback
;
(10) -road

a highroad, a road for wheeled traffic
; (n) -Wav (a)

a green lane or track for horses, &c, but not wheeled
traffic

;
(b) mining term : a travelling road in a pit for

horses. *

(I) Nhb.1 (s. v. Saddle-back). (2) Cum. The pearl muscle is
not known or spoken of under that name ... but the fish is locally
called (at Dngg) a Horse-fish, Jefferson Hist. Allerdale Ward



HORSE-CRIPPLE [!33] HOWSE
(1842) 107. (3) Lan. (O.S.H.) (4) e.Sc. To do ony good wi'

butter I needed a horse-kirn, Strain Elmslie' s Drag-net (igoo) 16.

(5) Abd. She had often heard of it and understood that it referred

to some secret which every man who aspired to be a horseman
must receive from his fellows before he could become a member
of the Horseman Society, and receive the help of his fellows
when the training of a refractory animal became necessary. . .

'Jamie, fat's the horseman word?' 'Losh be here, Bauby, fat ever
put that i' yer heid? It's a thing 't naebody maun speak aboot 't

kens ony thing aboot it ava,' Abd. Wkly.Free Press (Nov. 1, 1902).

(6) War. (C.T.O.) (7) Hmp.' (8) n.Yks. (I.W.) (9) w.Yks.s
(s.v. Rig). (10) n.Yks. (I.W.) (n, a) Ess. The lane is no
longer used even as a horse-way, Longman's Mag. (Sept. 1901)

448. (6) Nhb. 1 The horseway up west, and tramway up north

along the westernmost headways, Scott Ventilation of Coal Mines
(1868) 18 (s. v. Ways).
2. A ' groin' or light rail erected on the sea-coast for the

protection of the beach. See Shy, sb.

Ess. He noticed some way further down [the shore], and this

time high and dry againstoneofthe shies, or 'horses,' another heap,

Burmester Lott's Alice (1901) 197.

3. v. To lift a barrel on to the frame which supports it.

Pern. (J.S.O.T.) 4. To heave, toss up ; see below.
War.3 'I hossedhim oop.' Used only ofthe action ofheaving up

by the leg bent at the knee, as when seeking help to mount an

unsaddled horse. A boy desiring to climb a wall would say to his

companion ' Hoss me up.' Wor. (E.S.)

JHORSE-CRIPPLE, sb. Gall. Meaning unknown.
' And wha has M ary gotten ?

' . . 'A braw horse cripple. '
' Weel

done, Mary !
' Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 311, ed. 1876.

IHORSE-HOOD, adv. Dev. In kind [sic]. Rock
Jim an' Nell (1867) Gl.

HOSEBIRD, sb. Sus. Hmp. Wil. Also in forms
husbird Hmp. ; oozbird Sus. ; oozebird Wil.* A term
of abuse for a good-for-nothing person ; applied also to

children. w.Sus. (R.B.), Hmp. (H.R.), Wil.1
(s.v.

Wosbird). See Wosbird.
HOSHEN, sb. Sc. See below.
Gall. I would hear her come to the door, her' hoshens,'or wide,

loose, house slippers, making a faint rustling on the stone floor,

Crockett Dark o' Moon (1902) 329.

HOST-BELL, sb. Per. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] The bell rung to call children into school.

Aye the Host-bell rang too soon for the cluster [of school-

children] gathered round her knee, Aitken Enochdhu (1901) 232.

HOT, adj. Yks. Lin. In phr. (1) as hot as hot, very
hot, as hot as can be

; (2) to sew with hot needle and burnt

thread, see below.
(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) n.Lin.1 When sewing is done with brittle

thread, or otherwise so badly that it breaks easily, it is said to

have been done ' wi' hot needle an' bo'nt thread ' (s.v. Sewing).

HOTNESS, sb. n.Yks. Heat. (I.W.)

JHOTTENPOT,s6. Irel. I.W. Also in form hot-in-pot

Irel. A corruption of ' Hottentot'
w.Ir. Sure that's in the north of Amerikay, where the Hot-in-

pots lives, Lover Leg. (1848) II. 532. I.W. 1

tHOUG, sb. Sc. ? A hold of, grasp.
Rnf. Gin ye'll gie me a houg the rake I winna think on't lang,

sir, Clark Rhymes (1842) 32.

HOUGE, adj. Wor. i. q. Howgy, 3.

ne.Wor. You be despert houge along o' them folks at the Mill

(J.B.P.).

IHOUNDINGS, sb. pi. e.An.1
? Misprint for housings

or houncing.
HO-UP, int. se.Lin. A call used in driving cattle.

/|T|3 )

HOUSE, sb. Cum. Yks. Der. Not. Lin. Oxf. Suf. Dor.

Som. 1. In comp. (1) House-druft, of clothes : dried

at the fire in the house, instead of out of doors
; (2) -end,

{a) the gable or end of a house
;

(b) used as a simile for

anything very large ; (3) -fast, confined to the house ; (4)

-height, verymuch, a great deal ; used as an intensitive ; (5)

-mouse, an animal much in the house ; (6) -proud, proud of

one's house or home ; taking pride in having a nice well-

kept house ; (7) -ridding, changing houses, moving ; (8)

-rigging, the ridge at the top of the roof; (9) -row, in

phr. by house-row, from house to house, taking the houses

as they come.

(i)w.Yks. 'Is itbahn tarain, think ye?' ' Yus, itlewkslahkhahse
druft ageean' (B.K.). (2) n.Yks. (I.W.) (3) Cum. Carlisle Pair.

(Mar. 13, 1903! ;
(E.W.P.) (4) n.Yks. It stinks house-height,

very much (I.W.). (5) n.Yks. Our cat's a great house-mouse (ib,).

(6) Der. Theere's nosayin' as hoo weerena haase-praad, Gilchrist
Nicholas and Mary (1899) 182. s.Not. I like a woman to be a bit

house-proud (J. P. K.). Suf. Alice was as 'house-proud' as only

eastern county women can be ; exquisitely clean, slaving for her
furniture, Gurdon Memories (1897) 8. (7) Dor. Left her, un-

call'd at house-ridden, To bide at Woak Hill, Barnes Poems
(1869-70) 3rd S. 11. Som. Raymond Gent. Upcott (1893) 35. (8,9)
n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. Phr. (1) as big as one end of a house, said of any one
very stout. Oxf. (A. P.) Cf. house-end (c) ; (2) to be up
to the top of the house, to be in a state of great excitement
or anger. n.Yks. (I.W.) ; (3) to throw the house out of the

windows, to make a great noise or disturbance in a house.
n.Lin.1

HOUZE, see Ouse, v.

HOVELLED, pp. Nhp.2 Of wheat, &c. : placed on
a ' hovel ' or frame for stacking. See Hovel, sb.

1
5.

Wheat-hovel-day = the day on which harvest is concluded, and
the corn safely hovelled (s. v. Wheat-hovel-day).

HOVER, sb. Sur. Dev. A cover, shelter, esp. a hiding-

place for fish. See sb. 13.
Sur. When once a large trout has made his hover in a stream, it

takes a great deal to move him, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills

(1891) 166. Dev. Phillpotts Striking Hours (1901) 173.

HOW, adv. and sb. Sc. Irel. Yks. I.Ma. Dev. Also in

form hoo Irel. 1. adv. In phr. (1) how and about, about,

concerning ; (2) — are you coming on ? how are you ?

(3) — at or that ? how was it that ? (4) — by that ? how is it

compared with that ? (5) — by yourself? how do you
act ? (6) — is this, how

; (7) — many fingers stand up ?

a children's game.
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) n.Yks. (I.W.) (6) Uls. Hoo's this it happen't ?

M°Ilroy Druid's Island (1902) 30. (7) Don. Here I found Nail

an' Mary actually playin' ' How-many-fingers-stands-up ?' Mac-
manus Bend ofRd. (1898) 144.

2. Comb. Howsobe, however. Cf. howsumbe.
Dev. 'Tis that, Intson. Howzobe, you'm vound a better half

than me, Mortimer W. Moors (1895) 105.

3. Whether, in what way.
n.Yks. Ah didn't know how to believe him (I.W.).

4. sb. The reason, reason why.
I.Ma. I happen to know partikkiler ! . . never mind the how

!

Brown Doctor (1891) 31.

5. Phr. at any how, at any rate. s.Sc. (Jam., s.v. Ony).
HOWDYFICATION, sb. Sc. A confinement, ac-

couchement. See Howdie.
Wgt Doctor M°Whirter had been away at a howdyfication

about the Cairn, Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 97.

HOWEVER, adv. Yks. Pern. Brks. Also in form
awivver n.Yks. 1. In phr. however sore, however much.

n.Yks. Bud awivver, hoo-ivver sair they denied him, they sent

a gift (I.W.).

2. At least, at any rate ; anyhow, in any case.

n.Yks. Ah mun hev tweea awivver (I.W.). Brks. A common
question among the men is ' How many bouts hast thee made to-

day h'wever ?
' Spectator (Oct. 18, 1902) 363.

3. Why.
s.Pem. However did ye go and leave it out here ? (M.S.C.)

HOWF, sb. Fif. Fig. Liking, desire for.

Philosophy's like onions, grand for a strong digestion, but some
folk canna thole them ; I've no howf o' them mysel', nor yet o'

your philosophy, Setoun Skipper of Barncraig (1901) 212.

JHOWF, sb. Sc. A cemetery or burial-ground.

Trf. (W.C.) s.Sc. Howking the banes o' the dead Melvilles o'

Falconhaugh, frae the side o' the quarry, whar it marches wi'

the howf o' the auld house, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 322.

HOWK, v. Cum. With in: to eat with relish and
avidity, to ' tuck in.'

They all howked in to the tatie-pot he had provided them,

Carlisle Pair. (Mar. 13, 1903) 3 ;
(E.W.P.)

HOWKS, sb.pl. Nhp.1 The chaff or husks adhering

to corn after it has been threshed, (s.v. Puggens.) Cf.

hulk, sb.
1 3.

HOWMER, HOWSE, see Oumer, Ouse, v.



HOWSTER [134] HUNGRY

JHOWSTER, sb. Dial, unknown. The knot, Tringa
canutus.
Montagu Ornith. Diet. (1802) 263, ed. 1833; Swainson Birds

(1885) 195-

HOWTIE, adj. n.Yks. (I.W.)
HOW-WAY, int. w.Dur. 1 Come away. See How, int.

HOX, v. Hmp. To catch. Cf. hocks, v.

I hoxed my foot in a bramble and over I went (H.R.).

JHOX, int. Stf. [Not known to our correspondents.]
In phr. hox an'frog, an exclamation.

s.Stf. Theer, theer. Hox an' frog, hox an' frog, Murray Rainbow
Co/rf(i886) 156.

HOXES, sb. ? Obs. Oxf. 1
i.q. Oxter.

HOY, int. n.Yks. (I.W.)
HOYTE, v. Sc. To hoist, raise on to the shoulders.
Rnf. The tailor had to lowse His wark, an' hoyte up in a crack

The base auld lurdon on his back, Young Lochiomond (1872) 55.

HOZLE, sb. Cor. The throat ; the windpipe. Cf.

hoozle, sb.2

I'll clinch tha by the hozle, iss, An' chuck tha like a rat,

Daniel Muse in Motley (1867) 18.

HOZZLE TIMBER,.^. Pern. Hazel-wood. (J.S.O.T.)
HUCK, v. Brks. Mid. Hmp. Also in form uck Mid.

1. To throw together into a heap, &c. ; to move, push.
w.Brks. (A.H.H.M.) w.Mid. Take a fork and uck that rubbish

up together. The bullock was a bit wild, and ucked up the ground
with his horn. Uck that cinder off the hob (W.P.M.). Hmp.
(H.R.)

2. Fig. To turn out ; to oust.
Brks. They were hucked out o' their house at Michaelmas

(E.G.H.).

HUCKLE-BONE, sb. Pern. The hip-joint. (J.S.O.T.)
HUDDLE, v. Lin. In phr. to huddle and cuddle, to kiss,

hug; to fondle, embrace. (J.P.F.), se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
IHUDDLINGS, sb. pi. Lei. In phr. to go in the

huddlings, to run away by night so as to escape one's
creditors.

I don't intend to moonshine or go i' th' huddlings, N. £r> Q.
(1858) 2nd S. vi. 187.

HUE, see Whew, sb.
1

HUERUNT, sb. Sc. A heron.
Bwk. Saw the huerunt catching eels Amang the reeds sae rank,

Crockett Minstrelsy (1893) 169.

HUFF, sb. Pern. In phr. huff be toyou ! an exclama-
tion of impatience or contempt. (J.S.O.T.) Cf. huff,

v? 3.

HUGEOUS, adj. s.Lan. 1

HUGGAN, sb. e.Lan. The bone of the pelvis.

Burnley Express (June 1, 1901).

HUGGERT, ppl.adj. Sc. Bent with cold, &c, shrunken.
See Hugger, v.

1

Abd. He's bent and huggert aboot the shoulders, Abd. Wkly.
Free Press (Aug. 25, 1900).

HUGGLE, v. War. Pern. 1. In phr. huggle and
cuggle, to hug, embrace. War.3 2. To wrap up.

s.Pem. Ain't I just huggled? Mother's a villain for huggling a
body up (M.S.C.).

HUIL, HULE, see Yule.
JHULBIRT, sb. Sh.I. Also in form halbert. A

heavy, unwieldy body ; applied to a tall, masculine-looking
woman.

I mind ower weel whin Lusa Laesk de'ed. Doo minds what a

hulbirt shu wis, Girzzie ? Sh. Neivs (Dec. 31, 1898) ; (J.S.)

tHULET, sb. Hmp. A large dark-coloured moth.
(W.M.E.F.) See Howlet, sb. 4.

tHULL, sb. Sus. Meaning unknown.
Dey thaut as de hull hed hatched de egg, Jackson Southward Ho

(1894) I. 433.

HULL, see Will, aitx. v., Whole.
HULL-SCOOPS, sb. pi. Lakel. Holes or hollows in

the sands made by boats lying waiting for the tide to

move them.
A source of danger to travellers crossing the sandbanks after the

tide receded (B.K.) ; This was one of the dreaded hull-scoops,

Palmer Lake Cy. Rambles (1902) 96.

HUM, v.
5 Hmp. To stink. (H.R.)

HUMAN, sb. Wm. Excrement. (B.K.)

JHUMBLE, v. Dial, unknown. To humble or humiliate

oneself, to demean oneself.

The charities ... in many cases do not go to the most needy,

' who will not humble to ask for them,' Dy. News (Oct. 17, 1891)

3, col. 2.

HUMBUGS, sb.pl. Wm. Light grappling-irons used

to hold a restive horse, &c. (B.K.)

HUMLIK, sb. Cum.* Dial, form of hemlock (q.v.).

(s.v. Umlik.)
JHUMLY BUSH, phr. Yks. Meaning unknown

;

known only in a children's rhyme ; see below.

w.Yks. All around the hum'ly bush, All around the weasel,

The parson kissed the cobbler's wife, Pop goes the weasel (J.T.).

HUMMEL, adj. Inv.(H.E.F.) Of handwriting: plain,

without flourishes. A Jig. use of hummel, adj. 1

HUMMER, sb. se.Lin . An incredible story. (J.T.B.)

See Humer, sb.
1 4.

HUMMIN-ALE, sb. Wm. Strong, heady, foaming
ale. See Humming, 2.

While hummin-ale was drunk frae t'pail, Sewart Rhymes
(1869) 5.

HUMMING-BUZZING,/^. Irel. Making a droning,

buzzing noise. See Hum, v.
1

A lot of us squattin' together, Hummin'-buzzin' away at our

book like the bees in the bloom of the heather, Barlow Ghost-

bereft (1901) 91.

HUMMOCK, sb. War. Wor. Dev. 1. A small mound
of earth such as that thrown up by a mole or by ants.

War.3
, Wor. (E.S.) Hence Hummocky, adj. lumpy,

uneven, rough, ib. 2. A hunch.
Dev. Geeve's jus' a hummock o' bread an' a jug o' zyder, Ford

Postle Farm (1899) 172.

HUMMY, adj. Pern. Musty, going bad with damp.
Cf. humph, sb.

1

s.Pem. The bacon is gone hummy. This pan smells hummy
(M.S.C.) ; (J.S.O.T.)

HUMOUR, sb. and v. Yks. War. Wor. Also in form
humebor s.Wor. 1. sb. A sore, boil. s.Wor. (H.K.)
2. v. To ease, accommodate a thing to its position.
n.Yks. (I.W.) 3. Of butter: to soften it for use by
pressing it with a knife or warming it in front of the fire.

War. (C.T.O.)
JHUMP, sb. Yks. ? The thigh; ? a hunch.
w.Yks. Shooulders an'-humps, Spec. Dial. 37.

HUMP, v. n.Yks. To sulk, esp. in phr. to hump and
cry. (I.W.)

HUMPETTY-BACKED, adj. Cor.3 Hunch-backed.
Cf. humpty.
HUMPY, adj. Wil. Depressed, melancholy. Cf. 4.
The fowls to-day all skeered and humpy, Tennant Vill. Notes

(1900) 51.

iHUNDEN, sb. Obsol. Nhb. 1 The 'hooding' or
leather straps or thongs joining the two sticks of a flail.

HUNDER-STONE, sb. Wil.1 Thunderbolt. [?A mis-
reading of thunder-stone.]

Probably either belemnites, or else the concretionary nodules
of iron pyrites, called ' thunder-bolts ' by the labourers.

HUNGER, sb. and v. Sc. Cum. Lan. Hmp. Dev. 1. sb.
In comp. (1) Hunger-physic, a jocular term for food

; (2)
•rot, see below.

(1) s.Lan.1 (2) s.Sc. Some people have been led to consider
the rot as of two kinds, viz. the querney, or black rot, proceeding
from foul feeding, and the hunger-rot from an absolute deficiency
of food of every kind, Essays High!. Soc. III. 464-5 (Jam., o. v
Querney).

2. v. To starve ; to withhold necessary food. Cum.4

Hence (1) Hungered or Hongered, pp. and ppl. adj.
hungry, starved

; having a great hunger
; (2) Hunger-'em-

out, adj. starved, short of food.

(1) Hmp. I be a hongered (H.R.). n.Dev. A banging, great-
hungered, wide-bellied thing, Zack Dunstable IVeir(igoi) 13. (2)
Cum. Bad-shaped cattle and ' hunger-'em-out ' pigs (E.W.P.).
HUNGRY, adj. Bwk. In comb. Hungry welcome

a cold reception ; used with a neg.
There's rowth o' a' thing ane could want, an' sae Whae'er may

ca' There is nae hungry welcome evergi'en at Day's ha', Calder
Poems (1897) 122.



HUNKER [i35] IDLE

HUNKER, v. Sc. 1. Fig. To stoop, submit, yield,
endure.
We just maun hunker till the day Their help'U no be needit,

Watson Poems (1877) 57 (Jam. Suppl.); Hunkerin' an' hingin'

on's a puir trade, Prov. in Scotsman (Mar. 19, 1887).

2. To watch in a crouching position so as not to be
observed.

I wouldnae be the least surprised if they were hunkering this

wood, Stevenson Catriona (1893) xi.

HUNKERINGS, sb. pi. Per. Genuflexions, prostra-
tions ; used fig.
The superstitions and ' hunkerings ' which debased the religion

of England were mercilessly exposed, MacGregor Solder's Lamp
(1903) 100.

HUNKERS, sb. pi. s.Lan.1

tHUNKEY, sb. Sh.I. A lad with a clumsy, ungainly
walk ; a short, thick-set man. See Hunksit.
A news correspondant 'e caad de a donkey, Giid trath du's

nedder man ir monkey, His letter truly set de hunkey, Sh. News
(Feb. 19, 1898) ; (J.S.)

tHUNKIN, sb. Obs. Cor. Meaning unknown.
Ah hunkin, hunkin, I am huge afraid That you is laughing at

a simple maid, ' Cornwall' W. Eclogue in Gent. Mag. (1762) 287.

HUNT, see Want, sb.2

HUNTER, sb. Lnk. In phr. hunter's beer, a weaver's
treat.

Submit to feast but twice a year, On penny-pyes, and hunter's

beer, McIndoe Poems (1805) 11.

HUNT THE HARE, phr. Bwk. See Hunt, v. 1 (5).

What games o' shinty, hunt the hare, An' peerie, ba', or bool

!

Calder Poems (1897) 240.

HURB, sb. Abd. A term of endearment applied to

a mischievous child. (J.F.)

JHURD, sb. Sh.I. A quantity of ' burstin ' suitable for

drying in a kettle over the fire.

In a corner of the looder stood a toyeg (a small straw basket),

containing as much corn as would be a hurd o' burstin. This was
the annual offering to the Water Neugle, in order to insure the

good services of his godship, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 172; (J.S.)

HURDEN, adj. Wor. See below. See also Harden, v.

'The lambs look hurden' = they look 'pinched' or 'tucked up'

(E.S.).

HURDLE, sb. Dor. (E.CM.) In comp. (1) Hurdle-

reeves, the twisted loops of hazel or withe that fasten the

hurdles together
; (2) -zull, the stick to which two hurdles

are fastened.
HURD-MEAT, sb. Obs. Cum.4 Food given to the

' herd ' (q. v.) for tending the village cattle and sheep.

HURDY, sb. Frf. //. in phr. over the hurdles, over

head and heels ; used fig.
Ower the hurdies amon' debt, Edwards Mod. Poets, 13th S. 277.

HURK, sb. and v. Pern. (J.S.O.T.) 1. sb. A limp ;fig.

a hesitation in speaking. 2. v. To limp. Cf. hurk, v.'

HURL, sb.2 Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

HURL, see Whirl.
HURLING, sb.

1 Wm.
This fish (sc. the perch) possesses certain local or provincial

names, as ' barse ' in Westmoreland, or if young 'hurling,' Day
Fishes (1880-84) I. 4.

JHURMS, sb. pi. Lan. Meaning unknown. [Misprint

for hums or horns.]
A great black Boggart, wi' great lung hurms, Harland &

Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 55.

HURPLED, ppl. adj. Cum. Said of the roots of

cabbages and turnips when suffering from the disease of
' finger and toe.' (E.W.P.) Cf. hirple, v. 2.

HURRISH, int. Irel. A call to pigs to come to their
food. Simmons Gl. (1820) s.v. Thyurrh.
HURRO, sb. Yks. Also in form urrow w.Yks.3 In phr.

like hurro, very easily, without any difficulty. Cf. hoorro.
n.Yks. He did it like hurro (I.W.). w.Yks.3 In a race, when

one is far ahead, he is said to have beaten his competitor ' lauk
urrow' (s. v. Like).

HURST, see Rust, v.
2

JHURST-RIGG, sb. Sc. A form of hairst ' or 'harvest-
rig.'

A Sc. lassie, when wading a burn, kilts her coats, and when
she is employed on thehurstrigg, she breeches them, N.& Q. (1869)
4th S. iii. 22.

HUSEN, sb. pi} w.Dur.1 The eaves of a house. Cf.

housing, sb. 1 4.

HUSEN, sb. pi.
2 w.Dur. 1 Husks.

HUSH-HEAD, sb. Cum. A place where water has
been dammed up so as to collect sufficient for ' hushing.'

(E.W.P.) See Hush, v.2

HUSHO, sb. Irel. A soft, monotonous chant sung by
nurses to send their charges to sleep.
The monotonous sound of the churn-dash falling on his ear

acted as a husho, and the worried and wearied Andy . . . fell

asleep to the bumping lullaby, Lover Handy Andy (1842) xii.

HUSK, sb. Wor. The refuse of the ground apples in

cider-making. Also called musk (q. v.). (H.K.)

JHUSSING,^. Abd. ? Teasing, mocking, bantering.

Cf. hyse.
Jangling, wrangling, scolding, hussing, wrestling, boxing,

kicking, cussing, Meston Wks. (1723) 24.

HUSTLE, v. Hmp. To toss, in phr. pitch and hustle,

pitch and toss. (H.R.)
HUTCHY, see Whichy.
HUTOCK, sb. Abd. A small stack. Cf. hattock, sb. 1

Aifter pitten the hutock o' hay, an' the verra butter new oot o'

the churn, an' twa dizzen o' eggs doon yer throat, W. Watson
Auld Lang Syne (1903) 113.

tHUTS,s£.^/. Dial. unknown. ? The loppings of trees.

(W.W.S.)
HUVVER, v. Hrt. With up : to lift a swath of hay

lightly to let the air get under it. (E.S.F.) Cf. hover, v? 4.

JHWOAZIN, sh. Cum. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Rosin.
Ne'er a tune was owre an duin But Jonathan caw't for

'hwoazin,' Gilpin Sngs. (1866) 280.

HYAAVE, adj. Abd. Also written hyeave. Grey

;

sallow, livid, ' blae.' See Hyauve.
Man, ye're surely nae weel, ye're leukin unco hyaave i' the face,

Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Jan. 23, 1904) ; ib. (Nov. i, 1902).

JHYHUMPUS, sb. Lan . A deformed person, a cripple.

Cf. humpy, adj.

Wurno' there a little hyhumpus wi' thee ? A chap as aulus

walks his ground twice o'er, I meean ; climbs on sticks like garden

paes, Brierley Cast upon World (1886) xxiii.

tHYPLOCK, adj. Obs. Gall. Meaning unknown.
My house is fu' baith butt and ben, Of hyplock hamespun

gentlemen, Lauderdale Poems (1796) 35.

HYPOCRITE, adj. Suf. Crippling, disabling. See
Hypocriting.
He surfers as a general rule from the rheumatics and the

'browntitus'—both of which, as his wife parenthetically remarks,

are 'hypocrite complaints,' Gurdon Memories (1897) 4.

JICEE-WILLEE, sb. Cor.3 The sandling, Calidris

arenaria.

JICKET sb. Yks. Meaning unknown.

As I were going over London Brig I met a load of soldiers,

Some in Ickets, some in ackets, Some in red and yellow jackets.

What were they? A swarm ofwasps! N. &Q. ( 1865) 3rd S.vm. 325.

JIDDLINS, sb. pi. Der. 2 Meaning unknown.

Eating slowly or by ' iddlins ' (s.v. Chyzenmg).

IDIWUT, see Ediwut.
IDLE, adj. and sb. Yks. Lan. Cor. 1. adj. In comp.

Idle-bones, an idle fellow, a 'lazy-bones.' w.Yks.
Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne (1900) 169. 2. Empty,
unoccupied.

Cor.3 The L.'s are moving and their house will be idle.

3. Of plants: barren, only occasionally producing a good
crop. n.Yks. It's rather a ahdle beerer (I.W.).



IDLE-BANT [136] INDER

4. sb. Idleness, in phr./or idle.

Lan. He cannot, for idle, keep his garden tidy (C.J.B.).

IDLE-BANT, sb. s.Lan.1 A chalk-line, used by
carpenters.

IDLEMENT, sb. s.Lan.1 Idleness.

IGNORANT, adj. Irel. Presumptuous, forward.
She would no doubt have deemed it ' very ignorant ' on her

part to attempt a more definite explanation. This is another word
that has a meaning of its own in Irish-English. . . The term would
be considered specially appropriate to those who presumptuously
rush in where angels fear to tread . . . and who in general take

too much upon them or disregard superior claims, Pilot (May 30,

i9 3) 522 -

ILAND, sb. ? Obs. Cmb. Meaning unknown.
24 quarters one bushell and 3 pecks, came all out of the first

mow on the right hand in the new barne, and the iland was full

of Rye besides (c. 1682-84), in N. & Q. (Oct. 29, 1904).

JILILUK, sb. Irel. Meaning unknown.
Con. On the shore of MacDara's island there is a stone called

the ' Captives Stone,' where, until very lately, women during low
tide gathered ililuk, Flk-Lore Jrn. (1884) II. 259.

ILL, adj., adv. and v. Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Lin. Brks.
1. adj. and adv. In comb. (1) Ill-begetten, base-born, of

a bad breed ; used as a term of contempt
; (2) -bothom't,

bad from the foundation, utterly bad
; (3) -broken, badly

brought up or trained
; (4) -contrivet, ill-natured, can-

tankerous
; (5) -convenient, inconvenient ; (6) — deed,

bad fortune or luck
; (7) -faured, (a) ugly

;
(b) improper

;

(8) -gettit, having bad habits
; (9) -greein', quarrelsome

;

(10) -like, see (7, a)
; (11) -nature, bad-tempered

; (12)

-snusket, cross, snappish in temper
; (13) -spoken, evil-

speaking; (14) -tricky, mischievous; (15)—turn, a mischief,

an injury
; (16) -vandtit, discontented, unsociable ; see

Vandt
; (17) -vaum'd, of bad repute or fame

; (18) -will,

in phr. to have at ill-will, to dislike, have a spite against

;

(19) -willed, ill-tempered, spiteful.

(1) s.Lan. 1 He's a ill-begetten whelp. (2, 3, 4) ib. (5) Brks.
'Tis ter'ble illconnvanient havin' narra ooman about the 'ouse,

Hayden Thatched Cott. (1902) 93. (6) s.Lan. 1
(7, a) n.Cy. As

ill-faured looking shapes as ye'll ever set eyes on, Jones Nhb.

(1871) 156. (6) n.Cy. It 'ill be weel gin there's nae ill-faur'd

matter gaen on, ib. 82. (8) Abd. An ill-gettit, coorse min'et,

vicious, cruel vratch o' a craiter, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 26,

1904). (9) Abd. They were ' a caird, ill-greein' pack,' W. Watson
Auld Lang Syne (1903) 40. (io, 11) n.Yks. (I.W.) (12) Sh.I.

(J.S.); Jakobsen Dial. (1897)39. (13) n.Cy. Sic an ill-spoken,

cuorous, cantlin' body, aye pickin' holes in her neighbours'
garments, Jones Nhb. (1871) 192. (14) Sc. Mackay (s.v. Willie).

(15) n.Yks. (I.W.), se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (16) S. & Ork. 1 -An ill-

vandtit bodie '—a person disposed to be discontented, unsocial, &c.

(17) Sh.I. The guidwife would seize a lowin taand, and chase the
uncanny visitor out the door, throwing the fire after her, while
she exclaimed: 'Twee-tee-see-dee, du ill-vaum'd trooker!'

Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 140. (18) n.Yks. He had them at ill-

will. He'll hod them at ill-will (I.W.). (19) ib.

2. Unkind, cruel, harsh.
Abd. Naebody wid be ull tull't, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar.

26, 1904).

3. Bad, severe.
Abd. An ill caul wi' a sair hoast, W. Watson A uld Lang Syne

(1903) 18.

4. Stormy, rough.
Lan. It being late and like for . . . an ill night ... I thought it

prudent to go* home, Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 101.

5. v. To speak evil of, to depreciate, rail at.

n.Yks. He ill'd t'young trees ivver seea (I.W.). Lan. Thomas
illed our calf, Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 74.

ILLEGITIMATE, sb. Dev. An illiterate person, one
unable to read or write.

' I don't think you can read or write, can you ? ' ' No, I can't, I'm
what they do call an illegitimate' (J.D.P.).

IILL-SANTAFIED, adj. Sh.I. ? Ill-sanctified, not
spiritually improving.

I can du little mair nor read a shapter i' da Bible, an' dat's bit

ill-santafied sometimes, Stewart Tales (1892) 4.

ILLYSHIFT, adj. Pern. Untidy, shiftless, helpless.
(J.S.O.T.)

l

tILOAN, sb. Wxf.1 An island.

IMAGE, sb. Pern. An imp, dwarf ; an oddity. (J.S.O.T.)

IMPET, sb. Nrf. An imp ; a spirit, ghost.

He felt his back grown cold. And he looked behind him, and

there were a white impet, or summit white, a-follerin them along

the road, Rhys Diverted Village (1903) 199.

JIMPISITIN, sb. Sur. Meaning unknown. ? Position,

state of affairs.

Minester didna mean it ... or else he be goan wrung in's head-

works, that's the impisitin on't, someways, Bickley Sur. Hills

(1890) I. v.

IMPRESSION, sb. Dor. Oppression, esp. in phr.

impression on the chest, a chest trouble of some kind.
I had the impression on my chest so bad I couldn't eat nothing

but chicken, Francis Manor Farm (1903) 9.

IN, prep, and adv. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs.
Not. Lin. 1. In comb. (1) In-by deputy, mining term :

a deputy or official stationed in a mine, as opposed to the
' top gaffer ' (q. v.) at the mouth ofthe pit

; (2) -calver, a cow
or heifer in calf

; (3) — co, in partnership or company;
(4) -country, obs., inland country

; (5) -kneed, knock-kneed,
having the knees turned inwards

; (6) — pig, big with
young

; (7) -room, an inner room, parlour
; (8) -the-stead,

instead ; (9) -ways, inwards.
(1) Cum." (2) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (3) n.Yks. (I.W.) (4) Sc.

He likewise held Justice Ayres in the In-country, Melvil
Memoirs (1735) 179. (5) n.Yks. (I.W.) (6) s.Lan. 1

(7) n.Cy.

I heard Jeanie's voice i' the in-room, Jones Nhb. (1871) 34. (8)
s.Lan.1

(9) Kcb. Close-set reg'Iar teeth, a' slopin' inweys,
Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 169.

2. Phr. (1) in a band, in league ; of the same mind
; (2)— a bit, presently, soon, in a short time

; (3) — a mistake,
by mistake

; (4) — and out, out of a straight line
; (5)

—fear,
lest, for fear that

; (6) — the way, near at hand, close by
;

(7) — to thefire, near or towards the fire
; (8) — touch with,

in comparison with
; (9) — with, friendly with, intimate,

on very good terms
; (10) — years, of human beings :

getting old; (11) to be in him, to be something internal or
mental

; (12) to belong in, to belong to, have its place in
;

(13) that is or was in, there is or was
; (14) well infor, well

supplied with.
(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) w.Yks. ' Is ta comin' ?' 'Aye.ah'll be theer

in a bit ' (J.D.W.). (3, 4) n.Yks. (I.W.) (5) n.Yks. Ah'll gan, i'

fear he dizn't dea 't (ib.). (6, 7) ib. (8) w.Yks. Amy's nut e'

touch wi' Ada for nowtiness (B.K.). (9) s.Not. I don't like him
to be so in with them Smiths (J.P.K.). (10) Chs. 1 (s.v. Up i'

Yeers). (n, 12) n.Yks. (I.W.) (13) I.Ma. The Doctor was
bound to know about all the divilment that was in, Brown Doctor
(1891) 38. (14) n.Yks. (I.W.)
3. prep. On.
s.Not. Look ! you've dropped it in the floor. She let the

beads fall in the path (J.P.K.).

4. adv. Of a meeting or gathering: assembled, met
together ; held, going on. n.Yks. (I.W.) 5. With
with and omission of the verb : to put, push, get, &c. in. ib.

IN, see One.
JINAIRT, a«-y. Sc. ? A corruption of 'inward'; 'through

and through,' thoroughly sincere and genuine.
A graun' chiel' Robin ; no ane fir show, but a fine inairt man,

People's Friend (July 27, 1896) 505.

INCH, sb. and v. Sc. Yks. e.An. 1. sb. In comp.
Inch-pieces, very small fragments. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. v.
With away : to retreat or withdraw gradually.

e.An. ' I du love 'ee trewly,' says he desperately. ' And ? ' says
she inquiringly, then inching away, Harris East-ho ! (1902) 42
3. To live sparingly, in phr. inching andpinching. '

Sc. Inching and pinching, and grudging to spend, Good Wds.
(1881) 482.

INCOME, sb. Sc. (Jam.) Used altrib. in comb. Income
ware, weeds cast in by the sea, as distinguished from
those which adhere to the rocks, (s.v. Ware.) [Corr. of
Income, 6.]

^INCOMING GROUND, phr. ? Hmp. [Not known to
our correspondents.] The down hill part of a journey
Blackley Wd. Gossip (1869) 166.

INDEPENDENT, adj. n.Yks. (I.W.)
INDER, sb. Nrf. In phr. an Inder o' money, the wealth

of the Indies. Cf. as rich as Indee, s.v. India.
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Ter hear my man talk when he hain't got the wittles he kinder
'proves on, one 'ud think he gave an Inder o' money ter shop with,
Longman's Mag. (Jan. 1903) 226.

INDIGNANCE, sb. ? Obs. Edb. Indignation.
The terrible tale with horror we hear—with indignance review,

Airman Poems (1816) 125.

INDOOR, sb. Yks. An inner porch in a cottage.
w.Yks. ' Wheer's my coit? ' ' It hings up e' t'indoor' (B.K.).

INFANT-HARROW, sb. Wor. (E.S.)

INFORMATION, sb. I.W. Gray Ribstone Pippins

(1898) 140.

INGEN, INGEON, INGIN, see Onion.
JINGLE-SAVE, sb. Obs. Sc. Meaning unknown.
Edb. Tabitha wi' her tabby cats Frae round her ingle-save,

Carlop Green (1817) 176.

JINGLIFIED, ppl. adj. Irel. Learned, educated ; like

an Englishman.
Ir. It was surprising how high-flown and inglified he could speak,

Webb Tales of Ireland—House under the Hill. Ant. He's owre
inglified for me, Ballymena Obs. (1892).

JINISITIJITTY, sb. War.3 A little, ridiculous person.
INKER, sb. Sc. An ink-bottle.
Ang. Inkers, pens, and copy-books, Reid Howetoon, 46.

INNER, adj. Lin. In comb. Inner lass, a housemaid.
se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

tINNERS, sb. pi. Sh.I. Under-garments.
Sh.I. Shu stode afore wir bed in her inners, Sh. News (June 8,

1901).

INNIN, INNON, see Onion.
INNOCENT, sb. Pern. A person of weak intellect.

(J.S.O.T.)
INPITCHER, sb. Sus. 1 Also in form impitcher.

A man who unloads the corn or hay on a wagon, on to

the stack or rick. (s. v. Pitcher.)

JINPLAY, sb. Sh.I. Used in prov. he lauchs in his

sleeve that haes the inplay. Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 228.

ilNSKIN, adj. Mid. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Close, intimate.
You never did think much of [women], Mr. Corny ;

but you
never had no inskin experience, Blackmore Kit (1890) I. iv.

INSTANCE, sb. Obs. Sc. Effort, insistence.

Nor did that Queen make any further instance for his liberty,

Melvil Memoirs (1735) 264.

+TNTAKE, sb. ? Yks. Meaning unknown.
Among the mountains, and the dreary moorland, the ' intake ' of

the coming winter was a great deal worse to see, Blackmore
Mary Anerley (1879) xxxv.

INTENT, sb. Sc. In phr. at the intent, on the sput,

present on the occasion ; looking on, superintending.
Abd. Ye maun come, Saun'ers. Aw never yet saw a stack

biggit at Cushieneuk bit ye wis at the intent, Abd. IVily. Free

Press (May 16, 1903).

IINTHREATHMENT, sb. Obs. w.Yks.2 Meaning
unknown.

Robert Carre holdeth a tenement and lands of William Spencers
and the said tenement payeth for some inthreathment yearly, iJ5.

iiij^.

INTO, prep. Sc. Pem. In form intae Sc. 1. In phr.

to be into a person, to scold or find fault with any one.
Abd. Hes he been intae ye for sayin' ye h'ard the flails the last

twa nichts ? W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 74.

2. Except, with the exception of; all but, excepting.
See E'en to, s.v. E'en, adv.

s.Pem. Class is all here, into Gwillum (M.S.C.) ; The boys is

all come, into one. I've a sewed all my frock, into this sleeve (E.D.).

JINVENTIONARY, sb. ? Sus. An inventory. Black-
more Springhaven (1886) xxxiv.
1NYAN, INYON, see Onion.
tINYARY, sb. Sh.I. Diarrhoea. {Coll. L.L.B.)

IRISH-HOUSE, sb. Chs. 1 A bothy for the use of Irish

labourers on a farm. (s. v. Paddy-house.)
IRON, sb. Sc. Yks. Also in form aim- Gall. In comb.

(1) Iron-foik, a pitchfork, hay-fork; (2) -ore well, a

mineral spring ; (3) -soupled, with links or hinges of iron.

(1) n.Yks. He used to walk wiv a iron fork (I.W.). (2) Abd.

(A.W.) (3) Gall. Nae weapon had Geordie . . . But an airn-

soupled Galloway flail, Harper Bards (1889) 50.

IRONS, sb. pi. Cum. Knife and fork, in phr. to be

a goodfistwilhone's irons, to have a good appetite. (E.W.P.)
'IS, see This.
ISS, adv. Brks.1

(s.v. Eese), Cor.3

ISSUE, sb. Nhb. Dur. The amount of coal agreed

upon to be taken from a given pit.

They [the coalowners of the Tyne and Wear] met monthly, and

sometimes fortnightly, to fix what was called the ' issue ' for the

following month, Webb Democracy (1901) 448.

IT, pron. Sc. Possess. : its.

e.Per. Still fairly common, among the older folks. ' The horse

brak it leg.' ' See at the cat pittin up it paw and clawin it head '

(W.A.C.).

iTTHE-SAY, sb. Der.2 Dial, pronunciation of the place-

name Hathersage.
IT(T, see Yet, adv.

IVES, sb.pl. se.Lin. Eel-traps made of willow wicker-

work. (J.T.B.)

JJAAKE, v. Obs. Per. Meaning unknown.
They knit their couples not to jaake To never one they gave

a balk, Smith Poems (1714) 9, ed. 1853.

JABBLE, sb. s.Wor. (H.K.) i.q. Jobble, sb.
1

JACK, sb. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Der. War. Wor. Pem. Sur.

Sus. Cor. 1. In comb. (1) Jack ass, a male ass ; (2) — line,

a strong cord ofhemp; (3) —snipe, the snipe, Limnocnptes

gallinula ; (4) — straws, a children's game resembling
' spellikins.'

(1) n.Cy. A team of six Jack asses for carting, Hunter Georg.

Ess. (1803) III. 197. (2) w.Yks. 2 (s.v. Line). (3) Sur. Son of

Marshes On Sur. Hills (1891) 275. (4) s.Lan.i

2. Phr. (1) Jack and his cart, the constellation Ursa major-

(2) — at a pinch, one ready on emergency or for the time

being ; (3)
— o' Bonnock, a bogey

; (4) —s alive, a game

of forfeits played round the fire
; (5) —'s case, a heron

;

(6) — with the iron teeth, see (3).

(1) Sus (S.P.H.) (2) Wor. I was obliged to employ labour Jack

at a pinch, as you may say (H.K.). (3) War.3 Children run away

from a cracker (firework), when it is in action, and jumps about on

the ground while exploding, saying that ' Jack o' Bonnock would

have them.' (4) w.Cor.i Jack's alive and likely to live
;

If

he die in my hand => pawn I'll give (s.v. Robin s alight). (5)

VOL. VI.

Pem. (JIS.O.T.) (6) Der. Jack-wi'-th'-Iron-Teeth's gotten howd
o' me an' draggin' me to Hell, Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 143.

3. A liquid measure of about a quarter of a pint.

Lan. She offered to give me a half jack of spirits in at it,

Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 40.

JACKY-BEATH-SIDES, sb. Cum. 4 The 'odd' man
in a game when the players are not equal in numbers, who
plays first on one side and then on the other.

JACOB, sb. s.Lan. 1 A round black plum.

JJAGE, sb. w.Yks. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A violent motion. (Hall.)

JAGGEDY, adj. Irel. Nhb. Also in form jaggety.

Jagged, rough at the edges.

Ir. An ould jaggety patch wid green edges, Barlow Ghost-

bereft (1901) 84. Nhb. It's like a muckle bason made wi' jaggedy

rocks, Graham Red Scaur (1896) 270.

tJAGGERS, sb. ? Ess. In comb. By Jaggers ! an ex-

pletive or mild oath. Cf. by Jiggers.

Byjaggers! where is Phoebe? Baring Gould Mehalah (1885) 92.

%JAKE-EASY, adj. Sc. ? Willing, having no objection.

ink. ' I'll see the price o' that bonnet this vera nicht
!

' ' Oh,

buy'tifye like; I'm jake-easy on't, Betty,' Murdoch Readings

(i895)II. 3 i- '

T
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JAKES, v. s.Wor. With in : to bring dirt into a house,
&c. (H.K.) Cf. Jakes, sb.

JAM, v.
1 Nrf. With about: to idle, loiter.

Edith, Gartrood, Beetruss, found in lively conversation with
the frequenters of the spot, 'jammin' about up town,' get the
rough side of their fathers' tongues, Mann Dulditch (1902) 224.

JAM, v.
2 Yks. To make believe ; to take in, hoax.

e.Yks. He tell'd him he'd a'e ti gan ower t'watther ; he jamm'd
him wi' that (M.C.F.M.).

JAMB, sb. Wor. (E.S.)

JAMBLE, v. n.Yks. Also in forms jammle, jaumle.
To shake a liquid in order to mix it ; to shake a window
as a signal. (I.W.)

JAMENTY, si. Irel. In phr. by Jamenty ! an oath.
Cf. Gemminy.
Wmh. Let it out, or, be jamenty, you'll bring the ruck to ahead,

Bullock Pastorals (1901) no.
JAMMI-RAGS, sb. pi. s.Lan.1

i.q. Jam-rag.
JANGLE, v. and sb. Wor. 1. v. In comb. Jangle-

foot wine, a name applied to any strong, intoxicating
liquor. Cf. plait, v. II. 1.

Some four-penny ale, said to more than equal in strength the
plum jerkum, jangle foot wine, and other concoctions of the Vale,
Evesham Standard (Jan. 9, 1904).
2. sb. A gossip ; idle talk.
She was having a civil jangle, Evesham Jrn. (July =;, 1902).
JANKER, sb. Sc.
Immediately beyond Piershill the car collided with a janker

coming in the opposite direction, Scotsman (Oct. 14, 1904^.

JANNOCK, adj., sb. and v. Sc. Stf. Dor. Also in forms
jennock Gall.

;
jonnick Dor.

;
jonnock Stf. 1. adj.

Pleasant, friendly, sociable. sw.Dor. (C.E.P.) 2.sb. Phr.
not to do thejannock with one, not to behave fairly or rightly.

Gall. God forgive ye, Meg, but ye hae'na done the jennock
wi' me. I didna deserve sic treatment at your han', Gallovidian
(1902) IV. 18.

3. v. 'To work together smoothly. Stf. Chronicle (Oct. 25,
1901).

JJANNOCK, sb. Nhp. 1 A buttress or support against
a wall. See below.
Only heard once ; when inquiring the road, of a sexagenarian

in a neighbouring village, I was directed to ' go down to that
theere jannock, (pointing to a buttress in the wall,) and then turn
to the right.'

JAR, sb. Lin. A glass of liquor.
se.Lin. I paid for jars for him and me. Oh, he takes a jar or

two most (Tuesdays) (J.T.B.).

JJARGE, sb. ?Yks. A jug.
Bill, go and drah the black jarge full o' yell, Blackmore M.

Anerley (1879) vnl -

JARGONING, vbl. sb. Sc. Chattering, idle talk. Cf.
jargon, v.

Abd. We continued to clink in alternation with laughter and
reckless jargoning, Cobban Angel of Covt. (1898) 40.

JARL, v. Brks. To quarrel, dispute, ' have words
'

;

to jeer, jest.

I likes you uncommon, though you ud'nt think it, seein' how
I've jarled at you, Cornh. Mag. (Nov. 1901) 679.
JARM, v. Sh.I. (J.S.) i.q. Yarm, v. 2.

JAR-PIE, sb. Brks. The jay, Garrulus glandarius. See
Jar(r, v.

Jays (jar-pies the natives call them, in reference to their harsh
note and their pied plumage), Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 75.

JARRED, ppl. adj. w.Yks. In comb. Jarred meat,
anything that is served in a pail. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan.
27, 1900).

JART, v. n.Yks. To dart, make a sudden spring or
dart. (I.W.)

JARVIS, sb. Wm. A coachbuilder's tool for making
the grooves for the reception of a panel. (J.M.)
JASY, sb. Irel. A wigr Cf. jasey, jersey, sb. 7.
A scanty wig, technically called a 'jasy,' Lever /. Hinton

(1842) iii.

JAU, see You.
JJAUK, v. Abd. (Jam.) See below. Cf. jaup, v.

1

Shoes are said to auk [sic], when from being too large, they do
not keep close to the foot in walking.

JAUNT, sb. 1 and v} n.Yks. (I.W.) Also in form jant.

JAUP, v.
2 and sb. 2 Sc. Dur. Also in form jap Kcb.

1. v. To shake a liquid. w.Dur.1 2. sb. Phr. knocked

to jap, fig. shown to be untrue or groundless.
Kcb. That story has been knockit to jap a dozen times, Armstrong

Kirkiebrae (1896) 307.

JAW, sb. Lan. I.Ma. Dev. 1. In comb. (1) Jaw-locked,
suffering from lock-jaw ; (2) -me-tight, a scolding.

(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) e.Dev. After a bit more jaw-me-tight the lot of

us were released, Jane Lordship (1897) 239.

2. Talk.
I.Ma. Then it all come out, and the jaw ould Anthony had,

Brown Yarns (1881) 34, ed. 1889.

JEDDERTY-JIDDERTY, adv. Cum. Also in form
jiggerdy-jaggerty. Twisted, entwined, mixed up. Cf.

jedder.
JEER, v. and sb. n.Yks. (I.W.) 1. v. trans. To mock,

make fun of. 2. sb. Phr. a jeer on him, one of his jeers.

JEG, v. n.Yks. (I.W.) i.q. Jag, v. 1.

JELL, v. s.Pem. (M.S.C.) i. q. Geal, v} 2.

JJELLING, adj. w.Yks. Jovial. (Hall.) Cf. jelly, adj.

JENNY, sb. Sc. Lan. War. Wor. 1. In comb. (1)

Jenny-horses, ' galloping horses ' seen at fairs, &c.

;

(2) — Lind fiddle, a child's toy ; see below
; (3) -pincket,

a 'will of the wisp'
; (4) — Wullock, fig. a woman who

gives no trouble in child-bearing.

(1) Wor. Jenny horses and roundabouts, Evesham Jrn. (June
29, 1901). (2) s.Lan. 1 It was composed of a hollowed piece of wood
upon which a clapper, worked upon a twisted string, produced a
loud clapping noise, something like that of a watchman's rattle.

(3) Wor. (W.K.W.C.-C.) (4) Ayr. Whyles I was so stawed o't,

I wished in bitterness of spirit that auld mother Eve had been a
Jenny Wullock, Service Dr. Duguid (ed. 1887) 156.

2. A she-ass. War.3

JEREMIAH, sb. w.Yks. A chamber utensil. (B.K.)
JERMINS, sb. pi. Pern. Small gingerbread cakes.

(J.S.O.T.)

JERN, see Yearn, v.

JERRY, sb. Yks. Lin. In phr. (1) livelyJerry, a vivacious,
facetious person. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) ; (2) a Tom and Jerry
shop, a low public-house. n.Yks. (I.W.)
JESS, sb. Dev. An idle, ill-conducted woman.
e.Dev. Withouten such [a beating] a woman having nothing to

control her is bound to become a jess, idle and sloven, or else
take to mischief, Jane Lordship (1897) 243-

JESSUP, sb. Stf. (J.C.W.), War. (C.T.O.) Also in
forms jissop, jizzup.

JEW, sb. War.3 In comb. (1) Jew's eye, in phr. worth
a Jew's eye

; (2) -'s trump.
JEZEBEL, sb. Nhb. A caterpillar. (E.W.P.)
JJIB, v. Dev.2 To move restlessly.

JIBBER-JAW, v. and sb. Dev. 1. v. To talk. Cf.
jibber, v.

Why should I want to jibber-jaw—talk, I mean—with he—him,
Ford Postle Farm (1899) 294.

2. sb. Useless talk, chatter, ib. 173.
JIBBET, sb. Pern. A girl decked out in shabby

finery. (J.S.O.T.) Cf.jibby.

JICKER, v. Sc. To jog along.
Rxb. Yon strae-headit cuttie comes jickering up to Whithaugh

Tower on thecurple o' Sim's saddle, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 130
JIFF-JAFFS, sb. pi. Sc. A fit of the ' blues

'
; 'jim-

jams.'
w.Sc. The laddie's conduct is something I cannat explain except

that he has had a whiff o' the jiff-jaffs, Henderson Our Jeames
(1898) 315-

JIG, sb. and v. Sc. 1. sb. An illegal instrument for
catching fish. 2. v. To catch fish illegally with a ' jig.'

See below.
Wgt. Jigging for herrings ... is done in this way—Three or

four pieces of stout wire, about a foot long, are laid cross ways,
and fastened securely together, and from each of the ends is hung
a piece of twine, also about a foot long, with from one to three cod-
hooks fastened to its extremity. A stout piece of lanyard is then
secured to the junction of the wires, so that the whole is evenly
balanced, and the lanyard is tied to a short bit of stick, for holding
in the hand. Armed with these formidable looking weapons, a lot
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of men and boys, and often women too, go out in boats, about the
darkening, in the herring season, and take a supply of long peats
with them, the ends of which are kept burning in a fire built on a

flat stone in the bottom of the boats ; . . the fish, attracted by the
light, come round the boats, and the people, holding the jigs by
the stick, drop them into the tide, and then jerk them suddenly
upwards, and in rising through among the herrings, a number and
sometimes all of the hooks strike into the fish. . . Captain of a boat
'jigging for scadyins,' Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 278-9.

Hence Jigger, sb. one who 'jigs' for herrings, &c.
ib. 280.

+JIG, sb. ? Obs. Sc. ? A measure of yarn ; a method
of measuring yarn.

Frf. Tell'd ilka cut [of yarn] that they ty'd up, By double-down
comes, jig, an' whup, An' scores, an' so forth, as exact As reels

can count, that's made to chack, Piper of Peebles (1794) 7.

JIGGERS, sb. Lei.1 In comb. By Jiggers! an
expletive or mild oath. (s.v. Oaths.)
JIGGERY, sb. se.Lin. In phr. go to jiggery, 'go to

Jericho.' (J.T.B.)

JJILLY-WOW, sb. Stf. A witch. (J.K.)

JIM, sb. Wm. Yks. In comp. (1) Jim-cracks, (a) hare-
brained notions

;
(b) anything designed to catch the eye

by its novelty, &c.
; (2) -tranks, knick-knacks.

(1, a) Wm. His heed's as full o' jimcracks as an egg's full o ;

meat (B.K.). (b) ib. He'd a jackylegs knife wi' as many jimcracks

in't as ther's days in a year (ib.). (2) w.Yks. Th' hahse wor dawnd
thro' one end ta tother wi' bits o' jimtranks (ib.).

JIMMY-RAGS, sb. pi. s.Wor. (H.K.) i.q. Jam-rag.
JIMP-MIDDLED, adj. Sc. Nhb. Slender-waisted.

See Jimp, adj.

Rxb. Jimp-middled lasses for men, Hamilton Outlaws (1897)

17. Nhb. Wi' a jimp-middled Edinburgh lass at your elbow,

Graham Red Scaur (1896) 176.

tJIMRIE-COSIE, sb. ? Obs. Abd. Meaning unknown.
After she's got her Jimrie-cosie Of well-mull'd till she be tosie,

And of good brandy a full dose, Meston Poet. Wks. (ed. 1723) 55.

JINGLE, sb. Irel. Wm. Yks. Cor. 1. In comp. (1)

Jingle-bones, a skeleton
; (2) -jointed, loosely built.

(1) n.Yks. He saw a'jingle-beeans in a closet (I.W.). (2) Wm.
A jingle-jointed man of somewhere about 30 years, Kendal Sixty

Years Ago (1890) 11.

2. A cart ; see below.
s.Ir. I had to drive seven miles in a thing that only exists south

of the Limerick Junction, and is called a 'jingle.' A jingle is a

square box of painted canvas with no back to it, because, as was
humorously explained to me, you must have some way to get into

it, and I had to sit sideways in it, Somerville & Ross Irish Shore

(1903) 109. m.Cor. Pedestrians who envied them their jingle,

with its nimble pony, Penberthy Warp and Woof, 62.

XJINGLER, sb. Yks. ? Fig. A man who lives by his wits.

P that deep, boundless sea Where many a jingler thrives, Yule

Clog, 6.

JINGLES, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 The disease, St. Anthony's

fire.

JINKS, sb. pi. Cum. Frolics, tricks, esp. in phr. to

play high jinks, to be up to mischief. (E.W.P.)

JINKY, sb. Obsol. Lan. See below. See Jink, v.
2

A jinky was a loose piece of brass or other metal inserted in the

heel of the clog, which 'jinked' while the competitor was dancing,

Clarion (Dec. 16, 1904) 8.

JJISSICK, sb. Suf. A tickling cough. [? Misprint

for tissick (q.v.).] e.An. Daily Times (1892).

JITTY jexTY, v. n.Yks. To strut. (I.W.)

JIVE, v. Yks. Also in form joive. Bowling term :

of a bowl : to glance off another.

That wood es jived off a't tother. Tha' gat that end wi' jivin'

(J.S.C.).

JJIZE, sb. Abd. (G.W.) In phr./?>« be here! a com-

mon imprecation or expletive ; ? a corruption of 'joys be

here.' Cf. joyse, v.

JOAN, sb. Cor. In phr. that's Joan plain, used as an

intensitive. Cf. Joan Blunt.
I wudden live in town agane Fur fifty pound, an that's Joan

plain—I likes the country best, Daniel Budget, 23.

JOB, v.* s.Lan.1

JOBBER, sb. s.Lan.1 A working mechanic employed

at a factory to do odd jobs or repairs.

JOBBIN'-HOLE, sb. s.Lan. 1 A 'jobber's' workshop
in a factory.

JOCKEY, sb.1 Sc. In comb. Jockey's ground, a boys'
game.

Abd. We all played in a general way on the playground at such
games as 'Chevy Chase,' 'Smuggle the Gig,' 'Jockey's Grun','

W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 31.

JOCKEY, sb? n.Yks. A lively, joking fellow. (I.W.)

Cf. jockey, adj.

JODDLE, v. n.Yks. To joggle, shake. (I.W.) Cf.

jodder.
tJOE, sb. Bck. An agricultural implement.
In a catalogue of agricultural implements advertised for sale . . .

are the following: 'Lot 1. Bushel measure, Joe, and Strike,'

N. &•> Q. (1866) 3rd S. x. 267.

JOGGLE, v. Yks. 1. To shake loose; to overthrow.
n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. Comp. Joggle-belly, a facetious term
applied to a stout person. w.Yks. (B.K.)

JOHNNY, sb. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Glo. Also in forms
Gwonny Nhb.; Jonaigh w.Yks. 1. In comb. (1)

Johnny Jokesane's clay, the day after the fair held at

Ovingham, in October; (2) — lingo, obsol., a children's

game; (3) — stob-needle, obs., a short thick knitting-

needle with which 'rough yarn' was knitted into overalls

worn over knee-breeches
; (4) — wainer, a wood-louse.

(1) Nhb. The day after the October Fair [at Ovingham] is called
' Gwonny Jokesane's day,' why so is not known . A May or is elected,

and carried in procession. On his advancing, his worship begins

thus : .
' If ony man. or ony man's man . . . shall commit a parlia-

ment as twarliament, we . . . shall hev his legs an heed tied to

the cog-wheel, till he say Yonce, twice, thrice prosper the fair o'

Ovingham, on Gwonny Jokesane's day,' Denham Tracts (ed. 189a)

I. 26. (2) Cum. The following are the words used in the game :

' Whoa's that gaun roond my stony wa' ?
' (or fold) ' Only to the

Johnny Lingo.' ' Mind ye steal nin o' my fat sheep.' ' Only one

or two.' ' Tak' one and begone.' Then the thief had to touch the

tail-end boy or girl, the leader trying to keep the thief away
(E.W.P.). (3) ib. (4) Glo. (H.S.H.)

2. A fool, butt.

w.Yks. Thah'rt nooan gooin' ta hev me fer t'jonaigh. Very
common (B.K.).

JOICE, sb. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)

JJOKIM, sb. Sc. Meaning unknown. [? Misprint

for joking.]
Rnf. Tho' Janet tenty was and waury. The frighted flea was in

a hurry; For it got aff without a jokim, Wi' ae leg hale, anither

broken, Webster Rhymes (1835) 162.

JOLE, sb. n.Yks. A large quantity of liquid. (I.W.)

Cf. jollment.

JOMETHRY, sb. Irel. Bits, pieces, esp. in phr.

broke to jomethry. Cf. geometry, jommetry.
Any body tumblin' off the top of it would be apt to be broke to

jomethry— jomethry means somethin' like a dissected map,

Barlow East unto West (1898) 187.

tJOOPIE, sb. Sh.I. ? A quantity of liquid. Cf. jaup,

sb. 10.
Dey wid rin roond laek a mill 'Ithoot a joopie, Sh. News (Oct.

30, 1897).

JOSKIN, sb. s.Lan.1

tJOT, sb. Wil. ? Whim, fancy.

To say what was his 'jot,' Penruddocke Content (i860) 13.

JOTS, sb.pl. Pem. Ruts in a road. (J.S.O.T.) Cf.

jot, v.
z

JOUNCE, v. Ess. 1. To rock a child or cradle.

She jounced the babe on her knee (F.G.B.).

2. In gardening : to rake very fine.

I've jounced that flower border all over (ib.).

3. Fig. To turn out, oust.

You've got round the guv'nor, and jounced a better man nor

you out of the billet, Burmester Lott's Alice (1901) 79.

JOW, sb.
A Abd. Also in form jowie. A fir-cone.

(J.S.M.)

JJOWEY LINE, phr. Lan. ? Fraud, cheating. Cf.

Jew, v. 4.

He knew the whole ' stud ' were a ' downy lot,' and up to a thing

or two in the ' Jowey line,' Brierley Red Wind. Hall, 44.

JOWLER, sb. Lon. A sparrow. Good Wds. (1880)557.
T 2
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T4°l KEEP

JOWL-MUG, sb. n.Stf. A washing-mug made of
common red earthenware, glazed black inside. (G.H.H.)
See Jowl, sb. 2

JUBAL, sb. Dev. i.q. Tubbal.
William Smith applies for a pair of shoes, shovel, and jubal.

Shoes and jubal refused, Vestry of East Budleigh (Mar. 22, 1823) in

Reports Provinc. (Aug. 1902) No. 18.

JUDAS-HOLE, sb. Cor. A peep-hole.
There was a Judas-hole in the cottage through which one could

see the precious spot, Harris Our Cove (1900) 143.

JUDGMENT, sb. s.Wor. Notion, idea, used with
neg.

; see below.
I be deouced middlin', nobuddy niver udn't a' no judgment o'

a' as I 'as to suffer (H.K.).

JUDGUTTED, adj. Nrf. Having a large stomach.
She was dark coloured . . . and she was jud-gutted, Clarion

(Mar. 16, 1901) 82.

JUDY, sb. Der. Hmp. A young woman; a term of
contempt applied to a woman.

Der. The ooman ... a reg'lar judy wi' a fat, white face, an' curls
grey as a badger, Gilchrist Nat. Milton (1902) 123. Hmp.(H.R.)
JUGGLER, sb. Lan. Part of the machinery of a

power-loom.
The term juggler is very appropiiate indeed, the part bearing

this title cutting most remarkable capers, turning cart-wheels,
springing up and down ... in the due exercise of its appointed
task (O.S.H.).

+JUGLER, sb. Lei. Meaning unknown.
Pipes, juglers, glasses, everything That makes the jocund table

ring, Mordaunt & Verney War. Hunt (1896) I. 63.

JUICE, sb. and v. Wor. Suf. 1. sb. Drink, spirituous
liquor.

s.Wor. Prob. orig. cider, apple juice. 'A'll beounce [toss] 'ee
fur a drap o' bas' juice ' (H.K.).

2. Phr. (1) to let the juice into her, (2) to suck a little juice,
of a leaky boat or vessel : to leak.

(1) Nrf. She [a wherry] ha' been a lettin' th' juice inter her

somewheres for'ard, Longman 's Mag. (Nov. 1902) 49. (2) lb. She

dew suck a little juice inter her 'tween wind and water, lb. 42.

3. V. To drink. s.Wor. So a's bin off a juicin agen (H.K.).

JULIAN-BOWER, sb. Cum. (J.Ar.)

JJUMCTURER, sb. Rxb. (Jam.) An old term for

a great-coat.

JUMP, sb.
1
2. Der.

A pair of cowskin corsets— 'jumps,' she called them, Gilchrist
Rue Bargain (1898) 5.

JUMP, v. Sc. Yks. Brks. 1. In phr. (1) to jump
flour, &c. in a poke, &c, to shake it down so that the sack
may hold as much as possible ; (2) — up courses, see
below ; (3) — with, to coincide or tally with.

(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) To jump up courses of a wall on unlevel
ground is to raise them here and there so as to keep a level wall
to build on, ib. (3) Abd. That jumps wi' my ain observations,
Macdonald R. Falconer (1868) 54.
2. See below.
Brks. The churning alone she delegates to 'the girl,' but main-

taining a strict supervision, lest the latter should 'jump ' or
' gallop ' the cream in order to expedite matters, Hayden Round
our Vill. (1901) 102.

JUMPSOME, adj. Dev. Restless, fidgety.
What mak's ee so jumpsome ? Sit still, Ford Postle Farm (1899)

136.

JUNK, sb. Cor. A bank of waste granite from a
quarry. (J.W.)

tJUNKIT, adj. Ayr. ? Stout, sturdy. Cf. junky.
I to the alehouse Right doucely repaired, An' drank to thee,

Kate, An' thy wee junkit Laird, Ainslie Land of Bums (ed.

1892) 327.

JUNKY, adj. Sc. Stout, sturdy. Cf. junk, sb. 1

Arg. All stout junky men of middle size, Munro /. Splendid
(1898) 36.

+JU-UM, adj. n.Cy. Empty. Grose (1790). [? Mis-
print for tuom or tyum (q.v., s.v. Toom).]

K
JKAKER, sb. Per. Meaning unknown.
Confin'd at home, wi' churlish want, The sooty kakers do me

daunt, Nicol Poems (1766) 38.

KALE, sb. Sc. In comp. (1) Kale-brose, the water
in which cabbage has been boiled. Cai.1

; (2) -kirk, the
sect of the Glassites ; so called from the members dining
together after service. Frf. (H.E.F.)
JKALTS, sb. pi. Shr.2 The game of quoits.
JKANN, sb. [Misprint for kam.] Cor. Fluor-spar.

See Cam, sb*
It combines with calcium to make the fluor-spar the ' Kann

'

which, in the shape of cubes and octohedrons, the Cornish captains
present to the visitors to their subterranean domains, Standard
(Mar. 26. 1888).

KATH, see Quoth.
+KATLET, sb. Sc. Meaning unknown.
I maun hae katlets and patlets And cam'rel-heel'd shoon,

Chambehs Sngs. (1829) I. 2.

KEACH, v.
2

1. Som. (W.F.R.)
KEARF, sb. and v. s.Wor. (H.K.) 1. sb. A large hoe

having the blade sloping inwards. Cf. carf, sb} 2. v.
To cut the ground with a 'kearf or with a breast-plough.
KEAT, sb. n.Yks. A hare. (I.W.) i.q. Katie.
KEB, v.* Cum. (E.W.P.) Hence Kebby-legs, used of

a person who turns in his feet in walking.
KEB, sb.

7 s.Lan. 1 To lean against; to turn over or
place in a slanting position.

,t^t
I
??
BLE

'
v

-
Cum

-
To turn tne toes in when walking.

(E.W.P.) See Keb, v.*
5

KECK, sb." s.Lan. 1 A term of endearment for a child.
KECK, sb. 5 wYks. A pocket.
Ah hevvent tuppence i' mi keck (J.H.W.).
tKECK, sb.e w.Yks. Success, luck
He seems i' good keck (B.K.).
KECK, v.

1 ne.Chs. To balance nicely. (J.W.)

KECK-CART, sb. s.Lan.1 A tip-cart. See Keck, v.
1

iKECKER, sb* [Misprint.] Nhb. An overseer at
a coal-mine. (Hall.) See Keeker, s.v. Keek, v. 1 (1, b).
KECKERBAR, sb. Lan. The bar which holds the

body of the tip-cart in position. See Keck, v.
1

Mullen was seen to pull out the 'keckerbar' of one of com-
plainant's carts, and causing the tipping up of the cart, Manch.
Even. Chron. (July 22, 1901).
KECKLE, v} s.Lan. 1 To gossip.
KECKLE, adj. Lan. Also written ceckle- s.Lan.1

Unsteady, liable to be overturned. See Keck, v.
1

Now Jane, mind you don't touch that pan on the fire it's verv
keckle (C.J.B.). s.Lan. i

' 3

Hence Kecklety, Keckly, adj. easily knocked over.
s.Lan. 1

KECKY.a^'. s.Lan.1 Also written cecky. Unsteady,
easily knocked over. See Keck, v.

1

KEDLOCK, sb. s.Lan.1 The ragwort, Senecio Jacobaea.
Cf. keddle-dock.
KEECH, sb. 1

Stf. A pastry turnover. (T.C.W)
KEED,s6. N.I. 1

KJ '

KEEKER, sb. Sh.I. A kink.
I'm ta'en a keeker i' me hench An' canna reach me heicht,

Ullason Mareel (1901) 20.

KEEL, sb.
1 Cum. The bars forming the sides of the

bottom frame of a cart. (E.W.P.)
KEEL, sb.2 Lnk. A mark on the warp to show the

weaver where to cut his cloth. M°Indoe Poems (1805) 18.
+KEEL, v.

5 Sc. Meaning unknown.
Dmb. The simple silly flie, Likewise the gaudy butterflie, If in

thy web, they ne'er get free, Their thrum keels in, On them thou
feeds voraciously, thou cruel thing, Taylor Poems (1827) 60.
KEEN, sb.s War.3 A knife-sharpener.
KEEP, v. Sc. In phr. (1) to keep before one, to keep

house
; (2) — out of the road, to keep ahead.
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( 1) Inv. (H.E.F.) (2) Abd. We're gyaun t' b' sair made t' keep

oot o' their [turnips'] road wi' th' hyow, Abd. Wkly. Free Press
(July 18, 1903).

KEEPERS, sb. pi. Abd. Store cattle. Abd. Wkly.
Free Press (July 18, 1903).
KEEPING-GRASS, sb. se.Lin. Cole-seed, turnips,

&c. (J.T.B.)
JKEEPS, sb. pi. Frf. Meaning unknown.
We'd just our supper got o' keeps, As we cam' to the Norwich

deeps, Sands Poems (1833) 79.

KEERHOGUE, sb. Irel. A small beetle.
The bank where we sat 'ud be creepin' wid quare little ants

and keerhogues, Barlow Ghost-bereft (1901) 88.

KEESICH, int. Obs. Bnff. See below.
When a person entered a room he tapped the man sitting, say,

at the fireside on the shoulder and said ' keesich !
' Then he was

provided with a seat (W.C.).
KEG, sb.a and v.

a War.3
1. sb. A textile roughness

caused by contact with some sharp substance ; less than
a tear. Cf. skeg, sb.1 2. v. To roughen material by
such contact.

KEG, sb.4 Cor. Also in form -buoy. A sean-fishing
term ; see below.
The sean is shot. It had lain a huge brown heap in its proper

' room ' or compartment of the boat, all ready for shooting, with
the keg-buoy on top. . . As soon as we come close to the school
of fish the keg is thrown overboard and the sean is rapidly paid
out, Good Wds. (1896) 17.

tKELD, v. Nhb. To thump. (Hall.), Nhb. 1

KELK, sb. 1 Cum. Any hollow-stalked plant ; alsofig.
anything tubular, as a flute. (E.W.P.)
KELK, sb.5 Cum. A twist or kink in a piece of rope

or wire. (E.W.P.)
KELL,v. n.Der. To call loudly. (S.B.) i. q. Kell,s6.2

^KELSHIE, adj. Frf. ? Crabbed, ill-humoured, rude.
Cf. calshie.

This is your cousin, fat and kelshie, Sands Poems (1833) 112.

KELTER, sfi.4 n.Yks. Joyousness. (I.W.) Cf. skelter,

v. 4.

tKEMBING, sb. [A misprint.] Lin. A utensil used in

brewing. (Hall.), Lin.1 See Kemlin.
KEMP, sb.2 Irel. A meeting of girls for sewing,

spinning, or other work, ending with a dance. Casquet
Eng. Lit. IV. 208.

KEMPS, sb. pi. A large variety of potato. Ir. (P.W.J.),
Wkl. (H.L.)
KENNEL, see Candle.
JKENNEN, v. Wxf. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To know. Hall Ireland (1841) II. 161.

JKEOSTREL, sb. Obs. Cum.Wm. Akarl [sic]. Nicol-
son (1677) Trans. P. Lit. Soc. (1868) IX.
KEOW, v. s.Wor. To twist a rope. (H.K.) i.q.

Keow, sb.

KEP, sb.
3 13. Cum. (E.W.P.)

KEPS-AND-POSSES, sb. pi. Cor. Stones used for

keeping a rick above ground. Langdon Crosses, 259.

KERL, sb. Wgt. A tall candlestick.
Lighting the candle with the Ethther-stane on it, [they] put

it on the kerl or long candlestick, Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 290.

KERNAP, adj. Pem. Short-tempered. (J.S.O.T.)

KERSE, sb.a Dmf. A cherry. Wallace Schoolmaster

(1899) 35°-
, „ r . ,KERSTEL, sb. Nrf. A cluster.

Th' tree be a picter for blow, and ef so be as th' kerstels set,

yer may reckon I'll be able to 'blige ye, Mann Dulditch (1902) 38.

JKESTERN, adj. Obs. n.Cy. Cross, contentious.

A ' kesternman,' a forward quarrelsome man (K.)
;
(Hall.)

IKETT, v. Sc. Meaning unknown.
Lth. They never grudge a hame, To screen from storm when

nicht set doun—Wi' freen's to kett the lyart croon O ' Rare

Auld Athie Graeme,' Lumsden Sheep-head (1892) 167.

JKETTLE, sb.
1 Irel. ? Punch mixed with hot water.

He was the hardest-goer either at kettle or screw ... of the

whole grand jury, Barrington Sketches (1830) III. iv.

KETTLE-CAKE, sb. Midi. A cake baked under

a kettle. Geo. Eliot A. Bede (1859) xiv. See Kettle,

sb. 1 1 (3).

KEW, v. Cor. In phr. to kew the anchor, to fasten the
rope in such a way that if the anchor jams in the rock
a good haul will break the lanyard and bring the anchor
up. (T.C.P.)

KEY, sb. Yks. The slip of wood used to protect
a saw. (E.S.)

KEYSOFHEAVEN, sb. Lon. A children's singing
game.

Children form a ring by joining hands; they dance round.
One stands in centre. She chooses another from the ring after
singing the words, and the two dance round together, Gomme
Games (1898) II. 437.

KIBBLE, v.
5 Cum. To remove ore from lead-mines

in buckets. Wallace Alston Moor (1800) 141. i.q.
Kibble, sb.

1

KIBBLE-LEGGED, ppl. adj. ne.Lin. Having thin legs
and large feet. (E.S.)

KIBBY-HEEL, sb. Pem. A chapped heel. (J.S.O.T.)
See Kibe, sb.

1

KIBED-HEEL, sb. s.Lan.1 A chapped or blistered heel.
See Kibe, sb.

1

KICK, v.
1 Sc. In comb. (1) Kick-atthe-benweed,

headstrong, unruly
; (2) -the-block, a game ; see below.

(1) Ayr. What will he say for himself, the kick-at-the-benweed
foal that he is? Galt Entail (1823) III. 115 (Jam.). (2)Kcb. A
small circle is made, and the stone or block is put in it. A boy
stands with his foot on the stone and his eyes shut until all the
other players are hid. He then tries to find them, and keep his
block in its place. If one should come out when he is away
from his block it is kicked out, and all the boys that were found
hide again, Gomme Games (1898) II. 438.

KICKING-CAMP, sb. Obs. Suf. 1
(s. v. Camp). An

ancient form of the game of football, played with a large
ball. See Camp, sb.a

KIDDAL, sb. Pem. (J.S.O.T.) A kind of hand-net.
KIDGER,s6. Dor. Thefatlyingovertheintestines. (L.S.)

KIDNEY-TALLOW, sb. Cor. Suet. Hammond Cor.
Parish (1897) 338.

JKIFT, sb. Ayr. ? A ' booze.'
To . . invite them all to that ancient hostelry for a ' kift owre

a chappin,' Ainslie Land ofBurns (ed. 1892) x.

KIGGER, v. Abd. To mess about porridge and other
semi-liquid foods with a spoon.

' Noo, Johnnie, dinna kigger your potage that way.' ' It wisna
me, it wis Jamie that kiggert them ' (G.C.).

KILDOCH, sb. Kcb. The herling, Salmo trutta.

Gallovidian (1903) V. 222.

+KILHAB, v. Slk. Meaning unknown.
A lady-manner that wad kilhab the best lord o' the kingdom,

Hogg Tales (1838) 322, ed. 1866.

KILLHEAD,s6. Lnk. A curling-playing term : a large

number of stones all lying near the tee. MTndoe Poems
(1805) 57.

KILLIN-KITES, sb. pi. Gall. A name for the in-

habitants of Colvend. See Keeling.
' Killin kites ' = codfish bellies—meaning that this was their

chief sustenance (J.M.).

KILN-POT, sb. Obs. Gall. A pot in which grain was
dried.

Brose porridge and sowens, perhaps made of meagre grain

dried in pots and ground in querns with greens, or kail occasion-

ally boiled in salt and water. The old kiln pots are frequently

to be met with in the vicinity of farm houses, but they have now
entirely fallen into disuse, Gallovidian (1903) V. 114.

KILT, sb.* Heb. Home-made cloth.

'Waulking' a new-made strip of blanketing, or so-called

'Kilt,' as they name the home-made cloth of any or no colour,

whether for the trews of the master, or the petticoat or skirt of

his dame, Smith Lewsiana (1875) 52.

JKINCH, sb.5 Frf. See below.
A giant in height twal ell some inches, An' sax between the

oxter kinches, Beattie Amha' (c. 1820) 32, ed. 1882.

KIND, sb.
1 w.Cor. With indef. art. : anything.

She is so selfish when she was with me, altho' I was busy she

never put her finger to a kind (M.A.C.).

KIND, adj. s.Wil. Of land : free-working ; loamy.

(C.V.G.)
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KINDLE, sb. a s.Wor. In phr. all of a kindle, on fire.

(H.K.)
KING-TREE, sb. n.Yks. The best tree in a wood.

(I.W.) See King, 1 (46).

KIPPEN, sb. Rxb. A rabbit.
Ye dinna suppose it's corbies or kippens that Angus is shootin'

at, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 303.

KIPPLE, sb. 2. Ant. (W.J.K.)
KIRACHAUNS, sb. pi. Mun. Very small potatoes.

Simmons Gl. (1890).

KIRK-WARNER, sb. Cum. A churchwarden. Caine
Shad. Crime (1885) 61. See Kirk, 2 (69).

KIRNSTAFF, sb. Gall. The sun-spurge, Euphorbia
helioscopia. (J.M.)
KIRSTY, sb. Twd. A whisky-jar.
Lucky Law an' her had had a gude lang crack, an' a gude

swull oot o' ' Kirsty ' tae weet their thrapples, Abd. Wkly. Free
Press (Oct. 17, 1903).

KISHY,adj. War. Of cast-iron: over-heated. (J.W.R.)
See Kish, sb. 1

KISSING-STILE, sb. Sur. See below.
The name ' Kissing-stile ' is bestowed on these rustic structures.

William, Garge, or Eddard, when out ' coortin,' claims a kiss

from his lady-love as he assists her, with rustic gallantry, over one
of these formidable barriers, Son of Marshes On Sur. Hills

(1891) 120.

KIT-AND-CARGO, sb. s.Lan. 1 Bag-and-baggage. i.q.

Kit, sb.2
"

KITTER, sb. s.Lan.1 A man who grinds and sells

sandstone for sanding floors.

KITTLING, ppl. adj. w.Dur.1 Lively. See Kittle, v.
1

KITTLY-FEET, sb. Cum. A restless person ; one fond
of dancing. (E.W.P.) See Kittle, v.

1

KITTY-BONNET, sb. Dev.2 A woman's, cottage
bonnet.
KLYOCK, sb. Abd. Alexander Notes and Sketches

(1877) iii. i. q. Claaick.

KLYTE, sb. Glo. A wedge of timber ; a large piece
of bread and cheese. Horae Subsecivae (1777) 93. i. q.
Cleat, sb. 1

KNACKED-BAL, sb. Cor. A deserted mine. Bal-
lantyne Deep Down (1868) 419. See Nack, sb?
KNACKETY, adj. s.Wor. Handy. (H.K.) See

Knacket, 1 (1).

JKNAKS, sb. pi. Edb. In phr. to take the knaks.
Meaning unknown.

Maist gart ye tak' the knaks, ye fool, Ye turn'd sae snell,
Liddle Poems (1821) no.
JKNALTER, v. Lan. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] To know. Grose (1790) MS. add. (C.)
KNANGNAIL, see N-angnail.
KNAP, v.

2 Yks. Lin. 1. Of horses : to strike the
hind and fore foot together when trotting. n.Lin. (E.S.)
2. To talk affectedly. n.Yks. (I.W.)

KNAPPING-HAMMER, sb. w.Yks. The smaller
hammer used in stone-breaking. (S.P.U.) See Knat>
v.

2
\(&).

v

KNAPPY, see Nappy.
KNARLY, adj. Shr. 2

i. q. Gnarly, adj. (1), s. v.
Gnarl, sb.1

JKNAVE, v.
1 Obs. Lan. To gnaw or bite. (K.)

JKNAVE, v.
2 Nhp. Meaning unknown.

How in the roost the thief had knav'd his way, Clare Village
Minst. (1821) 18.

KNAVE, KNAWSE, see Neive, Newst.
KNEADING-MUG, sb. s.Lan. 1 In form knayden-.

The earthenware pan in which home-made bread is

kneaded.
KNEAF, KNEAVE, see Neive.
JKNEE, sb.

2 Nrf. Meaning unknown.
His roomy punt, wherein is fastened by a 'knee' a huge gun,

lies beside the puny bridge, Patterson Man and Nat. (1895) 13.
JKNERRY, v. Stf. 1 [Not known to our correspondents.]

To nay [sic] ; ? to neigh.
KNEUL, see Nool, sb.

KNICKER-KNACKERS, sb. pi. n.Wm. Two flat

pieces of bone or wood used by Christy Minstrels. (B.K.)

See Knackers, 1.

KNICUM, see Nickum.
KNIGHT, sb. Obs. Sc. (Jam., s. v. Sir John.) A close-

stool.

KNIP, sb.
2 s.Abd. In phr. to play knip on, to strike

against.
The first wallop gart 'im dird to the groun' till 's head played

knip on a rone, Ellis Pronunc. (1889) V. 774.

KNIPPER, see Nipper.
KNIT, v.

2 Hmp. ? To double up as with cold.

The cold quite knits me up (H. R.).

KNIT-AND-SEAM, sb. Cum. The ribbing of stockings,

&c. (E.W.P.)
JKNITTAL, sb. Abd. See below.
His duds o' breeks are fairly split in twa,—The knittal braks

ahin' an' down they fa', Walker Bards ofBon-Accord (1887) 455.

JKNOCKIE, adj. Sc. Meaning unknown.
I wat she is a knockie bairn, your wee Mary, Edwards

Mod. Poets, 6th S. 199.

KNOCKING-STONE, sb. Cum.4
(s. v. Creean' trough).

A stone trough used for crushing barley into meal. See
Knockin(g, 1 (7).

KNOOZING, 5*. Lnk. A beating. See Knuse.
I see ye're fear'd ye get a knoozin', M c1ndoe Poems (1805) 50.

KNOP, v.
2 n.Yks. (I.W.)

KNOT, sb. 1 and v. Sc. Yks. Nrf. 1. sb. In comp.
Knot-porridge, porridge in which there are lumps of oat-
meal. Sc. (A.W.) 2. Phr. to have the knots taken off
one, to be thrashed. n.Yks. (I.W.)
3. A clod of earth, &c.
Abd. Come awa' up wi' me tae the neep-field, an' brak the

knottso' amidden-slauchter, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 19,1904).
4. v. Of plants : to form buds. Nrf. (L.S.)
KNOT, see Not, adj.

KNOWLEDGE, sb. Pern. A small quantity.
I had a hunch o' bread, and just a knowledge of cheese (J.S.O.T.).

KNUCKLE, v. Sc. Lei. 1. To knead.
Dmf. I could bake a bedfu' afore they could knuckle a scone,

Gallovidian (1903) V. 139.

2. With down or up : marble-playing terms, i. q. Knuckle,
7, 9. Lei. 1

(s. v. Taw).
KNURL, sb. and v. Sc. Wor. 1. sb. A knob;

a small lump. s.Wor. (H.K.) Hence Knurly, adj. knotty,
lumpy; ill-shapen, rough; also fig. testy, cross-grained.
Cld. (Jam.), s.Wor. (H.K.) 2. v. To form into small
lumps. s.Wor. (ib.)

KNUR(R, sb. Der. Lin. Also in form nor Der.1 In
comb. (1) Knurand-spell, a game. Der. 1

, ne.Lin. (E.S.)

;

(2) -stick, the stick used in the game. Der.1

KNUT, KO, see Nut, sb., Quoth.
JKRACHT, sb. Sc. Wickedness, craft.
Forye lippen'd sae lown till yerkracht, Waddeli. Isaiah (1879)

xlvii. 10 ; I' the feck o' yer canny-kracht, ib. 12.

JKRIKKETY, sb. Lan. See below.
Pre at a smithy e krikkety abeawt tat time, Walker Plebeian

Politics (1796) 37, ed. 1801 ; I have no doubt this applies to a
certain part of Ashton-under-Lyne, known as ' Crickety ' (F.E.T.).
KRIVOCK, sb. Sh.I. A cleft or crevice in a rock

(J.S.)

KRJILL, sb. Sh.I. Fragments of broken glass. (T.S.)
KUDGY, see Queegy.

S U '

KUPP-SIX, v. Sh.I. To bow ; to lie out of the per-
pendicular. (J.S.)
KYAWLY, sb. Glo. A sea-gull. (H.S.H.)
KYBE, v. Cor. 3 To steal pilchards from the ' sean

'

by means of a small net on a long stick.
JKYRST, sb. Oxf. A mistake for ' hirst '; a wood

Holloway; (Hall.)
KYTLIN, sb. Lakel. Strong linen cloth out of which

kittles ' are made.
Hev ye any gay Strang checkt kytlin l (B.K 1

KYTOCK, sb. Kcb. The belly.
Sorra may care an' my kytock be fu>, Trotter Gall. Gossip

(1901) 201. r
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JLAANGER, sb. Sh.I. ? A disease of cows.
' Da koo . . . got some kind o' a cast, an' shii didna aet, sae 'at

shii's nae mair is fat.' ' Hit's mebbie da laanger 'at elt her,' Sh.

News (Aug. 4, 1900).

tLAAVER, sb. Sh.I. Meaning unknown.
Four hingers and four gangers, Twa luckers and twa crookers,

Twa laavers and ae dillie-daunder, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 182.

LAB, v? and sb? s.Pem. (M.S.C.)
LABBIGAN, sb. s.Pem. A gossip. (J.S.O.T.) See

LABBY, adj. Som. Wet, rainy. (W.F.R.) Cf. lippy,

adj. 2

LACE, v.
1 4. s.Lan. 1

LACK, sb. 4. s.Not. (J.P.K.)
LADDISH, adj. s.Lan.1

, n.Der. (S.B.)

LADY, sb. Sh. & Or.I. Wm. s.Lan. In comp. (1) Lady-
hen, a lark. S. 6k Ork. 1

; (2) —mass, Lady-day. s.Lan. 1
;

(3) — silk, a slimy formation on the surface of stagnant

water. Wm. (B.K.)

JLAEGA, sb. Sh.I. Meaning unknown.
An' I'd tought dat wis ta be da end o' siccan pritty livers, dey sood

made a better laega, Sh. News (June 18, 1898) ; ib. (July 3, 1897).

tLAFT, v. Cum. To look for. (J.Ar.)

LAFTER, sb. Cum.4 A.large concourse ; a quantity.

JLAG, sb. Slg. Meaning unknown.
Fouk gape an' stare in streets an' lags, Galloway Poems

(1792) 51.

LAGGIT OUT, phr. Frf. Tired out, worn out. (H.E.F.)

JLAIGGEN, sb. Sc. See Laggin.
Slk. Fock should bow to the bush they get bield frae, but take

care o' lying ower near the laiggens o't, Hogg Tales (1838) 679,

ed. 1866.

JLAIR, adj. Obs. Gall. Thick in layers.

There fell an awfu' lair snaw, And smoor'd the sheep, Mac-
taggart Encycl. (1824) 429, ed. 1876.

LAIRD-AND-LADY, sb. Nhb. An opening in the

game of draughts.
There was a great rage for draughts . . . and it was quite common

to hear carters, cobblers and tailors discussing . . . Laird and

Lady, Graham Red Scaur (1896) 119.

LAITH, sb. Obs. s.Lan. 1 Ease or rest.

JLALE, adj. Wm. A dial, form of lile, ' little.'

Lalegood bagged uns, Gibson Leg. and Notes (1877) 68; (B.K.);

Wm.l
LALL-FAFF, sb. and v. w.Yks. 1. sb. Purposeless

and vapid discussion. (B.K.) 2. v. To 'play' with a

question.
They should hold to the firm principle and not play lall-faff

with it, Dewsbury Town Council Minutes, Dewsbury Reporter

(Aug. 11, 1900) 2, col. n.

LAMB, sb. Lan. The portion of a power-loom to

which the healds are attached. (O.S.H.)

LAMBASTE, v. n.Yks. (I.W.)

LAME, adj.1 2 (2). War. 3

LAMMAS, sb.
1 Sc. Wor. Oxf. In comb. (1) Lammas-

plum. Wor. (E.S.)
; (2) — wheat, winter wheat. Wor.

(H.K.), Oxf. 1 MS. add.
; (3) — whiting. Sc. (Jam.) ;

see

Whitling.
LANCE, sb.

1 and adj. War.3

LAND, sb 1 Sc. Yks. In comb. (1) Land-quhaup, the

curlew; (2) -schuld, see below; (3) -tied, haying pieces

of wood nailed on to that portion of a post which is sunk

in the ground to form a larger surface ; (4) -trow, see

^(Tscf (Jam., s.v. Quhaup). (2) Or.I. The 'scat
'
being of old

distinguished from the 'land-schuld,' or ' skyld,' or 'land-mail

PErERKiN Notes (1822) Append. 95- (3) w.Yks. (B.K.) (4;

Sh I The warlocks of Shetland communed with various demons,

known by the name of Sea-trows and Land-trows, Hiebert Uesc.

Sh. I. (1822) 234, ed. 1891.

LANGIE, sb. Sh.I. i.q. Lengie.

(1899) 179.

Spence Flk-Lore

LANG-WAR-DAY, sb. Wgt. See below.
'There's a pig of butter for ye, and ye maun keep it for the

Lang War Day.' The Lang War Day is the month of March,
when butter used to be very scarce and dear, Saxon Gall. Gossip
(ed. 1878) 172.

LANNIAL, v. n.Yks. To beat soundly. (I.W.)
LANT, sb." Wm. A sharp blow. (B.K.)

tLANT, sb. Lan. Meaning unknown.
The price of the ' lant ' of the forsaken fair was transmitted by

her to the rival preferred by her quondam beau, Thornber Hist.

Blackpool (1837) 96.

JLAP, v. Yks. [Not known to our other correspon-
dents.] To cry. (J.T.)

JLAPPERTAGE, sb. s.Wor. 1 Meaning unknown.
LAPPET, sb. Cum. (E.W.P.) The lap or tail of

a garment ; hence Lappetit, ppl. adj. having laps.

LAPPINGS, sb. pi. n.Yks. Thin pieces of hazel or
briar used for sewing besoms or bee-hives. (I.W.)

LAPPY-COAT, sb. w.Yks. A coat having laps. (B.K.)

JLARCH, sb. Dev. See below.
The local rhyme about the cuckoo is as follows :

—
' In March 'a

begin' th to larch ; In April 'a zoun'th his bell,' Reports Provinc.

(1895).

JLARE, adj. Obs. Dor. In phr. as lare, as lieu [sic]

do so and so. Haynes Voc. (c. 1730) in N. S-» Q. (1883) 6th

S. viii. 45.
LARGE-ROBIN'S EYE, sb. Glo. The red campion,

Lychnis diurna. (G.E.D.)
LARRIKIN, sb. War.8

, Wor. (E.S.) A mischievous

or frolicsome youth.
LARRY, sb? Dor. A tale or story. (E.C.M.)

JLASAVRAN, sb. s.Pem. See below.
Let's bee merrie, let's bee merrie, Lasavran is close, Wedding

Song (W.M.M.).
LASHER, sb. m.Yks.1 A large-toothed hair-comb.

JLASHIGILLAVERY, sb. n.Cy. A superfluity, esp.

of food. (Hall.)
LASS, sb. War.8

, Wor. (E.S.) See below.
The word is in quite common use in these counties as a word in

comb, of encouragement or caution to a mare while driving or

riding, as in—' Come, my lass,' to start ; ' Steady, my lass,' if the

mare is restless while waiting ; ' Whoa, my lass,' to stop, &c, &c.

It is rarely used, except in towns, of women or girls. A labourer

will sometimes speak of his wife as ' my old lass,' but if used at all

of girls it is in the form ' lassie.'

JLASSY, adj. n.Yks. Last in point of order. Cf.

larry.
LATCH, v.

4 s.Lan. 1 To comb; hence Latch comb,

a small-tooth comb.
LATCHER, sb. w.Yks. A land surveyor. (B.K.)

See Latch, v?
LATH, sb. Cum. Wm. See below.

A fish-poacher's term for a small board of light wood, to the

lower edge of which a sufficiently heavy strip of lead has been

fixed to make it float edgeways up. To this strip are appended

four or five hooks on lengths of fine gut or horsehair. The board

is floated out so that in its course from shore to shore it will cross

the most 'fishy' pools and shallows. The salmon-hooks (gen. seven)

with the gut are called tippets, and placed three yards apart on the

guiding line, getting longer towards the rod-top, so that they all

may be in the water when the rod is raised ;
the lath or jack being

strung like a kite works up stream as the line is pulled. It may

also be worked from a boat. In w.Cum. the board, which is

about one foot square, is made so that it can be folded up at the

middle by means of a hinge, when in case of surprise the poacher

folds all up, covering it up on the ground with gravel, &c.

(E.W.P.) Wm. (B.K.)

LATTER-FAIR, sb. Cum. A horse and cattle fair

held at Carlisle on Sept. 19. (E.W.P.)

JLAUGHER, sb. Yks. Meaning unknown.
Many of the laughers are getting into the breed, Young Annals

Agric. (1784-1815) XXVII. 288.
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JLAUMINK, prp. Chs. Meaning unknown.
They [pattens] munna be . . . too narra laumingk, Clough B.

Bresskittle (1879) 5.

{LAVEER, v. Sh.I. To linger, procrastinate. (Coll.

L.L.B.) Cf. levier.
{LAVER, sb. 2 n.Cy. The remainder. (Hall.) See

Lave, sb. 1

LAW, sb.1 and v.
1 Ayr. Lan. 1. sb. In phr. to take

the law of, to take legal measures against.
Ayr. They'll be comin' to consult you anent takin' the law o' me,

Galt Lairds (1826) xxv.

2. v. To prosecute. s.Lan. 1

LAWRENCE, sb. Cor. In phr. as lazy as Lawrence,
said of an idle person. W. Morning News (Aug. 22, 1902).
{LAX, sb. 3 Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]

A park. (Hall.)
LAY, v. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. In phr. (1)

to lay across, meaning unknown
; (2) — a spirit, see

below
; (3) — at, to attack

; to work at a thing vigorously
;

(4) — away, to convert arable into grass land
; (5)

—from,
of a horse : to kick violently

; (6) — in lead, meaning un-
known

; (7) — money down for, to pay in advance for
a thing

; (8) — off, to talk volubly.
(1) War. Do you know Mr. ? there ain't one man in a dozen

. . . who can tell when German's laid across 'em, B'ham Daily
Mail (Feb. 3, 1896). (2) Oxf. Troublesome spirits were formerly
' laid' in a pond, &c. by a ceremony performed by twelve clergy-
men. The spirit never returned when ' laid ' unless the pond went
dry (A. P.). (3) Cum. (E.W.P.) (4) w.Dur. 1 (5) Abd. The
young mear starts to fling, and lays frae 'er like the verra deil in
meenlicht, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 75. (6) Sh.I.
'Hit's owin' ta his letter 'at Sibbie is in sic a skaad cairdin'.' 'I
wis noticin' 'at shu wis laein' in leead. Is da hosiery up?' Sh.
News (Jan. 27, 1900;. (7) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (8) Abd. She would be
'layin' aff' about everyone and everything connected with the
district, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 114.

L-BODDAM, sb. Cum. 4 (s.v. Tommy loach). The
loach, Cobitis barbatida.

JLEACHT, sb. Dev. Cor. A large-sized kistvaen.
(R.H.H.) [Cp. Gael, leac, leachd, a flat stone ; a tombstone
(M. & D.).]

LEAD, sb.1 4. Cum. (E.W.P.), se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
LEAD, v. 4. s.Pem. (J.S.O.T.) Cor. Lee Widow

Woman (1899) 15.

{LEAD RECORDER, sb. Obs. w.Yks. Meaning un-
known.

Deliv'edto Henrye Clough 4 lead recorders the nth of October,
Skipton Par. Ch. Register (1609

\

LEA-LAND, sb. s.Lan. 1 ' See Lea, sb} 1 (10, a).
LEALTY, sb. Dmf. Loyalty. See Leal.
Just look at the ring and whisper to yourself, ' This is the pledge

of lealty that he gave me,' Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 80.

LEA-NEB, sb. e.Yks. A handle attached to the shaft
of a scythe. (M.C.F.M.)
LEAN UPON, phr. Irel. To ' play the mischief with.'
It wasn't the drop I took that did the harm, but I had a blast

out of a neighbour's pipe and that leant upon me, MacDonagh
Life and Char. (1901) 139.

LEAP, sb.' 1. s.Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
tLEAR, vfi Obs. n.Cy. To lean [? misprint for

'learn']. Bailey (1721).
{LEAREN.TUB, sb. w.Yks. The vessel in which meal

and water are mingled before being baked into oat-cake.
Sheffield Indep. (1874) ; Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 13, 1894).

LEARY, arf;. Brks. Empty ; starved. (E.G.H.) See
Lear, adj. 1

2.

LEA SNIPE, sb. Bdf. The common snipe, Gallinago
caelestis. (W.F.R.)
LEATH-PEAZ, 5*. Cum.4

i. q. Peaz(z, q. v.
LEAVES, sb. pi. Lan. ' Healds," heddles.' (O.S.H.)
LEAVING-TIME, sb. se.Lin. May 14th, when the

servants' (male and female) year of service ends. (J.T.B.)
LECK, sb.3 Gall. A flagstone. See Leacht.
He cam' on a great flat leek as big as a doorstep yt gied oot a

hollow soon whun ocht fell on't, Gallovidian (1901) III. 71.
{LECTURER. Wm. w.Yks. ? Hnt. 1. The words

in which a warning is given.

He came galloping along shouting ' Fire J fire ! Mrs. 's stack-

yard is afire ! ' that was his lecture ; and it roused us all, N. & Q.

(1869) 4th S. iv. 231.

2. An annual holiday, with special religious services, held

at Heckmondwike ; a week-night church service.

Wm. Thoo mun gah an' git thissel wesht, it's nearly time fer

fleeter (B.K.). w.Yks. Thah mun coom ower at th' lectur. It's

Heckmunwahk lectur in a fortnit, mun we gooa? (ib.)

LEDGE, sb.
1 s.Pem. A swath of corn. (J.S.O.T.)

{LEE, adj. Obs. Edb. Meaning unknown.
That wad layyour sooty kingdom lee To scauld at men, Learmont

Poems (1791) 219.

{LEEVE, sb. Sh.I. Meaning unknown.
Wait a leeve, noo, boys, Sh. News (Mar. 18, 1899).

LEFT-HANDED, ppl. adj. Kcb. i. q. Left, adj. 2 (3, c).

They declarit yt he wus a left-handit son o' aul' Craik's,

Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 431.

LEG, sb. Dor. An upright wooden support in a quarry
roof. (E.C.M.)
{LEG, sb. Sh.I. Meaning unknown.
Gie me ane o' da legs o' da raan [fish roe], Sh. News (June 2,

1900).

LEGE, v. Lnk. A shortened form of ' allege.'

First time I get ye by the breast Ye'll rue't I lege, McIndoe
Poems (1805) 50.

{LEGIM, adv. Rxb. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] In phr. to ride legim, or — on legim, to ride
astride.

LENCH, sb. s.Wor. See below.
The level land was ploughed- up in ridges or lenches for the

sake of drainage (H.K.).

LENG-LONG, adj. w.Yks. Livelong. (S.P.U.)
{LENNOCHMORE, adj. Sc. Gael, leanabh mor, a big

child.

Our most plessit sohofrain and his lennochmore Prince Charles
Stehuart [a Highlander says this], Hogg Tales (1838) 279, ed. 1866.

LENT, sb. 1 s.Pem. A loan.
Will you let me have the lent of your horse? (M.S.C.); (J.S.O.T.)
{LENTEN, #>. Per. Allowed, let.

They micht hae lenten her turn a penny on the bairn,
Cleland Inchbracken (1883) 64, ed. 1887.
+LENTOR, sb. w.Irel. Meaning unknown.
Davey Roe, with stick in hand, Forbidding farther lentor, Stood

up in front the dying fire, Lays and Leg. (1884) 93.
LEPPINGS, sb.pl. Der. Leaping-stones. See Leap-

ing.
She saw him waiting for her at the ' leppings ' of the Milton

Brook, Gilchrist Peakland (1897) 95.

{LETCH, sb. Ayr. Meaning unknown.
Old jests of Joe his college letch provoke, And, while he doses,

struggles for a joke, Boswell Poet. Wks. (1803) 130, ed. 1871.

LETTER-PATCH, sb. Cor. A lounger. W. Morning
News (Apr. 22, 1902).

LEVELLERS, sb. pi. Gall. See below.
The agricultural labourers saw, or imagined they saw, that

when the dykes were reared the employment of their children
would be gone. Herding cattle would no longer be necessary.
To counteract the threatened calamity the labouring classes formed
themselves into bands for the purpose of pulling down all such
erections. These ' Levellers,' as they were called, were too
powerful for the repressive force at the command of the county,
so it was found necessary to call in the aid of the military for the
purpose of restoring order. . . The leader of the levellers—Billy
Marshall—was a noted character in his day, Gallovidian (1903) V.

LIBERTY, sb. 1. Cor.3

LICENT, ppl.adj. Frf.Per. [lrsant.] Licensed. (W.A.C.)
LICKFALADITY, adv. e.Lin. With full force.
The wind comes through them trees lickfaladity (G.G.W.).
JLIDDALES, adj. Sh.I. Out of anything, esp. out of

provisions. (Coll. L.L.B.)
LIFE-OF-MAN, sb. s.Pem. See below.
The Tigridia pavonia, a favourite in the cottage gardens, is called

' life of man,' because the blossoms last but a single day (M.S C).
LIFFY, sb. Ayr. (F.J.C.)
LD7T, sb.3 5. Cum. (E.W.P.)
LIFT-FDtE, sb. Or.I. Lightning. Dennison Sketches

(ed. 1904) 22. See Lift, sb.x



LIFT-HAUSE [i45] LORNE

tLIFT-HAUSE, sb. Obs. Rxb. (Jam.) The left hand.
LIG, v. Cum. (E.W.P.) i. q. Lie, v.

1

LIGGER, sb. Cum. (E.W.P.), Midi. (J.W.) A liar.

See Lie, v.
1

LIGH, adj. Lan. Meaning unknown.
What hath he in his hand? Ligh in leath wand, Harland &

Wilkinson Flk-Lore (1867) 73.

LIGHT, adj.1 Sus. See below.
' A light Christmas, a light harvest.' This saying expresses the

belief that if there is a full moon at Christmas there will be a poor

harvest in the following year (S.P.H.).

LIGHT-PUDDING, sb. War. A delicate kind of pudding
made with flour, eggs, &c, and boiled in a bag. (C.T.O.)

JLIGS, sb. pi. Yks. ? ' Ley.' Young Annals Agric.

(1784-1815) XXXI. 129.

LIMB-SMALL, adv. War. Limb from limb, 'limb-

meal.' (C.T.O.)
LIMPY, adj. Nhb. Graham Red Scaur (1896) 108.

Cor. Harris Wheal Veor (1901 ) 165.

JLIN, v. Sh.I. Meaning unknown.
' Iv ye no heard 'at der a muve among some o' da folk ta tak

da Lerrick fashen an' haud da new style ?
'

' Niver might dey lin.

Bairns, is na hit eneugh ta mak' a body pray a ill prayer for some ?

'

Sh. News (Dec. 25, 1897).

LINCOLN-PLUM, sb. Lin. A sweet, dark purple plum,

shaped like a pear. (Hall., s.v. Violet plum.)

LINE, v.* n.Cy. Midi. Of animals: to impregnate. (J.W.)

LINEN-WINSEY, sb. Sc. ' Linsey-woolsey.' (Jam.,

s.v. Winsey.)
JLING, sb." Irel. In phr. the ling of one's life, see below.

Wxf. Any innocent-mindedyoung fellow that works from morning

to night at the ling of his life, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 236.

SLING, v. Lan. ? To tinkle, resound.

The fierce wind that made the telegraph-wires above his head

' ling ' again, Hocking Dick's Fairy (1883) xi.

tLINGER, sb. Irel. Meaning unknown.
Wxf. Having placed the weapon secretly in the hands of one

of the company, he at last cried out ' Use the linger, use the

linger,' Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 74.

LINGET, sb. w.Cy. A long, narrow strip of ground
;

a narrow wood. Longman's Mag. (Apr. 1898) 545. See

Slinget.
LINK, sb.

1 6. Cld. (Jam.)

LINKS, sb.pl. Sh.I. Meaning unknown.
Da sheep is at da links o' meesry noo, irna dey, Tamy ? Sh.

News (Mar. 3, 1900).

LINNARD, sb.2 Dor. The green and the red-breasted

linnet. (E.C.M.)

LINT, sb. 4. s.Lan.1

LINT-BENNELS, sb. pi. Rxb. The seed of flax. (Jam.,

s.v. Bennels.)
LIOOM, sb. Sh.I. The smooth appearance of water

caused by any oily substance floating on it. (J.S.)

LIP v.S. ne.Sc. Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 17, 1903).

LIPPER, sb.
1 1. Nrf. Forbes Odd Fish (1901) 191.

LIP-SAUCE, sb. w.Yks. Impertinence, ' cheek.'

Tha'rt ower owd to gi'e lip-sauce to lusty folk, Sutcliffe Shame-

less Wayne (1900) 238.
.

LIST v s s.Pem. Ot scales : to incline to one side or

other. (J-S.O.T.)

LITHER, arf/.
1

1. e.Suf. (F.H.)

TLITTER, adj. Dev.1
? Misprint for little.'

'Twas'n for want of a good will the nasty litter legtrapes had n

a blow'd a coal betwext you an me, Bet, 7 (ed. Palmer;.

LITTLE adj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. In comb.

and phr. (1) Little Anthony, the smallest pig in a litter ;

(2) little bit o' bread an' no cheese, the yellow-ammer,

Emberiza citrinella; (3)- blue-hawk the^merlin Falco

aesalon ; (4) - breadand no cheese, see (2) ; (5) —hundred,

an old fashioned person or child
; (6) - peggy, ih^h

f'
throat, Sylvia cinerea

; (7) — people, fames ; (8) — pitman,

see (1) ; (q) — whap, the smaller curlew.

(xfe Ken.V Express's (Dec. 19, 1902) 4- (a)
f°»-' (3) ?*

Emerson Birds, &c. (ed. 1895) 188. (4) Dev. Swainson B.rds

fi88oTo. (5) Cor. 1 (s.v. Old Hunderd). (6) Lei.* (7 I-Ma.

(SM) Cor Phillpotts Lying Prophets (1897)^01. (8) Nrf.

I weant to see
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the owd sow's little pitman that I fed on milk every

morning, Spilling M. Miggs (1902) no. (9) Sc. (Jam., s. v.

Quhaup).

+LO, adj. Sh.I. Meaning unknown.
A 10 soolpaltie will tak you, Spence Flk-Lore (1899) 197.

JLOAKHEN, sb. Nrf. See below.
In two or more parishes . . . was a custom or modus of paying

a loak hen in lieu of tithes of fowls and eggs, N. & Q. (1853) 1st S.

vii. 13.

LOB, sb." 4. Cum. (E.W.P.)
JLOBBYSTHROWL, sb. Der. [Not known to our

other correspondents.] The diseased condition of the
neck called ' goitre.' (I.W.)
LOBSIDED, ppl. adj. War.3

LOB-WURM, sb. Obs. Der.1 The blind-worm.
JLOCK, sb. Lth. Meaning unknown.
As for riches an' daikorations ... I canna tell ye the wan half

o' them. There's to be a grand ane, . . an' anither ... at the

shrubberv, forby locks, an' wraiths, &c, Mucklebackit Rhymes

(1885) 23

"

9 .

JLOCKER STRAE, phr. Abd. See below.
I was . . . furnished with a Shorter Catechism, and a pointer,

or, as Janet called it, a lokerstrae, in order that I might try my
skill at spelling and reading, Ogilvie /. Ogilvie (1902) 74 ; Ander-
son Poems (ed. 1826) 21.

tLODGE, adj. Sh.I. ? A corruption of 'large.'

We got twa tui-bots—bonnie lodge fish, Sh. News (Apr. 13, 1898).

LOGGER, sb* Dur. A butterfly. (G.H.H.)

JLOKKER, v. Sc. To curl. Brown Diet. (1845).

JLONE, adj. Nhb. ? A misprint for ' long.'

Gades ryght lone, Richardson Borderer's Table-Bk. (1846) VI.

148.

LONESOME-FRET, sb. Dev. Ennui from loneliness.

Her's got the lonesome-fret, and when folks git that they don't

last long, Zack On Trial (1899) 162 ; I ain't been over well lately,

suffering maybe from the lonesome-fret and sich, ib. 167.

LONG, adj. Var. dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. In comb.

(1) Long beck, a stone slate varying in size in different

localities
;

(2) — corn, in phr. to give a horse long corn, to

whip it
; (3) — lonning, a variety of the game of leap-frog

;

(4)
— mare, a fall in wrestling ; (5) — merkles, a stone

slate 3 ft. 4 in. long; (6) -on-wall, a stone slate, 2 ft. 6£ in.

long; (7) — segrum, a stone slate, 3 ft. long; (8) -tailed

chataway, the long-tailed tit, Acredtda rosea ; (9) -tongue,

the wryneck, fynx torquilla
; (10) — wall, see below.

(1) w.Dur.1 zo\ in. long. w.Yks. 24J in. long (H.V.). (2)

Lakel. 2 (s.v. Cooarn). (3) Cum. Each boy, after he has jumped,

himself bends down and forms a backforthe others, the last 'back'

becoming a jumper when all have passed over him (E.W.P.). (4)

Nhb. The latter considering how it would tell in his favour if he

could throw such a heavy man, ducked under his fists and almost

managed to get his arm round Billy's hips—the long-mare,

Graham Red Scaur { 1896) 346. w.Dur. 1
(5, 6, 7) w.Dur. 1

(8)

Dor. (H.J.M.) (9) War. Berrow's Jrn. (Mar. 3, 1888). (10) Sc.

(G.W.) Lan. The pit was worked on what is known as the long

wall principle ; that is the coal was cut away at once, leaving the

goaf or gob behind, Railway Review (Sept. 27, 1901) 10.

LONGING, sb. Midi. (E.S.)

LOOBERING,^/. adj. s.Lan. 1 Lumbering ;
clumsy.

LOOBY, sb. s.Lan.1

JLOOG, v. Sh.I. Meaning unknown.
Hit's a corne 0' lambs '00' man, an' hit wis awful short, dat's da

wye 'at hit loogs sindry, Sh. News (Oct. 8, 1898).

LOOM, v. s.Pem. To beat, thrash. (J.S.O.T.)

tLOOMENT, sb. Dev. Obscurity.

In the looment of the laight, Blackmore Christowell (1881) xv.

JLOON, sb.3 Sc. ? A loin, limb.

Ayr. Yet I boud come, though ilka loon O' me did quake, Fisher

Poems (1790) 65.

iLOPPENT, v. Lan. To leap. ? Used only to rhyme

with ' gloppent.'

Grace were so gloppent As through th' [winder] casement hoo d

loike to loppent, Warri't'n Fair in N. & Q. (1868) 4th S. ii. 100.

LOPPER, sb. Nhb. A mess, muddle.

That prodigal would just get into the same lopper ower again,

Graham Red Scaur (1896) 350.

JLORNE, sb. Sh.I. ? A shoe, clog.

Whin dey got her pu'd oot den ane o' her lornes wis come aff,

Sh. News (Dec. 4, 1897).
U



LOSH [146] MAKE
LOSH, v. s.Pem. Of water in a barrel or boat : to roll

to and fro. (J.S.O.T.)

JLOTHER, sb. Obs. Ken. Meaning unknown.
Waistcoat red as blood and breeches lother, Nairne Taies(i^go)

56, ed. 1824.

LOTION, sb. w.Yks. (J.W.), se.Lin. (J.T.B.) A slang
word for ' drink.'

JLOUNDSING, prp. Ant. Lingering. (Hall.)
LOUPEGARTHE, sb. Arg. A gauntlet. See Loup, v}
Running the loupegarthe with MacDonalds on the one side of us

and Camerons on the other, Munro /. Splendid (1898) 173.

LOUT, sb.2 Hmp. (H.R.)
LOVE-CAKE, sb. w.Yks. A raspberry sandwich. (B.K.)
LOVE-HAUL, sb. s.War. Oxf. See below.
s.War. In s.War. within the memory of man, plough land con-

tinued to be cultivated in some places on the open-field system.
It was then the custom, if temporary misfortune overtook the
horse or team of one of the cultivators, for the others to take a team,
or teams, and implements and give a day's work to the cultivation
of the land, or harvesting of its products. This was called a love-
haul (E.S.). Oxf. Country Life (July 19, 1902).

JLOVE-SPOKEN, ppl. adj. Bnff. See below.
When a person was ' Love-spoken,' a drink was given out of

a cog in which was immersed a silver coin crossed with a fasting
spittle, Gordon Chron. Keith (1880) 58.

LOW,z/.l
l. Dev.3

LOW-FRUIT, sb. Ken. 1
(s.v. Stone-fruit). Gooseberries,

currants, &c.
LOWIE, sb. Dur. A lamplighter. (W.H.H.) See

Low(e, sb. 2

LOWSHOT, sb. Nhp. 1
(s.v. Stoop). A fall of water in

a river.

LOWTH, sb. s.Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
LOYST, pp. Lan. Unfastened. See Lowse, v.

1

Fur aw geet um loyst deawn ewuri dey fur o lesson ith ABC,
Scholes Tim Gamwattle (1857) 7-

JLUCKER, adj. Ken. Loose, flabby. N. &> Q. (1852)
1st S. v. 251. See Locker, adj.

JLUCKING-MILL, sb. Ken. 1 Mistake for tucking-
mill. See Tuck, v.2

LUCKY-HOOD, sb. Dev. A caul.
I corned into the world wi' a lucky-hood, if you'll believe it.

Phillpotts Striking Hours (1901) 135.

tLUCKY-PROACH, sb. Sc. The hardhead or father-

lasher, Cottus bubalis. Mistake for -roach.
Fif. Fatherlasher, or Lasher Bullhead ; Lucky-proach, Neill

Fishes (1810) 9 (Jam).

JLUELY, sb. Cai. ? or Frf. (Jam.) [Not known to our
correspondents.] A fray. ? A misprint. See Tuilyie.

JLUFES, sb. pi. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] The ears of a toad. (Hall.)
LUGGER-BOOBY, sb. Glo. A water insect. (H.S.H.)
LUMBER, sb. 11. s.Lan.1

JLUMSTHROWL,s6. Der. The disease called 'goitre.'

(I.W.) Cf. lobbysthrowl.
tLUNDGATE, sb. n.Yks. Meaning unknown.
A farm with dwelling house, barns, stable, two lundgates, with

meadow-lands appertaining, Quarter Sess. Rec. in N. R. Rec. Soc.

VII. 276.

LUNGE, v.
1

1. Cum. (E.W.P.)
LUNK, v. s.Pem. To make a gurgling noise in swal-

lowing. (J.S.O.T.)
LURCHER, sb. Som. A mongrel dog.
He spent his Sundays roaming about with evil-looking dogs,

commonly known as lurchers, Palmer Mr. Trueman (1895) 46.

+LURDER,s6. Sc. An awkward, lazy, worthless person.
See Lurdan(e.

Let alane maks many a lurder, Ramsay, in Mackay Diet. (1888).

tLURE,s6.3 n.Cy. Nhb. The palm of the hand. n.Cy.
(Hall.), Nhb. (K.) A mistake. See Loof.
LURG, sb. N.I.1

i. q. Lurgan.
+LUSCH, sb. Som. A wish ; a desire. Cf. lescious.
I ha'int no lusch to live (W.F.R.).
JLUSKEE, sb. Rxb. Meaning unknown.
For the luskees there that busk the brae Are the bees that mak'

the honey, Riddell Poet. Wis. (1871) I. 246.

JLYERON, sb. Obs. Som. Meaning unknown.
Pd for a tree for a Lyeron for the Vestry, Hervey Wedmore

Chron. (1887) I. 91.

JLYLSIE-WULSIE, sb. Cld. (Jam.) Linsey-woolsey;
also used attrib.

JLYMPHAD, sb. Sc. A galley.
Our loch ne'er saw the Cawmil lymphads, Scott Rob Roy

(1817) xxix.

JLYTHING, vbl. sb. Sc. Softening ; soothing.
Abd. Noo-a-days there's nae sic thing As lovin' hearts o'

nature's lythin', Walker Bards Bon-Accord (1887) 606.

M
MACHER, sb. Heb. Bent-grown, sandy tracts by

the sea.

Faery rings are likewise common in the 'macher ' near Broad
Bay, Smith Lewsiana (1875) 59.

MACKLETY, adj. w.Yks. Acting in collusion
; equally

to blame.
They're macklety—ther's nut mich ta choose on between 'em

(B.K.).

JMAD, adj. Irel. See below.
Rowlin' one on the other till ye'd seem at the futofa mad

mountain-side, Barlow Bogland (1892) 29, ed. 1893.
MADE, ppl. adj. s.Pem. Quite set up.
' Do you want anything more ?

'
' No, I'm made now ' (M.S.C.).

MAD-HOT, adj. s.Lan. 1 In form -whot. Boiling hot.
MAEGINS, sb. pi. Sh.I. See below.
We got da very last maegins o' da waast tide as weel, Sh.

News (Feb. 25, 1899) ; Da last maegins o' da aest tide, William.
He's gaein ta be fedder calm, ib. (June 24, 1899)
MAG, sb} 1. Dor. (E.C.M.)
JMAGEE, sb. Hrf. [madgr] [Not known to our

other correspondents.] A cat. (F.G.A.)
MAGGIN, sb. s.Pem. A maggot. (J.S.O.T.)
JMAGICAL MUSIC, phr. Suf. 1 [Not known to our

correspondents.] A drawing-room amusement or game.
JMAGMES,s6. Stf. 1 A mispronunciation of 'manganese.'
MAIDEN, sb. Wm. Wor. Hmp. Dev. In comp. (1)

Maiden-bell, see below; (2) -heeds, a term used to avoid
a correct answer to a direct question, when it is also
intended to snub the questioner

; (3) -timber, timber
which grows straight from the ground

; (4) -worm,
a worm that has no rings on its body.

(1) Dev. 'Twas a true maiden bell also, wan what had been cast
to perfect pitch, an' never needed so much as a chip to the sound
bow. A maiden bell, sure enough, wi' a perfect keynote, Phill-
potts StrikingHours (1901) 48. (2) Wm. ' What's e yer basket 1 >

'Maidenheeds'(B.K.). (3) Hmp. (J.R.W.) (4) Wor. (E.S.)
'

MAIDENING, sb . w .Yks. A pettish child's stupidity.

(I wY
N

'

Sb '

3 n 'YkS
'
A dispute

; a noise
J an uproar.

MAINLY, adv. 1. Som. (J.W.)
MAIRDLE sb. Abd. A lot : an unpleasant quantity.
I hae the parkie oot frae the cornyard to brak up, an' A'm taul'

that there's a mairdle o' fix't knablichs o' steens in't, W. WatsonAuld Lang Syne (1903) 74.

wifhtutYhoS' ^ PL D°n
'

F°0tleSS St°CkinSS
'
worn

iir^i?^^ saw the --"- °ff *».
MAKE v} Var. dial, uses in Eng. In phr. (1) to make
J& r

W
?£ «r

U
riT

Sly
\

S 'Lan
- ' (2 ) - long arm, to

reach. Cum. (E.W.P.)
; (3) _ noise, to find fault. Cor



MALAPEN [i47l MEAN

(M.A.C.)
; (4) — obedience, to greet, touch the cap. s.Pem.

(M.S.C.)
; (5) — pot boil, broth made in a pot. Cum.

(E.W.P.)
; (6) — one's honour, to pay honour to one's

superiors by a curtsy, &c. ib.

JMALAPEN, v. Sc. Meaning unknown.
Abd. I don't inten' to malapen The hares on Bennachie, David-

son Poems (1861) 44.

MALAVOGUE, v. Slg. (G.W.)
JMALAWHOOT, int. Hmp. A direction to horses,

to bid them stand still. (W.H.C.), Hmp.1

MALDER, sb. s.Pem. A maltster. (J.S.O.T.)
tMALICE, sb. s.Wor. See below.
I kept the children at home to see [the pig killed]. There's no

harm in that, for pigs allis dies without malice, Porson Quaint

Wds. (1875) 24.

MALLARD, sb. Dev. A male duck. (R.P.C.)

MALLY,s6. n.Yks. s.Pem. In comp. (1) Mally-lamb,
alamb brought up by hand ; apetlamb. s.Pem. (J.S.O.T.);

(2) -mawk, a large grub in manure or soil. n.Yks. (I.W.)

MALS, sb. pi. Dur. An abbreviation for ' amalga-
mateds ' ; the members of an amalgamated society.

The non-society element and the Mais then formed an igno-

minious combination, and declined to go any further in the matter,

the Darlington branch of the Mais writing our Secretary, Webb
Industrial Democracy (1901) 119.

MALT, sb} s.Lan.1 In comp. (1) Malt-tea, a jocular

term for ale
; (2) -worm, a drunken fellow.

MAMMOCK, sb. s.Lan.1 In form mommick. A term
applied to anything very little.

Aw never seed sitch a little mommick ov a chylt.

JMANATHER, sb. Irel. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Meaning unknown.
I cut a brave long wattle that I might drive the manather iv a

thief, Lover Leg. (1848) I. 181.

MANDRAKE, sb. 1. s.Not. (J.P.K.)

JMANE, sb.2 Sh.I. The top of a sheaf of oats.

I poo'd twa [a few] traikin' rips oot o' da mane o' a shaef, Sh.

News (Oct. 22, 1898).

MANGLE, sb.2 Dor. (E.C.M.)

+MANGLE, sb.3 w.Yks. Meaning unknown.
Toke abaht cutlers ... for twoathry shillins a week, an't owd

lass reckon'd in ! Aye becos they twain wor one flesh, they wor
both cawnted one, accordin' to 't mangle cawnt, Hallam Wadslcy

Jack (1866) 30, ed. 1881.

JMANGRIM, sb. ?Sh.I. Lameness. (Co//. L.L.B.)

MANGY, see Maungy.
MANLING, sb. Gall. A mannikin.
Who are you, my skip-jack manling ? Crockett Lochinvar

(1897) 180.

MAOIL, see Mull, so.4

IMAPPET, ppl. adj. n.Dev. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] See below.
Dame Voord (bless hur mappet chin), Rock Jim an' Nell (1867)

st. 47.

MARBLED, ppl. adj. Obs. Sc. Applied to meat that

is composed of fat and lean in layers. Hunter Georgical

Essays (1803) IV. 355.

JMARCH-WISHER, 56. Nhb. [Not known to our

correspondents.] Meaning unknown.
A March Wisher is never a good fisher, Richardson Borderer's

Table-Bk. (1846) VII. 216.

MARGARET, sb. 2, 3. Dor. (E.C.M.)

JMARGEN, sb. Cor. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Tares in corn, Vicia hirsuta. s.Cy. (Hall.)

tMARLE-THROWING, ppl. adj. Gall. Meaning un-

known.
Marie-throwing Wull, Leash Sam the Blade, Wi' Jeamy Jirk,

the smasher, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 267, ed. 1876.

MARLY, adj. Irel. (J.W.) See Marl, v.
2
1.

MARPS, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 A boys' name for marbles.

JMARRET, sb. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A marsh or bog. (Hall.)

MARSH-MALLOW, sb.
1 2 (7, a). e.Dev. Jane Lord-

skip (1897) 289.

MARY-BOUT, sb. s.Lan. 1 The marsh-mangold,

Caltha palustris.

MARY-BUD, sb. War.3 The marsh-marigold, Caltha
palustris.

MARY-LILY, sb. Dev. The white lily, Lilium can-

didum.
A great patch of orange lilies growed alongside the hives, an'

also Mary-lilies—butivul gold an' silver clumps of flowers, Phill-
potts Striking Hours (1901) 141.

MASCAREL, sb. Dev. (W.C.P.) Also in form mascal
(Hall.).
MASH, sb.1 s.Lan.1 A weaver's term for bad work.
MASK, sb.

1
1. s.Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

MASK, sb.2 1. Wor. (E.S.)

JMASK, v. To bewilder. (G.E.D.) See A-masked,
TY1 £1 ^ IZ ^T*

MASTER, sb.
1 19. s.Lan.1

MASTER-GRAITH, sb. Sc. The chain which fastens

the harrow to the swingle-tree. (Jam., s. v. Rigwiddie.)
MASTER-POST, sb. Cum. The tailpost of a horse-

stall. (E.W.P.)
MATCH, v. 4. s.Wor. (H.K.)

JMATHER, sb. Kcb. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A dish for holding meal.
Michael wi' a mather fu' Crys 'Welcome to the manor,'

Davidson Seasons (1789) 89.

JMAUD, adj. Ess. [Not known to our other corre-

spondents.] 111. (W.W.S.)
MAUL, v? 1. Cum. (E.W.P.)
tMAUL, v.* Nrf. See below.
The old yows mauled their turnips better, Cozens-Hardy Broad

Nrf. (1893) 25.

MAUNCHCAKE, sb. e.An. See below. Ct. manch.
When I looks up, and sees nothin' but maunch-cake and buttered

buns, Fowler Fuel of Fire (1902) 65.

IMAUND, sb.2 s.Dev. Also in form mand. [Not

known to our correspondents.] A root. N. &> Q. (1881)

6th S. iv. 337.
MAUND-WECHT, sb. Sc. (Jam., s.v. Wecht). See

Maund, sb., and Weight, sb.2

MAUVERING, sb. Rxb. ? Threatening demeanour.
Ye have mairrit a tinkler lass, you, ye splaittering body, because

ye were feared at her faither's mauvering, Buchan Lost Lady

(1899) 11.

MAWKY, sb. se.Lin. A scarecrow. (J.T.B.) Cf.

mawkin.
tMAWSE, adj. Sc. Also in form maussie Abd.

Quiet; wary.
Sc. Wi' this curdooin' that's a' the fashion noo we'll hae to be

mawse gaun about the toun, Roy Horseman's Wd. (1895) x. Abd.

(G.W.)
MAY, so.

1 Cum. Yks.Suf. Dev. In comp. (1) May-ball,

theguelder-rose, Viburnum Opulus; (2)-bird,thewhimbrel,

Numenius phaeopus
; (3) -shell, the common cuttle-fish,

Sepia officinalis ; (4) -weed, the wild or stinking camomile,

Anthemis cotula.

(r) Suf. Gurdon Memories and Fancies (1897) 42. (2) Cum.

(E.W.P.) (3) w.Yks. Ferguson Nat. Hist. Redcar (i860) 8.

(4) Dev. Phillpotts Sons ofMorning (1900) 65.

JMAY-BOYS, sb. pi. Wxf. See below.
He related some particulars of a long dance and the performance

of the May-boys, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 223.

JMAYBURN, sb. Cor. 2 [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A kind of bird.

MAY-DOLL, sb. Cor. See below.
Within it [a basket], in a bed of fern, lay a May-doll among a

few birds' eggs—a poor wooden thing in a single garment of

pink calico, ' Q.' shiP of Stars (1899) 80.

JMEA, sb. w.Yks. [Not known to our correspondents.]

A pasture.
Common in the higher dales, Lees Flora (1888) 792.

MEAD, sb.
2 War.3

, Wor. (E.S.)

MEADOW-FLOWER, sb. Cum. The cuckoo-flower,

Cardamine pratensis. (E.W.P.)

MEAL, sb.2 2. n.Yks. (I.W.)

MEAN, v. Obs. s.Lan.1 Written meeon. To go halves.

MEAN, adj. 4. Sh.I.

Wir kye wis niver sae mean at dis time 0' year i' my mindin',

Sh. News (Apr. 20. 1901).

U 2



MEARA-GEEKS [148] MIZ

JMEARAGEEKS, sb. pi. Obs. Cor. 2 Also in forms
merrasicks, moragiks. See below.
Those who visited Camborne, to wash in the reputed sacred

waters, were 'called by the inhabitants merrasicks, .. by others . .

.

mearagaks, alias moragiks.'

MEARCE-POT, sb. w.Yks. See below.
I think it will be necessary to correct the meaning given to

Mearce-pot,vol. IV. p. 72. They wereofthe 'black-pot' order, and
heldbetween a gill and a pint ; were brown, and glazed inside and
half down the outside. The poorer families used them for the

children instead of cups and saucers and pint-pots (C.C.).

MEASE-POT, sb. Stf. A pint-pot. (M.F.)
MEAT, sb. 4. Don.
One man likes mait an' another likes mutton, Macmanus Bend

o/Rd. (1898) 17.

JMEDDER, ?sb. Chs. One Medder Edder Ware,
£0 4s. od., Invent, ofJohn Hulme (Apr. 6, 1767) in N. &* Q.
(1885) 6th S. xii. 249. Possibly medder may mean
measure, and if so a medder edder ware was a basket of

coarse wicker-work used as a measure, N. cV Q. ib.

tMEDDY, adj. Cor. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Meaning unknown.
A broft it on by hes awn meddy, Higham Dial. (1866) 20.

MEEK-HEARTED,//>/. adj. Oxf. Sulky, sullen. (J.W.)
MEENIA, sb. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents]

Meaning unknown.
Gall. Meenias 'mang the san'y knowes, Harper Bards (ed.

1889) 60.

MEET, adj. 1, 4. Cor.3

MEETH, adj.2 Rxb. Modest.
O-ho ! My meeth callant, so that's the way the wind blows,

Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 130.

JMEG, sb. Dev. Meaning unknown.
Thay cals et tha 'Goose stap,' vur a bit uv a meg, Nathan

Hogg Poet. Lett. (1847) 45, ed. 1865.

MELODIOUS, adj. Wgt. Used as an intensitive. See
below.

I carena if the Word o' the Deevil said sae, it's a melodious lee

for a', Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 44.
MELT, v. Sc. n.Cy. Midi. Oxf. To be almost over-

come with heat.
Sc. (A.W.) Abd. It's jist heteneuch for me. Aw'm fair meltin',

Abd. Wkly. Free Press (May 16, 1903). n.Cy. (J.W.), Midi. (E. S.),
Oxf. (A.P.)

tMELT(E, sb. 2 Ken. .'Misprint for mett. [Not
known to our correspondents.] Coal measure : two
bushels. (Hall.), Ken.'
JMENSE, sb. Cum. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] ? Confinement.
He would say . . . ' Weel, Martha ! an' hoo's the gudeman ?

I'se glad to see ye after yer mense,' before beginning the church-
ing, Linton Lizzie Lorton (1866) i.

JMENSE, v. Som. To clear the way. (G.S.)
MERCURY-DOCK, sb. Rnf. The Good King Henry,

Chenopodium Bonus-Henricus. (Jam., s. v. Smear-docken.)
JMERLIN, sb. Lth. A mermaid.
The ship's i' the howe o' a roarin' wave, An' thy luve's i' the

merlin's cell, Smith Merry Bridal (1866) 28 ; But the merlin he
noo maun wed, ib. 29.

MERRY-GRIG, 5*. Cor. See below.
Some people said he was mazed, and th' cheeld of a Merrygrig,

which is the seventh cheeld of a seventh cheeld, and has th' gift of
second sight, Harris Our Cove (1900) 94.

JMETHAM, adj. Obs. ? Cor. With with : equal to.

That's metham with all the world (M.A.C.).

METHODY, sb. Midi. (E.S.)
METTLE, adj. n.Yks. (I.W.)
MEWK, sb. s.Pem. A slight sound.
'A never made a mewk the whole time (J.S. O.T.).

+MICONOMY, sb. Wil. In phr. in a miconomy, in low
spirits, in a melancholy mood.

n. Wil. Goldney Rec. Chippenham (1889) ; This book is our
only authority for the word (G.E.D.).

MIDDLE, v. War.3 To over-reach ; to take advan-
tage of.

MIDDLE-LEG, sb. Cum. A prop put under the centre
of a head-tree. (E.W.P.)

MIDGERLY, adj. se.Lin. Miserly, niggardly. (J.T.B.)

See Midge, 3.

MID-PLACE, sb. Abd. A middle room.
An old-fashioned building—long, low, and thatched—having a

but and a ben and a ' mid-place ' between, Abd. Wkly. Free Press

(Mar. 5, 1904).

MIG-DROAN, sb. n.Yks. A dung-fly. (I.W.)

MILK, sb. 4. Abd.
On higher lands there is only a little moisture or a little ' milk

'

making its appearance in the grain, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Aug.

22, 1903).

MILK-FLOAT, sb. Lan. A cart which goes round
delivering milk. (E.M.M.)
MILKMAID'S-PATH, sb. s.Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

MILK-POKE, sb. Rut.1
(s.v. Poke). The milk-bag of

a cow.
MILK-SYE, sb. w.Wor.1

MILL, v. Dor. To move a block ol stone straight

forward. (E.C.M.)
MILLER'S-THUMB, sb. 5. Cum. (E.W.P.)
JMILLVADER, v. Gall. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] ? To steal.

I wat ye war a crafty boy, And cud millvader fine, Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 478, ed. 1876.

MILLY-GET, sb. Dor. A young grey mullet. (E.C.M.)
MIMMOCK, sb. and v. n.Lin. (E.P.)

MIMMY, sb. Dor. A minnow. (E.C.M.)
MIND, v. 3. s.Lan. 1

MINDLESS, adj. Dur. Forgetful, regardless. Guth-
rie Kitty Fagan (1900) 235.
MINE-PIT, sb. Glo. An iron-ore mine as distinct

from a coal-pit. (E.W.P.)
JMINNOYT,//>. ? Obs. Sc. Meaning unknown.
Bnff. Suppose a chiel wou'd be a poet, An' is na i' the least

minnoyt, Taylor Poems (1787) 8.

MINT-DROP, sb.
1 2 (2, a). s.Lan.1

tMINYAR, sb. Gall. A misfortune ; an adverse
circumstance.

She'll soon be to oor clachan back, Should nae minyar o'ertak
her, Harper Bards of Gall. (1903) 239 ; (J.M.)
MIRTLE, v. s.War. (E.S.)
MISBEGETTEN, sb. and adj. i.q. Misbegot. s.Lan.1

JMISDIMABLE, adj. Sc. [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] Meaning unknown.

It was a gay bit misdimable house wi' a but and a ben an'
a fireside, H. Blyd's Contract, 5 (Jam.).

MISERABLE, adj. 1. Irel. n.Yks.
Ir. They wouldn't go for to say that Mrs. Dempsey, the crathur,

was as miserable as all that come to, Barlow Shamrock (1901) 3.
n.Yks. (I.W.)

+MISGATE, sb. Sc. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A misdeed.
The misgates an' owregaens o' my youth lat be, Waddell

Psalms (187 1) xxv. 7.

MISHANDLE, v. Dor. To bungle, mismanage; to
break.
Her be quick as a bird, and doan't never mishandle things,

Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 113.

MISHAP, sb. War.3

JMISHWY, adj. War. Also written mishwe. Unwell,
poorly. Her is feeling very mishwylike (N.R.).
JMISLOOIN, sb. Sc. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Displeasure. Waddell Psalms (1871) ii 4
MISLUCKY, adj. Irel. Unlucky.
The divil himself only knows what desthruction I mayn't ha'

done on some mislucky body afore I quit a hold of it, Barlow
East unto West (1898) 193.

+MISSET, adj. Lin.1 [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Not missed.
MISTELL, v. Kcb. To misinform.
That minister had a wife o' his ain at hame, if A'm no mistell't

an' they said she wus a tearer, Trotter Gall. Gossip (xqoi\ 68 '

'MIT, see Turmit. ^ ' '

JMITCH-POOL, sb. e.An.1 [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] A whirlpool.
MIZ, sb. Suf. See below.
'All that's in the miz,' the miz referred to being a go-between,



MIZZY-MOZZY [
J49] MUNGY

a half-and-half ; a semi-terrene, semi-aqueous envelope keeping the

globe together as pastry the ribstone pippin of an apple-jack,

Betham-Edwards Mock-Beggars' Hall (1902) 205.

MIZZY-MOZZY, adj. se.Lin. Perplexed. (J.T.B.)
JMOARLIE, adj. Obs. Gall. Meaning unknown.
Ye mak' nae odds wi' men that's moarlie, The gude an' gracious

nor theworl'ly, Lauderdale Poems (1796) 24.

MOCK, v.
1 2. n.Yks. (I.W.)

MOCK-BRAWN, sb. e.An.1
(s.v. Swerd). A kind of

brawn ;
' pork-cheese.' See Sward, sb.

1 3.

MODGY, adj. War.3 Crushed, bruised. See Modge,
v. 2.

MOG, sb. se.Lin. A dowdily dressed person. (J.T.B.)
See Mog, v.

2

JMOINBU, sb. Sh.I. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] An invitation to a funeral transmitted as the
fiery cross was of old. S. & Ork.1

JMOINDER, v. Lan. ? A mistake for moither, q.v.

Brierley Layrock (1864) viii.

tMOLLION, sb. Sc. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] ? A dial, form of ' million.'

Slg. To prop luxuriant recreation, 'Twad tack the mollion

Rack'd frae a' corners o' the nation, E'en frae the scullion,

Galloway Poems (1792) 41.

MOLLY, sb.2 Chs. Meaning unknown.
A molly of potatoes, Chs. N. cV Q. (1881) I. 116.

MOLLY-CODDLE, sb. s.Lan.1 Also in form mollycot.
MOLLY-HAWN, sb. s.Pem. A hoyden. (J.S.O.T.)

MOMMETY, adj. e.Dev. Foolish, silly.

A mommety, flat-chested, platter-footed, mallywallops of a

maiden, Jane Lordship (1897) 11.

MOMMICK, see Mammock.
JMONE-DAYS,s6.//. Glo. The name given to certain-

sized slates used in roofing. EveshamJrn. (Apr. 1, 1899)

;

Stone Trades Jrn. (Aug. 1900).

MONEY, sb. 2 (3). War. (C.T.O.)

MONKEY, sb. n.Yks. Dor. 1. A hod. Dor. (E.C.M.)

2. A mortgage. n.Yks. (I.W.)

MONK-FISH, sb. Gall. The angler-fish, Lophius
piscatorius. Crockett Lochinvar (1897) 217.

MOO, v. 1. War.3

MOON-GRASS, sb. w.Yks. See below.
The hares are cropping moon-grass so 'twould make thy old

mouth water just to see them, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne

(1900) 148.

MOONY, adj. Dwn. Dev. Moonlight.
Dwn. The nicht was unco derk wi' jist yin moony glame,

Savage-Armstrong Ballads (1901) 197. Dev. His gert wrong
grawed, until a climax corned on a moony night in late spring,

Phillpotts Striking Hours (1901) 131.

JMOOP, v. Lth. Meaning unknown.
Its nose and chin thegether moopit, Mucklebackit Rhymes

(1885) 89.

JMOOPING, sb. Slk. Meaning unknown.
Where are a' your jinkings and prancings now, your moopings

and your wincings? Hogg Tales (1838) 313, ed. 1866.

MOOR-GED, sb. Dev. See below.
' Drow mun in again, Mr. M'Cuss ; 'tes but a moor-ged.'

According, the parr, samlet, or whatever the lithesome youngling

might have been, was reluctantly returned to the chilly depths of

the Old River, Globe (Feb. 23, 1895) 1, col. 4.

MOP, sb.
1 9. s.Lan.1

MOP-STONE, sb. s.Lan.1 An oblong piece of soft

white stone fixed to a long wooden handle, used for

whitening a newly-scrubbed stone floor.

MOREOVER, adv. (2). War. 3

MORRIS, sb. and v. s.Lan.1

MORROUGH, sb. Gall. ? A merman.
There use't tae be plenty o' baith Mermaids an' Morroughs aboot

the shores o' Gallawa, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 427.

JMORT, sb.B Nrf. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] 'Mortal.
w.Nrf. T'war an awesome sight ; in a manner of speakin ,

not

fit for any mort to see, Orton Beeslon Ghost (1884) 11.

MORTAL, adj. 9. s.Not. (J.P.K.)

MOSS, v.
1 Abd. To cut peat. W. Watson Aula

Lang Syne (1903) 84.

MOSS-CRAWL, sb. e.Dev. A caterpillar. Jane
Lordship (1897) 189.

JMOSSICK, sb. Lin. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] ? A little.

Gate-post had given a mossick wi' the hot weather, Fenn Cure

of Souls (1889) 48.

MOT, sb.5 s.Pem, A small girl or thing. (M.S.C.)
iMOT, conj. Irel. But.
Wxf. 1 Mot w'all aar boust, 86.

MOTHER-APPLE, sb. w.Dor. The name of an
excellent sort of apple. (C.V.G.)
MOTY, adj. s.Lan.1 Mothy. See Mote, sb.2

MOULD, v.
2
7. War.3

MOULDER, a.
1 War.3

MOUNGE, v. 3. Dmf.
Perse went mounging about looking as black as a winter cloud,

Hamilton Mawkin (1898) 231.

MOUNTAIN-CROW, sb. Cum.4 (s.v. Crag-starlin').

The ring-ouzel, Merula torquatus.

JMOUSE, v. Yks. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Meaning unknown.
She cud mouse or tawk, Grainge Dick Skinflint (1880) 12.

iMOUSUNT, ppl. adj. Lan. Meaning unknown.
I . . . yeard . . . o' ghreyt wither o' leawghink ut they set'n

hop, obewt th' felle ut wur teed un mousunt hop i'th poke, Paul
Bobbin Sequel (1819) 10.

JMOUT, sb. Lth. See below.
Some wha for weeks hae been housed wi' mout, Get happit in

big coat or raughan grey, Ballantine Poems (1856) 23.

MOVE, v. 2. War. 3

JMOWT, ppl. adj. Lan. ? Mauled.
Th' clog fair crackt by thunner bowt, An' th' woman noather

lawmt nor mowt, Harland Sngs. of Wilsons (1865) 59.

MUCH OVER, phr. Dev. Fond of, or proud of.

Reports Provinc. (Aug. 1902) No. 18.

MUCK, sb. and v. Yks. Lan. 1. sb. In comp. (1)

Muck-clock, a beetle found in dung. w.Yks. (B.K.)
; (2)

stuff, rubbish ; nonsense. s.Lan.1 2. v. In phr. to

muck ducks, to do very menial work.
s.Lan. 1 'What's yore Sam doin'

?
'

' Oh, owt he con get ; he's

muckin'-ducks an' runnin' slow arrants.'

MUDGE, v. s.Wor. To smudge. (H.K.)

MUFFINEER, sb. War. 3
, Wor. (E.S.) An upright

salt-cellar from which salt can be sprinkled like a minia-

ture pepper-castor.

MUG, v.
3 3. s.Lan.1

JMUGGENT, ppl. adj. Bch. Meaning unknown.
Nor do I fear his ill-chaft taak, Nor his ill-muggent tricks,

Forbes Ulysses (1785) 30.

MULLED, pp. Midi. (E.S.)

tMULLOCK, sb.2 w.Cy. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] The stump of a tree. (Hall.)

JMUM, sb. Lan. A shortened form of ' mummy.'
Two dead 'mums,' a 'hore hound' an' th' skeleton of a goose,

were th' last aw saw, Dottie Rambles and Recollections (1898) 70.

MUMBLE-PEG, sb. s.Lan.1 Also in form mumblety-.

See below.
A man's outdoor game. The player stands on a mark and

throws a pointed iron bar as far as he can ; then, from the place

where the bar alights fixed in the ground, he throws a second

time, and, repeating the process, again a third time. Whoever
throws farthest at the three throws wins.

MUMBUDGET, sb. Abd. Silence.

A mum-budjet in a Hieland mist is naething to your seriousness,

laird! Cobban Angel of Covt. (1898) 226.

MUMCHANCE, adv., sb. and v. s.Lan. 1
, War.3

IMUMPER, sb. Kcb. ? A beggar.

Then down he sat, like ony mumper, Davidson Seasons (1789) 40.

JMUMPIT, sb. Dev. Meaning unknown.
Stay-bit and breakast, ammot and dinner, Mumpit and crumpet,

and a bit arter supper, Bowring Lang. (1866) I. 38.

JMUNCHEON, sb. Glo. A luncheon ; a misprint for

nuncheon.
The carter boys had gone without their 'muncheon,' so as to

leave a larger vacuum, Buckman Darke's Sojourn (1890) viii.

JMUNGUS, sb. War.3 An old marl-pit.

MUNGY, adj. Hrt. (E.S.F.)



MURCHEN [150] NESQUAW

MURCHEN, sb. Per. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Meaning unknown.
Use his utmost witt and skill Red Deer, Murchens, and Tods to

kill, Smith Poems (17 14) 99, ed. 1853.

JMURKLE, sb. Fif. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A term of reproach or contempt.
Gae tae ye'r wark, ye dernan murkle, MS. Poem (Jam.).

JMURT, adj. Slk. Meaning unknown.
I sees his blue murt fin, Hogg Tales (1838) 150, ed. 1866.

MUSK, sb. s.Wor. The refuse of the ground apples

in cider-making. (H.K.) See Mush, sb.
1
1.

MUSSELLED, ppl. adj. War.a

MUSTER, w.
1 s.Pem. To move about busily. (M.S.C.)

MUZZY, sb. 3. s.Lan.1

N
JNAAT, sb. Nrf. In phr. a naafs chaaks, 'nowts'

cheeks.
I could get tew stun o' flour and tew naat's chaaks for eight

sliillin's, Spilling Giles (1872) 11.

+NABLE, adj. Ken. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] In phr. nable rigs.

How dat dare was nable rigs, An' merriander's jokes, Masters
Dick and Sail (c. 1821) st. 9.

JNABOB, sb. Wor. In phr. toplay nabob, to trespass.
The cows broke out and played Nabob (H.A.S.)

;
(H.K.)

NACKUZ, sb. Obs. Gall. Also in form naxie. One
who tells a tale pretty sharply. Mactaggart Encycl.
(1824).

NADGE, v. Cum. To copulate. (E.W.P.)
NADIUMS, sb. pi. Don. Nonsense.
Come, none of yer nadiums, but get up and put on the fire,

' Mac ' Road to Donegal (3rd ed.) 153 ; They'd put up with none
of his nadiums there, ib. 213.

NAFF, sb. w.Yks. The head ; the skull. (T.H.W.)
NAG, sb. 2 Cum. (E.W.P.)
NAG, sb.A Glo. Written cnagg. Home Subsecivae

(1777) 398.
NAG, v. 2. War.
NAGRAKE, sb. Yks. A large rake drawn by a horse.
Ye can be off to t'owd ash-tree and bring the scatterings [of

hay] from thar wi' the nag-rake, Dyke Craiktrecs (1897) 24.
NAKED, adj. Oxf. Brks. 1. In phr. naked as

a robin, quite naked. Oxf. 1 MS. add. 2. Plain,
shabby, poor. Brks. (E.G.H.)
NALLION, sb. Don. A bump ; a lump.
In the mornin' . . I had nallions on me head the size of }'er two

fists, ' Mac ' Road to Donegal (3rd ed.) 149.
iN-AMEUL, sb. w.Yks. A corruption of ' animal.'
Aw'm not gooin' to have my nameuls disturbed bi thee,

Hartley Budget (1869) 80.

JNANK, sb. Nhb. 1 The great northern diver,
Colymbus glacialis. A misprint for nauk ; see Naak.
NANNYBANKS, sb. pi. n.Yks. In phr. alia nanny-

banks, all a chance. (I.W.)
NANNY-PET, sb. Cum. A pet lamb. (E.W.P.)
JNAPER, sb. Edb. [Meaning unknown.] In phr.

wealth ofgrace seemed in your naper to spare afarl. Liddle
Poems (1821) 54.
NAPKIN-SHAWL, sb. s.Lan.1 A shawl covering the

bust only.

JNARGER, adj. Som. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Narrower. (Hall.)
NAUNGER, v. Der. [n§'ndg3(r).] To worry, irritate.
He naungered me some sometimes ontil I weere well-nigh

distrowt, Gilchrist Nat. Milton (1902) 122.

NAXIE, see Nackuz.
JNAZZLES, adj. Yks. Ill-tempered. (Hall.), s.Yks.

(R.S.) See Nazzy, adj. 1

NAZZLY, adj. n.Yks. Intoxicated. (I.W.) See
Azzald, Nazzle, v.

NAZZY, adj. 1
1. ne.Lin. (E.S.)

NEAR, adv. Yks. Lan. Also in form nee s.Lan. 1

1. In comb. Near-ta'en, stingy. s.Lan. 1 2. Phr. near
the way, penunously. n.Yks. (I.W )

NEAT, adj. 5. n.Yks. (I.W.)

NECESSARY, sb. s.Lan.1

NECK, sb.
1 Yks. Nrf. In comb . (1) Neck-and-heels,

altogether, completely. n.Yks. (I.W.) ; (2) -hankercher,

a neckerchief. Nrf. Spilling M. Miggs (1873) 89, ed.

1902 ; (3) -leather, a dog-collar. n.Yks. (I.W.)

NECKER, v. Pern. (J.S.O.T.) i.q. Nicker, v. 1.

NEEDLACH, sb. Inv. A small, young eel.

Next minute D— was knotting himself on the ground like

a needlach, Highland News (Mar. 27, 1897) 9, col. .2.

NEEDLE-CASES, sb. Abd. A children's singing

game ; see below.
' Needle cases, needle cases, in a silver saucer. Who shall I

direct it to but Captain 's daughter ? What will you give to

tell her name, tell her name, tell her name? A hundred pound
and a glass of wine. What will you give to tell his name ? Two
hundred pounds and a glass of wine. As I gaed down to borrow
a pan, I saw her sitting kissing her man ; She's off with the glove

and on with the ring. To-morrow, to-morrow, the wedding
begins. Clean the brass candlesticks, clean the fire-side, Draw up
the curtains and let's see the bride.' All the players but one stand
in a circle—this one goes round with a handkerchief, singing the
first lines. When the girl's name is mentioned she tells her
sweetheart's name to the girl with the handkerchief, sits down in

the centre, and covers her face with her hands. The one with
the handkerchief goes round again, asking, ' What will you give ?

'

and the ring answers. Her name is then given, and the girl with
the handkerchief again asks, ' What will you give to tell his

name ?
' The ring answers again, and the sweetheart's name is

then given. The girl with the handkerchief goes round again
and sings the last lines, the ring singing with her, Gomme
Games (1898) II. 448.

NEEZE, v. s.Lan.1 To go birds'-nesting. SeeNeezen.
NEGGLE, v. s.Lan.1 To rattle. See Neckle, v.

1

NEIGHBOURLESS, adj. Sc. Not matching ; not of
a pair. See Neighbour, 6.

Gall. Murdered ... by a left-hand straik frae a man wi'
neighbourless een, Gallovidian (1901) III. 114. Kcb. Trotter
Gall. Gossip (1901) 357.

NEIVE, sb. and v. Abd. A marble-playing term ;

see below.
The funk [jerk of the arm] was considered much less objection-

able than the ' neive,' which crept gradually forward till well over
the stroke, and was thus a mode of cheating other players. . .

The strictly honest boy would neither ' neive,' ' funk,' fall on the
ring, nor squabble over a marble being in or out, Abd. Wkly. Free
Press (Apr. 9, 1904).

t'NELSE, conj. w.Cy. Unless ;
' not else.'

Times won't never mend, sir, you'll see, 'nelse the hosses is

sarved right, Bayly /. Merle (1890) xlviii.

NENS, NENST, NENT, see Anent.
NEP, v. Yks. To peck ; to take small bites. m.Yks.1

,

w.Yks.5 See Knep, Nip, v. Hence Nepping, sb.
grazing.

w.Yks. If there's a drop o' rain this month, there'll be good
neppin' for t'lambs (S.K.C.); (A.C.)

NEPLINS, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 i.q. Knaplins.
tNESH, adj.2 [Not known to our correspondents.!

Hungry. Suf. (Hall.)
NESQUAW, sb. Mon. The smallest of a litter. Dev.

Reports Provinc. (1902).



NETTERY [151] NURRILLED

NETTERY, sb. Frf. A spider. See Attercop.
Glowered aroond wi' gleggit een Whaur only netterie's wabs

were seen, Rejd Heatherland (1894) 124.

NETTLE-CLOTH, sb. Obs. Shr. A cloth made
from nettles.

In Shrewsbury carters' frocks made of nettle-cloth are exposed
for sale. . . Small patches of nettles for the purpose of being
manufactured into cloth, Hunter Georgical Essays (1803) IV. 285.

NEVER, adv. Pern. (J.S.O.T.) In phr. (1) never go,
an asseveration ; if one were never to leave the spot

;

(2) — the near, not to the point.
NEVIS, sb. Oxf. [ne-vis.l A wart : a birth-mark.

(J-W.)
NEW, adj. Yks. Pern. In comp. (1) |New-begin, a

fresh start
; (2) -liver, a new neighbour

; (3) -squat,
a form of the game ' mount-the-tin,' q.v.

(1) w.Yks. (B.K.) (2) s.Pem. I've been seeing the new liver
;

did ye hear as there's new livers down to Crunts farm? (M.S.C.)

(3) w.Yks. Gomme Games (1894) I. 413.

NEWARK-FROCK, sb. Not. A smock-frock. (L.C.M.)
NEWGATE, sb. Oxf. In phr. as black as Newgale,

very dirty. (A.P.)

NEWSBAGGING, vbl. sb. Dev. Gossiping. Reports
Provinc. (1902). See News, 1 (1).

NEWTBERRY, see Noutberry.
NEWTON-BELLE-KEEK, sb. Cum." (s.v. Belle-keek).

A derisive term for an inhabitant of Long Newton.
NICE FEW, phr. se.Lin. A fairly large number.

(J.T.B.) See Nice, 6 (1).

NICK, sb* War.3
, s.Wor. (H.K.) In phr. in good

nick, in good condition.

NICK, v.5 s.Wor. To cheat. (H.K.)
NICK-NACKITY, adj. Edb. Precise, punctilious.

See Knick-knack, 2.
You women bodies are aye sae particular an' nicknackity,

Ballantine Gaberlunzie (ed. 1875) 161.

NIDDLE-NODDLING, ppl. adj. Brks. In a state of

confusion, i.q. Niddle-noddle.
Do 'ee want to split arra-one's head ? Mine be all niddle-nod-

dlin' a' ready wi' your clatter, Hayden Round our Vill. (1901) 265.

JNIDGELL, sb. Gall. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A fat, forward young man ; a lover whom no
rival can displace. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

JNIDY-NOY, adv. Edb. In phr. to gang donaring
nidy-nqy. Meaning unknown.
Nane can nature's charms enjoy, Nor manage well the day's

employ, Wha ay gang donarin' nidy noy To houses flisky, Lear-
mont Poems (1791) 173.

NIFLING, ppl. adj. s.Lan.1 Fastidious ; finical ; trifling.

See Nifle 1 (2).

NIGGLE, v.
1 ' Cum. To castrate. (E.W.P.)

NIGHT, sb. s.Lan. 1 In comp. (1) Night-jacket,

a nightdress
; (2) -poultice, oatmeal porridge taken for

supper.

NIMMY, adj. se.Lin. Whimsical.
She's a nimmy affected piece of goods (J.T.B.).

NINE, adj. and sb. Irel. Dur. 1. adj. In phr. liefer

than nine ninepennies, sooner than anything.

Ir. I'd liefer than nine ninepennies poor Peg was goin',

Barlow East unto West (1898) 327.

2. sb. Obs. A grey slate 1 ft. 2f in. long. w.Dur. 1
49.

NINEPENCE, sb. (1, 2, 5). War.3

NINNY-COOM, sb. Pern. A gathering round the nail.

(J.S.O.T.)
NIP, sb? s.Lan.1 The summit of a hill.

JNIP-NAP, sb. Stf. Meaning unknown.
Here,Jack,takeadropofmy nip-nap, Flk-LoreJm.(i886) IV. 353.

NIPPER, sb. Sc. Lan. Lin. 1. A smart, active

person. s.Lan. 1 2. A niggardly person; a miser.

s.Lan.1
, se.Lin. (J.T.B.) Hence Knipper-knatlich, adj.

stingy, illiberal.
. , ,

Abd. Some fowk are awfu' knipperknatlich an maun gie towk

their due an' naething mair, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (July 30, 1904).

3. A sharp retort ; a ' settler.'

Ayr. That was *. nipper to Wilson 1 Douglas Green Shutters

(1901) 117-

NIPPER, v. s.Lan.1 To snip, or vandyke the edges
of anything.

NIPPY-LUG-FRIDAY, sb. Cum.4 (s.v. Pully-lug-
Fnday). The Friday after Ash Wednesday.
NIPSEY-MONEY, sb. Yks. Strike pay.
Important developments regarding the Denaby colliers' strike

are expected during the coming week. Strike pay, known as
' nipsey money,' distributed on Friday, showed a substantial
decrease, People (Mar. 8, 1903). s.Yks. Yks. Post (Dec. 26, 1902) 6.

JNIRB, sb. Slk. (Jam.) Anything of stunted growth,
a dwarf. Prob. a misprint. See Knurl, 5, Nirl, 3.

NKRUP, sb. Hmp. (H.R.)
NIX, sb. Cum. See below, i.q. Nix, int.

The gamins of Carlisle still warn their comrades that ' Nix
is coming,' Carlisle Patriot (Dec. 26, 1902) 3. col. 3.

NO, adj. Cum. Yks. In comb. No-place, -spot, or
-town, ruin ; see below.
Cum. ' That's t'geat to neah-toon ' implies that a given line of

conduct will lead to ruin (E.W.P. ). w.Yks. (B.K.)

NOG, sb.
1 Pem. A peg for quoits. (J.S.O.T.)

NOLLY, adv. and adj. Obsol. Cum. (E.W.P.) Only.
NONSE, sb. se.Lin. A good-for-nothing fellow. (J.T.B.)
JNOOCHING, ppl. adj. Glo. 1 Slouching, stooping.

[? A misprint for mooching.]
NOOR, adj. Wxf.1 Other.
+NOR, adv. n.Cy. More. Bailey (1721). [A mistake

of some kind.]

NOR, see Knur(r.
NORDEREYS, sb.pl. Obs. So (Jam.) The Northern

Hebrides. Pennant Voyage Heb. 294. Cf. Sudereys.
tNOR-NE-ME, phr. w.Yks. Not I.

' Cannot you tell her who I am, eh, Joseph ?
'

' Nor-ne-me ! I'll

hae no hend wi't', Bronte Wuthering Hts. (1847) ii.

NOSE, sb. Nhb. Lan. Oxf. 1. In comp. (1) Nose-
cold, a cold in the head. s.Lan. 1

; (2) -paint, a jocular
term for alcoholic drink, ib. 2. The portion of the
face of a hammer furthest from the workman's hand
when the hammer is held head upward. Nhb. 1

(s.v.

Peen). 3. The dead blossom on the end of a goose-
berry. Oxf. 1 MS. add.

JNOSESKIP, adj. ? Obs. Elg. [Not known to our
correspondents.] ? Nasal. In phr. a noseskip twang.
Up he lift his voice wi' pith And sang staves thretty twa In

Bothwell-brig's right noseskip twang, Couper Poetry (1804) II. 75.

NOTELESS, adj. 1. Suf. (R.M.B.)
N-OTHER, adj. Wxf. 1 Other.

N-OTTY MAZE, sb. Chs. 1
(s.v. Witched). A decline.

i.q. Anatomy.
The child that she carried on her arm was supposed to be

witched, for it went into a nottymaze and died.

JNOUGHEL, sb. Obs. Wxf. 1 The knuckle.

NOUGHT, sb. Yks. Lan. In phr. (1) nought at dow,
worthless

; (2) — but, nothing to hinder that
; (3) — good

to, good for nothing
; (4) — that's ought, of no good what-

ever
; (5) to nought, completely, exactly.

(1) n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Ah know nowt bud Ah could come, ib.

(3) n.Yks. {ib.), s.Lan. 1
(4) s.Lan. 1 (5) w.Yks. A bonny little lad

... 'at had his father's nooas an' chin to nowt, Hartley Ditt.

2nd S. (c. 1873) I26.

NOW, adv. Yks. Lan. In comb. Now-and-thenner,
a workman engaged from time to time on odd jobs ; an
occasional visitor. s.Lan. 1

NUBBLE, v.
2 n.Yks. To mumble ; to chew im-

perfectly. (I.W.)

NUCKETY, adj. s.Wor. Nooked. See Nooket.
Thur's a lot o' stuff in that nuckety earner as waants shiftin'

(H.K.).

tNUDGELL, sb. Dev.2 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A corner.

NUDLENS, sb. pi. Hmp. The entrails. (H.R.)

JNUNIKIN, sb. Lan. Meaning unknown.
Theer, awl forgie thi neaw hoo sed tuth nunikin, Scholes Tim

Gamwattle (1857) 50.

JNURRILLED, ppl. adj. Gall. In phr. a nurrill'd stott.

Meaning unknown.



NURSE [152] OLINK

What skill has he about a ruirrill'd stott? Mactaggart Encycl.

(1824) 476, ed. 1876.

NURSE, sb. Dor. Also in form nuss. The dog-fish,
Scyllium catulus. (E.C.M.)
NUT, sb. Yks. Cor. In comp. (1) Nut-crackers, the

greater stitchwort, Stellaria Holostea. Cor.3 ; (2) -tree, the

hazel, Corylus Avellana. n.Yks. (I.W.)
NUTTYCRACK, sb. n.Yks. A dwarf .sweet apple

smaller than the rest of its cluster. (I.W.)

JNUZE, Isb. Lan. Coughing. Monthly Mag. (1815) 1. 127.

o
OAK, sb. Sc. Cum. Lin. Not. 1. In comp. (1) Oak-

acorn. n.Cum. (E.W.P.)
; (2) -nut, an acorn. Kcb.

(J.M.), Cum. (E.W.P.) 2. Phr. the old oak tree, the
game of ' wind up the bush faggot,' q.v., s.v. Wind, v.

2

II. 2 (4).
Lin. Known as ' The Old Oak Tree ' in Lincoln, Kelsey, and

Winterton. When coiling round the children sing ' Round and
round the old oak tree, I love the girls and the girls love me !

'

When they have twisted into a closely-packed crowd they dance
up and down tumbling on each other, crying, ' A bottle of rags,
a bottle of rags,' Gomme Games (1898) II. 386. Not. In the
Anderby and Nottinghamshire version of the game the children
often sing ' The old oak tree grows thicker and thicker every
Monday morning,' ib. 386.

OAKUM-STRAND, sb. Pem. Rope yarn. (J.S.O.T.)
OAKY, see Woky.
OAM, sb. n.Lin. Slight rust caused by damp. (E.P.)
OANDER, OANDURTH, OAN(T, see Undern, Will,

aux. v.

OANT, sb. Dor. (E.C.M.) i.q. Want, sb?
JOASTEED, sb. Cum. [A misprint.] The grey wag-

tail, Molacilla melanope. See Oat-seed bird, s.v. Oat.
' Yellow oasteeds, grey oasteeds.' Birds occurring in the parish

of Bewcastle, Hutchinson Hist. Cum. (1794) I. 96.

OBEDIENCE, sb. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
OCHAL, sb. e.Lan. Burnley Express (June 1, 1901).

See Houghle, sb.1

JOCTOAVER, sb. Yks. Meaning unknown.
e.Yks. An awd Cockie Sharrah, Wiv a pair ov octoavers as

big as a barra, Nicholson Flk. Sp. (1889) 39-
ODD, adj. Yks. Lan. In comp. (1) Odd-brass, part of

a man's or boy's wages retained for spending-money ; also
called Oddies

; (2) -lad, to draw lots.

(1) s.Lan. 1
(2) w. Yks. All t'three on 'em use to odd-lad who'd

to sleep i' t'shut-up bed, Hartley Clock Aim. (1874) 17.
ODDMENT, sb. Kcb. Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 126.
ODD-ROD,s6. Dor. The cows\ip,Primidaveris. (E.C.M.)
ODDS, sb. pi. Wor. The exact opposite of anything,

the reverse. Also in phr. the odds.
s.Wor. 'E sez 'e an't got no rots. 'E'sodds {or th' odds] o' e's

father an' brother ; 'em alias likes t' a' thurn ketched (H.K.).
ODDY, sb. Oxf. (Hall.) i.q. Hoddy, sb} Also in

comp. Oddy-doddy, a river snail.

ODGE, see Urge, v.2

OFF, adv. and prep. Sc. Yks. Lan. Lin. Dor. Also in
form aff- Sc. 1. adv. In comb. (1) Off-lat, a temporary-
respite from work, &c. ; a 'let-off'; (2) -loof, fig. off-hand,
without time for reflection, at once

; (3) -on, off; (4) -take,
a turning of one into ridicule ; a ' do ' or ' sell.'

(1) Abd. We're ill mutit an' hauden oot in a' widders, an' ye
widna get an aff-lat t' naething, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Apr. 18,
1903). (2) Sc. I'm telled they could gie ye aff-loof, day and date
for onything i' the Bible, Seatoun George Malcolm (1897) xii.

(3) s.Lan. 1 He rive't th' cap fro' off-on her yed. (4) se.Lin. Oh it

was a reg'lar off-take (J.T.B.).

2. prep. In phr. (1) offhis onion, off his head, mad
; (2) —

the slob, see below
; (3) — the slot, wrong, amiss.

(r) w.Dor. (C.V.G.) (2) w.Yks. 'Off t'stob ' is another collo-
quialism. Stob being equal to ' stake ' or ' stick,' and is equivalent
to 'off t'roll' in other parts. It has its origin in the ' stobs ' or
short sticks that are used in thatching, around which ' tarband ' is
securely wound to keep the thatch smooth, and to prevent it
from moving. In a long spell of wet weather sometimes the tar
is washed out of the band, and it becomes relaxed, losing its grip

of the stob, allowing the thatch to move or be blown about ; so a

man who is out of work, or who is prevented from doing his duty
through sickness, is in local parlance termed ' off t'stob,' Leeds
Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 27, 1900). (3) Bwk. There surely maun be
something wrang An' awfu' aff the stot, When 'mang our busy
workin' hives Grim want is aft their lot, Calder Poems (1897) 244.

OIL, v. se.Lin. To punish, beat, thrash. (J.T.B.)
OLD, adj. Sc. Irel. Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin. Lei. Dor. Cor.

Also in forms auld Sc.Wm.; owd w.Yks.5
1. In comb.

(I) Old Boy, (a) a name given to the devil
;

(b) an old man
with juvenile tastes; (2)— Donald, see (1, a); (3) -fashioned,
cunning, wily, astute ; calculating : (4) -fashontness, pre-
cocity

; (5) — fool, a rustic's name for a circus clown
;

(6) — Gooseberry, see (1, a)
; (7) — iron, small pilferings

of any sort of material entrusted to workmen on a job;
(8) — kirk, whisky ; also called simply ' The auld

' ; (9)
—

man's bell, the bluebell, Campanula rotundifolia ; (to) —
Sandy, see (1, a)

; (11) — sow, a wood-louse, milleped
;

(12) — wecht,7?g\ having more than one's fair share of wit
or brains

; (13) — wife, a salt-water trout.

(1, a) Gall. Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (b) Sc. (A.W.) (2)
Per. Monteath Dunblane (1835) 50, ed. 1887. (3) s.Lan. 1

Theaw thinks theawrt' very owd-fashin't. (4) Ayr. Mackie Vill.

Sketches (1896) 97. (5, 6, 7) s.Lan. 1
(8) Sh.I. 'What'll doo

taste?' 'I'll jost tak a tash o' da Auld' or 'da Auld Kirk'
(J.S.). (9)ne.Sc. The bluebell was in parts of Buchan called 'the
aul' man's bell,' regarded with a sort of dread, and commonly
left unpulled, Gregor Flk-Lore (1881) 148. (10) Kcb. The deil
wudna let gae the tail, an' it pairtit at the edge o' the score, an'
Auld Sandy gat it an' keepit it, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 253.
(II) n.Lin. 1 (s.v. Sow), Lei. 1 (s.v. Sow), Cor. 1 (s.v. Sows).
(12) Frf. Salmond Man Sandy (1903) 38. (13) n.Yks. (I.W.)
2. Phr. (1) Old Evermore in a powk, see below; (2) an

old man's mile, a very short distance ; see below
; (3) the

owd Chap, the devil
; (4) to bring an old house over one's

head, to seek or bring about trouble
; (5) an old woman

from the wood, a children's game ; see below.
(1) Gall. The whole of the works of the olden time in a bag

;

when such would be the case, it is fancied that much stir and
commotion would take place in the same bag. So when any one
is driving on, and never looking behind, nor to the right or left, it

is said he is then going on like 'Auld ever more in a powk,'
Mactaggart Encycl. (1824). (2) Ir. You might tramp the whole
of Ireland before you'll come on an auld man's mile, that wants the
end in the middle, Cornh. Mag. (Sept. 1903) 353. (3) w.Yks.5
(4) Wm. (B.K.) (5) Dor. This [Dumb Motions] is called 'An
Old Woman from the Wood.' The children form themselves into
tworanks. Thefirstsays 'Here comesan old 'oman from the wood,'
the second answers 'What cans't thee do?' 'Do anything.'
' Work away.' This the children proceed to do, some by pretend-
ing to sew, some to wash, some to dig, &c, &c. If the opposite
side guess what they are doing they change sides, Flk-Lore Jrn.
VII. 230, in Gomme Games (1894) I. 117.
JOLER, sb. w.Yks.2 See below.
The biggest flood . . . which took my floodgates, oler, and

stoop away, Lett. (1744) cited in Eastwood's Ecclesfield, 305.
* rom the context I doubt the authenticity of this letter.
tOLFORD, sb. Dev. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] An orphan. F

He's a olford, poor chap! wi'out brothers or zisters, Stooke
Not Exactly, i.

'

'bi'°w
NK

'
Sb

'
SC

*
MeaninS unknown - ? A misprint for

She had aye a bonnie bit olink for the auld man, Swan Gates
ofEden (ed. 1895) iii.



OMBRE [i53] OVER

tOMBRE, sb. Lon. ? A magic-lantern slide.

It is about twenty-six years since the ombres first come out,

Mayhew Lond. Labour (1851) III. 74, ed. 1861.

JOMER, sb. Yks. [Not known to our correspondents.]
An allowance, esp. for horses. w.Yks. (C.W.D.)
ONDER, see Undern.
ONE, num. adj. Yks. Oxf. 1. In comp. One-handed,

single-handed. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. Phr. one's none, two's

some, three's a little 'underd, saying. Oxf. 1 MS. add.

ONION, sb. Lan. Cor. In form ingun Cor. In phr.

(1) to warm one's onion, to punish, chastise
; (2) some like

cake, some like onions, saying : a matter ofopinion or taste.

(1) s.Lan. 1 Aw'll waarm thy onion for thee, gentle mon, 30. (2)

e.Cor. (M.A.C.)

iONRUDE, adj. Cor. Rude.
1 doant main nawthen onrude, Thomas Aunt Keziah's Visit, xvi.

ONSETTER,.s6. Cum. Mining term : the man at the

pit bottom in charge of the loading and unloading of the

cages.
He is responsible for the signals to the pit top, and for the regula-

tions as to the man riding in the cages (E.W.P.) ; When they

got to the bottom the onsetter signalled, W. Cum. Times (Oct.

31, 1903) 8.

ONSETTING, adj. Sc. Ugly, vicious.

Rxb. There's nae doing naething wi' sic a thrawn onsettin'

brute as this, Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 315.

ONSTEAD, sb. w.Dur. 1

tONTJETH, sb. Sh.I. Also in form onjeth (Jam.).

A small parcel of ground lately enclosed from the common,
and let to a tenant for a money-rent only. Statist. Ace. V.

581 (Jam.) ; S. & Ork. 1 Prob. a mistake for ' outset.'

ONTRON, OOB-ALL, OODLE, OOKY, OOLY, see

Undern, Woodwall, Wood-wail, Woky, Wooly.
OOMAN, OON, OONA,OONWUTTY, OORAT,OOST,

OOT, see Woman, Wound, sb., Will, aux. v., Unwitty,

Wrat, Will, aux. v.

OOZLE, v. Wor. To ooze.
The cider is oozling through the cask. The ice is oozling

through the bag (E.S.).

OPEN, adj. Wm. Yks. In form oppen. In comb. (1)

Open for, a furrow where ploughing is left off, and the

earth turned both ways out of it
; (2) -gobbed, vicious,

ready to bite.

(1)* n.Yks. (I.W.) (2) Wm. It's an oppen-gobbed un. That

stag ran at me oppen-gobbed as ah was gaan through t'pastur

(B.K.).

OPEN, v. Sh.I. Cum. Yks. Also in form oppen Cum.
Yks. 1. In phr. (1) to open in, to open and admit

; (2)

— one's mouth, (a) to speak one's mind freely
;

(b) to ask

a high price.

(1) Sh.I. 'Open da man in, lass.' 'Yiss, when A'm slippid

suntin' apo' me,' Sh. News (June 8, 1901). (2) n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. With out: to begin, make a start ; to draw the first

furrow in ploughing. sw.Cum. (E.W.P.), n.Yks. (I.W.)

See Feer, v.

ORANGE, adj. Bwk. In comb. Orange fin, sea-trout

fry in the Tweed. (E.W.P.) Cf. yellow fin, s. v. Yellow,

adj. 3 (6).

ORCHEN, ORCHUNT, see Urchin.

ORDER, v. s.Lan. 1 To arrange, manage ; to put in

order.

ORT, see Whort.
JOSSITING, prp. w.Yks. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Coughing. Cudworth Norton (1886).

OTCHEN, OTCHIN, see Urchin.

OTHER, adj. Irel. Yks. Lan. 1. In comb. (1) Other-

guess, of another kind or variety
; (2) -two, two others

;

(3) -ways, otherwise
; (4) -whiles, at other times.

(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) n.Yks. Ah'll gi tha other tweea (I.W.).

(3, 4) s.Lan. 1

2 Phr. the other morrow, the day after to-morrow. Cav.

(M.S.M.)
OTTER-BOARDS, sb. pi. e.Yks. The weighted boards

on each side of a trawler.

When he was hauling the trawl they fired upon him. He lost

his ' otter boards ' and trawl, Yks. Even. Post (Nov. 19, 1904).

VOL. VI.

OTTY-MOTTY, sb. s.Lan. 1

OUGHT, v. Pern. Used after the aux. have.
s.Pem. You had ought to have done it. The pie had ought to

be hotted up. You hadn't ought to have spoke (M.S.C.).

OULEET, adj. Hrf. Also in form hooleet. Stupid.
Also used subst. (J.B.)

tOUSEL-HUNTING, sb. Hmp. A custom used to

express popular disapproval of incontinency. N. S° Q.
(1873) 4th S. xi. 156. ? A misprint for 'ouset'= hooset, q.v.

JOUSET, sb. [? A misprint.] n.Cy. [Not known to

our correspondents.] A cluster of small cottages. (Hall.)
Cf. on-stead.

OUT, adv., adj. and v. Sc. Nhb. Lakel. Not. Lin. Pern.

Dor. 1. adv. and adj. In comb. (1) Out-ly land, moor-
land ; (2) -gang, expenditure

; (3) -ind, out of it
; (4)

-heidie, rash, hot-headed; (5) -steek, ?a kind of shoe;

(6) -winterers, cattle which are not housed in winter.

(1) Cum. (E.W.P.) (2) Lakel. 2 (s.v. Ettle). (3) Nhb.1 (s.v.

Tid). (4) Frf. Reid Heatherland (1894) 121. (5) Rxb. His

battered hat, grey topcoat, knee-breeches, blue stockings, and
oot-steeks, Murray Hawick Characters (1901) 1. (6) Sc. Hunter
Georg. Ess. (1803) IV. 351.

2. Phr. (1) out and outer, anything very superlative of its

kind, whether good or bad ; (2) from this out, from this

time onward
; (3) twenty-seven, <S~'c. out, just turned twenty-

eight, &c. years.

(1) se.Lin. (J.T.B.), Pem. (J.S.O.T.) (2) Dor. ' This 'ere

establishment 'ull be closed from this out,' says I, Francis
Manor Farm (1903) 87. (3) Dor. N. If Q. (1887) 7th S. iii. 127.

3. v. With with : to utter, divulge, speak out.

Not. If I'd meant to say oat again it, I should ha' outed wee't

first off, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 339.

OUTBY, adv. Cum. A mining term : in the direction

from the forehead to the bottom of the shaft. Also used
attrib.

It was a full sett coming out-by, W. Cum. Times (Feb. 10,

1900) 8 ; Witness was about six yards at the out-bye side, ib. (Feb.

13, 1904) 3-

OUT-HEAT, sb. Cum. A feverish chill often followed,

in the case of a beast, by the formation of spots and con-

sequent loss of hair. (E.W.P.)

OUTHERANCE, conj. Sc. Either. Cf. owtherins.
Rnf. The passer-by . . . Man outherance downa lift his 'ee, Or

be at saul a mowdiwart, Young Lochlomond (1872) 35.

OUTMARROW, v. Sc. To outmatch, out-manceuvre.
Kcb. My love can ootmarrow her father's will, Gallovidian

(1902) IV. 155.

OUTSIDE, prep. Dev. In phr. outside of, except, with

the exception of.

There ain't no person outside o' the master who'd pick his best

flowers for a thief, Zack On Trial (1899) 46.

OUTWAYS, adv. Dev. Abroad.
He married outways, a English girl, Phillpotts Good Red

Earth (1901) 29.

OVAL, sb. Wor. A basket used by fruit-growers.

Plums are sold at Evesham by the oval (48 lb.) (E.S.).

OVEN, sb. Lan. Glo. Dev. In comp. (1) Oven-builder,

? the chiffchaff, Phylloscopus rufus, or the willow-warbler,

P. trochilus ; also called Underground oxeye (q.v.); (2)

-door, a jocular name for a bass-fiddle
; (3) -stopper, see

below.
(1) Glo.' (s.v. Underground Oxeye). (2) s.Lan.1

(3) Dev. A sheet

of stout iron, arch-shaped, of a size to cover the mouth of the oven.

It always has two iron handles riveted on, by which it is lifted and

fixed in position when the baking is going on, Reports Provinc.

(July 1902) No. 19.

OVER, prep., adv. and v. Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Wor. Also

in forms o'er s.Lan. 1
; ower Sc. Yks. 1. prep, and adv.

In comb. (1) Over-aboard, overboard
; (2) -bow, to overdo

in business
; (3) -gyaun, a fault-finding ; a thorough dis-

cussion of a person's failings or faults
; (4) -head, upper

;

(5) -lie, to outdo or surpass at telling lies
; (6) -master, to

master ; to succeed in an attempt
; (7) — the loine, partly

drunk.
(1) Sh.I. Jemmy bein' dis [thus] suddenly abandoned, shot head-

first ower-aburd, Ollason Mareel (1901) 67. (2) n.Yks. He
ower-bow'd his sel wi' building houses (I.W.). (3) Abd. Abd.
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Wkly. Free Press (June 27, 1903). (4) Ir. MacDonagh Life and
Char. (1901) 332. (5) s.Lan. 1 (6) Lan. Oh, plague on't ! I never

shall o'ermaster it—never ! Ackworth Preachers (1901) 1. (7)

s.Lan. 1

2. prep. Phr. in owre, into.

Abd. Gyaun in owre 's bed wi' 's sharnie beets on, Alexander
Johnny Gibb (1871) x.

3. v. To go over a matter a second time ; to bring up
a case again for settlement.
Wor. Defendant said that he and prosecutor had a county court

case 'over' a horse and were ' overing ' it, Evesham Jrn. (Dec.

1, 1900).

OVERRIGHT, aafo. Glo. Written uvverrite. Opposite,

over against, across. Cheltenham Examiner (Feb. 12, 1896)

8. See Over, 12 (10).

OVERRUNNER, sb. Wil. The common shrew, Sorex
vulgaris.
He gave no heed to the old fables about the overrunner, as the

common shrew is called in his county, Longman's Mag. (Oct.

1902") 511.

OVERSET, v. Not. To get over, recover from.
s.Not. It wain't kill 'er, but she'll niver overset it (J.P.K.).

OVERSTAND, v. n.Yks. In phr. to overstand the

market, to expect too much and thereby lose an oppor-

tunity. (I.W.)

OVERSTOCKED, ppl. adj. Som. (W.F.R.)
OVERTHROW, sb. Hmp. Meaning.
That's the overthrau on't (H.R.).

JO-WARPS, sb. Chs.' [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A landing-place.

OWFTY, adj. Yks. Difficult to rip the stitches out of.

n.Yks. This is owfty calico (I.W.).

OWK, sb. Hrt. A newt. (E.S.F.)

OX, sb. War. Pern. In comp. (1) Ox-roast, the statute

fair held at Birmingham
; (2) -tie, a chain for fastening

oxen to their posts.

(1) War. 3 The statute fair or mop is now commonly spoken of as

the 'bull-roast,' or the 'ox-roast,' from the practice of roasting at

the fair, in the open street, on a temporary spit over a temporary

hearth, whole oxen. (2) Pern. (J.S.O.T.)

OXER, sb. Not. An ox-rail.

He . . . cleared the oxer just, to a quarter of an inch, like an old

horse who knows himself, Prior Forest Flk. (1901) 42.

OX-EYE, sb. Cmb. A round opening or unglazed

window in a building. (A.F.K.)

OYND, sb. Sh.I. In phr. an oynd of good nature, said

of a calm, even-tempered person. (J.S.)

OYSTER, sb. n.Yks. A forsaken, wretched creature.

(I.W.)

PAAME, sb. Cor.3 i.q. Pame, sb. 2.

PAAMER-SCARF, sb. Cai. 1 The cormorant, Phalo-

crocorax carbo.

PACK, v. 14. Cum. (E.W.P.)
JPACK-DAM, sb. Dev. Meaning unknown.
A cross from a pack-dam, Russell Memoirs (1883) 244.

PACKSHEETING, vbl. sb. s.Lan.1 See below.
A practical joke played upon a young man who is jilted by his

sweetheart, or whose sweetheart marries another man. He is

tossed in a pack-sheet by his fellow-workmen until he consents to

pay for liquid refreshments for them.

PADDEN, v. n.Yks. To press down, pack together.
(I.W.)

PADDLE, sb.
1
2. Dor. (E.C.M.)

PADDLE, sb.7 s.Lan. 1 A battledore, used in the game
of shuttlecock.

PADDLE, v? n.Lin. With up : to mark with wet or
muddy feet. Also in phr. to paddle the place up. (E.P.)

PADDY, sb. and adj. Sc. n.Cy. Cum. Yks. Lan. Not.
War. 1. sb. In comb. (1) Paddy-ball, a children's game ;

(2) -s' grapes, a jocular name for potatoes
; (3) -'s lantron,

a jocular name for the moon
; (4) -whack, to beat

; (5)
whacking, a beating.

(1) w.Yks. A game at ball played with the hands, and hitting it

as it rebounds from the wall of a house, &c. (B.K.) (2, 3) s.Lan. 1

(4) s.Not. I'll paddy-whackyerifyer comenearme(J.P.K.). (5) ib.

2. Phr. (1) to come Paddy, to befool
; (2) to have a bit of

Paddy or the Paddy in one, to be given to sharp practices,
rather unscrupulous

; (3) to keep tile paddy in, to keep one's
temper; (4) to show the paddy, to show temper.

(1) Wgt. if we had been wan flesh we wud baith 'a fun't alike
;

na ! na ! ye canna come Paddy ower me that way ! Saxon Gall.

Gossip (ed. 1878) 44. (2) Cum. (J.Ar.) (3, 4) n.Cy. (B.K.)

3. A chimney-sweeper. War.3 4. adj. Tricky, sharp,
unscrupulous.
Cum. Of a bit of very sharp practice in a deal, or any business

transaction, it is very common to say ' It's a paddy-trick' (J.Ar.).

+PADDY, adj. Cum. ? Clear, unmistakable.
Paddy hints anew he'd gien, Richardson Talk{iQi6) 2nd S. 84.

PADROAD, sb. n.Yks. A trodden way. (I.W.)
+PAG-AE, v. w.Cor. To please. Bottrell Trad.

(1880) 3rd S. Gl.

PAIKIEDOG, sb. Wgt. A dog-fish.

' If 'twasna for the paiky-dogs Portnessock folk wad dee.' Paikie-

dogs are dog-fish, and nobody eats them, and the rhyme meant
that the Portnessock folk were that hard up they were obliged to

feed on them, Saxon Gait. Gossip (ed. 1878) 179.

PAIKING, ppl. adj. n.Yks. In comb. Paiking showers,
heavy beating showers of rain. (I.W.) See Paik, v.

PAIR, sb. Twd. In phr. to drive one's own pair, to

walk, go on foot.

As if she cud drive her ain pair faster nor Donal' an' me, Abd.
Wkly. Free Press (Oct. 17, 1903).

PAKES, sb. Dev. Dirt. Cf. pilm.
Pakes was in the wate (wheat), pellum in the barley, Reports

Provinc. (July 1902) No. 19.

+PALADUM, sb. Glo. Meaning unknown.
When at length stillness settles over the Blue House . . . Dorcas

fetches a chair into the door-way and sinks upon it, exclaiming,
' Law ! what a paladum it have been, to be sure !

' Longman's
Mag. (July 1899) 273.

PALAVER, v. 4. s.Lan.1

PALE, sb} 1. s.Lan. 1

JPALE, sb. Edb. Meaning unknown. [? Misprint
for pate.]

I'll pour on thy pale, a pot of good ale, Laughing like us, at
ev'ry mail, Pennecuik Helicon (1720) 66.

PALK, sb. se.Lin. A coward. (J.T.B.)
tPALLACH, v. Frf. Meaning unknown.
But ye've pallached the snoots o' thae yins, Inglis Ain Flk.

(1895) 25.

tPALLINS, ? adv. Lin. 1
(s. v. Peedins). An intensitive.

PALLY, sb. Ags. A palsied hand. Also used atirib.
in comb. Pally hand.
He . . . was disqualified on account of his being the possessor

of a ' pally,' or palsied hand, Reid Howetoon, 101.
PALLYWAT, sb. Slk. A term of contempt. Cf.

pallawa, 2.

A y uiseless, peengin' pallywat o' a craiter, ThomsonDrummeldale
(1901) 24.

tPALSKE, sb. Wxf.1 A kind of cake.
Thou ne'er eighthest buskes, whit palskes, 100
PAMPLE, v? ne.Yks. (I.W.)
PAN, sb? s.Wor. The share or cutting part of a

plough.
This thrust was to get the point of the pan or share into the

ground (H.K.).
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PANADA, sb. n.Irel. Children's food; bread and
water. (C.H.W.)
PANCAKE, sb. Cum. In comb. Pancake battery,

a boys' game ; see below.
Caps are placed in a row (sometimes against a wall) ; a ball is

thrown into one of the caps, when the owner of the cap must get
the ball and hit the thrower with it (E.W.P.).
PAN-DROP, sb. Slg. A sweetmeat of some kind.
The centre was occupied by pan-drops, peppermints, conversa-

tions, and other sweets, Harvey Kennethcrook (1896) 41.

PANDY, sb.2 Don. A pot, pannikin.
Boilin' as sthrong a dhrap of tay as iver come out of the black

pandy, to rise her heart, ' Mac ' Road to Donegal (3rd ed.) 10.

PANG, v.3 Der. To beat, throb, pulsate.
By this time his heart panged like a pendulum, Gilchrist

Nicholas and Mary (1899) 92.

PANKER, sb.2 Hmp. A pig that does not thrive.

(H.R.)
PANNEL, sb. 1 Glo. (E.W.P.)
PANNIL, v. ne.Yks. To pack, press down. (I.W.)

Cf. panel, sb.1
1.

JPAPARAP, sb. Mry. Meaning unknown.
Ilka camstarical chap Would draw out anither man's scantack

Wi' the prongs o' a stollen paparap, Hay Lintie (1851) 24.

PAPER-HEAD, sb. Cum. A weak, unreliable person.
' Nea ! nea ! he's nowt to gan by—a laal pap'reed best end on

him.' In common use (J.Ar.).

PAPPY, adj.1 s.Lan.1 Full-bosomed ; full of milk.

PARAPET, sb. Lan. Chs. I.Ma. Stf. A pavement,
side-walk, footpath.

Lan. Used occas. in or about Manchester but not by dial, speakers,

Manch. City News (Mar. 5, 1904). Chs. (E.H.C.), I.Ma. (E.G.),

n.Stf. (J.T.)

PARKLED, pp. Wm. Coated, clogged over, 'darted
up.'
An old man in Swindale [1901] told me of a couple who were

starved to death, and who were found in a most filthy condition,

that they were ' fairly parkled i' ther awn muck ' (J.W.).

PARLOUS, adv. 2. Dev.2

PARROT, sb. e.Yks. (J.N.) i.q. Parrot-beak, s.v.

Parrot, 1 (1).

PARSON, sb. War. Dor. 1. In phr. enough to make
a parson swear or swear in his pulpit, said of anything very
irritating or annoying. War. (C.T.O.), War.2 2. Comp.
Parson-creepers, people who run after the clergy. Dor.
(E.C.M.)
PART, v. Sc. Yks. Der. Dev. 1. In phr. (1) to part

with, to pass from the bowels or get rid of by vomiting.

n.Der. (H.R.)
; (2) — with bairn, to abort, give birth to

prematurely. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. ? Obs. To depart.

Sc. I was ready to go forward on my journey, she said I should

not part till she had seen all the pictures, Melvill Memoirs

(1735) 78.

3. To die.

n.Dev. ' Good Lord !
' he added sharp-like, looking down at the old

sow . . . ' her's parted !

' Sure enough, her was dead, Zack Dun-
stable Weir (1901) 34.

JPAR-TADL, sb. Slk. ? Bait taken from the tail of

a young salmon or ' parr.'

Five score o' hyucks, baited for pike and eel, wi' trout and

par-tail, frogs, chicken-heads, Che. North Nodes (ed. 1856) IV. 143.

£Trout eat flies, worms, minnows, par- tail, Sat. Review (1888)

LXV. 93, col. 2.]

PARTIAL, adj. Won Of a crop : good in some
places, bad in others.

Fruit is very partial, Evesham Jm. (July 5, 190a).

PARTICK, sb. Yks. Lan. Also in form patick

w.Yks. A particular friend ; a crony. See Particular, 7.

w.Yks. (J.H.W.) s.Lan. 1 He's an owd partick 0' moine.

PASH, sb.3 ne.Lin. A soft kind of fungus, used esp.

in phr. as rotten as pash. (E.S.) Cf. pash, sb.1 12.

PASSING, sb. and ppl. adj. Cum. Yks. Lan. 1. sb.

A bell tolled at the death of a person.
w.Yks. I came to ask thee to give father a longer passing than

his wife is like to have seen to, Sutcliffe Shameless Wayne

(1900) 4-

2. ppl. adj. In comb. (1) Passing-bell, a death-bell.

s.Lan. 1

; (2) -day, obsol., the day before a funeral. Cum.4

PASSIONABLE, adj. Pern. Passionate, hot-tempered.
(J.S.O.T.)

PASS-JACK, int. Wm. An apology to company for

an eructation. (B.K.)
PASSY, adj. Cum. Ofland : wet from rain. (E.W.P.)

Cf. pa&hy, s. v. Pash, sb.
1 10.

PASTERKIP, sb. Pem. A dial, form of ' parsnip.'

(J.S.O.T.)
PASTIT, sb. s.Lan.1

1. A dial, form of ' pasty.'
A ' puff' or ' turnover ' of pie-pastry, semi-circular in shape,

with fruit or jam within.

2. Comp. Pastit-day, the annual school-treat of the Park
Lane School, Whitefield, when the scholars are regaled
with ' pastits.'

PASTURER, sb. n.Yks. Of a cow, &c. : a good
feeder. (I.W.)
PASTY, sb. 2 Dmf. A nickname for a bill-sticker.

Gallovidian (1903) V. 182.

PASTY-FEET, sb. pi. n.Cy. Broad, flat feet of the
shape of a ' pasty.' (B.K.)
PATCHWORK-JUMP, sb. Obs. Lan. Clothes

made of different colours and patterns.
They'n shew ther whelps e' the owd petch-wark-jump, Tim

Bobbin View Dial. (1746) 17, ed. 1811.

PATS, sb. pi. n.Yks. The boiled sweetbread of

animals sold by butchers. (I.W.)
PATTY-PAN, sb. War. A small, round, shallow tin

in which mince-pies or small tarts are baked. (C.T.O.)

PAUK, v. n.Yks. With away or off: to walk briskly,

move off. (I.W.)
PAUNCH, v. 6. War.3 Used of rabbits and hares

only, not of other kinds of game.
iPAUSATION, sb. Dev. A pause. (Hall.)

PAWM, sb. Abd. (Jam.) The uppermost grain in a

stalk of corn. (s. v. Watchman.)
PAWM-PECKLES, sb. pi. s.Lan.1 Freckles.

IPAWN, v. Sh.I. (Jam.) To move [.'misprint for

' to mow ' ; see Pawn, v.
2
].

JPAWRE, v. Dev.2 To push.

PAY, v. and sb. Wgt. Oxf. 1. v. In comp. Pay-
wedding, obs., a wedding where the guests contributed

to the cost of the breakfast, &c.
Wgt. There were no ' pay-weddings ' when I first mind ;

they

were brought in, I believe, from Ayrshire— and they were con-

sidered a great disgrace when they came in first, Saxon Gall.

Gossip (ed. 1878) 226.

2. sb. Parish allowance. Oxf. (A.P.)

PEA, sb. Lan. Pem. In form pay- s.Lan.1 In comp.

(1) Pea-shale, a pea-pod. Pem. (J.S.O.T.) ; (2) -swad,

a boys' outdoor game similar to 'duck-stone' (q. v.).

s.Lan. 1

PEA-EYE, sb. w.Yks. A human being or an animal

with only one eye. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 27, 1900).

PEAK, sb.
3 s.Lan. 1 Written peek.

JPEAK, v. w.Yks. In phr. to peak the pheasants in

the trees, meaning unknown.
We peak'd the pheasants in the trees, so softly we did talk,

Ingiedew Ballads (i860) 310.

PEAK'T, adj. s.Lan. 1 Written peek't. Having thin

or sharply-defined features. See Peak, v.
2

PEAKY, adj.3,
s.Lan.1 Written peeky. Irritable,

querulous. See Peak, v.
2

PEAL, v.
1

1. s.Lan. 1 2. n.Yks. (I.W.)

PEARL-SILK, sb. Obs. Cum. Silk material with

a small, spotted pattern.

It's as bonny a silk as iver I seed i' my life—pearl silk lvery

mossel on't, Linton Lizzie Lorton (1866) II. 289.

PEASANT, sb. Lan. Not. Lin. In phr. would you
know how doth the peasant? a singing game somewhat
resembling 'Oats and beans and barley' (q.v.); see

below.
Lan. The leader of this game stands in the middle, the players

stand in a ring round him ; when there are a sufficient number of

players, several rings are formed one within the other, the smallest

X 2
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children in the inner ring. . . All the children sing the words of

each verse and dance round. . . At the end of the first verse they
stand still, crook their arms as if holding a basket, and imitate the
action of sowing, . . then imitate reaping, &c, &c. . . At the last

verse they all march round, clapping hands in time, Gomme Games
(1898) II. 400-1. Not., Lin., ib,

PEASE-WEASE, sb. s.Lan.1
i. q. Pax-wax, 1.

PEAWCH, see Pooch, sb.
1

PECK, sb.5 Hrt. A stumble of a horse. (E.S.F.)
PED, sb.

2 Abd. In phr. on the ped, on the tramp,
walking.

Jeannie is still on the 'ped,' selling her brushes, Abd. Wkly.
Free Press (June 11, 1904).
PEECHACK, sb. Inv. A small-sized marble, High-

land News (Mar. 27, 1897).
+PEEDINS, adv. Lin.1 [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] An intensitive.

PEEK, v. n.Yks. (I.W.)
PEEL, sb.3 1. s.Lan.1

PEEL, v? s.Lan. 1 To strike or beat.
JPEENEADLAND, sb. n.Yks. [Not known to our

other correspondents.] The urine that escapes from
a hare or rabbit after death by shooting. (T.S.)
PEES, sb. pi. e.Cum. Small pieces of lead scattered

in the limestone. (E.W.P.) Cf. pea, sb.
1 5.

PEET-SWANKY, adj. Cum.4 Used as a term of
contempt.

This peetswanky slapeclogs coa's his-sel a guide, Sargisson
Joe Scoap (1881) 209 (s.v. Slapeclogs).

PEE-WEET, sb. s.Lan. 1 A term of contempt for a
small person.
PEFFLE, v? s.Wor. Also in form piffle. To scatter

or sprinkle broadcast ; to scatter by a hit or throw.
A's piffled the stwones ower the road pretty thick. Thahy

bwoys be alias a-thraowin' an' pefflin' at th' opple trees (H.K.).
PEG, sb.1 Cum. Yks. Lan. War. 1. In comp. Peg-

leg, a wooden leg. War.3 2. Phr. (1) Peg in the ring,
a boys' game played with peg-tops and marbles. s.Lan.°;
(a) on the peg, angry, vexed. w.Yks. (J.H.W.) ; (3) to buy
off the pegs, to buy second-hand clothing. Cum. (E.W.P.)
PEG-DOLLY, sb. Wor. (E.S.) i. q. Peggy, sb. 2 13.
PEGGY, sb. 1

2. s.Lan.1 Also in comp. Pegey-weeey.
PEGGY, sb. 2 4. n.Yks. (I.W.)
PEGGY, sb. s.Lan.1 i.q. Piggy, sb.

PEGGY'S LEG, phr. s.Irel. A sweetmeat.
The dark complexioned sweetmeat temptingly denominated

' Peggy's leg,' Somerville & Ross Irish Shore (1903) 267.
PELLET, sb? Obs. s.Lan. 1 See below.
A non-intoxicating drink very popular with teetotalers in the

forties. It was composed of a decoction of Irish moss and Spanish
juice, fermented, and bottled in stone bottles.

PELLEW, si. w.Yks. (B.K.) i.q. Pillaloo, 1.

PELT, sb. 1 ne.Lin. In phr. contrive your pelt! an
objurgation or malediction. (E.S.)
PELT, sb.7 Pem. A sloven, draggle-tail, worthless

woman. (J.S.O.T.)
PELTER, sb. 6. n.Yks. (I.W.)
PELTER, v. s.Lan. 1 To hasten; to run or walk

quickly.

PEND, v.
s Nrf. A shortened form of ' depend.'

Pend upon't yer'll be getten' yerself into trouble, Cornh. Mag.
(Dec. 1902) 777.

PEN-FEATHER, sb. 1. n.Yks. (I.W.)
PENK, sb. s.Lan. 1

i.q. Pink, sb? 1.

PENK, v.
1
1. Cum.

Bob . . . buckles hod o' t'tengs an' t'poker, an' . . . was penkin'
away at a whom pipe, W. Cum. Times Xmas. No. (1902) 3 ; This
refers to an act done as an accompaniment to some one whistling,
&c. ; the poker is held by the head between the thumb and a
finger, whilst the lower end is caused to strike the hearthstone in
rhythm with the tune ; when tongs and poker are used the two
are made to strike each other (E.W.P.).
PENNY-TAG, sb. n.Yks. A boys' game. Also

called Stag alone-y (q.v.).
A lad goes into a ' ring ' made, and says his ' prayers ' with his

hands clasped. ' Pennytag, yan, tweea, three ; them 'at wean't
lake may let it be ; warnings, warnings, turn out your pocket

linings, Amen.' He then goes out to catch any of his mates by
hitting them with his clasped hands. When one is caught they

both run into the ' ring ' and are liable to be ridden into it by the

others. The two come out again, one having hold of the other's

hand, and they try to touch any lad to catch him (I.W.).

PENNYWORTH, sb. Wm. Yks. War. 1. In phr. a
pennyworth of ease, &c. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. pi. Full value.

Wm. Thoo's hed thi pennorths oot o' them auld shun if thoo

niwer puts them o' thi feet again (B.K.).

3. A term used in the game of ' tip-cat ' ; see below.
War. 2 If the cat fall on the line of the ring, one tip and drive

(called 'one pen'uth,' pennyworth) only are allowed: if it fall

entirely without the circumference ' three pen'uth'—three tips and
three drives—are regular (s. v. Tip-cat).

PEPS, v. Hrt. Of rain or hail : to come down in
torrents, to pelt. (E.S.F.)
PERK, v.2 s.Not. To smart with a pricking pain.

(J.P.K.)
PERKY, adj. 3. Dor. (E.C.M.)
PERLYAAG, sb. Abd. Rubbish or bits of all kinds.
They say 't road scrapin's an' a' perlyaag's mixt up" th'gidder

an' saul' for manure, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (June 25, 1904).
PERNICKETTING, prp. Dev. Being particular or

fastidious.
This bain't the time to be pernicketting in choice o' acts, Zack

On Trial (1899) no.
PERSECUTE, v. Nrf. Dor.
Nrf. Any one who swindles can be persecuted by the police,

Forbes Odd Fish (1901) 31. Dor. Francis Manor Farm (1903)

tPERSEEN, v. Wil. To pretend to.

Slow Gl. (1892) ; Wil. 1 There's Jack White a comin' ; I wun't
perseen la know un.

PERTENSE, sb. n.Yks. (I.W.)
PERVERT, sb. Stf. (G.H.H.)
PET, v. Cum. Wm. In phr. to take the pet, said of

a cow that will not let down her milk. (M.P.)
PETER, sb. Lan. Stf. Oxf. 1. In comp. Peter-

grievous, a grumbler; an anxious, worried person.
s.Lan. 1

Stf. Chronicle (Oct. 25, 1901). 2. Phr. (1)
Peter says or Peter says thumbs up, a game ; see below ;

(2) St. Peter'sfingers, fossil belemnites.
(1) Oxf. The leader says 'Le's 'aa a gyem at " Peter says thumbs

up." When I says" thumbsup " you byent to put your thumbs up,
but when I says " Peter says thumbs up," you be to put 'em up'
(A.P.). (2) Dor. Damon Geol. Weymouth (i860) 168.

JPETT, sb. Rxb. (Jam.) Also in form pettit. [Not
known to our correspondents.] The skin of a sheep
without the wool.
PETTLE, v. 1. Der.
There were fowk as pettled about him at the last for motives 0'

their own, Gilchrist Nat. Milton (1902) 142.

PETTY-PON, sb. s.Lan.1 A small, round, earthen-
ware pan in which mince-pies and other tarts are baked
PEUCHLING, sb. Rxb. A slight fall (of snow). See

Pule, v.
2 5.

They reck little of such a peuchling of snow as we had
Hamilton Outlaws (1897) 177.

'

PHIZ-OG, sb . wYks. [fiz-og.] The face, features,
physiognomy. (J.H.W.)
PIAST, sb. Irel. An amphibious serpent.
At any moment, it was said, the waters of the lough might dis-

close the hideous writhing of a Piast, that huge amphibious serpentBarlow Shamrock (1901) 36.

PICK, v 1 11. n.Yks. (I.W.)
PICK, v.* se.Lin. In phr. to pick andpule, to eat little

and mope or fret. (J.T.B.)
PICK, sb.7 Abd. A marble used as a mark or ' iack

'

in playing. Cf. pick, sb? 10.
J

The way of rolling the ' pick ' from a far stance and decidingwho shall fire from short distance by the nearness of the various
thrown marbles puts one in mind of bowls, Abd. Wkly Free Press
(Apr. 9, 1904).

PICK, v. n.Yks. (I.W.) i.q. Peck, v? 2.
PICKATREE, sb. Wil. Smith Birds (1887) 2«
PICKED ///. adj. Hmp. (H.R.) i!q . p^ke'd (s.v.

Peaked, v.
2
).

v
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PICKETTY, adj.2 Glo. Of a horse: not having
a good coat or having it coming on irregularly. (E.W.P.)
PICKLE, sb* Sc. The brain. Lth. (D.M.R.), Edb.

(W.B.W.)
PICKSOME, adj. Wor. Suf. Dev. Dainty, fastidious

in eating ; particular, hard to please, critical. See Pick,
v.* II. 7.

Wor. Don't be so picksome with your food (E.S.). Suf. Betham-
Edwards Lord of Harvest (1899) 232. Dev. I ain't judging by
nater, 'tis only wi' 'ee that I'm so mortal picksome, Zack White
Cottage (1901) 27.

PICK-THANK, sb. 1. s.Lan. 1

PICKWINNA, sb. Som. See below.
On the highest mound of the hill above Weston-super-Mare is a

heap of stones, to which every fisherman in his daily walk to Sand
Bay, Kewstoke, contributes one towards his day's good fishing,

Choice Notes, 175 ; Every one used to throw a stone on the heap
saying ' Pickwinna, Send me a dish of fish for my dinner' (W.F.R.).

PICT, v. Obs. Sc. To cover with pitch.

Ye'U pict her well, and spare her not, And mak' her hale and
soun', Child Ballads (ed. 1882) II. 28 ; ib. Gl.

JPICTREES, sb. pi. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Ghosts. (Hall.)

PICTURE, sb. s.Lan. 1
1. In comb. (1) Picture-o'

butter, fresh butter impressed with the picture of a cow,
&c. ; (2) -shop, a public-house, an inn.

(2) Heconnogoobyapictur'-shop, 25 ; In allusiontothe pictorial

signboards, formerly very prevalent.

2. pi. A jocular name for the flitches of bacon, &c. when
hanging to a ceiling or against a wall.

PIDDLE, v.
1
1. Hmp. (H.R.)

PIDDLE, v.2 w.Yks. In phr. to piddle down the back,

to flatter ; used derisively. (B.K.)
PIDDLING, ppl. adj. Cmb. Of fruit : small in size,

not fine. (E.S.F.)

PIE, sb.1 Cum. Yks. Lan. Cor. 1. In comb. (1) Pie-

beef, scraps of beef used for making pies
; (2) -pan, see

below
; (3) -water-cress, the marsh-wort, Helosciadium

nodiflorum.
(1) s.Lan. 1 (2) Cum. A flat, round pan, having a lid on which

burning peat or wood was piled to increase theinnerheat (E.W.P.)

;

A large, hanging, shallow pan in which pies are cooked by being

placed partly in water ; the crust is baked by placing live peat on

the lid (B.K.). (3) Cor. This, under the names of ' water-case ' and
' pie water-cress,' is made into pies in this neighbourhood, Quiller-
Couch Hist. Polperro (1871) 189.

2. Phr. (1) pie andpie lids, just enough ofanything for the

purpose required ; (2) in the pie, in a plot or confederacy
;

(3) to make a pie of one, to injure, ' cook.'

(1) s.Lan. 1 Wi hanna mitch comin' in, it's nobbo pie-an'-pie-lids

at eawr heawse. (2, 3) n.Yks. (I.W.)

PIECER, sb. s.Lan.1

PIFF, v. Wm. To urinate. (B.K.)

PIG, sb. 1 Irel. Cum. Yks. Lan. War. Pem. Glo. Also

in form peg Glo. 1. In comb. (1) Pig-beauty, good
looks, attractiveness

;
(2) -'scote, a pig-sty

; (3) -'s foot,

see below
; (4) -'s head, brawn

; (5) -market, in phr.

you've been down the pig-market, see below; (6) -potatoes,

small, diseased potatoes; (7) -puddings, the entrails of

pigs
; (8) -tub, (a) a small tub to serve a pig; (b) a large

tub to hold pig-meat.

(1) Ir. She . . . seemed to have lost the pleasant freshness of

colouring which mainly constitutes what the Irish call ' pig-beauty,'

Barlow East unto West (1898). (2) s.Pem. (M.S.C.) (3) Cum.

A mysterious growth which nurses and others prophesy will be the

result if a trifling sore be neglected. ' Dar ! it's got that setten in

;

if the' dusn't min' it'll be a fair pig's foot afore aw's deunn' (J.Ar.).

(4) s.Lan. 1 (5) War. 2 Some say 'You've been down the pig-

market '
: meaning that the person to whom the phrase is

addressed might well have spent his time, recently, amongst the

dealers, who are generally shrewd of wit, Sec. (s. v. You've been

in the knife-box). (6, 7, 8) n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. Phr. as dark as a black peg, or pig, in a lantern, saying.

Glo. (S.S.B.)

PIG, sb.
3 Dor. A magpie. (E.C.M.)

PIGGY, sb. s.Lan.1

PIG-NUTS, sb.pl. Pem. Rose-hips. (J.S.O.T.)

PIKELET STONE, sb. War.3 A circular disk of iron,

suspended over the fire, on which pikelets are baked.

+PIL, sb. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]
A heavy club. (Hall.)
PILCH, sb.' 1. s.Lan. 1

PILING, prp. s.Wor. In felling a tree : planting
a stake or pile and attaching to it and the tree a rope, so
that the tree may fall in the required direction. (H.K.)
PILL, v} and sb.e Yks. Lan. 1. v. To peel. Hence

Pilling-iron, sb. an instrument for paring the bark off felled

timber. n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. ib. 3. sb. n.Yks. (I.W.), s.Lan.1

PLLLOWBERE, sb. War.3

PILLYACK, sb. Cor. A term of opprobrium.
( A-ah ! rogue ! varmen ! pillyack ! A-ah !

' she screamed, Lee
Widow Woman (1899) 213.

PLLOCOCHIA, sb. War.3
i.q. Pilcochia.

The schoolboy phr. ' I'll give you pilocochia ' was once
common enough among schoolboys. It literally means ' I'll give

you physic,' meaning something disagreeably severe, whether in

the form of beating, twisting the ears, pulling the hair, or other

form of schoolboy vengeance.

PIMPER, v. 1, 2. s.Lan.1

PIMPING, ppl. adj. s.Lan. 1

PIMROSE, sb. Dor. (E.C.M.)
PIN, sb.

1 and v.
1 Cum. Yks. Lan. 1. sb. In comp.

(1) Pin-cap, a head-covering to keep off fluff or waste,

worn when the cotton-weft was being wound on the
shuttle-pins. s.Lan. 1

; (2) -cod, a pin-cushion. Cum*
(s.v. Cod). v. 16, 17, 19. n.Yks. (I.W.)

PINCH, sb* 8. n.Yks. (I.W.), s.Lan.1

PINCHER, sb.
1 s.Lan.1

tPINDER, sb. w.Yks. In phr. a pinder green, mean-
ing unknown.

Hiz coit wor a soat on a pinder green, Tom Treddlehoyle
Bairnsla Ann. (1838) 16.

PINDER, v. 1, 2. n.Der. (S.B.)

PINDER, v.
2 n.Der. To shut up, confine to the house.

(S.B.) See Pind, v. 2.

PINE, v.
1 Nhb. Yks. Lan. To dry ; to desiccate ; to

wither, shrivel up. Nhb. 1
(s.v. Sea-piner). s.Lan. 1

Hence (1) Piner, sb. a northeast wind, drying up every-

thing in its path. Nhb. 1
(ib.)

; (2) Pining wind, phr.

a strong, blowing, drying wind. n.Yks. (I.W.) See also

Pine, v.
2

PINE-MART, sb. Cum.4 The pine marten, Martes
sylvestris.

Crag Mart is used in distinction to the Pine Mart, which is

locally supposed to be a darker animal, lacking the yellow tinting

considered characteristic of the Crag Mart, and more at home
among trees, Macpherson (1892) 25 (s.v. Sweet mart).

PINGLE, v.
2 Suf. (H.H.) To pine, waste away.

Hence Pingling, ppl. adj. (1) of a child: delicate
; (2) of

a crop of corn : having small, hardly filled ears.

JPINK-PANK, v. Obs. Elg. To make a tinkling

noise by twitching the strings of a stringed instrument.
An amateur lift a fiddle, and began modestly pink-panking

upon it, Couper Touriftcations (1803) II. 161.

PIN-LOCK, sb. Glo. In phr. to place under pin-lock, to

put in the pound. (H.S.H.) See Pind, v.

JPINNER, sb. Rnf. In phr. to take another pinner,

meaning unknown.
Jen laughed then in my face, and said, Tak ye annither pinner,

Allan Poems (1836) 8.

PINNY, adj. Hmp. Applied to stiff clay on the top

of the chalk land. (H.R.) Cf. pinny-land.

PINTLE, sb. 1. War.3

JPIOUS-HIGH, adv. Dor. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Sanctimoniously.
Granty be a churchwarden, and do come to church so reg'lar,

and holds up his nose pious-high, Agnus Jan Oxber (1900) 249.

PIP, sb.
1 4. War.3

PIPE, sb. Lan. Not. Wor. Written poipe s.Lan.1

1. In comp. Pipe-ring, a framework of iron rings on

feet, in which long clay pipes, foul from nicotine, can be

placed in the oven, to cleanse them. Wor. (E.S.) 2. pi.

Phr. pipesfrom the sun, theraysofthe sun striking through
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a break in the clouds ; considered a sign of wet weather.
s.Not. (J.P.K.) 3. pi. Obs. A boys' game played
with pieces of the stem of a tobacco-pipe. s.Lan. 1

PIPER, sb. 2 Abd. A marble made of pipeclay.
The marbles made of 'greybeard pigs' were and still are de-

signated ' piggers,' and those of pipeclay 'pipers,' Abd. Wkly.
Free Press (Apr. 9, 1904^.

PIPER-WARNING, sb. w.Yks. An imperative in-

timation that a certain line of action will be adopted.
Also called Scarborough warning (q.v.).

Ah'll gi' tha piper warnin' we'st be theer (B.K.).

PIPMAN, see Pitman.
PIPPIN, sb. War. 8 Used only of an apple or pear.
PIRLEWOOT, sb. Abd. Marmalade.
My aul' grannie eest t' ca't ' pirlewoot ' fin she socht mar-

malet, Abd. Wkly. rree Press (Aug. 2, 1902).

PIRN, sb.a Sc. In phr. a pirn of ale, three gallons of
ale. Scotsman (Aug. 20, 1901).

PISCON-LED, adj. Pem. Also written pisken-. i.q.

Pixy led.
Uncle Day coming up the hill through the fields, and round

and round he goes in that field till he felt like one bewitched, for

no such a thing could he find a way out
;
piscon-Ied they was used

to call it, or pisco-led, it might be (M.S.C.)
;
(J.S.O.T.)

PISHMARSH, sb. Nrf. (B.H.) i.q. Pismire.
PISS-A-BED, sb. Hrt. (E.S.F.)
PISS-ANT, sb. War.3

, Hrt. (E.S.F.)
PISSY-MUDDER, sb. Cum.4 The flower of the

dandelion, (s.v. Clock.) Cf. piss-a-bed.

PIT, sb. 1 Lan. Dor. Dev. 1. In comp. (1) Pit-stead,
a pond of stagnant water. s.Lan.1

; (2) -turves, turves of
the roots of peat. Dev. 1

(s.v. Turves). 2. A hole in
hard stone. (E.C.M.)

PITCH, v.
1 and sb. 2 Yks. Chs. War. Wor. Shr. Hrt.

Dor. 1. v. In comp. Pitch-halfpenny, the game of
'pitch and toss.' n.Yks. (I.W.) 2. To pave with
small, uneven stones.
War.3 Wor. It was agreed to have the pool cleaned and the

mouth stoned or pitched, Evesham Jm. (Aug. 17, 1901).
3. To fall forward. Hrt. (E.S.F.) 4. sb. A stone

chisel. Dor. (E.C.M.) 5. Goods set out for sale in
a market, used esp. of a cheese-market.

Chs., n.Shr. Common. 'At the monthly cheese fair held at Whit-
church there was a big pitch, over 60 tons ' (S.W.).

PITCHED AWAY, phr. Dor. Become thin. (L.S.)
PITCHER, sb.

1
3. s.Lan. 1

, War. 3

PITCHER, sb.
2 and v.

2 Yks. Dor. 1. sb. pi. Rough
stones used for road-making. Dor. (E.C.M.) 2. v.

See below. Cf. pitch, v.
1 14.

w.Yks. To lay a sound foundation for a road or a railway by
placing a course of stones edgeways and slanting, thus draining, at
the same time holding firmly the metal above (B.K.).

PITCH-HOLE, sb. s.Wor. (H.K.), Hrt. (E.S.F.) See
Pitch, v} 1 (4).

PITCH-PLASTER-MAN, sb. Obs. Oxf. See below.
A threat formerly used to children. ' Ifyou goes in that lane the

pitch plaster man '11 ;ave 'ee. 'E puts a plaster over childurn's
mouths, and puts 'em in his bag and carrs 'em away' (A.P.).

PITH, sb. 3. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
PITMAN, sb. Suf. Also in form pipman. The

smallest pig of a litter. Also in comp. Pitman-pig. Also
applied to the youngest child of a family.

Bless the good soul, haven't she the sense of a pitman pig?
Betham-Edwards Lord 0/ Harvest (1899) 233 ;

(F.H.)

PIZE-BALL, sb. Lakel.2 The game of ' rounders.'
(s.v. Bat-i-bo.) See Pize, v.

PIZIE, sb. Abd. A very small marble. Cf. pizzie.
Any very small marble is called a ' pizie,' though they are

mostly 'stoners' made of a close-grained hard slate, Abd. Wkly.
Free Press (Apr. 9, 1904).

PIZZLE, sb. Wm. (B.K.), War.3
, Hrt. (E.S.F.) Also

in form pissle Wm. The male organ, applied gen. to an
animal.
PLACED, ppl. adj. Uls.
Wad ye tak' him to be a place't man or a laycentiate? M°Ilroy

Druid's Island (1902) 77.

PLAIN-SOLED, adj. Rnf. Flat-footed. See Plain,

adj. 2.

Plain-soled Jenny Bullock, As rich as ony Jew, Barr Poems
(1861) 37-

PLAIT, v. Cum. Yks. War. In form plet Cum.
n.Yks. 1. To cross the legs in walking. n.Yks. (I.W.)

2. Phr. (1) to plait the knife, to have a very good appetite ;

(2) — the legs, to become intoxicated.

(1) Cum. T'way some o' them pletted their l<nives was a caution,

Cockermouth Free Press (Jan. 26, 1904) 2
;
(E.W.P.) (2) War. 3

PLANCHEN, adj. Dev. Made of planks.
That there's a planchen floor, Reports Provinc. (Aug. 1902)

No. 18.

PLANET-RULER, sb. s.Lan. 1 An astrologer; a
person who professes to tell fortunes by the stars.

PLANK, sb. 2. s.Lan. 1

PLANKING, vbl. sb.
2 s.Lan.1 In phr. one plankin' 's

better nor three axin's, saying, 24. See Plank, v. 6.

PLANKS, sb. pi. Oxf. Flagstones used for cottage
floors, &c. 'Av'ee swilled the planks?' (A.P.)

PLANT, sb.
1
3. s.Pem. (M.S.C.)

PLA NY, adj. Pem. Smooth-tongued. (J.S.O.T.)
PLASHED, ppl. adj. Chs. 1 Slightly drunk, (s.v.

Splashed.)
PLAT, sb.2 Cum. 1. A dried heap of cow-dung in

the field. (E.W.P.) 2. Comp. Plat-brekker, obs., a
coarse wooden rake used for breaking up ' plats

'
; see

below.
This implement consisted of a half-moon-shaped board, inside of

which was fastened a long handle ; into the straight edge were
fixed teeth of wood. It was chiefly used by women to break up
the hard and dried heaps of cow-dung which had been dropped
during the late summer and autumn. The claps were first broken
by the heavy curved side and then spread by the teeth (ib.~).

PLATTER, sb. 2 n.Yks. A splashy mess ; a heap of
cow-dung. (I.W.)
PLAY, v.

2
1. I.Ma. (S.M.)

JPLAYER, sb. Cor. Pleasure.
A fine deal of player, O'Donoghue St. Knighton (1864) Gl.

w.Cor. Very common thirty years ago, and prob. still used in the
country districts. An old nurse would always say ' I will do et
weth player' (M.A.C.).

PLEADER, sb. Pem. A garrulous impostor.
Not you believe a word she tells you, the old pleader (J.S.O.T.).

PLEASINGS, ib. pi. s.Lan.1 Written pleessin's.
Choice, selection.

JFLECKY, sb. w.Yks. ?A plan or a place. Leeds
Merc. Suppl. (Feb. 9, 1884).

PLEDGET, sb. Lei. 1 A wad or anything stuffed into
a crevice, &c. to hold things tight, (s. v. Wadge.)
PLEET, v. Or.I. To complain in a low, peevish tone.

Dennison Sketches (ed. 1904) Gl. Hence Pleeter, sb.
a complaint, peevish tone, plaint.
The speerit cried wi' a dolefu' pleeter, ib. 22.

+PLENE, adj. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]
Full, abundant.
His praise i' my mouthe sal be plene, Waddell Ps. (187 1)

xxxiv. 1.

PLIM, v.
2 1 and adj.2 3. s.Pem. (M.S.C.)

PLISH-PLOSH, sb. n.Lin. A state of wet or slush.
See Plosh, sb.

If you're going oot, Squire, you'll want a pair o' good boots on
for it's all plish-plosh wi' th' snaw goin' away (E.P.).
PLOSH, sb. Cor. A swamp of some extent. (T.W)
PLOUGH, sb. Nhb. Lan. Oxf. In comp. (1) Plough-

sling, the swivel and hook attachment by which the
double-tree is slung from the plough-head or ' bridle' •

(2) -tail, the handles of a plough
; see below

(1) Nhb. 1 (s.v. Sling), (a) s.Lan.1 Oxf. 'Brought up at the
plough-tail.' Usually said of a man who has risen in position from
a labourer, but has not improved in manners. 'What can you
expect of a man brought up at the plough-tail 1

' (A P )PLOWDER, v. Lan. To gossip. (A.IWl
PLUCK, v.l. s.Lan. 1

H V J '

PLUFF, sb. 6. ne.Lin. (E.S.)
FLUFF, adj.2 Cor.8 Weak, frail.

PLUG, v.
2 s.Lan. 1 To draw the plugs of the steam-
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boilers,, thus bringing the machinery to a standstill,
a practice resorted to by the unemployed workmen during
the bread-riots of the early forties. Hence (1) Plug-
drawers, (2) Pluggites, sb. pi. names given to the above-
mentioned malcontents.

Lads an| lasses join i' th' sung, Iv yo're mestur takes it wrung,
Leeove yo're looms an' come alung, An' let's o goo a-pluggin',
Chorus of the Plug -drawers' Song, 41.

PLUGGED, ppl, adj. Wor. Of strawberries : having
the ' strigs ' or stalks removed.
Wanted, 100 tons of strawberries, freshly picked and plugged,

for preserving purposes, Evesham Jrn. (June 15, 1901).
PLUMPER, sb. s.Lan.1 Anything large of its kind,

used esp. of a falsehood.
PLUM-SWARM, sb. Lakel. [Add.] Also used fig.

to express a high degree of excellence. (B.K.)
PLUNK, v.* Don. In phr. to plunk one'sfoot on it,fig.

to hit the mark, be quite correct.
You've plunked your fut on it, like Phelimy caught the fluke,

Macmanus O'Fricl's (1903) 98.

PLY, v. Sc. Lan. 1. To bend, comply. s.Lan. 1

2. With on : to work vigorously ; to push on.
Slk. They'll want to ply on and get it up afore the rain comes

on, Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 96.

POACH, v? s.Wor. To steal generally, not only
game. (H.K.)
JPOCHIN, sb. Som. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A hedgehog. (Hall.)
POCKSTONE, sb. Lin. Surface-clay baked and burnt

by underground fires. Harper Holyhead Road (1902)
11-33-

PODDERGRATTEN,s£. Ken. Pease stubble. (H.K.)
PODDLE, v. 2. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
tPODGE, sb. n.Yks. 2 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A purge.
POGGLE, v. Der. To follow about.
Owd William Brierly o' th' 'Rose an' Crown' poggled after

thee like a God-knows whatten, Gilchrist Nat. Milton (1902) 3.

POGST, v. Glo. To wrench open, as a gate. (H.S.H.)
POINTING, vbl. sb* Cum. A Whitehaven mining

term : a working in the coal, driven on the cleat, from
one bore into another. (E.W.P.)
JPOIRE, sb. s.Don. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A party, sect, or creed. Simmons Gl. (1890).

POKE-PUDDING, sb. w.Yks.6 A pudding made in a

bag or ' poke.' (s. v. Roll-pudding.)

POKER-HOLE, sb. e.An.1 A dark closet or hole
supposed to be inhabited by bogies or other bugbears of
children, (s. v. Tom Poker.)
POLISHED, ppl. adj. 2. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)
POLK, adj. Bdf. Brittle, a form of ' spolked ' (q. v.).

(J-W.B.)
JPOLL, sb. Sc. Meaning unknown.
n.Sc. My heart is lighter than the poll, Buchan Ballads (1828)

I. 193, ed. 1875.

POLLARDS, sb. pi. 1. Oxf. (A.P.)

POLLCOW, sb. s.Lan. 1 A hornless cow. See Poll,

sb.2 2.

POLLY, sb.
1 s.Lan.1 A familiar name for a tea-kettle.

POLLY-CODDLE, sb. se.Lin. An effeminate man

;

a bungler. (J.T.B.)

POLLYGRUNCHER, sb. s.Lan. 1 A children's out-

door game ; see below.
Similar to ' ticky-touchwood.' One child takes the character,

and is shouted at and reviled as ' Owd Polly Gruncher ' until he

or she succeeds in catching another child, to whom the character

is thus transferred, after the manner of ' blind man's buff."

POLLY-SHEE, sb. Frf. An upright pole to which is

attached a block and rope, fixed to a window, used for

drying clothes in Dundee. (H.E.F.)

POLYANT, sb. s.Lan.1
i. q. Pollyann.

POM, sb. Hrt. In phr. all of a pom, said of over-ripe,

squashy fruit. (E.S.F.)

JPOMER, sb. Lan. Meaning unknown.
' Yi !

' sed th' pomer, ' un me measter is just gone to fotch one,'

Paul Bobbin Sequel (1819) 8.

POMMEL, sb? s.Wor. The offspring, whether male
or female, of a stallion horse or pony and a she-ass.
(H.K.)
POMP, v.

1 s.Wor.
.
With up : to puff up.

I doesn't 'owld 0' pompin' folks up ov thur pride an' nonsense
(H.K.).

POMSTER, v. 1. Dor. (L.S.)
POND-BAY, sb. Ken. Hmp. A dam.
Ken. A most destructive flood occurred in June 1703, which

broke down several pond-bays at Cowden and elsewhere, Furley
Weald of Kent (1874) II. 578. Hmp. Valleys watered by a stream
which could be so dammed up as to provide convenient motive
force. The dams were called pond-bays, Capes Rural Life

(1901) 173.

tPONG, sb. Obs. Sc. Meaning unknown. ? Some
kind of needlework or embroidery.
She teaches . . . gum flowers

;
pongs, on silver, silk, and

enamel embroidery, Turreff Gleanings (1859) 250.

PONIWRIGGLE, sb. Glo. A tadpole. (H.S.H.)
POOCH, sb.

3 Dor. A large earthen jar used to collect

cream for butter-making. (L.S.)

POOCHLE, adj. Abd. Shy, reserved, proud.
The mistress wis a gey poochle body, bit there was nae pride

wi' Johnny, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Jan. 31, 1903).

POOK, v.
1 2. Cor.3

POOL, sb. War. (C.T.O.) i.q. Peel, sb* 2.

tPOOLE, sb. Obs. w.Yks. 2 ?A bird of some kind.

[ ? Misprint for poult (q. v.).]

We killed a large poole and a little blackpool.

POOR, adj. Lan. Hmp. In comb. (1) Poor man's
cabbage, the edible wild herb, Polygonum Bistorta

; (2)— man's goose, roast pork stuffed with onions
; (3)— man's weather-glass, the pimpernel, Anagallis tenella;

(4) — off, poor, needy, unprosperous.
(1) s.Lan.' Used by country people for putting into broth, the

early shoots being boiled and eaten. (2) ib. (3) Hmp. The male
or scarlet pimpernel, or poor man's weather-glass, Longman's
Mag. (Aug. 1904) 347. (4) s.Lan. 1

POORISH, adj. 1. War.8
, Wor. (E.S.)

POP, sb.
1
15. Wm.

Lost, two Scotch sheep and three lambs, hornburn J.K. and
pop near hook, Wm. Gazette (Oct. 12, 1901) 5, col. 3.

POPE, sb.
2 e.Sc. A name given by seamen to the

puffin, Alca Arctica. (Jam., s. v. Willick.)

JPOPJOYING, vbl. sb. Brks. Meaning unknown.
[? Fishing.]
Between them, after a whole afternoon's popjoying, they had

caught three or four small coarse fish and a perch, Hughes T. Brown
(1856) ii.

POPPET, sb.
1

1. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)
POPPIES, sb.pl. w.Yks. Glass stoppers of aerated

water bottles. (B.K.)

POPPLE, sb* and v.
2 Cum. Wm. Yks. 1. sb. The

muscular effort made in the final stage of evacuation of

the bowels. Cum. (E.W.P), Wm. (B.K.) 2. v. To
produce the above effect. Cum. (E.W.P.), w.Yks. (J.W.)
JPOPPOE, sb. w.Yks. A donkey.
One n' my poppoes prov'd hissen equal to Balaam's, Hallam

Wadsley Jack (1866) ix.

PORRIDGE, sb. s.Lan. 1 Written porritch. In comb.

(1) Porridge and rap, oatmeal porridge without treacle or

milk ; suggestive of hard times
; (2) — powder, oatmeal

;

(3) — thibble or thibbo, a piece of stick used to stir

porridge when boiling.

PORT, sb." Hmp. In comb. Full port, at full speed or

run. (H.R.)

PORT-REEVE, sb. Sur. 1
(s. v. Woodreve). See Port,

sb? 1 (3, a).

JPORTUNI, sb. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] The name of a demon ; see below.
They have in England certain demons, . . or rather shapes of

a mysterious and unknown origin—which by the French are

called Neptuni, by the English Portuni. It is their nature to affect

the simple ways of well-to-do farmers' houses. . . It is further

their nature to render services, but never injuries. They have,

however, one way of giving a little annoyance, . . the Portuni
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will . . . join a rider and . . . lead the horse into some adjacent

bog, Monthly Pkt. (June 1865) 583.

POSE, sb.
1 Hmp.

Now we have many chimneys and yet our tenderlings complain
of rheum, catarrhs, and 'poses,' Capes Rural Life (1901) 139.

JPOSIL, sb. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]
Meaning unknown.

Frf. Firm ay, and steady at his post, He rack'd ta posils, Sands
Poems (1833 "i 41.

POSSER, sb. slan. 1 See Poss, v. 3.

POSSET, sb. se.Lin. A preparation of hot ale and
spices, given to lambs. (J.T.B.)
JPOSSILE, sb. Sc. ? A gathering, muster, ' posse.'
Frf. Makin' sae toosled a possile at the end o' the slide that it

was utterly impossible to tell which pair o' legs belanged to some
particular head, Willock Rosetty Ends (1886) 74, ed. 1889.

JPOSTISSER, sb. Brks. Pots. Gl. (1852).
POSTMAN'S KNOCK, phr. War.3

POT, sb.
1 Lan. Nhp. War. Hrf. Oxf. Cor. 1. In

comp. (1) Pot-delf, a fixture of shelves fitted up to hold
crockery ware in a kitchen ; (2) -lids, a geological term

;

see below; (3) -marvils, common clay marbles
; (4) -shop,

a crockery shop
; (5) -walloper, obs., an electioneering

term ; see below.
(1) s.Lan. 1

(2) Oxf. Bed of loose calcareo-siliceous sandstone
called 'Race.' Concretions are frequent in the latter and are called

Whim-stones or Pot-lids, Woodward Geol. Eng. and Wal. (1876)
x 85. (3, 4) s.Lan. 1

(5) Hrf. At elections. The only qualification

they required was to boil their kettle there the evening before, from
which they were called 'pot-wallopers,' Flk-Lore Jrn. (1886) IV.
168. Cor. Harris Faith, 22.

2. Earthenware
;
pottery. Also used attrib.

Nhp. (E.S.) War. 3 A 'pot' candlestick is a china or other
earthenware candlestick. In my early days the china ornaments
which were to be seen in nearly every cottage were spoken of as
'pot' dogs, 'pot 'cows, &c, according to the figure or thing
represented.

POTATO,s6. Sc. Lan. Som. In comp. (1) Potato-cake,
see below

; (2) -dolls, see below
; (3) -doolie, a scarecrow ;

(4) -onion, a variety of onion, growing completely under
the soil.

(1) s.Lan.1 A cake composed of potatoes, boiled, mashed, and
allowed to go cold, mixed with flour and lard, rolled out and baked.
Eaten hot with treacle or sugar and butter. (2) ib. Cakes com-
posed of mashed potatoes, treacle, flour, and currants, baked
between two thin layers of pastry, cut into fanciful shapes. Sold
at fairs. (3) Inv. (H.E.F.) (4) w.Som. 1

(s. v. Underground-
onion).

POTTER-FIRE, sb. s.Lan. 1
i. q. Potter, sb. 2 10.

POTTERSOME, adj. s.Lan.1 Vexing ; vexed.
tPOU, sb. Lan. A pan; a platter. (Hall.) [Mis-

print for pon.]
POUCE, sb. Gall. A louse. (S.K.C.)
JPOUKEN-PIN, sb. Rnf. Meaning unknown. [?A

hand-loom term.]
I ruggit at the poukenpin, But couldna mak it pay, BARRPoems

(1861) 226.

POULT, sb. 1. War.3
, Wor. (E.S.)

POUND, v.
1 s.Lan.1 Written peawnd. To wager or

bet a pound. He's drunken bi neaw, aw'll peawnd yo.

JPOUSTER, v. Dev. 1 To use quack remedies. [ ? Mis-
print for pounster, q.v., s. v. Pomster.]

T'other day a had a nymphing gang :—a hath always wan glam
or other, and mak'th et worse by his poustering, 20.

POUTHER, v. and sb. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) 1. v. Of
smoke : to pour out in a thick cloud or stream. 2. sb.

A thick cloud of smoke.
POW, s.

2 s.Lan.1

JPOW, sb.
1 Sc. Meaning unknown.

Edb. I'll ne'er steal a pirn, I'll ne'er steal a pow, O fie !

down again, I'll steal nae mair frae you, Chambers Pop. Rhymes
(ed. 1870) 289.

JPOW, sb.2 Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]
?The stickleback, Gasterosteus trachurus. (Hall.)
JPOWELL, sb. and v. Lan. 1. sb. A fight, contest.
Aw won thee i' fair powell—one toss an no barney, Brierley

Irkdale (1868) 144. s.Lan. 1 Aw won it i' fair powell.
2. v. To fight. s.Lan. 1

let

JPOWLENS, sb. pi. Dur. Meaning unknown.
If they'd plenty ov powlens te put unther fneedle, they'd

bang'd across ez easy ez Ah cud shut up mi oad gingham umbrale,

Egglestone Betty Podkin's Lett. (1877) 15.

iPRASE,s6. Cor. [Not known to our correspondents.]

A small common. (Hall.)

PRATE, v. 2. s.Pem. (M.S.C.)
PREEN, sb. and v. Pem. Cor. 1. sb. A skewer

used in catching crabs.
Cor. Sticks of hazel, blackthorn, and furze, afterwards to

be trimmed down into 'preens,' the forked skewers used for

fixing the bait in the [crab] pots, Lee Paul Carah (1898) 174.

2. v. To horn ; to stick with a horn.
Pem. Well, I believe the cow have a preened 'un (J.S.O.T.).

PREENING, ppl. adj. Sc. Of water : just at the

boiling-point.
The water had to be just at the boiling-point, called preening,

when full of bubbles like pin-points shooting to the surface,

Scotsman (Aug. 20, 1901).

PREJUDICE, sb. Cor.3 A quarrel, contention.

PRESBYTERIAN, sb. Dev. A cowl which turns with
every wind.
Even if it [a cowl] belonged to the species unkindly called in

Devonshire a ' Presbyterian,' because it turns with all winds,

it could not hope to escape, Spectator (Jan. 25, 1902) 136.

PRESENTLY, adv. Nhb. Yks. Post (Mar. 3, 1902).

PRETEND, v. Cor.3 To attempt.
' Don't you pretend to get out whatever,' i. e. get out of a

carriage.

PRICK, v. and sb. Sc. Lan. Chs. 1. v. To copy
music in manuscript.

Kcd. Andrew Melville, who refined the Musick at Aberdeen,
composed the common tunes, and prickt all the other music,

Wright Gideon Guthrie (1900) 122. s.Lan. 1

2. sb. pi. Sticks used in thatching. Chs.2 (s. v. Thatch-
pricks).

PRICKED, ppl. adj. Nrf. Of rabbits : a short time
gone with young. (M.C.H.B.)
PRICKER, sb. s.Lan. 1 A thorn, prickle.

PRICKINGS, sb.pl. Wm. Eldings or flax-turves; the
top turf or sods cut after the ling has been burnt off the
fell. (J.W.)
PRICKLYBAND, sb. Oxf. The stickleback, Gasterosteus

trachurus. (B.K.)
PRICKY-HOLLY, sb. se.Lin. The holly, Ilex Aqui-

folium. (J.T.B.)
PRIDE, sb. and v. Irel. Wor. 1. sb. In phr. the

pride of the morning, a slight rain early in the morning.
War.3 2. v. With out : to brag, boast, show pride.
Don. Give him the frog's march to the Caman fiel' ; then let him

pride of the good colour of his blankets there, ' Mac ' Road to Done-
gal (3rd ed.) 160.

PRIEST, sb. 1 Cum.4 In phr. priest in hispulpit, a figure
in the game of ' cat's-cradle.' (s. v. Cat-saddle.)

PRIM, sb.
1

1. Hrt. (E.S.F.)
PRIMROSE, sb. 2 w.Yks. A slang term for a beverage

composed of old and bitter ale mixed. (B.K.)
tPRING, sb. Nhb. In phr. by pring, meaning unknown.

A misprint for by jing (q. v., ed. c. 1805).
And turn 'im, and skelp 'im, and batter 'im, His banes sail by

pring [by jing, ed. c. 1805] Like a frying-pan ring, Bonny Geatsiders-
in Bell Rhymes (1812) 30.

PRINT, sb. Cum. The spoor of the otter.
It was the otter's print, as it is called here, Rawnsley

English Lakes (1899) 23.

PRISON, v. 3. s.Lan. 1

PRIVY, sb. s.Wor. (H.K.)
JPROANDER, adv. Cor. Peradventure. Grose (170.0}

MS. add. (M.)
v /y '

PRODIGAL, adj. 1. Lan. Pem. Cor.
s.Lan. 1 He's gerrin' very prodigal o' lat'. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

Cor. A prodigal young chap, Daniel Muse in Motley, 35.
PROFANE, v. Cor.3 With over or upon : to swear at
PROGGLE, sb. 2. Kcb.

r

They stick oot a' ower him like the proggles o' a hurcheon
Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 230.
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JPROINER, sb. Som. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A pruner. (Hall.)
PROLOGUING, prp. Pem. Discoursing at length,

making a long tale. (J.S.O.T.)
PROMISE, v. 1. War.3

PROOY, int. Pem. (J.S.O.T.) i.q. Proo.
PROP, sb.1 4. s.Lan. 1

PROPER, adj. Cor.3 Particular, dainty, fastidious.

JPROSEYLA', sb. Sc. Meaning unknown.
n.Sc. We come to yon little ha'. The kipples were o' the gude

red gowd, The reef was o' the proseyla', Buchan Ballads (1828)
I. 257, ed. 1875.

PRUGHY, sb. Tyr. A very small house or apartment

;

used as a term of contempt. (D.A.S.)
PUCKER, v. Dor. To raise the eyebrows. (E.C.M.)
PUD-A-LEG, sb. Dor. A bearer for scaffolding.

(E.C.M.)
JPUD-DUD, v. Oxf. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To pad about. (Hall.) Cf. pad, sb.B 6.

PUDGE, v. n.Yks. To exert oneself ; to strain.

The man udged and pudged to carry the clown on his back in

a bag, and the clown pudged and stretched himself out and
troubled the man, and fell out of the bag bottom (I.W.).

PUDJEL,s6. Gall. A fat, rotund person. (J.M.) Cf.

pudgel, adj.

PUDLOCK, sb. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

PUFF, v. Dor. In phr. puff and lun, of the wind : to

rise and fall. (E.C.M.)
JPUFFINET, sb. Nhb. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] The black guillemot, Uriagrylle. Swainson
Birds (1885) 218.

JPUG, v. Wil. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To eat. Grose (1790), Wil. 1

PUKE, sb. 2. Cum. (E.W.P.)
PULL, v. Yks. Lan. Pem. Brks. Nrf. 1. In phr. (1)

to pull shapes, (a) to make grimaces
;

(b) to take a photo-

graph
; (2) the bed pulls, said when one is not anxious to

get up.
(1, a) Pem. For shame upon you, Lizzie, pullin' them shapes

(J.S.O.T.). (b) ib. Come on ; lev' us go and have our shapes

pulled {ib.). (2) w.Yks. (B.K.)

2. Comp. Pull-face, an ugly mask ; a children's term.

s.Lan.1 3. To gather fruit, ib. 4. To prosecute
;
to

summon before a magistrate.
Brks. Tarrify 'un, Jack. Niver mindt if a pulls 'ee, so's thee've

had thy money's worth out of 'un, Hayden Thatched Cott. (1902)

286. Nrf. (B.H.)

JPULLA, sb. Nrf. [Not known to our correspondents.]

A pool or lake of standing water. Cozens-Hardy Broad
Nrf. (1893) 58.

JPULLAS, sb. Lan. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] ? A pulley.
[Entered in Churchwardens' account-book] Paid for a pullas,

td., N. & Q. (1877) 5th S. viii. 248.

PULLY-BEAWL, sb. Obs. s.Lan. 1 The wheel of

a pulley.
PUM, v. s.Lan.1 To ram down, as a paviour when

making a road. See Pum, sb. 5.

PUMMY, adj. Hmp. Soft, squashy, used ofparsnips.

(H.R.) Cf. pomace, 2.

PUMP, v. Cum. (E.W.P.)
PUNCH, sb.2 Dor. A tool for drawing lines on stone.

(E.C.M.)
PUND, v. w.Yks. To judge the approximate weight

of anything by balancing it on the hand with the arm
extended.

' Hah mony doesta think thah can carry ?
'

' Ah dooant know reight,

bur Ah'll fill mi seek an' pund it ' (B.K.).

+PUNDLE, sb. ? I.W. A short, fat woman ; an ill-

dressed woman. (C.J.V.) [Bailey (1721).]

JPUNGARLICKING, adj. Rdn. [Not known to our

correspondents.] Anxious, troubled. N. &* Q. (1878) 5th

S. x. 105. Cf. pill-garlic.

PUNISHMENT, sb.
2 w.Yks. A repeated attempt to

dye a piece of cloth.

Would any of these eleven pieces have taken a navy colour <—

VOL. VI.

That depends upon the punishment they had gone through before,

Dewsbury District News (Dec. 12, 1902) 10.

PUNKY, sb. Inv. A game at marbles ; see below.
Cf. punk-hole.
One or more shallow holes in the ground being prepared, the

opponents try to reach one by gentle throwing ; he who reaches it

first having the privilege of attempting to strike his opponent's

marble (H.E.F.) ; N was playing with D at punkies,

Highland News (Mar. 27, 1897) 9.

tPUPETS, sb. pi. Obs. Ess. ? Faggots.
Paid George Orsborn for a hundred of pupets laid in to Thomas

Coale and John Eglyn, 1. o. o, Wakes Colne Overseers' Aces. (1697) ;

Paid for a hundred of pupets and 3 qrt. of a load of wood, ib.

(1692) in N. & Q. (1889) 7th S. vii. 247.

JPUP-GALLANTER, sb. Elg. [Not known to our
correspondents.] Meaning unknown.

I'se gar him triple tax the bar, An' coxcomb pup-gallanters,

Tester Poems (1865) 182.

PUPPY, sb.
1
1, 2. s.Lan.1

PURL, v.
2 Sh.I. Also written pjurl. To whine. (J.S.)

JPURL-HANDED, adj. Sc. Meaning unknown.
Get jockey-coats and purl-handed sarks and white-headed staves,

Graham Writings (1883) II. 22.

PURR, v. Not. To gaze ; to look round, examine
thoroughly. (J.P.K.)

PURR(E, sb. Suf. (C.G.B.) ; e.An. Dy. Times (1892).

JPURSELLED, ppl. adj. Edb. Meaning unknown.
Gin your auld purselled mon gi'es utterance to sic another

sentence in my hearing, Ballantine Deanhaugh (1869) 267.

PUSS, sb.2 Lan. Lin. 1. In comb. Puss-i'-four-

corners, a children's outdoor game. s.Lan.1 2. A hare.

se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

PUSS, sb? Ker. The head.
Say I'm the besht man, or I'll break your puss, Bartram W.

Boy (1898) 40.

PUSSY, sb. Dor. The cotton-grass, Eriophorum
vaginatum.

Filling her little hands with 'lords and ladies,' and downy
tufts of ' pussies,' Hare Dinah Kellow (1901) 28.

PUT, v. Sc. Irel. Lakel. Lan. Lin. Som. 1. In phr.

1) to put about, to report, put in circulation ; to publish
;

2) — down, to suffer death by execution
; (3) — off, to

disturb ; to cause to move
; (4) — on, to get along under

difficulties
; (5) — out, see (1) ; (6) — to, (a) to harness

horses to a carriage
;

(b) to put together for the purpose
of propagation

; (7) — to it, to be embarrassed in circum-

stances
; (8) — a trick on one, to puzzle.

(1) Per. It came to be put about that the English guager was
lacking in 'spunk,' MacGregor Souters Lamp (1903) 103.

se.Lin. It was her as put that tale about (J.T.B.). (2) Ir.

(M.B.-S.) (3) Cum. (E.W.P.) (4^ s.Lan.iWi mun put onth' best

way wi con. (5) Inv. Highland News (June 14, 1902) 5. (6, o)

w.Som. 1 (s.v. To). (4) Lakel. (B.K.) (7) s.Lan. 1 Eawr Jem's

eawt o' wark an' we're badly put-to-'t. (8) Abd. Na, bet ye pit

a trick on ma noo. Ye'U need f spier at somebody wi' a langer

heid nor I hae, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Sept. 26, 1903).

2. Comp. (1) Put-back, a drawback, disadvantage
; (2)

-off, an evasion, excuse.

(1) Sc. There's sae mony pit-backs that ye ken naething aboot

in bonnie Scotland, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Apr. 23, 1904). (2)

Uls. A jist know'd there was somethin' th' maitter wi' the wean,

in spite of a' their pit-affs, McIlroy Druid's Island (1902) 48.

PUTCHER, sb. Wor. See Putt, sb. 2.

So long as it did not affect the ' putcher ' fishermen, Enquiry

into Severn Salmon Fisheries in Evesham Jrn. (Nov. 22, 1902).

PUTHER, sb. and v. s.Lan. 1
1. sb. A suffocating

cloud of dust. 2. A state of breathlessness or suffoca-

tion consequent on exertion. 3. v. To gasp for breath

in consequence of over-exertion.

PUTHERY, adj. 1. s.Lan. 1

JPUTSOM, ?sb. Dev. Meaning unknown.
Zo zour as putsom, Reports Provinc. (1887) 15.

PUTTER, sb.1 Cum. Also in form puttie. Mining
term : a man or boy who drives ponies, hauling the full

tubs of coal from the working to the engine lane or haulage

road. (E.W.P.)
PUTTING, prp. w.Yks. In phr. onlyputting on, very ill
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indeed, next door to death. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 27,
1900).
PUY, sb. se.Lin. An oar. (J.T.B.)
PUZLOCKS, sb. Cum. Dried cow-dung in the field.

(E.W.P.) SeePushla.

PYAT, sb. Frf. See below.
Johnnie Inglis acted as ' pyat.' When the stacks began to taper

towards the top, the ' pyat ' perched on the eaves, caught the

sheaves from the fork and tossed them to the builder, Mackenzie
N. Pine (1897) 18.

QUACK, sb.2 Hmp. A cold in the head ; a catarrh.
Cf. pose.
Smoke was reputed to be a far better medicine to keep the

good man and his family from the quack, or pose, wherewith as

then very few were acquainted, Capes Rural Life (1901) 139.

QUACKY, adj. se.Lin. Full of quaint sayings.
He's a quacity old chap (J.T.B.).

QUAIGHT, v. Pern. To weigh, esp. in the hand.
Now you take and quaight wan agen the other (J.S.O.T.).

QUALMIFIED,;^/. adj. Nrf. Qualmish, sickly-looking.
Often applied to a girl. ' She look qualmified.' ' Doan't like 'em

at all—the mawthers all look so qualmified ' (P.H.E.).

QUARTER-STALE, sb. Oxf. Also in form quartered-.
An ash pole cut out of planks and then turned in a lathe,

used as a handle for a manure-fork, &c. (J.E.)
JQUAT, v. Dev. [Not known to our correspondents.!

To flatter. (Hall.)
QUEAL, v. Dev. i. q. Queel, v} 1.

The wind . . . blew so vehemently for six hours, that it . . .

quealed all hedges towards the south, Yonge Diary (1622) (Camd.
Soc, ed. 1848) 63.

QUEERIKENS, see Wheerikins.
QUELL, v.

2 Dor. With up : to coil up. (E.C.M.) Cf.
queel, v.

1

QUELLED,///, adj. Dor. With up: helpless. (E.C.M.)
Cf. quell, v.

N

QUENCHED, ppl. adj. s.Wor. Of land : dried up,
parched. Also with about.

Gad, 'ow despret the groun' be quenched about (H.K.).
QUHACK, QUHAM, QUHANG, QUHANK, QUHEEF,

QUHEETIE, QUHEZE, QUHID, QUHIG, see Whack,
v.

1
, Wham, sb. 1

, Whang, sb. 1
, v., Whack, v.

1
, Wheef,

Wheety, Wheezie, v.
2

, Whid, sb.1, Whig, sb. 2

QUICK, sb. Hrt. See below. Cf. quick, sb. 16.
The ' quick ' (still so called) was a path down the hill, from the

church to the road below, arched over with thorns and hornbeam,
Cornh. Mag. (Nov. 1903) 674.

QUICKEN, sb. War. The wych-elm, Ulmus montana.
(J-R.W.)
QUIDDLING, ppl. adj. Dor. Over-particular, fussy.

(E.C.M. See Quiddle, v}

QUIFF, sb.1 Hmp. (H.R.)
IQUILLE, sb. Som. ? A corner. See Quillet.
A maiden oak which stood in the quille (W.W.S.).
QUILT, sb.a s.Lan. 1 A blow. See v.

1

JQUILT, v. Yks. Der. To run away quickly to avoid

punishment for some mischief done. Cf. scutter, v.

w.Yks. Quilting upstairs for employment, Mather Sngs.

Sheffield (1862) No. xxiv. st. 5. n.Der. I do not remember to

have ever heard it used except in connexion with children. ' Nah,
quilt offer I'll gi'e thee a tansellin'.' ' As soon as he'd done it he
quilted off as fast as his little legs could carry him.' ' Quilt off

upstairs, as soon as thou can, or it'll be worse for thee ' (S. B.).

QUILTED, ppl. adj. War.8 In comb. Quilted ball.

See Quilt, v.
3

QUINCH, v. s.Irel. To stop up ; to fill.

Sure that was the carpenter's boy that came to quinch a rat-

hole, Somerville & Ross Irish Shore (1903) 234.

JQUINDAM, sb. Obs. n.Lan.1 A fifteenth.
The poor Tax is charged in Dalton by the Lord's Rent

—

every 3s. 4(1?. Lord's Rent pays \ g. : at the Quindam—1783 poor
Tax 160 Quindams. S. Hunter pays towards the poor Tax 4s. 2d.

,

equal to Lord's Rent—my proportion being 1-25 Farth'g at the
Quindam, Walney Church Bk. As late as 1826 the rate was
assessed at 400 Quindams.
+QUINEL, sb. Hrf.2 The wedge or nail fastening the

blade to the handle of a scythe. A misprint for quinet, q.v.

QUIRK, sb.1
1. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)

QUIRKER, sb. Dor. A grumbler. (E.C.M.) See
Quirk, v.

2

QUIRL, sb. Pern. A shiver, tremor.
I feels all of a quirl (J.S.O.T).
QUISET, v. 1. Wil. (C.E.H.)
+QUISK, v. Hmp.1

, Wil. 2 To complain
;
gen. in prp.

A mistake for quirk, v.
2

JQUISTICAL, adj. Ayr. ? Odd-looking, queer, fan-
tastic, whimsical ; 'caustical.'
He was a queer and quistical man, of a small stature of body,

with an outshot breast, Galt Provost (1822) xxvi.

QUITTER, see Whitter, sb.\ v.
1

QUIVVY, sb. 2 Irel. A quarrel. N. dV Q. (1879) 5th
S. xi. 49.

R
tRA, sb. e.Yks. The fourth Sunday in Lent.
Tid : Mid : Mis : Ra : Carling : Palm and Easter Day, N. & O.

(1868) 4th S. i. 149.

RAAK, sb. Cum. Also in form roke. A line of light,
thin, straggly cloud. Cf. rack, sb.B

' It's gahn ta rain, leuk at t'raaks.' ' Aye ! it is rayder raakey

'

(E.W.P.).
J

Hence Raaky, adj. ofthe sky : having ' raaks ' floating
in the air. (ib.)

RAB, sb. I. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)
RABBIT-HUND, sb. w.Yks. A nickname given to

a person who is thin and poorly developed. Applied
chiefly to children. (B.K.)

RABBLE, sb.2 War.3

RACE, v.
1 11. War.3

JRACE, sb. Slk. In phr. to draw a race, ? to make
a rush.
Adamson's choler rising, he drew a race and, running against

the gaberlunzie, made him fly heels over head down the hill
Hogg Tales (1838) 302, ed. 1866.

'

RACHAN, sb. Frf. A scarf, cravat. (H.E.F.) Ct
rauchaa.
RACK, v. 5 War.3

RACK, v.
7 Cum. In phr. rack a midden, an expression

used to induce a child to defecate. (EW P )

RACK, see Wrack, si. 1 '
''
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RACKABITE, sb. Pem. A wrangling, tyrannical
person, so called from the supposed intolerance of a
Rechabite. (J.S.O.T.)

RACKLE-TONGUED, adj. Lnk. Rough-tongued,
harsh in speech. See Raucle.

Mr. Adamson was a rackle-tongued Saint, Walker in Biog.

Presb. (ed. 1827) I. 345.

RADDLE, sb? 1. Wor.
He identified them by some raddle on the rump, Evesham Jrn.

(Dec. 15, 1900).

RADDLE, v.
1
6. Ess.

He intervenes or raddles them, as it is here called, between and

on both sides the stakes, as far as their length will admit, Young
Agric. (1813) I. 181.

RADGED, ppl. adj. n.Yks. Silly, idiotic. (I.W.)

RAFFAGE, sb. Glo. (H.S.H.)
RAG, sb.

1
5. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

RAGGED, ppl. adj. n.Yks. In comb. Ragged day, a

day on which there is a small, drizzling rain. (I.W.) See
Rag, sb? 3.

RAGGLE, v? Cor.3 Small, coarse fish.

RAGGOT, v. s.Lan.1 To live in a degraded manner.
RAGGY, adj. se.Lin. Angry. (J.T.B.) See Rag, v?
RAG-MANNER'T, adj. s.Lan.1 Ill-behaved.

RAGNAILS, sb. pi. Cum. The rough, projecting

points from the broken band of the nail. (J.Ar.)

RAG-TAG, sb. Dor. A tramp on the road. (E.C.M.)

RAID, sb? Nhb.1 The game of 'prisoners' base.'

(s.v. Scotch and English.)

RAIL, s£.*4. Obs. Cum.
Here's babby laikins, rowth o' speyce, On sta's and rails ex-

tended, Stagg Minstrel (1821) Rosley Fair, st. 29.

RAINIFIED, ppl. adj. War.3
, Wor. (E.S.)

RAISE, v. War.3 A knitting term : to ' turn ' the

heel of a stocking, &c, or the thumb of a glove.

Always called raising the heel. ' When you come to the heel I

will show you how to raise it,' or 'I'll raise the heel for you when
you come to it,' would be the caution of an experienced knitter to

a learner.

JRAISE-AN'-DWANG, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in forms

raise-an'-wand, raising-dwang. The apparatus formerly

used for bringing home a millstone from the quarry.

Most prob. the term [raise-an'-wand] is a mistake for ' raisin-

dwang' or ' raise-an-dwang,' still used (Jam.). Ayr. The wand,

it is said, denoted the axis on which the millstone was made to

turn, and the raise was used to regulate the motion (z'A.).

RAKE, v? Midi. War. In phr. to rake a sore place or

spot, to recall or dwell on injuries, bitter memories, &c.

Midi. Yer a raaken yer own soore spot, Bartram People of

Clopion (1897) 70. War. 3

RAKE-HELL, sb. s.Lan.1 A reckless, profligate

fellow. Cf. rake-ill, s.v. Rake, v.
1 5.

RAKER, sb.1 Stf. A heavy poker. Chronicle (Aug.

23, 1901).

RAKE-SWATHING, sb. Suf.1 The operation of

hand-raking between the ' swaths ' of barley or oats, to

collect loose stalks or ears scattered in the mowing, (s.v.

Swathe-raking.)
RALLY, v? n.Yks. With about : to wander. (I.W.)

RALLY, v.* Wor. i.q. Roily.
He made the room rally with his song [filled the room with his

voice, until the walls almost echoed] (E.S.).

JRAMBUNKSHUS, adj. Irel. Amer. Impudent,

forward, troublesome, ' rampagious.'

Ir. I never heerd no man accuse you of bein' any way ram-

bunkshus about yer nabor's house, Cent. Mag. (Aug. 1899) 623.

[Amer. Better grab holt o' the dog. 'Twont do for him to git tew

rambunctious, or the fust thing he knows he won't hev no insides

in 'im, ib. (Mar. 1901) 785.]

RAMES, sb. pi? Dor. The wooden frames of a hay-

wagon. (H.R.)

RAMESY,a$'. Hmp. Oi an animal: big, large-boned.

(H.R.) Cf. rames, 1.

RAM-JAM, adv. War.3

RAMMACK, v. ne.Lin. Of bulls, stallions, &c: to

leap. (E.S.)

tRAMMEL, sb. Nhp. A kind of real [sic]. Nhp.2

n.Nhp. Morton Hist Nhp. (1712).
RAMP, v? 1. Cum. (E. W.P.)
RAMP, v? n.Yks. (I.W.)
RAMPART, sb. Lan. A side-walk considerably

raised from the road level, with a ' ramp ' or slope to it.

Manch. City News (Mar. 5, 1904).
RAMPSE, v? s.Wor. In phr. to rampse and runt, of

cattle : to jump and tear about in a field. (H.K.)
RAM-SAMMY, sb. Cor. A family quarrel. W.

Morning News (Apr. 22, 1902).

RAMSCALLION, sb. Nrf. A rascal.

Tryin' ter make out yer sweetheart a kind o' ramscallion o' a

thief, Longman s Mag. (June 1903) 171.

RAM-SKEERIE, sb. w.Sc. (Jam.) A wild, restless

romp ; a madcap, (s.v. Skeerie.)

RAM-TEG, sb. Wil.1 A male yearling sheep before

it has been shorn, (s.v. Sheep.)
RAN, see Wran.
JRANCE, v. Bwk. Meaning unknown.
They squeel'd and ranc'd, Henderson Pop. Rhymes (1856) 56.

RANDYBOOSE, sb. Ant. A disorderly meeting-

place. See Randivoose.
A regular randyboose for all the roughs (J.W.B.).

JRANG, v. Dur. [Not known to our correspondents.]

? To chaff. Gibson Up-Weardale Gl. (1870).

JRANNOCK, sb. Sc. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Ooze, lake-weed.
Knr. Why does it [Lochleven trout] sulk, often for a whole

season, amongst ooze or rannock at the lake bottom ? Haliburton

Fuiih in Field (1894) 143.

JRANNOCKFLEUK, sb. Fit. A species of flounder

;

a mistake for bannock-fleuk. (Jam.) ; Sibbald Hist. Fif.

(1803) I20(z'6.).

RANNY, see Wran.
RANT, v? 1 and sb? 4. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

RANTER, v. w.Yks. To fine-draw a rent and then

scratch up the nap with a needle so as to hide the rent.

(W.W.P.)
RANTIPOLE, adj. 5. Irel.

When the rantipole boy . . . endeavoured to emancipate himself

and was countermanded, an outburst of ' Oh brother !
' would take

place, Lover Handy Andy (1842) xxxix.

JRANTY, sb. ? Dev. Meaning unknown.
Spyin' of they ranties, Blackmore Christowcll (1881) xv.

RAP, sb? Cum. Diarrhoea. (E.W.P.)

RAP, v.
4 Cum. With through : to act vigorously, to

get through regardless of all obstacles
; fig. to be wasteful

or extravagant.
She wad rap through owt, she's that wasteful, Penrith Obs.

(Mar. 1, 1904) 6
;
(E.W.P.)

RAP, adv. Pem. Quickly, suddenly, in a very short

space of time. (J.S.O.T.)

RAPPER, sb? Pem. The foxglove, Digitalis purpurea.

(J.S.O.T.), s.Pem. (M.S.C.)

RAPPER-UP,i sb. w.Yks. A person who is paid

a small sum to go round and awake workpeople early in

the morning. (B.K.)

RARE, adj.
1 1 and adv. 3, 4. War.3

+RAREE, ? adj. Wxf.1 Choice.

JRARNING, adj. w.Cy. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Of cloth : thin. (Hall.)

RASH, adv. 7. s.Wor. (H.K.)

RASHERS, sb. pi. War.3 In phr. to cut rashers, see

below.
. , . , . j ,

A boy sliding 011 the ice, and turning his hinder shoe on to its

edge, while in motion, scores (marks) the slide diagonally across

its surface at intervals. He is then said to ' cut rashers.'

RASHES, sb. pi. Der. A game played by children

with rushes.
A relic of the old custom of rush-bearing. A game which con-

sists in joining hands in a circle and going round a heap of rushes

singing or saying . .
' They built a house in yonder hill and covered

it with rashes.' . . At each repetition of the word ' rashes' they

loosen hands, and each picking up a lot of rushes, throw them

into the air, so that they may fall on every one in the descent,

Gomme Games (1898) 452-3.
Y 2
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RAST, RASTLE, see Wrast, Wrastle, v.
1

RAT, v.* n.Lan. To prowl about at night. (R.B.)
RATCH, sb.6 s.Lan. 1 The length of a weaver's warp.
RATE, v.

3 Lan. Of earth in a mine : to fall over
when disturbed.

Deceased made a move to set a prop, and was coming back with
a hammer when the dirt rated over, Wigan Obs. (Mar. 28, 1903) 2.

RATHE, sb. 1. s.Wor. (H.K.)
XRATHE, v. Yks. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To choose. Archaic Wds. in Yks. Wkly. Post (1883).
RATHY, sb. Abd. Also written rathie. A good,

quick-growing crop of hay, &c. Abd. Wkly. Free Press
(Apr. 16, 1904). Cf. routh, sb.

RATTLE, v. Lan. Dev. 1. To scold. s.Lan.
1

2. Comp. (1) Rattle-bucket, a careless hussy that carries
her pail so that the milk, &c. is splashed over. n.Dev.
Grose (1790) MS. add. (M.)

; (2) -head, a talkative, silly
fellow. s.Lan.1

RATTLIN, adj. Cor.3 In comb. Rattlin field, a field
newly ploughed, with the ridges still ' showing strong.'

RAUCHLY, adj. Frf. Rough, boisterous. Cf. raucle.
Aries o' the fit that's comin' Swith to ding the rauchly cauld,

Reid Heatherland (1894) 32.

RAUGHEL, sb. Wgt. A term of contempt.
You red-headed raughel, ye'll no get him, nor the table aither,

Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 199.

JRATJGH-MOONE, sb. Wxf. 1 Also in form redaughe-.
[Not known to our correspondents.! A change in spring.
JRAUGHTY, adj. e.Yks. ? Lustful

;
greedy.

A man accused of snaring rabbits said in defence—' I'm not a
raughty man' (Miss A.)

;
(R.M.L.)

RAUHHEL, sb. Wgt. See below.
Potatoes coarsely bruised with a three-toed thing like a graip,

they ca't a rauhhel, which was stirred up and down in the pot to
break them, Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 8.

RAUM, v. Lin. Written rawm. '

With about: to
push about clumsily. ne.Lin. (E.S.) Hence Rawming,
ppl. adj. big, raw-boned. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
RAVSAE, adj. Or.I. Dishevelled, rough, disordered.

Dennison Sketches (ed. 1904) Gl. Cf. rave, v.
2

1.
RAW, adj. n.Yks. In comb. Red raw' of a wound

:

open, unhealed. (I.W.)
RA.WKINESS, sb. w.Yks. A defect in dyeing cloth

;see below. See also Rauk, sb. 7.
' What is " rawkiness ?

" ' < Lines down the piece. There were
scarcely two alike in shade,' Dewsbury District News (Dec 12
1902) 10.

v '

RAWN, v. Cum. (E.W.P.)
RAXENS, sb. pi. Dev.3 Also in form wrexens.

Rushes, esp. meadow rushes. See Raxon, v
RAYNE, see "Wren, sb.2

JRAZE, sb. Dev. A swinging fence set up in a water-
course to prevent the passage of cattle, f? Misprint for
rave.] (Hall.), Dev. 1

RAZZER, v. Chs. To break, destrov. (1W1
REACH, v.

2 War.3
, Hmp. (H.R.)

J
'

''

tREACH, sb. Wil. A village festival.
In some recollections of old Wiltshire life, recently published in

one of the Devizes papers, ' reach ' is the term applied several times
to a village festival. Clearly, however, 'revel' is intended. This
is a ' ghost-word ' (G.E.D.).

READER, sb. 2. Obs. Shr. (E.S.)
REAMER, sb. s.Wor. (H.K.) Also in form ramer.
REAMISH, sb. Abd. A noise, disturbance. Cf.

rammish, v.

I soon thocht I h'ard a reamish, an' sat up in my bed, W. Watson
Auld Lang Syne (1903) 69.

Hence Reamishing, adj. noisy, disturbing, ib. 68
REANED, see Wreen.
JREAVE, sb. Dev.2 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A track-line on a moor.
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decline in health.

Mine owsen hae been reckan this towmont, Scott Midlothian
(lolo) Xl.

RECK, see Wrack, sb. 1

RECK-HEN, sb. Obs. Cum. A hen paid as a tax or

tithe. See Reek-hen, s.v. Reek, sb.1

Every house payes yearly a hen, which we call a tith-hen or

reek-hen, Nicholson Tit/res, &c. to Rectory of Ousby in Penrith

Obs. (Feb. 1, 1898).

RECTION, v. Ken. To grow up again.
How them weeds do rection to be sure (D.W.L.).
RED, sb* N.I. 1

(s.v. Strip), i.q. Rid, sb.
2 2.

REDACT, v. Obs. Sc. To reduce.
The straits they were redacted to, had compelled them to accept

that agreement, Melvil Memoirs (1735) 239. Lnk. Walker in

Biog. Presb. (ed. 1827) II. 63.

RED(D, v.
1 Wm. (J.W.)

RED-HEADED, adj. Kcb. Hot-tempered.
Tets, man ! Dinna be sae red-headed about it, Muir Muncraig

(1900) 72.

IREDIVAL, sb. Lan. Meaning unknown.
The descendant of a respectable family of redivals in this county,

Liverpool Dy. Post (Sept. 7, 1900).

JRED-LOCK, sb. Edb. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Meaning unknown.

Justice an' red-locks whyles rin snacks, Learmont Poems
(1791) 52.

REE, v.
5 s.Lan.1 In phr. to rap and ree on, to lay hands

on ; to get hold of.

He made away wi' o' he could rap an' ree on, 37.
REED-SPARROW, sb. Cum.4

(s.v. Bessy-blackcap).
See Reed, sb. 1 1 (23, a).

REEF,s6.»l. Cum. (E.W.P.) In form riff sw.Cum.
REEK, sb.

1 Obs. Cum. A house having a chimney

;

hence, a family. See 7.
The parish clerk to collect for him yearly the sum of 2d. a reek

or family about Easter for his wages, Bks. of Brigham Church
(Apr. 6, 1 7 15).

JREEK, sb. w.Yks. In comb. Salted reek, meaning
unknown.

Thah'll not find chap like salted reek, Senior Smithy Rhymes
(1882) 65.

REELING, vbl. sb. Lan. In comb. Short reeling, see
below.

Short reeling is a particular method offraud in the cotton trade. .

.

Short reeling consists of substituting a yarn of less length and
coarser quality than the marking indicates, Dy. Dispatch (Sept. 0,
1903) 3-

REFUGE, sb. 2 1. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
JREFUSTICAT, v. Slk. Meaning unknown.
He'll maybe open a vein and gar her refusticat, Hogg Tales

(1838) 186, ed. 1866.

tREGULUS'EYE,^r. ? Obs. Sc. Meaning unknown.Why regulus' eye makes men leave breath, Colvil Whigs
Supphc. (1796) I. 535.
+RELEICH, v. Sc. To enlarge ; to release.
I wull rin the wage o' thy commandements, whan thou sallt

releich my hairt, Riddell Ps. (1857) cxix. 32.
JREMMAND, v. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To disperse. Grose (1790).
RENEAGUE, v. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
RENT, v.

1
B. War.3

dfunJv 2 '

Lan
'

T
° Sing °r redte; t0 Play a tune -

sZ:Tk±^:£z trumpeters to rent us off a tune?

REPEAT, v. 2. War.3
, Hmp. (H.R.)

JRESEPREEVE, sb. Yks. Meaning unknown
.Billy, az gaffer a t'meetin, call'd up a Jin\ Glib aTtongue ta

houIeTneverTotik^s^™ ^nf%£?* fe™"
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REST, see Wrest, v.
' J '

iREVE, sb ?Obs. Dev. ? A tax or rent.
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sum was due as a chief- rent or for the ' rave ' is a matter of fact to
be settled by a jury, Reports Provinc. (1895).
REX, sb. Sc. i.q. Rax, sZ>.

3 Also in comb. Rexa-boxa-
king. Also called Cock (q.v., s.v. Cock, sb.

1
10).

Inv. When the players have ranged themselves on the one side
of the playground, and the King has taken his stand in front of
them, he calls out ' Rexa-boxa-king,' or simply 'Rexa,' when all

the players rush to the other side. The rush from side to side
goes on until all are captured, Gomme Games (1894) 73. Per.
The weak ones who were never picked for 'Rex' or 'Futba','
MacGregor Souter's Lamp (1903) 59.
REYKER, see Reacher.
REYNOLDS, v., sb.* and int. War. Wor. Cf. randle.
War. 3 It was a very definite, and a very severe punishment, only

resorted to in extreme breaches of schoolboy honour. It was
effected by seizing the short hair growing on that very sensitive

and tender part of the face, level with, and in front of, the top of
the ear, then pulling severely on alternate sides. No pinching or
beating was necessary if the ' reynolds ' was effectively adminis-
tered. Wor. A schoolmaster would administer it, on one side

only, in cases of very badly prepared lessons (E.S.).

JREZZLE,a. n.Cy. To wheeze. (Hall.) [A mistake
for weazle.]
JRHINDER, sb. w.Yks. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Meaning unknown.
Awd send mi flooit and rhinder, Senior Jerry Slit-Spring, 1. 49.

JRIBBLIE, sb. ? Obs. Gall. ? A disorderly gathering.
Away with your ribblie, clubs, and conventions, Lauderdale

Poems (1796) 96.

RIB-STICKER, sb. Cum." Pudding made of oatmeal
and lumps of suet.

RICERS, sb. pi. Dor. Pea-stickers. (E.C.M.)
tRID, sb. n.Cy. A hollow place where anything is

secreted (Hall.). A hollow place in the gravel where
salmon deposit their roe, Wright. Cf. red(d, sb? 1.

RIDE, v. Sc. Ken. In phr. (1) to ride on one's back, to

harp or dwell on a person's conduct
; (2) — and tie, see

below.
(1) Gall. I pity them wha step aside, She on their backs for

weeks does ride, She canna let things rest, Scott Gleanings

(1881) 105. (2) Ken. 1 The expression 'ride and tie' is commonly
interpreted to mean, that when two people have one horse, the

first rides a certain distance and then dismounts for the second to

get up, so that they always tie or keep together ; Ken. 2

RIDGER, sb. 1 s.Lan.1

RIDGE-WITH, sb. s.Wor. (H.K.) See Ridge, sb. 3

(14, a).

RIG, sb.
1
1. Hmp. (H.R.)

RIGHTING-COMB, sb. Pern. A hair-comb. (J.S.O.T.)

See Right, v. 19.

RIGOL, sb.
2 Pem. A ring on a cow's horn. (J.S.O.T.)

tRIKES, v. Frf. ? To stretch oneself. Cf. rax, v. 1.

Wi' that he rikest aff the rock, Sands Poems (1833) 81.

RIND, sb.
1 War. 8

, Wor. (E.S.) The layer of salt on the

inside of a flitch, accumulated in the process of curing

bacon, &c.
RING, sb.1 Stf. Lei. In comb. (1) Ring-taw or Ring

and taw, a game of marbles
; (2) Rings to the skip,

broad hoops of iron which are used to hold coal in the

baskets while being drawn out of a pit.

(1) Lei. 1 (s.v. Taw). (2) Stf. Hartshorne Salopia (1841) (s.v.

Squares).

RINKED, adj. Oxf. Dismal, dull. (L.S.)

RINNIKIN,s6. Glo. A weakling. (H.S.H.) Cf.rinnick.

JRINT, v. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To rinse clothes. (Hall.)

RIP, sb.3 Wor. In phr. to work by the rip, to work by
the piece or 'great ' (q.v.). (E.S.) Cf. reap, sb. 6.

RIP, v. Lin. Suf. Dev. 1. In phr. (1) to rip out, to

quarry stone; to dig potatoes, &c. s.Dev. (W.C.P.)
; (2)

—

up old sores, to recall old grievances. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

2. To saw or split wood with the grain.

e.Suf. Pales are clived ; laths are ripped (F.H.).

JRIPPLES, sb. pi. Per. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] In phr. to dance the ripples. Meaning unknown.
Will jumpit higher than the couples, And Bailie Watson danced

the ripples, Spence Poems (1898) 88.

RIPPLING, sb. Cum. A light furrow. See Ripple, v. 1.

When a ploughman is 'setting out,' he first turns over a light

furrow, sometimes two, called the 'ripplin',' and afterwards com-
pletely ' haps ' them with his first heavy furrow ; the rippling

serves as a support to the furrow, keeping it in its proper raised

position (E.W.P.).

RITH, see Wreath, sb}
RIVOCK, sb. Sh.I. A cleft or crevice in a rock. (J.S.)

IRIZZLE-RAZZLE, adj. Dor. Meaning unknown.
You did think we be two vooils ov maids, and you could play

your rizzle-razzle tricks with we just as you liked, Windsor Mag.
(May 1900) 745.

ROADLESS, adj. Pem. Shiftless. (J.S.O.T.)
IROANS, sb.pl. n.Yks. Meaning unknown.
There are large mud pits at the roans, near Sheriff Hutton,

Tuke Agric. (1880) 21.

ROAR, v. Suf. With in or out: to do anything quickly
or hastily.

'Come along, Jimmy, and help me to roar out the bread.'

Melia loved metaphor, and ' to roar in or roar out ' anything meant
a hurried, impetuous action, a simulating indeed of the wind in its

fury, Betham-Edwards Mock Beggars' Hall (1902) 150.

ROBIN, sb. Nhb. Dev. In comb. (1) Robin-run-the-
hedge, the goose-grass, Galium Aparine; (2) -urdick or

•hirdick, a robin redbreast.
(1) Nhb. 1 (s.v. Tongue-bluiders). (2) Dev. ' As peart as a rabin

urdick on Cursmus Day.' This is always the robin's name in the

West, for ' Robin Ruddock ' of other parts. ' Rabin hirdick and
Jenny Wren Be God Almighty's cock and hen,' Reports Provinc.

(Aug. 1902) No. 18.

ROCK, sb? Cum. Cor. In comp. (1) Rock-ray, ? the

striped wrasse, Labrus variegatus. Cor.3
; (2) -salmon, the

sea bass, Laprax lupus. Cum. (E.W.P.)
JROCKIE, sb. Nhp. In phr. to mind one's rockie.

Meaning unknown.
Haud your tongue, lass, mind your rockie, Clare Remains

(1873) 204.

ROCKLING, sb. War. A term of endearment used to

a child.

Such words as rockling, dilling, nesh, and frem are used by rustic

War. mothers sometimes as terms of endearment, and not always
with a slavish regard to their original meaning, B'ham Wily. Post

(Apr. 29, 1899).

ROEN, sb. Cum. The roe or spawn of fish. (E.W.P.)
JROGGLE, v. War. Meaning unknown.
I donna know how 'tis, but thee hanna roggled to be such a

good wench as you was afore you went to Brookington, B'liam

Wkly. Post (Apr. 29, 1899).

ROLY-POLY, v. 4. War.3

ROMPY, sb. Hmp. The game of hockey. (H.R.)
RONGE, v. s.Lan. To swell with rage. (S.W.)
ROOD, sb.3 Bdf. An allotment garden. (B.K.)

ROOK-TOLL, sb. Ken.1 A rookery, (s.v. Toll.)

ROOSTER, sb.
1
1. War.3

, Wor. (E.S.)

JROOT, sb. w.Yks. Meaning unknown.
I can give these old bones a root, N. & Q. (1869) 4th S. v. 326.

ROOT-WOLTED, ppl. adj. w.Yks. Written roit-.

Applied to an uprooted tree. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Oct. 14,

1899).

ROSLEY-CHESHIRE, sb. Cum. A very poor sort ot

cheese made of skimmed milk.
At these fairs are sold a species of cheese called Whyllymer,

or, as some whimsically style it, Rosely Cheshire. It is remark-

able for its poverty, and its surface is so hard . . . and its interior

substance so very tough that it affords rather occupation to the

teeth of a rustic than nourishment to his body, Anderson Ballads

(ed. 1808) 200 ; Cum.4 (s.v. Whillimer).

ROTCH, sb. Wor. A bed of limestone. (H.K.) Cl.

ratch, sb}
ROTHERAM-PLOUGH, sb. Obs. Sc. The old wooden

plough with one stilt. Also called Thrappleplough (q.v.).

Scottish Gael {ed. 1876) II. 95-6 (Jam., Suppl., s.v. Thraple).

ROTTLE-DULL, adj. Pem. Addle-pated, silly, foolish.

(J.S.O.T.)
JROUGE, v. Som. To gnaw, devour. (Hall.) [Mis-

print for ronge.]
ROUGH, adj.1 and v.' Sc.Cum. 1. adj. In phr. (1) a
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rough plate, an untidy plate, a plate having portions
of uneaten food on it

; (2) — tea, a knife-and-fork tea ;

a ' high ' tea.

(1) Cum. Considered a sign of bad manners towards the hostess.
' He was no great shakes, he left such a terrible rough plate ' (J. Ar. ).

(2) Sc. (A.W.)
ROUGH, v.* Dor. To dig ground left fallow during

the winter. (E.C.M.)

tROUGH-BEAR, sb. Bwk. ? A coarse kind of barley.
Monthly Mag. (1814) I. 31.

ROUND, sb. 14. Hmp. (H.R.)
JROUNDY-POUNDY, sb. Dev. Meaning unknown.
You meet me wheer Butworthy fishing right do end, down in

the valley onder the roundy-poundies on the hill, Phillpotts
Sons of Morning (1900) 400.

IROUNKE, sb. Rxb. Meaning unknown.
Till, as such rounke will oft forebode, A heavy fall of snow

came on, Riddell Poet. Wks. (ed. 1871) I. 188.

ROUSE,!/. Midi. Written rowse. To search thoroughly;
to rout out.

They ha' rowsed the wood insoide out, Bartram People of
Clopton (1897) 194.

ROUT, v? se.Lin. In phr. to rout about, to search for.

(J.T.B.)

JROUTOUS, adj. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Noisy, riotous. (Hall.)
ROWDY-RANT, sb. s.Wor. A spree, rough jollifica-

tion. (H.K.)
+ROWL, sb. w.Yks. Meaning unknown.
Ah've bowt o' butcher Wood A brisket for arowl, Senior Smithy

Rhymes (1882) 62.

ROWTHER, sb. Wm. A coachbuilder's tool for
grooving in lines on a chamfered edge. (J.M.)
RUB, v. Sc. In phr. to rub again the hair. Obs. Fig.

to upset, ' rub the wrong way.'
He was a wee toustie when you rubbed him again' the hair,

Scott Canongate (1827) iii.

RUBBER, sb. 1. Hmp. (H.R.)
RUCK, v} 3. Hmp. (H.R.)
I'RUFF, v. Cum. 1

(s.v. Rift). To belch. [A mistake
for ruft] See Rift, v.

v

JRUG, sb. Dev. In phr. to bear a rug and a tug, ? to
stand hard wear, to wear or last well.
Ef yu wants inny new shirts, Ned, yu'd best git zome brin ; tez

'mazing strong stuff, an' 'tweel bear a rug an' a tug, Hewett
Peas. Sp. (1892) 56.

+RUGG, adv. Lth. Meaning unknown.
Whyles I ... a' this tale unravel rugg Anent cremation, Lums-

den Sheep-head (1892) 117.

RUGGET, sb. Pern. A rough coppice. (J.S.O.T.)

,t3R9?L£' v * Dor
- To wheel a barrow, drive a hoop.

(E.C.M.) Hence Ruggle-buggle, sb. a wheel, lib.)
JRUGGY-DUGGY, sb. Lth. ?A rough, boisterous

person.
Up wi' a dance

!
a reel

! a reel ! A reel, ye ruggy-duggies, Smith
Merry Bridal (1866) 19 ; Within late years it occurred in a letter in

a great Glasgow ' breach of promise ' case. It then got into the

newspapers, the pantomimes, &c. (J.M.)
RULES, sb. pi. Lon. Cor. In phr. Rules of Contrary,

a children's game ; see below.
Lon. A ring is formed by each child holding one end of a hand-

kerchief. One child stands in the centre and acts as leader.

The leader says, ' Here we go round the rules of contrary. When
I say " Hold fast !

" let go, and when I say " Let go !
" hold fast.' .

.

If he says ' Hold fast ' every one must immediately let go the

corner of the handkerchief he holds. . . When he says ' Let go,'

every one should retain their hold of the handkerchief, Gomhe
Games (1894) I. 79. Cor. Flk-Lore Jrn. V. 52, in Gomme ib.

RUMMAGE, sb. 4. Nrf.
I never see sich a rummage o' weeds as I do see now in that

garden, Rhys Diverted Village (1903) 59.

IRUMMIN, sb. Nhb. ? A commotion, disturbance

;

a form of ' rumbling,' used fig.
Cummin as hard as they cud drive—God geyhd us ! ses Jack,

what a rummin theyres meayhd, at sic a teyme, spechelly whare
thair's ne occasion fort, Bewick Tales (1850) 11.

RUMTY-TUMMER, sb. War.3

'This is a rumty-tummer, this is,' would be used of unusually
large vegetables or fruits, or by schoolboys of a favourite top,
taw, or cobbler, &c.

RUN, v. and sb. Sc. Yks. Lan. Pem. Hmp. Dor. Dev.
1. v. In phr. (1) to run against, to run to meet

; (2)

—

along,
to become

; (3) — cheese, to turn milk into rennet ; cf. II.

16
; (4) — it back, ploughing term ; see below ; (5)— one's country, to decamp, run away from home ; (6)— the kirk, ? obs., to leave the church

; (7) when the hay
runs after the horse, prov., a sign of a severe winter.

(1) s.Pem. (M.S.C.) (2) Dev. A girl said on a wet morning,
after several fine days, "Tis run'd along wet,' Reports Provinc.
(Aug. 1902). (3) Dor. (L.S.) (4) Hmp. When a field is reploughed
the ploughmen either 'run it back' by ploughing in the same
direction as the old furrows, or ' stour ' it by ploughing across the
old furrows (H.C.M.B.). (5) s.Lan. 1 (6) Lnk. Many who now
admired some ministers would run the kirk when they saw
them enter the pulpit, Walker in Biog. Presb. (ed. 1827) I. xxiv.

(7) Dev. Reports Provinc. (July 1902).
2. Comp. Run-the-road, vagrant, wandering, 'gadabout.'
Gall. A parcel o' run-the-road ne'er-do-wells, Crockett Dark

n' Moon (1902) 47.
3. To purge. w.Yks. Ahm run ta deeath varry near (B.K.).
4. sb. In phr. a run of herring, a shoal of herring or other

floating fish. Sh.I. (J.S.)
RUNKLE, see Wrinkle, sb>
RUNNEL(L, sb. War.3 The dead or nearly dead

branches that break off in felling a tree.
RUNT, sb. Stf. Lin. 1. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) 2. Used

as a term of contempt. Stf. (J.C.W.)
RUNT, v? s.Wor. (H.K.) To behave in an excitable

or noisy manner ; see below.
RUPTION, sb. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
RUSHEN, adj. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
JRUTTIER, sb. Dev. Meaning unknown.
n.Dev. See if he don't tell you over the ruttier as well as Drake

himself, Kingsley Westward Ho (1855) 3, ed. 1889.

SACBAUN, see Seckyban.
SACE, v. Hmp. To beat, thrash. (H.R.) i.q. Sauce, 10.
SACK-BARROW, sb. s.Lin. A lift with two handles

at each end, by means of which two persons lift a sack of
flour, &c. on to the back of another. (T.H.K.)
JSADDING, sb. Stf. 1 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A firing term.
SADDLE, sb. and v. Sc. Stf. Not. 1. sb. In comp.

Saddle-back, a round drain-pipe, forming half the circum-
ference of a circle or more. Stf. (S.O.A.) 2. v In
phr. saddle my, or the, nag, a boys' game ; see below.

'

rhff 1? Tn
?
er 0f>'ayerS is chosen °n e*ch side. Twochiefs are chosen by lot. One of the chiefs takes his stand bV awall, and all his party bend their backs, joined in a hne Oneofthe opposite side leaps on the back of the one farthest from theone standing at the wall, and tries to make his way over hJLcksof all the stooping boys, up to the one standing. Thlse stooofr^move and wriggle to cast him off, and if they succeedI fa doKfhe stands aside till all his side have tried. When al have fried

ronr^^^ucc^TtuL'tXsthtf
the sldT\a-

befo. the sides change,' OoLTt^(x^liT^ tr^t!
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SAFFERN, sb. War. 3

SAINT-NOVEMBER'S-DAY, sb. s.Irel. See below.
'Tis Saint November's Day, as they call it, a great holiday,

and there isn't a ruffian in the country but has come out with his

blaggard dog to head the fox, Somerville & Ross All on the

Irish Shore (1903) 117.

SAKE, sb.
1 Sc. I.Ma. War. In phr. (1) dear sakes, (2)

for all sakes, (3) my sakes, (4) sake{s alive, (5) the sakes,

exclamations.
(1) Sit. Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 18. (2, 3, 4) War. 3

(5)
I.Ma. Brown Yarns (.1891) 161, ed. 1889.

SALLY-BUSH, sb. Shr. A willow. (K.B.) See
Sally, sb. 2

tSALOPCIOUS, adj. Hrap. Delicious. (J.Ar.)
SAM, v? Lan. To bang ; to ' slam.'
Don't sam that door to (S.W.).

SAMPHIRE, sb. Cum. (E.W.P.)
SAMPLER, sb. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) i.q. Samphire.
tSANCHING, ppi. adj. Nrf. Slanting. (G.E.D.)
SANDYMAN, sb. Dev. See below.
Woman said of a sleepy child, ' Got the sandyman in his eyes.'

' Mr. Sandyman has come,' Reports Provinc. (1902).

ISAP, sb? Obs. Nrf. ? A silly fellow.
Browne Urn-Burial (1684) III. 233, ed. Bohn ; Ray(i69i);

Grose (1790) MS. add. (P.) e.An.1

SAPLESS, adj. Cum.4
(s. v. Sweepless). Ignorant.

See Sap, sb. 2 1 (1).

JSAPPLE, sb.2 Nhb. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] In phr. as thick as sapple.

Into his hand, as still as nicht, The warm bluid rins before his

sicht, As thick as sapple, Strang Earth Fiend (1892) pt. i. st. 18.

SAPPY, adj. 1 12. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)
SAPPY, adj.2 Pern. Soft, foolish. (J.S.O.T.) i.q.

Sap, sb.2 1 (2).

SAR, v. s.Wor. (H.K.) i.q. Sarrow, 3.

tSARASING, sb. n.Dev. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A fussy preparation. Rock Jim art Nell

(1867) Gl.

JSARG, sb. e.Yks. Lard.
Bald as a bladder of sarg (R.H.H.).

JSATTET, adj. Lan. Quiet, settled. (Hall.) [A
mistake for satlet.]

JSATTIE, adj. Nhb. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Matted together. (Hall.)
SATURNDAY, sb. Pem. Saturday. (J.S.O.T.)

SAUCY-SCUM, adj. w.Cor. A term of reproach.
He said we do buy 'em feet and all saucy-scum (M.A.C.).

SAVAGE-CAMP, sb. Suf. 1
(s. v. Camp). A game of

football played with the shoes on.

JSAVERS, sb. pi. Slg. In phr. cross a canal with

lusty stroke and savers.

Proud was the heart o' ony bairn When he, wi' lusty stroke,

And savers crossed the auld canal, Towers Poems (1885) 182.

JSAVIOURS, sb. pi. Cth. In phr. / am saviours,

a marble-playing term. (W.W.S.)
SAW-KERVE, sb. n.Yks. The groove or incision

made by a saw.
The chattering as of a vibrating splinter on the side of a saw-

kerve (I.W.).

SAWNING, prp. War. Wor. In phr. to go sawmng
about, to go about in an aimless way. (E.S.) See

Sawney, sb.1

SAX, sb. 2. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

SAY, v. Yks. Shr. Som. In phr. (1) to say, consider-

ing
; (2) won't be said, (a) won't be advised

;
(b) won't take

a refusal.

(1) w.Yks. He's done weel to say 'at he's nobbut been agate

a year, Leeds Merc. Suppl. (May 20, 1899). (2, a) Shr.i (ft)

w.Som. 1

JSCABBLING, ppl. adj. I.Ma. [Not known to our

correspondents.] In phr. some scabbling shift to do a thing.

I made some scabbling shift to pull her above high-water mark,

Caine Deemster (1887) 264, ed. 1889.

+SCABELOGUS, adj. w.Cor. Shabby, contemptible.

(M.A.C.) „,, MJ , .. .

SCAB-FLOWER, sb. Cum. The wild chervil, An-

thriscus sylvestris. (E.W.P.)

JSCAGGLEY, adj. s.Pem. Selfishly eager. (E.D.)

Cf. scadly.

JSCALES, sb. pi. Ayr. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] In phr. scales and nobs.
Weel may ye reign, an' seldom fail To weild the Unionist cat-

tail On scales an' nobs, Laing Poems (1894) 55.

JSCALLON, sb. Frf. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] In phr. to hold a liquid but [without] risk of scallons.

It hauds within, but risk o' scallons, Twa hunder guid 0' porter

gallons, Sands Poems (1833) 114.

JSCAM, «.
4 Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]

In phr. to get scummed byfalling.
His ho'se fell into ditch, an' got so scammedhe ha'n't a-bin able

to work un since, Raymond No Soul (1899) 129.

SCAMBLE, v. 3. Hmp. (H.R.)
SCANT, sb. 2 w.Yks.1

(s. v. Slate). In comp. (1) Scant-
fourteen, (2) -short, (3) -sixteen, (4) -skutcheon, (5)

•twelve, names for slates of various sizes.

SCANTLE, sb.2 Dev. A model or outline.

The daughter of a yeoman who had accompanied me to a church,

where I sketched the font, said, ' She has only taken the scantle

of it,' Reports Provinc. (1902).

SCANTLING, sb.
1 Wm. The first or last plank sawn

of a tree, to which a large portion of bark is attached.

(B.K.)
SCANTLING, sb.

2 s.Wor. (H.K.) An idle, drunken
ne'er-do-weel. Hence to go scantling about, to go about

in an idle, drunken fashion.

SCAR, sb.
1 Dor. pi. Small, waste stone. (E.C.M.)

JSCARE, adv. n.Yks. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Scarcely.
Tell scare a ray ov howp iz left, Castillo Poems (1878) 31.

JSCARGILLED, adj. Lin. [Not known to our other

correspondents.] Applied to sheep : meaning unknown.
(G.G.W.)
JSCARYBAEUS, sb. n.Wil. The figwort. Cf.

squarril.
So called by the old women, who pound it up with lard, and

make eye-lotion of it (G.E.D. ).

SCAT, sb. w.Cor.3 A splinter.

JSCATCHER, sb. Lin. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] The oyster-catcher, Haematopus ostralegus.
' I say, Dave, what's this bird ? ' said Dick. The man did not

turn his head, but . . . said, in a husky voice, what sounded like

' Scatcher ! ' Fenn Dick 0' the Fens (1888) i.

tSCATTED, pp. Per. With up : littered up.

The place is fair scatted up wi' them, Ian Maclaren Auld Lang
Syne (1895) 4 ;

(G.W.)

SCATTER, v. Cum. Lan. 1. In phr. to scatter the

lant, to urinate. Lan. (B.K.) 2. To let fall ; to throw
down. Cum. (E.W.P.)

JSCATTERMOUCH, sb. Gall. An ill-conditioned

rascal.
You that are no Egyptians, but scattermouches and unwashed

ruffians from the four seas, Crockett Raiders (1894) xlii.

JSCAUSE, v. Nhb. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] To cause.
Scaused her fall in a trance, Richardson Borderer's Table-Bk.

(1846) VI. 256.

SCAVENGER, sb. Lan. A factory term : see below.

This [removing empty bobbins] is the task of juveniles who have

emerged from the ' scavenger ' state, but not yet acquired the

status of a piecer, Manch. City News (May 30, 1896).

JSCAVVEN, sb. w.Yks. 2
? A scamp.

He does look a scawen !

JSCHECH, v. Edb. To search. Cf. skaigh.

A cow that was scheching for a meal among some garbage,

Beatty Secretar (1897) xviii.

SCHEND, see Shend, v.

SCHOOL, sb.2 1. Wm. In form skoo.
SCHOPPEK, see Sheppeck.
JSCHROUGE, v. w.Cy. To press ;

to rub. (Hall.)

SCHROUGER, sb. Ant. A close-fisted person ; a

miser. (S.A.B.)

JSCLATE, adj. Nhb. 1 Shallow. [? Misprint for

sclafe.]
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SCLEM, adj. Rdn. Cunning, furtive ; esp. used of

a thieving cat. (E.M.W.) i.q. Sclem, v.

SCLUM, sb. Dev. The fork used in cider-making.
Tim handled the ' sclura' or fork, and broke up the sweet brown

masses of mock fine again for the second crushing, as a man might

break ground with a spade, Phillpotts GoodRed Earth (1901) 187.

SCOB,s6.3 Hmp. A wooden ball perforated to receive

a stick to throw at squirrels. (H.W.E.)
SCOBBER, sb. Obs. Cum. A dark calico or linen

sleeve worn by boys in school to protect the coat-sleeve.

(E.W.P.) Cf. scogger.
JSCOBS, sb. pi. Cum. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A species of wild trefoil. Hutchinson Hist.

Cum. (1794) I. 208.

SCOFF, sb. Lan. (B.K.) Food. i.q. Scoff, v. Hence
Scoff-room, sb. a place in a workshop where the work-
people who cannot go home at midday take their food.

SCOGGER, sb. Cum. Dark calico sleeves worn by
boys in school to protect the coat-sleeves. (E.W.P.) Cf.

scobber.
JSCOGGIN, sb. Irel. and Amer. See below.
Ir. The kind boy that rescued me from them scoggins that were

tormenting me, Kennedy Fireside Stories (1870) 95. Wxf.
' Purshuin,' says he, 'to all consated scoggins,' ib. Banks Boro

(1867) 113. [Amer. There was a fellow abroad that they made
a kind o' scoggins out of, Dial. Notes (1896) I. 23.J

JSCOMTHER, v. Cum. To scorch severely. [? Mis-
print for scowther.] (Hall.)
SCOOP, sb. Pern. A small garden implement for

potting out, or planting out. (J.S.O.T.)

SCOP-HOLE, sb. Cum. A marble-playing term ; see
below.
A row of marbles is placed against a wall, a line being drawn

at a short distance in front. The player standing about five yards
in front throws his marble at the row so as to hit one of the
marbles and drive it outside the line, but he must catch (kep) his

own marble on the rebound ; should he fail to kep, he may no
longer aim, no matter how near he approached the objective

marbles with his own (E.W.P.).
SCORE, v.

1 Nhb. To part the hair in the middle.
(E.S.)

tSCORPED, ppl. adj. w.Yks. In phr. double scorped,
of sheep : having double hydatids of the nose. Leeds
Merc. Suppl. (Feb. 6, 1897).

SCOTCH, v.
s s.Wor. To drive away with a hasty

movement. (H.K.)
SCOTCH-COLLOPS,s6./>/. Sc. Mince. (A.W.) See

Scotch, v.
1 1 (1).

SCOTE, v. Dor. To pull back. (E.C.M.)
SCOUF, v. Sc. To swoop ; to sweep.
Sc. Scouf t up (G.W.). Lnk. On the fields o' brairdin' wheat

Comes scouffin' doun the hungry craws, Hamilton Poems (ed.
1885).

SCOWCH, v. s.Wor. With out : to drive away hastily.
(H.K.)
JSCOWIE, sb. Per. A shower. ['Misprint for

scrowie.]
There micht be a scowie afore nicht, Ian Maclaren Auld Lang

Syne (1895) 280.

SCRAMMY, adj. Glo. Left-handed. Dy. Chron.
(Dec. 16, 1902). See Scram, v? 4.

SCRANNY, adj.1 Not. Lin. 1. Thin. se.Lin. (J.T.B.)
2. Of food : scanty. s.Not. (J.P.K.)
SCRAPE, v. II. 4. em.Lan. (A.E.L.)
SCRAP-MEAT, sb. w.Cum. Broken meat. (J.Ar.)
SCRATCHELS, sb. pi. Cum. The fine residue left

after the rending of fat. (E.W.P.) Cf. scratchlings.
SCRATCH-SCRATCH, sb. Lon. The game of cat's-

cradle. Gomme Games (1894) I. 62. See Scratch, sb.2 1.

SCRAW,s6.2 Ant. The throat. (S.A.B.) See Craw, sb.2

SCRAWLY, adj. se.Lin. Of bacon : streaky. (J.T.B.)
SCRAWN, v.

2 n.Cy. Lan. To climb awkwardly, to
clamber up. [? Misprint for scrawm.] n.Cy. (Hall.)
Lan. Tim Bobbin Vieiv Dial. (ed. 1806) CI. s.Lan.'
SCREE DOUP, sb. Cum. The heap of stones accumu-

lated at the foot of a ' scree.' (E.W.P.)

SCREEN, v. Hrt. To save from trouble or expense.

I who have tried to screen the parish by earning eno to keep

me in old age (J.W.).

SCREW-MOUSE, sb. Pern. (J.S.O.T.) i. q. Screw, sb.
3

SCREWY, adj. War.3

SCRIMP, adj. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

SCRINCH, sb. 1. Dor. (E.C.M.)

SCRINK, v? Pem. To shrink.

You wouldn't know father, 'a's that altered. 'A's scrunk up

to nothin' (J.S.O.T.).

SCRIT, sb.
2 n.Dev. A scream. Cf. screet, v.

The child gie'd a little tittering scrit, and her drawed me
closer, Zack Dunstable Weir (1901) 217.

SCROFFY, adj. Cor.3 Worthless. See Scrof(f.

SCROVE UP, phr. Pem. Shrivelled up.

There, you've 'a left them cakes in the oven all this time ; they'll

be all scrove up (J.S.O.T.).

SCROYLE, sb. Pem. A bramble. (J.S.O.T.) i.q.

Scroils.
SCRUBBERY, sb. Pem. A shrubbery. (J.S.O.T.)

SCRUFF, sb.
2 Not. Pem. 1. Scurf. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

2. Refuse, ib. 3. The refuse of society ; the rabble.

s.Not. (J.P.K.)

JSCRUMP, v.
3

? Edb. To hurry off; to go quickly.

The labourer . . . takes his ' dew-bit '—a mere mouthful, then

hurries to the field ('scrumpin '), N. (? Q. (1876) 5th S.v. 298.

[When I was a boy I used to fraternize with the mowers in the

hay season, and learned from them the following doggerel,

expressive of their meals :
' Dew-bit and scrumpin, Breakfast and

nuncheon, Dinner and scrag, Supper and bed,' ib. (1875) 5th S. iv.

524-]

SCRUMPY, sb. Hn. Cider. (T.G.A.) See Scrump,
v.

2 4 (2).

SCRUNCHY, adj. Hmp. Of frozen grass : emitting

a crisp, crunching sound when trodden on. (H.R.) See
Scrunch, 2.

SCRUSH, v. Hmp. (H.R.)
SCUFF, v.

2 1. Hmp. (H.R.)
SCULL, v. Pem. To paddle a boat with one oar at

the stern. (J.S.O.T.)

JSCUMBLE, v. ? Yks. [Not known to our corre-
spondents.]
He put his nag at it, and scumbled through, Blackmore Mary

Anerley (1879) xxvii.

SCUTCHEON, sb. Obs. w.Dur.^g. A slate nf in. long.
SCUTTER, v. 1. Oxf.1

(s. v. Squitter).

JSCYTHE,^. Lnk. To shoot quickly. ?i. q. Skite,w.
He . . . gave his dinner such a backward ca' that he lost a' but

the grit bits scythed through his teeth, Graham Writings (1883)
II. 14 ;

ib. Gl.

SEAR, sb.
2 w.Yks. Autumn. Willan List Wds.

(1811). See Sear, adj.

SEARCH, sb. Bch. Abd. A very fine sieve. (G.C.)
Cf. searce.
SEAT, sb. 1 Wm. A shoe-making term: the final

course of leather in a boot-heel. (B.K.)
JSEATH, sb.2 Slg. Part of a plough.
The very pettle, riest an' seath, Are pil'd up for a fiery death

Muir Poems (1818) 8.

SECKY-BAN, sb. Kcb. Also in forms sacbaun,
sedgeband. An apparition.
Whun Pistie wus a lad aboot fourteen he saw the Sacbaun or

Sedgeband, as genteel folk ca's it. It maistly rows alang afore a
buddy, an' it means a suddent death in the hoose it stops at. Hoo-
ever, Pistie'syin hadna beenthe richt kin', for the Sacban means the
White Sack, as ye may see by its name, an' Pistie's yin wus
black, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 231.
SECONDER, sb. Yks. Stf. Coarse flour or grain. Cf.

Thirder.
s.Yks. Fletcher Harvesters (1900) 100. Stf. Seconder and

thirder refer to qualities of oats produced by a threshing machine.
There comes first good corn, then a second quality known as
seconder, then almost valueless thirder (T.C.W.).
SECONDS, sb. Wor. A skim-cheese; the same as

' two-meals.' Marshall Review Aerie. (1818) II. •37-3

SEDAN-BREAD, sb. Obsol. Wgt. A soda scone.
When flour scons risen with soda and buttermilk first came in
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they were called Sedan-bread by genteel people, but the name
is seldom heard now, and they are just called Soda-scons again,
Saxon Gall. Gossip (ed. 1878) 201.

JSEDDAR, sb. Ayr. Meaning unknown.
Strings on strings o' seddar's eggs, Wi' mony a creature stuck on

pegs, Mactaggart Encycl. (1824) 238, ed. 1876.

SEDGEBAND, see Secky-ban.
JSEDIMATEESED, ppl. adj. Sc. ? Stopped up with

sediment.
A workman, reporting on some choked drain-pipes which he

had been told to lift, said, ' Eh bit, Maister Jeems, thae pipes wuz
clean sedimateesed,' Glasgow Herald (Apr. 3, 1899).
SEEMLY, adv. War.3 In form simily.
JSERE, v. Sc. Meaning unknown.
A deed sail be dune, and that fu' sune, That sail sere your souls

wi' fright, Vedder Poems (1842) 229.

SERGE, sb.
2 Pern. (J.S.O.T.) i. q. Searce, sb.

JSERT, v. Lan. [Not known to our correspondents.]
Let 'em grin and sert if they will—them laughs that wins,

Burnett Haworth's (1887) xvii.

JSERVIE-BARGAIN, sb. Dev. [Not known to our
correspondents.]
'Twas a 'servie bargain,' didn't cost me but half a crown and

as good as new, rockers and all, O'Neill Dimpses (1893) 102.

SET, v. and sb. Van dial, uses in Sc. and Eng. 1. v.

In phr. (1) set yourself ! a command to a cow to put her leg

in position for a milkmaid to milk her
; (2) to set gobs, to

make faces
; (3) — set on, (a) to attack ; (b) to employ ; to

give work to
;

(c) ?to do well by
; (4) — out, (a) to array

oneself for conquest
;
(b) to run away.

(1) se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (2) Wm. Ah'U nut hev thi setten-gobs at

fooak at's aulder ner thisel (B.K.). (3, a) Cum. (E.W.P.) (A)

se.Lin. (J.T.B.) (c) Abd. There's nae mony fowk noo-a-days 't

wid think themsel' sair set on wi' sic a sober diet, Abd. Wkly. Free

Press (Oct. 29, 1904). (4, a) Slk. A young man who was
reported to be coortin' his maister's dauchter, and to be ' settin'

oot ' ; which latter phrase meant that Jock was arraying himself

for conquest, Thomson Drummeldale (1901) 3. {!>) Dor. (E.CM.)
2. To plant. se.Lin. (J.T.B.) 3. sb. A slip ; a shoot.

n.Der. (S.B.) 4. pi. Rough horseplay such as is

common at fairs. Cum. (E.W.P.)
SETTEN TO, phr. Cum. Of milk: burnt and sticking

to the pan. (E.W.P.)
SETTING, vbl. sb. Sc. Pern. Hmp. 1. In comb. (1)

Setting-step, a step in the sword dance
; (2) -stick, a dibble.

(1) Sc. The next eight beats are for the ' setting step,' which is

done by springing up from the first position, placing the heel of

the left foot against the ball of the right toe ; then by springing up

and placing the right against the left, again repeating the left

against the right, and lastly the right against the left, the time

being repeated twice for this step, Sh. News (Mar. 2, 1901). (2)

Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

2. A charcoal-burner's term : see below.
Hmp. 'Twas piece work—so much a settin'. Old So-and-so got

me to go [charcoal] burnin' with 'n down at Calverley for a week.

And we burnt six settin's that week, Cornh. Mag. (Sept. 1903) 376.

SEVEN, num. adj. Irel. Cor. In phr. (1) seven sorrows

of the world, great sorrow
; (2) —year's love, the hedge-lily,

Convolvulus sepium.
(1) Don. I've fetched the seven sorras o' the wurrl' on me

thryin' for to rear up this vagabone o' mine, Macmanus O'Friel's

(1903) 4. (2) Cor. 3

SEWALL, sb. Wm.1 A slate of a rough, heavy kind.

So named after a well-known clergyman and schoolmaster of

Ambleside of the early part of last century. The term is used

only in the locality of Ambleside and neighbouring valleys.

SEWER, sb.
1 se.Lin. A main ditch for draining land.

(J.T.B.)
SEWER-GIRL, sb. s.Pem. A sempstress of any age.

(M.S.C.)
SEYNE, v. Cum. (E.W.P.) 1. With over : to make

an assignment or transfer. 2. Phr. to seyne ower to

mucky Billy, to give in before every effort has been made.

ISFETTLE, v. w.Yks. To infect ; to convey infection.

You'll sfettle me with your cold. The farmer was sfettled by

his own beasts, Lucas Stud. Nidderdale (c. 1882) 276.

SHACKLE-NET, sb. Cum. A poacher's net; see

below. See Schackle, v.
2 2 (6).

VOL. VI.

It consists of a bag-net of two-inch mesh, divided internally by
a partition of small mesh, considerably larger in dimensions than

is the large-meshed net, so that it hangs in folds inside the bag

;

the whole is suspended on a pole and is pushed by the wader
(E.W.P.).

SHADE, sb? 4. n.Cum. (J.H.H.)
SHADE, v.

1 n.Der. To take shelter from rain. (S.B.)

SHAEL, sb. Sh.I. A hen-roost or coop in a byre.
Efter da night A'm hed grovlin' ower da shael i' da dark byre,

Sh. News (Oct. 15, 1898).

SHAKE, sb. Hmp. In phr. jaminy shakes alive, an
exclamation. (H.R.)
SHAKY-DODDER, 5*. Wm. In phr. to be allofa shaky-

dodder, to be trembling with fright or cold. (B.K.)
SHALLOONS, sb. pi. w.Yks. A worsted material.

They were . . . about the first to start the worsted business, . .

the principal make being shalloons and wildbores, Cudworth
Bradford (1876) 330.

SHAME, v. Cum. In phr. to shame of, to be ashamed
of. (E.W.P.)
tSHANKS, sb. pi. Dur. Slates. (Hall.) [? Mistake

for the pins made of sheep-bones, which were formerly

used to fasten slates and called ' shanks.' (R.O.H.)]
JSHAP, sb.

2 Rnf. See below.
He'll brag . . . That peaches grow at dykeside shaps, By ditch

and rail, Barr Poems (1861) 234.

SHAVE, v.
1 Cor.8 In comb. Shave-the-wind, a niggard.

SHEAF-HELL, v. I em. To thatch loosely and tem-
porarily.

I'm thinkin' we 'Id better sheaf-hell the rick, master ; it looks

main watery to-night (J.S.O.T.).

SHEAR, sb.2 Sc. Not. Nrf. 1. pi. A ploughshare.
Nrf. 'Twud brak a shears to plough up that there gr'und ; 'twud,

so 'twud, Rhys Diverted Village (1903) 60.

2. The supports of a ' spile-tree ' (q. v.).

BnS (Jam., s.v. Spile-tree), Bnff. {ib.)

3. Phr. three shear, &c, applied to sheep that have been
shorn thrice, &c. Not.2

SHED, v.
2 and sb.5 Cum. Lan. 1. v. To separate

a sheep from the rest of the flock. Cum. (E.W.P.) 2. To
part the hair ; to part the wool on a sheep's back with the

fingers, ib. 3. Of ground : to slope. Lan. (H.M.)

4. sb. In phr. to put in the sheds, obs., to part the wool on

a sheep's back with the fingers and spread salve on the

skin. Cum. (E.W.P.)
SHEDDLE, v. 3. n.Lin. (E.P.)

SHEEP, sb. Cum. Lin. In comb. (1) Sheep's-crottels,

sheep-dung. Cum.4
{s. v. Crottels) ; (2) -trey, a hurdle.

se.Lin. (J.T.B.)

JSHEERWORT, sb. Dor. ? The wall-cress, Arabis

thaliana and A. deltoidea.

On my taking a small piece from my own garden to show to

the Dorsetshire man ... he at once said, ' That is what we call

sheerwort,' N. eV 0. (1871) 4th S. vii. 332 ;
ib. (1871) 4th S. viii. 57

;

An intelligent old man who has passed a long life in Dorsetshire

. . . said he knew it well, described it accurately, and told me that

it was common in the above county and eaten by the gypsies as

salad, ib. 115.

tSHEGGAN, sb. Sc. ? A reed.

The burnie neath the sheggan plays, An' a' is blythe an' cheerie,

Edwards Mod. Poets, XII. 341.

SHEPHERD, sb. Bck. Dor. In comb. (1) Shepherd's-

clock, (2) -joy, the pimpernel, Anagallis arvensis.

(1) s.Bck. Cornh. Mag. (July 1903) 52. (2) Dor. (E.CM.)

JSHERB-CORN, sb. e.An.1 [Not known to our

correspondents.]

SHIFT, sb. 13. n.Der. (S.B.)

SHIFT, v? Hmp. In phr. to shift a person's ear, to give

him a box on the ear. (H.R.)

SHILLER DOON,/>/zr. Sh.I. ? A noisy disturbance or

amusement.
Der a shiller doon o' a raant aside Gibbie da night, Sh. News

(Jan. 20, 1900) ; A regular shiller doon o' a rant at nicht, ib.

(Jan. 29, 1898).

SHIMMY, sb. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

JSHIMYLICK, sb. Sh.I. Also in form schmylick
5. & Ork.1 A gun, a fowling-piece. (Jam.), S. & Ork. 1
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JSHINE, adv. Som. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Entirely, utterly. (Hall.)

JSHINERS, sb. pi. Sh.I. ? A candlestick.
Da nine, da brazen shiners : Da eight, da holy waters, Spence

Flk-Lore (1899) 142 ; Stewart Tales (1892) 89.

JSHIRLING, sb.
1 Slk. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.]
The shy shirling sat snug in her corner, Hogg Tales (1838) 364,

ed. 1866.

SHIRLING, sb.2 Lakel. Loose stones at the base of
a mountain.
The banks of debris . . . are best known as scree or shirling,

Palmer Rambles (1902) 7.

SHLUIST, see Slust.
SHLUSTER,^. Per. To swallow ungracefully. (G.W.)
SHOAT, sb. n.Yks. An animal that does not thrive

;

a sheep-dog that has to be hounded on to work, or that
is intractable. Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Jan. 27, 1900). See
Shoot, sb. 6.

SHOCKELL, sb. War. In phr. to be on theshockell, to
neglect one's work through beer. (J.A.K.)
SHODTOOL, sb. n.Lin. (E.P.) i. q. Tool, 2.

SHOE, sb. Der. Pern. 1. In comb. Shoes-and-stock-
ings, the dog-violet, Viola canina. s.Pem. (M.S.C.)
2. A boot. n.Der. (S.B.)

JSHOMPOL, adv. Pern. Exceedingly.
s.Pem. Oh, 'tis cawld shompol to-day, 'tis enuff to make one

stiff (W.M.M.).
SHONK, adj. 2. Pem.
' How are you, neighbour ?

' ' Well, main shonk, considerin' '

(J.S.O.T.).

SHONKIN, sb. Pem. Small beer. (J.S.O.T.)
SHOOL, sb. 1. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
SHOO-ME-LONG,s6. Dor. The asparagus kale. (E.C.M.)
SHOPPING, sb. War. 3

SHORE, sb.
1 ne.Sc. Inv. A quay ; a wharf ; houses

or land near the wharves. (H.E.F.)
SHORT, adj. and sb. Dur. Ess. w.Cy. Dev. Also in

form shourt Dev. 1. adj. In comb. (1) Short beck,
a slate, 8fin. long; (2) -coated, short-tempered; (3)— merkles, a slate, 3ft. 2 in. long; (4) — on well, a slate,
2 ft. 61 in. long

; (5) — segrum, a slate, 2 ft. 9 in. long.
(1) w.Dur. 1 49. (2) Ess. That her sister should describe him

to her husband, later in the day, as having been wonderful ' short-
coated,' Burmester Lotfs Alice (1901) 126. (3, 4, 5) w.Dur. 1 49.
2. sb. In phr. can't make a short of naught, finds a diffi-

culty in doinganything. w.Cy., Dev. Reports Provinc. (1902).
tSHORT-CUTTER, sb. Obs. War. Meaning unknown.
Joseph Dicken, of Burminghim, co. Warwick, Short cutter,

Will (1722) in N. if Q. (1893) 8th S. iii. 247.

SHOT, sb.4 1 (3). War.3

SHOT, sb.5 Cum. A road or lane 3 ft. wide cleared
through Dubmill Scaur.
The principal shots run in a straight line from the shore sea-

wards, some of them as near and as parallel as the lines of a
railway. Those running parallel with the beach are called cross-
shots. When soft bait was used the lines were propped up on
large stones eighteen inches high, but when whelks, &c. were
used the lines were laid on the gravelly surface of the shot. Each
fisher-family had in the old days what was called a shot in which
to set their long lengths of cod-fish line, W. Cum. Times (Nov. 29,
1902) 8, col. 5.

SHOTTERY, adj. s.Pem. Shaky, tottering.
Mother's bad

; she've had a fit, and she have been real shottery
ever since (M.S.C).

JSHOWS, sb. pi. Lan. Refuse and cinders. Cf.
show, sb.

1

Coal used to be quarried in Scholes. . . It must, therefore, have
been worked at a very early period, and the heaps of shows (refuse
and cinders

;
the same name with the same meaning is still in use

in northern kitchens in the shape of scow-rake for raking up ashes)
would naturally give a name to the place. The natives also
describe it as Th' Scows, that is The Scholes, Folkard Industries
ofWigan (1889) in N. & Q. (1890) 7th S. ix. 255.
SHRAIL,.s6. Nrf. The mesh ofa fish-net. (M.C.H.B.)
SHRIKE, sb. Chs. The sandwich tern, Sterna

cantiaca. Pall Mall Mag. (Sept. 1901) 137.

SHROUD, sb. 2. War.3
, Wor. (E.S.), Wil. (G.E.D.)

SHUDDERY, adj. s.Not. Shuddering, shivering.

(J.P.K.) See Shudder, 1.

JSHURT, v. Obs. Nhb. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.]
The twa walk out to shurt themselves, Graham Moorl. Dial.

(1826) 16.

SHUTE TROUGH, sb. Dev. A sink. Reports Provinc.

(1902). See Shoot, sb. 3 (1).

SHUTTLE-FOOT, adj. s.Don. Having awkward feet,

turned outwards. Simmons Gl. (1890) s. v. Splayfoot.

SHY-WIDOWS,s6.//. War.3 The common fritillary,

Fritillaria Meleagris.

JSIAVE, v. Dor. 1 Meaning unknown.
Siave the hay wi' the maidens [cover them over with hay in

play],

SICKLE-HEADED, ppl. adj. Hrt. Of wheat : ready
for reaping. (E.S.F.) See Sickle, sb.

1 1 (2).

JSIDDLE-SIDDLE, adv. Per. With a sidelong move-
ment. Cf. sidle, 8.
The hen-taed snabs cam' siddle-siddle, Stewart Character

(1857) 44.

SIDE-CAST, sb. Cum.4
(s. v. Kest). Any swarm from

a bee-hive after the first.

JSIDE-LIKE, adj. n.Cy. Such-like. [? Misprint for

sikelike.] (Hall.)

+SILKASDDE, v. Lan. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] To ride aside. Thornber Hist. Blackpool (1837) 109.

SILLIFIED, ppl. adj. 1. s.Not. (J.P.K.)
SILLY-LOVERS, sb. pi. Som. The lords-and-ladies,

Arum maculatum. Cornh. Mag. (July 1903) 53.
JSIMEN, sb. n.Cy. A mispronunciation of ' salmon.'

(Hall.)
SIMIE, sb. 2. w.Cor. (M.A.C.)
SIMMER, v. 2. Cum. (E.W.P.)
JSIMPLE, v. Sc. Meaning unknown.
Men, like goats, did simple on the rock, Men did outlive the

eagle and the oak, Pennecuik Coll. (1787) 21.

SING, sb. Chs., n.Der. (S.B.) 1. A concert. Chs.,
n.Der. 2. The effect of a blow on the head ; a blow,
esp. a blow on the head. n.Der.
SINGING-THRUSH, sb. Der.1

(s. v. Throstle). The
song-thrush, Turdus musicus.
SINKER, sb. Cum. War. Wor. 1. A miner. Cum.

Lonsdale Upshot, st. 10. 2. pi. The heavy substances
which sink to the bottom when coal, coke, or ' breeze ' is

being washed. War., Wor. (E.S.)

SISKIN, see Sniskin.
SIT-FAST, sb. Cum. A whitlow. (E.W.P.) See

Sit, II. 3 (1, b).

JSITH, sb. Sc. In phr. oh sith ! an exclamation of
sorrow. Donald Poems (1867) 81.
JSITTIEFITTIE, sb. Slk. (Jam.) [Not known to our

correspondents.] A sea-bird.

SITTING-DOWN, sb. Cum. A settlement, esp. a
marriage settlement. Penrith Obs. (Mar. 1, 1904) 6. See
Sitting, 1 (2, b).

SIXTEEN, sb. w.Dur. 1
49. A slate, 1 ft. 10 in. lono-

SIZABLE,^'. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
SIZEINGOFF.^r. Wor. Of fruit : not all growing

to maturity, but with smaller ones dying and falling off.
(E.S.)

SIZZLE, v. Ant. To make a hissing sound, i.q
Sissle, V.

1 Water sizzled as it fell on the hot stones (S A B~T
SKAG, sb. 1. Dev.3

^.a.o.;.

JSKAIN, adj. Lan. Meaning unknown.
He looked onywhere between six an' twelve, oather fain or

skain, just as aw liked to tak it, Clegg Sketches (189=;)
SKATCH, sb. Lakel.2

(s. v. Askatch). See below
One who stands with his feet apart, or walks with them well

set out, has plenty o' ' skatch.'

SKEER, v. Wm.&Cum.1

JSKEERISH, adj. Som. Scarce.
Osses wool be skeerish when they've to work begun, Agrikler

Rhymes (1872) 75.
'



SKELBIN [171] SMUCKS
SKELBIN, sb. Abd. A splinter, thin piece ; used fig.

See Skelb.
Frae the crood there stappit forrit a wee thin skelbin n' a

mannie, y46rf. WjWy. Free Press (Mar. ig, 1904)
SKELLY, sb? n.Irel. A cast in the eye. (CA.W.)
SKENNER, sb. w.Yks. A circular piece of card-

board or thin wood which children throw edgewise in the
face of the wind. (B.K.)
SKEPPIT,/^/. adj. Abd. Having the hat tilted over

the eyes and nose from behind. Abd. Wkly. Free Press
(Oct. 8, 1904).
SKETCH, sb? Ant. Partial knowledge

; ability to do
certain things. (R.M.Y.)
tSKETTERISH, adj. ?e.Yks. ? Unsteady.
Neaver gain no fear at aw' o' crackin' o' the setties : fairm,

fairm they be, thoo sketterish o' their lukes, Blackmore Mary
Anerley (1879) xvii.

SKIFF, sb.
1
8. s.Pem. (M.S.C.)

SKILLET, sb. Pem. A brass preserving-pan. (J.S.O.T.)
SKILT, sb. Dmf. A contemptuous name for a girl.

i.q. Skilt, v?
I wadna be bothered wi' thae skilts o' hizzies noo-a-days,

Gallovidian (1903) V. 139.

SKIME, v.
1 2. Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 137.

SKIME, v? Pem. Ofcattle : to break out; of persons:
to wander the country at random.
Yes ; she's a main tidy cow, but very bad to skime (J.S.O.T.).

SKIMMINGTON, sb. Obs. Glo. See below.
Burning the Skimmington was a custom formerly carried out in

Upton St. Leonards. The idea was to ridicule a man beaten by
his wife. The effigy of the offender was first placed under pinlock

;

if paid for it was released and then burnt (H.S.H.).

SKIN, v. Sc. In phr. (1) skin the louse, a term of con-
tempt for a niggard

; (2) — the ring, a marble-playing
term ; see below.

(1) Kcb. Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 315. (2) Gall. His
marble performed the notable feat of ' skinning the ring.' It

knocked off all the three marbles that lay around, Crockett
Love Idylls (1901) 187.

^SKIRMISH, v? Edb. Meaning unknown.
Tinklers skirmishing the edges of brown plates they were trying

to make the old wives buy, Moir Mansie Wauch (1828) vi.

JSKIVE, v? Bwk. ? To move quickly.
Owre the brae we'll sune gang skivin'. Ca' your gird, Calder

Poems (1897) 219.

SKLYTER, sb. Abd. A term of reproach.
A muckle, sweer, eeseless, auld-wife sklyter, W. Watson Auld

Lang Syne (1903) 100.

SKONKE, sb. Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]
Part of a fishing-net.
Both trains [of nets] are tied together by the back rope and sole

or skonke, Hunter Georg. Ess. (1803) II. 571.

JSKONKLES, sb. pi. Cor. In phr. skonkles in the

klonker, an obstruction in the throat. (J.M.)
SKOO, see School, sb.2

JSKOOPACKS, sb. Sh.I. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A sheep. S. & Ork.1

SKOWFF, v. Abd. To drink or toss off.

Mary hed a sair leg, an' she eest t' seek a sup fusky t' rub it wi'.

Fin she got it she wid skowff it aff, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Sept.

12, 1903).

JSKRUNT, v. Rnf. Meaning unknown.
Without e'er list'ning to a motion For skruntin' to the land o'

Goshen, Finlayson Rhymes (1815) 20.

SKUG, sb. Dor. Also in form skugger. The mag-
pie, Pica rustica. (E.C.M.)
tSKUTE, sb.

3 1Mb.. Meaning unknown.
I remember him since he was a wee skute in his mother's arms,

Caine Deemster (1887) 141, ed. 1889.

SKWELKIN-KEN, sb. e.Yks. 1 A brothel.

SLAB, sb.
1 Pem. (J.S.O.T.), Cor." The outside cut of

a balk of timber.
SLABBERY, adj. Pem. Slippery. (J.S.O.T.)
JSLADE, sb? Irel. [Not known to our correspondents.]

A long, narrow spade, with a part of one side turned up at

right angles, used for cutting peat.

The peat is cut from the bog in brick-shaped blocks by means of

a peculiar spade known as a ' slade,' Huxley Physiography,

234 (CD.).

SLAGGERS, sb.pl. Cum. Dark calico or linen sleeves
worn by boys to protect their coat-sleeves when in school.
(E.W.P.)
SLAKE, v> Cum. To scamp work. (E.W.P.)
SLAM BANG, adv. Cor. 1

(s. v. Stram-bang). Quickly.
SLAMP, v. 2. War. 3

*

SLANT, sb.
1 Pem. An idle time. (J.S.O.T.)

SLAVER, sb. 6. Cum. (E.W.P.)
SLAY-ROOF, sb. Dev. Also in form slee-. A ' lean-

to ' roof. Reports Provinc. (1902).
SLEDGE-ROAD, sb. Lakel. An unmade track used

for, and fit only for sledges. (B.K.)
tSLEEAS, sb.pl. Yks. ? Misprint for cleeas, clothes.
Thoo's awlus kept back cash and sleeas, And forc'd me to hard

workin', Spec. Dial. (1800) 29.

JSLIEPER, sb. n.Cy. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] A sly, deceitful fellow. (J.L. 1783.) Cf. sliper,

s. v. Slipe.
SLIM, v.

1
5. Cum. (E.W.P.)

SLIMMY, adj. Cum. (E.W.P.) See Slim, adj. 1 (b).

SLIMSY, adj. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
SLING, sb? War.s
SLINGY, adj. Pem. Long-limbed and supple.

(J.S.O.T.)
+SLINK, v. Dev. Meaning unknown.
To folly full as great, some imp may lug her, And bid her slink

in Filch, and Abel Drugger, Peter Pindar Wks. (1816) I. 21.

SLIPE, sb. 20. Ess. (E.M.M.)
SLIT, sb. Cum. Of sheep : a lug-mark. (E.W.P.)
SLITHY, adj. Gall. Slippery. Gallovidian (1902)

IV. 71.
SLOUCH, sb.' 4. Cum. (E.W.P.)
JSLOUGH, sb? Sc. See below. Cf. slug, sb?
Dmf. Surely you keep good fires at Scotsbrig ? Surely you wear

the new Hawick sloughs? Jane finds hers very warm and nice,

Carlyle Lett. (1844) in Atlantic Monthly (1898) 677.

SLUBBER, v.
1 5. Hmp.

He slubbereth up the service, and cannot read the humbles
[Homilies], Capes Rural Life (1901) 147.

SLUE, see Slew, v.

SLUT-COVER, sb. w.Cor. A clean apron or pinafore

put on to cover a dirty frock. (M.A.C.)
SMALL FROG'S LETTUCE, phr. Cum.4

(s. v. Watter
Caltrops). Pondweed, Potamogeton crispus.

JSMARMER, sb. ? Ken. Meaning unknown.
The pond by Holtye Common, nearly twenty acres in extent,

used to be full of fish and ' smarmers,' Fishing Gazette (Nov. 22,

1890) 271, col. 2.

SMART, sb? Oxf. A third swarm of bees. (J.W.)
SMASHER, sb. Wor. The large, solid, stone wheel

revolving in a circular trough, used for crushing apples in

making cider. (E.S.)

SMITTABLE, adj. Gall. Infectious. See Smit, sb. 1

Whatna a trouble did ye say the laddie had on him? Is't smittable,

think ye? Crockett Love Idylls (1901) 197.

SMOKE-FARTHING, sb. Obs. Hmp. See below.
Each [parish] had to send its contribution yearly at Whitsuntide

to maintain the altar lights and incense in the Cathedral Church.

The dues were called by the quaint name of ' Smoke farthings,'

and boxes were kept in which the parishioners deposited their

coins, Capes Rural Life (1901) 34.

SMOTHER, sb. Lakel. Foam on the edges of a
flooded river. (B.K.)

tSMOUKIE, sb. Sc. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A species of bird of prey. Francisque-Michel
Lang. (1882) 135.

ISMOWE, ». Sc. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To stink.

My wounds smowe, an' ar corrup, RiddellPs. (1857) xxxviii. 5.

tSMUCKS, sb. pi. Sh.I. Fuel of some kind. See
below.
The fag ends and debris of Thomas' sawed-off timbers were

improvised as fuel over and above the usual twopenny sound
kishie of smucks, Sh. News (Feb. 5, 1898).

Z2



SMURGE [172] SOTTE

JSMURGE, v. Wm. To sneer; to jeer. Cf. smudge, v.
3

Tebay folk smurged at Orton folk (J.M.).

JSNABLIN, ppl. adj. Yks. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] ? ' Snaffling ' ; a term of contempt.
Getten oot, ye snablin' cur, Macquoid Doris Barugh (1877)

xlvii.

SNAG-SHEARS, sb.pl. Wm. A pair ofshears having
one short strong blade, and the other in the form of a loop
into which the former fits. (B.K.)
SNAKES'-EYES, sb. pi. Dor. The wood-anemone,

Anemone Nemorosa. (E.C.M.)
SNAP-CAR, sb. Cum. A light cart having the body

separate from the shafts. (E.W.P.)
SNAPER,s£. Cum. A snub. (E.W.P.) SeeSnape,^.
JSNAPMAKER, sb. Obs. Sc. ? Pistol-maker.
Edb. Maister Duncan, lorimer and snapmaker to my lord,

Beatty Secretar (1897) 236.

SNARBLED, ppl. adj. Gall. ? Pinched, shrivelled.
Ye peetifu', wee, snarbled craitur, Crockett Dark o' Moon

(1902) 103.

JSNARE, v. Cum. Wm. To call in a dog. Nicolson
(1677) in Trans. R. Soc. Lit. (1868) IX. ? A mistake for

snape.

SNARLY, adj. 3. Wor. (E.S.)

JSNATTER, v. Sc. Meaning unknown.
Abd. We're snattering and swimming overhead and ears in

talk, Cobban Angel of Covt. (1898) 144.

SNEAK, sb. Pern. A slug (not a snail). (J.S.O.T.)
See Sneak.
SNICKLE, sb. and v. Lakel. Yks. Lin. e.An. 1. sb.

A slip-knot. See Snickle.
e.An. 1 Tie it in a snickle, not in a tight knot.

2. pi. Fig. Difficulties ; wiles.
n.Yks 2 They gat him into their own snickles.

3. v. To snare ; to catch in a snare or noose.
Lakel. 2 He could snickle eels.

4. To smother. Lin.1 5. With up: to pucker,
wrinkle up.

Lin. So long as it [a caul or silly-hood] keeps, he is well, but if

it 'snickles up' he is dead, Lin. N. & Q. 169, n.Lin. 1 That
paaper's gotten raain'd on, an' is all snickl'd up. Th' ohd dog '11

bite yS if yS doan't mind ; he's snicklin' up his noase noo.

SNIDY, adj. Cmb. Of apples : shrivelled, wizened.
(W.W.S.)
JSNIFNICK, sb. Lakel. 2 [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] A game played in St. John's.
+SNIP, sb. Sc. Meaning unknown.
For nae gear would I boon your snips, It was unlucky, Penne-

cuik Coll. (1787) 14.

tSNIPILT, v. Obs. Slk. Meaning unknown.
Rinnin' snipiltin' after the bits o' wenches ! Hogg Tales (1838)

238, ed. 1866.

+SNISH, adj. Nrf. [Not known to our other correspon-
dents.] Quiet, silent.

When hearing of any news not for publicity, you are requested
to be snish about it (M.C.H.B.).

JSNITER, sb. Lei.1 A piece ofwood used for levelling
a measure.
SNOOK, v. 6. War.3

SNOT, sb.
1
3. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)

JSNOTTIES, sb. pi. Obs. Bnff. The nostrils.
Tho' sair 1 work your bread to win, Yet little thank ye do me

cun
;
Pox n' your snotties An' i' your coatties, Taylor Poems

(1787) 25.

SNUFF, sb. 1 3. Cum. (E.W.P.)
+SNYITHE, adv. Obs.,Wgt. ? At once. ? A misprint

for swythe.
Bad hir snyithe pack hir furthe harlot Lowne, Fraser Wigtown

(1877) 392.

+SNYST, sb. Sc. Meaning unknown.
Ye wad . . blaw i' the lug o' Sathan, an' . . haud him up in

snysts an' birsles till the maw o' him's as fu's a cout amang clover,
St. Patrick (1819) II. 191 (Jam.).

JSOAMEDY, adj. w.Yks. Also in form soamdy.
So many.
Like soamedy sheep in a field, Binns Yks. Wkly. Post (Feb.

22, 1896) ; Ther'd be soamdy i' one side, an' soamdy o' t'other,

Leeds Merc. Suppl. (Dec. 24, 1897).

SOCK, sb.7 Kcb. A socket.

He cut it an' gaed back rejoicin', an' fittit it intae the sock o' the

leister, Trotter Gall. Gossip (1901) 467.

SODE, v. Pern. To face with sods as a newly-made

fence. (J.S.O.T.)

tSOE, sb.
2 Cor. A friend. Cf. soce.

Our poor vanished soe is either lying down there in aal they

stones and ashes, or he is not, Wood Edina (1876) pt. 1. xvi.

SOFT, adj. Sc. I.Ma. 1. In comp. Soft-dud, a weak-

ling; one who cannot stand cold or wet without injury.

Cai. 1 2. Of the weather : damp. I.Ma. (E.G.)

SOG, sb.3 Pem. A stupid, semi-comatose condition,

the result of drink or disease.

I don't know rightly what's the matter with father. A's like

in a sog all his time (J.S.O.T.).

+SOIL, v.5 Irel. To smile. (M.B.-S.)

JSOKE, sb.
z Slk. Meaning unknown.

A light soke is easily worn an' a light yoke is easily borne,

Hogg Tales (1838) 281, ed. 1866.

SOLE, sb.
1 Cum. Nrf. In comb. (1) Sole-end, the

backward continuation of a cart, which serves to protect

the end-board as well as the back-bar when the cart is

cowped
; (2) -'s-socks, in phr. to give a person sole's-socks,

to beat him ; (3) -tree, see below.
(1) Cum. (E.W.P.) (2) Nrf. (M.C.H.B.) (3) Cum. They had props

under the lump standing on the sole-tree, W. Cum. Times (May 23,

^9°^ 3i col. 1.

JSOLE, sb.5 Chs. In phr. no sole sib'd, nothing akin.

Gough MS.
SOLEMN, adj. Cor. 3 Serious.
' The heart is a solemn thing,' said of a woman who had attacks

of the heart.

tSOLEMNCHOLY, adj. Fif. Solemn, sober ; in gen.
slang use.

He's a very solemncholy youth, Will'am Oliphant, Meldrum
Margre'del (1894) 67.

SOLING, sb. Nrf. In phr. to give a person a soling, to
beat him. (M.C.H.B.)
SOME, adj. and adv. Lan. Wor. Pem. 1. adj. Great

in quantity. Wor. (E.S.) 2. adv. Somewhat, slightly.

Lan. Walkden Diary (ed. 1866) 68. s.Pem. (M.S.C.)
ISOMER, adj. Glo. ? Summer.
A man is recorded to have died suddenly at ' a solemn somer

meeting, wherein his son was to be a cheese-stickler/ N. d/ Q.
(1867) 3rd S. xii. 245.

JSOMPAN, sb. Lan. An example.
I'll mak thee a sompan, Axon Flk. Sng. (1870) 16.

SONG, sb. Sc. In phr. nothing to make a song of, ' no
great shakes.' (Jam., s. v. Things.)
JSONSE, v. Der.2 [Not known to our correspondents.]

To eat.

SOOK, v. Or.I. To throw with violence.
Sheu up' wi' a hard paet, an' sookid hid on him wi' a velleye,

Dennison Sketches (ed. 1904) 22.

SOOLY, adj. Lan. Of metal, &c. : dull, not bright.
(S.W.)

s

SORE, adj. and adv. Sc. Irel. In comb. (1) Sore-heady,
a cake

; see below
; (2) -working, hard-working.

(1) Abd. A small, round, or cylindrical penny cake wrapt in
buttered paper, so called from its supposed resemblance to a
person with a 'sair heid,' who thinks to get relief by wearing
a light bandage round the head (A.W.). (2) Don. Playin' off yer
natural thricks upon an oul' man and a sore-workin' wan Mac-
man us O'Friel's (1903) 35.

SORRY, adj. s.Pem. In phr. sorry after, sorry for
the loss of.

I shall be real sorry after him. I was really sorry after her

SOST, ppl. adj. w.Yks. Bemired. i. q. Soss si.1We are almost sost with plother (EX.).
tSOTH, adj. Sus. Of hay. Meaning unknown.
Ya may lay down in dat dere pen among dat good soth hay,
jwer Tom Cladpole (1831) st. 38.Lowek
JSOTTE, sb. Som. [Not known to our correspondents 1A stoat. (Hall.)

'j



SOUGH [173] STICKY

JSOUGH, sb.5 w.Yks. Meaning unknown.
Afterfindin talla an sough anhugd it ta t'warehas, TomTreddle-

hoyle Bairnsla Ann. (1875) 62.

JSOUTHY, adj. Cum. Ample, plentiful, free in giving,
hospitable. A mistake for fouthy.
Southy [fouthy, ed. 1805] crops o' beans an' bigg, Stagg Misc.

Poems (ed. 1807) 65. ne.Cum. (E.W.P.)
JSOVEREIGN-WOOD, sb. Ess. A plant; 'the southern-

wood, Artemisia Abrotanum.
A wall fragrant with sovereign wood, Baring Gould Mehalah

(1885) 117.

SOWEN, sb. and v. Abd. 1. sb. In comb. Sowen's-
night, Christmas Eve, O.S.

Christmas or Auld Yule was then held on the fifth day of

January, and the night preceding was ' Yule Even ' or ' Sowens
Nicht.' Sowens Nicht, however, was fixed by arrangement, so

that we had the young people of two or three families to share
our sowens, bread, cheese, and ale, and we in turn went and
shared theirs, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 95.

2. v. To smear with ' sowens.'
It was then quite a common [Christmas] practice to go with a

pailful of sowens, and with a whitewashing brush ' sklaich ' the

doors and windows of dwelling-houses after the inmates had re-

tired to their beds. The houses selected for ' sowening ' in this

way were usually those of the near-b'gyaun and unsociable folks,

who never gave nor accepted of invitations for ' Yule Sowens ' . . .

I once accompanied my sister ... to 'sowens' the door of an old

maid in the vicinity, ib. 96.

tSOWLY, adj. Oxf. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] Hot, sultry. (Hall.) [(K.)]

SPACK, sb. Dor. The wooden lever put in the

capstan to which the horse is attached for drawing up the

'quare'-cart. (E.C.M.)
JSPAIRK, v. Dmf. Meaning unknown.
Speranza, thou spairkin Goody ! Hope, my little lassie ! Carlyle

Lett. (July 24, 1836).

JSPANIEL, sb. s.Cy. A fetter for binding an animal's

legs together. [A mistake for spancel.]
Qu. if not the S. nameforN. 'langholds.' Langholds, spanielsupon

horses' feet, Thoresey Lett. (1703) ; Hunter Hallamshire Gl.

(1879) 123.

SPAWLDROCHIE, sb. Abd. A long-legged fellow.

He being a spawldrochie of six and a half feet, W. Watson Auld
Lang Syne (1903) 105.

SPEAK, v.
1 Per. To bespeak.

I'll mebbe gang in masel' to speak a new pair o' boots, Mac-

Gregor Souter's Lamp (1903) 25.

SPECK, sb. Dor. The lavender, Lavandula spica.

(E.C.M.)
JSPELLYCOAT, sb. n.Cy. A ghost. (Hall.) [A

mistake for shellycoat.]

JSPIFFINS, sb. pi. Dur. [sprfinz.] In phr. as sure

as spijfins, quite sure. (I.W.)

JSPIG, sb. Gall. [Not known to our correspondents.]

? A spigot ; a tap.

The bodies, loes a spig, for a' their phrase, Lauderdale Poems

(1796) 60.

tSPIGGANS,s6.^/. Cor. Elves. [Mistake for spriggans.]

In Cornwall the spiggans or elves meet, it is said, at the bottom

of deep mines, Yks. Illus. Mthly. (Jan. 1884) 101.

SPILE, sb. 4. War.3
, Pern. (J.S.O.T.)

SPILL-ROOT, sb. Dev. A tap-root. Reports Provinc.

(1902).

JSPINK, sb.5 Don. Meaning unknown.
Considherin' to meself what was most like a stone on Barnes-

more spink, Macmanus Bend of Rd. (1898) 248 ;
It's walk into

kingdom-come I'd do, either by way of a bog-hole or a spink,

Harper's Mthly. (Oct. 1899) 739.

JSPIRNLINGS, sb. pi. Gall. 'Small burn trout.

Mactaggart Encycl. (1824).

SPITTLE, sb.
1 Cum.4

(s. v. Cuckoo Spit). Frothy

matter seen on plants in early summer.
SPLODGE, v. War.3

JSPLORE, adj. Lnk. Meaning unknown.
Despite the bigot crew Who stand aback, ne'er dreaming, as

they fling Their little splore pearls on him as the dew, Wardrop

7. Mathison (1881) 54- „ ,„ T „. .. .

lSPONK,s&. Pern. Fits and starts. s.Pem. (W.M.M.)

tSPONSHEES, sb. pi. Irel. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Meaning unknown.
Such sponshees as he made over ditches and rivers, Kennedy

Fireside Stories (1870) 148.

tSPOOM, v. s.Sc. Meaning unknown.
A hungry stane hawk spooming down the quarry after some

ravens, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 323.

SPRACKEN, v. Glo. (H.S.H.)
JSPRAP, v. Shr. To prop up, support. Bound

Provinc. (1876) s. v. Sprag.

JSPRIG, sb. Suf. [Not known to our correspondents.]
A spot or clot of blood.

I ruttle wonnerful, and raise little doddy sprigs o' blood, e.An.

Dy. Times (1892).

SPRINGLE, sb. 3. Pern. (J.S.O.T.)
tSPROUT, sb. 2 War. A struggle. B 'ham Wkly. Post

(June 17, 1893) ; War.1
? A mistake for sprunt.

JSPUNT, v. Yks. [Not known to our correspondents.]
To give way. w.Yks. N. &* Q. (1854) 1st S. x. 400.

SPURGAW, v. Sc. To apply spurs ; to gall with
spurs ; also used fig.
Lnk. If I were uppermost again, I shall ride hard and spurgaw

well, Walker in Biog. Presb. (ed. 1827) I. 59. Gall. They had

spurgawed me over too sorely with their catechisms and testi-

monies when I was young, Crockett Love Idylls (1901) 319.

SPURS, sb. pi. s.Dev. The pieces of bent stick by
which the hay-bands of a thatch are secured. (W.C.P.)

tSQUALLOP, sb. Dev. Meaning unknown.
He's a poor slack-willed squallop at the best, Zack On Trial

(1899) 214.

SQUANDER, v. Pern. (M.S.C.)

JSQUILT, v. Lan. Meaning unknown.
Squilting like a duck in thunder, Harland & Wilkinson Leg.

(1873) 193.

SQUIRCH, v. s.Wor. To drive away hastily.

Thay pigs be i' the gorden, squirch 'em out (H.K.).

XSTA.G, adj.2 w.Yks. Applied to a penknife ; meaning
unknown.

Ifthey'r stag they want heftin, Bywater Sheffield Dial. (1839)34.

JSTALE, sb.5 n.Irel. ? The butt of a stack.

Sweep the board, or rake the stale, and kieve the bin, Lays and
Leg. (1884) 37-

tSTANG, sb.
3 Dev. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A cider-making term.
The cider was of the finest strain, 'three stang three,' as they

called it, Blackmore Perlycross (1894) viii.

STANG-END, sb. Cum. The bumper or backward
continuation of a cart which serves to protect the end-

board as well as the back-bar when the cart is cowped.
(E.W.P.) See Stang, sb.

2

JSTARTHOWL, sb. ? Obs. Sc. Meaning unknown.
The starth-owl, worst of all prodigious fowls, Maidment Ballads

(1868) 25.

JSTCHIVEN, sb. N.I.
1 [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A kind of sea-wrack on which pigs are sometimes

fed.

JSTEARY, sb. Nhb. ?A noisy person, one who
makes a commotion. Cf. steer, v.

2

She laid on whisky-whasky and held like a steary, Allan Coll.

Sngs. (1891) 13 ;
Nhb. 1

tSTEED, sb. Wxf. In phr. to clap steeds to one's horse,

meaning unknown.
So I clapped steeds to my horse, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867)

162.

STETCHES, sb. pi. Cmb. Stilts. (W.W.S.)

STICK, sb.
1 Cum. In phr. off the stick end, ' on the

spur of the moment'
;
promptly.

Wilson med a sang aboot t'parson. He med it reet off o' t'stick

en', Waugh Fisherman's Defence (1807) 41; He went reet to

wa'rk off t'stick en' (E.W.P.).

STICK-FROG, sb. Shr. A blunt, clumsy-looking knife.

Bound Provinc. (1876).

STICKY, adj. Dev. In phr. to have stickyfingers, to

be dishonest.
He've got sticky fingers where money's the question, Phill-

potts Good Red Earth (1901) 28.
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JSTIDDLE, v. Lnk. To straddle.
Specs without e'en shanks On his nose to stiddle, Miller

Willie Winkie { 1863) 29, ed. 1902.

JSTILE, sb.3 Obs. Edb. Meaning unknown.
Sometimes I dwelt in the Border, With outlaws, and these

stubborn stiles, Before your Lordships took good order, Penne-
cuik Wks. (1715) 395, ed. 1815.

JSTILKY-CLOGS, sb. pi. Dmf. Meaning unknown.
Poor brute, it cannot help being supple and riding as with

stilky-clogs at his feet, Carlyle Lett. (1842) in Atlantic Mthly.
(Oct. 1898) 458.

STILLBORN, adj. Ess. Ofchildren: unbaptized. (J.W.)
JSTIME, sb? Wil. Work done by the piece. (J.W.)

Cf. stem, sb.3

STING-NETTLE, sb. Dor. The stinging-nettle, Urtica
dioica. (E.C.M.) See Sting, v? 1 (4, b).

STINKING-WEED, sb. Cum. 4
(s. v. Dead-nettle). The

purple dead-nettle, Lamium purpureum.
STINTAGE, sb. Nhb. Land on which only a limited

number of sheep or cattle may be pastured. Leeds Merc.
Suppl. (Jan. 27, 1900). See Stint, v. 5.

STIRABOUT, sb. War.3

STITCH, v. s.Wor. To put beans together tied at

the top. (H.K.) i.q. Stetch, sb. 3

ISTITCH, sb.3 Slg. Meaning unknown.
He's but a clumsy careless b—ch, That couldna clink a hammer

stitch, Muir Poems (1818) 25.

STITCH-STARK, adj. n.Cy. Naked.
As God made me is good enough for me. . . And that's just stitch-

stark, Ollivant Danny (1903) 267.

STOAT, sb. 1. Dor. (E.C.M.)
STOCK, sb. 5. Cum. (E.W.P.)
STOCK-HOLE, sb. Obsol. e.Sus. A hollow in the

masonry at the back of an open fireplace in which tinder,
matches, &c. were kept. (A.F.K.)
STOCKING, sb. 2. n.Lan.1

STOKE, v.
3 Pern. To grub up furze, &c. (J.S.O.T.)

STONE, sb. Som. Cor. 1. In comb. Stone-chatter,
the stonechat, Praiincola rubicola. Cor.3 2. The weight,
usually of iron, used with a beam and scales. w.Som.1

(s.v. Weight-stone).

JSTONGA, adj. Nrf. Of the weather : hot, clear, and
calm. (P.H.E.)
STOOP, v.

2 Pern. To bend down the head of a beast
by means of a rope. (J.S.O.T.)
tSTOOP, v.

4 Dev. ? To commence cutting.
'Twon't do to stoop a poun' a budder in marnin' and finish'n

by night, Pulman Rustic Sketches (1842) 144, ed. 1871.
STOOTER, v. Abd. To stumble.
Fin wir heids are fite an' wir feet some stooterin', Abd. Wkly.

Free Press (Sept. 12, 1903).
STOP-DOG, sb. Hmp. A deer-hound held in leash.

White Selborne (1788) 19, ed. 1904.
STOPPING, sb. Lth. Scotsman (Dec. s, 1902).
STOPPLE, sb* Pem. (J.S.O.T.)
tSTORT, sb. Der. War. In phr. none of thy storts,

meaning unknown. Der.2
, War. (J.RW )

STOT(T, v.
1 4. Cum. (E.W.P.)

STOTTY, adj. Dev. Of dough or porridge : lumpy.
(R.P.C.)

tSTOUGH, v. Gall. Meaning unknown.
Wi' supper in his kyte weel fed, Composed o' unco mixie

maxies, Whilk stough thegether waur than braxies; Mactaggart
Encycl. (1824) 189, ed. 1876.

STOUND, v.
2 and sb.* 1, 0. Pem. (J.S.O.T.)

STOUT-CHEESE, sb. Som. A large Cheddar cheese
(W.F.R.)
STRADDLE-LEGS, adv. War. In phr. to sit straddle-

legs, to sit astride like a man. (C.T.O.)
STRAKE, v.

B Wm. 1 To throw a marble against
a flat surface, such as a door, so that it rebounds within
a span of a previous player's marble.
STRALER, sb. Cum. A sheep that has gone astrav

on the fells. (E.W.P.)
y

STRANGER, sb.2 n.Yks. A brick or tie-stone going
through the entire thickness of a wall. (I.W.)

STRENGTH, sb. 2. War.3
, Wor. (E.S.)

JSTRICKLE, sb. Dev. A tool used by thatcners.

(R.P.C.)
STRIFFS, sb. pi. w.Nrf. The death-struggle.

(M.C.H.B.)
STRING, sb.

1 Pem. The after-birth of a cow.

(J.S.O.T.)
STRING, v. Abd. See below.
Of late the want of genial showers has been telling on the

young [turnip] plants, and many of them have gone off" after

'stringing ' in the drills, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (June 18, 1904).

STRIP, v. 6. Wor. Francis Manor Farm (1903) 236.

STRIPEY, sb. Sc. A red and yellow worm used for

bait. MacGregor Souter's Lamp (1903) 289.

+STRODE, pret. Dev. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] Threw. (Hall.)
STROLL, sb.

1 Dev. (W.C.P.) Of hay : a long roll.

Hence Strolling-rake, sb. a rake for putting hay into

'strolls.'

STUB, sb.2 Dor. A small stick for driving a donkey
or horse. (E.C.M.)
ISTUE, v. n.Sc. Meaning unknown.
I'll lea' to you my bonny nib That used to stue the corn, Buchan

Ballads (1828) 266, ed. 1875.

JSTUGUE, sb. Wxf. In phr. to fall in a stugue,

meaning unknown.
He began to think that his inside would be all gone, and that

he'd fall in a stugue on one of the big diamond-shaped flags of the

floor, Kennedy Banks Boro (1867) 337.

STUGUE, v. Wxf. With up : meaning unknown.
[To] beg some good Christian to give him a drink of could wather

or he'd stugue up, ib. Evenings Duffrey (1869") 353.

JSTULTITIOUS, adj. Lei. 1 Sulky, ill-tempered.

STUNT, adj. 3. e.Yks. (J.W.)
STUPE, sb. 2. War.3

JSTYAM-NAK'D,a<#. Dur. Destitute of all covering.

[? Misprint for styan-naked.] Gibson Up-Weardale Gl.

(1870).
^SUBSET, v. Yks. To underlet. See Set, v. 33.
Subsetting, underletting or assigning over the lease to a third

person at the pleasure of the lessee or tenant, Marshall Review
(1808) I. 362.

JSUCCUBATION, sb. Obs. N.Cy.2 In form stimu-
lation (Hall.). The pruning of trees.

SUDSMAN, sb. Lakel. A dealer.
He was also sudsman (dealer), brewer, harvester, wager,

ditcher, &c, De Quincey, quoted in Dy. Dispatch (Aug. 5, 1904) 7.

SUE, v.
2 Hrt. Of mud: to ooze up. i.q. Sew, v.

2 2.
To describe mud oozing up, it is said ' it sued and gulled up

'

(E.S.F.).

SUGAR-SPOONS, sb. pi. Pem. A kind of shell.

(J.S.O.T.)
JSULFUR OF COLD, phr. Cum.4 A cold that is

difficult to get rid of. (s.v. Surfeit.)

JSUMA, sb. e.Som. A small cup made of blue and
white stone-ware. W. & J. Gl. (1873).
SUMMER, s*.

1 and v. Cum. War. Wor. 1. sb. In
comp. Summer-queening, an early-ripening apple of
a delicate flavour and streaked with red. War., Wor.
(E.S.) 2. v. In phr. to summer and winter, to know
a person long enough to become thoroughly acquainted
with his character. Cum. (E.W.P

)

JSUMPLE, sb.2 Edb. A fool, simpleton. Cf. sumph.
Gang hame to your ain bitch and stapp her tongue, ye puir

sumple, Beatty Sea-etar (1897) 155 ; Haud your tongue, you
sumple, ib. 258.

SUMP-WASP, sb. Cum.4
(s.v. Gutter-wasp). A fly

resembling a wasp, often seen on the edge of water in
a ditch.

"

SUNDAY-NIGHT, sb. w.Yks. Hmp. A children's
singing game ; see below.
The children stand in a row with backs against a wall or fence,

whilst one stands out and stepping backwards and forwards to the
tune sings the first verse. Then she rushes to pick out one,
taking her by the hands and standing face to face with her, sings
the other verse. Then the two separate their hands, and standing
side by side sing the first verse over again, taking another girl
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from the row, and so on again, Gomme Games (1898) II. 221-2.

[For rhymes see Gomme *6.]

SUN SHINES, phr. Abd. A children's singing game
;

see below.
' The sun shines above and the sun shines below, And a' the

lasses in this school is dying in love I know, Especially (girl's

name), she's beautiful and fair; She's awa wi' (a boy's name) for

the curl o's hair. In comes (girl's name) mother, with the glass

in her han', Says—My dearest daughter, I'm glad you're gettin' a

man, I'm glad you're gettin' a man, and a cooper to trade, And let

a' the world say he is a rovin' blade.' All sing to ' especially,' boy
chooses girl, and then the two whirl round, and all sing to the end,

Gomme Games (1898) II. 222.

JSUPPLE, sb. Dmb. Meaning unknown. Cf. swipple,
sb.1

Canty Johnnie, as he gaed hame, Near Charlie's waefu' turn,

His supples cam' against a stane, And tumbled in the burn,
Taylor Poems (1827) 15.

JSURCHTE, sb. Wxf. 1 A piece of writing ; a letter,

note ; a bill.

SURELY, adv. 1 (2), 2. War.3

tSUSE, pron. Lan. [Not known to our correspon-
dents.] She. (Hall.) ; Holloway.
tSUSKET, sb. Per. Meaning unknown.
Her sae sickened wi' a susket Sent frae the muzzle o' a musket,

Spence Poems (1898) 183.

JSUTE, adj. Stf.
1 Cunning. ? Misprint for cute.

SWADDLINS, sb. pi. Per. MacGregor Souter's

Lamp (1903) 203.

SWANAGE, sb. Dor. (E.C.M.) In comb. (1) Swanage-
rat, an inhabitant of Swanage

; (2) — Turk, aquarryman.
SWANSEA-RAIN, sb. Pem. Rain from the south-east.

(J.S.O.T.)

JSWAP, sb. Lnk. A manufactured article of some
kind.

Gorbals—the place was famous for manufacture of fire-arms,

drums, spinning-wheels, cuckoo-clocks, and swaps, J. Muir
Glasgow Streets (1899) 40.

JSWARTH, sb* w.Yks. Meaning unknown.
Some among them will be capt at this poaching, for I think the

swarth has been kept on it by all that have heard it hitherto,

Snowden Web of Weaver (1896) xix.

SWASHMENT, sb. Cum. Any poor weak beverage.
(E.W.P.) See Swash, 7.

SWATHE, sb. and v. 1, 5. War.3

JSWAYBLADE, sb. w.Yks. ? A misprint for tway-
blade, Listera ova/a. Lee Flora (1888) 432.
JSWAYGE, v. Cor. To wring the hands. [Misprint

for swayze.]
His wife came out swayging her hands, Thomas Randigal

Rhymes (1895) 7.

SWEEP, sb.
1 Wm. A hurdle into which thorn-boughs

have been interwoven, used to brush grass before mowing.
(B.K.)

SWEEPING-BRUSH, sb. s.Pem. A hair or carpet-

broom. (M.S.C.)
SWEERTY, sb. Abd. A fit of laziness. See Sweart.
Lots o' things like ploos an' that maun blaud stannin' aboot fae

a'e 'ear's en' till anidder, an' nae pitten inside for sweerty t' dee't,

Abd. Wkly. Free Press (May 9, 1903).

SWEET, adj. Sc. In comp. (1) Sweet-heap, (2)

-heat, home-brewing terms ; see below. ? i.q. Sweat.
(1) The malt was spread out evenly on the barn floor . . . till the

grains 'could chalk the nail.' . . It was then ready for the 'sweet
heap,' Scotsman (Aug. 20, 1901). (2) When it had reached the

proper point of ' sweet ' heat it had to be kiln-dried at once, ib.

SWEET-BETSY, sb. Oxf. The plant London Pride,

Saxifraga umbrosa. (J.D.)
SWEETEN, v. 2. War. 3

, Wor. (E.S.) 4. Gall. (A.W.)
SWEETHEART, v. Cum. (E.W.P.) To seduce.

SWEETIE, sb. Abd. A considerable sum.
Aw'm thinkin' it cost them a sweetie t' bide at the Strath, Abd.

Wkly. Free Press (Aug. 8, 1903).

JSWIB, v. and sb. Dur. Meaning unknown. Gibson
Up-Weardale Gl. (1870).
JSWICKER, v. Sc. Of a stream : meaning unknown.
The burnie brattled an' bickered And birled an' swirled an'

swickered, Edwards Mod. Poets, 9th S. 71.

SWIGGEN, sb. Pem. A drink made of sour oatmeal.

(J.S.O.T.)
SWIME, sb. and v. s.War. (H.K.) i.q. Swim, sb.

2

and v.
2
1, 4.

SWINBAR, sb. Cum. The diagonal bar fixed across

the horizontal bars of a gate to keep it rigid. (E.W.P.)
See Swin.
SWING, adj.2 Dev. Meaning unknown.
You'm gettin' so fast an' so swing an' so hairy, there b'ain't no

doin' nothin' with *ee ! Ford Postle Farm (1899) 2I2 -

tSWIRMY, adj. Sus. Meaning unknown.
He cum in dat roupy an swirmy as de mistus ge a skreel,

Jackson Southward Ho (1894) I. 389.

TAB, si.
1 Cum.Wm. 1. //. The lappets on a child's

dress ; the ends of braces. e.Cum. (E.W.P.) 2. Ribbon
for tying short sleeves on the shoulder. n.Cum. (E.W.P.)
3. A long, narrow field or enclosure ; the narrow end of

a field, &c.
Wm. 1 Gan en put beease in to tab end i' t'girt meeda.

TABLE-MAID, sb. Cum. A parlour-maid. (E.W.P.)
TAG-LAG, sb. Cum. Of a farm crop: great plenty,

an embarras de richesse. (EW.P.)
TAH, v. War.3

TAHTLE, v. 1. Cum. (E.W.P.) Also written tartle.

TAIL, sb. Cum. Dor. Cor. 1. In comp. (1) Tail-post,

the stout post at the foot of a cow-stall, into which the

ramp, forming with the boards the divisions between
the stalls, is tenoned. Cum. (E.W.P.) ; (2) -rackle,

wanton ; lacking prudence, ib. 2. Phr. (1) to have

a bit switch with the tail, said of a woman of loose

character. Cum. (E.W.P.)
; (2) to keep the tail in water, to

prosper, ib. 3. A skirt. Dor. (E.C.M.) 4. Mining
term : the name given to the contents of a ' buddle ' con-

taining the earthy matter and refuse with but a very small

percentage of tin ore. Cor.3

TAKEN, pp. Cum. In phr. taken up at —, found at.

Often seen in advertisements. ' Taken up at — . Will be returned

to the owner on paying expenses ' (M.P.).

TALLY-IRON, sb. War.3

TANNY, adj. Sc. Dark-complexioned, tawny.
Per. Sinclair Simple Lays (1813) 19. Dmf. A plump, ripe

weane, A tanny, din, or half a cane, Kennedy Poems (1823) 68.

JTANTERWALLUPS, sb. Dur. Meaning unknown.
As Laird Forster was riding alang the sands, As he, or ony other

gentleman might dee, Spottee cam out, his tanter-wallups did flee,

His horse teuk the boggle, and off flew he, Bishoprick Garl. (1784)

52, ed. 1834.

JTANTING, ppl. adj. Sc. ? Stormy, squally.

Send us not a ranting, tanting, tearing win', but a thuddering,

duddering drying one, N. &= Q. (1868) 4th S. i. 163.

TAPLY, adj. Dev. Suitable, appropriate, fit.

The old woman asked sternly ' if it was a taply moment for

sich a quandary as thact?' Madox-Brown Dwale Bluth (1876)

bk. 1. iv.

TAP-WEES, sb. Wil. (K.) i.q. Tap-ooze (q.v., s.v.

Tap, sb.
2
).

TARGE, sb.2 Cum. A lunge.

He was shoving me along . . . and then he made a ' targe ' at
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me, and got the handcuffs on, W. Cum. Times (Mar. 12, 1904) 5 :

(E.W.P.)
TARfR, sb. 3. n.Der. (S.B.)
TASH, sb? n.Yks. A horse's halter. (I.W.)
TASH, v. 1. Der.
If thet isna Miss Thorpe's new body slip as yo've dizened

yorsen out in. For shame's sake, Priscilla, go and get it off afore
yo' tash it any worse, Glaiser Tales in Co-operative News (May 16,
i9 3) 5°7-

TATHIL, sb. Fif. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-
spondents.] A table. Cf. taffel.

TAUF, sb. Ken. 1 (s.v. Caving), e.Ken. (P.M.) i.q.
Toff, sb.2

TEA, sb. Lan. In comb. (1) Tea-grain pie, a pie made
of the leaves of infused tea, currants, and raisins ; used as
a synonym for a thrifty use of everything. (B.K.)

; (2)
-grains, the infused leaves of tea. (ib.)

TEAM, sb} Oxf. A wagon and horses. (A.P.)
TEELIE,.s6. Abd. Asmalljoborpieceoffarm-work,&c.
Looking out for the ' herd-loonie ' some 'licht bit teelie ' that

exactly suited my size and strength, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar.
19. !9°4)-

TEELY, v. Abd. With back : to restore, recover ; to
coax back. See Teal, v.

2

It took hard rubbin', a double dose o' punch, an' het bottles an'
blankets tae nae en', tae teely back his senses, Abd. Wkly. Free
Press (Feb. 28, 1903).

TELL-TALE, sb. Obs. or obsol. War.3 See below.
A mechanical apparatus connected with clock movements in an

upright case, placed in manufactories in which night watchmen
were employed. The mechanism was so arranged that the watch-
man, each time he passed it, was required to record his move-
ments on it, and the time of the second was automatically marked.
TENDER, adj. 2. n.Yks. (I.W.)
TENT, v. and sb. 3 Cum. Won 1. v. s.Wor. (H K )

2. sb. 12. Cum. (E.W.P.)
' J

TEO-BOY, sb. Don. A spoilt, ill-mannered boy.
It was small wondher her own son was comin' up the teo-boy

he was, when that was the way she thraited wan who come in
with a civil complaint again" him, Macmanus CFriel's (iqoq) 18^
TERRIER, sb.2 Obs. War.3

TESTIFICATE, sb. Cor.3

JTHADY BROGUE, sb. Irel. See below.
There are but a few variations of the brogue, such as the long

and the short, the thady brogue and paddy brogue, Edgeworth
Bulls (1802) 199, ed. 1803.

THATCHING,/.//, adj. War.3 In comb. (1) Thatching.
Jack, see below

; (2) — put, an instrument for pushing in
the ends of straw when thatching houses or ricks.

(1) A frame in which the yelms for thatching were placed to
keep them together in proper arrangement for carrying to the
roof of the rick. In its earlier, and home-made form, it consisted
of a pliant rod inserted in a small stand, the rod being then split
in its upper portion. In its manufactured form it consists of two
upright rods fastened into a stand.

THEE, v. s.Wor. To treat or address haughtily ; to
speak in a patronizing manner.
A superior speaking to an inferior, a master to his servant, &c

would be said to ' thee ' him, if he spoke sharply, angrily or
haughtily. 'The men on't work for im', nar 'a' nothin' to do'uth
'im : 'e thees 'em, an' waunts to be master an' more' (H.KA
THEIRN, poss. pron. sw.Lin.1

(s.v. Yourn)
JTHIBBS, sb.pl. Lan.1 The shafts of a car

for thills.

THICK-NECK, sb. Wm. Goitre. (B.K.)
THIN, adj. Wm. In comb. (1) Thin drink, home-

brewed beer
; (2) — drink nights, obs., see below.

(1) (B.K.) (2) The thin drink nights meant special gatherings
which were held, and the evenings passed in . . . the public-
houses, Nicholls Hist. Rowen Stonedale (18-77) Q7
THIRSTY, adj. War.3

THIRTOVER, adv. Dor. Upside down. (E.C.M.) Cf.
thwartover.
THISN, dem. pron. Suf. 1

(s.v. Youan).
THISTLE-TANGS, sb. pi. Cum. 4 Tongs for pulling

up weeds, (s.v. Cleps.)
6 f e

. cart. Misprint

THREEPLE, v. and sb. Cum. Also in form tripple.

1. v. Of flowing water : to murmur, make a purling sound.
Burds was singin' and t'beck gaan threeplan doon, Penrith Obs.

(Mar. 1, 1904) 6.

2. sb. An incessant, monotonous sound; the gentle sound
made by a flowing stream. (E.W.P.)
THREMMEL, v. Abd. To squeeze, wring, extract

forcibly.

Fae a' Aw hear, they ken th' wye to thremml th' bawbees
oot o' folk, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Sept. 17, 1904).

THRIVELESS, adj. Lakel. Not thriving, in bad health
or condition. (B.K.)
THROW, sb. Don. In phr. a throw ofmoney, a sum,

fortune.
Well, and doin' well, only not makin' a big throw of money,

Macmanus O'Friel's (1903) 316.

THUMB-BUMPER, sb. Cum. Written thoom-. See
below.
One who closing his fist firmly, but with the thumb sticking out,

fiercely drives it against the buttocks of another (B.K.).

THUMBER, sb. Cum. Written thoomer. See below.
One of the two classes of shearers with the sickle. He

gathered into his hand a quantity of corn and then cut ; then
gathered in more and again cut, repeating the process until he
had a handful all in one lot in one grasp. A thumber was not
considered to be so good as fingerers, and the sheaves did not dry
as well. 'Thoom-bumpers' was a nickname for these men
(E.W.P.).

THUNDER, sb. Don. In phr. thunder and thumps, an
expletive, oath.
Thunder and thumps, I had a corn on my feet forenenst every

day of the week, ' Mac ' Road to Donegal (3rd ed.) 147.
TILT, sbM. War.3

TIPE-STICK, sb. n.Yks. (I.W.) See Tipe, 5 (2).

TITHE-BARN, sb. War.3
, Wor. (E.S.) See Tithe,

sb. 1 (1).

TITHER-THORNS, sb. pi. Hmp. In phr. to be on
hther-thoms, to be tremulously anxious. (T.W.)
TOD, sb. 5 3. War.3

TODDIEL, sb. Cor. The tomtit, Parus caeruleus. (T.W.)
TODLER-TYKE, sb. Sc. A kind of bumble-bee.
The todler tyke has a very good byke, And sae has the gairy

bee, Chambers Pop. Rhymes (ed. 1870) 203.
TOME, v. Som. [Not known to our correspondents.]

To go towards. (Hall.)
TOOTH-HOOK, sb. Obs. Cum. Written teuth-heuk.

A sickle. (E.W.P.)
TOTTLE, adj. Per. (Jam.) [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Warm, snug. Cf. tottie, adj.

TRASHMENT, sb. Cum. (E.W.P.)
TREACLE-LEAF, sb. Cum. The tutsan, Hypericum

Androsaemum. (E.W.P.)
TRIB-TREE, sb. Cum. The bar which by its centre

is attached to the plough, whilst at its ends are attached
the swingle-trees. (E.W.P.)
TRINITY, sb. w.Yks. An annual feast at Kirkburton

and district, held on Trinity Sunday and the two days
following. (B.K.)

" J

i™oSSrE ' ¥>• ?en (Jam - } Short and thick
,
squat.TUSSOCK, sb. 1. Lakel. (B.K.)
4

tTUT, v.
3 Dey. [Not known to our correspondents.!

io pull, tear. (Hall.) j

TWADLING.STRING.s6. Cor. See Toddle, v. 1 (3).But worst of all, with the force of the fall, My twadling-string
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UKE [i77] WEAR

U V
UKE, ULE, UL(L, see Yewk, Yule, Will, aux. v.

JUMSHY, sb. Abd. A bump, lump.
Some o' the chiels gaed hirplin' hame Wi' umshies on their head,

Anderson Rhymes (ed. 1867) 186.

UNDER, sb. ne.Lan.1 In phr. at an w««fer, beneath the

real value, undervalued.
UNDERSET, v. Cum. To support a wall by building

below its foundation. (E.W.P.)
JUNDUNCH, adj. Yks. Upset.
w.lks. Mrs. Jackson were quite undunch, and she cried, and

Ellen cried (EX.).

JUNOORAMENT, adj. Obs. Cai., Frf. (Jam.) Un-
comfortable, unpleasant.
UNSENSIBLE, adj. Cum. Senseless.
If he had stolen the meat it would have been an unsensible

thing to walk through the streets with it, W. Cum. Times (May 2,

1903) 2 ;
(E.W.P.)

UNT, see Will, aux. v.

UP, adv. and adj. Pern. Som. 1. adv. In phr. up in

one's sitting, in a sitting posture, sitting up.

s.Pem. He's in his bed, he cannot come from there, but he is up

in his sitting now, whatever (M.S.C.).

2. adj. Complete, full, esp. in comb. Up dozens.
Som. ' Chimies an' drawers, an' all, all up dozens an' made o'

the best.' .
. ' Mark 'em up dozens.' ' An' number 'em off up dozens

—zo she do,' Raymond Men o' Mendip (1898) xi.

UPCAST, sb. Cai.1 A temporary clearing up of the

weather, as between showers.
UP-END, v. Sc. Irel. 1. To set upright.
Abd. His neighbours up-ending him when he fell on his way

home, W. Watson Auld Lang Syne (1903) 106.

2. To turn upside down.
Don. Up-ending his glass to see that he has drunk it clean, ' Mac '

Road to Donegal (3rd ed.) 192.

JUPPABRAK, i.adj. Sh.I. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Wearying ; thinking long. S. & Ork. 1

1UPPADOGA, adv. Sh.I. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Everywhere, over all. S. & Ork. 1

UP-RISE, sb. Dev.2 In phr. on the np-rise, springing

up, growing.
UPSTORE, sb. Dev. Uproar, disturbance. Cf. up-

stir, s.v. Up, 1 (76, a).

What's the upstore for, you li'l fule? Be 'feared of thunder?

Phillpotts Good Red Earth (1901) 105.

UP-TAIL, v. Abd. To bolt, run off, 'turn tail.' Abd.

Wkly. Free Press (Aug. 1, 1903).

UPWARD, sb. Cor.3 England out of Cornwall.

UR, sb. n.Yks* i.q. Ewer.
URRA, adj. Hrf. (E.L.C.) i.q. Ever a.

VRACK, VRAN, VRAT, see Wrack, sb.1, Wran, Wrat
VRECK, VRINKLE. see Wrack, sb.\ Wrinkle, sb.

2

w
WADDY, sb. Cum. A grandfather. (E.W.P.)

JWAFFERED,#>. Wor. Also in form weffered s.Wor.

In phr. waffered up, of the eyes : stuck together, dimmed

by sleep.
My eyes be regular waffered up in a morning (W.C.B.). s.Wor.

Mah heyes be thot waffered ower o' wax an' tack marnins till a

con't see nothin' 'ordly (H.K.).

WAFFLE, see Wuffle.

JWAFRON, sb. Dev. A cloud, vapour.

Lock-a-daisy, mistress? look up at th' pil'm yonder. Es

chudd'nt be a wafron, Madox-Brown Dwale Bluth (1876) bk. 1. iv.

WAGONER, sb. Cum.4 (s.v. Gurmaw). The great

black-backed gull, Larus marinus.

JWAINNESS, sb. ? Obs. Lnk. [Not known to our

correspondents.] See below.
Much less ... can I think of having a conformist in my family

who wd either be a spie in it, or thorow fear might tempt to a

sinfull superplus of wainness, Wodrow Ch. Hist. (1721) IV. 514,

ed. 1828.

+WAITH, sb. Edb. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] A misprint for walth.
Doctors, wi' hocus-pocus faith, Gie poison, an' swoop aff your

waith, Learmont Poems (1791) 180.

WAKE, v. War.3 In phr. to wake the fire, to rouse

into active burning a fire which is smouldering.

IWALCH, adj. Brks. Cut through. (W.H.Y.)

WALKING-WAY, sb. s.Hrf. A pavement on the

edge of a pool whereby cattle obtain access to the water

without breaking down the banks. (E.W.P.)

tWALK WATER, sb. Cum. See below.

'Walk-water ' implies a blank time when country folk found it

difficult to make out the ' Bill of Fare ' satisfactorily, when guests

had to be entertained and when game was out of season (J.Ar.).

WALL AND BAND, phr. Obs. e.An. The leather

US
e

e
An

n
i

S
Suf. She straight slipp'd off the Wall and Band And

laid aside her Lucks and Twitches, Bloomfield Rural Tales

(1802) 3.

VOL. VI.

JWALLOWED, pp. Obs. Sc. ? Turned over.

He has wallow'd it, he's wallowed it, He's wallowed it again,

Kinloch Ballads (1827) 84 ; Child Ballads (1882-98) Gl.

WALLY-KWITE, sb. Abd. A top-coat, great-coat.

Abd. Wkly. Free Press (July 23, 1904).

JWARGANG, sb. Obs. Sc. A pennon.
Nine wargangs beiring braid and wide, Aytoun Ballads (ed.

1861) I. 16.

WARTH, see Wraith, sb.
1

WASH, v. Cum. With up: of flannel : to shrink when
washed. (E.W.P.)
WATCHED,^. Hrf. Watchmaker's term : cleaned,

repaired, put in order.
The clock was so badly watched by the last person who had it

that it is no wonder that it would not go \
E.W.P.).

WATER-CROW, sb. Cum.4
(s. v. Bessy-dooker).

The water-ouzel, Cinclus aquaticus.

WATER-GATE, sb. Wm.1 Written watter-geeat.

A watercourse; the direction of a stream or spout of

water.
Git oot et wattergeeat er thoo'll be drooned, thoo hie maapy !

WATTLE, sb.
1 2. Ant. (S.A.B.)

WAUGH, see Wug(g.
JWAUM, ?s6. Der. 2 nw.Der. 1 [Not known to our

correspondents.] Want.
WAUMISH.a^'. Sc. Uneasy,uncomfortable, squeamish.

Frf. I began to be akinda waumish, . the kind 0' a ower

kittlie feelin' that's like to garr you screech, ye dinna ken hoo,

Salmond Man Sandy (ed. 1903) 101.

WAYFARING-TREE, sb. Ant. The guelder-rose,

Viburnum Opulus. (S.A.B.)

WEAR, sb. Sc. In phr. all the wear, all the fashion.

(A.W.)
WEAR, v. Sc. To long for or desire earnestly. See

Weary, v. 9.

Per. Haste ye back ! I'll be wearin' t' hear the news, Mac-
Gregor Soutcr's Lamp (1903) 300.

A A



WEASAND [178] YELLOW-BELLY

WEASAND, sb. Lan. Nhp. War. Shr. Cmb. Also in

forms weazen Cmb.; wisen Shr. 1
; wissand ne.Lan. 1

;

wizzen Nhp. 1 War.3 1. The gullet, throat, windpipe.
ne.Lan. 1

, Nhp. 1
, War.3

, Shr. 1 2. The male organ of
generation in animals. Cmb. (W.M.B.)
WEASEN, WEAWGH, see Wizzen, v.

1
, Wow, v.

1

WEEA(H, WEEASAN, see Who, pron., Wizzen, v.
1

WEE FREES, phr. Sc. See below.
The funds must be handed over to the remnant of the old Free

Church—the ' Wee Frees,' as Scotland nicknames them, Times
(Dec. 31, 1904) ; The successful body now known as ' Wee Frees,'
ib. (Jan. 12, igos).

WEEGLE, WEEKIN, see, Wiggle, Wyking.
WEERDIE, sb. Sc. ? A queer, uncanny person. Cf.

weird, wierd, adj.
Fit. ' He's awa without his curran' loaf.' ' He's a weerdie,'

Robertson Provost (1894) 101.

WEER-STANES, 1 adv. Dmf. [Not known to our
correspondents.] In a state of hesitation. See Weer, sb.

Wallace Schoolmaster (1899) Gt.

WEEST, see Wisht.
WEET, v. Wor. Of a dog: to whine.
s.Wor. I 'eard the dog weetin' (H.K.).
WEETY, adj. Abd. Wet.
In a dry 'ear ... an awfu' lot o' mair corn . . . nor in a weety

'ear, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Mar. 5, 1904).
WEEZEN, see Wizzen, v.

1

IWEEZWAI, sb. Som. (Hall.) [Not known to our
correspondents.] A bridle.

WEIGH, v. Cum. To understand. (E.W.P.)
WEIRLING, sb. Nrf. [Not known to our correspon-

dents.] ?The red-backed shrike, Lanius collurio.
When the weirling shrieks at night, Sow the seed with the

morning light, Flk-Lore Rec. (1879) II. 58.
WEIRS, WEISEN, WEISLE, WEISTY, WEIZE,

WEIZL(E, see Wiers, Wisen, Wyzle, Wisty, Wise, v.,

Wyzle.
WENTEDMILK, sb. Wm. Stale, sour milk. (B.K.)
WEW, sb. n.Lin. 1 The cry of a cat. (s. v. Wow.)
WHIG MIG-MORUM, sb. Sc. The name of a tune;

fig. party politics; see below. Cf. whip-meg-morum,
s. v. Whip, v. 1 (9).

Abd. Let Whig and Tory all agree, To drop their whig-mig-
morum, Skinner Amusements (1809) 55 ; (Jam., a. v. Whip-meg-
morum).
tWHILKING, ppl. adj. Sc. [Not known to our corre-

spondents.] ? Complaining. Cf. whilk, v>
s.Sc. Ye hae forgotten the bit whilking lassie, nae doot, that

drave oot yer worthy faither's stirks, Wilson Tales (1839) V. 220
WHIM-ME-GARY, adj. Sc. [Not known to our

correspondents.] ? Whimsical. Cf. whigmaleerie.
Edb. His late prais'd taste is whim-me-gary ; His wife's an

ugly clatt'ring goose, Learmont Poems (1791) 403.
WHITE, adj. Cum. Cor. 1. In phr. to be white under

the lug, to be pale, out of health. (E.W.P.) 2. Comb.
White-finch, the hen chaffinch, Fringilla coelebs. Cor.3

WHITIES, sb. pi. Kcb. A species of sea-trout, prob.
the Salmo trutta. Cf. whiting, whitling.
The fact of the people from Penigham being taken to a ford by

Richard M cChesney looks uncommonly like a planned raid on the
' whities' and ' kildochs,' for it would be just the season at which
these fish are most plentiful in the Penkiln burn, Gallovidian (1903)
V. 332.

WHITNECK, sb. w.Cor. A weasel. (G.F.R.)
WICK-THING, sb. Der. A term applied to all insects,

&c, esp. those whose correct names are unknown. (H.R.)

See Quick, sb. 15.

WIDDERMINT, sb. Sh.I. A pest, nuisance ;
a term

of disgust.
Tak' up yon dokkin, da[a] evil widdermint ! I diinna ken what

da Loard made dokkins an hoes for, Sh. News (Apr. 8, 1899).

WIDDERSHIN(S, see Withershins.
WIFE, sb. Cum. In phr. wife's tea, obs., see below. See

also Wiving.
On a suitable day after a confinement, as soon as the mother was

strong enough, the matrons of the ' laitin' ' were invited to tea
;

they brought with them presents of tea, sugar, and butter. On
this occasion all had to be regaled with tea, bread, and sweet
butter. This was called the ' wife's tea ' (E.W.P.J.
WIFFIN, sb. Dmf. (Jam.) A moment ; the same as

Weavin (q.v.).

WIG, sb. s.Ayr. Slang word for a penny. (M.J.F.)
WILD-MYRTLE, sb. Cum. The creeping willow,

Salix repens. (E.W.P.)
WILLY, sb. Lakel. 1. The male organ ; a slang

name for a child's penis. Cum. (E.W.P.), Wm. (B.K.)
2. Comp. Willy-coat, a child's flannel petticoat. Wm.
(B.K.) Cf. wylie-coat.
WINNING, ppl. adj. Abd. In comb. Winning ring,

a game of marbles. See Win-and-loss (s.v. Win, sb. 1

11), Winnie.
We all played . . . with the ' bools ' at the ' winning ring,'

' kypie,' and 'hard nickle doon,' W. Watson Auld Lang Syne
(1903)31.

WITCHES, sb. pi. Sc. Som. 1. In comb. Witches'
flower, the greater celandine, Chelidonium majus. Som.
Cornh. Mag. (July 1903 46. 2. Round, red, clay marbles.
Abd. Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Apr. 9, 1904).
WITCH-PAP, sb. Wm. (J.M.) See Witch, sb.1 1 (32).
WITHY-WIND, sb. s.Bck. The great bindweed,

Convolvulus septum. Cornh. Mag. (July 1903) 50.
WITLING, sb. Sc. A fool, simpleton, ' dunderhead.'

Ayr. (J.F.)

WOLVER, sb. Suf. [Not known to our correspondents.]
? A kind ofjelly-fish.

Masses of collapsing jelly-fish, fierce little 'wolvers' throwing
out their inky, fan shaped stings in a fine rage, and startled crablets,
Cornh. Mag. XLVI. 184.

WORK-STOT, sb. Abd. Written wark-. A work-
ox, an ox used for ploughing.
The beens o's legs wid mak' a pair o' gran' haims for his wark-

stot, W. Watson Auld I ang Syne (1903) 90.

WOSTER, sb. Obs. Sc. Also in form wuster.
A struggle, scuffle, ' scrimmage.'

Ayr. He had sair personal wusters wi' the deevil in his study-
room when getting up his sermons, Hunter Studies (1870) 49.
Gall. I dout that after sic a woster, His lads did mak a doncie
muster, Lauderdale Poems (1796) 40.
JWRENKLY, adj. Dur. |Not known to our corre-

spondents.] Holy. Gibson Up-rVeaidale Gl. (1870).
WREXENS, see Raxens.
WRING, v. Cum. With up : to twist, fold, or curl up

as a worm does when touched. Also used fig.
'

Carel badgers are monstrous sad fwok, The silly peer de'ils, how
they wring up

! Anderson Ballads (ed. 1808) 8
; (E.W.P.)

YAGHIES, sb. Bnff. (Jam.) [Not known to our
correspondents.] The sound caused by the fall of a soft
but heavy body. ' He cam doun wi' a yawfu' yaghies.'
YAMPH, adj. Sc. Hungry, ravenous.
Abd. Gin they widna tak' their pottich they sid get a dish o'

want for a change. Aw'll promise they wid be yamph aneugh

gin they cam' back at denner time, Abd. Wkly. Free Press (Feb
20, 1904'). v

YARD, sb. Cor.3 Eighteen feet of stone hedging.YELLOW BELLY, sb. n.Cy. Lin. Ken. A frog

;

a slang term of derision applied to dwellers in marshy
districts.



YERL [i79
J YUKKED OUT

n.Cy. A derisive term for a native of Lincolnshire (B.K.). Lin.,

Ken. The term is given to the Fenmen around Boston, Lincoln-
shire ; and the word is also known in Roraney Marshes, Kent.
There is an old saying: ' Margate magpies, Ramsgate skinflints,

Sandwich yellow-bellies.' To call a marsh-dweller a 'yellow-
belly ' appears to be equal to calling him a frog. A gentleman
once fell into a dike, whereupon his companion, who was a

churchwarden, inquired, ' What ! are ye goin' to make a yellow
belly of him?' (D.W.L.)
YERL, sb. Fif. In comb. Long-necked yerl, the red-

breasted merganser, Mergus serrator. See Earl-duck,
Harle, sb.

Up from the end rock came a croaking protest from a ' long-
necked-yerl,' and the screechy mocking laughter of gulls invisibly

hovering the waves of the incoming tide, Setoun Skipper o/Barn-
craig (1901) 278

;
(E.W.F.)

YETHERT, adj. Dmf. Heather-clad, covered with
heather.

Dmf. Yon hill, athort its yethert broo, Yet woo't the glint sae

wae tae lea', Reid Poems (1894) 58.

YOUS, pron. pi. Nrf. You.
He will not say whether he will work for yous or no, Rhys

Diverted Village (1903) 14.

YUKKED OUT, phr. Yks. Of dikes, ditches, &c.

:

cleaned out, dragged. Cf. huck, v.3

e.Yks. He had acres of potatoes under water, all because the

authorities had not seen that the dykes had been yukked out,' Yks.

Even. Post (Oct. 13, 1903) 4.

CORRIGENDA
ABBY, sb. Read Arby, Arby-root.
ABLACH, sb. Delete Obs. See Aploch. See Suppl.

ABOARD, adv. 1. Read In phr. to have sammiil(s

aboard, to be drunk or intoxicated.

ATHOL BROSE, sb. Delete Obsol.

BANDOLEER, sb. 3. For spring read string.

BAT, sb.2 Delete Edb. quotation and insert under
Bats, sb. pi. 1.

BAWKEN, sb. Delete [not known to our correspon-

dents].
BENON, sb. Delete Obs.

BESETMENT, sb. Delete [not known to our corre-

spondents].
BDSE, sb.

1
5. Delete Obs.

BILDERT, sb. Delete [not known to our correspon-

dents].
BLICKER, sb. Read Blicher.

BLIND, adj. 3 (3). For blind-merry-mopsey read blind-

nerry-mopsey.
BLOACH, v. and sb. Delete Wm.
BLUBBERED, ppl. adj. Delete Obs. ?

BOURT, v. Delete [not known to our correspon-

dents].
BUNTER, sb.3 For A dun cow read A dun crow.

BURGOO, sb. Delete Obs.

CATILL, v. and sb. Read Catlill.

CAUSE, sb} 3. Read Cause-house, the house in which

there is a dead body.
CLEACH, v.

1 Delete Obsol.

CHINE, v? Delete [not known to our correspondents].

COBBILrLTY, sb. Delete [not known to our corre-

spondents].
CODNOP, sb. Delete [not known to our correspon-

dents].
CONNIVER, v. Read To scheme or endeavour to

accomplish anything.

COUSE, v. Delete [not known to our correspondents].

CROWISH, adj. Delete [not known to our correspon-

dents].

CRUB, sb.
2 and v.

1 Delete 2. v. &c. and insert in Crub,
sb.3 after 2.

CUDDY, sb.2 2. For Hence Cuddle-bum, read Hence
Cuddie-bum.
CURN, adj. For Nhb. read se.Sc.

DEUGIND, adj. Delete [not known to our correspon-

dents].

DEWGS, sb. pi. Delete Obs.

DOSS, sb.3 For tightening poops rairftightening hoops.

DWAM, sb. 2 (1). For a dram of drink, read a dwaiu

of drink.
EXPIRY, sb. Delete Obs.

FRENCHED, ppl. adj. Delete [not known to our

correspondents].
GALE, sb? Delete [not known to our correspondents]

.

GESTER, v. Delete Obs.

GILL, sb.7 1 (1). Read Gill-sipper, a tippler.

HACK, sb.1 12. Delete Hence (1) Hacelet-pie, &c.

HURLING, sb.
1
1. Delete Cum. (E.W.P.)

KEMP, adj. Delete [not known to our correspondents]

.

KEN, v. 1 (2). Delete Ken-kind, a species, genus.

KUNK, sb. Read Knuk.
MEDNART, sb. Read Meduart.
PACE, sb. 2 (1). Delete ' worn at Easter.'

PAMPLE, v.
2 Delete Obs. [not known to our corre-

spondents].
PLAT, sb.

1 7. Hence Plat-brecker, sb. read Obs. An
implement used for breaking up cow-plats.

RAFFISH, adj. 2. Delete Wor. and quotation.

RAM-SAMMY, sb. Delete [not known to our corre-

spondents].
REBAGHLE, sb. Delete Obs.

SHANK, sb.1 Delete 12.

STOKE-PAN, sb. Read Stope-pan.

SUMP, sb.
1 13. Insert In comp. Sump-wasp.

SWEAR, v 1 H. 1 (1). Delete to swear a bonny slick.

TESTIFICAT(E, sb. Delete Obs.

THRUFF, sb. Delete Obs.

YELLOW, adj. 1 (5). For -berries see bellies, Suppl.
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enlarged. 8vo, Dorking [n.d.].

Cotton, Dr. J.—MS. notes to the 2nd edition of Ray's Collection
of English Words, 1691, in Magdalen Coll. Library, Oxford.

Curry, Dr.—MS. additions to Grose's Provincial Glossary, 1790.
= (C1

Denham, M. A.—A Collection of Proverbs and Popular Sayings,
relating to the seasons, the weather, and agricultural

pursuits, gathered chiefly from oral tradition. 8vo, London,
Percy Soc. 1846.

Dixon, James Henry (ed.).—Ancient Poems, Ballads, and Songs
ofthe Peasantry of England. 8vo, London, Percy Soc. 1846.

Ellis, Alexander J.—On Early English Pronunciation, with
special reference to Shakspere and Chaucer, containing an
investigation of the correspondence of writing with speech
in England, from the Anglo-Saxon period to the existing

received and dialectal forms, with a systematic notation of
spoken sounds by means of the ordinary printing types, &c.
Part V. Existing dialectal as compared with West Saxon
pronunciation. With two maps of the dialect districts.

8vo, London, Trans. Phil. Soc, E.E.T.S., and Chaucer Soc.

1889.

English Dialects, their sounds and homes; being an abridgment
of the above. 8vo, London, 1890.

Ellis,William.—A Compleat System ofexperienced improvement,
made in sheep, grass-lambs, and house-lambs : or the country
gentleman's, the grasier's, the sheep-dealer's, and the
shepherd's sure guide ; in the profitable management of

those most serviceable creatures, according to the present
practice of the author, and the most accurate grasiers,

farmers, sheep-dealers, and shepherds of England. ... In

three books. 8vo, London, 1749.
The Country Housewife's Family Companion : or profitable

directions for whatever relates to the management and
good (Economy of the domestick concerns of a country life

according to the present practice of the country gentleman's,
the woman's, the farmer's, &c, wives, in the county of
Hertford, Bucks, and other parts of England : shewing how
great savings may be made in house-keeping. . . . The whole
founded on near thirty years' experience, ib. 1750.

The Modern Husbandman, complete in eight volumes, ib. 1750.
See Britten, James.

Folk-Lore Journal, The. 1883-.

Folk-Lore Record, The. 1878-81.



GENERAL DIALECT

Forster, Thomas.—Observations on the Natural History of

Swallows, 1817.

Garnett, Richard.—English Dialects, in Quarterly Review, pp.

354-87, Feb. 1836.

On the Languages and Dialects of the British Isles. Trans.

Phil. Soc. London, 1842-46.

General View of the Agriculture of the County of , with
observations on the means of improvement, n vols. 4to,

var. pi. 1793-1813. [Reports undertaken at the instance

of the Agricultural Survey.]
Gentleman's Magazine Library, The : being a classified

collection of the chief contents of the Gentleman's Magazine
from 1731 to 1868. Ed. by George Laurence Gomme. Man-
ners and Customs. 8vo, London, 1883.

Dialect, Proverbs, and Word-lore. 8vo, London, 1886.

Gomme, Alice Bertha.—The Traditional Games of England,
Scotland, and Ireland, with tunes, singing-rhymes, and
methods of playing according to the variants extant and re-

corded in different parts of the kingdom, collected and
annotated by A. B. Gomme. 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1894-98.

Good Words for 1864, 1865, 1878, 1879, 1881, 1882, 1896.
Grose, Francis.—A Provincial Glossary, with a collection of

local proverbs and popular superstitions. 8vo, London, 1787.
2nd ed.. corrected and greatly enlarged, ib. 1790.

Guest, Edwin.—A History of English Rhythms. 2 vols. 8vo,
London, 1838.

Hallam, Thomas Four dialect words : Clem, Lake, Nesh,
and Oss, their modern dialectal range, meanings, pro-
nunciation, etymology, and early or literary use. E.D.S.
1885.

Halliwell, James Orchard.—The Nursery Rhymes of England,
obtained principally from oral tradition. 2nd ed., with
alterations and additions. 8vo, London, 1843. [

r st ed.
Percy Soc. 1842.]

A Dictionary of archaic and provincial words, obsolete phrases,
proverbs, and ancient customs from the fourteenth century.
2 vols. 8vo, London, 1847.

• nth ed., 2 vols. ib. 1889. =(Hall.)
Hare, J. C.—Fragments of two essays in English Philology.

pp. 56, 80. 8vo, London, 1873.
Hearne, Thomas.—Dialectal Words extracted from Hearne's

Glossaries to Robert of Gloucester and Peter Langtoft, ed.
1810. Ed. J. E. B. Mayor. 8vo, London, E.D.S. 1874.

Hett, Charles Louis.—A Glossary of popular, local, and old-
fashioned names of British Birds. i2mo, London, 1902.

Hettema, M. de Haan.—Archaic and provincial English words
compared with Dutch and Friesic. pp. 143-78, Trans. Phil.
Soc. London, 1858.

Hole, Richard—MS. additions to Grose's Provincial Glossary,
1790. =(H.)

Holloway, William.—A General Dictionary of Provincialisms,
written with a view to rescue from oblivion the fast-fading
relics of by-gone days. 8vo, Lewes, 1839.

Hone, William—The Every-day Book ; or everlasting calendar
of popular amusements, sports, pastimes, ceremonies,
manners, customs and events, incident to each of the three
hundred and sixty-five days, in past and present times. . .

2 vols. 8vo, London, 1826-27.
The Table Book. 2 vols. ib. 1827-28.
The Year Book of daily recreation and information ; con-

cerning remarkable men and manners, times and seasons
solemnities and merry-makings, antiquities and novelties,
&c, &c. 3 vols. ib. 1832.

Inwards, Richard.—Weather Lore ; a collection of proverbs,
sayings, and rules concerning the weather. 8vo, London,
1893.

Johns, C. A.—British Birds and their haunts, 1862.
Kemble, J. M—On the North-Anglian Dialect, pp. 119 and 131,

Trans. Phil. Soc. London, 1845-46.
Kennett, White—A MS. Collection of Provincial Words. MS.

Lansdowne 1033 in the British Museum. =(K.)
A Glossary to explain the original, the acceptation, and

obsoleteness of words and phrases; and to shew the rise,

practise, and alteration of customs, laws, and manners.
8vo, London, 1816.

Knowlson, J. C—Cattle Doctor and Farrier, 1843.
Labour Commission—Glossary of the Technical Terms used

in the evidence taken before the Royal Commission of
Labour, 1894.

Lisle, Edward.—Observations in Husbandry. 4 to, Dublin, 1757.
See Britten, James,

Lowson, G,—The Modern Farrier, 1844.
Lyre, The : a collection of the most approved English, Irish,

and Scottish songs, ancient and modern. 8vo, Edinburgh,

1824.

Mackay, Charles.—Lost Beauties of the English Language.
London, 1874.

Madden, Frederic.—MS. additions to Grose's Provincial

Glossary, 1790. =(M.)
Marshall, William Humphrey.—Review and Abstract of the

County Reports to the Board of Agriculture, from the

several Agricultural Departments of England. Vols. I-V.

1808-18.

Memoirs of the Geological Survey of Great Britain, [var.

dates.]

Miller, William.—A Dictionary of English Names of Plants

applied in England and among English-speaking people to

cultivated and wild plants, trees, and shrubs. In two
parts, English-Latin and Latin-English. 8vo, London, 1884.

Monthly Packet, The. 1855-65.

Morris, F. Orpen.—A History of British Birds. 6 vols. 8vo,

London, 1857.
Morris, Richard.—On the Survival of Early English Words in

our present dialects. E.D.S. 1876.

Morton, John C—A Cyclopaedia of Agriculture, practical and
scientific. 8vo, Glasgow, 1863.

Newman, Edward.—A Dictionary of British Birds. Reprinted
from Montagu's Ornithological Dictionary, and incorporating

the additional species described by Selby ; Yarrell, in all

three editions ; and in natural-history journals. 8vo,

London, 1866.

Newton, Alfred, and Gadow, Hans.—A Dictionary of Birds.

8vo, London, 1893-96.
Northall, G. F.—English Folk-Rhymes. A collection of tradi-

tional verses relating to places and persons, customs, super-
stitions, &c. 8vo, London, 1892.

Notes and Queries : a medium of intercommunication for literary

men, artists, antiquaries, genealogists, &c. Series i-ix.

1849-99.
Pegge, Samuel MS. additions to Grose's Provincial Glossary,

1790. =(P.)
A Supplement to the Provincial Glossary of Francis Grose,

Esq. 8vo, London, 1814.
Philological Society, Transactions of the, for 1858. See

Hettema, M. de Haan.
Poetry of Provincialisms, The (an Essay on local words)

;

in the Corn/till Magazine, XII. July 1865.
Prior, R. C. A— The Popular Names of British Plants, being an

explanation of the origin and meaning of the names of our
indigenous and most commonly cultivated species. 3rd ed.,
8vo, London, 1879.

Ramsay, Andrew C, and others.—A Descriptive Catalogue of
the Rock Specimens in the Museum of Practical Geology.
3rd ed., London, 1862.

Ray, John.—A Collection of English Proverbs digested into a
convenient method for the speedy finding any one upon
occasion ; with short annotations. Whereunto are added
local proverbs with their explications, old proverbial
rhymes, less known or exotick proverbial sentences, and
Scottish proverbs. 8vo, Cambridge, 1670.
2nd ed., enlarged by the addition of many hundred

English, and an Appendix of Hebrew proverbs, with
annotations and parallels, ib. 1678.

Philosophical Letters between the late Mr. Ray, and several
correspondents, &c. 8vo, London, 1718.
Another ed., ed. Dr. Lankester. London, 1848.

[See also Ray, John, s.v. North Country.]
Ritson, Joseph.—Pieces of Ancient Popular Poetry. London

1791.
'

Ancient Songs and Ballads. 2 vols., London, 1829
Satchell, Thomas—Provisional index to a Glossary of Fish

Names. Circulated for the purpose of obtaining additions
and corrections, and, more especially, of determining the
places where these names are now in use. DD 10
E.D.S. 1879.

Science Gossip, 1865-96.
Skeat, W. W.-Nine Specimens of English Dialects, edited from
ci ..

V™0l
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'
z 93, E.D.S. 1896.

Skeat W. W and Nodal J. H. (ed.)-A Bibliographical List of

mT^? .
have been published, or are known to exist

in MS., illustrative of the various dialects of English. EDS
1877.
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BEDFORDSHIRE—CHESHIRE

Smith, John.—A Dictionary of Popular Names of the Plants

which furnish the natural and acquired wants of man, in all

matters of domestic and general economy, their history,

products, and uses. 8vo, London, 1882.

Smith, John Russell.—A Bibliographical List of the works that

have been published, towards illustrating the provincial

dialects of England, pp.24. 8vo, London, 1839.

Smyth, Warington W., and others.—A Catalogue of the

Mineral Collections in the Museum of Practical Geology.

London, 1864.

Songs of England and Scotland, The. 2 vols. 8vo, London,

1835.
Stephens, Henry.—The Book of the Farm, detailing the labours

of the farmer, farm-steward, ploughman, shepherd, hedger,

cattle-man, field-worker, and dairy-maid. 2 vols. 8vo,

Edinburgh, 1849.
Strutt, Joseph.—The Sports and Pastimes of the people of Eng-

land, including the rural and domestic recreations, May
games, mummeries, shows, processions, pageants, and
pompous spectacles, from the earliest period to the present

time. Ed. by William Hone. A new ed., 8vo, London,

1898. fist ed. 1801.]

Sutton, Charles W.—Catalogue of the English Dialect Library.

Founded by the English Dialect Society, and deposited in

the Central Free Library, Manchester, 1880-88.

Swainson, Charles.—Handbook of Weather Folk-lore. 8vo,

London, 1873.

Provincial Names and Folk-lore of British Birds. [Published

in conjunction with the Folk-lore Society.] E.D.S. 1885.

Taylor, Joseph.—Antiquitates Curiosse : the etymology of many
remarkable old sayings, proverbs, and singular customs.

i8mo, London, 1818.

Wall, Arnold A contribution towards the study of the Scan-

dinavian element in the English dialects. In Anglia, Neue
Folge, Band VIII, 1897.

Watson, Joseph.—Nature and Woodcraft. London, 1890.

Weale, John.—A Dictionary of terms used in architecture,

building, engineering, mining, metallurgy, archaeology, the

fine arts, &c, with explanatory observations on various

subjects connected with applied science and art. 4th ed.,

with numerous additions, ed. by Robert Hunt. 8vo,

London, 1873.

White, J.—A Compendious Dictionary of the Veterinary Art.

i2mo, London, 1817.

Why John has no Doubts. (In various dialects from the

Collection of Prince L. L. Bonaparte.)

Williamson, W. A.—Local Etymology. London, 1849.

Woodward, H. B.—The Geology of England and Wales. 8vo,

London, 1876.

Wright, Thomas.—On the History of the English Language :

a lecture before the Historic Society of Lancashire and

Cheshire, pp. 26. 8vo, Liverpool, 1857.

Dictionary of Obsolete and Provincial English, containing

words from the English writers previous to the nineteenth

century which are no longer in use, or are not used in the

same sense, and words which are now used only in the

provincial dialects. 8vo, London, 1869. [isted.,2 vols. 8vo,

London, 1857.]

Yarrell, W.—History of British Birds, 1843, and var. ed.

Young, Arthur.—Annals of Agriculture and other useful arts
;

collected and published by A. Young. 46 vols. 8vo, London,

1784-1815. See Britten, James.
Zoologist, The, for 1878, containing Provincial Names of

Insects, Birds, &c.

ENGLAND.
BEDFORDSHIRE.

Batchelor, Thomas.—General View of the Agriculture of the

County of Bedford. 8vo, London, 1808. (Agricultural

Survey Report.)

An Orthoepical Analysis of the English Language ; or, an essay

on the nature of its simple and combined sounds ; the

manner of their formation by the vocal organs ; the minute

varieties which constitute a depraved or provincial pro-

nunciation ; and the inadequacy of attempting to explain

them by means of the English alphabet. The whole
illustrated and exemplified by the use of a new orthogpical

alphabet, or universal character, which (with a few additions)

furnishes an easy method of explaining every diversity of

language and dialect among civilized nations ; to which is

added, a minute and copious analysis of the dialect of

Bedfordshire. 8vo, London, 1809.
Burgon, J.W A MS. Collection of Bedfordshire Words.
Ward, Mrs. Humphry ? The Story of Bessie Costrell, 1895.

BERKSHIRE.
Ditchfield, P. H.—Bygone Berkshire. 8vo, London, 1896.

Druce, George Claridge.—The Flora of Berkshire : being a

topographical and historical account of the flowering plants

and ferns found in the county. 8vo, Oxford, 1897.

Hayden, Eleanor G.—Travels round our Village. A Berkshire

book, 1901.

From a Thatched Cottage, 1902.
Hewett, William.—Glossary of Berkshire Provincialisms. Read-

ing, 1847.

[Hughes, Thomas.]—Tom Brown's School Days, 1857.

The Scouring of the White Horse ; or, the Long Vacation

ramble of a London Clerk. By the author of ' Tom Brown's
School Days.' 8vo, Cambridge, 1859.

Tom Brown at Oxford, 1861.

[Lousley, Job.]—A Glossary of Provincial Words used in

Berkshire, pp. 14. 8vo, London, 1852. = Gl. (1852).

Lowsley, B.—A Glossary of Berkshire Words and Phrases.

E.D.S. 1888. = Brks.i

Mitford, M. R.—Country Stories [c. 1855].
Nichol's Bibliotheca Topographica Britannica.—Vol. IV. pp.

55-57> &c - 4to
i
London, 1783. [Contains a few remarks

on the Berkshire dialect.]

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE.
Dialogue with a Buckinghamshire peasant, quoted from Good

Words, July 1869, in the Times, July 12, 1869.

Ellis, William, see General Dialect.

Kennett, White, see Oxfordshire.

Ward, Mrs. Humphry.—? Marcella, 1894.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE.
Darwood, John William.—A MS. Glossary of Words in use in

the County of Cambridge, 1852-70. = Cmb. 1

East Anglian, The, see East Anglia.

Gooch,William.—General View of the Agriculture of the County
of Cambridge. 8vo, London, 1813. (Agricultural Survey

Report.)

Vancouver, Charles.—General View of the Agriculture in the

County of Cambridge. 4to, London, 1794. (Agricultural

Survey Report.)

CHESHIRE.
Advertiser Notes and Queries.—Reprinted from the Stockport

Advertiser, 1881-85.

Assheton, Nicholas.—Journal, 1617. Ed. F. R. Raines,

Chetham Soc. 1848.

Banks, Mrs. G. Linnaeus.—God's Providence House. A novel,

1865.

Cheshire and Lancashire Historical Collector. Ed. T. Worth-
ington Barlow. 2 vols., 1853-55.

Cheshire Notes and Queries, The. 3 vols., 1881-83.

Cheshire Sheaf, The : being local gleanings, historical and

antiquarian, from many scattered fields, reprinted from the

Chester Courant, May 1878 to December 1882. 2 vols.

4to, Chester.

New Series. Ed. J. P. Earwaker. Reprinted from the Chester

Courant. Vol. I. pts. 1-4. 4to, Chester, 1891-95.

Clough, J. C.—Bessy Bresskittle's Pattens, or Sanshum Fair,

a Cheshire-mon's Crack. i2mo, Altrincham, 1879.

Croston, J.—Enoch Crump's Ghost Story ; a legend of Cheshire,

1887.

Darlington, Thomas The Folk-Speech of South Cheshire.

E.D.S. 1887. =s.Chs. x

Halliwell, J. O., see Lancashire.

Holland, Henry.—General View of the Agriculture of Cheshire.

8vo, London, 1808. (Agricultural Survey Report.)

Holland, Robert A Glossary of Words used in the County of

Chester. E.D.S. 1886. =Chs.!
Leigh, Egerton.—Ballads and Legends of Cheshire. 8vo,

London, 1867.

A Glossary ofWords used in the Dialect of Cheshire. Founded
on a similar attempt by Roger Wilbraham, contributed to the

Society ofAntiquaries in 181 7. 8vo, London, 1877. = Chs. 3
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CHESHIRE—CORNWALL

Ormerod, George.—The History of the County Palatine" and
City of Chester. 3 vols, fol., London, 1819.

Piatt, J. W.—The History and Antiquities of Nantwich, in the
County Palatine of Chester. 8vo, London, 18 18.

Prestbury Parish Magazine, 1885.

Warburton, R. E. E.— Hunting Songs and Miscellaneous Poems.
2nd ed., 12110, London, i860.

Wilbraham, Roger.—An attempt at a Glossary of some words
used in Cheshire. Read before the Society of Antiquaries,
May 8, 1817. 2nd ed., i2mo, London, 1826. =Chs. 2

Yates, — .—Owd Peter [n.d.].

CORNWALL.
Ballantyne, R. M.—Deep Down. A tale of the Cornish Mines,

1868.

Bannister, J.—Glossary of Cornish Names, ancient and modern,
local, family, personal, &c. 8vo, Truro, 187 1.

Baring-Gould, S—The Vicar of Morwenstow ; a life of Robert
Stephen Hawker, M.A., 1876.

The Gaverocks
; a tale of the Cornish Coast, 1887.

Richard Cable, 1888.
Mrs. Curgenven of Curgenven, 1893.

Bond, Thomas.—Topographical and historical sketches of the
Boroughs of East and West Looe, in the County of Cornwall.
8vo, London, 1823.

Borlase.W—Antiquities of the County of Cornwall, fol., Oxford,
1754 [ed. 1769].

The Natural History of Cornwall, ib. 1758.
Bottrell, William—Traditions and Hearthside-Stories of West

Cornwall. 8vo, Penzance, 1870.
2nd Series, ib. 1873.
3rd Series, ib. 1880.

Cahill, John.—Wheal Certainty
; a Cornish story, 1890.

Carew, Richard—The Survey of Cornwall. 4to, London, 1602.
New edition. 410, London, 1769.

Clarke, Mrs. H—Roscorla Farm, 1895.
Cornish Tales, in prose and verse, by various authors. With

a glossary. i2mo, London, 1873.
Cornish Tales, in verse and prose, being specimens of Cornish

Provincial Dialects. 121110, Truro, 1858.
'Cornwall.' A Western Eclogue between Pengrouze and Bet

Polglaze, in the Gentleman's Magazine, XXXII. 287, 1762.
Couch, L. Quiller—A Spanish Maid, 1898.
Couch, Thomas Q.—The History of Polperro, a fishing town on

the south coast of Cornwall ; being a description of the
place, its people, their manners, customs, modes of industry,
&c, by the late Jonathan Couch, with a short account of
the life and labours of the author, and many additions on
the popular antiquities of the district. 8vo, Truro, 1871.A List of Obsolete Words still in use among the folk of
East Cornwall. Truro [n.d.].

See also Courtney, M. A.
Courtney, M. A. and Couch, Thomas Q Glossary of Wordsm use in Cornwall. West Cornwall by Miss M . A. Courtney

East Cornwall by Thomas Q. Couch. E.D.S. 1880. =Cor 1

Daniel, Henry John.—The Bride of Scio, Songs of the Heart,
and other poems. i2mo, Truro, 1842,

The Cornish Thalia; being original Cornish poems, illus-
trative of the Cornish dialect, pp. 48. i2mo, Devonport
[c. 1862].

The Muse in Motley, or a Wallet of Whimsies, pp. 48. ib.

[1867].
Pickings from my Portfolio ; comprising Cornish comic and

other humorous pieces, pp. 48. ib. [n.d.]
A New Budget of Cornish Poems, pp. 48. ib. [n.d.]
Mary Anne's Christening, ib. [n.d.]
Mary Anne's Troubles, ib. [n.d.]

English, H.—A Glossary of Mining Terms, used in Mexico,
Colombia, Peru, and other parts of South America ; also
those used in the mining districts of Cornwall and Derby-
shire. Compiled from the most authentic sources, pp. 72.
8vo, London, 1830.

Exhibition, The, and other Cornish Tales, in prose and verse
by various Authors. 8vo, Truro [n.d.].

Forfar, W. Bentinck.— Cousin Jan's Courtship and Marriage.
The Exhibition. Two Cornish tales in verse. 121110, Truro
1859.

Pentowan
;
or the Adventures of Gregory Goulden, Esq.,

_. an° Tobias Penhale. A Cornish story. 8vo, Helston, 1859.
Ine Helston Furry Day ; an account of its origin and

celebration ; with the music of the ancient Furry dance.

i2mo, Helston, 1861.

Pengersick Castle. A Cornish tale. 8vo, Truro, 1862.

Kynance Cove; or the Cornish Smugglers. A tale of the

last century. 8vo, London, 1865.

The Wizard of West Penwith ; a tale of the Land's End.
i2mo, Penzance, 1871.

Cornish Poems and selections from ' Pentowan.' 8vo, Truro

[1885].

Garland, Thomas.—List of Words in common use in West
Cornwall, in the Journal of the Royal Institution of

Cornwall, pp. 45-54, April 1865.

[Gervis, Marianne] (ed.).—Original Cornish Ballads : chiefly

founded on stories, humorously told by Mr. Tregellas, in

his popular lectures on ' Peculiarities
'

; to which are

appended some drafts of kindred character, from the port-

folio of the Editress : the whole prefixed by an introductory

essay, on the peculiar characteristicsofthe Cornish peasantry

;

from the gifted pen of Mrs. Miles, pp. iv, 60. 8vo, London,
1846.

Hammond, Joseph.—A Cornish Parish : being an account of

St. Austell, town, church, district, and people. 8vo, London,
1897.

Hardy, Thomas.—? A Pair of Blue Eyes. 1873.
Harris, J. Henry.—Our Cove ; stories from a Cornish fisher

village [1900].
The Luck of Wheal Veor and other stories of the mine,

moor, and sea, 1901.

Faith. A story of Saint Porth [n.d.].

H[arvey], T[homas] H[ingston] Harkyology. Mr. Theo-
dosius Smitheram's account of the sayings and doings of
the Cambrian Archaeological Association. By T. H. H.
i8mo, Truro, 1862.

H[igham], T. R.—A Dialogue between Tom Thomas and Bill

Bilkey, two Cornish miners. By T. R. H. pp. 24. 12100,
Truro, 1866.

Hocking, J—The Mist on the Moors, in the Christian World
Annual, 1896.

Hunt, Robert—Popular Romances of the West of England, or
the drolls, traditions, and superstitions of Old Cornwall,
collected and ed. by Robert Hunt. 2 vols. 8vo, London,
1865. New ed. 1896.

Jago, Fred. W. P.—The ancient language, and the dialect of
Cornwall, with an enlarged glossary of Cornish provincial
words. Also an appendix, containing a list of writers on
Cornish dialect, and additional information about Dolly
Pentreath, the last known person who spoke the ancient
Cornish as her mother tongue. 8vo, Truro, 1882. =Cor. 2

Jimmy Trebilcock ; or the humorous adventures of a Cornish
miner at the Great Exhibition, what he saw, and what he
didn't see. i2mo, Camborne, 1863.

Kinahan, George Henry—On the similarity of some Cornish
rock-names and miners' terms to Irish words. Journal of
the Royal Institution of Cornwall, No. 14, April 1873.

Lee, Charles—Paul Carah, Cornishman, 1898.
The Widow Woman. A Cornish tale, 1899.
Cynthia in the West, 1900.

Lyall, Edna—Donovan, 1882.
Marshall, W. H., see Devonshire.
Monthly Magazine, The, for 1808, contains a list of Cornish

words.
[Netherton, Edward.]-The Song of Solomon in the living

Cornish dialect. From the Authorised English Version
i2mo. [Impensis L. L. Bonaparte, i8sq.]

O'Donoghue, F. Talbot.-St. Knighton's Keive ; a Cornish tale.With a postscript and glossary. 8vo, London, 1864.
Parr, Mrs—Adam and Eve. 3 vols. 1880
[Pascoe, Charlotte Champion.]-Wan' and Aell, a Cornish
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Pearce, H.—Jacob Treloar, 1893
Pearce J H. Esther Pentreath, the Miller's daughter: a studyof life on the Cornish coast, 1891.

'

Inconsequent Lives, 1891.
Pear*, Mark Guy.-Daniel Quorm and his religious opinions,

Penberthy, C. P.-The Warp and Woof of Cornish life andcharacter by Open Eyes (Mrs. C. P. Penberthy). Collated

Peter T C mTc*^™* 2r***"«"»- 8vo, London [„Feter, 1
.
U—MS. Collection of Cornish words. = Cor.s



CORNWALL—CUMBERLAND
Polwhele, R—A Cornish-English Vocabulary ; a vocabulary of

local names, chiefly Saxon, and a provincial glossary, pp.
98. 4to, Truro, 1808.

The History of Cornwall. 7 vols. 4to, London, 18 16.
Porter, R— St. Martin's Summer, 1895.
Provincial Vocabulary, A, see Devonshire.
Pryce, William.—Mineralogia Cornubiensis ; a treatise on

minerals, mines, and mining, fol., London, 1778.
Archaeologia Cornu-Britannica ; or, an essay to preserve the

ancient Cornish language: containing the rudiments of that
dialect in a Cornish grammar, and Cornish-English Vocabu-
lary, &c. 4to, Sherborne, 1790.

Q[uiller-Couch, A. T.]—Dead Man's Rock, 1887.
The Astonishing History of Troy Town, 1888.
Noughts and Crosses, 1891.
I saw Three Ships, and other winter's tales, 1892.
The Haunted Dragoon, 1892.
The Delectable Duchy, 1893.
Wandering Heath, 1895.

Rhodes, W. C—The Story of John Trevennick [n.d.l.

Rodd, Edward H.— Birds of Cornwall, 1880.
[Sandys, William.]—Specimens of Cornish provincial dialect,

collected and arranged by Uncle Jan Treenoodle, with
some introductory remarks, and a glossary, by an antiquarian
friend, also a selection of songs and other pieces connected
with Cornwall. 8vo, London, 1846.

Stackhouse, J. L.—Obsolete Words still in use among the folk

of East Cornwall, in the Journal of the Royal Institution of
Cornwall. May 1864.

Thomas, Joseph.—Randigal Rhymes and a glossary of Cornish
words. 8vo, Penzance, 1895.

Timothy Towser, and nineteen other Cornish tales, from
Netherton's Cornish Almanac [n.d.].

Tregellas, J. T Tremuan ; and the St. Agnes Bear Hunt.
Two Cornish tales, pp. 23. i2mo, Truro [c. 1840].

FarmerBrown's Blunders, including the Cayenne Pepper Story

;

Capt. Hoskin's Battle of Lanterns ; and the London Director,

Hannibal Hollow, at Wheal Blue Bottle, pp. 43. ib. 1857.
Cornish Tales. 8vo, Truro, i860.

Peeps into the Haunts and Homes of the rural population of

Cornwall. Being reminiscences of Cornish character and
characteristics, illustrative of the dialect, peculiarities, &c,
&c, of the inhabitants of West and North Cornwall. 8vo,

Truro, 1863. Another ed., 1868.

Cornish Tales, in prose and verse. With a glossary. i2mo,
Truro, 1868.

Trenhaile, John.—Dolly Pentreath, and other humorous Cornish
tales, in verse. With a portrait of old Dolly, pp. 46.

i2mo, Devonport [1854].
[Verrall, Georgina.]—A Cornish Ghost story ; a night's adven-

tures at the Devil's Stile, or Jacky Trevose and Mary
Trevean. By ' Elfin.' pp. 19. 8vo, Truro, 1862.

West Cornubian.—A new Budget of Cornish Poems, pp. 36.

8vo, Camborne, 1865.

Whitcombe, Mrs. H. P., see Devonshire.
Worth, R. N., see Devonshire.

CUMBERLAND.
Anderson, R.^Ballads in the Cumberland dialect : with notes

and a glossary. 8vo, Carlisle, 1805.

Ballads in the Cumberland dialect, chiefly by R. Ander-
son, with notes and a glossary ; the remainder by various

authors, several of which have been never before published.

i2mo, Wigton, 1808 [and var. ed.].

Bailey, John.—General View of the Agriculture of the County of

Cumberland. 4to, London, 1794. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

Blamire, Susanna Poetical Works [c. 1794]. Now for the

first time collected by Henry Lonsdale. With a preface,

memoir, and notes by Patrick Maxwell, tamo, Edinburgh,

1842.

Bobby Banks' Bodderment, a sup of coald keal het up agean.

In the Whitehaven Herald, June 2, 1866.

Branthet Neuk Boggle, a Teahl for a Winter Neeght. In the

Whitehaven Herald, Jan. 5, 1861.

Burn, Peter.—English Border Ballads. 8vo, Carlisle, 1874. [2nd

ed. 1877.]

Poems. London, 1885.

Fireside Crack. 2nd ed., London, 1886.

[Burroughs, J.]—Willie Wattle's Mudder. By a Tourist, pp. 8.

i2mo, Whitehaven, 1870.

Caine, T. H. Hall.—The Shadow of a Crime, 1885.
A Son of Hagar, 1886.

Chatto, W. A., see Northumberland.
Christian, John.—A Whitehaven Sailor Lad in London, 1880.

The Mason's Ghost Story, 1880.
Clark, Ewan.—Miscellaneous Poems. 8vo, Whitehaven, 1779.
Cowper, H. S.—A Grasmere Farmer's Sale Schedule in 1710.

(Reprinted from the Transactions of the Cumberland and
Westmoreland Antiquarian and Archaeological Society.)
8vo, Kendal, 1895.

Dalby, John—Mayroyd of Mytholm. 3 vols. 1888.
Denton, John, of Cardew.—An Accompt of the Estates and

Families in the County of Cumberland, from the Conquest
to the beginning of the reign of James [I], 1687-88.

Dickinson, William.—A Glossary of Words and Phrases of
Cumberland. i2mo, Whitehaven, 1859.

A Supplement to the Glossary of the Words and Phrases
of Cumberland, with illustrative examples. i2mo, London,
1867.

A Glossary of Words and Phrases pertaining to the dialect of
Cumberland. E.D.S. 1878. =Cum.1

Additional Supplement to the Cumberland Glossary. E.D.S.
1881. = Cum. 1

A Glossary of the Words and Phrases pertaining to the
dialect of Cumberland. Re-arranged, illustrated, and
augmented by quotations, by E. W. Prevost, with a short
digest of the phonology and grammar of the dialect by
S. Dickson Brown. 8vo, London [1899]. =Cum.*

Lamplugh Club, by a Looker-on, intended to assist in

preserving a faithful record of the dialect of the neighbour-
hood of Whitehaven, pp. 11. i2mo, Whitehaven, 1856.

The Song of Solomon in the dialect of Central Cumber-
land. From the Authorised English Version, pp. 19.

i6mo. [Impensis L. L. Bonaparte], 1859.

Joe and the Geologist. A 'Tail' for Joe and the Geologist

by Another Hand. pp. 8. 8vo, Whitehaven [1866].
[Contains also two poems, Scallow Beck Boggle and
Merry Charley.]

Cumberland Farm Life—Memorandums of Old Times. 8vo,

Whitehaven, 1869.

Cumbriana, or Fragments of Cumberland Life. 8vo, London,
1875-

Uncollected Literary Remains. Privately printed, 1888.

[Dixon, James.]—Borrowdale in the Old Time ; as gathered
from the conversation of the late Sarah Yewdale, Queen of

Borrowdale, who died February, 1869, 'n ner 101st year,

pp. 8. 12'mo, Keswick, 1869.
Ellwood, T.—The Poets and Poetry of Cumberland, including

the Cumbrian Border. Reprinted from the Trans, of the

Cumberland and Westmoreland Association for the Ad-
vancement of Literature and Science, No. ix. 1885.

Farrall, Thomas Betty Wilson's Cummerland Teals. Re-
printed from the West Cumberland Times, iamo, Carlisle,

1876. [3rd ed. 1886.]

Ferguson, Robert.—The Dialect of Cumberland, with a chapter
on its place-names. 8vo, London, 1873. =Cum. 2

Gibson, Alexander Craig.—The Folk-Speech of Cumberland
and some districts adjacent ; being short stories and rhymes
in the dialects of the West Border counties. 8vo, London,
1869. =Cum. 3

Gilpin, Sidney (ed.).—The Songs and Ballads of Cumberland, to

which are added dialect and other poems ; with biographical

sketches, notes, and glossary. i2mo, London, 1866.

The Songs and Ballads of Cumberland and the Lake Country.
With biographical sketches, notes, and glossary. Three
Series. 2nd ed., ib. 1874.

The Popular Poetry of Cumberland and the Lake Country.

With biographical sketches and notes. i2mo, Carlisle,

1875-

Glossary of Provincial Words used in the County of Cum-
berland. pp.19. i2mo, London, 1851. = G/. (1851).

[Graham, Charles.]—Gwordy and Will. A pastoral dialogue

in the Cumberland dialect. pp. 8. 8vo, Whitehaven

[1778] [ed. 1849].

Greenup, Gwordie.—Yance-a-Year. Gwordie Greenup's Cum-
merland Alminac, wid tide teable, for 1873. pp. 28. i2mo,
Maryport, 1873.

Anudder Batch, Firsts an' Secinds. T'firsts being a few
heamly teals telt at Lingside and t'secinds a reprint o'

rhymes fra Yance-a-Year by Gwordie Greenup, pp. 32.

ib. 1873.
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Greenup, Gwordie {continued)—
Cumbrian Rhymes, a series of stories, and scraps in dialect

verse, 1876.

Harrison, J Poems and Songs, some of which are in the

Cumberland dialect, ismo, Whitehaven [n.d.].

Helvellyn, On, in the Cornhill Magazine, Oct. 1890.

Hutchinson, William. —The History of the County of Cumber-
land and some places adjacent. 2 vols. 4to, Carlisle, 1794.

[Hutton, J.]—Billy Brannau. A tale of the Abbey Holme. By
Silpheo, 1885.

Joe and the Geologist, a short story in the Cumberland dialect.

(First printed in the Whitehaven Herald, March 14, 1857.)
Revised by the Author, pp. 7. rarno, Carlisle, 1866.

'Joe and the Geologist' and < T'Reets on't,' being another
supplement to 'Joe and the Geologist' by Joe his-sel. pp. 16.

I2IT10, Carlisle, 1867. [See also Dickinson, William.]
Jollie, F.—Sketch of Cumberland Manners and Customs : partly

in the provincial dialect, in prose and verse. With a
glossary, pp. iv, 46. 121110, Carlisle, 1811. [Contains ' Th'
Upshot' by M. Lonsdale],

Lietch, D. R Willie Green, 1870.
Linton, Mrs. E. Lynn—Lizzie Lorton of Greyrigg. 3 vols., 1866.

With a Silken Thread, 1880.
Lonsdale, Mark—Th' Upshot, 1811. [See Jollie, F.]
Mary Drayson's Honeymoon ; being a short account of her

visit to London, the sights she saw there, and the scrapes
she got into. By a Cumberland Lad. pp. 32. i2ino,
Carlisle, 1872.

Muncaster Boggle, The. pp. 8. ismo, Whitehaven, 1870.
[ed. 1884.]

Nicolson, Guil— Glossarium Brigantimtm, collectore Guil.
Nicolson, 1677. Printed with notes in the Trans, of the
Royal Soc. of Literature, Vol. IX. pt. ii. pp. 303-23, 1868.

Ostle, J. Sharpe.—Notes on the Cumbrian Dialect. A lecture.
Pastoral Dialogue in the Cumberland Dialect: with a

humourous epistle, by a Young Shepherd to his friend in
Borrowdale. . . pp. 12. 8vo, Keswick, 1849. [See Graham,
Charles.]

Penrith Observer, The.—Var. dates.
Poll Book, The, of the Election of a Representative in Parliament

for the Borough of Whitehaven. . . 8vo, Whitehaven, 1832.
Powley.M—Echoes of Old Cumberland. Poems and translations.

8vo, Carlisle, 1875.
Past and Present among the Fells. Reprinted from the

Trans, of the Cum. and Wm. Archaeological Society, 1876.
Prevost, E. W., see Dickinson, William.
Rayson, John— Miscellaneous Poems and Ballads, chiefly in the

dialects of Cumberland and the English and Scottish
borders. i2mo, London, 1858.

The Song of Solomon in the Cumberland dialect. From
the Authorised English Version, pp. 19. i6mo. [Impensis
L. L. Bonaparte, 1859.]

Rea, Alice—The Beckside Boggle and other stories. London,
1886. '

Relph, Josiah.—A Miscellany of Poems, consisting of original
poems, translations, pastorals in the Cumberland dialect
familiar epistles, fables, songs, and epigrams. With a
preface and a glossary. 8vo, Glasgow, 1747.

Poems. With the life of the Author. 8vo, Carlisle 1798
Richardson, J.—' Cummerland Talk '

; being short tales and
rhymes in the dialect of that county : together with a few
miscellaneous pieces in verse. i2mo, Carlisle, 187 1. 2nd
Series, 1876 [and var. ed.].

Rigby, Cuthbert—From Midsummer to Martinmas. A West
Cumberland Idyl. London, 1891.

[Ritson, Isaac.]—Copy of a Letter wrote by a young shepherd
to his friend in Borrowdale. New ed. To which is added
a Glossary of the Cumberland words, pp. 16. i^mo
Penrith, 1788.

'

—^— Another ed., i2mo, Whitehaven, 1866.
Sargisson, J.—J oe Scoap's Jurneh through Three Wardles, 1881
Sopwith, Thomas, see Durham.
Stagg, John—Miscellaneous Poems. 8vo, Carlisle, 1804.

Miscellaneous Poems, some of which are in the Cumberland
dialect, pp. xii, 237. 2nd ed., 121110, Workington, 1805.

The Cumbrian Minstrel ; being a poetical Miscellany of
Legendary, Gothic, and Romantic Tales, the scenes and
subjects ofwhich are principally laid in the Border Counties

rr !f
°f England and Scotland. . . 2 vols. 8vo, Manchester, 1821.

Telford,Thomas—The Philosophy of Betty Cwoates. Readings
in the Cumberland dialect, pp. 12. ismo, Keswick, 1893.

Walcott, Mackenzie E. C. (ed.).—Glossary of Words in the

Cumbrian dialect. From the Trans, of the Royal Soc. of

Literature. Vol. IX, new series, 1868. [See Nicolson,

Guil.]

Wheatley, J. A.—Joe the Buits, or Nobbut a Cumberland Lad
;

a comediette. pp. 24. i2mo, Carlisle, 1869.

Wise Wiff, in the Cumberland dialect, by the Author of 'Joe
and the Geologist.' i2mo, Carlisle, 1869.

See also Lakeland.

DERBYSHIRE.
A., M On a Darbishire Rustick's Discontents. By M. A. In

' Poems upon Several Occasions,' pp. 27 seq. 8vo, London,
1668.

Brown, Thomas.— General View of the Agriculture of the

County of Derby. 4to, London, 1794. (Agricultural

Survey Report.)
Cox, J. Charles.—Notes on the Churches of Derbyshire. 8vo,

Chester, 1875-79.
Cushing, Paul The Blacksmith of Voe, 1888.

Derbyshire Lead-Mining Terms ; with a reprint of Manlove's
'Rhymed Chronicle,' by T. Tapping. Ed. W. W. Skeat.

pp. 41. E.D.S. 1874.
Dialogue in the Derbyshire Dialect. In Bosworth's Anglo-

Saxon Dictionary, pref. p. xxx. London, 1838.
English, H., see Cornwall.
Furness, Richard.—Medicus-Magus, a poem, in three cantos

;

with a glossary, pp. viii, 72. 8vo, Sheffield, 1836.
Gilchrist, R. Murray.—A Peakland Faggot : tales told of Milton

Folk, 1897.
The Rue Bargain, 1898.

Willowbrake, 1898.
Nicholas and Mary, and other Milton Folk, 1899.
Natives of Milton, 1902.

Hall, Charles Edmund.—Hathersage : a tale of North Derby-
shire. 8vo, London, 1896.

Hallam, Thomas—MS. Collection of North-West Derbyshire
words. =nw.Der. 1

Houghton, Thomas—Rara Avis in Terris ; or the Compleat
Miner. In two books, Sec. 121110, London, 1681. [Re-
printed asDerbyshireLead-MiningTerms; by T.Houghton,
1681. Ed. W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1874.]

Jewitt, Llewellynn— ? The Ballads and Songs of Derbyshire.
With illustrative notes, and examples of the original music,
&c. 8vo, London, 1867.

Le Fanu, J. S—Uncle Silas, a tale of Bartram-Haugh. 2 vols..
1865.

Mander, James—The Derbyshire Miners' Glossary ; or, an
explanation of the technical terms of the miners, which are
used in the King's Field, in the Hundred of High Peak, in
the County of Derby, and in the open customary lordships
within the same ; of those also within the Soc orWapentake
of Wirksworth or Low Peak, in the same county ; together
with the mineral laws and customs within those districts.
To which is subjoined, an Appendix, containing the custom-
aries or bye-laws, made and confirmed at the Barmote
Courts, held within the Manors of High and Low Peak,
pp. xvi, 131. 8vo, Bakewell, 1824.

Manlove, Edward.—The Liberties and Customes of the Lead-
Mines within the Wapentake of Wirksworth in the County
of Derby. Part thereof appearing by extracts from the
Bundels of the Exchequer and Inquisitions taken in the
xvith year of the reign of King Edward the First, and in
other kings reigns, and continued ever since. 8vo, London
1653. '

Mawe, John.-The Mineralogy of Derbyshire : with a description
of the most interesting mines in the North of England, in
Scotland, and in Wales

;
and an analysis of Mr. Williams'

work, entitled 'The Mineral Kingdom.' Subjoined is aglossary of the terms and phrases used by miners inDerbyshire. 8vo, London, 1802. [Reprinted as Derby-
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Richard Flower, Independent Candidate, in the Weekly Telegraph,

Dec. 22, 1894.
[Robinson, Joseph Barlow.]—? Owd Sammy Twitcher's Visit

tut Gret Exibishun e Darby, pp. 24. 8vo, Derby, 1870.

1 Owd Sammy Twitcher's Second Visit tut Gret Exibishun e

Darby wi Jim. ib. 1870.
Sleigh, John.—An attempt at a Derbyshire Glossary, pp. 11.

Reprinted from the Reliquary for 1865-66. = Der. 2

Tapping, Thomas.—The Rhymed Chronicle of Edward Manlove
concerning the liberties and customs of the lead mines
within the Wapentake of Wirksworth, Derbyshire. 2nd
ed., reprinted from the text of the original ed. of 1653, . . .

to which is affixed a glossary of the principal mining and
other obsolete terms occurring in the poem, with references

to the High Peak Act, 14 & 15 Vict. c. 94 ; and a list

extracted from the ' Ducatus Lancastrian,' of all the causes

relative to the Derbyshire lead mines tried in the Duchy
Court of Lancaster, temp. Hen. 7, Hen. 8, Edw. 6, Phil.

& Mary, and Eliz. pp. viii, 40. 8vo, London, 1851.
[Verney, Lady F. P.]—Stone Edge, 1868.

Ward, Mrs. Humphry.—? The History of David Grieve. 3 vols.,

1892.

DEVONSHIRE.
Advertisements from the Agricultural Gazette, June 24, 1895.

Baird, Henry.—Letters in the Devonshire dialect. By Nathan
Hogg. pp. 51. i2mo, Exeter, 1847.

Poetical Letters tu es brither Jan, and a Witch Story, tha old

humman way tha urd cloke, ur tha evil eye, in the Devon-
shire dialect. By Nathan Hogg. 3rd ed., 8vo, London,

1858. [5th ed. 1865.]

The Song of Solomon in the Devonshire dialect. From the

Authorised English Version. i6mo. [Impensis L. L.

Bonaparte, i860.]

The Gospel of St. Matthew, translated into Western English

as spoken in Devonshire. i6mo. [Impensis L. L. Bona-

parte, London, 1863.]

A new series of Poems in the Devonshire dialect : including

the Witch Story of Mucksy Lane, and the Kenton Ghost.

By Nathan Hogg. 4th ed. enlarged. i2mo, London, 1866.

Baring-Gould, S.—John Herring, 1883.

Red Spider, 1887.

Old Country Life, 1890.

Urith, a tale of Dartmoor. 3 vols., 1891.

Dartmoor Idylls, 1896.

Furze Bloom. Tales of the Western Moors, 1899.

Blackmore, R. D.—Lorna Doone : a romance of Exmoor, 1869.

Christowell, 1882.

Perlycross, 1894.

Slain by the Doones, 1896.

Bowling, John.—Language, with special reference to the

Devonian dialects, pp. 13-38. Transactions of the Devon-

shire Association for the Advancement of Science, Litera-

ture, and Art, pt. v. 1866.

Bray, A. E.—A Description of the part of Devonshire bordering

on the Tamar and the Tavy. 3 vols. i2mo, London, 1836.

Traditions of Devonshire on the Borders of the Tamar and the

Tavy. ib. 1838.

Burnett, B. L.—From Stable Boy to Merchant Prince. A
Devonshire story, 1888.

Capern, Edward.—Poems. 2nd ed., with additions. 8vo, Lon-

don, 1856.

Ballads and Songs, ib. 1858.

Chanter, Gratiana The Witch of Withyford. A story of

Exmoor. i2mo, London, 1896.

Chope, R. Pearse.—The Dialect of Hartland, Devonshire. With

a map of the district. E.D.S. 1891. =nw.Dev. x

Collier, W. F.— Devonshire Dialect. (Read at Torquay, July,

1893.) [Reprinted from the Transactions of the Devonshire

Association for the Advancement of Science, Literature,

and Art, 1893, pt. xxv. pp. 276-85.] pp.i2,8vo. [n.pl.,n.d.]

Cooke, George A.—Topographical and Statistical Description of

the County of Devon. London [c. 1820].

[Cooke, John.]—Old England for Ever ; from a Devonshire Jog-

trot. 4to, Exeter, 1819.

Cresswell, H.—Ginger. A story of the Devonshire ' Lumpers
'

;

in the Country House, April 1896.

Dalzell, Helen.—'Anner. A West Country tragedy ; in CasselVs

Family Magazine, April 1895.

Daniels, W. H MS. Collection cf North Devonshire words.

= Dev. 2

Dartmoor.—In Comhill Magazine, Nov. 1887.

Dartmoor Words, from the Portfolio, 1889.

Davies, E. W. L The Outdoor Life of the Rev. John Russell.

A memoir, 1878. New ed., London, 1883.

East Budleigh Churchwardens' Accounts, Extracts from.

[var. dates.] (MS.)
Evans, Rachel.—Home Scenes : or Tavistock and its vicinity.

8vo, London, 1846.

Exmoor Courtship ; or a suitoring discourse in the Devonshire
dialect and mode near the forest of Exmoor. 4to, Exeter,

1746.

Exmoor Scolding, An : in the Propriety and Decency of Ex-
moor language, between two sisters : Wilmot Moreman
and Thomasin Moreman; as they were spinning. 4 to,

Exeter, 1746.
Exmoor Scolding and Courtship, The (two dialogues of the

beginning of the xvmth century) ; also the Somersetshire
man's complaint (a poem of a full century earlier). The
original texts edited, collated, and arranged, with a complete
transcript in glossic, the vocabulary enlarged, and the

whole illustrated with copious notes, by Frederic Thomas
Elworthy, E.D.S. 1879.

Ford, George.—The Larramys, 1897.
'Postle Farm, 1899.

Fox, S. P.—Kingsbridge and its surroundings. Plymouth, 1874.

Fraser, Robert.—General View of the Agriculture of the County
of Devon. 4to, London, 1794. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

Friend, Hilderic.—A Glossary of Devonshire Plant Names. (Re-
printed from the Transactions of the Devonshire Association

for the Advancement of Science, Literature, and Art, 1882,

pt. xiv. pp. 529-91.) E.D.S. 1882. =Dev. 4

'Giles, R.'—The Gude Old Times in Welcombe ; in the North

Devon Journal, Sept. 1885.

Halle, H. R.—Letters, historical and botanical : relating chiefly

to places in the Vale of Teign. 8vo, London, 1851.

Hand-Book of North Devon, The. 8vo, Exeter, 1876.

Hare, W.—Brither Jan's Visit ta tha Crismiss Pantymine ; a

poetic epistle in the Devonshire dialect ; with other

effusions. 2nd ed., i2mo, Exeter, 1863. [3rd ed. 1887.]

Hartier, Mary.—An Evening with Hodge ; in English Illustrated

Magazine, June 1896.

Hewett, Sarah.—MS. Collection of Devonshire words. = Dev. 3

The Peasant Speech of Devon. And other matters connected

therewith. 2nd ed., 8vo, London, 1892.

Nummits and Crummits. Devonshire customs, characteristics,

and folk-lore. ib. 1900.

Horae Subsecivae, 1777 (MS.).

Jane, Fred T.—The Lordship, the Passen, and We, 1897.

Ever Mohun, 1901.

Kingsley, Charles.—Westward Ho ! 1855.

Madox-Brown, Oliver.—The Dwale Bluth, Hebditch's Legac3',

and other literary remains. Ed. by W. M. Rossetti and

F. Hueifer. 2 vols., London, 1876.

The Yeth-hounds. A legend of Dartmoor, pp. 249-62 of

Vol. II of Dwale Bluth, &c.

Marshall, W. H.—The Rural Economy of the West of England,

including Devonshire, and parts of Somersetshire, Dorset-

shire, and Cornwall. 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1796. [Vol. I, pp.

323-32, reprinted as ' Provincialisms of West Devonshire,

1796,' ed. W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1873.]

Moore, Thomas.—The History of Devonshire from the earliest

period to the present time. 2 vols. 4to, London, 1829-31.

Mortimer, Geoffrey.—Tales from the Western Moors, 1895.

Murray, J. P.—A Handbook for Travellers in Devon and Corn-

wall. i2mo, London, 1851 [and var. ed.].

Norway, Arthur H.—Parson Peter, a tale of the Dart, 1900.

Obliging Husband and Imperious Wife, The ; or the West
Country Clothier undone by a Peacock, with the pleasant

and comical humours of honest Humphrey, his man, in

witty and ingenious dialogues. i2mo, [n.pl.], 1717.

O'Neill, H. C Devonshire Idyls, 1892.

Told in the Dimpses, 1893.

Owen, John.—Verse Musings, 1894.

Page, John L. W.—An Exploration of Dartmoor and its

antiquities, with some account of its borders. London,

1889.

[Palmer, Mrs.]—A Dialogue in the Devonshire dialect (in three

parts). By a Lady : to which is added a glossary, by

J. F. Palmer, pp. viii, 99, gloss, pp. 25-99. 8vo, London,

1837. =Dev. 1
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[Palmer, Mrs.] continued)—
A Devonshire Dialogue, in four parts : to which is added

a glossary, for the most part by the late Rev. John Phillips.

Ed. by Mrs. Gwatkin. pp. 91, gloss, pp. 65-85. i2mo,
London, 1839.

The CourtshipofRogerand Bet, with aglossary. Devonport,i868.

A Devonshire Courtship, in four parts : to which is added
a glossary. i2mo, Devonport, 1869.

Pasmore, W. S.— Old Stories of Devon and Cornwall [c. 1890].
Peard, F. M.—Mother Molly, 1889.
Pearse, Mark Guy.—West Country Songs, 1902.
Pengelly, W.—Verbal Provincialisms of South-Western Devon-

shire. Reprinted from the Transactions of the Devonshire
Association for the Advancement of Science, Literature,
and Art, 1875.

Notes on a Devon Funeral Sermon in the 17th century, 1882.
Words current in Devon in the 15th century, 1882.

Phillpotts, Eden Down Dartmoor Way, 1895.
Devon Courting, in Black and White, March 14, 1896.
Bill Vogwell's Courtin'. ib. June 27, 1896.
Lying Prophets. A novel, 1897.
Sons of the Morning, 1900.
Sam of Sorrow Corner, in Pall Mall Magazine, Feb. 1900.
The Red Rose, ib. April 1900.
The Striking Hours, 1901.
Good Red Earth, 1901.

Polwhele, R.—The History of Devonshire. 3 vols, fol., Exeter,
1797-1806.

Provincial Vocabulary, A ; containing for the most part, such
words as are current amongst the common people in
Devonshire and Cornwall. In Monthly Magazine, Vol.
XXVI [1808] ; Vol. XXIX [1810]. [Incomplete, extending
only to Gi.

]

Pulman, G. P. R.—Rustic Sketches, being poems on angling, in
the dialect of East Devon, by Piscator. 8vo, Taunton, 1842.

Rustic Sketches
; being rhymes on angling and other subjects,

illustrative of rural life, &c, in the dialect of the West of
England ; with notes, and a glossary, pp. ix, 78. 8vo,
London, 1853. [3rd ed. 1871.]

The Song of Solomon in the East Devonshire Dialect. From
the Authorised English Version, pp. 19. i6mo. [Im-
pensis L. L. Bonaparte, i860.]

Reports of the Committee on Devonshire Verbal Provincial-
isms. Ed. F. T. Elworthy. Reprinted from the Trans-
actions of the Devonshire Association for the Advancement
of Science, Literature, and Art, 1877-.

[Rock, William Frederick.]—Jim an' Nell : a dramatic poem
in the dialect of North Devon. By a Devonshire Man.
pp. 56. 8vo, London, 1867. [Reprinted in ' Nine Specimens
of English Dialects,' ed. W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1896.]

Rowe, Samuel.—A Perambulation of the Antient and Royal
Forest of Dartmoor. 8vo, Plymouth [1848].

Salmon, Arthur L.—West-Country Ballads and "Verses, pp. vi,
82. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1899.

Sharland, E. C.—Ways and Means in a Devonshire Village 188=;
Stooke, E. M.—Not Exactly. Bristol [n.d.].
Stroud for Strode), William.—A Devonshire Song [c. 1640! in

Notes tf Queries (i860) 2nd S. x. 462.
Tozer, Elias.— Devonshire and other original Poems ; with

some account ofancient customs,superstitions, and traditions.
8vo, Exeter, 1873.

Tugwell, George—The North Devon Hand-Book. 4th ed.
London, 1877.

Vancouver, Charles.—General View of the Agriculture of the
County of Devon. 8vo, London, 1808. (Agricultural
Survey Report.)

Vaughan, E., and Anon.—By Heather and Sea, 1895.
Western Times, The, see Wills, S.
Weymouth, R. F—Devonian Provincialisms. Trans. Phil. Soc.

London, 1854.
Whitcombe, Mrs.H. P.—Bygone Days in Devonshire and Corn-

iin,-i.fi
W

i

a11 : W 'th notes of ex'Sting superstitions and customs, 1874.
Whitfield, H. J—Rambles in Devonshire

; with tales and poetry.
8vo, London, 1854.

Whyte-Melville, G. J.-Katerfelto : a story of Exmoor, 1875.W ills, S.—Provincial words and expressions current in Devon-
shire. In the Western Times, 1886.

[Wolcot, John.1-The Royal Visit to Exeter; a poetical epistle
by John Ploughshare, a farmer of Morton Hampstead in
the County of Devon. Published by Peter Pindar, Esq.
4to, London, 1795.

The Works of Peter Pindar. 4 vols. i2mo, London, 1809
[ed. 1816].

Woodhay and Littleham Churchwardens' Accounts, [var.

dates.]

Worth, Richard Nicols.—Some Inquiry into the association of

the dialects of Devon and Cornwall. In the Journal of the

Royal Institution of Cornwall, pp. 180-83, April 1870.

The West Country Garland ; selected from writings of the

poets of Devon and Cornwall from the 15th to the 19th
century ; with folk songs and traditional verses by R. N.

Worth. 8vo, Plymouth, 1875.

'Zack' [Keats, Gwendoline].—On Trial, 1899.

Tales of Dunstable Weir, 1901.

The White Cottage, 1901.

DORSETSHIRE.
Agnus, Orme.—Jan Oxber, 1900.

The Poet's Love, 1900.

Vickery's Deplorable Stratagem, 1900.
The Miraculous Inspiration of Mr. Jesty, 1900.

The Coming of a Soldier, 1900.

The Apple of Desire, 1900.
Love in Our Village, 1900.

Barnes, William.—Poems of Rural Life, in the Dorset dialect
;

with a dissertation and glossary. i2mo, London, 1844.
2nd ed., ib. 1848.

Hwomely Rhymes ; a second collection of poems in the
Dorset dialect. i2mo, London, 1859.
2nd ed., ib. 1863.

The Song of Solomon in the Dorset dialect. From the
Authorised English Version. i6mo. [Impensis L. L.
Bonaparte, 1859.]

Poems of Rural Life, in the Dorset dialect. A third collection.

i2mo, London, 1863.
A Grammar and Glossaryof the Dorset dialect, with the history,

outspreading, and bearings of south-western English.
Trans. Phil. Soc. London, 1863.

Cuming, W.—A MS. Collection of words and phrases used in
Dorsetshire, [c. 1750.]

Damon, Robert.—Handbook to the Geology of Weymouth and
the Island of Portland. 8vo, London, i860.

Dorica. 8vo, London, 1888.
Francis, M. E.—A Rustic Argus, in Longman's Magazine, April

1900.

Fiander's Widow, 1901.
Pastorals of Dorset, 1901.
The Manor Farm, 1902.
North, South, and Over the Sea, 1902.

Free, John—Poems on Several Occasions.
and ed. i2mo, London, 1757.

Glossary, A, of Provincial Words used in the County of Dorset.
pp. 8. i2mo, London, 1851.

Hardy, Thomas.—Desperate Remedies, 187 1.

Under the Greenwood Tree, 1872.
Far from the Madding Crowd, 1874.
The Hand of Ethelberta, 1876.
The Trumpet Major, 1880.
Two on a Tower, 1882.
The Mayor of Casterbridge, 1886.
The Woodlanders, 1887.
Wessex Tales, 1888.
Tess of the D'Urbervilles, 1892.
Jude the Obscure, 1895.

Hare, Christopher.-Down the Village Street. Scenes in a West
Country hamlet, 1895.

As We Sow. A West Country drama, 1897.
Broken Arcs. A West Country Chronicle, 1898
The Life Story of Dinah Kellow, 1901.

John Bull andTom Stiles ; a conversation between two labourerson the times, pp. 10. 8vo, Blandford, 1838.
Mansel-Pleydell, John Clavell.-Flora of Dorsetshire, ora catalogue of plants found in the county of Dorset WithK^f ^^ ^ ^^ geography. 8vo,

Roberts George.-The History and Antiquities of the boroughof Lyme Regis and Charmouth. 8vo, London i8<JUmoneers The
;
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DORSETSHIRE—GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Rabin Hill's Visit to the Railway : what he zeed and done,

and what he zed about it. 2 parts. 8vo, Sturminster
Newton, 1864-65.

Rabin Hill's Excursion to Weston-super-Mare, to see the
opening of the New Pier, 5th June, 1867. 8vo, Yeovil
[1867].

DURHAM.
Bailey, John.—General View of the Agriculture of the County of

Durham. 8vo, London, 1810. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

Bishopric Garland, The ; or Durham Minstrel. Being a choice
collection of excellent songs, relating to the above county.
Ed. by Joseph Ritson. i2mo, Stockton, 1784.

Reprinted in the ' Northern Garlands,' 8vo, London, 1810.
Bishoprick Garland, The, or, a collection of legends, songs,

ballads, &c, belonging to the County of Durham. [Ed.
C. Sharp.] pp. 84. 8vo, London, 1834.

Borings and Sinkings, see Northumberland.
Compleat Collier, The, see Northumberland.
[Dinsdale, F. T.j—A Glossary of Provincial Words used in

Teesdale in the County of Durham. i2mo, London, 1849.
= Dur.i

Egglestone, W. M—Betty Podkins' Visit to Auckland Flower
Show. An amusing narrative in the Weardale dialect.

pp. 12. 8vo, Darlington [1877].
Betty Podkins' Letter ted Queen on Cleopatra's Needle.

Written ed Wardle dylect by Peter Podkins, jun. pp. 16.

ib. 1877.
Featherston, J.—Weardale Men and Manners, with specimens

of dialects. 8vo, Durham, 1840.

Gibson, W. Colville.—A MS. Glossary of terms noted, when
' prossing ' with the miners of Upper Weardale (Stanhope
and district), Co. Durham, 1870.

Granger, Joseph.—General View of the Agriculture of the County
of Durham. 4to, London, 1794. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

Greenwell, G. C, see Northumberland.
Guthrie, Ramsay.—Kitty Fagan : a romance of pit life. London

[1900].
Moore, Thomas.—The Song of Solomon in the Durham dialect,

as spoken at St. John's Chapel, Weardale. pp. 19. i6mo.
[Impensis L. L. Bonaparte, 1859.]

Nicholson, W. E., see Northumberland.
Nixon's Gateshead and Tyneside Almanac, 1883.

Northern Minstrel, The, or Gateshead Songster. Being a choice

collection of the most approved modern songs. 4 parts.

i6mo, Gateshead-upon-Tyne, 1806-7.

Palgrave, F. M. T.—A List of Words and Phrases in every-day
use by the natives of Hetton-le-Hole in the County of

Durham ; being words not ordinarily accepted, or but

seldom found in the standard English of the day. E.D.S.
1896. =e.Dur.!

Raine, James (ed.).—The Charters of Endowment, Inventories,

and Account Rolls of the Priory of Finchale. Surtees Soc.

1837. [Contains Glossary of Ancient Durham Words.]
Shields Song Book, The ; being a collection of choice and

sentimental songs never before published ; written by
Gentlemen of the neighbourhood. South Shields, 1826.

Smith, W. Herbert.—Walks in Weardale. 2nd ed., revised and
enlarged. Also, a paper on the Burtreeford Basaltic Dyke
by George Race, and a paper on the Bedburn by J. P.

Soutter. 8vo, Durham, 1885. =w.Dur. ]

Sopwith, Thomas.—An Account of the Mining Districts of

Alston Moor, Weardale, and Teesdale, in Cumberland and
Durham. Alnwick, 1883.

EAST ANGLIA.
Fast Anglian, The, or Notes and Queries on Subjects connected

with the counties of Suffolk, Cambridge, Essex, and
Norfolk. Ed. by Samuel Tymms. 3 vols. 8vo, 1858-69.

East Anglian Daily Times, The, 1892.

East Anglian Words; from Spurdens' Supplement to Forby,

1840. Ed. W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1879.

Eastern Counties Collectanea, 1872-73.
Everett-Green, E Arnold Inglehurst, the Preacher [n.d.].

Forbes, Athol.—Odd Fish. Some East Coast comedies, 1901.

Forby, Robert.—The Vocabulary of East Anglia ; an attempt to

record the vulgar tongue of the twin sister counties, Norfolk

and Suffolk, as it existed in the last twenty years of the

eighteenth century, and still exists ; with proof of its

VOL. VI.

antiquity from etymology and authority. 2 vols. 8vo,

London, 1830. =e.An. 1

Harris, J. Henry.— East-ho ! Stories told in East Anglia [1902].
Rye, Walter A Glossary of Words used in East Anglia.

Founded on that of Forby. With numerous corrections
and additions. E.D.S. 1895. =e.An. 1

Spurdens, W. T.—The Vocabulary of East Anglia ; by the

Rev. R. Forby ; Vol. Ill, being a supplementary volume,
by the Rev. W. T. Spurdens, 1840. pp. xiv, 59. i2mo,
London, 1858. =e.An. 2

White, Walter Eastern England, from the Thames to the
Humber. 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1865.

ESSEX.
Baring-Gould, S.— ? Mehalah, a story of the salt marshes, 1880.

Burmester, Frances G.—John Lott's Alice, 1901.
Charnock, Richard Stephen.—A Glossary of the Essex Dialect,

pp. x, 64. 8vo, London, 1880. =Ess. 1

Clark, Charles.—John Noakes and Mary Styles ; or, ' An Essex
Calf's ' visit to Tiptree races : a poem, exhibiting some of

the most striking lingual localisms peculiar to Essex. With
a Glossary, pp. 48. 8vo, London, 1839. [Reprinted in

' Nine Specimens of English Dialects,' ed. W. W. Skeat,

E.D.S. 1896.]

Copsey, Dan.—A Vocabulary of the Essex Dialect, in Monthly
Magazine, pp. 498-99, July 1814.

Downe, Mark.—Essex Ballads and other poems. 8vo, Colches-

ter, 1895.

East Anglian, The, see East Anglia.

Essex Archaeological Society, Proceedings of, see Jephson,

J. M.
Glossary, A, of Provincial Words used in the County of Essex,

pp. 14. i2mo, London, 1851. = Gl. (1851).

H., J. B.—Tiptree Fair in 1844 ; a curious specimen of the

'unlettered Muse.' By J: B. H. 8vo, Tiptree Heath, 1848.

Heygate, W. E.— Poems, 1870.

Jephson, J. M.—Essay on the ' East Saxon Dialect.' Proceed-
ings of the Essex Archaeological Society, Vol. II. pp. 173-
88. Colchester, 1863.

Monthly Magazine, The, for 1814 and 1815. Contains Vo-
cabulary ofthe Essex Dialect by Dan. Copsey, and additions

to the same by H. Narbal.

Narbal, H., see Monthly Magazine.

Survey of Gesting Thorpe Parish, 1804.

Young, Arthur.—General View of the Agriculture of the County
of Essex. 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1807. (Agricultural

Survey Report.)

GLOUCESTERSHIRE.
Baylis, F. G.— 220 Illustrations of Gloucestershire Dialect, pp.

15. i2mo, [n.pl.], 1870.

Buckman, S. S.—John Darke's Sojourn in the Cotteswolds and
elsewhere, a series of sketches. 8vo, London, 1890.

Ellacombe, Henry N.—A Gloucestershire Garden. 8vo, Lon-
don, 1895.

Fosbrooke, T. D.—Abstracts of Records and Manuscripts respect-

ing the County of Gloucester. 2 vols. 410, Gloucester,

1817.

Gibbs, J. Arthur.—A Cotswold Village, or country life and
pursuits in Gloucestershire, 1898.

Giotto of the Cotswolds, A ; in Longman's Magazine, May
1900.

Gissing, Algernon.—Both of this Parish. 2 vols., 1889.

A Village Hampden, 1890.

Glossary of Provincial Words used in Gloucestershire : with

proverbs current in that county, pp. 14. i2mo, London,

1851. =Gl. (1851).

Huntley, Richard Webster.—A Glossary of the Cotswold

(Gloucestershire) Dialect, illustrated by examples from

ancient authors. 8vo, London, 1868. =Glo. 2

Late Old Clerk's Humourous Description of the Painted

Glass Windows of Fairford Church. i2mo, Fairford, 1873.

Legends, Tales, and Songs in the Dialect of the Peasantry of

Gloucestershire ; with several ballads, and a Glossary of

words in general use. i2mo, Cirencester [1877].

Lysons, Samuel.—Our Vulgar Tongue : a lecture on language in

general and a few words on Gloucestershire in particular.

8vo, London, 1868.

Marshall, W. H.—Rural Economy of Glocestershire. 2 vols.

8vo, Glocester, 1789. [Reprinted as ' Provincialisms of the

Vale of Glocester ; 1789,' ed. W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1873.]

*C



IO GLOUCESTERSHIRE-LAKELAND

Morton, John.—A Gloucestershire Hill-Farm and a Gloucester-

shire Vale- Farm. pp.36. In 'Husbandry,' Vol. III. London
[1833]-

Northall, G. F., see Midlands.

Robertson, J. Drummond.—A Glossary of Dialect and Archaic
Words used in the County of Gloucester. Ed. by Lord
Moreton, E.D.S. 1890. =Glo.!

Roger Plowman's Excursion to London, with his marriage
to Sarah Jane. i2mo, London [1886].

Smyth, John.—The Lives of the Berkeleys, Lords of Berkeley,
Co. Gloster, from 1066 to 1618, with description of the
hundred of Berkeley and its inhabitants [1639]. 3 vols.

4to, 1883-85.

HAMPSHIRE.
Blackmore, R. D ? Cradock Nowell, 1866.

Capes, W. W.— Scenes of Rural Life in Hampshire among the
Manors of Bramshott, 1901.

Cope, William H.—A Glossary of Hampshire Words and
Phrases. E.D.S. 1883. =Hmp. 1

' Countryman at St. Paul's,' in Ancient Order of Foresters'
Miscellany, 1846.

Crespigny, R. C. de, and Hutchinson, Horace.—The New
Forest. 8vo, London, 1895.

Madden, Sir Frederick A MS. Glossary of some words used
in Hampshire and the Isle of Wight, 1829.

Mitford, M. R Country Stories [c. 1855].
Rogers, W. H—The Guide to the New Forest [n.d.].
Verney, Lady ?Lettice Lisle, 1870.
Wheeler's Hampshire Magazine, p. 481, 1828. [Contains a

list of Hampshire words copied from Grose's Provincial
Glossary.]

White, Gilbert.—The Natural History of Selbourne ; with
observations on various parts of nature ; and the Naturalist's
Calendar. With additions and supplementary notes by
Sir William Jardine. Ed., with further illustrations, a bio-
graphical sketch of the author, and a complete index, by
Edward Jesse. 8vo, London, 185 1. [1st ed. 1749.]

Wise, J. R—The New Forest ; its history and its scenery. 4to,
London, 1871 [ed. 1883].

HEREFORDSHIRE.
Bound, T. M.—Herefordshire and Shropshire Provincialisms.

In Wellington Journal and Shrewsbury News, Nov. 27 187 5
—May 13, 1876.

Duncumb, John.—Collections towards the History and Antiquities
of the County of Hereford. 4to, Hereford, 1804. [Re-
printed as ' Words used in Herefordshire, 1804,' ed. W. W
Skeat, E.D.S. 1874.]

General View of the Agriculture of the County of Hereford.
8vo, London, 1805.

Havergal, Francis T—Herefordshire Words and Phrases
1887. = Hrf. 2 '

[Lewis, G. C.]—A Glossary of Provincial Words used in Here-
fordshire and some of the adjoining Counties. 8vo, London
1839. =Hrf.i

Please Missis the Measter telld me. (From the MS. Collection
of Prince L. L. Bonaparte.)

HERTFORDSHIRE.
Cussans, J. E.—History of Hertfordshire

; containing an account
of the descents of the various manors, antiquities, &c. fol.

Hertford, 1879-81.
Ellis, William—The Modern Husbandman, . . . containing

Chiltern and Vale Farming explained according to the
latest improvements. London, 1750. [See also General
Dialect.]

Gearey, Caroline—Rural Life, its humour and pathos. 8vo,
London, 1899.

Hertfordshire Mercury and County Express, The, 1887-88
Salmon, Nathaniel—The History ofHertfordshire. fol., London,

1728.
Young, Arthur— General View of the Agriculture of Hertford-

shire. 8vo, London, 1804.

ISLE OF MAN.
Brown, T. E.—The Doctor, and other poems. 8vo, London, 1887.

Fo'c's'le Yarns, including Betsy Lee, and other poems, ib. 1889.
The Manx Witch, and other poems, ib. 1889.

Caine, T. H. Hall—The Deemster, 1887.
The Manxman, 1894.

Harrison, O.—The Isle-iad ; or, King Orry's Banquet. A frag-

ment of a Mankish tale. pp. vi, 92. i2mo, Douglas [n.d.].

Harrison, William (ed.).—Mona Miscellany, a collection of

proverbs, sayings, ballads, customs, superstitions, legends,

peculiar to the Isle of Man. 8vo, Douglas, 1869.

Rydings, Egbert.—Manx Tales. Introductory preface by Rev.

T. E. Brown. 8vo, Manchester [1895].

Wood, G.—History of the Isle of Man ; traditions, superstitions,

customs, &c. 8vo, [n.pl.], 1811.

ISLE OF WIGHT.
Gray, Maxwell.— Ribstone Pippins ; a country tale, 1898.

The Reproach of Annesley. 3 vols., 1889.

In the Heart of the Storm. 3 vols., 1891.

Long, W. H.—A Dictionary of the Isle of Wight dialect, and of

provincialisms used in the island ; with illustrative anecdotes
and tales ; to which is appended the Christmas Boys' Play,
an Isle of Wight ' Hooam Harvest,' and songs sung by the
peasantry; formingatreasuryofinsularmannersand customs
of fifty years ago. 8vo, London, 1886. =I.W. 2

Madden, Sir Frederick, see Hampshire.
Marshall, W. H., see South Country.
Moncrieff, Mrs.—A Dream of the Isle ofWight, in the Gentleman's

Magazine, 1863. [Reprinted in Smith's ' Isle of Wight
Words,' pp. 51-52, E.D.S. 1881.]

Smith, Henry, and Smith, C. Roach.—A Glossary of Words in

use in the Isle of Wight, compiled by the late Major Henry
Smith, with additions by C. Roach Smith. E.D.S. 1881.
= I.W.!

KENT.
Boys, John.—General View of the Agriculture of the County of

Kent. 4to, Brentford, 1794. (Agricultural Survey Report.)
Carr, Mrs. Comyns Cottage Folk, 1897.

The Arm of the Lord, 1899.
D'Esterre-Keeling, Elsa.—A Return to Nature, a Kentish idyll.

2nd ed., 1897.
Furley, Robert—A History ofthe Weald of Kent, with an outline

of the early history of the County. 2 vols. 8vo, Ashford,
1871-74.

Lewis, John.—History and Antiquities, as well Ecclesiastical as
Civil, of the Isle of Tenet (Thanet) in Kent. 2nd ed., 410,
London, 1736. [Reprinted as 'Words used in the Isle of
Thanet

; 1736,' ed. W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1874.]
Marshall, W. H„ see South Country.
[Masters, John White.]—Dick and Sal at Canterbury Fair,

pp. 12. 8vo, Canterbury [n.d.]. [First published before
1821.]

Nairne, Edward.—Kentish Tales in verse and other humorous
poems, with notes historical, wittical, critical, wag and
pragmatical. 2nd ed., 121110, Sandgate [1824]. [1st ed
1790.]

Parish, W. D. and Shaw, W. F—A Dictionary of the Kentish
Dialect and Provincialisms in use in the County of Kent
E.D.S. 1887. =Ken.!

Pegge, Samuel.—An Alphabet of Kenticisms, containing 600
words and phrases in a great measure peculiar to the
natives and inhabitants of the county of Kent • together
with the derivations of several of them. To which is added
a collection of proverbs and old sayings, which are either
used in, or do relate to the same county. [Written rTO-
FH
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•Son of the Marshes, A.'-Annals of a Fishing Village. EdJ.A.Owen. 2nd ed., 1892.
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LAKELAND.
Clarke, James.-A Survey of the Lakes of Cumberland West-moreland, and Lancashire, fol., London, 1787Dialogues, Poems, Songs, and Ballads, by vartl writers in
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LAKELAND-LANCASHIRE ii

folk-lore, and antiquities. pp. xii, 84. 8vo, London.
E.D.S. 1895. =Lakel. 1

Ferguson, Robert—The Northmen in Cumberland and West-
moreland. 8vo, London, 1856.

Green, William.—A Description of the Lakes, Mountains, and
Scenery of Cumberland, Westmoreland, and Lancashire.
2 vols., Kendal, 1819.

Kirkby, B.— Lakeland Words. A collection of dialect words
and phrases, as used in Cumberland and Westmoreland,
with illustrative sentences in the North Westmoreland
dialect. 8vo, Kendal, 1898. =Lakel. 2

Linton, Mrs. E. Lynn The Lake Country, 1864.
Lonsdale Magazine, The : or Provincial Repository. Ed. by

John Briggs. 3 vols. 8vo, Kirkby Lonsdale, 1820-22.

Nicolson, Joseph, and Burn, Richard.—The History and
Antiquities of the Counties of Westmoreland and Cumber-
land. 2 vols. 4to, London, 1777.

North Lonsdale Magazine and Lake District Miscellany

;

a Monthly Serial of past and current local literature and
news. Conducted by J. P. Morris. Ulverston, 1866-67.

Ottley, Jonathan.—A Descriptive Guide to the English Lakes.
Keswick, 1850.

Palmer, William T.—Lake Country Rambles. London, 1902.

Pearson, William, and White, William.—The History, Direc-

tory and Gazetteer of the Counties of Cumberland and
Westmoreland, with that part of the Lake District in

Lancashire forming the Lordships of Furness and Cartmel,

1829.

Sullivan, J.—The People and Dialect of Cumberland and West-
moreland, containing the first chapter of a new history.

i2mo, Kendal, 1855.

Cumberlandand Westmoreland, ancient and modern : thepeople,

dialect, superstitions and customs. 8vo, London, 1857.

Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmoreland Anti-
quarian and Archaeological Society. 8vo, Kendal,

1866-95.
Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmoreland Asso-

ciation for the Promotion of Literature and Science,

1876-90.
[West, Thomas.]—A Guide to the Lakes, in Cumberland,

Westmoreland, and Lancashire. By the author of ' The
Antiquities of Furness.' 2nd ed., revised throughout and
greatly enlarged. 8vo, London, 1780.

White, P.—Lays and Legends of the English Lake Country.
London, 1893.

Wordsworth, William.—A Description of the Scenery of the

Lakes in the North of England. 8vo, London, 1822.

[ed. 1846.]

LANCASHIRE.
Ackworth, John.—Clog Shop Chronicles, 1896.

The Coming of the Preachers. A tale of the rise of Methodism,

1 901.

Ainsworth, W. Harrison The Lancashire Witches : a romance
of Pendle Forest, 1848.

Almond, John.—A Bunch of Water-cresses, or an Afternoon

with Old Bob. 8vo, Blackburn [n.d.].

A Day at Blackpoo' ; or Tommy the Bobbin Carrier and his

wife Mary Ann's trip to t'Sawt Wayter. 8vo, Manchester

[n.d.].

Sall-o'-Betty's, or Very Proper. An East Lancashire Sketch.

8vo, Blackburn [n.d.].

Antrobus, C. L.—Wildersmoor, a novel. 2nd ed. 1901.

Ashton, Teddy.—A Basin o' Broth (mostly Lancashire herbs).

Being tales, rhymes, and sketches. 8vo, Manchester [n.d.].

Ashworth, John.—A MS. Glossary of provincial words used in

the Forest of Rossendale [1846].

Ashworth, Richard.—The Rossendale Dialect and its deriva-

tions. A lecture delivered before the Bacup Natural History

Society, on Dec. 1, 1896. pp. 16. 8vo, Bacup [1896].

[Atkinson, J. A.]—The Boggart o' Longsight. A Christmas

Dialogue for four characters, pp.8. 8vo, Manchester [n.d.].

Axon, W. E. A.—Dr. Rondeau's Revenge and other Lancashire

Sketches, pp. 29. i6mo, Manchester, 1867.

Folk-Song and Folk-Speech of Lancashire. On the ballads

and songs of the County Palatine, with notes on the dialect

. . . and an appendix on Lancashire Folk-Lore. pp. viii, 94.

ib. [1870].
The Black Knight of Ashton. Being an account of a visit to

Ashton-under-Lyne to witness the annual ceremony of

Riding the Black Lad. 8vo, Manchester, 1870.

Bamford, Samuel.—Walks in South Lancashire and on its

borders. i2mo, Blackley, 1844.
A MS. Glossary of some words and phrases in use amongst

the rural population of South Lancashire, 1846.

The Dialect of South Lancashire, or Tim Bobbin's Tummus
and Meary : with his rhymes and an enlarged glossary of

words and phrases, chiefly used by the rural population

of the manufacturing districts of South Lancashire. 2nd
ed., i2mo, London, 1854. [1st ed. 1850.]

Homely Rhymes, Poems, and Reminiscences. Revised and
enlarged ed., i2mo, Manchester, 1864.

Banks, Mrs. G. Linnaeus.—The Manchester Man. A novel.

3 vols., 1876.

Forbidden to Wed, ed. 1885.

[Barber, H.]—Forness Folk, the'r sayin'san dewin's; or sketches

of life and character in Lonsdale north of the Sands. Be
Roger Piketah. Carlisle, 1870.

Barnes, Mr.—A MS. Glossary of provincial words used in the

neighbourhood of Ashton-under-Lyne [1846].

[Baron, J.]—A Blegburn Dickshonary. [Revised ed.] By
' Tum-o'-Dick-o'-Bob's.' 8vo, Blackburn, 1891. ^m.Lan. 1

Bealey, R. R.—Field Flowers and City Chimes. Poems. 12010,

Manchester, 1866.

Eawr Bessy. Poem. pp. 6. ib. [n.d.]

After-Business Jottings
;
poems aud lyrics, ib. [n.d.]

Later-Life Jottings in Verse and Prose. 8vo, Manchester, 1884.

Bigg, John Stanyan.—Alfred Staunton. A novel. London
[1861].

Shifting Scenes and other poems. London, 1862.

Bolton, John.—The Ulverston Perpetual Tide Table, or an

explanation of the rules for calculating the moon's age, &c,
being a familiar conversation between a Low Furness

farmer and a townsman. Ulverston, 1846.

Geological Fragments collected principally from Rambles
among the Rocks of Furness and Cartmel. ib. 1869.

Booker, John.—A History of the Ancient Chapel of Denton, in

Manchester Parish, in Chetham Miscellanies, Vol. II,

Chetham Soc. 1855.

Bowker, James.—Goblin Tales of Lancashire, 1883.

Brathwaite, R.—The Two Lancashire Lovers ; or the Excellent

History of Philocles and Doriclea. London, 1640.

Brierley, Benjamin.—Tales and Sketches of Lancashire Life.

2 vols. 8vo, Manchester [1854].
Treadlepin Fold and other tales, ib. [n.d.] [Vol. II of ' Tales

and Sketches,' with a fresh title.]

A Summer Day in Daisy Nook. ib. 1859.

Daisy Nook Sketches, ib. [n.d.]

Chronicles of Waverlow : rural sketches of Lancashire life

and habits, ib. [1863].
Layrock of Langleyside. A Lancashire story, ib. 1864.

Irkdale ; or the Old House in the Hollow : a Lancashire story.

2 vols. 8vo, London, 1865.

Marlocks of Meriton. 8vo, Manchester [1867].

Red Windows Hall : a Lancashire story, ib. [1868].

Adventures at Blackpool. By Ab-o'-th'-Yate. Reprinted from
' Ben Brierley's Journal,' 1881.

The Fratchingtons of Fratchingthorpe. A course of connubial

crosses, or fireside 'fraps.' i2mo, Manchester, 1882.

Th' Oddlads' Feight at th' Crystal Palace. By Ab-o'-th'-Yate.

8vo, Manchester [1884I.

Ab-o'-th'-Yate in Yankeeland. The results of two trips to

America, 1885.

Ab-o'-th'-Yate's Christmas Dinner. Reprinted from ' Ben
Brierley's New Year Book,' 1886.

Insuring his Life. A farce in one act. pp. 31. i2mo, Man-

chester, 1886.

Cast upon the World. 8vo, Manchester, 1886.

Our Old Chimney Nook: a Christmas story, ib. [n.d.]

The Lancashire Weaver Lad : a domestic drama, in three acts.

i2mo, Manchester [n.d.].

The Cobbler's Stratagem : a farce. In one act. ib. [n.d.]

A Bundle o' Fents from a Lancashire loom. Comprising

pieces, humorous and pathetic, adapted for reading at

working-men's clubs, &c. 8vo, Manchester [n.d.].

A Batch o' Jannocks from a Lancashire oven. Supplementary

to 'A Bundle o' Fents, Sec' ib. 1888.

Brierley, Thomas.—Nonsense and Tom-foolery, and Seriousness

and Solemnity, pp. 31. 8vo, Manchester [n.d.].

[Briscoe, F. W.]—A Fernuth Cure for Slancin ; or, an Adventur

uv a Lung causey felley uz wur i' no Berrying Club. By
Tutty Wunte, a Fernuth Felley. pp. 4. 8vo, Bolton [n.d.].

* C 2
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Lan-

Ed.

Case

Brown, James.—Poems, Songs, and Recitations in the Lancashire

dialect. Wigan, 1881.

Burnett, Frances Hodgson.—That Lass n Lowrie s
;

a

cashire story, 1877.

The Haworth's, 1887.

Burnley Advertiser Almanac for i860, 1865, and i860,

' Kester o' Cuddy ' [C. Slater, Esq.]. Burnley.

rButterworth, James.]—A Sequel to the Lancashire Dialect.

By Paul Bobbin, Cousin German of the Famous Tim Bobbin,

of Merry Memory, pp.46. 8vo, Manchester, 1819.

Byrom, John.— Miscellaneous Poems. 2 vols. 8vo, Manchester,

1773. [ed. 1814.]

Of Samples, A; being selections from the Works of

J. T. Staton, Uncle Owdem [J. W. Mellor], W. E. A. Axon,

Felix Folio [John Page], Tom Kershaw, and Jone o

Jeffrey's [S. Holt], pp. 32- 8vo, Manchester [1870].

Castle, Egerton.—The Light of Scarthey. A romance [1895].

Chapman, T Widder Bagshawan : hernevvy Samul's Whissen-

tide trip fro' Chowbent to New Brighton, pp. 24. 8vo,

Liverpool [c. 1860].
,

Widder Bagshaw an' her nevvy Samul's visit to Brown s

Museum, pp. 16. ib. [c. 1870.]
_

A Lankeyshire Essay upon t'subject o' Dreams ;
bein a Papper

read at a Meetin', durin' t'Session, o't Hope Street Soshel

Union, pp. 8. ib. [n.d.]

Chattwood, E.—A Droll Lancashire Sketch ; or, Owd Dick un

Owd Ailse fro th' Nimble Nook, Edenfielt, i' ther fust

chep trip wi Jim Darron un George Duckoth, to Liverpool,

pood on by th' beighlin steam flying machine, pp. 62.

8vo, Haslingden [n.d.].

Cheshire and Lancashire Historical Collector, see Cheshire.

Chetham Society Remains Historical and Literary connected

with the Palatine Counties of Lancaster and Chester.

Published by the Chetham Society. Vols. I-CXIV, 1843-86.

New Series. Vols. I-XXXIII, 1883-94.

Chorlton, W.—A MS. Glossary of provincial words used in the

neighbourhood of Irlam o' th' Height, and Clifton, near

Manchester [1746].
Clarke, C. Allen.—Turn Fowt Sketches. No. 3, Manchester, 1892.

Clarke, Henry.—The School Candidates : a prosaic burlesque.

i8mo, Utopia, 1788. Reprinted and ed. by J. E. Bailey.

Manchester, 1877.

Clay, Dr.—A MS. Glossary of words used in the neighbourhood

of Ashton-under-Lyne [1846].

Clegg, John Trafford.—Reaund bi th' Derby, and other sketches.

By th' Owd Weighver, 1890.

Daisy, 1890.

Gatin' the Warp, 1890.

Reaund Know' Hill, 1890.

Twenty Row, 1890.

David's Loom. A story of Rochdale life in the early years of

the nineteenth century, 1894.

Stories, Sketches, and Rhymes in the Rochdale dialect. 8vo,

Rochdale, 1895.

Cleworth, Martin J.— Daftie Dick, and other stories [c. 1888].

Collier, John. —View of the Lancashire dialect ;
by way of

dialogue, between Tummus o' William's o' Margit o'

Roaph's, and Meary n' Dick's o' Tummy o' Peggy's.

Showing in that speech the comical adventures and

misfortunes of a Lancashire clown. By Tim Bobbin.

2nd ed., i2mo, Leeds [1746].

The Miscellaneous Works of Tim Bobbin. Esq., containing his

view of the Lancashire dialect, with large additions and

improvements : also, his poem of the Flying Dragon, and

the Man of Heaton ; together with other whimsical amuse-

ments in prose and verse. To which is added, a life of the

author, by Richard Townley, Esq. 121110, London, 1806.

[var. ed.]

Collins, S.—Miscellaneous Poems and Songs. i2mo, Manchester

[1859].

Country Words: a North of England Magazine of Literature,

Science and Art. [Ed. by Charles Hardwick.] 17 nos.

8vo, Manchester, 1866-67. [Contains six articles on the

Lancashire dialect or folk-speech, by Jonathan Oldbuck

(John Harland).]

Cunliffe, Henry.—A Glossary of Rochdale, with Rossendale

Words and Phrases. 4to, Manchester, 1886. =e.Lan. 1

Davies, John.—The Races of Lancashire, as indicated by the

local names and the dialect of the county. Reprinted

from the Trans, of the Phil. Soc. London. 8vo, London,

1856.

Times and

i2mo, Preston,

8vo,

ib.

Dickson, R. W.-General View of the Agriculture of Lancashire.

8vo, London, 1815. (Agricultural Survey Report.)

Doherty, Austin.-Nathan Barlow. Sketches in the retired life

of a Lancashire Butcher. In verse. 8vo, Manchester, 1884.

[Donaldson, -.] 'A Lancashire Lad.'-Tear Shedd.n for a

twenty pound legacy. 8vo, Manchester [1881].

Takin' th' Doctor a subject, ib. 1883.

A Onppr SuDDer ib. 1886.

Owd Twist's Trip to Blackpoo' and his return wi' the wrang

lik'ness. ib. 1886.
.

Larnin to sing for Charrity Sarmons. ib. 1886.

Takin' the New Year in. ib. 1888.

Neddy's Courtship an' Neddy s Rival, ib. 1888.

Clock Dressin' by som Rossende Felleys. ib 1889.

The Devil i' th' Landlord's Cellar, ib. [n.d.J

A Rossendel Beef-neet, 80 years ago. ib. [n.d.J

Tooth Drawin'. ib. [n.d.] ,,.,„.,,
Dottie, Robert.-The Rambles and Recollections of <R Dick,

Dvson! Simeon.—Rural Congregationalism : or Farnworth 50

to 70 years ago. With sketches, and conversations in

dialect, 1881.

'Eavesdropper.'—Sketches of Village Life, Lancaster, 1869.

Fennell, C—The Calico Printer, 1895.

Fent Dick's Election Address, in Accnngton

Observer, Feb. 16, 1895.

Ferguson, Charlotte.—Jim Wilson's Resolve [n.d.].

TFerguson, J. A.]—Wot Aw seed ut th' Preston Eggsibishun.

Bi Dick an' Betty Moudywarp. pp. 3°- I2m°> Pre"*-"

Dick Mo'udywarp's Bringing Up, Cooartship, an' Weddin'.

Manchester [n.d.].

Dick and Betty Moudywarp at th' Blegburn Eggsibishun.

[n.d.] ,

Dick and Betty Moudywarp's Visit to Blackpool, ib. [n.d.J

Fothergill, Jessie.—Probation, 1879.

Healey, 1884.

The Lasses of Leverhouse, 1888.

Francis, M. E.—A Daughter of the Soil, 1895.

Frieze and Fustian, 1896.

Yeoman Fleetwood, 1899.

North, South, and Over the Sea, 1902.

Gaskel, — .—Original Comic Songs, containing all the songs, &c.

that were published in the former five numbers. Newed.,

8vo, Manchester, 1841.

Gaskell, Elizabeth.—Mary Barton ; a tale of Manchester life,

1848.

Gaskell, W.—Two Lectures on the Lancashire dialect, pp. 31.

Svo, London, 1854.

Gibson, A. Craig.—The Lakeland of Lancashire, &c. Trans,

of the Cumberland and Westmoreland Antiquarian and

Archaeological Society. Pts. 1-10. 1859.

Gregson, J. S.—Museum Chethamiense ; or, a choice oratorical

catalogue of the rare and valuable curiosities contained in

the College Library, Manchester, pp. 4. 8vo, Manchester,

1827.

[Hadfield, H. H.]—Th' Triumph o' Proide ; or th' history o' Jim
Boardman, an' Alise Sidewell, afore an' aftur they'rn wed :

i' two parts an' a bit. . . . By Tummus Yellond. pp. 30.

i2mo, Manchester [i860].

Halliwell, J. O.—Palatine Anthology ; a collection of ancient

poems and ballads relating to Lancashire and Cheshire. 4to

London. (Privately printed), 1850.

Palatine Garland ; being a selection of ballads and fragments
supplementary to the Palatine Anthology. 4to, London,
1850.

Hardwick, Charles.—Traditions, superstitions, and folk-lore

(chiefly Lancashire and the North of England), their affinity

to others in widely-distributed localities ; their eastern

origin and mythical significance. 8vo, Manchester, 1872.

Hargreaves, A.—A Grammar ofthe Dialect of Adlington. Heidel-
berg, 1904.

Harland, John (ed.).—Ballads and Songs of Lancashire, chiefly

older than the nineteenth century. Collected, compiled,
and ed. with notes. 8vo, London, 1865.

Lancashire Lyrics : modern songs and ballads of the County
Palatine, ib. 1866.

Harland, John, and Wilkinson, T. T.—Lancashire Folk-Lore :

illustrative of the superstitious beliefs and practices, local

customs and usages of the people of the County Palatine.
8vo, London, 1867.
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Lancashire Legends, Traditions, Pageants, Sports, &c. ib.

1873.
Ballads and Songs ofLancashire, ancient and modern. Collected,

compiled, and ed. with notes by John Harland. 2nd ed.,
corrected, revised, and enlarged by T. T. Wilkinson. 4to,
London, 1875.

Haws, T—Specimen of the Lancashire dialect, with a list of
words, in Monthly Magazine, p. 127, March 1, 1815.

[Heywood, John.]—A Yewud Chap's Trip to Manchester to see
Prince Halbert, th' Queen, an' th' Art Treasures Eggshi-
bishun. By 'Owd John.' pp.32, ramo, Manchester, 1857.

Heywood, Thomas—On the South Lancashire Dialect, with
biographical notices of John Collier, the author of ' Tim
Bobbin.' Chetham Soc. 1861.

Heywood, Thomas, and Broome, Richard.—The Late Lanca-
shire Witches. A well received comedy, lately acted at
the Globe on the Banke-side by the Kings Majesties Actors.
4to, London, 1634.

Higson, John.—The Gorton Historical Recorder. Droylesden,
1852.

Hill, Samuel—'Foirewood,' or Splinters an' Shavin's fro'

a Carpenter's Bench. A collection of rhymes, chiefly in
the dialect of south-east Lancashire. 8vo, [n. pi.], 1902.

Holt, John.—General View of the Agriculture of the County of
Lancaster. 4to, London, 1794. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

[Holt, S.]—Lancashire Tales. By Jone o' Jeffrey. 8vo, Man-
chester [n.d.].

Howorth, D. F.—The Folk Speech of Lancashire. Albion
Congregational Magazine, Feb. 1872.

Hoyle, W.—Hoyle's Reciter. Fifty-four original recitations and
dialogues, written expressly for Bands of Hope. pp. 64.
i8mo, Manchester [n.d.].

Jack o' Dick's Visit to th' Queen, abeawt th' hard toimes i'

Lancashire. ... By Jack o' Dick's, Esq., hissel'. i2mo,
Rochdale, 1862.

Kay-Shuttleworth, J. P Scarsdale ; or Life on the Lancashire
and Yorkshire Border, thirty years ago. 3 vols. 8vo,
London, i860.

Ribblesdale, or Lancashire sixty years ago. 3 vols. ib. 1874.
Kennedy, Theodora.—Farnorth ; a novel. 2nd ed. 187 1.

[Kershaw, T.]—Bits o' Skits i' th' Lancashire dialect. 8vo,
Manchester [n.d.].

L[ahee], M. R.—The Sporting Party : and Owd Neddy Fitton's

visit to th' Earl o' Derby ; a true Lancashire sketch. By
M. R. L. pp. 44. 8vo, London [c. i860].

Tim Bobbin's Adventures with the Irishman ; or Raising the

Dead by the art of Freemasonry ; a Lancashire tale,

pp. 55. 8vo, Manchester, i860.

Betty-o'-Yep's laughable tale of Jimmy Cropper at th' Halton
Feast, pp. 30. i2mo, Manchester [1865].

Acquitted though Guilty ; or the Tenant of Wild Bank.
A Lancashire story. i2mo, Lancaster, 1882.

Owd Yem un his five daughters ; or, Heaw to get rid of an
unwelcom lover ; a true Lancashire sketch. By M. R. L.

pp. 32. i2mo, Manchester [n.d.].

Esther Brella's Divvy, an' what hoo did wi' it. pp. 31. 8vo,

Manchester [n.d.].

The Bewitched Teapots, ib. [n.d.]

Trot Coffie's Boggart, ib. [n.d.]

How Bob Manock geet to be th' Cheermon o' th' Henpeck'd
Club. We th' rules un regulations. ByaMember. ib. [n.d.]

The Carter's Struggles ; showing howJone o' Jeffrey's wortched
to bring up his family gradely. By M. R. L. ib. [n.d.]

'Lake, Elleray.'—Longleat. A novel. 3 vols., 1870.

Latham, R. G. —On the Language of Lancashire, under the

Romans. Trans, of the Historic Society of Lancashire and
Cheshire, 1857.

Laycock, Samuel.—Lancashire Songs. i6mo, Manchester [1866].

Election of M. P. for the borough of Tweedledom, consisting

of several acts in one scene. By Robinson Crusoe, Jun.,

Esq., and his man Saturday. Ed. by Samuel Laycock.

pp. 8. 8vo, Manchester, 1887.

Lancashire Rhymes : or, homely pictures of the people. i2mo,

London [n.d.].

Heaw Billy Armatage managed to get a neet's lodging, pp. 8.

8vo, Blackpool [n.d.].

Laying of the Corner Stone of Accrington Market, in

Accrington Observer and Times, Feb. 2, 1895.

Lee, Jesse.—A MS. Glossary based on Collier, 1843.

MS. Notes on 'Tim Bobbin.' 2 vols.

Lowe.Roger.—The Diary ofRogerLoweofAshton-in-Makerfield,
Lancashire, 1663-78. 4th ed., Leigh, 1877.

Manchester City News, The.—Var. dates. [Contains a section

of Local Notes and Queries.]
Manchester Court Leet Records, Extracts from the, xvi-xviii

centuries.

Manchester Guardian, The.—1874-. [Contains a section of

Local Notes and Queries.]
Manchester Literary Club, Papers of the.—Vols. I— III, 1875-

77. [Contains papers on, and references to, the dialect,

by G. Milner, J. H. Haworth, J. E. Bailey, and W. E. A.
Axon.]

Martindale, Adam The Life of Adam Martindale written by
himself [1685]. Ed. R. Parkinson, Chetham Soc. 1845.

Masters, C—The Shuttle of Fate, 1895.
Mather, Marshall.— Lancashire Idylls, 1895.

The Sign of the Wooden Shoon, 1896.
[Mellor, J. W.]—Poems in the Lancashire dialect, suitable for

recitation, pp. 34. i2mo, Manchester, 1865.
Uncle Owdem's Tales in the Lancashire dialect. pp. 33.

ib. 1865. [ed. 1867.]
Milner, George.—The Dialect of Lancashire considered as a

vehicle for poetry, pp. 15. Trans, of the Manchester
Literary Club. 8vo, Manchester, 1874.

[Morris, J. P.]—T'Seige o' Brou'ton. A sketch in the Furness
dialect. By a Native, pp. 7. 8vo, Carlisle, 1867.

TTnvasion o' U'ston. A sketch in the Furness dialect, pp. 7.

ib. 1867.

T'Lebby Beck Dobby. A sketch in the Furness dialect, pp. 8.

ib. 1867.
A Glossary of the Words and Phrases of Furness (North

Lancashire), with illustrative quotations, principally from
the old Northern writers. i2mo, London, 1869. = n.Lan. 1

Mullins, Thomas.—Johnny of the Brook. A rural story of

Lancashire life. i2mo, Manchester [n.d.].

Thrums from the Spindle, pp. 32. 8vo, Manchester [n.d.].

Nimmo,Japhet.—Rhymes for the Times. 8vo, Manchester, 1852.

Nodal, John H.—The Dialect and Archaisms of Lancashire

:

being the first report of the Glossary Committee of the

Manchester Literary Club, pp.24. 8vo, Manchester, 1873.

Nodal, John H, and Milner, George.—A Glossary of the

Lancashire Dialect. Trans, of the Manchester Literary

Club. 8vo, Manchester, and E.D.S. 1875. =Lan. x

[Ormerod, O.]—O full, true, un pertikler okeawnt o wat me un
maw mistris seede un yerd wi' gooin' to th' Greyte
Eggshibishun e' Lundun, e' eyghtene hundurth un sixty

two, printed oer ogen fro th' ' Rachde Observer' ; . . con-

taining loikewise dikshunayry, . . be O Felley fro Rachde.

pp. 108. 8vo, Rachde, 1864. [1st ed. 1851, and var. ed.]

OwdWisdom'sLankishireAwmenack forth'yen86oandi86i.
Owen, John L.— ' Th' Good Owd Toimes.' A Lancashire Man's

recollections of Owd Altrincham and Bowdon. pp. 15.

Chester, 1870.

Parr, Ralph.—Shaving done here on the shortest notice, versus

Yeds wi' summut in urn : a comic dialogue, pp. 15. 8vo,

Manchester [n.d.].

Peacock, Robert Backhouse.—A Glossary of the Dialect of the

Hundred of Lonsdale, North and South of the Sands, in the

County of Lancaster ; together with an essay on some
leading characteristics of the dialects spoken in the six

northern counties of England (ancient Northumbria). Ed.

J. C. Atkinson, Trans. Phil. Soc. London, 1869. = ne.Lan. 1

Pearson, T. (ed.).—Manchester Ballads [n.d.].

Phizackerley, James.—The Song of Solomon in the North
Lancashire dialect, as spoken north of the Wyre. From
the Authorised English Version, pp. 19. i6mo. [Impen-
sis L. L. Bonaparte, i860.]

Picton, J. A.—Notes on the South Lancashire Dialect. Extracted

by permission from the Trans, of the Literary and Philoso-

phical Society of Liverpool. 8vo, Liverpool, 1865.

Pollitt, R.—Solomon Smitheys, his sayin's, sketches, an' so forth.

i2mo, Manchester, 1883.

Proctor, R. W.—The Barber's Shop. 8vo, Manchester, 1856.

(ed.).—Gems of Thought and Flowers of Fancy. 8vo, London,

1855-

Pryme, Abraham de la.—Diary [c. 1704]. Ed. C. Jackson,

Surtees Soc. 1870.

'Quidnunc'—Job Sawneyhead's excursion from Morecambe to

Liverpool, to hear Moody and Sankey, including his many
mishaps and subsequent singular conversion. pp. 16.

i2mo, Lancaster, 1876.
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Ramsbottam, Joseph.— Phases of Distress : Lancashire rhymes.

Ed. by 'A Lancashire Lad' [John Whittaker]. i2mo,

Manchester, 1864.

[Richardson, George.]—The Ghost of Tim Bobbin. A tale in

rhyme for Christmas time. By Judd o' Ike's o' Jack's,

pp. 16. 8vo, Manchester, 1850.

Ridings, Elijah, and others.—The Village Festival, and other

poems. i8mo, Manchester, 1848.

The Lancashire Muse; containing humorous specimens of the

Lancashire dialect, pp. 32. i2mo, Manchester [1853].

Roberts,Mary.—Essay on the Lancashire Dialect, with a glossary.

In the Precursor, ed. Isaac Pitman, pp. 129-54, 1853.

Roby, J.—Traditions of Lancashire. 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1829.

[ed. 1872.]

2nd Series. 2 vols. ib. 1831.

Saunders, John.—Abel Drake's Wife. 8vo, London, 1862.

[Scholes, J.]—Sam Sondknocker's Ride fra Smobridg to Man-
chistur; iz visit to Manchistur Mekaniks' Hinstitushon Sho,

wi' a full okeawnt o' what hee zeed, un wheer hee went,

wi' o' his adventures. By Sam iz sel. 2nd ed. pp. 16.

8vo, Manchester, 1856.

Tim Gamwattle'sjawnt, e Ab o'-Dick's oth' Doldrum's waggin,

wi o whul waggin full o foak, fro Smobridg to Manchester,

o seein't Quene, wi just o wap ut th' Eggsibishun

;

o gradely funny teyle fur o winter foyar soide. pp. 61.

ib. [1857.]
Abrum o' Flups' Quortin' an' Weddin' at Smobridg. Written

by Ab. Hissel. pp. 15. ib. [1862.] [ed. 1886.]

Th' Ghost of Owd Clock Case, a humorous fireside story. By
the Author of ' Abrum o' Flups' Quortin', &c.' ib. [n.d.]

Sephton, J.—Notes on a Lancashire Dialect, pp. 4-22 of Otia

Merseiana, Vol. Ill, Magazine of Liverpool University

College.

Shadwell, Thomas.—The Lancashire Witches and Tegue
O'Divelly the Irish Priest, 1682. In Works, Vol. III. iamo,
London, 1720.

S., J.—Summer Evenings with Old Weavers. By J. S. pp. 56.

i2mo, Manchester, 1881.

Sphinx, The, a Journal of Literature, Criticism, and Humour.
TEd. J. H. Nodal.] 4 vols. 4to, Manchester, 1868-71.

Standing, James.— Echoes from a Lancashire Vale. In prose

and verse. 8vo, Manchester [1885].
Staton, James T.—The Bowtun Loominary an Turn Fowt

Telegraph. 13 vols., Bolton, 1852-61.

Bobby Shuttle un his woife Sayroh's visit to Manchester, un
to th' Greight Hert Treasures Eggshibishun at Owd
Traffort. Written for Bobby hissel, by th' Editor oth
' Bowtun Luminary.' pp. 83. 8vo, Manchester [1857].

Bobby Shuttle un his woife Sayroh's visit to th
1

Mechanics'
Institushun Eggsibishun at Bowtun. pp. 80. ib. [n.d.]

Bobby Shuttle un his woife Sayroh at th' Grand Review in

Yetton Park, on Setturday, July 27, 1872. pp. 32. ib. [n.d.]

Bobby Shuttle un his woife Sayroh wi' th' Prince un Princess
o* Wales at Bowtun. ib. [1873].

The Song of Solomon in the Lancashire dialect, as spoken at

Bolton. From the Authorised English Version, pp. 19.

i6mo. [Impensis L. L. Bonaparte, 1859.]
The Three Graces : a new comic sketch, for representation at

social and family gatherings, pp. 16. 8vo, Manchester
[i860].

The Husband's Tea Party. A comic sketch, for four characters.

pp. 16. ib. 1861.

Rays fro' th' Loominary: a selection of comic Lancashire tales,

adapted for public reading or reciting. i2mo, Manchester
[c. 1861].

The Lankishire Loominary unWickly Looking-Glass. 2 vols.,

Manchester, 1863-65.

Kestor and Betty ; or, the Adventures and Mischances of

a Yewood Felley i' th' course uv a hunt after some goose
eggs for a lad uz wer afflicted wi' the pappilarities. 8vo,

Manchester [1865].
The Wife Hunters : a new comic sketch, for representation at

social and family gatherings, pp. 16. ib. 1883.

Pay your own debts : a new temperance drama, in two parts.

pp. 16. ib. 1885.

The Rivals : a humorous dialogue ; also, Going for the Census !

A comic tale. pp. 16. ib. 1888.

The Wrangles ; or Matrimony from two opposite points of
view. A comic sketch, pp. 16. ib. 1888.

Helps to Amusement : a series of original recitations, dialogues,

and sketches, pp. 32. ib. 1888.

Heads and Hearts : or Which wins ? A comic drama, pp. 16.

ib. [n.d.] „ . .

Jimmy Troddles' Social Fender. A round of fireside stories,

—'ted to any season, told by old-fashioned people, ib.

The^ld Family Clock, and the Black-eared Pig : a case at

Nisi Prius ! O'Brallaghan versus MacDawdle. pp. 24- »*•

[n.d.]
. , ,

Wriggles the Wiseacre : a comic dramatic sketch, pp. 10.

ib. [n.d.]
, , .

Staton, William.—Secure the cage before you get the bird :

a dialogue, pp. 16. 8vo, Manchester, 1884.

What's to be done ? or the unfortunate lovers. A new comic

sketch for four characters. 16th ed. pp. 14- »'*• [n.d.]

Talbot, W. Hawkstead.—A MS. Glossary of provincial words

used in the neighbourhood of Ormskirk [1846].

Taylor, FrancisEdward.—TheFolk-Speech ofSouth Lancashire:

a glossary of words which are, or have been during the

last hundred years, in common use in that portion of the

County Palatine situate between Bolton and Manchester,

including dialect words, children's words, local mispro-

nunciations, colloquialisms, and local slang, with an appendix

of quaint sayings. 8vo, Manchester, 1901. =s.Lan.'

The Wit and Wisdom of the South Lancashire Dialect ; con-

sisting of a thousand and one quaint sayings, comparisons,

proverbs, folk-lore verses, and odd turns of expression,

peculiar to the old inhabitants of the district, pp. 43. ib.

1901. =s.Lan. 1

Thornber, William.—An historical and descriptive account of

Blackpool and its neighbourhood. 8vo, Poulton, 1837.

Penny Stone ; or a tradition of the Spanish Armada, 1845

[ed. 1886].

Thraddlepin, Timothy.—Sam o' Bent's Visit to the Royal Albert

Asylum, at Lancaster. 8vo, Lancaster, 1878.

Tommy Tickleton's Fust Visit to Morecum; containing a number

of humorous letters, ib. 1882.

A Gradely Guide to Blackpool, including the adventures of

Sam o' Ben's, Dick Ballispipe, and Joe Knocksoftly, and

other interesting items. Written by Sam, with the help of

Dick and Joe. Ed. by Timothy Thraddlepin, Esq. pp. 31.

8vo, London, 1882.

A Curious Sail. [Revised and reprinted from the Blackpool

Times'], 1887.

How much Benjamin Smallshaw paid for his Christmas goose

[n.d.].

How Abrum o' Billy o' Grundy's filled up his census paper,

to which is added, Out for a holiday at Windermere,
including the adventures of Sammy Scrubbs and his wife

at the Big Lake. 8vo, Manchester [n.d.].

Tim Bobbin.—Life and Works of Tim Bobbin, Esq. [in the

Lancashire dialect] : containing ' The Eawther and his Buk,'

'Tummus and Meary,' ' Prickshaw Witch blown up,' &c,
&c. pp. 30. 8vo, Leeds [n.d.].

' Toddle.'—A Lancashire Dialogue : The Old Man and his

daughters, pp. 15. 8vo, Manchester [n.d.].

Two Country Felleys' Visit to th' Pomona Gerdins. 2nd
ed., Bolton, 1853.

Visit to ' Daisy Nook,' A, or, a Londoner's glance at Lancashire
life. By a Member of the Savage Club. pp. 16. i2mo,
Manchester, 1863.

Vocabulary of the Lancashire dialect, in the Gentleman's
Magazine, pp. 527-28, Oct. 1746.

Walkden, Peter.—Extracts from Diary for the years 1725, 1729,
and 1730, with notes by William Dobson. i2mo, Preston,
1866.

[Walker, Robert.]—Plebeian Politics; or, the principles and
practices of certain mole-eyed Warrites exposed, by way
of dialogue betwixt two Lancashire Clowns, together with
several fugitive pieces. By Tim Bobbin the Second,
pp. iv, 56. 8vo, Manchester [1796], [var. ed.].

Walsh, William.—Dandy Jim ; a true tale of Lancashire life.

8vo, Manchester [n.d.].

Waugh, Edwin.—A Ramble from Bury to Rochdale, containing
a Lancashire dialogue and Jone o' Jeffrey's Tale. i2mo,
Manchester, 1851.

Sketches of Lancashire Life and Localities. 8vo, London,
1855 [and var. ed.].

The Birthplace of Tim Bobbin ; in the parish of Hixton.
pp. 40. 8vo, Manchester, 1858.

Poems and Lancashire Songs. i2mo, London, 1859 [var. ed.].
Lancashire Songs, pp. 71. 8vo, Manchester, 1866.
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Poems and Songs. Ed. George Milner, with a preface and
introductory essay on the dialect of Lancashire considered
as a vehicle for poetry, ib. [n.d.]

Over Sands to the Lakes, pp. 49. ib. i860.

The Birtle Carter's Tale about Owd Bodle. ib. 1861.

The Goblin's Grave, pp. 32. i2mo, Manchester [1861].
Rambles in the Lake Country and its borders, ismo, London,

1864.

Rambles in the Lake Country and other travel sketches. Ed.
George Milner. 8vo, Manchester [n.d.].

Th' Barrel Organ, pp. 31. ismo, Manchester, 1865.

Owd Bodle. ib. 1865.

Besom Ben. ib. [1865].

Besom Ben Stories. Ed. George Milner. 8vo, Manchester
[n.d.].

Ben an' th' Bantam : a sequel to ' Besom Ben.' i2mo, Man-
chester [n.d.].

Th' Owd Blanket : a sequel to ' Ben an' th' Bantam.' 8vo,
Manchester [1867].

J3 Home Life of the Lancashire Poor during the Cotton Famine,

pp. 277. ib. [1867].
Tattlin' Matty, pp. 27. i2mo, Manchester [1867].
Sneck Bant ; or th' Owd Tow Bar. 8vo, Manchester [1868].
Yeth Bobs an' Scaplins ; or Tufts of Heather an' Chips of

Rock. ib. [1870].
Snowed-up ; or the White House on the Moor Top. ib.

[1873]-
The Chimney Corner, ib. 1874. Ed. George Milner. tb.

[n.d.]

Jannock ; or the Bold Trencherman. i2mo, Manchester, 1874.

Old Cronies ; or Wassail in a Country Inn. 8vo, Manchester,

1875-
Yule Clog. tb. 1879.
Craig Dhu ; or my lodging by the sea. pp. 60. iamo, Man-

chester [n.d.].

The Hermit Cobbler, ib. [n.d.]

Owd Buzzart, &c. pp. 16. ib. [n.d.]

Told by the Winter Fire. pp. 31. ib. [n.d.]

Saint Catherine's Chapel, or, The Pretty Island Bay. ib.

[n.d.]

Tufts of Heather from the Lancashire Moors. The Dead
Man's Dinner, pp. 32. ib. [n.d.]

Tufts of Heather from the Northern Moors, ismo, London
[n.d.].

ed. George Milner. 2 series. 8vo, Manchester [n.d.].

Westall, William.—The Old Factory, a Lancashire story, 1885.

Birch Dene. 3 vols., 1889.

Wilkinson, T. T.—Edmund Spenser and the East Lancashire
dialect. p. 87 of the Trans, of the Historic Society of

Lancashire and Cheshire, 1867.

Wilson, M., T., and A.—Songs, pp. 42. i2mo, Manchester,

1847.
The Songs of the Wilsons, with a memoir of the family, and

several additional songs never before published. Ed. John
Harland. pp. 78. i2mo, London, 1865.

Wilson, Theodora Wilson. -T'Bacca Queen, 1901.

Wood, Benjamin.—Humorous Sketches in the Lancashire

dialect. Reprinted from the Bury Guardian, pp. 22.

i2mo, Bury [n.d.].

Songs and Recitations in the Lancashire dialect, pp. 23.

ib. [n.d.]

Wroe, William H.—Chips fro' th' Owd Block: a selection of

comic Lancashire tales adapted for public reading or

reciting, pp. 31. 8vo, Manchester [n.d.].

See also Lakeland.

LEICESTERSHIRE.
Burton, William.—The Description of Leicestershire, containing

matters of antiquitye, historye, armorye, and genealogy.

fol., London, 1622.

Evans, Arthur Benoni.—Leicestershire Words, Phrases, and

Proverbs. i2mo, London, 1848.

Another edition, ed. with additions and an introduction, by
Sebastian Evans, E.D.S. 1881. =Lei. a

Macaulay, A.—The History and Antiquities of Claybrook, in the

County of Leicester. 8vo, London, 1791.

Nichols, John.—The History and Antiquities of the County of

Leicester. 4 vols, fol., London, 1795-1815.

Throsby, John.— Select Views in Leicestershire ; . . . with

descriptive and historical relations. 2 vols. 4to, Leicester,

1790.

LINCOLNSHIRE.
Anderson, Charles H. J The Lincoln Pocket-guide. i2mo,

Lincoln, 1874.

Bealby, J. T.—A MS. Glossary of South Lincolnshire Words.
A Daughter of the Fen, 1896.

[Bernard, Rich.]—Terence in English. Fabulae comici face-

tissimi et elegantissimi poetae Terentii omnes Anglicae
factae et hac nova forma editae : opera ac industria R. B.

in Axholmensi insula Lincolnsherii Epwortheatis. Quinta
ed. multo emendatior. 8vo, London, 1629. [1st ed., 4:0,

Cambridge, 1588.]

Brogden, J. Ellett.—Provincial Words and Expressions current

in Lincolnshire. 8vo, London, 1866. = Lin. 1 [Contains
' Our Little Ted '—a Lincolnshire tale by J. B. Smedley.]

Brooke, N. and B.— Lincoln Companion to the Almanack, i860.

i2mo, Lincoln. [Contains ' Notes on Lincolnshire Words,'
with a short glossary.]

Brookes and Vibert.— Lincolnshire Tracts, 1864.

Brown, John.—Neddy and Sally, or the Statutes Day ; a Lin-

colnshire tale. pp. 10. i2mo, Lincoln, 1841.

Literae laureatae ; or a selection from the poetical writings in

the Lincolnshire language by J. Brown. Ed. J. C. Walter.

8vo, Horncastle, 1890.

Cole, R. E. G.—A Glossary of Words used in south-west Lincoln-

shire (Wapentake of Graffoe). E.D.S. 1886. =sw.Lin. x

Davies, John.—Dialectic or Provincial Words of Scandinavian
origin, used in Norfolk and Lincolnshire. In Miller and
Skertchly's ' Fenland ' (1878) (q.v.).

Fenn, G. Manville.— Dick o' the Fens : a tale of the Great East
Swamp, 1888.

The Cure of Souls, 1889.

Gilbert Rugge. 3 vols., 1866.

Good, Jabez.—A Glossary or collection of words, phrases, place-

names, superstitions, &c. current in East Lincolnshire.

i2mo, [n.pl.l, 1900.

History of Lincoln, The, with an appendix. izmo, Lincoln,

1810.

Lincoln Records of Early Wills, Marriage Licences, &c. from
the Bishop's Registry.

Lincolnshire Notes and Queries, 1890-.

Louth Churchwardens' Accounts of the 16th and 17th Centuries.

Millar, Thomas.—Gideon Giles the Roper, 1835.

Miller, S. H. and Skertchly, S. B. J.—The Fenland, Past and
Present. 8vo, Wisbeach, 1878.

Peacock, Edward.—Ralf Skirlaugh, the Lincolnshire Farmer.

3 vols., 1870.
Mabel Heron. 3 vols., 1872.

John Markenfield. 3 vols., 1872.

A Glossary of Words used in the Wapentakes of Manley and
Corringham, Lincolnshire. E.D.S. 1877.
2nd ed., revised and considerably enlarged. E.D.S. 1889.

= n.Lin. 1

Peacock, Mabel.—Tales and Rhymes in the Lindsey Folk-Speech.
8vo, Brigg, 1886.

Taales fra Linkisheere. ib. 1889.

Stark, Adam.—The History and Antiquities of Gainsburgh.
Together with a topographical and descriptive account of

Stow. 8vo, London, 1817.

Streatfeild, G. S.—Lincolnshire and the Danes. 8vo, London,
1884.

Sutton, Edward.—North Lincolnshire Words. E.D.S. 1881.

Tennyson, Alfred.—The Northern Farmer (Old Style), 1864.

The Northern Farmer (New Style), 1870.

The Northern Cobbler, 1885.

The Spinster's Sweet-arts, 1885.

Owd Roa, 1889.

Thompson, Pishey.—The History and Antiquities of Boston,

and the villages ofSkirbeck, Fishtoft, Freiston, Butterwick,

Berrington, Leverton, Leake, and Wrangle ; comprising the

Hundred of Skirbeck in the county of Lincoln. 8vo, Boston,

1856.

Wills, Samuel.—Musings in Moorland and Marsh. 8vo, Lincoln,

1895.

Wilton, Jos.—When Wheat is Green. 8vo, London, 1895.

Young, Arthur.—General View of the Agriculture of the County
of Lincoln. 8vo, London, 1799. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

MIDDLESEX.
Blackmore, R. D.—? Kit and Kitty, a story of West Middlesex,

1890.
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Middleton, John.—View of the Agriculture of Middlesex. 8vo,

London, 1798. (Agricultural Survey Report.)

Pegge, Samuel.—Anecdotes of the English Language ; chiefly

regarding the local dialect of London and its environs

;

whence it will appear that the natives of the metropolis

and its vicinities have not corrupted the language of their

ancestors. In a letter from Samuel Pegge, to an old

acquaintance. To which is added a Supplement to Grose's

'Provincial Glossary.' 3rd ed., enlarged and corrected.

Ed. Rev. Henry Christmas. 8vo, London, 1844. [1st ed.

1803.]

See also Cant, Colloquial, &c.

MIDLANDS.
Axon, William E. A George Eliot's Use of Dialect. [Read

before the Manchester Literary Club, Jan. 24,1881.] E.D.S.
i88r.

Bartram, George—The People of Clopton, 1897.
'Eliot, George.'—Amos Barton, 1858.

Adam Bede, 1859.
The Mill on the Floss, i860.

Silas Marner, 1861.

[Hatton, J.]—George Eliot in Derbyshire ; a volume of gossip
about passages and people in the novels of George Eliot,

by Guy Roslyn. Reprinted from London Society, pp. 90.
i2mo, London, 1876.

Marshall, W. H.—Rural Economy of the Midland Counties.
2 vols. 8vo, London, 1790. 2nd ed. ib. 1796. [Reprinted
as 'Provincialisms of the Midland Counties; 1790/ ed.

W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1873.]
Northall, G. F.—Folk-Phrases of Four Counties (Glouc, Staff.,

Warw., Wore). Gathered from unpublished MSS. and
oral tradition, pp. 43. 8vo, London. E.D.S. 1894.

NORFOLK.
Cozens-Hardy, H. (ed.)—Broad Norfolk : being a series of

articles and letters reprinted from the Eastern Daily Press.
i2mo, Norwich, 1893.

[Cresswell, Mrs. Gerald.]—Eighteen Years on the Sandringham
Estate. The Prince of Wales at Home, by the Lady
Farmer [n.d. ].

Dale, Darley.—Noah's Ark : a tale of the Norfolk Broads, 1890.
Davies, G. C—-The Rivers and Broads ofNorfolk and Suffolk, 1882.
Davies, John, see Lincolnshire.
Dodd, A. B.—A Cruise on the Norfolk Broads, in Century

Magazine, Oct. 1895.
East Anglian, The, see East Anglia.
Emerson, P. H—English Idyls. 2nd ed., 1889.

Wild Life on a Tidal Water. The adventures of a house-boat
and her crew, 1890.

East Coast Yarns, 1891.
A Son of the Fens, 1892.
On English Lagoons. A year's yachting, shooting, and fishing

on the Norfolk and Suffolk Broads, 1892.
Birds, Beasts, and Fishes of the Norfolk Broad-land. 2nd ed ,

1895.

Marsh-Leaves from the Norfolk Broad-land, 1898.
Erratics by a Sailor: containing Rambles in Norfolk and

elsewhere. 3 vols. i2mo, London, 1800-n.
Forby, Robert, see East Anglia.
Gibbon, C.—Beyond Compare, 1888.
Gillett, Edward.—The Song of Solomon in the Norfolk dialect.

From the Authorised English Version. pp. 19. i6mo.
[Impensis L. L. Bonaparte, i860.]

Glyde, John (ed.).—The Norfolk Garland
; a collection of the

superstitious beliefs and practices, proverbs, curious customs,
ballads and songs, of the people of Norfolk. 8vo, Norwich,
1872.

Gunn, John.—Proverbs, adages, and popular superstitions, still

preserved in the parish of Irstead. In the Norfolk Archae-
ology, Vol. II, pp. 291-308.

Gurney, Anna—Norfolk Words, pp. 29-39, Trans. Phil. Soc.
London, 1855.

Haggard, H. Rider.—Colonel Quaritch, V.C. ; a tale of country
life. 3 vols., 1888.

The Farmer's Year, 1898, in Longmaris Magazine, Sept.— Dec.

Halliwell, James Orchard—The Norfolk Anthology. A collec-
tion of poems, ballads, and rare tracts relating to the county
of Norfolk, collected and ed. by J. O. Halliwell. 4 to,
privately printed, 1852.

K., A. B—Roger Wright's Fortune. By A. B. K., 1885.

Larwood, Joshua A Norfolk Dialogue (a. d. 1800). (From
'Erratics by a Sailor,' pp. 69-74. i2mo, London, 1800.)

[Reprinted in ' Nine Specimens of English Dialects,' ed.

W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1896.]

Mann, Mary E.—The Fields of Dulditch, 1902.

Marshall, W. H The Rural Economy of Norfolk, comprising

the management of landed estates, and the present practice

of husbandry in that county. 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1787.

[Reprinted as 'Provincialisms of East Norfolk; 1787,' ed.

W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1873.]

Munford, George.—An attempt to ascertain the true derivation

of the Names of Towns and Villages, and of Rivers, and
other great natural features of the county of Norfolk. 8vo,

Lynn, 1870.

Nail,John Greaves.—GreatYarmouth and Lowestoft, ahandbook
for visitors and residents ; with chapters on the archaeology,

natural history, &c, of the district; a history, with statistics,

of the East Coast herring fishery, and an etymological and
comparative glossary of the dialect of East Anglia. i2mo,
London, 1866. =Nrf. x

Norfolk Antiquarian Miscellany. Vol. II. pt. i. 1873.
Norfolk Archaeology : or, miscellaneous tracts relating to the

antiquities of the county of Norfolk, published by the Norfolk
and Norwich Archaeological Society. 8vo, Norwich, 1847-.

Norfolk Poetical Miscellany. To which are added some select

essays and letters in prose, never printed before. 2 vols.

8vo, 1744.
Orton, J. S.—The Beeston Ghost; or Forty Years Ago.

A Norfolk tale. Ed. by the Rev. J. S. Orton. pp. 16.

i2mo, London [1884].
Patterson, A Man and Nature on the Broads, 1895.
Philological Society, Transactions of the.—See Gurney, Anna.
Rye, Walter.—The History of Norfolk, 1885.

A Month on the Norfolk Broads on board the wherry Zoe\
1887.

[Spilling,James.]— Giles's Trip to London : a farm labourer's first

peep at the world. By the Village Schoolmaster. i2mo,
London [1872].

Molly Migg's Trip to the Seaside. The adventures and
misadventures of a country lass. ib. [1873].

Johnny's Jaunt. A day in the life of a Suffolk couple. Ed.
by the author of ' Giles's Trip to London.' i2mo, Norwich,
1879.

'Arry and 'Arriett at Yarmouth. A tale about Norfolk Dump-
lings. i2mo, London [1880].

Jack Jawkins's First Vote, and how he won Polly Pawkins.
i2mo, Norwich, 1880.

The Cockneys in the Country; a diverting story, in which the
tables are turned on the Londoners. London [1881].

Johnny and Jenny, ib. [1883].
Daisy Dimple, her loves and her lovers. A Norfolk Idyll, ib.

[1885].
Stevenson, H—The Birds of Norfolk, 1866.
Taylor, J. E.—Half-hours in the Green Lanes, 1873.
Young, Arthur.—General View of the Agriculture of the County

of Norfolk. 8vo, London, 1804. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.
Baker, Anne Elizabeth.—Glossary of Northamptonshire Words

and Phrases, with examples of their colloquial use, and
illustrations from various authors : to which are added the
customs of the county. 2 vols. 8vo, London, 18=54. =NhD i

Baker George—The History and Antiquities of the County of
Northampton. Vol. I, and pts. i. and ii. of Vol. II. fol
London, 1822. '

Clare, John.—Poems descriptive of Rural Life and Scenery, iamo.
London, 1820.

The Village Minstrel, and other poems, o. vols. ib. 182

1

The Shepherd's Calendar, ib. 1827.
The Rural Muse. ib. 1835.
The Remains of John Clare. Ed. Cherry. #.1875

Donaldson, James—General View of the Agriculture of the
County of Northampton. 4to, Edinburgh, 1794. (Agri-
cultural Survey Report.) ' " v 5

Markham, ChristopherA—The Proverbs of Northamptonshire.
PP- 39- 8vo, Northampton, 1897.

Melia's Magazine for 1896.
Morton, John—The Natural History of Northamptonshire

; with
some account of the Antiquities, fol., London, 1712.
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Sternberg,Thomas.—The Dialect and Folk-lore of Northampton-
shire. 8vo, London, 1851. = Nhp. 2

NORTH COUNTRY.
Border Counties Magazine. 2 vols. 8vo, Galashiels, 1880-81.
Border Glossary. Alnwick fn.d.]. (In the collection of Prince

L. L. Bonaparte.) =BorderGl. (Coll. L.L.B.)
Brockett, John Trotter—A Glossary of North Country Words,

in use. From an original manuscript, in the library of
John George Lambton, with considerable additions. 8vo,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1825.

A Glossary of North Country Words, with their etymology,
and affinity to other languages ; and occasional notices of
local customs and popular superstitions. 3rd edition,
corrected and enlarged by W. E. Brockett. 2 vols. 8vo,
Newcastle, 1846. =N.Cy. 1

Denham, Michael Aislabie.—Folk Lore ; or manners and
customs of the North of England. ByM.A. D. 3 pts. 8vo,
Civ. Dunelm., 1850-52.

The Denham Tracts. A collection of folk-lore, reprinted from
the original tracts and pamphlets printed by Mr. Denham
between 1846 and 1859. Ed. by Dr. James Hardy. 2 vols.
Folklore Soc. 1892 and 1895.

Henderson, William.—Notes on the Folk Lore of the Northern
Counties of England and the Borders. 8vo, London, 1866.
New ed., with many additional notes, 8vo, London, 1879.

Losh, James—A MS. Collection of North Country words, 1783.
Monthly Chronicle of North Country Lore and Legend.

5 vols., Newcastle, 1887-91.
North Country Chorister, The; an unparalleled variety of excel-

lent songs. Collected and published together, for general
amusement, by a Bishoprick Ballad- singer. [Ed. by
Joseph Ritson.] 8vo, Durham, 1802.

Reprinted in the 'Northern Garlands,' 8vo, London, 1810.

Northern Garlands.—The Bishopric Garland ; or Durham
Minstrel : a choice collection of excellent songs. The
Yorkshire Garland : a curious collection of old and new
songs. The Northumberland Garland : or Newcastle
Nightingale : a matchless collection of famous songs. The
North-Country Chorister : an unparalleled variety of
excellent songs. Ed. by the late Joseph Ritson, Esq.
8vo, London, 1810.

Ray, John.—A Collection of English words not generally used,

with their significations and original, in two alphabetical

catalogues, the one of such as are proper to the northern,
the other to the southern counties. With catalogues of
English birds and fishes : and an account of the preparing
and refining such metals and minerals as are gotten in

England. 8vo, London, 1674.

2nd ed., augmented with many hundreds ofwords, obser-
vations, letters, &c. 26.1691:. =N.Cy. 2

Re-arranged anded. (with introduction, notes, and index)

by W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1874.

Rhys, Ernest.—The Fiddler of Carne. A North Sea winter's

tale, 1896.

Todd, Henry.—North Country Ballads. 8vo, London, 1895.

NORTHUMBERLAND.
Adams, T. W.—Songs and Sketches, pp. 8. i2mo, New-

castle [1880].

Allan, Edward.—Original Poems, pp.36. i2mo, Newcastle, 1837.

Allan, John William.—North Country Sketches. 8vo, New-
castle, 1881.

Allan, Thomas (ed.).—Tyneside Songs. By E. Corvan,

G. Ridley, &c. i2mo, Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1862.

Illustrated edition of Tyneside Songs and Readings. With
lives, portraits, and autographs of the writers, and notes on
thesongs. Revised ed. 8vo, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1891.

Alnwick Journal, The. 8 vols., 1859-82.

Anderson, James Tyneside Songs, Poems, &c. pp.86. i2mo,

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1875.

Armstrong, James.—Wanny Blossoms. A book of song, with

a brief treatise on fishing, sketches of Border life, and fox

and otter hunting. i2mo, Hexham, 1876.

Bagnall, Jos.—Songs of the Tyne. A collection of local melodies,

comic, satirical, and descriptive ; to which is added several

parodies on the most popular songs. pp. 32. i6mo,

Gateshead, 1852.

Bailey, J. and Culley, G.—General View of the Agriculture of

the County of Northumberland. 8vo, London, 1805.

(Agricultural Survey Report.)

VOL. VI.

Bailie, John—An Impartial History of the Town and County of
Newcastle-upon-Tyne and its vicinity. 8vo, Newcastle,
1801.

Bell, John (ed").—Rhymes of Northern Bards. Being a curious
collection of old and new songs and poems peculiar to the
counties of Newcastle-on-Tyne, Northumberland, and
Durham. i2mo, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1812.

Bewick, Thomas.—The Howdy and the Upgetting. Two tales

of sixty years sin seyne, in the Tyneside dialect, pp. 15.
i2mo, London, 1850.

Black Garland, The : containing The Holy Puzzle ; Meikle Black
Deil ; The Child wi-' the Swinging Tail ; L— t's Speech

;

Presbyterian Minister's Prayer for the Deil, &c. 8vo,
Newcastle, 1827.

Blakey, Robert (ed.).—The Angler's Song Book. 8vo, London,
1855.

Borings and Sinkings. A Collection published by the North of
England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers.
Newcastle, 1878-94.

Brand, John.—The History and Antiquities of Newcastle-upon-
Tyne. 4to, London, 1789.

Budget, The ; or Newcastle Songster for 1816. i2mo, Newcastle,
1816.

Charleton, R. J.—Newcastle Town. An account of its rise and
progress : its struggles and triumphs : and its ending. 8vo,

London, 1885.
Chater, J. W. (ed.)—The Illustrated Comic Tyneside Almanac

for 1862-69.
Chatt, George.—Miscellaneous Poems. 8vo, Hexham, 1866.

[Chatto, W. A.]—Scenes and Recollections of Fly-fishing in

Northumberland, Cumberland, and Westmoreland. By
Stephen Oliver, the Younger, of Aldwark, in Com. Ebor.
i2mo, London, 1834.

Rambles in Northumberland and on the Scottish Border
interspersed with brief notices of interesting events in

Border history. By Stephen Oliver, the Younger, ib. 1835.
Collection of OriginalNewcastle Songs. . . not before published

in any collection. i2mo, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1819.

3rd ed., 1820. (Collection of Prince L. L. Bonaparte.)

Another ed., 1823.
Collection of Right Merrie Garlands for North Country

Anglers. 8vo, Newcastle, 1836-42.
Collection of Songs on the intended Branch Custom House at

North Shields. i2mo, Newcastle-on-Tyne [? 1822].

Compleat Collier, The ; or, The whole art of sinking, getting,

and working coal mines, &c, as is now used in the

northern parts, especially about Sunderland and Newcastle.
8vo, 1708.

Coquetdale Fishing Songs. Now first collected and edited by
a North-Country Angler. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1852.

Couper, George William.—Original Poetry, pp. 24. 8vo,

North Shields, 1828.

Crawhall, Joseph (ed.).—A Collection of Right Merrie Garlands
for North Country Anglers. 8vo, Newcastle, 1864.

Chaplets from Coquet-Side. ib. 1873.

A Beuk o' Newcassel Sangs. 4to, Newcastle, 1888.

Cresswell, Marshall.—Local and other Songs, Recitations, &c.

pp. 36. i2mo, Newcastle, 1876.

Crispin, Theophilus.—Advice to the Advised, or the Philosopher
confuted ; in a poetical dialogue, between William Shuttle,

the weaver, Thomas Thimble, the taylor, and his wife

Peggy ; never before made public, pp. 12. 8vo, New-
castle, 1803.

Dand, Middleton H MS. Annotations to Heslop's ' North-

umberland Words.'
Dawes, Richard.—The Origin of the Newcastle Burr. 2nd ed.,

with alterations and additions. A satirical poem, 1767.

[Denham, M. A.]—Proverbial Folk-Lore of Newcastle-on-Tyne.

By M. A. D. 4to, Richmond in Com. Ebor., 1855.

Folk-Lore ; or a collection of local rhymes, proverbs, sayings,

prophecies, slogans, &c. relating to Northumberland, New-
castle-on-Tyne, and Berwick-on-Tweed. 8vo. ib. 1858.

Dialogue between two Allendale miners, which took place

somewhere about forty years ago. By an Old Allendonian.

pp. 4. 1878.

Dixon, D. D.—The Vale of Whittingham, Northumberland,

pp. 72. i2mo, Newcastle, 1887.

Whittingham Vale, Northumberland : its history, traditions,

and folk-lore. 8vo, Newcastle, 1895.
Embleton, Dennis.—Local Dialect Dialogues, pp. 62. 8vo,

privately printed, 1892.
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Forster, John George.—The Song of Solomon in the Newcastle

dialect. From the Authorised English Version, pp. iv, 19.

i6mo. [Impensis L. L. Bonaparte, 1859.]

Forster, Robert History of Corbridge and its Antiquities, &c.

8vo, Newcastle, 1881.

Forster, Westgarth.—A Treatise on a Section of the Strata

from Newcastle-on-Tyne to the mountain of Cross Fell in

Cumberland. 2nd ed., 8vo, Alston, 1821.

Gilchrist, Robert.—A Collection of original Local Songs, and

ed. pp. 24. 8vo, Newcastle, 1824.

Poems, pp. 88. ib. 1826.

A Collection of original Songs, local and sentimental, pp. 36.

i2ino, Newcastle, 1836.

Graham, P. Anderson.—The Red Scaur, a novel of manners.

8vo, London, 1896.

Graham, Thomas.—Northumberland Election, 1826. A Moor-

land Dialogue between Watty and Davie, two wealthy

North Tyne shepherds. A poem. North Shields, 1826.

Greenwell, G. C—A Glossary of Terms used in the Coal Trade

of Northumberland and Durham, pp. vi, 56. 8vo, London,

1849. [Publ. anon.]

3rd ed. pp. 92. ib. 1888.

Harbottle, John.—Fishing Songs sung at the Annual Meetings

of the Newcastle 'Fishing Club.' Broad-sheets, var.

dates.

Hardy.Dr. James.—MS. Notes made at Wooler, Northumberland,

on Heslop's ' Northumberland Words.'
Harrison, Rowland Tyneside Songs, pp. 52. iamo, New-

castle [n.d.].

Haswell, G. H.—The Maister, a century ofTyneside life. London,

1895.

Heslop, R. O.— Geordy's Last. By Harry Haldane. pp. 20.

8vo, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1878.

His Other Eye. A Sketch in the Newcastle Folk Speech.

Newcastle, 1880.

Northumberland Words. A Glossary of Words used in the

County of Northumberland and on the Tyneside. 2 vols.

8vo, London, E.D.S. 1892-94. =Nhb. 1

A Bibliographical List of Works illustrative of the dialect of

Northumberland. E.D.S. 1896.
Dialect in Northumberland. A lecture delivered to the Literary

and Philosophical Society, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, March 3,
1898. pp. 24. 8vo, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1898.

Hodgson, John.—History of Northumberland. In 3 parts. 4to,

Newcastle, 1820-40.
A MS. Glossary of North-Country words. 2 vols.

Horsley, James.—Lays of Jesmond, and Tyneside Songs and
Poems. 8vo, Newcastle, 1891.

[James, Clara.]—For the Love of a Lass ; a tale of Tynedale.
By ' Austin Clare.' 2 vols., London, 1890.

A Pearl in the Shell : a tale of life and love in the North
Countrie. By ' Austin Clare.' ib. [n.d.]

The Way Out; a Northumbrian Pitman's story. By 'Austin
Clare.' ib. 1890.

Two Ways of Looking at it. By 'Austin Clare.' ib. [n.d.]
A Sprig of White Heather. *. [n.d.]

Johnston, George—The Botany of the Eastern Borders (Terra
Lindisfarnensis). With the popular names and uses of
the plants, and of the customs and beliefs which have been
associated with them. 8vo, London, 1853.

Jones, S. S.—Northumberland and its neighbour lands. 410,
Hexham, 1871.

Keelmin's Comic Annewal for 1869-83, gi'es ye the best bits o'

wit an' wisdim be the clivvorest cheps aboot Tyneside.
i2mo, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Laird of Thorneyburne, The Noble ; a Northumbrian Border
Ballad in three fyttes ; with introduction and glossary.
8vo, London, 1855.

Lebour, G. A.—Outlines of the Geology of Northumberland and
Durham. 2nded., 8vo, Newcastle, 1886.

Lilburn, Adam—The Borderer. 8vo, London, 1896.
Mackenzie, E.—An historical, topographical, and descriptive

view of the county of Northumberland, &-c. 2nd ed., 2 vols.
4to, Newcastle, 1825.

Marshall, J. (ed.)—A Complete Collection of original New-
castle Coronation Songs. Comprising all that have been
written on the Coronation of George IV, and on the
intended removal of the Custom House, pp. 76. i2mo,
Newcastle, 1822.

Marshall, Thomas.-A Collection of original Local Songs,
pp. 24. i 2mo, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1829.

Midford, William.—A Collection of Songs, comic and satirical.

Chiefly in the Newcastle dialect. To which are added

a few local songs, by various authors, pp. 7°- i2mo
>

Newcastle, 1818.

Newcastle Fishers' Garlands, The, for 1820-21, 1830, 1833,

1843-65. _, .

Newcastle Song Book; or, Tyneside Songster Being a

collection of comic and satirical songs . . . chiefly in the

Newcastle dialect. 8vo, Newcastle-upon-Tyne [1842].

Newcastle Songster, or Tyne Minstrel ;
containing a choice

selection of modern and original songs. i2mo, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, 1806.

Nicholson, W. E.—A Glossary of Terms used in the Coal 1 rade

of Northumberland and Durham. 8vo, Newcastle, 1888.

Northumberland Garland, The ; or, Newcastle Nightingale :

a matchless collection of famous songs. [Ed. by Joseph

Ritson.] 8vo, Newcastle, 1793.

Reprinted in the ' Northern Garlands.' 8vo, London, 1810.

Northumbrian Minstrel, The. A choice collection of songs.

i2mo, Alnwick, 1811.

Oliver,W.—A Collection of original Local Songs and other pieces.

i2mo, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1824.

Peacock, Robert B.—On some leading characteristics of North-

umbrian : and on the variations in its grammar from that of

standard English, with their probable etymological sources.

Trans. Phil. Soc. London, 1862-63.

Pease, Howard.— Borderland Studies. 8vo, Newcastle, 1893.

The Mark o' the Deil, and other Northumbrian tales. 8vo,

London, 1894.

Proudlock, Lewis.—Poems and Songs. i2mo, Haltwhistle

[n.d.].

The Borderland Muse. 8vo, London [1896].

Richardson, M. A.—Local Historian's Table Book ofremarkable

occurrences, historical facts, traditions, legendary and

descriptive ballads, &c, connected with the counties of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Northumberland, and Durham.
8 vols. 8vo, Newcastle, 1841-46.

The Borderer's Table Book. 8 vols. 8vo, London, 1846.

[Identical with the preceding work, but issued by Bohn
with different title-page.]

Robson, Joseph Philip Original Tyneside Songs. i2mo,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, 1842.

(ed.) Songs of the Bards of the Tyne; or a choice collection

of original songs, chiefly in the Newcastle dialect, with
a glossary of 800 words, ib. [1849.]

The Song of Solomon in the Northumberland dialect. From
the Authorised English Version, pp. iv, 19. i6mo.
[Impensis L. L. Bonaparte, 1859.]

The Song of Solomon in the Newcastle dialect. From the
Authorised English Version, pp. 19. i6mo. [Impensis
L. L. Bonaparte, 1859.]

The Song of Solomon. Versified from the English translation

of James of England into the dialect of the colliers of
Northumberland, but principally those dwelling on the
banks of the Tyne. 4to, London, i860.

The Book of Ruth, in the Northumberland dialect, from the
Authorised English Version, pp. 24. 24mo, London, i860.

Evangeline ; or the Spirit of Progress. Together with a copious
selection of miscellaneous poems. 8vo, Newcastle, 1870.

Rule, George.—A Border Legend, and local rhymes, pp. 52.
i2mo, Newcastle, 1857.

Strang, William.—The Earth Fiend. A ballad. 8vo, London,
1892.

Stuart, George—A Joco- Serious Discourse, in two dialogues,
between a Northumberland gentleman and his tenant,
a Scotchman, both old Cavaliers. With an anagram
prefixt to them ; being some miscellaneous essays, written
upon several occasions, pp. xv, 76. 4to, London, 1686.

Studies and Sketches in South Tynedale. By Tynedale Tyke.
No. 1, Robbie Armstrang's Wraith. In Newcastle Courant,
March 21, 1896.

Tate, George—History of the Borough, Castle, and Barony of
Alnwick. 2 vols. 8vo, Alnwick, 1866-69.

Tyne Side Minstrel, The ; being a collection of original local
songs, arranged to popular airs. pp. 72. i2mo, Gateshead,
1824.

Tyneside Naturalists' Field Club, Transactions of the.
6 vols. 8vo, 1846-64.

Tyneside Songster, The. A choice collection of comic, satirical,
and descriptive songs, in the Newcastle dialect, pp. 108.
i8mo, Alnwick [1826].
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Tyneside Songster. Containing a splendid collection of local

songs by popular authors, in the Northumbrian dialect.

pp. 16. 8vo, Newcastle [n.d.].

Tyne Songster, The ; a choice collection of songs in the
Newcastle dialect, pp. 72. ismo, North Shields, 1827.

Watson, Robert Spence.—The History of the Literary and
Philosophical SocietyofNewcastle-upon-Tyne (1793-1896).
8vo, London, 1897.

Welford,Richard—History ofNewcastle aud Gateshead. 3 vols.

8vo, London, 1884-87.
White, John.—Local Songs, Poems, &c. ismo, Newcastle, 1884.
White,Walter.—Northumberland and the Border. 8vo, London,

1859.

Wilson, Joe.—Tyneside Songs and Drolleries. Readings and
temperance songs. Collected [ed. by Thomas Allan]. 8vo,

Newcastle-on-Tyne [1890].
Wilson, Thomas Stanzas on the Intended New Line of Road

from Potticar Lane to Leyburn Hole. pp. 16. i6mo,
Newcastle, 1825.

The Oiling of Dicky's Wig. Reprinted from the Tyne Mercury,

July 18, 1826. pp. 8. i2mo, Newcastle, 1826.

The Pitman's Pay ; or, a Night's discharge to Care. pp. 16.

i2mo, Gateshead, 1830.
The Pitman's Pay, and other poems, pp. xxxvi, 168. 8vo,

Gateshead, 1843.

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE.
Abbott, R. L.—MS. Collection of Nottinghamshire words.

= Not. 3

[Cursham, Mary Ann.]—Norman Abbey. By a Lady. 3 vols.

8vo, London [n.d.].

Harrod, William.—The History of Mansfield and its environs.

4to, Mansfield, 1801.

Hill, Thomas A—MS. Collection of Nottinghamshire words.
= Not.1

Hooton, C.—Adventures of Bilberry Thurland. 3 vols. 8vo,

London, 1836.

Prior, James.—Renie, 1895.

Forest Folk, igot.

Stevenson, W. H.—MS. Collection of Nottinghamshire words.
Thoroton, Robert.—The Antiquities of Nottinghamshire, fol.,

London, 1677.

Republished with large additions. By John Throsby.

3 vols. 4to, London, 1797.

Walker, Horace.—MS. Collection of Nottinghamshire words.
= Not. 2

OXFORDSHIRE.
Aplin, O. V.—The Birds of Oxfordshire, 1889.

Blackmore, R. D.— ? Cripps, the Carrier. A woodland tale.

1876.

Dunkin, John.—The History and Antiquities of Bicester, Oxford-

shire. . . With an appendix, and the whole of Kennett's

Glossary. 8vo, London, 1816.

Kennett, White.—Parochial Antiquities attempted in the history

of Ambrosden, Burcester, and adjacent parts in Oxford and

Bucks. 2 vols. 4to, Oxford, 1818 [original edition 1695].

[Reprinted as ' Dialectal Words ; from Kennett's Parochical

Antiquities; 1695,' ed. W. W. Skeat. pp. 22. E.D.S.

1879.

Parker, Mrs Oxfordshire Words. E.D.S. 1876. =Oxf.!

Supplement to Glossary of Words used in Oxfordshire.

E.D.S. 1881. =Oxf.!
Additional MS. Collection.

Phillips, John Geology of Oxford and the Valley of the

Thames. 8vo, Oxford, 187 1.

Plot, Robert—The Natural History of Oxfordshire, being an

essay towards the natural history of England, fol., Oxford

[1686].

'Rosemary.'—Under the Chilterns: a story of English village life,

1895.

Shorter, R.—Village Literature : a newly-written, whoamly-spun

tale. pp. 8. 8vo, London [c. 1876].

S., M.—Progress and other Poems. ' Mary and Me.' By M. S.

8vo, London, 1873.

Stapleton, Mrs. Bryan.—Three Oxfordshire Parishes. A
History of Kidlington, Yarnton, and Begbroke. 8vo,

Oxford Historical Soc. 1893.

Young, Arthur.—View ofthe Agriculture of Oxfordshire. 8vo,

London, 1809.

RUTLANDSHIRE.
Crutchley, John.—General View of the Agriculture of the County

of Rutland. 4to, London, 1794. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

Wordsworth, Christopher.—Rutland Words, pp. viii, 43.
E.D.S. 1891. =Rut. 1

SHROPSHIRE.
Bound, T. M., see Herefordshire.
Burne, Charlotte Sophia Shropshire Folk-lore : a sheaf of

gleanings. Ed. by C. S. Burne, from the collections of
Georgina F. Jackson. 8vo, London, 1883.

Davies, G. Christopher Rambles and Adventures of our
School Field-Club. 2nd ed., 1881.

Gough, Richard.—Antiquities and Memoirs of the parish of
Myddle, County of Salop, 1700. 4to, Shrewsbury, 1875.

Hartshorne, Charles Henry.—Salopia Antiqua, or, an enquiry
from personal survey into the ' Druidical,' military, and
other early remains in Shropshire and the North Welsh
borders ; with observations upon the names of places, and
a glossary of words used in the county of Salop. 8vo,

London, 1841. =Shr. 2

Jackson, Georgina F Shropshire Word-book, a glossary of

archaic and provincial words, &c, used in the county.

8vo, London, 1879. =Shr. 1

Lee, J. R.—A History of Market Drayton, with some account of

Ashley, Belton, Norton, Cheswardine, and other villages.

4to, London, 1861.

Leighton, William A.—A Flora of Shropshire. 8vo, London,
1841.

Owen, H. and Blakeway, J. B.—A History of Shrewsbu^'.
2 vols. 4to, London, 1825.

Salopian Shreds and Patches. Vols. I-V, VII-VIII. Re-
printed from Eddowes Shrewsbury Journal, 1874 seq.

Shropshire Dialect. In Willis's 'Current Notes,' pp. 98-9,

1855.
White, Walter.—All Round the Wrekin. i2mo, London, i860.

SOMERSETSHIRE.
' Agrikler.'—Rhymes in the West of England Dialect, pp. x, 53.

i2mo, Bristol, 1872.

2nd ed. enlarged. Also, Rhymes, by ' Outis.' pp. x, 94. ib.

1872.

[Anstey, C]—An Election Ball, in Poetical Letters in the

Zomerzetshire dialect, from Mr. Inkle, a Freeman of Bath,

to his wife at Gloucester. ... By the Author of the ' New
Bath Guide.' i2mo, Dublin, 1776.

Baynes, T. Spencer.—The Song of Solomon in the Somerset

dialect. From the Authorised English Version, pp. 19.

i6mo. [Impensis L. L. Bonaparte, i860.]

The Somersetshire Dialect : its pronunciation. Two papers

read before the Archaeological Society of Somersetshire.

Reprinted, with permission, from the Taunton Courier of

Dec. 26, 1855, and Jan. 30, 1856. pp. 50. i2mo, London,

1861.

Compton, Theodore.—Winscombe Sketches of Country Life and

Scenery amongst the Mendip Hills. 8vo, London, 1867.

[ed. 1892.]

Elworthy, Frederic Thomas.—The Dialect of West Somerset.

A paper read before the Philological Society, pp. 78.

E.D.S. 1875.

An Outline of the Grammar of the Dialect of West Somerset.

Illustrated by examples of the common phrases and modes

of speech now in use among the people. (From the

Transactions of the Philological Society for 1877-79, pp.

M3-2570 PP- "8. E.D.S. 1877.

The West Somerset Word-book. A glossary of dialectal and

archaic words and phrases used in the West of Somerset

and East Devon. E.D.S. 1888. =w.Som. 1

Halliwell, James Orchard (ed.).—A Collection of Pieces in the

dialect of Zummerzet. 8vo, London, 1843.

Hervey, S. H. A.—The Wedmore Chronicle, Vol. I. Wells, 1887.

[Hughes, Thomas.]—The Scouring of the White Horse ; or, the

Long Vacation Ramble of a London Clerk. By the Author
of ' Tom Brown's School Days.' 8vo, Cambridge, 1859.

[Contains 'A Zummerzetshire Zong,' p. 120.]

Illustrations of the Somersetshire Dialect. In Brayley's
' Graphic and Historical Illustrator.' 4to, London, 183).

Jenkins, Edward.—A Secret of Two Lives, 1886.
* d 2
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Jennings, James.— Observations on some of the Dialects in the

West of England, particularly Somersetshire : with a

glossary of words now in use there, and poems and other

pieces exemplifying the dialect. i2mo, London, 1825.

The Dialect of the West of England, particularly Somersetshire
;

with a glossary of words nowin use there ; also with poems

and other pieces exemplifying the dialect. 2nd ed., the

whole revised, corrected, and enlarged, with two disserta-

tions on the Anglo-Saxon pronouns, and other pieces, by

James Knight Jennings, ib. 1869.

Leith, Alicia A A Plant of Lemon Verbena ; a Somersetshire

idyll. i2mo, London, 1895.

Palmer, H. P.—Mr. Trueman's Secret. A tale ofWest Somerset.

8vo, London, 1895.

Poole, C. H The Customs, Superstitions, and Legends of the

County of Somerset. 8vo, London, 1877.

Raymond, Walter.—Misterton's Mistake, 1888.

Gentleman Upcott's Daughter, 1893.

Love and Quiet Life, 1894.

Young Sam and Sabina, 1894.

Tryphena in Love, 1895.

In the Smoke of War, 1895.

Charity Chance, 1896.

Two Men o' Mendip, 1899.

No Soul above Money, 1899.

Good Souls of Ciderland, 1901.

Rose, W. F.—A MS. Glossary of Somersetshire words.

Spectator, The.—A Letter on the Somersetshire Dialect in the

Spectator, Feb. 16, 1895.

[Squires, F. J.]—Nine Days in Devon : a Visit to the Channel

Fleet at Weymouth, and other humorous sketches in the

Somerset dialect. By Somerset Frank. Bristol, 1879.

Strong, James.—Joaneridos, or feminine valour eminently dis-

covered in Western women at the siege ofLyme. 4to, 1674.

Sweetman, George.—A Glossary of Words used by the rural

population in the parish and neighbourhood of Wincanton,
Somerset, pp. 16. 8vo, Wincanton, 1891. [1st ed. 1885.]

Vocabulary of the Provincial Words of Somerset, with a

short essay on the dialect, pp. 126-27 of Monthly Magazine,

Sept. 1, 1814.

Weaver, F. W.—Wells Wills, 1890.

Wellington Weekly News, The [var. dates].

Williams, Wadham Pigott, and Jones, William Arthur.—
A Glossary of Provincial Words and Phrases as used in

Somersetshire. With an introduction by R. C. A. Prior.

Printed for the Somersetshire Archaeological and Natural

History Society, pp. xii, 42. 8vo, London, 1873. =W. &J.
Gl. (1873).

Wilson, Miss C. E.—Somersetshire Dialogues, or Reminiscences
of the Old Farm House at Weston-super-Mare. 4to,

London, 1855.

Winwood, H. H.—An Excursion to Corsham, &c. Proceedings
of the Geological Association, Vol. XIV, pt. viii, p. 351, July
1896.

SOUTH COUNTRY.
Clayton, W.—Tales and Recollections of the Southern Coast.

8vo, London, 1861.

Marshall, W. H.—The Rural Economy of the Southern Counties;

comprising Kent, Surrey, Sussex, the Isle of Wight, the

Chalk Hills of Wiltshire, &c. 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1798.

Ray, John.—A Collection of ' South and East-Countrey Words,'
1691. Ed.W.W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1874. [See also s.v. North
Country.]

STAFFORDSHIRE.
Bettany, J. G.—The House of Rimmon [c. 1890].

Coghill, Mrs. H The Trial of Mary Broom [c. 1890].

Duignan, W. H.—Notes on Staffordshire Place Names. 8vo,

London, 1902.

Knight's Quarterly Magazine, No. 2. 8vo, London, 1823.

[Contains a short specimen of the dialect.]

Murray, D. Christie Joseph's Coat, 1882.

Rainbow Gold, 1885.

Aunt Rachel, 1886.

John Vale's Guardian, 1890.
Northall, G. F., see Midlands.
[Pinnock.T.]—A Glossary of Black Country Words, Phrases, &c.

8vo, Wednesbury, 1894.
Tom Brown's Black Country Annual, with tales, sketches, and

poems (chiefly in dialect), ib. 1894-95.

Pitt William.—General View of the Agriculture of the County

of Stafford. 4 to, London, 1794. (Agricultural Survey

Report.) ,

Poole Charles Henry.—The Customs, Superstitions, and

Legends of the County of Stafford, collected from various

sources. i2mo, London, 1875. ...
An attempt towards a Glossary of the Archaic and Provincial

Words of the County of Stafford, pp. 28. 8vo, Stratford-

upon-Avon, 1880. =Stf. 1

Saunders, K.—Diamonds in Darkness, 1888 ,„.„..
Warrington, T. C. and Pope, A.—MS. Collection of Stafford-

shire words. = Stf. 2 <-,-.,
West Bromwich a hundred years ago. In the Staffordshire

Chronicle, Feb. 22, Aug. 23, and Oct. 25, 1901.

SUFFOLK.
Betham-Edwards, M.—The Lord of the Harvest, 1899.

Mock Beggars' Hall. A story, 1902.

Bloomfield, Robert The Farmer's Boy ; a rural poem. 4th ed.,

8vo, London, 1801. [1st ed. 1800.]

Rural Tales, Ballads, and Songs, ib. 1802.

Cullum, John.—The History and Antiquities of Hawsted and

Hardwick, in the county of Suffolk. 2nd ed., 4to, London,

1813. [1st ed. 1784.]

Davies, G. C, see Norfolk.

East Anglian, The, see East Anglia.

Fison, L. A.— Brother Mike, 1893.

Merry Suffolk, Master Archie, and other tales, 1899.

Forby, Robert, see East Anglia.

Gardner, Thomas.—The History of Dunwich, Blithburgh, and

Southwold. 4to, London, 1754.

Glyde, John (ed.).—The New Suffolk Garland: a miscellany of

anecdotes, romantic ballads, descriptive poems and songs,

historical and biographical notices, and statistical returns

relating to the county of Suffolk. With an appendix,

containing the history of the Reform struggle in Ipswich

i n 1820 ; or the celebrated election ofLennard and Haldimand.

Collected, compiled, and edited by John Glyde, jun. 8vo,

Ipswich, 1866.

Gurdon, Lady Camilla.—Suffolk Tales and other stories, fairy

legends, poems, miscellaneous articles, 1897.

Moor, Edward.—Suffolk Words and Phrases ; or an attempt to

collect the lingual localisms of that county. 121110, Wood-
bridge, 1823. =Suf. 1

Rainbird, William and Hugh.—On the Agriculture of Suffolk.

8vo, London, 1819.

Raven, JohnJames.—TheHistoryofSuffolk. 8vo, London, 1895.

Sea Words and Phrases along the Suffolk Coast ; extracted

from the East Anglian Notes and Queries, Jan. 1869, and
Jan. 1870. 8vo, Lowestoft, 1869-70.

Strickland, Agnes.—Old Friends and New Acquaintances, 1864.

Suffolk Garland, The : or, a collection of poems, songs, tales,

ballads, sonnets, and elegies, legendary and romantic,

historical and descriptive, relative to that county ; and
illustrative of its scenery, places, biography, manners,
habits and customs. 8vo, Ipswich, 1818.

Suffolk Words ; from Cullum's History of Hawsted, 1813. Ed.
W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1879.

Whinbush, John.—Tim Digwell; an episode of the Strike in

the Wilford Hundred, Suffolk, in 1874. pp. 48. 2nd ed.,

Woodbridge, 1874.

Young, Arthur.—General View of the Agriculture of the County
of Suffolk. 4to, London, 1794. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

SURREY.
Aubrey, John.—The Natural History and Antiquities of the

County of Surrey. 5 vols. 8vo, London, 17 19.
Baring-Gould, S.— ? The Broom-Squire, 1896.
Bickley, A. C.—Midst Surrey Hills. 3 vols., 1890.
Broadwood, Rev. Mr. (ed.)—Old English Songs as now sung

by the Peasantry of the Weald of Surrey and Sussex.
Privately printed, 1843.

Gower, Granville Leveson.—Surrey Provincialisms EDS
1876. =Sur.i

A Glossary of Surrey Words. (A Supplement.) E.D.S. 1893.
= Sur. 1

Hoskyns, S. W.—Talpa
; Chronicles of a Clay Farm, 1852.

Jennings, LouisJ— Field Paths and Green Lanes ; being country
walks chiefly in Surrey and Sussex. 8vo, London 1817.
[ed. 1884.]

"
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Kemble, J. M.—On some Provincialisms of the County of Surrey.

p. 83, Trans. Phil. Soc. London, 1854.
Notes by a Naturalist. In Corn/till Magazine, Nov. 1887.
' Son of the Marshes, A.'—On Surrey Hills, 1891.

Forest Tithes and other studies from Nature. Ed. J. A. Owen,
1893.

From Spring to Fall. Ed. J. A. Owen, 1894.
Within an hour of London Town. Ed. J. A. Owen, 1894.

SUSSEX.
Blackmore, R. D.—? Springhaven, 1887.

? Alice Lorraine, 1875.
Broadwood, Rev. Mr., see Surrey.

C, B. C—On Dialect. By B. C. C. pp. 171-83, The Monthly
Packet, Feb. 1874.

Cooper, William Durrant.—A Glossary of the Provincialisms

in use in the County of Sussex. 2nd ed. pp. 87. 8vo,

London, 1853. = Sus.2 [1st ed. 1836.]

Crommelin, May.—Midge, 1890.

Davies, A. J.—Athirt the Downs. A tale of church folk, 1901.

Egerton, J. C.—Sussex Folks and Sussex Ways, 1884.

Geering, T.—Our Parish [Hailsham] ; a medley, 1885.

Gordon, James.—The Village and the Doctor, 1897.

Jackson, E. Hatchett.—Southward Ho ! A Sussex monthly
magazine of fact,fiction,andverse. Vol.1. Chichester, 1894.

Jennings, Louis J., see Surrey.

Knox, A.E.—Ornithological Rambles in Sussex ; with a systematic

catalogue of the birds of that county. i2tno, London, 1849.

Lower, Mark Antony.—The South Downs—a sketch, (pp. 146-

192 of ' Contributions to Literature, Historical, Antiquarian,

and Metrical.' 8vo, London, 1854.)

Old Speech and Manners in Sussex. Reprinted from the

Sussex Archaeological Collections, Vol. XIII. Lewes, 1861.

The Song of Solomon in the Dialect of Sussex. From the

Authorised English Version, pp. 19. i6mo. [Impensis

L. L. Bonaparte, i860.]

Lower, Richard.—Tom Cladpole's Jurney to Lunnun ; showing

the many difficulties he met with, and how he got safe

home at last. Told by himself and written in pure Sussex

doggerel, by his uncle Tim. pp.22. i2mo, Brighton, 1831.

New ed., 8vo, Lewes [1872].

Stray Leaves from an Old Tree : selections from the scribblings

of an octogenarian. 8vo, Lewes, 1862.

Jan Cladpole's Trip to 'Merricur, giving an account of de white,

black, and yellor folks wot he met wud in his travels in

search for dollar trees ; and how he got rich enough to beg

his way home ; written all in rhyme by his father, Tim
Cladpole. i2mo, Hailsham [1872].

Marshall, W. H., see South Country.

O'Reilly, Mrs. R.—Sussex Stories. 3 vols, [n.d.]

Parish, W. D.—A Dictionary of the Sussex Dialect and collection

of provincialisms in use in the county of Sussex. 8vo,

Lewes, 1875. =Sus. 1

Putron, P. de.—Nooks and Corners of Old Sussex, containing

choice examples of Sussex Archaeology. 4to, Lewes, 1875.

Sawyer, F. E.—Sussex Natural History Folk-lore. Lewes, 1883.

Sussex Folk-lore and Customs connected with the seasons.

Lewes, 1883.

Sussex Archaeological Collections, illustrating the history

and antiquities of the county. 8vo, London, 1848, &c.

Taylor, James.—A Sussex Garland ; a collection of ballads,

sonnets, tales, elegies, songs, epitaphs, etc., illustrative of

the county of Sussex ; with historical, biographical, and

descriptive notes. 8vo, London, 1851.

Wiggin, Kate Douglas.—The Diary of a Goose Girl, 1902.

Young, Arthur.—General View of the Agriculture of the County

of Sussex. 4to, London, 1793. (Agricultural Survey

Report.)

WARWICKSHIRE.
Birmingham Daily Mail, The. Var. dates.

Birmingham Weekly Post, The. June 10, 1893. [Contains

a list of Warwickshire words.]

Francis, Mrs South-Warwickshire Words. E.D.S. 1876.

= s.War.i

Leamington Courier, The. Nov. 28, 1896—Mar. 13, 1897.

Miller, George Glossary of Warwickshire Dialect. With

a collection of old words and expressions used in the parish

of Tysoe, compiled by Mrs. Francis, pp. 5-- ismo,

Leamington, 1898. =-War. 4

Morley, George.—Shakespeare's Greenwood. The Customs of

the Country ; the language ; the superstitions ; the customs
;

the folk-lore ; the birds and trees ; the parson ; the poets
;

the novelist. i2mo, London, 1900.

Northall, G. F.—-A Warwickshire Word-book, comprising

obsolescent and dialect words, colloquialisms, &c, gathered

from oral relation, and collated with accordant works. E.D.S.

1896. =War.2

See also Midlands.

Sharp, T.—Selections from an unpublished Glossary ofWarwick-
shire words made by T. Sharp in 1839. Printed for

J. O. Halliwell, 1865. -War.1

Smith, Edwin.—MS. Collection of Warwickshire words.
= War.3

Timmins, S.—The History of Warwickshire, 1889.

Wise, John R.—Shakespere : his birthplace and its neighbour-

hood. 8vo, London, 1861.

WEST COUNTRY.
Baring-Gould, S. and Fleetwood, A. (ed.)—Songs of the West

:

Traditional Ballads and Songs of the West of England, 1891.

Bayly, ElizabethBoyd Jonathan Merle: a West Country story

of the times, 1890.

Boord, Andrew.—The First and Best Parts of Scoggin's Jests.

i6mo, London, 1626.

Heath, F. G.—Peasant Life in the West of England, 1872-80.

' Vic'—Odd Ways in Olden Days down West, 1892.

White, John.—The Countryman's Conductor in reading and

writing true English. Exeter, 1701.

WESTMORELAND.
Atkinson, James.—A MS. Glossary of the provincialisms in use

in Westmoreland, c. 1797-

Blezard, T.— Original Westmoreland Songs, 1848.

[Bowness, W.]—Rustic Sketches, in the Westmoreland dialect

;

with other scraps from the sketch book of an artist. 8vo,

Kendal. 1868.

Brathwaite, R.—The Mushrome, Eglogue between Billie and

Jockie, 1615.

BriggS, John.—The Remains of John Briggs ; containing Letters

from the Lakes, &c. Kirkby Lonsdale, 1825.

Carey, Rosa Nouchette.—Heriot's Choice, 1879.

Chatto, W. A., see Northumberland.
Clarke, Thomas.—Tommy Woker's Account of 'T'Reysh

Beearin,' red ta sum Kendal fwoak Jeny. 20, 1863. i2tno,

Kendal, 1863.

(ed.)—Specimens of the Westmoreland Dialect ; consisting of

T'Reysh Beearin, and Jonny Shippard's Journa ta

Lunnan. Reprinted from the Westmoreland Gazette. Jimmy
Green at Brough Hill Fair. By W. Bowness. From a

series of sketches in the Westmoreland dialect. Also,

T'Terrible Knitters e' Dent. By Robert Southey. Re-

printed by permission from ' The Doctor.' pp. 32. i2mo,

Kendal, 1870. Another ed., pp. 52, 8vo, Kendal, 1872

[and var. ed.].

Close, John.—The Satirist, 1833.

Poetical Works, 1861.

Tales and Legends of Westmoreland, 1862.

Fleming, D A Description of the County of Westmoreland,

1671.

Fletcher, C. M.—A Daughter o' the Dales. A drama of village

life. pp. 39. 8vo, Oxford, 1900.

Gibson, Thomas Legends and Historical Notes on Westmore-

land, 1877.

[Gough, John.]—The Manners and Customs of Westmoreland,

and the adjoining parts of Cumberland, Lancashire, and

Yorkshire. By a Literary Antiquarian. To which is

added, Lines from a Poem, entitled ' Westmeria.' pp. 48.

2nd ed., i2mo, Kendal, 1847. [First appeared in the

Westmoreland Advertiser, Apr. 18—July 4, 1812.]

Hills, W. H. and Just, Dr.—MS. Collection of Westmoreland

words. =Wm.1

[Hutton, William.]—A Dialogue in the vulgar language of

Storth and Arnside, with a design to mark to our Posterity

the Pronuntiation of a.d. 1760. pp. 7. [Reprinted from

the Kendal Mercury and Times."]

A Bran New Wark, by William de Worfat, containing a true

calendar of his thoughts concerning good nebberhood.

Naw first printed fra his MS. for the use of the hamlet of

Woodland, pp. 42. i2mo, Kendal, 1785. [Reprinted

and ed. by W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1879.]
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Kirkby, B—Granite Chips and Clints : or Westmoreland in

words. 8vo, Kendal, 1900.

[See also Lakeland Words, s.v. Lakeland.]
Ollivant, Alfred Owd Bob, the Grey Dog of Kenmuir, 1898.
Powley, M—A Plea for the Old Names (chiefly Westmoreland).

2 pts. Reprinted from the Trans, of the Cum. and Wm.
Archaeological Soc. 1878-79.

Quarterly Review. Vol. CXX1I. pp. 347-81. [Contains an
article on ' Westmoreland and its dialect.']

Rawnsley, H. D—Reminiscences of Wordsworth, in Trans-
actions of the Wordsworth Society, VI. 1884.

Richardson, John.—The Song of Solomon in the Westmoreland
Dialect. From the Authorised English Version, pp. iv,

19. i6mo. [Impensis L. L. Bonaparte, 1859.]
• Robison, Jack.'—Yan er two Aald Tales ower agen. Kendal,

1882.
'

Lord Robison en me, in the Kendal and County News, Sept.
22, 1888.

Hoo Gooardy Jenkins co ta be a Yalla, ib. March 1889.
Southey, Robert—The Doctor. [Contains T'Terrible Knitters

e' Dent.] 8vo, London, 1848. [Also ed. 1853. See also
Clarke, Thomas.]

Specimens of the Westmoreland Dialect. Kendal, 1868,
1877, 1880, and 1885. [See also Clarke, Thomas.]

Taylor, A. B—Billy Tyson's Coortin', and other sketches in the
Westmoreland dialect. 8vo, Kendal, 1879.

Westmoreland Sketches, ib. 1882.
Transactions of the Wordsworth Society for 1883-85
Ward, Mrs. Humphry—? Robert Elsmere, 1888.
Wheeler, Ann—The Westmoreland Dialect, in three familiar

dialogues, in which an attempt is made to illustrate the
provincial idiom, pp.115. i2mo, London, 1790.

The Westmoreland Dialect, in four familiar dialogues: in
which an attempt is made to illustrate the provincial idiom.
2nd ed., to which is added a dialogue never before pub-
lished, pp. 119. ib. 1802.

The Westmoreland Dialect with the adjacency of Lancashire
and Yorkshire, in four familiar dialogues : in which an
attempt is made to illustrate the provincial idiom. 3rd ed.
pp. 120. i2mo, Kendal, 1821. [Contains also The Kirby
I eight, The Appleby School-boy's Speech, The Brigsteer
Peat Leader's Speech, and Brigsteer Jonny.]

The Westmoreland Dialect in four familiar dialogues, in which
an attempt is made to illustrate the provincial idiom. New
ed. To which is added a copious Glossary of Westmore-
land and Cumberland words, pp. x, 175. 8vo, London,
1840.

Whitehead, Anthony—Legends of Westmoreland : and other
poems. With notes, pp. 48. 8vo, Appleby, 1850.

" A?°!*e.r ed
- PP- 76. 8vo, Penrith, 1896.

Wilson, William—Pegasus in Lakeland and Poems in the
Westmoreland dialect. Windermere. 1878.

See also Lakeland.

WILTSHIRE.
Akerrnan, John Yonge.—A Glossary of Provincial Words and

Phrases in use in Wiltshire, pp. x, 60. i2mo, London,
1842. =Wil. 2 '

Spring-tide
;
or the Angler and his friends, ib. 1850.

Wiltshire Tales, ib. 1853.
Aubrey, John—The Natural History of Wiltshire [c. 1607!

Ed. by John Britton. 4 to, London, 1847.
Banks, Mrs. G. Linnaeus—Glory : a novel. 3 vols.. London

1877.
Bntton, John.—Beauties of Wiltshire, Vol. III. pp. 369-80, a

list of the provincial words of Wiltshire and the adjoining
counties. London, 1825.

Churchwardens' Accounts of St. Edmund and St. Thomas,
sarum. Ed. H. J. T. Swayne. Wiltshire Record Society,
1896.

•"

Dartnell, George Edward, and Goddard, Edward Hunger-
ford.—A Glossary of Words used in the county of Wiltshire
E.D.S. 1893. =Wil. 1

Contributions towards a Wiltshire Glossary. [Reprinted from
the Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Magazine,
Vol. XXX. p. 233, June 1899.] pp. 145-82. 8vo, Devizes
[n.d,J.

Davis, Thomas—General View of the Agriculture of the County
ot Wilts

;
with observations on the means of its improve-

ment. 4to, London, 1794.
Reprinted. 8vo, London, 1811.

General View of the Agriculture of Wiltshire. Drawn up for

the consideration of the Board of Agriculture and Internal

Improvement. London, 1809.
New ed., 1813. Reprinted in Archaeological Review,

Vol. I, 1888.

Ewing, Juliana Horatia.—Jan of the Windmill. A story of

the Plains, 1876.

Jefferies, Richard.—The Gamekeeper at Home, 1878.

Wild Life in a Southern County, 1879.

Greene Feme Farme, 1880.

Round about a Great Estate, 1880.

Hodge and his Masters. 2 vols., 1880.

Bevis. The story of a boy, 1882.

The Open Air, 1885.

Amaryllis at the Fair, 1887.

Field and Hedgerow, 1889.

Kennard, Mrs. A.—Diogenes' Sandals, 1893.
Kite, Edward.—The Song of Solomon in the Wiltshire dialect,

as it is spoken in the Northern division. From the
Authorised English Version, pp. 19. i6mo. [Impensis
L. L. Bonaparte, c. i860.]

Kjederqvist, John.—The Dialect of Pewsey. Trans. Phil. Soc.
London, 1902-4.

Marshall, W. H., see South Country.
Masque.—The King and Queenes Entertainement at Richmond,

after their departure from Oxford, in a Masque, presented
by the most illustrious Prince Charles, Sept. 12, 1636.
4to, Oxford, 1636.

[Penruddocke, Mrs.]—Content ; or the Day Labourer's Tale of
his Life. pp. viii, 63. 8vo, Salisbury [i860].

Plenderleath, W. C—On some unnoted Wiltshire Phrases.
Privately printed [n.d.].

Sarum Diocesan Gazette.—Articles on Wild Flowers, pp. 5-6,
Jan. 1890, and pp. 13-14, Jan. 1891.

Slow, Edward—Rhymes of the Wiltshire Peasantry, and other
trifles. i2mo, Salisbury, 1874.

Wiltshire Rhymes ; a series of poems in the Wiltshire dialect.

8vo, London, 1881.

3rd ed., 1885.
The Fourth Series ofWiltshire Rhymes, containing twenty-five

new poems in the Wiltshire dialect, never before published.
Also a glossary of some words now used in Wiltshire and
the adjoining counties. 8vo, Salisbury, 1889.

Glossary of Wiltshire Words, pp.12. 8vo, Wilton, 1892.
The Fifth Series of Wiltshire Rhymes and Tales in the Wiltshire

dialect. Never before published, ib. [1894].
Smith, A. C—The Birds of Wiltshire, 1887.
Specimens of the Provincial Dialect of South Wiltshire.

p. 114 of the Monthly Magazine, Sept. 1, 1814.
Tennant, Pamela,—Village Notes, and some other papers, 1900.
Thurn, EverardF. im—Birds of Marlborough, being a contribu-

tion to the ornithology of the district. Marlborough [18701
Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Magazine.

8vo, Devizes, 1854-.
Wiltshire Words ; from Britton's ' Beauties of Wiltshire,' 1825 •

compared with 'Akerman's Glossary,' 1842. Ed W w'
Skeat, E.D.S. 1879.

WORCESTERSHIRE.
Allies, Jabez.-The British, Roman, and Saxon Antiquities and

*olk-Lore of Worcestershire. 8vo, London. 1840.Berrow s Worcester Journal. Var. dates
[Bradley, Waldron.]-Grantley Grange. By Shelsey Beau-

champ, 1874.
Nelly Hamilton. By Shelsey Beauchamp, 187s.Chamberlain, Mrs—A Glossary of West Worcestershire Words.With glossic notes by Thomas Hallam. pp. xii, 40. EDS

1882. =w.Wor. x

KwSZ'J°wnaland Four ShiresAdvertiser.The. Var. dates.Kingsford, Hamilton—Vigornian Monologues. [By ' Outis '
IA series of papers in illustration of the dialect of Worcester-

shire, originally published in Berrow's Worcester Journal, in

I awJ!
CpT f

l895"96- PP- 36. 8vo, Worcester, 1897.Lawson, Robert—Upton-on-SevernWordsand Phrasel pp. 35.E.D.S. 1884. =s.Wor.i v "
Noake, John—Notes and Queries for Worcestershire. 8vo,London, 1856. '

Northall, G. F., see Midlands.
Corson, A—Notes of Quaint Words and Sayings in the dialect

of South Worcestershire. 8vo. London, 1875.
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Salisbury, Jesse.—A Glossary of Words and Phrases used in

S.E. Worcestershire, together with some of the sayings,
customs, superstitions, charms, &c. common in that district.

E.D.S. 1893. =se.Wor. 1

Wood, Mrs. Henry.—Mrs. Haliburton's Troubles, 1862.

YORKSHIRE.
A. GENERAL.

Baines, Thomas.—Yorkshire Past and Present : a history and
description of the three Ridings from the earliest ages to

the year 1870. 2 vols. 4to, London, 1870.

Baring-Gould, S.— ? The Pennycomequicks. A novel, 1870.

Yorkshire Oddities, incidents and strange events. 2 vols. 8vo,

London, 1874.
Beaumont, Mary.—A Ringby Lass, and other stories, 1895.

Joan Seaton [n.d.].

Blackmore, R. D.— ? Mary Anerley. A Yorkshire tale, 1880.

Bland, J. C.—The Ghost of Dowley Gap ; a Yorkshire tale of

Joseph White and Rosa Lee [n.d.].

Burnett, W. H. (ed.)— Broad Yorkshire ; being poems and
sketches from the writings of Castillo, Mrs. Tweddell, Reed,
Brown, Lewis, Burnett, and others. With a glossary. 2nd
ed. pp. 74. 8vo, Middlesborough, 1885. [1st ed. 1877.]

Dyke, Watson.— Craiktrees, 1897.

Farquhar Frankheart. London [n.d.].

Federer, Charles A.—A Bibliography of Yorkshire Dialect

Literature. Trans, of the Yorkshire Dialect Soc. Mayigoi.
Garland of Poetry, A.—By Yorkshire Authors. Collected by

Abraham Holroyd. 8vo, Saltaire, 1873.

Gaskell, Elizabeth.—Sylvia's Lovers, 1863.

Glossary of Yorkshire Archaic Words in the Yorkshire Weekly
Post, May 5, 1883 seq.

Halliwell, J. O. (ed.)—The Yorkshire Anthology, a collection of

ancient and modern ballads, poems, and songs, relating to

the county of Yorkshire. 4to, London, 1851.

Hamerton, P. G.—Wenderholme ; a story of Yorkshire and
Lancashire, 1869.

Holroyd, Abraham.—Yorkshire Proverbs and Speyks. Contri-

buted to the Brighouse News, July 23, 1887.

Collection of Yorkshire Ballads. With remarks on Ballad Lore
by W. J. Kaye, and a Life of A. Holroyd by W. Scruton.

Ed. C. F. Forshaw. 8vo, London, 1892.

Howitt, Mary.—Hope On, Hope Ever, 1840.

Howitt, William.—The Rural Life of England. 2 vols. 8vo,

London, 1838.

Hudson, G.—The Family Jar ;
or, the Turned Head. A village

comedy, 1876.

Ingledew, C. J. D. (ed.)—The Ballads and Songs of Yorkshire,

transcribed from private MSS., rare broadsides, and scarce

publications ; with notes and a glossary. i2mo, London,
i860.

Macquoid, Katherine.—Doris Barugh, 1877.

The Berkshire Lady, 1879.

Miall, F. G.—Yorkshire Dialect and Place Names, pp. 105-17

of Yorkshire Illustrations ofEnglish History. 8vo, London,

1864.

Old Proverbs and Sayings of Yorkshire, from the Brighouse

News, Aug. 10, 1889.

Old Yorkshire.—Ed. W. Smith. 5 vols. 8vo, London, 1881-84.

2nd Series, ed. W. Wheater. 8vo, Leeds, 1885.

Parkinson, Thomas.—Yorkshire Legends and Traditions, as

told by her chroniclers, her poets, and journalists. 2 vols.

8vo, London, 1888-89.

Phillips, John.—The Rivers, Mountains, and Sea Coast of York-

shire ; with essays on the climate, scenery, &c. 8vo,

London, 1853.

Prior, Eleanor C.—The Little One. 2 vols., 1891.

Scarth, D.—Yorkshire Dialect Words. Leeds Mercury Weekly

Supplement, Nov. 8, 1884.

Taylor, Mary.—Miss Miles, 1890.

Turner, J. Horsfall Yorkshire Anthology : Ballads and songs,

ancient and modern (with several hundred real epitaphs),

covering a period of a thousand years of Yorkshire history

in verse ; with notes bibliographical, biographical, topogra-

phical, dialectic, &c. 8vo, Bingley, 1901.

White, Walter.—A Month in Yorkshire. 8vo, London, 1858.

Yorkshire County Magazine, The, with which are in-

corporated Yorkshire Notes and Queries, Yorkshire Folk-

Lore Journal, Yorkshire Genealogist, and Yorkshire

Bibliographer. Ed. J. Horsfall Turner. 4 vols., 1891-94.

Yorkshire Dialect, The, exemplified in various dialogues, tales,

and songs, applicable to the county. With a glossary,

pp. 24. i8mo, London [n.d.].

Yorkshire Dialogue, A, in Yorkshire dialect ; between an Awd
Wife, a Lass, and a Butcher. Broadside, York, 1673.
[Reprinted in ' Nine Specimens of English Dialects,' ed.

W. W. Skeat, 1896.]

Yorkshire Garland, The ; being a curious collection of old
and new songs, concerning that famous county. Ed. Joseph
Ritson. i2mo, York, 1788.

Reprinted in the Northern Garlands. 8vo, London, 1810.

Yorkshire Garland, The, containing the celebrated old songs
of ' Yorke, Yorke, for me monie,' and the ' Pattern of True
Love, or Bowe's Tragedy.' To which are added specimens
of the Yorkshire dialect, selected from ' The Register Office,'

' Richard and Betty at Hickleton Fair,' ' The Ripon Bellman,'

&c. pp. 34. i8mo, Northallerton, 1825.

B. EAST RIDING.

Banks, Mrs. G. Linnaeus.—In Bondage. A Yorkshire slory,

1886.

Best, Henry.—Rural Economy in Yorkshire in 1641. Beingthe
farming and account books of Henry Best, of Elmswell, in

the East Riding of the county of York. Ed. C. B. Robinson,
Surtees Soc. 1857.

Cole, Edward Maule.—On Scandinavian Place Names in the

East Riding of Yorkshire, pp. 35. 8vo, York, 1879.

Eclipse of the Moon, May 31, 1844. And, Eclipse of the Moon
Postponed. Two obi. i2mo handbills, in the Ripon dialect.

'Flit and Ko.'—A Reel of No. 8, and Suddahly Fewster [n.d.].

Holderness, Thomas.— Some Place Names of the East Riding
of Yorkshire. 8vo, Driffield, 1900.

Howard, Charles Farming at Ridgemont, in ' Husbandry,'
Vol. Ill, pp. 129-56. London [1833].

Farming at Scoreby, in ' Husbandry,' Vol. Ill, pp. 1-28. ib.

Farming at Wauldby, in ' Husbandry,' Vol. Ill, pp. 101-28. ib.

Marshall, W. H.—The Rural Economy of Yorkshire, comprizing
the management of landed estates, and the present practice

of husbandry in the agricultural districts of that county.

2 vols. 8vo, London, 1788. [Reprinted as ' Provincialisms

of East Yorkshire ; 1788,' ed. W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1873.]

2nd ed., 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1796. [Reprinted as ' East

Yorkshire Words (Supplement) ; 1796,' ed. W. W. Skeat,

E.D.S. 1879.

Morris, M. C. F.—Yorkshire Folk-talk, with characteristics of

those who speak it in the North and East Ridings, pp. ix,

408. 8vo, London, 1892. =ne.Yks. 1

East Riding Field Names. (Read at Bridlington, Oct. 12, 1897,

to the EastRidingAntiquarianSociety.) pp.17. 8vo, [n.pl.,

1898.]

The Vowel-sounds of the East Yorkshire Folk-speech, pp. 32.

London, 1901.

Nicholson, John.—The Folk Speech of East Yorkshire. 8vo,

London, 1889.

The Folk-lore of East Yorkshire, ib. 1890.

Ross, Frederick, Stead, Richard, and Holderness, Thomas.
•—A Glossary of Words used in Holderness in the East-

Riding of Yorkshire. E.D.S. 1877. =e.Yks. x

Ruddleputty, Reuben.—A Farm Servant's Letter to his Sweet-
heart, 1840.

Specimens of the Yorkshire Dialect as spoken in the East

Riding of the county, and more particularly in the north-

eastern portion of the Riding ; with a copious glossary,

pp. 48. 8vo, Driffield, 1887.

Thompson, Miss History of Welton, near Hull, and the

neighbourhood. With remarks on the Yorkshire Language.

8vo, Hull, 1869.

[Wray, John Jackson.]—Nestleton Magna : a story of York-

shire Methodism. By Quintus Ouarles. i2mo, London,

1876.

C. NORTH RIDING.

Atkinson, J. C.—A Glossary of the Cleveland Dialect: ex-

planatory, derivative, and critical. 4to, London, 1868.

= n.Yks. 1

Additions to a Glossary of the Cleveland Dialect. E.D.S.

1876. =n.Yks.1

Lost; or what came of a slip from Honour Bright. London,
1870.

A Handbook for Ancient Whitby and its Abbey. 8vo, Whitby,
1882.
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Atkinson, J. C. {continued)—
Forty Years in a Moorland Parish. Reminiscences and re-

searches in Danby in Cleveland. 8vo, London, 1891.

Memorials of Old Whitby ; or Historical Gleanings from

Ancient Whitby Records, ib. 1894.

Baker, John Gilbert.—North Yorkshire : studies of its botany,

geology, climate, and physical geography. 8vo, London,

1863.

Blakeborough, Richard ' T'Hunt o' Yatton Brigg,' in the

dialect of the North Riding of Yorkshire, pp. 20. 8vo,

Guisborough, 1896.

Wit, Character, Folk-lore, and Customs of the North Riding of

Yorkshire, with a glossary of over 4,000 words and idioms

now in use. 8vo, London, 1898. = n.Yks.4

[Browne, George Newton.]—The York Minster Screen. Being
a specimen of the Yorkshire dialect as spoken in the

North Riding. 8vo, Malton, 1833. [Reprinted in ' Nine
Specimens of English Dialects,' ed. W. W. Skeat, E.D.S.

1896.]

Browne, Thomas.—Poems on several occasions. Ed. J. Merritt.

8vo, Liverpool, 1798. [Contains 'The Invasion' and
'Awd Daisy,' &c]

Castillo, John—Awd Isaac, the Steeplechase, and other poems.
With a glossary. i2mo, Whitby, 1843.

Poems. With a glossary. 121110, Northallerton, 1845.
The Bard of the Dales, or poems and miscellaneous pieces,

partly in the Yorkshire dialect. i2mo, Kirby-Moorside,
1850.

Jacob's Ladder, a sermon, pp. 8. iamo, Filey, 1858.

Poems in the North Yorkshire dialect. Ed., with a memoir
and glossary, by G. M. Tweddell. i2mo, Stokesley, 1878.

Charlton, L The History of Whitby and of Whitby Abbey.
4to, York, 1779.

[Fetherston, F. M.]—Oops and Doons, and sayin's and doin's ov
Timothy Goorkrodger, his old deeame and darter Meary, a'

whoame and abroad. Huddersfield [1870].
The Adventures of a Yorkshire Farmer and his scapegrace

Nevvy in London. Huddersfield [n.d.].

The Smuggins Family at Scarbro', Filey, and Bridlington.
8vo, York [n.d.].

Frank, — .—Yorkshire Fishing and Shooting. 8ro, Leighton
Buzzard, 1894.

Graves, John—The History of Cleveland in the North Riding
of the County of York. 4to, Carlisle, 1808.

Harland, John.—A Glossary of Words used in Swaledale,
Yorkshire, pp. iv, 28. E.D.S. 1873. =n.Yks. 3

Holt, Robert B—Whitby Past and Present. 8vo, London,
1897.

Lapstone, Timothy—Election Bills, No. 1. Whitby, 1869.
Linskill, Mary—Between the Heather and the Northern Sea,

1884.

The Haven under the Hill, 1886.

Hagar ; a North Yorkshire Pastoral, 1887.
In Exchange for a Soul. A novel, 1888.
Tales of the North Riding, 1893.

M[eriton], G[eorge]—The Praise of Yorkshire Ale, wherein is

enumerated several sorts of drink, with a discription of the
humors of most sorts of drunckards. To which is added,
a Yorkshire Dialogue, in its pure natural dialect, as is now
commonly spoken in the North parts of Yorkshire. The
third edition. With the addition of some observations, of
the dialect and pronuntiation of words in the East Ryding
of Yorkshire. Together with a collection of significant and
usefull proverbs. By G. M. Gent. pp. 124. i2mo, York,
1697. [1st ed. without a glossary, pp. 18. 4to, York,
1683.]

Morris, M. C. F., see East Riding.
Mrs. Hodge's Cogitations on't Princess Royal's Marriage.

A letter to the Editor of the Whitby Gazette, Jan. 23, 1858.
Munby, Arthur J—Verses New and Old. iamo, London,

1865.

Ann Morgan's Love. A Pedestrian poem. 8vo, London, 1896.
Nelson, John—A Specimen of the Bilsdale Dialect ; being two

poems on Isaac Telltruth and Sammy Standfast, pp. 32.
i2mo, Northallerton, 1831.

Ord, J. W.—Rural Sketches and Poems, chiefly relating to Cleve-
land. i2mo, London, 1845.

Oxlee, J—A MS. list of Cleaveland words. p. 131, Trans.
Phil. Soc. London, 1845.

Quarter Sessions Records for the years 1676-94, in the North
Riding Record Society Publications, Vols. I-IV, 1884.

[Robinson, F. K.]—A Glossary of Yorkshire Words and Phrases

(with examples of their colloquial use), collected in Whitby
and the neighbourhood. By an Inhabitant. i2mo, Lon-

don, 1855.

A Glossary of Words used in the neighbourhood of Whitby.

E.D.S. 1876. =n.Yks.2
The Song of Solomon in the North Yorkshire dialect. From

the Authorised English Version. By the Author of ' A
Glossary of Yorkshire Words and Phrases, collected in

Whitby and the neighbourhood.' pp. 19. i6mo. [Im-

pensis L. L. Bonaparte, i860.]

Sedgwick, Adam A Memorial by the Trustees of Cowgill

Chapel, with a preface and appendix on the climate, history,

and dialect of Dent. Printed for private circulation.

Cambridge, 1868.

Simpson,Katherine.—J eanieo'Biggersdale, and other Yorkshire

stories, 1893.

Specimens of the Yorkshire Dialect, in various dialogues,

tales, and songs. To which is added, A Glossary of such of

the Yorkshire words as are likely not to be understood by
those unacquainted with the dialect, pp. 31. i2mo, Hull

[? 1800].

7th ed., with considerable additions and amendments, pp.

36. i2mo, York, 1811.

Specimens of the Yorkshire Dialect, in various dialogues,

tales, and songs, to which is added Aud Isaac, a poem
composed of facts and similitudes, pp.60. i8mo, Otley
[n.d.].

Specimens of the Yorkshire Dialect, pp. 24. i2mo,
Knaresbro, 1833.

With a Glossary. 6th ed. i2mo, Knaresborough, 1848.

Stonehouse, William.—Tom Keld's Hole : a story ofGoathland.

pp. 68. i6mo, Whitby, 1879.
Tuke, John A General View of the Agriculture of the North

Riding of Yorkshire. 8vo, London, 1800.

Tweddell, George Markham.—The Bards and Authors of
Cleveland. 8vo, Stokesley, 1872.

The People's History of Cleveland and its vicinity. 4to,

Stokesley [1872-73].
Tweddell, Mrs. G. M Rhymes to illustrate the North York

dialect. By Florence Cleveland, pp. 8. i2mo, Stokesley,
1869.

Mudher's Advice to Dick. A rhyme to illustrate the North
York dialect. By Florence Cleveland. Stokesley, 1872.

Awd Gab o' Steers : how he tried to sweetheart Betty Moss.
A trew teeale. Related in the North York dialect. By
Florence Cleveland. With glossary, pp. 12. i2mo,
Stokesley, 1873.

Rhymes and Sketches to illustrate the Cleveland dialect. By
Florence Cleveland. 8vo, Stokesley, 1875. [new ed. 1892.]

Whitby Repository, The, or Album of Local Literature.
New Series. 2 vols. 8vo, Whitby, 1867-68.

Whitby Treasury, The, or Album of Local Literature. 8vo,
Whitby, 1838.

Yorkshire Dialect, The, exemplified in various dialogues, tales,
and songs applicable to the county. With a glossary,
pp. 24. 8vo, London, 1839.

Yorshur Alminac, T', written accoarding tea nater, e plain
English, without grammar, or onny mak o' beak laming.
By Nathaniel Nettlenase [David Green], pp. 72. i2mo,
Leeds, 1861.

D. MID-YORKSHIRE.
Robinson, C. Clough—A Glossary of Words pertaining to the

dialect of Mid-Yorkshire ; with others peculiar to Lower
Nidderdale. To which is prefixed an outline grammar of
the Mid-Yorkshire dialect. E.D.S. 1876. =m.Yks. 1

E. WEST RIDING.
Addy, Sidney Oldall—A Glossary of Words used in the neigh-

bourhood of Sheffield, including a selection of local names,
and some notices of folk-lore, games, and customs. EDS.
1888. w.Yks. 2

A Supplement to the Sheffield Glossary, pp. x, 66 EDS
1891. = w.Yks. 2

Field Names. Macmillaris Magazine, April 1889.
Armstrong, James L._Scenes in Craven ; in a series of letters,

containing interesting sketches of character, &c.,&c. iamo,
York, 1835.

Atkinson, Miles.—Marriage Contrasted
; or an evening on the

brink of the river Wharfe. pp.16. 8vo, Bingley [n.d.].
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Bag o* Shoddy Olmenac fur t'year 1866. pp. 16. 8vo, Batley.

Bag o" Shoddy Olmenack, and Bundel aWisdum fur t'year
1867. Teed up be Uriah Waketea, Esq. [Isaac Binns].

pp. 16. i2mo, Birstall, 1867.
Bairnsla Foak's Annual, The, an Pogmoor Olmenack. Be Tom

Treddlehoyle [Charles Rogers]. 8vo, Leeds, 1838-75.
Ed. Isaac Binns, 1876-83.

Banks, Mrs. G. Linnaeus.—Wooers and Winners : a Yorkshire
story, 1880.

Banks, William Stott.—A List of Provincial Words in use at

Wakefield in Yorkshire ; with explanations, including a few
descriptions of buildings and localities, pp. viii, 82. i2mo,
London, 1865.

Barry, Charles.—Front oth' Sun Almanac ; in the dialect an'

aht on it. pp. 40. iamo, Huddersfield, 1877.
Beacon Almenack, Th', in the Yorkshire dialect. Ed. A. W.

Bickerdike, 1873-76.
Beacon Christmas Annual, Th', in the Yorkshire Twang. Ha

Dooady Braan spent th' Kursmiss Hallidays. By A. W.
Bickerdike. i2mo, Halifax, 1873.

Bickerdike, Arthur "William Dooady Braan's Adventures;
in the Yorkshire dialect, pp. 56. 8vo, Halifax, 1875.

Bingley Herald, The, for 1886.

Binns, ^thelbert.—Wilsden Originals, No. 1. pp. 8. 1889.

Yorkshire DialectWords, in Leeds MercurySupplement, 1891, &c.
Cracks i' t'Ingle Neuk, in Yorkshire Weekly Post, 1895-96.

Binns, Isaac.—TLaffable Adventurs i' t'Militari Kareer a Tom
Wallop. Rittan bi T'Authar. pp. 16. i8mo, Batley, 1870.

From Village to Town. A series of random reminiscences of

Batley during the last thirty years. i2mo, Batley, 1882.

Blackah, Thomas Songs and Poems, written in the Nidderdale

dialect. i2mo, London, 1867.

Oliver Banks ; or St. Thomas's Bounty at Hebden. pp. 16.

i6mo, Pateley Bridge, 1867.

Blade, The. Ed. W. C. Reynald. May 1884 to July 1885.

Borne Miln Olmenac, The, an Bradforth an West RidingAnnewal.
Be Timothy Shoddygull, Esq. [J. Firth]. 1855-58.

Bradford Antiquary, The. The Journal of the Bradford

Historical and Antiquarian Society. 1st Series, 1880-95.

New Series, 1896-1900.

Bradford Parish Churchwardens, Accounts of, 1667-94.

2nd Series, 1677-1797.
Brighouse News, The. Var. dates.

Bronte, Anne The Tenant of Wildfell Hall. By Acton Bell,

1848.

Bronte, Charlotte Shirley. By Currer Bell, 1849.

Bronte, Emily Jane.—Wuthering Heights. By Ellis Bell, 1847.

Burnley, James Idonia, and other poems. i2mo, Bradford,

1869.

Phases of Bradford Life ; a series of pen and ink sketches.

8vo, Bradford, 1871.

Looking for the Dawn ; a tale of the West Riding, ib. 1874.

West Riding Sketches, iamo, Bradford, 1875.

Bywater, Abel.—The Sheffield Dialect, in conversations ' Uppa
are Hull Arston.' With a copious glossary, and an

introductory note on the sound of the letters A and O.

Written be a Shevvild Chap. i6mo, Sheffield, 1834.

The Shevvild Chap's Annual, 1836-56.

Supplement to the Shevvild Chap's Annual for 1836.

Supplement to the Shevvild Chap's Annual for 1854. Bein'

a Letter thro' Owd Jack Wheelswarf to t'Editor.

The Sheffield Dialect. i6mo, Sheffield, 1839 [and var. ed.].

The Shevvild Chap's Easter Gift. pp. 24. i2mo, Sheffield,

1847.
The Shevvild Chap's Christmas Present, pp. 24. ib. 1852.

The Gossips ; or Pictures of Private Loife amang t'Wimmin.

Be t' Shevvild Chap. pp. 24. ib. 1852.

The Song of Solomon in the Sheffield dialect. From the

Authorised English Version, pp. 19. i6mo. [Impensis

L. L. Bonaparte, 1859.]

[Carr, William.]—Horae Momenta Cravenae, or, the Craven

dialect, exemplified in two dialogues, between Farmer

Giles and his neighbour Bridget. To which is annexed

a copious glossary. By a native of Craven, pp. v, 125.

8vo, London, 1824.

The Dialect of Craven, in the West-Riding of the County of

York, with a copious glossary, illustrated by authorities

from ancient English and Scottish writers, and exemplified

by two familiar dialogues. By a native of Craven. 2 vols.

2nd ed., much enlarged, pp. xviii, 336, 359. 8vo, London,

1828. =w.Yks. 1

VOL. VI.

Cartledge, J. G. (ed.)—The Lancashire and Yorkshire Band of

Hope and Good Templar Temperance Recitations and
Dialogues, in the Yorkshire dialect. i6mo, Leeds, 1872.

2nd Series, ib. 1873.
Clayton's Christmas Annual. Snowdrops, for 1878. pp. 56.

i2mo, Bradford.

Country Words of the West Riding, The. A magazine of

Yorkshire literature. Jan. 1870 to July 187 1. ^ vols.

Ed. I. Binns and W. Andrews. 4to, Birstall, Sec.

Cudworth, William.—Round about Bradford : a series of

sketches, descriptive and semi-historical, of forty-two

places within six miles of Bradford. 8vo, Bradford, 1876.

Yorkshire Dialect and Character Sketches. i2tno, Bradford,

1884.

Rambles round Horton. 8vo, Bradford, 1886.

Worstedopolis. ib. 1888.

Manningham, Heaton, and Allerton (Townships of Bradford),

treatedhistoricallyandtopographically. 4to, Bradford, 1896.

Dawson, W. H A History of Skipton. 8vo, Skipton, 1882.

Dewsbre Back at Mooin Olmenac an' West Ridin' Historical

Calendar, 1862-72, 1875-81.

Dickinson, I. W Yorkshire Life and Character ; a Craven
village sixty years ago, 1894. [1st ed. 1868.]

Dictionary of the Dialect of Batley, Batley Carr, Dewsbury,
&c. pp. 16. i2mo, Batley, i860.

[Dixon, James Henry.]—Slaadburn Faar, bein' t'adventurs o'

Jacky an' Nelly Smith, n* Girston, when they gang'd ta

Slaadburn Faar an back agaan. Put inta t'Craaven plaan

mak o' tawk bi Oliver Cauvert o' Greenaw-Hill, leead miner

an poet. pp. 16. i2mo, Skipton, 187 1.

Chronicles and Stories of the Craven Dales. 8vo, Skipton, 1881.

[Doyle, Ezra.]—Polly's Gaon ; or the Effects of Pride. A true

story. By a native genius. To which is added : Rose and

Polly, by the same author, pp. 31. i8mo, Halifax, 1855.

Polly's Gaon ; or Merriment in Dress and the Folly of Pride.

James and Polly ; or the very funny Wedding. Buttery

Dick; or the beautiful Sweating. The Bottle of Galker ;
or

Fun in Fermentation, pp. 50. 24mo, Wakefield [n.d.].

Draper's Bradford Pictorial Almanack, 1871-1901.

Dufty, Joseph A Blighted Life, and other poems. i6mo,

Sheffield, 1871.

Dyer, Samuel Dialect of the West Riding of Yorkshire :

a short history of Leeds and other towns. 8vo, Brighouse,

1891.

Easther, Alfred.—A Glossary of the dialect of Almondbury and

Huddersfield. Compiled by the late Rev. Alfred Easther.

Ed. from his MSS. by the Rev. Thomas Lees. E.D.S. 1883.

= w.Yks. 3

Eccles, Joseph Henry Yorkshire Songs. i6mo, Leeds, 1872.

Emsley, William Anvilantus, and other poems. By Lionel

Vulcan. 8vo, Bradford, 1893.

Everett, James The Village Blacksmith. A Memoir of the

Life of Samuel' Hick, late of Micklefield, Yorkshire. 8vo,

London, 1834.

Fawcett, Stephen. —Bradford Legends : a collection of poems.

i2mo, Denton, 1872.

Featherstone, Thomas.—Trial of Suits at the Brewster Sessions

of Sotville ; or a Laugh on the License day. pp. 36.

i2mo, Leeds [n.d.].

Fletcher, Joseph Smith.—The Wonderful Wapentake, 1895.

The Builders, 1897.

God's Failures, 1897.

The Paths of the Prudent, 1899.

The Harvesters, 1900.

Frogland Olmenac, T', an Leeds Loiners' Annual, containin

ivvery thing at's nawn an a monny things at izzant. Be

Harry Frogland, Hisquire, 1852-63.

Girlington Journal Almanack for 1875. iamo, Bradford.

Glossary, A, of Words used in Halifax Parish [n.d.].

Grainge, William.—Nidderdale : an historical, topographical,

and descriptive sketch of the valley of the Nidd. 8vo,

Pateley-Bridge, 1863.

The Washburn. Broadside, 1864.

The Scottish Pedlar: a tale of the Yorkshire Moorlands.

pp. 28. i6mo, Pateley Bridge, 1866.

(ed.)—Country Ballads, preserved by tradition and never before

printed, pp. 31. i2mo, Pateley-Bridge, 1869.

A Memoir of the Life of Peter Barker, the blind Joiner of

Hampsthwaite. pp. 13. ib. 1873.

Dick Skinflint ; or the Miser's Grave. A Yorkshire legend,

pp. 15. 8vo, Pateley Bridge, 1880.
* E
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Gregory, Benjamin.—The Poacher turned Preacher. John
Preston, of Yeadon. 8vo, London, 1896.

[Hallam, Reuben. 1—Wadsley Jack; or, the Humours and
Adventures of a Travelling Cutler. 8vo, Sheffield, 1866.

Hamilton, R. Winter. —Nugae Literariae. 8vo, London, 1841.
Hanson, Kezia.—Fanny Lee's Testimony : a Yorkshire tale.

8vo, Manchester, 1884.
Harker, Bailey J.— Rambles in Upper Wharfedale ; including

the historical and traditional lore of the district. i2mo,
Skipton, 1869.

Philip Neville of Garsiton. A Yorkshire tale. 8vo, Bradford,
1875-

Hartley, John.—The Halifax Original Illuminated Clock Alma-
nack. In the Yorkshire dialect. 1867-72 and 1876-1901.
[Ed. by Edmund Hatton for the years 1873-74, and by
James Burnley for 1875-76.]

Yorkshire Ditties. Ed. W. Dearden. pp. 72. i6mo, Halifax,
1868.

Yorkshire Ditties ; to which is added the cream of wit and
humour, from his popular writings. 1st and 2nd Series,

pp. 143. i2mo each, London [c. 1873].
The Yorkshire Budget. 1st Series, ismo, Halifax [1871].
Commercial and Historical Almanack for 1874. 8vo, Bradford.
Yorksher Puddin. A collection of the most popular dialect

stories from his pen. 8vo, London [1876].
Grimes' Trip to America : being ten comical letters from Sam-

mywell Grimes to John Jones Smith. 12010, London, 1877.
Seets i' Lundun : a Yorkshireman's ten days' trip. 2nd ed.

i2mo, Wakefield [1878].
A Friend for the Festive Season. Yorkshire Christmas Annual

for 1879. A Feast of fresh Fancies, served in twenty dishes,
pp. 66. 8vo, Wakefield.

Seets i' Paris. Sammywell Grimes's trip to Paris with his old
chum Billy Baccus ; his opinion o' th' French, and th'
French opinion o

1

th' exhibition he made ov hissen. i2mo
Wakefield [1879].

Seets i' Blackpool, ib. 1883.
Grimes' Visit to th' Queen. A royal time amang royalties.

i2mo, London [1892].
Seets i' Yorkshire and Lancashire, 1895.
Yorkshire Tales. Amusing sketches of Yorkshire life. In the

Yorkshire dialect. 1st and 2nd Series. 2 vols. 8vo, Wake-
field [n.d.].

Heaton, William—Nancy o' Johnny's Visit to th' Thump. To
which is added, Nancy's Wedding, pp. 16. mmo,
Halifax, 1866.

Th' Ould Maid's Dream. To which is added, Ewer Tom an
his Leather Britches, pp. 16. ib. 1866.

Clippings from the Hedges
; or Sketches from Yorkshire Life.

ib. 1866.

He's like to take me in. Wesleyan Book Room Tract
No. 1659, 1892,

History of William and his little scholar Joseph ; with some
account of Joseph's mother. i8mo, York, 1821.

Howson, William—An Illustrated Guide to the Curiosities of
Craven, with a geological introduction ; notices of the
dialect, a list of the fossils, and a local flora. i2mo Settle
1850.

'

Huddersfield and Halifax Punch, The, Nov. 23, 1878.
Hunter, Joseph—Hallamshire. The history and topography of

the parish of Sheffield, with historical and descriptive
notices of the parishes of Ecclesfield, Hansworth, &c. fol.,
London, 1819.

The Hallamshire Glossary. 8vo, London, 1829. = w.Yks. 4

[Appendix No. 1 contains Thoresby's list of West Riding
words, Appendix No. 2 Watson's list of uncommon words
used in Halifax.]

H[utton], J—A Tour to the Caves, in the environs of Ingle-
borough and Settle in the West Riding of Yorkshire, &c.
Also a large glossary of old and original words made use
of in common conversation in the North of England. In
a letter to a friend. 2nd ed., with large additions, pp.
iv, 100. 8vo, London, 1781. [Reprinted as 'North of
England Words

;
from "A Tour to the Caves " by J H •

1781,' ed. W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1873.]
Illingworth, John—Echoes of the Harp of Ebor ; or Yorkshire

Songs, pp. 8. i6mo, Bradford, 1870.
Jabez Bunting, The Rev., or Begging. With other poems.

By a Lady. pp. 14. i2mo, Leeds, 1833.
The Rev. Jabez Bunting. Three Chapels and three collections

;

and other pieces, pp. 12. i2mo, Bradford, 1855.

Jabez Oliphant, or the Modern Prince, 1870.

'Jackson, Stephen.'—Chronicles and Stories of the Craven

Dales. i2mo [n.d.].

Jackson, Thomas The Yorkshire Dialect, with illustrative

reminiscences of old Yorkshire life and manners. Leeds

Philos. and Literary Soc, Nov. 19 and 21, 1867.

Recollections of my own Life and Times. Ed. by B. Frank-

land. 8vo, London, 1874.

Jim o' th' Pan's Journey to London, with the New Poor Law
to mend. By a Collector, pp. 45. iarao, Huddersfield,

1842.

Leeds Herald, The : a monthly illustrated Magazine and com-
mercial Advertiser, 1859-62.

Leeds Loiners' Comic Olmenac, T\ Ed. J. H. Eccles, 1873-82.

Leeds Mercury Weekly Supplement. Var. dates.

Leeds Saturday Journal. Christmas number, 1895.

Lees, Frederic Arnold The Flora of West Yorkshire, with
a sketch of climatology and lithology in connection there-

with. 8vo, London, 1888.

Lister, Thomas The Rustic Wreath. Poems, moral, de-

scriptive, and miscellaneous. i6mo, Leeds, 1834.
Littledale, Henry Anthony The Song of Solomon in the

dialect of Craven in the West Riding of Yorkshire. From
the Authorised English Version, pp. 19. i6mo. [Impensis
L. L. Bonaparte], 1859.

Lodge, A.—Forty Years Ago, 1869.

Sad Times [n.d.].

Lucas, Joseph Studies in Nidderdale : upon notes and ob-
servations other than geological, made during the progress
of the Government geological survey of the district, 1867-72.
8vo, London [c. 1882.]

Mather, Joseph.—Songs : to which are added a memoir of
Mather and miscellaneous songs relating to Sheffield. 8vo,
Sheffield, 1862.

Memorial of the Rev. James Gregory, late minister of Kipping
Chapel, Thornton, near Bradford, pp. 40. 8vo, Leeds,
1876.

New Wortley Almanac, 1879-80. i2mo, Leeds.
Nidderdill Olminac, The, an' Ivvery Body's Kalinder. i2mo,

Pateley Bridge, 1864-80.
Old Job Senior, the Rumbolds Moor Hermit, an account of his

eccentricities and remarkable life. pp. 16. iamo, Bingley
[n.d.].

Old Three Laps—Interesting Incidents in the singular life of
William Sharp, alias Old Three Laps. Also a sketch of the
life and vagaries of Jack Lob. pp.16. i2mo, Bingley [n.d.].

Owd Original Coddy Miln Olmenack, T', for 187 1. Ed.
Isaac Binns. pp. 16. i2mo, Heckmondwike, 1871.

Peel, Frank—The Risings of the Luddites, Chartists, and
Plugdrawers, 1870.

Perram, A. F—The Right Hand that Offended. Wesleyan
Book Room Tract, No. 1489, 1890.

Piper, H. H—An Essay on the peculiarities of pronunciation of
the dialect of Sheffield and its neighbourhood, pp. 24.
i2mo, Sheffield, 1825. [Read as a paper before the
Sheffield Literary Society, and originally printed in the
Sheffield Independent.^

Pledge, Peter.—Barnsley as it is ; or the Devil's Picktur Gallery.
8vo, Barnsley, 1861.

A Six Days' Aght
;
or a Barnsley Chap's Adventers e Lunnun,

mcludin a Visit ta t'Glass Lantren, an a Peep under t'Dish
Cuver. pp. 31. ,b. 1862.

Pogmoor Olmenack, T', an Bairnsla Foaks' Yearly Jottings

t "^"u "\ th5 famous Pogmoor dialect. All be Tom
Ireddlehoyle, Esq., jun., 1891-1901.

Preston, Benjamin—Poems and Songs in the dialect of Brad-
ford Dale. i6mo, Bradford, i860.

Poems and Songs in the dialect of Bradford-Dale, Be a York-

f^\ ^n?S
J
T
?
kk^ PP " 33- i6mo, Bradford, !864 .

[First collected ed. of Preston's Dialect Poems.l
I he Dialect Poems of Benjamin Preston. With a notice of theau hor by John Emmanuel Preston, pp. 64. i6mo,

baltaire, 1872. '

Dialect and other Poems. With glossary of the local words.i2mo, London, 1881.

D ,J
a 'eS

a I
L°wly Life

'
in the Yorkshireman for 1882.Pudsey Almenac, The. Ed. J. Walker, 1855-59Be Johnny Botherem, 1867-68

Pudsey Almenack and Historical Register, The. Ed.
S. Rayner, 1869-88.

Riley, A—Gems from our Village, 1891.
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Roberts, G -Terms in Husbandry, from the Leeds Mercury,

July ii, 1896.

Roberts, Samuel.—Tom and Charles ; or the Two Grinders.
5th ed., i8mo, Sheffield, 1850.

Robertshaw, Joseph Yorkshire Tales and Legends. A
Ramble to Bolton Abbey ; Tom Lee ; the One Pound Note.
By Heather Bell. i2mo, Keighley, 1862.

Tom Lee, a tale of Wharfedale. 2nd ed., i6mo, Pateley
Bridge, 1875.

[Robinson, C. Clough.]—The Dialect of Leeds and its neigh-
bourhood, illustrated by conversations and tales of common
life, &c, to which are added a copious glossary ; notices of

the various antiquities, manners, and customs, and general
folk-lore of the district, ramo, London, 1862. = w.Yks. 5

Yorkshire Life and Character. By the Author of ' Dialect of

Leeds.' Temple Bar Magazine, March 1868.

Robinson, J. R A Glossary of Words used in the Dewsbury
district. In Leeds Mercury Supplement, 1881.

Rodger, Fred.—Amusing Fireside Readings in the Yorkshire
dialect. Nos. 1 and 2. pp. 16 each. 8vo, Bradford,

1879-80.
[Rogers, Charles.]—A Conversation between Peter Pickinpeg,

Jack Shuttle, and Harry Emptybobbin. Carefully reported

by Sally Bobbinwinder. pp. 28. 8vo, Barnsley, 1838.

Sum Thowts abaght Ben Bunt's Weddin', an ther jont to

Stainbur' Cassal, to look at pictas ; allsoa Will Weft's
Descripshan at Grand Bazzarr at tha hed tuthar da' it

nashnal skool like. Be Tom Treddlehoyle. pp. 20. ib.

1838.

Sum Thowts abaght t'Doin's e Bairnsla on t'Crawnashan Da'.

Be Tom Treddlehoyle. pp. 17. 8vo, Bairnsla, 1838.

Sum Thowts abaght Nan Bunt's Chresmas Tea-party; Bairnsla

Feastin ; a Owd Maid's Pockit ; an Tom Treddlehoyle's

Lament. Also a Characteristic of Barnsley by Crispin

Merrybrain, Esquire, of Sodhall Park. Be Tom Treddle-

hoyle. pp. 24. i2mo, Barnsley, 1839.

Tom Treddlehoyle's Thowts, Joakes, an' Smiles, forMidsummer
Day ; settin' foarth his jont ta Lunnan, ta see t'League

Bazaar ; an amang uther things, a prospecktas of a Cloaze

Line Cumpany. pp. 48. i2mo, Leeds, 1845.

Ben Bobbinhat, 1843.
Mally Muffindoaf, 1843.

Tommy Kenny Club, 1843.

Upat Planitary Systam, 1843.

Tom Treddlehoyle's Trip ta Lunnan, ta see Paxton's Great

Glass Lantern. Dedicated we all't pleasure it warld, ta

Prince Olbert. pp. 56. i2mo, Leeds, 1851.

A Visit ta t'Great French Exhebition. Be Tom Treddlehoyle.

pp. 56. 8vo, Leeds [1855].

Tom Treddlehoyle's Peep at t'Manchister Art Treasures

Exhebishan, e 1857. pp. 36. i2mo, Leeds, 1857.

The Song of Solomon in the West Riding of Yorkshire

dialect. From the Authorised English Version, pp. 24.

i6mo. [Impensis L. L. Bonaparte, i860.]

Saunterer's Satchel, The, and West Riding Almanac for 1875-

81. 8vo, Bradford.

Scatcherd, Norrison.—The History of Morley, with some

account of Ardsley, Topcliffe, Woodchurch, Batley, &c,
and other places in the vicinity. With a glossary of words

commonly used at Morley and in the vicinity thereof. 8vo,

Leeds, 1830.

Senior, Joseph.—The Yule Clog. Smithy Rhymes and Stithy

Chimes. Sheffield, 1882.

Jerry Slit-Spring's Soliloquy Leaflet. Sheffield [n.d.].

Seward, William A Tour to Yorde's Cave, Burton-in-Lons-

dale, accompanied by a shepherd from Thornton Force
;

together with an attempt to illustrate the dialect spoken in

Burton-in-Lonsdale and its vicinity, in a familiar dialogue,

pp. 44. 8vo, Kirkby-Lonsdale, 1801.

Sheffield and Rotherham Independent, The, 1874-75.

[Contains a glossary of Sheffield words.]

Slade,W Humorous Stories and Sketches, 1870.

Snowden, George. —Glossary of Words used in Halifax Parish.

Reprinted from the Hebden Bridge Chronicle. i8mo, 1856.

Snowden, J. Keighley Tales of Yorkshire Wolds, 1893.

The Web of an Old Weaver, 1896.

A Paderewski Recital : Doady Binns interprets him. In

Yorkshire Weekly Post, Mar. 23, 1901.

Speight, H Through Airedale, from Goole to Malham. 8vo,

Bradford, 1891.

The Craven and North-west Yorkshire Highlands, ib. 1892.

Spencer, R.—Field Flowers [n.d.].

Stavert, W. J Skipton Parish Registers. Vol. I. [n.d.]

Story, Robert.—Craven Blossoms : or poems chiefly connected

with the district of Craven, pp. 80. i6mo, Skipton, 1826.

Sutcliffe, Halliwell.—By Moor and Fell. Landscapes and Lang-
settle lore from West Yorkshire, 1899.

Shameless Wayne, a romance of the last feud of Wayne and
Ratcliffe, 1900.

Mistress Barbara Cunliffe, 1901.

Ricroft of Withens, 1903.

Swashland Olmenac, The. pp. 24. 121110, Heckmondwike,
1870.

Thomson, J. Radford Guide to the district of Craven, and
Settle and Carlisle Railway. 8vo, Settle, 1878.

Thoresby, Ralph.—A Letter to Mr. John Ray, April 27, 1703.

[See General Dialect, s.v. Ray, John. Philosophical

Letters.]

Tiffany, Tom T'Yorkshur Tyke's Kursmiss Annual, fur 1872,

cumproizin : Original stoories,booath eprooaze un rhoime,

suitabul fur readin ut t'harstun uv a cowld winter neet, un

allsoa fur readins at proivut un publick soshul meetins,

abaat t'Kursmiss un t'New Year Seahzun. Written e

t'Yorkshur diahlect. pp. 50. i2mo, Halifax, 1872.

[Todd, William.]—T'Country Chap, or T'Yorkshar Plewboy.

A poem, in his own dialect, pp. 22. i8mo, Heckmondwike,
1856.

Tommy Toddles's Comic Almanac, fur all t'Foaks e Leeds an

raand abaght. Ed. by J. Hamer and J. Eccles, 1862-75.

Twistleton, Tom Splinters struck off Winskill Rock. pp. 64.

i8mo, Settle [n.d.].

Poems in the Craven dialect. 2nd ed. pp. 119. ib. 1869.

Poems in the Craven dialect ; also original poems by his brother

Henry Lea Twistleton. 3rd ed. i6mo, Settle, 1876.

Wakefield Free Press Almanac, The, for 1872. i2mo, Wake-
field.

Wales, Elkanah Mount Ebal Levelled ;
or Redemption from

the Curse. i2ino, London, 1882.

Walker, John The late Mark Illingworth, of Denholme, near

Bingley, and his Epitaph. By Jon Woker. pp. 4 [n.d.].

Warty Rhymes for Warty Foaks. By th' Owd Weighvur.

pp. 64. 8vo, Saddleworth, 1894.

Watson, C—Specimens of the Yorkshire Dialect [n.d.].

Watson, John The History and Antiquities of the parish of

Halifax, in Yorkshire. 410, London, 1775.

Wensley Dale Lad's First Visit to Leeds, The. In Cornhill

Magazine, Jan. 1864.

West Yorkshire Almanack, The, for 1881.

Weyver's Awn Comic Olmenack, The, or Pudsey Annual,

edited be Sammy Bruskitt [John Middlebrook]. 8vo,

Pudsey, 1875-1901.
Willan, Robert A List of Ancient Words at present used in

the mountainous district of the West Riding of Yorkshire.

Communicated to the Archaeologia, Vol. XVII. pp. 138-67,

London, 1814. Read 27th June, 1811. [Reprinted as

'AGlossary of Words used in theWest Ridingof Yorkshire;

1811,' ed. W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1873.]

Wilsden Almenac, The. Ed. JE. Binns, 1888-92.

Wilson, Alfred Original Poems, pp.48. 241110, Halifax, 1854.

Wright, Joseph A Grammar of the Dialect of Windhill, in the

West Riding of Yorkshire. Illustrated by a series of dialect

specimens, phonetically rendered ; with a glossarial index

of the words used in the grammar and specimens. E.D.S.

1892.
,

Wright, William Th' History o' Haworth Railway, frot

beginnin t' th' end. pp. 32. i8mo, Keighley, 1866.

Bill oth' Hoylhus End's vizit t' th' Glory Band, wi' a full and

pertic'ler accaant of an owd man's story. By Bill hissel.

pp. 16. 121110, Keighley, 1867.

Haworth, Cowenheead, and Bogthorne Original Almanak.

By Bill oth' Hoylhus End. 8vo, Keighley, 1873-79.

Random Rhymes and Rambles. By Bill o' th' Hoylhus End.

ib. 1876.

Yorkshire Christmas Annual, The. (Christmas No. of the

Yorkshire Magazine.) 8vo, Bradford, 1870, 1871,1872, and

1879.
Yorkshire Comet, The. Ed. by Dicky Dickeson and Darnley

Devonshire. 7 nos., Otley, 1844.

Yorkshire Illustrated Monthly, The. Ed. J. S. Fletcher.

Dec. 1883—Aug. 1884.

Yorkshire Magazine, The. A monthly literary journal. 8vo,

Bradford, 187 1-.

* E 2
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Yorkshireman, The, 1875-.

Yorkshireman Comic Annual, The, 1876-81.

Yorkshireman's Comic Annual, The, with which is incor-

porated Saunterer's Satchel, 1882-93.

Yorkshire Notes and Queries, for 1888.

Yorkshire Weekly Post, The. Var. dates.

Yule Clog, The, or t'Hallamsher Christmas E'en. Be a Jingling

Whitesmith, pp. 12. i6mo, Sheffield [1886].

WALES.
Beale, Anne Gladys the Reaper [n.d.].

Bye-gones ; relating to Wales and the Border counties. 9 vols.

4to, Oswestry, 1871-86. [Reprinted from the Oswestry

Advertiser.']

Collins, J A list of words from the Gower dialect of Glamorgan-

shire. Trans. Phil. Soc. London, Vol. IV, pp. 222-23, 1850.

Cymru Fu. (Notes and Queries relating to the past history of

Wales), 1888.

Hartshorne, Charles Henry, see Shropshire.

Laws, Edward The History of Little England beyond Wales,

and the Non-Kymric colony settled in Pembrokeshire.

4to, London, 1888.

Morgan, W. E. T Radnorshire Words. E.D.S. 1881. = Rdn. 1

Owen.Elias.—Archaic Words, Phrases, &c, of Montgomeryshire,

in Collections Historical and Archaeological relating to

Montgomeryshire, issued by the Powys-land Club. Vol. IV.

pt. ix, Oct. 1871 ; Vol. VI. pt. xiii, Oct. 1873 ;
Vol. VII.

pt. xiv, Apr. 1874.

Ralne, Allen (Mrs. Beynon Puddicombe) A Welsh Singer, 1897.

Torn Sails ; a tale of a Welsh village, 1898.

By Berwen Banks, 1899.

Garthowen ; a story of a Welsh homestead, 1900.

SCOTLAND.
GENERAL.

Allan, William.—Hame-spun Lilts, or poems and songs, chiefly

Scottish. 8vo, London, 1874.

Anderson, David.—Poems chiefly in the Scottish dialect, and
ed., 8vo, Aberdeen, 1826.

Andrews, William.—Bygone Church Life in Scotland. Ed. by
William Andrews. 8vo, London, 1899.

Annals of the Parish of Dalmailing. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1821.

Aytoun, W. E. (ed.)—The Ballads of Scotland. 2 vols. 8vo,

Edinburgh, 1858.

3rd ed., revised and augmented. 2 vols., ib. 1871.

Baillie, Principal.—Letters and Journals. 2 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh,

1775;
Balfour, Sir James.—Practicks, or System of the more ancient

Law of Scotland, fol., Edinburgh, 1754.
Ballads.—Four Books of Choice Old Scottish Ballads, 1823-44.

8vo, Edinburgh. Reprinted for private circulation, 1868.

Ballads and Poems by Members of the Glasgow Ballad Club.
8vo, Edinburgh, 1885.

Barr, Amelia E.—The Last of the M cAlisters [n.d.].

[Beattie, James.]—Scoticisms, arranged in alphabetical order,

designed to correct improprieties of speech and writing.

8vo, Edinburgh, 1787.

Biographia Presbyteriana. Vol. I containing the lives of the

Rev. Mr. Alexander Peden [1728], the Rev. Mr. John
Semple [1727], the Rev. Mr. John Welwood [1727], and
the Rev. Mr. Richard Cameron [1727]. By Patrick Walker.
Vol. II containing the lives of the Rev. Mr. Donald Cargill

[1732], and Mr. Walter Smith [1732] ; by Patrick Walker.
And the Rev. Mr. James Renwick, by the Rev. Alex.
Shields. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1827.

Birnie, William.—The Blam of Kirk-Buriall, tending to perswade
Cemiteriall Civilitie, 1606. Ed. by W. Turnbull. London,

Blakhal, Gilbert.—A Breiffe Narration of the services done to

three noble ladyes, 1631-1649. 4to, Aberdeen, Spalding
Club, 1844.

Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine. Var. dates.

Book^of Scottish Poems, The ; ancient and modern. Ed., with
memoirs of the authors, by J. Ross. 2 vols. 8vo, Paisley,
1882.

Boswell, Alexander—Songs, chiefly in the Scottish dialect.

Edinburgh, 1803.
Poetical Works, now first collected and ed. by R. Howie

Smith. 8vo, Glasgow, 1871.

Breadalbane, A.—Memories of the Manse. Glimpses of Scottish

Life and Character [c. 1890].

Brown,T.—A Dictionary of the Scottish Language ;
comprehend-

ing all the words in common use in the writings of Scott,

Burns, Wilson, Ramsay, and other popular Scottish authors.

i2mo, London, 1845. .

Bruce, Michael.—Lectures and Sermons, Good News in Lvil

Times, &c. 4to, 1708.

Soul Confirmation, a Sermon, 1709.

Bruce, Robert—Sermons, reprinted from the original edition oi

1590 and 1591. With collections for his life, by Robert

Wodrow. Ed. W. Cunningham, D.D. 8vo, Edinburgh,

Wodrow Soc. 1843.

Buchanan, George.—The Works of Mr. George Buchanan, in

the Scottish language : containing The Chamseleon, a

satire against the Laird of Lidingtone. And an Admonition

to the true Lords, maintainers of justice, and obedience to

the King's grace, pp. 51. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1823.

[Calder, Robert.]—Scotch Presbyterian Eloquence Display'd
;

or, the folly of their teaching discover'd, from their books,

sermons, prayers, Sec, with considerable additions, taken

from scarce and valuable MSS., &c. i2mo, London, 1847.

[1st ed. 1694.]

Caledonian Muse, The : a chronological selection of Scottish

poetry from the earliest times. Ed. Joseph Ritson. 8vo,

London, 1821.

Campbell, C. M.— Deilie Jock, 1897.

Carlop Green, or Equality Realized ; a poem, in three cantos.

Written in the year 1793. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1817.

Carr, Sir John Caledonian Sketches, or a Tour through

Scotland in 1807. 4to, London, 1807.

Chambers, Robert (ed.).—The Scottish Songs; collected and

illustrated. 2 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1829.

The Scottish Ballads ; collected and illustrated, ib. 1829.

Popular Rhymes of Scotland. New ed., 8vo, London [1870].

[1st ed. 1826.]

Child, Francis James (ed.).—English and Scottish Ballads.

4 vols. 8vo, Boston, 1857.

The English and Scottish Popular Ballads. In 10 pts. 4to,

Boston [1882-98].

Clan-Albin, a national tale. 4 vols. i2mo, Edinburgh, 18T5.

Cleland, William.—Collection of Poems. 8vo, [11.pl.], 1697.

Cochran-Patrick, R. W Mediaeval Scotland. Chapters on
agriculture, manufactures, factories, taxation, revenue, trade,

commerce, weights and measures. 8vo, Glasgow, 1892.

Collin, Zacharias.—An Essay on the Scots-English Dialect.

An academical dissertation, pp. 85. 8vo, Lund, 1862.

Colvil, John Mock Poem. 2 parts, 8vo, London, 1681.

Colvil, Samuel.—The Whigs' Supplication, or the Scots Hudi-
bras, 1796.

Colville, James.—The Scottish Vernacular as a Philological

Study. [From the Proceedings of the Philosophical Society
of Glasgow.] pp. 20. 8vo, Glasgow, 1898-99.

Comic Poems of the years 1685 and 1793 ; on rustic scenes
in Scotland at the times to which they refer : with ex-
planatory and illustrative notes. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1817.

Complaint, The : a poem on the proposed tax on powdered heads,

pp. 11. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1795.
Cracks about the Church A Crack aboot the Kirk for kintra

folk. 6th ed., 8vo, Glasgow [1843].
A Second Crack aboot the Kirk for kintra folk. 4th ed., ib.

[1843].
A Third Crack aboot the Kirk, or questions for the times,

answered by modern reformers. 4th ed., ib.

Cross, William—The Disruption : a tale of trying times. 2nd
ed., 8vo, Glasgow, 1877. [1st ed. 1844.]

Cunningham, Allan.—Songs : chiefly in the Rural Language of
Scotland, pp. xx, 83. 8vo, London, 1813.

Sir Marmaduke Maxwell, a dramatic poem ; the Mermaid of
Galloway

;
the Legend of Richard Faulder ; and twenty

Scottish songs, ib. 1822.
Traditional Tales of the English and Scotish peasantry. 2 vols.

i2mo, London, 1822. [New ed. 1874.]
The Songs of Scotland, ancient and modern, with an intro-

duction, and notes historical and critical, and characters of
the lyric poets. 4 vols. 8vo, London, 1825.

Dick, John—A Dictionary of the Scottish Language : containing
an explanation of upwards of 6,000 words used by the most
celebrated ancient and modern Scottish authors. Edin-
burgh, 1827.

Dickson, David.—Select Practical Writings, 1660. Ed. 1845.
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Dickson, Nicholas The Kirk Beadle : a collection of anecdotes
and incidents relating to the Minister's Man, 8vo, Glasgow,
1891.

The Elder at the Plate : a collection ofanecdotes and incidents.

ib. 1892.

The Auld Scotch Minister, as sketched in anecdote and story
by Nicholas Dickson, ib. 1892.

The Auld Scotch Precentor, as sketched in anecdote and story
by Nicholas Dickson, ib. 1894.

Discipline, a novel. 3 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1814.
Dixon, James Henry (ed.).—Scottish Traditional Versions of

Ancient Ballads. Percy Soc. 1845.
Donald, G. W.—Poems, Ballads, and Songs. i2mo, Arbroath,

1867.

Donaldson, Thomas.—Poems, chiefly in the Scotish dialect

;

both humourous and entertaining. 8vo, Alnwick, 1809.
Drummond, William The Muckomachy ; or the Midden-Fecht

(Polemo-Middinia') : a poem, in three cantos. With enlarge-

ments by the moderns, pp. 70. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1846.

Duncan, Andrew.—Appendix Etymologise. Edinburgi, 1595.
Ed. W. W. Skeat, E.D.S. 1874.

Dysart Notices from the Local Records of Dysart. Ed.
W. Muir, Maitland Club. 4to, Glasgow, 1853.

Edgar, Andrew.—Old Church Life in Scotland : lectures on
Kirk-Session and Presbytery Records. 2nd Series. 8vo,

Paisley, 1886.

Edinburgh Topographical, Traditional, and Antiquarian
Magazine, The. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1848.

Elcho Castle ; or Edmund and Velina : a tale. pp. 12.

i2mo, Stirling, 1796.

Erskine,John.— Institute ofthe Law ofScotland. foL, Edinburgh,

1773-
Farmers' Journal, The. Var. dates.

Ferguson, David.—A Collection of Scottish Proverbs. The
greatest part of which were at first gathered together by
Mr. David Ferguson, and put into an alphabetical order

after he departed this life, anno 1598. pp. 35. 8vo,

Edinburgh [1641], ed. 1785.

Ferrier, Susan E Marriage, 1818.

The Inheritance, 1824.

Destiny, 1831.

Findlater, Jane Helen The Green Graves of Balgowrie, 1896.

Finlay, James (ed.) Scottish Historical and Romantic Ballads,

chiefly ancient, with explanatory notes and a glossary.

2 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1808.

Fittis, Robert Scott Sports and Pastimes of Scotland, histori-

cally illustrated. 8vo, Paisley, 1891.

Fleming, Robert.—The Fulfilling of the Scripture, fol., London,

1726.

Forbes, John.—Certaine Records touching the estate of the Kirk

in the years 1605 and 1606. 8vo, Edinburgh. Wodrow
Soc. 1846.

Ford, Robert.—Thistledown. A book of Scotch humour,

character, folk-lore, story and anecdote, iamo, Paisley,

1891. New and enlarged ed. 8vo, Paisley, 1895.

Francisque-Michel A critical inquiry into the Scottish

language with the view of illustrating the rise and progress

of civilisation in Scotland. 4to, Edinburgh, 1882.

Galloway, George.—Poems. The Tears of Poland. To which are

added, songs on various subjects, Scots and English
;
with

other poetical pieces. 2nd ed. pp. 42. i2mo, Edinburgh,

1795. [1st ed. 1788.]

Poems on various subjects, Scotch and English ; to which are

added, songs and jests, &c, &c. pp. 76. ib. 1792.

The Fatal Effects of Duelling; or an elegy on the much
lamented death of Lieutenant William Graham Towhich

are added, Dunbarton Castle, The Stirling Jug, An Epistle

to R. G., Answer, pp. 12. ib. 1795.

The Admirable Crichton, a tragedy ; in five acts. To which

are added, songs, and other pieces in verse, pp. 79. ib.

1862.

The Battle of Luncarty, or the valiant Hays triumphant over

the Danish invaders ; a drama of five acts. With other

pieces in verse, &c. To which is prefixed, an essay on the

drama, relative to Scotland, including some account of the

author, pp. a, 84. ib. 1804.

Victorious Nelson, an ode. With other poems, pp. 24. ib.

1806.

The Honest Sutor's Magazine ; or King Crispin's Review :

containing miscellaneous pieces in prose and verse. By
the Author ofthe Tragedy of Crichton, &c. pp.36, ib. 1810.

Elegy on his Grace Henry Duke of Buccleugh, &c. Born
Sept. 1746;—came to the dukedom 1752;—died Jan. 11,

1812. pp. 8. ib. 1812.

Glenfergus. 3 vols, iamo, Edinburgh, 1820.

Gordon, Patrick A short abridgement of Britane's Distemper,

from the yeare of God 1639 t0 1649. 4to, Aberdeen, Spald-

ing Club, 1849.
Grey, Cyril The Misanthrope's Heir. London, 1897.

Guid. Scotch Dictionary ; a dictionary of the Scottish language.

By Cleishbotham the Younger. Ed. 1897.

Guthrie, E. J.—Scottish Customs, local and general. 8vo,

London, 1885.

Guthry, Henry.—Memoirs of the Affairs of Scotland, iamo,

Glasgow, 1747.
Hamilton, Elizabeth The Cottagers of Glenburnie ; a tale of

the farmer's ingle-nook. 2nd ed. 1808.

Handbook ofthe Scottish Language, a compendious dictionary.

By Cleishbotham the Younger, 1858.

Harding, R. F Glenairlie. or the Last of the Graemes, 1884.

Heddle, Ethel T.—Marget at the Manse, 1899.

Colina's Island, 1900.

Henderson, Andrew Scottish Proverbs, collected and arranged

by Andrew Henderson, with an introductory essay by

W. Motherwell. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1832.

New ed., with explanatory notes and a glossary by James
Donald. 8vo, Glasgow, 1881.

Henderson, George The Gospel of St. Matthew, translated

into Lowland Scotch. i6mo, London. [Impensis L. L.

Bonaparte, 1862.]

The Song of Solomon in Lowland Scotch. From the Authorised

English Version, pp. 19. i6mo. [Impensis L. L. Bona-

parte, 1862.]

Henderson, T. F.—Old-world Scotland. Glimpses of its modes
and manners. 8vo, London, 1893.

Herd, David A collection of Ancient and Modern Scottish

Songs, heroic ballads. 2 vols. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1776.

Hislop, Alexander.—The Proverbs of Scotland, collected and

arranged, with notes explanatory and illustrative, and

a glossary. i2mo, Glasgow, 1862. [ed. 1874.]

The Book of Scottish Anecdote: humorous, social, legendary,

and historical. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1874.

Hogg, James The Jacobite Relics of Scotland ; being the

songs, airs, and legends of the adherents to the House of

Stuart. 2 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1819.

Reprinted from the original ed. 2 vols. 8vo, Paisley, 1874.

Holdsworth, A. E.—How Dave won back to Lizbeth, in

Chapman's Magazine, Oct. 1895.

Howetoon. Records of a Scottish Village. By a Residenter.

8vo, Paisley [n.d.].

Hume, David.—Domestic Details by Sir David Hume of Crossrig,

one of the senators of the College of Justice : April 28,

1697—Jan. 29, 1707. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1843.

Hunter, P. Hay John Armiger's Revenge, 1897.

Hunter, P. Hay, and Whyte, Walter—My Ducats and my
Daughter. Ed. 1895.

Jamieson, John An Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish

Language : illustrating the words in their different significa-

tions, by examples from ancient and modern writers

;

shewing their affinity to those of other languages, and

especially the Northern ; explaining many terms, which,

though now obsolete in England, were formerly common to

both countries ; and elucidating national rites, customs, and

institutions, in their analogy to those of other nations : to

which is prefixed, a dissertation on the origin of the

Scottish language. 2 vols. 4to, Edinburgh, 1808.

New ed., carefully revised and collated, with the entire

Supplement incorporated, by John Longmuir and David

Donaldson. 4 vols. 4to, Paisley, 1879-82. = (Jam.)

Jamieson, Robert Popular Ballads and Songs, from tradition,

manuscripts, and scarce editions ; with translations of

similar pieces from the ancient Danish language, and a few

originals by the Editor. 2 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1806.

John Nip-Nebs, in Chambers's Edinburgh Journal, 1837.

Jokes. For the people by the people : being a choice collection

of the raciest and most original wit and humour of the day,

selected from the Prize Joke column ofthe Dundee Weekly

News, iamo, Dundee, 1889.

2nd Series, ib. 1889.

Kathleen, St., or the Rock of Dunnismoyle. 4 vols, iamo,

London, 1820.

Kean, S Both Worlds Barred, 1894.
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Keith, Leslie.—A Lost Illusion, 1890.

'Lisbeth, 1894.

The Love of Prue, 1895.

The Indian Uncle, 1896.

Mv Bonny Lady, 1897.
.

Kellv Tames—A complete Collection of Scotish Proverbs,

explained and made intelligible to the English reader.

8vo, London, 1721.

Kettle, R. M The Highland Sister's Promise and other stories,

KinlochfGeorge Ritchie (ed.).—The Ballad Book. Edinburgh,

1827. Another ed. 1868.

Ancient Scottish Ballads, recovered from tradition, and never

before published : with notes, historical and explanatory :

and an appendix, containing the airs of several of the ballads.

8vo, London, 1827.

Kirkton, James The secret and true history of the Church ot

Scotland, from the Restoration to the year 1678. To which

is added, an account of the murder of Archbishop Sharp,

by James Russell, an actor therein. Ed. from the MSS.

by Charles Kirkpatrick Sharpe. 4to, Edinburgh, 1817.

Lang, Andrew A Monk of Fife, 1896.

Lawson, Mrs. J. K A Vain Sacrifice, 1892.

Lawson, John Parker.—The Book of Perth . an illustration of

the moral and ecclesiastical state of Scotland before and

after the Reformation. With introductions, observations,

and notes. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1847.

Leighton, Robert.—Scotch Words and the Bapteesement o the

Bairn. 3rd ed. pp. iv, 24. i2mo, London, 1869.

Lennox Garland, A; gleaned from divers fields of Scottish

Poesy, i860.

Lindesay of Pitscottie, Robert The Historie and Cromcles of

Scotland. Ed. by JE. J. G. Mackay. 2 vols. 1899.

Lintoun Green, or the third market day of June, O. S., 1685.

A poem in nine cantos. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1817.

Lockhart, J. G.— Peter's Letters to his Kinsfolk. 3 vols., 1819.

Some Passages in the life of Adam Blair, 1822.

Reginald Dalton, a novel. 3 vols., 1823.

Lorimer, George.—Leaves from the Buik of the West Kirke.

With a preface by the Rev. James MacGregor. 4to,

Edinburgh, 1885.

Lyndsay, SirDavid Poetical Works [c.1568]. New ed., carefully

revised. [Ed. David Laing.] 2 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 187 1.

Mackay, Charles (ed.) The Legendary and Romantic Ballads

of Scotland. i2mo, London, 1861.

The Poetry and Humour of the Scottish Language. 8vo,

London, 1882.

A Dictionary of Lowland Scotch, with an introductory chapter

on the poetry, humour, and literary history of the Scottish

language, and an appendix of Scottish proverbs. 4to,

Edinburgh, 1888.

Macleod, N The Starling, 1867.

Mcllroy, Archibald.—By Lone Craig-Linnie Burn. 8vo, London,

1900.

McNeill, P.—The Battle of Preston, Gaffer Gray, and other poems
and songs. Edinburgh [c. 1895].

Magopico, Mas John.—Memoirs of the Life, Character, Senti-

ments and Doctrines of that celebrated pulpit hero,

Mas John Magopico, . . . together with anecdotes of the

life of his very reverend friend, trusty bottle companion,

and fellow-labourer in the vineyard, Plumbino. pp. 36.

8vo, Paisley, 1836.

Maidment, James (ed.).—A New Book of Old Ballads, 1844.

[ed. 1868.]

Scottish Ballads and Songs. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1859.

Scottish Ballads and Songs, historical and traditionary. 2 vols.

ib. 1868.

A Book of Scotch Pasquils, 1568-1715. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1868.

A North Countrie Garland, 1824. ib. 1868.

Maxwell (of Arkland).—Select Transactions of the Society of

Improvers in the Knowledge of Agriculture in Scotland.

8vo, Edinburgh, 1743.
Practical Bee Master. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1747.

Melvil, Sir James.—The Memoirs of Sir James Melvil of Halhill

:

containing an impartial account of the most remarkable
affairs of state during the sixteenth century, not mentioned
by other historians : more particularly relating to the

kingdoms of England and Scotland, under the reigns of

Queen Elizabeth, Mary Queen of Scots, and King James.
Published from the original manuscript, by George Scott,

anded., corrected. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1735.

Melvill, Tames.—The Autobiography and Diary of Mr. James

Melvill [1598]. With a continuation of the diary [1610].

Ed. by Robert Pitcairn. 8vo, Edinburgh,Wodrow Soc. 1842.

Melville, Andrew.-Extracts from the Commonplace Book ot

Andrew Melville, doctor and master in the Song School of

Aberdeen, 1621-40. 8vo, Aberdeen, 1899.

Memoirs of Veitch, Hog, &c, 1680. Edinburgh, 1846.

Miller, Hugh.-My Schools and Schoolmasters, or the story of

mv education. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1852.

Miller William.—Willie Winkie and other songs and poems.

Ed ,
with an introduction, by Robert Ford. 4to, Paisley,

1002* [1st ed. 1863.]

Miscellany of Popular Scottish Poems, chiefly of a humorous

and descriptive character. With notes. i6mo, London,

Mitchell,
7
°Hugh.—Scotticisms, Vulgar Anglicisms, and Gram-

matical Improprieties corrected, with reasons for the correc

tions • being a collection upon a new plan : alphabetically

arranged, and adapted to the use of academies, men of

business, and private families, pp. x, 96. i2mo, Glasgow,

Monipenme, John An Abridgement, or Summarie of the Scots

Chronicles; with a briefe description of Scotland. To

which is added, the Description of the Western Isles of

Scotland, &c. [Reprinted from the original edition of

1612.I 8vo, Edinburgh, 1818.
_

Monro, Col. Robert.—Expedition with the Worthy Scots Regi-

ment (called Mackeye's Regiment), &c. fol., London, 1637.

Montgomerie-Fleming, J. B.—Desultory Notes on Jamieson s

Scottish Dictionary. 8vo, Glasgow, 1899.

Motherby, Robert.— Pocket Dictionary of the Scottish Idiom, in

which the signification of the words is given in English and

German, chiefly calculated to promote the understanding of

the Works of Sir Walter Scott, Rob. Burns, Allan Ramsay,

&c. With an appendix containing notes explicative of

Scottish customs, manners, traditions, &c. 12010, Konigs-

berg, 1826.

Motherwell, William (ed.).—Minstrelsy : Ancient and Modern,

with an historical introduction and notes. 4to, Glasgow,

1828.

Murray, C—Spring in the Howe of Alford, in Black and White,

Apr. 18, 1896.

Murray, James A. H.—The Dialect of the Southern Counties of

Scotland : its pronunciation, grammar, and historical rela-

tions. With an appendix on the present limits of the

Gaelic and Lowland Scotch, and the dialectal divisions of

the Lowland tongue. And a linguistical map of Scotland.

Trans. Phil. Soc. London, 1873.

Neill, P.— Account of British Horticulture drawn up for the

Edinburgh Encyclopedia. 4to, Edinburgh, 1817.

Nelson, Edwin Paul.— Poetical Works, chiefly in the Scottish

dialect. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1814.

New Year's Morning, in Edinburgh ; and Auld Handsel
Monday, in the country : two poems in the Scottish

dialect, by the Author of 'The Shepherd's Wedding.'

pp. 23. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1792.

Ochiltree, Henry.—Redbum, 1895.

Oliphant, Mrs.—Katie Stewart, 1852.

It was a Lover and his Lass, 1883.

Outram, George.— Legal and other Lyrics. A new ed., with
explanatory notes and a glossary, ed. by J. H. Stoddart.

8vo, Edinburgh, 1887.

Paterson, James.—Origin of the Scots and the Scottish Language.
8vo, Edinburgh, 1855.

Patrick, St., a novel. 3 vols, iamo, Edinburgh, 1819.

Pennant, Thomas.— British Zoology of Fishes. 8vo, Chester,

1769.
A Tour in Scotland, 1769. ib. 1771.

A Tour in Scotland and Voyage to the Hebrides, 1772. 4to,

London, 1774-76.
British Zoology of Birds. 2 vols. 8vo, Warrington, 1776.

Pennecuik, Alexander.—A Collection of Scots Poems on
several occasions, by the late Mr. Alexander Pennecuik,
and others, pp. 64. i2mo, Glasgow, 1787.

Merry Tales for Lang Winter Nights ; in dialogues betwixt
the Tinklarian Doctor and his Grandam, &c. pp. 12.

i2mo, Edinburgh, 1810.

Petticoat Tales. 2 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1823.

Pinkerton, John.—Ancient Scottish Poems. 2 vols. 8vo, London,
1786.

Scottish Poems Reprinted. 3 vols., ib. 1792.
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Piper Of Peebles, The, a tale. By the Lamb- Leader, pp. 20.

iamo, Dundee, 1794.
[Pitcairn, Alexander.]—The Assembly ; or,Scotch Reformation

;

a comedy. As it was acted by the persons in the drama.
Done from the original manuscript, written in the year
1692. pp. xiii, 17. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1766.

Pitcairn, Robert.—Criminal Trials and other proceedings before
the High Court of Justiciary in Scotland. Trials during the
reign of James the Sixth. In four parts, 1569-1602. 4to,

Edinburgh, 1829.

Pocket Songster, The ; or Caledonian Warbler : a collection of

popular Scotch songs and a selection of new ones. i2mo,
Edinburgh, 1823.

Rae-Brown, C.—A Cockney in Kilts ; or the Highlands up to

date. 2nd ed. 1895.
Rait, Robert S—A Royal Rhetorician : A Treatise on Scottis

Poesie, A Counterblaste to Tobacco, &c, &c, by King
James VI and I. Ed. with an introduction, by Robert S.

Rait. i2mo, Westminster, 1900.
Ramsay, Allan (ed.).—The Ever Green, being a collection of

Scots Poems, wrote by the Ingenious before 1600. 2 vols.

i2mo, Edinburgh, 1724. [Var. ed.]

The Tea-Table Miscellany : a collection of choice songs, Scots

and English. 2 vols., ib. 1724 [ed. 1871].

Collection of Scots Proverbs, ib. 1737.

Ramsay, E. B.—Reminiscences of Scottish Life and Character.

i2mo, Edinburgh, 1858. [Var. ed.]

2nd Series, 1861.

Ramsay of Ochtertyre.—Scotlandand Scotsmen in the eighteenth

century. Ed. 1822.

Redden, Helen P M'Clellan of M'Clellan, 1895.

Riddell, Henry Scott Poems, Songs, and miscellaneous pieces.

i2mo, Edinburgh, 1847.

The Gospel of St. Matthew. Translated into Lowland Scotch.

[Impensis L. L. Bonaparte.] London, 1856.

The Book of Psalms in Lowland Scotch : from the Authorised

English Version. [Impensis L. L. Bonaparte.] ib. 1857.

The Song of Solomon in Lowland Scotch. From the Authorised

English Version. 4to, London, 1858.

Poetical Works. Ed. , with a memoir, by James Brydon. 2 vols.

8vo, Glasgow, 187 1.

Robin Gray.—The entertaining history of Old Robin Gray : an

ancient Scotch tale. 8vo, London, 1789.

Robson, Joseph Philip The Song, of Solomon in Lowland
Scotch, from the Authorised English Version, pp. 19.

i6mo. [Impensis L. L. Bonaparte, i860.]

Rogers, Charles.—The Modern Scottish Minstrel ; or the Songs

of Scotland of the past half century, with memoirs of the

poets. 5 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1855-57.

Traits and Stories of the Scottish People. 8vo, London, 1867.

Three Scottish Reformers, Alexander Cunningham, fifth Earl

ofGlencairn, Henry Balnaves of Halhill, and John Davidson,

Minister of Prestonpans, with their poetical remains and

Mr. Davidson's ' Helps for young scholars in Christianity.'

Ed., with memoirs, by the Rev. Charles Rogers, ib. 1874.

Rollock, Robert Select Works [1599]; reprinted from the

original editions. Ed. by William M. Gunn. 2 vols. 8vo,

Edinburgh, Wodrow Soc. 1844-49.

Row, John The History of the Kirk of Scotland, from the year

1558 to August 1637. With a continuation to July 1639.

[c. 1650.] 8vo, Edinburgh, Wodrow Soc. 1842.

Roy, George Generalship ; or How I managed my Husband.

A tale, ed. 1895.

Roy, Neil.—The Horseman's Word. A novel, 1895.

Rutherford, Samuel.—Religious Letters written to eminent

individuals during the Persecution in Scotland. Aberdeen

[c. 1660].

Samson, Dominie The Saunts o' Balmawhapple : a true story.

Being an account of their sayings and doings, professions

and practices, in the management of a certain institution

there. 2nd ed. pp. 12. 8vo, Crieff [n.d.].

Saxon and the Gael, The, or the Northern Metropolis. 4 vols.

i2mo, London, 1814.

Scot (Of Satchels) True History of the name of Scot. 4to,

Edinburgh, 1776.

Scot, William An Apologetical Narration of the State and

Government of the Kirk of Scotland since the Reformation,

[c. 1642.] 8vo, Edinburgh, Wodrow Soc. 1846.

Scotch Haggis, The : a miscellaneous compilation, illustrative

of Scottish wit, humour, and drollery; with occasional

traits of character, manners, &c. i6mo, Glasgow [n.d.].

Scott, Sir Walter.—Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, consisting

of historical and romantic ballads, collected in the southern

counties, with a few of modern date, founded upon local

tradition. 3 vols. 8vo, Kelso, 1802-3. [ed. 1848.]

Poetical Works. 12 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1833-34.
Another ed. , complete in 1 vol. With all his introductions

and notes; also various readings, and the editor's notes, ib.

1847.

The Globe ed. With a biographical and critical memoir
by F. T. Palgrave. 8vo, London, 1866 [ed. 1890].

Waverley, 1814.

Guy Mannering, 1815.
The Antiquary, 1816.

Black Dwarf, 1816.

Old Mortality, 1816.

Rob Roy, 1817.

The Heart of Mid-Lothian, 1818.

Bride of Lammermoor, 1819.

The Legend of Montrose, 1819.

The Abbot, 1820.

The Monastery, 1820.

The Pirate, 1821.

The Fortunes of Nigel, 1822.

Quentin Durward, 1823.

St. Ronan's Well, 1824.

Redgauntlet, 1824.

Chronicles of the Canongate, 1827-28.

The Fair Maid of Perth, 1828.

Sharpe, CharlesKirkpatrick(ed.).—A Ballad Book. Edinburgh,

1823. Reprinted 1868.

Shepherd's Wedding, The : a Scots pastoral entertainment of

one act. 2nd ed. pp. 23. 12110, Edinburgh, 1789.

Shirrefs, A Sale Catalogue for 1795-6, &c, &c. Being an

humble address to his friends and the public, in Hudibrastic

verse. To which is added his former poetical address and

shop-bill, as published, at Aberdeen, in the year 1785.

pp. 29. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1795.

Sibbald, James.—Chronicle of Scottish Poetry, with glossary.

4 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1802.

Sinclair, Sir John.—Observations on the Scottish Dialect. 8vo,

London, 1782.

The Statistical Account of Scotland ; drawn up from the

communications of the ministers of the different parishes.

21 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1791-99.

General Report on the agricultural state and political circum-

stances of Scotland. 5 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1819.

(Agricultural Survey Report.)

Smith, James.—The Merry Bridal o' Firthmains, and other

poems and songs. 2nd ed. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1866.

Smugglers, The ; a tale descriptive of the sea-coast manners of

Scotland. 3 vols. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1819.

Song of Solomon, The, in Lowland Scotch. From the Author-

ised English Version, pp. 19. i6mo. [Impensis L. L.

Bonaparte, i860.]

Spaewife, The, a tale of the Scottish Chronicles. 3 vols, i2mo,

Edinburgh, 1823.

Spalding, John The History of the Troubles and memorable

transactions in Scotland, from the year 1624 to 1645.

From the original MS. of John Spalding. In 2 vols.,

with an index to each ; and a glossary. 8vo, Aberdeen,

1792.

Spottiswoode Miscellany, The : a collection of original papers

and tracts, illustrative chiefly of the civil and ecclesiastical

history of Scotland. Ed. James Maidment. 2 vols., 8vo,

Edinburgh, Spottiswoode Soc. 1844-45.

Statistical Accounts, see Sinclair, Sir John.

Steel, Mrs. F. A Red Rowans, 1895.

Stevenson, Robert Louis.—Edinburgh Notes, 1879.

Kidnapped, 1886.

The Master of Ballantrae, 1889.

Catriona, a sequel to 'Kidnapped,' 1892.

Weir of Hermiston, 1896.

Swan, Annie S The Gates of Eden. A story of endeavour,

1895.

A Victory Won, 1895.

Thom, Archibald Amusements of solitary hours, in poetry and

prose, pp. 60. 8vo, Kilmarnock, 1812.

Thorn, RobertW The Courtship and Wedding of Jock o' the

Knowe. pp. 60. 8vo, Glasgow, 1877. 4th ed. ib.

1883.

Poems, ib. 1880.
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Thomson, John H. (ed.)—A Cloud of Witnesses for the Royal

Prerogatives of Jesus Christ; being the last speeches and

testimonies of those who have suffered for the truth in

Scotland, since the year 1680. Reprinted from the original

editions, with explanatory and historical notes by the Rev.

John H. Thomson. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1871. [1st ed.

1714.]
Thomson, Samuel Poems on different subjects, partly in the

Scottish dialect. i2mo, Belfast, 1793.

Train, Joseph Poetical Reveries. i2mo, Glasgow, 1806.

Strains of the Mountain Muse. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1814.

Twa Cuckolds, The, and the Tint Quey, or Thrawart Maggy.
Two tales, in the Scottish dialect, pp.24. i2mo, Edinburgh,

1796.

Tweedie, W. K. (ed.)—Select Biographies. Ed. chiefly from

MSS. in the Library of the Faculty of Advocates. 2 vols.

8vo, Edinburgh, Wodrow Soc. 1845-47.

Union, The : or Select Scots and English Poems. i2mo,

Edinburgh, 1753.

Vedder, David.—Poems, legendary, lyrical, and descriptive.

Now first collected. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1842.

Waddell, P. Hately The Psalms ; frae Hebrew intil Scottis.

Edinburgh, 187 1 [ed. 1891].

Isaiah ; frae Hebrew intil Scottis. ib. 1879.

Walford, L. B Dick Netherby, 1881.

Walker, Dr.—Essays on Natural History and Rural Economy.
8vo, Edinburgh, 1808.

Walker, Patrick.—Remarkable passages in the life of Mr. Alex.

Peden. Edinburgh, 1727.

Watson, James.—Choice Collection of comic and serious poems.

8vo, Edinburgh, 1706.

Whistle-Binkie ; a collection of songs for the social circle.

2 vols. 8vo, Glasgow, 1853.

Whitehead, S. R.—Daft Davie, and other sketches of Scottish

fyfe and character, 1876.

Wodrow, Robert The History of the sufferings of the Church
of Scotland from the Restoration to the Revolution. With
an original memoir of the author, extracts from his corre-

spondence, a preliminary dissertation, and notes by the
Rev. Robert Burns. 4 vols. 8vo, Glasgow, 1828. [1st ed.

1721-2.]

The Correspondence of the Rev. Robert Wodrow. Ed. from
MSS. in the Library of the Faculty of Advocates, Edin-
burgh, by the Rev. Thomas M'Crie. 3 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh,
Wodrow Soc. 1842-43.

ABERDEENSHIRE.
Aberdeen Weekly Free Press. June 1898 to Sept. 1903.
[Alexander, William.]—Johnny Gibb of Gushetneuk in the

parish of Pyketillim ; with glimpses of the parish politics

about a.d. 1843. 8vo, Aberdeen, 1871.
Sketches of Life among my Ain Folk. i2mo, Edinburgh,

1875 [ed. 1882].

Notes and Sketches illustrative of Northern Rural Life in the
eighteenth century. By the author of ' Johnny Gibb of
Gushetneuk.' ib. 1877.

Anderson, James General View of the Agriculture and Rural
Economy of the County of Aberdeen. 4to, Edinburgh,
1794.

Anderson, William.—Rhymes, Reveries, and Reminiscences.
i2mo, Aberdeen, 1851 [and ed. 1867].

Beattie, William.—Fruits of Time Parings, being a small collec-

tion of orginal poems, Scotch and English, composed to fill

up a few of the author's blank hours. Aberdeen, 1801.
Reprinted Aberdeen, 1813 and 1873.

Buchan, Peter Gleanings of Scotch, English, and Irish scarce
old ballads, many of them connected with the localities of
Aberdeenshire. i6mo, Peterhead, 1825.

Cadenhead, William.—Flights of Fancy, and lays of Bon-
Accord. i2mo, Aberdeen, 1853.

Cobban, J. Maclaren.—The King of Andaman, a saviour of
society, 1895.

The Angel of the Covenant, 1898.

Cock, James.—Simple Strains; or, the Hamespun Lays of an
untutored Muse. 2 vols, iamo, Aberdeen, 1806. [2nd ed.

1810.]

Couper, Robert The Tourifications of Malachi Meldrum, Esq.
of Meldrum-hall. 2 vols. i2mo, Aberdeen, 1803.

Deeside Tales ; or sketches of men and manners among the
peasantry of Upper Deeside since 1745. i2mo, Aberdeen,
1872

Extracts from the Presbytery Book of Strathbogie, a.d.

1631-1654. [Ed. by John Stuart.] 4to ,
Aberdeen,

Spalding Club, 1843.

Forbes, William.—The Dominie Depos'd ; or some reflections

on his intrigue with a young lass, and what happened

thereupon : interspers'd with advice to all school-masters,

precentors, and dominies on Dee-side. With the sequel.

8vo, Edinburgh, 1785. [1st ed. ? 1746.]

Goodwife at Home, The ; in metre, illustrating the dialect of

the North-west district of Aberdeenshire ; with a glossary.

By a Lady. pp. 19. 8vo, Aberdeen, 1867.

Greig, Gavin Logie o' Buchan. An Aberdeenshire pastoral of

last century. 8vo, Aberdeen, 1899.

Guidman o' Inglismill, The, and the Fairy Bride. With
glossary and introductions, historical and legendary. 4to,

Edinburgh, 1873.

[Keith, Charles.]—The Farmer's Ha', a Scots poem, by a student

of Marischal College. i2mo, Aberdeen, 1776 [ed. 1801].

Mac Donald, George.—David Elginbrod. 3 vols., 1863.

Robert Falconer, 1868.

Malcolm, 1875.

The Marquis of Lossie, 1877.

Sir Gibbie, 1879.

Castle Warlock, 1882.

Donal Grant, 1883.

Milne, John.—Selections from the Songs and Poems of John
Milne. Aberdeen, 1871.

Murray, Charles Hamewith. 8vo, Aberdeen, 1900.

Ogg, James Willie Waly ; and other poems, ismo, Aberdeen,

1873.

Ogilvie, Joseph.—John Ogilvie, lexicographer, LL.D. A bio-

graphical sketch (together with his contributions to the

Aberdeen Magazine, &c). 8vo, Aberdeen, 1902.

Paul, William.—Past and Present of Aberdeenshire, or Remi-
niscences of seventy years. 8vo, Aberdeen, 1881.

Records of Aboyne, The, 1230-1681. New Spalding Club,

Aberdeen, 1894.
Records of the Meeting of the Exercise of Alford, 1662-88.

Ed. by Rev. T. Bell. New Spalding Club, Aberdeen, 1897.
Robb, Alexander.—Poems and Songs, 1852.

Ross, Alexander.—The Fortunate Shepherdess, a pastoral tale,

in three cantos, in the Scottish dialect. To which is

added a few songs. 8vo, Aberdeen, 1768.
The Rock and the wee Pickle Tow. ib. 1768.
Helenore ; or the Fortunate Shepherdess. A pastoral tale.

To which is added the life of the Author. Comprehending
a particular description of the romantic place where he
lived, and an account of the manners and amusements of
the people at that period, by his grandson, the Rev. Alex-
ander Thomson. 8vo, Dundee, 1812.

Helenore ; or the Fortunate Shepherdess. A poem in the
broad Scotch dialect. A new edition, containing a sketch
of Glenesk, a life of the author, and an account of his
inedited works by John Longmuir. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1866.

Ruddiman, Jacob—Tales of a Scottish Parish. 8vo, London,
1889. [1st ed. 1828.]

Selections from the Records of the Kirk-Session, Presbytery,
and Synod of Aberdeen. [Ed. by John Stuart.] 4to,
Aberdeen, Spalding Club, 1846.

Shirrefs, Andrew—Jamie and Bess, a pastoral comedy. i2mo,
Aberdeen, 1787.

Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1790.
Skinner, John—Amusements of leisure hours : or poetical

pieces, chiefly in the Scottish dialect. To which is prefixed,
a sketch of the author's life, with some remarks on Scottish
poetry. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1809.

Songs and Poems, by the Rev. John Skinner, author of
' Tullochgorum.' With a sketch of his life, by H. G. Reid
8vo, Peterhead, 1859.

Still, Peter.—The Cottar's Sunday, and other poems, chiefly in
the Scottish dialect. i2mo, Aberdeen, 1845.

Stoker, Bram—? The Watter's Mou'. 8vo, Westminster, 1895.
Stuart, John (ed.)—Selections from the Records of the Kirk-

Session, Presbytery, and Synod of Aberdeen, 1562 1681
Spalding Club, 1846.

Thom, William—Rhymes and Recollections of a hand-loom
weaver. i2mo, London, 1844.

Turreff, Gavin—Antiquarian Gleanings from Aberdeenshire
Records. 8vo, Aberdeen, 1859.

Walker, William.—The Bards of Bon-Accord, 1375-1860.
8vo, Aberdeen, 1887.
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WatSOll, William.—Glimpses o' Auld Lang Syne. 8vo
Aberdeen, 1903.

Williams, George.—The Fairmer's Twa Tint Laddies. Privately
printed, 1900.

ARGYLLSHIRE.
Maclntyre, W—Poems, sentimental and humorous. 8vo, Glas-

gow, 1825.

Munro, Neil—The Lost Pibroch and other Sheiling Stories, 1806.
John Splendid, 1898.
Doom Castle, a romance, 1901.
The Shoes of Fortune, 1901.

Robson, James—General View of the Agriculture of the County
of Argyle and western part of Inverness-shire. 4 to, Lon-
don, 1794. (Agricultural Survey Report.)

AYRSHIRE.
Ainslie, Hew.—A Pilgrimage to the Land of Burns: and

Poems. With a memoir of the author by Thomas C. Latto.
8vo, Paisley, 1892. [1st ed. 1822.]

Aitken, William—Lays of the Line and other poems. 8vo
Edinburgh, 1883.

Aiton, William—General View of the Agriculture of the County
of Ayr. 4to, Glasgow, 1811.

Ballads and Songs of Ayrshire, The, illustrated with sketches,
historical, traditional, narrative, and biographical. 8vo,
Ayr, 1846.

2nd Series. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1847.
Ballantine, J. and Thorn, A Poems on several occasions.

tamo, Paisley, 1789.
Brown, J. D.—Ballads, founded on Ayrshire traditions, with minor

poems and lyrics. 12111c, Kilmarnock, 1850.
Burns, Robert—Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect. 8vo,

Kilmarnock, 1786.
Poems, Songs, and Letters, being the complete works of Robert

Burns, ed. from the best printed and manuscript authorities,
with glossarial index and a biographical memoir by
Alexander Smith. 8vo, London, 1868 (Globe ed.).

A complete word and phrase Concordance to the Poems and
Songs of Robert Burns, incorporating a glossary of Scotch
words, with notes, index, and appendix of readings. Com-
piled and ed. by J. B. Reid. 8vo, Glasgow, 1889.

Douglas, George.—The House with the Green Shutters, 1901.
Fisher,James.—Poems on various subjects. 8vo, Dumfries, 1790.
Gait, John.—The Annals of the Parish, 1821.

The Ayrshire Legatees, 1821.
The Steamboat, 1822.

The Provost, 1822.

Sir Andrew Wylie of that Ilk, 1822.

The Entail ; or the Lairds of Grippy, 1823.
Ringan Gilhaize ; or the times of the Covenanters, 1823.
The Last of the Lairds, 1826.

Glass, Andrew.—Tales and Traditions of Ayrshire and Galloway.
8vo, Glasgow, 1873.

Goldie, John—Poems and Songs. i2mo, Ayr, 1822.

Hetrick, Robert.—Poems and Songs. i2mo, Ayr, 1826.

Hunter, John Kelso.—Life Studies of Character. 8vo, London,
1870.

Johnston, Henry.— Chronicles of Glenbuckie, 1889.

Kilmallie. 2 vols. 1891.

Doctor Congalton's Legacy. A chronicle of North Country
By-ways, 1896.

Kennedy, John.—Poetical Works. 8vo, Ayr, 1818.

Mackie, David.—Ayrshire Village Sketches and Poems. 8vo,
Kilmarnock, 1896.

MacQueen, Thomas.—My Gloaming Amusements, a variety of

poems, on several serious and entertaining subjects. i2mo,
Beith, 1831.

Meikle, James.—Poems on Various Subjects. i2mo, Ayr, 1823.

Ochiltree, Henry.—Out of her Shroud, 1897.

Ramsay, John Woodnotes of a Wanderer. 8vo, Glasgow,

1868. [1st ed. 1836.]

Rankine, John Poems and Songs on important subjects. 8vo,

Glasgow, 1813.

Reminiscences of ' Auld Ayr.' 8vo, Edinburgh, 1864.

Service, John.—The Life and Recollections of Doctor Duguid of

Kilwinning. Written by himself, and now first printed from

the recovered manuscript. 3rd ed. 8vo, Edinburgh [? 1887].

Thir Notandums, being the literary recreations of Laird Canti-

carl ofMongrynen (of kittle memory). Towhich isappended

a biographical sketch of James Dunlop, Esq. ib. 1890.

VOL. VI.

Sillar, David—Poems. 8vo, Kilmarnock, 1789.
Smith, Hugh—The Poetical Miscellany of Morals and Religion.

Irvine, 1832.
White, John—Jottings in Prose and Verse. 8vo, Irvine, 1879.

BANFFSHIRE.
Cramond, William—The Annals of Cullen : being extracts from

records relating to the affairs of the royal burgh of Cullen,
961-1887. 2nd ed. iamo, Buckie, 1888.

Donaldson, James—General View of the Agriculture of the
County of Banff. 410, Edinburgh, 1794. (Agricultural
Survey Report.)

Gordon, J. F. S.—The Book of the Chronicles of Keith, Grange,
Ruthven, Cairney, and Botriphnie : events, places, and
persons. 8vo, Glasgow, 1880.

Gregor, Walter—The Dialect of Banffshire : with a glossary of
words not in Jamieson's Scottish Dictionary. Trans. Phil.
Soc. London, 1866. =Bnff. 1

Presbytery Book of Strathbogie, Extracts from the, 1631-54.
Aberdeen, 1841.

Smiles, S—Life of a Scotch Naturalist : Thomas Edward [of
Banff]. 8vo, London, 1876 [and var. ed.].

Taylor, William—Scots Poems. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1787.

BERWICKSHIRE.
Berwickshire Naturalists' Club, History of the. 14 vols.,

Alnwick, 1831-93.
Brockie, William The Leaderside Legends, pp. 48. Sunder-

land, 1876.

The Confessional and other poems, ib. 1877.
Calder, Robert McLean A Berwickshire Bard. The songs

and poems of Robert M cLean Calder. Ed., with intro-

ductory memoir, by W. S. Crockett. 8vo, Paisley, 1897.
Chisholm, Walter Poems : by the late Walter Chisholm,

a Berwickshire shepherd lad. Ed., with a prefatory notice,

by William Cairns. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1879.
Crockett, W. S. (ed.)—Minstrelsy of the Merse ; the poets and

poetry of Berwickshire. A county anthology. 8vo, Paisley,

1893.
Denham, M. A.—Folk-lore ; or a collection of local rhymes,

proverbs, sayings, prophecies, slogans, &c. relating to

Northumberland, Newcastle-on-Tyne, and Berwick-on-
Tweed. 8vo, Richmond, in Com. Ebor., 1858.

Henderson, George.—The Popular Rhymes, Sayings, and
Proverbs of the County of Berwick. With illustrative

notes. i2mo, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1856.

Johnston, George.—A Flora of Berwick-upon-Tweed. 2 vols.

121110, Edinburgh, 1829-31.
Kerr, Robert.—General View of the Agriculture of the County

of Berwick. 8vo, London, 1813. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

Linen, James Alexander.—Poems, in the Scots and English
dialect, on various occasions. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1815.

Lowe, Alexander General View of the Agriculture of the
County of Berwick. 4to, London, 1794. (Agricultural

Survey Report.)
Steel, Andrew.—Poetical Works. 2nd ed., Edinburgh, 1873.
Sutherland, William.—Poems and Songs. 8vo, Haddington,

1821.

BUCHAN.
Forbes, Robert Ajax, his speech to the Grecian Knabbs,

attempted in broad Buchans. By R. F., gent. To which
is added a Journal to Portsmouth and a Shop-Bill in the

same dialect, with a key. 8vo, Aberdeen, 1742.

Select Collection of Scots Poems, A, chiefly in the broad Buchan
dialect. To which is added a collection of Scots Proverbs :

by the Rev. Mr. David Fergus(s)on. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1785.

Tarras, William.—Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect. i2mo,
Edinburgh, 1804.

CAITHNESS-SHIRE.
Brand, John, see Orkney Islands.

Henderson, John,—General View of the Agriculture of the
County of Caithness. 2 parts. 8vo, London, 1812.

Home, John.—A Canny Countryside, 1896.

[McLennan, Malcolm.]—Peasant Life. Sketches of the villagers

and field-labourers in Glenaldie. 3rd ed., 2 Series. 8vo,
London, 1871.

Nicolson, D.—MS. Collection of Caithness words. = Cai.!
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DUMBARTONSHIRE.
Salmon, James Gowodean : a Pastoral, 1868.

Taylor, William Poems chiefly in the Scottish dialect. 2nd
ed., with large additions. 8vo, Paisley, 1827.

Ure, David.—General View of the Agriculture of the County of

Dumbarton. 4x0, London, 1794. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

Walker, John.—Poems in English, Scotch, and Gaelic, on
various subjects. i2mo, Glasgow, 1817.

DUMFRIESSHIRE.
Anderson, Alexander The Two Angels, and other poems-

London, 1875.
Carlyle, Jane Welsh Letters and Memorials. 3 vols., 1883.
Carlyle, Thomas—Unpublished Letters. Ed. by C. Townsend

Copeland. In the Atlantic Monthly, Sept.-Oct. 1898.
Cromek, R. H—Remains of Nithsdale and Galloway Song:

with historical and traditional notices relative to the
manners and customs of the peasantry. 8vo, London, 1810.

Froude, J. A—Thomas Carlyle : history of the first forty years
of his life. 2 vols., 1882.

Graham, Richard.—A Fisherman's Letter to the proprietors and
occupiers of Salmon Fisheries in Solway, and rivers
communicating therewith, 1804.

Hawkins, Susanna Poems and Songs. Vol. V. pp. 60.
8vo, Dumfries, 1841.

Johnston, B—General View of the Agriculture of the County of
Dumfries. 4to, London, 1794. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

Johnstone, John—Poems, on various subjects ; but chiefly
illustrative of the manners and superstitions of Annandale.
8vo, Dumfries, 1820.

Kennedy, James—Poems and Songs. 8vo, Dumfries, 1823.
Mayne, John—The Siller Gun. Single 410 sheet, 1777. [Ex-

panded to 2 cantos in 1779, to 3 in 1780, to 4 in 1808, to
5 in 1836.]

M'Nay, Andrew—Poetical Works. Comprising a number of
poems and songs, chiefly written in the Scottish dialect,
and illustrative of the manners of the peasantry of Scotland.
8vo, Dumfries, 1820.

Paton, James—Castlebraes. Drawn from 'The Tinlie MSS.'
8vo, Edinburgh, 1898.

Ponder, Peter.—Kirkcumdoon. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1875.
Quinn, Roger—The Heather Lintie ; being poetical pieces,

spiritual and temporal, chiefly in the Scottish dialect. 2nd
ed. i2mo, Dumfries, 1863. [1st ed. 1861.]

Reid, Robert—Poems, Songs, and Sonnets. 8vo, Paisley 1894
Sherman, Robert—Tales, Songs, and Miscellaneous Poems,

descriptive of rural scenes and manners ; chiefly in the
Scottish dialect. i2mo, Dumfries, 1831.

Singer, William—General View of the agriculture, state of
property, and improvements in the county of Dumfries

,„ „ 8vo, Edinburgh, 1812. (Agricultural Survey Report.)
Wallace, Robert.—A Country Schoolmaster, James Shaw. 8vo,

Edinburgh, 1899.

EAST SCOTLAND.
Neill, P—List of Fishes found in the Frith of Forth, and rivers

and lakes near Edinburgh, with remarks. 8vo, Edinburgh
1810. '

Sibbald, Sir R—The history, ancient and modern, of the
sheriffdoms of Fife and Kinross, and of the Firths of Forth
andTay. fol., Edinburgh, 1710. Another ed., 8vo, Cupar-
Fife, 1803.

Strain, E. H— Elmslie's Drag-net, being certain notes made by
him in the fishing village of Aberspendie, 1900.

EDINBURGHSHIRE.
Aikman, James—Poems, chiefly lyrical, partly in the Scottish

dialect. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1816.
Ballantine, James—Poems. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1856.

The Miller of Deanhaugh. ib. 1869.
The Gaberlunzie's Wallet. 3rd ed., revised, with glossary.

ib. [1875].
Crawford, David.—Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect, on

h.
v
\t

IOUS subJ ects - 8vo, Edinburgh, 1798.
JUliOtt, N—The Literary Hours of a Working Man. Edinburgh,

I862. ° '

Fergusson, Robert—Poems on various subjects. In two parts
i2mo, Edinburgh, 1785. [1st ed. 1773.]

Forbes, Peter.—Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect. 8vo,

Edinburgh, 1812.

Glass, Willison The Caledonian Parnassus ; a Museum of

original Scottish songs. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1812.

Har'st Rig, The, and the Farmer's Ha' : two poems in the

Scottish dialect. 2nd ed., corrected, pp. 64. i2mo,
Edinburgh, 1801. [1st ed. 1794.]

Howden, R.—The King's Welcome to Edinburgh, by a Country
Shepherd, his Wife and Daughter, pp. 24. 121110, Edin-

burgh, 1822.

Inglis, John.—Poems and Songs. Edinburgh, 1866.

Johnston, Archibald.—Lays of Edina, with notes and introduc-

tions. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1864.

Lauder, James.—Warblings of a Caged Bird. Leith, 1870.

Learmont, John.—Poems pastoral, satirical, tragic, and comic.

8vo, Edinburgh, 1791.
Liddle, William.—Poems on different occasions, chiefly in the

Scottish dialect. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1821.

Logan, Alexander.—Auld Reekie Musings: being poems and
lyrics. With a glossary. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1864.

Macaulay, James. —Poems on various subjects, in Scots and
English. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1788.

Maclagan, Alexander Sketches from Nature and other poems.
8vo, Edinburgh, 185 1.

Macneill, Hector,—Scotland's Scaith, or the history o' Will and
Jean. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1795.

The Waes o' War, or the Upshot o' the history o' Will and
Jean. In four parts, ib. 1796.

Poetical Works. 2 vols. i2mo, London, 1801. Newed., tamo,
Edinburgh, 1856.

Bygane Times, and Late Come Changes ; or, a Bridge Street
dialogue, in Scottish verse, by the Author of ' Will and
Jean.' 2nd ed. i2mo, Edinburgh, 181 1.

M'Dowall, William Poems. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1839.
M'Laren, John W Rhymes frae the Chimla-Lug. i2mo,

Edinburgh, 1881.
[Moir, David Macbeth.]—The Life of Mansie Wauch, tailor in

Dalkeith : written by himself. 121110, Edinburgh, 1828.
Pennecuik, Alexander—Streams from Helicon . or, poems on

various subjects. In three parts. 2nded. 8vo, London, 1720.
Smith, James—Poems, Ballads, and Songs. 3rd ed. Edinburgh,

1870.

Jenny Blair's Maunderings, adapted for recital. 2nd ed. ib.

1872.

Habbie and Madge : a series of Scottish dialogues in humble
life. 2nd ed. ib. 1872. [ed. 1881.]

Humorous Scotch Stories, &c. adapted for recital. 7th ed.
ib. 1872.

Archie and Bess, or, the life of a Scotch Mason, ib. 1876.
Canty Jock, and other stories. 3rd ed. ib. 1882.
The Merry Bridal o' Firthmains and other Poems and Songs

2nd ed. 1866.

Stevenson, W. Grant—Puddin'. An Edinburgh story, 1894.
Thomson, James—Poems, in the Scottish dialect. 4to, Edin-

burgh, 1801.

Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect. New ed., containing
many poems never before published. 121110, Leith 180.1
[isted. 1801.] ' y '

Tweeddale, John Moff, 1896.
Wilson

, Robert-Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect. 8vo
Edinburgh, 1822. '

ELGINSHIRE.
Brown, James—The Round Table Club : or, conversations

scemcal, scientific, historical, and social. 8vo, Elgin 1879Couper, Robert-Poetry, chiefly in the Scottish language'
2 vols. i2tno, Inverness, 1804.

e

Cramond.Wm.-Extracts from the Records of the Kirk-Session
ot Elgin, 1584-1779; with a brief record of the readers
ministers, and bishops, 1567-1897. Reprinted from ElginCourant and Courier. 8vo, Elgin, 1897.

S

Conn?
J^S-Gener

T

a
" View of the Agriculture of the

Report.)°
4to, London, i 794 . (Agricultural Survey

Slate^Jalnes.-Seaside Idylls. Ed, with a memoir, by John
T *

Wellwood. i2mo, Elgin, 1898. ' * J

Tester, Wuharn Hay Leith._Poems . 8vo, Elgin, 1865.

FIFESHIRE.
Annalsof Dunfermline. Ed. by E. Henderson. 8vo, Glasgow,
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Barnard, Lady Anne.—Auld Robin Gray: a ballad, 1771.
Ed. W. Scott, 1824.

Beatty,W—The Secretar. Founded on the story of the Casket
Letters, 1897.

Douglas, Alexander—Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect.

8vo, Cupar, 1806.
Grant, James—One of ' The Six Hundred.' A novel [n.d.].

Gray, Charles.—Poems. i2mo, Cupar, 1811.

[Latto, W. D.]—Tammas Bodkin : or, the humours of a Scottish

tailor. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1864.
Tammas Bodkin. Swatches n' hodden-grey. 8vo, London,

1894.

MacDonald, George Alec Forbes of Howglen. 3 vols,, 1865.

Meldrum, David Storrar.—The Story of Margredel, being
a fireside history of a Fifeshire family. 2nd ed., 1894.

Grey Mantle and Gold Fringe, 1896.

M'Laren, J. Wilson Tibbie and Tarn, or the upcomes, doon-
comes, and ongauns o' twa cannie Scots, 1894.

Pryde, David.—The Queer Folk of Fife : tales from the kingdom,

1897.
Robertson, Andrew Smith The Provost o' Glendookie.

Glimpses of a Fife town, 1894.
Setoun, Gabriel Sunshine and Haar ; some further glimpses

of life at Barncraig, 1895.
Robert Urquhart, 1896.

George Malcolm, 1897.
The Skipper of Barncraig, 1901.

Taylor, Robert Markinch Minstrelsy ; or the lunar influences

of three nights. 5th ed. pp.40. i6mo, Kirkcaldy, 1870.

[1st ed. 1811.]

Tennant, William.—Anster Fair, a poem in six cantos. With
other poems. 3rd ed., i2mo, Edinburgh, 1815. [1st ed.

1812, and var. ed.]

Cardinal Beaton. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1823.

Papistry Storm'd ; or, the Dingin' down o' the cathedral.

Ane poem, in sax sangs. ByM.W. T. iamo, Edinbrogh,

1827.

FORFARSHIRE.
Barrie, J. M.—Auld Licht Idylls, 1888.

A Window in Thrums, 1889.

The Little Minister, 1891.

Margaret Ogilvy, 1896.

Sentimental Tommy, the story of his boyhood, 1896.

Beattie, George.—John of Arnha' and other poems [c. 1820],

ed. 1882.

Headrick, James.—GeneralView of the Agriculture of theCounty

of Angus or Forfar. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1813. (Agricultural

Survey Report.)

Inglis, James.—Oor Ain Folk. Being memories of Manse life

in the Mearns and a crack aboot auld times. 3rd ed. i2mo,

Edinburgh, 1895. [1st ed. 1893.]

Lowson, Alexander John Guidfollow, or The Murder of the

Earl of Strathmore, a mystical, historical romance of Forfar-

shire, 1890.

Mackenzie, Fergus Sprays of Northern Pine, 1897.

Morison, David.—Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect. 8vo,

Montrose, 1790.

Paton, T. L.—A Home in Inveresk, 1896.

Reid, Alan.—Sangs o' the Heatherland. Scots poems and

ballads. 8vo, Paisley, 1894.

Salmond, J. B My Man Sandy, 1894 [and var. ed.].

Sands, John Sims Poems on various subjects : political,

satirical, and humorous. 1st Series. 8vo, Arbroath, 1833.

Smart, Alexander—Rambling Rhymes. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1834.

Songs of Labour and Domestic Life ; with rhymes for little

readers. 8vo, Edinburgh, i860.

Watson, Thomas The Rhymer's Family ;
a collection of bant-

lings. Arbroath, 1851.

WattJamesE.—Poetical Sketches of Scottish Life and Character.

8vo, Dundee, 1880. .

Willock, A. Dewar.—Rosetty Ends, or the Chronicles ot

a Country Cobbler. 3rd ed. 1889. [1st ed. 1886.]

GALLOWAY.
Crockett, S. R The Stickit Minister, 1893.

Mad Sir Ucghtred of the Hills, 1894.

The Raiders, 1894.

Bog-Myrtle and Peat, 1895.

The Men of the Moss-Hags, 1895.

The Lilac Sunbonnet, 1894.

Cleg Kelly, 1896.

The Grey Man, 1896.
That Popish Parson Fellow, 1896.

Lochinvar, 1897.
Lad's Love, 1897.
The Standard Bearer, 1898.

The Black Douglas, 1899.
Kit Kennedy : country boy, 1899.

Little Anna Mark, 1900.

Love Idylls, 1901.

Banner of Blue, 1902.

The Dark o' the Moon, 1902.

Cunningham, Thomas M Har'st Kirr. and other poems and

songs, 1797.
Denniston, Capt. (ed.)—The Battle of Craignelder ; a very

ancient Gallovidian ballad. Edinburgh, 1832.

Gallovidian, The. Vols. I-V, 1899-1903.

Harper, Malcolm MX. (ed.)—The Bards of Galloway : a col-

lection of poems, songs, ballads, &c, by natives of

Galloway. 8vo, Dalbeattie, 1889.

Irving, Elizabeth Jane Fireside Lays. 8vo, Glasgow, 1872.

Lauderdale, John A collection of Poems, chiefly in the Scottish

dialect. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1796.

Mactaggart, John.—The Scottish Gallovidian Encyclopedia, or,

the original, antiquated, and natural curiosities of the South

of Scotland ; containing sketches of eccentric characters

and curious places, with explanations of singular words,

terms, and phrases ; interspersed with poems, tales, anec-

dotes, &c, and various other strange matters ; the whole

illustrative of the ways of the peasantry and manners of

Caledonia ; drawn out and alphabetically arranged. 8vo,

London, 1824.

2nd ed., 1876.

Nicholson, William Poetical Works. With a memoir by

Malcolm M'L. Harper. 4th ed. 8vo, Dalbeattie, 1896.

[1st ed. 1814.]

'Saxon' (ed.).—Galloway Gossip sixty years ago. 2nd ed.

Bedlington, 1878.

Scott, JamesK Galloway Gleanings, Poems and Songs. 8vo,

Castle-Douglas, 1881.

Symson, Andrew A large description of Galloway, 1684.

With an appendix, containing original papers, from the

Sibbald and Macfarlane MSS. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1823.

Trotter, R. De Bruce.—Galloway Gossip, or the southern

Albanich 80 years ago. 8vo, Dumfries, 1901.

Webster, J.—General View of the Agriculture of Galloway,

comprehending the Stewartry of Kirkcudbright and Shire

of Wigton. 4to, Edinburgh, 1794. (Agricultural Survey

Report.)

HADDINGTONSHIRE.
Gall, Richard Songs [c. 1801]. With Memoir by A. Balfour,

1819.

Ritchie, A. I.—The Churches of Saint Baldred : Auldhame,

Whitekirk, Tyninghame, Prestonkirk. 4to, Edinburgh,

1883.

Roberts, John.—Rhyme and Reason ; a real Miller's Musings :

in prose and verse. 8vo, Dunbar, 1861.

Sands, J.—Sketches of Tranent in the Olden Time. i2mo,

Edinburgh, 1881.

Skirving.Adam Songs: Tranent Muir, and Johnny Cope, 1745.

Teenan, Joseph Song and Satire, pp. 82. 8vo, Edinburgh,

1876.

INVERNESS-SHIRE.
Robertson, James.—General View of the Agriculture of the

County of Inverness. 4to, London, 1808. (Agricultural

Survey Report.)

Robson, James, see Argyllshire.

KINCARDINESHIRE.
Burness, John.—The Adventures of Thrummy Cap [c. 1796].

Plays, Poems, Tales, and other pieces. i2mo, Montrose, 1819.

The Ghaist o' Garron Ha' [c. 1823].

Cramond, Wm.—The Annals of Fordoun, being extracts from

records relating to the affairs of the parish of Fordoun

from the earliest times to the year 1894. 8vo, Montrose,

1894.

Donaldson, James.—General View of the Agriculture of the

County of Kincardine. 4to, London, 1795. (Agricultural

Survey Report.)

*F2
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Gideon, Guthrie, a monograph written 1712 to 1730. Ed. by
C. E. Guthrie Wright. With an introduction by the Right
Rev. John Dowdcn, D.D. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1900.

Jamie, William.—The Muse of the Mearns : being poems and
songs, in Scottish verse, iamo, Aberdeen, 1844.

Stray Effusions ; or Gleanings from Nature. 8vo, Montrose,

1849.

The Emigrant's Family ; or Scotland and Australia, and other

poems. Glasgow, 1853.

Robertson, George.—General View of the Agriculture of Kin-
cardineshire. 8vo, London, 1813. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

KIRKCUDBRIGHT.
Armstrong, Andrew J.—Ingleside Musings and Tales told in

Rhyme. 8vo, Dalbeattie, 1890.
The Cobbler o' Kirkiebrae, a romance of Galloway, 1896.

Davidson, D—Thoughts on the Seasons, 1789.
Elder, George Ogilvy—Borgue : the story of a seaboard parish.

2nd ed. 1897.
Kerr, Robert—Maggie o' The Moss; and other poems. Ed.,

with a memoir, by Malcolm M'L. Harper. 8vo, Dalbeattie,
1891.

Muir, Robert James.—The Mystery of Muncraig. A story of
the Stewartry of Kirkcudbright, 1900.

Webster, J., see Galloway.

LANARKSHIRE.
B[ell], J. J—Wee Macgreegor. By J. J. B. iamo, Glasgow,

„, l>9°3-]
[Black, John.]—The Falls of Clyde, or, the Fairies ; a Scottish

dramatic pastoral in five acts. With three preliminary
dissertations. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1806.

Carmichael, John—Swincy Farm
; or, Margaret Lambert, the

betrayed wife
; a Lanarkshire tale ; Sketches, or word

pictures ; and Poems, 1886.

Coghill, James—Poems, Songs, and Sonnets. 8vo, Glasgow,

_ 1890.

Ewing, William—Poems and Songs, pp. 32. 8vo, Glasgow,
1892.

Fraser, William C The Whaups of Durley, 1895.
• Glasgow, Young.'—The Deil's Hallowe'en : a poem. pp. 60.

i6mo, Glasgow, 1856.
Gordon, Frank—Pyotshaw ; or, The Devil's Seat. A story of

the Scotch Black Country, 1885.
Graham, Dougal—The Collected Writings of Dougal Graham,

' Skellat
' Bellman of Glasgow. Ed. with notes, together

with a biographical and bibliographical introduction, and
a sketch of the chap literature of Scotland, by George

_
MacGregor. 2 vols. 8vo, Glasgow, 1883.

Hamilton, Janet—Poems of Purpose and Sketches in Prose of
Scottish peasant life and character in Auld Langsyne,
sketches of local scenes and characters, with a glossary.
i2mo, Glasgow, 1865.

Works, ed. 1885.
Hamilton, William.—Poems on several occasions. 8vo,

Edinburgh, 1760.
Hunter, James—Poems and Sketches, pp. 52. 8vo, Glasgow,

1884.

Jeenis Kaye : his adventures and opinions. Reprinted from the
Bailie. New and enlarged ed. 8vo, Glasgow [1903J:Johnston, Ellen—Autobiography, Poems, and Songs of Ellen
Johnston, the 'Factory Girl.' 2nd ed. 8vo, Glasgow, 1869.

Johnstone, Thomas—A Soldier'sThoughts in verse. Edinburgh,
1870.

'

Lemon, James (ed.)—Lays of St. Mungo : or, the Minstrelsy
of the West. With biographical and historical notes.
i6mo, Glasgow, 1844.

Lithgow, William—Poetical Remains, 1618 60. Now first
collected. Edinburgh, 1863.

Lochore, Robert.—The Foppish Taylor, or Francy Disgraced.
Glasgow, 1796.

Tales in Rhyme, and minor pieces ; in the Scottish dialect.
ib. 1815.

MacDonald, Hugh.—Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect, 1865.
J.Vl°lndoe, G—Poems and Songs, chiefly in the Scottish dialect.

8vo, Edinburgh, 1805.
M'Lachlan, Tom.—Thoughts in Rhyme, pp. 88. 8vo, Glasgow,

I884.

Meston, William—Poetical Works. 6th ed. ramo, Edinburgh,
1767. [1st collected ed.]

Motherwell, William Poetical Works. With a memoir by

James M'Conechy, Esq. A new ed., with large additions.

8vo, Paisley, 1881. [1st ed. 1827.]

Murdoch, Alexander G.—Lilts on the Doric Lyre : a collection

of humorous poems and versified sketches of Scottish

manners and character. i2mo, Glasgow, 1873.

The Laird's Lykewake, and other poems. London, 1877.

Scotch Readings, humorous and amusing. 5th ed., 8vo,

Glasgow, 1895.

Nicholson, James.—Kilwuddie and other poems. With life

sketch and portrait of the Author. 4th ed., ismo, Glasgow,

1895. [1st ed. i860.]

Idylls o' Hame, and other poems, ismo, London, 1870.

Wee Tibbie's Garland and other poems, ismo, Glasgow, 1873.

Orr, Alexander.—Laigh Flichts and Humorous Fancies. 8vo,

Glasgow, 1882.

Parker, John.—Miscellaneous Poems, pp. 72. iamo, Glasgow,

.

l859-
Patrick, William.—A popular description of the indigenous

plants of Lanarkshire, with an introduction to botany, and
a glossary of botanical terms. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1831.

Penman, William Echoes from the Ingleside. A selection of

songs and poems. Glasgow, 1878.

Ramsay, Allan Patie and Roger, a Pastoral, in the Scots
dialect. To which is added an imitation of the Scotch
Pastoral, by Josiah Burchett. 8vo, London, 1720. [1st

sketch of ' The Gentle Shepherd.']
The Gentle Shepherd, a Scots Pastoral Comedy. 8vo,

Edinburgh, 1725.
The Gentle Shepherd, a Pastoral Comedy ; with illustrations

of the scenary : an appendix, containing memoirs of David
Allan, the Scots Hogarth ; besides original, and other
poems connected with the illustrations: and a comprehensive
glossary. To which are prefixed an authentic life of Allan
Ramsay, and an inquiry into the origin of pastoral poetry;
the propriety of the rules prescribed for it ; and the practice
of Ramsay. 2 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1808. [Scenary ed.]

Poems. 4to, Edinburgh, 1721.

Poems, with new additions and notes, to which is added, the
Gentle Shepherd, a Scots Pastoral Comedy, with songs

;

also, a glossary or explanation of the Scots words. 8vo,
Dublin, 1733.

Rodger, Alexander—Poems and Songs, humorous, serious, and
satirical [c. 1838]. Ed., with an introduction, by Robert
Ford. 8vo, Paisley, 1897.

Stewart, James—The Twa Elders and other poems. 8vo,
Airdrie, 1886.

Struthers, James..—Poetic Tales : with other poems and songs.
i2mo, Glasgow, 1838.

Tennant, Robert—Wayside Musings. 8vo, Airdrie, 1873.
Thomson, David—Musings among the Heather : being poems

chiefly in the Scottish dialect. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1881.
Thomson, William.—Leddy May and other Poems. 8vo,

Glasgow, 1883.
Wardrop, Alex—Johnnie Mathison's Courtship and Marriage.

With poems and songs. 8vo, Coatbridge, 1881.
Watson, Walter—Poems and Songs, chiefly in the Scottish

dialect. 8vo, Glasgow, 1853.
Watt, John—Poems chiefly in the Scottish dialect. 8vo

Edinburgh, 1827.
Wiggle, William—Epitome of the life of William Wiggle the

Duntreck Bard
;
a tragic tale. Glasgow, 1808.

Wright, Joseph.—Janet Hamilton, and other poems. 8vo
Edinburgh, 1889.

'

Laird Nicoll's Kitchen, and other Scottish stories. 8vo
Glasgow, 1893.

Scenes of Scottish Life. ib. [1897].

LOTHIAN.
Bruce, George.-Poems, Ballads, and Songs on various occasions.

8vo, Edinburgh, 1813.
Hepburn, G. B.-General View of the Agriculture and RuralEconomy of East Lothian. 4to, Edinburgh, 1794. (Agri-

cultural Survey Report.) K S

Hunter, P. Hay.—James Inwick, ploughman and elder. With
a glossary, 1895.

[Lumsden James ]-Rural Rhymes and Sketches in East Lothian.By Samuel Mucklebackit. 8vo, Edinburgh [i88=;l
Sheep-head and Trotters, being savoury selections, poetic and

prosaic, from the bulky literary remains of Samuel Muckle-
backit and Thomas Pintail, late Parnassian Hill and arable
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farmers in Lothian
;
prepared and presented by their sole

living executor, James Lumsden. 8vo, Haddington [1892].
The Battles of Dunbar and Prestonpans, and other selected

poems (new and old), ib. 1896.

Plenderleath, John—The Kittlegairy Vacancy. A new way of
getting rid of Old Ministers. 2nd ed., Edinburgh, 1885.

Robertson, George.—General View of the Agriculture of the
County of Mid-Lothian. 4to, Edinburgh, 1793.

Swan, Annie S.—Carlowrie, or Among Lothian Folk, 1895.

[Tod, John.]—More Bits from Blinkbonny. A tale of Scottish

village life between 1831 and 1841. By John Strathesk.

2nd ed., Edinburgh, 1885.

Bits from Blinkbonny, or Bell o
1

the Manse. A tale of

Scottish village life between 1841 and 1851. By John
Strathesk. ib. 1891.

Trotter, J.—General View of the Agriculture of West Lothian.

4to, Edinburgh, 1794. (Agricultural Survey Report.)

Waddell, P. Hately An old Kirk Chronicle, being a history of

Auldhame, Tyninghame, and Whitekirk in East Lothian,

from session records, 1615-1850. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1893.

NAIRNSHIRE.
Donaldson, James.—General View of the Agriculture of the

County of Nairn. 4to, London, 1794. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

Gordon,"W.—Original Poems on various subjects, both instructive

and entertaining, with a variety of amusing Scotch songs

and other pieces. 8vo, Elgin, 1828.

[Hay, William.]—The Lintie o' Moray, being a collection of

poems, chiefly composed for and sung at the anniversaries

of the Edinburgh Morayshire Society. From 1829 to 1841.

pp. 82. 8vo, Forres, 185 1.

Leslie,William General View of the Agriculture of the Counties

of Nairn and Moray. 8vo, London, 1813. (Agricultural

Survey Report.)
Survey of the Province ofMoray, historical, geographical, and

political. 8vo, Aberdeen, 1798.

NORTH SCOTLAND.
Blackhall, Alex.—Lays of the North. 8vo, Fochabers, 1849.

Buchan, Peter (ed.).—Ancient Ballads and Songs of the North
of Scotland, hitherto unpublished. 2 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh,

1828.

Gordon, Alexander.—The Folks o' Carglen, or, Life in the

North, 1891.

Northward Ho ! Stories of Carglen, 1894.

Gordonhaven, scenes and sketches of fisher life in the North.

By an old fisherman. With an introduction byW. Alexander.

i2mo, Edinburgh, 1887.

Grant, David.—Lays and Legends of the North, and other poems
and songs, humorous and grave, original and translated.

8vo, Edinburgh, 1884.

Scotch Stories, or the Chronicles of Keckleton. 2nd ed., 8vo,

Edinburgh [? 1892].

Gregor, Walter An Echo of the Olden Time from the North

of Scotland, iamo [n.pl., n.d.].

Notes on the Folk-Lore of the North-East of Scotland. Folk-

Lore Soc. VII. 1881.

Kerr, John Reminiscences of a Wanderer and comical curiosi-

ties of country life. Chiefly collected in the north-eastern

counties of Scotland. Part i, 1890.

Miller, Hugh Scenes and Legends of the North of Scotland ;

or, the traditional history of Cromarty. 8vo, Edinburgh,

1835- [3rd ed. 1853.]
Sinclair, Sir John.—General View of the Agriculture ot the

Northern Counties and Islands of Scotland. 4to, London,

1795. (Agricultural Survey Reports.)

Sinclair, John Scenes and Stories of the North of Scotland.

New ed. 1891.

ORKNEY ISLANDS.
Barry, George.—The History of the Orkney Islands, in which is

comprehended an account of their present as well as their

ancient state. 4to, Edinburgh, 1805.

Brand, John.—A new description of Orkney, Zetland, Pightland-

Firth, and Caithness. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1701.

Dennison, W. Traill.—The Orcadian Sketch-Book, being traits

of Old Orkney life written partly in the Orkney dialect.

8vo, Kirkwall, 1880.

Edmonston, Thomas, see Shetland Islands.

Fergusson, R. Menzies.—Rambles in the Far North. 2nd ed.

1884.

Martin, Martin, see West Scotland.

Neill, P A Tour through some of the Islands of Orkney and
Shetland. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1806.

Peterkin, Alexander Notes on Orkney and Zetland : illustra-

tive of the history, antiquities, scenery, and customs of

those islands. Vol. I. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1822.

Vedder, David.—Orcadian Sketches ; legendary and lyrical

pieces. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1832.

Wallace, James.—A Description of the Isles of Orkney. i2mo,
Edinburgh, 1693.

New ed., with the additions made by the Author's son in

the ed. of 1700. Ed. John Small. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1883.

PEEBLESSHIRE.
Affleck, James.—The Posthumous Poetical Works of James

Affleck, Biggar. With a sketch of the Author's life, &c.

Ed. John Affleck. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1836.

Nicol, James.—Poems chiefly in the Scottish dialect. 2 vols.

i2mo, Edinburgh, 1805.

Johnston, Thomas.—General View of the Agriculture of

Tweeddale. 4to, London, 1799. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

Pennecuik, Alexander The Works of Alexander Pennecuik,

Esq., containing the Description of Tweeddale, and mis-

cellaneous poems. Anewed., with copious notes, forming

a complete history of the county to the present time. To
which are prefixed, Memoirs of Dr. Pennecuik, and a map
of the Shire of Peebles or Tweeddale. 8vo, Leith, 1815.

[The Description of Tweeddale and the Poems first printed

in 1715.]
Sanderson, Robert.—Poems and Songs. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1865.

PERTHSHIRE.
Aitken, J.R.—Love in its tenderness. Idylls of Enochdhu, 1901.

Campbell, orthe ScottishProbationer. 3 vols. i2mo, Edinburgh,

1819.

Cleland, Robert Inchbracken, the story of a Fama Clamosa,

1883 [ed. 1887].

Edwards, Thomas.—Strathearn Lyrics and other poems. 8vo,

Paisley, 1889.

Haliburton, Hugh Horace in Homespun. A series of Scottish

Pastorals. With preface, notes, and glossary by J. Logie

Robertson. 4to, Edinburgh, 1886.
' For Puir Auld Scotland's Sake.' A book of prose essays

(with a few poetical fringes) on Scottish literary and rural

subjects. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1887.

In Scottish Fields. 8vo, London, 1890.

Ochil Idylls and other poems. i2mo, London, 1891.

Furth in Field. A volume of essays on the life, language, and
literature of Old Scotland. 8vo, London, 1894.

Dunbar : being a selection from the poems of an old Makar,
adapted for modern readers. i2mo, London, 1895.

Harp of Perthshire, The. A collection of songs, ballads, and
other poetical pieces, chiefly by local authors, with notes

explanatory, critical, and biographical, by Robert Ford.

8vo, Paisley, 1893.

Kerr, Symon Scottish Poems and Songs. i2mo, Perth, 1802.

MacGregor, Hector The Souter's Lamp. 8vo, Edinburgh,

1903.

Maclaren, Ian.—Beside the Bonnie Brier Bush, 1895.

The Days of Auld Lang Syne, 1895.

A Footstep from the Unseen, 1895.

A Servant Lass, in the Woman at Home, Oct. 1895.

Kate Carnegie and those Ministers, 1896.

Monteath, John Dunblane Traditions ; being a series of warlike

and legendary narratives, biographical sketches of eccentric

characters, &c. Compiled from anecdotes gleaned from the

tales of old people in Dunblane and vicinity. To which is

added an appendix of original poems and songs. 8vo,

Stirling, 1835. [Reprint Glasgow, 1887.]

Nairne, Caroline Life and Songs of the Baroness Nairne

[c. 1780]. Ed. Charles Rogers, 1869.

Nicol, Alexander.—Poems on several subjects, both comical and
serious. In two parts. To which are added, The
Experienced Gentleman, and The She Anchoret ; written

in Cromwell's time, by the then Duchess of Newcastle.
i2mo, Edinburgh, 1766.

Nicoll, Robert Poems. 3rd ed. : with numerous additions,

and a Memoir of the author. i2mo, Edinburgh, 1843.
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Robertson, James.— General View of the Agriculture of the

County of Perth. 8vo, Perth, 1799. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

Sabbath Nights at Pitcoonans, by the Author of ' Sandy Scott's

Bible Class,' 1899.

Sandy Scott's Bible Class, 1897.

Selby, Robert Rhymes. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1840.

Sinclair, John.—Simple Lays : consisting of a few specimens of

poems and songs, chiefly in the Scottish dialect. i2mo,
Perth, 1818.

Smith, Robert.—Poems of Controversy betwixt Episcopacy and
Presbytery : also several poems and merry songs on other
subjects. With some funeral elegies on various noblemen
and gentlemen. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1853. [Reprinted from
the original ed. of 1714.]

Spence, Charles.—From the Braes of the Carse, poems and
songs by the late Charles Spence, ed. by James M. Strachan.
4to, Perth, 1898.

Stewart, James—Sketches of Scottish Character, and other
poems. With a memoir of the author. i2tno, Perth, 1857.

Tytler, Sarah—The Witch-Wife, 1897.

RENFREWSHIRE.
Allan, Robert.—Evening Hours: Poems and Songs. 8vo,

Glasgow, 1836.

Barr, John.—Poems and Songs, descriptive and satirical, ismo,
Edinburgh, 1861.

Clark, Robert—Original Poetical Pieces, chiefly Scottish,

pp. 23. 8vo, Paisley, 1836.
Random Rhymes : chiefly Scottish, pp. 36. iamo, Glasgow,

1842.

Finlayson, William—Simple Scotish Rhymes. i2mo, Paisley,
1815.

Fraser, John—Poetic Chimes, or Leisure Lays : also, a Scottish
national play, in three acts, entitled King James V, or, the
Gipsy's Revenge. 2nd ed., enlarged. i2mo, Paisley, 1853.

Gilmour, David—Reminiscences of the ' Pen ' Folk. By One
whoknewthem. 2nd ed., 4to, Paisley, 1873. [1st ed. 1871.]

Paisley Weavers ofother days ; and The ' Pen ' Folk. ib. 1876.
Harp of Renfrewshire, The : a collection of songs and other

poetical pieces (many of which are original), accompanied
with notes, explanatory, critical, and biographical, and
a short essay on the poets of Renfrewshire. [Ed
W. Motherwell.] i6mo, Paisley, 1819.

Hector, William—Selections from the Judicial Records of
Renfrewshire. Illustrative of the administration of the
laws of the county, and manners and condition of the
inhabitants, in the 17th and 18th centuries. With notes
introductory and explanatory, and six fac-similes of old
documents. 8vo, Paisley, 1876.

Henderson, J. Murdoch—The Chronicles of Kartdale Our
Jeames, 1898.

M'Gilvray, Alexander.—Poems and Songs, satirical and
descriptive, bearing on the political, moral, and religious
character of man, in this country at the present day

_
and ed., enlarged. 8vo, Glasgow, 1862.

Martin, A—General View of the Agriculture of the County of
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I794

- (Agricultural Survey Report.)
Mitchell, John—A Night on the Banks of Doon, and other

poems. 8vo, Paisley, 1838.

TheWeeSteeple'sGhaist,andotherpoemsandsongs.
ib. 1840

Neilson, James M.-Poems and Songs chiefly in the Scottish
Language. 8vo, Glasgow, 1877.

Picken, Andrew—The Dominie's Legacy. 3 vols., 1830.
Picken, Ebenezer—Poems and Epistles, mostly in the Scottish

dialect. 8vo, Paisley, 1788.
Miscellaneous Poems, Songs, &c, partly in the Scottish dialect

2 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1813.
Tannahill, Robert—Poems and Songs. ismo, Paisley, 1807[and var. ed.].

J ' '

Webster David Original Scottish Rhymes; with humourous
1I7-,

and
A
satlrlcal songs. i2mo, Paisley, 183=;.

Wilson, Alexander—Watty and Meg, or the Wife reformedi2mo, Newcastle [1792]
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Lochlomond Side and other poems, ib. 1872.

ROXBURGHSHIRE.
Allan, Robert—Poems. Jedburgh, 1871.
Competingand otherPoems on the Auld Brig. Hawick, 1853.

Leyden, John—Scenes of Infancy and other poems. Ed. by
Rev. J. Morton, 1819.

Murray, J. E. D. (ed.)—Hawick Songs and Recitations. i2mo,
Hawick, 1892.

Murray, Robert.—Hawick Characters. With sketch and portrait

of the author. 8vo, Hawick, 1901.

Ruickbie, James The Way-side Cottager ; consisting of pieces

in prose and verse. To which are added miscellaneous

poems. i2mo, Hawick, 1807.

Scott, Andrew.—Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect. i2ino,

Edinburgh, 1805 [and var. ed.].

Poems on various subjects, ib. 1826.

Smith, John G The Old Churchyard, The Twa Mice, and
miscellaneous poems and songs. Kelso, 1862.

Ure, David.—General View of the Agriculture of the County of
Roxburgh. 4to, London, 1794. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

Whyte, Robert—Poems, including Tales, Ballads, and Songs.
8vo, Kelso, 1867.

Wilson, William Poems, chiefly in the Scottish dialect.

i2mo, Jedburgh, 1824.

SELKIRKSHIRE.
Borland, R—Yarrow: its poets and poetry. 8vo, Dalbeattie,

1890.

Currie, James—Wayside Musings : poems and songs. Selkirk,

1863.

Douglas, Robert.—General View of the Agriculture in the
counties of Roxburgh and Selkirk. 8vo, Edinburgh,
1798. (Agricultural Survey Report.)

Elliott, Jean—The Flowers of the Forest, 1755.
Hogg, James—Scottish Pastorals, poems, and songs, mostly

written in the dialect of the south, pp. 62. 8vo, Edin-
burgh, 1801.

The Mountain Bard, iamo, Edinburgh, 1807.
The Queen's Wake. A legendary poem, 1813.
Brownie of Bodsbeck, and other tales. 2 vols. 12100, Edin-

burgh, 1818.
Winter Evening Tales. 2 vols., ib. 1820.
Perils of Man. 3 vols. i2mo, London, 1822.
A Queer Book. Edinburgh, 1832.
The Ettrick Shepherd's Tales. In 6 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1838.
The Poetical Works of the Ettrick Shepherd. 5 vols. 8vo,

Glasgow, 1840.
The Works of the Ettrick Shepherd. A new ed., with memoir

of the author, by the Rev. T. Thomson. Poems and Life.
Tales and Sketches. 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1865.

Johnston, Thomas—General View of the Agriculture of the
County of Selkirk. 4 to, London, 1794. (Agricultural
Survey Report.)

Thomson, C. M—Drummeldale : lights and shadows from the
border hills. Sketches and poems. 8vo, Selkirk, 1800.
[ed. 1901.]

[Wilson, John.]—Noctes Ambrosianae. By Christopher North.
In Blackwood's Magazine, March 1822—Feb 183=; Tin
Vols. I-IV of 'Works.']

L

Works. Ed. by Prof. Ferrier. 12 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1854-58.

SHETLAND ISLANDS.
Bonaparte, Prince Louis Lucien—A MS. Collection of Shet-

land words.
Brand, John, see Orkney Islands
Burgess J. J. Haldane—Rasmie's Buddie, Poems in the Shet-

landic. 8vo, Paisley, 1892.
Lowra Biglan's Mutch. A Shetland novelette, pp.88. 8vo

Kirkwall, 1896. '

Tang. A Shetland story, 1898.
Some Shetland Folk. First group, 1902
Shetland Sketches and Poems, including Peerie Aandrew •

or Da Knowes o' Pettister, A Nicht in Tammy Scolla'sBut-End, &c, &c. [n.d.]
^
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Cowie.^R—Shetland
: descriptive and historical. 8vo, Aberdeen,

Edmonston Arthur A View of the ancient and present state
of the Zetland Isles. 2 vols. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1809.
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Edmonston, Eliza—Sketches and Tales of the Shetland Islands.
8vo, Edinburgh, 1856.

Edmonston, Thomas—An Etymological Glossary of the
Shetland and Orkney dialect, with some derivations of
names of places in Shetland. (Partly read at two meetings
of the London Philological Society in 1866.) 8vo, Edin-
burgh, 1866. =S. & Ork. 1 [with MS. add.]

H., J—Da Last Foy. A sketch in the Shetlandic. By J. H.
pp. 8. 8vo, Lerwick, 1896.

Hanton, T Drifted Northward [c. 1890].
Hibbert, Samuel—A description of the Shetland Islands, com-

prising an account of their scenery, antiquities, and super-
stitions. 4to, Edinburgh, 1822.

Reprint. 4to, Lerwick, 1891.
Jakobsen, Jakob—The Dialect and Place Names of Scotland.

Two popular lectures. 4to, Lerwick, 1897.
Det Norrene Sprog pa Shetland. 8vo, Kabenhavn, 1897.

' Junda.'—Echoes from Klingrahool. pp. 52. 121110, Lerwick
[1898].

L., G. S—Shetland Fireside Stories. By G. S. L. 1877.
Manson's Shetland Almanac and Directory for 1893, &c.

8vo, Lerwick.
Martin, Martin, see West Scotland.
Neill, P., see Orkney Islands.

Nicolson, John Sprigs o' Aithstin' Hedder. pp. 52. i2mo,
Lerwick [1898].

Ollason, T. P Mareel. pp. 96. 8vo, Lerwick [1901].
Peterkin, Alexander, see Orkney Islands.

Shetland News, The, with which is incorporated the Orkney
and Shetland Telegraph. Lerwick, 1897 seq.

Shirreff, John.—General View of the Agriculture of the Shet-
land Islands. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1814. (Agricultural Survey
Report.)

Sinclair, Catherine Shetland and the Shetlanders ; or, the

Northern Circuit. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1840.

Spence, John.—Shetland Folk-Lore. 8vo, Lerwick, 1899.

Stewart, George.—Shetland Fireside Tales, or The Hermit of

Trosswickness. 2nd ed. 1892.

Willock, John A Shetland Minister of the eighteenth cetitury,

being passages in the life of the Reverend John Mill.

i2mo, Kirkwall [1897].

SOUTH SCOTLAND.
Allan, Robert—Border and other Poems. 8vo, Kelso, 1887.

Buchan, John.—John Burnet of Barns ; a romance, 1898.

Grey Weather. Moorland tales of my own people, 1899.

A Lost Lady of Old Years ; a romance, 1899.

Cunningham, John.—Broomieburn Border Sketches, 1894.

Dibdin, James C.—Scottish Border Life, a series of original

sketches, 1897.

Hamilton, Lord Ernest The Outlaws of the Marches, 1897.

The Mawkin of the Flow, 1898.

Laing, Alexander.—Wayside Flowers : being poems and songs.

i2mo, Edinburgh, 1846.

Miscellaneous Poems, chiefly Scottish. 8vo, Irvine, 1894.

Muir, George.—The Clydesdale Minstrelsy : a collection of

poems and songs, chiefly in the Scotish dialect. 8vo,

Glasgow, 1816.

Nicholson, John.—Historical and Traditional Tales in prose and

verse, connected with the south of Scotland, original and

select. 8vo, Kirkcudbright, 1843.

Scott, Thomas.— Poems, with Edwin and Catherine, or, the

distressed lovers. A tragedy. 8vo, Paisley, 1793.

Snaith, J. C.—Fierceheart the Soldier, 1897.

Songs and Ballads of Clydesdale. With illustrative notes by

A. Nimmo. 8vo, Edinburgh, 1882.

Swan, Annie S.—Aldersyde. A Border story, 1892.

Telfer, James.—Border Ballads and other miscellaneous pieces.

8vo, Jedburgh, 1824.

Watson, James (ed.).—Living Bards of the Border. Edinburgh,

1859.
Wilson, John Mackay.—Historical, traditionary, and imagina-

tive tales of the Borders, and of Scotland ; with an illustrative

glossary,byCaptainThomasBrown. 6vols.4to, Manchester,

1835-40.

STIRLINGSHIRE.
Buchanan, Robert.—Poems, Songs, and other writings. Ed.

James Love. 8vo, Falkirk, 1901.

Fergusson, R. Menzies.—My Village, 1893.

A Village Poet, 1897.

Graham, P.— General View of the Agriculture of Stirlingshire.

8vo, Edinburgh, 1812. (Agricultural Survey Report.)
Harvey, William.—Kennethcrook : some sketches of village

life, 1896.
Muir, William.—Poems on various subjects. With notices

biographical and critical of the author and his writings.
8vo, Glasgow, 1818.

Nimmo, William.—A General History of Stirlingshire ; with
the natural history of the Shire, a map, &c. 8vo, Edinburgh,
1777.

Towers, Walter Poems, Songs, and Ballads. 8vo, Glasgow,
1885.

Wyse, George.—Original Poems and Songs. 3rd Series. 8vo,

Falkirk, 1829.

SUTHERLANDSHIRE.
Henderson, John General View of the Agriculture of the

County of Sutherland. 8vo, London, 1812. (Agricultural

Survey Report.)
Nicholson, EdwardW. B Golspie : Contributions to its Folk-

lore. 8vo, London, 1897.

Sellar, Patrick.—Reports of Strathnaver, Morvich, and Culmaily
Farms, in ' Husbandry,' Vol. Ill, pp. 69-87. London [1833].

WEST SCOTLAND AND WESTERN ISLES.
Black, William A Princess of Thule, 1873.
Boswell, James—The Journal of a Tour to the Hebrides, with

Samuel Johnson, LL.D. 8vo, London, 1785. [Vol. V of
Boswell's Life of Johnson, ed. by George Birkbeck Hill.

6 vols. 8vo, Oxford, 1887.]
Breton, F.—A Heroine in Homespun [c. 1890].
Carrick, John D The Laird of Logan, or Wit of the West :

being a collection of anecdotes, jests, and comic tales.

i6mo, Glasgow, 1835.
Corspatrick of Raymondsholm, a Westland tale. 2 vols.

i2mo, London, 1822.

Macdonald, Alexander The Story of a Disputed Settlement
after the Disruption ; or, Love, Law, and Theology, 1869.

[ed. 1877.]
Martin, Martin A late Voyage to St. Kilda, the remotest of all

the Hebrides. 8vo, London, 1698.

A description of the Western Islands of Scotland. To which
is added a brief description of the Isles of Orkney and
Shetland. 8vo, London, 1703.

Napier, James.—Folk Lore : or, superstitious beliefs in the West
of Scotland within this century. With an appendix, shew-
ing the probable relation of the modern festivals of Christmas,

May Day, St. John's Day, and Halloween, to ancient sun
and fire worship. 8vo, Paisley, 1879.

Smith, W. Anderson.—Lewsiana, or life in the Outer Hebrides.

8vo, London, 1875.
Strang, James.—A Lass of Lennox, 1899.
Tytler, Sarah The Macdonald Lass. A study from last

century, 1895.

Wood, Joanna E Farden Ha', 1902.

WIGTONSHIRE.
Fraser, Gordon Wigtown and Whithorn : historical and

descriptive sketches, stories and anecdotes, illustrative of

the racy wit and pawky humour of the district. 8vo,

Wigtown, 1877.
Poems, ib. 1885.

Webster, J., see Galloway.

IRELAND.
GENERAL.

Barlow, Jane Irish Idylls, 1892.

Bogland Studies, 1892.

Kerrigan's Quality, 1894.

Strangers at Lisconnel. A second series of Irish Idylls, 1895.

Mrs. Martin's Company and other stories, 2896.

From the East unto the West, 1898.

From the Land of the Shamrock, 1901.

Ghost-Bereft, with other stories and studies in verse, 1901.

Barrington, Jonah.—Personal Sketches of his own times,

1827-32.

Barry, William The Wizard's Knot, 1901.

Blackburne, E. Owens Irish Stories, humorous and tragic.

8vo, London [n.d.].

Bodkin, M. MCD Shillelagh and Shamrock, 1902.
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Bullock, Shan F.—Irish Pastorals, 1901.

Carleton, William.—Traits and Stories of the Irish Peasantry.

2 Series. Dublin, 1830-33 [ed. 1843].
Fardorougha the Miser, 1839 [ed. 1848].

Comparison, A Short, between the English and Irish Pronun-
ciation and Phraseology, by a Gentleman many years
a resident in England. Jamo, Dublin, 1817.

Dublin Daily Express. Var. dates.

Duffy, Charles Gavan—The Ballad Poetry of Ireland. Dublin,

1845-

Edgeworth, Maria and Richard Lovell Essay on Irish

Bulls, 1802.

Francis, M. E Frieze and Fustian, 1896.
North, South, and Over the Sea, 1902.

Hall, S. C. and A. M.—Ireland : its scenery, character, &c.

3 vols. 8vo, London, 1841-43.
Hinkson, K—A Cluster of Nuts [c. 1890].

An Isle in the Water, 1893.
The Way of a Maid, 1895.

Hume,A—Remarks on the Irish dialect of the English Language.
From the Trans, of the Historic Soc. of Lane, and Chesh.,
Vol. XXX. pp. 52. 8vo, Liverpool, 1878.

Joyce, P.W—The Origin and History of Irish Names of Places.
2nd ed. 8vo, Dublin, 1870.

Kennedy, Patrick—Legendary Fictions of the Irish Celts.
8vo, London, 1866.

The Fireside Stories of Ireland. 8vo, Dublin, 1870.
Legends of Mount Leinster. Dublin, 1855.
Lever, Charles James—The Confessions of Harry Lorrequer,

1839.

Charles O'Malley, 1841.

Jack Hinton, the Guardsman, 1843.
Arthur O'Leary, 1844.
The O'Donoghue, 1845.
The Confessions of Con Cregan, 1849-50.
The Daltons, 1852.

Sir Jasper Carew, 1855.
The Martins of Cro' Martin, 1856.
Davenport Dunn, 1857-59.

Lover, Samuel.—Legends and Stories of Ireland. Two Series.
l83 I~34 [ed. 1

Rory O'More, 1837
Handy Andy, 1842.

MacDonagh, Michael— Irish Life and Character, 1898
McManus, L—The Silk of the Kine, 1896.
McNulty, Edward—Misther O'Ryan. An incident in the

history of a nation. i2mo, London, 1894.
Mason, William Shaw—A Statistical Account, or Parochial

Survey of Ireland, drawn up from the communications of
the Clergy. 3 vols. 8vo, Dublin, 1814-19.

Mathew, Frank—At the Rising of the Moon, 1893.
The Wood of the Brambles, 1896.

Morgan, Lady S. O—O'Donnell [c. 1859].
Mulholland, Rosa—The Fit of Ailsa' Shoe. pp. 227-63 of

'The Haunted Organist,' &c. London [18911.
Paddiana. 2 vols., ed. 1848.

Petty, Sir William—The Political Anatomy of Ireland, &c.
8vo, London, 1691.

Somerville, E. JE. and Ross, Martin Some Experiences of
an Irish R. M. 8vo, London, 1902.

Stoker, Bram The Snake's Pass, 1891.
Tennyson, Alfred—To-morrow, 1885.
Thackeray, W. Makepeace—The Irish Sketch-Book, by Mr.

M. A. Titmarsh. 2 vols. i2mo, London, 1843.
Yeats, W. B—Fairy and Folk Tales of the Irish Peasantry, 1888.
Young, Arthur—A Tour in Ireland, with general observations

on the present state of that kingdom, made in the years
1776-78, and brought down to the end of 1779. 4 to, Lon-
don, 1780.

ANTRIM.
Ballymena Observer, The. Ed. W. J. Knowles, 1892.
Hume, A., see Down.
O'Neill, Moira—Songs of the Glens of Antrim, 1900.
Patterson, D—The Provincialisms of Belfast and the surround-

ing districts pointed out and corrected, pp. 28 8vo
Belfast, r86o.

Patterson, R. L.—The Birds, Fishes, and Cetacea commonly
frequenting Belfast Lough. 8vo, Belfast, 1880

Patterson, William Hugh.—A Glossary of Words in use in the
counties of Antrim and Down. E.D.S. 1880. =N.I. 1

Stevenson, John—Pat M'Carty, farmer, of Antrim, his rhymes
with a setting. 8vo, London, 1903.

DONEGAL.
Folk-Lore, in Corn/till Magazine, Feb. 1877.

MacManus, Seumas The Leadin' Road to Donegal, and other

stories by ' Mac,' 1895.

'Twas in Dhroll Donegal. By 'Mac' 3rd ed. 1897.

The Bend of the Road, 1898.

In Chimney Corners. Merry tales of Irish Folk-lore, 1899.

The Strong Weakness of Oiney Kittach, in Century Magazine,
Oct. 1899.

The Station in Nancy Maquires, in Harper's Magazine, Jan.
1900.

Billy Lappin's Search for a Fortune, in Century Magazine,
Feb. 1900.

Pathrick's Proxy, in Pearson's Magazine, March 1900.
The Romance of Phelim Ruadh. ib. May 1900.
The Parvarted Batchelor. ib. July 1900.
Death and the Deluder. ib. Aug. 1900.

Simmons, D. A.—A list of peculiar words and phrases formerly
in common use in the County Armagh, together with
expressions at one time current in South Donegal. Re-
printed from the Educational Gazette. pp. 20. 8vo,
Dublin, 1890.

DOWN.
Hume, A—Origin and Characteristics of the people in the

counties of Down and Antrim. Read in the sub-section
of Anthropology, at the meeting of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science, in Belfast, Aug. 22, 1874.
pp. 20. 8vo, Belfast, 1874.

Knox, Alexander A History of the County of Down, &c.
8vo, Dublin, 1875.

[Lyttle, W. G.]—The Adventures of Paddy M'Quillan. Robin's
Readings. Author's ed., Vol. I. 8vo, Bangor [n.d.].

The Adventures of Robin Gordon, of Ballycuddy, County
Down. Robin's Readings. Author's ed., Vol. II. 8vo,
'[n.pl., n.d.]

Life in Ballycuddy, County Down. Robin's Readings.
Author's ed., Vol. III. 8vo, Bangor [1892].

Betsy Gray; or Hearts of Down : a tale of Ninety-eight.
3rd ed. ib. 1894. [Reprinted from the North Down Herald.']

Patterson, William Hugh, see Antrim.
Savage-Armstrong, George Francis Ballads of Down.

i2tno, London, 1901.

NORTH IRELAND.
Cruck-a-Leaghan, and Gallion, Slieve.—Lays and Legends of

the North of Ireland. i2mo, London, 1884.
Nooth, Charlotte—Original Poems, including Ballads written

in the dialect of the northern parts of Ireland, with a plav.
8vo, [n.pl.], 1815.

v J

SOUTH IRELAND.
Bartram, George—The White-headed Boy, 1898.
Croker, T. C—Fairy Legends and Traditions of South Ireland,

1862.

Curtin, J—Legends of the Fairies and Ghost-world, 180=;
Downey, Edmund._Through Green Glasses and the voyage of

the Ark [1903].
B

Kickham, C. J—Knockmagow [n.d.].

ULSTER

Helton
11/VP°emS ' S°ngVnd Ballads. Belfast, l866.Hamilton, M—Across an Ulster Bog, 1806

Huddleston, Robert._A Collection' of Poems and Songs on
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WEST IRELAND.
Larminie,W—West Irish Folk Tales and Romances, collected

and translated by W. Larminie. 8vo, London, 1894.
Lawless, Emily Maelcho [c. 1890].

Grania ; the story of an Island. 2 vols., 1892.
Lucas, E. A—A Romantic Lover of Connaught, in Chapman's

Magazine, Oct. 1895.

WEXFORD.
Kennedy, Patrick—The Banks of the Eoro : a chronicle of the

county of Wexford. 8vo, London, 1867.
Evenings on the Duffrey. 8vo, Dublin, 1869.McCall, J. P—Fenian Nights' Entertainment, in the Shamrock

Magazine, 1894.
The Humour of Ireland, 1894.

Observations on the Social Habits and Dialect of the
Baronies ofForth and Bargy, Wexford. By an Officer
of the Line. In Brayley 's ' Graphic and Historical Illustrator,'

pp. 244-46. 4to, London, 1834.
PiCton, J. A.—Dialect of Forth and Bargy. Trans, of Liverpool

Literary and Philosophical Society, 1866-67.
Poole, Jacob—A Glossary, with some pieces of verse, of the old

dialect of the English colony in the Baronies of Forth and
Bargy, county of Wexford, Ireland. Formerly collected
by Jacob Poole. . . Now ed., with some introductory
observations, additions from various sources, and notes, by
William Barnes. 8vo, London, 1867. =Wxf. 1

COLONIAL.
Australian Words from the Gentleman's Magazine, 1877-80.
Barlow, P. W Kaipara, or experiences of a settler in North

New Zealand, 1880.

Boldrewood, Rolf.—Robbery under Arms. 3 vols., 1888.

A Colonial Reformer. 3 vols., 1890.
The Miner's Right. 3 vols., 1890.

The Squatter's Dream, 1890.

A Sydney-side Saxon, 1891.

Nevermore. 3 vols., 1892.

Ferguson, Dugald Vicissitudes of Bush Life in Australia and
New Zealand, 1891.

Geikie, A. Constable.—Canadian English, in the Canadian
Journal, Vol. II, 1857.

Harrison, J. E.—The Kara Yerta Tragedy. An Australian

romance [n.d.].

Hay, W. D Brighter Britain, 1882.

Hogan, James Francis.—The Lost Explorer, an Australian

story, 1890.

Martin, Annie.—Home Life on an Ostrich Farm, 1890.

Millet, Mrs. Edward An Australian Parsonage, or the Settler

and the Savage in Western Australia, 1872.

Morris, Edward E Austral English. A dictionary of Australa-

sian words, phrases, and usages, with those aboriginal-

Australian and Maori wordswhichhave become incorporated

in the language, and the commoner scientific words that

have had their origin in Australasia. 8vo, London, 1898.

Nicols, Arthur Wild life and adventures in the Australian

Bush ; four years' personal experience. 2 vols., 1887.

Praed, Mrs. Campbell.—The Romance of a Station. 2 vols.

[1890].
Roper, Edward By Track and Trail; a journey through Canada,

1891.

Vogan, A. J.—The Black Police. A story of modern Australia

[1890].

AMERICAN.
'Adeler, Max.'—Elbow Room, 1876.

Out of the Hurly-Burly, 1878.

American Folk-Lore Society, Transactions of, for 1894.

[Contains Newfoundland Words by G. Patterson.]

Bartlett,JohnRussell.—Dictionary ofAmericanisms. A glossary

of words and phrases usually regarded as peculiar to the

United States. 2nd ed., Boston, 1859. 4th ed., ib. 1877.

Bradley, A. G.—Sketches from Old Virginia, 1897.

Dialect Notes. Published by the American Dialect Society.

Vol. I. 8vo, Norwood, Mass., 1896.

Green, B. W Word-book of Virginia Folk-speech. 8vo,

Richmond, U.S.A., 1899.

Harris, Joel Chandler.—Tales of the Home Folks in peace and

war [n.d.].

HowellS, W. D Their Wedding Journey, 187 1.

The Lady of the Aroostook, 1879.

VOL. VI.

Johnston, Richard Malcolm Old Times in Middle Georgia,

1897.
Kansas University Quarterly Magazine. Vol. I, No. 2, Oct.

1892 ; No. 3, Jar.'. 1893.
Lloyd, Nelson The Chronic Loafer, 1901.
Lowell, James Russell The Biglow Papers, ed. with an

introduction, notes, glossary, and copious index by Homer
Wilbur. Cambridge, Mass., 1848. Second Series, 1867.

Pickering, John—A Vocabulary, or collection of words and
phrases which have been supposed to be peculiar to the
United States of America. 8vo, Boston, 1816.

' Slick, Samuel' [Haliburton, T. C.].—The Clockmaker, or the
sayings and doings of Samuel Slick of Slickville. 8vo,
London, 1836.

Slosson, Annie Trumbull Dumb Foxglove and other stories,

1898.

Westcott, Edward Noyes David Harum. A story ofAmerican
life, 1898 [ed. 1900].

CANT, COLLOQUIAL, AND SLANG.
Adams, H. C.—Wykehamica. A history of Winchester College

and Commoners, from the foundation to the present day.

8vo, Oxford, 1878.
Ainsworth, W. Harrison Rookwood, * romance, 1834.
Baker, T.—Tunbridge Wells, or the Yeoman of Kent, 1703.
Barham, Richard Harris.—Ingoldsby Legends, 1840-47.

Carmine ed., 1867.

Barrere, Albert, and Leland, Charles G.—A Dictionary of

slang, jargon, and cant, embracing English, American, and
Anglo-Indian slang, Pidgin English, Tinkers'jargon and other
irregular phraseology. 2 vols. 8vo, Ballantyne Press, 1889.

Baumann, Heinrich.—Londinismen-Slang und Cant : Alphabet-
isch geordnete Sammlungder eigenartigenAusdrucksweisen
der Londoner Volkssprache sowie der iiblichsten Gauner-,

Matrosen-, Sport- und Zunft-Ausdrilcke. Miteinergeschicht-

lichen Einleitung und Musterstucken. Ein Supplement
zu alien Engl.-Deutschen Wflrterbiichern von Heinrich
Baumann. 8vo, Berlin, 1887.

Carew, Bampfylde-Moore The Life and Adventures of

Bampfylde-Moore Carew, the King of the Beggars, with
canting dictionary, 1791. Another ed.,ed. T.Price [c. 1810].

Carew, F. W. (ed.)—No. 747 ; being the Autobiography of

a Gipsy, 1891.
Colquhoun, P A Treatise on the Police of the Metropolis, 1796.
Commoner Word-Book, or dictionary of words and phrases

current in Winchester School. MS. 1864.

Dickens, Charles Pickwick Papers, 1837.

Nicholas Nickleby, 1838.

Oliver Twist, 1838.

Barnaby Rudge, 1841.

Martin Chuzzlewit, 1844.
Dombey and Son, 1848.

David Copperfield, 1850.

Bleak House, 1853.
Great Expectations, 1861.

Our Mutual Friend, 1865.

Farmer, John S Slang and its Analogues, past and present.

A dictionary, historical and comparative, of the heterodox

speech of all classes of society for more than three hundred
years. With synonyms in English, French, German,
Italian, &c. 1890-1904.

Fielding, Henry.—The Author's Farce, 1730.

The History ofthe Adventures ofJoseph Andrews. 2 vols. , 1 742.

The History of Tom Jones. 6 vols., 1749.

Amelia, 1751.
Gilbert, W. S ' Bab ' Ballads, 1869.

More ' Bab' Ballads, 1873.

Goddard, E. H Brasenose Ale. A collection ofverses annually

presented on Shrove Tuesday, by the Butler of Brasenose
College, Oxford. Privately printed, 1878.

Grose, Francis The Olio, 1769.

Lexicon Balatronicum. A dictionary of Buckish Slang,

University Wit, and Pickpocket Eloquence. 8vo, London,
1811.

Grose, Francis, and Egan, Pierce.—Grose's Classical Dictionary

of the Vulgar Tongue, revised and corrected, with the

addition of numerous slang phrases, collected from tried

authorities. By Pierce Egan. 8vo, London, 1823.

Harman, Thomas.—Caveat, or WareningforCommonCursetors,
vulgarly called Vagabones, 1566. Ed. E.E.T.S. 1869.

Horsley, J. W—Jottings from Jail, 1887.

*G
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[Hotten, James Camden.]—The Slang Dictionary
;

or the

vulgar words, street phrases, and fast expressions of high

and low society. 8vo, London, 1865.

Kipling, Rudyard The Record of Badalia Herodsfoot, 1890.

Barrack-Room Ballads and other Verses, 1892.

Lytton, E. G. E. L. Bulwer Pelham, 1828.

Paul Clifford, 1830.

M[ansfieldl, R. B School Life at Winchester College, 1870.

Mayhew, Henry London Labour and the London Poor : the

condition and earnings of those that will work, cannot work,

and will not work. 4 vols. 8vo, London, 1851-62, and ed.

1864.

The Criminal Prisons of London, 1862.

[Moore, Thomas.]—Tom Crib's Memorial to Congress, with

a preface, notes, and appendix. By One of the Fancy.

i2mo, London, 1819.

Murray, D. Christie A Novelist's Note-Book, 1887.

Peacock, F. M A Soldier and a Maid ; a romance of the late

war in Burmah [1890].

Reade, Charles.—Jack of All Trades, 1858.

Autobiography of a Thief, 1858.

Smollett, T. G Adventures of Roderick Random, 1748.

Adventures of Peregrine Pickle, 1751.

Adventures of Ferdinand, Count Fathom, 1753.

The Reprisal, 1757.

Adventures of Sir Launcelot Greaves, 1762.

Thackeray, W. Makepeace—Ballads, 1855.

Miscellanies : Prose and Verse, 1855.

Tunbridge Wells, or a Day's Courtship. A Comedy, as it is

acted at the Duke's Theatre. London, 1678.

Wickham, G A Bluecoat Boy's Recollections of Hertford

School, 1841.

WORKS OF GENERAL REFERENCE

A LIST OF THE CHIEF WORKS QUOTED [WITHIN SQUARE BRACKETS]

AT THE END OF THE ARTICLES IN THE DICTIONARY

Aasen, Ivar.— Norsk Ordbog med Dansk Forklaring. Christiania,

1873.
Adams, Thomas. — Practical Works [c. 1655] in Nichol's

Puritan Divines, 1861-62.

[Adelung, Johann Christoph,]—Versuch eines vollstandigen

grammatisch-kritischen Worterbuches der hochdeutschen
Mundart, mit bestandiger Vergleichung der tibrigen Mund-
arten, besonders aber der oberdeutschen. 5 Theile, 4to,

Leipzig, 1773-86.
.dSlfric's Grammatik und Glossar [c. 975]. Ed. J. Zupitza.

Berlin, 1880.

^Elflric's Lives of Saints, being a set of Sermons on Saints' Days
formerly observed by the English Church. Ed.W. W. Skeat,

E.E.T.S. 1881-90.
Albrecht, Karl.—Die Leipziger Mundart. Grammatik und

Worterbuch der LeipzigerVolkssprache. 8vo, Leipzig, 1881.
Alexander and Dindimus: or the letters of Alexander to

Dindimus, king of the Brahmans, with the replies of
Dindimus [c. 1375]. Ed. W.W. Skeat, E.E.T.S. 1878.

Alisaunder, King [c. 1300]. In Weber's Metrical Romances,
Vol. I. Edinburgh, 1810. See also William of Palerne.

Ancren Riwle, The ; a treatise on the rules and duties of
monastic life. Ed. and transl. from a semi-Saxon MS. of
the 13th century, by James Morton. 4to, London, Camden
Soc. 1853.

Andrewes, Bishop.—Sermons, 1642.

Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, The, according to the several original

authorities. Ed., with a translation, by Benjamin Thorpe.
2 vols. 8vo, London, Rolls Series, 1861.

Anglo-Saxon Vocabulary of the 8th century : Corpus Christi

College Library, Cambridge. In Wright's Vocabularies,

1884 (q.v.).

Annandale, Charles, see Ogilvie, John.
Anturs of Arther, The [c. 1420]. In Robson's Early English

Metrical Romances, Camden Soc. 1842. See also Scottish

Alliterative Poems.
Archffiologia : or Miscellaneous Tracts relating to antiquity.

Published by the Soc. of Antiquaries of London. 4to,

London, 1814, &c.
Ash, John—The New and Complete Dictionary of the English

Language. In which all the words are introduced, . . the
obsolete and uncommon words supported by authorities.
2 vols. 8vo, London, 1775.
2nd ed., 2 vols. 8vo, London, 1795.

Ascham, Roger.—The Scholemaster, 1570. Ed. E. Arber,

1870.

Audelay, John.—Poems. A specimen of the Shropshire Dialect,

15th century. Ed. J. O. Halliwell, Percy Soc. 1844.
Avowing of King Arthur, The [c. 1420]. In Robson's Early

English Metrical Romances, Camden Soc. 1842.

Awdeley, John.—The Fraternitye of Vacabondes, 1565. Ed. E.

Viles and F. J. Furnivall, E.E.T.S. 1869.

Bacon, Francis Essays, 1597.
Historie of the Raigne of King Henry the Seventh, 1622. Ed.

J. R. Lumby. London, 1876.

Bailey, N.—An Universal Etymological English Dictionary :

comprehending the derivations of the generality of words
in the English tongue ; . . also the dialects of our different
counties. . . 8vo, London, 1721.
2isted., 8vo, London, 1770.

A New Universal Etymological English Dictionary. . . Origin-
ally compiled by N. Bailey. Now republished with many
corrections, additions, and literate improvements ... by
Joseph Nicol Scott, fol., London, 1755.

Household Dictionary, 1736.
Colloquies of Erasmus, translated 1733, ed. 1877.

Baker, Sir Richard—A Chronicle of the Kings of England from
the time of the Roman government unto the death of King
James, fol., London, 1674.

Bale, John.—Select Works [c. 1550]. Parker Soc. 1849.
Barbour, John.—The Bruce ; or, the Book of the most excellent

and noble prince, Robert de Broyss, King of Scots : compiled
by Master John Barbour, a.d. 1375. Ed. W. W. Skeat,
E.E.T.S. 1870.

Barcia, Roque—Filosofia de la lengua espanola : sinonimos
castellanos. 2 vols. 8vo, Madrid, 1863-65.

[Baret, John.]—An Alvearie or Quadruple Dictionarie, contain-
ing four sundrie tongues : namelie, English, Latine, Greeke,
and French. Newlie enriched with varietie of wordes
phrases, prouerbs and diuers lightsome obseruations o'f
grammar, fol. [London, 1580.]

Barnes or Berners, Dame Juliana.—Boke of St. Albans [1486]
Facsimile reprint, 1881.

The Treatyse of Fysshinge with an Angle [1496]. An earlier

t^cT „o
65°] '

Ed
-'
with Slossary. by Thomas Satchell,

-L.JJ.o. I083.
Barnfield, Richard—The Affectionate Shepheard, 1594. Ed

J. O. Halliwell, Percy Soc. 1845.
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Bartlett, John.—A New and Complete Concordance or verbal
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A., D. [MS. additions to Grose.]
Abbott, R. L. [Not.]
Abell, F. [se.Ken.]
AcKERNLEY, M. [w.Yks.]
Adair, J. [Cum.]
Addy, S. O. [w.Yks.]
Alderson, E. S. [Yks.]
Allen, F. A. [Dev., Som.]
Amery, P. F. S. [Dev.]
Anderson, W. M. [Lth.]
Andre, J. L. [Sus.]

ANON.[Mon.,Or.I.,Sh.I.,Wor.] Coll. L.L.B.
Arlosh, J. [Nhb., Cum.]
Armitage, Miss. [e.Yks.]
Atkinson, A. [Lin.]

Atkinson, J. [Wm.]
Avery, J. [n.Nhb.]
Aykroyd, H. E. [Tech. terms, Yks.]
Aylward, T. G. [Hrf.]

Bacon, M. J. [Brks., Cmb.]
Bailey, M. [e.Yks.]
Ballard, H. [ne.Hrf.] Coll. L.L.B.
Ballinger, J. [s.Wal.]
Bamford, F. [Tech. terms, Yks.]
Banting, W. B. [Brks.] Coll. L.L.B.
Baring, F. H. [Hmp., Sus.]
Barker, J. [Hrf., War.]
Barlow, J. [Ir.]

Barnes, J. A. [s.Wm.]
Barnes, W. [Dor.] Coll. L.L.B.
Barrett, R. [m.Sus.]
Barrie, J. M. [Frf.]

Barton, H. C. M. [Hmp.]
Batson, H. M. [Brks.]
Bealby, J. T. [Lin.]
Beckett, J. [Shr:]
Beesley, T. [Oxf.] Coll. L.L.B.
Belcher, H. E. [Not.]
Belcher, M. E. [Brks.]
Bell, C. C. [Lei.]

Benifold, K. [Oxf.]

Bentinck-Smith, M. [Var. dial.]

Berkley, A. [Dur.]
Betham, C. G. de. [Suf.]

Betham-Edwards, M. [Suf.]

Bevan, C. N. [Fish, Dev.]
Bigg, C. [War.]
Bingham, C. W. [Dor.]
Binns, J£. [w.Yks.]
Bird, M. C. H. [Nrf.]

Birley, J. [Der.]

Blair, R. [Var. dial.]

Blakeborough, R. [n.Yks.]
Blakiston, R. M. [Suf.]

Blandford, G. F. [War.]
Blunt, J. H. [Glo.]
Bond, N. [s.Dor.]

Boswell-Stone, W. G. [Dor.]
Bosworth, R. P. [Nrf.]
Boulter, W. C. B. [Wor.]
Bousfield, G. B. R. [Lon.]
Boyle, J. [Frf., Fif.]

Boyle, J. R. [e.Yks.]
Bracher, W. H. [e.Som.]
Bradbury, S. [n.Der.]

Bradley, E. [Lin.]

Bradley, W. [Wor.]
Bramble, J. R. [Som.]
Brash, R. [n.Lan.]
Brassington, W. S. [War.]
Braund, G. [Dev.]
Brenan, S. A. [Ant.]
Brigg, J. J. [w.Yks.]
Brookes, W. M. [Cmb.]
Broughton, J. K. [Tech. terms, Lin.]

Brown, J. D. [Abd.]
Brown, J. H. [Not]
Brown, R. H. [w.Yks.]
Brown, T. E. [I. Ma.]
Brushfield, T. N. [Dev.]
Bubb, A. [Glo.]

Buchanan, Miss. [Nhb.]
Buckingham, J. H. [Min. terms, Yks.]
Buckman, S. S. [Glo.]

Bullock, C. J. [Lan., Chs.]
Bumby, F. E. [Not.]
Burgess, B. [Hrt.]
Burgon, J. W. [Bdf.]

Burne, C. S. [Shr., Stf.]

Burr, H. W. [Cum., w.Yks.]
Burson, W. [Shr.]

Burton, J. [Der.]

Butler, A. G. [Oxf.]

Butler, S. I. [w.Yks. and Nrf.]

Byers, J. W. [Uls.]

Byles, S. A. [Tech. terms, w.Yks.]
Bywater, I. [s.Dev.]

Cadenhead, W. [Sc]
Cambridge, O. P. [Dor.]
Carter, A. [Lan.]
Carter, M. H. [Ess.]

Casson, J. [Cum.]
Castle, J. [Oxf.]
Castleman, W. H. [Glo,]
Caux, J. W. de. [Nrf.]

Cave, E. L. [Hrf.]

Chadwick, S. J. [Min. terms, w.Yks.]
Chafy-Chafy, W. K. W. [Wor.]
Chalmers, A. E. [w.Yks.]
Chalmers, E. N. [Var. dial.]

Chalmers, F. R. [Lan.]
Chamberlain, F. W. [Dev.]
Chore, R. P. [Dev.]
Clapham, J. [w.Yks.]
Clark, F. J. [Ayr.]
Clark, G. [Bch., Abd.]
Clark, J. [s.Lan.]
Clark, M. S. [s.Pem.]
Clarke, R. G. [Var. dial.]

Clarkson, G. [e.Yks.]
Clear, A. [n.Bck.]

Coats, Mrs. [Sc]
Cocks, J. [s.Nhb.]

Codrington, R. H. [Sus.]

Cole, E. M. [e.Yks.]

Cole, R. E. [sw.Lin.]
Colefax, J. S. [w.Yks.]
Coles, A. J. [Dev.]
Colfox, W. [Dor.]

Collier, C. V. [Quarry terms, Yks.]

Collins, A. [Per.]

Combs, M. J. I. [Var. dial.]

Conder, E. [Wm.]
Cook, E. H. [Chs.]
Cooke, G. A. [Bck.]
Cooke, J. H. [Glo.] Coll. L.L.B.
Cooper, A. J. [Var. dial.]

Cooper, T. S. [sw.Sur.]
Copleston, J. H. [Dev.]
Cornish, J. B. [Cor.]

Cotton, J. [MS. additions to Ray.]
Coulthard, H. [Cum.]
Courtney, M. A. [Cor.]

Cowie, H. [Slk.]

Cozens-Hardy, H. [Nrf.]

Craigie, W. A. [e.Per. & w.Frf.]
Cramond, W. [Bnff., Kcd., Abd.]
Crashaw, C. B. [w.Yks.]
Craven, S. K. [w.Yks.]
Crockett, S. R. [Gall.]

Crockett, W. S. [s.Sc]
Crofton, A. [Yks., Lan.]
Crossland, C [w.Yks.]
Cuming, W. [Dor.]
Curry, Dr. [MS. additions to Grose.]
Curtis, J. F. [Ayr.]

Dand, M. H. [Nhb.]
Daniels, W. H. [n.Dev.]
Darlington, T. [Chs.]
Dartnell, G. E. [s.Wil. and var. dial.]

Darwin, F. [Cmb.]
Darwood, J. W. [Cmb.]
Davey, F. H. [Cor.]
Davidson, J. S. [w.Yks.]
Davies, J. [Hrf.]
Davies, J. [Lan.]
Davies, T. L. O. [Hmp.]
Davis, J. [Hrf.] Coll. L.L.B.
Deedes, C. [Var. dial.]

Dennis, P. G. [Rut., Nhp.]
Dent, J. E. [Dur., n.Yks.]
Denwood, J. [Cum.]
Dick, J. [Nhb.]
Dickinson, J. W [w.Yks.]
Ditchfield, P. H. [Brks.]
Dixon, D. D. [Nhb.]
Dodd, F. S. [Wor.]
Dorning, V. [Chs.]
Douglas, E. [s.Pem., Shr.]
Douglas, Miss. [Dev., Cor.]
Dowdeswell, E. R. [Glo.]
Downey, A. [Ir.]

Dymond, C. W. [Lan.]

E., L. [Sh.L] Coll. L.L.B.
Eaden, H. W. [Hmp.]
Eagleston, J. [Oxf.]
Eames, F. [Var. dial.]

Eaton, W. R. [Nrf.]
Edgecumb, R. M. [Hrf., Wor.]
Edmundson, J. [Tech. terms.]
Ellacombe, H. T. [Glo.]
Ellin, T. R. [w.Yks.]
Ellis, C. [Lei.]
Ellis, J. [Yks.]
Ellwood, R. D. [sw.Cum., nw.Lan.]
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Ellwood, T. [Wm.]
Elworthy, F. T. [Som. and n.Dev.]
Emerson, P. H. [Nrf.]

Espley, Miss. [Stf.]

Evans, H. A. [Oxf.]

Evans, J. Y. [Gmg.]
Evans, W. H. [Var. dial.]

Ewart, C. H. [Sc.]

Farquharson, J. [SIk.]

Farr, G. [Hrt.]

Faull, W. [Cor.]

Faunthorpe, J. P. [Lin.]

Federer, C. A. [Yks.]

Feltoe, C. L. [Suf.]

Fennell, C. A. M. [Cmb.]
Ferim, T. P. [Hnt.]
Ferrand, E. [w.Yks.]
ffRENCH, J. F. M. [Ir.]

Field, T. [Lin.]

Finlayson, M. J. [s.Ayr.]

Firth, J. [w.Yks.]
Fishwick, H. [Lan.]

Fordham, E. S. [Hrt.]

Forster, T. E. [Nhb.]
Foster, C. J. [Dor.]

Foster, J. [Ayr.]

Fowler, J. C. [Yks.]

Fowler, J. T. [nw.Lin.]

Fowler, W. [w.Yks.]
Fowler, W. M. E. [Yks. and Hmp.1
Fowler, W. W. [Birds.]

Fox, A. W. [Lan.]

Fox, E. S. [w.Yks.]
Frankland, M. [w.Yks.]
Fraser, H. E. [Inv.]

Fraser, W. C. [Sc]
Freeman, E. V. [n.Dev.]

French, E. [Chs. and var. dial.]

Freshfield , E. , A Collection of ' Commoner
Words ' used at Winch. School.

Frost, J. [Ir.]

Fulcher, A. G. [Nrf.]

Gardner, G. [Ken.]

Gardner, W. [War.]
Garrett, W. [n.Cy.] Coll. L.L.B.

Garrod, T. W. [Hrt]
Gaskarth, H. [Bowling terms.]

Giles, P. [Abd.]
Goddard, C. V. [Dor.]

Goddard, E. H. [n.Wil.]

Goldie, J. S. [Peb.]

Goldthorpe, W. [Lan.]

Gomme, A. B. [Var. dial.]

Goodwin, E. [I.Ma.]

Gosselin, H. [Hrt.]

Gotto, E. R. [Dev.]

Gould, H. [e.Som.]

Grandage, J. [Tech. terms, Yks.]

Grant, W. A. [Sh.L] Coll. L.L.B.

Graub, W. A. [Sh.L]

Green, G. L. [Sur.]

Green, J. [Nhb.]

Green, J. H. [w.Yks.]

Green, K. M. [Wil.]

Greene, W. H. [Hrt] Coll. L.L.B.

Greenwood, E. [Tech. terms, Yks.]

Greenwood, J. [Nhb.]

Greg, E. M. [Chs.]

Gregg, J. C. [Hrf.] Coll. L.L.B.

Gregor, W. [Bnff.]

Gregory, M. [w.Yks.]

Grierson, H. J. C. [Or.L]

Griffin, C. A. [Oxf,]

Griffith, J. [Hrt,]

Gunn, G. [s.Sc]

Gunn, J. [Or.L]

Gurney, A. [Nrf]

Hall, F. [Suf.]

Hall, F. [n.Yks.]

Hall, O. S. [Lan.]

Hall, R. [G1o.]

Hallam, T. [nw.Der.]
Hallward, J. T. [Hrt.]

Hamilton, C. W. [w.Yks.]
Hankinson, G. H. [Chs., s.Der., Stf.]

Hann, J. [Dor.]

Harbottle, J. [Nhb.]
Hardy, J. [Nhb.]
Hardy, T. [Dor.]
Harris, M. D. [War.]
Harris, W. [Not.]

Hart, H. C. [n.Ir.]

Hartland, E. S. [Glo.]

Hartley, J. [w.Yks.]
Haswell, G. H. [Nhb., Dur.]

Hawell, J. [Cum.]
Hawes, S. P. [Ess.]

Hayden, E. G. [Brks.]

Haylock, J. F. [Lan.]
Healey, T. H. [Tech. terms, Yks.]
Heckley, W. [n. and e.Yks.]

Henderson, F. L. [Cor.]

Hepworth, S. C. [Tech. terms, Yks.]

Heseltine, B. [Nrf.]

Hesketh, W. [s.Nrf.]

Heslop, R. O. [Nhb., n.Dur.]
Hewett, S. [Dev.]
Hey, H. [Tech. terms, Yks.]

Hill, A. D. [Winch. School/1

Hill, J. [n.Yks.]

Hill, T. A. [Not.]

Hillenne, H. J. [Nrf.]

Hills, W. H. [Wm.]
Hoare, A. [Nrf.]

Hobhouse, C. E. [Wil.]

Hodgson, J. [n.Cy., var. dial.]

Hodgson, J. H. [n.Cum.]
Hodson, C. F. [Hrt.]

Holderness, T. [e.Yks.]

Hole, R. [MS. additions to Grose.]

Holland, R. [Chs.]

Holmden, W. [Var. dial.]

Holmes, H. [Suf]
Hooper, J. [Nrf]
Hooper, J. W. [Var. dial.]

Hope, G. [Cor.]

Hope, R. C. [Der.]

Hopkins, G. M. [Ir,]

Howard, R. H. [Yks.]

Hudson, J. C. [Lin.]

Hudson, J. K. [Lan.]

Huskinson, W. L. [Not.]

Hussey, A. [Ken.]

Hutton, A. H. D. [e.An.]

Hutton, H. S. [Glo.]

Inkster, J. [Sh.L]
Irvine, K. [Sh.L]
Irwin, A. J. [Ir.]

Jackson, G. F. [Shr.]

Jackson, W. [n.Yks.]

Jakobsen, J. [Sh.L]

Jephson, J. M. [Ess.]

Johnston, C. F. H. [Oxf]
Jones, J. [Glo., m.Hrf] Coll. L.L.B.

Jones, J. S. [Not.]

Jones, T: K. [Fit.]

Jowett, J. S. [w.Yks.]

Joyce, P. W. [s.Ir.]

Just, — [Wm.]

Kelly, G. [I.Ma.]

Kennett, W. [MS. Gl. c. 1700.]

Kermode, S. A. P. [I.Ma.]

Kewley, J. [Der., Stf]

Kewley, W. [Cum.]

Kidson, F. [Yks., Lan,]

King, J. C. [Brks.]

Kingsford, H. [Won]
Kipling, T. [Yks.]

Kirby, S. A. [Van dial.]

Kirk, J. P. [s.Not.]

Kirkby, B. [n.Wm., w.Yks.]
Kirkpatrick, A. F. [Sus.]

Knight, A. L. [Tech. terms, Yks.]
Knowles, W. J. [n.Ir.]

Lach-Szyrma, W. S. [Cor.]

Lancaster, J. [w.Yks.]
Langford, J. A. [Stf]

Larcombe, F. W. [Sus., Som.]
Latham, H. [w.Yks.]
Law, A. [Wil.]

Law, A. E. [em.Lan.]
Lawley, G. F. [s.Stf]

Lawrence, T. [Lan.] Coll. L.L.B.

Laws, E. [s.Pem.]

Lawson, R. [Wor.]
Lawton, D. [Tech. terms, Yks.]
Lea, E. [Var. dial.]

Leach, R. E. [Dur.]

Lee, J. [Lan.]
Lee, J. N. [w.Yks.]
Lee, M. [Shr.]

Lee, P. F. [Min. terms, Yks.]
Leech, R. E. [Suf.]

Lees, F. [s.Lan.]

Leonard, G. H. [Var. dial.]

Leonard, R. M. [Var. dial.]

Lewin, D. W. [Ken.]
Lewis, J. S. [Mtg.]

Littledale, H. A. [w.Yks.] Coll. L.L.B.

Lloyd, E. [w.Yks.]
Lloyd-Price, W. [Dev.]
Lowry, W. D. [Cor.]

Lowsley, B. [Brks.]

Lupton, F. M. [w.Yks.]

Lyall, L. K. [Som.]
Lysons, S. [Glo.]

M"Call, P. J. [Ir.]

M'Ewen, K. [Or.L]
M cGuilay, J. [Ant.]
McLaren, J. W. [s.Sc]
Maclaren, J. S. [n.Sc]
MacRitchie, D. [Edb., Lth.]

Madden, F. [MS. additions to Grose.]

Mains, J. H. [Dor.]

Malan, E. C. [Dor.]

Manley, H. [Var. dial.]

Mansel, G. [Dor.]
Mansel-Pleydell, J. C. M. [Dor.]

Markham, C. A. [Nhp.]
Mason, J. [Nhb.]
Mason, J. [Wm.]
Mathwin, H. [Ken.]
Matthew, E. [Nrf]
Matthews, A. H. H. [Bck., Oxf., and misc.

agriculture.]

Matthewson, J. [Gall.]

Maude, Col. [w.Yks.]
May, E. [Won]
Mayhew, A. L. [Var. dial.]

Maylam, P. [Ken.]
Mayor, J. E. B. [Yks.]

Mellor, H. [w.Yks.]
Meredith, Miss. [Glo.]

Merrick, W. P. [Mid.]

Metcalfe, J. [w.Yks.]
Miller, G. [War.]
Miller, L. [Oxf.]

Millett, F. W. [Cor.]

Milligan, J. [Ess.]

Milroy, H. [Gall., Nhb., n.Yks.]

Minchin, H. H. [Ess.]

Mitchell, J. [Sc]
Moon, M. S. [Cav.]

Moore, A. [Ken.]
Moore, H. C. [Hrf.]

Moore, R. W. [Wor.]
Morison, S. [I.Ma.]

Morris, E. R. [Mtg.]
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Morris, M. C. F. [n.Yks.]

Morris, W. M. [s.Pem.]

Morrison, H. [n.Sc]
Mortimer, H. [e.Yks.]

Moule, H. J. [Dor.]

Mulcahy, D. P. [Ir.]

Munby, A. J. [Van dial.]

Murison, W. [Abd.]

Murray, E. [Ir.]

Murray, J. [e.Sc]
Musters, L. C. [Not.]
Myers, J. [Tech. terms, Yks.]

Neweoult, F. J. [Tech. terms, Yks.]
Nicholl, S. [w.Yks.]
Nicholson, J. [e.Yks.]
Nicolson, D. [Cai.]

Nixon, J. [m.Cum.] .

Noble, M. E. [n.Wm.]
Nodal, J. H. [Lan.]
Norris, F. L. [Glo.]

Northall, G. F. [War.]
Northorp, M. [w.Yks.]
Norton, C. H. B. [Nrf.]

Oddie, J. W. [Cum.]
O'Laverty, Rev. Father. [Ir.]

Onions, C. T. [War.]
Orger, E. R. [Ken.]
Ostle, J. S. [Cum.]
Ostler, G. [Oxf.]
Owen, E. [Mtg.]

Owen, H. [Pern.]

Palgrave, F. [Dur.]
Palmer, A. S. [Dub. and var. dial.]

Palmer, Miss. [Ker.]
Parish, W. D. [Ken.]
Parker, A. [Oxf.]
Parker, G. [Chs.]
Parkin, W. W. [Yks.l
Partridge, J. B. [ne.Wor.]
Patterson, A. [Nrf.]

Patterson, G. [Nfld.]

Patterson, Miss. [Ir.]

Patterson, W. H. [n.Ir.]

Paul, C. K. [Dor.]
Peachey, G. C. [Brks.]
Peacock, E. [n.Lin.]

Peacock, M. [nw.Lin.]
Peek, C. E. [Dor.]
Peel, R. [Lan.]
Pegge, S. [MS. additions to Grose.]
Pengelly, W. [sw.Dev.]
Peter, T. C. [Cor.]

Petrie, G. [Or.I.] Coll. L.L.B.
Phillpotts, E. [Dev., Cor.]
Phipson, E. A. [War.]
Pickthall, C. L. [Suf.]

Pigott, E. P. [Var. dial]
Pilling, A. [Lan.]
Pinnock, T. [s.Stf.]

Piper, A. M. F. [Hrf.] Coll. L.L.B.
Plenderleath, W. C. [Wil., Dev.]
Plummer, C. [Hmp.]
Pope, A. [Stf.]

Porter, C. [Cum.]
Powell, J. II. [Wil.]

Powell, K. [Shr.]

Powles, R. F. [Hmp.]
Powley, J. [Cum.]
Powley, M. [Cum.]
Prevost, E. W. [Cum.]
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PREFACE

npHE scope of this grammar is briefly indicated on the title-page, but those who consult it must not expect
-L to find each and every dialect treated with that minuteness which ought to be given in a grammar

dealing with one single dialect. My endeavour has been to bring out as far as possible the main characteristic

features of all the dialects.

At one time I intended to base my material for the Phonology of the grammar chiefly upon non-literary

words, as there can be no doubt that such words are far less likely to have been influenced by

the literary language than ordinary words which are in use both in the literary language and in the

dialects. But on further consideration it became clear that such a plan would not prove satisfactory,

because very few genuine dialect words extend over a large area, and also because such words would

not throw much light upon the phonology of the literary words : and it is in the elucidation of the

literary language that the chief value of a dialect grammar lies. I therefore decided to base my material

for the most part upon words which occur both in the literary language and in the dialects. This plan

has at least the great merit of helping to clear up many obscure points connected with the phonology

of literary English, but its great drawback is the difficulty of distinguishing in each case between the

genuine dialect development and the cases where the dialect pronunciation has been influenced by

the literary language. How strong this influence has often been may be seen, for example, in the

great number of abnormal forms in the Scotch dialects in regard to words which contained a in Old

English (see § 122). Here too there is the difficulty of finding words which extend throughout all or

most of the dialects. This applies especially to the preterite and past participle of strong verbs, e. g.

in the majority of the dialects for blew we find blowed; for brook sb. we find in different localities

totally different words, as beck, burn, &c. ; or again, the word girl is not often used : it is replaced by

wench, lass, &c. ; for son the words boy, lad are mostly used ; and similarly for many other words.

Some philologists and others interested in the subject would doubtless have liked to find in the

Introduction to the grammar a classification of the words of which our ' folk speech ' is composed.

It was part of my initial scheme to collect the words under the headings: English, French, Scandinavian,

and so on with all the foreign elements, but I found after making considerable lists that this would

have occupied more space than I could afford to devote to the subject.

In the treatment of the native element contained in the grammar, I have generally started out from

Old English, which in the present state of Middle English scholarship is the only satisfactory plan.

The dialects prove conclusively that many vowel-sounds, which are generally supposed to have fallen

together in Middle English, were in reality kept apart, and have remained so in some dialects to the

present day. In the treatment of the French element I have in most cases started out from the

present pronunciation of literary English, because the French words have come into the dialects at

various periods and through various channels. When the vowels in the French words have had the

same development in the dialects as those in the native words, a cross-reference is given to the

paragraph where the corresponding development is treated in detail.

I have not here attempted to trace the various stages of development of the consonant- and vowel-
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sounds in passing from Old English to the modern dialects, as it is my intention to treat the

subject fully in an entirely different book bearing upon the philology of the English tongue, in which

I shall also endeavour to show the light thrown by the dialects on the historical development of literary

English.

In writing a grammar it is usual to compile the index last of all ; but the material for this grammar

was so great that it was found expedient to compile and print the index first, and then to write the

grammar chiefly from the material contained in the index. When only a few dialect forms of a word

occur in the index it generally means, either that the word is not used in other districts or that it has

no other by-forms. The preterite and past participle of strong verbs have not as a rule been included in

the index and phonology, because in many cases these forms are not normal developments from Old

English, but are new formations due to levelling, &c. Some idea of the great labour involved in the

compilation of the index can be formed when it is stated that it contains 2,431 words, 15,924 dialect

forms, and over 90,000 references to counties or parts of counties. I have spared neither time nor trouble

in trying to make the index as accurate as possible, but in dealing with such a vast amount of material

it cannot be expected that it is free from inaccuracies.

The difficulties involved in collecting and sifting the material for a grammar of this kind can only be

appreciated to their full extent by people who have attempted a similar piece of work. Some years

ago I wrote a pamphlet containing instructions how to write down accurately the dialect pronunciation

of words through the medium of a phonetic alphabet specially devised for the purpose. At the end

of the pamphlet I gave two lists of words of which the exact dialect pronunciation was required. The

first list contained 2,080 native words, and the second list contained 315 French loan-words. Copies

of the pamphlet were sent to over 1,200 people in the various parts of the United Kingdom, but, as

was to be expected, only a comparatively small number of these persons were able to furnish me with

the required information, chiefly owing to their never having had any previous experience in dealing

with a phonetic alphabet. For some reason, whether political or racial I cannot say, I found it extremely

difficult to obtain helpers in Ireland and Wales. Another point of difficulty is that the people who

supplied the material were not always natives of the locality from whence they collected it. And even

the pronunciation of natives differs considerably in the same district according to their social rank, for

the working classes have their social scales, just as the upper classes. Great divergences can arise, too,

according to the age of the dialect speaker—the age of my helpers varied from twenty-five to eighty. This

accounts for some of the differences in the pronunciation of the same words in the same district ; see

for example § 43.

As I did not learn to read until I was practically grown up, the knowledge of my own dialect

—

uninfluenced by the literary language—has been of considerable use in the writing of this grammar, and

has enabled me to avoid mistakes which would certainly have been made by any one who had not spoken

a dialect pure and simple in his youth. The working classes speak quite differently among themselves,

than when speaking to strangers or educated people, and it is no easy matter for an outsider to induce

them to speak pure dialect, unless the outsider happens to be a dialect speaker himself. An excellent

example of this came before me the other day in a Westmoreland village. A man said to me : <Sa r§dz

a dati, and I said to him : duant ja se up iar at t'riadz az muki ? With a bright smile on his face

he replied : wi diu, and forthwith he began to speak the dialect in its pure form. Again, it is certain

that dialect speakers in extreme old age revert to the dialect as it existed in their youth. Two years

ago I visited an old woman in a Yorkshire village, whom I had known intimately for forty-eight years,

and for at least half of that time had been in daily intercourse with her. I found that whereas she

formerly said dea, uam for day, home, she now said de, 6m, and some of her other vowel-sounds had
been changed in a similar manner.

There can be no doubt that pure dialect speech is rapidly disappearing even in country districts,

owing to the spread of education, and to modern facilities for intercommunication. The writing of this

grammar was begun none too soon, for had it been delayed another twenty years I believe it would
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by then be quite impossible to get together sufficient pure dialect material to enable any one to give even

a mere outline of the phonology of our dialects as they existed at the close of the nineteenth century.

Over 500,000 slips were got together from various sources, each slip containing a literary English

word with its dialect pronunciation and district. But many of these slips proved to be valueless, especially

such as related to dialects spoken within twenty-five miles of London. In these regions the dialects are

hopelessly mixed and are now practically worthless for philological purposes. Still, in spite of all these

difficulties in collecting, sifting, and assorting, a great mass of really valuable material was collected for

me by various helpers. I owe a great debt of gratitude to all the people who have rendered me assistance

either in collecting material or in answering queries. A complete list of such persons will be found on

pp. 60-62 of the Bibliography to the Dictionary. In this Preface I have not room to repeat all the names,

but I must specially mention the following:—H. F. Abell, Esq. (se.Ken.); W. M. Anderson, Esq. (Lth.);

J. Avery, Esq. (n.Nhb.) ; the Rev. A. M. Baylay (Not.) ; Miss A Berkley (Dur.) ; W. H. Bracher, Esq.

(e.Som.); S. Bradbury, Esq. (n.Der.); R. Brash, Esq. (n.Lan.); G. Clark, Esq. (Abd., Buchan

district); J. Clarke, Esq. (s.Lan.); J. Cocks, Esq. (s.Nhb.); A. J. Coles, Esq. (Dev.); the Rev. J. H.

Copleston (Dev.); W. A. Craigie, Esq. (w.Frf. and e.Per.); the Rev. R. D. Ellwood (nw.Lan.) ;
M. J-

Finlayson, Esq. (s.Ayr.)
; J. Foster, Esq. (Ayr.) ; Dr. H. E. Fraser (Frf.) ; the Rev. J. S. Goldie (Peb.)

;

E. Goodwin, Esq. (I.Ma.); R. O. Heslop, Esq. (se.Nhb.) ; T. H. Hodgson, Esq. (n.Cum.) ;
W. L.

Huskinson, Esq. (m.Not.); B. Kirkby, Esq. (w.Wm.); W. J. Knowles, Esq. (Ant.); Miss A. E. Law

(Lan.); G. F. Lawley, Esq. (s.Stf.); F. Lees, Esq. (s.Lan.); D. MacRitchie, Esq. (Edb. and m.Lth.);

the Rev. J. C. M. Mansel-Pleydell (Dor.) ; Dr. J. Mason (Wm.)
; J. Matthewson, Esq. (Gall.)

; J. Nixon,

Esq. (m.Cum.); Miss M. E. Noble (n.Wm., Haweswater district); J. R. Pairman, Esq. (Edb.);

Miss M. Peacock (nw.Lin.)
; J. U. Powell, Esq. (Wil.) ; W. B. Ridley, Esq. (sw.Nhb., Hexham district);

the Rev. J. Sephton (sw.Lan.) ; Miss E. J. Sloane (Lei.) ; E. E. Street, Esq. (e.Sus.) ;
G. Sweetman, Esq.

(e.Som.); J. S. O. Tombs, Esq. (s.Pem.); E. Walton, Esq. n.Stf.) ; S. Warburton, Esq. (Lan.); Miss

M. Watson (sw.Oxf.); the Rev. G.Williams (Slg.) ; the Rev. W. B. R. Wilson (Ayr. and Clc); W. B.

Wilson, Esq. (Edb.)

A complete list of the books consulted in writing the grammar will be found in the Bibliography

to the Dictionary. Those books which have been especially helpful are mentioned again on page ix

below. But a mere place in a list would not adequately express my great indebtedness to the monumental

work of the late Dr. A. J. Ellis, On Early English Pronunciation, which I have found invaluable for

checking and supplementing my own material.

My sincere thanks are due to Mr. G. Ostler, the press- reader, for the most excellent manner in

which he has read the press-proofs of all the Dictionary, Supplement, Bibliography, and Grammar
;

to

Miss E. Miller, who with such skill and scholarship helped to systematize and tabulate the masses of

material for the grammar, as a worthy finish to six years of able and devoted work as my assistant

;

and in conclusion to my wife, the value of whose practical help and sympathy no words of mine can

fitly express.

JOSEPH WRIGHT.

Oxford,

September 1905.
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SCOTLAND
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Fit.
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War.
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QUOTED
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Norfolk = Nrf.
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Surrey = Sur.
Sussex = Sus.
Hampshire = Hmp
Isle of Wight = I.W.
Wiltshire = Wil.
Dorsetshire = Dor.
Somersetshire = Som.
Devonshire = Dev.
Cornwall = Cor.



INTRODUCTION
§ 1. This grammar treats of the dialects of England,

the Shetland and Orkney Islands, and of those parts of
Scotland, Ireland and Wales where English is habitually
spoken.
Any one who has ever attempted to classify the modern

dialects of a country, knows but too well how difficult and
how unsatisfactory the task is. Although the material
got together for this grammar is very considerable, yet it

is often insufficient to enable me to give the exact geo-
graphical area over which many of the grammatical
phenomena extend ; hence the boundaries, given in the
classification of the dialects, are more or less arbitrary. If

we possessed about three hundred detailed grammars ofthe
principal English dialects spoken in the United Kingdom,
and could find hundreds of competent people willing to

answer queries about difficult or doubtful points, it might
be possible to furnish a classification of our dialects, which
would be tolerably accurate for all practical purposes.
But this ideal state of things is never likely to be realized.

On the one hand our dialects are rapidly disappearing
even in country districts owing to the spread of education

and modern facilities for intercommunication, and on the

other hand there is a great dearth of people interested in

the serious study of English philology.

In the classification of the dialects given below I have in

a great measure followed the one given by Dr. Ellis in his

monumental work on Early English Pronunciation, vol. V.

I. Sh. & Or. I. and Sc, which are subdivided into nine
groups

:

(i) Sh. & Or.I.

(2) Cai.

(3) ne.Sc. including e.Crm. Nai. Elg. Bnff. Bch. Abd.

(4) sn.Sc. including e.Frf. Kcd.

(5) nm.Sc. including w.Frf. e. & se.Per. nw.Fif. w.Slg.

(6) sm.Sc. including S.Ayr. w.Dmf. Kcb. Wgt.

(7) wm.Sc. including se.Arg. s.Bte. e. & s.Dmb. Rnf.

n.Ayr. Lnk.
(8) em.Sc. including Fif. (except nw.Fif.) Knr. Clc. Lnl.

Edb. Hdg. Bwk. Peb.

(9) s.Sc. including in Eng. a strip of n.Cum. and the

northern slopes of the Cheviot Hills. In Sc. Rxb. Slk.

e. & m.Dmf.
Note.—a has a tendency to become a before a single

nasal. OE. se (a) in originally open syllables and OE. a

have fallen together. OE. se (a) in originally closed

syllables has become a in s.Sc. e has been labialized in

the combination we in such words as dwell, wedge, i has

not been diphthongized in the combination i + nd. i has

become B when preceded by w. OE. i and y when
followed by nd are still kept apart. For the peculiar

development of OE. i see § 68. OE. o in originally open

syllables and OE. a are still kept apart, o in closed

syllables has a tendency to become a in wm.Sc. u has

become b as in the lit. language. OE. u has not been

diphthongized before a following nd. In s.Sc. OE. 1 has

become aiwhen final and before voiced spirants, mother

conditions it has gen. become ei. OE. u has gen. remained,

but in s.Sc. it has become «u when final. In Sc. the

vowels are gen. medium long and when lengthened they

are much longer than the long vowels in the dialects of

Eng., especially when final and before voiced spirants.

Long vowels retain their quality when shortened, thus e

becomes e not e, and 1 becomes i not i, as would be the

case in the dialects of Eng.

Initial S, p, pr have become d, t, tr in Sh.I. Ihe old

spirant X has remained in such words as high, laugh,dough.
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In Sc. (except s.Sc.) medial d has disappeared after n in

such words as cinder, wonder. Initial S has disappeared
in Cai. in sush words as them, that. Initial gn has remained
in Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. Initial h before vowels is

never omitted. Initial hw has become f in ne.Sc. and
also occasionally in Cai. sn. & nm.Sc. Initial kn has been
preserved in Sh. & Or.I. and ne.Sc. Final 1 has gen.

disappeared after a guttural vowel, r is strongly trilled

in all positions of a word. OE. se has become s in shall,

should. Intervocalic s has become J in such words as

gusset, mussel, s hasbecomej especiallyafterl,n,r ins.Sc.

in such words as grilse, mince, farce. Intervocalic t (tt)

followed by 1 or r in the next syllable has become the

glottal catch in such words as battle (ba:al), better (be:ar)

in wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Initial wr has become vt in ne.Sc.

& s.Frf., and has remained in Sh. & Or.I. and the other

parts of Sc.

Nouns ending in f retain f in the pi. and take s (except

leaf, life, thief, wife in s.Sc). The pers. pron. of the second

pers. sing, is in gen. use in Sh. & Or.I., but it is almost

extinct in Sc. The unemphatic pron. em (am) them is

never used except in Cai. The emphatic form of us is

h^z, which is the only word in the Sc. dialects containing an
' inorganic ' h. at is used as the rel. pronoun, yon (jon),

thon (Son) are used for that and those. South of the

Grampians thae (Se), thir (Sir) are used for these and
those. In ne.Sc. this and that are used for the sing, and
plural. Most Sc. dialects preserve the old distinction

between the pres. participle and the verbal substantive.

II. Ireland.—Consisting chiefly of Uls. Dub. and Wxf.
Note.—OE. i has not been diphthongized before a

following nd in Ant. OE. u has gen. become u.

The guttural spirant x has remained in such words as

high, laugh, dough. Initial h has remained before vowels.

Final 1 has disappeared after a guttural vowel. The r is

strongly trilled in all positions of a word. Initial tr, str

have become Vpv, stjjr or pv, sfr. Medial tr has become
t)*r or pv.

at is used as a rel. pron. Se, Sir are used for these and

those in Uls. jon (yon), Son are used for that and those.

Sik (thick) is used for this and that in Wxf. It will be

seen that the dialect of Uls. has much in common with

the Sc. dialects, and that the dialect of Wxf. has much in

common with the dialects of the sw. of England.

III. England and Wales.—Consisting of the Northern,

Midland, Eastern, Western and Southern divisions.

1. The Northern division consists of Nhb. Cum. (except

n.Nhb. and n.Cum. which belong to s.Sc.) Dur. Wm. the

n. and e. Ridings of Yks. with the hilly district of the

w.Riding, n.Lan.

This division is subdivided into three groups

:

(1) n.Northern including Nhb. except the northern

slopes of the Cheviot Hills, a small portion of n.Cum.,

n.Dur. „,
(2) w.Northern including s.Dur. w. & m.Lum. Wm.

and the hilly parts of the w.Riding of Yks., n.Lan.

(3) e.Northern including the n. and e. Ridings and

a small portion of the w. Riding of Yks.

2 The Midland division consists of sw. & s.Yks. s. &
m Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Lei. Lin. Not. War. (except

s War. which belongs to the Southern division) n.Wor.

n'e.Shr. Fit. Dnb.
This division is subdivided into ten groups :

(1) Border Midland including Lin.

(2) sn.Midl. including se.Lan. ne.Chs. and nw.Der.

(3) wn.Midl. including s.Lan. south of the Ribble.
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(4) nn.Midl. including m.Lan. I. Ma.

(5) en. Midi, including s.Yks. (comprising the great
industrial centres of Huddersfield, Halifax, Keighley,
Bradford, Leeds, Dewsbury, Barnsley, Sheffield and
Rotherham on the west and south, with the county towns
of Wakefield, Pontefract and Doncaster on the east).

(6) wm.Midl. including nearly the whole of Chs., a small
portion of nw.Der., nearly all Stf. lying north of a line
drawn nearly east and west through Stone.

(7) em. Midi, including Der. south of the line which
divides the North from the South Peak, with the exception
of the peninsula between Stf. and Lei.

(8) e.Midl. including Not.

(9) ws.Midl. including Fit. Dnb. and a small portion of
n.Shr. and of w.Chs.

(10) es.Midl. including Shr. east of Wem and the
Severn, Stf. south of Stone, a slip of n.Wor., the greater
part of War., the south portion of Der., Lei.

3. The Eastern division consists of Bdf. Bck. Cmb. Ess.
Hrt. Hnt. Mid. Nrf. Suf. Rut. Nhp. (except sw.Nhp.
which belongs to the Southern division).
This division is subdivided into five groups

:

(1) n. Eastern including Cmb. Rut. ne.Nhp.
(2) m. Eastern including most of Ess. and Hrt., Hnt.

Bdf. m.Nhp.
(3) e. Eastern including Nrf. and Suf.

(4) w. Eastern including most of Bck. and a small portion
of Hrt.

(5) s.Eastern including Mid. se.Bck. s.Hrt. andsw.Ess.
4. The Western division consists ofShr. (except ne.Shr.

which belongs to the Midland division), Hrf. (except e.Hrf.
which belongs to the Southern division), e.Mon. e.Brk.
Rdn. and a small portion of Mtg.
This division is subdivided into two groups :

(1) n.Western including the greater part of Shr., and
a small portion of Mtg.

(2) s.Western including e.Mon., nearly all Hrf., the
greater portion of Rdn., e.Brk., and a narrow slip of s.Shr.

5. The Southern division consists of sw. & s.Pem., parts
of Gmg., s.War. sw.Nhp. e.Hrf. Wor. (except n.Wor
which belongs to the Midland division), Oxf. Glo. Brks
Wil. Sur. Sus. Ken. Hmp. I.W. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor.
This division is subdivided into ten groups :

(1) s. & sw.Pem. and parts of Gmg.
(2) wm.Southern including Wil. Dor. n. & e.Som., most

of Glo., sw. Dev., and small portions of w. Brks. and w. Hmp.
(3) em.Southern including most of Hmp., I.W., a large

portion of Brks., s.Sur. w.Sus. and a small portion ofw. Oxf.
(4) n. border Southern including n.Glo., most of Wor

s.War. n.Oxf. sw.Nhp.
''

(5) m. border Southern including most of Oxf, and a
small portion of Brks.

(6) s. border Southern including extreme se.Brks.,
ne.Sur. and nw.Ken.

(7) e.Southern including nearly all Ken., and e.Sus.
(8) nw.Southern including w.Som. and a small portion of

ne.Dev.

(9) sw.Southern including most of Dev., and e.Cor.
(10) ww.Southern including w.Cor.

§ 2. For practical reasons I have often found it desirable
to deviate considerably in the grammar from Dr. Ellis's
classification of the dialects of Eng. This is especially
the case when a grammatical point extends over a large
area. Thus

1. When I use the expressions n.Cy., the northern
counties or the northern dialects, I mean thereby Nhb
Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. (except sw. & s.Yks.), and the
northern portion of Lan.

2. The n. Midland counties or the n. Midland dialects
means sw. & s.Yks., the southern portion of Lan., I.Ma
Chs. n.Wal. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Shr.

*t,
3 ' T!?T

e s ' Midland counties or s.Midland dialects means
Nhp War. Wor. Hrf. Mon. s.Wal. Glo. Oxf. Bck. Bdf.
Hrt. Mid. Hnt.

When a grammatical point extends over the n. and
s.Midland counties, I simply say the Midlands, the Mid-
land counties, or the Midland dialects.

4. e.Cy., the eastern counties, or the eastern dialects

means Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ess.

5. s.Cy, the southern counties, or the southern dialects

means Ken. Sur. Sus. Brks.
6. sw.Cy., the sw.counties, or the south-western dialects

means I.W. Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor.

Notes :— 1. n.Cy. OE. i has remained before nd. i in
the combination wi has become u in parts of Nhb. Cum.
Wm. OE. i and y when followed by Ed are still kept
apart. Old u has gen. remained, and also when followed
by nd. OE. se (a) in originally open syllables and ME.
ai, eihave fallen together with OE. a. OE. oin originally
open syllables and OE. a are still kept apart. OE. u has
gen. remained.
h has remained before vowels in Nhb. and perhaps in

parts of n.Dur. and n.Cum. Initial hw does not gen.
become w in the n.Cy. Final 1 has gen. disappeared
after guttural vowels. Final vocalic n has become vocalic
rj after gutturals, as brokn broken, spokrj spoken.
r is uvular in Nhb. and parts of n.Dur. OE. sc has

become s in shall and should. Initial tr, str have become
tbr, stbr, or f>r, sbr in Wm. e. & se.Yks. Medial tr has
become tf>r or \>t in n.Cum. Wm. ne. e. & se.Yks. n.Lan.
Initial br has become tr in snw. & m. Yks.
Omission of sign of genitive when one noun qualifies

another, it is used for its. as is sometimes used as rel.

pron. in Dur. Wm. and nw. Yks., but the rel. pron. is

generally at in the n.Cy. thae (oe), thir (Sir), without
distinction in meaning, are used for these, those, yon, thon
(Son), without distinction in meaning, are used for that,
those, at used as sign ofthe infinitive in Cum. Wm. n.Yks.
n. & ne.Lan., but it is now obsolescent. I is (=aiiz, aiz,
az) is used for / am.

2. n.Midlands. OE. a has become e before g in w. &
sw.Yks. and parts of em. & sw.Lan., as deg dag. OE. a
has become ai before g in sm.Lan., as draig drag. OE. a
in the combination ak has become e in parts of w. &
sw.Yks. OE. a in the combination ak has become ai (ai)
oreiin em. sm. & s.Lan. n.Der. Germanic a has gen.
become u (it) or u before n in such words as among, long,
wrong. OE. a has frequently become ai (aei, ei) before J
in Lan. OE. se (a) in originally open syllables and ME.
ai, ei have gen. fallenjogether. OE. e in originally open
syllables, Germanic ae, and OE. a» (=i-umlaut of a) are
still kept apart in several dialects. OE. e has become
ai (ei) before J in parts of Lan. ME. e and f of whatever
origin have often become ei in Stf. and Der. Old i has
remained before nd in Yks. Lan. n. & nw.Lin. OE. o in
originally open syllables and OE. a are still kept apart in
w. sw. & s.Yks. m. & s.Lan. OE. u has become ti. over
a great part of this area. In the northern portion old u
has remained before nd. OE. u has remained in n. &
nw.Lin.

Final d has become t after 1, n, r in monosyllables in
Lan. Chs. n.Stf. Der., as tfailt child, bant band. Final 1
has often disappeared after a guttural vowel. Final n has
become ng in m.Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der. Lei Shr
OE. sc has become s in shall and should in the northern
portion. Initial Jr has gen. become sr especially in the
southern portion. Final t has become d in monosyllables
with short stem vowel, especially when the next word
begins with a vowel in Lan. Chs. Shr., as ged get wod
what. Initial tr, str have become tbr, stbr or br sbr

preceded by a short vowel in pres. participles' and words
ending in a(r), el.

r

Omission of sign of genitive when one noun qualifies
another in the northern portion, hoo (u) is used for she
in parts of sw.Yks Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der. Not. it
is used for its in Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. The dis-
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junctive poss. pronouns hisn (izn), hern, yourn, &c. are
in gen. use. as is gen. used as a rel. pron. except in Yks.
Lan. Der. and a small part of Lin. where at is gen. used.
yon is used for that and those in Yks. Lan. Chs. nw.Der.
Not. Lin. First pers. sing. pres. indie, often ends in en, n
in nan have, liven live, bin be, shan shall. In s.Chs. and
gen. in all counties south of it be is used for all persons of
the pres. indicative. The pres. pi. of verbs ends in en (en)
in se. & s.Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf, nearly the whole of Der.,
Shr. The pi. of have has n in nearly all the Midland
counties. The pres. participle has the prefix a (b) in

s.Stf. Lin. m.Rut. Lei. n.Shr. The pret. pi. sometimes
ends in en (an) in Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Shr.

3. s.Midlands. Germanic a has become u (u) or b
before n in such words as among, long, wrong. OE. a has
become a before sp, ss, st. OE. se (a) in originally open
syllables and ME. ei, ai are still kept apart. OE. se (a)

in originally closed syllables has become e in se.Bck. s.Hrt.

Mid. OE. i has gen. become e before n or nk in Glo.

OE. u has become u in many ofthe s.Midl. dialects. ME. e
and § of whatever origin have become ei in parts of Nhp.
ME. ai (OE. seg), ME. ei (OE. eg), appear as ai (ei).

Initial tS has become d in Pern. Initial f, s have become
v, z in e.Hrf. Pern, and parts of Glo. Final n has become
ng in War. and Wor. Reverted r is used in parts of Hrf.,

s.Pem. Glo. and parts of Oxf. The insertion of ' euphonic '

r is common in all the s.Midlands, as idear of it.

Initial Jr has become sr. Initial J> has become (5 in

e.Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. Initial \>r has become dr in e.Hrf.

s.Pem. Glo. The gemination of p, b, t, d, m, k, g when
preceded by a short vowel in pres. participles and words
ending in a(r), al.

en (an) is used for him in Hrf. Pern. Glo. Hrt. her is

often used for she. The disjunctive poss. pronouns hisn
(izn), &c. are in gen. use. as is gen. used as rel. pronoun.
thack (tSak) is used for that'va. Glo. thick (oik) is used for

this, that in Wor. Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. be is used for the whole
of the pres. indicative. The pi. indie, often ends in en
(an, n) in Nhp. War. Wor. Hrf, this is especially the case

with have. The pres. participle has the prefix a (b). The
past participle has the prefix a (b) in War. Wor. Pem. Glo.

°xf-

4. e.Cy. OE. a has become a before sp, ss, St. OE.
se (a) in originally open syllables and ME^ei, ai are still

kept apart. OE. y has become e. OE. y has become 1.

ME. ai (OE. seg) and ME. ei (OE. eg) appear as ai (ei).

The insertion of ' euphonic ' r is common, as idear of

it. Initial br has become tr in Nrf. and Suf. Initial and

medial v has become w in Nrf. Suf. and Ess.

as is used as a rel. pronoun. The disjunctive poss.

pronouns hisn (izn), &c. are in gen. use. be is used for

the whole of the pres. indicative. The pres. participle has

the prefix a (b).

5. s.Cy. OE. se (a) has become a before sp, ss, st. OE.
se (a) in originally open syllables and ME. ai, ei are
kept apart. OE. se (a) in originally closed syllables has
become e in parts of Ken. OE. or in the combination
or + consonant has become a. OE. y has become e and
OE. y has become i in Ken. and e.Sus. ME. ai (OE. seg)
and ME. ei (OE. eg) appear as ai (ei).

Initial o" has become d in Ken. and Sus., as dem them.
Initial f and s have become v and z in w.Brks. The r is

reverted in this division. The ' euphonic ' r is common.
Initial \> has become tS in se.Ken. and Sus. Initial pr has
become dr in w.Brks. se.Ken. Sus., as dri three. Initial

and medial v has become w in Ken. and e.Sus.

Adjectives, denoting the material of which a thing is

made, are freely formed fromnouns by adding en. en (en) is

used for him. The disjunctive poss. pronouns hisn (izn),

&c. are in gen. use. oe is used lor those, be is used for the
whole of the pres. indicative.

6. sw.Cy. OE. se (a) has become ai (sei, ei) before J in

Wil. Som. Dev. OE. se (a) has become se before sp,ss, st.

OE. se (a) in originally open syllables and ME. ai, ei are

still kept apart. OE. e before J has become ai (ei) in

parts of Wil. OE. i has gen. become e before n or nk
especially in Wil. and Dev. OE. or in the combination

or + consonant has become a. OE. y has become i in

Dev. and Cor. ME. ai (OE. seg) and ME. ei (OE. eg)

appear as ai (ei).

A d has been developed between 1—r, r—1, p.—r, as

palda(r) parlour, madl marl, tailda(r) tailor, kanda(r)
corner. Initial f and s have become v and z in native

words in Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. r has frequently undergone
metathesis. Reverted r is in gen. use. This reverted r

causes a following t, d, 1, n to become reverted. The
' euphonic ' r is in common use, as idear of it. sp has

often undergone metathesis. Initial p has become tS in

sm.Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. e.Cor. Initial \>v has

become dr. Initial wr has often become vr in w.Som.
Adjectives, denoting the material of which a thing is

made, are freely formed from nouns by adding en. en
(an) is used for him. a(r) her is often used for she. The
disjunctive pronouns hisn (izn), &c. are in gen. use.

as is gen. used as rel. pronoun. The dem. pronouns

thack (oak) = /^rf, thick (01k)= //h's, that, and tSe

=

those

are in gen. use. The periphrastic form / do love, &c. for

I love, &c. is in gen. use. The form be is gen. used for the

whole of the pres. indicative, but am in combination with

a pers. pronoun is used for are in Hmp. I.W. Som. Dev. Cor.

Among the older generation of dialect speakers the

third pers. sing, and the pi. of the present indie, often end

in S in Som. and Dev.
In Som. and Dev. the inf. of intransitive verbs gen. ends

in i (written y). The pres. and past participles have the

prefix a (b).

PHONOLOGY
Chapter I

PRONUNCIATION

A. THE VOWELS
§ 3. The vowel-system given below represents all the

vowei-sounds employed in the grammar. From a strictly

phonetic point of view, it must not be assumed that the

system contains every shade of vowel-sound which

occurs in all the dialects. If I had attempted to construct

a vowel-system with such minuteness of detail as is given

in Dr. Ellis's Early Eng. Pronunciation, vol. V, pp. 78*-87 ,

this grammar would have been of little use to students

of English philology. In fact my own system would have

served its purpose equally well for philologists, had I

not attempted to make so many distinctions in the first

element of several diphthongs. This applies especially

to the diphthongs ei and ei ; 6i and ui ; 6a and ua ; ai,

ei, and ai ; au, bu, and au. It is not easy for an un-

trained ear to distinguish these diphthongs with perfect

accuracy, and I now feel sure that some of my helpers

wrote, for example, 6i, ai, au when the sounds were

really ui, Bi, bu and vice versa.
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In the phonetic alphabet compiled for my helpers,
a distinction was made between the mid-front-wide and
the low-front-narrow vowel, the former being written e
and the latter e. But when I came to work out my
material, I found it would have led to much confusion
and inaccuracy had I tried to keep up the distinction,
because it would have been impossible to give the exact
geographical area over which each of these sounds
extends, owing to the mixing up of the sounds on the
part of my helpers. It is however certain that most
dialects have the low-front-narrow vowel and not the
mid-front-wide vowel which is used in lit. English. In
like manner I distinguished between the low-back-wide-
round and the mid-back-wide-round vowel, the former as
O and the latter as d, but here again I found it advisable
to give up the distinction and content myself with merely
stating that o is mid-back-wide-round in many dialects.
The giving up of the distinction between e and e, o and 6
naturally led me not to make a distinction in the first

element of diphthongs containing these sounds, such as

ei and ei ; eu and eu ; oi and 6i ; ou and 6u ; oa and da.

In parts of Nhb. Cum. Wm. and in some Midland
dialects what I have given as 1, u are really ij, uw, where
ij is like the ee in feed, and uw like the oo in food, as

pronounced by educated people in the south of England.
In the Sc. dialects the vowels are generally medium

long, and when lengthened they are much longer than

the long vowels in the dialects of England, especially

before voiced spirants and when final. In the Sc. dialects

long narrow vowels remain narrow when shortened, thus

e, 1 become e, i.

All the diphthongs and triphthongs, given in the table

below, have the stress on the first element. The first

element of diphthongs varies in the different dialects

from medium long to long. It is generally medium long
and stands in the same relation to the corresponding
short vowel as the vowel in fit feet does to fitfit or siK
seek to sik sick.

Short vowels a a se

Long a a SB

Diphthongs ai ai 8Bi

Triphthongs

SLT3

aa

aio

auo

au

aia

TABLE OF VOWEL-SOUNDS

ei

eu

sea ea

seia eia

seua eua

e i i o 6 u
e I 6 6 u
ei 1a

ie

oi oi ua
ui

1U ou ou uo
re

1U

ea 13

iau

oa

oia

oa ua

u 13 03 u a

V CD ti §

•ei ei

bu ceu

oeu

ma oua
t?ia

Bua

au

au

aia

Note. To these must be added 1, m, n, n in the function of vowels. For examples see the corresponding
consonants_§§ 233, 265, 269. And the rising diphthongs and triphthongs ja, ja, jse, je, je, jea, ji, jia, jia, j-B, jbu,
ja; wa, we, wia, wo, woa, wo, wo, woa, wo, wu, wua, we, wa, which are very common in the dialects. In most
cases they have arisen through the shifting of the stress from the first to the second element of a diphthong.

§ 4. In the following paragraphs will be given a brief
description of the above vowel-system. And for this
purpose I have mostly adopted the notation as given in
Dr. Sweet's Primer of Phonetics.

§ 5. a (mid-back-wide) like the a in German Mann.
Common in Sh. & Or.I. Sc. n.Ir. n.Cy. and the n.Midl.
dialects in such words as cap, gabble, shadow, &c. (§ 21).
In the s.Midl. e. s. & sw. counties the a in these and
similar words is more advanced, approaching to se.

a (mid-back-wide) like the a in lit. Eng. father, dark, alms.
ai=a + i like the eiin North German mein, and the iin

lit. Eng. mine, fine.

au= a + u. Common in some dialects in such words as
cow, house, mouse. In acoustic effect it closely resembles
lit. Eng. ou (ow) in these words.
a'B=a + 'e. Common in s.Lan. in such words as knife,

side, &c.
aa=a + ?. Common in many dialects in such words as

cart (kaat), lard (laad).
aia=ai + a. Common in such words as riot (raiat), fire

(faia(r) ).

hJ

aua=au + a. Common in some dialects in such words as
our, shower, tower.

§ 6. a (low-back-wide) like the a. a in French pas,
pate. Common in the dialects of s.Sc. in such words as
man, pass, ant, castle. English people often mistake it for o.
a (low-back-wide), the long vowel corresponding to a.

Common in the dialects of s.Sc. and n.Ir. in such words
as land, stand. English people often mistake it for 9.

ai= a + i. Common in the dialects of s.Sc. in such words
as cry, sise, five, that is when the diphthong is final or
stands before a voiced spirant. Common also in the
Midland dialects in such words asfind, child, night. This
diphthong is often mistaken for oi by dialect writers.

au=a + u. Common in s.Sc. in such words as laux
to laugh, saux a willow.

aia= ai + a. Common in the Midlands in such words as
iron, spire, wire.

§ 7. se (low-front-wide) like the a in lit. Eng. man,
bat, fat. See § 23.

'

se (low-front-narrow) like the e in French pere, and the
vowel-sound in lit. Eng. air without any vanish.
sei=8e + i. Common in some dialects in such words as

day, way, maid.
seu=se + u. Common in some dialects in such words

as bold, bolster, gold.
sea=se + a. Common in the south-western dialects in

such words as calf, half; call,fall.

seia=sei + a. Common in the south-western dialects in
hail, tail, and similar words ending in 1.

seua=83u + a. Common in some Midland dialects in
such words as our (seua(r) ), shower, tower.

§ 8. e (mid-front-wide) like the e in lit. Eng. men, bet, net.
In most dialects the e is low-front-narrow, the short of se.
ei=e+i, like the diphthong in lit. Eng. fate, say, eight.

'

eu=e + u. Common in the southern and some of the
midland dialects in such words as house (eus), mouse
(meus)

;
also common in some northern dialects in such

words asfew (feu, lit. Eng. flu, fju), dew (deu, lit. Eng.
diu, dju). &

ea=e + a, like the diphthong in lit. Eng. care, fare. Very
common in the dialects in such words as name (neam)
day (dea). v "

eia=ei + a. Common in s.Chs. and elsewhere in such
words as fear, there.

eua=eu + a. Common in some southern and south-
western dialects in such words as our (eua(r) ), shower,
tower. " '
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§ 9. 6 (mid-front-narrow) like the 6 in French 6te\
Common in the Sc. dialects.

e (mid-front-narrow) like the ee in German See and
French f6e. Common in Sc. and n.Cy. in such words as
say (se), day (de).

ei=e + i. Common in Sc. dialects in such words as
pipe (peip), wife (weif).

ea=e + a. Sometimes in s.Sc. in own (ean).

§ 10. i (high-front-wide) like the i in lit. Eng. bit, sit, it.

ia=i + a. Common in m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks. and
nw.Lan. in such words as cake, dale, tame ; boat, bone, loaf.

ie=i + e. Common in n.Cum. and occasionally inNhb.
in such words as cake, dale, tame ; boat, bone, loaf.

iu=i + u. Nearly like the ew in lit. Eng./«w, new with
the stress on the first element of the diphthong, thus flu,

niu, not fju, nju.
iu=i + u. Common in Nrf. Suf. Sus. and parts of Dev.

in such words as fool, boot,food.
ia=i + a, like the diphthong in lit. Eng. beard, ear, fear.

Common in many dialects in such words as name (mam),
tale (tial) ; stone (stian)

; fool (rial).

iau=i + au, heard in sn.Sc. infew (fiau).

iua=iu + 8, like the triphthong in lit. Eng. cure, fewer
with the stress on the first element, thus kiua(r), fiua(r),

not kjua(r), fjua(r).

reu=i + rail, heard in ne.Sc. and some of the south-

western dialects infew (freu).

§ 11. i (high-front-narrow) like the i in French si.

Common in Sc. dialects in such words as seek (sik), feet

(fit), feast (fist).

l (high-front-narrow) like the ie in German Biene.

Common in the dialects in such words as eat, sea, feed,

freeze.

§ 12. o (low-back-wide-round) like the o in lit. Eng. dog,

pot. In many dialects the o is mid-back-wide-round like

the o in German Stock, French propre, bonne.

9 (low-back-narrow-round) like the vowel-sound in lit.

Eng. fall, law, saw.
oi=o + i, like the oy in lit. Eng. boy, toy.

ou=o+u, nearly like the diphthong in lit. Eng. know,

low, go, so.
. .

oa= o + 8, like the diphthong (the southern pronunciation

of educated people) in more, soar. Common in some
dialects in such words as talk (toek), all (oal).

oia=oi + a. Common in some dialects in such words

as hire (oia(r),fire (foia(r) ).

oua=ou + 8. Common in some dialects in such words

as lower (loua(r)),/o«r (foua(r)).

§ 13. 6 (mid-back-narrow-round). Common in some
dialects in such words as coal (k.61),foal (fol), throat (|>r6t),

and also in the final syllable of such words as fellow,

window.
6 (mid-back-narrow-round) like the o in German Bote,

so. Common in many dialects in such words as boat

(bot), toe (to).

"

6i=6 + i. Common in some northern and midland

dialects in such words as food (foid),fool (foil).

6u=6 + u. Common in some dialects in such words as

both (bout>), stone (stoun).

6a = 6 + a. Common in many dialects in such words as

boat (boat), toe (toa).

§ 14. u (high-back-wide-round) like the u in lit. Eng.

bull, full, put. .,,./-
u (high-back-narrow-round) like the u in German gut.

Common in Sc. and n.Cy. dialects in such words as now,

house, mouse. .

ui=u+i. Common in many dialects in such words as

fool (fuil), mood (muid).

uo=u + 6. Common in me.Wil. in such words as stool

(stuo), tool (tuo).
.

ua=u + a, like the ewe in lit. Eng. brewery. Common

in many dialects in such words as bone (buan), toe (tua).

§ 15. u. A sound formed with the lips more open than
foru. Acoustically it somewhat resembles an o sound.

It is common in the midland counties in such words as

bull, full ; come, up; long, song, wrong. See §§ 32, 98.

§ 16. b (mid-back-narrow) like the u in lit. Eng. but,

cup, nut.

% (mid-back-narrow). Common in many dialects in

such words as bird (brad), birch (bBtf), earth (raj>), learn

(Iran).

isi=i3 + i. Common in many midland and southern
dialects in such words as bite (hvit), five (feiv).

leu=l3+u. Common in many midland and southern
dialects in such words as cow (keu), down (draun), old

(BUld).
T3i8=l3i + a. Common in the south-western dialects

before a following 1 in such words as mile (nrBial), while

(weial), and in many dialects in such words zsfire (feia(r)),

hire (aia(r)).

'BU8= 'BU + a. Common in many midland and southern

dialects in such words as cower (keua(r)), tower (tBua(r)).

§ 17. ce. Common in Sc. and the south-western dialects

in such words as food (feed), good (gced). It varies in

the different dialects between mid-front-wide-round like

the 6 in German Gotter and mid-front-narrow-round

like the eu in French peu.
de (mid-front-narrow-round) like the 6 inGerman schon.

Common in Sc. in such words as do (dee), too (tee), and in

parts of Som. and Dev. as the normal development of old

long 6. See § 162.

ceu=ce + u. Common in parts of s.Chs. e.Stf. ne. &
e.Der. nw.Lei. in such words as book, foot, took.

ceii=ce + u, heard in e.Suf. infew (fceii).

§ 18. ii. Common in Sc. and the south-western dialects

and parts of e.An. in such words as broom (brum), spoon

(spun). It varies in the different dialects between high-

front-wide-round like the ii in German Mutter and high-

front-narrow-round like the u in French pur.

ii (high-front-narrow-round) like the ii in German griin.

Common in Sc. and the south-western dialects and parts

of e.An. in such words as do, shoe, too ; drew.

§ 19. 8 varies in the different dialects between mid-

mixed-wide like the er in lit. Eng. better and mid-mixed-

narrow like the e in German Gabe. It occurs in stressed

and unstressed syllables, as bari bury, far8furrow, sparit

spirit; bora borrow, bita(r bitter. The quality of the 8 in

words ending in a(r varies considerably in the different

dialects, especially in the south and south-western dialects

where the reverted r has exercised a great influence

upon the 8, so as almost to give rise to a new series of

mixed vowels.

a (mid-mixed-narrow) or (low-mixed-narrow) like the

vowel-sound in lit. Eng. bird, curd, herd, word.

8i=8 + i. Common in Hrf. Glo. ne.Nrf. Hmp. e.Dor.

and perhaps elsewhere in such words as bite (bait), tide

(taid).

8U = a + u. Common in Glo. ne.Nrf. and perhaps else-

where in such words as cow (kau), down (daun).

aii=a + ii. Common in parts of Dev. in such words as

do (daii), too (taii) ; cloud (klaiid), house (aiis).
_

aia=ai + a. Common in such words as fire, hire in

those dialects which have ai (see above) as the normal

development of old i.

B. THE CONSONANTS
§ 20. The consonant-system consists of:

bxdd?t5fghhwjklmnrjprsjttj)3vwzg.
The consonants bdfklmnptv have the same or

nearly the same values in the dialects as in lit. English,

and therefore need no further remarks. The remaining

consonants require a few explanatory notes.

X like the ch in German ich, nach, noeb, which is
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palatal or guttural according as the preceding vowel is

palatal or guttural. It is common in Sh. & Or.I. and Sc.

in such words as bright, fight, night, daughter, enough.

dg like the j and dg in lit. Eng. judge, and the g in

such words as gem, age, charge.

S like the th in lit. Eng. then, there, this; father,

gather ; booth, smooth.

g like the g in lit. Eng. get, gold ; dagger, stagger ; dig,

dog.
h like the h in lit. Eng. hand, head. In Sc. h is very

strongly pronounced and almost sounds like x m most

dialects.

hw is a voiceless w. In the Sc. dialects it is xw or

nearly so. It occurs in such words as whether, which, when,

white.

j like the y in lit. Eng. yellow, yield, you.

n like the ng in lit. Eng. sing (sin), song (son), and the

n in drink (drink), drunk (drank).

r. In Sh. & Or.I. Sc. and the greater part of Irel. r has

a strong trill formed by trilling the point of the tongue
against the gums.

In Nhb. and parts of n.Dur. it is a uvular r formed by

the trilling of the uvula against the back of the tongue.

This r has a peculiar labializing effect upon a preceding

or following vowel. It is often called the Nhb. burr.

In s.Pem. Glo. and parts of Hrf. Oxf. and in all the

southern and south-western dialects it is a reverted or

retracted r formed by the under surface of the tip of the

tongue being turned to the hard palate, and the trill being

indistinct and less sharp than for the Sc. r. This r

exercises a great influence upon a preceding vowel and

causes a following t, d, 1, n to become reverted, especially

in the south-western dialects.
_

In the remaining parts of Eng. r is practically the

same as in lit. English. See §§ 258-263.

s is always voiceless like the s in lit. Eng. sit, speak,

rust, house.

J like the sh in lit. Eng. ship, fashion, wash.
tj like the eh in lit. Eng. cheese, church.
b is always voiceless like the th in lit. Eng. thin, bath,

nothing.
w like the w in lit. Eng. wet, wait ; dwindle, twice.

z like the z sound in lit. Eng. zeal, freeze, wise.

g like the s in lit. Eng. measure, vision.

Chapter II

THE VOWELS TREATED HISTORICALLY
THE VOWELS OF ACCENTED

SYLLABLES
§ 21. In treating the vowels in accented syllables it is

necessary to distinguish between vowels which were
originally in closed syllables, e.g. OE. daeg day, helpan
to help ; and those which were originally in open syllables,

e.g. OE. dagas days, etan to eat. When through in-

flexional endings the ee (a), e, o were in OE. now in a
closed syllable, now in an open one, the dialects have
mostly generalized the vowel of the open syllable. When
the se (a), e, o were originally followed by a single con-
sonant + a suffix containing an 1, m, n, r, the development
of these vowels in the dialects has been similar to that
in lit. English ; that is the vowels have in some words
remained short and in other words have been lengthened.

i. THE SHORT VOWELS

§ 22. West Germanic a (=West Saxon se (a), ea, and o
before nasals) in originally closed syllables. The prin-
cipal words belonging here are : after, apple, arrow, bath,

cap, cat, clap,fathom, gabble, glad, gnat, happen, harrow,
lad, lass, marrow, path, sad, shadow; back, black, slack,

thatch; axe, axle, flax; ass, brass, glass, grass, castle, fast,

fasten; ash (tree), ash (offuel),-smash; clasp, hasp, wasp;
wag, waken, wander, want, wash, watch, what; fallow,
gallows, tallow; draught, slaughter; drag, hag, rag; can
sb., can v., man, pan; bond, brand, candle, gander, hand,
land, stand; anchor, ancle, rank, thank; answer; along,

among, hang, long, monger, sang, song, strong, thong,

throng, tongs, wrong; ark, arm, barley, cart, darn, earn,

hard, harm, harvest, park, sharp, spark, warm, warn, wart;
balk, calf, chalk, half, salve, talk, walk; all, call, fall, gall,

small, wall; halter, malt, salt; bald, bold, cold, fold, hold,

old, sold, told.

§ 23. Apart from the influence of neighbouring sounds,
the normal development of OE. se (a) in originally closed
syllables is

:

a Sc. but s.Sc. a, em.Sc. frequently e, Uls. but Ant.

frequently e, Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs.

Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Won,
Shr. + ae, Nrf., Glo. + 83, Oxf. Bck., Brks. + se, Bdf. Hnt.

a Peb. s.Sc.

89 Shr. Glo. Brks. + a, e.Cy., Ken. + e, Sus. Hmp. I.W.

sw.Cy. This se represents a sound which lies between
the low-front-wide vowel (like the a in back as pronounced
by educated southern people) and the mid-back-wide
vowel (like the a in back as pronounced by dialect

speakers in the northern and north-midland counties).

This accounts for the fluctuation in the spelling of the

words on the part of my helpers.

e em.Sc. Ant. + a, Mid. se.Bck. s.Hrt. sw.Ess. and parts

of Ken.
But a occurs in bath s.Ayr. Lth. Edb., cat Inv. Kcb.,

clap Lth., fathom Lth. 'Edb., gnat, lad, lass n.Ayr. wm.Sc.
S3 in after nm. & s.Sc, bath Dub., path s.Sc.

e in after Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. & nw.Lan.
n.Lin., arrow Or.I. Bch. Abd. Ayr., ca/>Sc se.Ken. nw.Dev.,
ra/Lon. se.Ken., g/arfSh. & Or.I. Abd. nm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.,

happen Ayr. n.Cum., harrow wm.Sc. Lth. ¥.dh.,path w.Frf.

e.Per. wm.Sc. me. & se.Nhb., shadow Bch. Abd. w.Frf.
e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. n.Nhb.

e in apple Inv. Bch. Abd. Frf. n.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc, narrow Sc.

o in apple s.Stf. s.Wor. m.Shr. Hrf. Glo. e.Suf., gabble
m.Cum., lad nm.Sc. ne.Shr.

a in after s.Lin. Rut. Lei. n. & nw.Nhp. e.War. n.Shr.
Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bck. Bdf. Lon. Nrf. Suf. Ess. se.Ken.
e.Sus. I.W. Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som. Dev., bath Inv. sn.Sc.
Ayr.Wm. nnw.Yks. I.Ma. Lei. Oxf. m.Bck. se.Ken. e.Som.
Dev., cat Lth. Edb. Ant. n.Nhb., lad n.Ayr. Lth., lass Lth.
Edb. se.Ken., path Ayr. I.Ma. n.Der. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.Ken.
I.W. Som. nw.Dev.

83 in after s.Lei. n.Ken. sm.Hmp. nw. & me.Wil. e.Som.,
bath Glo. Wil., craft me.Wil., glad s.Sc, arrow, gabble, lad,

marrow se.Ken., path nnw.Yks. Glo. me. & wTWil. Dor.
nw.Som.
e in after n. & m.Bck. e.Dor., apple, arrow w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb., glad ne.Sc, path n.Ayr.
9 in lad sn. & wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

§ 24. a in the combination a +k has gen. had the normal
development, but it has become e in parts of w. & sw.Yks.,
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ai (ai) in sm. & s.Lan. n.Der., and ai (ei) in em.Lan.
Examples are back, black, slack, &c. e occurs in shackle in

Sc. n.Cy. n.Der.

§ 25. a + ks. In this combination the a has mostly had
the normal development, but it has become ai in sm.Lan.
and e (e) in many dialects, especially in the Sc. Examples
are:
e in axe Inv. s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. em.Lan. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. w.Som. nw.Dev., axle Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

s.Ayr. Kcb. sw.Nhb. em.Lan. s.Oxf. se.Ken. nw.Dev., flax
se.Lan. Ken. w. & s.Som.
e in axe Bch. Abd. s.Sc.

e in axe Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.,

axle Frf. Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

§ 26. a in the combination a + sp (from older ps by
metathesis), ss, st, has gen. had the normal development
in the northern and north-midland counties, but in the

south-midland, southern, and eastern counties it has gen.

been lengthened to a, and in the south-western counties

to 83. In Sc. it has mostly become e, s.Sc. se. The prin-

cipal words belonging here are : ass, brass, castle, clasp,

glass, grass, fast, fasten, hasp, wasp.

a occurs in hasp s.Oxf. se.Ken., wasp Lth. Edb. se.Ken.,

ass n.Ayr. s.Lan. I.Ma. s.War. e.Hrf. s.Oxf. e.Suf. se.Ken.

nw.& ei)ev.,brass I.Ma. s.Oxf. se.Ken. s.Som. e.Dev.,glass

nw. & s.Oxf. nw.Hrt. se.Ken., grass ms. & s.Lan. s.War.

nw. & s.Oxf. n.Bck. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. s.Sur. I.W., castle Ayr.

Ant.n.Nhb. I.Ma. s.Oxf. se.Ken. sw.Dev., fast Ayr. Lth.

Edb. ms. & s.Lan. I.Ma. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.

Som. e.Dev., fasten Ayr. Lth. Edb. I.Ma. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

a in ass, castle Lth. Edb.

e in hasp Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. ne. & em.Lan.

Not. Lin., wasp w. & sw.Yks., ass s.Lin., glass Inv. Abd.

w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb., grass wm.Sc. Ayr. sm.Sc. ne. m.

se. & es.Yks. n. se. & s.Lan. s.Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. n. ne.

nw. e. & w.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. ne.Nhp. n. & ne.Shr.,/as/

Or I ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. nw. & es.Yks. se.Lan.,

fasten Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb. n.Nhb. es.Yks.

se.Lan.

§ 27. a followed by sc (Mod. Eng. sh), as in ash (of

fuel), ash (tree), smash, wash, &c. The a in this combina-

tion has gen. had the normal development in most dialects,

but in some dialects it has been diphthongized to ai (sei,

ei) especially in Lan. n.Der. Wil. Som. Dev., and in many

dialects it has become e (e) and in s.Sc. se. See below.

ai occurs in ash (offuel) n. & e.Dev., ash (tree) s.Lan.

w.Wil., smash sm. & s.Lan. Som.,wash w.Yks. sm. & s.Lan.

a in ash (offuel) s.Ayr., ash (tree) I.Ma. Lei. Som. e.Dev,

wash se.Ken. Sus.

a in ash (offuel), ash (tree) Lth. Edb.

sei in ash (tree), smash, wash me. & w.WU.

33 in ash (tree), wash Dor.

e in ash (offuel) Lan. s.Chs. Stf. n.Der. Shr ash (tree)

Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.wm.Sc. Kcb. Nhb. Dur. n & m.Cum.

Wm. Yks. Lan. m.Not. Lin. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. s.Som

smash s Avr. e. & sw.Yks. n.Stf. n. & nw.Lm, wash

sm 12. Nhb
7
Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks Lan Chs. Stf Der. Not.

Lin. Rut. Lei. e.War. se.Wor. Shr. Hrf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

SW
eUnSV«) nw.Lan., wash snw. &m.Yks. n. em. sm.
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Ayr. m.Nhp. Glo. m.Bck. s.Sur.

wlus. JkoSash (offll) Bch Abd. Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

n.Ken. e.Dor., smash se.Ken., wash e.bom.

And similarly i^such words as clash, dash, lash, pash.

6 28 a preceded by w and not followed by a consonant,

which has influenced the vowel, has mostly remained in

the dialects. In some dialects it has become o as in the

lit language, w followed by ar or ear + cons, has rarely

nfluenced the vowel. In this combination the ar or ear

has gen. become a in Eng. and ar in Sc, not 9 as in the

lit. language. The chief words with initialw are : wander,

want, wash, watch, wasp, what; warm, warn, wart (§ 37).

But o occurs in want sw. & s.Yks. m. & se.Lan. I.Ma.

n.Stf. n.Lei. e.Hrf. nw. & s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. Suf. n.Ken. w.Wil.

e.Dor. Som. n.Dev. Cor., wash I.Ma. wm.Stf. Not. Rut.

Lei. m. & sw.Nhp. Oxf. Bdf. Hrt. s.Nrf. Suf. Ess. n.Ken.

Hmp. w.Wil. e.Dor., wasp Yks. n.Stf. War. s.Wor. Oxf.

nw.Hrt. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. s.Som. Dev.
Cor., watch sw.Yks. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

s.Som.
a in wander Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. Dor., want Ayr. Lth.

Edb. s.Shr. e.Oxf. Sus. Dor. sw.Dev., wash se.Ken. Sus.,

wasp Lth. Edb. se.Ken.

9 in want Lei. m.Bck. Bdf. s.Sur. Sus. Hmp., wash Lth.

w.Som., wasp Lth. Edb. se.Ken. w.Som., watch n.Ayr.

Lth. Edb.
aa in warm, warn, wart em.Lan. n.Der. n.Stf.

83 in warm nnw.Yks. sw.Lan. e.Som., warn,wartsw.Lan.

9 in warm m.Nhp. s.Oxf. n.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. n.Ken.

Sus., warn n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Stf. s.Oxf. Sus., wart n.Stf.

Sus. Dor. w.Som. Cor.

a in warm, warn, wart sm. & s.Lan.

§ 29. When the g in the combination a + g has

remained in the dialects, the vowel has gen. had the

normal development in such words as drag, hag, rag,

wag. But the a has become ai in sm.Lan., and e in

w. & sw.Yks. and parts of em. & sw.Lan.

§ 30. a (OE. a and 9) before a single morn has gen.

had the normal development in such words as can,

ham, man, pan, stamp. But the vowel has been lengthened

to a in can sb. Ayr. n.Nhb. I.Ma, man Lth. Edb. m.Bck.

e.Sus, pan Lth. Edb, to a in man Uls., to 83 in man
se.Ken. It has gen. become a in Sc.

But o occurs in can sb. s.Lan. s.Chs, can v. m. sw. &
s Lan. s.Chs. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. e.War. m.Shr, ham se.Lan.

s.Chs., man e.Dur. n.Cum. n. sw. & ms.Yks. Lan. Chs.

Dnb. Stf. Der. Nhp. e. w. & s.War. Wor. Shr Hrf. Glo.

n & m.Bck. Bdf. n.Wil, pan m. se. sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs.

Dnb. Stf. ne.Der, stamp se.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. Glo.

Oxf. Sus.

6 31. a (OE. a and 9) followed by nd has gen. had the

normal development in such words as bond, brand, candle,

gander, hand, land, stand, wander. But as will be seen

below the vowel has often been lengthened

a occurs in brand n.Nhb, candle Sh.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf.

e Per Ayr. Ant. n.Nhb, gander Bch. Abd., hand Sh.I.

sn Sc. s.Ayr. I.Ma. nw.Hrt. se.Ken. s.Sur. e. & w.Sus,

WSh.I. ne. sn. & em.Sc. Ayr. I.Ma. Bdf, stanaf w.Frf.

e Per. Peb. I.Ma. Sus., wander Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. Dor.
'

a in brand Per. Peb, candle Inv. Peb. s.Sc, hand Peb.

Kcb., wander s.Ayr. Kcb.

a in brand Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb, gander Lth, hand Inv.

Ayr. s.Sc. Uls, land Inv. s.Sc. Uls, stand Inv. Ayr. s.Sc.

Uls. n.Nhb.
83 in brand, land se.Ken.

e in candle se.Ken, gander s.Ayr. Ant. se.Ken.

I Zfo
n
ndVi. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr Lth. Edb. Kcb.

Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. s Stf. n.Der. nw.Lm.

Lei. Oxf. se.Ken. e. & s.Som candle Per. wm Sc. s.Lan

n.Stf, gander n. sm. se. & s.Lan. s.Chs. Fit. Stf. n.Der.

War. n Hrf, hand nm.Sc. sm. se sw. ms & s.Lan. n. &

s Stf n. ne. nw. & e.Der. Lei. w.War.ne. & m.Shr. n.Hrf.

Glo eOxf. n.Bck, land se. sw. & ms.Lan. n. & nw.Der.

Lei. w.War. Glo. n.Bck. ne.Nrf, stand em. se. sw. & s.Lan.

"% WInv.w.Som, candle n.Ayr. Lth Edb WEdb.
s.Sur. w.Sus., Wwm. & sm.Sc, stand Lth. Edb.

S 32 a (OE. a and 9) + q has given rise to a large

variety of developments in the various dialects.

a occurs in among Or.I. wm.Sc Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Uls

me & s Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. ne. nw. em. se &

fw.Yks n. nw. & s.Lan, hang Sc. Uls. sw. & s.Nhb.
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w.Wm. snw. m. sw. & s.Yks. em. sm. & sw.Lan. Chs. n. &
s.Stf. n. nw. & e.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. rn.Shr. e.Hrf. GIo. Oxf.

Bdf. e.Dor., long Or.I. ne. sn. wm. & sm.Sc. Peb. Uls.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. snw. e. nm. m. & se.Yks.

n. nw. & s.Lan., sang Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.
Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb. Uls. se. sw. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. nw. & se.Yks. n. & em.Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

e.Dor. n.Dev., song Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.
wm. & sm.Sc. Uls. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. snw.
e. m. & se.Yks. n. & nw.Lan., strong Sh. & Or.I. Abd. sn.

& wm.Sc. Uls. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. snw. & e.

Yks. n. & nw.Lan., thongSh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Lth.
Edb. Kcb. n.Ir. Nhb. eJ)ur. Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. snw. &
m.Yks. n.Lan. Not. Lei. n.War. Suf., throng Sc. n.Ir. Nhb.
Dur. Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. snw. e. m. & se.Yks. n. nw. se.

& s.Lan., tongs wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. m.Cum. nnw.
snw. & m.Yks. n. nw. & s.Lan., wrong Cai. ne. sn. nm. em.
wm. & sm.Sc. Uls. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. w. &
s.Chs. Dnb. n. ne. & nw.Der. n.Shr. Glo. e.Dor. n. & sw.
Dev. e.Cor.

. a in hang Ant., long w.Frf. e.Per., sang n.Ayr. Lth.
Edb., strong Lth. Edb., tongs Ayr. Lth. Edb.
a in along wm.Sc, among s.Sc, hang s.Lan., long nm.

& s.Sc, song s.Ayr. s.Sc, thong, tongs, wrong s.Sc.

a in among Lth. Edb. n.Nhb, sang Ayr. s.Sc. Nhb.,
strong s.Sc.

se in among Sh.I. w.Wil. w.Som. nw.Dev., hang m.Nh-p.
Glo. se.Hrt. s.Nrf. w.Suf. Ess. n. & se.Ken. sm.Hmp. nw.
Wil. Dor. Som. n. & e.Dev., long Sh.I., sang e.Dev., throng
m.Bck., wrong Sh.I. m.Shr. w.Som. e. & s.Dev.

e in along sw.Yks., among sw. & ms.Yks., hang sn.Sc.
sw. & ms.Yks. em. & ms.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. n.Der. Sus.
s.Dev., sang, strong sw.Yks., thong n.Ir. se.Nhb. n. ne. &
sw.Yks., throng sw.Yks., tongs Sh.I. sn.Sc. se.Nhb. Dur.
Wm. ne. snw. e. se. & sw.Yks., wrong sw.Yks.
e in tongs Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.
ie in thong s.Sc n.Yks., tongs s.Sc. me. sw. & s.Nhb.
o in along e.Oxf. nw. & me. Wil., among ne.Sc. Frf. Per.

se. & es.Yks. m.Lin. s.Lei. n.Wor. e.Hrf. n. & m.Bck.
ne.Nrf. e.Sus. w.Wil. e.Dev. w.Cor., hang se. & sw.Lan.,
long sw. & es.Yks. m. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n. & s.Stf. n. nw. m.
& s.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. w. & s.War. n.Wor. n.Hrf. s.Oxf.
m.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Ken. s.Sur. Sus. me. &
w.Wil. Som. Dev. Cor., sang w.Wil., song sw. & es.Yks.
em. & se.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut. m.Nhp. Oxf.
Nrf. Suf. Ess. Sur. me. & w.Wil. Dor. n. e. & w.Som. e. &
sw.Dev., strong ne. & wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. sw. & es.Yks.
s.Lan. I.Ma. Lin. Rut. Lei. n.Wor. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. Ken. Sus.
me. & w.Wil. Dor. e. & s.Som. e.Dev., thong Inv. ne.Sc.
s.Ayr. me. sw. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma.
n.Chs. Lin. Rut. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. me. &w.WiI. Dor. Som. e.Dev.,
throng es.Yks. em.Lan. I.Ma. Lin. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.
se.Ken. Dor. e.Som. e.Dev., tongs Inv. es.Yks. se. & s.Lan.
nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. e.Suf. Sus. w.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev.,
wrong n.Cum. es.Yks. m.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. Fit. em. & s.Stf.

e.Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. e. & s.War. se.Shr. n. &
e.Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. Oxf. nm.Brks. Bck. Bdf. Hrt. Hnt. me.
se. & s.Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ess. e.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. sm.Hmp.
Wil. e.Dor. Som. sw.Dev. e. & w.Cor.
9 in long wm.Sc. Dor. w.Som., song se.Ken., strong

e.Suf.. thong Ant., wrong e.Hrf. e.Suf. n.Ken.
u in among n.Cum. m^Not. s.Lin. Rut. Bdf., long sw.Yks.

Rut., monger s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. &
em.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei., song s.Lan. s.Stf.

n.Der.,s/roKg-em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der., throng s.Stf. n.Der.
Lei., tongs em. & s.Lan. Stf. n.Der. s.Lin., wrong n.Lan.
Dnb. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Rut.

ii in along s.Stf. ne.Der., among sw.Yks. em. sm. sw. ms.
& s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lei. m.Nhp. War.
ne.Shr., long em. sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. Fit.

n. wm. & s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Not. Lei. ne. & m.Nhp. War.
Wor. ne. & se.Shr., monger sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma., song sm.
sw. & ms.Lan. s.Chs. nw.Der. Lei. War., strong se. sm.
sw. ms. & s.Lan. em. & wm.Stf. nw.Der. w.War., thong
sm. & sw.Lan. s.Chs. s.Stf. w.War., throng sm. sw. ms. &

s.Lan. Chs. ne. & nw.Der., tongs sm. sw. & ms.Lan. I.Ma.

s.Chs. nw. & w.Der. w.War. n.Shr., wrong em. sm. sw. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Stf. Der. Not. Nhp. e.War. Wor.
n. ne. & se.Shr.
• b in along e.Hrf. nw.Dev., among Bch. Abd. Ayr. n.Bck.

e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus. e. & s.Som., long m.Shr. n.Hrf. Glo.

Bdf. nw.Dev., monger Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc.
Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. Som.,
song m.Shr. n.Hrf., strong m.Shr. Bdf. nw.Dev., thong
m.Shr. n.Hrf., throng m.Shr., tongs n.Bck. Bdf., wrong
m.Shr. n. & e.Hrf. Bdf. n.Cmb. n.Dev.

§ 33. a (OE. a and 9) followed by rjk has gen. had the
normal development in such words as anchor, ancle, rank,

thank, &c. It has been lengthened to a in anchor, ancle

n.Ayr. e.Dev., rank Lth. Edb., thank n.Ayr. Lth. Lei., and
to a in anchor, ancle Lth. Edb. In some dialects the a has
regularly become e.

e occurs in anchor Ant. sw.Yks. em.Lan. Dor., ancle Ant.
sw.Yks. em.Lan. me.Wil. Dor., rank Ant. sw.Yks., thank
sm.Sc. Peb. n. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. m. & s.Cum. Yks. n. se.

ms. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. Stf. n. & nw.Lin. ne.Shr. s.Oxf.

m.Bck. ne.Nrf. s.Sur. w.Sus. I.W. w.Wil. nw.Dev.
o in ancle s.Stf., rank se. sw. & s.Lan. n. & s.Stf. Brks.

w.Som.

§ 34. In the dialects of Sc. Ant. n.Nhb., the vowel in

OE. camb comb, wanib womb, has had the same develop-
ment as old a in open syllables (§ 43). For the dialect

forms of comb in the dialects of Eng., see Index. The
vowel in lamb has gen. had the normal development of old
a in closed syllables (§ 23), but it has become o in Lei. Glo.

§ 35. The a in fallow, gallows, and tallow has gen. had
the normal development (§ 23). It has become o infallow
Lei. Oxf. e.Hrf. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. nw.Wil., tallow
ne.Nrf. Sus.

§ 33. The development of a (ea) before ht has given
rise to various forms, especially a, a, 9.
a occurs in draught Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb.

Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks. n. sm. e. sw.
& s.Lan. Stf. n. & ne.Der. nw.Lin. e.Dev., slaughter Bch.
Abd. s.Ayr. Ant. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan.

ail in draught Lth. Edb., slaughter sw.Nhb.
a in draught Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. I.Ma.

Glo. Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. w. & s.Som., slaughter w.Frf.
e.Per. n.Ayr. Peb. se.Ken.

se in draught s.Lei. me.Wil. Dor.

9 in slaughter Ayr. Lth. Edb. em. & sw.Lan. Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. s.Oxf. me.Wil.
For the dialect forms of eight see Index.

§37. The combination ar (= OE. ear) + cons. The ar
has gen. become ar (er) or ar (er) in Sc. and Uls., ar (ar)
in the n. parts of Nhb. and Cum. I.Ma. In the remaining
parts of Eng. the ar has gen. become a, but in em. &
s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. aa is common and in sm.Lan. §.
ar occurs in ark Inv. Bch. Abd. Per. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

I.Ma., arm Uls. Dub. I.Ma., barley ne.Sc. s.Ayr. me.Nhb.
I.Ma., cart sw.Nhb. I.Ma., darn Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.
Kcb. Uls. n.Nhb. n.Cum. I.Ma., earn sw.Nhb. n.Wm.
I.Ma., hard s.Ayr. Kcb. Uls. sw.Nhb. n.Cum. w.Wm.
I.Ma., harm Inv. Uls. sw.Nhb. n.Cum. I.Ma., harvest s.Sc.
me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum. I.Ma., park Bch. Abd. w.Frf
e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Uls. sw.Nhb. I.Ma., sharp
Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Uls. sw.Nhb. n.Cum. I.Ma.,
spark Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Uls!
sw.Nhb. I.Ma., warm Sh.I. ne. sn. & wm.Sc. Kcb. Uls.
se.Nhb., warn Kcb. Ant., wart Inv. w.Frf. e.Per s Avr'
Kcb. Ant. ' " '

&3 in ark sw.Nhb. Som., arm em.Lan. s.Som., barley
s.Lan. e.Som., cart w.Wm. em. & s.Lan. n.Stf. Som.
e.Dev., darn w.Wm. em.Lan. n.Stf. e.Dev., hard em.Lan,
harvest em.Lan. s.Lin., park w.Wm. em.Lan. n.Stf, spark
em.Lan. n.Stf. e.Dev, warm em.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der., warn,
wart em.Lan. n.Der.
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a in ark s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. Lan. Stf. n.Der.
s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. e.Dev., arm s.Nhb. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. snw. & sw.Yks. Lan. Stf. Der. s.Lin. Rut. Lei.
m.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus. me. & w.Wil.
e.Dev., barley s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. Yks. Lan. Stf.

n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. ne. & m.Shr. Oxf. m.Bck.
ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. Ken. s.Sur. Sus. w.Wil. Dor. s.Som.
n. & e.Dev., cart n.Wm. sw.Yks. n. & m.Lan. em. & s.Stf.

nw. & m.Lin. m.Shr. s.Oxf. Hnt. se.Ken. Sus. w.Som.
nw.Dev., darn s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Yks. n. se. & s.Lan.
Der. nw.Lin. Rut. m.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
Sus. me. & w.Wil. Dor., earn s.Nhb. n.Dur. ne.Yks.
n.Der. Lin. s.Nrf. Sus. Dor., hard n.Dur. m.Cum. sw.Yks.
n. m. & se.Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. War. Wor.
Glo. Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Som. Dev., harm s.Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. se. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. War. Wor. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Som.
e.Dev., harvest s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks. nw. se. &
s.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. War. Wor.
s.Oxf. nw.Hrt. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. w.Wil. Dor.
e.Som. e.Dev., park Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. se. & s.Lan.

s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. Dor. Som. e.Dev.,

sharp s.Nhb. m. & w.Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw. m. & se.Lan.

Chs. Stf. Der. nw.Lin. m.Shr. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Wil. Dor.
Som., spark s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. & se.

Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin. Glo. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.
Dor. Som., warm s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. Yks. n. nw.
se. & s.Lan. Chs. s.Stf. n. nw. & e.Der. Not. Lin. Rut.

Lei. m.Nhp. ne. & m.Shr. Glo. e.Oxf. Bck. ne.Nrf. se.Ken.

Sus. I.W. me. & w.Wil. Dor. w. & s.Som. Dev., warn
s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. sw.Yks. n. se. & s.Lan. n.Der. Lin.

se.Ken. Dor., wart s.Nhb. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. se. &
s.Lan. Lin. s.Stf. se.Ken. me.Wil. e.Dev.

ar in barley ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & s.Sc. Ant. n. &
sw.Nhb. n.Cum., darn Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. Ayr., hard Bch.

Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Wm., warm w.Frf.

e.Per. s.Ayr., warn ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr., wart Bch.

Abd.
ar in barley Lth. Edb. s.Sc, hard Inv. s.Sc, warm s.Sc.

eer in darn, spark s.Sc.

ge in arm s.Dur. sw.Lan., barley nnw.Yks. sw.Lan.

Lei., cart m. & sw.Lan., darn sw.Lan. Lei., hard, harm,

harvest sw.Lan., park sw.Lan. s.Lei., sharp sw. & ms.Lan.,

spark sw.Lan., warm nnw.Yks. sw.Lan. e.Som., warn,

wart sw.Lan.
er in arm Abd. Per. wm.Sc s.Ayr. s.Sc. Ant., darn

wm.Sc. Peb., harm Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Peb.

s.Sc. Ant., harvest sn. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Peb. Kcb. Ant.,

sharp Inv. em.Sc Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

ea in arm s.Nhb. n.Dur. Yks. Bdf., barley Rut. n.Bck.

e.Dor., cart s.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Som., harvest n.Bck., park

ne Yks.
er iii ark Lth. Edb. s.Sc, cart Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per.

s.Sc, earn Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per., park Peb. s.Sc, sharp,

warn s.Sc.

e in arm e.Yks. Lei., darn nw.Der., harvest Lei.

er in arm Sh.I. ne. sn. nm. em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.

s.Sc. me. & se.Nhb., cart Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant, earn

em Sc Ayr. Kcb., harm nm.Sc n.Ayr. Lth. Ldb. Kcb.,

harvest ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & sm.Sc. Edb. Peb.,

warn Lth. Tr _
ia in arm Dor., cart e.Hrf., earn s.Oxf. n.Ken. Dor.

or in warm me.Nhb., warn, wart I.Ma.

6 in barley Glo., cart s.Wor., park Glo., warm m.Nhp.

sOxf. n.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. n.Ken. Sus., warn n.Stf.

s.Oxf. Sus., wart n.Stf. Sus. Dor. w.Som. Cor.

or in barley n.Ayr., darn Lth. Edb., warn n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

a in barley, cart sm.Lan., earn n.Stf. s.Lei. se.Ken.

Som., hard, harm, park, sharp, spark sm.Lan., warm

sm & s.Lan., warn sm.Lan., wart sm.Lan. s.Uxt. s.Som.

For initial j in arm, earn see j, § 248. For the dialect

forms of beard, fern, see Index.

S 38. In the combination al (OE. eal) + cons, the 1 has

disappeared in all the dialects, in balk, calf, chalk, half
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salve, talk, walk. The normal development of al in this

combination is gen. a or g.
a occurs in calf Inv. ne. sm. & s.Sc. Uls. me. & s.Nhb.

n.Dur. m.Nhp., half Or.l. Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.
Peb. Kcb. s.Sc. Uls. me. & s.Nhb. n.Cum., walk me.Nhb.
sw.Lan.
a in balk w.Frf. e.Per. Fif. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. Dor.,

calf Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Ant. n.Dur.
I.Ma. n.Lin. Rut. s.Lei. m.Nhp. w.War. n.Wor. s.Oxf.
Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus. e.Dor. Som., chalk Sh. &
Or.l. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur.
me.Wil. Dor., half ne.Sc. Ant. I.Ma. Rut. me. & sw.Nhp.
n.Wor. s.Oxf. Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus. e.Dor.
w.Som. e.Dev. w.Cor., salve n.Ayr. Ant. n.Nhb. Rut.
Som., talk Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ant. se.Nhb.
n.Dur. n.Cum. m.Wm. nm.Yks. n.Ken. nw. & me.Wil.
Dor., walk Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ant. se. & s.Nhb.
Dur. nnw.Yks. Rut. Lei. w.War. se.Ken. nw.Wil. Dor.
n. & sw.Dev.
a in balk Bch. Abd. Per. em.Sc. Kcb. n.Nhb., calfAyr.

Kcb. Dub., walk s.Sc.

sea in calf nw.Wil. Dor. e.Dev., halfn-w.Wil.

se in calf'Glo. e.Sus. me. & w.Wil. e.Dor. nw.Som. w.Cor.,

half n.Shr. e.Sus. me. & w.Wil. Dor. w.Cor., talk Glo.

w.Wil., walk e.Som.
ea in ra^n.Bck., halfLin. n.Bck., walk m.Bck.
oa in balk n.Wm. w. & sw.Yks. em.Lan. e.Dev., calf

m.Cum. m. & sw.Yks. nw.Lan., half n.Cum. m. se. &
sw.Yks., chalk sw.Nhb. m.Cum. sw.Yks. nw. em. & s.Lan.,

salve sw.Yks., talk n. & m.Cum. m. nm. & sw.Yks. em.Lan.

e.War. se.Hrt. e.Dev., walk n.Cum. e. m. se. & sw.Yks.

em.Lan.
, 9 in balk Ayr. sw.Nhb. m.Cum.Wm. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. Lei. Oxf. Sus. Som. Dev., calf wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. nw. & e.Yks. Lan. Chs. Dnb. Stf.

n & ne.Der. Lin. Lei. e. & w.War. s.Wor. n. & m.Shr.

n.Hrf, chalk Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum.Wm. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n. &
nw.Der. Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. e.An. se.Ken. Sus. Som. e.Dev.,

half wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. e. & s.Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der. nw.Lin. Rut.,

salve em.Sc. Wm. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. nw.Lin.,

talk Ayr. n.Nhb. n. e. & w.Cum. Wm. nm. & ms.Yks. n. m.

se sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. Stf. Der. nw.Lin. n.Lei. Nhp.

m.Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Bdf. se.Hrt. s.Nrf. Suf. se.Ken. Sus.

sm.Hmp. e.Dor. w.Som., walk wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Dur.

m Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. & se.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. n. & s.Stf.

n. & ne.Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Glo.

Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus. me.Wil. s.Som. e.Dev.

6 in calf se.Nhb. e. & sw.Yks. nw.Lan. e.Der., half se. &
sw Nhb. e.Yks. nw.Lan., chalk s.Lan. nw. & e.Oxl., salve

sw.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm., talk sw.Nhb. e. & w.Cum. Wm.
sw. & s.Yks.' nw.Lan., walk se.Nhb.

§ 39. al (OE. eal)+t. In this combination the 1 has

remained in some dialects and has been absorbed in others.

i. With the retention of 1.

al occurs in malt s.Ayr. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

alin malt, salt w.Som. nw.Dev.

83l in salt Dor. e.Dev.
.

ol in malt sw.Yks. I.Ma. nw.Lin. Lei., salt sw.Yks. I.Ma.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. e.Ken.

61 in malt me.Wil Dor. Som., salt se.Ken. me.Wil.

2. With the absorption of 1.

a occurs in malt Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. n.Nhb.,

salt Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Ant. Sus.

a in malt, salt Lth. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc.

o in salt m.Lan. s.Stf.

oa in malt, salt n.Cum.

p in malt Ayr. Edb. m.Cum. Wm. Lan s.Chs. Stf. n.Der.

m%hr. Sus., salt em.Sc. Ayr. m.Cum. Wm. ne.Yks. Lan.

Chs. Stf. n.Der. m.Shr.

6 in malt sw.Nhb., salt Nhb. Cum. Wm.
halter has sen. had the same development as malt and

s«//,but in some dialects it has e, the i-umlaut of a es-

pecially in Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Peb. Kcb.
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Ant. n. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lin.

Cf. ME. heltir, heltere ; see Index.

§ 40. al, all (OE. eal, eall). In this combination the

1 (11) has remained in some dialects and has been absorbed

in others.

i. With the retention of 1 (11).

al occurs in all ne.Sc. me. & s.Nhb. n.Cum. ne. nm. m. &
sm.Yks. n.Dev., call Inv. s.Ayr. s.Nhb. e.Oxf. w.Som., fall
Inv. me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. Glo. w.Som. n. nw. & e.Dev., gall

w.Som., wall me. & s.Nhb.
aal in all w.Som., call Glo.

al in all me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw. & nm.Yks. e.Stf.

m.Shr. n. & nw.Hrt. e.Ken. e.Sus. Dor. w. & s.Som. nw.
& s.Dev., call s.Nhb. n.Dur. ne. & nm.Yks. Glo.Sus. Dor.
Dev. w.Cor., fall se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw.Yks. se.Ken.
e.Dor., gallAnt. n.Nhb. n.Dur. nw.Dev., s>«a//Dor. w.Som.
nw.Dev., wall se.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw.Yks. Glo. se.Ken. Dor.
w.Som. n. & nw.Dev.

&1 in all Uls. n.Dur. I. Ma. s.Wor. se.Ken., call Uls., fall

Uls. I.Ma. Dor. sw.Dev., wall Uls. w.Wil. sw.Dev.
seal in call, fall nw.Wil.
eel in all Glo. Wil. nw. & e.Som., fall me. & w.Wil.

w.Som., call Glo. me. & w.Wil. w.Cor., gall me.Wil., small
me.Wil. e.Dev.

eal in all nm. & m.Yks., gall w.Som.
ol in all s.Lin. Lei. m.Shr. m.Bck. e.Dev., call, fall

m.Shr., wall e.Som.
oal in aline., e. sm. w. & sw.Yks. em.Lan. Rut. m.Nhp.

w.Som. e.Dev., call nm. m. sw.ms.& s.Yks.nw. & em.Lan.
s.Lin.,fall sw.Yks. Rut., gall sw.Yks., smallw. & sw.Yks.,
wall sw.Yks. em.Lan. Rut. Sus.

9I in all n. w. & s.Dur. Cum. n. nw. snw. e. w. sw. &
s.Yks. s.Lan. I. Ma. Fit. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.
War. s.Wor. Shr. n. & e.Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. Oxf. Bck. Bdf.
Hrt. Hnt.Cmb.e.An.Ess.n.&e.Ken. Sus.sm.Hmp.e.Dor.
e. & w.Som. Cor., call ne. snw. nm. & ms.Yks. s.Lan.
I.Ma. Fit. wm.Stf. e. & s.Der. Not. nw. & m.Lin. Lei. ne.

& m.Nhp. War. n.Shr. Hrf. Glo. nw. & s.Oxf. Bdf. se.Hrt.
e.An.Ess.Ken.sm.Hmp. Som.sw.Dev.,/a// n.Ayr. n.Wm.
snw. & se.Yks. I.Ma. em.Stf. Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. s.Oxf.
m.Bck. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus. e.Dor. Som., gall Inv. Ayr.
s.Dur. n. em. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei.

s.Oxf. Ken. s.Som., small I. Ma. s.Stf. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.
se.Ken., wall snw. se. & sw.Yks. I.Ma. Lin. Rut. Lei.
m.Nhp. m.Shr. Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. e.Sus.
me.Wil. w. & s.Som.

61 in all sw.Nhb. ne. e. w. sw. & s.Yks. n.Dev., call

sw. & s.Yks. ne.Der., fall sw.Yks. e.Som.,^a// sw.Nhb.
uel in fall, wall m.Yks.

2. With the absorption of 1 (11).

a occurs in all ne.Sc. s.Ayr., call Abd. s.Ayr. Kcb., fall
ne.Sc. s.Ayr.
a in all Sh. & Or.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. sm.

& s.Sc. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. n. & w.Wm., call Sh. &
Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
m.Wm.,/s//Sh. & Or.I. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
Ant. me. Nhb. n.Lan., gall Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per., small
ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Ant. n.Cum., wall Sh. & Or.I.

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. sm.Sc. Peb. Ant. me.Nhb. n.Cum.
nnw.Yks. n. & ms.Lan.
a in all Frf. s.Ayr. Feb., fall, gall, small Kcb.
& in all Inv. sn.Sc. n.Ayr. s.Sc. n.Nhb.,/a// Peb. s.Sc.

n.Nhb., wall s.Sc.

o in #//nw.Fif. ne.Nhb. nw.Yks. nw. & m.Lan. Chs. Der.
oa in all n.Cum. nw. & w.Yks. em.Lan., call n.Cum.

snw.Yks.,/a//, wall n.Cum.
in all nm. em. wm. & sm.Sc. Nhb. s.Dur. Cum. Wm.

n. ne. nw. & snw.Yks. Lan. Chs. n.Stf. Der. ne.Shr., call

em. & wm.Sc. n.Nhb. Cum. Wm. Lan. Chs. n.Stf. n. ne.
e. & w.Der. n.Lin. s.Lei. ne. & se.Shr.,/a// nm. & sm.Sc.
Lth. Edb. s.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks. n. m. se.

sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. ne. & nw. Der., gall n.Ayr. Lth.
Edb. s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. Sus., small wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
m.Cum. Wm. n. se. sw. & s.Lan. n.Der. Sus., wall wm.&

sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. ne. & snw.Yks. n.

se. sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. ne.Shr.

6 in all me. se. & sw.Nhb. e. & w.Cum. n. e. & m.Wm.
nnw. nw. w. & sw.Yks. nw. sm. ms. & s.Lan. ne.Chs. Der.,

call sw.Nhb. e. & w.Cum. Wm. Lan. n. ne. & e.Der.,/a//

se. & sw.Nhb. nw. em. sm. & s.Lan. ne.Der. ne.Shr.,

small sw.Nhb. em. & sm.Lan., wall se.Nhb. n. nw. sm.

ms. & s.Lan.

§ 41. al (OE. eal) + d. In this combination the 1 has re-

mained in some dialects and has been absorbed in others.

1. With the retention of 1.

al occurs in bald Frf. Kcb. Ant. me.Nhb., bold ne.Sc,

cold ne.Sc. nnw.Yks., fold nnw.Yks., oldne. sn. & sm.Sc.

aul in bold Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. nnw.Yks. nw.Lan.
se.Ken., cold Ant. Dub. s.Nhb. n.Dur. I.Ma. se.Ken.,

fold, hold Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. se.Ken., oldAnt. s.Nhb. I.Ma.

m.Nhp. e.War. n. & e.Hrf. Glo. w.Oxf. Ess. se.Ken., sold

Ant. sw.Nhb. I.Ma. se.Ken., told wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. I.Ma.

Glo. w.Cor.
al in baldn. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. w.Som., bold Or.I. Abd.

sn.Sc. Per., cold Or.I. Bch. Abd. sn. wm. & s.Sc, cold Or.I.

Bch. Abd. sn. wm. & s.Sc. snw.Yks. nw.Lan.,/o/a?ne. &
sn.Sc. nw.Lan., hold sw.Wm., old Sh. & Or.I. Cai. sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. Peb. s.Sc. w.Cum. m. & s.Wm.nnw. & snw.
Yks. n. & nw.Lan. w.Wil., sold, told Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc.

al in bold, cold, fold, old Kcb.
al in bold Peb. s.Sc, cold Peb. s.Sc. sw.Wm.,fold Ayr.

Peb. s.Sc, hold, sold s.Sc, told ne. & s.Sc.

ael in bald s.Sc.

el in bald w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. sm.Sc. Edb. n.Cum.
eul in bold, cold, hold, old, sold, told Uls.

el in bald ne.Sc.
oul in bold Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks.

n.Lan. I.Ma. s.Lei. s.Oxf. e.Som., cold me.Nhb. n.Dur.
I.Ma. ne. & m.Nhp. w.Oxf. nw.Hrt., fold n.Dur. nnw. &
snw.Yks. n.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. w.Oxf., hold I.Ma., old I.Ma.
Lei. ne. & sw.Nhp. e. & s.War. s.Wor. Glo. w. & s.Oxf.

nm.Brks. n.Bck. nw. & se.Hrt. Hnt. ne. &nw.Nrf. e.Cor.,

sold se.Nhb. n.Dur. I.Ma., foWn.Dur. I.Ma. m.Nhp.
oal in bald w. & sw.Yks., bold'n.Cum., fold m. & se.Yks.

s.Oxf. nw.Wil., sold n.Cum. s.Oxf.

§1 in bald sm.Sc. Lth. m.Cum. w.Wm. nnw. snw. &
se.Yks. em.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. nw.Lin. Rut. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.
e.Suf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Dor., bold wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth.
Edb. Brks., cold nm. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. m.Cum.
w.Wm.,/«Wwm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. w.Wm., hold n.Ken.,
old nm. em. & wm.Sc. n. & m.Cum. n.Wm. n.Hrf. s.Pem.
Gmg. Brks. nw.Hrt., sold, told (occ.) wm.Sc.

61 in bold Inv. s.Sc. n.Wm., old s.Cum. s.War. Sus.
oul in old n.Der. m.Lin. m.Nhp. n.Wor.
oal in bold s.Som. e.Dev., cold m.Shr. s.Oxf., old e.Sus.

w.Som. n.Dev., told e.War.
61 in bold Bch. Abd. Ayr. e.Yks. s.Stf. Lei. e.Suf. nw. w.

& s.Som. n.Dev., cold n.Cum. Rut. Lei. m.Bck. e.Dor.
w.Som.,fold Inv. Uls. n.Cum. Lei. m.Bck. Dor. w.Som. nw.
& e.Dev., hold Uls. e.War. Glo. Oxf. n. & m.Bck. Bdf.
Ess. e.Sus. sm.Hmp. e.Dor. e. & w.Som. n. & nw.Dev.,
old Inv. me.Nhb. e. & w.Cum. m.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp.
nw. & e.Oxf. n. & m.Bck. Bdf. se.Cmb. s.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess.
n. & e.Ken. e.Sus. sm.Hmp. nw. & w.Som. n.sw. & s.Dev.
e.Cor., sold Uls. Rut. Lei. Dor. w.Som. nw.Dev., told Uls.
e.Hrf. sm.Hmp. Dor. w.Som. n. nw. & s.Dev.
ual in bold s.Lin. w.Wil., cold n.Ken. w.Wil. e.Som.,

fold, hold, sold w.Wil., toldw.Wil. e.Dor.
mil in bold s.Chs. n.Shr. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. Ess. me.Wil.,

cold n.Bck. ne.Nrf. Ess. nw. & me.Wil., fold ne.Nrf. me.
& w.Wil., hold e.Hrf. nw. & me.Wil., oWw.War. e.Hrf.
se.Brks. n.Bck. nw. me. & w.Wil., sold ne.Nrf. me. &
w.Wil., told m.Bck. ne. & s.Nrf. w.Wil. sw.Dev.
aul in hold Glo., old Uls. e.Hrf. Glo., told Uls.
wol in old s.Dev., told n.Ken.
woal in bold Dor. s.Som., old s.Dev., told n.Ken.
wol in bold Dor., cold Dor. s.Som.,/o«, hold Dor., old

w.Dor. s.Som., sold e.Som.
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WBl in old e.Dor. e.Som., told e.Som.
2. With the absorption of 1.

a occurs in cold me. se. & s.Nhb., fold w.Frf. e.Per
s.Nhb. n.Dur., hold Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. &
sm.Sc. me. se.& s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
au in bold n.Dur. s.Lan., /o«se. & s.Lan., hold se.Lan.

n.Der., old em. se. & s.Lan. n.Der. m.Shr., fold em. se. &
s.Lan. n.Der. Ess.
a in cold S2. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw. & snw.Yks. nw.Lan.

fold n.Nhb. nnw.Yks., hold Or.I. n.Dur. nnw.Yks., old
me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw. snw. & nm.Yks. n. &
nw.Lan., told Or.I.
a in hold s.Sc.

a in cold sw.Wm., old n.Nhb.
o in cold e.Yks., fold ne.Yks., hold s.Sc. s.Dur. Cum.

Wm. Yks. n. & nw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Lin.
ou in boli s.Dur. m. se. & swYks. m. & s.Lan. n.Stf.

nw.Lin., cold snw. & sw.Yks. n. em. sm. & s.Lan. n.wm.
& s.Stf. nw.Lin. s.Wor. ne.Shr.,fold snw. & sw.Yks. em.
sm. & sw.Lan. ne.Der. nw.Lin. ne.Shr., hold sw. ms. &
s.Yks. Lan. n. & wm.Stf. n.Der. Not. nw.Lin. e.Hrf., old
n.Cum. snw. se. sw. ms. & s.Yks. Lan. Stf. ne.Der.
nw.Lin. sw.Nhp. ne. & se.Shr. se.Hrt. Bdf. Cmb. s.Nrf.
e.Suf., sold n. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. ne.Shr., told Lan. n. &
wm.Stf. Not. nw.Lin.
oain6oWm.Yks.,coWn.Cum.m. &se.Yks.,/o/rfm.Yks.,

hold n.Cum. n. & nm.Yks., oldn.Cum. e. m.nm. & se.Yks.
9 in bald Wm. nnw.Yks. sm. se. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. n. &

nw.Der. Sus., cold wm.Sc. ne. e. & se.Yks., fold wm.Sc.
s.Dur. Wm., hold wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb. ne.Wm., old
wm.Sc. s.Dur. n.Wm. ne. & se.Yks. e.Hrf.
6u in cold, sold m.Lin., told n.Der.
6 in bold n.Lin., cold se. & sw.Nhb. s.Stf. n. & s.Lin., fold

se. & sw.Nhb. e.Yks. s.Stf. s.Lin. Ess., hold se.Nhb. n. &
s.Lin. Lei. n.Wor. e.Suf. Ess. e.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus., old
se. & sw.Nhb. n.Dur. nm. e. & es.Yks. s.Stf. Not. Lin.
Lei. n.Wor. e.Suf. e.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus., sold s.Stf. s.Lin.

e.Suf. Ess., told s.Stf. e.Suf. Ess.
B in hold Ayr. sm.Sc. Peb.
bu in bold ms.Lan. nw.Der. m.Shr., cold s.Lan. s.Chs.

Fit. Dnb. n. & e.Stf. Der. Not. Lei. w.Wor. Shr. ne.Nrf.,

fold ms.Lan. nw.Der. m.Shr., hold ms.Lan. Chs. n. &
e.Stf. Der. n.Lei. e.Hrf. s.Nrf. w.Suf., old m. sw. ms. &
s.Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. em. & wm.Stf. Der. Not. n.Lin. Lei.

Shr. ne.Nrf. w.Suf., sold ms.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. nw. e. &
s.Der. m.Shr. ne.Nrf., told ms.Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. n.Stf.

Der. Not. Lei. w.Wor. m. & se.Shr. n.Bck. ne.Nrf. w.Suf.

§ 42. OE. se, a (ea) in originally open syllables. The
principal words belonging here are : ache, acorn, acre,

adze, ale, bake, bane, bathe, behave, blade, blaze, cake, crane,

dale, frame, game, gape, grave, graze, hazel, knave, lame,

lane, late, made, make, mane, mate, name, raven, sake, sale,

same, shade, shake, shame, shape, shave, take, tale, tame,

wane, wave; bare, care, fare, hare, share, stare ; father,

gather, rather, waterj hammerj cradle, ladle, saddle, bramble;

brain, day, daisy, Jain, fair, hail, lay pret., maid, main,

may v., nail, pail, slain, snail, tail; claw, draw, gnaw, law,

maw, saw sb. ; awl, dawn. For the dialect forms of gate,

last, herring, many, Saturday, see Index.

§ 43. Apart from the influence of neighbouring sounds,

the normal development of OE. se, a (ea) in originally

open syllables is

:

ai Hrt. Lon. Ess. se.Ken.

je ne.Nrf. + e.

ei Ant. m.Nhp.
ean.Cy. + e, ia (but n.Cum. ie, m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks.

nw.Lan. e +ia), Midi. counties + e,ia (butChs. e + i,m.Nhp.

ei, Glo. ia + I), e.Cy. + e (but ne.Nrf. e + se), s.Cy. e, ia

(but se.Ken. ai), sw.Cy. + e, ia. In those counties where

ea and ia fluctuate the younger generation use ea and the

older ia. . „ ,,. „
e Sc. but s.Sc. ia, Uls. but Ant. ei, n.Cy. Midi, counties

e. s. & sw.Cy. 4 ea, ia.

ia m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks. nw.Lan.

ie n.Cum. + ea, ia.

ia s.Sc, n.Cy. Midi, counties e. s. & sw.Cy.
i Chs. + e, Glo. +ia.
But ai occurs in ale w.Wor., blaze e.Dor., crane Dor.,

lane e.Hrf. w.Suf. e.Dor., mane Dor., name m.Nhp. Glo.
Brks. w.Suf., shame, take Brks., tale w.Wor. e.Dor.
a in acorn Bch. Abd., bathe sn.Sc, crane n.Ayr., make

sm.Sc, whale Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.
is in bathe nnw.Yks. me.Wil., crane I.Ma. e.Dev.,frame

n.Nhb. m.Cum. n.Lan., gape me. & w.Wil. e.Som., grave
Wm.n.Lan. e.Dev., lame Peb. ri.Nhp. e.Dev., lane n.Nhb.
m.Cum. ne.Shr., make s.Dev., mane n.Lan. Sus. Som.,
mate sw.Dev., name sm.Hmp. s.Som.
eiin bake n.Ayr. ne.Nrf., bane Bch. Abd. Sus., blade

s.Lei. Sus., cake sm.Lan. (normal), n.Stf. Lei., knave Ayr.
s.Lei., lane nw.Hrt. nw.Nrf. Ess., made m.Bck., make
se.Hrt. ne.Nrf. Ess., mate s.Stf. e.War. n.Bck. Bdf. nw. &
se.Hrt. Hnt. Ess., name s.Stf. Lei. n.Bck. nw. & ne.Hrt.
Hnt. Ess., sake Rut. ne.Nrf., sale Lei. Sus., same s.Stf.,

take s.Stf. se.Hrt. ne.Nrf., tale ne.Nrf., wave Lei. In
almost all the above words the ei is probably due to the
influence of the lit. language.
ea in blade, lame Ant., name, tale em.Sc
ei in tale Cai. Bch. Abd.
§ in lane, name Glo., mate, same s.Sc.
ia in name n.Dur. e. & w.Cum.
ie in bake me. & se.Nhb., cake, dale me.Nhb.
ia in name nm.Sc.
i in adze Inv. Frf. Ayr., bake Dnb., bathe e.Suf., blaze

ne. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
w.Wm. ne.Yks. (the i in this word points to an OE. form
blsese), frame Lei., grave se.Lan. ne.Shr., graze e.Suf.,

hazel n.Ken., late ne.Shr., make ne.Shr. sm.Hmp., mane
Lei., name Or.I. nm.Sc. sw.Nhb. Dnb. em. & wm.Stf.
ne.Der. Lei. ne.Shr., shake n.Stf, tale wm.Stf. ne.Shr.

oi in lane sw.Yks. s.Lan. m.Nhp.
9 in lame se. ms. & s.Lan., shame se.Lan. n.Der.
6 in lane Abd. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. sm. se. sw. & ms.Lan.

n.Chs. n. ne. & nw.Der.
ua in lane sw. & s.Wm. nnw. snw. e. nm. & se.Yks.

n. m. sw. & ms.Lan.
wua in lane n. m. & s.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks.

§ 44. The falling diphthong has often become a rising

diphthong.
i. In behave and words beginning with a vowel.

ja occurs in acre Wm. n.Lan. s.Som., adze s.Nhb.
n.Dur., ale Wm. ne.Yks. n.Lan.
ja in acorn s.Som., hare nw.Lan.
jse in acre Wil.
je in ache nw. & e.Som., acorn sw.Nhb., acre s.Nhb.

n.Dur. nw.Oxf. me.Wil. e.Som., ale wm.Sc. Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Shr. Glo. e.Som., behave se.Nhb. Sus.

jea in ache, acorn, acre Dor.
je in behave n.Der. ne.Nrf.

ji in ale Per. s.Ayr. Kcb.
jia in ale ne.Shr. Glo., behave m.Yks.
JB in ale Ayr.
ja in ale m.Shr.

2. In words beginning with a consonant.

ja occurs in bake ne.Sc, cake ne.Sc. Wm., gape nw.Lan.
ja in cake Bch. Abd., gape e.Oxf.

je in bake se.Nhb., cake s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Nhp., gape
s.Nhb. n.Dur., gather Kcb. s.Chs. n.Der. ne.Shr., made,

make se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur., mane se.Nhb., mate s.Nhb.

n.Dur., name se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur., sake se.Nhb., same,

shame se.Nhb. n.Dur., take, tale, tame se.Nhb.

je in bake n.Dur., cake em. Stf. n.Der. Not. ne.Nhp.,

gape n. & nw.Der., shame w.Oxf.

care is kjse(r) in ms.Lan. Chs. n. & wm.Stf. ne. nw.
e. & s.Der., kjea(r) s.Wm. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. n. & w.Der.
m.Lin. Nrf., kjia(r) m.Lan

L,
kJB(r) e.Oxf., kj'Ba(r) sw. &

ms.Lan., kju(r) sw.Lan., kja(r) sm.Lan.

5 45. Many words have undergone shortening at

different periods. The forms with a are earlier shorten-
2-2
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ings than those with e, e. Thus OE. se, a became a
in ME. in open syllables and then at a later period it

became f through the intermediate stage of se. The
forms with a are shortenings of a and those with e are

shortenings off. The forms with e show that § became
e before the shortening took place in the Sc. dialects.

a occurs in acorn Inv. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan. s.Chs. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. m.Not. Lei., adze

Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. s.Oxf., bake se.Yks.,

bathe sw.Yks., crane em. & wm.Sc, game sw. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Not. Der. Lin., grave
Yks. Chs. Der. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. s.Wor. Shr. Hrf.
Glo. Sur. Sus. Hmp., hazel em. se. sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf.

n.Der., late sw.Yks. n. se. sw. & s.Lan. n. & ne.Der. Lei.,

made ne.Sc, make Sh. & Or.I. Cai. ne. sn. nm. em. wm.
& sm.Sc. Uls. s.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. s.Stf. Der.
Lin. n.Lei. e.War. Shr., sake se.Yks. n.Lin., same Sh. &
Or.I., shake Sc. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. s.Chs. Not.
Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. e.An., shame s.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. Yks. n. & nw.Lan. n.Bck., shapeSc. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. ne.Der. Wil., take Sc. n.Ir. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Nhp. Shr. Oxf. Sur.
Hmp.
a in crane Peb. Ayr. s.Sc, take em.Lan.
se in adze Ayr. s.Lei. se.Ken. Sus. e.Som. e.Dev., hazel

Dor., make Sh.I.

e in acorn Sus., adze Abd. Per. Lth. Edb. Peb., bake ne.

& wm.Sc, behave Rut., blade n. & s.Ayr. Lth. Ant., cake
e. & s.Som., dale n.Nhb. s.Lan., game Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr. Cum. Wm., grave Sh.I. Bch. Abd.,
hazelhth. Kcb.sw. & s.Nhb.n.Dur.m.Cum.Wm.n.&s.Lan.
Sus., knave s.Nhb. n.Dur., made ne. & wm.Sc. e. em. & s.Lan.
Sus. e.Som., make Kcb. n.Ir. Cum. n. & s.Wm. n.m. em. &
s.Lan. s.Stf. s.Not. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. sw.Nhp. War. Shr.
e. & w.Som. e. & sw.Dev., mate wm.Stf. nw.Nrf. n.Dev.,
name Sh.I. Inv. ne. & nm.Sc. m.Shr., sake wm.Sc. Lth.
Edb. ne.Nrf, same Inv. ne. & wm.Sc. Sus., shake Nhb.
Cum. Shr. Oxf. Brks. Dev., shame Sh.I. ne. & wm.Sc. me.
se. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. Oxf. e.Som., shape Nhb. Cum. Rut.,
shave Oxf., take Cum. e.Yks. Lan. wm.Stf. Der. Not. Lin.
Rut. Lei. sw.Nhp. War.ne.Shr. Brks. Sus. Dor. Som. e.Dev.

e in ale Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per., bane, bake Lth. Edb.,
blade Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb., dale Bch.
Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Nhb. n.Dur., gape Inv., knave wm.Sc,
lame Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc, lane ne. &
sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per., late ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc, made
w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. s.Ayr., mane w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc,
mate w.Frf. e.Per., name ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.
Lth. Edb., raven s.Sc, sake Inv. s.Ayr., sale sn.Sc w.Frf.
e.Per., shame sn.Sc. w.Frf. ePer., shape Bch. Abd. w.Frf.
e.Per., tale ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., tame Sh.I. ne. &
sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Peb.

i in ale ne.Shr., behave ne.Sc, sake wm.Sc, take Dor.
i in adze Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb., made, name, tale

Or.I., mate Sh.I.

§ 46. OE. ser (ar) has gen. become ea or ia in Eng. and
er in Sc. in such words as bare adj., care, fare, hare, share,
stare.

aa occurs in bare nw.Lan. n.Stf. Shr., fare se.Hrt., share,
stare e.Oxf.

a in bare ne.Nrf., care nnw. & snw.Yks. s.Lin. n.Lei.
n.Shr., hare snw.Yks. n.Shr. Oxf., share m.Shr., stare
n.Stf. Rut. Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

a? in fare n.Lan. se.Ken., hare n.Wm. nnw.Yks. s.Lan.
nw.Der. s.Oxf. se.Ken. e.Dev.

eir in bare, hare Ant.
ea in bare s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. sw.Yks. Lan. n.Der.

nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. nw.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev.,
care nnw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. n.Wm. nm. m. sw. & s.Yks.
n. sw. & s.Lan. n. & s.Stf. ne.Der. Not. n.Lin. Lei. m.Nhp.
s.Wor. e.Hrf. m.Bck. Suf. Ess. Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus.
sm.Hmp. me.Wil. Dor. n. & e.Dev., fare s.Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum. m. & sw.Yks. se. & sw.Lan. n. & ne.Der. nw.Lin.
Lei. s.Oxf. w.Suf. Sus. me.Wil. Som. e.Dev., hare s.Nhb.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. snw. m. se. & sw.Yks. n. se. sw. & s.Lan.

s.Chs. n.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. n.Ken.

Sus. me.Wil. Som. e.Dev., share s.Nhb. m.Cum. sw.Yks.

n. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Dor. Som., stare s.Nhb.

n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. em. se. sw. & s.Lan.

n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Dor. Som.
ear in bare Ant., care Inv. Uls. se.Nhb. n.Cum., fare

Abd. Ayr., hare Inv. Uls. sw.Nhb. n.Cum., share Inv.

Ayr. sw.Nhb., stare Inv. Ant. sw.Nhb.
er in bare Lth. Edb., care wm.Sc, fare, hare s.Sc.

er in bare Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Peb. Kcb. me.

& se.Nhb. Wm., care Sc. me. & se.Nhb. n.Cum. w.Wm.,
fare Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. w.Wm., hare

ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.

s.Sc. me.Nhb. w.Wm., share Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. Wm., stare Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Kcb.

ia in care, hare sw.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks. nw.Lan.
ia in care s.Dur. m. se. & s.Wm. nnw. & nm.Yks. nw.

& s.Lan. Not. e.War. ne.Shr. n.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Bdf. se.Hrt.

Ess. Sus. Wil. e.Dor. Som. e.Dev. w.Cor., fare Dor., hare

ne. & nnw.Yks. Sur. Dor. nw.Som., share s.Lan. ne.Shr.

Oxf. Sus. nw. & me.Wil. w.Som.
iar in bare, care, fare, hare, share, stare I.Ma.
a in bare em. & sm.Lan., care em.Lan. s.Stf.,fare em. &

s.Lan. s.Stf., hare em. & sm.Lan. s.Stf. Glo. w.Wil., share

sm. & s.Lan. s.Stf., stare em. & sm.Lan. s.Stf.

§ 47. se (a) followed by a single consonant + a suffix

containing an 1, m, n, or r. In this combination the vowel
has sometimes remained short, and sometimes it under-
went early lengthening and then gen. had the same
further development as ordinary se (a) in originally open
syllables (§ 43).

a occurs in ladle m.Cum. Wm. n.Lan., saddle Inv. Uls.
sw. & s.Nhb. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.
Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf., bramble Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf.
e.Per. s.Ayr. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Lin. s.Oxf., hammer Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. sw.
& s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan.
nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. s.War. s.Oxf., father Inv. ne. sn. &
sm.Sc. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. nm. e.

se. sw. ms. & s.Yks. n. nw. m. & sm.Lan. m.Lin. m.Shr.
Bdf. w.Suf. e.Som., gather Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc. n.Cum.
sm.Lan. I. Ma. n.Stf. Lei. se.Ken., rather I. Ma. Rut., water
Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & s.Sc. Ant. Dur.
n. & m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. s.Chs. ne. & e.Der. Lin.
Rut. w.Wor. w.Sus. sw.Dev.

ai in cradle se.Ken. Dor., ladle se.Ken.
a in hammer se.Ken., father ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

me.Nhb. ne. & ms.Yks. I.Ma. s.Chs. Not. Rut. Lei. Nhp.
s.War. Glo. e. w. & s.Oxf. n.Bck. Bdf. Hrt. Hnt. Nrf. e.Suf.
Ess. n. & se.Ken. e.Dor. Som. Dev., rather nnw.Yks.
n.Lin. se.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus., wafer me.Nhb. s.Chs. w.War.
Glo. Bck. se.Ken. w.Wil. Dor. n.Dev.
a in bramble n.Ayr. Lth. Edb., water s.Sc.
se in cradle s.Sc, saddle se.Ken. Sus. Wil. Dor. Som.

e.Dev.,/a//Wm.Bck. T>ov.,gather s.Sc. Dor. s.Som. e.Dev.,
rather ne.Nrf., water nw.Dev., hammer se.Ken. Sus. Dor.
Som. e.Dev.

83 in bramble se.Ken.JaiherSh.I. em.Sc. n.Cum. se.Shr.
Glo. me. & w.Wil. e.Dor., rather nw. & e.Der. e.War.
w.Oxf. me.Wil. Dor.
e in cradle em. wm. & sm.Sc. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.Wm. sw.Yks. m. & em.Lan. nw.Lin., saddle Inv. s.Ayr!

em.Lan., bramble em.Lan., father Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sm.Sc.
nne. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum., gather Inv. ne. nni &
em.Sc. Ayr. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
n. ne. e. & sw.Yks. n. e. em. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. n &
w.Chs. s.Stf. Not. Lin. Lei. Shr. Glo. Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.Ken
me.Wil. w.Som. nw.Dev., rather Sh. & Or I Ant se &
D
N
u
hb;^ei

\
m -N,^P' e -Won ne.Shr. m. & e.Oxf., hammer

Bch. Abd. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
ei in ladle Ant. s.Lei. s.OxL,father se.Lan. n. & em.Stf.

nw.Lin., rather n.Stf.
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ea in cradle n.Cum. n.Stf. nw.Lin.. s.Oxf. Som. e.Dev.,
ladle sw.Yks n Stf. nw.Lin. Dor. w.Som. e.Dev., father

muu
S' t̂f

-
Lln

-
n -Lei

-
s "War

-
n -Wor

- e -Sus., rather
sw.Nhb. n.Cum. n. e. m. se. & sw.Yks. nw.Lan. s.Lin.
e.Dev., water n.Wor. n.Hrf.
e in ladle s.Sc, saddle s.Ayr. s.Sc, father em. & s.Sc,

rawer ne. wm. & s.Sc, water s.Sc.

T £ in crarf& Inv
-
Bch

-
Abd

-
n

- & sw.Nhb. sm. & sw Lan
I.Ma. s.Stf. m.Shr. ne.Nrf. Sus. me.Wil. Som. e.Dev., ladle
Inv.ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ltb. Edb. Kcb. Nhb. Dur. em. sm
S
7i\

& s
'J:
an

-
LMa

"
s "Stf

-
n -Der - Sus - me.Wil., saddle Bch.

Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb., father Sh.I. Cai. ne.
nw. wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. me. & se.Nhb. n.Dur. e. se. sw
es. & ms.Yks. em. sm. sw. & s.Lan. m. & s.Chs. Fit. Dnb
Stf. Der. Not. n.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. e. & w.War. n. &
s.Wor.Shr. Hrf. s.Pem. Bck. I.W.nw.Wil. e.Dor. nw.Som.
rather sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. me. &
se.Nhb. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. snw. & se.Yks.
Lan. s.Chs. Fit. n.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. n.Shr. Bck. Cmb.
ne.Nrf. Ess. e.Ken. s.Sur. e. & w.Sus. nw.Som. n.Dev.,
water em.Sc. me.Nhb. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs. Stf. n.
ne. nw. & s.Der. m.Nhp. n. & s.Wor. n. ne. & m.Shr.
n.Hrf. s.Pem.

i in bramble e.Som. nw.Bev.,father n.Dur., gather ne.Sc
Wm.w.Yks. n.Lan.

ia in cradle n.Ken., father n.Dur. m. & nm.Yks. s.Stf.
m.Nhp. e. & w.War. s.Wor. Glo. nw.Oxf. m.Bck. e.Sus.
sm.Hmp. w.Wil., rather m. & se.Yks. w.War., water
e.War. s.Wor. nw.Oxf.

1 in cradle Glo. ne.Nrf., father Chs. Fit. ne.Shr., rather
s.Chs., water Chs. Fit. Dnb. ne.Shr.
o in gather w.W or., rather s.Stf. Lei., water sw.Yks. s.Lin.

s.Nrf., hammer sm. sw. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. War.
s.Wor. nw.Oxf.

9 in hammer Lth. Edb., water Lth. Edb. Nhp. s.Oxf.
ne.Nrf. Ess. e.Sus. me.Wil. nw. & e.Som.
b in bramble w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., rather s.Oxf. e.Suf.

sw.Dev.
a in cradle Per., father, rather, waiter Uls.

§ 48. ME. ai from OE. seg has given rise to a great
diversity of forms in the modern dialects. The principal
words belonging here are : brain, day, daisy, fain,fair, hail,

lay pret., maid, main, may v., nail, pail, slain, snail, tail, in

which are included a few words where the vowel was
originally in a closed syllable. ME. ai from OE. seg has
fallen together with ME. ei from OE. eg in all the dialects.

See § 64. ai (ei) is especially common in the s.Midland,
e. s. & sw. counties, e (ea) is the development which
is spread over the largest area.

ai occurs in brain s.Stf. s.Wor. s.Pem. Lon. se.Ken.
Wil. e.Dor. w.Som., day m. & sw.Nhp. s.Wor. m.Shr.
n. & e.Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. w.Oxf. se.Hrt. s.Nrf. w.Suf. Ken.
sm.Hmp. nw. & me.Wil. Dor. s.Som., daisy se.Ken.
s.Som., fain sw.Lan. Glo. se.Ken. Dor. s Som., hail Ess.

se.Ken. me. & w.Wil. Dor. e.Som., lay pret. se.Ken.
w.Wil. Dor. e.Som., maid s.Pem. Glo. ne.Nrf. se.Ken.
nw. & w.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som., main s.Pem. se.Ken.
Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som., may v. n. & e.Hrf. Glo. s.Pem.
se.Ken. w.Wil. Dor. w.Som. s.Dev., nail n.Wor. s.Pem.
Glo. ne.Nrf. Ess. se.Ken. me. & w.Wil. Dor. e.Som., pail

Ess. se.Ken. Dor., slain Glo. se.Ken. w.Wil. e.Dor., snail

ne.Yks. s.Lin. s.Pem. se.Ken. w.Wil. Dor. e.Som., tail

s.Pem. Glo. se.Ken. me. & w.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som.
aiain/wz'rs.Pem. Glo. nm.Brks. Wil., hail e.Dor. w.Som.,

nail e.Dor. w.Som., pail w.Som. e.Dev., snail e.Dor., tail

e.Dor. w.Som.
aa in fair e.Oxf. me.Wil. e.Som.
a in fair m.Shr. Oxf. ne.Nrf.

aei in day m.Nhp. e.Dor., hail m.Nhp., maid m.Nhp.
e.Dor. s.Som., main w.Wil., may m.Nhp. e.Som.

seia in hail w.Wil., tail Ess.

se in brain s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. nnw.Yks., day sn.Sc.

Uls. se.Nhb. e. & w.Cum. n.Wm. nnw.Yks. n.Lan., daisy

m.Cum.Wm. n. &s.Lan.e.Dev.,/az> n.Dur.Wm. nnw.Yks.

n.Lan. nw.Der. se.Ken. Sus., lay m.Cum., may m.Cum.
nnw.Yks. n.Lan. n. & nw.Der., hail nnw.Yks., nail Uls.
nnw.Yks. n.Lan., slain nnw.Yks., snail Sh.I. w.Dor., tail
Sh.I.

ei in brain Bch. Abd. s.Lei. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf, day
ne. & nm.Sc. Lth. Ant. em. & s.Stf. Lei. Nhp. n.Wor.
n.Hrf. nw. & e.Oxf. Bck. Bdf. Hnt. Hrt. ne. & nw.Nrf.
e.Suf. Ess. Som. n.Dev.,/az« Sh.I.sw.Nhb.,/«VBch. Abd.,
lay s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. n.Dev., hail se.Lan. s.Lei. n.Wor.
ne.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Ken. Sus. n. & e.Dev., maid Ant. Bck.
ne.Nrf. e.Suf. n. & sw.Dev., main Ant. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.
e.Ken. Sus., nail Ant. s.Lei. n.Wor. Bdf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.
e.Ken. Sus. n.Dev., pail s.Lei. Bdf, slain s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.
e.Suf. e.Ken., snail Ant. nnw. & snw.Yks. n.Wor. se.Brks.
m.Bck. e.Suf. n.Dev., tail Ant. se.Brks. m.Bck. Bdf. ne.Nrf.
e.Suf. e.Ken. n.Dev.
ea in brain ne.Sc. sw.Nhb. n.Cum. m. e. se. & sw.Yks.

n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf.. w.Hrt. s.Sur. Sus. Dor.
s.Som. e.Dev., day s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. Yks. n.Stf. Lin.
w.Hrt. e.Suf. e.Dev., daisy sw.Nhb. sw.Yks. n.Stf. nw.Lin.
Dor. e.Dev., fain Sh.I. sw.Nhb. sw.Yks., fair s.Nhb. Dur.
m.Cum. Yks. nw. sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei.
s.Oxf. n.Ken. e.Dor. w.Som. e.Dev., hail Yks. n.Stf. Lin.
s.Oxf. m.Bck. w.Hrt. n.Ken. s.Sur. Sus., lay n.Stf. w.Hrt.,
maid e. m. se. & sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf. Bck. s.Sur.
Sus. sw.Dev., main ne.Sc. sw.Nhb. m. se. & sw.Yks. n.Stf.
Lin. s.Oxf, may sw.Nhb. se. & sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. w.Hrt.,
nail ne.Sc. se. & sw.Nhb. e. m. se. & sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin.
w.War. s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. w.Hrt. s.Sur. Sus. w.Wil.
w.Cor., pail sw. & s.Nhb. n.Cum. sw.Yks. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.
Ess. n.Ken. Sus., slain ne.Sc. se. & sw.Nhb. se. & sw.Yks.
n.Stf. Lin. w.Hrt., snail se. & sw.Nhb. nnw. m. & sw.Yks.
n.Stf. n. & s.Lin. w.War. s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. w.Hrt. s.Sur.
Sus. w.Wil, tail ne.Sc. sw.Nhb. n.Cum. e. m.se.& sw.Yks.
n.Stf. Lin. w.War. s.Oxf. m.Bck. w.Hrt. Ess. n.Ken. e.Sus.
w.Wil. w.Cor.
e in brain Abd. s.Sc, fair, maid, main, slain s.Sc, hail

Bch. Abd. s.Sc. n.Cum. nnw.Yks., pail Bch. Abd. w.Frf.
e.Per. s.Ayr., snail s.Sc. n.Cum.

ei in snail ne.Sc, tail Bch. Abd.
e in brainSc. Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.Wm. nnw. snw.& se.Yks.

Lan. I.Ma. ne.Der. Rut. n.Ken., day Sc. Uls. me. se. sw.
& s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. nw. m. se. sw. & s.Yks. Lan.
I.Ma. Chs. em. & wm.Stf n. ne. nw. & e.Der. Not. m. &
s.Lin. Rut. n.Lei. Nhp. War. s.Wor. Shr. n.Hrf. nw. e. &
w.Oxf. se.Brks. m.Bck. Bdf. nw.Hrt. n.Cmb. Nrf. Sus.
sm.Hmp. Dor. e. & w.Som. Dev. w.Cor., daisy Inv. Bch.
Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. w.Wm. m.
se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. me.Wil.,/«»z Inv. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. n. m. & sm.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der., fair Or.I.

Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc.

me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum. w.Wm., hail Inv. ne. & sn.Sc.
w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc Ayr. Kcb. n. me. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. snw. & se.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf.

n. & nw.Der. nw. & sw.Dev., lay Sc. Nhb. Dur. em. &
sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. Rut. m.Bck., maid Sc. se. & s.Nhb.
Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. I.Ma. n. & nw.Der. Rut. Lei.

n.Ken. e.Cor., main Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. &
m.Cum. Wm. nw. & se.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der.
nw.Som., may Sc. me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. n.Cum. w. &
s.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. Rut. Lei. n.Shr.

m.Bck. n.Ken. Sus. w.Wil., nail Sc. me. & s.Nhb. Dur.
m.Cum. Wm. snw. & se.Yks. m. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

s.Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der. Rut., pail Inv. wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. n. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.,

slain Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. me. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm. Lan., snail Inv. sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. me. & s.Nhb.

Dur. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.& nw.Der. Rut. Lei. ne. & sw.Nhp.,
tail Or.I. Cai. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. Uls. n. me. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. m.Cum. w. & s.Wm.
nw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. e.Chs. n. & nw.Der. Rut. Sus.

ia in snail nw.Lan., tail ne.Wm.
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ia in brain s.Lan., day nm. & m.Yks. se.Hrt. w.Wil.,

fair n.Cum. se.Lan. I. Ma. ne. Shr. Dor., maidn.Yks. I.W.,

mains.Dur., may m.Yks., nail nw.Lan. w.War., pail n.Ken..

slain ne. m. & se.Yks., snail e. & m.Yks. w.War., tail

se.Nhb. n.Cum. m. & se.Yks. se.Lan. w.War. n.Ken.

I in brain s.Lan. wm.Stf. Lei., day Chs. Fit. Dnb. n. e. &
m.Stf. Der. Lei. e.War. ne.Shr. Glo. e.Sus. e.Dor., hail

s.Chs. Lei. ne.Shr., lay se. & s.Lan. nw.Der., maid s.Chs.,

main s.Chs. Lei., may m. & s.Chs. Lei. Glo. ne.Nrf., nail

se.Yks. w. & s.Chs. wm.Stf. Lei. ne.Shr., snail e. & se.Yks.

wm.Stf. n.Lin. Lei., tail se.Yks. m. & s.Chs. e. nm. &
wm.Stf. e. & w.Der. Lei. ne.Shr.

a infain em.Lan.,/az'rem. sm. &s.Lan. s.Stf., main s.Chs.

Lei.

§ 49. ME. au from OE. ag, aw has gen. become a
or 9. The principal words belonging here are : awl, claw,

dawn, draw, gnaw, law, maw, saw sb.

a occurs in saw sb. Inv. Kcb. Ant. snw.Yks., awl Frf.

S.Ayr. s.Nhb.
a in claw Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.

Ant. me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Wm. nw.Yks. nw.Lan. s.Oxf.

m.Bck. Bdf. e.Suf. Ess. s.Sur. w.Sus. e.Dor. Som. e.Dev.,
draw Sh. & Or.I. Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Ant. me.
se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. ne. & sw.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks. n. &
nm.Lan. I. Ma. s.War. Oxf. Brks. m.Bck. Bdf. Ess. Wil.
Dor.Som. n.Dev.,gnaw ne. & sn.Sc. Ant. me. se. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. nnw.Yks. n.Lan. s.War. e. & s.Oxf. Bck. Bdf. Ess.
s.Sur. Sus. w.Wil. Dor. Som. n.Dev., law Sh.I. ne. &
sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. sm. & s.Sc. Ant. me. se. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. n.Cum. m.Wm. nnw. snw. & nm.Yks. nw.Lan.
s.War. Glo. nw.Oxf. Brks. m.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. s.Nrf. e.Suf.

Ess. n.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus. Wil. e.Dor. e.Som. n. & s.Dev.,
maw Abd. me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. Bdf. Dor., saw sb. Bch.
Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. me. se. & s.Nhb. nnw.& snw.Yks.
n. & nw.Lan. s.War. Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. w.Wil. Dor. Som.,
awlne. & sn.Sc. Per. Peb. me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw.Yks.,
dawn Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. me. se. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. nnw.Yks. m.Bck. se.Ken. Dor.
a in draw, gnaw, law, dawn Kcb.
t in claw Kcb. s.Sc, lata Uls, w.Dor., maw Kcb., saw

s.Sc, awl Bch. Abd., dawn Bch. Abd. s.Sc.

a? in claw ne.Nrf. me. & w.Wil. Dor., draw w.Wil. e.Dev.,
gnaw me.Wil. e.Dev., law sm.Hmp., saw me. & w.Wil., awl
me.Wil.
eag in gnaw sw. & ms.Yks. s.Lan., maw sw.Yks., saw

sw.Yks. s.Lan.
eg in saw (obsol.) w.Wm. s.Lan.
oa in claw m. & sw.Yks., draw m. & sw.Yks, Rut. Lei.,

gnaw m.Yks. Rut. se.Ken., law snw. m. & sw.Yks. Rut.,
saw sb. n.Cum. m.Yks. Rut. e.Ken., awl m. & sw.Yks.
em.Lan. e.Dev., dawn m. & sw.Yks.
9 in claw wm.Sc Ayr. Lth. Edb. n. & m.Cum, ne.Wm.

se. & sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei. Bdf.
se.Ken. w.Wil. w.Som., draw wm.Sc m.Cum. ne. &
w.Wm. snw. e. & se.Yks. m. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. I. Ma.
s.Chs. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Rut. e. & w.War, s.Oxf.
Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. n.Dev., gnaw wm.Sc Ayr.
m.Cum. Wm. e. & seYks. sm. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf.

n. & nw.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Shr. ne.Nrf., law wm.Sc.
Lth. Edb. s.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. snw. e. nm. se. es. &
ms.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. m.Nhp.
e. & w.War. n.Wor. Hrf. s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. ne. &
s.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. e.Sus. e.Dor. e.Dev., maw Inv.
wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. m.Cum. Wm. e. & se.Yks. em. sw. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf., saw sb. Ayr.
Lth. Edb. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. snw. e. & es.Yks. m.
se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei. e. &
w.War. s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. e.Sus.
n. & e.Dev., awl Inv. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. sw.Nhb.
s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw. se. & sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma.
s.Chs. Stf. n.Der. s.Lin. s.War. s.Oxf. Bdf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.
se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. e. w. & s.Som. e.Dev., dawn Ayr.
m.Cum. w.Wm. e. & se.Yks. n. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Stf.

n.Der. Lin. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Som. e.Dev.

6 in claw s.Nhb., draw se. & sw.Nhb. es.Yks. n. nw.

em. & sm.Lan. n.Stf., gnaw se. & sw.Nhb., law se. &
sw.Nhb. e.Cum. s.Yks. nw. em. & ms.Lan., maw se.Nhb.

em.Lan., saw sb. se. & sw.Nhb., dawn sw.Yks. ms.Lan.

§ 50. In the modern dialects there is no longer any
distinction between West Germanic e and the OE. e which

arose from the i-umlaut of a (o).

e (=old e and the i-umlaut of a (o)), eo in originally

closed syllables ; and also when e was originally followed

by a single consonant + a suffix containing an 1, m, n, r.

The principal words belonging here are : bed, eleven, leg,

best, nest, chest; edge, egg sb. (O.Icel. egg), egg v. (O.Icel.

eggia), fetch, hedge, nettle, sedge, set, step, stretch, wretch;

elm, helm, help, seldom, self; bell, chill, fell inf., smell;

bellow, bellows, belly, belt, else, felloe, kill, sell, shelf, tell; field,

yield; fresh, thresh; dwell, swallow v., twenty, well sb., west;

twelve, web, wedge, whelk, whelp; yolk; den, hen, men, pen;
bench, drench, wench, went; bend, end, send, spend; England,

sling, string, think, wing; length, strength; yon, ayont,

beyond, yonder; blight, bright, right, straight; fight, light sb.,

light adj.; barn, farm, stern sb. (ME. sterne) ; bark v.,

barm, dark, dwarf, earnest, earth, far, heart, hearth, learn,

smart, star, starve, sword, work sb., worth. For the dialect

forms ofyearn, yeast, yesterday, yet, see Index.

§ 51. Apart from the influence ofneighbouring sounds,
the normal development of OE. e in originally closed

syllables is :

a? in s.Sc. se.Ken., e. & sw.Cy. + e.

e in Sc but s.Sc. se, Ant. n.Cy. Midi., e. & sw.Cy. + 86,

s.Cy. but Sus. frequently i.

But a occurs in edge n.Dev., egg sb. Dor., fetch s.Chs.

Fit. e. & s.Stf. n. & w.Der. War. se.Ken., hedge, sedge
n.Dev., step ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Dor. w.Som., stretch

e.Hrf. e.Dor. w.Som., wretch ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Ant. n.Nhb. m.Cum. n.Der. se.Ken. w.Som.
a in wretch s.Sc.

ei in bed s.Som. e.Dev., eleven Bch. Abd. Ant. nnw.Yks.,
edge Ant. e.Suf., egg sb. e.Suf. se.Ken., hedge e.Suf., stretch

se.Lan.
i in eleven em.Sc. Kcb. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. se.Yks.,

nest m.Shr. Oxf., chest Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Lan. I.Ma.
n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. e.Suf. w.Som. nw. & e.Dev., edge
m.Yks., egg^o. m.Yks. e.Som. e.Dev., te^ m.Yks. ne.Nrf.,
nettle Bnn. Abd. m.Yks. e. & w.Som. n.Dev., sedge m.Yks.,
stretch Kcb. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. n.Wm. m. &
nm.Yks.

ia in eleven ne. snw. m. & se.Yks., best Glo. e.Dor., nest
n.Bck.

i in eleven w.Frf. e.Per. Fif. Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Sc, stretch

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc.

in fetch w. & sw.Yks. Lan. Chs. n. & nw.Der. Glo.
nw.Oxf.

ae in bed e.Som., best, nest I.Ma., edge Lth. Edb. Peb.
s.Sc, egg sb. s.Sc, hedge s.Sc. w.Wil.

e in bed w.Frf. e.Per. se.Ken. w.Som. sw.Dev., eleven
ne.Sc. ne.Nrf. s.Sur. w.Sus., leg w.Frf. e.Per. e.Suf., edge
Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. me.Wil. e.Dev., egg sd.
Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Bck. w.Som. sw.Dev., hedge Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb., sedge Kcb. me.Wil.

1 in eleven Sh.I. wm.Sc. Peb. me.Nhb. s.Dur. n Cum
stretch Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.

§ 52. e in the combination el + cons, other than d has
gen. had the normal development. But a occurs in bellows
sw. & s.Lan. n.Der. Dor., belly Cum. e. sm. & s.Lan. Chs.
Stf. n.Der. War. Shr. Dot., felloe se. & s.Wor. Hrf. Glo.
a in belly em.Lan.
i in felloe Cai. s.Pem. Wil., help ne.Sc, seldom Ant.

s.Chs. m.Shr. ne.Nrf. w.Som. nw.Dev., self Wxf., chill Inv
Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb.
Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. n-Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.
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ia in chill, kill w.Som., else nw.Wil.
ji in kill Kcb. n. & nw.Der. nw.Nrf.
b in chill n.Ayr. e.Dev, elm, help, smell w.Som, selfw.bom. e.Dev, bellows w.Som, else Dor. w.Som, shelf

e.Dev, tell e.Dor. w.Som. e.Dev, twelve w.Som. e.Dev.
a in bell, bellow Per. em.Lan, chill Per. Ayr, elm n Stf

n.Oxf, s^n.Ir, bellows Peb. em.Lan, kill Inv. Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr. n.Nhb, s^n.Nhb, tell n.Lan.

In a few cases the 1 has been absorbed, as safselfn.Kenoum elm se.Yks, 9m s.Dur. Wm. ne.Yks, 6m e. & se.Yks
For the dialect forms ofyolk (OE. geoloca, geolea) see
Index. '

e was lengthened at an early period before Id, as in
field, yield.

ei occurs in field s.Chs. n.Stf. ne.Der. Lei. e.War.
ne^hr, yield nw.Yks.
e in field ne.Shr, yield Lei.
i in field s.Stf. m.Shr. Hrf.nw.Oxf. nw.Hrt. ne. & s.Nrt.

Ess. Ken. Sus. n.Dev, jyz'eWs.Chs. nw.Der. m.Shr. ne.Nrf.
e.Suf.

ia in field s.Nhb. n.Dur. w. & s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. Hmp.
nw. & w.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev, yield m.Yks. se.Lan.
nw.Der. Lin. Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.

i in field w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Edb. s.Sc, yield ne.Sc.
w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Kcb.

x in field Sh.I. Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. n. &
sw.Nhb. n. & m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. w.Chs.
em.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. se.Brks. sw.Dev, yield Inv.
ne. sn. & wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum. Wm. e. se. sw. & s.Yks. n. em. & sm.Lan. I.Ma.
n. & nw.Der. n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. e.Som.

§ 53. e followed by se (Mod. Eng. sh), as infresh, thresh,

has gen. had the normal development, but in parts of Lan.
and Wil. it has been diphthongized to ai (ei).

a occurs in thresh Inv. ne.& sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.
n.Cum. se.Yks. em.Lan. I.Ma. n. & s.Stf. Sus. I.W. Dor.
e.Som. n.Dev.

ai in thresh s.Lan. w.Wil.
a infresh w.Som.
se infresh I.Ma, thresh se.Ken.
ei infresh em. sm. & s.Lan., thresh em. sm. & s.Lan.

me.Wil.
o in thresh m.Shr. e.Hrf. m.Bck.

§ 54. In such words as dwell, swallow v., swell, twenty,

wed, well sb, west, twelve, web, wedge, whelp, the w has
often caused the e to go into a, especially in the Sc. dialects.

a occurs in flTa>«7/Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb., swallow v.

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Edb. Peb. Kcb. n.Ir. n. sw. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. n. em. sm. se. & sw.Lan. n. & s.Stf.

n. & ne.Der. nw.Lin. I.W. Dor, well sb. ne.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant, west Sh. & Or. I. ne.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc, twelve ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.

Ant. n.Nhb, web w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant.

Dor., wedge ne. & sn.Sc. s.Ayr. Peb. m.Shr. Dor. n.Dev,
whelp w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant.

a in wedge, west Lth. Edb, swallow Sus.

a in dwell, well, west, twelve, web, wedge Ayr. Peb. Kcb.
s.Sc. '

o in swallow Cum. sw.Yks. I.Ma. n.Der. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

w.Som. e.Dev, twelve Peb, web ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc,

wench w.Som., whelp ne.Sc.

9 in swallow Lth, well, twelve, whelp Lth. Edb, wedge,

wench w.Som.
B in dwell Dor. w.Som. e.Dev., twenty ne. & em.Sc, twelve

w.Som. e.Dev, web w.Som., wedge s.Sc, wench em.Sc.

x5

For the influence ofw in such words as dwarf, work sb.,
&c. see § 56.

§ 55 - e (i-umlaut of a) followed by n or n + cons. has
gen. had the normal development. When followed by n
it has gen. become i as in the lit. language, but length and
strength rarely have i in the dialects, because these two
words gen. have n not n in the dialects.

ai occurs in string Am.
e in bench, length, strength, string, wing s.Sc.
ei in den se.Ken. e.Dev.
ea in den, drench e.Dev.
e in drench s.Sc, wench sm. & s.Sc.
e in den, pen w.Som, hen w.Som. e.Dev.,mene.& w.Som,

bend, send, spend w.Som, end Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. e Dev ,

length sw.Dev.
i in hen Nrf. me.Wil, men m.Yks. I.Ma. ne.Cmb. ne. &

s.Nrf. Suf. Ess. e.Dor, pen m.Shr. e.Suf, bench sn. &
wm.Sc. Ayr. Ant. m.Cum. n. & nw.Lin. w.Wil. w.Som,
drench wm.Sc. n.Ayr. Ant. e.Suf. w.Wil. e.Dor. nw. &
e.Dev, wench w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Kcb. m.Yks. I.Ma.,
twenty ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr, length, strength e.Som,
went m.Yks, endm.Yks. nw. & s.Oxf. Brks. e.Suf. w.Som.

i in hen e.Sus, endse. sw. ms. & s.Lan. n.Der. Bdf. Ess.
n. & e.Ken. nw.Dev.
a in drench Peb, sling, string, wing Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.
a in end em.Lan.
ayont, beyond, yon, yonder gen. have o as in the lit.

language, but
a occurs inyon se.Ken, beyondDwb. s.Stf. s.War. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. e.Som, yonder s.Chs. Fit. em. & s.Stf. m.Nhp.
War. s.Wor. n. ne. & m.Shr. n.Hrf. Oxf. nw.Hrt. Hnt.
e. & se.Ken. e.Sus. m.Hmp.

se in beyond n.Hrf. m.Bck, yonder n.Hrf. nm.Brks.
w.Sus.

se in yonder sm.Hmp.
i in yonder m.Bck. nw.Hrt. Hnt. ne.Nrf.
13 in ayont sn.Sc, beyond Ess. e. & w.Som,yon w.Som.,

yonder ne.Nhp. se.Cmb. nw.Nrf.

§ 56. eor in the combination eor + cons, has gen.
become er (ar) in Sc. but s.Sc. ser, and a in England.
The principal words belonging here are : bark, barm,
dark, dwarf, earnest, earth, far, heart, hearth, learn, smart,
star, starve, work sb.

ar occurs in bark Or.I. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Edb.
Kcb. sw.Nhb. n.Wm. I.Ma, barm Bch. Abd. Per. s.Ayr.
I.Ma, dark Or.I. Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Kcb. Uls. n. & sw.Nhb.
n.Cum. I.Ma, dwarf Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb,
earnest me. se. & sw.Nhb. I.Ma, earth me.Nhb. I.Ma, far
Abd. sn.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb. me.Nhb. n.Cum. I.Ma.., heart Kcb.
Ant. sw.Nhb. I.Ma, hearth s.Ayr. Ant. Kcb. me. & sw.Nhb.
I.Ma, learn s.Sc. Uls. me.Nhb. I.Ma, smart sw.Nhb.
I.Ma, star Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. s.Ayr. Ant. me. & sw.Nhb.
w.Wm. I.Ma., starve Sh.I. Uls. me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
I.Ma, work sb. Sh. & Or.I. ne. nm. wm. & sm.Sc. Edb.
Ant. me. & se.Nhb.
aa in bark s.Lan. Som, barm e.Som, dark w.Wm.

em.Lan. n.Der. s.Som. e.Dev, dwarf em.Lan. e.Dev.,far
n.Dur. sw.Yks. em.Lan., heart, hearth em.Lan, learn.

n.Stf. star sw.Yks. em.Lan. n.Stf, starve em.Lan. n.Stf.

e.Dev, work sb. em.Lan. This aa differs slightly, if at

all, from a.

a in bark s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. sw.Yks. n. & nw.
Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.
Dor. e.Dev, barm s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. snw. &
sw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. n.Der. n.Lin. Lei.
Oxf. Sus. me.Wil. e.Dev, dark s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. n. se. & ms.Lan. Stf. ne. e. & s.Der.
nw.Lin. Lei. m.Shr. s.Oxf. s.Nrf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.
Dor. Som. e.Dev, dwarf s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. n. & s.Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin. m.Wil. Dor. s.Som,
earnest s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. se.Yks. n.Der. nw.Lin.
Lei. Shr. Brks. Bck. ne.Nrf. Ess. Sus. I.W. e.Som. e.Dev,
earth s.Nhb. Dur. n. & e.Yks. sw.Lan. m.Lin. ne.Shr.
n.Bck. e.Suf. Ess. Som. e.Dev.,far s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.
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n. & w.Cum. Yks. ri. & sw.Lan. ne. & nw.Der. nw.Lin.

Lei. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. w.Som. n. & e.Dev.,

heart s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Yks. n. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor.,

hearth s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. nnw. e. se. & es.Yks.

n. se. ms. & s.Lan. Chs. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Lei. Oxf. Bdf.

Ken. s.Sur. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. e.Som. s.Dev. Cor., learn

se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. e. m. & w.Cum. Wm.' Yks. Lan.

I. Ma. s.Chs. Fit. Dnb. em.Stf. n.Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei.

Nhp. w. & s.War. Shr. s.Pem. Glo. Oxf. nm.Brks. Bck.
Bdf. Hrt. Hnt. Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ess. e. & se.Ken. Sus.

w.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som. Dev. Cor., smart s.Nhb. Dur.
m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. & se.Lan. Stf. Der. Lin. Not.

Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Oxf. Ken. Sus. me.Wil.
w.Som. Dev. -w.Cov., star s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. Fit. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Rut. n.Shr. s.Oxf.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus. w.Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.,

starve s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks. n. & m.Lan. Fit.

Der. Lin. Not. Rut. Lei. War. Wor. m.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

Sus. se.Ken. me. & w.Wil. Dor. Som. n. & nw.Dev. Cor.,

work sb. s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. sw.Wm. Yks. Lan. ne.Der.
nw.Lin. e.Suf.

ar in bark Bch. Abd. Ayr. Ant. n.Nhb., barm w.Frf.
e.Per. Ayr. Ant., dark Inv. w.Frf. e.Per., dwarf Ant.
I.Ma.,/ar Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Uls. se. &
sw.Nhb. n.Cum. sw.Wm., learn se.Nhb., star Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. se.Nhb.
ar in barm n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb., dark Dub., dwarf

n.Ayr., star Kcb., work sb. Peb. s.Sc.

ser in bark, dark,far, heart, hearth, smart, star, starve s.Sc.

se in barm sw. & s.Lan., dark, earnest, heart, learn, starve

sw.Lan., dwarf sw.Lan. s.Lei. Glo., earth n.Dev., hearth
sw.Lan. Lei., smart sw.Lan. nw.Som.

ser in far s.Sc, learn Lth. Peb. Uls. n.Cum., starve

sm.Sc.
er in bark Inv. Lth. Peb., earnest Uls., earth Sc. Uls.

Wxf. n.Cum., heart Or.I. nm. & em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb., hearth

ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb. sm.Sc. se.Nhb.,
learn ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. & sm.Sc, smart
ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb. Ant.,
starve ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
Peb. Ant.
ea in barm s.Lan., dark n.Dur., earnest n.Bck. ne.Cmb.,

earth n.Dur. Bdf. ne.Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Som. sw.Dev., far
m.Shr., hearth m.Yks., learn n.Dur. e.Yks., star m.Shr.,
starve m.Yks. n.Bck., work sb. Rut.
ear in dwarfsw.Nhb., learn Ant. sw.Nhb.
er in earth ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. sm.Sc, heart Bch. Abd.
e in earnest nw.Der., earth nw. & s.Dev., learn se.Yks.

s.Chs. ne. & nw.Der.
er in earnest Sh.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc

Ayr. Edb. Peb. Kcb., earth Or.I. wm.Sc. Ayr. Peb., learn
Sh.I. Inv. ne. sn. nm. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Edb. Kcb. se.Nhb.,
starve se.Nhb.

id in earnest se. & sw.Yks. s.Lan., earth m.Cum. se. sw.
& ms.Yks. s.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. w.Cor., learn s.Dur.
n.Cum. Yks. Dor.

iar in earth s.Sc, learn s.Sc. sw.Nhb.
9 in barm s.Stf. s.Wor., dwarf Stf. s.Oxf. Ken. Som.,

far s.Lan., starve Glo.

9r in dark n.Ayr. Lth. Edb., dwarf Lth. Edb., far, star

wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
% in bark, barm nw.Dev., dark n.Ken. nw.Dev., earnest

me.Wil., earth Lei. Bdf., learn wm. & s.Stf. ne. & m.Nhp.
e. & s.War. n. & e.Hrf. nw.Nrf. n.Ken. me.Wil. e.Dor.
n.Dev., star Brks., work sb. sw.Nhp. e. & w.Oxf. me.Wil.
Dor.

ar in far ne.Wm., heart n.Cum., learn Uls.
a in bark, barm, dark, heart sm.Lan., dwarf s.Nhb.

n.Dur. sm.Lan., earnest Wm. n.Lan. n.Stf. s.Lei. s.Oxf.
se.Ken. w.Wil., earth w.Wm. m. & sw.Lan. Stf. n.Der.
Rut. s.Lei. s.Sur. Sus. se.Ken. w.Wil. Som., far se.Lan.
Stf. n.Der. s.Lin. Rut. Sus. w.Wil. Dor. s.Som., hearth
sm.Lan. w.Wil., learn sm.Lan. s.Stf. Lei. m.Nhp., smart
sm.Lan., starve em. & sm.Lan.

In earnest, earth, and hearth the falling diphthong

has often become a rising diphthong beginning with j.

See Index.

§ 57. The OE. combinations eht, eoht have gen. had

the same development as ME. ib_t, treated in § 77.

The principal words belonging here are : bright, fight,

light sb., light adj., right, straight.

a occurs in straight Bch. Abd. sn. & wm.Sc.
ai in bright se.Yks. n.Lin. n.Lei. n.Wor. s.Oxf. s.Nrf.

Suf. s.Sur. w.Sus. w.Som. e.Dev., fight s.Nhb. n.Dur.

n.Cum. s.Stf. m.Shr. w.Hrt. e.Suf. s.Sur. w.Sus. n. &
e.Dev., light sb. Sh. & Or.I. m.Lin. e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus.

e.Som. n. & e.Dev., light ad.]. s.Nhb. n.Dur. nw.Lin. Som.
e.Dev., right Sh. & Or.I. s.Oxf. e.Suf. s.Sur. w.Sus.

n.Dev. e.Cor., straight Dur. ne.Wm. nw.Lin. s.Wor. Hrf.

s.Pem. Glo. w.Oxf. Brks. Cmb. Nrf. Ken. e.Sus. Hmp.
w.Wil. e.Dor. w. & s.Som. Dev.
a in right sw.Yks., straight ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. &

sm.Sc. Kcb. Lth.

ai in bright em. & s.Lan. w.Chs. s.Stf. e.Der. Rut. Lei.

m.Nhp. w.War.,fightem.& s.Lan. Rut. Lei.m.Nhp. s.War.
ne.Shr. Sus., light sb. em.Lan. s.Der. s.Lin. Rut. Lei.

m.Nhp. s.War. ne.Shr. nw.Oxf. Sus., light adj. em.Lan.
s.Lei., right em.Lan. s.Stf. Not. Rut. Lei. s.War. ne.Shr.

nw.Hrt. Hnt. Cmb. w.Suf. Sus., straight Not. n.Hrf. Ess.

sei in fight, right s.Sc. n.Cum., light sb. s.Sc, straight

s.Sc nw.Oxf. Ess. nw. & w.Wil. e.Dor. e. & s.Som.
e in bright Cai. ne. sn. & em.Sc. n.Ayr. sm. & s.Sc,

fight Or.I. ne. sn. nm. wm. em. & sm.Sc. Uls. n.Cum.,
light sb. ne. & nm.Sc n.Ayr. sm.Sc. Uls., straight sn. nm.
& em.Sc. Kcb. Rut. e.War.

ei in bright Inv. ne. & s.Sc. me. & s.Nhb. n.Cum. nnw.
snw. nm. & se.Yks. I.Ma. s.Chs. e.Stf. ne. & s.Der., fight
ne.Sc. Uls. Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. w. &
s.Chs. n. e. & em.Stf. n. ne. nw. & s.Der. Not. n. & nw.Lin.
Lei. s.Wor., light sb. Inv. ne.Sc. Uls. Nhb. n.Cum. nnw.
& snw.Yks. I.Ma. s.Chs. n. e. & em.Stf. ne.Der., light adj.

s.Nhb. I.Ma. n.Stf., straightSh. I. Nhb. n.Dur. n. & w.Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Stf. Der. Not. n.Lin.
s.War. s.Wor. Shr. n.Hrf. w.Oxf. se.Brks. n.Bck. Hrt.
Hnt. Cmb. Nrf. Ess. ne.Dev. For right, see Index.
ea in straight n.Cum. n.Stf. m. & s.Lin. m.Nhp. e. &

s.Oxf. n.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. e.Sus.

e in bright Abd. wm.Sc, light sb. wm. & sm.Sc, right

wm.Sc.
e infightw.Som. nw.Dev., light sb. w.Som., right m.Lin.

w.Som., straight ne. se. & es.Yks. nw. & se.Lan. n.Lin.
Rut. n.Lei. m.Nhp. nw. & e.Oxf. Bdf. m.Cmb. s.Nrf. e.Suf.
s.Sur. w.Sus. I.W. e.Cor.

i in bright Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Lth. Peb. Kcb.
Ant. Lan. n.Der., light sb. Abd. s.Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant.
m.Yks. nw.Lan., light adj. Abd. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant., right
nm. em. & sm.Sc. Ant. m.Yks. nw. m. ms. & s.Lan. Fit.

n.Shr.
ia in bright nm.Yks. s.Dev., light sb. sw.Dev., straight

n.Cum. m. & nm.Yks. s.Lin. se.Hrt.
I in bright s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. n.

ne. nw. & e.Der., light sb. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. &
m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.w. & s.Chs. n. ne.nw. & e.Der.,
light adj. sw.Nhb. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. e.Stf.
n.Der., right me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. ne.
nw. e. & se.Yks. Lan. Chs. Fit. n. ne. & nw.Der. n.Shr.,
straight m. & w.Cum. e.Yks. It is remarkable that a form
fitfight does not occur in any of the dialects.

oi in bright Stf. e.Der. s.Lin. Lei. e.War. Bdf. se.Hrt.
se.Ken. e.Sus.,fightse.Lan. n.Stf. e.Der. Rut. Lei. m.Bck.
se.Ken. e.Sus., light sb. n. & s.Stf. Lei. m.Nhp. Glo. Bck.
Bdf. Lon. se.Ken., light adj. s.Oxf. me.Wil. Dor., right n.
& s.Stf. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. e.War. Bck. Bdf. nw. & se.Hrt.
Hnt. se.Cmb. Ess. e. & se.Ken. e.Sus., straight nw.Hrt.
se.Cmb.

9 in straight sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
Bi in bright e.HrL nw.Oxf. sm.Hmp. Wil. Dor. e. &

s.Som. e.Dev., fight s.Oxf. Wil. e.Dev., light sb. s.Oxf.
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w.Hrt. me. & e.Wil. Dor. sw.Dev., light adj. s.Oxf. me.Wil.
Dor., right I.Ma. s.War. s.Wor. n.Shr. Hrf. nw. e. & w.Oxf.
Brks. n.Bck. w.Hrt. Nrf. n.Ken. me. & w.Wil. Dor. s.Som.
e. & sw.Dev., straight se. & sw.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Sur. w.Sus.
sw.Dev.
a in bright Ayr. Lth. Edb., light sb. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb., light adj. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Edb., right Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb. See § 68.

ai in bright e.Hrf. Glo. ne.Nrf. I.W., fight Uls. ne.Nrf.
I.W., light sb. Uls. ne.Nrf. I.W., right m.Nhp. ne.Nrf.
sm.Hmp. I.W. e.Dor.

§ 58. Short e in originally open syllables. The
principal words belonging here are : bead, eat, fret, heave,

knead, leak, meal {flour), meat, pea, scream, speak, stead, steal,

tread, wean, weave; breach, break; kettle; even, heaven, reckon,

seven; better, feather, leather, weather, wether; heavy, penny,
nephew, beg; bear sb., bear v., mare, pear, scare, shear,

swear, tar, tear v., wear; aneath, beneath; ail, away, Main,
laid, lain, lay inf., play, rain, sail, say, way, weigh; ewe.

For the dialect forms of besom, fever, get, give, wick, yellow,

see Index.

§ 59. Apart from the influence of neighbouring sounds,
the normal development of OE. e in originally open
syllables is

:

se Dor.
ei w. & sw.Yks. sm. sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf. Nhp.
ea e.Suf.

e Uls. but Ant. 1, I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Dnb. s.Stf. Der., Lei. +
I, Shr., s.Midl. but s.Oxf. ia, e.Cy._but e.Suf. ea, Glo. Hrf.

Mon., sw.Cy. but w.Wil. ia, Dor. §b.

ia n. & e.Yks. nw. em. & se.Lan. Lin. s.Oxf. w.Wil.
i Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Not. Rut., Lei. + e, s.Cy.

But ai occurs in weave ne.Sc.

a in weave Lth.

ei in eat n. em. & se.Lan. s.Stf. ne. & e.Der., meal Ant.

em.Lan., meat Ant. nnw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. s.Stf. e.Der.

w.War. m.Bck.., pea s.Sc. n. & s.Nhb. s.Stf. e.Der. Sus.,

speak ne.Sc. Ldd. nnw. & snw.Yks. s.Stf. e.Der. Rut.

nw.Oxf. n.Bck. Hnt. w.Sur., steal em.Lan., tread n.Nhb.,

wean Ant., weave Ldd. n.Nhb. nnw.Yks. em.Lan.

eia in weave s.Chs.

ea in bead n.Stf. Dor., eat n.Stf. me.Wil. e.Dev., fret

nw.Wil., meal se.Lan. Sus. w.Som. e.Dev., meat ne.Sc.

e.Yks. Rut., scream w.Hrt. Sus., speak n.Stf. n.Lin. nw.Wil.,

stealw.Som., wean s.Lan. e.Dev., weave e.Yks. m.Bck.

e in bead Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Nhb., eat Or.I. s.Lan.,

heave ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., meal nm.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb., meat

Sh.I. sm.Sc. se.Lan. Rut. s.Sur. Sus., scream ne. & sn.Sc.

s.Sur. w.Sus., speak Or.I. Cai. es. & s.Yks. se.Lan. Not.

Rut. ne. & sw.Nhp. sm.Hmp., treadlnv., wean Sh.I. w.Frf.

e.Per. wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb. em. & s.Lan., weave Sh.I.

w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc. se.Lan.

ia in knead n.Lan., meat nw.Lan.

ia in bead Ant. s.Lan. w. & s.Som. e.Dev., eat sw.Nhb.,

fret sw.Yks., heave s.Nhb. Dur., kneadsw.Wm., mealne.Sc.

se.Ken., meatVJm. nw.Oxf. Bdf. Hnt., pea sw.Nhb., scream

s.Dur. n.Cum. sw.Wm. sw.Yks. s.Lan. s.Chs. n. & nw.Der.

s War., speak n.Cum. m. & sw.Wm. n.Lei. e.Hrf. se.Hrt.

e'.Dor., stead sw.Yks., steal n.Stf., frwrfsw.Wm., wean s.Sc.

n.Cum., weave sw.Wm. Dor.

i in bead Lan. e.Som., eatw.Der. w.Oxf. Cor., fret se.Lan.,

heave se.Lan. s.Oxf. e.Dor., knead se.Yks. em.Lan. n.Wor.

s Oxf e.Dev., meal n.Lan. e.Dor., meat se.Yks. n. & em.Stt.

ne. & w.Der. ne.Shr. n.Hrf.,^« em.Stf e.Der. s.Oxf. Ess

scream s.Lan. ne. & nw.Der., speak se.Yks, Chs^Stf. ne. &

s Der. Nhp. e.War. ne. & se.Shr. Hrf. Bdf. Hnt. nw &
s.Nrf. Ess. e.Dor., tread s.Chs. ne.Nrf., wean se. & es.Yks.

m.Bck. e.Dor., weave m.Bck.
_ .

The falling diphthong has become a rising diphthong in

jet eat m.Shr. e.Oxf., JBt Glo. e.Hrf.

S 60 Many words have undergone shortening at

different periods. The forms with i, i are shortenings of 1

from older e.

VOL. VI.

se occurs in knead s.Sc, tread s.Sc. Dor.
e in kneadw.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. n.Nhb. n.Dur.

I.Ma., leak Ayr. n.Nhb. sw.Yks. n. & sm.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der.,

speak Sh.I., stead ne.Sc. Ant. em. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.
n.Stf. n.Der. s.Oxf. se.Ken., tread ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. Ant. n.Cum. em.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

n.Ken. me.Wil. s.Som.
e in eat Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Peb., knead ne. &

wm.Sc, meal ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., meat Abd., scream, steal,

wean w.Frf. e.Per.
i in eat Wm. n.Lan. e.War., fret m.Cum., stead n.Nhb.

n.Dur. n.Wm. s.Chs. s.Stf. Sus., tread Sus.
i in bead Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Sc, eat Or.I.

ne.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc, mealn. & s.Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc, meat Ayr.
Kcb. s.Sc, scream Bch. Abd. Ayr. Kcb., speak Bch. Abd.
sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. se.Nhb.

n.Cum., stead s.Ayr. Kcb., steal ne.Sc n.Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc,

tread Sh.I.

§ 61. breach and break have a great diversity of forms.

a occurs in break Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. Per.

ai in break Brks. se.Ken. s.Som.
a in break Sh.I.

se in break I.Ma.

e in breach Oxf., break Inv. em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. s.Sc.

Ant. n. & m.Cum. n. & w.Wm. e. m. se. & sw.Yks.

nw.Der. Lei.

ei in breach sw.Yks. sw.Lan. s.Stf. e.Dev., break nnw.
& sw.Yks., sm. & s.Lan. s.Stf. ne.Der. s.Lei. e.Sus.

ea in breach s.Oxf., break se.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. m.Bck.

s.Oxf. Dor. e.Dev.
e in break Kcb.
e in breach n.Ayr. Kcb. I.Ma. n.Der. w.Som. e.Dev.,

break n.Dur. se.Yks. Der. Rut. Lei. Shr. me.Wil. e.Som.

nw.Dev.
i in breach sw.Nhb. Sus., break me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

w.Wm. nnw.Yks. nw.Lan.
ia in break Cum.
ia in breach em.Lan. nw.Lin., break ne. snw. & se.Yks.

em. & s.Lan. n.Lin. Brks. w.Wil.

i in breach Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

i in breach Bch. Abd. Per. s.Ayr. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

m.Cum. w.Wm. n.Lan. s.Lei. se.Ken. e.Dor. e.Som.,

break s.Dur. n.Cum. ne.Wm. ne. & se.Yks. s.Lan. Chs.

Lei. War. ne.Shr. Glo. s.Nrf. n.Ken. I.W. sw.Dev.

a in break Uls. n.Nhb. nw.Lan.

§ 62. In kettle; even, heaven, reckon, seven ; better,feather,

leather, weather, wether; heavy, penny; nephew; beg, the

stem-vowel has gen. had the same development as short e

in a closed syllable (§ 51).

But a occurs in kettle se.Ken., reckon Bch. Abd. w.fcn.

e Per m Cum. sw.Wm. I.Ma. Sus. Dor., better,feather, leather

I.Ma., weather wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Ayr. Ant. IMa., wether

wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb. I.Ma., beg Glo. I.W. Dor. n.Dev.

a in weather Kcb. s.Sc
se in 6eg-s.Sc

e in kettle, heaven, heavy s.Sc.

ei in even n. & s.Stf, heavenne. & nnw.Yks., seven Abd.,

heavy sm. & sw.Lan., beg sm.Lan.

ea in better s.War., leather Ant.

e in even Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., heaven sn Sc. n.Ayr.,

seven ne. & sn.Sc.

e in even ne.Sc. Dor. w.Som. e.Dev., seven ne. & sm.bc,

feathers Frf. e.Per.,heavy w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. se.Lan., nephew

wm.Sc Kcb., beg w.Frf. e.Per. e.Suf.

i in kettle m.Yks. n.Lei. e. & s.War. n.Wor. e.Hrf. s.Pem.

Glo Brks. Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. Lon. Nrf. Suf. Ess. e.Ken.

s.Sur. sw.Hmp. I.W. Wil. e.Dor. Som. Dev., even Wm.
m Yk's. s.Lan., heaven Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. Kcb. me. se. sw.

& s.Nhb. ne.Wm., seven me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m. &
se Yks.,feather sm. sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs. ne. & m.Shr., leather

(obsol.) s.Sur., weather Bch. Abd., heavy Bch. Abd. s.Nhb.

ne.Wm., nephew m.Yks.

ia in even m.Yks. nw.Lin., heaven snw. & se.Yks., seven

ne. snw. m. & se.Yks., leather se.Yks.
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i in heaven Sh.L, reckon n.Cum., seven nm. & em.Sc. Ayr.
Kcb. s.Sc.

I in even Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur.em.
& sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken., heaven em. wm.
& sm.Sc. Dur. ne.Nrf., seven Sh.I. em. wm. & sm.Sc. Kcb.
sw.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum., heavy e.Suf., nephew sn.Sc.

8 in kettle w.Som., seven e.Som., better, feather, weather

ne.Nrf., leather ne. & s.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus., wether s.Sc. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf.

a in kettle, heaven, seven, weather Uls.

§ 63. In aneath and beneath (OE. beneoban) the de-
velopment has been as follows :

se in aneath s.Sc.

e in aneath Sc, beneath Lth.
ea in beneath em.Lan. Dor.
e in beneath wm.Sc. Kcb. Uls. Lei. s.War. n.Shr. ne.Nrf.

nw.Som. sw.Dev.
ie in aneath s.Lan., beneath snw.Yks.
ia in beneath ne. e. m. & se.Yks. n.Lan. Lin.
i in aneath Or. I., beneath Edb.
I in aneath s.Ayr. s.Nhb. n.Wm., beneath Inv. wm.Sc.

me. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. s.Lan. I.Ma. ne.Der.
Rut. se.Ken. e.Sus. e.Som.

§ 64. ME. ei from OE. eg has had the same develop-
ment as ME. ai from OE. seg (§ 48). The principal words
belonging here are : ail, away, Main, laid, lain, lay inf., play,

rain, sail, say, way, weigh.
ai (ei) is especially common in the s. Midland, e. s. &

sw. counties, e (ea) is the development which is spread
over the largest area.

a occurs in Main ne.Sc.
ai in ail e.Dor., away s.Wor. Hrf. nm.Brks. s.Nrf. Ess.

sm.Hmp. nw. & me.Wil. w.Som., Main se.Ken. e.Dor.,
laid se.Ken. w.Som. e.Dev., lain Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. se.Lan.
m.Shr. GIo. se.Ken. e.Dor., lay s.Wor. se.Ken. me.Wil.
e.Dor. w.Som. e.Dev., play ne.Sc. s.Wor. m.Shr. Glo.
se.Ken. me. & w.Wil. Dor. w.Som., rain sw.Nhp. s.War.
s.Wor. m.Shr. n.Hrf. w.Oxf. se.Hrt. Ess. se.Ken. s.Sur.
w.Sus. Hmp. me. & w.Wil. Dor. Som., sail se.Ken. Dor.
e.Som., say m.Nhp. s.Wor. m.Shr. Hrf. Gmg, s.Pem.
w.Oxf. nm.Brks. Lon. s.Nrf. Ess. Ken. sm.Hmp. nw. &
me.Wil. e.Dor. Som., way Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. n.Ayr. Lth.
Edb. Ant. m. & sw.Nhp. s.Wor. Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. w.Oxf.
ne. & s.Nrf. Ess. e. & se.Ken. me. & w.Wil. e.Dor. e. w.
& s.Som., weigh Sh.I. ne.Sc. ne.Nrf. w.Wil. e.Som.

aia in ail w.Som., sail e.Dor. w.Som.
aa in away ne.Sc.
a in away Sh. & Or.I. Cai. ne. sn. nm. & em.Sc. s.Nrf.,

way s.Nrf.

ai in Main Dor., lain sm.Sc. nw.Der.
a in away sn.Sc.
sei in away m.Nhp. e.Dor., rain m.Nhp. w.Wil., say

m.Nhp. nw.Oxf. Ess. e.Dor., way nw.Oxf. w.Dor.
se in away Uls. Cum. n.Wm. Suf. w.Wil., laid Peb.

m.Cum. n.Lan. w.Wil., lain m.Cum., lay n.Nhb. m.Cum.
Wm. w.Wil. Dor., play m.Cum. nnw.Yks. n. & s.Lan.
w.Wil., rain Uls. n.Nhb. nnw.Yks. n.Lan., sail nnw.Yks.,
say Sh.I. sn.Sc. Uls. se.Nhb. Cum. n. & s.Wm. ne. nnw.
& se.Yks.n. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. n. & nw.Der. e.War. ne.Nrf.
Suf. w.Wil. Dor., way e. & w.Cum. n. & sw.Wm. nnw. &
se.Yks. n.Lan. e.Suf. w.Wil., weigh w.Wil.
e in laid Sus. nw.Wil., rain w.Frf. e.Per., sail sn.Sc,

say sm.Lan.
eiin ail Rut. Bdf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf., away s.Stf. Lei. m. &

sw.Nhp. s.Wor. nw.Oxf. Bck. se.Hrt., Main s.Lei. s.Oxf.
ne.Nrf. e.Som., laid Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur.,/am.wm, & sm.Sc
Ant. s.Nhb., lay Ant. s.Stf. Rut. s.Lei. s.Oxf. n.Bck.
ne.Nrf. Ess., play Ant. s.Stf. e.Der. Not. Rut. Lei. m. &
sw.Nhp.Oxf.n.Bck.Bdf.ne.Nrf.e.Suf.Sus.n.Dev.,ra*'«Ant.
s.Stf. Lei. Nhp. s.War. se.Shr. Bck. Bdf. Hrt. ne.Nrf. Suf.
Ess. Sus. n.Dev.,s«»7 Ant. Rut. Bdf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus., say
ne. & nm.Sc. Ant. em. & s.Stf. n.Der. Rut. Lei. Nhp.
e.War. Wor. nw. e. & w.Oxf. n.Bck. Bdf. Hrt. Hnt. Nrf.
e.Suf. Ess. s.Sur. w.Sus. sw.Dev., way s.Dur. em. & s.Stf.

Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. w.War.s.Wor. n.Hrf. e. &s.Oxf. Bck. Bdf.

nw.Hrt. Hnt. Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. w.Sus. n. & sw.Dev., weigh

s.Sc. me.Nhb.n.Dur. n.Cum. nnw. snw. e. m. se. & sw.Yks.

nw. & sm.Lan. s.Chs. nw.Der. n. & m.Lin. Rut. m.Shr.

Bdf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

ea in ail e. & sw.Yks. Lin. e.Sus., away nm. & sw.Yks.
m.Lin. se.Hrt. e.Suf., Main e. se. sw. & ms.Yks. nw.Lan.
Lin. Sus. s.Som. e.Dev., laid e. & sw.Yks. n.Stf. nw.Lin.,

lain m. & sw.Yks. n.Stf. n. & s.Lin., lay n.Cum. e. m. &
sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. ne.Shr. w.Hrt., play sw. & s.Nhb.
n.Cum. e. m. & se.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. n.Wor. w.Hrt. e.Sus.,

rain sw. & s.Nhb. e. m. se. sw. & ms.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. n.Wor.
s.Oxf. m.Bck. w.Hrt. e.Sus., sail sw.Nhb. e. m. se. &
sw.Yks. se.Lan. n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf. w.Hrt. e.Sus. w.Wil.,

say sw.Nhb. n.Cum. e. m. se. & sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. ne.Shr.
w.Hrt., way me.Nhb. n.Cum. e. m. se. & sw.Yks. n.Stf.

Lin. m.Bck. w.Hrt. e.Sus.

e in Main Lth. Edb., laid s.Ayr., sail Inv. s.Sc.

ei in lain Kcb., way Or.I. Inv. nm. em. wm. sm. & s.Sc.

e in ail ne. wm. & s.Sc. Uls. me. & se.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum.
nw. & e.Yks. sm.Lan. nw.Der. Rut. Lei., away w.Bwk.
Rxb. se.Nhb. Cum. Wm. Lan. nw.Der. Not. n. & m.Lin.
n.Lei. ne. & sw.Nhp. War. s.Oxf. Bdf. nw.Hrt. se.Cmb.
s.Nrf. w.Cor., Main Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Kcb. s.Sc. Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. nnw. & se.Yks. Lan. I.Ma.
s.Stf., laid Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
se. & sw.Nhb. Wm. se.Yks. em. sm. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.
n.Der. w.Wil., lain Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Lth.
sm.Sc. sw.Nhb. Wm. es.Yks. em. & sw.Lan. n.Der., lay
Or.I. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth.
Edb. s.Sc. me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Dur. es.Yks. em.& sw.Lan.
I.Ma. n. ne. & nw.Der. w. & s.War. nw. & e.Oxf. s.Nrf.
e.Suf. n.Ken., play Sc. me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
Wm. nnw. & se.Yks. nw. m. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n. ne. &
nw.Der. Not. Rut. ne.Nhp. War. n.Ken., rain ne. sn. em.
wm. sm. & s.Sc. Uls. me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. Fit. em. wm. & s.Stf. n. nw. & e.Der. Rut.
Nhp. e.War. em. se. & s.Shr. nw.Oxf. Hrt. s.Nrf. sw.Dev.,
sail ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.
n. me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. se.Yks. Lan.
I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut. Lei., say Sh. & Or.I. Cai.
ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm. sm. & s.Sc. Uls. Nhb.
Dur. Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. se. sw. & s.Yks. Lan. I.Ma.
Fit. em. & s.Stf. Der. Not. Rut. Lei. Nhp. e. & s.War.
n.Wor. n. & se.Shr. Oxf. se.Brks. m.Bck. Bdf. Cmb. nw.
& s.Nrf. Sus. sm.Hmp. Som. n. sw. & s.Dev. Cor., way
sm. & s.Sc. Uls. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. m. & w.Cum.
w. & s.Wm. ne. nnw. snw. se. & es.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Fit.
em. & s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut. Nhp. e. & s.War. n. &
se.Shr. Cmb. ne. & nw.Nrf. e.Sus. w.Som. Cor., weigh Uls.
es.Yks. s.Lan. Not. s.Lin. Rut. Bdf.

ia in Main w.Wm.
ie in sail n.Cum.
ia in Main s.Dur. e. & se.Yks., laid se.Yks., lain n.Cum.

m.Yks., lay, play m.Yks., rain n.Cum. m.Yks. sw.Lin.
ne.Shr. se.Hrt. e.Sus., sail m.Yks. n.Ken., say m.Yks.,
way ne. n. & m.Yks.

I in ail s.Chs. Lei., away Chs. n.Stf. Der., Main s.Chs.
Lei., laid m. & w.Chs. Lei., lain s.Lan. Lei., lay se.Lan.
w. & s.Chs. wm.Stf. ne.Der. Lei. e.War., play Chs. Dnb.
m.Stf. e. & w.Der. Lei. ne.Shr., rain m. w. & s.Chs. Dnb.
n. e. nm. em. & wm.Stf. ne. & e.Der. Lei. e.War. ne.Shr.
n.Ken., sail s.Chs., say Chs. Fit. Dnb. n. em. & wm.Stf.
ne. e. w. & s.Der. ne.Nhp. e.War. ne.Shr. e.Dor., way
Lhs. Dnb. n. e. em. & wm.Stf. ne.Der. Lei. e.War ne Shr
weigh wm.Sc. me. & se.Nhb. w.Der. Lei.
je in lain se.Nhb.
jea, ja in ail m.Yks.
oi in way nm.Brks. se.Hrt., weigh w.Som.
9 in away wm. & sm.Sc.

§ 65. er not followed by another consonant has gen.
become ia or ea in Eng. and lr or er in Sc. in such words
as bear sb. , bear v., mare, pear, scare, shear, swear, tar, tear v.

,

wear.
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ar occurs in bear sb. ne.Sc, scare Ant. I.Ma., tar Inv.
s.Ayr. Ant. sw.Nhb. I. Ma.
aa in mare Shr. e.Oxf., scare se.Yks., for sw.Yks. n.Stf.,

tear v. e.Oxf.

a in bear v. w.Wor. m.Shr., mare Fit. n. & m.Shr. Oxf.
ne.Cmb., scare Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Lin. Wor.
Shr. Glo. Hmp., tar s.Nhb. m.Cum. Lan. s.Stf. nw.Lin.
s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev., tear v.

m.Shr., wear w.Wor.
ar in tar Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Peb. Uls. w.Wm.
ar in tar Ayr. Kcb.
ser in scare, tar s.Sc.
se in bear sb. s.Nhb. m.Cum. e.Der. Dor., bear v. e.Stf.,

mare nw.Der. se.Ken., scare se.Ken., swear nw.Der.
eir in bear sb. n.Ayr.
eia in mare nnw.Yks.
ea in bear sb. nw. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Lei. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. e.Som. e.Dev., bear v. s.Lan. n.Der. s.Lei. s.Wor.
s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Som. e.Dev., mare s.Nhb.
n.Dur. sw.Yks. em. se. sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw. &
s.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. s.Wor. s.Oxf. Hnt. e.Suf. Sus.
Dor. Som. e.Dev., pearse. sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. s.Lei.

m.Nhp. s.Oxf. Bdf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. Som.
e.Dev., scare s.Nhb. s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. n.Lin. e.Suf., shear
se.Lan. n.Stf. Sus., swear se. sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.
Rut. Lei. sw.Nhp. nw. & s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
me.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev., tear v. sw.Lan. n. & s.Stf.

n.Der. s.Oxf. Bdf. se.Ken. Sus. Dor. e.Som. e.Dev., wear
sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf. Bdf. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. me.Wil. Som. e.Dev.
ear in bear sb. Ant., swear Uls.

er in bear sb. Lth. Edb., pear w.Frf. e.Per.

er in bear sb. Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Peb.
Kcb. n.Nhb. n.Wm., bearv. Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., mare
Sh.I. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. me.Nhb., scare

Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. s.Ayr., shear w.Frf.

e.Per., swear ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. me.Nhb., tear v.

w.Frf. e.Per., wear Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

me.Nhb.
ia in mare m.Cum.
ia in bear sb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. n.Lan. nw.Lin., bear

v. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. & sw.Lan.

n.Lin. ne.Shr. s.Nhp., mare s.Nhb. Dur. ne. nnw. snw. e.

m. & se.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. wm.Stf. ne.Shr. Sur. e.Dor.

nw.Som. sw.Dev., pear s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. sw.Yks.

n.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. s.Nrf. Sur., scare s.Dur. e.Yks. Rut.

Sus. Dor. w.Som. e.Dev., shear s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
sw.Yks. n. em. & sm.Lan. n. & ne.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. nw. & me.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev., swear s.Nhb.

Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw. se. & s.Lan. Lin. ne.Nrf,

s.Sur. Sus., tear v. s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w. & sw.Yks.

Lan. Lin. Not. Lei. w.Som., wear s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. Yks. n. em. se. & s.Lan. Lin. ne.Shr. ne.Nrf.

w.Cor.
iar in bear sb. sw.Nhb. I.Ma., bear v. Abd. Per. n.Ayr.

Peb. Ant. n.Wm. I.Ma., mare s.Sc. n.Cum. Wm. I.Ma.,

pear sw.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm. I.Ma., scare I.Ma., shear Ayr.

sw.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm. I.Ma., swear s.Sc. n.Cum. I.Ma.,

tear v. sw.Nhb. I.Ma., wear s.Sc. I.Ma.

ir in bear v. Lth. Edb., mare Ayr. s.Sc, pear, swear

Kcb.
ir in bear sb. w.Wm., bearv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc.

sw.Nhb. w.Wm., mare ne. & wm.Sc. Ayr- sm.Sc. Edb.

Peb. Ant. se. & sw.Nhb., pear Bch. Abd. em.Sc. Ayr.

s Sc. Ant., scare s.Ayr. se.Nhb., shear Bch. Abd. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. w.Wm., swear ne. em. wm. &
sm.Sc.Ant.se. & sw.Nhb., tor v. ne. & em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.

Ant., weame. em. wm. sm. & s.Sc. Ant. se.Nhb.

qr in tar n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.

a in bear sb. em.Lan., bear v. em. & sm.Lan. s.Stf.,

mare sm.Lan. s.Stf., pear, scare em.Lan. s.Stf., shear

em.Lan., swear em. & sm.Lan., wear s.Stf.

§ 66. For the dialect forms of ewe (OE. eowu), see

Index.

§ 67. The principal words belonging here are : begin,

bid, bidden, big, bill, bin, bit, bitch, bitten, bitter, bliss, busy,

business, chin, cliff, clip, crisp, dim, drift, fiddle, film, fin,

fit ad}., flint,flitch, glisten,grim, gristle, him, ill, kist (a chest),

mint, mix, pig, pith, shilling, shin, ship, shrimp, sit, skin, slit,

spin, spit, stitch, this, thistle, tickle, timber; quick, swim,
whistle, widow, will aux. v., window, witch; milk, silk;

bring, cling, finger, sing, thing; drink, shrink, sink, stink;

dish,fish; child, children, mild, wild; climb, limb; hinder;

behind, bind, blind, find, grind, wind v., wind sb. ; birch,

bird, church, third; dight, sight, slight, tight; might, night;

lie, nine, stile; live, sieve ; beetle, week, weight,

§ 68. Apart from the influence ofneighbouring sounds,

the normal development of i in the modern dialects is :

e s.Sc. (but see below) n.Nhb. n.Cum. Dor. w.Som. ; i in

all the remaining portions of England.
The representation of the normal development of i in

the Sc. dialects presents great difficulties.

I have found it impossible to give an exact analysis of

the sound. It seems to be a lowered form of i, which
I sometimes appreciate as a kind of e sound and at other

times as a kind ofmixed vowel a. My best helpers, several

ofwhom possess a good knowledge of phonetics, are incon-

sistent in their representation of the sound in question.

Sometimes they write it i, and at other times e, a, and
occasionally even e, 13. Dr. Ellis also experienced

similar difficulties : see E. E. Pronunciation, V, pp. 682,

710-11, 756, 767-8. According to Dr. Murray, Dial, of
s.Counties of Sc. pp. 107-8, the normal development is e

(mid-front-wide) in the south of Sc. ; in some parts of Sc.

he believes it to be like Welsh u in un (high-mixed-

narrow) and the e in German G-abe (mid-mixed-narrow);

and B (mid-back-narrow) towards the west and centre of Sc.

But e occurs in bid s.Oxf. e.An., big nw.Dev., film

s.Som., flitch Nhb. Hmp. Wil., hinder s.Oxf., pig Glo.

Brks. Sus. Dev., lick n.Ayr. Dor. nw.Dev., pith nw.Lin.

Lei. s.Oxf. nw.Dev., shrimp e. & se.Yks., sit ne.Nrf. Sus.

Wil., spit Lei. Oxf. Sus. n.Dev.

e mfit, pig, shrimp, tickle, timber ne. & wm.Sc.
Monosyllables often havea long vowel in w.Som. and

e.Dev. ; the following have 1 : bid, bin, bit, bitch, chin, fin,

skin, spin, stitch. When the word ends in 1 the vowel has

been diphthongized, as bial bill, ial ;'//.

e in pig e.Suf. w.Som.
u in bill Inv. Per. Ayr., children Ess., cliff, drift w.Som.,

fit, pig sn.Sc, shilling em.Sc. n.Ayr., ship, shrimp w.Som.,

thistle Inv. ne. sn. wm. em. & sm.Sc, timber sn.Sc.

ce in clip, film, grim, shilling, shrimp w.Som.

§ 69. i preceded by w has gen. remained unchanged

in Eng., but it has gen. become "e in Sc, u in parts of Nhb.

Cum. Wm., and u in Ant. Examples are : whistle, will,

window, wisp, witch.

swim is swim w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr., swim ne.Sc. Ant.,

sum s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc ; widow_ is widi, wlda

ne. & nm.Sc parts of em.Sc. s.Ayr., wida n.Ayr. Peb.

Kcb. Ant. n.Nhb. w.Wm. w.Som. The i in these two

words is a shortening of older 1. will is wul in n.Stf.

m Nhp. Bdf. Hrt. s.Nrf. Ess. me.Wil. w.Som., and wul in

s.Chs. Fit. Dnb. wm.Stf. ne.Der. m.Nhp. e.War.

S 70 i followed by Ik has gen. had the same develop-

ment in the dialects as in the lit. language, but milk

(OE meoluc, meolc, mioluc, mile) is melk in ne. wm.
& s Sc n.Cum. m.Yks. Ess. e.Ken. e.Sus., melk + mulk
sm.Sc, mialk in m.Yks. s.Oxf. s.Nrf. Sus., mjolk w.Wil.,

nrelk in Sh.I. ne. sn. nm. em. wm. & sm.Sc. n.Bck.

w Som. e.Dev., malk in e.Dor. e.Som. n.Dev. ; silk (OE.

seoloc, seolc, siole) is s^lk in nm. & em.Sc. Ayr. n.Bck.

w.Som.

§ 71. i followed by rj or rjk has gen. had the normal

development (§ 68) in such words as bring, cling, finger,

sing, thing; drink, shrink, sink, stink. But e occurs in

0-2
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most of these words in Glo. Wil. Dev., u occurs in sn.Sc,

cling, sing, sink have ai in Ant., and bring, sing have ei

in wm.Sc.

§ 72. i has been lengthened to i before f, as dif dish,

HI fish in em. sm. se. & s.Lan. n.Der. s.Nrf. w. & s.Som.

e.Dev.

§ 73. i before Id underwent lengthening at an early

period and then gen. had the same further development

in the modern dialects as old long 1 (§ 154). But child

has i Dev. Cor., ia w. & s.Som. sw.Dev., I Sh.I. ne.Sc. Lth.

e. & s.Som. Dev. Cor. In these dialects child is a back

formation from childer, children, which have a short vowel
in all the dialects. I occurs in mild sw.Yks., wild sw.Yks.

e.Som.

§ 74. The vowel in climb has remained short in a large

number of dialects. See Index.

§ 75. i had already been lengthened before nd at an

early period except in Sc. and the north of Eng. in such

words as behind, bind, blind, find, grind, wind v., wind sb.

The vowel has gen. remained short in the dialects of Sc.

Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks., nearly all Lan., n. &
nw.Lin., whereas in the other dialects the vowel has had
the same development as old long l (§ 154). wind sb. has

a short vowel in nearly all the dialects. nw.Dev. has e in

ben bind, bleu blind, vera,find, gren grind.

§76. ir + cons. In this combination the Sc. dialects

have the normal development ofi (§ 68). In the dialects

of Eng. the r has disappeared and the vowel has gen.

been lengthened to §, a, which in the midl. e. s. & sw.
counties have often been shortened to 13, a, rarely to a, o,

in bird, birch, church, third.

§ 77. ME. iht has gen. become ai\t Sh. & Or.I., eixt

ne.Sc, seixt s.Sc. In the rest of Sc. the vowel has gen.

remained short and has had the normal development of

short i (§ 68). It has become I, rarely ei, in Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Fit., parts ofStf., Der. Lin.

In the rest of Eng. the vowel has gen. had the same
development as old long I (§ 154) except in w.Som. where
it has become e. Examples are : dight, might, night, sight,

slight, tight.

§ 78. Medial OE. ig. In nine (OE. nigon), stile (OE.
stigol) the ig became l at an early period in nearly all

dialects, and then had the same further development as
old long I (§ 154). In nin. (w.Som. nen) nine n.Wm. m. &
nm.Yks. and stil stile m.Cum. Wm. snw. e. & sw.Yks.
Lan. n. ne. & nw.Der. n. & nw.Lin. the lengthening must
have taken place at a much later period, otherwise the i

would have been diphthongized as in the other dialects.

In lie (OE. licgan) the mod. dialects have partly forms
from icg, in which case they have lig, and partly forms
from ig (as in the second and third pers. sing.), in which
case they have had the same development as in stile.

§ 79. live and sieve have gen. had the same develop-
ment in the dialects as in the lit. language ; the former
however has become liv in Abd. Ayr. Peb. s.Sc. Ant. n. &
sw.Nhb. n. & m.Cum. w.Som. e.Dev., and the latter siv
(siav m.Yks., zev n.Dev., ziav nw.Wil. e.Dev., ziv Dor.
e.Som.) in wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. Nhb.
s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw.Yks.

§ 80. In beetle (insect) all or nearly all the dialects

point to an older form with e. betl in s.Chs. Bdf. is an
early and bltl (from bitl) in Sc. a late shortening. The
short i in the I. Ma. and sw.Cy. forms may also be a late

shortening. In like manner the various dialect forms of
week are most easily explained from a ME. form weke,
which in the course of time became wik. The wik was
shortened to wik in Sc. and to wik in many of the dialects

of Eng. weight has been influenced by weigh in all the
dialects.

S 81. OE. o (= West Germanic o) in originally closed

syllables. The principal words belonging here are
:
blot,

borrow, bottom, box, broth, clot, cobweb, cock, cross, cot, dog,

flock, follow, God, knock, off, on, rod; crop, drop, hot, shop,

stop, strop, top; croft, loft; frost, lost, post; bolster, bolt colt

folk, gold, toll; should, would; afford, board, corn, ford,

fork, hoard, horn, horse, morning, short, storm, word; cough,

trough; bought, daughter,fought, wrought; door.

5 82. Apart from the influence ofneighbouring sounds

OE. o in originally closed syllables has gen. remained ;

and also when o was originally followed by a single

consonant + a suffix containing an 1, m, n, r. In em. wm.
& sm.Sc. s. Midlands, s. & sw.Cy. there is a tendency to

lengthen the vowel in monosyllables. See below. In

Ayr. Dmf. Lnk. Rnf. and se.Ken. the vowel has often

become a or a.

But a occurs in bottom se.Ken. e.Dev., box se.Ken.,

broth Dor. e.Dev., cot se.Ken., follow n.Ayr., cross nw. &
e.Oxf. Sus. e.Dor. n.Dev.

se in clot nw. & e.Dev., cross n.Ken. Dor. e.Dev.

6 in blot Bch. Abd., bottom w.Frf. e.Per., dogw.Frf. e.Per.

s.Yks. Bdf. Hnt., cross wm.Sc, dog n.Dur.

u in hovel Wm. Yks. Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. n. & nw.Lin.

u in dog em. & s.Lan.

b in bottom s.Ayr., clot me.Wil, dog Inv. Per. n.Ayr.

Lth. Edb. m. sw. & s.Lan. Der. nw. & e.Dev., hovel se.Ken.

Sus.
Examples of the lengthening of the vowel in mono-

syllables are: a in cross nw.Oxf. Bdf. ne.Nrf. se.Ken.

w.Wil. nw.Som. sw.Dev., dog se.Ken., Go^Abd. ; a in dog

Dor.; se in cross w.Wil. ;
gin blot w.Som., broth m.& s.Lan.

n.Der. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. me.Wil. w.Som. e.Dev., cot

w.Som., cross em. & s.Lan. Lei. Lon. se.Ken. me.Wil.

w.Som., dog s.Ayr. I.Ma. Lon. Sus. Som., flock Inv. Ant
w.Som., Godlnv. n.Ayr. Ant. s.Lan. n.Stf. se.Ken. w.Som.;
6 in blot s.Ayr. Edb. Peb. Kcb., box em.Sc. Ayr. n.Wm.,
broth Ayr. Lth. Edb. m.Cum. m.Shr., cock em.Sc. Ayr., cot

n.Ayr. Peb., cross em.Sc, dog Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. s.Nhb. n.Dur., flock n.Ayr., God ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Dur. e.Dev. ; dog has au Ayr., on Peb.,

and a n.Der. ; ua in bog, cog, cost, cot, frost, lost, sop, sod
s.Sc. For the great diversity of forms of dog see Index.

§ 83. The change of o to a or a, mentioned above,

extends over a larger area when the vowel is followed by
p. Examples of a for o are : crop Bch. Abd. wm.Sc.
Kcb. s.Lan. s.Chs. Fit. Dnb. em. & s.Stf. Lei. m.Nhp.
s.Wor. w.Oxf. Brks. Sus. w.Som., hop Bch. Abd. sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Edb. Peb. Kcb. w.Wil., shop Ant.
War. w.Wil. Dor., stop wm.Sc. Ant. se.Ken. Dor. w.Som.
e.Dev., strop ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. Dur.
Wm. Yks. s.Stf. w.Som., top Or.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant. Dor. w.Som. ; a for o in crop, hop,

top wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. ; se for o in crop Dor. nw.Dev. ; 6 for

o in hop wm. & s.Sc, shop ne.Sc. In this position also
the vowel has often been lengthened ; examples are : a in
crop n.Ayr. Ant. se.Ken., top Lth. Edb.

; 9 in crop, shop
se.Ken. ; hop me.Wil., top w.Som. ; 6 in crop, top n.Ayr.,
shop em.Sc. Ayr., stop Ayr. Lth. Edb.

§ 84. Before a following ft, as croft, loft, the o has
become a in some dialects and has been lengthened in
others, a occurs in ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Edb. Kcb.
Ant. s.Chs. Dnb. em. & s.Stf. ; a in n.Ayr. Ant. I.Ma.
m.Nhp. Glo. w.Som.

; 9 in Inv. em.Lan. se.Ken. Sus.
me.Wil. ; o in em.Sc. n.Ayr.

§ 85. o before a following st has gen. remained in the
dialects, but frost has a in nw.Wil., frost, lost have a in
se.Ken. Dor., 9 in em. & s.Lan. se.Hrt. Lon. Sus. se.Kerj.
me.Wil. Som., o in Ayr. Lth. Kcb. Ant., ua in s.Sc, post
has o in ne.Sc w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. n.Nhb. n.
& m.Cum. Wm. ne.Yks. n.Lan. nw.Dev. In the other
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dialects the long vowel or diphthong in this word has been
developed from an older form p§st just as in the lit.

language. See Index.

§ 86. The development of ol in the combination ol

+ cons, has given rise to a large variety of forms, partly
with the retention of 1 and partly with the absorption of it.

i. With the retention of 1. In this case the develop-

ment has been

:

aul in bolster se.Ken., bolt Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. se.Ken., colt

wm.Sc. Ant. n.Dur. se.Ken., gold sn. & sm.Sc. Wm.
se.Ken., toll Kcb. sw.Nhb. w.Wm. em. & s.Lan.

eul in gold Uls., toll m.Nhp.
ol in bolster Bch. Abd., bolt Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc. snw. & m.Yks., colt Bch. Abd.
ne.Wm. I.Ma. n.Stf. e.Dev., toll Inv. Bch. Abd. s.Sc. n.Nhb.
Dor.
oul in bolster s.Nhb. n.Dur. I.Ma. s.Lei. s.Oxf. e.Som.,

bolt me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. se.Yks. Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin., colt

I.Ma.., gold me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. nw.Yks. nw.Lan. s.Sur.

Sus., to//m.Cum. sw.Yks. n.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. nw. & m.Lin.
s.Oxf. Som.

^1 in toll s.Nhb. Wm.
61 in bolster Inv. n.Wm., boll wm.Sc.
oal in bolster e.Dev., bolt em. & s.Lan. e.Dev., colt e.Oxf.

61 in bolster Lth. Edb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Stf., bolt Inv. Ayr.

s.Nhb. Rut. Lei. ne.Nrf. n.Dev., colt s.Nhb. n.Dur., gold

Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. s.Sc. Uls. es.Yks. Rut.

Lei. w.Som. n. nw. & e.Dev., toll Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth.

Edb. Ant. sw.Lan.
ul in gold Ant. s.Nhb. n.Cum. e.Dor.

ual in bolt Bdf., gold s.Lin. Bdf. w.Wil. w.Som.
ul in gold Bch. Abd. wm. & sm.Sc. Edb. s.Sc. n. &

me.Nhb. se.Yks. s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. s.Stf. n.Der. n.Lin.

n.Wor. Glo. Oxf. m.Bck. Sus. Wil. Dor.

eul in bolster me.Wil., bolt nnw.Yks. Wil., coll me.Wil.,

gold s.Dur. nnw.Yks. s.Chs. ne.Nrf. me. & w.Wil., toll

me.Wil.
wol in bolster Dor., bolt Dor. s.Som.

wol in colt Dor. s.Som.
2. With the absorption of 1. In this case the develop-

ment has been

:

au in bolster Bch. Abd. Per. em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

n.Nhb. Wm. nw. & s.Lan., bolt w.Wm. nw.Lan., colt Abd.

Per. em.Sc. Ayr. n.Cum. Wm. s.Lan., folk Bch. Abd.

wm.Sc., gold Abd. em. & wm.Sc. se.Lan., tau to// se.Lan.

seu in bolster, bolt n.Der.

eu in bolster w.Frf. e.Per.

ou in bolster s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. sw.Yks. Lan. s.btl.

nw.Lin., bolt Cum. Yks. Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin., colt s.Sc.

n Nhb. Cum. n.Wm. Lan. I.Ma. nw.Lm.,/ott Cai. nm.Sc.

w.Cum. sw.Yks. n.Lan. m.Nhp. s.Oxf., gold ne.Sc. se. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. n.Wm. Yks. Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin.,

tou toll Lan.
6 in bolt n.Wm. s.Stf. s.Lin. e.Suf.

bu in bolt s.Chs. nw.Der. n.Lin., colt s.Lan. s.Chs. n.Der.

m.Shr. n.Hrf. e.Suf.,folk ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc.

s.Ayr., gold w.Frf. e.Per. e.Yks. ms.Lan. nw.Der. n.Lin.

ne. & m.Shr. e.Suf., tBU fo// ms.Lan.

For the dialect forms oifolk, should, and would, see Index.

S 87. The development of or in the combination or +

cons, has given rise to a large variety of forms. It has

e
Ti£

e

a'ffbrd se.Ken., corn nnw.Yks. Dnb. s.War. w. &

s Wor. Glo. nm.Brks. n.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Wil. Dor. Som.

e & sw.Dev., fork Glo. e. & se.Ken. Sus. Wil. Dor., horn

War. s.Sur. Sus. Dor., horse Glo. Dor., morning s.War.

w & s Wor. Brks. ne.Nrf. n.Ken. Sus. m.Hmp. me.Wil.

Dor e sw. & s.Dev., short se.Lan. nm.Brks. se Ken. Sus.

me Wi'l. Dor., storm s.War. s.Wor. Glo. Bdf. Ken s.Sur

Sus me & w.Wil. Dor. nw. & e.Som. e.Dev., word e.Suf.

The above development is confined almost exclusively

to the south midland, s. & sw. counties.

or in board Uls., corn ne. & sn.Sc. Ayr Ills me &

scNhb. n.Cum. l.ka.,ford Ayr. Uls. me.Nhb., fork Inv.

Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
I.Ma., horn Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc. s.Ayr. Uls. me. & se.Nhb.
n.Cum., horse Or.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb.
Ant. sw.Nhb. n.Cum., morning ne.Sc. s.Ayr. sw.Nhb.
n.Cum. I.Ma., short Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. sw.Nhb.
n.Cum. I.Ma., storm Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Kcb. n.Irel. me. & se.Nhb. n.Cum. I.Ma., word sm.Sc. me.
& se.Nhb.
oa in afford s.Nhb. m.Yks. Rut. s.Lei. ne.Nrf. e.Som.,

board Rut. ne.Nrf. me.Wil. e.Dev., corn n.Dur. e. m. &
sw.Yks. em.Lan. Rut., ford ne.Nrf. w.Som. e.Dev.

,

fork
s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Yks. em. & se.Lan. s.Yks., hoard e.Yks.
Rut. Lei. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. me.Wil., horn n.Dur.
e. m. & sw.Yks. Rut. se.Ken. e.Dev., horse sw.Yks. s.Wor.
nw.Hrt, morningsw.Yks. em.Lan., storm m. se. & sw.Yks.
em. Lan., word n.Dur.
6 in afford e.Suf., board s.Nhb. n.Dur. e.Suf. se.Ken.

e.Dev., corn s.Nhb. n.Dur. snw. & se.Yks. Lan. Stf. n. &
nw.Der. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. e.War. n.Shr. e.Hrf. s.Oxf.

m.Bck. se.Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Som. n. & e.Dev.,

ford s.Nhb. n.Dur. e.Suf. se.Ken., fork s.Nhb. m.Cum.
Wm. n. sm. & sw.Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.Hrt. w. & s.Som.
e.Dev., hoard s.Nhb. m.Cum., horn m.Cum. snw. se. &
es.Yks. n. sm. sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei.

s.Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf., horse s.Nhb. m.Cum. n. sm.

se. sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n. & ne.Der. m.Hmp. w.Som.
Cor., morning s.Nhb. Dur. n. sm. sw. & s.Lan. Stf. Der.

Lin. Lei. m.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. w.Som., short

s.Nhb. Wm. n. sm. sw. & ms.Lan. n. & em. Stf. m.Shr.

s.Oxf. w.Som., storm s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. snw.

e. & es.Yks. n. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. n. & em. Stf. Der.

s.Lin. Lei. Nhp. Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf., word s.Nhb.

m. sm. & sw.Lan.
or in corn, hoard, horn wm.Sc.
6a in afford s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. s.Lan. n.Der. n.Lin.

s.Som., board s.Nhb. n.Dur. em.Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin. Lei.

e.Dor., ford e.Yks. em. & se.Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin. e.Dor.

w.Som., hoard em. se. & s.Lan. nw.Lin. Lei. w.Som.,

morning m.Cum. w.Som.
6 in afford n.Stf., corn se.Yks.,ford s.Dur. se.Yks., horn

snw. & se.Yks.
*

or in afford Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb., board Sh.I. Inv.

w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Edb., corn ne. & em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.

Ant., ford Ayr., fork n.Ayr. Lth. Edb., hoard Inv. w.Frf.

e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. se.Nhb., horn sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. n.Ayr. Kcb. Ant., horse Lth. Edb.,

morning n.Ayr. Kcb. Ant., short Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.

Ant., storm Ayr. Lth. Edb.

ua in a«m.Cum.w.Wm. s.Yks. Lan. s.War. n.Wor.

Oxf e.Sus. w.Wil. Dev., board s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.

Wm. Yks. Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. s.Lin. Glo. s.War. e. &
s.Oxf. m.Bck. Sus. w.Wil. Som., corn s.Dur. m.Cum.

Wm. ne. m. & se.Yks. nw.Lan., ford m.Cum. w. &
sw.Wm. ne. nnw. m. & se.Yks. n. nw. em. sw. & s.Lan.

s.Oxf. s.Sur. Sus. w.Wil. s.Som., hoard Wm. ne. snw. m.

se. & s.Yks. n. nw. & sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. e.Oxf. s.Sur.

Sus. w.Wil., horn s.Dur. ne. m. & se.Yks., morning Wm.,
short m.Cum., word s.Dur.

uar in afford, board Bch. Abd. Ant. sw.Nhb. n.Wm.

I.Ma., corn, horn, short, storm s.Sc. I.Ma.

ur in afford ne. & sm.Sc. Edb., board ne. & wm.Sc.

se.Nhb., corn sw.Nhb., ford Bch. Abd. sw.Nhb., hoard

Bch. Abd., horn sw.Nhb.
Br in word Sh.I. Cai. ne. sn. nm. & wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. s.Sc. Uls. , H .

% in hoard s.Lin. nw.Oxf. w.Som. e.Dev., word Not.

m Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. e.War. n.Hrf. nw. & e.Oxf. Bdf. Ken.

s.Sur. Sus. Hmp. I.W. nw.Wil. w.Dor. e. & w.Som.

e.Dev. Cor.

cer inford sn. & s.Sc, hoard s.bc.

63 in wordn. & w.Cum. nnw.Yks.

cer in afford sn. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb., board w.Frf.

e Per wm. & s.Sc,ford w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc.

'fir in afford wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Peb., board wm.Sc,

ford wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
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er in word Ayr. Ant. I.Ma.
a in fork, horse, storm n. & nw.Lin., horn se.Lan., word

m.Cum. w.Wm. snw. sw. & ms.Yks. n. em. sw. & s.Lan.

n. & s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut. Glo. s.Oxf. m.Bck. w.Wil.

e.Dor.
woa, woa in board Dor.
wuar in corn n.Cum.

§ 88. The combination or + cons, has sometimes
become a short vowel + cons., especially in horse and word.

This is a late shortening of the long vowel.

o in afford e. & w.Yks., horse ms. & s.Lan. Chs. Fit.

em. & s.Stf. w.Der. nw. m. & s.Lin. sw.Nhp. e.War. Shr.

Hrf. Oxf. Hnt. Suf. Ess. Ken. Sus. me.Wil. nw.Som.
nw. & e.Dev., short s.Stf. nw.Lin., word ne. e. m. nm.
se. & es.Yks. n. & nw.Lin. n.Wor. se.Hrt.

13 in ford nw.Wil., word wm.Stf. s.Lin. Lei. n.Hrf.

nw. & se.Hrt. ne.Nrf. e. & w.Suf. Sus. s.Dev.
a in word s.Yks.

§ 89. cough (ME. coughe) and trough (OE. troh, trog,

ME. trogh) have had a different development in many
dialects from that of the lit. language. See Index.

§90. o+ht. The chief words belonging here are:
bought, daughter, fought, wrought. The Sc. dialects have
regularly preserved the spirant h=x in these words, as
boxt, doxtar, foxt, roxt. The development of the o in

the combination o + ht varies considerably in the different

dialects. It has become :

a in daughter ne.Sc. ne.Yks.
ail in bought Sh.I. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. snw.Yks.

nw. & s.Lan., daughter Sh.I. Abd. Per. nnw. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. snw.Yks. se. & s.Lan., fought sw. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. nnw.Yks. em. & se.Lan. s.Oxf. Sus.
w.Wil., wrought Sh.I. n.Cum. Wm. snw.Yks. em.Lan.
n.Lin.
a in bought s.Lin., daughter Or.,1. Abd. sn.Sc. Chs. Not.

s.Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. n. & w.Wor. ne.Shr. Glo. Oxf.
Brks. n. & m.Bck. Bdf. Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. Ken. Sur. Sus.
Wil. Dor. w. & s.Som. Dev. Cor., fought Or.I. Dor.,
wrought Brks. Dor.
& in bought I. Ma. sw.Nhp. s.War. w.Wil, Dor.,

daughter Uls. I.Ma. s.War. sw.T)ev.,fought I.Ma., wrought
Uls. I.Ma.

as in daughter sm.Hmp. Wil. e.Som., but e w.Wil. Dor.
iu infought s.Sc.

o in bought Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. Per. Ayr. Kcb.
Ant. s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. sw.Nhp. s.War. m.Shr. w.Wil.
Dor. Cor., daughter Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. Frf. Per. Fif. Slg.
Dmb. wm. & sm.Sc. Lnk. Lth. Edb. n.Cum. ne.Yks.
m.Shr., fought ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb.,
wrought Or.I. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb.
Ant.
on in bought s.Sc. Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Yks. Lan.

Stf. nw. & m.Lin. Lei., daughter s.Sc. me. se. sw. &
s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Dnb. n.Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. Lei., fought me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.
n.Wm. Yks. Lan. Stf. nw.Lin. s.Lei., wrought s.Sc. Nhb.
s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. n.Wm. Yks. Lan.
oa in bought, fought Rut.

9 in bought s.Stf. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. s.Oxf. m.Bck.
Hnt. ne.Nrf. s.Sur. Sus. me.Wil. s.Som. nw. & e.Dev.,
daughter s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant. Dub. I.Ma. s.Chs. Fit.

Dnb. Stf. Not. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. e. & s.War. n. &
s.Wor. n. ne. & se.Shr. e.Hrf. w. & s.Oxf. n.Bck. Bdf.
nw. & se.Hrt. Hnt. Nrf. s.Sur, w.Sus. e.Dor. Som.,fought
Ant. n.Stf. se.Ken. me.Wil. n. nw. & e.Dev., wrought
Lth. Edb. n. & se.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.
s.Sur. w.Sus. me.Wil. Som. e.Dev.
6 in bought, fought wm.Sc, daughter em. & wm.Sc.
6 in bought em.Sc. Ayr. Uls. e.Suf. Ess., daughter

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. s.Ayr., fought em.Sc. n.Ayr.
s.Lin. ne.Cmb., wrought Peb. Uls. e.Suf!
bu in bought nnw. e. & sw.Yks. ms. & s.Lan. e.Stf.

nw.Der. n.Lin. Wor. n.Shr. Nrf., daughter nnw. e. &

sw.Yks. ms.Lan. Chs. n. e. & em.Stf. Der. Not. n.Lin.

m.Nhp. w.Suf., fought e.Yks. s.Lan. nw.Der. n.Lin.

w.War. n.Hrf. nw. & e.Oxf. Brks. n. & m.Bck. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus. I.W.

§ 91. The dialect forms for door partly go back to OE.

dor and partly to OE. duru. See Index.

§92. OE. o in originally open syllables. The principal

words belonging here are : afloat, coal, float, foal, froth,

hole, hope, nose, rose, throat,yoke; body, holly; broken, chosen,

frozen, open, spoken; bow sb.,flown. For the dialect forms

of afore, bode, born, broke, lose, oven, over, shovel, stolen,

world, see Index.

§ 93. Apart from the influence of neighbouring sounds,

the normal development of short o in originally open

syllables is :

au se.Ken.
oi sw. & s.Yks. + ua, m.Lan. + 6, ua, s.Lan. +6.

9 sw.Cy. +ua (6a), 6.

03 n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf., s.Cy. + 6, sw.Cy. + 9, 6, ua.

6 Sc. but s.Sc. ua, Uls., Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. nnw.Yks. +
ua, m.Lan. + oi, ua, se. sm. & sw.Lan., s.Lan. + oi, I.Ma.

Stf. Der. Rut. Lei., Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. s.Midl.

+ ua, e.Cy., s.Cy. + 6a, sw.Cy. + 9, ua (6a).

ua s.Sc, Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. nnw.Yks. + 6, snw. e. &
m.Yks., sw! & s.Yks. +oi, n. & nw.Lan , m.Lan. + oi, o,

s.Lin., Nhp! War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. s.Midl. + o, sw.Cy.

+ 9, 6, 6a.

In the dialects of Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. and parts of

Lan. and ne.Der, the development of OE. a and OE. o in

open syllables is still kept apart, whereas in all the other

parts of Eng. the two sounds have fallen together. See
§121.
But au occurs in hope Bch. Abd. sn. & wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

Kcb.
a in froth se.Ken. Dor., nose w.Wil.
a. in coal, hole, hope w.Wil.
oi in coal ne.Der., hole n.Lan.
ou in coal s.Stf. sw.Nhp. e.War. s.Sur. Sus. Som.,/oa/

s.Sur. w.Sus., hope ne.Sc.

oa in afloat Dor., coal n.Wor. Sus. e.Dev., float n.Stf. Dor.
s.Som., foal n.Wor. Sus., hole n.Lin. s.Oxf., nose n.Nhb.
ne.Yks. Dor., rose n.Cum. m. & s.Lin.

9 in float m.Cum. Wm.,/oa/ne.Yks.,/ro/Asm. & sw.Lan.
n.Der. se.Ken., hole m.Nhp., hope Wm., nose n.Cum., rose

m.Cum. n.Lan. me.Wil.
oi in coal n.Lan., hole sw.Nhb.
6a in afloat w.Wm. s.Lan. n.Stf. Lei., coal n.Dur. n. &

sw.Wm. em. & s.Lan. e.Suf., float n.Nhb. se.Lan., foal
s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. n.Wm. se.Lan., hole s.Nhb. n.Wm.
em.Lan. Lei., hope snw.Yks. em.Lan., rose n.Der., yoke
n.Nhb. n.Cum. se.Lan.
6 in coal, hope s.Sc, throat se.Ken., yoke s.Sc.
ua infoal I.W. w.Wil., nose s.Lan. w.Wil.
u in coal e.Suf.,foal sw.Nhb., hole ne.Nrf., hope Lei., nose

s.Stf. e.Suf.

uu in coa/ sw.Nhp.,/oa/w.Wil., Ao/ene.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
eua infoal nw.Wil.
wo in coal me.Nhb., hole m.Cum. w.Wm., hope e. &

se.Yks.
W9 in hope m.Cum.
woa in nose nnw.Yks., rose s.Wil.
wo in hole Dor.
wua in coal s.Dur. n.Cum., foal s.Dur., hole nnw. &

snw.Yks., hope snw. e. & se.Yks., nose s.Dur. n.Cum.
The ME. long vowel, which arose from OE. short o in

open syllables, has often been shortened again, especially
in the Sc. dialects. .

J

a occurs in froth nw.Wil. e.Dev.
o in afloat Bch. Abd. Frf. Per. Lth. Edb., coal Sh. & Or I

ne.Sc float Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc.,/oa/ ne.Sc,
froth Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. Lin. Lei. Oxf. s.Som., hole Sh.I. ne. &
sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., hope ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., throat Inv.
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ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Sus. w.Wil., yoke Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc.
w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. Ant. m.Cum. ne.Lan. I.Ma. Not. m.Lin.
Nhp. Shr.
6 in coal, hole wm.Sc, foal wm.Sc. Ayr., hope w.Som.,

nose Lei., throat s.Nrf.

u in hope Sh.I. Rut. e.Sx&., yoke w.Som.

§ 94. The vowel has gen. remained short in body and
holly.

o occurs in body Or.I. Cai. Bch. Abd. sAyr. Lth. Uls.
Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. n.Lei. e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. s.Nrf. se.Ken. me.Wil.
e.Dor. Som., holly ne.Sc. w.PVf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Sc.

Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n. & m.Cum. Wm. Yks. sw. & s.Lan.
I.Ma. Stf. n.Lin. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. Sus.
w.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev.

9 in body Inv. w.Som.
6 in body ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Kcb., holly wm.Sc.
6 in body Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
ua in body s.Sc.

u in body ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Edb. nw.Der. Dor.
e.Dev.

§ 95. When the word contains the suffix -en, the

stem-vowel has had the normal development in some
dialects (§ 93), but in other dialects the vowel has remained
short, especially in the n.Cy. dialects.

a occurs in open ne.Sc. Kcb. Ant.
au in broken, chosen, open, spoken se.Ken.
a in open Or.I.

& in open w.Wil.
o in broken Bch. Abd. Per. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

n. & m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. n.Stf. n.Der. n.Lin.,

chosen Wm. sw.Yks. em. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der., frozen sw.

& s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Not.

n. & nw.Lin., open ne.Sc. Kcb. Nhb. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. n. ne. & nw.Der. Not. Lin. n.Der., spoken Inv.

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. Nhb. Dur. Cum. n.Wm. Yks. em.
sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der., woven Ayr. Wm. Yks.

Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.
ou in broken e.Som., open s.Stf. s.Lei. m.Nhp. s.Oxf.

s.Sur. w.Sus. s.Som., spoken s.Oxf. e. & s.Som.

9 in broken Lth., open ne.Shr. n. & me.Wil. n. & sw.Dev.,

spoken Ant.
6 in open wm.Sc. m.Yks. Lei. Sus.

6 in broken Inv. Ayr. Edb., chosen Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. s.Nhb. n.Dur. I.Ma., frozen Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

em. & wm.Sc. I.Ma., open Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.

Lth. Edb. s.Sc. Uls. I.Ma. s.Chs. n.Stf. n.Wor. Glo. ne.Nrf.

w.Wil., spoken Ayr. Lth. Edb.
u in broken me.Nhb., open e.Suf.

ua in open s.Sc.

u in chosen s.Nhb. n.Dur.

ra in open Rut. Lei. n.Ken.

§ 96. ME. ou from OE. og, as in bow sb., flown.

au occurs in bow Sc. Ant. w.Wm. n.Lan. s.Lei. se.Ken.,

flown ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Edb. Peb. Kcb. s.Nhb.

n.Dur. Wm. em. se. & s.Lan. n.Der.

ou in bow ne. & s.Sc. me. & s.Nhb. Dur. n.Cum. Yks.

nw.Lan. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Som., flown s.Sc. m.Cum. sw.Yks.

n. & sm.Lan. nw.Lin. s.Lei.

6 occurs in bow se.Yks. m. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der.

Lin w. & s.Som., flown Lth. sw.Lan. n.Stf.

bu in bow w.Frf. e.Per. s.Dur. n.Lin. Rut. m.Shr. Dor.

e.Dev.

U

5 97. The principal words belonging here are : bustle,

butter, cup, shrub, shrug, uglyj fowl, sow; shoulderj come,

some; summer; crumb, dumb, jump; begun, dun,run s
son,

sun; hundred, Sunday, thunder, under, wonder; bound,

found, ground sb., hound, pound, sound adj., wound pp.

;

tongue; hunger; drunk, drunken; borough,furrow ; curds,

curse, mourn, turn; through; above; love; bull, bullock,

full, pull, puss, put, wood, wool.

§ 98. Apart from the influence of neighbouring sounds,
the normal development of u in the modern dialects is :

o Uls (but Ant. u).

u Nhb. Dur. Cum. (but n.Cum. b), Wm. Yks., n. ne. nw.
em. & se.Lan. Stf. n.Der. +u, Lin. Rut., Lei. + u, m.Shr.
+ B.

u Ant. n. ne. nw. em. & se.Lan. + u, sm. & s.Lan. I.Ma.
Chs. Fit. Dnb., Stf.+u, Der. (but n.Der. + u), Not., Lei.

+ u, Nhp. + B, War. Wor., Shr. (but m.Shr. u + b), Hrf.
Glo. Oxf. + e.

B Sc. n.Cum., Nhp. +u, m.Shr. + u, Hrf. Glo. Oxf.+
u, Brks. Bck. Bdf. Hrt. Hnt. e. s. & sw.Cy.

§ 99. Those dialects which have b, u from older u,
gen. have these sounds also in those words where the
standard language has u, as bull, bullock, full, pull, puss, put,

wood, wool, all of which contain a labial. In some dialects

the u has been lengthened to u, which has gen. become
bu in s.Sc. after the loss of final 1, as bul s.Lan. Glo. Dor.
s.Som.; bulik s.Som., bulak Dor. ; fu Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc.
w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Edb. sm.Sc. Wm. se.Lan., feu
s.Sc, ful Lth. n.Lin. se.Hrt.

; pu Or.I. Cai. ne.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb. e. & w.Cum. Wm. m.
sm. se. sw. & s.Lan., s.Chs. + pcBU,_ n.Der., pBU s.Sc,

pul w. & sw.Yks. m.Shr. Sus. Dor., piil e.Dev.
;
pus Inv.

Lth. Kcb. n.Cum. Sus^pcez w.Som., piis e.Dev. ; udSus.
s.Wil., ced w.Som., wild. e.Dev. ; u wool Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc
w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc, wm.Sc. +wu, sm. & s.Sc. n. &
se.Nhb., n.Cum. + wu, wul; ul s.Oxf. Dor., wu wm.Sc.
n. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan., se.Lan. + wul

;

wul n.Cum. snw. se. & sw.Yks. se.Lan. Sus., wbu s.Dur.

§ 100. In Sc. Ant. e. & w.Som. and Dev. u has often

become i or e, especially before a following nasal in such
words as dun, son, summer, sun, Sunday, wonder.

§ 101. u has become o in certain words, nearly always
before a nasal. In some cases this is doubtless due to the

influence of the literary spelling.

o occurs in cup Lei. sw.Nhp., drunken n.Cum. ne.Yks.,

dumb Dor. Dev., hunger s.War. n.Bck., jump Lei. Dor.

Dev., some Dev., son s.War. Oxf. Som. Dev., sun n.Bck.,

thunderDev., tongue em.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp.
w. & s.War. Oxf. e.An. Ken. Sus. Dor. Dev., wonder
n.Lan.

§ 102. borough (OE. burh, burg, ME. borwe) and

furrow (OE. furh, ME. forwe, furwe) gen. have a short

stem-vowel B, a in the dialects. See Index, through

(OE. Jjurh) has a great variety of forms in the modern
dialects. Many of these forms presuppose the existence

of an older \>vo beside f>ru. See Index.

§ 103. u has become u in kum come n.Nhb. n.Dur.

m.Cum. s.Lan. s.Lin. w.Cor. ; krum crumb n.Wm. s.Stf.,

w.Som.+krdem.

§ 104. u had already been lengthened before nd at an

early period except in Sc. and the north of Eng. in such

words as bound, found, ground sb., hound, pound, sound

adj., wound pp. The vowel has gen. remained short in

the dialects of Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

The short vowel also exists in several of the dialects of

the north Midlands, especially in s.Chs. Stf. n.Der. n. &
nw.Lin. m.Shr., whereas in the other dialects the vowel

has had the same development as old long u (§ 171).

S 105. The dialects show that u was lengthened at an

early period before Id. See Index, s. v. shoulder (OE.

sculdor).

§ 106. Medial ug became u at an early period and then

had the same further development as old long u (§ 171) in

the modern dialects, as/cw/(OE. fugol),sow (OE. sugu).

§ 107. ur + consonant has gen. become Br + cons, in

Sc. and Irel., and b or a + cons, in England. In this

combination the b and a have in many cases been short-

ened to b, a in the midl. e. s. and sw. counties in curds,

curse, turn.
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§ 108. The principal words belonging here are : bridge,

bristle, cripple, did, dip, dizzy,fligged({ledged), kiss, knit, listen,

midge, pit, ridge; billoiv,fill, hill, kiln, mill ; brim, din, inch,

kin, king, sin, stint, thin; bury, merry ; build ; kind, mind

;

birth, burden, churn, first, girl, mirth, murder, shirt, workv.;
flight, fright, -wright ; buy ; blush, bundle, crutch, dull,
much, muck, shut, stubble ; evil; fledge.

§ 109. Apart from the influence of neighbouring sounds,
the normal development of y (=i-umlaut of u) is e in
Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken. e.Sus. This e is rapidly be-
coming extinct through the influence of the lit. language.
At present the e is most common in e.An. In Sc. Irel.
and the remaining portions of Eng. y has gen. had the
same development as old i (§ 68).
But e occurs in bridge ne.Sc. Per. wm. & s.Sc, midge

ne.Sc, pit wm.Sc, ridge ne. & wm.Sc.
u in bridge me.Wil., bristle s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. sw.Yks.

nw.Lin., dizzy Nhb. n.Dur.
ti in dizzy s.Chs.
b in bridge sn.Sc, bristle e.Suf. e.Sus., cripple Peb. e.Dev.,

listen Sh.I. Inv. Peb., midge, pit sn.Sc, ridge sn.Sc. Lei.
nw.Oxf. e.Dor. nw.Som.
a in bristle Wm. n. nw. & em.Lan. e.Dev., cripple Wm.

n.Lan., mill em.Lan.
l in kiss w.Som., pit n.Cum.

§ 110. y before 11 has become ia in w.Som. e.Dev., B in
Bch. Abd. nm.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Peb., a in em.Lan.
in such words as fill, hill, mill.

§ 111. The combination y + single nasal. In this
position y has gen. had the normal development (§ 109).
But e occurs in sin ne.Sc.
i in king w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
l in kin w.Cum. w.Wm. w.Som., sin w.Som., kins Bch

Abd. n.Ayr. Peb. Ant.
V in din, sin sn.Sc.

8 in brim Wm. nw. & em.Lan. s.Som.

§ 112. bury (OE. byr(i)gan), merry (OE. myrge) have
a large variety of forms in the dialects. See Index.

§ 113. y before Id. The only example is build, which
has i ne.Nrf. Suf., iu s.Lin., in w.Wil., ia w.Som., I Inv
Bch. Abd. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Nhb. Dur. Wm. e. se. sw. &
s.Yks. n.Lm. s.Som., ce w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc, ii Kcb., wei
nw.Oxf.

§ 114. The development of y + nd seems not to be quite
the same as that of i + nd (§ 75). In the former case kind
has short l only in wm.Sc. ne.Yks. and mind in ne.Yks
whereas in the case of old i + nd the short vowel has been
preserved over a large area. From the following equiva-
lents of y in this position, it will be seen that the
development practically agrees with that of old long I
(§ 154). In some districts the y has not had a uniform
development throughout the district, e. g. in wm Sc ei i
and vi occur ai Or.I. ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Nhb.' Dur!Cum Wm. Yks. Lan. n.Der. Lin. s.War. s.Oxf. s Nrf
e.Suf. s.Sur. w.Sus., a parts ofw.Yks. sm. & s.Lan., ai Ant
em. & se.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. wm.Stf. nw. & e.Der. s Lin'
Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. s.War. Sus., ei sn. wm. sm. & s.Sc. Nhb'
Dur. s.Chs., ei Inv

L
Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per Peb Kcb

l wm.Sc ne.Yks., I ne. & e.Dev., oi se.Lan. Stf. e.Der!
Lei. w War. Glo. m.Bck. Ess. se.Ken. e.Sus., «i wm.Sc.nnw Yks. s.Wor. n.Hrf. w.Hrt. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev
e w.Wm., ai ne.Nrf.

''

§115. yr + cons. The development ofyr in this position
has been the same as that of ir + cons. (§ 76). The chiefwords belonging here are : birth, burden, churn, first, Igirl,
mirth, murder v., shirt, work v.

'

in
§
/7^f; ? w^as h

?d,

the same development as iht (§ 77)in flight, fright, -wnght. " ;

§ 117. buy (OE. byegan) has had a similar development
in the dialects as in the lit. language, i. e. it has gone out
from the stem-form byg-. See § 78.

§ 118. The dialects do not always agree with the lit.

language in the development of the vowel in : blush, bundle,
crutch, dull, much, muck, shut, stubble.

e occurs in dull s.Sur. w.Sus. w.Som.
i in blush, crutch w.Som. e.Dev., dull S.Ayr. s.Som.

e.Dev., much wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth. s.Dur. Wm. Yks. Lan.
Chs. n. ne. & nw.Der., shut ne.Nrf., stubble ne.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant.
o in blush Dor., crutch s.Nrf., dull Uls. Dor. w.Wil.,

much e.Suf., stubble Dor.
u in blush Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. n.Stf.

nw.Lin., bundle s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. w. & sw.Yks,
n. & nw.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. ne.Nrf., crutch
Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. n.Stf.
n.Der. nw.Lin., dull Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Stf.
n.Der. Lin. s.Lei. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. Ess. Cor., much Nhb.
Cum. es.Yks. nw. & em.Lan. Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut. n.Lei.
e.War. ne.Shr. m.Bck. e.Suf., muck Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. n. & em.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf. n.Der. Lin., shutsw.Sc
s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin., stubble Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. & em.Lan.
Stf. nw.Lin. Glo.
u in crutch s.Stf., muck Sus.
u in blush s.Lan. I.Ma., bundle sm. & s.Lan., crutch sm.

se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma., dull se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. nw.Der.
m.Nhp. Lei. n.Wor. ne.Shr., much ms.Lan. I.Ma. Chs.
wm.Stf. e.Der. s.Lei. ne. & m.Nhp. e.War. s.Wor. Shr.,
muck em. se. sw. & s.Lan. ne. & w.Der. Lei. s.Wor., shut
Ant. sm. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Fit. s.Stf. n.Der. m.Nhp.
ne.Shr., stubble se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

•b in blush Sc.Ant. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. e. & s.Som.,
bundle Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.
s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Som. e.Dev., crutch Sc.
Ant. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. e.Dev., dull Sc. m.Shr.
m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. e.Sus. w.Som. n. & e Dev
much Sc. Ant. m.Nhp. m.Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. m Bck
Bdf. se.Hrt. Nrf. Suf. Ken. Sus. sm.Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som.
Dev. Cor., muck Sc. Ant. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Som.
Dev. Cor., shut Sc. n.Nhb. m.Nhp. Hnt. se.Ken. me.Wil.
Dor. Som. e.Dev., stubble Inv. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Som.
Dev. Cor.

ii in stubble n.Ayr., and a Peb.

§ 119. evil (OE. yfel) points to a ME. form with e. See
Index.

2. THE LONG VOWELS

§ 12,°- The principal words belonging here are : alone,
boat, bone, both, broad, clothes, drove sb.,foam, ghost, goat,
groan load, loaf, moan, most, road, rote, soap, stone, stroke
toad, those; oak, oar, oath, oats, only, home, whole; aso so
toe, so, two, who, woe; boar, hoarse, more, sore; blow, crowv

'

know, mow, saw pret., slow, snow, sow v., thaw, throw; soul
'

aught, nought, nouther, ought, outher; low, owe, own adi
'

ask, cloth, gone, none nothing, holiday, hot, once, one. For
the dialect forms of dough, lord, pole, see Index. The

§ 121. Apart from the influence ofneighbouring sounds,the normal development of a is :

'

au se.Ken.
ei Ant.

fa^r.^w bUt i b^°re nas
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1 Or.I. ne.Sc. before nasals.
ou m.Nhp.
oa n.Bck., e.Dev. + 6a, o.

9 me.Wil. + 6a.M se.Lan. Not. n. & nw.Lin., War. s.Oxf. + ua, s.Cy
(but n.Ken. ua, se.Ken. au), sw.Cy. ua (butme.Wil +0
n.Dev. o, e.Dev. + oa, 6).

Y '

em.Lan. + ua (often 6a), sm.Lan., sw.Lan. -f-ua, I.Ma.,
Chs. + ua, Fit. Dnb., n.Stf. (often 6a), n.Der. + ua, Rut
•Lei. ne.Nhp. Won, Shr.+ua but ne.Shr. + u, Hrf. e An
n.Dev., e.Dev. + oa, 6a.
ua se.Yks. + ia (often 6), sw.Yks. m.Lan., em.Lan. + 6

(oiten oa), sw.Lan. + 0, s.Lan. (often 6), Chs. + 6, Der.but
n.Der +0, s.Lin. sw.Nhp., War. + 6a, Shr. + 6 but ne.Shr.
+ u Glo. s.Midl. (but s.Oxf. + 6a, n.Bck. oa), n.Ken.,
sw.Cy. + 6a (but me.Wil. 9, n.Dev. 6, e.Dev. + oa, 6).u wm.Stf., s.Stf. (often o), ne. & nw.Der., ne.Shr. + 6, ua.
put au occurs in road w.Oxf.
a in broad se.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus. w.Wil. Dor., roadnw

& w.Wil., clothes m.Hmp. nw. & w.Wil.
se in both, clothes Sh. & Or.I.
ei in broad Edb., rope n.Cum.
eu in road Ess.
ea in bone Ayr. n.Cum., broad e.Yks., both n.Dur. n.Cum.

snw.Yks., most n.Cum., clothes me.Nhb. n.Cum. snw.Yks.
e in stone Uls., broad n.Nhb. ne. & se.Yks. s.Lan., load

Ant, rope n.Nhb., ghost Ant. se.Nhb., most Uls. se.Nhb.
ne. & se.Yks., clothes n. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

ie in bone me.Nhb., both me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
ia in alone ne.Sc, groan, stone nw.Lan., moan Wm.

nnw.Yks., both n. & m.Wm., clothes m.Wm. snw. & m.Yks.
nw.Lan.

1 in boat Sh.L, clothes n.Cum.
je in bone, stone, toad, soap, ghost se.Nhb. n.Dur., load,

loaf se.Nhb., both se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum., most se.. &
s.Nhb.
ou in groan s.Sc, road s.Stf. Lei. n.Bck. nw. & se.Hrt.

Ess., toad Ess., boat Ant. Lei. e.Som., clothes Som., those

se.Hrt.
oa in alone, bone m.Nhp., groan s.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Oxf.

Sus. Dor. e.Dev., moan e.Yks. Sus., stone ms.Yks. m.Lin.,
broad Rut., foarfw.War. m.Shr. w.Oxf. Sus., road me.Nhb.
Dur. n.Cum. ne.Yks. I. Ma. m.Lin. ne.Shr. s.Pem. Brks.
Ess. e.Ken. me. & w.Wil. sw.Dev., toad Rut. n.Wor.
e.Ken. Sus. e.Dor. Som., boat ne.Sc. n.Cum. em.Lan.
se.Ken. s.Som., goat me.Wil., both e.Hrf. Glo. n.Ken.
Dor., rope m.Lin., soap me.Wil., ghost me.Wil. Dor., most
es.Yks. n.Lin. w.Oxf. Bdf., clothes Glo. nw.Oxf. Ess., loaf
w.War. Sus., those es.Yks.

9 in bone se.Yks., broad s.Nhb. n.Dur. se.Yks. sm. &
sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. Rut. w.War. e.Hrf. s.Oxf.

m.Bck. se.Hrt. e.Suf. n.Ken. e.Som. n.Dev., loadne.Yks.,

road n. & me.Nhb. ne.Yks. n. & nw.Dev., toad ne.Yks.,

boat n.Wm., goat Wm., soap Dor. e.Dev., ghost m.Cum.
Wm. se.Yks. n.Lan., most se.Yks. e. & w.Som. sw.Dev.,
drove sb. m.Cum. n.Lan., loaf I.Ma. Dor., stroke m.Cum.
n.Lan. I.Ma. Dor.
ou in road e.Ken., both se.Hrt.

6e in alone s.Lei., bone ne.Der. m.Nhp. ne.Shr., moan
n.Nhb., stone w.W or.,foam s.Nhb. n.Dur., broad sw.Nhb.
se.Yks., load Lei. n.Wor. ne.Shr. Brks. m.Bck., roadn.Wm.
snw.Yks. I.Ma. Lei. m.Nhp. w.Wor. se.Brks. nw.Hrt.

n.Cmb. Ess., toad Lei., boat s.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. ms.Yks.

n.Stf., goat ne.Sc." n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur., rope n.Der., ghost

m.Bck., most n.Stf., clothes Dnb., drove sb. n.Cum.

6 in alone se.Hrt. Sus., groan Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb. s.Dur., moan Inv. Bch. Abd.

w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. Ant. me. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.,

stone Uls. m.Lin. e. & s.Ws.r.,foam Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr.

Kcb Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm., broad me.Nhb.

s.Lin. e.Dor. s.Som., load Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. s.Ayr.

Lth. Kcb. me. & s.Nhb., road Inv. sn. nm. em. wm. &
s.Sc. Uls. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. nnw. & ms.Yks. Not.

e' &'s War. Glo. e. & w.Oxf. nw.Hrt. e.Dor. s.Som., toad

em.Sc'. s.Ayr. s.Sur. w.Sus., boat Inv. Bch. Abd. wm.Sc.

VOL. VI.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. me. & s.Nhb. Wm. nw.Som, goat
Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.
me. se. & s.Nhb. Wm. nnw.Yks., both Uls. e.War., rope
Inv. ne.Sc. sw. & s.Nhb., soap s.Nhb. n.Dur., ghost Ayr.
Lth. Edb. s.Sc. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. nw. &
e.Yks. nw.Lan., most n.Ayr. Uls. se.Ken., clothes Uls.
n.Dur. w.War. Glo. e. & s.Oxf. m.Bck. s.Sur. Sus. sm.Hmp.
e.Dor. e.Som. w.Cor., drove sb. Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm., loaf
Inv. sn. & wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb. me. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
snw.Yks. w.Wil. e. & w.Som., stroke ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. se. sw. & s.Nhb.
Dur. n.Wm. nnw.Yks. Sus., those Inv. n.Ayr. se.Nhb.
n. & m.Cum. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
ui in most sm. & s.Lan.
ua in alone, groan, stone n.Lan., moan m.Cum. e.Yks.

n.Lan. e.Suf., foam m.Cum. w.Sus., broad n.Wor., load
sw.Nhb. e.Yks. n.Lan. e.Sus., road n. & m.Cum. w.Wm.
ne. nw. & e.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. Lei. e.Sus., toad ne. &
e.Yks. n.Lan. n.Lin., fo>tf^ se.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm. ne.Yks.,
goat sw.Nhb. m.Cum. ne. & e.Yks. n. & nw.Lan., both
n.Lan. sm.Hmp., rope n.Lan. Sus., soap, most n.Lan.,
ghost ne. & nw.Yks., clothes n. & nw.Lan., drove sb. s.Sc,
loaf e.Yks. n. & nw.Lan., stroke nnw. & e.Yks., those
ne.Yks.
u in groan Lei., stone, road s.Chs., load w.Chs. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf., toad ne.Nrf., boat w.Chs. me.Wil., soap Lei., most
s.War., clothes Not. e.Suf., loaf ne.Nrf., stroke s.War.
ne.Nrf., those sm. se. sw. & s.Lan.
bu in stone Ess., those w.Dor.
ce in those w.Som. nw.Dev.
wa in clothes e.Hrf.
wo in stone e.Oxf.
woa infoam, boat, goat Dor.
woa in alone, more, most Dor., bone Wil. Dor. s.Som.,

road snw.Yks., boat s.Dur.
wu in toad Glo. Oxf.
wua in bone, stone Glo., road nnw.Yks., toad sw.Dev.
we in bone s.War. s.Wor. m.Shr. nw. & w.Oxf., stone

sw.Nhp. s.War. s.Wor. m.Shr. Glo. nw.Oxf., toad e.Oxf.
me.Wil., boat s.Wor., both e.Oxf., most w. & s.Oxf.
wa in stone, boat w.Oxf.
Note. In the s.Midl., southern, and south-western dia-

lects, the pres. participle going has gen. developed forms
with w. gwain or gwa-in occurs in s.Wor. Hrf. Gmg.
s.Pem. Glo. w.Oxf. Sus. Hmp. I.W. w.Wil. nw. & w.Som.
nw.Dev., gwae-in. s.Som., gwen or gwe-in s.Wor. Gmg.
nw. e. & w.Oxf. Sus. s.Sur. w.Som. n. & sw.Dev., gwin
or gwi-in n. & m.Shr. Sus., gwin e.Hrf. m.Hmp. n.Ken.,
gwoin or gwip-in Wor. nm.Brks. nw.Wil., gwBin or
gwi-in me.Wil. e.Dor.

§ 122. In many words where the modern lit. language
has the normal development, the vowel has often under-
gone shortening in the dialects.

e occurs in bone Sh.I., moan, load, road, both, loaf'ne.Sc,

toad ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., ghost me.Nhb., most ne. &
nm.Sc.

e in alone, foam, load w.Frf. e.Per., bone ne.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per., stone Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc, soap Bch.
Abd. w.Frf. e.Per., ghost,most sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., clothes

ne. & sn.Sc. Peb.
I in bone ne. & sn.Sc, moan sn.Sc, stone Or.I. ne.Sc.

o in bone Ess., groan Bch. Abd., stone s.Chs. Rut. m. &
sw.Nhp. s.Nrf. sw.Dev., broad Bch. Abd. s.Nhb. n.Cum.
s.Stf., load Sh.I. n.Cum. Ess., road Sh.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc Kcb. se.Cmb., toad Inv. ne.Sc. Ant.,

boat sn.Sc. Per. n.Nhb. Bdf., rope w.Frf. e.Per. m.Shr.,
soap Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per., ghost Sh.I. Inv. Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb., loaf ne.Sc w.Frf. e.Per. n.Nhb. Lei.,

stroke ne.Sc.

6 in load w.Frf. e.Per., road w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc. m.Shr.,
boat nw.Der., goat nw. & w.Der., ghost s.Dur. Sus. e.Dor.
w.Som. e.Dev., clothes w.Som., drove sb. Sus., loaf sw.Lan.
nw.Der. m.Shr.

4
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u in bone, stone ne.Nrf. e.Suf., broad ne.Der., road, boat,

both e.Suf., rope s.Chs. ne.Der. e.Suf., soap s.Chs., ghost

ne.Nrf. e.Suf., most nw.Der. ne.Shr. e.Suf., loaf ne.Der.

Rut. e.Suf., stroke e.Suf.

u in stone Lei., rope e.Der.

13 in bone ne.Cmb., stone s.Lin. e. & w.Oxf. n.Bck.

ne.Cmb. ne.Nrf., both e.Oxf., loaf s.Lin. Rut.

The normal development of OE. a in Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur.

Cum. Win. ne. & e.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. is the same as

that of OE. short se, a in open syllables (§ 43) ; hence

all 6-forms in these dialects, and all forms which pre-

suppose an older stage 6 or 9, are due to the influence of

the lit. language.

§ 123. Initial a or ha has gen. had the normal develop-

ment in such words as oak, oar, oath, oats, only, home, whole.

au occurs in oak, only, home, whole se.Ken.

a in only w.Wil.
a in oak w.Wil.
e in oats Sh.I. ne.Sc.

ea in oath m.Yks. n.Lan., oats n.Cum. m.Yks., home
snw. & m.Yks. n.Lan., whole nm.Yks.

e in oath ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., oats w.Frf. e.Per.

e in oak Abd. sn. wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb. n.Lan.,

oar ne.Sc, oath nm. em. & wm.Sc. S.Ayr. se.Nhb., oats

Sh. & Or.I. Bch. Abd. sn. nm. em. & wm.Sc, home ne. Yks.
ia oak m.Cum. nnw.Yks., oath nnw. & snw.Yks., oats

nnw.Yks., home Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks., whole e. &
w.Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks.

ia in oak s.Sc. ne. & m.Yks., oats n.Nhb., home s.Dur.

n.Wm. ne. snw. m. & se.Yks., whole s.Dur. n. & m.Wm.
n. & ne.Yks.

i in oats ne.Sc.
o in oak ne.Sc, oath ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., oats Ess.,

only Sh.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc se.Nhb.
ne.Yks. s.Stf. nw.Oxf. nw.Hrt. ne.Nrf. Ess. Sus. w.Wil.
w.Som. n.Dev., hotne n. em. & wm.Stf. Not. n.Lei. sw.Nhp.
e. w. & s.War. n.Bck. se.Hrt. Hnt. Ess. w.Som. n. & s.Dev.
ou in oath s.Lei., oats ne. & m.Nhp. nw.Hrt. se.Ken.,

only s.Lei. sw.Nhp. s.Oxf. s.Som., home Nhp. e.Oxf.
m.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt.

oa in oak m.Nhp. m.Bck. e.Dor. e.Dev., oarne.Sc. Wm.
I.Ma., oath se.Yks. Rut. Sus., oats n.Cum. nw.Lan. I.Ma.
n.Wor. n.Bck. e.Ken., only Dor. e.Dev., home ms.Yks.
wm.Stf. n. & m.Lin. n.Bck. Sus., whole Glo. n.Ken.
9 in oak I. Ma. me.Wil., oath m.Cum. me.Wil., home Ess.

me.Wil., whole ms.Yks. me.Wil. w.Dor.
6 in oak ms.Lan. nw.Der., oath s.Dur. nw.Der., oats Not.

e.War. ne.Shr., only ne. sn. em. & s.Sc. n.Cum. s.Lan.
m.Bck. Suf. e.Som. sw.Dev., home m.Nhp. s.Wor. s.Nrf.

Ess. n. & sw.Dev., whole m.Nhp. e.War. w.Suf. Sus.
6u in oats em.Stf. s.Lei. e.War.
6a in oak em.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. n.Wor. nw. & s.Oxf.

s.Sur. Sus., oath em. & se.Lan. nw.Lin. w.War. s.Oxf.
Bdf., oats em.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. n.Hrf. s.Oxf. m.Bck.,
only nw.Lin., home em.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. w.Wor. m.Bck.
s.Sur. Sus. Hmp. w.Som. e.Dev., whole n.& nw.Lin. e.Dev.
6 in oak Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.

s.Ayr. Kcb. Uls. me.Nhb. es.Yks. sm. se. & sw.Lan. s.Chs.
n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. ne.Nrf. w.Som. n.Dev.,
oar Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. me. se. & sw.Nhb. Wm., oath Or.I. Bch.
Abd. n.Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. Uls. me. & sw.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum.
nnw. snw. & e.Yks. nw. sm. & sw.Lan. I. Ma. n.Stf. n.Der.
Lei., oats Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. me.Nhb. sw.Yks.
ms.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. Rut. Lei. ne. & m.Nhp., only
Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Uls. se.Nhb. n.Dur. se. &
ms.Yks. em. sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan. I. Ma. Chs. Stf. Der.
Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. War. n.Wor. e.Hrf. Glo. nw.Oxf. n.Bck.
se.Hrt. s.Nrf. n.Ken. sm.Hmp. e.Dor. w.Cor., home em.
& s.Lan. s.Chs. Dnb. Not. ne. m. & sw.Nhp. w.War. w.
& s.Wor. Oxf. m.Bck. Hrt. Nrf. w.Suf. Ess. s.Sur. w.Sus.
s.Dev., whole s.Yks. n.Stf. Lei. se.Hrt. sm.Hmp. n. & s.Dev.
u in oak ne.Der. e.Suf., oath e.Suf., oats e. & em.Stf. ne.

& nw.Der. Not. e.Suf. Ess., only ne.Nrf. e.Suf., home Rut.

s.Nrf. e.Suf., whole Rut. m.Nhp. s.Wor. Cmb. ne. & s.Nrf.

e.Suf.
T

.

ua in oak w. se. & sw.Yks. n. m. em. & s.Lan. s.Lin.

s War. e.Dor., oar I.Ma., oath w.Wm. se. & sw.Yks. n. em.

& s.Lan. s.Lin. m.Shr. ne.Nrf. w.Wil., oats nnw. snw. &
sw Yks. n. m. sw. & s.Lan. nw.Der. s.Lin. Rut. m. &
sw.Nhp. s.War. m.Shr. Glo. nw. & e.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Dor.,

only sw.Yks. s.Lin. se.Hrt., home sw. ms. & s.Yks. n. m.

& s.Lan. e.Der. Not. s.Lin. s.War. se.Hrt. nw. & w.Wil.

e.Dor., whole se. sw. & s.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. w.Chs. s.War.

w. & se.Hrt. nw.Wil. e.Dor.

u in oak wm.Stf., oath s.Stf., home ne. & s.Nrf., whole

em.Stf. ne.Der. n.Shr. m.Bck.
u in oats s.Stf. e.Der.

B in oats n. & m.Bck. Ess., only e.Hrf. e.Oxf. w.Som.,

homeNot. s.Lin. Lei. n.Bck. Bdf. ne.Cmb. Ess. s.Nrf., whole

s.Lin. Rut. Lei. e.Oxf. Bdf. s.Nrf.

hse in home Sh.I.

hei in home Ayr. Ant., whole Ant.

lie in home Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & sm.Sc,
whole ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.
he in home Or.I. Cai. ne. sn. nm. em. wm. & sm.Sc.

Uls., whole Sh.I. Cai. ne. sn. nm. em. wm. & sm.Sc.

hia in home, whole n.Cum. Wm.
hie in home, whole n.Cum.
hia in home s.Sc. n. me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum., whole

s.Sc. n. me. se. & s.Nhb.
hi in home, whole Or.I.

hja in home s.Sc. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur., whole se.Nhb.

ho in home, whole Uls. I.Ma.
hu in home me.Nhb.
ja in oak Dur. s.Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. snw. e. m. &

se.Yks. n. & nw.Lan., home w.Cum. Wm. ne. e. m. &
se.Yks. nw.Lan., whole w.Wm. n. e. & m.Yks. nw.Lan.
je in oak me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & s.Cum. w.Yks.,

oats s.Sc. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur., home se.Nhb. n.Dur.
w.Cum., whole e.Cum.
jea in home nm.Yks.
je in oats Kcb.
jia in home nnw.Yks. nw.Lan., whole nnw.Yks.
jia in home m.Yks.
JB in home Glo.

ja in oats em.Sc.
we in oats w.Som. n. & nw.Dev.
wia in whole ne.Yks.
wo in oafs w.War. w.Wor., home e. se. sw. & es.Yks.

se. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. n. & ne.Der. e. &
s.War. s.Wor. n. & ne.Shr. n. & e.Hrf., whole e. m. se. &
sw.Yks. n.Stf.

woa in oath Dor., oats w.War. w.Dor., home se.Lan.
n.Ken. nw.Som.
wo in oak nw.Som., home m.Nhp., whole w.Som.
woa in oak w.Dor., oats se.Lan. w.War., home w.War.

w.Wor. Brks. m.Bck. I.W. Dor,
wo in oak Glo. Hmp. e.Dor., home sw. & s.Lan. n. &

e.Stf. w.Der. m.Shr. Glo., whole sm. se. & sw.Lan. n.Stf.
nw.Nhp. s.War. w.Som.
wu in oak n.Shr. Glo. e.Som., oath Bdf., oats s.Lan. n.

ne. & nw.Der. Rut. sw.Nhp. ne.Shr. Glo. m.Bck., home
ms.Lan. e.Stf. ne.Der. Rut., whole em. & s.Lan. s.Stf.
n.Der. Not. Rut. Lei. n.Nhp. n.War. m.Wor. Glo. s.Oxf.
Bck. e.Dor. e.Som.
wua in oak w.Yks., oats em.Lan. e.Dor., home sw.Yks.

e.Dor., whole sw. & s.Yks. em.Lan.
wtL in oats w.Chs. Dnb. n.Shr., home sm. & ms.Lan.

n.Wor. se.Shr., whole se. ms. & s.Lan. Chs. s.Stf. Der.
we in oak m.Shr., oath m.Shr. Brks. e.Som., oats s.Chs.

wm.Stf. m.Lin. Lei. w.War. w.Wor. m.Shr. Glo n Hrf
e. & w.Oxf. Brks. m.Bck. Bdf. Hnt. Cmb. Ken. Sur.Sus!
Hmp. I.W. Wil. Som. Dev. Cor., only n.Ken., home sw.
ms. & s.Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. e. em. wm. & s.Stf Der
e.War. w. & s.Wor. Shr. n. & e.Hrf. Glo. nw.Oxf. Bck.
me.Wil. e.Som., whole w.War. Glo. nw. & e Oxf Bdf
w.Wil.
wa in oats e.Dor.
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§ 124. Final a has gen. had the normal development
in such words as ago, go, toe, woe. But see below.
a occurs in go w/Wm.
ail in go, woe se.Ken.
ain^-o e. & m.Cum. Wm. snw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan., toe

sn.Sc.
se in go Sh.L, woe ms.Yks.
ei in toe Ant.
ea in go, toe, woe m.Yks.
e in go ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. s.Ayr. n.Lan.,

toe Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Ayr.
Kcb., woe ne. sn. em. wm. & sm.Sc. n.Cum. se.Yks.

ia in toe nw.Yks., woe nnw. & snw.Yks.
ie in toe n.Cum.
ill in toe nw.Lan. sw.Nhp.
ia in go s.Sc, toe s.Sc. s.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. ne. e. &

se.Yks., woe s.Sc. s.Dur. w.Wm. ne.Yks.

i in go se.Nhb., toe me. se. & sw.Nhb., woe me.Nhb. Dur.

ja in^o ne.Sc.

ou in go Ant. s.Stf. m. & sw.Nhp. n.Bck. ne.Nrf. Som.,

toe ne.Nrf. e.Sus., woe s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. s.Som.

9 in go se.Yks. me.Wil., toe se.Yks. I.Ma. me.Wil. Dor.,

woe m.Cum. se.Yks. n.Lan. me.Wil. Dor.

ou in go Rut. w.Dor., toe Rut. s.Sur. Sus., woe Rut.

6a inj-o ms. & s.Yks. Lin., toen.Nhb. n. & nw.Lin. m.Shr.

Sus. e.Dev., woe n. & nw.Lin.
6 in ago ne.Shr. e.Oxf. s.Nrf. s.Dev., go Inv.Kcb.s.Lan.

I.Ma. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Not. s.Lin. e.War. n.Shr., to* s.Nhb.

em. sm. se. & sw.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. n.Der. s.Lin. Lei.

n.Wor. m.Bck. w.Cor., woe w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc.

se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. snw. e. & se.Yks. se. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. n. & s.Stf. nw. & s.Lin. Lei.

u in^o n. & nw.Der. Lei. n.Bck.

ua in ago sw.Yks. Glo. ne.Wil., go se. sw. & es.Yks. n.

sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. e.Der. m.Lin. m.Shr. n.Hrf. w.Hrt.

w.Wil., toe sw. & es.Yks. n. em. & s.Lan. w.Hrt. w.Wil.,

woe sw.Yks. em.Lan.
u in ago s.Stf. Nhp. War. s.Wor. e.Hrf. nw.Oxf. se.Hrt.

Suf. n.Ken. e.Sus. sm.Hmp. e.Dor., go em. se. sw. & s.Lan.

Dnb. em. wm. & s.Stf. n. ne. nw. & w.Der. m.Lm. Lei. n.

& m.Nhp. w. & sWar. n.Wor. ne. & se.Shr. e.Hrf. Glo.

nw. & s.Oxf. m.Bck. nw.Hrt. e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus. w.Wil. Dor.

e & w Som. n. & e.Dev., foe sw.Lan. s.Stf. ne. nw. & e.Der.

sw.Nhp. ne.Shr. nw.Oxf. e.Suf. I.W. e.Dor. e.Som., woe

e.Suf.

rail in ago e.Hrf., go Ess.

ce in go w.Som.

§ 125. Final wa preceded by a consonant, as in OE.

swa so, twa two, hwa who. The wa has given rise to

a great diversity of forms in the dialects.

In so au occurs in se.Ken., se Sh.L, ei Ant., eu Ess., ea

ne. nw. e. & m.Yks., e Sh. & Or.I. Cai. ne. 8? sn Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb. Wgt. sw.Nhb. ne.Yks.,

ia e. & w.Cum. Wm. n. & nw.Yks. nw.Lan., ia s.Sc. Cum.

Wm. n. ne. snw. e. m. & se.Yks., i Wgt. me. se. sw. &
s.Nhb. Dur., oa e. & m.Lin., 9 se.Yks.

.

iu occurs in two nw. em. & se.Lan. Stf. Der. Lei. m.Nhp.

se.Shr. m.Bck. Hit. s.Nrf. w.Suf. e.Ken., who n. & em.bti.

Lei. Bdf. Hrt. w.Suf.

iii in two ne.Nrf. e.Suf., who ne. & s.Nrf e.Suf

ou in so m.Nhp. s.Oxf. n.Bck. Hrt. Hnt. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

Ess. e.Sus., two snw.Yks.

ou in so e.Suf. e.Ess. e.Ken. s.Sur w.Sus., two Rut.

6a in 50 nw.Yks. n. & nw.Lin. m.Nhp. too n.Lin.

o in soCai. sn. nm. wm. & s.Sc. Uls Nhb. n Dur e. sw.

x,,Vh em sm se & sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. btt.jjer. in ot.

Rut Lei. S.'nTP War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. s.Pem. Glo n.

nw & e Oxf Brks. Bck. Bdf. Hrt. e.An. n.Ken. e.Sus.

Hm£ w.Wil. w.Dor. w.Som. Dev Cor wo Rut.

ua in so w.Cum. nm. se. w. sw. & s.Yks. n. nw. m. &

s Lan. em.Stf. n. & m.Shr. Bdf. w Hrt., who sw.Yks. em.

sm sw. & s.Lan. Chs. Fit. n. & e TJer. nXin.

^ n»s Chs wm. &z s.Stf. nw.Der. e.Dor. e. & s.Som.

/Jms. se Nhb. Dun m.Cum. s.Wm. nw. nm. se. sw. &

s.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. n. & w.Chs. Dnb. wm.Stf. n. nw. &
e.Der. Lin. Lei. ne.Nhp. n.Wor. ne. & m.Shr. n. & e.Hrf.

Glo. Oxf. m.Bck. se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Hmp. nw. & w.Wil.
e.Dor. e.Som., who Uls. s.Nhb. n.Cum. sm.Lan. I.Ma. Chs.
n. & s.Stf. n. nw. & s.Der. Not. Lin. War. ne.Shr. Hrf.

Glo. Oxf. Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. Ken. Sus. Hmp. nw. & w.Wil.
Dor. e. & s.Som.

rau in two e.Stf. ne. e. & w.Der.
oeu in two s.Chs. ne. & e.Der.

ce in two n. & sw.Dev., who Brks. n. sw. & s.Dev.

ii in two s.Nrf. e.Suf. w.Som. Dev., who e.Suf. w.Som.
n. & e.Dev.
wa in two Sh. & Or.I. Cai. ne. sn. nm. & wm.Sc. s.Ayr.

Ant., who n. & nw.Lan.
wa in who em.Sc. Kcb.
wa in two wm.Sc. Kcb.
wei in who s.Nhb.
wea in two n.Cum. m.Yks., who s.Cum. m.Yks.

we in two wm.Sc. Peb. Kcb.
wia in two e.Cum. w.Wm. nw.Yks., who n.Wm. nw.Yks.

wia in two s.Sc. s.Dur. Cum. n. & m.Wm. ne. e. m. &
se.Yks., who s.Dur. e. & w.Cum. ne. e. & se.Yks.

wi in two me. se. & sw.Nhb. Dur., who se.Nhb. Dur.

e. & w.Cum.
W9 in two em. & wm.Sc, who e. & s.Yks.

wo in who es.Yks. e.Der.

wua in who sw. ms. & s.Yks. em. & se.Lan. Dnb.

§ 126. The development of ar in such words as boar,

hoarse, more, sore is :

a in more snw.Yks.
ea in hoarse m.Yks., more s.Nhb. Dur. m. & w.Cum. n.

& s.Wm. ne. nw. e. m. & se.Yks. n. & nw.Lan., sore s.Nhb.

Dur. m.Cum. ne. e. m. & se.Yks.

ear in more Ant. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum., sore sw.Nhb.

er in hoarse ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. sAyr.

er in /zoarsewm.Sc Kcb., moreSc. me. &se.Nhb. n.Cum.,

oar ne.Sc, sore Sh. & Or.I. ne. nm. em. wm. sm. & s.Sc.

me. & se.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm.
ia in more m. & s.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks. nw.Lan., sore

nw.Yks. nw.Lan.
ia in hoarse s.Dur., more Wm. nm.Yks.

iar in hoarse s.Sc. me.Nhb., more n.Cum.

ir in hoarse se.Nhb.

oa in boar n.Stf. s.Lei. me.Wil. e.Dev., hoarse s Stf. Rut.

s Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. me.Wil., more ime.Nhb. Rut.

Lei. m.Nhp. ne.Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. ne.& s.Nrf. n.Ken. e.Sus.

me Wil. e.Dor., oar s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. e. & se.Yks.

n.Stf. Rut. Lei. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor w.Som.

e.Dev., sore n.Stf. Rut. Lei. ne.Nrf. Ken. me.Wil.

oar in boar Bch. Abd. Ayr., oar ne.Sc. Wm. I.Ma., sore

'

in boar s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. se.Ken., hoarse s.Nhb.

m.Cum. n.Stf., more se.Yks. Bdf. w.Suf. Ess. se.Ken.

or in boar Wm.
6s in boar em. & sw.Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin. Brks. e. &

s.Som. e.Dev., hoarse em. & s.Lan. nw.Lin. Lei Sus. e.Dor.

w.Som., more n. & wm.Stf. n. 8c ms.Lm. e.War. e.Hrf.

nw.Oxf. nw.Nrf. e.Suf. w.Som. Dev., oar em sm. se &
sw.Lan. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf.

e.Dor., sore se. & sw.Lan. Chs. n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus. n. & e.Dev.

oar in boarn. & sw.Nhb. .

6 in hoarse nnw. & e.Yks. nw.Lan. LMa. Lei. nw Dev

or in boar Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr Edb Peb. Kcb. s.Sc.

Ant. w.Wm., hoarse Ant., more sn.Sc Uls., oarSh.I. ne.

& snSc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.

Ant. me. se. & sw.Nhb. Wm., sore sn.Sc. Ant

ua in boar sw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. s.Stf. s.Oxf. Sus w.Som

hoarse sw.Yks. n. sm. sw. & s.Lan . n. & nw.Der. s Lin. Oxf.

w Wil. e.Som., more nm. se. sw. & s.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs.

Stf. Der. m. & s.Lin. Lei. m. & sw.Nhp. e. &s.War n.Wor.

ne. & m.Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf Brks. m.Bck. Bdf. w &

se Hrt. e.Suf. n.Ken. Sus. sm.Hmp. nw. & w.Wil. e.Dor.

nw. e. & w.Som. sw.Dev., oar ne. m. & sw.Yks. n. em. &
4-2
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s.Lan. w.Som., sore se. sw. & es.Yks. n. em. & s.Lan.

s.Stf. nw.Der. s.Lin. s.War. n. nw. & e.Oxf. Brks. w.Wil.

e.Dor. w.Som.
woa in boar Dor.
we in oar e.Som.
On the Sc. and n.Cy. forms of the above words, see end

of§ 122.

§ 127. The combination aw has given rise to a great

diversity of forms in such words as aught, blow v., crow v.,

knoiu, mow, nought, nouther, ought v., ouiher, saw pret.,

slow, snow, sow v., thaw, throw, soul.

a occurs in blow Abd. Per. s.Ayr. s.Nhb., crow ne.Sc.

me. & s.Nhb., ought sm.Sc, sawne. & sm.Sc. Ant. me.Nhb.
au in aught s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. nw. & s.Lan., blow Inv.

n.Shr. se.Ken., crow n.Wm. e.Hrf. Glo. se.Ken., know
e.Hrf. Glo. w.Oxf. nm.Brks. se.Ken. nw.Wil., mow wm.Sc.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. se.Lan. n.Shr. se.Ken., nought sw. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks. em. se. & s.Lan. s.Stf. Glo.

s.Oxf. Sus. e.Dev., nouther s. & sw.Nhb. n.Dur. w.Wm.,
ought sw. & s.Nhb. Wm. nnw.Yks. em. se. & s.Lan., outher

sw. & s.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm., slow Glo. se.Ken., snow m.Nhp.
Glo. nw.Nrf. se.Ken., soul Or.I. Bch. Abd. sn. em. & wm.Sc.
Ayr. Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb. Wm. nw. & sw.Yks. em. se. &
s.Lan. Glo. se.Ken., sow em.Lan. Glo. se.Ken., thaw Bch.
Abd. wm.Sc. Ayr. sm.Sc. Peb.Wm. em.Lan., thrown.Hrf.
se.Ken. Sus.
a in aught Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per., blow Or.I. sn.Sc. Ant.

me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. nw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan.,
crow Sh.I. Bch. Abd. sn. & sm.Sc. Ant. se. & s.Nhb. Dur.
n.Cum. Wm. nw. & m.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. n.Dev., know
s.Sc. me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. w.Cum. Wm. nw. &nm.Yks.
n. & nw.Lan. s.Lin. w.Wil. nw.Som., mow Sh.I. s.Ayr.
Ant. me. & se.Nhb. nw.Yks. n.Lan., nought Dor., nouther
s.Nrf., ought s.War. nw.Wil. e.Dor., outher s.Nrf., saw
Sh.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. s.Sc. se. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. m. & s.Wm. nw. & nm.Yks. nw.Lan.
e. & w.Oxf. s.Sur. w.Sus. Som., slow s.Sc. me. se. &
s.Nhb. Dur. n.Cum. nw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. w.Wil., snow
Sh. & Or.I. ne. sn. & nm.Sc. s.Ayr. Peb. Ant. Nhb. Dur.
n.Cum. sw.Wm. nw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. w.Wil., soul Or.I.
w.Frf. e.Per., sow Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.
Peb. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. se. & s.Nhb. sw.Wm. nw.Yks. n. &
nw.Lan. w.Wil., thaw sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ant.
se. & s.Nhb. nw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. s.War. e. & w.Oxf.
s.Sur. w.Sus. w.Wil. Dor., throw sn. & wm.Sc. me. se. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Wm. nw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan.
av in blow Abd.
a in crow s.Ayr. Kcb., mow Peb. Kcb.
au in know em.Lan., nought Ayr.
a in blow Bch. Abd. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc. Uls. w.Wil., crow

ne. & sn.Sc. Peb. s.Sc. w.Wil., know w.Wil., mow s.Sc.
w.Wil., saw sn. & wm.Sc. Uls. nw.Lan. s.War., slow s.Sc,
snow Kcb. s.Sc. Uls., sow s.Sc, throw s.Sc. Uls. w.Wil.
eu in soul Uls.

ea, ia in slow m.Yks.
jav in blow, snow ne.Sc.
o in aught Frf. Kcb., nought Or.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf.

e.Per. Ayr. Kcb., nouther s.Lan., ought Cai. ne. & sn.Sc.
w.Frf. e.Per. sm.Sc Ant. w.Oxf. s.Dev. Cor., slow ne.Sc.
ou in aught Sh.I. s.Nhb. m.Cum. ms.Yks. Lan., blow

s.Stf. s.Oxf. e.Suf. Dor. s.Som. , crow m. Nhp. n.Wor. s.Oxf.
ne.Nrf. Som., know s.Stf. s.Lei. m. & sw.Nhp. s.War.
s.Wor. n.Hrf. Glo. s.Oxf. nm.Brks. n.Bck. Hnt. Ess.,
mow ne.Sc. n.Nhb. n.Stf. s.Lei. n.Wor. s.Oxf., nought
s.Sc Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. n. & ne.Der.
nw.Lin. s.Lei., nouther se.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. n. &m.Wm.
nm.Yks., ought Sh.I. n. me. & se.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.
n.Wm. Yks. Lan. nw.Lin. s.Lei., outher me. & se.Nhb.
Dur. m. & w.Cum. ne.Yks., slow n.Dur. s.Stf. s.Oxf. Ess.
e.Suf. e.Sus., snow s.Stf. ne. & m.Nhp. s.Oxf, soul ne.Sc.
me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Yks. n. nw. sm. sw. &
s.Lan. I.Ma., sow s.Stf. e.Hrf. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf, thaw ne. &
s.Sc. me.Nhb. n. & m.Cum. nnw. & e.Yks. nw.Lan.
nw.Lin., throw m.Nhp. s.Oxf. n.Bck.

oa in crow m. & sw.Yks., know m. & sw.Yks. se.Lan.

m.Lin., mow m. & sw.Yks., nouther w. sw. & ms.Yks.
se.Lan., ought e.Dor., outher sw.Yks. se.Lan., slow m. se.

& sw.Yks., saw m. & sw.Yks., snow n.Cum. e. m. & sw.Yks.,

soul m.Yks., sow e. m. & sw.Yks., thaw sw.Yks. Rut. Bdf.,

throw m. & sw.Yks.

9 in aught Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant. I.Ma. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. e. & s.Som. nw. & e.Dev., blow em. & wm.Sc.
Ayr. m.Cum. Wm. ne. & se.Yks. I.Ma. n.Lin. Glo. w.Som.
Dev., crow em. & wm.Sc. n. & m.Cum. ne. nm. e. se. sw.

& s.Yks. I.Ma. n.Lin. Dor. sw. & s.Dev., know m.Cum.
ne. snw. nm. se. sw. & ms.Yks. s.Lan. I.Ma. n. nw. &
m.Lin. s.Pem. Dor. Dev. w.Cor., mow wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
m.Cum. ne. se. & es.Yks. n. & nw.Lin. Glo. Dor., nought
Lth. Edb. em.Lan. I.Ma. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Som.
n. & nw.Dev., nouther w. sw. & ms.Yks., ought Lth. Edb.
I.Ma. n. wm. & s.Stf. n.Lei. m.Nhp. e.War. n.Wor. m.Shr.
e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Hmp. me.Wil.
e.Dor. e. & w.Som. Dev. Cor., outher es. & ms.Yks., saw
em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. n. & m.Cum. w.Wm. nm. se. & sw.Yks.
em. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. Ess. Sus. sm.Hmp.
s.Dev., slow n.Nhb. m.Cum. snw. & se.Yks. I.Ma. n. &
nw.Lin., snow wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. m.Cum. ne.Wm. ne. se.

& es.Yks. I.Ma. n. & nw.Lin. Glo. w.Sus. Dor. nw. &
e.Dev., soulwm.& sm.Sc. nw.Lin. n.Dev., sow wm.Sc. Lth.

Edb. m.Cum. ne. & es.Yks. I.Ma. Lin. Dor. nw.Dev., thaw
n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. sw.Nhb. se.Yks. sm. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma.
n.Stf. Lei. m.Nhp. n.Wor. s.Oxf. m.Bck. se.Ken. Sus.
Som., throw m.Cum. se. & es.Yks. s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n. &
nw.Lin. nw. & sw.Dev.
6u in aught n.Der., crow n.Lei. e.Suf., know n.Lei.

se.Suf. e.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus. e.Dor., mow e.Suf., nought
n.Der., ought s.Sc. es.Yks., snow e.Suf., soul e.Dor., sow
se.Cmb. e.Suf, thaw e.Suf.

6a in aught w.Som., know nw.Hrt. w.Som., nought
w.Som., nouther sw.Yks., ought Rut., soul nm.Sc. s.Oxf.
e.Suf. e.Dev.
6 in aught s.Ayr. s.Stf. s.Lin., blow Inv. Bch. Abd.

Per. Uls. n. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum. w.Wm. m. & s.Lan.
n.Stf. n.Der. s.Lin. Lei. s.War. Sus., crow Inv. Ayr.
se. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. e. & w.Cum. Wm. e. & s.Yks. m. sw.
ms. & s.Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. e.War.
nw. & e.Oxf. Bdf. s.Nrf. w.Suf. n.Ken. sm.Hmp. e.Dor.
w.Som. e.Dev., know Bch. Abd. Kcb. Uls. n. e. & w.Cum.
Wm. e. ms. & s.Yks. m. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs.
Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der. Not. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. ne.m. & sw.Nhp.
e. w. & s.War. s.Wor. Shr. nw. e. & w.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf.
Cmb. s.Nrf. e. & w.Suf. Ess. n.Ken. e.Sus. sm.Hmp.
e.Dor. w. & s.Som. n. e. & sw.Dev., mow Uls. se. &
sw.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. e.Yks. em. sm. sw. & s.Lan.
I.Ma. s.Chs. n. & nw.Der. m. & s.Lin. Lei. m.Shr. s.Nrf.
Sus. e.Som., nought Ayr. Peb. s.Stf. m. & s.Lin. Rut.
Lei., nouther sw. & s.Yks. m. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. n. ne
nw. & e.Der., ought n. & s.Ayr. Peb. m.Nhp., outher sm.
sw. ms. & s.Lan. n. & nw.Der., saw se. & sw.Nhb e &
w.Cum. n.Wm. m.Yks. n.Lan., slow Sh.I. Inv. Bch Abd
sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb Uls
se. & sw.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. e.Yks. m. se. sw. &
s.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. s.Lin. Lei. Sus., snow Uls
se. & sw.Nhb. Dur. w.Wm. e.Yks. em. sm. se. sw. &
s.Lan. n.Stf. n. nw. e. & w.Der. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. ne Nhp
s.War. m.Shr. nw. & w.Som., soul Inv wm & s Sc
em.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Lei. ne.Nrf. Dor. w.Som., 'sow
Inv. me. se. & sw.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. w.Wm. snw Yksemj s

r
e - & sw.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. s.Lin. Lei. w War'

e.Oxf. Sus. e.Som. e.Dev., thaw se.Nhb. ne & es Yks'
em. sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan s.Chs. n. & nw.Der. n. & s.Lin!Cmb. Nrf. e Dor., throw Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.AJ£y Lth. Edb. Kcb. Uls. se. & sw.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum.w Wm. e.Yks. em. sw. & ms.Lan. n.Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der.
s.Lin. sw.Nhp. w.War. m.Shr. w.Wil. Dor. nw e &w.Som. n.Dev.

s Un^
Cr°W

'
kH0W

'
0UgM Se -Hrt

-> nether sw.Yks., soul

b in nouther s.Oxf. Brks. Bdf. se.Hrt. Nrf. Suf. Ken.
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Sur. Sus. Hmp. e.Dor. Som. Dev. Cor., outher Bdf.

w.Som. n. & nw.Dev.
to in blow Glo. ne.Nrf. me.Wil., crow nw. & me.Wil.,

know Lei. ne.Nrf. me.Wil., mow m.Shr. ne.Nrf. Ess.

e.Sus. me.Wil., nought e.Yks. s.Lan. n. ne. & nw.Der.
n.Lin. ne.Nrf. Sus., ought ms.Lan. s.Chs. nw.Der. n.Lin.

ne. & s.Nrf. Suf., slow ne.Nrf. me.Wil., snow ne.Nrf.

e.Sus. me.Wil., soul w.Frf. e.Per. n. & nw.Der. ne.Nrf.

w.Wil., sow ne.Nrf. me.Wil., thaw w.Frf. e.Per. me.Wil.,

throw Glo. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. me.Wil.
62 in mow nw.Dev.
au in soul Glo.
ail in mow e.Dev.

§ 128. OE. ag has had the same development as OE.
aw (§ 127) in such words as low, owe, own adj.

au occurs in low se.Ken., owe n. & ne.Wm. s.Lan. Glo.

se.Ken., own Glo. se.Ken.
a in low s.Sc. Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. nw.Yks. n. &

nw.Lan., owe Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Peb. me. se.

& s.Nhb. sw.Wm. snw.Yks. n.Lan., own me. & se.Nhb.

n.Dur. n.Cum. m. & s.Wm. nw.Yks. nw.Lan.
a in low w.Wil., own s.Sc.

ei in low Ant.
ea in own Sh.I. m.Yks.
ea in own s.Sc.

e in low Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm.
sm. & s.Sc, own Or.I. Cai. ne. sn. nm. em. wm. sm. &
s.Sc. Ant. n.Cum.
iu in low s.Sc.

ja in low ne.Sc.

ja in owe ne.Sc.

ou in low snw. & sw.Yks. em.Lan. Lei. m.Nhp. s.Oxf.,

owe sw.Yks. em.Lan. s.Lei. s.Oxf., own se.Nhb. n.Dur.

m.Nhp. nw. & s.Oxf.

oa in low n.Cum. m.Yks. Dev., owe n.Cum. e.Dev.,

own snw. m. se. & sw.Yks. s.Lin. Glo.

in low Cum. ne. & se.Yks. I.Ma. n. & nw.Lin. Dor.

Som. n. & nw.Dev., owe wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. n. & m.Cum.

ne. e. se. & es.Yks. n.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n. & nw.Lin. Dor.

w.Som. nw. & sw.Dev., own wm. & sm.Sc. n. & m.Cum.

ne. nm. se. sw. & s.Yks. n. & nw.Lin. sw. & s.Dev.

611 in low e.Suf., own s.Nrf. e.Suf.

6a in owe n.Lin., own n.Wor. se.Hrt. s.Sur. Sus.

6 in low w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. se. & sw.Nhb. s.Dur.

sm se. sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei. m.Shr.

Sus e Dor., owe wm.Sc. Kcb. se. & sw. Nhb. em. sm. se.

& sw.Lan. n.Der. s.Lin. n.Lei., own Uls. e. & w.Cum

n.Wm. e.Yks. m. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. n. wm. & s.Stt.

n. ne. & nw.Der. Not. Lei. e.War. n. & e.Oxf. e. & w.but.

Ess. Hmp. e.Dor. w. & s.Som. n.Dev. w.Cor

bu in low Glo. ne.Nrf. me.Wil., owe ne.Nrf. me.Wil.,

own ne.Nrf. nw. & m.Wil.

8 129. In such words as cloth, gone, none, nothing;

holiday, hot; ask, once, one, the long vowel was gen.

shortened at various periods in the dialects, just as in the

lit. language. Some of the words, however, have had

the normal development of old long a in a few dialects.

a occurs in cloth s.War., holiday s.Dur. s.Wm. ne. nnw.

snw. e. m. se. sw. & es.Yks. n. nw. em se. sw & s.Lan.

n & nw.Der. s.Lin., ask Sh.I. Cai. Inv. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

em & wm.Sc. Kcb.' Uls. Nhb. Dur Cum Wm. Yks. Lan.

I.Ma. Chs. Dnb. Stf. Der m.Not. Lin RuX L«. m.Nhp

e War. Wor. ne.Shr. Hrf. Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. s.Nrf. but.

se.Ken. e.Sus. I.W. Dor. Som. n. & e.Dev.

iTn^
A
D
y
ubf-nL.ei. m.Shr Glo. n^Bck Bdf. se.Hrt.

ne Cmb ne. & s.Nrf. Ess. Sus. Hmp. Wil. Dev.

e: hi doh ne.Sc, none Sh.I. ne. & nm.Sc, *o%
m Cum , hot Dur. m.Cum. ne. & nm.Yks, ask Ant. m. &

sWhi nnw. snw. & ms.Yks. n.Lan. e. & wm.Stf. w.Der.

s.War. Glo. "wtofev
ne ^^

w Frf efer.^"ItfeZnothinfsn.&Or.l., once

ne, sn. & nm.Sc, one Or.I. ne. sn. nm. & em.Sc

i in none Bch. Abd. m.Cum. Wm. snw.Yks. n.Lan.,

nothing Ayr.
i in once Or.I., one Or.I. ne.Sc.
o in cloth Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.

Wm. n. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. n.Stf. nw.Der. nw.Lin.
Lei. Som., gone nm.Sc. n.Dur. snw.Yks. n. sm. sw. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. m. &
sw.Nhp. s.War. s.Wor. n. & se.Shr. n.Hrf. s.Pem. s.Oxf.

n.Bck. Bdf. Hnt. Cmb. ne. & nw.Nrf. w.Suf. Som. n. &
e.Dev. Cor, none n. & s.Stf. n. ne. nw. e. & w.Der.
nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. e.War. m.Shr, nothing ne.Sc.

s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Lan. I.Ma. nw.Lin. Lei. sw.Nhp.
m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Dor. sw.Dev. Cor, holiday sm.

sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n. & s.Stf. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus. w.Wil. Dor. e.Som. e.Dev,
hot se. & es.Yks. n. m. sw. & s.Lan. Stf. Lin. Rut. Lei.

s.Oxf. Nrf. Suf. Ken. Sus. w.Wil. w.Som. Dev.
u in gone e.Suf, none nnw.Yks. s.Stf. s.Lin. Rut. s.Lei.

e.Suf, nothing em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. m. & s.Lin. Rut. s.Lei,

hot sw.Yks.
u in none Lei, nothing s.Chs. e. em. & s.Stf. nw.Der. Not.

Lei. m. & sw.Nhp. e. & s.War. n.Wor. ne.Shr. nw.Oxf.

13 in none s.War. s.Wor. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. s.Sur.

Sus, nothing s.Ayr. Oxf. m.Bck. Ken. Sus. w.Wil. Som.
ce, ii in none sn.Sc.

ha in holiday me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Wm.
he in holiday n.Cum. Wm, hot Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc w.Frf.

e.Per. em. wm. & s.Sc. Ant. Nhb. n.Cum. Wm.
ho in holiday Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth.

Kcb. s.Sc. I.Ma, hot Kcb. Wm. I.Ma.

ja in hot ne. m. & se.Yks, once n. e. & w.Cum. Wm. ne.

& m.Yks. n. ne. & nw.Lan, one Nhb. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
snw. & m.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. n.Lin.

ja in one e.Cum. Wm. snw. & nm.Yks. nw.Lan.

je in gone se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur, once nm. em. sm. & s.Sc.

sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur, one em. & s.Sc. Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.

jea in one snw.Yks.
je in one wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. s.Sc.

ji in once Ayr. Kcb. n.Ir, one wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

jia in hot nw.Lan.
jia in ask se.Hrt.

ja in once, one em.Sc.
wa in once Sh.I, one Uls. s.Lan.

wse in one w.Som. sw. & s.Dev.

wo in gone s.Som, hot se.Lan. Chs. n. & ne.Der. Nhp.

Shr. Som. Dev, once se.Nhb. sw. & s.Yks. m. se. sw. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. s.Der. nw. & m.Lin. e. & sw.Dev, one

se.Nhb. s.Dur. sw. & s.Yks. m. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. m. & sw.Nhp. e. & s.War.

s Wor. se.Shr. nw.Oxf. n.Bck. Ess. w.Som. Dev.

wu in hot w.Yks. s.Lan, once sw. & s.Yks. n.Stf. n.Der.

m.Lin. Rut. s.Lei, one sw. & ms.Yks. em.Lan. m.Lin.

s.Lei. nw.Hrt.
wu. in once n. & s.Stf. ne. nw. & w.Der. n.Lei. ne. &

sw.Nhp. ne. & se.Shr.

wb in gone m.Shr, hot ne. & nw.Der, once m.Shr. n. &
e.Hrf. Glo. nw.Oxf. Brks. Bdf. se.Hrt e. & s Nrf. w Suf.

Ess. Ken. Sus. sm.Hmp. me. & w.Wil. w.Dor s.Som

n. & s.Dev, one m. & sw.Nhp. s.War s.Wor m.Shr. n. &

e.Hrf. Glo. e. & s.Oxf. Bdf. se.Hrt. s.Nrf. e. & w.Suf. Ess.

Ken. Sus. Hmp. me.Wil. n.Dev.

ai in ask sm.Lan. _
a in cloth Oxf. w.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som. nw. & e.Dev,

gone snw.Yks. nw.Lan. sw.Dev, ask n.Ayr Lth Kut.

Lei. m.Nhp. Brks. n.Bck. s.Nrf. n.Ken. me.Wil. e.Dor.

a in gone w.Wil. Dor, ask Edb.

se in ask sm.Hmp. sw.Dev.

ei in gone Ant.

ea in cloth, gone m.Yks, none n.Cum. m.Yks, one Pit.

Vinclothoh. wm.Sc Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Nhb. n.Dur

gone sn. em. & wm.Sc. Kcb, none em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.

ne Yks, nothing em.& wm.Sc. Kcb, ask se.Nhb, one sn.Sc

ia in cloth m.Cum. w.Wm. nw.Yks, gone n.Dur. m.Cum.

Wm nnw. & snw.Yks, none nnw. &snw.Yks, one m.Cum.

ia in cloth s.Sc. ne. & se.Yks, gone s.Sc. me. se. sw. &
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s.Nhb. Dur. n.Cum. ne. e. & se.Yks. n.Lan., none s.Sc.

Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. ne. & e.Yks., hot snw.Yks., one s.Sc.

l in gone Or.I., none ne. & sn.Sc. sw.Nhb., once Bch.
Abd., one Sh.I. Bch. Abd.
oa in gone e.Ken. e.Dor., none ms.Yks. w.Wil. Som.

e.Dev.

9 in cloth Dub. m. sw. & s.Lan. n.Der. s.Lin. s.Oxf.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. me.Wil., gone Inv. wm.Sc. w.Oxf.
nm.Brks. Bck. Hrt. e.Suf. Ess. e. & se.Ken. me.Wil.
sw.Dev., none e.Sus. Dor. sw.Dev., nothing s.Pem. Ess.
s.Sur. w.Sus., hot w.Som.
6a in gone ms.Yks. se.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. e.Dor., none

em. & se.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. e.Som.
6 in cloth n.Ayr. se.Yks. m.Shr., gone n.Ayr. Kcb., none

m. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. n.Ken. w.Wil. w.Dor.
ua in cloth sw.Yks. nw. & s.Lan., gone n.Nhb. sw.Yks.

em. & s.Lan. e.Sus., none sw. & es.Yks. m. & s.Lan.
u in once e.Dor., one e.Dor. w.Som.

Germanic ae

§ 130. The principal words belonging here are : bleat,

breathe, deed, eel, evening, meal (' repast'), needle, read inf.,

seed, sheep, sleep, speech, street ; gray, whey ; bier, briar,fear,
hair, there, where, year ; adder, bladder, blast; breath, dread,
let inf., meadow, read pret., shepherd, thread, wet ; silly.

§ 131. Apart from the influence of neighbouring sounds,
the normal development of Germanic se (=West Saxon
se, Anglian e) is :

ei nnw.Yks. + i, snw.Yks. Chs. n.Stf., Lei. Nhp. + i.

ea e.Suf.

e I. Ma. War. Wor. Shr. Glo. m.Bck. +i, e.An. + I but
e.Suf. ea, sw.Cy. +ia, l.

ia m.Yks., Lin. s.Oxf. + 1, sw.Cy. + e, I.

I Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm, nnw.Yks. + ei, e. se.

& sw.Yks. Lan., I.Ma. + e, s.Stf. Der., Lin.+ia, Rut., Lei.
Nhp. + ei, War. Wor. Shr. Glo. + e, s.Oxf. + ia, m.Bck.
+ e, e.An. + e but e.Suf. ea, s.Cy., sw.Cy. + e, ia.
But a occurs in bleat s.Chs. Bdf.
se in breathe Dor. e.Dev.
ei in deed e.Suf. e.Dev., read ne.Shr., needle se.Lan.,

street s.Der., meal Ant. sm. & sw.Lan., sheep m.Yks. ne.
w. & s.Der., sleep m.Yks., breathe Ant. s.Stf., speech sw.Yks.
ea in bleat m. se. & sw.Yks. em.Lan. Stf. n.Der. Dor.

w.Som. e. Dev.,s/ratfme.Wil. ,«<?/n. Dur. n.Stf., sleep se.Lan.,
evening Dor.

e in read Rut., bleat s.Ayr. Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks. nw.
em. & s.Lan. n.Der. Sus., breathe ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.
& s.Sc. I.Ma. n.Stf. ne.Nrf. me.Wil. w.Som., meal n.Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Kcb., sleep se.Lan., evening Ayr. s.Stf., speech
Uls. se.Lan. s.Stf. Sus.

ia in meal m.Cum. Wm.
ia in read ne.Sc. e. & se.Yks. se.Lan., needle se.Yks.,

bleat snw. e. & se.Yks. Lan., street n.Cum., eel sw.Yks.,
meal s.Sc. n.Nhb. sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. se.Ken., sheep
e.Yks. n.Der., sleep n.Der., breathe Lan. nw.Der., speech
n.Cum. ne. e. & se.Yks. em.Lan.

l in needle Chs., eel m.Yks.

§ 132. In some words where the modern lit. language
has a long vowel, the vowel has often undergone early
or late shortening in many dialects. In the former case
it has become e (e) and in the latter case i (i).

e occurs in bleat ne.Sc, sheep sw.Dev., breathe n.Stf.,
evening m.Cum. n.Wm.
e in meal Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.
i in se^I.Ma. n.Der. Lei. n. & e.Hrf. Glo. nw.&e.Oxf.

Dor. e.Dev., needle War. s.Wor. Glo. ne.Nrf. Sus. w.Wil.
Dor. nw. & s.Som. n. & nw.Dev. Cor., bleat n.Cum., street
nw.Oxf. me.Wil. Dor., eel I.Ma., sheep n. & ne.Yks. Stf.
nw. & s.Der. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf.
Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bck. Hnt. ne.Cmb. Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. Ken.
Sur. Sus. sm.Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som. sw.Dev., sleep s.Sur.

w.Sus. me.Wil., breathe sw.Nhb., evening m.Cum. Wm.
nw.Lin. m.Shr.

1 in deed Sh.I. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.
Edb. Kcb. s.Sc, read Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. s.Sc.

I. Ma., seed Sh.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb., needle

Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.

I. Ma., bleat Sh.I. Bch. Abd. Per. n.Ayr. Edb. Kcb., street

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. I.Ma., eel w.Frf.

e.Per. Ayr. Kcb., sheep, sleep Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Kcb. s.Sc. n.Cum. I.Ma., breathe Inv. Lth. Edb., speech

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. I.Ma.

§ 133. OE. seg (Anglian eg) has had the same develop-
ment as ME. ai from OE. seg (§ 48).

ai occurs in gray Wor. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. me.Wil. w.Som.,
whey Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb. Ant.

se in gray s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. nnw.Yks. n.Lan.
w.Wil., whey nnw.Yks. w.Wil. Dor.

ei in gray Ant. es.Yks. se Lan. s.Stf. Rut. s.Lei. s.Wor.
s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf., whey e. m. & se.Yks. n. em. sw. &
s.Lan. ne.Der. nw.Lin. Rut. se.Ken. s.Som.
ea in gray sw.Nhb. n.Cum. m. se. & sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin.

Dor., whey n.Stf.

ei in whey Inv. sn. wm. & sm.Sc.
e in gray ne. & sn.Sc. me. & se.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum.

snw. e. & se.Yks. nw. m. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n. & nw.Der.
Rut. Lei. e.War. ne.Nrf. n.Ken., whey Inv. s.Nhb. s.Dur.
m.Cum. w.Wm. snw.Yks. se.Lan. I.Ma. n. & nw.Der. Not.
s.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.

i in gray m. & w.Chs. Lei. e.War. e.Dor., whey s.Chs.
Lei. e.Dor.

§ 134. OE. Eer has gen. had the same development as
OE. er (§ 65).

aia occurs in briar s.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Stf. Rut. s.Lei. m.Shr.
s.Oxf. Sus. Som.
aiar in briar n.Cum.
ar in where Or.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per. em. &

sm.Sc. Ant.
aa in there e.Oxf., where nw.Lan. s.Pem. e.Oxf.
a in hair Cum. snw.Yks. nw.Lan. se.Wor. Shr. Hrf.

Oxf., there snw. & sm.Yks. w.Wor. n.Shr. n. & w.Oxf.,
where sw. & s.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks. nw.Lan. w.Wor.
n.Shr. nw.Oxf. n.Cmb.
ar in hair Wm., where Sh. & Or.I. nm.Sc.
se in hair nnw.Yks.
eia infear nnw.Yks. s.Chs., there s.Lan. s.Chs. m.Nhp.
er in hair-wm. & s.Sc.
ea in fear n.Stf. e.Suf. e.Dor., hair s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.

snw. m. se. sw. & es.Yks. n. em. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.
nw. & s.Lin. Rut. Lei. n.Shr. n.Hrf. Glo. Brks. ne.Nrf.
e.Suf. Ken. Sus. Dor. Som. e.Dev., there s.Nhb. n.Dur. ne.
nm. & se.Yks. n. & em.Stf. Not. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. ne. &
sw.Nhp. s.Wor. n. & e.Hrf. s.Pem. s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. nw. &
se.Hrt. Hnt. Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ken. Sus. Hmp. w.Wil. Dor.
Som. n. & sw.Dev., where Dur. ne.Yks. n. & em.Stf. Lei
ne.Nhp. n.Hrf. n.Oxf. Bdf. nw.Hrt. Cmb. Nrf. Suf. s.Sur.
Hmp. I.W. w.Wil. e.Dor. w.Som. n. & sw.Dev., year ne &
nw.Nrf.
ear in hair Ant. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum., there Uls se &

sw.Nhb. I.Ma., where Uls. me. & sw.Nhb.
e in hair s.Nhb. snw.Yks.
er infear ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., hair Sc. me.Nhb. Wm.

there Sh. & Or.I. Cai. ne. sn. & nm.Sc. Ayr. sm.Sc. Lth'
Edb. Ant. me.Nhb., where em. & wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc. se.Nhb'
ia in hair nnw. & snw.Yks., there nnw. & snw Yks'

nw.Lan.
ia in bier s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Lan. s Stf. n Dernw Lin. Lei. Oxf. Dor. Som. e.Dev., briar s.Nhb. n.Dur'.m.Cum Wm. Yks. n. nw. m. & sw.Lan. n.Der. nw Lin

Rut. s.Lei.,fear s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Yks. Lan. s.Stf n
| n^er

f,
nw L̂m

- R^- Lei. e.Hrf. s.Oxf. Bdf. se.Ken.
Sus. Wih Dor. Som. e.Dev., hairCum. nnw.Yks. e.Stf. Der.
Lin. se.Hrt. ne.Nrf. Ken. n.Wil., there Dur. e. m. & w.CumWm. ne m. se. sw. & s.Yks. Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. Lin.
Lei. m. & sw.Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. n. nw. & w.Oxf
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Brks. Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. s.Nrf. Ess. Dor. s.Dev., where n.Dur.
ne. snw. e m.se. sw. & s.Yks. Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. e. em.wm. & s.Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. n.Wor.
Shr. e.Hrf. nw.Oxf. Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. Hnt. e.Suf. Ess. e. &
se.Ken. Dor.nw.Som. sw. & s.Dev. Cor.,years.Nhb. n.Dur
Cum. Wm. m. sw. & s.Yks. n. nw. m. & sw.Lan. Chs. n.
wm. & s.Stf. Der. n. & nw.Lin. Lei. War. s.Wor. Shr Oxf
Brks. s.Nrf. n. & se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. w. & s.Som.
Cor.

iar in bier Inv. Bch. Abd. I.Ma., briar Bch. Abd. Per
Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant. Nhb.,/ear Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. s.Sc.
I.Ma., hair Wm. I.Ma., there em.Sc. n.Cum. I.Ma., where
n.Cum. I.Ma., year Uls. n.Cum. sw.Wm. I.Ma.

it in bier Abd. w.Frf. Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb.
Wm., briar w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb. s.Sc.,/eor wm.Sc. Ayr.
Lth. Peb. Kcb. me. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum. w.Wm., year Sh. &
Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.
s.Sc. Ant.

oia in briar s.Lan. n.Stf. se.Ken.
oa in where w.Cum.
o in where n.Wm. es.Yks.
§r in where nm. wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
raia in briar Dor. e.Dev.
i in there s.Wor. n.Hrf. w.Oxf. nm.Brks., where s.Lan.

s.Wor. e.Hrf. Brks. nw.Wil. w.Dor. w.Som.,jww-w.Som.
nw. & e.Dev.

§ in hair Cum. em. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. s.Stf.
n. & nw.Der. Wor. Glo. w.Wil., where em.Lan. Glo. w. &
s.Oxf. w.Wil. e.Dev., year em. sm. & se.Lan.

§ 135. In such words as adder, bladder, blast ; breath,
dread, let inf., meadow, read pret., shepherd, thread, wet; silly,

the long vowel was gen. shortened at an early period in
the dialects, just as in the lit. language. Some of the
words, however, have had the normal development of old
long se (§ 131) in a few dialects. See below.
a occurs in adder Dub. n. nw. em. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

Stf. Lei., bladder Lth. Dub. s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. n.Stf.

nw. & sw.Lin. Lei. nw. & s.Oxf. Dor., blast Inv. Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. Per. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
nw.Yks. Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.; let Sh.I.

ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Cum. Dor., wetne. & sn.Sc.
w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & sm.Sc. Ant., shepherd I.Ma.

a in bladder Edb., blast Ayr. Edb. Peb. ; wet n.Ayr. Peb.
s.Sc.

se in adder s.Sc. s.Oxf. se.Ken. e.Som. e.Dev., bladder

s.Sc. me.Wil. Dor. nw. e. & s.Som. e.Dev., breath Lei.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Dor. w.Som., let s.Sc. Rut. e.Suf. se.Ken.
w.Som. e.Dev., read s.Sc. e.Suf., threadw.Som., zw^e.Suf.

se.Ken. Dor. w.Som.
e in adder Bch. Abd. Frf. Per. Ayr. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

w.Wm. s.Lan. s.Chs. Lei., bladder Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. n. & m.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Lei. se.Ken.

Dor. ; breath Inv. ne.Sc. Per. s.Sc.Ant. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
nnw. snw. & se.Yks. sm. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. Lei. m.Shr. s.Oxf. Ken. e. & s.Som. Dev., dread

n.Dur. ne.Wm. em. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.

s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Dor. e.Dev., let sn.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Not. Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

Wil. Som. e.Dev., meadow sw.Nhb. Dur. Wm. Yks. Lan.

I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. Shr. Oxf. Ken. Sus.

me.Wil. e.Dev., read Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm. &
s.Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs.

n.Stf. Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Shr. Oxf. Nrf. Ken. Sus.

Dor. Som. Dev. w.Cor., thread es.Yks. em. sm. sw. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. nw. & s.Lin. Rut. s.Oxf. m.Bck.

se Ken. Wil. e. & s.Som. n.Dev., wet me. se. & s.Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw. m. se. & ms.Lan. I.Ma. n.

wm. & s.Stf. ne. e. & s.Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. e.War.

m Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bck. Bdf. Nrf. w.Suf. Ess.

s Sur. Sus. Hmp. me. & w.Wil. e.Dor. s.Som. n. & s.Dev.

Cor shepherd Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. sw. &
s Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. nw. sw. & s.Yks. n. m. se. sw. &

ms.Lan. Stf. n. & nw.Der. nw.Lin. e.Hrf. Oxf. s.Nrf. e.Suf.
Ken. sm.Hmp. Wil. e.Dor. Som. s.Dev., silly em. & s.Sc.

e in breath sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc, dread Inv., meadow
w.Frf. e.Per.

i in breath s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. m.Yks., let s.Ayr.
m.Yks. n.Stf. Sus., meadow Kcb. e.Suf. w.Som., read Sh.I.
m.Yks., thread Ant. se.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. ms.Yks. s.Chs.
s.Stf. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. nw.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus. e.Dor.,
wet m. & ms.Yks. n.Der., shepherd Edb. se.Nhb. Cum.
Wm. m.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. e.War. se.Hrt. Sus. e.Dor.
w.Som. n.Dev., silly Or.I. s.Ayr. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.
s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. nw. & me.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev.

i in dread w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Edb. Kcb., thread ne. &
sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc, wet Sh.I. Cai. ne.
& sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc, shepherd, silly Kcb.
The i (i) in the above examples is due to a late

shortening, that is the shortening took place after ME.
e, e had become I.

b in wet w.Som. e.Dev., shepherd w.Som., silly s.Ayr.
Lth. Edb.
9 in breath w.Wm. nw.Lan., let ne.Sc. n.Ayr. Uls.,

thread, wet Uls., silly Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.
a in adder Lth. Edb. Sus., blast n.Nhb. s.Lan. I.Ma.

se.Ken. Som. Dev.; wet Lth. Edb.
se in blast Sus. Dor. e.Dev. ; breath em.Lan. I.Ma. Sus.

w.Wil.
ei in breath nnw.Yks., thread nnw. & snw.Yks., wet

m.Nhp.
ea in wet nw.Wil.
e in breath Or.I. sn. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.

Kcb., dread w.Som., meadow n.Ayr.
ia in adder m.Cum. ; breath Yks. em. & s.Lan., dread

sw.Wm. ne. & sw.Yks. n. & se.Lan. nw.Lin., readw.Wil.,
thread sw.Wm. e. m. & se.Yks. nw. se. sw. & s.Lan. n.Der.
n. & nw.Lin., wet snw. & m.Yks. se.Hrt., shepherd
nm.Yks.

I in breath Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. nw.Der., dread
Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Peb. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.,
meadow em.Sc. s.Ayr. Ant. s.Nhb. Dur. Wm., thread

Sh. & Or.I. em. & sm.Sc. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n. & s.Dur.
n. & m.Cum. n. & w.Wm. ne. nw. e. se. & sw.Yks. n.Lan.
n. & nw.Der., wet Or.I. Lth. Edb. w.Cum. se. & sw.Yks.
se. sw. & s.Lan. n. ne. & nw.Der. n.Lin.

§ in breath n.Lan.

OE. se (=i-umlaut of a).

§ 136. The principal words belonging here are : bleach,

clean, deal, each, heal, heat, heath, heathen, lead v., lean v.,

lean adj., least, leave, mean v., mean adj., reach, seat, sweat,

teach, tease, wheat; clay, either, key, neigh, neither, stairs;

bad, clad, fat, ladder; any, anything, breadth, empty, ever,

every, flesh, health, left, lend, less, meant, never, wrestle. For
the dialect forms oi errand, lady, race, rear, sea, taught, see

Index.

§ 137. Apart from the influence of _neighbouring

sounds, the normal development of OE. se (=i-umlaut

of a) is

:

ei Ant.+I, nnw. & snw.Yks. + ia, n.Stf. (often ea), Lei.

+ 1, Sus. + e.

eia s.Chs.

ea e.Suf.

e ne.Sc. + i, Uls. but Ant. ei + i, I.Ma. Fit. Dnb
:
s.Stf.,

War.+ia, Wor. Shr. Glo. Oxf. but s.Oxf. ia + i, Bck.

e.An. but e.Suf. ea, Sus. + ei, sw.Cy. but w.Wil. ia.

ia ne.Yks., nnw. & snw.Yks
1
+ei, e. & m.Yks., se.Yks.

+ i, sw.Yks., Lan. but s.Lan. + 1, Der. + 1, Lin. Nhp., War.
+ e, s.Oxf. + i, Bdf. w.Wil.

l Sc. but ne.Sc. + e, Ant. + ei, Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.,
se.Yks. s.Lan. Der. + ia, Not. Rut., Lei. + ei, Hrf., s.Oxf.

+ ia, Ken. Sur.

But ai occurs in sweat, wheat ne.Sc, clean Brks.
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se in bleach Dor., reach I.Ma., heat sm.Sc, lead Sus.,

tfei/ Sus. Dor., mean v. Dor., heathen ne.Nrf.

ei in each se. & sw.Lan. s.Chs. nw.Der. ne.Shr. s.Som.
e.Dev., bleach sw.Yks. m. & s.Lan. n.Der., reach sw. &
ms.Yks. m. sw. & s.Lan. ne.Der., teach se.Nhb. sw. &
ms.Yks. m. sw. & s.Lan. ne. & e.Der. n.Bck., sweat sn.Sc.

m.Bck., wheat m. & sw.Nhp.e.Oxf. nBck. Ess., deal e.Dev.,

clean s.Lan. s.Som., lean v. sw.Yks.
ea in bleach Sus., teach e.Yks., seat Dor., wheat ne.Shr.

m.Bck. e.Sus. n.Dev., lead v. w.Wil. Dor., deal s.Lin. e.Dev.,

heal w.Som., clean e.Dev., lean adj., mean adj. Dor., heathen

w.Dor., least ne.Yks. me.Wil.
ei in sweat w.Frf. e.Per., wheat sn. & nm.Sc.
e in reach Inv. se.Lan. n.Der., teach n.Dur.es.Yks. se.Lan.

n.Der. Rut. Bdf., heat e.Suf., seat n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.,

sweat Inv., wheat s.Chs. e.Der., lead snw. & es.Yks. I.Ma.,

deal wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb., heal wm. & sm.Sc, clean sm.Sc.
Kcb., lean v. Ayr. n.Der., mean v. Rut., heathen nw.Lan.
n.Der. Rut., least Lei., leave sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. sm.Sc.
Rut., tease w.Frf. e.Per. se. & s.Lan.

ia in heat nnw.Yks., leave n.han.
ie in deal nw.Yks.
ia in each n.Nhb., teach n.Dur. n.Cum., heal sw.Nhb.

sw.Wm., seat sw.Nhb. n.Cum. sw.Wm., sweat Wm., wheat
n. & sw.Wm. s.Chs. Fit. Dnb. em. & s.Stf. Rut. Lei. n.Bck.,

lead s.Nhb. Dur., deal s.Sc. n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
w.Chs. ne.Shr. n.Hrf. e.Dor. s.Som., heal s.Sc. n. & s.Nhb.
s.Dur. se.Ken. e.Dor. e.Dev., clean Ant. s.Chs. m.Bck. Dor.
nw. & w.Som., lean v. s.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Lei. Sus., lean adj.

e.Dor., mean v. e.Dor. nw.Som., heathen s.Sc, least Glo.

m.Bck. Dor. nw.Som., leave sw.Nhb., tease sw.Wm.
i in each n.Lan. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Dor., bleach ne.Nrf.

me.Wil. e.Som., reach m.Yks., teach Chs. m.Nhp. n.Bck.
m. & se.Cmb. Sus., heat e.Yks. em. Lan., sweat s.Chs., wheat
s.Chs. n. e. em. & s.Stf. Nhp. e. & s.War. ne. & se.Shr. Bdf.
nw. & s.Nrf. Ess. w.Sus., lead v. e.Yks. e.Suf. w.Sus., deal
m.Bck. ne.Nrf., heal m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. me.Wil. e.Dor.,
clean n. & nw.Lan. Dnb. wm. & s.Stf. s.Nrf. w.Sus. Som.,
lean adj. s.Stf., heathen e.Dor. e.Dev., least e.War. Glo.
s.Nrf. e.Suf.

oi in each Lan.
je in mean v. e.Oxf, heat ms. & s.Lan. s.Chs. e. & w.Som.

Dev., heal s.Lan., heath s.Lan. s.Chs. s.Stf. n.Shr. s.Pem.
Oxf. w.Som. Dev., heathen s.Lan.
je in heat Oxf.
ji in heat w.Som.
jia in heat m.Yks. se.Lan. m.Shr., heal, heath, heathen

m.Yks.
ji in each Glo., heat se.Lan.

JB in heat w.Som.

§ 138. In some words where the modern lit. language
has a long vowel, the vowel has often undergone early
or late shortening in many dialects. In the former case
it has gen. become e (e) and in the latter case i (i).

a occurs in sweat se. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n. & nw.Der. ne.Shr.
se in leave w.Som., sweat Dor.
e in reach Sh.I. s.Chs. s.Not. Lin. Ess. me.Wil. nw.Dev.,

teach s.Chs., heat w.Wil. Dor., sweat Sh. & Or.I. Bch. Abd.
me. sw. & s.Nhb. es.Yks. em. & sm.Lan. I.Ma. n. & s.Stf.

Lin. Rut. s.War. s.Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. Sus. Wil.
e. & w.Som. n. & e.Dev., lead v. sn.Sc. Oxf., deal s.Lan.
s.Chs. Fit. Dnb. s.Stf. ne.Der. Rut. sw.Nhp. War. m.Shr.
n.Hrf. nw.Dev., clean s.Lan. n.Der., heath nw.Oxf. Hmp.
Dor., sheath n.Nhb. s.Chs. Oxf., heathen Sh. & Or.I., least

Sh.I. ne.Sc. Oxf. ne.Nrf., leave Som.
e in heat ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., seat sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. s.Ayr., lead v. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., deal Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per., heal Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., lean adj.

& v., heath, sheath w.Frf. e.Per., least w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.
i in bleach m.Cum., reach n. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur., teach

sw.Nhb. e.Der. n.Bck. Hnt. nw.Nrf. w.Dor., heat n.Cum.,
wheat ne. & m.Nhp. se.Shr. n. & e.Hrf. nw. e. & w.Oxf.
se.Hrt. Hnt. s.Nrf. Dor., lead v. n.Cum., dealm.& sw.Nhp.
n.Hrf.

i in each ne.Sc. Ayr. Kcb., bleach Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

n Ayr. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc, reach Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Kcb., teach w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc, heat Bch. Abd.

n.Ayr. Lth. Kcb. s.Sc, seat Bch. Abd. Ayr., sweat Ayr.

sm.Sc. n.Cum., wheat sin. & s.Sc. n.Cum., lead v. Ayr.

Edb. Kcb. s.Sc, deal Edb. n.Cum., heal Ayr., clean Sh.I.

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Edb. Kcb., lean v. Bch. Abd.

Ayr. Edb. Kcb., lean adj. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc, mean v. Sh.I.

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc. n.Cum., mean adj. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb., heath, sheath Ayr. Kcb., least Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc.

o in sweat Rut.
a in bleach Fif., sweat Uls., least Peb.

§ 139. OE. seg has gen. had the same development as

ME. ai from OE. seg (§ 48). The chief words belonging

here are : clay, either, key, neigh, neither, stairs.

ai occurs in clay Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant. n.Wm. s.Wor.
se.Ken. me.Wil. Dor. w. & s.Som., either m.Shr. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. e. & w.Dor. e.Dev., key nnw.Yks. me.Wil., neigh

se.Ken. me.Wil., neither m.Shr. e.Dor. e.Dev.

aia in stairs Glo. me.Wil. w.Som.
aa in stairs e.Oxf.

a in neigh Lth., stairs Fit. n. & m.Shr. s.Nrf.

ai in clay Per., either ne.Shr., neither em.Lan. e.War.
se in clay w.Wil., either Peb. n.Lan. s.Oxf., key w.Wil.,

neigh m.Cum. w.Wil.
e in either Ant. n.Ken. e.Som. nw.Dev., neither Sh. &

Or.I. Cai. s.Sc. Ant. nne.Nhb. e.Hrf. se.Hrt. n.Ken. s.Dor.
nw.Dev.

ei in clay wm.Sc. Ayr. Peb. s.Sc. s.Lan. Rut. Lei.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Som., either s.Nhb. n.Cum. sw.Lan. s.Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. m.Bck., key ne. & sn.Sc. s.Nhb. s.Dur.
n.Cum. w. & s.Wm. nnw. snw. e. se. & sw.Yks. n. nw. m.
sw. & s.Lan. n. & s.Stf. nw.Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. n.Hrf. n.Bck.
Bdf. n.Dev., neigh sw.Nhb. s.Dur. Wm. Yks. sw.Lan. n. &
ne.Der. s.Lei. Rut. s.Oxf. Nrf. e.Suf. e.Dev., neithersw.Lan.
nw.Lin.
ea in clay sw.Nhb. n.Cum. m. se. & sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin.

w.Hrt., either e. & m.Yks. n. nw. & s.Lin., key e.Yks.
e.Suf., neigh n.Stf. nw.Lin., neither m. & ms.Yks. n. &
nw.Lin., stairs s.Nhb. m.Cum. sw.Yks. n. sw. & s.Lan.
n.Stf. n.Der. Not. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. n.Bck. Dor. Som. e.Dev.
ear in stairs Ant. sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
e in either Cai. ne. sm. & s.Sc, neither Sh.I. Bch. Abd.

Lth. Edb. s.Sc.
ei in clay Kcb., key Bch. Abd. s.Sc.

e in clay Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. me. se. & s.Nhb.
Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. nw. e. se. & sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma.
wm.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut. Sus. e.Dev., either ne. & sn.Sc.
w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Kcb. m.Cum. Wm. nw. &
ms.Yks. nw. em. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Rut. Lei. s.Wor.
ne.Shr. n.Bck. Bdf. ne. & s.Nrf. Ess. Sur. w.Sus. sm.Hmp.
sw.Dev., key wm.Sc. m.Cum. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma. m.Nhp.
w.War. n.Wor. n. & m.Shr. Glo. nw. & e.Oxf. n. & m.Bck.
ne.Nrf. s.Sur. w.Sus. I.W. Dor. w.Som. nw. e. & sw.Dev.,
neigh Ayr. Edb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. se.Yks. nw. em. & s.Lan.
I.Ma. n.Der. Rut, neither Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
em. wm. & sm.Sc. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. n. ne. m. & w.Yks!
nw. e. m. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. m.Not. War. n. &
nw.Oxf. ne. & s.Nrf. Suf. s.Dev., stairs w.Wm. Lei. se.Ken.
er in stairs Or.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb!

Kcb.
i in either I.Ma., neither Sh.I. I.Ma.
ia in either se.Yks., key m.Yks. nw.Lin., neigh m.Yks.

neither m.Wm. e.Yks., stairs se. & sw.Lan.
i in clay m. & s.Chs. n. & wm.Stf. e. & w.Der. Lei

e.Dor., either n.Dur. se.Yks. n.Stf. Lei. m.Nhp.n. & s Wor"
ne.Shr. m.Bck. se.Ken. Sus. w.Wil., key Sh.I. Inv w Frf
e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant. me. se.sw.&s Nhb'
n.Dur. Wm. s.Lin. Rut. s.Lei. sw.Nhp. s.Oxf se*Ken'
Sus., neighi s.Chs.Lei., neither Chs. n. e. & wm.Stf.* Der"
n.Lei. m.Nhp. e.Hrf. e.Oxf. se.Ken.

jei in key n. sw. & s.Lan. s.Stf.
je in key n. & nw.Der. n.Shr.
oi in clay Glo., neither s.Stf. e.War. nw.Hrt
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si in either nw. & me.Wil. Dor., neither e.Oxf. nw. &
me.Wil.

aiin neither e.Hrf. Glo. e.Dor.
§ in stairs m. se. & ms.Lan. s.Stf.

§140. In such words as bad, clad, fat, ladder; any,
anything, breadth, empty, ever, every, flesh, health, left, lend,

less, meant, never, wrestle, the long vowelwas gen. shortened
at an early period in the dialects, just as in the lit. language.
Some of the words, however, have had the normal de-
velopment of old long se (§ 137) in a few dialects. See
below.
a occurs in bad Sh.I. Abd. Kcb. Frf. Per. wm.Sc. s.Ayr.

s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf.

n. & w.Der. n.Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. n. & e.Hrf. e. & s.Oxf.

Sus., clad s.Nhb. n.Dur. w.Wm. w.Yks. n. & nw.Lan.
I.Ma. n.Der. s.Lei. s.Oxf.,/atf Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. &
m.Cum. Wm. Yks. n. em. sm. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs.

Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. e.Suf. Sus. e.Som.
n.Dev., ladder s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. m.
sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Not. Rut. Lei.

Nhp. War. se.Wor. m.Shr. Glo. nw. & s.Oxf. Dor. ; any
Dub.n.Wm. snw.Yks. sm. & s.Lan. Chs. Dnb. n. & wm.Stf.

n.Der. Lei. m.Nhp. n.Shr. e.Hrf. nw.Oxf. Bdf., anything

Chs. n.Stf., breadth nw.Der. Dor., ever, every I.Ma., lend

sm. sw. & s.Lan. Dor., never I.Ma., wrestle w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant. n.Cum. sw.Yks. em.Lan.

I.Ma. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. nw.Dev.
a in bad Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb., fat em.Sc.

83 in bad se.Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. me. & w.Wil.

Dor. e.Som. e. & s.Dev., clad se.Ken. Dor. Som., fat

ne.Nrf. nw. & me.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev., ladder s.Sc. Nrf.

Ken. me.Wil. Dor. nw.Som. e.Dev.; any m.Nhp. w.Wil.

n. & s.Dev., breadth ne.Nrf. e.Suf. w.Som., ever s.Nrf.

se.Ken., every se.Ken.,flesh e.Suf. se.Ken. Dor., health s.Sc.

se.Ken. e.Dev., left se.Ken. w.Som., lendse.Ken., less s.Sc.

se.Ken. Dor. w.Som., never se.Ken., wrestle se.Ken. Sus.

me.Wil. Dor. w.Som. e. & sw.Dev.

e in bad se.Ken., clad Sc. Ant. se.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm.
se.Ken., fat em. & se.Lan., ladderBch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

em Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. Not.

Lin Rut. Lei. War. Nrf. ; any Cai. s.Nhb. Cum. Wm.
nnw. & se.Yks. n.Lan. I.Ma. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut.

Lei. n.Wor. e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. se.Hrt. Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken.

s Sur. Sus. sm.Hrnp. nw.Wil. e.Dor. e. & w.Som. Dev.,

anything s.Oxf. m.Bck. se.Hrt. n.Cmb., breadth Inv. Dub

s Nhb n.Dur. Wm. nw. & se.Yks. sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf.

n Der Rut. s.Lei. s.Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e. & s.Som.,

empty Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb. Ant.

n sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan.

I.Ma. s.Chs. Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. Glo. Oxf. Bdf. Ken.
"

me.Wil. Dor. w. & s.Som. e.Dev., eveme.Sc. w.trf. e.Per.

Ayr Lth. Edb. n. sm. & sw.Lan. Stf. n.Der. Lei. s.Oxf.

Wil. Dor. s.Som. e.Dev., every Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. s^yr.

Lth. Edb. n. & sw.Lan. n.Der. e. & s.Oxf. s.Som. e.Dev.,

flesh Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc Ant Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. Der.

Lin Rut. Lei. Oxf. Nrf. nw. & w.Wil. e.Dor. s.Som.

n.Dev ., health Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr Lth. Edb Kcb. Ant.

n Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. Der. nw Lin. s.Lei.

s Oxf me Wil., left Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
Yks nnwm.'& s.Lan. I.Ma. Fit. n.Stf. n. & e Der.

Not n" nw. & m.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. w. & s.War

SorsOf. n.Bck. Bdf. nw.Hrt. Hnt Cmb. ne &
wrf r. q.if Fss e Ken. e.Sus. Som. e.Cor., lend Bch.

1^ Frf i'-Per em Sc Ayr. Kcb. Ant. n. sw. & s.Nhb.

n^ur u & iSmmWmAs
y
w.Yks. n. & em.Lan. I.Ma

Stf n Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei. e. & s.Oxf. me.Wil. Som. n &

fnev less Sc. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. nJ)ur. m.Cum. Wm.

sw Yks Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. nw.Lin s Lei.

rn Shr s Oxf. Som. e.Dev., meant Inv. n.Ayr. Lth. Nhb.

Sur Wm Yks. em. sw. & s.Lan I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der Lm.
?"

'Oxf Ken. Sus. Som. Dev. Cor never Ov.\. Cai. sn

sm.'& ^Sc. nne.Nhb. n. m. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. n. & e.Stf.

VOL. VI.

n.Der. s.Lei. m.Nhp. e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. se.Hrt. e.Sus. Hmp.
nw. & w.Wil. e.Dor. s.Som. n.Dev. Cor., wrestle Inv. em.
& sw.Lan. n.Stf. Som.

i in any e.Dor., breadth s.Nhb. n.Dur. e. m. & se.Yks.
e.Suf. w.Wil., empty Bch. Abd., ever Bch. Abd. Ayr. Kcb.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks. em.Lan. nw.Der. Lin.
Lei. e.War. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus. e.Dor. w.Som. n. & w.Dev.,
every Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. em. & se.Lan. n.Stf. nw.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei.

Brks., flesh m.Yks., health Bch. Abd. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.
n.Cum. Wm., left se. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. Stf. n. nw. & e.Der.

w.War. Shr. n.Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. e. & w.Oxf. nm.Brks.
Sus. Wil. e.Dor. s.Som. n. & sw.Dev. e.Cor., never Sh. &
Or.I. ne. nm. & em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Uls. se. sw. & s.Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. snw. nm. sw. & s.Yks. n. nw. em. &
sw.Lan. Chs. n. wm. & s.Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. n. ne. &
m.Nhp. e.War. ne.Shr. Glo. Bdf. e. & w.Suf. Ess. Sus.

Dor. s.Som. Dev.
i in breadthw.Frt. e.Per. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.,meant ne.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb.
The i (i) in the above examples is due to a late shorten-

ing. See § 135.

o in bad wm.Stf. ne.Shr.,/«/ Bck. ; any Sh.I. ne. sn.

nm. em. sm. & s.Sc. Ant. me. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & e.Cum.

n.Wm. Yks. Lan. wm. & s.Stf. Der. n.Lin. Rut. Lei.

n. & m.Nhp. e.War. Glo. n.Bck., wrestle se. & s.Lan.

s.Chs. n. & s.Stf. n.Der.
6 in any Cai. ne. sn. em. & wm.Sc.
u in wrestle s.Nhb. m.Cum. ne. & w.Wm.
13 in fat sm.Sc. ; any, anything, ever, every, health

w.Som., never s.Nrf. w.Som.
a in any, health Uls., ever se.Lan., meant em.Lan.,

wrestle w.Wm. n.Lan.
a in fat w.Som., ladder Ken. Sus. ;

flesh w.Som.,

wrestle Lth. Edb. w.Som.
83 in fat se.Ken. ; lend\M.&.
ei in breadth nnw.Yks. s.Lan., flesh m. & s.Lan. me.Wil.

e in any Rut. n.Shr. m.Bck., breadth ne. & s.Sc.

em.Lan. se.Ken. nw. & e.Dev., never s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

ia in breadth m. se. & sw.Yks. Lan. nw.Lin., health

n.Cum. sw.Yks. n.Lan., never m.. & sw.Yks. ne.Der.

lin breadth Bch. Abd. Per. wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Peb.

n. me. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. n. & w.Wm. e. & se.Yks.,

meant n.Ayr. Lth. Peb. n. & m.Cum., never n.Ayr. Ant.

jia in health Glo.

S 141. i. e (=i-umlaut of 6). The principal words

belonging here are : beech, bleed, breech, breed, feed, feel,

feet, geese, green, heel, keep, meet, queen, seek, seem, speed,

sweet, teeth; bled, bless, bred, gesling, kept, met; breeches.

§ 142. Apart from the influence of neighbouring sounds,

the normal development of this e is:
_ , _

ei nnw.Yks.+i, snw.Yks., s.Chs. + i, n.Stf., Lei.+i.

ea e.Suf.

e ne.Nrf. + i.
. ,,,,, „ ,

-

ia m.Yks. +1, se.Lan. s.Lin. s.Midl. swGy. + i.

i Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm., nnw.Yks. + ei, e Yks.,

m Yks +ia, se. & sw.Yks. Lan. but se.Lan. is, I.Ma.,

Chs but s.Chs. + ei, Fit. Dnb. s Stf. Der. Not. n &
nw.Lin. Rut., Lei. + ei, Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf.,

s.Midl. + ia, e.Cy. (but ne.Nrf. + e, e.Suf. ea), s.Cy., sw.Cy.

But 83 occurs in bleed, green Dor.

ei in breed e.Dev.,feed e. & s.Der. m Nhp.,/<*/ m.Bck.,

green s.Wm. ne. & s.Der. m.Nhp. ne.Shr., geese se.Lan.,

ea in bleed e.Dev., meet w.Dor., sweet, teethr se.Lan.

e in feed n.Wor. Glo. m.Bck., meet me.Wil. sw.Dev.,

steed s.Stf., sweet Uls. sw.Dev., green n.Wor. m.Bck.,

queen Inv. Sus. Dor., seem s.Stf. Lei., beech Dor. e.Som

e.Dev., keep Lei. e.Sus. sw.Dev., seek s.Stf. me.Wil.

nw.Dev., teeth Dor. Som.
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ia inyW s.Nhb. n.Dur. e.Der., feet, speed se.Yks., sweet

s.Sc. e.Yks., green n.Cum., queen ne. & se.Yks., seem

n.Der., /*«/ s.Nhb. n.Dur., ^/ s.Nhb. Dur. se.Ken. s.Sur.,

beech Ant., te/> se.Yks., s<?«<6 Peb., teeth n.Nhb.

jei in geese s.Chs. ne.Shr., /iw^ em.Stf. w. & s.Der.

Lei.

ji in heel Sus.
jia in heel e.Dev.
ji in keep s.Chs. nw.Der.
In some words where the modern lit. language has

a long vowel, the vowel has often undergone late (rarely

early) shortening to i (1) in many dialects.

se occurs in sweet e.Suf.

e in seem Dev. Cor., keep e.Sus
i in bleed Wil. Dor. w.Som. e.Dev., breed me.Wil.,,feei

w.Yks. n.Lan. Fit. nw.Der. w. se. & s.Wor. Hrf. Glo.

Oxf. Brks. n.Bck. nw.Hrt. ne.Nrf. Ess. e.Sur. Sus. Wil.

e. & s.Som. n. nw. & e.Dev., meet n.Dev. w.Cor., sweet

Dor. e. & w.Som., green Sus., seem em.Lan. Nhp. Brks.

Sus. I.W. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor., feel Lon. n. & nw.Der.,

beech m.Cum. Sus. w.Som. e.Dev., breech s.Nhb. n.Dur.

w.Wm. sw.Yks. s.Stf. se.Ken. Sus. Dor. e.Som., keep

n.Cum. m.Lan. I.Ma. Fit. n.Hrf. Brks. ne.Nrf. Sus. me.
& w.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som. nw.Dev., seek Dor. w.Som.,
teeth sw.Nhp. n.Hrf. Glo. e.Oxf.

1 in beet, bleed Sc, breed Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Lth. Edb., feed Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Edb.
Kcb. s.Sc. n.Cum.,/«/ Sh. & Or.I. ne. sn. & nm.Sc. Ayr.
Kcb. s.Sc. n.Cum. I.Ma., meet, speed, sweet Sh.I. ne.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. n.Cum. I. Ma., green Sh.I.

w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. s.Sc, queen Sh.I. Kcb. s.Sc, seem
Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. lMa.,feel Sh.I. w.Frf.

e.Per. n.Ayr. Edb. Kcb., heel Sh.I. ne.Sc w.Frf. e.Per.

n.Ayr. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc, beech Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Lth. Edb. Kcb., breech w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb., geese

w.Frf. e.Per. Edb. I. Ma., keep Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc, seek Cai. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. n.Nhb. I.Ma., teeth w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Kcb.

§ 143. In such words as bled, bless, bred, gesling, kept,

met, breeches, the long vowel was gen. shortened at an
early period in the dialects, just as in the lit. language.
Breeches has had the normal development of old long e in

many dialects, and there are a few traces of such develop-
ment in bless, bred. See below.
a occurs in bled se.Ken. Dor.
se in bless se.Ken. Dor. w.Som.
e in bled Sc. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.

Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. Oxf. Sus. e.Som.
Dev., bless n.Ayr. Edb. s.Sc. n.Dur. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan.
I.Ma. Stf. Der. nw.Lin. Lei. m.Shr. s.Oxf. nw.Wil.
e. & s.Som. e.Dev., bred wm.Sc. m. & se.Nhb. n.Cum.
m. & sw.Yks. s.Lin. ne.Nrf. e.Suf., gesling Cai. Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Not., kept Ayr. Ant.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. e. & sw.Yks. I.Ma. s.Stf. nw.Lin. s.Lei.

Glo. n.Bck. Ken. Sus. Dor., met Sc. Irel. Eng. (but n. &
nw.Dev. w.Cor. i).

i in breeches Ant. Dub. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm.
sw.Yks. em.Lan. I.Ma. nw.Lin. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.
Dor. e.Som., bless Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Edb. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. Sus., bred m.Yks. w.Wil., metn. & nw.Dev.
w.Cor.

i in breeches (briks) Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb.
a in breeches Abd. n.Nhb. nw.Lan., bless Inv. Ayr.

n.Nhb.
ei in breeches n.Stf., bred nnw.Yks.
ea in bless em.Lan.
ia in bredm. & w.Yks.
I in breeches Ayr. Lth. Peb. Kcb. n.Cum. w.Wm. sm.

sw. & s.Lan. n.Der. s.Lei. s.Oxf.
a in breeches n.Lan.

§ 144. 2. e (= older le, partly arising from the i-umlaut
of ea, eo, and partly arising from ecthlipsis). The
principal words belonging here are : belief, believe, cheese,

need, seen, sheet, sleeve, steel; die, hay, height, tie; hear, heard;

depth, next, ten.

§ 145. Apart from the influence ofneighbouring sounds,

the normal development of this eis :

ei nw.Yks. s.Chs. n.Stf., Lei.+i, ne.Shr. + e, i.
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e s.Stf. + i, n.Wor., ne.Shr. + ei, l, Glo. 4 1, Bck. ne.Nrf.

Sus.
ia m.Yks. +1, Lin. but nw.Lin. + i.

I Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. e.Yks., m.Yks. +13, se.

& sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma.w.Chs.,s.Stf. + e,Der. Not.,nw.Lin.+

ia, Rut., Lei. + ei, Shr. but ne.Shr. + ei, e, Glo. + e, Oxf.,

e.Cy. (but ne.Nrf. e, e.Suf. ea), s.Cy. but Sus. e, sw.Cy.

But ei occurs in cheese s.Lan. ne. e. & w.Der. Dor. e.Dev.,

sleeve Sus.
ea in believe Dor., sheet n.Nhb.

e in believe Uls. Rut. w.Som. e.Dev. w.Cor., cheese Rut.,

sleeve Dor.
ia in belief'Ant. Dub. n.Nhb. sw.Yks., believe Ant. n.Wm.

e. & se.Yks. nw.Lan. w.Wil., cheese se. & sw.Yks., need

e.Dev., sleeve se.Lan. n.Der. s.Oxf.

i in need nnw.Yks.

§ 146. In some words where the modern lit. language

has a long vowel, the vowel has often undergone late

shortening to i (i) in many dialects.

i occurs in belief m.Shr. Dor., believe ne. & sn.Sc. Ayr.
s.Sc. s.Sur. w.Sus. w.Som., cheese I.Ma. Lei. n.Dev., need

me.Wil. Dor., seen n. em. & sw.Lan. m.Shr. nw. & e.Oxf.

e.Suf. Sus. Dor. Som., sheet Sus. Dor. w.Som., steel Dor.
w.Som.

i in belief'w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb., believe Lth. Edb., cheese

s.Sc, need Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Edb. Kcb.
s.Sc. n.Cum. I.Ma., seen Or.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc, sheet Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb.
I. Ma., steel ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc.

§ 147. The old e has given rise to a large variety of
forms in die, hay, height, tie.

ai occurs in die es.Yks. n.Lei. s.Nrf. e.Suf. Sur. Sus.
e.Dor. Som. n. & sw.Dev. Cor., hay Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.
Wor. n.Hrf. nm.Brks. se.Hrt. s.Nrf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Dor.
w.Som., height nnw. e. & se.Yks. nw.Lan. s.Stf. nw.Lin.
Lei. m.Shr. ne.Cmb. ne.Nrf. w.Som., tie Inv. Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. n.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Sus. Som. e. &
sw.Dev.

aia in hay Ess.
ai in die I.Ma. s.Chs. Fit. Dnb. em. wm. & s.Stf. Not.

m.Lin. Lei. ne. & m.Nhp. s.War. Wor. n. & ne.Shr. m.Bck.
Hnt. Cmb. nw. & s.Nrf. Suf., height em.Lan. s.Lin. ne.Shr.,
lie Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Sc. em. & se.Lan. I.Ma. Not.

ee in hay Wm. n.Lan. s.Oxf. Sus.
e in height Inv. nm.Sc. n.Ayr. Uls..e. & s.Oxf. m.Bck. Ess.
ei in die s.Sc. Uls. s.Nhb. n.Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks.

s.Chs. n. & e.Stf. ne. & w.Der., hay Bch. Abd. Ayr. s.Sc.
se.Lan. n.Stf. s.Lei. Ess. e.Dev.

,

height ne. & s.Sc Uls. n. &
me.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. snw. m. se. sw. & ms.Yks. n. em.
sm. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut.
e.Suf. nw.Dev., tie s.Ayr.
ea in hay s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. sw.Yks. nw.Lin., height

sw.Dev.
e in height wm.Sc.
ei in hay w.Frf. e.Per. Peb. Kcb., height n.Cum.
e in hay Inv. n. sw. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm. m. sw. &

s.Lan. I.Ma. wm.Stf. n. & ne.Der. s.War. Ess., height
se.Lan. n.Bck. sw.Dev.

i in height Abd. wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb.
ia in die m.Wm. nm.Yks.
i in die Sh. & Or.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per em

wm. & sm.Sc Ant. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. n. & nw.Lin. Lei., hay m. & w.Chs.
e. & wm.Stf. Lei. ne.Shr., height Ant. sw. & s.Nhb n Dur
Wm. nnw. & m.Yks., tie n.Nhb. sw.Yks. n. m. sw. & s.Lan.
n.Der.
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oi in die n. & s.Stf. Not. m. & s.Lin. Lei. ne. & m.Nhp.
e.War. s.Wor. ne.Shr. Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. Nrf. se.Ken.,
height n.Stf. se.Ken., tie se.Lan. n.Stf.

Bi in die s.Wor. se.Shr. e.Hrf. Oxf. w.Hrt. Ess. n.Ken.
Wil. Dor. Som. e. & s.Dev., height w.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som.
e.Dev., tie me. & w.Wil. Dor.
a in height Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc.
ai in die Glo. ne.Nrf. sm.Hmp. e.Dor., height ne.Nrf.

§ 148. The material for the combination er is insuffi-

cient to allow any conclusion to be drawn as to its normal
development in the dialects. The only examples are hear,

heard, for the dialect forms of which see Index.

§ 149. In depth, next, ten, the long vowel was gen.
shortened at an early period in the dialects, just as in the

lit. language. But see below.
a occurs in next ne.Sc.
se in next ne. & s.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. w.Dor. w.Som.,

ten ne.Nrf. e.Suf. w.Dor.
eindepthAyr. n.Dur.Wm.w.& sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Som. e.Dev.,

next Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. s.Ayr. s.Sc. me. se. sw. &
s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der.

Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. e.Hrf. Glo. nw. & s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf.

se.Hrt. ne.Cmb. s.Nrf. w.Suf. e.Sus. sm.Hmp. Wil. e.Dor.

e.Som. n. & s.Dev., ten Sh. & Or.I. Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.

War. Wor. Shr. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. Ken. Wil. e.Dor.

sw.Dev. Cor.

e in next Lth. Edb., ten Or.I. ne.Sc.

iin depth sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur., nextsn.Sc. n.Ayr. sm.Sc.

Ant. se.Nhb. s.Sur. w.Sus., ten m.Yks. w.Sus.

i in depth Bch. Abd. Edb., next Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc.

Peb. s.Sc.

The' forms with i (i) are late shortenings.

v in depth Bdf., next e.Oxf.

a in depth Lth. Peb., ten Uls. n.Lan.

se in ten Fif. Peb. s.Sc.

ei in next s.Dur. n.Cum.
e in ten e. & w.Som.
ia in next m.Yks. sw.Dev.

l in depth Ayr. Kcb. m.Cum. w.Som. nw.Dev., next bn.

& Or.I. ne. sn. wm. & sm.Sc. e. & w.Cum. n.Wm. m.Yks.

5 150 3 Germanic e. The only word for which there

is much material is here, for the dialect forms of which

see Index.

6 151 4. The OE. e which arose from lengthening in

monosyllables. The principal words are : he, me, we, ye.

The normal development of the stressed forms of these

Pr
eis.Sc

S

n
S

Cum., ne.Yks. + i, nw.Yks. m.Yks. Chs. + i, Stf

+ 1 but n.Stf. only ei, Der. Lei. + I, Nhp., Wor. Shr. + i,

C
'

ISc. but s.Sc. ei, Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. but n.Cum. ei,

Wm., ne. & m.Yks. + ei, e. se. & sw.Yks. Lan, Chs. + ei,

Stf. + ei but n.Stf. only ei, Der +ei, Not Lin. Rut, Lei.

+ ei, War., Wor. Shr. + ei, Hrf. Glo. s.Midl. e.Cy. but e.Suf.

ei, s. & sw.Cy.

S 152. The dialect forms of well adv. partly go back to

OE. wel and partly to wel ; see Index.

J% ^^ZTdriZTe
h
Fr&de2. (ofianSf^iW-ftfi P-n-, Pipe, ride, rise

Tide tb^e whine, wide, wide, wife, wine, write; mile wide

sb-Zn spire wire; spew, Tuesday; by, my; christen

Christmas liich, dwindle, fifth, fifty; woman, women For

£TdfSforms of sigh,while cj.,woman, women, see Index.

S 154 Apart from the influence of neighbouring sounds

(only before v), Ayr. + ei, Lth. Edb. Ant, me.Nhb. (only

before v), s.Nhb. Dur. + ei, Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks,
se.Yks. (frequently a), sw. & es.Yks, n. nw. & sw.Lan,
I.Ma. + ai, ei, n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. m.Shr, s.Oxf. -fei,

e.Suf, s.Cy. + oi (but Hmp. ai), sw.Cy. + Bi (but e.Dor. ai).

a e.Yks. (before voiced consonants), m.Yks. sm.Lan,
s.Lan. + ai.

ai s.Sc. (when final and before voiced spirants), em. Lan.,
se.Lan. + oi, s.Lan. + a, I.Ma. + ai, ei, Chs, Flt. + m, Der.
but n.Der. ai, Not, Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. + oi, Shr.

+m but m.Shr. ai.

ei sn.Sc, Ayr. + ai, s.Sc. + ei, Uls. but Ant. ai, Nhb. but

n.Nhb. + ei, s.Nhb. + ai, Dur. + ai, e.Yks. (gen. before voice-

less consonants), I.Ma + ai, ai.

ei Inv, ne.Sc. + ai, w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb, s.Sc. n.Nhb. -i-ei.

oi se.Lan. Stf. s.Lin, Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. + ai,

s.Midl. + Bi but s.Oxf. ai + Bi, e.Cy. + Bi (but ne.Nrf. ai,

e.Suf. ai), s.Cy. + ai but Hmp. ai.

Bi Fit. Shr. + ai but m.Shr. ai, Hrf. + ai, s.Midl. + oi but

s.Oxf. + ai, e.Cy. + oi (but ne.Nrf. ai, e.Suf. ai), sw.Cy. + ai

but e.Dor. ai.

ai Hrf. + m, Glo. ne.Nrf. Hmp. e.Dor.

But ae occurs in like sm.Lan.
ai in chide s.Lei, side n.Nhb, Friday w.Hrt, wife n.Wor,

drive Kcb. s.Stf. em. & s.Lan, five s.Sc, ivy Kcb. s.Sc.

e.Yks. ne.Nrf, dike s.Stf, like ms.Lan, pipe s.Stf, rise Kcb,
bite s.Stf, time s.Nrf, line w.War, mine s.Nrf. The ai in

many of the above words is doubtless due to the influence

of the lit. language.
ai3 in side, knife s.Lan.

aain five Abd. em.Sc.
a in like, ride, side, pipe sw.Lan, ivy nnw.Yks, time

sw.Yks. sw.Lan, mine sw.Lan. n.Der.

ai in bide Ant, ride Sus, side n. & nw.Lan. n. wm. &
s.Stf. se.Hrt. m. & s.Qmb., knife e.Stf. Sus, life Ant. s.Lin.

Sus, wife m. & s.Stf, drive Ayr. s.Sc.,five Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Peb. s.Sc, ivy Ayr. Lth. Sus, dike Ess, like Ant. nw.Lan.

Stf. m.Lin. m.Bck. w.Suf, pipe Ant, ice m.Bck, rise Ayr.

Ant, biteLth. Edb. Sus, time nw.Lan. Stf. m.Lin. m.Bck.

n.Cmb. nw. & s.Nrf. w.Suf, line Ant. Sus, mine nw.Lan.

w.Suf. Ess. Sus.
a in side sw.Yks. s.Lan,five, pipe, write s.Lan.

aei in knife, life, like, ice, write n.Cum.
ei in bide Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb. Kcb, hide s.Lan,

side nm. & em.Sc, wide s.Chs, Friday w.Frf. e.Per, bridle

Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb, wife n. & w.Cum. Chs. n. & e.btt,

drive ms.Lan. nw.Der. s.Som, ivy Inv, dike s.Lan. m.Lin,

like Or.I. nm.Sc. n. & w.Cum. m.Yks, bite Inv. w.Frf.

e.Per. Kcb, time, mine n. & w.Cum, wine s.Chs.

ei in hide, ride, life, wife, white Ayr, wide n.Ayr, rise,

write s.Ayr, time wm.Sc, wine sn. & wm.Sc.

e in knife, five, bite w.Som, drive w.Som. nw. & sw.Dev.

1 in drive Glo, dike Lin. e.An. Ken. Sus.

oi in side e. & s.Dev.,five e.Der, like, time, mine sw. &
s.Yks. e.Der, whine sw. & s.Yks.

6 in bide, drive, rise sw.Yks, side sw.Yks. ms.Lan, knife

w.Yks. ms.Lan, wife ms.Lnn.,five sw.Yks. (rare) s.Lan,

like w.Yks. ms.Lan, time sw.Yks ms. & s.Lan

"Bi in bide wm.Sc, side me. se. & sw.Nhb. I.Ma. sw.Nhp,

Friday s.War. Sus, idle Sus, knife n.Wor, life nnw Yks.

sw.Nhp. s.War, wife em. & wm.Sc. s.War., five sw.Nhp,

like sn. & em.Sc. se.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw.Yks n.Ken, ,«Sus.,

time sn. & em.Sc. sw.Nhp. s.War. Wor. n.Ken, line s.Wor,

mine n.Ken. Hmp, whine n.Ken.

S 155. In the dialects there are a few cases of shorten-

ing which do not occur in the lit. language:

fp occurs in like I.Ma. T ,,

e in Friday Bch. Abd, like Sh.I. ne. sn. & s.Sc.I.Ma.

sw.Dev.
e in like Cai. ne. & sn.Sc.

iin bridle m.Cum, ivy sw.Lan. s.Chs. e. wm. &
.

s.btt.

n Der Rut w.War. n.Wor. n. & m.Shr. n.Hrf, dike Nrf.

Ken. Sur. Sus. w.Som. Dev, strike w.Frf. e.Per.* nw. &

w.Som. nw.Dev, write Sh.I. „0—2
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i in shine w.Frf. e.Per., write ne.Sc.
e in bridle n.Nhb., strike Bch. Abd., write Lth.

§ 156. 1 in the combination II has gen. had the normal
development in mile, while sb.

But ai occurs in mile e.Yks. e.Stf., while Not. n.Lei. s.Nrf.
aia in mile n.Cum. w.Wil. w.Som., while w.Som.
ai in mile Ant. n.Lan. nw.Oxf. m.Bck., while e.Yks.

nw.Lan. wm. & s.Stf. n.Cmb.
ei in mile ne.Sc, while n.Cum. Chs. n.Stf.
oi in mile e.Der., while s.Yks. e.Der.
eia in mile w.Wil. w.Som., while nw. & w.Wil. w.Som.

e.Dev.

§ 157. Final l has gen. had the normal development in
by, my.
But ai occurs in by Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc. me.Nhb.

e.Yks., my Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. Ess.
aa in by Ayr. Lth.
a in by wm.Sc, my wm. & s.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur.
ai in by Ayr. Peb. s.Sc. Wm. s.Stf. e.Suf., my n. &

sw.Lan. n. & wm.Stf.
&in my s.Sc.

ei in by nw. & sm.Yks. sw.Dev., my n. & w.Cum.
i in by w.Wm. e.Dor.
oi in by s.Yks. s.Not, my e.Der.
o in my s.Lan.
ui in by s.Wor. Glo. n.Ken., my n.Ken. w.Sus.
wni, wai in by e.Dor.
For the unstressed forms of by and my, see Index.

§ 158. The development of OE. ir in such words as
iron, spire, wire is :

air in iron ne.Sc. sw.Nhb., spire Ayr. Kcb. Ant., wire
s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. w.Wm.
aia in iron sw. & ms.Yks. nw. sm. se. & sw.Lan. s.Stf.

n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf. Sus., s*!>«m.Cum.Wm.
sw.Yks. sm. & sw.Lan. n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf.
Sus. w.Wil. e. & s.Som. e.Dev., wire s.Dur. m.Cum.
sw.Wm. nnw. snw. sw. & es.Yks. n. nw. sm. & sw.Lan.
n.Der. nw.Lin. e.Suf.

aiar in iron, spire I. Ma., wire Ant. n.Cum. I.Ma.
a in spire, wire m.Yks.
air in wire n.Ayr.
aia in iron sw. & ms.Yks. nw. sm. se. & sw.Lan. s.Stf.

n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf. Sus, s^'reem.Lan. s.Chs.
nw.Der., wire m. em. & s.Lan. nw.Der. n.Wor.

aiar in wire s.Sc.
seran iron s.Sc.
er in iron wm. & sm.Sc. Peb. Ant.
eir in iron sn.Sc. Uls. me. & se.Nhb., wire me. & se.Nhb.
eia in tron ms.Lan. nw.Der., spire s.Nhb. e. & se Yks

wire e. & se.Yks. n.Stf.
' "'

er in wire w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.
eir in iron Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per., spire ne.Sc. w Frf

e.Per., wire Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
er in iron wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb., wire Sh I

wm.Sc. Kcb.
oia in iron n.Stf. e.Der. s.Lin. Lei. n.Bck. se.Ken, spire

se.Lan. n.Stf. Lei. ne.Nrf. se.Ken., wire se.Lan. n. & s Stf
s.Lin. Lei. ne.Nrf. se.Ken.
ma in iron w.Hrt. w.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som. e.Dev., spire

Dor. Dev. w.Cor., wire s.Oxf. me. & w.Wil. w.Dor. e'Som
e.Dev.

aia in iron Glo. ne.Nrf. e.Dor., wire ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

§ 159. The combination iw in such words as OE.
Tiwesdseg Tuesday and OE. spiwan spew has given rise
to a large variety of forms in the modern dialects.

ai occurs in Tuesday Sh.I. ne.Sc. n.Ayr.
e, ei in Tuesday ne.Sc.
eu in spew Abd. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.
ei in Tuesday sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. sm.Sc.
e in Tuesday (obsol.) wm.Sc.
iu in spew Inv. n.Ayr. Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. m.CumWm. sw.Yks n. em. se. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. Lin. Not. Rut.

Lei. Nhp. War. Wor., Tuesday wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc

me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. se. &
sw.Yks. n. em. & s.Lan. n.Stf. nw.Der. m.Not. Lin. Rut.
Som.

ia in Tuesday m.Yks.
ju in spew ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. I.Ma. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Sus., Tuesday w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb.
u in spew Ant. n.Der., Tuesday s.Ayr. sm. & sw.Lan.

I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. Lei. n.Wor. ne. & m.Shr. Glo. s.Oxf.

Bck. e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus. w.Wil.
ce in spew Or.L, Tuesday Sus.
u in spew e.Dev., Tuesday ne.Nrf. w.Som. e.Dev.

§ 160. The long i was shortened to i already at an
early period in christen, Christmas, dwindle, fifth, fifty.
The short vowel then had the same further development
as old short i in the dialects (§ 68). The old long i in die
ditch was not shortened at an early period in all dialects,

because ai occurs in sw.Lan. m.Shr. n.Hrf., a in sm.Lan.,
ai in Dnb. ne.Der. n.Shr., ei in s.Lan. s.Chs., oi in se. &
s.Lan. See Index.

6

§ 161. The principal words belonging here are : bloom,
brood, broom, cool, doom, food, gloom, goose, loom, moon,
noon, roof, root, school, smooth, soon, spoon, stool, tool, tooth ;
do, too;floor, moor, swore ; brought, sought, thought ; bough,
drew, enough, enow, shoe, slew, tough; flow, glow, grow,
stow ; blossom, fodder ; book, brook, cook, crook, hook, look,
nook, took, good, hood, stood, foot, soot, bosom ; blood,flood,
done, Monday, month, glove, must v., brother, mother, other.

§ 162. Apart from the influence ofneighbouring sounds,
the normal development of old long 6 is

:

iu me.Nhb., s.Nhb. n.Dur. + u, n.Cum., m.Cum. + u,
ne.Wm. nnw.Yks., snw.Yks. + u, em.Lan., se.Lan. + u,
Stf. but s.Stf. + u, Lei. War.Wor. Shr. Bdf. Hrt. + u, e.An.
(but Cmb. + u, ne.Nrf. iu + ii, e.Suf. u), Sus.+u.

iii ne.Nrf. + u.
ia se.Nhb. s.Dur. w.Wm. n. e. m. & se.Yks.
l ne.Sc. often i.

ui sw.Yks.
ua s.Lin. w.Wil., Dor. + u.
u s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. +iu, Wm. (but ne.Wm iu

w.Wm. ia), snw.Yks. +iu, n. & sm.Lan., se.Lan. + iu, sw
& s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. but s.Chs. + ceu, Fit. Dnb., s.Stf +
iu, Der. (e. & w.Der. + mi), Not. Lin. but s.Lin. ua, Rut

,

Lei.+iu, Nhp., War. Wor. Shr.+iu, Hrf. s.Pem. Glo.
s.Midl. (but Bdf. Hrt.+iu), Cmb.+iu, Ess. s.Cy. but Sus
+ iu, Wil. but w.Wil. ua, Dor. + ua, e. & s.Som
bu e. & w.Der. +u.
ce Sc. + ii (rarely ce, u, but ne.Sc. I often i).

oeu s.Chs. +u.
oe w.Som. sw.Dev.
u Sc. + oe (rarely 6b, u, but ne.Sc. i often i).u ne.Nrf. +iii, e.Suf. e.Dev.
Note.— Old long 6 seems to have become ce or u in Scalready at an early period. All the ti-, u- and b- formsn the modern Sc. dialects are due to the influence of the

lit. language The u-, u- forms in Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wmand parts ofYks.and Lan.mayalso be due to this influence'But ia occurs in soon, spoon, stool, brood nnw Yksmm bloom, doom, gloom, loom sw.Yks., broom sw Yksnw.Der., moon e. & s.Der. Rut., noon n. e. & s Derioo«n.Lan. n. & s.Der. Rut. e.Ken. spoon s.Der Rut e Kencool n.Lan, school ne.Der. Rut., tool Sh.I, foods Der
'

root ms.Yks. n.Lan, tooth n.Lan.
J s -uer ->

iua in school se.Nhb.

ejus!"
m°0n

'

SCh°°l n "DeV
''

"°0H e>Suf
-
e 'Sus -> spa*

ia in moon n.Cum, noon w.Cum. snw Yks
l in moon, spoon, school sw.Nhb.
ju in moon,noonse.& s.Nhb n Dur !nn« ri„ *T i i

Jbu in cool, goose ne.Der, school ne. & e.Der.
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6i in noon s.Yks. s.Lan.
6 in moon, soon m.Nhp., noon s.Yks. m.Nhp.
ui in soon se. & s.Lan., spoon se.Yks., cool sw.Nhb.,

school s.Lan., tool sw.Nhb., tooth n.Nhb.
uo in stool (stuo), tool (tuo) me.Wil.
ua in noon Ess., soon m.Bck. e.Sus., spoon Bdf., cool

n.Dur., school e. & w.Oxf. e.Ken. e.Sus. sw.Dev., stool
s.Oxf. n.Ken., tool n.Cum. s.Oxf., root m.Bck. Sus., roof
Dor.
.
u in bloom Inv. Bch. Abd. Edb. Ant. ne. se.& sw.Yks.,

broom Inv. Lth. Edb. Ant. se.Yks., doom Inv. Bch. Abd.
Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant., gloom Inv. ne.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb., loom Inv. Lth., moon Inv. Uls., noon n.Ayr. Uls.,
soon Uls., spoon Inv. Uls., cool Inv. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc. Uls.,
school Uls. se.Yks., stool Uls. es.Yks., toollnv. w.Frf. e.Per.
Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Uls. es.Yks., brood Inv. Per. Ayr.
e.Yks., food Inv. Abd. Ayr., root Uls. es.Yks., smooth
ne.Sc. Kcb. Ant., tooth Inv. s.Ayr., goose Inv. Abd. Ant.
UU in moon n. e. & em.Stf. Lei. m.Nhp. ne.Shr., noon

w.Chs. n. e. & em.Stf. Lei. ne.Shr., soon n. e. & em.Stf.
Der., spoon ne.Shr., school e.Stf., tool s.Dur. n.Stf.

oeu in broom e.Suf., noon ne. & e.Der. Lei.

u in noon n.Cum., school n.Nhb. e.Ken.
wi in school ne.Sc.
wi in cool ne.Sc.
wi in school Bch. Abd.
woa in cool, stool Dor.
we in don't Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks.

§ 163. Many of the words have undergone shortening

where the long vowel has remained in the lit. language.

i occurs in bloom s.Ayr,, broom Ayr., loom Ayr. Ant.,

moon wm.Sc. s.Ayr., noon wm. & sm.Sc. soon n.Ayr.

Ant., spoon, cool wm.Sc. Ayr., school Cai. Ayr., brood, roof

Ayr., root s.Dur., tooth s.Ayr. sw.Nhb.
o in broom Dor.
u in bloom Abd. Ayr. s.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Lan., broom me.

& s.Nhb. n.Dur., gloom Abd. n.Ayr. n. & s.Nhb. Dur.,

moon m.Shr. w.Wil., noon nw.Oxf., soon I.Ma. s.War.

s.Wor. m.Shr. nw. e. 8c w.Oxf. Brks. n.Bck. Bdf. e.Suf.

n.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. me.& w.Wil., spoon m.Shr., school n.W or.

Bdf. Sus., too/ sn.Sc. n.Ayr. Ant. I.Ma., brood Uls. me.Nhb.,

foodsw. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. I.Ma., roo/ Nhb. I.Ma, s.Sur.

Sus., tooth I.Ma. Oxf., roofAnt. s.Oxf.

u in loom se.Lan., moon n.Wor., tooth ne.Shr.

B in broom Brks., gloom Lth., noon s.Wor., stool sn.Sc,

root s.Wor. s.Sur., tooth m.Shr. n.Hrf. Sus., roof m.Shr.

n. & w.Oxf. ne.Nrf. nw.Wil. w.Som.
OB in spoon Ant., school, tool w.Som., stool Ant. w.Som.

ii in broom Dev., soon n. & sw.Dev., school e.Cor., brood

n.Dev.

§ 164. The development of final 6, or when 6 became

final through loss of n, is

;

ei in do, too Ant. s.Nhb.

eu in do e.Ken.
e in do wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb., too w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.

Ayr. „ .., „

iu in do n. & m.Cum. nnw. snw. sm. & swY ks. n. nw. &
em Lan. Stf. s.Der. Lei. m.Nhp. ne. & se.Shr. Hrt. se.Cmb.

nw.Nrf. w.Suf., too Cum. nnw. snw. & sw.Yks. n. nw. em.

& se.Lan. Stf. n. & s.Der. Lei. m.Nhp. w.War. ne.Shr. Bdf.

Hrt. Hnt. n.Cmb. nw.Nrf. w.Suf.

iu in do, too s.Nrf. e.Suf.

ia in do ne.Sc. s.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. e. m. &
se Yks too ne.Sc. s.Dur. Wm. nnw. m. & se.Yks.

i £ done, sn . & nm.Sc. n. se. sw & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.

s.Wm. nnw. & se.Yks., too ne. & nm.Sc. se. Si sw.Nhb.

m.Cum. nnw.Yks.
6 in do n.Shr. Ess. „

u in do Abd. wm.Sc. Uls. me.Nhb. nnw. snw se. &
„Yks m se sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Dnb s.Stf.

„& nw.Der Not. Lin. Rut. s.Lei. Nhp War. nAVor. ne

*•' se Shr e Hrf. s.Pem. Oxf. Brks. Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. m &

fcmb, Ess n. & se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Wil, Dor. Som too

!nv wm.Sc. Uls. me.Nhb. snw. & es.Yks. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. w.Chs. n. nw. & e.Der. Lin. Rut. ne.Shr. e.Hrf.
Glo. Oxf. Sus. sm.Hmp. Wil. e.Dor. w.Cor.
mi in do e. & em.Stf. ne. e. & w.Der. Lei., too ne. &

w.Der.
oeu in do s.Chs. e.Stf. Lei.
ce in do Sh. & Or.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm. & s.Sc.

sw.Dev., too sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc.
U in do Sh.I. nm.Sc. Ayr. ne. & s.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Ken.

w.Som. Dev., too sn. & em.Sc. ne.Nrf. w.Som. e. & s.Dev.
aii in too n.Dev.
iv in do (when the next word begins with a vowel) Bnff.

Abd. wm.Sc. Edb. se.Nhb. n.Dur. e. & se.Yks.

§ 165. The development of or in such words as floor,
moor, swore is :

er in floor w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.
iar in swore Wm.
iur in moor sn.Sc.
iua infloor nnw. & snw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. n.Stf. w.Wor.

ne.Shr. Glo., moor n.Stf.

iuar in floor n.Cum.
ilia in moor ne.Nrf.
ia infloor s.Dur.Wm. ne. e. m. & se.Yks., moor w.Wm.
ir in floor, moor, swore ne.Sc.
oa in/7oornw.Lin. Lei. e.Suf., moorne.Nrf., swore se.Yks.

e.War. Glo. s.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Sus. e. & s.Dev.

y in moor e.Suf., swore s.Nhb. se.Lan. w.Suf. se.Ken.
6a in floor nw.Lin. Lei. e.Suf. w.Wil. n. & e.Dev., moor

nw.Lin. e.Dev., swore m.Cum. m. sw. 8c s.Lan. Stf. e. &
s.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. e.Hrf. n.Bck. e.Suf. s.Sur. w.Sus.
sm.Hmp. e.Dor.
or indoor me.Nhb., moor me. & se.Nhb., swore Cai. Bch.

Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Kcb. Ant. me.
se. & sw.Nhb.
ur in floor Ant. se.Nhb.
ua in floor m.Cum. Wm. snw. se. sw. & es.Yks. Lan.

s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. ne.Shr. s.Oxf. Bdf. n.Ken. Sus.

nw. & w.Wil. e.Dor. s.Som., moor s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. s.Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der. s.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.,

swore nne.Nhb. es.Yks. n. & s.Lan. m-Nhp. s.Oxf. se.Hrt.

n.Ken. e.Sus. w.Wil. e.Dor.

uar in floor Uls. sw.Nhb, m.Cum. I.Ma., swore n.Cum-
I.Ma.
ur in floor ne. 8c sn.Sc., moor Inv. Bch. Abd. sw.Nhb,

n.Cum., swore sm.Sc. Edb.
Br in floor sn.Sc.

cer iny?oo>-Sh. & Or.I. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & s.Sc, moor
Sh.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc,

swore Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & s.Sc.

ur in floor wm. & sm.Sc, moor nm, & wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

a in swore n.Der. & w.Wil.

§ 166. The 6 in the combination 6ht was shortened to o

already in OE. This oh. has had a twofold development

in the modern dialects according as the spirant h (x) has

been absorbed or according as it or its further development

has remained. The chief words belonging here are:

brought, sought, thought pret.

i. When the spirant has been absorbed.

au occurs in 6ro«^s.Nhb.n.Dur.n.Cum.Wm. snw,Yks.

nw. & s.Lan. n.Der., sought sw.Nhb. Wm. snw.Yks. em.

se. & s.Lan. n.Der., thought sw.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. em. se,

& s.Lan. ^ _

a in brought nw.Oxf. se.Ken. nw.Wil. Dor. w.bom.,

sought Brks. Dor., thought Brks. se.Ken. nw & w.Wil
'

a in brought I.Ma. s.War. w.Wil., sought I.Ma. s.War.,

thought I.Ma. s.War.

o in brought s.Lan. sw.Nhp., thought s.Lan. s.btt. m.bnr.

ou in brought me. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Yks. Lan.

nw.Lin. Lei., sought Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. n. nw. &
sw.Lan. nw.Lin., thought Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. n.Wm. Yks.

Lan. s.Stf. ne.Der. nw.Lin.

oa in sought Rut. ne.Nrf.

6 in brought Stf. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. m.Bck. ne.Nrf.

s.Sur. Sus. me.Wil. e.Som. Dev., sought s.Stf. Lei. s.Oxf.
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se.Ken. e.Dev., thought n.Stf. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

s.Sur. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. w.Som. nw. & e.Dev.

6 in sought e.Suf.

ou in brought sw.Nhp., thought m.Lin.

6 in broughtUls. m.Lin. e.Suf. Ess., thought s.Lin. e.Suf.

Ess.
miin brought Yks. s.Lan. s.Chs. nw. & e.Der. n.Lin.

n.Wor., sought ms.Lan. n.Lin. ne.Nrf., thought nnw.Yks.
ms.Lan. Chs. e.Stf. ne. nw. e. & w.Der. n.Lin. n. & w.Wor.
ne.Shr. ne.Nrf. e.Sus.

2. When the spirant or its further development has

remained.
ax occurs in brought Or. I.

aux in brought Sh.I.

ax in soug/tt Uls.

ox in brought Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Kcb. n.Cum., sought ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Kcb. Uls., thought Or.I. ne. sn. nm. & wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant.

of in thought n.Ken. sw.Dev. Cor.

oux in brought, sought sm. & s.Sc, thought s.Sc.

9X in brought sm.Sc, sought sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

ox in sought wm.Sc.
of in thought sw.Dev.
ox in brought ne.Sc. Ayr. Peb., sought Ayr. Peb. ,/hought

em. & wm.Sc.

§ 167. OE. oh (6g) has had a twofold development in the
modern dialects according as the spirant has been absorbed
or according as it or its further development has remained.
The chief words belonging here are : bough, drew, enough,
enow, shoe, slew, tough. The dialect forms of drew and
slew are probably analogical formations in some dialects,

especially in the Sc. dialects.

i. When the spirant has been absorbed.
auoccurs in bougtilnv.wm.Sc.Ayr. Kcb. Nhb.Dur.w.Wm.

s.Lan. s.Stf. Sus. Dor. w.Som., enow m.Lan., tough Lei.

seu in bough Lei. s.Nrf.

eu in bough Uls. nnw.Yks. s.Lin. se.Ken., drew sw.Nhb.
n. & s.Lan., enow s.Pem. m.Bck. se.Hrt. se.Cmb.
e in shoe em. & wm.Sc. Ayr.
iu in bough m.Cum. ne. snw. e. se. & sw.Yks. n.Lin.

n.Shr., drew s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. sw.Yks. n. &
em.Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf., enow n.Cum. sw.Yks. n.Stf. Rut.
n. & m.Nhp. n.Bck. n.Bdf. Hnt. n.Cmb., shoe snw.Yks.
em.Lan. n. nm. & s.Stf. Lei. ne.Shr. Bdf. se.Hrt. s.Nrf.

Suf., slew Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. sw.Yks.
em.Lan. s.Stf. nw.Lin. Som.

ia in bough m.Yks., shoe n. & m.Yks.
i in shoe ne.Sc.

ju in drew Or.I., enow Bch. Abd., slew I.Ma.
ou in bough Abd. Per. s.Sc. s.Nhb. e.Yks. em.Lan.

I.Ma. e.Som., enow s.Pem. e.Cor.

6 in bough Glo.

u in bough sn.Sc. se.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. Win. nnw.
snw. & se.Yks. Lan. n.Der., drew Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf.
e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. n.Nhb. Wm. I.Ma. n.Der.
Lei., enow n.Ayr. n.Nhb. sw.Wm. nw. sm. & se.Lan.
s.Chs. n.Der. ne.Shr. m.Hmp., shoe Uls. me. sw. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. sw. & es.Yks. Lan. I.Ma.
Fit. Dnb. n. em. & s.Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der. Not. Lin. Rut.
Lei. Nhp. e.War. s.Wor. Shr. e.Hrf. nw.Oxf. n.Bck.
Hnt. nw.Nrf. se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. me. & w.Wil. Som.,
slew Sc. sw.Nhb. se.Lan. s.Oxf. se.Ken. e.Dev.
uu in bough w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. s.Chs. Rut. Lei. m.Shr.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Sus. Wil. w.Som. e.Dev., enow s.War.
w.Wor. e.Hrf. nw.Oxf. e. & w.Suf. n.Ken. nw.Som., shoe
em.Stf., tough ne.Nrf. w.Wil.
oeu in enow s.Sc. s.Chs., shoe s.Chs. ne. & e.Der. Lei.

n.Bck.
ce in enow w.Som. nw.Dev., shoe Sh.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc. n. & sw.Dev.
u in shoe nm.Sc.
u in drew e.Dev., enow n.Dev., shoe Sh.I. me. & s.Nrf.

e.Suf. w.Som. n. & e.Dev.
au in shoe s.Nhb. s.Dur. nnw.Yks.

au in bough n. & e.Dev.

2. When the spirant or its further development has

remained.
eux occurs in enough Lth.

ief in enough n.Cum.
if in enough sw.Nhb. sw. & s.Yks. n. & nw.Lin., tough

nw.Lin.
iox in enough Sh.I. Cai., tough Sh.I.

iux in enough Sh.I. ne. sn. em. sm. & s.Sc. n.Cum.,

tough Abd. sn. sm. & s.Sc. n.Cum.
iuf in bough n. & m.Yks., enough Nhb. n.Dur. Cum.

n. & w.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks., tough n. sw. & s.Nhb.

m.Cum. n.Wm. snw.Yks.
iaf in bough ne. e. m. & se.Yks., enough se. & s.Nhb.

s.Dur. ne.Wm. ne. e. m. & se.Yks., tough se.Nhb. s.Dur.

w.Wm. ne. e. m. & se.Yks.

jaux in enough sm.Sc.
jiux in tough Abd. Lth.

joux in enough Ant.

jux in bough ne.Sc, enough ne. & sn.Sc, tough ne.Sc.

Edb. Peb. Ant.
juf in enough, tough se.Nhb.

jbx in enough em. & wm.Sc. Ayr., tough w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc Ayr.
jcex in enough Bch. Abd.
ox in enough wm.Sc.
of in enough Uls. e.Ken. e.Sus., tough Uls. sw.Wm. nnw.

& sw.Yks. n. m. sw. & s.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. m.Shr. Dor.
ouf in tough nw. & m.Lan.
oaf in enough w.Wil.
ux in enough Abd. sn.Sc, tough Bch. Abd.
uf in enough me.Nhb. n. & w.Cum. m. sw. & s.Wm.

nnw. snw. se. sw. & s.Yks. n. nw. em. & s.Lan. n. & s.Stf.

n.Der. Lin. Rut. s.Lei., tough me.Nhb. n.Cum. ne.Wm.
nnw. snw. m. se. & es.Yks. se.Lan. Stf. n.Der. s.Lin. Rut.
uf in enough, shoe ms.Lan., tough nnw.Yks.
uf in enough n. m. sw. & ms.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Fit. n. em.

& wm.Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. ne. & m.Nhp. e. & s.War.
n.Wor. n. & se.Shr. nw. & w.Oxf., shoe Lan. Chs. ne. &
nw.Der., tough sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Lei. ne.Shr.

bx in enough nm. & wm.Sc, tough wm.Sc.
Bf in enough Rut. m.Nhp. s.Wor. n. & e.Hrf. s.Pem.

Glo. Oxf. nm.Brks. n.Bck. Bdf. nw. & se.Hrt. Hnt. m. &
s.Cmb. Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. e. & se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. sm.Hmp.
Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. w.Cor., tough nw.Der. m.Shr. s.Oxf.
ne.Nrf. e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus. w.Wil. Som. e.Dev.
uuf in tough ms.Lan.
oeux in enough, tough s.Sc.

§ 168. The development of 6w in such words as,flow,
glow, grow, stow is

:

au in flow Or.I. Kcb. se.Ken., glow Bch. Abd. Ayr.
Kcb. Wm. Glo. Ken. Som., grow Inv. Bch. Abd. em.Sc
Ayr. Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. se.Ken., stow
Inv. ne. & em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb. n. & w.Wm. •

em.Lan. Glo. se.Ken.
ou. in flow sw.Yks. nw.Lin. s.Oxf., glow s.Sc. sw.Yks.

s.Stf. s.Oxf., grow sm. & s.Sc. m.Cum. sw.Yks. em.Lan.
s.Oxf. nw.Nrf, stow s.Nhb. m.Cum. sw.Yks. I.Ma. n.Stf.
nw.Lin. s.Oxf. s.Som.
9 in flow m.Cum. Wm. I.Ma. w.Som. n.Dev., glow

m.Cum. I.Ma., grow n.Lan. I.Ma. nw.Lin. se.Cmb. Dor.
nw.Dev. w.Cor., slow n.Lan. Dor.
ou in grow m.Nhp.
o in flow Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. m. se. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der., glow
Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr. s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. em.
sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin., grow m. se. sw. &
s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. m.Shr. Sus. e.Dev., slow Inv. em. &
sw.Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin.
u in grow s.Stf. n.Der., slow s.Stf.

*u in flow Glo. me.Wil., glow me.Wil., grow w.Frf.
e.Per. me.Wil., stow w.Frf. e.Per. w.Wil.

§ 169. In such words as blossom,fodder ; book, brook,
cook, crook, hook, look, nook, took, good, hood, stood, foot,
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soot, bosom; blood, flood, done, Monday, month, glove
must v., brother, mother, other, the long vowel has gen
been shortened in the dialects, just as in the lit. language
Many ofthe words, however, have had the normal develop-
ment of old long 6 (§ 162) in some dialects. See below

e occurs in foot ne. wm. & s.Sc.
i in good Cai. wm.Sc. s.Ayr., hood Ayr., foot wm.Sc.

Ant. se.Nhb. e.Yks.
; blood wm.Sc. Ayr. w.Som. nw. &

e.Dev., done Ant. nw. & sw.Dev., glove Bch. Abd., brother
Sh. & Or.I. Bnff. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. Uls. w.Som. nw.Dev., mother Sh. & Or.I. ne. nm
em. wm. & sm.Sc. Uls. se.Nhb., other Sh. & Or.I. ne. &
sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm. & sm.Sc. Uls.

i in stood ne.Sc. s.Ayr., foot Or.I. Bnff. em. & sm.Sc,
soot ne.Sc. ; blood ne.Sc, done Cai. Bch. Abd. wm. &
sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
o in blossom Bch. Abd. Ayr. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur.

m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei.
s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. e.Som. e.Dev., fodder Inv. Bch.
Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. n. sw. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. w.Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma.
s.Chs. Stf. n.Der. Not. Lin. Lei. e.Hrf. nw. & s.Oxf. Ken.
Sus. Dor. e.Dev. ; stood Uls., foot Uls. n.Wor., bosom
n.Der.; blood, flood Uls., done Uls. sw.Nhp. Dor. e.Dev.;
Monday Uls. n.Cum. n. nw. em. & s.Lan. Dor., glove I.Ma.,
must Uls. w.Som., brother Uls. I.Ma. e.Dev., mother s.Lan.
I.Ma. n. e. em. & wm.Stf. n. & w.Der. Rut. Lei. ne. &
m.Nhp. s.War. nw. & sw.Dev., other ne.Lan. I.Ma.
6 in blossom Bch. Abd. Per. Peb. ; good s.Yks. e.War.,

stood sw.Dev., foot m.Nhp. ; mother n.Dev.
u in book ne. & sn.Sc. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Uls. nw. &

ms.Lan. s.Stf. sw.Nhp. War. Shr. Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf.
se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Wil. Dor. e. & s.Som. n.Dev., brook
Per. n.Der. me.Wil. e. & s.Som., cook Bch. Abd. Ayr.
Peb. Ant. I.Ma. s.Stf. Lei. s.Oxf. e.Suf. se.Ken. me.Wil.
Dor. Som., crook Bch. Abd. Ayr. Peb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. I.Ma. s.Stf. Dor. Som., hook w.Frf. e.Per. Peb. Ant.
I.Ma. s.Stf. se.Ken. me.Wil., look sn. & nm.Sc. Uls. se.

& s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. n. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Fit. em.Stf.
sw.Nhp. e.War. s.Wor. n.Shr. n. & e.Hrf. s.Oxf. n.Bck.
Bdf. Hnt. Cmb. Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. Ken. e.Sus. me. & w.Wil.
e.Dor. n. & s.Dev. w.Sus., nook me.Wil., took Sh.I. ne. &
sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Uls. snw.Yks.
n.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. s.Lin. Shr. s.Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

e.Sus. me. & w.Wil. e.Dor. n.Dev., good Uls. Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw. se. & s.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n. & ne.Der.

Lin. Rut. m. & sw.Nhp. m.Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. m.Bck.
Bdf. ne.Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken. Sus. sm.Hmp. Wil. e.Dor. Som.
n.Dev., hood s.Ayr. n. sw. & s.Nhb. Wm. n. em. & s.Lan.

Stf. n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. Lei. se.Ken. me.Wil., stood Uls.

Nhb. snw. & se.Yks. n. & em.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.
Rut. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus. me. & w.Wil. ,foot
Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. nnw. & se.Yks. nw.Lan. n. & s.Stf.

nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. Glo. e.Oxf. m.Bck. e.Suf. se.Ken. e.Sus.

me. & w.Wil. s.Som., 500/ Uls. me.Nhb. e. se. & es.Yks.

em.Lan. I.Ma. n. & s.Stf. s.Lin. Rut. Glo. se.Ken. me. &
w.Wil. Dor. e. & s.Som., bosom Inv. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Wm.
sw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil.
Dor. e.Som. ; blood me. & s.Nhb. Dur. n.Cum. Wm. ne.

nnw. snw. e. & se.Yks. n.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut.

s.Lei., flood Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. snw. e. & se.Yks. n. &
em.Lan. Stf. Der. Lin. Rut. Lei., done s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. &
w.Cum. sw. & s.Wm. snw. se. sw. & s.Yks. n. nw. &
em.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut. s.Lei. nw.Nrf., Monday
sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. Yks. em.Lan. n.Stf.

n.Der. Lin. Rut. s.Lei., month Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. n. em. & s.Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei.

e.War. e.Suf., glove Nhb. Dur. n.Cum. Wm. Yks. n. &
em.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin., must s.Nhb. n.Cum. ne. se.

& sw.Yks. em.Lan. Stf. n.Der. s.Lin., brother sw.Nhb.

n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. ne. & sw.Yks. n. & s.Lan. Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin., mother me. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.

Wm. Yks. n. nw. em. & s.Lan. n. & s.Stf. nw. & s.Lin.

m.Bck., other me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.

Wm. Yks. n. & em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. s.Lei.

it in book s.Lan. n.Wor., brook m. & s.Lan. s.Chs. ne.Shr.,
look nw.Lan. Chs. n.Stf. nw. e. & w.Der. s.War. n.Wor.,
nook sm.Lan., took Ant. em. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Wor.,
goodn. m. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Dnb. n. wm. & s.Stf.
Der. Not. Lei. m.Nhp. n.Wor. n. & se.Shr. nw.Oxf., hood
sm. & sw.Lan., stood Ant. m. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs.
nw.Der. Lei.,foot em. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Lei. m.Nhp., soot
em. & se.Lan. I.Ma. wm.Stf. Lei., bosom sm. sw. & s.Lan.

;

blood Dub. in. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. s.Stf. nw.Der. Lei.
n.Wor. ne. & se.Shr., flood Ant. em. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan.
I.Ma. nw.Der. Lei. n. & s.Wor. n.Shr., done n. sw. & s.Lan.
I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der. Not. Lei. ne. & sw.Nhp.
War. n. & s.Wor. Shr. nw.Oxf. n.Bck., Monday sm. se.
sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. wm.Stf. nw.Der. Lei. n.Shr.,
month sm. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. m.Nhp., glove sm. se. sw.
& s.Lan., must I.Ma. Lei. m.Nhp. e.War., brother sm. &
sw.Lan. Dnb. em.Stf. nw.Der. Lei. Nhp. s.War. s.Wor. n. &
se.Shr., mother n. m. se. sw. & s.Lan. w. & s.Chs. Fit. ne.
& e.Der. e. & w.War. n.Wor. n. ne. & se.Shr. n.Bck., other
sm. & s.Lan. s.Chs. Dnb. nw.Der. n.Lei. Nhp. n. & se.Shr.
n. & nw.Oxf.

13 infodder Lth. Edb. ; book Bdf., brook Dnb. m.Shr. Hrf.
Oxf., crook me.Wil., hook s.Ayr. n.Hrf., look Or.I. wm.Sc.
Ayr. w.Oxf. nm.Bck. n.Cmb., took wm.Sc. Bdf. Sus. Wil.
Dor., good sn. & sm.Sc, hood nw.Oxf. ne.Nrf., stood sn.Sc.
s.Wor. ne. & m.Shr. se.Ken., foot Inv. sn. nm. & wm.Sc.
Lth. s.Sc em.Stf. Rut. Lei. s.War. s.Wor. ne. & m.Shr.
n.Hrf. Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. nw.Hrt. Hnt. ne. & s.Nrf. nw.Wil.
sw.Dev., sootne. sn. & sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Rut. s.War. s.Wor.
ne. & m.Shr. s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. ne. & s.Nrf. Ken. s.Sur.
Sus. I.W. w.Som. e.Dev., bosom Peb. Sus. w. & s.Som.
Dev. ; blood Inv. sn.Sc. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus.
Wil. Dor. e. & s.Som. n.Dev.,_/7oorfInv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. m.Shr. s.Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.
Ken. s.Sur. Sus. me. & w.Wil. s.Som. n.Dev., done Inv.
wm.Sc. Edb. m.Nhp. s.Wor. n. & e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Bdf.
se.Hrt. Hnt. ne. & s.Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken. s.Sur. Sus. me. &
w.Wil. e.Dor. Som. e.Dev., Monday ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Sc. Ant. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.
e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus. w.Wil. Som., month Sc. s.Oxf. e.Suf.

se.Ken. e.Sus. Som. e.Dev., glove Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf.
e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. Oxf. Ken. Som. Dev.
Cor., must s.Sc. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. se.Ken. me. &
w.Wil. s.Som. e.Dev., brother ne. & s.Sc. m.Shr. Oxf.
nw.Nrf. se.Ken. w.Sus. Wil. e. & s.Som., mother sn.Sc.
Peb. s.Sc. Ant. n. em. & wm.Stf. ne. e. nw. & s.Der. m.Lin.
Lei. ne. m. & sw.Nhp. s.War. n. & s.Wor. Shr. e.Hrf. Glo.

Oxf. m.Bck. Nrf. Suf. n. & se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Dor. Wil.
Som. Cor., other Inv. em. & s.Sc. nne.Nhb. m.Shr. s.Oxf.

se.Hrt. ne. & nw.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. w.Wil.
Som. w.Cor.

<B in book Abd. Per. Peb. s.Sc. w.Som. sw.Dev., cook
w.Som., crook Or.I. w.Som., look w.Som., took Or.I. s.Sc.

w.Som. sw.Dev., good Or.I. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. sm. & s.Sc.

n.Cum. w.Som. sw. & s.Dev., hoodw.FrC e.Per. Peb. Kcb.,

stood Sh. & Or.I. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc, foot Peb., soot Or.I.

sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. n.Dev. ; blood wm. &
s.Sc. sw.Dev., flood Sh.I. s.Sc, done Sh.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. wm.Sc. Peb. s.Sc, brother Ayr.
ii in took Lth., good Sh.I. sn. nm. em. & sm.Sc. n.Cum.

n. & sw.Dev., hood Lth. Edb., stood Lth. Edb. n.Dev., foot

n.Dev., soot nm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. n.Dev. ; blood Sh.I.

nm. & sm.Sc. Peb., done Sh.I. sn. nm. & em.Sc n.Dev.

a in brook w.Wor., foot ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Edb.

w.Wor. ; done Lth., must m.Lin. n.Hrf., brotherPeh. s.Nhb.,

mother Uls., other ne.Sc. Peb.

ji in good wm.Sc.
ju in book ne.Sc. Ant. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur., cook s.Nhb.

n.Dur., hook Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ant. s.Nhb., look

ne.Sc. ne.Nhb., took ne.Sc. se.Nhb. n.Dur., good, soot

se.Nhb. ; blood se.Nhb., done se.Nhb. n.Dur.

ju in hook Lth. Edb.
ji3 in book wm.Sc. s.Ayr., hook n.Ayr., nook, took wm.Sc.

(rare).

j-BU in cook ne.Der.
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jii in hook Lth. Edb., good sn. & em.Sc.
job in done se.Nhb.

ja in look ne.Sc.

wi in good ne.Sc.

WU9 in good snw.Yks.
ia in book nnw.Yks., took w.Wm. nnw.Yks. nw.Lan.,

stood n. & m.Cum. ne.Wm. nnw.Yks. ; blood nw.Lan., done
w.Cum.

ie in nook, done n.Cum.
iu in book Sh.I. ne.Sc. Kcb. Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.

ne. & se.Yks. em.Lan. n. & m.Stf. Lei., brook sw.Yks.
n.Stf., cook s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. n.Wm. em.Lan. n. & s.Stf.

Lei., crook m.Cum. n.Wm. sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. n.Stf.,hook
Kcb. s.Nhb. m.Cum. sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. n.Stf., look me.
& se.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. snw. se. & sw.Yks.
em.Lan. n.Stf. Lei. nw.Hrt. Sus., nook Cum. Wm. snw.
& sw.Yks., took Sh.I. me. & s.Nhb. n. & m.Cum. ne.Wm.
ne. nnw. snw. se. & sw.Yks. em.Lan. n.Stf. Lei., good nnw.
snw. & e. Yks., stood n. & m.Cum. ne.Wm. nnw.Yks.,/oo/ n. &
m.Cum. n.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks., sootsw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks. ; blood n. & m.Cum. n.Wm.
nnw.Yks., flood m.Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks., done me. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. e. & m.Cum. n. ne. & m.Wm. nnw.
& snw.Yks., glove m.Cum.

iii in good s.Nrf.

ia in book se. & sw.Nhb. s.Dur. w.Wm. Yks. nw.Lan.,
cook sw.Nhb. w.Wm., crook Wm. ne.Yks., hook sw.Nhb.
Wm., look se. & sw.Nhb. s.Dur. Wm. ne. e. m. & se.Yks.
nw.Lan., nook Cum. Wm. m. & w.Yks., took se.Nhb. s.Dur.
sw.Wm. e.. m. & se. Yks., good se.Nhb. m.Yks., stood s.Dur.
w.Wm. ne. e. m. & se.Yks., foot s.Dur. w.Wm. nnw. &
snw.Yks., soot n. & se.Nhb. s.Dur. Wm. ne. e. m. & se.Yks.
nw.Lan.

; blood s.Dur. w.Wm. ne. e. & m.Yks. nw.Lan.,
flood s.Dur. Wm. m.Yks., done se.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. ne.
m. & w.Wm. ne. m. e. & se.Yks.

1 in took sw.Nhb., blood Bnff. Abd., done ne.Sc. sw.Nhb.,
brother Bnff.

9 in blossom Inv. w.Som.; done Uls., glove I.Ma., mother
e. & w.Som.
oa in bosom nw.Lin.; done e.Dev.
o in blossom s.Ayr. Edb., fodder n.Ayr. ; took ne.Nrf.,

good ms.Yks., bosom Ayr. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. n.Cum. Wm.
em.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. m.Shr. ; other sw. &
ms.Lan.
ui in good,foot, sootsw. & ms.Yks., hood, bosom sw.Yks.,

stood snw. & sw.Yks. ; blood Ant. snw. & sw.Yks., flood,
done sw.Yks.
ua in book, took, stood, foot e.Dor., good se.Hrt., bosom

s.Sc.

u book Inv. Kcb. Dub. n.Cum. Yks. Lan. Dnb. s Stf.
n-Der. Lin. Not. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. ne.Shr., brook Dub.
s.Nhb. m.Cum. nw.Lin. s.Lei. se.Ken. e.Dev., cook Inv
n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Dub. n. & s.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan. w.Chs. nw.Der. nw.Lin. Sus., crook Inv.
em.Sc. Peb. n.Ayr. Kcb. n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. ne.Wm.
se. & sw.Lan. n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.,
hook Kcb. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. n.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei.'
Nhp. Oxf. Sus. w.Cor., look Lth. Edb. Kcb.-n. & me.Nhb!
n.Cum. snw. & sw.Yks. n. sm. sw. & s.Lan. w.Chs. em. &
s.Stf. n. ne. & nw. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. w.War. ne.Shr.
s.Pem. s.Sur. w.Sus., nook s.Lin., took Inv. s.Ayr. Lth.
Edb. Kcb. n.Cum. es.Yks. sm. & sw.Lan. s.Stf. n. &nw.Der!
n. & nw.Lin. Rut. Lei., hood Inv. Bch. Abd. n. & m.Cum.Wm. s.Oxf. w.Cor., stood n.Cum. es.Yks. nw.Der. n.Lin
se.Ken., foot snw.Yks. n. & s.Lan. n. & nw.Der. n. nw. &
m.Lin. m.Bck., soot Inv. n.Cum. snw.Yks. n. sm. se. sw.
& s.Lan. n. & nw.Der. n. & nw.Lin., bosom Inv. Ayr. Lth.
Edb. s.Nhb. w.Wm.; blood em.Lan. m.Nhp., flood nnw!
& es.Yks., done se.Lan. s.Stf. nw.Der., Monday, glove s.Stf
bu in book, look n.Stf. ne.Der., cook n.Stf., took ne.Der •

done e.Stf. ne.Der.
oeu in book, foot s.Chs., took s.Chs. e.Stf.
ce in look Or.I. s.Sc, nook Or.L, good Lth. Edb. Kcb.

w.bom.s.Dev.
)
s/

,

oorfwm.Sc.Peb.Kcb.w.Som.,/oo/w.Som.;
blood Per. Ayr., done Or.I.

'

ii in book Lth. Edb. e.Dev., cook, crook, hook, took e.Dev.,

look e. & sw.Dev., good wm.Sc. n.Cum. e.Dev., hood n.Ayr.
e.Dev., sW wm.Sc, e.Dev., soot wm.Sc. ; blood wm.Sc.
Edb. n.Nhb., flood wm.Sc, done Per. n.Cum.

U
§ 170. The principal words belonging here are : about,

bounce, brown, cloud, clout, down adv., drown, foul, house,

louse, mouse, mouth, out,proud, shroud, south, thou, thousand,

town ; brow, cow, how, now ; but, dove, dust,fuss, husband,
plum, rust, shove, suck, thumb, trust, tusk, up, us; our,

shower ; bow v., drought, rough. For the dialect forms of

could, droop, room, Thursday, see Index.

§ 171. Apart from the influence ofneighbouring sounds,
the normal development of OE. u is :

ai Chs. (frequently bu), nw.Der. + au, e.Der. + a.

au Ant. nw.Yks. + u, es.Yks. n.Lan. Dnb. s.Stf. n.Der.,

nw.Der. + ai, Not. + a, War. + bu.
aa n.Stf. (frequently ai).

a sw.Yks.. (often ea) s.Yks., s.Lan. + te, ne.Der., e.Der.
+ ai, w. & si Der., Not. + au.

se m. se. & sw.Lan., s.Lan. + a.

eu Uls. but Ant. au + u, s.Lin., Lei. Nhp. + BU, n.Wor.
s.Pem., s.Midl. + bu, e.Cy. + bu (but ne.Nrf. BU + au), s.Cy.
w.Som. e.Cor.

ou nw.Lan. I.Ma.
vl Sc. but s.Sc. bu when final, Ant. + au, Nhb. Dur. Cum.

Wm. ne.Yks., nw.Yks. + au, e. m. & se.Yks. n. & nw.Lin.
bu s.Sc. when final, Fit. Rut., Lei. Nhp. + eu, War. +au,

s.Wor. Shr. Hrf., s.Midl. + eu, e.Cy. + eu (but ne.Nrf. + au),
sw.Cy. (but w.Som. e.Cor. eu, e.Dev. aii).

au Glo., ne.Nrf. + bu.
aii e.Dev.
But au occurs in about s.Wm. m.Lan. m.Lin. Lei. ne. &

m.Nhp. s.Oxf. w.Cor., bounce em. & wm.Sc. Kcb. se.Lan.,
cloud s.Lan. Som., clout n.Dur. s.Lan., down adv. s.Wm.
m.Lan. s.Chs. e.Der. m.Lin.Nhp. War. n.Wor. Som. w.Cor.,
down sb. Ayr., drown Lei. e.War. s.Som., house m. &
se.Lan. s.Chs. e. & s.Der. m.Lin. Lei., louse Lei., mouse,
mouth s.Lei. w.Som., out m.Lin. Lei. War., proud s.Lei.
s.Oxf. Sus., shroud s.Chs. s.Oxf. Sus. Som. e.Dev., thou
em.Lan. e.Lin., thousand e. & s.Der. m.Lin. Lei. ne.Nhp.
e.War. n.Wor. e.Dev. w.Cor., cow Inv. em. & s.Lan. e.Der.,
how s.Wm. nw.Lin. s.Lei. War. w.Cor., now Inv. em.Sc.
s.Wm. m.Lan. s.Chs. m.Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. n.Wor. w.Shr.
w.Cor. The au in the above words is doubtless due in a
great measure to the influence of the lit. language,
aua in foul s.Oxf.
aB in about em. Stf., down adv. ms. & s.Lan. s.Stf. e.War.,

house ms. & s.Lan. em.Stf. e.Der. Not., out ms. & s.Lan.
em. & s.Stf. Not., shroud s.Stf., town s.Stf. e.War , now
s.Lan. em. & s.Stf. Not.
aa in about sw.Yks. s.Lan. s.Stf. n. nw. & e.Der. Not.,

down adv. sw.Yks. n. & e.Der., drown n.Der.,foul ms.Lan

'

house sw.Yks. n.Der., outn.Der. m.Nhp.,foaw s.Lan. n Der
'

how n.Der., now w. & sw.Yks. s.Lan.
a in down adv., out e.Stf., now em.Lan. Chs. n. & e Stf.

e.War.
seu in down adv., house, how m.Nhp., foul, shroud Lei

cow m.Nhp. s.Nrf.

se in about, brown n.Stf.
eu in proud em. & s.Lan. e.Dev.
e in out, brow ms.Yks., now sw. & ms.Yks.
iu in brow Per. n.Stf.
ia in house, now sw.Yks.
ou in down adv. Dnb. m.Lin., foul e.Yks., house n.Dur.,

outs.Wm. m.Lin., shroud n.Cum., south n.Stf., town Dnb.ou m about n.Dur. m.Lin., house, brow, cow n.Wm., now
me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Dur.

t ™U in
j
about LMa> n -Der-> bounce w.Frf. e.Per., brown

i.m.3. down adv. s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der., house s.Lan. I.Ma.
nm.btt. n.Der. Sus., louse Sus., mouth n.Der., out s.Lan.
n.Der., town s.Stf., cow I.Ma. Sus., how em. & s.Lan. I.Ma.
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n.Der. Sus., now n.Cum. n.Der. e.Sus. The «u in some
ot the above words is doubtless due to the influence of
the lit. language.

ceu in cow e. & sw.Dev.
eu in about Uls., down adv. Uls. em.Lan. m.Nhp. e.Hrf.

sm^Hmp. e.Dor. e.Dev., foul se.Lan., house Uls. se.Lan.
e.Hrf. sm.Hmp. e.Dor., louse ne.Dev., Qui Uls. e.Hrf.
sw.Hmp. I.W. e.Dor., proud em. & se.Lan., how Uls.
se.Lan. Hrf. Hmp. Dor., now Uls. em. & se.Lan. e.Hrf.
sm.Hmp. e.Dor.
jai in cow s.Chs. n.Stf. ne. & nw.Der.
jau in down adv., town, now s.Der. Lei., house m.Nhp.,

mouse, how Lei., cow Dnb. em. & wm.Stf. n. nw. w. &
s.Der. Lei. m.Nhp. ne.Shr.
ja in cow sw. & s.Lan.
jeii in down adv., now se.Hrt., cow m.Bck. e.Sus., house

se.Hrt.

Jbu in cow sw.Nhp. s.War. se.Shr. nw.Oxf.

§ 172. The long vowel has often been shortened,
especially in the dialectsof Sc. Ant. Nhb. and n.Cum. In
s.Lan. and parts of Der. a (see above) has been shortened
to a in a few words.
a occurs in house s.Lan. e. & w.Der., out s.Lan. ne. &

e.Der., now nw.Der.
u in about Sc, brown Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Peb. s.Sc. Ant. n.Cum., clout Bch. Abd. w.Frf.
e.Per. Ayr. s.Sc. Ant, down adv. Sc. Ant. me.Nhb. n.Cum.,
drown w.Frf. e.Per. Feb., foul Sh.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
wm.Sc. Ayr., house Sc. Ant. me.Nhb. n.Cum., loud Sc,
louse Sh.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm. & s.Sc. Ant., mouse
sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Peb. s.Sc. Ant., mouth w.Frf.
e.Per. Ayr. sm.Sc. Peb. Ant, out Sh.I. ne. sn. nm. em.
wm. & s.Sc. Ant. n.Cum., proud Sh.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
wm.Sc. Ayr. s.Sc. n.Cum., shroud w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. s.Sc,
south Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Peb. Ant. s.Nhb.
n.Cum. nw.Lin., town Sh.I. ne. nm. & wm.Sc Ayr. sm.Sc.
Peb. Ant. me.Nhb., now me.Nhb.
b in cloud w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. s.Sc.

§ 173. In such words as but, dove, dust, fuss, husband,
plum, rust, shove, suck, thumb, trust, tusk, up, us, the long u
was gen. shortened at an early period in the dialects, just

as in the lit. language. Some of the words, however, have
had the normal development of old long u (§ 171) in a few
dialects. See below.

ai occurs in rust s.Chs.

au in dustw. & s.Som. e.Dev., ws/ne.Der., suck snw.Yks.
n.Lan.
a in dust, rust, trust sw.Yks., suck w. & sw.Yks.
te in rust ms. & s.Lan., suck s.Lan.

e in but, dust ne.Sc, up m.Hrt. n.Nrf. w.Cor., us Frf. Per.

e.War. Hrf. s.Dev.

eu in dove se.Cmb.
iin but Sh. & Or. I. Bch. Abd. Lth. sw.Dev., dust Bch.

Abd. n. nw. & e.Dev., hussy Sc, trust ne. nm. & se.Yks.

m.Lan. w.Som. nw. sw. & s.Dev., us ne.Sc. Frf. n.Ayr.

Peb.
ie in dove m.Yks.
o in but Uls. m. & s.Lan. Dor., dustUls. Dor., plum Dor.,

shove Ant. Dor., suck Uls., thumb Uls. s.Chs. Dor. e.Dev.,

trust Uls., up m.Nhp. s.Nrf. e.Ken. w.Dor. w.Som. nw. &
e.Dev. se.Cor., us Uls.

ou in plum n.Lan.

oe in shove se.Lan.

6 in dove I.Ma. nw.Der. w.Wil.

u in but me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. nw. e. m. &
se.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. e.Stf. Lin. Rut. m.Bck., dove Nhb.

n Dur. n. & m.Cum. n. & w.Wm. Yks. n. & em.Lan. n. &
sStf. nw. & s.Lin. Rut. m.Bck., dust Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks.' n. & em.Lan. Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut. s.Lei. n.Wor.,

fuss s Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. em. & se.Lan. n.Stf.

n Der Lin. Rut., husband me. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.

Wm Yks. nw.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut. m.Bck.,

plum w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. s.Sc. Ant. nw. & s.Nhb. Cum.Wm.
sw.Yks. em. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei., rust
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Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Cum.
Wm. n. & em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. se.Ken., shove
Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. nw.Yks. n. em. & s.Lan. Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin., suck Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc.
Ant. Dur. n.Cum. em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. sw.Lin. Glo.
w.Som., thumb w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc. s.Nhb.
n.Dur. Cum. w. & sw.Wm. Yks. em. & se.Lan. n. & s.Stf.
n.Der. Lin., trust Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw. m. &
em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut., tuskNbb. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. Won
Shr. Glo. Brks. Hnt, up Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n.
nw. em. & se.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut. Pern. m.Bck.
n.Cmb. Ess., us Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw.-em. &
s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut
u in but n.Dur. em.Lan. s.Stf., dove Sc. n.Cum. w.Wm.

se.Yks. s.Lan. m.Bck., plum Per. em.Sc. n.Ayr. Kcb.
s.Stf., rust Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. m.Cum. Wm., suck Abd.
s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. n. sw. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm.
e.Yks., thumb Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. n.Nhb.
n. & sw.Wm.

ft. in but sm. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Lei. m.Nhp. n.Wor., dove
sw.Lan. s.Chs. Lei. n.Wor., dust Ant. sm. se. sw. ms. &
s.Lan. s.Chs. nw.Der. Lei. m. & sw.Nhp. s.War. n. &
ne.Shr., fuss Ant. I.Ma. s.Stf. nw.Der. Lei., husband
m. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. I.Ma. w.Chs. n. & wm.Stf. Der.
Lei. sw.Nhp! e. & s.War. n.Wor. n.Shr. nw.Oxf., plum
sm. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma., rust em. sm. se. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma., shove em. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma., suck sm. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. s.Chs. nw.Der., thumb sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma., trust
Ant. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. w. & s.Chs. em. & wm.Stf. nw.
& s.Der. Lei. e.War., tusk Ant. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.
nw.Der. Lei. n.Wor., up Ant. n. nw. m. sw. & s.Lan.
I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Dnb. em. wm. & w.Stf. Der. Not. Lei.

Nhp. War. Wor. n. nw. & w.Oxf. n.Bck., us Ant. se. sw.
& ms.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. nw.Der. Lei. n.Nhp.
8 in but Sh. & Or.I. Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. &

wm.Sc. Ayr. s.Sc. Ant. m.Shr. Hrf. Oxf. n.Cmb. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Wil. e.Som. e.Dev., dove Inv.

s.Oxf. n.Cmb. e.Suf. se.Ken. me.Wil. e.Dev., dust Inv.

ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & s.Sc. s.Oxf. m.Bck.
Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ken. Sus. Wil., fuss Inv. ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Kcb. e.Hrf. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

Ken. Sus. Hmp. me. & w.Wil. n. & e.Dev., husband
Or.I. Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc. m.Nhp. e.Hrf. Glo.

nw. & e.Oxf. Bdf. Cmb. ne. & s.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. n. &
se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. sw.Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev.,

plum Inv. Bch. Abd. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Som.,
rust s.Oxf. Sus. me.Wil. Som. Dev., shove Sc. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Som., suck m.Shr. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

Sus. me.Wil., thumb s.Oxf. Bdf. Brks. e.An. se.Ken. Sus.

me.Wil. w.Som., trust Sc. m.Nhp. e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks.

Bdf. Hnt. ne. & s.Nrf. Suf. Ess. n.Ken. Sus. Hmp.
w.Wil. e.Dor. w. & s.Som. n.Dev. w.Cor., tusk Sc. m.Bck.
Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus. Wil. Som. Cor., up Sc.

m.Nhp. s.Wor. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks. m.Bck. Bdf. Hrt.

Hnt. Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Hmp. Wil.

e.Dor. s.Som. s.Dev. Cor., us Inv. ne.Sc. Frf. Per. wm. &
s.Sc. n.Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. m.Bck. Hnt. ne.Nrf. Suf. Ess.

se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Hmp. w.Wil. Dor. s.Som. n. e. &
nw.Dev. e.Cor.

bu in dove s.Sc. e.Suf., dust Wil. e.Dor. w. & s.Som.,

rust s.Chs. nw.Oxf., shove s.Chs.

b in trust nw.Wil.
ob in dust Sh.I., suck w.Som., tusk Sh.I. s.Sc.

ce in suck nw.Som.
ii in but ne.Sc. Ayr., trust e.Dev.

u in plum, suck e.Dev.

o in dust ne.Sc, us Kcd. Lth. Edb. nw. nm. sm. &
sw.Yks. m. & s.Lan. Chs. e.Stf. n. nw. & w.Der. n.Bck.

e.Hrt. sw.Dev. w.Cor. This is the unstressed form of ms.

eu in dove ne.Nrf.

§ 174. The development of OE. tir in such words as

our, shower is :

aue in our nw. & es.Yks. n.Lan. s.Stf. e.Lin. s.Lei.
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m.Nhp. w.Som. w.Cor., shower snw. & es.Yks. n.Lan.
s.Chs. n. & nw.Der. m.Nhp. s.Oxf. Sus. Som.
auar in shower I.Ma.
aa in our sw. Yks. n.Stf., shower sw.Yks. n.Stf. n.Der.
a in our ms.Yks. s.Lan. s.Chs. e.Stf. n. nw. & e.Der.,

shower s.Lan. e.Suf.
8BU8 in shower Lei.
sea in shower ras.Lan.
ffi in our se. sw. & s.Lan., shower sw.Lan.
eue in our s.Lin. n.Wor. se.Ken., shower s.Lin. se.Ken.
euar in our, shower Uls.
oua in shower nw.Lan.
ouar in our, shower I.Ma.
ua in our n.Dur. m.Cum. ne. e. m. & se. Yks., shower nne.

& s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. ne. snw. e. m. & se.Yks. nw.Lin.
uar n.Cum. sw.Wm., shower se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm.
ur in our ne. sn. nm. em. wm. & s.Sc. Ant., shower

ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc.
Ant. me.Nhb.
Bua in our Rut. s.War. m.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

Sus. me. & w.Wil., shower em.Stf. Rut. sw.Nhp. w.Hrt.
neJNfrf. me. & w.Wil.

a in our, shower sm.Lan.

§ 175. OE. ug and uh have gen. had the same develop-
ment as simple old long u (§ 171). In rough the vowel
has been shortened in most dialects.
au occurs in bow v. Inv. sm.Sc. nnw. & snw.Yks. Lan.

n.Der. s.Lei. s.Som., drought sw.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
n.Lan. s.Stf. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. s.Som. e.Dev.,
rough wm.Sc.
a in bow v. sw.Yks., sen. Lei., seii nw.Dev., se sm. &

sw.Lan. n.Stf.

eu in bow v. nnw.Yks. em.Lan. s.Lin. se.Ken., drought
s.Lan. &

ia in rough m.Yks., o ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Uls.
ou in bow v. nnw. e. & se.Yks. nw.Lan. I.Ma. e.Som.,

drought s.Nhb. m.Cum. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf.
9 in drought se.Ken. me.Wil.
6 in bow v. Inv. Abd. s.Lan. s.Oxf. Dor.
u in drought w.Frf. e.Per. Peb. Kcb. Ant. s.Cum. Wm.

Yks. n. & em.Lan., rough Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
Yks. n. nw. & em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut.
"

l
n bowv

- Sc - but bu w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc, Ant. me. &
s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. snw. m. & se.Yks. n Lin
Sus., drought Ayr. Lth. Edb. n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm
se.Lan.

ft in rough se. sm. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. wm.Stf. nw.Der.
Lei.

b in drought Bch. Abd., rough sn.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb
Kcb. m.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus. w.Wil
e.Dor. e.Dev.
bu in bow v. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc. s.Chs. Rut. ne.Nrf.

e.but. Wil. e.Dor. w.Som. e.Dev., drought nw.Oxf, rough
s.Sc. ne.Nrf. a

ce in bow v. nw.Dev., aii e.Dev.

, i 17?'. The principal words belonging here are: bridal,
bride, brine dive, hide v., hive, lice, mice, pride; dry, sky,
why ; fire, hire ; chicken,filth, first, thimble, wish. For the
dialect forms of little, see Index.

§ 177. Apart from the influence ofneighbouring sounds
the normal development of OE. y (=i-umlaut of u) is I
in Glo. Bdf. Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken. e.Sus. Dev. Cor.

Pit Vs
r
aPldly becoming extinct through the influence

oi the lit. language. There are reasons for supposing that
l from old y through the intermediate stage of e was
formerly in gen. use in all the e. se. s. & fw. counties,
in be. lrel. and the remaining portions of England, OE.
y has gen. had the same development as OE. I (§ 154).

§ 178. The development of OE. drveCe drv ON skv
sky, OE. hwy why has been

:

7Si y
' '

y

ae in dry, sky, why sm.Lan.
ai in dry Sh.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm.

& sm.Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. n. &
nw.Lin. n.Lei. m.Shr. s.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Dev. Cor., sky Inv.

ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant. sw. &
s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw. & sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.
Lin. m.Shr. s.Oxf. Sus. e.Dev., why Sh. & Or.I. s.Ayr. Kcb.
Ant. n. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. m. & w.Wm. nm. sw. &
es.Yks. n. nw. & m.Lan. n.Der. Lin. n.Lei. s.Oxf. s.Nrf.

e. & w.Suf. w.Som. n.Dev.
a in dry nm. m. & sw.Yks., sky m. & se.Yks., why m.

sw. & ms.Yks. em. sm. & ms.Lan. ne.Der.
ai in dry Ayr. s.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m. ms. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. n. & e.Stf. ne. e. & s.Der. Not. s.Lin. s.Lei. m.Nhp.
Sus. sw.Dev., sky s.Sc. em. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. nw.Der.
Rut. s.War. e.Suf, why m. sw. ms. & s.Lan. wm. & s.Stf.

Der. Not. Rut. s.War. s.Cmb.
ei in dry Uls. se.Nhb. w.Cum. sm. & ms.Lan. nw.Der.,

sky Uls. me. & se.Nhb. e.Yks., why Uls. me. & se.Nhb.
Dur. m.Cum. e.Yks. Chs. n.Stf.

ei in why Cai. Inv. wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb.
1 in dry Not., sky n.Nhb.
oi in dry sw. & s.Yks. se.Lan. n. & s.Stf. e.Der. Lei.

e. & w.War. Bdf. se.Hrt. Ess. se.Ken., sky se.Lan. n. &
wm.Stf. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. Glo. Bck. se.Ken. e.Sus., why
sw. & s.Yks. se.Lan. s.Stf. Lei. m.Nhp. e.War. m.Bck. Bdf.
se.Hrt. se.Ken. Sus.

Bi in dry sw.Nhp. s.War. s.Wor. e. & s.Oxf. n.Ken. Wil.
Dor. w. & s.Som. e. & s.Dev., sky w.Hrt. me. & w.Wil.
Dor. w.Som. Dev. w.Cor., why e.Hrf. nw. & e.Oxf. w.Hrt.
n.Ken. nw. & w.Wil. e.Dor. e. sw. & s.Dev.

ai in dry e.Hrf. Glo. ne.Nrf. sm.Hmp. e.Dor., sky ne.Nrf.,
why e.Hrf. Glo. ne.Nrf. Hmp. e.Dor.

§ 179. The development of OE. yr in such words as
fire, hire is ;

air in fire Or.I. ne. em. & wm.Sc. Kcb., hire Inv. ne. em.
& wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb. Wm. I.Ma.

aia in fire s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. sw. &
es.Yks. n. sm. & sw.Lan. s.Stf. n. & nw.Lin. Rut. Sus.
w. & s.Som. n. & e.Dev., hire Dur. m.Cum. Yks. n. sm.
sw. & s.Lan. n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf. w.Hrt.

aiar in fire n.Cum. I.Ma., hire n.Cum.
aia in fire m. & ms.Lan. s.Chs. e. & wm.Stf. ne.Der.

s.Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. s.War. n.Shr. e.Suf., hire em. & se.Lan.
s.Chs. s.Lin. s.Lei.

aiar in fire, hire s.Sc.
eir in fire Bch. Abd. Uls. me. se. & sw.Nhb., hire Inv.

Uls. me. & se.Nhb.
eia in fire s.Nhb. n.Dur. e.Yks. sw. & ms.Lan. n. &

nw.Der., hire se.Yks. nw.Der. Sus.
eiar in fire s.Sc.
eir in fire Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc, hire Bch. Abd

sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
ia infire se.Yks.
oir in hire ne.Sc.
oia infire se.Lan. n. & wm.Stf. Lei. Glo. m.Bck. se.Ken.,

hire n.Stf. Lei. se.Ken.
Bia in fire s.Pem. e. & s.Oxf. w.Hrt. nw. me. & w.Wil

w.Dor. nw. w. & e.Som., hire me. & w.Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.
w.l^or.

aia in fire, hire ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

§ 180. The long y became I and was then shortened

Lw^/ ai an
u
early Period ^ chicken, filth, fist,

fnThit'T \

The
.

Sh0rt
,7owel then *en -

had the same
lurther development as old short i (§ 68)

n DerVlom
3 ""^ C

'
& nw,Dev

-' wis
'

h em
- & sm.Lan.

i in kite, thrush w.Som. nw.Dev.
U in wish n.Nhb.
il in wish Ant. I.Ma.

thLu
C
i
Hickm B

»
ch

-
Â filth Inv. n.Ayr. Peb. w.Som.,

thimble Inv. n. & em.Sc. n.Ayr., wish em.Sc. n. & s.Ayr!

ei infist w.Som.
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3. THE DIPHTHONGS

ea

§ 181, The principal words belonging here are : beam,
bean, beat inf., cheap, cheek (the dialect forms point to an
OE. eo rather than to ea), dream, east, great, heap, leaf,

sheaf, steam, stream, team ; flea, high, lea, neighbour, nigh ;

dye, eye ; dew, flew, hew, raw, show, straw (the dialect forms
partly go back to OE. streaw and partly to strea, Anglian
stre) ; ear, near ; again, bread, chap, dead, deaf, death, head,

heifer, lead sb., red, threat.

§ 182. Apart from the influence ofneighbouring sounds,
the normal development of OE. ea is

:

ei nnw.Yks. + ia, n.Stf. + ea, e.Dev. + e, ia.

eia s.Chs.
ea n.Stf. + ei, e.Suf.

e I.Ma., s.Stf. Lei. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. + 1, Glo., m.Bck.
+ ia, e.An. but e.Suf. ea, Sus,+i, sw.Cy. + ia, 1, but e.Dev.

+ ei.

ia sw.Nhb. + 1, ne.Yks., nnw.Yks. + ei, snw. e. m. &
sw.Yks., se.Yks. + i, Lan._, Der.+i, Not. Lin., Rut. + i, Nhp.
s.Midl. Sur., sw.Cy. + e, 1, but e.Dev. + ei.

1 Sc. Ant. Nhb. but sw.Nhb. + ia, Dur. Cum.Wm., se.Yks

.

+ia, s.Stf. + e, Der. Rut. + ia.Lei. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf.+

e, s.Cy. (but Sur. ia, Sus. + e), sw.Cy, + e, ia, but e.Dev.

+ ei.

But ai occurs in great se.Ken.

a in sheaf nnw. & e.Yks.

se in dream Sus. Dor., stream Sus. w.Dor., great Uls.

e.Dev.
ei in bean Ess., dream s.Som., team s.Chs. m.Nhp., beat

Ant. Sus., great ne. & sn.Sc. em. sm. sw. & ms.Lan. Lei.

m. & sw.Nhp. se.Shr. Bdf. se.Hrt. s.Nrf., sheafAnt., cheap

Ant. Dub. Dor., cheek Dor., east se.Lan. s.Som.

ea in beam me.Wil. Dor., bean m.Yks. sw.Nhp. m.Bck.

me.Wil. Dor. e.Dev., dream e.Dev., stream se.Lan., beat

Dor. e.Dev., great Sh.I. me.Nhb. I.Ma. nw. & s.Lin. e.Hrf.

w.Hrt.,leaf Sus.
e in beam Abd. Per., bean Abd. Per. Uls., beat Bnff. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb. Uls. s.Lan., great Inv. Cai. ne.Sc

w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & s.Sc. ms. & s.Lan. s.Chs. ne.Der. Nhp.,

leaf s.Ayr., sheaf Inv. wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Uls., cheap wm.Sc.

Kcb., heap s.Ayr., «as/ e.Oxf.

ia in beam Ant. Dur. Lei. m.Shr., bean Ant. Wm. s.Chs.

War. ne.Shr. n.Hrf. w.Sus., dream sw.Wm., stream n.Cum.,

team sw.Wm. s.Stf. Lei. Sus., beat n.Wm., leafn. & m.Shr.,

sheaf n.Nhb., cheap Wm. Lei., heap sw.Wm.
I in bean s.Lan. Not. ne.Nhp. Ess., dream s.Lan., team

m.Not. m.Bck., great nnw.Yks., leaf s.Lan. ne.Nrf., cheek

sw.Yks. Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf., east sm. & sw.Lan.

je in beam Oxf, bean e.Oxf, beat s.Lan., heap s.Lan.

m. & s.Chs.

jti in bean e. & w.Oxf., heap n. & e.Hrf. nw.Oxf.

6 in bean ne.Sc. _ , e
% in gBt great ms.Yks. nw. m. & s.Lan. nm.Brks. Bdf.

e.Sus. sm.Hmp. nw.Wil. Dor. Som. n. nw. & swJ)ev.

a in gat great s.Dur. Wm/ nnw. snw. & sw.Yks. n. &
s.Lan. Glo. s.Oxf. Sus. Hmp. w.Wil. e.Dor.

& 183 In some words where the modern lit. language

has a long vowel, the vowel has often undergone early or

tee shortening in many dialects. In the former case it has

sen become e (e) and in the latter case 1 (1).

=m iVLan sChs Fit. s.Stf. n.Der. Lei. sw.Nhp. w. &

l!wfr m Shr! nw. & e.Oxf. me.Wil., east sw.Lan., leek

SW
eln %eam, dream, stream, team w.Frf. e.Per., beat ne. &

sn.Sc. e.Per., leaf Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., sheaf
Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., sheaf Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.,

cheap ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Uls., heap w.Frf. e.Per.,

east Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.
i in great Sh.I. n.Cum. es.Yks. wm.Stf. s.Lin. ne.Nrf.

w.Suf., sheaf s.Sc. sw.Nhb. nw.Der. w.Som., cheap n.Cum.
wm.Stf. nw.Der. Lei. ne.Shr. w.Som., heap s.Lan. Dor.
w.Som., steep Dor., cheek I.Ma. w.Som. nw. & e.Dev., leek

e.Suf. me.Wil. Som. Dev.
i in beam Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb., bean ne.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Sc. n.Cum., dream n.Ayr. Edb.
Kcb., steam ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. I.Ma.,

stream ne.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc, team n.Ayr. Kcb. n.Cum.,

leaf Bch. Abd. Ayr. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc. n.Cum., sheaf Ayr.,

cheap Ayr. Edb. s.Sc, cheek Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per. Ayr.
Kcb., east Ayr. Kcb., heap Bch. Abd. Kcb. s.Sc, steep, leek

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. I.Ma.

b in great es.Yks. m.Bck. s.Nrf., cheap s.War. nw. &
w.Oxf.

a in beam Fif., stream I. Ma., great Lth. Edb. Peb. n.Cum.
Wm.

§ 184. The OE. combination eah. has given rise to

a great diversity of forms in such words as flea, high,

lea, neighbour, nigh.

ai occurs in high Or.I. Bch. Abd. nm.Sc Lth. Edb. Peb.

n.Dur. e. & se.Yks. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Sus. w.Som.
e.Dev., lea Abd., neighbour Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw.Yks.

s.Lin. m.Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. w.Oxf. ne.Nrf. Ess. se.Ken.

sm.Hmp. me. & w.Wil. e.Dor., nigh n.Ayr. me. sw. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. & se.Yks.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Hrt. Sus. e.Dev.

se inflea Bor.,neighboure. &w.Cum. n.Wpi-n.Lan. e.Dor.

e in flea (flex) Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., (flef)

w.Yks. Chs., (flek) n.Der., (flejj) Chs., neighbour nnt.Nhb.

m. & w.Cum. m. & s.Wm. snw. & sw.Yks. nw. & m.Lan.

nw.Oxf. T
ei in flea s.Nhb. se.Lan. e.Dev., (fleik) e. em. & sw.Lan.,

high s.Sc Uls. s.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. m. & sw.Yks.

n. nw. ms. & s.Lan., lea Chs. nw.Der. Not. n. & nwLin.

Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Pern. Glo. Oxf. Brks.

Hrt. Suf. Ken. Sus. Hmp. IW. Wil. Som. Dev., neighbour

me. se. & sw.Nhb. Dur. e. & se.Yks. n.Stf. s.Lei. e.Dev.,

nigh se.Nhb. m. & sw.Yks.
ea in flea, lea n.Stf, neighbour m. se. & sw.Yks. n. &

nw.Lin. Bdf. se.Hrt. e.Suf. w.Sus. e.Dev.

ei in lea Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb.

e in flea Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb. n.Nhb. se.Lan. I.Ma.

s Stf n.Wor. Glo. Oxf. Brks. w.Som. nw.Dev., lea Dor.

w.Som., neighbour Uls. n.Wm. nnw. es. & s.Yks. sm. sw

& msLan. LMa. n. & nw.Der. Rut. n.Lei. m.Nhp. s.OxI.

m.Bck. Ess. n.Ken. e.Sus. I.W. w.Dor sw.Dev.

ia in flea sw.Nhb. n.Yks. (fliag), w.Yks. nw.Lin.,

neighbour nm.Yks. e. & w.War. e.Sus. w.Wil.

i in high (nix) w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb., neighbour Cai.

ne. sn. nm. em. wm. sm. & s.Sc.

I in flea n.Sc (flix), s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum Wm sm. &
s.Lan. Lei. n.Wor. s.Oxf. Ken. Sus. me.Wil., high sn &
wm.Sc. Lth. (Mx), Edb., Ant. (hix>, me. se. sw. & s.Nhb

n. & m.Cum. Wm. m.Yks. em. se.sw.& ms.Lan. nw.Der., to

Inv. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. em. & s.Lan s.Stt.

Glo. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Dev., neighbour Or.I. Bch. Abd. nm.

em. & wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Uls. se.Nhb n.Cum. era. se. ms &
S Lah. w. & s.Chs. n. wm. & s.Stf. w.Der. n.Lei. ne.Shr.,

nigh s.Nhb. n. & s.Dur. m. & w.Yks. se & sw.Lan. nw.Der.

oi in high w.Chs'. n.Stf. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. m.Bck.

Ess. se.Ken., nigh n. & s.Stf. s.Lin. Rut. n.Lei. m.Bck.

Ess. se.Ken. . ,, , TT .. . ,

ui in high me. & w.Wil. Dor., neighbour nw.Wil., ntgh

m.Bck. nw. me. & w.Wil. w.Dor.

ai in high, nigh ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

§ 185. The development of eag in deagian to dye and

eage eye is :

ai in J* Inv.' Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb. Kcb.Ant.
6-2
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sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. n. & sw.Lan. s.Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. m.Shr. s.Oxf. e.Dev., eye Inv. me. se. sw.
& s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. se. & es.Yks. n. nw. &
sw.Lan. n.Der. Lei. m.Shr. s.Nrf. Suf. s.Sur. w.Sus. Som.
Dev. w.Cor.
aiin dye Ayr. s.Sc. I.Ma. em. se. & s.Lan. s.Lei., eye

nw. & em.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. n. wm. & s.Stf. ne. w. & s.Der.
Not. s.Lin. Rut. s.Lei. Hnt.

sei in eyem.Nhp.
ei in eye s.Sc. Uls. s.Dur. nw.Yks. sw.Dev.
iin dye ne. & sn.Sc.
1 in dye sw.Yks., eye Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. em. wm. sm. & s.Sc. Ant. n. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. e.

& w.Cum. Wm. Yks. m. se. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. n.Stf. n.ne.
& nw.Der. n. & nw.Lin.

oi in dye n.Stf. se.Ken., eye em.Lan. e.Der. Not. Lei.
e.War. m.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. Hnt. se.Ken. e.Sus.

Ei in dye Dor. Som., eye n. & e.Hrf. Oxf. s.Nrf. Wil. Dor.
w. & s.Som. s.Dev.

ai in eye Glo. ne.Nrf. sm.Hmp. e.Dor.

§ 186. The OE. combination Saw has given rise to a
great diversity of forms, which is partly due to the loss or
the retention of the w already in OE. The principal
words belonging here are : dew,few, hew, raw, show, straw.
au occurs in raw Inv. n.Nhb. Wm., show em.Lan.

seJCen.
a in raw Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Ant.

me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks.
n. & nw.Lan. s.War. Glo. nw. & s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. Dor.
e.Som. e.Dev., show Or.I., straw Sh.I. me. se. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. n.Cum. nnw.Yks. n.Wor. Glo. e. & w.Oxf. Brks.
Bck. nw.Hrt. ne.Nrf. Ess. e.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus. Hmp. I.W.
e. & w.Dor. e.Som. e. & sw.Dev.
au in raw em.Lan.
h in raw s.Sc. Uls., show s.Sc, straw Uls.
se in raw me. & w.Wil. n.Dev., straw Or.I. me. & w.Wil.

sw.Dev.
ei in straw Ant.
eu in dew Lth. Edb. sw.Yks. n.Lan. e.Der., few Lth.

Edb. n.Nhb. m. sw. & ms.Yks. n.Lan., hew n.Ayr. Lth.
Edb. sw.Yks. n.Lan., show sw.Yks.
ea infew se.Yks., straw m.Yks.
e in straw ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm. & sm.Sc.

n.Ir. n. & se.Nhb. se. & sw.Lan. e.Dor. nw.Dev.
ia in straw me.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks. n.Lan.
iau in few sn.Sc.
iu in dew w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb.

n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. em. se. sw. & s.Lan. Stf. s.Der
nw.Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. se.Ken. Dor. Som., few Sh.I. Inv
wm. sm. & s.Sc. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm
Yks. nw. se. sw. & s.Lan. Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei
n.Wor. m.Shr. s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. w.Suf. se.Ken.
s.Sur. Sus. sm.Hmp. w.Wil. e.Dor. Som., hew Inv Kcb
sw. & s.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
ibu in few ne.Sc. nw.Wil. Dor.
iu infew e.Suf. n.Dev.
ia in few m.Yks., raw ne.Yks., straws.Sc. s.Dur. e. w. &

s.Cum. Wm. Yks. nw.Lan.
l in straw w.Dur. m.Cum. s.Chs. e.An.
jau in dew Bch. Abd.,few ne.Sc. Glo.
jeu infew nnw.Yks.
jou in hew sw.Lan.
join dew n.Hrf.

jo in dew nw.Oxf., hew w.Som.
ju in dew Ayr. me. Wil., few w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Uls.

n.Dur. n.Cum. sm.Lan. I.Ma. m.Nhp. nw.Oxf. me.Wil.
e.Dor., hew Stf. me.Wil.
Jbu in dew m.Shr., few Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w. & s.Chs.

m.Shr. e.Hrf., hew w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. I.Ma., s.Chs.
ju in hew e.Dev.
ou in raw m.Cum., show n.Cum. s.Stf. s.Oxf. Som
oa in raw m. se. & sw.Yks. Rut. Lei., straw n.Cum.

se.Yks. n.Lin. Rut. Lei. Ess.

9 in raw wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. n.Cum. snw. se. & es.Yks.

n. sm. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. Lin. Lei. n.Bck.

ne.Nrf. se.Ken. Sus. w.Som., show wm.Sc. m.Cum. Wm.
n.Lan. I.Ma. nw.Lin. Dor., straw es.Yks. sm. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. n. & em.Stf. n.Der. s.Lin. Lei. m.Shr. w. & s.Oxf.

n.Bck. e.An. se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. w.Som. n.Dev.

6a in raw e.Suf. Ess., straw nw.Lin.
6 in raw se. & sw.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. e.Yks. m. em.

& sw.Lan. nw.Der., show Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. Wm. em. se. &
sw.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. m.Shr., straw sw.Nhb.
se.Yks. em. & ms.Lan.
u in dew Inv. m.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. ne.Shr. Sus., few

Lei., hew n.Der.
uu in dew nw. m. & sw.Lan. s.Chs.,few nw.Lan. s.Nrf.,

show me.Wil.
ceu in dew,few s.Sc.

ceii infew e.Suf.

ce infew sw. & s.Dev.
u in dew e.Dev., few ne.Nrf. e.Suf. w.Som. n. & e.Dev.
au infew ne.Nrf.

§ 187. The development of ear in eare ear, near near
is:

a in ear ne.Nrf., near m.Cum. se. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n.Der.
ar in near ne. & sn.Sc.
ser in near n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
ea in ear n.Stf. s.Nrf., near n.Stf. Lei. e.Suf.
ear in near n.Nhb.
ia in ear s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. em.

sm. & sw.Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei. m.Shr. se.Ken. Dor.,
near s.Nhb. Dur. Wm. Yks. n. em. sm. & s.Lan. s.Stf.
n.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. se.Shr. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Wil. Dor.
Som. Dev. Cor.

iar in ear Inv. Ayr. n.Nhb. I.Ma., near Inv. s.Sc. Uls.
sw.Nhb. I.Ma.

lr in ear Ayr. Kcb., near Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. se.Nhb.
jia in ear se.Lan. s.Oxf. Sus. Cor.
JB in ear w.Som. nw. & e.Dev.
ja in ear s.Lan. s.Som.

§ 188. In such words as again, bread, chap, dead, deaf,
death, head, heifer, lead sb., red, threat, the long vowel was
gen. shortened at an early period in the dialects, just as
in the lit. language. Some of the words, however, have
had the normal development of ea (§ 182) in several
dialects. See below.
a occurs in bread Dor., chap Sc. Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum

Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der. Not. Lin.
Rut. Lei. s.War. s.Wor. n.Shr. Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. Oxf.
nm.Brks. n.Bck. Bdf. Hnt. nw.Nrf. e. & w.Suf. Ess. w. &
s.Som. n. & sw.Dev. e.Cor., deafse.Ken. Dor., heiferl.Ma.
Sus. Dor., threat s.Lan. n.Der.
a in chap Edb. Peb.
se in bread ne.Nrf., chap s.Pem. m. & s.Cmb. ne.Nrf e Suf

Ken. e.Sus. sm.Hmp. Wil. e.Dor. Som. e.Dev., death e Suf!
Dor. w.Som., heifer Sus., lead, red e.Suf., threat w.Som
e in again Sh.I. Cai. Inv. Bch. Abd. sn. nm. em. &

wm.Sc. Dub. m. w. & s.Wm. ne.Yks. s.Lan. Chs n &
s.Stf m Not. m & s.Lin. Rut. Lei. e. & w.War. n.Shr
e.Hrf. Gmg. s.Pem. Oxf. Hnt. m.Cmb. ne.Nrf. n.Ken
Sus. w.Wil. e. & s.Som. Dev. e.Cor., bread Sh.I. Invwm Sc sm & s.Lan. I.Ma Fit. Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin!
Rut. s.Lei. Nhp. s.Wor.s.Oxf. m.Bck. nw.Nrf. Sus. me Wil
e.Dor. e. & s.Som. n.Dev., chap me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur'

f r^if.if-'rfu o
U
?-' deadlnv-

es-Yks. em. & s.Lan. I.Ma.
s.Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. ne. w. & s.Der. s.Lin. Rut Lei m %
sw.Nhp. War. Won Shr. n.Hrf. nw. & s.Oxf. m.Bck. eSusSom. nJDev., deaf em. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Fit. em StfNot. e.Der. m. & s.Lin. Rut. Lei. s.War. s Wor Shr oVf

nwNrf%S
C

f- ^ T^" ?* m
" & * Cmb^e^nw.Nrf. e Suf Ess e.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. me.Wil. e.Dors.Som. n.Dev death.ne.Sc. snw. & se.Yks. em.Lan. I.Ma.s.Chs. n. & s Stf. w Der. nw. & s.Lin. Rut. Lei. War. ne &m.Shr. s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. Hnt. ne Nrf Ken s Suf

Sus. me. & w.Wil. Som. e.Dev.,Wsw Lari. I Ma." s.Chs
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Dnb. em. & s.Stf. Not. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. e. & s.War.
s.Wor. ne. & se.Shr. nw. & s.Oxf. Bck. Bdf. Hnt. Nrf.

s.Sur. Sus. s.Hmp. I.W. Wil. e.Dor. n.Dev. Cor., heifer

Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. n. em. sw. & s.Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei.

s.Oxf. e.Nrf. se.Ken., lead Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. Wm. e. &
se.Yks. em. sm. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. nw. &
s.Lin. Rut. s.Lei. m. & se.Shr. Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.
Som., red ne. sn. & nm.Sc. Lth. Edb. nnw. snw. se. &
sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Fit. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. s.War.
s.Wor. Shr. n.Hrf. Oxf. nm.Brks. n.Bck. Bdf. Hnt. nw.Hrt.
Cmb. Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. Ken. Sus. me.Wil. e.Dor. w.Som.
e.Cor., threat Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.

s.Nhb. se.Yks. nw. em. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der.

Rut. Lei. s.Oxf. e.Suf. n. & se.Ken. nw. & w.Wil. e. &
s.Som. n.Dev.
e in again Or.I. ne. sn. em. & s.Sc, bread w.Frf. e.Per.,

deadSh.1. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Uls., deaf Sh.I. ne. sn. &
nm.Sc. Uls., death Sh.I. Inv. ne. sn. nm. & wm.Sc. Uls.,

head Inv. ne. & nm.Sc, lead, red w.Frf. e.Per.

i in again em. & wm.Sc. Ant. n.Nhb. s.Stf. Rut. Lei.

s.War. Glo. se.Brks. m.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. ne. & se.Cmb.

s.Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken. e.Sus. sm. Hmp. n.Dev., breadn.Dur.,

dead ne.Der. Sus., deaf Drib. n. e. em. & s.Stf. nw. & e.Der.

Not. n.Wor. s.Pem. se.Cmb. Ess. Sus. me. & w.Wil. e.Dor.

e.Som. e.Cor., death n.Dur. nw.Der., headn.Q.um. n.Wor.

ne.Nrf. Suf. e. & w.Dor., lead n.Cum. w.Wil. e.Dor. e. &
w.Som. e.Dev., red Ant. ne. e. & m.Yks. s.Pem. I.W. w.Wil.

Dor. sw.Dev., threat n.Cum. s.Lin. ne.Nrf.

i in bread Or.I. ne. & wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Sc. n.Cum.,

deadSh. &Or.I. ne.Sc. Ayr. sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Sc. n.Cum.,

deaf Bch. Abd. em.Sc. Ayr. sm. & s.Sc. n.Cum., death Edb.

n.Cum., head Or.I. ne. nm. sm. & s.Sc, lead Or.I. ne.Sc.

Ayr. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc, red ne. sn. nm. em. wm. sm. & s.Sc.

n.Cum.
.

The i (i) in the above examples is due to a late shorten-

ing, that is the shortening took place after the ME. f had

become I.

B in /z«7er m.Nhp. ne.Nrf., lead w.Som., red s.Som.

a in bread, deaf, death, head, lead, red Uls., threat Uls.

n.Lan. ^ . , .,

ja Cor., ja nw.Dev., jse nw. & sw.Dev. in heifer.

jse in again snw.Yks. n.Der.

je in again ne.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Lan. Fit. n. &
wm.Stf. Der. Not. s.War. s.Wor. n.Shr. n.Hrf. e.&w.Oxf.

n Bck. se.Hrt. se.Cmb., deade. & w.Oxf., headw & sw.Yks.

em. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf Der. Rut.

e. & w.War. Wor. Shr. Glo. nw. & e.Oxf. Brks., heifer

s.Pem. w.Som. e.Dev. Cor.
,

je ne. & wm.Sc, je nw. & m.Lan. I.Ma. in again.

jia in head n. m. & w.Yks. Wil.

jb in again e.Hrf. nm.Brks., dead n. & e.Hrf., head w. &
s.Wor. Hrf. Glo. Brks.

ja in dead, death, head w.Wor.
ai in heifer me.Wil.

a in chap nw.Hrt., heifer n. & ne.Ken Sus.

se in again n.Der., bread emLzn. w.Wil., dead w.Wil.

ei in bread nnw.Yks. s.Lan. s.Som. e.Dev., dead n.Dur.

nnw.Yks. s.Som. e.Dev., deafn.Dur. nnw Yks. ,
death Ant.

nnw.Yks., head nnw.Yks. m. & s.Lan. ne.Nhp. e.Dev., lead,

red nnw.Yks., threat Ant. nnw.Yks.

ea in againI sm.Sc. n.Dur. "-Cum. m.Yks nw.Lann.Lin

me & w.Wil. e.Som. n. & e.Dev., bread e.Suf., dead e.Suf.

?Dev dZf n.Stf. nw.Hrt., head e.Suf., red nw.Hrt

Yin'aglinFrf. wm.Sc. Peb. Kcb. s.Nhb n Dur. m. w.

& sWm nnw. & snw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. I.Ma. sw.Dev.,W Inv. ne. & nm.Sc. s.Lan. ne. & s.Nrf. se.Ken. w.Som.

nw & e Dev., dead Sh.I. Inv. ne.Nrf. n. & se.Ken. w.Soim

"'l^n^m Its Sl.Tsefet r& w.Som
&

nw.Dev., threat Lth. Edb. wm.Sc Kcb.

ia in again e. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw.Yks.

m.Wm. ne. e. m. sw. & s.Lan. e.Der. n.Lin. Glo. nw.Hrt.

nw.Wil. e.Dor. nw. w. & s.Som. e.Dev., bread Yks. Lan.
nw.Der. n.Lin. n.Wor., dead Ant. sw. & s.Wm. ne. e. m.
se. & sw.Yks. Lan. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Rut. s.War., deaf
Ant. Wm. ne. snw. e. m. se. sw. & ms.Yks. Lan. n. nw. &
e.Der. n. nw. & s.Lin. Glo. e.Dev., death s.Sc. sw.Wm. ne.

e. m. se. & sw.Yks. Lan. n. & nw.Der. n.Lin. w.War.,
head sw.Wm. ne. nnw. snw. e. w. se. sw. & s.Yks. n. nw.
m. & s.Lan. Lin. s.War. n.Bck., leadne. nnw. snw. e. m.
se. & sw.Yks. n. nw. se. sw. & s.Lan. nw.Der. n.Lin. s.Oxf.,

red ne. nnw. & se.Yks., threat s.Sc. sw.Wm. ne. e. m. se.

& sw.Yks. se. & s.Lan. n. & nw.Lin.
I in bread Abd. sn. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant. Nhb.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm., dead Or.I. Abd. sn. wm. & sm.Sc.

Peb. Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. w.Wm. se.Yks. nw.Der.

n.Wor. ne.Nrf., deaf wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Peb. Nhb. Dur.

n. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw. & se.Yks. wm. & s.Stf. ne.Der.

Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. n. & ne.Shr. Gmg. s.Pem. Glo. ne.Cmb.

ne.Nrf. Ess. e.Dor. nw. w. & s.Som. Dev. Cor., death Lth.

Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw. & se.Yks. wm.Stf.,

head Or.I. sn. em. & wm.Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. se.Yks. n.Wor. nw.Som., heifer Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.,

lead Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. n.Ayr. Ant. Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. ne.

& nw.Der., raf Or.I. wm. & sm.Sc. Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm., threat Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. n. me. se. & sw.Nhb. Dur.

m. &, s.Cum. ne.Yks.

eo

§ 189. The principal words belonging here are :
beat

pret., been, cleave, creep, deep, dreary, fiend, fleece, freeze,

priest, sneeze, thief, weed, wheel ; be, bee, flee, free, knee, see,

she, three, tree ; blew, brew, chew, clew, crew, grew, knew, new,

rue, sew, true, truth, yew, you ; fly sb., fly v., lie 'fib,' thigh;

beer, dear, deer ; breast, devil, fell pret., fellow, friend, sick.

For the dialect forms of between, choose, farthing, forty,

shoot, thirteen, see Index.

§ 190. Apart from the influence ofneighbouring sounds,

the normal development of OE. eo is :

ei n.Stf., Nhp._Sus.+i.
e sw.Cy. +ia, i.

ia nw.Lin. s.Oxf. +i, sw.Cy. +e, i.

i Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs.

s Stf. Der. Not. Lin. but nw.Lin. +ia, Rut. Lei., Nhp. +ei,

War.Wor. Shr. s.Midl. but s.Oxf. +ia, e.An. s.Cy. but Sus.

+ ei, sw.Cy. + e, ia.

But ai occurs in freeze Ess.

se in priest, weed Dor.

ei in beat pret. nnw.Yks., cleave s.Som., creep s.Som.

e Dev., freeze em. & se.Lan., weed s.Der. Lei. m.Nhp.
'

ea iri'beat pret. n.Stf. e.Suf. e.Dev., cleave e.Dev., dreary

I.Ma. Dor. e.Dev., freeze n.Stf., thief se.Lan.

ei in weed w.Frf e.Per.

e in beat pret. wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth. Kcb. s.War. ne.Nrf.,

cleave w.Frf. e.Per. I.Ma., priest s.Stf

ia in beat pret. s.Sc. e.Yks. Lan. n.Der., cleave Ant. em.

& sw. Lan.,cra># nw.Lan. n.Der., dreary Abd. s.Nhb. n Dur.

m Cum. svv.Yks. em. sw. & s.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. Lei. se.Ken

deep se.Lan., fiend s.Dur. m.Cum. e.Yks. em.Lan., priest

se.Lan., sneeze, weed n.Der.

je in beat pret. sw. & s.Lan.

ai infreeze ne.Nrf.

§191 In some words where the modern lit. language

has a long vowel, the vowel has often undergone early or

late shortening in the dialects. In the former case, it has

gen. become e (e) and in the latter case l (l).

se occurs in beat pret. s.Sc

e in beat pret. Abd. sn.Sc. Per. sm.Sc. Edb. Dub. Nhb.

n Dur n & m.Cum. w.Wm. ne. nnw. snw. m. & se Yks.

Lan I.Ma. Chs. n.Lin. Rut. Lei. War. m.Shr. ne.Cmb.,

cleave Per., creep, deep s.Stf., fiend ne.Sc.

fm Spret BchtAbd. w.Frf. e.Per., weedw.Frf. e.Per.

i in beatpret. m.Yks. ne.Shr. Dor., creep Dor. deep n. &

s.Nhb. n.Dur. I.Ma. Lei. w.Som.,fiend IMa. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.,
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fleece n.Hrf. Glo. Sus., freeze sw.Nhb. Sus., thief e.Hrf.,

wheel m.Shr. Sus. Dor. w.Som.

i in 6«rf pret. ne.Sc. , cra>/>, »*e«A, reeA ne. Sc. n. Ayr. em. &
sm Sc Kcb. I. Ma., deepBch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Edb.,

fiend Sh.I. ne. & nm.Sc. Edb. s.Sc, fleece w.Frf. e.Per.

Edb. Kcb. IMa., priest w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb., thief Or. I.

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. I.Ma., weed w.Frf.

e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb. I.Ma., wheel w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb.

§ 192. When the eo was final in OE. or its equivalent

became final in ME. through loss of a consonant, it has

had the normal development in most dialects, but in many
dialects it has become ei or e. See below. The principal

words are : be, bee, flee, free, knee, see, she, three, tree.

8e occurs in see ne.Der., tree ne.Der. Dor.

ei in be s.Sc. s.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. nnw. snw. nm. &
m.Yks. s.Chs. Stf. ne.Der. Lei. m.Nhp. e.Suf., bee s.Sc.

s.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks. s.Chs. n. &
wm.Stf. Lei. e.Suf. e.Dev., flee s.Sc. s.Nhb., free s.Sc.

s.Nhb. em. & se.Lan. n.Stf., knee s.Sc. s.Nhb. n. & e.Stf.

m.Nhp. ne.Shr., see s.Sc. me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. n.Cum.

nw. & m.Yks. m. & w.Chs. n. & e.Stf. ne. e. w. & s.Der.

Rut. Lei. ne.Shr. e.Suf. e.Som., she s.Sc. s.Dur. n.Cum.

ne. nnw. & m.Yks. n. & e.Stf. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. e.Suf.,

three s.Sc. s.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. s.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks.

se.Lan. Chs. n. e. & em.Stf. ne. e. & w.Der. Rut. Lei.

m.Nhp., tree s.Sc. n. & s.Nhb. n. & em.Stf. e. & s.Der.

m.Nhp. ne.Shr.

ea in flee n.Stf.

e in bee Lei. Won ne.Shr. Brks. ne.Nrf. Dor. w.Som.
e.Dev., flee Dor. w.Som., see n.Dur. Lei. nw.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

s.Som., she sm.Sc. Lei. Dor., three nm.Stf. Lei. n.Wor.
ne.Shr. sw.Dev., tree ne.Shr.

i in be (unstressed form, see Index) ; bee snw.Yks., see

w.Oxf. nm.Brks., tree ne.Wm. I.Ma.

ia in bee Ant. n.Lan. Brks.,/w s.Nhb. n.Dur., see m. &
se.Yks. Lin., she ne. m. & se.Yks., three m. & se.Yks.

m.Lin. se.Hrt., tree m. & s.Lin.

lin be Sh. & Or.I. Inv. Bch. Abd. Per. wm.Sc. Ayr.
Peb. Kcb. Wgt. Uls. me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. m. & w.Cum.
Wm. nnw. se. w. & sw.Yks. n. nw. & em.Lan. Chs.

s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. n.Bck. m.Bdf.
n. & nw.Hrt. se.Cmb. ne.Nrf. Suf. n. & se.Ken. Sus.

Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som. n. e. & s.Dev. e.Cor., bee Sc. but

s.Sc. bei, Ant. me. & s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. nnw. e.

& s.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. Rut. Lei. m.Shr. Oxf.

se.Ken. Wil. e.Dor. e. & s.Som., flee Inv. Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. Cum. Wm. em.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. se.Ken. s.Som.
e.Dev., free Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Uls.

sw. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. Yks. n. sm. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei. Oxf. Ken. nw. & me.Wil.
Dor. Som. Dev., knee Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & ne.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei.

m.Shr. s.Oxf. Ken. Sus. me.Wil., see Sc. but s.Sc. sei,

Ant. Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. ne. nw. se. & sw.Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. w. & s.Chs. Fit. wm. & s.Stf. n. nw. & e.Der.

Not. nw. & s.Lin. Rut. n.Lei. ne. & m.Nhp. War. s.Wor.
n. ne. & se.Shr. e.Hrf. Gmg. s.Pem. s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf.

nw.Hrt. Hnt. Cmb. ne. & s.Nrf. Suf. Ess.Ken. Sus. me. &
w.Wil. Dor. Som. n. e. & sw.Dev. Cor., she Cai. Inv. ne.

sn. nm. em. wm. & sm.Sc. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
n. e. & w.Wm. ne. nnw. m. e. & se.Yks. n. & nw.Lan.
I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. Not. Lin. Rut. e.War. Hrf. s.Pem.
s.Oxf. Brks. Bdf. Hit. ne. & s.Nrf. w. & s.Suf. Ess. Ken.
Sus. Hmp. Wil. Dor. w. & s.Som. sw.Dev. Cor., three

Sh. & Or.I. Cai. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm.
& sm.Sc. Uls. me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. Chs. em. wm. & s.Stf. n. nw. & e.Der. Lin.

Rut. ne. & sw.Nhp. e. & s.War. n. & s.Wor. e.Hrf. Glo.
Oxf. Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. ne. & s.Nrf. Suf. n. & se.Ken. Sus.
sm.Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. Som. n. e. & s.Dev., tree Sh. &
Or.I. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
Uls. sw.Nhb. Cum. w.Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. em. & wm.Stf.

n Der nw.Lin. m. & sw.Nhp. e. & s.War. s.Wor. m.Shr.

s.Oxf. nw.Nrf. Sus. me. & w.Wil. Som.

u in she s.Dur. nnw. w. sw. & s.Yks. s.Lan. e.Der.

ce in she Sh. & Or.I. s.Sc.

5 193 The OE. combination eow has given rise to a

laree variety of forms in such words as blew, brew, chew,

clew, crew, grew, knew, new, rue, sew, true, truth, yew, you.

au occur! in 'brew Dor., chew Sh sn. wm. & sm Sc.

Lth Edb. Peb. Ant. s.Nhb. Dur. Wm. nnw. & m.Yks.

m. & s.Lan. ne.Nrf. Dor. e.Dev., sew se.Ken. nw.Wil.,

truth Bch. Abd.
a in chew ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. w.Wil.

eu in chew snw. & sw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. se.Ken., crew

sNhb. n.Dur. Wm. em.Lan., grew n. & em.Lan., knew

s Nhb n.Dur. m.Wm. n.Lan., new Lth. n.Nhb. sw.Yks.

m.Bck. n.Ken., sew n.Nhb. n.Wm. snw. & sw.Yks. n.Lan.

ea in truth m.Yks.
iu in blew Kcb. s.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.

snw & sw.Yks. Lan. nw.Lin. e.Som., brew s.Sc. s.Dur.

n & m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. n.Stf. Lin. Rut. Lei. Sus.

e.Som., chew sw.Yks. s.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. Der. Lin. Rut.

Lei. ne.Shr. Som., clew Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. nw.Lan. nw.Lin. Som., crew m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. nw.Lin. Som., grew

s Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n.Stf. nw.Lin., knew

sn.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc. me. & sw.Nhb. Cum. Wm. nnw. nm. se.

& sw.Yks. n. nw. & m.Lan. Lin. Lei. se.Hrt. Ess., new

Sh & Or.I. Inv. ne. em. wm. & sm.Sc. me. se. sw. &
s Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. n.Stf. Der. Lin.

Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. e.War. m.Shr. Glo. e.Oxf. Bdf. se.Hrt.

w.Suf. s.Sur. w.Sus. sm.Hmp. e.Dor. s.Som., rue n. &
m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. nw.Lin.

Sus., sew n.Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. me. se. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. nnw.

& snw.Yks. se.Cmb., true s.Sc. me. & sw.Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. n. nw. em. se. & s.Lan. n.Stf. e.Der. Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei. n.Shr. s.Pem. s.Oxf. Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. Hnt.

Cmb. nw.Nrf. Ess. e.Ken. s.Sur. Sus., truth s.Sc. s.Dur.

Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw. em. se. & s.Lan. n. wm. & s.Stf.

n, & ne.Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. ne. & m.Nhp. ne.Shr.

s.Oxf. Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. Hnt. s.Nrf. Ess. n.Ken., yew
n.Nhb. sw.Yks. m.Lin.
iu in brew ne.Nrf., knew e.Suf., new, truth ne.. & s.Nrf.

e.Suf., true ne.Nrf. n.Dev.
ia in chew, new, true, truth m.Yks.
jail inyou nne.Nhb. n. & m.Lan. e. & m.Lan. n. & nw.Oxf.

ja inyou m. & s.Lan. s.Lin.

jeu inyew nnw.Yks. n.Lan., you se.Hrt. m. & s.Cmb.
e.Suf. Ess. e.Ken.
jiu in yew wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. se. & s.Nhb.

w.Wm. se.Yks. nw. & s.Lan. wm. & s.Stf. nw. & s.Lin.

Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. Hnt. se.Ken., you s.Nhb. em.Lan.
e.Oxf. Bdf. Hrt. e.Sus.

jiu inyou n. sw. & s.Dev.
jou in you s.Sc. se.Nhb. snw. & w.Yks. sw.Lan. se.Cmb.
jo inyou w. & sw.Yks.
jo inyou Kcd. nw. w. & ms.Yks. em. sw. & s.Lan.

w. & s.Chs. w. wm. & s.Stf. n. nw. & e.Der. Not. Rut.
Lei. e.War. n.Wor. m.Shr.
ju in blew Bch. Abd.
ju in blew, clew IMa., knew Uls. se.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw.Yks.

I.Ma., newOr.l. Cai. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Edb.
Uls. se.Nhb. sm.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. e.Hrf. nw. & s.Oxf.
me. & w.Wil., true Or.I., yew Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
s.Sc. Ant. n. & m.Cum. n.Wm. snw.Yks. se. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. n.Der. s.Oxf. e.Suf. Sus. me. &w.Wi\.,you Sh.I.
Inv. ne. sn. nm. em. wm. & sm.Sc. Uls. nne. & me.Nhb.
Cum. nnw. snw. e. nm. & se.Yks. I.Ma. Not. n. & nw.Lin.
Rut. m.Nhp. Hrf. Glo. n. & s.Oxf. Bdf. se.Ken. s.Sur.
w.Sus. Hmp. w.Wil. Dor.
jmiinjyews.Sc.^ows.Sc. s.Stf. Lei. n.Wor. n. & se.Cmb.

ne. me. & se.Nrf. Suf. w.Som.
jce inyou w.Som. sw.Dev.
juinyou Bnff. se.Nrf. w.Som. Dev. se.Cor.

ou in chew ne.Sc. Per. s.Sc. Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
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nnw. snw. & e.Yks. em.Lan. e.Suf, sew sw.Nhb. Dur. n.

& m.Cum. m. & se.Yks. s.Oxf.

o in chew n.Lan. I.Ma. ne.Shr. m.Bck. Sus. e.Som.
e.Dev, sew Wm. I.Ma. Dor. nw.Dev.
6u in sew e.Yks., true n. & me.Nhb.
6 in chew s.Sur. w.Sus., sew me.Nhb. nnw.Yks. nw. em.

se. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. m.Shr. e.Suf. Sus.
e. & w.Som.
u in truth Inv. sn.Sc. Ayr. Ant. me.Nhb. I.Ma. s.Stf.

e.Hrf. Oxf. nw.Nrf. me.Wil.
ua in truth me.Nhb. Glo. w.Suf.
u in blew Inv. Bch. Abd. Per. Ayr. Edb. Peb. me.Nhb.

n.Dur. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken., brew Sc. Ant. Dub. s.Nhb.
n.Dur. nnw. & se.Yks. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.
m.Shr. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Wil. s.Som., chew Inv. sm. & s.Lan.

s.Stf. n.Der. Lei. s.Oxf., clew Sc. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Lan.

n.Der. Rut. Lei. se.Ken., crew Inv. ne. & em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.
Ant. sw.Nhb. sm. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma n.Der. Lei. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. s.Som., grew Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb. s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Oxf, knew
s.Lei. se.Ken., new sn.Sc. Ant. em. & s.Stf. Lei. w.War.
n.Wor. n.Bck. Lon. e.Suf. n. & se.Ken. Sus., rue Inv.

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Uls. sw. & s.Nhb.

sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Dor.,

sew Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Peb. Kcb. Ant., true Sh.I. Inv. ne. sn. nm. em. & wm.Sc.
Kcb. Uls. me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Dur. m. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

Fit. n. nw. & e.Der. Not. m.Lin. e. & s.War. s.Wor. n. ne.

& m.Shr. n.Hrf. nw. e. & w.Oxf. Brks. nw.Hrt. nw. me. &
w.Wil. e.Dor. s.Som. e.Dev., truth sn.Sc. Uls. Nhb. n.Dur.

n.Wm. nm. se. & sw.Yks. nw. m. sw. & ms.Lan. w.Chs.

Fit. Dnb. n. em. & s.Stf. Der. Not. e.War. n. ne. & se.Shr.

e.Hrf. Glo. nw. & e.Oxf. s.Nrf. Ess. Hmp. Wil. e.Dor.

bu in chew e.Yks. e.Sus. me.Wil. w.Som. sw.Dev., sew

me.Wil., true snw.Yks. e.Suf., truth Cai. e.Stf. m.Nhp.
ce in truth Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & sm.Sc. Peb. s.Sc.

oeu in brew s.Chs. e.Suf., new, rue s.Sc, true s.Chs., truth

s.Sc. s.Chs.

ce in blew Or.I. Edb., new sw. & s.Dev., truth s.Dev.

ti in truth em.Sc. n.Dev.

u in blew e.Suf. e.Dev., brew, chew, rue e.Dev., crew

w.Som. e.Dev., new w.Som. n. & e.Dev., true e.Suf. w.Som.

n. e. & sw.Dev., truth wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb. n. & e.Dev.

au in brew s.Nhb., sew ne.Nrf.

§ 194. The combination eog, eoh. has gen. had the

same development as OE. medial ig (§ 78).

ae occurs in thigh sm.Lan.

aiinfly sb. Inv. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Lan. s.Sur. w.Sus.

n & sw.Dev., fly v. Inv. n. & sw.Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin.

e.Sus., lie 'fib' Inv. Lth. Ant. es.Yks. n. & sw.Lan. n. &
nw.Der. s.Oxf. e.Suf. s.Sur. w.Sus. w.Som., thigh ne.Sc.

sw. & s.Nhb. sw.Lan. s.Stf. nw. & s.Lin. Rut. s.War. Won
m.Shr. s.Oxf. e.Suf. Sus. w.Som. n.Dev.

a in lie m.Yks.
aiin fly sb. s.Sc. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. se.Shr. e.Suf., fly v.

em.Lan. I.Ma. Lei., lie em. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. ne. nw.

& w.Der. s.Lin. Rut. s.Lei. e. & w.Suf., thigh em.Lan.

I.Ma. s.Chs.

e in fly v. (fleg, flek) Chs.

ei in/?ysb. s.Sc. Uls. s.Dur. nnw. & snw.Yks. s.Chs.

swDev., lie s.Sc. Uls. s.Nhb. n.Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks.,

thigh s.Sc. n.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. nnw. snw. & es.Yks.

i in fly v. (flix) Cai., (flig) n. ne. & w.Yks. Chs., he (lig)

Sc wiYks. Lan. Chs. nw.Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.

War. Shr. e.Oxf. Bdf. c
I in fly sb. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm. & sm.Sc.

me. & sw.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. m. se. sw &

SsYks. n. nw. em. ms. & s.Lan. wm.Stf n. & nw.Der

n. & nw.Lin. Dor. s.Som, fly v. Or.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf.

ePer. em. & wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. sw & s.Nhb n.Dur. Cum

Wm e sw. & s.Yks.me.Wil. Dor. Som , he Sc. Uls. Wxf.

Nhb' Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. & nw Lan. nXin, thigh

Or I wm. & sm.Sc. Peb. Ant. me. & se.Nhb. s.Dur. m.Cum.

Wm Yks. n. nw. m. sw. & s.Lan. n. & nw.Der. n. & nw.Lin.

oi in fly sb. n.Stf. Rut. w.War. se.Ken., fly v. s.Oxf.
w.Hrt. e.Dev, /«'«se.Lan. n.Stf. e.Der. Lei. m.Nhp. w.War.
Glo. m.Bck. se.Ken. Sus, thigh n.Stf. Lei. w.War. se.Ken.

«i in fly s\>. s.Oxf. n. &w.Wil. e.Som. e.Dev., fly v. s.Oxf.
w.Hrt. e.Dev, lie n.Ken. Dor. me. & w.Wil. e.Dev., thigh
me. & w.Wil. Dor. nw.Som. e.Dev.

ai in fly sb, lie, thigh ne.Nrf.

§ 195. The combination eor has gen. become ia(r, ir
in such words as beer, dear, deer.

eia occurs in beer nnw.Yks. s.Chs. ne.Shr, dear nnw.Yks.
s.Chs.

ea in beer n.Stf. ne. & s.Nrf. e.Suf., dear n.Stf. e.Der.
Nrf. e.Suf., deer n.Stf.

ia in beer s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Yks. Lan. s.Stf. Der. Lin.
Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. e. & s.Oxf. Bdf. s.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus.
w.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev. w.Cor., dear s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. Dnb. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Shr.
s.Oxf. Ken. Sus. me. & w.Wil. e.Dor. w. & s.Som. e.Dev,
deer Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Lan. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei.

s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev.
iar in beer Inv. Abd. Per. Peb. s.Sc. Uls. n.Cum. I.Ma,

dear Inv. Bch. Abd. Uls. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum. I.Ma,
deer Inv. Bch. Abd. Ant. sw.Nhb. I.Ma.

ir in dear, deer Edb.
ir in beer ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. me.Nhb. w.Wm, dear Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc. me.Nhb. w.Wm., deer

w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Kcb. s.Sc. Wm.

§ 196. In such words as breast, devil, fell pret, fellow,

friend, the long vowel was gen. shortened at an early period

in the dialects, just as in the lit. language. Some of the

words have had the normal development of eo (§ 190) in

several dialects. See below. For the dialect forms of

sick see below.
a occurs in /c//ow w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb. I.Ma.

a infellow Ayr. Lth.

se in devil e.Suf, fell pret, friend se.Ken, fellow n.Nhb.

se. Ken.
e in breast n.Dur. w.Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. n. & s.Stf.

n.Der. Lin. Lei. s.War. m.Shr. s.Oxf. Sus. Wil. Dor. e. &
s.Som. e.Dev, devil Sh.I. ne.Sc. snw.Yks. n. em. & s.Lan.

n.Stf. n. Der. nw.Lin. m.Nhp. s.Oxf. se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Som.
e.Dev.,fell Sc. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.

Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. me.Wil. Som.

e.Dev., fellow Bch. Abd. sn. & nm.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

me se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. ne. snw. &
se Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Fit. Stf. Der. Not. n. & nw.Lin. Rut.

Lei. War. s.Wor. Shr. e.Hrf. Gmg. s.Pem.Oxf. nm.Brks.

Bdf. se.Hrt. Hnt. Cmb. ne. & nw.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. e.Ken.

nw. & w.Wil. Som. n. e. & sw.Dev. Cor,friend wm.Sc.

Ayr s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. e. nm. sw. & s.Yks. em.

se sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. m.Shr.

Glo. Oxf. Bck. se.Ken. Sus. sm.Hmp. Wil. n. & e.Dev,

hips (berries) Lan. Chs. Der. Dor. -

i in breast ne.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. m.Yks. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. se.Ken. e.Dor. e. & w.Som, devil Per. Kcb. Irel. me.

se & s Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. nw. e. m. se. & sw.Yks.

nw. em. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. nw & e.Der. n Lin.

Rut. Lei. Won n.Shr. Glo. nw.Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Ken.

w Wil. e.Dor. e. & s.Som. nw.Dev.,friend sn. nm. & s.Sc.

Uls me & sw.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. ne. nnw. e. m. & se.Yks.

nwLan. Bdf. Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. e.Dor. sw.Dev, sick Sh.I.

Cai' Bch Abd. Uls. n.Cum. Wm. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n. ne. &
nw Der nw. & m.Lin. m.Nhp. e.War. m.Shr. e.Hrf. Glo.

Oxf. s.Nrf. w.Suf. Ken. Sus. sm.Hmp. nw. & w.Wil. Dor.

Tin breast Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. sm.Sc. Lth.

Edb s Sc, devil Bch. Abd. Ayr. Edb. s.Sc. n.Cum.,friend

Sh & Or.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. sm. & s.Sc, sick

ne & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. sm. & s.Sc. n.Cum.

The i (i) in the above examples is due to a late shorten-

ing, that is the shortening took place after ME. e had

become I.
, „ _ _

v infellow em.Sc. ne.Nrf. w.Som. e.Dev.
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a in breast Uls. nw.Lan., fellow, friend Uls.

33 in breast em.Lan. I.Ma.

ei in devil nnw.Yks.
e in breast s.Sc. e.Dev.,friend w.Som., sick me.Wil.
ia in breast ne. & m.Yks. em. & s.Lan., devil n. & ne. Yks.,

fell pret. n.Cum., «'c£ m.Yks. se.Hrt.

I in breast Or.I. Inv. Abd. sn.Sc. Per. wm. & sm.Sc.

Lth. Peb. Ant. Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. &
e.Yks. s.Sur. w.Sus., devil ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.
& sm.Sc. Lth. Peb. Kcb. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. ne.Yks.

Der, friend Inv. Bch. Abd. sn. em. wm. & sm.Sc. Ant.

n. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. e.Dor., sick Inv. Lth. Edb.
Ant. Nhb. Cum. Wm.

a infriend n.Lan.

Chapter III

THE FRENCH ELEMENT
§ 197. In the treatment of the French element, the

most satisfactory plan is to start out in most cases from
the present pronunciation of literary English, because the
French words have come into the dialects at various
periods and through various channels. When the vowels
in the French words have had the same development in

the dialects as those in the native words, a cross reference
is given to the paragraph where the corresponding de-
velopment is treated in detail.

§ 198. Words which in the lit. language have 83

(written a), have gen. had the same development in the
dialects as OE. 83, a in closed syllables (j 23). Such
words are : barrel, cabbage, camel, carrot, carry, catch, marry,
mass, radish, rat; facts ; fashion, gash, passion; plank;
alum, gallon, value.

But aa occurs in barrel em.Lan., catch I.Ma.
e in carro/em.Lan. ne.Nrf., carryBch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Kcb. n.Dur. em.Lan., catch se.Lan. s.Chs. n. & s.Stf. m.Shr.
Oxf. Lon. se.Ken. Sus. w.Som. nw.Dev., facts em.Lan.,
marry Inv. Bch. Abd. nm.Sc. n.Dur., mass Abd. Kcb.
n.Nhb. m.Cum. em.Lan. ,plankse.&sw.Yks. em.Lan. ,radish
ne.Sc. Nhb. Dur. sw.Yks. n. m. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.
Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei. w.War. n.Shr. Glo. Nrf. Suf.
Sus. w.Wil.
e in carry Lth. Edb. Peb. s.Sc, marry Lth. Edb. s.Sc.
i in catch Hrt. Ess. me.Wil.
o in catch em.Lan. w.Wor., plank s.Lan. n.Stf. ne.Shr.,

rat s.Chs. Lei. m.Nhp. War. w.Wor. n.Shr. nw.Oxf.
B in catch ne.Nrf.

a in carry Inv. se.Lan.
ja in carrot n.Der., catch sm.Lan.
je in carry, catch n.Der.
a in carrot Edb. w.Wil., facts Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.,

mass n.Nhb., rat w.Som.
83 in carry I.Ma., radish se.Ken.
e in camel s.Sc, carry Abd. Ayr., catch em.Lan., marry

Ayr. Kcb., radish w.Frf. e.Per.

The monosyllabic forms of barrel, carrot, carry have

:

ar in barrel Inv. ne.Sc. n.Ayr. Ant. me. & se.Nhb. I.Ma.
aa in barrel I.W. sw.Dev.
a mbarrel s.Nhb. e.Suf. se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus., carrot e.Suf.

Sus., carry Cum. Der. Nhp. Pern. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Ken. Sus.
I.W. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor.
ja in carry n.Der. w.Som.
jer in carry ne.Sc.
qr in barrel Lth. Edb.

§ 199. The a in the combination aj in such words
as fashion, gash, passion, &c, has gen. had the normal
development, but

ai occurs infashion sm. & s.Lan., gash w.Som., passion
sm.Lan.

ffii in fashion me.Wil.
e infashion sw.Yks. se.Lan.

ei infashion em.Lan.
On the diphthongization ofthe a in this position, see § 27.

§ 200. The a in the combination al has gen. had the
normal development (§ 23) in such words as alum, gallon,

value. But
a occurs in alum Edb.
e in gallon se.Lan., value ne.Sc. Ant.
e in value s.Sc.

e in value w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
ja in gallon n.Der.
o in alum I.Ma.
The al in alum has become a in Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf.

e.Per. s.Ayr. and & in Lth. Kcb. s.Sc.

§ 201. ar in the combination ar + cons. has gen. had
the same development as OE. ear + cons. (§ 37). Examples
are : barber, bargain, card, garden, part, quart, warrant.
But aa occurs in card, part w.Wm., garden se.Ken.
a in quart Sus., warrant s.Sc.

83 in barber em. & sw.Lan., bargain Lei.,garden sw.Lan.,
part sw.Lan. Lei. w.Wil. e.Som., quart swTLan.

er in part n.Cum.
ea in barber sw.Yks., bargain sw.Yks. em. & sw.Lan.,

card sw.Yks. em. & s.Lan. me.Wil., garden sw.Yks. e.Dev.,
part s.Nhb. n.Dur. ne. e. m. se. & sw.Yks. em.Lan. w.Som.
e.Dev.
ear in card Inv. Ant., part n.Cum.
er in card s.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc, /art ne. & s.Sc.
e in part se.Yks.
er in bargain se.Nhb., part me. & se.Nhb.
ia in card Dor., garden Wil. Dor. nw.Dev., part me.Wil.
o in part Glo., quart Dor., warrant (wqn) w.Som.
jar in card Abd.
ja in card n.Der. w.Som., garden n.Der. Lei. nw.Oxf.

e.Hrf.

§ 202. Words which in the lit. language have an (written
an, aun) + cons., have a great variety of forms in the
dialects in such words as aunt, branch, chance, chant, dance
a occurs in ««»i/wm.Sc. m.Yks. n.Stf. Rut. Lei m Nhp

e.War. w.Wor. n.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken I W
e.Dor. w.Som., branch e.Yks. Rut. m.Nhp. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf!
e.Suf. se.Ken., chance ne.Sc. n.Nhb. e.Yks s Stf. Rut
m.Nhp. s.Oxf. se.Hrt. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Ken. e.Sus e Dor'
w.Som., chant Ayr. n.Nhb. s.Stf. s.Oxf., dance Abd Lth
Edb. e.Yks. Lei. m.Nhp. ne.Nrf. s.Oxf. se.Ken. e Dor'
w.Som.
h in aunt Edb., dance Ayr.
83 in aunt me.Wil., branch I.Ma. me.Wil chance Leime & w.Wil. e.Dev., chant me.Wil., dance Lei. me &

w.Wil. e.Dev.
*

ei in branch wm.Sc.
ea in aunt e.Hrf., dance w.Cor.RrW^T & W

-P
el\m-Shr. w.Wil, branch

Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. w Wil
chance nm.Brks., chant em.Lan, dance n.Shr. e.Dor. "'
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oa in branch, chance se.Lan.

9 in aunt Lth. Edb. ne.Yks. sw.Lan., chance sn.Sc. Lth.
Edb. s.Lan. s.Stf. se.Hrt., chant Lth. Edb., dance sn.Sc.
6a in dance em. & se.Lan.
a in aunt ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. nw. & e.Yks. Lan. I.Ma.
s.Chs. n.Stf. m.Not. m. & s.Lin. Lei. sw.Nhp. s.Wor.
ne.Shr.Glo. e.Sus.,6nmc/z sn.Sc. n. & m.Cum. w.Wm. m.se.
& sw.Yks. n. sm. & sw.Lan. s.Stf. nw.Der. nw.Lin., chance
Sh. I. Bch.Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. w.Wm. n. e. m. & se.Yks. n. &
m.Lan. I.Ma. Fit. n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. Shr. Hnt.
nw.Nrf. w.Som., chant Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Nhb.
n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. n. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der.
nw.Lin., dance Sh.I. Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. nnw.
snw. m. & se.Yks. n.Lan. I.Ma. n. & s.Stf. n. & nw.Der.
nw.Lin. Rut. Shr. w.Som.
a in aunt, chant s.Sc, branch nnw.Yks., chance Ayr.
se in aunt e.Suf. Sus. w.Wil. Dor., branch, chance, dance

w.Wil. Dor.
e in branch Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc.

Ant. me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Sur. w.Sus., chant se.Lan.,

dance n.Hrf. s.Sur. w.Sus.
o in aunt sw.Yks. em.Lan., branch n.Stf., chance se. sw.

& s.Yks. em. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. e.Hrf., chant sw.Yks.

em.Lan. n.Stf., dance snw. sw. & ms.Yks. sw. & s.Lan.

§ 203. Words like ball, balm, &c. have gen. had the

same development as OE. eal + cons. (§ 38).

§ 204. Words which in the lit. language have ei

(written a), have gen. had the same development as OE.

se, a in open syllables (§ 43). Examples are : able, age,

ague, apron, baby, bacon, bale, blame, brace, cage, case, chafe,

chase, contrary, face, fade, gage, lace, lazy, mason, paste,

place, plate, rage, rate, safe, slate, table, taste, wages.

But a occurs in apron ne.Sc., case, face e.Dor., fade

Sh.I., safe w.Som.
a in apron Edb.
§ in contrary sm.Lan.
ja in able s.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. nw.Lan. e.Hrf., apron

snw. & m.Yks.
jse in able w.Wil. e.Som., apron w.Wil.

je in able me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. nw.Lan., age

meNhb. n.Cum., apron Wil., bacon n.Dur., case n.Stf.

nw.Der. Oxf., fade, taste se.Nhb., mason, paste se.Nhb.

n.Dur.
jea in able n.Cum.
je in able Dur. Cum. Wm., ague Kcb., apron nw.Som.,

cage, gage n.Der., case n.Der. s.Nrf.

jia in age se.Wm.
jia in able m.Yks.
a in airon sn.Sc. s.Dur. n.Cum.w.Wm. nnv^snw. e. se.

& sw.Yks. n. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n. wm. & s.Stf. n.Der. m.Not.

n Lin. w.War. n.Wor. n.Shr. Glo., baby gen. mEng., chafe

Abd Kcb. se.Nhb. w.Wm. I.Ma.,^ases.Dur.n.Yks.n.Lan.,

contrary Inv. Ayr. Kcb., slate gen. in Sc. Irel. & Eng.

a in baby s.Sc.

se in apron m.Bck. Hmp. Wil. e.Som. nw.Dev.

e in apron Lth. Rut. Lei. me.Wih, bale Abd., blame

ne.Sc, case Sh.I. Bch. Abd., chase s.Nhb. n.Dur m.Cum

w Wm. nw.Der., mason Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. Ltlu Edb., safe

sn Sc n Stf. nw.Der. e.War. n.Shr., taste nw.Der.

I, fn able Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. bale

wFri
}
e.Per, blame Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., brace Abd.

w Frf I Per. nw.Der., case ne. & sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per., chase

in. 1 akj =„ <?^ w Frf e Per., face Abd. sn.Sc. w.trt.

e
B
p
h
er
A
m
bd
Lan

n
nw. &Sen Not. i.Nhp. , ** Bch Abd.

In Sc w Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc, lace, mason, table w.Frf. e.Per.,

«invsn.Sc, paste sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr., place

sn & wm.Sc Fl . nw. & e.Der. n.Shr. se.Hrl rate ne.Sc.

w Frf eJ>er., safe sn.Sc. Peb taste sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

a in contrary w.Frf. e.Per. I.Ma.

§ 205. Words which in the lit. language have ei (written

VOL. VI.

ai, ay, ei), have gen. had the same development in the

dialects as ME. ai (§ 48). Such words are : acquaint,

bait, chain, dainty, delay, fail, faint, faith, fray, gain, gay,
grain, jay, pay, plain, pray, rail, rein, train, vein, wait.

But ai occurs in gay Abd. Lth., rein ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. m.Cum. w.Wm.
a in faint Sh.I. Bch. Abd., faith w.Som. nw.Dev., pay

e.Suf.

ai in acquaint s.Der.
sei in rein n.Cum.
83 in bait, pay ne.Nrf., gay. jay, pray w.Wil.
ei in acquaint s.Chs. nw.Der. ne.Nrf. Sus., faith s.Nhb.

n.Dur., pray m.Yks., rein n.Cum. nnw.Yks. em.Lan.
ei in gay ne. nw. & s.Sc, rein w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.
ia in acquaint m.Yks., fail s.Sc, rein Lin.

i in rein Lth. me. & s.Nhb. Dur.
oi in wait w.Som.
je in gain n. ne. & nw.Der., gay n. & nw.Der.
a in acquaint ne. sn. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb., faint Abd.

snw.Yks. ne.Nrf.

e in acquaint Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ant. me. & s.Nhb.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. n. & w.Wm. snw. & e.Yks. I.Ma. n.Der.,

dainty Inv. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant.

m.Cum. Wm. ne.Yks., faint Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Peb. Kcb. s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. n. & w.Wm.
nnw. & snw.Yks. nw.Lan.,faith nw.Dev*, rein sn.Sc, train

Peb.
e in bait Kcd. Frf. Lth. Edb. s.Sc s.Nhb., faith Abd.

s.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc. Ant., vein s.Sc, wait Or.I. wm. & s.Sc.

i in bait e.Der., train Lei.

i in chain, rein s.Sc.

u in dainty,faint sn.Sc.

a in acquaint n.Lan.

§ 206. Words which in the lit. language have ei (written

a) + nasal + consonant, have a large variety of forms in the

dialects. Such words are : ancient, chamber, change, danger,

mange, stranger.

ai occurs in ancient Ess. se.Ken., change ne.Sc. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. se.Ken., danger w. & s.Wor. m.Shr. se.Ken.,

stranger w.Wor. Ess. se.Ken.

&m. ancient w.¥rt. e.Per., chamber ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

ne. se. & ms.Yks. n.Lin. n.Wor. n.Bck. Bdf. s.Nrf. Ess.,

danger se.Nhb., stranger e.Suf.

a in ancient Lth. Edb., chamber s.Sc.

sei in change w.Wil.
se in change, stranger me.Wil.

ei in chamber n.Stf. Lei. se.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus., change

sm.Sc. Ant. sw.Nhp. e.Sus., dangerwm.Sc. Ant., stranger

wm.Sc. sw.Nhp. Bdf.
_

ea in ancient e. m. & sw.Yks. Lin. e.Suf., chamber

m. & sw.Yks. Lin., change n.Cum. e. m. & sw.Yks. n.Stf.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. w.Hrt. e.Dev., danger n.Cum. e. m. &
sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. m.Bck., stranger n.Cum. e. m. &
sw.Yks. se.Lan. n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf. w.Hrt. n.Ken.

ei in change wm.Sc Kcb., stranger Kcb.

e in ancient se.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm. nw. & se.Yks.

Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. Rut. Lei. Sus., chamber Inv. Ayr.

s.Nhb. Wm. ne. e. & se.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.

Rut. e.Suf. me.Wil. w.Cor., change Inv. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

m Cum. w.Wm. nw. & se.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.

Rut Lei. e.Suf., danger Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. m.Cum. w.Wm. nw. se &
es Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf.

eSuf e.Dor., stranger Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

sAvr Lth. Edb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. nnw. snw. &
se.Yks. n. nw. em. sm. & sw.Lan. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut.

Lei. Sus. e.Dor.

ia in chamber nw.Der., change w.Som., danger, stranger

i in change Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. m.Chs. Dnb.

oa in chamber se.Lan., mange sw.Yks.

o in ancient sn. wm. & sm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. ne.Yks.,

chamber wm.Sc. Lth. Edb., danger se.Lan., mange w.Som.

a in ancient ne. sn. & sm.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Shr.
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ne.Nrf. e.Som., chamber sn. & wm.Sc. Ant. se. & s.Nhb.

n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. nnw. snw. & se.Yks. ne. & s.Nrf.

w.Wil., change s.Nrf. e.Som., danger, stranger ne.Yks.

ne.Nrf. e.Som.
se in ancient Glo. w.Wil. Dor. w.Som. e.Dev., chamber

Lei. Sus. w.Wil. Dor. e.Dev., change Glo. w.Wil. Dor.

w.Som., danger w.Wil. Dor. w.Som., stranger Glo. w.Wil.

Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.

e in ancient s.Nhb. n.Dur. em.Lan., chamber se.Nhb.
n.Dur. n.Dev., stranger Wm.
e in change s.Sc, danger Inv. s.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur.
i in chamber Som.
i in change w. Frf. e.Per.

o in ancient wm.Sc, change sw.Lan. m.Nhp., danger
sw.Lan.

§ 207. Words which in the lit. language have ea
(written air, eir), have had the following development in

the dialects in such words as chair, heir, pair:
air occurs in chair Ant.
aia in chair me. & w.Wil., heir w.Wil., pair me.Wil.
a in chair ne.Nrf., heir n.Shx., pair Wm. nnw.Yks. n. &

nw.Lan. s.Wor. m.Shr. ne.Nrf.
seia in chair w.Wil.
se in chair se.Ken., heir m.Cum. n.Lan. nw.Der. se.Ken.,

paim.Wm. nw. & w.Der. se.Ken.
eir in chair wm. & s.Sc.

eia in chair s.Chs. m.Nhp.
eiar in chair, pair sn.Sc.
ea in chair s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Yks. n. & m.Lan.

n.Stf. nw.Lin. s.War. n.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. n.Ken. e.Dor.,
heir s.Nhb. Dur. nnw. snw. e. & m.Yks. em. & se.Lan.
s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Dev., pair
s.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm. Yks. n. em. sw. & s.Lan. n. &
ne.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. s.War. s.Oxf. Bdf. e.Suf.
n.Ken. Sus. w.Som. e.Dev.
ear in chair sn.Sc. n.Cum. I.Ma., pair Inv. Ant. n.Cum.
eir in chair s.Sc.

e in chair w.Wm., heir sw. & s.Lan., pair snw.Yks.
er in chair Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. n.Cum. w.Wm., heir ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
em. wm. & s.Sc. Ant. n.Cum. Wm., pair Or.I. Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. n.Cum.

ia in chair m. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n. wm. & s.Stf. n. &
w.Der. nw. & s.Lin. Rut. Lei. e. & w.War. n.Wor. Shr.
Glo. Oxf. n. & m.Bck. Bdf. s.Nrf. Sus. I.W. Dor. n. &
e.Dev., heir Sus., pair ne.Shr. Dor. nw.Som.
iar in chair Bch. Abd. se.Nhb. I.Ma., heir I.Ma., pair

n.Cum. I.Ma.
ir in chair ne.Sc.
a in heir w.Wil., pair se.Lan. s.Stf. w.Wil.

§ 208. For the dialect forms of example and master see
Index.

§ 209. Words which in the lit. language have e (written
e, ea), have gen. had in the dialects the same development
as OE. e in closed syllables (§ 51). Examples are

:

celery, cellar, debt, directly, jealous, jelly, mend, pleasure,
sense, tremble, trench, very, vessel.

But a occurs in celery Ant. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. e. m. & sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. n. & s.Stf. n.Der.
m.Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. n.Wor. n.Shr. Oxf. Brks.
Bck. e.Sus. Som. n.Dev., cellar, trench I.Ma., very n. se.
sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw. m. se. & s.Lan.
ri. & nw.Lin. w.Oxf.

89 in celery s.Wor. n.Bck. Sus., directly Sus.
e in trench wm.Sc.
i in cellar, jealous, jelly w.Som., pleasure Bch. Abd. Kcb.

n.Dur. w.Wm. w.Som., sense m.Yks. I.Ma., tremble n.Dur.
ne.Yks. Oxf. ne.Nrf. me.Wil. w.Som., trench ne.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. m.Yks.

i in pleasure s.Sc.

o in celery se.Wor. Glo.

v in sense sn.Sc. e.Dor., trench sn.Sc. Lth. Edb., very

w.Oxf. Brks. Bdf. e.Sus. nw.Wil. w.Dor. w.Som.
a in sense Uls., very Uls. n.Der. nw. & w.Wil.

se in celery me.Wil.
e in sense w.Som.
i in pleasure Inv. Bch. Abd. em.Sc. Ayr. Ant. n.Nhb.

n.Cum.

§ 210. Words which in the lit. language have a + cons.

(written ear, er, ur + cons.), have gen. had in the dialects

the same development as OE. ear, eor + cons. (§§ 37, 56).

The principal words belonging here are : clergy, concern,

certain, herb, hurt, mercy, nurse, pert, purse, search, sermon,
serpent, servant, serve, service, vermin. Although clerk

has a in the lit. language, it follows the above rule in the

dialects.

But 89 occurs in mercy Sus. w.Som. nw. & e.Dev.
8e in clerk, concern, serpent, servant, serve, service, vermin

sw.Lan., certain em. sw. & ms.Lan.
ea in certain Rut, pert m.Cum.
er in clerk s.Sc.

ia in herb m.Cum. sw.Yks. n.Lan. m.Lin., perfWm. e. &
se.Yks. n. & sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Lin. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. Sus. Wil.
w.Som. e.Dev.

iar in herb s.Sc.

9 in hurtm.han. nw.Dev.
u in clergy s.Lin. se.Ken. s.Oxf. Dor., nurse Lei. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. me.Wil. w.Som. nw.Dev., purse Rut. Brks. ne.Nrf.
me.Wil. w.Som. nw.Dev.
Er in certain Sh.I. wm.Sc.
8 in clerk se.Ken., certain ms.Lan. n.Lei. e.War. e.Hrf.

e.Dor. n.Dev., herb n.Ken., hurt m.Nhp. m.Bck. me.Wil.
ar in clergy Uls., pert n.Cum. I.Ma.
a in clergy Wm. snw. Yks., herb n.Stf. nw.Lin. se.Ken.,

hurt m.Bck., pert, purse n.Der., ssrwsm.Lan. s.Stf. se.Ken.,
service se.Ken.

In herb the falling diphthong has often become a rising
diphthong beginning with j. See Index.

§ 211. Words which in the lit. language have i, gerh
have i in the dialects also. Examples are : cinder, cistern,
dinner, ink, linnet, liquid, pick{-axe), quilt, spirit.

But 89 occurs in pick Sur.
e in cistern se.Yks. s.Lan. s.Chs. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der.

n. & nw.Lin. Lei. w.War. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Sus., ink me.Wil.,
linnet w.Wm. sw.Yks. n.Lan., pick Rut. War. s.Wor. Glo.
Oxf. Brks. Ess. Ken. Sus. Hmp. Wil. nw.Dev., spirits.Lan.
n.Lin. w. & s.Wor. Glo. s.Oxf.
e in pick wm.Sc.
i in spirit Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.

in spirit s.Nhb.
u in cinder Ant.
B in spirit -w.Som.
CB in quilt w.Som.
a in spirit Wm. Yks. n. m. & se.Lan. n.Der.
ia in cistern sw.Wm. nw. & se.Yks. e.Dev.
1 in cistern se.Yks., pick Cor., spirit em.Sc. Ayr.

§ 212. Words which in the lit. language have o, have
gen. had the same development in the dialects as OE o
in closed syllables (§ 82). Such words are : coffin, cost,
cotton,fond, honour, jolly, pot, rock, &c. But in the s. Midi

,

eastern, southern, and south-western dialects the o is often
lengthened to 9. For the dialect forms of Thomas see
Index.

§ 213. Words which in the lit. language have oi (written
01, oy), have in the dialects a great diversity of forms in
such words as : boil, choice, coin, join, joint,joist, loin, moil,
moist, noise, oil, ointment, oyster, point, poison, soil sb., spoil,
voice. * '
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ai occurs in boil Lth. Edb. Dub. Wm. s.Stf. Rut. Lei.
m.Nhp. w.War. w.Wor. n.Shr. s.Oxf. se.Hrt. ne.Cmb.
s.Nrf. Suf. Ess. se.Ken. Sur. Sus. e.Dor. e.Dev., choice

Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb. em. se. & s.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.
Lei. n.Wor. n.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Cmb. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus.
me.Wil. e. & w.Dor. e.Dev., join Ayr. Lth. Edb. se. &
sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. w.Wor. m.Shr. s.Oxf. Ess. se.Ken.
Sus. Dor. e. & sw.Dev.,/ozW n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. se. & sw.Lan.
s.Stf. n.Der. s.Oxf. se.Hrt. se.Ken. Sus. Dor. Som. e.Dev.,
joist sn.Sc. Lth. Edb. nnw. snw. m. se. sw. & s.Yks.n. nw.
& sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. m.Nhp. Glo. s.Oxf.

ne.Cmb. se.Ken. Sus. Dor. w.Som., loin Abd. n.Ayr. Lth.
Edb. sw. & s.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. m.Shr. Glo. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
e.Sus. Dor., moil sw.Lan. m.Shr. Dor., moist Ayr. sw. &
s.Lan. n.Der. Lei. n.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Cmb. e.Suf. se.Ken.
Sus. me.Wil. Dor., noise Ayr. Edb. se. & sw.Lan. wm. &
s.Stf. n.Der. Lei. m.Nhp. s.Wor. n.Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. s.Oxf.

ne.Cmb. Suf. Ess. se.Ken. e.Sus. Wil. Dor., oil n.Ayr.

Edb. sw. & s.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. w.War.
n.Wor. n. & m.Shr. Glo. se.Hrt. Cmb. e.Suf. Ess. se.Ken.

e.Sus. e.Dor.,ointment n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.ne.Yks. sw. & s. Lan.

s.Stf. n.Der. Lei. m.Nhp. w.War. s.Oxf. se.Hrt. Cmb. e.Suf.

Sus. se.Ken. e.Dev., oyster Ayr. Lth. Edb. sw. & s.Lan.

s.Stf. n.Der. Lei. n.Shr. s.Oxf. Cmb. Suf. se.Ken. Sus.

Wil. Dor., point Lth. Edb. se. sw. & s.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.

Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. w.Wor. Glo. s.Oxf. se.Hrt. ne.Cmb. s.Nrf.

e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus. Dor. e.Dev., poison Edb. em. se. &
sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. s.Oxf. Suf. se.Ken. Sus. Dor. e.Dev.,

soil n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. se. sw. & s.Lan. s.Stf. Glo. s.Oxf.

Lon. se.Ken. Sus., spoil ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. se. sw. &
s.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. w.War. n.Wor. n. &
m.Shr. ne.Cmb. e.Suf. Ess. se.Ken. Sur. Sus. e.Dor., voice

n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Der. Lei. w.War. n.Wor. e.Hrf. Glo.

s.Oxf. ne.Cmb. e.Suf. Sus. Hmp. me.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.

aid oil, saio soil me.Wil.
aia in moil e.Dev., oil s.Oxf. w.Wil. w.Dor. s.Dev., spoil

s.Oxf. e.Dev.
ai in boil em. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. wm. & s.Stf. ne.

w. & s.Der. s.Lei. ne. & se.Shr. m.Bck., choice se. & ms.Lan.

I.Ma. ne.Shr., join, joint em. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma.,y'oz'.s/em. &
s.Lan. I.Ma., loin em. & se.Lan. I.Ma. ne.Shr. s.Sus., moil,

moist em.Lan. I.Ma., noise em. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. n.

& wm.Stf. ne. w. & s.Der. s.War. n.Ken. Sus., oil em. se.

sw & s.Lan. I.Ma. ne. & s.Der. s.War. ne.Shr. m.Bck.

w.Sus., ointment em. & se.Lan. I.Ma., oyster em. se. &
ms.Lan. I.Ma. nw.Der., point I.Ma. m.Bck. w.Suf., poison

I Ma., soil em. & ms.Lan. I.Ma. ne. & w.Der., spoil em.Lan.

I.Ma. ne.Shr., voice em. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. n. wm.

& s.Stf. ne. w. & s.Der.

ei in boil ne. sn. wm. & sm.Sc. s.Lan. Chs. n.Stf. ne. &
nw.Der., choice ne. sn. & wm.Sc. s.Ayr ms.Lan. s.Chs.

n Stf. nw.Der., join, joint s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf., joist se.Nhb.

e.' & se.Yks. n.Stf. nw.Der. Lei., loin ne. sn. & wm.Sc.

nwDer. s.Sur. w.Sus., moil wm.Sc, moist n.Stf., noise

wm.Sc. ms. & s.Lan. nw. & e.Der w Wil,, oil ne.sn.wm.

& sm.Sc. ms.Lan. n.Stf. nw.Der. m.Nhp., ointment ne. sn. &

wm.Sc. s.Ayr. n.Stf. nw.Der., oyster n.Stf., point ne. sn.

& wm.Sc. s.Ayr. s.Chs. n.Stf. nw.Der. poison:,uLaal Ma.

s.Chs. n.Stf., spoil sn. wm. & sm.Sc. s.Chs. n.Stf. nw.Der.,

voice ms.Lan. Chs. nw.Der.

ei in choice Inv., join, joist Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr., moil Abd

moist Abd. Per., oil, ointment Inv. Bch. Abd Per., oyster

T* L wm & sm Sc. Feb., point Inv. Bch. Abd. Per., soil

?nv. Bch. Abd^.AyV: Peb* spoil Inv. ne.Sc. Peb., voice

Inv. ne. sn. & wm.Sc. Peb.

e in joist sm.Sc.

i inyo^me.Nhb.w.Wil.

nn^ne
^smSn:^^^.^Sm.Cum.

e^s De^n S'S^eU.m.&sw.Nhp.e.War.
w Ttw n Dev choice Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.

IKhbT&r"mCurnTw.Wm. e. m. & sw.Yks. n. & sm.Lan.

Lin. se.Ken. w.Som., join Or.I. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. Ant.
s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. & sm.Lan. Lin. Nhp. n.Hrf.,

joint w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
n. & sm.Lan. Lin., joist sn.Sc. Ant. nw.Wm. Rut. m.Nhp.
e.Dev., loin Inv. s.Ayr. Ant. s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

n.Stf. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei., moist Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. e. se. m. &
sw.Yks. n. & se.Lan. nw.Lin. Rut. n.Bck. se.Ken. n.Dev.,

noise Sh.I. Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Lth. Kcb. Ant.

s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. e. se. sw. & s.Yks. n. nw. m. &
s.Lan. n.Stf. e.Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. m. & sw.Nhp.
e.War. e.Oxf. Bdf. se.Hrt. nw. & s.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.

n.Dev., oil Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. sm. &s.Sc. Ant. me. & s.Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw. m. & s.Lan. s.Stf. e.Der. Lin.

Rut. Lei. ne.Nhp. e.War. se.Ken. n.Dev., ointment sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n.

nw. & s.Lan. nw. & s.Lin. se.Ken., oyster Sh.I. sn. & sm.Sc.

Ant. s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. e. m. & sw.Yks. n. nw. &
sm.Lan. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. se.Ken. e.Dev., point Sh.I.

w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. s.Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. n.

nw. m. & s.Lan. Lin. Rut. m.Nhp. e.Suf. se.Ken. me.Wil.,

poison s.Nhb. sw.Yks. n. & sm.Lan. Lin. se.Ken., soil

w.Frf. e.Per. Ant. n. & s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.

n. & sm.Lan. n.Stf. Lin., spoil Sh.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

sm.Sc. Ant. n. me. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw.

& sm.Lan. nw. & s.Lin. Rut. Lei. se.Ken., voice Sh.I. sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. n. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. n. nw. m. & s.Lan. n.Stf. e.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei.

m.Nhp. e.War. nw.Oxf. s.Nrf. Ess. w.Som. n. & s.Dev.

Cor.
boio boil me.Wil.
oie in oil w.Som.
oa in boil nm. & m.Yks.

.

6i in boil n.Cum. snw.Yks. Not., choice nw.Yks., loin

nnw & snw.Yks. s.Lin., moist w.Som., noise sn.Sc. nw.Yks.

s.Lan. n.Der., oil nnw. & snw.Yks. Not., ointment, oyster,

voice nnw. & snw.Yks., point nnw. & snw.Yks. n.Der.,

spoil snw. & m.Yks.
u in poison s.Ayr. n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
ui in boil, loin, oil, ointment, point, spoil m.Yks.

u in poison Sh.I. Cai. Bch. Abd.

u in poison Ant.

•b in poison w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb.

m in boil sn. & em.Sc. Fit. ne.Der. s.War. e.Hrf. Glo.

nw.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. s.Nrf. n.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. l.W.w.WL

e & s Dev., choice s.War. w.Wil., coin nw.Oxf.jozw nw.Oxt.

s.Nrf.' n.Ken., joint s.Wor. me.Wil, joist s.War. s.Wor.

nw.Oxf. Bdf. s.Nrf. e.Sus. e. & w.Som. sw.Dev., loin nw.Oxt.

n.Ken. me. & w.Wil. e.Dor. el)ev moist sWor. s.Nrf

w.Wil., noise e.Der. n.Shr. n.Bck. Bdf. nw. & w.WiL, oil

ne & e.Der. n. & m.Bck. Bdf. n.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus. w.Wil.,

ointment s.War. Bdf. n.Ken. s Sur. w.Wil., oyster s.Sur.

w.Wil., point em.Sc. e.Der. s.War. n.Hrf n.Bck s.Nrf.

s Sur. wSus. w.Wil., poison e.Oxf., soil Bdf., spoil s.War.

n.Bck. Bdf. s.Sur. w.Sus., voice em.Sc.

ai in boil Uls. ne.Nrf. sm.Hmp., cW'ne.Nrf e.Dor

join ne.Nrf., joist ne.Nrf. I.W. me.Wil., loin I.W., moist,

noise ne.Nrf. sm.Hmp. I.W. e.Dor ou ne.Nrf. LW,
ointment ne.Nrf. me.Wil., oyster ne.Nrf. I.W. e.Dor point

e Hrf Glo. ne.Nrf. sm.Hmp., poison, soil, voice ne.Nrf.,

SptXin Jifw.Som., spoil Brks. I.W. s.Wil. w.Dor.

W
woi

1

'in boil s.Wor. w.Oxf. Dor. Som., moil, moist, spoil

e.Som., point nw.Wil. Dor. e.Som,/o!M« me.Wil., voice

e.Oxf. nw.Wil.
spwoio spoil ne.Wil.

wrin^fnw.&T.bxf. Brks. I.W. nw.Wil. Vor,point

nw & e Oxf., poison e.Oxf. w.Som., spoil n.rirt.

waia in boil, spoil w.Wil. w.Som.

wai in boil, spoil e.Dor., point Glo. Dor.

S 214 Words which in the lit. language have ou

(written' o, oa, 00, ou), have gen. had the same develop-
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ment in the dialects as OE. o in open syllables (§ 93).

Examples are : brooch, cloak, close sb., coach, coat, pony,

poultry, roam, roast, rogue.

But au occurs mpony ne. sn. em. & wm.Sc. S.Ayr. Ant.

Wm., poultry sm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. Wm. nnw. &
snw.Yks. em. se. & s.Lan.

a in rogue w.Wil.
ea in close snw. & m.Yks., roam m.Yks.
ia in close nm.Yks.
ou in close e.Sus., pony nm. & s.Sc. me. se. & s.Nhb.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks. nw.Lan. s.Oxf.,

poultry sw.Yks. n. em. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

oa in brooch e.Yks. m.Bck., cloak s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
Dor., close n.Cum. m.Lin. Bck. Dor. w.Som., coach n.Wor.
m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Sus. Dor., coat n.Cum. Glo. Bck. Ess.,

pony e.Dev., poultry Dor. e.Dev., roam n.Stf. Sus. Dor.
e.Dev., rogue e.Dev.

9 in brooch m.Cum. Wm. I.Ma., close I.Ma. e.Hrf., roam
m.Cum. se.Yks. n.Lan. s.Chs. w.Wor., rogw m.Cum. n.Lan.
me.Wil.

6i in close, coat s.Yks.
6a in cloak, close, coach s.Oxf., coat n.Stf. w.Wor. m.Shr.

s.Oxf., pony w.Wor., roam, rogue s.Oxf.

ua in close ne.Der., coat Chs. s.Stf. n. nw. & e.Der., roast

e.Der.
u in brooch s.Stf. w.Wil., close ms.Lan. ne. w. & s.Der.,

coal se.Nhb. n. & em.Stf. Der. s.Nrf., pony se.Yks. wm. &
s.Stf. e.Suf. w.Wil., poultry Sh.I. sn. wm. & sm.Sc. Lth.
Edb. m.Yks. s.Stf., roam e.Suf.

bu in poultry nw.Der. me. & w.Wil.
jo in cloak Kcb.
wai in coat Abd.
wo in coa^ w.Cum. e.Oxf., /o;y Dor.
woa in coat e.Hrf. n.Ken.
wo in coat s.Nhb. n.Dur.
wua in close, coat e.Cum.
wua in brooch snw.Yks., closen. & w.Cum. n. m. & s.Wm.

snw.Yks., coach s.Dur. n.Cum. nw.Yks., coat s.Dur. n. &
w.Cum. n.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks. sm.Hmp. e.Som.
wp in coat s.Wor. Glo. e.Oxf., *o«y n.Ken.

in brooch ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., cloak Or.I. Inv.
Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb., close Sh.I. sn. & sm.Sc.
n.Nhb. m.Cum. e.Hrf., coach Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. Lth. Kcb.
n.Nhb. n.Bck. Ess., coat Sh.I. Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
Lth. Edb., roast sw.Yks., rogue e.Yks.
6 in brooch wm.Sc. n.Nhb., close Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. em.Sc. Kcb. m. & ms.Lan. I.Ma. w.Chs. n.Stf.
nw.Der. Lei., coat ne. & sn.Sc. n.Dev.,/>cwyw.Sus. w.Wil.,
rogue Bdf.
u in brooch e.Suf., close w.Der. Lei. s.Nrf. e.Suf., coach,

rogue e.Suf., coat w.Der. e.Suf., poultry Ayr. se. & s.Nhb.
Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. & se.Yks. n.Lan. n.Lin.,
roast e. & s.Der.

b in brooch Abd., close s.Lin. Lei., poultry ne.Sc.

§ 215. Words which in the lit. language have u (written
O, oo), have gen. had in the dialects the same development
as OE. o (§ 162). Examples are : boot, fool, move, prove.
But iu occurs in boot e.Ken., move, prove se.Ken.
1 in move ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

6i in boot,fool ms.Yks.
ui in boot nw. & s.Lan., fool Ant.
ua in boot nw. & s.Lan., /oo/ s.Wm. m.Yks. nw.Wil.
i in boot Ayr. sn.Sc, fool Cai. sm.Sc.
u in boot n.Cum. s.Lan. I.Ma. Sus. w.Wil., fool w.Wil.,

move Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. w.Wm. em.Lan. Sus., prove Ant.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
u in boot sw.Dev., fool n.Hrf., move ne.Sc. e.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

Ess. w.Som., prove ne.Sc. ne.Nrf.

§ 216. For the dialect forms ofpoor see Index.

§ 217. Words which in the lit. language have 9 (written
a, au, aw, or, oar, our), have a great diversity of forms
in the dialects in such words as : because, coarse, corner,
course, false, fault, fawn, jaundice, jaunt, morsel, sauce, &c.

aa occurs in fault Ant.
a in because Nhb. n.Dur. Chs. Cor., corner nm.Yks. Lei.

s.War. Glo. nw.Oxf. se.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus. Wil. e.Dor. nw.

& e.Som., false Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per., fault Bch. Abd.
sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. sw.Wm. nw.Yks. nw.Lan.

e.Dor. nw.Dev.,fawn Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Nhb.

n.Dur. Dor.jaundice -w.Som., jaunt me.Wil., sauce nw.Oxf.

Brks. Bdf. Suf. Ess. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. w.Som.
nw. Dev.
a in because Sh.I., false se.Ken., fault s.War. w.Wil.,

fawn n.Nhb.
sea in corner sm.Hmp., false nw.Wil.

jje in because Chs. Der. Shr. Dor., fault Wil., jaundice,

jaunt me.Wil.
oa in because e.Dev., coarse ne.Nrf., corner n.Dur. snw.

e. m. & sw.Yks. em.Lan. Rut., course me.Wil. e.Dev., false

n.Cum., fault s.Oxf. e.Dev., jaundice nw. & sw.Yks., sauce

e. & sw.Yks.

9 in because Nhb. m.Cum. wm. & s.Stf. Der. w.Cor.,

corner s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. s.Wm. snw. nm. se. & s.Yks.

Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. n. & nw.Lin. n.Lei. m.Nhp. e.War.
Oxf. Bdf. Nrf. Suf. Ess. n.Ken. e.Dor. w.Som. Dev., course

s.Nhb., false em.Sc. Ayr. n.Cy. sm. se. & sw.Lan. s.Chs.

n.Stf. n.Der. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. s.Som.
e.Dev.,fault em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. n.Nhb. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
ne. & w.Wm. ne. e. & se.Yks. Lan. s.Chs. n. & wm.Stf.
n.Der. Lei. n.Wor. m.Shr. nw.Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. Sus.
e.Som. n.Dev., fawn Ayr. Lth. Edb. m.Cum. w.Wm. n. &
sw.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Som.
e.Dev.
6a in coarse se.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken., corner

nnw.Nhb., course se.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin., fault
se.Nhb.,/<zw« em.Lan., sauce e.Yks.
6 in because w.Cum. e.Wm. nw. e. em. & s.Lan. Chs.

nw.Der. n.Dev., coarse Rut., corner w.Wm. nw. & se.Yks.,

fault w.Wm. n.Der. s.Lin. e.Suf., sauce Cum.
or in corner Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. se.Nhb.
ua in coarse se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. e. &

s.Yks. Lan. s.Chs. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Oxf. Sus. w.Wil.,
corner ne.Yks. se.Hrt., course s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
m.Yks. Lan. s.Stf. s.Lin. s.War. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.
uar in coarse, course I.Ma.
ur in coarse Inv. Bch. Abd. wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

me^Nhb. n.Cum.
oe in coarse, course w.Som. n. & sw.Dev.
ii in because s.Dev., course sw.Dev.
a in because Sh.I. Inv. Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur.

Dor. Som., false Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb. sw. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum., fault Inv. Abd. me. se. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur.,fawn s.Nhb., sauce Sh.I. w.Som. Dev.
a infault, fawn Kcb.
o in because Cai. Wgt. nne.Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. &

nw.Lan. Chs. s.Stf. Der. Not. n. & nw.Lin. Lei. Nhp.
War. n. & se.Wor. s.Oxf. m.Bdf. Hnt. Ess. Sur., corner
Sh.I. Cai. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Sc. Uls.
n.Cum. I.Ma., false Wm. sw.Yks. n.Lan. I.Ma. ne.Der.
nw.Lin., fault I.Ma. Lin. Rut. e.Suf., morsel s.Chs. e.Oxf.
me.Wil. nw.Dev.
6 in corner sn. em. & wm.Sc. Kcb., coursejault nw.Der.
u in coarse w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Peb. Ant. nw.Der., course

Sc. Ant. n.Cum.
v in because Or.I. Frf. Ayr. Edb. s.Sc. s.Lan. w.Som.
a in because Wm. em.Lan. e.Hrt.

U
§ 218. Words which in the lit. language have u, have

gen. had in the, dialects the same development as OE. u
(§ 98). Examples are : bushel, butcher, cushion, put, sugar.
But e occurs in put sn. & s.Sc.
e in put ne.Sc.
i in bushel me.Nhb. snw. & e.Yks. sw.Dev., cushion Dur.

Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. w. & sw.Yks. n. & ne.Lan.. put Inv.
Bnff. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & sm.Sc. Ant.
6 in butcher sm.Sc. m.Nhp.
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u in bushel s.Oxf. se.Ken. me. & w.Wil. Dor. n.Dev.,
butcher ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. s.Sc. s.Oxf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
Wil., cushion w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. w.Wil.,
put s.Oxf. nw.Hrt. ne.Cmb. se.Ken., sugar ne.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. s.Ayr. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

13 in bushel, butcher, put Rut. Lei., cushion ne.Yks. Rut. Lei.

ii in sugar Lth.

a in put ne. & em.Sc. n.Ayr.
iu in cushion sn.Sc, sugar w.Wm. sw.Yks. nw.Lin.
ia in sugar ne. & e.Yks.
ui in bushel sm.Lan.
u in bushel n.Der. Sus., butcher Kcb. n.Cum. e.Som.,

cushion Inv. n.Der., sugar Inv. Edb. Kcb.
wi in cushion Lan. Shr.
wu in cushion n.Cum.

§ 219. Words which in the lit. language have « (written

o, on, u), have gen. had in the dialects the same develop-
ment as OE. u (§§ 98, 99). Examples are : brush, button,

country, couple, cousin, cover, crust, dozen,grudge,judge,jug,

just adj., just adv., number, stuff, supper, touch, uncle. For
the dialect forms of onion see Index.

But e occurs in brush Or.I. Brks., cover, dozen s.Sc,

judge s.Oxf. Sus., just adv. Cai. n.Lin. ri.Wor. m.Shr. Hrf.

Glo. Oxf. ne.Nrf. Suf. Ess. n.Ken. Sus. Hmp. me.Wil.

w.Som. Dev.
i in brush w.Som. nw.Dev., country em. & wm.Sc,

cousin em. wm. & sm.Sc, cover Sc. Irel. Nhb. Yks. Chs.

Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Glo. Oxf. Bdf.

Hnt. e.An. Sus. Hmp. Wil. Som. Dev. Cor., erw.tfw.Som.

nw.Dev., dozen Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr.

Kcb. Ant. w.Som. e.Dev., grudge nw.Dev., judge w.Som.

e. & sw.Dev, >s^ adv. ne.wm. & sm.Sc. Uls. Wxf. n.Dur.

m.Yks. m.Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. War. Glo. Bdf. se.Hrt. s.Nrf.

Ess. me. & w.Wil. e.Dor. e. & w.Som. Dev., touchwm.Sc.

me.Wil. e. & w.Som. nw. & e.Dev.

in button m.Nhp., country, couple Dor. e.Dev., cover

I.Ma. Dor., jug Dnb. m.Nhp. w.Oxf. Dor., number Dor.

e.Dev., stuff ne.Sc. Dor. e.Dev., uncle Sus. Dor. e.Dev.

u in cousin Bch. Abd., jug ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.

Peb. Kcb. Sus., uncle Bdf.

ce in country s.Sc, cousin Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. s.bc,

just adv. Or.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. sm. & s.Sc.

ii in cousin sn. & sm.Sc, just adv. ne. sn. em. & sm.bc.

ia in stuff m.Yks.
1 injudge Bch. Abd. (obsol.)

JB in country Sh. & Or.I.

ui in brush sm.Lan.
u injug Inv. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

% in brush m.Nhp.
wi in country ne.Sc.

S 220 Words which in the lit. language have i (written

ay, e, ea, ee, ei, eo, ie), gen. have i in the dialects in such

words as: beak, beast, beef, breeze, cease, cheat, chief, conceit,

cream, creature, deceit, deceive, eager, ease, easy feast, feature,

feeble, female, measles, neat, niece, peace, peel, people piece

Hease, Preach, reason, receive, season, secret, teat, treacle, treat,

veal; agree, quay, tea. For the dialect forms of clear, fierce,

chemise, see Index.

But ai occurs in conceit e.Suf., treacle nw.Dev.

ai in treacle s.Sc.

se in measles wm.Stf., treat bh.i.

ei in beast m.Nhp., *«/s.Chs. n & e.Stf.ne. e. & s.Der.

Lei ne.Shr., breeze snw.Yks. se.Lan s.Chs. n.Stf. Lei,

cheat L<£ Sus., chief n.Stf. Lei., conceit Leu, cream m.Nhp,

creature s.War, deceive nw.Yks Lei., eager
|

Ant.,^ Ldd

ZZ T dd n Stf. m.Nhp.,/e«^ Ant. nw.Yks. n.Stf.,female

Jstf s TKen. measleFiit., neat Ant. n.Stf., niece nnw &

snw Yks n.Stf. Lei., peace Ldd., people e.Der. Lei ne.Shr

S« "stf., Preach Udd. sw.Yks.. m. sw & s Lan. n Stf.

m Nhp.T reason Ant. n.Stf. Lei. m.Nhp. e.War. BdfSP
Ant. nw.Yks. n.Stf. Lei., season Ant. se.Lan. n.Stf.

Lei., treat Ant. snw.Yks. n.Stf. Lei., veal Ant. n.Stf. Lei.,

agree n.Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks. s.Chs. Lei. e.Suf., quay
ne.Sc. Ant. n. & s.Nhb. se.Yks., tea s.Sc. Ant. n. & s.Nhb.

n.Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks. em. & s.Stf. Lei. m. & sw.Nhp.
e.War. n. & m.Bck.

eia in cease se.Yks.
ea in beak n.Sjf. me.Wil. e.Dev., beast sm.Sc. n.Cum.

n.Stf. e.Suf., breeSe, cease e.Suf., cheat se.Lan. n.Stf. w.Hrt.

e.Suf., chief se.Lan. e.Suf, conceit m. & sw.Yks, deceive

n.Stf. e.Suf, eager, ease n.Stf., feast se.Lan. e.Suf. me.Wil,
feeble nw.Wil, measles n.Stf. e.Suf, niece e.Suf, peace

n.Cum. se.Lan. n.Stf, preach se.Lan, reason n.Nhb. e.Suf,

receive se.Lan. e.Suf., season e.Suf, treacle w.Som, treat

n.Lin. e.Suf, veal ne.Nrf. e.Suf. w.Som, quay n.Stf, tea

e.Suf.

e in beak Ant. I.Ma. s.Stf. Sus. Dor, beast Sh. & Or.I.

ne. sn. & sm.Sc. Uls. se.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. Lei. s.War.

n.Wor. Glo. m.Bck. Nrf. w.Suf. Sus. sm.Hmp. Dor. e.Som.

Dev, breeze s.Stf. ne.Nrf. Dor, cease Sh.I. ne.Sc. I.Ma.

s.Stf. s.War. n.Shr. Glo. ne.Nrf. me.Wil. Dor. w.Som,
cheat I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Shr. ne.Nrf. me.Wil. Dor. e.Som.

nw.Dev, chief"I .Ma. s.Stf, conceit Uls. sw.Yks. sm.Lan.

m.Shr. me.Wil, cream m.Lin. m.Shr. w.Som, creature

ne.Sc. I.Ma. m.Shr, deceit Ant. Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der.

m.Shr. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. w.Som, deceive Sh.I. ne. &
sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Uls. m. se. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut. s.War. n.Wor. n. & m.Shr.

ne.Nrf. m.Bck. Sus. me. & w.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som.
n.Dev, eager Sh.I. ne. sn. & wm.Sc. Kcb. e.Yks. n. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. n.Lin. Lei. n.Wor. n. & m.Bck.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som, ease w.Frf.

e.Per. Ant. I.Ma. s.Chs. s.Stf. Sus. me.Wil. w.Som.

nw.Dev,/eas/ Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. I.Ma. s.Stf. s.War. n. &
m.Shr. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e. & w.Som. nw.Dev, feature

me.Wil, feeble nw.Lan. s.Stf. Lei. Rut. n.Wor. n.Shr.

m.Bck. ne.Nrf. Sus. me.Wil, female ne. sn. & wm.Sc.

Kcb. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. nw.Der. Lei. n.Wor. Glo. n.Bck.

ne.Nrf. w.Sus. w.Wil. e.Som, measles s.Ayr. se.Lan. I.Ma.

s.Stf. Lei. w. & s.War. n. & ne.Shr. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. me. &
w.Wil. e.Som. n. & sw.Dev, neat Inv. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. Uls. s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. Glo. me.Wil. Dor. w.Som,
niece s.Stf. ne.Nrf. Hmp. I.W. me.Wil. Dor, peace I.Ma.

s.Stf. me.Wil. Dor. w.Som, please Uls. War. s.Wor.

m.Shr. Oxf. Nrf. me.Wil. w.Som. nw.Dev, preach I.Ma.

sStf sWor. Glo. e.Oxf. nw.Nrf. Sus. me.Wil. w.Som,
reason Sh.I. Cai. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. Uls. sw. & s.Yks. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Dnb. s.Stf.

n Der. Rut. s.War. n.Wor. n. ne. & m.Shr. Glo. nw. &
e.Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. w.Suf. Sus. Hmp. I.W. nw. &
me Wil. Dor. Som. n.Dev, receive Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & sm.Sc. Uls. em. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

sStf. nw.Der. s.War. n.Wor. Shr. n.Hrf. Glo. Brks.

ne Nrf. Sus. me. & w.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som. n.Dev. w.Cor,

season w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Uls. sm. sw.

& s Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. Rut. m.Nhp. s.War. n.Wor.

Shr. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. Sus. me. & w.Wil. Dor. w.Som.

nDev, secret m.Shr. me.Wil. w.Som. w.Cor, treacle

n.Dur. me.Wil, treat ne. sn. & wm.Sc. Uls sm.se. sw. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Shr. Glo. Oxf. Sus me.Wil. e. & w.Som.

nw Dev., veal Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. I.Ma. s.War. n.Wor. n. &
m Shr. Glo. w.Dor. e.Som, quay Inv. n. & m.Cum. n. nw.

m. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. Dor. w.Som. sw.Dev, tea

Sh.I. ne.Sc. Uls. sw. & s.Yks. m. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

Chs Fit Dnb. s.Stf. n. nw. & e.Der. Rut. sw.Nhp. s.War.

w & s.Wor. Shr. Glo. Oxf. n.Bck. Nrf. w.Suf. n.Ken.

Sus. sm.Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor

ie in beast nnw. & snw.Yks., feast nw.Yks.

ie in beak sw.Yks. Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. me^Wil, beast

n.Cum. m. & s.Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der Lin. Rut. n.Lei

m Nhp. m.Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. nw.Oxf. nm.Brks. n.Bck. Bdf.

seHrt. sm.Hmp. I.W. Wil. e.Dor. Som, beef se.Lan.

n Der. nw. & m.Lin. s.Oxf. Sus, breeze m. & se.Yks.

se Lan. s.Lin. w.Wil, cease Abd. e. m. & sw.Yks. Lin.

s Oxf, cheat s.Dur. sw.Wm. Yks. n. em. & sw.Lan. n.Der.

Lin s Oxf. w.Wil, chief m. & se.Yks. n.Der. s.Lin. s.Oxf.
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w.Wil., conceit, creature s.Sc, cream sw.Yks. sm.& s.Lan.,
deceit sw.Yks. nw.Lin. s.Oxf., deceive n.Nhb. e. m. se. &
sw.Yks. Lin. s.Oxf. w.Wil., easier m. se. & sw.Yks.
nw.Lin. s.Oxf., ease sw.Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.,
feast s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. n. & sw.Wm. ne. e. m. se. &
sw.Yks. Lan. n. nw. & e.Der. Lin. s.Oxf. I.W. nw. &
w.Wil. e.Dev., feeble e. m. se. & sw.Yks. nw. & s.Lin.
s.Oxf. w.Wil., female e. m. & se.Yks., measles e. m. &
se.Yks. em. & sw.Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. w.Wil. e.Dev., neat
sw.Yks. n. & se.Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf., niece m. & sw.Yks.
n.Der. s.Lin. s.Oxf. w.Wil. e.Dev., peace n.Cum. sw.Wm.
sw.Yks. n. em. & se.Lan. n Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf., feel
m.Yks., piece n.Der. Lin. e.Hrf. s.Oxf., please sw.Yks.
sm.Lan. m.Lin. m.Nhp., preach sw.Wm. n.Lan. n.Der.
nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Hnt., reason s.Sc. Wm. Yks. n. nw. m. &
s.Lan. nw. & e.Der. Lin. s.Oxf. w.Wil., receive s.Sc. e. m.
se. & sw.Yks. Lin. s.Oxf. w.Wil., season s.Sc. n. & sw.Wm.
Yks. n. nw. em. & s.Lan. nw.Der. Lin. s.Oxf. w.Wil.,
secret s.Sc. sw.Yks., treacle sw.Yks., treat sw.Wm. Yks.
n. em. & s.Lan. n. & nw.Der. nw. & s.Lin. s.Oxf. w.Wil.,
veal Wm. Yks. Lan. n. & nw.Der. Lin. ne.Shr. Hnt.
s.Oxf. se.Ken. w.Wil. e.Dor., agree m. & se.Yks. w.Wil.,
quay m. & se.Yks. s.Lin., tea e. m. se. & sw.Yks. em.Lan.
n. & nw.Lin.
ja in eager nnw.Yks.
je in beast e. & w.Oxf., eager nnw. & snw.Yks., easy

Oxf., feast e. & w.Oxf.
je in easy s.Pem.
jia in ease se.Lan.
a in measles sw.Yks.
se in measles e.Dor.
e in beast Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Oxf., cheat se. sw. & s.Lan.

n.Der. Oxf. Bdf. me.Wil., chief Oxf., cream s.Stf. e.War.
Oxf., female se.Nhb., measles Kcb. n. me. & se.Nhb.
s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. snw. se. & sw.Yks.
n. nw. & s.Lan. Lei., reason ne. sn. & sm.Sc. Bdf. e.Sus.,
season ne.Sc. Peb., teat me.Wil. w.Som., treat se.Nhb.
ne.Nrf.

e in beast Sh.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., cease
w.Frf. e.Per., cheat ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., deceit w.Frf.
e.Per. Peb., feast ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., neat ne.Sc.
w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb. s.Sc, peace w.Frf. e.Per., preach
s.Chs., treat ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., veal Abd. sn.Sc.
w.Frf. e.Per.

i in beak w.Som., beast nw.Der., beef Fit. wm. & s.Stf.
Lei. ne. & sw.Nhp. s.Wor. n. & m.Shr. Hrf. nw.Hrt. Dor.',
cease s.Nhb. n.Dur., cheat n.Cum. n.Der., chief ne.Nrf.
Dor., deceive s.Sc. e.Stf., eager Bch. AM., feast nw.Der.,
feeble ne.Sc,female nw.Lan. w.Chs. e.Sus. w.Wil., measles
Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Edb. Peb. s.Nhb. n Dur
peel sw.Yks. sm.Lan. s.Chs. n. & nw.Der. Lei. e.Suf'
piece Dor. w.Som., preach Dor., reason Bch. Abd. se.Nhb.
n.Dur. n.Cum. w.Der., season Bch. Abd., teat e.Oxf. ne.Nrf.,
treat w.Dor. nw.Dev.

i in beak w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb., beast Or. \. ne. &
sm.Sc Edb s.Sc. n.Cum., beef Sc, cease Ayr. Kcb., cheat
Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb., chief w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb
Kcb. s.Sc, deceif&ch. Abd. Ayr. Edb., deceive FAh., feast
wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. n.Cum., niece w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Kcb., peace ne.Sc. n.Ayr. Kcb., peel s.Sc, piece neSc
w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb. l.Ma., preach Bch. Abd. w Frf
e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. n.Cum., season Ayr. n.Cum., treat, veal
JKcb.

b in measles ne.Sc, season sn.Sc.
a in measles, receive Lth.

U

§ 221. Words which in the lit. language have u
(occurring chiefly after 1, r) or ui (written u, lie, ui) have
had the following development in the dialects in such
words as blue, flute, fruit ; cruel, gruel, suet.
eu occurs in flute, fruit se.Lan.
§ in blue Abd.
iu in blue Lth. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.

Yks. Lan. n.Stf. nw.Der. Not. Lin. s.Oxf. nw.Nrf., flute

s.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. em. & ms.Lan. n. & s.Stf.

nw.Der. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. s.Sur. w.Sus.,fruit s.Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. n. & em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. w.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei.

iiri in cruel snw. & sw.Yks. sm.Lan. Bdf., gruel m. se.

sw. & s.Yks. em. & se.Lan. n.Stf. nw.Der. n. & nw.Lin.

Rut. Lei., suet n.Cum. Yks. em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. Lin. Rut.

s.Oxf.

iu -a in gruel s.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. & e.Yks.

n.Lan. m. & s.Lin., suet s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. snw.Yks.
n.Lan. Lei.

ia in flute, fruit m.Yks.
jua in suet s.Ayr.
ju in blue Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. l.Ma., flute Ant. I.Ma.
jti in flute, fruit ne.Nrf.

u in blue Or.I. Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Uls.
n.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Lan. s.Stf. nw.Der. Lei. m.Shr. se.Ken.
Sus. me.Wil., flute Inv. Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Nhb. n.Dur.
sw.Lan. n. & nw.Der. n.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil., fruit
Inv. Bch. Abd. n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. sm. & sw.Lan. n. &
nw.Der. n.Lin. se.Ken. me.Wil.; cruel Uls., gruel w.Frf.
e.Per. sm.Sc. n.Cum. se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. e.Dor., suet
ne.Sc.

ui in gruel Kcb. Ant. sw.Lan. n.Der., suet Bch. Abd.
n.Ayr. Lth. Kcb. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. n. & nw.Der. se.Ken.
me. & w.Wil.

tra in gruel Inv. sn.Sc Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.
I.Ma. s.Oxf. e.Suf. w.Wil. e.Dev., suet Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. wm.Sc. Edb. Ant. n. & s.Nhb. Dur. I.Ma. Lei. Glc.
w.Wil.
BU'3 in cruel, gruel s.Sc.

ceu in blue s.Sc, fruit s.Chs.
oe in blue n.Ken.
tra in suet ne.Nrf. e.Dev.
ii in blue w.Som. e.Dev., flute wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. e.Suf.

e.Dev.,fruit em. & wm.Sc. e.Suf. e.Dev.
ii'a in cruel w.Som., gruel ne.Nrf.
i in flute, fruit wm.Sc. Ayr.
i in fruit ne.Sc.
uin blue, flute w.Wil., fruit Ant. s.Nhb. I.Ma. m.Shr.

w.Wil.
ob in flute sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Peb. Jruit sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc, suet sn.Sc.
ii in flute sm.Sc. n.Dev., fruit sm.Sc.

§ 222. For the dialect forms of sure see Index.

ai

§ 223. Words which in the lit. language have ai
(written i, ui, y), havegen. had the same development
in the dialects as OE. l (§ 154). Examples are : advice,
advise, cry, delight, fine, guise, nice, oblige, pie, pint, rice,
sign, tiny, try, viper, &c.
But ae occurs in cry sm.Lan.
ai in advise n.Cum., cry s.Sc,fine nw.Hrt. w.Suf., nice

nw.Hrt. Sus.
i in delight sn.Sc. Peb. Kcb., oblige Glo. Sus
i in oblige w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc.
l in advise Lth., delight s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm m

& se.Yks. sw.Lan., guise w.Cor., oblige Bch. Abd. em Sc
s.Ayr. Ant. n.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. sw. & s Lan"
wJSom., tiny m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. se. & s.Lan. I Ma
s.Chs. s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. w.War. Sus. Dor.

§ 224. Words which in the lit. language have aia
(written la, le, io), have had the following development
in the dialects in such words as friar, quiet, riot, violet, &c. •

aim quiet Lth. Edb. s.Nhb. es.Yks. em.Lan. I.Ma.
ne Der. s.Nrf. e.Suf., violet Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.
Lth Kcb. Ant. me. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm. se.Yks. nsw &s.Lan. I. Ma. n.& nw.Der. Not. Lin. e.Suf. Sus.w Som
n. & e.Dev.

aia in quiet Sh.I. sn. & em.Sc. se.Nhb. s.Dur. Cum Wm
nnw. snw. se. & sw.Yks. n. nw. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. n. &
ne.Der. n. & nw.Lin. Lei. m.Shr. s.Oxf. Ess. Sus. Dor.
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n. & e.Dev., riot Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e Per Lth KVh MhK
pur.rn.Cum. Wm. Yks. n. sm. & sw Lan sSt'f Nai K"Lej. Nhp. War. Won Oxf. e.Suf., 4l/wmSc

£

s.Wm. nnw. snw. sw. & s.Yks. nw.Lan. Lin. w Waraa in quiet se.Lan.

sSks
qUigt m

'

SW
'
& ms -Lan

-' n
'

' S -Lan- violet m. &
aa in quiet, riot m.Yks.
aia in quiet em. sw. & s.Lan. wm. & s.Stf. Der. m.Nhpnot n.Ayr. Edb. s.Sc. em.Lan. I. Ma

«"-«np.,

eim/riar wm.Sc, <?*«*/ Cai. sn. & sm.Sc. Ant. n.Nhb
wo/*?/ sn.Sc. e.Yks.

-nuu.,

eia in ?wi>/ e. & nm.Yks. Chs., no/ sn.Sc. e Yks
ea in yw«e/ ne.Sc.
ei in #«/<;/ Bch. Abd.
eia in quiet w.Frf. e.Per.

t

§ m
?ti

et InV
'
nm

" & wm -Sc
- s.Ayr. Lth. Peb. Kcb.

ia infriar n.Dur. nnw. snw. m. se. & es.Yks
1 in quiet Chs.
lr infriar Lth. Edb. s.Sc.
oi in violet em. se. & s.Lan. I. Ma. n.Stf. Rut. Lei. n. &

w.Wor. s.Oxf. n.Bck. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus

-St
9 in^ioIei ?7- & S - Yks

- se.Lan. e.Der. s.Lin. Lei.
e.War. Bdf. se.Hrt. Ess. se.Ken., riot Ant. se.Lan. n.Stf
se.Ken.

Hi in quiet n.Bck., violet m.Bck. w.Wil. Dor.
Bia in quiet nw. & e.Oxf. w.Hrt. Wil. e.Dor. Som. s. Dev.,

not me.. & w.Wil. Dor. e.Dev., violet w.Hrt. me. & w.Wil.
ai in quiet Uls. ne.Nrf., violet ne.Nrf. I.W. e.Dor.
aia in quiet e.Hrf. Glo. sm.Hmp. w.Dor., riot ne.Nrf.

e.Dor.
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au
§ 225. Words which in the lit. language have au

(written ou, ow), have gen. had the same development
in the dialects as OE. u (§ 171). Examples tarn allow,
oounty, doubt, gown, lounge, ounce, round, vow: flower, &c

riut ara occurs in round s.Stf. me.Wil.
ea in doubt sw. & ms.Lan.
ja in gown n. & nw.Der.
jau in gown nw.Nrf.
ou in allow, gown, vow snw. Yks., doubt es.Yks.
bu in bounty, vow w.Frf. e.Per.
o in ounce ne.Sc.
u in bounty Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb. s.Nhb. n.Dur., doubt

bh.l. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr. sm. & s.Sc.
Ant se. & s.Nhb. n.Cum., gown Sh.I. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc.
w.trf. e.Per. Ayr. sm.Sc. Peb. Ant. n.Cum. se.Yks., lounge
sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. Ant Wm., ounce s.Dur.
e.Yks. n.Lin., round ne. & nw.Sc.
u in ounce Ant. n.Wor.
b in bounty ne.Sc, lounge s.Ayr., ounce ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Sc.

ju
§ 226. Words which in the lit. language have ju

(written eau, ew, iew, u, ui, ue), have had in many
dialects—especially in the Sc. n.Cy. Midi. e. & sw.Cy.—
the same development as OE. 6 (§ 162) in such words as
beauty, dubious, due, duke, duly, music, pew, stupid, suit,
union, use, view, &c. For the dialect forms of cucumber
see Index.

Chapter IV

THE VOWELS OF UNACCENTED SYLLABLES
§ 227. Diphthongs and short and long vowels in un-

accented syllables have regularly been weakened to a, i,

or the vowel has disappeared altogether. In the latter
case, when an 1, m, or n followed, it has become vocalic.

I. 9

§ 228. a. In initial syllables followed by the principal
accent

:

about, above, acquaint; advice(but a Sh.I. ne.Sc. me.Nhb.
e. m. & se.Yks. sm. & s.Lan. nw.Der.), advise (but a Inv.
Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. n.Lan. n.Stf. se.Ken.), afford (but a sn. wm. &sm.Sc.
Lth. Edb.), afloat, afore, again, ago, agree, ahind, allow

;

almost n.Dur. nw.Oxf. m.Bck. nw. & me.Wil. w.Som.,
alone, along; among (but a Bch. Abd. Lth. s.Sc. n.Nhb.),
aneath, anent, atween, away, ayont; begin Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

s.Ayr. Peb. Ant. s.Nhb. Wm. sw. Yks. nw. & s.Lan. n.Stf.

Dor., begun Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. n.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
s.Nhb. Wm. sw.Yks. nw.Lan. n.Stf., behave Abd. w.Frf.

e.Per. em.Sc. n.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. se. & sw.Yks.
n.Stf. e.Suf., behind sw.Yks. n.Stf. Sus. nw.Som., belief

Abd. Per. s.Ayr. Peb. Ant. Nhb. sw.Yks. s.Lan. I.Ma.

n.Stf. nw.Lin. Dor., believe Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Peb.

Ant. Nhb. n. & m.Cum. sw.Yks. nw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf.

Lin. Brks. e.Suf. e.Sus. me.Wil. Dor., beneath s.Nhb. I.Ma.

Lin. Lei. s.War., between sw.Yks. n.Stf. me.Wil. e.Dev.,

beyond n.Stf. s.Lin. Lei. Sus., conceit (but o s.Sc. m. &
sw.Yks. e.Suf.), concern (but o Inv. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. ms. &
sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. m.Not. nw.Lin. e.Dev.), delay Inv.

w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Edb. s.Nhb. I.Ma. Dor., delight Inv.
w.Frf. e.Per. Peb. s.Nhb. se.Lan. I.Ma. Lei. Dor., eleven
(but e Lth. Edb. s.Sc. Ant. n.Cum. se.Lan., i Inv. em.Sc.
Kcb. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. ne. & es.Yks. sm. sw. &
s.Lan. s.Oxf.), enough (but i ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Uls. sw. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw. sw. & s.Yks. n. & ne.Der. nw.Lin.
e.War. n.Shr. se.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus. Som.), enow (but i

sw.Yks. n.Der. nw.Som.), receive w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth.
Edb. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. Wm. I.Ma. n.Stf. nw.Lin. e.Som.
See § 230.

§ 229. b. In syllables preceded by the principal accent

:

celery ; every w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Ant. n. & m.Cum. em. &
sw.Lan. I.Ma. nw.Der. s.Lei., holiday (but i Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb.
s.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
w.Wil.), Saturday,
almost sw.Yks. m.Lan. s.Chs. n.Der. Lei. n.Shr., always

(but i s.Chs. ne.Der. n.Nhp. e.Hrf. w.Som.), barrel (but i

Kcb. n.Cum. Yks. em. sm. & s.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. s.Oxf.), breeches (but i Dub. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
w.Wm. Lan. nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. e.Dev.),
bullock (but i sw.Nhb. Sus. Som.), carrot (buti Bch. Abd.
Lth.Edb.s.Sc.Yks.em.&se.Lan.m.Shr.s.Oxf.), Christmas;
emmet (but i em.Lan. Lei. e.Dev.), harvest em. & wm.Sc.
Ayr. ne. & sw.Wm. n. & s.Lan. I.Ma. ne. & nw.Der. m.Shr.
m.Bck. e.An. Dor. nw. & w.Som. n.Dev., herring Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. Sus., morning
ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. n.Ayr. I.Ma. nm.Brks. me.Wil.
Dor., ointment (but i Kcb. m.Yks.), service w.Frf. e.Per.
I.Ma., shilling Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr. se.Lan.
Sus. me.Wil. e.Dev., spirit Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. I.Ma.
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Sus. Dor., value w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc.

w.Wm. Yks., violet (but i n.Ayr. Kcb. n.Cum. nw.Lan.
s.Oxf. m.Bck. me. & w.Wil.). See § 231.

barley Peb. nnw.Yks., bury Peb. ne.Nrf., country wm.Sc,
silly n.Nhb., very Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. snw. & m.Yks. Lan.
arrow (but i Edb.), barrow (but i Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb.),

bellow (but i Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb.), bellows (but ine.wm. &
s.Sc. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. snw.Yks. n. sw. & s.Lan.

n.Der. Sus. Som.), billow ; borough (but i Bch. Abd. Lth.
Edb.), borrow (but i Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb. Dor. s.Som.),

fallow ; fellow (but i Bch. Abd. sn. nm. & em.Sc. m. se. &
s.Lan.), gallows (but i s.Som.), harrow (but i Lth. Edb.),

marrow (but i nm.Sc. Lth. Edb.), meadow (but i Lth. Edb.),

shadow (but i Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb.), swallow (but i Lth.
Edb. n.Ir. s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. w.Yks. War. Glo. Brks.
Sus. I.W. Dor.), tallow (but i Lth. Edb.), widow (but i ne.

nm. & em.Sc. Brks. Sus.), window (but i ne.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. Lth. Edb. Brks. Wil.), yellow (but i Lth. Edb.
w.Wor.). See § 231.

barber, chamber, cinder, creature, danger, eager, either,

ever, father, feather, fodder, gander, gather, heifer, leather,

monger, mother, murder, neighbour, never, shower, &c, have
a or ar (Bch. Abd. ir) according as the final r has remained
or disappeared. See § 231.
The vowel or diphthong in the second element of com-

pounds is often weakened to a as in bakehouse, washhouse,
brimstone, hearthstone, &c. da occurs in holiday, yesterday,
and in the names of the days of the week in Sh.I. ne. &
wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. n. & s.Stf. m.Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. se.Hrt.

2. 1

§ 230. a. In initial syllables followed by the principal
accent :

begin, begun, behave, behind, belief, believe, beneath, between,
beyond, delay, delight, eleven, enough, enow, receive ; but see
§ 228.

§231. b. In syllables preceded by the principal accent

:

ague se.Yks. nw.Lin., breeches ; harvest (but a em. &
wm.Sc. Ayr. ne. & sw.Wm. n. & s.Lan. I.Ma. ne. &
nw.Der. m.Shr. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Dor. nw. & w.Som.
n.Dev.), service (but a w.Frf. e.Per. I.Ma.), spirit (but a Inv.
w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. I.Ma. Sus. Dor.), value Lth. Edb.
s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. sw.Wm. n. m. se. & sw.Lan. Chs. n.Stf.
n.Der. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. Glo. Bdf. se.Ken. Sus. Dor.
Som. Dev. Cor.

any, baby, barley (but a Peb. nnw.Yks), beauty, belly,

berry, body, bounty, bury (but a Peb. ne.Nrf.), busy, carry,
country, dainty, dairy, daisy, directly, dizzy, donkey, dreary,
empty, every, fifty, forty, heavy, holly, ivy, lady, lazy, many,
merry, only, penny, pony, poultry, pretty, ready silly, steady,
tiny, twenty, ugly, very (but a Sc. Nhb. Cum. Wm. snw. &
m.Yks. Lan.).

bargain (but vocalic n Inv. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per
s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. Yks. n.Stf. nw.Lin. Sus. I.W. me.Wil.
Dor.), bottom Bch. Abd., burden Bch. Abd. em.Lan. n.Der.,
certain Ayr. Kcb. Ant. Ldd. me. & s.Nhb. w.Wm. e.Yks.
nw. em. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. n.Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. e.

& s.War. n.Wor. Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. nw.Oxf. Bck. Bdf. Nrf.
Suf. Ess. Ken. e.Sus. w.Som., chicken Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. n.Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.
Rut. Lei. n.Hrf. s.Oxf. se.Ken. s.Som., cousin Inv. wm.
sm. & s.Sc. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. nw. &
sw.Yks. se.Ken. e.Sus., cushion sm.Sc. Ant. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. s.Stf. Lin. n.Shr. w.Wil. e.Som.,dozen Bch. Abd.
Kcb., farthing, fathom Bch. Abd., garden Bch. Abd. Kcb.
s.Sc. n. & m.Cum. n. sm. se. & swJLan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der.
Lei. m.Shr. nw.Oxf., herring, morning(but a ne.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. em.Sc. n.Ayr. I.Ma. nm.Brks. me.Wil. Dor.), nothings-
season, seldom Bch. Abd., serpent Bch. Abd. Ayr. Kcb.
n.Shr., servant Bch. Abd., shilling (but a Bch. Abd. w.Frf!
e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr. se.Lan. Sus. me.Wil. e.Dev.), bundle
w.Yks. n.Der. nw.Lin., bushel m. 8c se.Yks. em.Lan. s.Stf.,

castle Kcb. Dub., devil Abd. sn. & wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb.
n.Dur. n.Wm. es.Yks. nw.Lan. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. ne.Nrf.
nw.Dev., evil Kcb. sw.Lan. nw.Lin. See § 233. Words
ending in er as in cinder, ever,father,feather, gather, leather,

mother, rather, &c, have ir in Bch. Abd.
di gen. occurs in holiday, yesterday, and in the names of

the days of the week ; but see § 229.

3. Loss of Vowel or Syllable

§ 232. a. In initial syllables followed by the principal

accent

:

The initial syllable has often disappeared in such words
as about, above, acquaint, agree, allow, among, aneath;

assuage Sc. Yks. Lan. Chs. Not. Der. Lin. Lei. War. Shr.

Ken. I.W., asylum Cum. Yks. Lan. Not. Lin. Brks. Dor.
Dev.; away; because (kgz, koz, kos) Abd. s.Sc. se.Nhb.
Wm. sw.Yks. nw. & sw.Lan. s.Stf. n. & e.Der. m.Not.
n.Lei. e.War. Glo. Oxf. Bdf. e.Suf. e.Ken. Sus. Hmp.
w.Wil. e.Som. n.Dev., believe ; deliver sw.Yks. me.Wil.,
desire w.Som., directly ; disturb me.Wil., eleven ; enlistYks.

Lan. n.Der. me.Wil., enough; except Sc. Chs. Lin. War.
Lon. w.Som. Cor., inquest w.Som., occasion Nhb. Yks. Lan.
Chs. Der. Sovsx., epidemic (A&m\k., demak) Yks. Not. Lin.

;

entice (tais, teis) gen. in Sc. Irel. and Eng. For those
words in the above list, where no geography is given,
see Index.

§ 233. b. In syllables preceded by the principal accent

:

The medial syllable has often disappeared in such words
as actually, celery, company, different, evening, every, general,

natural, nobody, pennyworth, somebody, &c.
The final syllable has sometimes disappeared in ague,

barrow, carrot, carry, donkey, empty,furrow, narrow, harvest;
see Index.

Vocalic 1 : able, apple, axle, bramble, bridle, bristle ; bundle
(but il w.Yks. n.Der. nw.Lin.), bushel (butil m. & se.Yks.
em.Lan. s.Stf.), castle (but il Kcb. Dub.), couple, cradle;
devil (but il Abd. sn. & wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur.
n.Wm. es.Yks. nw.Lan. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. ne.Nrf. nw.Dev.,
dwindle; evil (but il Kcb. sw.Lan. nw.Lin.), example

;

female Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb. me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. se.Ken.,
fiddle, kettle, little, nettle, squabble, uncle, whistle, &c.

Vocalicm : besom, blossom, bosom (but um, nm sw.Yks.
sm. & sw.Lan. Stf.) ; bottom, fathom, seldom, wisdom, &c.
(but im in Bch. Abd.)

Vocalic n: bacon, bargain, bitten; burden (but in Bch.
Abd. em.Lan. n.Der.), button, certain, chicken, chosen, cousin,
cushion, drunken, eleven, fasten, garden, happen, heaven,
mason, open, poison, reckon ; serpent (but in Bch. Abd. Ayr.
Kcb. m.Shr.), seven, spoken, wagon; warrant (but in n.Dur.
nw.Wil. w.Som.). Vocalic n, preceded by a labial or
guttural, has often become m or q respectively, especially
in the northern dialects, as evm heaven, opm open, beakrj,
biokq bacon, wagn wagofi, &c.

Svarabhakti

§ 234. A vowel, gen. a, has often been developed
between two consonants, the first ofwhich is usually r or 1.
Examples are : arib herb Irel., marabl marble Sh.I. w.Yks!
nw.Der.

;
garal girl nw.Wil., aral hurl e.Dor., warald

world sn. & s.Sc. nne.Nhb. Cum. n. & m.Wm. w.Sus.

;

aram, eram arm sm.Sc. n.Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks. I.Ma.,
baram barm Per. Dor., faram/orw I.Ma. Sus., storam
storm n.Cum. nnw. & snw.Lan. I.Ma. Lei., waram warm
sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. n.Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks. I.Ma., wBram
Edb. Lth., wuram I.Ma., waram worm n.Der. ; akaran
acorn Wm. nw.Lan., aparan apron n.Cum. nnw. snw. &
se.Yks. I.Ma., baran barn n.Nhb. Dor., boran born s.Nhb.
n.Dur., siasbarin cistern se.Yks., koran corn n.Nhb. nnw.
& snw.Yks. Lei., oran horn nnw. & snw.Yks. Lei., airan,
eiran iron Sc. Uls. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. snw. e.
se. & m.Yks. n.& se.Lan. I.Ma., l&ran learn n.Cum.; forast
first, worad word nne.Nhb. ; elam elm Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur.
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n.Cum. nnw. snw. e. & se.Yks. nw.Lan. s.Stf. Lin. Lei.

s.War. n. & nw.Oxf. Bck. Cmb. e.Suf. e. &se.Ken. s.Sur.

Sus. I.W. Dor. w. & s.Som. e. & sw.Dev., filam:film Abd.
em.Sc. Wm. I.Ma. s.Stf. s.Oxf. w. & s.Som. e. & sw.Dev.,
h)elam helm Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Nhb.
Wm. em.Lan. I. Ma. Stf. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Dor ; kanei
knee, kaneed knead, kana know s.Sc. obs.

;
Jarub shrub,

Jarimp shrimp s.Pem., Jarud shroud s.Sc. Ant. n.Cum.
nw.Yks.; war^t waWwm.Sc.jWaratfztirefc/is.Sc^wareixt
wright, wexeit write, wararj wrongSh.l.sn. em. sm.&s.Sc.

Weak Forms and Particles

§ 235. For the unaccented forms of and, be, been, but, by,

can, could, do, has, have, he, him, me, my, on, shall, she,

should, so, them, there, they, thou, us, we, when, will, would,

ye, you, see Index. The weak forms of as are az, as, z,

s ; of at : at Sc. often it ; of to : ta, tav, tiv (when the next

word begins with a vowel). Other weak forms will be

found under the headings of pronouns.

Chapter V

THE CONSONANTS

THE SEMI-VOWELS
W

§ 236. OE initial w has gen. remained before vowels.

But it has disappeared in want {mole) War. Wor. Hrf.

Glo. Oxf. Wil., we em.Sc, week ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., will

(unstressed form, see Index), with m.Shr. Hrf. e.Suf.,

within n.Ken. e.Sus., wolf s.Sc. Glo. e.Oxf., woman ne &
sn Sc w.Frf. e.Per. w. & s.War. Wor. m.Shr. Hrf. Glo.

Oxf. Brks. Bck. Bdf. w.Suf. Ess. n. & e.Ken. s.Sur. Sus.

IW nw. & w.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som. Dev., women Glo.

Dor' womb ne.Sc. s.Nhb. w.Som., wonder Glo. e.Oxf

me Wil. Dor., won't Lei. Cmb. ne-Nrf. Suf. Ess. Dor.

Som., woo s.Sc. m.Shr., wood n. & w.Wor. m.Shr. n.Hrt.

Glo. Oxf. n.Bck. Sus. Wil. Dor. Som. sw.Dev., WSc.
n. & se.Nhb. n.Cum. s.War. n. & w.Wor m Shr Glo.

s.Oxf. Brks. n.Bck. n.Ken. e.Sus. me. & w.Wil. Dor. Som.,

worsted m.Shr. Oxf:, wound sn. & s.Sc. me & se^Jhb.

s Oxf w.Wil., would (unstressed form, see Index), t rom

the above examples it will be seen that w has chiefly

disappeared before a following u.
.

There are no examples in the dialects of initialw being

changed to v before a following vowel.

An initial w has often arisen in the dialects through

a falling diphthong having become a rising diphthong.

Examples are : hoard nw.Oxf. w.Som. cDev hold e.Dor

,

Hum. w.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks. Dor ta«.
es Yks sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stl. Der.

Rut mNhp. e. & w.War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Gla nw.Oxf.

Brks Bck n.Ken. I.W. me.Wil. Dor. Som. Dev., hope

m Cum snw e. & se.Yks., hot w.Yks. se. & s.Lan. Chs^

ne & nwDer. Nhp. Shr.' Som. Dev., oak w.Yks. n &

m Shr Glo. Hmp. Dor. Som., oar e.Som, oats nee. se. &

m Yks em se. & s.Lan. w. & s.Chs. Dnb. wrn.Stf. n ne.

&'nwDeTn & m.Lin. Rut. Lei. sw.Nhp. w.War. w.Wor.

Shr n Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks. m.Bck Bdf. Hnt. Cmb. Ken

Sur Sus Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. Som Dev. Cor., oath

cv^ RrlrT frdf Dor e Som., old Dor. e. & s.Som.

Si L see
B
fnd?x%%n.Ken., orchard Nhb. Dur.

Cum Wn, n. & e.Yks., overs.Hmp wholen^ em nm

S
T?-

SW
Nof Rut

kS
'Le

e
i

m
N^:^T'^G^S

Pf. wWilSon": Rsom. No dialect has nw or w
in whore.
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in Eng. except in w.Som. and occasionally in n. &
nw.Dev.

§ 238. Initial sw has gen. had the same development as

in the lit. language. But it has remained in sword Or.I.

ne & wm Sc. Lth. Edb. me. & se.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.

nnw. snw. m. & sw.Yks. s.Stf. n. & s.Lin. Lei. nw &
ne Oxf. The w has disappeared in sweep (sup) Abd.

emSc s Ayr. Kcb. n.Ir. n. sw. & s.Nhb. n. & m.Cum.,

w.Som (zcep), swim (sum) w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. s Ayr.

Kcb. s.Sc. Nhb., swipple (supl) Sc. n.Ir. Nhb. Dur. Cum
Wm. w.Yks. ne.Lan., swoon (s^und, zBund) nw.Oxt.

Wil, swore sm.Sc. Ant. es.Yks. m.Nhp e.Hrf. s.Oxf.

n Bck se Hrt. s.Sur. Sus. sm.Hmp. w.Wil. e.Dor., swum

(sumd) Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Nhb.

§ 239. Initial dw has gen. remained in the dialects, as

dwarf, dwell, dwindle (but w.Som. dcendl).

S 240 Initial hw has become f in ne.Sc. in such words

as what, wheal, wheel, whelp, when, where, whey, which,

while, whine, whistle, white, why. It has also become f

occasionally in Cai. sn. & nm.Sc, especially in what, when,

where, which, who, why. Initial hw has gen. remained in

Sh & Or.I. Sc. (except in the parts mentioned above)

Irel Nhb n.Dur. Cum. Wm. n.Yks. I.Ma. In many Sc.

dialects the hw is Xw or nearly so. In the remaining

oarts of Eng. initial hw has become w Who has w in

se Nhb n. & s.Dur. e. w. & s.Cum. n.Wm. nnw. snw. e.

se m and parts of sw. & s.Yks. n. nw. em. & se.Lan.

Dnb. e.Der!; in the rest of Eng. it is gen. u, ua, see

^fnkial hw has disappeared in what w.Som. n. &

nw.Dev., when (unstressed form on) w.Som It has

become tw in whine Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel Yks Lan.

Nhp.Tkw in whims n.Yks., whig Nhb, whiff Yks. Lan.

S 241.- Initial kw has gen. remained, as quake, quart,

qulel queer, quick, quilt. "But it has often become hw, w,

fw, or tw, especially in Sh.I. Sc and n,Cv.

La
h
n
W

cIs°
CC;X fots ^T«^^'^

n & w Yks^ Lan! Chs. Der., quarrel a stone quarry

Lakel ^ks ne.Lan., quarrelsome Cum, quart C^m. Yks

L»ur. ura vv
Se.Nhb. Dur. Cum.

wSSta^SSi ^Nhb
U
Dur

?
L4el, Yks. Lan. Chs.

De?' Not Lin. Nhp., quicken mountain ash Nhb. Dur.

t I'J vif.T Lan Chs Fit. Dnb. Der. Lin. War. Shr.

^quiL^LakehYks. Lan., quiet ShA. s.Dur Cum.

Wm nnw. & snw.Yks. n.Lan., QUilkin a toad Cor

,

JSin A^disappear Sh.I, cushion Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
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Lan., quit Sh. & Or.I., quite to requite Nhb. Dur. Lakel.
Yks. Lan. Chs.; squeamish has sw Lakel. Yks. Lan. Hrf.
Dor. Som.

Jjw in quaker Lakel., querken to choke Rxb. obs.

tw in queak to squeak War., queek to squeeze Chs.
Lei. Nhp. War. Shr. Dev., quill Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Lin., quilt to beat, flog Cum. Yks. Lan. Der.
Lin. e.An., quilt bed-cover Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Lin. e.An., quinsy Lakel., quirm to disappear
Sh.I., quite to requite Lakel., quitch Cum. Wm. w.Yks.
Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Glo. Oxf.
Bdf. Hrt. Hnt. Cmb. e.An. Ess. Sus. w.Som.
k in quilt (kilt) Abd. n.Cum.

§ 242. Initial tw has gen. remained in such words as
twelve, twenty, twice, twig, twine, twitter, &c.

But hw, w occurs in twiddle Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan.
Lei. Nhp. Cor., twig Chs., twinter a sheep two years old
Sc., twitter Sc. Eng.
kw in twenty Chs., twiddle Wor. Glo. Sus. Hmp. I.W.

Wil. Dor. Cor., twig Chs. Not., twist Chs.

§ 243. Initial Jjw has seldom remained unchanged in
the dialects.

bw occurs in thwaite a forest clearing Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan., bwan (OE. bwang) thong Sc. n.Cy. Yks.
Lan., thwite (OE. bwltan) to cut n.Cy. Lan. Der. Shr.
Glo. Dev., bwitl v. (ME. bwitel sb.) to whittle n.Cy. Cum.
Yks. Lan. Der. Nhp.
hw, w in whack Sc. Eng., thwaite Cum., thwart Wm.

obs. e.An., thong Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. Not. nw.Der. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Suf. Dor. w.Som.,
thwite to cut Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.,
whittle gen. in Eng. except in the parts mentioned above.
kw in thwart Yks. e.An.
tw in thong (twan) Sh. & Or.I., (twon) Glo. Sus., Dor.

obs., thwite Sh. & Or.I. Cai. Chs.

§ 244. A w has often been developed before a back
vowel preceded by a consonant especially a labial, more
rarely when preceded by a guttural, dental, nasal or liquid.
This w is chiefly confined to the south Midi. s. & sw.
dialects when the preceding consonant is a labial.w occurs in bind sw.Dev., boar, board, bode Dor., boat
s.Dur. s.Wor. s.Oxf. Dor., boil v. s.Wor. Oxf. Brks. I.W.
Wil. Dor. Som., bold, bolster, bolt Dor. s.Som., bone s.War
s.Wor. m.Shr. Glo. nw. & w.Oxf. Wil. Dor. s.Som., both
e.Oxf Dor. Som., boy m.Nhp. s.Wor. m.Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf.
Brks. Ess. Hmp. I.W. Wil. e.Dor. Som., build nw Oxf.
by e.Dor., afford,ford n.Cum.,foal s.Dur., folk Cum. Wm '

force e.Dor., foam, fold Dor.
;

point Glo. nw. & e.Oxf
nw.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som., poison e.Oxf. me.Wil. w.Som

,pony n.Ken. Dor., post s.Wor. e.Oxf. Brks. nw.Wil., spoil
n.Hrf. Brks. I.W. Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som.

;
goat Dor.

going (see § 121), gone m.Shr. s.Som.,g-oorfne.Sc. (gwid),
snw.Yks.

; choke ne.Wm.
; coach s.Dur. n.Cum. nw Yks

coal me.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum., coat Abd. s.Nhb. Dur. Cum'
n.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks. s.Wor. e.Hrf. Glo. e.Oxf. n.Ken
sm.Hmp. e.Som., coin (kwain) Chs. Wor. Glo. Ess. I.W.
Wil. Som., cold, colt Dor. s.Som., comb me. & w.Wil. Dor
e.Som., cool ne.Sc. (kwil), s.Oxf. Dor., corn n.Cum., country
(kwintn) ne.Sc, cud ne.Sc. e.Sus. Som. e.Dev. but in this
word OE. had cudu beside cwidu, eweodu, cwudu
cushion (kwijn) n.Cum. Lan. Shr., school (skwil) ne Sc
sold n.Ken. e.Som. ; stone sw.Nh p. s.War. s Wor m Shr'
Glo. Oxf., stool Dor., toad Glo. Oxf. Brks. Hmp. Wil'
Dor. Dev. Cor., told n.Ken. e.Som.; mine Glo., moan
Dor., moist e. & w.Som., mostw. & s.Oxf. Dor., nose s.Dur
n.Cum nnw.Yks.

; alone Dor., close Wm. snw.Yks., clothes
e.Hrf lane Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks., lord n.Cum., brooch
snw.Yks., road nnw. & snw.Yks., rose sb. s.Wil. In many
°r

th
r 2?ovcr examPles the w has arisen from the change

of a falling into a rising diphthong.

_ § 245. Medial w + final vowel has become a, rarely
l, after consonants in such words as swallow sb., sparrow
yarrow, widow, &c. See § 229.

'

§ 246. Medial w preceded by a vowel or diphthong.

For the development of aw see § 49, aw see § 127, eow,
ew see § 66, eaw see § 186, eow see § 193, iw see § 159,

6w see § 168.

§ 247. Medial w has gen. disappeared in words com-
pounded with ward and worth, as in awkward, backwards,

forward, towards, pennyworth, &c. It has also gen. dis-

appeared in always except in s.Chs. and w.Som., where it

has become v (9Vis), and in somewhat, midwife.

§ 248. OE. initial j, mostly written g, has gen. had the
same development in the dialects as in the lit. language.
But it has disappeared in year ne. & wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. m. & nm.Yks. sw.Lan. Chs. n. wm.
& s.Stf. Der. Lei. War. s.Wor. Shr. Oxf. Brks. s.Nrf. Dor.
Cor., yearn Dor., yeast snw.Yks. n. & s.Lin. s.Oxf. Sus.
Dor., yes Nhp. s.War. n. & s.Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. nw.
e. & s.Oxf. Brks. Bdf. e.Suf. Ess. se.Ken. Sus. Hmp. I.W.
nw. & s.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som. n. & nw.Dev. Cor., yester-
day s.Chs. n.Shr. e. w. & s.Oxf. me. & w.Wil. Dor. sw.Dev.,
^Nhp. se.Wor. m.Shr. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Hmp. I.W. w.Wil.
Dor. Som. Dev., yield ne. sn. & wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc. s.Nhb.
n.Dur. nw.Der. m.Shr. s.Oxf. Dor. w.Som., yonder Rut.
se.Brks. m.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. e.Suf. Ess., yule (il) Bch. Abd.
An initial j has often arisen in the dialects through

a falling diphthong having become a rising diphthong.
Examples are : able (jabl) me. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. nw.Lan. e.Hrf. w.Wil. e.Som., ache (jek, jeak) Dor.
nw. & e.Som., acorn sw.Nhb. Dor. s.Som., acre s.Nhb.
n.Dur. Wm. n.Lan. nw.Oxf. Wil. Dor. e. & s.Som., adze
(jadz) s.Nhb. n.Dur., age me.Nhb. n.Cum. se.Wm., ague
Kcb., ail m. Yks., ale Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Nhb. n.Dur.
n.Cum. Wm. ne.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. ne.& m.Shr. Glo. Dor.
e.Som., a//ne. m. nm. & sm.Yks., apron snw. & m.Yks.
Wil. nw. & w.Som., arm I.W. Wil. Dor. nw. & e.Som.,
each Glo., eager nnw. & snw.Yks., ear se. & s.Lan. s.Oxf.
Sus. w. & s.Som. nw. & e.Dev. Cor., earn Kcb. em. &
sw.Lan. n.Stf. s.Lei. Glo. nw.Hrt. se.Ken., earnest Kcb.
s.Dur. Wm. ne. nnw. snw. e. & m.Yks. em. & se.Lan.
Chs. Midi. Wor. Shr. Brks. w.Som., earth Sc. Ant. Nhb.
Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. em. & se.Lan. Chs. Stf. nw.Der
nXin. Lei. se.Wor. Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. e.An.
Hmp. I.W. Wil. Som. w.Cor., ease se.Lan., eat m.Shr.
e.Hrf. Glo. e.Oxf., eel w.Som., emmet w.Som. e.Dev
errand Kcb., hair (ja(r) Cum. Wm. nw. se. sw. & s Lan
s.Chs. n. & nw.Der. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks. n Wil
head (jed) n. m. w. & sw.Yks. em. sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan!
Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der. Rut. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf Glo
nw. & e.Oxf. Brks. Wil., heal m.Yks. s.Lan., health Glo

'

heap> s.Lan. m. & s.Lan. n. & e.Hrf. nw.Oxf., hear m. &
nm.Yks. em. se. & s.Lan. n.Der. e.Hrf. Glo. e.Oxf. Brks
nw. & w.Wil. Dor. nw. & w.Som. Dev., hearth m.Shr!
s.Pem. w.Som. n. & e.Dev., heat m.Yks. se. ms. & s.Lan.
s.Chs. m.Shr. Oxf. e. & w.Som. Dev., heath s.Lan. s.Chs
s.Stf n. & m.Shr s.Pern^ Oxf. w.Som. Dev., heathen
m.Yks. s.Lan
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THE CONSONANTS
§ 249. A medial j has often been developed aftera consonant In many cases the change has been caused
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n.Dur. snw.Yks n. nw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. Fit. Dnb
s.Stf.n ne. & e.Der. Not. Lei. m. & sw.Nhp.s.War. s.Wor.
Shr. Gla e. & w.Oxf. se.Hrt. Hnt. s.Cmb. ne. & nw Nrf
Ess. w.Dor. s.Som., gather Kcb. s.Chs. n.Der. ne Shrgave ne.Sc, gay n. & nw.Der., geese s.Chs. ne.Shr., set
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Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur., £*r/ I.Ma. em.Stf. nw.Der. Not. Nhp
Glo. w.Oxf. nm.Brks. n.Bck. se.Hrt. Hnt. s.Cmb. e Suf
e Ken., give ne.Sc. Kcb. ms.Lan. s.Chs. n. ne. & w Der'
Not., go ne.Sc, gone se. & s.Nhb. n.Der., good sn em'

wrn.Sc se.Nhb., goose ne.Der., gown n. & nw Der
nw.Nrf.

; cage n.Der., cake ne.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm
envStf. n.Der. Not. Nhp., calf m.Nhp. e.Oxf. w.Som.
n.Dev., call e.Stf. w.Som., can sb. sm.Lan. n.Der Lei
candle sm.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der., cap sm.Lan. ne.Der., card
Abd. n.Der. w.Som., care Cai. s.Wm. m. sw. & s.Lan. Chs.
n. & wm.Stf. Der. m.Lin. e.Oxf. Nrf., carrot n.Der., carry
ne.Sc. n. & ne.Der. w.Som., cart sm.Lan. em.Stf. n. & e.Der.
Glo. w.Oxf. nw.Hrt., case n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Oxf. s.Nrf.,
castle n.Der., cat m.Lan. n.Der. Not. w.Som., catch sm.Lan.
n.Der., cold n.Stf. ne.Der. ne.Shr., comb s.Nhb. n.Dur.,
cook, cool s.Nhb. n.Dur. ne.Der., country Sh. & Or.L, cow
sw.& s.Lan. s.Chs. Dnb. Stf. Der. Lei. m.& sw.Nhp.s.War.
ne. & se.Shr. nw.Oxf. m.Bck. e.Sus., cucumber n. & nw.Der.
nw.Oxf. e.Som., keep s.Chs. em.Stf. Der. Lei., kettle Kcb.
I.Ma. Der. s.War. s.Wor. e. & w.Oxf. s.Nrf., key n. sw. &
s.Lan. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. n.Shr., kill Kcb. n. & nw.Der.
nw.Nrf., kiln Kcb. n.Der., kin Kcb., kindne.Sc. Kcb. n.Der.
Ess.,king n.Der., kirk nnw.Yks.^ws'Sh.I. Kcb.n.&ne.Der.,
school se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & ne.Der. ne.Shr., sky Sh.I.
nw.Der.; back se.Hrt, bacon n.Dur., bake ne.Sc. n. &
se.Nhb. n.Dur., bark em.Lan., beam Oxf., bean e. & w.Oxf,
beard m.Shr., beast Hrf. e. & w.Oxf, beat inf. s.Lan., beat

Eret. sw. & s.Lan., beauty ne. & sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Ma. n.Der. me.Wil., bone se.Nhb. n.Dur., book ne. &

wm.Sc. S.Ayr. Ant. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur., bough ne.Sc.

;

face Nhb. n.Dur.,yWe se.Nhb.
,
feast e. & w.Oxf.,fern s.Chs.

Dnb. m.Shr., few Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Uls.
n.Dur. n.Cum. nnw.Yks. sm.Lan. I.Ma. w. & s.Chs. m.Nhp.
e.Hrf. m.Shr. nw.Oxf. me.Wil. e.Dor., fold m.Nhp., fool
s.Nhb. n.Dur.ne.Shr.,/orrfne.Sc,/o«wrfpret.&pp. se.Hrt.,

fowl S.Ayr., nephew Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Ant.
sm.Lan. I.Ma. e.Hrf. Dev.

;
paste se.Nhb. n.Dur., spew

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. I.Ma. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.,

spoon se.Nhb. ; blew Bch. Abd. I.Ma., blood se.Nhb., blow
v. ne.Sc, blue Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. I.Ma., clew I.Ma.., flew Bch.
Abd. Lth. I.Ma., flute Ant. I.Ma. ne.Nrf., lane se.Nhb.,

last se.Hrt., laugh Sh.I. se.Hrt., load, loaf se.Nhb., look

ne.Sc. se.Nhb., love se.Nhb., low ne.Sc, slew I.Ma. ; drew
Or.L, ground sb. Lei. se.Hrt. ; dead w.Wor. Hrf. e. &
w.Wor., death w.Wor., dew Bch. Abd. Ayr. m.Shr. n.Hrf.

nw.Oxf. me.Wil., done se.Nhb. n.Dur., down adv. s.Der.

Lei. se.Hrt.; steak, take, tale, tame, taste se.Nhb., stone,

stool, toad se.Nhb. n.Dur., tongs ne.Sc. se.Nhb. n.Dur.,

took ne. & wm.Sc. se.Nhb. n.Dur., tough ne.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. em. & wm.Sc Ayr. Ant. se.Nhb., town s.Der. Lei.

;

safe, same, soak se.Nhb. n.Dur., sake, soon, soot se.Nhb.

;

shame n.Dur. w.Oxf. ; almost n.Dur., made, make se. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur., mane se.Nhb., mason, mate s.Nhb. n.Dur.,

mean v. e.Oxf., milk w.Wil., moon se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.,

moor ne.Sc, most se. & s.Nhb., mouse Lei. ; enough ne.

sn. em. wm. & sm.Sc. Ant. se.Nhb., enow Bch. Abd., name
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se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur., neighbour se.Nhb. s.Nrf, new Or.I.
Lai Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Edb. Uls. se.Nhb.
sm.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. e.Hrf. nw. & s.Oxf. me. & w.Wil.,
none se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.,nook wm.Sc, noon se.Nhb. n.Dur.,
now s.Der. Lei. se.Hrt., snow ne.Sc.

§ 250. Medial j has remained in beyond Ant. Dub. me.
& s.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. snw. m. & se.Yks.
Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. s.Lin. Lei. s.War. n.Hrf. s.Oxf. m.Bck.
bdf. Ess. se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. e. & w.Som. e.Dev.

THE LIQUIDS
1

§ 251. 1 has gen. remained unchanged initially,
medially, and finally.

§ 252. flail has become frail by dissimilation in Sc.
Dur. Yks. Chs. Not. Lei. Nhp. Brks. e.An. Ken. Sus. I.W.
Wil. Som.

§ 253, Medial 1 has disappeared in almost n.Dur.
sw.Yks. m.Lan. s.Chs. n.Der. Lei. n.Shr. nw.Oxf. m.Bck.
Hmp. nw. & me.Wil. w.Som., already sm.Lan. me.Wil.
w.Som., always s.Chs. w.Som., although Or.L, alum Inv.
Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Lth. Kcb. s.Sc, elm s.Dur.
Wm. ne. e. & se.Yks., only se.Nhb. n.Dur. I.Ma. s.Chs.
n. & s.Stf. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. e.War. n.Wor. nw.Oxf. n. &
m.Bck. nw.Hrt. Suf. Ess. n.Ken. Sus. w.Wil. e. & w.Wil.
sw.Dev., plough Per., stolen Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. ne.
& sw.Yks. Lan. s.Chs. n.Der., wiant will not sw.Yks.
Medial 1 has often disappeared, especially in the com-

binations Id, lf,lh, lk,lp,ls, and It, as baldWm. nnw.Yks.
n. sm. se. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Sus., bold n. &
s.Dur. m. se. & sw.Yks. m. ms. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der.
n. & nw.Lin. m.Shr., cold wm.Sc. Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. s.Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Lei.
w. &s,Wor. ne. & m.Shr, ne.Nrf.,fold w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.
n. se. & sw.Nhb. Dur. Wm. Yks. em. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan.
ne. & nw.Der. nw.Lin. m.Nhp. ne. & m.Shr., gold ne.Sc.
w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. se. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. n.Wm. Yks. Lan. nw.Der. n.Lin. ne. &
m.Shr. e.Suf., hold Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
s.Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. n.Wor. e.Hrf. s.Nrf. e. &
w.Suf. Ess. ne.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus., old wm.Sc Nhb. Dur.
n.Cum. n.Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der. Not.
Lin. Lei. sw.Nhp. n.Wor. Shr. e.Hrf. Bdf. se.Hrt. Cmb.
ne. & s.Nrf. e. & w.Suf. Ess. e.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus., raskad,
raskat from *raskald rascal Cum. Wm. w.Yks. Lan.
nw.Der. s.Not., shoulder Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. Chs. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. ne. & m.Shr. e.Suf.

me.Wil,, sold Lan. s.Chs. n. & s.Stf. Der. m. & s.Lin.

ne. & m.Shr. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess., told Or.I. Lan. Chs. Fit.

Dnb. Stf. Der. Not, nw.Lin. Lei. w.Wor. m. & se.Shr.

n.Bck. ne.Nrf. e. & w.Suf. Ess. Sus., selfn.Ken. Dor.,hau
hollow Or.I. wm.Sc, bulk Sc. n.Nhb. ne. & sw.Yks. ne.Der.,

miok milk, siok silk me.Wil., help s.Chs., pulpit s.Sc.

me.Wil. sw.Dev., bolster Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb. Ant. n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin., false Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc Ayr. n.Cy. sm. se. & sw.Lan. s.Chs.

n.Stf. n. & ne.Der. $us. s.Som., bolt n. & m.Cum. n. &
w.Wm. Yks. Lan. s.Chs. n, & s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin.

e.Suf., colt Abd. Per. em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. n. & s.Nhb.

n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. m. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n.Der.

nw.Lin. m.Shr. n.Hrf. e.Suf, fault Sc. Ant. Nhb. s.Dur.

n. & m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. s.Chs. n. & wm.Stf. n. &
nw.Der. s.Lin. Lei. s.War. n.Wor. m.Shr. nw.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. Sus. Wil. e.Som., malice, n. & sw.Nhb. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. Lan. s.Chs. Stf. n.Der. m.Shr. Sus., poultry Sh.I.

sm.Sc Lth. Edb. Yks. sw.Lan. e.Suf., salt Sc. Ant. Nhb.
Cum. Wm. ne.Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. n.Der. m.Shr. Sus.
nw.Wil.

§ 254. Final 1 has remained in mikl much Sc. me.
se.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm. snw.Yks.
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6o PHONOLOGY

§ 255. Final 1 has often disappeared after a guttural

vowel, especially in the Sc. Ir. n.Cy. and north Midi,

dialects, as all Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. n. ne. nw.

nnw. snw. w. & sw.Yks. Lan. Chs. n.Stf. Der., awl w.Wil.,

ball Sc. Ant. n. & m.Cum. w.Wm. snw.Yks. n. & s.Lan.

n Stf. n. & nw.Der., call Sc. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm.
snw.Yks. Lan. Chs. n.Stf. Der. n.Lin. s.Lei. ne. & se.Shr.,

cool sw. Lan., fall Sc. Nhb. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw.

& snw.Yks. Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. ne. & nw.Der. ne.Shr.,/00/

sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. Chs. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der., foul

em. sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. s.Chs. e.Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der.,

full Sh. & Or.I. Sc. Wm. se.Lan., gall Sc. n.Nhb. m.Cum.
Wm. Sus., pole n. sm. se. & s.Lan. n. Der., pool m. se. &
s.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. n.Der., pull Sc. e. & w.Cum. m. sm.

se. sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n.Der., school m. em. sm. se. sw.

& s.Lan. Chs. Dnb. n. & em. Stf. n. & nw.Der., small Sc.

Ant. sw.Nhb. n. & m.Cum. Wm. Lan. n.Der. Sus., stool

sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. me.Wil.,

toll n. se. sm. sw. & ms.Lan., wall Sc. Ant. me. & se.Nhb.

s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. & snw.Yks. n. nw. sm.

se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der. ne.Shr.,

wool Sc. n. & se.Nhb. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw.Yks.
n. nw. & se.Lan.

§ 256. 1 has often become 6 in me.Wil., as bio bill, tuo
tool, tweof twelfth, nibo nibble, serjgo single. According
to Dr. Kjederqvist, The Dial, of Pewsey in Trans. Lond.
Phil. Soc. 1902, p. no, the original rule for the vocalization

of 1 seems to have been that vocalization took place (a)

finally before consonants or a pause
;

(b) medially before

other consonants than the dentals (especially d and t)

:

(c) in syllables which had not the principal accent, except

in the position after d and t.

§ 257. Vocalic 1 has become 9 in apple sm. & s.Lan.

n.Der., and it has disappeared in shovel (Ju) sw.Nhb. Lan.
Chs. nw.Der.

§ 258. till is tin w.Yks. m. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. nw.Der.

§ 259. In Sh. & Or.I. Sc. and the greater part of Irel.

r has a strong trill formed by trilling the point of the
tongue against the gums.

In Nhb. and parts of n.Dur. it is a uvular r formed by
the trilling of the uvula against the back of the tongue.
This r has a peculiar labializing effect upon a preceding
or following vowel. It is often called the Northumberland
burr.

In s.Pem. Glo. and parts of Hrf. Oxf. and in all the south
and south-western dialects it is a reverted or retracted r
formed by the under surface of the tip of the tongue being
turned to the hard palate, and the trill being indistinct

and less sharp than for the Sc. r. This r exercises
a great influence upon a preceding vowel and causes
a following t, d, 1, n to become reverted, especially in
the south-western dialects. See Dr. Kjederqvist, The Dial,

of Pewsey in Trans, of Lond. Phil. Soc. 1902, pp. 19-20,
IIO-II.

In the remaining parts of Eng. r is practically the same
as in lit. English.

Upon the difficult question of the various kinds of Es
in the modern dialects, see Dr. Ellis, Early Eng. Pronun-
ciation, V, pp. 84*-5, 830-2.

§ 260. In Sh. & Or.I. Sc. Irel. Nhb. and small parts of
Dur. Cum. Wm. r has remained in all positions—initially

and medially before vowels, medially before consonants,
and finally after vowels. In the remaining parts of Eng. r
has only remained intact before a following vowel, as rise,

very, fearing, but fea(r).

With the exception of the parts of Eng. mentioned
above, medial r has entirely disappeared before a following
consonant, gen. with lengthening or diphthongization of
the preceding vowel. For examples see §§ 37, 56, &c.

Originally final r, or r which has come to stand finally

in the modern dialects, has remained in the sentence

when the next word begins with a vowel, as Ifear it, but,

except in the parts of Eng. mentioned above, it has

disappeared when the next word begins with a consonant,

as / feair) them.
.

.

When a word containing final r is used alone or stands

at the end of a sentence, the r is still slightly trilled—but

not so strongly as before a following vowel—in the

northern and north Midi, dialects. In the south Midi.,

eastern,southern,andsouth-western dialects it has become

a mere voice-glide, written a in this grammar, as ma near,

moa more, but this a has disappeared after a, as is.far, sta

When a word ends in and the next word begins with

a vowel, a ' euphonic ' r is gen. inserted to avoid a hiatus,

in the south Midi., eastern, southern,_ and south-western

dialects, as aidiar av it idea of it, serar an Sarah Ann,

l§r av ingland law ofEngland. And an r is sometimes

inserted medially, as drorin drawing.

This insertion of ' euphonic ' r is not confined to dialect

speakers ; it is quite common among educated people in

the south Midi, and southern counties, and seems to be

spreading gradually further north.

§ 261. r has been inserted in thistle (brisl) ne.Sc. Fif.

wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. s.Sc. n.Ir. se.Nhb. s.Dur., n.Dev.

(drizl).

§ 262. r has disappeared in kan currant sw.Yks., fe, fe

from frafrom Sh. & Or.I. Sc. except s.Sc, pimroz, -ruaz
primrose sw.Yks. s.Chs. nw.Der., kwgdl quarrel sw.Cy.,

wan(d, wand warrant n.Dur. sw.Yks. nw.Wil. w.Som.

§ 263. r has often undergone metathesis, especially

in the south-western dialects, in apron (apan) sw. & s.Lan.
s.Chs. n. & s'.Stf. n.Der. m.Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. w.&s.War.
n.Wor. n.Shr. Glo. s.Oxf. n. & m.Bck. nw.Hrt. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev., bird

(brid) sm.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. n.Der., borough (brox) Abd.
s.Sc, board (brod) w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Edb. n.Cum., bridge
(bBdg) nw.Oxf. Som. Dev., bruise (birz) Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.
Ayr., burn (bran) s.Lan. s.Chs. n.Der. e.Suf., burnt (brunt,
brunt) n.Dur. Stf., brast (burst pret.) s.Ayr. n.Ir. sw.Nhb.
n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. em. sw. & s.Lan. n.Der.
nw.Lin. Lei. War. Shr., children (tjildan) I.Ma. s. Lin. Lei.
m.Nhp. w.War. m.Shr. Oxf. m.Cmb. e.Suf. Ess. s.Sur. e. &
w^us. Wil. e.Dor. Som. nw. & e.Dev., christen (kesn,
kasn) Bch. Abd. em.Sc. n.Ayr. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.
nw. em. & s.Lan. s.Som. e.Dev., Christmas n. & m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. nw. em. & s.Lan. s.Som. e. & sw.Dev.,
cistern (sestran) Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb. w.Wm. e. m. &
se.Yks., cress (kars) wm.Sc. n. & me.Nhb., curdle Sc. Irel.
n. & Midi, counties to Glo. also Cor., curds (krudz) Sc.
Ant. se.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs.
Stf. Der. Not. Lin. n.Shr. Glo. Wil. Som., grin (garn, gin)
Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs., Der. (obsol.), Lin.
Nhp. Bdf. e.An. Wil. w.Som. Dev., grass (gars, gas) Sh.I.
Sc. Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw. & s.Lan. n.Dev.,
great (grat) s.Dur. n. & e.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Glo. s.Oxf.
nm.Brks. Bdf. Sus. Hmp. nw. & w.Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.,
gristle (girsl, gasl} w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. sw.Yks. n.Lan.,
hundred (h)undad) Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. n.Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. s.Chs. I.Ma. Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. w.War."
e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. w.Som. Dev., firetfy
(pati) I.Ma. s.Stf. e.Ken. Sus. nw.Wil. Som. nw.Dev.
wart (rat) Per. em.Sc. n. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. e.An., wrestle
(warsl) w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. n.Cum.
Examples from the sw. dialects are : bread (bed), brindle
(bimdl), brushJbvl), cringe (kendg), crutch (k«tf), grudge
(gBdg), ready («di), red (M), ridge (Mg), risk (Ssk), &c.

§ 264. Final r has become n by dissimilation in garter
(gartan, gertan) Sc.

ft
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THE NASALS
m

§ 265. m has gen. remained unchanged in all positions,

except where after consonants it has become vocalic.

mt has become nt in entl empty Glo. me.Wil. In
brenstn brimstone s.Ayr. Peb. and in seldn seldom sw.
Yks. the n is original. The m in come has disappeared in

Cum. Wm. and parts of n. nnw. m. & w.Yks. ; it has also

disappeared in the combination come up ! a call to animals,

esp. cows and horses, as kup, kup s.Chs. e.Der. Oxf.
Brks. m.Bck. e.An. Hmp.
m has gen. become vocalic after consonants in all

dialects, as bodm, botm bottom, kindm kingdom, &c.
m has become vocalic in the combination lm in such
words as elm, film, helm s.Sc. sw.Cy.

n
§266. Initial n has gen. remained. It has also remained

in nadder (OE. nsed(d)re) adder Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
n.Yks. Chs. Der. War. Hrf. Rdn. Cor.; napron (O.Fr.

naperon) apron Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Not. Nhp. War. Hrf. Cor. ; nauger (ME. nauger) auger

Lan. Chs. Der. Shr. ; for the various forms of these words
in the dialects see E.D.D.

In the various dialects there is a large number ofwords
which have an inorganic initial n. In many words it has

arisen partly from the n of the indef. art. an, and partly

from the n of the poss. pron. mine ; the latter is especi-

ally the case in words denoting relationship : n-ain

Sc. n.Cy., n-ownYks. Lan. Oxf. own, only used after poss.

pronouns; n-aunt n.Cy. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der.

Wor. Shr. Glo. Oxf. Som. ; n-awl Irel. Stf. War.
Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Suf. sw.Cy.; n-if sw.Cy.;

n-oration gen. in Sc. Irel. and Eng. ; n-uncle n.Cy.

Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Lei. Wor. Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. Hmp.
sw Cy. Also the following words and many others which

will be found in the E.D.D. with the geographical area

over which the forms with initial n are used :
n-absy

abscess, n-ackerel acorn, n-adge adze, n-amble to amble,

n-angnail agnail, n-eam (OE. earn) uncle, n-een even,

n-egg egg, n-elsin elsin, nicker, n-ickle hickwall,

n-idget, n-idiot idiot, n-ile hile, part of a flail, n-ope alp,

n-ounce ounce, n-unk hunk, n-urcbin urchin.

Initial n has disappeared in etl nettle Nhp. War. Wor.

Hrf. Glo. nw.Oxf. Hmp. nw. & sw.Wil.

§ 267. When n has remained medial in the dialects, it

has gen. undergone no change.
_

In ne. sn. nm. wm. & sm.Sc. Monday is munande
from OE. monandseg, all other dialects have the form

corresponding to OE. mondseg. In a few words n has

been developed before medial dg, as porindga(r, a coarse

pot or mug, used for porridge, broth, &c. Irel. Lakel.

Yks. Lin. Nhp. War. Shr. Hnt. ; sosindga(r) sausage

Dur. e.Yks. e. m. sm. & s.Lan. Chs. Glo. Som.; cp. lit. Eng.

messenger, passenger, &c. for messager, passager, &c.

The n in e.An. eaunsey causeway is old; cp. cawnce-

way Prompt. (Winch. MS.), eaunee ib. (Heb. MS.),

M.Lat. cancetum.
In Brks Hmp. and sw.Cy. medial n has become m

before or after a labial, as gramfa(r) grandfather, epmi,

eapmi halfpenny, evmin evening.

In the north and north Midi, dialects medial n has

disappeared in unaccented syllables without compensation

lengthening, as asted, astiad instead, Linkija(r) Lincoln-

shire Robisn Robinson, &c.

In's Stf. and a small portion of n.Wor. the negative not

in combination with aux. verbs has lost its n and some-

times the t also, as ai do want I don't want, ko or kot

can't, fe or Jet shan't, &c. .

The palatal n in onion has become n in Sc Glo. Bdf.

LonV Cmb. e.An. Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Hmp. w.Som. Dev.

Cor. For the various forms of the word in the dialects

see E.D.D.

§ 268. n has gen. remained when it has come to stand

finally after vowels or was already final in OE.
In a few words final n occurs_ contrary to the usage of

the lit. language, aivin(OE. ifig,ifegn) ivy me.Nhb.n.Cum.
Wm. nnw. & m.Yks. sw.Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin. ; h)olin (OE.
holen, holegn) holly s.Sc. me.Nhb. Dur. Wm. nnw. m.
& sw.Yks. n. nw. & sw.Lan. n. & ne.Der. nw.Lin. ; miln
(OE. mylen) mill sw.Yks. s.Lan. Chs. ne.Der. ; ratn
(O.Fr. raton) Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. n. &
w.Chs. Der. Shr. ; sinan sinew Sc. ; slon (OE. slah, sla,

pi. slan) sloe Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Glo. Oxf. Brks.

Bdf. Hnt. e.An. Ess. Ken. Hmp. Wil. Som. Dev. Cor.

For the various forms of slon in the dialects see E.D.D.

§ 269. Final n has become vocalic after dentals and

sibilants just as in the lit. language, as ritn written, fajn,

fajn fashion, fezn(t pheasant, &c.
In the northern and south-western dialects, and also

often in those of the midlands, n has become vocalic m
after labials by assimilation, as apm happen, ebm, evm
heaven, sebm, sevm seven, opm, 6pm open, uvm, wm
oven, wepm weapon, &c.

In the northern dialects n has become vocalic rj after

gutturals, as brokn broken, spokq spoken, wagrj, wegrj

wagon, &c.

§ 270. In the s.Sc. dialects the palatal n written gn has

regularly become r), as bineq benign, konden condign,

malerj malign, rerj reign.

§271. Final n has disappeared in Isilkiln Sc. Ant. Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. w.Yks., Lan. also kiln, I. Ma. Chs. Stf.

n.Der. Lin. Rut. Nhp. Shr. ne.Nrf. Suf. Sur. Sus. Som.

e.Dev.
The n in one has disappeared when it stands betore

a noun, as e orja man, but give us jan, &c.wm.sm. em.

& s.Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. snw. nm. & e.Yks. nw.Lan.

On the various forms of one in the dialects see E.D.D.

Final unstressed n has often disappeared, especially in

the south-western dialects, as aia(r) iron, op open, &c.

In Sc. n.Cy. n. & w.Midl. also s.Nrf. w.Suf. the final n
has disappeared in i in, a on, upa, rapa upon, i, a, upa,

rapa were formerly only used before a following consonant,

but in the mod. dialects they are gen. used before a

following vowel also. In some dialects a distinction is

still made between the anteconsonantal and the antevocalic

use of in. iv, rarely in, is used before a following vowel

in Nhb. Cum. Wm. n. ne. nw. e. nm. & sm.Yks. In the

dialects of Eng. the n in an has gen. disappeared before

a following vowel, as a apl. When n is used it is gen.

attached to the noun, as a napl.

§ 272. The guttural n, written n in OE., only occurred

before the gutturals g and c.
.

In stressed syllables medial rjg has become rj in be.

Irel n Cy. n.Midl. also se.Ken. Sus. w. & s.Som., as

finafr finger, hTsne(r, una(r) hunger, inlij English, mini

mingle, sirjl single, &c. In the other parts of England rjg

has generally remained, as nnga(r), &c.
,

n has become n before the following dental in lenp

length, strenb strength in Sc. Irel. n.Cy. The n is also

very common in other parts of Eng., but beside it there

exist the forms lenj>, lenkj> ; strenjj, strenkj>. See the

Index. The forms with k are often used by educated

people in the midlands.

dru(n)ken Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. but w. sw. &
msYks also drufn, nw. & s.Lan. is probably a Norse

loan-word (O.Icel. drukenn). In Sc. and most n.Cy.

dialects the loss of original n in the combination nk is

confined to this word, but in some dialects it has been

extended by analogy to other pp., as slukn slunk, stukn

stunk, sukrj sunk.
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§ 273. Medial rj in unstressed syllables has gen. dis-

appeared, as B§migam Birmingham, Bebitn Bebbington,

Dalitn Darlington, Notigam Nottingham, Welitn
Wellington, &c.

§ 274. Final stressed rj is gen. the same in the dialects

as in the standard language, but in m. em. sm. se. sw. ms.
& s.Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der. Lei. War. Won Shr.
it is rjg, as arjg hang, brirjg bring, lurjg long, sirjg sing,

frirjg thing, &c. In parts of Lan. Chs. Der. there exist

ibrms with rjk beside rjg in the above and similar mono-
syllabic words. The use of final rjg for rj is widely spread
among educated people in the midlands.

Final unstressed rj has gen. become n in all the dialects,

evenin(g), farthin(g), mornin(g), sendin(g), and similarly

in all present participles and verbal nouns in -ing.

In parts of Lan. Chs. Der. when dialect speakers try to

talk ' fine ' they gen. substitute -rjk for rj in all present
participles and verbal nouns ending in -ing. The same
thing can often be heard among educated speakers in those
parts.

The final syllable in anything and nothing has often

been influenced by the simplex thing; the final rj in these
words has become n in Sh. & Or!l. em. & wm.Sc. Ayr.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. em. & sw.Lan. I.Ma., Chs. Stf. also -rjk,

nw.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei. n.Wor. ne.Shr., e.Oxf. also -rjk,

s.Oxf., m.Bck. also -rjk, ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. Ken. Sur. Sus.
w.Wil. Dor. Som. sw.Dev. Cor. It has become rjk in

Chs. Stf. Not. m. & s.Lin. n.Lei. Rut. m. & sw.Nhp. e. &
s.War. nw. & e.Oxf. m.Bck.

In ne.Sc. Frf. Per. the final rj in among has become n
or has disappeared.

THE LABIALS

P
§ 275. p has generally remained in all positions.
It has become b in bibl pebble s.Stf. ; abl apple e.Dev.

;

babtist baptist wm.Sc. n.Cy. Midi, ; deb]? depth w.Yks.
Bdf. ; kabtn captain w.Sc.

§ 270. b has generally remained.
It hardly ever occurs in any of the dialects betweenm—1 or m—r in such words as bramble, thimble, chamber,

number, &c.
It has disappeared in sumdi sw.Yks., sumdi sm.Lan.

somebody ; rilatfilbert nw.Der.
b has become p in lapstar wm.Sc, lopsta(r) n.Midl.

lobster ; nipar neighbour ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
Most of the dialects have medial b in pebble, but pipl

occurs in Wor. Pern. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Som. Cor. ; in Dor.
Dev. p forms exist beside forms with b. Cf. OE, papol-
beside ME. pibble-, pobble.
The word marble appears in almost all dialects as marvl,

mavl, mavil, sm.Lan. mavl beside mabl ; in Not. Lin.
Lei. War. Wor. Hrf. s.Hmp. beside the forms mavl,
mavil, there also exists the form mal.
b has become v in distav disturb s.Midl. Som.

§ 277. OE. f was used to represent both the voiceless
(= Mod. Eng. f) and the voiced (Mod. Eng. v) spirant.

i. Initially it was voiceless and corresponded to Ger-
manic f.

2. Medially it was voiced, except in the combinations
ff, ft, fs.

3. Finally it was voiceless in the historic period even
when it corresponded to Germanic b. But when OE. f
came to stand medially through being followed by a case
or personal ending, &c. it was voiced, thus wlf wife, gen.

wifes
;
pret. sing, geaf he gave, pi. geafon. In this case

the dialects, like lit. Eng., have sometimes generalized

the one form, sometimes the other. We shall here treat

the sounds in the above order.

§ 278 1 In the southern and south-western counties

Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev., and in

parts of Hrf. Pern. Glo. Brks., initial f must have become v
at a very early period, because in those counties where we
still find v for f it is confined almost exclusively to native

words ; hence the change must have taken place before

the influx of French words. The use of v for f is now
obs. in Ken. Sur. Sus. and obsol. in s.Pem. Hmp. I.W.

It is still in general use in e.Hrf., parts of Glo., w.Brks.

Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. See §§ 310, 320.
There is no evidence that vixen ever has f in any dialect,

fat exists beside vat in Abd. Cum. em.Lan. n.Der.

With the exception ofwhat has been stated above, initial

f is used in all the dialects just the same as in lit. Eng.

§ 279. 2. In this position the dialects rarely deviate from
lit. Eng. The following points require to be noted : v has
become b through the influence of a following 1 or n in

nebl, neabl navel e.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. Oxf.
e.An., (a)lebn eleven, sebn, sebm seven s.Dur. w.Cum.
Wm. nw.Lan. Rut. w.War. e.Oxf. n.Bck. Hnt. s.Sur.

w.Sus. me. & w.Wil. w. & s.Som. Dev., ebn even m.Cum.
Wm., ebanin evening n.Cum. Wm. w.Cor., ebn, ebm
heaven Wm. e.Oxf. me. & w.Wil. w.Som. nw. & e.Dev.,
oven Dur. m.Cum. Wm. n.Lan. I.W. me.Wil. Dor. Cor.

Intervocalic v has become b in ebat (OE. efeta) newt
w.Som. Dev. Cor., rebit rivet Dur. Cum. Yks. s.Wor.
(ribat).

v has also become b in the Fr. words krab (but cf. OF.
courbe) curve, valb valve w.Som.
v has become fin shovel Bch. Abd., w.Frf. e.Per. +Job1,

Lth. Edb. +Jiil, Wm. n.Lan. I.Ma., grafgrave Sh.I. Bch.
Abd. Wm. Yks. Chs. Der. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. s.Wor.
Shr. Hrf. Glo. Sur. Sus. Hmp.
Many dialects have f in nephew. See Index.
Medial f has become v in the south-western dialects in

such words as afford, afloat, afore.

v has disappeared over an extensive area in above, devil,

dove, evening, Spans fivepence, gave, give, given, harvest,
have, leave, love, never, oven, over, serve (see also E.D.D.,
s. v. Sarrow), salve (Sc), silver (Sc. n.Cum.), twelve (Sc.
Ant. n.Nhb.). See Index.

f has disappeared before t in atafr) after in the eastern,
midland, southern, and south-western counties. In Glo.
Hmp. and the south-western counties it has also dis-
appeared in the combination oft in such words as croft,
loft, soft.

§ 280. 3. The inflected forms with v have been gener-
alized in kav calf Abd. Kcb. Ant. s.Lan. n.Der. n.Hrf.
w.Wil. Som. e.Dev. ; dev deafsw. Cy. ; av halfLan. w.Chs!
Der. w.Som. ; also in knife, leaf, life, loaf, roof, sheaf, wife
sw.Cy.
The unstressed form of ;/is if, av in all the dialects.
f has disappeared in sel, sen self in many dialects. See

Index. It has also disappeared in sheriff Sc. n.Cum.
halfpenny Sc. Irel. Eng.

§ 281. Initial and medial v has gen. remained in the
dialects.

Initial and medial v has become w in m.Bck. Nrf. Suf
Ess. Ken. e.Sus., as wenta(r) venture, witlz victu'als,wiksn
vtxen, konwe, -wai convey.

vetch is gen. the same in the dialects as in the lit
language, but it is fit/ in sm.Lan. s.Chs. nw Oxf. e Sus"

f for v occurs in fltoz me.Wil, fetlz w.Som. 'victuals,
fog vogue me.Wil. '

to is tiv, tav before a following vowel in se & s Nhb
n.Dur. ne. nw. e. se. m. nm. sm. w. & sw.Yks.
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§ 282. Initial t has gen. remained.
Initial tfi. (tiu) has become tju, rarely tju, through the

intermediate stage of *tju, in s.Ayr. em. sm. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. s.Chs. wm. & s.Stf. n.Der. m.Shr. s.Sur. Sus.

w.Wil. Som., as tjun, w.Som. tfun tune, tjuzde Tuesday.

Similarly we have tfem from older *tjem team in s.Lan.

Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. w. & s.Der. War. Wor. Shr. nw.Oxf.

For initial tw see § 242.
The initial combinations tr and str have become t\>v,

stbr or br, sbr in Irel. Wm. e. & se.Yks. e. em. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. It has not been possible to ascertain the exact

delimitations of the use of tbr, br; the former seems to be

predominant in Irel. Wm. I.Ma. and the latter in Yks.

and Lan., as tbri, bri tree, stbrit, sbrit street, &c.

§ 283. Medial t (tt) has gen. remained.

Between vowels and vowel-like consonants t has become

d in ada(r) after e. & w.Som. e.Dev. ; beetle nnw.Yks.

nw.Lan. I.Ma. Ess. Sus. w.Wil. n._& e.Dev. ;
better Sus.

w. & s.Som. ; bitter s.Som. e.Dev. ; bodl, bodl bottle w.Som.;

butter w. & s.Som. e.Dev. ; kedl kettle I.Ma. s.Sur. w.Sus.

Wil. e.Dor. Som. e.Dev.; lidl little I.Ma. s.Pem. w.Suf.

Ess. e.Ken. Sus. Dor. Som. Dev. ; nedl nettle Sus. n.Dev.;

sadade Saturday n.Wor. e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus. w.Wil. Dor.

w.Som. Dev. This change seems to have been earned

out more fully in the south-western dialects than else-

where bodan existed beside botm bottom already

in OE. (Sweet, Ags. Did.) In the modern dialects we
find in some dialects d and in others t forms. The

following dialects have d: bodm ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

s.Ayr. s.Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n.Lan. Lin.

w. & s.Som. Dev.
.

kidl exists beside kitl tickle in Ken. Sus. t has

become k before a following 1 in brikl, brtskl brittle

Hmp.; likl little se.Lan. Shr.

S 284. In Irel. n.Cum. Wm. ne. e. & se.Yks. n. e. em.

& s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. medial t has become tb or b in the

following combinations

:

(1) Intervocalic t followed by r in the next syllable,

as betba(r, beba(r better, and similarly in bitter, butter,

Saturday, water, &c. . ,

(a) The combination tr, as kontbrea-n, konbrean

contrary, and similarly in country, distrain, poultry,,&c.

M The combination ter, as aftba(r, af>a(r after, and

similarly in bolster, cistern, daughter, halter, oyster, sister,

slaughter, yesterday, &c.

S 285 The t in French words which has become tj in

lit Eng. through the influence of the following u has

remained unchanged in the dialects, as pikta(r picture,

fiatafrfeature, neta(r, neata(r nature.

S 286 OE. antefn anthem has become antm in n.Cy.

sw.Yks. Sus. e.Dev. and andm in se.Ken.

S 287 In wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. intervocalic t (tt) with 1 or

r in the next syllable has become the glottal catch, such as

is common in German words beginning with a vowel, as

baTSkeial kettle, ne:al nettle, be:ar better, bB:ar

butter, se:ardi Saturday, wa:ar water.

S 288 Many dialects have dropped the dental in little,

especially CurZwm. Yks. n. & nw.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Glo.

Ess. sw.Cy. See Index.

§ 289. Medial t has sometimes disappeared after conso-

nahts as brimsn brimstone s.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Stf Sus.,

emS empfyllyr. Lth. Edb. Peb. s.Sc Ant Nhb. Dur.

I Ma s Chs w.Som. ; emp v. empty w Wor Glo sw Cy.

;

Uxniii laxiun lightning ne.Sc. Ayr. Ant.; fatefacts,5c.

t lf?n„ ITasli eafli giisii ghastly Dur. Cum. em.Lan.

!i S It^Der.oKsom.iDev. Nolbut has become

nobat, nobad nothing but, only, in Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Lan.

Chs. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. War. Glo. Bdf. Hnt. e.An. Hmp.

§ 290. The dialects agree with the lit. language in the

loss of t between s—1, s—n, and f—n, in such words as

thistle, listen, soften, &c.

§ 291. Final t has gen. remained.
\> appears where the lit. language has ght in draub

drought w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Ant. n.Nhb.
n.Cum. s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. nw.Oxf; fortnight Lth. s.Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm.; aib height I.Ma. s.Stf. Oxf. Bck.

ne.Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. w.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som.
This change may partly be due to a confusion of suffixes.

§ 292. In Lan. Chs. Shr. final t has become d in mono-
syllables with short stem-vowel, especially when the next

word begins with a vowel, as ged get, wod what.

§ 293. Thestressedformofz'/ishidOr.I.Cai.,idm.sm.
& s.Lan. The unstressed form of but is bud, bad Yks.

Lan. nw.Lin. w.Som. And the unstressed form of itis -d,

especially when used enclitically after voiced sounds, in

Sc. Nhb. Dur.

§ 294. The change of final t to r in monosyllables with

short stem-vowel occurs sporadically in most parts of Eng.,

when the next word begins with a vowel, as ger am get

them, ler it bi, ser it, wor iz it? It occurs far more
frequently in Yks. Lan. and n.Midl. than elsewhere.

§ 295. Final t has disappeared in many dialects after

voiceless consonants, especially in the combination st ;

finally after k and p it has disappeared in all Sc. dialects,

as fak(t, strik(t, korek(t, temp(t, bankrupt ;
preterite

forms like kep kept^e-p crept, lep leapt, which are widely

diffused in the Midi, and also occur in the northern dialects,

have not lost a t but are analogical formations. The loss

of t after f occurs chiefly in I.Ma. and sw.Cy., as drif(t,

lif(t, wef(t, &c. Examples of the loss of t after s occur

in all parts of Sc. Irel. and Eng., especially in such words

as beast, betwixt, fast, joist, last, next, &c.

Final t after n is often omitted in such words as sergeant,

serpent, servant, warrant, especially in Sc. Irel. and sw.Cy.

On the other hand few, if any, dialects have added a t in

ancient (Fr. ancien), pheasant (O.Fr. faisan). In a few

instances a t has been added after n, f, or s, as samant,

zamant sermon Lei. Brks. ne.Nrf. Sur. w.Som. Dev. Cor.

;

sudant, stsdant sudden Sc. Irel. Cum. War. Brks. e.An. Ken.

Sus swCy.- \&m.VD.t vermin n.Nhb. Dur. m. &s.Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. n.Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. War. Wor. Glo. s.Oxf. e An.

se.Ken. Sur. Sus. sw.Cy. ; scuft scruff n.Cy. w. & s.Yks.

Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. Wor. Shr. ;
taligraft,

teligraft telegraph Sc. Yks. Lan. Chs. Not. Lin. Rut. Dor.

;

aist ice em.Lan. wm.Stf. n. & nw.Der. ; naist.nice es.Yks.

ne Der. Not. n.Lin. Rut. Lei. War. ; ost hoarseYksjem.Lan.

nw.Lin. Lei.; wenst (janst) once n.Ir. Lan. Chs. btt.

Der. m.Lin. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Brks e.An Sus w.Dor. e^ &
sw.Dev. ; twaist twice Sc. Irel. Lan. I.Ma. Lin. Shr. Oxt.

Brks. Sus. Dor.

S 296. Initial d has gen. remained.

Initial dii (diu) has become d^dgix in the same dmlects

in which tu (tiu) has become tfu, tju, as dgu, dsu dew,

due In like manner those dialects which have tj from

*ti
' have under similar conditions dg from *dj, as dged

from *djed dead, dSef deaf dgel deal, dgeb death And

those dialects which have changed initial tr to tbr, br

have also changed initial dr to dSr or, as dSrag
; Jrag

drag; dtSrenJ, KrenSdrench; dorop.Srop drop, &c.(§ 282).

S 297. Medial d has gen. remained.

Intervocalic d followed by r in the next syllable became

in the first instance tS in all dialects, as at5a(r adder,

blacSa(r bler5a(r bladder, konsi-(Sa(r consider, fo5a(r

fodder, la«Sa(r ladder, puSar, p^u«a(r powder, &c, in

addition to the words which have in the lit. language,
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asfather, gather, mother, weather, &c. Where exceptions
seem to occur they are due either to the influence of the
lit. language or to the sound-change given below.

This S fromd (OE. fseder, &c.) fell together with OE.
<S in the same position (OE. fetSer, &c.), and underwent
all further changes in common with it. It has thus be-
come (i) d beside d<S in n.Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks.
n. & s.Lan. I.Ma., (2) d in Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. Lth.
Nhb. s.Dur. e. m. & w.Cum. m.Yks. ne. nw. & m.Lan.
nw.Lin. n. & se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. At first sight it might
seem as if forms like fada(r, gada(r, mudafr, &c. had
retained OE.d.and thatformslikefadt$a(r),mudc5a(r),&c.
represent the intermediate stage of the development of
OE.d to (Sin this position, but from the fact that words like
brother, feather, leather, other, rather, wether, &c. have had
the same development in these dialects, it is clear that the
d, dcS in the former class of words started out from (S.

See § 314.

In Sc. and n.Cy. dialects the above law also holds good
when an 1 or r has disappeared before the d, as n.Cy.
909(r), oacSa(r) order; soucSar, sotSa(r) solder; JuSa(r
shoulder.

burden (OE. byr)>en), murder (OE. myrjjran) had a
spirant already in OE. The forms with S are still very
common in Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Lan. I.Ma. Der. Stf. e.An.

§ 298. In the south-western dialects a d has been devel-
oped between 1—r, r—1, n—r, as palda(r) parlour

;

tailda(r) tailor ; zm9lda(r) smaller; kedlz curls; radl
hurl ; madl marl; kwqdl quarrel; WBdl world; k9nda(r),
kande (r) corner, &c.

§ 299. Medial d has become r in sm.Lan. s.Chs. and
w.Som. in anibri anybody, nobri nobody, s&mbri some-
body ; and a few other Words.

§ 300. Medial dvery seldom occurs in any of the dialects
between n—1 or n—r, in such words as bundle, candle,
dwindle, handle; gander, thunder, &c. But in Ant. Dub.
Wm. ne. e. & se.Yks. n. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. medial d
between 1—r or n—r has become dcS, <5, as tfildSa(r,
tfilSa(r children; sindoa(r, sin$a(r cinder; similarly
in gander, hinder, hundred, thunder, under, wander, yonder.

§ 301. Medial d has regularly disappeared after n in the
Sc. dialects except in those of the south, as sinar cinder;
binar hinder; h^nar, himir hundred ; wenar wonder, &c.
The d has disappeared in the word London in the s.Midl.

e. s. & sw. counties. It has also occasionally disappeared
after 1 and r, as tfila(r) children s.Cy. nw.Dev.

; alar older
ne.Sc.

; birn burden ne.Sc.
; gern, gan, gian garden Sc.

Gk>. s. & sw.Cy. The d has disappeared before 1 in nil
needle Wxf. w. & s.Som. Dev. Cor. d has undergone
metathesis in mid needle w.Yks. sw.Lan. Chs. e.Stf.
nw.Der. Lei. Shr. w.Sus. e.Som. Dev.

§ 302. Final d has gen. remained.
OE. final d and the medial d which has come to stand

finally in the modern dialects have become t after 1, n, r
in monosyllables in Lan. Chs. n.Stf. Der., as tjailt child,
filt field ; similarly in fold, hold, band, blind, hand, land,
wind, beard, &c. In these counties final d has also become
t after 1, n, r in the_ pret. and pp. of weak verbs, as adit
addled, kilt killed, simt seemed, flatfeared, &c.

§ 303. Final d has often become t in words of more than
one syllable, especially after n and r, as bi-jont, bi-ont
beyond, behind, errand, husband, wizened, backward, custard,
forward, orchard, &c. Although examples of this change
are to be found in Sc. n.Ir. Dub. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Lei. War. Wor. Hrf. Glo. Brks.
Bck. Hrt. Sus. Hmp. I.W. sw.Cy., the change has not been
carried out consistently in any of the dialects. It is also
important to note that this sound-change does not seem
to have taken place in the eastern and south-eastern
counties. There was in O. and ME. the same tendency
to change final d to t in unstressed syllables ; but behind

and beyond show that in the modern dialects the change

is not confined to unstressed syllables.

§ 304. In Sc. the final d had become t already at an early

period in the pret. and pp. of weak verbs. The modern
Sc. dialects have preserved this change, except that in

the southern counties the final t has become d after

a liquid, nasal, or a vowel in a monosyllable or accented

syllable, as krabit crabbed, profltit profited, wendart
wondered ; dit, s.Sc. deid died, telt, s.Sc. tseld told, s.Sc.

biland belonged, &c.

§ 305. In the word breadth, the final dj> has become tfj in

n. & nw.Der. s.Lei. m.Bck. e.Suf. w.Som., and simply p
in ne. & sm. Sc. s.Ayr. Lth. Kcb. Dub. Nhb. Dur. se.Yks.
ne.Nrf.
adze (OE. adesa) has become ItJ, itj in Inv. Bch. Abd.

Frf. Per. Ayr. Peb. Kcb.
salit, salat (O.Ital. salata) salad is the usual form in all

the dialects.

§ 306. A final d has occasionally been developed after

1, 11, r. This excrescent d is seldom, if ever, found as far
north as Yks. except in the words drown, gown,yon, scholar.
Examples are: fild/^?/ Rut. me. & w.Wil. ; aidld idle

nw.Lin. ; niaild mile ne.Nrf. w.Som. ; skuld school s.Pem.
e.Oxf. nm.Brks. Hrt. ; sold soul ne.Nrf. e.Suf.; h&andborn
nw. & me.Wil. ; dratmd, &c. drown sw. & ms.Yks. s.Chs.
ne.Der. n. & nw.Lin. Rut. e.War. m.Shr. w.Wil. s.Som.

;

galand gallon s.Chs. Not. Lin. se.Wor.
;
gaund gown

Irel. Yks. Chs. Fit. Der. Rut.Nhp.Wor.Shr.Hrf.Glo.s.Oxf.
Brks. Bdf. Cmb. Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. se.Ken. Sus. I.W. Wil.
Som. Dev. ; zund soon nw.Wil. ; seund nw.Oxf., ZBund
Wil. swoon ; waind wine m.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

; jondyon
sw.Yks. m. & ms.Lan. nw.Der. ; milad miller Brks. Wil.
Dev. ; skolad, skolard scholar gen. in Sc. Irel. & Eng.

§ 307. Final d has often disappeared after 1, especially
in Sc. (except in the southern counties), I.Ma. and the south-
western counties. In other counties the loss of d in this
position is not so frequent, but in a few words however it

extends over a large area. Examples are : bal{d) sm.Sc.
n.Nhb. I.Ma. s. Stf. e.Suf. w.Som., £o/(fiOne. & wm.Sc. s.Ayr.
Kcb. Uls. Ant. I.Ma. s.Stf. nw. & w.Som., buil{d) s.Nhb.
n.Dur. I.Ma. w.Som., chil(d) ne.Sc. Lth. I.Ma. e.Der. s.Pem.
Glo. w.Oxf. Hrt. n.Ken. nw.Wil. e.Dor. w. & s.Som. Dev.
Cor., col(d) ne. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Uls. n.Cum. I.Ma.
nw.Wil. w.Som. sw.~Dev.,fiel(d) Ayr. Peb. Kcb. I.Ma.s.Nrf.
Ess. Ken. Sus. Wil. Dor. Som. I>ev.,fol(d) ne. & wm.Sc.
Ayr. Kcb. Ant. I.Ma. nw.Wil. Dor. w.Som., golid) I Ma
w.Som., hol(d) Ant. I.Ma. e.Ken. e.Sus. e. & w.Som. s.Dev
mil(d) n. & s.Ayr. I.Ma. w.Som. e.Dev., ol{d) Cai. ne. wm.
& sm.Sc. Uls. n. & w.Cum. I.Ma. Rut. n.Lei. sw.Nhp
s.Pem. nw. & e.Oxf. Bck. Bdf. nw.Hrf. se.Hrt. se.Cmb.
s.Nrf. e.Suf. n. & e.Ken. Sus. sm.Hmp. nw. & w.Wil. w.Dor.
Som. Dev. e.Cor., shield) Abd. Ayr. n.Nhb. I.Ma Dor'
w.Som., sol(d) ne.Sc. Ant. I.Ma. w.Wil. Dor. w.Som., tol(d)
ne. & wm.Sc. Ant. I.Ma. w.Wil. Dor. w.Som. Dev., wil(d)
ne. wm. & sm.Sc. Ant. I.Ma. w.Wil. w.Dor. w.Som., worl(d)
Cai. ne.Sc. also wardl, wm.Sc. also warlt, Lth. Edb
sm.Sc. Ant. n.Cum. m.Bck. nw.Wil. e.Dor. s.Dev vieltd)
wm.Sc. I.Ma. Dor. w.Som. *•

;

Final d has generally disappeared after n in Sc, but in
the southern counties of Sc. it has only disappeared in
the cj. and, the present participles, and in the pret. and ppof strong verbs whose present ends in -nd. This loss of
final d in the pret. and pp. of verbs like bind, find, grind
wind is quite regular in Sc. Irel. and the north and north
midl. counties. Otherwise final d is seldom dropped in
then, and n.midl. counties. In I.Ma.Glo. w.Brks w Hmpand the sw. counties final d has gen. disappeared after n
In the other counties the loss of d in this position occurs
occasionally. Examples are : an(d) gen. in Sc Irel and
Eng., ben(d)

,
Bch. Abd. Per. Ayr. Kcb? w.Wn!Ti.ul w. &s.bom., bm{d) ne. & wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant I Ma s Stf
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; AynEdb. Peb. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. I.Ma. Rut.
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ne.Nrf. e.Sus. sw Cy., boim(d) pp. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. m. &
sw.Yks. em. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf. n.Der. Dor. Som.
Dev., bran(d) Abd. Per. s.Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur.
w.Wm. s.Lan. I.Ma. Dor. s.Som. e.Dev., Englan{d) Bch.
Abd. Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. I.Ma. me.Wil.
s.Som., en(d) Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant.
I.Ma. Som. Dev., erran(d) Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Peb. Kcb.
Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Wm. em.Lan. s.Oxf. Sus. T>or.,fin(d)

ne. sn. wm. & sm.Sc. Edb. Peb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Yks.
I.Ma. Rut. Lei. s.Pem. nw.Oxf. ne.Nrf. Ess. e.Sus. nw.Wil.
Dor. Som. Dev.,foun(d) pret. and pp. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Lin. Rut. War. Oxf. Bdf. e. &
w.Suf. Ess. s.Sur. Sus. sw.Cy., frien{d) Cai. ne. em. &
wm.Sc. Ayr. sm.Sc. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. &m.Cum.Wm.
I.Ma. Ess. nw.Wil. w.Som. n.Dev., grin(d) ne.Sc. Kcb.
n.Cum. nw.Lan. I.Ma. ne.Nrf. e.Sus. w.Wil. Dor. Som.
T>ev.,groun{d) sb. Sc. except s.Sc, Uls. s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum.
Wm.se.Yks. I.Ma. n. Lin. Rut. m.Bck.se.Hrt.w.Suf. n.Ken.

e.Sus. sw.Cy., han(d) Sc. Uls. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. &
s?.Cum. w.Wm. I.Ma. nw.Lin. s.Pem. e.Suf. n.Ken. s.Sur.

w.Sus. Dor. Som. Dev. e.Cor., houn{d) ne. & wm.Sc. Kcb.

Ant. n.Cum. I.Ma. Lei. e.Suf. Ess. e.Sus. w.Wil. Dor.

w.Som., husban{d) Sh. & Or.I. n.Ayr. s.Nhb. m. & s.Wm.
Yks. nw. m. & ms.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.Lin. Lei. m.

& sw.Nhp. e. & s.War. e.Hrf. Glo. nw. & s.Oxf. Bdf. Cmb.
s.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. n.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. sw.Hmp. sw.Cy.,

kin(d) ne. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. n.Cum.

w.Wm. ne.Yks. em.Lan. I.Ma. e.Sus. sw.Cy, lan{d) Sc.

Uls. se.Nhb. I.Ma. n.Ken. e.Sus. Som. Dev., min{d) sb.

and v. ne. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. n.Cum.

I.Ma. e.Sus. Wil. Som. Dev., poun(d) Sc. Ant. n.Cum.

Wm. I.Ma. s.Chs. s.Stf. Lei. w.War. ne.Shr. n.Bck. e.Suf.

s.Sur. Sus. nw. & n.Wil. e. & w.Som. sw.Dev., sen(d) Inv.

Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. I.Ma. n.Stf. Dor.

w.Som., stan(d) Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Uls. n.Nhb.

n. & m.Cum. n.Wm. ne.Yks. ne. em. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

ne Der. nw.Lin. e.Oxf. Dor. w.Som. T)ev.,ihousan(d) Or.I.

Inv. ne. & wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. se. & s.Nhb. n. & m.Cum. n.

& w.Wm. m. & sw.Yks. nw.Lan. I.Ma. me. & w.Wil. Dor.

w.Som., win{d) sb. ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb., s.Sc. (occ.)

Ant. n.Cum. I.Ma. w.Wil. w.Som. n.Dev., win(d) v. ne. &
wm.Sc. Kcb. n.Cum. I.Ma. e.Sus. w.Wil. w.Som. n. &
e. Dev.

Final ndz has become nz in nouns and verbs, ash)anz

hands, senz sends.

§ 308. In the following two words the d is excrescent

in the lit. language, so that d may never have existed in

the dialects which do not have it.

len{d) (OE. lSnan) Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr.

Kcb. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. & sm.Lan.

I Ma nw.Lin. s.Lei. e.Oxf. me.Wil. n. & e.Dev., soun(d)

(ME. soun, Fr. son) ne. & wm.Sc. n.Ayr. sm.Sc. Ant.

n.Cum. I.Ma. s.Stf. w.Som.

S 309 OE. p, also written 8, was a voiceless spirant like

the th in lit. Eng. thin, initially, finally as also medially

except between voiced sounds. Between voiced sounds

it was voiced like the th in lit. Eng. breathe.

We shall here adopt the following order : 1. Initially.

2 . When the sound or its further development has re-

maned medial in the modern d.alects 3. Finally or

when it has become final in the modern dialects. In this

cTse two subdivisions are necessary according as we have

now the voiceless or the voiced sound.

S 310 1 Initial b has gen. remained voiceless except in

pronouns and the adverbs derived from them.

In e.Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. se.Ken. Sus. sm.Hmp. l.W. Wil.

Do? lorn. Dev. e.Cor. initial b has become %, as (Sank)

thank thatch, thaw, thigh, thin, thing think, thiro'thirteen,

thistle, thane, thought, Thousand, thumb, thunder, Thursday.

Thistle has become dial in e.Hrf. Som. Dev.

VOL. VI.

§ 811. In pronouns and the adverbs derived from them
the dialects have gen. had the same development as the lit.

language. But in Sh. & Or.I., Pe.m. obsol, Ken. obsol., Sus.

the initial 8 has become d, as dat that, dem them, den
then, 61 thee, dis this, &c. In Cai. the 8 has disappeared
in these and similar words. It has also disappeared in

sn than ne. e. nw. nm. & sm.Yks. s.Der. n.Hrf. e.Suf.

w.Som. It has remained voiceless in though in Cai. ne.

& sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Sc. se.

& s.Nhb. s.Dur. sm.Hmp. w.Som. It has become t in

tin than s.Lan. s.Chs. e.Stf. nw.Der.
In w. & s.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. nw. m. & e.Der.

nw.Lin. the 8 in the pronoun thou has become t when the

pronoun is used interrogatively and in subordinate sen-

tences, as kan ta kum? canst thou come? kum. wen
to kan come when thou canst.

§ 312. The def. art. has undergone various changes. In

those dialects in which it has lost its vowel altogether,

the consonant (t, b) is usually attached to the following,

rarely to the preceding word, as tman, bman the man,
tapl, bapl the apple. But when the preceding word is

a preposition, the consonant is often combined with it, as

wit, wid, wib apl with the apple, similarly ont, ond, onb
on the. Simple d for the def. art. is only used in com-
bination with prepositions (as id in the, ond, wid, &c.)

and when the following word also begins with a vowel,

id us in the house. In those dialects which have both t

and b, the former is used before consonants (tman, &c.)

and the latter before vowels (bapl &c.) and when the

sentence begins with the definite article. Those parts

of Yks. which border on Lan. agree with the Lan. dialects

in the form and use of the def. article. The following are

the various forms which the def. art. has assumed in the

different dialects :

It has become (i)t in me.Nhb. Cum. Wm. n. e. nm. sw.

& s.Yks. nw.Lan. n.Lin.

(2) b in m. & se.Lan. wm.Stf.

(3) t, b sm. & w.Yks. n. em. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. n.btt.

Der. Not.

(4) da Sh. & Or.I. Ken. Sus.

(5) d, t w.Dur. ne.Yks.

(6) d, t, b nw. & e.Yks.

(7) e Cai. Briff.
. ,

In all other dialects it has had the same development

as in lit. Eng., viz. ci, 8a.

S 313. Initial b has become t in Sh. & Or.I. n. I. Ma.,

as (tank) thank; similarly in thief, thigh, thing, thin, thmk,

thumb, thunder, &c.

For initial bw see § 243.

Initial br has gen. remained, but it has become (1) or

beside dr in se.Ken. Sus. and occasionally in w.Som.

sw & s Dev. As however there are many words in

se.Ken. and Sus. which have dr, and few words in

w Som. sw. & s.Dev. which have or, it is highly probable

that the normal development of initial br is dr in all these

dialects, and that the forms with or are due to an attempt

to pronounce the br of literary English

(a) dr in e.Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. Brks. se.Ken. Sus Hmp.

I W Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor., as dri three; similarly m
thread, threat, thresh, throat, throng, through, throw, thrush,

&C
U) tr in Sh. & Or.I., snw. m. & nm.Yks. and em.Lan.

(bes de br), n. & m.I.Ma. Nrf. Suf., as tri three, &c.
1

The use of initial f for b and v for 8 is not uncommon

as an individualism in any part of Sc. Irel. Eng., but this

sound-substitution is not confined to dialect speakers
;

it

often takes place among educated people who have never

spoken a dialect.

4 314 2 Intervocalic 8 followed by r in the next syllable

has een. remained in the dialects, but it has become (1) d

beside d8 in n.Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw. Yks. n. & s.Lan.

I Ma (2) Ain Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. Lth. Nhb. s.Dur.

e. m. & w.Cum. m.Yks. ne. nw. & m.Lan. nw.Lin. n. &
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se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus., as weSe(r, wed(Sa(r, weda(r wether,
and similarly brother, either, feather, leather, neither, other,

rather, &c.
In w«(r), wa(r) whether Wil. Dor. Som. the <S was prob-

ably lost at an early period ; cf. ME. wrier.

§ 315. Medial <5 has become din fardin, fadinfarthing
Sc. Nhb. n. & m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.
Oxf. Bck. Cmb. e.An. Ken. Sus. sw.Cy. ; f&dmfa/hom Sc.
Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. nw.Lin. e.An. se.Ken. Sus.

;

idn heathen se.Ken.; nBdn, nedin nothing se.Ken. Sus.

;

smidi smithy Sc. m.Cum. Wm. n.Lan. I.Ma. s.Oxf.
Sus. Medial cS has regularly become d in Sh. & Or.L,
but it appears as t in alto although. Medial $ has
become b in h)ibn heathen Bch. Abd. n.Ayr. em.Lan.
The word nostril (OE. nosby(e)rl) is not used in many
dialects, in its stead nose-hole is the usual expression.
A few dialects have preserved the b in this word, as
nosbral Abd. s.Nhb. n.Dur. w.Yks. s.Lan. I.Ma. Lin. In
.s.Lan. & I.Ma. the b may not be the retention of OE.
b, but have arisen irom t through the influence of the
following r. See § 282.

§ 316. 3. The dialects gen. agree with the lit. language
in the treatment of OE. final p and ofmedial OE.)> respec-
tively <S, which have become final in the lit. language and
the dialects. That is to say the former is gen. b in the lit.

language and the dialects (smib, &c.) and the latter tS
(brig, briacS, breathe, &c).
The following points require to be noticed :

Final b has become t in Sh. & Or.L, as ert earth, lent
length, strent strength, &c.

Finalb has occasionaIIybecomet,asse.Lan. mot, n.Der.
meutobsol., Glo. mat, nw.Oxf. mot moth ; siutnnw.Yks.,
s.Lan. s.Chs. sit sooth. On the ending t, as tent tenth,
&c, see the ordinals.

lat lath, which is in gen. dial, use in Sc. n. and midl.
counties to Lin. Shr. also used in Sus. Som., represents
OE. lsett, and is therefore not an example of the change of
final p to t.

The large area over which pad path is used points to
there being a form with d already in OE.

; it is used in
sn.Sc. s.Ayr. Ant. m. & sw.Yks. Lan. n.Der. m.Not Lin
Lei. Nhp. n.Cmb.

Final b has occasionally been lost, as frofroth Abd. Lth
Edb.

; mox (cp. OE. mohbe beside mobbe) moth Abd
w.Frf. e.Per. ; mu mouth ne.Sc. w.Frf. e Per em Sc
snw.Yks.

§ 317. The dialects have occasionally final cS where the
lit. language has b. This is due to the fact that the final b
of the mod. lit. language was not always final in Middle
i-ng^; examples are: biniS beneath me.Nhb. se Yks
sw.Dev.

;
both has tS beside b in a large number ofdialects

see the Index. This final $ is especially common in the
sw. dialects.

"

Final b has become d after r in erdearth Sc. Nhb. Cum
n.Yks.

Final tS has become d in Sh. & Or.L, as blaid blithe.
final S has occasionally become b, as leb beside le lathe

n.Ayr.
; also in smooth w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. ; bathe wm Sc

s.Dur. se.Yks. em.Lan. Lin. w.Hrt. ne.Nrf. w.Som e Dev
but d occurs in sw.Yks. s.Stf. ne.Der. ; blithe Bch Abd'
Ayr. Edb. I.Ma.; booth Inv. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per wm Sc'Ayr Lth. Edb. s.Sc. s.Nhb. I.Ma. ne.Nrf. e.Suf Ess'
se.Ken. Dor. e.Som.

Final 8 has rarely disappeared, bu booth e.Som.- le
lathe Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.
wib, witS with has gen. become wi (Sc. also wa) in all

dialects, wi was formerly used in the dialects before
a following consonant and wib, witS before a following
vowel. But most dialects now have wi in both positionsA few dialects have wid when the next word begins with
a vowel, m. & w.Cum. n. & e.Wm. nnw.Yks. Hrf se Ken
bus.

;
and also a few have wiv s.Nhb. n.Dur. nw. snw'

e. m. & nm.Yks. wib, not wiS, is the form used among

educated people ifi Sc. Irel. and the north of England.
In Sc. Irel. and most parts of Eng. dialect speakers use
wij> in reading.

§ 318. In the Sc. and in many n.Cy. dialects the plural of
nouns ending in th is always J>s, never Sz as is sometimes
the case in standard English.

SIBILANTS

§ 319. Initially and finally as also medially (except
between voiced sounds) OE. s was a voiceless spirant
like the s in mod. Eng. sin. Medially between voiced
sounds it was voiced like the s in mod. Eng. rise.
The development of s in the modern dialects is parallel

with that of f (§ 277) and b (§ 309), so that we shall here
distinguish the three positions : 1. Initially. 2. When
the sound has remained medial in the mod. dialects.
3. When the sound was already final in OE. or has
become final in the mod. dialects. Here two subdivisions
are necessary according as we have now the voiceless or
the voiced spirant.

§ 320. 1. In the southern and south-western counties
Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.,and in parts
of Hrf. Pem. Glo. Brks., initial s before voiced sounds must
have become z already at a very early period, because in
those counties where we still find z for s it is confined
almost exclusively to native words ; hence the change
must have taken place before the influx of French words.
The use of z for s is now obs. in Ken. Sur. Sus. and
obsol. in s.Pem. Hmp. I.W. It is still in general use
before vowels in e.Hrf., parts of Glo., w.Brks. Wil. Dor.
Som. Dev. But even in these counties it is now obsol. in
combination with the voiced consonants 1, m, n, w, and
there is therefore great fluctuation in the representation of
initial si, sm, sn, sw in printed books.

_ § 321. In a few words initial s has become/ through the
intermediate stage of si, sj, as/inder cinder Bch. Abd. Ayr.
Lth. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. w.Wm.

; Ju sew ne. & sn Sc
w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant.; 'fin'
soon wm.Sc. s.Ayr., Jcen Sh. & Or.L sn.Sc, Jiin nm.Sc
Jun Lth. Edb.

; Jmit Juit suetne. sn. & wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. Ant. em. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n. & nw Der w Wil
also zu-it

; Jiut, Jut, &c. suit Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc w Frf!
?-£er- wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Sc. Ant. em. sm. sw. & s.Lan'
I.Ma. s.Chs. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. w. & s.Wil.

§ 322. The initial s in sugar and sure has gen. had thesame development in the dialects as in the lit. language
but the s has remained in sugar, siuga(r, &c. s.Sc. m.Cum.'w.Wm. Yks. nw.Lin.

; and in sure, siuafr, &c Or I ne
sn. wm. & s.Sc. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan'

?Hrf r<
T
l-

Suf
^vi

thas become
S- S<»(r) sure in'

e.Hrf. Glo. nw. & me. Wil. n. nw. sw. & s.Dev.

§ 323. There is in the dialects a large number ofwordsbeginning with s plus a consonant where in most casesthe s is not original. A selection of such words is givenbelow Many more will be found in the E.D.D It occursmost frequently in the combinations sk and sa In factnearly all sq words in the E.D.D. have forms with andwithout initial s. It will be clear from the examplesthat no rule can be laid down about the geographical

scaffl^r
°f the

,

w
T

0l
:
ds belonging toftfg^

scaffle to equivocate Lin. Cor. beside came- leant
to cant s.Wor.

; seatter-corner diagonally Shr. besideeater-corner; sclasp, sklash, sclatch Sc bel declasp ciash clateh ; sclaw claw Dev. Cor schmb(skhm) to climb Sc. Nhb.; scoanee a pZed footZhCor beside caunse; scocker a rift i,{ a tree eAbeside cocker
; scog to boast Irel. Lan. Wor Hrf Glo'WmLSKger/>fa st0ckinS Sc

- Nhb. Cum!
War' Wr I

^P-.^de cogger . scorkle core ofan appleWar. Wor. beside corkle ; scram to cram War. Hmp.
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Dev. ; scratching refuse of lard n.Cy. Midi. w.Cy .beside
cratching; scrawl to crawl Midi. sw.Cy. ; scringe to
cringe Sc. Irel. Wm. Yks. Midi. e.Cy. Ken. ; scrinkle to
crinkle e.An. Cor.

; serisum an insignificant-lookingperson
Der., cf, chrisom

; skritch crutch Cor. ; scroffle to shuffle
War. beside croffle ; scrome to arrange roughly e.An.
Cor. beside crome ; scrooch to crouch Yks. Not. ; scroodle
to crouch Yks. Not. Wor. Glo. beside croodle ; scroot
a weakly child Nhp. beside eroot; sorump to crunch
Sc. War. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. Hmp. I.W. sw.Cy. beside
crump ; scrump to shrink, shrivel Yks. Nhp. War. Wor.
Brks. Bdf. s. & sw.Cy. beside crump ; scrunch, to crunch
gen. in Sc. Irel. and Eng. ; scrush to crush Nhb. Not. Ess.
I.W. Dor. ; scuff to cuff gen. in Sc. Irel. and Eng.

;

sculch rubbish Ess. Ken. beside culeh ; sker left-handed
Sc. n.Cy. beside car; skist a chest Sc. beside kist

;

slanget, slinget a narrow strip ofgroundWar. Wor. Shr.
Hrf. Glo. beside langet ; sloonge a heavy blow e.Yks.
beside lunge ; slounge to lounge Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum.
Yks. ; smatter matter Cum. Wm. Yks. ; smeagre meagre
e.An. ; smelt spleen, roe Yks. Der., cf. milt; smeuse
a gap or hole through a fence, wall, Qr'c. used by hares and
other small animals to pass through Yks. Der. Not. Lin.
Nhp. War. Shr. Suf. beside meuse ; smite a mite Sc.
Irel. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Wor. e.An. ; smush to

crush, mush Sc. Irel. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Not. ; snaste
the burning wick or snuff of a candle Nhp. e.An. s.Cy., cf.

ME. knast or gnaste of a kandel, emunctura (Prompt.
Parv.) ; snawp, snop to thump Yks. Chs. Wor. Hrf. Glo.

Suf. Hmp. I.W. sw.Cy, cf. n-aup in E.D.D. ; snicker to

Ciggle, sneer Sc. Irel. Lakel.Yks. Brks. e.An. s.Cy.-Wil. Som.
eside nicker ; snock a knock Brks. Dor. Som. ; snooze

a noose n.Cy. Yks. Glo. e.An. ; snotch a notch Chs. e.An.
Sus. Hmp. sw.Cy. ; spink the pink'Sc. Nhb. ; spangpang
Cum. ; spise to exude Dev. Cor., cf. pease ; splaice plaice

Nhb. ; splat a plot of ground Yks. sw.Cy. beside plat

;

splatch splash Sc. Cum. beside platen; splatter to

splash, bedaub Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Chs. Lin. Nhp. Glo. Brks.

Cor. beside platter; sploy a frolic, ploy Sc. ; splunge
plunge Not. Rut. Bdf. ; sprize to prise open Chs.

;

squackle to suffocate Nrf. beside quackle ; squaddy
short of stature e.An. beside quaddy ; squaich to scream

Sc. Irel. beside quaieh ; squalm qualm Yks. Lin.
;

squeech. a corner overgrown with bushes Suf. beside

queaeh ; squeneh to quench gen. Irel. and Eng. ; squilt

a pimple War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. beside quilt ; squince
a quince Rut. Dev. ; squincb.es, squinges, squinsy
quinsy n.Cy. Lan. sw.Cy. ; squiteh couch-grass, quitch Irel.

Chs. Stf. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bck.
;

squiz to quiz Dev. ; squizzle to choke Nrf. beside quizzle
;

Brake to rake e.Yks. ; strample trample Nhb. ; strollop

a trollop Yks. Lan. Fit. ; swacking large Sc. Yks. Der. N hp.

Hnt. e.An. beside whacking ; swacker a whacker Der.

e.An. ; swang flat, wet ground n.Cy. Chs. Stf. Ess. beside

wang, wong.

§ 324. 2. Medially between voiced sounds the dialects

gen. have z like the lit. language, z has become s in

bism, bism besom I. Ma. nw.Lin. ; busm, buasm bosom

Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. Wm. nw.Lin.; dizzy I. Ma. ;
gesling

s.Chs. n.Lin. It has become/ in pujn poison Sh.I. s.Ayr.

Ant. s.Nhb.

§ 325. In the dialects of Sc. Irel. and the north of

Eng. and also in parts of the north Midlands, the medial

z has remained in leza(r leisure, meze(r measure, pleza(r

pleasure, treza(r treasure.

Bictez, which is in gen. dialect use in Irel. and Eng., can

hardly be the same word as lit. Eng. scissors.

§ 326. In combination with voiceless sounds the dia-

lects gen. agree with the lit. language in the retention of s.

But we have blozm blossom em. Lan. n.Der. e.Dev.
;
krizn

christen I.Ma. ; lizn listen se. & sw.Nhb. I.Ma. me.Wil.;

tSizl thistle e.Hrf. me. & w.Wil. n.Dev.
;

gajli ghastly

n.Dur. m.Cum. em.Lan. I.Ma. s.Oxf.

The intervocalic s in such lit. Eng. words as gusset,

mussel, officer, vassal, vessel, &c. has remained in the dialects

except in Sc. where it has become J, as gBfat, &c.

§ 327. The z in iznt is not has gen. remained in the
Sc. Ir. and n.Cy. dialects, but has disappeared in s.Chs. Fit.

Dnb. Stf. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. s.Midl. e. se. & s.Cy.
also Wil. Dev. ; and it has become d (idn(t) in Dor. Som.
w. Cor. In like manner woznt was not has become wodnt
in Dor. Som. w.Cor. The z in haznt has not has gen.
disappeared in the s.Midl. e. se. & s. dialects and also

occasionally in the south-western dialects. See the forms
of Be and Have in E.D.D.

§ 328. 3. The dialects gen. agree with the lit. language
in the treatment of s in this position. The following are
the chief points in which they differ. We find z where
the lit. language has s in siz, sez cease I.Ma. n.Der.
me.Wil.; tjaiz choice Bch. Abd. ; kloz close adj. m.Lin. Glo.

ne.Nrf. ; tumez Thomas sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs. ; i3z; az
unstressed form of us is gen. in Sc. Irel. and England.
Thisz for s is very common in the south-western dialects,

as vliz fleece, giz geese, similarly goose, hoarse, house, house-

hold ('Buzl, euzl), mouse, noose, place, puss, since, this, &c.

In most of the above examples the z is no doubt due to

the levelling out of the inflected forms.

§ 329. s has become Jin kraj, krej cress s.Sc. s.Dur.

m.Cum. Yks. em.Lan.; flif fleece Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Kcb.
;

likarij sw.Yks. w.Som. but n.Lin. likeridg liquorice. This
change of s to J is very common in the s.Sc. dialects,

especially after l,n, r, as farj farce, menf mince. Similarly

in grease, grilse, hearse, hoarse, notice (w.Som. jiotidg),

pincers, scarce.

It has become tj after n in tfantf chance n.Lin. Lei. but

nm.Brks. tjents ; rent/ (ME. rensen, ryneshen) rinse

Sc. n.Ir. n.Cy. Der. Lin. Lei. War. Shr. Hnt. Dev.

§ 330. Final st has become zd in herzd harvest w.Frf.

e.Per. and Jt in brijt breast, prift priest ne.Sc.

§ 331. In Glo. and the southern and south-western

counties ip has gen. become ps by metathesis, as aps
asp, klaps clasp; similarly in crisp, hasp, rasp, wisp, &c.

weeps and weesp wasp existed in OE., so in the modern
dialects there are double forms ; the following dialects

have ps: Lth. Edb. n. & w.Yks. ne.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. Not.

n.Lin. Lei. War. Wor. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Hrt. e.An. and all

the south and south-western counties. But in s.Dev. it is

wap.

§ 332. unbeknownst for unbeknown is in gen. dialect

use in Sc. Irel. and Eng. Final s has disappeared in bn
(OE. briosa, breosa) a gadfly Yks. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr.

Hrf. Glo.
;
Jimi chemise gen. in Sc. and Eng.

§ 333. The dialects gen. agree with the lit. language

in the treatment of s respectively z in this position. In

Ant. and I.Ma. the sibilant_ is gen. voiceless after vowels,

as bles blaze, nois noise, nos nose, ros rose, &c. It is also

voiceless in belis&?//oH>.sne.sn.em. &wm.Sc. Kcb. sw.Nhb.

s.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. e. se. & m.Yks. Lan. I.Ma.

Lin. s.War. s.Oxf. Sus. Dor. Som. nw.Dev. ; nois noise

Sh.I. sn.Sc. Ant. I.Ma.

THE GUTTURALS

§ 334. Germanic k, generally written c in OE., re-

mained a guttural initially before the_ guttural vowels

a, a, o, 6, u, u, and their mutations e, se, e, e (ce), y, y,

but became a_ palatal before the palatal vowels S3, 33

(= Germanic se), e (= Germanic e), ea, eo, ea, eo, i, 1,

and their mutations e, ie (=i-umlaut of ea, eo), le (=i-

umlaut of ea, eo).

Medial c and cc remained a guttural before a following

a, o, u, but became palatal when an i or j originally

followed, as OE. sec(e)an=Gothic sokjan to seek, OE.
9-2
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J>ece(e)an from older *)mkjan to cover, OE. bryce from
older *brukiz breach.

But already at an early period the palatals became
gutturals again in many cases in the Anglian dialects,
e. g. eecan to seek, Jjenean to think, c&ld cold.

§ 335. Initial c before consonants.
o has remained before n in such words as knave, knet t,

knee, knife, knit, knock, know, &c. in Sh. & Or. I. ne.Sc.
In the remaining parts of Sc. it has disappeared in the
dialect of the younger generation. In the early part of
the last century it was preserved in all Sc. dialects, tn
from older kn is still used by old people in w.Frf. e.Per.
A generation ago this tn was also common in the dialects
of Cum. and Wm., but it is now quite obsolete, c has
disappeared before n in all the dialects of Irel. and Eng.

Initial o has remained before r just as in the lit language
in such words as crab, cradle, creep, crow, crutch, &c.

Initial cl has become tl in many of the dialects of En°\
especially in Yks. Lan., the Midlands, and the south and
south-western dialects in such words as clad, clap, clay,
claw, clean, clear, cleave, clergy, clerk, clew, cliff, climb, cling,
clip, cloak, close, clot, cloth, clothes, cloud, clout. This change
of initial cl to tl is not confined to dialect speakers ;°it
occurs as an individualism among educated people in all
parts of England. No Sc. or Ir. dialect has changed
initial cl to tl.

§ 336. Initial c before vowels has gen. had the same
development in the dialects as in the lit. language See
Index.
But k occurs in chaff Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.

Yks. Lan., kev to separate chafffrom corn Lin. Nhp. War
Oxf. Brks. Bck. Bdf. Hrt. Hnt. Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. I W
Wil. Dor. Dev., cafflncher chaffinch Sur. Sus., chalk Sc
Nhb. Dur. Cum. Der. Lin. e.An., chtrlock Yks. Not. Rut
Nhp. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Bck. Bdf. Hnt. Suf. Ess.
Sus., keslop the dried stomach of a calf used in making
cheese Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin , chest
(kist) Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin. Nrf.
Suf. Dev. Cor., kincough whooping-cough Nhb. Dur
Lakel. Yks. Lan. Not. sw.Lin., cope to barter Nhb. Dur'
Cum. Yks. Not. Lei. e.An. Som., church (kirk) Sc. Irel

au^ ?J
u

,

r>
T
Cum

-
Wm

-
Yks

-
Lan

- Der
-
Li »-> churl Bch.

Abd. Edb. Lth. s.Sc, chum (kirn) Sc. Nhb. Dur. CumWm. Yks., kittl, kidl to tickle Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum Wm
Yks. Lan. Lin. Glo. e.An. Ken. Sus.

tjin cackle War. Wor. Glo. Oxf. Brks. I.W. Dor. Som
Dev., catterwaul e.Yks., cat Dor. Dev. Cor.
fm chaft(faft) jaw Sh.I. ne.Sc, cheap Sh.I., child Sh.I.

Lai., and similarly in other words.

§ 337. Initial sc has become J in native Eng. words just
as in the lit. language, as shade, shake, shame, shape, share,
shear, shell, shin, ship, shop, shove, shut, &c. ; whereas in
words of foreign origin it has remained in the dialects
just as in the lit. language, as scab, scaffold, scale, scatter,
school, scoff, skull, skill, skim, skin, skip, skirt, sky, &c.

Excluding all sc- words which are of various o'rio-ins
and which are common both to the lit. language and "the
dialects-such as the words in the above list : scab
scaffold, &c—it is a remarkable fact that the Enp. Dialect
Dictionary contains no less than 1,154 simple sc- words
Ihis points to one of two things : either the dialects
contain a far larger number of Norse words than is
generally supposed, or else it is not certain that initial sc
has under all circumstances become J in native words in
the dialects.

In some words sc and J exist side by side even in thesame dialect as skift, skelf beside shift, shelf Sc. IrelCum. Wm. Yks. Lan.; skrud shroud beside frud wm Sc
'

Initial sc has become s in shall, should Sh. & Or. I. Sc

ne Der ".Stf"
111 ' ^ ™ & em 'Lan

-
Chs

-
n

-
&

Initial J has become tf in shop Sh.I. ne Sc
In parts of Glo. and the south-western dialects there i;

a tendency to change initial J into g in such words as
ship, shepherd, shrimp, shrink, &c.

§ 338. Initial Jr has become sr in the Midland dialects

and also occasionally in others; see below.
sr occurs in shrimp m. sw. & es.Yks. em. se. sw. &

s.Lan. s.Chs. Fit. Stf. n. & nw.Der. m. & s.Lin. Rut. Lei.

s.War. n.Wor. Shr. Oxf. m.Bck. e.Suf. Sus., shrink m.

&

es.Yks. em. Lan. s.Stf. n. & s.Lin. Lei. n.Wor. m.Bck.
nw.Hrt. s.Sur. Sus., shrivel em. & se.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.
Rut. s.Wor. s.Pem. Oxf. nm.Brks. Bdf. Hnt. Ess. e.Ken.
e.Sus., shroud sw.Lan. e. & s Stf. n. & nw.Der. s.Lin.
s.War. s.Wor. e.Suf, shrub s.Chs. n.Stf. m.Lin. Lei. ne. &
m.Nhp. Shr. Bdf. Hnt. m.Cmb., shrug em.Lan. s.Stf.

n.Der. n.Lin. Rut. Lei. n.Wor. s.Oxf. e.Suf.
s in shrimp (simp) se.Yks. n.Lin.

§ 339. When medial c has not become final in the
modern dialects. In this position the development in the
dialects has gen. been the same as in the lit. language in
such words as fickle, flicker, kitchen, made, mix, mussel,
sicken, taken, waken, &c.
But k occurs in mikl great Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm.

Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Nhp. War. Brks. Hmp. Wil.,
mukl Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks., threshold (draksl,
dreksl) Dev. Cor.

tjin acorn s.Lan. Chs. Shr. Hrf.
k has disappeared in axle (asl) Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm

Yks., (azl) wm. & s.Sc. n.Yks., taken Sc. n.Ir. Nhb. Dur
Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei.
Nhp. War. Shr.

§ 340. When c or its further development has become
final in the modern dialects. Those words which have k
in the lit. language gen. have it also in the dialects, as
bake, book, break, brook, flock, hook, lick, lock, look, make,
neck, prick, rake, sack, sake, soak, speak, speck, take, thick,
week; talk, walk; bark, fork, mark, work; drink, hank,
sink, think, &c.
But tj occurs in ache Chs. s.Stf. Shr., batf (OE. bsec)

a river or stream Yks. Chs. Der. Wor. Som., eke (ltf) sb
and

y^ Der Nhp. nw.Oxf. Ken., reek (ritj) smoke Yks.
Lan. Chs. War. Shr., seek (sltf) em. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan.
Chs. n. & nw.Der., smeek (smlt/) to smoke Wor. Hrf. s &sw Cy, watj (OE. weorc) ache, pain w.Yks. Lan. Chs.
Stf. Der. Shr.
k has disappeared in look Cum. Wm. ne.Yks. n Lan

Chs. Not. n.Lin., make w. & ms.Yks. Lan. Chs n Stf
n. ne. & nw Der Not. Lin. Shr., tike Nhb. Yks. Lan. Chs.
e.Stf. Dor. Not. Shr. e.Ken.

§ 341. Words which have tf in the lit. language gen
have it also in the dialects, as bitch, bleach, breach, crutch,
flitch, hitch, much, pitch, reach, stitch, such, watch, which, &c.
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Irel

- ".Cy. and parts of the north
Midlands assibilation has not taken place to the same
extent as in the lit. language.
k occurs in beseech Sc. Nhb., breeches Sc. n.Cum. w.Wm

reach Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. sm.Sc. Wm. m. w. & sw Yks'
s.Lan. reek smoke Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. YksLan. Der. Not n.Lin. Rut. Nhp. Hnt. e.An. s.Cy. Dor
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ne.Sc. Lth. Edb. w.Wm. ne. & nnw.Yks., and a large
number of other words.
k has disappeared in fll which Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e Per

fetch is fes beside fej Sc, fet Oxf. nw.Wil.

§ 342. Palatal nc has become ntj, which in nearly all
dialects has been simplified to nj, in such words as bench,
drench, inch, wench. It is probable that ntf occurred
medially and nj finally, thus bentfiz but benj.

§ 343. Final sc has remained in the dialects in words of
foreign origin, as bask, busk, cask, task, &c. It has become
J in native words, as ash {offuel), dash, fish, flesh, fresh,
rash, wash, wish, &c.

But s occurs in ash (as offuel) Or.I. Bch. Abd. Frf.
e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. me. & se.Nhb. Dur. n. &
m.Cum. w.Wm. Yks. Lan. s.Chs. Stf. n. & ne.Der. Shr.
n.Ken. e.Dor., ask (as) s.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. m.Nhp.
and with excrescent t (ast) s.Lan. Rut. m.Nhp. m.Shr.
s.Oxf. Brks. n. & m.Bck. e.Suf. n.Ken. e.Sus. s.Som.,
bush Sc, cask, flask (kas, flas) w.Som., leash (li33, lis)

e. & m.Yks. w.War., tusk (tus) Yks. Der., wish Sh. &
Or.I. ne. & s.Sc.

J in tusk Sc. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Not.
Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. Wor. Shr. Glo. Brks. m.Bck. Hnt.
Cmb. Sus. Cor.

ks in ask (OE. axian beside ascian) Sh.I. Cai. em. &
wm.Sc. Ayr. s.Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. m. & s.Wm. Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Dnb. Stf. Der. m.Not. Lin. Rut. Lei.

m.Nhp. War. Wor. ne. & m.Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Bck. Bdf.
se.Hrt. ne.Cmb. e.An. Ess. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor.
Som. Dev.

g
§ 344. OE. initial g was a voiced spirant before both

vowels and consonants. Before guttural vowels and their

mutations it was a guttural spirant, as also before se, but

before the palatal vowels e (= Germanic e), ea, eo, ea, eo,

i, ie, it was a palatal spirant. At a later period the guttural

spirant became an explosivejDefore consonants, guttural

vowels, and y (=i-umlaut of u), e (=i-umlaut of 6) ; but

the palatal spirant remained.
Medially between vowels it was a voiced spirant. After

n (= rj) it was an explosive. And when geminated (written

eg) it was also a voiced guttural or palatal explosive

according as it was originally followed by a guttural or

palatal vowel.
During the OE. period final g became h after long

guttural vowels and r, 1.

§ 345. Initial g before consonants.

It has remained before n in gnat, gnaw in Sh. & Or.I.

ne. & sn.Sc, but it has disappeared in the remaining

parts of Sc. Irel. and Eng.
.

It has remained before r in all dialects just as in lit.

Eng. grain, grass, great, green, ground, grunt, &c.

Initial gl has become dl in many dialects of Eng,

especially in Yks. Lan., the Midlands, and the south and

south-western dialects. The change does not occur in

Sh. & Or.I. Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. and probably not in Dur.

and Wm. The change occurs as an individualism among
educated people in all parts of Eng. Initial gl has

remained in the dialects, except in the parts of Eng.

mentioned above, just as in the lit. language, glad, glass,

glisten, gloom, glove, glow, &c.

S 346 Initial g before vowels has gen. had the same

development in the dialects as in the lit. language, as begin,

sallows, gander, gape, gate, gather, get, ghost, girl, give, goat,

gold, good, goose, guest, &c.
;
yard, yarn, yarrow, yawn,

yearn, yellow, yelp, yesterday, yield, yolk, &c

But J occurs in forget Sh. & Or.I. Abd. Wxf., gabble

ne.Sc, garb Won, gate Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm Yks.

Lan Chs. n.Stf. Der. n. & sw.Lin. Rut. Lei. Oxf. Sus

HmD Wil. n.Dev. Cor., geld {barren, used of animals)

Sh & Or.I. Sc. Nhb. Som., gilt {ayoung sow) Nhb. m.Yks.

Nhp. Bdf. e.An. Ess. Hrt.

g myarn (garn, gan) Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Stf.

§ 347. When g or its further development has not
become final in the modern dialects. In this position the
g has gen. combined with the preceding vowel along
with which it has become a long vowel or diphthong.
For the development of seg see § 48 (but g has remained

in hail, OE. hagol, hsegl ne. e. & se.Yks.), ag § 49,
ag § 128, eg § 64, ig § 78, og § 96, ug § 106.

§ 348. When g or its further development has become
final in the modern dialects. In this position g has gen.
had the same development in the dialects as in the lit.

language.
1. The g has gen. combined with the preceding vowel

along with which it has become a long vowel or diphthong.

_ For the development of seg see § 48, ag § 49, ag § 128,
seg §§ 133, 139, eg § 64, eg § 147, ig $ 78, og § 96, 6g
§ 167, ug§ 108, ug § 175, yg § 117, eag § 185, eog § 194.
But x occurs in borough, bough, dough, plough Sc, low

Sc. Ant, quey (ON. kviga) Or.I. Sc, fly v. Cai., pegh {to

cough) Sc. Irel.

f in bough ne. e. se. & m.Yks., dough s.Nhb. Dur. w.Wm.
Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der. War. Shr. m.Bck.
e.Suf., plough Nhb. Dur. n.Cum. n. ne. nnw. e. se. & m.Yks.
sw.Lan. nw.Der., pegh Wm. Yks. n.Lin., sough (a drain)
Lakel. Yks. Lan. Chs. nw.Der. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.
w.Wor. Shr. Bdf, low m.Yks.
g in haw Nhb. Cum. Wm. sw. & ms.Yks. sm. & s.Lan.

Chs. Der. Lin. Shr. Bck. Brks. Hrt. Ken. Sus. Hmp. I.W.
Wil. Som., gnaw sw. & ms.Yks. s.Lan., maw sw.Yks.,
saw w.Wm. (obsol.) sw.Yks. e. & s.'Lan., flay {frighlen)Sc.

n.Cy., quey Sh.I. Cai., lie (OE. lyge falsehood) sb. and v.

Sc. w.Yks. Lan. Chs. nw.Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.
War. Shr. e.Oxf. Bdf.

k in elbow ne.Sc, fly v. Chs., pegh w.Yks., plough Der.,
quey Sh.I. Sc.

v in haw (9V, av) se.Wor. n.Ess. Ken. Dor. Som. Dev.
2. The dialects gen. have fin those words which have f

in the lit. language, as enough, trough. But Sc. and Ant.
have x and the spirant has disappeared in trough in sw. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. m. & s.Shr. Hrf. s.Pem. s.Oxf. Brks. s.Nrf.

n. & s.Suf. Sur. Sus. Hmp. me. & w.Wil. Som. Dev.

§ 349. The development of g after 1 and r has gen.

been in the dialects similar to that in the lit. language,

that is where the lit. language has -ow, -y the dialects gen.

have -a, -i in such words as bellow, bellows, belly, follow,

swallow , tallow ; berry, borrow, bury, marrow, sorrow,worry.

But felloe is felk w.Yks. ne.Lan., felf n. & e. Yks. +felve,

m.Yks. n.Lin., tallow is talg nnw.Yks.

§ 350. Final ig in unaccented syllables has become i

just as in the lit. language in such words as any, body,

heavy, many, ruddy, &c.

§ 351. Words which have final g in the lit. language,

have retained it also in the dialects ;
examples are : bag,

big, brag, dig, dog, drag, egg, flog, pig, rag, shag, wag, &c

§ 352. Palatal ng became ndg, which has gen. remained

in the dialects when medial, as krindgiz cringes, h)indgiz

hinges, sindgiz singes, &c, but when final it has often

been simplified to ng, as kring, h)ing, sing. And similarly

in French words, as danger, engine ; change, strange.

The regular development seems to have been that ng
became ndg. Then the ndg remained when medial, and

became simplified to ng when final. And that where ndg
now occurs finally or ng medially they are new formations

due to levelling.

§ 353. OE. geminated g, written eg, has gen. become

dz in the dialects in such words as bridge, edge, hedge,

midge, ridge, sedge, &c. But g occurs in bridge (brig) Sc.

Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. ne.Der. m.Not. Lin.

Lei. m.Nhp. Bdf. Hnt. e.An., midge (mig) sw.Yks., ridge

(rig) Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Der. Not.

Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Hnt. e.An., sedge (seg)Sc. Nhb.
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Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.Wor.
Shr. Hrf. Glo. Bck. e.An., fledged (flegd, fligd) Nhb. Dur.

Wm. Yks. Chs. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Shr. Oxf.
Hnt. Cmb. eAn. And also in words of Norse origin, as big
(ON. byggja) to build Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

;

big (ON. bygg) a kind ofbarley Sc. Nhb. Cum.Wm. m.Lan.
Der. e.An.

§ 354. The modern dialect forms of such verbs as buy
(OE. bycgan), lay (OE. lecgan), lie (OE. licgan), say (OE.
seegan) have gen. been developed from the ungeminated
forms just as in the lit. language.
Butg occurs in lie (lig) Sc. n.Ir. s.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. s.Chs. s. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. War. s.Wor. e.An.

h
§ 355. OE. h was an aspirate initially nearly like

modern Eng. h in hand. In other positions it was
a voiceless spirant x like the ch in German ich, nach.

§ 356. Initial h has disappeared in the dialects in the
combinations hi,hn,hr just as in the lit. language, as ladder,

loaf, OE.hlseder, hlaf ; nit, nut, OE. hnitu, hnutu ; ring,
rook, OE. hring, hroc. For the initial combination hw
see § 240.

§ 357. Initial h has remained before vowels in Sh. & Or.I.
Sc. Irel. Nhb. and perhaps also in portions of n. Dur. and
n.Cum. In the remaining parts of Eng. it has disappeared,
but words originally beginning with a vowel or h often
have an h prefixed when the dialect speaker wishes to
express a strong emphasis. The emphatic form of zY has
retained the h in Sh. & Or.I. Sc. and irel. The emphatic
form of us is hez in Sh._& Or.I. Sc. and Nhb. How is fu
(pointing to an OE. hwu) in Sh.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. See § 240.

§ 358. Medial and final h=x has gen. remained in
Sh. & Or.I. Sc. and Irel., but in s.Sc. the x has developed
in front of it an i or u consonant according as the preceding
vowel is a palatal or a guttural vowel, except when the
preceding vowel is i or u, in which case the x has not
been affected by the vowel, as heix high, asixt eight, laux
laugh, reux rough, but fixfaugh .', hux ugh !
Examples of the retention of x in the above dialects are

:

aught, bought, bright, brought, daughter, dight, draught, eight,
fight, flight, fought, fright, height, light sb. and adj., might,
night, nought, ought, right, sight, slaughter, slight, sought,
straight, taught, thought, tight, weight, wright, wrought;
cough,faugh (OE. *fe&lhfallow ground), flea, high, hough,
laugh, rough, saugh (OE. sealh willow), seal (OE. seolh),
sigh, tough.

§ 359. Medial and final x has gen. disappeared or be-
come f m the dialects of Eng., especially in those words
which have fin the lit. language, as cough, draught, laugh,
rough, tough.

f occurs in bought {a bend or curve) w.Yks. ne.Lan
bought pret. (boft) Cor., daughter (dafta(r)) ne.Yks. Nrf!
Dev. Cor., ought (9ft) e. & w.Som. sw. & s.Dev. Cor
slaughter (slafte(r)) Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan., thought (boft)
n Ken sw.Dev. Cor.

; flea (fief) w.Yks. Chs., hough (of)
Nhb. Lakel. Wm. Yks. ne.Lan., shoe (Juf) Lan. Chs. ne
& nw.Der., though (Sof) ne. e. m. nm. sm. & se.Yks
ms.Lan. s.Lin. sm.Hmp. w.Som. s.Dev., through (bruf

Lrl£I£s - sm.Lan. n. Chs. n. & e.Der. Not. Lin. Lei., faugh
ffaf, &f) fallow ground Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks., saugh
(saf) willow Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks., sigh (saif) Yks. Dor
Som. Dev. Cor.
v in saugh (sqr) Dur.
b in faugh (f<?}>) e.Yks., fleib fleas sm.Lan. In these

words the b is from an older f.

§ 360. The spirant has disappeared in cough (kau)

wWiT
T (nm) ne - Nrf

-> towSh (
tBU

)
Le£ ne.Nrf.

k occurs in frighten (frikan) s.Chs., height (ekb) e. &
s.Oxf. m.Bck. Ess., heifer ekfa(r), efke(r)) e.An., flea
(fleik) e. em. & sw.Lan. n.Der., hough n.Ir. e. & w.Yks.
Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Glo. Oxf. Mid. e.An. Ken. I.W. Wil.
Som. Dev. Cor., seal (selki) Sh.I. Sc, sigh (saik) se. &
s.Lan. s.Chs. m.Shr.
g in flea (fiieg) n.Yks., hough (ug) w.Yks.

§ 361. hs has become ks in all dialects, as in next, ox,

six, wax v., &c.

But k has disappeared in next (neist) Sh. & Or.I. Sc.

s.Dur. n. e. & w.Cum. n.Wm. m.Yks. sw.Dev., oxen (ausn,
ousn) Or.I. Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. n. & e.Yks. Lan.
Betwixt is atwif Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per., next is nift

ne.Sc.

THE FRENCH ELEMENT
§ 362. Most of the consonants of the French words

occurring in the dialects have already been treated along
with the other consonants.
The following remarks are confined to k, g, J, dg, tf.

§ 363. k has gen. remained in the dialects, as in cage,

card, carrot, case, coat, cost, country, cover ; scaffold, scald,

scarce, scream ; ink, rank ; fact (but pi. gen. faks). ks has
remained in example in Sc. and I. Ma., but in the other
dialects it has become gz as in the lit. language. For the
initial combinations kl see § 335, kw § 241.

s
§ 364. g has gen. remained in the dialects, as in gage,

gain, gallon, garden, gay, gown, grant, gruel,guard ; agree,
bargain, eager, rogue, sugar ; jug. But g has disappeared
in signify (sinifai, sinifi) Yks. s.Lan. s.Chs. nw.Der. Brks.
Nrf. Hmp. I.W.

§ 365. The dialects gen. have /where the lit. language
has this sound in such words as : fashion,passion; blemish,
finish, parish, radish ; ancient, branch, haunch, trench

;

sugar, sure, surely. On the initial sound in the three last
words see § 322. Radish is reditfin em.Lan. n. & nw.Der.

§ 366. dg has gen. remained in words where the lit.

language has this sound, as in jam, join, joint, joist, joke,
joy, judge, jump, just ; barge, cabbage, cage, charge, clergy,
damage, gage, large, oblige, porridge, rage ; change, danger,
engine, strange.

Initial dg has become if in Or.I. Cabbage is kabitj
sm.Lan. Chs. n.Der., kabij m.Cum. and parts of Yks
Porridge is paritj wm.Sc. Damage is demi f s.Sc, dami'fWm. " J

On ndg see § 352.

tj

§ 367. The dialects gen. have tj in the same words in
which the lit. language has it, as in chair, chamber, chance,
change, chapel, charm,cheat,cherry, choice; butcher,merchant;
attach, brooch, catch, coach, march, perch, preach, search
touch, &c.

^,
For

T
n
J?r

lil^ eaff
(
kaf

)
fo chafe Yks., callenge to challenge

Olo. I.W. Dor. Som., cannel, kennel channel Sc. Nhb
Yks. Lan. Chs. War., cant chant Sc. Yks. Chs. Der Not
Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Won Shr. Hrf. Glo. Bdf. Hnt. Cor.
&c, are not irom the same French dialects as the corre-
sponding lit. Eng. forms. Initial tf has become f in Sh.L
Cai. parts of Bwk. and of m.Nhb.
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ACCIDENCE
Chapter VI

THE ARTICLES
A. THE INDEFINITE ARTICLE

§368. 3 is used before vowels and consonants, as: a apl
an apple. Very few dialects follow the rule of the literary

language according to which an is used before a vowel or

h mute. See § 271.

In Sc. and I.W. the full form of the numeral adjective

one is used where the literary language has the indefinite

article, as : many one time.

§ 369. In all the dialects of Sc. Irel. and Eng. the

indefinite article is used redundantly before numerals
and nouns of multitude and quantity, as : more than a
twenty ofthem ; a many ; aplenty ; cf. lit. Eng. a few.

In Sc. and Nhb. it is often used with nouns in the plural,

as : what a books he has.

In Ken. and Hmp. it is used before nouns which in the

literary language are considered as belonging to the im-

personal class of unformed objects, as : a bread and butter ;

a good hair.

In Lei. a redundant indefinite article is almost always

placed before such when followed by a or an, as : there's

a such a tremendous lot of them.

§ 370. In w.Som. the indefinite article is in many cases

omitted :

(a) before an adjective or adverb : Mr. Jones is mortal

viery man. .

(6) before bit or quarter when used as a fraction : thick

there idn quarter so good 'lolher.

(c) afterfor: nobody ont do nortfor man like he.

B. THE DEFINITE ARTICLE

§ 371. For the dialect forms of the definite article

see §312.
It is to be observed that in those dialects where the

definite article has the form t, should the following word
begin with a dental, the only trace of the article is the

suspension of the dental. A clear distinction is made

between teabl table and t'eabl the table, dlium gloom

and d'lium the gloom. These same dialects owing to

liturgical influence use the full form Sa before load. Lord

when applied to God, save in off-hand speech and in the

phraseloadnoz theLordknows,where the article isomitted

altogether. Sa (never t) is also used in such phrases as

ua ISa divl did Sat? who the devil did that? wot oa

enment duz a wont ? what the hangment does he want?

The ending of the OE. neuter form of the definite

article survives in ton the one (OE. tSset an), and tuoa(r),

tBtSa(r the other (OE. Sset ooar). These words are in

general use in the dialects of Sc. Irel. and Eng. ;
their

origin being forgotten, the ordinary form of the definite

article is often used redundantly before them.

S 372. The definite article is used in many dialects in

cases where it would be omitted in the lit. language

:

(a) In the dialects of Sc. Irel. and Eng. before the names

of all diseases, as : he has got thefever, the rheumatics.

(b) In the Sc. Midi, and sw.Cy. dialects before the names

of trades and occupations, generally with a frequentative

force implying the practice or learning of the trade. 1 his

use further suggests that the person addressed is un-
familiar with the trade.

(c) In Sc. before the names of sciences and commodities,
as : he studies the- botany ; the sugar is cheap.

(d) In the Sc. and Midi, dialects before the names of

days, months, seasons, especially when speaking of any
particular circumstance connected therewith, as : he died

in the Christmas.
In Sc. the phrase Sa nu immediately, also occurs, and

it is to be noticed that oa de, (5a nixt, &c. are used for

to-day, to-night, &c. Cf. also the form tSagitSar together.

(e) In the dialects of Sc. and n.Cy. before certain words,

as church, school, grace, bed, when these are used absolutely

or indefinitely, as : it 's wearisome lying in the bed.

(/) In the Sc. n.Cy. and Midi, dialects before ordinals

used adverbially, as : Tom came in the second and Jack the

third.

(g) In Irel. and most parts of Eng. before both, as

:

/ will have the both of them.

(h) In w.Yks. before proper names and in the south-

western dialects whenever a proper name or title is pre-

ceded by an adj ., as : T'Skipton, T'Hawes; theyoung squire

Jones.
(z) In I.Ma before an adj. when special stress is required,

generally with inversion of verb and adj., as : the sick I am.

§ 373. In Inv. ne. & rim.Sc. the definite article is put

before the names of weights used in a distributive sense

where the indefinite article would be found in the lit.

language, as: how much the pound?

§ 374. The definite article is omitted in the dialects in

many cases where it would be required in the lit. language

:

(a) In all the dialects of Sc. and Eng. it is frequently

omitted after prepositions implying motion to or from

a place, as to, into when a locality is denoted which it is

unnecessary further to distinguish. It is omitted also

after the preposition at, and in w.Som. before the names
of public-houses.

(b) In the northern and midland dialects it is often

omitted before a noun to which attention is called, as

:

Look at neck, why 'tis all bare I

(c) In the midland and south-western dialects before

same, as : 'Tis same's I always told 'ee.

§ 375. In the dialects of Sc. Irel. and n.Cy. the definite

article is frequently used instead of a poss. adj. my, his,

their, &c, especially in the phrase the wife.

In the south-western dialects there is a preference tor

the use of the—of—instead of the poss. adj., as: the head

ofhim= his head.

NOUNS
A. FORMATION OF THE PLURAL

1. Plurals in -az, -z, -s.

S 376. Nouns ending in s, J, tj, z, dg form the plural by

adding az, rarely iz, asfacefaces, dish dishes, watch watches,

nose noses, edge edges.

But house makes hnuziz as in the literary language

except in Sc. where it appears as husaz ; see also § 379.

S 377. Nouns ending in a vowel or voiced consonant

other than z, dg add z, as day days, toe toes, lad lads, dog

dogs.
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§ 378. Nouns ending in a voiceless consonant otherthan
s, J add s, as cap caps, lock locks, death deaths, month
months, roof roofs, dwarf dwarfs.
But nouns ending in p, which in the lit. language

change_ p to $ and take z in the plural, as pab paSz,
bab baoz, gen. retain the b and take s in the plural in
the dialects.

Nouns ending in f preceded by a vowel or diphthong
which was long in OE., and nouns originally ending in If,

gen. change the f into v and add z in the plural as in the
lit. language, as loaf loaves, wife wives, calf calves, &c.
Some dialects deviate from this rule owing to the f in the
singular having been taken over into the plural ; this is
especially the case in the Sc. and south-western dialects
with nouns ending in If (wolf calf, &c). In s.Sc. the
plural of knife, leaf, life, thief, wife is gen. the same as in
the lit. language, otherwise all nouns ending in f in the
Sc. dialects retain the f in the plural and take s.

Nouns ending in at form their plural in az, iz in the
Midi. s. & sw. dialects, as bist beast bistaz, post post
postez.
Very frequently, however, such nouns take a double

plural, as bistazaz, postazaz (see § 383). A triple plural
nestsazaz nests is found in Sus.

2. Plurals in -n.

§ 379. The only plurals in -n in the literary language
are oxen and the archaic form hosen. Brethren, children,
and kine are double plurals.
The list is much longer in the dialects and comprises :

(a) Words which belonged to the weak declension in
OE.: ee/n ajhes Wxf. Pern. Glo. Hmp. sw.Cy.; bin bees
Irel. Chs.; in eyes in gen. use in Sc. Irel. and Eng.; flin
fleas Wxf. se. & s.Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo.; pizn peas Wxf.
Eng. gen. (also pin s.Chs. from new sg. pi); ton toes
Wxf. s.Chs.

_
(b) Words which originally belonged to the strong or

irregular declensions : bruoran brothers Lei.; tjizn cheeses
e.An. Dor.; klutn clouts e.Yks.; vaznfurze Dor.; h)tsuzn
houses gen. in Eng. except n.Cy.; kin keys Wil., lizn
pastures Rut. (obs,); nmizn mice Glo. e.Suf. (obs.) e Dev
nizn nests s.Chs. Rut. Lei. War. Wor. Shr. e.An.; okn
oaks Hrf; pozn posts Nhp. Shr. Glo. Hnt.; riksn rushes
sw.Cy.

; fun shoes gen. in Sc. Irel. and Eng. ; sistran sisters
Lai.; trin trees Fif. Wxf.; terra turfs Sc; wopsn wasps
Hmp.; wenjn wenches Glo.

(c) Romance words to which the weak ending has been
added: botln bottles sw.Dev.; klozn fields Lei. m.Nhp.
eAn.; feann fairies e.Lan.

;
plezn places Midi. Shr

Hmp. sw.Cy.; primrozn primroses Glo. Dev.

3. Plurals in -r.

_ § 380. tjilda(r) children gen. in Irel. and Eng., almost obs.
in be; kar calves is occasionally heard in w.Frf. and e.Per.

4. Umlaut Plurals.

§ 381. Certain nouns form their plural by change of
vowel as in the literary language; these are : foot feet,
goose geese, louse lice, man men, mouse mice, tooth teeth
woman women ; bruSar, bruoa(r) brother makes breoa'r
n. & nm.Sc., s.Sc. (obsol.) n.Yks. Lan. ; kau cow makes
kai Sc. n.Ir. n.Cy. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Lin. w.Som. DevOn the other hand fut foot makes futs e.Suf, Ibus louse
lBusaz Abd. e.Sus. n.Dev., meus mouse mrausaz m Bck
e.Sus.

5. Singular and Plural alike.

§ 382. Certain nouns have the singular and plural alike,
as1

:
as ash, ashes Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. War

Wor. Shr.; batin a truss ofstraw, trusses s.Chs. Shr.; tfik
chicken, chickens e.Sus.; IJikn ib. Glo. Oxf. Ken. m.Sus.
bom.; ftulfowl,fowls Sc. Shr.; lotfoot, feet n.Wor.; get
goat, goats nePer. s.Sc. (obs.); graiz pig, pigs Sc; hors
horse, horses Sc. ; kai cow, kine Chs. ; naut an animal oftheox tribe, catle Sc.

;
ptiip pipe, drainage pipes Som.

;
jilin

shilling, shillings ne. & w.Yks. ; swain pig, pigs Abd.

Gall. Cum. Der. ; breiv a certain number ofsheaves s.Chs.

Shr. ; bist an animal of the ox tribe has a collective plural

;

bis (bias) in Sc. Yks. Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. w.Der. Not. Lei.

n.Wor. Shr. n.Bck. and sw.Cy. ; in e.An. the t remains
in the plural also. On the other hand corn has a plural

kornz oats in Sc.
; Jip sheep makes Jips in War. Shr. Glo.

Nouns expressing time, space, weight, measure, and
number when immediately preceded by a cardinal number
gen. remain unchanged in the plural in the dialects of Sc.
and Eng.

Certain of these nouns also remain unchanged when
used with a collective meaning: thus in e.An. coomb,floor
(ameasure ofearthwork), last, strike, tun remain unchanged,
but not bushel, peck, quart; rood, perch, but not acre; pound
and all weights above it, but not those below, as ounce,
dram ; mile, foot, span, but not yard, inch ; month, week,
day, hour take s even when preceded by a cardinal number.
In Som. all nouns when used collectively remain un-
changed, and, with the exception of inch, all nouns of
space, weight, and number, whether used collectively or
not, except when emphasis is laid on the several parts
forming the whole. In s.Chs. the use is further extended
in such expressions as a thousand brick, forty cheese, a
dozen herring.

6. Double Plurals.

§ 383. (a) az, iz is added to the ordinary plural ending
s, z in: belasaz bellows n. & nm.Sc. Irel. n.Cy. em. Lan.
Chs. War. Glo. Brks. sw.Cy. ; buadzaz boards Sus.

;

boatsaz boats Sus.; brsendaziz iron tripods w.Som.;
brraksaz brooks Brks. ; koatsaz coats Sus. ; alevnzaz/oorf
taken by labourers in the forenoon e.An. Ken.

; galasaz
braces s.Nhb. n.Dur. w.Yks. sm.Lan. ; semzaz hames Hrf.
Glo. w.Som. Dev.

; inzaz makeweights n.Yks. ; keksaz
a plant Stf. Der. War. Ken. Sur. Dor.

; Juzaz shoes Nrf.
Dev.

; sotsaz sorts Brks. ; stepsaz steps w. & sw.Yks.
w.Som.; brizaz threes Brks. e.An.; tonziz tongs w.Wil.
w.Som. ; tuzaz twos Brks. e.An.

(b) z is added to the plural -n : briknz breeches Sc.

;

oksnz oxen w.Som.; pleznz places Not.; riksnz rushes
Dev.

; Junz shoes Sc. ; slonz sloes s.War. se.Wor. Shr
Oxf. Suf. Ken. and sw.Cy.

(c) s, az is added to umlaut plurals : fits feet Sc. se.Yks.
Glo.

;
gizaz geese Nhb. ; mizaz mice Ess.

(d) tfildaz children occurs in w.Yks.
(e) The weak plural ending -n is sometimes added to

the ordinary s, z : §zn haws Glo. ; ipsn hips Oxf. n. Wil •

Bksn hocks Ken. Dev. Cor. ; nizn knees s.Chs.
(/) The weak plural ending is sometimes added to the

umlaut plural iltufeet e.An.; gizn geese Suf. ; kain kine
Ayr. Gall. Wxf. n.Cy. Ken. Dev. ; mlzn mice Cmb. Suf.

,-,
TJ'ple R

luraIs occur in
: £znz haws Glo. ; ipsnz hips

Oxf. n.Wil. ; see also § 378.

§ 384. In some nouns the plural form is used for the
singular, as : 9Z a haw Oxf. Suf. Ess. Ken.

; inz an innbe n.Ir.
;
ozn a haw Glo.; hozn a single stocking Sc •

Buzn a house Glo. s.Wil.
; Jun a shoe n.Yks. Lan. (obs

')'•

slon a sloe Lei. Nhp. War. se.Wor. Shr. Glo. Oxf. Suf
s & sw.Cy.

;
tib a tooth Ayr. Wgt. Ant. (in ne. & nm.Sc'.

tib represents both tooth and teeth).
In Sc. the expression a longs is met with.

*J
385

" Jn certai
r
n words the s of the stem has beentaken as the sign of the plural and a new singular formedwithout it, as: tentS catechism, Fr. cate'chese,Sc. n.Yks? J§chaise Yks. s Lan. m.Bck. e.Sus. ; ho a single stockings!.

P
,l

« smgle Pea in Bch. Abd. is a survival of OE. pise •

b
n
ut

th

cf.^7«iS
age a new singuIar has been formed:

§386. The following nouns, though remaining sin eulsr

areuTed
1^1^^t^ °J

the Verb and P^nouTand
hrnh A a «

/eW
i'

&C^as:
„
br°2 a kind ofporridge Sc.-;brob broth Sc n.Ir. n.Cy. Midi. e.An. sw.Cy.

; brouis
<££ 0/^w^-Ch

,

S
-
Shn

; S^'91 gruel e.An.'; p<Sporridge n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Nhp. ; tup soup w.Yks Shi
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B. FORMATION OF THE GENITIVE CASE
§ 387. The sign of the genitive, both singular and plural,

is generally omitted when one noun qualifies another in

all the North Country dialects and occasionally in the
north Midlands, as the Queen cousin, my father boots, the

ladfather stick.

§ 388. The ME. practice of placing the genitival s at the
end of an attributive clause survives in most dialects of
Sc. and Eng., as Thomson the miller's cart ; I've just seen

Jim Dutton him as went to America's wife; that's the

woman what was left behind's child.

§ 389. In Shr. when place-names are compounded of

two words, the first, if a proper name, takes the sign of

the genitive, as Wenlock's Edge.

§390. In Sc. when speaking of inferior animals there is

a preference for the use of the preposition of to form the

genitive, as : the head of the beast, or, ludicrously, look at

the hands of the body.

§ 391. There is a general tendency in all dialects of Sc.

Irel. and Eng. to express the genitive plural by means of

an additional syllable suffixed to the nominative plural, as :

thefarmerses cows. This is especially the case with the

wordfolk, nom. pi. foks, gen. pi. foksez.

§ 392. The OE. weak genitive plural ending -ena

survives inHallanti.de the season ofAll Saintsin Irel. I. Ma.,

n.Lin. (obs.), Nhp. s.Wor., Shr. {obsol.), Glo. Bck. Hrt.

I.W. sw.Cy.

C. GENDER
§ 393. The gender of nouns grammatically speaking

can only be ascertained by means ofthe pronouns referring

to them. There is a general tendency in all dialects of Sc.

Irel. and Eng. to personify inanimate objects. In Sc. Irel.

and the dialects of the northern counties the feminine

pronoun is used, in Sh.I. the masculine, while in the

Midlands, the e. s. and sw. counties, the use is variable.

In the south-western dialects inanimate objects are

divided into two classes. The first or personal class

consists of formed, individual objects, as a tool, a tree ; for

these masculine or feminine pronouns are employed.

The neuter pronoun is used when referring to nouns

contained in the second or impersonal class of unformed

objects, as water, dust.

In w.Som. tlje possessive his is used of feminine

objects. (He is used of feminine objects in the Midlands,

the e. s. & sw. counties, but this is probably a survival of

the feminine OE. heo ; see § 406.)

In Cum. she is used familiarly or contemptuously of a

man. .

In Sus. her used as a nom. (see § 402) can refer either

to a masc. or fem. noun.

In Sc. Wal. Glo. the possessive her, hers is sometimes

used where one would expect his.

ADJECTIVES
§ 394. In the dialects the practice offorming adjectives

denoting material from the substantive by means of the

suffix -en is carried out to a much greater extent than in

the literary language, as tinnen pots, glassen bottles. This

is especially the case in the southern and south-western

dialects. In e.An. adjectives may be formed by adding

the suffix -ly to two or more words forming a loose com-

pound, as a toss-potly stuff-gully vagabond.

S 395. In many dialects two adjectives of kindred

meaning are often combined to express intensity, as ancient

old; great big.

S 396. Atraceof the old inflection of adjectives survives

in Som. and Dev. in halfendeal a moiety, OE. [oone]

healfan duel.

VOL. VI.

In samen same (only used substantively or with the

definite article) in Sh.I. Inv. w.Sc. Rnf. Wgt. the n may
represent the old weak declension.

§ 397. In Sc. and Irel. all, meaning every, is followed

by a noun in the singular, as a' body, a' man, a' thing.

COMPARISON OF ADJECTIVES

§ 398. In the dialects the comparative suffix -er and
the superlative -est are added to practically all adjectives,

polysyllabic as well as monosyllabic. More and most
are as a rule only used to supplement or intensify the

regular comparison, as more beautifuller, most worst. In

s.Sc. most is used before a monosyllable, as most old.

In Cum. most is sometimes put before an adjective to

signify the possession in a high, but not necessarily the

highest, degree of the particular quality, as most sowan
good.
The superlative absolute is usually formed in the

dialects by means of similes, as as, or so, black's a crow ;

or by comparing the positive with itself, as as white as

white; another common method is by prefixing an in-

tensitive to the positive, as main, real, &c.

In Dor. a periphrasis is often used, as the great one ofall.

In s.Chs. only is used before a superlative where the

literary language has very, as the only best thing to do.

The following adjectives, irregular in the literary

language, are compared regularly in the dialects :

badder, baddest Cum. w.Yks. Lin. Lei. War. ; farer,

farest Sc. n.Cy. and the Midlands ;
gooder, goodest Cum.

m.Yks. Dev. ; iller w.Yks. e.An.,illestFif. n.Cy.; liker

Per. Ayr. s.Sc. Irel. Cum. m. & w.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Brks.

Hnt. w.Som. ; littler, littlest in gen. use in n. & ne.Sc.

and Eng. ; mickler, micklest m.Yks.
In certain words the comparative ending -mer and the

superlative -mest, which has often become by analogy

-most, are added to the positive. Cf. lit. English /or»z<??-,

foremost. These endingsare often suffixed to substantives,

adverbs, and even prepositions, thus : farmost Slg. Yks.

Lan. ; lowmer Lakel. w.Yks. ; lowmost Dmf. n.Cy.

w.Yks. Lan. ; neathmost ne.Sc. Frf. Ayr. Slk. ; topmer
Cum. Wm. w.Yks. ; undermer Cum.
On the other hand instead of literary English foremost,

forest is used in Nhp. Oxf. w.Mid.
Very frequently the force of these suffixes being no

longer felt'they are added in the form ofmore, most to the

regular comparative or superlative, as : bettermore Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Not. Lin. Shr. Ken. Sur.

;

bettermost (=better) m.Yks. Stf. sw.Lin. Lei. Nhp. Shr.

Brks. Sus. Hmp., Som. (implying something just short

of the best), Dev. Cor.; bettermost (=best) Irel. Nhb.

n. e. & m.Yks. Stf. Der. s.Not. n.Lin. Lei. War. Shr. Ess.

Sus. Hmp. Dur. Cor.; eldermer Wm.; furthermost

(not quite the furthest) w.Som. ; neistmost Sc. Bnflf.

;

toppermostw.Wor. Dor. ; uppermer Cum.Wm. w.Yks.

;

youngermer Lakel. w.Yks. ne.Lan.

The comparative -er is added to back in e.Yks.

(backer-end) Lan. Som. Dev. but without adding any

additional meaning to the positive ; similarly backmost

is used in m.Yks. and Lan.
.

A form wester more towards the west is used in w.bom.

;

it may, however, be merely a corruption of western.
_

The old comparative near, treated as a positive in the

literary language, retains its force in n.Yks. & nw.Der.

;

similarly, far further is retained in Yks. Lan. and the

Midlands.
, . , ,

Mae, the ME. comparative of many, is used in be. Nnt>.

e Yks. Stf.

The comparative ending is added to the superlative in

laster w.Yks. (only inLaster Lee afair), and in nexter

Wor., where it has the meaning of next but one.

The superlative form with a comparative meaning

occurs in best Lan. Chs. s.Not. Lei. Hmp. ;
rathest

rather, sooner Sc. Wm. w.Yks.
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In the following words the superlative is formed by

adding -est to the comparative, as betterestYks. ;lessest

m Yks. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. ; worsest n. & e.Yks. War. Shr. Glo.

Brks. e.An. Sus. Som. Dev.
XTppist in w.Wor. has the superlative ending added to

the adverb, which is thus transformed into an adjective
;

it may however, merely be a contraction of upmost ;
see

Julius Caesar, n. i. 24; similarly toppest is used in

w.Yks. and Lan.
.

In Sc. auld and young are used m the sense of e/ofctf,

youngest; and in e.An. auld is a term used in games,

especially of bowls, meaning first, best.

Double comparatives occur in betterer Cum. m. Yks.

Dev. Cor. ; morer Shr. ; worser in gen. use in Sc. and

Eng. A triple form worserer is heard in e.An.

Double superlatives occur in bestest Glo. Som. Dev.

Cor. ; leastest Sh.I. e.Lan. Glo. e.An. Dor. Som. Dev.

;

mostest Shr. Ken. w.Som. Cor.

NUMERALS
1. CARDINAL

S 399 In the dialects of the western and south-western

counties it is usual to place the lower digit before the

higher, as five andfifty. In Shr. this rule is invariable when
speaking of sums of money under £2, as six and thirty

shillingsfor a pig.

In Shr. there was in some localities a practice, now
obsolescent, of expressing nineteen, twenty-nine, &c. by

twenty save one, thirty save one, &c.

In w.Som. the reckoning is almost always by scores
;

in this part of the country it is very common after

numerals to omit the description of price, weight, quan-

tity, as you can't buy very much of a horse for less than

forty.

2. ORDINAL
§ 400. In the dialects, especially of Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Lei.

Wor. Shr., the ordinals after third take the suffix t instead

of literary English th.

In Dev. twoth is used for second, as the twenty-twoth of

April.

In w.Som. the ordinal suffix is added to the higher

rather than the lower digit, as seven and seventieth.

In Sc. it was formerly the custom to add the ordinal

suffix to all parts of a compound number, as hundredth,

fortieth and ninth Psalm.
The old ordinal erst first in order survives in Sc. and

n.Yks. ; a form flrster with the comparative suffix occurs

in w.Yks.

3. FRACTIONAL AND OTHER NUMBERS
§ 401. In w.Som. fractions are expressed by a peri-

phrasis ; thus two parts out of three = § ; three quarters, &c.

would only be used of three several parts, as of an apple

cut into four.

In Shr. two is used in the place of both, as / took it in

my two hands ; and with the definite article in s.Chs. also,

as I'll take the two of them.
In Myo. and the dialects of sw.Eng. it is usual to put

the definite article before both when not followed by a

substantive, as he took the both.

PRONOUNS
1. PERSONAL

§ 402. General remarks on the personal pronouns.
In all the dialects of Sc. and Eng. there is a tendency to

introduce a redundant personal pronoun after a noun when
emphasis is required ; this is especially frequent after a
proper name, as Mr. Smith, .he came to my house.

In the northern dialects the personal pronoun is often

(2) When standing alone, as who didthat? Her.

U When theP veil refers to different persons, as him

and me did it; Jack and us went together. tWW
(4) When antecedent to a rel. pronoun and therefore

separated from its verb by a subordinate sentence, as

him that did that ought to be hanged.
nnm . .•„,

The objective forms are often used for the nominative

when the pronouns are unemphatic, especially in the south-

midland, eastern, southern, and south-western counties.

Conversely in all the dialects of the south-midland,

eastern, southern, and south-western counties the nom.

of the personal pronoun is used as the emphatic iorm

of the objective case.

In Irel. the impersonal phrase it is often occurs redun-

dantly at the beginning of a sentence, as it's sorryyou will

be ; it's sleepy I am.
.

It is not uncommon to hear the reflexive pronoun used

as an emphatic form of the nom. especially in Irel., as

it 's myself that did it.

§ 403. («) The nom. of the first pers. singular. The
stressed form is gen. the same as the normal development

of old long 1 (§ 154). But in some of the n.Midland

dialects q is used.
.

The unstressed forms are gen. a or a. But in the

n.Midland dialects o is the gen. form. In Yks. the un-

stressed form is i in interrogative and subordinate sen-

tcnccs.

The forms it/ (ich), «tf (uteh), utji (utchy), and the

contracted form tj (ch), as tfam.=Iam,were formerly used

in Wxf. Dor. Som. and Dev. These forms are still used

by old people in a small district of Som. close to Yeovil

on the border of Dor.
In Suf. he (I) is used for the first pers. singular when

the speaker wishes to be particularly respectful. And in

the Highlands her is in regular use for the nom. /.

(b) The obj. case ofthe first pers. singular. The stressed

form is gen. mi, rarely mei.
The unstressed form is ma.
In most dialects of Sc. Irel. and Eng. us is used for

the indirect object me, as give us a few; send us some of
them.

§ 404. (a) The nom. of the second pers. singular. The
stressed form gen. contains the normal development of

old long u (§ 171). But in the northern and north-midland
counties the <S has gen. become t in interrogative and
subordinate sentences.

The unstressed form is gen. oa. But in the northern
and north-midland counties the unstressed form is ta in

interrogative and subordinate sentences.
(b) The obj. case of the second pers. singular. The

stressed form is gen. 01, rarely <5ei.

The unstressed form is (Sa.

The pronoun of the second pers. singular is in use in

almost all the dialects of Eng. to express familiarity or con-
tempt, and also in times of strong emotion ; it cannot be
used to a superior without conveying the idea of imper-
tinence.

In s.Sc. this pronoun has entirely disappeared from the
spoken language, and is only very occasionally heard in

other parts of Sc. It is still in gen. use in the Sh.I.

In Glo., owing probably to Quaker influence, it can be
used without rudeness even to a superior. In Nrf. it is

only used in a few stereotyped salutations, asfare-ihee-well.
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In e.Dor. it is only used to children or in recriminatory
language. In the dialects of the northern counties, Lan.
Chs. and Wil. it is frequently added to an imperative
when special emphasis is required, as thee mind thy own
business.

§405. (a) The nom. of the third pers. sing, masculine.
The stressed form is gen. h)i, rarely h)ei.

The unstressed form is gen. i or a. In the northern
and some north-midland dialects the i is used in affirmative

sentences and the a in interrogative and subordinate
sentences.

(b) The obj. case of the third pers. sing, masculine. The
stressed form is h)im and the unstressed form im. But in

Lei. Hrf. Pern. Glo. Brks. Hrt.Sur. Sus. Hmp. I.W.Wil.
Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. an, gen. written en, un (OE. hine),

is the regular unstressed form for im. It is also used of

inanimate objects and in w.Som. of feminine animals,

though never of a woman.

§ 406. (a) The nom. of the third pers. sing, feminine.

The stressed form is gen. Ji, rarely Jei. But in some of

the north-midland dialects it is Ju.

The unstressed form is gen. Ja, but Ju is also used in

those dialects which have Ju as the stressed form.

OE. heo she survives as u, u, gen. written hoo, in parts

of w.Yks. Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der. Not. Won
(b) The obj. case of the third pers. sing, feminine is gen.

h)a(r, h)3(r.

In some dialects of the western and south-western

counties her is used as the unemphatic or interrogative

form of he and occasionally of him. In w.Som. it is also

used in interrogative sentences for I, we, you, one.

§ 407. The nom. of the third pers. sing, neuter. The
stressed form is gen. it, but in Sh.& Or.I. Sc. and Nhb. hit.

The unstressed form is gen. it or at.

In Oxf. Dor. and Som. it is frequently used instead of

the plural pronoun when animals or objects are referred

to collectively. In Wil. it is often used interrogatively

referring to a previous statement where the lit. language

has a personal pronoun, as we'd best be agoing, hadn't it?

In parts of w.Yks. I.Ma. and e.An. that is often used in

place of the personal pronoun, as how that do or does snow.

§ 408. (a) The nom. of the first pers. plural.

The stressed form is wi, rarely wei.

The unstressed forms are wi, we. In many north-

country and north-midland dialects wi is used in affirma-

tive sentences and wa in interrogative and subordinate

sentences,
(b) The' obj. case of the first pers. plural.

The stressed form is gen. tss, but in some of the north-

country and north-midland dialects it is uz, Sh. & Or.I.

Sc, parts of Ireland and Nhb. hijz.

The unstressed forms are as, az. But in bh. & Ur.l.

the stressed form is wiz, and the unstressed form waz.

5 409. The second pers. plural.

Few dialects discriminate between you and ye; on the

whole the use of ye for the nom. and obj. cases singular

and plural is the more general. For the dialect forms

of ye and you see Index.
_

In s Chs. you is always singular in meaning though it

takes the verb in the plural, as you thinken ; ye is always

P
totoe dialects of the north, and in Lan. Chs. and Suf. he

is often used for you. In w.Yks. this is only used when

addressing children ; in Chs. it is sometimes used by a

superior to an inferior, while converse y in Suf. it is used

when the speaker wishes to be particularly respectful.

In Irel. and Nrf. the curious form yous, in Irel. also

yees, is used when more than one person is addressed.

S410. (a) The nom. of the third pers. plural.

For the dialect forms of they see Index, --to Lin War.

Shr a (OE. hie) is used for the unstressed form of they.

(b) The obj. case of the third pers. plural.

The stressed form is oem, rarely oem.
In all the dialects of Irel. and Eng. the unstressed form

is am (OE. heom), gen. written em or 'em. In Sc. the

unstressed form is tSem or <5am.

In Cum. and ne.Lan. the conjunctive possessive their is

used instead of of them, especially in the phrase all their

all of them.

2. POSSESSIVE
A. Conjunctive

§ 411. General remarks on the conjunctive possessive

pronouns.
In many dialects there is a tendency to add the genitival

s to the personal pronouns both nom. and obj. in order to

form the conjunctive possessive, as : we's Oxf. Ess.,us's

m.Yks. Glo. Oxf., thoo's Ayr., you's Sun, him's w.Sc.

Hrf., she's Sur. Wil., them's Dev. ; in e.An that's is used

for his, her, its, as that wagged that's tail.

The use of the personal pronoun, nom. or obj., instead

of the possessive is common in many dialects, especially

when unemphatic or in addressing children :

we s.Stf. Not. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Suf. Ess.

us m. & w.Yks. Lan.s.Chs. e.Stf. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp.War.
thee Oxf. Brks. I.W. Wil. Som.
ye w.Som. Dev.
you w.Som.
he w.Som.
In Nrf. the disjunctive possessive hisn and in Sur. the

disjunctive theirn are used conjunctively, as hisn old

woman ; too proud to tell theirn name.

In n.Cy. Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. the old

uninflected it is still used instead of the modern its. In

m.Yks. the latter form is used where it would be impossible

otherwise to make one's meaning clear ; in Shr. its is only

occasionally heard, ' generally when addressing a very

young child ; at other times the genitive is used, as the legs

on it. In Hmp. the still older use of his for the neuter

possessive is preserved. In ne.Lan. her (OE. hiera) is

used for their.

Throughout England the use of our, your before a proper

noun to denote that the person spoken of belongs respec-

tively to the family of the speaker or the person spoken

to is very common.
wa(r is in gen. dialect use in Sh. & Or.I. Sc. Irel. and

Eng. for the unstressed form of our.

§ 412. The stressed forms of my smdthy gen. contain

the normal development of old long l (§ 154). Ihe

unstressed forms are mi, Si.
.

The stressed forms of our and your gen. contain the

normal development of old ur (§ 174). The unstressed

form of our is wa(r, and ofyour it is ja(r.

The stressed forms of his, her, their gen. are h)iz,Wa r,

tSea(r, and the unstressed forms are iz rarely az, a(r, oa(r.

B. Disjunctive

S 413 General remarks on the disjunctive possessive

nronouns. In the midland, eastern, southern, and south-

western counties the disjunctive possessive pronouns are

gen formed from the conjunctive by adding n or an, thus

mine, thine, hisn, hern, ourn,yourn, theirn. .„.„„
A double form is used in mine's Sc. m.Yks., hersen

(§zn) s.Chs. This double ending is added to the nom. in

Veez'n Glo., shizn War. Glo. Brks. Hmp Wil.

The conjunctive my is used disjunctively in Lakel. but.

Ess., as that is my. ....
In w Yks. that's is used as the disjunctive possessive

of the third person, as Whose is that bonnet f It's thafs.

S 414 Apart from the deviations mentioned above,

the dialects gen. express the disjunctive possessive pro-

nouns in the same manner as the lit. language.
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3. REFLEXIVE

§ 415. The reflexive pronouns are gen. formed by-

adding self, sel, sen, or seln for the sing, and selves, sets, sens

(rarely sen) for the plural, to the conjunctive possessive

pronouns, usually the unstressed forms : mi, cSi, wa(r,

ja(r, &c. The endings sen, seln, sens are chiefly confined

to the north-midland dialects. The endings self, selves

are hardly ever used in Sh. & Or. I. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. and
n. Midlands.
The forms himself, themselves (themsels) are seldom

used in genuine dialect speech except occasionally in Sc.

and Irel.

In some dialects the reflexive of the first and second
persons is formed by means ofthe obj. case of the personal

pronoun joined to self, selves, &c, as usselves, ussens
w.Yks. Lan. Chs. Stt. Not. Lei. War. Som. Dev., thee
self (sing, and plural) Brks.
The nom. form of the pers. pronoun also occurs before

selves, &c, as we selves Yks. Stf. Not. Lei. War. Sur., they

selves Nrf. Sur. Dor. w.Som. Dev.
Frequently the obj. case of the simple pers. pronoun is

used with a reflexive meaning, especially in Sc. n.Cy. and
n. Midlands, as get thee dressed while I wash me. In s.Chs.

and probably in other dialects this usage is less common
in the third than in the other persons and does not occur
for the third pers. neuter.

In the Highlands herself has the meaning myself.

In Sc. themsel is used with a singular meaning, as
every one for themsel. It is also to be noted that in Sc.
theirsel is used when the idea is collective, theirsels when
it is segregate.

4. DEMONSTRATIVE
This

§ 416. This is expressed by :

(1) This, gen. used in the same manner as in lit. English.

(2) This here {here, gen. in Eng. ; in w.Som. the use of
this phrase not as an actual demonstrative is quite common
and implies something new, as this here mowing of wheat
isn't a quarter so good as the old-fashioned reaping.

(3) That Sc. and n.Ir., as that is afine day.

(4) Thease Hrf. Glo. and sw.Cy., used ofobjects having
a definite shape ; Lat. hie ; in w.Som. when the noun,
whatever its quantity or number, has already been men-
tioned or is to be mentioned in the same sentence, it is
referred to as that, this, not as thick, thease.

(5) Thease yerimy [oiaz jarimi] Glo.

(6) Thick here sw.Cy.
Disjunctive use

:

(7) Thisn, thisna n.Cy. Der. Not. War. Wor. Hrf. Suf.
Sur.

(8) Thease here (here w.Som.
(9) Thissum Glo. Hmp. sw.Cy.
In s.Lan. this is used elliptically for this one, as hisfather

wouldn't have stood it as this does.
In Lei. and War. a genitive this's is used, as I like this 's

head best. The same form is used in w.Yks. by attraction
after whose, as whoses thises P whose is this ?

That
§ 417. That is expressed by :

(1) That, gen. used in the same manner as in lit. English,
(a) That there; gen. in Eng. ; a second there is often added.
(3) Thack (Sak), thacky Glo. sw.Cy.
(4) Thick there (there Glo. I.W. sw.Cy.
(5) Thon Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dun, used to identify an object

remote from both speakers.
(6) Thonder Chs. Hrf.

(7) Yon Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. nw.Der. Not.
Lin. War. Hrf. e.An. Dev. Especially used of a person or
thing a little way off, but within sight.

(8) Yond Edb. Yks. Lan. Dev.
(9) Yonder Ayr. I.Ma. s.Chs. Nhp. w.Wor. Nrf.

Disjunctive use

:

(10) Thatn Lakel. Der. Not. Wor. Hrf. Sur.

(n) Thickumy (there Som.
, ,i tl n •«,

(12) Thilk Glo., as / suppose I could have told thee thilk.

In Sc. Cum. and w.Yks. that is used emphatically to

avoid the repetition of a previous word or sentence, as he

was once a thiefand he'll aye be that.

In Sc. Yks. Lan. Lin. Lei. War. Lon. Suf. Ken. it is used

in emphatic reiteration of an assertion, as / supposeyou

are in a hurry. I am that. The form at is used in the

same sense in the n.Cy. after an assertion, with an in-

verted clause, as they were, at were they.

In w.Yks. I.Ma. and Suf. that is used in place of the

pronouns of the third person, as Patty called on Monday
and I gave that, what belonged to her.

In all the dialects that is used adverbially with the

meaning to such a degree, as / was that bad. It is also

used before a substantive with the meaning such, as in

thatfear that I couldn't move.
In w.Yks. after whose it takes by attraction the form

thatses, as whoses thatses? whose is that?

This, That
§ 418. This, that are both expressed by :

(1) Thick, thicky, thuck, thucky Wxf. Wor. Hrf.

Pern. Glo. Brks. Hmp. I.W. and sw.Cy. In n.Hmp. thick
is always used for this, and thuck for that; in Dor. thick
is only used for the personal class of formed individual

objects ; in w.Som. thick corresponds to the Latin iste:

of a knife it would be said, thicky is mine, but when the
noun has already been mentioned or is to be mentioned
in the sentence, the pronouns this, that are used.

Disjunctive use

:

(2) Thickun, thuckun Hrf. Glo. Wil. Som.

These
§ 419. These is expressed by :

(1) These, gen. used in the same manner as in lit.

English.

(2) These here w.Yks. Midi. Brks. Nrf. Ken. Som.
n.Dev.

(3) These yerimy Glo.

(4) Theasum, theasamy Glo. Hmp. sw.Cy.
(5) This ne.Sc. n.Cy. w.Yks. e. & s.Lan. Glo. w.Som.

Dev. Especially used with plural nouns denoting time,
as this three weeks.

Disjunctive use

:

(6) These 'ans, theseun Cum. Hrf. Brks. Wil.
(7) Thism Glo.

Those
§ 420. Those is seldom or never heard in genuine

dialect speech. Its place is supplied by :

(1) Them in all the dialects of Sc. Irel. and Eng. In
Sc. it is esp. used as the antecedent of the relative, as
them at did it.

(2) Them there w.Yks. Lan. s.Chs. Der. Not. Lei. Nhp.
War. Shr. Oxf. Brks. Hnt. Cmb. e.An. Sur. Dor. Som.

(3) Themmin (there Glo. Wil.
(4) Themmy sw.Cy.

(5) They Rut. War. Oxf. Brks. e.Hrt. Suf. s. & sw.Cy.
Especially used as the antecedent of the relative.

(6) They there Ken. w.Som. Dev.
(7) That ne.Sc.
(8) These Sc. Cum. Yks., as these who were present chose it.

(9) Thon Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur.
(10) Yon Sc. n.Ir. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. nw.Der. Not.

Lin. War. Hrf. e.An. Dev.
(11) Yond Edb. Yks. Lan. Dev.

Disjunctive use

:

(12) Them 'ans {=ones) Cum.
(13) Yon 'ans (=ones) Cum.

These, Those
§ 421. These, those are both expressed bv

:

(1) Thae (tSe) Sc. Uls. n.Cy.
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(2) Thick, Thuck (? obs.) Wor. Dev.

(3) Thir Sc. (s. of the Grampians) Uls. n.Cy. Yks. Lan.
Disjunctive use

:

(4) Thirs, thors Sc. Nhb.

(5) Thir 'ans (=ones) Cum.

5. INTERROGATIVE
§ 422. Masc. and fem. nom. and obj. who, genitive

whose. Neuter what, which. For the dialect forms of
who, which, and what, see Index.
Whom is hardly ever used in any dialect ; its place is

taken by who.
In Sc. and n. & ne.Yks. whose is seldom used as an

interrogative pronoun, a periphrasis being used instead,

as who is aught the bairn ? whose is the child ? who
belongs this house ? whose house is this ?

In Shr. and Wil. whosen is used for whose.
In Cum. which is used of persons as well as animals

and things.

6. RELATIVE
§ 423. The relative pronoun is gen. expressed by as, at,

that, or what for all genders and numbers, when the ante-

cedent is expressed. In other cases who is used for the

masc. and fem. nom. and obj., and what for the neuter.

Whom is never used in the dialects.

As (az) is occasionally used in Dur. Wm.nw. & w.Yks.,

it is in gen. use in Lan. Chs. Fit. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Lei.

Rut. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. Hrt.

Hnt. e.An. Sur. Hmp. Wil. Dor. e.Som. Dev. Cor.

At (at) is in gen. use in Sh. & Or.I. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. and

a small portion of the north-midland counties.

What can be used when it refers to persons as well as

to inanimate objects in some of the north-midland

counties and in nearly all the counties south of the north

midlands. In w.Som. it is only used when special

emphasis is required.

The relatives are, however, often omitted in the dialects,

not only in the obj. case as in the lit. language, but also in

the nom., as / know a man will doforyou.

In s.Not. Hrf. Glo. and Nrf. the relative which is used

redundantly in a conjunctive sense, as ghosts, which I

can't bear talking about.

In Brks. whosen is used for whose, but as a rule the

possessive relative cannot be expressed by a single word

in the dialects ; instead a periphrasis or parenthetical

sentence is substituted. Especially frequent is the use

of as or what coupled with a possessive pronoun, as that's

the chap as his uncle was hanged. In Sc. at is similarly

used, as the man at his coat's torn.

VERBS
A. THE CLASSIFICATION OF VERBS

§ 424. These lists only include, as a rule, such forms

as deviate in some way from the corresponding lit. Eng.

forms. In the lists 2, 3, 4 of the preterites and 4, 5 of the

past participles,the dialect forms are not spelt phonetically.

a. Preterites

1.

S 425 Old strong verbs which have preserved their

strong preterites ; and weak verbs to which new strong

preterites have been formed. ,._.,,, , , ,-.
arrive (arov) Shr. ; bake (bilk) Sc. {obsol.)

-,

beat (bet,

bsetl Sc Irel. n.Cy. w.Yks. s.Chs. Not. Lei. Ken.
;

begin

(bagun, bagim) m.Yks. s.Chs. Shr. Brks ;
bid=to invite

bod) Yks. e.An. ; bid^to offer (bed) ne Lan
;

bide (bad

bed/bod) Sc. Cum. Yks., (baid bid) Nhb Sus. Wil.

w.Som.; W(ban(d) Sc. Dur. Yks. ne.Lan. Shr
;

bite

(bit bbt) Sc. Dur. Cum.Wm. Yks. Lan. Lin. ;
bleed (bled)

ne. & m.Yks. ; break (brak) Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. n.Lin., (bruk) Bch. Abd. Not. Ess.; bring
(bran, bron) Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks., (brurj.brBrj) Irel.

m.Yks. Lan. Lei. s.Pem. e.An., Sus. {obsol.) ; burst (br&st)
w.Yks.; cleave=to split (klev, klov, klov) Yks. Shr.;
climb (klam, klom) Sc. n.Cy. Lan. Chs. Nhp. Shr. Hrf.
Hmp. Dor., (klim) Rnf.; cling (klan) Dur. Yks.; come
(kam, kom, kum) n.Cy. w.Yks. Lan. Chs. Not. Lin. Nhp.
War. Shr. Glo. Oxf. Brks. e.An. s. & sw.Cy. ; contrive
(kontreav) w.Yks. ; creep (krap, krep, krop, krop) Sc.
n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Sur. Hmp. sw.Cy.;
crow (kriu) Sc. Yks.; dig (dag, deg) Yks. e.Suf.; ding
(dan) Sc. n.Cy. w.Yks. Lan., (dun, dBn) Ayr. Nhb. Cum.
Yks. Lan. n.Lin. e.An.; dive (dev, dov) Yks. s.Lan.
s.Wor. Nrf. Ken. Wil., (div) Nrf.; drag (dreg) Som.;
dread (drad, drsed) Sc. e. & m.Yks. Lan. ; drink (drunk,
drank) Cum. m.Yks. s.Chs. Shr. Brks. ; drive (drev,
druv) Sc. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks., (drif, driv) s.Not. sw.Lin.
e.Cy.; eat (at, et, it) Sc. Wxf. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs.
Shr. w.Som.; fall (fll) m.Yks.; feed (fod) Abd.; fetch
(fotj) Lon., (fat, fot, fut) w.Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Nhp. Shr.
Glo. Brks. Bck. Wil.; fight (fet, fet, fit, fit) Nhb. Cum.
Yks. s.Chs. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. Cmb.; find (fan(d) Sc.
Cum. Yks.; _/?;'«g-(fian,fler))Sc. n.Cy.Yks.Lan.

;
flit(Q.6t)

m.Yks. s. Lan.
; fly (na, no) Sc. I.W. ; forget (fargat) Sc.

Sh.L; freeze (frez, frez) Yks. ne.Lan. Nhp., (friz) Lei.

War. e.An. Wil., (fruz) Sc. Lan. Lei., (froa(r)) Suf. Wil.;
fret (fret, fret) m. & w.Yks.

;
get (gat) Sc. n.Cy. Yks.,

(.get, git) w.Yks. Lan. Chs.; give (ga(v, gov) Sc. n.Cy.
Yks. e.Lan. I. Ma. War. Shr. Glo. e.An. Sur. Cor., (giv)

m.Yks. Lin. Lei. Brks. e.An. Ken. Sur. Dor.
;

glide (glead)
w.Yks.; gnaw (niu) Abd. Yks. Suf.; grin (gran) Lan.;
grind (gran(d) Sc. Dur. Yks. Shr.

;
gr#>(grap,grep,grop)

Sc. Nhb. ne. & m.Yks. e.Lan.; heat (at) Shr.; heave

(h)ov, h)uv) Sc. Nhb. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Nhp. Shr.
Hrf. Pem. Dor. Cor., (iv) Lan. ; help (olp, op) Sc. (065.),

Chs. s.Stf. nw.Der. Nhp. Shr. Glo. Suf: Ess. Ken. Sur.

Sus. ; hide (h)od, h)6d, h)ud) n.Sc. Per. Cum. w.Yks.
Lan. Wil.; hit (h)at) Sc. n.Cy. Yks. n.Lin. w.Som. Dev.,

(h)ot, h)ut) Irel. Nhb. Cum. Lei. Nhp. War. Glo. Oxf.

Bck. Bdf. e.Suf. Wil. Som. ; hoe (iu) e.An. (? obs.) ; hold

(h)ald, Buld) Frf. e.An. w.Som. e.Dev. ; knead (nad, ned,
nod) Cum. Yks. Lan. n.Der. Shr.; £«tf(nat) Wm. w.Yks.

;

laugh (liux; lof) Sc. Nhb. Cum. Lan.; lead (lad) Lan.,

(lod) Hmp. Wil. ; leap (lap, lop, lop, lup) Sc. n.Cy. Lan.
Chs. nw.Der.; let (let, lit, lut) Sc. n.Ir. Nhb. w.Yks.
Lan.; make (muak) Ess.; mow (miu) Sc. n.Cy. Yks.
Lin. e.Cy. ; oblige (ablodg) Wil.

;
pick (puk) Lei. Shr.

;

quit (kwat, kwot) Sc. m. Yks. ; reap (rop) Midi. Nhp. Shr.

;

reek (ruk) Suf. ; reign (ra,q) Sc. ; ride (red,red,riad,rid)

Sc. Nhb. Dur. Lakel. Yks. Lan. s.Chs. Der. Shr. e.An. Ken.
Sur.; n'»g-(run)Shr.; n'se(rez) Yks., (riz)Sc. Irel. Nhb.
Cum. Yks. s.Chs. Not. n.Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Shr. Hnt.

e.An. Cor. ; rive (rev, riv, rov, ruv) Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. Not. e.An. ; row (riu) e.Yks. e.An. ; run
(run, ren) n.Ir. s.Chs. Lin. Shr. Brks. e.An. Ken. Sur.,

(ran) Som.; saw (siu) Sc. ne. & m.Yks.; scrape (skrop)

Glo. Brks. Hmp. Wil. Dor. ; see (si) w.Yks. s.Stf. Lei.

Nhp. War. Shr. w.Oxf. Brks. Hnt. e.An. Ess. s.Cy. Wil.,

(siu) n.Lin.; set (sot) s.Pem.; sew (siu) Yks. e.An.;

shake (Jek, Jok, Juk) Dmf. Irel. Cum. Yks. Nhp. War. Shr.

Hrf. Oxf. Suf. Ess. Sus. w.Som.; shape (
Jup) Abd. ; share

(J6a(r)) Glo. Shr.; shear (Jea(r, Joa(r) Sc. Nhb. Cum.
Yks. Lan. n.Lin. Shr.; shed=to divide (Jod) Sur. Sus.

Som. Dev.; shoot (Jut, Jut) n.Cy. n.Lin. w.Som. Cor.;

show (Jeujiu) Sc. Lei. Nrf. Suf. Ess. ; shriek (Jruk) e.An.

;

sing (son) w.Wil., (sun, sran) e. & se.Yks. s.Chs. Shr.;

singe (sag) n.Sc, (sun) Nhb. ; sink (sBnk) Shr. ; sit (set,

set, sit, sit) Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. s.Not. n.Lin. War. Sus.,

(sot, sut) Irel. Chs. s.Stf. Der. War. w.Wor. Shr. e.An.

sw.Cy. ; sleep (slep) e.Yks. ; slide (sled) Sc. Yks., (slaidj

Dur. w.Som., (slod) Hmp. Wil.; sling (slan) Sc. Yks.

War. ; slink (slank) Sc. Yks. ; slit (slat, slet) Sc. w. Yks.

;

smite (smet, smit) m.Yks. e.An.; snow (sniu) Sc. n.Cy.

Yks. Lan. Lin. Lei. Nhp. Glo. Nrf. Suf. Ess. s.Hmp.;
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sow (siu) Sc. n.Cum. Yks. e.An. ; spare fspoa(r)) Nhp.
Ess.; speak (spak, spek) Sc. Dwn. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Ess.

n.Dev., (spiak) Wm. ; spin (span) Sc. e. & w.Yks. ; spit

(sput) m.Yks. Chs. ; split (splat, splet, splet) Sc. Cum.
Yks.; spread (sprod) Ker. s.Chs. Shr.; spring (sprerj)
Shr. ; squeeze (skwoz) n.Cy. I.Ma. s.Chs. Not. Lin. Lei.
Nhp. War. Shr. Hrf. Glo. ; stack (sfrek) Shr. ; stand (sted,
stid) ne.Sc. Irel. Lake!. Yks. ne.Lan., (stant) Cum. ; steal

(stel, stial) Sc. Lakel. Yks. ; stick (stak) Sc. n.Cy. Yks.

;

sting (stan) w.Yks.; stink (stank) Shr.; stride (stred)
Sc. Cum. Yks., (strid) Lan. e.An.; strike (strek, strok)
Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan. ; string (strarj) Sc. Yks.

;

strive (strev) Sc. Lakel. Yks., (striv) ne.Nrf. ; swear
(swea(r) Cai. Cum. Yks. nw.Der. ; sweat (swot) m.Yks.
Lei.; sweep (swap) m.Yks.; swell (swol) Inv. w.Yks.;
swim (sworn) w.Yks., (swem) s.Chs. Shr. e.An.; swing
(swan) Sc. Lakel. Yks.; take (tiak) ne. & m.Yks.; tear

(tea(r)) Yks.; thaw (f>iu) Sc. Yks. ne.Lan. n.Lin. Lei.

e.An.; think (j>ur)k) m.Yks.; thrive (brev) Sc. Cum.
Yks. ; thrust (brast, frost) Dur. Lakel. Yks. ; tread (trad,
tred)Sc. Yks., (trod) w.Yks. e.Lan. n.Lin.; twine (twuan)
m.Yks. ; wake (wok) Wil. ; wash (wej, WBf) Sc. Yks.

;

wear (wea(r) ne.Sc. Lakel. Yks. ; weave (wev) m. &
w.Yks.; win (wan) Sc. Cum. Yks., (win) Nhb. ; wind
(wan(d) Sc. Dur. Cum. Yks. ne.Lan.; wring (w)rarf) Sc.
w.Yks.; write (w)ret) wm.Sc Lth. n.Cum. Yks. n.Lin.,
(rit) se.Nhb. n.Cum. s.Chs. nw.Der. Shr.; writhe (ri<5)

s.Chs.
;

yield (jald) Sc.

2.

§ 426. Verbs which have a weak ending added to a
strong form.

bear (borned) Irel. Wor. Glo. Sur. Sus. Som.; begin
(begunned) w.Som.; bespeak (bespoked) w.Som.; break
(broked) w.Som. w.Cor.; climb (clombed) Bch. Abd.
w.Som.; cra>*(eroped)Som. Cor.; o%(dugged)w.Som.;
dive (doved) Wil. w.Cor.; drink (drunked) w.Som.;
drive (droved) w.Som.; fall (felled) Brks.; find(funded)
Hrf.; ./?,?<? (flod) Brks.; fly (flewed) Dor. w.Som., (nod)
Wil.; forsake (forsookt) w.Som.; give (gaved, guved)
Sc. Nhb.w.Wor.; go (goned) m.Yks. ; s>rind (grunded)
Yks.; £-n>(grapt)Nhb.; hang (hunged) w.Som. ; heave
(hoved, huved) Sh.I. w.Som. ; help (holped) Ess. Ken •

hide (nodded) Frf. Per. ; /ko« (helded) Sc. (obs.); know
(knewed) n.Yks. Lei.; leap (lapt) w.Sc. Edb., (luppit)
Per.

;
rise (rosed) w.Som. ; run (runned) s.Chs. Not. Lin.

s.Wal. Brks. Nrf. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor., (rand) Som. Dev.-
see (sawed) Nhp. w.Som.; shake (shooked) Shr., s.Pem!
(pbsol), Sus. sw.Cy., (shuked) se.War. Brks.; shear
(shored) w.Som.

; shoot (shutted) e.Yks. ; sing (sud ged)
Lei.; sink (sunked) w.Som.; speak (spokt) w.Som.;
spin (spunned) w.Som.; spring (sprunged) w.Som.;
steal (stold) w.Som. Dev.; sting (stunged) w.Som.,
(stanged) Sc; strike (straked) Sc, (stricked) Wm.
Cor., (strookt) Cum. w.Som. ; string (strunged) w.Som. •

strive (stroved) w.Som. ; swear (swored) ne.Nrf. w.Som
'

(swared) Slk. e.Yks. Lan. Oxf. Brks. w.Som. Dev. Cor'-'
swim (swammed) w.Som., (soomed, swummed) Sc'
w.Som.; take (tookt) Cum. sw.Cy.; tear (tored) Glo!
w.Som. Dev.; wake (wokt) w.Som.; wear (woredj
w.Som.

; weave (woved) w.Som. ; win (wand) m Yks •

wind (wounded, wundit) Sc. ; write (wroted) Lei.

3-

§ 427. Old strong verbs which have acquired weak
preterites.

bake (bakit) ne.Sc.
; bear (beared) Bch. Abd. Yks.

s.Lhs. I.W. Wil. w.Som. Cor. ; beat (beated)w.Frf e Per •

^(beginned)w.Som. Dev., (begood) Sc; ^(bided'j
^C-V^m* o

ka G1°- Dev-5 bind (Wnded) e.Yks.; bite
(bited) w.Som.; blow (blowed) Kcb. Nhb. s.Chs. WarWor. Shr. Brks. I.W. w.Som. Dev. ; burst (bursted) ScLan. s.Chs. Der. Lin. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. BrksHmp Dev., (brusted) Ayr. Nhb.; choose (choosed) ScYks. Sus.; climb (climbt) Bch Abd.; come (corned)

Yks. Lan. Chs. Not. Lin. Nhp. Shr. Glo. e.An. w.Som.
Dev. Cor.; creep (creeped) Sc. Yks.; draw (drawed)
s.Chs. n.Lin. Lei. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Brks. Hmp. sw.Cy.;

drink (drinked) Brks. I.W. w.Som. ; drive (drived) Dev.,

(dreft) Ess.; eat (eated, etted) Sc. Brks.; fall (failed)

Nhb. Lan. s.Chs. w.Som. Dev. ; fight (fighted) w.Som.

;

flee (fiiad) n.Yks.; fling (Singed) w.Som.; fly (Sied) Nhb.
n. & ne.Yks. Lei. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Brks. Dor. Som. Cor.

;

forsake (forsaked) w.Som.; freeze (freezed) w.Som.;
give (gived, gied=gid) Sc. Nhb. w.Yks. Lan. Chs. s.Stf.

nw.Der. Not. Lin. War. Shr. Glo. Brks. e.Suf. I.W. Wil.

Som. Dev. Cor.
;
go (gade, geed, gode) Sc. n.Cy. w.Yks.

n.Lin. w.Wor. Glo. Nrf. w.Som. Dev., (yede, yode) Sc.

n.Cy. Der.; grind (grinded) s.Not.; grow (growed)
s.Chs. n.Lin. War. Shr. I.W. Dor. w.Som.; hang
(hanged) w.Yks. w.Som. ; heave (heft) Hrf. Glo. Cor.

;

hold (holded) Ant. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. I.W. Wil.;

know (knowed, knawed) n.Ir. n.Cy. w.Yks. Chs. Der.
Not. Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Shr. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Ess.

Ken. Sur. I.W. sw.Cy. ; let (letted) s.Chs. (rare) ; lie to,

recline (lied) Yks. Lan. Not. Shr. w.Som. ; lose (losed)
Slg. (obs.), w.Yks. Wil. w.Som. Dev.; mistake (mistaid)
s.Chs.; ring (ringed) w.Som.; see (seed) Sc. n.Cy.
Yks. Lan. s.Chs. Midi. Shr. Glo. Hrf. Brks. e.An. s. &
sw.Cy.; shake (shaked) Sc. n.Ir. n.Cy. w.Yks. s.Lan.
Lin. Shr. w.Som. Dev.; shed (sheeded) Lan. Lei. Nhp.
Shr.; shine (shined) Slg. Irel. Nhb. w.Yks. Lan. Shr.;
shrink (shrinked) w.Som. ; sing (singed) w.Som. ; sink
(sinked) w.Som. ; sit (sitted) Lnk. ; sleep (sleeped,
sleepit) Sc. Cum. Wm. Yks. ; slide (slided) Dor. w.Som.

;

sling (slinged) w.Som.; slink (slinked) Wgt. w.Som.
Dev. ; slit (slitted) Brks. ; speak (speaked) Som. ; spin
(spinned) w.Som.; spring (springed) w.Som. Dev.;
stand (standed) w.Yks. ; steal (stealed) Sc. n.Lin. Oxf.
Brks. Dev. Cor.; sting (stinged) I.W. w.Som.; stink

(stinked) w.Som.; s/rz'afe (strided) Brks.; sweep (sweeped)
Sc. Dwn. Cum. w.Yks. w.Som. ; swim (swimmed) w.Yks.
n.Lin. Brks. e.An. Dev.; swing (swinged) Abd. n.Cy.
w.Som. Dev.; take (tade, taked) Yks. s.Chs. ne.Der.
Shr.; tear (teared) w.Yks. Stf. Shr. Brks.; throw
(throwed, thrawed) Bwk. Nhb. w.Yks. s.Chs. s.Stf.

War. s.Wor. Shr. Sur. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor. ; tread
(treaded) Sc. Yks. Midi. Brks.; weave (weaved) n. &
e.Yks. w.Som., (weft) e.An.; win (winned) w.Som.;
wind (winded) Ayr. Yks. ; wring (wringed) w.Som.

4-

§ 428. Verbs which have remained weak in the pre-
terite.

bend (bended) w.Yks. n.Midl. Brks.; beseech (be-
seeched) Sc m.Yks. w.Som.; bethink (bethinked, be-
thoughted) Som. ; bleed (Weeded) Per. w.Yks.; breed
(breeded) w.Yks. ; bring (bringed) e.Dev. ; build
(builded) w.Yks. Dor. ; buy (buyed) Dev. ; cast (casted,
kested) w.Yks. Brks., (kest) Sc. w.Yks. ; catch (catched,
ketehed)Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs.
s.Not. Lin. Lei. War. w.Wor. Hrf. Glo. Brks. e.An. Ess
Ken. Hmp. Dor.w.Som.,(coteh) Ayr. Wxf.Ess.,(cotchedj
Lan. Lin. Nhp. War. Oxf. Brks. ; cheat (chet) w.Wm.
w.Yks.; cost (eosted) Sc. w.Yks.; cut (cutted) Sc.
Cum.

; deal (dealed) Sc. Yks. Brks. w.Som. Dev. Cor. •

dig (digged) w.Som. ; drown (drownded)n.Cy. n Midi •

feed (feeded) e. & w.Yks.
; feel (feeled) s.Wrn. e. &

w.Yks. I.W. Dev.
; fetch (fet) Lon. Wil, (fees(h) Sc.

;

W(heard=iad) Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Lin. War. Ken
bur. w.Som.

; heat (het) Sc. n.Ir. n.Cy. w.Yks. Suf Ess
Cor.

;
hide (hided) Sh.I. ne.Sc. e. & m.Yks. Brks. Dor.wSom.; /«»Y(hurted) Sc. Yks. Glo. Brks. Dev.; keep.

(keeped) Sc. n.Cy. Som. Dev. ; kneel (kneeled) Sc Yks
w.Som

; lead (leaded) e. & w.Yks. I.W. w.Som. ; lean
leaned) Bch. Abd. w.Yks.

; %^=alight (let) n.Cy. Chs.

;

/^=kindle (let, leeted) w.Yks. ; mean (meaned) m
^i YksV! mend

(ment ) Sc- n.Ir. Shr. ; need (ned) Lan.
s.Chs. n.Der. Not. Som.

;
plait (plat, plet) Slk. m.Yks.

n.Lin.
; plead (plad, pled, plid) Sc. m.Yks. Shr.

; pull
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(pult) Sc.
;

put (putted) Sc. w.Wor. ; read (readed)
Brks. w.Som.

;
reach (raught) Sc. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der.

War. Shr. Glo. Brks. Hmp. I.W. Som., (retch.) Ess.,
(roached) Nhp. (065.); save (seft) e.An. (obs.); seek
(soughted) w.Som., (seeched, seeked) w.Yks. Lan.
Chs. e.An. Som. Dev. Cor. ; sell (selled, sellt) Sc
n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Brks. e.An.
send (sended) w.Yks. ; set (setted) Brks. ; shoe (shoed)
Sc. m. & w.Yks.; shut (shutted) e. Yks. ; smell (smelled)
w.Yks.; spend (spended) Sc. n.Cy. I.W. ; spread
(spreaded) Sc. (obs.), m.Yks. ; stick (sticked) Sc. Cum.
s.Lan. Dev. Cor. ; string (strengt) s.Lan. ; strive (strived)
Peb. ne.Nrf. w.Som. Cor. ; sweat (swet, swate) Sc. Cum.
Yks. Lan. Chs. nw.Der. Lei. Shr. ; teach (teached) Sc.
se.Nhb. w.Wm. w.Yks. se. & s.Lan. s.Chs. nw.Der.
nw.Lin. Lei. Brks. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. w.Som. Dev. Cor. ; tell

(telled, tellt) Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Lin. Rut.
Lei. Nhp. s.Wor. Shr. Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Hnt.
e.An. sw.Cy.

; think (thinked) Lei. Brks. ; treat (tret,
trit) Sc. Yks. ; wear (weared) Sc. n.Yks. Nhp. Won
w.Som. Dev. Cor. ; weed (wed) Sc. s.Chs. Lei. Shr.
w.Som. ; wet (wat, wet) Sc. w.Yks. ; work (wrought)
Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Der. Suf.

b. Past Participles

1.

§ 429. Verbs which have strong past participles
ending in an, n.

bake (bekn) Sc; begin (bagunan) s.Chs. (rare) ; be-

reave (barivn) m.Yks. ; beseech (basoutn) m.Yks. ; bid=
to invite (bidn) w.Yks., (bodn, bBdn) Rxb. Nhb. n. &
m.Yks. ; bide (bedn, bidn) Abd. Nhb. Cum. Wm. m.
& w.Yks., (bodn) Nhb. Yks.;_ bind (bundn) n.Yks.,
(bindn) Nhb. e.Yks. ; bleed (blidn) ne. & m.Yks. ; bless

(blesn) m.Yks. ; breed (brldn) m.Yks. s.Chs. ; brew
(briun) w.Yks. ; bring (brorjan, bruqan) Nhb. m.Yks.

;

build (bildn) Nhb. ; burst (barsn, basn, bosn) Sc. m.Yks.
Lan. Chs. Not. Shr. e.An., (brosn, brusn, bresn) Sc.

n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. War. Shr.; buy
(boutn) n.Cum.; call (k^ln) Nhb. e.Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf.;

calve (k§vn) Dur. n. & e.Yks. Chs.; cast (kasn, kesn,
keen) Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Der. n.Lin.; catch (katfn) e.Yks.;

cheat (tfetn) w.Yks. Chs. Der.; chew (tjeun) w.Yks.;
cleave=to split (klovn) Cum. Yks. Shr. ; climb (kloman)
Nhb. Shr. ; c/o/^(klodn) m.Yks.; «w«(kuman,kBman)
Sc. Nhb. Cum. m.Yks. Chs. Shr.; contrive_ (kontrivn)

w.Yks.; cost (kosn) Nhb. Yks.; creep (kropn, krtspn)

Sc. n.Cy. m.Yks. Lan. Chs. Shr., (krepn, kripn) m.
& w.Yks.; crow (kran, kron) Sc. m. & w.Yks. s.Chs.,

(kriun) Sc. ; crowd(krEdn) e.An. ; curse (kasn) m.Yks.

;

cut (kutn) Nhb. Cum. Yks. Not. Lin. Hrf. ; deal (dialn)

m.Yks.; die (di-an) Nhb. w.Yks.; dig (dugn, dugn)
n.Ir. Yks. s.Chs.; ding dunan Nhb. w.Yks. Lan.;

dive (divn) e. & w.Yks. Sus.; draw (driun) Sc. ; dread

(driadn) e. & m.Yks.; dress (dresn) m.Yks.; drink

(drunken, drokn, drukn) Sc. n.Cy. w.Yks. s.Chs. Shr.

;

drive (drovn, druvn) Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. e.Lan. s.Chs.

Shr. ; eat (etn) m. & w.Yks. Lan. Chs. Shr. Sus.
;

fall

(feln) s.Chs. (intrans.), Shr.; /«<?«? (fedn, fidn) e. & m.Yks.

s.Chs.
;

feel (filn) e.Yks.
;

fetch (fetjn, fesn) Sc.
; fight

(foxtn, fotn) Sc. Nhb. Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Lei. Shr.,

(fextn fitn) Sc. Nhb. n.Yks. s.Chs.; find (fundn) Nhb
n Yks. : flay=to put to flight (flean) w.Yks.

;
flee (flidn)

m.Yks. ; fling (flunan) e.Yks. s.Chs. Der. ; flit (flitn) Sc.

Yks. Lin.,(notn) m.Yks.; flood (flodn) Sc
; fly (fleun

fl^xn) Sc. m.Yks.
;
forbid (fabodn) n. & ne.Yks ;

forecast

(fakesn) n.Yks.
;
forget (fargetn, fagetn) Sc. Sh. & Or I.

n Cy. ; forsake (fasean) w.Yks., (fasukn) m.Yks. s.Chs.

Shr e.An.; freeze (frizn) m.Yks. Wil., (froran) Hrt

eCv Wil.; fret (fretn, fritn) Sc. Nhb. w.Yks.; get

(gotn) Sc. Sh.I. n.Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. n.Stf. Not. Lin.

Lei. Rut. Shr. Glo. Sur., (gatn, getn gotn) Sc. n.Cy.

Yks. Lan. I. Ma. Chs. Der. Not. Lin.
;

^/rf(gilan) m.Yks.

;

gird (gadn) m.Yks.; give (gan, gen, gin, gon) w.Yks.

Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lin. s.Wor. e.An., (gidn) Som., (govn)
Nhb. (rare); glide (glidn) w.Yks.; go (wentn) Nhb.;
grind (graundn, grundn) Nhb. n. & e.Yks. Shr.

;
grip

(gripn, grepn) Sc. m.Yks.
;
grope (gropn) Cum. ne.Yks.

;

hang (anan) e.Yks., (urjan) s.Chs.; have (adn) Nhb.
w.Yks., (edn) ne.Lan., (hsen) Sc. n.Ir.; hear (ian)
m.Yks. Lon. Sur. ; heat (etn) Nhb. w.Yks. ; heave (h)ovn,
h)uvn, h)Bvn) Sc. n.Cy. w.Yks. Lan. Chs. nw.Der. n.Lin.
Shr. Glo. e.An.; help (olpn) s.Chs. Rut., Shr. (obsol),
(elpn) e.Yks.; hide (h)odn, b>dn) Abd. Cum. Lan.;
hit (h)itn) Sc. n.Cy. w.Yks. Lei., (hatn, hotn, Ivetn) Sc.
Nhb. Cum.

; hoe (oun) e.An. {obsol.); hold (h)adn, h)odn)
Sc. Irel. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Stf. Der. Not. Lei. Nhp. War.
Glo. Brks. e.An. Ken. Hmp. Dor. Som.; hurt (h)atn,otn)
Nhb. Yks. n.Lin.; keep (kepn, kipn) n.Cy. Shr.; kiss
(kusn) w.Yks.; knead_ (nedn) m.Yks., (nodn) n.Cy.
w.Yks. Nhp.; kneel_ (mln) m.Yks. ; knit (netn, nitn)
Yks. Lin. ; laugh (laxn) Sc. ; lead (ledn, liadn) e. m. &
w.Yks. s.Chs.; leap (lopn) Sc. n.Ir. n.Cy. w.Yks. Lan.
Chs. nw.Der., (lipn) Lan. ; leave (liavn) e.Yks. (obsol.)

;

let (latn, letn, litn) Sc. n.Cy. w.Yks. Lan. s.Chs. s.Not.
Lin. Nhp. War. Shr. Nrf., (lotn, lfitn) Sc. ; lie (lian) Sc.
Lan. Shr., (lign) m.Yks. ; light=to alight (letn, litn) Yks.
s.Chs. sw.Lin. ; light=to kindle (letn, litn) e.Dur. Yks.
sw.Lin.; load (loan, luadn) Sc. Yks. Lan. Chs. ne.Der.
Lin. e.An. Cor. ; lose (losn) ne. & m.Yks. ; make (makn)
Cum. e.Yks. ; meet (metn) m. & w.Yks. s.Chs. ; mend
(mendn) e.Yks.; mind (maindn) e.Yks.; mistake
(mistukn) s.Chs.; need (nedn) s.Chs.; pay (pean)
m.Yks.

;
pick (pikn, pukn) Lei.

;
plead (pledn) m.Yks.

;

prove (provn) ne. & m.Yks.
;

put (potn, putn, pistn) Sc.
n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Chs., (pitn) Sc.

;
quit (kwitn, kWBtn)

Sc. m.Yks., (kwotn)m. Yks. ; reach (reitjn) e.Yks., (rokn)
w.Yks.; read (vedn, ridn) m.Yks. s.Chs. ; reap (repn)
s.Chs.; rid (ridn) m.Yks. ; ring (runan) s.Chs. ; rive

(rovn, ruvn) n.Cy. Yks. n. & e.Lan.; row (roun) e.An.
(obsol.); rue (riun) w.Yks.; say (sean) Yks.; scald
(skadn) Nhb. Der.; scratch (skratn) e. & w.Yks.; seek
(sikn) e.Yks., (soutn) Yks.; sell (seln) Nhb. m.Yks.;
se/(setn) Sc. n.Cy. Yks. Chs. n.Lin. Nhp. e.An., (sotn) Sc.

;

sew (seun) w.Yks. ; shake (Jukn, Jekn) Slk. s.Sc. s.Chs.
Lei.; shape (Japn) Sc. m.Yks. ; shave (Jovn) Yks. Shr.

;

shear (Jiaran) m.Yks. ; shed (Jadn, Jedn, Jidn) m.Yks.
s.Chs. Shr. ; shoe (Jodn) ne. & m.Yks. ; shoot (Jotn, Jutn,
J^tn) Sc. n.Ir. Lakel. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. Lin. Lei.
s.Wor. Shr. Ken. ; show (Jeun) Yks. Lei. ; sAra^(Jridn)
m.Yks.; shrink (Jrunkan, Jrukn) w.Yks.; shut (Jotn,
Jutn, jBtn) Abd. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. n.Lin. w.Wor.
e.Dev. ; sing (sunan) s.Chs.; sink (sunken, sukan)
w.Yks.; sit (sitn) Sc. n.Cy. w.Yks. Lan. Chs. nw.Der.
Shr., (satn) Yks., (sBtn) Sc. Shr. ; sleep (slipn) Yks. Shr.

;

slide (sledn, slidn) Sc. Nhb. Yks.; slink (slunkan,
slukn) Yks., (slinkn) e.Yks.; slit_ (slitn)_ Sc. Nhb. Yks.
nw.Lin., (slotn) Chs.; snow (snan, snon) Sh.I. Cum.
Yks. e.An., (sniun) Sc. (obs.), m.Yks. (obsol.); spare
(sporn) Mry. ; speed (spedn) m.Yks. ; spend (spendn)
m.Yks.; spill (spiln) m.Yks.; spit (spitn) Lakel. Yks.
I.Ma., (spatn, sptftn) Sc. m.Yks. ; split (spletn, splitn)

Sc. Cum. Yks.; spread (spredn, spridn) Sc. (obsol.),

Cum. Yks., (sprodn) Yks. s.Chs.; spring (sprurjan,

sprunan) e.Yks. s.Chs. ; squeeze (skwozn) w.Yks. Lan.

s.Chs. Der. Lei. Shr. ; stand (studn, stBdn) Sc. n.Cy.

w.Yks. s.Chs. n.Lin. Shr., (stidn) Yks.; starve (stavn)

s.Chs.; steep (stipn) e.Yks. ; stick (stikn) m.Yks., (stukn,

stekn) Sc. Yks. s.Chs. Shr.; sting (stuqan) s.Chs.; slink

(sturjkan, sturjkan) m.Yks. s.Chs. Shr.; stride (stridn)

Sc. Yks. n.Lin., (strodn, strudn) Cum. Yks.. s.Lan.;

strike (strikn) w.Yks. Lan. Shr., (strukn, str^kn) Sc.

Dwn. n.Cy. Yks. s.Lan. s.Chs. Lei. Shr. ; string (strunan)

e.Yks. ; strive (strivn) w.Yks., (struvn) Cum. Yks. ; suit

(siutn) m.Yks.; sweat (swetn, switn, swetn) Sc. Yks.;

sweep (swepn) Yks. Shr. ; swell (sweln) m.Yks. ; swim
(swiman) e.Yks.; swing (swurjan) s.Chs., (swirjan)

e.Yks. ; take (tokn, tukn) Lnk. Cum. Yks. s.Chs. Stf.

n.Lin. Shr. e.An. e.Dev. Cor., (teen) w.Yks. ; teach (toutn)
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e.Yks. ; tell (teln) w.Yks. e.Dev. ; thaw (]mn, \>qn\ Sc.
Yks. Lin., (biun) Lei. ; think (boutn) Kcb. Nhb. e.Yks.
Shr., (Junkn) e.Yks. ; thrash (frBfn) Sc; thrive (brovn,
bruvn) Yks. Shr.; rtroai (briun) Sc. ; thrust (brusn)
n.Cy. w.Yks.; loss (tosn) m.Yks.; /rairf (tredn, tridn)
Sc. Yks. ; /ratf (tretn, tritn) m. & w.Yks. ; understand
(-studn, -studn) Sc. n.Cy.; use (iiizn) e.Dev.; wash
(wajn) Sc, (wejn) Dmf. w.Yks., (wefn) Sc. Sh.L; weave
(wavn) m.Yks.; wed (wedn) w.Yks.; weed (widn)
s.Chs.

; weep (wepn) Shr. ; wet (wetn, witn, WBtn) Sc.
m. & w.Yks.; wind (wun(d)an) Nhb. n.Yks.; wring
(runan) s.Chs.; write (wrotn) Lth. Edb.; writhe
(w)ritSn) Sc. m.Yks. s.Chs.

;
yield (jaudn) Sc.

2.

§ 430. Strong past participles which have not the
ending en.

bear (boa(r)) Shr.; beat (bit, bet) Irel. n.Cy. w.Yks.
Chs. Not. Lin. Lei. War. Shr. Cmb.; begin (bagun,
bagxm) Sc. w.Yks., (bagian) m.Yks. ; bind (bun) w.Yks.,
(bond) Shr.; bite (bit) I.Ma. Shr., (bot) Lan.; break
(brok) Irel. Chs. Lin. Nhp. Glo. Oxf. Hmp. sw.Cy., (bruk)
I.Ma. s.Not. ; choose (tfoz) I.Ma. ; climb (klom) Sc. Nhb.
Cum. Yks. Chs. Nhp. Shr. ; cling (klun) w.Yks. ; creep
(krop) Shr. Som.; crowd (krid, kr-ed) e.An.; ding
(dun, dBrj) Sc. n.Cy. w.Yks. Lan. Rut., (dan) Sc. n. &
ne.Yks.

; dive (dov, duv) s.Wor. Wil. ; dread (drad,
drsed) Sc. Lan. n.Lin. ; drink (drank) Ayr.; drive
(drov, druv) n.Ir. Der. n.Lin. Lei. Nhp. War. Shr. Glo.
Brks. s.Cy. ; eat (et, it, y«t) War. Shr. Glo. I.W. n.Dor.
w.Som. e.Dev.; fall (fel) Brks.; find (fund) w.Yks.;
fight (fit) Lei.; fling (nun) w.Yks.; fly (flu) Lei.;
forget (fagot) Shr. w.Som. Dev.; forsake (fasuk) Shr.
Brks.; freeze (froz,fruz) Nhb. n.Lin. Lei. Shr. Hrt. Ken.
Sur. Wil, (frez, friz) Lei. War. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. e.An.
Hmp. Wil., (froa(r)) Glo. Bdf. Hrt. e.Suf. s. & sw.Cy.;
get' (gat) n.Yks., (agot) w.Som.

;
give (gev) s.Not. War.

s.Wor e.An., (giv) Brks. e.An., (gov, gov) I.Ma. e.An.;
grind (grond) Shr., (grind) Edb. ; hang(un, En) w.Yks
w.Som.; heave (h)6v) Nhb. Nhp. Glo.; help (dip) Nhp
W^f i ™"-' ^P C

T^
n

-
SUS - ; hM Wa"' h)0ld .

h)^)Wxf. I.Ma. s.Chs. Hnt. e.Suf. w.Som. Dev.; knead (nad
ned) nXy. w.Yks. n.Der. Shr. e.Suf. ; know (niu) I.Ma.
lade (led) Sc, (lod) Sh.I. Ess.; let (lot) Irel.; lie=to
recline (alai) Wor. ; mistake (mistuk) Shr. ; mow (miu)
e.Suf.

;
reap (rop) Shr. ; ride (red, rid) Sc. Cum. Lan.nLm. Shr. Dor. Dev., (rod, rod) Sc. Cum. Shr. w.Som.

Dev.; rise (riz) Irel. Cum. w.Yks. s.Stf. Not. n.Lin. Lei.
Nhp. War. Shr. Glo. Hnt. e.An. Ken. Sur. Dev., (roz)Cum. Shr. Dev-; rive (rev, rov, ruv) Sh.I. Frf. Nhb.
Dur. Cum s.Wor., (riv) s.Not. n.Lin. Nrf. ; see (si) Lei.
e.An.; set (sot) Ayr Irel. Wor. s.Pem. Glo. e.An. s.Hmp.
j
W

-
C
lrl

s/^/

(

shuk) Ayr. Bwk. Gall. n.Ir. w.Yks. Not
Lei. Nhp. War. s.Pem. Shr. sw.Cy.; shear

( J6a(r) ScWxf
;
Su£

;
shed (Pod, /Bd) se.Wor/Sur. Sus. Som Dev

;shoot (Jet Jit, fvt) Abd. w.Som. Dev. Cor.; sit (set, sitLnk. (ofe),wYks s.Lan (sot) Lei. War. Shr. Ess. SomDev
;

s/«&* (spok) Sc. Dwn. s.Stf. Shr. Brks. Dev. Cor •

«/*/ (splet, split, splBt) Sc. n.Yks. Ken. ; sW(stiad
n.Yks.; sto?/ (stol) Sc. Irel. Der. Shr. n.Wal. s.Oxf Brks
sw.Cy.; swear (swoa(r) se.Sc s.Stf. Not. n.Lin.'s.Oxf
Brks. Ess. Dor.; sweat (swat) Sc. s.Chs.; swell (swol)
Inv.; «w«

i
(swam) Ken; take (tuk) Midi. e. & s.Cy

N^ (T°^*?
C

- ^eL LW
"
Dor O^-i thrive (bruv)Lfn

*£ ?v,
en Nrf

-.n -Dfv. Cor.
; win (won) w.Yks., (wan)

frlt-L^-Edb^wlr.S. "^ <**> Dm£
' «"*

§ 431. Verbs which have the weak ending added to thestrong past participle in n &

bear (bgnd, band) Irel. Der. Wor. Glo. Sur Sus SomDev. Cor.
;

burst (bosnd) Stf., (brusnd) Yks. • do(dlZj

w.Som. Dev.; freeze (friznt) Chs.; fret (fretnd) e.An.;

get (gitnd) n.Yks.; go (gond) s.Pem. w.Som.; help

(elpnd) n.Yks.; /«Vfe(idnd) n.Lin.; seethe (sodnd ppl.

adj.) Irel. Nhb. Dur. Yks. Not. Lei. War. Wor. ; squeeze

(skwoznd) Lin.; take (tend) Sc; use (iuznd) Lan.;
/a//(feldn) s.Pem.

4-

§ 432. Strong verbs with weak past participles.

bear (beared) s.Chs. w.Som. ; become (beeomed) n.Cy.
w.Yks. Lin.; begin (beginned) w.Som. Dev., (abigBnd)
w.Som., (bagud) Abd. ; bespeak (abispijkt) w.Som. ; bind
(binded) Dev. ; bite (bited) nw.Lin. w.Som. ; blow
(blowed) s.Chs. n.Lin. Nhp. War. Shr. Oxf. Brks. n.Wil.
Dor. w.Som. Dev. Cor.; break (broked) w.Som. Dev.;
burst (bursted) Bch. Abd. Lei. Glo. Sus. e.Dev.,
(brusted) w.Yks. ; choose (choosed) ne.Sc w.Frf. e.Per.

;

climb (clombed) Bch. Abd. w.Som.; cling (dinged)
w.Som.; come (corned) Sc. n.Cy. w.Yks. e.Lan. Lei.
Glo. Ess. w.Som. Dev. ; creep (ereeped) Sc. w.Yks.,
(eroped) w.Som. ; dive (doved) Wil. w.Cor. ; do (diiid)
Dev. ; draw (drawed) Nhb. s.Chs. Lei. War. Shr. Som.
Dev., (draed) Brks. ; drink (drinked) Brks. w.Som.,
(adrankt) w.Som. ; drive (dreft) Ess., (droved) w.Som.
Dev. ; <Mtf (jetid) Brks.

;
fall (failed) s.Chs. (trans.), n.Lin.

w.Som. Dev., (felled) Brks.; fight (flghted) w.Som.;
flee (need) ne.Lan.

; fling (flinged) Som., (trend) Edb.

;

fly (flied) w.Som. Cor.
;
forsake (forsaked) m.Yks. Brks.

w.Som., (forsookt) w.Som.
; freeze (freezed) w.Som.,

(frozed) n.Dev. Cor.
;
give (gived, gid) Gall. w.Yks. s.Not.

War. Shr. Brks. e.Suf. Som. Cor.
; go (gced) Per. w.Som.,

(went) Irel. n.Lin. Lei. s.Wor. Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. Brks. Dor.
w.Som. Dev.; grind (grinded) m.Lan. s.Not., (grounded)
Cum. Yks. Lan. Lei.

;
grip (grapt) m.Yks.

;
grow (growed)

Yks. s.Chs. n.Lin. War. Shr. Oxf. Sur. Som. Dev. ; hang
(a-Bnd) w.Som. ; heave (hoved) Sc. n.Ir. w.Som.

;

help (holpt) Sc. Nhp. e.An. I.W. ; hold (holded) Yks.
Wil. w.Som. ; know (knowed) Sc Ant. Not. Lei. War.
Shr. Brks. Ken. Sur. w.Som.; lade (laded) Edb. Cum
w.Som.; let (letted) Der. ; lie (alaid) w.Som. ; lose
(loosed) w.Yks. w.Som.

; mow (mowed) ne.Yks. s.Chs.
Shr. Brks. ; ring (ringed) w.Som. ; rise (rised) w.Yks.,
(rosed) w.Som.; run (runned) Yks., s.Chs. (trans),
Lin. sw.Cy, (rinned) Dev., («nd) Som. Dev. ; see (seed)
n.Ir. Nhb. Yks. Not. n.Lin. Lei. Nhp. Shr. Glo. Brks.

/ v , 5?"T
S

,

ur
; ,

S
,
W-Cy- (sawed) Rut. w.Som.; shake

(shaked) Lakel. Yks. n.Der. Shr. w.Som., (shookt) Shr.
w.Som

; shear (sheared, shared) Shr. w.Som. e.Dev.,
shored wSom. Dev. ; shed (Jidad) Lei. Shr. ; shine
(shmed) w.Yks. n.W.L, (shoned) m.Yks.; shoot (snooted)w.Yks Brks.; shrink (shrinked) Sc. w.Som.; sing
singed) w.Som.; sink (sinked) w.Som. ; sit (sitted)
Dev.

;
sleep (sleeped) Sc. Yks. ; slide (slided) w.Som.

;

sling (shnged) w.Som., (slanged) War. ; slink (slinkedDor w.Som.
; slit (slitted) Brks.

; sow (sowed)
?.T-

er
-Jr

ei
c
W - S °m -

;
sPeak (aspokt) Som.; spin

(spurned) w.Som., (asptmd) w.Som. ; spring (springed)w.Som (sprunged) w.Som. ; stand fstooded) Dev

•

steal stealed) Sc. Oxf. Dev. Cor., (stoled) w.Som
sting astind) w.Som., (stanged) Sc, (ast*nd) w.Som !

slink (stinked) w.Som.
; stride (strided) Brks. ; strike^trookt) w.Som.

; swear (sweared) e.Yks. Oxf. w.SomDev (aswuad) w.Som.; sweep (sweeped) Sc wCumw.Yks w.Som.
; ^//(swelled) W.Yks, (swalied) Sc

•'

^wa^mi
S
ed

'
swummed) Sc. Brks/ w.Som Dev.,'™Z^ }7i

S^\ ci
wzT (swinSed ) w-Som -> (asw^ndw.Som.

;
take (ted) Shr., fateakt) w.Som., (tukt) w.SomDev.

;
tear (tared Shr. Brks, (tored) Brks. w.Som De™"Cor.; thrive (thrived) Dor.' throw (throwedn Gal?n.Ir Lan. War. Shr. Oxf. Sur. w.Som. Dev. Cor (brut)w.Yks. Lan. Chs. nw.Der. ; tread (treaded) Brks

'•'

under-

(SeavedfSc
S

w s
d6d)

?
C "

;
-
Wf/e ^w6kt)

^•Sorn'-

!

™«™
w S^ }

^V
S°m

-i (^Vd
)
w -Som

-

!
™™ (winned)w.Som.; wtnd (winded) Sc.m.Yks.; wring (wringed)
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§ 433.
_

Weak verbs which have remained weak in thepast participle.

fii^l^e
Q
ded)^C

-

m
-o
& W-Yks

"
Brks- *««* (be-seeehed) Sc.in.Yks. w.Som. ; bethink (bethoughted)

Som.; bleed (Weeded) m. & w.Yks., (blooded) w^YksK,&d
Q
d)W'Y

,
kS-

; ^mg (bvinged) e.Dev.; build

£^1 )^°mD; 6^ burned) w.Yks.; r«s/(easted,

notSw r
S

-
R

v,-
B
T
rks -

;
Crt/^ (eatched, ketchedcotched) Sc Cum. Yks. Lan. s.Chs. Stf. Not. Lin. Lei.Wars.Wor. Oxf. e.An Sur. Sus. w.Som. n.Dev. ; cheat (ohetj

]LT M«itl i ^S/(C°^?d)^Tks
-

'
«"«"itted) Sc. n.Lin.

rfiM/ (dealed) Sc w.Yks. Brks. w.Som.; dig (digged
e.Suf. w.Som (adragd) w.Som. ; dream (dreamedW

'

v

kS-;Jeed (fe
?
d
f
d)W -Yks

- w.Som. Dev.
; feel (feeled

w.Yks. Som.; fetch (fet) Lan. n.Dev.; ^ (go) w.Som
w ^7-,

W
c
(l3d) Yks

-
Lan

-
Chs

- Stf
-
Der

- Lin. War.S^w^'' ^f(h)et)Sc w.Yks. e.An.; hide
hided) Sh.I Bnffm.Yks. n.Lin. Brks. w.Som.; hurt

l
hYn6d) ScJr

Zl Nhb
-
W -Yks

"
G1°- Brks- Ken. Dev. Cor.;

keep (keeped) Sc. n.Cy. Wil. w.Som.; kneel (kneeled
be. m. & w.Yks. w.Som.; knit (net, nit) Ayr Not
nw.Lin Shr; lead (leaded) w.Yks. w.Som. Dev.;' lean
(leaned) Bch. Abd. w.Yks. ; leave (leaved) w.Yks. Cor •

/*»rf (lenit) Abd.
; light=to alight (let) s.Chs.; light=to

kindle (let) w.Yks. ; mean (meaned) m. & w.Yks •

meet (amit) w.Som.; mend (ment) n.Ir. Hrf. ; mind
(amtnn) w.Som.; need (ned) Lan. n.Der.; plait (plat,
plet) Sc. w.Yks.

;
plead (plaed) s.Sc.

; pull (pult) Bch.
Abd.; quit (quit) Irel., (quattit) Ayr. ; reach (raught)
s.Chs. Shr. Glo. Som., (reikt) w.Yks. ; read (readed)
Brks. w.Som.; saw (sawed) Sc. ; scratch (scrat) s.Lan.
Chs. nw.Der. Lei. w.Cy., (scratted) w.Yks.; seek
(soughted) w.Som., (seeked, seecht) w.Yks. Lan. Chs.
e.An. w.Som. Dev. ; sell (selled, sellt) Sc. Dwn. me. &
se.Nhb. e.Dur. Lakel. Yks. Lan. Der. Lin. Rut. Brks.
e.An.; send fended) w.Yks.; set (setted) Brks. ; sew
(sewed) Sc. ne. & m. Yks. w.Som. ; show (showed) Yks.
Lei. Glo. Som. Dev. ; s^«/(shutted) Abd. ; singe (singit)
Sc; smell (smelled) w.Yks.; spell (spelled) w.Yks.;
spend (spended) Sc. w.Yks.; spit (spitted) w.Som.;
spread (sprid) Not; squat (skwat) s.Chs.; squeeze
(skwez) Lei., (skwedg) Shr. ; stick (stickit, sliekt) Sc.
s.Lan., (stucked, stuekt) Hrt. Dev. ; stretch (straught)
Irel. Yks. w.Cy.; string (stringed) Frf. s.Lan. Dev.,
(strunged) w.Wor. w.Som.; strive (astrraivd) w.Som.,
(atroved) w.Som.; sweat (sweated) w.Yks., (sweat)Cum.
w.Som., (swat) Sc. s.Chs.; teach (teached) Sc. Dwn.
se.Nhb. w.Wm. w.Yks. s.Chs. nw.Der. Lei. e.An. w.Som.;
fe//(telled) Sc. n.Ir. n.Cy. Yks. Lan. Der. Not. Lin. Rut.
Nhp. Glo. Brks. e.An. e.Sus. Dev.; think (thoughted)
Cai. Dor. Dev., (thinked) Lei.; thread (f>rsed) s.Sc;
train (trond) e.An.; treat (trset, tret) Sc. m.Yks.; wear
(wared) Gall. Nhp. Glo. Oxf. I.W. Dor. w.Som. Dev.,
(wored) Der. w.Sus. w.Som. Dev. Cor. ; weed (weed, wed)
Sc. Lei. Shr. w.Som. ; wet (wat, wet) Sc. w.Yks. ; work
(wrought) Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Der.
Suf.

§ 434. Weak verbs which have change of vowel in the
past participle without suffix.

blind (blond) Bdf. ; bring (brarj, brorj, brun, brran)

Sc Irel. Nhb. e.Dur. Cum. Yks. Lan. s.Pem. e.An., Sus.
(obsol.) ; catch (kotf) Irel. se.Wor. Oxf. s.Hmp. ; distract

(distraught) Sc. Yks. War. Dev.; fetch (fotf) s.Hmp., (fot)

w.Yks. Lan. Der. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Hmp. Som. Dev. ; heat

(at) Midi. nw.Der. ; hide (h)od, (b)i3d) Frf. Per. w.Yks.
s.Lan. ; hit (at) w.Som. Dev., (ot, rat) Lei. War. Glo.

e.Suf. Som. ; lead (lad) Lan.
;

pick (puk) Lei. Shr.

;

quit (kwait) n.Cy., (kwat) Sc. n.Ir. ; reek (rrak) Suf.

;

reign (rrarj) Sc. ; singe (sran) Sc. Nhb. ; spare (spoa(r))

Nhp. Cmb. ; spit (sprat) Lon. ; spread (sprod) Lan.

Shr.; squeeze (skwoz) s.Lan. Chs. Der. Not. Lei. Nhp.

War. ; stick (stuk) w.Yks., (stak) Lnk. ; string

VOL. VI.

(stran) e.Sc
;

strive (strov) Shr. Som. Dev., (striv)Uwn.
; ihmk

(j,Ur)k) m-Yks. ; twine (twun, twran) Sc.
m.Yks.

; wear (woa(r) Sc. Uls. Brks. e.An. Sur. w.Sus.
Uor. Cor., (wer) Ayr.

B. VERBAL ENDINGS, ETC.

§ 435. Present
: In Sh. & Or.I. Sc. Irel. n.Cy. andmost of the north-midland dialects all persons, singular

and plural, take s, z, or az when not immediately preceded
or followed by their proper pronoun

; that is when the
subject is a noun, an interrogative or relative pronoun,
or when the verb and subject are separated by a clause.
I he s is used after voiceless and z after voiced sounds
and az is used after the spirants s, z, J, z. When the verb
is immediately preceded or followed by its proper pro-
noun, the first pers. sing, and the whole of the plural gen.
have no special endings in the above dialects, except
occasionally in parts of Yks. Lan. and Lin. In the other
parts of Eng. the first person sing. gen. has no special
ending except in some of the southern and south-western
dialects, which have the ending s, z, or az. Most of the
south-midland, eastern, southern, and south-western
dialects, have s, z, or az for all persons of the plural.
But the plural gen. ends in n, sn in se. em. & s.Lan. Chs.
Fit. Dnb. Stf., nearly all Der., Shr. ; and also often in
Nhp. War. Wor. Hrf. ; this is especially the case with
have.

In Som. and Dev. the plural often ends in tS among the
older generation of dialect speakers.

In e. & s.Hrt. Ken. Sur. Hmp. I.W. w. & s.Som. Dev.
Cor. 'm am is gen. used for are after the pronouns we, ye,
they, as warn we are.

In a few verbs the first pers. sing, ends in an, n, as bin
am s.Stf. War. Shr., gin give s.Stf., h)an have Lan. Midi.,
livan live Lan., Jan shall Der. Lei.

In Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. n.Lin. is is often
used for am.
The second pers. sing. gen. ends in s, z, or az. The

third pers. sing, also gen. ends in s, z, or az, but the
ending is often dropped, especially in the s.Midl., eastern,
and southern dialects. In Som. and Dev. the third person
sing, often ends in o" among the older generation of dialect
speakers.

In Lei. Hrf. s.Wal. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. Sus. sw.Cy. have is

gen. used for has.

Note.—The periphrastic form / do love, &c. for / love,

&c. is in gen. use in the south-western dialects.

§436. Preterite: The sing, and plural of strong verbs
gen. have no special endings. The sing, and plural of
weak veibs gen. end in ad, d, or t for all persons. But
the plural sometimes ends in n, an in Lan. Chs. Stf. Der.
Shr. See Perfect, below.

§ 437. Present Participle : In the dialects of Eng. the
present participle ends in in except in parts of n.Nhb.
and n.Cum. where the ending is an. In the dialects of
s.Sc. and also in a few other Sc. dialects the pres. parti-

ciple ends in an, from older and, and the verbal noun
ends in in from older ing. In the imperfect and perfect

continuous tenses, as / am striking, I have been striking,

the present participle takes the prefix a (b) in s.Lan. s.Chs.

s.Stf. Lin. m.Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Pern.

Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bck. Bdf. Hrt. Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken.
Sus. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor.

§ 438. Past Participle : The past participle of strong
verbs gen . ends in arj, n. And the past participle of weak
verbs gen. ends in ad, d, or t. In War. Wor. Pern. Glo.

Oxf. Brks. Sur. Hmp. and sw.Cy. the past participle has
the prefix a (u).

§ 439. Infinitive : The infinitive gen. has no special

ending just as in the lit. language. But in the south-

western dialects, especially in Dor. Som. Dev., intransi-

tive verbs gen. have the ending i written y.
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In s.Chs. and parts of e. Lin. to is often omitted, especially

after verbs ofmotion, as the wheelwright's come mend the cart.

In s.Lan. to is sometimes inserted where it would be
omitted in lit. English, as I heard him to say.

In Cum. Win., n.Yks. (obsol.), n. & ne.Lan. at is used as

a sign of the infinitive, and in Frf. till is similarly used.

In s.Chs. n.Stf. w.Som. for is used as the sign of the
infinitive of purpose, as hast gotten a bit for mend it

with ?

§ 440. Future : The future is formed the same as in

lit. English except that in Sc. Irel. and Wal. will is used
for the first pers. sing, and plural. For the dialect forms
of shall, will ; should, would, see Index.

§ 441. Perfect : The perfect is gen. formed the same
as in lit. English. But in those dialects of Eng. which
have preserved the old strong past participles, the aux.
have is gen. omitted in affirmative sentences when the
subject is a personal pronoun immediately followed by
the verb, as we done it, I seen him, they been and taken it.

In the midland, eastern, and southern dialects, this con-
struction is sometimes used to express the preterite.

In the Sh.I. Misused for have, &sye're burnt the broth.

This construction is sometimes heard in Rut. Nhp. War.
Bdf. Hrt. s.Nrf. For the dialect forms of have and had,
see Index.

§ 442. Passive Voice : The passive voice is formed the
same as in lit. English.

§ 443. Subjunctive Mood : In the dialects of Irel. Eng.
and Wal. the subjunctive has entirely gone out of use.

In the dialects of Sc. the subjunctive is still sometimes
used and then the verb has no personal ending, as in-

dicative the bird or birds sings, but subjunctive // the bird

or birds sing.

ADVERBS
§ 444. In all the dialects it is common to use the

adjectival form for the adverbial, as you might easyfall.
It is to be noticed that the adverb whither is not used in

the dialects, its place being taken by where.

In sw.Eng. so (zo) instead of literary Englishes is used
in a comparison, as so straight's a gun.

In s.Chs. the adverbial phrase all the more is expressed
by more of all, as / shall do it more of all.

§ 445. Comparison of Adverbs : The following is a list

of adverbs which deviate in their comparison from the
literary language ; for further explanations see § 398.
Comparatives: farfurther n.Yks. Lan.; farer Sc. n.Cy.

Nhb. e. & w.Yks. ; laster more lately Abd.; nearmer
n.Yks.; undermer Wm. ; weller w.Yks. s.Lan. Chs.
w.Wor.

Superlatives : farest n. & m.Yks. ; lastest Abd.

;

likerest more likely m.Yks. ; near nearest w.Yks.

;

nearderest, neardermost nearest m.Yks.; nearmost
n.Ir. m.Yks. nw.Der. ; rathest rather, sooner Sc. Wm.

;

ratherest Gall. w.Yks.
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A= they, 410.

A, indef. art., 368, 369, 370.
Able, 204, 233, 248— a*/ se.Ken.
eibl Stf., but s.Stf. + eable, Lei.

obi se.Yks. + eW, iabl, jabl, sw.
Yks., s.St{.+eibl, nw. & s.Lin.

m.Nhp. s.War. e.Suf.w.Som.
ebl Bch., Ab&.+ebl, sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. s.Ayr.

eM Inv. Abd. wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
Kcb., snw.Yks.+/aW, se.Yks.
m. & s.Lan. I. Ma. n.Der. Rut.
ne.Nrf. Sus.

ebo me.Wil.
iabl m.Cum.
iabl se.Yks., w.Wil. +/asW.

_/ai/s.Dur. ,Cum. +/<TW,but n.Cum.
jebl,jeabl, m.Cum. iabl, Wm.+
jibl, Yks., but snw.Yks. + ebl,

m. Yks.+jiabl,se.Yks.+eabl, ebl,

tabl, sw.Yks. eabl, nw.Lan. +
jebl, e.Hrf.

/aW w.Wil. e.Som.
jeblme. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.,n.Cum.

+jeabl, nw.Lan.
jeabl n.Cum.
jebl Dur., but n.Dur. jebl, s.Dur.

jabl, Cum. Wm.
iabl m.Yks.
About, 171, 172, 228, 232

—

abut

ne.Sc. +abut.

bat sw.Yks.+abaat, abdt, sw.Lan.
+abat, abiet.

beud w. Som . + beut.

beutn. & e.Ken. Sus., bute.Sus.
abeut, w.Som.

Ssa/nw. & w.WU.+abvut, e.Dor.

baiit e.Dev. +abaiit.

abailChs.,b\ils.Cb.s.+abvut,n.Stf.

+abalt, nw.Der.+abaut, abaat,

e. Der.+abaat, abdt.

about s.Wm. snw.Yks.+^Aw/, 11.

Lan., nw.Lan.+about, m.Lan.
+abxt, wm.Stf., s.Stf. + abaat,

nw.Der., m.Lin. + aboui, Lei.

ne. & m.Nhp. s.Oxf. w.Cor.

sbavt em. Stf.

abaat sw.Yks. +abdt, s.Lan.+abdt,

abset, s.Stf., n.Der.+abvut, nw.
Der. abait, dbaut, e.Der. Not.

abdt ms.Yks. +abeat, sw.Yks. s.

Lan. ne. e. & w.Der.
abset m. sw. ms. & s.Lan. n.Stf.

abeuts.Pem.,m.Bck.+about, Hrt.

Hnt. Cmb., ne.Nrf. +abaut, e.

Suf., Ess. +about, se.Ken. c.

Sus., e.Cor.+sbvut.

abeat ms.Yks.
about nw.Lan. + abaut, I.Ma.

+

abvut.

about n.Dur. + abut, m.Lin.

abut Sc.+abut, but ne.Sc.+aW.
abut Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur., but n.

Dur.+about, Cum. Wm., but s.

Wm.+aia«/,ne.snw. nm. & se.

Yks. n.Lin.

,bmd I.Ma. s.Chs. Fit. n.Der.

Rut. sw.Nhp. s.War. s.Wor.

Shr. n. Hrf., e. Hrf.+afow/, nw.
e. & w.Oxf. 11. & m.Bck. nw.
Nrf. Ess. nw. & w.Wil. s.Som.
e. Cor.

abaut Uls., but Ant. abut, e.Hrf.

ne.Nrf.

abaiit Dev., but e.Dev. + baiit.

Above, 97, 228, 232, 279—bian

w.Wii.+iJi»,
bov w.Wil.
bun w.Yks.+^6«l«.
bvv Sus.

abian nnw.Yks. + abuv.

abiun n.Cum. + abun, m.Cum. n.

Wm., nw.Lan. +abuan, abiin.

abian s.Nhb. TL.T>ur.+abuv, s.Dur.
w.Wm., m.Ybs.+abuan.

abln ne.Sc, wm.Sc. +abcen, abiin,

Ayr. + abcen.

abln sw.Nhb.
abov Uls., I.Ma. +abpv.

abgv I.Ma.

abov ne.Nrf. s.Som.
abuin snw.Yks. + abuv.

abuan m.Yks. nw.Lan.
abuv me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. nw.

Yks., se.Yks. em. Lan. +abiin,
Stf., n.Der. + abitv, s.Lin. nw.
Oxf. m.Bck.

abiin n.Cum. Wm., but n.Wm.
abiun, w.Wm. bian, abian, e. se.

& w.Yks. Lan., but nw.Lan. +
abiun, abuan, em. Lan. + abuv,

s.Lan. ne.Der. +abuv.

abuv Rut., Lei.+siKVjbut s.Lei.

abvv.

abuv s.Lan. s.Chs. n. & ne.Der.

Lei. n.Wor. se.Shr.

abvv Edb. s.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. u.

Cmb. e.Suf. se.Ken.

3ia?«Sh.I.Inv.w.Frf.e.Per.s.Sc.

abce w.Som.
abcen Frf., but w.Frf. abeen, wm.

Sc. Ayr.
abii sw.Dev.
abiin wm.Sc. Lth. Kcb.

Abscess, 266.

Ache, 44, 248, 340

—

aik se.Ken.

eak n.Cum. Sus. w.Som.
ek Sc. s.Nhb. sm.Lan. I.Ma. n.

Der. e.Oxf. e.Dev.

et/Cbs. s.Stf. Shr.

jek nw. & e.Som.
ieak Dor.
Acorn, 43, 44, 45> 234, 248 ,

266
>

339

—

aiktin se.Ken.
akorn Inv.

akom sw.Yks. em.Lan.
akpn s.Nhb. n.Dur. + akran, n.

Lan. s.Stf.

akran s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.

akaran Wm. nw.Lan.
akan m.Cum. sw.Lan. n.Stf. n.

Der. m.Not. Lei.

at/on s.Lan.

at/an s.Chs.

akorn Bch. Abd.
askant I.Ma.

ekdn Sus.
ekorn w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but s.

Ayr. ekarn, Edb. Kcb.
ekpn s.Oxf. e.Dev.
eksn me.Wil.
ekarn S.Ayr.

It/an Chs., but s.Chs. at/an, Shr.
Hrf.

jdkdn s.Som.
jekorn sw.Nhb.
jeakdn Dor.
Acquaint, 205, 228, z^a—kuiaint

w.Som.
kweint Sus.

kweni w.Wm.
akwaint se.Ken. w.Wil.
2£zaaM/ne.sn.&wm.Sc.Ayr.Kcb.
akwaint s.Der.

akweint s.Chs. nw.Der. ne.Nrf.

akwent Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth.
Edb. Peb. Ant. me. & s.Nhb.

Dur. n.Wm. n. & m.Cum. snw.
Yks., e.Yks. + akwcant, I.Ma.

n.Der.
akweant e.Yks. nw. & s.Lin.

akwent em. h se.Lan.

akwiant m.Yks.
akwant n.Lan.

Acre, 44, 248, 382

—

aikacry se.Ken.

eakur) sw.Yks. n.Nhp., me.Wil.
+jeka(r), w.Som.

eakar n.Cum.
eka(r) s.Nhb.+jekain, Lan., but n.

Lan.+/afo<r), s.Stf. n.Der. Lei.

s.Oxf. Sus. e.Dev.

ckar Sc. I.Ma.

iakaiy) m.Cum.
tka(r) n.Stf.

jaka(r) n.Lan. -veknr), s.Som.
jakar Wm.
jmka(r) Wil., but me.Wil. eaka(r),

jeka(r).

jeka(r)s. Nhb. n.Dur. nw.Oxf. me.
Wil. e.Som.

jcaka(r) Dor.
Actually, 233.
Adder, 135, 266, 297— adda(r)

n.Lan., s.Lan. +eSa(r).

adalr) nw. em. & sw.Lan. Stf.

adur) Lei. + eSa(.r).

aSar Dub. I.Ma.

dda(r) Sus.

adar Lth. Edb.
zda(r) s.Oxf. se.Ken. e.Som. e.

Dev.
aiSars.Sz.

eda(to s.Nhb. n.Dur. + e<!a(r).

edar Bch. Abd. Frf. Per., Ayr. +

eSar, w.Wm.
eMr) s. N hb. n. Dur. s. Lan. s.Chs.

Lei.

cSar Ayr. Kcb.

iada(n m.Cum.
Addle, 302.

Advice, 223, 228

—

advais Sh.I.

nw. Der.

advds m.Yks. sm. & s.Lan.

adveis me. Nhb. e. & se.Yks.

advois ne.Sc.

advais w.Yks.
advais s.Lin.

advois Lei.

advois w.Yirt. me.Wil.
adwais e.Suf.

adwais ne.Nrf.

Advise, 223, 228— advaiz Bch.
Abd. Edb. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. n.Lan.

adveis Inv.

adviz Lth.

advois n.Stf. se.Ken.
advaizwiWm. sw.Yks. sw.Lan.

n.Der. Lin. s.Oxf.

advaiz n.Cum. em.Lan. I.Ma.
adveiz w.Frf. e.Per. S.Ayr.

advoiz se. Lan.
advviz w.Wil.
vaiz Sus.

Adze, 43, 44,45, 248, 266, 305—
adz Nhb. , but s.Nhb. \jadz,

n.Dur. +jadz, m.Cum. Wm.
Lan. I.Ma. Stf. s.Oxf.

mdz Ayr. +Tt/ s.Lei. se.Ken. Sus.
e.Som. e.Dev.

edz Lth. Edb.
eidz Ant.

elfAbd., Per. + itf, Peb.
i//Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per. Kcb.
T//lnv. Frf, but w.Frf. it/, Ayr.
jadz s.Nhb. n.Dur.

Afford, 87, 228, 244, 279

—

afiird

sm.Sc. +a/itrd,buts.Ayr. a/erd,

Kcb. a/ord.

a/cerdsn.Sc. ,wm.Sc. +«/"«></, but

n.Ayr. a/erd.

afiird wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Peb.

afad se.Ken.

a/erd Ayr. +a/Srd.

a/od e. & w.Yks.
a/oad s.Dur. m.Yks. Rut. s.Lei.

ne.Nrf. e.Som.
a/pd e.Suf.

a/dad s.Nhb. n.Dur., n.Cum.

+

a/wmrd, s.Lan. -w/uad, n.Der.

n.Lin.

a/od n.Stf.

a/ord Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.
j/wrfm.Cum.w.Wm.s.Yks Lan.,

but s.Lan. -vafiad, s.War. n.

Wor. Oxf. e.Sus.

afuardBch. Abd. sw.Nhb. Wm.,
but w.Wm. a/uad, I.Ma.

a/tirdne.Sc.,butBch.Abil.a/uard,

Edb.
a/cerd Ayr.
a/wuard n.Cum.
avoad s.Som.
avuad w.Wil. Dev.
Afloat, 93, 228, 279—a/lot Bch.

Abd. Frf. Per. Lth. Edb.

afloat w.Wm. s.Lan. n.Stf. Lei.

s.Oxf. Sus., e.Dev.+n/lot.

a/7onnv.Ayr.Kcb.s.Nhb. n.Dur.

Wm., but w.Wm. afloat, sw.

Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. e.Dev.

afluat m.Cum. u. & em.Lan.
11-2



AFLOAT [84] ALONE

Afloat (contd.)—
svlost Dor.
svlost s.Som.

Afore, 92, 238, sig—sfoxn s.

Nhb. n.Dur., s.Lan. +3/uxn,
n.Der.

sfd)r Peb.

s/orSc. ,but Peb. sfdsr,s. Sc. ?/mj)-,

Ant. m. Nhb. n.Cum.
»/"««{>-) sw.Yks. Lan.,buts.Lan.+

sfoslry.

3fuprs.Sc. Wm.
3V03(r) s.Som. e.Dev.
svus(r) nw.Wil.

After, 23, 279, 283, 284—afis(n

se.Yks. + a/J>s(r), eftsw, efpsiy),

sw.Yks. + e/t3(to, s.Yks., nw.
Lan.+</fo(>-), m.Lan., s.Lan.

+

a/J>3(.r), Chs. Stf. Der. m.Lin.,
Lei. + df/sir), dts(r), but s.Lei.

se/tsw, s.War. m.Shr. Hnt.
aftsr Uls. , but Ant. eftpsr, n. Cum.
+ afpr, eftsr.

afp3(n se.Yks. em. & s.Lan.
ajpsr Dub. n.Cum. I.Ma.
at3(r) Hrf.+d/jin.
dds(r) e.Som. +&ts(n, w.Som.

+

dfsir), e.Dev.+ieftsir).

dfb(n Lei. se. Ken.
dlsin s.Lin. Rut. Lei. n.Nhp.,sw.

Nhp.+p7a(r),e.War.n.Shr.Hrf.
Glo. Oxf. Brks.,n. & m.Bck.

+

Cfo<n,Bdf.Lon.Nrf.Suf.Ess.e.
Sus. I.W. Wil., but nw.Wil.
mtslr), xts(n, me. Wil. tuftsin,

«feo-),w.Wil.ffi&(^,Dor.,but e.

Dor. +efts(r), w.Som. Dev.,but
e.Dev. dds(r>, xftsir).

mfbin Sus., but e.Sus. sftw, e.

Dev.
mftsr nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

eftsr, s.Sc.

a>t3t.r) nw.Wil. + zei3(r), w.Wil.
ssftHr) s.Lei., me.Wil.+ffifetr).
astsinn. Ken. sm.Hmp. nw. & me.

Wil. e.Som.
ef/J>3(r) n.Lan.
eftpr Ant, Wm +ef/3(r),

f/foOOnne.&s.Nhb.Dur.e.m.&w.
Cum. Wm. Yks., but e. Yks.+
efj>3in, se.Yks.+ afts(n, afpst,r),

efj>3(>->, sw.&s.Yks.+o/fo(r), nw.
Lan. n.Lin.

e/forSc.,butnm. & s.Sc. mftsr
t
n.

& me.Nbb. n.Cum.
f#.?OT e.Yks.+e/fow, se.Yks.
eftsoon. & m.Bck. , e.Dor. + dts(.r).

pfe(') sw.Nhp.
Again, 188,228, 249

—

sgsen n.

Der. +sgja3n, sgjen.

3gcn Sh.I. Cai. Inv. Bch. Abd.,
sn.Sc. +?£<;«, but Fif.sgen, nm.
Sc, em.Sc. + sgen, sgin, but
Peb. ^erc, wm.Sc. +sgen, 3g!n,

sgjen, Dub., m.Wm. +&»««,
»gww, w. & s.Wm. + «>g-««, ne.

Yks. s.Lan. + ^ww, Chs., n.

St(.+sgjen, s.StC.+3gin, m. Not.
m. & s.Lin. Rut., Lei.+a^m, e.

&w.War. ,n. Shr.+sgjen, e. Hrf.
-t-sgjun, Gmg. s.Pem.nw.Oxf.,
e.Oxf. + sgjen, s.Oxf. Hnt. m.
Cmb. ne. Nrf., n.Ken.+jgiH,
Sus., but e.Sus. 3giu, w.Wil.
e.Som. +sgesn, s.Som. +sgisn,

n.Dev.+sgesn, 3gin, sw.Dev.
+3gen, s.Dev. e.Cor.

sgesn sm. Sc. ,but s. Ayr. Kcb.sgen,
n.Dur. + sgen, sgisn, 3gjen, .1.

Cum.+jfBB, m.Yks. +sgisn,
nw.Lan.+sgen, fgjen, n.Lin.+

sgisn
I
me. & w.Wil. e.Som. n.

Dev., e.Dev. +sgis't.

sgen Or.I., ne.Sc. +3g/en, sgjen,

but Bch. Abd. sgen, sn. & em.

Sc, s.Sc.+sgisn.

sgen Frf., but w.Frf. sgen,-wm. Sc.

Ayr., but n.Ayr. sgen, Peb.

Kcb., s.Nhb. +sgisn, sgjen, n.

Dur.m. w.& s.Wm., nnw. Yks.
+sgian,snvt.Yks.n fcnw.Lan.,

I.Ma.+og/i»"«, sw.Dev.
3^-(<j« e. & m.Cum. Wm., but n.

Wm.+sgisn,m.Wm.3gen,sgi3n,
w. & s.Wm. sgen, nnw.Yks.

3gin em. & wm.Sc. Ant. n. Nhb. s.

Stf. Rut. Lei., s.VJa.r. + sgjen,

Glo. +sgisn, se.Brks. m.Bck.
Bdf.,se.Hrt.+ag-/i?K,ne. Cmb.,
se.Cmb.+ag/i?H, s.Nrf. Suf.Ess.

Keii.,butn.Ken.+2ffft, e.Sus.

sm.Hmp. n.Dev.
^i?** s.Sc. me.& s.Nhb. Dur.,but n.

Dur. +sgesn, sgen, sgjen, n. & w.
Cum. 11. &m.Wm.ne. e. m. sw.
h s.Yks. em. & s.Lan., e.Der.

+sgjen, n.Lin. Glo. nw.Hrt.nw.
Wil. e.Dor. nw. w. & s.Som.
e.Dev.

sgjmn snw.Yks. n.Der.

sgien ne.Sc. s.Nhb., n.Dur. sw.
Lan.+^M, Fit. n. & wm.Stf.
Der., but n.Der +sgmn, sgjsUn,

e.Der. +sgisn, Not. , but m.Not.
sgen, s.War. s.Wor. n.Shr. n.

Hrf. e.&w. Oxf. n. Bck.se. Hrt.
se.Cmb.

sgjen ne. & wm.Sc.
sgjen nw. & m.Lan. I.Ma.
sgjvn e. Hrf. nm.Brks.
Age, 204, 248

—

aidg se.Ken.
sedg se.Yks. + csdg, edg, isdg, c.

Som.
esdg n.Cum.+jedg, e. se. & s.Yks.

nw. & s.Lin. w.Hrt. e.Suf. w.
Som.

edg Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. w.Wm.
nw. & se.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. e. &
s.Stf. n.Der. Rut. ne.Nrf.Sus.

isdg m. & se.Yks. w.Wil.
Idg Glo.

jedg me.Nhb. n.Cum.
jiadg se.Wm.
Agnail, 266.

Ago,i24,228—igone.Shr.e.Oxf.
s.Nrf. s.Dev.

sgus sw.Yks. Glo. ne.Wil.
3gu s.Stf. Nhp. War. s.Wor., e.

Hrf. +«§•»«, nw.Oxf. Bdf. se.

Hrt. Suf. n.Ken. e.Sus. sm.
Hmp. e.Dor.

sgoue. Hrf.

Agree, 220, 228, 232, 364—xgrei
e.Suf.

£•>«' n. Cum.,nnw. Yks. +,§rj,snw.
Yks. +3grei.

gri nnw.Yks.
sgrei snw.Yks. s.Chs. Lei.
sgris m. & se.Yks.+agri, w.Wil.
sgrl sn. & wm.Sc. e. m. se. & s.

Yks., sm.Lan. nw.Der. s.Lin.
n.Wor. ne.Nrf. me.Wil.

Ague, 204, 231, 233, 248, 249—
aigs se.Ken.
eigii e.Sus.

esgi se.Yks. + egi, nw. Lin.
esgis m.Yks.
esgs s.Lin.

egAbd. +egi, egs, w.Wm. se.Lan.
^-;'Bch. Abd. Edb.se. & s.Nhb.

se.Yks. n.Der. Rut. e.Som.
egiu Inv.,sn.Sc.+^, Lth. Nhb.,

but se. & s.Nhb. egi, n.Dur.

sw.Lan. s.Stf.

egjii Ayr. I.Ma.

egs Abd. sn. & wm.Sc, Kcb. +
j'egs, m.Cum. nw Yks. em. Lan.

n.Lin. Lei.w. Oxf. Bck. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf.

/egs Kcb.
Atiind, 228—s/tent w.Frf. e.Per.

s.Sc.

shin Bch., Abd. Ayr.+shint, Kcb.

shintAhi. Per., but e.Per. shent,

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Nhb. n.

Dur. n.Cum. Wm.
Ail, 64, 248

—

ail e.Dor.

aisl w.Som.
«<7Rut. + ct, Bdf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

eil e.Yks. + el, sw.Yks. Lin. e.

Sus.

elne. wm. & s.Sc. Uls. me. & se.

Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. nw. & e.

Yks. sm.Lan. nw.Der. Rut.,

Lei. +</.

Jl s.Chs. Lei.

jesl m.Yks. +jisl.

iisl m.Yks.
Ain't, 248.

Ale, 43, 44, 45, 248

—

ail w.Wor.
se.Ken.

e?/sw.Yks. em. Lan. n.Lin. s.Oxf.
Sus. w. & s.Som. e.Dev.

el Bch., Abd. +el, w.Frf. e.Per.

el Inv. Abd. Fif., but w.Frf. el,

Edb., n.Lan. +jal, sm. & sw.
Lan. I.Ma. Stf. Der., m.Shr.+
jet, j'sl, me.Wil.

ial m.Cum.
il ne.Shr. +jisl.

is! e.Dor.

;'«i Wm. ne.Yks. n.Lan.
jelwm.Sc, butn.Ayr.y»/, Nhb. n.

Dur.m.Shr.,Glo.+/<j/, e.Som.
jesl n.Cum. nw.Lan. Dor., but e.

Dor. isl.

jilVer., but e.Per. el, s.Ayr.Kcb.
j'isl ne.Shr. Glo.

jol Ayr., but S.Ayr, jil.

jsl m.Shr.
All, 40, 248, 255, 397—0 ne.Sc.

+ al, a, s.Ayr. + a.

al ne.Sc, me. & s.Nhb. +«, «/,

n.Cum.+a, 03, p, nm.Yks.+a/,
esl, jal, n. Dev. + ol.

asl w.Som. + dl, osl, pi.

d Sh. & Or.I. Cai. ne.Sc, sn.Sc
+ d, w.Frf. e.Per., sm.Sc+p,
but s.Ayr. a, a, s.Sc.+a, Ant.,
n.Nhb.+a, me. & se.Nhb.+d7,
o, s.Nhb., n.Dur. + dl, al, pi,

n.Cum., n. & m.Wm.+p, o.

«/me. se. & s.Nhb. u. Dur., nnw.
Yks.+o,nm.Yks. e. Stf.,m.Shr.
+ ol, n. <k nw.Hrt. e.Ken. e.

Sus. Dor., but e.Dor. pi, w. &
s.Som. sw. & s.Dev.

a Frf, but w.Frf. a, s.Ayr. Peb.
a Inv. sn.Sc. n.Ayr. s.Sc. n.Nhb.
dl Uls., but Ant. d, n.Dur. I.Ma.

_ s.Wor. + p7, se.Ken.
xl Glo. +pl, Wil. nw.Som., e.

Som. +p7.
esl nm.Yks., m.Yks. +jal.
isl sm.Yks. +jal, osl.

jal ne.Yks. + osl, p, dl, nm. m. &
sm.Yks.
nw.Fif., ne.Nhb.+p, nw.Yks.+
03, p, 5, nw.Lan.+p, 0, m.Lan.
+p, Chs. +p, but ne.Chs. + o,

Der. + p, pi, 5.

01 s.Lin.,Lei.+p/,m.Shr.m.Bck.,
e. Dev. + osl.

os n.Cum. nw.Yks., w.Yks.+osl,

pi, 6, ol, em.Lan. + o?/.

osl ne.Yks., e.Yks.+p/, 61, sm.

& w.Yks., sw.Yks. +pl, 6, 61,

em. Lan., Rut. m.Nhp.+p/, w.
Som. e.Dev.

p nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per. d,

nw.Frf. 0, em.Sc, but Peb. a,

wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. a, sm.Sc.
Nhb., but n. Nhb. a, a, ne.Nhb.
+0, me.Nhb. al, d, dl, se.Nhb.

a, dl, 6, sw. Nhb. 6, 61, s.Nhb.
al, a, dl, s.Dur.+p/, Cum.+p/,
but n.Cum. + d, os, e. & w.
Cum.+o, Wm., but n. Wm.+a,
o, e.Wm.+o, m.Wm.+a, 6, u.

Yks.+p/, ne. & nw.Yks., snw.
Yks.+p7, n. nw. m. & sw.Lan.,
ms.Lan.+o, s. Lan.+p/, 6, Chs.
n.Stf. Der., ne.Shr. + p7.

pi n. w. & s.Dur. Cum. n. nw.
snw. e. w. & sw.Yks., s.Yks.+
61, s.Lan. I.Ma. Fit. Stf., but
n.Stf. p, e.Stf. dl, Der. Not.
Lin., but s.Lin. ol, Rut. Lei.

Nhp., but m.Nhp. + osl, War.
s.Wor. n. ne. w. St se.Shr.
n. & e.Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. Oxf.
Bck., but m.Bck. ol, Bdf. nw.
e. m . & se. Hrt. Hnt. Cmb. Nrf.

Suf. Ess. n. & e. Ken. Sus., but
e.Sus. dl, sm.Hmp. e.Dor. e.

& w.Som. Cor.

6 me. & se.Nhb. , sw. Nhb. +6l, e. 4:

w. Cum.+p, n.Wm.,e.Wm.+p,
m.Wm. nnw. nw. w. & sw.
Yks. nnw. nw. sm. ms. & s.

Lan. ne.Chs. Der.
o/sw.Nhb. ne. e. w. sw. & s.Yks.

n.Dev.
Allow,225, 228, 232—louw.Som.
slai s.Chs.

slau nnw.Yks., snw.Yks. +3I011,

es.Yks. n.Lan., se.Lan. +slsu,
n.Der. s.Oxf.

sld sw.Yks. s.Lan.

s/eu Bdf. se.Ken.
slm sw.Lan.
slou snw.Yks. I.Ma.
slu Sc. Ant. me. se. & s.Nhb. n.

Dur. n. ii m.Cum. n. & w.Wm.
e. m. & se.Yks. n. & nw.Lin.

slvu w.Hrt. e.Suf. me. & w.Wil.
Dor.

slsu se.Lan.
Almost, 228, 229, 249, 253

—

almusst m.Bck.+olmost, smos-st,
smus'st.

olmost m.Bck.
omos Lei.

omss sw.Yks. + omsst.
omsst sw.Yks. m.Lan. s.Chs. 11.

Der. n.Shr.
smjfst n. Dur.
smp-s w.Som.
smos-st m.Bck. me.Wil.
smuss nw.Wil.
smusst nw.Oxf. m.Bck.
Alone, 121, 122, 228, 244

—

slaun
se.Ken.

slein Ant.
slesn nw.Lan.
slen w. Frf. e. Per.
slen Abd.+slin,nm.Sc.,but w.Frf.

e.Per. slen, wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth.
Edb. Peb. Kcb.

alian m.Cum. Wm.
slisn ne.Sc, but Bch. slin, Abd.

3len,slin,s.Uhb.n. Dur. n.Cum.
slln Bch. Abd. sw.Nhb.
slosn m.Nhp. m.Bck.
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slosn s.Lan. s.Lei. s.Oxf. me.

Wil. Som. e.Dev.
slon sw.Lan. I. Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.

s.Wor. se.Hrt. Sus. e.Dev.
slusn sw.Yks. n. m. & em.Lan.
shvostt Dor.
Along, 32, 228— slatj wm.Sc.
sletj sw.Yks.
slotj e.Oxf. nw. & me.Wil.
sliitj s.Stf.

slung ne.Der.
slvtj e.Hrf. nw.Dev.
Alp, 266.

Already, 253.
Although, 253, 315—ate Sh.I.

ato Or. I.

0W0 m. Nhp.
Alum, 200, 253—alum se. & sw.

Lan.
ahm Ayr. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

m.Cum.Wm. Yks. u. & m.Lan.
n. & s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.

Oxf. Sus.

dm Inv. Bch. Abd. w. Frf. e. Per.

s.Ayr.

ahm Edb.
am Lth. Kcb. s.Sc.

mhm se.Ken. e.Dev.

ohm I.Ma.
Always, 229, 247— alt's n.Nhp.

dlwez w.Som. +pvis.

sehz me. Wil.
selwsz w.Wil.
ohs sw.Yks. m.Cmb.
plis e.Hrf. -\-plis.

pit's ne.Der. e.Hrf.

plvs m.Bdf.

piss ne.Chs. Rut. nw. & e.Oxf.,

Bdf. + pte, but m.Bdf. + plDz.

plsz Bdf. m.Hrt. w.Cor.

pvis w.Som.
pvis s.Chs.

ohs sm. Lan.

Am, 435.
Amble, 266.

Among, 32, 228,232,274—amatj
s.Sc. + ematj.

amatj Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.

amv Bch.+amvn, Abd.+ amvn,
smo, dmon.

amvn Bch. Abd.
ematj s.Sc.

imatj Uls., but Ant. amatj.

mat} se.Yks.

tnsetj w.Som.
tnotj e.Dev.+smon.
imatj Or. I. wm. Sc. , Ayr.+smvtj,

Peb. Kcb. Ant. me. & se.Nhb.

Dur., but n.Dur. +smdn, u.

Cura.+J*«J,m.Cum.Wm. ne.

nw. e. & m.Yks., sw.Yks.

+

smetj, amity, n. & nW.Lan., s.

Lan. +smutj.

3may n.Dur.

tmmn Sh.I., vr.Wil+smot;, nw.

Dev.
smetj sw. & ms.Yks.

rmo Abd., Per.+smon.
smonne.Sc.,butBch.amv,amvn,

Abd. + amv, amvn, smo, Frf.

Per. .

smotj es.Yks. m.Lin. s.Lei. n.

Wor. e.Hrf., n.Bck.+smvn,

m.Bck. ne.Nrf., e.Sus.+smvtj,

w.Wil. e.Dev. w.Cor.

smutj n.Cum. m.Not. s.Lin. Rut.

Bdf-

r 1 M
imun sw.Yks. em. & s. Lan. I. Ma.

s.Chs. n.Stf. n.Der. Lei., but

s.Lei. smotj, m.Nhp. War. ne.

Shr.

smiitjg sm. & sw.Lan., ms.Lan.
+smittjk, nw.Der.

smutjk ms.Lan.
smvtj Ayr. n.Bck.e. Suf.se.Ken.

Sus. , but e.Sus.+>motj, c. & s.

Som.
An, 271, 368, 369.
Anchor, 33

—

atjfoir, s.Nhb. n.

Dur. m.Cum. Lan., but em.
Lan. etjks(r), n.Stf. n.Der.

,

e.Dev. +dnks(r).
atjksrSc, but n.Ayr. atjksr, Lth.

Edb. atjksr, n.Nhb. Wm.I.Ma.
dtjks(.r) e. Dev.
at]for n.Ayr.
atjksr Lth. Edb.
ajjfofOse.Keii. Sus. e.Som.
etjks(r) sw.Yks. em.Lan. Dor.
etjfor Ant.

Ancient, 206, 295, 365

—

ainfnt

Ess. se.Ken.
a«/K/ne.Sc.,sn.&sm.Sc.+?«/«?,

s.Nhb. n.Dur. +enfnt, n.Shr.

ne.Nrf. e.Som.
attfnt w.Frf. e.Per.

anfnt Lth. Edb. -vpnfnt.

asnfnt Glo. w.Wil. Dor. w.Som.
e.Dev.

enfnt s.Nhb. n.Dur. em.Lan.

esnfn sw.Yks. + esnfnt.

esnfnt e. m. & sw.Yks. nw. & s.

Lin. e.Suf.

enfn se.Nhb. Lei. + enfnt.

enfnt se.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm.
nw. & se.Yks. Lan., but em.

Lan. enfnt, I. Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.

Rut. Lei. Sus.

onfnt wm. Sc. -vpnfnt.

pnfnt sn. wm. & sm. Sc. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. ne.Yks.

Ancle, 33

—

atjkl Sc, but n.Ayr.

atjkl, Lth. Edb. atjkl, s.Nhb.

n. Dur.m.Cum. Wm. Lan., but

em.Lan. etjkl, I. Ma. n.Stf. n.

Der., e.Dev.+dnkl.

atjkl n.Ayr. e.Dev.

atjkl Lth. Edb.
letjkl se.Ken. Sus. e.Som.

enkl Ant sw.Yks. em.Lan. me.

Wil. Dor.
otjkl s.Stf.

And, 235,307—an Or.l.+sn(d,

Frf. + vn,sn, l.th. +in,sn, Edb.

+sn, Peb. Kcb.,Wgt.+»«,Ant.

,

n.Dur. n.Cum.+SH, Wm.+JM,
butw.Wm.+snd, nw.Yks.+»«,

I.Ma. +dn, dn, n.Stf. +sn, Oxf.

+ vn, sn, Wil. + SK, sn.

and Ayr.+en, vn, cen, sn, s.Nhb.

+sn, m.Nhp.+a!K«', sn.

an I.Ma.

m,n m.Shr., w.Ess. n.Ken.+*«,

Sus. Wil., e.Dev.+»«.

and m.Nhp. Brks., Hmp. + »«,

sn, snd, e.Som.

en Bch.+««, sn, s.Abd.+tfK, km,

sn, Ayr., s.Sc. + e».

end e.Ken.
in Lth.

v Cai. + vn.

vn Sh.I.+JK, Cai. Inv. s.Abd.

Frf. Ayr. Wgt. s.Sc, me.Nhb.

s.Lan. +sn, Oxf., s.Nrf.+sn,

Hmp., Dot.+s, sn, n.Dev.

an Ayr.

tin Bnff., Bch. Abd.+sn, but s.

Abd. +en, vn, sn.

3 e.Yks. Lei. +sn, Dor.

sn Sh. & Or.I. Bch. Abd. Frf. e.

Per. Fif. Cld. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Uls., but Ant. an, Nhb., but

me.Nhb.+»M, s.Nhb. +and, n.

Dur. Cum., but n.Cum.+aM,
Wm. 11. ne. nw. e. m. w. & sw.
Yks., nw.Lan.+^«rf, m. sw. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf., but n.

Stf.+aK, Der. s.Not. Lin. Lei.

nm. & m.Nhp. War. n.Wor.
Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Bdf. e.Hrt. s.

Nrf. Suf. w.Ess. n. Ken. Hmp.
Wil. Dor. w.Som. e. & s. Dev.
Cor.

snd Or.I. w.Wm. nw.Lan. m.
Bck. Hmp.

Aneath, 63 , 228, 232—eneef s.Sc.

niep s.Lan.

snej> Sc, but Or.I. amp, S.Ayr. +
sntfi, s.Sc en&p.

snip Or.I.

snip s.Ayr.+snep, s.Nhb. n.Wm.
Anent, 228

—

snent Sc s.Nhb.
m.Cum. w.Wm. sw.Yks. em.
Lan. I.Ma.

Answer, 22— anss(n s.Nhb. n.

Dur. n.&m.Cum.Wm.sw.Yks.
Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.

anssr Sh.I. Bch. Abd.Frf. Per.,

s.Ayr. +dnssr, Peb. Kcb. I.Ma.

dnss(r) s. Oxf. se.Ken., e.Dev.+
mnss(r).

dnssr Ant.
anssr Ayr., but s.Ayr. + anssr.

anssr Lth.+onssr, Edb.+pnssr.

s&nssir) Sus. e.Som.
xnssw me.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.

pnssr Edb.
onssr Lth.

Anthem, 286—antm w.Wm.sw.

Yks.
azndm se.Ken.
8&ntm Sus. e.Dev.

Any, 140, 231,350—am' Dub., n.

Wm. + W(j oni, snw.Yks. sm.

& s. Lan. +om',Chs.Dnb. , n.Stf.

+««(', wm.Stf.+OMi',n. Der. +£«i',

oni, Lei. + eni, oni, m.Nhp.+
mni, oni, n.Shr. +eni, e.Hrf.

nw.Oxf. + eni, Bdf.

ffim'm.Nhp.w.Wi!.,n.Dev.+c«(,

oni, s.Dev.

em'Cai.+oni, s.Nhb. e.Cum.+OKi,

m. & w.Cum. Wm., but n.

Wm.+a«(, oni, nnw.&se.Yks.

n.Lan. + om', I.Ma. n.Stf., s.

Stf. + oni, n.Der. Lin., but n.

Lin. +oki, Rut.+cm, oni, Lei.

+oni, n.Wor. e.Hrf.,Glo.+om,

Oxf., but nw.Oxf. + am, se.

Hrt. Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken. s.Sur.

Sus.sm.Hmp.nw.Wil.,e.Dor.
+ini, e.Som., w.Som.+vni, n.

e. & sw.Dev.

eni Rut. n.Shr. m.Bck.

ini e.Dor.

oneBch. Abd.+oni, w.Frf. e.Per.

Kcb.
oni Sh.I., ne.Sc + dx!, but Bch.

Abd. + one, sn.Sc. + oni, nm.

Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per. one, sm.

Sc, but Kcb. one, Lth. +oni,

Edb. Peb. s.Sc. Ant. me. & s.

Nhb. Dur. n. & e.Cum. n.Wm.

Yks., but nnw.Yks.+««, snw.

Yks. + am', se.Yks. +«**', Lan.,

but n.Lan. + ««<', sm. & s.Lan.

+ani, wm. &s.Slf. Der., but n.

T>er.+ani,eni, n. Lin. +««;', Rut.

Lei. n. & m.Nhp. e.War. Glo.

n.Bck. n.Dev.

oni Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. em.Sc.but

Lth. oni, oni, Edb. Peb. oni,

wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. oni.

oni n.Ayr. Lth.

»«! w.Som.
sni Uls., but Ant. oni.

Anybody, 299.
Anything, 140, 274 — anipin

s.Chs.+anipink.

anipitjk Chs., but s.Chs.+amyi'«,

n.Stf.

enipitjk s.Oxf. m.Bck. se.Hrt. n.

Cmb.
vniditj w.Som.
Apple, 23, 233, 257, 275—06/

e.Dev. +apl.

apl Uls., but Ant. epl, s.Nhb. n.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.
Yks. Lan., but sm.Lan. aps, s.

Lan. + a/>o, l.^la. + dpl, n.Stf.,

n.Der.+aps, Sus. Dor.w.Som.
e.Dev.

apo s.Lan. + apl.

aps sm.Lan. n.Der.

dpi I.Ma.

sepl m.Shr.+opl, s.Oxf. se.Ken.

e. & s.Som.
epl Ant.

epl Inv. Bch. Abd. Frf., but w.
Frf. epl, n.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc.

epl w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but n.

Ayr. epl, Lth. Edb. Kcb.

opl s.Stf. s.Wor. m.Shr. Hrf.

Glo. e.Suf.

spl Hnt.
Apron, 204, 234, 248, 263, 266—
aiprsn se.Ken. +aipsn.

aipsn se.Ken.

aprsn sn.Sc. s.Dur., n.Cum.

+

epsrsn, w.Wm. e.Yks. .se.Yks.

+apsrsn, sw.Yks. n.Lan. wm.
Stf.

apsn n.Lin.

apsrsn nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.

+

japsrsn, se.Yks.

apsn s.Lan. s.Chs. n. & s.Stf. u.

Der. m Not. w.War. n.Wor.

n.Shr. Glo.

aprsn ne.Sc
aprsn Edb.

sepjn m.Bck.

mp'sn Hmp., ~Wi\.+jepjn, but me.

Wil. epsn,v!.~Wi\.sepsn,j'aspsn,

e.Som. nw.Dev.

aspsn w.'Wil.+jaepsn.

eprsn Lth.

epsn Rut. Lei.

epsn me.Wil.

espsn e.Suf.

«>/>3«nw.&s.Lin.s.War.nw.Hrt.

eprsnSh. I. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.

Ayr.Kcb. s.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

m.Cum. nw. & em.Lan.

epsn n.Bck. ne.Nrf., sw.Dev.+

epsn.

epsrsn n.Cum. I.Ma.

epsn sw.Lan. s.Oxf. Sus I.W.e.

Dor. sw.Dev.

japrsn m.Yks.
japsrsn snw.Yks.

jmpsn w.Wil.
jepsn Wil.

jepsn nw.Som.
vpsn w.Som.
Are, 435.

Ark, 37—ark Inv. Bch. Abd. Frf.

Per. Ayr. Kcb. Ant. I.Ma.

ask sw.Nhb. Som.

dk s.Nhb. Dur. n. &m.Cum.Wm.
Lan. Stf. n.Der. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Sus. e.Dev.

crk Lth. Edb. s.Sc.

Arm, 37,234, 248—arm Uls., but

Ant. erm, Dub., IMa.+anm.
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Arm (contdO

—

aram nnw.Yks.+w»(,sn\v. Yks.

+dm, I. Ma.
asm em.Lan. s.Som.

dm s.Nhb. +eam, n.Cum. +eram,
m.Cum. Wm. snw.Yks., sw.
Yks.+eam, Lan., but em.Lan.
aam, sw.Lan. xm, Stf. Der. ».

Lin. Rut., Lei.+«», m.Shr. 5.

Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
Sus. me.Wil., w.Wil. +jdm,
e.Dev.

xm s.Dur. sw.Lan.
erm Abd. Per. wm.Sc. S.Ayr, s.

Sc. + erm, Ant.

mmsm.Sc. ,but s. Ayr. erm, erm,

Kcb. erm, n.Cum.
earn s. Nhb.n. Dur.Yks. , but nnw.

Yks. + aram, snw.Yks. aram,
am, e.Yks.+£>«,sw.Yks.+«?«,
Bdf.

em e.Yks. + eam, Lei.

ermSh.l. ne.Sc., but Abd.verm,
sn. nm. & wm.Sc. Ayr., buts.

Ayr.+erm,Lth.Edb.Peb.Kcb.
s.Sc. me. & se.Nhb.

ism Dor.+jeam, but e.Dor.+jam.

jam Wil., but me.Wil. dm, w.
Wil.+am, nw. & e.Som.

jeam Dor.
jiam I.W.
jam e.Dor. + fam.

Arrive, 425.
Arrow, 23, 229

—

ara Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan.
I. Ma. Stf.n.Der. s.Lei.s.Oxf.

Sus. Dor. e.Dev.
ara vv.Som.
xra me.Wil. e.Som.
xra se.Ken.
ero Or. I.

«r3Bch.Abd..Ayr.+cra,Lth. Ant.
eri Edb.
era Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Peb. Kcb.

As, 235, 444.
As, pron., 423.
Ash (tree), 27—m/s.Lan.+c/J w.

Wil. + «i/!

n/Inv. Bch.,Abd.+«/J sn.Sc.,w.
Frf. e.Per. n.Dur. se.Yks. 4-

ef, sw.Lan. Stf. n.Der. s.Lei.

e.Suf.

df I. Ma. Lei., but s.Lei. af, w.
Som. e.Dev.

«/Lth. Edb.
xifme. & w.Wil.
xfs.Sc.
xfsnw.Yks.+ef Dor.
«/nw.Lan.+f/;Sus.,butw.Sus.«/;
c/Abd.w.Frf.e.Per.wm.Sc.Peb.

Kcb. Nhb. Dur., butn.Dur.+
af, n. & m.Cum.Wm. Yks., but
snw.Yks +«/JseYks.+fl/;Lan.,
but nw.Lan.+«/j em.Lan. eaf,

s.Lan.+fljy^m.Not. Lin.s.Oxf.
ne.Nrf. se.Ken. s.Som.

af em. Lan.
f/ne.Sc, but Bch. af, Abd. af,

ef, Ayr. m.Nhp. Glo. m.Bck.
s.Sur. w.Sus. e.Som.

t/e.Ken., but se.Ken. ef.

Ash (of fuel), 27, 343, 382—aif
e.Dev.

asOr.I. Kcb. me. & se.Nhb. Dur.
n. fcm.Cum. w.Wm.Yks.,but
snw.Yks. + ds, se.Yks. + af
Lan.+es, ne.Der.

afSh.l., se.Yks.+as, n.Dev.
as s.Ayr.

as s.Sc, snw.Yks. + «5.

as Lth. Edb.

es Lan. s.Chs. Stf. n.Der. Shr.

f/"sn.Sc, but Frf. es.

es Bch. Abd. Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but
s.Ayr. as, n.Ken. e.Dor.

Ashes, 379.
Ask, 129, 343

—

aiks sm.Lan.+
aks.

aks Sh.I. Cai. em.Sc, but Edb.
ask, wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. ask,

Kcb., Ant.+eks, Nhb., but me.
Nhb. + ask, se.Nhb. + eks, n.

Dur., Cum. +as, but n.Cum.

+

ask, Yks. + as, but nw.Yks. +
eks, se.Yks. + ask, ms.Yks.+
eks, Lan., but n.Lan. +eks, esk,

sm.Lan. + aiks, s.Lan. + asf,

I.Ma. Chs. Dnb. Stf., but e.

& wm.Stf. eks, Der., but w.
Der. eks, m.Not. Lin., but s.

Lin.+ask, Rut.+fls/, Lei. +dks,

but n.Lei. xks, m.Nhp. + as,

ast, e.War. Wor. ne.Shr. u.

Hrf., e.Hrf. + ask, Oxf., but
nw.Oxf.+eis, s.Oxf. ast, Bdf.

+xks, s.Nrf.+asi, xks, w.Suf.
I.W. Dor., but e.Dor. + dsi,

Som., but s.Som. -vast, n.Dev.
+ mks, e.Dev.

as s.Dur. Cum. Wm., but m. &
s.Wm. eks, Yks. m.Nhp.

ask Inv. Abd. w.Frf. Per. Uls.,

but Ant. aks, eks, me.Nhb. +
aks, n.Cum.+afo, as, se.Yks.
+ aks, s,Lin. + afo, e.Hrf., c.

Suf. + ast, se.Ken.
ast s.Lan.+aks, s.Oxf., m.Bck.+

xks,e.Sn{. e.Sus.,s.Som.+a£s.
aks Lei. me.Wil.
ask n.Ayr. Lth. s.Nrf., e.Dor.+

aks.

dst Rut. m.Nhp. Brks. n.Bck.
n.Ken.

aks Ayr., but n.Ayr. ask, s.Ayr.
ask, s.Sc.

ask s.Ayr.

ask Edb.
xks n.Lei., m. Shr. + xst, Glo. +

eks, m.Bck. Bdf., se.Hrt. 4-

jiaks, ne.Cmb. ne.&s.Nrf. Ess.
Sus. , but e. Sus. ast, Hmp.,but
sm.Hmp. xsk, Wil., but me.
Wil. dks, Dev., but n.Dev.

+

aks, e.Dev. aks, sw.Dev.+xks,
eks.

xsk Dub.
xst m.Shr.
xks sw.Dev. + xks, eks.

xsk sm.Hmp.
eks Ant. m. & s.Wm., nnw.Yks.

+aks, snw.Yks.+as, ms.Yks.+
aks, n.Lan.+afo, esk, e. & wm.
Stf. w.Dcr. s.War. Glo., nw.
Oxf. + aks, sw.Dev.

esk n.Lan.
eks se.Nhb. + n&s.

this se. Hrt.
Asp, 331.
Ass, 26

—

as Inv. ne. & sn.Sc w.
Frf. Per. me.Nhb. s.Dur. m.
Cum. Yks. Lan., but s.Lan.

+

as, wm.&s.Stf.n. Der., s.Lin.+
es, Lei., but s.Lei. xs, m.Bck.
Hnt., e.Dor.+i&s, e.Som. + xs,
e.Dev.+ ds.

as n.Ayr., s.Lan. + 05, I.Ma. s.

War. e.Hrf. s.Oxf. e.Suf. se.
Ken. nw. & e.Dev.

as Peb. s.Sc.

as Lth. Edb.
xs Ant. Dub. s.Lei. Sus. Dor.,

but e.Dor. 05, xs, e.Som.

ms w.Wil. e.Dor.

es s.Lin.

Assuage, 232.

Asylum, 232.

At, 235.
At, prep., 439.
At, pron., 417, 423.

Attach, 367.

Atween, 228

—

atwin Sc Ant.

Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. Yks. Lan.

s.Sf. s.Som.
Auger 266.

Aught, 127, 358—aut s.Nhb. +
out, n.Dur. Wm. nw.Lan.,
s.Lan.+OK/.

d\t Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per.

oxt Frf., but w.Frf. dxt, Kcb.
ou\t Sh.I.

ow^s.Nhb.m.Cum.ms.Yks.Lan.,
but nw.Lan. aut, s.Lan.+aut.

Q\t Ayr., but s.Ayr. oxt, Lth.

Edb. Ant.

ft I.Ma. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. e.

& s.Som. nw. & e.Dev.
out n.Der.
oat w.Som.
oxt s.Ayr.

ot s.Stf. s.Lin.

Aunt, 202,266

—

antne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. nw. & e.Yks. Lan., but
em.Lan.+oM/, sw.Lan. + npnt,

s.Lan.+ent, I.Ma., n.Stf.+««/,

m.Not. m. & s.Lin., Lei.+ant,

sw.Nhp. ne.Shr. Glo. e.Sus.

ant wm.Sc. m.Yks. n.Stf. Rut.
Lei. m.Nhp. e.War. w.Wor.,
n.Shr.+«««/ (obs.), s.Oxf. ne.

Nrf., e.Suf. + xnl, se.Ken. e.

Dor. w.Som.
ant s.Sc.

ant Edb. + pnt.

xnt e.Suf. Sus., but e.Sus. ant,

w.Wil.+ CMr, Dor.
xnt me.Wil.
ent s.Lan. n.Der., ne.Der.+«o«/,

w.Der., m.Shr.+Hcwr, w.Wil.
nant s.Chs. s.Wor.
ndnt I.W.
neant e.Hrf.

nent (obs.) n.Shr.
nent m.Shr.
ngnt ne.Yks. sw.Lan.
ndnt (obsol.) ne.Der.
out sw.Yks., em.Lan. +ant.
(int Lth. Edb.
Away, 64, 228, 232

—

awai s.

Wor.+JW!, n. & e.Hrf. nm.
Brks., s.Nrf.+awd, awe, Ess.
sm.Hmp. nw. & me.Wil. w.
Som.

awd Sh. & Or. I. Cai., ne.Sc.4-
wcta, sn.Sc. + awa, nm. & em.
Sc s.Nrf.

awa sn.Sc.

awxi m.Nhp. +awei, e.Dor.
awx Uls., Cum. n.Wm.+m'e, w.

Suf. w.Wil.
awei s.Stf. Lei., but n.Lei. awe,

m.Nhp.,sw.Nhp.+aa/e,s.Wor.
nw.Oxf. n. & m.Bck., se.Hrt.
+awea.

awea nm. ksw,Yks.,m.Lin.+awe,
se.Hrt. e.Suf.

)»«w.Bwk. Rxb. se.Nhb. Cum.
Wm., but n.Wm.+awx, Lan.
nw.Der. Not. n. & m.Lin. n.
Lei. ne. & sw.Nhp. War. e.
Oxf. Bdf. nw.Hrt. se.Cmb. s.

Nrf. w.Cor.

awl Chs. n.Stf. Der.,butnw.Der.
awe.

awg wm. & sm.Sc.
waa ne.Sc.

Awe—a Abd. + «, sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per., s.Ayr. + p, Peb. Kcb.
Ant.me.fc s.Nhb. n.Dur.,nnw.
Yks.+jd, snw.Yks., n.Lan.+p.

a Bch. Abd. s.Sc.

j'd nnw.Yks.
jdv ne.Sc, but Bch. a, Abd. «, «.

03 m. & sw.Yks. em.Lan.

p Inv. wm.Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr.

+d, Lth. Edb. m.Cum. Wm.
e.Yks. n.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs.Stf.

n.Der. Lei. se.Ken. Som.
Awkward, 247.

Awl, 49, 255, 266

—

al Frf. s.Ayr.,

s.Nhb.+a/.

« w.Wil.
al ne.Sc, but Bch. al, Abd. +al,

sn.Sc. Per. Peb. me. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur., nnw. Yks. + p/, ual.

o/Bch., Abd. + «7.

xl me.Wil. + p7.

npl s.Chs. w.Som.
oalm.Yks., sw.Yks.+p/, em.Lan.,

e.Dev. +pl.

pi Inv. wm.Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr.
al, Lth. Edb. sw.Nhb. s.Dur.
11. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw. se. &
sw.Yks. Lan. , but em. Lan. oal,

I.Ma. Stf.n.Der.s.Lin.s.War.
s.Oxf. Bdf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.

Ken. Sus. me.Wil. e. &s.Som.
e.Dev.

ual nnw.Yks.
Axe, 25

—

aksn. & m.Cum. u.&w.
Wm. Lan., but em.Lan. eks,

I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der.
aks Kcb., e.Dev. + xks.
xks Sus. Dor. e.Som. e.Dev.
eks Inv., s.Nhb. n.Dur. +eks,
Wm., but n. & w.Wm. aks,

em.Lan. s.Lei.s.Oxf. se.Ken.
w.Som. nw.Dev.

eks Bch. Abd. s.Sc.

eks Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

Axle, 25, 233, 339— aksl s.Nhb.
n.Dur.+Ss/jLan.+os/, but em.
Lan. eksl, I.Ma. Stf. n.Der.
s.Lei.

asl Nhb., but s.Nhb. aksl, eksl,

eksl, Dur., but n.Dur. aksl, eksl,

Cum. Wm. Yks., but n.Yks.
azl, Lan.

azl n.Yks.
xksl Dor. e.Som. e.Dev.
eksl Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per.

s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb. em.
Lan. s.Oxf. se.Ken. nw.Dev.

eksl Frf., but w.Frf. eksl, Ayr.,
but s.Ayr. eksl, Lth. Edb. s.

Nhb. n.Dur.
ezl wm. & s.Sc.

Aye— a» sn.Sc. s.Dur. + ei, n.
Yks., ms.Yks. + «, sw.Yks.,
nw.Lan.+je, n.Lin.+c, Rut. s.

Won, m.Shr. e.Dor. + mi, w.
Som.

a se.Yks.+«, e, sw.Lan.+5, wm.
Stf. nw.Der.Nol. Bdf. se.Hrt.

xi s.Sc. m.Shr. e.Dor. e.Som.
x nw. & sw.Lan. w.Wil.
ei ne. sn. wm. & sm.Sc. me. &

se.Nhb. Dur., but s.Dur.+ a»,

n.Cum. m. se. & ms.Yks., e.

Suf. + e.

e Cai. se.Yks. n.Lin. e.Suf.

p e.War.
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Ayont, 55, 228— ajon ne.Sc.

+

ajont.

djont ne.Sc. w. Frf. e.Per. em. &
wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. n.

Dur. n.Cum. nnw.Yks. nw. &
sw. Lan.

djont sn.Sc.

Baby, 204, 231

—

babi gen. in

Eng.,buf.
babi s.Sc.

beabi m.Lin. m.Nhp. e.Suf. w.
Som.

bibim. & s.Chs.

Back, 24, 249, 398

—

bah Sc.4-

bdk, Uls. Nhb. n.Dur. Cum.
Wm. snw. m. & s.Yks. Lan.,

but sm. & s.Lan.+Aai'iir, I. Ma.
Chs. Stf. Der., but n.Der.

+

baik, Not. m. & s.Lin. n.Lei.

e.War. Shr.,but m.Shr. bask,

n. & e.Hrf., Glo. + bmk, Oxf.
Bdf. w.Suf. Sus. e.Dor. w.
Som.

baik sm. & s.Lan. n.Der. + Aa£.

A«£ Sc.

tofc m.Nhp. m.Shr. Glo. s.Nrf.

e.Suf. Ess. n.Ken., se.Ken.+
bek, sm.Hmp. Wil. Dor., but

e.Dor. bak, e. & s.Som. n. & e.

Dev.
bek se.Ken.
bj&k se.Hrt.

Backer-end, 398.
Backmost, 398.
Backward, 303.
Backwards, 247.

Bacon, 204, 233, 249

—

baikn

se.Ken.
£«'£«Ant. n.Stf., Lei.+bekn,bTkn,

s.Sur.

beakn, n.Cnm.+bekn, e.Yks., se.

Yks.+bekn, biakn, Lin., Rut.+
bekn, w. & s.War. n.Wor. ne.

Shr., n.&m.Bck.+Awi«,e.Suf.

e. & w.Sus. Dor. w.Som.
beaky sw.Yks.
bekn Sc. s.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm. n.

& se.Yks. n. nw. em. sm. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. wm. & s.Stf.

n.Der. Rut. Lei. m.Shr. me.

Wil.
biakn m. & se.Yks. nw.Oxf. n. &

m.Bck. w.Wil.
bikn m. & w.Chs. Lei. Glo.

bjekn n.Dur.

Bad, 140, 398—WSh.L, Abd.+
bad, Kcd. Frf. Per. wm.Sc. s.

Ayr. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.

Cum. Wm., but n.Wm. bad,

Yks. Lan., IMa. + bad, Stf.,

but wm.Stf. bod, n. & w.Der.

n. Lin. Lei. m.Nhp.n.&e.Hrf.
e. & s.Oxf. Sus.

bddlnv. Bch. Abd. Ant. n.Nhb.

n.Wm. I.Ma. nw.Dev.

bad Ayr., but s.Ayr. bad, Lth.

Edb. Peb. Kcb.
Wse.Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Suf., se.

Ken.+W, me. & w.Wil. Dor.

e.Som. e. & s.Dev.

bed se.Ken.

bead w. & s.Som.

bod wm.Stf. ne.Shr.

Bade—bod Bch., Ab&.+bed, w.

Frf. e.Per., Edb.+Aorf, Ant. s.

Nhb.n.Dur.m.Cum.Wm.,but
n.Wm.+biad, sw.Yks.+bed, n.

Der. s.Som.
i«rfAyr.,but n.Ayr. bed, Lth.

Edb. Peb. Kcb.

ferf sw.Yks. nw.Lan.

bead nw.Lin. Dor. e.Dev.

bed Abd. Per., but e.Per. bad, n.

Ayr. 11. 1. an. s.Stf. e.Som.
biad n.Cum., ti.Wm.+W.
Bag, 351—bag Bch. Abd. w.Frf.

Per. n.Ayr. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.

& m.Cum. Wm., but n.Wm.+
bdg, Lan., but sm.Lan.+baig,
I.Ma. Stf. Lei. s.Oxf. Hnt.

baig sm.Lan.
bag Ayr., but n.Ayr. bag, Ant.

sw. & s.Nhb., n.Wm. + bag.

bag s.Sc.

bmg se.Ken. + beg, Sus. Dor.
beg sw.Yks. se.Ken.
beg n.Der. Som.

Bait, sb. andf., 205

—

bait ne.Nrf.

+ bxt, se.Ken. me.Wil., w.
Wil. + bmit, Dor. s.Som.

bmit w.Wil.
bietm.Cum., nnw.Yks.+bet, n. &

nw.Lan. ne.Nrf.

beit Ant., Lei. + bit, Oxf.

fe>/n.Cum. m.Yks. ,se.Yks.+6eZ,

sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. m.Bck. e.

Suf. Sus. e.Dev.
bitKci. Frf., but w.Frf. bet, Lth.

Edb., s.Sc. s.Nhb. + A//.

bet Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. Per. Ayr.
Peb.Kcb.s.Sc.me.se.&s.Nhb.
Dur. Wm. nw. & se.Yks. sw.
sm.&s.Lan.I.Ma.s.Stf.n.Der.

Rut. m.Shr.
bit e.Der.

btt s.Chs. Lei.

Bake, 43, 44, 45, 249, 340, 425,

427, 429

—

baik se.Ken.

bak se.Yks. + biak.

beik <n.Ayr.+bek, Ant., m.Nhp. +
beak, bek, ne.Nrf.

bekne.Sc.+bek, bjak, wm.Sc, but

n.Ayr. beik, bek.

beak n.Cum. + biek, m.Yks.+iwA,

ms.&sw.Yks. n.nw.&em.Lan.
n.Stf. Lin.m.Nhp.w. & s.War.

s.Oxf. n.Hrf. m.Bck. w.Hrt.

e.Suf. e.Sus. me.Wil., Dor.+

biak, w. & s.Som. e. & sw.Dev.

bek Lth. Edb.
bek Sh.I. Inv. ne.Sc. Frf. Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr.+£«'£, sm.Sc.

es.Yks.sm.fc s.Lan. I. Ma. wm.
fcs.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut. ne.

& m.Nhp., sw.Nhp. + to#, s.

Sur. Sus., but e.Sus. beak, <=.

Som. n.Dev.

biak m.Cum. Wm.nw.Yks. nw.

Lan.
biek me. & s.Nhb. n.Cum.
A<3/fcs.Sc.,se.Nhb.+6>A,sw.Nhb.

s.Dur. ne.e. & m.Yks. sw.Nhp.

I.W. w.Wil. Dor. nw.Som.

blk s.Chs. Dnb.
bjak ne.Sc.

bj'ek se.Nhb.

bjek n.Dur.

bjak n.Nhb.
Bake-house, 229.

Bald, 41, 253, 301—bald Kcd.

Frf., but w.Frf. beld, Ant. me.

Nhb.
bdl n.Nhb. w.Som.
bald se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

toW s.Sc.

b&ld w.Wil.
beld w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., sm.Sc.

+bgl, but Kcb. belt, Edb. n.

Cum.
belt Kcb.
belt ne.Sc.

boald m. & sw.Yks.

bg nnw.Yks.+bgld, n.Lan.
bgd Wm., but w.Wm. bgld, sm.

se. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.
Der. Sus.

Ap/ sm.Sc. I.Ma. s.Stf. e.Suf.
bgld Lth. m.Cum. w.Wm. nnw.

&snw.Yks.,se.Yks.+4o/rf,em.
Lan. nw.Lin. Rut. s.Oxf. ne.
Nrf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Dor.

bold se.Yks.
Bale, 204

—

bail se.Ken.
beil Lei.

bel Abd.
beat m.Yks.+bial, w.Yks. , se.Yks.

+bel, sw.Yks. n.Stf. n. & nw.
Lin. s.Oxf. w.Som.

bel w.Frf. e.Per.

bel ne.Sc, but Abd. bel, wm.Sc.
Edb. Kcb.n. & s.Nhb. m.Cum.
w.Wm. se.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.

Stf. n. & nw.Der. ne.Nrf.
bial m.Yks.
Balk, 38.

Ball, 203, 255

—

bal Inv., ne.Sc.
+bd, bdl, s.Ayr. + bd.

bd ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.

Peb. Ant. n.Cum.
bdl ne.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. Dor. w.

Som. nw.Dev.
ba Kcb.
ba n.Ayr. s.Sc.

bdllMa. + bgl.

boal sw.Yks.
bg Lth. Edb. m.Cum. w.Wm.,
snw.Yks. + Ap7, n. & s.Lan. n.

Stf. 11. & nw.Der.
bgl snw.Yks. I.Ma. s.Stf. nw.

Lin. Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.

Balm, 203

—

baam n.Stf.

bam Inv. ne.Sc Lth. Edb., Ayr.

+4pm,Ant. Nhb. Dur. n.Wm.
em. Lan. Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. c.

Dev.
bam Kcb.
beam w.Som.
boam sw.Yks.
bgm Ayr. m.Cum. w.Wm. sw.

Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. n. &
nw.Lin.

bom w.Frf. e.Per.

Band, 302.

Bane, 43, 45

—

bain se.Ken.

bein Bch., Abd. + 6««, Sus.

bean sw.Yks. em.Lan. nw.Lin.

Dor. s.Som.

ben Lth. Edb.
ben Inv. Abd.Per.Ayr. Peb.Kcb.

s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. Lan., but

em.Lan. bean, I.Ma. s.Stf. n.

Der. e.Som.
Bang—AajInv.Bch. Abd. w.Frf.

Per. s.Ayr. s.Nhb. Dur. m.

Cum. Wm.n.&nw.Lan. I.Ma.

n.Der. Lei. s.Oxf. Sus. Dor.,

e.Dev.+Aay/.

bang sw.Lan. s.Stf. ne.Der.

ban n.Ayr. Ant. sw.Nhb.

ban Ayr., but n.Ayr. ban, s.Ayr.

ban, Lth. Edb. Kcb.

ban Peb. n.Nhb.

been se.Ken.+ben, e. & s.Som.

bxn e.Dev.

ben sw.Yks., em.Lan.+to?, se.

Ken.
bean em.Lan.

ben s.Lan. n.Stf.

Bank—bank Bch. Abd. Per., but

e.Fer.bgnk, s.Ayr.s.Nhb.Dur.

n & m.Cum. m. Lan., s.Lan.

+

bonk, bvnk, I.Ma. n.Der., ne.

Der.+bonk, Lei. Shr., but m.

Shr. bonk, s.Oxf., e.Dev.+
bseyk.

bank Ayr., but n.Ayr. bank, o.

Ayr. barjk, Ant. n.Nhb.
batjk n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
bdtjk Inv. Peb.
bsenk se.Ken. + beni, Sus. me.

Wil. Dor. e.Dev.
b&nk e.Som.
benk sw.Yks. em.Lan. Lon. se.

Ken.
bonk s.Lan. s.Chs. Stf. e.War.

m.Shr.
bgrjk w.Frf. e.Per.

bonk s.Lan. ne.Der.
Bankrupt, 295.
Baptist, 275.

Barber, 201, 229

—

barbar Inv.

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. Ant.

baabxr) n.Stf.

bdbam s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w.
Wm. n. fcse.Lan. s.Slf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Ken. Sus. me.
Wil. Dor. e.Dev.

bmbaW) em. h sw.Lan.
beabaW) sw.Yks.
babxr) sm.Lan.

Bare, adj., 46

—

battr) nw.Lan. n.

Stf. Shr.

bain ne.Nrf.

beir n.Ayr.

bea(t-) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. sw.

Yks. Lan., butnw.Lan. basin,

em.&sm.Lan.55<n, n.Der. Lei.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.

me.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev.

bear Ant.

ber Lth. Edb.
AeHnv.ne.Sc.w.Frf.e.Per.Ayr.,

butn.Ayr.6«V,Peb.Kcb.Nhb.,
but s.Nhb. beam, Wm.

biar I.Ma.

bai.r) em. & sm.Lan.
Bargain, 201, 231, 233, 364

—

bargen -wm.Sc.+bargiM.

bargin ne.Sc, but Abd. bargn,

wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.

n.Cum.
bargjin Kcb.
bargn Inv. Abd. sn.Sc w.Frf.e.

Per. I.Ma.
6a^!«m.Cum.w.Wm.,nnw.Yks.

+bdgn, snw. & se.Yks. n. se. &

s.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut.,

Lei. +biegin, s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.

Suf. se.Ken. w.Wil. e.Som.

bdgn s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm.,butw.
Wm. bdgin, unvr. & m.Yks. n.

Stf.nw.Lin.Sus.I.W.me.Wil.

Dor.
bmgin Lei.

beagin em. & sw.Lan.

beagn sw.Yks.
bergin se.Nhb.

bagin sm.Lan.

Barge, 366.

Bark, v., 56, 249. 34°—bark
Or.l.,Ahi.+bdrk, w.Frf. Per.

s.Ayr. Edb. Kcb. sw.Nhb.

n.Wm. I.Ma.

baak s.Lan. Som.
AaAs.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm.
sw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. Stf. n.

Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. e.

Dev.
bark Bch. Abd. Ayr., but s.Ayr.

bark, Ant. n.Nhb.

bmrk s.Sc.

berk Inv. Lth. Peb.
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Bark (contd.)

—

bjek em.Lan.
bvk nw.Dev.
bak sm.Lan.

Barley, 37, 229, 231

—

barli ne.

Sc.+bdrli, but Bch. Abd. baric,

s.Ayr. me.Nhb. I. Ma.
baali s.Lan.+A«7i' e.Som.
bale Sus. +bdli.

Aa/i's.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm.
Yks., but nnw.Yks. bseh, Lan.,

butsw. Lan.Affi//,s.Lan.+6a?/«',

Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei. m.
Nhp. ne.& m.Shr. Oxf. m. Bck.
ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. Ken. s.

Sur. Sus. w.Wil. Dor., but e.

Dor. bain, s.Som. n. & e.Dev.
barli Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.,

wm.Sc.+Aa>Vi,butn.Ayr.Ap>-/y,

s.Sc.-t-bdr/t.

barli ne. & wm.Sc. Ayr., but n.

Ayr.+Apr/^Ant. n. Jisw. Nhb.
n.Cum.

barli Lth. Edb. s.Sc.

barb Peb.
foe/*' sw. Lan. Lei.

beeb nnw.Yks.
beili Rut. n.Bck.
bealai e.Dor.
bgli Glo.

Igrli n.Ayr.
bait sm.Lan.
Barm, 56, 234

—

barm Bch. Abd.
s.Ayr. I.Ma.

baram Per., but e.Per. barm,
baam e.Som.
iams.Nhb.Dur.m.Cum.w.Wm.

snw. & sw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan.
s.Chs.n.Stf.n.Der.n. Lin. Lei.
Oxf. Sus. me.Wil. e.Dev.

barm w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but n.

Ayr.+barm, s.Ayr. barm,Ant.
bdram Dor.
barm n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
barm Inv. Peb.
beem sw.Lan., s.Lan. + beam,
beam s.Lan.
bgm s.Stf. s.Wor.
bom nw.Dev.
bam sm.Lan.
Barn, 50, 234—bam sw.Nhb.

I.Ma.

baan e.Som.
Aom s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.Wm.

ms. & sw.Yks. Lan., but sm.
Lan.A3«,sw.Lan.4ffi«,Stf. Lei.
Oxf. se.Ken. s.Som. e.Dev.

A«>»Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per.Ayr.,
but n.Ayr. + bdrn, Ant.

barm n.Nhb. Dor.
barn n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
barn Inv.

been sw.Lan.
bean Sus.
ban sm.Lan.
Barrel, 198, 229—baril Kcb.,

n.Cum. -t-baral, Yks., butnnw.
Yks. baral, sm. & s.Lan. n. &
s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

barl Inv. ne.Sc, but Abd. baral,
n.Ayr. Ant. me. & se.Nhb.,
IMa. + baral.

baral Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.
n.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. nnw.Yks. n.Lan. I.Ma.
Lei. ne.Nrf. w.Wil.

baal I.W. sw.Dev.
bdl s.Nhb. e.Suf. se.Ken. s.Sur.

Sus.

baral s.Sc.

beeril em.Lan.

beerd me.Wil.
bgrl Lth. Edb.
burl wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. barl.

(wheel) Barrow, 229, 233

—

bari

Bch., Abd. + bdrrd, Lth. Edb.
bard n.Cum. + bara, w.Wm. sw.

Lan. n.Der.

barv Ayr., but n.Ayr. bara.

bara Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. s.

Nhb. Dur., but n.Dur. bdra, 11.

& m.Cum. Wm., but w.Wm.
bard, sw.Yks. Lan., but sw.
Lan. lard, I.Ma. Stf. ne.Der.
Lin. Lei. w.Wor.

bdir) Ken., but se.Ken. bsera, s.

Som.
bara n.Nhb. n.Dur. Dor.
bdra n.Ayr.
bara Peb.
beera se.Ken. Sus. e.Som. e.Dev.
lord Ant.

bgar n.Ayr.
bdrd Abd. Per., but e.Per. bara.

bora wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. bdra.

bara sm.Lan.
Bask, 343

—

bask Inv. Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. Per. Ayr., but n.Ayr.
bask, Kcb. Nhb. m.Cum. Wm.
n. & nw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. 11.

Der. Lei. nw.Lin. Sus.
baask em.Lan.
bask se.Ken. e.Som.
bask n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.
bee.sk Dor.
bxsk e.Dev.
besk sw.Yks.
bosk n.Stf.

Batch, 340.
Bath, 23, 378—baj> ne.Sc. Per.

wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. bap, bap,
Kcb. s.Sc. me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum., Wm. + bdp, m. & s.

Yks. Lan., but em.Lan. baap,
s.Chs. Stf. n.Der. Lin. Lei.

baap em.Lan.
bdp Inv. sn.Sc Ayr., but n.Ayr.
+ bdp, sAyr. bdp, Wm. nnw.
Yks. I.Ma.Lei.Oxf.m.Bck. se.

Ken. e.Som. Dev., but e.Dev.
beep,

bdp n. & s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.
beep Dub. Sus. Dor., but e.Dor.

beap, e.Dev.
b&p Glo. Wil.
beap e.Dor.
Bathe, 43, 45) ziq—bad sw.Yks.

+bead.

baiS se.Ken.
bad sn.Sc. + be~8.

betS nnw.Yks. + be~8, me.Wil.
beep ne.Nrf.
beiS Ant.

bead sw.Yks.
beapse.Yks.+bed, Lin. w.Hrt.w.

Som., e.Dev. + A«J.

bed s.Stf. ne.Der.
betS Sc, but sn.Sc. bdtS, wm.Sc.

bep, se.Nhb. Dur., but s.Dur.
biap, Cum. sw.Wm. nnw.4 se.
Yks. Lan., but em.Lan. bep,

I.Ma. Rut. Lei. e.Som. e.Dev.
bep wm.Sc. em.Lan.
biad n.Wm.
biaS w.Wil. nw.Som.
biap s. Dur.
bid e.Suf.

Batten = a truss of straw, 382.
Battle, 287.
Baulk—baak s. Nhb. + bdk.
bdk w.Frf. e.Per. Fif. Ant s

Nhb. n.Dur. Dor. I

bak Bch. Abd. Per., but e.Per.

bdk, Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb. n.

Nhb.
boak n.Wm. w.Yks. em.Lan., e.

Dev. + bdk.

bgk Ayr. sw.Nhb. m.Cum . Wm.,
butn.Wm. boak, Lan., but em.
Lan. boak, I.Ma. Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. Lei. Oxf. Sus. Som.
Dev., but e.Dev. +loak.

Be, 192, 235, 441

—

bei s.Sc. + b'i,

s.Nhb. s.Dur. + bi, bi. n.Cum.
+bi, nnw.Yks + bi, snw.Yks.
+ bi, m. Yks., s.Chs. n.Stf.+A*',

ne.Der., Lei.+A»', bi, e.Suf.+Af.

be Ant.
bi Or.I. Bch.+Ai, bi, Abd. +bi, ba,

buts.Abd.+Ai,A«, wm.Sc.+(>,
s.Ayr.+Ai, ne. sw. & s.Nhb.,

n Dur.+A>, s.Dur. Cum., butn.

Cum.+Ae», m.Cum. A«, w.Cum.
+ A«, Wm.+Af, n. ne. nw. snw.
nm.& e.Yks. ,w.se.& sw. Yks.+
bi, nw.Lan. +bi, ba,m. &s.Lan.
Chs. + bi, but s.Chs.+bei, «. &
wm.Stf. Der., but n.Der. + Ai,

ne.Der. bei, Lin. +bi, Lei.Nhp.
e.War. Wor. w.Shr., Hrf.

+

bi, Pem., Glo. Oxf.+Ai, Brks.
nw. &m Bck. Bdf., but m.Bdf.
+ bi, e.Hrt. m.Cmb. e.Ess. e.

Ken. e.Sus., Hmp. Wil. Dor.
Som. n.Dev. + bi, sw.Dev., s.

Dev. + Af, e.Cor.
Ai Sh I +bi, Or.I. Cai. ne.Sc,

butBnff.+6«,Bch.+A<',£f,Abd.
bi, ba, s.Abd. + Aw, Frf. e.Per.,

Ayr.+Af, but s.Ayr. + bi, Lth.
Edb., Wgt.+Af, s.Sc.

bi Sh. & Or.I. Inv. Bch., Abd.
Per.+ba, but e.Per. Ai, wm.Sc
Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Wgt. Uls.,

but Ant. be', me. se. & s.Nhb.,
Dur., but n.Dur. + A;', s.Dur. +
bei, bi, m. & w.Cum. Wm. nnw.
w. se. & sw.Yks. n. nw. & em.
Lan. Chs. s.Stf. n.Der. Lin.
Rut. Lei. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. n.
Bck. m.Bdf. n. & nw.Hrt.
se.Cmb. ne.Nrf. Suf., but e.

Suf. + bei, w.Suf. ba, n. & se.
Ken. Sus., but e.Sus. A;'. Hmp.
Wil. Dor. Som. 11. c. & s.Dev.
se.Cor.

Am Bnff. +A«, =.Abd. + A(', bi.

ba Abd. Per. nw.Lan. w.Suf.
Bead, 59, 60

—

beid sw.Yks.
bead n.Stf., Dor. + bed.

bedAbd.+bid, w.Frf. Per. n.Nhb.
I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. Dor., w.
Som. + biad.

biad Ant. nw.Lan., s.Lan. + bid,

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. w. & s.Som.
e.Dev.

bid Bch. Abd., Ayr. + bid, Lth.
Edb. s.Sc.

bid Inv. Ayr. Peb. Kcb. s.Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Lan.,
but nw.Lan. biad, se. fcs.Lan.
+ biad, Lei. se.Ken. Sus. e.
Som.

Beak, 220—beak n.Stf., me.Wil.
+biak, e.Dev.

bek Ant. I.Ma. s.Stf. Sus. Dor.
bik w.Som.
biak sw.Yks. Lan., but sw.Lan.

bik, nw.Lin. s.Oxf. me.Wil.
Ai* w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
bik Inv. ne.Sc Kcb. n. &s.Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. sw.
Lan. n.Der. se.Ken.

Beam, 182,183, 249

—

beimn.Sif.,

e.Dev.+bem.
beiam s.Chs.

beam me.Wil.+A<>«!, Dor.
bem w.Frf. e.Per.

bem Abd. Per., but e.Per. bem,
I.Ma. e.Dev.

biam Ant. sw.Nhb., s.Nhb.+Aw;,
Dur., but n.Dur. bim, sw.Yks.
Lan., n.Der. + bim, nw.Lin.
m.Nhp. Lei. m.Shr. nw. & s.

Oxf. me.Wil. s.Som.
bim Bch. Abd. Ayr.+bim, Lth.

Edb.
bim Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Peb.

Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. s.Stf. n.Der. se.Ken.
Sus. e.Som.

bjem Oxf., but nw. & s.Oxf. biam.
bam Fif.

Bean, 182, 183, 249

—

bein nnw.
Yks.+Aw«, Ess.+Aim, e.Dev.+
bean.

beian s.Chs. + bian, bin.

ben m.Shr.
bean m.Yks. + bian, n.Slf., sw.

Nhp.+Aj>K,m.Bck.+A^«,e.Suf.
me.Wil., Dor. + bian, e.Dev.

ben Abd. + bin, bin, Per., but e.

Per. bin, Uls., but Ant. bian,

I.Ma. s.Stf. Lei., s.War.

+

bian, w. & s.Wor. Glo. m. Bck.
se.Cmb. Nrf. Sus., but w.Sus.
bian, e.Som.+bin, Dev., but e.

Dev. bein.

bian Ant. sw.Nhb. Wm., but w.
Wm. Ai«,nnw.e. & m.Yks., se.

Yks.+AfK, sw.Yks. Lan.,buts.
Lan.+AfH, s.Chs. Fit. Dnb., n.

Der. + Af«, e.Der., Not. +bin,
Lin.,Rut.+Ai«,m.&sw.Nhp.e.
& s.War., ne.Shr.+Ar«, n.Hrf.
nw.&s.Oxf. n.Bck.Bdf.s.Sur.
w.Sus.w.Wil.Dor.w.&s.Som.

bin ne.Sc. + bon, but Bch. (-Aim,

Abd. + Aw, bin, w.Frf. e.Per.
Ayr., but n.Ayr. bin, Lth. Edb.
s.Sc. n.Cum.

bin Inv., Bch. Abd. + Ai«, sn. &
wm.Sc. Peb. Kcb me. & s.

Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm.
se.Yks.s. Lan. s.Chs. Der. , but
n.Der.+bian, e.Der. bian, Not.
Rut. ne.Nhp. ne.Shr. Ess. se.
Ken. e.Som.

bjen e. Oxf. + bjon.
bjvn e. & w.Oxf.
bdn ne.Sc.

Bear, sb., 65—bar ne.Sc, but
Bch. Abd. ber.

banr> s.Nhb. + bia(r>, m.Cum. e.
Der. Dor.

beir n.Ayr. + ber.

bea(r) nw. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.
Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. e.Som. e.
Dev.

bear Ant.
ber Lth. Edb.
A<?>Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr. + beir, Peb.
Kcb. n.Nhb. n.Wm.

biatr) s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm., but n.
Wm. be'r, w.Wm. bir, n.Lan.
nw.Lin.

biar sw.Nhb. I.Ma.
bir w.Wm.
ba(ri em.Lan.

Bear, ,/., 65, 426, 427, 430, 431,
432

—

bdir) w.Wor. m.Shr.
baur) e.Stf.

beair) s. Lan. n.Ders. Lei. s.Wor.
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s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.
Som. e.Dev.

bir Inv. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.
bir, w.Frf. e.Per.

biair) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. , but n.Wm. bur, w.Wm.
bir, sw.Yks. n. & sw.Lan. n.

Lin. ne.Shr. s.Nrf.

biar Abd.+btr, Per., ii.Ayr.+to-,

Peb. Ant. n.Wm. I.Ma.

bir Lth. Edb.
bir Bch. Abd. Ayr., but n.Ayr.

+ biar, Kcb. s.Sc. sw.Nhb. w.
Wm.

ba\r) em. & sm.Lan. s.Stf.

Beard, 37, 249, 30a

—

beird n.

Ayr.+berd.

bead n.Stf. ne.Nrf.

beard Ant.
&«?< (obsol.) n.Der. + torf.

Am/ Sc, but Inv. biard, Fif.

forrf, n.Ayr. + beird, s.Sc.

biard.

biad s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. sw.

Yks. Lan., but s.han.+biat, s.

Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. Oxf.

se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor.

Som. e.Dev.

biard Inv. s.Sc. Dub. sw.Nhb.

Wm. I.Ma.

biat s.Lan. + biad.

bjdd m.Shr.
bard Fif.

Beast, 220, 249, 295, 382— beist

m.Nhp. +A»s/.

best Sh.l.+bist,best, ne.Sc.+bist,

best, b'tst, bist, but Abd. + bis,

w.Oxf. + bjest.

beastsm.Sc.+best,bist,btst,n.Cum.

+ biast, b'tst, bist, n.Stf., e.Suf.

+ bist.

bis Abd. + bist.

best Sh.I. Cai. ne.Sc, sn.Sc. +
best, w.Frf. e.Per.

bis I.Ma.

best Sh.I., Or.I. +bist, ne. sn. &
sm.Sc. Uls., se.Lan. + Ai>s/,

s.Stf., Lei.4-6».s/, but n.Lei.

biast, s.War. n.Wor., Glo. 4-

biast, m.Bck. + bist, Nrf. w.

Suf. Sus. sm.Hmp. Dor., but

e.Dor. bias, biast, e.Som. +
biast, Dev.

biest nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.+A«>s(7.

bist n-w.Der.+biast.

bias Yks. + biast, but nw.Yks.+
biest, se.Yks. bist, sm.Lan., s.

Lin. + biast, nw.Wil., e.Dor.+

biast, nw. & w.Som.
biast n.Cum. m. & s.Wm. Yks.

Lan., but se.Lan.+best, Chs.,

Der. + bist, but nw.Der.+Ai'tf,

Lin., but s.Lin. + bias, Rut.+

but, n.Lei. m.Nhp. m.Shr., e.

HH.+bjvst, Glo. nw.Oxf. nm.

Brks. n.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. sm.

Hmp.I.W.me.&w.Wil.e.Dor.

e.Som.
bist Or.I. ne. & sm.Sc. Edb. s.Sc.

n.Cum.
ArsNot.
ferf ne. wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Ant.

se.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum., but ...

Cum.+beast, biast, bist, n. & w.

Wm., se.Yks.+Awtf,Der. Rut.

Lei. e.War. m.Bck. e.Suf.Ess.

Ken.
biest e. & w.Oxf.

6>srHrf., but e.Hrf. + fcKrf.

Beastes, 378.

Beasteses, 378.

VOL. VI.

Beat, inf., 182, 183, 249, 425,

427, 430— beit Ant. Sus.

beat n.Stf. Dor., but e.Dor. biat,

e.Dev. + biat.

bet ne.Sc, but Bnff. bet, bit, Bch.
Abd. bit, sn.Sc e.Per.

bet Bnff. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.
Kcb. Uls., but Ant. beit, s.Lan.

+biat, bjet, I.Ma. Lei. Glo. nw.
& sw.Dev.

biat n.Wm. sw.Yks. Lan., but
em. Lan. bit, s.Lan. + bet, bjet,

n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.Bdf.me.

Wil. e.Dor.w. &s.Som.e.Dev.
bit Inv. Bnff. Bch. Abd. Per.,

but e.Per. bet,T>ub. Nhb. Dur.
n. & m.Cum. w.Wm. em. Lan.
s.Stf. Lei. se.Ken. e.Som.

bjet s.Lan.

Beat, pret., 190, 191, 249

—

beet s.

Sc.+Ai>*.

beit nnw.Yks. + bet, Sus.

bet Abd.+bet, sn.Sc Per., but e.

Per. bitit, sm.Sc, but s.Ayr.

Kcb. bet, Edb. Dub. Nhb., but

sw Nhb. bit, n.Dur. ... & m.
Cum. w.Wm. nnw. snw. ne. &
se.Yks., m.Yks. + bit, Lan.+
biat, but sw.Lan. bjet, s.Lan.+
bjet, I.Ma. Chs., n. Lin. +biat,

Rut. Lei. War., but s.War.

bet, m.Shr. ne.Cmb.
beat n.Stf. e.Suf., e.Dev.+Airf.

bet Bch. Abd.
belii w.Frf. e.Per.

bet wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth. Kcb. s.

War. ne.Nrf. n.Dev.

biat Wm., but w.Wm. bet.

bit m.Yks., ne.Shr. + Af/, Dor.

biats.Sc.e.Yks. Lan. n.Der. Lin.,

but n. Lin.+bet, nw. & w.Wil.,

e.Som. + bit, s.Som. e.Dev.

bit ne.Sc, but Bch. bet, Abd. bet,

bet.

bitlnv. sw.Nhb.nw.Der.ne.Shr.
se.Ken. e.Som.

bjet sw. & s.Lan.

bat Fif. Peb.

Beauty, 226, 231, 249— biutilnv.

wm.Sc.Lth.Edb.s.Nhb.Dur.,
n.Cum.+i(>/«',m.Cum. w.Wm.
e. & sw.Yks. Lan. n. & s.Stf.

nw.Der.Lin., Lei. +buti, s.Oxf.

se.Ken. w.Wil.

biati n.Cum. m.Yks.
bjauti Bch. Abd. sn.Sc.

bjati ne.Sc.+bjiiti, but Bch. Abd.

bjauti.

bjuti w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

bjutilMa. n.Der. me.Wil.

bjuti ne.Sc.

buti Sus.

buti Lei.

buti ne.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Dev.

Bebbington, 273.

Because, 217, 232.

Become, 432.

Bed, 51—Ws.Sc.
bied e.Som.
bed Bch. Abd., w.Frf.+Aetf, Per.,

but e.Per.+Aerf, Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Peb. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. Dur. m.

Cum.Wm. sw.Yks. Lan.I.Ma.

Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. m.

Shr. Oxf. Dor.

beid s.Som. e.Dev.

bed Inv.
Aw/w.Frf.e.Per.se.Ken.w.Som.

sw.Dev.
bid Sus.

bad Uls., but Ant. bed.

Bee,i92 — bei s.Sc, s.Nhb.s.Dur.
+ bi, n.Cum., nnw.Yks. + if,

snw.Yks.+Ai, s.Chs. n.&wm.
Stf.,Lei.+Ae, bi, e.Suf., e.Dev.
+be.

be Lei. Wor. ne.Shr., Brks.+A«>,

ne.Nrf. Dor., but e.Dor. if, w.
Som. e.Dev.

bi snw.Yks.
bit Ant. n.Lin. Brks.
Af Sc, but s.Sc. A«',Uls., but Ant.

bia, me. & s.Nhb. Dur., but s.

Dur.+A«, m.Cum. Wm. nnw.
e. & s.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf.

n.Der. Rut. Lei. m.Shr. Oxf.
se.Ken. Wil. e.Dor. c. & s.

Som.
Beech, 142— beit/ n.Stf.

bet/Dor. e.Som., e.Dev. +bit/.

bit/'m.Cum. Sus. w.Som. e.Dev.

biat/Ant., nw.Lin. + bitf, s.Oxf.

bit/Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth.

Edb. Kcb.
bi//Ayr. Peb. Nhb. n.Dur. Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. ...

Der. nw.Lin. Lei. se.Ken. s.

Som.
Beef, 220—A«/s.Chs. n. & e.Stf.

ne.Der., e.Der. + bi/, s.Der.,

Lei.+bif, ne.Shr.

A»/Flt. wm. & s.Stf. Lei. ne. &
sw.Nhp. s.Wor. n. & m.Shr.,

but ne.Shr. bei/, Hrf. nw.Hrt.
Dor.

bu/se. Lan., n.Der.+Af/nw.&m.
Lin. s.Oxf. Sus.

bi/ Sc, but Inv. Abd. s.Ayr. Lth.

Kcb. bi/.

bi/ Inv. Abd. s.Ayr. Lth. Kcb.

Cum.Wm. sw.Yks. n. m. & sw.

Lan. I.Ma. w.Chs. s.Stf. ... &
e.Der. e. Oxf. Bdf. se.Ken. me.

Wil.
Been, 189, 235—Stressed form

bin. gen. in Sc Irel. and Eng.

;

unstressed forms bin Eng., bin

Sc. and Irel.

Beer, 195

—

beiair) nnw.Yks. +
biair), s.Chs. ne.Shr.

beair) n.Stf. ne.Nrf., s.Nrf. e.Suf.

+ bia(r).

biair) s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Yks.,

but nnw.Yks.+ beiair), Lan. s.

Stf.Der.Lin.Rut. Lei. m.Nhp.

c. & s.Oxf. Bdf. s.Nrf. e.Suf.

se. Ken.Sus.w.Wil.Dor.Som.
e.Dev. w.Cor.

biar Inv., Abd. Per. + bir, Peb.

s.Sc. Uls. n.Cum. I.Ma.

bir ne.Sc, but Abd. +biar, sn.Sc.

w.Frf. Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. me. Nhb. w.Wm.
Bees, 379.
Beetle (insect), 80, 283—betdl

nnw.Yks.
beitl n.Stf.

betl s.Chs. Bdf.

beatl e.Suf.

betl ne.Nrf., e.Vev.+bidl.

bidl IMa + bitl, n. & e.Dev.

bit! I.Ma., w.Wil. + bidl, Dor.

Som. sw.Dev.

biati Ant. m.Yks., se.Yks. + 4f//,

s.Lin.

bill ne.Sc. but Abd.+bitI, w.Frf.

e.Per. Lth. Edb. s.Sc

bidl nw.Lan. Ess. Sus. w.Wil.

bitil Kcb.

bitl Inv., Abd.+Mtf, Per., but e.

Per. 6W,Ayr.Peb.Nhb. n.Dur.

m.Cum. w.Wm. se.Yks. sm.

Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei.

s.Oxf. m.Bck. se.Ken.

Beg, 62—bag Glo. I.W. Dor.,

but e.Dor. +bseg, n.Dev.

iasg-se.Ken. w.Wil. e.Dor. Som.
e.Dev.

b&g s.Sc.

beg Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per. + beg,

Peb. bag, s.Sc. beeg, Ant. Nhb.
n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. c.

m.&s.Yks. Lan., but sm.Lan.
beig, I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. Lin.

Lei. n.Hrf. Oxf. ne.Nrf. Sus.

beig sm.Lan.
beg w.Frf. e.Per.+beg, e.Suf.

bag Peb.
Begin, 67, 228,230, 346, 425, 426,

427, 429,430,432—beginAyr.,
but s.Ayr. bagin, Lth. Edb.
Kcb. w.Wm.

bigin Bch., AbA.+bagan, s.Nhb.+
bagin, Dur. n.& m.Cum. Lan.,

but nw. & S.Lan.+fog'm, I.Ma.

s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. e.

& s.Oxf. e.Som. e.Dev.

bagin w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Ant.

s.Nhb.Wm.,butw.Wm.A<?£iM,
sw.Yks. nw. & s.Lan. n.Stf.

Dor.
bagan Abd. Per., but e.Per. bagin,

Peb.
Begun,97, 228,230— bigun Nhb.,

buts.Nhb.+A^MM, m.Cum. w.
Wm. 11. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. Dor.

bigun em. & sw.Lan.
bigvn Bch., Abd. +bagt>n, Lei.

s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.

e.Som. e.Dev.

bigan Inv.

bagun Ant.jS.Nhb.+ii^-KM, Wm.,
but w.Wm. bigun, sw.Yks.

nw.Lan. n.Stf.

bagun Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb.

Behave, 44, 45, 228, 230—bi-aiv

se.Ken.
bi-sev ne.Nrf. + bi-jev.

bi-eav se.Nhb.+bi-jev, nnw.Yks.
+bi-ev, bi-iav, n. Lan. Lin., but

n.Lin. + bi-ev, e.Sus. Dor. s.

Som.
bi-ev Rut. + bi-ev.

bi-ev me.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.
w.Wm. nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.

+bi-iav, se.Yks.+fo-«rc/, em.

& s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf., n.Der.+

bi-jeii, n.Lin.+bi-eav, Rut. Lei.

s.Oxf. me.Wil. e.Som. e.Dev.

bi-iav nw.Yks.
bi-iav w.Wil.
bi-jev se.Nhb. Sus., but e.Sus. .

bi-eav.

bi-jeav m.Yks. + bi-jiav.

bi-jev n.Der. ne.Nrf.

bi-jiav m.Yks.
ii/i«/Inv.,ne.Sc+4SAiz>,butAbd.

+bahev, sn.Sc. wm.Sc, but n.

Ayr.bahev,U\s.,butAn\..baheiv.

bihiav S.Sc.

bihiv ne.Sc.

ba-eav se.Yks. n.Stf.

ba-ev s.Nhb. e.Suf.

baheiv Ant.

bahev Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb.

Behind, 75 , 228, 230, 303—6<-ai'«

I.Ma. s.Stf. Dor. s.Som.

bi-aind nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. e.

Som. e.Dev.

bihin Ant.
12
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Behind (contd.)

—

bi-ind n.Dur. s.Lan., n.Der. +
bi-ini.

bi-int m.Cum. w.Wm., sw.Yks.
\-ba-int, n. & nw.Lan. s.Chs. n.

Der.

bi-oind em.Lan.+bi-oint, se.Ken.
bi-oint em.Lan.
bi-vind me.Wil.
ba-int sw.Yks.
ba-jaind Sus.

bd-oind n.Stf.

bavin nw.Som.
Belch, 341.
Belief, 145, 146, 228, 230

—

b'ehf

w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb.
bili/lnv. n.Ayr. Kcb,
bileif Lei.

bilef Sus.

bili/m.Shr.

billaf Dub.
bili/Bch., Abd.+balif, Ayr., but

n.Ayr. bili/, s.Ayr. balif, sw.
Nhb., s.'Nhb.+bslif, s.Dur. m.
Cum.Wm. Lan., but s.Lan.

+

balif, n.Der.Lei. Oxf. se. Ken.
Som.

blif n.Dur.

baleifn.Stf.

balif Dor.
bsliafAnt. n.Nhb. sw.Yks., nw.

Lin. + balif.

balifAbd. Per., but e.Per. biRf,

sAyr. Peb. s.Nhb., s.Lan.+
bilif, I. Ma. nw.Lin.

Believe, 145, 146, 228, 230, 232

—

beliv Inv.

biliv Lth. Edb.
bellv n.Ayr. + bliv, S.Sc.-t-biliv.

bileiv nw.Yks., Lei. + biliv, ne.
Shr. + bilev.

biliv UIs., but Ant. baliav, nm. &
s.Stf., Rut.+4»7?v,n.Wor. ne.

Shr. ne.Nrf. Sus., but e.Sus.
blvv,ba/ev, w.Sus. i/<V,w.Som.
+blev, bliv.

biliav n.Wm. e.Yks., m. & se.

Yks.+biliv, w.Wil.
biliv Bch., Abd. + baliv, wm.Sc.,

but n.Ayr. biliv, bliv, me. Nhb.

,

s.Nhb.+fofa/, s.Dur., n.Cum.
+baliv, w.Wm. m. & se.Yks.
Lan., but nw.Lan. baliav, s.

Lan. +baliv, n.Der. Rut. Lei.

s.Oxf. se.Ken.,e.Dor. e.Som.
+ bliv.

biliv ne.Sc., but Bch. biliv, Abd.
biliv, bdliv, sn.Sc. Ayr., but n.

Ayr. biliv, bliv, s.Ayr. baliv,

s.Sc.

blev m.Bck. w.Som. e.Dev., w.
Cor.+bliv.

bliv s.Sur. w.Sus. w.Som.
bliv n.Ayr. n.Dur. e.Dor. e.Som.

w.Cor.
blvv e.Sus. + balev.

bsleiv n.Stf.

baleav e.Suf. Dor., but e.Dor.
biliv, bliv.

balev Brks. e.Sus.
baliav Ant. nw.Lan. Lin., butnw.

Lin.+fo/rp.

baliv Abd. w.Frf. Per. s.Ayr.
Peb. Nhb., but me.Nhb. biliv,

s.Nhb.+itfn/, n. & m.Cum. sw.
Yks., s.Lan.+biliv, I.Ma. nw.
Lin. me.Wil.

Bell,5o—foe/se.Ken. Dor. e.Dev.
bel Sc., but Peb. bal, Ant. Nhb.

n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.
Yks. Lan., but em.Lan. + bal,

I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei.

Oxf. Sus. Som.
bal Peb., em.Lan. + bel.

Bellow, 50, 229, 349

—

bmh se.

Ken. Dor.
beli Bch., Abd.+4«/d, Lth. Edb.
belo Inv. Abd. Per., but e.Per.

A<?6,sw.Nhb.sw.Lan.,n.Der.+
beh.

beh w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. s.

Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. sw.Yks.
n. & nw.Lan., em.Lan. + bab,

I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei.

s.Oxf. Sus.me.Wil.e.&s.Som.
e.Dev.

bala Peb. em.Lan.
Bellows, 52, 229, 333, 349,383—
balls s.Lan. +baliz, bahs, bells,

betas,

balis sw. Lan. + beloz, s.Lan. n.

Der.

bahs s. Lan. Dor.
bmhsiz e.Suf.

bxbz se. Ken.
bells ne. Sc,butBch.fo/.?s, behsis,

Abd. bebs,bebsis, bebsaz, wm.
Sc., butn.Ayr. bebs, m.Cum.,
w.Wm. + bebsiz, sw.Wm.,
snw.Yks. Sus. +bebs, s.Som.

belisiz s.Dur. + behs.

bellsas ne.Wm. +bebz.
beliz s.Sc. n.Cum. a. & s.Lan.
beloz sw. Lan.
bebs Bch. +behsis, Abd. +bebsls,

bebsaz, sn. Sc. em. Sc. ,but Edb.
behz, n.Ayr. Kcb. sw.Nhb. ».

Dur. n.Wm. nnw. snw. & e.

Yks., m.Yks.+fo'&s, se.Yks.+
bebsiz, behz, Lan., but n. Lan.
Ybeliz, em.Lan. +bebsas, bahs,

bahsas, s.Lan. + balls, ballz,

bahs, beliz, sw.Lan. baliz,

beloz, I. Ma. Lin., but nw.Lin.
behz, Lei. s.War. s.Oxf. Sus.

behsis Bch. Abd. s.Nhb.
bebsiz w.Wm. ne. & se.Yks.,
w.Wil. -vbibsiz.

bebsas em.Lan.
bebsazAbd. , w. Frf. e. Per. +behz,
n.&me.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Yks.,
em. Lan. + bebs, bebsas, bahs,
balasas.

fete w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but n.

Ayr. bebs, Lth. Edb. ne.Wm.
se.Yks. Stf. nw.Lin. ne.Cmb.
s.Nrf. e.Dev.

bilgziz me.Wil.
bibs m.Yks. e.Som. nw.Dev.
bihsiz w.Wil.
bvlis w.Som.
balvs Peb.
bahs em.Lan.
babsas em. Lan.

'

Belly, 52, 231, 349_ia /,- Cum.,
but n. & m.Cum. beli, e. sm.
& s.Lan. Chs.Stf. n.Der. War.
Shr.,butne.Shr.+fe/?', m.Shr.
bse/i, Dor., but e.Dor. bxli.

ball em. Lan.

te/j'm.Shr.e.Suf.se.Ken. e.Dor.
beli Bch., Abd. + beli, w.Frf. c

Per. s.Sc. Kcb.
bell Sh.I. Inv. ne.Sc., but Bch.

beli, Abd. +be/i, Kcd. Frf., but
w.Frf. beli, Per., but e.Per.
beli, wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Ant. Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. Yks., but m. Yks. + bili,

n. & m.Lan. I.Ma. Lin. Lei.,
ne.Shr. +bali, s.Oxf. Sus. me.
Wil. Som. e.Dev.

bili m.Yks.
Belonged, 304.

Belt, 52

—

bmlt se.Ken. Dor.
belt Sc, but Bch. Abd. bill, Per.

+bilt, Ant. Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.

Sus. me.Wil. Som. e.Dev.

bilt Bch. Abd. Per.

Bench, 55, 341, 342—bxntf e.

Suf. se.Ken.
bew/Bch.Abd. w. Frf. e. Per. Lth.

Edb. s.Sc. s.Nhb. Dur., but

n. Dur.+fe«y,Wm.,nnw.Yks.
+bentf, Lan.,buts.Lan.+fett{/5

I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. Lin., butn.
Lin. bintf, nw. Lin.+binf, Lei.

s.Oxf. s.Som. e.Dev.
bent/Jnv. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

ben/, me.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
nnw. Yks. s.Lan. nw.Der. ne.

Nrf. me.Wil. e.Som.

bi>tfwm.Sc. +bintf, Ayr. Ant. m.
Cum., nw. Lin.+benf, Sus. w.
Wil. w.Som.

bintf sn. & wm.Sc. n.Lin.

Bend, 50,307, 428, 433

—

bxndse.
Ken. Dor.

ben Bch. Abd. Per., but e.Per.

bend, Ayr. Kcb.w.Wm. +bend,
I.Ma. s.Som.

bendlnv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum. Wm., but w.Wm. +
ben, sw.Yks. Lan. Stf. n.Der,
nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. Sus. me.
Wil. e.Som. e.Dev.

ben w.Som.
Beneath, 63, 228, 230, 317

—

benip Inv.

bene]) Lth.

binep Kcb.
binij) Edb.
bineaf em.Lan. Dor.
bineQ sw.Dev. + binep.

bine) UIs. n.Shr. ne.Nrf. nw.
Som. sw.Dev.

biniep snw.Yks.
binialS ne.Yks.
binia) e. m. & se.Yks. n.Lan.
binib me.Nhb.
binip s.Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. s.

Lan. n.Der. Rut. se.Ken. e.

Sus. e.Som.
binep wm.Sc. + binip,

binip wm.Sc.
banep Lei. s.War,
banidp Lin.

banib s.Nhb. I.Ma.
Benign, 270.
Bereave, 429.
Berry, 231, 349—ban s.Nhb. n.

Dur.
bmri s.Lan. se.Ken.
beri Bch. Abd. Per., but e.Per.

beri, n.Ayr. + beri, Kcb.
beri Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but

n.Ayr. + beri, Lth. Edb. Ant.
n.Nhb. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.
Lan.I.Ma. Stf.n.Der.nw.Lin.
Lei. m.Shr. s.Oxf. e.Som. c
Dev.

6en'Brks. Dor. s.Som.
fon sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan.
Beseech, 341, 428, 429, 433 .

Besom, 58, 233, 324—beizm n.
Stf.+bcazm.

beazm n.Stf.

A^mm.Nhp.Dor. e.Som. n.Dev.
bism IMa. + bizm.
biazm m.Yks., nw.Lin. +bism.

blzm "Wm.+bizm, nw. & sw.Lan.
s.Lin. w.War. Wor. Hrf. Glo.

Brks. Sus. I.W. Wil.
bizm lnv.+bizm, Per., but e.Per.

blzm, Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.

Kcb. Ant.
bism nw.Lin.
bizm Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per., n.Dur. + buzm, m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. Lan., but nw.
& sw.Lan. bizm, I.Ma. s.Stf.

n.Der. Lei. ne.Shr. s.Oxf.

buzm s.Nhb. Dur., butn.Dur.+
bizm.

bvzm sn.Sc. n.Nhb.
Bespeak, 426, 432.
Best, 51, 398

—

bast Dor., but e.

Dor. best, bias.

bxs w.Som.
bmst s.Sc. se.Ken.
bxs I.Ma. +bes.

besl.Ma. nw. Wil. s.Som.,e.Dev.
+ beast,

best Sc, but Ayr.+best, Peb. bast,

s.Sc. bsest, Ant. Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan.,
but em. Lan. + bast, Chs. Stf.

Der. nw.Lin. Lei. e.Hrf. s.

Oxf., Glo. + biast, n.Ken. w.
Wil., e.Dor. + bias, e.Som. 11.

Dev.
beast e.Dev.
bist Ayr. + best,

bias e.Dor.
blast Glo.

bast Peb. UIs., but Ant. best, em.
Lan. + best.

Bethink, 428, 433.
Better, 62, 283, 284, 287, 398—
baiar l.Ma.+batpar, bapar,

batpar I.Ma.
bapar I.Ma.
bxdair) w. Som. + bxta(r).

bmta(r) se.Ken. w.Som.
r) Sus. s.Som.
r) Wm., but w.Wm. betar,

Lan., but nw.Lan. beta(r), em.
Lan. betaln, bepair), s.Lan.

+

beta(r).

betpar Ant. n.Cum.
bela(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.

sw.Yks. nw.Lan., em.Lan. +
bepair), s.Lan.+ betpair), s.Chs.
+bepair), Fit. Stf. n.Der. nw.
Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. n.Hrf. e.Som.
Dev.

betar Sc, but wm.Sc bear, n.
Nhb. w.Wm.

bepair) em.Lan. s.Chs.
bepar Dub.
fe-»rwm.Sc, but n.Ayr. betar.
beata(r) s.War.
bvtam ne.Nrf.

Betterest, 398.
Bettermore, 398.
Bettermost, 398.
Between, 189, 228, 23CJ

—

betwtn
Inv.

betwin Lth. Edb.
bitwin sw.Nhb. m.Cum. em. sm.
&s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der.nw.Lin.
Lei. Oxf. se.Ken. Dor. e.Som.

batwein n.Stf.

batwin sw.Yks. me.Wil. e.Dev.
Betwixt, 295, 361.
Beyond, 55, 228, 230, 250, 303—
bi-mnd w.Wil.
bi-jand s.Stf. s.War. s.Oxf.' se.
Ken. , e. Som. + bi-jond.

bi-jant Dub.
bi-fmnd n. Hrf.
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bi-jasnt m.Bck. + bi-jend.

bi-jend m.Bck. Bdf., s.Sur. w.
Sus. + bi-jond.

bi-jondWm., butw.Wm. bi-jont,

snw.Yks. s. Lan. n.Der. + bi-

jont, s.Sur. w.Sus.
bi-jont Ant. s.Dur. n.Cum. w.
Wm. ne. nnw. snw. fcse.Yks.

Lan., but nw.Lan. bi-ont, s.

Lan. + bi-jond, n.Der. s.Lei.

I.W. e.Dev.

bi-jund m.Yks.
bi-jon w. Som.
bi-jond Ess. e.Som.
bi-on Dor.
bi-ond Inv. w.Yks.
bi-ont m.Cum. nw.Lan.
ba-jond s.Nhb. s.Lin. Lei., but s.

Lei. bi-jont.

bi-jont me.Nhb. Sus.,but w.Sus.
bi-jend, bi-jond.

ba-ond n. Stf.

Bid, inf., 68

—

bed s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

Suf. Dor.
bid Bch., Abd. +forf, w.Frf. e.

Per.,Ayr.+W,Lth. Edb. Kcb.

Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.

Cum.Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I. Ma.

Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. se.

Ken. Sus. me.Wil. e. & s.Som.
e.Dev.

bid w. Som.
bad Inv. Abd. Per. , but e. Per. bid,

Ayr. Peb.

Bid, pp.—bed Dor.
bid Abd.+W, w.Frf., Ver.+bad,

Lth. Edb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.

Cum. w.Wm. sw.Lan. I. Ma.

Stf. nw.Lin. e.Som. e.Dev.

bad Ab&. Per.

»6«# s.Som.
Bid = to invite, 425, 429.

Bid = to offer, 425.

Bidden, 67

—

bedn n.Ayr. +bidn,

s.Oxf.

bidn Bch., Abd. + badn, w.Frf.,

Per.+badn, Ayr.+badn, but n.

Ayr.+bedn, Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb.

n.Dur.m.Cum. n.Wm.w.Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. e.Som.

badn Inv. Abd. Per. Ayr. n.Nhb.

Bide, 154, 425, 427. 429—baid
Ayr.+beid, n. & m.Cum.Wm.,
svr.Yks. + bpd, Lan., but sm.

Lan. bad, s.Lan. +bdid, nw.

Lin. Oxf. Sus. c. & w.Som.
e.Dev.

bad sm. Lan.

baid Ant., s.Lan. + baid, I.Ma.

Lei.

beid Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb.Nhb.

n.Dur.

'601'rf se.Ken.
bgd sw.Yks.
bvidwm.Sc.,butn.Ayr.6(«rf, betd,

Wil. s.Som.
6«'rfsm.Hmp. Dor.

Bier,i34—*<*« S -Nhb
;
n - Dur

;."V

Cum., Wm.+to', Lan- si="-
n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. Oxf. Dor.

Som. e.Dev.

tor Inv. Bch., Abd.+S"-, I.Ma.

blr Abd. w.Frf. Per. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Peb. Kcb. Wm.
Big, 68, 351—fe.g-sm.Sc. w.Som.

nw.Dev.
&> n.Wm. sw.Yks. ms.Lan.Stt.

Der. ne.Shr. e.Suf. me.Wil.

Bigg = barley, 353-

Bigg= to build, 353-

Bill, 68, 256—bel Dor.
bit Bch. Abd., Per. + 6»/, but e.

Per. bal, s.Ayr., Lth. Edb. 4-

bal, Kcb. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma.

Stf. nw.Lin. Lei. n. Hrf. Oxf.

se.Ken. Sus. w.Wil. e.Som.
e.Dev.

bvl Inv. Per. n.Ayr.

bal w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but n.

Ayr.+bvl, s.Ayr. btl, Lth. Edb.
Peb.

Billow, 108, 229

—

bilo Inv., Abd.
vbih, Per., but e.Per. bah,l.th.

Edb. Wm. sw.Lan. n.Der. e.

Som. e.Dev.
bila Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Kcb. s. Nhb.

n.Dur. m.Cum. n. & em.Lan.
I.Ma. Stf. nw.Lin. Lei. Oxf.

se.Ken. w. & s.Som.
bah w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but s.

Ayr. bib, Peb.

Bin, 68

—

ben Dor. e.Som.
bin Sc, but Abd. Per.+ban, Ant.

s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. n.Wm.
Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. Lei.

Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. s.Som. e.

Dev.
bin w.Som.
ban Abd. Per. n.Nhb.

Bind, 75, 244, 307, 425, 427,

429, 430, 432

—

bain w.Som.
+bvin, e.Dev. A-boind.

baind s.La.n.+bdind, n.Der., nw.

Lin. +bind, m.Shr. s.Oxf. e.

Suf. e.Som.
band sm.Lan.
bain I.Ma. s.Stf.

baind an. fcs.Lan. nw.Der.,Lei.

+boind, Sus., but e.Sus. bvin.

ben nw.Dev.
bend s.Sc.

ben ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. bin.

bin Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. s.Ayr.

Kcb. Ant.

bind w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb. me.

& s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.

Wm. Yks. n. & nw.Lan. n.

Stf. nw.Lin.
boind s.Lin. Lei. se.Ken.

bvin ne.Nrf. + baind, e.Sus. w.

Wil. w.Som.
bvind w.Hrt. ne.Nrf. me.Wil.

Dor. e.Dev.

bvnd sn.Sc.

fond Peb. n.Nhb.

bwaind svf.Dev.

Birch, 76, 341—birk Bch. Abd.

Per., but e.Per. bark, s.Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. w.Wm.
bgk s.Nhb. n.Dur. + bgff.

bgtj's.Nhb. n.Dur.

bvrtfAnt.
bvt/me.'Wi\.

bark w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but s.

Ayr. birk, Peb. n.Cum. Wm.,
but w.Wm. birk.

bartj'Inv. I.Ma.

b'ak Dur., but n.Dur. bgk, bgtf, m.

Cum. Yks. n. & nw.Lan. Der.,

but n.Der. bat/ Not. Lin.

4^/em. & s.Lan. Stf. n.Der. Lei.

Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. Dor. Som.

e.Dev.

Bird, 76, 263—bads.tSrf. + bod.

bad ne.Nrf., e.Suf. + bvd.

bod ne.Yks.

brid sm.Lan. s,Chs. n.Stf. n.

Der.
torfm.Lan. Not. Lei. nw.Hrt. s.

Nrf. e.Suf.

6£Srfnw.Oxf. me.Wil.
bad sw.Yks.
Birmingham, 273.
Birth, 115

—

bap ne. Nrf. + bvp.

berp ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. birp,

s.Sc. n.Cum.
A^nw.Der. s.Lin.

beap Rut. +bvp, e.Som. + bap.

birp Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
borp Nhb., but s.Nhb. bop.

bop s.Nhb. n.Dur. ne.Yks., e.

Yks.+A»|3, m.Yks., se.Yks. +
bal.

bvrp sn. & wm.Sc.
bvpe. Yks. m.Bck. Bdf. ne.Cmb.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus.

bvp Rut. me.Wil. e.Dor.

fo^w.Frf.e.Per.Peb.Dub.I.Ma.
barp Ayr., but s.Ayr. birp, Lth.

Edb.
bap s.Dur. m.Cum.Wm. ne. nw.

se. & sw.Yks. Lan. Stf. n.

Der. nw.Lin. Lei.s.Oxf. Dor.,

but e.Dor. bvp, Som., but e.

Som. A-beap, e.Dev.

Bit, 68—bet ne.Sc. +bit, bat, s.Sc.

Dor.
bitOr.l. ne.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. Ant. Nhb., butn.Nhb.+
bat, n.Dur. m.Cum.Wm. sw.

Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der.

Lin. Lei. n.Hrf. Oxf. se.Ken.

Sus. Wil. e.Som. Dev.
bit s.Som.
bat Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but s.Ayr. bit, n.Nhb.

Bitch, 68, 341

—

bek w.Frf. e.Per.

+bik, bit/,

betf Dor.
bikAbi. w.Frf. e.Per., Lth.+AiV/

bit/Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant.

s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. ...

Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. ne.

Nrf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. c.

& s.Som. e.Dev.

bit/w.Som.
bat/lnv. Ayr., but s.Ayr. bit/, n.

Nhb.
Bite, 154, 425, 427, 43°, 432—
bait Ayr. + beit, Ant. m.Cum.

Wm. sw.Yks. n. nw. & sw.

Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.

s.Oxf. e.Som. e.Dev.

bat sm.Lan.
bait Lth. Edb. em. & s.Lan. w.

Chs. Sus.

beit Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per.

Ayr. Kcb. Dub. Nhb. n.Dur.

I.Ma.

bet w.Som.
boit n.Stf. se.Ken.

beit me.Wil. Dor. s.Som.

Bitten, 67, 233—bitn Bch. Abd.

Per., but e.Per. batn, s.Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

n & m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.

Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.

Lin. Oxf. e.Som. e.Dev.

batnlnv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but

s.Ayr. bitn, Peb. n.Nhb.

Bitter, 67, 283, 284—betaw Dor.

w.Som.
bidalr) s.Som. e.Vev.+bitair).

bitpa(r) Wm., but n.Wm. bttpar,

w.Wm. bitam, n. em. & s.Lan.

bitiar Ant. n.Wm. I.Ma.

bitam s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. w.

Wm. sw.Yks. nw.Lan. n.Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. Oxf. se.

Ken. Sus. me. Wil. e.Som. e.

Dev.
bitarBch. Abd. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Kcb.
bipar Dub.
bitar Inv. w.Frf. Per. Ayr., but

sAyr. bitar, Peb.

Black, 24

—

blaik sm.Lan. + blak.

blak Or.I. Inv. ne.Sc, but Abd.
+btdk, w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.

Nhb. n. Dur. n.& m.Cum.Wm.,
but n.Wm.blak, sw.Yks. Lan.

,

but em.Lan. bleik, sm.Lan.

+

Wat'£,s.Lan.6/eA,I.Ma.Stf. nw.
Lin. Lei.s. Oxf., se. Ken.+blek,

Sus.

blak Abd. Ant. n.Wm.
blaik n.Der.

blak Ayr., but s.Ayr. blak, Peb.

Kcb.
blank s.Nrf. me.Wil. Dor. Som.
blsek e.Dev.

bleik em.Lan.
blek Lth. Edb. s.Lan. se.Ken.

Bladder, 135, zg-j—bladSaw s.

l_a.n.+blada(.r).

bladair) s.Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin.,

Lei.+blaSa(r), bleSa(r), s.Oxf.

bladar Llh.+bledar.

blabatS) s.Chs., sw. Lin. + bleSa(r),

Lei. nw.Oxf., Dor. + blx5a(n.

bladar Dub. I.Ma.

bladar Edb. + bledar.

blxda(.r) me.Wil. s.Som., e.Dev.

+blseSain.

b!asfia(r> Dor.nw.& e. Som e. Dev.

blssSar s. Sc
bleddairiWm.,butn.'Wm.bledi!ar,

w.Wm. bledar, n. Lan.

bledSar n.Wm.
bledur) n.Dur. + bletlalr), m.Cum.

sm.Lan., n.Der. + ble8a(r), se.

Ken.
AfafcrBch.Abd.Lfh. Edb.w.Wm.
bleMr) s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Yks.

m. & em.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.

Lin., but nw.Lin. blada(r), sw.

hin.+blaSa(r), Lei. Dor. .

bletSarw.Trf. Per. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

n.Nhb.

Blade, 43, 45—4/airf se.Ken.

bledn. & s.Ayr., Lth.+bled, Ant.

A-blead.

bleid s.Lei. Sus.

blead Ant. sw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan.

n. Stf. nw. Lin. s. Oxf. me.Wil.

Dor. s.Som. e.Dev.

bled Bch. Abd., w.Frf. e.Per. +
6fe"rf,Ayr.,buts.Ayr. bled,Ltb.

Edb.
bled Inv. w.Frf. Per., but e.Per.

+bled, Kcb. Nhb., butsw.Nhb.

bliad, n.Dur. n.Wm. m. & sw.

Lan.I.Ma.s.Stf.n.Der.e.Som.

bliadm.Cum. Wm., but n.Wm.
bled,

bliad s.Sc. sw.Nhb.

Blain, 64—blain se.Ken. e.Dor.

blan ne.Sc.+blen, but Bch. Abd,.

blen.

blain Dor., but e.Dor. blain.

blein s. Lei. s. Oxf. ne. Nrf. e. Som.

blen ne.Sc. Per., but e.Per.blen.

blean e.Yks.+blian, ms.Yks., se.

Yks.+blen, blian, sw.Yks. nw.

Lan. Lin. Sus. s.Som. e.Dev.

blen Lth. Edb.

bleu Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. Nhb. n.Dur.

Wm.,butw.Wm.+*ft'a«,nnw.

& se.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf.

12-2
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Blain (contd.)—
bitan w.Wm.
Mian s.Dur. e. & se.Yks.
blin s.Chs. Lei., but s.Lei. blein.

Blame, 204

—

blaim se.Ken.
bhim Ant.
blem ne.Sc. + Mem.
Meant n.Cum.+bliam, sw.Yks. n.

Lan. n.Stf. nw. & sw.Lin. s.

Oxf. Sus. Dor. w.Som.
blem Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e. Per.
blem Ayr.Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Nhb.

n. Dur. em. sm. & s. Lan. I. Ma.
s.Stf. n.Der. me.Wil.

bliam m.Cum. Wm.
bliam n.Cum.
blim Glo.

Blast, 135—blast Inv. Bch. Abd.
w. Frf. Per. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. s.

Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.Wm. sw.
Yks. Lan., but s.Lan. blast,

Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.

Oxf.

bids I. Ma., w.Som. + blast,

blast n.Nhb. s.Lan. se.Ken.
Som., but w.Som. + bids, e.

Dev.+A/ais/.

blast Ayr., but s.Ayr. blast, Edb.
Peb.

blsesl Sus. Dor. e.Dev.
Blaze, 43,333—6/aii se.Ken. e.

Dor.
bless se.Yks. + blitz, sw.Yks.,
nw.Lan.+6&,z,em. Lan. n.Stf.

Lin. s. Oxf. m.Bck. e. Suf. Sus.
Dor., but e. Dor. &/«;>, w.Som.
e.Dev.

bles l.Ma.+blez.

blez Inv., ne.Sc. +bliz, sn.Sc. e.

Per.,wm.Sc.s.Ayr.+;/fe,UIs.,
but Ant. bliz, se.Nhb. n.Wm.,
nw. Yks.+bliez, Lan., but nw.
Lan. bleaz, bliaz, em. Lan.
bleaz, I. Ma. n.Der. s.Stf. Rut.
m.Shr. ne.Nrf. me.Wil. <=.

Som.
Wi'«n.Cum. nw.Yks.
blitz e. m. & se.Yks. nw.Lan.
w.Wil. nw.Som.

bllz ne. & wm.Sc. Ayr., but s.

Ayr.+ble'z, Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.
Ant. Nhb., but se.Nhb. blez,

n.Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. ne.
Yks. Glo.

Bleach,i37, 138,341—Meet/Dor.
bleit/Dub. sw.Yks. m.Lan., a .

Lan. +bliatf, Stf. n.Der.
Meat/ Sus.
Met/ Uls., but Ant. blltf, I. Ma.
w.Som. e.Dev.

blitfm.Cum.
bliat/n. nw. & s.Lan. n.Lin.
Mi//Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. n.

Ayr. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.

blitf Inv. Ayr., but n.Ayr. blit/

Peb. Ant.Nhb. n.Dur. w.Wm.
Lei. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. me.Wil.
e.Som.

Mat/ Fit.

Bleat,i3 i, 13a—bldt s.Chs., Bdf.
+blbt.

bleit Lei. + bllt.

blet ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. bllt.

blealm. &se.Yks.+blial, sw.Yks.,
em.Lan.+A&7, Stf., n.Der. +
blet, e.Suf. Dor., but e.Dor.
bin, w.Som.+Me't, e.Dev. +
blitf.

blet s.Ayr.Wm. nnw.Yks., snw.
,

Yks.+blial, nw. & em. Lan., s
Lan. +£/»><, I.Ma. n.Der. n.'

Wor. m. Bck. Glo. ne. Nrf. Ess.

Sus. w.Som. sw.Dev.
blit n.Cum.
bliat snw. e.m. & se.Yks. Lan. ,but

nw.Lan. blet, em. Lan. bleat,

blet, s.Lan.+6&7, Lin. s.Oxf.

Bdf. s.Som. e.Dev.

bhtSh.l. Bch. Abd. Per. n.Ayr.
Edb. Kcb.

blit Inv. Ayr., but n.Ayr. but,

s.Ayr. blet, Peb. Ant. Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. Rut. Lei. se.

Ken. e.Dor. e.Som.
Bled, 143

—

blad se.Ken. Dor.
WsrfSc.Ant.Nhb.n.Dur.m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. Oxf. Sus.

e.Som. e.Dev.
Bleed, 142, 425, 428, 429, 433—
bleed Dor. + blid.

bleid n.Stf.

Mead e. Dev. + blid.

blidVJW. Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.
bhd Sc, but Inv. Per. Peb. blid.

blid Inv. Per. Peb. s. Nhb. n. Dur.
m.Cum. w.Wm. sw.Yks. Lan.
I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. n.Lin. Lei.

s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. e.Som.
Blemish, 365.
Bless, 143, 429

—

Mass se.Ken.
Dor. w.Som.

bles n.Ayr., Edb.+4/<s, s.Sc, n.

Dur.+A/i's,Wm. sw.Yks. Lan.,
but em.Lan. bleas, I.Ma. Stf.

Der. nw.Lin. Lei. m.Shr. s.

Oxf. nw.Wil. e. & s.Som. c.

Dev.
bless em. Lan.
bits Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Edb. Kcb.
Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Sus.

bias Peb.
bhs Inv. Ayr., but n.Ayr. bles,

s.Ayr. bits, n.Nhb.
Blew, 193, 249—bliu Kcb. s.Sc.

s.Nhb., n.Dur. +blu, „. & m.
Cum. Wm. snw. & sw.Yks.
Lan. nw.Lin. e.Som.

blju Bch. Abi. + blu.

bljii I.Ma.

blti Inv. Bch. Abd. Per. Ayr.,
Edb. + blce, Peb. me.Nhb. u.
Dur. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

bla Or. I. Edb.
blii e.Suf. e.Dev.

Blight, 50—blait Wm. n. & sw.
Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.

Oxf. e.Som.
blait em. & s.Lan. s.Lei.
bleit Inv. Nhb., but sw.Nhb. blit,

n.Dur. + blu, I.Ma.
A/«'x*Bch.Abd.,s.Ayr. + £/(V,Kcb.

Ant.
blit (obsol.) s.Ayr.
blit sw.Nhb.n.Dur. m.Cum. Yks.
bloit n.Stf. se.Ken. Sus.
blait me.Wil.Dor.s.Som. e.Dev.

Blind, 75, 302, 307, 434—blain
w.Som.+ ble'n.

blaind sw.Lan., n.Der. +blaint,
blint, s.Lin. m.Shr. s.Oxf. e.
Suf., sw.Dev. + blain.

blaint n. Der.
bland sm. Lan.
blain I.Ma., Rut.+bloin, blain.
blaind em. & s.Lan. + blaint, s.

Chs. nw.Der. s.Lei. m.Nhp.
Sus., but e.Sus. blain.

blaint em. & s. Lan.
b/eindlnv. Uls., but Ant. blin.
Men nw. Dev.

blend s. Sc.

Men ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. blin.

ble'n w.Som.
WmBch. Abd.Per.wm.Sc.Ayr.,

Edb. + blind, Peb. Kcb. Ant.,

s.Nhb. n.Dur. +blind, n.Cum.
blind Edb. me. & s.Nhb. Dur.,

but n.Dur. +£/<«, m.Cum.Wm.
Yks. n. & nw.Lan. n.Lin.

blint ms.Lan., n.Der. (obsol.)

bloin Rut.

bloind n.Stf. e.Der. Lei., but s.

Lei. blaind, Bdf. se.Ken.
Main Rut.,ne.Nrf.+b/aind,e.Sus.

w.Wil. Dor. sw.Dev.
blaind ne.Nrf. me.Wil. e. & s.

Som. e. & sw.Dev.
bland sn.Sc.

Mmd n.Nhb.
Bliss, 67

—

Mis gen. in Sc. and
Eng., but

:

bhs Ayr.
Blithe, 317.
Blood, 169, 249

—

bliad nw.Lan.
+ bliad.

blid wm.Sc. + bleed, Mud, Ayr. +
bleed, w.Som. nw. & e.Dev.

Miud n. Cum.+Mud, m.Cum., n.

Wm. nnw.Yks. + blud.

bliad s.Dur. +blud, w.Wm.,ne. &
e.Yks.+Wxrf, m.Yks. nw.Lan.

bhd ne.Sc, but Bnff. blid, Abd.
+blid.

blid Bnff., Abd. + Mid.
Mjud se.Nhb.
Mod Uls., but Ant. bluid.

bludme. & s.Nhb. Dur., buts.Dur.
+bliad, n.Cum. Wm., but n.

Wm.+bliud, w.Wm. blad, ne.
& nnw.Yks., snw. Yks. +bluid,
e. & se.Yks. n.Lan. n.Stf. 11.

Der. Lin. Rut. s.Lei.

bluid Ant., snw.Yks.+Mud, sw.
Yks.

bliid em.Lan. + Mud, m.Nhp.
Mud Dub. em. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.

Chs. nw.Der. s.Stf. Lei., but
s.Lei. Mud, n.Wor. ne. & se.
Shr.

Mad Inv. sn.Sc. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.
e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus. Wil. Dor.
c. & s.Som. n.Dev.

bleed wm. & s.Sc. sw.Dev.
blad Per. Ayr.
MiidSh.I. nm. & sm.Sc. Peb.
bliid wm.Sc. Edb. n.Nhb.
Bloom, 162, 163

—

blim s.Ayr.
blium n.Cum., snw. & sw. Yks.+
Mum, em.Lan., s.Lan. +blum.
n.Stf.

blitm s.Dur., -w.Wm.+blum, m.
Yks.

blim ne.Sc, but Bch. Mum, Abd.
Mum, Mum.

Mum Abd.+blum, Ayr., but s.

Ayr. blim, s.Nhb. n.Dur.

+

Mum, s.Lan.
Mutm Dor.
Mum Inv. Bch. Abd. Edb. Ant.
Nhb.,buts.Nhb.+WHm,n.Dur.
m.Cum. Wm., but w.Wm.

+

blitm, ne. nnw. snw. se & sw.
Yks. Lan., but em. Lan. blium,
s.Lan.+blium, I.Ma. s.Stf. u.
Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
Sus. Wil. c. & s.Som.

Mcem sn. Sc. ,wm. Sc. +blum,s. Sc.
Mcetim e.Suf.

Mcem Per. w.Som.
bliim Kcb.
blilra wm.Sc. ne.Nrf. e.Dev

Blossom, 169, 233, 326

—

Mosm
Bch. Abd.+blosm, Ayr., but
s.Ayr. Mosm, Kcb. Ant. Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.
Lan., but em.Lan. Mozm, sw.
Lan. blositm, I.Ma. nw.Lin.
Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil.
e.Som.

blosum sw.Lan. Stf.

Mozm em.Lan. n.Der. e.Dev.
Mgsm Inv. w.Som.
Mosm Bch. Abd. Per. Peb.
Mosm s.Ayr. Edb.

Blot, 82— blot Inv., Bch. Abd.+
blot,Per. Ayr.,buts.Ayr.+blot,
Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. Yks.
nw. em. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Stf.

nw.Lin. s.Lei. Oxf. se.Ken.
Sus. e. & s.Som. e.Dev.

Mpt w. Som.
blot Bch. Abd.
«o;s.Ayr.+£/o/,Edb. Peb. Kcb.
Blow, v., 127, 249, 427, 432—bla

Abd.+bldv, Ma, bid, Per.+Wo,
s.Ayr., s.Nhb.+W«.

blau Inv.+blo, n.Shr. se.Ken.
bl&Or.l. sn.Sc Ant. me.se. &s.

Nhb. n.Dur.,Wm.+6/p,but w.
Wm. Mo, nw.Yks. n. & nw.
Lan.

Mdv Abd.
bid Bch. +blo, Abd. Peb. Kcb. s.

Sc, Uls.+Wo, but Ant. bid, w.
Wil.

bljdv ne.Sc, but Bch. bla, bid,

Abd. bla, Mdv, bla, Mo.
blou s.Stf. s.Oxf. e.Suf. Dor. s.

Som.
bio em. & wm. Sc. Ayr. ,but s.Ayr.
Wfl,m.Cum.Wm. ne. fese.Yks.
I.Ma. n.Lin., Glo. + blvu, w.
Som. Dev.

Mo Inv. Bch. Abd. Per. Uls. n.

se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum. w.Wm.
m. & s. Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. s.

Lin. Lei. s.War. Sus.
blau Glo. ne.Nrf. me.Wil.

Blue, 221, 249—We Abd.
bliu Lth. Kcb. s.Nhb., n.Dur.

+

blii, n. & m. Cum.Wm. ne. Yks.
Lan., but sw.Lan. blii, n.Stf.,

nw.Der.+Ate,Not. Lin. s.Oxf.
nw.Nrf.

blju Bch. Abd.+««,s.Ayr. I.Ma.
blu w.Wil.
blii Or. I. Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf.

e.Per. n.Ayr. Uls. n.Nhb. n.
Dur. sw.Lan. s.Stf. nw.Der.
Lei. m.Shr. se.Ken. Sus. me.
Wil.

Mceu s.Sc.

bla n.Ken.
blii w.Som. e.Dev.
Blush, 118—bh/w.Som. e.Dev.
Mo/ Dor.
Mx/Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.Wm..

but n.Wm. blu/, sw.Yks. Lan.

,

buts.Lan.+M«/;n.Stf.nw.Lin.
blu/n.Wm. s.Stf. n.Der.
blit/ s.Lan. + blu/, I.Ma.
M»/Sc. Ant s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.

Wil. e. & s.Som.
Boar, 126, 244—6ow n.Stf. s.

Lei. me.Wil., e.Dev.+6<w(>-).
boar Bch. Abd. Ayr., but s.Ayr.

bor.

bp(r> s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. se.
Ken.

bgr Wm., but w.Wm. bor.
boacnem. & sw.Lan. n.Der. nw.

Lin. Brks. e. & s.Som. e.Dev.
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boarn. & sw.Nhb.
bor Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. S.Ayr.

Edb. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. w.
Wm.

buHf) sw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. s.

Stf. s.Oxf. Sus. w.Som.
buar I. Ma.
bwosir) Dor.
Board, 87, 244, 263, 383—bjurd

ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. buard.
bord Uls. , but Ant. buard.
boad Rut. ne.Nrf. me.Wil., e.

Dev. + bgd.

bgd s.Nhb. n.Dur.+6cW, buad,e.
Suf. se.Ken. e.Dev.

boads.Nhb. n.Dur.em.Lan.n.Stf.
nw.Lin. Lei., e.Dor. + bwoad.

bord Sh.I. Inv., w.Frf. e.Per.

+

brod, bard,s.Ayr., Edb.+brod.
brod Ayr.,buts.Ayr. bord, Edb.,

n.Cum. +biiard.

brod w.Frf. e.Per.

iwsrfs.Nhb.n.Dur.m.Cum.Wm.,
but n.Wm. buard, Yks. Lan.,
but em. Lan.4<W,ms. Lan. bust,

s.Lan.+6«?<,s.Stf.n.Der.s.Lin.

Glo. s.War.e. & s.Oxf. m.Bck.
Sus. w.Wil. Som.

buard Bch. Abd. Ant. Nhb., but
se.Nhb. biird, s.Nhb. bgd, boad,

buad, n.Wm. I.Ma.
bust ms. & s. Lan. nw. Der.
biird wm. Sc. + bard, biird, se.

Nhb.
bceuad s.Chs.
bard w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & s.Sc.

biird Kcb.
biiard n. Cum.
burd wm.Sc.
bwoad Dor., but e.Dor. 6d«/,

bwoad.

bwoad e. Dor.
Boat, 121, 122, 244, 383

—

but

ne.Yks. + buat.

bit Sh.I.

4o/sn.Sc.,Per.+fowf,n.Nhb.Bdf.

bout Ant, Lei. + 6o7, m.Nhp., e.

Som. +boat.

boat ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. bot,

Per. n.Cum. em. Lan. n.Bck.

se.Ken. s.Som.
ipf n.Wm.
bot nw. Der.
boat s.Sc, s.Nhb.+io^, n.Dur.,

ms.Yks. s.Lan. + buat, n.Stf.

n.Lin. Sus., me.Wil. + biit, e.

Som., w.Som.+buat, e.Dev.

+

bot.

bot Inv. Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. me. & s.Nhb.

Wm., but n.Wm. bgt, w.Wm.
buat, sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.

Der. Lei. n.Wor. ne.Nrf. nw.
Som. n. & e.Dev.

but e.Suf.

buat se.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm.
Yks., but ne. Yks. +6w<, ms.

Yks. boat, Lan., but em.Lan.

boat, sm. & sw. Lan. bot, s. Lan.

+boat, s.Lin. Glo. s.Oxf. w.

Hrt. Hnt. n.Ken. w.Som.

but w.Chs. me.Wil.

bwoat Dor.

bo/oat s.Dur.

,
bwvl s.Wor.
bwat w.Oxf.
Bode, 92, 244

—

boud e. Som.

bod Abd. + bod.

boad n.Nhb. n.Lan. nw.Lin. e.

Dev.
bod Sc, but Abd.+W, s.Nhb.

n.Dur. Wm. em. & s.Lan.
I.Ma.

buad m.Cum. s.Oxf.
bwoad Dor.
Body. 94, 231, 350—badi w.Wil.
6orf> Cai., Bch. Abd.+iorfi, £»rf<,

S.Ayr., Lth. + bodi, Uls., but
Ant. bodi, Nhb. n.Dur. Cum.
Wm. snw. nm. m. & s.Yks.
Lan. Chs. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. n.Lei. e.Hrf. Glo.
Oxf. s.Nrf. se.Ken. me.Wil.
e.Dor.Som.,butw.Som.+6prfi'.

bom Or. \.

bgdi Inv. w.Som.
bode Kcb.
bodi ne.Sc+bvdi, but Bch. Abd.

bodi, bodi, bodi, w.Frf. e.Per.
\bvdi, em.Sc, but Lth. bodi,

Edb. bodi, bvdi.

bodi Bch. Abd. Ayr., but s.Ayr.
bodi, Lth., Edb. + bvdi, Ant.

buadi s. Sc.
bvdi ne. & sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per.

Edb. nw.Der. Dor.,bute.Dor.
bodi, e.Dev.

Boil, v., 213, 244—bail Lth. Edb.
Dub., Wm. +boil, s. Stf. + bail,

Rut.+6o«7, Lei.+fio«7,but s.Lei.

+ bdil, m.Nhp. + botl, w.War.
w.Wor. n.Shr. s.Oxf. se.Hrt.

ne. Cmb., s. Nrf.+6»*7,Suf. , Ess.

vboil, se.Ken. Sur.,buts.Sur.
bvil, Sus. + boil, e.Dor. +boil,

bwail, e.Dev.+bvil.

bail em. & sw.Lan., s.Lan.+6«7,
boil, I.Ma., Chs.+6«»7, wm. & s.

Stf., ne.Der.+A«7, boil, bvil, w.
Der. , s. Der.+6o<7, s. hei.+bail,

ne. & se.Shr., m.Bck.+6»<7.

beil ne.Sc, sn.Sc.+botl,bvil,wm.

Sc, sm.Sc +boil, s.Lan. Chs.

n.Stf. ne. & nw.Der.
boil Sh.I. Cai. sn.Sc w.Frf. e.

Per. sm. & s.Sc. Ant. Nhb. n.

Dur., n.Cum.+6<5<7, e. m. & w.
Cum. Wm. nnw.Yks., snw.
Yks. + boil, e.Yks., nm.Yks.+
boal, m.Yks.+boal, buil, se. sw.
&s.Yks. n. nw. m. sm. &s.Lan.
11. Stf. n. c. & s.Der. n. nw. &
m.Lin. Rut. Lei. ne. m. & sw.

Nhp. e.War. Ess. e.Dor. u.

Dev.
boid me.Wil.
boal nm. & m.Yks.
boil n.Cum. snw.Yks. Not.

buil m.Yks.
bvil sn.Sc em.Sc, but Fif. bvul,

Lth. Edb. bail, Fit. ne.Der. s.

War. e.Hrf. Glo., nw.Oxf.+
bwvil, m.Bck. Bdf. s.Nrf. n.

Ken. s.Sur. Sus., l.W.+bwvil,

w.Wil. + bwvial, e. & s.Dev.

bvul Fif.

bail Uls., but Ant. boil, ne.Nrf.

sm.Hmp.
bwoil s.Wor.w.Oxf., Dor.+bwvil,

but e.Dor. bail, boil, bwail, e.

Som., -w.Som.+bwoial, bwvial,

s.Som.
bwoial w.Som.
bwvil nw. & e.Oxf. Brks. I.W.
nw.Wil. Dor.

bwvial w.Wil. w.Som.
bwail e.Dor.

Bold, 41, 244, 253, 307—bal ne.

Sc, but Bch. bold, Abd. bald,

bold, bold.

baud n.Dur. +bauld,bould,s.Lan.
+ boud.

baul Ant.
bauld s.Nhb. +bould, n.Dur.
Wm., but n.Wm. bold, nnw.
Yks.+bould, nw.Lan. se.Ken.

bald Or. I., Abd. +bold, bold, sn.
Sc, Per. + bold,

bal Kcb.
6«WPeb., s.Sc. + bold,

beul Uls.+beuld, but Ant. baul.
beuld Uls.

bssud n.Der.
bold Abd. Per.
boud s.Dur., m.Yks. + boad, se.

& sw.Yks. m. & s.Lan. n.Stf.
nw.Lin.

boul I.Ma.
bould Nhb., but s.Nhb.+AaaW,

n.Dur., n.Cum. + boald, m.
Cum., nnw. & snw. Yks. n.

Lan. s.Lei. s.Oxf. e.Som.
boad m.Yks.
boald n.Cum.
bgl wm.Sc. +bgld, s.Ayr. + bold.
bgld wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Brks.
bold Inv. s.Sc. n.Wm.
boald s. Som. + bwoald, e. Dev.
bod n.Lin.

bol s.Stf. nw.Som., w.Som.

+

bold,

bold Bch. Abd. Ayr., but s.Ayr.
+ bgl, e.Yks. Lei. e.Suf. w.
Som. n.Dev.

buald s.Lin. w.Wil.
bvudm.sX.2m. nw.Der. m.Shr.
bvuld s.Chs. n.Shr. m.Bck. ne.

Nrf. Ess. me.Wil.
bwoald Dor. +bwold, s.Som.
bwold Dor.

Bolster, 86, 244, 253, 284—
baulstaV) se.Ken.
baustpair) Wm. , but n.Wm. bols-

par, w.Wm. bausiar.

baustair) nw.Lan., s.Lan.+bous-

J>a(r>.

bausiar Bch. AbA.+bolstar, Per.,

but e. Per. beustar, Ayr. , Lth.

Kdb.+bols/ar, Peb. Kcb. Ant.
n.Nhb. w.Wm.

bseusta(r) n. Der.

beustar w. Frf. e. Per.

bolstar Bch. Abd.
boulstpar I.Ma.

boulsta(r) s. Nhb. n. Dur. + bou-

sta(r), bolstacr), s.Lei. s.Oxf. e.

Som.
boustpair) n.Lan.

boustaw s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
sw.Yks. em. & sw.Lan. s.Stf.

nw.Lin.
bouspaiy) s. Lan.
bolstar Inv.

bolspar n.Wm.
boalstam e. Dev.
bolsta(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Stf.

bolstar Lth. Edb.
bvulsta(r) me.Wil.
bwols/am Dor.

bwolsla(r) s.Som.

Bolt, 86, 244, 253—bault Ant.

Nhb., but me. Nhb. boult, s.

Nhb.+bouIt,bolt, n.Dur.+boult,

se.Ken.
Aaw^w.Wm. nw.Lan.
bseut n.Der.

bolt Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per., Ayr. + bolt, Lth. Edb.

Kcb., s.Sc. + bolt, snw. Yks.

+

bout, m.Yks.

boult me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur., se.

Yks.+6o«^,I.Ma. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

e.Som.

boutn. h m.Cum.Yks., but nnw.
Yks. + bvult, snw.Yks. + bolt,

m.Yks. bolt, se.Yks. + Loult,

Lan., but nw.Lan. baut, em.
Lan. boalt, s.Lan.+6d?fr, n.Stf.

nw.Lin.
bolt wm. & s.Sc
boalt em. & s.Lan. e.Dev.
bolt Inv. Ayr. s.Nhb. Rut. Lei.,

but s. Lei. boult,ne.Nr{. n.Dev.
bot n.Wm. s.Stf. s.Lin. e.Suf.

bualt Bdf.
bvult nnw.Yks. Wil.
bvut s.Chs. nw.Der. n.Lin.
bwolt Dor. s.Som.
Bond, 31—ban Per., but e.Per.

bond, Ant.
boil s.Ayr. Nhb., but s.Nhb. +

bond, n.~D\ir.+bond, I.Ma.

bond Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr.,buts.Ayr.6o«,Lth. Edb.
Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. Lei. Oxf. se.Ken. e.

& s.Som.
boand Dor. e.Dev.
bgnd Inv. w.Som.
bund n.Stf.

Bone, 121, 122, 244, 249

—

ben

Sh.I.

bean Ayr. , but s. Ayr. ben, n.Cum.
vbien, bian, m.Yks. nw.Lan.

ben ne.Sc + bin, bin, but Bnff. +
ben, w.Frf. e.Per.

ben Or. I. +bin, Cai., Bnff. +bin,

Per. , but e. Per. ben,wm. & sm.
Sc. Lth. Edb. Peb.

bian m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks. nw.
Lan.

bien me. Nhb. n.Cum.
bian s. Sc. Nhb. ,but me. Nhb. bien,

se.Nhb.+4/e>i,Dur.,but n.Dur.

+bj'en, n.Cum. n. & e.Yks., se.

Yics. +bgn, buan.

bin ne. & sn.Sc.

bin Or. I. ne.Sc.

bjen se.Nhb. n.Dur.

boan m.Nhp. +boan, buan.

bon Ess.

bgn se.Yks.

bom em.Lan., ne.Der. + bun,

Not. n.Lin. m.Nhp. w.War.,
ne.Shr.+A««,Ken.,but n.Ken.

buan, Sus. I.W. me.Wil., c.

Dor. e.Som. + buan, e.Dev.

bon sm. Lan. +buan, I.M a. w.Chs.

Dnb. 11. & em.Stf. Lei. Rut.

ne.Nhp. n.Shr. Dev., but c.

Dev. boan.

bun ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

buanse.ii. sw.Yks. Lan., but nw.

Lan. bian, em.Lan. boan, sm.

Lan. +bon, n.Der., nw. & e.

Der.+bun, s.Lin.m.Nhp.,Glo.

+bwuan,s.Ox.L nm.Brks. Bdf.

w.Hrt. n.Ken. w.Wil. e.Dor.

e. & w. Som.
bun e. & s.Stf. Der., but n.Der.

buan, ne.Der. + boan, nw. & e.

Der. + buan, ne.Shr.

bvn ne.Cmb.
human Wil., but me.Wil. boan,

w.Wil. buan, Dor., but e.Dor.

boan, buan, s.Som.

bwuan Glo.

bwvn s.War. s.Wor. m.Shr. nw.
& w. Oxf.

Booby— biubi em.Lan. s.Stf.,

Lei. + biibi.

bube Kcb.
biibi Sc, but Kcb. bube, s.Nhb.
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Booby (contd.)—
n.Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. Yks.
Lan.,butem.Lan.6wA/, I. Ma.
n.Der. Lei. Oxf. e.Suf. se.

Ken. Sus.

bcebi w. Som.
Book, 169, 249, 340— biaknnvi.

Yks.+biik.

biukSh.l., ne.Sc.+bjuk, buk, but
Abd. bjuk, buk, bcek,K.cb.+buk,

Nhb., but se.Nhb. bisk, bjuk,

sw.Nhb. bisk, s.Nhb.+bjuk, n.

Var.+bjuk, m.Cum. Wm., but
w.Wm. bisk, ne.Yks.+bisk, se.

Yks. + bisk , buk, em.Lan., n.

Stf. + bvuk, m. Stf. , Lei. + buk.
bisk se.Nhb. + bjuk, sw.Nhb. s.

Dur. w.Wm., Yks. +buk, but
nnw.Yks.+biak, ne. & se.Yks.
+biuk, nw.Lan. +buk.

bjuk ne.Sc. Ant. se. & s.Nhb. n.

Dur.
bjvk wm.Sc. + 6k£, s.Ayr.
buk ne. & sn.Sc. e.Per. wm.Sc.

Ayr., but s.Ayr. +bjvk, Uls.,

but Ant. bjuk, nw.Lan., ms.
Lan.s.Stf.+Aj(4,sw.Nhp.War.
Shr., but ne.Shr. buk, Oxf.
m.Bck. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. s.Sur.
Sus. Wil. Dor., but e.Dor. +
busk, e. & s.Som. n.Dev.

busk e.Dor.
biiklnv. Kcb. Dub. n.Cum. Yks.

Lan., but nw.Lan. bisk, buk,
em.Lan. biuk, ms.Lan. + 4«A,
s.Lan.+A«£,Dnb. s.Stf.n.Der.
Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. ne.
Shr.

buk s.Lan. n.Wor.
bvk Bdf.

boukn.Sli. ne.Der.
beek Abi. Per., but e.Per. buk,

Peb. s.Sc. w.Som. sw.Dev.
bceuk s.Chs.

buk Lth. Edb. e.Dev.
Boot, 2 15—biut Nhb. , but n. Nhb.

but, se. & s.Nhb. bist, bjut, n.
Vur.+bjut, n.Cum. + but, but,

m.Cum. n.Wm., nnw.Yks. +
but, snw.Yks. em.Lan. Stf.,

but e.Stf. bvut, s.Der. Lei.
e.Ken., but se.Ken. but.

bistse.&s.'Nhb.+bjut, sw.Nhb. s.

Dur., w.Wm.+but, Yks., but
nnw.Yks. biut, but, snw.Yks.
biut, se.Yks. + but, sw. & ms.
Yks. buit.

bit ne.Sc, but Bnff. Abd. +bii,
Ayr.+bcet, sm.Sc.+but.

bjut se. & s. Nhb. n. Dur.
bit Bnff. Abd.+bit.
bost Sus.+but, but e.Sus. but.
bot m.Nhp.
buitAnt. sw. & ms.Yks. se.Lan.
but n.Cum., s.Lan. +bust, but,

I. Ma. Sus. w.Wil.
bust nw. & s.Lan., Dor.+but.
but Inv. Uls., but Ant. buit, a.

Nhb. n.Cum. w.Wm. nnw. &
se.Yks. Lan., but nw.Lan.
bust, em.Lan. biut, se.Lan.
buit, s.Lan. +but, bust, n.Der.
Lin. Rut. e.War. s.Wor. s.

Oxf. se.Ken. e.Sus. Dor. e. &
s.Som.

. bat sw. Dev.
bvut e.Stf. w.Der.
beet Sh.l. sn.Sc. Per., wm.Sc. +

but, Ayr. Peb. s.Sc.
band s.Chs.
bat w. Som.

but wm. &sm.Sc Lth. Edb. Nrf.

e.Suf. Dev., but sw.Dev. bot.

Booth, 317.
Born, 92, 234, 306

—

basnd nw.
Wil.

ban Glo. Dor. s.Som. sw.Dev.
band me.WA.
born Uls., but Ant. born, I. Ma.
borsn s.Nhb. +bosn, n. Dur.+4p«.
bosn s.Nhb. sw.Yks. em. & s.

Lan. n.Der. nw.Hrt. e.Som.
e.Dev.

bgn n.Dur. n. fcsw.Lan. Lei. m.
Nhp. se.Ken.

bgm Inv.

born w.Frf. e.Per.

born Sc, but Inv. bgrn, w.Frf.
e.Per. born, s.Sc. busrn, Ant.

busn m.Cum. w.Wm. s.Oxf.
busrn s.Sc.

Borough, 102, 229, 263, 348

—

boro sw.Lan.
bors Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. n. &
em.Lan. I. Ma. s.Chs. nw.Lin.

brox Abd. +brux, bvri.

brux Abd.
brvux s.Sc.

burs Ayr.+bors, Kcb. Wm.
burs s.Lan.
bvri Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb.
borslnv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Peb.

s.Oxf. se.Ken. s.Som. e.Dev.
bsrs sw.Yks. nw.Lan. Stf. u.

Der. s.Lei. e.Som.
Borrow, 81, 229, 349

—

bori
Bch., Abd.+bors, Lth. Edb.
Dor. s.Som.

boro Inv. s.Sc. sw.Nhb. w.Wm.
sw. Lan., n. "Der.+bors, e. Som.

bors Abd. w. Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.
Peb. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. &
m.Cum. Wm., but w.Wm.
boro, sw.Yks. n. nw. em. & s.

Lan. I. Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. nw.
Lin. Lei. Oxf. s.Nrf. se.Ken.
Sus. e.Dev.

bgro Ant.

bsrs n.Stf.

Bosom, 169, 233, 324—bozm
n.Der.+bozm.

bossm nw.L'vn.+bosm, busrn.
bosmKcb. Ant. Wm., butn.Wm.

buzm, w.Wm. buzm, I.Ma.+
bozm, nw.Lin.

bozm Ayr.+buzm, Nhb., but s.

Nhb. + buzm, buzm, n.Cum.
em.Lan. I. Ma. Stf. n.Der. m.
Shr.

buizm s-w.Yks.+buzum.
busrn nw. Lin.
buzm Inv.+buzmjS.Nhb.+bdzm,

buzm, n.Dur. n.Wm. n. & nw.'
Lan. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.
Wil. Dor. e.Som.

buzum sw.Yks.
bussm s.Sc.

buzmlnv. Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Nhb.
w.Wm.

buzm s.Lan.
buzum sm. & sw.Lan.
bnzm Peb. Sus. w. & s. Som. Dev.

Both, i2i, 122, 244, 401—bsei
Sh.I.,Or.I.+ft#.

beid Ant.
be) ne.Sc. + bed, be),

besd n.Dur.+bie), bje).

bes) n.Cum.+bie),bje), snw.Yks.
+biaj>, nm.Yks.+bis), bus), m.
Yks.+bis), n.Lan.+bus), nw.
Lan. +bia).

be) sn.Sc. +bep.

bed ne. Sc.

be) Or.I. Sc, but ne.Sc. +be),

bed, sn.Sc.+be), s.Sc. bis), ne.

Yks.+bis).

bia) e. m. & w.Cum. Wm., but

n. & m.Wm.+bis), nnw. & snw.
Yks. nw.Lan.

bie) me.Nhb., s.Nhb. + to/, bje),

n.Dur. n.Cum.
bis) s.Sc, se.Nhb.+bje), sw. & s.

Nhb. s.Dur. n. & m.Wm. ne.

e. & m.Yks., se.Yks.+6«^.
bje) se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
bos) e.Hrf., Glo. + ta^, n.Ken.

Dor., but e.Dor. bus), e.Dev.
+bod.

bou) se.Hrt. + bus).

bosh n.Lm.+bos), w.Oxf.
bos) em. Lan.+bus)',s. Lan.+5«j9,

bus),n. & nw.Lin. nwl Oxf., m.
Bck.+bus), Sus. me.Wil.

bod n. & e.Dev.
&5/I.Ma. + A<^.

bo) Uls., but Ant. beid, s.Yks.+
bus), I. Ma., n.Sti.+bus), wm.
Stf. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. e.War.
Nrf. w.Suf. s.Dev.

bu) e.Suf.

busts m.Lan. + bus), s.Lan. n.

Der., nw. Der. + bub", e.Der.
nw. & w.Wil., w.Som. +bus),
bast!,

bus) m. se.sw. & s. Yks. Lan., but
n.Lan. + bes), nw.Lan. bes),

bia), em. Lan. +bos), m.Lan.+
bust!, s.Lan. +b6s), busd, Chs.
n.Stf., s.Stf. +6*2S,ne.Shr. Glo.
s.Oxf. n. & m.Bck. Bdf. se.

Hrt. sm.Hmp. e.Dor. e. &w.
Som.

buS s.Stf. Der., but ne.Der.+6^,
nw.Der.+to3, e.Der. busts,

bit) ne.Der.
bo) e.Oxf.

beef w.Som.
bwo) e.Oxf.
Bother—badsr n e. Sc. + batlsr.

baSsr ne. & sn.Sc. Peb.
badsr w. Frf. e. Per. Ayr.
boddsir) n.Wm.+bodsin, n.Lan.
bods(.r)Cum., but n.Cum. +bods(ry,
n.Wm., m.Wm. + bwusds(r),
nm.Yks. +bo8s(r>, m.Yks. +
bods(r), buds(r>, nw.Lan. +
bods(r>, s.Nrf. Sus.

bodsr Sh. & Or.I., s.Sc.+boSsr,
w.Wm.

bodscn s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. s.

Wm. e. nm. m. & s. Yks. Lan.,
but n.Lan. bodds(r), nw.Lan.
+bods{r), I. Ma. Chs. Stf. Der.
Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. e.War.
e.Hrf. Glo. nw. & s.Oxf., c.
Suf.+bgds(r), se.Ken. e.Sus.
nw. & w.Wil. s.Dev.

bodsr Inv. Cai. sm.Sc Lth. Edb.
s.Sc. Ant.

bpds(r) e.Suf. e.Dor.
bodsr wm.Sc.
bods(r) se.Hrt.
buds(r) m.Yks.
bzvusds(r) m.Wm.

Bottle, 283, 379.
Bottom,82,23 i, 233, 265—balm

se.Ken. e.Dev.
bodim Bch., Abd. + bodm.
bodm Abd. s.Sc. Nhb., but sw.

Nhb. botm, n.Dur. + botm,
Cum. Wm. ne. & sw.Yks. n.
Lan., Lin.+botm,w.& s.Som.
n. & nw.Dev.

bodm Or.I. s.Lan., ne.Der.

+

botm.
botmw.Frf. e.Per.+bodm, Ayr.,

buts.Ayr. 6»rf»*,Lth.sw.Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. m. & s.Lan.

I. Ma. Stf. Der., but ne.Der.
+bodm, Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. Sus.
me.Wil. e.Som.

bodm w. Frf. e. Per.

botm Edb.
bodm s.Ayr.

Bough, 167, 249, 348

—

bait Inv.,

wm.Sc.+feXi Ayr.,but s.Ayr.
bou, Kcb. s.Nhb. + bou, Dur.,
but n.Dur.+fe, w.Wm. s. Lan.
+bu, s.Stf. Sus. Dor. w.Som.

bxu Lei. + bou, s.Nrf.

beu UIs.,nnw.Yks.+6»,s. Lin.se.
Ken.

biu m.Cum., ne.Yks.+bisf, snw.
Yks.+bU, e.Yks.+to/j bou, se.

Yks.-\-bisf, bu, sw.Yks. n.Lin.
n. Shr.

biuf n.Yks., m.Yks. + &/'»(/).

bis m.Yks.
bis/ne. e. m. & se.Yks.

bjux ne.Sc, but Abd. bou.
bou Abd. Per., but e.Per. bou,

s.Sc. s.Nhb. e.Yks. em.Lan.
I. Ma. e.Som.

bo Glo.

bu sn.Sc. se.Nhb., n.Dur.+Aaw,
n.Cum. Wm., but w.Wm.+
bau, nnw. snw. & se.Yks.
Lan. , but em. Lan. bou, s. Lan.
+bau, n.Der.

box wm.Sc.
bou w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. s.Chs.

Rut. Lei. m.Shr. ne.Nrf. c .

Suf. e.Sus. Wil. w.Som., e.
Dev. +bsii.

bsii n. & e.Dev.
Bought, 90, 358, 359— bauxt

Sh.I.

4««/s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.+4o«/,
Wm., snw.Yks. +bout, nw.
Lan., s.Lan. +bot, bout, bout.

bat s.Lin. + bpt.

bhi\. Ma.sw.Nhp. s.War.w.Wil.
Dor.

boxt Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.
Frf. Per.,Ayr.+6ox/,Kcb.Ant.

boft Cor.
bot s.Lan., s.Stf. + bout, bot, m.

Shr.

bouxt s. Sc.
6o«^ Nhb., buts.Nhb.+6<ra/,Dur.,

but n. Dur.+6a«;, n.& m. Cum.

,

Yks., but nnw.Yks. + bout,
snw.Yks.+baut, e. & sw.Yks.
+bvut, Lan. ,but nw. Lan. baut,
s.Lan. +baut, bot, bout, Stf.,
but e.Stf. bout, s.Stl+bot,
bgt, nw. & m.Lin. s.Lei.

bost Rut.+Ap/.
bgt s.Stf. s.Lin. Rut. Lei., but s.

Lei. bout,m. Nhp. s.Oxf. m. Bck.
Hnt. ,ne. Nrf.+toj^s. Sur. Sus.
me.Wil. s.Som. nw. & e.Dev.

boxt wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. boxt.
bost w.Som.
bdx t Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.
bot Uls., but Ant. boxt, e.Suf.

Ess.

bout nnw.Yks. +bout, e. & sw.
Yks. ms. & s.Lan. e.Stf. nw.
Der. n.Lin. Wor. n.Shr. Nrf.,
but ne.Nrf. +bpt.

Bought= a bend, curve, 359.
Bounce, 171—bains nw.Der.+

bauns.
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bauns em. & wra.Sc. Kcb. Ant.

n. & se.Lan. n. & nw.Der.
bans sw.Yks.
bmns s.Lan.

beuns Lei. + bvuns, se.Ken.
bonus I. Ma.
buns me. & s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. e. m. & se.Yks. u. & nw.
Lin.

bouns w.Frf. e.Per. Lei. s.Oxf.

w.Hrt. ne.Nrf. Wil.
Bound, pp., 104, 307

—

beun w.
Som.

beund se. Ken.
Aoiik I. Ma.
bound em.Lan. + bun.

bun Kcb. Ant.n.Nhb., n.Cum.+
bun, bund, w.Wm.+tai, 4««,

Yks., but nnw.Yks. bund, m.
Yks.+Aw«rf, em.Lan., s.Lan.+

6««, s.Stf. n.Der.

bundOr.I., Ayr.+bvn ,s.Nhb. 11.

Dur. + biin, bund, m.Cum.+
bund, Wm., but w.Wm.+A««,
bun, nnw.Yks.nw. Lan.n.Stf.

bun s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. w.
Wm.

£««rfs.Nhb. n. Dur. n. & m.Cum.

,

m.Yks. +bun, nw.Lin.
bun s.Lan. s.Chs.

bvn Bch. Abd. Ayr. s.Sc.

bandw.Frt. e.Per.Lth. Edb.Peb.

m.Shr.
bvun Dor. s.Som.

bound s.Oxf. me.Wil.

bstin e.Dev.

Bounty, 225, 231

—

baunti Kcb.

baunti Ant. n.Lan. n.Der.

banti sw.Yks.
baunti se. Lan.
b&nti ms. & sw. Lan.

beunti se.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus.

bounli I.Ma.
iKM&'Bch.Abd.Lth.Edb., s.Nhb.

11. Dur. +biinti.

bunii sn. & wm.Sc. s.Ayr. n.

me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. e. & m.Yks. n. & nw.Lin.

£»Kfr'ne.Sc.,but Bch. Abd. bunti.

bvunti w.Frf. e.Per. Rut. Lei. s.

Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. me.Wil.

Bow, sb., 96

—

bau Sc., but ne.

Sc. + bou, w.Frf. e.Per. bvu,

s.Sc. bou, Ant. w.Wm. n.Lan.

s. Lei. se.Ken.

ba w.Wil.
beu nnw.Yks. + bou.

bou ne.&s.Sc. me. & s.Nhb. Dur.,

but s.Dur.+A»«, n.Cum. Yks.,

but nnw.Yks.+6e«, snw.Yks.

+bu, se.Yks.+Ao, nw.Lan. a.

Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Som.

bg n.Dev.
bou e.Suf.

bo se.Yks. m. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.

Stf.n.Der.Lin.,butn.Lin.4»«,

w. & s.Som.

bit snw.Yks.
bvu w.Frf. e.Per. s.Dur. n.Lin.

Rut. m.Shr. Dor.,e.Dev.+foK.

bm e.Dev.

Bow, v., 17S—bau Inv.+W, sm.

Sc.+A«, nnw.Yks. + beu, bou,

snw.Yks.+A«, Lan., but nw.

Lan. bou, em.Lan. beu, sm. &

sw.Lan. bse, s.Lan. + 60, n.

Der. s.Lei. s.Som.

.ba sw.Yks.

bmu Lei., but s.Lei. bau.

bmii nw.Dev.
bm sm. & sw.Lan. n.Stf.

beu nnw.Yks. em.Lan. s.Lin.se.

Ken.
bou nnw. & e.Yks., se.Yks.+Aw,
nw.Lan. I.Ma. e.Som.

60 Inv., Abd.+i«, s.Lan. s.Oxf.

Dor., but e.Dor. bvu.

bit Sc, but Inv. bau, bo, Abd. +
Ao, w.Frf. e.Per. 6»k, sm.Sc.+
bau, s.Sc. A»«, Ant. me. & s.

Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
snw. m. & se.Yks. n.Lin. Sus.

6o«w.Frf.e.Per.s.Sc.s.Chs. Rut.
ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Wil. e.Dor. w.
Som., e.Dev.+bsu.

ba nw.Dev.
biii e.Dev.
Box, 82

—

baks se.Ken.
boks Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per.,

Ayr. +boks, Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. n.

& s.Nhb. ii.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. ,but n.Wm. boks,sw. Yks.

Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.
Lei. s.Oxf. Sus. Dor. Som. e.

Dev.
boks Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.n.Wm.
Boy, 244

—

baiem. & s. Lan. ,1. Ma.
+ boi, bui, em. Stf. nw.Der. s.

Lei. Dor., but e.Dor. bwoi.

boi Sc, but Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
boi, s.Sc. -\-bui, Uls. + boi, s.

Nhb. n.Dur. w.Cum., w.Wm.
+bui, n.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. nw.
Lin. Lei., but s.Lei. bai, Nhp.,

but m.Nhp.+Aara', e.War., w.
Ox(.+bwai, Bdf. se.Hrt. Hnt.

s.Nrf. w.Suf., Ess.+Adj', bwoi,

n.Ken. Sus., e.Som. + bwoi,

Dev. e.Cor.

boiAyr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.Uls.,nw.
Oxf.+bwvi, Ess. se.Ken.

bui s.Sc. n.Cum. w.Wm. I.Ma.

Rut. s.Oxf,

bvi s. Pern.

bwai Hrf., but e.Hrf.+Ateoi, e. &
w.Oxf.

bwoi m.Nhp. s.Wor. m.Shr. e.

Hrf.,Glo.+Ao>3«', Brks.Ess. sm.

Hmp. I.W.Wil., but w.Wil.

bwvi, e.Dor. Som.,but e.Som.

+boi, -w.Som.+buivi.

bwvi nw.Oxf. w.Wil. w.Som.
bwdi GIo.

Brace, 204

—

brais se. Ken.

breis Ant. Lei.

breds e.Yks., se.Yks.+£res, briss,

n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf. w.Hrt. e.

Suf. Dor. w.Som.
bres Abd. +bres,w. Frf. e. Per. nw.

Der.
bres Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.

snw. & se.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.

Stf. n.Der. Rut. ne.Nrf.

brias w.Wm. nnw.Yks.

briis m. & se.Yks. w.Wil.

Brag, 351- „ , TTT
Brain, 48—bram s.Stf. s.Wor.

s.Pem. Lon. se.Ken. Wil. e.

Dor. w.Som.
brsen s.Hhb.+bren, n.Dur. -vbren,

Wm. nnw.Yks.+6re«.

brein Bch., Abd.+bren, s.Lei., m.

Bck.+brem, ne.Nrf. e.Suf. e.

Ken. e.Som.

bmn ne.Sc.,butBch. bretn,Aoi.

brein, bren, sw.Nhb. n.Cum.

m. & e.Yks. , se. Yks.+Arc«, sw.

Yks. n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf. m.Bck.

Bdf. w.Hrt. s.Sur. Sus. Dor.,

bu t e. Dor. brain, s. Som. e. Dev.

bren Abd. s.Sc,

bren Sc, but ne.Sc brem, Bch.
brein, Abd. brein, bren, s.Sc.
bren, Nhb., but sw.Nhb. bmn,
s. Nhb.+6«B«, Dur., but n. Dur.
+A>aiK,m.Cum.Wm.nnw.snw.
& se.Yks. Lan., but s. Lan.+
bridn, brin, I.Ma. n.Der. Rut.
n.Ken.

brian s.Lan.

brin s.Lan. wm.Stf. Lei., but s.

Lei. brein.

Bramble, 47, 233, 276

—

brambl
n.Dur.+Arawi/, Lan., but nw.
Lan. braml, em.Lan. brembl,

I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Lin. s.Oxf.

bramllnv. Bch. Abd., w.Frf. e.

Per.+brvml, S.Ayr. Ant. Nhb.
n.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. Yks. nw.
Lan.

braml n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
brambl e.Dev.+6n'w/.
bri&mbl se.Ken.
irewWera.Lan.
brimbl e.Som. nw.Dev.
briml Dor. w. & s. Som. e. & sw.

Dev.
bruml Per., but e.Per. braml,

brvml, Kcb. m.Cum.
broml w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but

n.Ayr. braml, s.Ayr. braml.

Branch, 202, 365 — bran/ m.

Cum. w.Wm. m. & sw.Yks.
n.Lan., sm.Lan.+Ara«£/", sw.

Lan. s.Stf. nw.Lin.
brantfsn.Sc.+brentf, n.Cum. se.

Yks. sm.Lan. n.Der.

Arenf/e.Yks.Rut. m.Nhp. s.Oxf.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.

brant/ nw.Yks.
brieiit/w.'Wil.+bren/, Dor.

brsen/ I.Ma.

brxnt/ me.Wil.
brein/wm.Sc.+bren/.

bren/ Inv., w.Frf. e.Per. +bren/,

Peb. s.Sc. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. n.

Dur. s.Sur. w.Sus.
A>-c«(/"ne.Sc,butBch.Abd. bren/

sn.Sc me. & se.Nhb.

bren/ Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm. Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. w.Wil.

broni/ n.Stf.

broant/se.Lan.

Brand, 31, 307

—

bran Abd. s.

Ayr. Ant. s.Nhb. + brand, n.

Dur. w.Wm., s.Lan. + brant,

I.Ma. Dor.
Arararflnv.Bch.Abd.w.Frf.e.Per.

s.Ayr. Ant. s.Nhb. m.Cum.
Wm., but w.Wm. bran, Lan.,

but s.Lan. bran, brant, n.Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

brant s.Lan.

bran n.Nhb.

bran Per., but e.Per. brand, Peb.

bran Kcb.
brand Ayr., but s.Ayr. bran,

brand, Lth. Edb.

brsen s.Som. e.Dev.

br&nd e.Som.

br&nd se.Ken.

brond s. Stf.

Brands, 383-
T „ , w . ,

Brass, 26

—

bras Inv. Kcb. Nhb.

n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.

Yks. Lan., but em.Lan. brats,

Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei.

brass em.Lan.

bras I.Ma.s.Oxf.se.Ken.s.Som.,

e.Dev.+Arais.

bries Sus. e.Som.

bms me.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.

bres Sc, but Inv. Kcb. bras, Ant.

Breach, 61, 341

—

breit/sw.Yks.

sw.Lan. s.Stf., e.Dev. + bretf.

bret/Ox.(., but s.Oxf. brest/

brest/ s.Oxf.

bretf n.Ayr. Kcb. I.Ma. n.Der.

w.Som. e.Dev.
brit/sw.Nhb. Sus.

brut/'em.Lan. nw.Lin.
brit/ Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.,

but n.Ayr. bretf, s.Ayr. brit/

bnt/Bca. Abd. Per., but e.Per.

brit/, s.Ayr. Ant. s.Nhb. n.

Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. n.Lan. s.

Lei. se.Ken. e.Dor. e.Som.
Bread, 188, 263

—

bradVior., but

e.Dor. bred,

breed ne. Nrf. + bred,

bri&d em.Lan.+Ar&rf, w.Wil.
Ara/Sh.L, Inv.+bred, wm.Sc+

brid, brid, sm. Lan. , s. Lan. +
breid, brid, brisd, I.Ma. Fit.

Stf. n.Der., nw.Der. + brhd,

Lin., but n.Lin. +briad, Rut.

s.Lei. Nhp. s.Wor. s.Oxf. m.

Bck. nw.Nrf. Sus. me.Wil.

e.Dor. e.Som., s.Som. +breid,

bvd, n.Dev.

breid nnw.Yks.+in'arf, S.Lan. s.

Som., e.Tlev.+bred.

bread e.Suf.

bred w.Frf. e.Per.

bredlnv., ne.Sc.+brid, but Abd.
+brtd, nm. Sc, but w.Frf. e.

Per. bred, s.Lan. ne. & s.Nrf.

se.Ken., w.Som.+bvd, nw. &
e.Dev.

brid n.Dur. + brid.

brind Yks., but nnvi.Yks.+breid,

Lan., but em.Lan. +bried, s.

Lan. + bred, breid, bred, nw.
Der. n.Lin. n.Wor.

brid Or.I. ne. & wm.Sc, n.Ayr.

+brtd, Lth. Edb. s.Sc, n.Cum.

+ brfd.

bnd Abd. sn. & wm.Sc. Ayr.,

but n.Ayr. -vbrid, Peb. Kcb.

Ant. Nhb. Dur., but n.Dur.H-

brid, n. & m.Cum. Wm.
ArarfUls.,but Ant. brid.

bvd w. & s.Som. sw.Dev.

Breadth, 140,"305—bradp Dor.

bratp nw.Der.
brsedp ne.Nri. + brep.

brsetp e.Su{.+bridp, w.Som.
bredp Inv. Wm., but n.Wm.

bridpjW.'Wra.+brid, nw.Yks.,

se.Yks.+brep, briad, brid, sw.

Lan. n.Stf. Rut. s.Oxf. e. &

s.Som.
breid nnw.Yks., s.Lan. +brisdp.

bret m.Bck.
bretp n.Der. s.Lei.

brep Dub., s.Nhb. + bridp, brip,

bridp, n. Dur. +brip, se. Yks. ne.

Nrf.

bredp s.Sc, em.Lan.+ira^.se.

Ken. nw. & e.Dev.

brep ne.Sc, but Bch. brlp, Abd.

bridp, brip.

bridp s.Nhb., e.Yks.+brid, m.

Yks.+brizdp, se.Yks. e.Suf.w.

Wil.
brip s.Nhb. n.Dur.

briad se.Yks. nw.Lin.

briddp m. & sw.Yks. Lan., but

em.Lan.+£ra^,sw.Lan.6ra<{£,

s.Lan.+Am'rf.

bridp w.Frf. e.Per., s.Ayr.

+

brip, Lth. Edb.

brid Feb. w.Wm. c. & se.Yks.
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Breadth (contd.)—

brldp Ab&.+brip, Per., but c.

Per. bridp, wm.Sc. Ayr., but

s.Ayr. brldp, brip, Kcb.+brip,

s.Nhb. n.Cum. n.Wm.
brip Bch. Abd. sm.Sc, but s.

Ayx.+bridp, Kcb.+bridp, Lth.

+bridp, 11. & me.Nhb. s.Dur.

Break, 61, 340, 425, 426, 430, 432—braik Brks. + brisk, se.Ken.
s.Som.

brak Or. I.ne.&sn. Sc. w. Frf. Per.

brak Sh.I.

brisk I. Ma.
breik nnw.Yks.+in'i, sw.Yks. 4-

brek, stn.Lan., s. Lan. +brisk,

s.Stf. ne.Der. s.Lei. e.Sus.

breklnv. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Peb. s. Sc. Ant. , n.Cum. +brik,
m.Cnm.n.Wm.,w.Wm.+W,
e. m. se. & sw.Yks. n.Lan. nw.
Der., Lei. + brek, brik, but s.

Lei. breik.

break se.Yks. n.Stf. Lin., but n.

Lin. brisk, m.Bck. s.Oxf. Dor.,
e. Dev. + brek.

brek Kcb.
brek n. Dur. +brik, se.Yks. Der.,

but ne.Der. breik, nw. Der.
brek, Rut. Lei. Shr., but ne.

Shr.+brik, me.Wil. e.Som. n.

nw. & e.Dev.
briak Cum., but n.Cum. brek,

brik, m.Cum. brek.

in* me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. w.Wm.
nnw.Yks., nw.Lan.+brsk.

brisk ne.Yks. + brik, snw. & se.

Yks. em. Lan., s.Lan.+brik, u.

Lin. Brks. w.Wil.
brik s.Dur. n.Cum. ne.Wm. ne.

& se.Yks. s.Lan. Chs. Lei.

War. ne.Shr. Glo. s.Nrf. n.

Ken. I.W. sw.Dev.
brsk Uls., but Ant. brek, n.Nhb.

nw.Lan.
Breast, 196, 330—brses I.Ma. 4-

bres.

br&st em. Lan. + brisst.

bres I.Ma. s.Stf., Lei. + brest.

brest n.Dur.-rbrist, brist, w.Wm.
+brist, sw.Yks. Lan., butnw.
Lan. brsst, em. Lan. br&st,

brisst, s.Lan.+brisst, n.Stf. n.

Der. Lin. Lei. s.War. m.Shr.
s.Oxf. Sus., butw.Sus. brist,

Wil. Dor., but e.Dor. brist,

e.Som.+brist, s.Som., e.Dev.
+brest.

brest s.Sc.+brist, e.Dev.
briest nnw.Yks.+6>7sr.
bris w.Som.
brist s.Nhb. + brist, n.Dur., n.
Cum. + brist, m.Yks. + brisst,

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. e.Dor.
e.Som.

bnftne.Sc.i-brisl,butAbd.+brift.
brisst ne.Yks.+brist, m.Yks. em.
& s.Lan.

brist Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.,
n. Ayr. sm.Sc. Lth.+6rrs/,Edb.
s.Sc.

bristOrA. lnv.,Abd.+brist,brifl,
sn.Sc. Per., but e.Per. brist,

wm.Sc, butn.Ayr.+6ra/,sm.
Sc. Lth. Peb. Ant. Nhb., but
s.Nhb.+brist, n. & s.Dur. u. &
m.Cum. Wm., but w.Wm. +
brest, ne. nnw. & e.Yks. s.Sur.
w.Sus.

brift Abd.

br<>stUls.,b\xtAnt.brist,nw.Lan,

Breath,i35

—

brxp Lei.+brep, ne.

Nrf. e.Suf. Dor. w.Som.
br&p em.Lan. -rbrisp, I.M.a.+brep,

Sus. w.Wil.
breip nnw.Yks. + brep.

brep Inv. ne.Sc. Per., but e.Per.

brep, s.Sc.+brep,Ant., n.Dur.+
brip, n.Cum. + brip, brip, m.
Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks., se.

Yks.+brisp, sm.Lan., s.Lan. 4-

brisp, I. Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.
Lin. Lei. m.Shr. s.Oxf. Ken.
e. & s.Som. Dev.

brepsn.Sc.^brep, w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Sc.

brep Or.I. sn. & wm.Sc. Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb.

brip s.Nhb.+brip, n.Dur.n.Cum.,
m.Yks.+brisp.

brisp Yks., but nnw.Yks. brep,

breip, snw.Yks. brep, m.Yks.
+brip, se.Yks. + brep, em. & s.

Lan.
brip, Nhb., but s.Nhb. 4i>-(/5, s.

Dur. n.Cum.Wm.,but w.Wm.
+brsp, nw.Der.

brsp w.Wm. nw.Lan.
brsp n.Lan.

Breathe, 131, 132, 316— brass

Dor., but e.Dor. briS, e.Dev.+
breitS.

bred n.Stf.

breiSAnt., nvt.Yks.+bristS, s.Stf.,

Lei.+briS, e.Dev.
bresfi e.Suf.

breS ne.Sc, but Bch. brig, Abd.
+briS, w.Frf., Per.+briS, wm.
& s.Sc. I.Ma. ne.Nrf. me.Wil.
w.Som.

brill sw.Nhb.
brisd Yks., but nw.Yks. + breid,

Lan.,butsm.Lan. briS, s.Lan.
+briS, nw.Der. +brid, Lin. w.
Wil. s.Som.

briS Inv. Lth. Edb.
briS Bch. Abd. Per. Ayr. Kcb.

Nhb., but sw.Nhb. briS,n. Dur.
n. & m.Cum. n.Wm. sm. &
s.Lan. n. & nw.Der. Rut. Lei.
s.Oxf. m.Bck. se.Ken. e.Dor.
e.Som.

Bred, 143

—

bred wm.Sc. m. & se.
Nhb. n.Cum., m.Yks.+brid,
brisd, sw.Yks. s.Lin. ne.Nrf.
e.Suf.

breid nnw.Yks.
brid m.Yks. w.Wil.
brisd m. & w.Yks.
bvd w.Som.
Breech, 142—Ai«V/"w.Yks.n.Stf.
inV/s.Nhb.n.Dur.+in^Jw.Wm.

sw.Yks. s.Stf. se.Ken. Sus.
Dor., but e.Dor. britf, e.Som.

britjw.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb.
britf Inv. Ayr. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.

Dur. m.Cum. n.Wm. Lan.,
butnw.Lan.A^I.Ma.n.Der.
s.Lei. s.Oxf. e.Dor.

brstfnvt.Lan.

Breeches, 143, 229, 231, 341, 383
—breitfiz n.Stf.

britfiz Dub. s.Nhb., n.Dur. 4-

britfiz, m.Cum., w.Wm. 4-

briks, em.Lan. nw.Lin. se.
Ken. me.Wil.

6«V/^Ant.n.Dur.sw.Yks. I.Ma.
Sus. Dor. e.Som.

briksBch., Abd.+brsks, w.Frf. e.
Per., Lth.+biiks, Edb.

briksAyr. Lth. Peb. Kcb.n.Cum.
w.Wm.

britfiz sm. & sw.Lan. s.Lei. s.

Oxf.

britfiz s.Lan. n.Der.

brutfizWm., but w.Wm. britfiz,

briks.

brsks Abd.
brstfiz nw.Lan.
brstfiz n.Nhb.
brstfiz n.Lan.

bstfiz e. Dev.

+

bstfsz.

bstfsz s.Som. e.Dev.

Breed, 142, 428, 429, 433— breid

Stf. e.Dev.
brid me.Wil.
brisd Dor.
brid Bch., Abd.+Ara/, w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr., but s.Ayr. brid,

Lth.+brid, Edb.
brid Inv. Abd. Per., but e.Per.

brid, s.Ayr. Lth. Kcb. Ant.
Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. n.Der.

nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
Som.

Breeze, 220— breiz snw.Yks. se.

Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. Lei.

bresz e.Suf.

brez s.Stf. ne.Nrf. Dor., but c.

Dor. briz.

brisz m.Yks., se.Yks. 4- briz, se.

Lan. s.Lin. w.Wil.
briz Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.
Cum. n. & w.Wm. e. se. & sw.
Yks. Lan., but se.Lan. brisz,

I.Ma. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. e.Sus. e.Dor.
Breeze= a gadfly, 332.
Brew, 193, 429

—

brau Dor.
briu s.Sc. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. Yks., but nnw. & se.

Yks.+brii, Lan., butsm. &sw.
Lan. brii, n.Stf. Lin. Rut.
Lei. Sus. e.Som.

briu ne.Nrf.
bru Sc, but Kcb. brii, s.Sc.

briu, Ant. Dub., s.Nhb.+&K>K,
n.Dur. nnw. & se.Yks. sm. &
sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.
m.Shr. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Wil.
s.Som.

brceu s.Chs. e.Suf.
brii Kcb.
btii e.Dev.
brsu s.Nhb.
Brewis, 386.
Briar, 134— brais(r> s.Nhb. n.

Dur. + brisir), s.Stf., Rut. s.

Lei. + bris(r), m.Shr. s.Oxf.
Sus. Som.

braisr n.Cum.
braisir) em.Lan.
braisr I.Ma.

i/wcos.Nhb.n.Dur.m.Cum.Wm.
Yks. n. nw. m. & sw.Lan. n.
Der. nw.Lin. Rut. s.Lei.

brisr Bch. Abd. Per., but e.Per.
btir, Ayr.Peb.Kcb. Ant. Nhb.,
but s.Nhb. brais(r), brisir).

brir w.Frf. e.Per.Lth. Edb. s.Sc.
brois(r) s.Lan. n.Stf. se.Ken.
brvis(r) Dor. e.Dev.
Brick, 382.
Bridal, 176—braid!Ayr. + breidl,

Lth. Edb. m.Cum. Wm. Lan.,
but em.Lan. braidl, s.Lan.

+

broidl, nw.Lin. s.Oxf. e.Som.
braidl em.Lan. I.Ma. s.Lei.
breidl Sc, but Ayr.+braidI, Lth.

Edb. braidl, s.Nhb. n.Dur.
broidl s.Lan. s.Stf. se.Ken.
broidl Dor. s.Som. e.Dev.

brsdl n.Nhb.
Bride, 176

—

braid Ayr.+breid,

Lth. Edb. Ant., n.Dur.+breid,

m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. nw.
& sw.Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.

Oxf. e.Som.
brad sm.Lan.
braid em. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Lei.

breid Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per.
Ayr. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

broid Stf. se.Ken.
brvid me.Wil. Dor. s.Som. e.

Dev.
Bridge, 109, 263, 353—bredg e.

Suf.+bridg, Ess.

breg ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. brig,

Per., but e.Per. brig, wm.Sc.
+bridg, but n.Ayr. brig, s.Sc.

bridg wm.Sc. Uls., but Ant. brig,

me. &s.Nhb.n.Dur.e.Yks.Lan.
+brig, I.Ma. Stf. n.Der., but
ne.Der. brig, s.Lei. s.Oxf. ne.
Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken., me.Wil.
+brudg, w.Wil. e.Dor., e.Som.
rbvdg.

brig Or. I.Bch.Abd.w.Frf. e. Per.
n.Ayr.sm.Sc, Lth.4-&reg-,Ant.

me. & s.Nhb. Dur., but n.Dur.
+bridg, n.&m.Cum.Wm.Yks.,
but e.Yks.+A«a?£,Lan.ne.Der.
m.Not. Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. Bdf.
Hnt. e.An., but ne.Nrf. e.Suf.
bridg.

brudg me.Wil.
brvg sn.Sc.

brsdg Dor., but e.Dor. bridz.

brsg Lth. Edb. Peb. n.Nhb.
bvdg nw.Oxf. Som., but e.Som.

+bridg, Dev.
Bridle, 154,155, 233- braidlAyr.

rbreidl, Lth. Edb. Ant., n.Dur.
tW,Wm. sw.Yks. n. nw. &
sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. nw.Lin.
s.Oxf.

bradl sm. Lan.
braidl em.Lan. s.Lei.

breidl Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.
bridl m.Cum.
broidl s.Lan. Stf. se.Ken.
brvidl me.Wil. Dor.Som. e.Dev.
brsdl n.Nhb.

Bright, 57, 358—braii se.Yks. 4-

breit, n.Lin., n.Lei.4-6;o»V, a.
Wor. s.Oxf. s.Nrf. Suf. s.Sur.
w.Sus. w.Som., e.Dev.+broit.

brait em. Lan.+brit, s.Lan.+brit,
brit, w.Cbs.+btit, s.Stf.+broit,

e.Der.+brtt, broit, Rut.. Lei.+
broit, but n.Lei.4-iraiV, m.Nhp.
w.War.

brext Cai., ne.Sc. +breixt, but
Bch. brt'xt, Abd. brext, brixt,
sn. & em.Sc, but Edb. brsxt,
Peb. brixt, n.Ayr. sm.Sc, but
s.Ayr. Kcb. brixt.

breixt ne. & s.Sc.

6f«'rInv.me.Nhb.,s.Nhb.n.Cum.
+brit, nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.4-
brit, nm.Yks.+brist, brit, se.

Yks.I.Ma., s.Chs.4-6rt*, e.Stf.,

ne.Der.4-An/, s.Der.
brext Abd.4-6n'x<, wm.Sc, but

n.Ayr. brext.

brixt Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Ayr., Lth.+£>?x', Peb. Kcb.
Ant.

brit Lan.+brit, but em. & s.Lan.
+brdit, n.Der.+brit.

brist nm.Yks. s.Dev.
brit s.Nhb.Dur.Cum.,but n.Cum
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-rbreit, Wm.Yks , but nw.Yks.
+breit, nm.Yks.+breit, brat, se.
Yks. brait,breit,Lan. Chs., but
w.Chs.+6r«</, s.Chs.+breit, n.
ne. nw. & e.Der.

broit Stf., but e.Stf. brat, s.Stf.
+6n«V, e.Der. s.Lin. Lei. e.
War. Bdf. se.Hrt. se.Ken. e.
Sus.

broil e.Hrf.+bnit, nw.Oxf. sm.
Hmp. Wil. Dor. e. & s.Som.
e.Dev.

brtxt Ayr., but n.Ayr. bre\t, s
Ayr. brix t, Lth. Edb.

bnit e.Hrf. Glo. ne.Nrf. I.W.
Brim, in—brim Sc, but Per.

Lth. Edb. bnm, Ant. s.Nhb. n.

Dur.m.Cum.,Wm.+fc«, sw.
Yks., em.Lan. + 6<?>w, s.Lan.
I. Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.

Lei.e.Hrf.s.Oxf.se.Ken.Sus.
me.Wil. e.Som. e.Dev.

bram w.Som.
bnm Per., but e.Per. brim, Lth.

Edb. Win. nw. & em.Lan. ».

Som.
Brimstone, 229, 265, 289—
brimsn s.Nhb.+6j-«»««, Sus.
brimson s.Stf.+brimston:
brimsten Kcb. Ant.
brimstin Bch. Abd.
brimstn n.Dur. + *>"«»««, sw.

Yks.,em.Lan.+4ra»«*M,s.Lan.
I. Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.

Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. e.Som.
brimston s.Stf.

brumsn s.Nhb. n.Dur.
brumstn n. & sw.Nhb. m.Cum.
w.Wm.

bromsin Per., but e.Per. brim-
sten, Lth. Edb.

brvnstn s.Ayr. Peb.
brimsten w.Frf. e.Per.

brimstn Inv. Ayr., but s.Ayr.
brvnstn, Wm., but w.Wm.
brumstn, nw. & em.Lan.

brimstn n.Lan.
bimstwojn s.Som.

Brindle, 263.
Brine,i76

—

brain Per., bute.Per.
brein, Ayr.+brein, Lth. Edb.
Ant. m.Cum.Wm. sw.Yks. n.

nw. & sw.Lan. n.Der. s.Oxf.

Sus.

braiin nw.Lin.
brain em. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Lei.

brein Inv.BchAbd.w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.
broin Stf. se.Ken.
brvin me.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev.

Bring, 71, 274, 425, 428, 429, 433,
434—im'jwm.Sc, but n.Ayr.
brig,

brey w.Frf.+4ra/,Per., bute.Per.

+brin, Lth.+bnn, Glo. Wil.,

but me.Wil. brig, Dor.

britj Sh.I. Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf.

e.Per., Ayr.+brin, Kcb. Ant.

s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. Lan., butsm. &
sw.Lan. bring, I. Ma. n.Der.

nw.Lin. s.Lei. n.Hrf. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. e.Som.

e.Dev.
bring sm. & sw.Lan. s.Stf. War.
Wor.

bnn s.Som.
brat] Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.

Bristle, 109, 233—bresl Dor.

brisl Sc, but Ayr. bnsl, Ant.,

s.Nhb. n.Dur. + brusl, Wm.
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em.Lan. + bnsl, s.Lan. I. Ma.
Stf. n.Der., nw.Lin.+brusl, s.

Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus., but
e.Sus. brosl, me.Wil. e.Som.

brusl s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. sw.
Yks. nw.Lin.

brosl e.Suf. e.Sus.
bnsl Ayr.Wm. n. nw. fcem.Lan.

e.Dev.
Brittle, 283.
Broad, 121, 122—brad se.Ken.,

s.Sur. w. Sus.+brdid, w.Wil.
Dor., but e.Dor. brod.

brad Uls., but Ant. breid.

breid Edb. Ant.
breid e. & m.Yks. n.Lan.
bred Sc, but Bch. brod, Abd.+

brod, Edb. breid, s.Sc. briid,

n.Nhb., ne.Yks.+in>rf,se.Yks.
+brpd, brdid, brod, bruid, s.

Lan.+broid, bruid.
briad m.Cum.Wm. nw. Yks.nw.

Lan.

6>-wrfs.Scse.Nhb.s.Dur.,n.Cum.
+brod, ne.Yks.

brod Bch. Abd., s.Nhb.+brpd, n.
Cum., s.Stf.+brod.

broid Rut.+6rprf.
brgd s.Nhb. n.Dur. se.Yks. sm.
& sw.Lan. I. Ma. n.Stf. n.Der.
Rut. w.War. e.Hrf. s.Oxf. m.
Bck. se.Hrt. e.Suf. n.Ken. me.
Wil. e.Som. n.Dev.

brdid sw.Nhb. se.Yks. em. & s.

Lan. n.Lin. s.Sur. Sus., butw.
Sus.+brdd.

Arorfme.Nhb.se.Yks. ms.Lan. s.

Chs. em. & s.Stf. nw.Der. s.

Lin. Lei. ne.Shr. ne.Nrf. e.

Dor. s.Som. e.Dev.
brud ne. Der.
bruid se. & sw.Yks. m. & s.Lan.
n.Wor.

Broke, 92—6ra/&Per.,but e.Per.

brok, bruk, Ayr., but n.Ayr.+
brok, Lth. Edb. Peb., Kcb.+
brok, n. & se.Nhb. Dur., but
n.Dur.6roi,Aro£,n.Cum.Wm.,
but w.Wm. + briak, sw.Yks.
nw.Lan.

brauk se.Ken.
briak w.Wm.
brok w.Frf. e.Per.+bruk, Kcb.,

Ant. + brpk, s.Nhb. n.Dur.

+

brok, m.Cum. Lan., but nw.
Lan. brai, em. & sw.Lan. £/-o£,

s.Chs. n-Stf. n.Der.

brouk e.Som.
broik nw.Lin. Dor., e.Dev.+brpi.
brpk Ant. me.Wil. nw. & e.Dev.

brok Bdf.

brok Inv. n.Ayr. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

em. & sw.Lan.
bruk Sh.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. c.

Per. me.Nhb.
bruk I. Ma.
brcek Or. I.

Broken, 95, 269

—

braukn se.

Ken.
brokn Bch. Abd. Per. Kcb. s.Sc.

Ant. s.Nhb.n.Dur.n.fc m.Cum.
Wm.Yks.,butsw.Yks. brokn,

Lan. I. Ma. Chs. n.Stf. n.Der.

n.Lin.

brokn sw.Yks.
broukn e.Som.
brpkn Lth.

brokn Inv. Ayr. Edb.
brukn me.Nhb.

Brooch, 214, 244, 367

—

broitfs.

Lan.

4ro//ne.Sc, but Bch. brotf Abd.
+brotf, brotf, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per.

broilfe.Yks. + briiitf, m.Bck.
brptfm.Cum. n.Lan.
brotfwm.Sc. + brotf, n.Nhb.
£ra*y Se.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. e.

Sus. w.Som. e.Dev.
brotf Sh.I. Inv. Bch. Abd. wm.

Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Uls.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. w.Wm., nnw.
Yks.+bruitfsnw.Yks.+bruitf
brwuitf nw. sm. & sw.Lan.
I. Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. Rut. Lei.
ne. Nrf.se.Ken. ,w.Wil .+6ra(/*,

Dor.
brutf e.Suf.
bruitfs. Se.Yks., but nnw.Yks.+

brotf snw.Yks.+brdlfbrwuilf,
e.Yks.+broitf em.Lan. s.Lin.

n.Bck.
brutf s.Stf. w.Wil.
brvtfAbd.
brwuitf snw.Yks.
Brood, 162, 163

—

briad nnw.
Yks. +briud.

brid Ayr. + briid.

briud n.Cum. Wm., but w.Wm.
brud, nnw. & snw.Yks. n.Stf.

Sus.

briid m.Yks.
brid ne.Sc.
brud Uls. me.Nhb.
bruid sw. Yks.
bruid s.Lin.

briid Inv. Per., but e.Per. brad,

Ayr. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. w.
Wm. e.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. n.Der.
nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. me.Wil. Dor. e.Som.
brad w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc.

brad w.Som.
briid nm. Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

breed, Llh. Edb. Kcb. n.Dev.
briid wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. brid,

briid, ne Nrf. e.Dev.
Brook, sb , 169, 340, 383

—

brink

sw.Yks. n.Stf.

bruk Per. n.Der. me.Wil. e. & s.

Som.
briik Dub. s.Nhb. m.Cum. nw.

Lin. s.Lei. se.Ken. e.Dev.
bruk m. & s.Lan. s.Chs, ne.

Shr.

brvh Dnb. m.Shr. Hrf. Oxf.
bnk w.Wor.
Broom, 162, 163

—

brim Ayr.+
broem.

brium n.Cum. n.Wm. snw. &sw.
Yks., s.Lan.+briim, n.Stf. nw.
Der., Lei.+Acflw, Sus.

briim s.Dur. w.Wm. ne. & m.
Yks. nw.Lan.

brim ne.Sc
brom Dor.

brum me.Nhb., s.Nhb. n.Dur.+

brum,
bruim s.Lin.

brum Inv. Lth. Edb. Ant. s.Nhb.

n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm., but n.

Wm. brium, w.Wm. briim,

nnw. & se.Yks. Lan., but nw.
Lan. briim, s.Lan. + brium,

I.Ma.s.Sttn. Der. nw.Lin. Lei.

s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. e. &
s.Som.

brom Brks.

bram sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per., wm.
Sc.+briim, Ayr. s.Sc.

braum e.Suf.

bram w.Som., sw.Dev. + brum.

briim Kcb. Dev., but sw.Dev.+
bram.

brum wm.Sc.
Brose, 386.
Broth, 82, 386—bra} Dor., e.

T)ev.+brpJ>.

brofilnv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Ayr. Kcb. Ant. Dub. s.Nhb.
n.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n.Lan ,

s.Lan.+brpf, I. Ma. n.Stf. nw.
Der. n.Lin. Lei. n.Bck. e. &
s.Som.

brpf m. & s.Lan. n.Der. s.Oxf.
ne.Nrf. se.Ken. me.Wil. w.
Som. e.Dev.

brop Ayr., but s.Ayr. bro}, Lth.
Edb. m.Cum. m.Shr.

Brother, 169, 297, 314, 379, 381— bridir Sh.I., Or.I. Bch.
Abd. + bridir.

briSKr) w.Som. nw.Dev.
britlir Or.I., Bnff. + brtfir, Bch.
Abd.w. Frf.Per.,Ayr. +bratiir,

Lth. Edb. Kcb., Uls. + broSir.

brifor Bnff.

broSun e.Dev.
broSir Uls. I. Ma.
brudSur) Wm., but w.Wm. bru-

tlHr), n.Lan.
brudSir n.Cum.
brudur) m. Cum.
brufinr) n.Dur. w.Wm. ne. & sw.

Yks. s.Lan. Stf., but em.Stf.
briitinr), n.Der. nw.Lin.

bruSir sw. Nhb.
bruSi(r) sm. & sw.Lan. Dnb. em.

Stf. nw.Der. Lei. Nhp.s.War.
s.Wor. n. & se.Shr.

brodur) w.Sus.
brvdir ne.Sc, but Bnff. briSir,

brlfir, Bch. Abd. bridir, briffir.

broSi(r) m.Shr. Oxf. nw.Nrf. se.

Ken. Wil. e. & s.Som.
broSir s.Sc.

bradir Ayr.
bnSi(r) s.Nhb.
brij>ir Peb.

Brought, 166, 358—irax'Or.I.
brau\t Sh.I. + bro\t.

braut s.Nhb. n.Dur. + ironf, n.

Cum.+broxt,brout,\\m.,sn-w.
Yks.+ brout, nw.Lan., s.Lan.

+ brot, brout, brout, n.Der.

brat nw.Oxf. se.Ken. nw.Wil.
Dor. w.Som.

brat I. Ma. s.War. w.Wil.
broxt Sh.I., ne.Sc.+broxt, w.Frf.

Per. wm.Sc, Ayr.+broxt, Lth.

Edb. Kcb. n.Cum.
brot s.Lan., sw.Nhp. + brout.

brouxt sm.Sc.+brpx*, but s.Ayr.

broxt, broxt, Kcb. broxt, s.Sc

brout me. & s.Nhb. Dur., but n.

Dar.+braut, n.& m.Cum.,Yks.

+ brout, but snw.Yks. + braut,

Lan., but nw.Lan. braut, s.

Lan. + braut, brot, brout, nw.
Lin., Lei.+brpt.

brpxt sm.Sc
brpt Stf. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp.
m.Bck. ne.Nrf. s.Sur.Sus. me.
Wil. e.Som. Dev.

brout sw.Nhp.
broxt ne.Sc. Ayr. Peb.

brot Uls. m.Lin. e.Suf. Ess.

brvut Yks. s.Lan. s.Chs. nw. &
e.Der. n.Lin. n.Wor.

Brow, 171

—

bra sw.Yks.

breu se.Ken., e.Dev. + briu.

briu Per. + bru, n.Stf.

brou n.Wm,+W.
13
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Brow (contd. )

—

brit Sc. ,buiBexAbriu^.Sc.brou,

Ant.s.Nhb.n.Dur.n.fc m.Cum.
Wm., but n.Wm. +Wa, ne.

Yks.Lan.I.Ma.n.Der.nw.Lin.
bron s.Sc. s.Oxf. me.Wil. Dor.
Som.

braii e.Dev.

Brown, 171, 172

—

brain s.Chs.+
broun, n.Der.+ira««.

braun nw. & se.Yks. + brun, n.

Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.

bran sw.Yks. + brean, s.Lan. +
brain,

brxn sm. & s.Lan. n.Stf.

breun Uls., but Ant. brun, S.Lin.,

Lei.+broun, se.Ken. e.Sus.w.
Som.

bran sw.Yks.
broun nw.Lan. I.Ma.

brun Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. brun,

Peb. s.Sc. Ant., n.Cum.+ArwM.
iriin ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. brun,

Per., but e.Per. brun, Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Kcb. Nhb. Dur. n.

& m.Cum. Wm. Yks., but nw.
& se.Yks. + braun, sw.Yks.
bran, brean, n.Lin.

broun I.Ma. s.Chs. Rut. Lei. s.

Oxf.w.Hrt.e.Suf.w.Wil.Dor.
e. & s.Som. e.Dev.

braun ne.Nrf.

Bruise, 263

—

birs Abd. + brTs,

briiz.

hire w.Frf. e.Per. + braz.
briuz m.Cum. Wm. w.Yks. n.

nw. & em. Lan. Stf. nw.Lin.
bris Abd.
briz Kcb.
bruz Inv. Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Edb.

Ant.s.Nhb.n.Dur.s. Lan. I.Ma.
n.Der. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
Som.

braz w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc.
briiz Lth. Peb. e.Dev.
barz Ayr., but S.Ayr, bruz.
Brush, 219, 263— bref Or. I.

Brks.

brifw.Som. + bof, nw.Dev.
bruifsm.Lan.
brufw.Yks. m.Lin.
in^ m.Nhp.
£»/ w.Som.

Build, 113, 244, 307, 428, 429,
433—bil l.Ma.+ bild.

bild Ayr., but n.Ayr. bild, Uls.
s.Dur. n. & m.Cum., Wm.+
bild, nw. & m.Yks., se.Yks.+
bild, Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin., s.Lin. + biuld, Rut.
Lei. s.War. m.Shr., nw.Oxf.
+bwoild, s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.
se.Ken.s.Sur.Sus.e.Som.Dev.

biuld s.Lin.

biold w.Wil.
AiWw.Som.
£1/ s.Nhb. n.Dur.+£?W.
bild Inv. Bch. Abd. n.Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Nhb., but s.Nhb.+te/, n.
Dur. Wm. e. se. & s.Yks. n.
Lin. s.Som.

bald w.Frf, e.Per. s.Sc.
biild Kcb.
bwoild nw.Oxf.
Bulk, 253—bukBch. Abd.w Frf

Per. s.Sc.

bulk s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.Wm
n. & nw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.

='

Lei., e.Dev.+bolk.
buk Ayr., but n.Ayr. bulk, Lth.

Edb. Kcb. n.Nhb. ne. & sw.
Yks. s.Lan., ne.Der.+bulk.

i«/Aem.&sw.Lan.I.Ma. ne.Der.
balk n.Ayr. Ant. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

me.Wil. Som. e.Dev.

Bull, 99—6<?/ne.Sc, but Bnff. bil,

Bch. Abd. bol, wm.Sc, but
n.Ayr. bol.

bil Bnff. s.Ayr., Ant.+bul.

bul Kcb. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. n.

& m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. &
nw.Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.
s.Lei. m.Nhp. Oxf. se.Ken.
Sus. me.Wil.

bill s.Lan. Glo. Dor. s.Som.
bul m. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.
bol Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. Per.

Ayr., but s.Ayr. bil, Lth. Edb.
Peb. m.Shr. Dev.

bal w.Som.
Bullock, 99, 229

—

buliksvr.'Nhb.,

Sus. +bulak.

buhk Ant. me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
11. & m.Cum. Wm. Yks. n. &
nw.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin.,

B-ut. + bolak, s.Lei. m.Nhp.
Wor. s.Oxf. m.Bck. n.Cmb.
ne.Nrf, se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus.
Wil.

biilik s.Som.
biihk Dor.
bitlakm. & s.Lan. I.Ma. nw.Der.,

Lei. +bolak, but s.Lei. bubk.
bolik e. & w.Som.
bahk Sc. em. Stf. Rut. Lei. Shr.

e.Suf. Dev.
Bundle, 118, 231, 233, 300

—

bundil w.Yks. + bundl, n.Der.,
nw.Lin.+bundl.

bundl s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. w.
Wm.w.Yks. n.&nw.Lan.I.Ma.
Stf. nw.Lin., ne.Nrl.+bondl.

bunl Wm., but w.Wm. bundl,
sw.Yks.

bimdl sm. & s.Lan.
bondl Inv. w.Frf. e.Per., Ayr.+

bonl, Lth. Edb. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.
se.Ken. me.Wil. e.Som., c .

Tlev.+bonl.

bonl Bch. Abd. Per., but e.Per.
bond!, Ayr. Ant. w. & s.Som.
e.Dev.

Burden, 115, 231, 233, 297, 302—birdn w.Frf. e.Per.
bint ne.Sc, but Bch, bordin,
Abd.+bordin.

bodn nw.Lin.
bpdn s.Nhb. n.Dur.+4p3w,Wm.,

but w.Wm. badn, n.Lan.
bgSn s.Nhb. n.Dur.
bordin Bch. Abd.
bordn Inv. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.
bardn I.Ma.
badin em.Lan.+badn, n.Der.
badn m.Cum. w.Wm. sw.Yks.

em.Lan. s.Lei. Glo. s.Oxf. se.
Ken. Sus. Som. e.Dev

baSn s.Stf.

Burn, 263, 433—ban s.Nrt.+ban.
ban ne. & s.Nrf.
bon nw.Lin.
bpn s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & nw.Lan.
brun n.Der.
brun s.Lan. s.Chs,
bron e.Suf.

bon n.Stf. w.Der.
bom Sc. Ant. n.Nhb.
barnn.Cum. I.Ma.
ban m.Cum. w.Wm. sw.Yks. em.

Lan. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.
Som. e.Dev,

Burnt, 263.

Burst, inf., 263, 425, 427, 429,
431, 432

—

bast ne.Nrf.;

birst Bch. Abd.
bost s.Nhb. n.Dur. + bpst, s.Chs.

n.Stf.

bgst s.Nhb. n.Dur.

brast w.Wm., s.Lan. + bitst.

brost sw.Lan.
brust n.Ir., but Ant. brost, sw.
Nhb.n.Dur. n.&m.Cum.Wm.,
but w.Wm. brast, sw.Yks.
em.Lan. n.Der., nw.Lin. +
bast, Lei. War. Shr.

brost s.Ayr. +bvrst, Ant.
bust s.Stf.

bits l.Ma. + bars.

bust sm. & s.Lan.

borst Sc, but Bch. Abd. birst,

s.Ayr. -vbrost.

bvstse.Cmb. Sus. w.Wil. e.Dor.

Som. nw.Dev.
bars I.Ma.

bast n.Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. e.Dev.
Bury, 112, 229, 231, 349

—

bari

me.Nhb., se.Nhb.+beri, s.Nhb.
+bori, n.Dur.+bdrij bori.

ian'sw.Nhb. n.Dur.
bmri e.Suf.

iaJn'ne.Shr.

beri se.Nhb. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
w.Wm. n.Yks.,nw.Yks.+fon,
e.Yks. nw.Lan., s.Lan.+bari,

I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut.
Lei., ne.Nrf.+bora.

birine.Sc, wm.Sc.+biiri, but n.

Ayr. bure, Lth. Edb. Ant.
bori s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Yks.
bori e. & w.Som.
bora ne.Nrf.

bare s.Sc.

bari sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
biire Kcb.
6wnwm.Sc.
btiri n.Ayr.
biira Peb.
bari Uls., but Ant. bin, n.Nhb.
nw. & w.Yks. Lan., but n.
Lan. bari, nw.Lan. beri, sw.
Lan. bari, s.Lan.+beri, s.Oxf.
Sus. Dor. s.Som. e.Dev.

bari Wm., but w.Wm. beri, a. &
sw.Lan. se.Ken.

Bush, 343.
Bushel, 218, 231, 233, 382— bifl

me.Nhb., snw. & e.Yks.+bu/t.
sw. Dev.

bui/l sm.Lan.
busl Lei. + bo/l.

bufilm. & se.Yks. em.Lan. s.Stf.
bufl s.Nhb. n.Dur. ,,. & m.Cum.
w.Wm. nnw. snw. e. & sw.
Yks. n.Lan. n.Stf. Lin., Rut!
+bofl, s.Oxf. se.Ken. w.Wil.
Dor., but e.Dor. bo/l, n .

Dev.
bu/6 me.Wil.
bit/l n.Der. Sus.
bitfil s.Lan.
bii/lAnt. I.Ma. ne.Der.
bo/l Sc. Rut. Lei. n.Shr. Glo. ne.

Nrf. e.Suf. e.Dor.
bafl w.Som.
Business, 6i—beznes ne.Sc.

+

beznis, but Bch. biznis, Abd.
biznes, biznis, sm.Sc, butKcb.
biznis.

beznis ne.Sc.
beznas em.Sc, but Edb. biznes,

s.Sc,

biznes Abd. +bisnis, wm.Sc. Edb.
Glo. Oxf., but s.Oxf. biznas,

me.Wil.
biznis Bch. Abd. Lth. Kcb. Uls.

s.Nhb. n.Dur.,n.Cum.+biznas,
nm.Yks., Lan.+biznas, I.Ma.
n.Stf. n.Der. e.War. e.Hrf.
se.Hrt. s.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.,
w.Som. + boznis, s.Dev.

biznas w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Cum.,
but n.Cum. + biznis, Wm. sw.
& s. Yks. Lan. s.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf,
Sus. sm.Hmp. Dor. e.Dev.

bvznis w.Som.
Busk, 343.
Bustle, 97—busil Kcb.
busl Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.

sw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. n.Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin.
busl em.Lan. s.Stf.

busl s.Lan. I.Ma.
bosl Sc, but Kcb. busil, Ant. s.

Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Som. e.

Dev.
Busy, 67, 231

—

beze s.Sc.
bezi ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. bizi,

Dor., but e.Dor. bozi,

bize n.Ayr. Kcb. Sus.
bizilnv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.
wm.Sc, butn.Ayr. bize,s.Ayr
Lth. Edb. Uls. Nhb., but n.

Nhb. bazi, Dur. n. & m.Cum.
w.Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.

Chs. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Lei.
s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
Wil. Som. Dev.

bozi sm.Sc, buts.Ayr. bizi, Kcb.
bize, e.Dor.

bazi n.Nhb.
But, 173, 235, 293—bet ne.Sc.+

bot, biit, but Bch. bit, Abi.+bit.
bit Sh. & Or.l.+bot, Bch. Abd.,
Lth.+W, sw.Dev.

bod m. Lan., s.Lan. + bo, but.

bot Uls., but Ant. bot, Dor.
bo s.Lan.

bud e. & nm.Yks., m.Yks. nw.
Lin.+4«?.

but me. & s.Nhb., n.Dur. + bii/,

n. & m.Cum. nw. m. & se.

Yks. n.& nw.Lan. e.Stf. Lin.,

but nw.Lin. + bud, Rut. m,
Bck.

biit n.Dur. em.Lan. s.Stf.

bud sm.Lan.
but s.Lan. I.Ma. Lei. m.Nhp. u.
Wor.

bod w.Som.
bol Sh. & Or.I. Inv. ne.Sc. w.

Frf. Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth.
Edb. Peb. s.Sc. Ant. m.Shr.
Hrf. Oxf. n.Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.

Suf. se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Wil.
e.Som. e.Dev.

but ne.Sc. Ayr.
bad (unstressed form)Yks. s. Lan.
w.Som.

bar (unstressed form used when
the next word begins with
a vowel) s.Lan. Chs. n. & e.
Stf. Der.

bat (unstressed form) in ,§•«».use.
Butcher, 218, ^—botfom m.

Nhp.
bot/ar sm.Sc. +botfar, but Kcb.

butfar.

but/air) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm.Yks.n.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.
n. & nw.Lin., Rut.+botfa(r), s.

Oxf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Wil.
butfar ne.Sc, w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.,



BUTCHER
[99]

buts.Ayr.6»#&r,s.Sc.se.Nhb.,
n.Cum. + butfir.

butfair) e.Som.
butfar Kcb. n.Cum.
butfaw m. fes.Lan. nw.Der.,Lei.
+ bvtfa(r>.

butfir Ant. I.Ma.
botfi(r>Rut. Lei. Shr.Glo. n.Bck.

ne.Nrf. n.Ken. Sus. I.W. e.
Dor. nw. & e.Dev.

bvtfar sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
Butter, 97, 283, 284, 287—boiar

UIs.

butyxr) n.Lan. + butaW, s.Lan.+
bittfair), bittstn.

butpr n.Cum. + bular, Wm., but
w.Wm. bulairy.

buta(r) s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w.
Wm. Yks., but e.Yks.

+

Impair), nw.Lan. n. Stf., n.Der.
+buta(r), Lin. Rut. m.Bck.

butar me. & se.Nhb. n.Cum.
bufair) e.Yks. +bula(r).

biitjiair)1 em. & s.Lan.
butfar LMi+Mfer,
butair) Lan., but n.Lan.+butfa(r),

nw.Lan. butair), em.Lan. but-

fair), s.Lan. + butfa(r), bittfa(r),

s.Chs.wm. & s.Stf. n.Der. Not.
Lei. Nhp. Wor. Shr.

butar IMa..
bvdair) w. & s.Som. e.Dev.
bvta(r) Dnb. s.Oxf. n.Cmb. ne.

Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. s Sur.
Sus. Wil. e.Som.

bvtarlnv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per.,wm.Sc.+60-«-,Ayr. Peb.
s.Sc.

bv-ar wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
batar Sh. I.

Button, 219, 233

—

botn m.Nhp.
butn s.Nhb. n.Dur. 11. St m.Cum.
w.Wm. sw.Yks.n.&em. Lan.
n.Stf. n.Der. Lin.

butn Ant. s.Lan. I.Ma.
botn Sc. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.

me.Wil.
Buy, 117, 354, 428, 429—bae sm.

Lan. + bd.

bai Sc.,butAbd. Per.+6«',n.Ayr.

+bai, Peb. s.Sc. bdi,Anl. Nhb.,
but se.Nhb. bet, Dur. n. St m.
Cum.w.Wm.Yks., but m.Yks.
bd, se.Yks.+Aa, bi, n. Lan., em.
Lan. + bei, sw.Lan. s.Chs. n.

Lin. m.Shr., e.Suf.+6«<', e. &
w.Som. sw.Dev.

bd m.Yks., se.Yks.+ia*', bi, sm.
Lan.

bai n.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc. Wm., but

w.Wm. 631', m.Lan., s.Lan.+
bd, bet, I.Ma. s.Stf. ne.Der., s.

Lin. Rut. +boi, s.Lei. e.Suf.

bd s.Lan.

bei UIs., but Ant. bai, se.Nhb.

em. & s.Lan. nw.Der.
bei Abd. Per.

. bi se.Yks.

boi n.Stf. s.Lin. Rut. Lei., but

s.Lei. bai, se.Ken.

bvi s.Oxf. w.Hrt. w.Wil. Dor.,

but e.Dor. bai, s.Som. e.Dev.

bai ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

By, 157, 235. 244—ba se.Yks. +
bai.

bai Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.

Ayr. sm.Sc, Lth. + baa, be,

Edb., s.Sc.+bdi, bei, me. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. + bei, m.Cum.,

w.Wm. + bt, nw.Yks. + bei,

e.Yks., se.Yks. + ba, Lan.,
|

CANDLE
but em. & s.Lan. bai, n.Der.
nw.Lin. s.Oxf. c . & w.Som.
Dev.,butsw.Dev.+4«, w.Cor.

baa Ayr.+iar, bai, Lth.
bd wm.Sc. + bei, but n.Ayr. bai,

ne. nm. & m.Yks.
bai Ayr. Peb. s.Sc. Wm., but w.
Wm. bai, bi, em. &s. Lan. I. Ma.
s.Chs. s.Stf. nw.Der., Rut.+
boi, s.Lei. m.Nhp. s.War. e.
Suf.

be Sh.I. Lth.
bei wm. & s.Sc. UIs. me. & s.

Nhb. n.Dur. nw. & sm.Yks.
Pem. sw.Dev.

bt w.Wm., e.Dor.+bai,bwvi, bwai.
bois.Yks. n. & e.Stf. s.Not. s.Lin.

Rut.Lei.,buts.Lei.6a«',n.Bck.
m.Bdf. e.Hrt. e.Ken. e.Sus.

bvi s.Wor. Hrf., Glo.+foi, Oxf.,
but s.Oxf. bai, s.Nrf. n.Ken.
w.Wil. Dor., but e.Dor. bi, bai,

bwvi, bwai, Som., but e. & w.
Som. bai, se.Cor.

bai Glo. ne.Nrf. e.Dor.
bwvi e.Dor.
bwai e.Dor.
Unstressed forms are bi, rarely

ba.

Cabbage, 198, 366—kabif m.
Cum. Yks.

kabitfsm.Lan. Chs. n.Der.
Cackle, 366.
Cage, 204, 249, 363, 366—kaidg

se.Ken.
keadg n.Cum. sw.Yks. n.Stf. n. &

nw.Lin. m.Nhp. s.Oxf.
kcdg Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
w.Wm. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. Sus.
me.Wil. Dor. w.Cor.

kiadg w.Som.
kidg Glo.

kjedg n.Der.

Cake, 43, 44, 45, 249—kaik se.

Ken.
keik sm.Lan. n.Stf. Lei.

kek e. St s.Som.
keak n.Dur.+£«£, kjek, n.Cum.+

kiek, m. & se.Yks.+£w&, sw. &
ms.Yks. Lan., but em. & sw.
Lan. kek, Lin. w.War. s.Oxf.

w.Hrt. e.Suf. Sus., T)OT.+kiak,

e.Dev. + kek.

kek Sc. ,but ne.Sc. kjakfich. Abd.
\-kjak, em. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. ».

Stf. Rut. ne.Nrf. me.WiJ. c.

Dev.
kiak m.Cum., n.Wm. +kiak, w.
Wm. nw.Yks.

kiek me.Nhb. n.Cum.
kiak Nhb., but me.Nhb. kiek, s.

Nhb. -vkjek, n.Dur. n.Wm. e.

m. & se.Yks. s.War. n.Hrf.

Glo. w.Wil. Dor. w.Som.
kik m.Chs.
kjak ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. kek,

kjdk, Wm., but n.Wm. kiak,

kiak, w.Wm. kiak.

kjak Bch. hbi.+kek.

kjeik sw.Nhp.+£/<?£.

kjek s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Nhp.
kjekem.Stt. n.Der. Not. ne.Nhp.

Calf, 38, 249, 280, 378, 380—kaf
Inv., ne.Sc+Ao^ but Abd.+
kdv, sm.Sc, but S.Ayr, kdf,

Kcb. kav, s.Sc. UIs., but Ant.

kdv, me.Nhb., s.Nhb. n.Dur.

+ kdf, m.Nhp.+kdf, kjaf.

kdf Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc w.Frf. e.

Per. s.Ayr. Nhb., but me.Nhb.
£«/,se.Nhb. kdf, sw.Nhb. koaf

s.Nhb.+£o/; n.Dur. I.Ma., n.
Lin.+kpf, Rut. s.Lei. m.Nhp.,
w.War. +kpf, n.Wor. s.Oxf.,
n.Bck. + keaf m.Bck. ne.Nrf.
e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus., but e.Sus.
kxf e.Dor.+kE/Som.,butnw.
Som. kxf e.Som. kxv,w.Som.
kdv, kjdv.

kdv Abd.

+

kdf, Ant., w.Som. +
kjdv.

kdf Ayr., but n.Ayr. kpf s.Ayr.
kdf, Dub. s.War. se.Ken.

kav Kcb., e.Dev. +kxaf.
kxaf nwWil. Dor., but e.Dor.

kdf kief, e.Dev.
kxfGlo. e.Sus. me.Wil., w.Wil.

+kxv, e.Dor. nw. Som. w.Cor.
kxv w.Wil. e.Som.
keaf n.Bck.
kiaf Ess.

kjafm.Nhp.
kjaf e.Oxf. n.Dev.
kjdv w.Som.
kof s.Lan. + kpf kpv, e.Stf., ne.

Der. + kpf s.Der.

koaf m.Cum.+ kpf m.Yks.+ kuaf,

sw.Yks. nw.Lan.+4o/
kpfwm.Sc. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. nw.
Yks ,e.Yks.+£o/,Lan.,butnw.
Lan. koaf kof, s.Lan.+kof kpv,

Chs.Dnb.Stf.,bute.Stf.*q/;ne.

Der.Lin.,but n.Lin.+£d/,Lei.,

but s.Lei. kdf e. & w.War. s.

Wor. 11. & m.Shr.
kpv s.Lan. n.Der. n.Hrf.

koaf sw.Nhb.
kpfse.Nhb.e.Si sw.Yks. nw.Lan.

e.Der.

kuaf m.Yks.
Call, 40, 249, 255, 429

—

ka Abd.
+ kd, s.Ayr. + kal, Kcb.

kal Inv. s.Ayr., s.Nhb.+M, kdl,

e.Oxf.

kaal Glo. + kdl, keel, kpl.

kdSh.\. + kx, Or.L, ne.Sc. + ka,

but Abd. + £a, sn.Sc. + ia, w.
Frf. e. Per. Ant. , s. Nhb. n. Dur.
+kdl, n.Cum.+fow, kp, m.Wm.
+ko.

kdl s.Nhb. n.Dur., ne.Yks.+kpl,

nm.Yks. +koal, kpl, Glo. Sus.

Dor. Dev., but sw.Dev. kpl,

w.Cor. +kxl.

ka ne. & sn.Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr.

kp, s.Ayr. ka, kal, Peb. s.Sc,
n.Nhb. + kp.

kal UIs., but Ant. kd.

kxal nw.Wil.
km Sh.I. Cai.

keel Glo. me. & w.Wil. w.Cor.
kjal w.Som. + kjpl, kpl.

kjel e.Stf.

kjpl w.Som.
kol m.Shr.
koa n.Cum., snw.Yks. +kpl.

koal nm. U m.Yks., ms.Yks.+£p7,

sw.Yks. +kol, nw. & em.Lan.
s.Lin.

kp em.Sc, but Peb. ka, wm.Sc.
n.Nhb. Cum., but n.Cum.+^a,

koa, e.Cum. + £o, w.Cum. kd,

Wm.+£o,butm Wm.+£a,Lan.
+ io, but nw. St em.Lan. koal,

s.Lan.+ApV, Chs. n.Stf.,n.Der.

+ko, ne.Der.+ko, kol, e.Der.+

kpl, kd, w.Der. n.Lin. s.Lei.

ne. it se.Shr.

kpl ne. snw. nm. St ms.Yks., s.

Lan. + ip, ko, I.Ma. Fit. wm.
Stf. e. & s.Der. Not. nw. & m.

Lin. Lei., but s.Lei. kp, ne. St

m.Nhp. War. n.Shr. Hrf. Glo.
nw. 4 s.Oxf. Bdf. se.Hrt. Nrf.
Suf.Ess. Ken.sm.Hmp. Som.,
but w. Som.+kjal,kjpl,sw. Dev.

ko sw.Nhb., e.Cum.+*p, w.Cum.
Wm. Lan. n. ne. & e.Der.

kol sw. & s.Yks. ne.Der.
Calve, 429.
Came—kaim se.Ken.
kam Sh. & Or. I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.

Frf.Per. em.Sc, but Peb. kern,

wm.Sc.+£d>«,but n.Ayr. kam,
sm.Sc. +kxm, but Kcb. kam,
UIs. me.Nhb., se. St s.Nhb.

+

kom, n.Dur.+kiim, kom, ne.
Yks., nm.Yks. +kom, m.Yks.

kam Ayr. n.Nhb.
kam wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc.
kxm sm.Sc.
kem Inv. Peb.
keam n.Cum .+kiam, kom, se.Yks.
+kom, nw. & sw.Lin. s.Oxf.

kem em.Lan. Som.
kiam w.Wm., nnw.Yks.+^Haw.
kiam n.Dur. n.Cum. se.Hrt.
kom se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.
Cum. e. nm. se. & sw.Yks. ».

Lan. n.Stf., n.Lin. + kum.
kom ne.Nrf.

kuam nnw.Yks.
kum n.Lin.

hum s.Lan. n.Der.
Camel, 198.
Can,s6., 30, 249—kan Bch. Abd.

w.Frf. e.Per. Edb. s.Nhb. n.

Dur. n. St m.Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan., bulsm.Lan.^/flM, s. Lan,,

+kon, I.Ma.+iaK, s.Stf. nw.
Lin. s.Oxf. Sus.

kan Ayr. n.Nhb. I.Ma.

kan Inv. Lth. Peb. Kcb.
kxn se.Hrt. ne.Nrf, se.Ken.

+

ken, Som. e.Dev.

ken se.Ken.
kjan sm.Lan. n.Der. Lei.

kott s.Lan. +kan, s.Chs.

Can, v., 22, 235

—

ka w.Wm. +
kan.

kan Inv. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.+
kan, sn.Sc, w.Frf. e.Yer.+kan,

s.Ayr.+4m,fo«,Lth.Edb.Ant.
sw. St s.Nhb. n.Dur. u, & m.
Cum.,Wm.+fa, but w.Wm.
+ka, nw. &sw.Yks. + fo«, n. St

nw.Lan., I.Ma.+fow, nw.Lin.
s.Lei. s.Oxf.

kan Kcb.
kxn se. Ken.+ken, me. & w.Wil.

Dor. Som., but S.Som. ken, c.

Dev. + kin.

ken se.Ken. Sus. s.Som.

kin Ayr., but s.Ayr. + kan, kan,

ne.Nrf. nw. St e.Dev.

fo«m.sw.4 s.Lan. s.Chs., n.Stf.

+kan, s.Stf. n.Der. e.War. m.
Shr.

kon Peb.

kan (unstressed form) Or. I. Bch.
Abd.w. Frf. e. Per.s. Ayr.Wm.
nw. St sw.Yks. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.

Wor. w.Cor.
Candle, 31, 249, 300

—

kandlme.
St s.Nhb. +kanl, m.Lan., sm.
Lan. + kjandl, s.Lan. +kondl,

I.Ma. +kjandl, s.Chs. s.Stf.

nw. & s.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. e.Suf.

£a«/ne.Sc, but Bch. kdnl, Abd.
+kdnl, sn.Sc, wm.Sc. +konl,

but n.Ayr. kdnl, kpnl, s.Ayr.

Kcb. UIs., but Ant. kdnl, me. &
13-2



CANDLE [100] CHAFF

Candle (contd.)

—

s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cura.Wm.
Yks. n. & nw.Lan. n.Lin. e.

Som. n. & sw.Dev.

kdndl Sh. I.

, kdnl Ben., Abd.+ kanl, w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr., but n.Ayr.+kpnl, s.

Ayr. kanl, Ant. n.Nhb.

kdnl Inv. Peb. s.Sc.

kxndl se. Ken. + kendl, me. & w.

Wil. Dor. Som., but e.Som.

kanl, w. & s.Som. kxnl.

kxnl Sus. w. & s.Som. e.Dev.

kendl se. Ken.
kjandl sm.Lah. I.Ma. n.Der.

£om«7 s.Lan. n.Stf.

konl Per., but e.Per. kanl, wm.
Sc.

kgnl n.Ayr. + kanl, Lth. Edb.

Can't, 267.

Cap, 22, 249, 378—kap n.Ayr.+

kep, Kcb. Nhb. n.Dur. u. & m.

Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan., but

sm.Lan. + kjap, I.Ma. n.Stf.

nw.Lin.
kap s.Oxf.

kxp se.Ken. +kep, Dor. Som. e.

Dev.
kep Sc, but n.Ayr. + kap, Kcb.

kap, Ant. se.Ken. nw.Dev.
£/«/> sm. Lan. + foi/>, ne.Der.

Captain, 275.
Car = left-handed, 323.
Card, 201, 363

—

kard n.Cum.
I.Ma.

iwflf w.Wm. n.Stf.

kdds.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.,
but w.Wm. kaad, n.Lan. s.Stf.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken., Dor.

+ kiad.

kcad sw.Yks., em. Lan. + kad, s.

Lan. me.Wil.
keard Inv. Ant.
kerd s.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc.

kerd Sc., but Inv. kedrd, Abd. +
kjard, s.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc. kerd.

kiad Dor.
kjard Abd. + kerd.

kjdd n.Der. w.Som.
kad em.Lan.
Care, 44, 46, 249—fe?(»nnw.Yks.

+kia(.r), kidir), snw.Yks.+ keir),

kiair), s.Lin. n.Lei. n.Shr.
kar nw.Wm.
kea(r) nnw. & s.Nhb. Dur., but s.

Dur.+to(r), Cum., but n.Cum.
kear, ker, n.Wm., nm.Yks.

+

kiair), m. sw. & s.Yks. n.Lan.,
sw.Lan.+kjeair), kjvair), kjvir),

s. Lan. + kiair), kjeair), n.Stf. +
kjxir), s.Stf. +kair), ne.Der. +
kjxir), Not.+kiair), n.Lin. Lei.,

but n.Lei. kd(r), m.Nhp. 3.

Wor. e.Hrf.m.Bck.Suf.,Ess.
+kiair),Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus. sm.
Hmp., me.Wil. + kiair), Dor.,
but e.Dor. kiair), n.Dev., e.

Dev. -vkiair).

kear Inv. Uls. Ant., se.Nhb. n.

Cum. + £<;>.

ker wm. Sc. +ker.

keir) snw.Yks.
kerSc, but Cai. kjear, Inv. kar,

wm.Sc.+ker, me. & se.Nhb. n.

Cum. w.Wm.
kiair)nnw. fesnw.Yks., nw.Lan.
+ kiair).

fe>(Os.Dur.+few,m.&se.Wm.,
s.Wm. + kjeair), nnw. & nm.
Yks.,nw.&s.Lan.Not.e.War.
ne.Shr. n.Hrf. Glo. Oxf., but

e. Oxf. +kjvir), Bdf. se. Hrt. Ess.

Sus., but w.Sus. keair), Wil.,

but me.Wil. + keair), e.Dor.

Som. e.Dev. w.Cor.

kisr I.Ma.

kjxir) ms.Lan. + kjyxr), Chs.

+

kjeoir), n. & wm.Stf., ne. nw. e.

& s.Der.

kjesir) s.Wm. sw. & s.Lan. Chs.

n. & w.Der. m.Lin. Nrf.

kjear Cai.

kjiair) m.Lan.
kjvir) e.Oxf. + kiair).

kjvait) sw. & ms.Lan.
kjvir) sw. Lan.

kfiir) sm.Lan.
kain em.Lan. s.Stf.

Carrot, 198, 229, 233, 249, 363
— karit Bch., Abd. + karat,

Yks., but nw.Yks. karat, em.

Lan. +kerit, se.Lan. s.Oxf.

karat Inv. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. s.Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant.

s.Nhb. n.Dur. u. & m.Cum.
Wm. nw.Yks. n. & sw.Lan. I.

Ma. n.Stf. nw.Lin. Lei., w.
Wil. + fej)?/.

karit Edb.
karat w.Wil.
kdt e.Suf. Sus.

karit Lth. s.Sc.

karat Ayr., but s.Ayr. karat,

kxrit m. Shr.

kxrat se.Ken. me.Wil. Dor. c.

Dev.
kerit em.Lan.
kerat ne.Nrf.

kjarat n.Der.

Carry, 198, 231, 233, 249—
kari s.Nhb., n.Dur. + keri, u.

& m.Cum. Wm. Lan., but
em.Lan. keri, se.Lan. kari, n.

Stf. nw. & m.Lin. s.Oxf.

fej(>")Cum., but n. & m.Cum. kari,

Der., but n.Der. kjeri, ne.Der.
kjdir), Nhp. Pern. Glo. Oxf.,

but s.Oxf. kari, Brks., Ken.H-
kxri, Sus. I.W. Wil., Dor. +
kxri, Som., but w.Som. kjdir),

Dev., but e.Dev. kxri, Cor.

kxri Ken. Dor. e.Dev.
kxri I.Ma.

kere Bch., Abd. +keri, w.Frf. e.

Per. Kcb.
keri n.Dur. em.Lan.
keari Ant.

keri Lth. Edb. Peb. s.Sc.

keri Abd. Ayr.
kjdir) ne.Der. w.Som.
kjer ne.Sc, but Bch. kere, Abd.

kere, keri.

kjeri n.Der.
kari Inv. se. Lan.
Cart, 37, s^g—kart sw.Nhb.

I.Ma.

kat Not. m.Nhp.
tow.Wm. em.Lan. s.Lan. 11.

Stf. Som., but w.Som. kat, s.

Som. keat, e.Dev.
kdt n.Wm. sw.Yks. n.Lan., m.

Lan.+iatf, em.Stf.+/&/«/, s.Stf.

nw. & m.Lin. m.Shr. s.Oxf.
Hnt. se.Ken. Sus. w.Som.
nw.Dev.

kxt m. & sw.Lan.
keat s.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Som.
kert Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per. s.Sc.
kert Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant.
kiat e.Hrf.

kjdt em.Stf. n. & e.Der. Glo. w.
Oxf. nw.Hrt.

kjat sm.Lan. + kat.

kpt s.Wor.
kart Uls., but Ant. kert.

kat sm.Lan.
Case, 204, 249, 363—kais se.

Ken.
kds e.Dor.+kias.

kxs s.Dev.

keis Ant. Lei., but n.Lei. kes.

kes Sh.I. Bch. Abd.

keas nm. & se.Yks. + &iw, sw.

Yks. + &fs, n.Lan. Stf., but n.

Stf. + £>s, s.Stf. kes, Lin. s.

Oxf., Bil+kias, w.Hrt. e.Suf.

n. Ken.
kes ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. kes, sn.

Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

kes Or.I. Cai. Inv. em. wm. &
sm.Sc. Uls., but Ant. keis, se.

Nhb.+kias, s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.

& s.Yks. m. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.

Slf. Rut. n.Lei., e.Hrf. + kias,

me. Wil.
kias m. & w.Cum. Wm., but n.

Wm.+kias, m.Wm. kias, nw.
Yks. nw.Lan.

kies n.Cum.
kias s.Sc. se.Nhb. s.Dur.,n.Wm.

+kias, m.Wm. e. nm. m. & se.

Yks., Glo.+£rs, e.Hrf. Bdf. se.

Hrt. w.Wil. e.Dor., w.Som.+
kiaz.

kiaz w.Som.
kls Glo. Sus.

kjes n.Stf. +keas, nw.Der. Oxf.,

but s.Oxf. keas.

kjes n.Der. s.Nrf.

Cask, 343.
Cast, 428, 429, 433.

Castle, 26, 231, 233, 249—kasil

Kcb. Dub.
Aas/w.Frf. e.Per., s.Ayr. + kdsl,

s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. Lan., but em.
Lan. kaasl, Lei.

kastl Bch. Abd.
kaasl em.Lan. Dor. e.Dev.

kdsl Ayr. +kdsl, but s. Ayr. +kasl,
Ant. n.Nhb. I.Ma. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. sw.Dev.
kdsl Ayr. Peb. s.Sc
kasl Lth. Edb. + kastl.

kastl Lth. Edb.
kxsl Sus. Som.
kxso me.Wil.
kjasl n.Der.

Cat, 23

—

kat Bch. Abd. w. Frf. e.

Per. Ayr. s. Nhb. n. Dur. n.&m.
Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan., but
m. Lan. +kjat,l.Ma.St(. m.Lin.
s.Lei. Shr., but m.Shr. kxt.

kdt Lth. Edb. Ant. n.Nhb.
kdt Inv. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc
kxt m.Shr. s.Oxf., se.Ken.+ket,

Sus. Wil. Dor. Som., but w.
Som. kjxt, e.Dev. w.Cor.

kel Lon. se.Ken.
kjat m.Lan. n.Der. Not.
kjxt w.Som.

Catch,i98,249, 367,428,429, 433,
434

—

kat/ Sc. Ant. n. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.
Yks. Lan., but em.Lan. ketf,

kotf, sm.'Lan. + kjatf, se.Lan.
keif, I.Ma. + kxt/, Lin.

kxt/l.Ma. Dor. e.Dev.
fe^se.Lan. s.Chs. n. & s.Stf. m.

Shr.Oxf.Lon. se. Ken. Sus. w.
Som. nw.Dev.

ket/em.Lan. + kot/.

kit/ Hrt. Ess. me. Wil.

kjat/sm.Lan. +kat/.

kjet/n.Der.

kol/em.han. w.Wor.
kotf ne.Nrf.

Catechism, 385.
Cater-corner, 323.
Catterwaul, 336.
Caunse, 323.
Causeway, 267.

Cave= to separate chaff, 336.

Cease, 220, 328

—

seias se.Yks.

seas e.Suf.

ses w. Frf. e. Per.

sis Sh.I. ne.Sc, but Abd. sias, s.

Stf. s.War. n. Shr. Glo. ne. Nrf.

Dor. w.Som.
sez I.Ma. me.Wil.
sis s.Nhb. n. Dur.
sias Abd. <=. m. & sw.Yks. nw. &

s.Lin. s.Oxf.

sis Ayr. Kcb.
sis Inv. n.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm.

em.Lan., n.Der. +siz, se.Ken.
slz n. Der.
Celery, 209, 229, 233

—

salri+

sabri Ant. se.Nhb., s.Nhb.

n.Dur. + selari, m.Cum., Wm.
+selari, e. m. & sw.Yks. Lan.
I.Ma. s.Chs. n. & s.Stf. n.Der.

m.Not.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp.
n.Wor. n.Shr. Oxf. Brks. e.

Sus. n.Dev.
sxlari s.Wor. n.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.

Suf. se.Ken. Sus., but e.Sus.

salri+salari, w.Wil. Som. e.

Dev.
sxlari me.Wil.
selare w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.
selari Inv. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm.
solari Glo.

Cellar, 209.

Certain, 210, 231, 233—sartin

Ldd. me.Nhb.
sarin U\s.+sertn, but Ant. seriin,

Ldd. sartin, se.Nhb. n.Cum.
I.Ma.

satin s.Nhb. + sdtn, w.Wm., c.

Yks. nw.Lan.+safo, ms.Lan.
+sxtin, svtn, s.Lan. Chs. n.Stf.

Der. Not. Lin., but n. & nw.
Lin. sdtn, Lei.,but n.Lei. svtin,

m.Nhp. s.War. n.Wor. Shr.

Glo. nw.Oxf. Bck. Bdf. Nrf.

Suf. Ess. Ken. e.Sus. w.Som.,
but nw.Som. sdtn.

sate nnw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum.,
but n.Cum. sartn,Wm., but w.
Wm. satin, Yks., but e.Yks.+
satin, n. nw. & m.Lan. n. &
nw.Lin. e. & s.Oxf. Sus., but
e.Sus. satin, sm. Hmp., e.Dor.

+ svtn, nw. & e.Som.
sxrtn s.Sc.

sxtin em. & sw.Lan., ms.Lan.+
svtn.

sertin Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
serin Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.

Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb. Uls.

seatin Rut.
svrtn Sh.I. wm.Sc
svtin n.Lei. e.War. e.Hrf.

svtn ms.Lan. e.Dor.
zdiin Wil., but nw. & w.Wil.+

zdtn, n.Dev. +zvtn.
zdtn Brks. nw. & w.Wil. Dor.,

but e.Dor. sdtn, svtn, e.Dev.
zvtn n.Dev.
Chafe, 204, 367.
Chaff,336—Aa/Sc,but Bch.Abd.

w.Frf. e.Per. kdf, Ayr. Lth.



CHAFF
Edb. Peb. kgf, Irel., but Ant.
kaf, Nhb., but n.Nhb. kaf, sw.
Nhb. tfaf, Dur., but n.Dur. +
tfaf, Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. ,but
em.Lan. tfaaf, sm.Lan. tfaf.
s.Lan. tfaf, tfaf.

kaf Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.
Ant. n.Nhb.

kgf'Ayr., buts.Ayr. £a/,Lth.Edb.
Peb.

tfaf sw. Nhb. , n. Dur. + kaf, sm.
Lan., s.Lan. +tfdf, Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. s.Lei.

tfaaf em. Lan.
tfafs.Lan. I. Ma., nw.Oxf.+//g/;

s.Oxf. se.Ken. s.Som. e.Dev.
tfmf Sus. Som., but s.Som.

tfaf.

tfaf me.Wil. Dor.
J/gjfnw.Oxf.
Chaffinch, 336.
Chaft, 336.
Chain, 205

—

tfain me.Wil. w.
Som.

tfen n.Dur., sm.Lan. + tftan, n.

Ken. +tfin.

tfian sm. & s.Lan.
tfin s.Sc.

//me.Stf., ne.Nrf. (06s.), e.Suf.
n.Ken.

Chair, 207, 367—/er Sh.I.
tfair Ant.
tfaia(r) me.Wil., w.Wil. +#aiw(r).

tfd(y) ne. Nrf. + //fo<>%

tfieia(r) w.Wil.
tfsxn se.Ken.
tfeir wm. Sc.

+

tfer, s. Sc. + tfeir.

tfiiaw s.Chs. +tfia(. r), m.Nhp.
tfeiar sn.Sc. -vtfear.

(/ow s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.Yks.
n.Lan., m.Lan. +tfiat.r), n.Stf.

nw.hin.+tfia(r), s.War.,n.Bck.
+ tfi>(r), ne.Nrf. e.Suf. n.Ken.
e. Dor.

tfear sn.Sc, n.Cum.+tfer, I.Ma.+
tfiar.

tfeir s. Sc.

tfejair) e.Sus.

tfeir) w.Wm. + tfer.

tferAbd.+tfiar,w.Frf. e.Per. wm.
Sc.Ayr.Lth.Edb.Kcb.n.Cum.
w.Wm.

tfiiiy) m. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n. wm.
& s.Stf. n. & w.Der. nw. & s.

Lin. Rut. Lei. e. & w.War.
n.Wor. Shr. Glo. Oxf. n. & m.
Bck. Bdf. s.Nrf. Sus., but c.

Sus. tfejair), I.W. Dor., but e.

Dor. tfeair), n. & e.Dev.

tfiar Bch. Abd. se.Nhb. I.Ma.

tfir ne.Sc, but Bch. tfar, Abd.
tfer, tfiar.

tfvir) e.Som.
Chaise, 385.
Chalk, 38, 336—kak Sh. & Or.I.

Bch. Abd.
kgk Sc, but Sh. & Or. I . Bch. Abd.

kak, w.Frf. e.Per. S.Ayr, tfak,

Kcb. tfak, Nhb. +tfdk, but sw.

Nhb. tfoak, Dur., but n.Dur.

tfak, Cum., but m.Cum. tfosk,

nw.Der. Lin. e.An.

tfak w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Ant.

Nhb. n.Dur. me.Wil. Dor.

tfak Kcb., Wm.+#p£.
tfok e.Dev.+tfgk.

tfoak sw.Nhb. m.Cum. sw.Yks.

nw. & em.Lan., s.~Lan.+tfgk,

tfok.

tfgkWm. Lan.,but nw. & em.Lan.

tfosk, s.Lan.+tfoak, tfok, I.Ma.

[IOI] CHEMISE
Stf.n.Der.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
Sus. Som. e.Dev.

tfok s.Lan. nw. & e.Oxf.
Challenge, 367.
Chamber, 206, 229, 276, 367—
tfambnr) m.Cum. nnw.Yks. ne.

Nrf., s.Nrf.+tfdmbair), w.Wil.
+tfiembair>.

tfamfor se.Nhb.+tfamar, tfemar,
n.Cum.

tfamair) s.Nhb.+tfimbair), n.Dur.
+tfemair), snw.Yks., se.Yks.

+

tfdmair), tfimair).

tfamar sn.Sc, wm.Sc.+tJgmar,
Ant. se.Nhb.

tfdmbair) n.Lin. + tfeambair), n.

Wor. n.Bck. Bdf. s.Nrf. Ess.
tfamair) ne.Yks.+tfimair), se. &

ms.Yks.
tfamar ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
tfamar Kcb.
tfamar s.Sc.

tfxmbair) Lei.+tfeimbair>, Sus.,
but w.Sus. tfeimbair), w.Wil.
Dor. e.Dev.

tfeimbair) n.Stf. Lei. se.Ken. a.

Sur. w.Sus.
tfimair) n.Dur. n.Dev.
tfemar se.Nhb.
tfeambair) Lin., but n.Lin. +

tfdmbair).

tfeamair) m. & sw.Yks.
tfemba(r)s.'Mhb.'Wm.,butw.'Wm.

tfembar, Lan., but se.Lan.
tfoambair), s.Stf. n.Der. Rut. e.

Suf. me.Wil. w.Cor.
tfembar Inv. Ayr. w.Wm. I.Ma.

tfimair) ne. e. & se.Yks.
tfimbair) ww.T>ev.+tfiambair).

tfimair) Som.
tfiambair) nw.Dev.
tfoambair) se.Lan.

tfgmar wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
Chance,202,32g, 367—ya«sSh.I.
Jfotts Inv.Bch.Abd.,sn.Sc.+£/p»s,

w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. s.Ayr.
Kcb.Ant. s.Nhb.n.Dur.n. & m.
Cum. w.Wm. n.Yks., e.Yks.+
tfdns, m.Yks., se.Yks. + tfons,

n.&m. Lan,, I.Ma.+£/b«s, Fit. n.

Der.nw.Lin.,Rut.+£/5«s,</aK/|

Shr. Hnt. nw.Nrf., w.Som.+
tfdns.

tfantfn.'Lm., l.ei.+tfiens.

^a«s ne.Sc,but Bch. Abd. tfans,

n.Nhb. e.Yks., s.Stf. + //p«s,

Rut. m.Nhp. s.Oxf., se.Hrt.+

tfgns, ne.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Ken. e.

Sus. e.Dor. w.Som.
tfdnf Rut.

tfdns Ayr., but s.Ayr. tfans.

tfmns w.Wil.+tf&ns, Dor., but e.

Dor. tfdns.

tf&ns Lei. me. & w.Wil. e.Dev.

tfents nm.Brks.
tfonsse.s-w. &s.Yks. em.Lan., s.

Lan.+tfgns, I.Ma. n.Stf. e.Hrf.

tfoans se.Lan.

tfgns sn.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Lan. s.

Stf. se.Hrt.

Change, 206, 352, 366, 367—
tfaindg ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

tfindg, Ayr. Lth. Edb. se.Ken.

tfandg s.Nrf. e.Som.

tfxindg w.'Wil.+tfxndg.

tfxndz Glo. w.Wil. Dor. w.Som.
+tftandg.

tfxndg me.Wil.

tfeindg sm.Sc, but Kcb. tfeindg,

Ant. sw.Nhp. e.Sus.

tfeandg n.Cum. e. m. & sw.Yks.

n.Stf. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. w.Hrt.
e.Dev.

tfeindg wm.Sc. Kcb.
tfindg s.Sc.

tfindg Inv. s.Nhb.n. Dur. m.Cum.
w.Wm. nw. & se.Yks. Lan.,
but sm.Lan. tfing, sw.Lan.H-
tfondg, s.Stf. n.Der. Rut. Lei.
e.Suf.

tfinflMa.
tfeng sm.Lan.
tfiandg w.Som.
tfing w.Frf. e.Per.
tfindg Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. m.Chs.

Dnb.
tfondg sw.Lan.+tfendg, m.Nhp.
Channel, 367.
Chant, 202, 36q—tfant Inv. Bch.

Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Nhb. n.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. 11. sm.
& sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. nw.
Lin.

tfSnt Ayr. n.Nhb. s.Stf. s.Oxf.
tfant s.Sc.

tfient me.Wil.
tfent se.Lan.

tfint em.Lan.+tfont.
tfont sw.Yks. em.Lan. n.Stf.

tfgnt Lth. Edb.
Chap,i88—^Sc,butEdb. Peb.

tfdp, Nhb., but me. Nhb. tfep,

s.'Hbb.+tfep, n.DurMfip, m.
Cum.Wm. Yks. Lan., but em.
Lan. tfep, I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Dnb.
Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei.

s.War. s.Wor. n.Shr. Hrf., s.

Pem. + tfmp, Glo. Oxf. nm.
Brks. n.Bck. Bdf. Hnt. nw.
Nrf., e.Suf.+tfxp, w.Suf. Ess.

w.Som., s.Som.+tfiep, n.4sw.
Dev. e.Cor.

tfdp nw.Hrt.
tfdp Edb. Peb.

tfxp s.Pem. m. fcs.Cmb. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. Ken., but e.Ken. +tfep,

e.Sus. sm.Hmp. Wil. e.Dor.

Som., but w.Som. tfap, s.Som.

+tfap, e.Dev.

ffepme.Nhb.,s.'Nhb.+tfap,n.Dur.

em.Lan., e.Ken.+tfisp, Sus.,

but e.Sus. tfap.

Chapel, 367.
Charge, 366.

Charlock, 336.
Charm, 367.
Chase, 204—/es Sh.I.

tfais se.Ken.

tfas s.Dur. n.Yks. n.Lan.

tfiis Ant.

tfes s.Nhb.+#&, n.Dur. m.Cum.
w.Wm. nw.Der.

tfeas n.Cum.+^i»,sw.Yks.n.Stf.
Lin. s.Oxf. w.Hrt. e.Suf. Dor.

tfes Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per.

tfes Inv. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. s.Nhb. Wm., but w.Wm.
tfes, se.Yks. em.Lan., s.Lan.

+tfias, s.Stf. I.Ma. Rut. Lei.

ne.Nrf.

tfias se.Nhb. n.Cum. m.Yks. s.

Lan. w.Wil. w.Som.
Cheap, 182, 183, 336—fep Sh.I.

tfap Bdf.+tfiap.

tfeip Ant. Dub., nnw.Yks.+tfiap,

Dor. e.Dev.

tfep sm. & s.Lan.+tfiap, s.Chs.

Fit. s.Stf., n.Der.+tfiap, tfip,

Lei.+tfip, tfip, sw.Nhp. w.

War., s.War.+ifitp, m.Shr.,

nw.Oxf.+tfvp, e.Oxf. me.Wil.

tfeap n.Stf. e.Suf.

tfip ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
Uls., but Ant. tfiip.

tfip wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. tfip,

tfip, s.Ayr. Kcb. I.Ma. Lei.,

ne.Shr.+tfip, Glo. m.Bck. ne.
Nrf. Sus. n. & sw.Dev.

tfip n.Cum.+tfip, wm.Stf. nw.
Der. Lei. ne.Shr. w.Som.

tfiap Wm., butw.Wm. tfip,Yks.,
but nnw.Yks.+tfeip, se.Yks.+
tfip, Lan., but sm. & s.Lan.

+

tfep, n.Der. Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.
Bdf. w.Wil. s.Som.

tfip Ayr., but n.Ayr.+tfip, o.

Ayr. tfip, Edb. s.Sc.

tfip Inv. n.Ayr.+tfip, Lth. Peb.
Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. w.
Wm., se.Yks. + tfiap, n.Der.
se.Ken. Som., butw.Som. tfip,

s.Som. tfiap.

tfop s.War. nw. & w.Oxf.
Cheat, 220, 367, 428, 429, 433—
tfiit Lei. Sus.

tfet se.Lan.+ffeat, sviXan.+tfiat,

s.Lan., n.Der.+tfit, tfiat, Oxf.,

but s.Oxf. tfiat, Bdf., me.Wil.
+tfit.

tfiat se.Lan. n.Stf. w.Hrt. e.

Suf.

tfit ne.Sc, but Abd. +tfit, sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per.

tfet I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Shr. ne.Nrf.
me.Wil. Dor. e.Som. nw.Dev.

tfiat nw.Lan.
tfit n.Cum. n.Der.

tfiat s.Dur. sw.Wm. Yks. n. em.
& sw.Lan. n.Der. Lin. s.Oxf.,

w.Wil.+yw.
4Ti/Ayr.,buts.Ayr. tfit, Lth. Edb.

Kcb.
tfit Inv.,Abd.+//^wm.Sc. s.Ayr.

Ant. n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum. ne. & w.Wm. se.Ken.
w.Wil.

Cheek, 182, 183—tfxk nw.Dev.
+tfik.

tfeik n.Stf. Dor.

tfik I.Ma. w.Som. nw. & e.Dev.

tftk Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per., Ayr.
+tfik, Kcb.

tfik Inv. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.

Ant. Nhb.n.Dur.m.Cum.Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan. s.Stf.n.Der. nw.
Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.
Wil. Som., but w.Som. tfik.

Cheese, 145, 146, 379, 382—tfiis

nw.Yks., s.Lan. + tjiz, s.Chs.

Stf. ne.Der., e.Der. + tfiz, w.
Der., Lei. + tfiz, tfiz, ne.Shr.

+tfiz, Dor., e.Dev.+tfis.

tfiaz e.Suf.

tfiz ~RxA.+tfiz, w.War., n.Wor.
n. & ne.Shr. +tfiz, m.Bck. ne.

Nrf., Sus.+//<&

tfiaz m. se. & sw.Yks.+(/«S
l
s.Lin.

s.Som. + tfiz.

tfiz I.Ma. Lei. n.Dev.

tfiz s.Sc.

tfiz Sc, but s. Sc. tfiz, Ant. Nhb.
Dur. 11. & m.Cum. e.Yks., m.

se. &sw.Yks.+^/»z,Lan.,buts.
Lan.+£fos,w.Chs. Stf. n. nw. &
e.Der. Not. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei.

n.Wor. n. ne. & e.Shr. Glo.

Oxf. s.Nrf. se.Ken. s.Sur.Sus.

w.Wil. Som. ,but s.Som.+tfiaz,

e. Dev.
Chemise, 220, 332—fimi s.Nhb.

n.Dur. Wm. sw.Yks. sm. & s.

Lan. I.Ma. n. & s.Stf. n.Der.
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Chemise (contd.)

—

Lin. m.Not. Sus. me.Wil.
Dor. e.Dev.

fami m.Cum. ji. & em.Lan.
Cherry, 367.
Chest, 51

—

kest n.Ayr. s.Sc.

kist Sc., but Ayr.+kest, fast, Ant.
+t/ist,s. Nhb. n. Dm.+tfest, tfist,

n. & m.Cum. Wm. ne.Yks.
Lan.,butn.Lan.+(/<^,em.Lan.
tfest, s.Lan. + tfist, nw.Lin.

+

tfist, ? sw. Dev.
kast Ayr., but n.Ayr. kest, S.Ayr.

kist.

(fast se.Ken.
tjes Dor.s. Som. ,e.Dev.+tfest,tfis.

tfests.Nhb. n.Dur., n.Lan.+kist,

em.Lan.n.Stf. Rut. , Lei. +tfist,

s.Oxf. Sus. Som., but w.Som.
tfis, s.Som. t/es, e.Dev. + tfis.

tfis I. Ma. w.Som. e.Dev.

tfist Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur.,s.Lan.+

kist, n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. e.Suf.

nw.Dev.
Chew, 193, 429

—

fau Sb.I.

tfa Abd. +t/d, tfou.

tfau sn. wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
Peb. Ant., s.Nhb.+//bw, Dur.,

but n. Dur. + tfou, Wm., nnw.
Yks. + tfou, m.Yks. + tfia, m.
Lan., s.Lan. -vtfiu, tfii, ne.Nrf.
Dor., e.Dev.+(/p, tfu.

tfdne.Sc.+ffou, but Abd.+tfa, w.
Frf. e. Per. w.Wil.

tfeu snw.Yks. + tfou, sw.Yks.+
tfiu, n.Lan. +tfp~, nw.Lan. se.

Ken.
tfiusw.Yks. s.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf.

Der.,butn.Der.+//S,Lin.Rut.,

Lei.+tfit, ne.Shr. + tfp, Som.,
but e.Som. tfp, w.Som. tfvu.

tfia m.Yks.
tfou ne.Sc. Per., but e.Per. tfa,

s.Sc. Nhb., but s.Nhb. + tfau,

n.Dur.+//a«,n.& m.Cum. nnw.
& snw.Yks., e.Yks.+tfvu, em.
Lan. e.Suf.

tfp n.Lan. I. Ma. ne.Shr. m.Bck.
Sus., but e.Sus. tfvu, w.Sus.
tfo, e.Som. e.Dev.

tfo s.Sur. w.Sus.
tfu Inv. sm. & s.Lan. s.Stf., n.

Der. +tfiu, Lei. s.Oxf.

tfvu e.Yks. e.Sus. me.Wil. w.
Som. sw.Dev.

tfu e.Dev.
Chick, 382.

Chicken, 180, 231, 233—tfekn n.
Ayr. Lth. Dor.

ifikin Kcb. Ant., s.Nhb. n.Dur.+
tfikn, m.Cum. n.Wm. sw.Yks.
Lan. s. Stf.n. Der.nw. Lin Rut.
Lei. n.Hrf. s.Oxf. se.Ken. a.

Som.
tfikn Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.

Edb. Nhb., but s.Nhb. +tfikin,

n.Dur.Wm., but n.Wm. tfikin,

I.Ma.n.Stf.Sus.me.Wil.Som.,
but s.Som. tfikin, e.Dev.

tfnkn Bch. Abd.
tfikn Ayr., but n.Ayr. tfekn, s.

Ayr. tfikn.

Chide, x^—tfaid Ayr., but n.
Ayr. //«rf,m.Cum.w.Wm. sw.
Yks. n. & nw.Lan. nw.Lin. s.

Lei. e.Dev.
tfaid em.Lan.
tfeid s.Nhb. n.Dur.
tfcid Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.

Kcb.
tfoid se.Ken.

ifoid Dor. Som.
Chief, 220—/^Sh. I.

tfefOxl., but s.Oxf. tfiaf.

tfeifn.Stf., Lei. + tfif.

tfeaf se.Lan. e.Suf.

tfeflMa. s.Stf.

(/i/ne.Nrf. Dor.

tfiaf m.Yks.+tfif, se.Yks. n.Der.

s.Lin. s.Oxf. w.Wil.

tfif w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but s.

Ayr. tfif, Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.

tfif Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.&wm.Sc.
s.Ayr. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum. Wm. e. & m.Yks. Lan.
nw.Lin. Lei. se.Ken.

Child, 73, 302, 307, 336, 383—
faild Cai.

fild Sh.I.

tfaild m.Cum. w.Wm. se.Yks. n.

Lan. n.Lin. n.Lei. n.Wor. a.

Oxf. s.Nrf. e.Suf. Som., but e.

Som. tfild,w.Som. tfial, s.Som.
tfial, tfU, e.Dev.

tfailt n.Der. + tfdilt.

tfaiald s.Sur. w.Sus., w.Wil. +
tfvild, tfviald.

tfavld s.Lan.-t-tfaild, tfailt, tfoilt.

tfdld m.Yks.
tfdltsm.Lan.

tfdil I. Ma. + tfeil, tfoil, e.Der. +
tfaild, tfailt, tfoild, se.Hrt. +
tfoild.

tfaild nw. m. & s.Lan. Dnb., e. &
s.Der. Not. Rat. + tfoild, Lei.

&tfoild, but n.Lei. tfaild, m.
Nhp.+tfoild, w.War. s.Wor.,
se.Shr.+tfvi/d,nw.Hrt.-i-tfoi/d,

tfvil, Cmb., but se.Cmb. tfoild,

w.Suf.
tfailt s.Lan. Chs. n. & e.Der.
tfdld sw.Yks. + tfpld, e.Ken. +

tfoild.

tfceild m.Shr.
tfeil I. Ma. s.Pem.
tfdld Uls. me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
n.Cum.

tfiild Inv. Kcb.
tfil n. & nw.Dev., sw.'Dev.+tfial,

tfil, Cor. +tfild.

tfial w.Som., s.Som. +tfil, sw.
Dev.

tfil ne.Sc. Lth. s.Som. e. sw. &
s.Dev.

tflld e.Som. Cor.
tfoild s.Yks., n.Stf.+tfoilt, e. & s.

Der. Not. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. m".

Nhp.e.War.,n.Bck.+#i7!7o',m.
Bck. Bdf. nw. & se.Hrt. Hnt.
se.Cmb. Ess. e.Ken., e.Sus.+
tfvild.

tfoilt am. & s.Lan. n.Stf.

tfpld sw.Yks.
tfvil I.Ma., w.Oxf. + tfvild, nw.

Hrt. n.Ken. nw.Wil.
tfvild Fit. s.War. n. & se.Shr. u .

Hrf. nw. e. & w.Oxf. Brks. n.
Bck. w.Hrt. nw.Nrf. e.Sus.
me. & w.Wil., e.Dor. + tfail,

tfaild,

tfviald w.Wil.
tfiU Glo. +tfiild, e.Dor.
tfiild Glo. ne.Nrf. sm.Hmp. e.

Dor.
Children, 68, 73, 263, 300, 301,

379, 380—fildar Cai.
tfeldrin s.Sc.

tfildSa(r) n.Lan.+tfildam.
tfilddarWm

.
, butw.Wm. tfildrm,

LUa. + tfilgarn.

tfildrin Kcb. m.Yks.
tfildrm Inv. me.Nhb,, s.Nhb.+

tfildair), w.Wm. n.Wor. ne.
Nrf. se.Ken.

tfildan s.Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. w.
Wor. m.Shr. Oxf. m.Cmb. e.

Suf. e.Sus. Wil. e.Dor. Som.,
nw.Dev. +tfibn, e.Dev.

tfildXr) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
sw.Yks. Lan., but n.Lan.

+

tfildfo(r),s.Lan.+tfil6"xr),n.St[.

n.Der. nw.Lin.
tfildar Uls. n.Cum.
tfilfoin s.Lan. +tfi/d?(r).

tfilSarn I.Ma.

tfilxn s.Sur. w.Sus. + tfilm.

tfibn nw.Dev.
tfilm s.Sur. w.Sus.
tfuldran n. Bck.

tfildm Ess.

Chill, 52—tfel Dor.

tfil Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. s.

Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.
Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
Som., but w.Som. tfidl, e.Dev.

+tfol.

tfial w.Som.
tfttl n.Ayr. e.Dev.

tfil Per., but e.Per. tfil, Ayr.,

but n.Ayr. tfvl, s.Ayr. tfil.

Chin, 68—tfin Sc.butEdb.Peb.
tfin, Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum.Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma.

Stf.n. Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Sus. Som., but w.
Som. tfin, e.Dev. +tfln.

tfin w.Som. e.Dev.

tfin Edb. Peb. n.Nhb.
Choice, 213, 328,367

—

tfais Abd.
+ tfais, Ayr. Lth. Edb. em.
Lan., se.Lan. +lfdis, s.Lan. s.

Stf. n.Der. Lei.n.Wor.n.Shr.
s.Oxf. ne.Cmb. e.Suf.,se.Ken.
+tfois, Sus. me.Wil., e.Dor.+
tfiis, w.Dor. e.Dev.

tfais Bch. Abd.
ya!'sse.Lan.,ms.Lan.+//c«,I.Ma.

ne.Shr.

tfeis ne.Sc, but Bch. tfais, Abd.
tfais, tfais, sn.Sc. + tfois, wm.
Sc. s.Ayr. ms.Lan. s.Chs. n.
Stf. nw.Der.

tfeis Inv. + tfois.

tfoislnv.sn.Sc.w. Frf.e.Per.Kcb.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.w.Wm.
e. m. & sw.Yks. n. & sm.Lan.
Lin. se.Ken. w.Som.

tfais nw.Yks.
tfvis s.War. w.Wil.
tfais ne.Nrf. e.Dor.
Choke, 244—t/huks.Nhb.+tfouk,

n.Vur.+tfdk, m. & w.Wm. se.
Ken.

tfok Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per. Som.,
but w.Som. tfvk.

tfouk s.Nhb.
tfpk I.Ma. me.Wil.
tfoak nw. em. & s.Lan. nw.Lin.

s.Oxf., e.Dev. +tfvk.
tfok Inv. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.
Kcb. Ant. n.Dur. sw.Lan. 11.

Stf. n.Der.
tfuak sw.Wm. sw.Yks. 11. & m.
Lan.

tfvk w.Som. nw. & e.Dev.
tfwpk ne.Wm.
Choose, 189, 427, 430, 432

—

tfeus
Sus.

tfius sw.Yks., n.Lan.+y«s, n.
Stf. nw.Lin.

tfus I.Ma.

tfuas em. & sw.Lan. Dor.

tfus n.&yr.+tfdlz, Peb. Ant.

tfus Inv. Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Edb.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm.
n.Lan. s.Stf. ii.Der. s.Lei. s.

Oxf. se.Ken. s.Som.
tfas w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but n.

Ayr.+tfus, s.Ayr. tfu3,Lth. n.

Ken. w.Som.
tfus e.Dev.
Chosen, 95, 233

—

tfauzn se. Ken.
tfosn Wm. sw.Yks. em. & s.Lan.

n.Stf. n.Der.

tfosn Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.
Ayr., s.Nhb. n.Dur.+tfusn, I.

Ma.
tfuzn s.Nhb. n.Dur.
Chrisom, 323.
Christen, 160, 263, 326

—

kesn
em.Lan., s.Lan.+krisn, kasn.

kirsn Bch. Abd. Peb. n.Wm.
krisn Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.
Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. w.Wm. s.

Lan.,I.Ma.+krisn, Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
Som., but s.Som. kasn.

krisn I.Ma.
krasn Ayr., but n.Ayr. karsn, s.

Ayr. krisn, n.Lan.
karsn n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Wm., but
n.Wm. kirsn, w.Wm. krisn.

kasn sw.Yks. s.Lan.
kasn n. & m. Cum. nw.Lan. s.

Som. e.Dev.
Christmas,i6o,229,263

—

kesmas
em.Lan., s.Lan. + krismas,
kasmas.

kresmas n.Ayr. w.Cor.
krismas Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

s.Ayr. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. s.

Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Rut.
Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Som., but
s.Som. kasmas.

krisamas I.Ma.
krasmas Ayr.,butn.Ayr.kresmas,

s.Ayr. krismas, Lth. Edb. n.
Lan.

kvsmas sw. Dev.
karsmas n.Cum. Wm.
kasmas m.Cum. sw.Yks. nw. & s.

Lan. s.Som. e.Dev.
Church, 76— kerk ne.Sc, but

Bch. Abd. kirk, nm.Sc.,but w.
Frf.e.Per.-vkirk, wm.Sc.+kirk,
but n.Ayr. kark, s.Sc.

kirk Bch. Abd. w.Frf. Per., but
e. Per.+kerk,wm.ScWm., but
ne.Wm. kark.

kjak nnw.Yks.+£s£.
kok m.Yks.+tfotf.
kvrk sn.Sc.
kark Ayr. Lth.Edb. Peb.,n.Cum.

+tfurtf, ne.Wm.
k'ak nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.+tfiilf,

w-
t/atfe.S\i(.+tfotf.

tfdtfEss.

tfetfse.Yks.+lfotf, n.Lin.
tfeatfRut.+tfutf.

tfotfe. m. &se.Yks., s.Lan. +tfdatf,

tfatf.

tfptfme. & s.Nhb., n.Dnr.+tfoatf,
tfatf.

tfoatf n.Dur. s.Lan.
tfurtfn.Cum.
tfutf Rut.
tfuatfs.Dur.

tfutfsnw.Yks.
tfurtf'I.Ma.

tfvtfwm.Sti:. e.Der. Not. s.Lin.,

Lei.+tfDtf, tfatf, m.Bck. Nrf.
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e.Suf. e.Sus. e.Dor., e.Dev.+
tfitf.

tfvtfne. & w.Der. Lei. m. & sw.
Nhp. s.War. s.Wor. n. & m.
Shr. w.Som. w.Cor.

tfitj n.Dur. Sus., but e.Sus. tfotf.

tfitf m.Cum. snw. & sw.Yks.
Lan., but s.han.+tfotf tfostf
Stf., but wm.Stf. tfvtf n.Der.
Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. w.Wil. s.

Som. e.Dev.
Churl, 336.
Churn, 115, 336

—

ken n. & e.Yks.
kems.Sc, Nhb.+kirn.
kirn w.Frf.e.Per.wm.Sc.,n.Cy.

+tfarn, Nhb.
ksrn n.Cum. Wm.
kin Dur. Cum., but n.Cum. kirn,

Yks., but n. & e.Yks. ken.

tfarn n.Cy.
tfen n.Lin.

jtfjon m.Shr. me.Wil.
Cinder, 211, 229, 231, 300, 301,

321

—

sindSsir) Wm., but n.

Win. sinftxr), vr.'Wm.findsi.r),

n.Lan.
sindir Bch. Abd.+fvm'r.
sindair) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.

sw.Yks. nw. & em. Lan., 5.

Lan.+sin&nr), Stf. n. Der. nw.
Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.
Wil. Som., but w. & s.Som.
zindsin, e.Dev.+zinds(r).

siuddr Inv. w.Frf. e.Per.

sinSairy e.Yks. s.Lan.

sinfiw Dub. n.Wm. I. Ma.
sinsr Ayr.+finar.
S3nd?r Edb.
findar w.Wm.
fimr Ayr.
fundsr Ant.
fvnir Bch. Abd. Kcb.
fand$r Lth. Peb.
zindaw Dor. w. & s.Som. e.Dev.

Cistern, 211, 234, 263, 284

—

sestnn se.Yks. + shsparin, sts-

pr»n.

seston s.Stf. n.Der. n. & nw.Lin.

w.War. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Sus.

Dor. w.Som.
sestin s.Lan. +sisten, s.Chs. nw.

Der. Lei. e.Sus.

sistnn Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb. w.
Wm. e. & m.Yks.

sistfsn n.Lan.
siston s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. sw.

Yks. nw. em. & s.Lan. n.Stf.

Rut. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus.,but e.

Sus. sestan.

sistarn Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Kcb.
sisparn n.Cum. I.Ma.

siastSn sw.Wm. nw.Yks. e.Dev.

siasparin se.Yks.

sispran se.Yks.

Clad, 140, 335—Had s.Nhb. n.

Dur.n.Lan.I.Ma. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

Jklied se.Ken.+kled, Dor. Som.

kled Sc. Ant. se.Nhb. m.Cum. se.

Ken.
Had w.Wm.+/W, w.Yks. nw.

Lan. n.Der.

tied w.Wm.
Clap, 23, 335—klaP Inv. Bch.

Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but

n.Ayr. klap, Edb. Kcb. Ant. 3.

Nhb., n.Dur. +klep, m.Cum.

Wm., but w.Wm. ttap, Lan.,

but nw. & sm.Lan. tlap, I.Ma.

nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. w.Som.

klap n.Ayr. Peb. n.Nhb.

klap Lth. s.Sc.
klmp se.Ken. +klep, Dor. Som.,

but w.Som. klap, e.Dev.
klep n.Dur. se.Ken.
klop n.Stf.

tlap w.Wm. sw.Yks. nw. & sm.
Lan. n.Der.

Clash, 27, 323.
Clasp,26, 323, 331—klapse.Sus.,

l.W.+klmps, Dor. w.Som.
kleeps Glo.Sus.,bute.Sus./Wa/>5,
Hmp. I.W. Wil. nw.Dev. w.
Cor.

Clatch, 323.
Claw, 49, 323, 335—kid Sh. &

Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. S.Ayr. Ant. me. Nhb., s.

Nhb. + kid, n.Dur. sw.Wm.
nw.Yks. s.Oxf. m.Bck., Bdf.
+klp, Ess. s.Sur. w.Sus., c .

Dor. +tld, Som., but w.Som.
kip, klau, e.Dev.

kla Kcb. s.Sc.

km me.Wil. Dor., but e.Dor. kid,

tld.

kli) nw.Lin.+klp.
kloa sw.Yks.+Wp, tlo3.

kip wm.Sc. Ayr., but S.Ayr, kid,

Lth.Edb. n.& m.Cum.ne.Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan., but nw.Lan.
tld, em.Lan.+tfp, sm.Lan. tip,

I.Ma. Stf. Lin., but nw.Lin.

+

M^Lei. Bdf. se. Ken.,w.Wil.
+tlx, w.Som. +klau.

klo s.Nhb.
klvu w.Som.
tld nw.Lan. e.Suf. e.Dor,

Has ne.Nrf. w.Wil,
tlia w.Wm.
tloa m. & sw.Yks.
tip se.Yks., em.Lan.+4/p, sm.

Lan. u. & nw.Der.
Clay, 139, 335— klai Ayr. +klei,

Lth. Edb. Ant. n.Wm. s.Wor.
se.Ken. me.Wil. Dor., .but e.

Dor.+klT, w. & s.Som.
klai Per., but e.Per. kle.

kHz w.Wil.
klei wm.Sc. Ayr. Peb. s.Sc, s.

Lan. Rut.+kle, hei.+kll, tli,

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Som., but w. &
s.Som. klai.

ilea sw.Nhb., n.Cum.+kle, n.Stf.

+tll, n. & nw.Lin. w.Hrt.
klei Kcb.
kle Inv. ne.& sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.

Cum.Wm., but n.Wm. klai,w.

Wm. tie, nw. & es.Yks. Lan.,

but nw. & m.Lan. tie, s.Lan. -f

klei, I.Ma. Rut. Sus. e.Dev.

kit m. & s.Chs., wm.Stf. +tle, tli,

Lei., e.Dor. +klai.

kloi Glo.

ties m.Yks., se.Yks.+#<f, sw.Yks.
s.Lin.

tie w.Wm. e. & se.Yks. nw. & m.
Lan. wm.Stf. n.&nw.Der. m.
Lin.

tli n. & wm.Stf. e. & w.Der. Lei.

Clean, 137, 138, 335—klain Brks.
+klian.

klein Dub.,nw.Yks.+£/*>«,s.Lan.

+klen, klian, tlein, s.Stf.+tlln,

Sus., but w.Sus. kiln, s.Som.

klen s.Lan.

klean n.Stf. e.Suf., e.Dev. +klen.

klen sm.Sc, but S.Ayr, kiln, Kcb.

kfm, Uls.,but Ant.klian, I.Ma.

w. & s.War. ne.Shr. Glo. ne.

Nrf. me.Wil., Dor.+klian, e.

Som.,w.Som.+£/(>K, Dev., but
e.Dev. +klem, w.Cor.

klum Ant. nw. & e.Yks. sw. & s.

Lan. s.Chs. nw. & sw.Lin. m
Nhp. s.Oxf. Brks., m.Bck.+
tlen, w.Wil. Dor. nw. & w.
Som.

kiln Sh.l.+kUn, ne.Sc.,but Abd.
+khn, w.Frf. e.Per., Ayr.+
kiln, Edb. Kcb.

kiln Sh.I. Inv., Abd.+<M«, sn. &
wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Nhb. Dur.
n. & m.Cum. Wm., butw.Wm.
tlin, es.Yks. n.Lan. Dnb. s.

Lei. n.Hrf. s.Nrf. se.Ken. s.

Sur. w.Sus. Som., but nw.
Som. klan, e.Som. klen, w.
Som. klen, klisn, s.Som. klein.

tlein s.Lan. Lei., but s.Lei. kiln,

tlen n.Der.+tlln.

tlen m.Bck.
Sim m.Yks., se.Yks.+#f«, sw.

Yks., nw.Lan. +tlln, m. & ms.
Lan., nw.Der.+tlin, s.Lin.

tlln w.Wm.se.Yks.nw. Lan.wm.
& s.Stf. n. nw. & e.Der. Not.

Clear, 220, 335

—

klseixn m.Shr.
kleisir) ri.Hrf.

kles(n n.Stf. s.Nrf. Sus. me.Wil.
kler Abd.+klizr, kllr.

k/iKr) s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.& m.Cum.,
w.Wm.+ifir, kllr, Lun., but
sm.Lan. tlmr), s.Stf. Lin. a.

Oxf. se.Ken. Dor. w.Som. c .

Dev.
klijrlnv. Bch. Abd. Ayr., but s.

Ayr. kllr, w.Wm. I.Ma.
kllr Or.I. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant.
w.Wm.

tleMr) ne.Der.
tlitir) sw.Yks. sm.Lan. w.Chs.

n.Der.
Cleave, 190, 191, 335, 425, 429—
kief w. Som. \klev.

kleiv s.Som.
klegv e.Dev. +klev.

klev Per., but e.Per. klev.

klev w.Frf. e.Per. I.Ma. Dor. w.
Som. nw. & e.Dev.

klijv Ant , em. Lan. + tlisv, sw.
Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

kllv Inv. Ayr. Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. s.Lan. s.Lei.

se.Ken. Som., but w.Som.
kief, klev, s.Som. kleiv.

tlidv nw. & em. Lan.
tllv w.Wm. sw.Yks. n.Der.

Clergy, 210, 335, 366—klardgi

me. & se.Nhb. I.Ma.

/Wao^/'s.Nhb.Dur.m.Cum. Lan.,

but sw.Lan. kBdgi, s.Chs. n.

Stf. nw.Lin. w.War. n.Shr.

Sus. nw.Dev.
klerd&i Inv. Bch. Abd. wm.Sc,

sm.Sc. +klerdgi, Vls. + khrdgi.

"w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb.
sm.Sc.

klvdgi s.Lin. se.Ken. s.Oxf. Dor.

kbrdgi Uls.

klidgi Wm. snw.Yks. sw.Lan.

iladgie. m. & se.Yks. n.Der. u.

Lin. Lei. n.Wor. ne.Nrf. c.

Suf. e.Dev.

Clerk,2io,335

—

klark Bch. Abd.
+klerk,w.Frf. e. Per. Kcb.Ant.

n.Wm. I.Ma.

klak s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. w.

Wm. n. em. & se.Lan. n.Stf.

nw.Lin. rn.Nhp. m.Shr. s.

Oxf. n.Ken. me.Wil. Dor.

klmk sw.Lan.
klerk Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Peb.

Uls., but Ant. klark.

klerk s.Sc.

klerk Lth. Edb.
klvk se.Ken.
klikWm., but n.Wm. klark, w.
Wm. klak.

tlak sw.Yks. n.Der.
tBk sm.Lan.
Clever

—

kl&vXr) s.Nrf.

klev3ir, e.An., but s.Nrf. k/mvscr).

Hiv3(r) n.Yks. e.Lan. s.Chs. nw.
Der. m.Shr. Som., but w.
Som. klcevdir), nw.Dev.

klivsr Irel. Nhb.
klon>3(r) w.Som.
Clew, 193, 249, 335—kliu Kcb.,

s.Nhb. n.Dur. + kill, m.Cum.
Wm., but w.Wm. tliu, nw.
Lin. Som.

klju I.Ma.
klu Sc, but Kcb. kliu, Ant. s.

Nhb. n.Dur. n.Lan. Rut. Lei.
se.Ken.

tliu w.Wm. sw.Yks. nw.Lan.
tlu n.Der.

Cliff, 68, 335— kief n.Ayr. Dor.,
w.Som. +ilvf.

kliflnv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

S.Ayr. Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. n.

Dur. m.Cum. Lan., but em.
Lan. tlif, I.Ma. Stf. nw.Lin.
Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Som., but
w.Som. kief kliif.

klift e.Dev. +kbf
klvfw.Som.
kbfAyr., but n.Ayr. kief B.Ayr.

klif Peb. e.Dev.
tlif w.Wm. w.Yks. em. Lan. n.

Der.

Climb, 74, 323, 335, 425, 426,

427, 429, 430, 432

—

klaitn sw.
Lan. s.Stf. nw.Lin. s.Oxf., e.

Dev.+klim.
kldim I.Ma. s.Lei.

klcm me.Wil.
klim Bch. +ilvm, Abd. +klom,
skhm, w.Frf., Per. + Mom,
skfom, Ayr. Lth. Edb. + sklim,

Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

m.Cum.Wm.,butw.Wm. tlitn,

nelYks. n.Lan. Sus. w.Wil.
Dor. Som., but w.Som. klaem,

nw. & e.Dev.

kloim s.Lan. n.Stf. se.Ken.

Ham Bch. Abd. Per.

klcem w.Som.
kbm n.Nhb.
sklim wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

skbm Abd. Per. Peb.

tlaim n.Der.

tldim em. Lan.
tldm sm.Lan.
tlim w.Wm. sw.Yks. nw.Lan.

Cling, 71, 335, 425, 43°. 432—
klain Ant.

kley Dor.

klitj Sc, but Ayr.+kbn, sw. & s.

Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. n.Lan.,

em. Lan. + tlin, I.Ma. Stf. nw.
Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.
Wil. Som. e.Dev.

khn Ayr. +klin.

tlin w.Wm. sw.Yks. nw. & em.
Lan. n.Der.

Clip, 68, 335—^# n.Ayr. Dor.

klip Inv. Bch. Abd., w.Frf. e.

Per. + kbp, s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.
Cum. Wm., but w.Wm. flip,
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Clip (contd.)—
Lan., but em.Lan.+tlip, I. Ma.
Stf. nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. me.Wil. Som., but w.
Som. klcep, e.Dev.

klcep w.Som.
Mspw.Frf. Per., but e.Per.+ilip,

Ayr., but n.Ayr. klep, s.Ayr.
klip, Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.

flip w.Wm. sw.Yks. nw.Lan.,
em. Lan. +klip, n.Der.

Cloak, 214, 335

—

kljok Kcb.
klok Or.L, Inv. Abd. + klok, w.

Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb.
kiosk s.Nhb. + klok, n.Dur. n.

Cum. Dor.
klpk m.Cum., Wm. I.Ma. + klok,

me.Wil.
kiosk se.Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

Sus. e.Dev.
klok Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Ant.

s.Nhb. Wm., em.Lan.+ klusk,

sw.Lan. I. Ma. Stf. se.Ken.
klusk n. & em. Lan.
tlok sm.Lan. n.Der.
Husk sw.Yks.

Close, sb., adj. and adv., 214,
244> 3s8, 335; 379—Mas nw.
Wil.

kkius se.Ken.
Mas w. Wil.
/dot's ms.Yks. + tlois.

klos Sh.L, sn.Sc.+klos, sm.Sc. n.

Nhb. m.Cum., e.Hrf. + kips,

klos.

klous e.Sus.

kloss n.Cum. + iluss, klwuss, n.

Bck. Dor., but e.Dor. kluss,

w.Som. + kloss.

kips l.Ma.+klos, e.Hrf. me.Wil.
lids Inv., ne.Sc.+/'/os, sn.Sc. w.

Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Kcb. I.Ma.
kloss sw.Wm. se.Lan. nw.Lin.

s.Oxf. w.Som. e.Dev.
klos Inv. ne. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Ant.

se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur., em. Lan.
+kluss, sw.Lan.+tlos, Stf., but
n.Stf. + tlos, wm.Stf. tlos, m.
Nhp. + tloss, e.Hrf. nw. & e.

Oxf., Bdf. + kluss, w.Suf. n.

Dev.
kloz Glo.
klus ~Lei.+/los, tlos, e.Suf.

kluss s.Sc. n.Cum., e.Cum. +
klwuas, w.Wm., s.Wm. +
klwuss, nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.
+ klwuss, tless, tlwuss, Lan.,
but nw.Lan. +tluss, m.Lan.
tlos, em.Lan.+ilos, se.Lan.
kloss, sw.Lan. klos, tlos, ms.
Lan. klus, tlos, s.Lan. + tlois,

ne.Der. + tills, tlus, n.Lin. +
tloss, Bdf. se.Hrt. e.Dor.

kliis ms.Lan. +tlos.

klos s.Lin.

klwuas e.Cum.
klwuss n. & w.Cum. n. m. & s.

Wm. snw.Yks.
tless snw.Yks., nm.Yks. + tliss,

tluss, m.Yks.+iluss.
tliss nm.Yks.
this sw. & ms.Yks., s.Lan. +

kluss.

tlosz m.Lin.
tlois s.Yks.
tlos m. & ms.Lan. w.Chs., n.Stf.

+klos, nw.Der. Lei.
tloss n.Lin. m.Nhp. n.Ken.
tlos sw.Lan. s.Chs. wm.Stf. u.

Der.

tlos ne.Nrf.

tlus w.Der. +tliis, s. Nrf.

tluss nm. e. & se.Yks. nw.Lan.
tlus ne.Der. + tlus, w. & s.Der.
tlus ne. Der.
tlos Lei.

tlwuss snw.Yks.
Clot, 81, 335

—

Mast nw. & e.Dev.
klet w.Som. +klit.

klit w.Som.
Mod sw. Lan. +Mot.
Mot Sc. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum. Wm., but w.Wm. tlot,

Lan., but nw.Lan. tlot, em.
Lan. + tlot, sw.Lan. +Mod, I.

Ma. Stf. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor.
Som., but w.Som. klet, klit.

Mat me.Wil. + Mot.
tlot w.Wm. sw.Yks. nw.Lan.,

em.Lan. +klot, n.Der.
Cloth, 129, 335

—

Map s.War.
Map Oxf., but s.Oxf. kip}, w.

Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som. nw. &
e.Dev.

Mep ne.Sc.+Mop.
kUp sn.Sc. + klop, w.Frf. e.Per.

Peb.
klip Or.I. wm.Sc. Ayr., but n.

Ayr. Mop, Lth. Edb. Kcb.
Nhb., but sw.Nhb. Mop, a .

Nhb. +klop, n.Dur. +klop.
Miap m.Cum. nw.Yks.
klisp s.Sc. ne.Yks.
Mop Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. sw.Nhb.,
s.Nhb.+^, n.Dur. n.Cum.
Wm., but w.Wm. tliap, n.

Lan., s.Lan. +ilpp, Musp, I.

Ma. s.Chs. n.Stf. nw.Lin. Lei.

Som., but e. & w.Som. Map.
klppVlab., em.Lan. + tlpp, sw. &

s.Lan. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil.
Mo} n.Ayr. m.Shr.
Musp s.Lan.
tlesp m.Yks.
tliap w.Wm.
tlisp se.YVs.+tlop.

Hop ms.Lan. nw.Der.
tlpp em. & sm.Lan. n.Der. s.Lin.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

flop se.Yks.
Hush sw.Yks. nw.Lan.
Clothe, 429.
Clothes, 121, 122, 244, 335

—

klaz
m.Hmp. nw. & w.Wil.

klssz Sh.L
kleiz Ant.
Meszme.Nnb.,n.C\m\.+klisz,k!iz,

n.Lan.+klusz.
kHz ne. & sn.Sc.+klez, Peb.
kles sm.Sc, but s.Ayr. Kcb. klez.

klez Or.I. Cai. ne. sn. & nm.
Sc. em.Sc, but Peb. klez, wm.
Sc. Ayr. Kcb. n.Nhb., se.Nhb.
+klisz, s.Nhb., n.Dur. +kloz.

kliaz e. m. & w.Cum. Wm., but
mWm.+klise, w.Wm. tliaz,

nnw.Yks., snw.Yks. + tlesz,

tlisz, nw.Lan.+tliaz, tlisz, tlusz.

klisz s.Sc. se.Nhb. s.Dur.n.Cum.
m.Wm. ne. & e.Yks.

kllz sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
klouz Som., but e.Som. tloz, w.
Som. klosz, kldz.

klosz Glo.+kloz, tlosz, nw.Oxf.
Ess.

klgz me.Wil.
klosz Dnb. nw.Lin., e.Dor.+Miz,
w.Som.+kloz.

kldz w. Som.
klos l.Ma.+kloz, e.Oxf. sm.Hmp.
klos Uls., but Ant. kleiz, n.Dur.

I.Ma., n.Stf.+^&r, Rut.+//<5s,

w.War., e.Hrt+klwaz, Glo. s.

Oxf. w.Suf. e.Dor. e. sw. & s.

Dev. w.Cor.
kluss se.Yks.+tlisz.

klusz n.Lan., sw. & ms.Lan. +
//M^,s.Lan.+//o;>,s.Lin.+/to^,

e.War. w. & se.Hrt.

kliiz s.Sti.+tliiz, e.Suf.+tloz.

klwaz e.Hrf.

tlesz snw.Yks., nm.Yks. + tlisz,

tlusz, m.Yks. +tlisz.

tliaz w.Wm. nw.Lan.
tlisz snw. nm. m. & se.Yks. nw.

Lan.
tlois s.Lan.
tlosz Glo. n.Ken.
tlosz em.Lan. n.Lin.

tloz Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. n.Wor. m.
Bck. Nrf. e.Suf. s.Sur. e. & w.
Sus. e.Som. n.Dev.

tlusz nm. & s.Yks. nw. sw. & ms.
Lan. Chs. n.Der., nw.Der.+
tluz, e.Der. s.Lin.

tliiz n. wm. & s. Stf. ne. nw. w.
& s.Der. Not. ne.Shr.

Cloud, 170, 172, 335

—

Maud Ant.
n.Lan., s.Lan.+ilxd, s.Stf.

Som., but w.Som. kleud, s.

Som. klvud.

klasd n.Stf.

Mied s. & sw.Lan.
kleud se.Ken. w.Som.
kloud I.Ma.
Mud Bch. Abd. n.Ayr. Nhb. n.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm., but
w.Wm. tlud, nw.Lin.

klvd w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Lth.
Edb. Peb. s.Sc.

klvud s.Lei. s.Oxf. me.Wil. Dor.
s.Som.

tlaud nw.Lan. n. & ne.Der.
Had sw.Yks.
tltsd sm.Lan.
tliid w.Wm.
Clout, 171, 172, 335, 379—klait

s.Chs.
klaut n.Dur. +klut, n. & s.Lan. s.

Stf.

Mast n.Stf.

Mat ms.Yks.
kliet sw.Lan.
kleut se.Ken.
klout I.Ma.
klut Bch., Abd.+kliit, w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr., but n.Ayr. klut, s.

Sc. Ant.
klut Inv. Abd. n.Ayr. Edb. Kcb.

Nhb.n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.Wm.,
but w.Wm. tliit, nw.Lin.

klout s.Lei. s.Oxf. Sus. me.Wil.
Dor. w. & s.Som. e.Dev.

tlaut nw.Lan. n.Der.
Hat sw.Yks. w.Der.
tlml sm.Lan.
tliit -w.Wm.
Coach, 214, 244, 367—kautf se.

Ken.
katfw.Wil
kot/"Lnv.+kotf, ne.Sc, but Bch.

kotf, Abd.+kotf, sn.Sc. Lth.
Kcb. n.Nhb. n.Bck. Ess.

'kostfn.Wor. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.

Sus. Dor.
£p//me.Wil.
kostfsw.Wm. se.Lan. n.Lin. s.

Oxf. e.Dev.
kot/lnv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.
wm.Sc. Ayr. Edb. s.Sc. Uls.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Lan. I.Ma.
n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut. Lei.

kutfe.Suf.
kuslfw.Wm. Yks., but nw.Yks.

+kwustf, Lan., but se.Lan.

kostf, sw.Lan. kotf, s.Lin.

Bdf. w.Hrt. s.Sur. w.Sus. w.
Som.

kwustfs.Dur. n.Cum., nw.Yks.+
kustf.

Coal, 93, 244

—

kaul se.Ken.
kal w.Wil+kpl.
koil sw.Yks., es.Yks.+kusl, ms.

Yks. m.Lan., sm.Lan. +kol, s.

han.+kosl, ne.Der.

kol Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc, but Bch.
Abd. kol.

koul s.Stf.+kol, sw.Nbp. + kvu/,

e.War.s.Sur.,Sus.+Aoa/,Som.,

but w.Som. kpl, kol, s.Som.
kosl.

kosl n.Wor. Sus., e.Dev.+kol.
kpl w.Wil. Dor., w.Som. +kol,

nw.Dev.
koil n.Lan.+kusI.

kol wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. kol.

kosl n.Dur. +kol, n. & sw.Wm.
em. & s.Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.,

e.Suf.+kul, s.Som.
kol Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.
Kcb.,s.Sc.+*«3/,Uls.,me.Nhb.
+kwol, s.Nhb. n.Dur., n.Cum.
+kwusl, ne.Wm. nnw.Yks. sm.
& sw.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. u. & nw.
Der. Rut. Lei. m.Shr. m.Bck.
ne.Nrf. Wil., but w.Wil. kal,

kpl, w.Som. e. & sw.Dev.
£»»/s.Scse.Nhb.,s.Dur.n.Cum.+

kwusl, w.Wm. ne. snw. c. m.
se. & es.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. s.

Lin. w.Hrt. Hnt.
kiil e.Suf.

koul sw.Nhp.
kwol me.Nhb.
kwusl s.Dur. n.Cum.
Coarse, zii—koss ne.Nrf.
koss se.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

se.Ken.
kos Rut.
kurs w.Frf. e.Per. A3'r.Peb. Ant.
kus nw.Der.+iuss.
kusrs I.Ma.
kuss se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
w.Wm. e. & s.Yks. Lan., but
se.Lan. koss, s.Chs. s.Stf. n.

& nw.Der. Oxf., but "s.Oxf.

koss, Sus. w.Wil.
kurs Inv. Bch. Abd. wm. & sm.

Sc.Lth. Edb.me.Nhb., n.Cum.
\-kwusrs.

kits e.Som.
kces w.Som. nw.Dev.
kwusrs n.Cum.
Coat, 214, 244, 363, 383—kaut

se.Ken. +kot.
koil snw.Yks.+kust, kwust, sw.
& ms.Yks., s.'Lan.+kust.

kot Sh.L, Inv.+iot, sn.Sc.+*d/,
w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb., Ess.
+kost.

kout s.Stf. +&«*, m.Nhp. + Aoir,

nw.Oxf.+kust.
kost n.Cum.+kust, kwust, Glo.+

kwot, n.Bck. + kust, m.Bck.
Ess.

koit s.Yks.+£««/.
kot ne.Sc, but Bch. kot, Abd.

kot, kwait, sn.Sc. n.Dev.
kost n.'Wm.+kwust, se.Lan., n.

Stf.+kut, n. & nw.Lin.+y&H*/,
w.Wor. m.Shr. s.Oxf. s.Sur.
Sus., w.Som.+kust, e.&s.Dev.
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kot Inv. Bch., Ab<\.+kwait, wm.
Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Uls., s.Nhb. n.

Dur.+kwot, em.Lan. + kuat, I.

Ma. wm.Stf. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp.
ne.Nrf. w.Suf. se.Ken.

kuat e.Cum.+kwuat.
kut w.Der. e.Suf.

kuat s.Sc. n. & m.Cum. w.Wm.
snw. e. m. & s.Yks. Lan.,but
em.Lan.+kot, se.Lan. lost, s.

'Lan.+koit, Chs. s.Stf. n.Der.,

nw. & e.T)er.+kut, Lin., but

n. & nw.Lin. +&>;', sw.Nhp. e.

War. ne.Shr., e.Hrf. + kwoat,

nw.Oxf., e.Oxf. -vkwot, kwvt,

n.Bck. Bdf. w. & se.Hrt. nw.
& w.Wil. e.Dor. w.Som.

kut se.Nhb. n. & em.Stf. ne.

nw. e. & s.Der. s.Nrf.

kwdil Abd.
kwot w.Cum.+kwuat, e.Oxf.

kwoal e.Hrf. n.Ken.
kwot s.Nhb. n.Dur.

kwuat e.Cum.
&ii«9/ s.Dur. n.&w.Cum. n.Wm.
nnw.Yks., snw.Yks. +koit,

kuat, sm.Hmp. e.Som.
kwot s.Wor. Glo. e.Oxf.

Cobweb, 81

—

kopweb n.Cy. Lan.

s.Chs. Der. e.An.

Cock, 82

—

koklnv. ne.& wm.Sc,
Ayr.+kok, Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.

Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n. & nw.Der.
Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor.
Som. c.Dev.

kok Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.
Cocker, 323.
Coffin, 212.

Cog, 82.

Cog = to boast, 323.
Cogger, 323.
Coin, 213, 244.

Coke—kauk se.Ken.
kak w.Wil.
kok s.Sc.

kouk m. sw. & s.Yks.

koak n.Cum. Lei.

kgk s.Wm., se.Yks. + kok, husk,

Dor.
koak se.Lan. n. & nw.Lin.
kok Sc, but s.Sc. kok, s.Nhb. n.

Dur. n.Cum. w.Wm. se.Yks.

em. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. ne.

Nrf. e.Dev.
kuk e.Suf.

kuak se.Yks. n. & s.Lan. s.Lin.

kouk n. & nw.Der.
Cold, 41, 244, 249, 253, 3°7—
kad me.Nhb. + kould, se.Nhb.

+kdd, kod, s.Nhb.+kauld, kad.

kal ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. kal, s.

Ayr.
kald nnw.Yks. + kdd.

kaul Ant., IMa.+koul.
kauld Dub. s.Nhb., n.Dur.+£«rf,

kould, se.Ken.

had se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw.
Yks., snw.Yks. + kdld, koud,

nw.Lan.4-M/rf.
kal Bch. Abd.
kald Or.I. sn.Sc, wm.Sc+£prf,

kgl, s.Sc.+kald, snw.Yks. nw.
Lan.

kal Kcb.
kad sw.Wm. + kald.

kald Peb. s.Sc. sw.Wm. sw.

Dev.
keul Uls. + keuld, but Ant. kaul.

keuld Uls.

VOL. VI.

kjvud n.Stf.+koud, ne.Der., ne.

Shr. +koud.
kod e.Yks. +kgd.
kold Inv.

koudsnw. & sw.Yks. n.Lan., em.
Lzn.+kaud, sm.Lan., s.Lan.+

kvud, n. & wm.Stf., s.Stf.+£orf,

nw.Lin. s.Wor. ne.Shr.

koul I.Ma.

kould me.Nhb. n.Dur. ne. & m.
Nhp. w.Oxf. nw.Hrt.

koad n.Cum. +kol, m.Yks., se.

Yks.+kgd.
kgd wm.Sc. ne.Wm. ne. e. & se.

Yks.
kgl wm.Sc. n.Ayr.
£p/rfnm.Sc Ayr., but n.Ayr. kgl,

S.Ayr, kal, Lth. Edb. m.Cum.
w.Wm.

koud m.Lin.
koald m.Shr. +kvud, s.Oxf.

kod se. & sw.Nhb. s.Stf. n. & s.

Lin.

kol n.Cum., w.Som. + kold, sw.
Dev.

kold Rut., hei.+kvud, m.Bck.,c.

Dor. +kwold, w.Som.
kuald n.Ken. w.Wil. e.Som.
koud s.Lan. s.Chs. Fit. Dnb. e.

Stf. Der., but ne.Der. kjvud,

Not. Lei. w.Wor. Shr., but

ne.Shr. kjvud, koud, m.Shr.

+

koald, ne.Nrl.+kvuld.

kvul nw.Wil.
kvuld n.Bck. ne.Nrf. Ess. me.

Wil.
kaud em.Lan.
kwold Dor., but e.Dor.+kold, s.

Som.
Colt, 86, 244, 253

—

kault wm.
Sc, but n.Ayr. kaut, Ant.,n.

Dur. +iolt, se.Ken.

kaut Abd. + kolt, Per. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Peb. Kcb., n.Cum.+kout,

w. & sw.Wm., s.Lan. +kvut.

kolt Bch. Abd. ne.Wm., I.Ma.

+ koult, n.Stf. e.Dev.

koultlMz.
kout s.Sc. n.Nhb. n. & m.Cum.
n.Wm. sw.Yks. n. m. & sw.

Lan. I.Ma. nw.Lin.
koalt s.Oxf.

kolt s.Nhb. n.Dur.

kvult me.Wil.
kvuts.'Lan. s.Chs. n.Der. m. Shr.

n.Hrf. e.Suf.

kwolt Dor. s.Som.

Comb, 34, 244) 249—Aa«m se.

Ken.
keim Ant.
keam m.Yks. +kiam, s.War.

kem Sh.I. ne.Sc, but Abd.+A<fm,

sn.Sc, wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.

kem, Peb.

kem Abd.+fe'w, Per. sm.Sc. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. s.Dur.

kiam s.Sc. 11. me. & se.Nhb. ne.

& m.Yks., se.Yks. + kuam.

kjem s.Nhb. n.Dur. +iom.

kom Inv. es.Yks. m.Lan., sm.

&svt.I.an.+kdm,s.'Lan.+kuam,

n.Der. Lei.

koum Som., but e.Som. kwvm,

w.Som. kom, s.Som. koam, e.

Dev. -ykoam.

kgm ne.Wm.
torn sw.Nhb. sw.Wm., em.Lan.

+kuam,n-m.Lin. s.Som. e. Dev.

kom s.Nhb. n.Dur., snw.Yks. +
kuam, sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. u.

Stf. w.Som.

te«s.Str. Oxf. e.Suf.

kuam m.Cum. w.Wm. snw. se.

& sw.Yks. n. nw. em. & s.Lan.

s.Lin. w.Hrt., w.Wil.+iwvm.
kum Rut. Sus.
kvm nw.Der,
kwoam Dor.
kwum me.Wil.
kwvm w.Wil. e.Som.
Come, 103, 265, 425, 427, 429, 432

-

—

kiin Ess.+kvm.
kom Uls., but Ant. kvm, se.Nhb.

nw.Lan. +kum, I.Ma. + kiim,

m.Bck.+&»«, kvm, n.Ken. e.

Dor. w.Som.+kvm, nw.Dev.,
e.Dev. + kvm.

kom e.War. + Mffl, kvm.
ku n.Wm. nnw.Yks. + kum.
kumme. se. sw. & s.Nhb., n.Dur.

+kfim, s.Dur., n.Cum. + kvm,
Wm., but n.Wni. +h, Yks.,

but nnw.Yks. + ku, n.Lan. +
kitm, nw. & em.Lan., s.Lan.+

kum, kitm, kvm, n.Der, Lin.,

but s.Lin.+kiun, Rut. m.Bck.

kum n.Nhb. +kvm, n.Dur. m.

Cum. s.Lan. s.Lin., w.Cor. +
kvm.

Jam n.Lan., m, & sw.Lan.+£»>«,
s.Lan. I.Ma., s.Chs. Fit. em.

Stf. +kvm, e.Der. Not., Lei.

m.Nhp.+£»»i, e.War.,w. &s.

War. ne.Shr. + kvm, se.Shr.,

nw.Oxf. + £»m.
kvm Sc. Ant. n.Nhb. n.Cum. m.

sw. & s.Lan. w. & s.Chs. Fit.

Dnb. Stf., but em.Stf. + kum,
ne. nw. & w.Der. Lei. m. &
sw.Nhp. e.w.& s.War. s.Wor.

n. ne. & m.Shr. n. & e.Hrf. s.

Pern. Glo. Oxf., but nw.Oxf.+
kum, Brks. n. & m.Bck. Bdf.

Hrt.Hnt.e.An., but Ess.+^Vm,

Ken., but n.Ken. + kom, e. &

w. Sus. sm.Hmp.nw.& w.Wil.
Dor., but e.Dor. + kom, Som.,

but w Som.+kom, Dev., but

nw.Dev. kom, e.Dev.+ kom,e.

& w.Cor.
Company, 233.

Conceit,22o, 228

—

konsaite.Suf.

konseat nm. & m.Yks., sw.Yks.+
konset.

konset sw.Yks.
konsiat s.Sc.

kanseit Lei.

kanset Uls. sm.Lan. m.Shr. me.

Wil.
Concern, 210, 228

—

konsam I.

Ma.
konsan s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.

n. & w.Wm. ms. & sw.Yks.

Lan.,butsw.Lan. kans&yi, m.

Not. nw.Lin. e.Dev.

konsxrn s.Sc.

konsern Inv., Abd. +kceiiscrn, w.

Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.

Cum.
kvnsern Kcb.
kcensern Bch. Abd.

kansa-n m.Wm. Chs. s.Stf. Der.

n.Lin. m.Nhp. m.Shr. s.Oxf.

Ess. Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor.

w.Som. w.Cor.

kansm-n sw.Lan.

Condign, 270.

Consider, 297.

Contrary, 204, 284—kon-trare

Kcb.+ kontre-ri.

kon-trari Inv. Ayr., but s.Ayr.

kontrrri:

kontriz-ri se.Ken. Sus.

konlrea-ri sMhb. + kontre-ri, n.

Dur. m.Cum. sw.Yks. n. & se.

Lan. n.Der.

kontre-re Kcb.
kontre-ri Abd. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.

Nhb.Wm.sw.&s.Lan.s.Stf.m.
Not. Lin. Oxf. me.Wil. e.Dev.

ko-ntri n.Stf.

ko-nt(r>arw.Frf.e.'Per+ko-titrare.

ko-ntrare w.Frf. e.Per.

kontrrri sm.Lan.
kontjirea- ri Ant.
kon-J>ari I.Ma.

kg-ntri w.Som.
Contrive, 425, 429.
Convey, 281.

Cook, 169, 249—kink s.Nhb.

+

kjuk, kuk, n.Dur. + kjuk, m.

Cum. n.Wm. em.Lan., n.Stf.

+

kvuk, s.Stf. Lei.+kuk.

kiak sw.Nhb. w.Wm.
kjuk s.Nhb. n.Dur.
kjvuk ne.Der.

kuk Bch. Abd. Ayr., but n.Ayr.

kuk, Peb. Ant. I.Ma. s.Stf. Lei.

s.Oxf. e.Suf. se.Ken. me.Wil.

Dor. Som., but w.Som. keek,

kuk Inv. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.

Dub.n.& s.Nhb. n.Cum.Wm.,
but n.Wm. kink, w.Wm. kiak,

sw.Yks. Lan., but em.Lan.
kiuk, w.Chs. n.Der. nw.Lin.

Sus.

kvuk n.Stf.

keek w.Som.
kuk e.Dev.

Cool, 162, 163, 244,249, 255

—

kal

Ant.
HI wm.Sc+W, kiil, s.Ayr.

kiul me.Nhb., n.Cum.+iii/, m.

Cum. nw.Yks., n.Lan. +kul,

em.Lan. Stf. Lei.

kiul ne.Nrf.

Aw/se.Nhb. s.Dur. w.Wm.ne. e.

& m.Yks.
kjul s.Nhb.+AK/, n.Dur. + kual,

kiil.

kjvul ne.Der.

kuil sw.Nhb. sw.Yks.
kualnX)M-c. s.Lin. w.Wil. s.Som.

kit sw.Lan. + kul.

kul Inv. Edb. Kcb.s.Sc Uls., but

Ant. kal, s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.

Wm., butw.Wm. kial, es.Yks.

11. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. n. &

nw.Der. nw. Lin. Rut.se.Ken.

me.Wil.
keel wm.Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr.

k&l, s.Ayr. kil, Peb.

keel Sh.I. sw.Dev.
kul wm.Sc. n.Ayr. sm.Sc, but

s.Ayr. kil, Kcb.£w/,Lth. e.Suf.

e.Dev.

kw'il ne.Sc.

kwoal Dor.

kwal s.Oxf.

Coomb, 382.

Cope = to barter, 336.

Corkle, 323.

Corn, 87, 234, 244, 382— kdn
nnw.Yks.+koran, Dnb. s.War.
w. & s.Wor. Glo. nm.Brks. n.

Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Wil. Dor.,

Som. e.Dev.+£p«, sw.Dev.

kom ne.Sc.+korn, sn.Sc, Ayr.+
kom, Uls., but Ant. kom, me.
& se.Nhb., n.Cum. + kwuarn,
IMa.+kam.

koran n.Nhb. nnw.Yks., snw.

Yks. Lei.+iptt.

14
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Corn (contd.)—
koan n.Dur.+£p«,e.Yks..m.Yks.

+kuau, sw.Yks. em. Lan., Rut.
+kpn.

kg'n s.Nhb. n.Dur. snw.Yks., se.

Yks.+/:o;/, £HJ«,Lan.,but nw.
Lan.+iww, em.Lan. koan, Stf.

n. & nw.Der. nw, Lin. Rut. Lei.
e.War. n.Shr. e.Hrf. s.Oxf. m.
Bck. se.Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.

Ken. Som. n. & e.Dev.
korn wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. korn.
kon se.Yks.
korn ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.

Kcb. Ant.
kuans.Dur. m.Cum.Wm. ne. m.

& se.Yks., nw.Lan.+kgn,
kuarn s.Sc.

kiirn sw.Nhb.
kirn I.Ma.
ktvuarn n.Cum.
Corner, 217, 298

—

kdna(r) nm.
Yks. +kgna(r), Lei., but n.Lei.
kpnxr), s.War. Glo. nw.Oxf.
se.Ken. s.Sur. vv.Sus. Wil.,
c.Dor. +igna(r), nw. & e.Som.

ka?ana(r) sm.Hmp.
kornar Sh. l.+kornar, Cai. Inv.

ne.Sc., sn.Sc. + kornar, Ayr.,
but s.Ayr.+kornar, Lth. Edb.
s.Sc. Uls. n.Cum. I. Ma.

koana(r)n.Bur.+kgnai.r), snw.Yks.
+kgna(r), konam, e. m. & sw.
Yks. em.Lan. Rut.

kpndair) w.Som. Dev.
kgna(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum., but

n.Cum. + komsr, s.Wm. snw.
& nm.Yks., se.Yks. + kona(r),

s.Yks. Lan., but em.Lan.
koana(r), Chs. Stf. Der. n.&nw.
Lin. n.Lei. m.Nhp. e.War.
Oxf., but nw.Oxf. kdna(r),

Bdf. Nrf. Suf. Ess. n.Ken. e.

Dor.
kornar sn. em. & wm.Sc. Kcb.
koana(r) nnw.Nhb.
konacr) w.Wm. snw. & se.Yks.
kornar Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per., s.

Ayr.+kornar, se.Nhb.
kuana(r) ne.Yks. se.Hrt.
Correct, 295.
Cost, 82, 212, 363, 428, 429, 433—kos I.Ma.
kost Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.Kcb.

Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan. n. Stf. n.Der.Lin.
s.Oxf. e.Dev.

kgst se.Ken. Dor. w.Som. nw.
Dev.

kost Inv. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.
kuast s.Sc.

Cot, 82—kat se.Ken.
kot Inv. Abd. Ayr., but n.Ayr.

to,I.th.Edb.Kcb.sw. & s.Nhb.
n Dur. n.& m.Cum.Wm. Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. Chs. n.Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. Dor. Som.,
but w.Som. kpt, e.Dev.

kpt w.Som.
kot n.Ayr. Peb.
kuat s.Sc.

Cotton, 212.

Cough, 89, 358, 359, 36o—kauf
Wm.+kof, nw.Lnn.+kouf.

kaf se.Ken. Dor.
Ao/w.Wil.
fe/rm.Yks.+£«/
kox ne.Sc. Kcb.
kof s.Ayr. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb.

Dur. m.Cum. Wm., nnw.Yks.
i-kpf, kou, nw. e. se. & sw.Yks.

Lan., but nw. Lan. kauf, kouf,

s.Lan. +kouf, kpf, kouf, I. Ma.
n. & e.Stf. n. & ne.Der. Lin.,

but s.Lin. +&</, Rut. Lei.+kvf,
ne.Nrf. + kpf, Som., but w.
Som. kpf, e.Dev.

koux s.Sc.

iow/ nw.Lan., s.Lan. +kof, kpf,

kouf.

koaf e.Suf.

kpx Ant.

kpf nnw.Yks. s.Lan. s.Oxf. m.
Bck. ne.Nrf. s.Sur. w.Sus. me.
Wil. w.Som. n.Dev.

kox wm.Sc. n.Cum.
koufn.Nhh.
kufm.Yks. s.Stf. s.Lin.

te/wm.Stf. nw.Der. Rut. Lei.

w.War. ne.Shr.
kvu nnw.Yks.
kouf s.Lan.

Could, 170, 235 — kid Uls. +
kod. kud, sw.Dev. +kiid.

kod Uls.

koud em. Stf. + tvud,
kod s.Dur. +kud.
kud Sh. & Or.I., Bch. Abd.+kced,
wm.Sc. Ayr., s.Sc. +kosd, Uls.

Nhb.,n.Dur.+kud,kod,s.Dur.,
n.Cum. + kud, m.Cum. Wm.
Yks. 11. & nw.Lan., s.Lan.

+

kud, n.Stf. n.Der. n.&nw. Lin.
s.Lei. m.Shr. Hrf. s.Oxf., ne.
Nrf. +£»«?, e.Suf. nw. & w.Wil.
Som., but e.Som. kud, w.Som.
kced, n.Dev.

kud Inv. Kcb. n.Dur. n.Cum. s.

Stf. Lei., but s.Lei. kud, se.

Ken. e.Som.
kud m. & s.Lan. I. Ma. Der., but

n.Der. kud, ne.Shr.
kod ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. kud,

kced, sn. & sm.Sc, but s.Ayr.
kud, Kcb. kud, Lth. Edb. n.

Dur. ne.Nrf.
koud em. Stf.

kced'&ch. Abd. s.Sc.

kced w.Som.
kud Peb. sw.Dev.
kud e.Dev.
kad unstressed form in all the

dialects.

Country, 219, 229, 231, 244, 249,
284, 363

—

kintri em.Sc.
kintra wm.Sc.
kjoniri Sh. & Or.I.

AcWrcUls.,butAnt./«<«^n',Dor.
e.Dev.

kuntri me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum.w.Wm. Yks., but se.Yks.
kunpri, n.Lan.-t-kuntpn, em. &
se.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. n.

& nw.Lin. Rut.
kuntiri Ant. n.Lan.
kunfri n.Cum. se.Yks.
kuntri sm. sw. & s.Lan. nw.Der.

Lei.

kimtpri I. Ma.
kuantri w.Oxf.
kontre sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.
kontri Inv., ne.Sc. + kwintre,

kwintri,Ayr. s.Oxf. Nrf. e.Suf.

se.Ken. e.Sus. me. & w.Wil.
kcentri s.Sc.

kwintre ne.Sc.
kwintri ne.Sc.
Couple, 219, 233

—

kopl Dor., e.

Dev. +kopl.
kupmhb. n.Dur.Cum.Wm.Yks.

n. em. & se.Lan. Stf. n.Der.
n. & nw.Lin.

kiipl Ant. sm. & sw.Lan. I. Ma.
nw.Der. Lei.

kopl Se. m.Shr. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

e.Suf. w.Wil. e.Dev.

kopo me.Wil.
Course, 217—koas me.Wil. e.

Dev.
kps s.Nhb. +kuas.
kos nw.Der.
koas se.Lan.+kuas, n.Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin.
kurs Sc. Ant. n.Cum.
kuars I. Ma.
kuas s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm.

m.Yks. Lan., but se.Lan. +
kdas,s.Stf.s. Lin.s.War. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Sus.

fe w.Som., sw.Dev. + kiis.

kils sw.Dev.
Cousin, 219, 231,233

—

kizin wm.
Sc, but s.Ayr. kizn.

kizn sm.Sc. +kuzin, Lth. Edb.
Peb.

kuzin s.Nhb. n.T>ur.+kuzn, n. &
m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks., sw.
Yks. +kuzn.

kuzn Bch. Abd. n. & s.Nhb. n.

Dur. e. m. se. & sw.Yks. Lan.,

but sw.Lan. kuzn, n. & s.Stf.

n.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei.

kiizin Ant.
kuzn sw.Lan. I.Ma. m.Nhp. n.

Wor.
kozin Inv. se.Ken. e.Sus.
kozn ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. kuzn,

sn.Sc. +kusn, m.Shr. s.Oxf.
ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus., but e.Sus.
kozin, me. & w.Wil.

kcezin s.Sc.

kcezn Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.,
but s.Ayr. kizn.

kiizin sm.Sc.
kuzn sn.Sc.

Cover, 219, 363—kevar s.Sc.
kiva(r) Yks. +kuva(r>, Chs. Not.,

Lin. + kuva(r), Rut., Lei. +
kuva(r), Nhp. War. Wor. Shr.
Glo. Oxf., but s.Oxf. kovair),

Bdf. Hnt. e.An. Sus. Hmp.
Wil., but me. & w.Wil. kova(r),

Som.,butw.Som./&«w?(>'),Dev.,
but e.Dev. kovado, Cor.

kivar Sc.+kovar, but s.Sc. kevar,
Ire!., but Ant. kuvar, Nhb., but
s.Nhb. kuva(n.

kovar I.Ma. Dor.
kuva(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm., but w.Wm. kuvar, Yks.
n. em. & se.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.
Lin.

kuvar n.Cum. w.Wm.
kuvair, sw. & s. Lan. nw. Der. Lei.
kuvar Ant.
kova(r) s.Oxf. se.Ken. me. & w.

Wil. w.Som. e.Dev.
kovar Sc.

Cow, sb., 171, 249,381,382—&«
s.Chs. n.Stf. +kjai.

kau Inv. nw.Yks. +ku, es.Yks.
n. & em.Lan., s.Lan.+kd, km,
kea, kjd, e.Der.

kd sw.Yks. s.Lan.
kseu m.Nhp.+fea, kj'au, s.Nrf.
k& sm.Lan., sw.Lan. + kfd, ms.
& s.Lan.

kcu V\s.+ku, s.Lin., Lei. + kjau,
kou, m.Nhp. n.Wor., m.Bck.
+kjeu, Bdf. se.Ken. s.Sur. w.
Sus. w.Som.

kea s.Lan.

kiau Ess.

kjai s.Chs. n.Stf. ne.Der., nw.
Der. -ykjau.

kjau Dnb. em. & wm.Stf. n. nw.
w. & s.Der. Lei. m.Nhp. ne.

Shr.

kjao s.Stf.

kjd sw. & s.Lan.

kjeu m.Bck. e.Sus.

kjou sw.Nhp. s.War., se.Shr. +
kou, nw.Oxf.

kou nw.Lan., l.Ma. + kvu.

kou n.Wm. +kii.

ku Sc, but Inv.+£««, s.Sc. kvu,

Uls. me. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. &m.
Cum. Wm., but n.Wm.+tou,
nw. ne. e. m. & se.Yks. n. &
nw.Lin.

kou s.Sc. I.Ma. Fit. Rut. Lei. m.
& se.Shr. s.Oxf. w.Hrt. e.Suf.

Sus., but e.Sus. kjeu, w.Sus.
keu, me. & w.Wil. Dor. e. & s.

Som., e.Dev. +kceii.

kceii e. & sw.Dev.
kau ne.Nrf.

Crab, 335.
Crabbed, 304.
Cradle, 47, 233, 335—kraidl se.

Ken. Dor.
krxdl s.Sc.

kredl em. wm. & sm.Sc. Ant. s.

Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.Wm. sw.
Yks. m. & em.Lan., nw.Lin.
+ kreadl.

kreadl n.Cum. n.Stf. nw.Lin. s.

Oxf., Som. e. Dev. + kredl.

kredl Inv. 'Bch. Abd. n.&sw.Nhb.
sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. m.
Shr., ne.Nrf.+£/frf/, Sus. me.
Wil. Som. e.Dev.

kriadl n.Ken.
krtdl Glo. ne.Nrf.
kradl Per.

kradl n.Lan.
Craft, 23.

Cram, 323.
Crane, 43, 45— krain se.Ken.

Dor.
kran em.Sc, but Peb. kran, wm.

Sc, but n.Ayr. kran.
kran n.Ayr.
kran Peb. Ayr., but n.Ayr. kidn,

s.Sc.

krxn I.Ma., e.Dev. +krean.
krean sw.Yks. n.Stf. nw.Lin. s.

Oxf. e.Dev.
kren Inv. Bch. Abd. Kcb. sw. &

s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
Lan. , but nw.Lan. krian, s.Stf.

n.Der. Som.
krian nw.Lan.
Cratching, 323.
Crawl, 323—kral s.Ayr., s.Nhb.

+krdl.

kral Bch. Abd. Ant. n. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur., Wm.+krol, e. & s.Oxf.
Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.

kral Inv. Kcb.
krsel me.Wil.
kroul m.Cum. w.Yks., nw.Lin.+

krdl.

krgl Ayr., but s.Ayr. kral, Edb.
n. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. n. &
s.Stf. se.Ken. Som., but w.
Som. kral.

krol Lth. sw.Nhb.Wm. em.Lan.
nw.Lin.

Cream, 220

—

kreim m.Nhp.
krem s.Stf., e.War.+knm, Oxf.
krem m.Lin. m.Shr. w.Som.
krism sw.Yks. sm. ms. & s.Lan.
krim ne.Der. e.War.
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Creature, 220, 229

—

kreit^r) s.

War.
krets(r) m.Shr.
kretar ne.Sc. I.Ma.
krisMr) n.Dur. sw.Yks.
kridtdr s.Sc.

krpMr) s.Pem.
Creep, 190, 191, 335, 425, 426,

427,429,430,432—kreipn.Stf.
s.Som. e.Dev.

krep s.Stf.

krep me.Wil. Som., but s.Som.
kreip, e.Dev.

krip Dor.
krhp nw.Lan. n.Der. s.Oxf.
krip ne. em. & sm.Sc. I. Ma.
krip Inv. Ayr. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur.

n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.
Lan., but nw.Lan. kriap, n.

Der. nw.Lin. Lei. se.Ken.
krop w.Som. + krop.

Cress, 263, 329—£«>-sme.Nhb.
+kras.

kdrs n.Nhb.
kdrs wm.Sc.+Ws.
kras me. Nhb. se.Ken. Dor.
£ra/m.Cum. em.Lan. + foss.

kras wm.Sc.
kreslnv. ne. em. & sm.Sc. se. sw.
& s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm., se.Yks.+Aras, sw.Yks.
+iref, se. em. sw. & s.Lan.

I. Ma. n. & s.Stf. n. inw.Der.
nw. & s.I.in. Lei. Som., but w.
Som. kris, kris.

kref s.Sc. s.Dur. nnw. snw. sw.
& ms.Yks.

kris m.Yks. e.War. Sus. w.Wil.
w.Som.

kriss se.Yks. e.Dev.
kris e.Yks. Rut. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.

Suf. e. w. & s.Som.
kris n.Lan.
Crew, 193

—

kreu s.Nhb. n.Dur.,

Wm. em.Lan. -vkriu.

kriu m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. &
em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. nw.Lin.
Som., but w.Som. kru.

kru Inv. ne. & em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.
Ant. sw.Nhb. sm. se. & sw.
Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. Lei. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. s.Som.
krii w.Som. e.Dev.
Cringe, 263, 323, 352.
Crinkle, 323.
Cripple, 109

—

krepl n.Ayr. Dor.
kripl Inv. Bch. Abel. em.Sc, but

Peb. kropl, sm.Sc. Ant. sw. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum., Wm.
+kr?pl, sw.Yks. Lan., but n.

Lan. krapl, I.Ma. Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
Som., but w.Som. krcepl.

kripo me.Wil.
kropl Peb. e.Dev.
krcepl w.Som.
krcepl Ayr., but n.Ayr. krepl.

kr3pl Per. Wm. n.Lan.

Crisp, 67, 331

—

krips GIo. Dor.

s.Som. nw. & e.Dev. w.Cor.
kreeps w.Som.

Croffle, 323.
Croft, 84,279—kraft ne.Sc. Ayr.,

but n.Ayr. krdft, kroft, Kcb.
s.Chs. Dnb., em.Stf.+ kroft, s.

Stf.

krdflMa.+krof.
krdftn.Ayr.+kroft, Ant. m.Nhp.
krdt Glo.

kraf Peb.

krof I.Ma.

kroftsw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. a. & m.
Cum.Wm. sw.Yks. n. se. & sw.

Lan. n. & em. Stf. n.Der. nw.
Lin. Lei,

krpft Inv. em.Lan. se.Ken.
kroft em.Sc, but Peb. kraf, n.

Ayr.
Crome, 323.
Croodle, 323.
Crook, 169

—

kriuk m.Cum. n.

Wm. sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. ii.

Stf. Lei.

kriuk Wm., but n.Wm. kriuk, ne.

Wm. kriik, ne.Yks.
krukBch. Abd. Ayr., but n.Ayr.

kriik, Peb. Ant. sw.Nhb., s.

Nhb. n.Dur. +kriik, I.Ma. s.

Stf. Dor. Som., but w.Som.
kreek.

kriik Inv. em.Sc, but Peb. kruk,

n.Ayr. Kcb. n. &s.Nhb. n.Dur.
n.Cum. ne.Wm.se. &sw.Lan.
n.Der. n.&nw.Lin.Lei. s.Oxf.

se.Ken.
krok me.Wil.
kraek Or. I. w.Som.
kriik e.Dev.
Croot, 323.
Crop, sb. and »., 83— krap Bch.

Abd.,wm.Sc-t-£ra/>,but n.Ayr.
krap, krop, Kcb. s.Lan. s.Chs.

Fit. Dnb., em.Stl.+krop, s.Stf.

Lei. m.Nhp. s.Wor. w.Oxf.
Brks. Sus. w.Som.

krap n.Ayr.+krop, Ant., se.Ken.
+ krpp.

krap wm.Sc. Peb.
krsep Dor. nw.Dev.
krop Inv. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.

& m.Cum.Wm. Yks. Lan., but

s.Lan. krap, I.Ma. n. & em. Stf.

Der. nw.Lin. e.Hrf. s.Oxf.

Som., but w.Som. krap.

krgp se.Ken.
krop n.Ayr.

Cross, sb., 82— kras nw.Oxf. 4-

£ras,e.Oxf. Sus.e.Dor. n.Dev.

kras nw.Oxf. Bdf. ne.Nrf., se.

Ken. + krps, w.Wil. nw.Som.
sw. Dev.

krees n.Ken. Dor., but e.Dor.

kras, e.Dev.

kr&s w.Wil.
kros Inv. ne. sn. sm. & s.Sc. Uls.

me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.

& m.Cum. Wm. Yks., but m.

Yks. krus, n. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

Stf. n.&nw.Der.Lin.Rut.,Lei.

+ krps, s.Oxf. Som., but w.
Som. krps.

kross e.Suf.

krps em. & s.Lan. Lei. Lon. se.

Ken. me.Wil. w.Som, nw.
Dev.

kros wm.Sc,
kros em.Sc.
krus m.Yks.
Crouch, 323.

Crow, v., 127,^335, 425, 429—
kra ne.Sc +kra, but Bch. Abd.

kra, me. Nhb., s.Nhb. +krd.

krau n.Wm. e.Hrf. Glo. se.Ken.

kra Sh.I. Bch. Abd., sn.Sc+Ara,

sm.Sc, but s.Ayr. Kcb. kra,

Ant., se.Nhb.+Aro, s.Nhb. 11.

Dur., s.Dur. + kro, n.Cum.+
krp, Wm. + kro, but n.Wm.
krau, nnw. & snw.Yks., nm.

Yks. + krp, 11. & nw.Lan. 11.

Dev.
kra s.Ayr. Kcb.

kra ne. & sn.Sc. Peb. s.Sc. w.
Wil.

krou m.Nhp. n.Wor. s.Oxf. ne.

Nrf. Som., but w.Som. kro.

krod m.Yks., sw.Yks. +krp.
krp em. Sc, but Peb. kra, wm. Sc

n. &m.Cum. ne. nm. se. sw. es.

& ms.Yks. I.Ma. n. Lin. Dor.,

but e.Dor. kro, sw. & s.Dev.

krou n.Lei. e.Suf.

kro Inv. Ayr., but s.Ayr. kra, se.

& sw.Nhb. s.Dur. e. & w.Cum.
Wm. e. & s.Yks. m. sw. ms. &
s.Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. s.Lin.

Rut. Lei., but n.Lei. krou, e.

War. nw. & e.Oxf. Bdf. s.Nrf.

w.Suf. n.Ken. sm.Hmp. e.

Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.

krua se.Hrt.

krou nw. & me.Wil.
Crowd, 429, 430.
Cruel, 221

—

kriu-il snw. & sw.
Yks. sm.Lan. Bdf.

krid Uls.

krou-el s.Sc.

kru-el w.Som.
Crumb, 103

—

krum sw.& s Nhb.
n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm., but

n.Wm. krum, sw.Yks. n. &em.
Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.

krum n.Wm. s.Stf., w.Som. +
krSm.

kriim Ant. sm. se. & sw.Lan. I.

Ma.
krvm Inv. Bch.Abd. em.Sc. Ayr.

s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.
Dor. s.Som. e.Dev.

kreem w.Som.
Crump= to crunch, 323.
Crump = to shrink, 323.

Crunch, 323.
Crush, 323.

Crust, 219.

Crutch, 118, 263, 323, 335, 341
— kritf w.Som. + kvtf, e.Dev.

vkrotf.

krotf s.Nrf.

krutf Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. n.Stf. n.

Der. nw.Lin.
kriitfs.Stf.

krutfsm. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

krutf Sc. Ant. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

Sus. me.Wil. e.Dev.

kBtfw. & s.Som.

Cry, 223

—

krae sm.Lan.

krai Or.I. sn. & sm.Sc Yks. m.

Shr. n.Dev. w.Cor.
irai's.Sc ne.Der., m.Nhp.+£>w'.

krei Uls.

£«»e.Der. m.Nhp.
krei me.Wil.
Cucumber, 226, 249

—

kaikitm-

b}t.r) s.Chs.

kaukumfoir) es.Yks. se.Lan.

kauksmbrtr) n.Shr. se.Ken., Sus.

+ keuk3mbz(r), but e.Sus. keu-

kvmbdir).

kdkumbs(r) em.~Lan.+kdkum3(r>.

kdkumj(r)sw.& ms.Yks. em. Lan.

kakdmbsW s.Lan. + kSskitmbKr).

ksekumbwt sw. & s.Lan.

keukumbKr) Lei. +kauiumbi><.r>.

keukvmbalr) e.Sus.

keukvmdir) w.Som.
keukambdir) s.Sur. Sus.

kiukumbrtr) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.

Cum. n.Stf.

kiukumbsr Wm.
kiuksmbsir) R\it.+kvukjmbj(r), s.

Oxf.

kiukambdr Inv. wm.Sc.
kjaukumbsi.r) n.Der.

kjdkumbsfr) nw.Der.
kJDukmis(r) nw.Oxf. e.Som.
koukutm(r) nw.Lan.
koukumsr se.Nhb.
kokvmbdir) Glo.

kukimsir) w.'Wil. + kvufombrtrt.

kukunwir) me.Wil.
kukzmbar I.Ma.
kukamdr w. Frf. e. Per.

kiikumbsr me.Nhb. s.Dur.

kukum?(r)ne.rmw.e.m.& se.Yks.

kukumsir) n.Nhb.
kukombw Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
kukambdir) n.Lin. +kuukjmbrtr),

w.War. ne.Shr.

koukiimbsir) Lei.

koukdmboi.r'i n. & s.Lin. Rut. m.
Bck. ne. & s.Nrf. e.Suf. w.Wil.
e.Dev.

kvukdmair) m.Shr.
kaukdmstr) e.Dor.

ksiikdmdir) n.Dev.

Cud, 244

—

kid n.Ayr. + hid, s.

Ayr. Ant.

kidd n.Nhb., Wm. +kud.
Wsw.t s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan.
Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Dor.

kiid se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

kad Inv. Ayr., but n.Ayr. kid,

kud, s.Ayr. kid, Edb. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Sus., but e.Sus. kwid,

me.Wil.
kced s.Sc
kud n.Ayr.

ksd Lth.

kwid ne.Sc e.Sus. Som. e.Dev.

Cuff, v., 323.
Culch, 323.
Cup, 101

—

kap wm,Sc.+fo/.
kop Uls., but Ant. kiip, Lei. sw.

Nhp. + kiip.

kup Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
Yks. n. & em.Lan. Stf. n.Der.

Lin. Rut. Lei. s.Pem.
kudp Sus.+^y/.
kup Ant. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.

Ma. Dnb. nw.Der. Lei. m. &
sw.Nhp. War. n.Wor. Shr.,

w.Oxf. +kvp, n.Bck.

knpSc, but wm.Sc. +kap, w. &s.

Oxf. se.Hrt. Cmb. Nrf. Suf.

Ken. Sur. Sus.Wil. Dor. Som.
Dev. Cor.

keep Sh.I.

Curdle, 263.

Curds, 107, 263

—

kddz ne.Nrf.

keddz Rut.
krich w.Som.
krudz ne.Sc. se.Nhb. s.Dur. n.

Cum. Wm. Yks. nw. & em.
Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. n.Lin., s.

Lin. -i-kadz.

kriidz Ant. sm. sw. & s.Lan. I.

Ma. s.Chs. e.Stf. nw.Der.,
Not. + kodz, n.Shr.

krvdz Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

em. & wm.Sc. Glo. Wil., but

me.Wil. kudz, w.Wil. kvdz,

nw.Som.
kvdz Lei. -vkvdz, ne.Shr. e.Suf.

me.Wil.
kodz Not. Lei. nw. & S.Oxf. se.

Ken. w.Wil. Dor.
ksdz s.Lin.

kordz s.Nhb. n.Dur.

kidz m.Cum. se.Lan. s.Stf. e.

Sus. e.Dev.

ksrdz Ayr.
14-2
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Curls, 298.
Currant, 262.

Curse, 107, 429

—

kds ne.Nrf. +
kvs.

kos sw. & s. Lan. +kits, s.Chs. n.

Stf. nw.Lin.
kgs sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Lan.
ki'ts sm. sw. & s.Lan. I. Ma.
kvrslnv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., bat n.Ayr. kars, Lth.
Edb.

kos ne.Nrf. Sus. me.Wil. Dor.
Som. Dev., but e.Dev. has.

kars Ant. Wm.
kars n.Ayr.
kas m.Cum. sw.Yks. nw. & em.

Lan. n.Der. Lei. s.Oxf. se.
Ken. e.Dev.

Curve, 279.
Cushion, 218, 231, 233, 244

—

Aw/ui Wm. snw.Yks.
hivifn nnw.Yks. + ze«y"«.

kiiifn sn.Sc. +kvfii.

kiifin Kcb. e. & m.Yks. s.Stf.
Lin., but n.Lin. kufn, w.Wil.
Ykufn.

kufn w.Frf. e.Per. Nhb., Dur.+
wifin, n.Cum.+kwufn, se.Yks.,
n.Lan. -\-wifn, n.Stf. n.Lin.,
Rut. + kofn, s.Oxf. se.Ken.
Sus. w.Wil.

kufn Inv. n.Der.
kiiifn sm. Lan. + kufn.
kit/in Ant. n.Shr.
kufn Lan. + kiuifn, but n.Lan.

kufn, wifn, ne.Lan. wifn, m.
Lan. wiifu, sm.Lan.+kuifn, I.

Ma. nw.Der.
kofin sm.Sc., but Kcb. kufin, c .

Som.
kafn ne. sn. em. wm. & s.Sc. ne.

Yks. Rut. Lei. ne.Nrf. ne.Shr.
m.Nhp. Bck. e.Suf. e.Dev.

kwifn Lan. Shr., but ne.Shr.
kafti.

kwufn n.Cum.
wifin Dur. Cum., but n.Cum.

kufn, kwufn, w. & sw.Yks.
wifn nnw.Yks. n. & ne.Lan.
wufn m.Lan.
Custard, 303.
Cut, 428, 429, 433.
Dainty,2o5, 231—dainti se.Ken.

Sus. me. & w.Wil.Dor. w.Som.
deinti e.Suf.

dente w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.
denti Inv., Abd. -vdenti, wm.Sc.
Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Ant. m.
Cum. Wm. ne.Yks.

deanti e. se. & sw.Yks. se.Lan.
n.Stf. Lin.

denti Bch. Abd. Nhb. n.Dur.
em. & sw.Lan. I. Ma. s.Stf. n.

& nw.Der. ne.Nrf.
dianti m.Yks.
donti sn.Sc.

Dairy, 231—ate»W w.Wil. +deri.
d&ri Lth. Edb. n.Nhb. m.Cum.

n.Lan. nw.Der. se.Ken. e.

Dev.
deiri sn.Sc, wm.Sc. + deri,

dere Peb. Kcb.
deri Ayr.
deari s.Nhb. + deri, n.Dur. n.

Cum., snw.Yks.+rfffn', e.Yks.,
se.Yks. -vdiari, se. & sw.Lan.
n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. Rut. ne.
Nrf. e.Suf.

deiri Bch., Abd.Wm, w.Frf. e
Per.

deri Inv. Abd. wm.Sc. s.Nhb. «.

Cum. w.Wm. snw.Yks. em. &
s.Lan. I. Ma. s.Oxf. w.Wil.

diDrise. & m.Yks. s.Lin. Lei. Dor.
diri s.Chs. ne.Shr.

Daisy, 48, a^i—daizi se.Ken.
s.Som.

dsczi m.Cum. Wm., but w.Wm.
dezi, 11. & s.Lan., e. Dev.+deazi.

dcazi sw.Nhb. sw.Yks. n.Stf.

nw.Lin. Dor. e.Dev.
dezi Peb.
dezi w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb.
dezi Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr., but n.

Ayr. deze, s.Nhb. n.Dur. w.
Wm. m. se. & sw.Lan. I. Ma.
s.Stf. n.Der. me.Wil.

Dale, 43, 45— dail se.Ken.
del n.Nhb., s.Lan. + del.

deal n.Cum.+diel, m. &se.Yks.+
did, sw.Yks., n.Lan. + dial,

nw.Lan. -t-oYrt/, nw. & s.Lin.

m.Bck. w.Hrt. e.Suf. Sus.
Dor. e.Dev.

dclBch.,Abd.+dcl, w.Frf.e. Per.,
s.Nhb.+del, n.Dur.

del Inv. Abd. sn. & wm.Sc. Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Kcb., me.Nhb. +
diet, sw. & s.Nhb. em. sw. &
s.Lan. n. & nw.Der.

dial m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks. nw.
Lan.

did me.Nhb. n.Cum.
dial s.Sc. s.Dur. ne. m. & se.Yks.

n.Lan.

Damage, 366.
Dance,202—.^wsSh.I.Inv.Bch.,

Abd.+ddns, sn.Sc. + dpns, w.
Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. s.Ayr.Kcb.
Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. nnw.Yks., snw.Yks. +
dons, m.&se.Yks.n.Lan.I.Ma.
n. & s.Stf. 11. & nw.Der. nw.
Lin. Rut. Shr., but n.Shr.
dens, w.Som.+ddns.

rfn«sAbd.Lth. Edb. e.Yks., Lei.
+danis, m.Nhp. ne.Nrf. s.Oxf.
se.Ken., e.Dor.+dens,w.Som.

debts w.Hrt.
dans Ayr., but S.Ayr, dans,
daws \v.Wi\. +disens, Dor., but e.

Dor. dans, dens,

d&ns Lei. me. & w.Wil. e.Dev.
dens n.Hrf. s.Sur. w.Sus.
deans w.Cor.
dens n.Shr. e.Dor.
dons snw. sw. & ms.Yks. s.&sw.

Lan.
dpns sn.Sc.

ddans em. & se.Lan.
Danger, 206, 229, 352, 366—
damdga(r) w. & s.Wor. m.Shr.

se.Ken.
dandga(r) ne.Yks. ne.Nrf. e.Som.
ddndgar se.Nhb.
deendga(r) w.Wil. Dor., bute.Dor.

dendgatr), w.Som.
deindgar v/m.Sc.-t-dendgar, Ant.
deandga(r) e.Yks., m.Yks. +

diandga(r), sw.Yks. n.Stf. nw.
& s.Lin. m.Bck.

deandgar n.Cum.
dendgair) s.Nbb. n.Dur.
dendgarlnv. s.Sc.

dendgair) m.Cum. w.Wm. nw.
se. & es. Yks. Lan., butse.Lan.
dpndga(r), sw.Lan. dcndga(r),

s.Stf. nw.Der. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf.
e.Suf. e.Dor.

dendgar Bch. Abd. sn. & wm.Sc.
s.Ayr.Lth.Edb.,I.Ma.+rf«K^.

denga(r) n.Der.

dengarw.Frf. e.Per. I. Ma.
diandga(r) m.Yks.
dondgatr) sw.Lan.
dpndga(r) se.Lan.

Dare—dar Sh.I. sm.Sc, Ant.+
ddr, me.Nhb., n.Cum. + doar,

I. Ma.
daa(r) sw.Yks., s.Lan.+<s?«(fl.

ddir) s.Dur. m.Cum. ne.Yks.,

nnw.Yks. + dia(r), snw. Yks.

+

de(r), e. & m.Yks., se.Yks.+
dea.r), n. & nw.Lan., em. Lan.
+da(r), sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n.

ne. & nw.Der. Lin. ne. & m.
Shr. ne.Nrf.

ddr ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ant. n.Nhb., se.Nhb. + de'r,

Wm., but sw.Wm. diar.

ddr Kcb.
ddr s.Sc.

deeir) Lei.+dea(r), se.Ken. Sus.
der wm.Sc.+a'fV.

dea(r>s.Nhb.+dp(n,n.Dur.+d<ja(r>,

se.Yks. se.Lan. Rut. Lei. s.

War. Oxf. m.Bck. e.Suf. me.
Wil. Dor. w. & s.Som. e.Dev.

de(r) snw.Yks.
der se.Nhb.
dia(r) nnw.Yks.
diar sw.Wm.
doa(r) n.Dur.
doar n.Cum.
dp(r> s.Nhb.
dpr wm.Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr.

dar, Lth. Edb. Peb. sw.Nhb.
rfiO-Jem.&sm.Lan. s.Stf. w.Wil.
Dark, 56—dark Or.I. Bch. Abd. s.

Ayr. Kcb. Uls. n. & sw.Nhb.
n.Cum. I. Ma.

daak w.Wm. em. Lan. n.Der. s.

Som., e.Dev.+ddk.
ddk s.Nhb., n.Dur. -vdeak, m.Cum.
Wm., but w.Wm. daak, sw.
Yks. n. se. & ms.Lan. Stf. ne.
e.&s. Der. nw.Lin.Lei. m.Shr.
s.Oxf. s.Nrf.se.Ken. Sus. me.
Wil. Dor. Som., but s.Som.
daak, e.Dev.

dark Inv. w.Frf. e.Per.
dark Dub.
dark Ayr., but n.Ayr. dprk, s.

Ayr. dark,
dxrk s.Sc.

disk sw.Lan.
derk Peb.
deak n.Dur.
dprk n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
dak n.Ken. nw.Dev.
dak sm.Lan.

Darlington, 273.
Darn, 37

—

darn Inv. w.Frf. e.Per.
s.Ayr.Kcb. Uls.n.Nhb.n.Cum.
I.Ma.

daan w.Wm. em. Lan. n.Stf c
Dev.

dan s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Yks.
n. & se.Lan., s.Lan. +don, 11.

Der. nw.Lin. Rut., m.Shr.H-
dgdu, s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.
Ken. Sus. me. & w.Wil. Dor.

darn Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. Ayr., but
s.Ayr. darn.

dasr>i s.Sc.

dxn sw.Lan. Lei.
dern wm.Sc. Peb.
den nw.Der.
dprn Lth. Edb.
don s.Lan.

dgdn m.Shr.
Dash, 27, 343.
Daughter, 9or 284, 358, 359_

daxtar ne.Sc.+doJar, dofar, but

Bch. + dox^r, Abd. -I dau\tar,

ddfar, dox^r.
dofta(r) ne.Yks.+dopa(r), dou/aoi.

daux/arSh.l. Abd. Peb., n.Cum.
+dox?ar, douidr.

dautpar Wm. + doula(r), but n.

'Wm.+doutar, w.Wm. dautar.

dauta(r) nnw.Nhb., s.Nhb.n.Dur.
snw.Yks.+</o«te(r), se.Lan.

dautar w.Wm.
daupa(f) S.Lan. + doutf>3<r),

douta(r), dvulair).

ddxfar Or.I., sn.Sc.+doxtar.

ddf/a(.r) Nrf.+rfattn, dptaao, Dev.
+ddta(r), but sw.Dev. ddfla(r),

ddta(r>, Cor.+ddta(r).

ddtatry Chs. + dvutacr), but s.Chs.
-t-dpta(n, Not.+dptaW), dvuttxn,
s.Lin. Rut. + dpta(i-), Lei.+
dptair), douta(r), Nhp. + dpta(r),

but m.Nhp.+dvulaM, n.Wor.
+ dpta(n, w.Wor., ne.Shr.

+

dp/air), Glo. Oxf., but w. & s.

Oxf. + dpta(n, Brks., n.Bck.+
dpla(r), m.Bck., Bdf. +dpta(r),

Nrf.e.Suf.Ess.Ken.Sur.,but s.

Sur.+dptair), Sus.,but w.Sus.

+

dpta(r), Wi\.+dmtat.r), but w.
'Wi\.+deta(r), Dor., but e.Dor.
+detai,r>, dpta(r>, w. & s.Som.
Dev., but sw.Dev. doftaix),

data(r), Cor.

ddfiar Abd.
dofiacn sw.Dev.+rf«&(>").
ddtpar i.Wa.+dptar.
ddta(r) s.War.+dptaCr), sw.Dev.
dater Uls., but Ant. dpxtar.
deeta(r) sm.Hmp. Wil. e.Som.
deala(r> m.Yks.+doutaoi.
detairy w-WiL+dsetair), e.Dor.+

ddiair), dptad).

doxtarCa\. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. Frf.,

but -w-Frt+dofjar, Per., but e.

Per.+dof>ar, Fif. Slg.Dmb. ,wm.
Sc.+doxtar, doxtar, sm.Sc, but
s.Ayr. + dpxtar, doxtar, Lnk.,
Lth. Edb.+dpxtar, n.Cum.

dota(r) m.Shr.
dofam ne.Yks.
dopar ne.Sc.
douxtar s.Sc.

doutfa(r) n. & s.Lan.
douta(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur., s.Dur.+

doufatry, e. m. & w.Cum.Wm.
n.&snw.Yks.,e.Yks.+rf»«/a(r>,
m.Yks., sw.Yks. +dvuta(r), s.
Yks. nw. m. sw. & s.Lan., but
ms.Lan. + dvuta(r), Dnb. +
dpta(r), n.Stt.+dptaOi, dvuta(r),
n.Der.+dvuta(r), nw.Lin. Lei.

doutarme. se. &sw.Nhb.n.Cum.,
n.'Wm.+doutair).

doupain s.Dur. se.Yks.
dpX tar s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.
dptam s.Chs.+dvuta(r), Fit. Dnb.

n. & em. Stf. +dvuta(r), wm. &
s.Stf. Not. s.Lin. Rut. Lei.
Nhp. e. & s.War. n. & s.Wor.
n. ne. & se.Shr. e.Hrf. w. &
s.Oxf. n.Bck. Bdf. nw.Hrt.,
se.Hrt.+duata(r), Hnt. Nrf. s.
Sur. w.Sus. e.Dor. Som., but
e.Som. dastair), w . & s.Som.
ddta(r).

dptar I.Ma.
dppar Dub.
doxtar em.Sc, but Lth. Edb.

doxtar, dpxtar, Peb. dauxtar,
wm.Sc.

doxtar wm.Sc. s.Ayr.
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rfdj3sf-ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

duata(r) se.Hrt.

doutain nnw. & sw.Yks. ms.

Lan. Chs. n. e.&em.Stf. Der.,

but n.Der. + douta(.r), Not. n.

Lin. m.Nhp. w.Suf.

dvufalr) e.Yks.

Dawn, 49

—

dam s.Som.

dan Inv. ne.Sc, but Bch. dan,

Abd.+rfa«,sn.Scw.Frf.e.Per.

me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw.
Yks. m.Bck. se.Ken. Dor.

dan Kcb.
dan Bch., Abd.+rfa«, s.Sc.

doan m.Yks., sw.Yks.+rfdK.

dgn Ayr.m. Cum. w.Wm. e. & se.

Yks. 11. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Stf.

n.Der. Lin. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.

Suf. Som., but s.Som. daan,

e.Dtv.+doan.

dosn em. Lan. e.Dev.

don sw.Yks. ms.Lan.

Day, 48, 377, 382—dot m.Nhp.
+diei, dei,de, sw.Nhp.+rf«, de,

s.Wor.+rfc, m.Shr., n.Hrf.+

del, de, e.Hrf. s.Pem., Glo.H-

dai, di, w.Oxf. + de, se. Hrt. +
dei, did, s.Nrf.+rfe, w.Suf.Ken.,

sm.Hmp.+rfc, nw. & me.Wil.,

Dor.+rf<F, but e.Dor. +dxi, dt,

s.Som.
dai Glo.

dmi m.Nhp., e.Dor. +rfat, de, dt.

dee sn.Sc.+de, Uls.+de, but Ant.

dei, se.Nhb. +de, e.Cum., w.
Cum.+rf<F, n.Wm. nnw.Yks.+
de, n.Lan.

dei ne.Sc.+rfe,nm.Sc,but w.Frf.

e.Per. de, Lth. Ant., em.Stf.

+

de, dt, s.Stf., Lei.+rff, but u.

Lei. de, ne.Nhp.+rfe, m. & sw.

Nhp. n.Wor. n.Hrf., nw. &e.

Oxf.+rfe, n.Bck., m.Bck. Bdf.

Hnt. nw.Hrt. + de, se.Hrt.,

ne. & nw. Nrf.+rf?, e.Suf.+<fo,

Ess. Som., but e. & w.Som.
de, s.Som. dai, n.Dev.+de.

dea s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. snw.
Yks.+rf?,nm.Yks.+rf!>, e.Yks.,

se. & sw.Yks.+rfe, ms.Yks., n.

Stf.+rfi, n. & nw.Lin., s.Lin.

{de, w.Hrt. e.Suf., e.Dev.+de.

rfeSh. & Or. I. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc.,butLth.

dei, wm. & sm.Sc. s.Sc. Uls.

me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n.

m. & w.Cum. n. w. & s.Wm.
nw.Yks., m.Yks.+rfj>, se. sw.

& s.Yks. Lan., but n.Lan. dm,

I.Ma., Chs. FIt. + rf?, em.Stf.,

wm.Stf.+rfr, n.Der., ne.Der.+

dt, nw.Der., e.Der.+rff, Not.

m. & s.Lin. Rut. n.Lei. ne. m.

fcsw.Nhp., e.War.+rff, s.War.

s.Wor. n. em. se. & s.Shr. 11.

Hrf. nw. e. & w.Oxf. se.Brks.

m.Bck. Bdf. Hnt. nw.Hrt. n.

Cmb. ne. nw.& s.Nrf. Sus., but

e.Sus. dt, sm.Hmp. Dor. e. &
w.Som. n. e. & s.Dev. w.Cor.

rfwnm.fc m.Yks. se.Hrt.w.Wil.

. di Chs. Fit. Dnb. n. e. & m.Stf.

Der.+rfe, Lei. e.War. ne.Shr.

Glo. e.Sus. e.Dor.

Dead, 188, 249, 296—cferfw.Wil.
ded Inv.+ded, es.Yks., em.Lan.

+diad, I.Ma., s.Stf.+dged, ne.

Der.+did, s.Lin.+rfwrf, Rut.+

diad, Lei. m. & sw.Nhp., n. &

ne.Shr.+dged, n.Hrf.+djvd, s.

Oxf. m.Bck. e.Sus. Som., but

w.Som. ded, s.Som. deid, n.

Dev.
<forfn.Dur.+rfirf,nnw.Yks.+rf«'rf,

s.Som., e.Dev. +dead.

dead e.Suf. e.Dev.

ded Sh.l.+ded, did, ne.Sc.+did,

but Abd. +did, w.Frf. e.Per.

Uls., but Ant. diad.

ded Sh.I. Inv., ne.Nrf.+did, n.

& se.Ken. w.Som. sw.Dev.
did ne.Der. Sus., but e.Sus. ded.

died nnw.Yks.
diad Ant. sw. & s.Wm. ne. e. &

m.Yks., se.Yks.+rffrf, sw.Yks.
Lan.,butem.Lan.+rffrfs.Lan.
+dged, n.Der., nw.Der.+rflrf,

Lin., but s.Lin.+rfcrf, Rut. s.

War.
rfirfSh.I.,Or.I.+rfrrf, ne.Sc, Ayr.

sm.Sc. + did, Lth. Edb. s,Sc,
n.Cum. +did.

did Or.I., Abd.+did,dtd, sn.wm.
& sm.Sc. Peb. Nhb. Dur., but

n.Dur.+rf«'rf, n. & m.Cum. w.
Wm. se.Yks. nw.Der., n.

Wor.+dged, ne.Nrf.

djed e. & w.Oxf.
dfvd n. & e.Hrf.

djad w.Wor.
rf^«rfs.Lan.+rf!>rf,s.Chs.Flt.Dnb.

Stf.,buts.Stf.+rf<M?, w.& s.Der.

War., but s.War. diad, n. & s.

Wor. n. ne. m. fcse.Shr. nw.
Oxf.

Deaf, 188, 280, 296

—

da/ se.Ken.
Dor., but e.Dor. def, dif, dif.

defem. & s.Lan.+rfw/, Chs.+dgef,

lMa.+def em.Stf. Not.+rf«/,e.

Der.+rf«/, diaf m.Lin., s.Lin.

{diaf, Rut.+rfj/j hei.+dev, dlf,

s.War. s.Wor. se.Shr. Oxf.

nm.Brks. n. & m.Bck. Bdf.,

nw.Hrt.+rff^/", Hnt. m. & s.

Cmb., ne.Nrf.+dif nw.Nrf. e.

Suf., Ess.+rfi/, dif, e.Ken. s.

Sur.,Sus.me.Wil.+rfi/,e.Dor.

+dif dlf, s.Som.+rf*/; n.Dev.

detfn.Dur.+dif, nnw.Yks.+rf«>/,

dif
deaf n.Stf.+rfjf, nw.Hrt.

dif Sh.I. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

dif, sn. & nm.Sc, V\s.+daf,

but Ant. diaf.

def I.Ma.

dev Lei.

rfjV/nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.+rf(#

dif Dnb. n. e. & em.Stf., s.Stf.

+

dif nw.Der.+diaf, e.Der. Not.

n.Wor., s.Pem.+dif se.Cmb.

Ess. Sus. me. & w.Wil. e.Dor.

e.Som., e.Cor.+dif

diafAnt., Wm.+rfi/, ne.snw. e.

& m.Yks., se.Yks. +dif sw. &
ms.Yks. Lan., but em. & s.

Lan.+rf</",n.nw.&e.Der.n.nw.

&s.Lin.,Glo.Wyr,e.Dev.+rfM>.

rfj/Bch. Abd. em.Sc, but Lth.

Peb. dif, Ayr., but n.Ayr. dif,

sm.Sc.+dif,s.Sc.,n.C\im.+dif.

difwm.& sm.Sc. Lth. Peb. Nhb.

Dur., but n.Dur.+rf«/, n. & m.

Cum. Wm. nnw. & se.Yks.

wm.&s.Stf.ne.Der. Rut. Lei.

m.Nhp., n. & ne.Shr. + dgef,

Gmg. s.Pem. Glo. ne.Cmb.

ne.Nrf. Ess. e.Dor. nw.Som.,

w.Som.+rf?fl, s.Som., sw.Dev.

+div, e.Cor.

div w.Som.Dev.,butn.Dev. def,

e.Dev.+diafsv/.Dev.+difCor.,

but e.Cor. dif, dif.

rf>/Uls.

dgef Chs. Fit. n. ne. & m.Shr.
Deal, 137,138, 296, 428, 429,

433—dsel Sus. Dor., but e.

Dor. dial,

deilAnt. , nw.Yks.+rfiV/, Lei.+eW,
e.Dev.+deal.

del s.Chs.+dgel, Dnb.+rf<;7, s.Stf.

+del, dgel, ne.Der.+dial, Rut.
+dil, sw.Nhp. n.Hrf.+rfi/, dial,

nw.Dev.
deal n.Stf. s.Lin. e.Suf. e.Dev.
del Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

delSh.l. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.
del, wm.Sc Ayr. Kcb. Uls.,

but Ant. deil, I.Ma. Dnb. s.Stf.

n.Shr., m.Bck. ne.Nrf. +dil,

sw.Dev.
diel nw.Yks.
dil m. & sw.Nhp. n.Hrf.

dial s.Sc. n.Nhb., s.Nhb. n.Dur.

+dil, n.Cum. +dil, e. & m.Yks.,
se. Yks.+rf;/, sw.Yks.Lan., but
s.Lan. +dgel, w.Chs. n. & ne.

Der., nw.Der. +dil, n. & nw.
Lin. sw.Nhp., s.War. + dgel,

ne.Shr. n.Hrf. s.Oxf. w.Wil.
e.Dor. s.Som.

dil Edb. n.Cum.
dil Inv. Lth. me. se.sw. & s.Nhb.

Dur., butn.Dur.+rfw/,m.Cum.
w.Wm. se. & es.Yks. nw.Der.
Rut. Lei. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. se.

Ken.
dgel s.Lan. + dial, s.Chs. Fit. s.

Stf. War., buts.War.+rf/>/, m.
Shr.

Dear, 195

—

detain nnw.Yks. +
dis{r), s.Chs.

denn n.Stf. e.Der. Nrf. e.Suf.

dia(.r) s.Nhb v Dur. m.Cum. Wm.,
but w.Wm. dir, Yks., but

nnw.Yks. + deia(.r), Lan. Dnb.
n. & nw.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei.

m.Shr. s.Oxf. Ken. Sus. me.

& w.Wil. e.Dor. w. & s.Som. e.

Dev.
diar Inv. Bch. Abd. Uls. se. &
sw.Nhb. n.Cum. I.Ma.

dir Edb.
dir Or.I. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

diar, sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per. wm.
Sc. Ayr. Lth. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc.

me.Nhb. w.Wm.
Death, 188, 249, 296, 378—dx)

e.Suf.. Dor. w.Som.
dei) Ant., nnw.Yks.+rff'^, dif.

def ne.Sc. +dej>, but Abd. + rf^,

snv/.yks.+dief, se.Yks.+diaf,

dif, es.Yks., em.Lan. + diaf,

I.Ma. n.Stf. nw. & s.Lin. Rut.

Lei. s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. se.

Hrt. Hnt. ne.Nrf. Ken. s.Sur.

Sus.me. & w.Wil. Som., butw.
Som. deef, e.Dev.

dif Sh.I., lnv.+rfc>,ne.sn. & nm.

Sc, wm.Sc. +def, Uls.+daf,

but Ant. deip.

def Inv., Abd. + def, wm. & sm.

Sc, Lth.+dif, Edb.+dif, Peb.

die} nw.Yks.
dip n.Dur.+rf^, nw.Der. +diap.

dia} s.Sc. sw.Wm. ne. e. m. se.

& sw.Yks. Lan., but em.Lan.

+def, n. & nw.Der. n.Lin., w.

War.+dgep.

dif Edb., n.Cum.+rf^.

dif Lth. Nhb. Dur., but n.Dur.+

dif, n. & m.Cum. Wm., but

sw.Wm. diaf, nnw. & se.Yks.

wm.Stf.

djaf w.Wor.
dap Uls.

dgep s.Chs. s.Stf. w.Der. War.,
but -w.War.+diaf, ne.&m.Shr.

Debt, 209.

Deceit, 220

—

diseatn.Stt.

diset Lan., but se.Lan. daset, s.

Stf. n.Der. m.Shr. me.Wil. w.
Som.

disiat sw.Yks. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

disit Bch. Abd.
disit Lth., s.Nhb.+dasit, n.Dur.

m.Cum. w.Wm. se.Ken.

daset w.Frf. e.Per. Peb.

dasetAnt. se.Lan. I.Ma. Sus.Dor.

dasit Ayr. Edb.
dasit Inv. s.Nhb.

Deceive, 220

—

diseiv nw.Yks.
Lei.

diseav n.Stf. e.Suf.

disev Sh.I. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.
disiv, sn. & wm.Sc. Uls., but

Ant. dasev, em.sm.sw. & s.Lan.

s.Stf.n. & nw.Der., Rut.+disiv,

s.War. n.Wor. n.&m.Shr. ne.

Nrf. m.Bck. me.Wil., w.Wil.
vdiziav, w.Som. n.Dev.

disiav n.Nhb. c. & m.Yks., se.

Yks.+rfis!u,sw.Yks.Lin.s.Oxf.

disiv s.Sc. e.Stf.

disiv Bch. Abd., s.Nhb. +dasiv, n.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. se.

Yks. n. & nw.Lan. wm.Stf.

Rut. se.Ken. e.Sus. e.Dor.

diziav w.Wil.
dasev w.Frf. e.Per. Ant. se.Lan.

I.Ma. Sus. Dor., but e.Dor.

disiv, e.Som.
dasiv Edb.
dasiv Inv. Ayr. s.Nhb.

Deed, 131, 132—rfez'rfnnw.Yks.+

did, snw.Yks. s.Chs. Stf., Lei.

+did, e.Suf., e.Dev.+rfirf.

diad s.Oxf. Dor.

did Sh.I. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.
Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Edb. Kcb.

s.Sc.

didlnv. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. did,

Lth. Peb. Ant. me. se. sw. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. nnw. e. se. & es.Yks.

Lan. I.Ma. n. & nw.Der. nw.
Lin. Rut. Lei. ne.Nrf. se.Ken.

Som. e.Dev;

Deep, 190, 191

—

deip n.Stf.

dep s.Stf.

dip n.Nhb., s.Nhb. n.Dur. + rf</>,

I.Ma., Lei.+dTp, w.Som.
diap se.Lan. s.Oxf. Dor. e.Dev.

dip Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr.+dip, Edb.

dip Or.I. Inv., Abd. n.Ayr.+dip,

Lth. Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb.

n. Dur.n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.

Yks. Lan., but se.Lan. diap, n.

Der. nw.Lin. Lei. se. Ken. me.

Wil. Som., but w.Som. dip.

Deer, 195

—

deam n.Stf.

dia(r) Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Lan.

s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei.

s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Dor.

Som. e.Dev.

diarlnv. Bch. Abd. Ant. sw.Nhb.

I.Ma.

rfi/' Edb.
dirw.Ftf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Kcb.

s.Sc. Wm.
Delay, 205, 228, 230

—

dilai se.

Ken. e.Dor.

dilei ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. dile,

wm.Sc. n.Stf. ne.Nrf.
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Delay (contd.)

—

dilei m. & se.Yks. nw.Lin.
dile Bch. Abd. Kcb., s.Nhb.+

dole, n.Dur. m.Cum.Wm. snw.
& e.Yks. n. & m.Lan. s.Stf. n.

Der. s.Oxf. w.Wil.
dill Lei.

dilai Dor., but e.Dor. dilai.

dile Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Edb.
s.Nhb. I.Ma.

Delight, 223, 228, 230

—

dilait

Ant, Wm. +dilit, nw.Yks. n.

Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

e.Suf. Sus.

dilat s.han.+di/oit.

dilait em. Lan. nw.Der. s.Lin.
dilasit n.Cum.
dibit e.Yks., se.Yks.+dilit.

dileit Bch. Abd.
dilit s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.Wm.
m. & se.Yks. sw.Lan.

dilixt sn.Sc. Kcb.
diloit s.Lan. Stf. se.Ken.
diloit w.Wil.
dibit ne.Nrf.

dileit s.Nhb. I.Ma.
d»leit Inv. w.Frf. e.Per.

dilixt Peb.
diloit se.Lan. Lei.
dilttit Dor.

Deliver, 232.
Den, 55

—

dein se.Ken., e.Dev. +
dein.

den Sc. Ant. Nhb.n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. u .

Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. Dor.
Som., but w.Som. den.

dein e.Dev.
den w.Som.
Depth, 149, 273

—

deb) w.Yks.
dep) Ayr. + dipp, n.Dur. + dipji,

Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. n.

Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.
se.Ken. me.Wil. Som., butw.
Som. dip]), doepp, e.Dev.

dipp sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
dipp Bch. Abd. Edb.
dtp) Ayr. Kcb. m.Cum., w.Som.

+dcepp, nw.Dev.
dvbp Bdf.

dcepp w.Som.
dip) Lth. Peb.

Desire, 232.
Devil, 196, 231, 233, 2n—dxvl

e.Suf.

deivl nnw.Yks.+divl.
devil nw.Lin.
devlSh.\., ne.Sc.+divl, but Bch.

dil, divl, Abd. dii, divl, dll,

divil, snw.Yks.+divl, n.Lan.,
em. & s.han.+divl, n.Stf. n.
Der., Lei.+divil, m.Nhp. s.

Oxf. se.Ken.s.Sur. Sus. Som.,
but e. & s.Som. divl, e.Dev.

dil m.Yks.+divl.
diivl n.Yks., ne.Yks.+divl.
divil Kcb. Ant., s.Nhb. n.Dur.+

divl, dil, n.Wm. es.Yks. nw.
Lan. Rut.Lei. ne.Nrf. nw.Dev.

divl Per., but e.Per. dil, Irel.,

but Ant. divil, me.Nhb.+rfiz//,
se.Nhb. + rfr/, divl, s.Nhb. n.
Dur., s.Dur. + divl, m.Cum.,
Wm.+rfr/, but n.Wm. divil,

nw. e. m. se. & sw.Yks. em.
se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Che.
nw. & e.Der. n.Lin. n.Wor. n.
Shr. GIo. nw.Oxf. m.Bck. e.

Ken. w. Wil. e. Dor.e. & s.Som.
dil Bch. + divl, Abd. + divl, dll,

divil, Edb.+dwl,

divl Bch. Abd. Ayr., but n.Ayr.
dll, divl, s.Ayr. dll, Edb. s.Sc.

n.Cum.
dil Abd. w.Frf. e.Per., wm.Sc.+

divil, divl, s.Ayr., Lth. Peb.+
divl, se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum.,
but n.Cum. divl, m.Cum. divl,

Wm.Der., but n.Der.devl, nw.
& e.Der. divl.

divil Abd., sn.Sc. +divl, wm.Sc.
divl ne. sn. & wm.Sc. Lth. Peb.
sm.Sc, but s.Ayr. dil, Kcb.
divil, n. me. se. & sw.Nhb. s.

Dur. ne.Yks.
Dew, 186, 249, 296

—

deu Lth.
Edb. sw.Yks. n.Lan. e.Der.

diu w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb.
Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum. Wm. em. & se.Lan., sw.
Lan. + dvu, 3.Lan. Stf., but
wm.Stf. dgiu, s.Der. nw.Lin.
Lei. m.Nhp. se.Ken. Dor.
Som., but s.Som. dgiu.

djau Bch. Abd.
djg n.Hrf.

djo nw.Oxf.
dju Ayr.,butn.Ayr.a?!«,me.Wil.
djvu m.Shr.
du ne.Shr. Sus.
dvu nw.Lan., m.Lan.+dgii, sw.

Lan.
dceu s.Sc.

dii e.Dev.
dgiu wm.Stf. s.Som.
dzii Inv. m.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der.
dzvu s.Chs.

Did, 108—aW ne.Sc. + did, dud,
did, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., em.
Sc.+did, did, s.Sc, Lei. +did,
m.Bck., e.Saf.+did, w.Suf.
Ess. Dor., but e.Dor. did, e.

Sotn.+did, w. Som.+aW, dud,
s. Dev.

did Sh.I. Cai. ne. em. & wm.Sc.
Kcb. Uls.,but Ant. did, Nhb.,
but n.Nhb. did, Dur., but s.

Dur. dud, n.Cum. + did, m.
Cum., w.Cum. m.Wm.+rfKrf,
sw. & s.Wm., nnw.Yks.+dud,
nw. snw. m. se. sw. & s.Yks.
Lan. ,but nw.Lan. dud,m. Lan.
dud, I.Ma. Stf. Der. Not. Lin.
Lei.m.Nhp. e.War. e.Hrf.Glo.
Oxf. n.Bck. s.Nrf. e.Suf. Ken.
Sus. Hmp., nw.Wil.+diid, w.
Wil. e.Dor. n.Dev.

diid nw.Wil.
did n.Cum. se.Hrt.
dud s.Dur. e. & w.Cum. n. ne. &
m.Wm. nnw.Yks. nw.Lan.

dud m.Lan.
dvdw. & s.Som. sw.Dev.
deed Or.I.+dad.
dud ne.Sc. w.Som.
d&d e. Dev.
did ne. & em.Sc. Ant. n.Nhb.
Die» 147. 3°4. 429—dai es.Yks.,

n.Lei. s.Nrf. +dai, doi, e.Suf.
vdai, e.Sur. Sus., e.Dor. +dvi,
dii, Som. + dvi, a. & sw.Dev.
Cor.

dot I.Ma., s.Chs. +dei, Fit. Dnb.
em. wm. & s.Stf., Not. m.Lin.
+doi, Lei.+dl, doi, but n.Lei.
dai, ne. & m.Nhp.+doi, s.War.
n.Wor., s.Wor. + doi, doi, n.

Shr.,ne.Shr.m.Bck.+rfo*',Hnt.
Cmb., nw.Nrf.+oW, s.Nrf. e.

& w.Suf.
dei s.Sc. Uls., but Ant. di, s.Nhb.
+ di, n.Cum. nnw.Yks., snw.

Yks.+di, s.Chs., n.Stf.+doi, e.

Stf. ne. & w.Der.
dii m.Wm. nm.Yks.+rfr.

di Sh. & Or.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm. & sm.

Sc. Ant. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb.

Dur. Cum., but n.Cum. dei,

Wm., but m.Wm. dii, Yks.,

but nnw.Yks. dei, snw.Yks.
+dei, nm.Yks. +dii, es.Yks.

dai, Lan. Chs., but s.Chs. dai,

dei, Der., but ne. & w.Der. dei,

n. & nw.Lin. Lei.

doi n. & s.Stf. Not. m. & s.Lin.

Lei. ne. & m.Nhp. e.War. s.

Wor. ne.Shr.n. & m.Bck. Bdf.,

se.Hrt.+doi, ne.Nrf. +dii, nw.
& s.Nrf. se.Ken.

doi se.Hrt.

dot s.Wor. se.Shr. e.Hrf. Oxf.
w.Hrt. Ess.n.Ken. Wil. Dor.,

but e.Dor.+rf««', dii, Som. e. &
s.Dev.

dii Glo. ne.Nrf. sm. Hmp. e.Dor.
Different, 233.
Dig, 351, 425. 426, 428, 429, 433.
Dight, 77, 358—dix t Sc.
dit Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

_
Chs.

Dike, 154, 155—daik Ayr. ,bn\.n.
Ayr.rf«£,Lth.Edb.Ant. s.Nhb.
n.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.
Yks. n. & nw.Lan. s.Stf. nw.
Lin. e.Dev.

daik em. Lan. ne.Der. Lei., Ess.
+ doik.

deik n.Ayr. s.Sc. sw.Nhb. s.Lan.
m.Lin.

rf«Mnv.ne.Sc.w.Frf.e.Per.Kcb.
dik Nrf. Ken.+rffi, but se.Ken.

doik, Sur., Sus. +dik, w.Som.
Dev., but e.Dev. daik.

dik Lin., but nw.Lin. daik, m.
Lin. deik, e.An., but Nrf. dik,

Ess. daik, doik, Ken. Sus.
doik se.Lan. n.Stf. Ess. se.Ken.
daik me.Wil. Dor.
Dim, 67

—

dim w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Kcb. Ant. sw.&s.Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma.
Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. Oxf. Ken.
Sus. Som. Dev. Cor.

dim Inv. ne.Sc. Lth. Edb. Peb.

_
n.Nhb.

Din, in

—

den ne.Sc.+<&«, s.Sc.
Dor.

din w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr.
Kcb. Ant. Nhb., but n.Nhb.
din, Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.
Der. Lin. Lei. Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.

Suf.se.Ken.Sus.me.Wil.Som.
Dev. Cor.

dvn sn.Sc.

din Inv. ne.Sc. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.
Ding, 425, 429, 430.
Dinner, 211

—

dendir Ant.
demr Or.I. ne. & nm.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.
Kcb. n.Nhb.

Dip,io8—ofe/. n.Ayr. Dor. s.Som.
dip w.Frf. e.Per., s.Ayr. + dip,

Kcb. Ant. Nhb., but n.Nhb.
dip, Dur. Cum.Wm. Yks. Lan.
I.Ma. Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. Oxf.
Ken. Sus. me.Wil. e.Dev.

deep w.Som.
dip Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr.

dep,s.Ayr.+dip,Lth. Edb.Peb.
n.Nhb.

Directly, 209, 231, 2^2—dr^kli

Sur. Sus., w.Som. + drekli,

Dev., but nw.Dev. drekli.

drekli w.Som. nw.Dev.
Dish, 72, 376—def w.Frf. e.Per.

+dif, n.Ayr. n.Nhb. Dor.

difInv. +dif, w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.

Kcb. Ant. Nhb., but n.Nhb.

def, Dur. Cum.Wm.Yks. Lan.,

but em. sm. & s.Lan. dif, I.Ma.

Stf. Lin. Lei. Oxf. Ken. Sus.

Som., but w.Som. dif. Cor.

dif em. sm. & s.Lan. n.Der. w.
Som. e.Dev.

dif Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr.
def, s.Ayr. dif, Lth. Edb.

Distract, 434.
Distrain, 284.
Disturb, 232, 276.
Ditch, 160

—

daitf sw.Lan. m.
Shr. n.Hrf.

da/fsm. Lan. + ditf.

daitf Dnb. ne.Der. n.Shr.
deilfs.Lan. + doitf, s.Chs.

detfw.Fr[. e.Per.+ditf, n.Ayr. n.
Nhb. Dor.

ditf w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. sw. &s.
Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.Wm. em.
&sm.Lan.I.Ma.s.Oxf.se.Ken.
me.Wil. e.Dev.

di/fn.Stf. w. & s.Som.
doitfse. & s.Lan.
ditf Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr., but n.

Ayr. detf, s. Ayr. ditf, Lth.Edb

.

Peb.
Dive, 176, 425, 426, 429, 430,

432

—

daw Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
Ant. Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.Wm.
sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. s.Stf.

nw.Lin. e.Dev.
dav sm.Lan.
daiv Ayr., but s.Ayr. daiv, Peb.

se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Lei.

dev w.Som.
div Nrf. Suf. Sus.
doiv s.Lan. n.Stf. se.Ken.
dviv s.Oxf. me.Wil. Dor. s.Som.

s.Dev.

Dizzy, 109, 231, 324—disi I.Ma.
+dizi.

dize n.Ayr. Kcb.
diet Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr. dize, Lth.
Edb.Ant.Cum.Wm. Yks. Lan.
I.Ma. n.Der. nw.Lin. Oxf. se.
Ken. me.Wil. s.Som. e.Dev.

duzi Nhb. n.Dur.
duzi s.Chs.

Do, 164, 235, 431, 432, 435—dei
Ant., s.Nhb.+rff.

deu e.Ken.+rf«.
de wm.Sc. +div, die, dee, Ayr.+

dii, Lth. FLAb.+div.
diu n.Cum. + dii, m.Cum. + di,

nnw.Yks.+dh, di, du, snw.
Yks. +dii, sm.Yks. + dii, sw.
Yks. n. nw. & em.Lan. n.Stf.,
em.Stf.+rf»K, wm.Stf., s.Stf.+
du, s.Der., Lei. + dvu, dceu,
but s.Lei.+rfS, m.Nhp. ne. &
se.Shr.+du, nw.Hrt., se.Hrt.
+dii, se.Cmb. nw

LNrf. w.Suf.
diii s.Nrf. e.Suf.+rfw.
dii ne.Sc.+rfr, but Bnff. div, Abd.

+div, dii, s.Dur. n.Cum. Wm.,
but s.Wm. di, ne.&nnw.Yks.-,
e.Yks.+div, m. nm. & sm.Yks.,
se.Yks.+div, di, dii.

div Bnff., Abd.+rff, du, wm.Sc,
se.Nhb. n.Dur. + <ft, e . & se.
Yks.
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(fine.Sc, sn.Sc. +dce, nm.Sc.+

dM, but w.Frf. e.Per. dee, n. se.

sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
s.Wm. nnw. & se.Yks.

do n.Shr., Ess.+rfw.

du Abd. wm.Sc. Uls., but Ant.
dei, me.Nhb. nnw. snw. se. &
es.Yks. m. se. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. Chs., but s.Chs. dceu,

Fit. Dnb. s.Stf. n. &nw.Der.
Not. Lin. Rut., s.Lei. + diu,

Nhp., but m.Nhp.+diu, War.
n.Wor. ne. & se.Shr. e.Hrf.

s.Pem. Oxf. Brks. m.Bck.
Bdf. se.Hrt. m. & s.Cmb. Ess.

n. & se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Wil.
Dor. Som., but w.Som. du.

dou e.St{.+dceu, em.Stf. ne. e. &
w.Der. Lei.

dee Sh.I.+dce, du.

dceu s.Chs. e.Stf. Lei.

dbJSh.l.+du, Or.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. em.Sc, but Lth. Edb.
de, dav, wm. & s.Sc, sw.Dev.
+du.

du Sh.I. nm.Sc. Ayr. ne. & s.

Nrf. e.Suf. e.Ken. w.Som.
Dev., but sw.Dev.+da.

dav Lth. Edb.

da (rarely di) unstressed form in

all the dialects.

Dog, 82, 351, sm—daug Ayr.+
dog, but n.Ayr.+rft'g', s.Ayr.+

dig-
dag se.Ken.
dag Dor.
dog Inv.+dog, dog, Bch. Abd.

Kcb. sw.Nhb., s.Nhb.+dog,n.

Dur.+dosg, dog, n. & m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. n.Lan., m.Lan.
+dog, em.'Lan.+dug, se.Lan.,

s-wX.zn.+dvg, s.Lan. + ditg,

dag, IMa.+dpg, Dnb. Stf., ne.

Der.+dug, dog, w. & s.Der.

nw. & m.Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. e.

War. se.Shr. s.Oxf., Som.+
dpg, e.Vev.+dog.

doug Peb.

dpg s.Ayr.+daug,dog,1M3L.Lon.

Sus. Som.
dog w.Frf. e.Per.+dog, s.Yks.

Bdf. Hnt.
dosg n.Dur.

dog Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., Lth.

Edb.+dog, s.Nhb. n.Dur.

dug (obs.) ne.Der.+dog.

dug em. & s.Lan.

dog Inv. Per., but e.Per. dog,

dog, n.Ayr. +dog, Lth. Edb.

m. sw. & s.Lan. ne. & e.Der.

nw. & e.Dev.

dag n.Der.
Done, 169, 249

—

dian w.Cum. 4-

dun.
dienn.Cum.+diun, dian, dun,

diin'.

din Ant. nw. & sw.Dev.
diun me.Nhb., s.Nhb.+dun, n.

Vur.+djun, dun, n. e. & m.

Cum. n.Wm., ne. & m.Wm.+
dian, nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.+

dun.
dian se.Nhb.+djun, dj'cen, s.Dur.

n.Cum. ne. m. & w.Wm. ne.

m. & e.Yks., se.Yks.+rfwM.

din Cai. Bch., Abd.+rffK, wm.
Sc.+rf»», dcen, sm.Sc, Lth. +
dan, Edb.+rf»«.

din ne.Sc, but Bch. din, Abd.+
din, sw.Nhb.

djun se.Nhb. n.Dur.

djcen se.Nhb.
don Uls.+rfpK, but Ant. din, sw.

Nhp.+dun, Dor., but e.Dor.

don, e.Dev.+doan, don.
dpn Uls.

doan e.Dev.
duin sw.Yks.+dun.
dun s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & w.
Cum. sw. & s.Wm. snw. se.

sw. & s.Yks. n. nw. &em.Lan.,
n.Stf. n.Der.+dun, Lin. Rut.
s.Lei. nw.Nrf.

diin se.Lan., s. Stf. +afz<«, nw.
Der.

diin m. sm. sw. & s.Lan. I. Ma.
Chs. Fit. Dnb. n. em. wm. &
s.Stf. n.Der., ne.T)er.+doun,

e. w. & s.Der. Not. Lei., but

s.Lei. dun, ne. & sw.Nhp.
War. n.Wor., s.Wor.+rf»«,
Shr., nw.Oxf.+rfow, n.Bck.

don Inv. wm.Sc. Edb. m.Nhp.
s.Wor. n. & e.Hrf. Glo. nw.
e. & s.Oxf. Bdf. se.Hrt. Hnt.
ne. & s.Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken.
s.Sur. e. & w.Sus. me. & w.
Wil. e.Dor. Som. e.Dev.

doun e.Stf. ne.Der.

deen Sh.I. sn.Sc.+diin, w.Frf. e.

Per. Peb. wm. & s.Sc.

deen Or.I.

diin Sh.I. sn. & nm.Sc, but w.
Frf. dan, Per. diin, e.Per.

deen, em.Sc, but Lth. din,

dan, Edb. dm, don, Peb. dan,

n.Dev.
dun Per. n.Cum.
dan Lth.

adon nw.Wil.
Donkey, 231, 233

—

donki s.Nhb.

n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. e. m. &
se.Yks. Lan. n. & nw. Der. nw.
Lin. m.Nhp. m.Shr. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. e.Sus. w.Wil.
dunki Bch., Abd.+rf»«&', n.Stf.

ditnki Ant. I. Ma., Lei.+donki,

n.Wor.
donki Abd. Lei.

donk w.Som. n.Dev.

donki w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.
rf»>/ifo'wm.Sc.s.Ayr.I.W.e.Som.

Don't, 162, 267.

Doom, 162— dium sw.Yks. em.

Lan. n.Stf., s.Lei.+diim.

dum Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
w.Wm. n. & s.Lan. I. Ma. s.

Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.

Oxf. se.Ken. Som.
deem w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc.

dum e.Dev.

Door, 91

—

diua(r) e.Cum. n. & m.

Wm., s.Wm. + dua(r), nnw.

Yks., snw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan.

+dua(tl, em.han.+dair).

diuer n.Cum.+dua'r, deer, sw.

Wm.
diain -w.Cum.+duaCr), ne. e. & m.

Yks., se.Yks.+duam.

doa(r> nnw.Nhb., n.Dur. +dp(r),

doair), dua(r), sw.Lan.+rfwsC),

dam, Rut.+rfxJW, Lei.+dda(r>,

s.War., e.Hrf. Glo. +dua(ry,

Hnt + dda(r>, e.Ken. n.I.W.

me.Wil.,e.Dor. +dua(r),e.~Dev.

+dua(.r).

doar Bch. Abd., se.Nhb.+dor,

duar, dur, sw.Nhb.+duar.

dp(r) n.Dur. m.Nhp. + doaW,

duam, w.Suf., Ess. +ddaw,

dua(r>.

dpmm.Sc.+dor, duar, Ant.
ddua(r> nw.Ox{.+du3(.r).

doa(r) n.Dur., ms.Yks.+duam, s.

Lan.+dua(r), do(r), da(r), Fit.,

St{.+dua(r), but e.Stf. doir),

e. & w.Der. +du3(r), nw.Lin.
Lei., ne. m. & sw.Nhp. s.Wor.
+du3(r), m.Shr.+do(.r), se.Shr.

n.Hrf., se.Hrt.+duam, Hnt.
Cmb., nw.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess.

Som. + dua(r), r,.T>ev.+du3(r),

Amir), sw.Dev. e.Cor.

dosr \Ma.+du3r.
db\r> I.W., but n.I.W. doaW.
dor Sh.I., Or.I. +diir, Cai. Inv.

ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.rfcwr, sn.

&nm.Sc em.Sc, butLth.Edb.
dur, wm.ssm.Sc, s.Sc. +dcer,

me.Nhb.+rfw?-, dur, se.Nhb.

dualX) s.Nhb. Dur. m. & w.Cum.
s.Wm. snw. se.sw.ms. & s.Yks.

n.nw.m.sm.sw. & s.Lan. Chs.,

buts.Chs.+rf»(r), rfa?«w,Dnb.
Stf. n.Der., ne.Der. +do(r>, e.

w. & s.Der. Not. n.m.& s.Lin.

Rut. m. & sw.Nhp. e. w. & s.

War. n. & s.Wor.n.&ne.Shr.
e.Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. Oxf., but

nw.Oxf. +«?»«*(>-), Brks. Bck.

Bdf. nw. & se.Hrt. ne. & nw.
Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. n. & se.Ken.

s.Sur. Sus. sm.Hmp. nw. & w.
Wil. e.Dor. Som. n. Sis.Dev.

duar nm.Sc. Uls., but Ant. dpr,

me. se.& sw.Nhb. n.Cum. sw.

Wm. I.Ma.

dur Or.I. Lth. Edb. n. me. & se.

Nhb. w.Wm.
do(r> s.Lan., s.Chs. + dua(r),

deeuam, e.Stf. ne. & nw.Der.
m.Shr.

(for s.Sc.

dceuam s.Chs.

deer n.Cum.
diisir) n. & e.Dev.

ditinVor.,but e.DoT.doa(.r),du3<.r).

dKr) em. se. & sw.Lan.

Doubt, 225

—

dait Chs., n.Stf. +
daat, nw.Der.+daut, e.Der.

daut s.Wm. nw.Yks.+rfS/, n. &
m.Lan., se.Lan. +diel, dauf, ».

Lan.+daat, dot, dxt, wm. & s.

Stf., n.Der. + dout, ne.Der.+
rfa;,nw.&s.Der.e.War.e.Dev.

daat ms.Lan.+rfaJ^, s.Lan. n.Stf.

ddt sw.Yks. + deat, s.Yks., sw.

~Lan.+dxt, s.Lan. ne.& w.Der.

dxut m.Nhp.
diet sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan.

deut s.Lin. Lei., but n.Lei. doui,

Bdf. se. & nw.Hrt., e.Suf.+

doui, w.Suf. Ken. e.Sus.

deat sw. & ms.Yks.
dout es.Yks. nw.Lan. I.Ma.

dut Sh.\.+dut, ne.Sc, but Bch.

Abd. dut, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

em.Sc, but Lth. Edb. dut,

Ayr., sm.Sc.+rfS^, s.Sc. Ant.,

se. & s.Nhb. n.Cum.+rfat

dut Sh. & Or.I. Cai. Inv. Bch.

Abd. wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

,1. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. «. e. m. &
w.Cum. Wm., but s.Wm. +
daut, nw. e. m. & se.Yks. «.

& nw. Lin.

dout n.Der. Rut. n.Lei. n.Wor.,

e.Hrf. +*«/,Oxf.w.Hrt.s.Nrf.

e.Suf. Wil. e.Dor.

daut Uls., but Ant. dut, em. &

se.Lan. e.Hrf. Glo. ne.Nrf.

sm.Hmp.

daiitn. & s.Dev.

Dough, 120, 348—dau Lth. se.

Ken.
dauf s.Lan.+douf, duaf.

da w.Wil.
det'x s.Sc.+dmx, diaux-

de~x sn.Sc, wm.Sc. Ayr. + do,

Edb., Kcb.+rfo.

diaf snw.Yks.+douf,
diu\ s.Sc.

disfe. & m.Yks.
diaux s.Sc
do ne.Sc+rfo.
do/ es.Yks. se. & sw.Lan. s.Chs.

n.Stf.

dou Som., but s.Som. do, e.Dev.

+dp.

douf snw.Yks. em. & s.Lan.

doa Rut.
dp m.Cum. I.Ma. n.nw.& e.Dev.

rfo/nw.Der.
dou nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. e.Suf.,

s.Sur. w.Sus.+rfo.

doa/ ms.Yks.
do Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.

Sc. Ayr.,but s.Ayr.+dex, Peb.

Kcb., se.Nhb. +du, s.Nhb. n.

Dur.+rfw/ s.Lin. Lei., but s.

Lei. dou, m.Shr., m.Bck.+rfo/,

s.Sur.w.Sus.,e.Sus.+rfe/,I.W.

Dor. s.Som.
ddx Sh.I. Ant.
do/w.'Wm.+du/, dusf sw.Yks.

+dua/, Lan., but n.Lan. duaf,

em. Lan. dou/, se. & sw.Lan.
do/ ms.Lan. rf»«/s.Lan. dauf,

dou/, dusf Chs.+rfw/, but s.

Chs. do/, n.Der.

du/ s.Nhb. Dur., butn.Dur.+rfo,

w.Wm. se. & w.Yks. Chs., s.

Stf.+rfc/, ne.Der. War., but

w.War. do/ Shr., but n.Shr.

du/, m.Shr. do.

dua/w.Wm. sw.Yks. n. & s.Lan.

du me. & se.Nhb.

rfw/wm.Stf. n.Shr.

rfo/ne.Yks.s.Stf.w.War.m.Bck.

e.Sus.

dou ne.Nrf. me.Wil.
dou/ ms.Lan.
Dove, 173, 279

—

deu se.Cmb.

diav m.Yks.+rfKW.

dov I.Ma. nw.Der. w.Wil.

duv Nhb. n.Dur., n.Cum.+rfK,

m.Cum. n.Wm., w.Wm.+rfw,
Yks., but m.Yks. + diav, se.

Yks.+du, ii.&em.Lan. n. & s.

Stf.nw. St s.Lin. Rut., m.Bck.

+dii.

dii Sc, but Inv. dov, s.Sc. dou,

n.Cum. w.Wm. se.Yks. s.Lan.

m.Bck.
duv sw.Lan. s.Chs. Lei. n.Wor.

dou s.Sc, e.Suf.+rf»f.

dovlnv. s.Oxf. n.Cmb. e.Suf. se.

Ken. me.Wil. e.Dev.

dau ne.Nrf.

Down, sb. = feathers, 171

—

daun
Ayr. Ant.

doan w.Yks.+dpn, sw.Yks.

dpn w.Yks. Not. Lin. Dor.

don w.Wm. n. & ne.Der.

Down, adv., 171, 172, 249

—

dain

Chs., buts.Chs.+rfflKH, n.Stf.

+daan, nw.Der.+rfa««, e.Der.

+ daun, daon, daan, dan.

daun s.Wm. + diin, nnw. &
snw.Yks. +diin, es.Yks. «, &
m.Lan. s.Chs., Dnb.+rfoMK, e.

Stf.+ddn, wm.Stf., s.Stf. +
daon, ne. & e.Der. +dan,
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Down (contd.)—

nw.Der., s.Der.+ddn, djaun,
Not.+davn,ddn,m.'Lin.+doun

J

hei.+deun, djaun, dvun, ne.
Nhp., m.Nhp. + dxun, deun,
d}un, e.War.+davn, w.War.,
n.Wor. + deun, Som., but w.
Som. deun, s.Som. dvun, w.
Cor.

davn ms.Lan.+o'aK, dxn, s.Lan.
+ddn, dxn, dvun, s.Stf. e.Der.
Not. e.War.

dam sw.Yks.+ddn, dan, n.Stf.,

n.Der.+ddn, dvun, e.Der.
dan_sw. & s„Yks., sw.Lan.+

dxn, ms. & s.Lan. e.Stf. n. ne.
e. w. & s.Der. Not.

dxun m.Nhp.
dxn sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan.
deun Uls. -t-daun, but Ant. rf«K,

s.Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. n.Wor. s.

Pem., m.Bck.+rf»MK, Bdf. nw.
Hrt, se.Hrt. +rf/««2, Hnt. m.
se. & s.Cmb., ne.Nrf. +daun,
nw.Nrf.+rfoMK, Suf. Ess. e. &
se.Ken. e.Sus. w.Som.,e.Cor.
+dvun.

dean sw.Yks.
djaun s.Der. Lei.

djeun se.Hrt.

doun nw.Lan., I.Ma. + dvun,
Dnb. m.Lin.

dun Sc.+diin, Ant., me.Nhb. n.
Cum.+dun.

diin Sc. Nhb., but me.Nhb.+rfwK,
Dur. Cum., but n.Cum.+dun,
Wm, but s.Wm.+daun, ne.
nw. e. m. & se.Yks. n. & nw.
Lin.

dvun s.Lan. I.Ma. Fit. n.Der.
Rut. Lei. sw.Nhp. s.War. s.

Wor.Shr.n.Hrf.,e.Hrf.+«fe«w,
w.Hrt. Oxf. nm.Brks. n. & m.
Bck. nw. & s.Nrf. Wil. Dor.,
but e.Dor.+A«M,s.Som.e.Cor.

daun Uls. em.Lan. m.Nhp. e.

Hrf. Glo. ne.Nrf. sm.Hmp., c .

Dor.+dvun, e.Dev. +daiin.
daiin Dev., but e.Dev.+daun.
Dozen, 219, 231

—

dezn s.Sc.
dizin Bch. Abd. Kcb.
dizn w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr.

Ant. w.Som. e.Dev.
dozn Uls., but Ant. dizn.
duzn Nhb. n.Dur. «. & m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. n. em. & se.Lan.
n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin.

duzn sw.Lan. I.Ma.
dvzn Inv. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.

me.Wil.
Drag, 29, 296, 351, 425—ddrag

Wm. +drag.
ddrag I.Ma.

drag Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
Peb. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum. Wm. n.Lan., sm.Lan.+
draig, se.Lan., sw.Lan.+dreg,
n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

draig sm.Lan. s.Som.
draag em.Lan.+ffra^.
drag n.Ayr. s.Stf. se.Ken.
drxg s.Lei. Dor. Som., but w.
Som. drvg, s.Som. draig, e.

Dev.
dreg Ayr., but n.Ayr. drag, Keb.

Ant. n.Nhb. sw.Yks. sw.Lan.
drvg w.Som.
Srag s.Lan.
draag em.Lan.
Drain—dSrein Ant.
ddren ~Wm,+dren, I.Ma.

drain se.Ken. w.Wil. Dor. w. &
s.Som.

drxn n.Nhb., s Nhb. +dren, «.

Dur. m.Cum. n.Lan., s.Lan. -t-

dren.

dre'm Bch. Abd., Lei. +drin, ne.

Nrf., e.Suf.+drin, Sur. Sus.,

but e.Sus. drian, drln,

dren w.Frf. e.Per. +dren.

drean sw.Nhb. n.Cum. w.Yks. n.

Stf., 11. & nw.Lin.+rfra«, s.

Oxf. n.Bck. w.Hrt. e.Dev.
rfr«z'sn.Scw.Frf.e.Per.em.&wm.

Sc. Kcb. s.Nhb. Wm. nnw. &
snw.Yks., em.Lan.+3n"«, sw.
Lan. n.& nw.Der. Rut. s.Nrf.

drian e. & m.Yks. Lin., but n. &
nw.Lin.+drean,ne.Shr.+drin,
se.Hrt., e.Sus. -vdrin.

drin m.Chs. wm.Stf. Lei. ne.

Shr. e.Suf. Ess. e.Sus. e.Ken.
dren em. & s.Lan.
drian, drin se.Yks.
Dram, 382.
Draught, 36, 358, 359— ddraxt

Ant.

diSraft "Wm.+draft.
dSrSflMa.
drax t Bch. Abd.+drdxt, Kcb.+

draft,

draf e.Dev.
draftw.Fr{.e.Per.s.Ayr.+drdx t,

Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum. Wm. Yks. u. sm. se. &
sw.Lan. Stf. n. & ne.Der. nw.
Lin.

drauxt Lth.Edb.+rfra/?.

draaft em.Lan. +draaft.

draxt Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Ayr.
drdf w.Som.+drvf.
draft n.Ayr. Lth.Edb. Oxf. ne.

Nrf. se.Ken.
drdt Glo. s.Som.
drdf Peb.
drseft Dor. drxft.

drift s.Lei. me.Wil. Dor.
drvfw.Som.
draft s.Lan.

draaft em.Lan.
Draw, 49, 427, 429, 432—ddra

Ant. sw.Wm.
dSrp ne.Wm. I.Ma.
drd Sh. & Or.I. Inv. ne.Sc. w.

Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. me.Nhb.,
se.Nhb.+rfro, s.Nhb. n.Dur.
nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.+efrp, n.
Lan., nw.Lan. +drS, s.War.
Oxf. Brks. m.Bck. Bdf. Ess.
Wil., but w.Wil. drx, Dor.
Som., n.Dev.+drp.

drd Kcb.
drdu Lth. Edb. Peb.
drx w.Wil. e.Dev.
droa m. & sw.Yks., Rut.+rfrp,

Lei.

drg wm.Sc. m.Cum. w.Wm.
snw.&e.Yks.m.Lan.,sm.Lan.
+dro, se. & sw.Lan., s.Lan.

+

tlrp, s.Chs. s.Stf. a. & nw.Der.
Lin. Rut. e. & w.War. s.Oxf.
Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
n.Dev.

drd se. & sw.Nhb. es.Yks. n. nw.
& sm.Lan. n.Stf.

tirp se.Yks. s.Lan.
tiro em.Lan.
Dread, 135, 425, 429, 430—dSred

ne.Wm. I.Ma.
dSrid Ant.
dred n.Dur., em.Lan.+flm/, n.

Stf. n.Der., nw.Lin.+dmd, s.

Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Dor. e.

Dev.
dred Inv.

dred w.Som.
drisd sw.Wm. ne. & sw.Yks. n.

& se.Lan. nw.Lin.
dr'id w.Frf. e.Per., Ayr.+drTd,

Edb. Kcb.
drld Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Peb.
Nhb. n.Dur. u . & m.Cum.

fired em. & s.Lan.

Dream, 182, 183, 433

—

dtirem
I.Ma.

dSrtm Ant. ne.Wm.
drxm Sus. Dor.
dreim s.Stf. s.Som., e.Dev. +

dream,
dream n.Stf. e.Dev.
drem w.Frf. e.Per.

drem Glo. me.Wil. w.Som.
driam s.Nhb. n.Dur.+drlm, sw.
Wm. ne. & sw.Yks. n. sm.
se. & sw.Lan., n.Der. +drim,
nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

drim n.Ayr. Edb. Kcb.
drim Or.I. ne.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth.

n. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. &
m.Cum. n.Der. Lei. se.Ken.

driam em.Lan., s.Lan.+07i>w.
Snm s.Lan.
Dreary, 190, 231—dSreari, direri

I.Ma.
ddriri Ant.
dreari Dor. e.Dev.
dreri me.Wil.
driari Abd. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum. sw.Yks. sw.Lan. s.Stf.
n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. se.Ken.
s.Som.

drire n.Ayr. Kcb.
drtri Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr. drire, sw.
Nhb. Wm. n.Lan.

driari em. & s.Lan.
Drench, 55, 296, 342— dSrenf

Wm. I.Ma.
dSrinfAnt.
drxnf Dor., but e.Dor. drinf, w.
Som.

drxntfse.Ken.
drenf Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr. drinf, Kcb.
s.Nhb. n. & s.Dur. m.Cum.
sw. Yks. n. m. & sw.Lan. s.Stf.
nw. & s.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

drentf ne.Sc. me. se. & sw.Nhb.
se.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. me.Wil.

dreanfe.Dev.+drintf.
drenf s.Sc.
drinf'n.Ayr. w.Wil. e.Dor. nw

Dev.
drintfwm.Sc, but n.Ayr.drinf,

m.Yks. e.Suf. Sus. e.Dev.
drhntfs.Lan.+Srenf.
dranfPeb.
drenfem. & s.Lan.

Dress, 429.
Drew,i67, 249-fcWm. I.Ma.
dreu sw.Nhb., n.Lan.+driu.
driu s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.& m.Cum.

sw.Yks.n. Lan.nw.Lin. s. Oxf!
drju Or.I.
dru Inv. Bch. Abd.w.Frf. e.Per

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. 'n.Nhb!
n.Der. Lei.

dru e.Dev.
dreu s.Lan.
driu em.Lan.

Drift, 68, 295—ddrif I.Ma.
ddrift Ant., Wm.+dr,ft.

drefw.Som. +dreft, drvf.

dreft Dor. w.Som.
drift Inv., Abi.+draft, w.Frf. e.

Per. s.Ayr. Kcb. sw.Nhb. n.

Dur. m.Cum. Yks. sw.Lan.
Stf. n.Der. Lin. Lei. Oxf. se.

Ken. s.Som.
drif e.Dev.

drvf-w.Som.
draft Bch. Abd. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

n.Nhb. Wm. n.Lan.
drift em. & s.Lan.

Drink, 71, 340, 425, 426, 427,429,

430, 432

—

ddrinkAnt., Wm.+
drink, I.Ma.

drenk Glo. Wil. Dor. e.Dev.
drink Or.I. Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per., Ayr.+drank, Kcb. sw.
& s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. Yks. n. sm. se. & sw.Lan.
Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. Hrf. Oxf.
Ken. Som. n.Dev. Cor.

drank Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.
drink em. & s.Lan.

Drip-dffrfp Ant., Wm.+drap, I.

drep n.Ayr. Dor.
drip Inv.+drip, sw. & s.Nhb. n.

Dur. m.Cum. se. & sw.Lan. s.

Stf. n.Der. Lei. s.Oxf., s.Nrf.
+drip, se.Ken. s.Som.

drip w.Frf. e.Per. sm.Sc, but
s.Ayr. drip, Edb. s.Sc.

drip Inv. Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Lth.
Peb. n.Nhb. nw.Lin. s.Nrf. e.

Suf.

drcep w.Som.
drap Wm. n.Lan.
drip em. & s.Lan.

Drive, 154, 425, 426, 427, 429,
43°> 432—ddraiv Ant., Wm.+
draiv, I.Ma.

draiv ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
Lth. Edb. Kcb. me. sw. & s.

Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
nnw. & snw.Yks., sw.Yks.+
drpv, n. nw. & sw.Lan. s.Stf.
n. & nw.Lin. e.Suf. e.Dev.

drdve. & m.Yks., se.Yks.+draiv,
drav, sm.Lan., s.Lan. +draiv,
droiv.

draiv Ayr. s.Sc, Lei.+droiv.
dreiv wm.Sc. se.Nhb. ms.Lan.
nw.Der. s.Som.

drev w.Som. nw. & sw.Dev.
driv Glo.

droiv se.Lan. n.Stf. s.Lin. Rut.
Lei. m.Nhp. se.Ken. e.Sus.

drgv sw.Yks.
drviv n.Hrf. s.Oxf. w.Hrt. me.
& w.Wil. Dor.

draiv ne.Nrf.
draiv se.Yks. em. & s.Lan.
drav se.Yks.
droiv s.Lan.

Droop, x-]o—ddrUp I.Ma.
dreup se.Lan.
driup w.Yks. n.Stf.
drup s.Ayr.
drdp Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr., but

s.Ayr. drup, Lth. Edb. Kcb.
sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. n.
& sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. nw.
Lin.Lei.s.Oxf.se.Ken.s.Som.

drcep w.Frf. e.Per.
drcbp w.Som.
drup e.Dev.
driup em.Lan.
Vriip s.Lan.

Drop, 81, 296—ddrap Ant.
dSivp Wm.+drop, I.Ma.
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drap Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc,

wm.Sc.+rfni/, Kcb. s.Stf. sw.
Lin. War., s.Wor. +rfro/>, w.
Oxf. Bdf. ne.Nrf. Dor. w.Som.
e.Dev.

drap wm.Sc.
drxp s.Som. nw.Dev.
drop Inv. ne.Sc, but Abd. drap,

s.Sc. n. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum. Wm. Yks. n. & sw.
Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.
Lei. s.Wor. s.Oxf.

drgp se.Ken.
drop em. & s.Lan.

Drought, 175, egx—dSrup Ant.
rfniM? sw.Nhb., n.Dur. +driit, n.

Lan.+druft, nw.Lin. Lei. s.

Oxf., se.Ken.+drpt, s.Som. e.

Dev.
draup n.Cum. s.Stf.

drout s.Nhb. +driit, m.Cum. sw.
Lan., lMa..+droufi, n.Stf.

droup I. Ma.
afr-pi se.Ken. me.Wil.
dru\t Kcb.
rfj-w/r s.Cum., 'Wm.+driit, Yks.

n.Lan.
rfra^ w.Frf. e.Per. Peb.
dritt n.Ayr.+driip, s.Nhb.n.Dur.
Wm. se.Lan.

driip n. & S.Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.

Nhb.
drvxt Bch. Abd.
droup nw.Oxf.
tlreuP, drout s.Lan.

tSruft em.Lan.
Drove, sb., 121, 122—ddrov Ant.

I.Ma.
droav e.Dev.+drov.

drgv m.Cum. n.Lan.
droav n.Cum. nw.Lin.
drov Sus.

drov Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. sw. & s.

Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. sw.Lan. u.

Stf. n.Der. ne.Nrf. e.Dev.
druav s.Sc. sw.Yks.
Drove, pret., 120

—

ddruv Ant.
I.Ma.

drew sw.Yks. n.Lan.
drev Peb.

drev w. Frf. e.Per. Ayr.Lth. Edb.
Kcb.

driav Wm. snw.Yks.
driuv m.Cum.
drtv Bch. Abd.
drov m.Shr.
droav nw.Lin.
drov sw.Nhb., n.Dur. +druv, sm.
& se.Lan.

druv s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. Stf.

n.Der.
druv sw.Lan.
drov Inv. e.Hrf. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

n.Ken. Sus.

droav, drov s.Lan.

Drown,i7i,i72,3o6,428

—

dSriin

Ant.
draind s.Chs.

draun n.Lan. Lei.

draund e.War. s. Som.
drain n.Stf. n.Der.

drand sw.Yks. ne.Der.

drsen se. & sw.Lan.
dreun Uls., but Ant. ddriin, se.

Ken.
dresnd ms.Yks.
droun I.Ma.

drun w.Frf. e.Per. Peb.

driin Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. n. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

VOL. VI.

n. & m.Cum. Wm., nw.Lin.+
driind.

drundn. & nw.Lin.
droun s.Oxf. Dor.
drvund Rut. m.Shr. w.Wil.
draun e.Dev.
Drunk, 97— dSrunk Ant.
dronk Uls.,butAnt.rf<Trc»/,&,Dor.

e.Dev.
drunk me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. n.

& m.Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks.,
e.Yks.+drunk, m. sw. & es.

Yks. n. & se.Lan. Stf. n.Der.
Lin. Rut. s.Lei., m.Bck. Bdf.
+dronk.

drunk sm. sw. & ms.Lan., s.Lan.
+Srunk, Not. Lei., but s.Lei.
drunk, m.Nhp. s.Wor.

dronk Sc. m.Bck. Bdf. s.Oxf.
ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Ken. Sur. Sus.
Wil. Som. n.Dev. Cor.

drunk e. & se.Yks. s.Lan.
Drunken, 101, 233, 272 —
dSruykn I.Ma. + drunkn.
drokn m.Cum.+drukn.
dronkn Uls.

drufn w. & ms.Yks., sw.Yks.+
drukn.

drukn me.Nhb.+rfrav&M, se.Nhb.
+ dntnkn, drakn, sw.Nhb. +
draekn, s.Nhb. Dur., but n.Dur.
drakn, n. e. m. & w.Cum.Wm.
ne. snw. m. nm. & sw.Yks.,
nw.Lan.+rfro<&H, drunkn.

drunkn se.Nhb. se.Yks. n.Der.
n. & m.Lin.

drukn nw.Lan., s.Lan.+dritnkn,

s.War.
drunkn nw. m. sw. ms. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. Chs. Fit. n. wm. & s.Stf.

Der., but n.Der. drunkn, Not.,

Lei. -vdroykn, e.War. s.Wor.
n. & se.Shr., nw.Ox.f.+dronkn,
w.Oxf.

drokn Sc, but Cai. dronkn, n.

Nhb.
dronkn Cai. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp.

Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. nw. & e.Oxf.

nm.Brks. n.Bck. Bdf. Hrt.

Hnt. Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken.
Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.
Cor.

drakn me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Dur.

Dry, adj. and v., 178

—

dSraiAnt.,

'Wm.+drai, l.Ma.+drai.

drae sm.Lan. +drei.

drai Sh.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.
Frf. e.Per. em. wm. &sm.Sc.
n. me. sw.Nhb., s.Nhb.n.Dur.
+drdi, s.Dur. n. m. & e.Cum.,

w.Cum. +drei, Wm. nnw. &
snw.Yks., nm.Yks.+rfra, sw.

Yks.+drd, droi, ms.Yks. n.

nw. & sw.Lan. n. & nw.Lin.
n.Lei. m.Shr. s.Nrf. e.Suf.,

e.Dev.+droi, Cor.

drd nm. m. & sw.Yks.
drai Ayr. s.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.

Lan., ms.Lan.+drei, s.Lan.-f-

Srdi, I.Ma. Chs., n.Stf. +droi,

e.Stf. ne.Der., e.Der.+droi, s.

Der., Not.+dit, s.Lin. s.Lei.

m.Nhp. Sus. sw.Dev.
dreiVls., but Ant. dSrai, se.Nhb.

w.Cum. sm. & ms.Lan. nw.
Der.

dfi Not.
droi sw. & s.Yks. se.Lan. n. &

s.Stf. e.Der. Lei., but n.Lei.

drai, s.Lei. drai, e. & w.War.
Bdf. se.Hrt. Ess. se.Ken.

droi sw.Nhp. s.War. s.Wor. e.

& s.Oxf. n.Ken. Wil. Dor.,
but e.Dor. drai, s.Som. e. & s.

Dev.
drai e.Hrf.Glo. ne.Nrf.sm.Hmp.

e.Dor.

ISrai se.Yks.
trai s.Lan.

Dubious, 226.

Due, 226, 296.
Duke, 226.

Dull, 118—oWs.Sur. w.Sus., w.
Sorn.+dvl.

dil s.Ayr. -idol, s.Som., e.Dev.+
dol.

do! Uls. Dor. w.Wil.
dul Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
n.nw. & em.Lan., s.Lan. dul,

Stf. n.Der. Lin. s.Lei., m.Bck.
ne.Nrf. +(/»/, Ess. Cor.

dulse, sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. nw.
Der. m.Nhp. Lei., but s.Lei.

dul, n.Wor. ne.Shr.
dolSc, buts.Ayr.+rfz7,m.Shr. m.

Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. e.

Sus. w.Som. 11. & e.Dev.
Dumb, 101— dom Dor., e.Dev.+

dom.
dum Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.Yks.

n. & em.Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.
Lin. s.Lei.

dum Sus.

dum Ant. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

s.Chs.

dom Sc. m.Nhp. s.Oxf. Hnt. se.

Ken. me.Wil. s.Som. e.Dev.
dam nw.Dev.
Dun, 100

—

din Bch. Abd. w.Frf.
e.Per. n.Ay r. Kcb. Ant. e. Dev.

Dust, 173

—

daustvf. & s.Som. +
d5us{t, e.Dev. +dist.

dast sw.Yks.
dest ne.Sc.-tdost, dast, but Bch.
Abd. dist.

dist Bch. Abd. n. nw. & e.Dev.

dost Uls., but Ant. dust, Dor.,

but e.Dor. doust.

dustmib. Dur. Cum. Wm.Yks.,
but sw.Yks. dast, u, &. em.
Lan. Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut. s.

Lei. n.Wor.
dits I.Ma.

dust Ant. sm. se. sw. ms. & s.

Lan. s.Chs. nw.Der. Lei., but

s.Lei. dust, m. & sw.Nhp. o.

War. 11. & ne.Shr.

dost Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. c.

Per. wm. & s.Sc. s.Oxf. m.
Bck. Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ken.
Sus. me.Wil.

dvus w. & s.Som.
doust Wil., but me.Wil. dost,

e.Dor. w. & s.Som.
dast Sh.I.

dast ne.Sc.

Duty, 226.

Dwarf, 56, 239, 378

—

dwarf Bch.
Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb.

dwaaf em.Lan. e.Dev.

dwdf s.Nhb. n.Dur. +dzvaf, m.

Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. & s.

Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin. m.Wil.

Dor. s.Som.

dwarfAnt. I.Ma.

dwarfn.Ayr.
dwasfsw.Lan. s.Lei. Glo.

dwearfsw.Nhb.
dwp/Stf. s.Oxf. Ken. Som., but

s.Som. dwdf.

dwgrfLth. Edb.

dwaf s.Nhb. n.Dur. sm.Lan.

Dwell, 54, 23g—dwal Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.

dwdl Ayr. Peb. s.Sc.

dwsel se.Ken.
dwel s.Nhb. +dwal, m.Cum.Wm.

Yks. s.Lan. nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.

Som.
dwol Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.
dwal s.Nhb. n.Dur.

Dwindle, 166, 233, 239, 300—
d&ndl w.Som.
dwindl em. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.

Stf. n.Der. s.Lei. s.Oxf. Ken.
me.Wil.

dwinl Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Peb. Ant. s.Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan., but
em. & sw.Lan. dwindl, nw.
Lin. s.Som. e.Dev.

dwml Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.
Dye, 185

—

dai Inv. Bch. Abd. w.
Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant.

sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. n. &sw.Lan.s.Stf.n.Der.
nw.Lin. m.Shr. s.Oxf. e.Dev.

dai Ayr. s.Sc. I.Ma. em. se. & s.

Lan. s.Lei.

di sw.Yks.
dot n.Stf. se.Ken.
dot Dor. Som.

Each, 137, 138, 248

—

eitfse. &
sw.Lan. s.Chs. s.Stf. nw.Der.
Lei., but s.Lei. ttf, ne.Shr.-t-

etf, s.Som. e.Dev.

eatf e.Suf.

etfn.SU. I.Ma. n.Wor. ne.Shr.
Ess. Sus. Dor., but e.Dor. +rt/",

Som., but s.Som. eitf, n. & sw.
Dev.

iatfnNhb. e. & m.Yks., se.Yks.

+ ttf, em.Lan. Lin. w.Wil.
ttf ne.Sc, Ayr. +ttf, Kcb.
ttflnv. wm.Sc Ayr. se. & s.Nhb.

Dur. m.Cum. se.Yks. n. & s.

Lan. n.Der. s.Lei. s.Oxf. m.
Bck. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. e.Dor.

jitf G\o.

oitfLan., but n.Lan. Ttf, em.Lan.
iaif, se. & sw.Lan. eitf, s.Lan.

eitf, ttf.

Eager, 220, 229, 248, 364

—

eigar

Ant.
eaga(r) n.Stf.

circle.Yks. n. & s.Lan. s.Stf., n.

Der.-\-Tga(r), 11. Lin. n. & m.Bck.
Lei. n.Wor. ne Nrf. e.Suf. Sus.

me.Wil. Dor. e. & w.Som.
e'gar Sh.I. ne. sn. & wm.Sc. Keb.

I.Ma.

igir Bch. Abd.
iaga(r) m. se. 4 sw.Yks. nw.Lin.

s.Oxf.

Tga(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. em.
Lan. n.Der. se.Ken. e.Sus.

tgar Inv. w. Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Wm.
jaga(r) nnw.Yks. +jega(r).

Jegalr) nnw. & snw.Yks.
Earn, 266.

Ear, 187, 248— din ne.Nrf.

ea(r) n.Stf. s.Nrf.

ia(r)s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.Wm.
sw.Yks. n. em. sm. & sw.Lan.
n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei. m.Shr.
se.Ken. Dor.

tar Inv., Ayr. + tr, n.Nhb. I.Ma.
frAyr. Kcb.
jia(r) se.Lan. s.Oxf. Sus. Cor.

joir) w.Som. nw. & e.Dev.
ia\r) s.Lan. s.Som.
Earn, 37, 248

—

arn sw.Nhb. n.

Wm. I.Ma.

15
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Earn (contd.)

—

an s.Nhb. n.Dur ne.Yks. n.Der.

Lin. s.Nrf. Sus., Dor. +ian.

ern Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

ern Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb., Kcb.+
jern.

tan m.Cum.
tan s.Oxf. n.Ken. Dor.
jdn em.Lan. Glo. nw.Hrt.
jmn sw.Lan.
jern Kcb.
an n.Stf. s.Lei. se.Ken. Som.

Earnest, 56, 248—anist e.Yks. +
jam'st.

arnest me. & se.Nhb.
arms I. Ma.
arnast sw.Nhb.
dnestLei.,n.Bck.+eanest,m.Bck.

ne.Nrf. Ess. Sus.
anist s.Nhb. n.Dur. se.Yks. n.

Der. nw.Lin., Shr. Brks. +
janis'J, I.W. e.Som.

dnast m.Cum. + ianast, Dor. e.

_ Dev.
xnist sw.Lan.
ernist Uls.

eanest n.Bck. ne.Cmb.
enist nw.Der.
ernest Sh.I. wra.Sc.
ernist Kcb. +jernist.

ernast Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.
Ayr. Edb. Peb.

ianast m.Cum.
ianest s.Lan.

intist se.Yks., sw.Yks. + ianis.

janis(t Chs. Wor. Shr. Brks. w.
Som.

janist e.Yks.
jaanast em.Lan.
jenest ne.Yks.
jernist Kcb.
jianest m.Yks.
jianst se.Lan.
jinest Wm. + mast,
jmis(t Midi.

jmist s.Dur. nnw. & snw.Yks.
vnast me.Wil.
mis w.Wil.
mist n.Stf. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.

Ken.
mast Wm. n.Lan.

Earth, 56, 248, 316, 317—arp
me.Nhb. I. Ma.

ap se.Yks.+iapJap, nw.Der.+i^,
jop, ne.Nrf. + eap.

ad n.Yks. +jad.

dp s.Nhb., n.Dur. +eap, s.Dur.

+

jep, fa}, e.Yks. + ep, jaj>, jap,

nw.Lan. m.Lin. ne.Shr., n.

Bck.+»3, e.Suf. Ess., Som.
+ej>, jap,

5J>, but e.Som. eap,

w.Som. mp, e.Dev.
sep w.Som.
wp n.Dev.
erd Sc.+jerd, jard, but Or.I. ert,

ert, ne.Sc. erp, jiird, w.Frf. e.

Per. erp, Fi{. jerp, wm.Sc. erp,

jerp, jorp, sm.Sc. erp, jerf, s.

Ayr. erp, jirp, Lth. jard, Edb.
jar}, Peb. erp, Kcb. jirp, s.Sc.

iarp, jerp.

ert OtX.-yert.

erp Uls., but Ant. jirp, Wxf. n.

Cum.
ep e.Yks. nw.Der., nw.Lin. +iap,

Nhp. Dor. Som.
cap n.Dur., Bc\{. +ip, jop, op, ne.
Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Som. sw.Dev.

erp ne.Sc. +jiird, w.Frf. e.Per.,

sm.Sc.+jerp, but s.Ayr.+jirp.
ert Or.I.

erp wm.Sc. +jerd,jerp, jvrp, Ayr.,
but s.Ayr. erp, jirp, Peb.

ep nw. & s.Dev.

iarp s.Sc. +jerp.

iap m.Cum. se. sw. & ms.Yks. s.

Lan.,n.Lin.+y^, nw.&s.Lin.,
w.Cor. +jop.

if Bdf.

jap e. & se.Yks.

jd(r) w. Yks. +jdp, jad, jap.

jap e. & w.Yks., Chs. +jep, jap,

Lei.+»^, but s.Lei. ap, e.Hrf.

Brks. Som.
jerd Sc.

jerp Fif. s.Sc. se.Nhb.
jep ne.Yks. Chs. Oxf.
jeap em.Lan.
jerp wm. & sm.Sc.
jep s.Dur.

jirp s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
jiap m.Yks. se.Lan. Glo.

jip Hmp.+jip, I.W., Wil.+jap, but
w.Wil. ap.

jup se.Wor.
jvrp wm.Sc.
jop nw.Der. Bdf.

jop w.Cor.
jiird ne.Sc.
jard Sc. Nhb., but me.Nhb. arp,

se.Nhb. jerp, sw.Nhb. orp, s.

Nhb. dp.

jad Cum. +jap, but n.Cum. erp, m.
Cum. iap, n. & w.Yks.

jard Lth.

jarp Edb.
jap Dur., but n.Dur. dp, eap, s.

Dur. dp, jep, Cum. Wm., but
w,Wm.tJ/, nw. & w.Yks., n.

Lan.+ap, Chs., Sti.+ap, n.Lin.

Shr., butne.Shr.a/, e.An., but
ne.Nrf. ap, eap, Hmp. Wil.

orp sw.Nhb.
vp n.Bck.

vp Lei. Bdf.

ap vi.Wm.+jap, n. & sw.Lan.
Stf. n.Der. Rut. s.Lei. s.Sur.
Sus. se.Ken. w.Wil. Som.

Ease, 220, 248

—

eiz Ldd.
eaz n.Stf.

ez w.Frf. e.Per. Ant. I.Ma. s.

Chs. s.Stf. Sus. me.Wil. Dor.
w.Som. nw.Dev.

iaz sw.Wm. sw.Yks. Lan., but
se.Lan. jiaz, nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

iz Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. w.
Wm. n.Der. se.Ken.

Jiaz se.Lan.
East, 182, 183-eist se.Lan. +

iast, s.Som.
est sw.Lan. + ist,

east n.Stf.

est Abd. + ist, w.Frf. e.Per.

es I.Ma. w.Som.
est e.Oxf., me.Wil. + ist, e.Dev.
ias Dor.

iast sw.Nhb. sw.Yks. n. em. &
se.Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

tst Ayr. + ist, Kcb.
ist Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Ant. n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. &
m.Cum. Wm. sm. & sw.Lan.
n.Der. s.Lei. se.Ken. Sus. me.
Wil.

Easy, 220.

Eat, 59, 60, 248, 425, 427, 429,

430, 432— eit ms. & sw.Yks.,
n.Lan.+iV, m. em. sm. se. sw.
& ms.Lan., s.Lan. +ct, s.Stf.,

ne.Der. +et, e.Der.
eat n.Stf., me.Wil. -Yet, e.Dev.

et Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.
Peb.

et Or.I. Uls., but Ant. it, s.Lan.

I.Ma. Fit. em.Stf. n. & ne.Der.

War., but e.War. it, nw.Oxf.
Dor. me.Wil. w.Som. nw. &
sw.Dev.

ifWm. + it, n.Lan. e.War.

iat sw.Nhb. nw. & sw.Lin. s.Oxf.

it Or.I. ne.Sc, but Abd. it, Kcb.
s.Sc.

it Inv. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.

n. &s. Nhb. n.Dur. n.& m.Cum.
Wm. w.Der. s.Lei., m.Shr.

+

jet, w.Oxf. se.Ken. Cor.

jet m.Shr. e.Oxf.

jot e.Hrf. Glo.

Edge, 51, 353, 376-00^ n.Dev.
&dg se.Ken. w.Som. sw.Dev.
xdg Lth. Edb. Peb. s.Sc.

edg Inv. ne.Sc, but Abd. edg, sn.

Sc, w.Frf. e.Per.wm.Sc. -vedg,

Kcb. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks., but m.Yks. +idg, Lan.
I.Ma.Stf.Der.Lin.Rut. Lei. s.

Oxf. Nrf. w.Wil., e.Dev.+ra£.

eidg Ant. e.Suf.

edg Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.
Ayr. me.Wil. e.Dev,

idg m.Yks. Sus.

adz Uls., but Ant. eidg.

Eel, 131, 132, 248— «>/ n.Dur.
n.Stf.

el Dor. nw. & e.Dev.
ill.Ma.+il.

ial sw.Yks. s.Oxf.

</ w.Frf. e.Per., Ayr.+7/, Kcb.
il Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Ant. Nhb. s.Dur. Cum. Wm.
n. e. & m.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.

Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. Ken. Sus.
me.Wil.

jel w.Som.
Egg, sb., 51, 266, 351—ag Dor.

+ &g.
eeg s.Sc.+iBg-, w.Wil.+<£-, s.Wil.

Dor.
Ssg s.Sc.

eg ne.Sc, but Abd. eg, sn.Sc,
w.Frf. e.Per. + eg, Ayr. Lth.
Edb. Kcb. Ant.Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm.Yks.,butm.Yks. ig, Lan.
I.Ma. Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. Nhp.
Shr. Oxf. Nrf. w.Wil.

eig e.Suf. se.Ken.
eg Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Bck., w.

Som. + «<£•, sw.Dev.
ig m.Yks. Sus. e.Som. e.Dev.
neg w.Som.
ag Peb. Uls., but Ant. eg.

Egg,».,5o—ra^e.Lan.s.Chs.Lei.
War. Glo. w.Som. Cor.

Eight, 36, 358—ax' Sh.I. ne. &
sn.Sc, wm.Sc.+j^, s.Ayr. +

aitse. & s.Nhb., Dur. e.Yks. +eit,

Le\.+eit, it, m.Nhp., sw.Nhp.
s.War.+eit, s.Wor. e.Hrf. nm.
Brks., Bdf. +et, ne.Cmb., Ess.
+aiat, se.Ken. Sur. Sus., but
e.Sus. eat, w.Wil. Dor. Som.,
but w.Som. et, n. nw. & c.

Dev., sw.Dev. +eit.

aiat e.Suf. Ess.

seixt s.Sc.

m\t Peb. Uls., but Ant. ext.

mt ne. & s.Nrf.

eit me. & sw.Nhb. Dur. u. & m.
Cum. Wm. nw. e. se, & sw.

Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. Dnb.

Stf. n. & nw.Der. Not. Lin.,

but s.Lin. eat, Lei. ne. & sw.

Nhp. s.War. Shr. s.Oxf. n.

Bck.,m.Bck.+#,Hnt.sw.Dev.
eat s.Lin. n.Wor. e.Sus.

ext w.Frf. e.Per. Fif. Kcb. Ant.

«X'e«i-Sc.,butPeb.«x'j^x')WIn '

Sc. a.Ayr.
c/Rut. m.Bck. Bdf. w.Som.
t'xt s.Ayr.

iat m.Yks.
il Lei.

Either, 139, 229, 314

—

at'Sa(r) m.
Shr., ne.Nrf. +e8a(r), e.Suf.

e. & w.Dor. e.Dev.
aifiair) ne.Shr. + eda(r>, iSair).

mSa(r) n.Lan. s.Oxf.

seSar Peb.

edair) n.Ken. e.Som. nw.Dev.
eflar Ant.
eiSa(r> s.Nhb. sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.

Der., nw.Lin.+eadaf.r), m.Bck.
+ iSa(r>.

eiSar n.Cum.
eaSa(r) e. & m.Yks. n. nw. & s.Lin.

edir Bch. Kb&.+e$ir.
eSar Cai., ne.Sc.+edar, but Bch.

AbA.edir,e$ir,sm.Sc.,but Kcb.
edar, s.Sc.

edair) m.Cum. Wm., nw.Yks.H-
eb"a(r), nw.Lan.

eSair) nw. & ms.Yks. em. sm. &
sw.Lan. Rut., Lei. s.Wor.+
iSa(r), ne.Shr. n.Bck. Bdf. ne.
& s.Nrf. Ess. Sur. w.Sus. sm.
Hmp. sw.Dev.

edar ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
em.Sc, but Peb. xSar, wm.Sc.
Kcb., l.Ma.+iSar.

iadatr) se.Yks. +id~a(r).

iSar I.Ma.
ida(r) se.Ken.
iSa(r) n.Dur. se.Yks. n.Stf. Lei.

m.Nhp. n. & s.Wor. ne.Shr.
m. Bck. Sus., but w. Sus. e'Sair),

w.Wil.
vida(r) nw. & me.Wil. Dor., but

e. & w.Dor. ai$a(.r).

Elbow, 348.
Eldermer, 398.
Eleven, 51, 228, 230, 232, 233,

2 79> 383

—

eleivn Ant.
elevn se.Lan.
ehvn Lth. Edb. s.Sc.
elivn n.Cum.
ilevn es.Yks. sm. sw. & s.Lan. s.

Oxf. se.Ken.
iliavn ne.Yks.
ilivn em.Sc, but Lth. Edb. eVivn,

Peb. +alivn, Kcb. se. sw. & s.
Nhb. n.Dur.

ilevn Inv.

l&hm w.Som. + lebm, lebn.
lasvn ne.Nrf.+alevn, s.Nrf. e.Suf.

Dor.
lebm Wm.+alebm, but n.Wm.

alevn, Rut. n.Bck. w.Wil. w.
& s.Som. nw.Dev.

lebn m.Cum. +alebn, w.War. e.
Oxf. w.Som. c. & sw.Dev.

levm sw.Yks. sw.Nhp.
levn e.Yks. +alevn, se. Yks. +liavn,

aliavn, n.Lan. s.Stf. s.Lin. Lei.
Glo. se.Hrt. Sus., but w.Sus.
lebn.

lebn s.Sur. w.Sus.
liavn se.Yks.
alebm Wm. Hnt. me.Wil.
alebn m.Cum. nw.Lan.
aleivn Bch.Abd.+a/m(,nnw.Yks.
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olevn sn.Sc. nm.Sc, but w.Frf.

e.Per. Fif. alivn, n.Wm. e.

Yks. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.& nw.Der.
nw.Lin.

dlevn ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.+
dleivn, ne.Nrf.

dllbn s.Dur.

dlidvn snw. se. & m.Yks.
alivn se.Yks.

dTivn w.Frf. e.Per. Fif. Ayr.
dllvn Sh.I. wm.Sc, Peb. + »7tV«,

me.Nhb.
alavn em.Lan.
Elm, 52, 234, 253, 265—xbm

s.Sc. e.Suf. se.Ken.

Slim rae.Wil.

elm Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. S.Ayr, n.

me. se.&sw.Nhb.,s.Dur.+pm,
m.Cum.,Wm.+f»i, nnw.Yks.
+elam, m. & sw.Yks. n. se. sw.

& s.Lan. n. & nw.Der. Rut.,

Lei. +eUm, n.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.

Nrf., e.Sus. + ebm, w.Wil.
ebm w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.Sc.

Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.

Cum. nnw.&snw.Yks.,e.Yks.
+om, se.Yks. + oum, dm, es.

Yks. nw.Lan. s.Stf. nw. & s.

Lin. Lei. s.War. nw.Oxf. Bck.

Cmb. e.Ken.s.Sur. e.&w.Sus.

I.W. Dor. s.Som. e. fcsw.Dev.

oum se.Yks.

dm s.Dur. Wm. ne.Yks.
6m e. & se.Yks.

ttbm w.Som.
dim n.Stf.

sbm n.Oxf.

dim em.Lan.
Else, 52

—

sels se.Ken.

els Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth.

Edb.Kcb.Ant.sw.Nhb.n.Dur.
m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan., but

em.Lan. dls, I.Ma. Stf. Lin.

Der. Lei. Oxf. Som., but w.
Som. vis, Dev. Cor.

ils Bch. Abd. Sus.

ials nw Wil.
vis Dor. w.Som.
sis em.Lan.
Elsin, 266.

'Em, 410.

Emmet, 229, 248— aemdt Sus.,

e.Dev. +jemit.

emit em.Lan. Lei.

emdt Ayr. m.Cum. Wm. n.Lan.

s.Oxf. Dor. Som., but w.Som.
jamdt.

jamdt w.Som.
Jemit e.Dev.

Empty, 140, 231, 233, 265, 289
—emp w.Som.+emt.

empi s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Ant.

n. & s.Nhb.n.Dur.I.Ma.s.Chs.

emt Oxf. Bdf. w.Som.
emie w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb.

emtilnv. sw.Nhb. u. & m.Cum.

Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. Stf. Der.

Lin. Lei. Ken., me.Wil+enti,

Dor. s.Som. e.Dev.

enti Glo. me.Wil.

imti Bch. Abd.
En= him, 405.

End, 55, 307—*» Ayr. + end,

Peb. Kcb. Ant. I. Ma.

ewrflnv.w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. n. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.

n.Lan. s.Stf. ne.Der. Lin. Lei.

Hrf. se.Ken. Dor. s.Som., e.

Dev.+cK.

en Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. e.Dev.

in w.Som.
ind m.Yks. nw. & s.Oxf. Brks.

e.Suf. Sus.

In nw.Dev.
ind se. ms. sw. & s.Lan. n Der.

Bdf. Ess. n. & e.Ken.
ind em.Lan.
Engine, 352, 366.

England, 50, 307

—

eijgbn me.
Wil.

itjglend sw.Lan. s.Stf. nw.Lin.
s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. e.Dev.

inlin(d Bch. Abd.
itjbn Ayr.Peb. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb.

n.Dur. I.Ma. s.Som.
itjhnd-w.Yrf. e.Per. sw.Nhb. s.

Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks. n. &
em.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Lei.

English, 272.

Enlist, 232.

Enough, 167, 228, 230, 232,

249, 348

—

eniux s.Sc+3mo?wx-

em>x nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

snvx-

ineux Lth.
<«!/sw.Nhb.+am«/,sw. &s.Yks.

nw.l-ia.+dnif, anuf.

inidf s.Nhb. n.Dur.+aniuf
inofXJls.+anof but Ant. dnjoux-

inuf nnw.Yks.+3M!«/, dnuf, n.

T>er.+dnuf, dnuf.

inuf ne.Der. +SH«i/, e.War., n.

Shr.+anuf.

invf'se.Ken. s.Sur.w.Sus. Som.,

but w.Som. dnvf, s.Som. nvf,

dnvf.

iniux ne.Sc. + »«/«x> but Bch.

anjeex,Ab&.aniux,anjoex,anux.

tnjux ne.Sc.

injvx Ayr.+<w/»X-

nuf s.Lin.

nvfnw.Hrt.+snvf, e.Ken.+anof

Sus., but e.Sus. +dnof dnvf,

nw.Wil. Dor.,but e.Dor. dnvf,

s.Som. e.Dev.+anvf
aniefn.Cura.+dniux, aniuf dnuf.

snifs-w. & s.Yks. n. & nw.Lin.

dniox Sh.I.+»«»'«Xi Ca'-

sniux Sh.I., Abd.+anjwx, snuX,
sn.Sc.+anjux, mux, em.Sc+
dnpx, but Lth. ineux, sm.Sc.

+znjaux, but S.Ayr, anjvx, n.

Cum.
tniufn.Nhb., me.Nhb.+*«K/, se.

Nbb.+anidfanjufsw. &s.Nhb.

n.Dur. n. e. & m.Cum., w.

Cum.+?K»/, n.Wm., m.Wm.
+dnuf, nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.+

dnuf.

jMw/se.Nhb. s.Dur.ne.Wm. ne.

e.nm.& m.Yks.,se.Yks.+dnuf.

snjaux^n.Sc.
dnjoux Ant.

dnjux sn.Sc.

dnjuf se.Nhb.

anjvx em.Sc, wm.Sc. + dnox,

dnvx, s.Ayr.

anjcex Bch. Abd.

dnox wm.Sc.
dnofUls. e.Ken., e.Sus.+Mw/,

dnvf.

3Moa/w.Wil.+3«»/.

anuy Abd. sn.Sc.

dnuf me.Nhb. n. & w.Cum. m.

sw. & s.Wm. nnw. snw. se.

sw. & s.Yks.,n.Lan.+a««/;nw.

em. & s.Lan., n.Stt+anuf, s.

Stf. n.Der. nw.&m.Lin., Rut

+dnvf, s.Lei.

dnufms.han.+dnitf.

dnufn. ra. sw. & ms.Lan. I.Ma

Chs. Fit. 11. em. & wm.Stf. n.

ne.nw.e.w. & s.Der. Not.Lei.,

but s.Lei. dnuf, ne.Nhp., m.
Nhp.+;w»/, s.War. n.Wor. h.

& se.Shr., nw.Oxf. +dnvf w.
Oxf.

snvx w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.
anvf Rut. m.Nhp. s.Wor. n.& e.

Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. nw. c. & s.

Oxf. nm.Brks. n.Bck. Bdf.

nw. & se.Hrt. Hnt. m. & s.

Cmb. Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. e.Sus.

sm.Hmp. me. & w.Wil. e.Dor.

w. & s.Som. 11. c. & s.Dev. w.
Cor.

dnceux s.Sc.

Enow, 167, 228, 230, 249

—

enctu

s.Sc.+3«<r».

enu n.Ayr.

iniu sw.Yks.
inu n.Der.

invu nw.Som.
dnau m.Lin.

dneu s.Pem.+?«o«, m.Bck. se.

Hrt. se.Cmb.
dniu n.Cum. n.Stf. Rut. ne. & m.

Nhp. n.Bck. n.Bdf. Hnt. u.

Cmb.
dnju Bch. Abd.
dnou s.Pem. e.Cor.

anu n.Nhb. sw.Wm. nw. sm. &
se.Lan., s.Chs.+2«<rw, n.Der.

ne.Shr. m.Hmp.
anvu s.War. w.Wor. e.Hrf. nw.

Oxf. e. & w.Suf. n.Ken.

dnceu s.Sc. s.Chs.

ance w.Som. nw.Dev.
anil n.Dev.
Entice, 232.

Epidemic, 232.

Errand, 136, 248, 303, 307—
aran em.Lan. Dor.

arand sw.Nhb., n.Dur.+;ra«, n.

& s.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der., Lei.+

ardnt, Glo.

ardnt s.Nhb.+trdn,se. & sw.Lan.

I.Ma. Lei. w.Som.
drdnd n.Oxf. s.Som.

lerdnd ne.Nrf. Ess. se.Ken.

xrmt e.Dev.

etdn Inv.+erdnd, Ant. n.Wm. s.

Oxf. Sus.

erandlnv. n.Stf.

erdnd w.Frf. e.Per.

idrdnd sw.Yks. nw.Lin.

idrdnt n.Nhb.

irin Bch. Abd.
Iran Ayr. Peb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

irant m.Cum.
jeran Kcb.
drdnd Wm., but n.Wm. eran, sm.

Lan.
Erst, 400.

Even, 62, 266, 279—rfwm.Cum.,

Wm.+is».
eivn n. & s.Stf.

evm sw.Yks.
evn n.Lan.
CTMAbd.w.Frf.e.Per.,Ayr.+w«.

evm w.Som.
evn ne.Sc, but Abd. evn, Dor.

e.Dev.

;Vk Wm. m.Yks. s.Lan.

idvn m.Yks.+t'tm, nw.Lin.

ivn Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb.

Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. em. & sw.

Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. Lei. s.Oxf.

se.Ken.

Evening, 13M32, 233, 267, 274,

279—ebanin m.Cum. +ibdmn,

n.Wm.

cavnin Dor.

evmin w.Som.
ivnin Ayr., but n.Ayr. ivnin, s.

Ayr. Inin, s.Stf. e. &sw.Dev.
ibdnin m.Cum. Wm., but n.Wm.

ebanin.

ivnin nw.Lin. m.Shr.
ibnin w.Cor.
inrin sw.Yks.
Tnin s.Ayr.

imn w.Frf. e.Per.

ivmin Lei., but s.Lei. ivnin.

ivnin Bch. Abd. n.Ayr. Kcb.
em. sm. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

n.Der. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

ivndn me.Wil.
Ever, 140, 229, 231

—

avar I.Ma.

sevd(.r) s.Nrf. se.Ken.

evair) n. sm. & sw.Lan. Stf. n.

Der., Lei. +ivam, s.Oxf. nw.
me.&w.Wil. Dor., but e.Dor.

ivd(.r), s.Som. e.Dev.

evdr ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. ivir,

w.Frf. e.Per., Ayr.+irar, Lth.

Edb.
ivir Bch. Abd.
ivair) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Yks.

em.Lan. nw.Der. Lin. Lei. e.

War. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus. e.

Dor., w.Som. +»w(n, 11. & w.
Dev.

ivar Ayr. Kcb. n.Cum. Wm.
vvair) w.Som.
avdir) se.Lan.

Every, 140, 229, 231, 233— civari

I.Ma.

sevri se.Ken.

evrilnv., s.Ayr.+ivari, Lth. Edb.

n.Lan. n.Der. e. & s.Oxf. s.

Som. e.Dev.

evari w.Frf. e.Per. sw.Lan.

ivre n.Ayr. Kcb.

ivri Bch. Abd. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

Wm. sw.Yks. se.Lan. n.Stf.

nw.Lin. Brks.

ivdri s.Ayr. Ant. n. & m.Cum.
em.Lan. nw.Der. s.Lei.

vvdri w.Som.
Evil, 119, 231, 233—evl Dor. w.

& s.Som. e.Dev.

ivil Kcb. sw.Lan. nw.Lin.

ivl ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Ant. Nhb. Cum. Wm. em. &
sm.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. Der. Lei.

Oxf. Ken.
Ewe, 66— a«n.Lan.+«K,em.Lan.

eu sw.Yks. n.Lan., Hnt.+»w.

iu sw.Lan. n.Stf. s.Lei. se.Ken.

but Sh.I. Bch. Abd. sn. wm. &

sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Peb. Ant.

n.Nhb., s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.

+jou, Wm., s.Lan. +jiu, ne.

Cmb.
jcu Bdf.

jiu s.Lan., nw.Der.+/»«.

jou ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. jau,

s.Sc. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. ne.Yks.,

nnw.Yks. +jvu, snw.Yks., e.

Yks.+/»«, m.Yks., se.Yks. +
ju, nw.Lan., nw.Lin. +jo, nw.

Oxf. Som., but w. & s.Som.

jo.

jp n. & nw.Dev.
jo es.Yks. Lin., but nw.Lin. +

jou, Lei., but s.Lei. iu, w. &
s.War. n.Wor., Glo. +/>w, e.

Oxf. n. & m.Bck. n.Ken. s.

Sur. Sus. I.W. Dor. w. & s.

Som. e.Dev.

ju se.Yks,
15-2
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Ewe (contcl.)

—

jii se.Lan. I. Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.

j'vh w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc, but

Lth. Edb. Peb. jau, s.Dur.

nnw. & e.Yks. s.Chs. wm.Stf.
nw.Der. m.Shr. n.Hrf. ne.
Nrf. e.Suf. w.Wil.

jsu Glo.
vu Hnt.
Example, 208, 233, 363 —
egzampl Inv., Ayr. + egsempl,

but s.Ayr.efa>j«/>/,Lth.s.Nhb.
n.Dur. Cum. Wm. n w. e. & se.

Yks. n. se. & sw.Lan. Stf. n.

& nw.Der. nw.Lin. Sus.
egzampl Edb. Rut. ne.Nrf. e.

Suf.

egzsempl w.Wil.
egzsempl Lei.

egzempl Ayr. em.Lan.
eksampl wm.Sc.
ekzempl S.Ayr.
igzampl Bch. Abd. m.Yks.
igzampl s.Oxf. se.Ken.
dksampl I. Ma.
sksempl w.Frf. e.Per.
Except, 232.
Eye, 185, 379

—

ae sm.Lan.+?.
fli'Inv. me.Nhb., se.Nhb.+F, sw.

Nhb., s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.

+

T, m.Cum., se.Yks.+«, es.Yks.
n.Lan., nw.Lan.+a;', sw.Lan.
n.Der.+F, Lei.+o;', but s.Lei.

at, m.Shr., s.Nrf. + »j, Suf. s.

Sur. w.Sus. Som., butw.Som.
+vt, s.Som. vi, n. & e.Dev.,
sw.Dev. +«', w.Cor.

oi'nw.Lan., em.Lan.+f, oi, I. Ma.,
Chs. n.Stf.+J, wm. & s.Stf., ne.
Der.+i, w. fcs.Der., Not.+o;,
s.Lin. Rut. s.Lei., Hnt.+oi'.

ffl' m.Nhp.
ei s.Sc.+r, Uls., but Ant. 1, s.

Dur. nw.Yks.+f, sw.Dev.
i ne. &sn.Sc+f.
» Sh. &Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. em. wm. sm. & s.Sc.
Ant. n. se. & s.Nhb., n. &
s.Dur. n. e. & w.Cum. Wm.
nw. e. m. se. sw. & ms.Yks.
m. em. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan.
Chs. n.Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der.
n. & nw.Lin.

oi em.Lan. e.Der. Not. Lei. e.

War. m.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt.
Hnt. se.Ken. e.Sus.

vi n. & e.Hrf. Oxf. s.Nrf. Wil.
Dor., but e.Dor. +«', w.Som.

+

ai, s.Som. s.Dev.
ri Glo. ne.Nrf. sm.Hmp. e.Dor.

Face, 204, 249,376-jfaj'sse.Ken.
fas e.Dor.+/«>5.

feis Ant.

feas n.Cum. se.Yks.+/w.s, sw. &
ms.Yks. n. & se.Lan. n.Stf.

m.Not. Lin. w. & s.War. n,

Wor. ne.Shr. s.Oxf. n. & m.
Bck. nw. & w.Hrt. e.Suf. n.

Ken. s. Sur. Sus.me.Wil. Dor.,
but e.Dor. fas, fas, w.Som.

fis Abd.+/iw, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
m.Lan. nw. & w.Der. Not.,
but m.Not./«s, ne.Nhp.

fe's Sh.I., Or.I. +fis, Inv. Bch.
Abd. wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. em. sm. & sw.Lan., s.

Lan.+Tfes, I. Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.
Rut., Lei.+fts, m.Shr. ne.Nrf.

fias m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks. nw.
Lan.

fas s.Sc, Nhb.+^'cs, s.Dur. n.

Cum. ne. e. m. & se.Yks. s.

Lan. Oxf,, but s.Oxf. fas,
I.W. w.Wil. e.Dor.

fis Or.I. w.Chs. Lei. Glo.

fjcs Nhb. n.Dur.
vhs e.Hrf. nw.Wil.

Fact, 295, 363.
Facts, 198, 289—/^ Sh.I. Cai.

ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.
Sc, but Lth. Edb. faks, Peb.

faks, wm. & sm.Sc. Uls. se. &
s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum.Wm. Yks.
Lan., but em.'La.n.feks, I. Ma.
Stf. n.Der. n.& nw.Lin. e.Hrf.

Oxf. Bdf. Sus. e.Dor. sw.Dev.
faks Ayr., but s.Ayr. faks, Lth.

_
Edb. n.Nhb.

faks Peb. s.Sc.

fxks n.Lei. Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
Wil. sw. & s.Dev.

feks em.Lan.
Fade, 204, 249—-faid se.Ken.
fad Sh.I.

feid Ant. Lei.

feade.Yks.,se.Yks.+fed, fad, sw.
Yks. se.Lan. n.Stf. nw. & s.

Lin. s.Oxf. m.Bck. w.Hrt. c.

Suf. Sus. w.Som.
fed Bch. Abd. sn.Sc, w.Frf. c.

Per. +fed, wm.Sc.
/erflnv. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum. snw. & se.Yks. Lan.,
but se.Lan./rarf, I. Ma. s.Stf.

n. & nw.Der. n.Lin. Rut. ne.
Nrf. me.Wil.

fad w.Wm.
fad se.Nhb.+ffed, m. & se.Yks.

w.Wil.
fid Glo.

fed se.Nhb.
Fail, 205—-fail s.Wor. nw.Wil.
faid me.Wil.
fatal w.Som.
fial sw.Yks. n.Ken.
fel n.Dur. sm.Lan.
fill s.Sc.

/;/ w.Chs.
Fain, 48

—

-fain sw.Lan. Glo. se.

Ken. Dor. s.Som.
fan Bch., Abd.+fen, Ant.
fan Sh.I. sw.Nhb. sw.Yks.
fen Inv. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum. Wm. n. sm. & sw.
Lan. I. Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der.

fan em.Lan.
Faint, 205—-faint Glo. se.Ken.

Wil. e. & w.Dor. w.Som.
fant Abd.+fdnt, fent, snw.Yks.

+fent,f'nt, ne.Nrf.

fant Sh.I., Bch.+/e«f, Abd.
feint Ant.
fent Inv., sn.Sc+/<«rf, w.Frf. e.

Per., wm.Sc. +/ent, Ayr. Peb.
Kcb., s.Nhb. +fent, Dur. m.
Cum. n.Wm., •w.'Wm.+fent,
nnw. & snw. Yks. nw.Lan.

femtn.Cum. e. & m.Yks., se.Yks.

+fent,fimt, sw.Yks. se.Lan.
n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf.

fent Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. n. &
s.Nhb. w.Wm. snw. & se.Yks.
11. em. sm. & sw.Lan. I. Ma.
n.Der. Rut. e.Suf.

fisnt se.Yks.

flnt w.Chs. Lei.

font sn.Sc.

Fair, 48—faiaoi Glo. nm.Brks.
nw.Wil., me.Wil. +fa){r>, w.
Wil.

faa(r) e.Oxf. me.Wil. e.Som.

fair) m.Shr. Oxf., but e.Oxf.

faxr), s.Oxf. fmr), ne.Nrf.

fseAr) n.Dur. +fest.n, Wm., butw.
Wm.fer, nnw.Yks.+fertr), n.

Lan. nw.Der. se.Ken. Sus.

feir Bch. Abd.
fesm s.Nhb. n. & s.Dur. m.Cum.

nnw. snw. m. se. & sw.Yks.
nw. & sw.Lan., s.Lan.+/krt,

n.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei.

s.Oxf. n.Ken. e.Dor. w.Som.
fir s.Sc.+fer.

fer Or.I. Inv. ne.Sc, but Bch.

Abd.feir, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. me.
se. &sw.Nhb.,n.Cum.+/wr,w.
Wm.

fislr) se.Lan. ne.Shr.

fidr n.Cum. I.Ma.
fkr> em. sm. & s.Lan. s.Stf.

vaisir) s.Pem.
veXr) e.Dev.
vt'Xr) Dor., but e.Dor. fea(r).

Fairy, 379.
Faith, 205 —faip se.Ken. me.

Wil. Dor., w.Som. +faj>.

fap w.Som., nw.Dev.+/<^.

feip~ s.Nhb. n.Dur.+/^*.

fep nw.Dev.
feip sw.Yks. se.Lan. n.Stf. Lin.

s.Oxf. Sus.

fi) Abd.+fep, s.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc.

Ant.

fep Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but s.Ayr. fep, Lth. Edb.
Kcb. n. Ik s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum. w.Wm. n. em. sm. &
sw.Lan. I. Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.

fbp n.Cum.
Fall, 40, 255, 425, 426, 427, 429,

43°, 43_i, 432—/« ne.Sc, but
Bch./«, Abd.+/«, s.Ayr.

fal Inv., me.Nhb.+/o, s.Nhb. n.

'Dur.+fdl.

fad n.Cum.+fm.
fa Sh. & Or.I. Bch., Abd.+/a,

sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ant. me.
Nhb., n.Lan.+/p.

fal se.Nhb.+/5, s.Nhb. n.Dur.,
nnw.Yks.+/p, se.Ken.+/p/, e.

Dor. +»£)/.

fa Kcb.
fa Peb. s.Sc. n.Nhb.
fal Uls., but Ant./«, I.Ma.+/p/.

feel me.Wil.
fol m.Shr.
fos n.Cum.
foal sw.Yks.+fol, Rut.

/p nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per. fa,
wm.Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr.fpl,
s.Ayr.fa, Lth. Edb. s.Dur. m.
Cum. Wm., but n.Wm.+/p7,
nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.+/£/, n.

m. se. & sw.Lan., s.Lan. +fo,
s.Chs. n.Stf., ne.Der.t/S, nw.
Der.

fpl n.Ayr. n.Wm. snw. & se.
Yks. I. Ma. em.Stf. Lin. Lei.
m.Nhp. s.Oxf. m.Bck. e.Suf.
se.Ken. Sus. Som., but nw.
Som. vail, e.Som. vol, w.Som.
val, vpl.

fo se. & sw.Nhb. nw. em. sm. &
s.Lan. ne.Der. ne.Shr.

fol sw.Yks.
fusl m.Yks.
val Glo., w.Som. -t-vpl, n. nw. &

e.Dev.
val Dor., but e.Dor./a/, vpl, sw.

Dev.

vaidl nw.Wil.
vail w.Wil. nw.Som.
vpl e.Dor. w.Som.
vol e.Som.
Fallow, 35, 229—faid Edb.

fab Bch. Abd.w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.
Lan. I. Ma. Stf.n. Der. nw.Lin.
s.Lei. s.Oxf.

faid Lth.

fab Peb.
fse.b se.Ken.

fob Lei., but s.Lei. fab, Oxf.,

but s.Oxf. fab, Ken., but se.

Ken.fxb, Sur. Sus.,bute.Sus.

vob.

vseb nw.Wil. +i/ofo, Dor. s.Som.
e.Dev.

vob e.Hrf. e.Sus. Hmp. nw.Wil.
False, 217, 253—fals w.Frf. e.

Per. +fds, s.Ayr. +fas, Kcb.
sw. & s.Nhb.n.Dur., m.Cum.+
fps.

fas Abd. +fds, s.Ayr.

fass n.Cum. +fo3S.

fas Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

fals se.Ken. +fpls.

fols Wm.+/ps, sw.Yks. n.Lan.
I. Ma. nw.Lin.

fos ne.Der.

foss n.Cum.
fpls Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Som.,

but s.Som. fps.

fps em.Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr.fals,

fas, n.Cy. m.Cum. Wm. sm.
se. & sw.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. n.

Der. Sus. s.Som.
vsssls nw.Wil.
vpls me.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.

Far, 56, 398, 445—farAbd.+fdr,
sn.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb. me.Nhb.,
n.Cum. +fdr, I. Ma.

fadir) n.Dur. +fdlr), sw.Yks. em.
Lan.

fair) s.Nhb. u. & s.Dur. m.Cum.
n. &w.Wm.Yks., but sw.Yks.
faxr>, ii. & sw.Lan. ne. & nw.
Der. nw.Lin., Lei. +fv(r), s.

Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
far Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc, but Abd.

+far, w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but
n.Ayr.fpr, s.Ayr.far, Uls. se.

& sw.Nhb. n.Cum. sw.Wm.
far Peb.
fxr s.Sc. +fmr, fvr.
fsBr s.Sc
fedlr) m.Shr.

fp(r) s.Lan.

^cwm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
fvr s.Sc.

y<3(»-)ms.Lan.Lei.w.War. Brks.
fir ne.Wm.
fs(.n se.Lan. Stf. n.Der. s.Lin.

Rut. Sus.

vdlr) w.Som. n. & e.Dev.
vv(r) nw.Wil. e.Som.
vxr) w.Wil. Dor. s.Som.
Farce, 329.
Fare, 46—faxr) se.Hrt.
fa\r) n.Lan. se.Ken.
fier Peb.

/<w(?-)s.Nhb.+/9(r),n.Dur.m.Cum,
m. & sw.Yks. se. & sw.Lan. n.
& ne.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.
w.Suf. Sus. me.Wil. Som.

fear Abd. Ayr. +fer.

fir s.Sc.

few s.Nhb.
fer Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb. w.Wm.
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fia(r) Dor.

_fi3rl.Ua.

fair) em. & s.Lan. s.Stf.

veair) e.Dev.
Farm, 50, 233—-farm Uls., but

Ant. ferm, n.Cum., I.Ma.

+

faram.
fardm I.Ma.

faam w.Wm., em.Lsm.+fam, n.

Stf.

fdm s.Nhb. m.Cum. n.Wm. Yks.

n. & se.Lan.n.Der.Lin.m.Shr.

Oxf. se.Ken. w.Sora.

fmrm s.Sc.

fi&m sw.Lan.

ferm Inv. Bch.Abd.w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Peb. Kcb. Ant.

ferm nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

ferm, Edb.

fam n.Ken. nw.Dev.
fam em.Lan.
vam nw. & w.Wil. Dor. sw.Dev.
vsm Brks.

Farmost, 398.
Farthing, 189, 231, 274, 315—
fadn nnw.Yks.+/Srf«.

fardin Inv. Bch. Abd. S.Ayr.

Kcb. n.Cum. n.Wm.
fardn ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

fardin, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Peb. n. me. se. & sw.Nhb.
fardin Ant. I.Ma.

fddin s.Dur. +fddn, m.Cum. w.
Wm.Yks.,butnnw.Yks.yarf«,

fadn, n. & em.Lan., nw.Lin.

+fddn.
fadn s.Nhb. u. & s.Dur. Wm.,

but n.Wm. fardin, w.Wm.
/arf!K,nnw.Yks.,s.Lan.+/5Si'M,

n. nw. & s.Lin. Rut., Lei.+

fadn, m.Nhp. Oxf., but s.Oxf.

fddin, n.Bck. +feadin, m.Bck.

ne.Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Ken.
Sus. I.W., -w.Som.+vddn.

fddin se. ms. & s.Lan. Stf. n. &
nw.Der.s.Oxf.nm.Brks.,Som.
+vddn, but w.Som.+fddn.

fdSn Lei. me.Wil.

fardin s.Sc.+f&rdin.

fserdin s.Sc.

fmdin sw.Lan.
festSin n.Bck.

feSin n.Shr.

fgrdin n.Ayr.

fgrdn wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.fgrdin,

Lth.+/pr9K, Edb.

fprSn Lth.

fidin sm.Lan.
vddin nw.Wil.
vddn w.Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.

Fashion,i99, 269,365—faifnsm.
Lan.+fafn, s.Lan.

fafin Wm. Glo.

fafn Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. Dur.

Cum. i>. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

n.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei.

Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. s.Oxf.

fmifn me.Wil.

fafn se.Ken.

feifn em.Lan.

fefn sw.Yks. se.Lan.

fgfn Lth. Edb.
Fast, s6, 295—fast Inv., Bch.+

fest, Abd.+fest, fest, wm.Sc,
but n.Ayr. fast, sm.Sc. Ant.

me.se.sw.&s.Nhb.Dur.n. &m.
Cum.Wm. nw.m. &se.Yks. n.

&sw.Lan.,s.Lan.+/a.rf, Stf.n.

nw. & w.Der. nw.Lin., s.Lin.

+fvst, Lei. s.Oxf.

fas I.Ma.

fast Ayr. Lth. Edb. ms. & s.Lan.
m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
Som., but w.Som. _/ws, s.Som.
vast,

fas sw.Dev.
fast n.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc.

fmst me.Wil.
fest Or.I. ne.Sc., but Bch. fast,

fest, Abd. +fast, fest, sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. sw. & es.Yks. se.

Lan.
feast em.Lan.
fest Bch. Abd.
fids w.Som.
fvst s.Lin.

vast e.Dor.

vds e.Dev.+vmst.

vast s.Som.
vses Dor., but e.Dor. vast,

vxst w.Wil. +vsOst, e.Dev.

vmst w.Wil.
Fasten, 26, 233—fasn Inv.,Bch.

Abd. +fesn,sw. & ps.Nhb.n.&m.
Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. sm. &
sw.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.
Lin. Lei.

fdsn Ayr., but S.Ayr, fesn, Lth.

Edb. I.Ma. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

fsesn s.Sc. Sus.

fmsn me.Wil. Som., but s.Som.

vasn.

fesn Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant. n.Nhb.

es.Yks. se.Lan.

fessn em.Lan.
vasn s.Som., e.Dev. +vmsn.

vsesn Dor. e.Dev.

Fat, 140—fat Inv. ne.&sn.Sc.w.

Frf. e.Per.wm.Sc. s.Ayr.Kcb.

s.Sc.me. se.sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.

n. & m.Cum. Wm. Yks. n.

Lan., em.Lan.+fet, sm. sw. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. Stf. n.ne.

& nw.Der. Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. e.

Suf. e.Som.

fat w.Som.
fat em.Sc.

feet ne.Nrf. me.Wil. Som., but

w.Som. fat, s.Som. v&t.

fssat w.Wil.
fast se.Ken.

fet em. & se.Lan.

fit Bck.

fct sm.Sc, but s.Ayr. Kcb.

fat.

vat Sus. n.Dev.

t>azi?nw.Wil. Dor. s.Som. e.Dev.

Father,47,229,23i,297—faddacn

nnw.Yks. +fada(r), snw.Yks.

+ fadair), n.Lan. + fadair),

fadaw.
faddar n.Cum. + fadar, fadar,

f&dar, fedar, Wm.+fada(r), but

n.Wm.+fada(r), w.Wm.fadar.

fada(r) s.Dur. e. m. & w.Cum.
Wm. snw.Yks., nm.Yks. +
fada(r), fiada(r>, n.Lan., nw. &
m.Lan.+/aSx>").

fadar ne.Sc.+fatiar, fddar, fetSar,

fedar, but Bch. Abd. fddir, 11.

Cum. w.Wm.
fadain s.Nhb.+feMr), n.Dur. +

fetlair), fetlacr), fiQaW, fiatSam,

n.Wm. nnw. & nm.Yks., e.

se. & sw.Yks.+feSai.r>, s.Yks.,

ms.Yks. +feada(.ry, fiidain, n.

nw.&m.Lan.,sm.Lan.+/?32<r),

m.Un.+feada(r), m.Shr. +fe'da(r),

Bdf. +fdda(.r), w.Suf.

fadar Inv. ne.Sc, sn.Sc.+fddar,

sm.Sc.+fedar,fe'dar, sw.Nhb. n.
Cum.

fddir Bch. Abd.
fddair) n. & se.Ken.
fddar ne. & sn.Sc
fdda(r) ne.Yks., ms.Yks.+feada(r>,

feda(r), s.Chs. +feda(.r>, fidair),

Not. Rut.+fedain, Lei.+feda(r),

but n.Lei.feada(r), ne.Nhp., m.
Nhp.+fedat.r),fiada(r), sw.Nhp.,
s.War.+feada(.n, e. w. & s.Oxf.,

n.Bck. +fe'dair>, Bdf. Hrt. Hnt.
Nrf. e.Suf. Ess., e.Dor. +
fa}Qa<.r), feda(r), Som., but nw.
Som. veda(r), e.Som. vada(r),

n.Dev. +vdda(r>.

fddar w.Frf. e.Per., me. Nhb.

+

fedar, I.Ma.

fasdam m.Bck. +fedxr>, fiada(r).

faedar Sh.I. +fedar, fedar, fedar.

f&da(r) se.Shr.+/<?<j2((-), Glo. +
vdda(r), vmSa{V), viadair), me.
Wil., w.Wil. +fiada(r>, e.Dor.

'Mar em.Sc- +fedar, but Lth. +
fedar, n.Cum.

fedar Sh. & Or.I.

feda(r> nne. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

fedar ne. & sm.Sc, se.Nhb. +
fedar, n.Cum.

feidalr) se.Lan., u, & em.Stf. +
feda(n, nw.Lin. +feada(.r>.

feada(r) ms.Yks., s.Stf. +feda(r),

fi.adai.r-), n.Lin.+y-eJsCr), nw. m.

& s.Lin. n. Lei. sWar., n.Wor.
+feda(.n, e.Sus. +fia8a(r).

fedar em. & s.Sc.

fedar Sh.I., Ltb.+feedar.

feda(r) n.Dur. e. se. sw. es. & ms.

Yks. em. sm. sw. & s.Lan., m.

Chs. +ftda(n, s.Chs., Fit. +
fida(n, Dnb. n. e. em. wm. & s.

Stf. Der. Not. n.Lin. Rut. Lei.

m.Nhp., c & wWar.+/w9;W,
n.Wor., s.~Wor. +fiada(r), n.

Shr., ne.Shr.+fidaW), m. & se.

Shr. n.Hrf., e.Hrf. s.Pem.+
vedam, n. & m.Bck. e.Dor.

fedar Sh.l.Csx. ne. & nm.Sc, but

w.Frf. e.Fer.fddar, wm. & sm.

Sc. me. & se.Nhb.

fidaW) n.Dur.

fiada(r> m.Yks.

fiada(n n.Dur. nm.Yks. s.Stf. m.

Nhp. c. & w.War. s.Wor. nw.

Oxf. m.Bck. e.Sus. w.Wil.

ftda(r> m. w. & s.Chs. Fit. ne.Shr.

fadar Uls.

vadaif) e.Som.

vdda(r) Glo. Dev., but n.Dev. +
fddair)

.

v&dam Dor., but e.Dor. fdda(r),

fSda(r), fedam.
viedair) Glo.

veSa(r) e.Hrf. s.Pem. I.W. nw.

Wil. nw.Som.
viada(.n Glo. sm.Hmp.
Fathom, 23, 231, 233, 315—
fadim Bch., Abd.+fadm.

fadm Sc, but Inv. fadm, Bch.

fadim, Abd. +fadim, em.Sc.

fadm, Nhb., but sw. & s.Nhb.

fadm, Dun, but n.Dur./«5(«,

Cum.Wm. Yks.nw.Lin. e.An.

Sus.

fadm Inv. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

n. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der.

Lei.

fadiim sw.Lan.

fadm em.Sc.

fxdm se.Ken.

fsedm me.Wil.

vddm s.Som.
vmdm Dor. e.Dev.

Faugh = fallow ground, 358,

359.
Faugh, int., 358.

Fault, 217, 253—fait Inv., Abd.

+fdt, me.Nhb., se.Nhb. +foat,

s.Nhb. n.Dur.

faat Ant.

fdlt e.Dor.

fat Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. s.Ayr. sw.Wm. nw.Yks.
nw.Lan.

fat Kcb.

fat s.War.
fSit me.Wil., w.Wil. + vat.

folt I.Ma. n. & nw.Lin., s.Lin.H-

fot, Rut., e.Suf. +fot.

fiut sw.Yks.
foalt s.Oxf.

fiat n.Cnm.+fgt, m.Yks., se.Yks.

+fgt, em.Lan.

fglt se.Ken.

fit em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. n.Nhb. 3.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. ne.Wm., w.

Wm. +fit, ne. e. & se.Yks.

Lan., but nw.Lan. fdt, em.

Lan. fiat, s.Chs. n. & wm.Stf.,
n.Der. +fot, Lei. n.Wor. m.

Shr. nw.Oxf. ne.Nrf. Sus. e.

Som.

fit nw.Der.

fiat se.Nhb.

fit w.Wm. n.Der. s.Lin. e.Suf.

vdlt nw.Dev.
vdt w.Wil.
vset nw.Wil.
voalt e.Dev.

vglt n.Dev.

Fawn, 217—fan s.Nhb.+fdn.

faun \nv.+fdn.

fan Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

s.Nhb. n.Dur.

fan Kcb,

fan n.Nhb.

fin Ayr. Lth. Edb. m.Cum. w.

Wm. n. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. Som., e.Dev. +vgn.

fian em.Lan.
van Dor.

vgn e.Dev.

Fear, 134, 302—feiaw nnw.Yks.

+fia(r), s.Chs.

fea(.r> n.Stf. e.Suf. e.Dor.

ferne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. fiar, w.

Frf. e.Per.

fia(r> s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.Yks.,

but nnw.Yks. +feia(r>, Lan. s.

Stf. n. & nw.Der. nw. Lin. Rut.

Lei. s.Oxf. Bdf. se.Ken. Sus.

me.Wil. Som., but w.Som.

+

viain, s.Som. viair).

fiar Inv. Bch. Abd., Ayr.+ftr, s.

Sc. I.Ma.

fir Edb.

fir wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Peb. Kcb.

me. & sw. Nhb. n.Cum. w.Wm.
viair) e.Hrf. nw. & w.Wil. Dor.,

but e.Dor. feain, w. & s.Som.

e.Dev.

Feast, 220, 249—feist Ldd. n.

Stf. m.Nhp.
feast se.Lan. e.Suf.

fest ne.Sc. +fest, but Bch. fist,

Abd.+flst, sn.Sc.+flst, w.Frf.

e.Per.

fes I.Ma., w.Som. +fias.

fit Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. s.Stf. s.

War. n. & m.Shr. m.Bck. ne.

Nrf. e.Som. nw.Dev.
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Feast (contd.)

—

fiest nw.Yks.
fist nw.Der. +fiast.

fids w.Som.
fisst s.Nhb. +fist, n.Dur., n.Cum.

+fist,fist, n. & sw.Wm. ne. e. &
m.Yks., se.Yks.+fist, sw. &
es.Yks. Lan., but se.Lan.
feast, n.Der.+fist, nw.Der., e.

Der.+fist, Lin. s.Oxf. I.W.,
w.VJW.+viast, e.Dev.

fist wm.Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr.
fist, Kcb. s.Sc. n.Cum.

fist Inv. Bch., Abd.+fest, s.Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Ant. n. & s.Nhb.
n. & m.Cum. w.Wm. se.Yks.
n. & e.Der. Rut. Lei. se.Ken.
Sus. w.Cor.

fjest e. & w.Oxf.
veast me.Wil.
vast nw. & w.Wil.

Feather, 62, 229, 231, 297, 314
—fatSar I. Ma.

f&fiar s.Sc.

fedd<Kr) n.Lan.
fedSar n.Cum. Wm., but w.Wm.

fedar.

fedir Bch. Abd.+/<*>•
feda(r) m.Cum. se.Ken. Sus.
fedar w.Wm.
fedir Bch. Abd.
feda(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Yks.

em.Lan., sm.Lan.+fidxn, se.

Lan. Stf. n. & nw.Der. nw.
Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. Hnt. Som.,
but w.Som. vmlXft, veSxn, s.

Som. veSa(r).

fetSar Inv., w.Frf. e.Per. +fSSar,
em.Sc.Ayr.Kcb.n.fc sw.Nhb.

fedar w.Frf. e.Per.

fiSa(r) sm. sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs.
ne. & m.Shr.

faSa(r) ne.Nrf.

vmdairy v?.Som.+ve8a(r), Dor. c .

Dev.
veSa(r) me.Wil. w. & s.Som.

Feature, 220, 285.
Fed—fed Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per. 4-

fed, Nhb.n.Dur.m.Cum.Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan. I. Ma. Chs. Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. s.

Oxf.se. Ken. Som., buts.Som.
ved.

fed w.Frf. e.Per. +fed.
ved Sus. Dor. s.Som.

Feeble, 220—-feibl Ant. nw.Yks.
n.Stf.

feabl nw.Wil.
/?Wnw.Lan. s.Stf. Lei., Rut. n.

Wor.+flbl, n.Shr. m.Bck. ne.
Nrf. Sus., but e.Sus. fibl.

febo me.Wil.
fiabl e. & m.Yks., se.Yks. +/1W,

sw.Yks. nw. & s.Lin. s.Oxf.
fibl ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. fibl.

fibl Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. se.

Yks. n. & em.Lan. I. Ma. n.

Der. Rut. n.Wor. se.Ken. c .

Sus.

viabl w.Wil.
Feed, 142, 425, 428, 429, 433—
feid nw.Yks. s.Chs. n.Stf., e.

Der.+yW, s.Der., Lei.+/rrf,
m.Nhp.

fead e.Suf.

fed n.Wor. Glo., m.Bck. +fiad.
fiad s.Nhb. +ftd, n.Dur. e.Der. s.

Lin. m.Bck.
fid Sh.I. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

fid, w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Edb.
Kcb. s.Sc, n.Cum.+/Ztf.

fid Inv. Bch. Abd. sn. & wm.Sc.
Ayr.,butn.Ayr./irf,Lth.Nhb.,
but s.Nhb.+/wrf, s.Dur. n. &
m.Cum. Wm. e. m. sw. & se.

Yks. Lan. I. Ma. em. & s.Stf.

n. ne. & nw.Der. nw.Lin.
Rut. Lei. s.War. s.Oxf. ne.
Nrf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. e.

Dor.

vid w.Wil. Som. e.Dev.
Feel, 142, 306, 428, 429, 433—
feil nw.Yks. n.Stf., Lei.+/z/.

feal e.Suf.

fel ne.Nrf.

fil Lon.
fial s.Nhb.H-/?/, n.Dur., m.Yks.+

fil, se.Lan. , nw.Lin.+fil,s. Lin.
s.Oxf. e.Dor.

fil Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.
Edb. Kcb.

fillnv. Bch. Abd. sn. & wm.Sc,
but n.Ayr. fil, s.Ayr. Lth.
Uls. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. s.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. w.Wm. e.

m. se. sw. & s.Yks. Lan., but
se.Lan.yw/, I. Ma. s.Stf. n. &
nw.Der. nw.Lin., Rut. +fild,
Lei. se.Ken. Sus., me.WiI.+
fild.

fild Rut. me.Wil.
vil n. & nw.Dev.
vialw.Wi\.+viald, w. & s.Som. e.

Dev.
w/afw.Wil.
vii nw.Som.

Feet, 142—feit nw.Yks. n.Stf.,

Lei. -fit, m.Bck.
feat e.Suf.

Nw.Yks., n.Lan. +fit, Fit., nw.
Der. +fit, w. se. & s.Wor.
Hrf., bute.Hrf. vit, GI0.+&1V,
Oxf. n.Bck. nw.Hrt. ne.Nrf.
Ess. s.Sur. Sus., Wil. + mVj
mat, but me.Wil. fat, fit, w.
Wil. vit.

fiatm.Yks., se.Yks.+fit, se.Lan.,
me.Wil.+/>/, e.Dor.

fit Sh. & Or.I. ne. sn. Snm.Sc.
Ayr., but s.Ayr. fit, Edb.
Kcb. s.Sc, n.Cum.+/rt, I. Ma.

fit Inv. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. fit,

s.Ayr.Lth. Nhb. Dur.,n.&m.
Cum. Wm. se. sw. & es.Yks.
Lan., but n.Lan.+yir, se.Lan.
fiat, s.Stf. 11. & nw.Der. Lin.
Rut. Lei. se.Ken. me.Wil.

wV e.Hrf. Glo., Brks.+M^, Wil.
e. & s.Som. n. & nw.Dev., e.

Dev.+viat.

viat Brks. Wil. e.Dev.
vit w.Wil. Som., but e. & s.Som.

vit.

Fell, inf., 50—fiel se.Ken.
fel Sc. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum.Wm. sw.Yks.Lan.Stf.n.
Der.nw.Lin.Lei.s.Oxf.e.Dev.

vel Som.
Fell, pret., 196—fail se.Ken.
fel Sc. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.

Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan.
I. Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei.
s.Oxf. me.Wil.

fial n.Cum.
velSom. e.Dev.

Felloe, 52, 349.
Fellow, 196, 229—fold wm.Sc,

but n.Ayr. fdla.

fala w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. +fela,
Kcb., IMa.+fela.

fdla Ayr., but s.Ayr. fala, fela,

Lth.+feh.

fiela n.Nhb. se.Ken.

feli Bch. Abd., sn.Sc. +fela,

nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.fala,

fela, m. & em.Lan.+fela, sm.

se. & ms.Lan., s.Lan. +fela.

fela sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. me. se. sw.
& s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. ne. snw. & se.Yks. n.

nw. m. em. sw. & s.Lan. I. Ma.
Fit. Stf. Der. Not. n. & nw.
Lin. Rut. Lei. War. s.Wor.
Shr. e.Hrf. Gmg. s.Pem. Oxf.

nm.Brks. Bdf. se.Hrt. Hnt.
Cmb., ne.Nrf.+/»&, nw.Nrf. e.

Suf. Ess. e.Ken. Sus. w.Wil.
Som., but w.Som.fvla,n. & sw.
Dev. Cor.

fvli em.Sc, but Lth. fdla, fela,

Edb. fela.

fob ne.Nrf. w.Som.
fala Uls.

vela nw.Wil., e.Dev. +vola.
vola e.Dev.
Female, 220, 233

—

feimel n.Stf.

feiml se.K.en.+fimail.

feml se.Nhb.
femel wm.Sc.
feme!ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.feml,

sn.Sc, sw. Lan.+fimel, s.Lan.
I.Ma. nw.Der. Lei. n.Wor.
Glo. n.Bck. ne.Nrf. w.Sus.,
•w.Wil.+fimcl, e.Som.

femil Kcb.
feml Bch. Abd.
fimeil e.Sus.

yw«/nw.Lan. w.Wil.
fimil w.Chs.
fiameal e. m. & se.Yks.

fimt Edb.
fimail se.Ken.

fimeal se.Lan. Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf.

fimel Inv. Ayr., s.Nhb. -¥fiml,

m.Cum. Wm. n. em. & sw.Lan.
n.Der. Rut.

fiml Lth. me. & s.Nhb. Dur.
Fern, 37, 249—/o« s.Nhb.n.Dur.

sw.Yks.
f&n s.Oxf.

fan se.Lan.

fern w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc Ayr.
Kcb. s.Sc.

fern Bch. Abd.
fian n.Der.

fiarn I. Ma.
fjdn s.Chs. Dnb. m.Shr.
farn sw.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm.,but
w.Wm. fan.

fan m.Cum. w.Wm. n. & sw.
Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin. Lei. se.
Ken. Sus. Som., but w.Som.
vian.

vian Dor. w.Som. nw. & e.Dev.
Fetch, 5^ 341, 425> 428, 429,

433, 434—fatf s.Chs. Fit. e.

& s.Stf., n.Der. +fetf, fotf, w.
Der. War. se.Ken.

fsetf m.Shr.
fes Sc.+feffetf.

fifSc.
fet Oxf., but nw.Oxf. fot, fotf,

s.Oxf. fetf.

fetfSc. Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm.,n.&em.Lan.+/oy;i.Ma.
n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.

Oxf. Som., but w.Som. vxtf,
s.Som. vetf.

fot nw.Oxi.+fotf.

fotf'w.Yks. Lan., but n. & em.

Lan.+fetf, Chs., but s.Chs.

fatfn.k. nw. Der. Glo.nw.Oxf.
vat nw.Wil.+vetf.

vietf Dor. w.Som. nw.Dev., e.

Dev.+w£/!
vetfnw. & me.Wil. s.Som. c. &

sw.Dev.
Fever, 58—fsevair), w.Wil. +

viava(r).

feiva(r) nnw.Yks.+fevain, snw.
Yks.+feva(r), sw.Yks.+jiavair),

se.Lan. n.Stf. s.Som.
feava(r) sw.Yks. e.Suf.

feva(r) snw.Yks., Sus.+fivair).

fevarne.Sc, butBch.Abd.+/5ra?-,

s.Sc. w.Wm.
feva(r) nnw.Yks. Lan., but se.

Lan. feiva(ry, s.Stf., n.Der.+
fiva(r), nw.Der., ~Lei.+fiva(r>,

w. & s.War. n.Wor. m.Shr.
Glo., n.Bck.+/M»(r), ne.Cmb.
ne.Nrf. I.W. me.Wil. w.Som.
n.Dev.

fevar I. Ma.
fiavair) ne. e. & m.Yks., se.Yks.

nw.Lin. +fiva(r), s.Lin.

fiva(r) m.Cum.
fivar Sh.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. em. wm. & sm.Sc.
fiva(r) s.Nhb. Dur. se.Yks. n.

Der. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf.
Bdf. n. & m.Bck. e. & se.Ken.
s.Sur. Sus. e.Dor.

fivar n. me. se. & sw.Nhb. 11.

Cum.
fovar sn.Sc.
veiva(r) e.Dev. +veva(r).
veava(r) nw.Wil.
veva(r) e.Dev.
viavair) w.Wil.
Few, 186, 249—feu Lth. Edb. n.

Nhb., m.Yks.+y??, sw. & ms.
Yks.+/m, n.Lan.

fea se.Yks.+fiu.

fiau sn.Sc.+fj'vu.

fiu Sh.I. Inv. wm.Sc. sm.Sc,
but s.Ayr.fju, s.Sc.+/fe«, me.
se. sw. & s.Nhb., n.Dur. +f/u,
s.Dur., n.Cum.+fju, m.Cum.,
w.Cum.+ffu, Wm., nnw.Yks.
+fj'eu, e. nm. se. sw. ms. & s.

Yks., nw.Lan.+/oH, se. sw.
ms. fcs.Lan. Stf. n. tnw.Der.
Lin. Rut., Lei.+/«, n.Wor.,
m.Shr.+f/vu, s.Oxf. m.Bck.
Bdf. se.Hrt. w.Suf. se.Ken.
s.Sur. Sus. sm.Hmp.

firm ne.Sc.+fjau,fjvu.

fiu e.Su{.+foM,fu.

fia m.Yks.
fjau ne.Sc.

fjeu nnw.Yks.
fju w. Frf. e.Per. Ayr., buts.Ayr.

fiu,Uls. n.Dur.n.&w.Cum. sm.
Lan. I.Ma. m.Nhp. nw.Oxf.

fjriu Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w. & s.Chs.
m.Shr.

fii Lei.

fvu nw.Lan. s.Nrf.

fixu s.Sc.

fceii e.Suf.

fee s.Dev.

fit ne.Nrf.+fau, e.Suf., e.Dev.+
vii.

fiu ne.Nrf.

viou e.Hrf. +vjvu.
viu w.Wil., e.Dor.+vju, Som.,

but w.Som. vii.

vivu nw.Wil. Dor., but e.Dor.
viu, vju.

viii n.Dev.+i/w.
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vjau Glo.

vjii me.Wil. e.Dor.

vjvu e.Hrf.

vce sw.Dev.
vit w.Som. n. & e.Dev.

Fickle, 339.
Fiddle, 67, 233—fidl Inv. Bch.

Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm.Yks.Lan. I. Ma. Stf. Der.

Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.War.
Shr.Oxf.e.An. Ken. me.Wil.

w.Som.
tw'rf/nw.Wil. Dor. s.Som. e.Dev.

Field, 52, 302, 307—fetid n.Stf.,

Lei. +fild, e.War., ne.Shr. +
find,

feilt s.Chs. ne.Der.

feld ne.Shr.

fil s.Nrf. Ess. Ken., but se.Ken.

fold.

filds.Sti. m.Shr. n.Hrf., e.Hrf.

+vild, nw.Oxf. nw.Hrt. ne.

Nrf., Sus.+M
Jul Sus.

yfoW s.Nhb. n.Dur. w. & s.Oxf.

se.Ken.
/(Ww.Frf. e.Per., Ayr.+fil,fild,

Edb. s.Sc.

fil Ayr. Peb. Kcb. I.Ma.

flld Sh.I. Inv. ne.Sc.Ayr. Lth. n.

& sw.Nhb. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
Yks. n. & em.Lan., sm.Lan.+

filt, sw.Lan. w.Chs. em. Stf.

nw.Lin. Lei. se.Brks.

filt sm. & se.Lan. n.Der.

vil n.Dev.
vild e.Hrf.

vial nw. & w.Wil. Dor. Som.,

e.Dev. +viald.

vivid Hmp. e.Dev.

vil sw.Dev.
Fiend, 190, 191—fentne.Sc.+fin,

but Bch. Abd. find,

fin I.Ma.+/»«-

find ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

fiands.Dur. m.Cum. e.Yks., em.

han.+find, s.Lin.

fin ne.Sc.

find Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. Edb.

fint nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

find, s.Sc.

fin Ayr.+find, I.Ma.

find Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. Ayr.

Lth. Peb. Kcb. Nhb. n.Dur.

Wm. Yks. n. em. & sw.Lan.

nw.Der. Rut. Lei. se.Ken.

fint n.Der.

wan Dor.

viand e.Dev.

Fierce, 229.

Fifth, 160—feft ne.Sc, but Bch.

Abd. fift.

/{/I.Ma. Sus.

fift Kcb. n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

Cum. Wm. Yks. n. em. & s.

Lan. Stf. Der. Lin. Oxf.

fif]> sw.Nhb. se. & sw.Lan. se.

Ken.
fil w.Som.
fiftBch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Peb.

vift e.Dev.

Fifty, 160, 231—fifte n.Ayr.+

fifte.

fifti Kcb.

fifti s.Ayr. Edb. Nhb. Dur. Cum.

Wm.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. Lin.

War. Wor. Shr. Oxf. Ken.

fifti Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. n.

Ayr.

fifti Inv. Lth. Peb.

vifti s.Som. e.Dev.

Fight, 57, 358, 425, 427, 429
430, 432

—

fii\t n.Cum. +fmit,

fix*.
fait s.Nhb., n.Dur. +feit, s.Stf.

m.Shr. w.Hrt. e.Suf. s.Sur.

w.Sus. n.Dev.

fait em. Lan. +feit, s.Lin., Rut.+
foit, Lei. +fiit, foit, m.Nhp. s.

War. ne.Shr. Sus., but e.Sus.

foit, •w.Sus.fait.

fsei\t s.Sc.

fse.it n.Cum.
/«X'Or.I., ne.Sc.+/«\'> sn - nm -

wm. em. & sm.Sc, Uls. +fiit,

fiiyt, n.Cum.
feixt ne.Sc.

feit Uls. n. me. se. & sw.Nhb.
Dur.,butn.Dur.+/hiV, m.Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan., but em.Lan.

+fait, se.Lan. foit, I.Ma. w.
& s.Chs., n.Stf.+/oz'/, e. & em.
Stf. n. ne. nw. & s.Der. Not.

n. & nw.Lin. Lei. s.Wor.

fit w.Som.
foit se.Lan. n.Stf. e.Der. Rut.

Lei. m.Bck. se.Ken. e.Sus.

fvit s.Oxf., e.Dev. +vait.

fiixt Uls.

fiit ne.Nrf. I.W.
vait e.Dev.

vet nw.Dev.
wit nw. me. & w.Wil. Dor.

Filbert, 276.

Fill, no—fel Sh.I. s.Sc. e.Suf.

fil Or.I. S.Ayr. Kcb. sw. & s.

Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.WmYks.
n. sm. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. n.Hrf. Oxf.

Ken. Sus.

fol Bch. Abd. Peb.

fil w.Frf. e.Per. u.Ayr. n.Nhb.

em.Lan.

fil Lth. Edb.

vil e.Hrf. nw. & me.Wil. s.Som.

e.Dev.

vial w.Som.
Film, 68, 234, 265—film Inv.

Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.

Cum., Wm. +filam, Yks. sw.

Lan. n.Stf. Lei. se.Ken.

filam Abd. Lth. Edb.Wm. I.Ma.

s.Stf. s.Oxf. sw.Dev.

fohm Peb.

film ne.Sc, but Abd. filam, w.

Frf. e.Per. Ayr. em.Lan.

vehm s.Som.

vilam e.Dev.+vilm.

vcelam w.Som.
valm e.Dev.

Filth, 180—flip Inv.+falp, Bch.

Abd. s.Ayr. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.

Dur. m.Cum.Wm.Yks. Lan.,

but em.Lan./^, I.Ma. Der.

Lin. Lei. Oxf. Ken. me.Wil.

Mb Inv. u.Ayr. Peb., w.Som.

+f«ip.

fceli w.Som.

filp w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. em.Lan.

vili nw.Wil. e.Dev.

Fin, 68—fin lnv.+fan, Abd. Ayr.

Lth. Edb.Kcb.Nhb.Dur. Cum.

Wm. Yks., em.Lan.+/?K, se.

& sw.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der.

Lin. Lei. Ken. Sus.

fin w. & s.Som.

fon Inv.

fin ne.Sc, but Abd. fin, w.Frf.

e.Per. em.Lan.

vin me.Wil. e.Dev.

Find, 75, 307, 425, 426, 429,
430—fain Ess.+foind.

faind es.Yks. sw.Lan., n.Der.+
faand, m.Lin. e.Suf. e.Cor.

favnd s.T-an.+fdind.

faand n.Der.

fdnd sm.Lan.
/mMl.Ma.,Rut.+/oz'M,Lei.+/«W.
faind m. & em.Lan., se.Lan.+

foind, s.Lan. Chs. nw. & e.

Der. Not. m.Nhp. e. & w.War.
Cmb.,butse.Cmb./o«V(rf, Sus.,

but e.Sus. foin{d.

find sw.Yks. +find.
fein s.Pem.

feind Uls.

fen ne.Sc. -vfin, but Bch. Abd.

fin, sn.Sc. +find, wm.Sc.+/i»,

fvn.

find nm.Sc.+find, s.Sc.

fin ne.Sc.

fin Bch.Abd.wm.Sc.,Edb.+/5H(f,

Peb. sm.Sc, but. s.Ayr. find,

s.Nhb.+/mrf, n.Dur. m.Yks.

find Sh. & Or.I. nm.Sc. em.

Sc, but Edb.+/m, Peb. fin,

s.Ayr. n. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb.

s.Dur. Cum. Wm. ne. nnw.
snw. e. se. sw. & ms.Yks. n.

& nw.Lan. n. & nw.Lin.

foin Rut., e.Sus. +foind.

foind se.Lan. n.Stf. e.Der. s.Lin.

Lei. Bdf. Hrt., but w.Hrt.

foind, Hnt. se.Cmb. Ess.Ken.

e.Sus.

foin nw.Oxf., ne.Nrf.+foind.

faind Fit. s.War. n. & se.Shr.

n.Hrf. e.w. & s.Oxf. nm.Brks.

n.Bck. w.Hrt. ne. fcnw.Nrf.,

sw.Dev.+OT>*«.

fan wm.Sc
fond sn.Sc.

vain Som.+ww, n.Dev.+vaind.

vaind n.Dev.

ven nw.Dev.
win nw.Wil. Dor., but e.Dor.

vaind, vaiand, Som. e. & sw.

Dev.
wind w.Wil.

viind, vaiand e.Dor.

Fine, 223—/amSh.I.Cai.,ne.Sc.+
/B'«,em,Sc.,wm.Sc.+/fi'»,Ant.

s.Nhb. n.Dur., n.Cum. +/«'«, e.

& m.Cum,w.Cum.+/«'n,Wm.
nnw. & snw.Yks., se.Yks.+

fan, fein, sw.Yks.'+/om, ms.

Yks. n. & nw.Lan. I.Ma. u.

Der. nw.Lin., n.Lei.+/o»«, s.

Nrf.e.Suf.,w.Som.+/o»«,™»«-

fan e.Yks.+fiin, nm. m. & se.

Yks. sm.Lan., ms. & s.Lan.

+

fain.

fain nw. m. & em.Lan., se.Lan.

+foin, sw. ms. & s.Lan. Chs.

e. em. &wm.Stf., s.Stf. +foin,

n'. ne. nw. w. & s.Der. Not.

s Lin., Lei.+/0!'«- but n - Lel -+

fain, Nhp., ne. Shr.+/ow, se.

Shr. nw.Hrt. w.Suf.

fein ne. sn. wm. sm. & s.Sc. Uls.,

but Ant. fain, me.Nhb. n, &

w.Cum. e. & se.Yks.

fein Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Nhb.

foin sw. & s.Yks. se.Lan. n. &

s Stf. Lei. e.War. ne.Shr.

Bdf. e.Hrt. Hnt. Ess. se.Ken.

Sus.
>mse.Nhb.n.Hrf.,e.Hrf.+wm,

Oxf. w.Hrt. nw.Nrf. me.Wil.

w.Som.
fain Glo.+rom, ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

van n.Dev.
win nw. & w.Wil. Dor., but e.

Dor. fain, w.Som. s.Dev.

vain e.Hrf. Glo.

Finger, 71, 272

—

-fenar w.Frf. e.

Per.+finar, s.Sc.

fenar ne.Sc, but Bch.Abd./>;3i-.

fingamm. & es.Yks. em. sm. sw.

& s.Lan. Stf. nw.Der. nw.Lin.

Lei. m.Nhp. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.

Suf. se.Ken.

fingar Inv. n.Cum. +finar, I.Ma.

fina(r) s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum., Wm.
+fin3r, Yks., but m. & es.Yks.

finga(r), n.nw.& se.Lan.n.Der.

finar Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. em.Sc, but Lth. finar,

Ayr. sm.Sc. Uls. me. se. &
sw.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm.

fonar sn.Sc
finar Lth. n.Nhb.
vengain nw.Wil., w.Wil. +

vinga(r), Dor., but e.Dor.+

vinga(r).

vinga(r) Sus. w.Wil. e.Dor. c
Som. n. & e.Dev.

vina(r) w. & s.Som.
Finish, 365.
Fire, 179—fair Or.I. ne.Sc, but

Bch. Abd./oV, em. & wm.Sc.
Kcb.

faiiW) s.Nhb. Dur.+fiiair), m.

Cum.Wm.nnw.snw. sw. &es,

Yks. n. & sm.Lan., sw.Lan.

+

feia(r), s.Stf.n. & nw.Lin. Rut.

faiar n.Cum. I.Ma.

fd(n m.Yks.
faiair) m.Lan., ms.Lan.+/«Xr),

s.Chs. e.Stf., wm.Stf.+A'wO'),

ne.Der. s.Lin., Lei.+foia(r>, m.

Nhp. s.War. n.Shr. e.Suf.

faiar s.Sc.+feiar, fiir.

fiir Bch. Abd. Uls. me. se. &
sw.Nhb.

feialr) s.Nhb. n.Dur. e.Yks. sw.

& ms.Lan. n. & nw.Der.

feiar s.Sc.

/m-lnv.sn.Scw.Frf.e.Per.s.Sc.

fialr) se.Yks.

foia(r) se.Lan. n. & wm.Stf. Lei.

Glo. m.Bck. se.Ken.

foiaw e. & s.Oxf. w.Hrt.

fiiair) ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

vainr) Sus. w. & s.Som. n. & e.

Dev.
voiim s.Pem. nw. me. & w.Wil.

w.Dor. nw. & e.Som.

First, 115, 234—fast ne.Nrf.

first ne.Sc.+first, first, sn.Sc.H-

forst, em.Sc, but Lth. Edb.

first, Peb. first, sm.Sc, but

Kcb.first, s.Sc.,n.C\im.+furst,

fiest.

ferft Cai.

first ne.Sc. Kcb., U\s.+farst.

forstme. se. & sw.Nhb., ne.Yks.

+fost.

fist ne. e. m. se. & es.Yks. em.

Lan., sw.Lan. +fiist, ms.Lan.,

s.Lan.+fust,fast, fist, w.Chs.

+fost, s.Chs. Dnb. n.Stf. n.

Lin., nw.Lin. +fist.

jpsts.Nhb.,n.Dur.+f6ast, m.Lan.

firast nne.Nhb.

fiast n.Dur.

first n.Cum.

fus Rut. +/»s.

fust m.Cum., Wm.+/5s?, fist, s.

Stf.+>Jrf-

fiast se.Lan.

fits IMa.+firs.
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First (contd.)

—

fust sm. sw. & s.Lan.

fvrst Sh. & Or.I. sn. & wm.Sc.
Peb. UIs.

fos Rut. s.War., w.Som.+fvst.

fast nw.Lan. +fast, w.Chs. cm.
wm. & s.Stf. Der., butn.Der.
fist, s.Lin. Lei.w.War.n.Wor.
m. & se.Shr. nw. & e.Oxf.
Bck. Bdf., se.Hrt.+/W,Cmb.
s.Nrf. e. & w.Suf. e.Ken., se.

Ken. +fist, s.Sur. Sus. I.W.
nw. e. & w.Som. nw.Dev., e.

Dev.+vos.

fvst s.Lan. m.Nhp. e.War. se.

Hrt. n.Ken.
fast n. c. & w.Cum. Wm. nnw.

& snw.Yks.
firs I. Ma.
first ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth.

Edb.

fist Wm. ne. ms. & s.Yks. n.

Der.

first Ayr.
fist sw.Yks. n. nw. & s.Lan. nw.

Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
vvs nw.Wil.+fws, e.Dev.
vvste.Hrf. Glo. Brks. sm.Hmp.

me. & w.Wil. e.Dor. s.Som.
vvs nw.Wil.
vast s.Dev.

Firster, 400.
Fish, 72, 343—fif Abd. s.Ayr.

Kcb. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. n. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Chs.
Stf. Lin. Lei. Oxf., s.Nrf. +fif,
Ken. Sus., w.Som. +ftf vif.

fief em.Lan.

fifsm. se. & s.Lan. n.Der. s.Nrf.

w.Som.
fifne.Sc. w.Frf.e.Per.em.&wm.

Sc.

w/nw.Wil. w.Som. e.Dev.
vifw. & s.Som.

Fist, 180—fis I.Ma.
./?s< Kcb. Nhb. Dur.m. Cum.Wm.

n. & se.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.
Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.

fist Bch. Abd. Ayr. Peb.
vist nw. & me.Wil. s.Som., e.

Dev. + vis.

vis e.Dev.
vist nw.Dev.
wis w.Som.

Fit, adj., 68—fet w.Som. +fat.
fit wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. fit.

fit s.Ayr. Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. Yks. n. em. se. &
sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. Der. Lin.
Lei. Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Ken.
Sus.

fvt sn.Sc.

feet w.Som.
fit Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. u.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.
vit w.Wil. s.Som. e.Dev.
Five, 154—faiv Sh.I. ne.Sc, but

Abd. fan, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per., em.Sc. +faiv, but Lth.
faiv, Peb. +faiv, wm. & sm.
Sc, s.Sc. +fdiv, me.&sw.Nhb.
n. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw. snw.
& nm.Yks., se.Yks. +fdv, sw.
Yks. +fpv (rare), es.Yks. n.
nw. & sw.Lan. n.Der. n. &
nw.Lin. m.Shr. e.Suf.

fasv Abd. em.Sc
fav e. se. & m. Yks. sm. & ms.Lan.,

s.Lan. +fav, foiv, fpv.
faiv Ayr. Lth. Peb. s.Sc. em.Lan.

I.Ma. w. & s.Chs. ne. & nw.

Der., e.Der. +foiv, s.Lei., m.
Nhp. +foiv, s.War.

fav s.Lan.

feiv UIs. -t-fiiv, se.Nhb.

foiv se. & s.Lan. n. & s.Stf. e.

Der.s.Lin.Lei.,buts.Lei./<«zi,

m.Nhp.,n.Bck.+/iw,ne.Nrf.+

foiv, Ess. se.Ken. Sus.

fpv sw.Yks. (rare), s.Lan.

foiv sw.Nhp. n.Bck. w.Hrt. nw.
& s.Oxf. s.Nrf.

foiv UIs. ne.Nrf. c.Dor.

vaiv w.Som.+w,s.Som.e.4sw.
Dev.

vev w.Som.
voiv nw. me. & w.Wil. Dor., but

e.Dor. foiv, nw. & e.Som.
Fivepence, 279.
Flail, 252.
Flask, 343.
Flax, 25—flaiks sm.L&n,
ftaks Inv.Bch. Abd.w. Frf. e. Per.

Ayr. Kcb. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. n. e. & em.Lan.,
sm.Lan.+/7m£.9,sw.Lan. I.Ma.
Stf. Der. Lin., e.Dev. -vvlxks.

flieks Ken. +fleks.

fleks se.Lan. Ken.
vlxhs Dor. e.Dev.
vleks w. & s.Som.
Flay—flaiwm.Sc,but n.Ayr.f/e,

^se.Ken. e.Dor. w.Som.
flee, ne.Nrf. +fli.

ftei Ayr., but n.Ayr. fie, Ant. se.

Lan. s.Chs.

foes sw.Nhb. e. m. & sw.Yks. n.

Stf. nw.Lin. s.Lei.

fie Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.
Ayr. Kcb. s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.,
Wm. +flia, sw. & s.Lan. +fli,
I.Ma. s.Lin. s.Oxf. nw.Nrf.

flia Wm.
flu Sus., but e.Sus. j7«.

fit em. sw. ms. & s.Lan. n. nw.
& s.Der. ne.Nrf. e.Sus.

Flay = to frighten, 348, 429.
Flea, 184, 358, 359, 360, 379—
fleX Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per.

flefw.Yks.+flii, Chs.+flef, fluf.
flei s.Nhb. +fli, se.Lan. +fie.
fleik e. em. & sw.Lan.
flek n.Der.

fief Chs.
flea n.Stf.

fie Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb. ...

Nhb. se.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf., n.

Wor.+/7f, Glo. Oxf., buts.Oxf.
fit.

flia n.Lan.

flia sw.Nhb. w.Yks. nw.Lin.
fliag n.Yks.
fit s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.

sm.Lan. (but pi. fleif), s.Lan.
Lei. n.Wor. s.Oxf. Ken. Sus.
me.Wil.

fltX n.Sc.

fluf Chs.

vim Dor.
vlei e.Dev.

vie "Brks. w.Som. nw.Dev.
Fledge, 108, 353—flmdz, se.Ken.
fledg Inv.Abd.w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum. Wm.n. se. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. Stf. s.Oxf. w.Wil.

flidg Sus. e.Dor.
vledg me.Wil. s.Som. e.Dev.
vlidg Dor., but e.Dor. flidg.

Flee, 192, 426, 427, 429, 432—
fleis.Sc, s.Nhb. +fli.

flea n.Stf.

fit Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. sw.

&s.Nhb. n.Dur.Cum.Wm. em.
Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. se.Ken.

vie Dor. w.Som.
vli s.Som. e.Dev.

Fleece, 191, 328, 329—;fleis Stf.

fit's n.Hrf. Glo. Sus.

flias nw.Lin.
fits w.Frf. e.Per. Edb. I.Ma.

fltf Kcb.
fits Inv., Bch. Abd.+flif Ayr.,

but s.Ayr.fltf Lth. Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. n.Der.,

nw. Lin. +flias,Le\.se.Ken.me.
Wil.

fltf Bch. Abd. s.Ayr.
vies Dor.
vliis nw.Wil.
vlts s.Som. e.Dev. •

vlis w.Som.
Flesh, 140, 343—fleef e.Suf. se.

Ken.
fleifem.sm. ms. & s. Lan. me.Wil.
fiefInv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.

fcwm.Sc Ant. Nhb. Dur.Cum.
Wm. Yks., but m. Yks. fltf, n.

nw. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Stf.

Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. Oxf. Nrf.,

w.Wil. + vlef.

flifm.Yks.
vldf w.Som.
vlsef Dor., but e.Dor. vlef.

vlefnw. & w.Wil. e.Dor. s.Som.
n.Dev.

Flew, 181, 24g—fleu n.Nhb. n.

& se.Lan.

fliu Kcb. s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.Wm.
sw.Yks. n.Stf. nw.Lin.

flju Bch. Abd.+flu, Lth. I.Ma.
flu Or.I. Inv. Bch. Abd., w.Frf.

e.Per. +fluu, Ayr. Edb. Ant.
sw.Nhb.sw.Lan.n.Der.s.Lan.
Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

flou w.Frf. e.Per.

vlii s.Som. e.Dev.
Flicker, 339.
Fligged, 108—flegd se.Nhb. e.

& w.Yks. s.Lin., Lei. +fli?d,
Cmb. Nrf., Suf. +fligd.

fligdme.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. Yks.,
but e. & w.Yks.flegd, Der. Not.
n. & nw.Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.
Oxf. Hnt. e.An., but Cmb. Nrf.
flegd, Suf. +flegd.

Flight, 116, 358—flait s.Nhb. +
fleif, n.Dur. n.Der. nw.Lin. e.

Suf.

fldtm.Yks.+flit, s.Lan.
flait em. & se.Lan.
flseixt s.Sc.

flseit n.Cum.
flext ne.Sc, but Bch.fl^xt, Abd.
Mx^fl^xt, n.Ayr. +fl<>xt.

fleit UIs., but Ant. flix t, se. & s.

Nhb. s. Dur. nnw. & e.Yks., se.

Yks.+fltt, I.Ma., n.Stf. +floit.
flext wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. flext,

flux*-

flixt Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. +flsx t,

sm.Sc. Ant.
flit m.Yks.
flit sw.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. se. &

sw.Yks. nw. & sw.Lan.
floit n.Stf. s.Lin. Lei. se.Ken.
flax1 sn.Sc.

floit s.Oxf. w.Wil.
flsxt Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. .,.

Ayr. Lth. Edb.
fhit ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

vlait e. Dev.
vlvit me.Wil. Dor., but e.Dor.

flait.

Fling, 425, 427, 429, 430, 432.

Flint, 67 -flint Inv. Bch. Abd.
Ayr. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. Oxf.

Ken. Sus.

flint w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb.
vlent Dor. w.Som.
vlint s.Som. e.Dev.

Flit, 425, 429.
Flitch, 68, 341-flek Nhb. +flik,

flitf, Hmp.+vlik, Wil., but me.
Wil. flik.

flik Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. &
e.Lan., se.Lan. +flilf, Stf., but
n.Stf. flitf Der. Not. Lin., Lei.

+flitf Nhp. War. Hrf. Glo.
e.An. me.Wil., Dor. + vletf,

Som., but s.Som. vlitf.

flitf Inv. Nhb. sm. se. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. n.Stf. Lei. s.Oxf. Ken.

flttfKcb.

flitfAyr.
vletfDor.

vlik Hmp.
vlitfSus. s.Som. e.Dev.

Float, 93—flot Inv. +flot, Bch.,

Abd.+flot, w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc.

float n.Stf.

flptm.Cum.+fluatyjm.+flot, me.
Wil.

float n.Nhb. se.Lan. nw.Lin. s.

Oxf. Sus. e.Dev.

flot Inv. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.
Wm.,em.Lan.+/7««/,sm.&sw.
Lan. I.Ma. n.Der.

fluat m.Cum. sw.Yks. em.Lan.
vloat Dor. s.Som.

Flock, 82, 340—flok ne.Sc. w.
Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but n.Ayr.
flok, Lth. Edb. Kcb. Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma.
Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. Oxf. Ken.
me.Wil., e.Dev. +vlok.

flgk Inv. Ant.
flok n.Ayr.
vlok Sus. nw.Wil. Dor. s.Som.

e.Dev.
v/pk w.Som.

Flog, 35 r.

Flood, 169, 429—fliud m.Cum.,
nnw.Yks. +flud, snw.Yks. +
flud.

fliad s.Dur., 'Wm.+flud, m.Yks.
flod UIs., but Ant. flitd.

flud Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. snw. e.

& se.Yks. n.Lan., em. Lan.+
flitd, Stf. Der., but nw.Der.
flud, Lin. Rut., Lei. +flud.

fluid sw.Yks.
flud nnw. & es.Yks.

fludAnt. em. sm. se. sw.& s.Lan.
I.Ma.nw.Der.Lei.ii. &s.Wor.
n.Shr.

flvd Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. m.Shr. s.

Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.
Ken. s.Sur. Sus. me.Wil. n.
Dev.

flmd Sh.I. s.Sc.

flitd wm.Sc.
vlvd w.Wil. s.Som.

Floor, 165—fler w.Frf. e.Per.

+

fleer, Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.
fliuair) nnw.Yks., snw.Yks. +

flua(r), n. & em.Lan. n.Stf. w.
Wor., ne.Shr. +flui(r>, Glo.
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flhiar n.Cura.

flia(r) s.Dur. ,~Wm.+flua(r), ne. e.

& m.Yks., se.Yks. +flualr).

flir ne.Sc. +flur.

floalr) s.Nhb. n.Dur. Rut., Lei.+

floatf), ne.Nrf. se.Ken.

JloKr) nw.Lin. Lei. e.Suf.

flor me.Nhb.

flur Ant. se.Nhb.

fluam m.Cum. Wm. snw. se. es.

& sw.Yks. nw. sm. se. sw. ins.

& s.Lan. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der.
Lin.ne.Shr.s.Oxf.Bdf.n.Ken.

Sus., w.Wil. + vloalr), e.Dor.

flu3r Uls.,but Ant.flur, sw.Nhb.
m.Cum. I. Ma.

flur ne.Sc, sm.Sc. +j7«r.

flor sn.Sc.

flar Sh. & Or.I. w.Frf. e.Per.,

wm.Sc. +fliir, s.Sc.

flur win. & sm.Sc.

vlda(r) w.Wil. n. & e.Dev.

vlua(r) nw.Wil. s.Som.

Floor = measure of earthwork,

382.

Flow, 168—flau Or.I. Kcb. se.

Ken.

flou sw.Yks. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

fig m.Cum., Wm.+flo, I.Ma.

fid Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Nhb. n.Dur.

Wm. em. sm. se. & sw.Lan. n.

Stf. n.Der.

flvu Glo. me.Wil.
vlg w.Som. n.Dev.

Flower, 225—flausm nnw.Yks.,

snw.Yks. +floua(.r>, n.Lan. s.

Chs. Der. w.Som.
flao(r) s.Lan.+/7aw, fleXr).

flaxn sw.Yks. n.Stf.

flam ms.Yks. s.Lan.

flxnr) sw. & ms.Lan.

fleuXr) Lei. se.Ken.

fleXr) s.Lan.

flouair) snw.Yks.

flousr I. Ma.

flur Peb. Ant.

flua(r) n.Dur. m.Cum. e. m. & se.

Yks. n. & nw.Lin.

fluar se. Nhb. n.Cum. Wm.
flur Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. em.Sc.jbut Peb.y7«r,wm.
sm. & s.Sc. me.Nhb.

flouair) ne.Shr. s.Oxf. w.Hrt.

me. & w.Wil.

flkr) sm.Lan.
vlaudix) e.Dev.

vloua(r) nw.Wil. Dor.

Flown, q6—flaun ne.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. Ayr. Edb. Peb. Kcb. s.

Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. em. se. & s.

Lan. n.Der.

floun s.Sc. m.Cum. sw.Yks. 11.

& sm.Lan. nw.Lin. Lei.

flon Lth. sw.Lan. n.Stf.

Flute, 221, 249—/7<?«* se.Lan.

flit wm.Sc.
-\-
fleet, flut, s.Ayr.+

flut.

fliut s.Dur. Cum.Wm. ne. nnw.
snw. se. es. & sw.Yks. n. em.

& ms.Lan. n. & s.Stf., nw.

Ver.+flut, nw.Lin. Rut. Lei.

s.Sur. w.Sus.

flist m.Yks.
fljut Ant. I.Ma.

fljut ne.Nrf.

flut Inv. Bch. Abd. S.Ayr. Nhb.

n.Dur. sw.Lan. n. & nw.

Der. n.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

me.Wil.

flout s.T)er.

VOL. VI.

fleet sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.
Peb.

flut sm.Sc, but S.Ayr, flit, flut.

flut wm.Sc Lth. Edb. e.Suf. e.

Dev.
vlut w.Wil.
vliit n.Dev.
Fly, sb., zg^—flai Inv. Ant. s.

Nhb., n.Dur. +flt, sw.Lan. s.

Sur. w.Sus.

flai s.Sc.+flei, s.Lin., 'Rut.+floi,

Lei. se.Shr. e.Suf.

flei s.Sc. Uls., but Ant. flai, s.

Dur. +fli, nnw.Yks.+flT, snw.
Yks. s.Chs.

fline. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.
wm. & sm.Sc. me. & sw.Nhb.
Dur., but n. Dur. +flai, s.Dur.+

flei, Cum.Wm. ne. nnw. m. se.

sw. & ms.Yks. n. nw. em. ms.

fcs.Lan.wm.Stf. n. & nw.Der.
n. & nw.Lin.

floi n.Stf. Rut. w.War. se.Ken.

flvi s.Oxf.

flai ne.Nrf.

vlai n.Dev., sw.Dev.+f/«'.

t//«'sw.Dev.

vlt Dor. s.Som.
vloin. & w.Wil. e.Som. e.Dev.

Fly, v., 194, 348, 425, 427, 429,

430, 432—flai Inv. n. & sw.

Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin. e.Sus.

flai em. Lan. I.Ma. Lei.

fleg Chs.+f!ek,flig.

flei s.Sc. n.Cum.

flek Chs.

flix Cai.

flig n. ne. & w.Yks. Chs.

fli Or.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

em. & wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. sw.

& s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum., but n.

Cum. flei, Wm. c. sw. & es.

Yks. me.Wil.

floi se.Lan. n.Stf. se.Ken.

flvi s.Oxf. w.Hrt. e.Dev.

vli Dor. Som.
Foal, 93, 244—faul se.Ken.

foil sw.Yks. m. & em. Lan., s.

Lan.+fdl.

fol ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.>/.
foul s.Sur., w.Sus.+foal, foal,

foal n.Wor. Sus., but w.Sus.

foul, foal,

fgl ne.Yks.+fual, me.Wil.

fol wm.Sc, Ayr.+fol.

foal s.Nhb. +fol, n.Dur., n.Cum.4-

fual, n.Wm. se.Lan. n. & nw.

Lin. s.Oxf. w.Sus. w.Dor.

fol Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.

Uls. me. & s.Nhb. ne.Wm.,
nnw.Yks. +fual, sm. sw. & s.

Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der.

Lei. w.War. m.Bck. ne.Nrf.

fuals.Sc. se.Nhb., s.Dur.+fwual,

n. & m.Cum. w. & sw.Wm.
ne. nnw. snw. e. m. & se.Yks.

n. & nw.Lan. se.Hrt. I.W.,

w.Wil.+ftfw/.

ful sw.Nhb.

f&l e.Suf.

fwual s.Dur.

vol e. & w.Som., n.Dev. +viit, e.

Dev.
vvul w.Wil.
voual nw.Wil.
vul n.Dev.

Foam, 121, 122, 244—faum se.

Ken.
fern w.Frf. e.Per.

fern Abd. Ayr.+fom, Lth. Edb.

ftam s.Sc
flm Or.I.

foaitis.'Nhb.+fom, n.Dur.se.Lan.
nw.Lin.

font Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Kcb.
Ant. sw. & s.Nhb., m.Cum.

+

fuam, w.Wm. em. sm. sw. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der.

fuam m.Cum. sw.Yks. m.Lan.
w.Sus.

warn e.Dev.

vuam w.Som.
vwoam Dor.
Fodder, 169, 229, zgi—fodSaoo

w.Wm.-ifoda<.r), n.Lan.

fodSar n.Cum.
fodir Bch. Abd.
foda(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur.+foSair), m.

Cum. w.Wm. sm. & sw.Lan.
Stf., n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei.+

foSa(r), e.Hrf. s.Oxf. se. Ken.
fodar Inv. w.Frf. e.Per.. n.Ayr.

+f6Sar, ~Lth.+fudar, s.Sc
foda(r> s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Yks.

m. em. se. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n.

Der. Not. n. nw. & sw.Lin.

Lei. nw.Oxf. Ken., but se.

Ken. foda(r), Sus.

foSar Ayr., but n.Ayr. fodar,

fodar, Kcb. Ant. n. & sw.Nhb.
I.Ma.

foSar n.Ayr.

fodar Lth. Edb.
voda(r) Dor. e.Dev.

Fold, 41, 244, 249, 253, 302,

307—fad w.Frf. e.Per., s.

Nhb. +fauld, n.Dur. +fauld,

fould.

fald nnw.Yks.+fdd, fould.

faud se.Lan. +faut.

faul Ant.

fauld s.Nhb. n.Dur. se.Ken.

font se. & s.Lan.

fad n.Nhb. nnw.Yks.

fal ne.Sc
fald sn.Sc. nw.Lan.

fal Kcb.

fald Avr.+/p/, but n.Ayr.+fgld,

Peb. s.Sc.

fjaud m.Nhp.

fod ne.Yks.

foud snw.Yks.+fould, sw.Yks.

em. sm. & sw.Lan. ne.Der.

nw.Lin., ne.Shr.+/drf.

foul I.Ma.

fould n.Dur. nnw. & snw.Yks.

n.Lan. n.Stf. w.Oxf.

foad m.Yks. +foald.

foald m. & se.Yks. s.Oxf.

fpd wm.Sc.+/p(, fgld, s.Dur.

Wm., but w.Wm.ypW.
/p/wm.Sc Ayr., butn.Ayr.+/Pw-

fgld wm.Sc. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

w.Wm.
fod ne.Shr.

fodse. & sw.Nhb. e.Yks. s.Stf.

s.Lin. Ess.

fold Inv. Uls., but Ant. faul, n.

Cum. Lei. m.Bck. nw.Dev.

foud ms.Lan. nw.Der. m.Shr.

fvuld ne.Nrf. me.Wil.

voal nw.Wil.

vol Dor. + vwold, w. Som. + void,

void w.Som. e.Dev.

vuald w.Wil. + voulid.

voulK
d w.Wil.

vwold Dor.

Folk, 86, 244, zgx—fauk Bch.

Abd.+/o£, wm.Sc.+fok, but n.

Ayr. fok.

fok Sh.I., Or.I.+M Bch. Abd.,

nm.Sc. +fouk, but w.Frf. e.

Per. fvuk.
fouk Cai. nm.Sc, w.Cum.+fwok,

fwuak, sw.Yks. +fuak, n.Lan.

m.Nhp. s.Oxf.

fook nw.Lan. +fok.

foak n.Cum. +fuak, fuh, fwgh,
f-wok, m.Yks., nm.Yks. +/«->£.

fok ne.Sc.+fouk, but Bch. Abd.
fauk,fok, wm.Sc. , s.Lan. +fok,

fuak, Chs., n.Stf. +fok, Der.,

but n.Der. fok, Ess.

foak s.Nhb. n.Dur.+fok, se.Lan.

nw.Lin.
fok Or.I. Inv. Ayr., but s.Ayr.+

fouk, sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Ant.

se. &s.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Wm. nw.
em. sm. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.

& s.Stf. n.Der. m.Lin. n.Lei.

e.War. nw. & e.Oxf. Bdf. w.
Suf. sm.Hmp., w.Wil. +vak.

fuak e.Cum. +fwoak.

fuk s.Nrf. e.Suf.

fuak s.Sc. n.Cum. w.Wm. nm.
sw. & ms.Yks. m. & s.Lan.

fuk sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
fouk ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

em.Sc, but Lth. Edb. fok, s.

Ayr. +/5A.

fwoak e.Cum.

fwgk, fwok n.Cum.
fwok w.Cum. +fwuak.

fwuak m. & w.Cum. n. & m.W.n.
vdk Glo. +vok, nw.Wil.
vak w.Wil.
vgk me.Wil.
vdk w.Som. n.Dev.

vdk e.Hrf. Glo. m.Hmp. Dor. w.

& s.Som. c & s.Dev.

Follow, 82, 349—fab n.Ayr.

fall Ayr., but n.Ayr. fab.

foliUb. Edb s.Ir. Wxf.
fold s.Nhb. +fob, n.Dur. w.Wm.

sw.Lan., n.Der. +fob.

fob Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Peb.

Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. n. & m.Cum.
Wm.,butw.Wm./o/d,sw.Yks.
Lan., but sw.Lan. fold, I.Ma.

Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.

fgld Inv. Ant.

volt Glo. Brks. I.W., W\l+vob,
but me.Wil. fob, Dor. Som.,

butw.Som.+Kp/*',s.Som.+tfofe,

Dev., but e.Dev. +vob.

vob Wil. s.Som. e.Dev.

vgli w.Som.
Fond, 212.

Food, 162,163—^Wem.Lan. Stf.

s.Der., s.Lei. +fiid.

fud sw.Nhb., s.Nhb. +fud, m.

Cum. Wm., I.Ma. +fud.

fuid sw.Yks.

fudlnv. Abd. Ayr. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

1.. sm.& sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.D^r.

nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. s^.Ken.

me.Wil.

feed w.Frf. e.Per.

vdad n.Dev.

vud Sus.

Fool, 215, 249, 255—flu n.Stf.

n.Der. +fu.

ful me.Nhb., se.Nhb. +fi)l, s.

Nhb. n.Dur. +fiul, Cum., but

n.Cum.+flaljful, n. & sw.Wm ,

s.Wm.+fual, snw.Yks. n.Lan.

+ful, em.Lan., wm.Stf.+/«/, s.

Stf. e.Der., s.Der.+foul, Lei.,

but n.Lei.+/«/, se.Cmb.

fiiil ne.Nrf. +faul, e.Suf. +/«.'.

fial n. & se.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum.

16
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Fool fcontd.)—

W.W111. ne. e. & nm.YI-s., m.
Yks. +fusl, se.Yks.+fuil.

foil Cai., sm.Sc. +fael, /til, but s.

Ayr. +ful, Kcb.fal.
fil ne.Sc.

//ill s.Nhb. n.Dur. ne.Shr.
/oil ms.Yks.
/uil Ant. se. sw. & s.Yks.

fusls.Wm. m.Yks. s.Oxf. e.Dor.

fu sm. se. sw. & ms.Lan., s.Lan.

+ful, Cbs.+fou, n.Stf. n. & nw.
Der.

fullnv. S.Ayr. Uls., butAnt./Mj'/,

nnw. & snw.Yks. n. nw. m. &
s.Lan. I. Ma. wm.Stf. nw.Lin.
Rut. n.Lei. e.War. nw. & e.

Oxf. Bdf. Ken. sm.Hmp.
>/ n.Hrf.

_/i>K Chs.

fvulne. & s.Der.

/*/ Sh.\.+fal, w.Frf. Per. Ayr.,
buts.Ayr.fil,ful, sm.Sc. Peb.
s.Sc.

>S/ Sh. & Or.I., sn.Sc.+/«/, wm.
Sc. +ful, Kcb.

/«/ sn. & sm.Sc.
/ill wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. n.Cura. e.

Suf. e.Dev.

fiul ne.Nri.

vul w.Wil.
vuil Sus. nw.Wil.
vulG\o. Dor., but e.Dor. fusl.
val Som.
^w/ n.Dev.
*«/ sw. & s.Dev.

Foot, 169, 381, 382, 383-fetne.
Sc.+fit, but Bnff./i/, wm.Sc.
+fit,/vt, s.Sc. +/ot.

//wm.Sc. Ant., se.Nhb. +/«/,
e.Yks. +/JJ/

1

.

./fw/ n. & m.Cum. n.Wm., nnw.
Yks. +/ut, snw.Yks. +/ut.

fist s.Dur. w.Wm. ne. e. & m.
Yks., se.Yks. +/ut.

fitOv.l. Bnff. em.Sc, but Llh.
fvt, Edb.fi/, Peb./at, sm.Sc,
but S.Ayr. +fot.

/ot Uls., but Ant. fit, n.Wor.
fit m.Nhp. +fi)t.
/uit sw. & ms.Yks.
/ut Nhb., but seMbb.+fit, n.Dur.

Wm., but n.Wm. fiut, w.Wm.
fist, nnw. & se.Yks. nw.Lan.
n. & s.Stf., nw.Lin. +/&/, Rut.
+/«', Lei.+/«/,/o/, Glc, e.Oxf.
+/»/, m.Bck. +fid,fot, e.Suf.
se.Ken. e.Sus.

./»W e.Dor.

/«/ snw.Yks. 11. & sw.Lan. u. &
nw.Der. n. nw. & m.Lin. m.
Bck.

/ut em. se. & s.Lan. I. Ma. Lei.
m.Nhp.

/ot Inv. sn. & nm.Sc, but w.Frf.
e.Per. fit, wm.Sc. Lth. s.Sc.
em.Stf. Rut. Lei. s.War. s.

Wor. ne. & m.Shr. n.Hrf. nw.
e. & s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. nw.
Hrt. Hnt. ne. & s.Nrf.

/at Peb.
/cent s.Chs.

/ut e.Dev. + vut.

fitne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but
S.Ayr. +/}/, Edb. w.Wor.

vut me. & w.Wil. s.Som.
!'»/ nw.Wil. sw.Dev.
vat w.Som.
vut n.Dev.
viit e.Dev.

Foot = a measure, 382.

For, 439.
Forbid, 429.
Force, 244—fors Uls.

fos me.Wil.

fis s.Chs. sm.Lan. nw.Dev.
fusrs s.Sc.

/ids sw.Yks. Bdf. w.Som.
fwos e.Dor.

vuss nw.Wil.
Ford, 87, 88, 244, 249—fifrd

Ayr. +/ord, fird.
fjurdne.Sc.,butRch.Abd.+fiird.
/ora'Ayr.Uls.,butAnt./«rrf,me.

Nhb.
/twrfne.Nrf.

fid s.Nhb. n.Dur. e.Suf. se.Ken.
fi>d e.Yks., em.Lan. +/i«rf, se.

Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin. e.Dor., w.
Som. + vosd.

fid s.Dur., se.Yks. +fusd.
fird Ayr.
fiird Ant.

fusd m.Cum. w. & sw.Wm. ne.
nnw. m. & se.Yks. n. nw. em.
sw. & s.Lan. s.Oxf. s.Sur. Sus.

fusrdlMa.
fiird Bch. Abd. sw.Nhb.
field sn.Sc, s.Sc.+fard.

fierd w.Frf. e.Per., wm.Sc. +
fiird, but 11.Ayr. fird, ford,
_Kcb. s.Sc.

furd wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
fwusrd n.Cum.
void w.Som. e.Dev.
vmd w.Wil. s.Som.
vvd nw.Wil.

Forecast, 429.
Foremost, 398.
Forget, 346, 425, 429, 430.
Fork, 87, 340—fdk e. & se.Ken.

Sus. me.Wil.
fork Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr., but n.Ayr. firk,
Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
I.Ma.

fisk s.Nhb.+/p~£, n.Dur. sw.Yks.
em. & se.Lan. s.Oxf.

fik s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. n. sm.
& sw.Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.Hrt.

firk n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
fik nw.Lin.
vdk Glo. nw. & w.Wil. Dor.
vgk w. & s.Som. e.Dev.
Forsake, 426, 427, 429, 430,

432-
Fortnight, 291.
Forty, 189, 231—fatis.War. Glo.

w.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus., w.Wil.
+vausti, e.Dor. w.Som.

forte Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e Per
Kcb. s.Sc.

firti ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. forte,
sn.Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr. firte,
"Ayr. firti, me. & sw.Nhb.
n.Cum.

fiti I.Ma. c. m. & se.Yks., sw.
Yks. +fisti, es.Yks. n. & nw.
Lin.

fistisvi.Yks. se.Lan., Rut.+/ptf,
Lei., ne.tiri.+fusti.

fiti s.'Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. ... &sw.
Lan. Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut
s.Oxf. e.Suf.

firti wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. firte,
Uls., but Ant. firti.

fiti s.Lin. +fiti.

forte n.Ayr.

firti s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.
fiti w.Wm. nw.Yks. s.Lan.

Lin.

/««/»' ne.Nrf.

vausti w.Wil.
vasti nw.Wil.
vati I.W. Dor., but e.Dor. fdti,

e.Som. n.Dev.
vosti e.Dev.

vati me.Wil.
Forward, 247, 303.
Fought, 90, 358—faut sw.Nhb.,

s.Nhb. n.Dur.+/o«(,Wm., but

n.Wm. /out, nnw.Yks. +fout,

em. & se.Lan. s.Oxf., Sus.+
/vut, w.Wil.

fdx t Or.l.

/at I.Ma.

fiut n.Ken.
/est w. & sw.Yks.
/iuxt s.Sc.

fixt ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr. fixt, Kcb.
/out me. se. & s.Nhb. n. & s.Dur.

m.Cum. n.Wm. ne. nnw. &
snw.Yks., e.Yks.+fout, m. se.

& s.Yks. n. nw. sm. & sw.Lan.,
n.Stf. +fgt, s.Stf. nw.Lin. s.

Lei.

fist Rut.

fiX t Ant.
/p/ n.Stf. se.Ken. me.Wil., nw.

Dev.+vgt.

fixt wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. fixt.
fixt em.Sc. n.Ayr.

fit s.Lin. ne.Cmb.
/out e.Yks. s.Lan. nw.Der. n.

Lin. w.War. n.Hrf. nw. & e.

Oxf. n. & m.Bck. ne.Nif. c .

Suf. s.Sur. Sus. I.W.
fiut Glo.

vat Dor.
vgt n. nw. & e.Dev.
vvut Brks.

Foul, 171, 172, 255—fai s.Chs.

+fou.
/au em.Lan., se.Lan.+fiu, sw.

Lan.+/S, s.Lan.+/a,/*g, e.Stf.,

n.Der.+faul, ne. & nw.Der.
fiiul Inv., n.Ayr. +/«/, Ant., s.

Nhb.+/«/, n.Dur., Wm.+ful,
nnw. Yks., snw.Yks.+/w/, es.
Yks. n.Lan. n.Der. s.Lei.

fousl s.Oxf.

fas ms.Lan.

fd s.Lan.

fid sw.Yks.+fosl, ms.Yks.
foml Lei., but s.Lei. /aul.

fw sm. sw. & s.Lan.
/eul Uls., but Ant. /aul, s.Lin.

Bdf. se.Ken.
fisl sw.Yks.
fiul e.Yks. nw.Lan.
/ul Sh.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr., but u.Ayr. +
fiul, s.Ayr. /ul.

falne.Sc. s.Ayr. Edb. Kcb. Nhb.

,

but s.Nhb. +fiul, s.Dur. m.
Cum. Wm. snw. m. & se.Yks.
n.Lin.

fou s.Chs.

foul Rut. s.War. me.Wil.
fiu se.Lan.

fiul ne.Nrl.

vousl w.Som., e.Dev.+V3ul.
vsul e.Dev.
Found, pret., 104, 249, 307—fan

Sc.+fand, but Sh.I. +fon,fon,
ne.Sc. +fvn, sn.Sc. +fond, n.
Ayr.fan{d,fon(d, s.Sc.+fand,
Vls.+fand, Nhb.+fand, but se.

Nhb.fund, s.Nhb. fund, Dur.
+fand, but n.Dur.fund,fund,
n.Cum. +fand, fund, fon, w.
Cum. +fand,fund,n.'Wm. snw.

Yks.+fand, m.Yks., sw.Yks.

ffim, ms.Yks.

find Sc. Uls. Nhb. Dur. n. e. &
w.Cum. Wm., but n.Wm.+
fan, s.Wm.+fant, nnw. &snw.
Yks., nw.Lan.-f/Ktfrf, s.Lan.

fant s.Wm.+fand.
faun Ess. +foutt.

faund n.Lan.+fon, s.Stf. Sus.

faond Not.

/«« n.Ayr .-vfand, fvn{d.
find n.Ayr., s.Sc.+fand.

fxund m.Nhp.
y«<« w.Suf. Ess.

found Lei. + fund, but n.Lei.

found, Bdf.+fon, s.Nrl.+find,
e.Suf.+foun, se.Ken.

fjeund se.Hrt.

fon Sh.I.+fan,fon, n.Lan.
fond sw.Lan. s.Nrf.

/o«« I.Ma.

fun sw. & s.Yks.

/««rf se.Nhb., n.Dur. m.Cum.+
fund, w.Cum. nw.Lan.

fund s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
nw.Lin.

fun Chs. n.Stf. ne.Der. +fund,
e. & s.Der. e.War.

fund se.Lan. Chs. n. & wm.Stf.
ne. & w.Der. Lei.

fon Sh.I., ne.Sc.+/a«, n.Ayr. u.
Cum. Bdf.

,/kttrf sn.Sc. +fan(d, n.Ayr., e.

Hrf. +fvund, vond.
foun Rut.+found, e.Suf.

found Rut. n.Lei. e.Hrf. e.Oxf.
w.Hrt.

found ne.Nrf., sm.rlmp.+vmnd.
fiiin s.Dev.
veun w.Som.
vond e.Hrf.

vounnw.kw.Wil.+vound, Dor.,
but e.Dor. vound, vsun, e.

Som.
vound nw. & w.Wil., e.Dor. +

vaun.
V3un e.Dor.
vsund Glo. sm.Hmp.
vsiin n.Dev.+vsund, e. & sw.

Dev.
vsund n.Dev.
Found, pp., 104, 249, 307—/a»«

EsS.-f/^KM.

found Sus., but e.Sus. /»«», w.
Sus. /hk.

faond Not.

fmund m.Nhp.
/««« Uls.+found, but Ant. /ii»,

w.Suf. Ess.
/fK«rf Uls. s.Lin., Lei. +fund,

Bdf.+fon, s.Nrf.+fitid, e.Suf.
+foun, se.Ken.

fjeund se.Hrt.

fin sw.Lan. +fond.
fond sw.Lan. s.Nrf.

fun Abd.+fon, Kcb., s.Nhb. n.
Dur.+/««rf, n.Cum.+/«;^, m.
Cum., w.Wm. +fund, nnw.
Yks.+fund, fund, snw. e. m.
se. sw. & s.Yks. em.Lan., s.

Lan.+/««, s.Stf., n.Der. +/««,
n.Lin. s.Sur. w.Sus.

fund me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n. &
s.Dur.Wm., but w.Wm.+/«»,
ne. & nnw.Yks., n.Stf.+funt,
nw.Oxf.

funt n.Cum. n.Stf.

fund nnw.Yks.
fun Ant. m. ms. & s.Lan. n. ne.

& nw.Der. War. w.Oxf.
fund s.Chs. Lei.
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fon Sc.+fond, but Abd.+fun,
Oxf., but nw.Oxf. fund, e.

Oxf.+found, w.Oxf./wK, Bdf.

fond Sc. m.Shr.

foun Rut.+/o««(/, e.Suf. e.Sus.

found Rut. e.Oxf. w.Hrt.
found ne.Nrf.

avtun w.Som.
Tour—four sn. & wm.Sc. Ayr.

Lth. Edb., Peb.+four, Kcb.
Ant., w.Wm.+fauHr).

fauxn s.Nhb. n.Dur. +foua(r),

Wm., but vf^Wm.+faur, sw.
Yks.+/5>«.?w, em.Lan., Glo.+
vsuHr), se.Ken. Sus., but e.

Sus.f63(.r) 1
foua<.r),\v.Su.sf6xr),

w.Som. +vau3(r>.

fau3rlnv.+fdr,Bch.,Abd.+fou)r,
n.Cum.+fouar.

four Sh. I. ne.Sc, but Bch.fauar,

Abd. fausr, fouar, s.Sc.+for,

me.Nhb.
fouain s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.

ne. nnw. m. se. & sw.Yks.,

n.Lan.+/<w(r), nw.Lan.,s.Lan.

+fo3(i-), n.Bck.+foxr), fouacr).

fouar se.Nhb. n.Cum.
foa(r)s.St{.+fdu3(r), nw.Lin. Rut.

w. & s.Oxf.

fg(r> e.Suf. +/<w(r).

fouair) s.Stf.

fdxn n. & se.Lan., sw.Lan. 4-

fua(.r), s.Lan. Dnb. n.Stf. n.

& nw.Der. n.Lin. Lei. m. &
sw.Nhp. s.War. n.Bck. e.Suf.

s.Sur.,e.Sus.+/»Ha(r),w.Sus.,

e.Dor.+j»kW.
foar Uls., but Ant.faur.

for Inv. s.Sc.

fua(ry sw.Lan. s.Lin., ne.Nrf. +

foualr).

fuar I.Ma.
four w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc, but

Lth. Edb. faur, Peb.+faur.

fouair) s.Dur. e.Yks. n.Bck. se.

Cmb. ne. & s.Nrf. e.Sus.

fouar Abd.
vau3(r)vf.Wi\.+vouHr),T)oT., but

e.Dor. fdxn, vaualr), w. & s.

Som. e.Dev.

voua(r) Brks.

voua(r> e.Hrf. nw. me. & w.Wil.

e.Som., n.Dev.+vaualr).

v3U3(.n Glo. e.Dor.

vaiia(r) n.Dev.

Fowl, 106, 249, 382—fail nw.

Der.+faul.

faul Inv. Ayr., but n.Ayr.+/«/,

S.Ayr, fjfil, ful, Kcb. +fiul,

Ant., s.Nhb.+/5/,n.Dur.Wm.,

but w.Wm./fi/, es.Yks. n. &

sw.Lan., s.Lan. +fdl, s.Stf. n.

& nw.Der. m.Lin. s.Lei.

faual s.Oxf., w.Som.+ra«»/,

VBUtl.

fal sw.Yks. s.Lan.

/««/ Uls., but Ant. /««/, s.Lin.,

Lei.+/»«/, but s.Lei. faul, n.

Wor. se.Ken.

fiul sm.Sc, but s.Ayr. fjul, ful,

Kcb.+faul, s.Dur.+>«/.

fjul s.Ayr.+ful.

foul n.Cum. snw.Yks. +/"'> e -

Yks.+M se.Yks. nw. em. &

sm.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf.

fol e.Yks. Glo.

ful Abd.+/«/, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. n.Ayr.

/»/ Sh.I. ne.Sc, but Abd.+M
em.Sc, wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.

/«k/, /«', s.Ayr. s.Sc. Nhb.,

but s.Nhb.+/aw/, u. & m.Cum.
w.Wm. nnw. snw. & m.Yks.
nw.Lin.

foul s.Chs. Rut. Lei. s.Wor. n.

Hrf. e.Suf. me.Wil.

foul s.Dur.

foul n.Dev., e.Dev. +V3iil.

vaual w.Som.+voual.

voul w.Wil.+t/ora/, e.Som.
voual nw. & w.Wil. w. & s.Som.
V3ul e.Dor.

vaiil e.Dev.
Frame, 43—fraim se.Ken.

frmm n.Nhb. m.Cum. n.Lan.

freim Ant.

fream e.Yks., m.Yks.+/n>m, se.

Yks.+/«?m, friam, sw. & ms.

Yks. se.Lan. n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf.

w.Hrt. e.Suf. w.Som.
frem Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per.wm.&em.Sc.Kcb.s.Nhb.
n.Dur.,nnw.Yks.+friam,snw.
& se.Yks. em. & sw.Lan. I. Ma.

s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. ne.Nrf.

friam Wm. nnw.Yks.
friam m. & seYks. w.Wil.

frtm Lei.

Fray, 205—/ra; se.Ken. w.Som.

fr& s.Nhb. n.Dur., se.Yks.+fm,
n.Lan. w.Wil.

fret wm.Sc. Kcb. ne.Nrf.

frea se.Yks. se.Lan. n.Stf. nw.
Lin.

fri Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

s.Sc. m.Cum. Wm. e.Yks. em.

Lan. I. Ma. n.Der.

frh m.Yks.
Free,i92—/ra's.Sc.,s.Nhb.+/Vi>!

fri, em. & se.Lan. n.Stf.

frid s.Nhb. n.Dur.

fri Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.

& wm.Sc. Uls. sw. & s.Nhb.

m.Cum. Wm. Yks. u. sm. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. n. & nw.

Der. Lin. Lei. Oxf. Ken. me.

Wil.
ml nw.Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.

Freeze, 190, 425, 427, 429, 430,

431, 432—/rat's Ess.

freiz em.Lan. +friz, se.Lan. s.

Stf.

freaz n.Stf.

friz sw.Nhb. Sus.

frizlnv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Sc. Uls. s.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

n. em. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

n.Der. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. Oxf.

Ken. me.Wil.

fraiz ne.Nrf.

vrez Dor.

vrlz w. & s.Som. Dev.

Fresh, 53, 343—/''''/ w.Som.+

vraf.

/r^/"se.Ken.

frSfl.Ma.+fref.
fe/em. & s.Lan.

Wlnv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ay r. Lth. Edb. Kcb.Ant. Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw.

se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf.

Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. Oxf.

vrdfw.Som.
vref nw. & me.Wil. s.Som. e.

Dev.
Fret, sb., 59, 60, 425, 429, 431—

freat nw.Wil.

frit m.Cum. +fri/.

friat sw.Yks. n.Lan.

frit n. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. se.

Lan.

Friar, 224—freir wm.Sc.
friain n.Dur. nnw. snw. m. se. &

es.Yks.

frlr Lth. Edb. s.Sc.

Friday, 154, 155—fraide ne.Sc,
but Bch. Ab'i. fredi.

fraidi Lth. Edb., s.Dur. +frcidi,

snw.Yks. sw.Lan. n.Der. w.
Hrt. e.Suf.

/raz'rfsAnt.Cum.Wm.nnw.Yks.,
s&.YVs.+fada, sw. & es.Yks.

n.Lan. n. & nw.Lin.

frdda e. se. & m.Yks.
fraidi em. & se.Lan. s.Chs. nw.

Der.

frdida s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Lei.

fredi Bch. Abd.
freidesm. Sc.,butKcb.y»'«'rfc,Ayr.

+freide, se.Nhb.

freide w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb.

freidi wm.Sc. s.Dur.

frcida me. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

froidi s.Lin. +froida, Lei., but s.

'Lei. fraids, Bck: se.Ken.

froida n.Stf. s.Lin.

froidi s.War. s.Oxf.

friidi ne.Nrf.

vraidi Som. e.Dev.

vroide Sus. nw. & me.Wil.
vroidi w.Wil. Dor.

Friend, 196, 307—friend se.Ken.
+frend.

fren n.Cum. +frin'd, frln{d, m.

Cum., Wm.+frend, I.Ma.

frend wm.Sc. +frin(d, Ayr. s.

Nhb. +frln, n.Dur. +frind,frln,

w.Cum. Wm., e.Yks. +frind,

nm. sw. es. ms. & s.Yks. em.

sw. ms. & s.Lan. Stf. Der. Lin.

Rut.Lei.Nhp.rn.Shr.Oxf.Bck.

se.Ken. me.Wil.

frent se.Lan.

fren w.Som.
frin n.Cum. Ess.

frindsn.Sc.+frmd,frlnd, nm.Sc,

but w.Frf. e.Fer. frind, s.Sc.

+fiind, Uls. +frand, but Ant.

frln, me. & sw.Nhb. n.Dur. n.

Cum. ne. nnw. e. m. & se.Yks.

nw.Lan. Bdf. Nrf. e.Suf., c.

Dor. +frind.

fnn Cai. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

frln, sm.Sc +frm{d.

fr'md Sh. & Or.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. s.Sc.

frln Bch. Abd., em.Sc. +frind,

wm.Sc. Ayr. sm.Sc. Ant. s.

Nhb. n.Dur.- n.Cum.

fr'ind Inv. sn. em. wm. & sm.Sc.

u. & se.Nhb. n.Cum. e.Dor.

fnnd Uls.

fr'ind n.Lan.

fond e.Som.

vren nw.Wil. n.Dev.

vrendG\o. Sus. sm.Hmp. w.Wil.

e.Dev.

vrind sw.'Dev.

Fright, 116,358-/raiVs.Stf. Sus.

frait em.Lan.

frex t Inv. nm.Sc, but w.Frf. <=.

Per. frixt.

freit I.Ma., n.Stf. +frott

fri%t w.Frf. e.Per. =.Ayr. Peb.

Kcb. Ant.

frit sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.

Wm. Yks. sw. & s.Lan. n.Der.

froit se.Lan. n.Stf. se.Ken.

fruit s.Oxf.

frsxt Bch. Abd. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

vrait s.Som.

vroit me.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.

Frighten, 360.

From, 262.

Front—//««/ n.Cum. Yks. Rut.

fritnt m.Lan. Lei. Der., m.Nhp.
+front, sw.Nhp. w.War. ne.

Shr.

front Sc. m.Nhp. m.Shr. Nrf.

Wil. n.Dev. Cor.

frount e.Suf.

vont w.Som.
Frost, 82 —frast se.Ken. +frpst.

fros I.Ma. s.Stf.

/rosrBch.Abd.w.Frf.e.Per.Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. Dur.

Cum.Wm.Yks.Lan.Chs.Stf.,
but s.Stf. fros, Rut. Lei. Der.

Lin. Oxf. Sus.

frpst se.Ken. me.Wil.
fruast S.Sc.

vras nw.Wil.
vrast Dor.

vros e.Dev. -vvrost.

vrost s.Som. e.Dev.

vrgsit w.Som.
Froth, 93, 316--fra) se.Ken. +

fro) Inv. w.Frf. e.Per., Ayr. +

frop, sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan., but sm. & sw.

Lan./'f/> l -Ma -
Stf

-
Lin

-
Lei -

Oxf.

frpf sm. & sw.Lan. n.Der. sc.

Ken. me.Wil.

fro Abd. Lth. Edb.

froS ne.Sc, but Abd. fro, Kcb.

Ant.

fro) Ayr.
vra) nw.Wil. e.Dev.

vra) Dor.
vrop s.Som.
vrp) w.Som.
Frozen, 95—frozn sw. & s.Nhb.

n.Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

Chs. Stf. Der. Not. n. & nw.

Lin.

frozn Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm. & em.Sc. I.Ma.

Fruit, 221—freut se.Lan.

frit wm.Sc +frcet,frut, Ayr.

friut s.Dur. Cum. Wm. ne. nnw.

snw. se. sw. & es.Yks. n. & em.

Lan. n. & s.Stf. w.Der. Lin.,

but n.Lin./n<f, Rut. Lei.

friat m.Yks.

frit ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd./ra/.

frjut ne.Nrf.

f'rut Ant., s.Nhb.+/>«, LMa. m.

Shr. w.Wil.

fruat s.Oxf.

frut Inv. Bch. Abd. n. & s.Nhb-

n.Dur. sm. & sw.Lan. n. & nw.

Der. n.Lin. se.Ken. me.Wil.

frat sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc
Peb. Kcb. s.Sc.

frceut s.Chs.

friit sm.Sc, but Kcb./ra*

frut em.Sc, but Peb. frat, wm.
Sc. e.Suf. e.Dev.

Full, 99. 255—fol ne.Sc.+fu, fii,

fol, V\s.+ful, but Ant. ful, n.

Wor.
fol m.Nhp. +fol.

fu Sh.I. ne.Sc, wm.Sc+/«, sm.

Sc. +fu,fol.

ful\J\s. Nhb. Dur.m.Cum.,Wm.
+fii, Yks., n.Lan.+/«/, nw. &

ms.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. nw. & s.

Lin., Rut.+M s.Lei., e.Hrf.

+vvl, s.Oxf. m.Bck. n.Cmb.,

ne.Nrf.+/B/,s.Nrf., e.Suf.+M
w.Suf. Ken. e.Sus. sm.Hmp.
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Full (contd.)—

fu Or.I. ne.Sc, sn.Sc. +/»/, w.
Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc, Ayr. +/»/,
Edb. sm.Sc. Wm. se.Lan.

./til Lth. n.Lin. se.Hrt.

ful Ant. n. em. sm. sw. & s.Lan.
I.Ma.Chs.n Stf. nw.Der., Lei.

+/»/, but s.Lei./w/.

fvlne. sn. & sm.Sc. Ayr., s.Sc.+

_/»«, n.Cum. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp.
ne. & m. Shr. Glo. nw.Oxf. Bdf.
ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Dor., but e. Dor.
vul.

fvu s.Sc.

ml w.Wil. +tw/, !/»/, e.Dor. n.

Dev.
vusl w.Wil. e.Som.
t»/ e.Hrf. nw. & w.Wil.
val w.Som.
Furrow, 102, 233—fors s.Nhb.

n.Dur. n.Lan.

fur Abd. Kcb.
/«()-) e.Sus.

/;>>- Ant.

fiirs em.Lan. I. Ma.
for ne.Sc, but Abd. /*;>-, w.Frf.

e.Per. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
ford Inv. se.Ken.
fvrs me.Wil.

firs n.Ayr. Wm. Yks. sm.Lan.
Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. S.Oxf.

fsrs se. & sw.Lan.
vus(r) Sus., but e. Sus. fudo.
vvrs nw.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.
vrtr) s.Som.
Furthermost, 398.
Furze, 379.
Fuss, i 13 —fus s.Nhb. n.Dur.

Cum. Wm. Yks. ». em. & se.

Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut.
/wsAnt. I.Ma. s.Stf. nw.Der.Lei.
/yjInv.ne.&sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Kcb. e.Hrf.s.Oxf.ne.
Nrf. e.Suf. Ken. Sus. Hmp.
me.Wil., w.Wil. n.Dev.+vvs.

vvs w.Wil. n. & e.Dev.
Gabble, 23, 346—gabl Inv., ne.

Sc.+jabl, w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Kcb.Ant.Nhb.Dur.Wm.Yks.
Lan.Chs. I. Ma. Stf. Der. Lin.
Lei. s.Oxf.

grnbl Sus. Wil. Dor. s.Som. e.

Dev.
geebl se.Ken.
^06/ m.Cum.
jabl ne.Sc.

Gage, 204, 249, 364, 366—gaidg
se.Ken. Dor.

gesdg sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf.
gedg Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.

n. em. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf.

me.Wil.
gidg Glo.

gjedg n.Der.
Gain, 205, 364

—

gain ne.Nrf. +
gein, se.Ken. w.Wil. Dor.

gain m.Cum. n.Lan.
gein Ant. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.
gesn s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. e. &

m.Yks. , se.Yks.+gln, gisn,svi.
Yks. se.Lan. n.Stf. nw. & s.

Lin. s.War. s.Oxf. w.Hrt.
Sus.

gen Inv. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. em.
& wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. n.Nhb.
Wm. snw. & se.Yks. em. &
sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. Rut.

gisn se.Yks.
gjen n. ne. & nw.Der.
Gall, 40, 255—ga Bch. Abd.

w.Frf. e.Per.

galAnt., n.Nhb.+^p, n.Dur. nw.
Dev.

ga Kcb.
gml e.Dev.

g&l me.Wil.
gesl, gjal w.Som.
gosl sw.Yks.
gpn.KyT.+ggl, Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.

m.Cum. Wm. Sus.

gpl Inv. Ayr., but n.Ayr.+^p, s.

Dur. n. em. se. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei.

s.Oxf. Ken. s.Som.
go! sw.Nhb.
Gallon, 200, 249, 306, 364

—

gain Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm., Yks.+galnd, Lan., but
se.Lan. gein, Chs., but s.Chs,

gjalnd, I.Ma. Stf., L :.n.+galnd,
Oxf.

galnd Yks. Not. Lin. se.Wor.
gseln Sus. Wil. Dor. e.Dev.
gazlnd Nrf.

gein se.Lan. se.Ken.
gjaln n.Der.
gjalnd s.Chs.

Gallows, 35, 229, 249, 346, 383
—gabs Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Lth.
Edb. Kcb. sw. & s. Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. em.
Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. Lin., Oxf.+
gjalsz.

galsz w.Frf. e.Per. n. se. sw. &
s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Lei.

gabs n.Ayr.
gailis s.Som.
gscbs se.Ken. Sus. e.Dev.
gjalsz Oxf.
Game = play, 45

—

gam sw. & s.

Nhb. n.Dur. Cum.,Wm.+gem,
Yks. Lan. Chs. Not. Der. Lin.

gem Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
em.Sc. Ayr. Cum. Wm.

Gander, 31, 229, 249, 300, 346
—gands(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur. em.
& sw.Lan. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.

gandsr Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.
sw.Nhb.

ganSs(r) s.Lan.+gons(rl.

gandsrlMa..
gans(r) sw.Yks.
gander Edb.
gdiisr Bch. Abd.
gandsr Lth.

gmndXr) se.Ken.+gends(r>, Sus.
Dor. Som. e.Dev.

gendiSsr Ant.
gends(r) se.Ken.
gendjr s.Ayr.

gensr s.Sc.

gjendsr Kcb.
gondSsir) n.Lan.
gonds(r) sm.Lan. s.Chs. Fit. Stf.,

n.Der.+gonsm, War. n.Hrf.
gonsoi se. & s.Lan. n.Der.
Gape, 43, 44, 45, 249, 346—gaip

se.Ken.

g&p me. & w.Wil. e.Som.
gesp sw.Nhb., se.Yks.+gisp, sw.

Yks. n.Lan. n. nw. & s.Lin.
w.War., s.Oxf.+gbp, w.Hrt.
e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus. Dor.s.Som.

gep Inv.

gep ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. &
wm.Sc. Kcb., Wm. +giap, sm.
sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. Lei.

giap m.Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.
Yks.

gisp s.Sc. me. & sc.Nhb. s.Dur.
n.Cum. ne. c . m. & se.Yks. ».

Oxf. w.Som.

gip Glo.

gjap nw.Lan.
gjap e.Oxf.

gjep s.Nhb. n.Dur.
gjep n. & nw.Der.
Garb, 346.
Garden, 201, 231, 233, 249, 301,

364

—

gardin n.Cum.
gardn I.Ma.

gasdn se.Ken.
gddin m.Cum. n. & se.Lan. n. &

s.Stf. m.Shr.
gddn s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. Lin.

s.Oxf. se.Hrt. Hnt. Sus.

gsedin sw.Lan.
gerdin s.Sc.

gerdn Inv. s.Ayr. Ant.
gesdn sw.Yks. e.Dev.

gerdin Bch. Abd. Kcb.
gerdn w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc.
giddn Wil. Dor. nw.Dev.
gjadin n.Der. Lei. nw.Oxf..
gjadn e.Hrf.

gadin sm.Lan.
Garter, 264.

Gash, 199.
Gate, 42, 249, 346

—

gait nw.
Hrt. +gest, gist, se.Cmb. e.

Ken. +gest, se.Ken.
gasit 'Ess.-t-gjit.

gset se.llrt.+gest, gist, gjeit.

gait ne.Nrt+gjet, e. & sw.Dev.+
gist,

geit Ant.
get Inv., nm.Sc. +gist, jet, but w.

Frf. e. Per. get, e.Som.
gest me.Nhb.+gist, jet, se.Nhb.+

get, gist, gjet, jet, n.Dur. +giat,
gist, gjet, jet, n.Cum.+jet, se.

Yks. +gist, jat, sw.Yks. +get,
jet, ms.Yks.-y^, n.Lan. +£/«>/,
jst, n.Stf. +jet, n.Lin.+jest, nw.
Lin.+jist, m. & s.Lin., Lei. +
gjet, jat, jet, jet, jist, m.Nhp. +
&elt

t SJe3ti
w.War, +gist, s.

War.+gjest, n.Wor. s.Pem.,
nw.Oxf. +/'«)/, se.Brks.,n.Bck.
+gist, m.Bck. Bdf. nw. w. &
se.Hrt. m. & se.Cmb. e.Suf.

e.Ken. s.Sur., Sus.+gist, jat,

me.Wil., w.Wil. +gist, Dor. +
gist, but w.Dor. gjmt, gjet,

gjet, nw.Som., s.Som. +gjet, e.

Cor. -t-gist.

get w.Frf. e.Per., wm. &em.Sc+
jet, jet, Ayr. +jet, Kcb.+jet, se.

Nhb., nnw.Yks.+/V^,/<tf, snw.
Yks. +gjest, jat, jet, jst, sw.
Yks. m.Lan., sw.Lan. +jet,

IMa.+gjest, m.Chs., s.Chs. +
STt

,
gjet, gjlt, Rut. +jet, w.

Cor.
giat n.Dur., n.Wm. +jat.

git Dnb.+gTt, gjet, n.Dev.+jet.
gist nm.Sc, s.Sc.+jmt, me. & se.

Nhb.,sw.&s.Nhb.+>/, n.Dur.,
s.Dur. +jat, jet, jit, ne.Yks.+
jat, jet, m.Yks.+jet, jist, nm. &
se.Yks. w.War., ne.Shr.+gTt,
gjet, Hr(.+jat, G\o.+glt, gjet,
jat, e.Oxf.+gjet, gjest, w.Oxf.
+gjet, s.Oxf. Brks., but se.
Brks.+gest, n.Bck. nw. & se.
Hrt. Ken., but e.Ken. gait,
gest, se.Ken. gait, Sur., but s.

Sur. gest, Sus., Hmp. +jat,
I-W.,Wi].+jatjmt,jist,butme.
Wil. gest, w.Wil+gest, Dor.
w.Som. Dev., but n.Dev. git,
jet, jist, e. & sw.Dev.+£^, e.

Cor.

git s.Chs., Fit. +gjet, Dnb. ne.

Shr. Glo.

gjmt w.Dor.+gjet, gjet.

gjeit ne.Sc, but Bch. jst, Abd.
jit, jst, s.Sti.+gjest, m.Nhp., s.

Wor.+gjet, se.Hrt. Hnt.
gjetse.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Chs. Dnb.,

e.T>er.+gjet,jel,sSWor., n.Shr.

\-gjet, Glo. e. & w.Oxf. ne. &
nw.Nrf. w.Dor. s.Som.

snw.Yks. n.Lan. I.Ma. s.

Stf. m. & sw.Nhp. s.War. e.

Oxf.
gjet nw.Lan. +jet, s. Lan. +jet, jet,

Fit. n.Der., ne. Der.+/??,e.Der.
Not. Lei. n. ne. & se.Shr. s.

Cmb. w.Dor.
gjit Ess.

gjlt s.Chs.

jat Sh.I. Dur., but n.Dur. gest,

giat, gist, gjet, jet, s.Dur.+gist,

jet, jit, Cum. +jet, jist, but 11.

Cum.+£*»*, Wm.+jet, jist, but
n.Wm.+giat,ne. nnw. snw. e.

& se.Yks. Lei. Wor., but n.

Wor. gest, s.Wor. gjeit, gjet,

Shr.-f/itf, but n.Shr. gjet, gjet,

ne.Shr. gist, git, gjet, se.Shr.
gjet, Hrf. Glo. Oxf., but nw.
Oxf. gest, jest, e.Oxf. gist, gjet,

gjest, w.Oxf. gist, gjet, s.Oxf.
gist, Sus. Hmp. Wil.

jest s.Sc. Wil.
jetSc.+jet, but OrA.+jet, Inv. get,

ne.Sc. gjeit, Bch. jst, Abd. jet,

jst, sn.Sc. jot, nm.Sc get, gist,

jet, w.Frf. e.Per. get, em.Sc.+
get, jet, wm.Sc+^7, Ayr. get,

jet, Kcb. +get, s.Sc. gist, jast,

n.Nhb. +jet, me. se. sw. & s.

Nhb. n. & s.Dur. Cum. Wm.,
Yks. +jist, but n.Yks.y^, ne.
Yks. gist, jat, nnw.Yks. +get,
jat, snw.Yks. + jat, jst, e.

Yks./a^, m.Yks.+gist,jist, nm.
Yks.gist, w.Yks.+jist, se.Yks.
gest, gist, jat, s-w.Yks.ge3t,jet,

es.Yks. jet, ms.Yks. gest, jet,

nw. em. & s.Lan. Lei. Shr. n.
Dev. Cor., but e.Cor. gest, gist,

w. Cor. get.

jest n.Lin. nw.Oxf.
jet Or.I. +jet, Abd. +jst, Ayr.
jet Sc n. Nhb. n. w. sw. es. & ms.

Yks. sw. & s.Lan. Chs., but
m.Chs. get, s.Chs.get, git, gjet,

gjit,n.Stf. Der.,butn.Der. gjet,

ne.Der.+gjet, e.Der.+gjet,gjet,
Rut. Lei. Nhp., but m.Nhp.
£"*> gjeiti gje*t, sw.Nhp. gjest.

jit s. Dur.
jistCum.Wm. Yks. nw.Lin. Lei.

Wil. n.Dev.
jvt sn.Sc.

jst Bch. Abd. snw.Yks.
jst n.Lan.
Gather, 44, 47, 229, 231, 249,

297> Z^—gadSsr n.Cum. +
gaSsr.

gads(r) se.Ken. +getls(r).

gadsr Sh. & Or.I., ne.Sc+^eifer,
giSsr,but Bcb.Abd.gedir,ge8ir.

gaSs(n sm.Lan. +getS){r), n.Stf.,
Lei. +gefis(.n.

gadsr n.Cum. I.Ma.
gsefistr) Dor. s.Som. e.Dev.
gaOSir s.Sc.

gedSsr Wm. +geds(r), gidsW, n.
Lan. +gidd's(r).

gedir Bch. Abd. +,g-«3(V,

geds(r) m.Cum. Wm.
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getSir Bch. Abd.
geSur) s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. ne. e. &

sw.Yks. e. em. sin. se. sw. &
s.Lan. n. & w.Chs. s.Stf. Not.

Lin. Lei. Shr., but ne.Shr.

gjetSiir), Glo. Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.

Ken. me.Wil. w.Som. nw.
Dev.

geSirlnv. ne. nm. & em.Sc. Ayr.
Ant. sw.Nhb.

gidSur) n.Lan.

gidiir) Wm.
giSUr) w.Yks.
giSir ne.Sc.

gjetlUr) s.Chs. n.Der. ne.Shr.

gjefiir Kcb.
goftftr) w.Wor.
Gave, 249, 279, 425—g-3 Wm.

+ge, gw, w.Yks.+gav, ge.

gav sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n.Cum.
w.Yks. em.Lan.

ge Wm. w.Yks.
gem nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

gev Wm. n.Lan. Dor.

£yTSIi.& Or.I. Abd .w.Frf. e.Per.

gev Inv. Kcb.
gjd ne.Sc.

Gay, 205, 249, 364—gat Abd.
Lih.+ge, s.Wor. se.Ken. me.

Wil. Dor. Som.
gss Wm. w.Wil.
go s.Nhb. Dur. n.Cum. sw.Yks.

n.Stf. nw.Lin.
gei ne. nm. & s.Sc.

gelnv. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.

m.Cum. 11. em. se. & sw.Lan.

I.Ma. Sus.

gjen. & nw.Der.
Geese, 142, 249, 328—gets se.

Lan. n.Stf.

giis e.Dev. +gis.

gis w.Frf. e.Per. Edb. I.Ma.

^fsInv.Bch.Abd.Ayr.Lth.Kcb.
Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum.Wm. sw.

Yks. n. em. sm. & sw.Lan. n.

Der. nw.Lin. Lei. War. Wor.
Shr. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.

Wil.
gis Som. e.Dev.

gjeis s.Chs. ne.Shr.

Geld, 346.
General, 233.

Gesling, 143, 324—geslin s.Chs.

n.Lin.

geslin Cai. Nhb. Dur. Cum.Wm.
Yks. Lan. Chs., but s.Chs.

geslin, Der. Not.

Get, 58, 249, 292, 294, 346, 425,

429, 430, 431—ged (before a

following vowel) sm.Lan., s.

Lan.+^w.
ger (before a following vowel)

e. se. & s.Yks. s.Lan. n.Stf.

get Or.I. Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. em.Sc, but Edb. git, wm.
Sc, s.Sc.-vgiit, Ant. me. sw.

& s.Nhb. n.Dur., n.Cum.Wm.
+£<'/,e.&sw.Yks.n.& em.Lan.,

sw.Lan.+gM IMa., nw.Lin.

Le\.+git, m.Shr. n.Hrf. s.Oxf.

m.Bck., Bdt+gtt, w.Wil.

git Ayr., Vls.+git, but Ant. get,

se.Nhb. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum.

Wm. ne. nnw. snw. & m.Yks.,

nw.Lan. +gjet, m.Lan. Lin.,

but nvr.l.m.+get, Lei. n.Wor.

n.Bck. Bdf. ne.Nrf. Suf. Ken.

s.Sur. Sus. I.W. e.Som., w.

Som.+gvt, Dev. w.Cor.

gilt s.Sc.

gitse.Lan., s.Lzn.+gjet.

gjer (before a following vowel)
sw.Lan. u. & nw.Der.

gjet Kcb. nw. sw. ms. & s.Lan.

s.Chs. Der. Not. nw.Nrf.
gvt sn.Sc. Dor. w.Som.
gir (before a following vowel)

Glo.

git Edb. Uls.

Ghastly, 289, 326.
Ghost, 121, 122, 249, 346—gaust

se.Ken.
gest me. Nhb.
gist sn.Sc, w.Frf. e.Per. +gost.

gist ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. gost,

wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. +gost, s.

Ayr., Lth. Edb.+gost, Peb.
Ant., se.Nhb. +ghst.

giast nw'.Yks.+gost, guist.

giist s.Sc.+gost, se.Nhb., e.Yks.

+gost.

gjest s.Nhb. n. Dur. +gost.
gjest Kcb.+gost.
gost Sh.I. Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf.

e.Per. Kcb.
gois e.T>ev.+gost.

goist me.Wil. +gpst, Dor., but

e.Dor. gost.

ggst m.Cum.,~Wm.+gost, se.Yks.

n.Lan. me.Wil.
gost s.Dur. Sus. e.Dor., w.Som.

+guis{t, e.Dev.

goist n. & nw.Lin. m.Bck.
gos I.Ma.

gost Ayr.+gest, Lth. Edb. s.Sc.

sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
Wm. nw. & e.Yks. nw. sm.

& sw.Lan., s.Lan. +guist, n.

Stf. 11. & nw.Der. Rut. Lei.

gust ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

guis w.Som.
guist ne. nw. & sw.Yks. em. &

s.Lan. s.Lin. Glo. w.Hrt. n.

Ken. w.Wil. w.Som.
Gild, 429.
Gilt = a young sow, 346.

Gird, 429.
Girl, 115, 234, 2 49> 34^—g°l n -

Nhp. n.Shr., nw.Oxf.+^tf/, s.

Oxf., Bdf. +gxl, gel, e.Sus.+

gxl, gvl, n.Dev.

gal nw.Kvt. +gxl.

gsel m.Nbp.+gjal, se.Brks., n.

Bck.+gjal, m.Bck. Bdf. nw.

Hrt., se.Urt.+gjal, gjel, n. &
m.Cmb. ne. & s.Nrf., e.Suf. +
g/W,Ess.+,gv/,n.Ken.,e.Ken.+

gjvl, se.Ken. +gel, gil, s.Sur.

e. & w.Sus., w.Wil. -Ygvl.

gelne. e. & se.Yks., IMa.+gjel,

m.Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. e.War.

n.Wor. Bdf. se.Cmb. nw.Nrf.

Ess. se.Ken.

gerl yvm.Sc. se.Nhb.

gel Sus., but e.Sus. gal, gasl, gvl,

w.Sus. gml.

gieel n.Dur.

gjalm. & sw.Nhp., w.Oxf.+gjvl,

n.Bck. se.Hrt. Hnt. s.Cmb.

e.Suf.

gjasl nm.Brks.
gjel I.Ma. em.Stf. nw.Der. Not.,

butm.Not.£e/,ne.Nhp.se.Hrt.

g/»/w.Oxf. e.Ken.

gjil Glo.

gol m.Yks.
gvdl w.Som.
gvl m.Lan. w.War. s.Wor. nw.

Oxf. e.Sus. sm.Hmp. w.Wil.

e.Dor. s.Som. e.Cor.

girl Uls.

giril nw.Wil.

gil n. & s.Lan. s.Stf. se.Ken. w.
Dor. s.Dev.

Give, 58, 249, 279, 346, 425,
426, 427, 429, 430, 432, 435
—gt Bch. +gi, Abd. +giv, gi,

n.Ayr. +gt, s.Ayr.ne.Yks.,sw.
Yks.sm. & sw.Lan. +giv,s. Lan.
+giv, gt, s.Stf. +gi, Not.+gjiv,
m.Shr. w.Som.

gil Peb.
giv Inv. Abd. sw.Nhb., s.Nhb.+

gi, n. Dur. +£i,n.Cum.,m.Cum.
Wm.+£f, sw.Yks. n. sm. sw.
& s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. nw.Lin.
Lei. e.Hrf. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

£•'1 n.Ayr.

giv ne.Sc.+gji, but Bch. gi, gt,

Abd
-
gi, g<v , g'-

gi Sh.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr. gi,gt, s.Ayr.
gi, Lth. Edb. s.Sc.Ant. n.Nhb.
n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. em. se.

& s.Lan. s.Stf., ne.Der. +gji,

nw. & e.Oxf. nm.Brks. Sus.

Dor. nw.Som. nw. & sw.Dev.
giv e.Dev.

gji n.Der. +gjiv, gji, ne. & w.
Der.

gjiv Kcb. ms.Lan., s.Chs. +gji,n.

Der. Not.

gji ne.Sc. s.Chs. n.Der.

gi s.Nhb.
Given, 279.
Glad, 22, 345

—

dlad sw.Yks. sm.

Lan. n. & nw.Der. m.Lin.

glad Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
Yks., but sw.Yks. dlad, n.

em. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

Stf. Rut.Lin., but m.Lin. dlad,

Lei. Oxf. Cmb.
glad se.Ken.
gleed Sus. w.Wil. Dor. Som.

Dev. Cor.

gl&d s.Sc.

gled Sh. & Or.I. Abd. nm. & em.

Sc Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

gled ne.Sc, but Abd. gled.

Glass, 26, 345

—

dlas sw.Yks.

sm.Lan. n. & nw.Der. Hnt.

diets nw.Oxf.
glas Kcb. +gles, Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks., but sw.Yks. dlas,

n. em. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.

Stf. n.Lin.Lei.m.Nhp.n.Wor.
ne.Nrf.

glas s.Oxf. nw.Hrt. se.Ken.

glms s.Sc. m.Shr. Sus. Som. e.

Dev.
glxs Dor.

gles Inv. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. em.

Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

gles ne.Sc, but Abd. gles.

Glide, 425, 429- „.

Glisten, 67, 345—dl's" sw.Yks.

n.Der.

glisn Inv. Abd. s.Ayr. Edb. Kcb.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.,

but sw.Yks. dlisn, n. em. &

s.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. Lin. s.Oxf.

Ken. Som. Dev. Cor.

gbsn ne.Sc, but Abd. glisn, w.

Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Lth.

Gloom, 162, 163, 345—dlium
sw.Yks.

dlum n.Der.

gliunt em.Lan. Stf.

glum Abd. n.Ayr. n.Nhb., s.

Nhb.+glftm, Dur.

glum Inv. ne.Sc, butAbd.^/«m,

s.Ayr., Lth.+glvm, Edb. Kcb.

sw. & s.Nhb. m.Cum.Wm. se.

sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Lin. Lei.

Oxf. Sur. Sus. Ken. me.Wil.
glvm Lth.

glum e.Dev.

Glove, 169, 345

—

dluv sw.Yks.
n.Der.

dluv sm.Lan.
gliuv m.Cum.
gliv Bch. Abd.+£/»w.
glov, g/pv I.Ma.

gluv Nhb. Dur. n.Cum. Wm.
Yks., but sw.Yks. dluv, n. &
em.Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin.

gluv s.Stf.

glitv se. sw. & s.Lan.

glov Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.

Ant.Oxf. Ken. Som. Dev.Cor.

Glow, 168, 345

—

dlou sw.Yks.
did n.Der.
glau Bch. Abd., Ayr.+glo, Kcb.,

Wm.4-£-/o, Glo. Ken. Som.
glou s.Sc. s.Stf. s.Oxf.

glp m.Cum. I.Ma.

glo Inv.w.Frf.e.Per.em.Sc.Ayr.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. em. sw.

& s.Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin.
glou me.Wil.
Gnat, 23, 345

—

natlnv. wm.Sc,
but n.Ayr. nat, Kcb. me. & sw.

Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

I.Ma. Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. s.

Oxf. e.Suf.

nat n.Ayr. s.Sc.

met m.Shr. Nrf. Ken. Sus. Wil.

Dor. Som. e.Dev.

Gnaw, 49, 345, 348, 425—^""
ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. nd,

sn.Sc.

«nBch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ant.

me.Nhb., se.Nhb.+«o, s.Nhb.

n.Dur. nnw.Yks. n.Lan. s.

War. e. & s.Oxf. Bck. Bdf.

Ess. s.Sur. Sus. w.Wil. Dor.

Som. n.Dev.

nd Kcb. em.Lan.
nx me.Wil. e.Dev.

neig sw. & ms.Yks. s.Lan.

noi m.Yks., Rut.+«p, se.Ken.

«p wm.Sc. Ayr. m.Cum. Wm.
e. & se.Yks. sm. se. & sw. Lan.

I.Ma. n.Stf. 11. & nw.Der.

Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Shr. ne.Nrf.

no se. & sw.Nhb.
Go, 124, 249, 426, 427, 429, 431,

432 , 433—ga w.Wm.+^a.
gau se.Ken.
ga e. & m.Cum. Wm., but w.
Wm.+ga, snw.Yks., n.Lan.

+

ge, gui, nw.Lan.

gm Sh.I.

gel m.Yks.
gene.Sc.+gjd, w.Frf. e.Per. em.

& wm.Sc. s.Ayr. n.Lan.

gil s.Sc.

gt se.Nhb.

gjd ne.Sc.

gou Ant., s.Stf.+go,gii, m.Nhp.
+gu, sw.Nhp., n.Bck.+^«,ne.

Nrf. Som., but e.Som. gu, w.

Som. gu, gS.

gg se.YVs.+gui, me.Wil.

gou Rut. w.Dor.

goi ms. & s.Yks. n. & nw.Lin.,

s.Lin.+^o.

go Inv. Kcb., s.Lan.+gui, gu,

I.Ma. n. & s.Stf., n.Der. +gu,

gu, Not. s.Lin. e.War. n.Shr.

gu n.Der., nw.Der. Lei.+^w, n.

Bck.
gui se. sw. & es.Yks. n. & sm.
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Go (contd.)—
Lan.,se. sw. ms.& s.Lan. +gu,

e.Der., m.Lin.+^w, m.Shr. n.

Hrf. w.Hrt., w.Wil.+^-K.

£•;« em.se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. Dnb.
em. wm. & s.Stf. n. ne. nw. &
w.Der.m.Lin.Lei.n.& m.Nhp.
w. & s.War. n.Wor. ne. & se.

Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. nw. & s.Oxf.

m.Bck. nw.Hrt. e.Suf. s.Sur.

Sus. w.Wil. Dor., but w.Dor.
gou, e.Som., w.Som. +gce, n.

& e.Dev.

gou Ess.

gat w.Som.
Goat, i2i, 122, 244, 346, 382

—

gaut se.Ken.
get wm.Sc. Ayr. +got.
giat s.Dur.

goit s.Lan.+guat.

goat n.Stf. n.Bck., me.Wil.+
gpt, e.Dev. +got.

gpt Wm.+got, me.Wil.

f0/ nw. & w.Der.
goat ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. got,

n.Nhb., s.Nhb. +got, n.Dur.
se.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. s.Sur.
Sus. w.Som.

got Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.
me. se. & s.Nhb. Wm. nnw.
Yks., se.Yks.+gu3t, m. & sw.
Lan. n.Der. Lei. n.Wor. ne.
Nrf. n. & e.Dev.

^k^sw. Nhb. m.Cum. ne. e.m.se.
& sw.Yks. n. nw. ms. & s.Lan.
s.Lin. s.Oxf. w.Hrt. w.Wil.

gut wm.Stf.
gwoat Dor.
God, 82—gad Abd. +god.
god Ayr.+god, but n.Ayr.+gpd,

Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb., n.Diir.+
god, m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. ,1.

em. se. & sw.Lan., s.Lan.+
gpd, I. Ma., n.Stf. +gpd, n. & ne.
Der. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf.

gpd Inv., n.Ayr. +^orf, Ant. s.

Lan. n.Stf. se.Ken. w.Som.
^orfne.Sc, but Abd.+gdd,w.Frf.

e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Dur.
e.Dev.

Going, 121, 244.
Gold, 86, 253, 307, 346—gaud

Abd. +gold, guld, wm.Sc.+
guld, but n.Ayr. gold, S.Ayr.
+gold, guld, Lth., Edb.+^-K/rf,
Peb. se.Lan.

gauld sn.Sc, sm.Sc. +guld, but
S.Ayr, gaud, gold, guld, Wm.,
but n.Wm. goud, se.Ken.

geuld Vls.+gold, but Ant. guld.
goudne.Sc, but Bch. gold,guld,

Abd.gaud,gold,guld, se.Nhb.
+gould, s.Nhb. +gou/d, guld,
n.Dur. +gould, m.Cum. n.

Wm.,snw.Yks.+^-o«/rf,e.Yks.
+goud, m.Yks.+goad, se.Yks.
+giild, sw.Yks. n. sm. & sw.
Lan., s.Lan.+guld, n.Stf. nw.
Lin.

gould me.Nhb. +guld, se. & s.

Nhb.n.Dur.,nnw.Yks. +£•»«/</,

snw.Yks.nw.Lan. s.Sur., Sus.
+guld.

goad m.Yks.
god em. Lan.
goald s.Oxf., e.Suf. +goud.
gol w.Som. +gu)l.
gold Inv., Bch.+^7W, Abd., w.

Frf. e.Per.+goud, Ayr., but s.

Ayr.+gaud, guld, s.Sc.+guld, I

Uls. es.Yks. Rut. Lei. n. nw.
& e.Dev.

guld Ant. s.Nhb. n.Cum. e.Dor.

gual w.Som.
gualds.hin. Bdf.,w.Wil. +£•»«/</.

gul I. Ma.
giild Bch. Abd. wm. & sm.Sc.

Edb. s.Sc. n. & me.Nhb. se.

Yks. s.Lan., s.Chs. +gvuld,
gauld, s.Stf. n.Der., n.Lin.+
goud, n.Wor. Glo. Oxf., but

s.Oxtgoald, m.Bck. Sus.Wil.,

but me.Wil. gvuld, w.Wil.
guild, gould, Dor., but e.Dor.

guld.

goud w.Frf. e.Per. e.Yks. ms.
Lan. nw.Der. n.Lin. ne. & m.
Shr. e.Suf.

gould s.Dur. nnw.Yks. s.Chs.

ne.Nrf. me. & w.Wil.
gauld s.Chs.

Gone, 129, 244, 249—gan snw.
Yks.+gian,gon, nw.Lan., sw.
Dev. A-gpn.

gan w.Wil.Dor.,but e. Dor.goan,
goan.

gein Ant.
gem m.Yks.
gen ne.Sc, sn.Sc.+£<F«, w.Frf. e.

Per.

gen sn. & em.Sc, wm.Sc.+^-pK,
Ayr., but n.Ayr. -vgon, Kcb.+
got.

gian n.Dur. -ygian, gj'en, gon, m.
Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw. Yks.

gim s.Sc. me.Nhb., se.Nhb. +
gjen, sw.Nhb. ,s.Nhb.+gjen, n.

& s.Dur. n.Cum. ne. e. & se.

Yks., n. Lan. +£(}«.

gin Or. I.

gjen se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
gon nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

gen, n.Dur. snw. Yks. u. sm. &
sw.Lan., s.Lan. +guan, I.Ma.
Chs. Fit. Stf. Der. Not., nw.
Lm.+goan, m. & s.Lin. Rut.
Lei. m. & sw.Nhp. s.War. a.

Won a. & se.Shr. n.Hrf. s.

Pern. s.Oxf., n.Bck.+£-p«,Bdf.
Hnt. m. se. &s.Cmb. ne. &nw.
Nrf. w.Suf. Som., but s.Som.
+gwon, n. & e.Dev. e.Cor.

goan e.Ken.+gpn, e.Dor.+goan.
gpn Inv.wm.Sc.w.Oxf.nm.Brks.

n. & m.Bck. Hrt., e.Suf.+gun,
Ess. e. & se.Ken. me.Wil. sw.
Dev.

goan ms.Yks. se.Lan. ,,. & nw.
Lin. e.Dor.

gon n.Ayr. +gen, Kcb.
gun e.Suf.

£w*«n.Nhb.sw.Yks.em.&s.Lan.
e.Sus.

gwon s.Som. +gon.
gwvn m.Shr.
Good, 169, 244, 249, 346, 398

—

gid Cai., wm.Sc. +gjid, gad,
giid, S.Ayr.

giud nn-w.Yks.+gud, snw.Yks.+
gud, gwuad, e.Yks.+gud.

giiid s.Nrf.

giad se.Nhb.+gjud, gud, m.Yks.,
nm.Yks. +gud.

gjt'd wm.Sc.
gjud se.Nhb.
gjud sn.Sc. +gvd,gud, em.Sc.+

giid, but Lth. Edb. gad.
god s.Yks. +gud, e.War.
goid sw.Yks. +guid.
god ms.Yks. +guid.
gud Uls. ii. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb.

Dur., n.Cum. +gad, gud, giid,

e. m. & w.Cum. Wm. ne. nnw.
snw. e. nm. se. & s.Yks., u.

han. +gud, nw. & se.Lan., s.

Lan. n. & s.Stf. n. & ne.Der.+
gud, Lin. Rut., m.Nhp.+gud,
sw.Nhp. m.Shr. e.Hrf. Glo.,

nw.Oxf.+£-«rf, e. & s.Oxf. m.
Bck. Bdf. ne.Nrf. Suf. Ess.

Ken.Sus.sm.Hmp.Wil.e.Dor.
Som., but w.Som. gad, gad,
n.Dev. +giid.

guid sw. & ms.Yks.
guad se.Hrt.

giidn. m.sw.fc s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs.

Dnb.n. wm.&s.Stf. n. ne. nw.
e.w.&s.Der. Not. Lei. m.Nhp.
n.Wor. 11. & se.Shr. nw.Oxf.

,§Wsn.Sc, sm.Sc. +gad,gud, but

S.Ayr, gid, Kcb. gad.
gad Or.I. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. sm.
& s.Sc. n.Cum., w.Som. +gad,
sw.Dev.+gud, s.Dev.+gad.

gad Lth. Edb. Kcb. w.Som. s.

Dev.
giid ShA. sn. & nm.Sc, but w.

Frf. e.Per. gad, em. & sm.Sc.
n.Cum. n. & sw.Dev.

gud wm.Sc n.Cum. e.Dev.
gwid ne.Sc.

gwuad snw.Yks.
Goose, 162, 249, 328, 346, 381,

383

—

gis Ayr. +gas, but n.

Ayr.+gus.
gius sw. & s.Nhb., n.Dur.+gias,

n. & m.Cum. Wm., but w.Wm.
gi»s, em. Lan.+gous, n.Stf.

gius ne.Nrf.

gias n.Dur. w.Wm.
gis Bch., Abd.+giis.
gjous ne.Der.
gous em. Lan.
guis sw.Yks.
guas Dor.
gus Inv.Abd. Ant. n. sw. & s. Lan.

I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.
Rut. Lei. War. Wor. Shr. s.

Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil.
gas w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Peb.
gas Or.I. Kcb.
gas w.Som.
gits Lth. Edb.
gus n.Ayr. e.Suf.

guz e.Dev.
Got, 425, 429—gatAbd. s.Ayr.+

got, Lth. Edb., s.Nhb. n.Cum.
+got, m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.
n.Lan.

gor IMa.+got.
got ne.Sc, but Abd.+gat, w.Frf.

e.Per. Ayr., but S.Ayr.+gat,
Kcb. Ant. sw. & s. Nhb. n.Dur.
n.Cum. s.Lan. I.Ma. n. & wm.
Stf. s.Der. Not. Lin. s.Lei. m.
Nhp. m.Shr. n.Hrf. Oxf. Suf.
Ken.Sus.sm.Hmp. Som., but
w.Som. goat, e.Dev.

goal w.Som.
Gown, 225, 249, 306, 364—gawi

nnw.Yks. +gun, snw.Yks. +
goun,gitn, n. & se.Lan., n.Lin.
+gun.

gaundne.Cmb. Ess. Sus., but e.

Sus. geund, w.Sus. geun{d.
gaan n.Stf.

gan sw.Yks. em. & s.Lan.
geen sm. & sw.Lan.
geun Bdf.+gcund, se.Ken., s.

Sur. w.Sus.+geund.
geund n.Bck. Bdf., Sur., but s.

Sur.+geun, e. & w.Sus.

gjaun n. & nw.Der.
gjaund nw.Nrf.
goun snw.Yks. nw.Lan. I.Ma.

gun Sh.I. Bch., Abd.+^arc, sn.

Sew. Frf. e. Per. Ayr. sm.Sc,
but Kcb. gun, Peb. Ant., n.

Cum. sc.Yks.+giin.

gun Inv. ne.Sc, but Bch. gun,
Abd. +gun, wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. ne. nnw. snw. e. m. & se.

Yks. n. & nw.Lin.
goun Lei. me.Wil., w.Wil. +

gound, e.Dev.
goundFlt. Rut. Glo. s.Oxf. Brks.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Wil., but me.
Wil. goun, w.'WU.+goun, c.

Som.
gatin n.Dev.
Grain, 205, 345.
Grandfather, 267.
Grant, 364.
Grass, 26, 263, 345—gars me.

Nhb.
gas se.Yks.+£*?s, gres.

gas snw.Yks.+^as.
g&rs s.Sc.+grxs.

gers ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.^ra,
w.Frf. e.Per.+gras, wni. Sc.+
gres, sm.Sc.+^res, but Kcb.+
gras, n.Cum.+gras, gars,

ges e. & se.Yks.
gras Inv. w.Frf. e.Per., Kcb.

+

gres, Uls., but Ant. gres, se.

Nhb. +gors, s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.

& m.Cum. sw.Lan. I.Ma., Stf.

+gres, m.Lin., Lei. ne.Nhp.+
gres, m. & sw.Nhp., n.Shr.+
gres, e.Som.

gras ms.Lan., s.Lan.+gres, gas,

s.War. nw. & s.Oxf., m.Bck.
+grees, ne.Nrf. se.Ken. s.Sur.
I.W.

grass s.Sc. m.Shr. Sus.
£->rasem.Lan.Glo.m.Bck. n.Ken.

me. & w.Wil. Dor. nw.Som.
gres wm.Sc. Ayr., l.lh.+gars,

Edb. +gars, Peb. sm.Sc. Ant.
ne.Yks., m.Yks.+^s,se. & es.

Yks.,n.Lan.4-^s, se. & s.Lan.
s. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf.n.ne.nw.
e. & w.Der. Lin., but m.Lin.
gras, Rut. Lei.ne.Nhp.n.&ne.
Shr.

gros m.Lan.
gars Sh.I. sn.Sc se.Nhb.
gos nw.Lan. n.Dev.
^rsBch. Abd. Edb. n.Cum.Wiri.
gas m.Yks.
gars Lth.
gas s.Dur. nnw. snw. & sw.Yks.

n. & s.Lan.
Grave, 43, 45, 27g_^ra/Yks.,

but sw.Yks. greav, Chs. Der.,
but n. Der. grev, Lin., but nw.
Lin. greav, Lei. Nhp. War.
s.Wor. Shr., but ne.Shr.
griv, Hrf., G1o.+^(to, Sur.,
Sus.+grev, Hmp.

groiv se.Ken.
grmv Wm.+griaf, griav, n.Lan.

e.Dev.

gref Sh.I. Bch. Abd.
greav sw.Nhb. sw.Yks. n.Stf.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Dor.
grevlnv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur. em.
sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. u ,

Der. Sus. me.Wil.
griqf, griav Wm.
griv se.Lan. ne.Shr. Glo,
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Gray,i33

—

grais.Wor.+grei, ne.

Nrt.+grei, gre, se.Ken. me.
Wil. w.Som.

grses.'HYih. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
nnw.Yks. n.Lan. w.Wil.

grei Ant. es.Yks. se.Lan. s.Stf.,

Rut.+^re, s.Lei. s.Wor. s.Oxf.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

gre} sw.Nhb., n.Cum.+^«, m.
Yks., se.Yks. +,§?-£, sw.Yks. n.

Stf. Lin. Dor., but e.Ttor.gri.

£rene.&sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per. em.
wm. sm. & s.Sc. me. & se.Nhb.
s.Dur. n.Cum. snw. c. & se.

Yks. nw. m. em. sm. sw. ms.
& s.Lan. I. Ma. n. & nw.Der.
Rut., Lei.+^n, but s.Lei. grei,

e.War.+^rf, ne.Nrf. n.Ken.
gri m. & w.Chs. Lei. e.War. e.

Dor.
Graze, 43

—

grate se.Ken.
grmz m.Cum. Wm. n.Lan.
gresz sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. sw.Yks.

n.Stf. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Dor. e.

Dev.
grez Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. em. se.

sw. & s.Lan. I. Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.

me.Wil.
griz e.Suf.

Grease, 329.
Great, 182, 183, 263, 345—gjit

e.Cum.
grait se.Ken.
greet Uls., but Ant. gret, e.Dev.

greid sw.Lan. +greit, ms.Lan. +
greit, gret, gret.

greit ne.Sc.+gret, sn.Sc. em. sm.
sw. & ms.Lan. s.Stf., Lei. +
gret, gret, grit, m. & sw.Nhp.H-
gret, gret, se.Shr.+gret, Bdf.+
got,se.Hrt.+gritt,s.Nrf.+grot.

gret n.Ayr. s.Sc.+gre't, Ant., u.

Cum. +grit, grit, girt, s.Yks.,

m.Lan. -rgot, ms.Lan., s.Lan.

+gret, got, git, n.nw.fc e.Der.,

n.Lin. +grist, nw. Lin. +grest,

grist, sw.Lin. Not. Rut., Lei.

ne.Nhp.+gret, m. & sw.Nhp.,
e.War.+gret,grit, n.Shr.+gret,

nw. & e.Oxf., s.Oxf. +gil, 11.

Bck., Hnt.+gret, ne.Cmb. nw.
Nrf. Ess.

grest Sh.l.+grit, me.Nhb.+grit,
I.J/ln.+gret, n.Stf. nw.Lin., s.

Lin.+grit, e.Hrf.+gret, w.Hrt.
e.Suf.

gret Inv.Cai. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc, butn.Ayr.-t-.gre*, s.Sc.

ms.&s.Lan.I.Ma., s.Chs.+,§TiY,

Fit. Dnb. em.Stf., ne.Der. +
grit, Lei. ne. m. & sw.Nhp. e.

War. s.Wor. n. m. & se.Shr.,

n.Hrf. -rgrit, e.Hrf. Hnt., n.

Dev. +got.

gritSh.l. n.Cum., es.Yks.+,gritf,

wm.Stf. s.Lin. ne.Nrf. w.Suf.

grist se.Nhb. +grit, nnw.Yks. +
grit, git, snw.Yks. +gst, ne. e.

m. nm. & se.Yks. n. nw.Lin.

se.Hrt.

grit a. me. se.& sw.Nhb. n.Dur.,

s.Dur. +£5/, n.m. & w.Cum.,n.
Wm. +git, nnw.Yks. s.Chs.

Dnb. n. e. & em.Stf. ne. & w.
Der. Lei. e.War. ne.Shr. n.

Hrf. n.Ken.
grot es.Yks. m.Bck. s.Nrf.

grtt Lth. Edb. Peb.

got ms.Yks. nw. m. fc s. Lan. nm.
Brks.Bdf.e.Sus.sm.Hmp.nw.

Wil. Dor., but e. Dor.,g-S/, Som.
11. nw. & sw.Dev.

gsrt n.Cum., Wm. + gst, but n.

Wm. +gi'it.

gits.Dur. Wm. nnw. snw. & sw.
Yks. n. & s.Lan. GIo. s.Oxf.

Sus.,bute.Sus.,g'»^Hmp.,but
sm.Hmp. ^o(, w.Wil. e.Dor.

Green, 142, 345

—

green Dor.
grein s.Wm. nnw. & snw. Yks.,

s.Chs. +grin, n. & e.Stf., em.
wm. & s.Stf.+£T!K, ne. & s.Der.,

Lei.+grin, m.Nhp. ne.Shr. +
grin,

gresn e.Suf.

gren n.Wor. +|d"b, m.Bck.
grin Sus. +grin.
grisn n.Cum. s.Lin.+£r<«, s.Oxf.

^grmSh.I.w.Frf.e.Per.Kcb.s.Sc
grin ne. sn. em. & wm.Sc. Uls.

Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.,
but s.Wm. grein, e. m. se. sw.
& es.Yks. Lan. I. Ma. s.Chs.

Fit. Dnb. em. wm. & s.Stf. n.

& nw.Der. Not. nw. & s.Lin.

Rut. Lei. ne. m. & sw.Nhp. e.

& s.War. n.Wor. Shr., but ne.

Shr.+grein, e.Hrf. nw. e. & w.
Oxf. n.Bck. Bdf. nw.Hrt. Hnt.
ne.nw.&s.Nrf. s. Sur.Sus.se.
Ken. me. & w.Wil. n. & e. Dev.

Grew, 193

—

greu n. & em. Lan.
griu s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. sw.

Yks. n.Stf. nw.Lin.
grii Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. sw.

Nhb. s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Oxf.

Grice, 382.

Grilse, 329.
Grim, 68

—

grim Inv. Abd. w.Frf.

e.Per., n.Ayr. +grsm, s.Ayr.

Kcb.Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum.Yks.
em. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf.

n.Der.Not.Lin.Ken.Sus.Dev.
grcem w.Som.
gram ne.Sc, but Abd. grim, a.

Ayr. Edb. Wm.
grim n.Lan.
Grin, 263, 425.
Grind, 75, 307, 425, 426, 4271429.

430, 432

—

grain n. & e.Dev.

graind s.Nhb. n.Dur., n.Lan. +
grind, sw.Lan. n.Der. n. &nw.
Lin. m.Shr. s.Oxf. e.Suf.

^ra«rfsm.Lan.
grain IMa.+grein.
graind em. se. & s.Lan. s.Chs.

nw.Der.
grein I.Ma.

greind Inv. n.Ayr.

gren nw.Dev.
grend s.Sc.

gren ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.,grm.

grinBcb.. Abd. Kcb.n.Cum., nw.

Lan. +grind.

grindSh. I. w.Frf. e.Per. me.&se.

Nhb. s.Dur. Wm. snw. se. &
sw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan.

groind n.Stf. s.Lin. Lei. Bdf. se.

Ken. Sus., but e.Sus. grein.

groin ne.Nrf.+groind, e.Sus., w.
"WU.+grvind, Dor. e.Som.

groind n.Shr. nm.Brks. w.Hrt.

ne.Nrf. me. & w.Wil.

Grip, 425, 426, 429, 432.

Gristle, 67, 263—girsl w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. grssl.

grislInv.Ant. sw.Nhb. m.Cum.,

Wm.+grssl, em. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. n. & nw.Lin.

s.Oxf. se.Ken, Sus. e.Dev.

griso me.Wil.
grssl Bch. Abd. +gsrsl, n.Ayr.
Wm.

gsrsl Bch. Abd. em.Sc.
gssl sw.Yks. n.Lan.
Groan, 121,122—graun se.Ken.
gren Abd. +,gro«, Ayr.
grian m.Cum. Wm.
grisn nw.Lan.
gron Bch. Abd.
groun s.Sc.

grosn s.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Oxf. Sus.
Dor. e.Dev.

grpn me.Wil.
grosn se.Lan. nw.Lin.
gron Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb. s.Dur. sw.
Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der.

grusn sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. Bdf.

grun e. & s.Stf. nw.Der. Lei.

Grope, 429.
Ground, sb., 104, 249, 307, 345—graindChs. n.Stf., nw.Der.

-Ygraund, e.Der.

ground n. m. se. & s.Lan., wm.
Stf.+grimd, s.Stf. nw. fcs.Der.

e.War.
gravnd ms.Lan. +grxnd, Not.

grasnd n.Der. +grvnnd.
grdnds.Yks., s.han.+grmnd, ne.

& w.Der.
greeund m.Nhp.
greend sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan.

greun m.Tick.+greund, w.Suf. n.

Ken., w.Som. -vgreund.

greund Uls. + grond, grsun, but

Ant. grim, s.Lin., Lei. +
grjaund, but n.Lei. ground,

m.Bck. Bdf., e.Suf. Ess. +
ground, se.Ken. w.Som.

gresnd sxv.Yks.+grisnd, grund.
grend ms.Yks.
grisnd sw.Yks.
grjaund Lei.

grjeun(d se.Hrt.

grond Uls.

groun I.Ma.

grun Kcb. s.Nhb., n.Dur. +
grund, grsnd, Cum. + grund,
but n.Cum. + gron, Wm. se.

Yks. n.Lin. +grund.

grund Nhb., but s.Nhb. +grun,

Dur., butn. Dur. +,?>'««>£/'•»«',

Cum. Wm. ne. nw. e. m. sw.

& s.Yks. n. St nw.Lin.

grim Ant.
grund nw.Lan.+grsnd, wm.Stf.

gron Sc.+grond, but Kcb. grun,

n.Cum.
grond Sc. m.Shr. n.Bck. Sus.,

but e.Sus. groun.

groun Rut. e.Sus. nw. & w.Wil.,

e.Dor. +gr?un, e.Som.

ground Dnb. n.Der. n.Lei. n. &

e.Hrf. Oxf. s.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess.

me.Wil.
grsnd n.Dur. nw.Lan.
grsun Uls. e.Dor.

grsund Glo. sw.Hmp.
grsiin n. & e.Dev.

Grow, 168, 427, 432—grau Inv.

Bch. Abd. em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.

Ant. sw. & s.Nhb.n.Dur.Wm.
se.Ken.

grd n.Lan.+grp.

grou sm.Sc, but Kcb. grau, s.

Sc. m.Cum. sw.Yks., em.Lan.

+gro, s.Oxf. nw.Nrf.

grp n.Lan. I.Ma. nw.Lin. se.

Cmb. Dor. nw.Dev. w.Cor.

grou m.Nhp.

grd em. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. n.

Stf., n.Der.+^ra, m.Shr. Sus.
e.Dev.

grii s.Stf. n.Der.
grou w.Frf. e.Per. me.Wil.
Grudge, 219, 263.
Gruel, 221, ^6^—griu-il m. se.

sw. & es.Yks. em. & se.Lan.
n.Stf. nw.Der. n. & nw.Lin.
Rut. Lei.

griu-si s.Dur. m.Cum.Wm.nnw.
snw. & e.Yks. n.Lan. m. & s.

Lin.

gru'el wm.Sc.
gru-il Kcb. Ant. sw.Lan. n.Der.
grulsn.Sc.+gru-sl, w.Frf. e.Per.

n.Cum. se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus.
e.Dor.

grfro me.Wil.
gru-al Bch. Abd.
grii'sl Inv.sn.Sc.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

s.Nhb. n.Dur. I.Ma. s.Oxf. c.

Suf. w.Wil. e.Dev.

grou-el s.Sc.

gru-sl ne. Nrf.

Grunt, 345.
Guard, 364.
Guest, 346.
Guise, 223.

Gusset, 326.
Had, 441.
Hag = tochop, 29— ag Yks. Lan.

Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.
War. Wor. Shr.

seg Brks. Hmp. Wil.

hag Sc. Irel. Nhb. Cum. Wm.
Hail, 48

—

agl ne.Yks., e.Yks. +
esl, se.Yks.+<s>/, el.

ail Ess. se.Ken. me.Wil.,w.Wil.
+seisl, sesl, Dor., but e.Dor.+
aisl, e.Som.

aisl e.Dor. +ail, w.Som.
sell m.Nhp.
mitl, sesl w.Wil.
ai/nnw.Yks.+«/, el.

eil se.Lan. s.Lei. n.Wor. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. e.Ken. Sus.,butw.Sus.
esl, n. & e.Dev.

esl nnw. c. m. se. & sw.Yks. n.

Stf. Lin.s.Oxf. m.Bck. w.Hrt.
n.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus.

el n.Cum. nnw.Yks.
el n.Dur.+hesl, m.Cum. snw. &

se.Yks. Lan., but se.Lan. eil,

- s.Stf. n.& nw.Der. nw. & sw.

Dev.
hml Sh.I. Uls., but Ant. hcil.

heil Ant.

hesl ne.Sc.+tiel, but Bch. Abd.+
hel, se. & sw.Nhb., s.Nhb.+

hel, n.Dur.

hel Bch. Abd.+M, s.Sc.

hel Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.

n. me. & s.Nhb. w.Wm. I.Ma.

il s.Chs. Lei., but s.Lei. eil, ne.

Shr.

Hair, 134, 248—dm snw.Yks.H-

es(r), em, iam, Oxf.+/a(r>.

wm nnw.Yks.+a'a(>-), ism.

esm n.Dur. + hesm, s.Dur. m.
Cum. snw. m. se. sw. & es.

Yks.n.Lan., em.Lan.+5(r),sw.

Lan. +jkr], n.Stf., n.Der.

+

jim, nw. & s.Lin. Rut. Lei.,

Glo.+/'5(>-),ne.Nrf.+«(7'),e.Suf.,

Ken.+ism, Sus. Dor. Som. e,

Dev.
em snw.Yks.

her wm. & s.Sc.+her.

hesm s.Nhb.+hem, n.Dur.
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Hair (contac-
tor Ant. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
heir) s.Nhb.

her Sc., but wm. & s.Sc.+her,

me.Nhb., Wm.+tor, jar.

hisr Wm. I. Ma.
ia(r) nnw. & snw.Yks.
Mr) Cum. +jd(r), js(r), but n.Cum.

hear, m.Cum. *y(r),nnw.Yks. e.

Stf. Den, butn.Der. ea(.r), ja(r),

nw.Der. +jkr), Lin., but nw. &
s.Lin. &7(r), se.Hrt. ne.Nrf.

Ken.
_;«(r)Cum.nw.Lan. se.Wor.Shr.,

but n.Shr. jertr), Hrf., but u.

Hrf. jioCrt, Oxf.

jar Wm.
jea(r) n.Shr. n.Hrf. Brks.
jMr) n.Wil.

jceua(r) s.Chs.

jkr) Cum. se. sw. & s.Lan. Chs.,

but s.Chs. jceua(r), n. & nw.
Der. Wor., but se.Wor. jdir),

Glo.

5(c) em. & sm.Lan. s.Stf. w.Wil.
Half, 38, 280—«/ Rut.+p/, m. &

sw.Nhp. n.Wor. s.Oxf., n.

Bck. + eaf, m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.

Suf. s.Sur. Sus., but e.Sus.

ief, e.Dor.+aj/J w.Som. + dv,

e.Dev., w.Cor. + ief.

av w.Som.

&fse.Ken.
aw/nw.Wil.
aj/"n.Shr. e.Sus. me. & w.Wil.

Dor., but e.Dor. +«/", w.Cor.
e/"wm.Stf.

«/n.Stf.

eafn.Lin., nw.Lin. +pyj m. & s.

Lin. n.Bck.

efem. & sm.Lan. + p/, s.Lan.

+

p/, pw, s.Chs.+i/, tf, m.Not.
Lei. Ess. nw.Som.

ev n.Der.+pw.

hqfOr.l. Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. s.Ayr. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc.
Uls., but Ant. ha/, me.Nhb.,
s.Nhb. + haaf, n.Cum. + hoaf,

hpf.

haafs.Nhb. n.Dur.
hd/ne.Sc. Ant., IMn.+hef.
he/se.Nhb.+hqf, I.Ma.
hoafn.Cum.
hpf wm.Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr.

haf, Lth. Edb. n.Nhb. n.Cum.
Wm., but n.Wm. pf.

hofse. & sw.Nhb.
ifs.Chs.+if.

?/s.Chs.

iv w.Chs.
oaf m.Yks.+ttaf, se. & sw.Yks.+
P/

pf s.Dur. m.Cum. n.Wm. ne.
nnw. snw. se. sw. & s.Yks.
n. em. sm.Lan., se.Lan.+pw,
sw. & s.Lan. e. & s.Stf. nw.
Lin. Rut.

fv nw.Lan.+o/ se. ms. & s.Lan.
n. ne. & nw.Der.

of e.Yks. nw.Lan.
uaf m.Yks.

Halfendeal, 396.
Halfpenny, 267, 280.
Hallantide, 392.
Halter, 39, 284—alMr) n.Dur.+

eltxr) e.Dev.
altatr) w.Som.+pltair).
eltxr) n.Dur. m.Cum. sw.Yks.

Lin.

haltHn s.Nhb.+/Wfe(r).
helQar Ant.

heltfar Wm.
helta(r) s.Nhb.
heltar w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but n.

Ayr. hpltar, Lth. Peb. Kcb. n.

& sw.Nhb.
hitter Bch. Abd.
holtpar I.Ma.

hpltar Inv. n.Ayr. Edb.
olta(r) em.Lan. Dor.
plMr) se.Lan. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. w.Som.
ptair) sm. & sw.Lan. Stf. n.Der.

stor)n.Lan.
Ham, 30.

Hames, 383.
Hammer, 47

—

ama(r) m.Cum.
sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. nw.
Lin. Rut. Lei. s.War. s.Oxf.

dmai.r) se.Ken.+sema(r).
sema(r) se.Ken. Sus. Dor. Som.

e.Dev.
hama(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm., but
w.Wm. hamar.

hamar Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. sw.
Nhb. n.Cum. w.Wm.

hemar Bch. Abd. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
homar I.Ma.
hpmar Lth. Edb.
omba(r) s.Wor.+omw.
oma(r) sm. sw. se. & s.Lan. Stf.

n.Der. War., but s.War.
ama(r), nw.Oxf.

Hand, 31, 302, 307

—

an I.Ma.+
and, han, hdn, nw.Lin. + ««rf,

s.Pem., e.Suf.+and, s.Sur. w.
Sus.+dnd, pnd, nw. & e.Som.,
n.Dev.+and, e.Cor.+xn.

and sw.Nhb. +hand, n.Dur. +
han{d, s.Dur., n.Cum.+han{d,
m.Cum. Yks. n. nw. m. & em.
Lan.,sm. & sw.Lan.+ond, s.

Lan.+ant, ond, ont, I.Ma.
Chs., s.Stf. + ond, ne.Der.+
ont, e.Der.+ond, Not. Lin.,
but nw.Lin. +«m, Lei. + ond,
m.Nhp. s.War. Wor. n.Shr.,
ne.Shr.+owrf, Oxf., bute.Oxf.
+ond, nm.Brks., n.Bck.+send,
ond, Bdf., nw.Hrt.+<f«rf, Hnt.
m. & s.Cmb., ne.Nrf. + asnd,

nw.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess., e.Sus.+
and, n.Dev., sw.Dev.+a3K.

ant s.Lan.

and nw.Hrt., se.Ken.+send, s.

Sur. e. & w.Sus.
sen se.Cum. n.Ken. Dor., but e.

Dor. send, w.Som. +ean, e.Dev.
-tsend, sw.Dev. e.Cor.

tend se.Brks. n.Bck. se.Hrt.
n.Cmb. ne.Nrf. e. & se.
Ken. Sus., but e.Sus. and,
and, w.Sus. an, and, pnd,
me. & w.Wil. e.Dor. Som.,
but nw. & e.Som. an, w.Som.
sen, ean, e.Dev.

ean w.Som.
han ne.Sc.+hand,sn.Sc.+hdn(d,

hpn, Ant., se. & s.Nhb.+hand,
n.Dur.n.Cum.,w.Wm.+A<wrf,
I.Ma.

hand Or.l. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
11. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
n.Cum. Wm., but w.Wm.+
fian.

hdn sn.Sc. s.Ayr. I.Ma.
hand Sh.l. sn.Sc.
han Peb. Kcb.
han Ayr., but n.Ayr. hpn, s.Ayr.

hdn, s.Sc.+hand, Vls.+hand,

v
but Ant. han.

hand Inv. s.Sc. Uls.

hond nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

hand,
hpn sn. & wm.Sc, Edb.+Apwo?.

hgnd Edb.
ond sm. & sw.Lan., ms. & s.

Lsm.+ont, a. & s.Stf. n.Der.,

nw.Der.+o«/, e.Der. Lei. w.
War. ne. & m.Shr. n.Hrf. Glo.

e.Oxf. n.Bck.

ont se. ms. & s.Lan. ne. & nw.
Der.

pnd s.Sur. w.Sus.
Handle, 300.
Hands, 307.
Hang, 32, 274, 426, 427, 429, 430,

432

—

an snw. & m.Yks., sw.
Yks. + en, s.Yks., em.Lan. +
a"Si e,]i e"gi Chs.+«/, s.Stf.

+ang, n. Der. -f^y, nw.Lin. Lei.

m.Shr. e.Hrf., G\o.+sen, Oxf.

Bdf. e.Dor.

ang em. & sm.Lan., sw.Lan.

+

ong, n. & s.Stf. nw. & e.Der.

an s.Lan.

sen m.Nhp. Glo. se.Hrt. s.Nrf.

w.Suf. Ess. n. & se.Ken. sm.

Hmp. nw.Wil. Dor., but e.

Dor. an, Som. n. & e.Dev.

en sw. & ms.Yks. em. & ms.Lan.
Chs. n.Der. Sus. s.Dev.

eng em.Lan.
han Sc, but sn.Sc. hen, Uls.,

but Ant. hdn, sw. & s.Nhb.
w.Wm.

hdn Ant.
hsen I.Ma.+hey.

hen sn.Sc. I.Ma.
on se.Lan.
ong sw.Lan.
Hank, 340.
Happen, 22, 233, 269

—

apn n.

Dur. +hapn, n.Cum. + hapn,
hepn, e. m. & w.Cum., Wm.+
hapn, Yks. Lan., l.Ma.+hapn,
Chs. Stf. Der. Not. nw.Lin.
m.Nhp. e.War. e.Hrf., GI0.+
eepn, Oxf., e.Suf. + sepn, se.

Ken.
apn se.Hrt.

mpn Lei. Glo. se.Cmb. s.Nrf. e.

& w.Suf. Ess. Sus. sm.Hmp.
Wil. Dor. Som. n. & e.Dev.

hapn Sc, but Ayr. + hepn, Peb.
hepn, s.Sc. hapn, Uls. se. sw.
& s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. Wm.
I.Ma.

hapn s.Sc.

hepn Ayr. Peb. n.Cum.
Hard, 37

—

aad em.Lan.
flrfn. Dur.+hdd, m.Cum. sw.Yks.

11. m. & se.Lan. Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. War. Wor.
Glo. Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.
Wil. Som. Dev.

md sw.Lan.
hard s.Ayr. Kcb. Uls. sw.Nhb.

n.Cum., w.'Wm. +haad, I.Ma.
haad w.Wm.
had n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm.,

but n.Wm. hdrd,w.Wm.hard,
haad.

hard Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. n.
Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Wm.

hard Inv. s.Sc.

hard Ayr., but n.Ayr. hard, s.

Ayr. hard,
ad sm.Lan.

Hare,44,46

—

d(r) snw.Yks.+rac^,
wr), n.Shr. Oxf., but s.Oxf.
seir).

ie(r) n.Wm., nnw.Yks. + ia(r),

Mr), s.Lan.+ea(r), nw.Der. s.

Oxf. se.Ken., e.Dev.+eair).

ea(.r) n.Dur. +hea(r), s.Dur., n.

Cum.+hear, m.Cum. snw. m.
se. & sw.Yks. n. se. sw. & s.

Lan. s.Chs. n.Der. Lin. Rut.
Lei. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. n.

Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Som., but

nw.Som. Mr), e.Dev.

hser Wm., but n.Wm. Sur), w.
Wm. her, sw.Wm. hiar.

heir Ant.

fefwm.Sc.+fer.
heair) s.Nhb. n.Dur.

hear Inv. Uls., but Ant. heir, sw.

Nhb. n.Cum.
her s.Sc. +her.

her me. & sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
s.Sc. me.Nhb. w.Wm.

hiar sw.Wm.
hiar I.Ma.

ia(.r) nnw. & snw.Yks.
Mr) ne. & nnw.Yks. Sur. Dor.
nw.Som.

j'd(r) nw.Lan.
a(r) em. & sn.Lan. s.Stf. Glo. w.

Wil.
Harm, 37

—

aram Sus.

dm n.Dur. +hdnt, m.Cum. sw.
Yks. n. se. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n.

Der. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. War.
Wor. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil.
Som. e.Dev.

sem sw.Lan.
harm Inv. Uls., but Ant. herm,
sw.Nhb. n.Cum., I.Ma. +
harawi.

haram I.Ma.

hdm s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm.
herm Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr. herm, Peb.
s.Sc. Ant.

herm nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

herm, n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
am sm.Lan.
Harrow, 22, 229, 233

—

ara s.

Dur., n.Cum. + hara, m.Cum.
nw. e. m. & se.Yks. Lan. Stf.

n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei. War.
s.War. Oxf. Sus., but e.Sus.
d, w.Wil., w.Som.+dra.

d e.Sus.
d(r) ne.Yks.
dra se.Ken. Som., but w.Som.

+

ara.

sera ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Dor. e.Dev.
hari Lth. Edb. +heri.

hard wm.Sc.+hero, hera, but n.
Ayr. hara.

hara Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. n.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. me. se.

sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
Wm. I.Ma.

hdra s.Sc.

heri Lth. Edb.
herd, hera wm.Sc.
Harvest, 37, 229,231, 233, 279,

330

—

arist nnw.Yks. + drist,

dvist, sn-w.Yks.+dvist.
aras w.Som.+o»s.
arast n.Lan., s.Lan. nw.Der.+

dvist.

aavist em.Lan. s.Lin.

ovist hei.+dvist, evist, ivist.

avast e.Suf.

drist nnw.Yks.
dras w.Som.
drast ne.Der. n.Dev.
avis s-w.Yks.+dvist, e.Som., e.

Dsv.+dvist.
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o!/:i( s.Du'r.m.Cum. n.Wm.nnw.
snw. m. se. & sw.Yks. nw. se.

& s.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der.
nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. War. Wor.
s.Oxf. nw.Hrt. se.Ken. s.Sur.

Sus. w.Wil. e.Dev.

dvas Dor.
avast ne.Nrf.

serast m.Shr. m.Bck. nw.Som.
sevist sw.Lan.
eavist n.Bck.

evist Lei.

harst s.Sc, n.Cum.+harvist.

harast sw.Wm.
Aarei'jtoe. se.4 sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
harvas I.Ma.

hdvis s.Nhb. n.Dur.+hdvist.

havist s.Nhb. n.Dur. w.Wm.
hdvast ne.Wra.
herst sn.Sc, wm.Sc. + tows/,

herst, but n.Ayr.+hervast, Lth.

+hervast.

hervist Ayr.+herst, but n.Ayr.

hervast,hervast,s.Ayr.+hervast,

Kcb. Ant.

hervast wm.Sc, S.Ayr. + herst,

Lth., Peb.+herst.

herst ne. & wm.Sc. Ayr. sm.

Sc, but s.Ayr.+hervast, Kcb.
hervist, Peb.

hervast n.Ayr.+hervast, Edb.

herzd vi.TrL e.Per.

iVsj Lei.

Has, 235, 435— as w.Yks. em.

Lan.+£2, se.Lan., s.Lan.+fs,

Chs. n.Stf. Der., Lei.+es, s.

Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.

sez Brks. e.Dev.

ez se. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum., but

n.Cum. h&z, Wm. n. ne. nw.
c. nm. sm. w. & sw.Yks. n. nw.
nnw. em. sw. & s.Lan. Lin.

Lei. n.Cmb. ne.Nrf.

has Inv. sw.Nhb.
hxz s.Sc. n.Cum.
hez Sh. & Or.I. Cai. w.Frf. Per.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. n. & nne.Nhb.

I.Ma.

hiz ne.Sc. Ayr.

[The unstressed form is usually

az, and when used enclitically

-z, -s.]

Hasn't, 327.

Hasp, 26, 331—aps Glo.+a^.s,

Oxf., but s.Oxf. asp, Brks.,

Ken.+sesp, but se.Ken. asp,

Sur. Sus.+ asps, Hmp.+awA
I.W. Wil. Dor. Som. + seps,

Dev., butnw.Dev. sesp, e.Dev.

seps, sesp, Cor. +eps, but w.

Cor. xps.

aspse.s-w.lz s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.

asp s.Oxf. se.Ken.

ffi/s Glo. Sur. Sus. I.W. Wil.

Dor. Som., e.Dev. +sesp, w.

Cor.
xsp Ken. Hmp. nw. & e.Dev.

eps Cor.

«s£ Dur., but n.Dur. hesp, Cum.,

but n.Cum. hasp, Yks., n.Lan.

+«/>, ne. & em.Lan. Not. Lin.

hasp Inv. n.Cum., Wm.+hesp,
I.Ma.

te/> Sc, but Inv. hasp,Ant. Nhb.

n.Dur. Wm.
as/> n.Lan.
Haunch, 365.

Have, 235, 279, 429. 435, 44 1 -
o n.Dur. +e, ev, n.Der. + aw, s.

Lin +ev.

av se.Yks. + e, ev, es.Yks. em,

VOL. VI.

Lan., s.Lan. +ev, s.Chs. + a,

Stf., but e.Stf. e, n. nw. & w.
Der. Hrf. s.Oxf., m.Bdf. + a,

ne.Nrf.se.Ken.+ev, Dor., Som.
+ dv, sea, but nw.Som. ev, n.

Dev.
a s.Chs. nw.Oxf. m.Bdf.
av Som.
sea Som.
sev se.Hrt.+ev, e.Dev.
se s.Nrf. me.Wil. sw.Dev.
sev s.Sc. w.Cor.
e s.Nhb.+w, n.Dur. nnw. & se.

Yks., sw.Yks.+w, s.Der., Lei.

+ev, e.

ev s.Nhb. Dur., but n.Dur.+a, e,

n. & m.Cum., ne.Yks.+f, nw.
Yks., snw.Yks.+?, e. m. se. &
sw.Yks. n. nw. m. sm. sw. & s.

Lan. e.Der. Not. n. nw. & s.

Lin. Rut. Lei. ne.Nhp. e. &w.
War. se.Hrt. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

se.Ken. Sus.

ese.Nhb. +hev, ne. & snw.Yks. e.

Stf. Lei. n.Nhp. I.W. nw.Wil.
ev m.Bck. nw.Som.
hav Uls.

hse, hxv s.Sc.+st;, hse.

hsU Sh.I. s.Sc.

he wm.Sc.+to, hi, hiv, but n.

Ayr. he, hiv, me. & sw.Nhb.
'Wm.+hev.

hev w.Frf. e.Per. Peb. Kcb.+he,

n. me. se. & sw.Nhb. Wm.
I.Ma.

he ne.Sc.+hiv, w.Frf. e.Per., n.

Ayr.+hiv, Lth. Peb. Kcb.

hev sn. & wm.Sc. Edb.

hiv ne.Sc. n. & s.Ayr.

hi, hiv wm.Sc.
[The unstressed forms are 3, av,

and when used enclitically -v .j

Haw, 348, 383, 384.

Hay, 149— ai Wor. n.Hrf. nm.

Brks. se.Hrt. s.Nrf. se.Ken.

me.Wil. Dor. w.Som.
aia Ess.+ez', e.

se n.Lan. s.Oxf. Sus.

ei se.Lan. n.Stf. s.Lei. Ess. e.

Dev.
ea sw.Yks. nw.Lin.

e m.Cum. m. sw. & s.Lan., wm.
Stf. + f, n. & ne.Der. s.War.

Ess.

hat Ayr.+hei, Lth. Edb. Ant.

hse Wm., but w.Wm. he.

hei Bch. Abd. Ayr. s.Sc.

hea s.Nhb.+/i<?, n.Dur. n.Cum.

hei w.Frf. e.Per. Peb. Kcb.

he Inv. n. sw. & s.Nhb. w.Wm.
I.Ma.

i m. & w.Chs. e. & wm.Stf. Lei.,

but s.Lei. ei, ne.Shr.

Hazel, 43, 45—aurf se.Ken.

azl em.Lan.+&/, se. & sw.Lan.,

s.L&n.+ezl, n.Stf. n.Der.

sezl Dor.
eazl nw.Lin. e.Dev.

eel m.Cum. n. & s.Lan. Sus.

ezl em.Lan. s.Stf. m.Shr. s.Oxf.

heizl Ant. >

hezl Lth. Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. n.

Dur. Wm.
hezl Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Edb.

n.Nhb.
izl n.Ken.

He, 151, 235, 393, 4°3, 4<=5,

409,411—n'n.Cum.+Ai, nnw.

snw. & m.Yks.+f, sm.Yks. m.

Chs., w.& s.Chs. + *, n.Stf., e.

& em.Stf. ne. & e.Der. +f, w.

& s.Der., Lei.+?, m.Nhp. n.

Wor., ne.Shr. +?, e.Suf.

hei s.Sc. Ant.
hi Sh. & Or.I. Cai. Inv. ne. & sn.

Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & sm.
Sc. me. & se.Nhb. n.Cum. w.
Wm. I.Ma.

1 s.Nhb. Dur. m. & w.Cum. u. &
e.Wm. ne.nnw. snw. e. m. nm.
w. se. es. ms. & s.Yks. Lan. e.

w. & s.Chs. e. em. & wm.Stf.
n. ne. nw. & e.Der. Lin. Rut.
Lei. e.War. ne. & m.Shr. a.

Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. c.

Hrt. Nrf. w. fcs.Suf. Ess. Ken.
Sus. Hmp.Wil.Dor.Som.Dev.
w.Cor.

[The unstressed forms are ;',
», a,

Sc. also e.~\

Head, 188, 248

—

edsw.han.-tjed,

l.Ma.+hed, s.Chs. Dnb. em. &
s.Stf. +j'ed, Not., s.Lin.+wrf,

Rut. +jed, Lei., ne.Nhp.+n'rf,

m. & sw.Nhp., e.War.+/i?rf, s.

War.+*W, s.Wor.ne.&se.Shr.
nw.Oxf. +jed, s.Oxf., n.Bck.

+iad, m.Bck. Bdf. Hnt. Nrf.,

but ne.Nrf. id, s.Nrf. ed, s.

Sur. Sus. s.Hmp. I.W., Wil.
-¥jiad, e.Dor.+j'rf, n.Dev. Cor.

#V/nnw.Yks.4 7>^,m.Lan.,s.Lan.

+iad,jed, ne.Nhp., e.Dev.+frf.

ead e.Suf. + id.

erfs.Nrf. n.& se.Ken.e.& w.Som.
e. & sw.Dev.

haedSh.l.

hedl.Ua..

hid Inv.+hed, ne. & nm.Sc.+hid.

hed Inv., sm.Sc.+hid.

hiad sw.Wm.
hid Or.l.+ hid, ne. nm. sm. & s.

Sc.

hid Or.I. sn. em. & wm.Sc. Ant.

Nhb. n.Dur., n.Cum.+«'rf, me.

Wm.
id n.Cum., n.Wor. + id,jtd, ne.

Nrf. Suf., but e.Suf. +ead, e. &
w.Dor.

iad ne. nnw. snw. & e.Yks., w.
Yks.+j'ed,jiad, se.Yks +td, sw.

Yks. +jed, es. & ms.Yks. n. &
nw.Lan., cm. & sm.Lan.+jed,

s.Lan. Lin., but s.Lin.+ea
1

,
s.

War. n.Bck.

irfs. Dur.rn.Cum.se.Yks. n.Wor.
nw.Som.

jedw. & sw.Yks. em. sm. se. sw.

ms. & s.Lan. Chs., but s.Chs.

+ed, Fit. Dnb. u. em. wm. & s.

Stf. Der. Rut. e. & w.War. n.

& s.Wor. 11. ne. m. & se.Shr.,

GI0.+/W, nw. fc e.Oxf., Brks.

+jvd.

jiad n. m. & w.Yks. Wil.

/orfw.Wor.+/;>rf,s.Wor.Hrf.Glo.

Brks.

jad w.Wor.
ad Uls., but Ant. hid.

Heal, 137, 138, 248—eil nnw.

& snw.Yks. Stf., Lei.+il.

eal w.Som.
el Sus. Dor. n. & nw.Dev.

hei! Ant.
MBch.Abd.sn.Sc.w.Frf.e.Per.

hei ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. hei, em.

wm. & sm.Sc I.Ma.

to/ s.Sc n. & s.Nhb.

hil Ayr.
liil me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum.

Wm.
(>/ s.Dur. u. & e.Yks., se.Yks.+

</, sw.Yks. n. nw. & em.Lan.,-

s.Lan. +!/,/?/, nw.Der.+</,Lin.

s.Oxf. se.Ken. w.Wil., e.Dor.

+ il, e.Dev.

xl n.Dur. m.Cum. se. & es.Yks.

sw.i s.Lan. n. & nw.Der. Ruf.
Lei. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. me.
Wil. e.Dor.

jel s.Lan.

jial m.Yks.
Health, 140, 248—sel) se.Ken.

e.Dev.
elp m.Cum., n.Lan.+/s^, em. se.

sw.& s.Lan. Stf. Der. nw.Lin.
s.Lei. s.Oxf. me.Wil.

hself s.Sc.

help Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. Ant. n.Nhb., Wm.
yhilp, I.Ma.

hilp Bch. Abd. sw. & s.Nhb., .
Cum.+hialp, Wm.

hialp n.Cum.
halp Uls., but Ant. help,

iip Dur.
ialp sw.Yks. n.Lan.
jialp Glo.

vlp w.Som.
Heap, 182, 183, 248— eip n.Stf.

ep Glo. Sus.

hep w.Frf. e.Per.

hep s.Ayr. + hip, I.Ma.

hiap sw.Wm.
h'tp Bch. Abd. Kcb. s.Sc.

hip Inv. Ayr., but s. Ayr. + he'p,

Lth. Edb. Ant. n. sw. & s.Nhb.

n.Cum. ne.Wm.
ip s.Lan. +jep, Dor. w.Som.
iap sw.Yks. n. em. sm. se. & sw.

Lan. n.Der. Lin. s.Oxf. e.Dev.

ip n.Dur. m.Cum. Lei. n. & se.

Ken. me.Wil.

jep s.Lan. m. & s.Chs.

j'bp n. & e.Hrf. nw.Oxf.

Hear, 148, 248, 428, 429, 433—
d(.r) s.Nrf. +ea(r).

earn n.Stf., ne.Nrf. + /*•>, s.Nrf.

to(n s.Nhb.

hiar Inv. Ayr. s.Sc.Uls., but Ant.

lnr, se. & sw.Nhb. Wm. I.Ma.

hir Sh. & Or.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm. & sm.

Sc. Ant. n.Cum.

ia(r) Dur. m.Cum. Yks., but m.

Yks. jinn, n. nw. & sw.Lan.

Chs. Fit. Dnb., n.Der. +ja(f),

ne. & nw.Der. Not. Lin. Rut.

Lei. m.Nhp. n. ne. m. & se.

Shr., e.Hrf. +>«f),s.Oxf. Bdf.

ne.Nrf.Ken. Sus. w.Wil.. Dor.

+ji'xr>, n.Dev. Cor.

JiMr) m.Yks. se.Lan. Glo. Dor.

e.Dev.

jvair) e.Hrf.

jocn w.Som. nw. & sw.Dev.

ja(r) s.Lan. n.Der.

oiaw n. & nw.Wil. nw.Som.

£>lr) e.Som.
Heard, 148 -dd n.Dur. e. & w.

Cum., n.VJm.+iad, m. & s.

Wm., nw.Yks.Lei. s.Nrf.Ess.

+iad.

ead n.Stf., e.Suf.+wrf.

hard Or.I. Cai. Inv. ne. & sn.

Sc, nm.Sc.+herd, em.Sc, but

Lth. hird, Edb. herd, wm. &
sm.Sc, s.Sc.+hmrd, me.Nhb.

I.Ma.

had s.Nhb.

hxrd s Sc.

herd Sh.I. nm.Sc. Ayr. Edb., 11.

Cum.+torc/.
17
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Heard (contd.)

—

heard Ant.

Awrfnne.Nhb.
hiard n.Cum.

, hird Lth.

hard UIs., but Ant. heard,

iad s.Dur. m.Cum. n.Wm. ne.

nw. & e.Yks., m. & nm.Yks.+
jiad, se.Yks., sw.Yks.+/wrf, es.

& ms.Yks. n. nw. ra. sm. sw.

& ms.Lan., s.Lan. 4-7'^, Chs.

Fit. Dnb. Stf., but n.Stf. ead,

Der.,butn.Der./»rf, Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei. n.Nhp., ne.Nhp.+
vd, m.Nhp. +»rf, ad, sw.Nhp.+
vd, e. & s.War. n.Wor. n. ne.

m. & se.Shr. n.Hrf., Glo.+
jiad, nw. & w.Oxf. Bck., Bdf.

+vd, nw.Hrt. Hnt. ne.Cmb.
Nrf., but s.Nrf.+arf, c. & w.
Suf. Ess. n.Ken. s.Sur. Sus.

sm.Hmp., w.Wil. e.Dor. +jiad,

w.Cor.
jiad m. nm. & sw.Yks. Glo. w.

Wil. e.Dor. n. & e.Dev.

jvd n.Der. e.Oxf. e. « w.Sora.
nw. sw. & s.Dev.

fid em. & s.Lan. Brks.

»rfne. m. & sw.Nhp. Bdf.

ad m.Nhp. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
Hearse, 329.
Heart, 56—as; em.Lan.
«<Dur. m.Cum. Yks. n. & s.Lan.

n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. Som.
Dev. Cor.

!Bt sw.Lan.
hart Kcb.+hert, Ant. sw.Nhb.

I. Ma.
haat Wm.
Aa/ s.Nhb.
hasrt s.Sc.

hert Or. I. nm.Sc. em.Sc. Ayr.
Kcb.

hert Bch. Abd.
hart n.Cum.
at sm.Lan.
Hearth, 56, 248

—

aaj> em.Lan.
ap Dur. m.Cum. nnw. e. se. &

es.Yks. n. se. ms. & s.Lan.

Chs. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin., Lei.

+sep, Oxf. Bdf. Ken. s.Sur.

Sus. me.Wil. Dor. e.Som. s.

Dev. Cor.

wp sw.Lan. Lei.

eap m.Yks.
harp S.Ayr. +herf, Ant. Kcb. me.
& sw.Nhb. I. Ma.

ha} s.Nhb. Wm.
hserp s.Sc.

her) ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Lth. Edb. sm.Sc, but s.Ayr.

+harp, Kcb. harp, se.Nhb.+
hvrp.

hvrj> se.Nhb.

jap m.Shr.
jxp e.Dev.

jep s.Pem. w.Som. n.Dev.

ap sm.Lan. w.Wil.
Hearthstone, 229.

Heat, 137, 138, 248, 425, 428,

429> 433, 434— "'' nnw.Yks.
+ iat, snw.Yks. n.Stf.

et w.Wil. +«itf, Dor.

et s.War. m.Bck. ne. & nw.Nrf.
e.Suf. me.Wil.

hm,t sm.Sc.
hit ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. hit,

sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

hit UIs. I.Ma.

hiat sw.Nhb. sw.Wm.

Kit Bch. Abd. n.Ayr. Lth. Kcb.

s.Sc.

hit Inv. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. 4-

htt, Edb. Ant. Nhb ,
but sw.

Nhb. hiat, Cum., but n.Cum.

it, ne. & w.Wm.
tat nnw.Yks.
it n.Cum.
tit m.Yks.+jiat, se.Yks.+f/, sw.

Yks. n. & m.Lan., em. Lan.

+

it, sw.Lan., s.Lan. +jet, n. &
nw.Der. Lin. Bdf. w.Wil.

it Dur. e. se. & es.Yks. em.Lan.

Rut. Lei. s.Oxf. Ken.
jet ms. & s.Lan. s.Chs. e.Som.,

w.Som. +jit,JDt, n.nw. e. & sw.

Dev.
jet Oxf., but s.Oxf. it.

jit w.Som.
jiat m.Yks., se.Lan. +jit, m.Shr.

jit se. Lan.

Jot w.Som.
Heath, 137, 138, 248—eip n.Stf.

ep nw.Oxf. Hmp. Dor.

hep w.Frf. e.Per.

Kip Ayr. Kcb.
hip Inv. Lth. Edb. s.Nhb. Wm.
iap ms.Yks. sw.Lan. nw.Lin.

tp Dur. m.Cum. se.Lan. m.Not.

s.Oxf. Ken.
jep s.Lan. s.Chs. s.Stf. n.Shr. s.

Pem. Oxf., but s.Oxf. tp, w.
Som. Dev.

pap m.Shr.
Heathen, 137, 138, 248, 315—
mSn ne.Nrf. +lijw.

eiStt nnw.Yks. n.Stf. Lei.

eatln e.Suf. w.Dor.
eSn nw.Lan. s.Stf., n.Der. Rut.

+7#m, w.War. m.Shr. Glo. m.

Bck. ne.Nrf. Sus. me.Wil.,

e.Dor. +idn.

heSn Sh. & Or. I.

heidn Ant.
heSn ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. hipit,

sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc.
wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. litpn, Kcb.
I.Ma.

hia'dn s.Sc.

hlSn Inv. s.Ayr. Nhb. Wm.
hipn Bch. Abd. n.Ayr.

ia'Sn e. se. & sw.Yks. Lin. w.
Wil.

iapn em.Lan.
idn se.Ken.

iSn Dur. m.Cum. n. se. & sw.
Lan., s.Lan. +jeSn, n. & nw.
Der. Rut. s.Oxf. e.Dor. e.Dev.

je&n s.Lan.

jiadn m.Yks.
Heave, 59, 425, 426, 427, 429,

430, 432

—

eivsw. ms. & s.Lan.

Stf.

ev n.Der. m.Shr. Dor., but c.

Dor. tv, w.Som. nw. & e.Dev.

hev ne.Sc w.Frf. e.Per. I.Ma.
hiav s.Nhb.

Kiv Inv. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.

Sc. Ant. sw.Nhb. Wm.
iav D\ir.+iv, n. & em.Lan. n.Lin.

tv Dur. m.Cum. se.Lan. s.Oxf.

Ken. e.Dor.

Heaven, 62, 233, 269, 279

—

sevn

e.Suf.

ebm me.Wil. w.Som. nw.Dev.
ebn e.Oxf. w.Wil., e.Dev. +evn.
eivn ne.Yks., nnw.Yks.+ew;.
evm sw.Yks. Ess.

evn s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. nnw.
Yks., snw.Yks.+^w, e.Yks.,

se.Yks. +iavn, n. em. sm. se.

sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.

Der. Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

Sus. e.Dev.

Iiebm sw.Wm.
hebn w.Wm.
hevn Inv. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

hivn, w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. s.

Sc. Ant. I.Ma.

hevn sn.Sc. n.Ayr.

hivn Bch. Abd., wm.Sc.+htvn,

but n.Ayr. hevn, Kcb. me. se.

sw. & s.Nhb. ne.Wm.
hivn Sh.I.

hivn em. & wm.Sc. sm.Sc, but

s.Ayr. hevn.

havn UIs., but Ant. hevn.

iavn snw. & se.Yks.

tvn Dur. ne.Nrf.

Heavy, 62, 231, 350— eivi sm. &
sw.Lan.

tvi Dur. m.Cum. sw.Yks. n. em.

& s.Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.

m.Shr. s.Oxf. Sus. me.Wil. s.

Som. e.Dev.

evi se.Lan.

heve n.Ayr. Kcb.

fievi Inv., w.Frf. e.Per.+heve, s.

Ayr. Edb. s.Sc. Ant. sw.Nhb.

w. & sw.Wm. I.Ma.

heve w.Frf. e.Per.

fievi Lth.

hivi Bch. Abd. s.Nhb. ne.Wm.
ivi e.Suf.

Hedge, 51, 353—^? n.Dev.

&dg se.Ken. Dor. w.Som. nw. c.

& sw.Dev.
&dg w.Wil.
edg m.Cum. Yks., but m.Yks. idg,

Lan. Chs. n.Stf. Der.Lin. Rut.

Lei. Oxf., ne.Nrf. +idg, me.
Wil.

eidg e.Suf.

hizdg s.Sc.

hedg Inv. sn.Sc, w.Frf. e.Per.+

hedg, wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. Nhb.
Wm. I.Ma.

hedg ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. hedg.

hedg Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.Ayr.

Lth. Edb.
idg m.Yks. ne.Nrf. Sus.

Heel, 142, 248—«7nnw.Yks.+l7,
snw.Yks. s.Chs. n.Stf. Lei.

sal e.Suf.

el ne.Nrf.

hid s.Nhb.
hil Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.

Ayr. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.

hil Inv. sn. & em.Sc, but Edb. hil,

wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. hil, Ant.
n. me.se. & sw.Nhb.Wm. I. Ma.

ialDur., m.Yks.+F/, s.Lin. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. s.Sur. w.Wil. e.Dor.,

e. Dev. +jial.

il Cum. nnw. e. m. sw. & es.Yks.

Lan. u. & nw.Der. nw.Lin.
Rut. me.Wil.

jil Sus.

Jul e.Dev.

Heifer, 188, 229, 248, 360

—

afaw
Sus. +d/a(r), mfa(.n, Dor.

aifaw) me.Wil.
dfiir) n. & ne.Ken. Sus.

se.fai.i-> Sus.

efxn Dur. m.Cum. sw.Yks. n.

em. sw. & s.Lan. Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

ekfa(r) e.Nrf.

e/ke(ne.An.,but ne.Nrf. v/a(.n, c.

Nrf. ekfaW).

hafor I.Ma.

he/am s.Nhb.

hefar Ayr. Peb.+hTfar, Kcb. Ant.

sw.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm.
htfar Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.

jafa(r) Cor. +jefa(rt.

jd/ain nw.Dev. +jsefain.

jaefair) nw. & sw.Dev.

jefair) s.Pem. w.Som. e. Dev. Cor.

vfa(r> m.Nhp. ne.Nrf.

Height, 147,291, 360— «//nnw.

Yks.+W, e. & es.Yks. nw.Lan.
nw.Lin. Lei. m.Shr. n.Dev.

aip s.Stf. + eit(P), ne.Cmb., ne.

Nrf. +ait, vr.Som.+vip.

ait em. Lan. +eit, s.Lin. ne.Shr.

eit Dur., but n.Dur. it, m.Cum.
snw.Yks., m.Yks.+tf, se. sw.

& ms.Yks. n. em. sm. sw. ms.

& s.Lan. s.Chs. s.Stf. n. & nw.
Der. Rut.

eitp s.Stf. nw.Dev.
eip e.Suf.

ekt m.Bck. +ekp.

ekp e. & s.Oxf. m.Bck. Ess.

eat sw.Dev. + et.

eit n.Cum.
et se.Lan. n.Bck. sw.Dev.
hext Inv., nm.Sc. + hixt, but w.

Frf. e.Per. ha\t, n.Ayr., UIs.

+ het'xt, but Ant. hixt.

heixt ne.Sc, but Bch. haxt, Abd.
hixt, haxt, s.Sc. UIs.

heit n. & me. Nhb.
heip I.Ma.
he\t wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. hext.

hi\t Abd. + haxt, nm.Sc s.Ayr.

Kcb.
hixt Ant.
hit sw. & s.Nhb. Wm.
ht>xt sn.Sc.

fox' Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. em.
Sc.

it n.Dur. nnw. & m.Yks.
oit n.Stf. se.Ken.
vil w.'Wil.+vip, e.Dev.

vip w.Wil. Dor. c . & w.Som.
ait ne.Nrf.

Heir, 207

—

aia(r) w.Wil. + a(.r).

d(r) n.Shr.
xt.r) m.Cum. n.Lan. nw.Der. se.

Ken.
o(r) s.Nhb. Dur. nnw. snw. e. &

m.Yks. em. & se.Lan. s.Stf. n.

Der. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. e.Dev.

eln sw. & s.Lan.

erne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.
wm. & s.Sc. Ant. n.Cum. Wm.

ia(r) Sus.
iar I.Ma.
air) w.Wil.
Helm, 50, 234, 265

—

&lam se.

Ken. Dor.
elm m.Cum. n.Lan., em.Lan. +

elam, sw.Lan. n.Der., Lei. +
elam, e.Dev.

elam em.Lan. Stf. Lei. s.Oxf.
helm Inv.+helam, Bch. Abd., n.

Ayr. Kcb. +helam, n.Cum.
helam Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc.

Ayr., but n.Ayr.+helm, Kcb.
Nhb. Wm. I.Ma.

Help, 52, 253, 425, 426, 429,
43°, 43 1

,
432—&lp se.Ken.

elp m.Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf.

Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.
War.Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf.
Brks.Bck.Bdf. Hrt. e.An.Wil.
Dor. s.Som. Dev. Cor.

help Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm.
&sm.Sc Ant. Nhb.Wm. I.Ma.

hilp ne.Sc.
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HOLD

vlp w.Som.
Hen, 55

—

en Dur. Cum.Yks. Lan.
Chs. n.Stf. Der. Lin. Oxf. Ken.

en w.Som. e.Dev.

hen Sc. Ant. Nhb. Wm. I.Ma.
in Nrf. Sus., but e.Sus. In, me.

Wil.
in e.Sus.

Her, 393, 403, 406, 411, 412.

Herb, 210, 234, 248—arb I. Ma.
art'} Irel.

db me.Wil., w.Som. e.Dev.+jdb.

dbi nw.Dev. +jdb, Cor. +jdbi.

erb Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr., Kcb.+
jirb.

hdb s.Nhb. 4-7S6.

herb w.Frf. e.Per.

tab m.Cum.+jab, sw.Yks. n.Lan.

m.Lin.

iarb s.Sc.

jab s.Nhb. w. & ms.Yks. em. se.

& s.Lan. Chs. ,n. Stf. +a6, s.Stf.

Der. War. se.Wor. Shr. Sus.

w.Som. nw. & e.Dev.

jabi w.Wor. Cor.

jab sw.Lan.
jeb s.Cum.
jerb Lth. Edb.
jirb Kcb.
jvb Bdf.

y^m.Cum.Wm.n.Yks., sm.Lan.

+ ab.

vb n.Ken.
absm. Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin. se.Ken.

Here, 150, 248, 416, 419—eiam
nnw.Yks. + iam, snw.Yks. s.

Chs. ne. & w.Der.

earn ne.Nrf., e.Suf. +»(#•%

hia(r) nne. & s.Nhb.

hiar s.Sc. Uls., but Ant. hir, n.

Cum. I.Ma.

hir Sh. & Or.I. Cai. Inv. ne. &
sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm.
& sm.Sc. Ant. me. & sw.Nhb.

iam Dur. e. m. & w.Cum. Wm.
Yks.,butnnw.Yks.+e»W,snw.
Yks. eiam, Lan. w.Chs. n. wm.
& s.Stf. Der., but ne. & w.Der.

eiam, Lin. Lei. Nhp. War.
Wor. Shr. n.Hrf. n. & s.Oxf.

Bck. Bdf. Hrt. Hnt. ne.Nrf.

e. & w.Suf. Ess. Ken. s.Sur.

w.Sus. Hmp. nw.Wil., me.

Wil.+/'i>«,w.Wil.Dor.s.Som.

e.Dev.

jeam e.Sus.

jiair) e.Hrf. +/»(H,_nw.0xf. me.

Wil., n.Dev. +jvm.

jvm e.Hrf., Glo.+jam, nm.Brks.

w.Som., n. nw. & sw.Dev.,

s.Dev.+jam.

jkn Hrf., but n.Hrf. km, e.Hrf.

jiam,jom, Glo. Oxf., but nw.

Oxf./iWrt, n. & s.Oxf. iam, o.

Dev.
vm e.Som.
Hern, 413.
Heron, 248.

Herring, 42, 229, 231, 248, 382
—erin m.Cum. em. & sw.Lan.

Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

se.Ken.
eran Sus.

haran sw. & s.Nhb.

herin Kcb. I.Ma.

heran Lth. Peb. Ant.

heran w.Frf. e.Per., Ayr.+heran.

heran Bch. Abd. Ayr. Edb.

harin Wm.
. iarin sw.Yks.

jerin s.Lan.

win Dor. w.Som.
arin n. sm. & se.Lan.

Hers, 393, 413.
Herself, 415.
Hew, 186, 248, 249

—

eu sw.Yks.
n.Lan.

heu n.Ayr Lth. Edb.
hiu Inv. Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb.Wm.
hju w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. I.Ma.

iu m.Cum. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.

Ken.
jou sw.Lan.
jo w.Som.
ju Stf. me.Wil.
jvu s.Chs.

ju e.Dev.
u n.Der.

Hickwall, 266.

Hide, sb., 154—m'rfDur. m.Cum.
Yks. n. & sw.Lan. n.Der. nw.
Lin. s.Oxf. Sus.

mrfem.Lan. s.Lei.

eid s.Lan.

haid Ayr.+heid, Lth. Edb. s.Nhb.

Wm., IMa.+heid.
heidn. & sw.Nhb. I.Ma.

heid Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb.
oid se.Lan. n.Stf. se.Ken.

vid Dor.
Hide, v., 176, 425, 426, 428, 429,

43i, 433- 434— «"rf Dur
-
m -

Cum., sw.Yks. n.Der.+!'rf,nw.

Lin. s.Oxf. Sus.

ai'rfem.Lan. s.Lei.

eid s.Lan.

haidAyr.+heid,Lth. Edb. s.Nhb.

Wm., l.Ma.+heid.

heid sw.Nhb. I.Ma.

heid Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr. Peb. Kcb.

s.Sc.

hod w.Frf. e.Per.

id sw.Yks. n. & sw.Lan. n.Der.

id nw. & e.Dev.

oid se.Lan. n.Stf. se.Ken.

vid me.Wil. Dor. w.Som.
High, 184, 358— «»' "Dur. e.

Yks., se.Yks.+a, es.Yks. n.

Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Sus. w.

Som. e.Dev.

d se.Yks.

di em.Lan. + f, w.Chs. + oi', ne.

Der., Rut.+o/, s.Lei. ne.Shr.

s.Nrf. e.Suf. sw.Dev.

ei s.Dur., n.Cum. +A«, nnw. &
snw.Yks., m.Yks.+f, sw.Yks.

n. & nw.Lan., ms.Lan.+f, s.

Lan.
hai Bch. Abd. nm.Sc, but w.

Frf. e.Per. hix, Lth.+Afx,Edb.

+hi, Peb.

haix Or.I.

hai s.Sc.+hei, heix, I.Ma.

hei s.Sc. Uls., but Ant. A?x,Wm.
+hi.

heix s.Sc.

hix ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. hai.

htx w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb.

hi Edb. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n.

Cum. Wm.
hix sn.Sc. wm.Sc. Lth. Ant.

• m.Cum. m.Yks. em. se. sw. &

ms.Lan. nw.Der.

oiw.Chs. n.Stf. s.Lin. Rut. Lei.,

but s.Lei. ai, m.Nhp. m.Bck.

Ess. se.Ken.

vi me. & w.Wil. Dor., but e.Dor.

ai.

ai ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

Hile, 266.

Hill, no-WDor.

hel s.Sc.

hit Inv., s.Ayr. + hal, Kcb. Uls.
sw. & s.Nhb. Wm. I.Ma.

hvl nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

hai.

hai ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc.
Ayr., but s.Ayr.+hil, n.Nhb.

*7 m.Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf.

Der. Lin. Lei. Oxf. Ken. Sus.
Dev. Cor.

id me.Wil.
ial w.Som.
Him, 67, 235, 405—Asm wm.Sc.

+him, but n.Ayr. ham, sm. &
s.Sc+A«f.

hem Cai., TSnff.+hem.

hem ne.Sc+/?wz,butBnff.+A<?m.
him Sh. & Or.\.+ham, w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc. Edb. sm. & s.Sc.

Uls., Nhb. Dur. n.Cum. Wm.
l.Ma.+i'ii!.

horn sn.Sc. n.Ayr.

ham Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc Lth.

im Nhb. Dur. Cum., but n.Cum.
+ him, Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. Fit. Stf. Der. Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor.
Shr. n.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Bck.

Bdf. Hit. Hnt. m. & s.Cmb.

Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken. e.Sus.

[The unstressed form sm is rare-

ly used in Eng. but is com-
mon in Sc, where im is also

used as the unstressed form.]

Himself, 415.

Hinder, 68, 300, 301—endam
Dor.

endam s.Oxf.

hendar w.Frf. e.Per.

hinda(r) s.Nhb.

hindarlnv., n.Ayr.+hinar, Ant.

sw.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm.
hinSar I.Ma.

hinar ne.Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr.+

hindar, Edb. Peb. Kcb.

hanar Lth.

indSam n.Lan.

indam m.Cum.Yks. ,butsw.Yks.
Mam, em. sm. se. & sw.Lan.

n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei.

Ken. Sus. me.Wil. e.Dev.

inSam sw.Yks. s.Lan.

indam w.Som.
Hinge, 352.

Hips = berries, 196, 383.

Hire, 179

—

aiam Dur. m.Cum.

Yks., but se.Yks. eiam, n.

sm. sw. & s.Lan. n.Der. 11. &

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. w.Hrt.

aiam em. & se.Lan. s.Chs. s.Lin.

s.Lei.

eiam se.Yks. nw.Der. Sus.

hair lnv.+heir, ne.Sc.+hoir, but

Bch. Abd. heir, em. & wm.Sc.

Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb.Wm.I. Ma.

haiam s.Nhb.

haiar n.Cum.
hair Ayr.

haiar s.Sc

heir Inv. Uls., but Ant. hair, me.

& se.Nhb.

heir Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per.

hoir ne.Sc.
_ , p

oiam n.Stf. Lei., but s.Lei. atam,

se.Ken.

„iam me. & w.Wil. Dor., but e.

Dor. aiam, Som. Dev. w.Cor.

aiam ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

His, 393, 4 11 -
4i2, 413-

Hisn, 411, 413-

Hit, 425, 429, 434.
Hitch, 341.
Hive, 176

—

aiv m.Cum. Yks. n.

sw. & s.Lan. n.Der. nw.L'n.
s.Oxf.

dv sm.Lan.
aiv em. Lan. s.Lei.

haiv Inv. +heiv, Bch. Abd. w.Frf.
e.Per., Ayr.+haiv, Kcb. Ant.

s.Nhb. Wm. I.Ma.
haiv Ayr. Peb.

heiv sw.Nhb.
heiv Inv.

iv e.Suf. Ess. Ken. Sus.

oiv se.Lan. n.Stf.

viv me.Wil. Dor. s.Som. e.Dev.

Hoard, 87, 236—hgd s.Nhb.

hord wm.Sc.
hord Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. se.Nhb.

huad Wm.
huard I.Ma.+hard.

hurd Bch. Abd.
hard s.Sc.

hard I Ma.
oad e.Yks. Rut., hei.+oad, s.Oxf.

ne.Nrf. se.Ken. me.Wil.
pd m.Cum.
dad em. se.& s.Lan. nw.Lin. Lei.

uad ne. snw. m. se. & sw.Yks.

11. nw. &sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.

e.Oxf. s.Sur. Sus. w.Wil.
vd s.Lin.

woad w.Som.+wvd.
wvd nw.Oxf. w.Som. e.Dev.

Hoarse, 126, 295, 328,329—eas(t
m.Yks.

hers ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

em.Sc. s.Ayr.

hers wm.Sc. Kcb.
hiars me. Nhb.
hiarfs.Sc.

hirs se.Nhb.

hgs s.Nhb.

hors Ant.

hos I.Ma.

hors Sh.I.

ias s.Dur.

oas s.Stf. Rut. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. c.

Suf. se.Ken. me.Wil.

ps m.Cum. n.Stf.

oas em. Lan. + 6asl, s.Lan. + uas,

nw. Lin. +6asi, Lei. + ost, Sus.

e.Dor. w.Som.
d^em.Lan. nw.Lin.

6s nnw.Yks., e.Yks.+ost, uas,

nw.Lan. nw.Dev.
ost e.Yks. Lei.

uas ne. snw. & e.Yks., se. & sw.

Yks.+uast, .1. sm. sw. & s.Lan.

11. & nw.Der. s.Lin. Oxf., but

s.Oxf. oas, w.Wil. e.Som.

uast se. sw. & es.Yks.

Hock, 383.

Hoe, 425, 429-

Hold, v., 41, 236, 253, 302, 307,

425, 427- 429, 430, 432—"d
n.Dur.+arf, had, hauld, ould.

aud se.Lan., n.Der.+oMrf, vud.

auld se.Ken.

arfn.Dur., nnw.Yks.+orf.

hadC&\. ne. & sn.Sc w.Frf. e.

Per. em.Sc, but Lth. Edb.

hpd, Peb. Iwd, sm.Sc.+W,
me.Nhb.+oxW, se.Nhb.+Aorf,

s.Nhb.+hauld, n.Dur., n.Cum.

+ho3d, od.

haul Ant.

hauld s.Nhb. n.Dur.

had Or.I.

hdld sw.Wm.+W.
17-2
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Hold (contd.)—
had s.Sc. -vhald, hod.

hald s.Sc.

kedSh.l.
heuld Uls.+hold, but Ant. haul,
hod s.Sc, ne.Wm. + hpd, sw.
Wm.

houllMa.
hosd n.Cum.
Aprf wm.Sc. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

n.Nhb. ne.Wm.
Ado1

se.Nhb.
Ad/rf Uls.

hod Ayr., but n.Ayr. Aprf, sm.
Sc. Peb.

orfs.Dur. n. e. m. & w.Cum. n.

m. & s.Wm. ne. nnw. snw. &
e.Yks., m.Yks.+cW, se.Yks.+
prf, sw.Yks.+o«rf, es.Yks., ms.
Yks. n.Lan. +oud, nw.Lan. s.

Stf., n. Lin. +od.

oud sw. ms. & s.Yks. n. em. m.
& sw.Lan., ms.Lan.+»wrf, s.

Lan., n.Stf.+vud, wm.Stf. n.

Der. Not. nw.Lin., e.Hrf.+
vud, vuld.

ould me.Nhb. n.Dur.
oad m. & nm.Yks.
prf se.Yks., n.Ken.+p/rf.
p/rf n.Ken.
dw/e.Ken.+orf.
do? n. & s.Lin. Lei., but n.Lei.

vud, n.Wor. e.Suf., Ess.+d/rf,

e.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus.
61 e.Sus. e.Som., w.Som.+old,

s.Dev.
old e.War., Glo.+au/d, Oxf. n.

Bck., m.Bck.+olt, Bdf. Ess.
sm.Hmp., e.Dor. + wold, w.
Som. n. & nw.Dev.

olt m.Bck.
mid w.Wil.
vud ms.Lan. Chs. n. & e.Stf.

Der., but n.V>er.+aud, oud, w.
Der.+»«/, n.Lei. e.Hrf. s.Nrf.
w.Suf.

vuld e.Hrf. nw. & me.Wil.
vut w.Der.
duld Glo.

wold e.Dor.
Hole, 93, 236—a«/ se.Ken.
al w.Wil.
hoi Sh.I. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

hoi, sn.Sc., w.Frf. e.Ver.+hol.
boil sw.Nhb.M wm.Sc.
/id.?/ s.Nhb.
hoi Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Uls. me.
Nhb. I. Ma.

hudl s.Sc. se.Nhb.
oil sw. es. & ms.Yks., n.Lan.+

u>l, em.Lan.+w/, sm.Lan.+d/,
se.Lan., s.Lan.+d/.

03I n.Lm. s.Oxf.

p7 m.Nhp. me.Wil. nw.Som. n.
nw. & sw.Dev.

oil n.Wm.em. Lan. nw.Lin., Lei.
e.Dev.+d/.

61 nnw.Yks.+«s/, «'«;>/, sm. sw.
& s.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der.
Lei. Sus. e.Dor. e.Dev.

«a/s.Dur. ne. & nnw.Yks., snw.
Yks.+wusl, e. m. & se.Yks. n.

& nw.Lan. s.Lin.

«/ ne.Nrf.

wol m.Cum. w.Wm.
ad/ Dor., but e.Dor. 61.

wual nnw. & snw.Yks.
Holiday, 129, 229, 231

—

alida

s.Dur, s.Wm. ne. nnw.fc snw.

Yks., e.Yks.+afoo^, m. se. sw.
& es.Yks. n. nw. & se.Lan.

abdi sw.Lan. +obdi, ms.Lan. n.

& nw.Der. s.Lin.

abda e.Yks. em. & s.Lan.
ebda m.Cum.
halide se. & sw.Nhb.
halida me. & s.Nhb., Wm.+helida,

but s.Wm. alida.

helida n.Cum. Wm.
holede Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

n.Ayr. Kcb.
bolide s.Ayr., l.Ma.+holida.

ho/ids wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. holede,

I. Ma.
holiida s.Sc.

hobde Edb.
hobdi Lth.
olide n.Stf. s.Oxf.

olidi sm.Lan. s.Stf. se.Ken. w.
Wil.

obde e.Suf. Sus.
obde e.Som.
obdi sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs. Lei.

ne.Nrf. Dor. e.Dev.
obdd nw.Lin.
Hollow, 253.
Holly, 94, 231, 263—hole ne.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. s.Sc.
holi s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant. sw.
& s.Nhb. n.Cum., Wm.+holin,
I.Ma.

holin Wm.
Ao/h Kcb. me.Nhb.
holi wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. hole.

off m.Cum. em. sm. & se.Lan.,
sw.Lan. +olin, s.Lan. Stf. n.

Lin. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.
se.Ken.Sus. w.Wil. Dor. Som.
e.Dev.

olin nnw. m. & sw.Yks. n. nw. &
sw.Lan. 11. & ne.Der. nw.Lin.

o/h Dur.
Home, 123, 236, 248, 249—aum

se.Ken.
earn snw. Yks.+!'a>w, i>w, m.Yks.

+iam,jam,jiam, n.Lan.+uam.
em ne.Yks.+iam,jam.
h&m Sh.I.+hem.
heim Ayr.+hem, Ant.
te»i n.Cum. +hiam, hiem, hiam.
hem Sh.I., ne. & sn.Sc. +A«m,

w.Frf. e.Per., wm. &sm.Sc.+
hem.

hem Or.l.+him, Cai. ne. sn. &
nm.Sc, but w. Frf. e.Ver.hem,
em. wm. & sm.Sc, V\s.+h6m,
but Ant. A«V«.

hiam n.Cum., Wm. + iam,jam,
but n.Wm.+<>m.

hiem n.Cum.
hiam s.Sc.+hjem, n.Nhb., me.
Nhb. + hum, se.Nhb. +Ajem,
jem, sw.Nhb. n.Cum.

him Or. I.

hjem s.Sc. se. & s.Nhb., n.Dur.+
jem.

horn Uls. I.Ma.
hum me.Nhb.
iam e. & m.Cum., w.Cum. +jam,
jem, Wm., nnw.Yks. +jiam,
snw.Yks.

bin s.Dur., n.Wm. + hiam, ne.
snw. & m.Yks., se.Yks.+jam,
worn.

/am w.Cum.Wm.ne.Yks.,e.Yks.
+roo>«,nm. Yks. +/«>«, m.&se.
Yks., nw.Lan.+jdm, j'iam.

jam nw.Lan.
jem se.Nhb.'n.Dur. w.Cum.
jam nm.Yks.

jiam nnw.Yks. nw.Lan.
jbm m.Yks.
jam G\o.+wom, wvm.
om n.Sti.+wom, worn, em.Stf.+

worn, worn, wm.Stf. + oam,
wvm, "Hot.+om, uam, vm, n.

Lei., sw.Nhp. +oum, dm, c.

War.

+

worn, wvm, w.War.

+

6m,wo3m, s.War.+uam,wom,
n.Bck. + oam, wvm, se.Hrt. +
oum.6m,u3m,Ylnt., Ess.+dm,
6m, 6m, vm, w.Som.+ww, n.

Dev.+om, s.Dev. + dw.
oum ne.Nhp.+dm, m.Nhp.+d?w,
6m, worn, sw.Nhp., e.Oxf.+
6m, m.Bck.+osm, 6m, woam,
wvm, Bd{. + vm, se.Hrt.

03m ms.Yks.+U3m, wm.Stf., 11.

Lin.+6am,m. Lin. n.Bck., Sus.
+oam, but w.Sus. + 6m.

gm Ess., me.Wil. +wvm.
dm m.Nhp., s.'Wor.+om, worn,

worn, s.Nrf.+6m,um,um,vm,
Ess. n. & sw.Dev.

63m em. Lan.+ojm, n. & nw.Lin.,
w.Wor.+ow, woam, worn, m.
Bck., s.Sur.+dtff, Sus. Hmp.
w.Som. e.Dev.

6m em. Lan., s.Lan.+uam, worn,
w5m,wvm, s.Chs.+wom,Dnb.
+wom,wom, Not. ne. m.&sw.
Nhp.w.War.w. &s.Wor., n. &
ne.Shr.+wom, wvm, se.Shr.+
witm, worn, c. w. & s.Oxf. m.
Bck. nw. & se.Hrt. nw. & s.

Nrf.w.Suf. Ess. s.Sur.,w.Sus.
+ 6am, s.Dev.

um Rut. + wum, s.Nrf. e.Suf.
uam sw.Yks.+a/om, wuam, ms.
& s.Yks. n.& m.Lan., ms.Lan.
+ wom, wum, wum, wvm, a.

Lan.,e.Der.+roi;w*,Not.,s.Lin.
+vm, s.War. se.Hrt. nw. & w.
Wil., e.Dor. + wu3m.

um ne. & s.Nrf.

vm Not. s.Lin. Lei., but n.Lei.
om, n.Bck. Bdf. ne.Cmb. Ess.
s.Nrf.

wome. se. sw. &es.Yks., se.Lan.
+woam, sw. Lan.+wom, wvm,
s.Lan., Chs.+zj/cm, but s.Chs.
+6m, Fit. Vnb.+wvm,n. & em.
Stt., s.Stf.+wum,wvm,n.Der.,
ne.Der.+wum, wvm, e. & s.

War. s.Wor. n. & ne.Shr., n.

& e.Hrf.+wvm.
woam se.Lan. n.Ken. nw.Som.
wont m.Nhp.
woam w.War. w.Wor. Brks. m.
Bck.I.W.Dor.,bute.Dor.wm,
wuam.

worn sw. ms. & s.Lan. n.Stf., e.

Stf.+o>»m, w.Der., m.Shr. +
wvm, Glo.

wumxns. Lan. s.Stf. ne.Der. Rut.
wuam sw.Yks. e.Dor.
wum sm. & ms.Lan. n.Wor. se

Shr.

wvm sw. ms. & s.Lan. Chs. Fit.

Dnb. e. em. wm. & s.Stf. ne.
nw. e. fcs.Der. e.War. w.&s.
Wor. n. ne. m. & se.Shr. n. & e.

Hrf. Glo. nw.Oxf. n. fcm.Bck.
me.Wil. e.Som.

Honour, 212.

Hoo, 406.
Hood, 169—hid u. Ayr.+hud, s.

Ayr.+hud.
huds.Ayr. n. sw.& s.Nhb., Wm.

+hud.
hud Inv. Bch. Abd. n.Cum.Wm.

bud Ant. I.Ma.

bosd w.Frf. e.Per. Peb. Kcb.
bud Lth. Edb.
hiid n.Ayr.

udn. em. & s.Lan. Stf. n.Der. n. &
nw.Lin. Lei. se.Ken. me.Wil.

uid sw.Yks.
itd m.Cum. s.Oxf. w.Cor.
ud sm. & sw.Lan.
vd nw.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

ud e.Dev.

Hook, 169, 249, 340

—

xiuk Bch.
Abd.

Xuk Peb.

Xvk s.Ayr.

hiuk Kcb.+huk, s.Nhb.+hjuk.
hbk sw.Nhb. Wm.
hjuk w.Frf. e.Per. Knt.+huk, s.

Nhb.
hjuk Lth. Edb.+/i;M£.

hjok n.Ayr.
hjuk Lth. Edb.
huk w.Frf. e.Per. Ant. I.Ma.
huk Kcb.
<'«£ m.Cum.sw.Yks. n.&em.Lan.

n.Stf.

uk s.Stf. se.Ken. me.Wil.
uk sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. n.

Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. Oxf.
Sus. w.Cor.

vk n.Hrf.

ffiw.Som, n.Dev.
uk e.Dev.
Hop, v., 83

—

ap w.Wih+op.
hap Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per., wm.Sc.+AflA hop, Edb.
Peb. Kcb.

hap wm.Sc Lth.

hop ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. hap,
Ayr. Nhb. Wm. I.Ma.

hop wm. & s.Sc.

op Dur. m.Cum. Yks. Lan. Chs.
Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei.
Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. s.Oxf.
Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ken. w.Wil.
Dev. Cor.

op me.Wil.
Hope, 93, 236

—

aup se.Ken.
ap w.Wil.+6p.
eap m.Yks.
haup Bch. Abd. sn.Sc, wm.Sc.+

h5p, Lth. Edb. Kcb.
hopne.Sc.+boupjboup, but Bch.
Abd. haup, w.Frf. e.Per.+hop

t

hvup.
houp ne.Sc.
hgp Wm.
hop w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc, s.Sc.

+huap,Ant. Nhb.n.Cum.I.Ma.
hup Sh.I.

huap s.Sc.

hvup ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
. pp sw.Wil. sw.Dev.
op w.Som.
dap snw.Yks.+d/, top, wuap, em.

Lan.+6p, n. & nw.Lin. e.Dor.
6p Dur., nnw.Yks.+«^, snw.

Yks. em. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan.
n.Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der., Rut.
+up, s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. w.Wil.

up Rut. e.Suf.
uap nnw. & snw.Yks., se.Yks.+

wop, wuap, sw. fc es.Yks. n. &
nw.Lan. s.Lin.

up, vp Lei.

wop e.Yks.+wuap, se.Yks.
wpp m.Cum.
zvuap snw. c. 4 se.Yks.
Horn, 87, 334-<j« s.War. s.Sur.

Sus. Dor. me. & w.Wil. Dor.
nw. & e.Som.
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ham I.Ma. +hsrn.
horn Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc. s.Ayr.

Uls., but Ant. horn, me. & se.

Nhb. n.Cum.
hgn s.Nhb.
horn wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. horn,

horn sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc.
n.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

husrn s.Sc
. hum sw.Nhb.
ham I.Ma.
orsn nnw.Yks., snw.Yks. + gn,

on, Lei. + gn.

om n.Dur. e.Yks., m.Yks.+K^«,
sw.Yks. Rut. se.Ken. e.Dev.

p« m.Cum. snw.Yks., se.Yks. 4-

on, usn, es.Yks. n. sm. sw. &
s.Lan. n.Stf. n. fcnw.Der. Lin.

Lei. s.Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.

Suf.

on snw. & se.Yks.

usn s.Dur. ne. m. & se.Yks.

an se.Lan.

Horse, 87, 88, 382—as Glo. Dor.

hors Or.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr. Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb.
n.Cum.

hos Wm. I.Ma.
hgs s.Nhb.

Mors Lth. Edb.
os ms.Lan., s.Lan.+ps, Chs. Fit.

em. & s.Stf. w.Der., nw.Lin.

+ ss, m. & s.Lin. sw.Nhp. e.

War. Shr. Hrf. Oxf. Hnt. Suf.

Ess. Ken. Sus. me.Wil. nw.
Som. nw. & e.Dev.

oss sw.Yks. s.Wor. nw.Hrt.

ps m.Cum. n. sm.se. sw.& s.Lan.

n.Stf. n. & ne.Der. m.Hmp. w.
Som. Cor.

ss n. & nw.Lin.
Hose, 384, 385.

Hosen, 379.
Hot, 129, 236, 248— et Dur. m.

Cum., ne.Yks.+jat, nnw.Yks.
het Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. em.Sc, but Peb. hoi, wm.
Sc, but n.Ayr. hot, s.Sc. Ant.

Nhb. n.Cum., Wm. + hot.

hot Kcb. Wm. I.Ma.

hot n.Ayr. Peb.

ist snw.Yks.
jatne. & m.Yks., se.Yks. +ot.

jiat nw.Lan.
ot se. & es.Yks. n. em. sm. &

sw.Lan.,s.Lan.+a«</, Stf.Lin.

Rut. Lei. s.Oxf. Nrf. Suf.

Ken. Sus. w.Wil., w.Som.+
gt, T>ev.+zvot.

gt w.Som.
ut sw.Yks.
zeio^se.Lan. Chs. n.Der., ne.Der.

+ wvt, Nhp. Shr. Som., butw.

Som. ot, gt, Dev.

wut w.Yks. s.Lan.

wot ne. & nw.Der.

Hound, 104, 307

—

aind s.Chs.,

nw.Der.+aund.
fl««rfes.Yks.n.Lan.,n.Stf.+«Krf,

n.Der. + asnd, nw.Der.

ausnd s.Lin. + eund.

asnd n.Der.

aund se.Lan.

and sw.Yks.+W, s.Lan.+asnd,

w.Der.
mnd sm. sw. & s.Lan.

eun Ess., e.Sas. +eund, w.Som.

e««rfs.Lin. m.Bck. Ken. e.Sus.

esnd sw.Yks.

haun wm.Sc, but u.Ayr. hon,

Kcb. Ant.

haund sm.Sc, but Kcb. haun.
houn I.Ma.

hund s.Sc.+hond, me.Nhb., se.

Nhb. +hund.
hun n.Cum. +hiind.

hund Nhb., but me.Nhb. hund,
se.Nhb. +hund, n.Cum. Wm.

hvn ne.Sc. n.Ayr.
hand Lth. Edb. s.Sc.

hound w.Frf. e.Per.

ound nw.Lan.
und s.Dur., nnw.Yks. + und,

snw.Yks. n.Stf. n.Lin.

find m.Cum. ne. nnw. e. m. & se.

Yks. nw.Lin.
und n.Wor.
nun Lei. e.Suf. w.Wil. Dor.

vundRut. s.Oxf. Sus., but e.Sus.

eun(d, me.Wil. e.Dev.
sund ne.Nrf.

Hough, 358, 359, 360.

Hour, 382.
House, 171, 172, 248, 328, 376,

379, 384

—

ais Chs., but s.Chs.

+aus, ous, n.Stf.+aas, nw.Der.
+aus, e.Der.+as, aus, avs, as.

as s.Lan.+aos, as, ses, eos, vus,

e.Der., w.Der. +ds.

aus nw.Yks.+ws, es.Yks. n. & m.

Lan., se.Lan. +ees, aus, s.Chs.

+ais, bus, Dnb. e.Stf., em.Stf.

+aos, wm. & s.Stf., ne.Der.+

ds, nw.Der. e.Der., s.Der.+

eaus, m.Lin.+ows, Lei. ne.

Nhp.+eus, ous, m.Nhp.+&»s,
eus,jaus, ous, e. &w.War., n.

"Wor. +eus, w.Cor.

aos ms.Lan.+#is, s.Lan. em.Stf.

e.Der. Not.

ass sw.Yks. -las, ess, iss, n.Stf., n.

Der. + vus.

as sw.Yks., ms.Yks.+«s, s.Yks.

s.Lan. ne. e. & w.Der.

xus m.Nhp.
ms sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan.

eaus s.Der.

eus s.Lin. Lei. ne. & m.Nhp. n.

Wor. s.Pem. m.Bck. Bdf. nw.

Hrt., se.Hrt.+y«KS, Hnt. m.se.

&s.Cmb., nw.Nrf. e.Suf. +ous,

w.Suf.,Ess.+»ws, Ken. s.Sur.,

Sus.+»ws, w.Som. + euz, ouz,

e.Cor.+vus.

euz w.Som.
eos s.Lan.

ess sw. & ms.Yks.

heus V\s.+hsus, but Ant. hus.

hous I.Ma.+»ws.

hus Sc.+hiis, Ant., me.Nhb. n.

Cum.+Aws.
hus Sc. n. & me.Nhb., se. & sw.

Nhb.+Ss, s.Nhb., n.Dur.+ous,

iis, n.Cum., Wm.+«s, but n.

Wm.+dws.
hsus Uls.

iss sw.Yks.
jaus m.Nhp.
jeus se.Hrt.

ous n.Dur. nw.Lan. m.Lin.

ous n.Wm.+Ms.
iis se. & sw.Nhb. n. & s.Dur. e.

m. & w.Cum. Wm. ne. nw. e.

m & se.Yks. n. & nw.Lin.

vus s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. Fit. em.

Stf n.Der. Rut. Lei. ne. m.

& sw.Nhp. s.War. s.Wor. Shr.

n Hrf. Oxf. nm.Brks. n.Bck.

w Hrt. nw.&s.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess.

Sus.Wil.Dor.,bute.Dor.+ws,

s.Som. e.Dev. e.Cor.

vuz w.Som.

sus se.Lan. e.Hrf. Glo. ne.Nrf.
sm.Hmp., e.Dor.+»Ks.

sus n.Dev.+siiz, sw. & s.Dev.
siiz n.Dev.
Household, 328.

Hovel, 82.

How, 171, 248,357—aiChs., but
ne.Chs. vu, nw.Der.+aw.

au s.Wm. nw.Yks.+M, es.Yks. n.

Lan. Dnb. e. & s.Stf., n.Der.
+as, a, vu, nw.Der., nw.Lin.
+z<,s.Lei.e.&w.War., s.War.
+»«, w.Cor.

as n.Der.

a sw.Yks., ms.Yks. +e, s.Yks., s.

Lan.+5, ou, n. ne. e. & w.Der.
au se.Lan.+,?».

mu m.Nhp.+«<, ou.

ee sm. sw. & s.Lan.

ew s.Lin., Lei.+/««, vu, but s. Lei.

au, ne. & m.Nhp.+»«, n.Wor.
m.Bck. Bdf. Hrt. se.Cmb., e.

Suf.+»K, w.Suf. Ess. Ken. s.

Sur. w.Sus. w.Som.
e ms.Yks.

fu Sh.I., Cai.+A«, ne.Sc, but

Bch. Abd. hit, sn.Sc.+hu, w.
Frf. e.Per.

heu Uls.+fow, but Ant. hu.

hou I.Ma.+BM.

hu Cai. Bch. Abd. sn. em. wm. &
sm.Sc. Ant. me. Nhb., se.Nhb.

+ «, sw. & s.Nhb., n.Dur. +
it, n.Cum.,Wm.+w, but s.Wm.
+au.

hsu Uls.

jau Lei.

ou nw.Lan.
it se.Nhb. ri. & s.Dur. e. m. & w.

Cum. Wm. nw. e. m. nm. & se.

Yks. n. & nw.Lin.

ou em. & s.Lan. I.Ma. ne.Chs.

Fit. n.Der. Rut. Lei. Nhp. s.

War. n. & se.Shr., Hrf.+?«,

Oxf. s.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus., but w.

Sus. e«,Wil., Dor.+su, e.Dev.

Ysii.

wse.Lan.Hrf.Glo.ne.Nrf.Hmp.
Dor.

sii n. e. & sw.Dev.

Hundred, 97, 263, 3°o, 301—
hundrsd sw.Nhb., s.Nhb. +

hunds(r).

hundsd n.Cum.
hunds(r) s.Nhb.

hun&sr Ant.

huntist Wm.
hundsr, hunSsrdlMa..

hvndsr w.Trf. e.Per.

honir Bch. Abd.

hvnsrne. Sc. ,butB ch .Abd.homr,

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.

hvnsrt Peb.

undfisd n.Lan.

undrsd m.Cum.
undsd Yks. Stf. Lin. Lei.

undst n.Der. e.Hrf.

itndsd sm.Lan.+ieiidst, sw. & s.

Lan. s.Wor.

imdst sm.b se.Lan. s.Chs.

vndsdm.Khp. w.Wor. Glo. Oxf.

me.Wil. w.Som. e.Dev.

ond'sd se.Ken. Sus.

Hunger, 101, 2^—honsr Uls.,

but Ant. huysr.

httnir, Bch. Abd.+hofjir.

kunsin s.Nhb.

hutjsr Ant. me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.

Cum. Wm.
hitygsrlMa.
/totjir Bch. Abd.

hoysrSh.li Or.I. ne.Sc, but Bch.

Abd. hunir, hot/ir, w.Frf. e.

Per. em. wm. sm. & s.Sc.

oygs(r) m.Bck.
utjgslr) es.Yks. n.Lan. s.Stf. Lin.

Lei. Rut.

HjjmDur. m.Cum. Yks., butes.

Yks. ungnnnw. & em. Lan. n.

Stf. n.Der.

u>js;s<.r) sm. sw. & ms.Lan. nw.
Der. n.Wor.

vrjgs(r) s.Oxf. n.Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.

Suf.me.&w.Wil. Som. e.Dev.

Cor.

vns<.r> se.Ken. Sus.

Hunk, 266.

Hurl, 234, 298

—

arsl, tidl, til e.

Dor.

vl s.Lin. Lei. s.Nrf. e.Suf.

Hurt, 210, 428, 429, ,433.

Husband, 173,303, 307

—

hu3bn
s.Nhb.

huzbnd me. & sw.Nhb. w.Wm.
huzbn I.Ma.

hozbind Bch. Abd.
hvzbn Or.I., n Ay r. + hozbnd,

Kcb.
hvzbnd n.Ayr., n.Cnm.+uzbnd.

hozbnt wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.

hozbn{d), s.Sc.

uzbn m. & s.Wm.+uzbnd, snw.

c. & m.Yks., nm.Yks.+usbnd,

se. sw. & ms.Yks., s.Yks.

+

uzbnd, nw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Lin.,

nw.L'm.+uzbHd.
uzbnd Dur. n. & m.Cum., w.

Cum.-t-uzbnt, m. & s.Wm. ne.

nnw. snw. nm. & s.Yks., n.

Stf.+itzbnt, nw. & s.Lin. Rut.

m.Bck.
uaWe.sw.Cum.n.Wm. n.Der.

uzbn m.Lan., ms.Lan. Lei.+

itzbnt, sw.Nhp. c. & s.War.,

nw.Oxf.+B-i«of.

uzbnd sw. & s.Lan.+uzbnt, wm.
Stf., ne.Der.+M-sW, e. w. &
s.Der. n.Wor. n.Shr.

uzbnt se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. w.

Chs. n.Stf. a. ne. & nw.Der.

Lei.

vzbn m.Nhp. e.Hrf. Glo. e.Oxf.

Bdf. Cmb. s.Nrf., e.Suf. +
vsbnd,Ess. n.Ken. s.Sur. Sus.

sw.Hmp. nw. me. & w.Wil.

Dor. Som. e.Dev.

ozbnd nw.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

se.Ken. sm.Hmp.
Hussy, 173-

*• 4°3-
. . . ., _ ,,

Ice, 154, 295—«<sAyr. Lth. Edb.

Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum., but

n.Cum. esis, Wm. nnw. snw.

sw. & es.Yks. 11. nw. & sw.

Lan.n.fc nw.Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf.

aist n.Der.

as m. & se.Yks. sm.Lan.

ai'sse. &s.Lan., I.Ma.+«5,s.Chs.

Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. w.War.,

m.Bck.+ow.

aist em. Lan. wm.Stf. nw.Der.

set's n.Cum.
eis ne. sn. wm. & s.Sc. Uls., but

Ant. ais, me. se. & sw.Nhb.

s.Dur. e.Yks. I.Ma.

its Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Peb. Kcb.

oisn. & s.Stf. s.Lin. m.Bck., ne.

Nrf.+;><s, se.Ken.

vis w.Hrt. Sus. me. & w.Wil.

Dor. Som. e.Dev.

sis ne.Nrf.

Idiot, 266.



IDLE [134] KEY

Idle, 154, 306—aid! Ayr. + eidl,

Lth. Edb. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n.

& sw.Lan. n.Der. s.Oxf.

aidld nw.Lin.
aid! em. se. & s.Lan. I. Ma. nw.

Der. s.Lei.

eidl Ayr. sw.Nhb.
cVrf/Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.
oidl n.Stf. se.Ken.

oidlSas. me.Wil.Dor.Som.Dev.
If, 266, 280.

Ill, 68, 398— el ne.Sc-H>/.
/'/ s.Ayr. +3/, Kcb. Ant. Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
Chs. I.Ma. Stf. Der. Lin. Lei.

Oxf. Ken. Sus.

iWw.Som. e.Dev.

;?/ Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.,

but s.Ayr. +(7, Lth. Edb. Peb.

In, 271, 312.

Inch, 108,342,382—m/Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. Uls.

Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks.
n. & em. Lan., sm.Lan. + intf,

sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der.

Lin. Lei. Oxf. e.Dev. w.Cor.
in// sm. se. & s.Lan. nw.Der.

se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.
ffiw/w.Som.

an/ Lth. Edb.
Ink, 211, 363.
Inn, 384.

Inquest, 232.

Ins, 383.
Instead, 267.

Iron, 158, 234,271

—

airanne.Sc,

but Bch. Abd. eirn, sw. & s.

Nhb. n.Dur.n.&m.Cum. Wm.
ne. nnw. snw. e. & es.Yks.

n.Lan., se.Lan. +<«>«.

aian sw. & ms.Yks. nw. sm. se.

& sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. 11. &
nw.Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf. Sus.

aiam I.Ma.

arm m.Yks.
aian em. & s.Lan, s.Lei. w. & s.

War.
azran s.Sc.

eiran sn.Sc. Uls., but Ant. em,
me. & se.Nhb.

eian ms.Lan. nw.Der.
eiaran se.Yks.

em wm.Sc.+erK, Ant.

eran sm.Sc+tf/wz, but Kcb. em,
Peb.

eirn Bch. Abd.
eiran w.Frf. e.Per.

ern wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb.

eran sm.Sc.
oian n.Stf. e.Der. s.Lin. Lei.,

but s.Lei. aian, n.Bck. se.Ken.
oian w.Hrt. w.Wil. Dor., but e.

Dor. aian, e.Dev. +oia(r).

oiair) e. & w.Som. e.Dev.

aian Glo. ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

Is, 435-
Isn't, 327.
It, 293, 357, 407, 411.

Its, 411.

Ivy, 154, 155, 231, 268—aive w.
Frf. e.Per. s.Sc.

aivi ne.Sc, s.Ayr.+«j«', Edb.
Kcb. Ant. Nhb., but me.Nhb.
aivin, n.Dur. m.Cum., Wm.+
aivin, nnw.Yks.+OTm,e.Yks.,
se.Yks. +dvi, sw.Yks.n. & nw.
Lan., sw.Lan. +ivin, I.Ma.,

nw. Lin. +aivin, s.Oxf. s.Sur.

vv.Sus. n.Dev.

aivin me.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm. nw.
Lin.

aivari ne.Nrf. +aivi, e.Suf.

dvi se.Yks. sm.Lan.
dvin nnw. & m.Yks.
dive n.Ayr. +divi.

divi n.Ayr. Lth. em. & s.Lan.,

Rut.-nW, oivari, Lei. Sus., but

e.Sus. oivi, w.Sus. aivi.

eivilnv. sn.Sc, wm.Sc, but n.

Ayr. dive, divi, s.Ayr.

<W s.Chs. e. wm. & s.Stf. Rut.

w.War. n.Wor. «. & m.Shr.

n.Hrf.

ivin sw.Lan. n.Der.

o<f/se.Lan. n.Stf. s.Lin. se.Ken.

e.Sus.

oivari Rut.

crow.Hrt. me. & w.Wil. Dor.

e.Dev.

aivi ne.Nrf.

Jam, sb., 366

—

dgamlnv. ne.&sn.

Sc w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.Ayr.
Kcb. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. e. & w.
Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut.

Lei. War. Wor. Shr. Sus.

dgam Lth. Edb.
dgxm s.Oxf. Nrf. Suf. w.Wil.

Dor. s.Som. Dev.
dgem se.Ken.
dgom s.Chs.

dggm sm.Sc, but Kcb. dgam.
Jaundice, 217.

Jaunt, 217.

Jay, 205

—

dgai se.Ken. s.Sur.

Sus. Dor. e.Dev.

dgsei e.Som.
dgS. Wm.+dge, w.Wil.
dgei n.Stf. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

dgea n.Cum. m. se. & sw.Yks.
nw. & s.Lin.

dge Inv. wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
e.Yks. em. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

Der. Rut.

dgi-w. & s.Chs. Lei. n.Shr.

Jealous, 209.

Jelly, 209.

Join, 213, 366

—

dgain Ayr., but s.

Ayr.^«V/,Lth.Edb.,se.Lan.+
dgain, sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.w.
Wor. m.Shr. s.Oxf. Ess. se.

Ken. Sus. Dor. c. & sw.Dev.
«£««'« em. & se.Lan., s.Lan. I. Ma.

+dgein.

dgein s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf.

dgein Inv. ne.Sc. S.Ayr.
dgoin w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. Ant.

s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
n. & sm.Lan. Lin. Nhp. n.Hrf.

dgvin nw.Oxf. s.Nrf. n.Ken.
dgain ne.Nrf.

tfoin Or.I.

Joint, 213, 366— dgaint n.Ayr.
Lth. Edb., se.Lan. + dgaint,

sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. s.Oxf.

se.Hrt. se.Ken. Sus. Dor.
Som. e.Dev.

dgaint em. & se Lan., s.Lan.
\Ma.+dgeini.

dgeint s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf.

dgeint Inv. ne.Sc. s.Ayr.
dgoint w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. Ant.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
n. & sm.Lan. Lin.

dgvint s.Wor. me.Wil.
Joist, 213, 295, 366

—

dgais snw.
Yks. +dgaist, m. & sw.Yks., n.

Lin. + dgaist, Dor., w.Som. +
dgvis.

dgaist sn.Sc. -vdgoist, Lth. Edb.

nnw. & snw. Yks., se.Yks.+

dgeis, ms.Yks. n. nw. & sw.

Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. n. & nw.

Lin., m.Nhp. +dgoist, Glo. s.

Oxf. ne.Cmb. se.Ken. Sus.,

but e.Sus. dgvis.

dgais em. Lan. I.Ma.

dgaist s.Lan.

dgeis se.Yks. nw.Der.
dgeist se.Nhb. + dgist, e.Yks. n.

Stf. Lei.

dgest sm.Sc.+dgist.

dgist me.Nhb. w.Wil.
dg'ist ne.Sc.+dgist, w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.
dgis n.Cum.
dgist ne. * sm. Sc, but Kcb. dglst,

n. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.
w.Wm.

dgois Ant.
dgoist sn.Sc. sw.Wm. Rut. m.

Nhp. e.Dev.

dgois nw.Oxf. e.Sus. w.Som.
dgoist s.War. s.Wor. Bdf. s.Nrf.

e.Som. sw.Dev.
dgaist ne.Nrf. I.W. me.Wil.

Joke, 366.

Jolly, 212.

Joy, 366.

Judge, 219, 366.

Jug, 219, 364—dgog Dnb. m.
Nhp. vj.Oxt+dgitg, Dor.

dgug ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., wm.
Sc.+dgog, Peb. Kcb. s.Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. em.
& se.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der.

Lin. Rut. Sus.

dgiigInv.,s.AyT.+dgvg,'Lth.'E<ib.

dgiig Ant. sw.Lan. I.Ma. Dnb.
nw.Der. Lei. ne. & m.Nhp. n.

Wor. n. ne. & se.Shr. w.Oxf.
dgog sn. & wm.Sc. s.Ayr. s.Oxf.

ne.Nrf. se.Ken. w.Wil.
Jump, 101, 366— dgomp m.Nhp.

-w.OxL+dgump, Dor. e.Dev.
dgump Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.

Yks. n. em. & se.Lan. n. & s.

Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut.
dgump Ant. sw.Lan. I.Ma. nw.

Der. Lei. ne. m. & sw.Nhp.
s.Wor. Shr. w.Oxf. n.Bck.

dgomp Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Kcb.
Dnb. e. & s.Oxf. Hrt. Cmb.
Nrf. Suf. Ken. Sus. Wil.

Just, adj., 219, 366— dgusi Nhb.
Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw.
em. & se.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n. &
s.Der. Lin. Rut.

dgiis I.Ma., Not.+dgust, sw.Nhp.
e.War.

dgust m. sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan.
Chs. em. & wm.Stf. ne. nw.
& e.Der. Not. Lei., s.Wor.+
dgost, ne.Shr. w.Oxf.

dgvs s.Nrf., w.Som:+rf£»s/.
dgvst Inv. ne. & em.Sc. Kcb. e.

War. s.Wor. e.Hrf. se.Ken.
w.Som.

Just, adv. ,219

—

dgese.Suf.+dgest,

Ess.+dgisf, nw.Wil., w.Som.
+dgis, n. & sw.Dev.+rf^isr.

dgest Cai. n.Lin. n.Wor. m.Shr.
n. & e.Hrf., Glo.+rfg/s^, nw. e.

& s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e. & w.Suf.
n.Ken. Sus. Hmp. e.Dev.

dgis m.Nhp. w.Wil.+aJgisr, w.
Som. s.Dev.

dgist ne.Sc.+dgiist, wm.Sc, sm.
Sc.+dgcest, dgiist, Uls. Wxf.

n.Dur. m.Yks. m.Lin. Lei. m.

Nhp. War. Glo. Bdf. se.Hrt.

s.Nrf. Ess. me. & w.Wil. e.

Dor. e.Som. n. & sw.Dev.

dgcestsn.Sc.+dgust,w.Frf. e.Per.

sm. & s.Sc.

dgiist ne. sn. em. & sm.Sc.

i/cestOv.l.

Kecks, 383.

Keep, 142, 249, 428, 429, 433—
keip nnw.Yks. + kip, snw.Yks.

n.Stf., Rut. +kfp, Lei.+kep,

kip, kjeip.

kep e.Sus.+fej*, kip.

keap e.Suf.

kep Lei. e.Sus. sw.Dev.
kip n.Cum. m.Lan.+A?^, I.Ma.,

Fit. n.Hrf.+kip, Brks.+kiap,

ne.Nrf. Sus., but e.Sus. +kep,

kep, me.Wil., w.Wil. +kiap,

Dor. e. & w.Som. nw.Dev.
kiap m. & se.Yks. +£?/>, se.Lan.,

n.&nw.Lin.+£f£, s.Oxf.Brks.

w.Wil.
kip Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.,

wm.Sc+fe/, Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc.

kip Or.I. Inv. sn. & wm.Sc. Lth.

Edb. Ant. Nhb. Dur. n. & m.
Cum. Wm. nnw. e. m. se. &
sw.Yks. n. m. sw. & s.Lan.,

s.Chs. +kjip, Fit. wm. & s.Stf.

n.Der. n. nw. & s.Lin. Rut.

Lei. m. & sw.Nhp. e. & s.War.

Shr. n.Hrf. nw.Oxf. Ken.
kjeip em. Stf. w. & s.Der. Lei.

kjip s.Chs. nw.Der.
Kept, 143, 295

—

kep Ayr. Ant.,

s.Nhb. n.Dur. +kept, e.Yks.
I.Ma. s.Stf., nw.Lin. + kept,

s.Lei. Glo. n.Bck. Ken. Sus.

Dor.
kept s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Yks. nw.

Lin.

Keslop, 336.
Kettle, 62, 233, 249, 283, 287—

•

katl se.Ken.
kset/ s.Sc. +ketl, Dor., but e.Dor.

kidI, kit/,

ked! e.Dev.+ke/l, kidl.

ketl Sh.I. Cai. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc, but Lth.

Edb. ketal, wm. & sm.Sc, but
Kcb. kjetl, s.Sc. Ant. Nhb.
Dur. Cum. wm.Yks., but m.
Yks.+foV/, Lan., l.ttla.+kjedl,

kjetl, Stf. Lin. Rut. Lei., but
n.Lei. kill, e.Hrf.+kitl, nw. &
s.Oxf. n.Ken. c. & s.Dev.

ke-al Lth. Edb.
kidl s.Sur. w.Sus. Wil. e.Dor.+

kitl, Som., but nw.Som. kitl,

w.Som. kitl, kotl, e.Dev.
kitl m.Yks.+ketl, n.Lei. e.War.,

s.War.+kjetl, n.Wor. e.Hrf. s.

Pem. Glo. Brks. n. & m.Bck.
Bdf. se.Hrt. Lon. ne.Nrf., s.

Nrf.+kjitl, Suf. Ess. e.Ken. s.

Sur. Sus., but w.Sus.+iidl,
sm.Hmp. I.W. Wil. e.Dor.
nw.Som., yv.Som.+kotl, n. &
nw.Dev.

kjedl I.Ma.

kjetl Kcb. I.Ma. Der. s.War. s.

Wor.
kjitle. & w.Oxf. s.Nrf.

kotl -w.Som.
katl Uls. , but Ant. ketl.

Key. !39, 249> 319—kai nnw.
Yks.+kei, me.Wil.

kae w.Wil.
kei ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. kit,
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sn.Sc, s.Nhb. +£?, s.Dur., n.

Cum.+ki, w. & s.Wm. nnw. &
snw.Yks., e.Yks.+fea, se. &
sw.Yks., n.Lan.+£/W, nw. &
m.Lan., sw.Lan.+£/«, s.Lan.

+ke, kjei, n.Stf., s.Stf. +kjei,

nw.Lin. +kia, Lei., but s.Lei.

ki, m.Nhp.+£e, n.Hrf.,n.Bck.
+ke, Bdf. n.Dev.

ke$ e.Yks. e.Suf.

kit Ech. Abd. s.Sc.

fc'wm.Sc.+fe, m.Cum. se. & s.

Lan. I.Ma. m.Nhp. w.War.
n.Wor., n.Shr. + kje, m.Shr.
Glo. nw. & e.Oxf. n. & m.Bck.
ne.Nrf. s.Sur. w.Sus. I.W.
Dor. w.Som. nw. e. fcsw.Dev.

kit m.Yks. nw.Lin.
ki Sh.I. Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. em.
& wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant. me.
se. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.

Cum. Wm., but w. & s.Wm.
kei, s. Lin. Rut. s. Lei. sw.Nhp.
s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus., but w.
Sus. ke.

kjei n. sw. & s.Lan. s.Stf.

kjen. & nw.Der. n.Shr.

Kill, 52, 249, 302

—

kei Sh.I. Dor.

kil S.Ayr. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.

Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. Stf. s.Der. nw.
Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

Sus. nw.Wil. e.Dev.

kid me.Wil.
kial w.Som.
kjil Kcb. 11. & nw.Der. nw.Nrf.

yb/Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

em.Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr. kil, n.

Nhb.
Kiln, 108, 249, 271—kei ne.Nrf.,

Sni.+keln, Sur. Sus.

keln e.An., but ne.Nrf. kei, Suf.

+kel, Ess. kil.

kil Sc. + kal, but Kcb. kjil, Ant.

Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm. w.
Yks. Lan., but em.Lan.+£j7«,

se.Lan. kiln, I.Ma. Chs. Stf.

Not., nw.Lin.+Wrc.Rut. Nhp.
Shr. Ess. Som. e.Dev.

kiln sw.Yks., em.Lan. + kil, se.

Lan. nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.

Ken.
kjil Kcb. n.Der.

kdl Sc.

Kin, in, 249—ken Sur. Sus.

Dor.
kin Sc.+kan, but Kcb. kjin, Ant.

Nhb. n.Dur.Cum., but m.Cum.
+kin, Wm., but w.Wm.+*»,
Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.

Wil. Som., but w.Som. kin,

Dev.
kin m.Cum. w.Wm. w.Som.
kjin Kcb.
kan Sc.

Kincough, 336.

Kind, 114, 249, 307—te'« Lth.,

Edb. + kaind, Ant.

kaind Or.I., Ayr. ¥ kein, but n.

Ayr. + keind, Edb., s.Nhb. n.

Dur.+£«W,m.Cum.Wm.,but
w.Wm. + km, nnw.Yks. +

krnnd, snw.Yks., e. & se.Yks.

+ kdnd, sw. & es.Yks. n. nw.

& sw.Lan., n.Der.+kjaind, n.

& nw.Lin. s.Nrf.

kand ne.Yks.+£m, e. m. & se.

Yks. s.Lan.

kainem Lan.\kaind,\. Ma.+kein.

kaind em. & se.Lan. s.Lin. Rut.

s.Lei. m.Nhp. s.War. Sus.,

but e.Sus. koin.

ksein n.Cum.
kein Ayr. I.Ma.

keind sn.Sc. sm.Sc, but s.Ayr.
kein, Kcb. kjein, s.Sc. me. se.

sw. & s.Nhb. n. & s.Dur. s.

Chs.
kein Bch. Abd. + keind.

keind Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. c .

Per. Peb.

kin wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. keinid,

ne.Yks.
kiand n.Nhb.
kjainne Sc.,butBch.Abd.£«;i(rf.
kjaind n.Der.

kjaind Ess.

kjein Kcb.
koin e.Sus.

koindSli. e.Der. Lei., but s.Lei.

kaind, w.War. Glo. m.Bck. se.

Ken.
knin w.Wil. Dor. e. Som.,w.Som.

e.Dev. + kmnd.
toinrfnnw.Yks. w.Hrt. w.Som.

e.Dev,
kaind ne.Nrf.

km w.Wm. + kaind.

Kine, 379, 383.
King, in, 249

—

ken Sus. Dor.

kin Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.

& m.Cum.Wm. sw.Yks. n. em.
& se.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. nw.Lin.
s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Som. e.

Dev.
king sw.Lan. s.Stf.

kin w.Frf. e.Per., Ayr.+kan, but

n.Ayr. +kin.

kin Bch. Abd., n.Ayr. +k'in, Peb.

Ant.
kjin n.Der.

kdn Inv. Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.

Kingdom, 265.

Kirk, 249, 336.

Kiss, v., 109, 249, 429

—

kes n.

Ayr. Dor.

kis s.Ayr. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.

Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Lan. I.Ma.

Stf. nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. Sus. me.Wil.

kiss e. Dev.
kis w.Som.
kjes Sh.I.

kjis Kcb. 11. & ne.Der.

kss Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr. kes, s.Ayr.

kis, Lth. Edb.

kaz n.Nhb.

Kist, sb., 67, 323, 336—kest Sc.+

kist.

kistSc. Irel. Nhb.Dur.Cum.Wm.
Yks. Lan. Lin. Nrf. Suf. Dev.

Cor.

Kitchen, 339.
Kite, 180.

Kittle, 336.

Knave, 43, 45, 335—*"«*" (.obsol.)

ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.+ne'v.

naiv se.Ken.

nsev ne.Nrf.

neiv Ayr., but n.Ayr. nev, Ant.

s.Lei.

nenv se.Yks., n.Lan.+«ew, Lin. s.

Oxf. e.Suf. Dor. e.Dev.

nev s.Nhb.+nev, n.Dur.

nev wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. nev.

nevlnv., Bch. Abd.+knev, w.Frf.

e.Per. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.

sw. & s.Nhb. n. em. se. sw. &

s. Lan. s.Stf. n.& nw.Der. Lei.,

but s.Lei. neiv, w.Wil. Som.

niav m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks. nw.
Lan.

niav s.Sc. me. & se.Nhb. s.Dur.
n.Cum. ne. c. & m.Yks.

Knead, 59, 60, 234, 385, 425,
429, 430—knid (fibs.) ne.Sc.

km&d (obsol.) s.Sc.+nxd, ned.
need s.Sc.

need Dor.
ned w.Frf. e.Per. +tned, n.Ayr.

Kcb. s.Sc. n.Nhb., n.Dur. +
nid, I.Ma.

w«'rfsw.Yks. sm.sw.&s.Lan.Stf.
nead e.Suf.

nid wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. ned.

wei/s.Chs. n. & nw.Der. Lei., but
s.Lei. nid, m.Shr. ne.Nrf.

niad n.Lan.

HiWsw.Wm.ne. nw.e. & m.Yks.,

se.Yks. + nid, nw. & se.Lan.

Lin. w.Wil.
nid Inv. Ayr., but n.Ayr. ned,

Lth. Edb. me. sw. & s.Nhb.

n.Dur. m.Cum. ne. & w.Wm.
se.Yks. em.Lan. Rut. s.Lei.

n.Wor. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. e.

Dev.
tned (obsol.) w.Frf. e.Per.

Knee, 192, 234, 335, 383—km
Bch. Abd.+Ki.

kanei s.Sc.

K«'s.Nhb.+«f, n. & e.Stf. m.Nhp.
ne.Shr.

ni Inv. Bch. Abd., w.Frf. e.Per.

+/«?, Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant.

sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm.sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf.

n.& ne.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei. m.

Shr. s. Oxf. Ken. Sus. me.Wil.

tni (obsol.) w.Frf. e.Per.

Kneel, 428, 429, 433.

Knew, 193— neu s.Nhb., n.Dur.

+ nju, m.Wm. n.Lan. + niu.

niu sn.Sc Kcb. s.Sc. me. & sw.

Nhb. Cum. Wm., but m.Wm.
+neu, nnw.Yks. +k/k, nm. se.

fcsw.Yks.n.nw.&m.Lan. Lin.

Lei., but s.Lei. +nii, se.Hrt.

Ess.

niu e.Suf.

nju Uls. se.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw.
Yks. I.Ma.

nu s.Lei. +niu, se.Ken.

Knife, 154, 280, 335, 378—knaif
ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. kneif,

neif.

kneif Bch. Abd.+niif.

naib nw.T>ev.+naiv.

nai/Ayr.+neif, Lth.Edb.m.Cum.

Wm. nw.Yks., w.Yks. + «p/,

es.Yks.n.nw.&sw.Lan.I.Ma.,

but s.I.Ma. neif, n.Der. 11. &

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf.

naivw.Som.+nev, noiv, nw. & e.

Dev.
navf s.Lan.+ndf.

naf m.Yks., se.Yks. + »«/, sm.

Lan., ms.Lan.+Kp/, s.Lan.

Knz/em.&se.Lan. e.Stf. nw.Der.

s.Lei. Sus., but e.Sus. noif.

n®/n.Cum.
neif sn. & wm.Sc. Ayr. sm.Sc,

but Kcb. neif, s.Sc. me. se. sw.

& s.Nhb. Dur. <=. & se.Yks. s.

I.Ma.

neif Inv. Bch. Abd., w.Frf. c.

Per.+tnetf, Kcb. n.Nhb.

nev w.Som.
noif n. em. & s.Stf. s.Lin. Lei.,

buts.Lei. M<«/,m.Nhp.n.Bck.,

ne.Nrf.+M«/, se.Ken. e.Sus.

npf w.Yks. ms.Lan.
nvif n.Wor. e.Oxf. w.Hrt. me.
& w.Wil. Dor., bute.Dor. naif,

nviv e. & w.Som.
naif ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

tniifw.Frf. e.Per.

Knit, 108, 335, 425, 429, 433—
knit Bch. Abd.+nat.
nit w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb.

Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. &
m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan.
I.Ma. Slf. n.Der. nw.Lin. 3.

Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.
Wil. Som., e.Dev.+i»W.

niii e.Dev.
not Inv.+nat.

nat Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr., but s.

Ayr. nit, Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.
Knock, 81, 323, 335 — knok Bch.

Abd.+nok.
ndk w.Som.
neck Dor. nw.Dev., e.Dev.+«o£.

nok Inv. Bch. Abd., w.Frf. e.

Per. + ;«oA, Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.

Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n. & ne.

Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. s.

Nrf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. e.

Dev.
tnok w.Frf. e.Per.

Know, 127, 234, 335, 426, 427,

430, 432—kno (obsol.) Bch.
Abd.+Ko.

kand s.Sc
nau e.Hrf., G1o.+ho!<, w.Oxf.+

no, nm.Brks. + nou, se.Ken.

nw.Wil.
nd me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur., w.
Cum. Wm. + no, nnw. Yks.,
snw.Yks. + np, nm.Yks. +noa,

np, n. & nw.Lan., s.Lin.+MO,

w.Wil.+tta, nw.Som.
nau em.Lan.
na w.Wil.
nou s.Stf.+Mo, s.Lei., m. & sw.

Nhp. s.War. s.Wor. + no, n,

Hrf. Glo. s.Oxf. nm.Brks. 11.

Bck. Hnt., Ess.+ko.

noa m. & nm.Yks., sw.Yks.+wp,

se.Lan.+no, m.Lin.+«p.

tip m.Cum. ne. snw. nm. se. &
sw.Yks., ms.Yks.s.Lan. I.Ma.

+710, n. nw. & m.Lin. s.Pem.

Dor., but e.Dor. nou, no, n. &
nw.Dev., sw.Dev.+KO, s.Dev,

w.Cor.
nou n.Lei. e.Suf+Mo, e.Ken. s.

Sur. w.Sus., e.Dor.+MO.

noa nw.Hrt., w.Som. +no.

no Bch. Abd. Kcb. Uls. n. e. &
w.Cum.Wm. e. w. ms. & s.Yks.

m. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. Fit. Dnb. n. c. wm. & s.

Stf. Der. Not. s.Lin. Rut., Lei.

+«»«, but n.Lei. +nou, s.Lei.

nou, ne. m. & sw.Nhp. e. w. &
s.War. s.Wor. Shr. nw. e. &
w.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. Cmb. s.

Nrf. c. & w.Suf. Ess. n.Ken.

e.Sus. sm.Hmp. e.Dor. w.&s.
Som. n. c. & sw.Dev.

nua se.Hrt.

nvu Lei. ne.Nrf. me.Wil.

Lace, 204

—

lais se.Ken.

leis Ant. Lei.

leas m. & se.Yks. +lias, sw. & ms.

Yks. n. & se.Lan. n.Stf. Lin.

s.Oxf. w.Hrt. e.Suf. n.Ken.

e.Sus. Dor. w.Som.
lis w.Frf. e.Per.

les Inv. ne. sn. & wm.Sc. s.Ayr.
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Lace (contd.)

—

Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

em. sm. & sw.Lan. I. Ma. s.

Stf. n. & nw.Der. Not. Rut.

ne.Nrf. me.Wil.

lias m.Cura. Wm. nnw. & snw.
Yks.

lies n.Cum.
lias n. me. & se.Nhb. s.Dur. ne.

m. & se.Yks. w.Wil.
Lad, 23, 377

—

lad Inv. ne.Sc,
sn.Sc+/prf, w.Frf. e.Per. em.

Sc, but Lth. lad, Ipd, Edb.
Ipd, sm.Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur.

Cum. Wm. Yks., but ms.Yks.

led, Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Dnb.
Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Lei. e.

War. n.Shr. s.Oxf. se.Hrt.

Hnt.
lad n.Ayr. Lth.+lpd.

lad wm.Sc.+/prf, butn.Ayr.+/nrf.

Ised ne.Nrf. Sus. w.Wil. Dor.

Som. e.Dev.

laid se.Ken.
led ms.Yks.
lod nm.Sc,butw.Frf.e.Per./«o?,

ne.Shr.

Ipd sn. & wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
Ladder, 140, 297

—

ladSair) n. &
s.Lan.

lada(.n s.Nhb. n.Dur.+ZeifeM, m.
Cum. sm. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. n.

Der. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

ladar Wm.
Ia<Sa(.r) sw.Yks. m. & em. Lan.

Chs. s.Stf., Not. Rut.+fefo(r),

Lei.+fefeo-), but s.Lei. ladair),

Nhp., War. + leSa(r), se.Wor.
m.Shr. Glo. nw.Oxf., Dor.+
IseSa(r).

ladar I.Ma.

ladair) Ken.+lsedxr), Sus., but e.

Sus. Idda(r).

laSdWi e.Sus.

Issdalr) me.Wil. e.Dev.

/asfc(i-) Nrf.+fefow, Ken. Dor.

nw.Som.
IseSsrs.Sc.

ledir Bch. Abd.
ledarw.Frt e.Per. +leSar, n.Cum.
leSa(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur. Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei. War. Nrf.

leSar -w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr.
Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb.

Lade, 430, 432.

Ladle, 47

—

ladl m.Cum. Wm. u.

Lan.
laid! se.Ken.
leidl Ant. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

leadlsw.Yks. n.Stf. nw.Lin. Dor.

w.Som. e.Dev.
ledi s.Sc.

led! Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Nhb.
Dur. em. sm. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. Sus. me.
Wil.

Lady, 136, 231

—

laidi m.Nhp.
Lon. se.Ken.

laedi s.Sc.

laidi m.Cum. n.Lan. e.Dev.
lede n.Ayr. Kcb.
ledi Inv. Bch. Abd., w.Frf. e.

PerAledi, em.Sc. s.Ayr. Sus.

leidi Ant.

Uddi n.Cum. sw. & ms.Yks. n.

Stf. nw.Lin. Dor. w.Som. e.

Dev.
ledi w.Frf. e.Per. sw. & s.Nhb.
Wm. em. se. sw. & S.Lan.

I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. me.Wil.

Laid, 64

—

laid se.Ken. w.Som.
e.Dev.

lizd Peb. m.Cum. n.Lan., w.Wil.
+led.

led Sus. nw.Wil.
leid Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

lead e. & sw.Yks. n.Stf. nw.Lin.
led s.Ayr.

led Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. se. & sw.

Nhb. Wm., se.Yks.+forf, em.

sm. se.&sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der.

w.Wil.
Had se.Yks.

lid m. & w.Chs. Lei.

Lain, 64

—

lain Abd., w.Frf. e.

Per. +len, se.Lan. m.Shr. Glo.

se.Ken. e.Dor.

lain sm.Sc. +lein, len, but Kcb.+
lein, nw.Der.

lien m.Cum.
lein wm.Sc. +len, sm.Sc. Ant. s.

Nhb.
lean m.Yks.+&K, sw.Yks. n.Stf.

n. & s.Lin.

lein Kcb.+/*Tw.

ten Inv. ne.Sc, but Abd. lain,

w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Lth. sm.

Sc. sw.Nhb. Wm. es.Yks.

em. & sw.Lan. n.Der.

/wk n.Cum. m.Yks.
lin s.Lan. Lei.

Ijen se.Nhb.

Lamb, 34

—

lam Inv. ne.Sc, but

Abd. lam, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Kcb. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der.

Lin. Rut., Lei. + lorn, Nhp.
War.Wor.Oxf. Bck.e.Suf.,w.

Sc-m.+ldm.
lam Abd. em.Sc. Ayr. Ant.

I.Ma. w.Som.
lam s.Sc.

Issm Sh.I. ne.Nrf. Sus. w.Wil.
Dor. e.Dev.

lS,m se.Ken. sw.Dev.
lorn Lei. Glo.

Lame, 43, 45

—

laim se.Ken.
Imm Feb., m.Nhp.+leim, ne.Nrf.

e.Dev.
leim m.Nhp.
learn Ant., se.Yks.+liam,sw.Yks.

n.han.+lem, n. & em. Stf. Lin.

sw.Nhp. e.War., w.War.t
Ham, s.War. n.Wor., s.Wor.
-tlem, ne.Shr. s.Oxf., m.Bck.
+liam, Bdf. w.Hrt. e.Suf. e.

Ken. s.Sur. Sus., Dor.+liam,
w.Som. sw.Dev.

lent Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc.
lent Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. sw.

Yks. n. em. sm. & sw.Lan., s.

Lan.+/pm, I.Ma. s.Stf. n. ne.

& nw.Der. Rut. Lei. ne.Nhp.
s.Wor. me.Wil. n.Dev.

liam m.Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.
Yks.

Kent n.Cum.+/«;«.
liam s.Sc. n. me. se. & sw.Nhb.

s.Dur. n.Cum. ne. e. m. & se.

Yks. w.War. m.Bck. I.W.
Dor. w.Wil. e.Som.

lim s.Chs. Glo.

Ipm se. ms. & s.Lan.

Land, 31, 302, 307

—

lan ne.Sc+
lan, sm.Sc. +Ip"n, but s.Ayr.+
lan, Kcb. lan, Ant. se.Nhb. e.

Sus. nw.Som. n.Dev.
land w.Frf. e.Per. me. sw. & s.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

n. m. em. & s.Lan. s.Chs.

Dnb. n.Stf., n.Der. + lond, u.

& nw.Lin., Lei.+lond, s.War.

s.Oxf. e.Suf.

lan ne.Sc, s.Ayr. +/pw, Lth.+

land, Edb. I.Ma.

land Sh.I. sn.Sc. n.Ayr. Lth.

Peb. Bdf.

lan Kcb.
lan s.Sc. Vls.+land, but Ant.

lan.

land Inv. s.Sc. Uls.

lain n.Ken. w.Som. sw.Dev.

Ixnd m.Shr., ne.Nrf. +lond, w.

Wil. Dor. s.Som. e.Dev.

Hend se.Ken.
lond sw.Lan., ms.Lan.+/o«/, n.

& nw.Der. Lei. w.War. Glo.

n.Bck. ne.Nrf.

lont se. & ms.Lan.
Ign wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. land,

sm.Sc
Lane, 43, 244, 249

—

lain e.Hrf.

+lean, len, w.Suf. se.Ken., e.

Dor. +lian.

Imn n.Nhb. m.Cum. ne.Shr. ne.

Nrf.

lein m.Nhp. +lean, len, loin, nw.
Hrt.+lean, len, nw.Nrf. Ess.

lean nn\.Yks.+luan, n.Stf.+/e«,

n. nw. & s.Lin. m. & sw.Nhp.
War. e.Hrf., Glo.+len, Itn,

nw.Oxf. +/<?«, s.Oxf. m.Bck.
Bdf. nw.Hrt. s.Nrf. e.Suf.

Sus., nw.Wil. +lian, me.Wil.

Dor., but e.Dor. lain, Han, w.
Som. n. e. & sw.Dev.

len ne.Sc.+len, but Abd. Ion,

sn.Sc.+lett, w.Frf. e.Per.

len Inv. ne. sn. & wm.Sc. Kcb.
s.Nhb. n.Dur., sw.Yks.+/o/M,

ms. & s.Yks. em. Lan., sw.
Lan.+luan, I.Ma., n.Chs.+/o«,

m. & w.Chs.+lm, Fit. n. wm.
& s.Stf., ne.Der.+Zow, e. & w.
Der. Not. Rut. Lei. ne. & m.
Nhp. s.Wor. e.Hrf. Glo. nw.
e.&w.Oxf. nw.Hrt. sm.Hmp.
s.Dev.

Han nw.Lan.
Han s.Sc. s.Dur., se.Yks.+/«3«,

se.Hrt. nw. & w.Wil. e.Dor.

nw. & e.Som.
Itn m. w. & s.Chs. Glo.

Ijen se.Nhb.
loin sw.Yks. s.Lan. m.Nhp.
lon m.Yks.
loan se.Lan.+/o«.

Ion Abd. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. sm.
se. & sw.Lan., ms.Lan.+A<OT,

n.Chs. n. ne. & nw.Der.
luan sw.Wm., s.Wm. nnw. &

snw.Yks.+/z*'M2;z, c . nm. & se.

Yks. n. m. sw. & ms.Lan.
Iwuan n. m. & s.Wm. nnw. &

snw.Yks.
Langet, 323.

Large, 366.

Lash, 27.

Lass, 23—/asSh.&Or.I. Inv. ne.

&nm.Sc em.Sc, butLth. Edb.
Ids, s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. Nhb.
Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
n. & e.Der. n. & nw.Lin. Lei.

n.Wor. s.Oxf. Sus.

Ids Lth. Edb. se.Ken.
Ids n.Ayr.

lies Dor. Som. e.Dev.
ls,s w.Wil.

Last, adj., 249, 295, 445— las

se.Yks. + last, I.Ma. w.Suf.

Ess. e.Som., w.Som. +lds{t,

sw.Dev.
last Cai. Inv. em. Sc sm.Sc. Uls.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.,

but se.Yks.+fes, Lan. Chs. n.

Stf. n. & nw.Der. Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor.
Shr., but m.Shr. Ixs, n.Hrf.,

Glo. +/ass/, Oxf.+/«5/, m.Bck.

ne.Nrf. Hmp., w.Wil. +l&st.

laas e.Dev.+lsesf, s.Dev.

laasl w.Cor.+least.

Ids s.Nrf. w.Som.
last n.Ayr. e.Hrf. Oxf. e.Suf.

se.Ken., e.Bor.+laist, w.Som.
Idst s.Sc.+laist.

lais m.Shr. Dor., but e.Dor.

last, liest.

test s.Sc. Glo. e.Dev.

/ffis^n.Ken.w.Wil.e.Dor.n.Dev.

lest w.Frf. e.Per.

least nw.Wil. w.Cor.
Ijdst se.Hrt.

Last, sb. = a measure, 382.

Laster, 398.
Late, 43, 45

—

lait se.Ken.
/o/sw.Yks.,n.Lan.+to/,se.Lan.,

sw.Lan.+ff(, s.Lan., n.Der. -t-

let, ne.Der., Lei.+let.

liet ne.Nrf.

hit Ant. m. Nhp.
leaf n.Cum. +Hat, n.Lan., nw.Lan.

+liat, n.Stf. Lin. sw.Nhp. s.

War. n.Wor. s.Oxf. n.Bck.

w.Hrt. e.Suf. Sus., Dor.+liat,

w.Som. e.Dev.

let ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. let, w.
Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc, butn.Ayr.

let.

let Inv. Bch. Abd. n.Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb., s.Nhb. +liat, em.
sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. wm. & s.

Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lei. n.Shr.

me.Wil.
Hat m.Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.

Yks. nw.Lan.
Hat n. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n.Cum.

ne. e. m. & se.Yks. w.War.
e.Hrf. I.W. w.Wil. Dor.

litm. & w.Chs. ne.Shr.

Lath, 316—lad Ant.
lat Kcb. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.

Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Der.
Not. Lin. Shr. Sus. s.Som.

la} Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

s.Ayr. n.Stf. Lei. se.Ken.
Id/, Idt w.Som.
Id) n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Oxf.

laid Dor. e.Dev.
Lathe, 317.
Laugh, 249, 358, 359, 425, 429—
lax Cai. ne.Sc, sn.Sc. + lax,

nm.Sc. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.
lax, sm.Sc.

laf me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.
Cum., but n.Cum.+/a«y,Wm.
Yks. Lan., but em. & ms.Lan.
+/»«/, s.Lan. Imf, I.Ma. Chs.
Fit. Dnb. n. & e.Stf., em. &
•wm.Stf.+Iof, Der., but w. &
s.Der. lof, Lin., Lei.+ldf, ne.
Nhp.,m.Nhp.+te/,/ffi/; e.War.
+te/, lof, w. & s.War. n.Shr.,
ne.Shr. + /qf, m.Shr. +lmf, se.
Shr., e.Hrf. + ldf, lof, Glo.+
lasf, Hnt.+ldf, w.Suf. Sus., e.

Dor.+ldf, e.Som. sw.Dev.
laux s.Sc. n.Cum.
lax Sh.I. +/«/, Ijdx, Or.I. sn.Sc.
em.Sc, but Lth. Edb. Ipx,
Peb. lax, n.Ayr. Ant.
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laf Sh.I. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. e.

Hrf. nw. e. & s.Oxf. m.Bck.
Bdf., se.Hrt.+//'d/, Hut. ne.

& s.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. s.Sur.

Hmp.e.Dor.Som.,bute.Som.
laf, n. & s.Dev. Cor., but w.
Cor. Imf

lax Feb. Uls., but Ant. lax-

/a/n.Nhb. se.Ken.

/as/ s.Lan. m.Shr., n.Ken.+fe/",

e.Dev.

liefm.Nhp. e.War. Glo. n.Ken.
Wil. w.Cor.

Ijax Sh.I.

Ijdfse.Hrt.

lofem. wm. & s.Stf. w. & s.Der.

e.War. ne.Shr. e.Hrf.

lpx Lth. Edb.
hufem. & ms.Lan.

Law, 49—lau w.Dor.+to
Id Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr. sm.Sc, but Kcb.

la, s.Sc. Ant. me.Nhb., se.

Nhb. + /o, s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.

Cum., m.Wm.+/p, nnw.Yks.,

snw.Yks. + to, /p, nm.Yks.+
Ha, Ig, nw.Lan.+/o, s.War.

Glo. nw.Oxf. Brks., m.Bck.

Bdf. se.Hrt. s.Nrf. e.Suf. +
lp~, Ess. n.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus.

Wil., e.Dor.+/p, e.Som. n. &
s.Dev.

la Kcb.
la Uls., but Ant. Id, w.Dor.

Is, sm.Hmp.
lea m.Yks.+to.
lis nm.Yks.
to snw. m. & sw.Yks. Rut.

/p wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Dur. m.

Cum. Wm., but m.Wm.+/d,
snw. e. nm. se. es. & ms.Yks.

n. m. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin.

Lei. m.Nhp. c & w.War. n.

Wor. e.Hrf. s.Oxf. m.Bck.

Bdf. se.Hrt. ne. & s.Nrf. e.

Suf. se.Ken. e.Sus. e.Dor. c.

Dev.
lo se. Sr sw.Nhb. e.Cum. s.Yks.

nw. em. & ms.Lan.

IvH W.Suf.

Lay, inf., 64, 354—'«»' s.Wor.

se.Ken. me.Wil. e.Dor. w.

Som. e.Dev.

lie n.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. w.Wil.

Dor., but e.Dor. to',

to' Ant. s.Stf. Rut. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

n.Bck. ne.Nrf. Ess.

lea n.Cum. e.Yks., m.Yks.+/»,

sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. ne.Shr.

w.Hrt.
jfOr.I. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

s.Sc. me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.

Dur. es.Yks. em. & sw.Lan.

I.Ma. n.Der., ne.Der.+/?, nw.

Der. w. & s.War. nw. & e.

Oxf! s.Nrf. e.Suf. n.Ken.

la m.Yks.
li se.Lan. w. & s.Chs. wm.bti.

ne.Der. Lei. e.War.

Lay, pret., tfi—lai se.Ken. w.

Wil. Dor. e.Som.

l& m.Cum.
lei s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. n.Dev.

lea n.Stf. w.Hrt.

li Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.

Sc. Ayr. Edb. Kcb. Nhb. Dur.

em. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der.

Rut. m.Bck.

lise. & s.Lan. nw.Der.

VOL. VI.

Lazy, 204, 231

—

laizi se.Ken.

leizi Ant.
leazi n.Cum. + fei, m. se. & sw.

Yks. se.Lan. Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf.

w.Som.
lizi Inv. sn.Sc.

leze Kcb.
lizi ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

n.& m.Cum.w.Wm. nnw.snw.
& e.Yks. n. em. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Not.

Rut. ne.Nrf. Sus.

/iW n.Ken. w.Wil.
lizi Lei. Glo.

Lea, 1 84—to' Abd. + lei.

lei Sc, but Inv. It, Bch. lei, Abd.
lai, lei, w.Frf. e.Per. lei, Ayr.
IT, n.Ayr. lei, It, Lth. Edb. li,

Kcb. lei, Ant., Nhb. Cum.+/f,

Wm. Yks. Lan., but em. & s.

Lan. li, Chs. nw.Der. Not. n.

& nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War.
Wor. Shr. Pem., GI0.+/F, Oxf,
but s.Oxf. li, Brks. Hrt. Suf.

Ken.,but se.Ken./), Sus. Hmp.
I.W. Wil. Som., but w.Som.
+ li, Dev.+li.

lea n.Stf,

lei Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per., n.

Ayr. + ft, Kcb.
li Dot., w.Som. + lei.

li Inv. Ayr., but n.Ayr. + lei, s.

Ayr. lei, Lth. Edb. Nhb. n.Dur.

Cum. em. & s.Lan. s.Stf. Glo.

s.Oxf. se.Ken. Dev.

Lead = metal, 188— Issd e.Suf.

led Inv.+lid, ne.Sc+ftrf, but Bch.

Abd. ltd, sn.Sc. Wm., c. & se.

Yks.+/<W, es.Yks. em. & sm.

Lan., sw. & s.Lan.+/«rf, I.Ma.

n.Stf. n.Der. nw. & s.Lin. Rut.

s.Lei. m. & se.Shr. Oxf., but

s.Oxf. Had, se.Ken. Sus. me.

Wil. Som., but e.Som. lid, w.

Som. lid, lod.

leid nnw.Yks. -\-liad.

led w.Frf. e.Per.

lid Inv. ne.Nrf. Dor., but e.Dor.

lid.

lidn.Cum. w.Wil. e.Dor. e.Som.,

w.Som. +hd, e.Dev.

liadne. nnw. snw. e. m. se. & sw.

Yks. n. nw. se. sw. & s.Lan.,

nw.Der.+W, n.Lin. s.Oxf.

lid Or.I. ne.Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr.

lid, Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.

lid Bch.Abd.wm.Sc. n.Ayr.Ant.

Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. ne. & nw.

Der.

Ivd w.Som.
hd Uls., but Ant. lid.

Lead, v., 137. i_38 > 4=5; 428, 429,

43 3> 434—'** ^ us '

led sn.Sc. Oxf., but s.Oxf. lad.

leid nnw.Yks. + Had, snw.Yks. +

lid, Had, n.Stf. Lei., but s.Lei.

lid.

leiad s.Chs.

lead w.Wil. Dor.

led ne.Sc, but Bch. lid, Abd.+

lid, w.Frf. e.Per.

lid snw. & es.Yks. I.Ma ra Shr.

m.Bck. ne.Nrf. me.Wil. w.

Som. e. & sw.Dev.

lid n.Cum. + Hd.

Had s.Nhb. n.Dur. + lid, s.Dur.

nnw. snw. & m.Yks ,
se.Yks.

+lid, sw.Yks. Lan., but s.Lan.

+lid, n.Der., nw.Der.+foi', nw.

& s.Lin. s.Oxf. Bdf.

M Ayr. +lid, Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.

lid Inv. Bch., Abd.+fc'rf, wm.Sc.
Ayr. Lth. Peb. Ant. Nhb., but
s.Nhb. + Had, n.Dur. n. & m.
Cum. Wm.e. & se.Yks. s.Lan.

nw.Der. Rut. s.Lei. e.Suf. se.

Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus.
Leaf, 182, 183, 279, 378

—

lefm.
Shr.+liaf, Oxf., but s.Oxf. liaf.

leif nnw.Yks. -Yliaf n.Stf.

leiaf s.Chs.

leaf e.Suf.

lef Sh.I. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.
Vif, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

lifs.Ayr.+lif, I.Ma., hel+lif n.

Wor. ne.Shr. Glo., ne.Nrf. +
lif, Sus., but e.Sus. lif, Dor. «.

Dev.

liaf ne. nnw. snw. e. & m.Yks.,
se.Yks.+/j/, sw.Yks. Lan., but

s.Lan. +lif, n.Der., nw.Der.+
lif, Lin. 11. & m.Shr. s.Oxf. nw.
Wil.

liav w.Wil.
/;/ Bch. Abd. Ayr., but n.Ayr.

/i/s.Ayr.+fe7,Edb.Kcb.s.Sc,

n.Cum. + fi/.

lif Inv. wm.Sc. n.Ayr. Lth. Ant.

Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
se.Yks., s.Lan. +Haf, nw.Der.

Lei. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. e.Sus.

me.Wil.
liv w.Som. e.Dev.

Leak, 60.

Lean, adj., 137, 138— lein n.Stf.

lean Dor., but e.Dor. Han.

len w.Frf. e.Per.

tin Abd. Uls., but Ant. I'm, I.Ma.

Sus. me.Wil. e.Dev.

lian ne. sw. & ms.Yks. Lan. u.

Der. nw.Lin. e.Dor.

Rn Ayr., but n.Ayr. tin, Kcb. a.

Sc.

lin Inv. n.Ayr. Lth. Ant. Nhb. n.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. s.Stf.

s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

Lean, v., 137, 138, 433—'"'" =w -

Yks., sw.Lan. + lian, n.Stf.

len w.Frf. e.Per.

lin s.Ayr.+ltn, I.Ma. n.Der. me.

Wil. Dor. Som.
lian s.Nhb. n.Dur.+/m, Lan.,

but sw.Lan.+fcm, nw.Lin. s.

Lei. Sus.

I'm Bch. Abd., Ayr.+lin, but s.

Ayr.+lin, Edb. Kcb.

lin Inv. Ayr. Lth. Ant. n. sw. &

s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
se.Ken. Oxf.

Leap, 425, 426, 429.

Leapt, 295.

Learn, 56,234—larn s.Sc+liarn,

Uls. + leern, larn, but Ant.

learn, me.Nhb., I.Ma.+/o«.

laan n.Stf.

lan se.Nhb.+to-", Urn, s.Nhb.,

n.Dur. + lean, e. m. & w.

Cum. Wm. ne.Yks., nnw.

snw. & m.Yks. +/('»», se.Yks.

+ lin, lian, sw.Yks. + lian, =.

Yks. n. nw. m. em. se. & s.

Lan. I.Ma., s.Chs.+fe«, Fit.

Dnb.em.Stf. n.Der. Not. Lin.

Rut., Lei.+firc, ne.Nhp.+&«,

m Nhp.+/»«, lan, sw.Nhp. w.

War.,s.War.+S«,Shr.s.Pem.

Glo Oxf. nm.Brks. n. & m.

Bck. Bdf. Hrt. Hnt. Cmb.

ne.Nrf., nw.Nrf.+&«, s.Nrf.

Suf. Ess. e. & se.Ken. Sus.

w.Wil., Dor.+&«, but e.Dor.

+/»«, e. & w.Som. Dev., but

n.Dev.+/»«, e.Cor.

larn se.Nhb.
laran n.Cum.+fic», lian.

larn n.Nhb.
lizn sw.Lan,
Imrn Lth. Peb. Uls. n.Cum.
lern ne. & sn.Sc.+lim, w.Frf. e.

Per. em.Sc, but Lth. liern,

Edb. Urn, Peb. l&rn, sm.Sc,
but S.Ayr. Kcb. Urn.

lean n.Dur. e.Yks.

learn Ant., sw.Nhb.+liarn.

lin se.Yks. s.Chs. ne. & nw.Der.

Urn Sh.I. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. nm.

Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per. lern,

wm.Sc.Ayr.Edb.Kcb.se.Nhb.
lian s.Dur. n.Cum. nnw. snw.

m. se. & sw.Yks. Dor.

liarn s.Sc. sw.Nhb.
Irm wm.Stf., s.Stf.+/a«, ne. & m.

Nhp. e. & s.War. n. & e.Hrf.

nw.Nrf. n.Ken. me.Wil. c
Dor. n.Dev.

larn Uls.

Van sm.Lan. s.Stf. Lei. m.Nhp.
Leash, 343.
Leason, 379.
Least,i37, 138,398—leiast s.Chs.

lest Sh.I. ne.Sc, but. Bch. lis',

AbAMist, Oxf., but nw.Oxf.

lest, s.Oxf. Hast, ne.Nrf.

least ne.Yks.+liast, n.Stf. me.

Wil.

lest w.Frf. e.Per., s.Ayr.+fis/.

Us I.Ma. w.Som.
lest s.Stf. Lei., but s.Lei. list,

m.Shr., Glo. +liast, list, nw.

Oxf., e.Suf.+&/, Sus. e.Som.

e. & sw.Dev.
listnw.Der.+liast, list,

lias nw.Som.
Hast ne.Yks., nnw.Yks. + list,

snw.e. & m.Yks. , se. Yks.+frs/,

sw.Yks. Lan.,but ms.Lan. frs/,

n. & nw.Der. nw.&s. Lin. Glo.

s.Oxf. m.Bck. se.Hrt. nw. &
w.Wil. Dor.

ftst Ayr., but s.Ayr.+fc^, Kcb.

s.Sc.

lis s.Nhb. n.Dur.+tof.

list Inv. Bch. Abd. wm.Sc, but

n.Ayr. frst, sm.Sc, buts.Ayr.

list, list, Kcb. Vtst, Lth. Edb.

Ant. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw.

& se.Yks. ms.Lan. nw.Der. s.

Lei. e.War. e.Hrf. Glo. s.Nrf.

e.Suf. 11. & se.Ken.

last Peb.

Leather, 62, 229, 231, 297, 314—
fetor I.Ma.

ImSa(r) ne.Nrf.+/oto«.

IxtSar s.Sc.+leHar.

led83(r)V?m.+leda(r), nnw.Yks.+

ledair), leSa(r), snw.Yks. +

leMr), n.Lan.

ledam s.DuT. + le$atr% m.Cum.

Wm. nnw. snw. & m.Yks. se.

Ken.
ledame.Sc, but Bch. Abd. ledir.

leSir Bch. Abd.

letSaw s.Nhb. n. & s.Dur. nnw.

& e.Yks., se.Yks.+fo&W, sw.

& es.Yks. em. se. sw. & s.Lan.

Stf n. & nw.Der. Lin. Rut.

Lei. m.Shr. s.Oxf. Wil. Som.

e.Dev.

Mar sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.

Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.

me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
18
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Leather (contd.)

—

UiSar Ant.

lidair) (obsol.) s.Sur. w.Sus.

lisSair) se.Yks.

loSXr) ne. & s.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus.,

but w.Sus. lidj(r).

Leave, 137, 138, 279, 429, 433—
te/w.Som.+fc/, lev.

le/Som., but w.Som.+te/, lev.

leiav s.Chs.

leiv nnw.Yks.+/;>z/, Lei., but s.

Lei. liv.

Ubv n.Stf. e.Suf.

lesm.Sc.+lev, buts.Ayr.4fr, Kcb.
liv.

lev Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc, but Bch.
liv, Abd. IT, liv, sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. sm.Sc. Uls., but Ant.

IT, I. Ma. Fit. s.Stf., Rut.+fij/,

m.Shr. e.Oxf. m.Bck. Nrf.

Sus. rae.Wil. Dor. w.Som. n.

& nw.Dev.
liav n.Lan.
liav sw.Nhb. ne. nnw. snw.

e. & m.Yks., se.Yks. -k-liv, sw.
Yks. Lan., but n.Lan. liav, n.

Der., nw.Der. +/?w, Lin.s.War.
s.Oxf. Bdf. w.Wil.

It Abd., wm.Sc.+ft», Ayr.-iliv,

but s.Ayr. +/e, Ant.

Iff n.Cum. +lfv.

liv Inv. Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc. me. se.

& s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. se.Yks. nw. Der. Rut.
s.Lei. se.Ken.

Leek, 183.

Left, 140—te/w.Som.
Ixft se.Ken.
/<?/s.Nhb.n.Dur.I.Ma.+/<?/?,Dor.,

but e.Dor. lift, s.Som.+lf, e.

Dev.
left Sc, but ne.Sc.+left, Ant.

Nhb., but s.Nhb.+lef n. & s.

Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks. n.nw.
& m.Lan., s.Lan. +/;/?, I. Ma.
Fit., n.Stf. „. & e.Der.+lift,

Not. n. nw. & m.Lin. Rut.

Lei. m.Nhp. , w.War.+/</?, s.

War. s.Wor. s.Oxf. n.Bck.
Bdf. nw.Hrt. Hnt. Cmb. ne.

& nw.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. e.Ken.
e.Sus. Som., but w.Som. Isef,

s.Som. lef, lif, e.Cor. -vlift.

left ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. left.

lifs.Som.

lift se. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. Stf.,

but n.Stf. +left,n. nw. & e.Der.

w.War. Shr. n.Hrf. s. Pern.

Glo. e. & w.Oxf. nm.Brks.
Sus., but e.Sus. left, Wil. c.

Dor. n. & sw.Dev. e.Cor.

Leg, 51—/a^se.Ken.s.Wil.Dor.
leglnv, Bch. Abd., w.Frf. e.Per.

+leg, Ayr. Lth. Kcb. Ant.
Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. n. & em. Lan.,
sm.Lan. +leig, se. sw. & s.Lan.

I. Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.

Lei. w. & s.Oxf. me.Wil., c.

Dev.+lig.

leig sm.Lan.
leg w.Frf. e.Per. e.Suf.

lig Sus. e.Dev.
Leisure, 325.
Lend, 140, 308,433

—

lan sm.Lan.
land sw. & s.Lan. Dor.
Ixnd se.Ken.
l&n IMa.+len.
len Bch. Abd., w.Frf. e.Per.+

lend, em.Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr.

+lend, Kcb. Ant. n.Nhb., s.

Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.+lend, m.
Cum., Wm.+lend, sw.Yks., u.

Lan.+lend, I. Ma., nw.Lin. s.

Lei. +lend, e.Oxf. me.Wil. n.

Dev., e.Dev. +lend,

lend w.Frf. e.Per., n.Ayr. +len,

sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
Wm. n. & em. Lan. Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. Som. e.

Dev.
Length, 55, 272, 316 — lan)

e.Dor. +lsenp, lenkp, lenp.

Ixnp s.Sc. +lenp, se.Ken. Dor.,

but e.Dor.+lanp, lenkp, lenp.

leenkp Nrf., e.Suf. -xlenkp.

Imnp e.Dor.

lent Sh. & Or.I., nw.Dev. +lenp.

lenp Cai. ne.Sc, sn.Sc.+hnp,
w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc,butLth.
lenp, wm. sm. & s.Sc. n.Ir.,

but U\s.hnp, Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. n. & ne.Yks., nw.Yks.+
lenp, e.Yks., m.Yks. + lenp,

nm. se. & w.Yks., sw. & s.

Yks. +lenp, nw. em. & se.Lan.,

sw. Lan. +lenkp, lenp, I. Ma. s.

Stf.,nw.Lin. +lenp, s.Lin., Lei.

xlenkp, lenp, War., but e.War.
lenp, w.Wor. Shr. e.Hrf. Glo.

s.Oxf. w.Suf. n.Ken. e.Sus.

me.Wil., 'w.'Wil. + lenp, nw.
Dev., e.Dev. +lenp.

lenkt m.Bck. -ylenkp.

lenkp m. sw. & ms.Lan., s.Lan.

Chs. n.Der. +lenp, ne. e. w. &
s.Der. Lei. m.Nhp. nw.Oxf.
n. & m.Bck. e.Suf. sm.Hmp.
e.Dor. w.Som. n.Dev.

lenp Lth. nw. m. sw. & s.Yks.

n. sm. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. n. &
wm.Stf. n.inw.Der. nw.Lin.
Lei. e.War. nw. & w.Wil. e.

Dor. e.Dev.
lenkp sw.Dev.
linkp e.Som.
Ihnkp se.Hrt.

Ivnp sn.Sc.

Imp Uls.

Less, 140, 398

—

Ixs s.Sc. se.Ken.
Dor. w.Som.

les Sc, but s.Sc. Ises, Ant. sw.
& s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan. I. Ma. n.Stf. n.

& nw.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei. m.
Shr. s.Oxf. Som., but w.Som.
fes, e.Dev.

Let, inf. = to permit, 135, 294,

4 25> 427, 429, 43°, 432—lat

Sh.L, ne.Sc. +ht, sn.Sc. +let,

w.Frf. e.Per., n.Cum. + let,

Dor.
lent s.Sc. -tlet, Rut. e.Suf. se.Ken.
w.Som., e.Dev.+let.

led (before a vowel) sm.Lan.
let sn.Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr.+W,

s.Ayr.+W, Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.

Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. n. & m.
Cum. Wm. Yks., but m.Yks.
lit, Lan. I. Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.
Der. Not. Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. ne.

Nrf. Wil. Som., but w.Som.
Iset, e.Dev.

lit s.Ayr. +let, m.Yks. n.Stf. Sus.

lit ne.Sc, n.Ayr. -tlet, Uls., but

Ant. let.

Lice, 176

—

lais ne.Sc, but Bch.
leis, Abd. leis, lets, Ayr. +leis,

Lth. Edb. Ant., s.Nhb. +/eis,

n.Dur. m.Cum.Wm.nw.sw.

&

es.Yks. ii. nw. em. & sw.Lan.

n.Der. u, & nw.Lin. n.Wor.

m.Shr. s.Oxf. s.Sur. w.Sus.

Ids m.Yks. sm.Lan.
lais m.Lan., se.Lan.4-/oi5, s.Lan.

+leis, s.Lin. s.War.
leis sn. & wm.Sc. Ayr. s.Sc. me.

se. sw. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. e. &
se.Yks. s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs.

nw.Der.
leis Inv. Bch., Abd.+leiz, w.Frf.

e.Per. Kcb.
Uiz Abd.
Its e.Suf. Ess. Ken., but se.Ken.

lois,Sm\, but s.Sur. lais, Sus.,

but w.Sus. lais, nw.Dev.
lois se.Lan. n.Stf. Rut. Lei. se.

Ken.
lais w.Hrt. me. & w.Wil. Don,

but e.Dor. bis, e.Dev.

bis ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

Lick, 68, 340.

Lie = to recline, 78, 354, 427,

429, 430, 432—te'Sc.4-^,but
Abd. +leg, sn. & wm.Sc+/«',
s.Sc.+lai, Ant. Nhb. n.Dur.,

n.Cum. +lig, IT, sw.Lan., n.

Der. +lai, e.Hrf. +lvi, S.Oxf.

sm.Hmp. Som. Dev., butsw.
Dev. +/<?/.

lai s.Sc. m. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.

Chs., n.Stf. +/<«', wm.Stf., s.

Sti.+lig, Der.+lig, but n.Der.

+lai, Kut.+loi, s.Lei. m.Nhp.
ne.Shr.

leg Abd.+lai, L'm.+lig, but nw.
Lin.+te.

lei sn. & wm.Sc. sw.Dev. +lai.

les nw.Lin. +lig.

lig Sc. n.Ir., but Ant. lai, s.Dur.

Cum., butn.Cum.+/a/, IT,Wm.
Yks. Lan., but m. se. & s.Lan.

lai, sw.Lan. lat, Chs., but s.

Chs. lai, s.Stf. Der. Not. Lin.,

Lei.+/o*', but s.Lei. lai, War.,
but e.War. lot, s.Wor. e.An.

:

but ne.Nrf. hi.

IT Dur., but n.Dur. lai, s.Dur.

lig, n.Cum., Glo.+foi.

hi n.Stf. Rut. Lei. e.War. se.

Ken.
loi e.Hrf. w.Hrt. Dor., but e.

Dor. hi.

hi Glo. ne.Nrf. e.Dor.
Lie = to fib, 194, 348

—

lai Inv.

Lth. Ant. es.Yks., n.Lan.4-ft,

sw.Lan. n.Der., nw.Der. +ldi,

lig, s.Oxf., e.Suf. +ldi, s.Sur.

w.Sus. w.Som.
Id m.Yks. +li.

.

lai em. & s.Lan. I.Ma., s.Chs.4-

lig, ne. nw. & w.Der. s.Lin.,

Rut.+/yf, s.Lei. e. & w.Suf.
lei s.Sc, Uls.+/f, but Ant. lai,

s.Nhb. n.Cum. nnw.Yks.+fr,
snw.Yks.

le n.Ayr.
lig Sc. +li, but Inv. lai, ne.Sc. ti,

n.Ayr. le, Lth. lai, S.Sc. lei, w.
Yks. Lan., but n.Lan. lai, IT,

nw.Lan. If, em. Lan. lai, se.

Lan. loi, sw.Lan. lai, s.Lan.
lai, Chs., but s.Chs.4-/d;, nw.
Der. Not. Lin., but n.Lin. IT,

Rut., Lei.+/o!, but s.Lei. lai,

Nhp., but m.Nhp. loi, War.,
but w.War. loi, Shr. e.Oxf.
Bdf.

h ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. IT.

It Sc. Uls. Wxf. Nhb., but s.

Nhb.+k/, Dur. Cum., but n.

Cum.+/«,Wm.Yks.,butnnw.

Yks.+/«', snw.Yks. /«', m.Yks.

+la, w.Yks. lig, es.Yks. lai,

n. & nw.Lan. n.Lin.

loi se.Lan. n.Stf. e.Der. Lei. m.

Nhp. w.War. Glo. m.Bck.
se.Ken. Sus., but w.Sus. lai.

hi n.Ken. Dor. me. & w.Wil. e.

Dev.
hi ne.Nrf. .

Life, 154, 279, 378— laif Sh.I.

Lth. Edb., n.Cum. +lxif, m.
Cum. Wm., nnw.Yks.+lvtf,

snw. sw. & es.Yks. n. nw. &
sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. nw.Lin.
m.Shr. s.Oxf. s.Sur. w.Sus.

Idf m.Yks., se.Yks.4-/«/, sm. &
s.Lan.

laifAnt. em. Lan. s.Chs. nw. 4t

s.Der. s.Lin., Rut.4-/o»/, s.Lei.

w.War. Sus., but w.Sus. laif.

fa/n.Cura.
leif ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. lit/,

sn. & wm.Sc, Ayr.+leif, s.Sc.

Nhb. Dur. e. & se.Yks.

leifinv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb.
loif se.Lan. Stf. Rut. Lei., but

s.Lei. Zfl!/,m.Nhp.n.Bck.Bdf.
se.Ken. e.Sus.

lot/ nnw.Yks. sw.Nhp. s.War.
w.Hrt. Wil. e.Dev.

Iviv w.Som. sw.Dev.
hi/ e.Dor.

Lift, 295.
Light, sb., 57, 358—laixt Sh. &

Or.I.

lait m.Lin. e.Suf. s.Sur., Sus.4-

lait, e.Som. n. & e.Dev.
lait em.Lan.+/?/, s.Der. s.Lin.

Rut., Lei. m.Nhp. +loit, s.

War. ne.Shr. nw.Oxf. Sus.

Imixt s.Sc-

le%t ne.Se.+fe'x'; &X'> but Abd.
li\t, nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

hx*, n - Ayr.+bxl, sm.Sc. +lext,

but s.Ayr. +lixt, Kcb. /<x/,Uls.

+leit, hixt, but Ant. lixt.

leixt lnv.+leit, ne.Sc.
leit Uls. n. & me. Nhb., se. & s.

Nhb. n.Cum. nnw.Yks. +lft,

snw.Yks. I.Ma., s.Chs. +lTt, n.

Stf.+/o*V, e. & em.Stf., ne.Der.
+lit.

lext wm.Sc, but 11.Ayr. text,

&X'i sm.Sc.
Hit Inv.

let w.Som.
UxtAbA., s.Ayr.+lext, Peb. Kcb.

Ant.
lit m.Yks. nw.Lan. +lTt.

list sw.Dev.+/»;V.
iTt se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. &
m.Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. e. m.
se. sw. & s.Yks. Lan., but nw.
Lan.+to, em.Lan.+WiV, w. &
s.Chs. 11. ne. nw. & e.Der.
n. & nw.Lin.

loit n. & s.Stf. Lei. m.Nhp. Glo.
n. & m.Bck. Bdf. Lon. se.
Ken.

Ivxt sn.Sc.

loit s.Oxf. w.Hrt. me. & w.Wil.
Dor. sw.Dev.

hxt ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.,
but n.Ayr.+^x', S.Ayr, lext,
liX t, Lth. Edb.

hixt Uls.

bit ne.Nrf. I.W.
Light, adj., 57, 358—lait s.Nhb.

kleit, n.Dur. nw.Lin. Som.
e.Dev.
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Idit em.Lan.+lit, s.Lei.

leit s.Nhb. I.Ma., n.Stf.+foiV.

lixt Abd.+lt>x.t, s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

lit sw.Nhb. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan., but em.Lan.+
lait, e.Stf. n.Der.

hit n.Stf. se.Ken.

hit s.Oxf. me.Wil. Dor.

hx t Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but S.Ayr. /i'x', Edb.

Light, z\= to kindle, 428, 429,

433-
Light, v. = to alight, 428, 429,

433.
Lightning, 289.

Like, 154, 155— laek sm.Lan. +
lak.

laik Or.l.+leik, Lth. Edb., s.

Nhb. +leik, n.Dur. + leik, loik,

n.Cum.+lxik,leik,e.& m.Cum.,
w.Cum.+foi, Wm., nnw.Yks.
+lvik, snw.Yks., w.Yks.+/p£,
se.Yks. +/«'&, sw. & s.Yks.+

loik, n.Lan., nw.Lan. +ldik,

sw.Lan. +ldk, laik, ms.Lan.

+

lak, laik, Ipk, n.Der. +ldik, n.

&nw.Lin. m.Shr. e.Suf. Som.,
but w.Som.-t-/i»'&, n. e. & s.

Dev. Cor.

lak m. & nm.Yks.+fe'£, sm. sw.
& ms.Lan., s.Lan. +ldik.

laik Ant. nw. m. em. sw. ms. &
s.Lan. Chs., n.Stf. +loik, e. &
wm.Stf., s.Slf.+loik, n. ne.

& nw.Der., e.Der.+/o;'£, w. &
s.Der. Not. m.Lin. s.Lei. ne.

Nhp., m.Nhp. e.War. + loik,

w.War. ne.Shr.,se.Shr. +lvik,

m.Bck. +/<»'£, w.Suf.

Is&k n.Cum.
IxklMa.+lek.
leik Or.I., Cai.+lek, ne.Sc.+lek,

lek, but Bch. Abd. leik, nm.
Sc., but w.Frf. e.Per. leik,

wm. & sm.Sc, but Kcb. leik,

s.Sc.+fofc, Uls., but Ant. laik,

n. & me.Nhb., se.Nhb. +&>«'&,

sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & w.
Cum. ne. e. m. nm. & se.Yks.

lek Sh.I., ne.Sc.+lek, sn.Sc.+lek,

loik,s.Sc.l.Ma.,sw.Dev.+loik.

.leik Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Kcb.
lek Cai. ne. & sn.Sc.

loik sw. & s.Yks. se. & ms.Lan.

n. & s.Stf. e.Der. s.Lin. Rut.

Lei., but s.Lei. laik, m.Nhp.

e.War. n. & m.Bck. Bdf. nw.

& se.Hrt. ne.Nrf. Ess., n.Ken.

+laik, e. & se.Ken. Sus.

Igk w.Yks. ms.Lan.
leik sn. & em.Sc, but Lth. Edb.

laik, se.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw.Yks.

se.Shr. n.Hrf., e.Hrf. +/.?*,

Oxf. w.Hrt. nw. & s.Nrf. n.

Ken. Wil. Dor., but e.Dor.+

hik, w.Som. -ftoS, sw.Dev.

hit e.Hrf. Glo. sm.Hmp. e.Dor.

Likerest, 445.
Limb, 67

—

lent Dor.

lint Inv. Abd.+kw, w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr. Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.

Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.

Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

Sus. me.Wil. Som., but w.

Som. loem, e.Dev.

Item w.Som.
hm Inv. Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb.

n.Nhb.
Lincolnshire, 267.

Line, 154

—

lain Ayr.+lein, Lth.

Edb. , s.Nhb. +lein. n.Dur. n. &
m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. &sw.
Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin. w.War.
s.Oxf.

lan nm.Yks. sm.Lan.
lain Ant. em. & se.Lan. I.Ma. s.

Lei. Sus.

fa's Ayr. n. sw. & s.Nhb.

lein Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Kcb.
loin s.Lan. Stf. se.Ken.
fcms.Wor. me.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.

Linnet, 211.

Liquid, 211.

Liquorice, 329.
Listen, 109, 290, 326

—

lesn em.
Sc. , but Lth. hsn, Peb. losn,

e.Suf. Dor.
Hsn Inv. +lvsn, Abd.+fo-sK, w.Frf.

e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb. Uls. s.Nhb.

n. & m.Cum. Wm. nm. & sw.
Yks. Lan., I.Ma.+fe«, n.Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei. Oxf. s.

Nrf. se.Ken. Sus. sm.Hmp.
Som.

lien se.& sw.Nhb. I.Ma. me.Wil.
losn Sh.I. Inv. Peb.

hsn Bch. Abd. Ayr., but s.Ayr.

Hsn, Lth.

Little, 176, 233, 283, 288, 398—
lail Cum. + lal, lal, but n.Cum.

lad, liil, -w.Cum. + leil, Wm.
+lal, lal, snw. &w.Yks.,n.Lan.
+ litl, nw.Lan., Chs. +litl.

lal Cum. Wm.
lasl n.Cum. +litl.

lal Cum. Wm., n.Yks. +ldtl, HI,

m.Yks.+ldtl, nm.Yks.
latl n.Yks., ne.Yks.+W, e. m. &

se.Yks.

leil w.Cum.+ldl.

letl ne.Sc.+letl, htl, but Abd.+
litl, s.Sc, sw.Yks. e.Cor.+litl.

letl ne.Sc.

HdlI.Ma.+lil,Hll, s.Pem. w.Suf.,

Ess.+Hl, Ml, e.Ken.+litl, Sus.

+litil, litl, Som. + Htl, but w.

SomMidl, Dev.+lil, litl.

Hklse.Lan.+litl, Shr., but n.Shr.

litl.

HI n.Yks. I.Ma., Glo.+/«V/, Ess.

Dev.,Cor.+tt/, but e.Cor.+/etf.

litl Or.I. Inv., Abd.+latl, Kcb.

Uls. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.

n.Cum. nnw. sw. & s.Yks. n.

m. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs.

Fit. Dnb.n.Stf. Der. Not. Lin.,

Rut. +1HI, Lei. m. & sw.Nhp.

s.War. s.Wor. n.Shr. n. & e.

Hrf. Glo., nw.Oxf. +«/, e. w.

& s.Oxf. nm.Brks. n.Bck., m.

Bck. Bdt+litl, se.Hrt.Hnt. m.

se. & s.Cmb., Nrf.+/rtf, e.Suf.

n. e. & se.Ken. sm.Hmp. me.

Wil.,w.Wil.+/«/,e.Dor. Som.

Dev. Cor.

Ml Sus. Dor., but e.Dor. litl, w.

Sorn.+Hdl.

M ne.Yks.

litl Rut. nw.Oxf. se.Brks. m.

Bck. Bdf. nw.Hrt. Nrf. Suf.,

but e.Suf. litl, w.Suf. lidl, Ess.

Sur. Sus. Wil., but me.Wil.

litl, w.Wil.+W-
Ivtl sn. & nm.Sc, but w.Frf e

Per. htl, em.Sc, but Lth. Ml.

latlne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.Ayr. Lth.

n.Nhb.
Live,79,435-^Sh.I.Bch.,Abd.

+to, w.Frf. e.Per. Edb. Kcb.

s.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm. sw.Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. Der. nw.Lin.
s.Lei. s.Oxf.se.Ken. Som., but
w.Som.+fe, e.Dev. +/«/, w.
Cor.

liv Abd. Ayr. Peb. s.Sc. Ant. n.

& sw.Nhb. n. & m.Cum., w.
Som. +liv, e.Dev.

Load, 121, 122, 249, 429

—

laud
se.Ken.

/?rfne.Sc.,but Bch. lod, Abd. led,

lod.

led w.Frf. e.Per.+/orf.

led Abd. + lod, wm.Sc, s.Ayr. +
lod, Edb. Peb. Ant.

Had m.Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.
Yks. nw.Lan.

liads.Sc, me.Nhb.+lod, se.Nhb.
+ljed, s.Dur., ne.Yks.+/prf, e. &
se.Yks. +luad.

Ijed se.Nhb.

lod Sh.I. n.Cum. Ess.

load n.Stf.+/«rf, w.War. m.Shr.

w.Oxf. n.Bck., m.Bck.+/ajrf,

Sus., but e.Sus. luad, w.Sus.
load.

Ipd ne.Yks.
lod w.Frf. e.Per.

load se.Lan. n. & nw.Lin., Lei.

+lod, n.Wor., ne.Shr. + lod,

Brks. m.Bck. s.Sur. w.Sus.,

e.Dor.+torf, e.Dev.

lod Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. s.Ayr.

Lth. Kcb. me. & s.Nhb., sm.

Lan.+luad, I.Ma. Rut. Lei. ne.

Shr., ne.Nrf.+/wrf, n.Dev.

luadsw.Nhb. e.se. sw. fces.Yks.

n. em. sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan.

n.Der., nw.Der. + lud, s.Lin.

sw.Nhp. s.War. s.Oxf. Bdf.w.
Hrt. n.Ken. e.Sus. w.Wil. e.

Dor. e. & w.Som.
te^w.Chs. n. em. wm. & s.Stf.

ne. nw. & w.Der.ne.Nrf.e.Suf.

Iceuad s.Chs.

Loaf, 121, 122, 249, 280, 379—
lauf se.Ken.
fe/ne.Sc.+/o/

leaf m.Yks.

lefwm.Sc.+lof.
/<'3/m.Cum.Wm.nnw.Yks.,snw.

Yks.+ldf, nw.Lan.+luaf

lief n.Cum.
te/s.Sc, me.Nhb. +ldf se.Nhb.

-irljef s.Dur. ne.Yks., e. & se.

Yks.+luaf.

//<?/ se.Nhb.

fo/ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Nhb.,

hei.+lof.

loaf n.Stf. w.War. Sus., but w.

Sus. loaf.

IgflMa. me.Wil. Dor.

lof sw.Lan. + ldf, nw.Der. m.

Shr.

loafso. Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.s.Sur.

w.Sus.

lof Inv. sn. & wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. me. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

snw.Yks., sm.Lan. + luaf, sw.

Lan. n.Der., Rut.+luf/vf, Lei.

u. & e.Dev.

lov w.Wil. e. & w.Som.

fo/ne.Der. Rut. e.Suf.

luafe. se. sw. & es.Yks. n. nw.

m. em. sm. & s.Lan. Bdf. w.

Hrt. nw.Wil.

/i</wm. & s.Stf. ne.Nrf.

/e/s.Lin. Rut.

Lobster, 276.

Lock, 340, 378-

Loft, 84, 279—loft ne.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. Ayr. Edb. Kcb. Ant.

s.Stf.

IdflMa. w.Som.
Idft se.Ken. +lpft.

Idt nw.Som.
lof Dor. e.Dev.

loft Inv. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.

Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs.

Der. Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.

Ipft se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.

loft Lth. Peb.

Loin, 213

—

lain Abd. n.Ayr.Lth.

Edb. sw. & s.Lan. s.Stf.n.Der.

m.Shr. Glo. s.Oxf. se.Ken. e.

Sus. Dor., but e.Dor. loin,

lain em. & se.Lan. I.Ma. ne.Shr.

s.Sus.

lein ne.Sc, but Abd. lain, sn.Sc

wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. lain, nw.
Der. s.Sur. w.Sus.

loin Inv. s.Ayr. Ant. s.Nhb. Dur.

Cum.Wm., nnw.Yks.+Wm, e.

Yks., m.Yks.+luiu, se. & sw.

Yks. n.Stf. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei.

loin nnw. & snw.Yks. s.Lin.

luin m.Yks.
loin nw.Oxf. n.Ken. me. & w.

Wil. e.Dor. e.Dev.

lain I.W.
London, 301.

Long,arf/'., 32,274— lanOr.l. ne.

& sn.Sc, wm.Sc+%, sm.Sc.

Peb. Uls.Nhb. Dur. Cum.Wm.
ne. nnw. snw. c. nm. m. & se.

Yks.n.&nw.Lan.,s.Lan.+/o»7,§r

,

lun.

lan w.Frf. e.Per.

lan nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per. lan,

s.Sc.

Isetj Sh.I.

Ion sw.Yks.+/«9,es.Yks. m. Lan.,

IMa.+litn, n.Stf. +Hing, n.

nw.m.&s.Lin., Rut.+/«»/,Lei.

+lun, m.Nhp. w. & s.War. n.

Wor.+Hin,n.Hrf.+lon, s.Oxf.

m.Bck., Bdf.+fo>/, se.Hrt. ne.

Nrf. e.Suf. Ken. s.Sur. Sus.

me. & w.Wil. Som., but w.

Som.+lpn, Dev., but nw.Dev.

lot;, Cor.

long s.Lan., s.Stf. + liing.

Ipn wm.Sc. Dor. w.Som.
lun sw.Yks. Rut.

lun s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. Fit. u. &

nw.Der. Not. Lei. ne. & m.

Nhp. c. w. & s.War. n. & a.

Wor. ne.Shr.

liing em. sm. se. & sw.Lan., ms.

Lan. + lunk, n. wm. & s.Stf.

Der., but n. & nw.Der. lun, se.

Shr.

lunk ms.Lan.

Ion m.Shr. Glo. n.Hrf. Bdf. nw.

Dev.
Look, 169, 249, 340—Huk me.

Nhb.+WA, se.Nhb. + liak,ljuk,

luk, n.Dur.+/*<A,m.Cum.,Wm.

ne.Yks. + liak, nnw.Yks., snw.

Yks.+luk, se.Yks. +liak, sw.

Yks.+/w£,em.Lan.,n.Stf.+/"£,

louk, Lei. + luk, nw.Hrt. Sus.,

but e.Sus. luk, w.Sus. luk.

liak se. & sw.Nhb. s.Dur. Wm.
ne. e. m. & se.Yks., nw.Lan.+

luk.

ljuk no.Sc. + ljjk, se.Nhb.

Ijak ne.Sc.

luk sn. & nm.Sc. Uls. se. & s.Nhb.

n.Dur., n.Cum. n. & s.Lan. +

luk, I.Ma. Fit., em.Stf. + luk,

sw.Nhp., e.War.+tei,s.Wor.
18-2
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Look (contd.)

—

n.Shr. 11. & e.Hrf. s.Oxf. n.

Bck. Bdf. Hnt. Cmb., but n.

Cmb. lok, Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. Ken.
e.Sus. me. & w.Wil. e.Dor. 11.

& s.Dev. w.Cor.
ink Lth. Edb. Kcb. n. & me.Nhb.
n.Cum. snw. & sw.Yks. u. sm.
sw. ms. & s.Lan. w.Chs. em.
& s.Stf. n.Der., ne.Dsr.+louk,
nw.Der.+ Ink, Not. Lin. Rut.
Lei. e.War. ne.Shr. s.Pem. s.

Sur. w.Sus.
/j<£nw.Lan.Chs.,butw.Chs.te£,

n.Stf. nw.Der., e.Der.+louk,
w.Der. s.War. n.Wor.

lok Or.l.+ lcek, wm.Sc. Ayr. w.
Oxf. nm.Brks. n.Cmb.

louk n.Stf. ne. h e.Der.

laek w.Som.
leek Or.I. s.Sc.

luk e. & sw.Dev.
Loom, 162, 163

—

Urn n.Ayr. +
lam, s.Ayr. Ant.

Hum m.Cum. sw.Yks. em.Lan.
n. & s.Stf.

lism Wm.
lim ne.Sc.

lum Inv. Lth. s.Nhb. n.Dur. u.

sm. sw. & s.Lan. I. Ma. n.Der.
s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil.

lum se.Lan.

lam w.Frf. e.Per.

lam Kcb. w.Som.
liim Edb.
Idm n.Ayr. Peb. n.Nhb. e.Dev.

Lord, 120,244

—

lad se.Lan. +lpd,

s.War. s.Wor, e.Hrf. se.Ken,

Sus., but w.Sus. Ivd, w.Wil.
Dor. nw. & e.Som. e.Dev.

lord Inv., ne.Sc. +ldrd, sw.Nhb.,
n.Cum. + Iwusrd, nnw.Yks.,
snw.Yks. + lusd.

losdn. Dur. e.Yks., se. Yks.+/«srf,

sw.Yks. em.Lan. n.Der. Rut.
ne.Nrf., w.Som. -vlgd, load.

/prfs.Nhb.n.se.sm.sw. & s.Lan.
n. & s.Stf. nw.Der. n. & nw.
Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. e.Suf. w.Som.

IprdlMa. + lurd.

load w.Som.
lord ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. &
wm.Sc. Kcb.

Wm.Cum.Wm. snw. & se.Yks.
lusrd s.Sc. me.Nhb.
lurd I. Ma.
ffirf s.Sur. w.Sus.
Iwusrd n.Cum.
Lose, 92, 427, 429, 432

—

liuz n.

& s.Stf.

lots sw.Yks., sm.Lan.+/o#, lusz,

s.Lan.

los ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., Ayr. +
Ids, Peb. Nhb. n. & m.Cum.
Wm., em.Lan.+tes, I. Ma., c.

Dev. +ldz.

Igs Dor.
losz se.Lan.
loz m.Shr.
Ids Ayr. Ant.
loz Edb. Kcb. em.&sm.Lan.,sw.

Lan. +lusz, s.Chs., n.Der.+/K^,
ne.Der.

lusz n. sm. & sw.Lan.
luzlnv. Lth. n.Der. nw. Lin. Lei.

s.Oxf. Ken.
liiz Sus. e.Dev.
Lost, 82—last se.Ken. Dor.
los I. Ma., e.Dev. + lgst

lost Sh.I. Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf.
e.Per. Edb. Uls., but Ant. lost,

Nhb. Dur. n.Cum. Wm. Yks.
n. se. & sw.Lan. Stf. Der. Lin.

Lei. Oxf.

Igst em. & s.Lan. se.Hrt. Lon.
Sus. Som. e.Dev.

lost Ayr. Lth. Kcb. Ant.

lusst s.Sc.

Loud, 172.

Lounge, 225, 323.

Louse, 171, 172,381

—

laiss.Chs.,

nw.Der. +laus.

laus snw.Yks. +lus
;
es.Yks. n.

Lan. n. & nw.Der. Lei.

lass n.Stf.

Ids sw.Yks. + less, s.Lan. + Ixs.

leiis sw. ms. & s.Lan.

Icus s.Lin. se.Ken. e.Sus.

leas sw.Yks.
lous I. Ma.
lus Sh.I.sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.
wm. & s.Sc. Ant.

lus ne.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. ne. snw. c. m. & se.

Yks. n. & nw.Lin.
lous s.Oxf. w. Hrt. e.Suf. Sus.,

but e.Sus. leus, me. & w.Wil.,
e.Dev. bus.

bus ne.Dev.
bus e.Dev.
Love, 97, 249, 279—/tov n. & m.

Cum.+luv.
ljuv se.Nhb.+fef.
lov ne.Sc. +lov, Uls., l.Ma.+lpv,

n.Der. m.Shr. Dor. e.Dev.
lov Lth.+lov, I.Ma.
lov Or.I.

luv n. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n.

& m.Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw.
& em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n. & nw.
Lin., s.Lin. +luv, Rut., Lei.'

+luv, m.Bck. +/»£».

lii s.Ayr. Peb.
luv s.Lin.

luf se.Lan.

luv m. sw. & ms.Lan. s.Chs.

Lei. m.Nhp. n.Wor. ne.Shr.
lov ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc,

but Lth. Igv, Peb. la, wm.Sc,
s.Sc.+lcev, nw.Der. s.Oxf. m.
Bck. Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ken.
Sus. Wil. Som. Dev. Cor.

lozv s.Sc.

luv Sh.I.

Low, adj., 128, 249, 348

—

lau se.

Ken.
Id s.Sc.+lex, Uux, n. & me.Nhb.,

se.Nhb.+/6, s.Nhb. n.Dur.,
Cum.+/p, but n.Cum. los, Wm.
nnw.Yks., snw.Yks. +lou, n.

& nw.Lan.
la w.Wil.
lei\ Ant.

lex Sh. & Or.I., ne.Sc. +ljax,sn.

Sc, w.Frf. e. Per.+Zd, em.Sc,
wm.Sc. +lo, sm. & s.Sc.

Uux s.Sc.

Ijax ne.Sc.

fo/ m.Yks.
lou snw. & sw.Yks. em.Lan.,

Lei.+/o, m.Nhp. s.Oxf.

los n.Cum. m.Yks. Dev., but n.

& nw.Dev. Ig.

Ig Cum. ne. & se.Yks. I.Ma., n.

& nw.Lin. +ld, Dor., but e.

Dor. Id, Som. n. & nw.Dev.
lou e.Suf.

Id w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. se. &
sw.Nhb. s.Dur. sm. se. sw. &
s.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der.
n. nw. & s.Lin. Lei. m.Shr.
Sus. e.Dor.

lou Glo. ne.Nrf. me.Wil.
Lowmer, 398.
Lowmbst, 398.
Lunge, 323.
Made, 43, 44, 45, 249, 339—
mad ne.Sc.+med.
maid se.Ken.
m&d ne.Nrf.

med ne.Sc, wm.Sc. + med, but

n.Ayr. med, n. em. & s.Lan.

Sus., but e.Sus. mesd, e.Som.
meid Ant. m.Nhp., m.Bck.

+

mesd, misd.

mesd n.Cum. m.&se.Yks.+w»>rf,

sw. & ms.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. sw.
Nhp. s.War. w.Wor. s.Oxf.

m.Bck. e.Suf. e.Sus., Dor.+
misd, w.Som. sw.Dev.

med w.Frf. e.Ver.+med, wm.Sc.
s.Ayr.

med Or.I.+ mid, mid, Inv. w.
Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb., s.Nhb. +misd, mjed, sm.
se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. u.

ne. & nw.Der. Rut. Lei. me.
Wil. Som., but nw.Som. misd,

e.Som. med, w.Som. mesd.
miadm.Cum. Wm. nw. Yks. nw.

Lan.
misd s.Sc. me.Nhb., se.Nhb.+

mjed, sw. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. n.

Cum. ne. e. m. & se.Yks.,

Glo.+mid, m.Bck. nw. & w.
Wil. Dor. nw.Som.

mid Or.I.

mid Or.I. m.Chs. Glo.

mjed se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
Mae, 398.
Maid, 48—maid s.Pem. Glo.,ne.

Nrf. + meid, se.Ken. nw. & w.
Wil. Dor., but e.Dor.+*«a3i'rf,

c. & w.Som.
mxid m.Nhp., e.Dor. + maid, s.

Som.
meid Ant., n. & m.Bck. + mesd,

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. n.Dev., sw.
Dev.+mesd.

mesd e.Yks., m.Yks.+;«wrf, se.

Yks. n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf. n. &
m.Bck. s.Sur. Sus. sw.Dev.

med s.Sc.

med Sc, but s.Sc. med, se. & s.

Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. snw.
Yks. Lan. I.Ma. «. 4 nw.Der.
Rut. Lei. n.Ken. e.Cor.

misd m.Yks. I.W.
mid s.Chs.

Main, 48— main s.Pem. se.

Ken. Wil., but w.Wil. +msein,
Dor. w.Som.

maind e.Som.
m&in wiWu.+main.
mein Ant. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Ken.

Sus.

mesn ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. men,
sw.Nhb. m.Yks., se.Yks. +
m<fM,sw.Yks.n.Stf.Lin.s. Oxf.

men s.Sc.

men Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.
Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth.
Edb. Kcb. me.&s.Nhb. n.Dur.
n. & m.Cum. Wm. nw. & se.

Yks. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n. &
nw.Der. nw.Som.

misn s.Dur.

mm s.Chs. Lei.

Make, 43, 44, 45, 249, 340, 425,
429

—

maik Lon. se.Ken.
mak Sh.I.+«ia?£, Or.I. Cai. ne.

sn. nm. em. & wm.Sc, sm.
Sc.+mdk, but Kcb. mek,

V\s.+mek, mek, s.Dur., Cum.
+mek, butn.Cnm.+miek, misk,

n.Wm.+mek, w.Wm., s.Wm.
Ymek, Yks., but w.Yks. me,

ms.Yk.s.+mes,nw.Lan.+miak,
em.La.n. + mek, me, se.Lan.,

ms.Lan. + mlk, s.Lan. + mek,

mek, s.Sti.+mek, n. ne. & nw.
Der.+mc, e. & w.Der., n.Lin.

Vmesk, sw. Lin. n. Lei. e.War.

,

Shr.+mek, me, but ne.Shr.+

mik.

mak sm.Sc.
msek Sh.I.

mask s.Dev.

meik m.Nhp. + mek, se.Hrt.

+

misk, ne.Nrf., Ess.+mek.

mek Kcb. n.Ir., but Vls.+mak,
mek, Cum. n. & s.Wm. n. m.
em. & s.Lan. s.Stf. s.Not., s.

lAn.+mesk, Rut. Lei., but n.

Lei. mak, sw.Nhp. + mesk,

War., but e.War. mak, w.
War. mesk, misk,s.^Nar.mesk,

Shr. e.Som., w.Som.+mesk,
e.Dev., sw.Dev.'rmesk.

mes ms.Yks.
mesk n.Stf.+7«<f, mek, n. nw. &
s.Lin.sw.Nhp.,w.War.+»«>£,
s.War. s.Wor. s.Oxf., m.Bck.
+misk, Bdf. w.Hrt., e.Suf.+

mek, n.Ken. + misk, e.Sus.

Dor., but e.Dor. misk,w.Som.,
n.Dev.+mek, sw.Dev.

me w.Yks. Lan., but n.Lan.
mek, nw.Lan. mak, miak, m.
Y.&n.mek, ern.'Lan.+mak, mek,
sm.Lan. mek, se.Lan. mak,
sw.Lan. mek, ms.Lan. mak,
mek, s.Lan. mak, mek, mek,
Chs., but m.Chs. mek, s.Chs.

+

mek, mik, n.Stf. n. ne. & nw.
Der. Not., but s.Not. mek,
Lin., but n.Lin. mak, mesk,
nw.Lin. mesk, sw.Lin. mak,
s.Lin. mek, mesk, Shr.

mek Inv. Uls. sm. sw. ms. & s.

Lan. I.Ma. m.Chs., s.Chs.+
me, mik, n. & wm.Stf. s.Der.
m.Nhp. n.Hrf., e.Hrf.+misk,
e.Oxf. nw.Hrt. s.Nrf. e. &w.
Suf. Ess. s.Sur. Sus., but c.

Sus. mesk, n. & nw.Dev.
miak ne.Wm. nw.Lan.
miek n.Cum.+misk.
misk s.Sc. me.Nhb., se.Nhb.+

mjek, sw.Nhb., s.Nhb.+mjek,
n.Cum. m.Wm. w.War. e.

Hrf., G\o. +mik, nw.Oxf. m.
Bck. se.Hrt. n.Ken. I.W.
nw. &w.Wil. e.Dor. nw.Som.

mik s.Chs., ne.Shr.+mek, me,
Glo. sm.Hmp.

mjek se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
Malign, 270.

Malt, 39, 253

—

malts.Ayr.+mdt,
Ant. s.Nhb. w.Dur.

malt w.Som.
mat Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Ayr. n.Nhb.
mat Lth. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc.

molt sw.Yks. I.Ma. nw.Lin. a.

Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
most n.Cum.
mglt me.Wil. Dor. Som., but w.
Som. malt.

mgt Ayr., but s.Ayr. malt, mat,
Edb. m.Cum.Wm. Lan. s.Chs.
Stf. n.Der. m.Shr. Sus.

mot sw.Nhb.
Man, 30, 381—man Sh. & Or.I.
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Cai., ne.Sc.+man, sn.Sc. w.
Frf. e.Per. em.Sc, but Lth.

man, man, Peb. «o»,wm.Sc.
+man, Kcb. Ant. me. se. sw. &
s.Nhb. Dur.,but e.Dur. mon,
n.Cum. + mon, e. & m.Cum.
Wm. nw. c. m. & se.Yks., sw.
Yks. + mon, n.Lan., m. & em.
Lan.+mon, I. Ma., butn.I.Ma.
+man,n.~Der.+mon, Lin. Lei.,

s.War. + mon, nw. & s.Oxf.,

n.Bck. fSAi. + mon, e.Suf. +
msen, Sus., but e.Sus. man,
w.Sus. main,

man Lth.+mdn, Peb., m.Bck.+
mon, e.Sus.

man ne. & wm.Sc. Ayr., but n.

Ayr. man, Lth. s.Sc, Uls. +
man, but Ant. man, n.I.Ma.+

man.
man Uls.

mssn ne.Nrf. e. & w.Suf. s.Sur.

w.Sus. w.Wil. Dor. Dev. w.
Cor.

mxn se.Ken.
mean w.Som.
mon e.Dur. n.Cum. n. sw. & ms.

Yks. Lan., but n.Lan. man,
m. &em. Lan.+man, Chs. Dnb.
Stf. Der., but n.Der. + man,
Nbp. e. w. & s.War. Wor. Shr.

Hrf. Glo. 11. & m.Bck. Bdf. u,

Wil.
Mane, 43, 44, 45,249—mam se.

Ken. Dor.

mfe,n n.Lan. ne.Nrf. Sus. Som.,

but nw.Som. »».
mein Ant.
mean sw.Nhb. m.Yks., se.Yks.

+mian, sw.Yks. Lin. n.Stf. w.
&s.War.s.Oxf.,m.Bck.+»«>«,
w.Hrt.

men w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc, but

n.Ayr. men.
men Or. I. Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr.

Lth. Edb.Kcb.,s.Nhb.+»«>tt,

n.Dur. w.Wm. m. se. sw. & s.

Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.&nw.Der.,

hei.+mm, n.Shr. me.Wil. sw.

Dev.
mian m.Cum. sw.Wm. nw.Yks.
nw.Lan.

mien n.Cum.
»«>« s.Sc. n.&me.Nhb., se.Nhb.

+mjen, s.Nhb. s.Dur. ne. e. &
se.Yks. m.Bck. nw.Som.

mm Lei.

mjen se.Nhb.

Mange, 206.

Many, 42, 231, 350—mani Inv.+

meni,sn.Sc, nnw.Yks.+»w««,
moni, snw.Yks.+moni, I. Ma.

+meni, hei.+meni, moni.

mxni me. & w.Wil. Dor., but e.

Dor. mini,

nteini -w.T)er.+moni.

meniIav.,s.Ayr.+mvni,e.Cum.+
*o«(',m.Cum.Wra.nnw.Yks.,

se.Yks. n.Lan. + moni, nw.

Lan., em.Lan.+MOK(, I. Ma.

s.Chs. n.Stf., ne.Der.+(«OKi,

Lin. Lei. s.War. n.Hrf. e. &

s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. u. & se.

Ken. Sus. Som., but e.Som.

mini, w.Som. mini, mvm,
Dev.

meni s.Stf. Rut.+moni, m.Nhp.

n.Shr. n.Bck.

mini Or.I. e.Dor. e.Som., w.

Som.+mvni.
mini nw.Der.

mone Bch., Abd.+moni, w.Frf.
e.Per.

mom'Sh. I.ne.Sc, but Ben. moM<7,

Abd.+mone, Lth. me. se. sw.
& s.Nhb. n.Dur., n.Cum. +
moni, e.Cum. ne. nnw. snw.
& e.Yks., m.Yks.+»tt«;«, se. &
sw.Yks. Lan., but n. & em.
Lan.+mera', e. & s.Stf. n. ne.

e. w. & s.Der. Rut. Lei. e. &
w.War. ne.Shr. Glo.

moni em.Sc, but Lth. moni,
Edb. mvni, Peb. mvne, wm.
Sc.+mvni, but n.Ayr. mvne,
s.Sc. n.Cum.

muni m.Yks.
mitni Ant.
mvne n.Ayr. Peb.
mvni wm.Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr.

mvne, s.Ayr.+mcni, Edb. w.
Som.

mani Uls., but Ant. muni.
Marble, 234, 276.

March, 367.
Mare, 65

—

maain Shr., but n. &
m.Shr. mair), ne.Shr. miair),

e.Oxf.

md(r) Fit. n. & m.Shr. Oxf., but

e.Oxf. maa<.r),s.Ox.L mea(.r>,ne.

Cmb.
miStr) nw.Der. se.Ken.

meia(r) nnw.Yks.+mwtr).
meaoi s.Nhb. n.~Dur.+mia(r), sw.
Yks. em. se. sw. & s.Lan. n.

Stf. n.Der. nw. & s.Lin. Rut.

Lei. m.Nhp. s.Wor. s.Oxf.

Hnt. e.Suf. Sus. Dor., but e.

Dor.+miam, Som., but nw.
Som. miair), e.Dev.

mer Sh.I. Inv., ne.Sc.+mlr, sn.

Sc w.Frf. e.Per.Lth.me.Nhb.

miaOO m.Cum.
miair) s.Nhb. n. & s.Dur. ne.

nnw. snw. e. m. & se.Yks. n.

& nw.Lan. wm.Stf. ne.Shr.

Sur., e.Dor.+mea{r), nw.Som.
sw.Dev.

miar s.Sc. + mir, n.Cum. Wm.
I.Ma.

mir Ayr.+mlr, s.Sc.

mlr ne. & wm.Sc. Ayr. sm. Sc.

Edb. Peb. Ant. se. & sw.Nhb.

ma(.r) sm.Lan. s.Stf.

Mark, 340.

Marl, 298.

Marrow, 23, 229, 349—mar>

nm.Sc. but w.Frf. e.Per.

mara, Lth.

mara Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr. mara, s.Ayr.

+mora, Peb. Kcb. Uls. sw. &

s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.

n. & em. Lan., sm.Lan.+mara,

se. sw. & s.Lan., IMa.+mdra,

Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der. nw.Lin.

s.Lei. s.Oxf. Sus. w.Wil.

mdri Edb.
mara n.Ayr. I.Ma.

m&ra Dor. Som. e.Dev.

tnxra se.Ken.

mora s.Ayr.+mara.

mara sm.Lan.

Marry, 198.

Mason, 204, 233, 249-maisn

se.Ken.
meisn Ant. m.Nhp.
mesnBch. Abd. sn.Sc Lth. Edb.

measnn.Cum.+miesn, sw.Yks.n.

Stf. s.War. Lin.s.Oxf. w.Hrt.

Sus. Dor.

mesn w.Frf. e.Per.

mesn Inv. wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.,
s.Nhb.+miasn, mjesn, n.Dur.
+ mjesn

t
m.Cum., se.Yks. +

»«wsH,Lan.,buts.Lan.+»«>sM,
I.Ma. s.Stf. n.&nw.Der. Rut.
Lei. m.Shr.

miasn Wm. nw.Yks.
miesn n.Cum.
miasn me. & s.Nhb. m. & se.Yks.

s.Lan. e.Dor. w.Wil.
mjesn s.Nhb. n.Dur.

Mass, 198.

Master, 208

—

mastao-) s.Stf. +
mestai-r), Shr., but ne.Shr.

mesiair), m.Shr. mesla(r).

mdstair) w.Cor.+maistalr).

miiestair) me.~Wi\.+measta(r>, w.
Cor.

mestacn s.Chs. s.Stf. n.Der. ne.

Shr. e.Sus.

mester ne.Sc, but Bnff. mestar,

nm.Sc.
measta(r) sw.Yks. n. & nw.Lin.

Glo. me.Wil. w.Som. s.Dev.

mefeWn.Dur. sm.Lan. m.Shr.,

e.Hrf. +miasta(r).

mestar Bnff.

miasta<r> n. & e.Hrf. nw.Som.
Mate, 43, 44, 45, 249—matt e.

Ken.+mfttf, se.Ken.

m&it Y.ss.+meit.

msbt ne.Nrf., sw.Dev.+ww/.
meit s.Stf.+me7, e.War., n.Bck.

+miat, Bdf., nw.Hrt. + Wf^,
met, se.Hrt.+meat, Hnt. Ess.

m^wm.Sc+7«#,nw.Nrf.n.Dev.
meat me. & sw.Nhb.+met, e.&m.

Yks., se.Yks.+mc?, miat, sw.

Yks. n.Stf. Lin., w.War.+
x«;rf,n.Hrf.,e.Oxf.+me7,s.Oxf.

se.Brks. m.Bck. nw. w. & se.

Hrt. e.Suf., n.Ken.+miat, e.

Ken. s.Sur., Sus.+miat, Dor.,

but e.Dor. miat, w.Som. sw.

Dev. e.Cor.

met w. Frf. e. Per.

metlnv. Bch. Abd. sn. & wm.Sc.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc. u.

me. se. & sw.Nhb., s.Nhb. n.

Dar.+mjet, n. & m.Cum. Wm.
nw. & se.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. w.

Chs. s.Stf. n. nw. & w.Der.

Not. Rut. Lei. e. & w.Oxf.

nw.Hrt. m. & s.Cmb.

miat ne. & se.Yks. w.War. nw.

Oxf. n.Bck. n.Ken. Sus. I.W.

w.Wil. e.Dor.

mit Sh.I.

mit Chs.

mj'et s.Nhb. n.Dur.

Matter, 323.

Maw, 49, 348

—

md Abd. me. &

s.Nhb. n.Dur. Bdf. Dor.

ma Kcb.
meag sw.Yks.
wplnv.wm.Sc.Ayr. Lth.m.Cum.

Wm. c. & se.Yks., em.Lan.+

mo sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf.

n.Der. Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

nw se.Nhb. em.Lan.

May, v., tfi—ma s.Nrf., e.Suf.+

niei.

m«*n.&e.Hrf., Glo.+w:, s.Pem.

se.Ken. w.Wil. Dor. w.Som.

s.Dev.

rnsei m.Nhp. e.Som.

nm m.Cum., nnw.Yks.+we, n.

Lan. n. & nw.Der.

mei s.Sc.+;w, Ant. s.Stf. s.Lei.

sw.Nhp. s.Oxf., ne.Nrf.+mi,

e.Suf. n.Dev.

wjwsw.Nhb. se. isw.Yks.n. Stf.

Lin. w.Hrt.
me Or.I. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. me. se.

& s.Nhb. Dur. n.Cum. w. & s.

Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks. nw.
em.se.sw.&s.Lan.I.Ma.s.Stf.

Rut., Lei.+!«», but s.Lei. mei,

n.Shr. m.Bck. n.Ken. Sus. w.
Wil.

mia m.Yks.
ml m. & s.Chs. Lei. Glo. ne.Nrf.

[The unstressed forms are me,

ma, rarely ma.~\

Maze—maiz se.Ken.

meazm.tsi se.Yks. se.Lan. n.Stf.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf. e.Sus.

e.Dev.

mez Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. 11. em. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

s.Stf. n.Der., Rut. + miz, ne.

Nrf.

miaz e.Yks. w.Wil. nw.Som.
mtz Rut.

Me, 151, 235, 403—mei s.Sc, s.

Nhb.+wi, n.Cum., ne. nw.

& nnw.Yks. + ml, snw.Yks.,

m. nm.&sm.Yks.+)Mf, se.Lan.

m. w. & s.Chs. n. & e.Stf.,

em.Stf.+>«>, w.Stf. ne. e. w. &
s.Der., Lei.+m«, m.Nhp. ne.

Shr. e.Suf.

ml Sh.&Or.I.Cai. Inv. ne.&sn.

Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm. &
sm.Sc Ant. nne. sw.& s.Nhb.

n.Dur. m. & w.Cum. Wm. n.

ne. nw. nnw. e. m. nm. sm.

w. sw. es. & s.Yks. n. nw. m.

em. sw. &s.Lan. I.Ma. e.Chs.

em.wm.& s.Stf. nw.Der. Not.

Lin. Lei. War. Wor. Hrf.Glo.

Oxf. Brks. Bdf. e.Hrt. ne. &s.

Nrf. Ken. Hmp. me.Wil. Dor.

Som. Dev. Cor.

[The unstressed forms are mi,

ma, rarely me.~\

Meadow, 135, 229—meda sw.

Nhb., Dur. "Wm.+mlda, Yks.

Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Lin.

Rut. Lei. Shr. Oxf. Ken. Sus.

me.Wil. e.Dev.

meda w.Frf. e.Per.

meda n.Ayr.

mida Kcb. e.Suf. w.Som.
mldi Lth. Edb.

mlda s.Ayr. Peb. Ant. s.Nhb.

Dur. Wm.
Meagre, 323.

Meal = flour, 59, 60—mad Dor.,

but e.Dor.+»«r/.

meil Ant.+mll, sw. & ms.Yks.,

em.Lan.+mial, sm. sw. ms. &

s.Lan. n.Stf.

meal se.Lan. Sus. w.Som. e.Dev.

mei ne.Sc.+mial, but Bch. Abd.

mil, w.Frf. e.Per.

me7nm.Sc,butw.Frf.e.PerW,
s.Ayr. +mil, mil, Kcb. + mll,

Uls., but Ant. meil, mil, I.Ma.

s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. m.Shr.

nw.Dev.
mial ne.Sc. em.Lan. nw.Lin. s.

Oxf. se.Ken. w.Wil.

mil n. & s.Ayr. +mll, Kcb. s.Sc.

mil Inv. Bch. Abd. n. & s.Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Ant. n. sw. & s.Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. n.Lan. s.Lei.

n.Ken. e.Dor.

Meal = repast, 131, 132—meil

Ant. sm. & sw.Lan. n.Stf.

mil Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.
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Meal (contd.)—
mil n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. I. Ma.

m.Shr.
mial m.Cum. Win.
mials.Sc. n.Nhb. sw.Yks. n. &
em.Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.

Ken.
mil Inv. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.

Cum. n.Der. s.Lei. s.Nrf. me.
Wil.

Mean, ^.,137,138, 249,428, 433—
m&n Dor., but e.Dor. men,

mian.

man Ant., nnw. & snw.Yks.+
mian, n.Stf. Lei., but s.Lei.
mm.

meion s.Chs.

mean e.Suf.

men Uls., but Ant. mein, I. Ma.
s.Stf., Rut.+wr«, n. & s.Wor.
m.Shr. w.Oxf. ne.Nrf. Sus.
me.Wil.,e.Dor.+M«>K, e. & w.
Som. nw. sw. & s.Dev.

mianne. e. nnw. snw. & m.Yks.,
se.Yks.+mfw, sw.Yks. n. m.
em. sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan.
n. & nw.Der. Lin. s.War. o.

Oxf. w.Wil. e.Dor. nw.Som.
mm Sh.I., ne.Sc.+jwm, w.Frf.

e.Per. s.Sc. n.Cum.
mln Inv. ne. sn. wm. & sm.Sc.

Lth. Edb. me. se. sw. & s.

Nhb. n. & s.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
se.Yks. ne.Der. Rut. s.Lei. u.

Hrf. se.Ken.
mjen e.Oxf.

Mean, adj., 137, 138, 428, 433—
mem Ant.+mm, n.Stf. Sus.
mean Dor.
men I. Ma. s.Stf.

mian sw.Yks. n. m. & em.Lan.
nw.Lin.

mm w.Frf. e.Per., Ayv. + mm,
Kcb.

mm Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth.
Ant. sw. & s.Nhb.n.Dur. Cum.
Wm. es.Yks. s.Lan. n.Der.
s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

Meant, 140

—

ment Inv., n.Ayr.
Lth.+mint, Nhb. Dur. Wm.
Yks., em.Lan. +mant, sw. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin.
Lei. Oxf. Ken. Sus. Som.
Dev. Cor.

mintne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.
Kcb.

mint n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. n.

& m.Cum.
mant em.Lan.

Measles, zao—mazlz sw.Yks.+
mezlz.

mazlz e.Dor.

m&zlz wm.Stf.
tneizlz Ant.
meazlz n.Stf. e.Suf.

mezlz Kcb. n. me. & se.Nhb. 3.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. ne.
nnw. & snw.Yks., se.Yks.+
««>3fe,sw.Yks.n.nw.&s.Lan.,
Lei.+mezlz, but s.Lei. mtzlz.

mezlzs.Ayr.+mtzlz,se.La.n.lMa.
s.Stf. Lei. w. & s.War. n. &
ne.Shr. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. me.
Wil., w.Wil+miazlz, e.Som.
n. & sw.Dev.

miazlz e. m. & se.Yks. em. & sw.
Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. w.Wil.
e.Dev.

mtzlz Inv., ne.Sc.+mvzlz, w.
Frf. e.Per., n.Ayr. + mtzlz,
Edb. Peb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

mizlzwm.Sc, butn.Ayr.+mizlz,
s.Ayr. sw.Nhb. n. & nw.Der.
s.Lei. se.Ken.

mvzlz ne.Sc.

mazlz Lth.

Measure, 325.
Meat, 59, 60

—

m&t Dor.+met.
meit Ant. +»»>/, nnw.Yks.+m<X,

sw. &ms.Yks., n.& em.Lan. +
mist, sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan., n.

Stt+mll, s.Slf.+met, e.Der.
m. & sw. Nhp., w.War. m.
Bck.+met.

meat nc.Sc, but Bch. mit, Abd.
met, mit, e.Yks.+miat, Rut.+
met, mit, e.Suf.

met Abd.+mit, w.Frf. e.Per.

metSh.l., sm.Sc.+nnt, Uls., but
Ant. meit, mit, se.Lan. +miat,
I.Ma. Dnb. s.Stf. n.Der., ne.
Der.+mit, nw.Der. Rut., Lei.

+mit, n. w. & s.War. n.Wor.
n.Shr., ne.Shr.+mit, nw.Oxf.
+miat, m.Bck. Nrf., s.Sur. e.

& w.Sus.+mS, nw. & me.Wil.
Dor. w.Som. n. & nw.Dev.
Cor.

mint nw.han.+miat.
miat "Wm.+mTt, ne. nnw. snw.

e. & m.Yks., se.Yks. + mit, n.

nw. em. & se.Lan. Lin. nw.
& s.Oxf. Bdf. Hnt.

mit Ayr.+mit, Kcb. s.Sc.

mit Inv. Bch. Abd. sn. & wm.
Sc. Ayr. sm.Sc, but Kcb.
mit, Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. se.Yks. ,,. & em.Stf. ne.
& w.Der. Not. Rut. Lei. ne.
Shr. n.Hrf. e. & se.Ken. s.

Sur. e. & w.Sus.
Meek, 191.

Meet, 142, 429

—

meit nnw.Yks.
+mtt, snw.Yks. n. & em.Stf.,
Lei.+mit.

meat e.Suf. w.Dor.
met ne.Nrf. me.Wil. sw.Dev.
mit n.Dev. w.Cor.
miat m.Yks.+«««, s.Oxf. e.Dor.
mit Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.,

Ayr.+mit, Kcb. s.Sc, n.Cum.
+mtt, I.Ma.

mit Inv. sn. & wm.Sc. Ayr.
Lth. Uls. Nhb. Dur. n. & m.
Cum. Wm. nnw. e. m. se. sw.
& es.Yks. Lan. n. & nw.Der.
nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. sw.Nhp.
ne.Shr. Ken. w.Wil. s.Som.

Melt, 52.

Men, 55

—

mien s.Sc.
men Sh.I. Cai. Inv. ne. sn. nm.
em. & wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. Nhb.
Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks., but
m.Yks. mm, Lan. Chs., I.Ma.
Ymin, Stf. Der. Lin. Rut.
Lei. Shr. Hrf. Oxf. Bdf. Ken.
Sus. Wil. Dor., but e.Dor.+
min, s.Som. n.Dev. Cor.

men e. & w.Som.
min m.Yks. I.Ma. ne.Cmb. ne.
& s.Nrf. Suf. Ess., e.Dor. +
men.

Mend, 209, 428, 429.
Merchant, 367.
Mercy, 210.

Merry, 112,231

—

mart me. Nhb.
+mori, se. & sw.Nhb., s.Nhb.
+mori.

mmri e.Suf.

mecri se.Ken.
mere w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc.
men Inv. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.

mari, s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Dur.

n. & m.Cum. e. & se.Yks. n.

sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. nw.
Der. Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

mire Kcb.
miri ne.Sc. + mori, but Bch.
Abd. mare, sm.Sc, but s.

Ayr. meri, Kcb. mire, Ant.
mori me. & s.Nhb.
muri m.Yks.
mori Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. Brks.
Sus.w.Wil.Dor.e.Som. e.Dev.

mare Bch. Abd.
mari n.Ayr.nw.Cum.Wm.nnw.
snw. & sw.Yks. em. & se.Lan.
n.Der.

Met, 143

—

met Sc. Irel. & Eng.,
but n. & nw.Dev. w.Cor. mit.

Meuse, 323.
Mice, 176, 379

—

mat's ne.Sc, but
Bch. Abd. meis, Ayr. +meis,
Lth. Edb. Ant. m.Cum. Wm.
Yks., but e.Yks. meis, m.Yks.
mas, se.Yks. meis, n. nw.&sw.
Lan. n. & nw.Lin. n.Wor. m.
Shr. s.Oxf. s.Sur. w.Sus. n.

Dev.
mas m.Yks. sm.Lan.
mdis m. & em.Lan., se.Lan.+

mois, s.Lan. s.Lin., Rut.

+

mois, Lei. me.Nhp. s.War.
m&is n.Cum.
meis sn. & wm. Sc. Ayr. Uls.,

but Ant. mais, me. se. sw. &
s.Nhb. Dur. e. &se.Yks.I.Ma.
s.Chs., n.Stf. + mois, nw.Der.

meis Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. Kcb. s.Sc.

mis Glo., Bdf. + mois, Cmb.+
mizn, Nrf., Suf.+mizn, Ess.
Ken. Sur., but s.Sur. mais,
Sus., but w.Sus. mais, Dev.
+miz, but n.Dev. mais.

miz Dev.
mizn Cmb. Suf.

mois se.Lan. n. & wm.Stf. Rut.
Bdf.

mvis sw.Nhp. w.Hrt. me. & w.
Wil. Dor.

Mickle, 339, 398.
Midge, 109, 353—medg w.Frf.

e.Per. s.Sc
mra£ne.Sc,butBch.Abd. midg.
midg Inv. Bch. Abd. wm.Sc.

Ayr., Edb.+madg, Kcb. Ant.
Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. nnw.
snw. e. m. se. es. & ms.Yks.
Lan. Chs. I.Ma. Stf. Der.
Lin. Lei. Oxf. Suf. se.Ken.
Dor. e.Dev.

mig sw.Yks.
modg sn.Sc
madg Lth. Edb.

Midwife, 247.
Might, sb., 77, 358—maix t Sh.

& Or.I.

mait s.Nhb. n.Dur., m.Cum. +
mit, Wm., nnw. & snw.Yks.
+meit, es.Yks. s.Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. m.Shr. s.Oxf. e.Suf.

mait em.Lan., s.Lan. -unit, nw.
Der. Rut. s.Lei. m.Nhp.

mseixt s.Sc.

mxit n.Cum.
me\t w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc, but

n.Ayr. max/, sm.Sc, but s.
Ayr. Kcb. mt'xt.

meit me.Nhb. s.Dur. nnw. snw.
e. & se.Yks. I.Ma.

meixt ne.Sc, but Bch. max t,

Abd. mixt, max*-

mixt Abd.+maxt, s.Ayr. Peb.
Kcb.

mit se. & sw.Nhb. m.Cum. m.
Yks., sw.Yks.+mp*1

, m. sw. &
s.Lan., n.Stf.+moit.

moit se.Lan. n.Stf. s.Lin. hei.,

but s.Lei. mait, se.Ken. s.Sur.

Sus.

mpt (rare) sw.Yks.
mvxt sn.Sc
mvit w.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.

m^x'Bch. Abd. n.Ayr.Lth.Edb.
mait ne.Nrf.

Mild, 73, 307—maill.Ma. e.Dev.
maild Lth. Edb. n. & s.Nhb. n.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. n. &
sw.Lan. n.Der.nw.Lin.s.Oxf.

maid sm.Lan.
maild em. se. & s.Lan. s.Lei.

meil n. & s.Ayr. + meild.

meild n. & s.Ayr. sw.Nhb.
meild Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
Kcb.

mild sw.Yks.
moildn. Stf. se.Hrt.se.Ken. Sus.
mvild me.~Wi\. Dor. Dev., but e.

Dev. mail, Cor.
mvial w.Som.

Mile, 156, 306, 382—mail Sh. &
Or.I., Ayr. + meil, Lth. Edb.,
s.Nhb. +meil, n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks., e. &
se.Yks. + mal, sw. & es.Yks.,
n.Lan. + mail, nw. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. e.Stf. n.Der. n. & nw.
Lin. m.Shr. s.Oxf. e.Suf. s.

Sur. w.Sus.
maial n.Cum. + mseil, w.Wil. +

trivial,

maiald w.Som.+mviald.
mal ne. e. se. & m.Yks. sm. ms.
& s.Lan.

«xw7Ant. n. & em.Lan. s.Chs.
nw. & w.Der., Rut. Lei.+moil,
nw.Oxf., m.Bck. +moil.

mxil n.Cum.
meil ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. meil,

sn.Sc.Ayr.Uls.,but Ant. mail,
me. se. & s.Nhb. s.Dur.

meillnv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.
Kcb. s.Sc. n.Nhb.

moil se.Lan. n. em. wm. & s.Stf.

e.Der. s.Lin. Rut.Lei. m. Nhp.
m.Bck. Bdf. se.Ken. Sus., but
w.Sus. mail.

mvil w.Hrt. Ess. nw.Wil. Dor.,
but e.Dor. mail, e.Dev.

mvio me.Wil.
mvial w.Wil.
mviald w.Som.
mail e.Dor.
maild ne.Nrf.

Milk, 70, 249, 253

—

melk ne.Sc.
+ mvlk, but Bch. milk, Abd.
milk, malk, -wm.Sc.+ mvlk, s.

Sc, n.Cum. + milk, m.Yks.

+

milk, mialkj'Ess.e.K.eri. e.Sus.
Dor., but e.Dor. malk.

melk sm.Sc. + mvlk, but s.Ayr.
+ milk, Kcb. milk,

milk Bch., Abd.+malk, s.Ayr.H-
mvlk, Peb. Kcb. Uls. me. se.
sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. nnw. m. se. & sw.Yks.
Lan. Chs. I.Ma. n.&s.Stf. Der.
Lin. Rut. Lei. s.War. n. ne. &
se.Shr. e.Hrf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.
se.Ken. sw.Dev. w.Cor.

miok me.Wil.
mialk m.Yks. s.Oxf. s.Nrf. Sus.,

but e.Sus. melk.
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mjolk w.Wil.
mvlk Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. nm.Sc,

but w.Frf. e.Per. malk, wm. &
sm.Sc, Lth. Edb. + malk, n.
Bck. w.Som. e.Dev.

malklnv. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.Lth.
Edb. n.Nhb. e.Dor. e.Sora. n.
Dev.

Mill, 109, no, 268—mel Cmb.
ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. Dor.

mil Inv.+mal, s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. n.Lan., em.Lan. + mal,
sm. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. Sus.
miin sw.Yks. s.Lan. Chs. ne.

Der.
mial w.Som. e.Dev.
tnvlBch. Abd.+mal, nm.Sc, but

w.Frf. e.Per. mal,n.Ayr.+mal.
mallnv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb. em.
Lan.

Miller, 306.
Milt, 323.
Mince, 329.
Mind, si. and v., 114, 307, 429,

433

—

main ne.Sc, but Bch.
Abd. mein, Lth. Edb. n.Cum.+
maind, n. & sw.Dev.

maindOr.l. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb. n.

& m.Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.
Yks., c. se. & sw.Yks.+mdnd,
es.Yks. n. & nw.Lan., sw.Lan.
+mdnd, n.Der. Lin., buts.Lin.
maind, s.War. s.Oxf. e.Suf. s.

Sur. w.Sus.
mdnd ne.Yks.+mind, e. m. se. &

sw.Yks. sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan.
main Ant. I. Ma.
maind em.Lan. s.Chs. wm.Stf.
nw.Der., e.Der. + moind, s.

Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. Sus.,

but e.Sus. moin, w.Sus. maind.
mein wm.Sc+ui™, but n.Ayr.
+ meind, s.Ayr.

meind sn.Sc. n.Ayr. sm.Sc, but

s.Ayr. mein, Kcb. mein, s.Sc.

me. se. & sw.Nhb. Dur.
mein Bch. Abd. Kcb.
meind Inv. w.Frf. e.Per.

mind ne.Yks.
mind ne.Dev., e.Dev. + mvind.
moin e.Sus.

moind se.Lan. n. e. & s.Stf. c.

Der. w.War. Glo. m.Bck. Ess.

se.Ken.
mvin wm.Sc. nw. & w.Wil. nw.
& e.Som., w.Som.+mvind, s.

Dev.
mvind s.Wor. n.Hrf. w.Hrt. me.
Wil. Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.

maind ne.Nrf.

Mine,/»-o«.,i54,244—raamSh.&
Or.I. Cai., ne.Sc. + mein, but

Bch. Abd. mein, Lth. Edb.
Ant., n.Cum. + mein, e. & m.
Cum., w.Cum. + mein, Wm.
nnw.Yks., sw.Yks. + moin,

ms.Yks. n.Lan., nw.Lan. +
main, sw.Lan. n.T>er.+mdn,

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. s.Nrf. e.Suf.

w.Som. n.Dev.

man ne. m. & nm.Yks. sw.Lan.,

ms.Lan. + jwam, n.Der.

main nw. & em.Lan., se.Lan. -f-

moin, ms.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. ne.

nw. fcs.Der. s.Lei. m.Nhp. w.
Suf. Ess. Sus.

mein ne. & sn.Sc. sm.Sc, but

Kcb.«a'K,Uls.,but Ant. main,
me. & se.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & w.
Cum.

mein Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per
Kcb. s.Sc.

moin sw. & s.Yks. se. & s.Lan.
n.Stf. e.Der. s.Lin. Lei., but
s.Lei. main, e.War. Bdf. nw.
& se.Hrt. se.Ken.

mvin nw. & e.Oxf. Brks. w.Hrt.
n.Ken. Hmp., but sm.Hmp.
main, w.Wil. Dor. c . & s.Dev.

main e.Hrf., Glo. + mwain, ne.
Nrf. sm.Hmp.

mwain Glo.

Mingle, 272.
Mint = a plant, 6-]—ment I.Ma.

Dor. w.Som.
mint Inv. ne.Sc, n.Ayr. + mant,

s.Ayr. Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs.
Stf. Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf.
Ken. me.Wil. s.Som. Dev.
Cor.

mant w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Lth.
Edb. n.Nhb.

Mirth, iis—mcj, ne.Nrf.
mmp e.Dor.
merp s.Sc.

mep nw.Der. s.Lin. Dor., but e.

Dor. msep.
meap Rut. + map, e.Som.
m!'j^ne.Sc.+mo^,butBch.Abd.

marp, Kcb.
moip me. se. & sw.Nhb.
mop ne. & e.Yks., se.Yks.+map.
mgp s.Nhb.
mvr} ne. sn. & wm.Sc
mvp Suf.

marp Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr.
map s.Dur. m.Cum.Wm. se.Yks.

n. em. & s.Lan. Stf. n.Der.
Lin., but s.Lin. mep, Rut. Lei.

Mistake, 427, 429, 430.
Mite, 323.
Mix, 67, 339

—

meks w.Som.
miks Inv. + maks, w.Frf. e.Per.

Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. Oxf.

Ken. me.Wil. Sus. s.Som. e.

Dev. Cor.

maks Inv. Bch. Abd. n. & s.Ayr.

Lth. Edb.
Moan, 121, 122, 244

—

maun
se.Ken.

men ne.Sc.+min, but Bch. mon,
Abd. men, mon.

men Abd.+mon, sn.Sc + min,
wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. + mon,
Lth. Edb.

mian nnw.Yks. +mian,snw.Yks.
mien n.Cum.
mian s.Sc. se.Nhb. Wm. nnw.
Yks.

min sn.Sc.

mm Or.I. ne.Sc.

moan e.Yks.+muan, n.Stf. Sus.,

but e.Sus. moan,

moan n.Nhb. se.Lan. n. & nw.

Lin. s.Oxf. e.Sus. me.Wil.

mon Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr., but n.Ayr. + men,

Kcb. Ant. me. sw. & s.Nhb.

n.Dur., em.Lan.+muan, sw.

Lan., s.Lan.+muan, I.Ma. s.

Chs. n.Der. Lei. ne.Nrf.

muan m.Cum. e. m. se. & sw.

Yks. n. em. & s.Lan. s.Lin.

Bdf. e.Suf. w.Wil.

miin s.Stf. nw.Der.
mwoan Dor.

Moil, 213.
Moist, 213, 244—maw Dor.
maist Ayr. sw. & s.Lan. n.Der.

Lei. n.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Cmb. c!
Suf., se.Ken.+moist, Sus. me.
Wil.

mats I.Ma.
maist em.Lan.
meist n.Stf.

meist Abd. Peb.
mots se.Yks.+moist, n.Bck.
moist Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.'
m.Cum. Wm. e. se. m. & sw.
Yks. 11. & se.Lan. nw.Lin.
Rut. se.Ken. n.Dev.

mois w.Som.
mvist s.Wor. s.Nrf. w.Wil.
maist ne.Nrf. I.W.
mwoist e.Som.
Monday, 169, 267—monde Vis.,

but Ant. mvndi.
mondi s.Lan. Dor.
monda n.Cum. + munda, n. &
nw.Lan., em.Lan. + mundi,
munda.

mundi snw.Yks.+munda, em.
Lan. n.Der. n. & s.Lin. Rut.
s.Lei.

munda sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. &
m.Cum. Wm. Yks., but snw.
Yks.+mundi, em.Lan. n.Stf.

nw.Lin.
mundi s.Stf.

mimdi sm. se. & sw.Lan. s.Chs.
wm.Stf. nw.Der. Lei. n.Shr.

mimda s.Lan. I.Ma.

mvnde Abd.+mvndi, mvnindi,
mvnande, Ayr., but s.Ayr.+
mvndi, Kcb. s.Sc.

mvnde w.Frf. e.Per.+mvnande.
mvndi Bch. + mvnindi, Abd.,
wm.Sc.+mvnandi, but n.Ayr.
mvnde, s.Ayr. + mvnde, Lth.

Edb. Ant. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. <=.

Suf. se. Ken. Sus. w.Wil. Som.
mvnindi Bch. Abd.
mvnandene.Sc,but Bch. mvndi,

mvnindi, Abd. + mvnde,
mvndi, mvnindi, sn.Sc. sm.
Sc, but s.Ayr. mvnde, mvndi.

mvnande w.Frf. e.Per.

mvnandi wm.Sc
Monger, 32, 229

—

mungair) em.
Lan. + majw, n.Stf. nw.Lin.
s.Lei.

mungar Wm.
muna(.r) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. n.Der.

mungair) sw. & s.Lan.

mungar I.Ma.

mvt)ga(r) s.Oxf. me.Wil. Dor.

Som.
mvnir Bch. Abd.
mvna(r) se.Ken. Sus.

mvnar Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. em.

Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc.

Month, 169, 378, 382—munp
Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. n. em. & s.Lan. Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei. e.War.

e.Suf.

munp sm. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

m.Nhp.
ntvnt e.Sus.

mvnp Sc. s.Oxf. e.Suf. se.Ken.

Som. e.Dev.

Moon, 162, 163, 249

—

min wm.
Sc. + mcen, miin, s.Ayr.

miun rae.Nhb., s.Nhb. + mjun,
mun, n.Uar.+mjun, n.Cum.+
mian, m.Cum., ne.Wm. snw.
Yks.+miin, em. & se.Lan., n.
Stf.+mvun, wm.Stf.+miin, s.

Stf., e.Der. + i«««, mvun, s.
Der., Rut.+m«K, Lei.+miin,
mvun, w.War., ne.Shr. +
mun, mvun, Bdf. Lon.

miun ne.Nrf. n.Dev.
mian se.Nhb.+m/MM, s.Dur. n.
Cum. Wm. ne. c. m. & se.
Yks., nw.Lan.+miin.

mm ne.Sc.+jKirc.

mm ne.Sc. sw.Nhb.
mjun se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
mon m.Nhp.+mwM, mvun.
muin sw. & ms.Yks.
mun m.Shr.+mun, w.Wil.
muan s.Lin., me.Wil.+>««tt, e.

Dor.
mun Inv. Uls. u , & s.Nhb. ne.
Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks. n. nw.
sm. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Fit.,

em. Stf. + mvun, wm.Stf. n.
nw. & e.Der. n. nw. &m.Lin.
Rut. Lei. ne. m. & sw.Nhp.
e. & s.War. ne. m. em. se. &
s.Shr. e.Hrf. w. & s.Oxf. nw.
Hrt. nw.Nrf. Ess. Ken. s.Sur.
Sus. me.Wil.

mun n.Wor.
mvun n. e. & em.Stf. ne. e. & w.

Der. Lei. m.Nhp. ne.Shr.
man Sh.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
wm.Sc Ayr., but n.Ayr. min,
mun, s.Ayr. min, s.Sc

mcen_Kcb. w.Som., sw.Dev.

+

mun.
miin sm.Sc., but s.Ayr. min,

Kcb. man.
m&n em. & wm.Sc. e.Suf. e. &
sw.Dev.

Moor^ 165, 249—miur sn.Sc+
mcer.

miuairi n.Cum.+miir, n.Stf.

miua(r) ne.Nrf.+»«M(r).

mia(r) w.Wm.
mlr ne.Sc+w/xj-, but Bch. Abd.

+miir.

mjur ne.Sc.

moair) ne.Nrf.

mp<r) e.Suf.

moair) nw.Lin. e.Dev.

mor me. & se.Nhb.

muair) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm., but w.Wm. mia(r), Yks.
Lan. s.Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der.
s.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf.

mur Inv., Bch. Abd.+wTr, sw.
Nhb. n.Cum.

mvua(r) e.Stf.

mcer Sh.I. sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per.,

wm.Sc.+iniic, Ayr. Peb. Kcb.
s.Sc.

mur nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

mcer, wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
maua^r) s.Dur.

More, 126, 398, 444

—

md(n snw.
Yks. + mea(r), miain.

meai.n s.Nhb. Dur. m. & w.Cum.
n.Wm., s.Wm. +mww, ne.

Yks., nnw. & snw.Yks. +
mia(r>, e. & m.Yks., nm.Yks.+
mia(r), muair), se.Yks.+mgir),

muair), n.Lan. + muair), nw.
Lan. + wij'aw.

mear Ant., se.Nhb.+mfr, sw.
Nhb., n.Cum.+mB", miar.

mer Sc, but sn.Sc. mor, me. &
se.Nhb. n.Cum.
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More (contd.)—
miair) m.Wm. + mia(r), s.Wm.
nnw. & snw.Yks. nw.Lan.

mia(n Wm., but n.Wm. meairy,

m.Wm.+OTM(i-), s.Wm. mea(r),

mia(r>, nm.Yks.
miar n.Cum.
moa(r) nne.Nhb. Rut., Lei. m.
Nhp. ne.Shr.+mua(r), e.Hrf.

+

moa(r>, mua(r), Glo. + mua(n,
ne. & s.Nrf., n.Ken.+mua(r),
e.Sus.me.Wil.,e.Dor.+?«KW.

mg(n se.Yks., Bdf.+»»«W, w.
Suf. Ess. se.Ken.

moa(r) n.Stt+muXr), wm.Stf. n.

& nw.Lin., e.War.+waJin, c.

Hrf., nw.Oxf. + mua(n, nw.
Nrf., e.Suf. w.Som. + mua(r),
Dev., but sw.Dev. mua'r).

mor sn.Sc. Uls., but Ant. mear.
tnmV) nm. se. sw. & s.Yks. n.
m. se. sw. & s.Lan. I. Ma. Chs.
n. c. em. & s.Stf. Der. m. & s.

Lin. Lei. m. & sw.Nhp. c. & s.

War. n.Wor. n. ne. & m.Shr.
e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf., but nw.Oxf.
+moa(r), Brks. m.Bck. Bdf.w.
& se.Hrt. e.Suf. n.Ken. Sus.,
but e.Sus. moxn, sm.Hmp.
nw. & w.Wil. e.Dor. nw. e. &
w.Som. sw.Dev.

Morning, 87, 229, 231, 274—
manin s.War. w. & s. Wor.
Brks., but nm.Brks. manan,
ne.Nrf. + mgnin, n.Ken. Sus.
m.Hmp. w.Dor. e. sw. & s.

Dev.
manan nm.Brks. me.Wil. Dor.,

but w.Dor. manin.
mornin s.Ayr. sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
mornan ne.Sc.+mornan, I.Ma.+

murnin.
moanin sw.Yks. em.Lan.
mgnin s.Nhb. Dur. n. sm. sw. &

s.Lan. Stf. Der. Lin. Lei. m.
Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.Ken.,
w.Som.+moanin.

moanin m.Cum. w.Som.
mornin n.Ayr. + mornan Kcb.

Ant.
mormn ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.

Sc. n.Ayr.
mudnin Wm.
murnin I. Ma.

Morsel, 217.
Most, 121, 122, 244, 249, 398
meisl Ant.
mest ne.Sc.+mest, nm.Sc, but

w.Frf. e.Per. mest.

mast n.Cum.+miest, miast, m.
Yks., n.Lan.+muast.

mist sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

mest Sh. & Or.I. ne. & em.Sc.
wm.Sc., but n.Ayr. most, sm.
Sc, U\s.+most, but Ant.meist,

5e.rlhb.+mjest,ne.Yks.+miast,
se.Yks. +miast, mgst.

MaWm.Cum.Wm. nnw. &snw.
Yks. nw.Lan.

miest n.Cum.
miast s.Sc. 11. & me.Nhb. s.Dur.
n.Cum. ne. c. & se.Yks.

mist sw.Nhb.
mjest se. & s.Nhb.
>«0Ks/m.Nhp.
moast es.Yks. n.Lin., w.Oxf.+

mwost, Bdf.
mgs w.Som. +moas.
mgst se.Yks. e.Som. sw.Dev.
moss w.Som.
moist se.Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin. s.

Sur.w.Sus. me.Wil.,w.Wil.+
muast, e.Dev.

mos I.Ma.
mostn.Ayr. Uls., s.Lan. +muist,

n.Der. Rut. Lei.e.Hrf.ne.Nrf.
se.Ken.

muist sm.Lan.+muast, s.Lan.
must nw.Der.+must, ne.Shr. 4-

muast, e.Suf.

muast sw.Yks. n. em. sm. sw. &
ms.Lan. s.Stf. nw.Der. s.Lin.

ne.Shr. e.Oxf. w.Hrt. w.Wil.
must nw.Der. s.War.
mceust s.Chs.
mwoast Dor.
muinstw. & s.Oxf.

Moth, 316.
Mother, 169, 229, 231, 297

—

midir Bch. Abd.+midir.
midarSh. & Or.I., ne.Sc. +mi$ar,

but Bch. Abd. midir, miSir.
miSir Bch. Abd.
miliar ne. & nm.Sc. em.Sc, but

Peb. *K»iJ»r,wm.&sm.Sc.,Uls.

+ maSar, but Ant. mvdar, se.

Nhb.
moSa(r) s.Lan.+mu9a(r), miitjam,

n.St{.+mu<Sa(r),motSa(.n, e.Stf,

em.&wm.Stf.+m»to>"), n.&w.
Der. Rut., Lei. ne. fcm.Nhp.
s.War.+mogfat^nw.&sw.Dev.

mofiar I.Ma.
mgSa'r) e. & w.Som.
moSa(r) n.Dev.
mud(a(n Wm., nnw.Yks. +

muda(r), muda(.r), n.Lan. +
muda'r).

mudSar n.Cum.+mufiar.
muda(r)s.Dur.+muSa(r),m.Cum.
nnw. snw. &m.Yks., nw.Lan.
nw.Lin. +mufia(r).

mufia(r) s.Nhb. n. & s.Dur. ne.
nnw. e. se. sw. es. & ms.Yks.
nw. em. & s. Lan. n. & s.Stf.nw.

& s.Lin., m.Bck.+m»o>(r).
mutSar me. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
muSawn.m. sm. se. sw. ms. &s.

Lan. w. & s.Chs. Fit., ne. & e.

Der.+motSa(r), e. & w.War., 11.

'Wor.+mofia(r)
1
n.Shr.,ne. &se.

Shr. +motSa(r), n.Bck.
moda(r) n. & se.Ken.
mvSa'r) n. em. & wm.Stf. ne. e.

nw. & s.Der. m.Lin. Lei. ne.
m. & sw.Nhp. s.War. n. & s.

Wor. ne. m. & se.Shr. e.Hrf.
Glo. Oxf. m.Bck. Nrf. Suf. s.

Sur. Sus. Dor. Wil. Som., but
e. & w.Som. mgSa(r>, Cor.

moSar, sn.Sc. Peb. s.Sc. Ant.
matar Uls.

Mourn, 97

—

morn sw.Nhb. n.

Cum.
moan s.Lei. me.Wil.
moan em.Lan.+mon, se.Lan. se.

Ken.
mon s.Nhb. em.Lan.
muanm.Cum. sw.Yks. s.Lan. e.

& s.Oxf.

mum Ant. I.Ma.
morn Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

em.Sc. Ayr. s.Sc.

mon Dor. Som. Dev.
m?Kn.Lan.n.Stf.n.Der.nw.Lin.

Mouse, 171, 172, 249, 328, 381,
383

—

metis s.Chs.+mvus, n.

Stf.+maas, n.Der.+mds, nw.
Der.+maus.

maus nnw. & snw.Yks.+miis,
es.Yks. n.Lan.nw.Der.s. Lei.,

w.Som. + mous.

maas n.Stf.

mds sw.Yks.+meas, ms.Yks. s.

Lan. n.Der.
mses sm. se. sw. & ms.Lan.
meus Uls., but Ant. mus, s.Lin.

se.Ken. s.Sur. e. & w.Sus.
meas sw.Yks.
mjaus Lei. + mvus, but s.Lei.

maus.
mous I.Ma.
mus sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.

Peb. s.Sc. Ant.
mus ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.ne.nnw.
snw.e.m.&se.Yks.n.&nw.Lin.

f«B«ss.Chs. Rut.Lei.n.fe m.Shr.
n.Hrf. s.Oxf. w.Hrt. e.Suf. w.
Wil. e.Dor.

ffisnsw.Som.
maus Glo. ne.Nrf.

mails e.Dev.

Mouth, 171, 172, 316

—

maif s.

Chs.+>«»w/, nw.Der. +mauji.
mauB w.Som.
maup nnw.Yks.+m«^,snw.Yks.
+mu, es.Yks. n.Lan. e.Stf, n.

Der.+mvup, nw.Der. s.Lei.

maap n.Stf.

mdpsw.Yks.+meap^s. & s.Lan.
ne. & e.Der.

m&p sm. se. & sw.Lan.
»«<;«/$ Uls., butAnt. mup, s.Lin.,

Lei.+mDup, but s.Lei. maup,
n.Wor. s.Nrf. se.Ken. s.Sur.
Sus.

meap sw.Yks.
moup I. Ma.
mup w.Frf. e.Per.+mii, Ayr. sm.
Sc, but Kcb. mup, Peb. Ant.

mu ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc,
but Peb. mup, snw.Yks.

mut Or.I.

mup wm.Sc. Kcb. Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. nnw. e. & se.Yks.
n. & nw.Lin.

mvups.Chs. n.Der.Rut. Lei. sw.
Nhp. n.Hrf. e.&s.Oxf. w.Hrt.
e.Dor. w.Wil.

maup Glo. ne.Nrf.
maup e.Dev.

Move,2i5

—

miuv em. Lan.+muv,
se.Lan. s.Stf.

miv ne.Sc. ne.Nrf.+mw, e.Suf.
muav s.Oxf.

muv Ant., s.Nhb. n.D\ir.+muv,
w.Wm. em.Lan. Sus.

miiv Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. S.Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Kcb. n. & s.Nhb. n.
Dur. 11. & m.Cum. Yks. n. &
sw.Lan. I. Ma. n.Der. Not.
Lin. se.Ken. me.Wil.

mov ne.Sc. e.Oxf. ne.Nrf. Ess.
w.Som.

mcev s.Sc.

miiv e.Dev.
Mow, 127, 425, 430, 432—mau

wm.Sc+mp, s.Nhb. n.Dur.
se.Lan. n.Shr. se.Ken.

ma Sh.I. s.Ayr. Ant. me.Nhb.,
se. Nhb. + mo, nnw. & snw.
Yks. n.Lan.

ma Peb. Kcb.
*as.Sc. w.Wil.
mou ne.Sc. n.Nhb. n.Stf. s.Lei.
n.Wor. s.Oxf.

moa m. & sw.Yks.
mg wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. m.Cum.

ne. se. & es.Yks. n. & nw.
Lin. Glo. Dor.

mou e.Suf.

mo Uls., but Ant. ma, se. & sw.

Nhb. s. Dur. n.Cum. Wm. e.

Yks. em. sm. sw. & s.Lan.

I. Ma. s.Chs. n. & nw.Der.
m.& s. Lin. Lei.,but s. Lei.wow,
m.Shr.H- mvu, s.Nrf. Sus.,

but e.Sus. mvu, e.Som.
mvu m.Shr. ne.Nrf. Ess. e.Sus.
me.Wil.

mm nw.Dev.
mail e.Dev.
Much, 118, 254, 341

—

miklwm.
Sc. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. + mvkl,
Wm. snw.Yks.+»«'£/;

«!V/s.Dur.Wm.ne. nnw. snw.
e. m. se. sw. ms. & s.Yks. n.

Lan., nw.Lan. + mutf, se. &
sw.Lan., ms.Lan. + mutf, s.

Lan., Chs. + mutf, n.Der.

+

mutf, ne. & nw.Der.
motf e.Suf. + mutf.
mukl me. & se.Nhb. n.Cum.

+

mutf.

mutf me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n.

e. & m.Cum. es.Yks. nw. &
em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der.
nw. & s.Lin. Rut. n.Lei., e.

"War. + mutf ne.Shr., m.Bck.
+ mntf, e.Suf.

mutf ms.Lan. I. Ma. Chs. wm.
Stf. e.Der. s.Lei. ne.Nhp., m.
Nhp. +mvtf e.War. s.Wor.
n. & se.Shr.

mvklSh.l. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.
Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr., but
s.Ayr. + mikl, Lth. Edb. Peb.
Kcb. s.Sc.

motfAnt. m.Nhp. m.Shr. e.Hrf.
Glo. nw. e. & s.Oxf. Bdf. m.
Bck. se.Hrt. ne. & s.Nrf. Suf.,

but e.Suf. motf, mutf, Ken.
Sus. sm.Hmp. Wil. Dor. Som.
Dev. Cor.

Muck, 118—mukNhb. Dur.Cum.
Wm. Yks. n.Lan., em.Lan.
+ muk, I.Ma. Chs. Stf. n.Der.
Lin.

muk Sus.
mukem. se. sw. & s.Lan. ne.&w.

Der. Lei. s.Wor.
mvk Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
em.wm.sm.&s.Sc.Ant.s.Oxf.
se.Ken. me.Wil. Som. Dev.
Cor.

Muckle, 339.
Murder, 115, 229, z^—modam

nw.Lin.
mordar sw.Nhb.
mgdSa'r) n.Lan.
mgda(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m. & sm.

Lan.
mordir Bch. Abd.
mordar Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb.
moda(r) se.Ken. me.Wil.
mardSar Ant., IMa. + marSar.
marSar I. Ma.
madam m.Cum. Wm., em. Lan.+

maSair), se. & sw.Lan. Stf. n.
Der. s.Lei. s.Oxf. Dor. Som.
e.Dev.

mada(r) sw.Yks. em. & s.Lan.
Music, 226.

Mussel, 326, 339.
Must, v., 169—mos w.Som. +

most, mos.
most Uls. w.Som.
mus se.Yks.
must s.Nhb. n.Cum. ne. & sw.
Yks. em.Lan. Stf. n.Der. s.
Lin.

mus I.Ma.
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must Lei. m.Nhp. e.War.
rttvs Ess. + most, Dor. e. & w.
Som.

mvst s.Sc. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

Ess. se.Ken. me. & w.Wil. s.

Som. e.Dev.

»<*s m.Lin.
msst n.Hrf.

My, 157, 235, 412, 413-mai
Sh. & Or.I. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb., s.

Nlib. Dur. + ma, m.Cum., w.
Cum. +mei, Wm. n. nw. e. &
sw.Yks., n.Lan. + m«, nw.
Lan., sw.Lan. + m<«, n.Der.

Lin. e.Suf. Ess.w.Som.w.Cor.
.i»8 wm.Sc, s.Sc. + ma, s.Nhb.

n.Dur. nm.Yks., s.Lan. + mai,

nig.

mat n. m. em. se. sw. ms. &
s.Lan. I. Ma. s.Chs., n.Stf.

+

moi, wm.Stf. ne. & nw.Der.,

Lei. + w/oj, m.Nhp. w.War. n.

& s.Wor.
ma s.Sc.

mei n. & w.Cum.
moi n. & s.Stf. e.Der. Lei. e.

War. m.Bdf. e.Hrt. se.Ken.

e.Sus.

mg s.Lan.

mvi n. Sre.Hrf. n. nw. & s.Oxf.

s.Nrf.n.Ken.w.Sus.Dor. Cor.,

but w.Cor. mai.

tmi Glo. Hmp. I.W.
[The unstressed forms are ma,

mi.~\

Nail, 48—nail n.Wor. +neil, s.

Pem. Glo., ne.Nrf.+K«7, Ess.

se.Ken. me.Wil., w.Wil. +
nesl, Dor., but e.T>or.+naisl,

e.Som.
naiil e.T>or.+nail, w.Som.
»a;/ Uls., but Ant. neil, nnw.Yks.

n.Lan.
neil Ant. s.Lei. n.Wor., Bdf.+

nesl, ne.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Ken.,

Sus.+nesl, n.Dev.

neslne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. nil, se.

Nhb.+w/W, sw.Nhb. c. & m.
Yks.,se.Yks.+™r/,H</,sw.Yks.

n.Stf. Lin., w.War.+K«/, a..

Oxf.m.Bck.Bdf.w.Hrt.s.Sur.

Sus. w.Wil. w.Cor.

nel Sc, but ne.Sc. mil, me. & s.

Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. snw.

& se.Yks. m. se. sw. & s.Lan.

I. Ma. s.Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der.

Rut.
nisi nw.Lan. w.War.
nil se.Yks. w. & s.Chs. wm.Stf.

Lei., but s.Lei. neil, ne.Shr.

ttjel se.Nhb.

Name, 43, 44, 45, 249—««*«
m.Nhp. + nesm, nem, Glo.+

nem, nism, mm, Brks.+nism,

but nm.Brks. nem, se.Brks.

nesm, w.Suf., Ess. + nseim,

neim, nesm, e.Ken.+nesm, se.

Ken.
nsiim Ess.

nse,m ne.Nrf., sm.Ump.+msm,
s.Som.

neim Ant., s.Stf.+nesm, nem,

Lei.+nem, mm, but n.Lei.

nesm, sw.Nhp.+«e*»», n.Bck.

nw.Hrt.+«(»>«, nism, se.Hrt.

+nism, Hnt. Ess.

„,,,« Sh.L, Inv.+K«>«, ne.Sc.+

«<??«, nem, nm.Sc.+nem,msm,

nim, but w.Frf. e.Per. nem,

m.Shr.
VOL. VI.

nesm em.Sc, butLth. Edb. nem,
me.Nhb. +nism,n.Dur.+niam,
njem, n.Cum. -\-niem, nism,

snw.Yks.+ra>m, sw. & s.Yks.

n.Lan.+wcm, nw.Lan.+wm,
niam, n :sm, se.Lan.+nism,
I. Ma. n.Stf.+nem, s.Stf. Lin.

n.Lei. m.&sw.Nhp., e.War.+
m««, nism, w.War.+Kora, s.

War.+Bem, m'a«, n.Wor., u.

Hrt+nem, e.Hrf.+nem, nism,

s.Pem., e.Oxf.+nem, s.Oxf.

se.Brks. n.Bck., m.Bck. Bdf.

+nism, nw.&w.Hrt.se.Cmb.,
e.Suf. -\-nem, Ess., n.Ken.+
nism, e.Ken. s.Sur. Sus., but

e. Sus.+nism, Dor., but e.Dor.

+nism,v/. Som., e.Dev. +nism,
sw.Dev. e.Cor.

nem ne.Sc, sn.Sc.+nem, w.Frf.

e.Per., wm.Sc. +ni~m, Lth.

Edb.
nem Cai. Inv. ne. sn. nm. wm.
& sm.Sc. Uls., but Ant. neim,

sw. & s.Yks. n. nw. m. sw. &
s.Lan. I. Ma., Chs.+ntm, Fit.

n. & e.Stf., em. & wm.Stf.+
mm, s.Stf. n.Der., ne.Der.

+

mw,nw.e.&s.Der. Not. Rut.

Lei. ne. & m.Nhp. e. & s.War.

s.Wor. n.Shr., ne.Shr.+mm,
em. se. & s.Shr. n. & e.Hrf.

Glo. c. & w.Oxf. nm.Brks. m.

Cmb. nw. & s.Nrf. e.Suf. me.

Wil. n. & s.Dev.

niam n.Dur. c. m. & w.Cum.
Wm., but n.Wm.+nism, m.

Wm. nism, nnw. & snw.Yks.

nw.Lan.
nicm n.Cum.
nism nm. & s.Sc. n. & me.Nhb.,

se.Nhb.+«y««,sw.Nhb.+«?>«,
s.Nhb.+»y'e>«, s.Dur. n.Cum.,

n.Wm. + niam, m.Wm. ne.

snw. e. m. nm. & se.Yks. nw.

&se.Lan.e. w.&s.War.e.Hrf.

Glo. nw.Oxf. Brks.n.&m.Bck.

Bdf. nw. &se.Hrt. n.Ken., e.

Sus.+nesm, sm.Hmp. Wil.,

but me.Wil. nem, e.Dor.+

nesm, nw. & e.Som. e.Dev.

mm Or.l.+nim.

mm Or.I. nm.Sc. sw.Nhb. Chs.

Dnb. em. & wm.Stf. ne.Der.

Lei. ne.Shr. Glo.

njem se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

Narrow, 23.

Natural, 233.

Nature, 285.

N-aup, 323-

Navel, 279.

Near, 187, 398 >
445-"«C) ra -

Cum. se.Lan., s.Lan. +»»(«,

s.Chs., n.Der. +nis(.r),

name. & sn.Sc.+mr.

tmr n.Ayr.+«fr, Lth. Edb.

«^wm.Sc.+«»',butn.Ayr.+»*n

nesm n.Stf., Lei.+raaOT, e.Suf.

K^rn.Nhb.
nier n.Cum.
„*« s.Nhb. Dur. Wm. Yks. n.

em. sm.& s.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der

Lin Rut. Lei. se.Shr. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.

,«>>-Inv.s.Sc.Uls.sw.NhbI.Ma.

nir Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc w.

Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. n. & s.Ayr.

Kcb. se.Nhb.

Nearderest, 445.

Nearmer, 445-

Nearmost, 445.
Neat, 220—««VAnt. n.Stf.

net ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., Lth.
Edb.+K^/, s.Sc.

net Inv. Ayr.Lth. Edb. Kcb.Uls.,

butAnt.M«y,s.Lan.I.Ma.s.Stf.

Glo. me.Wil. Dor. w.Som.
nisi sw.Yks. n. & se.Lan. nw.

Lin. s.Oxf.

nit Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. em.
Lan. n.Der. se.Ken.

Neathmost, 398.
Neck, 340.
Need, 145, 146, 428, 429, 433—
neid nnw.Yks. + md, snw.Yks.

s.Chs. n.Stf., Lei.+md.
nesd e. Suf.

neds. Stf. n.Wor. m.Bck. ne.Nrf.

Sus.

nid me.Wil., T)or.+md.

nisd m.Yks. s.Lin. e.Dev.

n\d Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. o.

Ayr. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc. n.Cum.,
I.Ma.+mrf.

nidOr.X. Inv. sn. & wm.Sc. Lth.

Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum., but n.

Cum. nid, Wm. nnw. e. se.

sw. & es.Yks. n. em. sm. se.

sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Der. Lin.,

but s.Lin. nisd, Rut. Lei. s.

Oxf. Ken. sw.Hmp. Dor.

Needle, 131, 132, 30 1 — ""dl
nnw.Yks.+i.idl, snw.Yks. se.

Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. ne.Der.

neild e.Stf.

nesdl e.Suf.

nedl n.Wor. ne.Shr.

nidi War. s.Wor. Glo. ne.Nrf.

Sus., butw.Sus. mid, w.Wil.

Dor. nw.Som. n. & nw.Dev.,

Cor.+«*/.

nil s.Som.

nisdl m.Yks., se.Yks.+motf, e.

Dev.
nisi w.Som.
mdl Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. s.Ayr. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.

I.Ma.

mdl wm.Sc. Lth. Ant. Nhb. Dur.

Cum. Wm. nnw. e. se. sw. es.

& ms.Yks. n. em. sm. & s.Lan.

s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut., Lei.+

mid, Oxf. m.Bck. Ken.

nil Wxf.,Dev.+nfW, but n. & nw.

Dev. nidi, e.Dev. nisdl, Cor.

mid w.Yks. sw.Lan. Chs., but

s.Chs.+»«'rf/, nw.Der. Lei.

Shr., but ne.Shr. nedl, w.Sus.

e.Som. Dev.

Neigh, 139

—

nai se.Ken. me.

Wil.

nd Lth.

im m.Cum. w.Wil.

nei sw.Nhb. s.Dur. Wm. ne.

snw. & e.Yks., m.Yks+ms,

se Yks.+Mf, sw.Yks. sw.Lan.,

n.Der.+»f, ne.Der. s.Lei.,

Rut.+w, s.Oxf. Nrf. e.Suf. e.

Dev.

nes n.Stf. nw.Lin.

ne Ayr. Edb. s.Nhb n.Dur. se.

Yks. nw. em. & s.Lan. i..via.

n.Der. Rut.

nis m.Yks. .

m s.Chs. Lei., but s.Lei. nci

Neighbour, 184, 229, 249,270—

naibsm s.Nhb. n.Dur. nnw.

Yks.+ne-bsm, s.Lin. m.bnr. e.

Hrf Glo.w.Oxf.ne.Nrf., Ess.

+ ne1>sir), se.Ken. sm.Hmp.

me. & w.Wil., e.Dor.+Ma*W-

naibsr Ant.

ndbsir) s.Nrf.+Kj«fo(f), e.Suf.

nsebsir) e.Cum., w.Cum. +nebs(r),

n.Wm.+Bto), n.Lan. e.Dor.

nebstr) nne.Nhb. m. & w.Cum.
m. & s.Wm. snw.Yks., sw.
Yks. +nesbs(r>, nw. & m.Lan.
nw.Oxf.

neibsir) Dur., but n.Dur. naibsitl,

e.Yks , se.Yks.+nesbsm, n.

St[.+mbsw, s.Lei., e.Dev.+
nesbxr).

wj'forme.Nhb., se.Nhb. + nibsr,

njebsr, sw.Nhb.
nesbsO )m.Yks.,nm.Yks.+;»>foci'),

se. & sw.Yks. n. & nw.Lin.

Bdf. se.Hrt. e.Suf. w.Sus. e.

Dev.
nebsm n.Wm. nnw. es. ms. & s.

Yks. sm. & sw.Lan., ms.Lan.

+mbsw>, n. & nw.Der. Rut.,

n.Le\.+ffibs(r), m.Nhp. s.Oxf.

m.Bck. Ess. n.Ken., e.Sus.+

nisbs(r), I.W. w.Dor. sw.

Dev.
nebsr X)\s.+mbsr, butAnt. naibsr,

I.Ma.

nisbstr) nm.Yks. e. & w.War. e.

Sus. w.Wil.
nibsr Cai. sn.Sc, nm.Sc.+Kifor,

but w.Frf. e.Per. nlpsr, em.

& wm.Sc+mfor, sm.Sc, but

s.hyv.+nibsr, s.Sc

nipsr ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

mbir, nipir, w.Frf. e.Per.

ntbir Bch. Abd.+iiT/'iy.

nibs(r) em. se. ms. & s.Lan. w. &

s.Chs. 11. wm. & s.Stf. w.Der.

n.Lei. ne.Shr.

nibsr Or.I. nm. em. & wm.Sc. s.

Ayr. Uls. se.Nhb. n.Cum.

nipir Bch. Abd.
njabs(r) s.Nrf.

njebsr se.Nhb.

noibsir) nw.Wil.
Neistmost, 398.

Neither, 139, ZH—nai8Kr> m.

Shr., e.OoT.+iuidsw, e.Dev.

naiSs(r) em. Lan., e.War. +

noiSs(r).

nedsr Sh.l.+nidsr, nidsr, Or.I.+

neSsr.

neMr) nne.Nhb., e.HrUniSsm,

nsidsin, se.Hrt. n.Ken. s.Dor.

nw.Dev.
nedsr Cai., s.Sc.+neSsr, Ant.

wi'fc(rtsw.Lan.+*"iJxn,nw.Liii.

+nesds<».

nesdsir) r\m.Yks.+nesSs(.r).

nestSsW rn.Yks.+neSsin, nm. &

ms.Yks. n. & nw.Lin.

nidir Bch. Abd.+neHir.

nedsr Sh.I.

neSir Bch. Abd.

nidsr Lth. Edb. s.Sc.

nedtSsd) n.Lan.

nedsoi m.Cum. n.Wm., m.Wm.
+nisds(.r>, s.VJm.+neHsir).

neSsm Dur. s.Wm. n. ne. m. &

w Yks., nw.Lan.+>«flfo(>->, •=.

m. & sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.

m.Not. War., but e.War.

naiSsir), noidsin, n. & nw.Oxf.

ne. & s.Nrf. Suf. s.Dev.

wto-Or.I. ne.Sc,butBch.Abd.

nidir, nidir, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. em.Sc, but Lth. Edb.

nidsr, wm. & sm.Sc, I.Ma.+

n':dsr.

niadsir) nw.Lan.

nidsr Sh.I.
iy
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Neither (contd.)

—

niSar I. Ma.
niadair) m.Wm.
niaSa(r) e.Yks.

nida(r) se.Ken.
mBur) Chs. n. e. & wm.Stf. Der.,

but n.Der. neSair), n.Lei. m.
Nhp. e.Hrf. e.Oxf.

noidam s.Stf. e.War. nw.Hrt.
nviSa(r) e.Oxf. nw. & me.Wil.
naidair) e.Hrf. GIo. e.Dor.
na6a(.r) Uls., but Ant. neSar.

Nephew, 62, 249 279

—

nsevi e.

Suf.

nefi Abd. + nefji, nnw.Yks., w.
Yks. +nevi, nw.Lan., n.Der.+
nevi, nw.Der. Not., but m.
Not. ncvi, s.Lin., Sur. Dor. 4-

nevi.

nefiu Inv., n. & s.L&n.+nevi.

nefji Bch. Abd.
nefju Ayr.+nefja, sm.Lan. I. Ma.
nefja w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
nefi ne.Sc, but Bch. nefji, Abd.

nefi, nefji, Peb., Lei. + nevi,

neva.

nevi sn.Sc. +»?/&.
neviLth. Edb. Nhb. Dur. Cum.,

but n.Cum. neviu, Wm. ne.
snw. e. se. w. sw. & es. Yks. n.

em. se. sw. & s.Lan. s.Stf. n.

Der. m. Not. n.& nw.Lin. Rut.
Lei. m.Nhp. Glo. nw.Oxf.
Brks. ne.Cmb. Ess. se.Ken.
Sur. Sus. w.Wil. Dor. e.Som.
Cor.

neviu n.Cum. n.Stf.

nevju Ant. e.Hrf. e.Dev.
neva Lei.

nefi wm.Sc. Kcb.
nivi m.Yks.
nifi sn.Sc.

Nest, 51, 379

—

uses w.Som. +
nazst.

nmst se.Ken. w.Som.
nms IMa.+nes.
nes s.Nhb. n.Tlnr.+nest, I. Ma. s.

Stf. Dor.
nest Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. 11.

sw. 4 s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm.Yks. n. em. & s.Lan. n.

Stf. Lin. Lei. e.Dev.
nist m.Shr.+nist, Oxf. Sus.
niast n.Bck.
nistse. & sw.Lan. n.Der. m.Shr.

e.Suf.

Nesteses, 378.
Nettle, 51, 232, 266, 283, 287—
til Nhp. War. Wor. Hrf. Glo.
nw.Oxf. Hmp. nw. & sw.
Wil.

Kasrfs.Sc. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
Dor.

ned! Sus., but e.Sus. netl.

nctl Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.
Ayr. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. Yks., but m.Yks.
-hnitl, Lan. I. Ma. Stf. Der.
Lin. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf. m.Bck.
e.Sus. w.Wil. e.Dev.

ne--al Lth. Edb.
netl ne.Sc, but Bnff. nitl, Bch.

natl, Abd. nitl, natl,

nidi n.Dev.
nitl Bnff., Abd. +«?//, m.Yks. e.

& w.Som.
nvtl sn.Sc. s.Som.
natl Bch. Abd.

Never, 140, 229, 279

—

navar I.

Ma.

nam Dor.+Kmxr), but e.Dor.

nevaLr).

nxvaw se.Ken.
nevacr) nne.Nhb. ,11.1,311. +niva(r),

m.Lan., sw.Lan. +niva(.r), ms.
& s.Lan., Chs. n.Stf.+m'ra(r),

e.Stf. n.Der., s.Lei. m.Nhp.
+nivair), e.Hrf., G\o.+niva(.r),

Oxf. se.Hrt. e.Sus. Hmp. nw.
& w.Wil. e.Dor., s.Som.

+

niva(r), n.Dev. w.Cor.
nevar Or.l. +nivar, Cai. sn.Sc.

sm.Sc. , but S.Ayr, ner, nivar,

Kcb. nivar, s.Sc.

ner s.Ayr.+nivar, Lth. Edb.
niair) m.Yks., nm. & sw.Yks.

ne.Der. +niva(r'>.

nivam s.Nhb. Dur. e. m. & w.
Cum. Wm. snw. nm. sw. &
s.Yks. n. nw. em. & sw.Lan.
Chs. n. wm. & s.Stf. Der.,

but n.Der. neva(r), ne.Der.+
niacr), Not. Lin. Lei., but s.

Lei. +neva(r), n. ne. & m.Nhp.
e.War. ne.Shr. Glo. Bdf. e. &
w.Suf. Ess. Sus., but e.Sus.

nevacr), Dor. s.Som. Dev.,
but n.Dev. nevair).

nivar Sh. & Or.l. ne. & nm.Sc.
em.Sc, but Lth. Edb. ner, n.

Ayr.+nir, s.Ayr. Peb. Kcb.
Uls., but Ant.+MFr, se. & sw.
Nhb. n.Cum.

nlr n.Ayr. Ant. -vnivar.

novam s.Nrf., w.Som. +nceva(r).

ncevair) w.Som.
New, 193, 249

—

nen Lth. n.

Nhb., sw.Yks. + nin, m.Bck.,
n. Ken.+kk.

niu Sh.I., Or.I.+;ya, Inv. ne.
Sc, but Bch. Abd. njil, em.
Sc, but Lth. neu, Edb. njii,

wm.Sc. sm.Sc, but s.Ayr.
nju, me.Nhb., se.Nhb. + m/m,

sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
nnw. snw. & e.Yks., nm.Yks.
+nia, se. sw. es. ms. & s.Yks.
Lan., but sm.Lan.+H/S, Chs.,
but s.Chs. njii, njceu, n.Stf.

Der. Lin. Rut., Lei.+nu, m.
Nhp. e.War. m.Shr. Glo. e.

Oxf. Bdf. se.Hrt. w.Suf. s.

Sur. w.Sus. sm.Hmp. e.Dor.
s.Som.

nice n.Dev. +nii.

niii ne. & s.Nrf., e.Suf.+KS.
nia m. & nm.Yks.
njii Or.l. Cai. Bch. Abd. w.Frf.

e.Per. s.Ayr. Edb. Uls., but
Ant. ml, se.Nhb. sm.Lan.
I. Ma., s.Chs. + nja>u, e.Hrf.
nw. & s.Oxf. me. & w.Wil.

njceu s.Chs.

nu sn.Sc. Ant. em. & s.Stf. Lei.

w.War. n.Wor. n.Bck. Lon.
e.Suf. n. & se.Ken. Sus., but
w.Sus. niu.

nceu s.Sc.

nee sw. & s.Dev.

nit w.Som. n. & e.Dev.
Newt, 279.
Next, 149, 295, 361

—

nakst ne.

Sc. + mft, nist.

nseks e.Suf. se.Ken. w.Dor. w.
Som.

nmkst ne.Nrf., s.Nrf.+«&s.
neist s.Dur. n.Cum.-f nekst.

neks s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw. & ms.
Lan. + nekst, s.Lan. I. Ma.,
Cbs.+nekst, wm. & s.Stf., n.

Der. +nekst, ne. e. w. & s.Der.,

nw.Lin. +nekst, n.Lei. m.Nhp.
m.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. ne.Cmb.
s.Nrf. w.Suf. e.Sus. sm.Hmp.
nw. & w.Wil. e.Dor. e.Som.
n. & s.Dev.

neksllnv. w.Frf.e.Per., wm.Sc.
+ms^,butn.Ayr.+m'fc^,s.Ayr.,

s.Sc.+n'iksl, nist, me.Nhb., se.

Nhb.+nikst, sw. & s.Nhb. n. &
s.Dur. n. & m.Cum., e. & w.
Cum.n.Wm.+«?s/,m.&s.Wm.
Yks., but m.Yks. niast, nist,

n. em. se. sw. & ms.Lan. Chs.

Stf., but wm. & s.Stf. neks, n.

& nw.Der. nw. & s.Lin. Lei.,

but n.Lei. neks, e.Hrf. Glo.

nw. & s.Oxf. me.Wil.
nest Lth. Edb.
nikst sn.Sc.+niksi, nist, n.Ayr.+

nekst, sm.Sc. + mst, Ant. se.

Nhb. s.Sur. w.Sus.
niast m.Yks.+nist, sw.Dev.
nikst sn.Sc. Peb. s.Sc.

nist Sh. & Or.l.+nist, s.Sc.

nift ne.Sc.

nist Sh.& Or.I.ne. sn.wm. &sm.
Sc. e. & w.Cum. n.Wm.m.Yks.

nvkst e.Oxf.

Nexter, 398.
Nibble, 256.

Nice, 223, 295

—

nais Sh.I. wm.
Sc. Lth. Edb. Ant. m.Cum.
Wm. snw. & sw.Yks. n. &
sw.Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.

Oxf. e.Suf.

naist es.Yks. Not. n.Lin. Rut.
Lei. War., but s.War. nais.

nds m.Yks. sm.Lan., s.Lan.+
nais, nois.

mots em. Lan., se. Lan. +nois, ms.
& s.Lan. Chs., but s.Chs. neis,

nw.Der. s.Lin. m.Nhp. s.

War., ne.Shr. -vnois, nw.Hrt.
Sus.

naist ne.Der.
nseis n.Cum.
neis sn.Sc. s.Ayr. Nhb. n.Dur.

e. & se.Yks. I. Ma. s.Chs.
neis Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. Kcb.
nois se. & s.Lan. n. em. & s.Stf.

sw.Nhp. ne.Shr. m.Bck. Ess.
se.Ken.

nms s.Wor. n.Bck. w.Hrt. me.
& w.Wil. Dor.

nais ne.Nrf.

Nicker, 323.
Nidget, 266.

Niece, 220

—

neis nnw. & snw.
Yks. n.Stf., Lei.+ms.

neas e.Suf.

nes s.Stf. ne.Nrf. Hmp. I.W.
me.Wil. w.Dor.

nias m. & sw.Yks., n.Der.+KTs,
s.Lin. s.Oxf. w.Wil. e.Dev.

mis w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb.
ins Inv. sn. & wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
c. & se.Yks. n. em. & sw.Lan.
n. & nw.Der. Not. n. & nw.
Lin. Rut. Lei. e.Hrf. se.Ken.
s.Sur. Sus. e.Dor.

Nigh, 184

—

nain.Ayr. me. & sw.
Nhb., s.Nhb. n.Dur.+«r, n. &
m.Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. & se.
Yks. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Hrt.
Sus. e.Dev.

na e.Yks., m.Yks. + nei, ni.

nai em. Lan. s.Chs. Fit, Rut.

+

noi, s.Lei. s.War. e.Suf.
nei se.Nhb. m. & sw.Yks.

MFs.Nhb. 11. & s.Dur. m. & w.Yks.
se. & sw.Lan. nw.Der.

noi n. & s.Stf. s.Lin. Rut. n.Lei.,

m.Bck. + K»/, Ess. se.Ken.

noi m.Bck. nw. me. & w.Wil. w.
Dor.

nai ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

Night, 77, 358—naixi Sh. & Or.l.

nait es.Yks. m.Shr., s.Nrf.+KwV,

e.Suf. s.Sur. w.Sus., w.Som.
+ net, n.Dev. + neat,

nait em. & se.Lan. w. & s.Chs.

+

nit, em.Stf.+nett, noit, wm. &
s.Stf. +noit, e.Der. +mt, w.
Der. + neit, s.Der. + nit, Not.

Rut. Lei.+KozV, ne. & m.Nhp.,
sw.Nhp. 4- nvit, e.War. + nit,

noit, w.War. + noit, s.War. +
nvit, s.Wor. ne.Shr., se.Shr.

+ noit, nvit, nw.Oxf. w.Suf.
Sus., but e.Sus. noit, w.Sus.
nait.

nmi\t s.Sc. + tuiyi.

nseit n.Cum. + neit, nit, nit.

nxt Uls. + next, neit, but Ant.

nixt.

next Cai. Inv., ne.Sc. + net'xt,

naxt, but Abd.+«*x'; sn.Sc.+

nvxt, nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.

Per. + nixt, em.Sc, but Lth.
Edb. naxt, Peb. nixt, wm.Sc.
+ next, Uls.

neixt s.Sc.

neit Uls. n. & me.Nhb., se.Nhb.
+ nit, n.Cum., s.Wm. nnw.
snw. & se.Yks. sw.Lan. + nit,

I. Ma., Chs. + nit, but w. & s.

Chs. A- nait, n. & e.Stf. + noit,

em. & s.Stf., ne.Der. + mt, w.
Der.

neat n.Dev.
next wm.Sc.
neixt ne.Sc.

net w.Som.
nixt Abd. +next, naxt, w.Frf. e.

Per. + next, s.Ayr. Peb. Kcb.
Ant.

nit n.Cum., m.Yks. +niat, s.Yks.
nw. & m.Lan. + nit, sw.Lan.,
ms. & s.Lan. Fit. n.Der.+nit,
n.Shr. + nvit.

niat m.Yks., sw.Dev. + nvit, s.

Dev.
nit se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. e.

m. & w.Cum. n. m. & s.Wm.
ne. nnw. snw. e. m. nm. se.

sw. ms. & s.Yks. 11. nw. m.
em. sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan.
Chs. Fit. n. ne. nw. e. & s.Der.
n. nw. & m.Lin. e.War.

noit n. e. em. wm. & s.Stf. Not.
s.Lin. Rut. Lei. e. & w.War.
se.Shr., n.Bck.+MJwV, m.Bck.
Bdf. Hnt. Ess. se.Ken. e.Sus.

nvit sw.Nhp. s.War. n.&se.Shr.
11. & e.Hrf. Oxf., but nw.Oxf.
nait, n.Bck. w.Hrt. s.Nrf. n.
Ken. Wil., Dor.+nait, e. & sw
Dev.

nvxt sn.Sc.

naxt ne.Sc. Lth. Edb.
nait Glo. ne.Nrf. sm.Hmp. I.W.

Dor.
Nine, 78, 413— nain Sh.I. Cai.,

ne.Sc -vnein, wm.Sc, but n.
Ayr. nein, Lth. Edb., n.Cum.+
n&in, e. & m.Cum., w.Cum.

+

nein, n.Wm. + nin, m. w. &
s.Wm. nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.+
nein, e.Yks., nm.Yks. + nan,
nin, se.Yks. + ndn, sw.Yks.+
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noin, ms.Yks. n.Lan., nw,
Lan. + nain, sw.Lan. + nan,

nain, n.Der.+»ai«, n. & nw.
Lin., s.Nrf. + noin, nvin, e.

Suf. + naian, s.Sur. w.Sus.,
w.Som. +«««, n. e. & sw.Dev.
Cor.

naian n.Wor. e.Suf.

nan m.Yks.+K<K, nm. & se.Yks.,

sm . & sw. Lan., ms. Lan.+ndin,
noin.

nain Ant. nw. m. & em.Lan., se.

Lan. +noin, sw. ms. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. Chs., n.Stf. + noin, e. &
wm.Stf., s.Stt+ noin, n. ne.

nw. w. & s.Der. s.Lei., m.
Nhp. + noin, sw.Nhp.

nmin n.Cum.
nein sn.Sc.+«»i«, em.Sc.+Kum,

but Lth. Edb. nain, n.Ayr.

sm.Sc, but Kcb. nein, s.Sc.+

nein, Uls., but Ant. nain, me.

se. sw. & s.Nhb. u. & s.Dur. w.
Cum. snw.Yks.

nein Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Sc. Kcb.
nen w.Som.
nm n.Wm. m. & nm.Yks.
noin sw. & s.Yks. se. & ms.Lan.

n. & s.Stf. e.Der. s.Lin. Lei.,

but s.Lei. nain, m.Nhp. e. &
w.War., Glo. + nain, m.Bck.
Bdf. se.Hrt., ne.Nrf.+wm, s.

Nrf. Ess. Ken. Sus., but w.

Sus. nain.

nvin sn. & em.Sc. s.War. s.Wor.

n.Hrf. e. w. & s.Oxf. w.Hrt.

s.Nrf. nw. & w.Wil., e.Dor.

+

min, w.Dor. s.Dev.

ndin e.Hrf. Glo. nw.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

sm.Hmp. e.Dor.

Nobody, 233, 299.

Nobut, 289.

Noise, 213, 333—naiz Ayr., but

s.Ayr. noiz, Edb., se. & sw.

Lan. wm.Stf.+ndiz, s.Stf., n.

Der.+noiz, Lei. m.Nhp.+noiz,

s.Wor., n.Shr. + nviz, e.Hrf.

Glo. s.Oxf. ne.Cmb., e.Suf. +
noiz, w.Suf. Ess., se.Ken. +
noiz, e.Sus.Wil., but nw.Wil.

noiz, w.Wil.+neiz, nviz, Dor.,

but e.Dor. + nsiz.

naiz em. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

Chs., n.Stf.+noiz, wm.Stf. ne.

w. & s.Der. s.War. n.Ken.

Sus., but e.Sus. naiz.

neiz wm.Sc. ms.Lan., s.Lan. +
noiz, noiz, nw.Der., e.Der. +

noiz, nviz, w.Wil. + nviz.

noisSh.i.,sn.Sc.+noiz,noiz,Ant.

noiz Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. 3.

Ayr. Lth. Kcb. s.Nhb. n.Dur.

Cum. Wm. e. se. sw. & s.Yks.

n. nw. m. sm. & s.Lan. n.Stf.

e.Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. m.

& sw.Nhp. e.War. e.Oxf.,

Bdf. + nviz, se.Hrt. nw. & s.

Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. n.Dev.

ndwsn.Sc.nw.Yks.s.Lan.n.Der.

nviz e.Der. n.Shr. n.Bck. Bdf.

nw. & w.Wil.

naiz ne.Nrf. sm.Hmp. I.W., e.

Dor. + naiz.

None, 129, 249—nen Sh.I., ne.

Sc. + ntn, but Bch. Abd. nin,

nm.Sc.,but w.Frf. e.Per. nen.

nean n.Cum.+nien, nian, m.Yks.

nen w.Frf. e.Per.

nen em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.,

ne.Yks.+«<>«-

nian nnw.Yks.+«««, snw.Yks.
+nin.

nien n.Cum.
Km Bch.Abd. m.Cum.Wm. snw.

Yks. n.Lan.
nian s.Sc n. & me.Nhb., se. & s.

Nhb. +«/««, s.Dur. n.Cum. ne.

& e.Yks.

ninne.Sc, sn.Sc.+nom, «««,sw.
Nhb.

njen se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

non n.Stf., s.Sii.+nun, n.Der. +
non, ne. nw. e.& w.Der., nw.
hin. + noan, Rut. + nun, Lei.+

nun, but s.Lei. nun, m.Nhp.
e.War. m.Shr.

noan ms.Yks., w.Wil. + non,

Som.,but e.Som. noan, e.Dev.

npn e.Sus. + nvn, Dor., but w.
Dor. non, sw.Dev.

noan em.Lan. + non, nuan, se.

Lan. n. & nw.Lin. e.Som.
non em. sm. & sw.Lan., s.Lan.

+nuan, I. Ma. n.Der. n.Ken.
w.Wil. w.Dor.

nun nnw.Yks. s.Stf. s.Lin. Rut.

s.Lei. e.Suf.

nuan sw. & es.Yks. m. em. & s.

Lan.
nun Lei.

nvn s.War. s.Wor. m.Bck. ne.

Nrf. se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus., but

e.Sus.+wptt.

nvun Ess.

ncen sn.Sc.

nun sn.Sc.

Nook, 169, 249— niek n.Cum.+
niuk.

niuk Cum.+niak, but n.Cum. +
niek, Wm.+niak, snw. & sw.

Yks.
KiiiCum.Wm. m. nm.&w.Yks.
njvk wm.Sc.
nuk me.Wil.
nuk n.Lin.

nuk sm.Lan.
ncek Or. I.

Noon, 162, 163, 249—nien n.

Cum. +niun, nun, nun.

nin wm.Sc.+M^M, but n.Ayr.+

nun, sm.Sc, but Kcb. noin.

K!««s.Nhb.n.Dur.+«y«M,n.Cum.

e. & m.Cum., w.Cum. Wm.+
nian, nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.

+

nian, niin, em.Lan., n. & em.

Stf.+nvun, s.Stf. n.Der.+m<»,

e.Der. + «««, nvun, nceun, s.

Der.+HMM, Lel+nun, nvun,

nceun, r..~Wor.+nun, ne.Shr.

+

nun, nvun, Bdf. Lon. nw.Nrf.

Sus., but e.Sus. niiin, w.Sus.

nun.
niiin ne.Nrf., e.Suf.+)irt«, e.Sus.

nian se.Nhb. + njun, s.Dur. w.

Cum. Wm. ne. snw. e. m. &

se.Yks. nw.Lan.
nin Cai.

nin Bch. Abd.
njun se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

noin s.Yks.+no", s.Lan. +»««.

non s.Yks., m.Nhp.+**««.

nuin sw. & ms.Yks.

nun nw.Oxf.+«««-
nuan s.Lin. Ess., me.Wil.+H"",

Dor., but e.Dor.+K««.

nun n.Ayr.+niin, Uls. n.Cum.

snw.Yks. m. se. sw. & s.Lan.

I Ma Chs., but w.Chs. nvun,

sichs. nceun, Fit. Dnb. wm. &

s Stf. n. nw. e. & s.Der. nw.

&'m.Lin.Lei.ne.m,&sw.Nhp.

e. & s.War. n.Wor. n. ne. &
se.Shr. nw. & s.Oxf. nw. & se.

Hrt. Hnt. Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus.
me. & w.Wil., e.Dor. -vnuan,
Som.

nvn s.Wor.
nvun w.Chs. n. e. & em. Stf. ne.

e. & w.Der. Lei. ne.Shr.
ncen w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but n.

Ayr. nun, niin, S.Ayr, nin,

Kcb. s.Sc.

nceun s.Chs. ne. & e.Der. Lei.

ncen Sh.I. sw.Dev.
nun Edb. Peb.
nSn wm.Sc. Lth. n.Cum. e.Suf.

n. & e.Dev.

Noose, 323, 328.

Nose, 93, 244, 333, 376—nauz
se.Ken.

naz w.Wil. +nuaz.
neazn.Cum.+npz, nwuaz, m.Yks.
niz Bch. Abd.
noaz n.Nhb. ne.Yks. Dor.

ngs \M.a.+nos.

npz n.Cum. me.Wil. e.Som. sw.

Dev.
ndazn.b nw.Lin. w.Som. e.Dev.

noz Lei.+wos.

nos Ant. I. Ma.
nozSc, but Bch. Abd. niz, Uls.,

but Ant. nos, me. se. & s.

Nhb.n.Dur., nn-w.Yks.+nuaz,

nwoaz,m.Lan.+nuaz, se.&sw.

Lan., s.Lan. +nuaz, n.Stf. n. &
nw.Der. Rut. Lei.ne.Nrf. Sus.

nuaz s.Dur. + nwuaz, m.Cum.
Wm. nnw. snw. e. se. & sw.

Yks. n. nw. m. & s.Lan. s.Lin.

s.Oxf. Bdf. w.Hrt. w.Wil.

nuz s.Stf. e.Suf.

nzvoaz nnw.Yks.
nwuaz s.Dur. n.Cum.
Nose-hole, 315.

Nostril, 315.

Notch, 323.

Nothing, 129, 231, 274, 315—
nipin ne.Sc. -\-nopin, w.Frf. e.

Per.

nepn Sh. & Or.I.

nepin n.Ayr.+nepn, Kcb.

nepn em.Sc. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.

^nepin.

nipin s.Ayr.+nvpin.

mpan Ayr., but n.Ayr. nepin,

nepn, s.Ayr. nipin, nvpin.

nopin n.Dur. sw.Lan. I. Ma. nw.

Lin. ne.Nrf. sw.Dev. w.Cor.

nopirj ne.Sc.

nopink Le\. + nupitjk, but s.Lei.

nupin, sw.Nhp. + nupitjk, m.

Bck.+ttoM nvpitjk, nvpn.

nopn s.Nhb. m.Bck. e.Suf. Dor.

nppiu s.Pem.

npfm Ess. s.Sur. w.Sus.

nupin em.Lan. n.Stf.,

niipiyk, s.Lei.

nupink m. & s.Lin. Rut.

nupin s.Chs. nw.Der. n.Wor.

ne.Shr. .

niihink e. em. & s.Stf. Not. Lei.

m . & sw.Nhp. e. & s.War.,

nw.Oxf.+Ku/"/*-

nvdin se.Ken.+nvpin.

nvdn Sus., but w.Sus. nppn.

nvpin s.Ayr., e.Oxf.+nvptnk, se.

Ken. w.Wil. Som.

nvpink nw. & e.Oxf. m.Bck.

,wpn s.Oxf. m.Bck. n.Ken.

Notice, 329-

Nottingham, 273-

Nought, 127, 358-«««/ sw.

i.Stf.4-

Nhb., s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum.
Wm. nw.Yks.+Mow<, em.Lan.
Ynoui, npt, se.Lan., s.Lan.

+

nout, nvut, s.Stt-t-not, Glo.,

s.Oxf. + npt, Sus. + nvut, e.

Dev.
ndt Dor.

nauxt Ayr.+noxt, no\t.

noxt Or.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. c.

Per. Ayr. Kcb.
nouxt s.Sc.

nout n. me. se. & s.Nhb. 11. & s.

Dur. Cum., but n.Cum.+naut,
Wm. nw.Yks., e.Yks. + nvut,

m. se. sw. & s.Yks. n. nw. m.
em. sw. & s.Lan., n.Der.

+

nout, nviit, ne.Ver.+nvut, nw.
Lin. s.Lei.

npxt Lth. Edb.

npt em.Lan.I.Ma.s.Oxf. se.Ken.
me.Wil. Som., but w.Som.
uojt, n. & nw.Dev.

nout n.Der.

noat w.Som.
noxt Ayr. Peb.

not s.Stf. m.Not. m. & s.Lin.

Rut. Lei., but s.Lei. nout.

nvut e.Yks. s.Lan. n. ne. & nw.
Der. n.Lin. ne.Nrf. Sus.

Nouther, 127—raurf>i-w.Wm.
M»Ki5.*(r)s.Nhb.,n Dur.+noudaW.
naudar sw.Nhb.
ndSafn s.Nrf.

no6a(r> s.Lan.+noda(rt.

nouda(r) e. m. St w.Cum. n. & m.

Wm. nm.Yks.
nouda;r) n.Dur.

nouSar se.Nhb. n.Cum.
noaSa(r) w.Yks.+«pJj(0,sw.Yks.

+npfia{n, ndaila(r), noda,n,

nuaiatn, ms.Yks. + npda(r), se.

Lan.
npHa(r) w. sw. & ms.Yks.

noaSau-) sw.Yks.
nodacr) em.Lan.
noSain sw. & s.Yks. m. sw. & s.

Lan. Chs. n. ne. nw. & e.Der.

nuaSam sw.Yks.

nvSam s.Oxf. Brks. Bdf. se.Hrt.

Nrf., but s.Nrf. ndBa(r), Suf.

Ken. Sur. Sus. Hmp. e.Dor.

Som. Dev. Cor.

Now, 171, 172, 249—no nw.Der.

+na.
nai w.Chs.+Mfl, s.Chs.+Maw, na,

n.Stf.+«<w, na.

nau Inv. em.Sc.+Mfi, s.Wm.,

nw.Yks.+Kfi, es.Yks. n. & m.

Lan. s.Chs. Dnb. wm.Stf., ne.

Der.+nd, Not. + nav, na, m.

Lin., Lei. + neu, njau, nvu,

ne.Nhp.,m.Nhp.+M«<,e.War.

+nd, w.War. n.Wor., w.Shr.

+nvu, w.Cor.

nav s.Lan.+naa, nd, nm, em. &

s.Stf. Not.

naa w.Yks., sw.Yks.+fia, nea,

ne, nia, s.Lan. n.Stf.

«« sw.Yks., ms.Yks.+Mf, s.Yks.,

em.Lan.+M2w, sw.Lan. + nee,

s.Lan. m. w. & s.Chs. n. & e.

Stf, n.Der.+MBM, ne. nw. e.&

w.Der., s.Der.+njau, Not. c.

War.
nm sm. sw. & s.Lan.

neu Uls.+ww, but Ant. nil, =.

Lin. Lei. n. & m.Nhp. s.Pem.

Bdf. m.Bck. nw.Hrt., se.Hrt.

+njcu, Hnt. m. se. & s.Cmb.,

ne.Nrf.+««<, nw.Nrf. e.Suf.+

nvu, w.Suf., Ess.+h»m, Ken.
19-2
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Now (contd.)

—

Sus., but e.Sus. nou, w.Som.
e. Cor. +nou.

nea sw.Yks.
ne sw. & ms.Yks.
nia sw.Yks.
njau s.Der. Lei.

njeu se.Hrt.

nou nw.Lan. I. Ma.
nou me.Nhb.+HM, nil, se. & sw.

Nhb. n.L>ur.+nu.

nu me. Nhb.
nil Sc., but Inv. em.Sc. +nau, s.

Sc. imu, Ant. n. me. se. sw.
& s.Nhb. 11. w. & s.Dur. Cum.,
but n.Cnm. +nou, Win., but s.

Wm. nau, ne. nw. e. m. & se.

Yks. n. & nw.Lin.
nvu s.Se., n.Cum.+»z5, Fit. n.

Der. Rut. Lei. sw.Nhp. s.

War. s.Wor. Shr., but w.
Shr.+Maw, n.Hrf.,e.Hrf.+zzaw,

Oxf. nm.Brks. n.Bck. w.Hrt.
nw. &s.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. e.Sus.

Wil. Dor., but e.Dor. + nau,

w. & s.Som. e.Cor.

nau Uls. em. & se.Lan. e.Hrf.

Glo.ne.Nrf. sm.Hmp., e.Dor.
ynvu.

nail Dev. se.Cor.

Nowt= cattle, 382.
Number, 219, 276— nombxr)

Dor. e.Dev.
number) s.Nhb. n.Dur. +

numa(r), m.Cum. w.Wm. n.

em. & se.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.

Der. nw.Lin.
nuimin s.Nhb. n.Dur. sw.Wm.
sw.Yks.

numar Ant. n.Nhb.
number) sm. & sw.Lan.
number I. Ma.
nombacn Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bck.

Bdf. e.An. se.Ken. Hmp. I.W.
me.Wil. Som. n. & nw.Dev.
Cor.

nombar Inv., w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.
+ nomar.

nomar ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.
Nurse, 210— nds ne.Nrf. + nvs.
nos s.Chs.

nvs Lei. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. me.Wil.
w.Som. nw.Dev. .

Nut— net w.Frf. e.Per. + nvt.

nit em. & wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.
nvt, s.Ayr. + nvt, Kcb. Ant.
w.Som. nw.Dev., e.Dev. +
nvt.

nut sw.s s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.
Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. & em.
Lan.Stf. n.Der.nw.Lin.s.Lei.

niit sm. se. & sw.Lan. I. Ma. se.

Shr.

nvt w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but s.

Ayr.+nit, m.Nhp. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. Som.,
but w.Som. nit, e.Dev.

nat Bch. Abd.
Oak, 123, 236, 248, 379— auk

se.Ken.
ak w.Wil.
ek Abd. sn. & wm.Sc. +ok, Lth.

Edb. sm.Sc, but S.Ayr. +ok,
Kcb. ok, n.Nhb., n.Lan.+jak,
uak.

iak m.Cum., nnw.Yks. +jak.
ilk s.Sc, ne. & m.Yks. +jak.
jak Dur. s.Cum.+jek, Wm. ne.

nnw. snw. c. & m.Yks., se.

Yks. + H)k, n. & nw.Lan.

jek me. Nhb. + ok, se. sw. & s.

Nhb. Dur. n. & s.Cum., w.
Yks. + uak, wudk.

ok ne.Sc, but Bch. ok, Abd. ek,

ok.

oak m.Nhp. +ok, m.Bck., e.Dor.

+uak, wok, e.Dev.

pk I. Ma. me.Wil.
ok ms.Lan. nw.Der.
oak em.Lan. + uak, n. & nw.Lin.

n.Wor. nw.&s.Oxf.s.Sur.Sus.

ok Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. wm.Sc, s.Ayr. + ek,

Kcb. Uls. me. Nhb. es.Yks.

sm. se. & sw.Lan. s.Chs. n.

& s.Stf. n.Der. Rut. Lei. m.
Nhp. ne.Nrf. w.Som. n.Dev.

uk ne.Der. e.Suf.

uak w. se. & sw.Yks. n. m. em.
&s.Lan. s.Lin. s.War. e.Dor.

iik wm.Stf.
wok nw.Som.
woak w.Dor.
wok Glo. + wuk, Hmp. e.Dor.

wuk n.Shr. Glo. e.Som.
zvuak w.Yks.
wvk m.Shr.
Oar, 123, 126, 236—er ne.Sc.+

oar, or.

oawy s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. c. &
se.Yks. n.Stf. Rut. Lei. ne.

Nrf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.
Dor., w.Som.+zww. e.Dev.

oar ne.Sc, Wm.+or, I Ma.+uar.
6a(r> em.Lan. +ua(r), sm. se.&sw.

Lan. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. u.

4nw, Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf. e.Dor.

oVSh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. me. se. & sw.
Nhb. Wm.

uam ne. m. & sw.Yks. n. em. &
s.Lan. w.Som.

uar I. Ma.
wvir) e.Som.

Oath, 123, 236— eaj> m.Yks., n.

han.+uaji.

ep ne.Sc+o/, but Bch. Abd.
0), sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. -top.

ep nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per. ep,

op, em.Sc wm.Sc, but n.

Ayr.+op, s.Ayr. se.Nhb.
iap nnw. & snw. Yks. +0/).

op ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
oup s.Lei. se.Ken.
oap se.Yks.+M^5, Rut. Sus.

gp m.Cum. me.Wil.
dp s.Dur. nw.Der.
dap em.Lan.+uap, se.Lan.

nw.Lin. w.War. s.Oxf., Bdf.
+wup.

op Or. I. Bch. Abd., i,.Ayr.+^2,

Kcb. s.Sc. Uls. me. & sw.
Nhb.n.Dur.n.Cum. nnw.snw.
& e.Yks. nw. sm. & sw.Lan.
I. Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. Lei., but
s.Lei. oup.

up e.Suf.

uap w.Wm. se. & sw.Yks. <i.

em. & s.Lan. s.Lin., m.Shr.+
wop, ne.Nrf. w.Wil.

up s.Stf.

woap Dor.

wup Bdf.

wvp m.Shr. Brks. e.Som.
Oats, 123, 236

—

ets Sh.I.+c7i, ne.

Sc+jfe, but Bch. Abd. ets, ots.

eats n.Cum.+o»(s, m.Yks.+wots.
ets w.Frf. e.Per.

ets Sh. & Or.L, Bch. Abd.+ots,
sn.Sc. nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.

Per. ets, em.Sc.-tjats, wm.Sc.
Ayr.+ofa.

iats nnw.Yks.+«5fe.
iats n.Nhb.
its ne.Sc.

jetss.Sc, me.Nhb.+o/s, se. sw. &
s.Nhb. Dur.

jets Kcb. +ots.

jats em.Sc.
outs ne.Nhp.+o/s, m.Nhp.+ofc,

uats, nw.Hrt. se.Ken.

ots Ess. +uts, ots.

oats n.Cum. nw.Lan., l.Ma.+ots,

n.Wor., n.Bck.+vts, e.Ken.

ots Not.+uts, e.War.+outs, ne.

Shr.+wuts.

outs em.St(.+uts, s.Lei. e.War.

oats em.Lan. +uats, wuats, n.Lin.

+wois, nw.Lin., n.Hrf.+wvts,

s.Oxf., m.Bck. +vts, wvts.

ots Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. Ayr.

Kcb. me.Nhb., sw.Yks.+aj/s,

ms.Lan. I. Ma. n.Stf., n.Der.+
wuts, Rut.+«^/s, wuts, Lei.+

wvts, but s.Lei. outs, ne. &
m.Nhp.

uts e. & em.Stf., ne.Der. +wuts,

nw.Der.+uats, wuts, Not. e.

Suf. Ess.

uats nnw. snw. & sw.Yks. n. m.
em. sm. & sw.Lan., s.Lan.H-

wuts, nw.Der. s.Lin. Rut. m.
Nhp., sw.Nhp.+tt»«te,s.War.,

m.Shr. + wvts, Glo. + wuts,
wvts, nw.Oxf., e.Oxf.+wvts,
ne.Nrf., e.Dor.+wuats, wats.

itts s.Stf. e.Der.

vts n. & m.Bck. Ess.

wets w. Som. +wvts
1
n.Ss. nw.Dev.

wots ne. e. m. & se.Yks. n.Lin.

woats w.'War.+woats, wvts, w.
Dor.

woats se.Lan. w.War.
wuts s.Lan. n. ne. & nw.Der.

Rut. sw.Nhp. ne.Shr. Glo.
m.Bck.

wuats em.Lan. e.Dor.

wuts w.Chs. Dnb. n.Shr.

wvts s.Chs. wm.Stf. m.Lin. Lei.

w.War. w.Wor. m.Shr. n.

Hrf. Glo.e.&w.Oxf. Brks.m.
Bck. Bdf. Hnt. Cmb. Ken.,
but e.Ken. oats, se.Ken. outs,

Sur. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Wil.
Som.,but w.Som. +wets,Dev.,
but n. & nw.Dev. wets, Cor.

wats e.Dor.
Oblige, 223, 366, 425.
Occasion, 232.

Off,8i—o/Sh.&Or.I.Cai.ne.Sc,
but s.Abd.+o/, sn.Sc. Frf. e.

Per. em. Sc. , but Peb. of, Ayr.

,

butn.Ayr.q/,Kcb.Uls.n.Cum.
fl/Wil., but nw. & w.Wil. of.

d/wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. of, s.Wor.
a/nw. & w.Wil., T>or.+pf.

ofInv., s.Abd.+af, Nhb. Dur. m.
Cum. Wm. Yks., but n.Yks.

pf, n. m. sw. & s.Lan. I. Ma.
Chs. Stf. Der. Lin. Rut. Lei.
War. n.Wor. Hrf. n. nw. & s.

Oxf. s.Nrf. e.Suf. s.Som. n. e.

& s.Dev. Cor.

pf n.Yks. em. & se.Lan. e.Oxf.
Bck. Bdf. Hrt. Lon. Ken. Sus.
Hmp. Dor., w.Som.+of

of n.Ayr. Peb. w.Som.
Officer, 326.
Oil, 213—ail n.Ayr. Edb., sw.

Lan.+m7, s.Lan.+ai7. oil, s.

Stf. +oil, n.Der., Rut. Lei.+o<7,

m.Nhp.+«7, w.War. n.Wor.
n. & m.Shr. Glo. se.Hrt. Cmb.
e.Suf. Ess., se.Ken.+oi!,e. Sus.
e.Dor.

aid me.Wil.
aial s.Oxf, w.Wil. +»»'/, w.Dor.

e.Dev.

ail em. se. & sw.Lan., ms.Lan.+
eil, s.Lan. I.Ma.,ne.Der.+»z7,

s.Der. s.War. ne.Shr.,m.Bck.
w.Sus.+»z7.

«7ne.Sc.,butBch.Abd.«7,sn.Sc.
wm.Sc, butn.Ayr.a/7, sm.Sc.
+o*7, ms.Lan. n.Stf. nw.Der.
m.Nhp.

eil Inv. Bch. Abd. Peb.
o;7Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. sm.&s.Sc.

Ant. me. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. e.Yks., m.Yks.+«z7, se.

sw. & es.Yks. n. nw. m. sm. &
s.Lan. s.Stf., e.Der.+»*7, Lin.

Rut. Lei. ne.Nhp. e.War. se.

Ken. n.Dev.
oial w.Som.
oil nnw. & snw.Yks. Not.
uil m.Yks.
vilne. & e.Der. n. & m.Bck. Bdf.

n.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus. w.Wil.
ail ne.Nrf. I.W.
Ointment, 213, 229

—

ointment
n.Ayr., s.Lan. +ointmant, s.

Stf. Lei., se.Ken.+ointmen(.
aintmant Lth. Edb., ne.Yks.+

noinimant, sw.Lan. n.Der. m.
Nhp. w.War. s.Oxf. se.Hrt.
Cmb. e.Suf. Sus. e.Dev.

aintmant em. & se.Lan. I.Ma.
eintment ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

eintmant.

eintmant sn.Sc.+ointmant, wm.
Sc.fcntn.Ayr. aintment,s.Ayr.
n.Stf. nw.Der.

eintmant Inv. Bch. Abd. Peb.
nointmant Wm. ne.Yks.
ointment Ant. e. & sw.Yks. nw.
& s.Lin. se.Ken.

ointmint Kcb.
ointmant sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Nhb. Dur. Cum., nnw.Yks.+
ointmant, se.Yks. n. nw. & s.

Lan.
ointmant nnw. & snw.Yks.
uintmint m.Yks.
vintmant s.War. Bdf. n.Ken. s.

Sur. w.Wil.
aintmant ne.Nrf. me.Wil.
Old, 41, 236, 253, 301, 307, 398
— al ne.Sc. +dl, sm.Sc, but
Kcb. al.

aid sn.Sc. +ald, aid.

aud em.Lan.+o«rf, se.Lan., s.

Lan.+eud, oud, vud, n.Der.
m.Shr.+vud.

aul Ant., IMa.+oul.
auld s.Nhb.+arf, m.Nhp.+duW,

old,e.War.+ould,n.Hr[.+duld,
pld, e.Hrf.+prf, auld, Glo.+
dald, ould, auld, w.Oxl.+ould,
Ess.+ewrf, old, se.Ken.

ad me.Nhb.+o/rf, se.Nhb.+6d, s.

Nhb., n.Dur.+od, nnw.Yks.+
did, snw.Yks.+a/rf, oud, nm.
Yks.+oad, od,n.Lan.+dld,oud,
nw.Lan.+dld.

dlCai. ne.Sc, n.Cum.+oud, oad.
p7(rf.

aid Sh. & Or.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.
Per. Peb., s.Sc.+aW, w.Cum.
+o7(rf,m.&s.Wm.nnw. &snw.
Yks. n. & nw.Lan., w.WiI.+
vul(d.
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al Kcb.
auld n.Hrf.
asld Glo.
ad n.Nhb.
«Wsn.Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr. pl(d,

s.Ayr. al, s.Sc.

eud s.Lan. Ess.
euld Uls.+3ul(d, but Ant. aul.
oud n.Cum. snw.Yks., se.Yks.+

oid,gd,sw.ms. & s.Yks.n.Lan.,
m.Lan.+»Krf, em. & sm.Lan.,
sw. &ms.Lan.+»wrf, s.Lan. n.

Stf., em. & wm.Stf.+»z<rf, s.

Stf.+od, ne.Der.+vud, nw.
Lin.,sw.Nhp.+oz</(rf, ne.&se.
Shr.+»wrf, Bdf.+o/(rf, se.Hrt.
+oa/(rf,Cmb., but se.Cmb. d/,

s.Nrf. +d/, e.Suf. +drf, 61.

mtl I.Ma. sw.Nhp., nvv.Hrt.+p/,
se.Hrt.

ouldLei.+od, old, vud, but n. Lei.
6l, ne. & sw.Nhp. e.War., s.

War.+d/rf, s.Wor. Glo. w. &
s.Oxf. nm.Brks., n.Bck. +d/,

vuld, se.Hrt. Hnt., ne.Nrf.+
vud, nw.Nrf., e.Cor.+d/.

03d n.Cum., e.Yks.+drf, m.Yks.
+tad, nm. & se.Yks.

gd wm.Sc+p7(rf, s.Dur. +d</, n.

Wm.+pW,ne.& se.Yks. e.Hrf.
p"Avm.Sc.n.Cum;s.Pem.nw.Hrt.
gld nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

did, em.Sc, but Peb. did, wm.
Sc. n.& m.Cum. n.Wm. n.Hrf.
Gmg. Brks., but nm.Brks.
ould, se.Brks. vuld.

6d s.Dur.

d/Sus., but e. Sus. osld, ol, w.Sus.
od.

old s.Cura. s.War.
ould n.Der.+»arf, m.Lin.+drf,

old, m.Nhp., n.Wor.+oV.
ro/ w.Som. + o/(rf, n.Dev. + ol,

old.

dild e.Sus.+cl.

od se. & sw.Nhb. n.Dur. nm. c.

& es.Yks. s.Stf., Not. n.Lin.+
vud, m. & s.Lin. Lei. n.Wor.
e.Suf., e.Ken. +d/(rf, s.Sur. w.
Sus.

ol w.Cum. Rut.+dW,n.Lei., nw.
& e.Oxf.+old, n.Bck., m.Bck.
+6ld, Bdf. se.Cmb. s.Nrf. e.

Suf. n. & e.Ken. e.Sus. sm.
Hmp. nw. & w.Som. n. & sw.
Dev., s.Dev.+wold, e.Cor.

old Inv. me.Nhb. e. & w.Cum.
m.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. nw.

. & e.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. Ess. n.

& e.Ken. w.Som. n.Dev.
usd m.Yks.
vud m. sw. ms. & s.Lan. Chs.

Fit. Dnb. em. & wm.Stf. n.

ne. nw. e. w. & s.Der. Not. n.

Lin. Lei. n. ne. m. & se.Shr.
ne.Nrf. w.Suf.

vul nw. & w.Wil.+vuld.
»aW w.War. e.Hrf. se.Brks. u.

Bck. nw. me. & w.Wil.
sul Uls.

suld Uls. e.Hrf. Glo.

wold s.Dev.

wol, wol w.Dor.+wold.
wold w.Dor. s.Som.
wvl e.Som.
timid e.Dor.

On, 81, 235, 271, 312— an sw.
Nhp.,Oxf. Bck.+oK, Bdf.+o«,

but m.Bdf. 3n, e.Ken.+on.
ssn nm.Brks., n.Ken.+o«.
one.Sc.+o«, but Bch. 6, Abd. 3n,

se.Nhb.+ow, ne.Yks., e.Yks.
+on, 3, n.Hrf.+oM.

o«Sh.&Or.I.Cai.ne.sn.&nm.Sc,
em.Sc. +6, but Lth. Edb. Peb.'
OKjWm.Sc. sm.Sc, but s.Ayr.
on, s.Sc. Ant. nne.Nhb., me.
Nhb.+^se.Nhb., sw. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur. +3, w.Dur., s.Dur.+*,
Cum.+««, Wm., nw.Yks.+»,
e.Yks., m. nm. w.sw.&s.Yks.
+3, 11. nw. m. & em.Lan., sw.
Lan.+i>, 3n, s.Lan.+<> I.Ma.,
Chs.+*,Flt.Stf.,Der.+*,Not.,
Lm.+s, but e.Lin. »», Rut.
Lei. n. & m.Nhp. War. Wor
Shr. Hrf., but n.Hrf. +3, Glo'
Oxf. Bck. Bdf. Hrt., but n.
Hrt.*K,e.Hrt. on, Hnt.e.An.,
but s.Nrf. w.Suf. *,n. e.&se.
Ken. Sus. Hmp. I.W. nw. &
w.Wil. Dor. Som. Dev. Cor.

d Bch. em.Sc, Ayr.+sn, but s.
Ayr. on.

on s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb. e.Hrt.
3 me. sw. & s.Nhb. u. & s.Dur.
nw. e. m. nm. w. sw. & s.Yks.
sw. & s.Lan. Chs. Der. Lin.
n.Hrf. s.Nrf. w.Suf.

sn Abd. Ayr. Cum. sw.Lan. c .

Lin. m.Bdf. n.Hrt. w.Som.
[The unstressed forms are 6, 3,

3n.~]

Once, 129, 248, 295—eins Cai.
ens ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. ins,

sn.Sc, nm.Sc.+jens.
ins Or. I.

ins Bch. Abd.
jans n. c . & w.Cum. Wm. ne. &

m.Yks. n. & nw.Lan.
janst ne.Lan.
j'ens nm.Sc. em.Sc, but Lth.

Edb. Peb. jjns, sm.Sc, but
Kcb. jins, s.Sc. sw. & s.Nhb.
n.Dur.

/ins Ayr. Kcb., n.lr.+jinsl.

jinst n.Ir.

pm Lth. Edb. Peb.
tins e.Dor.

wans Sh.I.

wons se. Nhb. , sw. & s.Yks.+
wuns, sm.Lan. + wonst, sw.
Lan., ms.Lan.+zra«s/, I.Ma.
nw.Lin.

wonst m. em. sm. se. ms. & s.

Lan. Chs. s.Der., m.Lin.+
wunsl, e. & sw.Dev.

wons e.War.
wuns sw. ms. & s.Yks., n.Stf.+

wunst, Rut. s.Lei.

wunst n.Der. m.Lin.
wuns w.Der. +witnst, n.Lei. ne.

& sw.Nhp.
wunst n. & s.Stf. ne. nw. & w.

Der. ne. & se.Shr.

wvns G\o.+wvnst, nw.Oxf. Bdf.

se.Hrt., s.Nrf. +wvnst, Ess.

Ken. sm.Hmp. me. & w.Wil.
s.Som. n. & s.Dev.

wvnst m.Shr. n. & e.Hrf. Glo.

Brks. e. & s.Nrf. w.Suf. Sus.

w.Dor.
One, 129, 236, 248, 271, 368—
em Fif.

en Or.I.+i>z, ne.Sc+i», but Bch.

Abd. in, sn.Sc. +««, nm.Sc,
em.Sc.+7«J, but Lth. je, J3n,

'EAb.jni, Veb.+j3n.

en sn.Sc.

ian m.Cum.+/fl«.
tin s.Sc. +jen,je.

in Or.I. ne.Sc.

in Sh.I. Bch. Abd.
jan Nhb.+>«, but se.Nhb. won,

n.Cum.+je,jen, m.Cum.,Wm
+;«, snw.Yks. +/«,_;«, m.Yks.,'
nm.Yks,+/a

J
n.Lan., nw.Lan.

Vjd, n.Lin.
jd e.Cum.Wm.,snw.&nm.Yks.

nw.Lan.
je n.Cum.
jen em. & s.Sc. Nhb. n.Dur. n.

Cum.
jei snw.Yks.
>'wm.Sc+;V«, sm.Sc, but Kcb.

Jin, Lth. +jin, s.Sc.
fin wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
jm Lth. Edb. Peb.
un e.Dor., w.Som.+aw, won.
wan Uls., but Ant. jm, s.Lan.+

won.
wain w.Som., sw.Dev.+woK, »

Dev.
won se.Nhb. s.Dur., sw.Yks.+
wun, s.Yks. m. Lan., em.Lan.
+wun, sm. se. sw. & s.Lan.
I.Ma. Chs. n. e. wm. & s.Stf.
Der. Not. nw. & s.Lin. Rut.
Lei., but s.Lei. wun, m. &
sw.Nhp. + wvn, e.War., a .

War. s.Wor. +wvn, se.Shr.
nw.Oxf. n.Bck., Ess. +wvn,
w.Som., r,.~Dev.+wvn, c . &
sw.Dev.

wun sw. & ms.Yks. em.Lan. m.
Lin. s.Lei. nw.Hrt.

wvn m. 'Je sw.Nhp. s.War. s.

Wor. m.Shr. n. & e.Hrf. Glo.
e. & s.Oxf. Bdf. se.Hrt. s.Nrf.

e. & w.Suf. Ess. Ken. Sus.
Hmp. me.Wil. n.Dev.

Onion, 219, 26-}— ainin m.Shr.
aiujui n.Wor.
ainon Glo.+i'j^n, s.Oxf., m.Bck.
+vwjm.

enut s.Sc.

injin m.Nhp., Bdf. + inm, ne.

Nrf. e.Sus.

inin ne.Sc. +irjin, sm.Sc, but s.

Ayr. Kcb. inin, n.Dev.
iniin sw.Dev.
iyjin ne.Cmb.
inin Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb. Glo.,

Bdf. s.Sur. Sus., but e.Sus.

injin.

unim n.Cum. + unjin, m.Cum.
Wm. nnw. snw. m. se. sw. &
s.Yks. n.Lan., n. Der.+unjin.

unjin s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. e.

Yks. em.Lan. n.Der. Lin.

unwn em. & s.Stf. nw.Der.
unjin Ant. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

n.Stf., Rut. Lei. m.Nhp.+
vnjui, n.Shr.

vinjut nw.Oxf. m.Bck. e.Som.

vimn s.War. e.Oxf. w.Wil.
vniin se.Ken.

vnjm Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. e.Suf.

vnm sn.Sc.

ii/in Lth. Edb. Peb.

Only, 123, 231, 236, 253, 398—
aunli se.Ken.

anli w.Wil. +oni.

ondli ne.Nrf.+unli.

oni s.Stf.+onli, nw.Oxf. + owi,

nw.Hrt. Ess. Sus. w.Wil.

onlc Bch. Abd. Kcb.

onli Sh.I. Cai., ne.Sc+dn//, but

Bch. Abd. onle, sn.Sc.+onli,

Lth. Edb., s.Sc.+dMfii se.Nhb.

torn', ne.Yks., w.Som. +»«;',

n.Dev.

ounli s.Lei. sw.Nhp. s Oxf. s.
Som.

omliDor., but e.Dor. onli, e Dev
oni m.Bck., e.Sut+unli, w.Suf.

e.Som. sw.Dev.
onli ne. & sn.Sc. em.Sc, but

Lth. Edb. onli, s.Sc. n.Cum.,
s. Lan. +6nli.

Oinli nw.Lin.
ondli em.Lan.
oni se.Nhb. n.Dur. I.Ma. s.Chs.

n.Stf. Rut. Lei., but s.Lei.
ounli, m.Nhp. e.War. n.Wor.

_ nw.Oxf.n.Bck.,n.Ken.+zM>H/.
onle w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.
onli Inv. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.

onli, s.Ayr. Uls. se. & ms.Yks.
sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan. n. e. &
w.Chs. s.Stf. Der. w.War., e.
Hrf.+rafr, Glo., se.Hrt. +
umli, s.Nrf. sm.Hmp. e.Dor.
w.Cor.

unli ne.Nrf. e.Suf.
usnli sw.Yks. s.Lin. se.Hrt.
»«/w.Som.
nnli e.Hrf, e.Oxf.
irowi'n.Ken.

Open» 95, 233, 269, 271- apiit

Kcb. +opin.
apn ne.Sc.+opn, Ant.
aupn se.Ken.
apn Or.I.

apm w.Wil.+6pm.
opin Kcb.
opm sw.Yks.+o^«.
opn ne.Sc. n. me. se. sw. & s.

Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
ne. nnw. snw. e. se. sw. &
es.Yks. n. nw. em. sm. se.

sw. ms. & s.Lan. a. ne. & nw.
Der. Not. n. nw. & s.Lin., ji.

Dev.+ppn.
oupn s.Stf. s.Lei. m.Nhp. s.Oxf.

s.Sur. w.Sus. s.Som.
Oipn Dor.
gpn ne.Shr. n. & me.Wil. u. &.

sw.Dev.
opn wm.Sc. m.Yks., Lei.+vpn,

but s.Lei. oupn, Sus., but w.
Sus. oupn.

op m.Shr. e.Som.
6pm w.Wil.
opn Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Ayr. Lth. Edb., s.Sc. +!«/>«,

Uls., but Ant. apn, I.Ma. s.

Chs.n.Stf. n.Wor. Glo.ne.Nrf.

upn e.Suf.

uipn s.Sc.

vpn Rut. Lei. n.Ken.
Oration, 266.

Orchard, 236, 248, 303.
Order, 297.

Other, 169, 297, 314

—

idir Bch.
Abd.+*3<>.

idir Sh. & Or.I.

idir Bch. Abd.
iSn'ne. Sc. +idir, ifiir, but Bch.
Abd. idir, iSir, sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per., em.Sc.+rffe-, but Peb.
idir, wm. & sm.Sc. Uls.

odj(r) ne.Lan.

oSir I.Ma.

6Si(r) sw. & ms.Lan.
udSur) Wm., nnw.Yks.+x<&<«,

n.Lan.

uddir n.Cum.+udir.
udur) m.Cum. 11. nnw. snw. &
m.Yks.

wifeoos.Nhb. n.Dur. e. se.sw. es.

& ms.Yks. em.Lan. n. & s.Stf.

n.Der. n. nw. & s.Lin. s.Lei.
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Other (contd.)

—

uSsrme. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum.

«fe(« sm. & s.Lan. s.Chs. Dnb.
nw.Der. n.Lei. Nhp. n. & se.

Shr. n. & nw.Oxf.
vds(n se.Ken.+cifco-), w.Sus.
vSs(r) nne.Nhb. m.Shr. s.Oxf.

se.Hrt. ne. & nw.Nrf. e.Suf.

se.Ken. s.Sur. e.Sus. w.Wil.
Som. w.Cor.

vSsr Inv. em. & s.Sc.

?dsr ne.Sc.

33afne.Sc. Peb.

Ought, v., 127, 358, 359—axt
sm.Sc.+oxA but s.Ayr. 6"x'.

aut sw. <fe s.Nhb. Win., but 11.

Win. out, nnw.Yks. em.Lan.
+out, se.Lan., s.Lan. +out.

at s.War. nw.Wil., e.Dor.+o.?',

gt.

ox' Cai. ne.Sc. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. sm.Sc. Ant.

oft s.Dev.+g/?, Cor.+p'.

ot w.Oxf.
ou\t Sh.I.

out n. me. & se.Nhb. Dur. n. &
m.Cum. n.Wm. ne. nnw. snw.
e. m. nm. se. sw. ms. & s.Yks.

n. m. em. & sw.Lan., ms.
Lan. +vut, s.Lan. nw.Lin. o.

Lei.

odt e.Dor.

PX' Lth. Edb.
p/ w.Som. +g/?, gt.

gft e. & w.Som. sw. & s.Dev.

gt I. Ma. 11. wm. & s.Stf. n.Lei.,

m.Nhp.+o', e.War. n.Wor. m.
Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. nw. e. & s.

Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. Ken. s.Sur.

Sus. Hmp. me.Wil. e.Dor. w.
Som. n. nw. & e.Dev. Cor.

ox' wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. ox'-

ouxt s.Sc.

out es.Yks.

dot Rut.

ox' n. & s.Ayr. Peb.
6' m.Nhp.
Udt se.Hrt.

vut ms.Lan. s.Chs. nw.Der. n.

Lin. ne. & s.Nrf. e. & w.Suf.
Ounce, 225, 266

—

ains nw.Der.
+auns.

auns nnw. & snw.Yks.+Sws, n.

Lan. s.Chs. n. & nw.Der.
ans sw.Yks., s.Lan.+aJrcs.

mns sm. se. sw. & s.Lan.
euns se.Ken. e.Sus.

neuns hei.+nvuns.
nouns Lei. w.Wil.
ons ne.Sc.+vns.

ouns nw.Lan. I. Ma.
uns s.Dur. e.Yks. n.Lin.

uns n. me. se. & s.Nhb. m.Cum.
Wm. ne. nnw. snw. m. & se.

Yks. nw.Lin.
ims Ant. n.Wor.
vns ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Sc.

vuns Rut. m.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. me.Wil. e.Dev.
Our, 174, 411, 412— auxrj nw.

nnw. snw. & es.Yks. n.Lan.
s.Stf. e.Lin. s.Lei. m.Nhp.
w.Som. w.Cor.

ascr) sw.Yks. n.Stf.

air) ms.Yks., s. Lan. -t-ako, s.Chs.

e.Stf. n. nw. & e.Der.

»rj se. sw. & s.Lan.
euKn s.Lin. n.Wor. se.Ken.
cuir Uls., but Ant. iir.

ousr I. Ma.

ua(r) n.Dur. m.Cum. ne. e. m.
& se.Yks.

iwn.Cum. sw.Wm.
iir ne. sn. nm. em. wm. & s.Sc.

Ant.

misir) Rut. s.War. m.Shr. s.Oxf.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus. me. & w.
Wit

Ourn, 413.

Ours, 413.

Ourselves, 415.

Out, 171, 172

—

ait Chs., n.Stf.+

ast, nw.Der.+««', e.Der. +at,

at.

at s.Lan.+avt, at, vut, ne.Der.+
at, e.Der.

aut nnw. & snw.Yks. + :7', es.

Yks. n.Lan., e. Stf. + at, wm.
Stf., s.Stf. + ae', nw.Der., m.
Lin.+ow', Lei. + eul, vut, e. &
w.War.

avt ms.Lan. +mt, s.Lan. em. &
s.Stf. Not.

ast n.Stf., n.Der.+Bw', m.Nhp.+
eut, vut.

at sw.Yks. + est, ms.Yks. +et, s.

Yks. m.Lan., sw.Lan.+ai', s.

Lan. e.Stf. ne. e. & w.Der.
set sm. se. sw. & ms.Lan.
eut Uls.+^w', but Ant. ut, s.Lin.

Lei. m.Nhp. s.Pem. Bdf. se.

Hrt., s.Nrf.+vut, Suf., but c .

Suf. vut, Ess. Ken. w.Som.
est sw.Yks. (rare).

et ms.Yks.
OM's.Wm.+«',nw.Lan.I.Ma. m.

Lin.

ut Sh.I., ne.Sc.+w', sn. & nm.
Sc. em.Sc, but Lth. Edb. ut,

wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. ut, s.Sc.

Ant., n.Cum.+w'.
w'Or.I. Cai. ne.Sc. n.Ayr. sm.

Sc. Lth. Edb. Nhb. Dur. „.

e. m. & w.Cum. n. m. w. & s.

Wm. ne. nnw. snw. e. m. nm.
& se.Yks. 11. & nw.Lin.

vut s.Lan. Dnb. n.Der. Rut. Lei.

m. & sw.Nhp. s.Wor. n. ne.

m. & se.Shr. n.Hrf., e.Hrf.+

dut, nw. e. w. & s.Oxf. n.Bck.

w.Hrt. s.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus.Wil.,
e.Dor.+aw', w.Dor.

aut Uls. Glo. e.Hrf. ne.Nrf. sw.
Hmp. I.W. e.Dor.

aiit n. e. & s.Dev.

Outher, 127

—

auddacn ". & sw.
Wm.

audar w.Wm.
audair) s.Nhb.
audar sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
dSacr) s.Nrf.

ouda(r) s.Dur. m. & w.Cum.
oudXr) n.Dur. ne.Yks.
ouSsrme. & se.Nhb.
oada(r> sw.Yks. se.Lan.

gdxr) es. & ms.Yks.
oSair) sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan. n. &
nw.Der.

vtSa(r) Bdf. w.Som. n. & nw.Dev.
Oven, 92, 248, 269, 279

—

iubn

m.Cum.+jubn.
iun n.Stf. +uvn.
jinn (obsoL) ne.Yks.
jubn Dur. +juvn, m.Cum. Wm.,

but n.Wm. ubn.

juvn sw.Nhb. Dur.
obm me.Wil. +gbw.
ovn Ant., Dor. +0672, e.Dev.
gbm me.Wil.
gvm nw.Dev.
obn I.W. Dor.

ovm w.Som.
ovn Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

em.Sc. Ayr. I.Ma.

ubn n.Wm., n.Lan. + uvn,

Cor.

uvm sw.Yks.
uvn n. & s.Nhb. n.Cum. n. &

em.Lan. n.Stf., n.Der. + un,

nw.Lin. s.Lei.

un w.Yks. m. se. sw. & s.Lan.

Chs. n.Der.

uvn sm.Lan.
vvn s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.

cen s.Sc.

Over, 92,236, 279

—

aur ne.Sc.+
our, vur, em.Sc, but Lth. Edb.

vur, s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

auacn nne.Nhb., s.Nhb. + oua(r),

w.Wm.
auar Or.I. sw.Nhb.
auva(r) se.Ken.

dva(r) nw.Wil.
avairl w.Wil.
our Sh.l.+ouar, Cai. ne.Sc. sm.

Sc, but s.Ayr. Kcb. aur, s.Sc.

ous(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur. c. m. & w.
Cum. u, e. m. & s.Wm. ne.

m. nm. & sm.Yks., sw.Yks.
n.Lan.+oTO(r), nw.Lan. +ua(r).

ouar Sh.I. nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.

Per. vur, se.Nhb. n.Cum.
ouva(n s. Stf. + ovair), s.Lei. m.

Nhp. n.Bck.
ovair) sw. & ms.Yks. n.Lan., em.

Lan.+owcn, s.Stf., n.Der. +
our), n. & nw.Lin., s.Lin. +
o>(r), Not., Lei. +dacr), uvkt),

but s.Lei. ouvair), n.Wor. n.

Hrf., e.Hrf. +oro(f), vuvair), w.
Suf. n. & sw.Dev.

pOTO-)Brks.n.Wil.,e.Dor.+oro(r),

e.Dev., s.Dev. +6va(r).

dair) snw. &s.Yks.,m.Lan. +ua{r),

se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. Chs. n.

& wm.Stf. Der., but n.Der.+
ovair), e.Dev. vvair), s.Lin.

Lei. e.War., ne.Shr.+ora(i').

ovair) w.Som.
ovair) em.Lan. em. Stf. ne.Shr.

e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Bdf. n. & s.

Nrf., e.Suf.+HTOC), n.Ken. e.

Dor. s.Dev.

ovar Uls., but Ant. aur, I.Ma.
««rt nw. & m.Lan.
uavsir) se.Hrt.

«ra(0 Lei. e.Suf.

vur ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
vuvsoo e.Hrf.

vvKr) e.Der. Sus.

wvvair) s.Hmp.
Owe, 128, 248

—

au n. & ne.Wm.
s.Lan. Glo. se.Ken.

a Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per, s.

Ayr. Peb. me.Nhb., se.Nhb.

+0, s.Nhb. sw.Wm. snw.Yks.,
n.Lan.+p.

j'd ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. a.

ok sw.Yks., em.Lan. + 0, s.Lei.

s.Oxf.

03 n.Cum.+p, e.Der.

p wm.Sc.+0, Lth. Edb. n. & m.
Cum. ne. e. se. & es.Yks. n.

Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf., n.Lin. + 03,

nw.Lin. Dor. w.Som. nw. &
sw.Dev.

03 n.Lin.

o wm.Sc. Kcb. se. & sw.Nhb.
em. sm. se. & sw.Lan. n.Der.
s.Lin. n.Lei.

vu ne.Nrf. me.Wil.

Own, adj., 128, 266—aun Glo.+

03tt, dun, se.Ken.

an me.Nhb., se.Nhb. n.Dur.+

oun, n.Cum. +en, p"w, m. & s.

Wm. nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.+
and, oan, nw.Lan.

and snw.Yks.
an s.Sc.+ffl«, en.

ean Sh.I., m.Yks.+osx, nm.Yks.
+oan, g~n.

fan s.Sc.

en Or.I. Cai. ne. sn. nm. & em.

Sc, wm. & sm.Sc. +p«, s.Sc.

Ant. n.Cum.
oun se.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Nhp. nw.

& s.Oxf.

osn snw. m. & nm.Yks., se. &
sw.Yks.+pK, s.Lin. Glo.

gn wm. & sm.Sc. n. & m.Cum.
ne. nm. se. sw. es. ms. & s.

Yks. n. & nw.Lin. sw. & s.

Dev.
dun s.Nrf., e.Suf.+6n.

osn n.Wor. se.Hrt. s.Sur. Sus.

on Uls., but Ant. en, e. & w.
Cum. n.Wm. e.Yks. m. em.

sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. n. wm. & s.Stf. n. ne. &
nw.Der. Not. Lei. e.War. n.

& e.Oxf. e. & w.Suf. Ess. Hmp.
e.Dor. w. & s.Som. n.Dev. w.
Cor.

uan Bdf.

aun ne.Nrf. nw. & m.Wil.
3un Glo.

Ox, 361, 379, 383.

Oyster, 213, 284

—

aistscn sw.
Lan.s.Stf.n.Der.,Lei.+ois'a,r),

n.Shr. s.Oxf. Cmb. Suf., se.

Ken. + oisfecrt, Sus. Wil., but

w.Wil. »('sfc(r),Dor.,but e.Dor.

3ist3(.r).

ais/sr Ayr. Lth. Edb.
atsj>3(r) s.Lan.

aiststr) em. se. & ms.Lan. nw.
Der.

aisforXMa.
eistauo n.Stf.

eistsr ne.Sc, sn.Sc. -Yoistir, wm.
Sc, sm.Sc. +oister, Peb.

oistfar) Wm. n.Lan.
oistpar Ant.
oistxr) s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. e.

m. & sw.Yks. nw. & sm.Lan.
nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. se.Ken. e.

Dev.
oistsr Sh.I. sn. & sm.Sc.
oistHr) nnw. & snw.Yks.
vistwo s.Sur. w.Wil.
sistur) ne.Nrf. I.W. e.Dor.

Pail, 48

—

faWEss.+peal, se. Ken.
Dor.

paid w.Som. e.Dev.
peil s.Lei. Bdf.

peslsw.Nhb.,s.Whh.+pel, n.Cum.
sw.Yks. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Ess.,

n.Ken. +/>«/, Sus.

pel Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Ayr.
pel Inv. wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb.

n. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm.
Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.

pid n.Ken.
Pair, 207

—

paiAn me.Wil.
pair) Wm., but n.Wm. pxir), w.
Wm. pes(r), nnw.Yks., n.Lan.
+pex.r), nw.Lan. s.Wor. m.
Shr. ne.Nrf.

pw.r) n.Wm. nw. & w.Der. se.

Ken.
pehr sn.Sc.
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Pair (contd.)—
peair) s.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm.,

snw.Yks.+^etn, e. m. se. 4
sw.Yks. n. em. sw. & s.Lan.

n. & ne.Der.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.
Nhp.s.War.s.Oxf. Bdf.e.Suf.

11.Ken. Sus. w.Som. e.Dev.

pear Inv. Ant., n.Cum.+per, piar.
peir) snw.Yks.
per Or.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. n.Cum.

piaw ne.Shr. Dor. nw.Som.
piar n.Cum. I.Ma.
pkr> se.Lan. s.Stf. w.Wil.
Pan, 30

—

pan Inv. Bch. Abd. w.
Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
Nhb. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. >,

Lan.,s.Lan.+/>o»,I.Ma.n.Der.

nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

pan Lth. Edb.
pse,n se.Ken. Sus. Dor. Som.,

but w.Som. pean, e.Dev.

pean w.Som.
pon m. se. sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs.

Dnb. Stf. ne.Der.

Pang, 323-

Parish, 365.
Park, 37

—

park Bch. Abd. w.
Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. Uls. sw.Nhb., I.Ma. +

paak w.Wm. em.Lan. n.Stf.

pdk Cum. Wm., but w.Wm.
paak, sw.Yks. n. se. & s.Lan.

s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Sus.Dor.Som. e.Dev.

p&k sw.Lan. s.Lei.

pssrk I.Ma.

peak ne.Yks.
perk Peb. s.Sc.

pgk Glo.

pak sm.Lan.
Parlour, 298.

Part, 201

—

part wm.Sc.+pert,n.

Cum.+pert, peart, I.Ma.

paat w.Wm. n.Stf.

pat m.Cum. Wm., but w.Wm.
past, ne.Yks. +peat, nw.Yks.

n. & se.Lan. n. ne. & nw.Der.

nw.Lin., 'Lei.+pxt, s.Oxf. ne.

Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus.

past sw.Lan. Lei., w.Wil. +pat,

e.Som.
/frts.Ayr.+^^Lth.Ant.n.Cum.
peart n.Cum.
peat s.Nhb. n.Dur. ne. e. & m.

Yks., se.Yks. +/#, sw.Yks.,

em.Lan.H-^, w.Som. e.Dev.

pert ne.Sc.+pert, s.Sc.

pertne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr.+

pert, Edb. Peb. Kcb. me. &
se.Nhb.

pet se.Yks.

piat me.Wil.
pgt Glo.

fat em. & sm.Lan. Brks. w.Wil.

Pash, 27.

Passion, 198, 365.

Paste, 204, 249—Paisi se 'Ken -

peist Ant. Lei.

peast n.Cum.+/«s', se.Yks.+

piast, sw.Yks. ... & se.Lan. n.

Stf. Lin. s.War. s.Oxf. w.Hrt.

e.Suf. Sus. Dor.

pest sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., s.Ayr.

+pest.

pes I.Ma.

pest Inv. Bch. Abd.wm.Sc.Ayr.,

but s.Ayr.+pest, Lth. Edb.

Kcb., s.Nhb.+piast, m. & sw.
Lan., s.han.+piast, s.Stf. n. &
nw.Der. Rut.ne.Nrf.me.Wil.,

w.Wil. +piast.

piast m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks.
nw.Lan.

piest n.Cum.
piast s.Sc. me. Nhb., se.Nhb.+

pjest, s.Nhb. s.Dur. ne. e. m.
& se.Yks. s.Lan. w.Wil.

pist Glo.

pjest e.Nhb. n.Dur.

Path, 23, 316, 378—pad sn.Sc,
s.Ayr.+pa), Ant., m. & sw.
Yks.+pa), n. m. & sm.Lan.,

sw. & s.Lan. +pa), n.Der. +
pap, m.Not. n.Lin., s.Lin. 4-

pa), Lei. ne. & m.Nhp.
pa) ne.Sc, wm.Sc.+^, but n.

Ayr. p5), pep, s.Ayr. Kcb.
sw. & s.Nhb. Cum. Wm. m.
se. & sw.Yks. em. se. sw. & s.

Lan. nw.Der. nw. & s.Lin. e.

Suf. e.Som. n.Dev.

paa) n.Stf.

pdj> Ayr., but n.AyT.+pe), s.Ayr.

pad, pa), I.Ma. n.Der. s.Oxf.

ne.Nrf. se.Ken. I.W. Som.,

but nw.Som./iS^e.Som./iB/,
nw.Dev.

pssd ne.Cmb.
pm) s.Sc. Sus.

pmp nnw.Yks. Glo. me. & w.

Wil. Dor. nw.Som.
pep w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Lth.

Edb. me. & se.Nhb.

pep n.Ayr.+pd).

Pay, 205, 429—pat m.Nhp.+/>aj/,

s.Wor., m.Shr.+jOe, nm.Brks.

me.Wil. Dor. w.Som.
pa e.Suf.

peei m.Nhp.
px ne.Nrf.

pei s.Stf. s.Nrf.

pea sw.Yks. n.Wor.
^'Or.I. sn.Sc. m.Lan., e.Der.+

pi, m.Shr. n.Ken. w.Cor.

pi m. & w.Chs. e. & m.Stf. ne.

e. & s.Der. Lei.

Pea, 59, 379, 385-P" s.Sc.+pi,

n. & s.Nhb. sw.Yks. Lan. n.&

s.Stf., e.Der.+pt, m.Nhp. Sus.

fie I.Ma. n.Der. War. w.Wor.

m.Shr. Oxf., but s.Oxf. pi, m.

Bck. se.Cmb. me.Wil. Dor.

w.Som. Dev.

pia sw.Nhb. n. & nw.Lin.

piz Bch. Abd.

pi Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. s.Sc. n.Cum. Wm.
em. Stf. e.Der. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

Ess. se.Ken.

Peace, 220-peis Ldd.

peasn.Cum. seXan.+pias, n.btt.

i>es w.Frf. e.Per.

peSl.Ma. s.Stf. me.Wil. Dor. w.

Som.
pias n.Cum. sw.Wm. sw.Yks. n.

Lan., em.Lan.+jMS, se.Lan.,

n.T>er.+pis, nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

pis ne.Sc. n.Ayr. Kcb.

pis Inv. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb Ant.

s Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.,

but sw.Wm. pias, em. sm. &

sw.Lan. n.Der. se.Ken.

Pear, 6$-pea<,r) se. sw. & s Lan.

n.Stf. n.Der. s.Lei. m.Nhp. =.

Oxf. Bdf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus.

me.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev.

per w.Frf. e.Per.

piair) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. sw.

Yks. n.Lan.n.fc nw.Lin. s.Nrf.
Sur.

;>»»"sw.Nhb.n.Cum.Wm.I.Ma.
pir Kcb.
pir Bch. Abd. em.Sc. Ayr. s.Sc.

Ant.

pa(.r> em.Lan. s.Stf.

Pease = to exude, 323.
Pebble, 275—bib! s.Stf.

pstbl se.Ken.
pebllnv.Ayr. Nhb. m.Cum.Wm.

Yks. em. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

n.Stf. n.Der. s.Lei. s.Oxf.

Sus.

pebl w.Frf. e.Per. +pibl.

piblLth. nw.Lin. Lei. ,buts. Lei.

pebl, Oxf., but s.Oxf. pebl.

pipl Wor.
ptbl Kcb.
/>»WBch.Abd.w.Frf.e.Per.Edb.
pobl T)or.+popl, e.Dev.

poplPem. Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor.

Som. Dev., but e.Dev. pobl,

Cor.

Peck, 382.

Peel, 220

—

pil sw.Yks. sm.Lan.
s.Chs. a. & nw.Der. Lei. e.

Suf.

phi m.Yks.
pil s.Sc.

Pegh = to cough, 348.

Pen, 55

—

pan s.Sc.

penSc, but s.Sc. pmn, Ant. Nhb.
Cum.Wm.sw.Yks.Lan.I.Ma.
Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.

Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.

Som., but w.Som. pen, e.Dev.

pen w.Som.
pin m.Shr. e.Suf.

pan Uls., but Ant. pen.

Penny, 62, 231—p&ni Dor. c.

Dev.
pene Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. n.

Ayr. Kcb.
pent Inv. Ayr., but n.Ayr. pene,

Lth. Edb.Ant.Nhb.Cum.Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.

Der. nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. me.Wil. Som.
pint Sus.

Pennyworth, 233, 247.

People, 220.

Perch, 367.

Perch (of land), 382.

Pert, 210—pat e.Suf.

pert Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. Ant.

peat m.Cum.
pert Ayr. Kcb.

piat Wm. e. & se.Yks. n. & sw.

Lan. s.Stf. n.Lin. s.Oxf. ne.

Nrf. Sus., but e.Sus.^, Wil.

w.Som. e.Dev.

pirt me.Nhb.
pit e.Sus.

part n.Cum. I.Ma.

.pit em.Lan. n.Der.

Pew, 226.

Pheasant, 269, 295.

Pick (-axe), 211—peek Sur.

pek Crk. Rut. War. s.Wor. Glo.

Oxf. Brks. Ess. Ken. Sus.

Hmp. Wil. Dor. nw.Dev.

pek wm.Sc.
pik sw.Yks. n.Der.

pik Cor.

Pick, 425- 429, 434-

Picture, 285.

Pie, 223.

Piece, 220

—

pets n.btt.

pis Dor. w.Som.
/wsn.Der.+/Ts,Lin.e.Hrf.s.Oxf

pis ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.
Kcb. I.Ma.

pis Or.I. Inv. s.Ayr. Edb. Ant.
Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. me.Wil.

Pig, 68, 351—peg Glo. Brks. Sus.

Wil. Dor., w.Som.+/c>, Dev.
peg ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. pig,

wm.Sc.
peg e.Suf. w.Som.
pig Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

s.Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
I.Ma. Stf. Der. nw.Lin. Rut.

Lei. m.Shr. n.Hrf. s.Oxf. m.
Bck. se.Ken.

pvg sn.Sc
pag w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb. ...

Nhb.
Pincers, 329.

Pink, sb., 323.

Pint, 223.

Pipe, 154, 382—/w^Or.I.,Ayr.+
peip, Lth. Edb. m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. n.Lan., sw.Lan. +
pap, s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. m.
Shr. s.Oxf.

pap sm. & sw.Lan.
paip Ant. em. & se.Lan. s.Lei.

pap s.Lan. +poip.

peip Ayr. sw. & s.Nhb. ne.Yks.

I.Ma.

peip Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Peb. Kcb. s.Sc. n.Nhb.

poip s.Lan. n.Stf. se.Ken. Sus.

pvip s.Nrf. me.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.

Pit, 109—pset ne.Sc. + pit, but

Bch. Abi. pat.

pet s.Sc. e.An., but e.Suf. +pit,

Ken.,butse.Ken./iV, Sur.Sus.

Hmp. Dor.

pet wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. pat.

pit Inv. ne.Sc, s.Ayr.+pat, Kcb.

Uls. me. sw. & s.Nhb. s.Dur.

Cum., but n.Cum. +pit, Wm.
Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n. & nw.

Der. nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf., e.

Suf.+pef, se.Ken. Wil. Som.,

but w.Som. pot, pat, e.Dev.

pit n.Cura.+pit.

pvt sn.Sc, w.Som. +past

paet w.Som.
pat Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. em.

Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr. +pil, u.

Nhb.
Pitch, 341.

Pith, 68—pep s.Ayr. +pij>, nw.

Lin. Lei., but s.Lei. pi), =.

Oxf. Dor. w.Som. nw.Dev.

pi) Inv. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. sw. &

s Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.

Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. s.Lei.

Sus. me.Wil.

pa) ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc.

Ayr., but s.Ayr. pe), pi), •
Nhb.

Place, 204, 328, 379, 383—Pl"s

Lei.

phiz sw.Nhp. -vpleaz.

pleas se.Yks. + plias, sw.Yks.

I.Ma. Lin. m.Nhp. w.&s.War.

Wor. nw.Oxf. n.Bck.,m.Bck.

+plias, Bdf. w.Hrt. e.Suf. s.

Sur. Sus. w.Som.
pleaz sw.Nhp.
pies sn.Sc, wm.Sc. +ples, Fit.,

nw.Der. +ples, e.Der. n.Shr.

se.Hrt.

*fe"swm.Sc.m.&sm.Lan., s.Lan.

+plias, nw.Der. Rut. Nrf. me.

Wil. w.Cor.

plea w.Wil. +plias.
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Place (contd.)—
pitas w.Cum. nw.Yks. nw.

Lan.
plies n.Cum.
pliss se.Nhb. s.Dur. ne. c. m. &

se.Yks. s.Lan. e.Hrf. m.Bck.
Sur., but s.Sur. pleas, I.W. w.
Wil. e.Dor. nw.Som.

pits Chs. Dnb. Glo.

Plaice, 323.
Plain, 205

—

plain ne.Nrf. +/>/?/«,

s.Nrf. Ess. w.Oxf. se.Ken.

me.Wil. Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.

plxn n.Nhb. m.Cum. n.Lan. s.

Stf.

plein Ant. Nhp. ne.Nrf.

plean n.Cum. +plian, sw.Yks. se.

Lan. n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf.

plen Sc. s.Nhb. Wm. m. svv. &
ms.Lan. I. Ma. «. & ne.Der.

plian n.Cum.
plm Chs. em.Sif. ne.Shr.

Plait, 428, 433.
Plank, 198—plank Inv. Bch.,

Abd, + pljank, sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. wm. Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. Cum. Wm.
nw. e. m. & se.Yks. n. se. &
sw.Lan. I. Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.
Der. m.Not. nw.Lin. Lei. s.

Oxf.
plsetjk ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.

Wil. Dor. e.Dev.

plenk sw.Yks. em.Lan.
pljank ne.Sc, but Bch. plank,

Abd.+plank.
plonk s.Lan. n.Stf. ne.Shr.

Plat, 323.
Platen, 323.
Plate, 204.

Play, 64

—

plaine.Sc.+ple,s.Wor.

m.Shr. Glo. se.Ken. me.Wil.,
w.Wil. +^>/ai, Dor. w.Som.

pise m.Cum. nnw.Yks. n.Lan.,

s.Lan. +ple, w.Wil.
phi Ant. s.Stf., e.Der. +pli, Not.

Rut. +ple, hei.+plT. m. & s».
Nhp. Oxf. n.Bck. Bdf. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. Sus., but e.Sus. pies, n.

Dev.
pies sw.Nhb., s.Nhb. n.Cum.

+

pie, e.Yks., m.Yks. +plia, se.

Yks.+ple, n.Stf. Lin. n.Wor.
w.Hrt. e.Sus.

pie Sc, but ne.Sc. +plai, me. se.

& s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.Cum. Wm.
nnw. & se.Yks. nw. m. sw. &
s.Lan. I. Ma. n. ne. & nw.Der.
Not. Rut. ne.Nhp. War. n.

Ken.
plia m.Yks.
pit Chs. Dnb. m.Stf. e. & w.Der.

Lei. ne.Shr.

Plead, 428, 429, 433.
Please, 220—plez Uls. War. s.

Wor. m.Shr. Oxf. Nrf. me.
Wil. w.Som. nw.Dev.

plus sw.Yks. sm.Lan. m.Lin.
m.Nhp.

Pleasure, 209, 325.
Plough, 253.

Plum, 173—plom Dor.
ploum n.Lan.
plum w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but n.

Ayr. plum, s.Sc. Ant. sw. & s.

Nhb. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. em.
& s.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.
s.Lei.

plum Per., but e.Per. plum, em.
Sc. 11.Ayr. Kcb. s.Stf.

plian sm. se. & sw.Lan. I. Ma.

plain Inv. Bch. Abd. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Som.
plum e.Dev.

Plunge, 323.
Point,2i3, 244—paintLth. Edb.

se. & sw.Lan., s.Lan. +/>(«'«/, s.

S tf. , n . Der. +point, Rut.+point,

Lei., m.~Nhp.+potnt, w.Wor.,
CAo.+pnnt, pwaint, s.Oxf. se.

Hrt. ne.Cmb., s.Nrf.+ppint,

e.Suf. se.Ken. +point, Sus.,

but w.Sus. pvint, Dor. +
pwoint, pwaint, e.Dev.

paint I. Ma. m.Bck. w.Suf.

peint ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.
peint, sn. & wm.Sc. s.Ayr. a.

Chs. n.Stf. nw.Der.
peint Inv. Bch. Abd. Peb.

point Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.
s.Sc. Ant. s.Nhb. Cum. Wm.,
nnw.Yks. +point, e.Yks., m.
Yks.+pitint, nm. se. sw. & s.

Yks. n. nw. m. sm. & s.Lan.

Lin. Rut. m.Nhp. e.Suf. se.

Ken. me.Wil.
point nnw. & snw.Yks. n.Der.
puint m.Yks.
pvint em.Sc, but Lth. Edb.

paint,Veb.piint, e.Der. s.War.
n. Hrf. n.Bck. s.Nrf. s.Sur. w.
Sus. w.Wil.

point e.Hrf. Glo. ne.Nrf. sm.
Hmp.

pwaint w.Som.
pwoint nw.Wil. Dor. e.Som.
pwvint nw. & e.Oxf.
pwaint Glo. Dor.
Poison, 213, 233, 244, 324—
paizn Edb. +pvzn, em. se. &

sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. s.Oxf.

Suf, se.Ken. + poizn, Sus.

Dor. e.Dev.
paizn I.Ma.+peizn.

peizn s. Lan. I. Ma. s.Chs. n.Stf.

poizn s.Nhb. +pufn, puzn, sw.
Yks. n. & sm.Lan. Lin. se.

Ken.
pufn s.Ayr. s.Nhb.
puzn 11. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.

Cum. Wm.
pufin Sh.I.

puzin Bch. Abd.
puzn Cai.

pitfn Ant.
poizn e.Oxf.+pwvizn.
puzn w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Peb. Kcb.
paizn ne.Nrf.

pwoizn me.Wil.
pwvizn e.Oxf. w.Som.
Pole, 120, 255

—

pau s.Lan.

paul s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb.
se.Ken.

pol s.Sc.

poit n. & sm.Lan. n.Der.
poul n.Nhb., s.Nhb.+pol, m.

Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. I. Ma. nw.
Lin. s.Lei.

pgl n.Hrf. me.Wil.
pool s.Oxf. Dor. e.Dev.

po se.Lan.

pol Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Uls., but

Ant. paul, s.Nhb. em. Lan.
n.Stf.

pusl nw. & e.Oxf. w.Som.
Pony,2i4,23i, 244

—

pauniKcb.
paunine. & sn.Sc.wm.Scs.Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Peb. Ant. Wm. se.

Ken.
pouni nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

pone, s.Sc. me. se. & s.Nhb.

Dur. n. & m.Cum., nnw.Yks.
+poni, snw.Yks. nw.Lan. s.

Oxf.

poaui e.Dev.

pgni me.Wil.
poni w.Sus., w .'Wil. +puni.

poani se.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. w.

Wor. ii. & e.Ken., e.Sus.H-

poni.

pone w.Frf. e.Per.

ponilnv. nnw. & e.Yks., se.Yks.

+puani, pfiui, sw.Lan. I.Ma.n.

Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lei. e.Sus.

puani m. se. & sw.Yks. n. & em.
Lan. s.Lin.

puni se.Yks. wm. & s.Stf. e.Suf.

w.Wil.
pwoni Dor.

pwvni n.Ken.
Pool, 255.
Poor, 216—per sn.Sc. +pcer, em.

Sc.+pur, s.Ayr.

piar ne.Sc. +pir, se.Nhb. +/>2??-,

sw.Nhb. Wm.
pir ne.Sc.

poa(r) n.St{.+pua(r), Rut.+poW),
ne.Nhp. n.Wor., n.Bck. ne.

Nrf.+puacr), I.W.
ppO") e.Suf. +pua(r).

posir) n.Dur. se.Lan. nw.Lin.
Rut., Hnt.+/>«?(n,n. tsXmb.
Ess. sw.Dev.

puaao s.Nhb. Dur., but n.Dur.

pow), m.Cum ne. nnw. snw.
e. m. se. sw. & s.Yks. 11. nw.
m. em. sw. & s.Lan. Chs.

Fit. n. & s.Stf. n. nw. & e.Der.

Not. n. & m.Lin. Lei. s.War.
s.Wor. n. & se.Shr. n. & e.

Hrf. s.Pem. e. w. & s.Oxf.

Brks. n.Bck. Bdf. nw.Hrt.
Hnt. ne. & nw.Nrf. e.Suf. e.

& se.Ken. Sus. me. & w.Wil.
Dor.w.&s.Som.n.&e.Dev.Cor.

puarn.Cum. I. Ma.
pur me. & se.Nhb.
par Sh. & Or.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per., wm.Sc +piir, Ayr.,
but s.Ayr. per, Kcb.

pur nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

par, em. & wm.Sc. n.Nhb.
Porridge, 366, 386.
Porrindger, 267.

Post, 85, 244, 378, siq—paust
se.Ken.

pos nw.Dev.
post ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Kcb. s.Sc. n.Nhb. n.Cum.,
m.Cum.+puast,'Vifm. ne.Yks.,
r,.hau.+puast.

pgs w.Som. +puas(t.

ppst me.'Wil.+poast.

poast nw.Lin. me.Wil. e.Dev.
pos I.Ma.

post em.Sc. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb.
em. sm. & se.Lan., sw.Lan.

+

puast, n.Stf. n.Der. Not. Sus.
puss w.Som.
puastm. Cum. sw.Yks. n. & sw.

Lan. nw. & s.Oxf. w.Wil. w.
Som.

pust s.Stf.

pwost s.Wor.
pwosst Brks. nw.Wil.
pwvst e.Oxf.

Pot, 212.

Poultry, 214, 231, 253, 284—
paultri sm.Sc.+pu/ri, but Kcb.

poltri, s.Nhb.+pulhi, em. Lan.
+poullri, se.Lan. se.Ken.

paultfiri Wm.+pultri.

paulpri Ant. s.Lan.

pautri nnw. & snw.Yks.+pultri.

poultri n.Lzn.+pultri, em. Lan.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

poultpri I.Ma.

poutri sw.Yks. sw.Lan.
poiltri Dor. e.Dev.

pgltri me.Wil.+pvultii.

poltri w.Frf. e.Per.

poultri Lei.

poltri Kcb.
poltri Inv. n.Stf. ne.Nrf.

potri e.Suf.

pultri Ayr. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. n.

& m.Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.

Yks. n.Lan. n.Lin.

pulpri se.Yks.

pultrisn. & wm.Sc.m.Yks. S.Stf.

putri Sh.I. sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
pvllri ne.Sc.

pmdtri nw.Der. me. & w.Wil.
Pound, sl>., 104, 307, 382—poind

n.Der. +paand, nw.Der., e.

Der.+paund, pand.
paund Sh.I., n.Ayr.+po7t{d, m.

Lan., s.Chs.+pun, s. Stf.+pun,
e.Der. m.Lin. s.Lei., m.Nhp.
+pasund, ne.Shr.+pvn, s.Oxf.,

e.Sut.+pvun.

pavnd em. Stf.

paand n.Stf. n.Der.

pand sw.Yks.+peand, pund, sw.
& ms.Lan. +p%nd, s.Lan.. ne.

e. & w.Der.
pseund m.Nhp., s.Nrf.+peund.

pasnd sm. sw. & ms.Lan.
peun vi.Som.+peund.
peund Vls.+pond, but Ant.pun,

s.Lin., ~Lei.+pound, but s.Lei.

pound, m.Bck. s.Nrf. se.Ken.

e.Sus. w.Som.
peand sw.Yks.
pond Uls.

poun I.Ma.
pound nw.Lan.+pund.
pun n.Cum. M\fm.+pund, s.Stf.

pund n. me. & sw.Nhb., s.Nhb.

+pund, Dur. n. & m.Cum.Wm.
ne.nnw. snw.e. m.se.sw. & es.

Yks. nw.Lan., n.L.'\D.+pund.

pund s.Nhb. n.Lin.
pun Ant. s.Chs. w.War.
pund n.Wor.
pvn ne.Sc, wm.Sc.+pvnd, but

n.Ayr.+paund, Lth. Edb. s.

Sc.+pvnd, ne.Shr. n.Bck. s.

Sur. Sus., but e.Sus. peund.
pvnd Or.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Sc. m.Shr.
poun e.Suf., nw.Wil. +pvund,

w.Wil. e.Som.
pvund Rut. Lei. w.Hrt. nw. &

me.Wil. e.Dev.
paund Glo. ne.Nrf. Hmp. I.W.
paiin sw.Dev.
Powder, 297.
Pray, 205

—

pmi s.Wor. se.Ken.
me.Wil., w.Wil.+prm, Dor.+
prea.

preei m.Nhp.
prie Wm., but w.Wm. pre, se.

Yks.+pre, n.Lan. w.Wil.
prei Ant., m.Yks. -vprea, s.Oxf.

e.Suf.

prea m. & sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin.
Dor.

pre Sc. s.Nhb. Cum. w.Wm.
nw. e. & se.Yks. m. se. &sw.
Lan. I.Ma. n. ne. & nw.Der.
Rut. Lei. ne.Nrf.



PREACH

Preach, 220, 367—preitf Ldd.
sw.Yks.m.sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf.

m.Nhp.
preatfs.eX.an.

pretfs.Chs.

pretf I.Ma. s.Stf. s.Wor. Glo. e.

Oxf. nw.Nrf. Sus. me.Wil.
w.Som.

pritf Dor.
priatf sw.Wm. n.Lan. n.Der.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Hnt.
pritf Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but s.Ayr. pritf, Kcb. ...

Cum.
prt/f Inv. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.Ant.

Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm. n.Hrf.
se.Ken. w.Cor.

Pretty, 231, 263—pratiem.Lan.
+priti, se. sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs.,
n.Der. +prili, Dor., but w.
Dor. pruti.

preti w.Wor. Oxf.
prite w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb.
priti Inv. Ayr., but n.Ayr. prite,

sw. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm.
em.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.nw.Lin.
s.Lei. se.Ken., Som.+pvti.

pruti vj. Dor.
pruti l.Ma.+puti, s.War.
putt s.Stf. e.Ken.
putil.Ma.
pvti Sus. Som. nw.Dev.
pati nw.Wil.
Prick, 340.
Pride, 116—praid Ayr. +preid,

Lth. Edb. m.Cum. Wm. sw.
Yks. II. & sw.Lan. I. Ma. u.
Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. e.Dev.

^rarfsm.Lan.
praid em.Lan., se.Lan.+proid, s.

Lan. s.Lei. Sus.
preid Ayr. Nhb.
preid Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. Peb. Kcb.
proid se.Lan. s.Stf. se.Ken.
praid me.Wil. Dor. Som.
Priest, 190, 191, 330

—

pries

Dor.
preist n.Stf. Sus.
pres w.Som.
prist s.Stf. me.Wil.
priest se.Lan.

prist w.Frf. e.Per., Ayr.+prTsf,
Kcb.

pris I.Ma.
prist Inv., Abd.+prtft, Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Ant. Nhb. Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan. n.Der. s.Lei.

s.Oxf. se.Ken. Som., but w.
Som. pres.

prlft Abd.
Primrose, 397.
Prize = to prize open, 323.
Profited, 304.
Proud, 171, 172—praid n. & nw.

Der.+praud.
praud Ant., nnw. & snw.Yks. +

prud, es.Yks. n.Lan. n.&nw.
Der. s.Stf. s.Lei. s.Oxf. Sus.

praad n.Stf.

prdd sw.Yks.+pread, ms.Yks.
prsed ms.Lan.
pried sm. & sw.Lan., s.Lan.H-

preud.

preud Uls., but Ant. praud, em.
Lan.+^ro«rf,s.Lan. s.Lin.,Lei.

+prvud, but s.Lei. praud, se.

Ken. w.Som.
pread sw.Yks.
proud IMa.
prud Sh. I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
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wm.Sc. Ayr.,but n.Ayr. prud,
s.Sc, n.Cum.+prud.

prud Or.I. ne.Sc. n.Ayr. Lth
Edb. Kcb. Nhb. s.Dur. n. &
m.Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. snw.
e. m. & se.Yks. n. & nw.Lin

proud Lei. sw.Nhp. m.Shr. w.
Hrt. e.Suf. Dor. me. & w.Wil.

praud em. & se.Lan. ne.Nrf.
praiid e.Dev.
Prove, 215, 42g—priuv em.Lan.

n.Stf. se.Ken.
priav Wm.
pruiv sw.Yks.
pruv Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur., n.Cum.

+priiv.

priiv Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. n.
Nhb. n. & m.Cum. n. & sw.
Lan. I. Ma. Der. s.Stf. Not.
Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War.
Wor. Glo. Oxf. me.Wil.

prvv ne.Sc. ne.Nrf.
prcev s.Sc.

prcev Kcb. w.Som.
pruv Lth. Edb.
pruv e.Dev.
Pull, 99, 255, 428, 433—pou sm .

Lan.+pu.
pul n. sw.&s.Nhb.Dur. m.Cum.

n.Lan., em.Lan. +pul, n.Stf.,

n.Der. +pii, nw.Lin. s.Lei. s.

Oxf. m.Bck. se.Ken. me.Wil.
s.Som.

pit Or.I. Cai., ne.Sc.+pvl, w.Frf.
e.Per., n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.+pvl,
Peb. Kcb. e. & w.Cum. Wm.
m. sm. & se.Lan., sw.Lan.

+

pul, s.Lan., s.Chs. +paeu, n.

Der.
pul w. & sw.Yks. m.Shr. Sus.

Dor.
pul Ant. em. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

se.Shr.

pvl Inv. ne.Sc. n. & s.Ayr. Lth.
Edb., s.Sc. +pou, ne.Shr. ne.

Nrf. nw.Dev.
pBu s.Sc.

peel w.Som.
pceu s.Chs.

pul e.Dev.
Pulpit, 253.
Purse, 210.

Puss, 99, 328

—

pus ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr.
Edb. Ant. Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. e. m. se. & sw.Yks. n.

Lan., em.Lan. +pus, se.Lan.

11. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut.

m.Shr. s.Oxf., ne.Nrf.+/>os,

e.Suf. se.Ken. w.Wil.
pits Inv. Lth. Kcb. n.Cum. Sus.

pits em. & sw.Lan. I. Ma. nw.
Der. Lei. n.Shr.

pvs ne.Shr. ne.Nrf.

pcez w.Som.
pus e.Dev.

Put, 99, 218, 428, 429—pet sn.

& s.Sc.+pvt.

pet ne.Sc.+pat, but Bnff. pit.

pit lnv.+pvt, Bnff. w.Frf. e.

Per., wm.Sc.+pot, but n.Ayr.

pat, sm.Sc. Ant.

put se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. n.Lan. n.Stf. n.

Der. Lin. s.Wor. n.Hrf. s.

Oxf.nw.Hrt.ne.Cmb.se.Ken.
pud sm. & s.Lan.+put.

put em. se. sw. sm. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. nw.Der., Lei.+pvt, m.

Nhp., n.Shr.+pvt.

pvt Sh.I. Inv. sn. & wm.Sc,

Lth. Edb.+^, s.Sc. n.Nhb.
Kut. Lei. w.Wor. n. ne. & m
Shr. e.Hrf. Bck. Nrf. e.Suf!
s.Sur. Sus. Dor. me. & w.Wil
Som. Dev. Cor.

pat ne.Sc. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.
Quack, 24 r.

Quackle, 323.
Quaddy, 323.
Quaich, 323.
Quaint, 241.
Quake, 241.
Quaker, 241.
Qualm, 323.
Quarrel, 262, 298.
Quarrel = quarry, 241.
Quarrelsome, 241.
Quart, 201, 241, 382—kwart ne.

Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb.
Ant.

kwaat n.Stf.

kwdt s.Nhb. Dur. e. w. & m.
Cum. Wm. n.Lan., em.Lan.+
kweat, se. & s.Lan. s.Stf. n.
Der. Lin. Glo. se.Ken. me.
Wil. nw.Dev.

kwdt Sus.
kwxt sw.Lan.
kweat sw.Yks. em.Lan.
kwort I.Ma.

kwot w.Som.
kwprt Lth. Edb.
kwpt Dor.
kwat sm.Lan.
Quarter, 241.

Quartern, 241.

Quay, 220—kei ne.Sc, but Bch.
Abd. kl, Ant. n. & s.Nhb.,
se.Yks.+to, kl.

kea n.Stf.

kelnv.+ki, n. & m.Cum. n. nw.
em. sm. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.

Stf. Dor. w.Som. sw.Dev.
kia m. & se.Yks. s.Lin.

*?Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. sm.Sc. me.
Nhb. e. & se.Yks. sw.Lan.
nw.Der. s.Oxf. e.Nrf. se.Ken.
Sus.

Queach, 323.
Queak, 241.
Quean, 241.

Queek, 241.

Queem, 241.

Queen, 142,

Yks. n.Stf.

kwem e.Suf.

kwen Inv., Sus.+£a/m, Dor.
kwian ne.Yks., se.Yks. se.Lan.

+kwin, s.Lin. w.Wil.
kwin Sh.I. Kcb. s.Sc.

kwtn ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. e. m.
se. sw. es. & s.Yks. n. em.

sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. n. & nw.Der. Lin., but

s.Lin. kwian, Rut. Lei. Oxf.

ne.Nrf. s.Sur. Sus. me.Wil.

e.Dev.

Queer, 241—tow- Sh.I.

kweixr) nm.Yks.+kwiaito.

kwea(r) se. sw. & s.Lan., n.Stf.

n.Der. e.Hrf. G\o.+kmxr), ».

Nrf. Sus. Hmp. Dor., Som.+
kwiam, Dev. w.Cor.

kwear Inv. Ant.

kwi&r) nne. & s.Nhb. Dur. e. m.

w. & s.Cum. Wm. m. nm. sw.

ms. & s.Yks. n. nw. m. em.

& ms.Lan. Chs. n. wm. & s.

241

—

kwein snw.
, Lei.+kwtn.

Stf. Der., butn.Der.+kwej:r),
Lin. Rut. Lei. e.War. e.Hrf.
Glo. Oxf. se.Hrt. Suf. Ken.
Som.

kwiar Uls., but Ant. kwear, se.
Nhb. n.Cum. I.Ma.

kwir ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
em.Sc. Ayr. sm. & s.Sc.

kw3\ri w.Wil.
Quench, 323.
Querken, 24L
Quey, 241, 348.
Quicks alive, 67, 241—hwick =.

Nhb. m.Cum. se.Wm.
kwek sn.Sc. w.Dor. s.Dev.
kwik Abd., s.Ayr. +kwak, Kcb.

Uls. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Dur.
em. se. & ms.Lan. I.Ma., Chs.
+wik, n.Stf. nw.Lin. Lei.War.
Wor. e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. s.Nrf.
Suf. Ken. Sus. Hmp. nw. &
w.Wil. e.Dor. Som. n.Dev.

kwiak se.Hrt.

kwak ne.Sc, but Abd. kwik, w.
Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. n. & s.Ayr.
n.Nhb.

wik Dur., but n.Dur. kwik, n.
Cum. n. & w.Wm. Yks. n.

nw. sm. & sw.Lan. Chs. n. &
ne.Der. n.Nhp.

Quicken = mountain ash, 241.
Quicken, v., 241.
Quiet, 224, 241—hwaiat Sh.I.

Wm.
kwait Lth.+kwet, Edb. s.Nhb. es.

Yks., em.Lan. + kwaiat, I.Ma.
+kwet, ne.Der.+kwaiat, s.Nrf.

e.Suf.

kwciiat sn.Sc.+kweit, em.Sc, but
Lth. kwait, kwet, Edb. kwait,
Peb. kwet, se.Nhb., n. & m.
Cum. nnw. & snw. Yks.+waiat,
se.Yks., sw.Yks. + kwoiat, a.

Lan. +z*W^, nw.Lan.,sw.Lan.
+kwat, kwdiat, n.Stf., n.Der.+
kwdiat, ne.Der. n. & nw.Lin.,
Lei. + kwoiat, m.Shr. s.Oxf,
Ess. +kwoiat, Sus. Dor., but e.

Dor. kwviat, w.Dor. kwaiat,

n. & e.Dev.
kwaat se.Lan. +kwoiat.

kwdt m. sm. & sw.Lan., ms.Lan.
+kwdiat.

kwdat m.Yks.
kwdiat em. sw. & ms.Lan., s.

Lan.+kwet,wm. & s.Stf. n. nw.
w. & s.Der. m.Nhp.

kweit Cai. sn.Sc. sm.Sc, but s.

Ayr. Kcb. kwet, Ant. n.Nhb.
kweiat e. & nm.Yks., Chs.+kwit.

kweat ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.
kweit.

kweit Bch. Abd.
kweiat w.Frf. e.Per.

kwet Inv. nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.

Per. kweiat, wm.Sc. s.Ayr.

Lth. Peb. Kcb. s.Lan. I.Ma.

kwit Chs.
kwoiat sw. & s.Yks. se.Lan. e.

Der. s.Lin. Lei. e.War. Bdf.

se.Hrt. Ess. se.Ken.

kwvit n.Bck.

kwoiat nw. & e.Oxf. w.Hrt.Wil.
e.Dor. Som. s.Dev.

kwait Uls., but Ant. kweit, m.
Nrf.

kwaiat e.Hrf. Glo. sm.Hmp. w.
Dor.

waiat s.Dur. u. e. m. & w.Cum.
nnw. & snw.Yks. n.Lan.

Quilken, 241.
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Quill, 241.

Quilt, 2 1 1, 241— kilt AbA.+kwilt,

n.Cum.
kwilt Bch. Abd., s.Nhb. Wm.

n. & em.Lan. + twilt, sw.Lan.
I. Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.
s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. e.Dev.

kwvlt s.Ayr.

kwcelt w.Som.
kvidi w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Lth.

Edb., Kcb.+twslt, Ant.
twilt s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. sw.

Yks: n. & em.Lan.
twslt Kcb.
)uilt = a pimple, 323.
Juilt = to flog, 241.

)uince, 323.
Juinsy, 241, 323.
Juirm, 241.

)ult, 425, 429, 433, 434.
Juitch, 241, 323.
Quite = to requite, 241.
Quiz, 323.
Quizzle, 323.
Race, 136 - rat's se.Ken.
reis Ant.

ress sw.Nhb., n.Cum.+ms, sw.
Yks. n.Lan. n.Stf. Lin. sw.
Oxf. Dor.

res w.Frf. e.Per.

res Or.I. Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth.
Edb. Kcb. n. & s.Nhb. em. se.

& sw.Lan. I. Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.
Sus.

Has m.Cum. Wm.
riss n.Cum. Sur.
Radish, 198, 365

—

radif Inv.

wm.Sc. Ayr.Lth.Edb. Kcb. s.

Nhb. m.Cum.Win. snw. c. m.
& se.Yks. s.Oxf.

rmdif me.Wil., w.Wil. + redif,

Dor. e.Dev.
radi/se.Ken.
redif ne.Sc. Ant. Nhb., but s.

Nhb. radif, Dur. sw.Yks. n.

Lan., em.Lan. +reditf, sm. se.

sw.& s.Lan. I.Ma. Stf., n.Der.

+ reditf, Lin. Lei. w.War. n.

Shr. Glo. Nrf. Suf. Sus. w.
Wil.

reditf em.Lan, n. & nw.Der.
redif w.Frf. e.Per.
Rag, 29, 351— ra£- Inv. ne.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Edb. Kcb.
Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. Cum. Wm.
n.Lan., em. Lan.+reg,sm. Lan.
+raig, se. & sw.Lan. I. Ma. n.

Stf. n.Der. Lin. m. Shr. s.Oxf.
nw^sm.Lan.
rag Peb. n.Nhb.
rseg Sus. Dor. e.Dev.
rsbg se.Ken.
reg sw.Yks. em.Lan.
Rage, 204, 366— riedg e.Dor.
reidz Ant. Lei.

resag n.Cum. + risdg, e.Yks., se.

Yks. + riad?, sw.Yks. se.Lan.
Lin. s.Oxf. w.Hrt. e.Suf. w.
Som.

redg Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
n. & s.Nhb. m.Cum., Wm. +
riadg, nnw. & snw.Yks. n. em.
sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. 11.

Der. Rut. ne.Nrf. me.Wil.
riadg Wm.
rhdg n.Cum. m. & se.Yks. w.

Wil.
Rail, s£., 205

—

rail Brks. se.Ken.
Dor.

rahl w.Som.

reil Ant. Bdf. Sus.

real n.Cum. + w/, sw.Yks. se.

Lan. n.Stf. n.& nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

rellnv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. n. & s.Nhb. m.
Cum. Wm. n. em. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. s.Stf.

ridl n.Cum.
ril ne.Shr.

Rain, 64

—

rain sw.Nhp. + rein,

ren, s.War. -vrein, s.Wor. m.
Shr. n.Hrf., w.Oxf. + ren, se.

Hrt.+m'w, ren, rim. Ess. +rein,

se.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus. Hmp.
me.Wil., w.Wil.+nem, Dor.
Som.

rsein m.Nhp. + m«, ren, w.Wil.
rs&n Uls. + ren, but Ant. rein, n.

Nhb., nnw. Yks. + ren, n.Lan.
!•«'» Ant., S.Stf. -t-rek, Lei. + tin,

ne.Nhp.+ra;, m. & sw.Nhp.
s.War,, se.Shr. + ra;, n.Bck.,
m.Bck.+rem, Bdf., nw.Hrt.+
ren, se.Hrt. ne.Nrf. Suf. Ess.
Sus., but e.Sus. rem, rim, w.
Sus. rain, n.Dev.

ren w.Frf. e.Per.

rem sw.Nhb., s. Nhb. + ren, e.

Yks., m.Yks. + raw, se. & sw.
Yks. +;•?«, ms.Yks.,n.Stf.+>Ttt,

Lin., but sw.Lin. rion, n.Wor.
s.Oxf. m.Bck. w.Hrt., e.Sus.

-f risn.

ren ne. sn. em. wm. sm. & s.Sc.

Uls. me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Cum.
Wm. nnw. snw. se. sw. & es.

Yks. nw. em. sm. se. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. Fit., em. & wm.Stf.+Hw,
s.Stf. n. & nw.Der., e.Der. +
rin, Rut. ne. m. & sw.Nhp., c.

War.+rTw, em. se. & s.Shr. w.
Oxf. nw. & se.Hrt. s.Nrf. sw.
Dev.

ra»n.Ciim. m.Yks. sw.Lin., ne.
Shr. + rm, se.Hrt. e.Sus.

rm m. w. & s.Chs. Dnb. n. e. nm.
em.&wm.Stf. ne.& e.Der. Lei.

e.War. ne.Shr. n.Ken.
Raise

—

raiz se.Keiuw.Wil.Dor.,
but e.Dor. rez, e. & w.Som.

rxz n.Lan. ne.Nrf.
resz sw.Nhb. n.Cum. m.Yks. u.

Stf. Lin. s.Oxf.
rez ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. rez,

sn.Sc. + rfz, em.Lan. Sus.
rez s.Sc.

res Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. me.
se.&s.Nhb.Dur.m.Cum.Wm.
snw.Yks. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan.
s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut. e.Suf.

e.Dor.

rlz w. & s.Chs. e.Stf. w. Der. Lei.
Rake, 323, 340.
Rank, 33, 363—rank Bch. Abd.

Ayr. Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.
m.Cum. Wm. u . & em.Lan.
I.Ma. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

rank Lth. Edb.
recnk me.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.
rmnk se.Ken.
renk Ant. sw.Yks.
rotjk se. sw. & s.Lan. n. & s.Stf.

Brks. w.Som.
Rascal, 253.
Rash, 343.
Rasp, 331.
Rat, 198, 268—ratn Nhb. Dur.

Cum. Wm. Yks., Lan. + rotn,

Der. Shr., but n.Shr. rot.

rat w.Som.

ret Lon.
rot s.Chs. Lei. m.Nhp. War. w.
Wor. n.Shr. nw.Oxf.

rotn Lan. n. & w.Chs.
Rate, 204

—

rait Lon. se.Ken.

reit Ant. n.Stf.

rest n.Cum. sw.Yks. Lin. s.Oxf.

Dor. Som.
ret ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. ret, w.

Frf. e.Per.

ret Cai. Inv. Bch. Abd. s.Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. n. & s.Nhb. m.
Cum. Wm. s.Yks. n. m. em.
sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.

Stf. Der. me.Wil.
ridl Sus.

Rather, 47, 231, 297, 314—
raSs(r) Rut.+re~<Sst.r>.

raSsrl.Ma.
rdds(r) nnvi.Yks. +redsl.r), redrtr),

se.Ken.
rdds(r)n. Lin.-rredur), Bdf., s.Sur.

w.Sus. + redsir).

reeds(r) ne.Nrf.+raJw.
reiSttr) nw. & e.Der., e.War. +

reSs(r), w.Oxf. me.Wil. Dor.
redsr Sh. & Or.I.

reSsf.r)s.Nhb.,Lei.+reds(r),roSs(r),

m.Nhp. e.War. ne.Shr. m. &
e.Oxf.

reSsrAnt., se.Nhb. + reSsr.

reifirtn n.Stf.

resS^(r) ne.Yks. + reds(r>, e.Yks.,

m.Yks. + risSs(r), se.Yks. +
reds(r), risds(r), sw.Yks. nw.
Lin., s.Lin. + reSdir), e.Dev.

restSsr sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
redir, reSir Bch. Abd.
reS3rne.Se., but Bch. Abd. redir,

trftir, wm.Sc, s.Sc. + reSsr.

reddj(r) n.Lan.
reds(r) m.Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks.
nw.Lan.

redsr sn.Sc. Wm.
redslr) s.Dur. ne. nnw. & se.Yks.
em. sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan.,

s.Chs.+n&W,Flt. n.Der. n. m.
& s.Lin. Rut. Lei. n.Shr. Bck.
Cmb. ne.Nrf. Ess. e.Ken. s.

Sur. e. & w.Sus. nw.Som. n.

Dev.
reSsr w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc Ayr.
Kcb. s.Sc. me. & se.Nhb. n.

Cum.
ridfis(r) m. & se.Yks. w.War.
riM^r) s.Chs.

rotSun s.Stf. Lei.

rvSs(r) s.Oxf. e.Suf. sw.Dev.
rsSsr Uls., but Ant. refidr.

Ratherest, 445.
Rathest, 398, 445.
Raven, 45—raivn se.Ken.
resvn sw.Nhb., m. & se.Yks. +

risvn, sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. s.

Oxf. Bdf. e.Suf. Sus. Dor.
revn s.Sc.

revn Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. n. me. se.

& s.Nhb. n. & m.Cum., snw.
Yks.+ riavn, n. em. se. sw. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.
Der. ne.Nrf.

riavn Wm. snw.Yks.
risvn ne. m. & se.Yks. w.Wil.
Raw, 186—raw Inv. n.Nhb.,

Wm.+ra.
ra Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. s.Ayr. Ant. me.Nhb., se.

Nhb. + ro, s.Nhb. n.Dur., n.

Cum.+rp, ro, Wm. nnw.Yks.,
snw.Yks. n.Lan.+rp, nw.Lan.

s.War. Glo. nw. & s.Oxf. m.
Bck. Bdf. Dor. e.Som. e.Dev.

rau em.Lan. + ro.

ra s.Sc. Uls., but Ant. ra.

ri& me. & w.Wil. n.Dev.
rh ne.Yks.
rou m.Cum.
rod m.Yks., se.Yks.+rp, sw.Yks.

Rut., Lei. + iip.

rp wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. n.Cum.
snw. se. & es.Yks. n. & sm.
Lan., sw.Lan. + ro, s.Lan.
I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. Lin. Lei. n.

Bck. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. Sus. w.
Som.

rod e.Suf. Ess.

ro se. & sw.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum.
e.Yks. m. em. & sw.Lan. nw.
Der.

Reach, 137, 138, 341, 428, 429,
433

—

rseifl.Ma.

reik w.Yks.+rai, sw.Yks., s.

Lan. +reitf.

reitfms.Yks. m.Lan., em.Lan.+
ristf, sm. sw. & s.Lan. n.Stf.

n e.Der. Sus.

rek Sh.I.+rai.

retf s.Chs. s.Not. Lin., but nw.
Lin. riatf, Ess., me.Wil. -rretf,

nw.Dev.
rek Sh.I.

retf"Inv. se.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. e.

Oxf. me.Wil. Dor.Som.s.Dev.
ritfn. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.
risk w.Yks.
ristfn. & e.Yks. u . & em.Lan. nw.

Lin.

r'tk w.Frf. e.Per.+ritf.

ritfBch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.
rtk sw.Sc, 'Wm.+rt/f, m.Yks.
rltfn. & s.Ayr. Ant. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

Read, inf., 131, 132— mo? nnw.
Yks. +rtd, snw.Yks. s.Chs. n.

Stf., Lei.+nrf, ne.Shr.
resd e.Suf.

red Rut.+nd, s.War. n.Wor. m.
Bck. ne.Nrf. me.Wil. Dor. c.

& w.Som. nw. & sw.Dev.
risd ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. rid,

e.Yks.+rtd, m.Yks., se.Yks.+
rid, se.Lan. Lin. w.Wil.

ridBch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.
s.Sc. I.Ma.

rid Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant. n. me.
se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. u. &m.
Cum. Wm. nnw. e. se. sw. &
es.Yks. n. m. em. sw. & s.Lan.
s.Stf. Der. Rut. Lei. m.Shr.
s.Oxf. nw.Nrf. se.Ken. Sus.

Read, pret., 135, 428, 429, 433— raid s.Sc.+red, e.Suf.
red Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.
wm. & s.Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur.
Cum.Wm. ne. nnw. e. se. sw.
& es.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. n.
Stf. Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. m.
Shr. Oxf. Nrf. Ken. Sus. Dor.
Som. Dev. w.Cor.

rid Sh.I. m.Yks.
risd w.Wil.
Ready,23 i, 263—rediOr.L Nhb.

s.Dur. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.
Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Dor.

ra&'Sh.I.

n'rfm.Dur.ne.Yks.ne.Nrf.e.Suf.
radi Uls.

»A' nw.Som.
Reap, 425, 429, 430—nip n.Stf.
rep e.An.+rep, rip, but s.Nrf. rip,

rep ne.Sc.+re/>, w.Frf. e.Per.
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rep I.Ma. s.Stf. e.An. Dor., Dev.

+rip.

rip n.Yks. Der. Lei. Nhp. War.
Oxf. Brks. w.Mid. e.An. Ken.
Sur. Sus. Hmp. I.W. s.Wil.

Som. Dev.
ridp e. & sw.Yks. n. e. em. sm.

se. & sw.Lan. nw.Lin.
rip Ayr.+fip, Kcb.
rip Inv. Ayr. sw. & s.Nhb. m.
Cum. Wm. n.Der. s.Nrf.

rap ne.Sc.

Rear, v., 136— reatr) sw.Lan. n.

Stf. s.Oxf. Sus. me.Wil. Dor.
w.Som.

ria(r) s.Nhb. m.Cum. sw.Yks. n.

& em.Lan. s.Stf. Lin. Der.
Cmb. se.Ken. e.Dev.

n> n.Cum. Wm. I. Ma.
mne.Sc w.Frf. e.Per.Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. Ant. sw.Nhb.
Reason, 220

—

reizn Ant. n.Stf.,

hei. + rizn, m.Nhp. e.War.,
Bdf.+rezn.

reazn n.Nhb., e.Suf.+risn.

rezn ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. rizn,

sn.Sc. sm.Sc, but Kcb. rezn,

Bdf. e.Sus.

nfs»Sh. I. Cai. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.
Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. UIs.,

but Ant. reizn, sw. ms. & s.

Yks.-t-ra.sM, se. sw.&ms.Lan.,
s.'L&n.+riazn, I. Ma. Dnb. s.

Stf., n.Der. Rut. +j-j2m, s.War.
n.Wor. n. ne. & m.Shr. GIo.

nw. & e.Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf.

w.Suf. Sus., but e.Sus. rezn,

Hmp. I.W. nw. & me.Wil.
Dor. Som. n.Dev.

r«s« s. Sc.,Wm.+ffeH,nnw.snw.
e. m. nm. se. sw. ms. &s.Yks.
n. nw. m. em. & s.Lan., nw.
Der.+rizn, e.Der. Lin. s.Oxf.

w.Wil.
rizn Bch. Abd. se.Nhb. n.Dur.

n.Cum. w.Der.
rizn Inv. s.Nhb. m. & w.Cum.
Wm. n. nw. & s.Der. Rut.

Lei. Hrf. e.Suf. Ken.
Receive, 220, 228, 230

—

resev

w.Som.
riseiv nw.Yks. Lei.

riseav se.Lan. e.Suf.

risiv Sh.I. ne Sc.,butBch. Abd.

risiv, sn. & wm.Sc. sm.Sc,
but Kcb. rasev, UIs., but Ant.

raseiv, em.Lan.+raFw, sw. & s.

Lan. s.Stf. nw.Der. s.War. u.

Wor. Shr. n.Hrf. Glo. Brks.

ne.Nrf. Sus., but e.Sus. risiv,

me.Wil., w.Wil. +risiav, Dor.,

but e.Dor. risiv, n.Dev. w.

Cor.
risiav s.Sc e.& m.Yks., se.Yks.

+risiv, sw.Yks. s.Lin. s.Oxf.

w.Wil.
risiv Bch. Abd. n.Dur. Cum. w.

Wm. se.Yks. n. nw.4em.Lan.
n.Der. Rut. se.Ken. e.Sus. e.

Dor.
raseiv Ant. n.Stf.

rasev w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. I.Ma.

e.Som.
rasiav nw.Lin.

rasivAyr. Edb. s.Nhb. Wm., but

w.Wm. risiv.

rasav Lth.

Reckon, 62, 233—rakn Bch.

Abd.w.Frf. e.Per. m.Cum. sw.

Wm. I.Ma. Sus. Dor.

rxkn w.Som. e.Dev.

rekn Inv. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. ne. & w.
Wm. Lan. Stf. n.Der. Lin. s.

Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Som.,
but w.Som. rxkn.

rekn sw.Yks.
rikn n.Cum.
Red, 188, 263—raid e.Suf. +

red.

red ne. & sn.Sc+rirf, nm.Sc.+
rid, but w.Frf. e.Per. rid, Lth.
Edb., nnw.Yks.+m'rf, riad,

snw.Yks., se.Yks.+riad, sw.
&es.Yks. Lan., but n. Lan. rid,

I.Ma. Fit. Stf. Der. Not. Lin.
Rut. s.War. s.Wor. Shr. n.

Hrf. Oxf. nm.Brks. n.Bck.
Bdf.Hnt.,nw.Hrt.+rwrf,Cmb.
Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. Ken. Sus.
me.Wil., e.Dor. +rid, w.Som.
+vd, e.Cor.

reid nnw.Yks.
re^rfnw.Hrt.
red w.Frf. e.Per.

red n.Dur.+nrf, nw.Dev.
rid Ant., ne.Yks.+rarf, e. & m.

Yks. s.Pem. I.W., w.Wil.+
vd, Dor., but e.Dor.+ra/, sw.
Dev.+Srf.

riad ne. nnw. & se.Yks.
rid ne. sn. & nm.Sc. em.Sc, but

Lth. Edb. red, wm. & sm.Sc.
+rid, s.Sc, n.Cum.+nt/.

rid Or.I. wm. & sm.Sc. Nhb. n.

& s.Dur. 11. & m.Cum. Wm.
corfs.Som.
rad UIs., but Ant. rid.

rad n.Lan.
vd w.Wil. e. & w.Som. n. e. &
sw.Dev.

Reek, 191, 340, 341, 425, 434.
Reign, 270, 425, 434.
Rein, 205

—

rain ne.Sc, but Bch.

Abd. rein, Ayr., but s.Ayr.

rein, Lth.+n«, Edb. m.Cum.,
w.Wm.+rew, se.Ken., w.Wil.
+reein, Dor., but e.Dor.+rek,

Som.
rasin n.Cum.+rei'«, w.Wil.
rein Bch. Abd., wm.Sc.+««,

sm.Sc, but Kcb. rein, Ant. n.

Cum., nnw.Yks.+ratt, em.

Lan. s.Stf. ne.Der.

ren sn.Sc.

rem se.Lan. n.Stf. n.Lin., s.Lin.

\-risn, s.Oxf. m.Bck., e.Suf.+

fin.

rein w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.

ren Inv. wm.Sc. se.Nhb. w.
Wm., sw.&s.Lan.+ram, I.Ma.

n. & nw.Der. Rut. e.Dor.

ren Wm. nnw. snw. e. & m.

Yks. n. nw. sm. sw. & s.Lan.

nw. & s.Lin. ne.Shr.

rin s.Sc.

fin Lth. me. & s.Nhb. n. & s.Dur.

Lei. e.Suf. n.Ken.

Rice, 223

—

rais Sh.I. wm.Sc.

Ayr., but s.Ayr. reis, Lth. Edb.

Ant. m.Cum. Wm. nw. & sw.

Yks. 11. & sw.Lan. n.Der. nw.

Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf.

ras m.Yks. sm.Lan.

rais em.Lan., se.Lan. +rois, nw.

Der. s.Lin.

rajsn.Cum.
reis Nhb. e. & se.Yks. I.Ma.

reis Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.

Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb.

rois se.Lan. Stf. Rut. Lei. sc.

Ken.

rvis me. & w.Wil. Dor., but e.
Dor. rais.

rais e.Dor.
Rid, 429.
Ride, 154, 425, 43o-w,-rf Or.I.,

Ayr. + reid, Lth. Edb. Ant.
Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n.Lan.,
sw.Lan.+rarf, n.Der. nw.Lin.
s.Oxf.

rod sm. & sw.Lan.
raid em. & se.Lan., IMa.+reid,
w.Der. Sus.

reid sw. & s.Nhb. I.Ma.
reid Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. c.

Per. Ayr. Kcb. n.Nhb.
roid Stf. se.Ken.
rvid n.Hrf. me.Wil. Dor. Som.

e.Dev.
raid Glo.

Ridge, 109, 263, 353_>r^ e .

Suf. Dor. , but e.Dor. ridg, rvdg.

reg w.Frf. e.Per. +rig, s.Sc.
rig ne.Sc. +rig, wm.Sc, but n.

Ayr. ridg, rig.

ridg n.Ayr.+rig, s.Ayr. sw. & s.

Nhb., m.Cum. Wm. Lin. +rig,

I.Ma. Stf. n. & nw.Der., Lei.

+rig, rvdg, s.Oxf. m.Bck. ne.

Nrf. se.Ken. w.Wil., e.Dor.+
rvdg, Som., but nw.Som.
rvdg, e. & w.Som. Sdg, •. & e.

Dev.
rig Sc, but ne.Sc. +reg, sn.Sc.

rvg, w.Frf. e.Per. +reg, wm.
Sc. rig, n. Ayr. +ridg, s.Ayr.
ridg, Lth. Edb. rag, s.Sc. reg,

Irel. Nhb., but sw. & s.Nhb.

ridg, Dur. Cum., but m.Cum.
+ridg, Wm. Yks. Lan. Der.,

but n. & nw.Dei'. ridg, Not.

Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War.
Hnt. e.An., but ne.Nrf. ridg.

rvdg Lei. nw.Oxf. e.Dor. nw.
Som.

rvg sn.Sc.

rag Lth. Edb.
vdg e. & w.Som. sw.Dev.

Right, 57, 358-raix t Sh. &Or.I.

rait s.Oxf. e.Suf. s.Sur. w.Sus.

n.Dev. e.Cor.

rat sw.Yks.+raV.

rait em.Lan., s.Stf.+rar, Not.+

reit, Rut. Lei.+ro<V,s.War.,ne.

Shr.+raV, nw.Hrt. Hnt.+roit,

n. m. & s.Cmb. w.Suf. Sus.,

but e.Sus. roit, w.Sus. rait,

r&ixt s.Sc.+reixt.

rse.it n.Cum.+rit.

rext sn.Sc.+nrx'i nm.Sc. +ri'xt,

em.Sc.+n'x', but Lth. Edb.

r3x(,wm.6c.+)ix'i Dut n.Ayr.

+raxt, sm.Sc.+M'x', but s.Ayr.

vraxt-

rei\t s.Sc. UIs., but Ant. ri\t,

n.Nhb.+raV.

reit n.Nhb., me. sw. & s.Nhb.+

fit, n.Dur. ne. nw. & se.Yks.

+rit, sw. & s.Yks., n.Lan.+

rit, nw. m. ms. & s.Lan.+nt,

fit, I.Ma.+ttnY, m.Chs., w. & s.

Chs.+rit, n.Stf.+ra'r, e.Stf.,

ne.Der.+»'7i', e.Der. Not. Lin.,

but m. Lin. + ret, ne.Shr. s.

Pern., w.Som. +ret.

rext wm.Sc.
reixt ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. rax'-

ret m.Lin. w.Som.

rt'xt nm. em. & sm.Sc. Ant.

rit m.Yks. nw. m. ms. & s.Lan.,

Flt.+rit, n.Shr.+nY, reit.

rit me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n. & s.

Dur. n. e. fc m.Cum. Wm.
ne. nw. e. & se.Yks. n. nw.
m. sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan.
w. & s.Chs. Fit. n. ne. & nw.
Der. n.Shr.

roit 1,. & s.Stf. Rut. Lei., m.
Nhp.+rait, e.War., n.Bck.+
roit, m.Bck. Bdf. nw. & se.

Hrt. Hnt. se.Cmb. Ess. e. &
se.Ken. e.Sus.

roxt sn.Sc.

rvit I.Ma. s.War. s.Wor. n.Shr.
n. & e.Hrf. nw. e. & w.Oxf.
Brks. n.Bck.w.Hrt..ne.Nrf.+
rait, nw. & s.Nrf. n.Ken. me.
& w.Wil. Dor., but e.Dor.
rait, s.Som. e.Dev., sw.Dev.+
vt.

raxt Bch. Abd. Ayr., but n.Ayr.
+rext, s.Ayr.+ri'xt, Lth. Edb.

rait m.Nhp. ne.Nrf. sm.Hmp.
__

I.W. e.Dor.

vt sw.Dev.
Ring. 425, 42 7, 429, 432 -

Rinse, 329.
Riot, 224

—

raiat Inv. ne.Sc. w.
Frf. e.Per. Lth.Kcb.Nhb.Dur.
m.Cum.Wm. Yks., but e.Yks.

reiat, m.Yks. rd-at, n. sm. &
sw.Lan. s.Stf. Not. Rut. Lei.

Nhp. War. Wor. Oxf. e.Suf.

rat s.Lan.

ra-at m.Yks.
raiat n.Ayr. Edb. s.Sc. em.Lan.

I.Ma.

reiat sn.Sc. e.Yks.

roiat Ant. se.Lan. n.Stf. se.Ken.

rviat me. & w.Wil. Dor., but e.

Dor. raiat, e.Dev.

raiat ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

Rise, 154, 425, 426, 430, 432 —
rais Sh.I. Bch. Abd., Ayr.

+raiz, but s.Ayr. riis, Lth.

Edb. Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. Cum.
Wm., sw.Yks.+i(!s, n. & sw.

Lan.n.Der.nw.Lin.s.Oxf.Sus.

raz m. & sm.Lan.

raiz Ayr. Ant. em. & se.Lan.,

I.Ma.+ra's.

reis I.Ma.

riiz Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. n.

Nhb.
roiz Stf. se.Ken.

rpz sw.Yks.
rviz me.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.

Risk, 263.

Rive, 425, 429, 430.

Rivet, 279.

Rixen, 379, 383-

Road, 121, 122, 244—raud w.

Oxf. + rod, se.Ken.

tad nw.Wil.,w.Wil.+>-cW,nW.

red ne.Sc+forf.

rend Ess.+roud, road, road, rod.

read m.Yks.
rod Sh.I. Cai. ne.Sc, sn.Sc. +

rod, w.Frf. e.Per. + rod, rod,

em.Sc.+rod, Kcb. se.Cmb.

roud s.Stf. + riid, Lei. m.Nhp.

+

road, rod, ruad, n.Bck. + road,

mad, nw.Hrt.+road, rod, ruad,

se.Hrt.+ruad, Ess.

road me.Nhb. + rpa?, rod, Dur.+

rod, n.Cum. + ruad, ne.Yks.

+

rgd, ruad, IMa.+road, rod, m.

Lin.+road, ruad, ne.Shr.+rorf,

s.Pem. + road, nm.Brks., se.

Brks. + road, n.Bck. Ess., e.

Ken. + roud, road, me.Wil.

+

rgd, w.Wil., sw.Dev. + road,

rod, ruad.
20-2
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Road (contd.)—
rgd n. & me.Nhb. ne.Yks. me.

Wil., n.Dev.+rod, nw.Dev.
rod w.Frf. e.Per., s.Sc.+rod, m.

Shr. +ruad.

roud e.Ken.
road n.Wm., snw.Yks. + ruad,

rwoad, se.Lan. I. Ma. n. nw.
& m.Lin., s.Lin. +n«rf, Lei.
m.Nhp., e.War.+rorf, w.War.
+ruad, w.Wor. s.Pem., e.Oxf.
+rod, se.Brks. nw.Hrt. n.

Cmb. Ess. e.Ken. s.Sur. Sus.,
but e.Sus. +ruad, nw.Som. e.

& sw.Dev.
rod Inv. sn. & nm.Sc, but w.

Frf. e.Per. + rod, rod, em. &
wm.Sc. Ayr. s.Sc. Uls. me.
se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur., nnw.
Yks. + ruad, rwuad, ms.Yks.
em.Lan. + r»W, sm.Lan., sw.
& s.Lan.+ra;*rf, I. Ma. Chs.,
but s.Chs.+nirf, Fit. u. c. &
em.Stf. n.Der., ne.Der. +«*</,
nw.Der., e.Der. + ruad, Not.
Rut. Lei. ne. & m.Nhp., sw.
Nhp.+ruad, c. & s.War. 3.

Won, n.Shr.+nW, ne. & se.

Shr. n.Hrf. Glo. e. & w.Oxf.
nw.Hrt. m. & s.Cmb. Nrf.
Ess. e.Dor. s.Som. u. & sw.
Dev.

rud e.Suf.

r«^rf n. & m.Cum. w.Wm. ne.
nnw. snw. c . se. sw. & ms.
Yks. n. nw. m. em. sw. & s.

Lan. e.Der. m. & s.Lin. Lei.
m. & sw.Nhp. w.War. n. &
m.Shr. nw. & s.Oxf. «. & m.
Bck. Bdf. nw. w. & se.Hrt.
Hnt. n.Ken., e. Sus.+road, w.
Wil. w.Som. sw.Dev.

rud s.Chs.+rod, wm. & s.Stf. ne.
Der.

rwoad snw.Yks.
rwuad nnw.Yks.
Roam, 214

—

return se.Ken.
ream m.Yks.
roam n.Stf. Sus. Dor. e.Dev.
rgm m.Cum., se.Yks.+>w;«, n.

Lan. s.Chs. w.War.
roam se.Lan. n. & nw.Lin. s.

Oxf.

rom Sc. Ant. s.Nhb.Wm.e.Yks.
m. & sw.Lan. I. Ma. n.Der. ne.
Nrf.

ruam se.Yks. em.Lan. s.Lin.
rum e.Suf.

Roast, 214.
Robinson, 267.
Rock, 212.

Rod, 81—rarfnw.Oxf., Sus.+rarf.
rxi w.Som.+rgd.
rod Inv. Bch. Abd., Ayr. + rod,

Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. m.
Cum. Wm. Lan. I. Ma. „.Stf.
n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Sus.
Dor. Som., but w.Som. rxd,
rgd, nw.Dev.

rgd se.Ken. w.Som.
rod w.Frf. e.Per.
rod Ayr.
Rode, 120

—

mud se.Ken.
rod w.Wil.
red ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. red,

rod.

read n.Lan.
redBch. Abd.+ro^, s.Sc.+rarf.
red w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc, but n.

Ayr.+rod, Lth. Edb. e. & se.
Yks.

riad Wm. nw.Yks. nw.Lan.
ried n.Cum.
riad s.Sc. s.Dur. m.Cum.
roo? w.Som.
road Dor.
rprfme.Wil. sw.Dev.
road n. & nw.Lin. e Sus.

rod Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr., but n.

Ayr.-vred, Kcb. Uls. s.Nhb.
m. & se.Lan. n.Stf. Rut.

rud e.Suf.

ruad es.Yks. s.Lan. s.Lin. se.

Hrt.
rud s.Stf.

Rogue, 214, 364

—

mug se.Ken.
rag w.Wil.
rog e.Yks.

roag e. Dev.

rgg m.Cum. n.Lan. me.Wil.
rog Bdf.

roag em.Lan.+ruag, se.Lan., nw.
Lin. +rog, s.Oxf.

rog Sc. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Cum.Wm.
nw.Yks. sw.Lan. I.Ma. n. &
nw.Der. n.Stf. nw.Lin. Rut.
Lei. ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

rug e.Suf.

ruag m. se. sw. & es.Yks. em. &
s.Lan. s.Lin. w.Hrt.

Rood, 382.
Roof, 162, 163, 280, 378—rif

Ayr.
riuf n. & m.Cum. n.Wm. em.

Lan. n. & s.Stf.

riaf ne.Yks. w.Wm.
rif Bntt. Bch. Abd.
ruf Ant. s.Oxf.

rw/sw.Yks.
ruaf Sus.

ruf n. & s.Nhb. se. sm. & sw.
Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. nw.Lin.
Rut. n. & se.Ken. me. Wil.
Dor.

rvf m.Shr. n. '& w.Oxf. ne.Nrf.
nw.Wil.

rvv w.Som.+ruf.
reef w.Frf. e.Per. Peb.
nr/Or.I. Kcb.
ruf Lth. Edb. w.Som. e.Dev.
Room, 170

—

raitn nw.Der. +
raum.

raum es.Yks. nw.Der.
ram sw.Yks., s.Lan.+raim.
rg,m sm.Lan.+riim, s.Lan.
reum nnw.Yks.+rwwz.
ream m.Yks,-f-w/?2.
num. n.Cum. +rum, rum, se. &

em.Lan. 11. & s.Stf. Lei.
riam m.Yks.
roum n. & nw.Lan.
rum Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. Ayr. s.Sc. Ant. n.Cum.
Wm. e. & se.Yks. s.Wor. m.
Shr. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. s.Sur.
w.Sus. me. & w.Wil.

ruam s.Lin.

rum wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
Uls., but Ant. rum, n. me. se.

sw. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. u , & m.
Cum. nnw. & snw.Yks. sw. &
sm.Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. nw.Lin.
Rut. s.Oxf. Sus., but w.Sus.
rum, Dor.

rvum s.Chs.
rceiim e.Suf.

rcem w.Som. sw.Dev.
rum e.Dev.

Root, 162, 163—rit s.Dur.
riut n.Cum.+rM<, m.Cum. nnw.

snw. & ms.Yks., n.Lan.+n>*,
em. & se.Lan. n. & s.Stf. Lei.

riat w.Wm. ne. e. se. & m.Yks.
n. & nw.Lan.

fit ne.Sc, but Bnff. rit.

rrt Bnff.

ruit Ant. sw.Yks.
rut Nhb. I.Ma., s.Sur.+rztf, Sus.

+ruat.

ruat m.Bck. Sus.

rut Uls., but Ant. ruit, n.Cum.
es.Yks. sm. sw. & s.Lan. n.

& nw.Der. nw. & s.Lin. Rut.

s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Dor.
rDt s.Wor. s.Sur.

rcet Sh.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.,

wm.Sc+ra/, Peb. s.Sc.

rceut s.Chs.

rcet Kcb. w.Som.
rut nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

rcet, sm.Sc, but Kcb. rat, n.

Dev.
rut wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. e.Dev.
Rope, 121, 122

—

raup se.Ken.
reip Ant. n.Cum.
reap n.'La.n.+ruap.

rep Bnff. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Peb. Kcb. n.Nhb.

riap m.Cum. w.Wm.
rop w.Frf. e.Per. m.Shr.
roap m.Lin. e.Dev.
rgp me.Wil.
rop e.Stf. w.Der., w.Som. +ruap.
roap nw.Lin. n.Der. s.Oxf. Dor.
rop Inv. ne.Sc, but Bnff. rep,

sw. & s.Nhb. se.Lan., em. Lan.
+ruap, sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.
n. & s.Stf.

rup s.Chs. ne.Der. e.Suf.

ruap sw.Yks. n. m. & em.Lan.
Sus. w.Som.

rup e.Der.
Rose, sb., 93, 244, 333_ra^ se.

Ken.
roaz n.Cum. m. & s.Lin.
rgz m.Cum. n.Lan. me.Wil.
roas n.Der.+ras, nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.
ros Ant. I.Ma.
roz Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Uls. sw.
& s.Nhb. Wm. se. em. & sw.
Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Sus.

ruaz s.Sc. sw.Yks. m.Lan.
rwoaz s.Wil.
Rough, 175,358,359, 360—mux

wm.Sc.
riaf m.Yks.
rox ne.Sc, sn.Sc+r»x, w.Frf.

e.Per., Uls.+ro/.
to/ Uls.

ruf Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. ne. nnw. snw. e. se.

sw. & es.Yks. n. nw. & em.
Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin.
Rut.

rufse. sm. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.
wm.Stf. nw.Der. Lei.

rox sn.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
rvf m.Shr. s.Oxf., ne.Nrf.+nw,

e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus. w.Wil. e.

Dor. e.Dev.
rou ne.Nrf.

roux s.Sc.

Round, 225 — raund m.Lan.
s.Chs.

raond s.Stf, me.Wil.
rand sw. & ms.Yks. sw. fc ms.

Lan. e.Der.
rxnd sm.Lan.
reun Ess. w.Som.
reund m.Nhp. Ken.

run ne.Sc.

rund nm.Sc.
rund Or. I. m.Cum. ne.Yks. 11.

Lin.

raund e. Dor.

railn n.Dev.
Row, v., 425, 429.
Ruddy, 350.
Rue, 193, 429

—

riu n. & m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan. u.

& s.Stf. nw.Lin. Sus.

rii Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Uls. sw.
& s.Nhb. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

n.Der. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.
Wil. Dor.

rceu s.Sc.

rii e.Dev.

Rum, sb.—f«»«s.Nhb.Dur.Cum.
Wm. Yks. n. & se.Lan., em.
Lan.+?-«7«, n. & s.Stf. n.Der.
Lin.

rum Ant. em. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.
nw.Der. Lei.

mm Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. o.

Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Ken. Sus.
w.Wil. Dor.

Rum, adj.—rum Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. n.Lan.,, em. Lan.

+

ritm, n.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut.
riim Ant. se. em. & sw.Lan.

I.Ma. s.Stf. nw.Der. Lei. n.

Wor. ne.Shr.
rvm ne.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Oxf.

Suf. Ken. Sus. Wil. Dor.
Som. Dev. w.Cor.

Run, inf., 97, 425, 426, 432—run
Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n.

& em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der.
Lin. Rut.

run se. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma
Dnb. nw.Der. m. & sw.Nhp.
s.War. s.Wor.n.Shr. nw.Oxf.

rvn sn.Sc. m.Shr. n.Hrf. s.Oxf.
n.Bck. Ken. Sus. me.Wil.

Sn e. & w.Som. nw. & e.Dev.
Rust, 173

—

raist s.Chs.+rvust.
raust ne.Der.
rdst sw.Yks.
rsBst ms. & s.Lan.
rust Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.,
Ayr.+riist, Ant. sw. & s.Nhb.
n.Cum., Wm.+riist, n.Lan.

r

em.Lan. +rust, n. & s.Stf. n.
Der. Lin. se.Ken.

rust Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. m.
Cum. Wm.

rus I.Ma.
rust em. sm. se. & sw.Lan.
rust s.Oxf. Sus. me.Wil. Som.

Dev.
roust s.Chs. nw.Oxf.
Sack, 340.
Sad, 22—sad Sc. sw. & s.Nhb.

Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. & sw.
Lan. I.Ma. Stf. ,,. & ne.Der.
_nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

sxd se.Ken.
sed em. & se.Lan.
sad Sus.
zxd nw.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.
Saddle, ^—sadl Inv.+sedl, Uls.

sw. & s.Nhb. Cum. Wm. sw.
Yks.n.&sw.Lan. I.Ma. Stf.n.
Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

satl se.Lan.
sxdl se.Ken. Sus. Wil.
sedl Inv., s.Ayr.+sedl, em.Lan.
sedl s.Ayr. s.Sc.

sMBch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. era.
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Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr. sedl, sedl,

Kcb.
zsedl Dor. Som. e.Dev.

Safe, 204, 249

—

saif se.Ken.
sdfw.Som.+seaf.
s&fSh.l.+seaf, sef, e.Som.

sef sn.Sc.+sef, n.Stf.+seaf, nw.
Der., e.War.+siiy'", n.Shr.

seifAnt. Ess.

seaf Sh.I., n.Cum.+sief siaf, m.
Yks.+se/J siaf, nm. & se.Yks.

+siaf sw.Yks. +sef n. & se.

Lan. n.Stf. Lin., n.'Lei. + sef,

s.War., e.Hrf. +zef s.Oxf., n.

Bck. +suf, Bdf. e.Suf. n.Ken.
Sus. me.Wil. w.Som., n.Dev.
+seav.

seav n.Dev.

sef sn.Sc. Peb.

sef Sh. & Or.I. Cai. Inv. Bch.
Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.
Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. n. & s.

Nhb. m. & sw.Yks. m. & sw.
Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.c. fcs.Der.

Not. Rut. n.Lei. m.Nhp. m.
Shr. e. & w.Oxf. s.Nrf.

siafe. m. & w.Cum. Wm., but n.

Wm.+siaf, nw.Yks. nw.Lan.
siefn.Cum.
siafse.Nhb.+sjef, s.Dur. n.Cura.,

n.Wm.+sz'o/, ne. m. nm. e. &
se.Yks. e.War. se. Hrt.n. Bck.
Bdf. w.Wil. e.Dor.

sifm.Chs. ne.Shr. Glo.

sjefse.Nhb. n.Dur.

eeaf Dor., but e.Dor. siaf.

sefe.'B.rt. sm.Hmp.
a^nw.Wil.
Said—sad ne.Sc.+sed, but Bch.

Abd. sed.

sed Sh.I. Inv. ne.Sc., em.Sc.+
sed, but Lth. Edb. sed, sm.Sc,
but s.Ayr. sed, Kcb. sed, Ant.
+sid, s.Dur., n.Cum.+s««rf,

siad, m.Cum. Wm. nw. & e.

Yks., se.Yks.+5erf, sw.Yks. n.

se. sw. & s.Lan., \Ma.+sed,
Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin., Lei.H-

sid, m.Shr. s.Oxf. e.Suf. se.

Ken. Sus. w.Cor.
.searf sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
sedBch. Ab&.+sed, em.Sc, wm.

Sc.+sed, sid, s.Ayr. s.Sc.

sed w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr.,

but s.Ayr. serf, Lth. Edb. Kcb.
me. se. & s.Nhb. se.Yks.

I.Ma.

sid wm.Sc. Ant. Lei. s.War.
siad n.Cum.
sad\Jls.,butAnt.sed,sid,em.han.

zmd vi.Som.+zed.

zednw. & w.Wil. Dor. Som., but

w.Som.+zsed, e. & sw.Dev.

Sail, 64

—

sail se.Ken., e.Dor.+

saial, e.Som.
said e.Dor. w.Som.
ssel nnw.Yks.
seil Ant., Rut.+sel, Bdf. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. Sus., but e.Sus. seal,

sel sn.Sc.

seal sw.Nhb. e.Yks., m.Yks.+

sial, se.Yks.+se/, sw.Yks. se.

Lan. n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf. w.Hrt.

e.Sus. w.Wil.
sel Inv., s.Sc.+sel.

sel ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.
Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc. u.

me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.

Cum. Wm. se.Yks. Lan., but

se.Lan. seal, I.Ma. s.Stf. n. &

nw.Der. Rut. Lei.

SAY
siel n.Cum.
sial m.Yks. n.Ken.
sil s.Chs.
zail Dor., but e.Dor. sail, saial.
Sake, 43, 44, 45, 249, 340—saik

se.Ken.
sak se.Yks.+siak, n.Vm.+seak.
seek Sh.I.

seik Ant. Rut., ne.Nrf. +sek.
sek wm.Sc.+s!*, but n.Ayr. sek,

sek, Lth. Zdb.+sek, ne.Nrf.
seak n.Cum.+siek, siak, m.Yks.+

siak, sw.Yks. n. & se.Lan. u .

Stf. n. nw. & s.Lin. m.Nhp. 3.

War., m.Bck.+siak, w.Hrt. e.

Suf. e.Sus. e.Dor. sw.Dev.
sek Inv. n.Ayr. +sek.
seklnv. ne.& sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr.+s^, Lth.
Edb. Kcb. Uls., but Ant. seik,

n.Nhb., s.Nhb.+swA, es.Yks.
m. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf.
n. & nw.Der. me.Wil.

siak m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks. nw.
Lan.

sick n.Cum.
sik wm.Sc.
siak s.Sc. me. Nhb., se.Nhb. +

sjek, s.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. ne.
e. m. & se.Yks. m.Bck. I.W.,
w.Wil. +ziak.

sjek se.Nhb.
zeak Dor., but e.Dor. seak.

zek n.Dev.
ziak w.Wil.
Salad, 305.
Sale, 43

—

sail se.Ken.
seil Lei. -vsel, Sus., but e.Sus.

seal,

seal n.Nhb. n.Cum., m. & se.

Yks.+sw/, sw.Yks. n.Lan. n.

Stf. Lin. s.Oxf. Bdf. w.Hrt.
e.Suf. e.Sus. me.Wil.

sel sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

sel Inv. Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Nhb. m. se.

& sw.Lan. I.Ma., w.Chs.+s?/,

s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut. Lei.

ne.Nrf.

sial m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks.
sial se.Nhb. s.Dur. e. m. & se.

Yks. w.Wil.
sil w.Chs.
zail e.Som.
zeal Dor., but e.Dor. zial, w.

Som.
zial nw.Vfil. e.Dor.

Salt, 39, 253—so* Or.I.

saut wm.Sc., but n.Ayr. sgt.

sat Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Ayr. Ant. Sus.

sat Kcb. s.Sc.

solt sw.Yks. I.Ma. nw.Lin. s.

Oxf. n.Ken.

sot m.Lan. e.Stf.

scat n.Cum.
spit se.Ken. me.Wil.

sgt em.Sc. Ayr., buts.Ayr. sat,

m.Cum., Wm.+sot, ne.Yks.

n. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. Chs.

Stf., but e.Stf. sot, n.Der. m.

Shr.

sot Nhb. Cum., but n.Cum. soat,

m.Cum. sgt, Wm.
zdlt w.Som. nw.Dev.

zxlt Dor. e.Dev.

zteat nw.Wil.
Salve, 38, 279-safo Ayr., but

n.Ayr. salv.

sd Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

salv n.Ayr.

sdv Ant. n.Nhb. Rut.
sa Kcb.
soav sw.Yks.
sp em.Sc.
sgv Wm., but w.ffm. sdv, Lan.

I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. nw.
Lin.

sdv sw.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm.
zdv Som.
zmv Dor. e.Dev.
Same, 43, 44, 45) 249—saim se.

Ken.
sam Sh. & Or.I.

seim Ant., s.Stf.+sem, sw.Nhp.
+seam.

sem Inv.+sem, ne.Sc, but Bch.
Abd. sem, wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.
sem, Sus.+seam.

seam n.Cum.+s«m,5ww,se.Yks.
+siam, sw.Yks.+sem, n.Lan.,
nw.Lan.+si'aw, se.Lan. n.Stf.

+sem, Lin. n. m. & sw.Nhp. e.

War., w.War.+si'sm, s.War.
n.Wor. ne.Shr.s.Oxf.,m.Bck.
+siam, Bdf. w.Hrt. e.Suf. e.

Ken. s.Sur. Sus. e.Dor. w.
Som.

sem Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.
Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. s.Sc, u.Nhb.+swm, sw.
Yks. m. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.
n. Se s.Stf. ii. & nw.Der. Rut.
s.Wor. e. & w.Oxf. me.Wil.,
nw.Som.+siam.

siam m. & w.Cum. Wm., but n.

& m.Wm. siam, nw.Yks. nw.
Lan.

siem n.Cum.
siam n. & me.Nhb., se.Nhb.+

sjem, sw. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. n.

Cum. n. & m.Wm. ne. e. m.
& se.Yks. w.War. m.Bck. w.
Wil. nw. & e.Som.

sim w.Chs. Glo.

sjem se.Nhb. n.Dur.

zeam n.T>ev.+zem, e. & sw.Dev.
zem n.Dev.
Samen, 396.
Sang, 32

—

sat} Inv. ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc, but n.

Ayr. say, s.Ayr. Kcb. Uls.

se. sw. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. n. &
m.Cum. Wm. nw. & se.Yks.

n. & em. Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin.
s.Oxf.

sat) n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
say Ayr., but n.Ayr. say, s.Ayr.

say, s.Sc. Nhb.
sey sw.Yks.
say e.Dor. n.Dev.

zxy e.Dev.

zoy w.Wil.
Saturday, 42, 229, 283, 284,

287 — sadade e.Suf. s.Sur.

Sus.

saterfz'ms.Lan., s.T-in.+seJiada,

satada nw.Lan.

safarde lMs..+saftrda.

saparda I.Ma.

sd:rdi Lth. Edb.+se:rdi.

s&ladi ne.Nrf.

sxtadi se.Ken.

sedadi n.Wor.
se:rdi Lth. Edb.

setadi s.Dur. em. se. & sw.Lan.

s.Chs. n. ne. & nw.Der. n.

Lin. e.Ken.

setada s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. nw.

sw. & es.Yks. nw.Lin. Lei.

setarde Inv. ne.Sc, but Bch.Abd.

setardi, sn.Sc. Ayr.,but s.Ayr.

setardi, setarda, Kcb. se.Nhb.
n.Cum.

setarde w.Frf. e.Per.
setardi Bch.Abd.,s.Ayr. +setarda.
setarda Sh.I. s.Ayr. Peb. sw.

Nhb. n.Cum.
sepda e. & se.Yks. s.Lin.

se:ardiwm.Sz.,b\itn.hyr.setarde.
sotadi n.Stf.

svtadi s.Lan.

zatadi e.Som.
zxdadi w.Wil. Dor. w.Som.
zsstadi nw. & me.Wil. Som., but
w.Som. zasdadi.

Sauce, 217—sos Sh.I., w.Som.

+

sds, Dev., but nw.Dev. sds.

sds nw.Oxf. Bdf. Suf. Ess. Hmp.
I.W. Wil. Dor. w.Som. nw.
Dev.

soas sw.Yks.
sdas e.Yks.

sds Cum.
zds Brks. Sus.

Saugh = a willow, 358, 359.
Sausage, 267.

Save, 428.

Saw, sb., 49 —sa Inv. Kcb. Ant.,

snw.Yks.+so, sp,

sag sw.Yks. +seag.

sd Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Ayr. me.Nhb., se.Nhb.+so, s.

Nhb. nnw. & snw.Yks. a. &
nw.Lan. s.War. Oxf., but s.

Oxf. sp, m.Bck. Bdf.+sp, w.
Som.+sa.

sa s.Sc.

sse me.Wil.
seag sw.Yks., s.Lan.+sc£.

seg (obsol.) w.Wm. s.Lan.

soa n.Cum.+sp, m.Yks. Rut. c.

Ken.
sg Ayr., but s.Ayr. sa, Lth. Edb.

s.Dur. 11. & m.Cum. Wm., but

w.Wm. seg, snw. e. & es.Yks.

m. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf.

n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei. e. & w.
War. s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. ne.

Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. e.Sus.

so se. & sw.Nhb.
ra w.Wil.+2«, Dor. Som., but

w.Som.+sd.
zx w.Wil.
zg n. & e.Dev.

Saw, inf., 425, 433.
Sa.Vt,pret., 127, 348—5«ne.Sc.+

•siij.sm.Sc, but s.Ayr. sd, Ant.

me.Nhb.
sd Sh.I.+saS, Cai. ne.Sc, sn.Sc.

+sd, w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. s.

Sc, se.Nhb.+so, s.Nhb. 11.

Dur., n.Cum.+sp, m. & s.

Wm. nw.Yks., nm.Yks.+sp,

nw.Lan.+so, e. & w.Oxf. s.

Sur. w.Sus.
sa sn.Sc, wm.Sc.+sp, Uls., but

Ant. sa, nw.Lan. s.War.

sm Sh.I., sm.Hmp.+sp, zee.

soa m.Yks.+so, sw.Yks.+sp.

5p em. & wm.Sc. Ayr., but s.

Ayr. sd, n. & m.Cum. w.Wm.
nm. se. & sw.Yks. em. & s.

Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. s.Oxf. ne.

Nrf. Ess. Sus., but w.Sus. sd,

sm.Hmp.
50 se. & sw.Nhb. e. & w.Cum.
n.Wm. m.Yks. n.Lan.

sd Som.
zis sm.Hmp.
zg s.Dev.

Say, 64, 354, 429—5a!'m.Nhp.+
sasi, set', se, s.Wor. +sei, m.
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Say (contd.)—
Shr. n.Hrf., e.Hrf.+zai, w.
Oxf. +sei, nm.Brks. +•?«;', Lon.,

s.Nrl.+sei, se, Ess. -vsssi, sei,

Ken. me.Wil.
ssei m.Nhp., nw.Oxf. + set, se,

Ess.

sm Sh.I. sn.Sc+s<f, V\s.+se, but
Ant. set, se.Nhb.+se, n.Cum.
+sea, se, e.Cum., w.Cum. n.

& s.Wm.+se, ne.Yks., nnw.
Yks.+se, se.Yks.+sw, se, n.

Lan., sw. & s.Lan.+se, Chs.+
si, n.Der. +s«', se, nw.Der., e.

War.+ssi, se, si, ne.Nrf. e.

Suf.+se<', w.Suf.
se sm. Lan.+se.

sei ne.Sc+s<F, nm.Sc, but w.
Frf. e.Per. se, Ant., em.Stf.+
se, st, s.Slf.+se, n.Der., Rut.
Lei.+se, m.Nhp., sw.Nhp.+sc,
e.War., n.Wor. + si", s.Wor.
nw.Oxf., e.Ox{.+se, w.Oxf. n.

Bck., Bdf.+se, nw. & se.Hrt.
Hnt. ne.Nrf., nw.Nrf.+s<f, 3.

Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. s.Sur. w.Sus.,
sw.Dev.+se.

sea sw.Nhb.+se, n.Cum. e.Yks.,
m.Yks.+sw, se. & sw.Yks.+sc,
n.Stf. +57, Lin., ne.Shr. +sr, w.
Hrt.

scSh. & Or.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm. sm. &
s.Sc. Uls. n. me. se. sw. & s.

Nhb. Dur. n. m. & w.Cum. u.

m. w. & s.Wm. nnw. snw. se.

sw.& s.Yks. nw. m. em. sm. se.

sw. & s.Lan. I. Ma., Flt.+si,

em. & s.Stf. n.Der., ne. e. & s.

Der. + sF, Not. Rut. Lei., ne.
Nhp. +st, m. & sw.Nhp. e. &
s.War.n.Wor. n.&se.Shr.nw.
e. & s.Oxf. se.Brks. m.Bck.
Bdf. Cmb. nw. & s.Nrf. e.Sus.
w.Cor.

sia m.Yks.
si Chs. Fit. Dnb. n. em. & wm.

Stf. ne. e. w. & s.Der. ne.Nhp.
e.War. ne.Shr.

zai e.Hrf. Gmg. s.Pem. Glo. nm.
Brks.,sm.Hmp.+se, nw.Wil.,
e.Dor.+z&i, zt, Som., but nw.
& w.Som. se, s.Som.+ze.

Mi e.Dor.

eaJw.Wil. Dor., but e.Dor. zai,

zmi, zt.

ze Sus., but e.Sus. se, w.Sus.
set, sm.Hmp. nw. & w.Som.,
s.Som. +zai, n. sw. & s.Dev. c.

Cor.
zt e.Dor.

Scab, 337.
Scaffle, 323.
Scaffold, 337, 363.
Scald, 363, 429.
Scale, 337.
Scant, 323.
Scarce, 329, 363.
Scare, 65— skar Ant., I. Ma. +

skiar.

skaauo se.Yks.

skd(to Cum. Wm. Yks., but e.

Yks. skia(r), se.Yks. skaa(r),

Lan., but em.Lan.+s£5(»-), s.

Lan. skea(r), Der., but n.Der.
+skea(r), Not. Lin., but n.Lin.
skeaon, Wor. Shr. Glo. Hmp.

skser s.Sc.

sks.(.r) se.Ken.
skeairi s.Nhb. s.Lan. n.Stf., n.

Dzr.+skalr), n.Lin. e.Suf.

sker Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc, s.Ayr. +skir.

skia(r) s.Dur. e.Yks. Rut. Sus.

Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.
skiar I. Ma.
skir s.Ayr., se.Nhb.+siw.
skvr se.Nhb.
skair) em. Lan. s.Stf.

Scatter, 337.
Scatter-corner, 323.
Scholar, 306.
School, 162, 163, 244, 249, 255,

3°6,_ 337

—

skil Cai., n.Ayr.
+skul, s.Ayr.

skiu w.Chs. Dnb.-hs£w, n.Stf.+
skiul, skit,

skiu! me.Nhb.+skul, sw.Nhb.+
skial, skit, s.Nhb.+skjul, 11.

Dur. +skial, skjul, 11. & m.Cum.
n. & ne.Wm. snw.Yks., em.
Lan.+si«,n.Stf., em.Stf.+s£«,
wm.Stf.+skul, ne.Ver.+skjvul,
Rut. Lei. w.War. n.Shr. +
skill, ne.Shr.+skjii/, nw.Hrt.

+

skul[d, n. & se.Cmb.
skiudl se.Nhb.+skial, skjal.

skiul ne.Nrf. n.Dev.
skialse.& sw.Nhb. n.& s.Dur. w.
Wm. ne.Yks., se.Yks. + skiil.

skil sw.Nhb.
skjul s.Nhb. n.Dur.
skjul ne.Shr.
skjvul ne.Der., e.Der. + skill,

skvul.

skjal se.Nhb.
skuil ms. & sw.Yks., s.Lan.

+

sku, skill,

skul n.Wor. Bdf. Sus., but c.

Sus. skual, skill,

skuale.Oxf.+skuld,w.Oxf.+skiil,

e.Ken. +skiil, e.Sus. +skiil, w.
Wil. e.Dor., sw.Dev. +s£<*/,

skul.

skii m.Lan. -hskiil, em. sm. se.

sw. & s.Lan. Chs., but w.Chs.
+siiu, s.Chs.+skoeu(l), Dnb.
n. & em.Stf. n. & nw.Der.

skul Uls. me.Nhb. sw.Wm. se.

Yks. 11. nw. m. & s.Lan. I. Ma.
Fit. wm. & s.Stf. e.Der. Not.
Lin. Rut. Lei. m. & sw.Nhp.
w. & s.War. s.Wor. n.Shr. n.

Hrf., s.Pem.+skuld, nw. w.
& s.Oxf. n.Bck. nw.Hrt., se.

Krt.+skuld, Hnt. m^ & s.Cmb.
nw.Nrf., e.Suf. +skiil, Ess. se.

Ken. e.Sus. me.Wil. Dor.,
but e.Dor. skusl, s.Som., e.

Cor. +skul.
skuld s.Pem. e.Oxf. nm.Brks.
nw. & se.Hrt.

skvul e.Stf. e. & w.Der.
skcel w.Frf. e.Per., em.Sc+s/fcK/,

skill, w.Som.
skceu(J) s.Chs.

skal Ayr., but n.Ayr. skil, skill,

s.Ayr. skil, Kcb. sw.Dev.
skill sn.Sc. nm.Sc, but w.Frf.

e.Per. skcel, em.Sc. e.Cor.
skul em.Sc. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.

+siil, n.Nhb. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

e.Ken. sw.Dev.
skwil ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

skwil.

skwil Bch. Abd.
Scissors, 325.
Scithers, 325.
Scoance, 323.
Scocker, 323.
Scoff, 337.
Scog, 323.

Scogger, 323.
Scorkle, 323.
Scrape, 425.
Scratch, 429, 433.
Scratching, 323.
Scream, 59, 60, 363—skr&m

Dor.
skreim n.Stf.

skream w.Hrt. e.Suf. Sus., but
w.Sus. skrem.

skrem w.Frf. e.Per.

skrem ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.
skrim, sn.Sc. I.Ma. s.Stf. ne.

Nrf. s.Sur. w.Sus., w.Wil.+
skriam, w.Som.

skriam s.Dur. n.Cum. sw.Wm.
Yks. Lan., but s.Lan.-hsfofm,

s.Chs.n.Der.,nw.Der.+s£>'S>M,

Lin. s.War. s.Oxf. w.Wil.
skrim Bch. Abd. Ayr., but s.

Ayr. skrim, Kcb.
skrim Inv. wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Ant.

Nhb. m.Cum. ne. & w.Wm.,
s.~La.n.+skriam, ne. & nw.Der.
Lei. se.Ken.

Screech, 341.
Scrisum, 323.
Scroffle, 323.
Scrome, 323.
Scrooch, 323.
Scroodle, 323.
Scroot, 323.
Scruff, 295.
Scrump, 323.
Scrunch, 323.
Sculch, 323.
Sea, 136—5«'s.Sc.Ant., n.Cum.+

st, nw.Yks., ms.Lan. + SiF, n.

Stf., e.Der. +se, si, Lei.+sF, m.
Nhp. s.War.

sea e.Yks., nw.Lin.-hsT, e.Suf.

s«UIs., but Ant. sei, n.Lan.+s;>,

sm.Lan.+sf,se. sw. & ms.Lan.,
s.Lan. +sia, I.Ma. s.Stf. n. nw.
& e.Der. War., but s.War.
sei, se.Shr. Glo. m.Bck. ne.
Nrf. n.Ken. LW. me.Wil., c .

Dor. + si, e.Som. nw.Dev. w.
Cor.

sid m.Yks., se.Yks.+s?, sw.Yks.
n. & m.Lan., em.Lan. + 5f, s.

Lan. n.Lin.
5» ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. si.

si Sh.I. Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc.
w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & sm.Sc.
Lth. Edb. me. se. & sw.Nhb.
s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. e.

& se.Yks. nw. em. & sin. Lan.
ne. e. & s.Der. nw. fcs.Lin. Lei.
Rut. s.Wor. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
s.Sur. Sus. e.Dor.

ze Dor., but e.Dor. se, si, Dev.,
but nw.Dev. se.

zi w.Wil.
Seal, 358, 360.
Search, 210, 367.
Season, 220, 231

—

seizn Ant.
se.Lan. n.Stf., Lei.+sizn.

seazn e.Suf.

sezn ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. sizin,

Peb.
sezn w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc Lth.
Edb. Kcb. Uls. sm.&sw.Lan.,
s.Lan. +siazn, I.Ma. s.Stf. n.

Der. Rut. m.Nhp. s.War. n.

Wor.Shr. m.Bck.ne.Nrf.Sus.
e.Som. me.Wil., w.Wil. +
ziazn, Dor., but e.Dor. sizn, w.
Som. n.Dev.

suzn s.Sc. n. & sw.Wm. Yks.,
but se.Yks. +sizn, n. nw. em.

& s.Lan., nw.Der.+sizn, Lin.

s.Oxf.

sizin Bch. Abd.
s\en Ayr., but s.Ayr. sizn, n.

Cum.+sfe«.
sizn Inv. s.Ayr. s.Nhb. n. & m.
Cum. ne. & w.Wm. se.Yks.

nw.Der. Lei. se.Ken. e.Dor.

svzn sn.Sc.

ziazn w.Wil.
Seat, 137, 138—seit Ant. n.Stf.

Sus.

set sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.

set Or.I. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
I.Ma. s.Stf. sw.Nhp. m.Shr.
Oxf. me.Wil. Som.

sht sw.Nhb., n.Cum. +sit, sw.
Wm. sw.Yks. Lan.n.Der.nw.
Lin.

sit Bch. Abd. Ayr., but n.Ayr.
set, s.Ayr. set.

sit n. & s.Nhb. n. & m.Cum. w.
Wm. n.Hrf. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

zert Dor.
Secret, 220.

Sedge, 51, 353—sxd& w.Som.
sedg Abd.+«g; wm.Sc. s.Ayr.

s.Nhb. e.Yks., se.Yks.+s^,
em.sw.&s.Lan. I.Ma.n.Stf.s.

Lin. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Dev.
segSc, but Abd.+sea^, wm.Sc,

s.Ayr. sedg, Kcb. seg, Nhb.,
but s.Nhb. sedg, Dur. m.Cum.
w.Wm. Yks., but e.Yks.
sedg, m.Yks.+si^-, se.Yks. +
sedg, Stf., but n.Stf. sedg,

Der. Lin., but s.Lin. sedg,

Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr.
Hrf. Bck. e.An., but ne.Nrf.
sedg.

sedg me.Wil.
seg Kcb.
sidg Sus.
sig m.Yks.+seg.
zadg n.Dev.
zasdg Dor.

nw.Wil. Som., but w.Som.

zeg Glo.
See, i92,_425, 426, 4.27, 430,

432

—

sx ne.Der.+s«.
sei s.Sc, me. & se.Nhb.+jr, s.

Nhb., n.Dur.+se, 5i, s.Dur. ii.

Cum. nw.Yks. +si, m.Yks.+
sb, m.Chs., w.Chs. +si, n. & e.

Stf. ne.Der., e.Der. +si, w. &
s.Der., Rut.+5>, Lei.+s«, but
n.Lei. si, ne.Shr. e.Suf.+sf.

se n.Dur. Lei. nw.Oxf., ne.Nrf.
+sl.

si w.Oxf. nm.Brks.
sis m.Yks., se.Yks. +si, u. & m.

Lin., s.Lin. +st.

si Sc, but s.Sc sei, Ant. n. me.
se. & sw.Nhb. n. & s.Dur. n.
& m.Cum. Wm. ne. nw. se. &
sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. w. & s.

Chs. Fit. wm. & s.Stf. n. nw.
& e.Der. Not. nw. & s.Lin.
Rut. n.Lei. ne. & m.Nhp.War.
s.Wor. n. ne. & se.Shr. e.Hrf.
s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. nw.Hrt.
Hnt. Cmb. ne. & s.Nrf. e. &
w.Suf. Ess. Ken. e.Sus. me.
Wil., sw.Dev. +zt, w.Cor.

zei e. Som.
ze s.Som. +zi.

zi Gmg. s.Pem. Sus., but e.Sus.
si, w.Wil. Dor. Som., but e.
Som. zei, s.Som. +ze, n. e. &
sw.Dev. e.Cor.
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Seed, 132

—

seid n.Stf.

Bid I.Ma.n.Der.Lei. n.Hrf.Gio.

nw. & e.Oxf.

sid Sh.I. Bch., Abd.+std, w.Frf.

e.Per. Ayr. Kcb.
sid Inv. Abd. Lth. Edb. Ant.

Nhb. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan.
s.Stf. s.Oxf, se.Ken. Sus. me.
Wil.

Bid e.Hrf. Dor. e.Dev.

zidd w.Som.
Seek, 142, 340, 428, 429, 433—
seik n.Stf.

sek s.Stf. me.Wil.
sik w.Som.+zik.
siak Peb.
sik Cai. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. n.Nhb.I.Ma.
sik Inv. Lth. Edb. Ant. sw. & s.

Nhb. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n.

Lan., em.Lan. Chs.+sTtf, nw.
Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

sit/ em. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan.

Chs. n. & nw.Der.
sek nw.Dev.
zik Dor. w.Som.
zik e.Dev.

Seem, 142, 302

—

seim n.Stf.

sem Dev.+sim, zim, but n.Dev.
zem, e.Dev. ziam, Cor.+sim,
zim,

sent s.Stf. Lei.

sim em.Lan. +sim, Nhp. Sus.,

Dor.+^im, Som.+zim, but w.
Som.+zcem, Dev. Cor.

siani se.Lan., n.Der. nw.Lin.

+

sim.

sim Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but S.Ayr, sim, Kcb.
I.Ma.

sim S.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant. Nhb.
m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. em.
sm. & sw.Lan. n.Der. nw.
Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

zem n.Dev.
zim Brks.+«/^»«,I.W.Dor.Som.

Dev. Cor.

ziam Brks. nw.Wil. e.Dev.

zcem w.Som.+sim.
Seen, 146

—

sein n.Stf.

sin n. em. & sw.Lan. m.Shr.
nw. & e.Oxf. e.Suf. Sus.

sin Or.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr., but s.Ayr. sin,

Kcb. s.Sc.

sin Inv. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.
sin, s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.

Nhb. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. se.

Lan. w.Chs. n.Der. nw.Lin.
s.Oxf. se.Ken.

zin Dor. Som.
zin e.Dev.

Seethe, 431.

Seldom, 52, 231, 233, 265—
sasldm se.Ken.
sedm (pbsol.) n.Cum.+seldm.

seldim Bch. Abd.
seldm w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr.

Kcb. Nhb. n. & m.Cum.Wm.
Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.

Oxf. Sus. me.Wil.
seldn sw.Yks.
selSm I.Ma.
sildm Ant. s.Chs. m.Shr. ne.

Nrf. w.Som. nw.Dev.
zeldm Dor. Som., but w.Som.

sildm, e.Dev.

Self, 52, 253, 280, 415—sd/n.
Ken.

seel/ se.Ken.

eel Sc, n.lr.+sal/, Nhb. + sel/,

Dur. Cum., Wm.+»», Yks.
~La.n.+seln, sen, Chs., Stf. Der.
Not. Lei. Nhp. Shr.+se«.

selfNhb. I.Ma. Oxf. Sus.
seln Yks. Lan. Lin.+s<?«.

sen Wm. Yks. Lan. Stf. Der.
Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. Shr.
Bdf.

sal/ n.Ir.

•sffi/Dor.

zel G]o. Brks.+seZ/j nw.Dev.
zel/'Glo. Brks. nw. & w.Wil. s.

Som., e.Dev. +zvl.
eil Wxf.
zvl w.Som. e.Dev.

Sell, 52, 428, 429, 433—5^ 3t

Sc. se.Ken.

sel Sc, but s.Sc. sse.1, Ant. Nhb.
Cum.Wm.sw.Yks.Lan. I.Ma.
Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. m.Shr.
s.Oxf. Sus.

sil n.Hrf., w.Som. +eil.

sal Uls., but Ant. sel.

zel Dor. Som., but w.Som. sil,

sil, e.Dev.

zil nw.Wil. w.Som. nw.Dev.
Send, 50, 307, 428, 433—seend

s.Sc. se.Ken.

sen Inv.+send, Bch. Abd. Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. I.Ma. n.

Stf.

send Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Nhb.
Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. s.

Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. m.Shr.
n.Hrf. s.Oxf.

sen w.Som.+sen.

sind Sus.

seen Dor.

zend me.Wil. Som., but w.Som.
sen, sen, e.Dev.

sen w.Som.
Sending, 274.

Sense, 209— sssns e.Suf.

sens Sc, but sn.Sc svns, Ant.

Nhb. Cum. Wm. snw. e. se.

& sw.Yks. Lan., lMa..+sins,

Chs. Stf. u. & nw.Der. nw.
Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.

Ken. me.Wil.
sens w.Som.
sins m.Yks. I.Ma. Sus.

svns sn.Sc. e.Dor.

sans Uls., but Ant. sens,

sens e.Hrf. w.Wil.

Sergeant, 295.

Sermon, 210, 295.

Serpent, 210, 231, 233, 295—
sarpn Ldd.
sarpnt I.Ma.

sdpint m.Shr.

sdpnt s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
Lan., but sw.Lan. ssepnt, n.

Stf. n.Der. m.Not. nw.Lin.

Glo. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. w.

Som. e.Dev.

sasrpnt s.Sc.

ssspnt sw.Lan.
serpin Kcb.
serpint Bch. Abd. Ayr., but s.

Ayr. serpnt.

serpn Ant.

serpnt w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Uls., but Ant. serpn,

Ldd. sarpn.

sdpnt Dor.

Servant, 210, 231, 295—sarvnt
I.Ma.

sdvn w.Wm. w.Som.+s<ra«/.

savnt s.Nhb. Dur.m.Cum. Wm.,
but w.Wm.+sdvn, _sw.Yks.

Lan., but sw.Lan. sxvnt, Stf.

n.Der. m.Not. nw.Lin. Oxf.
m.Bck. s.Nrf. Sus. Dor. w.
Som. e.Dev.

sxvnt sw.Lan.
servin Bch. Abd.
servn Kcb. Ant.
servntw.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr.

Uls., but Ant. servn.

Serve, 210, 279—sarv I.Ma.
sd(r) e.Oxf. + sdv, nw. & me.

Wil. nw. & w.Som.
sav s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm.

ne. & sw.Yks. n. em. se. & s.

Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.
Lin. Lei. m.Shr. nw. e. & s.

Oxf. Sus. w.Dor. Dev.
saw s.Sc
smv sw.Lan.
serv Sh.I. Inv. Bch., Abd.+ser,

em.Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr. ser,

Kcb.+s«-, Ant.
siTrAbd.w.Frf.e.Per.s.Ayr.Kcb.
sm sm.Lan. s.Stf. se.Ken.
Service, 210, 229, 231

—

sarvis

Ldd.
sarvas I.Ma.

sdvis s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. Lan., but sw.Lan.
si&vis, s.Chs. n. & e.Stf. m.
Not. nw.Lin. m.Nhp. s.Oxf.

s.Nrf.Ess. Sus.me.Wil.e.Dev.
sievis sw.Lan.
servis Bch. Abd. em.Sc. Ayr.

Kcb. Ant.

servas w.Frf. e.Per.

savis se.Ken.

Set, 50,294,425, 428, 429, 430,433—set Sc. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf.

n. & nw.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

Ken. Sus.

set Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev.

Seven, 62, 233, 269, 279

—

sacvn

Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.

sebm m.Cum.+sebn, Wm., but

n.Wm.+sevn, w.Wm. sebn,

Lei.+sevm, sevn, n.Bck., Hnt.

+sevn, me.Wil. +sem.
sebnm.Cum. w.Wm., snw.Yks.

+ sevn, siavn, n.Lan. + sevn,

nw.Lan. e.Oxf. s.Sur. w.Sus.

seivn Kbi.+sevn, Ant.

sem me.Wil.

sevm sw.Yks. Lei., m.Nhp. +
sevn, sw.Nhp. s.War. w.Oxf.

nw.Hrt. Ess.

sevn ne.Sc.+sevn, sevn, but Abd.

+seivn, nm.Sc.+si»», n.Wm.+
sebm, nnw. snw. & e.Yks.,

se.Yks.+s!>f«, sivn, n. m. se.

sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n. &
nw.Der. Lin. Lei. m.Nhp. s.

Wor. s.Oxf. se.Hrt. Hnt.

Sus., but w.Sus. sebn.

sevn ne. & sn.Sc
sevn ne.Sc, sm.Sc+su'tt.

siavn ne. & snw.Yks., m.Yks.+

sivn, se.Yks.

sivn me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.

& se.Yks.

sivn nm.Sc, em.Sc. Ayr.+m>K,

Kcb. s.Sc.

sibn s.Dur.

sivn Sh.I. em. & wm.Sc. sm.Sc,

but Kcb.sivn, sw.Nhb.n.Cum.

savn Uls., but Ant. seivn.

zsebm w.Som.+zebm.

zxbn Dor., but e.Dor. sebn, sevn,

sw.Dev.+zebm, sebn.

zebm nw. & w.Wil. w.Som.

nw. & sw.Dev.

sebn e.Dor.+zevn, e. & sw.Dev.
sevn nw.Som. e.Dor.
svbn e.Som.
Sew, 193, 321, 425, 429, 433—
sou se.Ken.
sen n.Nhb. n.Wm., snw.Yks. +

siu, sw.Yks. n.Lan.
sim n.Ayr., Kcb.+/S, s.Sc, me.

Nhb.+so, se. & s.Nhb., s.Dur.
+sou, nnw.Yks.+so, snw.Yks.
se.Cmb.

sow sw.Nhb. n. & s.Dur. n. & m.
Cum. m. & se.Yks. s.Oxf.

sp Wm., but n.Wm. sen, I.Ma.
sou e.Yks.

so me. Nhb. nnw.Yks. nw. em.
se. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.
Der. Lin. m.Shr. e.Suf. Sus.

sit Inv. Edb.
svu me.Wil.
sail ne.Nrf.

/u ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.
Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr. mm, Lth.

Peb. Kcb. Ant.
sau nw.Wil.
zg Dor. nw.Dev.
so e. & w.Som.
Shackle, 24.

Shade, 42, 337—/m'rf se.Ken.
/ead sw.Nhb. n.Cum. sw.Yks. n.

Stf. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Sus. Dor.

fed s.Ayr.

fed Sc, but s.Ayr. fed, n. & s.

Nhb. m.Cum.Wm. Lan. I.Ma.

s.Chs. s.Stf. n.Der. me.Wil.
Som., but w.Som. fiad.

Jiad w.Som.
Shadow, 23, 229 -^fada sw. &

s.Nhb. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.

Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Sus.

/mda se.Ken. Dor. me.Wil. c
Dev.

fedi Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb.

feda w. Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Peb. Kcb.

Ant. n.Nhb.
Shag, 351.

Shake, 43, 45, 337> 42S. 4a6 >

427, 429, 430, 432—/ai*se.
Ken.

fak Sc+y?*, Dur., Cum.+/«A, but

n.Cum. fak, fiak, Wm. Yks.

Lan., but em. & se.Lan. +fek,

sw.Lan. fek, s.Chs. Not. Lin.,

but nw.Lin. feak, Rut. Lei.

Nhp. War. e.An.

/eik Ant.

fek Nhb. +fek, but sw.Nhb. fiak,

s.Nhb. -ifiak, Cum. Shr. Oxf.,

but s.Oxf. feak; Brks. Dev.

feak n.Cum.+fiak, n.Stf.+/f*, nw.

Lin. s.Oxf. Sus., Vor.+fek, w.

Som.+fiak.

fek Sc. Nhb. em. se. & sw.Lan.

I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. me.Wil.

Dor. Som., but w.Som. feak,

fiak.

fiak sw. & s.Nhb. n.Cum. w.Som.

fik n.Stf. Glo.

Shall, 235, 337, 435, 440—sal
Sh. &Or.I. ne.Sc. Edb. Nhb.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. Yks.,

em.Lan.+fal, n. c. & w.Chs.

sm/ s.Chs.

fal Inv. s.Ayr. Kcb. n. em. & sw.

Lan. I.Ma. n. & nw.Lin.

fal n.Ayr. Lth.

/aj/n.Ken. s.Som. Dor. e.Dev.

fel s.Oxf. se.Ken.

fil se.Cor.

./o/n.Stf. n.Der.
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Shall (contd.)—
[The unstressed forms are fit,

sal, s-, z- ; andWm. Yks. Lan.

Chs. also st.~\

Sham—Jam Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.

Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb.
Ant. s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. Yks. n.Lan., em.Lan.

+

Jem, se. & sw.Lan. I. Ma. s.Stf.

n. & nw.Der. nw.Lin. Rut. a.

Oxf.

Jam em.Sc. Ayr.,buts.Ayr./«f«,
n.Nhb.

J&m ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Sus. w.Wil.
Dor. e.Dev.

Jem em. Lan. se.Ken.
Join n.Stf.

Shame, 43, 44, 45, 249, 337—
Jaim Brks. +Jiam, se.Ken.
/am s.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. Yks.,

but sw.Yks. Jeam, Jem, «. &
nw.Lan., n.3ck.+Jeam.

fmm ne.Nrf.

Jeim Ant.

Jim Sh.I. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.
Jem, wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. Jem,
me.Nhb., se.Nhb. +fiam, sw.
& s.Nhb., n.T)uv.+fjem, Oxf.,

but w.Oxf. f/'em, s.Oxf. feam,
e.Som.

feam n.Cum.+fiem,fiam, sw.Yks.
+fem, n.Stf. Lin. w. & s.War.
n.Wor. s.Oxf. n.Bck., m.Bck.
+fiam, Bdf. w.Hrt. e.Suf. s.

Sur. Sus. me.Wil. Dor. sw.
Dev.

Jem sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Jem Or.I. +Jim, Inv. Bch. Abd.
Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Uls., but
Ant. Jeim, sw.Yks. em. sm. &
sw.Lan., s.Lan.+/o»«,I.Ma. s.

Stf., n.Der. +fpm, nw.Der.
Rut. Lei. e.Ken. Som., but
nw.Som. fiam, e.Som. Jem,
w.Som./iim, n.Dev.

Jiem n.Cum.
fiam s.Sc. n. & se.Nhb. n.Cum.

Glo. Brks. m.Bck. I.W. w.
Wil. nw. & w.Som.

Jim Or.I.

Jjem n.Dur.

fjem w.Oxf.

Jfgm se.Lan. n.Der.

Jom s.Lan.

Shan't, 266.

Shape, 45, 337, 425. 429—JaiP
Lon. se.Ken.

fap Sc.+fep, but Bch. Abd. w.
Frf. e.Per. fip, Nhb.+Jep, Jep,

but sw.Nhb. flap, Cum. +Jep,

fiap, but n.Cum. fiap, Wm.
Yks. Lan., but em.Lan.+y^i,
sm.Lan./^>, se.Lan. fiap, sw.
Lan.fep, n.Der. Wil., but me.
Wil fip.

feip Ant.

Jep Nhb. Cum. Rut.

feap n.Cum. se.Lan. n.Stf. nw.
Lin. s.Oxf. Sus. Dor.

Jep Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Jep Sc. Nhb., em.Lan.+Jap, sm.
&sw.Lan.I.Ma.s.Stf.me.Wil.
Som., but w.Som. Jap, Cor.

fiap sw.Nhb. Cum. w.Som.
ftp Glo.

Share, 46, 337, 425—Jasir) e.

Oxf.

Jam m.Shr.
Jeam s.Nhb. m.Cum. sw.Yks. n.

& sw.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. Lin.
Dor. Som., but w.Som. Jiair).

/ear Inv., Ayr. +fir, sw.Nhb.
y«-Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. Wm.
fia(r) s.Lan. +/»>•>, ne.Shr. Oxf.,

but e.Oxf. Jaa(r), Sus. nw. &
me.Wil. w.Som.

Jar I. Ma.
JsCr) sm. & s.Lan. s.Stf.

Sharp,37 -JarpBch. Abd. w.Frf.

e.Per. Uls., but Ant. Jerp, sw.
Nhb. n.Cum. I.Ma.

Jap s.Nhb. m. & w.Cum. Wm.
Yks. n. nw. m. & se.Lan. Chs.

Stf. Der. nw.Lin. m.Shr. s.

Oxf. se.Ken. Wil. Dor. Som.
Jeep sw. & ms.Lan.
Jerp Inv. em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

Jerp s.Sc.

Jap s.Lan.

Shave, 45, 429—;Jaiv se.Ken.

Jeiv Ant.

Jeav sw.Nhb., n.Cum.+/iw, sw.
Yks. n.Lan. n.Stf. nw.Lin. a.

Oxf. Sus. Dor.

Jev Oxf., but s.Oxf. Jeav.

Jev Sc. n. & s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.
w.Wm. em. se. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. Som., but

w.Som. Jiav.

Jiav Wm., but w.Wm./w.
Jiav n.Cum. w.Som.
She, 192, 235, 393, \od—Je s.Nrf.

Jei s.Sc.+Ja:, s.Dur.+/w, n.Cum.,
ne.Yks.+/i>, Ji, nnw.Yks.+/f,

Ju, m. & nm.Yks. +Jia, Ji, sm.
Yks. n. & e.Stf., Rut.+/r, Lei.

+fe, m.Nhp. e.Suf.

Ji (unstressed form) n.Ayr. Kcb.
n.Cum.

Jesm.Sc. +Ji, Lei., Dor,+/f.

Jia ne. m. & nm.Yks., se.Yks.+/f.

Jl Cai. Inv. ne. sn. nm. em. wm.
& sm.Sc. Ant. Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum. n. e. & w.Wm. ne. nnw.
m. nm. e. se. & es.Yks. n. &
nw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.
Not. Lin. Rut. e.War. Hrf. s.

Pern. s.Oxf. Brks. Bdf. Hrt.

ne. & s.Nrf. w. & s.Suf. Ess.

Ken. Sus. Hmp. w.Wil. Dor.
sw. & s.Som. sw.Dev. Cor.

Ju (unstressed form) n.Cum. n.

& e.Wm. nnw. snw. w. sw. &
ms.Yks. n. & em.Lan.

Ju s.Dur. nnw. w. sw. ms. & s.

Yks. s.Lan. e.Der.

Jo (unstressed form) s.Sc.

Joe (unstressed form) Sh. & Or.I.

Ayr. s.Sc.

Joe Sh. & Or.I. s.Sc.

gi (unstressed form) Wil.
gi Wil., but w.Wil. Ji.

[The unstressed forms gen. are

AAA]
Sheaf, 182, 183, 280—/«/ m.

Cum. Wm. ne.Yks., se.Yks.

+fav,fi>f
Jav se.Yks.

fdfnnw. & e.Yks.+fiaf.

fef ne.Sc., but Abd. +fif, se. & s.

Nhb. n.Dur., Oxf.+fiv, but s.

Oxi.fiaf.

JeifAnt. n.Stf.

feaf e.Suf. Sus., but e.Sus.fif.

Jev Oxf.

fifAbd.+fef sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

fiflnv. wm.Sc, Ayr.+JiJ, but s.

Ayv.+Jif Kcb. Uls., but Ant.

Jeif, I.Ma. Lei. n.Wor. Glo.
ne.Nrf. Dor. n.Dev.

JieJ n.Cum.

Ji/s.Sc. sw.Nhb., nw.Der. +fiaf,

w.Som. +Jiv, Jiv.

Jidf n.Nhb. nnw. snw. e. m. se.

& sw.Yks. Lan., n.Der. +Jif,

nw.Der. Lin. s.Oxf. nw.Wil.

Jiav w.Wil.

Jiv w.Som.
AAyr.
Jif s.Ayr.+JeJ, Lth. Edb. s.Nhb.

s.Dur. es.Yks. n.Der. Rut. se.

Ken. e.Sus. me.Wil.

Jiv w.Som.
Jo/s.Chs.
Shear, 65, 337, 425, 426, 429,

430, 432—-Jew) se.Lan. n.Stf.

Sus.

Jer w.Frf. e.Per.

Jia(r) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. sw.

Yks. n.Lan., em.Lan. +Jkr),

sw.Lan. a. & ne.Der. nw.
Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. nw. &
me.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev.

Jisr Ayr.+Jir, sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
Wm., but w.Wm./?;-, I.Ma.

Jir Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. Ant. w.Wm.

fsXr) em.Lan.
Sheath, 138.

Shed—J^d se.Ken. Dor.

Jed Sc. sw.Nhb., s.Nhb. +Jed,

Dur., n.Cum.+/?rf, Wm., but

w.Wm. Jed, Lan. n.Stf., n.

Der.+Jed, s.Oxf. Som.
Jeid Ant.

fead w.Yks. nw.Lin.
/S/s.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm. I.Ma.

n.Der.

Jid Sus.

Jid n.Cum.
Shed = to divide, 425, 427, 429,

430, 432.

Sheep, 131, 132, ^2—Jeip-nn-w.
Yks.+yfj*, snw.Yks., m.Yks.

+fap, s.Chs. ne. & w.Der., s.

Der. Lei. +Jip.

Jep sw.Dev. +Jip.

Jesp e.Suf.+Jip.

Jip n. & ne.Yks. Stf. nw. & s.

Der., s.JJm.+Jtfp, Rut. Lei.

Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Hrf.

Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bck. Hnt.
ne.Cmb. Nrf.e.Suf. Ess. Ken.,
but se.Ken. Jip, Sur. Sus. sm.

Hmp. Wil. Dor., Som. +Jip,
sw.Dev.

Jiap e. & m.Yks., n.Der.+/f/, s.

Lin. e.Dev.

Jip Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr. Jip, Kcb. s.

Sc, n.Cum.+/f/>, I.Ma.

ftp sn. & wm.Sc. sm.Sc, but s.

Ayr. Kcb./i/., Lth. Edb. Ant.
Nhb. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
nnw. se. & sw.Yks. Lan. u.

Der. nw. & m.Lin. se.Ken.
Som. n.Dev.

Sheet, 145, 146—Jeit s.Chs.

n.Stf.

Jeat n.Nhb.
fit Sus. Dor. w.Som.
Jit Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Kcb. I.Ma.

Jit Inv. Lth. Edb. Ant. sw. & s.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. sw.
Yks. Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin.
s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. Som.,
but w.Som./i'j.

Shelf, 52, 337

—

skelf n.Ayr.
Lth. Edb. +JelJ, n.Cum. w.
Wm.

JsdJ se.Ken.

felflnv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but

n.Ayr. +skelf, Lth. Edb. Kcb.

Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. m.

Cum. Wm., but w.Wm. skelf,

sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.

Der. nw.Lin. Som., but w.
Som. filf.

Jilf Bch. Abd. s.Chs. m.Shr.
Oxf. w.Som. nw.Dev.

fvlf e.Dev.

filf n.Nhb.
Shell, 337.
Shepherd, 135, 337 —fapzrd

I.Ma.

fepad s.Nhb. n.Dur., nm.Yks.H-

fiapad, sw. & s.Yks., n.Lan.+
fipad, m. sw. & ms.Lan. Stf.

nw.Lin., e.Hrf.+fepat, Oxf. s.

Nrf. e.Suf. Ken. sm.Hmp. me.
& w.Wil., e. Dor. +fipad, Som.,
but w.Som. fipa(r), fopaCr).

fepard Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. sw.Nhb., n.Cum.+
fipad.

fepat se.Lan. n. & nw.Der. e.

Hrf.

fipad se.Nhb. n. & m.Cum., w.
Cum. 11. & s.Wm.+/*)W, m.
Yks. n. & nw.Lan. e.War.
Sus. e.Dor.

fipacry -w.Som.+jDpat.r).

fipard Edb.
fipat e. & w.Cum. n. w. & s.Wm.

se.Hrt.

fiapad nm.Yks.
fipard Kcb.
Jvpa(r) w. Som.
gepad nw.Wil. s.Dev.

zipad n.Dev.
Sheriff, 280.

Shield, 307.
Shift, 337.
Shilling, 68, 229, 231, 382

—

-filin

Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan., but
se.Lan.filan, I.Ma. Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

yi'feMse.Lan.Sus. me.Wil. e.Dev.

folan n.Ayr.Lth.Edb.+/i»&M,Peb.
foelin w.Som.
filin s.Ayr.

filan Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but n.Ayr.+folan, s.Ayr.

filin, Lth. Edb.
Shin, 67, 337

—

fin Inv. Ayr. Kcb.
Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.
Som. e.Dev.

finne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb.
Shine, 155, 427, 432.
Ship, 68, 331—Jep Sh.I.

Jip Inv., Abd.+Jap, s.Ayr. Kcb.
Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.
Cum.Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma.
Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. m.Nhp. s.

Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. Som., but
w.Som.+fvp, e.Dev.

fop w.Som.+fip.

fip Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.,
but s.Ayr. fip, Lth. Edb. u.

Nhb.
Shirt, 115—fast n.Dur. +foat.
fit nw.Lin.
fort sw.Nhb.
foat n.Dur.

fpt s.Nhb.

fot w.Der.
Jot me.Wil. Dor.
fart Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e. Per. Ayr.

Kcb. Ant. I.Ma.
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fat Cum. Wm. sw. Yks. Lan. Stf.

n.Der. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.

Som.
Shoe, 167, 359, 379, 383, 384,

428, 429—-fe em.Sc, wm.Sc.

+J&, Ayr.
y»'«snw.Yks.+/S,em.Lan., n.Stf.

+/«, nm. & s.Stf., Le\.-{fu,feeu,

ne.Shr. +fti, Bdf. se.Hrt., s.

Nrf.+/8, Suf., but e.Suf. /«.

fia n.Yks., m.Yks.+Jun.

fi ne.Sc.

fii UIs. me. & sw.Nhb., s.Nhb.+

fou, n.Dur. Cum. Wm., nnw.
Yks.+fou, snw. sw. & es.Yks.

n. nw. m. sm. & se.Lan., sw.
Lan.+/£/, I.Ma. Fit. Dnb. u,

Stf., em. Stf. +Jvu, s.Stf. n.

Der., ne.Der. +fuf, fau, nw.
Der.+/«/, Not. Lin. Rut. Lei.

Nhp. e.War. s.Wor. n. ne. m.
& se.Shr. e.Hrf. nw.Oxf., n.

Bck. +fau, Hnt. nw.Nrf. se.

Ken. s.Sur. Sus. me.&w.Wil.
Som., but w.Som. /«.

y«/*ms.Lan.

fun m.Yks.
/«/Lan., but n. nw. & m..Lan._/S,

em.Lan./iK, sm. & se.Lan. fit,

sw.Lan.+/2,ms.Lan.y«/jCns.,
but s.Chs. fceu, ne. & nw.Der.

y»w em. Stf.

fau s.Chs. ne. & e.Der. Lei. n.

Bck.

fa Sh.I.+/«, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc, n.Dev.+/S,

sw.Dev.
fii nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

fa.

fu Sh.I. ne. & s.Nrf. e.Suf. w.
Som. n. & e.Dev.

fou s.Nhb. s.Dur. nnw.Yks.
Shoot, 189, 425, 426, 429, 430,

432

—

fiut em.Lan. s.Stf.

/irBch. Abd., u.Ayr. +fut, s.Ayr.

fuit sw.Yks.

fut Ant. Nhb. Dur. Wm.
fut Inv. n. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

n.Der. u. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. nw.Wil. Dor.

fvt Sus. Wil., but nw.Wil. fut,

Som.
feet w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but n.

Ayr. fit,fut, s.Ayr. fit, Peb.

fat Kcb.

fut Edb.

Jut n.Ayr. Lth. e.Dev.

Shop, 83, 337—fap Ant. War.
w.Wil. Dor.

fop Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. fop, Kcb.

s.Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n. & nw.

Der. Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

e.Suf. Sus. Som.

fpp se.Ken.

fop em.Sc. Ayr.

tfop Sh.I. Bch. Abd.

tfop ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. tfop.

Short, 87—fat se.Lan. nm.Brks.

se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. Dor.

fort Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.,

Ayr. +fort, sw.Nhb. n.Cum.

I.Ma.

fot s.Stf. nw.Lin.

foat sw.Yks. em.Lan. e.Dev.

fgt s.Nhb. Wm. n. sm. sw. & ms.

Lan. n.&em.Stf. m.Shr. s.Oxf.

w.Som.
fort Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant.

fu3rts.Sc.

VOL. VI.

fust m.Cum.
Should, 86, 235, 337, 440—sed

Sh.l.+sud, ne.Sc.+sid, svd,

fud, fad.
sid ne.Sc.

sidd m.Yks.+s«rf.

sud Sh. & Or.I. wm.Sc, but n.

Ayr.fud, s.Sc.+sad,Jud,Nhb.
n.Dur.+fud, s.Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks., but m.Yks. + siad, nw.
Lan.

sitd e.Stf.

svd ne. & sn.Sc. Lth., Edb.+/«rf.
sad s.Sc.

fed Cai.

fid s.Ayr.+Jud, sw. & s.Dev.
fod Vls.+Jud.

fud ne.Sc. em.Sc, but Lth. sod,

Edb. svd,fod, n. & s.Ayr. Kcb.
s.Sc. UIs. Nhb. n.Dur. n.Lan.
n.Stf., n.Der.+/«rf, e.Der. Lin.

Rut. Hrf., G\o.+gud, Oxf. Bdf.

Hrt., ne.Nrf. -vfvd, s.Nrf. c.

Suf. n.Ken. Hmp., w.Wil. +
fvd, s.Som.

fud se.Ken. Sus. e.Som.
fud em. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. n. ne. & nw.Der. Lei.

/orfEdb. ne.Nrf. w.Wil.,w.Som.
+fced.

fad ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

fad w.Som.
fud e.Dev.

gud Glo. nw.Wil.
[The unstressed forms are fod,

sad, st.']

Shoulder, 105,253, 297—JauSa(r)
em.Lan.

Jauldair) se.Lan. +Ju6a(r), s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Dor.

faulSaiT) s.Lan.

f&udatr) me.Wil.

Joudair) sm.Lan.+/Safr(K>, n.Stf.

nw.Lin.
Jouldar I.Ma.

JoSair) m.Shr. +Juda(r), Judadl,

Joudaif).

Judar Bch. Abd. s.Ayr.+Jutlar.

JuSar Bch. Abd. em.Sc. Ayr., but

s.Ayr.+Judar, Ant.

fud$a(r) n.Lan.

fildacr) m.Cum. w.Wm. sm.Lan.,

n.Der.+Jiidair), m.Shr.

Judar Kcb.+Judar.

fudacn s.Nhb. u. & s.Dur. n.Wm.
ne.Yks., sw.Yks.+fuldalr), se.

& sw.Lan. Chs. n.Der. m.Shr.

fiiSar Or.I. Kcb. n. & sw.Nhb.

fulda(r) sw.Yks., s.Stf.+fvuldxr).

fvudam ne.Shr. +fvulda(.r), m.

Shr. e.Suf.

fvuldain s.Stf. ne.Shr. Oxf., but

s.Oxf. faulda(r).

fadar w.Frf. e.Per.+faSar.

fafitr w.Frf. e.Per.

Shove, 173, 337—dlvv Sus '

foav se.Lan.

fov Ant. Dor.

fuv Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. sw.

Yks. n.Lan., em. Lan.+fuv, s.

Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.

fuv em. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

fvuv s.Chs.

fvv Sc. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil.

Som.
Shovel, 92, 257, 279—sul sw.

Yks.+/5/.

faul Lei., Nhp.+.M Wor.+M
but s.Wor. +fuvl, Glo. Oxi.,

but nw.Oxf. fvul, s.Oxf. fvvl,

Brks. Suf. Sur., Sus.+fuljvvl,

Hmp. Wil., Dor.+fovl, Dev.,
but n. & nw.Dev./w^, e.Dev.
fovl, Cor.

feual w.Som. +fvual.

fil n.Ayr.+fu!,ful, Juvl, s.Ayr.+
fvvl.

fiul Dur. +ful,ful, but n.Dur.+
fuvl, ne.Lan.

fol Sh.I.

fovl Ant., em.Lan.+ful,fuvl, Dor.
e.Dev.

Jo sw.Nhb. +fuvl, Chs.+yS.

fufl n.Lan.

ful n.Ayr. Dur. em.Lan.
fual m.Cum.
fuvl sw. & s.Nhb., n.Dur.+ful, w.
Wm. em.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. s.Pem.

fii "LsM.+fdl, but n.Lan. fufl, ne.

Lan. fiul, em.Lan. fovl, ful,

fuvl, sw.Lan. fuvl, Chs. nw.
Der.

ful Dur. Cum., but m.Cum. fual,

Wm. +fafl, but w.Wm. fuvl,

Yks., but sw.Yks. +siil, Lan.

n.Lin. Nhp.Wor., but s.Wor.
+fuvl, Sus. n. & nw.Dev.

fufl I.Ma.

fuvl sw.Lan., s.Wor. +fiil.

fvfl Bch. Abd., w.Frf. e.Per.

+

fol, Lth. Edb.+/"'-

fvul nw.Oxf.
fvual w.Som.
fovl Inv. o.Ayr. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

Sus. Som., but w.Som. fcual,

fvual.

foel w.Frf. e.Per.

favl Ayr., but n.Ayr. fil, ful, Jul,

fuvl, s.Ayr. fil, fvvl.

ful Lth. Edb. Peb.

Jul, fuvl n.Ayr.

foflWm.
Show, 186, 425, 429, 433—fau

em.Lan.+/c, se.Ken.

fa Or.I.

fa s.Sc

feu sw.Yks.

fou n.Cum. s.Stf. s.Oxf. Som.

/p wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. Jo, m.

Cum., Wm.+/o, n.Lan. I.Ma.,

nw.Lin. +Jo, Dor.

Jo Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. sw.

& s.Nhb. Wm. em. se. & sw.

Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. m.

Shr.

Jvu me.Wil.

Shower, 174, 229—Jaunn snw.

Yks. +Ju3(r), es.Yks. n.Lan.

s.Chs., n.Der. +faxr), nw.Der.

m.Nhp. s.Oxf. Sus. Som.

fauar I.Ma. +fouar.

faa(r) sw.Yks. n.Stf. n.Der.

fair) s.Lan. e.Suf.

fseuaW Lei.

Jasaw ms.Lan.

Jm(r) sw.Lan.

feuair) s.Lin. se.Ken.

fouar UIs., but Ant. fur.

foua(r) nw.Lan.

fouar I.Ma.

fuacr) nne. & s.Nhb. n. & s.Dur.

m.Cum. ne. snw. e. m. & se.

Yks. nw.Lin.

fuar se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum. Wm.

Jur ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc.

Ant. me. Nhb.

/««<;-> em.Stf. Rut. sw.Nhp.w.

Hrt. ne.Nrf. me. & w.Wil.

Jai.r) sm.Lan. .

Shred, 429.
Shriek, 425.
Shrimp, 68, 234, 337, 338—
semp se.Yks.+Jremp.
simp n.Lin.

srimp m. & sw.Yks.+/m»y>, es.

Yks.,em.Lan.4/W»2/>,se. Lan.,

sw.Lan. -tjrimp, s.Lan. s.Chs.
Fit. Stf. n. & nw.Der. m. &
s.Lin. Rut. Lei. s.War. n.

Wor. Shr. Oxf. m.Bck. e.

Suf. Sus.

Jremp e. & se.Yks. Dor.

Jremp wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.Jrimp,
Jramp.

Jrimp Inv. Bch. Abd., Ayr.+
framp, Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. m.
Cum. w.Wm. m. & sw.Yks.
n. nw. em. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

nw.Lin. ne. & nw.Nrf. se.

Ken., w.Wil.+rn'w^, Som.,
but w.Som. Jromp, Jramp,
grvmp, gramp, e. & sw.Dev.

Jrvmp w.Som.+Jramp, grvmp,
{ramp.

Jramp w.Som.
Jramp Ayr. n.Nhb. Wm., but w.
Wm. Jrimp.

Jarimp s.Pem.
grimp w.Wil.
grvmp w.Som.
zramp w.Som.
Shrink, 71, 337, 338, 427, 429,

432 — sritjk m.Yks.+Jriyk, es.

Yks., em.Lan.+Jriyk, s.Stf. n.

& s.Lin., Lei.+Jriyk, n.Wor.
m.Bck. nw.Hrt. s.Sur. Sus.

Jretjk w.Frf. e.VeT.+Jrirjk, s.Sc,

se.Yks.+/n<7*, Wil. Dor.

Jriyk ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

Jrirjk.

frirjk Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc, Ayr. +fra>jk,

Edb. Kcb. Ant. me. se. sw.

& s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm.
e. m. & se.Yks. nw. em. se.

& s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. ne.Nrf. s.

Oxf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Som.,

but w.Som.+^n'if!', e.Dev.

Jrarjk Ayr. Lth. n.Nhb.

zriijk w.Som.+/Wi/i'.

Shrivel, 338— snvl em.Lan. +

Jrivl, se.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.,

Rut.+/ra^) s-Wor.s.Pem.Oxf.

nm.Brks. Bdf. Hnt. Ess. c.

Ken. e.Sus.

frevl Dor.

friavl e.Dev.

frivl Sc, but Ayr.+fravl, Ant.

s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. se.Yks. em.

Lan. I.Ma. nw.Lin. Rut. m.

Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.

w.Wil. Som.

Jrivo me.Wil.

Jravl Ayr.+Jrivl.

Shroud, 1 7 1 , 1 72, 234, 337i 338
—

skrud wm.Sc.
sraid nw.Der.+sraW.

sraud e.Stf., s.Stf.+sravd, n. &

nw.Der.
sravd s.Stf.

sried sw.Lan.+Jried.

sreud s.Lin.

srvud s.War. s.Wor. e.Suf.

fraud s.Chs. s.Oxf. Sus. Som.,

but w.Som. Jreud, e.Dev.

Jraad n.Stf.

frad sw.Yks.

Jrseud Lei.

JrS,d sw.Lan.
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Shroud (contd.)

—

freud se.Ken. w.Som.
fraud n. & nw.Lan. I. Ma.
/rud -w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
frud ne.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb. me.

se. sw. & s.Nhb. n. & s.Dur.

m.Cum. Wni. e. m. & se.Yks.
n. & nw.Lin.

Jroud Rut. se.Shr. ne. & nw.
Nrf. me. & w.Wil. Dor.

feraud Ant., n-w.Yks.+furiid.

firoud n.Cum.
y^rc/rfs.Sc.

firud nw.Yks.
grvud nw.Wil.
Shrub, 97, 234, 338

—

srubm.Lin.
sritb s.Chs. n.Stf. Lei. ne.Nhp.

Shr.

srvb m.Nhp. Bdf. Hnt. m.Cmb.
/rub I. Ma.
farvb s.Pem.
Shrug, 97, 338—srige.Sux.
srugem.Lan.+frug, s.Stf.n.Der.

n.Lin. Rut. s.Oxf.

sriig Lei. n.Wor.
/rug sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.

e. & m.Yks. n. & em.Lan. n.
Stf. nw.Lin.

/rug Ant. I. Ma.
/»-»§• Sc. ne.Nrf. se.Ken. w.Wil.

Dor. Som. e.Dev.
Shut, 118, 337, 428, 429, 433—
fit m.Shr. Oxf. nw.Hrt., ne.

Nrf.+/it, e.Suf., se.Ken.+/»/,
Sus. nw.Dev.

/it ne.Nrf.
/ut sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. n. & em.Lan.
n.Stf., s.Stf. n.Der.-f/w/, nw.
Lin.

/iit Ant. sm. se. & sw.Lan. I. Ma.
Fit. s.Stf. n.Der., m.Nhp.+
/vt, ne.Shr.

/vt Sc. n.Nhb. m.Nhp. Hnt. se.

Ken. me.Wil. Dor. Som. e.

Dev.
Sick, 196—sek me.Wil.
sik Sh.I. Cai. Bch. Abd. Uls.,

but Ant. sik, n.Cum.+5ii, sik,

Wm.+sii, Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.

ne. & nw.Der. nw. & m.Lin.
m.Nhp. e.War. m.Shr.,' e.

Hrf.+zik, Oxf. s.Nrf. w.Suf.
Ken.

siak m. & nm.Yks. se.Hrt.
51* ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. sik,

sn.Sc. w.Frf, e.Per. Ayr.
wm. sm. & s.Sc. n.Cum.

sik Inv. Lth. Edb. Ant. Nhb.u.
m. & w.Cum. Wm.

zik e.Hrf. Glo. Sus. sm.Hmp.
nw. & w.Wil. Dor, Som. e.

Dev.
Sicken, 339.
Side, 154—said Sh. & Or.I. ne.

Sc, but Bch. Abd. seid, Ayr.+
seid, Lth. Edb. Ant., n.Nhb.
n.Dur. +seid, s.Dur. n. & m.
Cum. Wm. snw.Yks., se.Yks.
+sdd, sw.Yks. +sad, spd, n. &
nw.Lan. +sdid, sw.Lan. +sdd,
I.Ma. +sdid, seid, svid, n.Der.
Lin. e.Suf. Sus., but e.Sus.

soid, e.Cor.

savd s.Lan. +sdid, sad.

sad ne. & se.Yks. sm. & sw.Lan.
said n. nw. m. & em.Lan., se.

Lan. + soi'rf, ms.Lan. +spd, s.

Lan. I.Ma. Chs., n.Stf.+soid,

wm.Stf., s.Sti.+soid, ne.&nw.
Der., e.Der.+5P!'rf, Not. Lei.,

sw.Nhp. s.War. +svid, se.Hrt.

+soid, m. & s.Cmb.
sad sw.Yks. s.Lan.

seid sn.Sc. nm.Sc, but w.Frf.

e.Per. seid, em.Sc, but Lth.

Edb. said, Peb. seid, wm.Sc.
Ayr. s.Sc. n.Nhb., se. & sw.
Nhb. + svid, s.Nhb. n.Dur.

I. Ma.
seid Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. Peb. Kcb.
soid se.Lan. n. & s.Stf. e. & s.

Der. Rut. m.Nhp. Bdf., nw.
rlrt.+svid, se.Hrt. Hnt. se.

Cmb. Ess. Ken. e.Sus.

spd sw.Yks. ms.Lan.
svid me. se. & sw.Nhb. I. Ma.

Fit. sw.Nhp. s.War. s.Wor.
n. & se.Shr. n.Hrf. Oxf. Brks.
n.Bck. nw.Hrt. nw.Nrf. me.
Wil. sw.Dev.

said ne.Nrf.

said w.Som. n.Dev.
zeid Gmg. s.Pem.
zvid nw. & w.Wil. Dor., but e.

Dor. ziid, s.Som.
zaid e.Dor.

Sieve, 79

—

sev ne.Sc, but Bch.
Abd. siv.

siav m.Yks.
siv Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.,

s.Ayr.+sfv, Uls., but Ant. sw,
Wm. nnw.Yks. +stv, snw. e.

se. & sw.Yks. Lan. I. Ma. Stf.

n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei. m.Shr.
s.Oxf. ne.Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

se.Ken. Sus.
siv wm.Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr. 4-

siv, Lth. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant.
Nhb. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum.Wm.
nnw.Yks.

zev n.Dev.
ziav nw.Wil. e.Dev.
2!» Glo. w.Wil. w.Som.
ziv Dor. e.Som.
Sigh, 153, 358, 359, 360—sai

Inv., Bch. + sax, Abd. +sex,
sax, Ayr., but n.Ayr.+s<>x, s.

Ayr. sex, s.Sc. +ssei'x, seix,

Nhb., but se.Nhb. sei, s.Dur.
n. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw. & e.

Yks., se.Yks. + sd, es.Yks. n.

nw. & sw.Lan. n.Der. n. &nw.
Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf.

saix Sh.I.

sat/ Dor.+zvi, but e.Dor. sai,

Som.+zai, nw.Dev.
saik s.Lan.+OT;', s.Chs. m.Shr.
sd m. & se.Yks.
sai em. & s.Lan. I. Ma., m.Bck.

+soi.

sasix s.Sc.

sex ne.Sc, but Bch. sai, sax,
Abd.+sa*', sax, S.Ayr.

sei se.Nhb.

seix s.Sc. Uls., but Ant. six.

sex wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. sai, sax.

six Sc, but Sh.I. saix, 'nv - sai,

ne.Sc. sex, Bch. sai, sax, Abd.
sai, sex, s% sn.Sc sax, wm.
Sc. se\, Ayr. sai, n.Ayr. sai,

sax, o.Ayr. sex, s.Sc. sai, sxix,
seix, Ant.

si/Yks., but nnw. & e.Yks. sai,

m.Yks. sd, se.Yks. sai, sd,

sw.Yks. si, es.Yks. sai, Cor.
si sw.Yks., se.Lan. +soik.
soi n.Stf. s.Lin. Lei. m.Bck.

Bdf. se.Ken.
soik se.Lan.

s»X sn.Sc.

•s»/w.Hrt. me.Wil.
svifsw.Dev.
sax Bch. Abd., n.Ayr. +53/.

sai ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

zai Sus. Som, e.Dev.

zif Dev.+zoif, but nw.Dev. sai/,

e.Dev. zai, sw.Dev. svif.

zvi nw. & w.Wil. Dor.
zvi/Dev.
Sight,77, 358—saixt Sh.& Or.I.

sait es.Yks. e.Suf. Sus., but e.

Sus. soit.

sait em.Lan.+s»/, Rut. m.Nhp.
sxixt s.Sc.

see.it n.Cum.+sir.

sext nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

sixt, Vls.+sei'xt, seit, but Ant.
sixt.

seixt Uls.

seit Uls. me.Nhb., s.Nhb. +sit,

nw. & se.Yks. +sit, I.Ma. s.

Chs., n.Stf.+soit, ne.Der.
sext wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. saxt.

seixt ne.Sc, but Bch. sixt, Abd.
six t, sax t.

set w.Som.+^if.
sixt Bch., Abd. +saxt, w.Frf. e.

Per. s.Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant.
sit m.Yks.+5!>r, nw.Lan.+si/.
siat m.Yks.
sit se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. &
m.Cum. Wm. nw. e. se. &
sw.Yks. n. nw. em. se. sw.
& s.Lan. n. nw. & s.Der. n.

& nw.Lin.
soit n.Stf. e.Der. s.Lin. Lei. e.

& w.War. m.Bck. se.Cmb.
Ken. e.Sus.

svxt sn.Sc.

svit e. & s.Oxf. w.Hrt.
saxt Abd. Ayr., but S.Ayr, sixt,

Lth. Edb.
sait ne.Nrf. I.W.
zet w. Som.
zait e. Dev.

zvit w.Wil. Dor. sw.Dev.
Sign, 223.
Signify, 364.
Silk, 70, 253—silk Inv. Bch. Abd.

w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
sw.&s.Nhb. Dur. n.& m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. Stf. I.Ma.
n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

siok me.Wil.
svlk nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

silk, Ayr., but s.Ayr. silk, Lth.
Edb. n.Bck. w.Som.

salk Peb. n.Nhb.
zilk Dor. Som. , but w. Som. svlk,

e.Dev.
Silly, i35. 229> 231—.seli em.Sc,

but Lth. Edb. soli, s.Sc.
sili Or.I., s.Ayr. +svli, Ant. sw.
& s.Nhb. n.Dur. u. & m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf.
n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
me.Wil.

sile Kcb.
svli s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
sale Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.
sali Inv. Ayr., but s.Ayr. sili, svli.

sola n.Nhb.
zili Sus. nw.Wil. Dor. Som. e

Dev.
Silver, 279.
Sin, in — sen ne.Sc. +sen, but

_
Bch. Abd. sm, s.Sc. e.Dor.

sen ne.Sc.

sin Sh.I., Inv.+svn, w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Uls.
me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n. & s.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n. & nw.Der.
Lin. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.
e.Suf. se.Ken. Sus.

sin w.Som.+zin.

svn Inv. sn.Sc.

san Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.
zen Dor., but e.Dor. sen.

zin w.Wil. Som., but w.Som.
sin, zin, e.Dev.

zin w.Som.
Since, 328—sain Or.I. s.Abd.
sein Cai.+sin, Cum.+sen, but n.
Cum. sin.

sen Sc.+sin, but Or.I. sain, Cai.
+sein, s.Abd. sain, w.Frf. c .

Per.+san, Ayr. sins, n.Ayr.+
sins, Lth. Edb. san, Kcb. sins,
Nhb., but n.Nhb. sens, sw. &
s.Nhb. sins, Dur. Cum., Wm.
vsins, but n.Wm.+sian, Yks.
+sin, Lan.+san, but em. sw. &
s.Lan. sin, Der. + sin, but u.
Der. +san, Lin., but nw.Lin.
sin, n.Nhp. War. Shr., but m.
Shr. sens, e.An. Sus.

sens n.Nhb. s.Stf. m.Shr. Oxf.
sin Sc. Ir., but Ant. sins, n.Cum.

Yks. em. sw. & s.Lan. Chs.,
n.St(.+sins, Der. nw.Lin. Lei.

sins Ayr., but n.Ayr. +sin, Kcb.
Ant. sw. 4 s.Nhb. Wm. I.Ma.
11. Stf. se.Ken.

sian n.Wm.+««.
san w.Frf. e.Per.+sen, Lth. Edb.

Lan. n.Der.
zins Som., but w. Som.zinz, zvnz.
zinz w.Som.+zvnz, e.Dev.
zvns nw.Wil.
zvnz w.Som.
Sinew, 268.
Sing, 71, 274. 425, 426, 427, 429,

432—sain Ant.
sein wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. sin.
sen s.Sc. Glo.
sin Or.I., Inv.+sin, Bch. Abd.

w.Frf. e.Per., Ayr.+san, Kcb.
sw. & s.Nhb. Cum. Wm. sw.
Yks. 11. & se.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf.
n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken!

sipg m. 4 sw.Lan. s.Stf. Lei.
suj Inv.

san Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.
zan nw.Wil. Dor.
zin Sus. Som. e.Dev.
Singe, 352, 425, 433j 434 .

single, 256, 272.
Sink, 71, 340, 425, 426, 427,429,

432—saink Ant.
senk s. Sc.

sink Inv. + svnk, Bch. Abd. w.
Frf. e.Per., Ayr.+sank, Kcb.
sw.&s.Nhb.n.fcm.Cum.Wm
sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n'
Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

svnk Inv.

sank Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb
zenk Glo. nw.Wil. Dor.
zitjk Sus. Som. e.Dev.

Sister, 284, 379_sestam w.Som.
+zvstalr).

sist/airyWm., but n.Wm. sislar,
w.Wm. sistar, n.Lan.

sistfar Ti.C\im.+sisJ>ar.
sistaw s.Nhb. m.Cum. sw Yks

em. se. & sw.Lan. Stf. n.Der'
Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil

vstar Or.I. Inv., Abd.+s^,
wm.Sc, Ayr. +sastar, Kcb
Ant. sw.Nhb. w.Wm., I.Ma'
+sisj>ar.
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sisfiair) s.Lan.

sisfiar n.Cum. n.Wm. I.Ma.
sastar Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Lth. Edb.
sestaiy) Dor.
sistacr) Sus. nw.Wil. nw.Som. e.

Dev.
awfeoiw.Som.

Sit, 68, 425, 427, 429, 430, 432—
set s.Ayr. + sit, s.Sc. ne.Nrf.

Sus.

sit s.Ayr. Kcb. Uls. sw. & s.Nhb.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.

Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n. & ne.

Der. n.Hrf. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

sat Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

em . Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr. set, sit,

n.Nhb.
set Wil. Dor.
sit Som. e.Dev.

Six, 361

—

saks Or.I. ne.Sc, em.

Sc.+seks.

sssks Sh-. I. e.Suf.

seks em. & s.Sc.

siks w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb.

Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. m.
Cum. Wm. nm. & sw.Yks.

Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. Lin. m.
Nhp. s.Nrf. s.Oxf. se.Ken.me.

Wil.
saks Ayr., but s.Ayr. siks.

saks Dor., but e.Dor. siks.

seks sw.Dev.+ziks.

siks Sus. nw.Wil. e.Dor. Som.

e. & sw.Dev.
Sker, 323.

Skill, 337-
Skim, 337.
Skin, 68, 337—skinw. Frf. e. Per,

Ayr.Kcb.Ant.Nhb.Dur.Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs.

Stf. Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.

War. Wor. Shr. Oxf. e.An.

se.Ken. Sus. Wil. Dev. Cor.

skin w.Som.
skan Inv. ne.Sc. Lth. Edb.

Skip, 337-
Skirt, 337.
Skist, 323.
Skull, 337-

Sky, 178,249,337—s*fl«sm.Lan.

skai Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
nnw. & snw.Yks., se.Yks.+

ska, sw. & es.Yks. 11. nw. &

sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. m.

Shr. s.Oxf. Sus., but e.Sus.

skoi, e.Dev.

ska m. b se.Yks.

skai s.Sc. em. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

s.Chs., nw.Der.+skjai, Rut.+

skoi, s.War. e.Suf.

skei Vis., but Ant. skai, me. &

se.Nhb. e.Yks.

ski n.Nhb.
skj'ai Sh.I.

skjai nw.Der.
skoi se.Lan. n. & wm.Stf. Kut.

Lei. m.Nhp. Glo. Bck. se.Ken.

sto' w.Hrt. me. & w.Wil. Dor.

w.Som. Dev. w.Cor.

skai ne.Nrf.

Slack, 24.

Slain, 48—slain Glo. se.Ken. w.

Wil. e.Dor.

sl&n nnw.Yks.
shin s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. e.

Ken. _ , A . _ ._

slean ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. slen,

se. & sw.Nhb., se.Yks.-H&M,
sw.Yks. n.Stf, Lin. w.Hrt.

slen s.Sc.

slen Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. me. & s.Nhb. m.Cum.
w.Wm. Lan.

slian ne. m. & se.Yks.

Slanget, 323.
Slate, 204.

Slaughter, 36, 284, 358, 359—
slaxtar Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Ant.

slafta(.r> Dur. Cum., but m.Cum.
sloutair), Yks., but e.Yks.

slafpalri, Lan., but em. & sw.
Lan. slpta;r).

slafpaw e.Yks.

slautar sw.Nhb.
slaxtar w.Frf. e.Per., n.Ayr.+

slauxtar, Peb.

sldtair) se.Ken.

slaxtar Kcb.
slauxtar n.Ayr.
slajiar I.Ma.

sloutair) m.Cum.
slpxtar Ayr., but n.Ayr. slaxtar,

slauxtar, s.Ayr. slaxtar, Lth.

Edb.
slpta(r) em. & sw.Lan. Stf. n.

Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. me.Wil.

Slay—slai Glo. se.Ken., w.Wil.

+zlm, w.Som.
slm ne.Nrf.

slei e.Suf. Som., but w.Som.
slai, e.Dev.

slea sw.Nhb. c. se. & sw.Yks. n.

Stf. n. & nw.Lin. w.Hrt.

sle Sc. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.

Cum. w.Wm. em. se. & s.

Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. s.Lin.

slia m.Yks.
sli Lei.

slai Dor.

six w.Wil.
Sleep, 131, 132, 425, 427, 429,

432 — ship nnw.Yks. + slip,

snw.Yks., m.Yks. + sliap, s.

Chs. n.Stf. Lei. m.Nhp.
se.Lan. +slep, e.Suf.

se.Lan. e.Som., w.Som.+

zlep, zliap, n.Dev.

slip s.Sur. w.Sus. me.Wil.

sliap m.Yks., n.Der. nw.Lin.

+

slip, s.Lin. s.Oxf. w.Wil.

shp ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.,

but s.Ayr. slip, Kcb. s.Sc, n.

Cum.+sftp, I.Ma.

slip Or.I. Inv. sn.Sc. wm.Sc,

but n.Ayr. shp, s.Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Ant. Nhb. n. & s.Dur.

n. & m.Cum. Wm. nnw. e. se.

& sw.Yks. n. em. sw. & s.Lan.

s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. nw.Lin.

Rut. n.Shr. m.Bck. ne.Nrf.

se.Ken. Sus., but w.Sus. slip,

zlep Dor.w.Som. nw. & sw. Dev.

zliap w.Som.
Sleeve, 145—sleiv n.Stf. Sus.

sliav se.Lan., n.Der. nw.Lin.+

sliv, s.Oxf.

sliv Sc. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. 11.

Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm. sw.

Yks. n. m.& sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.

Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. se.Ken.

me.Wil.

zlev Dor.

Slew, 167, 249-^'" Kcb.+sfa, =.

Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm.

sw.Yks. em.Lan. s.Stf. nw.

Lin. Som.
slju I.Ma.

slii Sc, but Kcb.+sliu, sw.Nhb.
se.Lan. s.Oxf. se.Ken. e.Dev.

Slide, 425, 427, 429, 432.
Slight, 77, 358—slait w.Wm. n.

Der. s.Oxf. Sus. e.Dev.
slait em.Lan.
shit s.Nhb. I.Ma., n.Stf. +sloit.

shit Inv.

slet w.Som.
slixt Abd.+shxt, s.Ayr. Peb.

Kcb. Ant.

slit m.Cum. s.Lan.

sloit n. & s.Stf. se.Ken.

slvit me.Wil.
slaxt Bch. Abd. Ayr., but s,

Ayr. slixt, Lth. Edb.
Sling, 55, 425, 427, 432—slitj

Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Kcb. sw.&s.Nhb. Dur. n. &m.
Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. & se.

Lan. Stf.n. Der.nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Som.,butw. Som. zlitj.

sling m. & sw.Lan.
slat] n.Nhb. Lth. Edb.
zlan Dor.

zliij w.Som. e.Dev.

Slinget, 323.

Slink, 425, 427, 429, 432.

Slit, 67, 425, 427, 429, 432—sht

Inv., Abd.+sfer, s.Ayr. Kcb.

Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. Lan.

I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.

Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.

Som.
sht Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr., but s.Ayr. slit, Lth. Edb.

zlet Dor.

slit e.Dev.

Sloe, 268, 383, 384.

Sloonge, 323.

Slow, 127— slau Glo. se.Ken.

sla s.Sc.+sla, me.Nhb., se.Nhb.

+s/o, s.Nhb., n.Dur.+s/oK, s.

Dur. n.Cum.+s/o, nnw.Yks.,

snw.Yks.+s/p, 11. & nw.Lan.

w.Wil.
sla s.Sc.

sha, slia m.Yks.+sloa.

slo ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. slo.

slou n.Dur. s.Stf. s.Oxf. Ess. e.

Suf. e.Sus.

stom.Yks.,se.Yks.+s/p,sw.Yks.

sip n.Nhb. m.Cum. snw. & se.

Yks. I.Ma. n. & nw.Lin.

slo Sh.I. Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc

w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. Uls. se. & sw.

Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum. Wm. e.

Yks. m. se. sw. & s.Lan. n.

Stf. n. & nw.Der. s.Lin. Lei.

Sus., but e.Sus. slou.

slou ne.Nrf. me.Wil.

Slunk, 272.

Small, 40, 25s, 298—smane.bc.
w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Ant. n.

Cum.
smal Dor. w.Som. nw.Dev.

sma Peb. Kcb.

smml me.Wil. e.Dev.

smoal w. & sw.Yks.

smp wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. m.Cum.

Wm. n. se. sw. & s.Lan. 11.

Der. Sus.

smpllMa. s.Stf. nw.Lin. s.Oxi.

se.Ken.

smo sw.Nhb. em. & sm.Lan

Smart,56-««flrtsw.Nhb. I.Ma.

smal s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm
sw.Yks. n. & se.Lan. btt.

Der. Lin. Not. Rut. Lei. Nhp.

War. Wor. Shr. Oxf. Ken.
Sus. me.Wil. w.Som. Dev.
w.Cor.

smmrt s.Sc.

smeet sw.Lan. nw.Som.
smert ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb. Ant.

sniit sm.Lan.
Smash, 27

—

smaif sm. & s.Lan.

Som.
smafne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.

Sc, s.Ayr.\smef, Kcb. Ant.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. snw. &
se.Yks. n. se. tsw.Lan. I.Ma.,

n.Stf.+smf/", n. & nw.Der. s.

Lin. s.Oxf.

sma/ Lth. Edb.

smseifme. & w.Wil.
smffl/ne.Nrf. Suf. Dor. e.Dev.

smefs.Ayr. e. & sw.Yks. n.Stf.

11. & nw.Lin.

smef se.Ken.
smof s.Stf.

Smeek, 340, 341.

Smell, 52, 428, 433—smeI Sh. &
Or.I. Sc. n.Ir. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf.

Der. Lin. Not. Rut. Lei. Nhp.

War. Wor. Shr. Oxf. e.An.

Ken. Sus.

smil Wil. nw.Dev.
smvl w.Som.
Smelt, 323.

Smeuse, 323.

Smite, 425.
Smith, 316.

Smithy, 315.

Smoke, 340.

Smooth, 162, 317—smiu6 em.

Lan.+smtid, n. & s.Stf.

smuiS sw.Yks.
smiiS ne.Sc. Kcb. Ant. Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. n. em. & sw.

Lan. I.Ma. n.Der. 1.. & nw.

Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil.

smup w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

smaS Or.I.

smile Lth. e.Suf. e.Dev.

Smush, 323.

Snail, 48— s»oiVne.Yks.+««a',s.

Lin.+s«ft>/, s.Pem1
se.Ken. w.

Wil., w.Dor.+sMffl/, e.Som.

snaial e.Dor.

snal ne.Yks.

snml Sh.I. w.Dor.

sneil Ant., nnw.Yks. + sneal,

snw.Yks. n.Wor. se.Brks.,

m.Bck. +sneal, e.Suf., n.Dev. +

zneil.

sneal se. & sw.Nhb., nnw. Yks.,

m.Yks.+sm>/, sw.Yks. n.Stf.,

n.Lin.+sKT/, s.Lin., w.War.+

snhl, s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. w.

Hrt. s.Sur. Sus. w.Wil.

sneil ne.Sc.

sm>/s.Sc. n.Cum.
sM3Inv.sn.Sc. w.Frf.e.Per.wm.

Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. me. &

s.Nhb. Dur. n. em.sm. se. sw.

nis. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n. &

nw.Der. Rut. Lei. ne. & sw.

Nhp.
snial nw.Lan.

snial e.Yks.+sml,m.Yk s.w.War.

snil e. & se.Yks. wm.Stf. n.Lin.

Lei. . ,

znail Dor., but eD>or. snaial, w.

Dor. snail, snsel.

zneil n.Dev.

Snaste, 323.

Snawp, 323* n121-2
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Sneeze, 190—sneiz n.Stl.

snez me. Wil.
sniaz n.Der. nw.Lin. +sntz.

sntz Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr.Lth. Edb.Kcb.s.Sc.
Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. I. Ma. Chs. n.Der.

nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf. Ken.
Sus. e.Dev.

Snicker, 323.
Snooze = a noose, 323.
Snop, 323.
Snow, 127, 249, 425, 429

—

snau
m.Nhp.+snou, Glo. nw.Nrf.
se.Ken.

sua Sh. & Or.L, ne.Sc. + snjdv,

sn. & nm.Sc. s.Ayr. Peb. Ant.

11. & me. Nhb., se.Nhb. +sno,

s.Nhb., Dur. +sno, n.Cum.+
snoa, sw.Wm. nnw. & snw.
Yks. n. & nw.Lan. w.Wil.

sna Kcb. s.Sc, Uls. +sno, but
Ant. sna.

snjav ne.Sc.

snou s.Stf., ne.Nhp. + sno, m.
Nhp. s.Oxf.

snoa n.Cum., e.Yks. + sno, m. &
sw.Yks.

sup wm.Sc. Ltli. Edb. m.Cum.
ne.Wm. ne. se. & es.Yks.

I. Ma. n. & nw.Lin. Glo. w.
Sus. nw. & e.Dev.

snou e.Suf.

sno Uls. se. & sw.Nhb. Dur. w.
Wm. e.Yks. em. sm. se. sw.
& s.Lan. n.Stf. n. nw. e. & w.
Der. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. ne.Nhp.
s.War. m.Shr. nw. & w.
Som.

snou ne.Nrf. e.Sus. me.Wil.
znp Dor.
So, 125, 235, 444

—

sau se.Ken.

sm Sh.I.+sf.

set Ant.

seu Ess.+som, but e.Ess. sou.

sea ne.Yks.+se, sia, nw.Yks. +50?,
snw.Yks.+s*a, sia, e.Yks.+sw,

so, m.Yks., nm.Yks.+s*>, sus,

sm.Yks.+sia.

se (unstressed form) Sh. & Or.I.

ne.Sc. Frf. Ayr. Edb. Peb.

Wgt.
scSh. & Or.I., Cai.+so, ne.Sc,

sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. + so, em.
& wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb., Wgt.
sw.Nhb. + st, so, ne.Yks.

si (unstressed form) s.Sc. me. &
s.Nhb. Dur. n. & e.Wm. ne.

m. & e.Yks.

sia e.Cum.+iis, w.Cum.+sw, sm,
n. & e.Wm. + s;>, s.Wm., n.

Yks. +ste, nw. nnw. & snw.
Yks., nw.Lan.+sua.

sis s.Sc.+so, n. m. e. & w.Cum.
n. e. & w.Wm. u. ne. snw. e.

nm. & sm.Yks., se.Yks.+sp.

si Wgt., me. & se.Nhb.+so, sw.
Nhb., s.Nhb. n. Dur. + 50, s.

Dur.
sou m.Nhp. +soa, so, s.Oxf. n.

Bck., Hrt.+so, butw.Hrt.s«a,
Hnt. ne.Nrf., e.Suf.+sd«,Ess.,
e.Sus.+so.

so} e. & m.Lin.
sg se.Yks.

so (unstressed form) n.Ayr. n.

Dur. nw.Yks. s.Lan. e.Lin. m.
Shr. w.Oxf. Bdf. e.Sus. w.
Som. n. & s.Dev.

sou e.Suf. e.Ess. e.Ken. s.Sur.

w.Sus.

so) nw. Yks. n.&nw.Lin.m.Nhp.
soCai. sn.Sc. nm.Sc, but w.Frf.

e.Per. +se, wm. & s.Sc. Uls.,

but Ant. set, Nhb., but me. &
se.Nhb. +si, sw.Nhb. + se, st,

s.Nhb.+sF, n.Dur. e.Yks., sw.

& s.Yks. +sua, em. sm. se. &
sw.Lan. I. Ma. s.Chs. Stf., but

em.Stf. sua, wm. & s.Stf. sit,

Der., but nw.Der. sit, Not.

Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. War. Wor.
Shr., but n. & m.Shr. sua, e.

Hrf.+so,n.nw. &e.Oxf. Brks.

Bck., Bdf. + s«^, Hrt. e.An.,

but ne.Nrf. sou, e.Suf. sou,

sou, Ess. seu, sou, but e.Ess.

sou,n. Ken. e.Sus., w.Wil. sw.
Dev.+so, Cor., but e.Cor. zo.

su (unstressed form) m. & s.Lan.

Chs. Stf. e.Suf.

sus w.Cum. nm. se. w. sw. es. &
s.Yks. n. nw. m. & s.Lan. em.
Stf. n. h m.Shr. Bdf. w.Hrt.

sii s.Chs. wm. & s.Stf. nw.Der.
zo (unstressed form) e.Hrf. Sus.

Hmp. w.Som. n.Dev. se.Cor.

zo e.Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. Hmp. w.
Wil. w.Dor. w.Som. n. sw. &
s.Dev. e.Cor.

zu e.Dor. e. & s.Som.
[The unstressed form is gen. sa.~]

Soak, 249, 340.
Soap, 121, 122

—

setup se.Ken.
seip Ant.
sip Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Fer.+sop.

sip em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.
sictp m.Cum. Wm.
sjep s.Nhb. n.Dur. +sop.
sop Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

soap n.Stf., me.Wil.+spp.
sjjp me.Wil.
soap se.Lan. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Sus.
sop s.Nhb. .n.Dur., em.Lan. +

suap, sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.

Stf.

sup s.Chs.

suap sw.Yks. n. m. & em. Lan. n.

Der.
sup Lei.

zip •w.Som.+zuap.

zpp Dor. e.Dev.
zuap w.Som.
Sod, 82.

Soft, 279

—

soft Or.I. ne.Sc w.
Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. Ant., n.

Cum. +soft, s.Stf. ne.Nrf. Sus.

soft Lth. Edb. m.Nhp., se.Ken.
+spft.

sdts.Nhp. Glo. Hmp., Wil. +50/?,

zdt, Dor. Som., but w.Som.
spf, Dev.

so/1. Ma.

soft sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.
Cum. sw.Yks. u. em. & sw.
Lan. n.Stf. n. ne. & w.Der.
Lin. s.Oxf. Wil.

spfw.Som.
spft se.Lan. se.Ken.

soft Peb.

zdt Wil.
Soften, 290.

Soil, sb., 213

—

sail n.Ayr. Lth.

Edb. se. sw. & s.Lan. s.Stf.

Glo. s.Oxf. Lon. se.Ken. Sus.

said me.Wil.
sail em. & ms.Lan. I.Ma. ne. &
w.Der.

siil Inv. Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. Peb.

soil w.Frf. e.Per. Ant. n. & s.

Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.
Yks. n. & sm.Lan. n.Stf. Lin.

soil Bdf.

sail ne.Nrf.

Sold, 41, 244, 253, opi— saud
em. se. & s.Lan. n.Der.

s««/Ant., l.Ma.+soul.

sauld sw.Nhb. se.Ken.

sal ne.Sc.

said Sh.I.

s«Ws.Sc.
seuld Uls.+soW, but Ant. saul.

soudn. & sw.Lan., u.Stf.+svud,

ne.Shr.
soul I. Ma.
sould se.Nhb. n.Dur.

soald n.Cum. s.Oxf.

spld wm.Sc.
soud m.Lin.
sod s.Stf. s.Lin. e.Suf. Ess.

sold Uls. Rut. Lei.

suald w.~Wil.+zvul(d.

soud ms.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. nw.
e. & s.Der. m.Shr., ne.Nrf. +
svuld.

svuld ne.Nrf. me.Wil.
swoald n.Ken.
zol Dor., w.Som.+zold.

zold w.Som. nw.Dev.
zoulid w.Wil.
zwold e.Som.
Solder, 297.
Some, 101

—

som Uls., but Ant.

sum, w.Oxf.+sum.
sum Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

n. nw. & em. Lan. n. & s.Stf.

n.Der. Lin. Rut.

sum Ant. m. se. sw. ms. & s.

Lan. I. Ma. Chs. Dnb. e. &
wm.Stf. ne. nw. e. & s.Der.

Lei. sw.Nhp. e. & s.War.
Wor. n. & ne.Shr., nw.Oxf.+
svm, w.Oxf. n.Bck.

som Sc. m.Nhp. m.Shr. n.Hrf.

e.Hrf. nw. e. & s.Oxf. m.Bck.
Bdf. Hrt. Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ess.

Ken. Cor.

zom nw. & e.Dev.

zpm w.Som.+som.
zom Glo. Sus. Hmp. Wil. Dor.

nw. e. & w.Som. n. & s.Dev.

Somebody, 233, 276, 299.
Somewhat, 247.
Son, 100, 101

—

sen Cai.+szM, ne.

Sc. +svn, but Bch. Abd. san.

sin Cai. Ant. e.Som. nw.Dev.
sian m.Yks.+sun.
son Uls., but Ant. sin, s.War.

n. Bck.+SMH, e.Dev.+zin.
sun me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.
Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. e. m.
nm. se. sw. es. ms. Se s.Yks. n.

nw. & em. Lan., n.Stf.+siin, s.

Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut., Lei.+
sun, Bdf.

sun m. sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan.
Chs. I.Ma. Fit. Dnb. n. e. em.
& s.Stf. nw. & e.Der. Not. Lei.

ne.Nhp., m. & sw.Nhp. +son,
e. St. s.War. n.Wor., s.Wor.
+svn, n. ne. & se.Shr., nw.
& w.Oxf. +svn, n.Bck. nw.
Hrt.

svn Sh.I. ne. sn. nm. em. wm.
sm. & s.Sc. m. & sw.Nhp. s.

Wor. m.Shr., e.Hrf. +zon, s.

Pern. nw. w. & s.Oxf. Hrt, but
nw.Hrt. sun, Hnt. Cmb. Nrf.
Suf. Ess. Ken. s.Sur. Sus.
me.Wil.

san Bch. Abd.
zin w.Som.+zvn, e. & s.Dev.
zon nw.Som.

zvn e.Hrf. Glo. Hmp. nw. & w.
Wil. Dor. w.Som. n.Dev.

Song, 32—san Sh. & Or.I. ne.

Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. & wm.
Sc. sm.Sc, but s.Ayr. say,

Uls. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. ne.

nnw. snw. c. & m.Yks., es.

Yks.+son, n. & nw.Lan.
say s.Ayr. s.Sc.

sot) sw. & es.Yks. em. & se.Lan.

I.Ma. n.Stf., n.Der.+s«>/, Lin.

Rut. m.Nhp. Oxf. Nrf. Suf.

Ess. me.Wil.
spn se.Ken.
son Bdf.

sun s.Lan. n.Der.
sung s.Stf.

sittj s.Chs. Lei. War.
sung sm.sw. & ms.Lan. nw.Der.
svn m.Shr. n.Hrf.

zon Sur. w.Wil. Dor. n. & e.

Som., -w.Siom.+zpH, e. & sw.
Dev.

zpn w.Som.
Soon, 162, 163, 249, 306, 321—
sian nnw.Yks.+smw.
sin n.Ayr. Ant.
siun me. & sw.Nhb. +sian, s.

Nhb., n.Dur.+«>«, n. & m.
Cum. ne.Wm. nnw. & snw.
Yks. 11. & em. Lan., se.Lan.H-

suin, n. Stf. + svun, s.Stf., n.

Der. + sun, s.Der., Rut. +sun,
Lei., n.Shr. nw.Hrt. +siin, se.

Hrt. se.Cmb. e.Ken.
siun ne.Nrf.+5«w.
sian n. & me. Nhb., se.Nhb.+

sj'un, sw.Nhb. 11. & s.Dur. w.
& sw.Wm. ne. e. m. & se.

Yks. nw.Lan.
sin ne.Sc.

sjun se.Nhb.
son m.Nhp.
«o'»sw. & ms.Yks. se.Lan., s.

Lan.+s«k.
sun I.Ma. +sun, s.War. s.Wor.

m.Shr. nw. e. & w.Oxf. Brks.
n.Bck. Bdf., e.Suf. +sun, u.

Ken. s.Sur., e.Sus. +suan, w.
Sus.

suan s.Lin. m.Bck. e.Sus.

sun Uls., but Ant. sin, m. sw.
ms. & s.Lan. I.Ma., em.Stf.H-
svun, n. & nw.Der., e.Der.+
svun, Not. Lin., but s.Lin.
suan, Rut. ne.Nhp. e.War.
n. & se.Shr. n.Hrf. s.Pem. 3.

Oxf. nw.Hrt. Hnt. Cmb., but
se.Cmb. siun, nw.Nrf. Ess.
se.Ken. e.Dor.

svun n. e. & em.Stf. ne. & e.Der.
seen w.Frf. e.Per. Peb. s.Sc.

sceun s.Chs.

seen Sh.I.+/S«, Kcb.
sun sn.Sc. +JSn, nm.Sc. +fiin,

but w.Frf. e.Per. seen, sm.
Sc, but s.Ayr. Jin, Kcb. seen,

_sw.Dev.+zin, zun.
sun wm.Sc.+fin,fcen, but n.Ayr.

sin, Lth. Edb.+/««, ne.Nrf.
e.Suf.

fin wm.Sc s.Ayr.
feen wm.Sc.
Jon Sh. & Or.I. sn.Sc.

fun nm.Sc.
fun Lth. Edb.
zin sw.Dev.
zun me. & w.Wil.
zitn Glo., nw.Wi!.+,S(<wa?, c. & s.

Som.
zund nw.Wil.
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sSn w.Som.
sun n. & sw.Dev.
sun e.Dev.
Soot, 169, 249—siWsw. & s.Nhb.

n.Dur. m.Cum. nnw.Yks.,
snw.Yks.+sut.

sidt n.Nhb., se.Nhb. +sjut, s.

Dur. Wm. ne.Yks., e.Yks.

+

sut, m.Yks., se.Yks.+sK*, nw.
Lan.

sit ne.Sc.+s»?, n. & s.Ayr.
sjut se.Nhb.
suit sw. & ms.Yks.
sut Uls. me.Nhb. e. se. & es.Yks.,

em.Lan. I.Ma.+szi?, n. fcs.Stf.

s.Lin. ,Rut.+sirt, Glo., se.Ken.
+svt.

sut Inv. n.Cum. snw.Yks. n. &
sm.Lan., se.Lan. + sitt, sw. &
s.Lan. 11. & nw.Der. a. & nw.
Lin.

sut em. & se.Lan. I.Ma. wm.
Stf. Lei.

sot ne.Sc, sn.Sc. +sotf, sm.Sc+
siit, but S.Ayr, sit, Kcb. scet,

Lth. Edb. + sut, Rut. s.War.
s.Wor. ne. & m.Shr. s.Oxf.
m.Bck. Bdf.ne. fcs.Nrf. Ken.,
but se.Ken. +sut, s.Siir. Sus.

I.W. w.Som. e.Dev.

scet Or.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.,

wm.Sc.+sut, Ayr., but n. &s.
Ayr. sit, Peb. Kcb. s.Sc.

silt nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

scet, sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. n.Dev.
.sut wm.Sc.
.sut me. & w.Wil. Dor. e. & s.

Som.
Sooth, 316.

Sop, 82.

Sore, 126

—

seacr) s.Nhb. Dur. m.
Cum. ne. e. & m.Yks., se.

Yks.+suacrl.

sear sw.Nhb.
ser Sh. & Or.I. ne. nm. em. wm.

sm. & s.Sc. me. & se.Nhb. 11.

Cum., Wm.+siar.
stain nnw. & snw.Yks. nw.Lan.
siar Wm.
soa(n n.Stf. Rut. Lei. ne.Nrf.

Ken. me.Wil.
soar I.Ma.

soa(f) se. & sw.Lan. Chs. n.Der.

n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf. a.

Sur. Sus.

sor sn.Sc. Ant.

suair) se. sw. & es.Yks. n. em.

ms. & s.Lan. s.Stf. nw.Der.
s.Lin. s.War. n. nw. fce.Oxf.

Brks., w.Wil.+««n
.soa(r> n. & e.Dev.

suair) w.Wil. e.Dor. w.Som.
Sorrow, 349.
Sort, 383.
Sough= a drain, 348.

Sought, 166, 358—sa«/sw.Nhb.

Wm. snw.Yks. em. se. & s.

Lan. n.Der.

saxt Vls.+soxt.

.sat I.Ma. s.War.

soxt ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Kcb. Uls.

souxt sm.Sc.+spxA but Kcb -

soxt, s.Sc.

.sout n. me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur.

Cum. ne. nnw. e. m. se. sw.

& es.Yks. n. nw. & sw.Lan.

nw.Lin.
sort Rut., ne.Nrf.+svut.

sQxt sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

spt' s.Stf. Lei. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

soxt wm.Sc.
sot e.Suf.

soxt Ayr. Peb.
svut ms.Lan. n.Lin. ne.Nrf.
sat Brks. Dor.
spt e.Dev.
Soul, 127, 306—saul Or.I. +sdl,

Bch. Abd. sn. & em.Sc, wm.
Sc.+sp/, sol, Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
sw.Nhb. Wm., nnw. snw. &
sw.Yks.+sow/, em.Lan. + sol,

se.Lan., s.Lan. + soul, Glo.+
saul, se.Ken.

sal Or.I., w.Frf. e.Per.+svul.
seul Uls., but Ant. saul.
soul ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. saul,
me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.
Cum. nnw. snw. c. se. & sw.
Yks. n. nw. sm. sw. & s.Lan.
I.Ma.

soual m.Lin.
sort m.Yks.
sort nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

sal, soul, s.Oxf.
sortd e. Suf.

spl wm.Sc. sm.Sc, but Kcb.
saul, nw.Lin.

sol Inv. wm. & s.Sc. em. Lan. n.

Stf. n.Der. Lei.

sold ne.Nrt.+sould.

surt s.Lin.

svul w.Frf. e.Per. ne. & nw.
Der. w.Wil.

svuld ne.Nrf.
saul Glo.
sgl n.Dev.
soul e.Dor.

sort e.Dev.
.so/Dor., bute.Dor.soK/, w.Som.
Sound, sb., 308.

Sound, arf/., 104

—

saind s.Chs., n.

Der.+saand, nw.Der.
saun s.Stf.

saund es.Yks. n.Lan.

saand n.Stf. n.Der.

sand sw.Yks.+seand, s.Lan.

+

saind.

saind sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan.

seundsX.in. Lei. m.Bck. se.Ken.

seand sw.Yks.
soun I.Ma.

sound nw.Lan.
sun ne. & wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. +

sund, Ant.
sund Sh. & Or.I. w.Frf. e.Per.

n.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc. me. & sw.

Nhb.
sun sm.Sc, Lth. Edb. n.Cum.+

sund.

sund sn.Sc. Lth. Edb. n. se. &
sw.Nhb. s.Dur. u. & m.Cum.
Wm. ne. snw. e. m. & se.

Yks. nw.Lin.
sound m.Shr. s.Oxf. e.Suf. Sus.

me.Wil.
saund ne.Nrf.

saund e. Dev.

seun w.Som.
Soup, 386.

South, 171, 172—«w/ nw.Der.+

sauj>.

sau} nnw. & snw.Yks.+s«j3, es.

Yks. n. & se.Lan. s.Stf. n. &

nw.Der.
sd} sw.Yks.+sea}, s.Lan.+sa^.

sm} sm. sw. & s.Lan.

seu} Uls., but Ant. suf, s.Lin.,

Lei.+so»A n.Wor. se.Ken.

sea} sw.Yks.
sou} I.Ma. n.Stf.

su} Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per
, Ayr.+s^, Peb. Ant. s.

Nhb. n.Cum. nw.Lin.
su} ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. su}

wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
me. se. & sw.Nhb. Dur. m.
Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. e. m.
& se.Yks. n.Lin.

sou} Lei. Oxf. w.Hrt. Suf. me.
Wil. e.Dor.

sau} ne.Nrf.

seuS w.Som.+£»«$.
sou} w.Wil.
Sow, sb., 106, 425, 432—sai s.

Chs., nw.Der.+sau.
sau s.Stf. n. & nw.Der., Glo.

+zvu.
sd sw.Yks., ms.Yks. +s;'h.

seu nnw.Yks.+s«, s.Lin. Lei.
m.Bck. se.Ken.

siu n.Cum.+so«, m.Cum. Wm.
ne.Yks., snw.Yks.+sS, e.Yks.
+sou, se. & ms.Yks.

sou n.Cum. e.Yks. I.Ma. n.Stf.
sU Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.

Frf. e.Per. em. wm. & sm.Sc.
Ant. me. se. & sw.Nhb. Dur.
nnw. snw. & m.Yks. n. nw.
em. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. n. &
nw.Lin.

sou s.Sc Rut. m.Shr. Oxf. e.

Suf. e.Sus.
see nw.Dev.
sau ne.Nrf.

sau w.Som,
sou Glo. w.Sus. Wil. e.Som. e.

Dev.
sau n.Dev.
Sow, v., 127, 425, 432

—

sau em.
Lan.+so, Glo. se.Ken.

sd Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. s.Ayr. Peb. Kcb., s.Sc.

+sa, Ant.,se.Nhb.+5o, s.Nhb.

sw.Wm. nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.
+so, n. & nw.Lan.

sa s.Sc
sou s.Stf. s.Oxf., ne.Nrf.+sou.

soa e. m. & sw.Yks.
sp wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. m.Cum.

ne. & es.Yks. I.Ma. Lin., but

s.Lin. 50.

sou se.Cmb. e.Suf.

so Inv. me. se. & sw.Nhb. s.Dur.

n.Cum. w.Wm. snw.Yks. em.

se. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.
Der. s.Lin. Lei. w.War. e.

Oxf. Sus.

sou ne.Nrf. me.Wil.
sd w.Wil.
sou e.Hrf.

sp Dor. nw.Dev.
so e.Som. e.Dev.

Spake

—

spaik se.Ken.

spak Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. em.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb.

Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
Yks. a. & em.Lan.

speak n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Dor.

spek Inv. n.Ayr.

Span, 382.

Spare, 425, 429, 434.

Spark, 37

—

spark Inv. ne.Sc w.

Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.

Uls. sw.Nhb. I.Ma.

spaak em. Lan. n.Stf. e.Dev.

spdk s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. n. & se.Lan. n.Der.

nw.Lin. Glo. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

Sus. me.Wil. Dor. Som.

spxrk s.Sc.

spaik sw.Lan.

spak sm.Lan.

Sparrow, 245.
Speak, 59, 60, 340, 425,426, 427,

430, 432— speik ne.Sc, but
Bch. Abd. spik, Ldd., nnw.
Yks.+spiak, snw. sw. & ms.
Yks., s.Yks.+spek, m. sm. sw.
ms. & s.Lan., s.Stf. +spek,sptk,
e.Der., Rut. + spek, m.Nhp. +
spik, sw.Nhp.+s/><*, spik, nw.
Oxf. n.Bck.+spek, llnt.+sfitk,
w.Sur.

spek Sh.I.

speak n.Stf.+spik, n.Lin.+spiak,
e.Suf. nw.Wi].

spek Or.I. Cai. Uls., but Ant.
sptk, Ldd. speik, es. & s.Yks.
se.Lan. I.Ma., Chs.+spik, Fit.

Dnb. s.Stf. n.Der., ne.Der. +
sptk, nw.Der., Not.+5/ri.Rut.,
Lei. +sptk, but n.Lei. spiak, ne.
Nhp. +spTk, sw.Nhp. s.War.
n. & s.Wor. n.Shr., ne.Shr.+
sptk, m.Shr., se.Shr. +sptk,
Glo. nw. e. & w.Oxf. n. & m.
Bck., Bdf.+5/.fA, Cmb. ne.Nrf.
w.Suf. sm.Hmp. me.Wil., e.

Gor.+spiak, spik, Som. Dev.
spiak n.Cum.+sp'tk, m.Wm., sw.
& s.'Wm. +sfiik, ne. nnw. e. m.
& nm.Yks., se.Yks. + spik, n.

nw. & em. Lan. n. nw. & s.Lin.

n.Lei., e.Hrf. +spik, s.Oxf. se.

Hrt. w.Wil. e.Dor.

spik Bch. Abd., sn.Sc.+sptk, w.
Frf. e.Per. em.Sc, but Lth.
Edb. spik, wm.Sc.+sp7k, Ayr.
Kcb. s.Sc, se.Nhb. + sptk, n.

Cum.
spik Inv. sn. & wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

Ant. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.
e. & m.Cum. n. w. sw. & s.Wm.
se.Yks. Chs. n. e. em. wm. &
s.Stf. ne. & s.Der. Not. Lei.

ne. m. & sw.Nhp. e.War. ne.

& se.Shr. n. & e.Hrf. Bdf. Hnt.
nw. & s.Nrf. Ess. Ken. s.Sur.

Sus. e.Dor.

Speck, 340.

Speech, 131, 132

—

speitf nnw.
snw. & sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lei.

speatfe.SuE.

spetf\3\s., but Ant. spiff, se.Lan.

s.Stf. Glo. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. Sus.

me.Wil., e.Dor. + spiatf, w,
Som. n. & sw.Dev.

spiatfn.Cum. + spiff, ne. e. m. &
se.Yks. em. Lan. nw. & s.Lin.

s.Oxf. Dor., but e.Dor.+

spiff,

spiff ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. spttf,

w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc.

Ant. I.Ma.

spiff Or.I. Inv. Bch. Abd. wm.
Sc. Lth. Edb. Nhb. Dur. n. &
m.Cum. a. sw. & s.Lan. n. Sc

nw.Der. se.Ken.

Speed, 142, 429

—

speidnnw.Yks.

+spid, snw.Yks. n.Stf. Lei.

spead e. Suf.

sped s.Stf., ne.Nrf. +spid.

spiad m.Yks., se.Yks.+ spid, se.

Lan. s.Lin. w.Dor. e.Dev.

spid Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. n.Cum. I.Ma.

spid Inv. sn. & wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

Ant. Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. nnw.
e. se. sw. & es.Yks. n. em. &
s.Lan. n. & nw.Der. nw.Lin.
Rut. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.Ken.

e.Sus. e.Dor. w.Wil. w.Som.
Spell, 433-
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Spend, 50, 428, 429, 433

—

spsend

se.Ken.
spen Bch. Abd., Ayr. Lth. Edb.
+ spend, Kcb. Ant., n.Cum. +
spend, I. Ma. e.Dev.

spend Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Nhb. Dur. n. & m.
Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf.

Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.
War. Wor. Shr. Oxf. Bdf. e.

An. n.&e.Ken.Sus. Wil.Dor.
spen w.Som.
Spew, 159, 249

—

speu Abd. Lth.
Edb. n.Nhb.

spiu Inv. n.Ayr. Kcb. sw. & s.

Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.
Yks. n. em. se. & sw.I.an. n.

Stf. Lin. Not. Rut. Lei. Nhp.
War. Wor.

spju ne.Sc, but Abd. spen, w.
Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. I. Ma. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. Sus.

spu Ant. n.Der.
spa Or. I.

spii e.Dev.
Spill, 429.
Spin, 68, 425, 426, 427, 432—
spin Inv. Ayr. Kcb. Ant. s.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.
n.Lan., em.~Lan.+span, se. &
sw.Lan. I. Ma. Chs. Stf. Der.
Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War.
Wor. Shr. Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.
Dor. e.Som. e.Dev.

spin w.Som.
span ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Lth.

Edb. n.Nhb. em. Lan.
Spire, 158

—

spair Ayr. Kcb.
spaiair) m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.

sm. & sw.Lan. n.Der. n. &nw.
Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf. Sus. w.Wil.
c & s.Som. e.Dev.

spaiar I.Ma..

spair) m.Yks.
spaiair) em. Lan. s.Chs. nw.Der.
spemr) s.Nhb. e. & se.Yks.
speir ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

spoiair) se.Lan. n.Stf. Lei. ne.

Nrf. se.Ken.
spviair) Dor. Dev., but e.Dev.

spaiair), w.Cor.
Spirit, 211, 229, 231

—

spent m.
Cum. s.Lan. n.Lin. w. & s.

Wor. Glo. s.Oxf.

spent I. Ma. Dor.
spirit Ant. n.Cum. sw.Lan. n.

Stf. se.Ken.
spirat Sus.

spirit ne.Sc. Kcb.
spirat Inv. w.Frf. e.Per.

spirit Ayr.
spirat em.Sc.
sporit s.Nhb.
spvrit w.Som.
sparit Wm. Yks. n. em. sm. &

se.Lan. n.Der.

Spise, 323.
Spit, 68, 425, 429, 433, 434—
spsst Dor. w.Som.
spet Lei., Oxf.+spit, Sus. nw.

Dev.
spit Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb.

Dur. Wm. Yks. n.Lan., em.
Lan. +spat, se. & sw.Lan.
I. Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Lin. Not.
Rut. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr.
Oxf. se.Ken. e.Dev.

spat Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb. em.
Lan.

Splatch, 323.

Splatter, 323.
Split, 425, 429, 430.
Sploy, 323-
Spoil, 213, 244

—

spail ne.Sc. +
spcil, Ayr. Lth. Edb. se. sw.
& s.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der., Rut.
Lei.+spoil, m.Nhp. w.War. n.

Wor. n. & m.Shr. ne.Cmb. e.

Suf. Ess., se.Ken. +spoil, Sur.,
but s.Sur. spvil, Sus., but w.
Sus. spvil, e.Dor.+spwail.

spaial s.Oxf. e.Dev.
spoil em. Lan. I. Ma. ne.Shr.
speil sn.Sc.+spoil, wm.Sc, sm.

Sc. +spoil, s.Chs. n.Stf. nw.
Der.

spcil Inv. ne.Sc. Peb.
spoil Sh.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

sm.Sc. Ant. n. me. & s.Nhb.
Dur. Cum. Wm. nnw. e. se.

sw. & es.Yks. n. nw. & sm.
Lan. nw. & s.Lin. Rut. Lei.

se.Ken.
spoil snw.Yks., m.Yks.+s/m7.
spuil m.Yks.
spvil s.War. n.Bck. Bdf. s.Sur.

w.Sus.
spail ne.Nrf., I.W.+spwail.
spwail Brks. I.W. s.Wil. w.

Dor., w.Som. +spwvial.
spwoil e.Som.
spwoio me.Wil.
spwvil n.Hrf.
spwvial w.Wil. w.Som.
spwail e.Dor.

Spoken, 95, 233, 269—spaukn
se.Ken.

spokn Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
Kcb. Nhb. Dur. Cum. n.Wm.
Yks. em. sm. se. sw. & s.Lan.
I.Ma. n.Der.

spoukn s.Oxf. e. & s.Som.
spgkn Ant.
spoakn nw.Lin.
spokn Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Spoon, 162, 163, 249—spian

nnw.Yks.
spin wm.Sc.+s/««, spun, s.Ayr.
spiun me. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. &
m.Cum. n. & ne.Wm., snw.
Yks. +spiin, em. Lan. n. wm.
& s.Stf. s.Der. Rut. Lei. w.
War. n.Wor. Lon. e.Ken.

spiun ne.Nrf. e.Sus.
spian n.Nhb., se.Nhb.+spjun, s.

Dur. w.Wm. ne. c . & m.Yks.,
se.Yks.+spuin, nw.Lan.

spin Bch. Abd.
s^fK ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. spin,
sw.Nhb.

spjun se.Nhb.
spuin se. & sw.Yks.
spun m.Shr.
spuan s.Lin., Bdf. w.Wil.+s*««,

Dor.
spun Inv. Uls., but Ant. spcen,

sw.Wm. snw.Yks. 11. sm. se.

sw. & s.Lan. I. Ma. u. & nw.
Der. nw.Lin. s.War. s.Wor.
s.Oxf. Bdf. se.Ken. s.Sur. w.
Sus. me. & w.Wil.

spvun ne.Shr.
spcen Sh.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
wm.Sc. Ayr., but n.Ayr.
spiln, s.Ayr. spin, Peb. s.Sc.

Ant.
spcen Kcb. w.Som. sw.Dev.
spun sm.Sc, but s.Ayr. spin,

Kcb. spcen, n.Dev.
spun wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. e.Suf.

e.Dev.

Spread, 425, 428, 429, 433, 434.
Spring, 425, 426, 427, 429, 432.
Squabble, 233 — skwabl Bch.

Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.
Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.

Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. m.
& se.Yks. n.Lan., em.Lan.

+

skwobl, se. & s.Lan. n. & nw.
Der. Lin. se.Ken. Sus. w.
Wil. Dor.

skwabl Ayr., but s.Ayr. skwabl.

skwasbl e.Dev.
skwobl e.Yks. em. & sw.Lan.

I.Ma. Stf. Lei. s.Oxf. e.Suf.

Som.
Squackle, 323.
Squaddy, 323.
Squalen, 323.
Squat, 433.
Squeak—skwak s.Chs.

skwxk s.Sc, sw.Lan.+skweik.
skweik sw.Lan., n.Stf.+skwik,

Sus.

skwek n.Ayr.+siwek, s.Ayr. Peb.
skweak m.Yks., sw.Yks.+siH/eJ,

skwiak.

skwek n.Ayr. sw. & ms.Yks.,
s.Yks.+sfcrafc, s.Lan. s.Stf.

Glo. nw.Oxf. s.Nrf. sm.Hmp.
nw.Wil. Dor., but e.Dor.
skwiak, skwik, Dev.

skwiak nw.Lan.+s/fczw*.

skwik w.Som.
skwiak n.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Wm.,
s.Wm,+stat, nm. & sw.Yks.
n. m. & se.Lan. Chs., but s.

Chs. skwak, n.Der.+skwik,
e. & s.Der. nw.Lin. n.Lei., e.

Hrf.+skwTk, s.Oxf. se.Hrt. e.

Suf., e.Dor.+skwik.
skwik Kcb. I.Ma.
skwik Cai. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.

Frf. e.Per. em.Sc, but Peb.
skwek, Ayr., but n.Ayr. skwek,
skwek, s.Ayr. skwek, Uls. se.

sw. & s.Nhb. Dur., but n.Dur.
skwiak, Cum. Wm., but m.
Wm., skwiak, s.Wm.+skwiak,
s.Yks. nw.Lan. n.Stf. n. & w.
Der. e.War. e.Hrf. e.Oxf. se.

Ken. e.Dor.
Squeamish, 241.
Squeech, 323.
Squeeze, 425, 429, 43I

, 433)
434-

Squilt, 323.
Squitch, 323.
Squizzle, 323.
Stack, 425.
Stairs, 139—staiaz Glo. me.Wil.

w.Som.
staaz e.Oxf.
staz Fit. 11. & m.Shr. s.Nrf.
stearz Ant. sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
steaz s.Nhb. m.Cum. sw.Yks. n.

Lan., sw.Lan. +stiaz, s.Lan.
n.Stf. n.Der. Not. nw.Lin. s.

Oxf. n.Bck. Dor. Som., but
w.Som. staiaz, e.Dev.

sterz Or.I. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
stez w.Wm. Lei. se.Ken.
sliarz I.Ma.
stiaz se.Lan. +staz, sw.Lan.
staz m. se. & ms.Lan. s.Stf,

Stamp, 30.

Stand, 31, 307, 425, 427, 429,
43°, 432—stan Inv. + stand,
stan{d, ne.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb.
Ant., n.Cum.+5/o«rf, m.Cum.
n.Wm. ne.Yks. n.Lan. ne.

Der., nw.Lin.+storf, e.Oxf.

s.Dev.

stand Or.I. Inv. sw. & s.Nhb.
Dur. n.Cum. Wm., but n.Wm.
stan, sw.Yks., em.Lan.+s<o«,
stand, n.Stf. nw. & s.Lin. s.

Oxf.

stan I.Ma.

stand w.Frf. e.Per. Peb. Sus.
stan Inv. Ayr., but s.Ayr. stan,

Vls.+stand, but Ant. stan, n.

Nhb.+stand.
stand Inv. s.Sc Uls. n.Nhb.
stxn Dor., w.Som. -t-stsend, e.

Dev.
stsznd Som., but w.Som. +stmn.
stend se.Ken.
ston em. & sw.Lan.
stond se. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n.

Der.
stgn{d Lth. Edb.
stand em. Lan.
Star, 56

—

star Inv. ne.Sc, but
Bch. Abd. star, sn.Sc. s.Ayr.

Ant. me. & sw.Nhb. w.Wm.
I.Ma.

staain sw.Yks., em.Lan.+sldir).
n.Stf.

stair) s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm.,
but w.Wm. star, Yks., but
sw.Yks. staair), Lan., but em.
han.+staacr), Fit. s.Stf. n. &
nw.Der. Lin. Rut. n.Shr. s.

Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
Sus. w.Wil. Dor. Som. Dev.

star Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.
Ayr., but n.Ayr. stgr, s.Ayr.
star, se.Nhb.

star Kcb.
stser s.Sc.

steacr) m.Shr.
stpr wm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
stv\r) Brks.
Stare, 46—staxr) e.Oxf.
stair) n.Stf. Rut. Oxf., but e.

Oxf. staair), s.Oxf. stea(r), ne.
Nrf. e.Suf.

star I.Ma.+stiar.

steacr) s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. sw.Yks. n.Lan., em.
Lan. + stair), se. sw. & s.Lan.
n.Der. nw.Lin.s.Oxf. se. Ken.
me.Wil. Dor. Som.

stear Inv. Ant. sw.Nhb.
ster Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb.
stiarl.Ua.

stair) em. & sm.Lan. s.Stf.

Starve,56, 429—starv Sh.I. Uls.,
but Ant. sterv, me. Nhb., se.

~Nhb.+sterv, sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
I.Ma.

staav em.Lan.+s^,n.Stf. e.Dev.
stdv s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
nnw. snw. & e.Yks., m.Yks.
+steav, se. & sw.Yks. n. & m.
Lan. Fit. Der. Lin. Not. Rut.
Lei. War. Wor. m.Shr. s.

Oxf. ne.Nrf. Sus. se.Ken. Sus.
me. & w.Wil. Dor. Som. a.
& nw.Dev. Cor.

staerv s.Sc.

stserv sm.Sc. +sterv.
stzev sw.Lan.
sterv ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
wm.Sc. Ayr. sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
Peb. Ant.

steav m.Yks. n.Bck.
sterv se.Nhb.
stpv Glo.

stav em. & sm.Lan.
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Stead, 59, 60—sted ne.Sc. Ant.

em.sm.&sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf.

n.Der. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

steid sw.Yks.+stiad, ms.Yks.

stid n.Nhb., n.Dur. +sfid, n.Wm.
s.Chs. s.Stf. Sus.

stiad snw. &sw.Yks.n.& se.Lan.

n. & nw.Lin.

stid s.Ayr. Kcb.

stid em.Sc. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

n. & m.Cum. w.Wm.
Steady, 231

—

stedi Inv. ne.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr., Edb.+

stidi, Ant. sw.Yks., n.Lan.+

stidi, em. & se.Lan. n.Stf. n.

Der. Lin. se.Ken. e.Dev.

stidi n.Dur. m.Cum. 11. & w.Wm.
n. sw. & s.Lan. s.Stf. Oxf.

Sus. Som.
stidi Lth. Edb.

studi sw. & s.Nhb.

studi I.Ma.
Steak, 24g—staik se.Ken.

steik Ant. n.Stf. Not. s.Oxf., s.

Sur. w.Sus.+sri£.

steak n.Cum.+stei, m. se. & sw.

Yks. n. & se.Lan. Lin. n.Bck.

Bdf. e.Suf. me.Wil. Dor.

stek Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.

n. & s.Nhb. em. sm. sw. & s.

Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. ... & nw.

Der. Rut. ne.Nrf. e.Som. n.

Dev.
stiak m.Cum. "Wm. nnw. & snw.

Yks. nw.Lan.

stiek n.Cum.
stiak s.Sc. me.Nhb., se.Nhb.+

stiek, sw.Nhb. s.Dur., ne.Yks.

+stik, e.Yks. Lei. Glo. w.Wil.

stik ne.Yks. w.War. ne.Shr. s.

Sur. Sus., but w.Sus.+steik.

st]ek se.Nhb.

Steal, 59. 60, 425. 426, 427, 43°,

432— steil sw. & ms.Yks., em.

Lan.+stial, sm. sw. & s.Lan.

steal w.Som.
stel w.Frf. e.Per.

stel I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der. Glo. me.

Wil. Dor.

slialn. em. & se.Lan. n.Stf. nw.

Lin. s.Oxf.

st'rf ne.Sc. n.Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc

stil Inv. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant....

sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n. & m.

Cum. Wm. se.Ken.

Steam, 183—steim n.Stf. bus.

stem s.Stf.

stem IMa.+stim, Dor. w.Som.

stum sw.Yks. n. em. se. sw. ms.

& s.Lan. n.Der. nw.Lin.s.Oxt.

me.Wil. „ . ,

stim ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.

Kcb. s.Sc. I.Ma

•flM Inv. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.

n.sw.&s.Nhb.n.Dur.m.Cum.

Wm. se.Ken.

Steel, 146—steil s.Chs. n.btt.

stelGXo.

stil Dor., w.Som. +sto'.

5^nw.Lin.+5«/,s.Oxf. w.Som.

stiTne%. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.

Jt:f.Ayr- L* Edb. Ant.

sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. n.em. se. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. Der. nw.Lin. se.K.tn.

me.Wil. Cor.

Steep, 183. 429- c , .

Step, 5i. 383-^ ne -Sc ''
but

Bch. Abd. step, w.Frf. e.Per.,

Ayr.+step, Dor. w.Som.
stmp nw. & e.Dev.

step Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. Dur.

Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. Stf. Der. Lin. Not. Rut.

Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr.

Oxf. e.An. Ken. Sus. me.Wil.

e.Som. Cor.

Stern, sb., 50

—

starn sw.Nhb.

I.Ma.
stdns.Nhb.+stpn, m.Cum. n. em.

se. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n.Stf. Lin.

Glo. Sus. Dor.

starn Bch. Abd., n.t\yr.+stem.

sthrn s.Sc.

stxn sw.Lan.
stem w.Frf. e.Per. ... & s.Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant.

stpn s.Nhb.

stan w.Wm. sw.Yks. s.Stf. ...

Der. s.Oxf. se.Ken. e.Dev.

Stick, 425, 428, 429, 433, 434-

Stile, 78

—

stail ne.Sc. +sthl, Lth.

Ant. n.Cum., nnw.Yks.+sfe.7,

se.Yks.+s/a/,es.Yks.,sw.Lan.

+stil, I.Ma., n. & nw.Lin. +shl,

e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus.

stal m. & se.Yks., sm.Lan.+sft7.

stail em.Lan.+s/tf, em. & wm.
Stf.

stal sw.Yks.+stil.

steil me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. s.Dur.

nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.+sfi/, =.

Chs.

steil Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ayr. Kcb. n.Nhb.

stil m.Cum. Wm. snw. c. & sw.

Yks. n. em. sm. se. sw. ms. &

s.Lan. n. ne. & nw. Der. ... &

nw.Lin. .

stoil n. & s.Stf. s.Lin. Rut. Lei.

n & m.Bck. Ess. se.Ken.

sto/sw.Nhp. s.Oxf. w.Hrt. Dor.

stoid me.Wil.

staid w.Wil. e.Dev.

sto/ ne.Nrf., e.Dor. +staial.

staial e.Dor.

Sting, 68, 426, 427, 429, 432-

Stink, 71, 425, 427, 429. 43"-

stenk s.Sc. w.W.l. Dor. w.

Som. _ .

stink ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.

Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I Ma

Chs. Stf. Der. Lin Not. Rut.

Lei Nhp. War. Wor. Shr.

Oxf. e.An. Ken. Sus. Som.

Dev. Cor.

stvnk sn.Sc.

stayk Inv. Edb. n-Nhb

Stint, xoo-stent sw.Nhb. s.Stf.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Dor. w.Som.

stint ne.Sc. w.Frf. e Per. Ayr.

Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. Dur Cum.

Wm. Yks. Lan I.Ma Chs^n.

em. fcwm.Stf. Der. L.n. Not.

R°L Lei. Nhp. War. Wor.

Shr Glo. Oxf. Ken. Sus. me.

Wil. s.Som. e.Dev. Cor.

stant Inv. Lth. n.Nhb

Stitch, 68, 34i-5«/Dor.

I^/k'cd Ant. sw. & s.Nhb.
S 'I

^ufcum
A
Wm

;

sw.Yks.Lan.

I Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. L.n. Not.

Rut Lei. Nhp. War. Wor.

o£JrKen.me.Wil.nw.*
s.Som.

sfik w.Frf. e.Per.

stik s.Ayr.Lth. Edb. Peb. n.Nhb.
stiffw.Som.
staffne.Sc. n.Ayr.

Stolen, 92, 253—sfaKrcAbd.Lth.

Edb. Peb. Kcb. sw.Nhb. Wm.
em. se. & s.Lan., n.Der.+sftJ«.

stoun n.Nhb. m.Cum. ne. ssw.
Yks. n. sm. & sw.Lan.

sloan n.Cum.
ston s.Chs.+stoun.

stun n.Der.

stoun s.Chs.

Stone, 121, 122, 244, 249—staun
se.Ken.

stean m.Yks., n.Lan.+stuan.

sten Sh.L, ne.Sc.+sfiw, stin, but

Bnff.+sten, w.Frf. e.Per. em.

Sc.,but Edb. Peb. sten.

sten Cai., Bnff.+sfm, wm. & sm.

Sc. Edb. Peb., \J\s.+ston.

stian m.Cum. Wm. nnw. St snw.

Yks., nw.Lan.+s/ww.

stien n.Cum.
stian s.Sc. n. & me.Nhb. , se.Nhb.

+stjen, s.Nhb. s.Dur. ne. e. &
se.Yks. nw.Lan.

stin Or.I.+s/fK, ne.Sc.

stln Or.I. ne. Si sn.Sc. sw.Nhb.

sljen se.Nhb. n.Dur.

ston s.Chs.+stun, Rut., m.Nhp.
+stoun,sw.l>lhp.+stuan,stutDn,

s.Nrf. sw.Dev.

stoun m.Nhp.
stoan ms.Yks., m.Lin.+ston.

stoan se.Lan. Not. n. & nw.Lin.

w.War. w.Wor. s.Sur. Sus.

me.Wil. w.Dor. e.Som., w.

Som.+stuan, e.Dev.

ston Uls., em. Lan. +stuan, sm.

sw. & ms.Lan. I.Ma. w.Chs.,

n. Si em.Stf.+stew, m.Lin. ne.

Nhp., e.Vtfar.+stuan, s.War.

s.Wor. +s/u»K,n.Shr.,ne.Shr.

+stiin, se.Shr., Ess.+sto««.

stun ne.Nrf. +stvn, e.Suf.

stuan sw. es. & s.Yks. n. m. em.

sm. Si s.Lan. wm.Stf. n. ne. &

nw.Der., e.Der. +s*mk, s.Lin.

sw.Nhp.e.War.,Glo.+sfti»««,
sfawH,nw.Oxf.+stocK,s.Oxf.,

n.Bck.+sto", m.Bck. w.Hrt.

n.Ken. w.Wil. w.Som.

stiin s.Chs. n. e. & em.Stf. ne.

e. nw. w. & s.Der. ne.Shr.

stun Lei.

ston s.Lin., e.Oxf.+stwon, w.

Oxf.+stwan, n.Bck. ne.Lmb.

ne.Nrf.

stoun Ess.

stwon e.Oxf.

stwuan Glo.

stwon sw.Nhp. s.War s.Wor.

m.Shr. Glo. nw.Oxt.

stwan w.Oxf.

StOOd,i69 -*'<«</sw.Wm.,nnw.

Yks.+sfcW.

stiud n.Cuffl.+s«4
m.Cum. ne.

Wm. nnw.Yks.

stiad s.Dur. w.Wm. ne. e. & m.

Yks., se.Yks.+stud.

stid ne.Sc. s.Ayr.

stod V\s.+stud, but Ant. stud.

stod sw.Dev.
«ft.rfUls.n.me.se.sw.*s.Nhb,

snw.Yks.+5torf,
se.Yks n.

1 an em.Lan.+storf, n.Stt. n.

^"'nw.Lin. Rut. ..Oxf. ne
&

Nrf. e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus. me. &

w.Wil-

stuid snw. & sw.Yks.

stuad e.Dor.

sfaa! n.Cum. es.Yks., nw.Der.+
stud, n.Lin., se.Ken.+stod.

stud Ant. m. em. sm. se. sw. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. nw.Der.
Lei.

stod sn.Sc. s.Wor. ne. & m.Shr.

se.Ken.

steed Sh. & Or.I. w.Frf. e.Per. s.

Sc.

stadwm.Sc.+stUd, Peb. Kcb. w.

Som.
stud Lth. Edb. n.Dev.

stiid wm.Sc. e.Dev.

Stool, 162, 163, 244, 249, 255—
stial nnw.Yks.+s/i'«(.

stiu n.Stf.

stiul me. & s.Nhb. n. & m.Cum.
ne.Wm. nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.

-\-stul, ... Se em. Lan. s.Stf. Lei.

ne.Shr. ne.Nrf.

stal n.Nhb., se.Nhb. +stjul, sw.

Nhb. s.Dur. w. Si sw.Wm. ne.

e. m. & se.Yks. nw.Lan.

stil Bch. Abd. s.Ayr.

stil ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. sfil.

stjul se.Nhb. n.Dur.

stuil sw. St ms.Yks.

stud me.Wil. +stiil.

stuol w.VJU.+stual.

stuals.Un. s.Oxf.n.Ken. w.Wil.

stil sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan., s.Chs.

+stceu, n. & nw.Der.

stul Uls., but Ant. steel, snw. &
es.Yks. I.Ma. n. Si nw.Lin.

Rut. m.Shr. se.Ken. Sus. me.

Wil.

stal sn.Sc.

stoul w.Der.

steel w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc. Ant. w.

Som.
stceu s.Chs.

stal Sh. & Or.I., wm.Sc. + stul,

Peb. Kcb.

stiil Lth.

stf/ wm.Sc. s.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Dev

stwoal Dor.

Stop, 63—stap wm.Sc, but n.

Ayr. s*5/>, Ant. se.Ken. Dor.

w.Som. e.Dev.

stop Inv. ne.Sc w.Frf. e Per.

Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.

Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf.

Der Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.

War. Wor. Shr. Glo. Oxf.

Bck. Bdf. Sus. s.Som. Dev.,

but e.Dev. stap, Cor.

stop n. & s.Ayr. Lth. Edb

Storm, 87, 234— starn s.War. s.

Wor Glo. Bdf. Ken. s.Sur.

Sus. me. & w.Wil. Dor. nw.

& e.Som. e.Dev.

storm Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.lrt.

e Per. Ayr., but n. Si s.Ayr.

storm, Kcb. n.Ir. me. & se.

Nhb., n.Cum. l.Ma.+storam.

storam n.Cum. nnw.Yks., snw.

Yks.+stpm, I.Ma., Lei.+stpm.

stoam m.se.b sw.Yks. em Lan.

stom s.Nhb. s.Dur. m.Cum.Wm.
snw. e. fc esYks. n. sm

.

_se

sw. & s.Lan. n. & em.Stf. Der.

s Lin. Lei. Nhp. Oxf. m.Bck.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

storm wm.Scbutn.Ayi-.storm,

storm n. & s.Ayr. Lth. Ldb.

stuarm s.Sc.

s*5m nw.Lin.

Stow. 168—sta" Inv.+sfo, ne sc.

Xyr. Lth. Edb. Peb. Kcb. Ant.

sw.Nhb. n.& w.Wm., em.Lan.

+sto, Glo. se.Ken.
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Stow (contd.)—
stou s.Nhb. m.Cum. sw.Yks.

I. Ma. n.Stf., nw.Lin. + sto, s.

Oxf. s.Som.

sip n.Lan. Dor.
sto Inv. em. & sw.Lan. n.Der.

nw.Lin.
stu s.Stf.

stvu w.Frf. e.Per. w.Wil.
Straight, 57, 358— stmxt Bch.

Abd., sn.Sc.+strext, wm.Sc.
+straxt, s.Ayr.

strait n.Dur. +streit, strvit, s.Dur.

nw.Lin. ,s.Wor.+streit, n.Hrf.

+strdit, streit, e.Hrf. s.Pem.
Glo., w.Oxf.+streit, Brks., but
se.Brks. streit, Cmb. + streit,

but m.Cmb. stret, Nr[.+streit,

but s.Nrf. stret, Ken., e.Sus.

+streat, Hmp., w.Wil. e.Dor.

+ streeit, w.Som., s.Som. +
str&it, n. nw. & s.Dev.

strdxt ne.Sc., but Bch. Abd.
straxt, w.Frf. e.Per. +strext,

wm.Sc, sm.Sc.+sfr-px', but s.

Ayr. straxt, Kcb. strext, Lth.

+strpxt.

stidit Not.+streit, n.Hrf., Ess.+
strazit, streit.

strmi'xt s.Sc.

str&it nw.Oxf.+sfre7, Ess. nw. &
w.Wil. e.Dor. c. & s.Som.

street sn.Sc. nm.Sc, but w.
Frf. e.Per. + strdxt, em.Sc,
but Lth. strdxt, sirpxt, Edb.
strpxt, Kcb.

strei\t Sh.I. n.Nhb.
streit me.Nhb., se. & sw.Nhb. +

strait, s.Nhb. n.Dur., n.Cum.
estreat, striat, w.Cum. + 5/n/,

Wm.,butne.Wm.5^n*/V,nnw.
& snw.Yks., m. & nm.Yks. +
stridt, sw. & s.Yks. n.Lan.,
nw.Lan.-hsW/, m. sm. sw. &s.
Lan., IMa.+st/>reit, Chs. Fit.

Stf., but n.Stf. stmt, Der.
Not., n.Lin.+s/raf, s.War. s.

Wor. Shr. n.Hrf. w.Oxf. se.

Brks. n.Bck.nw.Hrt.,se.Hrt.
estreat, strict, Hnt. Cmb. Nrf.

Ess. ne.Dev.
stret Rut.+strei, e.War.
stredxt Ant.
streat n.Cum. n.Stf. m. & s.Lin.

m.Nhp. e. & s.Oxf. n.Bck.,
Bdf.+stret, se.Hrt. e.Sus.

stret ne.Yks., se.Yks.+s/reit, es.

Yks. nw. & se.Lan. n.Lin. Rut.
n.Lei. m.Nhp. nw. & e.Oxf.
Bdf. m.Cmb. s.Nrf. e.Suf., o.

Sur. w.Sus. + strvit, I.W. c.

Cor.

stmt n.Cum. m. & nm.Yks. s.

Lin. se.Hrt.

strit m. & w.Cum. e.Yks.
stroit nw.Hrt. se.Cmb.
strpxt sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.
strvit se. & sw.Nhb. n.Dur. s.

Sur. w.Sus. sw.Dev.
st/rait ne.Wm.
st/ireit I. Ma.
slreit se.Yks. em. Lan.
Strange, 352, 366.
Stranger, 206

—

straindga(r) w.
Wor. Ess. se.Ken.

strandgafr) ne.Yks. ne.Nrf. e.

Som.
strdndga(r) e.Suf.

strscndgayr) Glo. w.Wil. Dor.,
but e.Dor. strendgacr), w.Som.
.e.Dev.

striendgauo me.Wil.
streindgair) sw.Nhp. Bdf.

streindgar wm.Sc.
strendga(r) Wm.
streandga(r) e.Yks., m.Yks. +

striandgacr), sw.Yks. se.Lan.
n.Stf. nw. & s.Lin. s.Oxf. w.
Hrt. n.Ken.

streandgar n.Cum.
streindgar Kcb.
strendgatr) s.Nhb. n.Dur.m.Cum.
nnw. & snw.Yks. n. nw. em.
sm. & sw.Lan. s.Stf. n. & nw.
Der. Rut. Lei. Sus. e.Dor.

strendgar Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.
Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

striandgacr) m.Yks.
strendgar I. Ma.
sirendga(r) se.Yks.
Straw, 186 -sfrfiSh.I. me.Nhb.,

se.Nhb. +s/nF, s.Nhb. n.Dur.,

n.Ciim.+sto| nnw.Yks.+
stria, stria, n.Wor.Glo. e.Oxf.,

w.Oxf. +strp, Brks., n. Bck.-f-

strp, m.Bck. nw.Hrt. ne.Nrf.,

Ess. +stroa, e.Ken., s.Sur. w.
Sus.+slrp, Hmp. I.W., e.Dor.
+stre, w.Dor. e.Som. e.Dev.,
sw.Dev. +strse.

strd Uls., but Ant. stret.

strie Or.I. me. fcw.Wil.sw.Dev.
strei Ant.
strea m.Yks.+stria.

stre ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
em. wm. & sm.Sc. n.Ir., but
Uls. strd, Ant. strei, n. & se.

Nhb. se.Lan., sw.Lan. + strp,

e.Dor. nw.Dev.
stria nnw. & snw.Yks. n.Lan.
stria s.Sc. s.Dur. e. w. & s.Cum.
Wm., but me.Wm. stpria, n.

ne. & nnw.Yks., e.Yks.+s/ria,

m. w. & sw.Yks. nw.Lan.
stri w.Dur. m.Cum. s.Chs., e.

An.+strp, but ne.Nrf. strd,

Ess. strd, stroa.

stroa n.Cum. n.Lin. Rut., Lei.+
strp, Ess.

strp es.Yks. sm. sw. & s.Lan. «.

& em. Stf. n.Der. s.Lin. Lei. m.
Shr. w. & s.Oxf. n.Bck. e.An.
se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus., but w.
Sus.+strd, w.Som. n.Dev.

stroa nw.Lin.
stro sw.Nhb. ms.Lan.
stjrria me.Wm.
stprp I. Ma.
sjiria e.Yks.
sjiroa se.Yks.+^3ro.
siro se.Yks. em.Lan.
Stream, 182, 183

—

str&m Sus.
w.Dor.

streim n.Stf.

stream se.Lan.

strem w.Frf. e.Per.

strem s.Stf. Glo. w.Som.
striam sw.Nhb. n.Cum. w. &

sw.Yks. n. sm. & sw.Lan. n.

Der. n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf. me.
Wil.

strim ne.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc.

strim Inv. Ant. s.Nhb. n.Dur.
m.Cum. Wm. se.Ken. e.Dor.

stjiram I. Ma.
siriam e. & se.Yks. em. Lan.

Street, 131, 132, 282—streit n.

Stf. s.Der.

streat me.'Wil.+strit.

stret Glo. w.Som.
strit nw.Oxf. me.WiL Dor., but

e.Dor. strit.

striat n.Cum. nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

strit ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.

Kcb. s.Sc.

strit Inv. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant.

n. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.
sw.Yks. n. se. & sw.Lan. n.

Der. se.Ken. e.Dor.

stjirtt I.Ma.
stfrit Wm.
sprit em. Lan.
Strength, 55, 272, 316

—

strxyk}

ne.Nrf. e.Suf., e.Dor. +

straeyj* e. Dor.
strent Or.I.

strenj) Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. em. wm. sm. & s.Sc.

Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. nw.Lan., sw.Lan. +
stretjkji, I. Ma. Chs. Stf., u.

Der. nw.Lin. +streyj>, s.Lin.,

Lei. +streykj>, w.Wor. s.Oxf.

Ken. s.Sur. Sus. me.Wil.
stretjk} sw. & s.Lan. Rut. Lei. n.

& m.Bck.
streyj> n. sm. & se.Lan. n. & nw.

Der. nw.Lin. w.Wil. e.Dev.

striykfi e.Som.
stranji Uls., but Ant. strenf.

spren]> em. Lan.
Stretch, 51, 341, 433—stratf e..

Hrf., e.Dor. +siretf, w.Som.+
strmtf.

stra>tfw.Dor. w.Som. nw. & e.

Dev.
streit/ se.Lan.
stretj'Sh.I. Cai. Wm., butn.Wm.

strit/, w.Wm. strat/, snw.Yks.,
nm.Yks.+s/rcV/; sw. ms. & s.

Yks. m. sw. & ms.Lan. Chs.
n. & s.Stf. Der. Not. Lin. m.
Nhp. War. Wor. Glo. Oxf. s.

Nrf. w.Suf. Ess. Ken. Hmp.
nw. & me.Wil. e.Dor. s.Som.
n.Dev.

strit/Kcb. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.
m.Cum. n.Wm. m. & nm.Yks.
Sus.

striat/se.Hrt.

strik w.Frf. e.Per. +slril/ s.Sc.
strlt/ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
strik s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
stnt/n.Ayr. Ant.
strat/w.Wm. n.Lan.
stJiret/lMa.

s)>retfem.Lan.
Strict, 295.
Stride, 425, 427, 429, 432.
Strike — a measure of corn,

382.
Strike, 155, 425, 426, 429, 432.
String, 55, 425, 426, 428, 429,

433, 434—strain Ant.
siren s.Sc. Glo. Dor. me.Wil.
streng sm.Ean.+string.
slrin ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.

Kcb. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.
w.Wm. Yks. n.Lan. n.Stf. n.
Der. Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. e.

Dev.
string sm. & sw.Lan. s.Stf.

strat) Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.
slfritj se.Wm. I.Ma.
spring em. Lan.
Strive, 425, 426, 428, 429, 433,

434-
Stroke, i2r, 122

—

strauk se.
Ken.

strekne.Sc.+strok, slrok, wm. Sc.
+strok.

striak w.Wm. snw.Yks.

striak s.Dur.

strok ne.Sc.

strpk m.Cum. n.Lan. me.Wil.
Dor.

strok n.Nhb. Bdf.

stroak se. Lan. n. & nw.Lin.s.Oxf.
e.Dev.

strok ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.

Ant. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n.

Wm., nnw. & e.Yks.-\-struak,

es.Yks. sm. & sw.Lan. n.Stf.

11. & nw.Der. Rut. Lei. Sus.
struk e.Suf.

struak nnw. e. & sw.Yks. s.Lan.
s.Lin.

striik s.War. ne.Nrf.

st/jrpk I.Ma.
sprok se.Yks. em.Lan.+^3r«^.

Strollop, 323.
Strong, 32— strat] Sh. & Or.I.

Abd. sn.Sc, v/m.Sc. +strot)

,

Uls.,butAnt. stron, Nhb.Dur.
Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. & snw.
Yks., e.Yks.+sJ>rat), n. & nw.
Lan.

stray Lth. Edb.
strat) s.Sc.

stret) sw.Yks.+strot).

stron ne. Sc. , bu t Abd. strat), wm.
Sc. Kcb. Ant. sw. & es.Yks.
Lin. Rut., l.ei.+strut), n.Wor.
s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. Ken. Sus. me.
& w.Wil. Dor. c. & s.Som. e.

Dev.
strong s.Ls.n.-rstritng.

strpn e.Suf.

strot) w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
strut) n. & s.Stf. n.Der.
strut) se.Lan. Lei. w.War.
strung sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan. em.
& wm.Stf. nw.Der.

stron m.Shr. Bdf. nw.Dev.
stjirot), stjtrutj I.Ma.
sprat) e. & se.Yks.
sprut){g em.Lan.
Strop, 83— strapne.Sc. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. Dur.
Wm. Yks. s.Stf. w.Som.

strop m.Cum. n. & sw.Lan. n.
Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.

Ken. e.Dev.
. st/rop I.Ma.
sbrop em.Lan.
Stubble,n8—stiblne.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.
stiibl, s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
Ant.

stobl Dor.
stublNhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

n. & em.Lan. n. & s.Stf. nw.
Lin. Glo.

stiibl se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.
stvbllnv. s.Oxf. se.Ken. me.Wil. '

Som. Dev. Cor.
stiibl n.Ayr.
stabl Peb.

Stuff, sb., 219

—

stiaf m.Yks.+
stu/.

sto/ ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. sto/,

Dor. e.Dev.
stu/ Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
nnw. snw. e. m. se. fcsw.Yks.
n.Lan., em.Lan. -\-stu/, se.

Lan. 11. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin.
Rut.

stu/ Ant. em. sw. & s.Lan.
I.Ma. Chs. nw.Der. Lei. m.
Nhp. n.Wor. ne. & se.Shr.

stvf Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
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Kcb. Shr., but ne. & se.Shr.

stiif, Glo. Oxf. Brks. e.An.

Ken. Sus. me. & w.Wil. Som.
n.Dev. Cor.

Stunk, 272.

Stupid, 226.

Such, 341—sai'£Nhb.,butn.Nhb.

sik, rae.Nhb. sek, se. & sw.

Nhb. sik, Dur., but n.Dur.

sik, sitf, s.Dur. sek, Cum.,
but n.Cum. sek, sik, sitf, e.

Cum. sek, sik, m. & w.Cum.
sek, ne.Yks. +seik, nnw.Yks.
+sik, snw.Yks.+sik, sitf, m.
Yks.+sni, seik, sitf, nm.Yks.+
sdk, se.Yks. +s;'£, sitf, nw.
Der.+sitf.

sdk m. & nm.Yks.
seik ne. & m.Yks.
sek Sh.I. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

sak, sn.Sc.+sei, em.Sc.+sik,

n.Ayr.+sitf s.Sc. me.Nhb. s.

Dur., n.Cum. +sik, sitf e.Cum.
{sik, m. & w.Cum., n.Wm.,
m.Wm.+si}, w.Wm., nw.Lan.
+sik.

self Lei.+sitf svtf G\o.+sitf s.

Oxf. Nrf., but ne. & s.Nrf.

sitf

sik Or.I. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc,
wm.Sc.+s/V/; but n.Ayr. sek,

S.Ayr. Kcb. n.Ir., but Uls.

sitf, n. se. & sw.Nhb., n.Dur.+

sitf, n. & e.Cum. m. & s.Wm.
nnw. snw. & se.Yks., sw.

Yks.+sitf, nw.Lan.
s'//wm.Sc. Uls. n.Dur. n.Cum.

snw. e. m. se. sw. es. ms.

& s.Yks. 11. m. em. se. sw. &
ms.Lan., s.han.+siitf Chs.

Dnb. n. & s.Stf. n.Der., ne.

Der.+sutf, nw. e. & w.Der. n.

& s.Lin. Not., Rat.+sutf Lei.

+svtf n. & ne.Nhp., m.Nhp.

+sutf War. se.Wor. Shr. Hrf.

Glo. nw. e. &w.Oxf. Bck. Bdf.

se.Hrt. ne. & s.Nrf. w.Suf.

Ess. n. & e.Ken., se.Ken.+

svtf s.Sur. Sus. sm.Hmp. me.

Wil. e.Dor. nw. & e.Dev.,

sw.Dev.+zitf Cor.

s«//nw.Lin. Rut.

aii/sni. & s.Lan. I.Ma. ne. & s.

Der. m.Nhp.
svk Cai. sn.Sc.

sotfhei. m.Nhp. se.Ken.

sik Bch. Abd.

sitf Wxf. I.W. nw.Wil. Dor.,

but e.Dor. sitf, nw. & e.Som.

sw. & s.Dev.

zvtfw.Wil.
Suck, 173—sank snw.Yks. u.

Lan.
sdk w. & sw.Yks.

! s.Lan.

sok Uls., but Ant. suk.

suk Sh.I. ne.Sc, but Abd. suk,

w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Peb. s.

Sc. Ant. Dur. n.Cum. em.Lan.

n &s.Stf. n.Der. sw.Lin. Glo.

suk Abd. s.Ayr. Lth.Edb. Kcb.

11. sw. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm.
e Yks.

suk sm. & sw.Lan. I. Ma. s.Chs.

nw.Der.
svk m.Shr. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

zuk w.Som.+sa*.

zvk Sus. me.Wil.

gak w.Som.
sak nw.Dev.

eiik e.Dev.

VOL. VI.

Sudden, 295.

Suet, 221, 321

—

siuit n.Cum.
nnw. c. m. se. sw. & es.Yks.,

em.Lan. n.Stf. +fiuit, s.Stf.

Lin. Rut. s.Oxf.

siuat s.Nhb.+sii- at, m.Cum. Wm.
snw.Yks. n.Lan., Lei.+s»v/.

sjust s.Ayr.

sii-it n.Ayr., Kcb.+/«-!V, sm. se.

& sw.Lan. se.Ken. me.Wil.
sii-3t Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. n. & s.

Nhb. Dur., l.Ua.+fii-3t, Lei.

Glo.

sii-st ne.Nrf. e.Dev.

sat sn.Sc. +/»<•»/.

fiuit em.Lan. n.Stf.

fit-it Bch. Abd. Lth. Kcb. s.

Lan. n. & nw.Der.

fivat sn. &wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.

sii-it, Edb. Ant. I. Ma., w.Wil.
+zirit.

fat ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. frit,

sii-it w.Wil.
Sugar, 218, 322, 364, 365—
siuga(r) w.Wm. sw.Yks., nw.

Lin. +fugx.r).

si3g3ir) ne.Yks.

sugxr) m.Cum. +fuga(r).

fuga(r) s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. n.

& s.Wm. n.Lan. Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

/«^>-ne.Sc w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.

fugar Inv. Edb. Kcb.

fitgair) em. se. & sw.Lan.

fugar Ant. I. Ma.

f>ga(.r) w.Som.
figar Lth.

Suit, 226, 321, 429—shit n. &
s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.Wm. nnw.

snw. se. sw. & es.Yks. n.

Lan., em.Lan. +fiut, se.Lan.,

n.Stf. +fiut, nw.Lin. Rut.,

Lei.+siit, s.Oxf.

si>t m.Yks.
si;ne.Sc.,butBch. Abd. sut, fut,

s.Ayr.

sjiit ne.Nrf.

sut Bch. Abd.+fut.

silt sm.Lan. n.Der. +fitt, n.Lin.

Lei. se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil. e.

Som.
sat w.Frf. e.Per. +fat.

sat Kcb.
sut e.Suf. w.Som.

fit wm.Sc. +fat, fut.

fut em.Lan. n.Stf.

fut Bch. Abd. Ant. w.Wil.

fut Inv. sn.Sc. sm. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. s.Chs. n. & nw.Der. s.

Wil.

fat w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.

fut Lth. Edb.

fit -wm.Sc.

Summer, 100—semar Cai. ne. &

sn.Sc. em.Sc, but Lth. Edb.

simsr, s.Sc.

simar wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. Ant.

somar Uls., but Ant. simsr.

sum3(r) s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. n. nw. em. & se.Lan. n.

& s.Stf., n.Der. +sutm(.r), nw.

Lin.

sumtrn. se. & sw.Nhb.

Sumatra, sw. ms. & s.Lan. Cns.

Dnb. em. &wm.Stf. n.ne.nw.

c w & s.Der. n.Lei. sw.Nhp.

e! & s.War. Shr. nw. & w.

Oxf.

siimar I. Ma.

«,„««•> nne.Nhb. m.Nhp. e. & s.

Oxf. Bdf. se.Hrt. Nrf. Suf.

Ess. Ken. s.Sur. Sus.
svtmr Sh.I. Inv. w.Frf. e.Per.

sm.Sc, but Kcb. sitnar.

zimacn s.Dev.

zvma(r) e.Hrf. Glo. Hmp. nw. &
w.Wil. e.Dor. w.Som. n. & e.

Dev.
Sun, 100, 101

—

sen ne.Sc.+so«,
but Bch. Abd. san.

sin wm.Sc. +svn, Ant. e.Som.
nw. & e.Dev.

son n.Bck.

sun Or.I. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. n. nw. em. & se.Lan. n.

& s.Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut., Lei.

+ SD)I.

«'m sw.Lan. I. Ma. nw.Der. Nhp.
Shr., w.Oxf. +svii.

son Sh.I. Cai. Inv. ne. sn. nm.
& wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.

Sc. Lei. e. w. & s.Oxf. Bdf.

se.Hrt. Cmb. Nrf. Suf. Ess.

Ken. s.Sur. Sus. me.Wil.

san Bch. Abd.
zin w.Som. sw.Dev.
zvn w.Wil. e.Dor. nw.Som. n.

Dev.
Sunday, 100

—

sonde Uls.

sunda Nhb. n.Dur. Cum., but n.

Cum. sonda, n. & s.Wm. Yks.

nw.Lan. n.Lin.

siindi ms.Lan. \sunda, s.Lan.

Chs. n. & s.Stf. n. ne. nw. c.

w. & s.Der. Lei. e.War.

sunda m. & ms.Lan.

sum* Sh.I. sn. &em.Scnw.0xf.
w.Cor.

sondine.Sc. n.Hrf. e.Oxf. s.Nrf.

e. & w.Suf. Ess. n.Ken.

sonda ne.Sc. n.Cum. se.Hrt.

zindi w.Som. +svndi, s.Dev.

zondi e.Hrf. Glo. Hmp. nw. me.

& w.Wil. e.Dor. w.Som.

Sunk, 272.

Supper, 219

—

sopalr) w.Som.+
svpa^ri.

sopar Uls., but Ant. siipar.

supair) s.Nhb. Dur. c. m. & w.

Cum. Wm. Yks. u. nw. em.

& se.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. Lin.

Rut. m.Nhp.
supar se.Nhb. n.Cum.

siipair) m. sw. ms. & s.Lan. Chs.

Fit. em. &wm.Stf. ne. nw. c.

& s.Der. Not. Lei. e.War.

Shr. w.Oxf.

supar Ant. I. Ma.

svpatr) nnw.Nhb. m.Nhp., e.

Hr(.+zopai.r), nw. e. & s.Oxf.

Bdf. Hrt. Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken.

s.Sur. Sus. me. & w.Wil., c.

Vor.+zopair), e.Som. n.Dev.

svfiar Sh.\. Cai. Inv. ne. & sn.

Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. wm.

sm. & s.Sc.

zopair) e.Hrf. Glo. Hmp. nw.

Wil. e.Dor. w.Som. e. & =.

Dev.

Sure, 222, 322, 365—seuair) n.

& se.Lan.

swam Dur.+/«*«, e.Cum., m. &

w.Cum.+/"»C>. Wm. nnw. &

snw Yks., se.Yks.+si>c>, sw.

& es.Yks., ms.Yks.+AM*1> s-

Yks. nw.Lan., em.Lan. +

fiua(r), s.Lan. Not. +/"«*''.> "
Lin.+SKXrt, nw.Lin., m.Lin.+

fuaW, w.Suf.

siuar n.Cum.+fuar.

siiittr) e.Suf.+fiiaW, fiixr).

siair) ne. e. m. nm. & se.Yks.

siar se.Nhb. +fuar, fur.

sir ne.Sc. +fur.
stuir) n.Lin., s.Lin. +fua,r}.

souair) m.Lan.
siir Or.I. s.Sc.

siiair) ne.Nrf.

sur sn.Sc. +f&r, wm.Sc. +far,

fir.

fer s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

fiur sm.Sc.+/Sj-, but s.Ayr. fer.

fiua(r) ms.Yks. em.Lan., n.Stf.+

fuair), n.Der., Rut.+fuair), Lei.,

Bdf. +foir>, Hrt. Cmb., but m.

Crab./wm, nw.Nrf. s.Sur. w.

Sus.

fiuar sw.Nhb.+/M«-.

fjua(.r) nw.Oxf.

foair-i se.Shr. w.Som., sw.Dev.+

goa(r), Cor.

fua(r) nne. & s.Nhb. Dur. m. &
w.Cum. sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan.

Chs. n. wm. & s.Stf. Der.,

but n.Der. fuain, Not. m. &

s.Lin. Rut. m.Nhp. War.
Wor. Shr., but se.Shr. /ran,

n.Hrf. s.Pem. c. w. & S.Oxf.

Brks. Hnt. m.Cmb. e.Suf.

Ess. Ken. e.Sus. sm.Hmp.,

v/.'Wil.+fouain, Dor. Som.,

but w.Som. foa(r), e.Dev.

fuar Uls.+/»>'i n - se - & sw.Nhb.

n.Cum. I.Ma.

fiir Cai. Inv. ne.Sc. Uls. me. &

se.Nhb.

fouair) w.Wil.

foir, Bdf.

far Sh.I. sn.Sc, nm.Sc. +fnr,

wm. & sm.Sc.

fia(r) e.Suf.

fiir nm.Sc. em.Sc, but Lth.

Edb.y«-, wm.Sc.
goao-i n. & sw.Dev., s.Dev.+

zua(.r).

~uAr) e.Hrf. Glo. me.Wil. n. &

s.Dev.

zouair) nw.Wil.

Surely, 365.

Swacker, 323.

Swacking, 323-

Swallow, v., 54, 229, 245, 349
—swctli Edb. n.Ir. s.Nhb. n.

Dur.

suinlo Wm. sw.Lan.

swab ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

Peb. Kcb. n. & sw.Nhb. n.

em. sm. & se.Lan. n. & s.Stf.,

n.Der.+sa<ofo,ne.Der.nw.Lin.

swdli Sus.

sweli Cam.+swili, swoh.

swili Cum. w.Yks. War. Glo.

swoh Cum.
swoh sw.Yks. I. Ma. n.Der. s.

Oxf. se.Ken. e.Dev.

swgli Lth.

zwali I.W. Dor.

zwili Brks.

zwola w.Som.
Swang, 323-

Swear, 65, 425, 42f5, 43°, 432—

swsan nw.Der.

swesir) se.Lan.+swixr>, sw.Lan.,

s.Lan.+5fws(n, n.Stf. n.Der.

Rut. Lei. sw.Nhp. nw. & s.

Oxf., ne.Nrf.+saifiCO, e.Suf.

se Ken. me.Wil. e.Dor.

swesr Uls., but Ant. swir.

swer ne.Sc.+swir, sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. me.Nhb.

swi3ir) s.Nhb. Dur.m.Cum.Wm.

ne. nnw. snw. c. m. se. sw.
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Swear (contd.)—
& es.Yks. n. nw. se. & s.Lan.

Lin. ne.Nrf. s.Sur. Sus.

swiar s.Sc. n.Cum. I. Ma.
swir Kcb.
swir ne. em. & wm.Sc. sm.Sc,

but Kcb. swir, Ant. se. & sw.
Nhb.

swaXr) em. & sm.Lan.
zwealr) Dor., but e.Dor. sweaw,

Som. e.Dev.

Sweat, 137, 138, 425, 428, 429,

43°> 433

—

sweat ne.Sc, but

Bch. Abd. swet.

swat se.Lan., s.Lan. + szviat, s.

Chs.+swtt, n.Der. +swiat, nw.
Der. ne.Shr.

sweit sn.Sc, nnw.Yks. + swiat,

Lei., m.Bck.+swet.
swet Sh. & Or. I. Bch. Abd. me.

sw. fcs.Nhb. es.Yks. em. & sm.
Lan. I. Ma. n. & s.Stf. Lin.,

but n. Lin. swht, Rut.+swot, s.

War. s.Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf.

se.Ken. Sus. me.Wil.
sweit w.Frf. e.Per.

swet Inv. n.Shr.

swidt Wm.+swTt, ne. nnw. snw.
e. m. se. & sw.Yks. n. nw. sw.
& s.Lan. n.Der. n.Lin. Bdf.

szvlt Ayy.+swit, sm.Sc. n.Cum.
swit em. & wm.Sc. Ayr. Ant. n.

& se.Nhb. s.Dur. m.Cum.Wm.
s.Chs. ne.Der.

swot Rut.
swat Uls., but Ant. swit.

zweet Dor.
swet nw. & w.Wil. e. & w.Som.

n. & e.Dev.
Sweep, v., 238, 425, 427, 429,

432

—

slip Abd. em.Sc. s.Ayr.

Kcb. n.Ir., but Ant. swip, n. &
sw.Nhb., s.Nhb. n. & m.Cum.
+szvip.

sweip n.Stf.

sweap se.Lan.
sweip ne.Sc, but Abd. sfip.

swep Hrks.+swiap.
swip Ken. Cor.

swiap s.Lan., n.Der. + swip, s.

Oxf. Brks.
swip w.Frf. e.Per. I. Ma.
swip Inv. n.Ayr. Ant. s.Nhb. n.

&m.Cum.Wm. sw.Yks. n. em.
& sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der. nw.
Lin.

sweep, swiip Sh.I.

zcep w.Som.+zwip.
zwip Dor. w.Som.
zwiap e.Dev.

Sweet, 142

—

swxt e.Sui+sweat.

sweit nnw.Yks.+szt/^, snw.Yks.
n.Stf.

szveat se.Lan. e.Suf.

swet Uls., but Ant. swit, ne.Nrf.

swit e.Som.
swiat s.Sc.+szvit, e.Yks. +szoif, m.

Yks. s.Lin. s.Oxf. e.Dor.

swit Sh.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

n.Ayr. Kcb. s. Sen.Cum. I. Ma.
sivit Inv. sn.Sc. wm.Sc, but n.

Ayr. swit, s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Ant. Nhb. Dur. e. m. & s.Cum.
Wm. nnw. e. se. sw. es. & s.

Yks. n. nw. em. sm. sw. & s.

Lan. n.&nw.Der. n.Lin. Rut.
Lei. War. Wor. Shr. Oxf.

zwet sw.Dev.
zwit Dor., but e.Dor. siviat, w.

Som.
zwit w.Wil.

Swell, 54, 425, 429, 430, 432.
Swim, 69, 238, 425, 426, 427,

429, 430, 432—sum w.Frf. e.

Per.+swim, Peb.

sum s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc
n. sw. & s.Nhb.

swim ~Wm.+swum, sw.Yks. n.

sm. se. & sw.Lan. I. Ma. Stf.

Der. Not. Lin.War.Wor. Shr.

Oxf. se.Ken.
swim w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.

swim ne.Sc. Ant.

swum Cum. Wm.
swam em. Lan.
zwim Dor. e. & s.Som. e.Dev.

zzveem w.Som.
Swine, 382.

Swing, 425, 427, 429, 432.

Swipple, 238.

Swoon, 238, 306.

Sword, 50, 238

—

sodd Rut. me.
Wil. s.Som.

soad se.Yks. -vsuad, n.Lan. n.

Stf. n. & nw.Der., n.Lin.+
swoad, nw.Lin., Lei. +swvd,
e.Suf., s.Sur. w.Sus. + suad,

n.Dev.
spd s.Nhb., sm.Lan. + sad, se.

Lan. se.Ken.
sord Inv. ,wm.Sc.+swdrd,swt>rd,

s.Ayr. Kcb. Uls.

smd n.Dur. +swoad, Wm. ne.

Yks., snw.Yks.+sa>5rf, e. &se.
Yks., sw.Yks.+swsd, es.Yks.
nw. em. sw. & s.Lan. War.
Oxf., but nw.Oxf. swod, m.
Bck. Cmb. n.Ken. s.Sur. Sus.,

but w.Sus.+aW, w.Wil.
suard s.Sc. n.Cum. I. Ma.
surd ne.Sc. +swerd, sn.Sc w.

Frf. e.Per., se. Nhb. + sword,
sw.Nhb.

sad sm.Lan.
swod ne.Nrf.

swerd Or.I. ne.Sc.

sword me. & se.Nhb.
swoad n.Dur. s.Stf. n.Lin.

sword wm.Sc.
swudd m.Cum.
swilrd Lth. Edb.
swvrd wm.Sc.
swod Lei. nw.Oxf.
swad s.~Lin. +swad.
swad s.Dur. nnw. snw. m. & sw.

Yks. s.Lin.

zdd Dor.
zoad nw.Dev.
zuad Brks. w.Som.
Swore, 165, 238

—

sow) e.Sus.+
suair).

sour) n.Bck. s.Sur. w.Sus. sm.
Hmp.

sor Kcb.+sHy-, Ant.

suair) es.Yks. m.Nhp. s.Oxf. se.

Hrt. e.Sus., w.Wil. +zwa(n.
snr sm.Sc, but Kcb. +so»".

swea(r) e.Yks., se.Yks.+szco^c),

sw.Yks., n.Lan. + szwwj, a.

Der., e.Hrf. +~<w(r).

swiar Wm.
szvir ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. szvor.

swoa(r) se.Yks. e.War. s.Nrf., e.

Suf.+swda(r),

swpir) s.Nhb. se.Lan. w.Suf. se.

Ken.
swpr Edb. +szvur.

swoa(r) m.Cum. em. sm. sw. &
ms.Lan., sXan.+swunr), Stf.

e. & s. Der. Lin. Rut. Lei. e.

Suf.

swoor Uls., but Ant. sor.

swor Cai. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc, w.
Frf. e.Per.wm.Sc.+swaer, Ayr.

Lth. me. se. & sw.Nhb.
swuair) nne.Nhb. n. & s.Lan. n.

Ken.
swuar n.Cum. I.Ma.
swur Edb.
swar Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.
& s.Sc.

swa(r) n.Der.

zoair) G\o.+zwe>3(.r).

zoain e.Hrf., e.Dor.+zuacr\

zualr) e.Dor.

zwo3(.r) Glo. e. & s.Dev.

zwair) w.Wil.
Swum, 238.

Table, 204

—

taibl se.Ken.
teibl Ant.
teabl n.Cum.+tiabl, sw.Yks. n.

Lan., se.Lan. +tebl, n.Stf. nw.
Lin. s.Oxf. Sus. Dor. w.Som.

tebl w.Frf. e.Per.

tebl Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. m. se. & sw.Lan.
I. Ma. Dnb. s.Stf. n. & e.Der.

tebo me.Wil.
tiabl m.Cum. Wm.
tiabl Nhb. n.Cum. nw.Oxf.
tibl ne.Shr. Glo.

Tail, 48

—

tail s.Pem. Glo. se.

Ken. me.Wil., w.Wil. +teal,

Dor.,but e.Dor.+taial, e.Som.,

w.Som. +taial.

taisl e.Dor.+tail, w.Som.
txial Ess.+to/.m sh.i.

teil Ant. se.Brks., m.Bck.+to/,

Bdf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Ken. n.

Dev.
teidl n.Bck.
telne.Sc.+teal, tel, but Bch. Abd.

teil.

teal ne.Sc. sw.Nhb., n.Cum.H-

tisl, e.Yks., m.Yks.+tial, se.

Yks.+ft>/, til, sw.Yks. n.Stf.

Lin., w.War.+tial, s.Oxf. m.
Bck. w.Hrt. Ess., n.Ken.+
tial, e.Sus. w.Wil. w.Cor.

teil Bch. Abd.
tel Or.I. Cai. Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. wm. Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. Uls., but Ant. teil, n. me.
& s.Nhb. s.Dur. m.Cum. w. &
s.Wm. nw.Yks. Lan., but se.

Lan. Hal, I. Ma. e.Chs. n. & nw.
Der. Rut. Sus., but e.Sus.

test,

tial ne.Wm.
Hal se.Nhb. n.Cum. m. & se.Yks.

se.Lan. w.War. n.Ken.
til se.Yks. m. & s.Chs. e. nm. &

wm.Stf. e. & w.Der. Lei. ne.
Shr.

Tailor, 298.

Take, 43, 44, 45, 249, 340, 425,
426, 427, 429, 430, 431, 432— taik Brks. + tek, but se.

Brks. teak, Ess. se.Ken.
/a£Sc.,but s.Sc. tiak, n.Ir., Dur.

+tiak, Cum.+tek, tiak, but n.

Cum.+to^Wm., Yks.+ftF, but
n.Yks. tiak, nnw.Yks.+^'ai, e.

Yks. +tek, Lan.+tek, te, but em.
Lan.+frt,' tek, ms. & s.Lan. +tek,
Chs.+te. tT,butw.Chs. tik, Stf.,

but n.Stf. teak, e.Stf.+Cf, wm.
S\iMek, s.Stf. +teik, Der. Not.
+tek,te,Lin.+tek, tei,Nhp.,but
m.Nhp. teik, tek, sw.Nhp. tek,

teak, Shr.+iV~ but ne.Shr. +tek,

Oxf.,buts.Oxf.to£,Sur.Hmp.

Dev., but n.Dev. tek, e.Dev.

tek, sw.Dev. teak,

ta em.Lan.+/a£, te, tek.

teik s.Stf.+fo£, m.Nhp. +tek, se.

Hrt. ne.Nrf.

tek Cum., e.Yks.+tak, Lan.,wm.
Stf.+tak, Der. Not. Lin. Rut.

Lei., sw.Nhp.+teak, War., but

e.War.tek,w.War.teak,s.War.

teak, tek, ne.Shr.+le, Brks.

Sus., but e.Sus. teak, Dor.+
teak, tik, tiak, Som. e.Dev.

tea e.Ken. +te.

teak n.Cum.+tak, tiak, n.Stf. Lin.

sw.Nhp. w.War., s.War.H-

tek, w.Wor., s.~Wor.+tek, s.

Oxf. se.Brks., m.Bck. +tiak,w.

Hrt. e.Suf. n.Ken. e.Sus. Dor.
sw.Dev.

te Nhb.+tfai, but se.Nhb.+/?>A,

Yks. Lan. Chs., e.St{.+tak,

Der. Not. Shr. e.Ken.
tek em. Lan., ms.Lan.+fo£,s.Lan.

+tek, I. Ma. m. Nhp. e. & s.War.
s.Wor. n.Hrf., e.Hrf. +tiai, u.

Dev. w.Cor.
tiak nnw.Yks.+fa£.
lik Dor.
tiaks.Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. n.Yks.

e.Hrf. m.Bck., GIo.+«£, I.W.
w.Wil. Dor.

ti Chs.
tik w.Chs. Glo.

tfek se.Nhb.+tiak.

Taken, 339.
Tale, 43, 44, 45, 249-/0;'/ w.

Wor. Lon. se.Ken., e.Dor. +
tial.

teil Ant. ne.Nrf.

teial se.Hrt.

teal em.Sc, but Lth. Edb. tel, n.

Cum.+te/, tial, se.Yks. +tial,

sw.Yks.+tel, ms.Yks. n.Lan.
n.Stf. Lin. s.War. s.Oxf., m.
Bck.+/»/, Bdf. w.Hrt. e.Suf.

n.Ken. me.Wil. Dor., but e.

Dor. tail, tial, w.Som.
teil Cai. Bch., Abd.+tel.

tel ne.Sc, but Bch. teil, Abd.+
teil, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

tel Or.I. wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. sw.Yks. m. se. sw. & s.

Lan. I. Ma. e.Chs. e. & s.Stf.

n. nw. & e.Der. Lei. m.Shr.
Sus. Som., but w.Som. teal,

sw.Dev.
tial m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks., nw.

Lan.+/;W.

tiel n.Cum.
tial s.Sc. Nhb., but se.Nhb.+//W',

s.Dur. n.Cum. ne. e. m. & se.

Yks. nw.Lan. m.Bck. I.W.
w.Wil. e.Dor.

til Or.I.

til wm.Stf. ne.Shr. Glo.
tjel se.Nhb.+//>/.

Talk, 38, 340—tdk Inv. Bch.
Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Ant. se.

Nhb. n.Dur., n.Cum. + toi,
tpk, m.Wm. + tdk, nm.Yks. +
toak, tpk, n.Ken. nw. & me.
Wil. Dor., but e.Dor.+/p*.

tok Kcb.
teik Uls., but Ant. tdk.

tmk Glo.+/p£, w.Wil.
toak n. & m.Cum. m. & nm.Yks.,

sw.Yks.+fo£,em.Lan.e.War.,
se.Hrt. +tp~i, e.Dev.

tpk Ayr. n.Nhb. n.Cum., e. & w.
Cum.+tok, Wm.+lok, but m.
Wm.+tei, nm. & ms.Yks. n.
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m. se. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.

Chs. Stf. Der. nw.Lin. n.Lei.
Nhp. ra.Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf.
Bdf.se.Hrt.s.Nrf.Suf.se.Ken.

Sus.sm.Hmp.,e.Dor.+fa"*,w.
Som.

tok sw.Nhb. e. & w.Cum. Wm.
sw. & s.Yks. nw.Lan.

Tallow, 35, 229, 349

—

talg nnw.
Yks.+tab.

tali Lth. Edb.
talo Inv.+tala, Ant. w.Wm. sw.

Lan.
tab Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. tab,
s.Ayr. Kcb. Nhb. s.Dur. n. &
m.Cum.Wm., butw.Wm. talo,

Yks., but nnw.Yks. + talg,

Lan., but sw.Lan. talo, I. Ma.
Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei.,

Glo.+tieb, s.Oxf. e.Suf. e. &
w.Som.

/«/) Ayr., but s.Ayr. tab, Peb.
s.Sc.

txb ne.Nrf. +fo£>, se.Ken. Wil.
Dor. Som., but e. & w.Som.
tab, e.Dev.

txh Glo.

tob ne.Nrf. Sus.

Tame, 44, 45, 249

—

taim se.Ken.
teim Ant.
team n.Cum. + tiem, m. & sw.

Yks. se.Lan., n.Stf.+tera, Lin.

e.War. n.Wor. s.Oxf., m.Bck.
+tiam, w.Hrt. Sus. me.Wil.
Dor. w.Som. sw.Dev.

tern Sh.I. ne.Sc., but Bch. Abd.
tern, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.
Sc. Peb.

tern Inv. Bch. Abd. Ayr. Lth.
Edb. Kcb. es.Yks. n. em. sw.
& s.Lan. I.Ma. n. & s.Stf. n. &
nw.Der. Rut. Lei. ne.Nrf.

tiam m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks. nw.
Lan.

tiem n.Cum.
tiam Nhb., but se. Nhb. +tjetn, ne.

& se.Yks., G\o. + tim, m.Bck.
w.Wil. nw. & e.Som.

tint Glo.

tjem se.Nbb.+tiam.
Tar, 65—tar Inv. s.Ayr. Ant.

sw.Nhb. I.Ma.

taai.r) sw.Yks. n.Stf.

&K>-) s.Nhb. m.Cum. Lan. s.Stf.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.

me.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev.
tar Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Peb.

Uls., but Ant. tar, w.Wm.
tar Ayr., but n.Ayr. tpr, s.Ayr.

tar, Kcb.
tasrs.Sc.

tpr n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.
Task, 343.
Taste, 204, 249

—

taist Lon. se.

Ken.
teist Ant. n.Stf. Lei.

test nw.Der.
teas w.Som.
least sw.Yks. n.Lan., se.Lan.

+

test, Lin. s.War. s.Oxf. w.Hrt.
e. Suf. s. Sur. Sus. me.Wil. Dor.

test sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

tcs I.Ma.

test Inv. Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. Ayr.
Lth. Edb. Kcb. em. sm. se. &
sw.Lan., s.Lan. +tiast, s.Stf. n.

& ne.Der. Rut. ne.Nrf., w.
Wil.+tiast.

tiast m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks. nw.
Lan.

tiest n.Cum.
tiast Nhb., but se.Nhb.+tjest, s.

Dur. ne. e. m. & se.Yks. s.Lan.

w.Wil.
tjest se.Nhb.+/«s/.

Taught, 136, 358— fax' ne - &
sn.Sc. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. tpt,

sm.Sc, but s.Ayr. tpt.

tau\t Sh.I. s.Sc.

taut sw.Nhb. Wm., nnw.Yks.+
tat, tiat, em. & se.Lan., s.Lan.

+tout.

tdtn.Cum.+toat,nnvt.Yks. I.Ma.

s.War. Glo. se.Ken. s.Sur. w.
Sus. Dor. sw.Dev.

tiat nnw.Yks.
tout se.Nhb. + tot, Dur. m.Cum.

ne. e. m. se. & sw.Yks. n. sm.
sw. & s.Lan. nw.Lin.

toat n.Cum.
tpt Ayr. n.Stf. n. & s.Lin. s.Oxf.

ne.Nrf. Sus., but w.Sus. tat,

me.Wil.
tot se.Nhb. es.Yks.

Tea, 220

—

tei s.Sc. Ant. n. & s.

Nhb. n.Cum., nnw.Yks. + ti,

snw.Yks., em.Stf.+^f, s.Stf.+

te, tf,Lei. m.Nhp.+ft, sw.Nhp.
+ te, tl, e.War., n.Bck.+/e, m.
Bck.

tea e.Suf.+/r.

/cSh.I. ne.Sc. Uls., but Ant. tei,

sw.Yks. + tia, s.Yks. + ti, m.
Lan., em.Lan.+fr>, se. sw. ms.

& s.Lan. I.Ma., Chs.+iT, Fit.

Dnb. s.Stf. n. & nw.Der., e.

Der. Rut.+ff, sw.Nhp. s.War.
w. fcs.Wor. n.Shr., ne.Shr.+
ti, m.Shr., se. Shr.+iT, Glo. nw.
e. w. & s.Oxf. n.Bck. ne.Nrf.,

s.Nrf.+ff, w.Suf. n.Ken. Sus.

sm.Hmp. nw. me. & w.Wil.
Dor. Som. Dev. Cor.

tia e. m. nm. se. & sw.Yks. em.
Lan. n. & nw.Lin.

ti Cai. Inv. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

em. wm. & sm.Sc. me. & se.

Nhb. Dur. e. m.& w.Cum.Wm.
nnw. & s.Yks. n. & nw.Lan.
Chs. n. e. em. wm. & s.Stf. ne.

c. w. & s.Der. s.Lin. Rut. Lei.

e.War. n.Wor. m. & sw.Nhp.
ne. & se.Shr. e.Hrf. Bdf. se.

Hrt. nw. & s.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess.

e. & se.Ken.
Teach, 137, 138, 428, 429, 433—teitf se.Nhb. + tit/, snw.

Yks.+tiat/, sw. &ms.Yks., em.
Lan. + tiat/, sm. sw. ms. & s.

Lan. n.&s.Stf.ne. Der., e.Der.

+titf, Lei. + titf, n.Bck. + titf,

tit/, Sus.+titf.

tet/s.Chs.+tit/.

teat/ e.Yks. e.Suf.

let/ Uls., n.Dur. + tiat/, es.Yks.

se.Lan. I.Ma. Fit., n.Der. Rut.

+tit/, War. n.Wor. n.Shr. Glo.

e. & s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. Hrt.

ne.Cmb. ne.Nrf. Ess. I.W.me.
& w.Wil. e.Dor. Som. Dev.
Cor.

tit/sw.Nhb. e.Der. n.Bck. Hnt.
nw.Nrf. w.Dor.

tiat/n.Dur. n.Cum. nnw. snw. m.
& se.Yks. 11. nw. & em.Lan. n.

& s.Lin.

tit/w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc.

tit/Sh.l. Inv. ne.Sc. wm.Sc. me.

se. & s.Nhb. s.Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. Chs. 11. & nw.Der. Not.

Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. n.Hrf. n.

Bck. Hnt. m. & se.Cmb. e. &
se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus.

Team, 182, 183, 282

—

teim nnw.
Yks. + tiam, s.Chs. + t/em, m.
Nhp. + tiam.

team n.Stf. e.Suf.

tern w.Frf. e.Per.
tern I.Ma., s.Stf. + //a«, Lei. +

tiam, tim, Glo. ne.Nrf. Dor.
tiam sw.Nhb. sw.Wm. ne. nnw.
snw. e. & m.Yks., se.Yks.

+

tim, sw.Yks. n. nw. m. em.
sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. s.Stf.

n.Der., nw.Der. + tfm, e.Der.
Not, but m.Not. tim, Lin.,

Rut.+/fm, Lei. m. & sw.Nhp.
nw. & s.Oxf., m.Bck. + tim,

Bdf. s.Sur. Sus. me. & w.Wil.
e.Dev.

tim n.Ayr. Kcb. n.Cum.
tim Inv. Abd. wm.Sc, butn.Ayr.

tim, s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. n. me.
se. & s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w.
Wm. se.Yks., Dnb.+t/em, ne.

nw. & s.Der. m. Not. Rut. Lei.

e. & s.War. s.Wor. ne. Shr. m.
Bck. se.Ken. n.Dev.

t/em s.Chs. Fit. Dnb. n. & m.Shr.
Tear, v., 65, 425, 426, 427, 430,

432— ttuuo e.Oxf.

ti'nr) m.Shr.
team sw. Lan. + tiam, n. & s.Stf.

n.Der. s.Oxf. Bdf. se.Ken.
Sus. Dor. e.Som. e.Dev.

ter w.Frf. e.Per.

tiairi s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w. &
sw.Yks. n. em. se. & sw.Lan.
Lin. Not. Lei. w.Som.

tiar sw.Nhb. I.Ma.

time. & em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

Tease, 13-]— teas n.Stf.

tez Abd. w.Frf. e.Per. Uls. se. &
s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. Glo. Sus.

me.Wil. Dor. Som. nw.Dev.
tias sw.Wm. sw.Yks. sm. & sw.

Lan., n.Der.+ife, Lin. s.Oxf.

tis Inv. ne.Sc. , but Abd. tez, Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. n.

sw. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm.
em.Lan. n.Der. se.Ken.

Teat, 220.

Teeth, 142

—

tei} n.Stf. w.Der.

te)J> se.Lan.

te]> Dor. Som.
ti} sw.Nhb. n.Hrf. Glo. e.Oxf.

tia} n.Nhb., n. & nw.Lin. +ti}.

ti} w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb.
ti} Inv. ne.Sc. Lth. Edb. Ant. s.

Nhb. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n.

em. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf.

n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf.

Ken. Sus. e.Dev.

Telegraph, 295.

Tell, 52, 428, 429, 433—txl s.

Sc se.Ken.
tei Sh. & Or. I. Cai. Inv., ne.Sc.

+tel, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.

sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Ant. Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks., but m.
&nm.Yks.fr'/, Lan., but n.Lan.

tal, I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Not.

Lin. Rut. Nhp. War. Wor.
Hrf. Shr. Glo. Oxf. m.Bck.
Bdf. e.An. Ken., but se.Ken.

tsel, Sus. Hmp. t.W. Wil. w.
Dor. e.Som. n. & s. Dev. Cor.

tei ne.Sc. em.Sc, but Lth. Edb.

tei.

til m. & nm.Yks.
tvl e.Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.

tal Uls., but Ant. tei, n.Lan.

Tempt, 295.
Ten, 149—txn ne.Nrf. e.Suf. w.

Dor.
tmn Fif. Peb. s.Sc.

ten Sh.I., Or.I. + ten, Inv. Bch.

Abd. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.

Sc, but Fif. Peb. tmn, wm.Sc.
Kcb. Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks., but m.Yks. tin,

Lan., but n.Lan. tan, I.Ma.

Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut.

Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr.

Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. Ken.
Wil. e.Dor. sw.Dev. Cor.

ten Or.I. ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

ten.

ten e. & w.Som.
tin m.Yks. w.Sus.
tan Uls., but Ant. ten, n.Lan.

Tenth, 316.

Thack, 417.

Thae, 421.
Than, 311.

Thank, 33, 310,313—flay* Sus.,

but -w.Sus.}enk, Dor. e.Som.
(Sseyk w.Som. sw.Dev.
Senk w.Wil.
tank Or.I.

}ank ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

em.Sc, but Lth. }dnk, Peb.
}enk,wm.Sc, butn.Ayr.}ank,
sm.Sc. +}enk, s.Sc. Ant., se.

Nhb.+jfc>/£, sw.Nhb. n.Cum.,
ra.Cum.+}enk, sw.Wm., nnw.
& snw.Yks. +}enk, em. & sw.
Lan. n. & nw.Der., nw.Lin.

+

}enk, s.Lin. e.Suf.

}ank n.Ayr. Lth. Lei.

}&nk se.Ken.
}enk sm.Sc. Peb. n. se. & s.Nhb.

Dur. m. & s.Cum. u. & w.Wm
ne. nnw. snw. e. m. se. & sw.
Yks. u. se. ms. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

s.Chs. Stf. n. & nw.Lin. ne.

Shr. s.Oxf. m.Bck. ne.Nrf. s.

Sur. w.Sus. I.W. nw.Dev.
That, dem. pron., 311, 411, 413,

416, 417, 418, 420, 423—at

Cai.

dal Sh. & Or.I. Sus.

rfa?/s.Pem. n.Ken., e.Ken.+Set,

se.Ken.+Ssst.

del w.Ken.
Sarfsm.Lan.
Sat ne. sn. nm. em. wm. & sm.

Sc. Uls. Nhb. Dur. Cum.Wm.
Yks. Lan., but sm.Lan. Sad,

I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der.

Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. War. Wor.
n.Shr., Hrf. + Vot, G\o.+Sssl,

Oxf. Bck. Bdf. nw.Hrt. w.
Dor. w.Som.

Sast m.Shr. Glo. Brks. Cmb. Nrf.,

but ne.Nrf. Svt, Suf. Ess. se.

Ken.Hmp.Wi). e.Dor. s.Som.
n.Dev. w.Cor.

Set e.Ken.
Sol Hrf.

Svt ne.Nrf.

[that used as a rcl. pron. and rj.

usually has a in all the dia-

lects.]

Thatch, sb., 22, 310, 341

—

Sat/

I.W. w.Som. n.Dev.
Sect/ me. & w.Wil. Dor. s.Som.
Set/nvj.Som.
tak Or.I.

}ak ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr.Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.Sc.Uis.,

but Ant.}at/, Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. ne. nnw. snw. & m.Yks.,

22-2
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Thatch (contd.)—
se.Yks.+fiak, sw.Yks. n. & s.

Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei. Nhp. w.War. Wor.
Shr. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. Hnt. e.

An., but ne.Cmb. fsek, e.Suf.

fself, e.Ken.

fatf Ant. em. sm. & sw.Lan.
I. Ma. e.Som.

f&k ne.Cmb.

f&/f e.Suf. se.Ken.
'tiik e. & se.Yks.
Thatn, 417.
Thaw, 127, 310, 425, 429—
da w.Wil. Dor., but e.Dor. fo.
tip Sus., but e.Sus.

fp~, w.Sus.
fa, Som.

$dh me.Wil.
fau Bch. Abd., wra.Sc.+jo,

Ayr. sm.Sc. Peb. Wm., em.
Lan.+^o.

fa sn.Sc, w.Frf. e.Per.+^»»,
wm. Sc., butn.Ayr.^p, Ant.,
se.Nhb.+/o, s.Nhb., nnw.
Yks.+^o», snw.Yks. n.Lan.,
nw.Lan.+^oa, s.War. e. &
w.Oxf. s.Sur. w.Sus.

fou ne.Sc, but Bch. AbA. fau,
s.Sc. me.Nhb. n. & m.Cum.
nnw. & e.Yks. nw.Lan. nw.
Lin.

foa sw.Yks. Rut. Bdf.

fg n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. sw.Nhb.
se.Yks., sm.Lan.+/o, se.Lan.,
s.Lan.+^0, I. Ma. n.Stf. Lei.
m.Nhp. n.Wor.s.Oxf. m.Bck.
se.Ken. e.Sus.

fou e.Suf.

fo se.Nhb. ne. & es.Yks. em.
sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan. s.Chs.
n. & nw.Der. n. & s.Lin. Cmb.
Nrf. e.Dor.

fou w.Frf. e.Per.

The, 312, 371, 372,373, 374, 375.
Thease, 416.

Thease yerimy, 416.
Theasum, 419.
Thee, 311, 404, 411.
Their, 410, 412.
Theirn, 411, 413.
Theirs, 413.
Them, 235, 311, 410, 420— dcm

Sh. & Or.I. n.Ken., se.Ken.
•\-Setn, Sus.

Sent Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
Ayr., but n.Ayr. Sent, Lth.
Edb.+Sem, s.Sc. Ant. Nhb.
Dur., but n.Dur. Sim, Cum.
Wm. n. ne. nw. & e.Yks.,
nm.Yks.+8i'«;, sm.Yks., w.
Yks.+Seam, se. sw. ms. & s.

Yks. u. m. em. sw. & s.Lan.
I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Lin.
Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor.
Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Bdf. Nrf. Suf.

se.Ken. Hmp. Dor. Dev. Cor.
Seam w.Yks. w.Wi!.
tiem n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
Sim n.Dur. m. & nm.Yks.
em Cai.

[The unstressed form of the
personal pronoun is gen. Sam.
In many dialects Sent is only
used as a demonstrative pron.
and adj.]

Themmin, 420.
Themmy, 420.
Themselves, 415.
Then, 311

—

dan Or.l.+deu.
den Or.I. n.Ken., se.Ken.+fcx,

Sus.

San ne.Sc.+Scu, w.Frf. e.Per.,

wm.Sc.+3ra, Kcb., n.Cum.+
Sen, m.Cum.

Sen Inv. ne. & wm.Sc. Ant. Nhb.
n.Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. Stf. Der. Lin. Not.
Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor.
Shr. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bdf.

Bck. e.An. se.Ken. Hmp.
I.W. Wil. Dor. s.Som. Cor.

Sen w.Som.
Sm Lth. Edb. Peb.

There, 134, 235, 417, 420—
dea(n n. & e.Ken., se.Ken. +

Sea(r), Sus.
der Sh, & Or.I.

Saa(r) e.Oxf.

SSir) snw.Yks.+0/«(T), sm.Yks.
w.Wor., n. Shr. n. Oyd.+Siair),

w.Oxf.+9w(>o, SvXr).

tieiacr) s.Lan. s.Chs. m.Nhp. +
Siair).

Sea(r) s.Nhb., n.Dur. ne. nm. &
se.Yks. n. & em.Stf.+3w(r),

Not. s.Lin. Rut., Lei.+Siacr),

ne.Nhp., sw.Nhp.+3»cn, s.

Wor.n. Hrf.+Swn,Sikri, e. Hrf.

+Siair), s.Pem. s.Oxf. m.Bck.,
Bdf.+Sixn, nw.Hrt., se.Hrt.
+Sia(.ri, Hnt. Cmb. n. ne. &
nw.Nrf., s.Nrf.+teo-), Suf.

se.Ken. Hmp. w.Wil., Dor.+
Sia(r), e. w. & s.Som. n. & sw.
Dev.

Sear Uls., but Ant. Set; se. & sw.
Nhb., I.Ma.+ffiw.

Ser ne. sn. & nm.Sc. Ayr. sm.
Sc. Lth. Edb. Ant. me.Nhb.

Sia(r) nnw. & snw.Yks., nw.
Lan.+iSia(r).

Sia(n n. & s.Dur. c. m. &w.Cum.
Wm. ne. m. nm. se. sw. es.

ms. & s.Yks. n. nw. m. sm.
se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. w. & s.

Chs. Fit. Dnb. n. em. wm. &
s.Stf. Der. Lin., but s.Lin.

Sea(r), Lei. m. & sw.Nhp.
War. n. & s.Wor. n. ne. m.
& se.Shr. Hrf., but n.Hrf. +
Sej(r), Sviii, e.Hrf.+teoo,
n. nw. & w.Oxf. Brks., but nm.
Brks. S&\rt, Bck., but m.Bck.
Sea(n, Bdf. se.Hrt. s.Nrf. Ess.

Dor. s.Dev.
Siar em.Sc, but Lth. Edb. Ser,

n.Cum. I.Ma.
Svir) s.Wor. n.Hrf. w.Oxf. nm.

Brks.
er Cai.

[The unstressed forms are Saw,
Sir, Sain.']

These, 419, 420, 421— diz se.

Ken.+fer, Sus.

Seiz m. w. & s.Chs. n.Stf., wm.
Stf.+»ra.

Sez Le\.+Siz, Dor.+Siaz, w.Som.
n.Dev.

Siez n.Cum.
Siaz ne. e. m. & nm.Yks., se.

Yks.+tfe, sw. ms. & s.Yks.
m. em. & s.Lan. n. & s.Lin.

nw. & w.Wil. Dor.
Siz Ant.sw. &s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.,

but n.Cum. Siez, Wm. se.Yks.
n. se. sw. & ms.Lan. I.Ma. e.

Chs. wm. & s.Stf. n. & nw.
Der. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War.
Wor. Hrf. Shr. Glo. Oxf.
Brks. Bdf. e.An. se.Ken. s.

Sur. Hmp.
Theseun, 419.

These yerimy, 419.
They, 235,410, 420

—

dei Or.I.

+ de, se.Ken. +Sei.

deSh. & Or.I. n.Ken. Sus.

ffa;'m.Nhp.+9<T, w.Wor., s.Wor.
+Sei, Hrf., Glo. + Se, n.Oxf.+
Set, Sc', w.Oxf. Brks., nw.Wil.
+Se, me. & w.Wil. e.Dor.

See nnw.Yks. ne.Nrf.+Sf, s.Dev.
Set Ant. sw.Nhp. n. & s.Wor.

n.Oxf., nw.Oxf.+Se, s.Oxf. n.

Bck., e.Suf.+9<?, se.Ken. s.

Sur. n.Dev.
Sea sw.Nhb., n.Cum. +Se,m.Yks.,

se.Yks.+8f, sw.Yks. n.Stf. n.

& nw.Lin. Bdf. w.Hrt., Dor.
+Se, but e.Dor. Sai.

Se Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.
& sm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Sc, Uls.

+9r, but Ant. fo', me. & s.Nhb.
Dur. n. & m.Cum. nnw. snw.
& se.Yks. n. em. sm. se. sw.
& s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. n. &
nw.Der. s.Lin. Rut. m.Nhp.
m.Shr. Glo. 11. nw. & e.Oxf.
m.Bck. Hrt., but w.Hrt. Sea,

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. Hmp. nw.Wil.
Dor. w.Som. sw.Dev.

Si (unstressed form) s.Lan. Chs.
Stf. Der. w.Shr. s.Som. n.

Dev.
Si Uls.

[The unstressed forms are gen.
Se, Sa.~\

Thick, 340, 416, 418, 421.
Thickamy, 417.
Thickun, 418.
Thief, 190, 191, 313, 378—itf

Or.I.

feif n.Stf. Sus.

feafse.Lan.
flfXior.
>/ e.Hrf.

J>iafnw. Lin . +JnJ.

fif ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr.
Kcb. s.Sc. I.Ma.

fif Inv. Lth. Edb. Ant. Nhb.
Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. sm.
& sw.Lan. Chs. n.Der. nw.
& s.Lin. Not. Rut. Lei. War.
Wor. Shr. Oxf. Brks. e.An.
Ken. me.Wil. Som. Dev. Cor.

Thigh, 194, 310, 3i3_9fl,' w.

Sus. w.Som. n.Dev.
Svi me. & w.Wil. nw.Som. e.

Dev.
Soi se.Ken. +foi.

tlOr.I.

J>ae sm.Lan.
Jtai ne.Sc. sw. & s.Nhb., sw.

Lan.+^i, s.Stf., nw.Lin.
+fi, s.

Lin. Rut. s.War. Wor. m.
Shr. s.Oxf. e.Suf. e.Sus.

fat em. Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs.

fei s.Sc. n.Nhb., s.Dur. +fi, n.

Cum., nnw.Yks. +fi, snw. &
es.Yks.

fi wm. & sm.Sc. Peb. Ant. me.
fcse.Nhb. s.Dur.m.Cum.Wm.
ne. nnw. c. m. se. sw. & s.

Yks. n. nw. m. sw. ms. & s.

Lan. 11. & nw.Der. n. & nw.
Lin.

foi n.Stf. Lei. w.War. se.Ken.
pvi Dor.

fai ne.Nrf.

Thilk, 417.
Thimble, 180, 276—SimU *.

Som. e.Dev.
Simbo me.Wil.
Simbl w.Som.

fimbl em. sm. se. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der. se.Ken.
s.Oxf. Dor.

fi'ml w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb.
Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. n. Lan. nw.Lin.

h>ml Inv. ne. & em.Sc. n.Ayr.
Thin, 108, 310, 313—Sin e.

Hrf., se.Ken. +fin, Sus. me.
Wil. w.Som. n.Dev.

tin Or.I.

fen e.Suf.

fin w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb.
Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Stf.

Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.
War. Wor. Shr. Oxf. se.Ken.

fan ne.Sc. Lth. Edb.
Thine, 413.
Thing, 71, 274, 310, 313— Set]

Glo.+iJi;/, nw. & w.Wil. w.
Dor., n.Dev. +8iy, s.Dev.

Sin e.Hrf. s.Pem. Glo., se.Ken.
sm.Hmp. +fin, me.Wil. e. Dor.
Som. n. & e.Dev., sw.Dev.+
fin, e.Cor.

ten Sh.l.+fen, fin.
tin Or.l.+fen, fin, l.Ma..+fin.

fen Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc, but Bch.
Abd.fin, sn.Sc. +fvtj, em.Sc,
but Lth. Edb. fan, sm.Sc+
fin, s.Sc

fen wm.Sc.
fin Sh. & Or.I. Bch. Abd. nm.

Sc. Ayr. sm.Sc. Uls. Nhb.
Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. nw.
m. & em. Lan., se.Lan. +fink,
ms.Lan. +fing, s.Lan. I.Ma.
Fit., n.Der.+fink, Not. Lin.
Rut. Lei. War. Wor. n.Shr.
Oxf. Brks. Bck. Bdf. Hrt.
Hnt. e.An. Ken., but se.Ken.
+Sin, e.Sus. sm.Hmp.sw.Dev.

fing sw. ts. ms.Lan. Chs. Stf.

ne.Der., e.Der.+iink, w. & s.

Der.

fink se.Lan. n. nw. & e.Der.
fon sn.Sc.

fan Lth. Edb.
Think, 50, 310, 313, 340, 425,

428, 429, 433, 434— SenkQAo.
+ Sink, nw. me. & w.Wil. w.
Dor.

Sink e.Hrf. Glo., se.Ken. +fink,
e.Dor. Som. n. & e.Dev.

tenk Sh.I.

tink Or.I.

fenk ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. fink,
sn.Sc.+fvnk, em.Sc, but Lth.
Edb. fank, -wm.Sc.+fink, sm.
Sc, but Kcb. fink, s.Sc. me.
Nhb. m.Shr.

fink Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.
Ayr. wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. se.
sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.Wm.
Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der.
Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.War.
Wor. „. & s.Shr. n.Hrf. Oxf.
Bdf. se.Hrt. e.An. n. & se.
Ken. sm.Hmp.

fvnk sn.Sc.

bank Lth. Edb.
Thhir, 421.
Third, 76, 310—tSrid Sus.
Sod Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.
Sad se.Ken.+fad.
fad s.Lan. ne.Nrf.
fird ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.
j^orfne.Yks. nw.Lin.
ford sw.Nhb.
foad n.Dur.
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^prf s.Nhb.

pord Inv. Edb.

J>vd m.Lin. m.Shr. me.Wil.
pard Ayr. Lth. Ant. n.Cum.

I.Ma.
jW m.Cum. Wm. sw. & s.Yks.

ein. sm. & sw.Lan. Stf. Der.
Not. Lin., but nw.Lin. pod,
Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor.
n. & s.Shr. Oxf. se.Ken.

Thirteen, 189, ^10-Sottn e.Som.
Satin w.Wil.+ffaffK.

"Satin se.Ken. +p5tin, w.Wil.Dor.
s.Som. e.Dev.

Jiartin n.Cum.
pdiin s.Lan.

pertin w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb.
s.Sc.

pertin ne. em. & wm.Sc.
pirtin Uls., but Ant. psrtin.

portin me.Nhb.
portin se. & sw.Nhb.
potln ne. e. m. & se.Yks. n. &

nw.Lin.
pptin s.Nhb.
prottn se.Lan.

pntin s.Lin. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

pstein s.Chs. Lei.

pBtin sw.haa.+pitin, sw.Nhp.
partin Ant. I.Ma.
Pdtein nnw.Yks.
Pitin w.Wm.
fiitein snw.Yks. n.Stf.

pstin s.Dur. m.Cum. s.Wm. sw.
es. & s.Yks. n. em. & sw.Lan.
s.Stf. u. & nw.Der. Oxf. se.

Ken.
This, 67, 311, 328, 416, 418,

419

—

dis Ken.+Ofa Sus.

dvs Sh. & Or. I.

tea Cai.+«,s, ne.Sc.+fos, sn. &
wm.Sc. Lth.

Sesz me.Wil.
Sis w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb.

Uls. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf.

Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. War.
Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf.

Brks. Bdf. e.An. Ken. Hmp.,
w.Wil.+8f>«, n. & s.Dev.

ths se.Hrt. nw.Wil.
Sias s.Pem. w.Wil. Dor. Som.
Siz nw. & e. Dev.

Sas Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr.

Sis, Edb.
15 Cai.

Thism, 419.
Thisn, 416.
Thissum, 416.

Thistle, 68, 261, 290, 310, 326
—dmsl e. & sw.Dev.

disl nw.Som.
dizl e.Hrf.

drizl n.Dev.
Sisl se.Ken. +fisl, w.Wil . + Sizl,

e.Som.
Sizl w.Wil.
Sizo me.Wil.
pisl w.Frf. e.Per., wm. & sm.

Sc.+^ms/jS.Nhb.n.Dur.Cum.

Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs.

Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei.

Nhp. War. Wor. m.Shr.

Oxf. Bck. e.An. se.Ken. e.

Sus.

presl s.Sc.

prislne.Sc.+prvsl, but Bch. Abd.

pvsl, Fif. n.Ir/se.Nhb. s.Dur.

prvsl ne. wm. & sm.Sc.

pr?sl Ayr. Lth.

pvsl Inv. Bch. Abd. sn.Sc. Edb.

Thomas, 212, 328— tamas ne.

nm. & em.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.
Dor. w.Sus.

txmas se.Ken.
tomss Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.

Yks. n. & nw.Lan., m.Lan.+
tiimas, I.Ma. e.Der. Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei. s.War. s.Wor. s.

Pem. e. w. & s.Oxf. Cmb.
Nrf. Suf. Ess. e.Ken. e.Sus.

w.Wil. s.Som. n. & sw.Dev.
Cor.

tpmss nw.Hrt.
tnmas em. Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.

Der.

tiimss m. se. & ms.Lan., s.Lan.

Mumsz, Chs., but s.Chs.

titnwz, Fit. ne. nw. & w.Der.
n.Shr.

tutnaz sw. & s.Lan. s.Chs.

tomas wm.Sc. n.Hrf. Bdf. Hnt.
Thon, 417, 420.

Thonder, 417.
Thong, 32, 243, 310

—

hwan w.
Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Kcb., n.Ir.

+hwen, but Ant. ppn, Nhb.,
but me.Nhb.^o;/, se.Nhb.pan,

Pet), sw. & s.Nhb. pot], Cum.,
but m.Cum. pon, Wm. +poy,
nnw. & snw.Yks. n.Lan.
+wan.

hwan s.Sc.+hwisn, pwan.
hwen n.Ir.

hwistj s.Sc.

Son me. & w.Wil. Dor. Som. e.

Dev.
twan Sh.I.

pan Lth. Edb., se.Nhb.+pen, m.
Yks.

Pen se.Nhb.

pon Inv. ne.Sc. s.Ayr. me. sw.

& s.Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. se.

Yks. se.Lan. I.Ma. n.Chs. n.

& s.Lin. Rut. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf.

Pong s.Lan.

ppn Ant.
pun s.Stf. w.War.
piing sm.Lan.
punk sw.Lan. s.Chs.

pon m.Shr. n.Hrf.

pwan s.Sc.

wan e.Dur. ne. nnw. & snw.

Yks. n.Lan. Not. Lei. n.War.

Suf.

wen n.Yks.+ax>>7, ne. & sw.Yks.

wisn n.Yks.

won m.Lin.

Thors, 421.

Those, iai, 420, 421—doz se.

Ken.+3o.s.

iJoHsm.Nhp. se.Hrt.

Sosz es.Yks.

Sosz n. & nw.Lin. nw.Som. c.

Dev.
Soz Inv. u.Ayr. se.Nhb. u. & m.

Cum. se.Yks. s.Der. s.Oxf.

ne.Nrf. se.Ken.

Susz ne.Yks., sw. &s.Lan.+9«.z,

w.Hrt.
Suz sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. s.

Stf. n. ne. & nw.Der.

traBW.Der.
8a.sw.Som. nw.Dev.

Thou, 171, 235, 311, 404—*"
se.Ken.+tew.

da Sh. & Or.I.

Sa (unstressed form) w.Yks. m.

sw. & s.Lan. Chs. n. nw. &

w.Der.
Sat s.Chs.

Sau n.Yks.+S«, nw.Yks., nnw.

& snw.Yks.+S», es.Yks. n. &
em. Lan., n.Der.+8«, e.Lin.

Sd w. sw. & ms.Yks. se. & s.

Lan. n. & nw.Der.
Sm sw. & ms.Lan.
Sett s.Lin. Bdf. se.Ken.
Son n. & nw.Lan. I.Ma.
Sti (unstressed form) Ayr. sw.

Nhb. w.Dur. n.Wm. ne. nm.
nw. & sw.Yks.

8« wm.Sc. Kcb. Nhb. s.Dur.

Cum. Wm. 11. ne. nnw. snw.
c m. nm. sm. & se.Yks. u. &
nw.Lin.

Svu Lei. ne.Shr. s.Oxf. w.Wil.
Though, 311, 359—do n.Ken.,

se.Ken.+9o.
Sau GI0.+80, nw.Wil.
8«/ne.Yks.+8o/, nm.Yks.+8«/.
8o/'ne.Yks., e.Yks.+S5, se.Yks.

+8p, s.Dev.

Sou s.Oxf. s.Sur. Sus.

Sou/ ms.Lan.
603 m.Yks.+8«/, sw.Yks.+8p, u.

Lin. e.Dev.
Son/ sm.Yks.+Su/.
Sp m.Cum. Wm. se. & sw.Yks.

n.Lan. I.Ma. Dor., but e. Dor.
So.

Spfw.Som.+ppf.
Sou Rut.

So Inv. Ayr. Uls. me. & sw.

Nhb., s.Nhb. +po, nnw. & e.

Yks. m. em. sw. & s.Lan.

Stf. n. & nw.Der. nw.Lin.

Lei. e.War. n.Wor. e.Hrf.

Glo. nw. & e.Oxf. Bdf. e. &
se.Hrt. s.Nrf. e. & w.Suf. se.

Ken. w.Wil. e.Dor. n.Dev.

9«/ m. nm. & sm.Yks.
9»/s.Lin.

Sou w.Wor. ne.Nrf.

to Sh. & Or.I.

j^o/sm.Hmp.
^p/w.Som.
po Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

s.Sc. se. & s.Nhb. s.Dur.

Thought, pret., 166, 310, 358,

359—Sat se.Ken.+pdt, nw. &
w.Wil.

ffprme.Wil. Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.

Sot Uls., but Ant.^ox'.

toxt Or.I.

paut sw.Nhb. n.Dur. Wm., em.

Lan.+/oK/, se.Lan., s.Lan.

+

pot, pout,

pat Brks. se.Ken.

pat I.Ma. s.War.

po\t ne. sn. & nm.Sc, wm.Sc.+

poxt, Kcb. Ant.

Pqftn.Ken., sw.Dev. +poft, Cor.

pot s.Lan. s.Stf.+pout, m.Shr.

Pouxt s.Sc.

pout n. me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur.

m.Cum. n.Wm. ne.Yks., nnw.

Yks.+pout, snw. m. se. sw.

es. ms. & s.Yks. n. nw. em.

sm. & sw.Lan., ms.Lan.+pout,

s.Lan. s.Stf. ne.Der. nw.Lin.

ppt n.Stf., s.Lin. +-pot, Rut. Lei.

s.Oxf., ne.Nrf.+pout, s.Sur.,

e.Sus.+^»«^, w.Sus. nw.Dev.

pbft sw.Dev.
pout m.Lin.
po%t em. & wm.Sc.
pot s.Lin. e.Suf. Ess.

pvut nnw.Yks. ms.Lan. Chs. c.

Stf. ne. nw. e. & w.Der. n.

Lin. n. & w.Wor. ne.Shr. ne.

Nrf. e.Sus.

Thousand, 171, 307, 310—
Seuznd se.Ken.+peuznd.

Svuzn w.Wil. Dor. w.Som.
paiznt nw.Der.+pauznt.
pauznd es.Yks. n.Lan.

pauznt n. & nw.Der.
pa3znd n.Stf.

pdzn sw.Yks.
pdznd s.Lan.+p&ziid.

P&znd sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan.

peuznd s.Lin. se.Ken. s.Sur. w.
Sus.

Pouzn nw.Lan. I.Ma.

puzn Or.I. Inv., ne.Sc.+puznd,

wm.Sc. Kcb.Ant. se.& s.Nhb.,

n.Cum.+^«sHrf,m.Cum.n. & w.
Wm. m.Yks.

puznd ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em.

Sc. me. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum.
nnw. snw. & e.Yks. n. & nw.
Lin.

piiznt s.Sc.

pouzn me.Wil.
pouznd Rut. Lei. War. Wor. s.

Oxf. e.Suf.

Pauznd ne.Nrf.

Thrash, 429.
Thrave, 382.

Thread, sb., 135, 313, 433—
dreed w.Som.
dred nw. me. & w.Wil. e. Si s.

Som. n.Dev.

drid e.Dor.

Sred se.Ken.+pred.

Srid Sus.

tred em. Lan. I.Ma. m.Bck.+
pred.

trid ne.Nrf., e.Suf. +prid.

tridSh. &Or.I.

Pred es.Yks. em. & sm.Lan., sw.

& s.Lan. +priad, I.Ma. n.Stf.,

nw.Lin.+^mrf, s.Lin., Rut.+
prid, s.Oxf. m.Bck. se.Ken.

preid nnw. & snw. Yks. ^prid.
prid Ant., se.Nhb. n.Dur. n.

Cum.+^nrf, ms.Yks. s.Chs. s.

Stf. s.Lin. Rut. Lei. nw.Oxf.
e.Suf.

priad sw.Wm., e.Yks. +prid, m.

Yks., se.Yks. +prid, nw.se.sw.

&s.Lan., n.Der.+^nrf, n. &nw.
Lin.

prid ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc.

prid sm.Sc, but Kcb. pnd, Lth.

Edb. Peb. me. se. sw. & s.

Nhb. n. & s.Dur. u. & m.Cum.
n. & w.Wm.ne.nnw.snw.e.se.
& sw.Yks. n.Lan. n.&nw.Der.

brad Uls., but Ant. prid.

Threat, 188, 313—drxt w.Som.
dret sc.Ken.+pret, nw. & w.Wil.

e. & s.Som. n.Dev.

tret Sh. & Or.I., em.Lan. I.Ma.

\-pret, e.Suf.

trit ne. Nrf.

prat s.Lan.+pret, priat, n.Der.+

pret.

preit Ant. nnw.Yks.
pret ne.Sc, but Bch. kb&.prit,

sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.

s.Nhb., se.Yks.+pri3t,nw. em.

sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.

Der. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf. n. & se.

Ken.
pret Lth. Edb. wm.Sc, but n.

Ayr. pret, Kcb.
prit n.Cum. s.Lin.

prist s.Sc. sw.Wm., ne.Yks.+
prit, c. m. se. & sw.Yks. se. i
s.Lan. n. & nw.Lin.
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Threat (contd.)—
prit Bch. Abd. s.Ayr. n. me. se.

& sw.Nhb. Dur. m. & s.Cum:
ne.Yks.

hit UIs., but Ant. preii, n.Lan.
Three, 192, 313, 383—dfi e.Hrf.

Glo., se.Ken.+^rf, Sus. sm.
Hrhp. I.W. nw. me. & w.Wil.
Dor. Som. n. e. & s.Dev.

fire sw.Dev.
tri Sh. & Or.I. e.Yks., em.Lan.

\M.a.+pri, ne. & s.Nrf.

Jiiri s.Sc. s.Nhb. s.Dur. n.Cum.
s.Wm., nnw.&snw.Yks.+^n,
se.Lan., Chs.+^n, ... &e.Stf.,

em.Stf.+^ri, ne.Der., e.Der.+
Jirl, w.Der., Kut.+prl, Lei.+
pre, m.Nhp.

pre nm.Stf. Lei., n.Wor.+PrT,
ne.Shr.

J
£n>m.& se.Yks. m.Lin., se.Hrt.

+J>ri.

Pri Cai. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.
e.Per. em. wm.4sm.Sc. UIs.
me.se. &sw.Nhb.n.Dur.Cum.,
but n.Cum.^ra, Wm., but s.

Wm. prei, nnw. snw. nm. sw.
es. & s.Yks. n. nw. m. em.
sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan. I. Ma.
Chs. em. wm. & s.Stf. n. nw.
& e.Der. Lin., but mX.\n. pria,
Rut. ne. & sw. Nhp.e. & s.War.
n. & s.Wor. Oxf. Bck. Bdf.
se.Hrt. e. & w.Suf. n. & se.

Ken. e.Sus.

Thresh, 53, 313— draifw.Wil.+
dref.

rfra/T.W. Dor. e.Som. n.Dev.
rf^/nw.Som.
rfra/me.Wil.

dref Glo. nw. & w.Wil. sw.Dev.
drof e.Hrf.

Srmfse.Ken.+prxf.
traf, treifem.Lan.+praf, prcif.

trefOr.l.

trof ne.Nrf. +pref, e.Suf.

praifs. Lan.-tpref

praf\nv.-vpref, ne.Sc, but Bch.
Abi.pref sn.Sc. w.Frf.e.Per.,

wm.Sc n.Cum. se.Yks.+pref
em.Lan. I. Ma. n. & s.Stf., Sus.

+pref.

prmfs.Sc.
praefse.Ken.
preif em.Lan.
pref Inv. Bch. Abd. em. & wm.

Sc. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. Dur. u. &
m.Cum. Wm. ne. nnw. snw.
c. m. se. sw. & es.Yks. n. nw.
se. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. em.Stf.

n. & nw:Der. Lin. Rut., Lei.+

prif, w.War. Oxf., m.Bck.+
prof, ne.Nrf. s.Sur. Sus.

prtfLei.

Profm.Shr. m.Bck.
Threshold, 339.
Thrive, 425, 429, 430, 432.
Throat, 93, 313—drot w.Wil.
drgt me.Wil. nw.Dev.
droat w.Som. e.Dev.
drot se. Ken. +prot, nw.Wil. e.

Dor.
trot s.Nrf.

trot em.han.+truat, pivt, print,

l.Ua.+prot.

truat em.Lan.
Proit sw. & ms.Yks.

Prot Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Sus.

proat n.Cum. n.Wm. se.Lan. nw.
Lin. s.Oxf.

prot Ayr. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. m.
Cum. Wm. em. se. & sw.Lan.
I. Ma. ... & s.Stf. n.Der. se.

Ken.
pruat n. & em.Lan. m.Shr. Bdf.
Throng, 32, 313— droy Dor. c .

Som. e.Dev.
o"roy se.Ken.+proy

.

tray Sh.I., snw.Yks.+^ratf, m.
Yks.

troy ne.Nrf.+proy, e.Suf.

trotjg em.Lan.+proyg.
pray Sc, but Sh.I. tray, n.Ir.

Nhb. Dur.Cum. Wm.ne. nnw.
snw. e. & se.Yks. n. nw. & se.

Lan., s.Lan. +prayk, priiyk.

prayk s.Lan.

prmy m.Bck.
prey sw.Yks.

Proy es.Yks. I. Ma. Lin. s.Oxf.
ne.Nrf. se.Ken.

proyg em.Lan.
pruy s.Stf. n.Der. Lei.

pruyg sm. sw. & ms.Lan. ne.

Der.
priiyk s.Lan. Chs. nw.Der.
~prvy m.Shr.
Through, 102, 313, 359—dro

me. & w.Wil.+rfra.
dru s.Pem., Glo.+rfra«, se.Ken.

Sus.+^w, sm.Hmp. nw. me.
& w.Wil. Dor. nw. e. &s.Som.

drvu e.Hrf.+drau.
draew.Som. n.Dev. +drii, s.Dev.

+prce.

dru w.Som. n. & e.Dev.
drau e.Hrf. Glo.

tSrce s.Dev.
trau Or.I.+trou.

ireu ne.'Nrf.+triii, s.Nrf.

triu nw.Nrf.
triii ne.Nrf.

tro Sh.l.+tru.

tron Or.I.

truf ne.Yks.+pruf, prii, m.Yks.
+priaf, pruf, nm.Yks. +pruf,
prit,

trii Sh.I., nnw. & snw.Yks. em.
Lan. I.Ma.+^ra.

trau n.Nrf., e.SvS.+priii, prvu.
prau ne.Sc. -\-prou, prvu, sn.Sc.

s. 'Nhb.+prfi.

prif sw.Yks. +prift, priu, prii, n.

& nw.Lin.+pruf.

prift sw.Yks.
priu se.Nbb.+pruf, pru, w.Yks.

+Pruft,prft, sw.Yks., s.Chs.+
prceu, n.Stf.+pru, prvu, wm.
Stf.+prii, prceu, s.Stf.+pru, n.

Der.+pruf,pru, Rut.+/nJ, Lei.

+pruf,m.'Nhp.+pru,prcei<,Bii{.

+Pru, Hrt.+prii, but se.Hrt.

Pro, Hnt. m. fcse.Cmb. w.Suf.,

Ess.+pru.

priil e. Suf.

priaf'm.Yks.

prou Cai.+prvu, ne.Sc, sm.Yks.
+pruf, prii.

pro se.Hrt.

jMf/se.Nhb^s.Dur.n.Cum.+jV/?,
ne.Yks., e.Yks.+^ra, m. nm.
& sm.Yks., se.Yks. +pm, es.

Yks., sm.Lan.-ljM?, n.Chs. n.

Der., e.Der.+prii, prvu, Not.

+Pni, Lin., but 11. & nw.Lin.
+prif, s.Lin. prceu, Lei.

pruft w.Yks.
prii Inv. sn. nm. em. wm. & sm.

Sc, s.Sc.+^w«, UIs. n. me.
se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur., but s.

Dur.+pruf, Cum., but n.Cum.

+pruf, Wm. n. ne. nw. nnw.
snw. nm. sm. e. w. se. sw. ms.

& s.Yks. n. nw. m. em. sm. sw.

ms. & s.Lan. I.Ma. w.Chs.,

Fit. +prceu, n. wm. & s.Stf. n.

Der., ne.I)er.+prvii, nw.Der.
+prccu, e. & s.Der. Not. Rut.

n. & m.Nhp. War. Wor., but

w.Wor. prvu, n.Shr., m.Shr.
Yprvu, se.Shr. Oxf. Brks. n.

& m.Bck. Bdf. Hrt. s.Cmb.
Ess. n. e. & se.Ken. s.Sur.

Sus. e.Cor.

prvu Cai. ne. & s.Sc. m.Chs. n.

Stf. ne. e. & w.Der. w.Wor.
n.Hrf. m.Shr. e.Suf.

prceu s.Chs. Fit. wm.Stf. nw.
Der. s.Lin. m.Nhp. w.Shr.

Throw, 127,313,427,429,433—drau se.Ken. -\-prau.

dra w.Wil.+dro.
dr§ nw.Dev.
dro w.Wil. Dor. nw. & e.Som.,
w.Som. +$ro, n.Dev.

drvu me.Wil.
firg sw.Dev.
dro w.Som.
trd snw. Yks. +prd.
tro em.Lan.+^ro.
trvu ne.Nrt+prvu, e.Suf.

prau n.Hrf. se.Ken. Sus.

pra sn.Sc, wm.Sc. + pro, me.
Nhb., se.Nhb.+^o, s.Nhb. ...

Dur. sw.Wm. nnw. & snw.
Yks. ... & nw.Lan.

j5ras.Sc, UIs. +pro.

prou m.Nhp. s.Oxf. n.Bck.
Proa m. & sw.Yks.
prg m.Cum. se. & es.Yks. s.Lan.

I.Ma. s.Stf. n. & nw.Lin.
pro Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
UIs. se. & sw.Nhb. s.Dur. n.

Cum. w.Wm. e.Yks. em. sw.
& ms.Lan. n.Stf. n. ne. & nw.
Der. s.Lin. sw.Nhp. w.War.
m.Shr.

trvu Glo. ne.Nrf.

Thrush, 180, 313.
Thrust, 425, 429.
Thuck, 418, 421.
Thuckun, 418.

Thumb, 173, 310, 313—Som
Dor. e.Dev.

tsvm me.Wil. w.Som.
turn Or.I.

turn IMa.+pum.
pom UIs. s.Chs.

pum w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Peb.
s.Sc. s.Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. w.
Wm.,sw.Wm.+/«»K,Yks. em.
& se.Lan. n.&s. Stf. n.Der.Lin.

pum Inv. ne. Sc. Ayr. , but n.Ayr.
pum, Lth. Edb. Kcb. n.Nhb.
n. & sw.Wm.

piini sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.
pvm s.Oxf. Bdf. Brks. e.An. se.

Ken. Sus.

Thunder, 101, 300, 310, 313

—

tiondtfr) e.Dev.
SvndiCr) me.Wil.
tuntSaln l.Ma.+puntlsr.

pimdair) em. & se.Lan. n. & s.

Stf. Not. Glo.

fundor n.Cum.+^aiur.
pumu-y s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. sw.
Wm. Yks. n.Lan. n.Der. nw.
Lin.

punsr sw.Nhb. n.Cum. 11. & w.
Wm.

piindam sw.Lan. +punxr), Fit.

Dnb. m.Nhp. s.War. s.Wor.

n.Shr.

pimdar Ant. I.Ma.

piin3i.r) sm. & sw.Lan. s.Chs.

pvndaf.r) s.Oxf. Brks. Bck. Bdf.

e.An. Ken. Sus.

pvndar w.Frf. e.Per.

Pvmr ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Thursday, 170, 310—dvsde n.

Dev.
Svzdi nw. e. & w.Som. e.Dev.

fed'sm.Hmp. nw.Wil. e.Dor.

Sazdi Glo. w.Wil. s.Dev.

ferzde n.Ayr.+pvrzdi.

firzdi ne.Sc.+pvrzdi.

foerzde w.Frf. e.Per.+pvrade.

pdzdis. Nrf.+peezdi, e. SuL+pvzdi.

pxzdi s. Nrf.

perzde UIs., but Ant. purzde.

peszde Kut.+p^zde.

Porzda me. se. & sw.Nhb.
poazdo n.Dur.
pozdi n.Lin.

Pozdd ne. e. m. nm. & se.Yks.

nw.Lin.
pgzdj s.Nhb. nw. &m.Lan., sw.

Lan. +pdzdi, ms. & s.Lan.+
pvzdi.

Puzds ms.Yks.
puzda nnw. Yks. +pazdi.
piirzdi Ant.

Pvrzde sn.Sc. em.Sc, but Lth.
pvrzdi, n.Ayr. sm.Sc, but s.

Ayr. porzdi, s.Sc.

pvrzde w.Frf, e.Per.

pvrzdi ne.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth.

jto.srfts.Lin., Lei.+p&zdi, e.War.
n.Wor., e.Hr(.+pvzdi, nw. &
e.Oxf. se.Hrt. ne.Nrf. e. &
w.Suf. n.Ken.

pvzdi ms. & s.Lan. Chs. wm.
Stf., s.Stf.+piizda, Der. Lei.

m.Nhp. e.Hrf. se.Ken. s.Sur.

Sus. me.Wil.
parzda n.Cum. I.Ma.
pazde Rut.
pazdi nnw.Yks. sw.Lan. s.

Oxf.

pazdh e. m. & w.Cum. m. & s.

Wm. snw. sw. es. & s.Yks.
n. & s.Stf.

Thwaite, 243.
Thwart, 243.
Thwite, 243.
Thy, 411, 412.
Thyself, 4 i5 .

Tickle, 68, 283—kidl Ken.+kitl,
Sus.+kitl, tiki, titl.

kitl Sc, but Or. I. titl, Inv. tiki, ne.
Sc tiki, Bch. katl, Ab&.+katl, w.
Frf. e.Per. tiki, Ayr. takl, s.

Ayr. tiki, Lth. Edb. katl, Kcb.
tiki, Nhb., but n.Nhb. katl,

sw.Nhb. tiki, s.Nhb.+ft'A/, Dur.
Cum., but m.Cum. tikl,Wm.,
Yks.+titl, butm.Yks. tiki, Lan.
+titl, but em.Lan. +tikl, se.

Lan. tiakl, sw.Lan. tiki, Lin.
+titl, but nw.Lin. tiki, Glo. <=.

An.+tttl, Ken. Sus.
katl Bch., Abd.+kitl, Lth. Edb.

n.Nhb.
tiki ne.Sc, but Bch. katl, Abd.

kitl, katl.

tikllnv.-w.Frf.e. Per. s.Ayr. Kcb.
Ant. sw.Nhb., s.Nhb.+&V/,
m.Cum.m.Yks.,em.Lan.+*(W,
sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n. & nw.
Der. nw.Lin., Lei.+titl, s.Oxf.
Sus. w.Wil. Dor. Som.

titl Or.I. Yks. Lan. s.Chs. Not.
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Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War.
Glo. Lon. e.An. Sus.

tiakl se.Lan.

takl Ayr., but s.Ayr. tiki.

Tie, 147— tai Inv. Bch. Abd. w.
Frf. e.Per. Kcb. Ant. sw. & s.

Nhb, n.Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm., n.Lan. + ti, s.Stf. u.

Der.+tf, nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Sus.

Som. e. & sw.Dev.
tai Ayr., but s.Ayr. tei, Lth.

Edb. s.Sc. em.Lan., se.Lan.

+

toi, I.Ma. Not.

ta' s.Ayr.

ti n.Nhb. sw.Yks. n. m. srn.

sw. & s.Lan. n.Der.

toi se.Lan. n.Stf.

toi me. & w.Wil. Dor.
Tiff—/</ sm.Sc.
ti/Sc.+ti/t, but sm.Sc. te/

-

, Lan.

+/*/?, s.Chs. nw.Der.
/(// Sc. Irel. Nhb. Dur. Cum.

Yks. Lan. Chs., but s.Chs.

tif, Lin. War. Shr.

Tight, 77, 358

—

tait Ant. n. & m.
Cum. Wm. n.Lan., sw.Lan.+
tit, s. Stf. , n. Der. +tit, nw. Lin.

s.Oxf. Som. e.Dev.

tait m.Lan., em.Lan.+toV, m.
Cmb.

teit Inv. Nhb. em.Lan. I. Ma.,

n.Stf. +toit.

ti\t Abd.+toxA w.Frf. e.Per.

s.Ayr. Peb. Kcb.
tit sw.Yks. sw.Lan. n.Der.

toit se.Lan. n.Stf. Bdf. Sus.

toit nw. & me.Wil. Dor.

Uxt Bch. Abd. Ayr., buts.Ayr.

tixt, Lth. Edb.
Till, 258, 439.
Timber, 68

—

temar s.Sc.

temar ne.Sc, but Bch. iamar,

Abd. timar, tamar.

timbairi s.Nhb. es.Yks., n.Lan.

+tima(r), em. se. sw. & s.Lan.

n.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. Lei.

s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. w.Wil.

Dor. Som.,butw.Som. tinier),

e.Dev.

timber I. Ma.
timacn s.Dur, m.Cum. ne. nw.

e. m. & se.Yks. n. & nw.Lan.
Sus. w.Som.

timarAbd.+tamar, w.Frf. e.Per.

wm.Sc. Ayr. Kcb. Uls. «.

me. se. & sw.Nhb. n.Cum. w.

Wm.
tamar sn.Sc.

tamar Bch. Abd. Lth. Edb.

Time,i54—laim Sh. &Or.I.Cai.,

ne. Sc. + teim, sn . Sc. + ivim,

Ayr.+teim, Lth. Edb. Ant. u.

Dur., n.Cum.+teim, e. & m.

Cum., -w.Cum.+teim, Wm.
snw.Yks., se.Yks.+ftiw, sw.

Yks.+tdm, toim, tpm, ms.Yks.

n.Lan., nw.Lan. +tdim, sw.

Lan.+tdm,tdim,n.Der.+tdim.

n. & nw.Lin. s.Oxf., s.Nrf.+

tdim,tmm, e.Suf., s.Sur. Sus.

+toim, w.Som. n. & e.Dev.

tarn ne. e. m. se. & sw.Yks. sm.

& sw.Lan., ms.Lan.+rfi*,

tpm, s.han.+tdim, toim, tpm.

tditn nw. m. em. sw. ms. & s.

Lan. I.Ma. Chs., Flt.+toim,

n. & em.Stf.+foi'w, wm.Stf.,

s.Stf.+toim, n. ne. nw. w. &
s.Der. m.Lin., Lei. ne. & m.

Nhp.+toim, sw.Nhp. s.War.

n. Shr. +tmtn, ne.Shr.,se.Shr.

+lvim, m.Bck.+totVK, n.Cmb.,
nw.Nrl.+toim, s.Nrf. w.Suf.

teim Uls., but Ant. taim, Nhb.
n. & w.Cum.

teim Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.
wm. sm. & s.Sc.

toim sw. & s.Yks. se. & s.Lan.
n. em. & s.Stf. e.Der. s.Lin.

Lei. ne. & m.Nhp. e.War.,
n.Bck.+/»im,m.Bck. Bdf.nw.
& se.Hrt. Hnt. nw.Nrf., Ess.
+loim, s.Sur. Sus.

tpm sw.Yks. ms. & s.Lan.
toim sn.Sc. em.Sc, but Lth.

Edb. taim, Fit. sw.Nhp. s.

War. Wor. n. & se.Shr. nw.
& w.Oxf. n.Bck. w.Hrt. s.

Nrf. Ess. n.Ken. Wil. Dor.,

but e.Dor.+fe/m, s.Dev.
toim e.Hrf. Glo. ne.Nrf. sm.
Hmp., e.Dor.+foi'jK.

Tiny, 223, 231

—

taint Ayr., but
n.Ayr. teine, m.Cum.+fi»i, e.

Yks., se.Yks.+&Jm', n. & sw.
Lan., s.Stf. nw.Lin. +tini, s.

Lin. s.Oxf. e.Suf. Som. e.Dev.
tani m. & se.Yks.
fciiWem.Lan. nw.Der. ne.Shr.

teine n.Ayr.
teinis. & sw.Nhb. snw.Yks.
teine Kcb.
teini Inv. Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.

Per.

tini m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. se. &
s.Lan I.Ma.s.Chs.s.Stf.n.Der.

nw.Lin. Lei.w.War.Sus.Dor.
taini w.Wil.
taim ne.Nrf.

To, 235, 281, 439.
Toad, 121, 122, 244, 249

—

ted

ne.Se.+tod, sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per.

tead m.Yks.
ted wm.Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr.

tod, Lth. Edb. Kcb.

tiod m.Cum. Wm. nw.Yks.
tied n.Cum.
Had s.Sc. me.Nhb., se.Nhb. +

tjed, sw. & s.Nhb. s.Dur., e.

Yks.+tuad.

tjed se.Nhb. n.Dur.

tod Inv. ne.Sc. Ant.

toud Ess.

toad Rut. n.Wor., n.Bck.+tuad,

e.Ken. e.Sus., e.Dor.+tuad,

Som.+tuad, but e.Som. toad,

w.Som.+<<W.
tpd ne.Yks.+tuad.

toad se.Lan., n.h'm.+tuad, nw.
Lin. Lei. Sus., but e.Sus.

toad, w.Sus. tod, me.Wil.+
twod, e.Som., w.Som.+iuad.

tod em.Sc, but Lth. Edb. ted,

s.Ayr., sm.Lan.+tuad, n.Stf.,

wm. & s.Stf. +tiid, ne.Nhp. 3.

Sur. w.Sus.
tuadne. e. se. sw. & ms.Yks. n.

m. em. sm. sw. & s.Lan. w.

Chs. n.Der., ne. & nw.Der.t
tiid, n. & s.Lin. m. & sw.Nhp.

War. m.Shr., Glo. + twoad,

twud, nw.Oxf. n. & m.Bck.

Bdf. w.Hrt. n.Ken. w.Wil.

e.Dor. Som.
tud e. wm. & s.Stf. ne. nw. & s.

Der. ne.Nrf.

twoad Glo. Brks. Hmp. Wil.,

but me.Wil. toad, twvd, w.

Wil. tuad, Dor., but e.Dor.

toad, tuad, Dev., but sw.Dev.

twuad, Cor.

twud Glo. Oxf., but nw.Oxf.
tuad, e.Oxf. twvd.

twuad sw.Dev.
twvd e.Oxf. me.Wil.
To-day, 372.

Toe, 124, 377, 379_/,j sn.Sc.
+te.

tei Ant.
tea m.Yks.
teOr.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. c .

Per. em. & wm.Sc. Ayr.
Kcb.

tia nw.Yks.
tie n.Cum.
tin nw.Lan., sw.Nhp.+/».
tia s.Sc. s.Dur. m.Cum. Wm.

ne. & e.Yks., se.Yks.+<p.

ti me. se. & sw.Nhb.
tou ne.Nrf. e.Sus.

tp se.Yks. I. Ma. me.Wil. Dor.,
but e.Dor. in.

tou Rut. s.Sur. w.Sus.
toa n.Nhb. n. & nw.Lin. m.Shr.

Sus., but e.Sus. tou, w.Sus.
tou, e.Dev.

to s.Nhb., em.Lan. + tua, sm. &
se.Lan., sw.Lan. + tu, s.Chs.

n.Stf. n.Der. s.Lin. Lei. u.

Wor. m.Bck. w.Cor.
tua sw. & es.Yks. n. em. & s.

Lan. w.Hrt. w.Wil.
til sw.Lan. s.Stf. ne. nw. & e.

Der. sw.Nhp. ne.Shr. nw.
Oxf. e.Suf. I.W. e.Dor. e.

Som.
Together, 372.
Told, 41, 244, 253, jpi—taud

em.Lan. + taud, se.Lan., s.

Lan. + toud, n.Der. + toud,

ivud, Ess.+tod.

taul wm.Sc.+tpl, Ant., I.Ma.+
toul.

tauld Kcb. Glo. w.Cor.
tault ne.Sc.+tdl, tait.

tad Or. \.

tal ne.Sc.

tcdd Sh.I. sn.Sc.

tald s. Sc.

tait ne.Sc.

teuld Uls. + told, tauld, but Ant.

taul.

toud n. nw. m. sm. & sw.Lan.,

ms.Lan.+/u«rf, s.Lan., n.Stf.

+tvud, wm.Stf., Not. +tvud,

nw.Lin.
tout I.Ma.
tould n.Dur. m.Nhp.
tpl (rare) wm.Sc.
tod Sus.

toud n.Der.

toald e.War.
tod s.St(. e.Suf. Ess.

toi Dor., but e.Dor. tuald, w.

Som. n.Dev. +told.

told Uls. e.Hrf. sm.Hmp. w.

Som. n. nw. & s.Dev.

tuald w.Wil. +tvul(d, e.Dor.

Wild se.Hrt.

tvud ms.Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb. n.

Stf. u. ne. nw. e. w. & s.Der.

Not. Lei. w.Wor. m. & se.

Shr. n.Bck., ne.Nrf. + /uwW,

w. Suf.

tvul w.Wil. sw.Dev.

tould m.Bck. ne. & s.Nrf. w.

Wil.
taud em.Lan.
tauld Uls.

twold n.Ken.
twvld e.Som.

Toll, 85, 255—tau se.Lan.

taul Kcb. sw.Nhb. w.Wm. em.

& s.Lan. w.Der.
teul m.Nhp.
toi lnv.+tol, Bch. Abd. s.Sc. u.

Nhb. Dor.
tou n.Lan. + toul, sm.Lan., sw.

Lan.+fo/.

toul m.Cum. sw.Yks. n.Lan.

I.Ma. Stf. nw. & m.Lin. s.Oxf.

Som.
tpl s.Nhb. Wm., but w.Wm.

taul.

toi Sus.

toi Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Ant. sw.Lan.
tou ms.Lan.
toul me.Wil.
Tone, 371.

Tongs, 32, 249, 383, 384— fays

wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. tans, s.

Ayr. Kcb. Ant. m.Cum. nnw.
Yks., snw.Yks.+tenz, m.Yks.

n. & nw.Lan., s.Lan. +tons,

tunz.

tanz Ayr., but s.Ayr. tanz, Lth.

Edb.
tanz s.Sc.+tenz, tianz.

tenz Sh.I. sn.Sc, se.Nhb.+//«;z,

s.Dur. Wm. ne. snw. e. se. &
sw.Yks.

tenz s.Sc.

tetjz Bch. Abd. w.Frf. e.Per.

tianz s.Sc. me. sw. & s.Nhb.

tjanz ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. tenz.

tjenz se.Nhb. n.Dur.

tons Inv. es.Yks. se. & s.Lan.

nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. e.Suf.

Sus. w.Wil. Dor. Som. e.Dev.

tungz em.Lan.
tunz s.Lan. Stf. n.Der. s.Lin.

tungz sm. & sw.Lan.

tiinz ms.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. nw.
& w.Der. w.War. n.Shr.

tonz n.Bck. Bdf.

Tongue, 101— toi) Uls., but Ant.

tun,em.La.n.+tong,l. Ma.+lun,

Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. w.War.
Oxf., but s.Oxf. ton, m.Bck.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. n.Ken. e.Sus.

Dor., but e.Dor. ton, n.Dev.

tong em.Lan., s.Slt.+tun.

tun Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

n. nw. & se.Lan. n. & s.Stf.

n.Der. Lin.

iuij Ant. m. & ms.Lan. I.Ma. n.

Wor. n.Shr.

tiing sm. sw. & s.Lan. ne. & nw.

Der.

ton Sc, m.Shr. +/«/£•, Glo. =,.

Oxf. n. & ne.Cmb. w.Suf. s.

Sur. Sus., but e.Sus. ton, Wil.

e.Dor. Som. e.Dev.

tong m.Shr.
To-night, 372.

Too, 164—tei Ant.s.Nhb.

te w.Frf. e.Per. +tce, wm.Sc.+tfi,

toe, Ayr.
tiu n.Cum., m.Cum.+fir, w.Cum.,

nnw.Yks.+/<>,ff,snw.Yks.+fr«,

sw.Yks. n. nw. em. & se.Lan.

Stf., n.Der.+/H, s.Der. Lei.

m.Nhp. w.War., ne.Shr.+?;7,

Bdf. Hrt. Hnt. n.Cmb. nw.
Nrf. w.Suf.

tiii s.Nrf. e.Suf.

tia ne.Sc.+tf, s.Dur. Wm. nnw.
m. & se.Yks.

/; sm.Sc, but s.Ayr. te, Kcb. tee.

tine. Scnm. Sc,butw.Frf.e.Per.
te, toe, se. & sw.Nhb. m.Cum.
nnw.Yks.
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TOO (contd.)—
tu Inv. wm.Sc. Uls., but Ant.

tei, me.Nhb. snw. & es.Yks.

sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. w.Chs. n.

nw. & e.Der. Lin. Rut. ne.

Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Sus.

sm.Hmp. Wil. e.Dor. w.Cor.
tvu ne. & w.Der.
taisn.Sc.+tu, w.Frf. e.Per. wm.

Sc. Kcb. s.Sc.

til sn. & em.Sc. ne.Nrf. w.Som.
e. & s.Dev.

tail n.Dev.
Took, 169, 249—tiak w.Wm.,

nnw.Yks.+ri'«£, nw.Lan.
tiuk Sh.\.+tuk, me. & s.Nhb., n.

Cum.+tuk, m.Cum. ne.Wm.
ne. nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.+<«£,
se.Yks.+fr>£, sw.Yks., em.
Lan.+tuk, n.Stf., Lei.+tftk.

tiaksc.Nhb.+tjitk,s.Dur.sw.Wm.
e. m. & se.Yks.

tik sw.Nhb.
tjuk ne.Sc.+tuk, se.Nhb. n.Dur.
tjvk (rare) wm.Sc+r«£, tok.

tok ne.Nrf.+/w£.

tuk Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. em.Sc, but Lth. tuk,

tuk, Edb. tUk, wm.Sc. Ayr.,
but s.Ayr. tuk, Uls., but Ant.
tiik, snw.Yks. n.Lan., s.Stf.

n.Der.+tiik, s.Lin. Shr. s.Oxf.
m.Bck. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Sus.
me. & w.Wil., e.Dor. +tuak,
n.Dev.

tusk e.Dor.

tiik Inv. s.Ayr., Lth.+tiik, Edb.
Kcb. n.Cum. es.Yks. sm. &
sw.Lan. s.Stf. a. & nw.Der.
n. & nw.Lin. Rut. Lei.

tuk Ant. em. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma.
n.Wor.

tvkwm.Sc. Bdf. Sus., but e.Sus.
tuk, Wil., but me. & w.Wil.
tuk, Dor., but e.Dor. tuk, tusk,

tvuk ne.Der.
tcek Or.I. s.Sc. w.Som. sw.Dev.
toeuk s.Chs. e.Stf.

tiik Lth.
tiik e.Dev.

Tool, 162, 163, 256—/»WSh.I.,
n.Cum. + tual, m.Cum. nnw.
Yks., snw.Yks.+ft?/,em. & se.

Lan., n.Stt.+tvul, s.Stf. Lei.

Sus.

tiiil ne.Nrf.

tiflse. Nhb., s. Dur. +tvul,w.Wm.
ne. e. m. & se.Yks. nw.Lan.

til ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. til.

til Bch. Abd.
tuil sw.Nhb. sw.Yks.
tul sn.Sc. n.Ayr. Ant. I.Ma.
tuo me.Wil.+/S/.

tual n.Cum. s.Oxf. w.Wil. Dor.
till Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr., but

n.Ayr. tul, Lth. + till, Edb.
Kcb. Uls., but Ant. tul, a. &
s.Nhb. Wm., butw.Wm. tint,

snw. & es.Yks. n. sm. sw. &s.
Lan. n. & nw.Der. n. & nw.
Lin. Rut. Ess. me.Wil.

/»«/s.Dur. n.Stf.

tcel wm.Sc.+fti/, but n.Ayr. tul,

w.Som.
tul n. Dev.
tul wm.Sc. sm.Sc, but s.Ayr.

Kcb. tul, Lth. e.Suf. e.Dev.
Tooth, 162, 163, 381, 384—^

s.&yr.+tup, sw.Nhb.
tiu} s.Nhb. m.Cum. ne.Wm., n.

Lan. +tuj>, em. & se.Lan. n.Stf.

ti)]> w. & sw.Wm.
tip w.Frf. e.Per. +tcep, Kcb.
ti) Bnff. Bch. Abd. Ayr., but n.

Ayr. tiip, s.Ayr. tip, tup, Peb.

Ant.
tuip n.Nhb. sw.Yks.
tup I.Ma. Oxf., but s.Oxf. tap.

tuap Dor.

tup Inv. s.Ayr. n. sm. & sw.Lan.
s.Stf. n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. s.

Oxf. me.Wil.
tup ne.Shr.
top m.Shr. n.Hrf. Sus.
tvup w. Der.

tap w.Frf. e.Per.

tceji w.Som.
tap n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. e.Dev.

Top, 83-tap Or.I. Bch. Abd.
w.Frf. e.Per., wm.Sc. + tap,

Ayr., but n.Ayr. + top, Kcb.
Ant. Dor., w.Som. +tpp.

tap Lth. Edb.
tap wm.Sc. Peb.

top Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
I.Ma. Stf. n. & nw.Der. nw.
Lin. m.Nhp. s.Oxf. Sus. Som.,
but w.Som. tap, /pp.

tgp w.Som.
top n.Ayr.+tap.

Topmer, 398.
Toppermost, 398.
Toppest, 398.
Toss, 429.
Tother, 371.
Touch, 219, 367

—

tit/ wm.Sc.
+tvt/ me. Wil. e. & w.Som.
nw.Dev., e. Dev.+tvt/.

tut/ Nhb. n.Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. n. em. & se.Lan. Stf. u.

Der. Lin. Rut.
tut/ Ant. sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.

s.Chs. nw.Der. Lei. m.Nhp.
fo^"Sc.,but wm.Sc.+/iVyj m.Shr.

s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
Sus. w.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.

Tough, 167, 249, 358, 359, 360—tau Lei.+tu/.

ti/ nw.hin.+to/.

tiox Sh.I.

tiux Abi.+tjiux, tjux, tux, sn.

Sc. sm.Sc, but s.Ayr. tjvx, s.

Sc. -Ytceux, n,Cum.+/a/
tiu/n. sw. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. n.

Wm., snw.Yks.+ta/.
tia/ se.Nhb.+tjuf, s.Dur. w.Wm.

ne. & e.Yks., m.& se.Yks.+tu/.

tjiux Abd. Lth.

tjux ne.Sc, but Bch.+/;<x, Abd.
VtiuXi lj'uXi iuX> Edb. Peb.
Ant.

tjuf se.Nhb.

ijvx w.Frf. e.Per., Vim.Sc.+tvx,
Ayr.

to/Vis., but Ant. tjux, sw.Wm.,
nnw.Yks. +tu/ tit/, sw.Yks.
n.Lan., em. Lan. + tou/ sm.
han. +tou/ tu/ sw.Lan.+tu/
s.Lan. n. & nw.Lin., m.Shr.+
tv/ Dor.

tou/nw. em. & sm.Lan.
tux Bch.+tjux, Abd.
tu/ me.Nhb. n.Cum. ne.Wm.
nnw. snw. m. se. & es.Yks.
se.Lan. Stf. n.Der. s.Lin. Rut.

tu/ nnw. Yks.
tu/ sm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Lei.

ne. Shr.

tvx wm.Sc.
tv/ nw.Der. m.Shr. s.Oxf., ne.

Nrf.+fo«, e.Suf. s.Sur. Sus.,
w.Wil.+/»», Som. e.Dev.

tvu ne.Nrf. (rare), w.Wil.
/»a/ms.Lan.
tceux s.Sc.

Towards, 247.
Town, 171, 172, 249

—

tain nw.
Der.+taun, e.Der.+taun, tan.

taun es.Yks. n. Lan., Dnb.+to««,
nw.&e. Der. , s. Der.+/a«, tjaun,

m. Lin., Lei.+teun, tjaun, tvun,

ne.Nhp. +teun, tvun, e.War.H-

tavn, n.Wor. + teun, e.Dev.
w.Cor.

iavn s.Stf.+tvutt, e.War.
taan s.Lan.+/oK, txn. n.Stf. n.

Der.

tan sw. Yks. +tcm, sw. Lan. +txn,
s.Lan. ne. e. & s.Der.

tsen sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan.

teun Uls., but Ant. tun, s.Lin.

Lei. ne.Nhp. n.Wor. nw.&se.
Hrt., nw.Nrf.+toKM, Ess. e.

Sus.

tedn sw.Yks.
tjaun s.Der. Lei.

toun nw.Lan. I.Ma. Dnb.
tun Sh.I. ne. nm. & wm.Sc.

Ayr., but s.Ayr. tun, sm.Sc,
but Kcb. tun, Peb. Ant., me.
Nhb.+tun.

tun Or.I. Inv. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. n. me. se. sw. & s.Nhb.
Dur. Cum. Wm. ne. snw. e.

m. & se.Yks. n.Lin.
tvun s.Stf. Rut. Lei. ne. m. &
sw.Nhp. s.War. Shr. w. & s.

Oxf. m.Bck. w.Hrt. nw.Nrf.
Sus., but e.Sus. teun, me. &
w.Wil. Dor.

tmmd Oxf., but w. & s.Oxf.
tvun.

tvitdn e.Suf.

taun Glo. ne.Nrf.
tmn n. & sw.Dev.
Trade—tried s.Sc.

tred ne. em. & wm.Sc. Kcb. n.

Nhb.
tread e.Yks., m.Yks.+frwrf, sw.
& s.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. s.War. s.

Oxf. w.Hrt. e.Suf. n.Ken.,
Dor.+triad, w.Som., sw.Dev.
+tred.

tred Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Nhb.
m.Cum. Wm. snw.Yks. n.
m. em. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma.
s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Not. Rut.
ne.Nrf. Sus. sw.Dev.

triad sw.Nhb. m.Yks. w.Wil.
Dor. nw.Som.

trid Lei. Glo.

pred s.Lan.

~P
r>>d se.Yks.

Train, 205, 433—train s.Stf.H-

trein, s.Wor. Lon.se. Ken. me.
Wil., w.Wil.+frsm, Dor. w.
Som.

trmiit w.Wil.
trxn n.Nhb. m.Cum. sw.Wm.

n.Lan.
trein s.Stf., Lei.+/>w, m.Nhp.

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. e.Sus. n.Dev.
tren Peb.
trean n.Cum. e.Yks., m. & se.

Yks.+trian, sw.Yks., se.Lan.
+tren, n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf. m.
Bck. w.Hrt.

tren ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.
Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.

Nhb. w.Wm. nnw. & snw.
Yks. nw. m. em. se. & sw.
Lan., s.Lan.+pren, I.Ma. n. &
nw.Der. Rut. se.Shr.

trin Lei.

trim m. & se.Yks. se.Hrt.

trin m. 4 w.Chs. ne.Der. ne.Shr.
iren s.Lan.

Trample, 323.
Treacle, 220.

Tread, 59, 60, 425, 427, 429,

430, 432

—

trasd s.Sc. Dor.
tred ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
Ant, n.Cum. +frid, em.Lan.+
triad, n.Stf. s.Oxf., ne.Nrf.+
trid, n.Ken. me.Wil. s.Som.

treid n.Nhb. sw.Yks. sm. & sw.
Lan.

tred Inv. n.Der. m. Shr.

trid Sus.

triad sw.Wm. n. em. & se.Lan.

nw.Lin.
trid Sh.I.

trid sw. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.
Cum. n. ne. & w.Wm. s.Chs.
ne.Nrf.

tired. I.Ma.
Treasure, 325.
Treat, 428, 429, 433—/ra/Sh.I.
treit Ant. snw.Yks. n.Stf., Lei.

+trit.

tret se.Nhb. ne.Nrf.

treat n.Lin. e.Suf.

tret ne. & sn.Sc.+////, w.Frf. e.

Per.

tret ne. sn. & wm.Sc. Uls., but
Ant. treit, sm. se. & sw.Lan.
n.Shr. Glo. Oxf., but s.Oxf.
triat, Sus. me.Wil. e. it w.
Som., nw.Dev. +lrit.

trit vs.Dor. nw.Dev.
triat ne. e. m. & sw.Yks. n. &
em. Lan., s.Lan.+^ra?,n. & nw.
Der. nw. & s.Lin. s.Oxf. w.
Wil.

tr'tt Kcb.
tril Inv. Lth. Edb. n. & s.Nhb.

n. & m.Cum. u. & w.Wm.
Rut. Lei. se.Ken. e.Dor.

tpret I.Ma.
tpriat sw.Wm.
tprit ne.Wm.
pret s.Lan.
triat se.Yks.

Tree, 192, 282, 379—/;-« ne.Der.
Dor.

tret s.Sc. n. & s.Nhb. n.Stf.,

em.Stf.+W, e. & s.Der., m.
Nhp.+/>T, ne.Shr.+Zr/.

tre ne.Shr.
tria m. & s.Lin.

tri Sh. & Or.I. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc.
w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Kcb. Uls. sw.Nhb. Cum. w.
Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. em. &
wm.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. m.
& sw.Nhp. e. & s.War. s.

Wor. m.Shr. s.Oxf. nw.Nrf.
Sus. me. & w.Wil. Som.

tpri ne.Wm. I.Ma.
Tremble, 209.
Trench, 209, 365—tmnf e.Suf.

se.Ken. Dor. Som.
tren/ Inv., ne.Sc.+fr»»/| s.Ayr.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. w.Wm. n.

ne. nw. c. & sw.Yks. n. em.
se. & sw.Lan. Chs. «i, & s.

Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei.
Nhp. War. Wor. Shr. Glo.
Oxf. ne.Nrf. w.Wil. e.Dev.

tren/-mm.Sc, but n.Ayr. trin/.

trin/ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.
Kcb. Ant. m.Yks. Sus.

trvn/sn.Sc. Lth. Edb.
tpran/lMa.
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irenfse.Y'ks. s.Lan.

Trollop, 323.
Trough, 89, 348— fr-aw/em.Lan.

+trof, Cmb.
traf Dor.
triu s.Nrf.

trox ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.
Kcb. Ant.

trof Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. n. &
em.Lan., sm.Lan.+trouf, se.

Lan., sw.'Lan.+truf, n.Stf.+

truf, n.Der. nw.Lin., m.Shr.
+tro, trvf.

trou sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. s.Som.
troux s.Sc.

trouf sm.Lsm.
trp n.Hrf. Brks. nw. & e.Dev.
tro m.Shr. s.Oxf. Sus. w.Wil.
w.Som.

trox n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Peb.
trofs.'Nhp.+truf, s.Wor.
truf n. & s.Stf. Lei. s.Nhp.
War., n.Shr.+tow.

truf sw.Lan. ne.Shr.

trvf m.Shr.
trvu n. & s.Shr. Hrf., but n.Hrf.

trg, s.Pem. n. & s.Suf. Sur.

Hmp. me.Wil. nw.Som. s.

Dev.
]rufe.han.
True, 193

—

triu s.Sc, me.Nhb.+
trou, trii, sw.Nhb. n.Dur.+trft,
s.Dur. Cum. Wm. ne. & nnw.
Yks., snw.Yks.+/r»«, e.Yks.,

se.Yks.+^n'w, sw. es. & s.

Yks. n. & nw.Lan., em.Lan.
+]riu, se. & s.Lan. n.Stf., e.

Der. Not.+/ra, Lin., but m.
Lin. tru, Rut. Lei., n.Shr.+
trii, s.Pem. s.Oxf. Bck. Bdf.

se.Hrt. Hnt. Cmb. nw.Nrf.
Ess. e.Ken. s.Sur. Sus.

triil ne.Nrf., n.Dev.+tru.

trid m.Yks.
trjit Or.I.

trou n. & me.Nhb.
tru Sh.I. Inv. ne. sn. nm. em.
4 wm.Sc. Kcb. Uls. me. se.

& sw.Nhb. n.Dur. m. sw. &
s.Lan., \M.a.M]ru, Fit. n.

nw. & e.Der. Not. m.Lin. c.

& s.War. s.Wor. n. ne. & m.
Shr. n.Hrf. nw. e. & w.Oxf.
Brks. nw.Hrt. nw. me. & w.
Wil. e.Dor. s.Som., e.Dev.+
tril.

trvu snw.Yks., e.Suf.+/ra<.

trceu s.Chs.

tru e.Suf. w.Som. n. e. & sw.

Dev.

tfru I.Ma.
triu se.Yks. em.Lan.
Trust, xi3-—trdstsw.Yks.+trust.

tris -w.Som.+trvs.

trist ne.Yks., nm.Yks. m.Lan.
+trust, nw. sw. & s.Dev.

trost Uls., but Ant. trust,

trust Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
nnw. snw. m. nm. sw. ms.

& s.Yks. n. nw. & m.Lan.,

em.\.&n.+]rust, n. & s.Stf. n.

Der. Lin. Rut.

trust Ant. sw. & s.Lan. w. & s.

Chs. em. & wm.Stf. nw. &
s.Der. Lei. e.War.

trvs Sus. w.Wil. w.Som.n.Dev.
w.Cor.

ttvst Sc. m.Nhp. e.Hrf. GIo.

Oxf. Brks. Bdf. Hrt. ne. & s.

Nrf. c. & w.Suf. Ess. n.Ken.

Hmp. e.Dor. s.Som.
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trvs nw.Wil.
trust e.Dev.
t]rus I.Ma.
]rist se.Yks.+]rust.

J>rust e. & se.Yks. em.Lan.
Truth, 193— /raw/ Bch. Abd.
tresp m.Yks.+tria].

tri) s.Ayr.+tru].
triu]> s.Sc. + tra], trail], s.Dur.

Cum., n.Wm.+ZroT^, m. w. &
s.Wm. nnw. snw. & e.Yks.,

nm.Yks. + triij>, sw. es. ms. &
s.Yks. n.Lan., nw.Lan.+tru],
em. se. & s.Lan., n.Stf.+trii],

wm.Stf, s.Stf. + tru], tru], n.

& ne.Der. Not. + tru], Lin.
Rut. Lei. ne.Nhp., m.Nhp.
+trvu], ne.Shr. +tru], s.Oxf.
Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. Hnt., s.Nrf.

+triii], tru],Ess.+trii], n.Ken.
s.Sur. Sus.

triu]) ne. & s.Nrf. e.Suf.

trid} m. & nm.Yks.
truf Inv., sn.Sc+trii], n.Ayr.+

trii], s.Ayr. Ant., me.Nhb. +
trud], s.Stf. e.Hrf. e.Oxf. +
tril], nw.Nrf., me.Wil. +tril].

trud] me.Nhb., Glo. + lr»A w.
Suf.

tru] sn.Sc. Uls., but Ant. tru],

n. se. sw. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. n.

Wm. nm.Yks. nw. m. sw. &
ms.Lan. w.Chs. Fit. Dnb. 11.

em. & s.Stf. n. ne. nw. e. & s.

Der. Not. e.War. n. ne. & se.

Shr. e.Hrf. Glo. nw. & e.Oxf.

s.Nrf. Ess. Hmp. nw. me. &
w.Wil. e.Dor.

trvu] Cai. e.Stf. m.Nhp.
tree] Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per., wm.Sc.
+ trii], but n.Ayr. + tru], sm.
Sc, but s.Ayr. tri], tru], Kcb.
trii], Peb. s.Sc.

troeu] s.Sc. s.Chs.

tree] s.Dev.

trii] em.Sc, but Lth. Edb. trii],

Peb. tro?], n.Dev.+trii].

tru] wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb. n.

& e.Dev.

t]ru] I.Ma.

]riu], ]rii] se.Yks.

Try, 223.

Tuesday, 159

—

taizdi ne.Sc. +
teizdd, tezdi, but Bch. Abd.
taizdi.

taizdi Sh.I. Bch. Abd. n.Ayr.

teizda, tezdi ne.Sc.

tiizde sn.Sc, w.Frf. e.Per. +

tjiizdi, sm.Sc, but s.Ayr.

tfuzdi, Kcb. tiuzdi.

tezdi (obsol.) wm.Sc+ftW), but

n.Ayr. taizdi.

tiuzde Ayr., but n.Ayr. taizdi,

s.Ayr. tfuzdi, Kcb. s.Sc. se.

Nhb.
tiuzdi wm.Sc. s.Dur., nnw.Yks.

+tiuzda, em.Lan.+tfiuzdi, nw.
Der. s.Lin. Som., but w.Som.
tuzdi, tfuzdi.

tiuzdi me. sw. & s.Nhb. Cum.
Wm. nnw. snw. se. & sw.

Yks. n. & s.Lan. n.Stf. m.Not.

nw.Lin. Rut.

tiszda m.Yks.
tjiizde w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb.

tiizdi e.Sus.

tiizdi Lei. n.Wor. ne.Shr., m.

Shr.+tfUzdi, Glo. s.Oxf. Bck.

e.Suf.

tuzdi ne.Nrf., w.Som. +tfiizdi, e.

Dev.

tfiuzdi em.Lan.
tfuzdi s.Ayr. sm. & sw.Lan. 0.

Stf. n.Der. m.Shr. s.Sur. w.
Sus. w.Wil.

tfiizda I.Ma.

tjcezde Sus., but e.Sus. tiizde, w.
_Sus. tfuzdi.

tfiizdi w.Som.
Tun, 382.

Turf, 379.
Turn, 107

—

ton nw.Lin.
torn s.Ayr. +turn, sw.Nhb.
torn n.Dur.
tgn s.Nhb. n. m. sm. & s.Lan.

tudn me.Wil.+ftw.
tan Not. nw.Hrt. w.Som.
tvrn Or.I. Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. c.

Per. wm.Sc. Ayr., but s.Ayr.

jriorn, Lth. Edb. Kcb.
ton Hrf. Sus. nw. & me.Wil.
tarn I.Ma.

tin m.Cum. Wm. sw.Yks. em.
& sw.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der. s.Oxf.

se.Ken. e.Dev.
Tusk, 173, 343

—

tus Yks.+tusk,

tuf, Der.+tuf, but n.Der. tusk,

nw.Der. tuf.

tusk Nhb., Cum. Wm.+ti<f, Yks.

n. em. & se.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin., Rut.+tuf.

tuf Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan., but n.

em. & se.Lan. tusk, sw. & s.

Lan. tiif Chs. Stf., but n.Stf.

tusk, Der. Not. Lin., but nw.
Lin. tusk, Rut,, hei. + tiisk,

Nhp. Won, but n.Wor. tiisk,

Shr. Glo. Brks. Hnt.
tusk Ant. I.Ma. Lei. n.Wor.
tiifsw. & s.Lan. nw.Der.
tvsk Sc.+tvf, but Sh.I. s.Sc. task,

ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken. Wil.

Som.
tvfSc. m.Bck. Cmb. Sus. Cor.

task Sh.I. s.Sc
Twelfth, 256.

Twelve, 54, 242, 279

—

twal ne.

Sc, w.Frf. e.Per.+frw/, s.

Ayr. Ant. n.Nhb.

twal wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. twelv,

Peb.+twol, Kcb. s.Sc.

twsdv I.Ma. + twelv, s.Nrf. Dor.

twel Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc,
but Lth. Edb. twf, Peb. twal,

twol.

twelv n.Ayr. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.

Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der. Not.

Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War.
Won Hrf. Shr. Glo.Oxf. Brks.

Bck. Bdf. e.An., but s.Nrf.

twzlv, Hmp. I.W.Wil. s.Som.

sw.Dev. Cor.

iwilv Sus.

twol Peb.

twgl Lth. Edb.

twvlv w.Som. e.Dev.

Twenty, 54, 55. 231, 242—
twxnti se.Ken. Dor.

twenti Inv. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.

Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. I.Ma.

Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut.

Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr.

Glo.e.An.n.Ken.,Sus.+fr««/*',

Hmp. Wil. s.Som. Dev. Cor.

twinte w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.

twinti ne. & em.Sc. +twvnti, s.

Ayr. Sus.

twitnti Ant.

twvnti ne. & em.Sc.

Twice, 242, 295.

Twiddle, 242.

Twig, 242.

Twine, 242, 425, 434.
Twinter, 242.

Twist, 242.

Twitter, 242.

Two, 125, 383

—

tiu nw.Lan. +tii,

em. & se.Lan. n. & em. Stf.,

wm.Stf.+/ii, s.Stf., n.Der.+ft7,

s.Der., Lei.+ft?, m.Nhp. se.

Shr., m.Bck.+/;7, Hrt., s.Nrf.

+tii, w.Suf. e.Ken.
tiii ne.Nrf., e.Suf. +tii.

tou snw.Yks.+/», twia.

ton Rut.+/o.

toi n.Lin.+ftJ.

to Rut.

tu Uls., but Ant? twa, se.Nhb.

+twi, Dur., but n.Dur. twT, s.

Dur. twi), twT, m.Cum.+toii,
s.Wm., nnw.Yks.+twia, snw.
Yks., nm. & se.Yks.+twia, sw.

es. & s.Yks. n. nw. m. sm. sw.
ms. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n. & w.Chs.
Dnb. wm.Stf. n. & nw.Der.,
e.Der.+tvu, tail, Lin., but n.

Lin.+td}, Lei. ne.Nhp. n.Wor.
ne. & m.Shr. n. & e.Hrf. Glo.

Oxf. m.Bck. se.Ken. s.Sur.

Sus. Hmp. nw. & w.Wil. e.

Dor. e.Som.
tvu e.Stf., ne.Der.+tew, e. & w.

Der.
teen s.Chs. ne. & e.Der.

toe n. & sw.Dev.+M.
tfi s.Nrf. e.Suf. w.Som. n. e. &
sw.Dev.

twd Sh. & Or.I. Cai. ne. sn. &
nm.Sc, wm.Sc. + iiva, tive,

twp, s.Ayr. Ant.

twa wm.Sc, Kcb.+ftw.

twes n.Cum. m.Yks.+twii.

twe wm.Sc. Peb. Kcb.

twia e.Cam.+twis, w.Wm. nnw.
& snw.Yks.

twis s.Sc, s.Dur.+frw, n. e. m.

& w.Cum. n. & m.Wm. ne. e.

m. nm. & se.Yks.

twi me. se. & sw.Nhb. n. & s.Dur.

twp em.Sc, but Peb. twe, wm.
Sc

Twoth, 400.

Ugh, int., 358.
Ugly, 97, 231

—

ugli Nhb. Dur.

Cum.Wm. Yks. n. & em.Lan.

11. & s.Stf. n.Der. n. nw. m. &
s.Lin. Rut. m.Bck.

iigli Ant. sw. ms. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

s.Chs. nw.Der. Lei. m.Nhp.
ne.Shr.

vgle n.Ayr. s.Sc.

vgli Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. c.

Per. em.Sc. wm.Sc, but n.

Ayr. vgle, Kcb. s.Oxf. e.An.

Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Wil. Dor.

Som. Dev. Cor.

Unbeknown, 332.

Uncle, 219, 233, 266

—

niitjkl s.

Chs. ne.Der. s.Wor.

nvtjkl e.Hrf.

oijkl Sus. Dor. e.Dev.

utjkl Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

n. em. & se.Lan. n.Stf. n.Der.

Lin. Bdf.

HyWAnt. sw. ms. & s.Lan. I.Ma.

w.Chs. Nhp.
vykl Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. em. wm.i sm.Sc n.Hrf.

s.Oxf. e.An. Ken. w.Cy., but

me.Wil. vnko, Dor. e.Dev.

otjkl, Cor.

v»ko me.Wil.
23
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Under, 97, 300

—

onda(r) ne.Yks.

n.Bck. e.Suf. Dor.

undSair) n.Lan.

zjWxns.Nhb.Dur.m.Cum.Wm.
Yks., but ne.Yks. ondair), se.

Yks. unSa(r), nw. em. se. & ms.

Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin.

Rut. m.Bck.
undarme.Nhb. n.Cum.
unda(.r> se.Yks.

iindir Bch. Abd.
imdam sw. & s.Lan. nw.Der.

Lei. Nhp. w.War. n.Wor.
Shr.

iinfiar I. Ma.
anda(r) e. & s.Oxf. Cmb. Nrf. n.

& s.Suf. Ess. Ken. Sus. me.
Wil. Som. Dev. Cor.

vudar Sh. & Or.I. Inv. sn.Sc, n.

Ayr.+»wr, s.Sc.

iwrwm.Sc, but n.Ayr.+ondar,
s.Ayr.

»«(fo>- Uls.

Undermer, 398, 445.
Understand, 429, 432.
Union, 226.

Up, 173

—

ep m.Hrt. n.Nrf. w.
Cor.

<$ m.Nhp. s.Nrf. +d/>, e.Ken. w.
Dor., w.Som. + gp, nw. & e.

Dev. se.Cor.

pp w.Som.
up Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.,

n. & nw.Lan. + up, em. & se.

Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin.

Rut. Pern., m.Bck. + vp, u.

Cmb., Ess.+vp.

tip Ant. n. nw. m. sw. & s.Lan.

I. Ma. Chs. Fit. Dnb. em. wm.
& w.Stf. Der., but n.Der. up,

Not. Lei. Nhp., but m.Nhp.
op, ap, e. w. & s.War. n.Wor.,
s.Wor. +u/>, Shr. n. fenw.Oxf.,
w.Oxf. +»/>, n.Bck.

vp Sc. m.Nhp. s.Wor. Hrf. Glo.

e. w. & s.Oxf. Brks. m.Bck.
Bdf. n. nw. e. & se.Hrt. Hnt.
m. & se.Cmb. ne. nw. & s.Nrf.

Suf. Ess. Ken. s.Sur. Sus.

Hmp. Wil. e.Dor. s.Som. s.

Dev. e. & w.Cor.
Upon, 271.

Uppermer, 398.
Uppest, 398.
Urchin, 266.

Us, 173, 235, 328, 357, 403, 408,
411

—

es e.War., Hrf.+aw, s.

Dev.
hez Fr[.+kiz, vs, Per.+hvz.

hiz ne.Sc. +»s, Frf., n.Ayr.+»s.
huz n. & se.Nhb., s.Nhb.+»s, 11.

& w.Wm.
hvz Per., s.Sc+tfs, vs.

haz Kcd. Lth. Edb.
iz Peb.

os Uls., but Ant. iiz.

us me.Nhb.+^s, s.Nhb. n.Dur.,

ne.Yks.+ws, se.Yks., nw.Lin.
¥11-.

us me. Nhb. Cum. Wm., but n. &
w.Wm. huz, ne. nnw. snw.
e. m. & w.Yks., sw.Yks. + az,

es. & s.Yks. n. nw. & em. Lan.,
s.Lan.+az, n.Stf., n.Der. +az,

n. nw. & s.Lin. Rut.
7/sms.Lan. I. Ma. n.Nhp.
uoAnt se. &sw.Lan. s.Chs., nw.

Der.+az, Lei.

vs Inv. ne.Sc. Frf., wm.Sc.+
vz, but n.Ayr.-t- hiz, s.Sc. n.

Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. m.Bck.

Hnt. ne.Nrf. c. & w.Suf. Ess.

se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Hmp. w.
Wil. Dor. s.Som. n. e, & nw.
Dev. e.Cor.

vz wm. & s.Sc.

us e.Hrt. sw.Dev.
az nw. nm. sm. & sw.Yks. m. &

s.Lan. Chs., but s.Chs. uz, e.

Stf. n. nw. & w.Der. n.Bck.

w.Cor.
[-s (rarely -s) is used enclitically

in all the dialects.]

Use, 226, 431.

Utch, 403.

Value, 200, 229, 231

—

vali s.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. sw.Wm. n.

em. sm. se. & sw.Lan. Chs.
n.Stf. n.Der. Not. Lin. Lei.

Nhp. Glo. Bdf., Sus. +vsdi,

Dor. Som. Cor.

valju I. Ma.
vala w.Wm. Yks.
vala Peb.
vseli se.Ken.+vxliu, Sus. e.Dev.

vseliu se.Ken.

vxlju me.Wil.
velji ne.Sc.

velju Ant.
vela s.Sc.

veli Lth. Edb.
velju s.Ayr.

vela w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb.
Valve, 279.
Vassal, 326.

Vat, 278.

Veal, 220

—

veil Ant. n.Stf. Lei.

veo me.Wil.
veal w.Som.
vel Abd.+vil, sn.Sc. +vel, w.Frf.

e. Per.

vel Sh.I. ne.Sc, but Bch. vil,

Abd. vel, vil, sn.Sc. I.Ma. s.

War. n.Wor. n. & m. Shr. Glo.
w.Dor. e.Som.

vial Wm., but n. & w.Wm. vil,

snw. e. m. se. & sw.Yks. n.

nw. em. se. sw. & s.Lan. 11.

Der., nw.Der.+t«/, Lin., ne.

Shr.+vil, Hnt. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
w.Wil., e.Dor.+vil.

vil Kcb.
vil Inv. Bch. Abd. wm.Sc. s.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Nhb. m.Cum.
n. & w.Wm. nw.Der. Rut.
ne.Shr. Sus. e.Dor.

weal ne.Nrf.+a<f/, e.Suf.

wil ne.Nrf.

Vein, 205

—

vain ne.Nrf. me.Wil.
Dor. w.Som.

vein Bch. Abd. Ant. se.Ken.
vedn sw.Yks. se.Lan. n.Stf. nw.

Lin. s.Oxf.

ven s.Sc.

ven Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Kcb. n. & s.Nhb. m.Cum.
Wm. 11. em. sm. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. n.Der. Sus.

Venture, 281.

Vermin, 210, 295

—

varmin Ant.
^-vermin,

varnidn I.Ma.

vdment e. & sw.Yks. nw.Lin.
vdmin'Wm.+vdmint, n. & em.

Lan., s.Lan. n.Der. + vdmint,
Not., se.Ken. Sus.+vamint.

vamint Dur. s.Cum.Wm. n.Yks.
se. & s.Lan. n.Der. m. & s.

Lin. War. Glo. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
Sur. Sus. Wil. w.Som. Dev.
Cor.

vdman s.Nhb. nw.Nrf. Dor.

vdmant n.Nhb. m.Cum. n.Stf.

Lei.

vxmint sw.Lan.

vermin s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

vermin Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. Lth. Edb.

wdmint Nrf. +wdmant, but nw.
Nrf. vdman, Suf.+wdmant.

wdmant Nrf. Suf.

Very, 209, 229, 231

—

vari se.

Nhb. + vera, sw.Nhb.+t/ow, s.

Nhb. Dur. ne. nm. se. sw. ms.

& s.Yks. em.Lan., se.Lan. +
vara, s.Lan., n.Lin.+wn, nw.
Lin., w.Oxf. + veri, vvri.

vara n. & sw.Nhb. n. e. m. & w.
Cum. Wm. snw. & m.Yks. n.

nw. m. & se.Lan., ms.Lan.+
veri.

v&ra s.Sc.

vera Bch. Abd. sm.Sc.

veri ne.Sc. -\-vera, but Bch. Abd.
vera, w.Frf. e.Per.

veri Sh.I. Inv., sn.Sc.+vera, nm.
Sc.+vera, but w.Frf. e.Per.

veri, em.Sc. +vera, Ant. sw.
& ms.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Fit. n.

wm. & s.Stf. ne. nw. e. w. &
s.Der. Not. n.Lin. Lei. m.
Nhp. War. s.Wor. Shr. 11. &
e.Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. nw. e. w.
& s.Oxf. n.Bck., Bdf. + vvri,

nw.Hrt., se. Hrt. + weri, Hnt.
m.Cmb. e.Suf., Tiss.+weri, se.

Ken. Hmp., w.Wil. + vari, e.

Dor. s.Som. n. & sw.Dev.
vera ne. sn. nm. em. & wm.Sc.

se.Nhb.
vari w.Oxf. Brks. Bdf., e.Sus.+

weri, nw.Wil. + wr/, w.Dor.
w.Som.

iwz'Uls., but Ant. veri, n.Der.

nw. & w.Wil.
weri m.Bck. se.Hrt. Nrf. Suf.,

but e. Suf. veri, Ess. e. Sus.

Vessel, 209, 326.

Vetch, 281.

Victuals, 281.

View, 226.

Violet, sb., 224, 229

—

vailit Kcb.
sw.Lan.

vaihnt w.Som.
vailat—Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

s.Ayr. Lth. Ant. me. & s.Nhb.
m.Cum. w.Wm., se.Yks. +
vdlat, n.Lan., s.Lan. I.Ma.+
voilat, n. & nw.Der. Not., Lin.

+vaialat, Sus. +voilat, n. & e.

Dev.
vaialit n.Ayr. n.Cum.
vaialat wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.

vaialit, s.Wm. nnw. snw. sw. &
s.Yks. nw.Lan. Lin. w.War.

vdlat m. & se.Yks.
veilat sn.Sc. e.Yks.
voilit s. Oxf.
voilat em. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma. 11.

Stf. Rut. Lei. n. & w.Wor.
n.Bck. se.Ken. Sus.

VDilit m.Bck., -w.Wil.+vvialat.

vvilat Dor., but e.Dor. vailat.

vvialit me.Wil.
voialat w.Hrt. w.Wil.
vailat I.W. e.Dor.

wailat e.Suf.+woilat.

woilat e.Suf.

wailat ne.Nrf.

Viper, 223

—

vaipaw) m.Cum. s.

Wm. Lan., but s.Lan. vdpa(r),

n.Der. n.Lin. s.Sur. Sus. w.
Wil.

vaipar n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Ant. w.
Wm. I.Ma.

vdpacr) m.Yks. s.Lan.

veipair) s.Nhb. e. & se.Yks.

veipar me. & se.Nhb.

viipar Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. wm.Sc, but u.Ayr.

vaipar, s.Ayr. Kcb.

voipacn n.Stf. se.Ken.

vm'pa(r) Dor.

waipa(r) e.Suf.

waipair) ne.Nrf.

Vixen, 278, 281.

Vogue, 281.

Voice, 213

—

vais n.Ayr. Lth.

Edb. ji.Der., Lei. +vois, w.
War. n.Wor. e.Hrf. Glo. s.

Oxf. ne.Cmb. Sus. Hmp. me.
Wil. Dor. e.Dev.

vais em. se. & sw.Lan., s.Lan.

+vois, I.Ma., Chs.+veis, n.

Stf.+vois, wm. & s.Stf. ne. w.
& s.Der.

vet's ms. Lan. + vols, Chs. nw.
Der.

viis Inv. ne.Sc, sn.Sc.+vois,

wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. vais, Peb.

vols Sh.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Kcb. s.Sc Ant. n. se. & s.

Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm., nnw.
Yks.+tw's, m. nm. se. sw. es.

ms. & s.Yks. 11. nw. m. sm.
ms. & s.Lan. n.Stf. e.Der.

Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. e.War.
nw.Oxf. se.Ken. w.Som. n.

& s.Dev. Cor.

vois nnw. & snw. Yks.
wis em.Sc, but Lth. Edb. vais,

Peb. viis.

vwois e.Oxf. nw.Wil.
wais e.Suf.

wois s.Nrf. Ess. n.Ken.
wais ne.Nrf.

Vow, 225

—

vai n.Stf. +vau.
van Inv. s.Ayr., Kcb.+i/K, Ant.

s.Nhb. nnw. Yks., snw.Yks.
+vou, n. & se.Lan. n.Stf. n.

& nw.Der. Sus.

vd sw.Yks.
vx sw.Lan.
veu Bdf. se.Ken.
vou snw.Yks. I.Ma.
vu Sh. & Or.I. ne. sn. & wm.Sc.

Ayr., but s.Ayr. vau, Lth.
Edb. Kcb. me. & se.Nhb. m.
Cum. Wm. e. m. & se.Yks. n.

& nw.Lin.
vau w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc. s.Chs. s.

Oxf. me. & w.Wil. e.Dev.
wou Nrf. Suf. Ess.

Wag, 29, 351

—

wag Inv. ne.Sc.
w.Frf.e.Per.Ayr.Kcb.s.Nhb.
Cum. Wm. n.Lan., sm.Lan.+
waig, se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.

Stf. n.Der. Lin. s.Oxf. Sus.
waig sm.Lan.
wag Lth. Edb. Ant. n.Nhb.
weeg nw.Wil. Dor. s.Som. e.

Dev.
weg sw.Yks. se.Ken.
weg em.Lan. s.Stf.

Wages, 204.
Wagon, 233, 269.
Waist—wais Dor.
waist se.Ken.
weist Ant.
weast sw.Yks. n.Lan. n.Stf.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. Sus.
weist w.Frf. e.Per.
wis I.Ma.
west Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.



WAIST [i79] WATER
Kcb. n. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. em.
se. & sw.Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.

wiast w.Wm.
Wait, 205

—

wait m.Shr. me.Wil.
e.Dor.

wseit m.Nhp.
weat sw.Yks.
wet Or.I. wm. & s.Sc.

wet ne.Sc. sm. & sw.Lan., ne.

Der.+wit.

wTtm. & w.Chs. n.Stf. ne. & w.
Der.

zvoit w.Som.
Wake, 425, 426, 430, 432.
Waken, 22, 339

—

waikn se.Ken.

wakn s.Ayr. Cum. 'Wm.+wokn,
ne. & nw.Yks. n. em. sm.
se. sw. & s.Lan. Chs. n. nw.
& w.Der. Not. sw. &s.Lin.

wdkn ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. Peb.

Kcb. Ant.

wakn s.Sc.+wekn, wiakn.

wekn s.Sc. n.Dur.
weakn nw.Lin. Dor.
wekn Inv. n. & s.Nhb. I. Ma. s.

Stf. Sus.

wiakn s.Sc.

wokn s.Ayr. Cum. Wm. e. m.
sw. & s.Yks.

wgkn n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Walk, 38, 340

—

wak me.Nhb.,
sw.Lan .+wgk.

wak Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. Ant., se.Nhb.+ze>o£, s.

Nhb. Dur., but s.Dur. wgk,

nnw.Yks. Rut. 'Lei.+wgk, w.
War. se.Ken. nw.Wil. Dor.

n. & sw.Dev.
wak Kcb.
wak s.Sc.

wiek e.Som.
weak m.Bck.
wiak m.Yks.+woak.
wok n.Cum.+woak, s.Chs. nw.

Der.
woak n.Cum. e. & m.Yks., se.

Yks.+wpk, sw.Yks. em.Lan.

wgk wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Dur.

m.Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. &
se.Yks. n. se. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. n. & s.Stf. n. & ne.Der.

Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.

War., but w.War. wak, Wor.
Shr. Glo. Oxf. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

Sus. me.Wil. s.Som. e.Dev.

wok se.Nhb.

Wall, 40, 255

—

wal me. Nhb.+
wd, s.Nhb.

wd Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per., sm.Sc.+wg, Peb. Ant.

me.Nhb., n.Cum.+ztra?, nnw.
Yks.+«NJ/, n.Lan.+wp, wo,

ms.Lan.+zwo.

wal se.Nhb.+zw, n.Dur. nnw.
Yks. Glo. se.Ken. Dor., w.

Sotn.+wgl, n. & nw.Dev.
wa s.Sc.

wal Uls., but Ant. wd, w.Wil.

sw. Dev.
wol e.Som.
wou ne.Der.

woa n.Cum.
wort sw.Yks.+wgl, em.Lan. Rut.

Sus., but e.Sus. wgl.

wg wm. & sm.Sc. Lth. Edb.

s.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. ne.Yks.,

snw.Yks.+zopV, n. se. & sw.

Lan., s.Lan.+wo, s.Chs. n.Stf.

n. & nw.Der. ne.Shr.

wgl snw. se. & sw.Yks. I.Ma.

Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp. m.Shr.

Oxf.m.Bck.ne.Nrf.e.Suf.Ess.
e.Sus. me.Wil. w. & s.Som.

wo se.Nhb. n. nw. sm. ms. & s.

Lan.
wual m.Yks.
Wander, 28, 31, 300

—

wandSao)
Wm., but w.Wm. wandar, n.

Lan.
wandairt s.Nhb. n.Dur. m.Cum.

nnw. snw. m. & es.Yks. nw.
em. sm. sw. & ms.Lan., s.

La.n.+wand'acr'), Chs. n. & s.

Stf. n. & nw.Der. Lin. ne.

Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
wandar me. & se.Nhb. n.Cum.
w.Wm.

wan$a(.r) se. & s.Lan.

wanSar Ant.
wanar ne.Sc, wm.Sc.+zvonar, s.

Ayr.+wcinar, Lth. Edb.
wdndnV) Dor.
wandar Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per.

wanar s.Ayr. Kcb.
wxndair) s.Som. e.Dev.
wondalr) sw.Yks. s.Oxf.

wonSar I. Ma.
!oo»ji-win.Sc.

Wane, 42—wain se.Ken.
wein Ant.
wean se.Nhb. m.Yks., se.Yks.

+wian, sw.Yks. Lin. w.War.
s.Oxf. e.Suf. Dor.

wen Inv. ne. & wm.Sc. Kcb. s.

Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm. em. se.

& sw.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. n.Der.

Lei. ne.Nrf. me.Wil.
wian s.Sc. se.Yks.

Wang, 333.
Want, v., 28

—

want Sh. & Or.I.

Cai., sn.Sc.+wvnt, w.Frf. e.

Per. em.Sc, but Lth. Edb.
want, wm.Sc.+wvnt, Kcb. s.

Sc. Uls. me. se. & s.Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. ne. nnw.
snw. e. m. & se.Yks., sw.

• Yks.+wont, es. & ms.Yks., 3.

Yks.+wo«/, n. & nw.Lan., m.

La.n.+wont, em. & sm.Lan.,

se.Lan. +wont, sw. ms. &
s.Lan. Chs. Stf., but n.Stf.

wont, Der. Lin., Lei.+wgnt,

but n.Lei. wont, e.War. ne.

& m.Shr. ne.Hrf., Glo.+wssnt,

ne.Cmb. se.Ken. nw.Wil., w.
"Wil.+wont.

waant n.Bck., m.Bck.+wgnt.

want Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Shr. e.

Oxf., Sus.+wgnt, Dor., but e.

Dor. wont, sw.Dev.

wmnt Glo. nm.Brks., ne.Nrf.+
wont, nw. & e.Dev.

wxnt s.Dev.

wint ne.Sc+wont.
wont sw. & s.Yks. m. & se.Lan.

I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Lei. e.Hrf. nw.

& s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. Suf. n.Ken.

w.Wil. e.Dor. Som., n.Dev.+

went, Cor.

woant Bdf.+wgnt.

wgnt Lei. m.Bck. Bdf. s.Sur.

Sus. Hmp.
wvnt ne. sn. & wm.Sc. n.Dev.

Want = a mole, 236.

Warm, 28, 37, 234—warm Sh. I.

ne. sn. & wm.Sc. Kcb. Uls.

se.Nhb.

waram sm.Sc., biils.Ayr.warm,

Kcb. warm, n.Cum., nnw.

Yks.+wsHm.
waam em.Lan. n.Stf., n.Der. +

ivdm s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w.
Wm. ne.Yks., snw.Yks. +
wdram, c . m. se. sw. & s.Yks.
11. nw. & se.Lan., s.Lan. +
warn, Chs. s.Stf. n. nw. & e.

Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei., m.
Nhp.+wpjtt, ne. & m.Shr. Glo.
e.Oxf., n.Bck.+topw, m.Bck.,
ne.Nrf.+wp?M, se.Ken., Sus.+
wgm, I.W. me. & w.Wil. Dor.
w. & s.Som. n. c. & sw.Dev.

warm w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.
waram Lth. snw.Yks.
warm s.Sc.

zv&m nnw.Yks., sw.Lan.+wvm,
e.Som.

worm me.Nhb.
woram I.Ma.

wgm m.Nhp. s.Oxf. n.Bck. ne.

Nrf. e.Suf. n.Ken. Sus.

wgram Edb.
wvnt sw. & ms.Lan.
want sm. & s.Lan.

Warn, 28, 37

—

warn Kcb. Ant.

waan em.Lan., n.Der.+ronrt.

wan s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. Wm.
sw.Yks. n. se. & s.Lan. n.

Der. Lin. se.Ken. Dor.

ivdm ne.Sc. w.Frf. e. Pens. Ayr.
w&n sw.Lan.
went s.Sc.

wern Lth.+wgrn.
worn I.Ma.

wgn n.Stf. s.Oxf. Sus.

wgm n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
wan sm.Lan.
Warrant, 201, 233, 262, 295

—

warand sw.Yks.
wan nw.Wil.+wdnd.
wand n. Dur. nw.Wil.
waran s.Sc.

wgn w.Som.
Wart, 28,37, 234, 263— ra^Per.,

but e.Per. wart, em.Sc. n.

Ayr. n.Nhb., s.Nhb. + wdt,

Dur., Cum.+wdt.
ret e.An. +rit.

rit e.An.

ivart Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.

Kcb. Ant.

waat em.Lan. n.Der.

wart Bch. Abd.
wdt s.Nhb. Cum. Wm. sw.Yks.

n. se. & s.Lan. Lin. s.Stf. se.

Ken. me.Wil. e.Dev.

wait sw.Lan.
wort I.Ma.

rop7n.Stf. Sus. Dor. w.Som. Cor.

wargt wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. rat.

w'at sm.Lan. s.Oxf. s.Som.

Wartch, 340.

Wash, 27, 28, 343, 425, 429—
waif -w.Yks.+wef, sm.Lan.+

weif, s.Lan.+zc«7J wef.

zvafSh. k Or.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. em.Sc, but Lth.

uipf, wm.Sc. Uls., n.Lan.+wef,

sw.Lan., nw.Lin. A- wef, m.

Nhp.,n. & m.Shr.+ox?/
-

, Glo.+

ivsef, e.Sus.

wdf se.Ken. Sus., but e.Sus.

zvaf.

tadaf w.Wil. \wof.
wffii/me.Wil.

wsfs.Sc. Glo., ne.Nrf.+ros/ w.

Dor. n. nw. & e.Dev.

wiefe.Dor.+wof.

weif snw. & m.Yks.+a^ ne. em.

sm. & s.Lan., n.Der.+wef, nw.
Wil.

wef sm.Sc. n. me. se. & s.Nhb.

Dur. ji. e. m. & w.Cum. Wm.
ne. nnw. snw. e. m. nm. se. w.
sw.es. ms. & s.Yks. n. nw. m. &
se. Lan.,ms. Lan.+woif s.Lan.

Chs. n. e. & em. Stf., wm.Stf.

+wof s.Stf. n. ne. nw. e. w.
& s.Der., Not. + zvof n. nw.
sw. & s.Lin., Rut.+wof Lei.

e.War. se.Wor. 11. ne. & m.
Shr. Hrf. ne.Nrf., e.Suf.+

wof, sw. & s.Dev.

wef e.Som.
woif ms.Lan.

wof I.Ma. wm.Stf. Not. Rut.

m. to sw.Nhp. Oxf. Bdf. Hrt.

s.Nrf. Suf., but e.Suf. +0x5/;

Ess. n.Ken. Hmp. w.Wil. e.

Dor.

wpfhth. w.Som.
Wash-house, 229.

Wasn't, 327.
Wasp, 26, 28, 331, 379

—

wap s.

Dev.
waps n.Yks. ne.Lan. s.Chs.,

Not.+wasp, n.Lin. Lei. w.
Wor. Glo., Oxt.+zvops, Brks.,

e.An.+wapsi, Ken.+wofs, but

se.Ken. wasp, wgps, Sur.Sus.

Hmp.Wil. Dor.s.Som.+wp/>s,
Dev.+wops, but n.Dev. wapsi,

s.Dev. wap, Cor.+zvops.

wapsi e.An., w.Som.+zvgps, 11.

Dev.
wasp Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb. Ant. s.Nhb. n. &
m.Cum. n. & w.Wm. n. em.

sm. se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. 11.

Der. Not.

wasp Lth. Edb. se.Ken. +wgps.

wesp w.Yks.+wops, sw.Yks.

wops w.Yks., n.Stf.+zros/>,War.

s.Wor. Oxf. nw.Hrt. Ken.
Sur. Sus. Hmp. I.W. Wil.

Dor. s. Som. Dev. Cor.

wgps Lth. Edb. se.Ken. w.Som.
zvosp n.Stf.

Waste—zvaist se.Ken.

weist Ant.

wcas Dor. w.Som.
weast sw.Yks. n.Lan. n.Stf. nw.

Lin. s.Oxf. Sus.

weist w.Frf. e.Per.

wes I.Ma.

west Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Kcb. s.Nhb. m.Cum. em. sm.

se. & sw.Lan. s.Stf. n. & ne.

Der. me.Wil.
wiast Wm.
wiast n.Cum. ne.Yks.

Watch, 28, 341, 376—watf Inv.

ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.

Kcb. Ant. n. & s.Nhb. Cum.
Wm. n. se. em. sm. sw. & s.

Lan. s.Chs. s.Stf., n.Der.+

wotf Lin. Dor.

zuo^sw.Yks. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.Der.

s.Oxf. se.Ken. s.Som.

wgtf n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.

Water, 47, 284, 287—watfair)

sw.Wm. ne. ie.Yks., n.Lan.

+watair).

watfar Ant.
zrafewDur.m.Cum.n.Wm.nnw.
& snw.Yks., sw.Yks.+m*<>-),

es. & ms.Yks. 11. nw. & em.

Lan.,sm.se.&sw.Lan.+iwM»"),

ms.Lan., s.Lan. + wetam,

weJ>3(r),s.Chs.+wdta(r), wetair),

wttain, ne.Der. +weta(.rt, e.Der.

n. & nw.Lin., s.Lin. +wota(r),

Rut. w.Wor. w.Sus. sw.Dev.
23-2



WATER [180] WEEK
Water (contd.)—
watsr Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per., wm.Sc. -+wa:sr, sm.Sc.
n.Cum. w.Wm.

wafer) se.Yks.

wa:sr wm.Sc.
wdtsir) s.Chs. w.War. Glo. n. &

m.Bck. se.Ken. w.Wil. Dor.
n.Dev.

watsr me.Nhb.+ze><F/>»'.

zvatsr s. Sc.+wetsr.

watfer, wafer I.Ma.
zveeh(r) nw. Dev.
zuets(r) s.Nhb. Lei.

wetsr se.Nhb.
• western n.Wor. n.Hrf.+wctsm.
wetsr s. Sc.

wets(r) sm. se. sw. & s.Lan. s.

Chs. n. e. em. wm. & s.Stf. n.

ne. nw. & s.Der., m.Nhp.+
mptxr), n.Wor., s.Wor.+m»-
ts(n, n.Shr., ne.Shr.+tvttstr),

m.Shr. n.Hrf. s.Pem.
wetsr em.Sc., but Lth. Edb.

zvp:s(r), me.Nhb.
wefe(r) s.Lan.

wistsin e.War. s.Wor. nw.Oxf.
witser) m. w. & s.Chs. Fit. Dnb.

ne.Shr.
wots(r) sw.Yks. s.Lin. s.Nrf.

wpds(r) nw. & e.Som.
wp~ts{r) ne. m. & sw.Nhp. s.Oxf.

ne.Nrf. Ess. e.Sus. me.Wil.
wp:s(r) Lth. Edb.
ivstsr Uls., but Ant. ztiatfer.

Wave, sb. and v., 43

—

waf Or.I.
waiv se.Ken.
zveiv Ant. Lei.

zvesv e.Yks., m.Yks.+Zfww, se. &
sw.Yks. n.Stf. Lin. s.Oxf. w.
Hrt. e.Suf. Dor. w.Som.

ivev Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. em. & wm.Sc. Kcb. me.
se. & s.Nhb. m.Cum. nnw.
snw. & es.Yks. n. nw. em. se.

sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf. m. &
nw.Der. Rut. ne.Nrf. me.Wil.
s.Som.

wiav w.Wm.
wisv m.Yks.
wiv Glo.

Wax, v., 361.
Way, 64— too; Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc.

n.Ayr. Lth.Edb.Ant.,m.Nhp.
+wei, we, sw. Nhp.+HK, s.Wor.
n.Hrf. + wei, e.Hrf. s.Pem.
Glo. w.Oxf, ne.Nrf.+wei, we,

s.Nrf.+ira, wei, 'Ess.+wei, e. &
se.Ken. me.Wil., w.Wil.

+

wie, e.Dor. e. w. & s.Som.
wd s. Nrf.

zveei nw.Oxf. w.Dor.
z«ffi e.Cum., w.Cum.+zt>iF, n. &
sw.Wm., nnw.Yks.+zw, se.

Yks.+a/ra, wc, n.Lan., e.Suf.

+wei, w.Wil.
wets. Dur., em. St{.+we,wT, s.Stf.,

Rut.+K/if, Lei.+a;?, m.Nhp. w.
War. s.Wor. n.Hrf. e. & s.Oxf.
n.Bck.,m.Bck.+wra,Bdf. nw.
Hrt. Hnt. ne.Nrf., nw.Nrf.+
w~, s.Nrf. e.Suf. Ess. w.Sus.
n. & sw.Dev.

awme.Nhb.+a/f, n.Cum. e.Yks.,
m.Yks.+!M>, se. & sw.Yks., n.

Stf.+atf, Lin. m.Bck. w.Hrt.,
e.Sus.+aie.

wit Or.I. Inv. nm.Sc. em.Sc,
but Lth. Edb. wai, wm.Sc.+
turn, but n.Ayr.wai', sm. & s. Sc.
+we.

we sm. & s.Sc. Uls., but Ant.
«xj/,me. se. sw. & s.Nhb. Dur.,

but s.Dur. wei, m. & w.Cum.
w. & s.Wm., ne.Yks.+wis,
nnw. snw. se. & es.Yks. Lan.,

but n.Lan. wee, I.Ma. Fit. em.
& s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut. ne.

m. & sw.Nhp., e.War.+wf, s.

War. n. & se.Shr. Cmb. ne. &
nw.Nrf. e.Sus. w.Som. Cor.

wis ne. m. & nm.Yks.
wi m. w. & s.Chs. Dnb. n. e. em.
& wm.Stf. ne.Der. Lei. e.War.
ne.Shr.

wot nm.Brks. se.Hrt.
wvi wm.Sc.
We, 151, 235, 236, 408, 411—u

Lth. Edb. Peb.
wei s.Sc. n. & s.Nhb. n.Cum. ne.

& nw.Yks., m.Yks.+zw, sm.
Yks., s.Lan.+wi, s.Chs. n. &
em.Stf. ne.Der., c.Der.+tw,
w.Der. Lei. Nhp.

we em. Lan. +zvi, se. & sw.Lan.
wt Sh. & Or.I. Inv. ne. sn. nm.
wm. & sm.Sc. Uls. me.Nhb.
Cum., but n.Cum. wei, Wm.
n. nnw. e. m. nm. se. sw. es.

ms. & s.Yks. n. nw. em. & s.

Lan. I.Ma. w.Chs. n. nw. &e.
Der. Lin. Hrf. s.Pem. Glo. s.

Oxf. Brks. Hrt. se.Ken. Sus.
Hmp. me.Wil. Dor. Som.Cor.

[The unstressed forms are wi,

ws, rarely we.~\

Weak—week Sh.I. n.Nhb., ,1.

Cnm.+wek, e. & m.Cum. 11.

Wm. n.Lan. Dor., but e.Dor.
wek.

weik Ant., nnw.Yks.+wek, m.
Nhp. e.War.

wek sn.Sc.+jw*, m.Lan., ms.
Lan.+wek, nw.Der., m.Shr.+
wek.

weske.Yks.+we~k, m. & nm.Yks.,
se.Yks.+wei, wisk, sw.Yks.+
zwf£,n.Stf. n.Lin., e.Suf. +wik,
Sus., but e.Sus. wek, w.Sus.
wik, nw.Wil.

weik ne.Sc.+wek.
wek Peb.
wek Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. em.Sc, but Peb. wek,
wm.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc. Uls., but
Ant. weik, me.Nhb., se.Nhb.
+wtk, Dur., but n.Dur. wtk,
11. & w.Cum. w. &s.Wm. nnw.
snw. e. se. sw. es. ms. & s.

Yks. nw. sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan.
I.Ma. n.Der. Lei. War. s .

Wor. m.Shr. Glo. nw. & c .

Oxf. n.Bck. ne.Nrf. w.Suf. e.

Sus. Hmp. me.Wil. e.Dor.
Som. Dev.

wisk s.Cum. m.Wm. ne. & se.

Yks. nw. & s.Lin. s.Oxf. Bdf.
w.Wil.

wtk Inv. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. em.
Lan. s.Stf. Rut. m.Bck. e.Suf.
n. & se.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus.

Wean, 59, 60—ween Dor., but
e.Dor. win.

wein Ant. sw.Lan. n.Stf.
wcsn s.Lan. +wen, e.Suf. e.Dev.
wen w.Frf. e.Per.+wen.
wen Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.

Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. em. ms.
& s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. s.Stf. n.

& nw.Der. Lei.m.Shr., m.Bck.
+win, ne.Nrf. me.Wil. Som.
n.Dev.

wim s.Sc. n.Cum. e. & m.Yks.,
se.Yks.+a<iH, n. & se.Lan.

Lin. s.Oxf. w.Wil.
win Inv. ne.Sc me. & s.Nhb. m.
Cum. se. & es.Yks. Rut. m.
Bck. se.Ken. e.Dor.

Weapon, 269.

Wear, 65, 425, 426, 428, 433,
434

—

wAn w.Wor.
zvakr) nw.Der. se.Ken.
wescr) sw.Lan., s.Lan. +wis(r), n.

Stf. n.Der. Rut. Lei. s.Oxf.
Bdf., ne.Nrf.+wis(r>, e.Suf.

me.Wil. Som. e.Dev.
wer Sh. & Or.I., ne.Sc. +wir, sn.

Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. me.Nhb.
wider) nw.Lan.
wier n.Cum.
wiser) s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. w.
Wm. Yks. n. em. se. & s.Lan.
Lin. ne.Shr. ne.Nrf. w.Cor.

wisr s.Sc.+wir, I.Ma.
wir ne. em. wm. sm. & s. Sc. Ant.

se.Nhb.
ws(r) s.Stf.

Weather, 62, 297

—

wadsr wm.
Sc. Lth. Edb. s.Ayr. Ant.
I.Ma.

waSsr Kcb. s.Sc.

weeSs(r) ne.Nr(.+wvds(r), Dor. w.
Som.

weddscn sw.Wm. n.Lan.
wedSsr n.Cum.+weSsr.
weds(r)m.Cum. nw.Lan., se.Ken.

+zved"s(r), Sus.
wedsr Buff. w.Wm.
weSs(r) s.Nhb. Dur. Yks. em. se.

& sw.Lan. Stf. Der. Lin. War.
Wor. m.Shr. Oxf. se.Ken. e.

Dev.
zveSsr Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Cum.
widir, wiSir Bch. Abd.
wvdsm ne.Nrf.
wsSsr Uls., but Ant. wadsr.
Weave, 59, 425, 426, 427, 429,

432

—

waiv ne.Sc.+weiv.
way Lth.
weisv s.Chs.

zveiv Ldd., n.Nhb. +wiv, nnw.
Yks. +wisv, sw.Yks. em. sm.
sw. ms. & s.Lan. n.Stf.

wesv e.Yks., m.Bck.+wiv, e.Suf.
zveiv ne. & sn.Sc, w.Frf. e.Per.

+wev.
wev Sh.I. w.Frf. e.Per., s.Sc.+

wtv, Uls., but Ant. wiv, Ldd.
weiv, se.Lan. I.Ma. Fit. s.Stf.
n. & nw.Der. Lei. n.Wor. m.
& se.Shr. Glo. ne.Nrf. me.
Wil. w.Som. n.Dev.

wiev n.Cutn.+oro.
wisv sw.Wm. ne. nnw. snw. m.
& se.Yks. n. & nw.Lan. Lin.
s.Oxf. w.Wil. Dor.

wiv Inv. wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Edb.
Kcb. s.Sc. Ant. u. me. se. &
s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum. n. &
w.Wm. Rut. m.Bck. e. & se.
Ken. s.Sur. Sus.

Web,54—zwaMv.Frf.e.Per.+uJoA,
em. & wm.Sc. Kcb. Ant. Dor.

wdb s.Sc.+zcraA.

web s.Nhb. Dur. Cum.Wm. Yks.
Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Lin.
m.Shr. s.Oxf. Ken. Sus. e.

Som.
wob ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. s.Sc.
wvb w.Som.
Wed, 54, 429.
Wedge, 54—wadg ne. & sn.Sc. s.

Ayr. Peb. m.Shr. Dor. n.Dev.

wddg Lth. Edb.
wadg Kcb., s.Sc.+wadg.
weedg e.Suf. nw.Dev.
wedg w.Frf. e.Per.+wedg, h.Ayr.

Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks., but in.Yks. widg, Lan.
I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin.
Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. n.

& s.Shr. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. se.

Ken. me.Wil. Som., but w.
Som.

zvedg w.Frf. e.Per.

widg m.Yks. Sus. w.Wil.
zvpdg w.Som.
wodg s.Sc.

Wednesday—zvadnzde Peb.
wanzde. Kcb.+wenzde.
wanzdi wm.Sc. +wensdi, but n.

Ayr. wenzde.

wsenzdi e.Suf. se.Ken. w.Wil.
Dor., but e.Dor. wsnsdi.

wednzde Inv. s.Sc. n.Cum.
wednzdi ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.

widnzds, Lth. Edb. em. & se.

Lan., sw.Lan. + wenzdi, nw.
Der. s.Lin.

wednzds s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.
Wm. nnw. snw. se. sw. & es.

Yks. n. & s.Lan. I.Ma., nw.
L\n.+wenzds.

wenzde n.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. Sus.
wenzdi wm.Sc. s.Ayr. sw.Lan.

s.Stf. n.Der. n.Lin. Rut. Lei.
ne.Nrf. s.Som. sw.Dev.

wenzds n.Stf. nw.Lin.
wenzdi w. Som.
zvidnzde w. Frf. e. Per.
widnzdi Bch. Abd.
widnzds m.Yks.
wsdnzdi Uls., but Ant. wenzde
zvsnzdi e.Dor.
Weed, 190, 191,428,429, 433—
wxd Dor.
weid n.Stf. s.Der. Lei. m.Nhp.
wed, weid w.Frf. e.Per.+aiirf.

wisd n. Der. +wid.
wtd w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Kcb.

I.Ma.
wtdlnv. ne.Sc. n.Ayr. Lth. Edb.
Ant. Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks.
Lan. Chs. s.Stf. n.Der. Not.
Lin. Rut. War. Wor. Oxf.
Bck. Bdf. Ken. Sus. me.Wil.
s.Som. Cor.

Week, 80, 236, 340, 383—uk
ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.+a»£.

week s. Dev.
weik nnw. & snw.Yks.+wtt, ne.

Der.

wek Glo. + wik, sm.Hmp. I.W.
sw. Dev.

wik Irel., but Uls. wik, n.Dur.,
e. & w.Cum. +wik, m.Wm. e.
Yks., m. se. & sw.Yks. + wik,
ms.Yks., s.Yks.+awfc, nw. m.
& sm.Lan., se.Lan.+wisk, sw.
Lan. +wik, ms. & s.Lan. Chs.
Fit. n. e. & wm.Stf., s.Stf. n.
Der. + zyi£, w.Der. Not. Rut.
Lei. m.Nhp. War. n. & w.
Wor. m.Shr. n. & e.Hrf. Glo.
nw. e. & w.Oxf. Brks. ne.Nrf.,
Ken. s.Sur. Sus.+wf*, Hmp.,
but sm.Hmp. wek, w.Wil., e.
Dor.+wik, e. & w.Som. n. nw.
& e.Dev. Cor.

wisk se.Lan. nw. & s.Lin. s.Oxf
Bdf. se.Hrt. nw.Wil.

wtk Sh.l.+wlk, Cai. ne.Sc, sn.
Sc. +wik, w.Frf. e.Per. wm.
sm. & s.Sc. n.Cum. I.Ma.



WEEK [181] WHEN
Wik Sh.I. Inv. sn.Se. Lth. Edb.

Uls. n. me. se. & s.Nhb. s.Dur.

e. m. & w.Cum. Wm., but m.
Wm. wik, nnw. snw. m. nm.
se. sw. es. & s.Yks. n. em. &
sw.Lan. s.Stf. n. nw. e. & s.

Der. sw.Nhp. m.Bck. s.Nrf.

e. w. & s.Suf. Ken. s. Sur. Sus.

e.Dor.

Weep, 429.

Weft 295.
Weigh—wai Sh.I. ne.Sc, ne.

Nrf.+o/«, w.Wil.+H/a?, e.Som.

wee w.Wil.
wei s.Sc, me.Nhb. + wl, n.Dur.

n.Cum. nnw. snw. e. m. se. &
sw.Yks. nw.& sm.Lan. s.Chs.

nw.Der.n.&m.Lin., Rut.+zc'f,

m.Shr., Bdf. +zw,ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

we Uls. es.Yks. s.Lan. Not. s.

Lin. Rut. Bdf.

zvl wm.Sc. me. & se.Nhb. w.Der.
Lei.

wai w.Som.
Weight, 80, 358

—

wait m.Shr.+
weit, se.Ken. me. & w.Wil.
Dor. e.Som.

wxi\t s.Sc.

wmt ne.Nrf.

zvext Or. I. Inv. ne. nm. em. wm.
& sm.Sc. Ant.

weit Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

n. nw. em. sm. sw. & s.Lan.

I. Ma. s.Chs. n. & nw.Der.,

Lei.+zoft, m.Nhp. War. Wor.
m.Shr. e.Suf. Sus. s.Som.

west n. Stf.

aw? se.Lan. n.Dev.

wit Lei.

woit w.Som.
Well, sb., 54, 445—ira/ne.Sc. w.

Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc, but n.Ayr.

zval, S.Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

wal n.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc.

wad Dor.+wel.

wel Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks.

Lan. I. Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Not.

Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.War.Wor.
Shr. Oxf. Brks. Bdf. Bck. e.

An. Ken. Sus. Hmp.Wil.Dor.
s.Som. Dev. Cor.

wgl Lth. Edb.

Well, adv., 152, 445—w n.Ken.

+wdl.

wal n.Ken. Sus.

wxl s.Nrf. se.Ken. w.Dor.

wc/w.Cum. n.Wm.+wil, w.Wm.
n.Lan., ra.han.+wil, em.Lan.,

sw.&ms.Lan.+zt<T/, I.Ma. Chs.

Fit. n. wm. & s.Stf., n.Der.+

wil, ne. e. w. & s.Der. Not. n.

nw. & m.Lin. Rut. Lei. War.

s.Wor. n.Shr. n.Hrf., e.Hrf.

+wel, wvl, s.Pem., Glo.+wvl,

nw. e. &w.Oxf. Brks. n.Bck.

Bdf. nw.Hrt. Hnt. Cmb. ne.

Nrf. Suf. Ess., e.Ken.+wesl,

Hmp. I.W., nw. & w.Wil.+

wed, e.Dor. Som., butw.Som.

wvl, Dev. Cor.

o«5?/ s.Oxf. e.Ken. nw. & w.Wil.

wel e.Hrf.

wdQr,\.+wil, Cai., ne.Sc.+wIl,

sn.&nm.Sc,em.Sc.+a/l/,wm.

sm. & s.Sc.

wil Sh. & Or. I. ne. & em. Sc. Ayr.

Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum., butw.

Cum. wel, Wm., but n.Wm.
+wel, w.Wm. wel, Yks. nw.

m. sm. se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. n.

& nw.Der. m.Shr,

wol e.Hrf. Glo. w.Som.
wsl Uls., but Ant. wil.

Wellington, 273.
Wench, 54, 55, 342, 379—wxnt/

e.Suf.

zvcn/ne.Sc, w.Frf. e.Per.+win/
s.Nhb.s.Dur.m.Cum.w.Wm.,
se.Yks. +«««£/", n. em. sm. se.

sw. fcms.Lan. Chs. Fit. Dnb.
em. &s.Stf., n. txe.Der.+wentf,
Not. nw. & s.Lin., Lei. +zventf,

m.Nhp.,e.War.+z«e«//js.War.
s.Wor. n.Shr., m.Shr. n. &
e.HrL+wentf, Glo. s.Oxf. w.
Wil.

iventf me. & se.Nhb. snw. & e.

Yks., m.Yks. + wintf, se.Yks.
s.Lan. n.Stf. n. ne. nw. c. &
s.Der. n.Lin. Rut. Lei. ne. &
sw.Nhp. e.War. n.Wor. m.
Shr. n. & e.Hrf. nw. e. & w.
Oxf. Hnt. ne.Nrf. Sus. nw.
Wil. s.Som.

wen]"sm. Sc, but Kcb. win/, s.Sc.

win/w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb.
I.Ma.

ro»//wm.Sc., but n.Ayr. zuin/

m.Yks.
wont/ wpn/w.Som.
won/ em. Sc.

Went,55

—

w&ntse.Ken. w.Dor.
wentlnv. ne.Sc. n.Ayr.Lth.Edb.

Ant. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks., but m.Yks. wint, Lan.

I.Ma. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor.
Hrf. Shr. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bck.

Bdf. Hrt. e.An. Hmp. Wil. c.

Dor. s.Som. n. & s.Dev. Cor.

wint m.Yks. Sus.

want Uls., but Ant. went.

West,S4—wasiSh.&Or.I. ne.Sc.

w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc, but n.

Ayr. wast,

wast Lth. Edb.
wast n.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc.

was Dor.+zvest, w.Som.+wxst.
wxst se.Ken. w.Som.
wes I.Ma.

west S.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. Nhb. Dur.

Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan. Stf.

Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.

War. Wor. Hrf. Shr. Glo.

Oxf. Brks. Bdf. Bck. e.An.

Hmp. I.W. Wil. Dor. s.Som.

Dev. Cor.

Wester, 398.

Wet, 135, 428, 429, 433—™^
ne.&sn.Sc w.Frf. e.Per.+wit,

wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. wat, sm.

Sc. Ant.
wat Lth. Edb.+wW.
wat n.Ayr. Peb., s.Sc.+wlt.

wxt e.Suf. se.Ken. Dor., but e.

Dor. wet, -w.Som.+wvt.

weit m.Nhp.
wet me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. c.

& m.Cum., w.Cum.+!»K, Wm.
nnw.Yks., snw. Yks. +;«>/, e.

Yks., nm.Yks.+ztwr, se. & sw.

Yks. +«/?/, s.Yks. 11. nw. em.

& sm.Lan., se.Lan.+roS, ms.

Lan. I.Ma. n. wm. & s.Stf.,

ne.Der.+w?/, e. & s.Der. Not.

Lin., but n.Lin. wit, Rut. Lei.

e War. m.Shr. e.Hrf.Glo. nw.

e. fcs.Oxf. Brks. Bck. Bdf.Nrf.

w.Suf. Ess. s.Sur. Sus. Hmp.

me. & w.Wil. e.Dor. s.Som.

n. & s.Dev. Cor.

west nw.Wil.

zeit m.Yks. + zvist, ms.Yks., n.

Der.+atf/.

wist snw. m. & nm.Yks. se.Hrt.

wit Sh.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. w.
Frf. e.Per. s.Sc.

wit Or.I. Lth. Edb. w.Cum. se.

& sw.Yks. se. sw. & s.Lan. u.

ne. & nw.Der. n.Lin.

wvt w.Som. e.Dev.
wst Uls., but Ant. wat.

Wether, 62, 297, 314—wadsr
wm.Sc s.Ayr. + zvedsr, Kcb.
I.Ma.

wxSsoo Dor. w.Som. e.Dev.
wedSslr) nnw.Yks. + wedsw,

weSsir), n.L.an.+weds(n.

zvedsoo s. Dur. + zveSsir), m.Cum.
nnw. & snw. Yks. n. & se.Lan.,

m.Bck.+ze«ifo(r), se.Ken. Sus.

wedsr Lth.+weSsr, Edb. se.Nhb.
w.Wm.

weSscr) s.Nhb. s.Dur. nnw. e. se.

sw. & es.Yks. em.sw. & s.Lan.

Stf. n.Der. Lin. Rut. Lei.

Nhp. War. Wor. m.Shr. s.

Oxf. m.Bck. s.Som.
wedsr Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per.wm.Sc. s.Ayr. Lth.Ant.
me.Nhb. n.Cum.

wvds(r) ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

wvdsr s. Sc.

Whack, 243.
Whacker, 323.
Whacking, 323.

What, 28, 240, 292, 294, 422,

423

—

at w.Som. +zvot, wpt.

/at Sh.l.+hwat, Cai. ne. & sn.Sc.

hwat Sh. & Or.I. w.Frf. e.Per.

wm. & sm.Sc. Uls. se. & s.

Nhb. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
hwat s.Sc.

hwot I.Ma.

hwvt Lth. Edb.
ot n. & nw.Dev.
wat me.Nhb. Dur. e. & w.Cum.
nnw. snw. m. nm. & se.Yks.,

sw.Yks. + wot, es.Yks. n. &
nw.Lan. n. & nw.Lin., Glo. n.

fcnw.Oxf.+wot, Sus., nw.Wil.
+wot, sw.Dev.

wat e.Ox.(.+wot, Brks.

wxt s.Nrf. Dor., but e.Dor. wot,

s.Som. s.Dev.

zvod sm.Lan., s.Lan. Chs. jj. &e.
Der.+wot, n. & m. Shr., se.Shr.

+wot.

wor is common in sw. & s.Yks.

and the midl. dialects, when
the next word begins with a

vowel.

wot w. sw. ms. & s.Yks. m. em.

se. sw. ms. & s.Lan. Chs. n.

wm. & s.Stf. n. ne. nw. e. w.

& s.Der. Not. s.Lin. Rut. Lei.

m.Nhp. Hrf. se.Shr. Glo. n.

nw. e. & s.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf.

ne. & nw.Nrf. e. & w.Suf. n.

Ken. Hmp. I.W. nw. & w.
Wil. e.Dor. w.Som. w.Cor.

wpt se.Ken. w.Som.
Wheat, 137, 138, 240—/ait, hwait

ne.Sc. +hwit.

hweit Ldd.
hweit sa, & nm.Sc
hwet Uls., but Ant. hw'it, Ldd.

hweit.

hwidt n. & sw.Wm.
hw'it sm. & s.Sc. n.Cum.

hwit.lnv. ne. & wm.Sc. s.Ayr.

Lth. Edb. Ant. n. me. se. &
s.Nhb. m.Cum. ne. & w.Wm.

weit nnw. & snw.Yks.+row/, n.

Stt.+wlt, em. St(.+wist, wit, m.
Nhp.+wit, wist, wit, sw.Nhp.
+wist, wit, e.Qxf.+wet, n.Bck.

+wist, Ess. + wlt, Sus., but e.

Sus. west, w.Sus. wit.

west ne. Shr. + wist, wit, m.Bck.
e.Suf. e.Sus. n.Dev.

wet s.Chs. +wist, wit, Fit. Dnb.+
wist, s.Stf. e.Der. + wist, wit,

s.War.+wTt, n.Wor., n. & m.
Shr. +zvist, Glo., nw.Oxf. +
wit, e. & w.Oxf. ne.Nrf., nw.
Nrf.+tBtf,me.Wil.,e.Dor.+zc#,

Som. nw. & sw.Dev.
wit ne.Nhp. +wit, m.Nhp., se.

Sbr.+wist, wit, n.Hrf.+a/w/,

wit, e.Hrf. nw.Oxf. se.Hrt.,

'Unt.+wist, s.'Nri.+wtt, Dor.,

but e.Dor.+zwe?.

wist ne. nnw. snw. e. m. se.

sw. & es.Yks. n. nw. m. em.
sm. & se.Lan., sw.Lan. +wit,

ms. & s.Lan. s.Chs. Fit. Dnb.
em. & s.Stf. n.Der., nw.Der.
+wTt, e.Der. Lin., Rut. Lei.+

w'tt, m. & sw.Nhp., e.War.+
wit, n.Hrf. 11. ne. m. & se.

Shr. s.Oxf. n.Bck., Bdf.+wlt,

Hnt.
wit s.Dur. sw.Lan. s.Chs. n. <=.

em. & s.Stf. ne. nw. e. & s.

Der. Rut. Lei. ne. m. & sw.
Nhp. e. & s.War. ne. & se.

Shr. n.Hrf. Bdf. nw. & s.

Nrf. Ess. se.Ken. s.Sur. w.
Sus

Wheel, 191, 240

—

hwd w.Frf.

e.Per., Ayr.+hwll, Kcb.
hwil Or.I. Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr. Lth.

Edb. Ant. n. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

m.Cum. Wm. I.Ma.

weil n.Stf.

wil m.Shr. Sus. Dor., but 1;.

Dor. wil, w.Som.
wis! nw.Lin. +wll, s.Oxf. e.Dev.

wil sw.Yks. Lan. s.Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. se.Ken. me.Wil. e.

Dor. s.Som.
Whelk, 52.

Whelp, 54, 240—-folp ne.Sc.

hwalp w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. s.

Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant.

hwelp Inv. s.Nhb. m.Cum. w.
Wm. I.Ma.

hwplp Lth. Edb.
wselp se.Ken. Dor. e.Dev.

welp Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf. Der.

Not. nw.Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.
War. Wor. Shr. Oxf. Brks.

Bdf. n.Bck. e.An. me.Wil. s.

Som. Dev., but e.Dev. wxlp,

Cor.

When, 235, z\o—/an Cai. ne. sn.

& nm.Sc.+unstressed forms

fen,/sn.

hwan Sh.I. em.Sc, but Lth.

Edb. hwan, Peb. hwan, wm.
Sc, but n.Ayr. hwan, sm.Sc.

hwan Lth. Edb.

hwan n.Ayr. Peb. s.Sc
hwen Inv. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

n. & m.Cum. sw. & s.Wm.
I.Ma.

hwin unstressed form Sh. &
Or.I. Ayr.

hwvn unstressed form Sh.I. em.

wm. & sm.Sc.

hwsn unstressed form Sh.I. em.

wm. & sm.Sc. Uls.

on unstressed form w.Som.
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When (contd.)

—

wxn ne.Nrf.+zw», Dor., but e.

Dor. wen, sw.Dev.+wen, s.

Dev.
wen s.Dur. e. & w.Cum. n. &
m.Wm. Yks., but m.Yks. win,

Lan. Chs. Stf. Der. Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei. Nhp. War. Wor.
Hrf.Shr.Glo.Oxf.m.Bck.Bdf.

ne. & s.Nrf. Suf. Ess. Ken.,

but n.Ken. win, Sus. Hmp.
Wil. e.Dor. e. & s.Som. n. e.

& sw.Dev. w.Cor.
wen w.Som.
win m.Yks. n.Ken.
Where, 134, 240, 444—far Cai.

ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.+far
(interrogative form).

hwar Or.l.+hwdr, em.Sc.+hwer,
but Lth. Edb. hwgr, Peb. hwir,

sm.Sc+AwpV, but Kcb. hwer,

Ant.
hwd(r) sw. & s.Wm.
hwar Sh. & Or.L, nra.Sc.+hwgr,

but w.Frf. e.Per. far, far.

hwesr Uls., but Ant. hwar, me.
& sw.Nhb.

hwer em.Sc, wm.Sc. -ffoflpV,

Kcb. s.Sc. se.Nhb.
hwir Peb.
hwisr n.Cum. I. Ma.
AuipV nm. wm. & sm.Sc. Lth.

Edb.
waxr) nw.Lan. +«;«(»-), s.Pem. e.

Oxf.

warn nnw.Yks., snw.Yks. +
wiairi, nw.Lan. w.Wor., n.

Shr. nw.Oxf. + wia(r), n.Cmb.
wes(r) n.Dur.+arooo, s.Dur., ne.

Yks. + wis(r), n.Stf., em. Stf.

Lei. ne.Nhp.+wMr), n.Hrf. n.

Oxf., Bdf. +wiair), nw.Hrt.
Cmb., but n.Cmb. wair), ne.

nw. & s.Nrf., e. Suf.+wMr),
w.Suf.s.Sur. Sus. Hmp. I.W.,
w.Wil.+a/So-), e.Dor. w.Som.
n.Dev., sw.Dev.+zfw(»-).

wixr) n.Dur. ne. snw. e. m.
se. sw. ms. & s.Yks. n. m.
sm. se. & ms.Lan., s.Lan.+
wv(r), Chs. Fit. Dnb. e. em.
wm. & s.Stf. Der. Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei. ne. m. & sw.Nhp.
e. w. & s.War. n.Wor. n. ne.

m. & se.Shr., e.Hrf.+wv(r),
nw.Oxf. Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt.

Hnt. e.Suf. Ess. e. & se.

Ken. Dor., but e.Dor. wedir),

w.Dor. wi/(r), nw.Som. sw. &
s.Dev. Cor.

ivoair) w.Cum.
wgirl n.Wm. es.Yks.

wvlr) s.Lan. s.Wor. e.Hrf. Brks.
nw.Wil. w.Dor. w.Som.

wkr> em. Lan. Glo. w. & s.Oxf.

w.Wil. e.Dev.
Whether, 314.
Whey, 133, 240-/0/ ne.Sc. +

hwai.

hwai Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc, sn.Sc.
+hwei, w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Edb.
Ant.

hweilnv.+hwe, sn. wm. &sm.Sc.
hwelnv. s.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm.
LMa.

wee, nnw.Yks. w.Wil. Dor., but
e.Dor. wi.

wei e. m. & se.Yks. n. em. sw.
& s.Lan.ne.Der.nw.Lin.Rut.
se.Ken. s.Som.

we} n.Stf.

we s.Dur. snw.Yks. se.Lan. n.

& nw.Der. Not. s.Lin., Lei.+

wt, s.Oxf.

wl s.Chs. Lei. e.Dor.

Which, 240, 341, 422, 423—/elk
ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. fol,

hwilk.

fil w.Frf. e.Per.+fd.

fol Bch. Abd.

fd w.Frf. e.Per.

hwilk Or.I. Bch. Abd. w.Wm.
hivitf Inv. n. & S.Ayr., Kcb.+

hivvtf, me. se. & s.Nhb. Dur.

Cum. sw.Wm.
hwittflMa.
hwolk Lth. Edb.

hwotfPeb. Kcb. s.Sc.

wilk ne.Yks., nnw.Yks.+zwV/

witf nnw. snw. e. m. se. sw.

es. & s.Yks. Lan. Chs. Stf.

Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp.
War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. Glo.

Oxf. Brks. Bck. Bdf. e.An.

Ken. Sus. Hmp. Wil. Dor.

nw. & s.Som. Dev. Cor.

witfw.Som.
Whiff, 240.

Whig, 240.
While, si., 1 56-;fail, feil ne.Sc.

hwailSh. &Or.I. Lth. Edb. Ant.,

n.Cum. +weil, m.Cum. n.Wm.
hweil me. se. & s.Nhb.
hweil w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. s.

Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc
wail e. Sz w.Cum. m.Wm. nnw.
& snw.Yks., se.Yks.+wdl, sw.
& es.Yks. n.Lan., nw.Lan.
n.Der.+wdil, Not. Lin. n.Lei.

s.Oxf. s.Nrf. e.Suf. s.Sur. w.
Sus. n.Dev.

waid w.Som. -t-woid.

wdl e.Yks.+wdil, m. nm. & se.

Yks. sm. Lan., ms.Lan.+wdil,
s. Lan.

wail e.Yks. nw. m. em. sw. &
ms.Lan., Chs.+oi«7, Dnb.wm.
Stf., s.Stf.+woil, n. ne. &nw.
Der.,e. Ver.+woil, w. &s. Der.

,

m.Nhp.+woil, w.War. n.Cmb.
weil s.Dur. n.Cum. Chs., n.Stf.+

woil.

woil s.Yks. se.Lan. n. em. & s.

Stf.e. Der.Lei. ,but n. Lei. wail,

m.Nhp. e.War. m.Bck. Bdf.

se.Hrt., ne.Nrf.+ow7, Ess. se.

Ken.
wail Fit. nw. & e.Oxf. w.Hrt. n.

Ken., e.Dor.+zra*7, s.Dev.
woild e.Hrf.+zra;/.

woio me.Wil.
woid nw. & w.Wil. w.Som. e.

Dev.
wail e.Hrf. Glo. ne.Nrf. Hmp. e.

Dor.

While, cj., 153, 240—-fail Abd.
fel Cai.

hwail Lth. Edb. Ant. m.Cum.,
n. & w.'Wm.+hwal, hwel, sw.
& s.Wm., n.Yks.+wal.

hwaid n.Cum.
hwai n. & w.Wm.
hweil s.Nhb. LMa.
hwel n. c. & w.Wm.
hweil Ayr. Kcb. n. Nhb.
hwvl s.Sc
•wail nw.Yks.+jyc/, snw.Yks.+

wal, wel, a. & nw.Lin. Lei.

wal n.Yks., ne.Yks.+ora/, snw.
Yks., c. & sm.Yks.+a»rt/, w.
Yks.+woil, wol, sw. & ms.Yks.
n. Der.+wol.

wad m. & nm.Yks.+aY?/.

wdl ne. e. m. nm. & sm.Yks.

wail em.han.+wal, sw.Lan., s.

Lan.+zco/, ne.Chs. e.Der. m.

Nhp.
wal em. Lan.
wel e.Cum. nw. & snw.Yks.
woil w.Yks. s.Stf. m.Bdf.

ivol w. sw. & ms.Yks. se. & s.

Lan. n.Der.

wvil Dor.
zvuid e.Dev.

Whims, 240.

Whine, 154, 240

—

hwain Lth.
' Edb. Ant. n.&m.Cum.w.Wm.
hwein s.Nhb. LMa.
hwein Cai. Inv. ne.Sc. Ayr. Kcb.

wains.Cum., svj.Yks.+woin, ms.

Yks. n. nw. & sw.Lan. n.Der.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. e. & w.Suf. w.
Som.

wan m. & nm.Yks. sm.Lan.
wain m. em. & ms.Lan. s.Der.

m.Nhp.
wein s.Dur.

woin sw. & s.Yks. n. & s.Stf. s.

Lin. n.Lei. ne.Nhp. e.War.se.
Ken.

wvin nw.Oxf. n.Ken. Wil. Dor.

Dev. Cor.

wsin e.Hrf. Glo.

Whistle, 69, 233, 240—fasl ne.

Sc.+hwvsl.
hwisl w.Frf. e.Per. s.Nhb., n.

Cum.+hwusl, n.Wm. I. Ma.
hwusl n. & m.Cum.
hwiisl Ant.
hwvsl ne. & em.Sc. s.Ayr. Kcb.
wisl w. & sw.Wm. sw.Yks. n.

em. & sw.Lan. Chs. Stf. Der.
Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War.
Wor. Hrf. Shr. Glo. Oxf.
Brks. Bck. Bdf. e.An. Ken.
Sus. Hmp. nw.Wil. s.Som. e.

& sw.Dev. Cor.

wizo me.Wil.
witzl ne.Wm.
White, 154, 240—feit ne.Sc.

+

hweit.

hwait Lth. Edb. Ant.n. & m.Cum.
hweit s.Nhb. Dur. LMa.
hweit Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc. n.Nhb.
zt/mVsw.Yks. n.& sw.Lan. n.Der.

nw.Lin. Sus. Som.
wdt sm.Lan.
waitem. Lan., se.Lan.+woit, Lei.

ne.Shr.

woit se.Lan. n. & s.Stf. se.Ken.
wait s.Oxf. me.Wil. Dor. e.Dev.
Whither, 444.
Whittle, 242.

Who, 125, 240, 422, 423—-fa
Cai. ne.Sc, sn.Sc+/«, w.Frf.
e.Per.

fa sn.Sc.

hii Uls., but Ant. hwa, s.Nhb.+
hwei, n.Cum.+hwe, I. Ma.

hwa Sh. & Or.I. s.Ayr. Ant.
hwa em.Sc+Awp, Kcb.
hwei s.Nhb.

hwe wm.Sc.+Azcp, Lth. Peb. u.

Nhb. n.Cum.
hivis s.Sc. m.Cum. w.Wm.
Aau me.Nhb.
hwp em.Sc, but Lth. Peb. hwe,
wm.Sc.

iu n.Stf.+fi, em.Stf. Lei., Bdf.+
u, nw.Hrt., se.Hrt.+«, w.Suf.

iil ne. & s.Nrf., e.Suf. +ii.

ud sw.Yks. em.Lan.+jy«2, srri.

Lan.+S, sw. & s.Lan., Chs.+
ii, Fit., n.Der.+«, e.Der.+a/o,

n.Lin.

ft sm.Lan. Chs. n. fes.Stf.n.nw.

& s.Der. Not. Lin., but n.Lin.

us, War. ne.Shr. Hrf. Glo.

Oxf. Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt. Ken.
Sus. Hmp. nw. & w.Wil. Dor.

e. & s.Som.
S Brks., n.Dev.+«, sw. & s.Dev.

w e.Suf. w.Som. n. & e.Dev.

wd n. & nw.Lan.
wes s.Cum. m.Yks.
owe.Yks.+a«, wg.

wia n.Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks.

wis s.Dur. e. & w.Cum.+zff, ne.

& e.Yks., se.Yks.+wg.

wi se.Nhb. n. & s.Dur. e. & w.

Cum.
wg e. & se.Yks.

wo es.Yks. e.Der.

wua sw. ms. & s.Yks. em. & se.

Lan. Dnb.
Whole, 123, 236, 248, 249—aul

se.Ken.
eal nm.Yks.+jal, wol.

heil Ant.
hel ne.Sc. + hel, w.Frf. e.Per.,

wm.Sc+Af/.
hel Sh.I. Cai. ne. & sn.Sc. nm.

Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per. hel, em.

wm. & sm.Sc.
hial m.Cum. sw.Wm.
hiel n.Cum.
hid s.Sc. n. &me.Nhb., se.Nhb.

+hjel, s.Nhb.
hil Or.I.

hjel se. Nhb.
hoi Uls., but Ant. heil, LMa.
ial e.Cum.+/?/, w.Cum., n. & in.

Wm.+id, s.Wm., nnw.Yks.
+jial, snw.Yks.

id s.Dur. n. & m.Wm., n.Yks.+
jal, ne.Yks.+wid.

jalw.Wm. n.Yks., c. & m.Yks.+
wol, nm.Yks., nw.Lan.+ud.

jel e.Cum.
jial nnw.Yks.
od Glo.+zaM/, wol, n.Ken.
p7ms.Yks. +«,?/, me.Wil. w.Dor.
61 m.Nhp. + ul, e.War. w.Suf.

Sus.

6d n. & nw.Lin. e.Dev.
6l s.Yks.+ud, wud, n.Stf.+zuo/,

wol, Lei.+vl,wul, se.Hrt.+ud,
sm.Hmp. 11. & s.Dev.

ul Rut.+»/, wul, m.Nhp. s.Wor.
Cmb. ne.Nrf., s.Nrf. + 11/, e.

Suf.

ud se.Yks.+ wol, sw.Yks. + wol,

wud, ms. & s.Yks., n. & nw.
Lan. w.Chs., s.War.+zm?/, w.
& se.Hrt. nw.Wil., e.Dor. +
wul.

f(/em.Stf.,ne.Der.+£t'«/, n.Shr.,

m.Bck.+tuM/.
vl s.Lin. Rut. Lei., e.Oxf. Bdf.

+wol, s.Nrf.

wid ne.Yks.
wol e. m. nm. se. & sw.Yks. n.

Stf.

wol w. Som. +wol.

wol sm.Lan., se.hsm.+wul, sw.
Lan. n.Stf. nw.Nhp. s.War.
w.Som.

wulem.La.n.+wud, s.Lan., s.Stf.

+wul,- n.Der. Not. Rut. Lei.

n.Nhp. n.War. m.Wor. Glo.

s.Oxf. n. & m.Bck. e.Dor. e.

Som.
wudsw. & s.Yks. em. Lan.
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wul se. ms. & s.Lan. Chs., but

w.Chs. ual, s.Stf. Der., but n.

Der. wul, ne.Der.+w/.

wvl w.War. Glo. nw. & e.Oxf.

Bdf. w.Wil.
Whom, 422, 423.
Whore, 236.

Whose, 422.

Whosen, 422, 423.
Why, 178, 240

—

hwai Sh. &Or.
I., S.Ayr. Kcb.+ hwei, Ant. 11,

& s.Nhb. n.Cum. m.Wm.
hwei\l\s.+wei, but Ant. hwai, me.
& se.Nhb.

hwei Cai. Inv. wm.Sc. s.Ayr.

Kcb.
wai s. Dur. + wei, w.Wm. nm.

Yks., sw.Yks. + wd, woi, es.

Yks. 11. & nw.Lan., m.Lan.+
wai, n.Der.+rotw, wai, Lin. a.

Lei. s.Oxf. s.Nrf. e. & w.Suf.
w.Som. n.Dev.

wd m. sw. & ms.Yks. em.Lan,,
sm.Lan. + wda, ms.Lan. ne.

Der.+wai.
wda sm.Lan. n.Der.

wdim. sw. ms. & s.Lan. wm.Stf.,

s.Stf.+woi, n. ne. nw. w. & s.

Der. Not. Rut. s.War. s.Cmb.

zwi UIs. n. & s.Dur. m.Cum. e.

Yks. w. & s.Chs. n.Stf.

. aro'sw. & s.Yks. se.Lan. s.Stf.

Lei., but n.Lei. wai, m.Nhp.
e.War. m.Bck. Bdf. se.Hrt.

~

se.Ken. Sus.

woi e.Hrf.+ztw:, nw. & e.Oxf. w.
Hrt. n.Ken. nw. & w.Wil., e.

Dor.+wai, e. sw. & s.Dev.

wai e.Hrl Glo. ne.Nrf. Hmp. e.

Dor.

Wick, 58— weik sw.Yks.

wek Dor. nw.Dev.
wik ne.Sc. s.Ayr. s.Nhb. Dur.

n. & sw.Wm. n. em. se. & sw.

Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. nw.Lin. s.

Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. s.Som.

wik w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. s.Sc. n.

Cum.
wik Lth. Edb. Peb. Ant. n.Nhb.

m.Cum. w.Wm. n.Der.

wak n.Ayr.

Wide, 154—waidOr.l. Lth. Edb.

Ant. Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.
Yks.,se.Yks.+axffl?,sw.Yks.n.

nw.'& sw. Lan., \Ma.+weid,n.

Der. n. & nw.Lin. e.Suf. Sus.

wade. m. & se.Yks. sm. & s.Lan.

waid m. & em.Lan., se.Lan. +

woid, nw.Der.
weid ne.Sc. + weid, sn.Sc. wm.

Sc, but n.Ayr. weid, s.Sc.

Uls., but Ant. waid, me. se. &
s.Nhb. I.Ma. s.Chs.

weid Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

n.Ayr. Kcb.

woid se.Lan. 11. & s.Stf. s.Lin.

Lei. m.Nhp., ne. Nrf. + waid,

Ess. se.Ken.

wvidw.Hrt. s.Oxf. me. & w.Wil.

Dor., but e.Dor. wdid, e.Dev.

waid ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

Widow, 69, 229,245—widi Brks.

+wida, Sus.

wida s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. sw.

Wm. sw.Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Chs.

Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Glo. s.Oxf.

Brks. se.Ken. me.Wil. s. Som.

widi ne.Sc. nm.Sc, but w.Frf.

e.Per. wida, em.Sc., but Lth.

Edb. wadi, Peb. wida.

wida w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr.

wida n.Ayr. Peb. Kcb. Ant. n.

Nhb. w.Wm. w.Som.
wddi Lth. Edb.
Wife, 154, 280, 378—waif Sh.

& Or.I. Cai., ne.Sc. + weif,

Lth. Edb. Ant. m.Cum., w.
Cum.+weif Wm. nnw. snw.
sw. & es.Yks. ii. nw. & sw.
Lan. n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. n.

Wor. m.Shr. e.Suf. s.Sur. w.
Sus.

waiv w. Som. n.Dev.

wdfne. & m.Yks., se.Yks.+w«/,
sm.Lan., ms.Lan.+waif, wgf,
s.Lan.+waif.

waif m. em. ms. & s.Lan. nm.
Stf., em.Stf.+ woif, wm.Stf.,

s. Stf. + woif, ne. & nw.Der.,
Rut. Lei. +woif, e.War., w.
Wor.+zfo;/, ne. em. & s.Shr.

weif sn.Sc, wm.Sc. + wvif, sm.

Sc, but Kcb. weif, s.Sc.+whf,

Uls., but Ant. waif, me. & s.

Nhb. Dur. n. & w.Cum. e. &
se.Yks. I.Ma. w. & s.Chs., n.

Stf.+wof, e.Stf.

weif Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Ayr. Kcb. s.Sc n.Nhb.

woif se.Lan. a. em. & s.Stf. s.

Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp.w.Wor.
n.Bck., ne.Nrf. +watf, se.Ken.

e.Sus.

wpf ms.Lan.
wvifsm.Sc, but Lth. Edb. waif,

wm.Sc. s.War. e. & s.Oxf. w.
Hrt. Ess. nw. me. & w.Wil.
Dor., but e.Dor. waif,

wviv e.Som. sw.Dev.

waif ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

Wild, 73, 307

—

wail ne.Sc.

+

weild, Ant., I.Ma.+weil.

waildSh. & Or.I. Lth. Edb. m.

Cum. Wm. nnw. & snw.Yks.,

se.Yks.+wdld, 11. & sw.Lan.
n.Der. nw.Lin. e.Suf. Sus.

waid e. m. & se.Yks. sm. & s.

Lan.
waild em.Lan. nw.Der., Rut. +

woild, w.War.
wxild n.Cum.
weil wm.Sc, but n.Ayr. weil(d,

sm.Sc, but s.Ayr. weild, Kcb.

weil, I.Ma.

weild sn. & s.Sc. Uls., but Ant.

ftW/,me.&s.Nhb. Dur. s.Chs.,

n.Stf.+woild, ne.Shr.

weil n.Ayr.+weild, Kcb.

weild Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

n. & s.Ayr. n.Nhb.

wild sw.Yks. e.Som.

woild se.Lan. 11. & s.Stf. s.Lin.

Rut. Lei. se.Ken.

wail w. Dor.
wvild w.Hrt. me.Wil.

wvial w.Wil. w.Som.+aiwW.
wviald s.Oxf. w.Wil. w.Som. c.

Dev.
waild ne.Nrf.

waiald e.Dor.

Will, aux. v., 69, 235, 236, 440
—il n.Dur. Dor.

ul s.Lan. s.War. m.Shr. Hrf. s.

Pern. Glo. n.Oxf. Ess. Dor. s.

Som.
vl Sh.I. Cai. Ayr. s.Dev.

al s.Nhb. nm. sm. w. & sw.Yks.

m. & s.Lan. Chs. n.Stf. nw.

Der. e.Lin. e.War. n.Oxf.

m.Bck. Bdf. n.Hrt. w.Suf. c.

Ken. w.Som.

wil Or.I., ne.Sc+zuo/, w.Frf. e.

Per.+wal, s.Ayr.+wvl, s.Nhb.,

m.Cum.+ztW, Wm. ne. e. nm.
sm. sw. & s.Yks. n. nw. em.
se. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. Chs.,

but s.Chs. will, n.Stf.+7c/w/, s.

Stf. n. & nw.Der. Not. Lin.

Rut. Lei., m.Nhp.+wul, wid,

s.Oxf. s.Som.
wid, wg me.Wil.+WM/.
wul n.Nhb. m.Cum. n.Stf. m.

Nhp. Bdf. nw. & se.Hrt. s.

Nrf. Ess. me.Wil. w.Som.
wul Ant. s.Chs. Fit. Dnb. wm.

Stf. ne.Der. m.Nhp. e.War.

wvl Cai. Inv. ne.Sc. Frf., but

w.Frf. wil, wai, em.Sc. Ayr.,

but s.Ayr.+wi7, sm. & s.Sc.

nw.Dev. e.Cor.

wai w.Frf. e.Per.

[The unstressed forms are those

without w. In combination

with personal pronouns, the

unstressed form is -/ in all the

dialects.]

Win, 425, 426, 427, 430, 432.

Wind, sb., 75, 307

—

waind ne.

Yks., nnw.Yks. + wind, es.

Yks., n.Der. -vwind, n.Lin.,

hel.+wind.

waind ne. & nw.Der.
weind s.Chs.

win ne.Sc.+wan, s.Ayr., n.Cum.
+wind, I.Ma. w.Som. n.Dev.

wind Sh. & Or.I. w.Frf. e.Per.,

n.Ayr.+wvn, wan, Uls., but

Ant. wun, Nhb. Dur. n. & m.

Cum. Wm. nnw. snw. e. m.

se. & sw.Yks. 11. nw. em.

sm.&s.Lan. n. &s.Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. Lei. s.Oxf. w.Hrt.

e.Suf. se.Ken. s.Dur. w.Sus.

s.Som. sw.Dev. Cor.

mint se. & ms.Lan.

woind s.Lin. e.Sus.

wun Ant.

wvin w.Wil.
wvind ne.Nrf. me.Wil.

wvn n.Ayr., Lth. Edb.+wvnd,

Kcb., s.Sc.+wvnd.

wvnd sn.Sc sm.Sc, but s.Ayr.

win, Kcb. wvn, Lth. Edb. s.

Sc.

wan ne.Sc n.Ayr.

wand e.Dor.

Wind, v., 75, 302, 307, 425, 426,

427,429,430, 432—wain I.Ma.

+wein, w.Som. n.Dev.

waind wm.Sc+zMM, wvn, but n.

Ayr. weind, me.Nhb., Wm.+
wind, n.Der. nw.Lin. sw.Dev.

wand sm.Lan.
waindem.Lan., se.Lan.+woind,

wm.Stf. nw.Der.

wein I.Ma.

weind sn.Sc, s.Nhb.+a>jW.

weind Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr.

win ne. & wm.Sc. n.Cum.

ZWW—Sh.I. s.Nhb.Dur. m.Cum.

Wm. ne. nnw. snw. e. m. &
sw.Yks. n.Lan. n.Lin.

woind se.Lan. n.Stf. s.Lin. Lei.

se.Ken.

wgnd s.Lan.

wvin e.Sus. w.Wil. e.Dev.

wvind s.Oxf. w.Hrt. Dor.

wvn wm.Sc. Kcb.

wvnd em.Sc.

Window, 69, 229—windi ne.

Sc, w.Frf. e.Per. Brks. Wil.

+winda.

winda w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.

I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Dnb. Stf. Der.

Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. War.
Wor. Shr. Glo. n.Hrf. Oxf.

Brks. Bdf. Hrt. e.An. Ken.
Wil. s.Som. n. & s.Dev. Cor.

wunda Ant.
wvndi Lth. Edb.
wvnda n.Ayr. Peb. Kcb. s.Sc.

Wine, 154, 306

—

wain Sh.I. Lth.

Edb. Ant. Cum. Wm. nnw.
snw. & e.Yks., se.Yks.+wan,
sw. & es.Yks. n. & sw.Lan.
n.Der. n. & nw.Lin. e.Suf.

waind m.Shr.
wan se.Yks. sm. & s.Lan.

wain em.Lan., se.Lan. + woin,

IMa.+wein, nw.Der., Lei.+

woin, ne.Shr.
wein me. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur.

I.Ma. s.Chs.

wein Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. wm. sm. & s.Sc.

woin se. & ms.Lan. u. & s.Stf.

Lei. se.Hrt. se.Ken. Sus.

wvin w.Hrt. me. & w.Wil. Dor.,

but e.Dor. wain, e.Dev.

wvind s.Oxf.

wain e.Dor.

waind ne.Nrf.

Wing, 55

—

wen s.Sc. me.Wil.
Dor., but e.Dor. wiy.

win Inv. n. & s.Ayr. Kcb. Uls.

s.Nhb. Cum. Wm. Yks. n. &
se.Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der. nw.
Lin. m.Shr. s.Oxf. se.Ken. e.

Dor. s.Som. e.Dev.

wiyg em. & sw.Lan.
win w.Frf. e.Per.

win ne.Sc.

wan Lth. Edb. n.Nhb.

Wire, 158- aws.Ayr.Lth.Edb.
w.Wm.

waia(r) s.Dur. m.Cum. sw.Wm.
nnw. snw. sw. & es.Yks. n.

nw. sm. & sw.Lan. n.Der.nw.

Lin. e.Suf.

waiar Ant. n.Cum. I.Ma.

wdw m.Yks.
wair n.Ayr.

waiai.n m. em. & s.Lan. nw.Der.
n.Wor.

waiar s.Sc.

weir me. & se.Nhb.
weia(r)e.&.se.Yks.,n,St{.+woia(.r->.

weir Inv ne.Sc, w.Frf. e.Per.+

wer.

wer w.Frf. e.Per., wm.Sc.+wer,
but n.Ayr. wair.

wer Sh.I. wm.Sc. Kcb.

woiacr) se.Lan. n. & s.Stf. s.Lin.

Lei., ne.Nrf. +waia(r), se.Ken.

wvia(r) s.Oxf. me. & w.Wil. w.

Dor. e.Som. e.Dev.

waiair) ne.Nrf. e.Dor.

Wisdom, 233.

Wish, 180, 343—wif Inv., w.
Frf. e.Per.+^y; s.Ayr.+wvf,

s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.
Wm. Yks. n." se. & sw.Lan.

Chs. Stf. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei.

Nhp. Shr. Oxf. Brks. Bck.

Bdf. e.An. Ken. Sus. me.

Wil. Dor. s.Som. e.Dev. Cor.

wifem. & sm.Lan.n. Der.w.Som.

wuf n.Nhb.

wufAnt. I.Ma.

iro/em.Sc. 11. & s.Ayr. Kcb.

was ne.Sc.+waf.

waf ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Wisp, 69, 331.
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Witch, 69—wil/w. Frf. e. Per. , s.

Ayr.+ wvtf, me. se. & s.Nhb.
Dur. Cum. Wm. Yks. Lan.
Chs. n.Stf. Der. Not. Lin. Rut.
Lei. Nhp. War. Wor. Shr.

Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bck. Bdf.
e.An. Ken. Sus. w.Wil. s.

Som. e.Dev. Cor.
witfw. Som.
wutfn.Nhb.
wutfA.nl. I.Ma.
wvtfXnv., ne. b.sn.$Q..+watf, em.
& wm.Sc. sm.Sc, but S.Ayr.

+witf, s.Sc.

wat/ne. & sn.Sc.

With, 236,312, 317—w/m.Shr.,
Hrf.+wid.

aS e.Suf.+zyf.

wei Ant., nw.Yks.+wi, wiv, sm.
Yks.+a>i, ne. & w.Der.

we n.Ayr. ~K.cb.+wiJ>.

a// w.Som. n.Dev.
wi Sh.I.+z«, Or.I. Cai., ne.Sc.4-

wi, but Bnff. w't, Bch. s.Abd.
wit, Frf., but w. & s.Frf. wi,

S.Ayr. Edb., Uls. + wij>, but
Ant. wet, 11. & me.Nhb., n.

Cum.+wiS, wip, n.'Wro.+wid,

w. & s.Wm. n. ne. nw. sm. w.
& sw.Yks., ms.Yks. + wF, nw.
& m.Lan., em. Lan. + wi, se.

sw. & ms.Lan., s.Lan. + ZM#,

I.Ma.+a$, Chs.+a>«'ff, n.Stf.+
wig, wi, w.Stf., s.Stf. -waft, n.

& nw.Der. + o>*, Not. +a/«d, n.

Lin., nw.Lin.+a/f, e.Lin. Lei.

m.Nhp. e.War., Glo.+wiS, u.

Oxf. m.Bck. e.Hrt. s.Nrf. e.

Suf. Hmp., nw.Wil. + tor, w.
Wil. Dor., s.Dev. + wi&, w.
Cor.

w/rf m. & w.Cum. n. & e.Wm.,
nnw.Yks. Hrf., se.Ken.+wip.

wiS se.Nhb., s.Nhb. + wip, wiv,

n.Dur. +wiv, n.Cum., e. & nm.
Yks.+wiv, n.Lan.-Hff, s.Lan.
Chs. n. wm. & s.Stf. Not. n.

Wor. Glo. s.Oxf. me.Nrf. w.
Ess. s.Som. e. & s.Dev. se.

Cor.

wij> n.Ayr. Kcb. Uls. s.Nhb. n.

Cum. I.Ma. se.Ken.
wiv s.Nhb. n.Dur. nw. snw. e.

m. & nm.Yks.
wt Sh.I. Bnff. w.&s. Frf. e.Per.,

Lth.+a/F, Wgt.
wi ne.Sc. Lth. Peb. ms.Yks. u.

& em. Lan. n.Stf. n.& nw.Der.
, nw.Lin. Bdf. nw.Wil.
wv s.Sc.+wce, wee.

wvd Sus.

wee, ww s.Sc.

wit Bch. s.Abd. em.Sc, but Lth.
wi, wi, Edb. wi, Peb. wi, wm.
Sc., but n.Ayr. we, wip.

Within, 236.

Wives, 378.
Wizened, 303.
Woe, 124

—

wau se.Ken.
wie ms.Yks.
wed m.Yks.
scene, sn. & em.Sc. wm.Sc, but

n.Ayr. wo, sm.Sc, but Kcb.
wo, n.Cum., se.Yks.+wp, wo.

wia nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.+roo.
wi} s. Sc.+zro, s. Dur.+zt?,w.Wm.

ne.Yks.
wi me.Nhb., n.Dur.+wo, s.Dur.
won s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. s.Som.
wp m.Cum. se.Yks. n.Lan. me.

Wil. Dor.

wou Rut.

uio3 n.Lin., nw.Lin.+wo.
wo w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb. s.

Sc. se. & s.Nhb. n.Dur. snw.
e. & se.Yks. se. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. n. & s.Stf. n.Der. nw. &
s.Lin. Lei.

wm sw.Yks. em. Lan.
wii e.Suf.

Wolf, 236, 378.

Woman, 153, 236, 381—o»mm
m.Bck.

uman s.War. w. & s.Wor. m.
Shr. n. & e.Hrf. Glo. nw. e.

& s.Oxf. Brks. n.Bck. Bdf. w.
Suf. Ess. n. & e.Ken. s.Sur.

Sus. I.W. nw. & w.Wil. Dor.

c. sw. & s.Dev.

iiman w.War. n.Wor.
vman ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. + wvman, c. & w.Som.,
n.Dev.+wuman.

wiman Uls., but Ant. wiiman.
woman wm. & s.Sc.+wvman.
wuman Sh.I. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. n. nw. & se.Lan.,

s.\-an. + wuman, w.Chs., n.

wm. & S.SH.+ wiiman, Not.

Lin. n.Lei., m.Nhp. e.War.+
wiiman, se.Hrt., ne.Nrf. +
wvman, s.Nrf. e.Suf. se.Ken.
n.Dev.

wiiman Ant. m. em. sm. sw. ms.
& s.Lan. I.Ma. s.Chs. n. wm.
& s.Stf. Der., Lei. + wvman,
but n.Lei. wuman, m.Nhp. e.

War. ne.Shr.

wvman Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. nm.
Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per. +vman,
em. wm. sm. & s.Sc. Lei. n.

Shr. ne.Nrf.

Womb, 34.
Women, 153, 236

—

umin Dor.,

but e.Dor. wimm.
uman Glo.

wimen e.Suf., w.Wil. +wiman.
wimmn.Cum.+wumen,sw.Wm.,
nnw. & snw.Yks.+ai»««K, m.
se. sw. es. & s.Yks. n. em. se.

sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. nw.
Der. Lin. Lei. m.Bck. ne.Nrf.
se.Ken. e.Dor. e. & s.Som.

wiman Sh.I. wm.Sc. s.Nhb. w.
Wm. e.Yks. Sus. me. & w.
Wil. e.Dev.

wimen Ayr. s.Sc.

wiman ne.Sc. + wimin, nm.Sc
Kcb.

wimin ne.Sc. Ant.
wimsn Inv., sn.Sc.+wvman, em.
& sm.Sc. Uls., but Ant. wimin.

wumen n.Cum.
wumin s.Dur. nnw. & snw. Yks.
wuman me.Nhb.
wvmin w.Som.
wvman sn.Sc.

Wonder, 100, 101,236,301,304

—

unda(r) e.Oxf. me.Wil. Dor.
windar w.Frf. e.Per.

winir Bch. Abd.
wondSa(r) n.Lan.
wonSdr Ant.
wundSair) sw.Wm.
wundain s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum.

sw.Yks. em. se. & s.Lan. n. &
s.Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin. nw.Hrt.

wundar n.Cum.+ivunar, w.Wm.
wunSa(r) ne.Yks.
wumr n.Cum. n.Wm.
wimdaw) m. sm. & sw.Lan. e.

Der.

witnSar I.Ma.

wvnda(r) s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus. s.

Som. Dev. Cor.

wvndar Inv. s.Sc.

wvna(r) Brks.

wvnar Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
wundar nm.Sc.
Wong, 323.

Won't, 236, 253.

Woo, 236.

Wood, 99, 236

—

ud w.Wor. m.
Shr., n.Hrf.+aW, Glo. nw.
e. w. & s.Oxf. n.Bck. nw.Wil.
Dor. nw.Som. sw.Dev.

fid Sus. s.Wil.

itd n.Wor.
ad, Sd w.Som.
wed w.Frf. e.Per.+wid.

wid ne. Sc. + wad, w. Frf. e. Per.

s.Ayr.

wild s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks. n.Lan., em.Lan. + zrairf,

se.Lan. Stf. n.Der. nw.Lin.
m.Nhp. se.Ken.

wild em. sw. & s.Lan. I.Ma.
wvd nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

wed, wid, em.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc.

n.Hrf. ne.Nrf.

wadne.Sc Ayr., but s.Ayr. wid.

wiid e. Dev.
Wool, 99, 236, 255

—

ul s.Sc.-H7,

s.War. w.Wor. m.Shr. Glo.

Brks. n.Bck. n.Ken. e.Sus.,

me.Wil. + vl, nw.Som.
ud w.Wil.+wual, e.Som.
ft Sh.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. em.Sc, wm.Sc+a>//, sm.
& s.Sc. n. & se.Nhb., n.Cum.
+wu, ufd.

ill s.Oxf. Dor.
itl n.Wor.
vl me.Wil.
al w.Som.
wul Uls., but Ant. wid, me. &

s.Nhb. n.Dur., m.Cum. +wii,
e. & m.Yks., se.Yks.+z«7/, es.

Yks., n.Lan. +wfi, em. Lan. +
wul, n. & s.Stf. n.Der. Lin.
Rut. m.Bck. e.Suf. se.Ken.
n.Dev.

wual w.Wil.
aw wm.Sc. n. & m.Cum. Wm.
nnw.Yks. n. & nw.Lan., se.

Lan.+wul.
wiil n.Cum. snw. se. & sw.Yks.

se.Lan. Sus., but e.Sus. id.

wid Ant. em. sm. sw. & s.Lan.
I.Ma. nw.Der. Lei.

wvl ne.Shr. ne.Nrf.
wvu s.Dur.

Word, 87, 88, 234—wad ne.Nrf.
+wvd.

wad e.Suf.+wvd.
werd ne.Sc. + wird, ward, Uls.+

word, but Ant. ward,
wird ne.Sc.

wod ne. e. m. nm. se. & es.Yks.
n. & nw.Lin. n.Wor., se.Hrt.
+wvd.

word sm.Sc, but Kcb. word,
me. & se.Nhb.

world nne.Nhb.
woad n. Dur.
wpd s.Nhb. m. & sm.Lan., sw.

Lan.+wad.
wuad s. Dur.
wild nnw.Yks.+oieea?, snw. Yks.

+wad.
wvd wm.Stf. s.Lin., Lei. + wvd,

n.Hrf. nw. & se.Hrt. ne.Nrf.

e. & w. Suf. , Sus.+wvd, s. Dev.

wvrd Sh.I. Cai. Inv. ne. sn. nm.
& wm.Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb. s.

Sc. Uls.

wvd Not. m.Lin. Lei. m.Nhp.
e.War. e.Hrf. nw. & e.Oxf.

Bdf. Ken. s.Sur. Sus. Hmp.
I.W. nw.Wil. w.Dor. e. & w.
Som. e.Dev. Cor.

wad n. & w.Cum. nnw.Yks.
wad s.Yks.

ward Ayr. Ant. I.Ma.

wad m.Cum. w.Wm. snw. sw.
& ms.Yks. 11. em. sw. & s.Lan.

n. & s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. Rut.
Glo. s.Oxf. m.Bck. w.Wil. c.

Dor.
Work, sb., 56—wak Uss.+wvA.
wark Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc. nm.Sc,

but w.Frf. e.Per. mark, wm.
Sc. sm.Sc, but Kcb. wvrk,
Edb. Ant. me. & se.Nhb.

waak em.han.+wak.
wfik s.Nhb. Dur. m.Cum. sw.
Wm. nnw. snw. e. m. nm.
se. sw. & ms.Yks. n. nw. m.
se. ms. & s.Lan. ne.Der. nw.
Lin. e.Suf.

wark Peb. s.Sc.

weak Rut.+wuk.
wok e.Der. s.Lin. Lei. Ess. Sus.
wvrk w.Frf. e.Per. Lth. Kcb.
wvk sw.Nhp. e. & w.Oxf. me.

Wil. Dor.
wark n.Cum. I.Ma.
wak em. & sw.Lan. n.Stf. n. &
nw.Der. n.Hrf. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
w.Wil. s.Som. e.Dev.

Work, v., 115, 340, 428, 433—
wak ne.Nrf.+wvk.
waak n.Dur., em.Lan.+a/S£.
wak se.Lan. nw.Lin.
watf m.Lan

.

+wvk.
wok hei.+wvk.
wpk s.Nhb.
wuak e.Yks.

wiik nnw. & snw.Yks.
uwk Not. Lei., m.Bck.+a/»£, nw.
& se.Hrt. ne.Cmb. ne.Nrf.

wvrk Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc.
w.Frf. e.Per. wm. & sm.Sc.
Lth. Edb. Uls., but Ant. wark,
me.Nhb.

wvk m.Lan. e.Der. ne.Shr. m.
Bck. Dor.

wark Ant. n.Cum. I.Ma.
wak s.Dur. m.Cum. Wm. sw.

Yks. n. em. sw. & s.Lan. n.

& s.Stf. n. & nw.Der. s.Oxf.
se.Ken. w.Wil. s.Som. e.Dev.

World, 92, 234, 298, ^—wald
ne.Nrf.+wvld.

wardl ne.Sc.+warl, wordl.
warl Cai. ne.Sc. Kcb.
warld em.Sc, but Lth. wprl(d,
Edb. wdrl(d.

warlt wm.Sc.+zt/arft, worl.
warald sn.Sc.+wdrld, e.Cum., u.

"Wm.+warald.
waald e.Suf.+wvld.
wddls.Cum., n.Lin.+wald, wold,
wdld w.Cum.+wdrald, ne.Wm.,

m. & nm.Yks. +wold, se. & s.

Lan. n.Lin., nw.hin.+wold.
wdrl Edb.+warld.
world Or.I. sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Edb.
waral n.Cum.+warald.
warald w.Cum.
world s.Sc.+worald, woralt.
warlt wm.Sc.
wxald s.Nrf.+wvld.
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wold m. nm. & se.Yks., Chs.+
wvld, n.Stf.+wald, n. & nw.
Lin., Ess.+wvld.

wordl ne.Sc.

world me. & se.Nhb.
wonld s.Sc. nne.Nhb.
woralt s.Sc.

owa/rfn.Dur. e.Yks.
fupW s.Nhb. m. & sm.Lan., ms.

Lan.+wplt, wild,
wplt ms.Lan.
wprl(d Lth.

worl wm.Sc.
wold nnw. & snw.Yks.+zwW.
wurl Ant.
«/»/rf Chs. wm.Stf., s.Stf. n.Der.

+wsld, ne. nw. e. & s.Der. s.

Lin. Lei., se.Hrt. + wbld, ne.
Nrf.e.&w.Suf.Ess.n.Ken., c.

Dov.+wvl.
wvlod me."Wil.+wvdl.
wvrl sm.Sc, but Kcb. warl.
wvrld Sh.I. UIs., but Ant. wurl.
wvrald w. Sus.
wval m.Bck.
w^sm.Hmp. I.W. me.Wil. e.

& w.Som. sw.Dev.
wvdld Glo.+wald, ne.Dev.
wvl nw.Wil.+zoS/, e.Dor. s.Dev.
vivid nw. & ms.Lan. w.Der. m.

Nhp. e.War. m.Shr. e.Hrf.
nw. & e.Oxf. Bdf. se.Hrt. s.

Nrf. s.Sur. e.Sus.

Wdrl I.Ma.
warald n.Cum. n. & m.Wm.
wadl w.Wil.
wal nw.Wil.
wald m.Cum. w. & s.Wm. nnw.

snw. sw. ms. & s.Yks. n. em.
& sw.Lan. n. & s.Stf. n.Der.
Rut. Glo. w. & s.Oxf. se.Ken.

Worm, 234.
Worry, 349.
Worse, 398

—

wars Sh. & Or. I.

s.Sc. me. & se.Nhb. w.Wm.
was se.Yks.+was, wos.

was s.Nhb. s.Dur. m.Cum. sw.
Wm. ne. nnw. & snw.Yks. , e.

Yks.+wos, m. se. & ms.Yks.
n. nw. & se.Lan., nw.Lin.

+

wos, ne.Nrf.+a/»s.

wes, wis w.Som.
wos e. & se.Yks., sw.Lan.+wus,

s.Chs. n.Stf. n. & nw.Lin.
woas n.Dur.
wus s.Lan., s.Stf.+wvs, n.Der.

+was, Rut. Glo.

wiissm. & sw.Lan. I.Ma. n.Nhp.
wvrs UIs.

wos e. & s.Stf. nw.Der. s.Lin.

Lei. w. & s.War. n.Wor. Bck.
Bdf. ne.Cmb. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

S.Sur. Sus. I.W. me. & w.
Wil. e.Dor. nw. & e.Som.

nw. Dev.
wvsaty) n.Shr.

was n.Der. s.Oxf. se.Ken.

Worst, 398.
Worsted, 236.

Worth, 50— waj> ne.Nrf.

wej> w.Som.
worji me. & se.Nhb.

wop e. m. & se.Yks., em.Lan.+
wit}, se. & sw.Lan., s.Lan.

+

witj>, s.Chs. n. & nw.Lin.

wp} s.Nhb.
wuj> n. & s.Stf., n.Der.+zc^, s.

Lin.

wuaj> s.Dur.
wuj> snw.Yks.
wurj> Ant.
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wu) em. sm. & s.Lan. I.Ma.
wvr) Inv. ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf.

e.Per. em. & wm.Sc. Kcb.
UIs., but Ant. wurfi.

wvj> Lei. s.War. n.Wor. s.Oxf.
m.Bck. Bdf. ne.Cmb. e.Suf.
Sus. w.Wil. nw.Som. u . &
nw.Dev. Cor.

wvj> me.Wil.
warji s.Ayr.
waj> w.Wm.+w^}.
wa}> m.Cum. w.Wm. nnw. &sw.

Yks. n.Lan. n. & nw.Der.
Rut. se.Ken. s.Som. e.Dev

Would, 86, 235, 236, 440 -jtf
sw.Dev.+wid.

ud s.Sc.+wad, wvd, w.Wor. m.
Shr. Hrf. Glo. Oxf. Bdf. Ess.
Hmp. I.W. me. & w.Wil.
Dor. s.Som.

uad nw.Wil.
ud e.Som.
iid n.Wor.
3d sw.Yks. ne.Chs. Stf. Der.

Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. Glo.
Bdf. Hrt. Wil.

wad Or.I.+wvd, sn.Sc, wm.Sc.
+wid, wvd, Edb., se. & s.Nhb.
+wud, n.Dur., s.Dur.+w«rf,
n. e. m. & w.Cum. Wm. n.

ne. & nnw.Yks., snw.Yks.+
wud, e. & m.Yks.

wad s.Sc.

wed s.Abd., w.Frf. e.Per.+wid,
sm.Sc.+wud, wvd, n.Dev.

wid Sh.I.+wvd, ne.Sc.+wvd,
but s.Abd. wed, w.Frf. e.Per.
wm.Sc. sw. & s.Dev.

wodw. & sw.Yks. n.Lan., nw.
Lan.+wud, m. &s.Lan. e.War.

wud sm.Sc. UIs., but Ant.
wild, me. se. & s.Nhb. n. & s.

Dur. n.Cum. snw. & es.Yks.
nw.Lan. n.Der. Lin. m.Nhp.
e. & se.Hrt., ne.Nrf. +«/»rf,
s.Nrf. Suf. 11. & se.Ken.

wud Ant. em. se. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. s.Chs. n. & s.Stf. nw.
e. & s.Der. Lei.

wvd Sh. & Or. I. Cai. ne.Sc.
Frf., but w.Frf. wed, wid, nm.
Sc, but e.Per. wed, wid, em.
wm. sm. & s.Sc. nne.Nhb.
ne.Shr. ne.Nrf. w.Som.

weed ne. Sc.+wiid.

wild ne.Sc. e.Dev.
wad Or. \. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.

Yks. Lei. n.Dev.
[The unstressed forms are ad,

weed, wild, wad, but -d when
used enclitically in combin-
ation with personal pro-

nouns.]

Wound, 104

—

und sn.Sc, s.Sc.

+wund, me. & se.Nhb. s.Oxf.

w.Wil.
waind nw. Der.+waund.
waund Ant. sw.Wm., snw. Yks.

+wilnd, es.Yks. n. & se.Lan.

11. & nw.Der., nw.Lin.+o^rca',

w.War. ne.Cmb.
wand sw.Yks.-Hfund, s.Lan.

wseund s.Nrf.

weun w.Som.
weund s.Lin., hei.+wund.

woun I.Ma.

wound ne.Yks. nw.Lan.
wun ne.Sc.+wiind, n.Cum. s.

Sur. w. Sus.

wund w.Frf. e.Per. s.Ayr. s.Sc.

sw.Yks. n.Stf.

wund Sh.I. Inv. ne. & wm
Sc. Lth. Edb. Kcb. UIs.j
but Ant. waund, s.Nhb. n.
Dur. m.Cum. w.Wm. snw. e.
m. & se.Yks. sw.Lan. nw.Lin.
se.Ken.

wund Lei.

wvun Dor.
wvund ms.Lan. sw.Lin. m.Nhp.

n.Wor. Glo. e.Suf. e.Dev.
waund ne. Nrf.

waund sw.Dev.
Woven, 95.
Wrap, 237.
Wreath, 237.
Wreck, 237—mk Bch., Abd.+

vrak, wm.Sc. n.Nhb. I.Ma.
Sus.

rsek Sur. Dor., w.Som. +vrsek,
nw.Dev.

rek Inv., w.Frf. e.Per.+wrak,
Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. s.

Nhb. m.Cum. Wm. Lan. Stf.

n.Der. nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken.
Som., but w.Som. rsek, vrsek.

vrak Abd.
vrsek w. Som.
wrak (obsol.) w.Frf. e.Per.
Wren, 237—ran Bch., Abd.+

vran, w.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc.
s.Ayr. Kcb. Ant. I.Ma.

ran Ayr., but s.Ayr. ran.
rsen se.Ken.+ra«, Dor. nw.Dev.
ren Inv. Lth. Edb. s.Nhb. m.
Cum. Wm. Lan. Stf. n.Der.
nw.Lin. s.Oxf. se.Ken. Sus.
Som.

vran Abd.
Wrench, 237.
Wrestle, 140, 237, 263—rasl

w.Frf. e.Per.+warsl, s.Ayr.,
Kcb. +warsl, Ant. sw.Yks.,
em. Lan. + resl, I.Ma. nw.Lin.
s.Oxf. nw.Dev.

rsesl se.Ken. Sus. Dor. e. &sw.
Dev.

rssso me.Wil.
rest Inv. em. & sw.Lan., n.Stf.+

rosl, Som., but w.Som. vrasl,

vrxsl.

rosl se. & s.Lan. s.Chs. n. & s.

Stf. n.Der.
rusls.Nhb. m.Cum. ne.Wm., w.

"Wm.+rasl.

rasl w.Wm. n.Lan.
vrasl, vrsesl w.Som.
warslw.Frf. e.Per. wm.Sc. Peb.

Kcb. n.Cum.
warsl Lth. Edb.
wprsl Ayr., but s.Ayr. rasl.

Wretch, 51, 234, 237— rat/

Bch. Abd.+vratf, w.Frf. e.

Per.+wratf, Ayr., but s.Ayr.

reif, Ant. n.Nhb., m.Cum. n.

Der.+retf, se.Ken. +rsetf.

rxtfm.Shr. se.Ken. Dor. e.Dev.

retf Inv. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.
s.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm. sw.

Yks. Lan. I.Ma. Stf. n.Der.

nw.Lin. s.Oxf. me.Wil. Som.,
but w.Som. vratf.

iira^/ne.Sc.jbutBch. Abd.+ratf,

w.Som.
wratfw.Fvf. e.Per.

waratfs. Sc.

Wright, 116, 234, 237, 358—
rait n.Lan. nw.Lin.

rait em.Lan., se.Lan. +roit, s.

Lin., m.Nhp.+ra'/.

rext nm.Sc, but w.Frf. e.Per.

ri\t, wrext.

reit me. se. & s.Nhb. nw.Yks.
I.Ma., n.Stf.+raV.

rext wm.Sc.
rixt w.Frf. e.Per.+wrext, s.Ayr.

Kcb. Ant.
rit Cum. Wm. ne. e. m. se. sw.
& ms.Yks. nw. sw. & s.Lan.
n.Der.

roit se.Lan. n.Stf. Lei. m.Nhp.
se.Ken.

rvit s.Oxf. Dor., but e.Dor. rait,

e.Dev.

raxt Bch. Ab&.+vraxt, Ayr., but
s.Ayr. rixt, Lth.+vraxt, Edb.

rait ne.Nrf. e.Dor.
vrait w.Som.+wprt.
vrext ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd. raxt,

vraxt.

vrvit w. Som.
vraxt Bch. Abd. Lth.

wrseixt s.Sc.+warei'xt.

wrext w.Frf. e.Per.

wareixt s.Sc.

warvxt sn.Sc.

Wring, 425, 427, 429, 432.
Write, 154, 155, 237, 425, 426,

429, 430

—

raitAyr.,but s.Ayr.

reit, Edb. Ant. m.Cum. Wm.
nw. & sw.Yks. n. & sw.Lan. n.

Der. n. & nw.Lin. m.Shr. c.

Suf. Sus. n.Dev.
«i;m.Yks.,se.Yks.+raV,sm.Lan.
ra#em.Lan.,se.Lan.+»-0!V,s.Lan.

+rat, s.Chs. nw.Der. ne.Shr.

rat s.Lan.

rseit n.Cum.
reit wm.Sc. me. se. & s.Nhb. n.

Dur. e. & se.Yks. I.Ma.

reit Inv. Bch. Abd., w.Frf. e.Per.

+wreit, s.Ayr. Kcb. n.Nhb.
roit se.Lan. Stf. s.Lin. Rut.

Lei. n.Bck. se.Ken.

rvit s.Oxf. w.Hrt. w.Wil. Dor.

e.Dev.
rait ne.Nrf.

rat IMi.-vvrat.

vrait w.Som. +vrvit.

vreit ne.Sc.+vrit, but Bch. Abd.
reit, sm.Sc.+wareit, buts.Ayr.

Kcb. reit.

vrit ne.Sc.

vrvit w. Som.
vrat Lth.

wreit s.Sc.+wareit.

wreit w.Frf. e.Per.

wareit sm. Sc.

wareit s. Sc.

want Sh.I.

Writhe, 425, 429.
Written, 269.
Wrong, 32, 234, 237—ray ne.

Sc.+vratj, nm.Sc, but w.Frf.

e.Per.+wran, em.Sc. +waray,

but Peb. wran, wm.Sc, sm.

Sc.+wiran, UIs. Nhb., but w.
Nhb. wran, Dur., n.Cum. +
ron, wran, e. m. & w.Cum.
Wm. ne.Yks.,nw.Yks.+wray,

m. & se.Yks., sw.Yks. + ren,

ms. fcs.Yks., n.Lan.+run, nw.
Lan., m.Lan. +ron, se.Lan.

+

rank, s.l^&n.+rang, ruy(g, s.

Chs. + rong, run, Dnb.+ruyg,
n.Der. +ruy, rung, n.Shr. +
run, Glo. e.t)or.+ron, n.Dev.

+rvn, sw.Dev. e.Cor.+ron.

rang s.Lan., w.Chs. ne.Der.+
riing.

rank se.Lan., nw.Der.+run{g.
rsen m.Shr.+cBJ/, e. & s.Dev.

ren sw.Yks.

24
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Wrong (contd.)

—

roy n.Cum. es.Yks. m.Lan.,
l.Ma.+ruy, Flt.+ruyg, s.Stf.

+

ruy, riitjg, Not. +ruy, Lin.,

Rut.+ruy, Lei., Nhp. e.War.
+riirj, s.War., n.Hr{.+rvy, e.

Hrf.+rgij, roy, s.Pem. Glo.

Oxf. nm.Brks. Bck., Bdf.+
ray, Hrt. Hnt. m. se. & s.Cmb.
Nrf., e.Saf.+rpt), w.Suf. Ess.

e.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. sm.Hmp.
Wil. e. Dor. Som., but w. Som.
vrsetj, vrotj, vrgtj, sw.Dev. c.

& w.Cor.
rotjg s.Chs. em.Stf.+riiyg, e.

Der.+ruy, se.Shr. +ruyg.
rptj e.Hrf. e.Suf. n.Ken.
rutj n.Lan., n.Stt+ruyg, s.Stf.

n.Der. Rut.
ruyg Dnb.
rittj sw.Lan.+rutjg, s.Lan. I. Ma.

s.Chs. nw.4e.Der. Not. Nhp.
e.War. Wor. n.Shr., ne.Shr.
+rutjg.

rittjg em. sm. sw. & s.Lan. Chs.,
but -w.Cbs.+rayg, s.Chs. ratj,

rotjg, rut;, Fit. n. e. em. & s.

Stf. n. ne. nw. w. & s.Der. ne.

& se.Shr.

rotj m.Shr. n. & e.Hrf. Bdf. n.

Cmb. n.Dev.
vratj ne.Sc, sn.Sc. + wvray,

waratj.

vrxy, vrotj, vrgtj w.Som.
wirat) sm.Sc.
wrat) Cai., w.Frf. e.Per.+rat),

Peb. w.Nhb. (obsol.) n.Cum.
nw.Yks.

wrat; s.Sc.+zaarat).

wrmtj Sh.I,+wamy, warsetj.

woray sn.Sc.
warat) Sh.I. sn. em. & s.Sc.

wtrsst) Sh.I.

Wrote, 120, 425, 426, 429, 430—rat Bch. Abd. +vrat.

rest m.Yks., se.Yks.+raf, n.Lan.
ret wm.Sc, Lth.+rot, e. & se.

Yks.

nil? w.Wm. nw.Yks. nw.Lan.
riat s.Dur.
rot w.Frf. e.Per.+wrot, n.Dev-
rout s.Oxf. Som.
roat e. Dev.
rgt Wm., but w.Wm. riot, Wil.

Dor. sw.Dev.
roat se.Lan. nw.Lin.
rot Inv. Ayr., but s.Ayr.+wrot,

Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant. me. & s.

Nhb., em.Lan. +ruat, sm.Lan.
I.Ma. s.Stf. n. Lin. Lei. ne.Nrf.

ra/ n.Der. e.Suf.

ruat em. & s.Lan. s.Lin.
rut s.Lan.
vrat ne.Sc, but Bch. Abd.+rai.
wriat s.Sc.

wrot w.Frf. e.Per.
wrot s.Ayr.+rot.

warot Sh.I. sn.Sc.
Wrought, 90, 237, 358—rautn.

Cum.+rout, Wm., but n.Wm.
+ rouf, snw.Yks.+ wraut, em.
Lan. n.Lin.

rat Brks. Dor.
ratU\s.+rot, but Ant.roxt, I.Ma.

+rpt.

roxt Or.I., Bch. Abd.+vroxt, w.
Frf. e.Per. Ayr. Kcb. Ant.

rout Nhb. s.Dur. n. & m.Cum.,
n.Wm.+raw/, ne. nnw. e. se.

& sw.Yks. nw. sw. & s.Lan.

rgxt Lth. Edb.

rgt n. & se.Lan. I.Ma. n.Stf. n.

Der. s.Oxf. ne.Nrf. s.Sur. w.
Sus. me.Wil. Som. e.Dev.

rot Uls. e.Suf.

vroxt n.Sc. ne.Sc, but Bch.

Abd.+roxt.
wraut snw.Yks.
wrouxt s.Sc.

wrout m.Yks.
wroxt Peb.

wdraut Sh.I.

wsroxt sn.Sc
Yard, 346, 382.

Yarn, 346.
Yarrow, 245, 346.
Yawn, 346.
Ye, 151, 235, 409, 411—i ne.

nm. em. sm. & s.Sc. nnw.
Yks. Stf. sw.Lin. Hrf. Glo.

Oxf. Brks. Bck. .Bdf. Hrt.

Ken. Sus. Hmp. Wil. Dor.
Som. Dev. Cor.

fCai.+;'r, ne.Sc. Kcb. s.Sc, a.

Nhb.+y?, Lei. Oxf. Brks. Ken.
s.Sur. Sus. Hmp. Wil. Dor.
Som. Dev. Cor.

jse, Nhb., butme.Nhb./F, s.Nhb.
I, ft, e.Wm.

je n.Cum., sm.Yks. +/««', ft.

/«' s.Dur., ne.Yks.+/f, nw.Yks.,
nnw.Yks.+/f, snw.Yks., m.
Yks.+7'r, sm.Yks.

je s.Chs.

ft Or.I. Cai. ne.Sc. s.Frf. Fif.

wm.Sc. Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
nnw. snw. nw. e. m. nm. sm.
w. & sw.Yks. m.Lan. s.Chs.

Hrf. w.Ess. n.Ken. Som.

ft Cai. wm.Sc. Ayr. me. & s.

Nhb. Dur., buts.Dur.7W, Cum.
Wm., but e.Wm. jm, n. ne.

nnw. e. m. nm. sm. w. sw.
es. ms. & s.Yks. n. & nw.Lan.
Chs., but s.Chs. je, nw.Lin.
ne.Nrf.

ja ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

em. Sc. S.Ayr. Nhb. Dur. Cum.
Wm. Yks. n. nw. m. se. & s.

Lan. I.Ma. Chs. Fit. Stf. Der.
Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. Nhp. c.

& s.War. Wor. Shr. Hrf. s.

Pem. Glo. Oxf. Brks. Bck.
Hrt. e.An. Sus.

a Bnff. Abd. e.Lin. s.Wor. Wil.
[The unstressed forms are i,ji,

j3, a.~]

Year, 134, 248

—

bi.r) s.Nhb., «.

Dur.+jam, m. & w.Cum. m.
& nm.Yks. sw.Lan. Chs. n.

wm. & s.Stf., n.Der. +/<?<«, ne.

e. w. & s.Der. Lei., War.+
jiacn, s.Wor. Shr.Oxf. Brks. s.

Nrf. Dor. Cor.
iar n.Cum.+j^.
»-ne.Sc.+/»', wm.Sc, Ayr.+jtr,

Kcb. s.Sc.

jea(r) ne. & nw.Nrf.
jia(r) n.Dur. e.Cum. n. m. & s.

Wm. sw. & s.Yks. n. nw. &
m.Lan. n.Der. n. & nw.Lin.
War. n. & se.Ken. Sus. me.
Wil., w.Som.+/»(»o, s.Som.

jidr Uls., but Ant. jlr, n.Cum.
sw.Wm. I.Ma.

jlr Sh. & Or.I. ne. & sn.Sc. w.
Frf. e.Per. em.Sc. Ayr. Ant.

jdm w. Som. nw. & e. Dev.
J3i.r) em. sm. & se.Lan.
Yearn, 50, 248, 346

—

tan Dor.
jdn s.Nhb. se.Yks. ne.Nrf. e.

Suf. Sus.

jen ne.Yks.
jern n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb. Ant.

jim m. sw. & s.Yks. s.Som.

jvrn S.Ayr.

jdn n.Stf.

jam ne.Sc. I.Ma.

jm m.Cum.Wm. em.Lan. s.Stf.

se.Ken.
Yeast, 50, 248

—

ias Dor.

iast snw.Yks.+y^s/, 11. & s.Lin. s.

Oxf.

1st Sus.

jast w.Wm.
jest s.Sc. Ant. n. & me. Nhb.,

se.Nhb.+//s<, s.Nhb., s.Dur.+

jist, n.Cum. ne.Yks., nnw. &
e.Yks.+y'ls/, se.Yks. nw. & s.

Lan. m.Nhp. Glo., ne.Nrf.+

jist, se.Ken.+jist.

jeast se.Lan. n.Stf.

jest s.Ayr. Peb.

jes I.Ma.+/f.s/.

jest Kcb. s.Stf.

jist se.Nhb. m.Cum. m. & es.

Yks. em.Lan. ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

jist s.Dur. e. & w.Cum. nnw. &
e.Yks. sw.Lan. I.Ma. se.Ken.

s.Som.
jest w.Wil.

Jast sw.Wm. snw. & sw.Yks.
Yees, 409.
Yellow, 58, 229, 346—jali w.

Wor.
jah ne. & sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per.

Peb.Ant.n.&s.Nhb.Cum.Wm.
e.Yks. n. & ne.Lan., em.Lan.
+job, sm. se. sw. & s.Lan.

I.Ma. s.Chs. s.Stf. n.Der. Not.

n. & nw.Lin., Lei.+/o&, Glo.

s.Oxf. u. & e.Ken. w.Som.
jasla Brks. se.Hrt., ne.Nrf. +jvla,

se.Ken. Sus. s.Som. e.Dev.

w.Cor.
jeli Lth. Edb.
jeb s.Ayr. Kcb. n.Ir. n.Stf. me.

Wil.
job w. & sw.Yks. e. & em.Lan.

Lei.

job ne.Nrf.

Yelp, 346.
Yes

—

eas nw.Wil.
es w.Som.+«S, jxs.

is s.War. n. & s.Wor., Shr.+jS,

but ne.Shr. jes, Hrf., Glo.+Js.

s.Oxf., se.Ken.+jes, Sus., but
e. Sus.y<f5, e. Som. n. Dev. Cor.

its Brks.+fs, e.Suf.

is Nhp., but m.Nhp. jis, Shr.
Glo. nw. & e.Oxf. Brks. Bdf.
Sus. Ess., Hmp.+y^s, I.W. s.

Wil. Dor. w.Som. nw.Dev.
jas w.Wor., e.Sus.+jas.

jds e. Sus. s. Dev.
jms w.Som.
jes s.Sc. ne.Shr. se.Ken. s.Som.
jis Sh. & Or.I. n.Ir. s.Nhb. Dur.

Cum. em.&s. Lan. I.Ma. s.Stf.

n.Der. nw. & m.Lin. Lei. m.
Nhp. e.War. s.Pem. ne.Nrf.

jis s.Lin.

jas Wm. w. & sw.Yks. se.Wor.
n.Ken.

jas Hmp.
Yesterday, 50, 229, 231, 248,

284, 346—islade w.Oxf. Sus.
me.Wil. sw.Dev.

istadi s.Chs.+jistadi, n.Shr. e. &
s.Oxf. w.Wil. Dor.

jxstadi ne.Nrf. +jistade.
jmsladi se.Ken. e.Dev.
jesbdims. Lan.. m.Nhp. s.Som.

jestada nw.Lan. +jistada.

jesttrde ne.Sc.+jastarde, jastardi,

n.Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Sc. n.Cum.
jestardi wm.Sc, but u.k.yx.jes-

tarde, s.Ayr.

jesfada ne.Yks.
jistade ne.Nrf.

jistade sw.Lan. n. & nw.Der. m.

Bck. n.Ken. s.Sur. w.Sus.
jistadi s.Dur. s.Chs. s.Stf. e.Der.

n.Lin. Lei. Glo. n.Bck. e.Suf.

jistada s.Nhb. m.Cum. w.Wm.
nnw.Yks., e.Yks.+jisfoda, m.

& es.Yks. nw.Lan. nw.Lin.
jistarde se. Nhb.
jistarde w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb.
jistarda me. Nhb.
jis]>ada e. & se.Yks. s.Lan.

jisparda I.Ma.

jiistadi em. & se.Lan.

jitstada m. & sm.Lan.
jvstarde sn. Sc.

jastada sw.Yks.
jastardi ne.Sc. Uls.

jastardi ne.Sc.

Yet, 50, 248

—

it Nhp., but n.

Nhp.jit, se.Wor. m.Shr. Glo.

Oxf., but w.Oxf. jit, Brks.
Hmp. I.W. w.Wil. e. & w.
Som. Dev., but n.Dev. jit,

nw.Dev.Fi, e.Dev.jet, sw.Dev.
jit.

it Dor. sw.Som. nw.Dev.
jet ne.Sc.+jat, w.Frf. e.Per. wm.

Sc. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Sc, n.

Cum. nw.Lan. +jit, sm. sw. &
s.Lan. n.Der., nw.Lin.se.Ken.
+jit, Sus. e.Dev.

jit Sh.I. sn.Sc. Kcb. Ant. me.
se. & s.Nhb. Dur. n. & m.Cum.
sw.Wm. ne.Yks., nnw.Yks.

+

jat, snw. e. m. se.es. &ms.Yks.
nw. & em.Lan. I.Ma. n. & s.

Stf. nw. & e.Der. n. nw. & s.

Lin. Lei. n.Nhp. War. Shr.,
but m.Shr. it, w.Oxf. m.Bck.
Bdf. Hnt. ne.Nrf. Suf. Ess.
se.Ken. s.Sur. Sus. n. & sw.
Dev.

jot s.Chs.

jat ne.Sc. Uls., but Ant. jit, n.

Nhb. w.Wm. nnw. sw. & s.

Yks. n. & se.Lan.
Yew, 193

—

iu n.Nhb. sw.Yks.
m.Lin.

jeu nnw.Yks. n.Lan.
jiu wm.Sc. Ayr. Lth. Edb. Kcb.

se. & s.Nhb. w.Wm. se.Yks.
nw. & s.Lan. wm. & s.Stf. nw.
& s.Lin. Rut. Lei. m.Nhp.
Hnt. se.Ken.

jia m.Yks.
jii Inv. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per., s.

Sc.+/»k, Ant. n. & m.Cum. n.
Wm. snw.Yks. se. & sw.Lan.
I.Ma. n.Der. s.Oxf. e.Suf.Sus.
me. & w.Wil.

fou s.Sc.

Yield, 52, 248, 307, 346, 425.
429—;7rf m.Shr.

ial Dor. w.Som.
iald nw. Der.+r/rf, jild, ftld.
il wm.Sc. +lld, but n.Ayr. ji/d.
lid ne.Sc.+ild.

ildne. sn. & wm.Sc, Kcb.+jild,
s.Sc, s.Nhb.+y?W, n.Dur. nw.
Der. s.Oxf.

y«'/rfnnw.Yks.
jeld n.Stf.

jild Lei.

y«7rfs. Chs. nw. Der. ne. Nrf.e. Suf.



YIELD [187] YULE
jisld m.Yks. se.Lan., nw.Lin. +

jild, s.Lin. e.Dev.

fild w.Frf. e.Per. n.Ayr. Kcb.
jil I.Ma.
jild Inv. Lth. Edb. Ant. s.Nhb.

m.Cum. Wm. e. se. sw. & s.

Yks. n.em.&sm.Lan. n.&nw.
Der. n. & nw.Lin. se.Ken.
Sus. s.Som.

Yoke, gs—jauk se.Ken.

jok Sh. & Or.I. ne.Sc. w.Frf. e.

Per. Kcb. Ant. m.Cum. ne.

Lan. I.Ma. Not. m.Lin. Nhp.
Shr.

jgk me.Wil.
jddk n.Nhb. n.Cum. se.Lan. nw.

Lin. e.Dev.

jok Inv. Ayr. Lth. Edb. s.Sc. s.

Nhb.Wm.,em.Lan.+y«^, sw.
Lan. n.Stf. n.Der., w.Som.+
juk.

juk w. Som.
judk sw.Yks. 11. & em. Lan.
Yolk, 52, 346—jauk se.Ken.
jak w.Wil.
jelk s.Lin. Glo. ne.Cmb.
jok w.Frf. e.Per. Kcb. Ant. n.

& m.Cum.
jouk se.Nhb. •

jgk I.Ma. me.Wil.
jok wm. Sc.

joik e.Yks.+jok, se.Lan., n.Der.

+jok, nw.Lin. e.Dev.

jok Inv. s.Ayr. Lth. Edb. s. Sc.

me. & s.Nhb. Dur.Wm., nnw.
Yks.+jusk, snw. e. &m.Yks.,
se.Yks. em.Lan.+yz»&, sm. &
sw.Lan. n.Stf. n. & nw.Der.
Lei. m.Shr., ne.Nrf. +/»/£, w.
Som.+juk.

juk w.Som.
jusk nnw. se. & sw.Yks. n. em.

& s.Lan.

jelk ne.Nrf. e.Suf.

Yon, 55, 306, 417, 420—jan se.

Ken.+/b».
jen Cai.

jon Sh. & Or.I. Inv. ne. & sn.Sc.

w.Frf.e.Per. s.Ayr. Edb. Kcb.
n. & s.Nhb. Dur. Cum. Wm.
Yks.,butsw.Yks.+/ow/,n. em.
sm. se. & s.Lan. I.Ma. Chs. n.

Der. Not. Lin. Rut. Lei. e.

War. s.Oxf. s.Cmb. s.Nrf. se.

Ken. e.Dev.
jond sw.Yks.+jon, m. & ms.Lan.

nw.Der.
jan w. Som.
Yonder, 55, 248, 300, 417—
end}(r) se.Brks. + inds(r), m.

hck.+mdxr),jendMr),jmdso%
Bdf.+jendxn, jondsm.

indftr) Rut. se.Brks., m.Bck. +
jendw), jindsir), jondscn, se.

Hrt.+jendKr), jondsm, e.Suf.,

Kss.+jondsCr).

jandair) s.Chs.+jondnr), Fit. em.
fcs.Stf. m.Nhp., War. s.Wor.
+jonds(r), n. ne. & m.Shr., n.

Hr(.+jxnds(r), Oxf., bute.Oxf.
jenddir), nw.Hrt.Hnt.+/V«^(>-),

jondsir), e.Ken. +jenda(.r), se.

Ken., e.Sus. +jendw>,jondttr),

m.Hmp.
jaindxr) n.Hrf. nm.Brks.,w.Sus.

+jenddir), w.Wil. Jrjonds(.r), c.

_Dev.
jxnddW) sm.Hmp.
jenddW e.Oxf. m.Bck. Bdf. se.

Hrt. e.Ken. s.Sur. e. &w.Sus.
jinds(r) m.Bck. nw.Hrt. Hnt.,

ne. Nrf. +jondscn.

jondSxr) sw.Wm. n.Lan.

jondair) s.Nhb., n.Dur.+jonSs(r),

m.Cum. snw. & e.Yks., se.

Yks.+jontSxr), sw. & ms.Yks.

nw. em. & sw.Lan. s.Chs. n.

& wm.Stf. ne. & e.Der. Not.

Lin. Lei., ne.Nhp. +jt>nd3(.r),

War. s.Wor. Glo. m.Bck. Bdf.

ne.Nrf. Ess. e.Sus. nw. & se.

Hrt. Hnt. w.Wil. e.Dor.

jondsr Inv. w.Frf. e.Per. em.

Sc. me. & sw.Nhb. w.Wm.

jond'sin n.Dur. ne. & se.Yks. s.

Lan.
jonsr ne. wm. & sm.Sc. se.Nhb.

n.Cum.
jnndftr) ne.Nhp. se.Cmb. nw.

Nrf.

You, 193, 235, 409, 411—jau
nne.Nhb.+/w, n.Lan., m.Lan.
+ja, e. & m.Lin. n. & nw.Oxf.

ja m.Lan., s.Lan.+/o, s.Lin.

jeu se.Hrt. m. & s.Cmb., e.Suf.

+jvu, Ess. e.Ken.
jeii e.Cor.

jiu s.Nhb., em.Lan.+/o, e.Oxf.
Bdf. Hrt., but se.Hrt. jeu, c.

Sus.

jiu n.Dev., sw. & s.Dev.+/S.

jo w.Yks. s.Lan. s.Chs. w.Stf.

nw.Der.
jou s.Sc. +jvu, se.Nhb., snw.

Yks.+ju, w.Yks. +jg, jo, sw.
Lan.+/o, se.Cmb.

jg w. & sw.Yks.
jo se.Nhb. se. & s.Lan. nw.Der.

Not. Lei. n.Wor. n. m. & w.
Shr.

jo Kcd. nw. w. & ms.Yks. em.
sw. & s.Lan. w. & s.Chs. w.
& wm.Stf., s.Stf.+/»w, n.Der.

+/w, nw. & e.Der., Not. Rut.

+/k, Lei.+/#w, e.War., n.Wor.
+/#», m.Shr.

ju Sh.I. s.Frf. Uls., me. & s.

Nhb. e.Yks. nnw.Lan. I. Ma.
n.Der. m.Nhp. s.War. s.Wor.
Hrf. Glo. n.Oxf. n.Bck. nw.
Hrt. s.Hnt. s.Cmb. n.Nrf. n.

Ken. e.Sus. e.Cor.

ju Sh.I. Inv. ne.Sc. sn.Sc, but

Kcd./o, nm. em. wm. & sm.

Sc. Uls. nne. & me.Nhb. 11.

m. & w.Cum. nnw. snw. e.

nm. & se.Yks. I. Ma. Not. n.

& nw.Lin. Rut. m.Nhp. Hrf.

Glo. 11. & s.Oxf. Bdf. se.Ken.

s.Sur. w.Sus. Hmp. w.Wil.

Dor.

jou s.Sc. s.Stf. Lei. n.Wor. a.

& se.Cmb. ne. me. & s.Nrf. e.

& w.Suf., w.Som. +ja.

joe sw. Dev.
jce w.Som.
ju m.Nrf. e.Ken. w.Som. n. &
_s.Dev. se.Cor.

jil Bnfif. se.Nrf. w.Som. n. e.

sw. & s.Dev. se.Cor.

[The unstressed forms are jo,

jo, ju, jil.']

Young, 398—jet/ Glo. nw.Wil.
jot] Uls., but Ant. jittj, I.Ma.+

jiitj.

joyg se. Shr. +jiin.

jut; ne.Sc. +/»</, se. & s.Nhb.

Dur. Cum. Wm. m. nm. w.
sw. ms. &s.Yks. n.Lan., nw.
Lan. -Yjunk, em.~Lan.+jutjg, n.

Stf.+juyg, n.Ver. +jitt)k, n.

nw. m. & s.Lin.

jutjg em. Lan., ne.Der. +juijk,

.
ji'VS-

jutjk nw.Lan. ne.Der.
jiit} Ant., se.Lan. +jiink, ms. & s.

Lan.+juyg, I. Ma. s.Chs. Dnb.
n.Lei. ne.Nhp., m.Nhp. +jvt/,

sw.Nhp. e. & s.War. n. & s.

Wor., n.Shr. +/»</, se.Shr.

jiing sm. sw. ms. & s.Lan., w.
Chs.+jittjk, Fit. n. wm. & s.

Stf. ne. nw. e. w. & s.Der.

jiujk m. & se.Lan. w.Chs. n.

Der.
jutj Sh. & Or.I. Cai. Inv. ne. &

sn.Sc. w.Frf. e.Per. em. sm.

& s.Sc. m.Nhp. n.Shr. Hrf.

Oxf. se.Hrt. e.An. se.Ken.

Hmp. I.W. Wil., but nw.
Wil. jet), Dor. Som. Dev.
Cor.

Youngermer, 398.

Your, 411, 412.

Yourn, 413.

Yours, 413.
Yous, 409.

Yule, 248.
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1
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16.
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F.S.A. ' os. 6a.
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. Somerset. By F. T. Elworthy. 5s.
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William Dickinson, F.L.S. 6s.
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Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and Glossary, by W. Payne and
S. J. Herrtage. ias. 6d.
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Names. , By James

; Britten, F.L.S., and Robert Holland. Part I. (AtpF.) 8s. 6d.
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Skeat, M.A. , ',.',, '

17s. i

34. Supplement to the Cumberland Glossary (No. 20). By .

W. Dickinson, F.L.S. IS.

25. Specimens of English Dialects. I. Exmoor Scolding and
Courtship (Devpnshire). Edited by F- T. Elworthy. II. A Bran New
Wark(Westmoreland). Editedrby Rev. Prof. Skeat, M.A. 8s. 6d.

\ 26. English Plant Names. Part II. (G to O.) 8s. 6d.

' af. Glossary of Words in use in Cornwall. I. West Corn-
wall. By Miss M. A, Courtney. II, EastCornwall. By Thomas -

Q. Couch. With Map. 6s.

a8i Glossary of Words and Phrases in use in Antrim and
Down.[ By William Hugh Paterson, M.R.I.A. 7s.

39. An Early' English Hymn1

to . the Virgin. , By F. J.
Furnivall, M.A., and'A. J. Ellis, F.Rg.

,

6d.

30. Old Country and Farming Words. Gleaned from Agri-
cultural Books. 1 By James Britten, F.L.S. 10s. 6d,

The Dialect of Leicestershire. ' By the Rev. A. B.
Evans, D.D., and Sebastian Evans, LL.D. 105. 6d.

3a. Five Original Glossaries—Isle of Wight, Oxfordshire,
Cumberland, North Lincolnshire, and Radnorshire, by various -

Authors. 7S.6d.
33. George -Eliot's Use of Dialect. By W, E. A. Axon.

(Forming No. 4 of 'Miscellanies.') jy,

34. Turner's Names of Herbs, a.d. 1548. Edited, with Index,
and Identification of Names, by James Britten, F.L.S. 6s. 6d.

35. Glossary of the Lancashire Dialect. By J. H. Nodal
and George Milner. Pirtll. (FtoZ.) 6s.

36. -West Worcestershire Words. By Mrs. Chamberlain.

188a-/ 4s. 6rf.

37. Fitzherbert s Book of Husbandry, 1534, Edited, with
Introduction, Notes, and Glossarial Index: by the Rev. Prof. Skeat,
M.A. \ 8s,6<£

38. Devonshire Plant Names. BytheRev. Hilderic Friend. 5S.

1880-

V

/3i

1881

40.

1884

•42.

I

43-

44-

t on .. ,j , -

dersfibld. By the Rev. A. Easther, M.A,, and the Rev. Thomas
Lees.MJV. . 8s. 6rf.

Hampshire Words and Phrases. Compiled and Edited

by the Rev. Sir William H. Pope, Bart. 6s.

1883J 41. English Dialects in the Eighteenth Century. Com-
\ piled from N. Bailey's Dictionary, with Introduction, by W. E. A.

Axon. 9*
4I.*The Treatyse of Fysshinge with an Angle. By Dame

Juliana Barnes. An earlier form (circa ifijo). Edited, with

Glossary (and' privately printed), by Thomas Satchell, and by him
V, presented to the 1883 members.

Upton-on-Severn Words. By the Rev. Canon Law-
son. -•:,•" as. 6d.

Anglo-French Vowel Sounds.' A Word-list illustrating

the correspondence with Modern English. By Miss B. M. Skeat. 4s.

Glossary of Cheshire Words. - By" Robert Holland.

Part I. , (A to F.)
. , ,•'..• 7s-

45. EnglishPlantNames. Part III, completing thework. 10s.

46. Glossary of Cheshire.Words. By Robert Holland.

,Part.II. (GtoZ.) Completing the Vocabulary. 9s.

Bird Names. By' the Rev. Charles Swainson. ias.

Four Dialect WoRDS^-CIem, Lake, Nesh, and Oss. By
T.Hallam. 4s.

Report on Dialectal Work from May, 1885, to May,
1886. By A. J. Ellis, F.R.S. ('Miscellanies,' Np.,V.) as..'

Glossary of West Somerset Words, By Frederick T.
Elworthy. _..

r
-

,

* 35s.

Cheshire Glossary. By Robert Holland. Part III,

. completing the work,
.

,."_>- 6s.

I 52. South-West Lincolnshire Glossary (Wapentake of

V Graffoe). By the Rev. R. E, Cole, "]S.6d.

'S3. The Folk-Speech of South Cheshire. By Thomas
Darlington. 15s.

A Dictionary of the Kentish Dialect. By the Rev.
WiD. Parish and the Rev. W.Frank Shaw. - 10s.

Second Report on Dialectal Work, from May, 1886,
to May, 1887. By A. J. Ellis, F.RS. (' Miscellanies,' No. VI.) as.

Berkshire Words. By Major Lowsley, R.E- *os-

Sheffield Glossary. By Sidney O. Addy, M.A. rss. .;

* Catalogueof theEnglish Dialect Library. Part II. is.

58. Glossary of Manley and Corringham Words (Lincoln-
«„"['. -- shire), By Edward Peacock, FJS.A. Second Edition, revised and
1009 1 much enlarged. Vol. I. ;

• ias. 6d.

{ 59. Vol. II. 12s. 6d.

60. English Dialects—their Homes and Sounds. By Dr.

A. J. Ellis, F:R.S. With two Maps. xzs.Sd. .

1890 \ 61. Dialect 'Words used in the County of Gloucester.
Collected by J. D.Robertson, M.A. Editedby the Lord Moreton.

With Map. '- j .. ;
' IOS.

/ 6a. A Supplement to the Sheffield Glossary (No^ 57). By
I

Sidney O.Addy.M.A. „ .5s.

I

63. Ablaut in the Modern Dialects of the South of
England. By Dr. Karl Bulbring. Translated by A. W. Badham,

tg01 J ,
B.A. gs,

*"
» 64. Rutland Words; Collected by the Rev. Christopher

Wordsworth, M:A., Rector of Tyaeham. Dorset, and late of
Glaston, Rutland.

, +s. 6rf.

65. Dialect of Hartland, Devonshire. By R. Pearse
\ Chope, B.A. With Map. .' '. 75. 6d.

!

66. Northumberland Words. By R. Oliver Heslop. Vol.1.
(A to F.) With a Sketch Map. " ias. 6d.

67. A Grammar op the Dialect of, Windhill, West York-
shire. ByJoseph Wright, M.A., Ph.D.. D.C.L., LL.D., Litt.D.,
ProfeSsqr ofComparative Philology in-Oxford University, 12s. 6rf.

/68. Northumberland Words. By R. Oliver Heslop. Vol. II.
Parti. (GatoMow.) tos. 6d.

69. Glossary of Wiltshire Words. By G. E. Dartnell
and the Rev. E, H. Goddard. IKS.

70. Glossary of Surrey Words. By G. Leveson Gowerj

JSA-
4s.'6rf..

/7i. Northumberland Wor.ds. By R. O. Heslop. Vol II
Part II. (Mowband to Z.) ro j

1887-

l888-

54-

55-

56.

57-

1893

7a. South-East Worcestershire Words.
bury.

By Jesse Salis-

(804^ '
: '"•UI3r- ,4s. 6rf,

73. roLK-PHRASEs of Four Counties (Glouc, Staff.. Warw..
Wore). ByG. F. Northall.

V '

35. 6d.
74- List of.Words and Phrases used by the natives of

v Hutton-le-Hole (Durham). By the Rev. F. M. T. Palgraye. 5S
'

1 75. East Anglian Glossary. By Walter Rye. ijLf'

76. Nine Specimens of English Dialects.
"*

1895 { Skeat.

1896

LONDON;

By Rev. Professor

,

- 12s. 6d.
1 77- glossary of Cumberland, Westmoreland, and North
V. Lancashire. By the Rev. T. Ellwood. ., «
'78. Two Collections of Derbicisms. By Samuel Pegge, A.m!

Edited by Rev. Professor Skeat and Thomas Hallam. ias. 6d.
79. A Warwickshire Word-Book. By G. F. Nortiiall,

M.A. I5/
80. A Bibliographical List of Works illustrative of

Dialect of Northumberland. Compiled by R, Oliver Heslop.
the
4s.
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